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Member  Motion  Picture  Producers  and  Distributors  of  America,  Inc. — Will  II.  Mays,  Pres
ident 
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DISTRIBUTION 
CHARTS 

show  that  we  have  won  * 
over  more  new  exhibitors 

in  the  past  year  than 

any  other  company. 

THE  GROWTH  OF 

METRO-GOLDWYN-IVIAYER 
IS  BASED  GOOD  PRODUCT 
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W.liJiy  JOHNJ>TON 

presents 
cJl  HAliR^y  J.  BR.OWN 

PRiOBUteTION 

OIRECTEO  BY 
HARRY  J.  BROWN 

BILLY  SULLIVAN 



Q^nd  How^ 
THIS  Lad 
is  ̂ettinff the  doumi 

GC^
 

~dte  BIG  Stars- 
TheBlG  Hits- 

I ^   i 

NOW,  as  always, 
from  m 

Qammount       ««n<4  Tl*e»ril«iiti\re  TflC,^— Will  t 

Member Motion  Picture  Producers  and  Distributors  of  Am
erica,  Inc. — Will  H.  Hays,  President 



Tell  em  with 

Cparamount 
u   paher  and 

^Pammoiint 

cpictuf^ Ad  Sales  mater- 
ial '‘‘the  best 

in  the  business ERY  RAYM
OND  HATT

ON 

M/VRY 

EDWARD 
pROO» 

BEH«^ 

(t^aramowit  (jUcture 

MALCOLM  St.  CLAIR 
PRODUCTION 

Ai>ewH  ^ 

A   HERBERT  BRENON  Pr
oduction 

CONWAY  TEARLE.  AL
IcTjCTfCE  and  CLA

RA  BOW 



iW{^  V   OLARRNcI  Wjpb 

ALLAN  DWAN'S  Production 

SEA  HORSES 

Not  for  just  a   day  - 
Not  forjusta  week 
Not  for  just  a   year- 

But  ALWAYS  -- — GOOD 
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For  Season  1926 — 1927 

William  Fox  presents 

\   MILK  WHITE 
FLAG 

ANOTHER  CHARLES 

H.  HOYT 

Here  is  another  gem  from  the  pen  of  America's 

foremost  writer  of  farce-comedy 

Considered  by  many  to  be  the  most 

beautiful  and  finest  example  of  the 

marvelous  ability  of  Charles  Hoyt  for 

creating  successful  stage  productions. 

IFs  sure-fire  box-office !   Another  great 

link  for  that  new-season  powerful 

chain  of  FOX  money  makers. 

Fox  Film  Cd  pi  0   ratio  PL. 
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Improves  projection 
and  saves  you  money 

Get  this  booklet 

Engineers  of  the  Edison 
Lamp  Works  have  prepared 
a   bulletin  on  Incandescent 
Lamp  Projection  which  cov- 

ers the  subject  thoroughly. 
A   copy  of  this  bulletin  will 
be  mailed  to  you  free  on 
request : 

I   General  Electric  Company 

I   Please  send  me  your  free  bulletin 

Ion  Incandescent  Lamp  Projection. Name    

1   Theatre    
I   Address 

In  small  and  medium  sized  theatres  the  Edison 
Mazda  Lamp  for  motion  picture  projection  gives 
as  good  results  as  an  arc  light.  It  operates  on  half 
as  much  current  and  greatly  improves  working conditions  for  projectionists. 

There  are  no  fumes,  dust  or  excessive  heat  from 
a   Mazda  Lamp  and  when  once  adjusted  it  re- quires no  further  attention. 

The.  saving  of  50%  on  current  costs  soon  pays  for 
the  exya  equipment  needed  to  get  the  best  results trom  Incandescent  Lamp  Projection. 

Our  engineers  will  give  you  unprejudiced  advice 
as  to  the  advisability  of  installing  Incandescent 
Lamp  Projection  in  your  Theatre.  Write  to 
Edison  Lamp  Works  of  General  Electric  Com- pany,  Harrison,  N.  J. 

EDISON  MAZDA  LAMPS A   GENERAL  ELECTRIC  PRODUCT 
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^   Panorama  of  Beauty,  Vanity 
and  Gorgeous  Entertainment 

^OHH  CrfLIMM 

preset^ 

WTM 

MARGUERITE 
De  La  MOTTE 

and 

ALLAN  FORREST 

5rrtfimHT9ien^iUtthony  C)ldcvr«y 

SuggLiUdfayMTHun  Stringer's 
Sdtunlay  E»gmng  Post^tory 

A.  H.  SEaASTlAN 

/or 

SPECIAL 

A   Triple  Guarantee 

of  Box  Office! 

The  Title: 

It  will  exploit  itself.  The  title 
 is 

alluring  and  offers  unlimited  t
ie-up 

possibilities. 

The  Production: 

Gorgeous — all  the  gold  and  gli
t- 

ter, glamor  and  glory,  romance  
and 

revelry  of  the  most  famous
  street 

in  the  world — presenting  a   startlin
g 

phase  of  life  on  this  s
eductive 

“street  of  fashion”  never  befo
re 

filmed. 

The  Cast 

Marguerite  De  La  Mot
te  and 

Allan  Forrest  in  great  roles,
  with  a 

cast  of  extraordinary  merit. 

Foftiin  Oitirlbutort 
pnduatn  li\fm4tlon4J  Corporation 

130  Waal  46lh  Straat 
Now  York,  N.  Y 

^S^^^t^PKODUCERS  DISTrISiSnC  CORPORATION 
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When  you  want  the “big  time”  product,  go 

straight  to  “big  time”  headquar- 
ters! Study  this  line-up  on  the 

right  and  you’ll  know  that  it's  a 
record  for  the  world  to  shoot  at 
for  months  arid  months  to  come! 
4   big  pictures  on  Broadway  in  4 
weeks  would  have  been  BIG — but 
on  top  of  that  4   more  splendid 
WARNER  releases  are  brought 
back  to  the  Cameo  Theatre  be- 

cause Broadway  can’t  get  enough 
of  them!  Quality  pictures  plus 
popular  demand  did  it!  Such  per- 

formance as  this  on  Broadway  is 
typical  of  the  acclaim  that  is  na- 

tion-wide. WARNER  PICTURES 
are  cleaning-up  everywhere! 

1 

Z 

4 
5 

The  SEA  BEAST 

OH!  WHAT  A   NURSE 

The  CAVE  MAN 

BRIDE  °.V  STORM 

The  Marriage  Circle 

THREE  WOMEN 

KISS  ME  AGAIN 

taCy  IVindemiere’s  Fan 
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IfVarner  Pictures 

lig  Broadway 

in-A  Weeks! 
u,ith  John  BARRYMORE 

and  DOLORES  COSTELLO 

Now  af)f>roachmg  its  200th  performance  at  the 

%%r  fk  ItKIim  theatre
 

Ww  Broadway ,N.Y. 
1 

SYD  CHAPLIN 
PATSY  RUTH  MILLER 

Week  of  February  21st  at  the 

A   THEATRE A   Broadway,  N.  Y. 

^uh  MATT  MOORE 

cna  MARIE  PREVOST 

Week  of  February  28th  at  the 

RIALTO 
Coming!  Week  of  March  21st 

3 
u^ith  Dolores  Costello 

and  JOHN  HARRON 

yi  Ernst  Lubitsch
 

^PRODUCTIONS 

With  Marie  Prevost,  Monte  Blue, 

Adolph  Menjou;  with  May  McAvoy, 

Marie  Prevost,  Pauline  Frederick, 

Lew  Cody;  with  Marie  Prevost  and 

Monte  Blue;  with  Ronald  Colman, 

May  McAvoy,lren
e  Rich,  Bert  Lyt

elL 

■ 

Now  playing  during  the  weeks  of 
March  7th  and  14th  at  the 

A   A   THEATRE 

CAMEO 
Brought  back  to  Broadway  by  public 

demand  for  a   gala  run  of  Ernst 
Lubitsch  Productions. 

4 

r. 

»y  Profits  from  Warner  Brothers  ! 
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Samuel  S.  Hutchinson 

joresents 

EDWARD 
EVEREn 
HORTON 

MAE 

BUSCH 
dirom  the  Popular  Noue/  by 

J   rede  rick  S.  I   sham  ~ 
Directed  by  Lloyd  Ingraham 

Of  Coursejts  From 
ASSOaATFDEXHIBirOR$//;c 

OSCAR  A.PRfCS^Pres. 



Nighty  good 
entertain  - 
ment  that 

should  rap 

the  box- 
office  target 

right  in 
the  bulls- 

ff 

eye. 
^   M.R  News 

JOHNxC.  FLINN  presents 

PRISCILLA  DEAN 
7Ae  DANGER  GIRL 

^   WITH  ciOHN  BOWERS 

ADAPTED  BY  FINIS  FOX  FROM  “THE  BRIDE"  BY  GEORGE  MIDDLETON  6^  STUART  OLIVIER 
H£l£AS£D  BY  directed  by  EDWARD  DILLON 

RDDUCERS  •   Dl  STKI BUTI NC  COKPORATlOh Fbwgn  Di9tTibutor»~ Producers  Corporation  fSO  Woat  46th  Stroot 

Now  York.  N.  Y. 
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\   4»»f  b»A. .   \, 
.   ̂ xt  lO» 

ii'.,  V 

« \ 

«“.  •"\>i  \ 

« \ 

REGINALD 

O'*'  *i  »i  ''^,i 

^.^“i  w'T*' 

“If"- 
K»*,b  ««' 

-u*- 

extra ! 

Tie  this  picture  right  up  w
ith 

the  popular  Charleston  
for  the 

greatest  natural  explo
itation 

gag  any  picture  
has  ever 

offered.  The  page  reprod
uced 

here  is  only  one  of  the  ma
ny 

trade  paper  articles  sh
owing 

the  wonderful  money-mak
ing 

possibilities  of  Charlest
on  tie- 

ups.  It’s  an  honest-to
-good- 

ness,  sure-fire,  profit
-maker 

that  will  keep  the  SRO  si
gn 

working  overtime.  Bo
ok  it 

now  and  round  up  the  prof
it 

stampede  that  is  sure  to  fo
llow. 

from  the 

Saturday  Evening  Post  Story 

by  Henry  Irving  Dodge 

Skinners 
Oress  Suit 

with  LAURA  LA  PLANTE 

“Safe  to  bill  this  as  one  of  the  year’s  best  come- 

dice.  Should  pull  ’em  in  any  house.’’ 
Motion  Picture  News. 

“One  of  the  moet  allraclive  comedies  of  the  sea- 

son. Will  make  any  audience  sereum.” 
Florence  Theatre. — Pasatjlenu,  Cal. 

“A  peach  of  a   picture.  Continual  smiles,  chuckles 

and  hone.st-to-goodness  laughs.” 

Moving  Picture  W orld. 

“Another  knockout.  Another  box-olTice  hit. 

Surefire,  wholesome,  enlertuiniiig  comedy.” Film  Daily. 

A   Wm.  Seiler 
P   RO  D   U   C.T  I   O.N 

UNIVERSAL  JEWEL. 
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~146! advertisers  in  this 
issue  who  are  convinced 
and  determined  to 

WIN  WITH  THE  WINNER  IN  1926 

Section  1 

Containing  ‘‘THE 

STUDIO”  with  complete 
information  on  produc- 

tion and  personalities. 

Section  2 

“BETTER  THEATRES” 
with  so  many  articles  in- 

valuable to  tlieatre  own- 

ers that  all  we  can  say  is 

“read  it  from  cover  to 
cover. 
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by  om  who  wants  to  be  there. 

Joseph  M.  Schenck  presents  it;  with  RONALD  COLMAN,  sc
reen  story  by  Hans  Kraly, 

based  on  the  stage  play  written  by  Andre  Picard  and  David  Belasco; 

A   CLARENCE  BROWN  production;  A   First  National  Picture 



NATI0NAL  announces 
everysKng  gbry  pf  me 

“il-S  jecr^^pecial 

One  year  m   Hie  making-- 
^uch  a   pic^ure  I'he  world 
ha^  hoped  for— only  life IS  BIGGER/ 

Presented  bif..*.  RiCUARD  A.  ROWLAND 
Written  for  the  screen  by .   . .   JUNE  MATH  IS 

from  EDITH  O'SHAUGHNESSV'S  novel 

Viennese  medley" CONWAY  TEARLE 

ANNA  Q,  NILSSON 
and  a   caft  inefuding  MAY  ALLISON,  IAN  KEITH 
JEAN  HERSHOLT  d//cy  LUCY  bEAUMONT 

c4  JUNE  MATHl^   PioducHon 
Directed  bg   CURT  REHFELD 

Production  Manager.  .RAY  ROCKETT 

Chief  Cinematographer.  .JOHN  BOYLE 
Art  Director...^. a.  SHULTER 
r//m  GEORGE  McGUIRE 



L* 



Wattcra— one  of  tb* 

moat  laviah  aceoes 

ever  atafed. 

'"lay  it first  inymr/ldd 

.Md»d  Allen's 
^nuNCERorP^s' 

Dancing  heels  that 

tap  to  the  furious 
heart  beat  of  first 
love. 

stoning  CONWAY  TEARLE 

supported  bi/ DOROTHY  MACKAHL 

ALFRED  SANTELL  PRODUCTION  - 

%ewh€kmdewotid 
is  your  audience  / 

FIRST  NATIONAL  PICTURE 
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Coolidge  Sees  No  Need  of  More  Blue  Laws  at  Capital;  President  Believes  Ten- 

dency Is  Toward  Liberalization — Upshaw  Censorship  Bill  Hearing  April  14;  Kansas 

City  Grand  Jury  Attacks  Industry. 

Dannenberg’s  Death  Mourned  by  Industry  Throughout  World;  Hundreds  Offer  Condo- 

lences— Posters  as  Important  in  Small  Town  as  in  Large  City,  Says  Weil — “Show- 
Me”  Exhibitors  to  Save  Thousands  When  War  Tax  Is  Removed. 

Ohio  Exhibitors  Open  Fight  Against  Music  License  Fees;  Senator  Fess  Pledges  Close 

Study  of  Situation;  M.P.T.O.A,  Promises  Theatres  for  Women’s  Clubs’  National 
Music  Contest — Columbia  to  Make  24  Pictures  in  Its  Biggest  Program. 

United  Artists  Releases  15  Next  Year;  Stars  Are  Added;  Norma  Talinadge,  John  Barry- 

more and  Buster  Keaton  to  Join  United;  Signing  of  Gloria  Swanson  Indicated — 

Large  Bookings  Follow  Gotham  Announcement  for  ’26-’27. 

Pro-Dis-Co  Officials  Complete  Jensen  &   Von  Herberg  Circuit  Purchase — Yost  Maps  Out 

Big  Social  Time  for  Fox’s  Convention — “Danny’s”  Death  Brings  Sense  of  Personal 
Loss  to  Spargo. 

Neilan  Begins  First  of  Series  for  Famous  Soon;  “Old  Ironsides”  Male  Lead  Chosen — 

Scenario  Department  Busy — Associated  Exliibitors  Adds  Several  Pictures  to  New  Pro- 
duction Schedule. 

SECTIONS 

“Better  Theatres"    Section  II 
“The  Studio”      -         51 
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Short  Features    39 
Presentation  Acts    42 
The  Theatre    83 
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Tramp,  Tramp. 

New?  Pictures    -   -   —   90 

Spanking  Breezes  .   .   .   Tlie  Flaming  Frontier  .   .   .   Wet 

Paint  .   .   .   Wireless  Lizzie  .   .   .   The  Dancer  of  Pans  .   .   . 

Forbidden  Waters  .   .   .   The  Volga  Boatman  .   ..  Whisper- 
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The  Film  Mart             96 
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Although  I   am  no  editorial  writer  I   am  glad  to 
try  my  hand  at  it,  for  Martin  Quigley,  while  he  is 

on  his  vacation. 

I   hope  that  Mr.  Quigley  will  have  a   most  enjoyable 

holiday  abroad  and  that  he  will  come  back  refreshed  to 

run  the  same  sort  of  admirable  journal  of  the  motion 

picture  industry  that  he  always  has  turned  out.  It  is 

a   pleasure  to  be  a   part  of  an  industry  that  has  within  it 

such  forward  looking  persons  as  Mr.  Quigley. 

As  I   look  over  the  industry  today  it  seems  to  me 

that  the  most  remarkable  feature  about  it  is  the  speed 

with  which  it  goes  ahead.  Each  six  months  appears  to 

me  to  be  a   decade  in  motion  pictures.  Improvement  in 

picture  making  and  selling  is  so  fast  that  it  takes  one's 
breath  away.  And  that  is  no  mere  figure  of  speech. 

No  one  may  tell  now  what  may  be  done  next  year. 

A   year  ago,  I   think,  few,  if  any,  persons  would  have 
believed  there  could  have  been  two  such  unusual  screen 

pictures  as  “Ben  Hur”  and  “The  Big  Parade,”  simulta- 
neously making  picture  history  in  Broadway — and  in 

“legitimate”  theatres  throughout  the  country. 

And  that  is  not  mentioning  many  other  remarkable 
films. 

I   have  been  working  with  motion  pictures  since  their 

beginning,  and  my  life  has  been,  and  is,  wrapped  up 

in  them.  I   believe  in  them.  They  are  the  greatest 

source  of  wholesome  enjoyment  for  the  greatest  number 

of  persons.  I   believe  in  the  stability  of  motion  pictures 

as  a   universal  entertainment  and,  therefore,  as  an  in- 

vestment; and  I   know  absolutely  in  my  own  mind  that 

they  have  only  begun  to  show  what  they  can  do. 

Many  men  now  working  at  making  pictures  never 

have  worked  in  any  other  form  of  expression.  They 

have  not  been  novelists  or  dramatists.  They  have  begun 

their  lives  in  the  world  of  the  film,  and  they  are  living 
their  lives  in  it. 

IT  has  been  said  that  motion  pictures  may  not  be  an 
art  because  too  much  of  mechanics  necessarily  must 

go  into  their  making.  But  these  new  workers  in  pic- 

tures use  mechanics  and  big  sets  and  tens  of  thousands 

of  persons,  if  necessary,  just  as  an  artist  uses  the  differ- 

ent pigments  to  slap  on  his  canvas.  What  difference 

does  it  make  whether  a   man  is  wielding  ten  thousand 

men  and  fifty  lights,  or  a   paint  brush,  or  a   pen,  as 

long  as  he  is  getting  effects  in  the  medium  in  which 

he  is  working?  Personally,  I   don’t  think  it  makes  any difference. 

However,  I   am  not  ^v^iting  this  editorial  for  Mr. 

Quigley’s  journal  while  he  is  having  a   rest  to  make  a 

Editorial 

by 

Marcus  Loew 

point  of  the  art  of  motion  pictures.  It  is  their  efficiency 

that  is  most  important  here,  it  seems  to  me. 

The  time  is  past  when  there  can  be  any  hit-or-miss 

policy  in  picture  making.  To  put  it  baldly,  now  that 

I   have  touched  upon  the  “art”  side  of  the  situation, 
producing  companies  have  come  to  the  point  where 

they  are  putting  out  a   sure-fire  product  up  to  a   stand- 
ard of  true  quality. 

The  Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer  Company,  for  instance, 

this  year  had  in  one  week  on  Broadway  in  the  Times 

Square  district  seven  different  successful  cinemas  show- 
ing at  one  time.  Four  of  these  were  playing  to  two 

dollars  top. 

I   trust  that  Mr.  Quigley  will  forgive  me  for  mention- 

ing our  own  company,  but  I   believe  he  must  have 

expected  that.  I   know  that  Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer  is 

confident  of  even  greater  accomplishments  next  year 

than  this — the  most  successful  year,  I   think,  that  any 

motion  picture  making  organization  ever  had. 

«   *   * 

IT  is  easy  to  write  or  speak  the  words  “bigger,”  “bet- ter,” “greatest,”  and  their  like.  So,  to  my  mind,  they 

don’t  mean  much.  But  when  I   say  that  Metro-Goldwyn- 
Mayer  is  not  only  on  a   sound  basis,  but  on  a   progres- 

sively sound  basis,  I   mean  just  that.  Sotmdness,  de- 

pendability and  progress.  Those  are  the  three  words 
that  I   know  are  proved  by  the  past  performances  and 
guaranteed  by  the  future  program  of  the  company. 

General  knowledge  is  had  of  the  unusual  achieve- 

ments of  Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer  during  the  past  year — 

“The  Midshipman,”  “Ibanez’  Torrent,”  “Mike,”  “The 
Unholy  Three,”  “The  Merry  Widow” —   to  mention  only 
a   few  of  the  pictures  and  to  omit  mention  of  our  pic- 

tures playing  as  legitimate  attractions;  the  develop- 
ment of  John  Gilbert  and  Norma  Shearer  into  out- 

standing stars;  the  acquirements  of  players,  directors 
and  story  material  throughout  the  world.  Any  one 
might  be  proud  to  stand  on  the  record.  And  I   am 
content  to  do  that. 

Motion  pictures  are  stabilized,  but  they  always  will 
furnish  new  thrills.  When  Mr.  Quigley  returns  from 
his  recess  I   am  sure  we  will  have  a   new  thrill  for  him 

— -and  for  every  one  else  who  goes  to  the  cinema.  It 

might  be  Benjamin  Christianson’s  “The  Devil’s  Circus,” 
starring  Norma  Shearer.  It  might  be  any  one  of  the 
unusual  pictures  that  we  are  making  in  our  CiJver 
City  studio. 

However,  I   will  say  in  closing  that  there  is  a   certain 
comfort  in  thrills  when  one  knows  that  they  are  based 
on  solid  rock  foundation  of  business  organization,  busi- 

ness achievement,  and  business  service. 

(During  the  absence  of  Martin  J.  Quigley  who 
is  abroad  a   series  of  articles  for  this  page  is  being 
written  by  a   group  of  leaders  in  various  branches 

of  the  motion  picture  industry,) 

V 
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R.  F.  Woodhull 
Sounds  Official 

Convention  Call 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORIC,  March  16.— R.  F.  Wood- 
hull,  president  of  the  M.  P.  T.  O.  A.,  makes 

the  official  announcement  of  the  Los  An- 
geles convention  in  the  March  15  issue  of 

the  organization’s  official  bulletin.  The  pri- 
mary purposes  of  the  convention  is: 

The  consideration  of  the  most  vital  of 

problems,  headed  by  encroachments  of 
business  by  producers,  distributors  and 

screen  bootleggers  and  leeches  who  over- 
build communities  already  well  served  with 

malignant  intent  to  confiscate  the  invest- 
ment of  you  established  pioneers. 

Reports  received  from  all  parts  of  the 

country  by  the  Los  Angeles  committee  of 

the  M.  P.  T.  O.  A.  indicate  that  the  forth- 
coming convention  will  be  the  most  heavily 

attended  meeting  exhibitors  ever  have  held. 

Coolidge  Sees  No  Need  of 
More  Blue  Laws  at  Capital 

President  Believes  Tendency  Is  Toward  Liberalization — Lank- 

ford Amends  Bill — Upshaw  Measure  Hearing  April  14^ — 

Kansas  City  Grand  Jury  Attacks  Industry 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

WASHINGTON,  D.  C..  March  16.— Blue  law  legislation  for  the  District 
of  Columbia  was  dealt  a   body  blow  when  the  ofiicial  spokesman  for  the  White 
House  announced  that  President  Coolidge  saw  no  necessity  for  such  a   bill. 

President  Always  Liberal 

It  was  pointed  out  that  the  President  had  always  been  liberal  in  this  respect, 
having  as  governor  of  Massachusetts  signed  a   law  permitting  the  playing  on 

Sunday  of  amateur  baseball  to  which  no  admission  was  charged.  He  does 

not  appear  to  believe  that  the  closing  of  amusements  on  Sunday  would  be 
conducive  to  increased  church  attendance,  and,  it  was  stated  by  his  spokesman, 

his  observations  as  vicepresident  and  later  as  president  lead  him  to  believe 

the  day  is  very  well  observed  in  Washington. 

A.  F,  Baker  Enters 

Race  for  Presidency 

of  M.P.T.O.K^M 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

KANSAS  CITY,  MO.,  March  16.— An- 
other candidate  for  president  g.f  the  M.  P. 

T.  O.  Kansas-Missouri  has  entered  the 
field  from  which  a   successor  for  R.  R. 

Biechele  will  be  chosen  at  the  annual  con- 
vention in  Joplin,  Mo.,  April  20  and  21.  He 

is  A.  F.  Baker,  manager  of  the  Electric 

theatre,  Kansas  City,  Kan.,  the  largest  non- 
producer  owned  house  in  Kansas  City. 

An  avalanche  of  letters  was  sent  out  from 

M.  P.  T.  O.  K-M  headquarters  this  week 
instructing  exhibitors  to  contract  for  no 

more  films  between  now  and  the  conven- 
tion. It  is  understood  film  rentals  will  oc- 

cupy the  entire  first  day  of  the  convention 
and  it  is  believed  some  pointed  resolutions 

may  be  adopted. 

Illinois  Showmen  Face 
Crisis  With  Indefinite 

Closing  of  Coal  Mines 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

ST.  LOUIS,  March  16.— Exhibitors  _   in 
Southern  Illinois  towns  that  are  depending 

upon  the  coal  industry  for  revenue  are  fac- 
ing a   crisis. 

In  former  years  February  and  early 

March  brought  the  peak  of  prosperity  in 

Egypt,  but  this  year  February  saw  ma
ny 

of  the  largest  collieries  closing  their  work
 

shafts  indefinitely.  Thousands  of  workers
 

are  leaving  the  district  for  other  fields
  of 

endeavor. 

High  Taxes  Cuts  Number 

of  Theatres  800  to  383 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

WARSAW,  POLAND.  Marc
h  16.--The 

number  of  picture  theatres  in  Po
land  has 

declined  from  800  in  1924-  to  50
0  in  192. 

and  to  a   total  of  383  at  present  ac
cording 

to  the  Polish  Cinema  Union.  This
  is  due. 

it  is  said,  to  high  taxes  collected 
 by  munici- 

palities which  run  to  50  per  cent  on  gros
s 

receipts. 

Grainger  Returns 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK.  March  16. 
— James  R. 

Grainger,  general  salesmana
ger  of  Fox, 

is  back  in  New  York  after  a   tr
ip  through 

the  Middlewest  and  South. 

It  is  the  President’s  opinion  that  the 
tendency  now  is  toward  liberalization  of 

such  legislation  rather  than  the  enact- ment of  more  severe  laws. 

Meanwhile  Representative  Lankford 
of  Georgia  has  amended  his  Sunday 

closing  bill,  and  in  a   new  bill  submitted 

to  the  house  March  13  has  made  pro- 

vision for  permitting  persons  who  ob- 
serve some  other  day  as  the  Sabbath  to 

work  on  Sunday.  The  bill,  however,  is 

unchanged  with  respect  to  motion  pic- 
ture theatres  and  other  places  of  amuse- 

ment, which  will  not  be  permitted  to 

operate  on  Sunday,  if  an  admission  fee 
is  charged. 

The  subcommittee  having  the  Lank- 
ford bill  in  charge  has  made  no  report 

to  the  full  district  committee,  but  an- 
other bill,  providing  for  Sunday  closing 

and  carrying  severe  penalties  for  viola- 
tion, has  been  introduced  in  the  house 

by  Representative  Edwards  of  Georgia. 
The  M.  P.  T.  O.  A.  will  be  given  a 

hearing  by  the  district  committee  on 
this  legislation  this  week. 

The  house  committee  on  education  on 

April  14  will  hold  a   hearing  on  the  bill 
introduced  by  Representative  Upshaw  of 

Georgia  for  a   national  motion  picture 
censorship. 

The  bill  was  introduced  at  the  begin- 
ning of  the  session  and  Representative 

Upshaw  since  has  been  endeavoring  to 

have  the  committee  bring  it  up  for  con- 

sideration. The  fact  that  the  house  dis- 
trict committee  has  held  hearings  on 

Sunday  closing  legislation  was  used  by 
him  as  a   wedge  to  induce  the  committee 
on  education  to  consider  his  measure. 

Grand  Jury  Enters  List 
of  Kansas  City  Blue  Noses 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

KANSAS  CITY,  MO.,  March  16.— 
Since  the  first  covered  wagon  passed 

down  Kansas  City’s  Main  street  many 
years  ago  blue  laws  and  censorship  of 
the  radical  type  have  been  more  or  less 

of  a   laughing  matter. 

However,  when  a   county  grand  jury 
makes  recommendations  for  a   cleanup, 

exhibitors  believe,  it  is  a   serious  matter. 

The  Jackson  County  grand  jury,  in  ses- 
sion last  week,  recommended  a   theatre 

cleanup,  both  on  stage  and  screen,  and 

suggested  two  methods  of  procedure — 
one  under  an  old  city  ordinance  which 

now  exists  and  the  other  through  com- 
mon law  which  may  be  invoked  through 

county  officials. 
"We  welcome  any  investigation  any 

individual  or  organization  ^   cares  to 

make/’  said  C.  E.  Cook,  business  man- 

ager of  tlie  M.  P.  T.  O.  Kansas-Missouri. 
"The  same  pictures  that  are  being  shown 
in  our  first  run  theatres  arc  being  ex- 

hibited in  schools  and  churches.” 
Then  followed  an  eye-opening  talk  by 

Miss  Florence  Shields  Wilson,  travel- 
ing Universal  critic  and  reviewer,  which 

was  given  a   big  play  in  the  Kansas  Cily 
Star. 

"Give  the  movie-going  folks  the  kind 
of  pictures  they  want  and  there  will  be 

no  need  of  an  official  censor  of  films.” 

she  said,  speaking  before  the  Woman’s Club  of  Kansas  City,  an  organization 

with  a   large  membcrsliip.  "Motliers know  what  their  children  should  see. 

They  would  not  let  their  child  select  any 
book  in  the  library  to  read.  Neither 

should  they  permit  the  child  to  select 
the  pictures.  We  want  suggestions  and 

criticisms.” 

The  Kansas  City  Star  long  has  opposed 

censorship  as  the  means  for  elimination 
of  undesirable  pictures. 

Exhibitor  Directors 

Protest  Edwards  Bill 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  March  16. — Tlie  com- 
plete machinery  of  tlie  M.  P.  T.  O.  A.  is 

in  working  order  for  the  hearing  this 

week  in  Washington  on  the  Edwards 
bill.  President  R.  F.  Woodhull  has 

petitioned  the  congressional  committee 
for  an  opportunity  to  appear  in  protest 

against  the  measure  and  the  directors  of 

the  exhibitors’  organization  were  re- 
quested to  communicate  with  their  rep- 

resentatives in  Washington. 

Less  than  24  hours  after  President 
Woodhull  had  sounded  this  warning  the 

wires  at  Washington  were  laden  with 

petitions  from  exhibitor  executives 
stressing  the  destructive  influences  which 
even  the  consideration  of  such  a   measure 

would  have  upon  Sunday  pictures 

throughout  the  entire  United  States. 

The  Edwards  bill  would  close  on  Sun- 

day all  motion  pictures  and  legitimate 
theatres  and  other  amusements  oper- 

ated for  secular  or  commercial  purposes. 

The  penalties  for  violation  provide  a 
fine  from  $10  to  $100  for  the  first  offense 

and  $100  to  $500  for  subsequent  offenses. 
The  maximum  penalty  stipulates  a   prison 
sentence  not  exceeding  six  montiis  with 
trials  of  all  cases  assigned  to  magistrates 
courts. 

Montaene  Renews  Contract 

NEW  YORK,— Edward  J.  Montagne  Iia«  re- 
newed his  contract  as  Universal's  supervising 

scenario  editor. 
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]NJEW  YORK.— Victor  Shapiro.  Charlie 
Einfeld,  Charlie  Cohen  and  a   number 

of  the  other  Eskimos  of  the  A.  M.  P.  A. 

are  planning  an  elaborate  comemmoration 

of  St.  Patrick’s  Day.  .   .   .   Sid  Grauman 
is  busy  these  nights  looking  over  the  pres- 

entations at  the  Broadway  picture  houses. 
.   .   .   .   Doug,  Mary,  Norma  and  Joe 
Schcnck  aided  the  opening  of  a   new  supper 
club  by  opening  some  sparkling  ginger  ale 
or  something.  .   .   .   Artie  Stebbins  who 
was  also  there  opened  a   window.  .   .   . 

Bill  Yearsley,  looking  after  Jay  Dee’s American  business,  is  advertising  in  some 

foreign  language,  the  ad  reading  “Nell 
Gwyn — Dontchulover,”  and  that  last  is  a 
tough  looking  work.  .   .   .   Sam  Sonin, 

New  York’s  best  dressed  exhibitor,  is  now 
living  the  life  of  Riley  (not  Charlie 

O’Reilly)  having  sold  one  of  his  theatres 
and  closed  the  other  until  summer  comes 

to  Long  Beach.  .   .   .   Harry  Warner  left 
last  week  for  the  Coast  and  it  is  said  a   big 

story  will  break  when  he  arrives  there. 
.   .   .   .   Eddie  Eschmann,  now  of  United 
Artists,  left  last  week  on  a   trip  which  will 
take  him  to  the  Coast  and  away  for  several 

weeks.  .   .   .   Joe  Seider  is  now  recuper- 
ating in  Florida  and  in  order  to  make  sure 

of  a   good  rest  took  a   large  brief  case  filled 
with  work  along  with  him.  .   .   .   Joseph 
M.  Schenck  is  in  New  York  sporting  a   blue 

overcoat  which  is  a   sartorial  dream  if  any- 
one wants  to  know  what  real  class  is.  .   .   . 

Joe  Kennedy,  new  head  of  F.  B.  0.,  left 
last  week  for  the  Coast  to  learn  more 

about  what  he  got  when  he  bought  the 
company.  .   .   .   Colvin  Brown,  also 
leaves  this  week  for  the  Coast  with  stop- 

overs in  Chicago  and  other  seaports.  .   .   . 
John  Flinn  told  at  the  DeMille  luncheon 

about  once  having  built  a   boat  in  his  cellar 

and  then  getting  11  house  wreckers  dis- 
guised as  Volga  Boatman  to  get  it  to  water. 

.   .   .   Fred  Niblo  arrived  in  New  York 

from  Europe  last  week,  spent  a   day 
here  and  then  hiked  right  off  for  the  Coast, 

and  that’s  what  he  thinks  of  New  York 
now.  .   .   .   George  Eastman  who  makes 
a   little  film  now  and  then  sailed  last  Sat- 

urday for  a   six  months’  sojourn  in  the 
wilds  of  East  Africa.  .   .   .   R.  H.  Gilles- 

pie who  controls  the  destinies  of  a   chain 
of  64  British  tlieatres  arrived  in  New  York 

last  week  for  a   look-’em-over  trip.  .   .   . 
Cecil  De  Mille  left  Sunday  for  the  Coast. 
.   .   .   Charlie  Brabin  has  come  East  to 

direct  Earl  Hudson's  next  picture  for  First 
National.  .   .   .   Glen  Alvine's  A.  M.  F.  A. 
turpitude  committee  is  still  studying  over 
the  case  of  a   young  woman  who  took  a 
bath  at  the  Earl  Carroll  theatre  without 
pulling  down  the  blinds.  ...  A.  H. 
Blank,  theatre  magnate  from  Des  Moines, 
spent  part  of  last  week  in  New  York  on 
a   theatre  deal.  .   .   .   Sam  Rork,  producer 
of  piratical  and  other  good  pictures,  is  pay- 

ing New  York  a   visit  and  may  make  a   pic- 
ture while  here.  .   .   .   Robert  Z.  Leon- 

ard who  has  been  spending  a   vacation  in 
New  York  left  last  week  for  the  Metro- 

Goldwn-Mayer  studios  to  begin  work.  .   .   , 
Harry  Lnbiu.  president  of  (jhromos  Trad- 

ing Corporation,  left  last  week  for  Europe 
on  an  extended  trip.  .   .   .   B.  Jiidell, 
Chicago  film  man,  is  here  looking  for  good 
state  right  pictures.  .   .   .   Rothafel 
has  sailed;  Major  Bowes  has  returned,  and 
the  radio  is  again  saved  for  the  Hsten- 

“MIKE”  (M.  C.)  LEVEE,  projlucer.  and  the  cast  oi  liU  new  picture  “Molasses,’*  brealc 

ground  for  Levee’s  new  seven  story  building.  Left  to  right:  Coorge  Sidney,  Vera  Gordon, 

Charlie  Murray.  Levee,  Jubyna  Itnision,  Jack  Mulhall.  Thu  name  o(  the  picture  which 

Levee  is  to  make  for  First  National  will  be  released  tinder  the  title,  “Sweet  Daddies." 

LUPINO  LANE  and  Charles  McManus,  cartoonist. 

Lone  is  planning  some  comedies  fdr  Educational 

release  upon  his  return  from  a   trip  to  England 

where  he  is  visiting  bis  hoine. 

A   REUNION  WAS  HELD  by  Don  Meroff  (left),  vau- 

deville headliner,  and  Richard  Taltnadge,  F.  O.  O. 

star,  after  a   separation  of  five  yeors.  Bon  had  boon 

headlining  at  Hill  Street  theatre  in  Los  Angeles. 

It's  Virginia  Browno  Faire, 

Hoot  Gibson's  leading  woman 

in  Universal's  “Chip  of  the 

Flying  U.” 
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Dannenberg’s  Death  Mourned 
By  Industry  Throughout  W orld 
End  Comes  Unexpectedly  Following  Two  Operations  for  Ap- 

pendicitis— Higher  Officials  of  Almost  Every  Film  Com- 

pany in  New  York  Attend  Funeral  Services 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  March  16. — Joseph  Danncnberg,  popularly  known  as 

“Danny’'  throughout  the  picture  industry  of  the  entire  world,  died  last 

AVednesday  at  the  Post  Graduate  Hospital,  following  two  operations  for 

appendicitis.  Burial  took  place  Friday  at  Baltimore,  his  former  home.  On 

Thursday  funeral  services  were  held  here  at  the  Universal  Chapel,  51st 
street  and  Lexington  avenue. 

Endeared  to  Entire  Industry 

These  services  were  attended  by  the  higher  officials  of  nearly  eveiy  film 

company  in  New  York,  and  in  the  entire  assemblage  there  was  scarcely  a 

dry  eye,  for  “Danny”  in  his  work  and  associations  with  film  people  had 

endeared  himself  to  nearly  every  individual  in  the  industry.  Every  attendant 

at  the  services  felt  he  was  there  to  pay  final  tribute  to  the  passing  of  a 

187 8— ffiannp — 1926 

Hundreds  Offer 

Condolences  in 

Memory  of  Danny 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  March  16. — One  of  the 

most  touching  of  tlic  hundreds  of  trib- 

utes paid  to  the  memory  of  "Danny” 
was  by  Jack  Alicote,  for  years  his  close 

associate  and  chum.  One  Thursday  morn- 

ing, tlie  day  followinp^  “Danny’s”  death, Film  Daily  carried  the  following: 
It  seems  but  yesterday  when  first  we  met, 

Joe  Dannenberg  and  I.  His  dream  of  a   daily 
paper  for  the  motion  picture  industry  was  just 
coming  true. 

I   nicknamed  him  ‘‘Danny.’’  We  became 
pardners-  Our  agreement  a   hand  shake,  our  con- 

tract that  sincerity  of  understanding  so  hard  to 
define.  .   . 

Then  ten  years  of  the  happiest  association 
ever  enjoyed  by  two  men.  Ten  years  of  smiles 
and  tears  with  never  a   cross  word  between  them, 

Ten  years  of  mutual  trust,  understanding  and 
admiration  that  seem  but  a   day. 

Danny  has  passed  on  to  the  everlasting  rest. 

In  his  own  words  he  has  taken  "tlie  beautiful 
adventure.”  He  has  gone,  but  hi.s  name  will  live 
as  long  as  motion  pictures  are  shown — forever. 
The  world  has  lost  a   courageous,  dominant 

personality.  A   beautiful  character,  firm  in  the 
strength  of  his  convictions,  forcefully  honest  in 
thought  and  still  with  the  finer  sensibilities  and 
sentimentalities  of  a   woman. 

The  motion  picture  industry  has  lost  a   sincere, 
constructive  champion,  a   clear  mind,  a   clean 
heart  and  a   beloved  confidant. 

The  Film  Daily  has  lost  a   powerful  leader  and 
counsellor. 

I   have  lost  the  best  pal  a   man  ever  had — 
my  buddy. 

Will  H.  Hays. — Mr,  Dannenberg  \yas 
a   leader  in  trade  journalism  in  America. 

His  work  for  motion  pictures  was  al- 
ways constructive,  always  progressive, 

always  honest.  Every  man  was  his 

friend,  and  he  was  a   friend  of  all  men. 

His  death  is  a   great  loss  to  every  one 
of  us. 

E.  W.  Hammons — Danny’s  death  is 
such  a   shock  to  everyone  in  our  industry 

that  I   do  not  believe  tliat  any  of  us  can 

yet  appreciate  the  magnitude  of  our  loss. 

A   few  days  ago  a   vital  force  in  our  
in- 

dustry! Today  a   memory!  But  what  a 
beloved  memory! 

H.  M.  Warner— Words  fail  me  in  ex- 

pressing mv  sincerest  condolence. 

Adolph  Zukor— In  the  death  of  Mr. 

(Continued  on  page  37) 

friend. 

The  death  of  "Danny”  came  to  the  in- 
dustry as  a   shock,  for  there  were  few  that 

knew  lie  was  ailing.  Apparently  in  his 

usual  robust  health,  "Danny"  was  about  as 
usual  on  the  Saturday  before  his  death. 

Late  that  afternoon  he  was  taken  ill  and 

hurried  to  the  hospital  where  it  was  de- 
ckled that  an  operation  must  be  performed 

immediately.  This  was  clone  and  apparently 
successfully. 

Relapse  Follows  First  Operation 

On  Monday  he  had  a   relapse  and  a   sec- 

ond operation  was  performed  from  the  ef- 
fects of  which  he  failed  to  recover,  pass- 

ing away  shortly  before  10  o’clock  Wednes- day morning. 
The  ill  news  quickly  permeated  the  film 

industry  and  floods  of  messages  of  condo- 
lences poured  into  the  offices  of  the  Film 

Daily  of  which  he  was  editor  and  half 
owner.  In  nearly  all  the  general  offices 
work  was  almost  at  a   standstill,  while  the 

almost  unbelievable  sad  news  was  dis- 
cussed. 

The  board  of  directors  of  United  Artists 

was  in  session  when  the  word  reached 

there  and  immediately  took  the  following 

action,  copies  of  the  resolution  being  for- 
warded to  "Danny’s”  associates  on  Film 

Daily  and  to  Mrs.  Dannenberg: 

“Wiereas,  the  board  of  directors  of 

United  Artists  Corporation — Mary  Pick- 

ford,  Charles  Chaplin,  Douglas  Fair- 
banks and  D.  W.  Griffith,  Joseph  M. 

Schenck,  chairman  of  the  board,  and  Hiram 

Abrams,  president,  learn  with  deepest  re- 
grets of  the  sudden  and  untimely  demise  of 

Joseph  Dannenberg,  editor  and  publisher 
of  The  Film  Daily,  therefore 

“Be  it  resolved,  that  the  board  of  direc- 
tors of  United  Artists  Corporation  and  its 

members  collectively  and  individually  ex- 
tend their  sincerest  and  heartfelt  sympathy 

to  the  stricken  widow  and  grieving  rela- 
tives ;   express  their  profound  regret  at  the 

loss  to  the  motion  picture  industry  of  the 

Word  of  the  death  of  Joseph 

Dannenberg  reached  Martin  J. 

Quigley,  publisher  of  the 
HERALD,  at  Cairo,  Egypt. 

Mr.  Quigley,  who  is  abroad 
making  a   survey  of  conditions 
of  the  industry  in  foreign 

fields,  cabled  his  heartfelt  con- 
dolences to  Film  Daily. 

deceased  as  a   man  personally  and  as  an 
influence  that  ever  sought  to  point  the  way 

toward  progress,  harmony  and  advance- 
ment; a   man  and  an  influence  that  never 

faltered  but  always  led  in  thought  and  in 

movement  for  greater  achievement  in  all 

the  manifold  phases  of  photoplay  produc- 

tion and  presentation;  a   man  and  an  in- 

fluence which  may  never  be  replaced." At  the  Will  H.  Hays  oflicc  an  official 

order  was  issued  closing  the  offices  on  the 
afternoon  of  the  funeral  services,  and  the 

following  was  sent  to  the  Film  Daily  of- 
fices : 

“In  the  death  of  Joseph  Dannenberg,  we 

mourn  the  passing  of  a   steadfast  friend, 
a   man  of  matchless  courage  and  constant 

influence  for  good,  whose  works  will  live — 
an  inspiration  to  the  industry  that  he 
helped  so  well  to  guide.  (Signed)  Will 

H.  Hays,  Jerome  Beally,  Maurice  McKen- 
zie, Charles  C.  Pettijohn,  Kirk  L.  Russell, 

Hickmau  Price,  Burt  New,  Arthur  H.  De 

Bra,  Ralph  Held,  George  Borthwick,  Carl 
E.  Milliken,  J.  Homer  Flatten,  Jason  S. 

Joy,  F.  L.  Herron,  Gabriel  L.  Hess,  J.  S. 
Connolly,  Lamar  Trotli,  W.  E.  Wilkinson, 

John  Gentile,  J.  B.  McCullough." At  the  regular  Thursday  session  of  the 
Associated  Motion  Picture  Advertisers, 

Inc.,  the  following  resolutions  were  adopt- ed : 

"In  the  passing  of  an  honorary  member, 
the  Associated  Motion  Picture  Advertisers, 

Inc.,  feel  a   distinct  loss. 
"Its  members,  individually,  reflecting  the 

attitude  of  advertising  men  in  all  the  com- 
panies in  the  motion  picture  business, 

mourn  the  death  of  a   warm  friend. 

"His  integrity,  his  sincerity,  his  gener- 

osity, were  blended  in  a   proportion  that 
made  Joseph  Dannenberg  a   friend  to  he 
missed  acutely,  and  a   name  that  will  live 

as  long  as  motion  pictures  endure." "Danny”  is  survived  by  his  wife,  to 
whom  he  was  married  hut  six  months  ago, 

and  two  sisters,  both  of  whom  reside  in 

Baltimore,  the  city  of  “Danny's"  birth  and 
residence  before  coming  to  New  York  fif- 

teen years  ago. 

He  was  48  years  of  age  and  spent  his. 
entire  life,  since  leaving  school,  in  the 

newspaper  profession,  starting  as  a   cub 

reporter  on  the  Baltimore  Tcleqram.  Later 
he  was  with  the  Baltimore  Sun,  and  by 

that  paper  sent  to  New  York  to  take 

charge  of  the  5‘w«  news  bureau. 
Later  "Danny”  joined  the  staff  of  the 

Fairchild  Publishing  Company,  and  for 

seven  years  was  advertising  manager  and 
(Continued  on  page  37) 
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Posters  Equally  Important  in 
Small  Town,  Says  Weil 

Director  of  Exploitation  for  Universal  Shoivs  Hoiv  Extra  Posters  and 

Cards  Helped  Exhibitor  at  Box  Office 

7   he  poster  is  just  as  vnporlaiit  to  the  exhibitor  in  the  small  toion  as  in  the  large 
city,  says  Joe  IVcil,  director  of  exploitation  for  Universal  Pictures  Corporation,  in 
the  following  article.  This  is  another  of  the  articles  prompted  by  Martin  J.  Quig- 

ley's editorial  in  "Exhibitors  Jlcrald,"  issue  of  January  30,  regarding  the  impor- 
tance to  the  exhibitor  of  a   consistent  program  of  advertising  and  exploitation  by 

him  for  his  usual  run  of  pictures. 

By  JOE  WEIL 

/%  SHORT  time  ago  we  picked  a   small  suburban  town  to  try  out  a 

L\  Universal  Picture  and  get  the  audience  “reaction”  for  the  studio. 
While  I   was  making  the  arrangements  for  the  showing  the  exhib- 

itor asked  me  if  I   would  not  come  out  to  his  theatre  and  give  him  a   few 
ideas  for  building  up  his  business.  I   told  him  that  I’d  be  glad  to,  and 
if  he  wanted  a   few  ideas  we’d  take  the  tryout  picture  and  give  it  a   little 
campaign  and  see  how  the  two  reacted  to  "exploitation.” 
T   r   would  be  well  to  state  here  that  the 

X   picture  to  be  tried  out  was  fresh  from 
the  studio.  It  had  not  had  a   single  line  of 
publicity  anywhere.  No  advertising  had 
been  done  on  it. 

It  was  just  a   pro- 
gram picture  and 

was  “fresh  from 
the  can.”  I   men- 

tion these  things 
because  insofar  as 
that  exhibitor  or 
that  town  was  con- 

cerned this  picture 
presented  a   prob- 

lem worse  than 
any  other  picture 
possibly  could,  be- 

cause his  usual 

run  of  pictures 
had  all  been  fa- 

vored with  runs  in 

V 
4 

Joe  Weil 

New  York  and  the  attendant  publicity  and 
advertising  had  sifted  into  his  town  via 
the  New  York  dailies,  so  helping  his  box 
office. 

It  developed  that  the  town  had  a   weekly 
newspaper  in  which  our  exhibitor  adver- 

tised. He  had  one  competitor,  who,  al- 
though he  had  a   slightly  smaller  house, 

took  the  same  advertising  space. 
I   made  a   hurried  sightseeing  trip  of  the 

town.  I   discovered  that  neither  of  the 
theatres  ever  used  a   poster  or  a   window 
card  other  than  the  ones  they  had  space 
for  at  the  entrances  of  the  theatres.  I   also 
discovered  that  the  whole  town  liked  our 
friend.  Exhibitor.  Would  so-and-so  put  a 

card  in  his  window  for  him?  “Why,  with 

pleasure !” Circular  Bulletin  Boards  Unused 

There  were  also  a   string  of  circular  bul- 
letin boards  along  the  main  street  of  the 

town  (an  ordinance  prohibited  billboards  of 
any  kind  along  this  street).  No  motion 
picture  advertising  had  even  been  put  on 
those  bulletin  boards.  Why  not?  Nobody 
knows. 

I   told  Mr.  Exhibitor  that  I   was  going  to 
spend  some  of  his  money — and  spend  it  on 
window  cards  and  one  and  three-sheet  post- 

ers. His  standard  poster  order  on  every 
picture  he  played  was  two  one-sheets  and 
two  three-sheets. 

I   ordered  fifty  window  cards,  fifteen  one- 
sheets  and  a   six-sheet  in  addition  to  his 
order.  I   had  him  put  up  the  six-sheet  on 
the  side  w’all  of  his  theatre  building  close 
to  the  corner  of  the  main  street.  I   ar- 

ranged to  have  a   window  card  tacked  on 
each  bulletin  board  along  the  main  street. 
The  balance  of  the  cards  and  one-sheets 
were  distributed  among  the  storekeepers, 
who  were  only  too  willing  to  help.  I   ar- 

ranged a   house-to-house  distribution  of 
heralds. 

Well — what  of  it?  Nothing  new  about 

ordering  posters  I   Or  tacking  cards  on 
boards.  Nothing  new  at  all ! 

But  something  new  to  the  exhibitor  oc- 
curred within  a   few  days.  He  opened  our 

try-out  picture  to  as  big  a   business  as  he 
ever  did  on  a   special  production.  The 
next  day  business  dropped  a   little,  but 
it  was  still  way  over  his  fondest  expecta- 

tions. The  third  and  last  day  he  did  a   lit- 
tle better  than  the  second  day. 

Posters  Did  It 

He  added  up  the  figures  and  whistled. 
He  added  up  the  price  of  the  extra  posters 
and  cards  and  subtracted  that  and  he  kept 
on  whistling. 

This  isn't  any  fable.  It's  a   straight  story 
about  a   real  run.  It  certainly  wasn’t  the 
picture  that  brought  the  people  out  in 
droves  the  first  day.  It  was  the  POST- 

ERS !   Get  that  ?   The  POSTERS.  A   few 
extra  sheets  did  the  trick. 

This  is  not  an  unusual  case.  There  are 

hundreds  of  such  runs  occurring  monthly 
where  Universal  exploiteers  are  going  into 
small  towns  and  purely  on  the  use  of  ad- 

ditional posters  and  accessories  are  estab- 
lishing new  attendance  records  at  various 

theatres. 

The  wise  small  town  exhibitor  is  the 
man  who  does  not  make  his  poster  order 

the  same  every  week.  “Two  ones  and  two 
threes  and  a   six”  should  be  thrown  into 
the  discard.  The  exhibitor  should  care- 

fully consider  the  pictures  he  will  play, 
check  up  on  their  success  in  other  runs, 
consider  the  local  appeal  of  the  subject  and 
order  his  posters  accordingly. 

Designed  by  Experts 

The  posters  are  designed  by  experts  who 
are  careful  to  bring  out  the  high  spots  of 
appeal  from  the  motion  picture.  The  scenes 
pictured  are  eye-catchers  and  serve  the  pur- 

pose of  creating  an  impulse  to  go  to  the 
theatre  and  see  the  real  thing. 
When  you  have  a   good  picture  order  a 

quantity  of  paper  and  give  it  wide  distribu- 
tion. You’ll  get  the  people  coming.  You 

Fourth  Bandit  Late 

But  Gets  Haul  Anyway 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

KANSAS  CITY.  MO..  March 

16. — Two  holdups  in  one  night  was 
the  record  set  by  the  Strand  thea- 

tre. Kansas  City.  About  6:30 
three  bandits  entered  the  lobby 
and  escaped  with  $60.  At  11:30 
a   lone  well  dressed  bandit  ap- 

peared on  the  scene.  "You're  late." 
Paul  C.  Porter  told  him.  "I’m 
sorry."  replied  the  bandit,  taking 

$25. 

don't  have  to  shout  with  posters  every 
week,  but  do  not  let  long  stretches  of  time 
elapse  between  your  sniping  campaigns. 
What  is  said  of  posters  can  apply  to 

accessories  as  well.  A   quantity  of  heralds 
well  distributed — house  to  house,  or  by  mail, 
or  at  the  theatre — will  certainly  bring  big 
dividends  to  the  theatre  man  if  done  in 
a   reasonably  consistent  manner.  People 

like  to  be  reminded  of  what’s  coming  to 
their  local  theatre.  The  more  you  remind 

them — the  more  likely  they  are  to  come  and 
see  it. 

The  small  town  is  no  different  than  the 
first-run  town.  Showmanship  is  showman- 

ship the  world  over.  It  may  take  $2,000  to 

make  a   dent  with  a   campaign  in  a   metro- 
politan cit)'.  Sometimes,  with  clever  work, 

this  figure  may  be  reduced.  But  this  $2,000 
is  based  on  the  same  relative  results  that 
the  small  town  theatre  man  will  get  if  he 
spends  from  $10  to  $20  on  a   picture.  In 
many  cases  he  is  able  to  get  by  on  as  low 

an  outlay  as  $5.  But  this  should  not  en- 
courage him  against  making  the  grand 

splurge  in  a   campaign  every  now  and  then 
which  wakes  up  the  town,  reawakens  the 
movie  habit  among  those  who  have  gotten 
a   bit  tired  of  it,  and  keeps  new  customers 

coming  into  his  theatre  for  weeks  after- wards. 

Show-Me  Exhibitors  to 
Save  Thousands  When 

War  Tax  Is  Removed 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

ST.  LOUIS,  March  16. — Because  motion 
picture  men  have  been  practically  paying 
the  war  tax  out  of  their  pockets  it  is 
planned  that  when  the  war  tax  on  tickets 
above  50  cents  is  removed  March  28  prices 
will  not  be  changed  here.  Theatres  will 
save  from  $275, OW  to  $400,000  a   year. 

6   New  Companies 
Enter  Film  Field 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

ALBANY,  N.  Y.,  March  16. — Six  mo- 
tion picture  companies  were  chartered  in 

New  York  state  last  week,  the  papers  filed 
by  three  of  the  companies  showing  they 
were  capitalized  for  substantial  amounts. 
The  other  three  companies  did  not  specify 
the  amount  of  capitalization  with  which 
the  business  will  be  carried  on.  The  com- 

panies are : The  Moral  and  Educational  Film  Company, 
New  Gates  Amusement  Company,  Inc.,  Blum 

Play  Alliance,  Inc.,  $25,000 ;   Kansas  Theatrical 
Enterprises,  Inc.;  Zenith  Theatre-Goers,  Inc.; 
Juno  and  the  Paycock  Co.,  Inc. 

Burkey^ s   Arbitration 
Case  to  Circuit  Court 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

KANSAS  CITY,  MO.,  March  16.— The 
case  in  which  the  legality  of  the  Kansas 

City  Joint  Board  of  Arbitration  is  being 
tested  now  is  before  the  circuit  court  of 
Jackson  county  in  Independence.  W.  O. 
Burkey,  manager  of  the  Admiral  theatre, 
Kansas  City,  the  plaintiff,  reconsidered  his 
decision  to  take  the  case  to  the  state  su- 

preme court.  Should  application  for  a 
temporary  writ  be  denied,  Mr.  Burkey  then 
will  go  before  the  supreme  court,  he  said. 

Ohio  Members  All  Paid 
in  National  M.P.T,0. 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

COLUMBUS,  O.,  March  16. — The 
members  of  the  Ohio  exhibitor  organ- 

ization have  been  notified  of  the  pay- 
ment by  the  state  committee  to  the 

national  M.  P.  T.  O.  of  dues  for  blanket 
membership. 

Stationery  used  by  the  organization 
now  bears  a   red  announcement  of  the 
7th  annual  convention  on  the  Coast. 
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Ohio  Exhibitors  Open  Fight 

Against  Music  License  Fees 
Fess  Pledges  Close  Study  of  Situation  After  Conferring  Witli 

M.P.T.O.  Board — M.P.T.O.A.  Promises  Theatres  for 

Women’s  Clubs’  National  Music  Contest 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

COLUMBUS,  OHIO,  March  16.— A   determined  fight  will  be  made  by  the 

motion  picture  theatre  interests  of  Ohio  on  the  “license  fee  system  under 

which  organized  music  publishers  plan  to  exact  an  exorbitant  fee  from  thea- 

tres using  copyrighted  music.  This  was  evidenced  at  a   meeting  of  the  board 

of  trustees  of  the  Motion  Picture  Theatre  Owners  of  Ohio  last  Wednesday 

at  the  Neil  House,  Columbus. 

Senator  Fess  Impressed 

United  States  Senator  S.  D.  Fess,  who  conferred  with  the  boaid,  was 

given  detailed  information  concerning  a   proposed  amendment  to  the  copyught
 

law  which  theatre  owners  declare  would  make  the  license  situation  even 
 moie 

burdensome.  The  senator  declared  he  will  give  the  proposal  close  study  at 
Washington. 

Re-Takes 

Another  opening.  “Irene”  was  the occasion  for  all  the  celebs  to  don  their 

■   evening  clothes  and  hie  themselves  to the  Million  Dollar  theatre  last  week.  And 

boy  what  a   crowd ! 
*   ♦   * 

And  what  a   picture !   It  had  everything 
the  stage  play  had  and  a   great  deal  more. 
The  best  thing  Colleen  Moore  has  ever 

done,  and  that's  saying  considerable. 
♦   *   ♦ 

It’s  too  bad  Technicolor  can’t  reproduce 
blue.  When  the  orchestra  played  "Alice 
Blue  Gown”  for  that  portion  of  the  film 
where  Colleen  wears  that  pretty  creation,  it 
looked  more  green  than  blue. 

♦   ♦   ♦ 

Huirah  for  Dick 

Dick  Barthelmess  invited  all  the  newspa- 

per folk  to  see  him  making  “Ranson’s 
Folly”  at  Micky  Neilan’s  studio,  then  wined 
and  dined  them.  (P.  S.  The  \vine  was 

Welch’s  grape  juice.)  But  everybody  had  a 
good  time. 

*   «   « 

The  Wampas  Exposed 

Ken  McGaffey  has  exposed  the  innermost 
secrets  of  the  Wampas.  He  hired  a   couple 

of  high-powered  detectives  to  watch  the 
cinema  publicity  purveyors  during  their  re- 

cent installation  festivities  at  Lebec,  where 

they  were  hidden  away  in  the  forest 
primeval,  and  here  is  what  they  discovered: 

During  the  year,  so  the  spies  reveal,  the 
Wampas  tribe  gathers  together  the  names 
of  all  the  newspaper  Managing  Editors  and 
Dramatic  Editors  that  have  been  good  or 

bad  to  them.  The  names  of  the  good  M. 

E.’s  and  D.  E.’s,  so  say  the  spies,  are 
placed  in  a   golden — or  tin — receptacle  and 
deposited  on  a   high  stone  altar  erected  to 
the  great  god  Space  in  the  secret  confines 
of  their  primitive  lair.  Before  the  um 
the  High  Prophet  of  the  Wampas  burns  a 
potent  liquid  that  emits  a   plaid  flame, 
while  the  lay  brothers,  in  the  position  of 
prayer,  intone  a   weird  chant  that  probably 
means  nothing  and  sounds  worse.  At  the 
conclusion  of  the  invocation  the  names  of 

the  good  M.  E.’s  and  D.  E.’s  are  dis- 
tributed among  the  brothers,  and  these  re- 

ceive clean  carbon  copies  of  items  concern- 
ing the  favorite  cinema  stars  or  best  cash 

customers  of  the  individual  Wampas. 

However,  the  Managing  and  Dramatic 
Editors  who  have  been  cruel  to  the  Wam- 

pas members,  either  collectively  or  in- 
dividually, throughout  the  fiscal  year  do  not 

fare  so  well.  In  fact,  an  insidious,  in- 

iquitous curse  is  put  upon  them  and  their 

posterity  for  generations  to  come. 
In  the  center  of  the  secret  forest  circle 

is  a   huge  iron  cauldron.  Beneath  it  the 

flames,  from  burning  typewriter  ribbons, 

write  and  hiss.  During  a   wild,  mad,  un- 
canny dance  about  the  seething  pot  the 

members  hurl  into  it  different  articles 

filched  from  the  desks  of  the  bad  M.  E.  s 

and  D.  E.’s — blue  pencils,  shears,  cuts 

(known  in  the  vernacular  as  thumb-nails, 
and  which  appear  at  the  top  of  columns), 

paste-pots,  other  Wampas  members  exclu- 
sive stories,  or  anything  else  dear  to  the 

editorial  hearts  over  which  they  wish  to 

cast  their  malicious  spell.  By  the  time  this 

boiling  mass  is  consumed  in  the  cauldron, 

the  brothers  have  become  exhausted  from 

their  demoniac,  frenzied  gyrations  and  in 

grotesque  contortions  lie  breathless  and 

supine  upon  the  surrounding  greensward. 

The  malodorous  vapors  rise  slowly  from 

the  steaming  vessel,  are  seized  upon  by 

the  sinister  midnight  winds,  dissolved  and 

^°This  horrible  and  heathenish  rifhJedic- 
tion  of  the  Voodoo,  so  say  the  spies,  falls 

upon  the  innocent  heads  of  the  bad  Man- 

aging and  Dramatic  Editors,  and  all  meir 

children  grow  up  to  become  copy  readers. 

•   •   • 

Famous  Last  Words 

"You  screen  well  but  I   can’t  use  you.” 
*   *   * 

Jack  Warner  denies  the  rumor  that  Fil
m- 

ograph  is  Warner  Brothers  official  org^. 

Senator  Fess  was  impressed  especially 

by  the  contention  that  the  motion  picture 

industry,  the  fourth  largest  in  the  country, 
is  the  instrument  through  which  practically 

all  the  copyrighted  music  is  popularized, 

and  intimated  that  this  phase  of  the  sub- 

ject must  be  given  serious  consideration  in 
connection  with  a   proposal  levying  a   fee 

for  using  an  article  whose  popularity  is  in- creased by  such  use. 

The  fundamental  purpose  of  the  copy- 
right law,  Senator  Fess  pointed  out,  is  to 

protect  the  product  of  the  brain.  He  will 

give  study  to  the  contention  that  the  law 

now  gives  this  protection  in  full  measure, 

in  that  it  protects  the  composer  as  to  pub- 
lication and  sale  of  his  product,  and  to 

the  stand  of  the  theatre  owners  that,  in 
addition  to  supporting  this  protection,  the 
theatres  should  not  be  made  to  pay  a   fee 

for  using  an  article  which  they  purchase 
at  regular  prices  and  popularize  in  their 
theatres. 

W.  M.  James,  president  of  the  Motion 
Picture  Theatre  Owners  of  Ohio,  presided 
at  the  conference,  which  was  attended  by 

practically  the  full  board  of  trustees. 

M.  P.  T.  O.  A.  Pledges  All 
Theatres  in  Music  Contest 

NEW  YORK,  March  16.— Members  of 
the  Motion  Picture  Theatre  Owners  of 

America  last  week  pledged  their  theatres 
in  the  United  States  and  Canada  to  stage 

a   music  contest  during  the  first  week  in 

May  in  which  every  school  child  will  be 

eligible.  This  movement  is  being  promoted 

by  the  General  Federation  of  Women's 
Clubs,  including  3,000,000  women  in  Amer- 

ica and  representing  16,000  unit  women’s clubs. 

Doorman^s  Bravery 
Prevents  Fire  Panic 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

PEORIA.  ILL.,  March  16.— 
James  Madigan.  doorman  at  the 
Columbia  theatre,  prevented  a 

possible  catastrophe  when  fire 

started  in  the  operator’s  room. 
Madigan  climbed  over  the  seats 
to  the  stage  and  told  those  trying 

to  leave  through  the  front  exits 
to  remain  quiet  and  use  a   rear 
door. 

There  were  250  in  the  theatre, 
but  no  one  was  seriously  injured. 
Other  employes  of  the  theatre 
helped  Madigan  to  prevent  a 

panic. 

Mrs.  Marx  E.  Oberndorfer  of  Chicago, 

chairman  of  the  division  of  music  of  the 

General  Federation,  appeared  before  a   spe- 

cial meeting  of  the  executive  board  of  the 
exhibitor  organization.  The  board  not  only 
indorsed  this  movement,  but,  through  R.  F. 
Woodhull,  national  president,  promised  to 

present  before  the  national  convention  at 

Los  Angeles,  June  1   to  5,  a.  resolution 

which  will  provide  for  America’s  motion picture  theatres  to  be  at  the  disposal  of  the 

General  Federation  of  Women’s  Clubs  for one  week  every  year. 

President  Woodhull  and  members  of  his 

executive  cabinet  assured  Mrs.  Oberndor- 

fer the  co-operation  of  America’s  theatre owners  for  this  special  music  week  will  be 
unanimous. 

Mrs.  Oberndorfer  submitted  a   letter 
from  the  American  Society  of  Authors, 

Composers  and  Publishers  which  assures 
the  theatre  owners  and  radio  broadcasting 

stations  that  the  music  used  for  the  Na- 
tional Music  Memory  Contest  will  not  be 

taxable  during  that  week. 

Showmen  Close  Houses 

to  Honor  Dead  Mayor 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

ALBANY,  N.  Y.,  March  16. — Every  mo- 
tion picture  theatre  in  the  city  of  Allxiny 

was  closed  on  the  afternoon  of  March  10 

until  four  o’clock  while  the  funeral  services 
of  the  late  Mayor  William  S.  Hackett  were 

in  progress.  The  funeral  was  the  largest 
ever  held  in  this  city. 

K-M  Exhibitors  Face 

Daylight  Saving  Fight 

KANSAS  CITY,  MO.,  March  16.— 
The  M.  P.  T.  O.  Kansas-Missouri  is 

confronted  with  a   battle  against  a   day- 

light savings  plan  being  sponsored  in 
Kansas  City.  Daylight  savings  was 
voted  in  Kansas  City  several  years  ago, 
but  has  not  been  adopted  since. 

Levee  to  Build  Studio 

for  Independent  Units 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

HOLLYWOOD,  March  16.  —   M.  C. 

Levee,  who  recently  sold  his  United  Studios 
to  the  Famous  Players-Lasky  organization, 

plans  to  erect  another  studio  for  Independ- 
ent producers  in  a   very  short  time. 
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Columbia  to  Make  24  Pictures 

in  Its  Biggest  Program 
Outlay  to  Approximate  $2,000,000,  Says  President  Brandt — 

Remodeling  of  New  Studio  Completed — 
More  Buildings  Approved 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

Hollywood.  March  16. — Columbia  Pictures  Corporation  will  make 24  long  features  in  the  coming  year  with  an  aggregate  outlay  of  nearly 
$2,000,000  for  the  most  ambitious  program  in  the  history  of  the  com- 

pany, according  to  an  announcement  last  week  by  President  Joe  Brandt. 

T   AST  year  the  company  made  eighteen 
features,  while  1926  will  see  an  advance 

of  nearly  forty  per  cent.  This  is  the  first 
statement  on  the  new  program  by  Presi- 

dent Brandt,  who  has  been  in  Hollywood 
for  the  past  two  weeks  conferring  with 
Harry  Cohn,  vicepresident. 
Columbia  is  strictly  an  independent  pro- 

ducing organization  and  one  of  the  strong- 
est to  come  under  that  heading  because  of 

its  financial  status  and  the  fact  that  a 
medium  of  release  through  closely  organ- 

ized firms  who  have  the  franchise  for 
Columbia  Pictures  assures  them  a   sub- 

stantial form  of  distribution  for  all  of  their 
product,  says  the  announcement.  The 
basic  reason  for  the  increased  output  has 
been  the  determination  on  the  part  of  these 
firms  to  make  Columbia  Pictures  the  basis 
and  foundation  of  their  distribution. 

Columbia  for  the  past  two  years  has  rap- 
idly forged  to  the  front  and  is  now  in  the 

ranks  of  the  first  line  producers. 
Another  important  factor  is  that  the 

actual  starting  of  the  new  program,  the 
outright  purchase  of  a   new  studio,  the  be- 

ginning of  actual  work,  the  steady  buying 
of  timely  screen  stories  and  the  signing  of 
established  _   players  quelch  all  rumors  that 
Columbia  is  to  combine  with  any  other 
company  or  companies.  These  rumors 
have  been  emphatically  denied  by  Harry Cohn. 

The  remodeling  of  Columbia's  new  studio 
on  Gower_  street  is  finished  and  the  plans 
for  additional  buildings  have  been  ap- 

proved, including  the  big  250  foot  stage 
which  is  to  be  erected  at  once.  Every- 

thing is  in  readiness  for  the  biggest  year 
in  the  history  of  the  firm. 

Dryden  in  South  to  Get 

M aterial  on  Negro  Play ,,  (Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 
NEW  YORK,  March  16.— Wheeler 

Dryden,  who  appeared  in  James  A. 
Fitzpatrick’s  "Famous  Music  Masters,” 
hp  gone  to  Tuskegee,  Ala.,  where  with Mrs.  Edward  A.  Talbot,  with  whom  he 
IS  writing  a   play,  he  will  be  a   guest  of 
Dr.  R.  R.  Moton,  president  of  Tuskegee 
Institute,  while  the  two  study  technical 
details  for  their  play  on  Negro  life  in 
the  South.  They  are  taking  stills  pre- 

paratory to  filming  the  play. 

Harry  Buxhaum  and 
Fox  Staff  Ready  to 
Move  to  New  OfRce 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  March  16.— District  Man- 
ager  Harry  Buxbaum  and  the  staff  of  the 
Fox  Film  Corporation  exchange  will  move 
into  the  company's  new  offices  at  343-45  W 44th  street,  March  31,  General  Sales  Man- 

ager James  R.  Grainger  has  just  an- 
nounced. The  event  will  be  celebrated  with 

a   buffet  luncheon  served  in  the  new  build- 
ing for  exhibitors  in  the  metropolitan  dis- trict. 

Beauty  and  utility  have  been  cleverly 
combined  in  the  new  building,  which  will 
house,  in  addition  to  the  sales  and  booking 
forces,  the  entire  accessory  department. 

Exhibitor  features  of  the  structure  arc 

lounge  and  reception  room  and  the  elab- 
orate projection  room. 

N.  Barusch,  C.  Bunn 

in  New  Warner  Posts 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

CLEVELAND.  March  16. — Nat  Barusch, 
who  is  well  known  in  the  motion  picture 
field  as  a   successful  sales  executive,  has 

just  been  promot- 
ed head  of  War- 

ner Brothers’  lo- cal exchange.  His 

appointment  was 
made  as  a   direct 

result  of  his  suc- 
cesses for  this 

company  in  the 
field. 
Clarence  Bunn 

has  recently  been 

appointed  to  the 
position  of  sales 
executive  in  War- 

ner Brother  s' 
home  office.  He  will  take  charge  of 

future  bookings  of  John  Barrymore's  “Sea 
Beast”  and  the  Syd  Chaplin  comedy,  “Oh, 

What  a   Nurse !” 

52  Two-Reelers  and 
52  One  -   Reelers  in 

F,B,0,  New  Schedule 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  March  16.— Film  Book- 

ing Offices'  production  schedule  having 
reached  a   state  of  completion,  has  an- 

nounced that  its  lineup  for  the  season 
will  include  52  two  reel  productions,  52 
single  reelers  and  56  features  pro- ductions. 

The  short  features  include  some  very 
pretentious  material  among  which  is  the 

“Bill  Grimm’s  Progress”  stories  now  ap- 
pearing in  Collier’s  Weekly  under  the 

signature  of  H.  C.  Witwer. 

Victory  Bateman  Dead 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

LOS  ANGELES.  MARCH  16.— Victory' 
Bateman,  stage  and  motion  picture  actress, 
died  here  at  the  age  of  60  years. 

Burk  Awaits  Okay 

of  Rowland  for 

New  Studio  Plans 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  March  16.— C.  P.  Burk, 
a   First  National  official,  is  here  awaiting 
approval  by  Richard  Rowland  of  plans 
for  the  $1,750,000  studio  work  upon 
which  will  be  begun  next  week. 

HOLLYWOOD,  March  16.— John  E. 
McCormick,  general  manager  of  the 
West  Coast  studios  of  First  National, 
today  stated  that  the  new  Burbank 
studios  will  be  the  finest  film  plant  in 

the  world. 

Several  Appointees 

Named  for  Warner^ s 
Exchanges  by  Morris 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  March  16. — Nat  Barach 

has  been  appointed  Warner  Brothers’ 
division  manager  of  the  Cleveland  dis- 

trict with  supervision  over  Cleveland, 

Detroit,  Cincinnati,  Pittsburgh  and  Cin- 
cinnati, it  was  announced  last  week  by 

Sam  E.  Morris,  general  manager  of 
distribution.  Barach  succeeds  Herbert 

E.  Elder,  who  becomes  New  England 
division  manager  with  headquarters  in Boston. 

J.  V.  Allan,  formerly  manager  at 
Cincinnati,  goes  to  Detroit  and  James 
Young,  formerly  Detroit  manager,  be- 

comes special  salesman. 
Arthur  Abeles  has  been  appointed 

New  York  district  manager  with  super- 
vision over  Manhattan,  Brooklyn  and 

New  Jersey.  Nat  Beier  remains  Man- 
hattan branch  manager  and  George 

Balsdon,  Jr.,  New  Jersey  branch  man- 
ager. Harry  Decker  is  now  Brooklyn branch  manager. 

Embassy  Distributes 

^^Langauge  of  Hand^^ 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

LONDON,  March  16.  —   Embassy 
Films,  Ltd.,  is  distributing  a   series  of 
eight  unusual  short  features,  the  series 
title  of  which  is  “The  Language  of  the Hand.”  The  complete  series  is: 

“The  Reading  of  the  Hand,”  “Line  of 
Life,”  “Line  of  Head,”  “Line  of  Fate," 
“Line  of  Success,”  “Line  of  Marriage,” 
“Line  of  Heart”  and  “Line  of  Health.” 
The  average  length  of  these  pictures  is 500  feet. 

Rayart  to  Distribute 

Boy  Scout  Serial  Film 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  March  16.— W.  Ray  John- 
ston, president  of  Rayart  Pictures,  an- 

nounced yesterday  that  one  of  the  big 
serials  to  be  released  through  Rayart  will 

be  "Scotty  of  the  Scouts,”  an  adventure serial  based  on  Boy  Scout  activities. 
The  scenario  is  now  being  prepared. 

W.  //.  Lipps,  74,  Dies 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

INDIANAPOLIS,  March  16. — William 

Lipps,  74,  owner  of  two  theatres  in  Alex- 
andria, Ind.,  died  at  his  home  there  follow- 

ing a   two  months’  illness. 

Lya  de  Putti  in  Hospital 
.NEW  YORK. — Lya  de  Putti,  HunRariati  star, who  recently  arrived  and  was  assigned  to  a   role 

in  "The  Sorrows  of  Satan,”  was  operated  upon last  week  for  appendicitis. 
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United  Artists  Releases  15 
Next  Year;  Stars  Are  Added 

Norma  Talmadge  Will  Make  Six  for  United,  Says  Joe  Schenck — ' 

John  Barrymore  and  Buster  Keaton  to  Join — 

Signing  of  Gloria  Swanson  Indicated 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  March  16. — Fifteen  pictures  of  unusual  caliber  will  be 

released  annually  by  United  Artists  under  an  expansion  plan,  says  an  an- 
nouncement last  week  by  Joseph  M.  Schenck,  chairman  of  the  board,  follow- 

ing a   conference  here  with  President  Hiram  Abrams.  United  Artists  now 

promises  to  lead  the  field  for  super-productions,  Schenck  said. 

Norma  Talmadge  to  Make  Six 

More  stars  and  producers  will  be  added  to  the  United  Artists  banner,  he 
said.  Norma  Talmadge  will  join  United  to  make  six  pictures  after  she 

completes  her  forthcoming  “Kiki.”  John  Barrymore,  noted  stage  and  screen 
star,  enters  United  as  a   star  under  a   direct  contract  with  Schenck,  after  com- 

pleting his  next  release  for  his  present  afliliation. 

Raphael  Lozano 
to  Go  to  S.  A. 

in  Famous  Post 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

MINNEAPOLIS,  March  16. — Raphael 

Lozano,  who  a   little  more  than  a   year  ago 

was  a   poor  Mexican  newspaper  reporter 
knocking  about 

the  world  trying 

to  pick  up  feature 

stories  for  Span- 
ish tongue  papers, 

will  sail  the  first 

of  next  month  for 

Rio  de  Janeiro,  to 

take  charge  of  the 

exploitation  work 
for  Paramount  in 

South  America. 

Lozano  is  a 

product  of  the 

Paramount  Man- 

agers’ Training 
School  and  has 

been  taking  a 

post-graduate  course  in  the  local  Para- 
mount exchange.  After  attendance  at  the 

Paramount  convention  in  Atlantic  City  late 

this  month,  he  will  leave  for  his  new  field. 
Lozano  is  enthusiastic  about  Paramount 

and  his  new  work,  and  in  an  interview 

here  declared  he  is  going  to  have  to  have 

the  “faith  and  zeal  of  a   missionary”  in 
order  to  do  all  that  was  expected  of  him. 
Lozano  enrolled  in  the  first  Paramount 

Training  School  class,  was  successful  in 

his  studies,  and  following  graduation  spent 

some  time  in  the  Famous  Players-Lasky 
home  office  and  later  was  transferred  to 

the  exploitation  department,  under  Oscar 
Kantner.  Kantner  later  sent  him  to  the 

Minneapolis  exchange,  where  he  worked 
under  the  direction  of  Manager  A.  B. 

Leak.  His  work  in  the  Minneapolis  office 

resulted  in  his  promotion  to  a   post  in  the 
South  American  field. 

$30,000  Provided 
by  Senate  Group 
for  Film  Division 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

WASHINGTON,  March  16.~Thirty 
thousand  dollars  has  been  provided  for  the 

proposed  film  division  in  the  department  of 

commerce  by  the  senate  appropriations 

committee  in  making  its  report  on  the 

measure.  This  is  double  the  amount  pro- 
vided by  the  house  and  is  $4000  more  than 

was  estimated  as  necessary  by  the  depart- 
ment. 

Need  for  the  proposed  division  was  ex- 
plained to  congress  in  a   letter  from  the 

president  submitting  the  item  which  has  the 

approval  of  the  budget  bureau,  and  hear- 
ings were  held  by  the  house  appropriations 

committee  at  which  the  situation  was  ex- 
plained by  officials  of  the  department. 

A   brief  was  filed  by  Jack  S.  Connolly, 

representative  of  the  Hays  organization, 

outlining  the  discriminatory  legislation 

enacted  by  various  foreign  governments 

and  urging  the  inclusion  of  the  item  in 

the  appropriation  bill. 

Tom  H,  Bailey  Weds 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

SAN  FRANCISCO,  March  16.— Tom  H. 

Bailey,  manager  of  the  local  branch  of  Fa- 

mous Players-Lasky,  and  Gertrude  Kirch- 
ner  were  married  here  recently  and  imme- 

diately afterward  left  on  a   honeymoon  trip 
to  the  East. 

Buster  Keaton  is  another  who  will  be 
added  in  the  same  manner.  He  has  one 

more  picture  to  release  through  his  pres- 
ent connection. 

Early  accession 

of  Gloria  Swan- 
son as  a   member 

of  the  United 
Artists  star 

group  was 
neither  confirmed 
nor  denied  by 

Schenck.  S   h   e', however,  has 

now  but  one  pic- 
ture under  way 

with  another 

concern. 

Releasing  Sched- 
ule Issued 

The  releasing 

schedule  for  the  next  year  includes: 

Mary  Pickford,  two  pictures;  Charlie 
Chaplin,  one;  Douglas  Fairbanks,  one; 

Rudolph  Valentino,  two;  Norma  Tal- 
made,  two;  Buster  Keaton,  two;  John 

Barrymore,  two;  Samuel  Goldwyn  Pro- 
ductions, three  pictures. 

Of  these  fifteen  films,  the  following 

are  definitely  scheduled  for  release  so 

far; 

Mary  Pickford’s  “Sparrows”;  Charlie 
Chaplin’s  “The  Circus”:  Douglas  Fair- 

banks’ “The  Black  Pirate”;  Rudolph 

Valentino’s  “The  Son  of  the  Sheik”; 

Norma  Talmadge’s  "The  Garden  of 

Allah”;  Samuel  Goldwyn’s  "Stella  Dal- 
las,” “The  Winning  of  Barbara  Worth” 

and  "Beauty  and  the  Beast”;  and  the 

Smokers  May  Smoke,  Criers 

May  Cry  at  This  Theatre 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

KANSAS  CITY.  MO..  March 

16. — A   theatre  where  the  smoker 

need  not  lay  aside  his  cigar  and 

where  the  restless  child’s  mother 
need  not  be  embarrassed  by  her 

baby’s  crying  is  to  be  built  at  2705 
Troost  avenue.  Two  plans  will 

bring  about  these  features  through 
the  use  of  space  often  wasted  in 

suburban  houses  without  balcon- 

ies. 
On  either  side  of  the  projection 

room  high  against  the  ceiling  will 
be  rooms  with  a   pane  of  glass  for 

its  front  partition,  entirely  en- 
closed, containing  seats  for  a   score 

of  persons. 

Roland  West  production  of  "The  Bat.” It  was  also  announced  by  Schenck, 

speaking  as  business  manager  for  Norma 
Talmadge,  Constance  Talmadge  and 
Buster  Keaton,  that  Constance  Talmadge 

will  not  produce  for  United.  Schenck 

forecast  that  after  her  next  three  pic- 
tures for  her  present  distributing  outlet, 

the  popular  screen  comedienne  will  quit 

motion  pictures  to  reside  with  her  hus- 

band, Captain  Alastair  William  Mackin- 
tosh, in  England. 

Under  the  long  established  policy  of 

Abrams,  each  United  Artists  picture  will 
be  handled  as  an  individual  piece  of 

product,  without  any  block  booking  or 

program  restrictions. 

Samuel  Spring  Lauds 
Work  of  Men  Heading 

F.  N,  Sales  Cabinet 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  March  16.— Samuel 

Spring,  secretary-treasurer  of  First  Na- 
tional, when  asked  about  the  functioning 

of  the  sales  cabinet  inaugurated  by  his 

company  last  November,  liiglily  praised 
the  men  at  the  head  of  the  cabinet,  Ned 

Marin,  A.  VV.  Smith,  Jr.,  and  Ned 
Depinet.  These  men  have  spent  a   large 

part  of  the  last  four  months  on  the  road, 

personally  supervising  sales,  conferring 
with  exhibitors,  and  thereby  forming 

valuable  personal  contacts. 

"One  great  advantage  of  having  sales 

executives  in  the  field  most  of  the  time,” 

said  Spring,  "is  that  the  personal  con- 
tact and  actual  experience  enable  them 

to  meet  problems  first  hand.  Before  a 

sales  manager  can  comprehend  fully 

what  a   branch  manager,  exhibitor  or 

salesman  has  to  contend  with  he  must 

have  definite  information,  which  is  not 

to  be  gained  sitting  at  a   desk  in  the 
New  York  office. 

"In  handling  the  Winner  group  of  i>ic- 

tures  the  sales  cabinet  is  fimctionmg 

splendidly,”  Spring  concluded. 

Fox  Manager  Named 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

MINNEAPOLIS,  MINN..  March  16. 

— S.  E.  Abel,  formerly  in  the  New  York 

office  of  Fox,  has  just  been  transferr^ 

to  Minneapolis  as  manager.  E.  T. 

Gomersall,  former  Minneapolis  manager, 

will  go  to  Indianapolis.  All  district 
salesmen  met  in  Minneapolis  to  greet 

Abel.  A.  C.  Wilson  is  here  making  his 

yearly  audit. 
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Large  Bookings  Follow  Gotham 

Announcement  for  ’26-’27 Montague  &   McConville  of  Soston  Sign  for  Entire  Output  Capacity 

Business  Reported — Rogers  Visits  South  and  Middlewest 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  March  16.— Large  bookings  of  Gotham  pictures  are  fol- 

lowing closely  upon  the  heels  of  announcement  of  the  new  Gotham 

schedule  for  1926-27.  One  of  the  first  to  sign  for  the  entire  output  of 

Lumas  Film  Corporation  for  the  coming  year  is  Independent  Films,  Inc., 

of  Boston,  operated  by  Montague  &   McConville. 

The  home  office  also  reports  capacity 
business  from  theatres  on  both  Coasts 
on  Gotliam  pictures  recently  shown. 

Full  houses  were  reported  for  each  per- 
formance of  "One  of  the  Bravest,”  star- 

ring Ralph  Lewis,  at  the  Bowdoin 
Square  in  Boston,  without  any  special 

campaign.  A   similar  report  on  this  pic- 
ture was  received  from  the  Rialto  at 

Providence,  which  has  contracted  for 
the  entire  series  of  12  Gotham  pictures. 

Pantages  Increases  Bookings 

Pantages  at  Los  Angeles  had  such 

good  results  with  a   three-day  showing 
of  "His  Master’s  Voice”  that  he  booked 
for  an  entire  week  the  second  Gotham 

production,  "The  Phantom  of  the 
Forest,”  featuring  Thunder  the  Marvel 
Dog.  Pantages  also  ordered  special  24- 
sheet  stands  made  up  on  this  picture  to 
feature  it  over  his  vaudeville. 

The  entire  first  edition  of  lithographs 
and  accessories  on  these  two  productions 
has  been  exhausted  and  large  re-orders 
were  made. 

The  booking  by  Montague  &   McCon- 
ville of  Boston  gives  them  exclusive 

rights  to  a   minimum  of  20  new  subjects 
for  the  New  England  territory  including 
Connecticut,  Maine,  Massachusetts, 

Rhode  Island,  New  Hampshire  and  Ver- 
mont. Besides  the  12  in  the  Greater 

Gothams  and  Gotham  Productions  series, 
the  Boston  exchangemen  will  handle 
eight  action  dramas  featuring  William 
Fairbanks  and  produced  by  Camera  Pic- 
tures. 

Rogers  Visits  South 

The  20  include  "The  Golden  Web,” 
"The  Woman  Who  Did  Not  Care," 
"King  of  the  Pack,"  "Quarantined 
Rivals,”  "The  Silent  Avenger,”  “Money 
to  Burn,”  "Sinews  of  Steel,”  “Heroes  of 
the  Night,”  "The  Block  Signal,”  "The 
Final  Extra,”  "Mountains  of  Manhattan,” 
"The  Silent  Power,”  "The  Mile-A-Min- 
ute-Man,”  "Catch  as  Catch  Can,”  "The 
Winning  Wallop,”  "Flying  High,” 
"When  Danger  Calls,”  "One  Chance  in 
a   Million,”  “Through  Thick  and  Thin”  and 
"The  Down  Grade.”  The  last  eight 
named  are  William  Fairbanks  pictures. 

Budd  Rogers,  vicepresident  of  Lumas, 
is  now  on  a   visit  to  the  exchange  fran- 

chise holders  in  the  South  and  Middle- 

Well  Known  Stage 
Now  Boasts  Film  Screen 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

INDIANAPOLIS.  March  16.— 
The  Park  theatre  where  once  trod 
no  less  a   person  than  Robert  B. 
Mantell  has  been  changed  into  a 
motion  picture  theatre,  having 
opened  March  6.  A   seven-year 
lease  on  the  theatre  property  has 
been  obtained  by  Louis  B. 
Goulden,  manager  of  the  Indian- 

apolis distributing  office  of  the 
Celebrated  Players  Film  Corpora- 
tion. 

west.  The  date  of  his  trip  wa^  advanced 
because  of  the  quick  response  to  the 
Gotham  announcement  and  plan  book. 

Every  exchange  handling  the  Lumas  re- 
leases has  expressed  a   desire  to  renew 

its  franchise  and  Rogers  expects  to  re- 
turn within  a   month  with  the  field 

covered  for  another  year.  Before  leav- 
ing, Rogers  displayed  a   pile  of  telegrams 

and  letters  all  of  which,  he  said,  ex- 

pressed confidence  in  next  year’s 

product. 

Fox,  F,  B,  O,  and 
F,  P.~L,  Complete 

Convention  Plans 
Fox  Films  has  worked  out  in  complete 

detail  plans  for  the  sales  convention  to  be 

held  in  Los  Angeles  April  12-17;  F.  B.  O. 
has  finished  details  of  its  convention,  also 

to  be  held  in  Los  Ang6les,  April  1-3,  in- 
clusive ;   and  the  finishing  touches  have 

been  put  to  the  plans  for  Paramount’s  na- tional sales  convention  to  be  held  at  Atlan- 
tic City,  opening  March  22. 

General  Sales  Manager  James  R.  Grain- 
ger of  Fox  Film  Corporation  has  worked 

out  convention  arrangements  in  such  de- 
tail that  the  delegates  will  have  full  time 

for  the  discussion  of  the  company’s  1926- 
27  program.  This  convention  is  expected 

to  be  the  greatest  ever  held  by  the  com- 
pany, as  to  numbers  attending  and  as  to 

accomplishment. 
The  F.  B.  O.  convention  also  >vill  be  one 

of  the  most  important  the  company  ever 
has  called,  and  will  be  heavily  attended. 

Report  just  received  from  Minneapolis 
indicates  that  the  entire  Minneapolis  Para- 

mount sales  force,  numbering  13,  will  be 
in  attendance  at  the  Atlantic  City  meet. 

Metro-Goldwyn  Week  Is 
Observed  in  Chicago  by 

Five  Big  Productions 
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer  week  is  being 

celebrated  by  Chicago.  Five  big  M-G-M 
productions  are  playing  in  the  Windy  City 
the  week  beginning  March  14. 
The  five  big  productions  that  make  it 

Metro-Goldw^-n-Mayer  week  are ;   "The 
Parade,”  at  the  Garrick;  "Ben  Hur,”  at 
the  Woods;  "The  Black  Bird,”  at  the  Chi- 

cago; "His  Secretary,”  at  the  Tivoli,  and 
Ibane^’  “Torrent,”  at  the  Roosevelt. 

Frisco  Society 
Starts  Campaign 

Against  Screen 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

SAN  FRANCISCO,  CAL,  March  16. 
— The  screen  is  one  objective  of  the 
Holy  Name  Society  in  a   campaign  just 
being  started  with  the  announced  aim 
to  stamp  out  immoral  theatricals.  Dr. 
James  Franklin  Smith  is  archdiocesan 
president  of  the  society. 

Steele  Leaves  to 

Expand  Exchanges 
of  U-A  in  Orient 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  March  16.— Montford 

Steele,  manager  of  foreign  offices  of 

United  Artists,  has  sailed  on  a   four months  tour  of 

the  Orient  to  sur- 
vey the  Far  East branches  of  the 

corporation  with  a 
view  of  enlarg- 

ing distribution  of 

product. He  is  expected 

to  install  new  dis- tribution points 
for  the  Orient, 
t   h   e   headquarters 
of  which  are  at 

Kobe,  Japan,  with 
subsidiary  offices 

Mon.ford  Steele  and  shipping  Cen- ters in  China,  In- 
dia and  Straits  Settlement  and  the  Philip- 

pine Islands.  Increasing  demand  for 

United  Artists  pictures  in  the  Orient  to- 
gether with  the  success  of  recent  releases 

has  made  it  advisable  to  add  further  dis- 
tributing bases  wherever  conditions  for 

physical  handling  of  product  permit. 
Steele  had  just  returned  from  a   similar 

visit  of  inspection  to  Buenos  Aires  and 
other  South  American  countries. 

Urbana’s  Council 
Shuts  Theatres  in 

Blue  Sunday  Fight 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

URBAN  A,  ILL.,  March  16. — Urbana’s city  council  revoked  the  licenses  of  the  two 
motion  picture  houses  last  night  and  the 
city  is  temporarily  without  picture  shows. 

"Both  managers  have  repeatedly  ignored 

the  ordinances  prohibiting  Sunday  movies,” and  that  was  the  reason  for  the  withdrawal 

of  the  licenses,  members  of  the  council 
said. 

Police  action  is  probable  if  the  owners 
try  to  open  the  theatres,  councilmen  said. 

Dorothy  Howell  Made 

Production  Head* s   Aid 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

HOLLYWOOD,  March  16.  — Dorothy 
Howell,  formerly  of  Elgin,  111.,  has  been 

appointed  assistant  general  production  man- 
ager of  Columbia  Pictures  Corporation. 

She  was  former!}'  secretary  to  Harry  Cohn, 
vice-president  of  Columbia,  and  is  one  of 
the  few  women  executives  in  the  industry. 
She  had  been  secretary  to  Irving  Thalberg 
when  he  was  at  Universal,  and  had  also 
been  with  B.  P.  Schulberg. 

Epstein  Assists  Hurel 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

PARIS,  FRANCE,  March  16.— 
Adolphe  Osso,  managing  director  of  the 
Societe  Anonyme  Francaise  des  Films 

Paramount,  has  appointed  Ralph  Ep- 
stein assistant  to  Robert  Hurel,  general 

salesmanager.  Epstein  formerly  directed 
the  foreign  department. 

Holt  Hurt  in  Polo  Game 

DEL  MONTE,  CAL. — Jack  Holt  was  injured 
wlien  a   polo  ball  struck  him  in  the  head  during; 

a   game  with  the  Stanford  University  team. 
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Pro-Dis-Co  Officials  Complete 
Jensen  6?  V   onHerberg  Purchase 
Comerford  and  Chamberlain  Chains’  Alliance  Seen — ’Fox  Gets 

Lease  on  4,100  Seat  Theatre  to  Be  Built  at  Hollywood 

— Schine  Brothers  Add  Another  in  East 

Sale  of  the  31  Far  Northwest  theatres  in  the  Jensen  &   Von  Herberg  chain 
to  North  American  Theatres,  Inc.,  several  of  whose  officials  are  also  in  the 
official  family  of  Producers  Distributing  Corporation,  was  completed  late  last 
week.  The  news  that  negotiations  were  under  way  was  published  in  the  last 
issue  of  the  Herald.  The  deal  was  completed  at  a   conference  in  Portland, 
Ore. 

Moore  Dickering  with  Groesbeck 

From  the  Pacific  Northwest  it  also  was  reported  that  H.  T.  Moore  Amuse- 
ment Company  of  Tacoma  was  dickering  with  E.  W.  Groesbeck  to  take  over 

management  of  his  houses  at  Buckley,  Wilkinson  and  Enumclaw,  Wash. 

Manager  Hurls 

Bomb  Into  Snow; 
Saves  Audience 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

MINNEAPOLIS.  MINN..  March  16. 

— Quick  work  by  Edward  Oliver,  man- 
ager of  the  Wonderland,  probably  saved 

the  lives  of  scores  when  an  attempt  was 

made  to  wreck  the  theatre  with  a   dyna- 
mite bomb. 

Oliver  was  in  the  basement  when  he 

heard  a   rear  door  slam.  He  ran  to  in- 

vestigate and  on  the  floor  found  a   sack 

-containing  several  sticks  of  dynamite. 
Unable  to  stamp  out  the  burning  fuse, 
he  hurled  the  bomb  from  a   window  into 

a   snowbank  and  advised  everyone  to 
-leave.  As  the  last  of  an  audience  of  250 

filed  out  the  bomb  exploded,  shattering 
windows  half  a   block  distant. 

John  J.  Campbell,  owner  of  the  thea- 

tre, was  in  Hot  Springs,  Ark.  This  is 

the  second  attempted  bombing  of  the 
theatre  in  the  last  five  months.  On 

'October  2,  Mr.  Oliver  found  five  sticks 
of  dynamite  in  his  office,  the  fuse  having 

"burned  out  two  inches  from  the  charge. 
A   year  ago  the  Glen  Lake  theatre  was 
damaged  by  a   bomb. 

M,P,T,0,  Bulletin  Says 

Contact  Point  System 
to  Solve  Tax  Troubles 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  March  16. — The  method 

•of  solving  the  problem  of  obnoxious  tax 
measures  in  various  states  is  about  to  be 

realized  according  to  an  article  appearing 
in  the  official  bulletin  of  the  M.  P.  T.  O. 
in  the  issue  of  March  15. 

The  success  of  Jake  Wells  as  contact 

point  in  defeating  the  10  per  cent  tax  bill 
in  Virginia  a   few  day  ago  adds  a   theatre 
triumph  to  others  such  as  that  of  Missouri 

and  of  Fred  Dollo,  Kentucky,  the  article 
stales. 

Eastman  Company  to 

Make  Teaching  Films 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

ROCHESTER,  N   Y.,  March  16.— 

'George  Eastman,  president  of  the  Eastman 
TCodak  Company,  recently  outlined  to  Will 

H.  Hays,  president  of  the  M.  P.  P.  D.  A., 

his  company’s  plans  for  making  a   series 
•of  teaching  films  that  will  be  closely  cor- 

related with  courses  of  study  and  made  in 

accordance  with  definite  educational  plans. 

The  films,  which  will  be  made  here,  will 

"be  used  in  a   comprehensive  experimental 
.plan  in  an  effort  to  solve  the  problem  of 

supplying  schools  with  educational  pictures. 

During  the  experimental  stages  of  produc- 
tion no  pictures  nor  exhibition  apparatus 

■will  be  put  on  sale. 

Roxy  Sails  March  18 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  March  16.  — S.  L. 
(Roxy)  Rothafel  will  sail  Thursday  on 
the  S.S.  President  Polk  for  a   tour 

through  the  Panama  Canal  to  California 
for  a   vacation.  William  E.  Atkinson, 

vicepresident  and  general  manager  of 

Roxy  Theatres  Corporation,  is  in  Ber- 
muda. 

Donald  Lee  Signed  by  Metro 

HOLLYWOOD. — Donald  Lee,  scenarist,  has 

signed  a   contract  with  Mctro-Goldwyn-Mayer  to 

.adapt  "Tin  Hats”  to  the  screen. 

Comerford  Amusement  Company  in 

Pennsylvania  and  Chamberlain  Amuse- 
ment Company  have  joined  hands  in 

plans  to  construct  a   $650,000  combina- 
tion house  at  Williamsport,  Pa.,  and 

another  theatre  in  Pottsville.  The  two 

chains  control  184  houses,  132  of  them  in 
Pennsylvania. 

Fox  Gets  Lease  at  Hollywood 

At  Hollywood  William  Fox  has  ob- 
tained a   25  year  lease  on  a   new  theatre 

to  be  erected  by  Harold  L.  Arnold  on 
the  northeast  corner  of  Seventh  and 

Figueroa  streets.  It  will  seat  4,100  and 

will  open  about  May  1,  1927,  coinci- 
dentally with  a   similar  theatre  to  be  built 

in  San  Francisco  by  Fox. 

West  Coast  Theatres  recently  opened 

another  house,  the  Grand  Lake,  at  Oak- 
land, Calif.  This  theatre  seats  2.500  and 

is  the  first  of  the  new  West  Coast  houses 

completed  in  Northern  California.  Many 
stars  and  officials  of  West  Coast  went 

to  Oakland  in  a   special  train  to  attend 
the  opening.  Another  West  Coast  house 

will  open  this  month  at  87th  and  Ver- 
mont, to  be  known  as  the  Balboa.  West 

Coast  now  operates  169  theatres,  with 
25  new  ones  being  built. 

A   large  downtown  motion  picture 

theatre  catering  primarily  to  Indepen- 
dent productions  is  to  be  erected  at 

Ninth  and  Hill  streets,  according  to  an- 
nouncement of  Ben  Verschleiser  who, 

with  his  father.  Max  Verschleiser,  New 

York  capitalist,  purchased  the  corner 

property  last  summer.  Verschleiser  is 

one  of  the  leading  Independent  pro- 
ducers in  the  field.  The  building  will 

contain  a   theatre  with  a   seating  capacity 

of  3,000,  as  well  as  offices  and  stores. 

About  once  a   week  the  Schine  broth- 

ers of  Gloversville,  N.  Y.,  can  be  de- 

Gloria Bats  for  Tuttle 

When  Extras  Are  Directorless 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

ASTORIA.  L.  I..  March  16. 
— Gloria  Swanson  directed  scenes 

for  "Fine  Manners"  one  morning 
last  week  after  she  had  received 

a   note  from  Frank  Tuttle,  direc- 

tor, saying  he  was  HI.  She  acted 

upon  her  own  initiative  after  not- 
ing that  40  extras  were  waiting 

upon  the  lot  for  a   scene  that  had 

been  planned. 

She  simply  took  up  the  mega- 

phone, rehearsing  the  extras  until 
the  action  was  ready  to  be  shot; 

then  she  took  her  place  among 
them  and  told  the  cameraman  to 

take  the  scene. 

pended  upon  to  announce  the  acquisition 

of  another  house.  This  time  it’s  a   house 
under  construction  at  Lake  Placid.  They 
now  have  between  65  and  70  theatres. 

The  Strand  interests  have  requested  a 

42-year  lease  on  a   theatre  to  be  erected 
in  Syracuse,  N.  Y.,  on  the  site  of  the 
Bastable  House  which  burned  a   few 

years  ago.  The  new  theatre  and  office 

building  will  represent  a   $4,000,000  in- 
vestment. 

The  Stanley  Company  is  negotiating 
with  the  Shubert  interests  for  purchase 

of  the  Academy  of  Music  in  Baltimore. 
This  is  a   1,200  seat  house.  Acquisition 
of  this  theatre  will  mark  the  entry  of  the 

Stanley  Company  into  Baltimore  and 
will  give  it  a   continuous  chain  from 
Philadelphia  to  Washington.  It  already 
has  theatres  in  Chester,  Wilmington  and 
Capitol  City. 
Jefferson  Amusement  Company  of 

Texas  opened  its  new  Strand  theatre  in 
Port  Arthur  last  week. 

A   new  $235,000  Gillis  theatre  at  Kan- 
sas City,  Mo.,  is  planned  for  the  site  of 

the  theatre  demolished  by  an  explosion 

last  summer.  The  new  building  will  be 

erected  by  James  E.  Taylor. 

Operator  Holds  Fire 

To  Projection  Room 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

D.ALLAS,  TEXAS,  March  16. — Dis- 
aster was  averted  by  quick  work  on  the 

part  of  the  operator  at  the  Rosewin 

theatre  when  film  ignited.  He  con- 
fined the  fire  to  only  the  projection  room 

and  lost  nothing  but  the  film. 
A   fire  which  destroyed  the  Star  at 

Thornton  threatened  the  whole  block. 

$2  Quarterly  Dividend 
Is  Declared  by  Famous 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK.  March  16. — At  a   meeting 
of  the  l)oard  of  directors  of  Famous  Play- 
ers-Lasky  Corporation  the  regular  quarterly 
dividend  of  $2  a   share  on  the  preferred 

stock,  payable  May  1,  to  stockholders  of 
record  at  the  close  of  business  on  April  1.5 
was  voted.  The  hooks  will  not  close. 

U,  5.  Seeks  Editor  of 

Motion  Picture  Films 
(Special  frovx  Dcparttnent  of  Commerce) 

WASHINGTON,  D.  C,  March  16.— Re- 
ceipt of  applications  for  an  editor  of  mo- 

tion picture  films  will  close  May  4,  it  has 

been  reported  by  the  bureau  of  reclamation 
in  which  the  vacancy  exists.  The  salary  is 

$3,000  a   year. 
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Yost  Maps  Out  Big  Social  Time 
for  Fox  22d  Convention 

Buck  Jones  and  Tom  Mix  to  he  Hosts  to  Delegates — Fine  Arts  Studio 

Buys  Property — Press  Attend  Barthelmess  Party 

By  RAY  MURRAY 

Hollywood,  March  16. — For  the  first  time  in  the  history  of  the Fox  Film  Corporation  its  annual  sales  convention  will  be  held  in 

Los  Angeles.  More  than  100  branch  managers  and  officials  of  the 

organization  will  come  here  from  every  part  of  the  world  to  attend  the 

22nd  annual  convention  to  be  held  at  the  Ambassador  hotel  during  the 

week  beginning  April  11. 

A   SPECIAL  train  will  bring  the  execu- 
lives  from  the  various  exchanges  in 

America  and  Canada,  and  the  European 
managers  will  come  via  New  York.  Others 
from  the  Antipodes  and  the  Orient  will 
come  by  boat  direct  to  Los  Angeles. 

Plans  for  next 

year’s  sales  cam- 
pa  i   g   n   will  be 
mapped  out  at  the 
West  Coast  con- 
vention. 

A   special  social 
program  for  the 
guests  is  being  per- 
pared  by  Robert 
M.  Yost,  director 
of  publicity  of  Eox 

studios.  'This  will 
include  a   hall,  a 
banquet,  a   rodeo, 
and  a   barbecue,  the 
later  to  be  held  at  jjimcs  n,  Grainger 

Tom  Mix’  ranch 
and  at  The  Outpost,  as  Buck  Jones  calls 
his  ranch. 

A   day  has  been  set  aside  to  enable  the 
delegates  to  visit  the  studio  and  meet  the 
stars  and  directors.  Among  the  oflicials  of 
the  corporation  who  will  attend  the  con- 

vention are:  William  Fox,  president;  Win- 
field R.  Sheehan,  general  manager,  and 

James  R.  Grainger,  general  sales  manager. 
*   *   * 

Thivi'es  Harass  Film  Row 

Los  Angeles  Film  Row  has  been  har- 
rassed  for  several  weeks  by  thieves  who 
have  stolen  hundreds  of  reels  of  film.  A 
First  National  exchange  also  had  its  office 
keys  stolen  and  was  compelled  to  replace 
all  locks. 

O.  E.  Sweariren  had  his  automobile  stolen 
containing  $4,000  worth  of  comedy  films. 

*   ♦   * 

Siegfried  Laemmle  Joins  Carl 

Siegfried  Laemmle,  one  of  the  foremost 
art  dealers  and  antique  experts  in  Europe 
and  brother  of  Carl  Laemmle,  president  of 
the  Universal  Pictures  Corporation,  arrived 
here  last  week  for  an  extended  visit.  Mr. 

Laemmle’s  hvo  sons,  Ernst  and  Walter, 
have  been  at  the  Universal  studio  for  sev- 

eral years,  and  the  former  has  recently 
been  made  a   director. 

*   *   * 

Through  a   deal  consummated  last  week 
with  Charles  Thoren,  local  capitalist  and 
real  estate  operator.  Fine  Arts  Studio.  Inc., 
acquired  an  acre  and  a   half  of  valuable 
properly  adjoining  its  present  site.  Plans 
are  now  being  drawn  for  an  immense  stage. 

♦   *   ♦ 

Al>out  100  motion  pictures  press  repre- 
sentatives and  members  of  Los  Angeles 

newspapers  attended  a   birthday  party  given 
by  Richard  Barthelmess  to  his  leading 
woman  at  the  Marshall  Ncilan  studios  last 
week.  A   seven  foot  birthday  cake  graced 
the  table.  J.  Boyce  Smith,  manager  of 
Inspiration  Pictures,  Inc.,  and  Director 
Sidney  Olcott  made  fitting  speeches  on  the 
occasion. 

*   *   * 

Many  of  the  Warner  Brothers  stars  and 

feature  players  went  to  San  Francisco 

March  13  to  attend  the  opening  of  “The 
Sea  Beast”  at  the  St.  Francis  theatre.  John 
Barrymore,  Bess  Meredyth,  Millard  Webb, 

Dolores  Costello  and  George  O’Hara  were 
featured  in  the  opening  ceremony.  Barry- 

more will  begin  work  this  w’cek  on  his  new 

picture,  “The  Tavern  Knight.” :ti  «   « 

Arthur  F.  Beck  hit  upon  a   novel  plan 
to  get  extras  for  atmosphere  in  his  big 

production,  “Spangles,”  being  made  at  Uni- 
versal City,  by  inviting  everyone  to  the  big 

circus  set  at  10  o’clock  last  Sunday  morn- 
ing. The  scenes  were  taken  at  Culver  City 

in  the  winter  quarters  of  the  A1  G.  Barnes’ circus. 

*   *   * 

Hogan  Has  St.  Patrick  Smile 

James  P.  Hogan  is  wearing  the  smile  that 

won’t  come  off,  having  received  a   handsome 
bonus  from  F.  B.  O.  for  completing  the 

direction  of  “The  Isle  of  Retribution”  a 
week  ahead  of  time  and  at  a   cost  of  one- 
fourth  below  the  estimate. 

♦   *   * 

Bradley  King  who  will  be  remembered 

for  her  screen  adaptation  of  “Anha  Chris- 
tie” has  just  finished  the  script  on  "The 

Return  of  Peter  Grimm,”  David  Warfield’s 
stage  success.  This  will  be  a   Fox  produc- 
tion. *   »   * 

Douglas  MacLean  and  the  members  of 

his  company,  filming  “That’s  My  Baby,” 
have  just  returned  from  Ojai  Valley  where 
portions  of  the  chase  scene  in  the  new 
Paramount  feature  comedv  were  made.  Al- 

though Director  William  Beaudine  w’as 
seriously  hampered  b)'  cloudy  w’eather,  the 
necessary  scenes  were  taken  by  the  use  of 
artificial  light. 

*   *   ^ 

George  Sidney  has  been  chosen  by  Win- 
field R.  Sheehan,  general  manager  of  Fox 

Film  Corporation,  to  play  the  role  made 

famous  by  David  Waffield  in  “The  Auc- 

tioneer.” 

*   * 

Taylor  Visits  in  East 

Sam  Taylor  who  resigned  from  the 
Harold  Lloyd  organization  last  week  after 

Germany  Votes  Domestic 
Films  Best  Moneymakers 

(Special  to  Exhibitor':  HcraM) 

BERLIN,  March  16. —   German 
films  received  63  votes  for  the  best 

moneymakers  of  the  year  in  a   vote 

recently  arranged  by  a   German 

film  paper  here.  Compared  with 
this  American  films  received  20 

and  other  European  films  received 
17.  As  to  the  greatest  failures 

German  films  were  awarded  high 

score  with  49  votes,  American  38 

and  other  European  films  13. 

five  years’  service  as  director  has  left  for the  East  to  visit  his  family  for  the  first 
time  in  almost  six  years. >K  ♦   * 

William  Beaudine  will  return  to  the 

Warner  Brothers’  lot  upon  the  completion 
of  “Ladies  First,”  his  second  Douglas  Mac- 
Lean  production. *   *   * 

Thomson  Chooses  Kirkland 

David  Kirkland  has  been  chosen  by  Fred 

Thomson  to  direct  his  fourth  F.  B.  O.  pro- 

duction, “The  Two  Gunmen,”  a   Stewart 
Edward  White  story.  Kirkland  is  a   capa- 

ble scenarist  and  film  editor  as  well  as 
director. *   ♦   * 

Production  on  “The  Millionaire  Police- 
man” has  been  held  up  pending  the  recov- 

ery of  Samuel  J.  Briskin,  the  producer  of 
Banner  Pictures. 

*   *   * 

Negotiations  have  just  been  completed  be- 
tween the  Stern  Brothers,  producers  of  two 

reel  comedies  for  Universal,  and  George 
McManus,  cartoonist,  whereby  the  Sterns 

get  the  screen  rights  to  “Let  George  Do 
It,”  the  svndicateci  comic  strip.  This  is  the 
second  McManus  cartoon  acquired  by  the 

Sterns,  they  recently  having  purchased  "The 

Newlyweds  and  Their  Baby.” *   ♦   * 

Vain  Signs  with  Fox 

Virginia  Valli  has  signed  a   contract  \vith 
Winfield  R.  Sheehan,  general  manager  of 

Fox  Films,  for  three  pictures,  “The  Family 
Upstairs,”  which  Harry  Beaumont  will  di- 

rect, “Is  Zat  So,"  from  James  Gleason’s 
stage  comedy,  and  “Going  Crooked,”  a   John Golden  play. 

«   *   >|c 

Vera  Reynold’s  first  starring  picture  is  an 

adaptation  of  Henry  St.  John  Cooper’s 
widely  read  novel,  “Sunny  Du  Crow.” *   * 

Marie  Prevost  has  just  begun  work  in 

“Up  in  Mabel’s  Room,”  which  will  be  the 
A1  Christie  version  of  the  famous  A1 

Woods’  stage  play,  with  Marie  in  the  stel- 

lar role  of  Mabel.  “Up  in  Mabel’s  Room” 
will  be  Christie’s  third  picture  on  the  cur- 

rent program  of  Producers  Distributing 

Coporation. ♦   *   * 

Louis  B.  Mayer,  wife  and  daughters 
Irene  and  Edith,  Charles  Ray,  Norma 
Shearer,  Fred  Beetson,  J.  A.  Stein  and 
Pete  Smith  went  to  San  Francisco  Satur- 

day to  attend  the  premier  of  “The  Barrier” at  Warfield  theatre  and  to  address  2,000 

members  of  the  Woman’s  Club. 
*   ♦   * 

Harry  Warner,  president  of  Warner 

Brothers,  returned  from  Europe  last  Fri- 
day with  Motley  H.  Flint,  Los  Angeles 

banker. 
♦   *   * 

Harold  Lloyd  left  last  week  for  New 
York  accompanied  by  his  brother  Gaylord. 
He  expects  to  be  gone  three  weeks. *   ♦   * 

William  R.  Fraser,  general  manager  of 
Lloyd  Corporation,  left  for  Atlantic  City 
to  attend  the  Paramount  sales  convention. 

*   *   ♦ 

Holmes  Scenario  Editor 

Edwin  C.  Hill,  former  newspaper  man, 
and  for  the  past  year  and  a   half  scenario 
editor  of  Fox  Film  Corporation  has  been 

promoted  to  supervisor  of  West  Coast  pro- 
ductions. Ned  Holmes  succeeds  him  as 

scenario  editor. 

*   *   * A   daughter  was  born  to  Mr.  and  Mrs. 
William  C,  Menzies,  art  director  for  Joseph 
M.  Schenck  Productions  last  Thursday. 

*   *   * 

Universal  stars,  directors  and  officials  at- 
tended the  anniversay  ball  in  honor  of 

Carl  Laemmle,  president,  at  Cinderella 
Roof  Garden  Monday  evening. 
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Be!ow  are  Anne  Cornwall!,  George  Faw- 
cett (right)  and  Johnny  Harron  (left) 

in  a   scene  from  “The  Flaming  Fron- 
tier,” Universal’s  big  Western  for which  Nat  Rothstein  has  launched  a 

great  advertising  drive.  Scene  at  right 
shows  Moot  Gibson  (in  sombrero),  who 
has  a   featured  role. 

Sam  Sax,  Gotham  Productions  head,  last  week  announced 
that  the  1926-27  schedule  will  include  six  Gotham  produc- 

tions and  six  Greater  Gothams.  He  is  spending  a   few  weeks 
on  the  Coast.  With  him  are  (left  to  right)  Mrs.  Sam  Sax, 
Mrs.  Leah  Sax  arid  Mrs.  Esther  Auerbach. 

Jack  Warner,  head  of  production  for  Warner  Brothers, 
and  Raymond  Schrock  a   few  days  ago  signed  a   contract 

under  which  Schrock  becomes  the  producer’s  assistant 
and  will  help  in  lining  up  and  p^etaaring  the  Warner 

Brothers  1926-27  production  schedule'- 
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Fred  Thomson  is  still  the  greatest  athlete  in  the  world, 

according  to  A1  Werker,  assistant  director  of  Fred  Thom- 

son productions.  David  Kirkland,  director  of  “Hands  Across 

the  Border,”  is  seen  here  scolding  AI  for  attempting  to  do 
Fred’s  stuff  at  the  F.  B.  O.  lot. 

Dolores  Costello  was  photographed  entering  the  Figueroa 

theatre,  Los  Angeles,  upon  the  opening  of  John  Barry- 

more’s latest  Warner  Brothers  screen  triumph,  “The  Sea 

Beast.”  The  picture  is  having  a   long  run  in  the  Chicago 
Orpheum  house,  and  a   good  run  on  the  Coast  is  indicated. 

Right:  Mary  Astor  dis- 

plays a   new  idea  for  eve- 
ning wrap  of  light  batik 

cloth  with  wool  .strands  in 

fringe.  She  is  a   First 

National  feature  player. 

Left:  Charles  £   m   m   e   1 1 

Mack  is  in  the  leading 

male  role  opposite  Norma 

Shearer  in  “The  Devil’s 

Cargo,”  Metro-Goldwyn- 

Mayer  picture. 

For  the  first  time  since 

she  has  been  signed  by 

Harold  Lloyd,  J   o   b   y   n   a 

Ralston  has  been  lent  out. 

She  appears  in  First  Na- 

tional’s “Molasses.” 
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Myrna  Loy  is  one  of  the  impor- 
tant characters  in  the  cast  for 

“Why  Girls  Go  Back  Home.”  In 
her  part  in  the  Warner  picture  it 

is  she  who  tries  to  vamp  Clive 

Brook. 

Ernst  Lubitsch,  Warner  Brothers  director,  is 

seen  here  with  Mrs.  Lubitsch  going  over  the 

script  of  his  new  production,  “RevilHon.”  It 
is  to  be  a   famous  French  farce  and  will  be 

the  director’s  last  comedy  before  beginning 

spectacles. 

Patsy  Ruth  Miller  wears  a   daring 
Charleston  costume  in  her  latest 

Warner  Brothers  picture,  “Why 

Girls  Go  Back  Home.”  Among 
the  supporting  cast  is  Clive 

Brook. 

London  sees  Irene  Rich  in  “The  Fan.”  The  opening  of  the  Warner  picture,
  “Lady  Windermere’s  Fan,”  which  was  directed 

by  Ernst  Lubitsch,  is  shown  in  this  photograph,  which  was  taken  during
  the  visit  of  Harry  Warner  in  London.  Ihe  picture 

was  opened  in  the  Coliseum  theatre.  In  the  center  box  in  the  rear  may  be  seen  the  prod
ucer  with  his  party  if  the^^es  are 

keen.  But  in  making  such  scrutinizing  observance  if  you  note  that  some  of  
the  seats  near  the  front  are  not  occupied,  look 

more  closely  and  you’ll  note  that  there  is  a   card  on  the  seats  telling  that  the  se
ats  are  engaged. 
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Harry  Langdon  is  another 

reader  of  “What  the  Pic- 

ture Did  for  Me.”  He  is 
now  a   First  National  star 

and  is  now  in  the  East. 

Claire  Windsor,  Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer  star,  was  given  the 

honor  of  presenting  the  national  colors  to  the  Los  Angeles 

boy  scout  band  as  a   token  of  appreciation  from  Sid  Grauman 

during  festivities  incident  to  the  inauguration  of  a   scout  essay 

contest  at  Grauman’s  Egyptian  theatre. 

Dolores  Del  Rio  in  one 

of  the  fur  creations  fast 

becoming  popular 

among  Hollywood  film 
people.  An  F.  N.  player. 
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When  the  Wampas  frolic  got  started  Charles  Ray  got  started.  And 

nobody  worked  any  harder  to  make  the  ball  a   success  than  the  Metro- 

Goldwyn-Mayer  star.  He  stepped  right  out  on  the  stage  among  the 

chorus  girls  and  did  his  bit.  Part  of  his  act  was  to  talk  over  the 

microphone  while  the  vaudeville  bill  was  being  put  on 

A   kick  in  the  eye!  The  one  that’s  getting 

kicked  is  “Tige,”  who  is  the  dog  of  the  Buster 

Brown  comedies.  Universal  release.  He  is  be- 

ing introduced  by  his  father,  Pal,  another 

noted  dog  comedian. 

June  Marlowe  has 

been  seen  in  a 

number  of  Univer- 

sal pictures  in  re- 
cent months. 

Major  Edward  Bowes,  managing  director  of  the. 

Capitol  theatre,  returned  to  the  microphone 

when  he  got  back  from  Palm  Beach.  Tommy 

Dowd  (right)  is  assistant  to  Bowes  who  is  V.  P. 

of  M-G-M. 

Norma  Talmadge  appears  here  with  the  di- 

rector of  “Kiki,”  Clarence  Brown.  Having 
completed  the  film,  she  last  week  went  to 

New  York  with  her  husband,  Joseph  Schenck. 

“Kiki”  is  a   First  National  film. 

Ernest  Belcher,  Hollywood  dancing  maestro,  shows  Colleen  Moore  a
nd 

Alfred  E.  Green,  director,  his  autographed  megaphone.  On  it  are  the 

signatures  of  every  important  film  star  in  the  industry,  which,  of  course, 

includes  Miss  Moore.  She  is  now  planning,  according  to  a   recent 

announcement,  to  begin  “Ella  Cinders”  for  First  National. 
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Danny’s  Death  Brings  Sense  of 
Personal  Loss  to  Spargo 

DeMille  Host  to  Trade  Journalists— Isidor  Springs  a   “Lock  Meeting
” 

— Maj.  Bowes  Back  to  the  “Mike” 

By  JOHN  S.  SPARGO 

New  YORK,  March  16.— Few  times  has  it  happened  in  the  history of  great  industries  that  the  death  of  any  one  person  gives  that  indus- 

try a   shock  that  jolts  it  from  top  to  bottom.  Yet  that  is  what 

happened  last  week  when  death,  with  an  appalling  suddenness,  took  Danny 

from  the  motion  picture  industry. 

IT  was  hard  to  believe  that  Danny  was dead.  When  the  word  was  flashed 

through  film  circles  last  Wednesday 

morning  that  he  had  passed  away  many 
refused  to  believe  it.  We  had  all  seen 

him  but  a   day  or  two  before,  cheery  as 

usual,  with  a   happy  word,  a   pleasant 

smile  or  a   'hearty  handgrasp  for  his 
friends.  And  they  were  all  his  friends. 

So  far  as  known  Danny  had  no  enemies 

and  few  acquaintances.  To  be  an  ac- 
quaintance of  Danny  was  to  be  his 

friend,  so  they  were  all  friends. 

*   *   * 

Great  Personal  Loss  Felt 

It  is  hard  to  believe  even  now  that 

Danny  is  dead.  To  the  w’riter  of  this, 

who  has  spent  a   lifetime  in  Danny’s 
chosen  profession  and  has  witnessed  the 

passing  of  many  coworkers,  the  news 

of  the  death  of  this  honest,  cheery,  help- 

ful. and  gifted  fellow-craftsman  brought 
with  it  a   sense  of  great  personal  loss. 

During  six  years  of  laboring  in  the 
same  line  of  work  as  Danny,  meeting 

him  almost  every  day,  and  sometimes 
several  times  eacli  day,  I   can  sit  down 

and  in  retrospect  go  back  over  those  six 
years,  and  recall  no  instance  where 

Danny  did  an  unkind  thing  or  said  an 

unkind  word.  He  wasn’t  built  that  way. 
His  was  a   helpful  disposition.  No  man 
was  so  quick  to  perceive  an  opportunity 

for  helpfulness  whether  for  the  industry 

in  general  or  some  member  of  it,  no 

matter  what  the  position  of  that  mem- 
ber, or  what  the  occasion  of  his  need. 

All  of  this  you  all  know,  so  I’m  tell- 
ing you  nothing  new.  You  all  knew 

Danny  and  you  were  all  his  friends.  I 

want  to  go  on  record  in  this  little  cor- 
ner of  Exhibitors  Herald  where  they  let 

me  say  just  what  I   please  and  when  that 

they  don’t  make  any  squarer  shooters 
than  Danny.  In  my  long  and  checkered 

career  in  newspaper  work  I   have  never 
found  one,  and  no  matter  how  much  or 
how  little  time  of  that  career  is  as  yet 

unexpended,  I   never  expect  to  find  a 

squarer  shooter. 
«   «   * 

DeMille  Luncheon  a   Humnn  Event 

Sometimes — not  very  often,  but  just 

once  in  a   while — motion  picture  lunch- 
eons are  of  such  a   nature  that  one 

could  believe  a   few  regular  human  beings 

had  gotten  together.  Such  a   one  was 
given  last  week  by  Cecil  DeMille,  his 

guests  being  the  trade  paper  writers. 
And  the  most  human  human  of  the  whole 

bunch  proved  to  be  Mr.  DeMille. 
The  luncheon  was  held  in  Mr.  De 

Mille's  apartment  at  the  Ambassador  and 

the  great  director  really  hadn’t  any  great 
message  to  deliver  to  the  world  or  even 

to  the  motion  picture  industry.  He  said 

he  just  wanted  to  meet  the  boys  and 
was  more  anxious  to  get  ideas  from 

them  than  to  pass  along  any  of  his  own. 

Now,  if  there  is  any  one  thing  the 
New  York  trade  paper  boys  are  keen  to 
do,  it  is  to  pass  along  ideas  to  great 

directors.  So  we  told  him  all  about  pic- 
ture making,  just  what  kind  to  make  and 

how  to  make  them.  As  the  result  of  all 
this  there  is  little  doubt  but  what  there 

will  be  a   decided  improvement  in  Air. 

DeMille’s  already  good  pictures  from 
now  on. 

But  one  thing  was  missing  from  the 
eclat  of  the  occasion  and  that  was  for 

some  one  to  sing  “The  Volga  Boatman” for  Mr.  DeMille.  John  Flinn,  factotum 
of  Producers  Distributing  Corporation, 

did  chirp  up  a   few  times  about  “The 
Volga  Boatman,”  but  made  it  clear  he 
was  speaking  of  the  latest  DeMille  big 

production  and  wasn’t  trying  to  sing. *   *   * 

Isidor  Seider  Urges  New  Locks 

Isidor  Seider,  brother  of  Joe,  business 

manager  of  the  M.  P.  T.  O.  A.,  sprung 

a   surprise  on  about  45  Brooklyn  theatre 
owners  last  week  by  calling  them  up  and 

urging  them  to  get  new  locks  on  their 
theatres.  And  there  was  a   reason. 

Isidor,  who  looks  after  the  business 

of  the  Prudential  Film  Delivery  Serv- 
ice while  his  more  famous  brother  is 

devoting  all  his  days  and  most  of  his 

nights  to  the  affairs  of  the  exhibitor  or- 
ganization, was  seeking  to  protect  the 

45  Brooklynites,  while  Joe  was  looking 
after  the  rest  of  the  country. 

The  reason  for  all  the  new  lock  stuff 
was  that  a   driver  for  the  Prudential  was 

held  up  and  robbed  late  one  night  last 
week  while  on  his  route  delivering  film 

to  theatres.  This  particular  driver  served 
45  customers  and  in  order  to  make  his 

deliveries  carried  with  him  keys  to  the 

compartments  of  the  theatres  where  the 
film  is  stored. 

The  holdup  men  not  only  took  the 

driver’s  money  but  they  also  took  the 
all-important  bunch  of  keys.  Hence  the 
new  lock  stuff. 

*   *   ♦ 

Fairbanks*  Deal  Denied 

Reports  that  Mary  Pickford  and  Doug- 
las Fairbanks  have  separated  their  busi- 

Butterfield  Chain 

Celebrates  20th  Birthday 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

DETROIT,  March  16.— Com- 
mencing March  1   and  continuing 

for  one  week,  the  various  theatres 
on  the  W.  S.  Butter£e!d  theatrical 

circuit  in  Michigan  cities  cele- 

brated Butterheld’s  20th  anni- 
versary in  Michigan  and  during 

this  period  a   special  anniversary 
show  was  offered  on  each  program. 
An  upstairs  theatre  in  Battle 

Creek,  Mich.,  known  as  Hamblin’s 
OperaJHouse  gave  Mr.  Butterffeld 
his  £rst  theatrical  start  in  the 

state.  Its  success  enabled  him 
to  build  the  Bijou  theatre  in  the 

same  city  and  to  organize  the 

Bijou  Theatrical  Enterprise  Com- 

pany. The  Capitol,  Owosso,  opened 
recently. 

ness  interests  are  without  foundation. 

For  their  business  interests  were  never 

joined.  Both  Mary  and  Doug  were  “go- 

ing concerns”  as  producers  when  they 
married  and  since  that  time  neither  has 

had  an  interest  in  the  other’s  business 
affairs, *   *   * 

Everything  is  all  right  again.  Major 
Edward  Bowes  is  back  on  the  job  and 

Sunday  night  listening  in  is  worth  while. 

Alajor  Bowes  terminated  a   short  vaca- 
tion at  Palm  Beach  and  reached  New 

York  in  time  to  resume  his  duties  as 

announcer  before  the  microphone  dur- 

ing the  radio  concert  by  the  Capitol 
“Family”  last  Sunday  evening.  The  pro- 

gram was  an  unusually  elaborate  one  in 

honor  of  the  Major’s  return. *   *   * 

Sajier  and  Trover  Confer  With  Abrams 

Morris  Safier,  district  manager  for 

Cleveland,  Cincinnati.  Chicago,  Indianap- 
olis and  Detroit,  and  Alanager  H.  W. 

Traver  of  the  Detroit  office  were  in  New 

York  last  week  conferring  with  Hiram 

Abrams,  president  of  United  Artists  Cor- 

poration, in  reference  to  the  new  expan- 

sion program  of  United  Artists  product 

in  their  territories.  Both  men  report  in- 

dustrial conditions  optimistic  and  as  fa- 
vorable as  last  season. 

Bandits  Overpower  Girl 

and  Assistant  Cashier 

of  Hippodrome  at  Waco 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

WACO,  TEXAS,  March  16.— The  Hip- 
podrome was  robbed  Sunday  night  with  a 

loss  of  $525.  The  bandits  overpowered  and 
bound  Ruth  Cockrell,  the  cashier,  and  also 

George  Cowart,  assistant  manager,  when 
the  latter  attempted  resistance.  Cowart 

managed  to  free  himself,  found  a   pair  of 
scissors  and  liberated  Aliss  Cockrell. 

Police  answered  their  calls  for  help  but 

the  robbers  had  escaped.  Several  suspects 

were  taken  later. 
The  Hippodrome  is  a   Publix  house.  J. 

P.  Harrison  is  the  manager. 

Loew  Acquires  Melba 
at  Dallas  from  Publix 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

DALLAS.  TEXAS,  March  16.— E.  A. 

Schiller,  special  representative,  and  How- 
ard McCoy,  divisional  manager,  confirm 

Loew’s  acquisition  of  the  Alelba  theatre 
from  Publix  on  a   long,  lease.  The  theatre 

will  close  for  general  improvements  after 
which  it  will  continue  with  a   policy  of 

first-run  Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer  pictures 
with  Monday  openings. 

Says  German  Industry 
Is  Lowest  on  Credit 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

WASHINGTON,  D.  C.,  March  16.— The 
Lichtbildbuehne,  prominent  German  film 

paper,  for  the  trade  has  printed  a   state- 
ment that  the  film  industry  in  Germany 

is  of  that  class  of  German  industries  re- 

ceiving the  lowest  amount  of  credit  com- 
pared to  its  working  capital. 

Films  Aid  to  World 

Peace  Says  De  Mille 
Motion  pictures  were  declared  to  be  one 

of  the  greatest  factors  in  maintaining  in- 

ternational peace  by  Cecil  B.  DeMille  upon 
his  arrival  in  Chicago,  A'larch  IS,  en  route 
to  Los  Angeles. 

Cameraman  Contract  Extended 

HOLLYWOOD. — Metro  has  announced  the 

extension  of  the  contract  of  Warren  A.  New- 

combe,  cameraman. 
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Neilan  Begins  for  FP-L  Soon; 
“Old  Ironsides”  Lead  Chosen 

Charles  Farrell,  Young  New  Englander,  Wins  Role  Over  Scores 

of  Nationally  Known  Actors — Scenario  Department  of 

Paramount  Busy  on  Many  Productions 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  March  16. — Marshall  Neilan  will  soon  start  production  of 

the  first  of  a   series  of  special  pictures  which  he  will  make  for  Paramount.  He 

was  signed  to  a   Famous  Players  contract  last  December.  In  his  initial  pro- 
duction Neilan  will  have  a   special  cast,  while  the  second  of  the  series  will 

have  Betty  Bronson  in  the  starring  role. 

"Old  Ironsides”  Role  Allocated 

It  was  also  announced  last  week  that  a   boy  had  been  chosen  for  the  leading 

male  role  in  ‘‘Old  Ironsides,”  which  will  be  James  Cruze’s  most  pretentious 

picture  in  his  career  with  Paramount.  Charles  Farrell,  a   young  New  Eng- 
lander, won  the  place  over  a   score  of  nationally  known  actors  of  whom  screen 

Hundreds  Offer  Their 

Condolences  in  Memory 

of  Joseph  Dannenberg 
(,ContinHcd  from  page  23) 

Dannenberg  the  motion  picture  industry 
has  lost  one  of  its  foremost  characters 

— a   man  who  has  held  the  screen  in 

reverence,  and  who  has  fought  persist- 
ently for  its  world  recognition  and  for 

the  high  standard  it  has  attained. 

Jesse  L.  Lasky — Danny!  Danny,  who 
has  been  so  much  a   part  of  the  motion 

picture  business,  who  has  been  so  much 

a   part  of  its  growth — his  death  is  a   sin- 
cere loss. 

Marcus  Loew — His  conservatism  and 

the  rightness  and  righteousness  of  his 
viewpoint  about  this  industry  will  make 
it  difficult  to  replace  his  influence. 

Richard  A.  Rowland — The  industry 
has  suffered  an  irreparable  loss  in  the 

death  of  “Danny.” 
Oscar  Price — Close  friendship  with 

“Danny”  makes  it  difficult  to  put  in 
words  the  thoughts  that  come  to  mind 

at  a   moment  like  this.  "Danny”  and  I 
entered  the  motion  picture  industry 
about  the  same  time. 

Joseph  M.  Seider — The  untimely  death 
of  Joseph  Dannenberg  was  a   great  shock 
indeed. 

Major  H.  C.  S.  Thomson — To  us  he 
represented  one  of  the  truly  vital  forces 
of  this  industry  and  we  know  that  his 

going  is  a   loss  the  industry  can  very  ill 
afford. 

Frederick  H.  Elliot — In  his  sudden 
demise  I   feel  that  I,  too,  have  suffered 

the  loss  of  a   good  friend  and  adviser. 
Carl  Laemmle — On  behalf  of  the  whole 

Universal  organization  and  myself,  who 

knew,  the  wonderful  qualities  which  made 

“Danny”  beloved  everywhere,  I   extend 
sincerest  and  most  heartfelt  symoathy. 

J.  D.  Williams — Everybody  in  the  pic- 
ture industry  will  feel  a   personal  be- 

reavement. 

Among  the  many  others  who  sent  con- 
dolences were  R.  H.  Cochrane,  M.  L. 

Finkelstein,  Mr.  and  Mrs.  Albert  War- 

ner, Herbert  Wilcox,  Ernest  W.  Fred- 

man,  Samuel  Goldwyn,  Mike  Levee, 

Elmer  Pearson,  Harold  Lloyd,  Ufa  di- 
rectors of  New  York,  Charles  R.  Rogers, 

M.  H.  Hoffman,  Jason  S.  Joy,  H.  H. 

Buxbaum,  Harry  Reichenbach,  E.  M. 

Saunders,  A1  Lichtman,  F.  Wynne  Jones, 

Sidney  •   R.  Kent,  George  W.  Weeks, 

George  Kleine,  W.  F.  Clarke,  Budd 

Rogers.  A.  L.  Selig,  Adolphe  Meniou, 

Watterson  R.  Rothacker,  George  A.  Blair, 

Sydney  S.  Cohen,  W.  E.  Shallenberger 
and  Sam  Sax. 

Death  of  Dannenberg 

Mourned  by  Industry 
{Continued  from  page  23) 

general  editorial  counsel  of  “W
omen’s 

Wear.”  In  1918,  with  Jack  Alicote,  he 

purchased  an  interest  in  what  was  then 

Wid’s  Weekly,  and  the  two  had  much  to 

do  with  turning  that  publication  into  a 

daily  and  with  its  subsequent  success. 

In  1921  “Danny”  and  Alcote  purchased 

the  interests  of  Wid  Gunning,  and  took 

entire  charge  of  the  publication,  the  name 

of  which  was  changed  to  Film  Daily.  The 

paper  will  continue  as  usual,  Maurice  D. 

Kann,  long  associated  with  “Danny”  in
  the 

editorial  work,  having,  been  selected  as 

managing  editor. 

Gaudet  Joins  F.  O, 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

SAINT  JOHN,  N.B.,  March  16.— Alfred 

L.  Gaudet,  formerly  with  F.  G.  Spencer 

Enterprises,  has  resigned  to  join  F.  B.  O.  in 
Toronto. 

tests  were  made. 

Farrell,  who  was  born  at  Onset  Bay,  is 

a   Boston  University  graduate  and  obtained 

his  first  motion  picture  work  as  an  extra 

at  the  Paramount  ‘studio  in  Hollywood. 

The  locale  for  the  opening  scenes  of  “Old 
Ironsides”  is  Salem,  Mass.,  a   few  miles 

from  Farrell’s  birthplace.  “Old  Ironsides” 
is  an  original  by  Laurence  Stallings  and 
was  adapted  by  Harry  Carr  and  Walter 
Woods.  Esther  Ralston,  Wallace  Beery 

and  George  Bancroft  are  in  the  cast. 

The  scenario  department  of  Paramount 
at  Hollywood  is  working  at  top  speed  on 
a   number  of  productions. 

Scenario  Forces  Busy 

Benjamin  Glazer  is  busy  on  the  scenario 

of  “Love — The  Magician,”  from  Ernest 
Vajda’s  original.  Pierre  Collings  has  just 

completed  “Naughty  Cinderella,”  from 

Avery  Hopwood’s  stage  play,  Pola  Negri’s next  starring  vehicle.  Lucien  Hubbard  is 

preparing  “Born  to  the  West,”  Adelaide 
Heilbron  is  scenarizing  Sinclair  Lewis' 
“Mantrap,”  which  Victor  Fleming  will  di- 

rect; Hermann  Hagedorii  and  John  Rus- 

sell are  collaborating  on  “The  Rough 
Riders;”  Erich  von  Stroheim  is  preparing 

his  original  story,  “The  Wedding  March,” 
which  will  be  his  first  production  for  Para- 
mount. 

William  deMille’s  “The  Runaway”  has 
just  been  finished,  with  Clara  Bow,  Warner 

Baxter,  George  Bancroft  and  William 
Powell,  the  screen  play  being  by  Albert 
Shelby  LeVino.  Final  touches  are  being 

given  to  “The  Cat’s  Pajamas,”  directed  by 
William  Wellman  from  an  adaptation  by 

Hope  Loring  and  Louis  D.  Lighton  and 

Says  16,000,000  Tons  of 
Water  in  Johnstown  Flood 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  March  16. ~L.  F. 
Loree,  president  of  the  Delaware 
and  Hudson  railway,  last  week 

spoke  of  “The  Johnstown  Flood,” 

I   Fox  production,  and  became reminiscent.  At  the  time  of  the 

historic  Hood  Loree  was  division 

superintendent  of  the  Pennsyl- 
vania line,  stationed  at  Pittsburgh 

and  is  one  of  the  few  still  living 
who  was  on  the  scene  of  the 

disaster. 

Among  details  he  described  he 

told  of  his  estimate  that  545,000,- 
000  cubic  feet  of  water  weighing 

16,350,000  tons  was  released  when 
the  water  swept  over  the  top  of 

the  dam. 

costarring  Betty  Bronson  and  Ricardo 
Cortez. 

Rex  Beach’s  “Padlocked”  is  well  under 
way  with  Allan  Dwan  directing  Lois 
Moran,  Noah  Beery  and  Louis  Dresser 
from  the  screen  play  by  Becky  Gardner 

and  James  Shelly  Hamilton.  Herbert 

Brenon  is  on  location  with  “Beau  Geste;” 

Raymond  Griffith  is  busy  with  "Wet  Paint” 
under  Arthur  Rosson’s  direction. 
Further  production  plans  will  be  an- 

nounced at  the  Paramount  convention  at 

Atlantic  City,  March  23. 

Costs  of  Advertising 

to  Equal  Production 
Is  Plan  of  Woody 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  March  16.— Advertising 
will  be  begun  on  productions  of  John  S. 

Woody,  who  recently  entered  production 

on  his  own,  at  least  three  months  in  ad- 
vance of  release  and  will  continue  persis- 
tently throughout  the  whole  life  of  the 

productions,  it  was  stated  yesterday  by 
Woody. 

Advertising  costs  will  be  based  entirely 

on  production  costs  and  will  be  figured  to 
duplicate  the  total  investment  in  negative 

and  prints. 

Maj.  Grau  Enters  Upon 

Duties;  Production 
Shifted  to  Tempelhef 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

BERLIN,  March  16. — Most  of  the  studio 
work  has  been  brought  to  Tempelhef  while 
Neu  Babelsberg  is  to  be  reserved  probably 

for  the  making  of  educational  films,  it  was 
announced  this  week  upon  the  entry  of 

Major  Grau  upon  his  duties  as  managing 
director  of  Ufa  to  succeed  Erich  Pomfner. 

No  F Urns  in  T unisia 

Without  Censors  Okay 
(Special  from  Department  of  Commerce) 

WASHINGTON,  D.  C.,  March  16.— A. 
decree  instituting  a   motion  picture  censor 

committee  which  will  meet  at  Tunis  is  re- 

ported by  Consul  Leland  L.  Smith  at  Tunis. 
Films  not  visaed  by  the  group  may  not  be 

shown  in  Tunisia. 

Mae  Murray  Signs 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  March  16.— Mac  Mur- 
ray has  renewed  her  contract  with 

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.  She  has  gone 
to  the  West  Coast  studios. 
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A.  E.  Adds  Several  Pictures  to 
New  Production  Schedule 

^^Highbinder^^*  “^Nutcracker”  and  ‘^Earth  Woman”  Now  Back  Up 

“Trumphant  Thirty”~E.  J.  Smith  Back  from  Florida 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

New  YORK,  March  16. — The  program  of  Associated  Exhibitors planned  originally  to  include  the  “Triumphant  Thirty”  has  been 
expanded  with  the  addition  of  several  other  productions  to  back 

up  the  30,  it  was  announced  today  at  the  company’s  headquarters.  Recent 
additions  are  “The  Highbinders”  and  “The  Nutcracker.” 

Edward  everett  horton’S work  was  satisfactory  in  the  latter 
picture  to  the  extent  that  he  has  been 
signed  for  three  additional  pictures, 
work  upon  which  has  already  begun. 

Other  pictures  added  include  ‘‘The 
Earth  Woman,”  produced  by  Mrs.  Wal- 

lace Reid  from  the  novel  by  Norton  S. 

Parker  and  featuring  Mary  Alden,  Pris- 
cilla Bonner,  Johnny  Walker,  William 

Scott  and  Russell  Simpson;  and  ‘‘The 
Big  Show,”  screened  on  the  101  Miller 
Brothers  ranch,  a   story  of  circus  life. 

Big  Anticipation  for  “Earth  Woman” 
One  of  the  pictures  for  which  Associ- 

ated Exhibitors  officials  maintain  the 

greatest  anticipation  is  “The  Earth 
Woman.”  It  is  believed  that  the  pic- 

ture will  create  a   furore  compared  with 

that  aroused  by  “The  Birth  of  a   Na- 
tion” and  "My  Four  Years  in  Germany.” 

Upon  his  return  from  Florida  E.  J. 
Smith,  sales  manager,  stated  that  the 
motion  picture  scene  there  changes  over- 

night. “Since  my  last  trip  there,”  he 
said,  “the  progress  in  the  erection  of 
theatres  is  almost  unbelievable.  A   year 
ago  there  were  in  the  neighborhood  of 
215  moving  picture  theatres  iij  Florida. 
Today  there  are  some  260  in  actual 
operation  with  at  least  40  more  under 

construction.” 
The  enthusiasm  of  Mr.  Smith  regard- 

ing conditions  in  Florida  was  attributed 
somewhat  to  the  fact  that  theatreowners 

welcomed  the  opportunity  of  signing  up 
Associated  product. 

Florence  Ulrich  Signed 

Florence  Ulrich,  sister  of  Lenore  of 
Broadway  fame,  has  been  engaged  by 
Western  Productions,  Inc.,  to  play  the 
leading  feminine  role  in  support  of  Bill 

Cody  in  “The  Galloping  Cowboy,”  it  has 
been  announced  by  Emil  Offeman,  gen- 

eral manager  of  the  Associated  Studios 
in  Los  Angeles. 

Bobby  Webb  has  been  appointed  cast- 
ing director  of  the  Associated  Studios. 

His  first  work  will  be  the  casting  of  Bill 

Cody’s  initial  Associated  Exhibitors  pro- 
duction, “The  Galloping  Cowboy.” 

A1  Wilson,  air  pilot,  has  been  signed 
for  a   series  of  eight  aviation  features. 
Details  were  completed  a   few  days  ago. 

Chadwick  to  Make 

Series  of  Specials; 
Studio  Is  Remodeled 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  March  16. — I.  E.  Chad- 
wick, president  of  the  company  bearing 

his  name,  announced  last  week  the  in- 

auguration of  a   new  policy  by  his  or- 
ganization calling  for  pictures  of  spe- 

cial magnitude  only  and  involving  the 
use_  of  some  of  the  best  known  person- 

alities of  the  screen. 

_   The  first  offering  going  into  produc- 
tion under  this  program  brings  Alex- 

ander^ Carr  to  the  patrons  in  “April 
Fool,”  adapted  from  the  dramatic  play- 

let, “April  Showers,”  in  which  he  ap- 
peared for  years.  This  will  be  followed 

immediately  by  Lionel  Barrymore  in 

“The  Bells,”  stage  classic  made  immor- 
tal by  the  late  Sir  Henry  Irving.  Third 

will  be  Denman  Thompson’s  stage  suc- 
cess, "Sunshine  of  Paradise  Valley,”  to 

be  made  in  London  with  Eva  Balfour, 
English  star,  featured. 

In  preparation  the  Chadwick  studio  at 
Hollywood  is  being  enlarged.  The  floor 
area  of  the  studio  proper  is  being  in- 

creased by  more  than  one  half.  A   new 

building  is  being  erected  for  dressing 
rooms,  projection  and  cutting  rooms.  A 
new  carpentry  and  machine  room  is  in 
construction. 

Stars  Form  Syndicate 

to  Buy  Florida  Land 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  PORT  RICHEY,  FLA.,  March  16. 
— A   land-buying  syndicate  composed  of 
stars  of  the  screen  and  stage  has  been 
formed,  according  to  James  Meighan,  New 
York  realtor,  brother  of  Thomas  Meighan. 
Those  forming  the  syndicate  are  said 

to  include  Thomas  Meighan,  Gloria  Swan- 
son, Leon  Errol,  George  Fawcett,  Victor 

Heerman,  Charlotte  Greenwood,  Blanch 
Ring  and  Charles  Winninger.  Meighan 
said  the  stars  will  build  winter  homes 
there. 

Cameramen  Attacked 

by  Police  at  Riot 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

PASSAIC,  N.  J.,  March  16. — Motion  pic- 
ture cameramen  were  attacked  by  the  po- 

lice and  their  cameras  smashed  while  the 
news  reel  photographers  were  getting 
scenes  of  a   crowd  of  3,000  striking  textile 
workers  here. 

Six  photographers  were  beaten  by  the 
policemen.  Two  motion  picture  cameras 
and  half  a   dozen  still  cameras  were 
smashed  by  the  police. 

Morgan  Back,  Pleased 

with  YeaPs  Prospects 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  March  16. — W.  J.  Morgan, 
sales  manager  of  Producers  Distributing 
Corporation,  returned  last  week  from  a   six 
weeks  trip  throughout  the  country,  stating 
that  he  is  gratified  that  foremost  exhibitors 
he  interviewed  expressed  their  complete 
satisfaction  with  the  Pro-Dis-Co  service. 

Pathe  Team  Wins  2 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  March  16. — Even  without 
the  presence  of  Pat  Campbell,  star  pin 
toppler,  in  the  lineup  the  Pathe  bowling 

team  swept_  through  its  first  two  matches 
in  the  motion  picture  bowling  league  to 

victory  over  Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer  and 
Producers  Distributing  Corporation  last 
week. 

"The  Earth  Woman,”  an  Associated  Ex- 
hibitors release,  was  made  by  Mrs.  Wal- 

lace Reed  Productions  with  Priscilla 
Bonner  cofeatured  with  Mary  Alden. 

John  Carr  is  in  a   character  part.  Walter 

Lang  directed. 

Americans  Withdraw 

Pictures  in  Protest 

to  Hungary  Taxation 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

BUDAPEST,  March  16. — American  mo- 
tion picture  companies  have  decided  to 

withdraw  all  pictures  accepted  under  Hun- 
garian censorship  as  a   protest  against  the 

government  restriction  requiring  importers 
of  pictures  to  pay  $4.20  a   meter  of  film  and 
sponsor  one  Hungarian  picture  for  each 
30  of  their  own  produced.  Through  the 

distributing  center  in  Berlin  the  compa- 
nies also  ordered  their  Hungarian  offices 

closed. 

German  and  French  producers  are  act- 
ing to  take  advantage  of  the  American 

companies’  decision. 

De  Mille,  Morgan,  Clark 

and  James  Flinn  Speak 

at  Pro-Dis-Co  Meeting 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  March  16. — H.  O.  Duke 
presided  and  Cecil  B.  DeMille,  W.  J.  Mor- 

gan, Ralph  Clark  and  James  Flinn  ad- 
dressed the  first  convention  of  the  newly 

organized  division  of  the  field  forces  of 
Producers  Distributing  Corporation  known 
as  the  district  representatives,  which  was 
held  at  the  Hotel  Commodore. 

District  representatives  in  attendance 
were  Chester  Loewe,  Dave  Frazer,  Truly 
B.  Wildman,  C.  W.  Swain,  J.  S.  Machenry, 

Louis  Ribnilzki,  Donald  Smith,  F.  H.  Kjiis- 
pel  and  Russel  L.  McLeon. 

New  Actress  in  Stock 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  March  16. — Barbara 
Worth  of  Charleston,  W.  Va.,  has  just 
been  put  into  stock  and  is  appearing  in 
“The  Love  Thief”  for  Universal. 

De  Leon  to  Write  Vaude  Story 

^HOLLYWOOD.— Walter  De  Leon  has  been 
signed  by  Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer  and  has  reached 
the  studio  to  write  an  original  story  about  the vaudeville  stage. 
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TRAGSDORF  BOOSTS  SERIALS 
Westerns  Also 

Do  Service  on 

All-Short  Bill 
Trags  Theatre  Owner  Calls  Serial 

“Peculiar  Animal”  and  Admits 
Woman  Free  on  Each  Paid 

Adult  Ticket  to  Get  Right  Start. 

Sound  the  trumpet  for  the  entree  of 

the  champion  of  the  Serial  and  West- 
ern in  the  All-Short  Features  Pro- 

gram ! 
You  will  recall  that  Pioneer  Pete  of 

the  Pioneer  theatre  at  Amasa,  Mich., 

made  a   convincing  case  for  the  All- 

Comedy  bill  in  last  week’s  “Short  Fea- 

tures” department.  Now  comes  W.  E. 
Tragsdorf  of  the  Trags  theatre  at 

Neillsville,  Wis.,  with  a   somewhat  dif- 

ferent plan  that  he  has  found  success- 

ful. Mr.  Tragsdorf  is  an  enterprising 
and  enthusiastic  showman  and  so  is 

Pioneer  Pete.  All  of  which  means 

that  here  are  two  successful  and  wide 

awake  boosters  for  the  All-Short  Fea- 

tures Program  who  find  they  get  good 
results  with  different  bills. 

Tragsdorf  is  a   proponent  of  the  se- 
rial as  a   box  office  builder.  But  he 

adds  a   word  to  the  wise  on  how  to 

avoid  a   poor  start.  He  calls  a   serial  a 

“peculiar  animal”  and  warns  that  if  it 
starts  off  on  the  wrong  foot  it  will 

stagger  and  stumble  through  the  last 

chapter.  So  Tragsdorf  finds  this  a 
v/orkable  solution :   He  lets  in  one 

lady  free  with  each  paid  adult  ticket. 

Here  are  a   few  Tragsdorfisms  r 

The  people  who  follow  seri- 
als are  not  of  the  coupon-clip- 

ping class,  but  poor  people  to 

whom  “two  bits”  looks  larger 
than  a   bushel  basket. 

I   believe  it  pays  to  run  a 
good  Short  Feature  show  and 

let  in  one  lady  free  with  each 

paid  adult  ticket. 

If  I   can  get  them  into  the 
theatre  and  then  show  them  the 

trailer  on  some  big  feature 

which  may  be  coming  next 

Sunday  or  next  week,  the 
chances  are  that  quite  a   few  of 

them  will  come  to  see  it — and 

Trag^sdorf’s  Idea 
of  Best  All-Sport 
Features  Program 

Two-reel  Western. 

Two-reel  Comedy. 

Two-reel  Serial. 

One  Lady  Free  with  Each 
Paid  Adult  Ticket. 

my  checkup  shows  that  they  do 
come. 

It  pays  to  give  ’em  more  for 
their  money  on  Short  Feature 

Night  than  they  expect. 
I   run  a   strictly  Serial  Night 

every  Tuesday  with  a   two  reel 

comedy  and  a   two  reel  West- 
ern. If  the  Serial  does  not 

draw  I   know  it.  I   do  not  mix 

a   Serial  in  wdth  some  Poppy- 
cock Feature  and  then  blame  it 

on  the  Serial  if  there  is  no  busi- 
ness. 

The  owner  and  manager  of  the 

Trags  theatre  shows  how  the  kind  of 

program  is  determined  by  the  nature 

of  the  pictures  from  the  company 

which  provides  the  service.  In  the 
case  of  Pathe  he  uses  a   serial,  Sennett 

comedy,  one-reel  Hal  Roach  comedy 
and  one  reel  of  Fable.  If  his  service 

is  from  Universal  he  gives  his  patrons 

two  reels  of  serial,  a   two-reel  Western 
and  a   two-reel  Century. 

That’s  Tragsdorf’s  layout  for  a   suc- 
cessful All-Short  Features  Program. 

Pioneer  Pete  championed  the  All- 

Comedy  bill.  But  what  about  the  nov- 
elties, scenics  and  the  like?  And  how 

does  your  tally  with  any  of  these  ?   A 
blank  is  printed  on  page  41. 

Anytime  I 
It’s  A   Treat 

**Has  Anybody  Here 

Seen  Keliy^ Max  Fleischer  Ko-Ko  Song  Car-Tune 

DISTRIBUTORS 

Gives  ̂ Em  Bit 
More  on  Short 

Feature  Night 
Finds  Even  If  He  Breaks  Even  on 

Serial  Night  He's  Ahead  by 
Chance  to  Boost  Coming  Show 
with  Trailer. 

By  W.  E.  TRAGSDORF 

Since  opening,  nearly  five  years 

ago,  I   have  run  a   Short  Feature 
Night  every  Tuesday  consisting  of  a 
total  of  six  reels.  When  I   get  my 

service  from  Pathe,  the  program 

consists  of  two  reels  of  Serial,  two 

reels  of  Mack  Sennett  Comedy,  one 

reel  Hal  Roach  Comedy  and  one  reel 

of  Fable.  When  my  service  is  from 

Universal  I   give  them  two  reels  of 

Serial,  a   two-reel  Western  and  a 
two-reel  Century. 

A   Serial  is  a   peculiar  animal.  If  you 

happen  to  get  a   rotten  start  you  are  prac- 
tically sunk  for  the  entire  run  of  the  Se- 

rial. In  order  to  offset  a   bad  start,  and 
bad  breaks  in  the  weather  on  each  Tuesday 

during  the  run  of  the  Serial,  I   conceived 
the  idea  that  by  letting  in  One  Lady  Free 

with  each  paid  adult  ticket,  there  would  be 
a   certain  incentive  to  return  next  week  to 
see  the  next  chapter. 

The  people,  as  a   rule,  who  follow  Serials 
are  not  of  the  Coupon-Clipping  class,  but 
poor  people  to  whom  two  bits  looks  larger 
than  a   bushel  basket.  Although  I   do  not 
pose  as  a   Philanthropist,  nor  am  I   running 
an  Eleemosynary  Institution,  I   believe  it 
pays  to  run  a   good  Short  feature  show  and 
even  let  in  one  Lady  Free  with  each  paid 
adult  ticket. 

If  I   break  even  on  my  Serial  Night,  I 

think  I   am  in  luck,  regardless  of  the  Se- 
rial, or  the  condition  of  the  weather.  How- 

ever, if  I   can  eet  them  into  the  theatre 
and  then  show  them  some  trailer  on  some 
big  Feature  which  may  be  coming  Next 
Sunday  or  next  week,  the  chances  are  that 

quite  a   few  of  them  will  come  to  see  it — 
and  my  checkup  shows  that  they  do  come. 

Have  no  photo  of  myself  to  send  you,  as 
did  the  Handsome  Pioneer  Pete,  but  am 
enclosing  some  snaps  of  my  Front  when 
she  is  set  for  Serial  Night.  (These  photos 

will  appear  in  next  week’s  issue.) 
In  conclusion  will  add  that  I   believe  it 

pays  to  give  'em  more  for  their  money  on 
the  Short  Feature  Night  than  they  expect. 
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Many  Exhibitors  Share  m 

Prizes  for  Laugh  Month 
David  Schaefer  of  Jersey  City  and  Walter  Fenne

y  of  Independence, 

Kan.,  Cop  Third  and  Fourth  Weeks’  Highest  
Awards 

A   NUMBER  of  exhibitors  are  waving  signed  checks  in  the  air  and kicking  their  heels  together  in  celebration 
 of  winning 

L   the  Laugh  Month  contest.  Prize  money  has  just 
 been  mailed  from 

New  York  by  the  National  Laugh  Month  commit
tee  to  the  winners  of  the 

third  and  fourth  weeks’  competition. 

David  Schaefer  of  Jersey  City,  director of  exploitation  and  publicity  for  the 

Haring  &   Blumenthal  Enterprises,  was 

the  winner  of  the  $100  first  prize  for  the 

third  week;  Walter  Fenney,  manager  of 
the  Beldorf  theatre,  Independence,  Kan., 

took  first  for  the  final  week.  Roy  Tillson, 

as  manager  of  tlte  Fuller  at  Kalamazoo, 

Mich.,  won  in  the  first  week  and  H.  G. 

Olson  of  the  Majestic,  Reedsburg,  Wis., 

in  the  second  week,  as  already  announced. 

The  third  week's  prize  winners  included 
also  F.  V.  Kennebeck  of  the  North  Star, 

Omaha,  Neb.,  who  carried  off  second  prize 

money  for  the  third  successive  week;  Roy 

Tillson,  who  took  third  prize,  and  Miss 
Verne  Ross  of  the  Ross  theatre,  Toleda, 

Ore.,  fourth  prize  winner. 

Philip  Rand  Among  Winners 

The  $50  second  prize  for  the  fourth  week 

went  to  Sam  Carlton,  manager  of  the 

Strand,  Frankfort,  Ind.  Third  prize  win- 
ner was  Bud  Silverman,  Gould  theatre, 

Pittsburgh,  Pa.  Fourth  prize  went  to 

Philip  Rand,  Rex,  Salmon,  Ind.;  fifth  to 
M.  L.  Markowitz,  Pompeii,  San  Francisco, 

and  sixth  to  R.  Guy  Bays,  Globe,  Buena 

Vista,  Va. 

Schaefer’s  campaign,  which  topped  the 
third  week’s  entries,  began  two  weeks 
ahead  with  a   special  trailer  followed  with 

a   teaser  campaign  in  the  newspapers  and  a 

novel  advance  publicity  stunt  in  the  form 

of  a   laugh  insurance  policy.  Special  read- 
ers were  also  run  in  the  programs  and 

special  one-sheet  and  three-sheet  posters 
and  window  cards  were  displayed.  During 

the  campaign  a   large  float  carrying  six 

grotesque  figures  and  drawn  by  two  gayly 
decorated  horses  paraded  through  the 

streets.  This  was  followed  by  an  auto- 

mobile bearing  a   special  24-sheet  poster 
and  driven  by  a   clown  with  several  other 
clowns  in  the  automobile.  In  the  lobby 

were  a   number  of  dancing,  prancing  man- 

nequins. In  the  theatre  the  musicians  were 

dressed  in  grotesque  costumes.  The  tieup 

was  arranged  with  the  Laughter  Magazine, 

distributed  free  to  patrons  of  the  Central, 

selected  for  the  principal  part  of  the 

Haring  &   Blumenthal  Laugh  Month 
 ac- tivities. 

Decide  on  Annual  Stunt 

“The  result  of  the  campaign,”  wrote 

Schaefer,  “was  far  beyond  our  expectations 

in  the  way  of  record  breaking  business 

throughout  the  entire  week,  matinee  and 

evening  performances  with  the  result  that 

my  concern,,  the  Haring  &   Blumenthal 

Enterprises,  came  to  the  decision  to  make 

this  an  annual  feature.” 
Fenney,  who  carried  off  the  last  $100 

award  of  the  month,  played  an  all-comedy 

circus  for  two  days.  His  exploitation 

campaign  was  started  six  weeks  in  advance 

with  teaser  slides;  2,500  heralds  were  dis- 

tributed to  the  homes  announcing  a   "Laugh 

Show  for  Kids  from  8   to  88.” 
The  herald  then  went  on  with  this  in- 

formation: “Park  Yourself  Early  and 

Hang  On  Tight — It'll  be  a   Wild  Ride — A Sure  Cure  for  Anything  from  Despair  to 

Dyspepsia !   Two  Days  Only— Wednesday 

and  Thursday.” The  program  included  Harry  Langdon 

in  “The  White  Wing’s  Bride,”  Charlie 

Chase  in  “His  Wooden  Wedding,” 

Jobyna  Ralston  in  “Whistling  Lions”  and 

the  Our  Gang  Comedy,  “Good  Cheer.” 

Fenney  reported  that  “box  office  receipts 
on  two  days  showing  were  700  per  cent 

more  than  film  rental.” 

Quimby  Opposes 
Presentations  as 

Halter  on  Comedy 

"During  the  past  two  years  the  larger 
New  York  motion  picture  houses  have 

been  showing  a   large  number  of  pres- 

entation acts  and  prologues,”  says  a 
statement  from  the  home  office  of  Fox 

Film  Corporation.  “More  recently,  the 
smaller  exhibitors  have  displayed  a   ten- 

dency also  to  experiment  with  this  new 
form  of  entertainment. 

“It  is  a   tendency  which  should  be  dis- 

couraged, says  Fred  C.  Quimby,  Fox 

Films  Short  Subject  salesmanager,  part- 

ly because  it  takes  the  program  time 

formerly  allotted  to  comedies  and  other 

short  reel  films,  but  principally  because 

the  expense  of  securing  these  elaborate 

programs  forces  up  the  admission  price 

to  a   point  beyond  the  reach  of  the  aver
- 

age picture  goer, 
“Mr.  Quimby  believes  that  the  factor 

which  has  had  most  to  do  with  the  pop- 

ularity of  motion  pictures  is  the  low 

price  of  admission.  Plays  have  always 

been  a   luxury  to  many  people,  but  there 

are  few  men  who  couldn’t  afford  a ‘movie’  for  himself  and  his  family  at  lea.st 

once  a   week  in  the  days  when  a   ‘movie’
 

was  just  a   ‘movie.’  Since  the  advent  of 

presentation  programs,  admission  prices 

have  practically  doubled,  and  the  ‘m
ovie’ has  become  an  occasion. 

“This  condition  might  be  justified  if 

there  were  any  reason  to  believe  that 
those  who  can  afford  to  pay  more  for 
their  entertainment  are  better  pleased 

with  what  they  are  getting.  But  there 

is  not. 

"On  the  contrary,  the  Metropolitan 

theatre  in  Atlanta  recently  proved  exact- 
ly the  reverse.  This  theatre,  jike  many 

others,  had  been  specializing  in  musical 

acts  and,  when  its  musicians  walked  out 

on  strike,  the  management  anticipated  a 
decided  slump  in  attendance.  The  slump 
never  came.  Throughout  the  whole 

period  of  musicless  programs  the  house 
held  its  former  box  office  level,  and  its 

audiences  seemed  to  enjoy  their  pictures 

without  trimmings  as  much — if  not  more — than  with  them. 

States  Case  for  Comedies 

“In  New  York — as  elsewhere — it  has 

become  increasingly  apparent  that  mo- 

tion picture  patrons  want  motion  pic- 
tures. If  they  want  vaudeville,  they  go 

to  the  vaudeville  houses.  If  they  want 

beautiful  stage  effects,  they  can  find  them 

— much  more  expertly  handled — in  any 

of  the  big  revues.  People  grow  tired 

of  saying  ‘Oh!’  and  ‘Ah I’  at  ever-increas- 
ing marvels,  and  want  to  relax  and  laugh. 

“There  never  has  been  any  doubt  that 

the  world  at  large  likes  comedy.  Com- 
edies are  as  popular  today  as  they  were 

in  the  days  when  motion  picture  making 

began.  The  difference  is  that  producers 
are  now  turning  them  out  with  more 

care,  and  of  a   quality  that  makes  them 
rank  with  feature  pictures. 

“Exhibitors  who,  in  their  zeal  for  more 

pretentious  programs,  have  sacrificed  the 
comedy  time  for  45  minutes  of  musical 
features,  are  beginning  to  frankly  admit 
their  mistake.  Repeatedly,  they  have 

spent  large  sums  in  an  attempt  to  give 

their  audiences  the  best  available  enter- 
tainment only  to  discover  a   perceptible 

falling  off  in  box  office  receipts. 

“   ‘It  doesn’t  get  over,’  one  big  exhib- 

itor told  Mr.  Quimby,  ‘because  it’s 
neither  one  thing  or  the  other.  In  go- 

ing out  of  its  own  field,  it  never  quite 
reaches  the  field  of  high  class  vaudeville. 

It’s  too  ‘high-brow’  for  one  type  of  au- 

dience and  not  ‘highbrov/’  enough  for  the 
other  type,  so  nobody  is  completely 

pleased.’  
” 

Fhonofilms  Presented 
in  East  Canada  Houses 

Phonofilms  are  being  presented  as  regu- 
lar short  features  in  a   number  of  moving 

picture  houses  of  Eastern  Canada.  Mana- 
ger M.  Stein  has  made  quite  a   success  of 

them  in  the  Tivoli  thetre,  Hamilton,  Ont., 

a   combination  house.  Phonofilms  are  also 

being  screened  at  the  Capitol  in  Montreal, 
one  of  the  largest  theatres  there. 

The  Molly  Mays!  The  Molly  Mays! 

Jollier  than  the  jolliest  plays! 

Sweet  Violet  Mersereau  pleases  always. 

The  Molly  Mays!  The  Molly  Mays! 

ARTHUR  J.  LAMB 
PRODUCTIONS 

Sole  direction  of  Joseph  Levering 

Distributed  by  Cranfield  &   Clarke,  Inc. 
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Bray  Productions 
Will  Make  Dozen 

2-Reel  Comedies 

Bray  Productions  will  make  and  dis- 
tribute at  least  two  series  of  two-reel  com- 

edies, each  series  containing  a   minimum 

of  12  subjects,  dur- 

ing 1926  and  1927 
in  addition  to  its 

cartoon  comedies. 

President  J.  R. 

Bray  has  gone  to 
California  from 

New  York  to  ar- 

range for  produc- 
tion. 

"A  careful  sur- 

vey has  been  con- 

ducted by  our  or- 
ganization during 

the  past  two 

years ;   and  while 
we  are  the  oldest 

short  subject  pro- 

ducing organization  in  the  film  industry, 

our  policy  has  been  and  always  will  be  a 

conservative  one,”  Mr.  Bray  said  before 

leaving  New  York.  ‘‘We  carefully  went 
over  the  field  as  to  the  requirements  of 

exhibitors  and  the  desires  of  the  public 

and  find  that  the  greatest  demand  existing 

in  the  motion  picture  business  today  is  for 

the  two-reel  comedy. 

“Not  alone  is  this  true  in  the  United 

States;  but  throughout  the  entire  world. 

Just  as  the  great  Hearst  newspapers  were 

built  up  by  the  cartoon  strip  to  the  posi- 

tion they  hold  in  the  field  of  journalism 

today,  so  has  the  two-reel  comedy  built  up 

the  motion  picture  business  to  its  position 

as  the  leading  form  of  amusement  of  the 

masses.  Chaplin,  Lloyd,  Keaton,  Semon, 

and  Langdon  are  but  a   few  of  the  magic 

names  of  stars  whose  popularity  was  built 

almost  entirely  through  the  successes  they 

achieved  when  appearing  in  the  short- 

length  comedy.  It  is  a   fact  today  that  a 

two-reel  comedy  gets  as  much  business  as 

an  average  feature  production.  As  an  in- 

stance, I   might  cite  the  success  achieyed 

in  the  last  year  by  the  Langdon  comedies, 

distributed  by  Pathe.  Their  gross  is  cer- 

tainly comparable  to  the  regular  features 

put  out  by  feature  distributing  corpora- 
tions— and  comparing  their  cost  and  the 

amount  of  revenue,  the  profit  from  distri- 

bution is  entirely  out  of  proportion. 

“But  this  is  not  primarily  the  reason  for 

our  entry  into  the  two-reel  comedy  field. 

We  believe  we  have  an  actual  mission  as 

far  as  the  two-reel  comedy  is  concerned. 

Its  possibilities  have  not  as  yet  been  tapped. 

As  the  Bray  organization  pioneered  in  the 

■cartoon  field  and  built  up  wonderful  novel- 

ties with  combinations  of  cartoon  and  pho- 

tography, so  we  have  new  ideas,  new  de- 

vices and  patents,  which  we  will  employ 

in  the  production  of  our  two-reel  comedie
s. 

We  did  not  enter  into  this  field  with  
an 

idea  of  actual  competition  with  the  socalled 

■short-subject  production  organizations.  In- 

stead, we  hope  to  employ  new  methods  and 

to  introduce  new  devices  in  the  production 

of  these  pictures,  which  will  serve  furthe
r 

to  establish  their  popularity  with  al
l 

classes. 

“We  have  made  no  distinct  distributing 

arrangements  for  our  product,  though  sev-
 

eral very  tempting  propositions  have  been 

made  by  \^rious  organizations,  who  know 

the  high  quality  of  the  single  reel  product 

we  have  been  producing  and  marketing  for 

the  past  t^velve  years.” 

International  Shows  Exclusive 

Pictures  of  a   Dinosaur  Egg  Hunt 

Obtains  Rights  to  Films  of  Andrews’  Expedition  Into  Gobi  Desert 

Discovery  of  Bones  of  Beluchitlierium.  Largest 
Animal.  Depicted 

Historic  pictures  of  the  American  Museum  of  Natural  History’s Third  Asiatic  Expedition  into  the  Gobi  Desert  of  Mongolia,  where 

the  now  famous  dinosaur  eggs  were  discovered,  are  being  shown  at 

leading  theatres  today  by  International  Newsreel.  These  films  are  being 

presented  exclusively  by  International  Newsreel  by  arrangement  with 

American  Museum  of  Natural  History  and  Roy  Chapman  Andrews,  ex- 

plorer-scientist who  headed  the  expedition. 

N   beauty  of  scenery,  pliotography  and 

interest,  the  pictures  never  have  been 

surpassed,  says  the  home  office.  There 

is  something  both  exciting  and  awe-in- 
spiring in  the  magnificent  vistas  of  the 

mysterious  desert,  with  its  rolling  sand 

dunes,  once  the  habitat  of  the  bronto- 
saurus and  the  diplodocus,  monsters  of 

the  species  dinosaurus.  The  expedition 

braved  desert  storms  and  great  cold 

crossing  the  mountains  and  the  Mongo- 
lian plateau  to  reach  the  desert  and 

were  harassed  at  all  times  by  Mongolian 

brigands  and  bandits.  At  times  the  ex- 
pedition travelled  only  by  night. 

In  the  motion  pictures  being  shown 

by  International  Newsreel,  the  expedi- 
tion is  seen  camped  in  the  great  Valley  . 

of  Snabarahk  Usu,  where  Merin,  the 

Mongol  camel  leader,  points  out  to  Mr. 
Andrews  the  distant  desert  of  Gobi, 

where  dwells  the  Third  Living  Buddha. 

The  expedition  and  its  30  camels  is  then 

shown  winding  its  way  among  the  end- 

less dunes,  with  the  explorers  on  the 

alert  for  traces  of  the  extinct  dinosaur. 

Pictures  then  show  the  discovery  of 

one  of  the  most  important  finds  in  sci- 

entific history — the  legs  of  the  giant  be- 

luchitherium,  an  ancestor  of  the  rhinoc- 

eros, but  the  present  rhino  might  have 

walked  under  the  beluchitherium’s  stom-; 
ach  without  touching.  Old  boy  beluchi 

was  the  greatest  of  all  animals  in  point 

of  size.  It  is  assumed  that  the  specimen 

found  by  Andrews’  expedition  had  -vvan- 
dered  into  quicksand,  sunk  from  sight 

and  thus  been  preserved  for  modern  man 

to  discover. 

These  films  also  show  the  discovery  of 

several  dinosaur  nests,  including 

holding  a   dozen  eggs.  In  some  of  them, 

broken  by  time,  the  embryo  dinosaur
 

may  be  seen. 

Boy  Explorer  Off 

to  British  Guiana 

on  Kinograms  Trip 

Another  photographic  expedition  has  just 

sailed  which  is  expected  to  bear  unusual 

motion  picture  “fruit.”  It  was  organized 

by  Kinograms,  the  news  reel  released  
by 

Educational  Film  Exchanges,  Inc.,  accord- 

ing to  E.  W.  Hammons,  president  of  Edu-
 

cational. This  journey  into  the  unknown 

is  headed  by  Desmond  X.  Holdridge.  19, 

said  to  be  the  youngest  explorer  on 

record.  Holdridge,  who  hails  from  Balti- 

more, achieved  considerable  notice  last 

spring  when  he  and  a   companion  were 

wrecked  off  the  coast  of  Labrador  while 

on  a   hunting  and  scientific  expedition. 

Before  starting  on  his  latest  journey  he 

was  given  practical  camera  instruction  for 
tliree  months. 

Young  Holdridge  is  heading  an  expedi- 
tion into  the  unexplored  portions  of 

British  Guiana  to  search  for  diamond  and 
old  fields.  The  expedition  is  being 

nanced  by  a   syndicate  of  American  mer- 
chants. With  George  W.  Robinson,  an 

Englishman  who  was  his  companion  on  the 

trip  to  the  north,  Holdridge  plans  to  pen- 
etrate the  interior  of  British  Guiana  in 

a   canoe  manned  by  natives.  The  region 

into  which  they  are  going  abounds  in  all 
kinds  of  wild  life  as  well  as  magnificent 

scenic  beauty.  British  Guiana  also  boasts 

the  great  Kaietur  Falls  that  have  a   drop 
of  822  feet. 

Kinograms  has  an  exclusive  arrange- 
ment with  Holdridge  by  which  all  pictures 

filmed  by  him  are  first  to  be  sent  to  the 
editors  of  the  news  reel  to  do  with  as  they 

will.  Holdridge  sailed  last  week  from  New 
York  for  Trinidad,  where  he  will  join  his 

companion,  Robinson. 

Thelma  Hill  Signs 
Thelma  Hill,  who  has  played  leading 

feminine  roles  in  support  of  Ralph  Graves, 

Billy  Bevan  and  other  Mack  Sennett  play- 
ers in  Pathe  comedies,  has  just  been  signed 

for  a   long  term  contract  by  Sennett. 

Wliat’s  Best  Bill  of 
All  Short  Features 

JEIiat  kind  of  All  Short  Features  program 

draws  best  at  the  box  office?  Is  it  the  two- 

reel  all-comedy  bill  or  one  in  which  one- 
reel  pictures  have  a   prominent  pari? 

Below  is  provided  a   blank  for  expression 

of  the  exhibitor’s  preference. 

Short  Features  Department 

EXHIBITORS  HERALD 

407  South  Dearborn  Street Chicago,  111. 

I   find  that  the  following'  com- 
bination brings  the  best  results 

at  the  box  office  in  All  Short  Fea- 
tures programs: 

(Exhibitor) 

(Theatre)..., 

(City)   
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Presentation  Stars  in  the  Making 
Chicago  Capitol 

Program 
(fVcck  Bcffititiiuff  March  IS) 

PRESENTATION 

Mere  Names 

Give  Way  to 
Real  Stuff 

Genuine  Presentation  Act  Has 

Inside  Track  on  Road  to 

Permanent  Favor 

Under  the  very  noses  of  the  busy 
people  figuring  this  way  and  that 
in  the  presentation  scramble,  the 
electric  lighted  stars  of  the  future 

are  being  made.  What  happened 
when  Mary  Pickford  emerged  from 

the  namelessness  of  Griffith’s  two- 
reel  Biograph  dramas  is  happening 
in  presentation  today.  Already 
there  are  definitely  identified  pres- 

entation stars,  some  of  whom  are 

named  herewith.  They  replace  mere 

“name”  acts  wherever  they  play. 
Waring’s  Pennsylvanians  are  a   stellar 

presentation  act  of  this  period.  This 
organization  began  and  has  continued 
uninterruptedly  as  a   presentation  attrac- 

tion. It  is  as  different  from  vaudeville, 
variety,  production  or  concert  as  the  pic- 

ture house  is  different  from  the  housings 
of  those  entertainments.  It  is  the  most 
consistently  booked  and  most  uniformly 
successful  attraction  on  the  road. 

Acts  Must  Have  Ability 

The  case  of  the  Waring  organization, 
as  of  those  with  which  it  may  be 
grouped,  demonstrates  clearly  the  fact 
that  presentation  acts  must  have  ability. 
Mere  “names”  mean  little  or  nothing  to a   picture  audience,  used  to  from  one  to 
a   dozen  film  star  names  on  a   single  bill, 
unless  the  name  is  identified  with  merit. 
This  lack  of  the  power  to  awe  the  audi- 

ence into  applause,  experienced  by  per- 
formers from  other  fields  when  they  step 

over  into  the  picture  house,  is  the  rock 
upon  which  the  mere  “name”  goes  to 
pieces  unless  it  is  backed  up  by  ability 
to  deliver  the  goods. 

Other  presentation  performers  well  on 
the  way  to  stardom  are  well  known  to 
the  theatre  field.  Helen  Yorke,  soprano 
of  many  B.  &   K.  shows,  Lucille  Middle- 
ton,  a   typical  presentation  performer, 
George  Givot,  w'ho  came  to  the  stage from  school  and  won  his  way  by  sheer 
ability — these  illustrate  the  point.  An- 

other is  “Monk”  Watson,  versatile  “dis- 
covery” of  Phil  Tyrrell,  whose  Omaha success  has  been  duplicated  in  his  pres- ent engagement  at  Decatur. 

Presentation’s  demand  upon  the  per- former is  not  that  of  other  stages,  no more  than  the  demand  of  the  motion 
picture  is  that  of  the  spoken  drama.  The 

Ovorluro;  "Student  Prince";  Classical  Jazz. 

"I  Love  My  Baby,"  Capitol  Grand  Orches- 
tra, /l/6or(  E.  Short,  conductor. 

"The  Harmonica  Comedian,"  Arthur  Tur- 

rclly. 

"Where  ilio  River  Shannon  Flows,"  Leo 
Terry  at  the  Capitol  Org.m. 

"Tho  Little  Green  Hat."  Orville  Rennie, 
tenor;  Steve  Savage,  dancer. 

"‘The  Green  Hni  Dancertt,"  Jean  Moebius, 
Fern  Anderson,  Lymetia  Corrigan,  Audrey 

La  Flour,  .Inn  Bronson  and  Sandy  Davis. 

PICTURES 

"His  People."  Universal. 

Capitol  Magazine  News. 

Comedy  Cartoon. 

atmosphere  of  the  picture  theatre  is 
exacting.  Bluff  and  bunk  do  not  thrive 
in  it.  Those  performers  whose  ability 
carries  them  through  in  this  period  of 

presentation's  development  properly  may 
expect  rewards  paralleling  those  won  by 
the  picture  people  whose  survival  has 
been  due  to  similar  superiority. 

Detroit  Fox 
House  Under 
New  Policy 

Stage  Shows  Will  Be  Routed  to 
Washington  from  Chicago 

Terminal  Theatre 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

DETROIT,  MICH.,  March  16.— 
In  keeping  with  the  policy  estab- 

lished throughout  the  country  by  the 
William  Fox  circuit  of  theatres,  the 
Fox-Washington  will  revert  to  a 
combination  policy  of  stage  acts  and 
feature  pictures  within  the  next  two 
weeks.  This  was  announced  this 
week  by  Walter  Shafer,  local  man- 

ager. The  stage  of  the  Fox-Washington  is 
being  renovated  and  equipped  with  all 
necessary  scenery  and  lighting  equip- 

ment so  that  the  biggest  of  acts  may 
be  accommodated.  It  is  the  intention  of 
the  management  to  bring  the  weekly 
shows  intact  direct  from  the  Terminal 
theatre,  Chicago,  in  which  Fox  is  in- terested. 

Continuous  Showings  Planned 
The  programs  at  the  Washington  will 

provide  for  continuous  shows  daily  from 
noon  to  11:30  p.  m.,  with  stage  perform- 

ers appearing  four  times  on  Saturday  and 
Sunday  and  three  times  other  days. 

M.  Overman 
Is  Made  K   P, 
of  Premier 

Former  Blank  Theatre  Manager 
Will  Obtain  Acts  and 

Plan  Routings 

One  of  the  outstanding  moves 

made  by  a   Chicago  theatrical 
agency  ushers  in  Milton  Overman, 
formerly  manager  of  the  Capitol 
theatre,  Davenport,  la.,  as  vice- 
president  of  Premier  Attractions, 

Inc.  By  acquiring  the  services  of 
an  experienced  manager  like  Over- 

man, who  for  the  last  four  years 
has  been  a   manager  for  Blank  cir- 

cuit houses,  Premier  establishes 

the  precedent  of  being  able  to  ex- 
tend a   complete  service  to  theatre 

managers  with  regard  to  the  de- 
mands of  practical  showmanship. 

As  vice-president  of  Premier  Overman 
will  take  over  the  routing  and  secur- 

ing of  acts  under  the  banner  of  this 
concern.^  He  will  also  be  active  in  a 
managerial  capacity  and  will  direct,  in 
a   general  way,  the  booking  of  so-called 
unit  presentations  for  those  houses 
which  have_  not_  the  available  facilities 
for  staging  individual  "filmshows.” Overman  Signs  Billings 

He  has  already  secured  several  head- 
line attractions  for  Premier,  among  them 

that  of  George  Billings,  the  Abraham 
Lincoln  of  the  screen,  who  starred  in  a 
recent  picture  of  that  name.  Billings 
has_  already  been  booked  for  a   long  run, during  which  time  he  will  play  over  the 
entire  Great  States  Theatres  circuit  of Balaban  and  Katz. 

Overman  is  experienced  in  all  phases 
of  theatre  work,  and  has  spent  many 
years  in  various  departments  of  the 
motion  picture  business.  He  will  be 
remembered  by  many  as  one  of  the  first 
exploiters  in  pictures,  having  been  one 
of  the  publicity  directors  of  Select  as far  back  as  1919. 

Ruth  Pryor  and 
Co.  Routed  East 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

ELKHART,  IND.,  March  16. — Ruth 
Pryor  and  her  company  of  dancers  open 
here  March  18  and  from  here  go  to  the 
Fox-Washington,  Detroit,  and  thence  to 
the  Philadelphia  Fox.  The  company  will 
play  a   week’s  engagement  at  each  of  the Fox  houses. 
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Sidney  to  Head  Loew  Presentation 
Presentation 

CONCEKNINC  THE  STAGE  PHASE 

OF  THE  FiLMSHOW  FrOM  THE 

Viewpoint  of  the  Practical 
Showman 

  By  WILLIAM  R.  WEAVER   

Sidney  Right  Man 
For  Right  Place 

A   PPOINTMENT  of  Louis  K.  Sidney 
*as  head  of  presentation  for  the  Loew 

picture  theatres  reflects  credit  upon 
those  responsible  for  the  Selection.  Mr. 

Sidney  began  an  active  participation  in 
motion  picture  theatre  affairs  at  a   time 

when  presentation  was  being  toyed  with 
by  a   few  but  given  serious  considera- 

tion by  almost  none.  Prior  to  his  iden- 

tification with  the  “filmshow”  type  of  en- 
tertainment, Mr.  Sidney  demonstrated  a 

robust  ability  to  make  the  straight  pic- 
ture theatre  pay.  Upon  going  into  pre- 

sentation, he  utilized  this  early  experi- 
ence to  splendid  advantage.  His  box 

office  accomplishments  are  familiar  to  all. 

As  head  of  presentations  for  Loew 
theatres  Mr.  Sidney  is  unquestionably 

the  'right  man  in  the  right  place. *   *   * 

Acceptance  of 
Circuit  Shows 

T   AST  week  “The  Bughouse  Cabaret,” 
reported  from  other  cities  as  best  of 

the  John  Murray^  Anderson  shows  for 
Publix,  got  a   very  bad  reception  in  Chi- 

cago, home  of  Balaban  &   Katz  Enter- 
tainment. Previous  products  from  the 

same  source  have  varied  similarly  in 

their  Chicago  reception. 

It  is  a   considerable  job,  undeniably,  to 
look  at  a   presentation  in  a   New  York 

studio  and  decide  how  it  will  go  in  Chi- 
cago, not  to  mention  points  between  and 

beyond,  yet  it  seems  a   nearer  approach 
to  some  sort  of  standard  could  be  ac- 

complished. In  view  of  the  Broadway 
success  of  the  Balaban  &   Katz  shows 

produced  by  Frank  Cambria  and  taken 
East,  as  contrasted  with  the  spotty 

cross-country  record  of  other  Publix 
units,  it  begins  to  look  as  though  a   good 
policy  would  be  to  reverse  the  route 
and  start  the  shows  out  of  Chicago  after 
building  them  in  the  factory  of  the 

original  model.  Under  the  present  sys- 

tem, the  standard  of  presentation  gen- 
erally is  being  lowered  rather  than 

raised. 
♦   *   * 

Universal  Adopts 
Presentation  Service 

UNIVERSAL  announces  that  it  will supply  presentation  scripts  with  its 

major  attractions,  employing  Jack  Sav- 
age, who  has  had  part  in  the  making  of 

various  Broadway  musical  shows,  for  the 
post.  Universal  houses  using  stage 

shows  are  to  produce  the  presentations 
direct  from  the  provided  scripts,  it  is 
stated  in  the  announcement. 

There  is  considerable  promise  in  the 

proposition  if  carefully  and  consistently 

worked  out.  It  will  give  campaign 
books,  in  which  the  presentation  scripts 
will  be  included,  as  additional  value  to 
showmen.  It  may  even  make  possible 

the  standardization  of  complete  “film- 
shows,”  whereas  a   certain  variation  of 
presentation  is  unavoidable  under  the 
present  system. 

This  latter  thought  was  advanced  by 
Laurence  F.  Stuart  when  he  submitted 

the  basic  idea  of  the  service  to  this  de- 
partment some  months  ago.  It  is  not 

known  whether  Universal  based  its  de- 

cision to  incorporate  the  service  upon 

Mr.  Stuart’s  suggestion,  but  this  aspect 
of  it  should  not  be  overlooked. 

♦   *   * 

Presentation  and 

Theatre  Ethics 

'C'XHIBITORS  protest  against  film 
■*-/  companies’  incorporation  of  appar- 

ently “free  advertising”  in  their  pictures. 
The  majority  of  exhibitors  extend  this 
code  to  include  their  own  theatres  and 

refuse  to  give  free  advertising  privileges 
upon  their  screens  or  stages.  This  was 
a   feature  of  the  original  and  thus  far 
unsurpassed  Balaban  &   Katz  theatre 

policy.  Entertainment  was  kept  pure  on 

the  basis  that  patrons  paid  for  full  mea- 
sure and  should  get  it. 

In  contrast  with  this  well  established 

principle,  Paul  Ash  advertises  his  Colum- 
bia records  from  the  McVickers  stage, 

boosts  song  numbers  of  various  pub- 
lishers and  indulges  generally  in  a   medi- 

cine show  delivery  of  advertisements 

which  are  not  billed  as  a   part  of  that 
for  which  the  patron  pays  when  he  buys 
his  ticket. 

Since  McVickers  is  recognized  as  a 

freak  draw,  the  single  instance  is  com- 

paratively unimportant.  In  all  proba- 
bility Mr.  Ash  tosses  off  the  commer- 

cial lines  without  reimbursement  and 

with  the  sole  aim  of  being  a,  good  fel- 
low. His  show  makes  so  much  money, 

however,  and  draws  so  much  exhibitorial 
attention  as  a   result  of  it,  that  he  should 

be  more  careful  of  the  example  he  sets. 
These  lines  are  set  down  for  the  benefit 

of  those  who  might  follow  it  thought- lessly. 

♦   ♦   * 

“Smut”  Has  No  Place  in 
The  Picture  Theatre 

A   RT  KAHN,  a   good  musician  and 
band  leader  recently  imitatin/^  Paul 

Ash  more  accurately  than  wisely  in  his 

Harding  and  Senate  presentations,  last 

week  broke  over  the  traces  by  permit- 
ting a   joke  which  was  considered  blue 

when  printed  originally  in  the  official 
organ  of  the  American  Medical  Asso- 

ciation. The  joke  would  be  bad  in  bur- 
lesque. It  has  no  place  in  the  motion 

picture  or  any  other  decent  theatre. 

Mr.  Kahn  is  not  the  first  able  musi- 
cian to  cover  too  much  ground.  If  he 

believed  this  acceptable  picture  house 

humor,  he  is  victim  of  the  common  de- 
lusion that  because  he  can  do  one  thing 

well  he  can  do  another  equally  so.  Ob- 
viously he  drives  business  away  witli 

material  of  this  character,  which  should 
be  a   matter  of  some  small  interest  to 

those  who  employ  him. 

Gilda  Gray  Breaks 

Salary  Precedent 
PHILADELPHIA,  PA..  March  16.— 

The  Stanley  Company  of  America  has 
deviated  from  its  hard  and  fast  policy  of 

paying  straight  salaries  in  its  contract 

with  Gilda  Gray  and  her  “Follies.”  Miss 
Gray’s  is  the  first  act  to  go  into  the 
Stanley  theatre  on  a   strictly  percentage 
basis. 

Stage  Performers 
Entertain  Wampas 

LOS  ANGELES.  March  16.  — An 

eight-act  program  including  Verne  Buck 
and  his  orchestra,  George  Givot,  Danny 

O’Shea  and  Sally  Long  furnished  en- 
tertainment recently  for  the  Wampas  at 

the  Writers’  Club.  Arch  Reeve  was 
chairman. 

Long  Record 
Known;  Made 
Aldine  Draw 

Will  Direct  Stage  End  of  Loew 
Picture  Theatres  From 

New  York  Office 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  March  16.— Louis 

K.  Sidney,  veteran  showman  and  the 

man  who  made  the  Pittsburgh  Al- 

dine pay  after  everybody  believed  it 

couldn’t  be  done,  has  been  placed  in 
charge  of  presentations  in  all  Loew 

picture  theatres.  Mr.  Sidney  will  di- 

rect the  destinies  of  Loew  presenta- 
tions from  the  New  York  office  of 

Loew,  Inc. 

Mr.  Sidney  is  one  of  the  best  known 

of  the  young  veterans  in  ihe  theatre  busi- 
ness, his  long 

record  being 

studded  with  fre- 

quently spectacu- 
lar and  unremit- 

tingly consistent 
successes.  His  out- 

standing accom- 
p   I   i   s   h   m   e   n   t,  per- 

haps, is  his  rescue 
of  Loew’s  Aldine, 
Pittsburgh,  from 

box  office  oblivion, 

a   feat  accom- 

plished through  ef- 
fective exploita- 

tion of  stage  LouIb  K.  Sldnoy 
shows  and  pictures 

offered  at  that  unfortunately  located 

playhouse.  The  story  of  this  sensational 

achievement  was  published  in  this  de- 
partment of  the  December  5,  1925,  issue 

of  the  Herald, 

# 

Has  Organization  Ready 
Mr.  Sidney  lias  been  directing  the 

presentations  of  Loew  houses  in  St. 

Louis,  Boston,  Cleveland,  Harrisburg 

and  Reading  in  addition  to  the  Pitts- 

burgh ’house  and  proceeds  to  his  larger 
assignment  with  a   competent  staff  al- 

ready manning  the  theatres  and  familiar 
with  his  methods.  Reports  in  the 
Herald  have  familiarized  readers  with 

the  type  of  performance  which  Mr.  Sid- 
ney will  make  the  Loew  standard. 

Mr.  Sidney’s  success  as  a   showman  is 
well  known  to  Herald  readers.  Prior  to 

hi.s  affiliation  with  Loew,  his  Detroit, 
Denver  and  St.  Louis  theatre  activities 

figured  frequently  in  the  news  of  the week. 

Lauded  “Presentation  Acts” 
Always  a   Herald  follower,  Mr.  Sidney 

wired  this  publication  upon  announce- 

ment of  this  department’s  inauguration: 
“Heartily  endorse  your  new  department, 
‘Presentation  Acts.’  This  should  be  a 

great  help  to  all  exhibitors.  Congratula- 

tions and  good  wishes.” 

Ash  to  Open  Oriental 

Paul  Ash  and  his  band,  featured  at  Mc- 

Vicker’s  theatre,  Chicago,  for  more  than 
year,  is  slated  to  open  the  Oriental  theatre, 
new  B.  &   K.  house  in  Randolph  street, Chicago. 
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As  these  reproductions  from  “A  Garden  Festival”  indicate,  F
rank  Cambria,  producer  of  B.  &   K.  s   most  successful  present

a- 

tions, overlooks  no  detail  of  costuming  to  make  his  productions  hist
oncally  correct,  and  at  the  same  lime  consistently  strives 

for  beauty.  The  hundreds  of  little  details  of  dress  and  mount
irkg  are  welded  into  a   whole  that  ss  known  to  the  entire  amu

se- 

ment world  as  “Balaban  and  Katz  Entertainment.” 

Chicago  Gets  Told  About  Cambria 

Frank  Cambria’s  success  on  Broadway  with  “Great  Moments  from  Grand  Opera” 
and  “A  Garden  Festival”  was  reflected  at  the  Chicago  theatre,  Chicago,  in  the 
form  of  a   Welcome  Home  that  was  said  at  least  in  pasi;  with  flowers.  The  scene 

above  was  photographed  in  Cambria’s  ofBce  in  the  Chicago  theatre  building. 

Use  Trailer 

Telling  Who 
Built  Shows 

Production  Staff  Throws  Party 

for  Chicago  Producer  Who 

“Took”  Broadway 

“Who’s  dead?” 
It  was  Frank  Cambria  asking 

about  the  flowers  banked  in  his  of- 
fice when  he  came  back  to  Chicago 

with  Broadway  in  his  vest  pocket. 
The  Chicago  theatre  staff  had 

rigged  up  a   real  “Welcome  Home,” but  the  wallop  came  in  a   special 
trailer  run  by  Balaban  &   Katz  last 
week  announcing  a   future  bill  as 

the  work  of  “Mr.  Frank  Cambria, 
whose  stage-genius  for  years  has 

maintained  the  supremacy  of  Bala- 
ban &   Katz  Entertainment,”  or 

words  to  that  effect. 

The  significance  of  the  trailer  doesn’t 
register  unless  you  know  that  Cambria’s 
name  has  not  been  publicly  used  in  con- 

nection with  the  B.  &   K.  stage  shows 
during  the  six  years  he  has  been  the 
mainspring  of  their  origin.  This  display 
of  it,  with  the  retroactive  clause  linking 
him  to  those  fine  things  which  Chicago 
people  are  beginning  to  consider  as  of 

another  and  better  day,  may  mean  any- 
thing. Tossed  into  the  face  of  the 

voluminous  John  Murray  Anderson  bill- 
ing, it  at  least  gives  the  public  some- 

thing to  think  about,  and  perhaps  a   ray 
of  hope. 

Policy  Excites  Comment 

No  topic  is  more  popular  in  the  trade 
these  days  than  the  B.  &   K.  policy  in 

Chicago.  With  John  Murray  Anderson’s 
shows  generally  conceded  to  be  false 
alarms,  this  reversion  to  the  original 
looks  like  a   break  in  the  right  direction. 
True,  the  Cambria  show  that  startled 

Broadway  is  coming  in  and  they’re  build- 
ing around  it  enough  stuff  unfamiliar 

here  to  make  it  seem  new,  but  the  trailer 
makes  it  plain  that  the  original  B.  &   K. 
producer  is  exactly  that  in  all  it  implies. 

The  original  Balaban  &   Katz  policy  is 
against  the  use  of  names  for  box  office 
purposes.  It  was  under  this  policy, 
focusing  attention  on  the  firm  name  and 
omitting  mention  of  others,  that  the 

great  fame  of  the  organization  was  cre- 
ated. The  break  to  name  exploitation 

for  John  Murray  Anderson  was  looked 
upon  by  many  as  a   mistake,  but  drawing 
of  the  present  distinction,  making  it 
plain  that  the  undergrade  shows  were 
not  the  output  of  the  original  factory, 
makes  clear  the  wisdom  of  the  switch. 

Cambria  Producing 

The  Cambria  organization  is  busy  on 
new  productions,  for  transportation  to 

New  York  for  routing  over  the  Publix 
circuit.  Meanwhile,  Cambria  is  set  to 
make  his  belated  bow  to  the  home  folks 

as  a   presentation  producer  and  the 
bo&kies  are  taking  no  bets  that  he 
doesn’t  deliver  the  butcher  shop  on  a 

platter. 
Newman  Publicised  on 

Publix  Revue  Showing 
(Special  to  Exhibiiors  Herald) 

KANSAS  CITY,  Mp..  March  16.— 
The  opening  o-f  a   series  of  elaborate 
stage  specialties  arranged  by  John 

Murray  Anderson,  New  York  stage  pro- 
ducer, at  the  Newman  theatre  this  week, 

was  treated  liberally  in  all  daily  news- 

papers. The  Newman  stage  has  under- 
gone enlargements  and  several  other  im- 

provements have  been  made. 
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CURRENT  PRESENTATIONS 
^^Bughouse  Cabaret,” 

Touted  Wallop,  Does 

Nose  Dive  in  Chicago 
Reporters  whose  praises  of  “Bughouse 

Cabaret”  in  New  York,  Buffalo,  Detroit 
and  points  East  have  burdened  these 

columns  of  past  issues,  as  well  as  read- 
ers of  these  praises,  will  be  interested 

to  know  that  the  show  rated  as  John 

Murray  Anderson’s  ace  did  a   swift  and 
giddy  nose  dive  last  week  at  the  Chicago 

theatre.  And  this  on  Thursday  night, 
after  the  exercises  had  been  patched  and 

revised  in  an  effort  to  make  something 
cut  of  it  for  theatregoers  in  the  home 

town  of  “Balaban  &   Katz  Entertain- 

ment.” 
Chicago  audiences  have  displayed  lack 

of  interest  in  other  Publix  shows 

■brought  here,  but  this  time  there  was audible  protest.  The  contortionists  at 

the  opening  died  standing  up,  after  a 
fashion,  and  the  unmentionable  duo 

down  near  the  finish  proved  embarrass- 
ing. The  regular  Chicago  theatre  clien- 
tele, present  again  because  they  refuse 

to  believe  this  sort  of  thing  is  to  go  on 

indefinitely,  wagged  their  heads  and  de- 
parted as  from  a   funeral. 

“Bughouse  Cabaret”  may  be  what  they 
want  elsewhere,  which  is  no  creditable 

reflection  upon  that  vague  place,  but  it 

is  exactly  what  they  don’t  want  in 
Chicago. 

Barroom  Crack  by 
Comic  Puts  House 

in  Lasting  Chill 
A   wise-cracking  blackface  comedian  who 

lacked  a   sense  of  the  fitness  of  things 

threw  a   blanket  over  what  might  have  been 

an  important  triumph  for  Art  Kahn  and 

his  band  before  a   capacity  house  at  the 

Senate  theatre,  Chicago,  Sunday,  March  14. 
Kahn  has  been  laboring  under  difficulties 

for  weeks.  He  built  up  his  reputation  and 
following  in  a   distinctly  individual  manner. 

He  is  a   remarkable  piano  .player  and  came 

to  the  front  through  this  talent  and  his 

ability  to  assemble  and  train  an  aggrega- 
tion of  topnotch  musicians.  Occasionally — 

not  very  often — his  drummer  would  don  a 
linen  duster  and  go  a   bit  wild  with  the 

cymbals  or  kettle  drums,  but  the  usual 

Kahn  performance  was  a   strange  mixture 

of  dignity  and  jazz.  'And  the  people liked  it. 

Then  along  came  Paul  Ash  and  his 

“triumph”  at  McVickers.  We  believe  that 
Art  Kahn  was  pushed  into  imitating  him. 

It  is  hardly  believable  that  he  thought  it 

all  up  by  himself. 

Almost  overnight,  Kahn  started  to  blos- 

som out  dressed  as  a   pirate  with  boots  flop- 
ping like  galoshes;  a   blush  on  his  face; 

and  a   rather  apologetic  manner.  In  a   few 

weeks  he  had  worn  every  color  of  the 

rainbow  and  spent  most  of  his  time  wav- 

ing his  baton  and  bowing  to  the  proces- 
sion of  song  and  dance,  Charleston,  and 

other  performers  appearing  on  the  Senate 

bill.  Hjs  piano  playing  was  almost  dis- 
carded. His  crack  musicians  were  permit- 

ted to  occasionally  play  a   piece  by  them- 
selves, but  gave  most  of  their  time  to  ac- 

compan3dng  the  talent. 

Sunday  Kahn  played  his  piano  in  his 

old-time  style  for  one  number  and  received 

an  old-time  ovation.  His  orchestra  went 

through  a   piece  or  two  on  its  own,  also, 
and  went  big. 

Then  appeared  the  blackface  comedian, 

who  will  have  to  go  nameless  as  apparent- 

ly he  wasn’t  credited  on  the  screen  and 
we  are  not  going  to  bother  to  look  up  his 
name.  Taking  the  stage  with  much  fan- 

fare, he  made  a   wise  crack  which  might 
have  gone  over  in  a   burlesque  house,  but 

certainly  should  not  be  permitted  in  any 
motion  picture  theatre  catering  to  young 
people  and  families.  He  had  the  good 
sense  to  leave  the  last  line  of  offensive 

rhyme  to  the  imagination  of  his  audience. 

There  was  no  laughter.  Thinking  his 
audience  was  dull — like  a   great  many 
“comedians”  of  this  class  do— he  repeated 
his  barroom  jest  and  left  nothing  to  the 
imagination  the  second  time.  This  time  he 
got  about  the  hand  that  offensive  matter 

will  get  anywhere. 

'You’d  better  sing,”  exclaimed  Kahn, 
motioning  his  band  into  a   loud  burst  of 
noise.  But  the  damage  was  done.  The 

audience  was  "killed.”  Nothing  could  have clicked  after  that. 

The  rest  of  the  bill  went  over  better 

than  could  have  been  expected.  But  it  ap- 
peared that  Art  Kahn,  tumbling  finally  that 

the  people  wanted  from  him  the  stuff 
which  had  built  up  his  reputation  in  the 

first  place,  had  his  big  chance  for  a   tre- 
mendous triumph  punctured  by  a   bit  of 

simple-mindedness  on  the  part  of  one  of his  troupe. 

Townsend  Bolds’  Act 
100  Per  Cent  Right 

for  Harding  Audience 
The  Townsend  Bolds  and  their  Rou- 

manian band,  featured  at  the  Harding 

theatre,  Chicago,  the  week  of  March 

8-14,  put  on  a   show  that  is  100  per  cent 
right  as  a   presentation.  The  team, 
which  has  been  featured  in  productions, 

is  in  high  degree  versatile  and  obvi- 

ously is  aware  that  picture  houses  de- 
mand a   type  of  performance  that  differs 

from  that  demanded  by  any  other  kind 
of  house. 

The  band,  three  girls  and  three  men 

playing  five  stringed  instruments  and  a 

piano,  opened  with  "The  "Volga  Boat- man,” working  in  full  stage  against  a 
good  looking  set  of  drapes  in  which  reds 
and  blues  predominated.  Following  the 

band’s  opener  tlie  Towiasend  Bolds  came 
on  for  a   novelty,  semi-classic  dance 

Acts  Reported  in  This  Issue 
Albert.  Don  and 

Louis. Orchestra— toem’i  Stale,  St. 

Ash.  Paul,  and  Band — UeVickors,  Chicago. 
Ball.  Rae,  Eleanor  and  Michael — Rialto,  New 

York. 

Barrls.  Harry— .l/cf'icfcors,  ^Aiengo. 

The  Berkoifs — Locw'.^  Siato,  Los  Angales. 
Bobby  Trcniaino  Ballet — Million  Dollar,  Los •ingelcs. 

Bolla  Ballet— Alhambra,  ^^iltcaukee. 

Brown  and  Ballcy — Fox,  Philadelphia. 

Buck.  Verne,  and  Band — Metropolitan,  Los  An- 

geles. “Bughou.so  Cabaret”— C/iirngo,  Chicago. 

riullock,  Wynne — Lowe's  Stale,  Los  Angeles. 
Burckley,  Arthur— ,?/il/ion  Dollar,  Los  Angeles. 

Busby  and  Haymcn — Fox,  Philadelphia. 
Carter,  Bob — State,  Detroit. 

Clay  and  May — Fox,  Philadelphia, 

Collins,  Gene*  McVickers,  Chicago. 

Cornel,  Peggy,  and  Red  Koads— Colorado,  Den. 

Desies,  Eileen— ,»fcPlchor»,  Chicago, 

“The  Dime  Muaeum” — Missouri,  Si.  Louis. 
Downey,  Morion — Grand  onlrol.  Si.  Louis. 

Dunn,  Jimmy— Grand  Central,  St.  Louis. 
Eaton  Slaters— Sun,  Omaha, 

Ellingson,  Dorothy — Strand,  Omaha, 

FarrolS,  Imogene — Metropolitan,  Los  Angeles. 

Forbstoin,  Louis  and  Synoopatorv— Royal, 
Kansas  City. 

“Garden  of  GSrls”^— Capliol,  Detroit, 
GoSehett,  Harvey  Sun,  Omaha, 

Gilbert  and  Wimp— Pkiladelphia. 

Givot,  George— .Weiropoliian,  Los  Angeles. 

Goetz,  Coiotnan— .Wetropolifan,  Los  Angeles. 

“Granada  Minsirela”— Granada,  San  Francisco. 

Gray,  Glldn— Stanley,  Philadelphia. 

CrllToih.  Edith— Wililofi  Dollar,  Los  Angelos. 

Henderson  and  EKIlott— — .flilllon  Dollar,  Los 
Angeles. 

Hanshaw,  BohEy—JPlssonsin,  Milwaukee, 

Hicks  Brothers— —Grand  Central,  Si.  Louis, 

Klers,  Walter— Harding,  Chicago. 

House  of  David  Band— Allrelo,  Indianapolis. 

Kahn,  Art,  and  Band— Senolo,  Chicago, 

KarenclT  nnd  Moree— Stats,  Minneapolis. 

Kelly,  Nell— Loete’s  Stole,  Los  Angeles. 

King  Slstars— State,  Minneapolis. 

Klein,  Andrew— —.^lllilon  Dollar,  Los  Angeles, 

Kneeland,  Jack— Sun,  Omaha. 

Lee,  Dorms— Loeso's  State,  St.  Louis. 
Lcs,  LueSIa— .Million  Dollar,  Los  Angeles. 

Leide,  Enrico,  and  Orchestra^— .llatropolltan, 
Atlanta. 

Lerrotle,  Esther— Ifstropolitan,  Los  Angeles. 

Llehter,  Jolc,  and  Band^— Strand,  Milwaukee. 

Lyons  ond  Wakefield-— Pox,  Philadelphia, 

Mace,  Le  Roy— Rialto,  Omaha. 

Marsh,  Corlnne^^lon ley,  Philadelphia. 

Mulhiesson,  J.  P.,  and  Orchestra— //otoard,  At- 
lanta. 

McBoe,  Turk,  and  Vernon  Allen — Howard,  At- 

lanta. 

“The  Moiling  Pot”— Missouri,  St.  Louis. 

“The  Melting  Pot”^/Veicman,  Kansas  City. 

Miller,  Ned — Capitol,  Chicago, 

Mitchell,  William— IFisconsln,  Milwaukee. 

Molltore.  Edward^— Stanley,  Philadelphia. 

Myers,  Charlotte^— Madison,  Detroit. 

Nickells,  Rhodu^Rlalto,  Omaha. 

O'Shea,  Danny— Metropolitan,  Los  Angelos, 

Page,  Joan— Stanley,  Philadelphia. 

Peabody,  Eddie,  nnd  Band— Granada,  San  Fran, 
cisco. 

Previn,  Charles,  nnd  Orchestra— .Missouri,  St. 
Louis, 

Pruitt,  Bill— Colorado,  Denver. 

Rnboid,  Rojnh^— Mo  trop  oil  ton,  Atlanta. 

Ronnie,  Orville— Capitol,  Chicago. 

"Rhapsody  In  Jnzz”^Kit>oll,  Now  York, 

Roemheid,  Hoins,  ond  Orchestra— Alhambra, 
Milwaukee. 

Rolfe,  Plump  B.  A.,  and  Orchestro^Looie’s 
StaCo,  St.  Louis. 

Ross,  Joe  Grand  Central,  St.  Louis. 

Santry  and  Norton— Hiaflo,  New  York. 

Schooler,  Dove— Capitol,  Chicago. 

Shoan  and  Carson'— Loote's  State,  St.  Louis. 

Short,  Albert  E.,  nnd  Orchesira^CopltoI,  Chi- cago. 

Sidney.  Jack^Loow’s  State,  St.  Louis. 
Sixteen  Missouri  Rockets^Crond  Contral,  St. 

Louis, 

Sixteen  Syncopated  Sirens  Fox,  Philadelphia. 

Small,  Pnul^— Grand  Central,  St.  Louis, 

Stireinger,  Frank- Locte's  Stale,  Los  Angelos. 
Slone,  Irene  Metropolitan,  Los  Angeles, 

Straub,  Herb,  and  Band^Sfato,  Detroit, 

Slrltt,  Fred^— Stole,  Detroit. 

Sunkisi  Bollet— Loeto’s  Stafo,  Los  Angeles. 

Tabor,  Desiree— Grand  Central,  St,  Louis. 

Taylor  and  Hawk^— .Madison,  Detroit. 
Terry,  Loo^— Capitol,  Chicago, 

Terry,  Tom— Looto's  Stale,  St.  Louis, 
The  Townsend  Boldin— Jfarding,  Chicago. 

Tudor,  Mary  Madison,  Detroit. 

Volen,  Tina— Alhambra,  ,Mll>cauho3. 

VlBlng,  Iris  Granada,  San  Francisco. 

Virginia— Stoto,  Detroit, 
Warner  and  Costing— Strand,  Omaha, 

Watson,  Mllion — MeFickers,  Chicago. 

Williams,  Kenneth'— Royal,  Kansas  City. 

Wolf,  Rube,  and  Band— Loou's  State,  Los  An- 

geles. 

Woodruff,  Charlotte— Missouri,  Si.  Louis. 

Wyrlek,  Gene  Grand  Central,  St.  Louis, 
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turn  that  went  smoothly  from  first  to 
last  and  took  a   good  hand. 

Next  another  band  offering,  which 
also  was  good  for  applause,  and  then  the 
dancers  with  a   Spanish  number  that 
clicked  as  well  as  the  first.  A   highlight 

of  the  work  of  this  team  is  Bold’s  abil- 
ity. The  male  half  of  so  many  girl  and 

boy  dance  teams  is  just  scenery  that  it 
is  good  to  watch  a   boy  who  really 
dances.  Following  the  Spanish  dance 
the  band  ran  through  a   medley  of  tunes, 
including  some  pop  stuff,  and  the  banjo 
player  did  a   song  solo.  This  number 
was  also  applauded. 

To  close,  the  Townsend  Bolds  did  an- 
other fast  novelty  dance,  the  girl  work- 

ing in  short-skirted  magenta  costume 
and  the  man  in  tuxedo.  Some  difficult, 
fluent  acrobatics  in  this  number  made 
it  outstand,  and  the  house  burst  into 
loud  applause  at  the  drop  of  the  final 
curtain. 

Farther  up  on  tlie  bill  Walter  Hiers, 
Christie  comedian  doing  a   personal  ap- 

pearance tour  of  picture  houses,  kicked 
over  a   good  section  of  applause  with  a 
gag-lined  monologue  about  his  work  in 
the  studios  and  the  people  he  meets 
while  doing  it.  His  appearance  on  the 
stage  was  signal  for  handclapping,  his 

monologue  was  punctuated  with  laugh- 
ter from  the  house,  and  he  bowed  off 

amid  still  greater  applause. 

“Hot  Ashes”  Merely  a 
Title,  But  the  Ashes 
Do  Better  Than  Usual 

“Hot  Ashes’’  had  no  significance  as  the 
title  of  Paul  Ash’s  last  week’s  show,  but 
the  Ash  employes  did  better  than  usual  as 
to  entertainment.  Ash  did  better,  too, 
spoiling  a   good  start  only  in  advertising 
his  Columbia  records,  then  blaming  it  on 
Milton  Watson.  The  records,  as  Ash  re- 

peatedly stated,  are  on  sale  at  75  cents 
each  and,  again  quoting  Ash,  are  very 

good. 
The  band  opened  with  “Let’s  Talk  About 

My  Sweetie,”  coming  back  with  “Who.” 
Then  Aileen  Deezy  (phonetic  spelling) 
danced  a   couple  of  dances. 

Next  Ash  gave  Victor  Orthophonic  ma- 
chine a   possibly  gratis  ad  by  playing  the 

Columbia  record  of  Ash’s  band  and  Milton 
Watson  doing  “Always,”  preceding  and  fol- 

lowing with  the  original,  Watson  singing  a 
final  chorus  of  it.  After  this  Watson 

sang  “A  Good  Little  Fellow”  and  then 
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N   ovelties 

Singers 
Dancers 

PREMIER  ATTRACTIONS 
(Incorporated) 

Specialists  in  prologues 
and  presentations 
for  the  motion 

picture house 

Auditorium  Bldg. 
Chicago,  Illinois 
Phone  Wabash  2692 

went  with  Ash  into  the  medicine  show  spiel 
for  the  discs. 
Here  came  Harry  Barris,  the  handsome 

young  man  with  the  agitato  fingers  and 
the  hacksaw  voice,  who  played  and  sang 
and  sang  and  sang.  Among  the  numbers 

he  did  were  “Five  Feet  Two,”  "Let’s  Talk 
About  My  Sweetie,”  “What’d  I   Tell  You?”, 
“Nobody  But  You”  and  "Tain’t  Cold.”  To 
get  away  he  had  to  talk  about  the  current 
week  being  his  fifth  and  thank  everybody 
in  sight.  Barris  has  what  McVickers 
wants. 

Gene  Collins  came  on  at  this  point  and 
did  a   dance  and  a   couple  of  encores.  The 

band  closed  with  ‘TDinah.” 

Vari-Overture  Short 

Innovation;  Capitol 

Stage  Show  Goes  Big 
Albert  E.  Short,  Capitol  musical  director, 

unfolded  a   new  one  last  week  in  a   “vari- 
overture”  embracing  a   section  of  “Merry 
Wives  of  Windsor,”  a   brief  stretch  of 
“classical  jazz”  and  a   vocal  treatment  of 
"I  Don’t  Know  Why  I   Made  You  Cry” 
by  Ned  Miller,  who  can  sing.  Among  the 
other  good  reasons  why  people  attend  the 
Capitol  is  the  fact  that  A1  Short  makes 
the  overtures  live  items. 

A   news  reel  followed,  then  Dave  Schoo- 
ler and  his  girls  (two  of  them)  went  on. 

Schooler  strums  a   swift  set  of  ivories  and 

makes  some  pretty  upstage  numbers  sound 

reasonable.  The  soprano  sang  “At  Dawn- 
ing” in  good  voice  and  the  dancer  was  a 

fairly  capable  eyeful. 
Leo  Terry,  most  consistent  of  the  stel- 

lar organists,  made  them  roar  at  this  point 

with  “The  Farmer  Took  Away  AnoAer 

Load  of  Hay.” 
As  the  picture  was  “Lady  Windermere’s 

Fan,”  the  act  immediately  preceding  it  was 
a   prologue,  in  which  Orville  Rennie  sang 

one  of  those  “Someone”  songs  and  a   trio 
of  extremely  gifted  toe  dancers  contrib- 

uted excellent  entertainment.  After  a   solo 
dance  by  an  unnamed  artist  who  should  be 
given  credit  here  were  the  name  at  hand, 
the,  finale  led  into  the  picture. 

Marion  Tulley  May 

Sing  in  Film  House 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

ST.  LOUIS,  MO.,  March  16. — Marion 
Tulley,  the  19-year  old  Kansas  City  song 
bird,  now  a   member  of  the  Metropolitan 
Opera  troupe,  may  be  brought  to  St. 

Louis  for  a   week’s  engagement  at 
Loew’s  State  theatre.  Louis  K.  Sidney, 
divisional  manager  for  Loew’s  Incor- 

porated, has  made  a   very  substantial  of- 
fer for  the  singer,  and  if  she  is  agree- 

able Loew’s  State  audiences  will  hear 
her  in  the  near  future. 

ALF.  T.  WILTON 
INCORPORATED 

12th  Floor  Bryaot  2027-8 

15C0  BROADWAY,  NEW  YORK 

Now  Booking 

Motion  Picture  Theatres 

•   Box-Office  Names 

Attractions  and 

Presentations 

Managing  Booking  Dept. 

FRED  B.  MACK 
Fonncrl)'  booker  with 

B.  F.  Keith-Aibco  Circuit 

Edward  B.  Baron 

Goes  to  New  York 
for  Publix  Meet 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

SAN  FRANCISCO,  CAL.,  March  16.— 
Vice-President  and  General  Manager  Ed- 

ward B.  Baron,  of  the  Publix  Theatres  of 
this  city,  left  March  10  for  Atlantic  City 
and  New  York  to  attend  the  big  Publix 

gathering  to  be  held  there.  He  is  taking 
with  him  Manager  Nat  Holt,  of  the  Gran- 

ada theatre ;   Manager  Charlie  Pincus,  of 
the  Imperial ;   Manager  Edward  A.  Smith, 
of  the  St.  Francis,  and  Manager  Dick  Spier, 
of  the  California. 
W.  T.  Bond,  of  the  Imperial,  has  been 

accused  of  sending  Charlie  Pincus  a   tele- 
gram before  he  left  for  the  convention 

which  read:  “Don’t  Forget  Your  Shoes, 
Dear.”  It  wasn’t  signed,  and  as  Charlie 
is  married,  some  others  blame  his  Mrs. 
Charlie. 

Turk  McBee,  Young 

Xylophonist,  Is  Hit 
at  Howard,  Atlanta 

ATLANTA,  GA.,  March  16.— Turk  Mc- 
Bee,  Jr.,  13-year-old  sensational  boy  xylo- 

phonist, accompanied  by  Vernon  Allen  at 
the  piano,  proved  a   great  hit  as  the  stage 
feature  last  week  at  the  Howard  theatre, 

which  had  for  its  long  picture  “Dancing 

Mothers.” 

Young  McBee  handles  the  xylophone 

with  remarkable  adeptness  and  showman- 
ship, and  his  skill  as  a   musician  as  well  as 

his  pleasing  youthful  personality  won  him 
all  audiences.  He  played  a   varied  program 
of  popular  selections  and  featured  one 
number  by  playing  with  four  mallets. 
Draped  bright  colored  curtains  formed  a 
simple  but  effective  stage  setting. 

His  offering  consumes  15  minutes. 
Short  features  on  the  picture  program 

included  a   stereoscopic  novelty  film  en- 

titled “Runaway  Taxi,”  and  an  Educational 

comedy,  “Framed.” The  overture  for  the  week  by  the  How- 
ard orchestra,  under  the  direction  of  J.  P. 

Mathiesson,  comprised  selections  from 
“Ziegfeld  Follies.”  The  organ  solo  by  Mel- 

vin P.  Ogden  was  “Dinah.” 

Tom  Logan  Puts  on 

Men’s  Style  Revue 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

LONDON,  ONT.,  March  16. — Manager 
Tom  Logan  of  the  Capitol  theatre  had 
something  different  in  the  way  of  a   spring 
fashion  display  when  he  had  a   style  revue 
for  men  and  by  men,  this  being  held  at 
nights  and  Saturday  matinee  during  the 
week  of  March  1,  along  with  the  presenta- 

tion of  ‘The  Eagle.”  About  a   dozen  mas- 
culine demonstrators  paraded  the  stage 

wearing  the  latest  in  men’s  clothing.  Some 
humor  was  injected  into  the  proceedings 
but  not  enough  to  burlesque  the  style  show. 

Manager  Jackson  of  Loewe’s  theatre  also 
put  on  a   “Style  Extravaganza”  in  a   tie- 
up  with  the  London  Free  Press.  Each  firm 
having  something  worn  or  shown  at  the 
theatre  had  a   large  display  advertisement 

in  the  newspaper,  mentioning  Loew’s  ’the- atre. 

ARTHUR  SPIZZI 
Bookiiif?  the  Better  Wctnre  Theatres 
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DEXTER  SISTERS 

YOUTH— PERSONALITY— MERIT 

DEXTER  SISTERS 
“^Two  Little  Misses  from  Dixie'* 

In  Harmony  Songs  and  B^uljos  A 

Three  Weeks  Finkelstein-Ruben  Enterprises 
Four  Weeks  Balaban  and  Katz  Wonder  Theatres 

Four  Weeks  A.  H.  Blank  Theatre  Enterprises 

Now  Playing  Our  Second  Return  Engagement  at 
State  Theatre,  Detroit,  atul  Held  Over  Next  IVeek, 

Exclusive  Representative 

PHIL  TYRRELL 
ATTRACTIONS 

705  Woods  Theatre  Bldg.,  Chicago. 

SATISFIED  MANAGERS  USE  PHIL  TYRRELL  SERVICE— ASK  ACE  BERRY.  CIRCLE  THEATRE.  INDIANAPOLIS. 

Broadway  Presentations 
By  T.  E.  Leahy 

“Garden  of  Girls”  Is 
Below  Standard  Fixed 

by  Other  Publix  Acts 
DETROIT,  MICH..  March  16.— Last 

■week’s  Publix  act  at  the  Capitol  was  an 
-elaborate  dancing  revue  concocted  by  Gus 
Edwards.  The  company  numbers  about  25 

and  the  revue  is  titled  “The  Garden  of 
Girls.”  There  are  solos  and  ensemble  sing- 

ing, but  the  dancing  numbers  are  in  the 
majority.  These  range  all  the  way  from 
highland  flings  and  Irish  reels  through  the 
old-fashioned  dances  to  the  Charleston. 
There  is  one  lively  number  \vith  all  mem- 

bers bearing  down  hard  on  the  Charleston. 
The  act  has  been  beautifully  staged  and 

costumed.  One  of  the  girls  does  a 

Charleston  on  her  toes,  which  excites  con- 
siderable enthusiasm  from  the  audiences. 

One  young  man  with  a   mop  of  unruly  hair 
did  some  acrobatic  stepping  that  won  him 

terrific  applause.  The  song  numbers  in- 
clude some  of  the  old  favorites  as  well  as 

the  new  ones. 

"The  Garden  of  Girls”  moves  slowly  and 
does  not  compare  any  too  favorably  with 
the  previous  revues  offered  through  the 
same  channel. 

Orchestra  Wins  Best 

Response;  J.  Sidney 

Scores  with  Singing 
ST.  LOUIS,  MO.,  March  16.— Patrons 

of  Loew’s  State  theatre  were  accorded  one 
of  the  best  balanced,  high  class  musical 
programs  ever  put  on  at  a   local  motion 
picture  house. 
This  end  of  the  program  opens  with  Don 

Albert  and  his  orchestra  playing  the  over- 
ture “Ballet  Egyptian,"  a   thing  of  real 

Oriental  splendor.  They  also  essayed  that 

crooning  melody.  “The  Vagabond  King.” 
Jack  Sidney  mounted  high  in  the  upper 

reaches  of  the  stage  to  sing  “Sittin’  on  Top 
of  the  World.”  And  he  was,  a   canvas 
affair  that  spun  around  in  jazzy  style  when 
he  gave  it  a   kick  once  in  a   while.  He  was 
given  a   cordial  reception. 

On  the  stage  Plump  B.  A.  Rolfe  and  his 
orchestra  was  the  chief  attraction.  His 

finger  gymnastics  made  a   big  hit  with  the 
audiences.  The  outstanding  numbers  were 

“Show  Me  the  Way  to  Go  Home,”  “Sleepy 
Time  Gal,"  “Let’s  Go”  and  “Women.”  The 
audience  kept  them  out  long  over  their 
scheduled  time. 

“Partners  Again”  was  the  long  feature. 

Publix  “Jazz  Rhapsody” Clicks  at  Rivoli 

NEW  YORIC,  March  16.— John  Mur- 
ray Anderson,  who  for  three  weeks  ab- 

sented himself  from  Rivoli  theatre  patrons, 
returned  last  week  and  thinking  that  he 
might  have  been  forgotten,  decided  to  take 
them  all  on  a   sight-seeing  trip. 
Among  the  places  visited  were  Central 

Park,  a   syncopated  bootblack  parlor,  the 
stock  exchange  and  a   night  club.  A. short 

stay  was  made  in  each  place  during  w'hich 
Anderson  served  some  excellent  entertain- 
ment. 

In  Central  Park,  he  served  “Puttin’  On 
the  Dog”  and  that  is  where  they  do  put  it 
on.  This  number  was  sung  by  Ruth  and 
Grace  Stuart  and  danced  by  the  Publix 
Sextette,  ably  assisted  by  four  Charleston 
Collies.  This  proved  a   very  good  eye 

opener. To  break  the  long  trip  from  the  park 
to  the  stock  exchange  a   stop  was  made  so 
that  all  could  have  their  boots  shined. 
This  was  impossible,  for  on  entering  the 
parlor  the  chairs  were  occupied  by  seven 
banjo  players  who,  while  having  their 
shoes  shined,  picked  their  instruments 
much  to  the  pleasure  of  the  patrons.  The 
bootblacks.  Jack  Kingsly,  Frank  King, 
George  Bradley,  and  AI  Clayton,  hearing 
the  applause  out  front,  did  an  about  face 
and  danced  a   fast  Charleston. 

Now  the  stock  exchange  with  the  Gam- 
bler, Copper,  Oil,  Coal,  Steel,  Gold  and  the 

Spirit  of  the  Ticker,  all  in  a   mad  scramble, 
during  which  the  Gambler  (Neale  Wal- 

ters) and  the  Spirit  of  the  Ticker  (Cecile 

D’Andrea)  did  a   very  clever  specialty dance. 

Out  on  the  street  again  there  was  a 

young  fellow  (Gus  Mulcay)  playing  a   har- 
monica; and  how  that  fellow  could  play. 

The  patrons  liked  his  playing  so  well  that 
he  came  very  near  upsetting  the  remainder 
of  the  program.  However,  the  night  club 
was  made.  The  Stuart  Sisters  entertained 

with  a   song,  "The  Florida  Low-Down,” and  then  danced  a   hula.  Robert  Stickney, 
the  tallest  ^vaite^  in  the  world,  stopped 

serving  long  enough  to  do  his  famous 
Charleston  dance  on  stilts. 
Then  with  the  entire  company  working, 

the  club  changed  to  an  everglade  scene 
with  the  company  having  the  appearance  of 

negroes.  This  clever  effect  is  made  pos- 
sible by  a   special  treating  of  costumes  with 

certain  lighting  effects  being  used. 
Anderson  decided  to  call  all  of  this 

“Rhapsody  in  Jazz”  based  on  George  Gersh- 
win’s “Rhapsody  in  Blue,”  ora  “Syncopated 

Manhattan  Cocktail.”  As  it  was  a   cold 
day  outside  it  hit  the  spot  and  the  audience 
was  perfectly  content  to  remain  25  minutes, 
the  time  required  to  serve, 

Rae,  Michael  Ball, 

Santry,  Norton  Hit 
NEW  YORK,  March  16.— Patrons  at  the 

Rialto  theatre  last  week  were  treated  to  a 

couple  of  very  fine  presentation  acts. 
Rae  Eleanor  and  Michael  Ball,  favorites 

of  theatregoers  the  country  over,  presented 

their  musical  offering,  “A  Musical  Studio.” When  one  hears  the  names  Eleanor  and 
Michael  Ball  mentioned  one  immediately 
thinks  of  music.  To  hear  Eleanor  play  the 
violin  is  a   treat.  To  hear  Michael  play  the 
cello  is  also  a   treat.  But  to  hear  both 

play  together,  with  Michael  whistling,  is 

Now  Playing  Fourth  Week  Colony  Theatre,  New  York  City 
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somelhing  that  you  have  to  appreciate  and 

to  show  this  appreciation  you  cannot  sit  on 

your  hands.  When  exit  time  came  the  Ri- 
alto patrons  were  not  sitting  on  theirs. 

Santry  and  Norton,  that  “tough"  boy  and 
girl  from  the  East  Side,  brought  part  of 
the  East  Side  to  the  Rialto  last  week. 

Standing  on  a   wharf,  with  the  Brookl)Ti 

bridge  overhead,  and  dressed  to  perfec- 
tion, the  two  decided  to  do  a   couple  of 

steps  during  which  the  boy  took  great  de- 
light in  dropjiing  the  girl  now  and  then. 

When  lime  was  called  the  audience 

loudly  applauded.  They  then  decided  to 

wait  and  see  "The  First  Year,"  long  fea- 
ture picture,  and  find  out  if  it  was  as  hard 

as  the  floor  with  which  the  girl  came  in 
contact  several  times. 

“The  Dime  Museum” 
Shows  at  Missouri ; 

Song  Single  Added 
ST.  LOUIS,  ^10.,  March  16.— “The 

Dime  Museum,"  one  of  the  Publix  road 
shows,  was  the  principal  stage  attraction 
at  tlie  Missouri  theatre  the  week  of 
^iarch  6. 
You  remember  the  old  dime  museum 

of  your  kid  days?  That’s  the  theme  only 
in  this  instance  the  various  wax  figures 

put  on  their  stuff  at  midnight. 

A   jack-in-the-box  doll  hops  out  and 
capers  about  the  stage;  a   reclining  figure 
arises  and  does  some  steps.  The  finale 

of  the  act  is  a   song.  There  is  a   sprink- 
ling of  acrobatics  in  the  affair,  and  on  the 

whole  it  is  very  pleasing. 
Charles  Previn  conducted  the  Missouri 

orchestra  in  masterful  style  through  his 

selected  overture.  Herold’s  “Zampa.”  It 
tvas  a   treat  for  ears  tliat  have  been  pounded 

by  jazz  for  weeks. 
Charlotte  Woodruff  rendered  one  of  her 

pleasing  soprano  solos. 

“The  Sea  Beast”  was  the  long  feature 
picture. 

Gilda  Gray  Stands 
Them  Out  All  Week 

at  Stanley  Philly 
PHILADELPHIA,  PA..  March  16.— 

Gilda  Gray,  the  charming  and  vivacious, 
captured  the  hearts  of  the  audiences  at  the 

Stanley  theatre  last  week,  as  was  evidenced 

by  the  long  line-up  outside  of  the  box  of- 
fice at  each  evening  performance.  The 

“Gilda  Gray  Follies”  scored  a   success 
which  has  not  been  equalled  by  any  per- 

formance at  this  theatre  for  a   long  time. 
Each  member  of  the  company  is  an  artist 
and  adds  to  the  success  of  the  ensemble. 

The  act  is  beautifully  mounted,  the  cos- 
tumes are  gorgeous  and  the  personality  of 

Gilda  permeates  the  entire  presentation. 

Perhaps  the  most  sensational  number  is 

“Ty  Tee.”  In  a   beautiful  setting  of  moon- 
light on  a   tropical  beach  six  dancers  in 

South  Sea  Island  costumes  adorned  with 

flowers  are  dancing  to  the  strains  of  bar- 
baric music.  Gilda  appears  on  the  scene 

and  gives  her  man’ellous  South  Sea  Island 
dance. 

The  Charleston  by  Gilda  and  her  girls 
in  black  and  white  costumes  with  flame 

colored  lighting  effect  is  full  of  rapid  ac- 
tion. 

Corinne  Marsh  is  second  only  to  Gilda 

herself  in  her  masterj^  of  the  art  and  in 

“Marcheta,”  a   fan  dance,  she  covered  her- 
self with  glory.  Clad  in  rose  colored  drap- 

eries with  a   large  lavender  fan  of  ostrich 
feathers  she  was  as  light  and  airy  as  the 

feathers  in  her  fan,  seeming  the  very  epi- 
tome of  grace  and  rhythmic  motion.  Her 

“Dance  Acrobatique”  was  also  exceptionally 
well  done. 

In  the  “Polish  Folk  Dance,”  with  pale 
green  mounting  and  flame  colored  lighting 

George  Billings 

George  Billings,  famous  imper- 
sonator of  Abraham  Lincoln  and 

star  of  the  recent  motion  picture  of 

that  name,  who  has  been  signed  by 
Premier  Attractions,  Inc.,  Chicago, 

to  make  personal  appearances  in 

motion  picture  theatres  over  the  en- 
tire Great  States  Theatres  circuit  of 

Balaban  and  Katz. 

effects,  Miss  Gray  and  her  six  girls  do 
some  nimble  steps.  Joan  Page,  another 
talented  member  of  the  company,  in  her 

"Dance  Eccentrique,”  is  a   whirlwind  of  mo- 

tion, and  again  in  her  “Tip  Toe  Charleston” in  which  she  appeared  in  a   gorgeous  golden 

costume,  brought  down  the  house. 

“Beale  Street  Blues,”  the  closing  number, 

which  contained  the  only  singing,  was  per- 
formed against  a   glittering^  drop  with 

changing  lights.  In  a   white  wig  and  silver 

spangles,  Gilda  sang  a   characteristic  coon 

song  and  gave  a   “shimmy and  her  clos- 

ing song,  “If  My  Singing  Doesn’t  Get  You, 
My  Shimmy  Will,”  was  followed  by  an 
ovation  which  lasted  for  many  minutes. 

Edward  Molitore  sang  two  solos,  “Call- 
ing to  Thee”  and  "Remember,”  in  a   rich 

tenor  voice.  The  Stanley  Symphony  Or- 

chestra played  “Gems  from  Mendelssohn” and  a   fable  cartoon  and  the  Stanley  Maga- 
zine completed  the  bill.  The  long  feature 

was  “The  Song  and  Dance  Man.” 

Eaton  Sisters  and 
Gatchett  Featured 

in  Charleston  Show 

OMAHA,  NEB.,  March  16.— “Charles- 
ton of  All  Nations”  was  the  presenta- 
tion at  the  Sun  theatre  in  conjunction 

with  “Dance  Madness.”  The  “Super- 
maniacs”  were  garbed  in  motley  array, 
each  representing  a   nationality  all  his 

own.  There  was  “Schultz,”  for  instance, 

playing  “Ach,  Du  lieber  Augustin”  and the  others  in  like  order. 

The  Eaton  sisters  danced  dances  of  all 

nations,  ranging  from  “La  Paloma” with  its  Spanish  scarf  to  Russian  dances 
with  Russian  music.  A   novelty  was  the 
American  Charleston  in  slow  motion, 

just  like  the  slow  motion  pictures. 

Needness  to  say,  the  slow  Charleston 

changed  to  a   whirlwind  of  motion  be- 
fore the  closing.  Harvey  Gatchett  sang 

pleasingly  and  Jack  ICneeland  entertained 
with  baton  and  antics. 

Music,  Song,  Novel 
Mounting  Featured 

at  Los  Angeles  Met 

LOS  ANGELES,  March  16. — Quite 

the  most  elaborate  presentation  under 

Jack  Partington’s  regime  was  given  at 

the  Metropolitan  last  week  in  connec- 

tion with  the  picture  "Dancing  Mothers.” 

An  immense  ship  moved  out  on  the- 

stage  and  a   gorgeous  aurora  borealis 

lighted  up  the  background.  The  act 

was  called  "Red  Hot  Week  at  the  North 

Pole.” 

The  ship  floated  onto  the  stage  bear- 

ing Verne  Buck  and  his  Musical  Gang, 

and  upon  reaching  the  center  moved 
toward  the  audience.  A   huge  glacier 

parted  in  the  background  revealing  a 

score  of  pretty  girls  posed  to  represent 

the  midnight  sun.  Assisting  Verne 
Buck  and  his  musicians  was  George 

Givot,  with  a   new  repertoire  of  songs, 

and  Danny  O’Shea,  who  is  taking  a   two 
weeks’  vacation  from  his  screen  activi- 

ties at  Mack  Sennett’s  studio  to  give 
his  famous  skating  waltz. 

Another  pleasing  Metropolitan  spe- 

cialty was  Irene  Stone  singing  “Police 

Syncopation,”  with  Esther  Lerrette  at 
the  piano.  Coleman  Goetz,  Imogene 
Farrell  and  the  Metropolitan  girls  played 

a   prominent  part  in  the  presentation. 

The  short  feature  was  an  Aesop’s  fable, 

"Spanish  Love.” 

Karenoff  and  Maree, 

King  Sisters,  Show 
with  Fashion  Revue 

MINNEAPOLIS,  MINN.,  March  16.— 
The  semi-annual  style  revue  was  staged 

the  week  just  ended  by  the  State  theatre 

and  the  Dayton  Company,  one  of  Minnea- 
polis’ largest  department  stores.  Twenty 

mannikins  appeared,  showing  the  latest  in 

spring  attire.  A   colorful  setting,  very 

"springy”  in  its  effect,  was  built  for  the 

production. Karenoff  and  Maree,  Russian  dancers, 

and  the  King  Sisters,  with  a   novelty  song 

and  dance  act,  also  were  featured  on  the 

bill,  each  team  going  over  for  good  re- 

turns. 
“The  Skyrocket”  was  the  long  feature 

picture. The  style  revue  has  been  a   semi-annual 
attraction  at  the  State  for  the  last  two 

years.  Early  in  the  fall  a   showing  is  made 
of  winter  fashions,  and  spring  is  heralded 

by  the  display  of  the  shimmery  things  of 

spring  and  summer. 

Chorine  Is  Featured 

Solo;  Hicks  Brothers, 

Banjo  Team,  Are  Hit 
ST.  LOUIS.  MO.,  March  16.— Gene  Wy- 

rick,  one  of  the  Sixteen  Missouri  Rockets, 
who  are  now  apparently  permanently  fixed 

at  t   he  Grand  Central,  the  Publix  road 

shows  holding  the  boards  at  their  former 

home,  the  Missouri,  is  being  groomed  for 
stardom  and  the  week  of  March  6   was 

given  an  opportunity  to  step  from  the  cho- rus and  do  her  stuff  individually. 

She  sings  and  dances  capably  and  ap- 
pears to  have  real  solo  talent,  and  under 

careful  handlin"  should  develop.  On  the 
whole  her  debut  in  the  new  role  was 

pleasing. 

The  Rockets  were  teamed  in  with  Mor- 

ton Downey,  tenor;  Desiree  Tabor,  so- 
prano ;   Joe  Ross,  dancer,  and  Jimmy  Dunn, 

erstwhile  singer  and  talker.  The  Kicks 
Brothers,  clever  banjoists,  were  also  on  the 
bill,  and  were  a   hit. 

"Where  Was  I?”  was  the  long  feature. 
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Rajah  Raboid,  Indian 

Mystic,  Proves  B.  O. 
Draw  at  Atlanta  Met 

ATLANTA,  GA.,  March  16. — Rajah 

Raboid,  crystal  gazer,  packed  the  Metro- 
politan theatre  last  week,  his  presentation 

being  the  greatest  drawing  card  this  house 
has  had  in  several  weeks.  His  radio  men- 

tal direction  act,  accompanied  the  showing 

of  the  long  picture,  "Memory  Lane.” 

Raboid’s  act  goes  direct  to  the  audience. 
Raynell,  his  assistant,  passes  through  the 
audience  with  her  eyes  blindfolded  and 

transfers  questions  to  the  Rajah,  who  an- 

swers them  from  the  stage. 

The  settings  and  costumes  are  oriental, 
with  the  crystal  and  crystal  table  set  in  the 

centre  of  the  stage.  Their  offering  was 
highly  popular  and  they  found  it  difficult 
to  supply  the  demand  the  audiences  made 

upon  them.  Their  act  runs  from  20  to  40 
minutes. 

Rajah  Raboid  has  a   complete  staff  to 

handle  his  booking  and  publicity  and  is  a 
certain  draw  to  the  box  office.  His  au- 

diences warm  up  quickly  to  his  presenta- 
tion novelty*. 

Conductor  Enrico  Leide  and  his  Metro- 

politan orchestra  presented  for  their  over- 
ture a   resume  from  the  musical  show' 

"Sunny,”  and  "Memory  Lane,”  popular  bal- 
lad of  a   few  seasons  ago,  was  the  main 

thepe  for  the  long  picture.  Indian  love 
lyrics  were  rendered  in  connection  with 

Rajah  Raboidls  stage  presentation. 

House  of  David 

Is  Stage  Feature  at 

Indianapolis  Circle 
INDIANAPOLIS,  IND.,  March  16.— A 

clever  specialty  act  shown  at  the  Circle 

theatre  w’as  the  House  of  David  Singing 
Band.  The  act  show’cd  all  week.  With 
their  flowing  hair  and  beards,  the  members 

of  the  act  presented  something  unique  in 
Indianapolis.  A   program  of  popular  music, 
with  one  classical  selection,  featured  the 

program.  _   It  must  be  said  the  band  is 
better  at  Instrumental  than  at  vocal  work; 

but  perhaps  the  class  of  music  in  the  pro- 

gram did  not  bring  out  all  the  vocal  possi- 
bilities. 

The  band  show'ed  good  showmanship, 
however,  and  should  be  a   drawing  card. 
Weather  conditions  during  the  week,  when 

eveiy  theatre  in  the  city  complained  of  poor 
business,  kept  the  houses  down  to  a   low 

point. 

Colored  Step  Team 

Scores  Highest  in 

“Granada  Minstrels” 
SAN  FRANCISCO,  CAL.,  March  16.— 

The  various  features  of  the  performance  at 

the  Granada  recently  pale  into  insignifi- 

cance in  comparison  with  the  reception  be- 
ing given  Eddie  Peabody,  the  new  musical 

director.  Peabody  made  an  instantaneous 

hit.  His  reception  was  a   riot  of  enthusi- 
asm. The  little  director  was  called  before 

the  curtain  many  times.  He  w'as  com- 
pelled to  make  a   dozen  speeches  during 

and  after  his  appearance. 

Peabody,  in  his  second  big  week,  offered 

the  Granada  Synco-Symphonists  and  him- 
self in  a   picturesque  stage  conceit  by  Jack 

Partington  entitled  "The  Granada  Min- 

strels,” filled  with  Southern  melodies  and 
pretty  girls,  arresting  costumes  and  set- 

tings, and  lots  of  fun.  Two  colored  hoof- 
ers stole  first  honors  in  this  performance, 

which  ran  so  far  over  its  time  limit  on 

Saturday  that  it  lost  its  effectiveness. 

A   particularly  refreshing  divertissement 

^vas  the  rendition  of  an  organ  novelty,  "I 
Never  Knew  How  Wonderful  You  Were,” 
by  Iris  Vining  who  also  played  effectively 

during  the  run  of  the  long  feature.  "Koko” 
using  a   vacuum  ckanci  lu  coax  every- 

thing in  sight  into  his  inkwell,  the  Granada 

news  reviews  and  screen  magazine  and  oth- 

er short  features  helped  to  make  the  en- 
tertainment a   big  success. 

Prologue  to  Film 
Amateurish;  Step 

Turn  Best  on  Bill 

MILWAUKEE,  WIS..  March  16.— 
Amateurish  e.xecution  of  what  might 

have  been  developed  into  a   good  presen- 
tation theme,  marred  the  culminating 

show  produced  for  the  Alhambra  by 

Harry  E.  Long,  managing  director.  The 

effort  was  particularly  disappointing  be- 
cause this  particular  presentation  had 

been  referred  to  weeks  ago  as  the  “big 
time  stuff”  that  would  compensate  for 
any  deficiencies  that  might  have  been 

found  in  preceding  offerings. 

As  a   prologue  to  "Lady  Winder- 
mere’s Fan”  the  dance  done  by  Tina 

Valen  and  a   group  of  Boila  dancers  was 
rather  far  fetched,  being  a   Spanish  affair 

and  without  logical  relation  to  the 

English  setting  of  the  picture. 

Possessing  much  more  potential  merit 

was  the  "In  Shadowland”  number, 
placed  further  up  on  the  bill.  In  this 
a   soprano  of  rather  mediocre  ability 

sang  “In  Shadowland,”  while  a   group 
of  six  or  eight  ballet  girls  danced  be- 

hind a   shadow  screen.  Though  lacking 

the  delicate  technique  essential  to 

successfully  working  a   shadowgraph,  the 

girls  danced  their  way  through  quite 

satisfactorily,  but  without  sensational 
returns  from  the  audience. 

As  usual,  the  overture  was  well  inter- 

preted by  Heinz  Roemheld's  orchestra, 

playing  the  “Blue  Danube  Waltz.” Roemheld  has  been  successful  in  selling 

the  overture  by  addressing  a   few  well 

chosen  words  to  the  house  before  rais- 
ing the  baton,  thereby  adding  to  the 

rendition  a   personal  touch  which  is 

entirely  lacking  in  many  houses. 

Bobby  Henshaw  and 
W.  Mitchell  Score 

in  Melody  and  Song 

MILWAUKEE,  WIS.,  March  16.— 

Bobbie  “Uke”  Henshaw,  ukelele  enter- 
tainer and  mimic,  was  featured  in  a 

snappy  single  act  at  the  Wisconsin  last 

week.  This  boy  has  an  imitating  reper- 
toire that  covers  everything  from  the 

wail  of  an  infant  to  the  intonations  of 

a   whale — whatever  they  are.  While  his 
ability  on  the  ukulele  was  stressed  in 
the  billing,  that  instrument  was  hardly 

more  than  a   prop  during  the  greater 

part  of  the  act,  during  which  he  success- 
fully solicited  many  laughs  by  the 

strange  noises  emanating  from  his  lips. 
At  the  close  of  the  act,  however,  he 

brought  the  uke  into  prominence  by  dis- 
proving the  theorv  that  the  South  Sea 

harp  was  fit  only  for  accompanying.  The 
real  feat  of  his  act  was  the  solo  rendition 

on  the  uke  of  several  popular  tunes  in 

which  he  carried  the  melody  very  success- 
fully on  the  strings. 

William  Mitchell,  tenor,  assisted  Ar- 
thur Richter  and  Edmund  Fitch  in 

putting  over  "The  Prisoner’s  Song,” 
singing  in  a   cell  set  on  the  stage  while 

the  duo  did  their  stuff*  on  the  twin 

organ.  Featuring  the  organ  in  the  pre- 
sentation program  took  well  with  the 

fans,  who  are  getting  noticeably  gen- 
erous with  their  applause. 

3-Scene  Prologue 

to  Long  Film  Is 
Novel  Attraction 

LOS  ANGELES,  March  16. — “Irene," which  opened  at  the  Million  Dollar  theatre 
March  5,  had  a   novel  atmospheric  prologue. 

It  was  presented  in  three  parts,  scene  I   be- 

ing the  "Modiste’s  Shop,”  in  which  .‘\ndrcw 
J.  Klein  as  the  modiste  sang  several  num- 

bers and  danced  with  the  models,  imper- 

sonated liy  Bobby  Tremaine’s  dancers. 
Edith  Griffith,  a   new  model  in  the  prologue, 

sang  “Alice  Blue  Gown.” 
Scene  II  was  “The  Tenement,"  repre- 

senting a   Ninth  avenue,  New  York,  scene. 
A   chorus  of  Tremaine  dancers  presented 

"We’re  Getting  Away  With  It,"  while 
Edith  Griffith  on  the  fire  escape  and  -Arthur 
Burckley,  representing  a   wealthy  boy,  sang 

“Castle  of  Dreams.” 

Scene  III  was  "The  Garden  Party.” 
Luella  Lee  danced  to  the  melody  of  “To  Be 
Worthy.”  Andrew  Klein  and  the  models 

sang  "The  Talk  of  the  Town"  and  “Last 
Part  of  Every  Party.”  There  were  spe- 

cialty dances  by  Henderson  and  Elliott, 

and  the  final  chorus  of  “Irene”  was  sung 
by  the  ensemble.  Many  pretty  costumes 

worn  by  the  models  were  from  the  First 
National  Studios  and  were  used  originally 

in  the  screen  production  of  “Irene."  The 
prologue  was  staged  by  Milton  H.  Feld. 

“Petroushka”  Is  Fast 

Fanchon,  Marco  Show; 
Russian  Turn  Closes 

LOS  ANGELES,  March  16. — At  Loew’s State  theatre  Rube  Wolf  and  his  musicians 

w'ith  Nell  Kelly,  "The  Originator  of  Pep,” 
entered  their  fifth  week.  This  combination 

is  a   hard  one  to  heat  and  the  crowds  can- 

not get  enough  of  them.  Tlie  Fanchon  and 

Marco  presentation  was  called  “Petroush- 
ka,”  a   Russian  phantasy  featuring  the 
Berkoffs,  Wynne  Bullock,  Frank  Stricinger 
and  the  Sunkist  Beauties. 

An  added  attraction  was  Frank,  a   news- 

boy, playing  his  ukulele  and  harmonica. 
The  youngster  looks  like  a   comer. 

Rube  Wolf’s  opening  number  was  “Chu 
Chin  Chow"  with  Rube  playing  the  cornet. 

Another  unique  song  was  called  “Speech.” 

Bullock  sang  two  numbers,  “Remember” 
and  "I  Love  You."  Nell  Kelly,  with  the  as- 

sistance of  Wolf,  put  over  “Say  It  Again” 
with  a   bang.  The  Berkoffs  finished  with 
their  unique  Russian  number,  a   Punch  and 

Judy  show  and  Several  Russian  dances  with 
a   chorus  and  the  entire  company  appearing 
in  the  finale. 

The  long  feature  was  “The  Devil’s  Cir- cus.”   

Royal  Syncopators 
Throw  Comedy  Into 

Musical  Offerings 

KANSAS  CITY.  MO.,  Alarch  16.— Louis 

Forbestein  and  his  Royal  Syncopators  de- 
parted from  their  usual  routine  manner  of 

presentation  last  week  and  injected  a   little 

comedy  along  with  a   varied  musical  pro- 

gram. 

The  curtain  parted,  but  Forbstein  is  ab- 
sent. Then  came  the  announcement  that  the 

program  would  have  to  he  postponed. 

Whereupon  the  leader  rushed  down  the 
aisle,  cracked  a   joke  or  so,  and  the  program 

started. 

Each  member  of  the  orchestra  donned' 
a   little  green  hat,  which  lent  reason  for  a 

gesticulating  song,  “In  His  Little  Green 
Hat.”  Kenneth  Williams  continues  in  his 

path  of  popularity  as  a   barytone,  his  most 

liked  selection  for  the  w.eek  being  “Keep- 

Smiling.”  The  program  lasted  20  min- 
utes, but  all  during  the  week  there  were 

many  calls  for  encores. 
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“The  Melting  Pot,” 
Publix  Revue,  Goes 
Over  Well  at  Newman 

KANSAS  CITY.  MO.,  March  16.— In 
honor  of  the  first  Publix  attraction  at  the 
Newman  theatre,  Bruce  Fowler,  manager, 
had  a   silver  curtain  installed,  lending  an 
amount  of  color  equal  to  that  found  in  the 
larger  musical  reviews. 

“The  Melting  Pot,”  the  first  of  a   series 
of  Publix  productions  to  be  seen  at  the 
Newman,  had  a   cast  of  30  persons  and 

went  over  well  all  week  with  large  audi- 
ences. Johnnie  Dove,  skater,  proved  much 

more  than  an  average  performer,  while 
Carlos  Peterson.  Victoria  Reigel,  Helene 
Blaire  and  Nita  Rosso,  dancers,  were 
called  back  for  many  encores  during  the 
week. 

The  singers,  ballet  and  an  ensemble  of 
accordion  players  blended  well  in  the  stage 
specialty,  which  lasted  about  35  minutes, 
being  in  three  scenes.  A   huge  melting  pot, 
into  which  the  players  passed  as  immi- 

grants and  emerged  as  Americans,  adorned 
the  middle  of  the  stage  throughout  the 
act. 

"Dancing  Mothers”  was  the  long  fea- ture. 

Syncopation  Show 
Works  50;  Goes  Big 

at  Philadelphia  Fox 
PHIADELPHIA,  PA.,  March  16.— 

“Syncopation  Frolic,”  a   musical  extrava- 
ganza on  an  elaborate  scale,  headed  the 

hill  at  the  Fox  theatre  last  week  and  with 

the  long  feature,  “The  Dixie  Merchant,” 
presented  a   well  balanced  and  entertaining 
program. 

The  “Frolic”  introduced  an  array  of  50 
entertainers  in  twelve  numbers,  with  music, 
song,  dance  and  jest. 

Sixteen  Syncopated  Sirens  in  “Gappy 
Capers”  and  “Five  Foot  Two,”  who  com- 

prised one  of  the  main  features  of  the  bill 
and  formed  the  background  for  a   number 
of  other  acts,  did  some  excellent  dancing 
and  would  grace  many  of  the  large  musical 

productions.  In  “Five  Foot  Two,”  accom- 
panied by  the  Fox  orchestra,  the  Sirens, 

“ECHOES  OF  ERIN” 

This  proscDtation  v,-iLB  espoolally  arrasged  for 

St.  Patrick’s  Day  but  can  bo  nsed  at  almost  any 

lime,  ll  requires  a   full  stage  sot  and  is  simple, 

being  a   scene  in  rural  Ireland  in  tbe  oldeu 

days.  To  right  stage  is  an  old  Irish  hut  with 

a   thatched  roof.  Running  from  the  side  of 

this  to  left  Btoga  wings  is  a   sot  piece  repre* 

senling  a   cobble  slona  fence.  In  back  of  this  is 

the  back  drop  showing  a   lake  with  hills  in  the 

background.  Tlie  performers  are  dressed  in  the 

old  Irish  costumes  of  long  ago,  the  men  hav- 

ing knee  trousers,  short  coals  and  high  hats. 

Some  have  capes  on. 

The  scene  can  open  showing  a   couple  doing 

an  Irish  jig  or  reel.  Then  (if  you  have  the 

facilities  and  resources)  a   two  wheeled  Irish 

earl  drawn  by  a   burro  appears  from  left  siago. 

An  Irish  lass  is  seated  in  the  cart  and  a   man 

walks  alongside.  When  they  roach  center  stags 

he  sings  “The  Low-backed  Car.”  or  othor  Irish 

songs  such  as  “Killamoy,”  “When  Irish  Eyes 

Are  Smiling,”  “Mother  Machree,”  “A  Little  Bit 

of  Heaven,”  and  others  can  bo  arranged  and 

sung  with  other  people  you  might  have  In  the 

act.  As  a   finole  have  all  the  performers  doling 

an  Irish  Jig. 

For  small  theatres,  ones  that  simply  have  an 

apron  stage  and  want  to  pul  on  something  spe* 

in  red  and  white  costumes,  made  a   hit 
with  the  audience. 

Eddie  Brown  and  Harry  Bailey,  in  strik- 
ing green  costumes,  did  a   clever  bit  of  toe 

dancing  to  the  tune  of  “Do'wn  by  the  Wine- 
gar  Woiks.”  Henry  Gilbert  and  Violet 
Wimp  won  applause  by  the  manner  in 
which  they  played  their  ukeleles  and  sang 

“Want  a   Little  Lovin’  ”   and  “Bam,  Bam, 
Bammy  Shore.”  A   unique  dance  was  given 
by  Stanley  Clay  and  Anna  May  with  tlie 
Sirens  in  the  background. 

Billie  Busby  and  Muriel  Haymen,  in  filmy 
draperies,  first  gave  a   graceful  dance  to  the 

accompaniment  of  “Humoresque”  and  then 
appeared  in  a   parody  of  their  first  number 
and  kept  the  audience  in  an  uproar  with 
their  antics.  This  was  a   successful  number. 

Freddie  Lyons  and  Jimmie  Wakefield  are 
funsters  who  were  really  funny.  They  sang 

a   clever  song,  “Papa  Was  Right,”  and  their dancing  was  good. 
As  a   finale,  six  dancers  in  large  pannier 

skirts  danced  about  a   platform  on  which 

were  grouped  the  Sirens  singing  “In  the 
Middle  of  the  Night.”  The  theatre  was then  darkened  and  the  costumes  were  seen 
to  be  luminous,  the  whole  presenting  a 
beautiful  tableau. 

There  were  a   number  of  other  enter- 
tainers of  merit  and  the  whole  production 

was  so  well  mounted  and  staged  and  the 
numbers  so  varied  that  there  was  not  a 
dragging  moment  in  the  whole  program. 

Peggy  Cornell  and 
Red  Heads  Go  Over; 

Bill  Pruitt  Is  Hit 

DENVER,  COL.,  March  16.— Peggy 
Cornell  and  her  Five  Red  Heads,  a   dancing 

and  singing  act,  was  the  choice  of  the 

Colorado  theatre  for  its  presentation  num- 
ber last  week.  The  act  was  crowded  with 

dancing  numbers,  considering  the  time  oc- 
cupied— five  dances  and  three  songs  in  15 

minutes.  The  songs,  however,  accompanied 
certain  of  the  dances. 

The  presentation,  on  the  whole,  was  very 
entertaining,  cleverly  arranged,  and  eacTi 

dancer  an  expert.  The  favor  of  the  au- 
dience was  gained  in  the  opening  dance  in 

which  all  five  appeared  in  a   classical  Greek 
dance  effectively  using  large,  beautifully 

cial  March  17,  hero  Is  a   simplo  and  inaxpeasive 

idea.  Have  a   male  singer  dressed  in  Irish  Cos- 

tume singing  an  Irish  song  and  spotted  from  the 

booth  with  a   green  shamrock  spot.  This  can 

be  cut  out  of  cardboard  by  your  operator  and 

faced  with  green  gelatine. 

"ON  THE  NILE” 

This  can  be  used  with  a   dancer  only,  a 

female  singer,  or  both.  Set  about  three  are 

two  stops  extending  clear  across  tho  stage.  On 

top  of  these  are  two  or  four  columns  (accord- 

ing to  the  size  of  your  stage)  rising  to  the 

borders.  Behind  is  a   drop  showing  the  Nile 

River  of  Egypt,  across  the  bank  of  which  is 

shown  either  a   sphinx  or  a   pyramid.  The  scene 

should  be  lighted  in  greens  and  blues  and  ripple 

can  be  played  against  the  river.  Center  stage 

is  placed  a   couch  on  which  a   woman  in 

Egyptian  attire  is  soon  reclining.  On  each  side 

of  her  on  tho  stairs  is  a   bronze  guard  fanning 

her  with  Egyptian  fans  on  long  handles  and 

made  to  represent  poacock  feathers. 

If  you  use  both  dancer  and  vocalist  the 

dancer  in  scant  attire  should  be  put  on  first 

with  a   Salome  dance.  Then  the  singer  who 

has  been  lying  on  tho  couch  rises  and  comes  to 

the  front  singing  the  “Meditation”  from “Thais.” 

colored  veils.  The  “Dance  of  the  Cym- 
bals” also  was  received  with  much  ap- 

plause. 

Peggy  Cornell  did  the  singing,  which  was 
very  good.  The  act  was  third  on  a   long 

program  featuring  “Bluebeard’s  Seven 

Wives.” 

Bill  Pruitt,  the  singing  cowboy,  also  is 

appearing  at  the  Colorado,  for  an  engage- 
ment of  a   few  weeks.  Pruitt,  a   favorite 

with  theatregoers  here,  has  made  several 
local  appearances  and  each  time  his  clear 
tenor  voice  receives  thunderous  applause. 
He  is  considered  a   sure  bet  among  theatre 

managers  here.  Irish  songs  are  his  choice. 
He  occupies  about  eight  minutes,  part  of 
which  time  is  in  conjunction  with  the 

novelty  number  of  Schuerman’s  Colorado orchestra. 

Last  week  he  appeared  with  “Bluebeard’s 
Seven  Wives,”  the  long  feature  picture, 
and  “Thanks  for  the  Buggy  Ride,”  the 
novelty  number  by  the  orchestra.  He  ap- 

pears in  cowboy  costume. 

Unknown  with  Good 

Voice  Takes  Most 

Applause  at  State 
DETROIT,  MICH.,  March  16.— An  un- 

programmed actor,  in  fact  one  of  the  State 
stage  hands,  won  the  biggest  hand  last  week 
in  connection  with  the  weekly  revue  staged 

at  this  theater  by  Fred  Stritt  and  “Herb 
and  His  Bunch.”  This  man,  possessing  a 
very  fine  voice,  offered  two  song  numbers 
that  scored  heaviI3^ 
Herb  and  his  band  continue  to  entertain 

well,  offering  a   new  program  of  songs, 
music  and  dancing.  Fred  Stritt  as  usual 
was  host  and  interlocutor,  and  presented 
a   new  line  of  patter  and  songs. 

A   dancer  billed  as  Virginia  did  two  spe- 
cial numbers,  while  Bob  Carter  was  held 

over  in  his  smart  acrobatic  turn. 

Warner  and  Costin, 

Dorothy  Eliingson 
Work  in  Style  Show 

OMAHA,  NEB.,  March  16. — A   spring 
style  show  timed  simultaneously  with 
“Wonderful  Windows  Week”  in  Omaha 
was  the  stage  attraction  at  the  Strand, 

effectively  staged  by  Manager  Art  Cun- 
ningham. He  cooperated  with  the 

Thompson-Belden  department  store.  The 
stage  setting  was  a   garden  scene, 
through  which  mannequins  wound  their 
sinuous  way.  Dorothy  Eliingson  sang 

solos  pleasingly  during  style  show  in- 
termissions, while  the  Warner  and  Costin 

team  of  harmony  singers  entertained 

well.  The  feature  film  was  “Miss  Brew- 

ster’s Millions.” 

Team  and  2   Singles 
Held  for  Extra  Week 

at  Madison,  Detroit 
DETROIT,  MICH..  March  16.— “The 

Song  Shop,”  featuring  Taylor  and  Hawks, 
Charlotte  Myers  and  Mary  Tudor,  was 
held  over  again  last  week  at  the  Madison 

with  good  results. 
The  act  was  plainly  set  and  Taylor  and 

Hawks,  assisted  by  Miss  Myers,  offered 
some  new  song  numbers,  individually  and 
in  duet,  that  pleased  the  audience.  Miss 

Tudor’s  piano  solos  also  won  much  ap- 

plause. 

Roesner  Conducts  at  Dance 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

SAN  FRANCISCO.  CAL..  March  16.— 
Walter  Roesner,  orchestra  conductor  at 

Loew’s  Warfield  theatre,  led  the  dance  or- 
chestra at  a   recent  Moose  annual  dance. 

He  also  gave  his  interpretation  of  the 
Charleston. 

Presentation  Ideas 
By  F.  LANGDON  MORGAN 
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Exhibitor 
Interest 

PXHIBITOR  interest  in  ‘‘The Studio'*  prompts  the  expan- 
sion noted  herewith.  Letters  be- 

speaking appreciation  of  this  sec- 
tion  as  a   studio-theatre  link  are 

printed  upon  inside  pages.  Plans 

are  under  way  for  development 

of  additional  service  features 

called  for  by  exhibitor  and  pro- 
fessior^  need. 

One  month  after  its  inaugura- 
tion the  copy  service  provided  by 

“Heraldl*  representatives  at  the 
studio  is  found  to  be  in  general 

use  by  theatre  men  and  news- 

papers. No  other  publication  devoted 
to  the  studio  has  met  with  the 

spontaneous  acclaim  accorded  this 
section.  Expansion  ejected  this 
month  is  but  a   first  step  toward 

acknowledgement  of  that  wel- 

come. — JT.  R.  fp'. 

4 ii 

> 
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ERNST  LUBITSCR  is  now  preporing 
hia  next  reieose  for  Wam«r  Brolhera. 

NORMAN  TAUROC  hoa  signed  again 

aa  senior  direesor  for  EdueaUonal 

JIMMIE  ADAMS  wifi  bo  seen  star* 
ring  in  Christie  eomedios  for  Edu- 

cational release  this  aeasoa. 

RAY  JUNE  has  Just  finished  camera 
work  OB  “The  Unknown  Soldier” 
for  Pro-Dis-Co- 

HARECV  LANGDON  has  Just  finished 

“Tramp,  Tramp,  Tramp”  for  First 
Nslioital. 
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ALL  AROUND  FRYING  TAN:  Fiod  Thomson 

—Played  this  Ncvi.'  Year's.  Ran  it  just  one  day 

and  am  soi-ry  I   didn't  play  it  longer  Silver  King 

U   horse  I've  seen  act.  Pleased  the 

largest  crowd  I've  ever  had.  Hope  Fred  and  Silvcr 

King  make  some  more  like  this.  Six  reels. — 
Peter  Bifnrcitn,  Family  theatre,  Attica,  N   Y. — Gei  «ral  paronage. 

THE  WILD  BULL’S  LAIR;  Fred  Thomson— 

Lota  of  action.  Can't  help  but  please  Your 

crowd  will  tell  you  it's  good.  Six  reels. — Harmon 
A   McNabb,  Rex  theatre,  Orchard,  Neb. — Small 

town  p-.itrnnnOB 

«   -   V 

0/rf 

THE  BANDIT’S  BABY:'  Fred  Thomson— Splen. 

IK'--  IV  '   ’   sood :   fine ;   great  and  so  on.  Everybody 

on*^'‘yO»  pleased,  including  myself,  for  we  liad  a   full Aot' ^   VO  ̂ 4  picasca,  inciuains  myscji,  lor  we  j»au  u   lun 

vV'®  ,   t'h®^  Vet'*''®*  ft"  ̂   ftS  \   house  once  more.  Silver  King  walked  oIT  with  all 

yc®^  ̂ e,  ^   ''i  .V  laurels.  He  does  everything  but  talk.  Any 

ftft^ S'*  Qeftct*' exhibitor  passing  up  these  Thomson's  Is  surely 
vo  .yXs letting  a   good  thing  get  by  him.  Five  reels. — 

'"®.  \,o'i®'‘'  » .vW'  A.  N.  Miles,  Eminence  theatre,  Eminence,  ICy. — 
tl"*  «ob  b®  \£VtO^^  flanAf'sl  nntrj\nfie’A 

''’‘■or,. 

^«fr. 

Wte 

iy
- 

' 

FRED  THOJEION 
PRODUCTION/ 
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Rain  Slows  Western  Production; 

Eastern  Production  Units  Busy 

Waiting  Upon 
Good  Weather 

By  RAY  MURRAY 

HOLLYWOOD,  Mar.  16.— Rainy 

weather  has  held  up  production  on 

the  West  Coast  as  far  as  making  ex- 

terior stuff  is  concerned,  but  many 

hig  productions  are  being  prepared 

and  every  studio  will  be  going  full 

tilt  as  soon  as  the  weather  clears. 

Two  important  productions  have  gone 

into  work  at  Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer  stu- 

dios, viz.,  “Toto,”  John  M.  Stalil’s  initial 

picture  under  his  new  M-G-M  contract, 

and  "Love’s  Blindness,”  Elinor  Glyn’s 
newest  story.  Antonio  Moreno  has  the 

leading  role  in  the  Glyn  story.  Among 

the  notable  productions  scheduled  for 

early  production  are  "Money  Talks”  which
 

Archie  Mayo  will  direct;  “Lovey  Mary” 

with  Bessie  Love;  "Bardelys  the  Mag- 

nificent,” a   Sabatini  story  to  be  directed 

by  King  Vidor;  “The  Red  Mill,
”  a 

Marion  Davies-Cosmopolitan  feature ; 

"The  Flaming  Forest,”  written  by  James 
Oliver  Curwood,  and  to  be  directed  by 

Reginald  Barker,  his  first  under  his  new 

M-G-M  contract;  "The  Temptress,”  a 

Cosmopolitan  production  of  Vincente 

Blasco  Ibanez’  novel  to  be  directed  by 
Mauritz  Stiller  with  Antonio  Moreno, 

Greta  Garbo  and  an  all-star  cast.  Clar- 

ence Brown  has  transferred  his  staff  to. 

the  Metro-Goldwyn  lot  to  screen  Robert 

W.  Service’s  romance,  “The  Trail  of 

’98.”  Marcel  DeSano  is  to  direct  "In 

Praise  of  James  Garrabine”  and  Tod 

Browning  will  make  “The  Four  Strag- 

glers.” 
Hobart  Henley’s  next  will  be  “Bellamy 

the  Magnificent,”  and  a   big  fire  picture 
with  Charles  Ray  will  be  made  next 

month  in  cooperation  with  the  fire  chiefs 

of  America  and  Canada.  The  title  of  the 

latter  is  now  being  chosen  in  a   competi- 

tion being  conducted  by  the  fire  depart- 
ments. Maurice  Tourneur  will  make 

“The  Mystery  Island,”  an  under-water 

version  of  Jules  Verne’s  famous  ro- mance. 

Beautiful  sets  adorn  the  various  Metro- 

Goldwyn  stages  at  present  for  “The 
Scarlet  Letter,”  in  which  Lillian  Gish  is 
being  starred,  while  other  stages  have  a 
distinct  college  atmosphere  due  to  Jack 

Conway’s  production  of  “Browm  of  Har- 

vard.” Warners  Making  Six 

A   season  of  unusual  activity  prevails 
at  the  Warner  Bros,  studio  where  a   half 

dozen  pictures  are  in  work.  Commodore 

J.  Stuart  Blackton  has  just  finished  "Hell 
Bent  For  Heaven,”  featuring  Patsy  Ruth 
Miller,  John  Harron,  Gardner  James  and 
Wilfred  North.  He  will  next  make 

“Passionate  Quest.” 

Having  completed  “Don  Juan,”  John 
Barrymore  will  begin  work  next  on 

Sabatini’s  classic,  “The  Tavern  Knight” 
from  a   scenario  by  Bess  Meredyth.  It 
will  be  directed  by  Alan  Crosland.  Jack 

(,Co7itmued  on  page  78) 

STUDIO  MAIL 
Exhibitor  letters  attest  the 

wholesome  welcome  accorded 

this  .monthly  section  of  the 

“Herald.”  Two  that  are  repre- 
sentative follow: 

“Just  a   few  lines  to  tell  you  how  I 
enjoy  reading  the  Studio  Section  of 

the  "Herald.”  It  certainly  is  interest- 
ing and  it  brings  the  exhibitor  closer 

to  the  production  end.  I   know  that 

every  exhibitor  appreciates  this  added 
section  and  here  is  hoping  for  your 
continued  success. 

"JAMES  D.  KENNEDY, 
"Apollo  Theatre, 

"Indianapolis,  Ind.” 

Mr.  Kennedy’s  appreciation 
and  well  wishes  were  addressed 

to  Ray  Murray,  West  Coast 

representative  of  “The  Studio.” 

The  following  letter  was  ad- 
dressed to  the  home  office  of  the 

“Herald,”  for  forwarding  in  this 
manner  to  Fred  Thomson: 

“Fred  Thomson: 

"We  want  to  thank  you,  Fred, 
through  the  columns  of  our  favorite 

trade  paper,  the  ‘Herald,’  for  the  beau- 
tiful autographed  picture  of  yourself 

so  handsomely  framed  that  reached  us 
in  perfect  condition.  I   thought  you 
were  kidding  us  when  you  told  us 

how  you  liked  our  reports  and  Eow 
those  reports  encouraged  you  in  future 
productions.  Now  comes  your  picture 

and  we  don’t  mind  telling  you  that 
we  are  mighty  proud  of  it. 

"It  hangs  in  a   prominent  place  and 
whenever  a   Fred  Thomson  picture  is 

shown  it  is  hung  in  the  box  office  so 

that  every  Thomson  fan  may  see  it 
when  buying  a   ticket. 

“You  are  the  first  star  to  openly  tell 
exhibitors  that  their  reports  serve  as 

guidance  in  preparing  your  future 
productions.  Good  luck  to  you  and 

Silver  King,  and  success  to  you  in 

your  new  series. 

“GUNTHER  &   METZGER, 
“Palace  Theatre, 

“Syracuse,  Neb.” 

Greys  and  Wrights  Top 
List  of  Small  Towns  Money 
Makers;  Comedy  Drama  Next 

Situated  in  a   small  town  as  I   am  it  is 

necessary  for  me  to  use  practically  all 

types  of  pictures  in  order  to  please  every- 
one at  least  a   part  of  the  time. 

Outdoor  pictures  of  the  better  class  top 
the  list  as  money  makers.  By  this  I   mean 

such  as  Zane  Grey  and  Harold  Bell  Wright 

stories.  Curwood’s  stories  go  very  well  too. 
Fast  moving  comedy  dramas  come  next 

on  the  list  as  money  makers.  I   must  show 

only  clean,  wholesome  pictures  to  please  the 

majority,  no  vulgar,  smutty  stuff  is  needed 
to  make  any  picture  good,  is  my  opinion. 

S.  G.  IHDE,  Photoplay,  Ashland,  Kansas. 

Paramount  at 

Work  Turning 

Out  Schedule 

By  JOHN  S.  SFARGO 

NEW  YORK,  Mar.  16. — An  impos- 

ing array  of  pictures  will  be  made  at 

First  National's  New  York  studios 

during  the  coming  Spring  and  Sum- 
mer months  according  to  the  present 

plans  of  this  organization. 
Earl  Hudson  and  A1  Rockett  are  located 

here  and  each  now  has  a   picture  in  pro- 

duction, another  in  preparation  and  sev- 
eral more  all  ready  to  start.  Hudson  at 

this  writing  is  putting  the  finishing  touches 

on  "The  Savage,”  which  is  being  directed 
by  Fred  Newmeyer  and  in  which  Ben  Lyon 

and  May  McAvoy  are  co-featured.  Be- 

tween March  15  and  22  he  will  start  “Mis- 

mates,”  the  screen  version  of  Myron  Fa- 

gan’s stage  play  of  the  same  title.  This 
will  have  Doris  Kenyon  in  the  featured 
role.  Charles  Brabin  will  direct. 

Rockett  now  has  “Puppets”  in  produc- 
tion with  Milton  Sills  in  the  starring  role. 

Gertrude  Olmsted  has  the  featured  fem- 
inine role  and  the  supporting  cast  includes 

Francis  McDonald,  Maltide  Comont,  Wil- 
liam Ricciardi,  Lucian  Prival  and  Nick 

Thompson.  George  Archainbaud  is  direct- 

ing. 

Hudson  to  Make  “Crystal  Cup” 

Following  “Mismates”  Hudson  will  make 
"The  Crystal  Cup,”  adapted  from  Gertrude 

Atherton’s  novel  of  the  same  title.  Dor- 
othy Mackaill,  Lloyd  Hughes  and  Jack  Mul- 

hall  have  been  tentatively  chosen  for  the 

leading  roles.  This  will  be  followed  by 

"The  Lying  Truth,”  an  original  story  by 
Ralph  Spence.  It  is  a   comedy  and  tenta- 

tively has  been  selected  as  a   starring  ve- 
hicle for  Milton  Sills.  At  the  completion 

of  "The  Lying  Truth”  Leon  Errol  will  be 

back  to  complete  "The  Lunatic  at  Large,” 
which  was  held  up  when  he  had  to  leave 

New  York  \vith  his  musical  comedy.  Errol 

will  do  another  comedy  on  the  completion 

of  "The  Lunatic  at  Large.” 

When  Rockett  completes  “Puppets”  he 
will  start  “Subway  Sadie,”  an  adaptation  of 

Mildred  Cram’s  story,  “Sadie  of  the  Des- 

ert.” This  will  have  Dorothy  Mackaill  in 

the  title  role  with  Jack  Mulhall  in  the  fea- 

tured male  part.  Al  Santell  will  direct.  An- 

other picture,  not  yet  announced,  will  fol- 

low this  one,  with  “The  Shiek  of  Florida,” 
a   comedy  with  Ben  Lyon  in  the  title  role, 

as  the  next.  Al  Santell  will  direct.  "Bed 

and  Board”  will  probably  be  the  next  for 
Rockett  after  this. 

In  the  cutting  room  is  "Men  of  Steel,” 
the  big  steel  special  which  was  filmed  in 
the  steel  mills  of  the  Tennessee  Coal  and 

Iron  Company  at  Birmingham,  Alabama. 

Milton  Sills  wro-te  this  story  from  a   sug- 

gestion received  from  R.  G.  Kirk’s  short 
story,  “United  States  Flavor.”  Enthusiasm 
is  running  high  at  the  studios  over  this 

picture  which  will  be  one  of  the  biggest 
(Continued  on  page  79) 
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HOPE  HAMPTON 
Hope  Hampton's  beauty,  artistry,  and  cbarm  in  the 

"Marionettes"  has  established  her  the  most  perfect  and 
desirable  subject  for  hlms  in  color. 
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DICK  BARTHEL. 
MESS  was  in 

Chicago  but 

didn’t  stay  long 
enough  to  give 

out  any  inter- 
views. 

JUNE  MATHIS 

was  with  her  hus- 

b   a   n   d,  Balboni, 

on  a   trip  to  New 

'^ork,  their  first, 
by  the  way,  since 
their  marriage. 

JOSEPH 
SCHENCKsaid 

he  would  trans- 
act a   lot  of 

business  afiairs 

while  in  New 

York,  oot  hav- 
ing been  there 

for  four  months. 

JOHN  GILBERT 

was  plenty 

happy  with  the 
premiere  of 
“La  Boheme” 

just  witnessed 
in  New  York. 

Norma  Shearer 
and  her  mother 
were  in  the 

same  party. 

NORMA  TAL- 
MADGE  visited 

Chicago  with 
her  husband 

Joseph  Schenek, 

said  “hello”  to 
the  reporters, 
and  then 

“good-bye.” 

HARRY  LANG- 

DON  was  justi- 
fiedly  pleased 
with  the  results 

of  his  previews 

of  “T  ramp, 

Tramp,  Tramp.” 

MARION  FAIR- 
FAX who  is  a 

writer  and  who 

is  Tully  Mar- 
shall’s wife  ac- 

companied her 
husband  to 
New  York  with 

the  print  of 

“Desert  Heal- 

er.” 

WHERE  the ‘‘Golden 

State 

Limited^^ MEETS  the 
“Twentieth 

Century’^ jJTHUMBNAiL  News  About 
Studio  People  Visiting 

THE  Home  of  the  Herald 

During  the  Month. 

ALMA  RUBENS 

was  pretty  ill 

the  day  she  ar- 
rived but  Chi- 
cago air  did 

her  a   lot  of 

good. 

TULLY  MAR- 
SHALL was  on 

his  way  to  New 

York  after  com- 

pleting work  in “The  Desert 

Healer”  which 
was  opened  in 
the  East. 

M   A   R   Y   P I   C   K- 
FORD  was 

pretty  as  ever 
and  expressed 
the  thought 

that  she  was 

glad  to  see  Chi- 
cago again. 

WALLACE 

BEERY  came 

and  went  on  bis 

way  West.  A 

good  natured  fel- 
low, he  made  a 

lot  of  friends 

among  the  news- 

papermen. 

DOUG  FAIR- BANKS was  as 

usual  in  high 

spirits  on  his 
first  lap  of  a 

round-the-world 

trip. 

[RVING  THaL 
BERG  spent 

the  afternoon 
taking  one 

more  look  at 
“The  Big  Par- 

ade.” Couldn’t 

go  a   week without  seeing 
it. 

C   REIGHTON HALE  was  in, 

said  “hello”  to  a “Herald”  man, 

and  hopped  on  a 
train. 

ESTELLE  TAY- 
LOR was  bound 

f   o,r  Hollywood 

with  Jack  Demp- 

sey. She  planned 

to  begin  produc- tion work  at 
once. 

CARL  LAEM- 
MLE  was  West- 

ward bound  for 

the  dinner 

which  cele- 
brates  his  20th 

year  in  pic- 
tures. 

WALTER  HIERS 

decided  when 

he  got  in  Chi- cago he’d  stay 
awhile  and  ap- 

pear at  theatres a   couple  of 
weeks. 

THEDA  BARA 

came  in  unex- 

pectedly on  the same  train  with 

the  ̂ chencks. 
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CHUCK  REISNER  is  now  dlr«fS- 

Ing  “The  Better  OIo”  for  War- 
ner Brothers  distribution.  John 

Mesenll  Is  the  cameraman  for  the 

Ernst  Lnbiiseh  production.  Guess 

who  the  ladj  is. 

BUCK  JONTS.  Fox  plarer,  In 

“"itirty  Below  Zero.”  He  Is  now- 
spending  a   few  days  In  the  East. 

Hope  Hampton,  the  screen's  foremost  colorist  and  the  pioneer  among 
the  cinema  stars  of  polychromatic  photography,  was  one  of  the  hrst 

to  congralnlaie  Douglas  Fairbanks  after  the  premier  performance  of 

“The  Black  Firatc,"  which  was  done  throughout  in  Technicolor. 

Hope  Hampton's  recent  “The  Marionettes,”  which  was  released  by 
Educational,  was  done  in  Technicolor.  iCfter  the  first  presentation 

of  “The  Marionettes”  at  the  Rialto  theatre  the  critics,  os  well  as  the 

publie,  proclaimed  it  a   masterpiece  of  color  photography.  Hope 

Hampton's  artistry  and  charm  in  this  short  phantasy  were  accorded 
the  highest  praise.  It  will  be  surprising  and  disappointing  if  Hops 

Hampton  does  not  appear  in  a   full  length  polychrome  production 

during  the  coming  year;  and  reports  would  seem  to  indicate  that 

she  will,  as  rumor  is  rife  that  one  of  the  big  producing  companies 

is  already  negotiating  with  her  manager  for  a   contract. 

SALLY  ANN  Carewo  with  her 

mamma,  Mary  Akin,  and  her 

proud  father,  Edwin  Carewe,  di> 
rector  for  First  National.  The 

child  was  but  several  days  old 

when  the  picture  was  taken. 

DANNY  O’SHEA  is  the  clover 

fellow  appearing  in  Mack  Sen- 
nett  comedies  for  Pathe. 

RICHARD  BARTHELMESS  with  his  leading  woman  in  “Ranson's  Folly” 
posed  for  this  photo  on  the  First  National  set.  Dick  has  recently 

signed  to  make  eight  pictures  for  First  National. 

LINCOLN  STEDMAN  (standing),  his  mother,  Myrtle  Stedmaa,  and  his 

grondfathcr  L.  W.  Lincoln,  who  has  retired  from  his  business  in  Chicago 

at  the  ago  of  82. 
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Film  Flashes 
Th®  Photoplay  Iheatr®  In  Keos* 

vlUe.  N.  T.  lun  by  Pci«k‘  Corilan. 
did  Its  pan  In  raisin?  funds  lonard 
repUclue  Iho  church  ihal  was 
burned  to  tho  graund  recently.  Tlie 

tnonoy  raised  by  Mr.  Cordon,  lii  a 
benefit  at  his  theatre,  wll  ho  used 
toward  buying  &   bell  (or  the  new 
edifice. 

First  National  Pictures  will  en- 

joy tM  greatest  production  season 
In  its  history,  an  oapcndltiiro  of 
nearly  (S,000  OOs)  on  forUicomlng 
pictures  will  bo  made,  and  accord* 
ing  to  John  McCormIcli,  general 
manager  of  lh«  West  Coasf  produc- 

Jon  activities'  of  the  orsanlsatlon, 

^e  will  bs'many  new  units  on  the •hlfi  80  days. 

to  big  pictu' 

the  'West  Coast  sitldloa  of  Iho  First 

ffatidnal  company,' 

, Bobby  Ycrnan  'ull  be  seen  in  a   I 

new  comedy  soon  c.idrd  •   ('.ago  Me" III  which  lie  |3  Mid  10  pi'csent  the 
Iasi  word  In  di^ty  IicIkIiIs  -lufC  wlivn 
ho  Imngs  from  a   (Ugpolc  inpc  about 
ctcveii  stories  off  ih*'  •ground.  In  the 

new  comedy  .'Vfrnon  pUys  a   bell- 
boy In  a   hole!  ivh>  gets  mixed  up 

v'Jih  aonio  inventors  o(  &   lauglilng 
gas  app.ar.-itus  w'hlih  starts  most  of 
ilio  trouble. 

Mary  Plrkford’  Iibb  finally  com- 

pleted her  neW  picture,  "Sparrows.” 
and  Is  hoW  In  New  York  preparo' 
.lory  to  salting  with  her  huslland. 
Douglas  Fairbanks,  for  a   two  yeary 
vacation  overseas..  This  productli 
rit’.ld  to  bo  tho  best  sbe  ever 

•0  titan  seven  raa: 

Cort^-Falrbunhs  Studio  by  a   atari 

tape  -ts 

.\ii  milro  Mvamp  w.-l^-  built 
Spanows’  under  the  ditccilcn  o'V 
Hevy  m.ici  .VTorc  than  CoO  ti' 

wc.e  lraii.«i>l.inlej 

Fifty  wembn-.s  of  the  National ' 
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Exhibitors  and  Editors  Find 

Studio  News  Valuable  Service 
Newman  at  Elgin,  111.,  and  D.  A.  McKenzie,  Courier-News 
Publisher,  Co-operate ;   Special  Department  Starting  in  Daily 

EXIIIBITORS  are  finding  tlie  “Copy  Service”  in  “The  Studio”  of the  “Herald”  an  invaluable  asset  in  obtaining  complete  co-operation 
with  newspapers.  One  of  the  most  striking  instances  of  effective  tieups 

between  theatre  owner  and  newspaper  editor  is  the  case  of  Will  Newman, 

manager  of  the  Great  States  theatres  at  Elgin,  111.,  and  D.  A.  McKenzie,  pub- 
lisher of  the  Courier-News. 

WILL  NEWMAN 

“t/.  S.  Censorship  Is  Tool 

of  Foreign  Producers/^ States  Director  Brown 
AMERICANS  who  are  active  in  propa- 
YT  ganda  favoring  a   more  stringent  cen- 

sorship of  motion  pictures  are  unconscious- 
ly playing  into  the  hands  of  European  pro- 

ducers, who  plan  to  steal  one  of  our 
largest  industries,  according  to  Clarence 
Brown,  the  producer  director. 

Calling  attention  to  the  fact  that  Euro- 
pean producers  are  endeavoring  to  elim- 
inate the  preponderance  of  Hollywood 

films  through  legislature  and  other  means. 
Brown  states  that  increased  censorship 
will  make  competition  so  much  harder  to 
overcome. 

In  most  countries  of  Europe,  American 

pictures  form  about  nine-tenths  of  the 
cinema  house  programs,  Brown  declares. 

Farina  Back  After  Illness 

Farina  has  returned  to  his  dressing room  at  the  Hal  Roach  studios  after 
an  illness  of  three  weeks  and  will  be 

ready  to  v/ork  in  the  next  “Our  Gan^’ 
picture,  which  Robert  McGowan  will  start 
within  a   week. 

D.  A.  McKenzie 

“   '^HERE  is  a   definite  reader  interest 
-L  in  the  activities  of  the  motion  pic- 

ture people,”  said  Mr.  McKenzie,  who  was 
enthusiastic  about  the  nature  of  the  mate- 

rial appearing  in  “The  Studio”  under  the 
caption  “By  Herald  Representatives  at  the 
Studio.”  “From  the  number  of  inquiries 
received  by  me  from  subscribers  I   know 
that  a   definite  proportion  of  our  readers 
want  to  know  what  the  stars  and  the  other 

people  in  the  business  are  doing.  Where 
the  reading  material  is  just  the  same  as 
the  advertisements  it  should  run  along- 

side the  ads  and  be  paid  for  at  the  same 
rate.  But  news  of  the  people  who  are 

making  pictures  is  legitimate  reading  ma- 
terial for  our  subscribers.  They  want^  it 

and  they  tell  me  about  it  if  I   don’t  print 

it.” 

Special  Department  Starting 
Concrete  evidence  of  workable  coopera- 

tion is  shown  by  John  E.  Thompson,  city 
editor  of  the  Courier-News,  who  is  starting 

a   special  department  in  the  Courier-News 
carrying  items  culled  from  the  Herald 
service.  Frank  Omick,  who  handles  the 
publicity  and  advertising  for  Mr.  Newman, 
is  also  jubilant  over  the  material  provided 
in  “The  Studio”  and  the  ease  with  which 
it  can  be  converted  into  newspaper  copy. 

City  Editor  Thompson  sees  in  the  items 
in  the  Herald  service  a   real  benefit  to  the 

busy  newspaperman.  In  the  first  place  Mr. 

Thompson  welcomes  the  information  na- ture of  the  material. 
“One  trouble  with  much  of  the  copy 

that  comes  to  the  average  newspaper  desk 
is  that  there  are  too  many  superlatives 

in  it.  Everything  is  ‘best’  in  a   lot  of  that .'5*uff.  I   believe  that  the  material  in  the 
Herald  is  absolutely  dependable  and  it 
shows  itself  as  facts,  not  splurge.  And  I 

believe  the  public  prefers  that  kind  pf  ma- 
terial for  its  reading  on  motion  pictures. 

For  that  reason  I’m  convinced  that  use  of 
this  kind  of  copy  is  a   benefit  to  the  theatre 

owner  as  well.  And  I’m  also  certain  that 

the  matter  is  authentic.” Availability  Is  Factor 

Another  big  factor,  in  Mr.  Thompson's estimation,  is  the  matter  of  availability. 

Instead  of  uncertainty  of  arrival  of  ma- 
terial, Mr.  Thompson  has  on  his  desk  two 

weeks  advance  supply  of  copy,  practically 
every  line  clipped  from  the  Hollywood 
and  New  York  columns  of  studio  news  in 
the  Herald.  Each  page  has  its  release 
date,  and  It  is  all  ready  for  the  printer. 

A   third  beneficial  angle,  as  Mr.  Thomp- 
son sees  it,  is  the  brevity  of  the  items. 

Every  bit  of  information  is  compactly 
squeezed  into  a   single  paragraph.  That 
means  that  when  the  makeup  man  starts 

“pouring  the  type  into  the  form”  he  can make  the  material  fit  the  space  available 
with  a   minimum  of  time  and  effort.  There 
is  no  need  of  cutting,  either  before  or 
after  setting  the  items  in  type,  and  the 

necessity  of  cutting  often  means  thro'wing 
out  the  story  altogether  in  a   busy  news- 

paper plant.  Such  items  of  this  service 
material  as  are  not  used  one  day  can  be 
made  use  of  the  next  day  with  no  changes, 

unless  where  reference  is  made  to  a   cur- rent billing. 

^   Material  Welcomed 
Mr.  Newman  and  Omick  welcome  the 

material  for  much  the  same  reasons  as 
Mr.  McKenzie  and  Thompson.  Here  is 

Omick’s  procedure  in  the  handling  of  the 

copy.  When  the  Herald  with  the  “Studio Section”  arrives  he  runs  through  the  col- 
umns of  material  in  the  department  headed 

“By  Herald  Representatives  at  the  Studio” for  such  items  as  refer  to  directors,  stars, 

cameramen  or  others  concerned  in  the  mak- 

ing of  pictures  in  his  current  billings.  He 
has  at  his  fingertips  the  titles  of  pictures 
billed  into  the  Elgin  theatres  of  Great 

States  Lr  the  next  two  weeks.  He  makes 

a   marginal  notation  of  these  and  then  ap- 

plies the  shears.  Each  item  is  clipped  sep- 

arately and  those  with  reference  to  cur- 

rent billings  are  pasted  up  first.  He  in- 
serts in  these  items  a   sentence  or  phrase 

such  as  “appearing  at  the  Rialto  this  week.” The  Courier-Neivs  is  an  enterprising 

daily  newspaper  which  reaches  every 

newspaper  reader  in  Elgin,  a   city  of  more 

than  33,000,  under  the  capable  direction  of 
Mr.  McKenzie.  It  is  the  only  newspaper 

in  Elgin,  due  to  the  recent  purchase  of  the 
Elgin  Nezos,  and  it  extends  its  influence 

over  a   daily  reading  radius  of  thirty  miles. 
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The  Ret  that  was  built  under  the  supervision  of  Frank  Tuttle  appears  here  as  a   landscape  of  the  Catskills.  The  sol  was  used  in  the  Gloria  Swanson  pie* 

tnre  “The  Uatsmed  Lady'*  for  Famous  Plajers-Lasky. 

A   Studio  Set  for  Swanson ’s  Fitm 

^Untamed  Lady’  Made  Reatistic 
Director  Frank  Tuttle  Pre- 

vents Risk  and  Expense  by 
Erection  of  These  Unusual 

Props 

TVO  DESCRIBE  the  scenery  of which  “The  Untamed  Lady”  was 
produced  one  would  say  it  con- 
sists of  the  beautiful  spots  of  nature 

where  a   royal  vagabond  longs  to 
tramp  and  rest  his  weary  mind.  The 

scenery  shown  in  accompanying  pho- 
tographs breeds  a   spirit  of  wander- 

lust because  of  the  realistic  character 

of  their  jagged  rocks,  cliffs,  towering 

mountains  and  surrounding  foliage. 

But  this  is  a   studio  section,  and  you 
say  these  photos  are  apart  from  studio 

interest. 

Not  so.  These  are  studio  photos. 
In  one  of  the  photos  is  shown  a   closeup 

of  the  12-foot  gap,  a   rocky  abyss  over 
which  a   horse  with  Gloria  Swanson  astride, 
leaped  in  one  of  the  spectacular  scenes  in 

the  star’s  newest  Paramount  production, 
“The  Untamed  Lady.”  In  this  same  se- 

quence Lawrence  Gray’s  horse  in  pursuit 
of  the  star  balks  on  the  edge  of  the  chasm, 
pitching  Gray  head  foremost  to  the  rocks 
below. 

The  stunt’s  hazards  were  regarded  as 
unnecessarily  dangerous  if  done  in  the  ac- 

tual spot  in  the  Catskills  called  for  by  the 
script.  Too  many  thousands  of  dollars  in 
production  costs  would  be  at  stake.  And 
by  far, too  great  a   risk  would  be  put  on 
human  life. 

For  these  reasons  Frank  Tuttle,  director, 
decided  to  make  the  sequence  in  the  studio. 
The  result  of  the  decision  was  the  largest 

Malcolm  MacGregor  appears  In  the  photograph  here  on  the  set  Improvised  by  Frank  Tuttle, 
Paramount  director,  in  the  studio. 

set  ever  built  at  the  Long  Island  studio. 
It  is  also  declared  to  be  not  only  the 
largest  but  also  the  most  realistic  by  those 
who  have  seen  it. 

The  set,  which  was  built  under  the  direc- 
tion of  Fred  Waller,  extended  across  the 

entire  width  of  the  studio  floor,  125  feet. 
The  set  was  300  feet  long.  Very  heavy 
timbers  were  required  in  construction  for 
the  set  had  to  sustain  the  weight  of  sev- 

eral people  and  two  racing  horses. 
A   miniature  mountain  pass,  placed  on 

a   platform  100  feet  from  the  big  set,  gave 
the  effect  of  distance  in  the  long  shots. 
The  production  has  been  completed  and 

cut  and  the  next  one,  “Fine  Manners,”  has 
been  begun.  In  this  picture  Eugene  O’Brien 
plays  opposite  Swanson.  It  is  an  adapta- 

tion of  the  original  storv  by  James  Ash- 
more Creelman  and  Frank  Vreeland. 

Frank  Tuttle  is  the  director  and  the  pic- 
ture is  under  the  su''«rvision  of  Townsend 

Martin.  William  La  Baron,  associate  pro- 
ducer, is  in  charge  of  five  productions. 

Mary  May  Make  Picture 
Directed  by  Lubitsch  in 

Europe;  Leaves  April  3 

l\/fRS.  CHARLOTTE  PICKFORD, mother  of  the  famous  Mary,  has 

been  taken  to  Pickfair,  the  home  of  her 

daughter,  after  an  operation  at  a   Los 
Angeles  hospital  and  is  well  on  the  way 
to  recovery. 

Mrs.  Pickford,  accompanied  by  "Lit- 
tle Mary,”  will  sail  for  New  York  later,  and 

the  entire  party  will  embark  April  3 
for  Naples. 

They  will  spend  some  time  in  Italy, 

later  going  to  Paris  and  Spain.  Dur- 
ing their  stay  in  Europe  Miss  Pickford 

expects  to  make  a   picture  which  may 
be  directed  by  Ernst  Lubitsch.  Scenes 
for  this  picture,  it  is  expected,  will  be 
made  in  London,  Paris  and  Berlin.^  Mr. 
Fairbanks  is  also  planning  on  doing  a 

picture  in  Europe. 
Schenck  Productions  have  taken  over 

their  studio  and  will  produce  United 

Artists  pictures  there  during  their  ab- 
sence. 

Paul  Madeux,  formerly  personal  rep- 
resentative to  the  late  Lord  Northcliffe, 

will  have  charge  of  the  European  trip. 

ALICE  DAY’S  ABOUT  ON  HER FEET 

It’s  lucky  for  Alice  Day,  petite  Mack  Sennett 
star,  that  her  newest  picture  is  nearing  comple- 

tion, for  as  Alice  says — "I  am  just  about  on  my 
feet."  And  she  means  this  literally,  too.  With 
her  overalls  and  straw  hat,  she  is  wearing  a 

dilapidated  pair  of  old  shoos  which  will  about  hold 
out  until  the  end  of  the  picture. 
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HARRY  LANGDON 

been  in  pictures  but  four  years  but  he’s now  a   big  league  star.  And  above  all, 
he  is  a   gentleman,  is  Harry  Langdon. 

DOCTORS,  RAILROADERS  AND 

PEDAGOGS  “SUPPRESSED 

WRITERS” 
"TVOCTORS,  most  prolific,  railroad  men, 
■L'  numerous,  and  professors,  are  the 

"suppressed  motion  picture  scenarists” 
of  today.  Barrett  Kiesling,  personal  rep- 

resentative of  Cecil  B.  DeMille,  has 

found  in  going  over  the  manuscripts  sub- 
mitted in  the  DeMille-Los  Angeles 

Times  “Idea  Contest”  that  the  greatest 
number  of  ideas  did  not  come  from  men 

who  earn  by  writing  nor  from  imagina- 
tive housewives. 

Kiesling  was  in  Chicago  March  10  en 
route  to  New  York  from  Los  Angeles  to 

join  DeMille,  bearing  with  him  more 
than  1,000  manuscripts  which  as  yet  had 
not  been  submitted  to  the  director  of 

“The  Ten  Commandments.” 
Kiesling  explained  the  presence  of  the 

many  ideas  from  doctors  with  the  rea- 
son that  “they  are  nearest  the  drama  of 

life,”  and  those  from  railroad  men  %vith 
a   similar  reason.  No  suggestion  was 
made  that  their  ideas  were  conduced  by 

a   taste  for  fame. 
Then  the  cause  for  the  number  of 

ideas  from  scholastic  ones  was  indicated 

by  the  kind  of  ideas  submitted.  Most  of 
them  suggested  merely  that  such  works 

as  “Boccaccio,”  “Master  Builder,”  “The 
Doll’s  House,”  “A  Modern  Instance,” 

and  "Aristotle  and  the  Light”  be  pic- 
turized. 

Many  amateurs  who  had  made  efforts 
at  “fine  writing”  in  their  manuscripts 
had  submitted  ideas  that  were  radical 

in  suggestiveness.  Less  than  one-half 
of  one  per  cent  of  the  ideas  suggested 

historical  drama;  a   similar  number  sug- 
gested Biblical  drama.  And  those  which 

suggested  Biblical  stories  did  so  explain- 
ing that  children  are  not  getting  the 

proper  training  nowadays  in  Sunday 
Schools  and  that  the  motion  picture 

should  take  the  burden  of  religious  in- 
struction upon  itself. 

DeMille  has  already  eliminated  rnany 

of  the  ideas  but  will  make  no  decision 

until  Kiesling  reaches  him  with  the  bal- 
ance of  the  suggestions. 

Loft  to  right:  Fronk  Capra,  Tim  Whelan,  Harr?  Langdon  and  William  H.  Jennor,  business  man* 

oger  for  the  First  National  comedian,  on  tkelr  arrival  in  Chicago.  (Herald  photo). 

Council  Bluffs 

Is  Beltin’  on  a 
Good  Comedian 

Harry  Langdon  Has  Been  in 
Films  But  Four  Years  Yet 

He’s  a   Big  League  Star — He 

Plays  Boob  Roles  Yet  He’s 
an  Intellectual  Conversation- 

alist— He  Gets  a   Star’s  Sal- 
ary Yet  He  Rolls  His  Own 

Cigarets. 

work  on  “Tramp,  Tramp,  Tramp.”  And 
he’s  just  superstitious  enough  to  think 
that  the  luck  he  had  with  the  picture 

will  last  only  as  long  as  he  has  the  hat. 
The  new  picture  was  completed  just 

before  the  Langdon  party,  including  Wil- 
liam Jenner,  business  manager;  Tim 

Whelan,  and  Frank  Capra,  writers  for 

Langdon,  left  Hollywood.  There  was 
sufficient  time,  however,  to  try  it  on  six 

audiences  “cold”  around  the  suburbs  of 
Los  Angeles.  And  it  must  be  a   whale 
of  a   comedy  to  hear  Langdon  tell  about 

the  plot,  subconsciously  donning  expres- 

sions that  are  in  the  picture.  As  if  ’’p 
could  help  being  funny  wherever  he  is. 

It’s  all  about  a   cross  country  walking 

contest  of  a   boy  named  “Harry”  who 
wants  the  prize  in  order  to  pay  off,  the 

mortga.ge  on  the  old  homestead.  Now 

if  you’ll  imagrfne  Langdon  as  the  youth 
and  Alec  B.  Francis  as  the  father  for  a 

minute  the  picture  starts  off  something 
like  this: 

“Son.” 

‘Wes,  Papa.” 
“You’ve  been  a   good  boy.” 
(A  nod.) 

“You’re  almost  a   man.” 

fA  goofy  look.) 

“We  have  a   nice  big  home  here.” 
(A  blank  look.) 

“But  we’ve  lost  all  our  money  and 
a   man  is  going  to  take  our  home  away 

from  us.” (A  moment  of  silence  and — )   “Thn- 

I   won’t  get  my  bicycle?” 
The  picture  has  been  cut  to  less  than 

6,000  feet,  and  is  on  six  reels. 

As  to  Harry’s  past  achievements  he 
has  been  in  films  less  than  four  years, 

having  been  with  Sennett  mo.st  of  that 
time.  He  entered  pictures  after  playing 
Oroheum  circuit  for  a   number  of  years. 

He  wears  heavy  rimmed  spectacles 
but  he  rolls  his  own  cigarets.  He  plays 
roles  of  an  unsuspecting  gullible  bov  on 

the  screen  but  he’s  intellectual  and  keen 

as  a   razor  as  a   conversationalist.  He’s 

ON  election  night  it’s  a   well  estab- lished custom  to  inquire  whether 
the  candidate  has  carried  his  own 

precinct.  It  is  a   custom  to  inquire 

whether  a   presidential  candidate  has  car- 
ried his  own  home  town. 

Usually  the  hardest  town  for  a   candi- 
date to  carry  is  his  home  town.  A   fel- 
low’s home  town  never  believes  in  him 

until  everybody  else  has  proved  he’s  all 
right. 

Harry  Langdon’s  been  elected  by  his 
own  home  town.  A   place  called  Coun- 

cil Bluffs,  Iowa,  is  what  Harry  calls 
home  and  that  town  is  betting  its  money 
on  him  because  it  likes  him,  according 

to  newspaper  reports  in  the  Iowa  dailies. 

He  was  in  Chicago  24  hours  on  his 

way  to  New  York  with  the  print  of 

“Tramp,  Tramp,  Tramp,”  which  is  the 
first  feature  length  picture  he  has  pro- 

duced under  his  new  First  National  con- 
tract. 

If  you  ever  get  a   chance  to  talk  to 

him  you’ll  never  forget  it.  Get  him  to 

tell  you  about  that  picture.  You’ll  laugh. 
Get  him  to  tell  you  about  the  hat  that 

Richard  A.  Rowland  borrowed  in  Holly- 

wood from  Harry  when  “Dick’s”  hat- band raveled  out. 

One  reason  he  stopped  in  Chicago  was 

to  send  a   telegram  to  Rowland  telling 
him  to  be  sure  to  have  the  hat  at  the 

depot  on  arrival  in  Gotham  and  one  rea- 
son was  to  meet  a   lot  of  old  friends. 

For  that  hat  is  really  an  important 

item  in  the  affairs  of  Harry  and  he’s 
more  than  just  anxious  about  it.  Of 
course  it  is  other  than  the  mere  loss  of 

a   hat  to  such  a   good  friend  as  Dick 

Rowland.  For  Harry’s  hats  are  like  a 
sailor’s  sweethearts;  he  has  one  in  every 
port.  But  Mr.  Rowland  has  the  hat  that 

Harry  wore  on  the  day  that  he  started 

Left  to  right;  Don  Roche,  Barrett  KiesUng, 

Cecil  Maborry,  Carroll  Trowbridge  and  Jock 

De  Lorenro  wore  photographed  at  the  Pro- 
Die-Co  Chicago  headquarters  shortly  after 

KiesUng  hod  arrived. 
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^'Creative  Thought  Cannot  Be 

Expressed  to  a   Typewriter^’ True  Art  Is  Creative  Tliouglit,  Says  D.  W.  Griffith,  the  Direc- 

tor Who  Never  Uses  a   Script  Or  a   System — In  His  Eagerness 

to  Get  Perfect  Types  Even  Adolphe  Menjou  Was  Given 

Screen  Tests  for  His  Role  in  “Sorrows  of  Satan.” 

DW.  GRIFFITH  is  known  among  motion  picture  producers  as  the only  director  mthout  a   script  or  a   system. 

‘True  art  is  creative  thought,”  he  says.  “Creative  thought  can’t 

be  expressed  to  a   typewriter,  if  it  is  intended  for  reproduction  in  pictures.” Most  directors  first  read  the  story  they  intend  to  film,  then  they  read  a 

screen  treatment  of  it,  then  they  study  a   script,  which  is  a   technical  splitting 

of  the  story  into  numbered  scenes.  From  this  script  costume  departments 

draw  up  designs  befitting  characters  and  art  and  architectural  departments 
make  the  sets. 

'T'HIS  is  too  systematic  for  Mr.  Grif- 
fith.  When  he  has  an  outline  of  his 

story  suitable  for  picture  purposes  he  is 
satisfied.  The  creative  work  begins  then 
and  he  assumes  full  charge. 

This  is  the  way  it  worked  out  with 

Marie  Corelli’s  story,  “The  Sorrows  of 
Satan,”  when  he  was  beginning  prepara- 

tions for  filming  it  at  the  Paramount 

Long  Island  studio.  After  long  consul- 
tations wth  John  Russell  and  Forrest 

Halsey,  well  known  writers,  they  worked 
out  a   treatment  of  the  story  which  could 

be  filmed.  It  was  in  the  form  of  a   synop- 
sis of  30  pages  or  more. 

Charles  Kirk,  a   member  of  the  art  de- 
partment, began  making  pencil  drawings 

of  possible  sets  and  after  three  weeks 
Mr.  Griffith  chose  from  among  this  num- 

ber some  that  he  thought  would  express 
the  spirit  of  the  story  and  at  the  same 
time  be  feasible  for  lights  and  cameras. 

In  the  mean  time  it  was  known  that 
Carol  Dempster  would  play  one  of  the 
leading  feminine  roles,  so  the  costume 
department  designed  a   number  of  outfits 

for  her.  Water  color  sketches  didn’t 
impress  Mr.  Griffith.  He  wanted  to  see 
the  completed  costumes.  They  were 

made  up.  Then  he  wanted  them  photo- 
graphed under  the  lighting  conditions  he 

intended  to  use  in  the  picture.  This  had 
to  be  done  by  the  chief  cameraman, 
Harry  Fishbeck.  Mr.  Griffith  selected  the 
costumes  from  the  film  results. 

While  this  was  being  done  the  re- 
search department  was  collecting  all  the 

known  paintings  and  drawings  of  Satan 
and  Satanic  backgrounds  and  a   mass  of 

literature  for  the  use  of  the  art  depart- 
ment. 

Mr.  Griffith  at  the  same  time  was  busy 

seeking  old  pictures  of  well-known  ac- 
tors he  had  in  mind  for  the  principal 

roles.  He  sat  for  hours,  day  after  day, 
in  the  projection  room  studying  the  work 
of  players. 
Many  of  the  leading  players,  both  on 

the  stage  and  screen,  were  anxious  to 

be  in  the  picture  because  of  its  impor- 
tance. He  sent  for  a   number  of  them. 

His  method  of  giving  screen  tests  con- 
sisted in  talking  for  some  time  with 

them  about  the  type  of  role.  After  his 
deep,  rich  voice  had  put  them  at  tase,  he 
would  have  them  go  before  cameras  and 
rehearse  important  scenes  he  had  in 
mind.  Some  players  were  turned  down 
because  of  the  way  they  walked,  because 
of  their  lack  of  receptivity  to  his  meth- 

ods of  direction,  or  because  of  their  fail- 
ure to  screen  perfectly.  In  his  eagerness 

to  get  perfect  types,  even  for  the  most 
important  roles,  Mr.  Griffith  gave  tests 
to  two  members  of  the  Paramount  Pic- 

tures School. 

Adolphe  Menjou,  even  with  his  varied 
experience,  underwent  a   screen  test  and 
had  long  conferences  with  Mr.  Griffith. 

This  process  covered  more  than  two 
months.  It  was  a   long  task,  but  it  illus- 

trates Mr.  Griffith’s  methods  of  ap- 
proaching a   big  production. 

As  it  proceeds,  Mr.  Griffith  visualizes 

his  story  in  detail.  He  becomes  thor- 
oughly familiar  with  the  capabilities  of 

his  principal  players  and  remodels  his 
scenes  mentally  to  make  most  effective 
use  of  their  talents. 

This  is  the  reason  he  never  uses  a 

script.  He  creates  as  he  proceeds.  When 
a   set  is  ready  for  him  in  the  studio  he 
knows  exactly  what  he  wants  to  do  in 
it,  but  if  work  before  the  camera  proves 
that  he  can  improve  it  by  changing  he 

doesn’t  hesitate  to  do  it.  He  is  like  a 
painter  touching  a   canvas  here  and  there 
with  bits  of  color  and  then  standing  back 
to  study  the  effect.  He  has  the  whole 
in  mind  all  the  time. 

Greta  Garho  Makes  Hit 

in  U,  S.  Debut  in  East 
RETA  GARBO,  Swedish  actress  and 

Louis  B.  Mayer’s  newest  screen  dis- 
covery, has  taken  New  York  by  storm 

through  her  first  American  screen  portrayal 

in  “Ibanez’  Torrent,”  at  the  Capitol  theatre 

and  now  playing  in  Los  Angeles  at  Loew’s State  theatre. 
The  Cosmopolitan  production  from  the 

Metro  -   Goldwyn  -   Mayer  studios  accom- 
plished the  feat  of  piling  up  a   gross  busi- 

ness at  the  Capitol  theatre  of  ̂ 0,685,  the 
first  two  days  of  its  engagement  there,  and 
according  to  advices  received  last  night 

will  be  held  over  for  a   second  week’s  run. 

John  L.  Murphy,  production  managar  of 

the  Harold  Lloyd  Corporation. 

8   Years  in  Production 
on  Coast  Gives  Murphy 

Insight  to  Film  Trade 
Eight  years  in  the  motion  picture  in- 

dustry have  given  to  John  L.  Murphy, 
production  manager  of  the  Harold  Lloyd 
Corporation,  an  insight  into  all  branches 
of  the  business  possessed  by  very  few. 

Murphy  today  is  one  of  the  youngest 
production  officials  on  the  West  Coast, 

but  has  been  carrying  the  burden  of  pro- 
duction manager  for  Harold  Lloyd  for 

the  last  three  years  in  a   most  efficient 
manner. 

When  the  Lloyd  unit  became  an  in- 
dependent producing  organization  in 

July  of  1923,  William  R.  Fraser,  general 
manager  of  the  corporation,  selected 

Murphy  for  the  production  manager- 
ship. At  that  time  he  was  purchasing 

agent  for  the  Hal  E.  Roach  studios  in 

Culver  City,  where  Lloyd  was  then  pro- ducing. 

In  this  position  Murphy  handled  the 
purchases  for  as  many  as  seven  units 
at  one  time  and  it  was  the  pride  of  the 

lot  that  no  company  ever  had  been  held 
up  a   minute  for  lack  of  a   single  prop. 
A   Chicago  boy  by  birth,  Murphy 

moved  to  Portland  about  eleven  years 

ago,  and  after  serving  in  the  army  dur- 
ing the  World  war  came  to  Los  Angeles, 

where  he  immediately  was  engaged  in 

the  production  end  at  the  Robert  Brun- 
ton  studio,  now  the  United. 
He  became  affiliated  with  the  Roach 

organization  nearly  six  years  ago  when 
they  were  producing  in  the  old  Court 
street  studio.  At  that  time  Lloyd  was 

making  his  first  single  reelers  after 
adopting  the  horned  rimmed  glasses  that 
he  has  since  popularized  throughout  the 

world. 
As  production  manager  of  the  Lloyd 

Corporation,  Murphy  has  been  associated 
in  the  tremendous  successes  scored  by 

“Girl  Shy,”  “Hot  Water,”  “The  Fresh- 
man” and  now  with  the  great  come- 
dian’s first  release  for  Paramount,  which 

is  to  be  issued  shortly  under  the  title, 

“For  Heaven's  Sake.” 

“Red  Horizon’^  Written  by 
H.  H.  Van  Loan  and 

Mack  for  Broadway 
“The  Red  Horizon”  is  the  name  of 

the  play  H.  H.  Van  Loan  and  Willard 
Mack,  eminently  successful  dramatists, 
have  collaborated  on.  Herbert  H.  Van 

Loan,  so  well  known  to  the  film  indus- 
try, was  born  in  Hudson,  New  York,  and 

it  has  been  his  life  ambition  to  produce 
a   legitimate  Broadway  success.  The 
screen  is  indebted  to  H.  H.  Van  Loan 

for  many  outstanding  successses  in  the 
cinema  world.  In  this  field  as  a   scenar- 

ist and  original  story  writer,  Mr.  Van 
Loan  is  numbered  among  the  best. 

Through  his  talented  pen  have  come 

such  stories  as  “Virgin  of  Stamboul,” 
“The  New  Moon,”  “The  Siren  of  Se- 

ville,” “The  Great  Redeemer,”  “Fig^htin’ Mad,”  “Nellie,  the  Beautiful  Cloak 

Model,”  “Speedwild,”  “The  Drivin’  Fool,” 
“Stormswept,”  “Flattery,”  "The  Speed 

Maniac,”  “Whiter  Than  Snow,”  “The 
Witch  of  Monte  Carlo,”  “The  Night  Let- 

ter,” “Dirty  Dishes,”  “The  Clean  Up.” 
(The  cleanup  had  nothing  to  do,  how- 

ever, with  the  dirty  dishes.)  “A  Rogue's Romance,”  “The  Highest  Trump,” 

“When  a   Man  Loves,”  “Mickey  Flynn" 
and  the  H.  H.  Van  Loan  Series  featur- 

ing Johnny  Fox. 
Mr.  Van  Loan  is  now  engaged  in  the 

preparation  of  special  feature  stories  for 
F.  B.  O.  and  the  Universal  Film  Cor- 

poration. 
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■^EW  YORK,  March  16. — Charles  Brabin I^  will  come  East  this  month  to  direct 

Earl  Hudson’s  next  production  for  First 

National,  “Mismates,”  with  Doris  Kenyon 
in  the  featured  role.  This  is  an  adaptation 

•of  Myron  Fagan’s  stage  play  of  the  same title. 
*   !(:  * 

Can  Gloria  Swanson  direct?  The}-^’!!  tell 

you  at  Paramount’s  Long  Island  studio  that 
she  can,  and  last  week  she  had  an  oppor- 

tunity to  display  her  skill  with  the  mega- 
phone. In  the  morning  when  the  players 

.and  40  extras  arrived  on  the  set  there  was 

waiting  for  them  a   message  from  the  direc- 

tor of  “Fine  Manners,”  Frank  Tuttle,  stat- 
ing that  he  was  confined  to  his  bed  with 

the  grippe.  The  star  immediately  took  her 
.position  beside  the  cameraman,  rehearsed 
the  scenes,  .using  a   substitute  for  herself, 

then  gave  the  command,  “Camera.” *   *   * 

Let  joy  be  unconfined,  and  it  was  at 

Paramount’s  Long  Island  plant  last  Wednes- 
■day,  for  on  that  day  the  Junior  Stars,  recent- 

ly graduated,  received  their  first  pay  check 

as  professional  players.  It  v/as  the  first 
remuneration  the  juniors  had  received  since 

■entering  the  school  eight  months  ago. 
♦   ♦   * 

Doris  Kenyon’s  next  First  National  pic- 
ture will  be  “Mismates,”  adapted  from 

"Myron  Fagan’s  stage  play.  Charles  Brabin 
will  direct  under  the  production  manage- 

ment of  Earl  Hudson. 
*   *   * 

Don’t  think  that  the  production  of  a   pic- 
ture runs  along  as  smoothly  as  a   greased 

"bearing.  In  one  sequence  of  D.  W.  Grif- 
fith’s “The  Sorrows  of  Satan,”  now  in  pro- 

■duction  at  Paramount’s  Eastern  studio,  the 
script  called  for  a   ragged  sweater  to  be 

worn  by  Ricardo  Cortez  in  the  role  of  an 

impoverished  author.  The  faithful  prop- 
■erty  department  —   old  faithful  —   with  its 
stockroom  jammed  wth  everything  con- 

ceivable did  not  possess  the  thing  most 

needed,  a   ragged  sweater.  And  here  was 

the  solution :   An  old  sweater  w'as  pur- 
chased from  a   prop  man  and  applied  to 

a   grindstone.  \%en  the  process  was  com- 
pleted Cortez  had  a   sweater  which  looked 

like  it  had  been  through  the  late  war.  And 

■Griffith  called,  “Camera.” 
#   *   * 

George  Archainbaud,  who  directed  First 

National’s  big  special,  “Men  of  Steel,”  is 
■now  at  First  National’s  New  York  studios 
■directing  Milton  Sills  in  his  latest  starring 

vehicle,  “Puppets,”  which  is  being  made 
■under  the  production  management  of  A1 
Rockett. 

*   ♦   ♦ 

There  is  one  person  who  greets  the  sunny 
weather  in  New  York  with  a   smile  and  that 

is  William  Steiner,  cameraman  on  Para- 

mount’s $13,0(W,000  production — the  new 
Paramount  theatr'e  in  Times  Square.  Every 

morning  at  11  o’clock  Steiner  takes  his 
post  on  the  Criterion  theatre,  across  the 
street,  and  shoots  20  feet  of  film.  When 
the  building  is  completed  Steiner  will  have 

made  a   pictorial  record  of  its  progress. 

SERVICE 
TNCORPORATION  of  this 

X   news  and  copy  service  in 

last  month’s  ‘‘Studio”  section 

tested  and  proved  the  need  for 
direct  theatre-studio  contact. 

Exhibitors  using  this  material, 

furnished  by  “Herald”  repre- 
sentatives at  the  studio,  are 

legion.  Many  of  them,  as 

pointed  out  in  a   single  case  on 

another  page  of  this  issue,  have 
taken  the  service  to  their  news- 

papers and  found  it  a   welcome 

solution  of  a   perplexing  news- 

paper problem — supply  of  de- 
pendable news  about  pictures 

and  picture  people. 

Editors  generally  agree  con- 
cerning the  reader  demand  for 

motion  picture  news,  and  con- 

cerning the  lack  of  dependabil- 
ity on  the  part  of  many  agencies 

purporting  to  provide  this  mate- 
rial. A   corresponding  welcome 

has  been  encountered  where 

this  direct  contact  with  studio 

affairs  has  been  afforded  the 

editor  by  the  exhibitor.  The 
concise,  accurate  style  of  Ray 

Murray  and  John  Spargo  is 

exactly  that  which  the  news- 

paper editor  wants  but  does  not 
find  elsewhere  for  material  of 

this  nature. 

As  previously  stated,  material 

appearing  under  the  above 

heading  may  be  used  by  exhib- 
itors and  newspapers  gratis  and 

\vith  or  without  a   credit  line 

designating  this  source  of 
supply. 

Milton  Sills  has  enjo3'ed  just  two  weeks’ rest  in  the  last  twelve  months.  He  worked 

without  losing  more  than  a   day  from  the 

first  week  of  March,  1925,  until  he  fin- 

ished his  work  in  “Men  of  Steel.”  Then 
followed  a   two-week  vacation  before  start- 

ing “Puppets,”  in  which  he  is  now  acting 
at  First  National’s  New  York  studios. 

*   *   ♦ 

There  is  a   bit  of  backstage  atmosphere 

at  Paramount’s  Astoria,  L.  I.,  studio  these 
days  where  Gloria  Swanson  is  producing 

“Fine  Manners.”  Twenty-five  former  bur- 
lesque queens  are  appearing  in  certain  se- 

quences of  the  picture,  and  each  one  is  get- 
ting a   huge  kick  out  of  her  experience. 

*   ♦   ♦ 

Charles  Van  Enger,  who  has  filmed  so 

many  Lubitsch  jMctures,  is  now  at  First  Na- 
tional’s New  York  studios  photographing 

{Continued  on  page  77) 

HOLLYWOOD,  March  16.— For  four ‘jiBq  siq  pound  OOAOT  SitBp 

beat  his  breast  and  prayed  for  sunshine 

but  all  to  no  avail.  The  cause  of  Mike  s 

worries  was  a   large  and  expensive  troupe 

of  players  and  directors  at  Catali
na 

Islands  trying  to  shoot  exteriors  for 

“Sweet  Daddies”  his  First  National  pro- 

duction. Finally  he  radioed  thern  to 

come  home  as  it  was  costing  $5,000  a 

day  to  stay  over  there.  Upon  his  arriva
l 

at  the  First  National  studio  somebody 

asked  A1  Santell,  the  director,  how  he 

stood  on  his  shooting  schedule.  Well, 

I’m  just  four  frames  ahead,”  A1  said. *   ♦   ♦ 

Mack  Sennett  is  never  very  far  behind 

the  big  ones.  He’s  making  “A  Sea  Dog’s Tale”  just  now  which  is  a   burlesque  on 
all  the  sea  pictures  to  date. 

♦   *   ♦ 

Warner  Bros,  have  signed  Peggy 

Fears,  former  Ziegfeld  Follies  girl,  un- 
der a   long  term  contract. *   *   « 

First  National  has  signed  Carey  Wil- 

son, formerly  with  M-G-M,  under  a   long 
term  contract  to  write  exclusively  for 
that  firm. 

♦   *   * 
Marie  Prevost  will  have  Harrison  Ford 

as  her  leading  man  in  the  A1  Christie 

production  of  “Up  In  Mabel's  Room. 

This  will  be  Mr.  Ford’s  first  comedy 

part  since  he  signed  to  appear  in  drama- 

tic productions  under  the  Famous  Play- ers-Lasky  banner. 

♦   *   * 

Camera  work  has  been  completed  on 

“Hell  Bent  For  Heaven”  the  latest  J. 

5tuart  Blackton  production  for  Warner 

Bros.  The  adaptation  of  the  Thatcher 

Hughes  Pulitzer  prize  play  was  made  by 
Marian  Blackton. 

*   *   ♦ 

Weary  and  sunburned,  Henry  King 

and  Robert  McIntyre,  director  and  busi- 
ness manager  for  Samuel  Goldwyn,  have 

returned  from  a   motor  trip  through  Im- 

perial Valley,  searching  for  locations  for 

filming  “The  Winning  of  Barbara 
Worth.”  Frances  Marion  is  preparing 

the  script  for  this  United  Artists  produc- 
tion. 

*   *   * 

Gus  Meins  is  in  the  midst  of  his  sec- 
ond series  directing  the  Buster  Brown 

comedies  for  Century.  He  has  just  re- 
turned from  location  at  Big  Bear  Lake 

getting  snow  stuff. ♦   *   * 

Charles  Stumar,  A.  S.  C,  left  last  week 

with  director  Harry  Pollard  for  Western 

Pennsylvania,  where  the  ice  scenes  for 

Universal’s  big  special,  “Uncle  Tom’s 
Cabin”  will  be  shot  on  the  Ohio  river. *   ♦   ♦ 

Johnny  Mescall  has  been  engaged  to 

photograph  Ernst  Lubitsch’s  next  War- (Continued  on  page  75) 
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As  They 

Come  and  Go 

About  the 
Studio 

JOHN  VALDRON,  prodAeUon  manager,  and  Mack  Senneii, 

right,  ora  too  busy  to  slop  for  stills  these  days.  The  Sennetl 

product  is  handled  by  Pathe. 

REPORTS  FROM  THE  studios  have  it  that  the  work  done  by  Bess  Flowers  in 

“Uonds  Across  the  Border'*  is  commendable.  It  is  a   Fred  Tbomson  pletura 

for  Film  Booking  Offices  distribution.  With  the  Western  regalia  in  the  above 

photo  is  Fred,  at  whoso  left  is  Miss  Flowers  in  the  Spanish  bridal  coslumo. 

THE  CONLEYS  ENTERTAIN.  Left  to  right:  P.  C.  Schram, 

Kalamazoo,  Mich.,  eshibitor,  Mrs.  Carrie  Conley,  Mrs.  P.  C. 

Schram,  Miss  Florence  Schram,  Lige  Conley,  Educational  come- 
dian. 

JACKSON  J.  ROSE  is  now  shooting  “The  Old 

Soak’’  for  Universal,  Ed  Sloman  Is  directing. 

WILLIAM  $.  ADAMS,  associate  cameraman,  and 

Nick  Masuraea,  chief  cameraman.  Just  before  the 

dam  broke  in  "Hell  Bent  Fer  Heaven,'*  Warner 
film. 

ONE  OF  THE  REMARKABLE  shots  in  “'Fhe  Unknown  Soldier"  made  by  Ray  June,  eameramon. 
This  was  photographed  through  glass,  only  the  benches  and  lower  port  of  the  scene  being 

actually  built.  Note  the  unusual  lighting  efTecl.  The  production  will  be  handled  by  Pro- 
ducers Distributing  Corporation, 
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Exhibitors  Herald  Production 
A   Monthly  Service  Devoted 

to  Stars,  Directors,  Scenar- 
ists and  Cameramen  at 

Work  Upon  Pictures  in 
Current  Production. 

Directory 
Chicago  Office:  407  So.  Dearborn  St. 

Hollywood  Representatives: 

Ray  Murray,  H.  E.  Nichols 

New  York  Representatives: 

John  S.  Spargo,  T.  E.  Leahy 

Director 
Star 

Scenarist 
Comeraman 

Story Stage 

ASSOCIATED  STUDIOS.  3800  Mission  Road.  Capitol  2120. 

Erich  v«n  Stroheim 

William  Craft 

L.  W.  Chaudol 

Lloyd  lagraiu 

Von  Stroheim 
Von  Stroheim 

Adelo  Bussingtou 

•*Tke  Wedding  March” 

“Galloping  Cowboy” 

Preparing Shooting 

Creighton  Kale 
Edward  Everett  Horton 

J.  Stewart  Wodebouse 
A1  Siogler 

“Tardy  Tolliver” Untitled 

Preparing 
Shooting 

CALIFORNIA  STUDIOS.  1438  Gower  St.  Hollywood  0162. 

At  Berman Chas.  Delaney H.  C.  Wltwer 
St.  Elmo  Boyeo 

“Bonny  Her” 

Culling 

Wm.  J.  Croft Malcolm  MacGregor 
Goo.  Morgan Robertson  Jones 

Serial 

Shooting 

Geo.  Jeske 
Earl  Walker Untitled 

Shooting 

Wm.  Fairbanks Ed  Meagher Art  Reeves 
“Mile  a   Minute  Man” 

Cutting 

J.  P.  McGowan 

Ben  Cohen 

Virginia  Brown  Fnlre 
Helen  Holmes 

Francis  Bushman,  Jr. 
J.  P.  McGowan 

Bob  Cline Untitled Untitled 

Shooting 

Shooting 

CENTURY  STUDIOS. 6100  Sunset  Blvd.  Hollywood  356(1 

Gas  Meins Arthur  Trimble Meins  Neufeld 
Harry  Forbes 

Buster  Brown  Comedies 

“What  Happened  to  Jane” 

Shooting 

Francis  Corby Wanda  Wiley 
Roy  Evans 

Wm.  Hyer 

Shooting 

Samuel  Nenfeld Charles  King 

Constance  Darling 

Wm.  Anthony Richard  Fryer 
“The  Excuse  Maker” 

Shooting 

CHADWICK  STUDIO 6070  Sunset  Blvd.  Hempstead  4111. 

Nat  Ross Mary  Alden 
Zion  Meyers Art  Reeves 

“April  Fool” 

Shooting 

Alexander  Carr 

Lionel  Barrymore 

Geo.  Walsh 

Jas.  Young 

Adele  Bnssington 

O’Connell 

Art  Reeves 

“The  Bolls” 
“The  Test  of  Donald 

Shooting 
Cutting 

Jqs.  Young 
Reaves  Eason 

Tyrone  Power 

CHRISTIE  STUDIO. 6101  Sunset  Blvd. Hollywood  3100. 

E.  Mason  Hopper Marie  Prevost F.  McCrew  Willis 
Rosson  Phillips 

“Up  in  Mabel’s  Roam” 

Shooting 

Enrle  Rodney 

Harrison  Ford 

Bobby  Vemon 
Frank  R.  Conklin Phillips  Jaequemln 

“Broken  China” 

Cutting 

Frances  Lee 

Walter  Hiers 
Sif  Berzig 

Peterson  Garnett 
“Fresh  Faces” 

Shooting 

Wm.  Watson 
Duane  Thompson 
Bill  Dooley Fronk  R.  Conklin Phillips  Jacquemin 

“Shore  Shy” 

Cutting 

Harold  Beaudine 

Natalie  Joyce 

Jimmie  Adams 

Molly  Malone 
SIg  Herzig Phillips  Jacquemin 

“Gimme  Strength" 

Cutting 

CHARLES  CHAPLIN. 1416  La  Brea. Hempstead  2141. 

Chas.  Chaplin Oias.  Chaplin Roland  Totheroh “The  Circus” 

Shooting 

Preparing 

Josef  von  Sternberg Edna  Purvianee 

CECIL  B.  DeMILLE. Culver  City.  Empire  9141. 

Pool  Sloane 
Leatriee  Joy 

Elmer  Harris Artbor  Miller “Eve’s  Leoves” 

Shooting 

Alan  Hale 

William  Boyd 

Rod  LaRoeque Garrett  Fort Luoien  Andrlot 
“Bachelor  Brides" 

Cutting 

Elinor  Fair Gardner  Sullivan 
Preparing 

Preparing 
Preparing 

Frank  Urson 

Wm.  K.  Howard 
Jetia  Gouda] 
Leatriee  Joy 

Rudolph  Sohtldkrant 

Joseph  Schildkraut 

“The  Clinging  Vine" 

“Young  April” 

EDUCATIONAL  PICTURES.  7250  Santa  Monica  Blvd.  Hollywood  2806. 

Norman  Taurog Lloyd  Hamilton 
Len  Smith 

Shooting 

Steve  Roberts 
Virginia  Vance 

CIIIF  Bowes Dwight  Warren 

Shooting 

UNITED  STUDIOS,  Inc. 
M.  C.  LEVEE,  President 

100,000  SQUARE  FEET  OF  PROPS  GARNERED  FROM  EVERY  CORNER  OF  THE  
GLOBE^^ 

Let  us  supply  the  Props  for  your  next  production.  Our  Props 
 Dressed  “The  Sea  Hawk,”  “Stella  Dallas,”  “Irene, 

“Sally,”  and  other  spectacles 

UNITED  STUDIOS,  INC.,  5341  .MELROSE  AVE.,  HOLLYWOOD 
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Direclor Star 
Scenarist 

Cameraman 

Story Stage 

F.  B.  0.  STUDIO. 780  Gower  Street. HoHy^vood  7780. 
David  Kirkland Fred  Thomson 

Ross  Fisher 

“Hands  Across  the  Bor* 

Cutting 

Silver  King  (equine) 

dec”
 

Harry  Corson Lefty  Flynn 

Kathleen  Myers 

Victor  Gibson 
“Sir  Lumberjack" 

Cutting 

Chcl  WUhey Evelyn  Brent 
Robert  Fraser 

Koy  KlaB'ki 
“Secret  Orders” 

Cutting 

Emory  Johnson All  Star 
Warrenton 

“The  Non-Stop  Flight" 

Cutting 

James  Hogan All  Star Fred  Myton 
Cronjager 

“Retribution" 

Cutting 

Larry  Semon Larry  Semon 
Dorothy  Dwon “Spuds" 

Cutting 

William  Beaudine Douglas  MacLesn J.  F.  Poland Jack  MeKensie “That's  My  Baby" 

Shooting 

Mason  Noel Riehard  Talmadge Frank  Howard  Clark Jack  Stevens “The  Gallant  Fool" 

Cutting 

Robert  De  Lacey Tom  Tyler F.  A.  E.  Pine John  Leeser 
“Wild  to  Go” 

Shooting 

Harmon  Weight Matt  Moore 
“A  Poor  Girl's  Romance" 

Preparing 

Ralph  Cedar Alberta  Vaughn 
Grant  Withers 

Lowell  Martin Phil  Tannura 

“Fighting  Hearts" 

Cutting 

FILMCRAFT  STUDIO.  4500  Sunset  Blvd.  Olympia  1715. 

Warren  Millais 

Httrry  Jones 

Gladys  Roy 

Robert  Powers 

AH  Star 

Ed  Goldneur 

Harry  Jones 

J.  Whiting 

Frank  Coiner 

“Birds  of  Progress" 

2*rool  comedy  (juvenile) 

Shooting 

Preparing 

FINE  ARTS  STUDIO. 4500  Sunset  Blvd.  Olympia  2131. 

Chas.  Hutchison Edith  Thompson 

Preparing 

Waller  Lang 
All  Star 

Preparing 

II.  J.  Brown Reed  Howes H.  R.  Symonds 
"The  High  Hier” 

Preparing 

Tom  Forman All  Star Mary  Alice  Scully 
“Whispering  Canyon" 

Shooting 

Spencer  Bennett 
Aliens  Ray Frank  Leon  Smith 

Snyder  Redman “Snow" 

Shooting 

Waller  Miller 

Louis  Gasnier Arthur  Stringer “VIndloaled" 

Shooting 

FOX  STUDIO.  1401  N.  Western  Ave. HoUpvood  3000. 

John  Ford Leslie  Fenton Jack  Slone Schneiderraann “Shamrock  Handicap" 

Shooting 

Janet  Gaynor 
Howard  Hawkes Olive  Borden Loring  Lighten Joe  August 

“Fig  Leaves" 

Shooting 

Geo.  O'Brien 
Frank  Borzage Malt  Moore Kenneth  Clark Ernest  Palmer 

“tarly  to  \ted" 

Shooting 

Kathryn  Perry 

J.  G.  Blystone  — ..Tom  Mix Chas.  Damion S.  Clark 
“Hard  Boiled" 

Shooting 

Helene  Chadwick 
Robert  Kerr Buck  Jones 

John  Slone Reg.  Lyons 
“Thirty  Below  Zero" 

Shooting 

Eva  Novak 

Bunny  Dull Hallam  Cooley 
John  Stone 

Sid  Wagner 
“A  Social  Triangle" 

Shooting 

Olive  Hasbrouk 

Ben  Stoloff Earle  Fose Sandrich  Dennison 
Barney  McGill “The  Mod  Racer” 

Shooting 

Florence  Gilbert 

Harry  Beaumont Madge  Bellamy Eve  UnscU Berquist 
“Sandy" 

Cutting 

Leslie  Fenton 

Irving  Cummings 
Fugene  U’Urlen 

L.  C.  Kigby 
Abe  Fried “Rustling  for  Cnpid" 

Cutting 

Jacqueline  Logan 

GORDON  STREET  STUDIO.  1329  Gordon.  Granite  5089. 

Bruce  Mitchell Rex  Lease 

Mildred  Harris 

Horace  Williams Max  Dupont “More  Gns" 

Cutting 

MALOFORD  STUDIO. 1442  Beechwood  Drive.  Granite  5373. 

Leo  Maloney Leo  Maloney Ford  I.  Beebe Frank  Cotner 
“Without  Orders" 

Shooting 

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER  STUDIO. Culver  City,  Cal. Empire  9111. 
Jno.  M.  Stahl 

Lew  Cody 

Malcolm  MacGregor 
Marceline  Day 

Benjamin  Clazer 
Art  Smith 

“Toto" 

Shooting 

Archie  Mayo Claire  Windsor 

Owen  Moore 

Bill  Daniels 
“Money  Talks" 

Shooting 

Victor  Seasirom Lillian  Gish 

Henry  Walthall 

Frances  Marion Sarlov "The  Scarlet  Letter" 

Shooting 

Maurilz  Stiller Antonio  Moreno 

Greta  Garbo 
Dorothy  Famum “The  Temptress" 

Preparing 

Jack  Conway Jack  Piekford 
William  Haines 

A.  P.  Younger 
Ira  Morgan 

“Brown  of  Harvard" 

Shooting 

Dillon Antonio  Moreno 

Pauline  Starke 

Elinor  Glyn 
Jno.  Arnold 

“Love’s  Blindness" 

Shooting 

Horry  Millarde Bessie  Love 
Agnes  C.  Johnston “Lovey  Mary” 

Preparing 

King  Vidor John  Gilbert “Bardeleys  the  MagnlG- 

Regtaold  Barker 
Charles  Ray Waldemar  Young 

“Flaming  Forest" 
Sidney  Franklin Marion  Davies 

Antonio  Moreno 
Agnes  C.  Johnston Percy  Hllburn “Beverly  of  Grausiork" 

Cutting 

Robert  Z.  I/Conard P.  Hugh  Herbert 

Frederica  Sagor 
“The  Waning  Sex" 

Preparing 

METROPOLITAN  STUDIO.  1040  Las  Palmas  Avenue.  Hollywood  1431. 
Joseph  Benabery Seena  Owen 

Joseph  Schildkrant 

Finis  Fox 
David  Kesson 

“Shipwrecked" 

Shooting 

George  Melford H.  B.  Warner 
Will  Ritchey 

Charles  G.  Clarke 
“Whispering  Smith" 

Cutting 

Lilyan  iashman 
Edward  Dillon Priscilla  Dean 

John  Bowers 

Percy  Heath Georges  Benoit 
“The  Danger  Girl" 

Cutting 

Will  M.  Ritchey 
“The  Last  Frontier" 

Preparing 

Finis  Fox 
**'rhe  Mome  oi  th«  Yu« Preparing 

Renand  Hoffman 
Jane  Murfia 

Chas.  Emmett  Mack 

Marguerite  de  La  Motte 
Roy  Juno “The  Unknown  Soldier" 

Shooting 

Alan  Hale Barbara  Bedford 

Conway  Tearle 

Carey  Wilson 
Faxon  Dean 

“Good  Luck" 

Shooting 

MARSHALL  NEILAN. 1845  Glendale  Blvd.  Drexel  7861. 

Marshall  Neilan Blanche  Sweet Benjamin  Glazer 

Sidney  Oleoit Richard  Barihelmess 

Dorothy  Mackall] 

Lillie  Hayward “Ranson’s  Folly" 

Shooting 
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Director  Star Scenariac 
Cameraman 

Story Stage 

ART  MIX  PRODUCTIONS. 5761  Santa  Monica  Blvd. Granite  2829. 

Denver  Dixon  Bob  Roberta  JelTeraon  Coldaino 
Dorothy  Lee J.  P.  Whalen “Range  Pirates” 

Culling 

]\IACK  SENNETT  STUDIO.  1712  Glendale  Blvd.  Dunkirk  7957. 

Lloyd  Baeon 
Enrie  Rodney 

Alice  Day 

Eddie  Qutllan 

Doran-Davla 
2.reel  comedy 

Cutting 

Gilbert  Prnit Raymond  McKee 
Ruth  Hiatt 

Fowler-Fish “Smith  Family” 

Shooting 

Chaa.  Lamont Ralph  Craves 
Rath  Taylor 

Wlliiama-Jennlnga 
2.rcel  comedy 

Shooting 

Del  Lord Billy  Bovan 
Thelma  Hill Depew'UnhoIlz 

2-reel  comedy 

Culling 

Eddie  Cline Bon  Turpin 
Madeline  Hurlock 

Walker*Daweon 

Comedy Shooting 

PARAMOUNT  STUDIOS.  1520  Vine  Street.  Hollywood  2400. 
Arthur  Rosson Raymond  Griffith 

Helen  Costello 
Reginald  Morris Wm.  Marshall “Wet  Paint” 

Shooting 

Wm,  Wellman Betty  Bronson 
Ricardo  Cortez 

Ernest  Vadja Victor  Milner “The  Cat's  Pajamas” 

Shooting 

Wm.  DoMlIlo Clara  Bow 
William  Powell 

Albert  La  Vino “The  Runaway” 

Shooting 

Alan  Dwan Lola  Moran 
Noah  Beery 

James  How'o 

“Padlocked” 

Shooting 

Herbert  Brenon Alice  Joyce 

Ralph  Forbes 
“Beau  Gestc” 

Shooting 

Clarence  Badger Wjn.  Collier,  Jr. 

Georgia  Halo 
“Tho  Rainmaker” 

Shooting 

James  Cruzo “Old  Ironsides” 

Preparing 

John  Waiora “Tho  Deer  Drive” 

Preparing 

PICKFORD-FAIRBANKS  STUDIO. 7100  Santa  Monica Blvd.  Hollywood 7901. 

UNITED  ARTISTS 
Geo.  Fitzniaurice Valentino 

Vilma  Banky 
Frances  Marion Geo.  Barnes 

“The  Son  of  the  Sheik" 

Shooting 

Clarence  Brown Norma  Talmadge 
Ronald  Colman 

Hans  Kroly Oliver  Marsh 
“Klkl” 

Cutting 

Buster  Keaton Buster  Keaton 

Sally  O'Neil 

Jennings-Houck-Halnes “Battling  Butler” 

Cutting 

Sidney  Franklin Constance  Talmadge Hans  Kraly 
“Tho  Duchess  of  Buffalo” 

Shooting 

HAL  ROACH  STUDIO.  Cidver  City,  Cal.  Empire  1151. 
Richard  Wallace Ethel  Clayton 

Tyler  Brooke 
Floyd  Jackman 

Comedy Shooting 

Richard  Wallace Mabel  INorniand 
Star  comedy Preparing 

Leo  McCarcy Charles  Chase 
Martha  Sleeper 

“Long  Flivved  the  King” 

Shooting 

Fred  Cuiol Glenn  Tryon 
Eva  Novak 

Glenn  Carrier 

Shooting 

Bob  McGowan "Our  Gang” 
Arthur  Lloyd 

Comedy Shooting 

UNITED  STUDIOS. 5341  Melrose  Avenue.  Hollywood  4080. 

Harry  G.  Edwards Horry  Langdon Leslle-Spear 

Comedy 
Preparing 

L.  Hlllyer Anna  Q.  Nilsson 
Waller  Pldgeon 

Anthony  Coldewey Jno.  W.  Boyle “Miss  Nobody” 

Shooting 

Alfred  E.  Green Colleen  Moore 
Lloyd  Hughes 

Mary  Astor 

Wm.  Conselman MariinelU “Ella  Cinders” 

Shooting 

Frank  Lloyd Adela  Rogers  St.  Johns Norberi  Brodln “Tho  Wise  Guy” 

Shooting 

Betty  Compson 
A1  Saniell Jack  MulhaSI 

George  Sidney 
Lewis  Stone 

Robert  Edeson “Sweet  Daddies” 

Shooting 

Maurice  Tourneur 
Marlon  Fairfax Cronjager 

“The  Desert  Healer” 

Calling 

Barbara  Bedford 
Edwin  Carewe Dolores  del  Rio 

Lloyd  Hughes 
Prinzzlau  Leeson “Pols  First” 

Preparing 

Henry  King Vilma  Banky Frances  Marion “The  Winning  of  Barbara 

Preparing 

Ronald  Colman 

Worth” 

UNIVERSAL  STUDIO.  Universal  City,  Cal.  Hempstead  3131. 
John  McDermott Norman  Kerry 

John  McDermott Jno.  Stumar “The  Love  Thief” 

Shooting 

Lois  Weber 
Greta  Nissen 

Billie  Dove 
Lee  Mohr “The  Star  Maker” 

Shooting 

Edward  Sloman 
Francis  X.  Bushman 
Jean  Hersholt Chos.  Kenyon Jackson  Rose “The  Old  Soak” 

Shooting 

Lynn  Reynolds 

Louise  Fazenda 
House  Peters Chas.  Logue “Prisoners  of  the  Storm” 

Shooting 

Melville  Brown 
Peggy  Montgomery 
Laura  La  Plante Mel.  Brown Arthur  Todd “The  Big  Night” 

Shooting 

Edward  Laemmie 
Einar  Hansen 
Edward  E.  Horton Chas.  Stumor 

“The  Whole  Town's 

Shooting 

Cliff  Smith 
Virginia  Lee  Corbin 
Hoot  Gibson Curtis  Benton 

Horry  Newman 

Talking” 

“The  Phonlom  Bullet" 

Shooting 

Job.  Spooring 

Eileen  Percy 
Kenneth  Harlan Lehman  Spearing Gehrstadt 

“The  Ico  Flood” 

Shooting 

Del  Henderson 
Del  Andrews 
Wm.  A.  Seller 

Viola  Dana 

Jack  Hoxlo 
Fred  Humes 

Reginald  Denny Rex  Toylor Art  Todd 

“The  Fighting  Foundling' 
“The  Yellow  Back" 

“Rolling  Home” 

Shooting 
Shooting 
Culling 

King  Baggott 

Marian  Nixon 

Moe  Busch 

Mary  O'Hara 
Chas.  Slamar “Perch  of  the  Devil” 

Cutting 

Ed  Sedgwick 
Pat  O'Malley 
Jack  Daugherty Curtis  Benton Miller 

“The  Runaway  Express” 

Cutting 

Mason  Noel 
Blanehe  Mohaffey 
Richard  Talmadge Frank  U.  Clark 

Jack  Stevens “The  Gallant  Fool” 

Shooting 

Scott  Dorllng Arthur  Lake 
Jerry  Ashe Sweet  Sixteen  Comedies 

Shooting 

WARNER  BROS.  5842  Sunset  Blvd.  Hollywood  4181. 

J.  Slaart  DIaokton  Marian  Conslanco 
DIackton 

Alan  Croaland  John  Barrymore  Beas  Meredylh 
Chariot  Reisner  Syd  Choplln  Darryl  F.  Zonuek 

Doria  Hill 

“The  Paaslonate  Queat"  Preparing 

“The  Tavern  Knight”  Preparing 
“The  Batter  *01e”  Preporing Ed  DuPar 
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Direeior  Slar  Scenariat  Cameraman  Story  Staga 

All  Star 

“Tho  Social  lllghwaynisn" 

Preparing 

Ernsi  Labiueh Monte  Blue 
Jno.  Mescal “Roveillon" 

Preparing 

Jamea  Flood 
All  Star 

Phil  Klein “Broken  Hearts  of  Hoi- 

Preparing 

E.  T.  Lowe,  Jr. 

lywood” 

Cutting 

Rojr  del  Rulh 
Dolores  Costello 

John  Harron 
Darryl  F.  2anuek 

Jno.  Mesesl 
“Tho  Little  Irish  Cirl” Cutting 

Raymaker 
Rln-Tln>Tln  (canine) 

Alice  Calhoan 
Ewart  Adamson Du  Parr-Roblnson 

*'Hero  of  the  Big  Snows” 

Cutting 

WilUom  Beoudine Doroihr  Devore 

John  Patrick 

E.  T.  Lowe,  Jr. Chaa.  Van  bnger 

“Henoymoon  Express'’ 

J.  Sluart  DIaeklon Patsy  Ruth  Miller Marian  Constance Muauraea-Adams 
“Hell  Bent  for  Heaven” 

Cutting 

Gayne  Whitman Blackton 

Waller  Moroieo Irene  Rich 

Hunlly  Cordon 

Moroseo  Klein Meseal-Shipnoo 

“Silken  Shackles” 

Shooting 

BEN  WILSON  STUDIO.  1439  Beachwood  Drive.  Gladstone  3852. 

France*  Ford Bon  Wilson 

A1  Ferguson 

Ford  Hickson 
Joe  Walker “Oflicer  444” 

Shooting 

WOLCOTT  STUDIOS. 6050  Suuset  Blvd .   Gladstone  8302. 

Frank  Maitlaon Fearless  (police  dog) Chas.  Saxton H.  Van  Pelt “The  TVail” 

Shooting 

Lon  Carter All  Star Chas.  Saxton H.  Van  Pelt 
“I'ho  Love  ’rhlel’' 

Shooting 

A1  Nelta bileen  Sedgwlek 

Lightning  (police  dog) 

A1  Nelta 
Baldridge 

Preparing 

Oiear  Apfel Cullen  Landis 

Dorothy  Dwan 
John  Mattison 

Alfred  Dosden 
“The  Coast  Guard  Patrol" 

Cutting 

Pierre  Conrdere 
Bobby  Ray 

Ray  Conrdere 
Phil  Rand 

Preparing 

New  York 
Di'recior Scar Scenariat Cameraman 

Story 

FIRST  NATIONAL  STUDIOS.  807  E.  175th  St.  Phone  Tremont  5100. 

FIRST  NATIONAL 

Fred  Newmeyer Ben  Lyon-May  McAvoy 
George  Folsey “The  Sovage” 

FIRST  NATIONAL 

Charles  Brabln 
Doris  Kenyon 

“Mismates” 

FIRST  NATIONAL 

Fred  Newmeyer Leon  Errol Harrii-CUfTord Earl  Wm.  O’Coimel 
“The  Lunaile  at  Large” 

FIRST  NATIONAL 

A1  Saniell Dorothy  MaekaiU 
“Subway  Sadie” 

FIRST  NATIONAL 

Al  Saniell 
Ben  Lyon “The  Sheik  of  Florida” 

FIRST  NATIONAL 

George  Archoinbaad 
Milton  Sills R.  C.  Kirk 

Roy  Carpenter 

"Men  of  Steel” 

FIRST  NATIONAL 

George  Archolnband Milton  Sills John  Fish  Goodrleh- Roekelt 

“Pappets” 

PARAMOUNT.  Long  Island  (New  York). Phone  Astoria  3500. 

PARAMOUNT 

D.  W.  GrifRth Adolphe  Menjon 
Forrest  Halsey 

Harry  blscbbeek 
“The  Serrows  of  Satan” 

PARAMOUNT 

Frank  Tattle Gloria  Swanson 
James  A.  Creelman 

George  Webber 
“Fine  Mannere” 

PARAMOUNT 
Alvin  Wyekoff 

Edward  Sntherland W.  C.  Fisids 
Lnther  Reed “It’s  the  Old  Army  Game" 

PARAMOUNT 

Erie  Kenton Bebe  Daniels Forrest  Halsey Lee  Cormes “The  Palm  Beach  Gird” 

PARAMOUNT 

Gregory  LaCava 
Richard  Dix “Take  a   Chaneo” 

TEC-ART  STUDIO. 332  West  44th  Street, New  York  City.  Phone  Longacre  9350. 
AL  LICHTMAN  PROD. 

Harley  Knoles Madge  Kennedy 
"Oh,  Baby” 

AL  LICHTMAN  PROD. George  Jeesely “The  Cherry  Tree” 

McManus’  ^^Newlyweds”  to 
Be  Screened  by  Sterns 

for  Universal  Release 

WHAT  promises  to  be  one  of  the best  two  reel  comedy  series  ever 
made  for  the  screen  is  promised  for 

next  season’s  market  by  Stern  Brothers, 
makers  of  two  reel  comedy  releases  for 
distribution  by  Universal.  A   contract 
has  just  been  signed  by  the  Stern 
Brothers  and  George  McManus,  car- 

toonist, whereby  the  producers  have 
obtained  the  screen  rights  for  the  pop- 

ular newspaper  cartoon  characters  “The 

Newlyweds  and  Their  Baby.”  The 
series  will  include  13  two  reelers. 

"The  Newlyweds  and  Their  Baby”  is 
one  of  the  best  known  newspaper  comic 
strips  ever  published.  It  has  appeared 
in  scores  of  newspapers  all  over  the 

country  and  is  one  of  the  outstanding 
favorites. 

This  is  another  of  the  important  steps 
taken  by  the  Stern  Brothers  following 
their  recently  announced  change  of 

policy.  They  announced  that  hence- 
forth their  production  activities  would 

be  confined  to  high  class  comedies  and 

that  no  expense  would  be  spared  in  pro- 
duction or  in  getting  suitable  material. 

In  order  to  obtain  the  screen  rights  for 
the  McManus  comic  characters  they  had 
to  pay  an  exceptionally  high  price  but 
they  say  that  this  is  well  justified  by 
the  excellent  quality  of  the  series  they 
plan  to  turn  out. 

When  Julius  Stern,  president  of  the 
corporation,  returned  to  the  Coast  last 
week  he  immediately  signed  up  Sid 
Saylor,  well  known  comedian,  to  a   long 
term  contract.  Saylor  will  play  the  part 

of  “Mr.  Newlywed.” 
Word  comes  from  Abe  Stern,  vice- 

president of  the  corporation,  who  is  at 

present  in  New  York  that  he  has  dis- 
covered a   “find”  in  the  person  of  beau- 

tiful and  dainty  Ethlyne  Clair  who  is 
coming  to  the  Coast  from  New  York  to 

play  the  part  of  “Mrs.  Newlywed”  in  this series. 

Gus  Meins  who  has  been  directing 
the  Buster  Brown  Series,  which  have 
proved  a   revelation  in  the  comedy  field, 

will  direct"  The  Newlyweds  and  Their 

Baby.” 

M-G-M  Signs  Newspaper 

Woman  to  Write  Scripts 

]\/rARY  ASHE  MILLER,  one  of  the IVl  best  known  newspaper  women  in 
America,  has  been  signed  as  a   scenario 

writer  at  the  Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer  stu- 
dios, according  to  an  announcement  by 

Harry  Rapf,  associate  executive. 
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“Feeling  fine  ogain,”  ofter  a   recent  illoessi 

Carl  Lnemmie  was  snapped  on  the  Univer- 

sal lot  bf  H.  E.  Nichols,  “Herald”  eomera- man* 

Lubitsch  Wrotef  Cast  and 

Adapted  ̂ ^Reveillon;”  Now 
He  Is  Directing  the  Film 

'T^HE  splendid  reception  which  Lu- 

bitsch’s  comedies  “The  Marriage 

Circle,”  “Forbidden  Paradise,”  and  “Kiss 

Me  Again”  have  found  with  the  Ameri- 
can public  has  caused  the  director  to 

choose  another  light  and  breezy  comedy 

for  his  coming  production  for  Warner 

Brothers. 
The  comedy  is  based  upon  the  famous 

French  farce  “Reveillon”  by  Meilhac 
and  Halevy  which  has  had  a   very  suc- 

cessful run  in  practically  all  the  theatres 

of  Europe.  Lubitsch  himself  is  adapt- 
ing the  play  for  the  screen.  It  will  be 

cast  in  a   lighter  vein  than  the  former 
Lubitsch  comedies:  in  fact  it  will  get 

away  altogether  from  the  so-called 
sophisticated”  type  of  comedy  and  with 

the  eternal  trangle.  Lubitsch  him- 
self says:  it  will  be  just  five_  reels  of 

laughs,  with  one  gag  following  right 
after  the  other. 

“Reveillon”  which  is  merely  the 

working  title  and  will  be  substituted  by 

a   more  appropriate  one  later  abounds 
with  Lnny  situations  and  is  full  of  the 
most  mirthful  complications  which  work 

up  to  a   surprising  climax. 
March  1   actual  production  began  and 

in  addition  to  writing  the  adaptation 

and  continuity  of  the  comedy,  Lubitsch 
selected  an  all  star  cast  for  the  picture. 

Bob  Leonard  Joins  His 
Fiancee  in  New  York 

Robert  Z.  Leonard,  screen  di- rector, has  quietly  left  Los  Angeles, 

it  was  learned  at  the  Metro-Goldwyn- 

Mayer  studios,  where  he  is  under  con- 
tract, to  visit  with  his  newly  engaged 

bride-to-be,  Gertrude  Olmsted,  in  New York. 

Accompanying  the  director  was  F. 
Hugh  Herbert,  the  British  novelist,  who 

will  work  with  him  on  the  story  of  “The 
Waning  Sex,”  the  famous  stage  play  by 

Frederic  and  Fanny  Hatton,  which  Leon- 

ard will  direct  for  M-G-M  on  his  return. 

Conway  and  Farley  Hold 
Reunion  on  Metro  Lot 

JACK  CONWAY  and  Dot  Farley  held  a reunion  on  the  Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer 
lot  last  week. 

Twelve  years  ago  Miss  Farley  was  a 
star  and  Conway  was  her  leading  man.  Both 

were  working  for  the  old  Albuquerque 

company  in  Los  Angeles,  and  together  they 
made  several  old  classics,  among  them 

“Even  Unto  Death.”  Incidentally  both  of 

them  were  nearly  drowned  when  they  were 

washed  off  the  Seal  Rocks  on  Catalina 
Island  during  the  making  of  this  picture. 

Harold  Shuirsato  aod  Jane  Morfia,  signed 

for  the  MeiFopolltoR  Studio  eeenario  do- 

poFtmeat  b^  Jack  CunaiagEism,  editorial 

supervisor. 

Brown  and  Lubitsch  List 

Players  by  Nationalities 
They  Best  Characterize 

wo  of  screenland’s  most  noted  direc- 
tors  were  recently  asked  to  comprise 

lists  giving  their  ideas  of  the  best  choice 

for  both  male  and  female  players  for  por- 
trayals of  the  various  nationalities.  The 

directors  who  drew  up  the  lists  were  Ernst 

Lubitsch  representing  the  foreign  and  Clar- 

ence Brovra  representing  the  American  di- 
rectors. 

The  t%vo  lists  showed  that  in  only  a   few 

instances  had  they  picked  players  to  portray 
their  own  nationality.  For  instance  they 

both  agreed  that  Adolphe  Menjou  and  Nor- 
ma Talmadge  were  the  best  French  types 

among  the  stars,  yet  both  are  American. 
The  interesting  lists  follow: 

By  BROWN 
French:  Adolphe  Slenjou  and  Norma  Talmadge, 

Americans. 

German;  Conrad  Nagel,  American;  Anna  Q. 
Nilsson,  Swedish. 

English:  Percy  Marmont,  English;  Vilma  Banky, 
Hungarian. 

Latin:  Ronald  Colman,  English;  Priscilla  Dean, 
American. 

Russian:  Norman  Kerry,  American;  Alla  Nazi- 
mova,  Russian. 

American:  Lloyd  Hughes,  and  Florence  Vidor, 
Americans. 

Oriental:  Sessue  Hayakawa,  Japanese;  Dolores 
Del  Rio,  Mexican. 

By  LUBITSCH 
French:  Adolphe  Menjou  and  Norma  Talmadge, 

Americans. 

German:  Emil  Jannings,  German;  Lillian  Gish, 
American. 

English:  Clive  Brook,  English;  Mary  Aster, 
Amencan. 

Latin:  Ramon  Novarro,  Mexican;  Pola  Negri, 
Polish. 

Russian:  Jack  Gilbert,  American;  Pola  Negri, 
Polish. 

American:  Gloria  Swanson  and  Douglas  Fair- 
banks, American. 

Oriental:  Anna  May  Wong,  Chinese;  So  Jin, 

Japanese. 

Levee  Changes  Title  of 

‘‘MoZasses”  Picture  for 
F,  N,  to  ̂ ^Sweet  Daddies’* 

Me..  LEVEE’S  ambitious  feature •   comedy  for  First  National  orig- 

inally titled  “Molasses,”  will  be  released  in 
May  under  the  title  “Sweet  Daddies.”  This 
change  in  title  was  made  after  an  ex- 

tensive canvass  of  the  exhibitors  of  the 

country  and  it  more  fully  explains  the 
production.  George  Sidney  and  Charlie 

Murray,  who  are  featured  with  Vera  Gor- 

don in  Levee’s  picture,  have  the  benefit 
of  the  nev/  title. 

Metro  Begins  Herbert  Tale 
“'T'HERE  YOU  ARE,”  F.  Hugh  Her- 

-I  bert's  noted  novel  of  city  life,  went 
into  motion  picture  production  yester- 

day at  the  Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer  stu- 
dios when  Jess  Robbins  started  direct- 

ing an  adaptation  made  by  the  author 
himself. 

Ramoisa  Sharpe,  film  sciress,  and  General 

Manager  Gilbert  J.  Heyfron  of  Renaud  HoCT- 

man  Productlong  making  “The  Unknown 
Soldier”  for  Pro-Dls-Co  release. 

Greetings  I   Harry  Strickland,  salesman  for 

United  Artlstn  out  of  St.  Louis,  greets  bis 

old  friend  Kenneth  Karlan,  now  working  in 

“The  lee  Flood,”  a   Universal  production. 

Left  to  right:  Wllliom  Cameron  Mensies, 
art  diresior  of  United  Artists  productlong, 

ond  kis  associate,  Pork  French. 

^‘Aloma”  Problem  Solved 
When  Fischbeck  Uses 

Filter  Camera  Process 

IN  "Aloma  of  the  South  Seas”  starring Gilda  Gray  the  star’s  eyes  presented  a 
problem.  Miss  Gray  has  very  light  blue 

eyes  which  screen  almost  white.  It  was 

solved  by  Harry  Fischbeck,  cameraman. 
A   filter  used  on  the  camera  made  the 

star’s  eyes  appear  almost  black. 
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Two  Negatives  with  One  Setup 

of  Tripod  Is  Boyle’s  Invention By  MAXWELL  SHANE 

OF  the  greatest  interest  to  motion  picture  people  and  also  to  those scientists  using  the  motion  picture  camera  in  any  way  is  the 
 an- 

nouncement that  John  W.  Boyle,  A.  S.  C.,  has  invented  a   device  by 

which  two  negatives  can  be  secured  with  one  “set*up”  of  the  t
ripod. 

CAMERAMEN  who  have  seen  the  device in  operation  are  of  the  opinion  that  it 

will  revolutionize  that  process  of  cinema- 
tography known  as  panoramism,  and  will 

also  eliminate  much  of  the  time  wasted  at 

present  in  matching  up  close  shots  with 
corresponding  long  shots.  Simple  as  it  may 

seem  on  description  the  device  fills  a   cry- 
ing need  of  cinematographers  and  is  the 

result  of  several  years  of  hard  work  on 
the  part  of  Mr.  Boyle. 

Briefly,  the  device  consists  of  a   metal 
block,  which  is  clamped  to  the  top  of  an 
Akeley  camera,  and  to  which  a   Bell  and 
Howell  camera  is  in  turn  clamped  by  its 

bottom  side.  Both  lenses,  that  of  the  Ake- 
ley and  that  of  the  Bell  and  Howell,  are 

set  to  cover  the  same  field.  The  device  op- 
erates in  this  manner:  The  Akeley  cam- 

era is  handcranked  as  usual,  but  the  Bell 
and  Howell  is  operated  by  a   motor  drive. 
Both  cameras,  in  this  way,  revolve  on  a 
perfectly  balanced  Akeley  tripod. 

This  duplex  arrangement  makes  it  pos- 
sible to  secure  at  the  same  time  not  only 

two  perfectly  matched  negatives,  but  it  also 
will  provide  the  director  wth  a   perfectly 
matched  long  shot  and  closeup  at  the  same 
time  whenever  desired.  In  order  to  pro- 

cure the  long  shot  and  closeup  simulta- 
neously it  is  merely  necessary  to  fit  one 

camera  with  a   wide  lens  for  the  long  shot 
and  the  other  camera  %vith  a   long  focus 

lens  for  the  closeup.  In  this  way  much 

time  is  saved  for  the  director  in  eleminat- 

ing  the  necessity  for  retaking  the  same  ac- tion in  a   far  and  near  setrup. 

The  element  of  ameliorated  panoramic 

potentiality  is  explained  as  follows : 

Ordinarily  it  is  necessary  to  use  two  sep- 
arate camera  units  each  on  individual  tri- 

pods. When  a   panorama  of  more  than  180 

degrees  is  taken  the  instruments  come 
within  photographic  range  of  each  other, 

thus  spoiling  at  least  one  of  the  negatives. 
Boyle’s  method  eliminates  this  possibility 
for  one  camera  is  above  the  other  instead 

of  alongside.  It  also  eliminates  the  ne- 

cessity for  two  camera  operators,  a   neces- 
sity which  is  often  impossible  to  comply 

with. 

With  these  objects  in  view,  that  of  sav- 
ing time,  that  of  matching  negatives  per- 

fectly, that  of  attaining  a   better  panorama, 
that  of  obtaining  close  shots  and  long  shots 

at  the  same  time  and  because  of  its  effi- 

ciency and  inexpensiveness,  Mr.  Boyle  be- 
lieves that  the  device  will  soon  be  in  com- 
mon use  in  all  studios.  Many  camera 

authorities  agree  with  the  inventor  who  has 

taken  papers  of  patent  out  on  his  mechan- 
ical brain-child. 

WILLIAM  CAMERON  MENZIES 
ART  DIRECTOR  ON 

“THE  WANDERER”  THE  DARK  ANGEL” 

“THE  EAGLE” 
In  Preparation 

“KIKI”  “THE  BAT” 

PARK  FRENCH 
ASSOCIATE 

John  W.  Boyle  hae  Invenlcd  a   method  by 
which  two  negatives  may  be  made  with  one 

setup  of  the  tripod.  He  is  eameramaa  for 

First  Notional's  "Her  Second  Chance.” 

Mr.  Boyle  is  at  present  using  this  device 

in  photographing  fast  racing  scenes  for 
“Her  Second  Chance,”  a   First  National 
film,  being .   directed  by  Lambert  Hillyer. 
The  entire  circumference  of  the  track  will 
be  taken  in  one  shot  by  this  camera. 

Boyle  has  photographed  many  other  First 

National  pictures,  including  “The  Viennese 
Medley”  and  “The  Far  Cry.” 

Robards  Tired  of  All  But 

Work,  So  He  Writes  Song 
A   FTER  his  j-ears  of  constant  activity 

on  the  speaking  stage,  Jason  Robards. 
well  known  leading  man  and  featured 

player  in  pictures,  finds  the  waits  between 
pictures  so  irksome  that  he  has  decided  to 

paraphrase  a   popular  song  to  read  "I’m 
Tired  of  Everj1;hing  but  Work.” 
He  just  recently  finished  playing  the  lead 

with  Mary  Philbin  in  “Stella  Maris”  but 
he  is  already  tired  of  golf,  tennis,  tourini- 
and  other  kindred  pastimes  with  whicli 
most  folk  while  away  the  idle  hours  in 
Southern  California  and  says  he  will  be 

delighted  to  hear  the  director's  clarion  call 
of  “camera.” 

!   Pep,  Action  and  Small 
Features  Hit  tlie  Mark 
Mr.  T.  O.  Service, 
Exhibitors  Herald, Chicago. 

Pictures  with  a   good  story, 
mixed  in  with  a   little  comedy,  not 

too  long,  dragged  out,  is  what  the 
public  wants.  Some  nice  pictures 
have  been  spoiled  by  too  much 
padding  and  paper  that  shows  pep 
and  not  art  posters. 

For  example  why  do  such  stars 
as  Mix,  Denny,  Gibson,  Thomson, 
Buck  Jones,  Fairbanks,  William 
Desmond  Hart  and  othprs  of  this 

type  who  are  the  back  bone  of  the 
theatres  draw  the  biggest  busi- ness. 

It  is  because  it’s  pep,  action, 
small  features,  that  hit  right  to 

the  point. Thomas  T.  Lewis, 

Town  Hall,  Westlow,  Mass, 
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John  C.  Brownell 

John  C.  Broivnell  One  of 

the  Few  Scenarists  Who 

Was  Not  a   Newspaperman 
A   VERY  well  known  author  once  asked: 

^   ̂    What  is  a   scenario  editor  and  why? 
He  seemed  quite  bitter  toward  scenario 
editors,  possibly,  because  one  of  his  pet 

stories  had  been  turned  down  by  one.  Oc- 
casionally authors  have  degenerated  ( ?) 

into  scenario  editors. 

John  C.  Brownell,  Eastern  scenario  edi- 
tor for  F.  B.  O.,  is  one  of  the  few  editors 

we  know  who  has  never  had  experience  in 

newspaper  work.  He  was  playing  an  im- 
portant part  with  John  Barrymore  in  a 

popular  stage  play  when  his  call  came  to 
desert  the  spoken  drama.  The  call  was 
strong,  and  he  left  the  drama  to  struggle 
along  without  him  as  best  it  could.  During 
vacations  he  had  acted  in  the  silent  drama 
and  discovered  he  could  write  for  the 

screen.  He  joined  George  Kline  and  wrote 

for  Billy  Brukc,  then  later  joined  Univer- 
sal and  become  assistant  manager  of  the 

Ft.  Lee  studios  for  a   time,  during  which 
time  he  was  called  upon  to  write  original 
stories,  continuity,  act  when  called  upon, 
cut  film  and  write  titles.  When  the  studio 

closed  Col.  Jasper  Ewing  Brady  engaged 
him  to  come  over  to  1600  Broadway  and 
act  as  Eastern  editor  where  he  served  six 
years,  going  from  Universal  to  F.  B.  O. 

Richard  Wallace.  Jimmy  Finlayson,  Floyd 
Jaekmon,  '‘Buddy"  and  Claude  Glllingwater 
making  "Never  Too  Old,"  Hal  Rooch  com- 

edy for  Pnlhe.  (Pholo  by  H.  E.  N.) 

HARRY 
GARSON 

Producing 

LEFTY  FLYNN 

for 

F.  B.  0.  release 

ALAN  HALE 
DIHEC1X)K 

“WEDDING  SONG” — Leatrice  Joy 

“BRAVEHEART”— Rod  LaRoque 

P.  D.  C.  Release 

JAMES  P.  HOGAN 
Director  of 

"CAPITAL  PUNISHMENT" 

"KING  OF  THE  TURF" 

no»r  "ISLE  OF  RETRIBUTION" 

for  F.  B.  O. 
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Now  playing 

the  leading 

role  in  M.  C. 

Levee's  pro- duction. 

“Sweet 

Daddies” 
First  National 

Release 

STEPHEN 
ROBERTS 

LLOYD  BACON 
DIRECTOR 

With  Mack  Sennett 

Director 

EDUCATIONAL 

COMEDIES 

Harr^  Strlekland.  Untied  Arilsts  exchange 

manogsr  at  St.  Louta,  knowa  'em  all.  In 
ihU  picture  he  is  exchanging  shakes  with 

Fred  Tliomson,  F.  D.  O.  star,  on  the  F. 

B.  O.  Hollywood  lot. 

Ruth  Taylor  Mistaken  for 
An  Extra  in  Scenes  for 

Lamont-Graves  Production 
TN  the  land  of  makebelieve  on  a   movie 

set  many  amusing  incidents  occur. 
During  the  shooting  of  the  Apache  Cafe 
scene  in  the  Ralph  Graves  comedy  at 
the  Mack  Sennett  studio,  a   number  of 

extra  people  were  employed  made  up  as 

tough  East  Siders  to  lend  atmosphere. 

“On  the  set,  and  get  partners  for  the 

Charleston,”  called  director  Charles  La- 
mont.  A   chap  made  up  as  a   typical 
roughneck  came  over  to  Ruth  Taylor, 

who  was  sitting  off-stage  and  said, 

“Come  on,  kid,  let’s  go.”  Miss  Taylor, 
with  a   little  twinkle  in  her  eyes,  informed 

him  that  she  was  playing  the  lead  and 
could  not  double  just  at  that  time. 

Edwards  Gets  Week^s  Pay 
for  40  Minutes  Labor 

^NE  of  the  shortest  engagements  on  rec- 
ord  has  just  been  filled  by  Neely  Ed- 

wards, former  Orpheum  headliner. 
Several  days  ago  Dallas  Fitzgerald  who 

recently  handled  the  megaphone  on  “Sil- 
ver Lanterns”  in  which  the  funster  por- 

trayed the  featured  comedy  role,  requested 

Neely  to  report  at  the  studio  for  an  addi- 
tional scene  which  he  desired  to  film. 

Considering  the  trip  to  the  Universal 
studio,  and  the  time  consumed  in  making 

up,  Edwards  spent  altogether  40  minutes. 

Norman  Taurog,  director  of  Eduentionol 

oomedlsa,  at  work  on  his  latest,  ‘"nte  Hon- 

est Injun,"  In  which  Johnny  Arthur  Is  fea- 
tured. 
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Alun  Halo  is  now  dirooting  E,  M.  Asher’s 

production,  "Good  Luck,"  (or  First  Ns* 
tionaL 

Frank  Currier  on  Road 

to  Recovery  After  Illness 
pRANK  CURRIER,  veteran  character 

actor  of  the  screen,  is  reported  on  the 
road  to  recovery  following  his  nervous 
breakdown  while  appearing  in  a   role  in  the 
East,  which  forced  his  return  to  his  Hol- 

lywood home. 
Currier  was  stricken  following  a   trip  to 

New  York  to  see  the  premiere  of  “Ben-Hur” 
in  which  he  appeared,  and  following  which 
he  went  to  Birmingham,  Ala.,  where  he  was 
loaned  by  the  Metro  -   Goldwyn  -   Mayer 
studios  to  a   First  National  company  en- 

gaged in  a   play  there.  A   nervous  break- down necessitated  his  return  to  California. 
He  is  now  able  to  sit  up,  but  it  will  be 
some  time  before  he  can  resume  his  work 

at  the  M-G-M  studios,  where  a   role  is 
awaiting  him. 

3   Added  to  Chase  Cast 

for  Roach  Short  Feature 
R   E   D   MALATESTA,  distinguished 

artist  of  "dirty  work”  on  the  screen,  has 
been  added  to  the  cast  with  Charley  Chase 

in  the  latter’s  newest  Hal  Roach  comedy 
vehicle,  a   mythical  kingdom  story  being 
directed  by  Leo  McCarey. 

Max  Davidson,  character  artist  who  re- 

cently played  at  Hal  Roach’s  “Don  Key, 
Son  of  Burro,”  a   Hal  Roach  all  star  com- 

edy, is  anoither  addition.  Babe  Hardy  is 
a   third. 

Left  to  right  t   Lige  Couley,  EduoaSional 

star  «otu!o,  Joo  Merrick,  manager  of  the 

Los  Angelos  Eduootional  exchange,  and  Jim- 
mie Adams,  Christie  comodj  slor.  The  boys 

are  showing  Joe  some  of  their  fan  mull. 

1861—1926 

is  going  to  be  a   household 
word  once  more. 

P.  S.:  I   hope  so. 

Forty-five  years  ago  this 
country  resounded  to  the 

strains  of  ''TRAMP, 
TRAMP,  TRAMP,  The 

Boys  Are  Marching'* 
First  National  Says 

“TRAMP- 

TRAMP- 

TRAMP” 

Lincoln  Stedman 

JUVENILE  CHARACTER 
COMEDIAN 

"MADE  FOR  LOVE" 

Pout  Sloone  Pro.  Die.  Corp. 

"PERCH  OF  THE  DEVIL" 

King  Baggoi^Univeraol 

"RED  HOT  TIRES" 

Earle  Konion-~-Warner  Broa. 

EDWARD  P.  MORAN 

Scenario  Writer — Title 

Writer — Gag  Man 

Wrote  slory  and  scenario  of 

Tom  Mix’s “SOFT  BOILED” 

Also  the  Story  and  Scenario  of 

“DARWIN  WAS  RIGHT” 
A   Six-Roet  Comedy  Special 

After  two  vears  with  Educational 
Pictures  as  Gae  man  and  Title 
Writer  for  Tack  White  Mermaid 
Comedies  and  Llovd  Hamilton 
Comedies  now  back  with  Wm.  Fox 
Productions. 
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JUNE MATHIS 
ADAPTATIONS 

“BEN  HUR” “VIENNESE 

MEDLEY” 
“SALLY” 
“CLASSIFIED” 

“IRENE” 

BALBONI 

DIRECTOR 

“THE  FAR 

CRY” 

FIRST  NATIONAL 

RELEASE 

Jean  Macpherson  scenarist  for  Cecil  B. 
DeMille  whose  product  is  handled  by 
Pro-Dis-Co  was  in  Chicago  a   few 
minutes  March  10  en  route  to  New 

York.  ("Herald”  photo.) 

Easter  Date  for  Release 

of  HaVs  ̂ ‘Devil  Horse''' Easter  has  been  selected  as  the  ap- proximate release  date  of  “The  Devil 
Horse,”  Hal  Roach’s  third  feature  special 
with  Rex,  king  of  wild  horses,  the  cast  of 
which  includes  Rex,  Lady,  the  Killer, 

Gladys  McConnell,  Yakima  Canutt  and 
Robert  Kortman,  besides  the  entire  popula- 

tion of  the  Crow  Indian  reservation  of 
Montana. 

“/s/e  of  Retribution”  to 
Be  Directed  by  /.  P,  Hogan 

T   AMES  P.  HOGAN  has  again  been  se- 
J   lected  by  F.  B.  O.  to  direct  one  of 
their  Gold  Bond  features.  Edeson  Mar- 

shall’s “The  Isle  of  Retribution,"  one  of 
the  best-sellers  of  1924,  will  be  the  vehicle. 
Hogan  has  selected  Lillian  Rich  and 

Robert  Frazer  to  head  an  all-star  cast  in- 

cluding Mildred  Harris  and  Victor  Mc- 
Laglen. 

L«fi  to  right:  Moll  Moor«,  Dlreeior  Prank 

Borxogo  and  Kathryn  Perry  are  now  work- 

ing on  “Early  to  Wed,"  Fox  film. 
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Unusual  photo^aphy  Is  a   feature  la  tlie 

making  of  “Silence'’  (or  Pro-Dis*Co.  Pev 
erell  Marlej  Is  shovrn  here  es  chief  eemera* 

moo  In  a   swing  he  has  fixed  for  himself- 

*^Indian  for  Extras 
Leaves  Head  Almost  Bare 

HE  “Indian  bob”  is  the  latest  affecta- 
tion  of  screen  extras  of  the  male  per- 

•suasion — and  grief  reigns  among  those  who 
have  been  forced  to  undergo  it — for  it  is 
far  from  a   thing  of  beauty. 

Fifty  extras  at  the  big  studio  v/ere  bar- 
bered  with  the  Iroquois  haircut  in  question 

to  play  the  role  of  the  redskins  in  “The 
Scarlet  Letter,”  Lillian  Gish’s  new  Metro- 
Goldwyn-Mayer  vehicle. 
The  haircut  consists  of  shaving  the  en- 

tire head  with  the  exception  of  a   small 

topknot  at  the  top — a   sort  of  scalp-lock. 
The  head  then  much  resembles  that  of  an 

old-time  Chinaman  save  that  a   pigtail 
adorned  him  where  only  a   small  tuft  graces 
the  Indian. 

CINEMATOGRAPHER 

GUSTAVE  ANDERSON 
SCANDINAVIAN  FILMS,  LTD. 

Now  in  America 

ADDRESS 

LAMBS  CLUB,  NEW  YORK 

Harry  Garson 
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Lige  Conley 
— Still  with 

Educational 
and  will  be  until  March  IS 

HE  WILL  ANNOUNCE 

HIS  FUTURE  AFFILIA- 
TIONS SHORTLY. 

SSd  Soylor  who  Is  to  p!oy  “Mr.  Newlywed” 
In  “The  Newlyweds  and  Their  Baby,”  new 
eoir.edy  series  to  be  produced  by  Stern 
Brothers  for  Universal. 

Varconi  Completes  Work 
on  Irene  Rich  Picture 

VICTOR  VARCONI  has  completed  his 
part  as  a   gypsy  violinist  in  “Silken 

Shackles”  with  Irene  Rich  at  Warner’s. 
This  is  his  second  picture  since  his  return 
from  Europe,  where  he  played  the  lead  in 

“The  Last  Days  of  Pompeii,”  an  Italian 
spectacle  to  be  released  in  this  country 

next  season.  The  first  was  Cecil  DeMille’s 
“The  Volga  Boatman,”  in  which  he  played 
Prince  Dimitri. 

Willard  Louis  Lent  to 

Metro-Goldivyn  by  Warner 

WARNER  BROTHERS  have  loaned Willard  Louis  to  enact  the  featured 

role  in  Hobart  Henley’s  production  of 
“Bellamy  the  Magnificent,”  starring  Ramon 
Novarro,  to  be  produced  by  Metro-Gold- 
wyn-Mayer,  according-  to  word  from  Jack 
L.  Warner. 

Louis  recently  finished  his  work  in  “Don 
Juan”  starring  John  Barrymore  at  Warner 
Brothers,  in  which  production  he  will  be 

seen  as  Barrymore’s  servant. 

Young  Player  With  Scot 
Name  Frenchman  Role 

FIFE  sounds  very  complicated  when  one 
^   learns  that  a   young  man  with  a 

Scotch  name  is  cast  to  play  a   French- 
man after  having  just  been  nominated 

an  ideal  American  type. 

Malcolm  McGregor  is  the  “Mr.  Amer- 
ica,” runnerup  in  question. 

Eddie  Moron,  soenarist,  Lee  Seller,  director 

of  Von  Dibbor  comodios  for  Fox,-F.otix  A.d* 
ler,  title  writer,  are  champion  squash  play* 
ers  ond  members  of  iho  Antl*Eal  club. 
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Elinor  Fair  plays  the  lead  opposite  Rod 

LsRoeque  and  Dircstor  William  K.  ’Rotvard 

la  shooting  a   scene  for  “Ooehelor  Brides>'* 
Pro-Dis-Co  pioturo.  P.  C.  Schrom,  Michigan 
exhibitor,  end  h!s  wife  and  daughter  are 
watching  the  studio  work. 

Moomaw  Film,  ‘^Flames/*  Is 
Sought  in  Vain  by  Bids 

of  Many  Distributors 

COMPELLED  by  a   previous  contract with  Associated  Exhibitors  to  refuse 

the  offers  made  by  producers  to  pur- 
chase outright  his  recently  completed 

picture,  "Flames,”  Lewis  H.  Moomaw, 
prominent  Portland  director  departed 
for  New  York. 

Thus,  one  of  the  most  spirited  bidding 

contests  for  the  product  of  an  indepen- 
dent producer  was  brought  to  a   close, 

as  Eastern  officials  of  the  releasing  com- 
pany declined  to  waive  their  releasing 

rights  to  the  picture  in  which  such  stars 
as  Virginia  ValH,  Jean  Hersholt,  Eugene 

O’Brien,  Cissy  Fitzgerald,  Bryant  Wash- 
bum  and  George  Nichols  appear. 

Murray’s  Western 
Production 

(Continued  from  page  61) 

ner  Bros,  production,  which  is  to  be  a 
farce  adapted  from  a   French  play. 

♦   ♦   ♦ 

Universal  has  signed  William  Lord 

Wright  as  supervisor  of  all  serial  pro- 

ductions, and  Edward  Montagne  has  re- 
newed his  contract  with  Universal  for 

another  year,  as  scenario  editor. 
*   «   « 

Again  Lincoln  Stedman  has  been  cast 
in  a   juvenile  role  and  it  appears  he  has 
deserted  for  good  the  fat  slapstick 

capers  of  the  past  years.  He  has  an  im- 

portant role  under  King  Baggot’s  direc- 
tion in  Universal’s  feature,  “The  Perch 

of  the  Devil.” *   if  * 

Dan  Mason  is  again  playing  with  his 
favorite  actor — Tom  Mix.  He  is  cast  as 

"Uncle  Abner”  in  Tom’s  forthcoming 
Fox  production,  “Hard  Boiled.” if  if  if 

Charles  G.  Clarke,  who  has  just  fin- 

ished shooting  “Whispering  Smith”  un- 
der the  direction  of  George  Milford,  for 

Producers  Distribution  Corp.  has  left  the 
Metropolitan  lot  to  shoot  some  specials 
for  Famous  Players-Lasky. 

#   i)i  i(( 

“Senor  Dare-Devil”  an  original  story 
by  Marian  Jackson  will  be  the  first 
Charles  R.  Rogers  Western  for  First  Na- 

tional. Ken  Maynard  will  be  starred 
and  A1  Rogell  will  direct. 

if  if  if 

Walter  Lundin,  A.  S.  C,  has  finished 

shooting  scenes  for  “For  Heaven’s 
Sake,”  Harold  Lloyd’s  latest  Paramount 

NORMAN 
TAUROG 

DIRECTOR 

Has  signed  for  an- 
other series  of  But- 

ton Busters.  Now 

on  his  fourth  year 

directing  Educa- 
tional comedies. 

Let’ s   Go  I 

BESS  FLOWERS 
Feminine  lend  in 

“RANDS  ACROSS  THE  BORDER" 
with  Fred  Thomaon 

LOU  SEILER 

Now  Direeling 

“VAN  BIBBER”  COMEDIES 

BY  RICHARD  H,1RD1NC  DAVIS 

WM.  FOX  RELEASE 
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Marie  Prevost 

Starring  in  in 

MabeVs  Room”  a 
Christie  Produc- 

tion to  be  released 

thru  Producers 

Distributing  Corp. 

FRANCIS  CORBY 
DIRECTOR 

Edna  Marian  Comedies 

production,  and  after  a   few  weeks  vaca- 
tion will  start  “farming”  for  a   short 

period. 

♦   ♦   ♦ 

Universal  has  decided  to  change  its 

feature,  “Poker  Faces”  back  to  its  origi- 

nal title.  For  a   time  they  called  it  "Be- 

ware of  Blondes.” 

>t>  *   * 

Ray  June  who  photographed  “The Unknown  Soldier”  for  Renau^  Hoffman, 
a   P.  D.  C.  production,  has  just  packed 
his  camera  away  and  is  giving  his  fam- 

ily a   vacation  in  his  Locomobile. 
*   *   * 

Sally  Long,  Wampas  star  of  1926,  and 
former  Follies  beauty,  is  about  to  desert 
the  screen  for  a   short  vaudeville  tour  in 
a   sketch  written  especially  for  her. *   *   * 

Dan  Clark,  A.  S.  C.,  who  turns  the 

crank  on  all  of  Tom  Mix’s  pictures,  was 
a   recent  victim  to  the  flu.  He  is  report- 

ed out  of  danger  and  getting  along nicely. 

*   *   * 

Alan  Hale,  who  directed  "The  Wed- 
ding Song”  and  “Braveheart”  for  Cecil 

DeMilte,  is  now  directing  “Good  Luck” 
for  First  National  release.  Hale’s  next 
assignment  remains  a   dark  secret. 

t   *   * 

Georges  Benoit,  A.  S.  C.,  the  smiling 

son  of  France,  will  start  shooting  “Be- 
hind the  Wheel”  directed  by  Robert 

Thornby  for  P.  D.  C.  Georges  has  pho- 
tographed Priscilla  Dean  in  four  pictures 

during  the  last  six  months. 
*   *   *   , 

Harry  Garson  is  just  back  from  a   three 
weeks  struggle  with  the  elements  in  the 
high  Sierras.  The  company  making 

scenes  for  “Sir  Lumberjack”  returned 
exhausted  and  travel-worn,  but  with  six 
reels  of  action  stuff  in  the  snow  and  big 
timber  region  of  Feather  Falls.  Carson 

will  next  direct  Lefty  Flynn  in  "Glenis- 

ter  of  the  Mounted.” *   * 

John  Arnold,  A.  S.  C.,  is  now  shooting 
scenes  for  “Paris”  at  the  M-G-M  lot  un- 

der the  •direction  of  Alf  Goulding. 
Charles  Ray  is  being  featured. ♦   *   ♦ 

Myrtle  Stedman,  popular  leading  wom- 

an, who  just  completed  her  role  in  “The 
Prince  of  Pilsen,”  a   P.  D.  C.  feature, 
has  signed  to  appear  in  another  First 
National  production  which  goes  to  work 
this  week. 

*   *   * 
Norman  Taurog,  director  of  numerous 

successful  Educational  comedies,  has 
just  signed  a   new  contract  with  that  firm 
and  will  start  work  soon  on  a   new  series. 

♦   ♦   ♦ 

Ralph  Graves  has  signed  to  appear  op- 

posite Renee  Adoree  in  "In  Praise  of 

James  Carabine,”  a   Metro-Goldwyn- 
Mayer  production. «   *   * 

Edward  Sedgwick,  formerly  with  Uni- 
versal, will  direct  his  own  original  story 

“Tin  Hats”  for  M-G-M. *   *   * 

Paramount  has  changed  the  title  of 
Pola  Negri’s  story  from  “Naughty  Cin- 

derella” to  "Good  and  Naughty.” 

George  Barnes  has  been  assigned  the 

job  of  photographing  Valentino  in  “The 
Son  of  a   Sheik”  his  forthcoming  United Artists  production,  to  be  directed  by George  Fitzmaurice. 

♦   ♦   ♦ 

Norma  Shearer  has  just  returned  from 
a   brief  vacation  and  found  awaiting  her 
signature  at  the  M-G-M  lot  a   brand  new 
contract,  which  she  promptly  signed. *   * 

Ethel  Shannon,  the  vivacious  Denver 
girl,  who  has  appeared  in  such  well 
known  productions  as  "The  Girl  Who 
Came  Back,”  "An  Old  Fashioned  Boy,” 
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“Daughters  of  the  Rich,”  “Charley’s 
Aunt,”  ‘Stop  Flirting,”  and  has  just  fin- 

ished the  leading  feminine  role  in  Harry 

Carey’s  vehicle  “Texan  Trails,”  has  been 
engaged  for  a   dramatic  part  in  another 
big  production.  She  recently  played  in 

A1  Lichtman’s  Universal  production, 

•“Charley’s  Niece,”  “The  Speed  Limit,”  a 
Ootham  production  and  “The  Phantom 

Express,”  for  F.  B.  O. 9K  *   « 

An  entire  musical  comedy  company, 

•comprising  46  sho-w  girls,  comedians  and 
others,  go  to  make  a   real  girl  show  in 

■“The  Old  Soak,"  which  Edward  Sloman 
is  directing  for  Universal.  June  Mar- 

lowe is  the  leading  feminine  character. 
Jack  Rose,  former  Chicago  boy,  is 
cameranaan.  The  big  theatre  built  for 

“Phantom  of  the  Opera”  is  being  used 
for  the  stage  shots. 

Spargo^  s   Eastern 
Production  News 

(Cotilijincd  from  page  61) 

A1  Rockett’s  first  production  for  First  Na- 
tional, “Puppets,”  with  Milton  Sills  in  the 

starring  role. 
*   T 

We’ve  had  our  canine  actors — and  fine 
ones,  too — for  a   long  time,  and  now  comes 
the  canine  director.  Peg^^',  an  airedale 
belonging  to  Daniel  Doran,  property  man 

at  Paramount’s  Eastern  studio,  directed  a 
scene  last  week  in  “Fine  Manners,”  Gloria 
Swanson’s  new  picture.  The  camera  was 
focused  on  a   parrot,  which,  according  to  the 
script,  was  to  become  flustered.  When 

“Camera”  was  called,  Doran  gave  Peggy 
the  signal  and  she  started  barking  at  the 
parrot,  which  in  turn  became  flustered  as 
per  instructions. 

«   *   * 

Gertrude  Olmstead  is  playing  opposite 

Milton  Sills  at  First  National’s  New  York 
studios  in  Sills’  next  starring  vehicle,  “Pup- 

pets.” 
*   *   * 

Chick  Kirk,  art  director  with  the  “Sor- 
rows of  Satan”  company  at  Paramount’s 

Long  Island  plant,  stepped  out  of  his  role 
and  over  into  that  of  appraiser.  D.  W. 
Crriflith  desired  in  one  scene  to  depict  abject 
poverty  in  a   garret  room  and  he  called  in 

Kirk  to  have  every  detail  of  setting  re- 
moved which  might  be  pawnable. 

♦   *   ♦ 

Dorothy  Mackail  is  due  back  in  New 

York  shortly  to  play  the  title  role  in  "Sub- 
way Sadie,”  which  A1  Rockett  will  make for  First  National. 

*   ♦   * 

Thomas  Meighan  is  back  at  the  Para- 
mount Long  Island  studio  after  a   vacation 

in  Florida.  With  To'wnsend  Martin  the 
star  is  going  over  a   number  of  stories  to 
find  one  suitable  for  his  next  attraction. 

*   *   Hf 

Ben  Lyon  shaved  off  his  famous  beard 

which  he  grew  for  "The  Savage”  last  week. He  wore  said  beard  for  nine  weeks  and 

■celebrated  by  having  motion  pictures  made 
of  the  removal.  His  friends  have  to  look 

twice  to  recognize  him  since  his  chin  adorn- 
men  has  been  removed. 

*   ♦   ♦ 

Edward  Sutherland,  director  on  location 
with  the  W.  C.  Fields  unit  which  is  making 

“It’s  the  Old  Army  Game”  in  Florida  for 
Paramount,  is  wielding  the  megaphone  with 

one  arm  in  a   sling,  the  result  of  an  acci- 
■dent  while  returning  from  location  by  mo- 

tor boat.  This  is.  reminiscent  of  the  time 
Frank  Tuttle  was  hobbling  around  the  Long 

Island  studio  on  one  foot  and  a   cane  dur-, 

ing  the  filming  of  Gloria  Swanson's  “The 
Untamed  Lady.”  There  seems  to  be  a 
hoodoo  in  the  path  of  Paramount  direc- tors. 

«   4c  » 

Ray  Rockett,  who  instituted  a   studio 

“Round  Table”  at  First  National’s  New 
'York  studios  when  he  was  appointed  studio 

MARY  LOUISE  MILLER 

IN  “SPARROWS” WITH  MARY  PICKFORD 

•   A   UNITED  ARTISTS’  RELEASE 
Phone  OLYhfPIA  3422 

MYRTLE  STEDMAN 

“THE  FAR  CRY” 
SYLVANO  BALBONI  FIRST 

NATIONAL 

“PRINCE  OF  PILSEN” 

PAUL  POWELL— PRO.  DIS.  CORP. 
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1 
KENNETH  HARLAN 

“CRASHING  TIMBERS” 
UNIVERSAL  RELEASE 

My  contract  has  expired  with  Warner 
Bros.  Will  announce  future  affiliation 

GIL  PRATT 
DIRECTOR 

**Smith  Family” 

Sennett  Comedies 

BILLY  BUTTS 
Ab  “BUDDY”  in 

“THE  TOUGH  GUY” 
FUED  THOMSON 

F.  B.  O.  rcloase  Phone  Cr.  667° 

manager  several  months  ago,  reports  that 

the  idea  has  proven  a   great  success.  Many 
new  ideas  have  appeared  over  the  coffee 
cups  from  the  heads  of  the  various  de- 

partments who  meet  for  lunch  in  his  office 
once  each  week. 

Production  Waits 

Upon  Weather (_Contiuued  from  page  S3) 

L.  Warner  lias  a   new  discovery  in  Doris  Hill  who 

will  be  Syd  Chaplin’s  leading  lady  in  a   new  story 
being  written  by  Darryl  Francis  Zanuck,  in  col- 

laboration with  Charles  “Chuck”  Reisner. 
“Broken  Hearts  of  Hollywood,"  Gregory  Rog- 

ers’ colorful  story  of  life  in  the  film  capitol  is  a 
forthcoming  Warner  production,  to  be  directed  by 
James  Flood.  Another  director  to  get  an  early 
start  will  be  Roy  Del  Ruth  who  has  been  selected 

to  direct  "The  Social  Highwayman.” 
Ernst  Lubitsch’s  next  will  be  an  adaptation  of 

the  French  farce,  "Revillon,”  by  Meilhava  ami 
Halevy.  Its  production  will  start  this  week  with 
Monte  Blue  in  the  leading  male  role.  Johnny 
Mescall  will  be  behind  the  camera 

Building  at  Metropolitan 

At  the  Metropolitan  studio  carpenters  and  ma- 
sons are  busy  building  new  stages,  paving  streets 

and  preparing  for  a   very  active  season.  “Ship- 
wrecked” has  just  been  completed  by  Joseph 

Henabery,  and  “Whispering  Smith”  is  now  in  the cutting  room.  This  was  directed  by  George  Mel- 
ford,  with  H.  B.  Warner,  Lillian  Rich,  John  Bow- 

ers, Lilyan  Tashman  and  others  in  the  cast. 
Charlie  Clarke,  A.  S.  C.,  photographed  this  opus. 

Edward  Dillon  has  finished  “The  Danger  Girl.” 
George  Benoid  was  cameraman.  In  preparation  at 

Metro^litan  studios  are  “The  Last  Frontier,” 
“The  Flame  of  the  Yukon,”  and  “The  American 
Sex.”  No  directors  have  been  assigned  to  the 
last  three. 

F.  N.  on  Big  Schedule 

One  of  the  greatest  production  schedules  First 
National  has  attempted  thus  far  has  been  begun 
at  the  West  Coast  studios  with  John  McCormick 
in  charge  of  production.  The  Colleen  Moore  unit 

is  shooting  on  “Ella  Cinders,”  and  Anna  Q. 
Nilsson  is  being  starred  in  “Miss  Nobody,”  under 
Mr.  McCormick’s  supervision.  Other  First  Na- 

tional companies  now  at  work  are  Frank  Lloyd’s 
“The  Wise  Guy,”  M.  C.  Levee’s  “Sweet  Dad- 

dies,” the  Rork-Fairf^  production,  “The  Desert 
Healer.”  Corinne  Griffith  has  just  finished  “Mile. 
Modiste.”  E.  M.  Asher’s  picture,  “Good  Luck” 
is  under  way  being  directed  by  Alan  Hale.  Rich- 

ard Barthelmess  is  on  his  fourth  week  of  produc- 

tion of  “Ransom’s  Folly,”a  slight  delay  having 
been  caused  by  the  illness  of  Director  Sidney 
Olcott.  Dorothy  Mackaill  appears  opposite  Mr. Barthelmess. 

Edwin  Carewe  begins  shooting  this  week  on 

"Pal’s  First,”  with  Dolores  del  Rio  and  Lloyd 

Hughes  in  the  leading  roles.  Constance  Tal- 
madge  will  also  begin  shortly  on  an  untitled  story. 
First  National  is  to  have  a   series  of  Westerns 
also  to  be  made  under  the  supervision  of  Charles 
Rogers.  Al  Rogell  will  direct  these. 

Four  pictures  just  completed  on  the  First  Na- 

tional lot  are:  "Tramp,  Tramp,  Tramp,”  Harry 
Langdon’s  initial  production;  “Kiki”  with  Norma 

Talmadge;  “High  Steppers,”  an  Edwin  Carewe 
production:  and  "Her  Second  Chance,”  which 
Lambert  Hillyer  made  with  Anna  Q.  Nilsson  and 
Huntly  Gordon. 

F.  B.  O.  Active 

Over  on  the  F.  B.  O.  lot  Fred  Thomson  is 

finishing  up  “Hands  Across  the  Border,”  under 
David  Kirkland’s  direction.  Harry  Garson  is  cut- 

ting “Sir  Lumberjack”  starring  Lefty  Flynn  and 

Evelyn  Brent  is  finishing  "Secret  Orders.”  Em- 
ory Johnson  is  cutting  “The  Non-Stop  Flight” 

and  Tames  Hogan  shot  the  last  scene  of  "The  Isle 
of  Retribution”  on  the  lawn  of  the  F.  B.  0. 
executive  offices  last  week.  F.  Harmon  Weight 

is  making  “A  Poor  Girl's  Romance,"  one  of 
Laura  Jean  Libby’s  stories.  Tom  Tyler  is  ap- 

pearing in  an  oririnal  story  by  W.  A.  E.  Pine, 

called  “Wild  to  Go”  and  Bob  Custer  is  making 

“The  Fighting  Boob.”  “The  Gallant  Fool”  is 
Richard  Talmadge’s  latest,  while  the  Alberta 
Vaughn  company  is  working  on  episode  six  of 
the  Sam  Heilman  “Fighting  Hearts”  series. 
The  Joseph  M.  Schenck  organization  has  taken 

possession  of  tlie  Fairbanks-Pickford  studios  on 

Santa  Monica  boulevard  and  preparing  for  an  ac- 
tive season.  Rudolph  Valentino  will  make  his 

“Son  of  a   Sheik”  for  United  Artists  at  the  new 

location.  “The  Bat”  has  been  completed  and 
previewed,  and  "Kiki”  has  been  finished.  Buster 

Keaton  has  just  completed  “Battling  Butler.” 
Paramount  Making  Four 

Four  pictures  are  in  progress  at  the  Paramount 
studios  on  Vine  street  under  the  direct  supervision 
of  B.  P.  Schulbcrg  and  Hector  Turnbull:  They 

are  “Beau  Geste,”  “Padlocked,”  “The  Cat’s  Pa- 
jamas” and  “Wet  Paint.”  Several  companies  have 

been  on  location  also,  William  DeMille  in  north- 

ern California  making  mountain  scenes  for  “The 
Runaway;"  James  Cruze  on  the  Atlantic  coast 

photographing  scenes  for  “Old  Ironsides"  and 
John  Walters,  a   new  Paramount  director,  in  Yel- 

lowstone park  directing  "The  Deer  Drive." 
“U”  Has  9   in  Work 

Universal  has  nine  feature  pictures  in  produc- 

tion. John  McDermott  has  started  work  on  “The 
Love  Thief;”  Lois  Weber  is  well  on  her  way  with 
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“The  Star  Maker”  and  Edward  Sloman  is  har
d 

at  work  on  “The  Old  Soak.’’  House  
Peters  is 

heine  starred  in  “Prisoners  of  the  Stor
m  and 

Laura  LaPlante’a  first  picture  since  Univ^sal 
made  her  a   star  is  The  Big  Night.  ̂   The 

Whole  Town’s  Talking.”  Edward  Laemmles  
pro- 

duction has  just  been  completed  with  Edward 

Everett  Horton  starred.  Hoot  Gibson  and  h
is 

director,  Cliff  Smith,  have  just  returned  fr
om  lo- 

cation where  exterior  shots  were  made  for  ihe 

Phantom  Bullet.”  Kenneth  Harlan  and  Viola 
Dana  are  being  featured  in  The  Ice  Flood  and 

“The  Yellow  Back”  arc  just  being  finished.  A1 
Rogeli  is  directing  his  final  Hoxie  opus  before 

joining  Charles  Rogers  on  the  First  National  lot. 

West  at  Fine  Arts 
At  the  Fine  Arts  studio  Billy  West  is  starting 

on  an  elaborate  program  of  short  features.  David 
Hartford  is  making  a   series  of  twelve  features  on 

this  lot  also.  Phil  Goldstone  is  putting  the  finish- **  <9  nPtfTntiv  firnniir*. 

now  casting  “The  Millionaire  Policeman,”  another 
Banner  feature.  Allcne  Ray  and  Walter  Miller 

are  being  co-starred  in  “Snow,"  a   Pathe  Ex- 
change, production. 

At  Christie  Plant 
The  Christie  studios  are  at  work  on  the  new 

A1  Christie  fecial,  “Up  In  Mabel’s  Room,”  star- ring Marie  Prevost.  This  picture  will  take  the 

place  of  “The  Champion  Lover,”  which  was  pre- 
viously announced  on  the  Producers  Distributing 

Corp.  schedule.  E.  Mason  Hopper  is  directing. 
Four  Christie  comedies  are  being  cut  for  early 
release  through  Educational  exenanges.  Bobby 

Vernon  in  “Broken  China”  is  one  of  these,  Wal- 
ter Hiers  in  "Fresh  Faces"  is  being  directed  by 

Harold  Beaudine,  while  Billy  Dooley  is  being 

featured  in_  “Shore  Shy,”  directed  by  William 
Watson.  Jimmie  Adams’  next  comedy  will  be 
“Gimme  Strength.” 

Roach  Busy 

Production  activities  at  the  Hal  Roach  lot  are 

at  a   high  pitch.  Glenn  Tryon  is  working  on  a 

new  comedy  -by  Fred  Guiol.  Charley  Chase  is 
completing  a   mythical  kingdom  story  and  Ethel 
Oayton  and  .Tyler  Brooke  have  completed  a   two 
reeler  under  Cie  direction  of  Richard  Wallace. 

"Our  Gang”  has  been  laid  up  for  ten  days,  all 
having  been  vaccinated  but  with  the  return  of 
their  director,  Robert  McGowan,  from  New  York 
City,  preparations  for  a   new  comedy  are  now  in 
progress.  A   new  Rex  feature  is  to  follow  the 

recently  completed  special,  "The  Devil  Horse." 
Mabel  Normand  started  work  last  week  on  her 
new  vehicle  for  Pathe  release  at  the  Roach  lot. 

Three  Units  at  Century 

The  Century  comedy  lot  has  three  companies 
working.  Gus  Meins  is  directing  the  Buster 
Brown  series;  Francis  Corby  is  directing  the 
What  Happened  to  Jane”  series  and  Samuel 

Newfield  is  making  "The  Excuse  Maker”  series. 
A   contract  has  been  signed  by  Stern  Brothers 

and  _   George  McManus,  famous  newspaper  car- 

^onist,  whereby  “The  Newlyweds  and  their 
Baby”  will  appear  on  the  screen  under  the  Cen- 

tury banner.  The  series  will  include  thirteen  two 
reelers. 

_   I.  E.  Chadwick  has  outlined  a   schedule  of  sue- 
cial  features  for  the  coming  season,  the  first  of 
which  will  be  “April  Showers.”  Columbia  pic- tures IS  also  planning  to  make  a   new  series  of 
big  productions  at  their  rejuvenated  studios  on 
Oower  street.  They  have  already  signed  King 
Meighan,  brother  of  Thomas  Meighan,  to  be  fea- tured. 

Eddie  Cline  has  just  completed  Ben  Turpin’s 
new  pictu^re  at  the  Sennett  studios  and  Lloyd 
Bacon  and  Earle  Rodney  have  comiileted  a   new 
Alice  Day  two-reeler.  Gilbert  Pratt  is  in  the 

midst  of  a   new  “Smith  Family”  comedy  with Raymond  McKee,  Ruth  Hiatt  and  Baby  Mary  Ann 
Jackson.  Del  Lord  is  directing  “Hoboken  to 
Hollywood,”  with  Billy  Sevan.  * 

Paramount  Turning 
Out  Schedule 

(.Continued  from  page  S3) 

apecials  First  National  has  turned  out.  Sills  has 
the  starring  role.  It  was  directed  by  George Archainbaud. 

Paramount  Busy 

Three  pictures  for  the  current  season  and  one 
special  for  the  fall  and  winter  program  are  keep- 
mg  the  wheels  of  production  spinning  rapidly  at 
Paramount’s  Astoria,  L.  I.,  studio. 

There  is  hardly  a   vacant  corner  on  the  large 
stage  where  D.  W.  Griffith  is  making  his  screen 
version  of  I^rie  Corelli’s  famous  book,  “The 
Sorrows  of  Satan.”  This  special  bids  fair  to creak  all  records  for  number  of  sets  used.  Nor 
are  the  ones  now  in  use  elaborate.  Here  stands 
a   dingy  garret  room,  there  another  hovel.  A 
auapidated'  room  occupies  this  corner,  while  along one  side  of  the  stage  is  a   restaurant  with  its 
plain  wooden  tables  and  chairs,  the  kind  you  find 
in  most  any  kitchen.  Other  sets  equally  as  dreary 
losing  are  scattered  about  the  floor. 

These  sets  are  not  elaborate,  yet  their  construc- 
required  as  much  or  more  skill  and 

work  than  is  required  in  building  the  more  color- 
lui  scenes,  which  are  to  appear  in  later  sequences of  the  attraction. 

Griffith  has  been  in  production  two  weeks,  but 
ne  has  just  started  for  from  six  to  eight  months 
nave  been  allotted  to  the  work  of  making  this 
opecial.  It  IS  possible  that  the  unit  will  be 

Ernst  Lubitsch 
WILL 

“OUT-FARCE  FARCE!” 
WATCH  FOR  THE  TITLE 

■Production  just  started  for  Warner  Bros. 
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REGINALD 

BARKER’S 
fir^  produdion 
under  his  new 

contrad  with 

METRO- 

GOLDWYN- 
MAYER 

will  be 

<<TH£ 
FLAMING 

FOREST” by  James  Oliver  Curwood 

Remember 

“THE  GREAT 

DIVIDE”? 

transferred  to  the  Coast  for  certain  exteriors. 

Assisting  Griffith  in  the  direction  arc  
Uick 

Rosson  and  Frank  Walsh,  with  a   cast  composed
 

of  Adolphe  Menjon,  Carol  Dempster,  Ricar
do 

Cortez,  Lya  de  Piitti,  Ivan  Lcbedeff  and  Ma
rcia Harris.  ,   .   . 

Swanson  Working 

On  the  upper  stage  at  the  Astoria  stvidio  G
loria 

Swanson  is  making  her  next  picture.  “Fine
  Man- 

ners.” which  is  from  an  original  story  by  James 

A.  Crcclman  and  Frank  Vreeland.  Frank  Tut
tle 

is  again  directing  with  Russell  Matthews 
 assist* 

'"L  the  supporting  cast  are  Eugene  O’Brien, 
who  is  the  star’s  leading  man,  Walter  Goss,  who 

was  graduated  t>vo  weeks  ago  from  the  Paramount 

Pictures  School  and  Christine  Compton. 

The  two  stages  present  a   pleasing  contrast.  In 

place  of  the  dreary  atmosphere  of  the  Griffith 

sets,  there  is  a   dance  hall,  a   burlesque  stage,  a 

city  street,  and  elaborate  interior,  etc.,  standing 
for  the  Swanson  picture. 

Two  companies  are  now  on  location  out  of  the 

Astoria  plant,  and  both,  fortunately  for  the  mem
- 

bers of  these  units,  are  basking  in  the  Florida 

sun.  One  is  the  Bebe  Daniels  unit  making  ‘   The 
P.alm  Beach  Girl,”  while  the  other  is  the  W.  C. 

Fields  troupe  which  is  making  Fields  first  stellar 

attraction,  "It’s  the  Old  Army  Game.”  _ 
Erie  Kenton  is  directing  Miss  Daniels  m   her 

picture  of  speed  boat  races  from  an  original  story 
by  Byron  Morgan.  Lynn  Shores  is  assisting  with 
the  megaphone.  In  the  cast  are  Lawrence  Gray, 
the  star’s  leading  man,  Josephine  Drake,  John 
Patrick  and  Marguerite  Clayton. 
On  location  with  Fields  are  Louise  Brooks, 

Blanche  Ring,  Mickey  Bennett,  William  Gaxton 
and  Mary  Foy.  Edward  Sutherland  is  directing 

with  Fred  Fleck  assisting.  “It’s  the  Old  Army 
Game”  is  an  adaptation  of  J.  P.  McEvoy’s  play, 
"The  Comic  Supplement.” 
Both  the  Daniels  and  Fields  units  will  return 

to  the  Long  Island  studio  in  about  four  weeks. 

By  that  time  Richard  Dix  will  have  started  his 

next  production,  “Take  a   Chance,”  in  which 
Alyce  Mills  will  play  the  star’s  leading  woman. 
Production  details  on  this  picture  have  not  yet 
been  announced. 

Lichtman  Producing 

A1  Lichtman  completed  camera  work  last  week 

on  "Oh,  Baby!”  a   feature  length  comedy  which 
will  be  his  initial  offering  as  a   producer.  The 

picture  brings  to  the  screen  a   new  player — Little 
Billy,  the  vest-pocket  actor  who  is  already  widely 
known  on  the  vaudeville  stage.  Playing  in  his 

support  are  Madge  Kennedy,  Creighton  Hale, 
Ethel  Shannon,  Flora  Finch  and  David  Butler. 

"Oh,  Baby!"  will  be  a   Universal  release.  It 
was  directed  by  Harley  Knoles  from  his  own 

original  story  which  Arthur  Hoerl  adapted  to 
screening  purposes. 

At  present  the  producer  is  busy  with  plans  for 
his  second  production  which  will  also  be  made  in 
the  East.  It  will  be  a   screen  version  of  Aaron 

Hoffman’s  stage  piece,  “The  Cherry  Tree,”  in 
which  George  Jessel,  a   legitimate  stage  star,  will 
make  his  first  film  appearance. 

Jans  Finishes  Fifth 

Herman  F.  Jans,  president  of  Jans  Productions, 
Inc.,  last  week  completed  the  fifth  picture  on  his 

present  series  of  six,  the  title  being  "The  Roaring 

Forties.” 

“The  Roaring  Forties”  is  a   story  of  the  famous 
Times  Square  district  of  New  York,  especially  the 

night  life  of  this  section,  and  is  said  to  be  a 
highly  dramatic  photoplay.  Sylvia  Breamer  is 
featured  and  she  is  supported  by  a   cast  that 
includes  Gertrude  Astor,  Jack  Mower,  Bruce 
Gordon,  Helene  Sullivan  and  William  Buckley. 
The  production  was  made  under  the  direction  of 
Russell  Allen. 

It  was  Mr.  Jans'  opinion  that  no  district  in  the 
world  can  compare  with  the  so-called  "Roaring 
Forties,”  which  caters  to  every  sort  of  individual 
and  where  characters  of  every  sort  reside.  It  was 
for  this  reason  that  he  had  a   story  of  this  section 

of  New  York  prepared  and  made  into  a   motion 

picture. 

HORACE 
MILLER 

NEW 

MOVING  FROM 

HOLLYWOOD 

TO 

NEW  YORK 
FIRST 

NATIONAL 

STUDIO 

GUS 
MEINS 

NOW  DIRECTING  HIS 

SECOND  SERIES  OF 

Buster  Brown  Comedies 

Marian  Constance  Blackton 
SCENARIOS  AND  ADAPTATIONS 

CURRENT  PRODUCTION 

J.  Smart  Blackton’s 
‘‘HELL  BENT  FER 

HEAVEN” 

A   $25,000  Pulitzer  Prize  Story 
Warner  Bros.  Classic 

“BETWEEN  FRIENDS” 

“THE  CLEAN  HEART” 
“THE  BELOVED  BRUTE” 
“THE  HAPPY  WARRIOR” 

“THE  GILDED  HIGHWAY” 
“BRIDE  OF  THE  STORM” 

Phone  GRANITE  4515 
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CHARLES  STUMAR— A,S.C. 
Gis«iaal9grs{(her 

“I’LL  SHOW  YOU  THE  TOWN” Vniveraal  Releaie 

DANIEL  B.  CLARK— A.S.C. 
Clntmolographer 

Tom  Mix  Produetiont 

PEVERELL  MARLEY 
Clnamatographer 

“THE  VOLGA  BOATMAN” 
P,  D.  C<  ftelaaso 

RAY  RIES 
CINEMATOGRAPHER 

Now  Shooting 

ACTION  PICTURES 

I 

L 

Camera! 
A   Department  Devoted  to  News  and  Affairs  of 

the  American  Society  of  Cinematographers  and  Its 

Members,  Published  as  a   “Studio  Section”  Feature. 

Predict  Public  to  Take  More 

Interest  in  Cinematography 
By  FOSTER  GOSS 

WITH  numerous  well  made  amateur  motion  picture  cameras  and  pro- jectors being  marketed  throughout  the  country  it  is  predicted  by 

those  who  have  closely  observed  the  trend  of  cinematography  that 

the  average  motion  picture,  as  displayed  by  the  exhibitor,  will  be  looked  to 

as  a   matter  of  student’s  interest  by  th 

IT  is  believed  that  the  amateur’s  indul- gence in  cinematography  bids  fair  to 

become  as  widespread  as  "kodaking,” 
and,  with  this  possibility  in  the  offing, 

cinematography,  as  practiced  by  profes- 
sional experts,  will  be  naturally  sought 

out  for  "pointers”  by  the  novices.  At 
the  present  time,  the  distribution  of  the 
amateur  motion  picture  outfits  has 

reached  even  the  department  stores  and 

the  neighborhood  music  shops  so  that 

the  layman’s  participation  in  motion 
photography  is  distinctly  removed  from 

the  plane  of  speculation.  The  angle 

that  should  interest  foresighted  exhibi- 
tors is  to  make  sure  that  the  prints,  as 

1 

George  Spesr,  cameroman,  photographing 

Hopry  Loagdon  in  “Tramp,  Trump,  Tromp,” 
for  First  National. 

general  run  of  theatre  patrons. 

shown  by  them,  approach  as  near  as  pos- 
sible a   presentation  that  is  perfect. 

The  public  will  be  more  interested  in 
cinematography  than  ever  before.  This 
situation  has  been  coming  about  for 

many  seasons  past,  as  is  indicated  by 
correspondence  that  has  reached  the 
American  Society  of  Cinematographers 

from  every  part  of  the  earth.  Perhaps  a 

good  photographic  presentation  has 
meant  more  to  the  patron  than  many 
exhibitors  have  realized.  Certainly 

cinematography  will  be  a   factor  more 

definite  than  ever  before.  Pictures  pho- 

tographed by  recognized  cinematograph- 
ers carry,  with  few  exceptions,  pictorial 

merit  in  the  negative,  and  it  should  be- 
hoove the  exhibitor  to  insist  that  this 

merit,  through  good  prints  and  other- 
wise, is  brought  out  to  the  maximum 

when  the  film  is  exhibited  on  his  screen. 

Good  photography,  properly  projected, 
is  destined  to  be  demanded  by  even  the 

most  lax  theatre  audience. 

McLaglen  Files  Papers  to 
Become  a   U,  S.  Citizen 

W ICTOR  McLAGLEN,  English  screen 

*   character  actor,  has  filed  his  intention 
to  become  an  American  citizen  at  the  Los 

Angeles  federal  bureau. 

McLaglen  who  is  a   veteran  of  the  Brit- 
ish army  starred  in  pictures  in  England 

for  several  years  and  was  brought  to  this 
country  less  than  a   year  a^  by  J.  Stuart 

Blackton  to  appear  in  "The  Beloved  Brute.” He  is  now  under  contract  to  First  National 
to  intends  to  make  his  future  home  in  this 
country. 

GEORGE  SPEAR 

HARRY  LANGDONPRODUCTIONS 
Pint  National  Releate 
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CHARLES  VAN  ENGER— A.S.C. 
ClnatDBtogTDpher 

“Lady  Windermere’s  Fan” TTarner  Broi. 

BERT  GLENNON— A.S.C. 
Ciaamalographer 

“THE  PASTEBOARD  QUEEN” Pnramount  Releiue 

RAY  JUNE 
Ciaamalographer 

“THE  UNKNOWN  SOLDIER” 

JACKSON  J.  ROSE,  A.  S.  C. 
CINEMATOGRAPHER 

“MIDNIGHT  SUN” 
Buehoweiakl^— Unlveraol 

“THE  OLD  SOAK”  Slomnn— Unlvereol 

Richard  Wallace  Named 
to  Direct  Mabel  Normand 

That  “Dame  Fortune”  is  smiling  be- nignly on  Richard  Wallace  is  attested 
by  the  announcement  just  made  by  Hal 
Roach  that  he  had  chosen  this  youthful 

megaphone  wielder  to  direct  Mabel  Nor- 
mand in  her  forthcoming  feature  comedy. 

The  announced  policy  of  this  producer 
to  secure  the  services  of  only  prominent 
stars  for  his  series  of  feature  pictures 

proved  the  “open  seasame”  to  the  status  of 
one  of  the  leading  comedy  directors,  for 
Wallace. 

Edward  Sloman  to  Direct 
La  Plante  in  Next  Film 

Edward  sloman  has  dra^vn  another winner.  Announcement  comes  from 
Universal  City  that  the  director  has  been 
selected  to  guide  the  destinies  of  Laura 

laPlante  in  her  next  starring  picture,  “But- 
terflies in  the  Rain.”  Charles  Kenton  is 

writing  lie  adaptation  of  the  famous  story 

by  Andrew  Soutar  and  production  is  sched- 
uled to  start  in  about  three  weeks. 

This  is  not  the  first  cinema  association 

of  the  popular  star  and  director.  It  was 

Sloman  who  made  “The  Beautiful  Cheat,” 
one  of  Miss  LaPlante’s  greatest  successes. 

French  Government  to 

Unveil  Plaque  on  30th 

Birthday  of  Film  Show 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

PARIS,  March  16. — ^The  French  govern- 
ment will  take  part  tomorrow  in  unveiling 

a   plaque  on  the  building  fronting  on  Grand 
boulevard  on  the  corner  of  Rue  Scribe,  in 
the  basement  of  which  people  first  paid  to 
see  a   motion  picture  30  years  ago. 

JOHN  J.  MESCALL 
CINEMATOGRAPHER 

Will  handia  the  lighting  and  pholographr 

on  Ernest  Lubilseh’s  next  Worner  Bros. 

Clufsie. 

CHARLES  G. 
Cinemalogropher 

“ROCKING  MOON” 
P.  D,  C.  Reloose 

GEORGE  BARNES-A.S.C. Clnemalogrophor 

“MLLE.  MODISTE” 
Fir$l  National  Release 

WALTER  LUNDIN— A.S.C. 
Cloeraalographer 

“FOR  HEAVEN’S  SAKE” 
Harold  Lloyd  Prod, 

m 

S"
 

JOHN 
ARNOLD 

—A.S.C. 

Cioemalographer 

“THE  BIG 

PARADE” 

M.-G.-M.  Release 

GEORGES  BENOIT— A.S.C. Cinemaiograpber 

“BEHIND  THE  FRONT” 
P,  D.  C,  Roleose 
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THE theatre 
Q..AjJ)cpartmcnt  of  Practical  Showmanship 

PUBLIC  WEDDING  DRAWS  ADS 
Throngs  at  Marks 

Fete  Make  Their 

Own  Amusement 
Several  thousand  residents  o£  the 

community  near  Madison  street  and 

Crawford  avenue,  Chicago,  gathered 

near  that  intersection  last  Friday 

night  to  celebrate  the  dedication  of  a 

new  palatial  Marks  Brothers  theatre. 

And,  with  the  exception  of  the  or- 
chestra and  some  talent  from  one  of 

the  Marks  Brothers  houses  the 

crowd  provided  its  own  entertain- 
ment. The  Charleston,  a   repeated 

winner,  was  the  answer. 
On  an  improvised  stage,  undaunted  by 

chilling  winds  the  call  for  Charleston 
dancers  met  a   hearty  response  and  from 

the  crowd  a   host  of  heel  and  toe  flingers 

furnished  entertainment  that  kept  the 
audience  in  a   beaming  mood. 

A   young  sheik,  witnessing  the  affair 

from  a   passing  street  car  pulled  off  his 

coat,  vest  and  necktie  and,  stung  by  the 

wintry  blasts,  got  up  enough  steam  to 

keep  from  freezing  to  death  which  task 

proved  sufficient  to  win  him  the  first 
honors. 

The  affair  was  staged  under  the  direc- 

tion of  Charles  Popel  and  Harry  Can- 
field  of  the  Marks  Brothers  staff  and 

proved  an  excellent  stunt  for  heralding 

the  news  of  the  new  playhouse  the  com- 
munity was  to  have.  News  films  were 

made  of  the  events  w'hich  will  be  used 

in  the  company's  theatres  as  trailers. 

Hiers  in  Exploitation 

Tieop  in  Chicago  Visit 
Walter  Hiers  arrived  in  Chicago 

March  6   from  Milwaukee  to  make  per- 
sonal appearances  in  the  Harding  and 

Senate,  Lubliner  and  Trinz  theatres  dur- 
ing the  next  two  weeks. 

_   Hiers  started  off  with  good  exploita- 
tion tieups  from  his  arrival  at  the  North- 

western station,  being  greeted  by  the 
Kinograms  newsreel  representative  and 

reporters  and  cameramen  from  the  Chi- 
cago newspapers.  The  newsreel  man 

framed  pictures  of  Hiers  alighting  and 

being  greeted  by  Dave  Dublin,  man- 
ager of  the  Chicago  Educational  ex- 

change, and  J.  J.  Hess  of  the  L.  &   T. 
publicity  department. 

Later  he  was  escorted  to  the  Hard- 

ing theatre  where  pictures  were  also 
taken.  His  act  which  began  March  7 

was  preceded  by  the  showing  of  the 
Kinograms. 

Hiers  will  tour  a   number  of  Eastern 

cities  before  returning  to  the  Christie 
studios  May  1   to  resume  film  work.  Ke 

has  recently  completed  “Fresh  Faces” 
for  Educational  release. 

Sheridan  Merchants  Spend  Hundreds 

of  Dollars  on  Exploitation  Stunt 

Fred  Bezold  Reaps  Benefit  of  More  Than  Three  Pages  of  Adver- 
tising When  Wyoming  Pair  Is  Wed  Before  Paid  Audience 

More  than  three  full  pages  of  advertising  in  the  Sheridan,  Wyo.,  newspaper 

(Post-Enterprise)  to  say  nothing  of  heaps  of  mouth  to  mouth  advertising  was 
a   product  of  the  exploitation  stunt  recently  used  by  the  Lotus  theatre  there. 

The  advertising  mentioned  was  paid  for  by  Sheridan  merchants.  The  stunt 

was  a   public  wedding  held  at  the  Lotus  theatre.  The  theatre’s  publicity  evalu- ated would  run  into  several  hundreds  of  dollars. 

An  account  of  the  wedding  has  been  submitted  by  M.  S.  Sopris,  business 

manager  of  the  newspaper,  at  the  request  of  the  exhibitor,  Fred  Bezold. 

The  merchants  who  advertised  wrote  ad 

copy  appropriate  to  the  nuptial  event  and 

were  named  in  the  newspaper’s  columns 
relative  to  the  details  of  the  wedding. 

Whether  exhibitors  have  ever  tried  stag- 

ing a   public  wedding  in  their  theatres  they 
are  certain  to  find  in  the  story  appended 

hereto  an  informative  description  as  to 

how  it’s  done. 
When  the  taupe  velvet  curtain  at  the  Lotus 

theatre  is  drawn  at  9   o’clock,  Friday  night,  Sheri- 
dan will  see  its  first  elaborate  public  wedding — a 

wedding  in  which  every  Sheridan  county  resident 
is  interested. 

Above  are  photos  of  exploitation 

for  “East  Lynne”  and  “Kentucky 
Pride,”  Fox  pictures  showed  by 
W.  R.  Gill  of  the  Lyric  theatre, 
Van  Alstyne,  Tex. 

Nuptial  music  played  by  the  full  Lotus  orchestra 
will  announce  the  approach  of  the  bridal  party. 
The  vows  will  be  taken  on  the  stage  in  the  full 
view  of  the  theatre  jammed  with  people. 

The  bride,  Miss  Velda  McNair,  will  be  radiant 
in  a   pink  chiffon,  lace  p.meled  wedding  gown  from 
the  New  York  store.  Her  dancing  feet  will  be 

encased  in  a   pair  of  perfection  silver  basket  weave 
cosmo  pumps  with  hose  to  match  from  the  Hewitt 
bootery. 

‘   Byron  Cohn,  bridegroom,  will  wear  a   Styleplus 
Fieldbrook  cheviot  spring  suit  from  the  Bloom 
Shoe  and  Clothing  company.  Both  of  the  young 

people  will  have  been  “made  beautiful”  at  the Modern  barber  shop  and  beauty  parlor. 

At  the  conclusion  of  the  service,  he  will  slip 

on  the  third  finger  of  his  wife’s  left  hand,  a   white 

gold  engraved  laurel  wreath  ring  from  the  Bent- 

ley jewelry  store. 
All  of  the  flowers  used  for  the  wedding  will  be 

from  tlie  Sheridan  Greenhouse  company. 

Souvenir  programs  for  the  wedding,  printed 

by  the  Mills  company,  will  he  distributed  to  the members  of  the  wedding  party  and  their  friends 
in  the  audience. 

After  the  bridegroom  has  been  congratulated, 
and  friends  have  wished  his  bride  every  happiness, 

they  will  catch  up  their  wraps  waiting  for  them 
in  the  wings  of  the  theatre,  and  go  to  their  tiny 

but  cosy  apartment  on  North  Main  street. 
Mr.  Cohn  will  wear  a   latest  style  Stetson,  pre- 

sented him  with  the  compliments  of  Tom  Hurst, 
haberdasher,  and  his  bride  will  wear  the  love  bird 

green  hat  from  Humphrys’  dry  goods  shops.  Mrs. 
Cohn  will  carry  a   purse  from  Pizers  store. 

After  their  arrival  in  their  new  home,  Mr.  and 
Mrs.  Cohn  will  be  served  a   wedding  supper.  The 
table  will  be  centered  with  a   tiered  wedding  cake 
made  by  the  City  Bakery.  . 

Mr.  Cohn  will  then  seat  his  bride  in  a   mahog- 

any sewing  rocker,  given  her  by  Bob’s  place. Then,  if  he  has  a   musical  turn  of  mind,  he  will 
strum  love  lyrics  to  her  on  a   banjo  ukulele  pre- 

sented by  the  A.  L.  Cummings  Music  company. 
Sunday  morning  when  the  bride  cooks  her  fipt 

breakfast  in  her  new  home,  she  will  light  a   jet 

of  the  new  gas  range,  for  which  a   $25  credit 

was  given  by  the  Sheridan  Gas  company. 

She  will  put  coffee  in  the  new  Perfection  per- colator from  the  H.  &   D.  company:  she  will  cut 

a   loaf  of  bread  from  the  Sheridan  Bread  com- 

pany, and  toast  it  on  the  latest  style  electric 

toaster  from  the  Sheridan  County  Electric  com- 

^^^A^'bottle  of  Nysis  toilet  water  from  Tomsik’s 

drug  store  will  stand  on  the  bathroom  shelf,  and 

the  rooms  will  be  fragrant  from  the  boudoir  per- 

fume lamp  from  the  Brown  drug  company. 
  And  then,  because  even  the  delirious  joys  of 

a   marriage  as  happy  as  this  one,  must  eventually 

give  way  to  the  routine  of  housework,  Mrs.  Cohn 

must  sweep  her  floors,  she  must  wash,  she  must 

iron;  she  must  press  and  clean,  and  she  must 

A   month's  supply  of  bread  from  the  Sheridan. 
Bread  company  will  settle  the  baking  problem  for 

a   while.  To  sweep  her  floors,  she  will  use  a   su- 
per-Royal vacuum  cleaner,  of  which  $15  credit  was 

given  by  the  Wyoming  Electric  company.  She 
will  iron  with  the  New  Type  Hot  Point  electric 

iron  given  her  by  the  same  firm. 
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Did  You  Ever 
Bring  a   Big  Time 

Show  to  a 
Small  Time  Town? 

E   s'^amiielsnn  Did — The  Result  ff'aj 
Editorial  Space  hi  the  Newspaper  Aside  from 

Much  J'aluable  Publicity,  Crowded  Houses  at 
the  Performances  and  Heightened  Prestige 

While  a   monher  of  exhibitors  who  own  thea- 
tres in  sntali  tozvus  have  opened  o   controversy 

regarding  exploitation  methods  for  small  town 
homes,  the  Herai.d  has  obtained  this  article  on 

the  method  used  by  Mr.  Samuelson  in  a   house 

seating  giT  persons. 

SIDXEY  E.  SAMIT.LSOX  believed  he was  right  despite  that  he  realized  the 

risk  he  took  when  he  booked  “Roxy  and 
His  Gang"  into  his  Newton,  K.  J.,  theatre 
which  seats  but  911  persons. 
Newton  is  a   town  of  4,500. 

It  has  long  been  Mr.  Samuelson’s 
theory  that  the  progressive  small  town  ex- 

hibitor should  provide  an  occasional  de- 

parture from  the  routine  of  picture  enter- 
tainment and  that  there  is  no  better  form 

of  theatre  exploitation,  institutional  pub- 
licity, than  the  importation,  now  and  then, 

of  special  entertainment  features  which 
serve  to  convince  patrons  that  the  house  is 

really  endeavoring  to  give  them  unusual 
value  and  variety  in  its  programs. 

The  orignal  booking  of  the  Roxy  show 

at  Newton  had  been  arranged  for  the  mid- 

dle of  March  but  the  change  in  Roxy’s 
plans  which  necessitated  canceling  bookings 

after  the  end  of  February,  made  it  neces- 
sary to  advance  the  date  to  February  26. 

This  cut  very  short  the  time  available  for 

advertising  and  exploitation  particularly  in 

view  of  the  fact  that  the  box  office  sched- 

Sidney  E.  Samuelson,  in  putting  a 
big  time  act  in  a   small  time  house, 
Newton  theatre,  Newton,  N.  J., 
made  a   big  announcement  with  ads 
such  as  this. 

ule  called  for  $3.30  lop,  with  the  larger 
part  ot  the  house  selling  at  $2.75,  figures 

commonly  deemed  almost  prohibitive  in  the 

town  of  Newton’s  size. 
In  addition  to  the  handicap  resulting 

from  this  change  of  dates,  Mr.  Samuelson 

also  found  himself  facing  the  most  unfav- 
orable weather  of  the  winter  up  to  a   couple 

of  days  of  the  date,  a   consideration  vitally 

important  to  any  theatre  which  must  draw 

a   substantial  part  of  its  business  from  the 

surrounding  country.  With  the  roads  al- 
most impassable,  he  realized  that  high-pres- 
sure effort  would  be  necessary  to  insure  a 

satisfactory  audience,  and  plans  were 

promptly  shaped  accordingly. 

It  is  no  exaggeration  to  say  that  the 
advance  advertising  on  this  Roxy  booking 

was  the  most  remarkable  campaign  ever 
conducted  by  a   small  theatre  in  the  New 

Jersey  territory,  or,  for  that  matter,  in  the 

New  York  zone.  The  newspaper  advertis- 
ing and  publicity  had  first  consideration. 

Three  papers  were  used,  the  Sussex  Regis- 
ter, of  Newton,  the  New  Jersey  Herald,  of 

Newton,  and  the  Sussex  Independent,  of 

Sussex.  The  advertising  copy  ^vas  pre- 

pared by  Mr.  Samuelson  and  was  a   com- 
plete departure  from  anything  that  had 

been  done  previously  in  connection  with  the 

Roxy  show.  In  the  issues  preceding  the 

show,  the  advertising  or  publicity  appeared 

on  a   total  of  eighteen  pages  of  the  three 

papers  and  the  attitude  of  the  editors  may 

l)e  gathered  from  the  fact  that  the  lead- 
ing editorial  in  the  Sussex  Register  for 

Feliruary  25,  headed  “Roxy  and  His  Gang,” 
had  this  to  sa5'  of  the  project: 

“Newton  has  many  things  the  citizens 
of  this  town  are  justly  proud  of,  our 

churches,  our  banks,  our  business  enter- 

prises, our  well  kept  streets,  our  fire  de- 
partment, and  many  others ;   but,  perhaps, 

the  enterprise  that  the  citizens,  not  only 

of  Newton,  but  the  whole  country,  have 

watched  with  keenest  interest  and  marveled 

at  its  wonderful  growth,  is  the  Newton 

theatre.” 
“The  men  back  of  this  enterprise  are 

men  who  have  the  confidence  and  respect 

of  the  whole  community.  When  they 

undertake  to  do  anything  they  put  the  best 

that  is  in  them  into  the  project  and  carry 
it  through  to  a   successful  completion. 

"Recently  they  conceived  the  idea  of  giv- 
ing Newton  something  out  of  the  ordinary. 

The  management  carefully  considered  a 
number  of  attractions  and  finally  came  to 

the  conclusion  that  “Roxy  and  His  Gang” 
would  appeal  to  the  theatre  goers  through- 

out Sussex  County,  and  arrangements  were 
completed  to  have  this  nationally  known 

S.  L.  (Roxy)  Rothafel 

company  of  artists  come  to  the  Newton 
theatre  Friday  evening,  February  26th. 

"That  this  is  a   big  undertaking  for  a 
theatre  in  a   town  the  size  of  Newton  goes 

without  saying.  It  shows  enterprise  in  all 

that  the  word  implies.  And  it  shows  more 

— the  faith  of  the  management  of  the  New- 
ton Theatre  that  the  people  of  Newton  and 

Sussex  county  will  get  back  of  it  and  by 

their  support  of  such  high  class  entertain- 

ments, pave  the  way  for  future  attractions.” In  addition  to  the  newspaper  campaign, 

the  county  was  thoroughly  covered  with 
poster  advertising,  all  of  which  emphasized 
the  unusual  character  of  the  entertainment, 

and  no  stone  was  left  unturned  to  acquaint 

the  theatre’s  rural  following  with  the  im- 
portance of  the  occasion. 

In  addition  to  the  tremendous  amount  of 

work  involved  in  putting  over  the  publicity 

campaign,  there  were  many  details  in  con- 
nection with  the  presentation  of  the  show 

which  required  Mr.  Samuelson’s  supervis- 
ion. Two  Steinway  grand  pianos  had  to^  be 

brought  by  truck  from  Newark.  They  were 

supplied  by  the  Griffith  Piano  Companj', 
and  tuned  to  the  required  pitch  after  de- 

livery. A   special  stage  was  constructed, 
arrangements  made  for  a   special  car  on  the 
Lackawanna  Railroad  and  all  details  of 

local  transportation,  hotel  accommodations 
for  the  Gang  and  a   special  reception  to 

Roxy  after  the  performance  worked  out 

so  that  the  entire  affair  was  handled  with- 
out a   hitch  of  any  kind. 

It  was  the  judgment  of  those  who  had  at- 
tended previous  performances  that  Roxy 

gave  Newton  the  greatest  show  he  had  ever 
staged.  The  Gang  seemed  to  respond 

spontaneously  to  the  enthusiasm  of  the  fine 
audience  and  encores  were  so  numerous 

that  the  performance  lasted  threc-auarters 
of  an  hour  beyond  schedule.  The  net 

verdict  of  the  house  was  that  no  such  en- 
tertainment had  ever  before  been  presented 

in  Sussex  County  and  the  opinion  was 

freely  voiced  that  the  Newton  theatre  de- 
served unlimited  credit  for  successfully 

handling  so  ambitious  an  undertaking. 

Roxy  himself  went  on  record  as  aston- 
ished at  the  completeness  with  which  all 

advance  arrangements  had  been  worked  out 

and  was  delighted  with  the  provision  made 
for  the  convenience  and  comfort  of  the 

Gang  during  its  overnight  stay. 
The  after  effects  of  the  affair  may  be 

gathered  from  editorial  comment  appearing 

in  the  Sussex  Register  for  March  4;  “Roxy 
and  His  Gang  have  been  here  and  gone. 
*   *   *   The  entertainment  was  far  beyond 

the  fondest  expectations  of  any  who  had 

the  good  fortune  to  attend.  Roxy  was  at 
(Cojttifiucd  on  next  page) 
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Rand’s  Maxims  for  Small  Towns 

I.  A   cheap  picture  merely  is  often  bought  dearly. 

II.  Exploit  as  you  may  but  pick  a   good  play. 

III.  “Shelve"  and  forget  is  often  your  bet. 
IV.  A   play  full  of  sex  comes  often  to  vex. 

V.  To  sell  ’em  your  lobby,  should  be  a   real  hobby. 

VI.  Don’t  sign  and  then  weep;  sign  after  you  sleep. 
VII.  A   smart  salesman's  word  is  a   debt  oft  incurred. 
VIII.  You  must  entertain  or  your  work  is  in  vain. 

IX.  The  public  don't  fool,  is  the  very  best  rule. 
X.  Fine  pictures  today.  Iceep  the  sheriff  away. 

XL  No  picture  is  old  until  it’s  been  “sold." 
XII.  Choose  paper  with  care ;   much  profit  is  there. 

XIII.  With  a   big  one  to  come  make  the  little  town  hum. 

XIV.  Don’t  exploit  a   “dud”  or  the  greater  the  thud. 
XV.  Your  purse  not  imperilled  if  you  choose  from  the  Herald. 

Rand  and  Gill  Answer  Adams’ 
Challenge  for  Small  Town  Ideas 

Phil  Rand’s  Maxims  Include  Valuable  Fundamentals  for  Guidance 

of  Showmen — Gill  Suggests  “Country  Store” 
Two  exhibitors  this  week  reply  to  the  request  made  by  Roy  W.  Adams. 

Mason  City,  Mich.,  exhibitor  for  methods  for  exploiting  the  small  town  theatre. 

Ten  Years  Old 

The  tenth  anniversary  week  of 

the  Paramount  Empress  theatre. 

Salt  Lake  City,  was  celebrated 

February  12  with  a   huge  birthday 
cake  in  the  foyer.  Manager 

George  E.  Carpenter,  right,  and 

Assistant  Manager  C.  E.  Car- 

penter, 

Fred  Meyer  Gets 

Trip  for  Record 
in  C.  C.  Drive 

Fred  S.  Meyer,  who  owns  the  Palace 

theatre,  has  been  honored  by  the  chamber 

of  commerce  of  Hamilton,  Ohio,  for  his 

record  in  its  campaign  for  membership,  ac- 
cording to  a   report  in  Hamilton  newspapers 

of  March  3. 

Meyer  and  his  team  will  be  given  a   trip 
to  Cincinnati  to  see  the  Ziegfeld  Follies  as 
a   compensation  for  their  work. 

His  team  of  which  he  was  captain  is  re- 
ported to  have  piled  up  a   total  of  76  names 

in  the  campaign. 

CONTINUED  FROM  PAGE  84 

his  best.  .-Knd  so  was  every  member  of  his 

"Gang.”  They  are  artists — every  one  of 
them.  That  they  more  than  pleased  every 
person  who  heard  them  is  an  undisputed 

fact.  They  came,  they  conquered,  they  have 
gone.  Those  who  did  not  hear  them  are 

the  losers.  The  management  of  the  Newton 
theatre  is  entitled  to  the  thanks  of  those 

who  were  present  at  this  great  entertain- 
ment for  bringing  the  Gang  to  Newton. 

It  was  a   big  undertaking,  but  the  Newton 
theatre  management  does  things  on  a   big 

scale.” 
In  his  regular  advertising  after  the  Roxy 

date,  Mr.  Samuelson  adopted  radio  tactics 
and  asked  the  people  of  Newton  for  their 

views  on  the  policy  of  bringing  special 

features  to  Newton.  He  has  had  a   grati- 

fying response  to  this  query  and  the  experi- 
ment has  definitely  convinced  him  that  in 

future  the  Newton  theatre  will  on  occasion 

hook  such  unusual  attractions  as  may  seem 
likely  to  appeal  strongly  to  its  customers. 

GILL  NUMBER  ONE  SENDS 
house  organ  he  uses 
The  Theatre: 

Exhibitors  Herald. 

Enclosed  you  will  find  several  copie.s 
of  program  and  different  forms  of  ad- 
'^^rtising  that  I   have  been  using  very 
^“Octivelv  since  the  first  of  the  year. 

R.  A.  Gill,  Palace  Theatre,  Wolfe  City, Tex. 

Philip  Rand  whose  signature  "Phil”  has 
appeared  in  numerous  well  penned  letters 
in  the  Herald  suggests  15  maxims  for  the 
small  town  theatre  man  to  live  by. 

W.  R.  Gill  whose  letter  this  week  appears 
in  another  column  suggests  exhibitors  use 

the  “country  store”  idea,  obtaining  the  co- 
operation of  local  merchants  and  complying 

with  post  office  regulations  in  the  offer  of 
aw'ards. 

Gill  testifies  that  his  business  increased 

12  per  cent  with  the  beginning  of  the  stunt 
when  he  was  competing  with  a   skating  ring 

which  had  just  opened  and  competing  with 
a   home  talent  minstrel  at  the  local  high 
school  in  Van  Alstyne,  Tex. 
The  letter  from  Phil  Rand  follows : 

When  our  literary  friend,  Roy  W. 

Adams,  writes  it  is  always  worth 
reading  and  his  recent  challenges  to 
small  towns  to  speak  up  and  say 

"how  you  tell  folks  what  you’ve  got,” 
is  a   dandy  idea. 

In  attempting  to  answer  his  chal- 
lenge I   found  myself  writing  some 

thoughts  which  are  examinations  that 
I   find  do  not  answer  his  question  but 

I   am  going  to  let  them  go  as  they 
look  and  if  Roy  will  send  in  his 

“maxims”  I   shall  in  return  attempt 
to  answer  his  challenge  as  I   hope 
other  exhibitors  will. 

(Signed)  Phil  Rand, 
Rex  theatre, 

Salmon,  Ida. 

The  letter  from  W.  R.  Gill  follows : 

Enclosing  three  snapshots;  two  on  “Ken- 
tucky Pride”  one  on  “East  Lynne.”  Built 

these  two  lobbies  at  a   very  nominal  cost. 

For  the  cutouts  on  “Kentucky  Pride"  used 
cardboard  picked  up  around  town  and  for 
the  horseshoes,  beaver  board.  For  East 

Lynne  the  only  e.xpenditure  was  for  a 
few  rolls  of  crepe  paper  and  a   card  painted 
for  this  occasion.  Both  of  these  fronts 

were  talked  of  around  town  and  brought 

in  extra  patrons.  The  second  night  on 

“East  Lynne”  surpassed  the  first  in  box- 
office  receipts  even  with  a   free  style  show 

at  the  high  school  auditorium.  This  was 

a   pleasing  surprise  to  me  in  view  of  the 
fact  that  very  few  of  my  second  nights 

go  for  an  increase  over  the  first.  The  two 

snapshots  of  “Kentucky  Pride”  show  the 
front  as  a   whole  and  the  center  group  of 

cutouts.  The  "East  Lynne”  snap  is  too 

dark  to  show  the  entire  "effect”  here.  The 
top  part  of  the  lobby  was  decorated  with 

crepe  paper  strung  in  a   lattice  work  effect 
with  streamers  going  from  the  box  office 
to  the  front  part  of  the  lobby  and  also  to 

the  poster  boards  on  either  side.  Also  used 
a   six  sheet  cutout  that  is  not  shown  here. 

The  only  "live”  person  shown  on  these 

snaps  is  the  “Boss”  of  the  “Boss”  so  to 

speak. Referring  to  a   letter  in  the  Herald 
in  reference  to  drumming  up  biz  in 
small  towns.  Hail  to  the  man  that 

wrote  that  and  may  the  endeavors  be 

many  to  aid  all  of  us  in  this  under- 
taking. Am  open  to  suggestion  and 

also  give  one — old  as  it  may  be  and 

probably  over  worked  in  many  com- munities. But  right  now  am  putting 

on  a   “Country  Store”  every  Friday 

night  and  have  yet  to  have  a   “losing” night  on  it.  To  start  it  out  I   solicited 
the  merchants  in  town  for  premiums. 
Out  of  43  merchants  solicited  only 
three  turned  me  down.  Showed  to  at 

least  a   50  per  cent  increase  the  first 
night.  The  following  week  bought 
four  hams  and  ten  surprise  packages 

— results  a   12  per  cent  increase  over 
the  business  of  the  preceding  week 

with  skating  rink  opening  up  and  a 
home  talent  minstrel  at  the  high 

school  auditorium.  My  next  two 
weeks  were  lower,  naturally,  but  a 

good  increase  over  my  ordinary  busi- 
ness. Think  this  worth  trying  where 

it  has  not  been  overdone. 

Am  now  looking  for  something  that  will 

help  me  out  and  hope  some  of  the  others 
send  it  in. 

W.  R.  Gill,  Lyric  Theatre,  Van  Alstyne, 
Tex. 
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Copy  Service 
For  Exhibitor 

House  Organs 

House  organ  or  newspaper 

publication  rights  to  this  copy 

is  granted  exhibitors  by  the 

“Herald”  herewith. 

RELIGIOUS  FILMS  IN  MAKING 

Four  one-reel  pictures  based  on  re- ligious themes  and  church  history  are 

now  being  produced  by  the  Religious 

Motion  Picture  Foundation  for  use  in 

the  churches  of  the  country  in  an  experi- 

mental way.  These  pictures  will  be  ready 

for  use  in  about  two  months,  it  is  re- 

ported. 

130,000,000  SEE  FILMS  WEEKLY 

The  average  weekly  attendance  at motion  pictures  in  this  country  alone 

is  estimated  at  130,000,000  persons.  Ap- 

proximately 700  feature  pictures  and 

twice  as  many  short  reel  subjects  are 

produced  each  year  to  supply  the  de
- 

mand for  picture  entertainment.  Hardly 

a   week  goes  by,  that  some  outstandin
g 

production  is  not  released  while  there 

are  on  the  market  literally  hundreds  of 

pictures  which  have  been  hailed  far  and 

wide  as  tremendously  entertaining 

photoplays. 

SOUSA  LAUDS  THEATRE  MUSIC 

The  motion  picture  theatre  has  been of  incalculable  benefit  in  spreading 

the  love  for  music,  according  to  John 

Philip  Sousa,  noted  bandmaster 
 and 

composer  whose  stirring  marches  have 

thrilled  the  world. 

“Nowadays,”  he  said,  “no  picture  is 

complete  without  a   good  musical  score, 

composed  both  of  popular  and  classical 

pieces,  to  suit  the  theme  of  the  picture. 

This  has  created  an  amazing  taste  for 

music  among  the  theatregoers  that  see 

pictures.  Before  motion  picture  theatres, 

especially  the  big  ones  with  their  large 

and  splendidly  conducted  orchestras 

came  into  vogue,  I   doubt  if  100,000  peo- 

ple a   week  heard  orchestral  music  in  this 

country.  I   really  believe  that  it  is  this 

taste  for  music  that  was  developed  in 

motion  picture  houses  which  has  paved 

the  way  for  the  tremendously  successful 

reception  given  to  radio  and  radio  prob- 

lems.” 

Mei  Brovm,  director  of  “The  Big 

Night,”  stopped  shooting  on  the 
Universal-Jewel  so  that  Laura  La 

Plante,  right,  and  Zasu  Pitts  may 

read  some  of  the  quips  in  Falls 

Theatre  News  published  by  E.  E. 

Bair,  Cuhahoga  Falls,  O. 

CHURCH  TO  WORK  WITH 

THEATRE 

The  church  and  the  theatre  are  to 
cooperate  for  the  betterment  of  the 

stage.  Decision  to  work  together  along 

constructive  lines  was  reached  at  a   din- 

ner given  by  the  committee  on  drama  of 

the  federal  council  of  churches  of  Christ 

in  America  at  the  Waldorf  hotel  in  New 
York. 

A   committee  with  Rev.  George  Reid  Andrews, 

chairman  of  the  federal  council’s  drama  commit- 

tee; Winthrop  Ames;  Chancellor  Elmer  Ellsworth 

Brown;  Rev.  S.  Parkes  Cadman;  the  Rev.  Samuel 

McCrea  Cavert;  Mrs.  Charles  Dana  Gibson; 

Frank  Gillmore;  John  Golden;  Will  H.  Hays; 

Otto  H.  Kahn;  the  Rev.  Charles  S.  McFarland;; 

the  Rev.  John  A.  Marquis;  Carl  E.  Milliken; 

Channing  Pollock;  Felix  M.  Warburg;  and  Pro- 

fessor Luther  A.  Weigle  was  authorized  to  work 

together. 
“There  are  three  lines  of  action  open  to  us, 

it  seems  to  me,"  said  Dr.  Andrews,  speaking 

for  the  church.  “First,  do  nothing — the  hands 

off  policy.  This  is  unthinkable;  a   subject  of 

such  vital  concern  to  so  many  people  cannot  be 

foreign  to  the  church.  Second,  line  up  on  some 

legal  censorship  bill  and  work  for  effective  legis- 

lation. Personally  I   believe  that  the  least  legis- 

lating we  do  in  regard  to  art,  education,  and 

religion  the  better  for  civilization  when  viewed 

in  true  perspective.  Such  a   course  is  not  con- structive and  brings  its  own  nemesis.  Finally, 

we  can  throw  the  weight  of  our  influence  on 

the  side  of  those  persons  and  groups,  especially 

those  in  the  theatre,  working  for  better  things.” 

What  Showmen 
Are  Doing  to 

Get  Business 

A   phototype  survey  of  c
urrent 

exhibitor  business  effort,  witls 

pictures  upon  the  accompa
ny- 

ing pages. 

rugar  saves 
by  using  his 

HIS  SHOW 

INGENUITY 

The  Theatre, 

Exhibitors  Herald: 

A   very  pleasing  example  of  the 
 coopera- 

tion extended  to  me  by  United  Artists 
 cor- 

poration was  exemplified  by  the  ir^tance 

which  happened  to  me  on  Saturday,  F
ebru- 

ary 27  We  had  booked  to  us  for  showing
 

that  day  D.  W.  Griffith’s  “Way  Down
  East 

and  due  to  a   severe  blizzard  and 
 snow- 

storm, the  film  did  not  reach  the  Salt  Lake 

branch  of  the  United  Artists  corporati
on 

in  time  for  shipment  to  me  the  night  b
e- 

fore and  as  there  is  only  one  train  a   day 

out  of  Salt  Lake  City,  leaving  there  at  8 

in  the  morning,  it  looked  as  if  I   was  going 

to  have  a   dark  house  in  view  of  the  fact 

that  the  highway  between  Park  City  and 

Salt  Lake  City  was  completely  blocked  by 

snow  from  the  Summit  to  Park  City,  a   dis- 

tance of  approximately  15  miles. 

Mr.  Weaker  Rand,  Salt  Lake  manager  of 

the  United  Artists  corporation,  phoned  me 

early  Saturday  morning  and  we  discussed 

the  possibilities  of  getting  this  film  to  me. 

No  stages  were  running  from  Salt  Lake  to 

Park  City  because  of  the  snow  blockade 
and  Mr.  Rand  and  Mr.  Milton  Cohn,  their 

traveling  representative,  arranged  to  per- 

sonally drive  up  through  Parley’s  Canyon on  an  almost  impassable  road  to  a   point 

where  the  road  was  completely  blocked. 

I   arranged  with  the  Denver  &   Rio 

Grande  Railway  to  secure  a   gasoline  speed- 

er used  by  their  section  foreman  and  went 

with  same  to  meet  Mr.  Rand  and  Mr.  Cohn 

who  brought  the  film  with  them  in  Mr. 

Cohn’s  car  and,  there  at  an  elevation  of 

over  7,(X)0  feet,  the  film  was  transferred 
from  their  auto  to  me  on  the  speeder  and 

brought  back  to  Park  City  in  time  for  the 

evening  performance. 

I   certainly  appreciated  this  service  as  the 

attendance  on  this  return  showing  of  “Way 
Down  East”  was  far  in  excess  of  my  an- 

ticipations and  I   would  have  felt  very  bad- 
(^Coutimicd  on  next  page) 

bove  is  the  second  class  of  the  Publix  Theatre  Ma
nager  s   training  school  which  started  its  session  Fe

bruary  21.  In 

io  St! 

Liry,  Pa.;  Ray  Collcr,  Brockport,  N.  Y.?  Charles  Connc^  Auburn,  Nor  J   a.  G.  Shear,  New  Orleans;  Walter 

A.-Cobutn.  A.butn,  Maine,  aad  Pa.l  New 
ork  City. 
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It  Looks  Like  ''A  Million  ” and 

It  Costs  But  A   Few  Cents 

An  Attractive  Lobby  Display  May 
Be  Obtained  with  a   Small  Box  and 

Two  Sets  of  Flashes — A   Six  Sheet 

and  a   Piece  of  Gauze  Are  the  Fun- 

damentals for  This  Unusual  Decora- 
tive Scheme. 

There  are  ideas  that  showmen  may use  that  look  like  “a  million”  and  cost 
but  a   few  cents.  One  display  that  ex- 

hibitors have  often  seen  used  by  large 

theatres  to  advertise  their  product  in  lob- 

bies may  be  worked  out  with  the  follow- 
ing instructions  and  a   paucity  of  materials. 

The  lobby  display  explained  here  is  a 

boldly  lettered  announcement  of  the  pro- 
gram which  changes  by  a   simple  lighting 

effect  to  a   secondary  announcement  and 

back  again  to  the  original  announcement. 

The  results  that  may  be  obtained  are  ef- 

fective, combining  the  appearance  of  at- 
tractiveness with  unusual  display  and  yet 

requiring  surprisingly  little  skill  in  the 

preparation. 
A   box  is  necessary  having  a   depth  of  24 

inches,  height  and  width  of  proportions 
sufficient  to  contain  a   six  sheet  poster  or 

a   poster  of  the  dimensions  desired  in  the 
display. 

Two  sets  of  “flashes”  (four  in  each  set) 
and  a   length  of  the  kind  of  gauze  used  by 
scenic  artists  are  required. 

The  poster  is  first  pasted  to  the  back  of 
the  box.  Half  way  between  the  poster  and 
the  front  of  the  box  is  fixed  the  gauze 
which  will  mean  it  will  be  a   distance  of 

12  inches  from  the  front.  On  this  gauze 

is  painted  the  announcement  of  the  picture. 

The  suggestions  herezvifh  ivere 

offered  in  a   recent  issue  of  The  Bio- 
scope, a   paper  printed  in  Great Britain. 

We  suggest  such  a   line  as  “Starting  Mon- 
day for  Three  Days.”  Print  or  paint  these 

words  in  bold  lettering.  Be  careful  not 

to  allow  the  paint  to  lay  so  thick  that  the 
mesh  of  the  gauze  is  filled  with  paint. 
There  must  be  enough  of  the  mesh  open 

that  the  light  of  the  “flashes”  W'ill  show through. 

One  set  of  the  “flashes”  is  fixed  back  of 
the  gauze  and  one  set  will  be  fixed  in 

front  of  the  gauze.  V\Tien  the  “flashes”  al- 
ternately light  the  display  will  read  “Start- 

ing Monday  for  Three  Days” — then  “Char- 
lie Chaplin  in  ‘A  Dog’s  Life’.”  The  lights 

that  play  on  the  gauze  should  be  fastened 
close  to  the  front  of  the  box  so  that  it 
will  not  shine  through  the  gauze. 

A   better  idea  may  be  obtained  from  the 

accompanying  illustration  near  the  top  of 
the  page. 

Now  this  idea  may  be  used  to  a   better 

advantage  for  streamer  displays.  The  same 
idea  may  be  worked  out  in  a   way  so  that 
the  24  sheet  will  -be  lighted  alternately  with 

gauze  in  front  of  it.  “John  Barrymore 
Will  Be  Seen  Here”  may  be  the  line  print- 

ed on  the  gauze  while  the  sentence  will  be 

Lllowed  by  the  line  on  the  24  sheet  read- 

ing “Monday,  in  ‘The  Sea  Beast’.” 

An  Epilogue 

Epilogues  are  seldom  used  in  motion  pic- 
ture theatres  despite  that  they  have  never 

been  officially  condemned  or  even  popular- 
ly so.  Where  they  are  used  they  are 

usually  well  received. 
One  instance  where  an  epilogue  rather 

than  a   prologue  was  put  on  well  in  Brigh- 
ton, England,  at  the  Regent  theatre  may  be 

of  practical  benefit  to  others  wishing  to 
ftv  it. 
Those  who  are  familiar  with  the  Far 

better  thing  that  I   do”  speech  of  the  guillo- 
tine scene  in  the  Sidney  Carlton  tragedy 

will  readily  realize  the  power  of  it  as  a 

part  in  an  epilogue  for  “The  Only  Way.” 
Dark  draperies  or  painted  cloth  repre- 

senting an  arch  such  as  that  represented 
in  the  accompanying  sketch  are  fixed  at  a 

position  about  half  stage  and  behind  the 
screen.  Height  is  essential  in  the  arch, 
more  so  than  width  A   few  feet  up  stage 
of  this  arch  is  the  rostrum  sufficiently  high 

to  permit  thi-ee  steps.  The  guillotine  is 

simply  constructed  with  beaver  board  cov- 
ered with  silver  cloth  or  painted. 

A   back  cloth  which  should  be  painted 

closely  to  follow  the  six  sheet  poster 
issued.  No  figures  are  to  be  on  the  cloth 

representing  the  sky  and  background,  thus 
requiring  no  scenic  artist  above  the  class 
of  an  amateur. 

Do  not  introduce  a   mob,  using  only  the 

sound  off  stage  of  a   mob  in  the  distance 

as  the  epilogue  commences.  When  the 

speech  begins  the  sound  of  the  mob  dies 
out.  Carton  and  the  executioner  are  the 

only  two  characters.  The  latter  says  noth- 

ing; he  merely  looks  sullenly  at  the  pris- 
oner. Carton’s  part  must  be  played  by  a 

speaker  whose  voice  does  not  become  high 

pitched  or  eloquent,  continuing  in  an  even 
tone  of  dignity  throughout. 
When  at  the  end  of  the  speech  Carton 

turns  to  his  executioner  it  is  the  cue  for 

the  gradual  blacking  out  of  the  stage  and 

the  lowering  into  position  of  the  screen. 

The  lighting  used  in  the  production  is  a 
steel  blue  flood. 

CONTINUED  FROM  PAGE  86 

ly,  indeed,  had  I   been  forced  to  disappoint 

these  patrons. 
John  Rugar, 

American  &   Orpheum  Theatres, 
Park  City,  Utah. 

CREAMER  GETS  A   FAST  ONE 

OVER  FOR  HURST  PICTURE 
The  Theatre, 

Exhibitors  Herald: 
Herewith  is  a   photo  of  a   stunt  that  I 

pulled  on  Paramount’s  “Mannequin.”  
In 

order  to  get  a   good  photo  I   had  to  set  the frame  in  the  alley. 

Several  days  in  advance  of  showing  date 

I   got  a   wire  across  the  Western  Union 

counter  presumably  from  Fannie  Hurst. 

Not  having  time  to  get  a   real  one,  I   had 

to  send  one  myself.  This  telegram  was  de- 
livered to  the  theatre  and  I   immediately 

got  it  in  a   newspaper  ad  and  then  painted 

up  a   huge  reproduction  of  the  wire. 
This  little  stunt  cost  practically  nothing 

and  caused  no  end  of  talk,  and  resulted  in 

good  business. John  W.  Creamer, 
Burford  Theatre  Company. 

Arkansas  City,  Kan. 

GRADY’S  ADVERTISING  PAYS 
FOR  HOUSE  PUBLICATION 

The  Theatre : 

Exhibitors  Herald. 
You  will  find  enclosed  a   copy  of  my 

weekly  program  I   am  getting  out.  I   had 

2,000  of  these  printed.  Went  out  and  “got up”  enough  advertising  to  pay  for  print- 

ing and  mailing.  Any  exhibitor  will  find 

that  this  IS  very  good  advertising.  I   shall 

send  you  photo  of  my  “keen”  lobby  for “W^e  Moderns.”  as  soon  as  I   finish. 

Keep  on  sending  us  the  good  old  “Herald.” John  Grady,  Lyric  Theatre,  Idabel,  Okla. 
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Above  is  the  cover  of  the  revised 
edition  of  the  well  known  old 

song,  “My  Old  Dutch”  which  is 
being  revived  in  connection  with 

the  release  of  Universal’s  pic- 
ture of  that  name  founded  on  the 

song  and  play. 

Fiddlers  Draw  Crowds  at 

Palace;  Press  Aids 
SOUTH  BEND.  IND.  — Working 

with  a   newspaper,  the  Palace  theatre 

got  a   lot  of  good  publicity  recently  in 

an  old  time  fiddlers’  contest  staged  three 
days. 

The  newspaper  got  a   lot  of  merchants 

to  promote  various  contests  and  the 

theatre  provided  the  place.  The  con- 

test drew  large  crowds.  The  only  condi- 

tions imposed  were  that  the  fiddler  pos- 
sess a   violin  and  that  he  be  more  than 

50  years  old.  A   photograph  also  ac- 
companied the  application. 

All  Theatres  in  Hoosier 

Charleston  Tourney 
INDIANAPOLIS.— Every  theatre  in 

Indianapolis  took  part  in  the  free-for-all 
Charleston  tournament  held  recently. 

The  theatres  provided  the  means  of  eli- 
minating those  who  did  not  have  a 

chance  and  the  finals  were  held  at  the 

mayor’s  charity  ball.  Trophies  were 
given  the  winners  and  the  contestant 

might  appear  at  only  one  theatre.  Mem- 
bers of  the  committee  included  Ace 

Berry,  Circle  theatre;  E.  H.  Bingham, 

Colonial:  C.  Roltare  Eggleston,  Keith’s, 
and  Herb  Jennings,  Palace. 

Showman  Splits  Net  with 
Clubs  Every  Night 

GREENCASTLE,  IND.  —   One 
theatre  owner  here  divides  his  prof- 

its one  night  a   week  with  some 
worth}^  organization.  He  sets  aside 
every  Wednesday  night.  After  the 

“nut”  is  paid,  he  divides  receipts 

equally  with  the  club  or  organiza- 
tion putting  on  the  benefit.  Some- times the  club  members  sell  tickets, 

sometimes  each  person  in  the  club 
calls  ten  persons  advertising  the 
show  and  asking  them  to  attend,  or 
some  other  stunt  is  pulled  to  get  a 

large  crowd  that  night.  At  the  pres- 

ent time,  this  owner  has  “benefits” booked  until  the  first  of  July. 

Box  Office  Swamped 

Prior  to  Doug’s Opening 
Most  unusual  in  the  history  of  motion 

pictures  proved  to  be  the  situation  at  the 

Selwjm  theatre  box  office  in  New  York 

prior  to  the  opening  of  Douglas  Fairbanks 

W   rtgrti .... 
■Although 

have  ktta  flUd  t»  ttm  eetenf, 

w   4ft  MMtiit  l4  fU  trdtr  ftr  mitu  fie  iht  fttftt- 
i»  ■■THE  BLACK  HIHATE.  ' 

IV,  i>„l  at  • ay  kavi  tkt  tfptriBailf  if  leitrviw^  txtkm  ftt 

ftr  itailuu 

1   frtftrattti. Ytht  iht<k  U   f 
urttS  hermilk. 

I'lij  irtijittri. 

MACr,  HIlXlAflD. 
rt;t. 

in  “The  Black  Pirate.”  Several  thousand 
dollars  had  to  be  returned  to  applicants 

for  first  night  seats  because  the  house  had 

been  completely  sold  out  within  two  days 

after  the  advance  sale  began.  The  whole- 
sale return  of  money  accompanying  orders 

for  seats  entailed  printing  a   supply  of  sev- 
eral hundred  cards  to  save  correspondence. 

In  spite  of  the  rush  that  seemed  cen- 
tered upon  the  opening,  the  matinee  and 

night  of  the  second  day  and  throughout 
the  week  were  sold  out  to  standing  room Only. 

PIRATE  GIRLS  ADVERTISE 

F.  N.  FILM 
SEATTLE. — The  management  of  the  Liberty 

theatre  tied  up  in  an  effective  manner  with  the 

football  game  featuring  Red  Grange  at  the  Seat- 
tle ball  park.  Thousands  of  heralds  were  distrib- 

uted to  the  crowds  in  the  stand  by  a   quartette  of 

girls  dressed  in  pirate  costumes.  The  souvenir 

program  gave  the  lineup  of  tlie  two  teams  on  one 
side  of  the  sheet  and  on  the  other  a   picture  of 

Red  Grange,  George  Wilson  and  C.  Dickinson 

above  an  announcement  of  the  showing  of  “Clothes 

Make  the  Pirate.’’ 

Paid  Expenses 

Lyric-Liberty  Theatres 
ENTERTAINMENT  THAT  IS  RELIABLE 

DEPEND  ON  IT 

Vol.  1.  IDAUEL.  OKIAHOMA 

SIDNEY  CHAPLIN 

in  his 

Greatest  Comedy 
Is  Coming  to 

The  LYRIC 

mil  mi  UhfEb.  n   anj  23 
SaUitrfnc  tb0  pabUc  decaud  for 
fettur*  Um  Chiiatlta  of 

Hollywood  in  witb  Moa) 

F^oii.  Ud.  th*  'prita Um  ftvai  bad  to  otter. 

U   U   Aont"  tbo  moot stmu/ol  fore*  «Tcr  vrltvck  Wlib 

SydMf  CbopHn  In  Ibo  UtJ«  rolo  acd 

lappcnod  by  a   brOlUal  Cbar* AuBt  Ij  Mbj  to  b«  CM  of  ib« 

bijb  «pd(a  of  Betloa  p^eiu^Q  coaody. 

Lyric  TbcaCrt  U   fortaojito  la 
Moarm^  Ua^bSaf  cliuk  •bkb wOl  bo  obova  for  t«o  dan  only. 

Moods;  mi  ludsi',  Fob.  22  sr.il  23 

DORiS  KENYON 
and 

RONALD  COLiVI  AN 

Coming  to  the 

Liberty  in  Another 

BIG  ONE 

Msda;  suit  Marc!)  E   mi  3 

If  TOO  libo  romaaeo,  rfrid  color, 
t«AS4  dratna  and  pictoral  baaaty  b 

fotu  •crvtn  doat  bIm 

Coorto  Fitamaurkoa  *A  Tblef  b 

Farad  iM.* 

lait  vord  b   raevlo  UsrilU  fa 
offered  yoa  b   tAU  vondorfol  pr^ 
doetloo. 

TV*  Caji 

DORSS  KENYON RONALD  CCLMAN 
ALINE  PRINGLE 

LYRIC  Theatre 
QUOVADlS 

Produced  on  tHo  actual  ipetc  of  hUtory
— and  mada 

ever  a   period  of  two  yeert. 

The  house  organ  above  is  from 

John  Grady,  Lyric  theatre,  Idabel, 

Okla.  It  is  unpretentious,  illus- 
trating what  may  be  done  with  a 

four-page  folder  which  is  planned 
to  be  used  simply  as  a   guide  to 

the  theatre’s  program  for  the  week. 
Solicited  ads  inside  the  folder  paid 

his  expenses. 

Birthday  Cake  for  Double 
Celebration  Feb.  12 

SALT  LAKE  CITY.— Along  with  Lin- 
coln, the  Paramount-Empress  theatre  had 

a   birthday  February  12.  It  was  the  tenth 
anniversary  of  this  theatre  and  among  the 
decorations  in  honor  of  the  event  was  a 

huge  birthday  cake  in  the  foyer,  lighted 

by  ten  electric  candles. 
The  Paramount-Empress  theatre  opened 

February  12,  1916,  the  first  attraction  being 

Mary  P’ickford  in  “Poor  Little  Peppina.” 

Gives  Bank  Accounts  to 

Children  Going  to  Show 
INDIANAPOLIS. — The  Apollo  thea- 

tre in  cooperation  with  the  Continental 

National  bank,  recently  staged  a   busi- 

ness getting  stunt  for  both  organiza- 
tions. The  theatre  showed  “A  Kiss  for 

Cinderella.”  To  every  child  between  six 
and  ten  years  of  age  who,  accompanied 

by  parents  or  guardian,  visited  the  thea- 
tre to  see  the  show,  the  bank  established 

a   savings  account  for  them. 

This  modem  automobile,  left,  followed  an  old  fashioned  automobile,  right,  through  the  streets  of  Kalamazoo,  Mich., 

to  exploit  the  Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer  picture,  “The  Merry  Widow.”  The  reason  for  the  automobiles  was  that  the 

auto  show  was  at  the  time  attracting  much  interest.  Signs  on  the  modem  car  read  “This  is  the  way  the  Merry 

Widow  would  ride  today.” 
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This  dspsttment  contssns  news,  sniormstion  snd  gossip  on  current  productions.  It  sims  to  supply 
a   service  which  will  assist  the  exhibitor  in  keeping  in  touch  with  developments  in  connection  with 

pictures  and  picture  personalities — and  whut  these  are  doing  at  the  box  o&ce.  No  prophecies  on  the 
entertainment  value  of  pictures  are  made.  Opinions  expressed  are  simply  those  of  the  author  or  of 

bis  contributors  and  the  reader  is  requested  to  ccasiiier  them  only  as  such. — EDITOR’S  NOTE. 

‘‘pSANNY”  HAS  GONE  ON.  THE 
man  and  the  columnist  were  insep- 
arable entities.  No  more  than  that  can  be 

said  of  one  whose  business  is  of  the 

printed  word. 

"Danny”  wrote  his  stuff  in  a   style  that 
few  liked  for  itself.  It  was  the  personality 

forcing  its  way  through  the  halting  expres- 
sion he  chose  that  registered.  He  always 

said  something. 
There  will  be  more  columnists,  better 

and  worse  than  "Danny,”  for  the  attraction 
of  the  column  thing  is  strong.  There  will 

be  comparatively  few  who  attract  to  their 

typing  the  following  that  “Danny”  at- tracted— fewer  who  so  consistently  weight 
their  space  with  somelhing  to  say. 

*
 

 

*

 

 

*
 

WHAT  A   GOOD  TIME  THEY  HAVE 
in  “Miss  Brewster’s  Millions.”  Every- 
body in  the  picture  enjoys  himself  to  the 

full,  imparting  some  of  that  joy  to  those 
present  who  know  about  pictures  and  their 

making.  It’s  just  a   good-natured  romp  at best. 

Bebe  Daniels  is  good  in  this  kind  of 

thing,  better  than  in  other  stuff.  She’s  the 
young  lady  with  the  tangled  million  who 
must  rid  herself  of  it  to  get  five  more  of 
them  and  the  untangling  involves  much 

merriment.  There  are  too  many  good  in- 
cidents to  chronicle  and  too  many  good 

actors  to  name,  but  Ford  Sterling  and 
Warner  Baxter  must  have  a   line. 

Incidentally,  the  picture  serves  to  point 

out  the  value  of  good  captions.  More  pro- 
ductions are  defeated  by  faulty  ones  than 

by  any  other  single  fault.  This  one  is  high- 
lighted and  countenveighted  by  some  of  the 

wisest  wisecracks  recently  indited.  It’s  a 
good  object  lesson  for  caption  writers  and 
people  who  employ  them. 

♦   ♦   # 

pLARA  BOW  IS  STARRED  FOR  THE 
first  time,  at  least  so  far  as  I   have 

seen  her,  in  “Two  Can  Play,”  a   somewhat 
loosely  knit  story  about  two  young  men 
and  a   girl.  Miss  Bow  is  not  uncomfortable 

in  the  prominence  given  her  and  does  well 
with  that  which  is  at  hand. 
Alan  Forrest  and  Wallace  MacDonald 

are  the  two  young  men  in  the  story  and 

George  Fawcett  is  the  girl's  parent.  For- 
rest and  MacDonald  have  assignments  im- 

posing handicap  in  the  necessity  for  vague 
identification,  which  accounts  for  a   consid- 

erable sag  in  the  middle  of  the  photoplay. 
Fawcett  is  just  Fawcett,  which  is  enough. 

The  story  begins  and  ends  brightly,  pos- 
sessing a   snap  finish,  compensating  for  the 

dull  period  preceding  it  and  building  it  un. 

It’s  about  the  young  lady  who  doesn’t 
know  her  own  mind  but  learns  it,  this  time 
through  a   different  sort  of  circumstantial 
revelation. 

*   *   * 

■\T  0   DOUBT  IT  WAS  A   CONSIDER- 
*   '   able  effort  to  find  a   suitable  vehicle 

for  Corinne  Griffith  after  “Classified.”  “In- 

fatuafion”  was  not,  at  any  rate,  a   happv 
selection.  There  is  nothing  wrong  with 

the  picture  except  that  it  doesn’t  seem  to 
be  the  right  one.  It  is  well  made  and  a 
good  picture. 

Concerning: 
“Danny” 

Miss  Brewster’s  Millions 
Two  Can  Play 

Infatuation 

The  Wife  Tamer 

Kiki 

Tramp,  Tramp,  Tramp 

Miss  Griffith  is  English  in  it,  marrying 

Percy  Marmont  and  almost  making  a   mess 
of  it  when  his  duties  as  a   British  officer 

takes  him  to  Algiers  or  some  such  place, 

where  the  principal  action  occurs.  Marmont 

is  good  as  the  British  officer,  as  is  Warner 
Oland  as  the  crafty  native.  Scenery  and 
all  that  is  as  it  should  be  and  the  story 

works  out  interestingly. 

There  is,  as  stated,  nothing  definitely 

wrong  with  the  picture  except  that  it  isn’t 
the  one  expected  as  a   follow-up  after 
“Classified.”  Circumstances  dictating  its 
selection  no  doubt  antedate  the  success  of 

that  production. 
*   *   * 

T   lONEL  BARRYMORE,  CLYDE  COOK 
•L/  and  Gertrude  Astor  are  chief  participants 

in  a   Hal  Roach  comedy  called,  if  memory 

serves,  “The  Wife  Tamer.”  It  is  as  funny 
as  any  comedy  shown  hereabouts  in  the 
past  six  months  and  again  demonstrates 

Mr.  Roach’s  wisdom  in  building  up  names 
and  casts  for  his  short  features. 

Barrymore  is  the  husband  who  tames 
Miss  Astor  as  the  wife,  Cook  doing  his 
accustomed  stuff  somewhat  differently  as 

the  man  servant.  There  is,  at  the  bottom, 
the  ancient  trick  by  which  the  nagging  wife 

admits  her  love  when  the  husband  is  sup- 

posed to  be  dead,  but  prior  to  that  there 
is  abundant  good  comedy. 

Some  have  held  that  a   Barrymore  should 
hold  himself  above  the  short  feature,  for 

what  reason  no  one  seems  willing  or  able 

to  stale.  At  any  rate,  this  Bari^more  has 

not  done  anything  in  longer  pictures  ex- 

celling his  work  in  this  short  one.  Inci- 
dentally, his  name  out  front  is  as  potent  in 

connection  Avith  a   short  picture  as  a   long 

one,  which  Mr.  Roach  well  knew  before  he 

signed  him  up. — T.  0.  Service. 

*   ♦   * 

T   HAVE  SEEN  "KIKI”  AND  I   LIKED 
it  better  than  anything  Norma  Talmadge 

has  ever  done.  When  the  announcement 

was  made  that  Norma  was  going  to  make 

“Kiki”  I   was  afraid  she  lacked  the  fire 
and  temperament  to  put  over  this  stage 

play  upon  the  screen.  But  all  doubts  were 
dispelled  at  a   preview  given  the  picture  at 
the  Beverly  theatre.  Beverly  Hills,  Cal.,  last 
week.  She  has  all  the  warmth  and  adds 

many  unique  touches  all  her  own  to  this 
screen  version. 

No  little  credit  must  go  to  Director  Clar- 

ence Brown.  This  is  the  sort  of  thing  he 

does  best.  Each  little  episode  was  so  nicely 
timed  and  each  fit  so  snugly  into  its  place  1 

didn’t  realize  the  length  of  the  picture, 
eight  reels;  it  seemed  more  like  four.  The 
action  moves  along  so  smoothly  without  a 

lagging  moment  it  is  all  over  before  I 
realized  it.  And  the  titles  fit  the  action. 

These  are  cleverly  constructed,  the  work  of 

George  Marion,  Jr.,  and  brought  forth  ap- 

plause from  a   hard-boiled  first-night  au- 
dience. 

Beautiful  sets,  too,  help  immeasurably 

in  putting  over  “Kiki.”  These  were  de- 
signed by  William  Cameron  Menzies  and 

aided  by  beautiful  lighting  and  adroit 
camerawork,  stood  out  as  distinct  pictures. 

The  story  of  the  little  street  gamin  who 
worms  her  way  into  the  chorus,  only  to  be 

"fired”  immediately,  but  who  wins  the  love 
of  the  producer  of  the  show,  against  great 

odds,  gives  Miss  Talmadge  an  entirely  dif- 
ferent role  from  what  she  has  been  accus- 
tomed to  portray,  but  she  shows  she  can 

handle  a   comedy  situation  as  adroitly  as 

her  sister  Constance.  The  first  night  in 

the  chorus  is  a   very  funny  piece  of  busi- 
ness and  her  arguments  with  ihe  pro- 

ducer's man  servant,  cleverly  played  by 

George  K.  Arthur,  produced  gales  of  laugh- 
ter. Marc  McDermott,  Ronald  Colman  and 

Gertrude  Astor  delivered  100  per  cent  in 

support.  I   liked  “Kiki.” 
♦   ♦   ♦ 

T   MAY  BE  BIASED  ABOUT  THIS 

I-  fellow  Langdon  but  I’ve  always  been  a 
Harry  Langdon  booster  and  his  initial  First 

National  production,  “Tramp,  Tramp, 

Tramp,”  is  such  a   thoroughly  pleasing  com- 

edy, now  I’m  sold  100  per  cent.  It  is  brim- ful of  clever  situations,  the  chuckles  are 

plentiful  and  the  big  laughs  come  just 

where  they’re  needed. 

There  isn’t  much  plot  to  the  thing,  it’s  a 
tale  of  a   foot  race  from  Connecticut  to 

California,  but  it  has  limitless  exploitation 

possibilities.  A   manufacturer  offers  a   prize 

of  $25,000  for  the  first  pedestrian  to  reach 
California  wearing  his  shoes.  Many  start 

out  in  the  race,  but  at  the  finish  only  two 

remain,  Harry  and  the  world’s  champion walker.  Of  course  Harry  wins.  He  also 

wins  the  girl,  daughter  of  the  shoe  manu- 
facturer, prettily  played  by  Joan  Crawford. 

The  cvclone  scene  was  perhaps  the  high 

spot  of  the  picture,  where  Harry  literally 

blows  into  town,  and  the  business  in  the 

barber  shop  is  extremely  funny.  Alec  B. 

Francis  plays  Harry’s  father,  a   cripple, 
who  goes  to  the  local  motion  picture  theatre 

every  night  to  see  the  news  weekly  and 

watch  the  progress  of  the  racers  across 
countrA'.  The  scene  where  Harry  pulls 

over  the  high  fence  and  slides  down  a   steep 
hill  was  w'ell  conceived  and  very  funny 
also. 

At  the  finish  Langdon  is  shoAvn  in  a   crib, 

as  a   baby,  the  proud  offspring  of  the  Avin- ner  of  the  foot  race.  Considerable  credit 

is  due  Harry  Edwards,  who  directed  the 

picture,  and  also  to  the  five  Avho  contrib- uted the  story  and  the  very  funny  titles. 
—Ray  Murray. 
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Evidently  Alice  Day  has  not  as  yet 

her  “sea  legs”  in  this  scene  from 

“Spanking  Breezes,”  a   Mack  Sennett 
production  for  Pathe. 

Spanking  Breezes 
Distributor:  Pathe 

Producer:  Mack  Sennett 

Length:  Two  reels 
DIRECTOR   EDDIE  CLINE 

Author....Vemon  Smith;  Ewart  Adamson 
Cameraman   Vernon  Walker 

PLAYERS 

Alice  Grimes   Alice  Day 
Her  mother   Sunshine  Hart 

Her  brother   Joseph  Young 

Her  husband   Danny  O’Shea 
Cousin  Hugo   Barney  Helium 
Little  Myrtle   Mary  Ann  Jackson 

TYPE:  Domestic  comedy. 

THEME:  A   young  couple  on  a   boat 

trip  with  in-laws  along. 
LOCALE:  An  ocean. 

TIME:  The  present. 

STORY :   A   young  couple  steal  away 

from  their  in-laws  to  take  a   trip  in  a 
sailboat.  The  family  comes  along  too, 
and  the  voyage  is  rough  in  more  ways 
than  one,  before  the  couple  gets  rid  of 
them. 

HIGHLIGHTS :   Family  squabbles. 
.   .   .   The  lake  trip. 

Scene  from  “Spanking  Breezes”  in 
which  Mack  Sennett  presents  Alice 

Day.  This  is  a   Pathe  release. 

The  Flaming  Frontier 
Distributor:  Universal 

Producer:  Universal 

Length:  Undetermined 

DIRECTOR   EDWARD  SEDGWICK 

Adaptors   Edward  J.  Montague  and 
Charles  Kenyon 

Cameraman   Virgil  Miller 
PLAYERS 

Bob  Langdon   Hoot  Gibson 
Betty  Stanwood   Anne  Cornwall 
Lieut.  Col.  Custer   Dustin  Farnum 
Sam  Belden   Ward  Crane 
Lucretia  Belden   Kathleen  Key 

Jonesy    Eddie  Gribbon 
California  Joe   Harry  Todd 
Lawrence  Stanwood   Harold  Goodwin 

Senator  Stanwood   George  Fawcett 

Sitting  Bull   Noble  Johnson 
Senator  Hargess   Charles  K.  French 
Cyrus  Penfield   William  Steele 
President  Grant   Walter  Rodgers 

Grant’s  Secretary   Ed.  Wilson 
Rain-in-the-Face   Joe  Bonomo 

TYPE:  Historical  drama. 

THEME:  Historical  romance. 

LOCALE:  The  West;  Washington; 
West  Point. 
TIME:  1876. 

STORY:  General  Custer,  who  is  try- 
ing to  bring  peace  in  the  West,  is  aided 

by  a   Senator.  Plotters  have  the  latter 
involved  with  a   girl  in  order  to  have  him 
removed  as  an  obstacle.  A   young  man  at 
West  Point,  and  a   friend  of  the  Senator, 

takes  the  blame,  is  expelled,  joins  Cus- 
ter’s army.  The  army,  misled  as  to  the 

size  of  the  Indian  army,  attacks  them 
and  are  slaughtered.  An  unexpected 
climax  ends  the  story. 

HIGHLIGHTS :   Historical  setting. 
.   The  Custer  Massacre. 

Wet  Paint 
Distributor:  Paramount 

Producer:  Paramount 

Length:  Undetermined 
PLAYERS 

DIRECTOR   ARTHUR  ROSSON 
He   Raymond  Griffith 
She   Helene  Costello 
Her  Brother   Bryant  Washbum 
A   Beautiful  Woman   Natalie  Kingston 
A   Husband   Henry  Kolker 

TYPE:  Romantic  comedy. 
THEME:  Romantic  love. 

LOCALE:  An  American  city. 

TIME:  The  present. 

STORY :   A   wealthy  bachelor  proposes 

to  the  girl  he  loves  and  discovers  ihat 
she  has  made  a   bet  that  he  would.  He 
decides  to  marry  the  first  girl  he  meets. 

Many  exciting  incidents  and  mishaps  oc- 
cur before  he  and  the  girl  he  loves  are 

reunited. 

HIGHLIGHTS:  Hero’s  adventure 
with  women.  .   .   .   Meeting  of  escaped 
lion.  .   .   .   Ride  in  driverless  automobile. 

A   large  “receiving  set”  seems  to  appear 

in  “Wireless  Lizzie,”  Walter  Hiers’ 
latest  Educational  comedy. 

Wireless  Lizzie 
Distributor:  Educational 

Producer:  Christie 

Length:  Two  reels 

DIRECTOR   EARLE  RODNEY 

PLAYERS 

The  Inventor.   Walter  Hiers 

His  Sweetie   Duane  Thompson 

Her  Father   Jack  Duffy 

The  Rival   Bill  Irving 
TYPE:  Radio  comedy. 

THEME:  Romantic  love. 

LOCALE:  Small  American  town. 

TIME:  The  present. 

STORY :   A   clerk  in  a   radio  and  soda 

store  invents  a   radio  control  for  a   fliv- 
ver and  for  the  making  of  sodas.  He 

and  the  fire  chief’s  daughter  plan  to 

elope,  but  make  arrangements  in  front 
of  the  microphone  of  the  broadcasting 

station!  A   rival  hears  this  and  gets  con- 

trol of  their  machine  by  radio,  and  nu- 
merous exciting  incidents  occur  before 

the  couple  are  finally  married. 

HIGHLIGHTS:  Radio  control  of 

sodas.  .   .   .   Radio  control  of  flivver.  .   .   . 

Scene  where  flivver  is  controled  by  ri- 
val. .   .   .   Marriage  scene  in  flivver. 

Scene  from  “Wireless  Lizzie,”  an  Edu- 
cational-Waiter Hiers  comedy. 
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Conway  Tearle  and  Dorothy  Mackaill 
in  “The  Dancer  of  Paris,”  a   First  Na- 

tional picture  just  released. 

The  Dancer  of  Paris 
Distributor:  First  National 
Producer:  First  National 

.   Length:  Undetermined 
DIRECTOE   .....ALFRED  SANTELL 

PLAYERS 

Consuelo   Dorothy  Mackaill 
Noel  Anson   Conway  Tearle 

Sir  Roy  Martel   Robert  Cain 
Dr.  Frank   Henry  Vibart 
Cortez   Paul  Ellis 

Mammy   Prances  Miller  Grant 
TYPES  Romantic  drama. 
THEME  s   Romantic  love. 
LOCALE:  Paris. 

TIMS  5   The  present. 

STORY :   A   girl  discovers  the  man  she 
loves  to  be  of  the  worst  sort,  so  breaks 
of?  their  engagement,  vowing  revenge  for 
her  disillusionment.  She  goes  to  Paris 
and  becomes  famed  as  a   dancer,  and 
meets  the  real  man  of  her  dreams.  Sev- 

eral unpleasant  incidents  occur,  caused 

Dorothy  Mackaill  and  Robert  Cain  in  a 
scene  from  the  current  First  National 

release,  “The  Dancer  of  Paris.” 

by  her  former  lover's  Jealousy,  but  when 
he  is  dying  she  forgives  and  dances  for 
him,  happy  in  the  knowledge  that  she  is 
loved  by  and  loves  the  right  man. 
HIGHLIGHTS ;   Breaking  oi  engage- 

ment. .   .   .   Scene  in  which  girl  is  in- 
jured in  dance.  .   .   .   Her  rescue  from 

apartment  of  notorious  character.  .   .   . 
Dancing  scene. 

Without  Mercy 
Distributor:  Pro-Dis-Co 

Producer:  Metropolitan  Pktui’es 
Corporation 

Length:  6,597  feet 
DIRECTOR   GEORGE  MSLFORD 
Author.   John  Goodwin 
Adaptor   Monte  Katterjchn 
Cameraman   Charles  G.  Clarke 

PLAYERS 

Margaret  Garth   Vera  Reynolds 
Mrs.  Enid  Garth   Dorothy  Phillips 
John  Ormes   Robert  Ames 
Sir  Kelmouth  Craven..Rockliffe  Fellowes 
Natalie   Patricia  Palmer 
Massingham   Lionel  Belmore 
Ducross   Fred  Malatesta 

Sugden   Sidney  D’Albrook Link   Gene  Pallette 
TYPE:  Drama, 
THEME:  Romantic  love. 
LOCALE:  London. 
TIME:  The  present. 

STORY:  A   girl  is  infatuated  with  a 
scheming  political  leader,  who  borrows 
money  from  an  underworld  money 
lending  establishment  to  finance  his  cam- 

paign for  Parliament.  The  girl's  sweet- heart leaves  her  because  of  this  infatua- 
tion, and  he,  too,  mns  for  Parliament. 

The  girl's  mother  tells  her  how  she  has 
suffered  because  of  this  political  leader, 
and  reveals  his  true  nature.  However, 
he  not  only  wins  the  election  but  has  the 
girl’s  sweetheart  accused  of  fraud.  He 
Mdnaps  the  girl,  who  is  saved  by  her 
lover.  The  mother,  in  disguise,  obtains 
a   full  confession  from  the  politician,  and 
exposes  him.  The  girl  and  her  sweet- 

heart are  reunited. 

HIGHLIGHTS ;   Election  of  the 
politician.  .   .   .   Kidnaping  of  the  girl. 
.   .   .   Confession  of  politician,  .   .   .   The 
reunion. 

Forbidden  Waters 

Distributor:  Pro-Dis-Co. 
Producer:  Metropolitan  Pictures 

Corporation 
Length:  Undetermined 

PLAYERS 
DIRECTOR   ALAN  HALE 
Nancy   Priscilla  Dean 
J.  Austin  Bell   Walter  McGrail 
Nugget  Fete   Dan  Mason 
Sylvester   Casson  Ferguson 
Ruby   De  Sacia  Mooers 
TYPE:  Domestic  drama. 

THEME:  Divorce  and  re-marriage. 
LOCALE:  Nevada. 
TIME:  The  present. 
STORY :   A   divorced  man  promises 

his  foiiner  wife  not  to  marry  unless  she 

approves  of  the  woman.  He  becomes  in- 
fatuated with  an  adventuress,  who  vows 

to  win  him  from  the  courting  of  his 
former  wife.  The  wife  is  aided  by  a 
man  who  has  been  robbed  of  some  let- 

ters by  the  adventuress  and  her  con- federate, At  the  critical  moment  he  has 
the  two  arrested,  and  the  man  marries 
his  former  wife. 
HIGHLIGHTS:  Court  scene.  .   .   . 

Automobile  ride.  .   .   .   Scene  on  island. 
.   .   .   The  reunion. 

Scene  from  "The  Volga  Boatman,”  a 
personally  directed  Cecil  B.  De  Mille 

production,  released  by  Pro-Dis-Co. 

The  Volga  Boatman 
Distributor:  Pro-Dis-Co 

Producer:  Cecil  B.  DeMille 

Length: 
DIRECTOR     

Undetermined 

......CECIL  B.  DeMILLE 

  Lenore  J.  Coffee 
Cameramen     Arthur  Miller,  Peverell 

Marley,  Fred  Westerberg 
PLAYERS 
  William  Boyd 

  Elinor  Fair 
Prince  Nikita..   Robert  Edeson 

Virrtnr  Varooni 
    Julia  Fave 

Stpnh  an   Theodore  Kosloff 
Vasili     Arthur  Rankin 

TYPE:  Revolutionary  drama. 
THEME:  Romantic  love. 
LOCALE:  Russia. 

TIME:  The  present. 

STORY:  A   princess,  engaged  to  a 
Russian  nobleman,  falls  in  love  with  a 
young  boatman.  Revolution  breaks  out 

Scene  from  “The  Volga  Boatman,”  a Pro-Dis-Co  release  with  William  Boyd, 

Elinor  Fair,  Victor  Varconi.  Julia  Faye 
and  Theodore  Kosloff  heading  the  cast. 
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"Dizzy  Daddies”  is  the  title  of  this 
forthcoming  Hal  Roach  Production  for 

Pathe  release. 

and  the  threatened  princess  is  saved  by 
the  boatman,  and  brought  to  an  inn  as 
his  wife.  Here  they  are  both  captured 

by  the  royal  army,  where  the  girl’s former  sweetheart  makes  her  dance  for 
the  drunken  soldiers.  The  boatman 

shoots  one  of  them,  and  he  and  the  prin- 
cess are  ordered  to  be  shot.  They  are 

saved  in  time  by  the  revolutionists  who 
force  the  noblemen  to  assume  their  places 
as  boatmen.  Realizing  they  are  in  love 
with  each  other  the  boatman  and  the 
princess  go  their  way. 
HIGHLIGHTS:  Scenes  on  the  Vol- 

ga. .   .   .   The  revolution.  .   .   .   The  revel. 
.   .   .   Scene  of  intended  execution.  .   .   . 

Love  between  the  princess  and  the  boat- 
man. 

Whispering  Smith 
Distributor:  Pro-Dis-Co 
Producer: Metropolitan 

Length : Undetermined 
DIRECTOR GEORGE  MELFORD 
Author     Frank  H.  Spearman 

  Elliott  J.  Clawson; 
Will  M.  Ritchey 

Joe  La  Shelle 
PLAYERS 

Marion  Sinclair     Lilvan  Tashman 

Murray  Sinclair....   .Will  Walling 
Lance  Dunning       Richard  Neifl 
DuSang   
Karg     Warren  Rodgers 

  Nelson  McDowell 
J.  S.  Buck.s     Robert  Edeson 

TYPE:  Railroad  drama. 
THEME:  Romantic  love. 
LOCALE;  A   Western  town. 

TIME:  The  present. 

STORY :   A   discharged  railroad  fore- 
man conducts  raids  against  the  railroad. 

A   special  agent  arrives  to  restore  order, 
but  because  he  loves  the  wife  of  the 
wrecking  foreman  believes  people  will 
think  him  after  the  man  because  of  love 
for  his  wife.  A   plot  to  kill  the  division 
superintendent  is  overhead  by  his  sweet- 

heart, who  informs  the  agent.  He  and  a 
friend  search  for  the  foreman,  who  is 

found  and  killed  by  the  agent’s  friend. 
The  superintendent  and  his  sweetheart 
marry,  and  the  agent  leaves  to  straighten 
out  some  affairs  in  the  East  with  an 
understanding  that  he  will  return  to  the 
foreman’s  wife. 
HIGHLIGHTS:  The  storm.  .   .   . 

The  hunt  for  the  fugitive.  .   .   .   Mar- 
riage of  superintendent  and  bis  sweet- 

heart. .   .   .   Final  understanding  between 
agent  and  wife  of  foreman. 

Heirs  Highroad 
Distributor:  Pro-Dis-Co 

Producer:  Rupert  Julian  Production 

Length:  6,143  feet 
DIRECTOR   RUPERT  JULIAN 
Authoi*   Ernest  Pascal 
Adaptors....Eve  Unsell;  Lenore  J.  Coffee 
Cameraman   Peverell  Marley 

PLAYERS 

Judy  Nichols   Leatrice  Joy 
Ronald  McKane   Edmund  Bums 

Mrs.  Doi’othy  Hobart   Julia  Faye 
Sanford  Gillespie   Robert  Edeson 
Ann  Broderick   Helen  Sullivan 
TYPE:  Society  drama. 
THEME:  Desire  for  riches. 

LOCALE:  New  York  City. 
TIME:  The  present. 
STORY :   A   girl  loves  an  engineer, 

but  will  not  marry  him  because  she 
wants  riches.  Through  a   wealthy  friend 
she  meets  a   financier  whom  she  per- 

suades to  aid  the  engineer,  unknown  to 
him.  He  becomes  wealthy  and  meets  a 
woman  who  tempts  him  to  leave  his 
sweetheart,  she  realizing  it  is  the  money 

turning  her  lover’s  head  again  asks  the 
aid  of  the  financier,  who  promises  to 
ruin  the  engineer,  and  does.  The  engi- 

neer, with  his  fortune  gone,  seeks  solace 
from  the  girl,  but  finds  her  with  the 
financier,  whom  he  knows  has  caused  his 
ruin.  After  a   brief  moment  of  anger  he 
realizes  that  the  girl  has  done  every- 

thing out  of  love  for  him,  and  they  de- 
termine to  start  anew. 

HIGHLIGHTS :   Society  scenes.  .   ,   . 
Arrival  of  legacy.  .   .   .   Sudden  financial 
rise  of  engineer.  .   .   .   Sudden  loss  of 
fortune.  .   .   .   The  reunion. 

Fox  News  No.  46 

NEW  YORK  AMERICANS  TRAIN  !N  ST.  PETERS- 

BURG, FLA.,  TO  START  1926  PENNANT 
FIGHT 

* 

Fox  News  No.  41 

FIRE  DESTROYS  20  BLOCKS  OF  NEWPORT. 

ARK.,  CAUSING  LOSS  OF  OVER  SI, 500,000. 
# 

International  News  No.  20 
GAS  BOMBS  HELP  POLICE  SCATTER  TEXTILE 

STRIKERS  AT  PASSAIC,  N.  J. 

« 

International  News  No.  21 

VESUVIUS  AGAIN  IN  ERUPTION, 

« 

Pathe  News  No,  21 

SPEEDY  GREYHOUNDS  COMPETE  IN  91ST 

WATERLOO  CUP  CLASSIC  AT  ALTAR, 
ENGLAND. 

* 

Pathe  News  No.  22 

LOSS  OF  ART  COLLECTION  VALUED  AT  S1,000,. 
000  AS  FIRE  DESTROYS  FT.  TRYON  HALL 

OWNED  BY  J.  D.  ROCKEFELLER,  JR. 

* 

Kinograms  No.  5167 

CORPORAL  SELLIER,  WHO  SOUNDED  "CEASE 
FIRING,”  AND  THE  BUGLE  THAT  SIGNALED 

ARMISTICE  IN  1918,  HONORED  IN 
ARMY  CEREMONY. 

« 

Kinograms  No.  5168 
THOUSANDS  SEE  AUTO  RACES  AT  OPENING  OF 

ASCOT  SPEEDWAY,  LOS  ANGELES. 
♦ 

Kinograms  No.  5169 
U.  S.  TANKSHIP  JAVA  ARROW  REACHES  SAN 

FRANCISO  PORT  WITH  14  STARVING  MEN 

RESCUED  FROM  JAPANESE  SKIP. 

Scene  from  Hal  Roach  comedy,  "Dizzy 
Daddies,”  a   Pathe  release  with  Jimmy 
Finlayson,  Tyler  Brooke  and  Gertrude Astor, 

Secret  Orders 
Distrihutor :   F.  B.  0. 

Producer:  F.  B.  0. 

Length:  Undetermined 

DIRECTOR   CHET  WITHEY 
Scenarist   Martin  Justice 
Adaptor   J.  Grubb  Alexander 
Cameraman   Roy  Klaffki 

PLAYERS 
Janet  Graham   Evelyn  Brent 
Eddie  Delano   Harold  Goodwin 
Bruce  Gordon   Robert  Frazer 
Spike  Slavin   John  Gough 
Mary   Marjorie  Bonner 
Butler   Brandon  Hurst 
Cook   Frank  Leigh 
TYPE:  Romantic  melodrama. 
THEME:  Secret  service;  romantic 

love. 
LOCALE:  New  York  City. 
TIME;  Outbreak  of  the  World  War. 

STORY :   A   girl  adept  in  wireless  te- 
legraphy marries  a   crook  masquerading 

as  a   salesman.  When  she  discovers  his 

duplicity  she  has  him  arrested.  She  be- 
comes a   Secret  Service  agent  and  falls 

in  love  with  the  man  she  is  stationed 
under.  She  is  deputed  to  ferret  out  a 
Gennan  spy  center,  where  she  meets  her 
former  husband,  and  pretends  to  be  a 

German  spy  in  order  to  foil  their  at- 
tempts to  get  some  transports  from  her 

sweetheart’s  desk.  After  several  excit- 
ing incidents  she  manages  to  wire  a 

transport  to  beware  of  an  enemy  sub- 
marine, Rescuers  arrive  in  time  to  save 

her  from  being  shot  by  the  real  spies. 

HIGHLIGHTS:  Girl’s  marriage  to 
crook.  .   .   .   Girl's  masquerade  as  a   Ger- 

man spy.  .   .   .   The  rescue. 

Pete  Smith  Installed 

as  New  Wampas  Head 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

LOS  ANGELES,  MARCH  16.  — The 
Wampas  boys  held  their  annual  installa- 

tion banquet  at  DeBeck,  Cal.,  recently. 
About  50  members  attended  to  inaugurate 
Pete  Smith,  the  new  president. 

Robert  Webb  to  Cast 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

LOS  ANGELES,  March  16. — Robert 
Webb  has  been  signed  by  Harry  L.  Kerr 
as  casting  director  for  Columbia  Pictures 
Corporation,  it  has  just  been  announced. 

Hoot’s  Horse  Is  Dead 
( Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  March  16.— "Pride  of 
Oregon,”  the  horse  given  to  Hoot  Gibson 
by  the  citizens  of  Pendleton,  Ore.,  died  of 
pneumonia  last  week. 
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WASHINGTON 
WASHINGTON,  D.  C— Crandall’s  Col- 

ony is  rapidly  nearing  completion.  .   .   . 

George  A.  Crotiche,  treasurer  of  the  Cran- 
dall Theatres,  and  Harriet  Hawley  Locher, 

director  of  the  Public  Sertdce  and  Educa- 
tional Department,  returned  to  their  official 

duties  after  attacks  of  the  grippe.  .   .   . 
Hazel  C.  Arth,  contralto,  sang  in  a   prelude 

to  the  screening  of  “Irene,”  at  the  Metro- 
politan.  .   .   .   The  Americanization 
classes  in  visual  instruction,  conducted 

jointly  with  the  Board  of  Education  of  the 
District,  has  been  very  successful  at  the 
Tivoli  here,  as  have  the  special  programs 
for  children. 

DALLAS 
DALLAS,  TEX.— C.  £.  Truitt,  former 

exhibitor  of  Comanche,  Okla.,  has  located 

at  McClain,  Tex.  ...  A.  B.  Momand, 

who  purchased  the  Rex  at  Wewokae,  Okla., 

will  build  a   new  theatre  there  to  be  com- 

pleted early  in  July.  .   .   .   H.  E.  Stett- 

mund’s  new  theatre  at  Chandler,  Okla.,  will 
open  about  July.  .   .   .   Mr.  and  Mrs.  R. 
B.  Stafford  of  the  Lyric,  Pawnee,  Okla., 
are  moving  to  Colorado.  ...  H.  A. 
Gilliland  is  remodeling  his  Crescent  at 

Crescent  at  Pampa,  Tex.  .   .   .   Jack 
Johnson,  owner  of  three  theatres  at  Enid, 
has  sold  the  Melba  to  C.  A.  Chatham.  .   . 

.   The  Chickasha,  Chickasha,  Okla..  oper- 
ated by  Grace  and  Islcy  was  formally 

opened.  ...  A.  F.  Prouty  of  Hennes- 
sey, Okla.,  has  purchased  new  equipment 

for  his  new  Electric,  which  has  replaced 

the  old  theatre,  and  will  reopen  it  soon.  . 
.   .   Ben  Terry,  who  recently  bought  the 

Nusho  at  Woodward.  Okla.,  has  now  pur- 
chased the  Pastime  from  the  Leachman 

Brothers.  ...  G.  A.  Peterson  of  the 

Cozy  and  Folly  in  Hollis,  Okla.,  have  an- 
nounced that  he  is  building  a   new  theatre  in 

Cordell,  to  be  opened  about  the  middle  of 
April.  .   .   .   E.  V.  Weaver,  formerly  of 
Shidier,  and  a   recent  purchaser  of  the  Lyric 

at  Pawnee,  has  closed  the  house  for  re- 
modeling and  repairs,  .   .   .   J.  W.  Conn 

of  Olustee  has  sold  his  Victory  to  M.  €. 
Ufehurch  of  Eldorado.  .   .   .   The  Strand 

of  Port  -Arthur,  Tex.,  is  to  be  opened  about 
the  middle  of  March  by  the  Jefferson 
.4inusement  Company.  .   .   .   The  Cozy 
at  Prairie  Grove,  Ark.,  has  opened  its  new 

building  with  many  new  improvements.  . 
.   .   Diaz  Callaghan  has  not  announced 

his  plans  for  the  future  since  his  resigna- 
tion as  manager  of  local  Pro-Dis-Co.  .   . 

.   Bart  Moore  of  Waco  has  nurchased  the 
Dixie  at  Keerville  from  William  Brice.  . 

.   .   H.  G.  Stewart,  owner  of  the  Empire, 

Mercedes.  Tex.,  will  remodel  his  house  at 
a   cost  of  $8,000.  ...  H.  A.  Cole  of  the 

Grand.  Marshall,  and  president  of  the  M. 

P.  T.  O.  of  Texas,  has  purchased  a   beauti- 
ful new  velour  curtain  with  a   monogram 

“G”  in  the  center,  for  his  house. 

DETROIT 
DETROIT,  MICH.— The  State,  after 

three  weeks  trial  of  Mondav  openings,  has 

gonp  .back  to  the  regular  Sunday  opening 

routine.  .   .   .   W.  S..  Btttferfield',  who  is 

San  Francisco 
First  Runs 

(Week  Beginning  liiarch  6) 

CALEFORNIA;  “East  Lynn,’’  Fox. 
CHANADA:  "Baaepi  Gold,”  Paramosinl. 

LOEWS  WARFIELD:  “Just  Sapposo,”  Firsi National. 

ST.  FRANCJS:  “Bahlnd  The  Front”  tcon- 
tSnued),  Paramount. 

IMPERIAL:  “The  Cohens  and  Kellys” 
(conllnaed),  I/nssjorsaJ. 

CAMEO:  “Chip  of  the  Flying  U,”  Vniver- tai. 

UNION  SQUARE:  “On  the  Up  Trail.” 
GOLDEN  GATE:  “Lazybones,”  First  Na- tional, 

WILKES:  “The  Big  Parade”  (eontioued), 
ilotro-Goldwyn-Mayer. 

Spending  the  winter  with  Mrs.  Butterfield 
in  Miami,  was  unable  to  attend  the  opening 

of  his  new  Capitol  in  Owosso.  .   .   • 

Among  the  prominent  film  executives  visit- 
ing here  were ;   Earl  Kremer,  new  sales 

director  for  Universal ;   Joseph  Friedman, 
another  Universal  executive ;   Paul  C. 

Mooney,  formerly  with  Pro-Dis-Co.;  Boyle 
Woolfolk,  Chicago  representative  for  the 
Butterfield  circuit,  and  Edward  Smith,  ntw 

sales  manager  for  Associated  Exhibitors. 

.   .   .   George  W.  Trendle,  general  man- 
ager of  the  John  H.  Kunsky  Enterprises 

was  in  New  York  on  business.  -   .   . 

The  Armada,  at  Armada,  has  closed  its 

doors.  .   .   .   The  Fine  Arts,  the  Cinder- 
ella, and  the  Tuxedo,  were  victims  of 

thieves  last  week. 

DENVER 
DENVER,  COL.— Formal  announcement 

has  been  made  of  the  purchase  of  the  Jones 

in  Cannon  City  by  B.  P.  McCormick,  who 

has  managed  the  theatre  under  a   lease  for 
more  than  a   year.  .   .   .   Harry  Scott. 
general  sales  manager  for  Pathe,  arrived 
here  for  a   sales  conference.  .   .   .   Harry 

Li(.stig,  district  manager  for  Warner 

Brothers,  was  also  here  for  a   short  visit 

with  Charles  R.  CUmour,  local  branch  man- 

ager. .   .   .   Fred  P.  Brown,  former  man- 

ager of  Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer,  and  re- 
cently an  exhibitor  operating  the  Pearl  and 

Mission,  has  returned  from  New  York 

city.  .   .   .Joseph  H.  Ashby,  First  Na- 

tional manager  is  out  on  a   sales  trip  in  Wy- 
oming. .   .   .   M.  IV.  Kesscy,  owner  and 

manager  of  the  theatres  in  Victor  and 

Cripple  Creek  will  soon  o'^en  up  the  new 
Rialto  in  Littleton,  which  will  contain 

about  600  seats.  .   .   .   Great  prepara- 
tions are  being  made  for  the  first  Denver 

showing  of  “The  Sea  Beast.”  which  opens 
at  the  Colorado,  Denver’s  largest  motion 
picture  house.  .   .   .   Edivard  Mohrhachcr 
of  the  Denver  Theatre  Supply  Company 

has  left  for  Chicao-o  on  business.  •.  .   . 
Hearing  of  the  charge  against  M.  W. 
McFarland  of  the  Gem,  Golden,  Col.,  for 

alleged  violation  of  the  state  closing  law 

has  been  continued.  The  outcome  is  be- 

ing watched  with  intense  interest  _   espe- 
cially among  the  exhibitors  operating  in 

small  towns  near  Denver.  .   .   ."Guess 
VHto”  contests  are  taking  Denver  by  storm. 
The  America,  a   Universal  first  run  house, 

has  just  finished' a   very  successful  contest. 

Generous  publicity  resulting  from  a   ticnp 
with  a   local  newspaper  caused  capacity 
houses. 

PHILADELPHIA 
PHILADELPHIA.  PA.  — Anton 

Schuster,  owner  of  the  Ridge,  Allentown, 

which  was  recently  opened,  actually  built 

his  own  theatre,  which  has  a   seating  capa- 
city of  400.  Schuster  devoted  four  years 

to  the  construction  of  the  building,  which 
includes  the  plumbing,  lighting,  painting, 

and  decorating  with  only  a   boy  as  his  as- 
sistant. .   .   .   Walter  Boyd,  formerly 

treasurer  of  the  Aldine,  is  now  with  the 

Capitol,  Atlantic  City.  .   .   .   The  Broad- 

way, recently  celebrated  the  ninth  anni- 

versary of  the  Stanley  Company’s  manage- ment of  the  house.  .   .   .   Mrs.  Morris 

Gerson,  wife  of  the  owner  of  the  new 
Colonial  and  Overbrook,  left  recently  for 

Florida  with  her  son  and  daughter.  _   .   .   . 
S.  Micntcr,  who  has  been  managing  the 

Savoy,  has  been  transferred  to  the  Coli- 
seum, while  J.  S.  MeSween  of  the  Coliseum 

has  succeeded  Munter  at  the  Savoy   

F.  J.  Jordan,  manager  of  the  Victoria,  ar- 

ranged an  effective  display  for  the  “\’anish- 
ing  American.”  A   rough  platform  was 
erected  in  front  of  the  theatre  bearing  an 

effigy  of  an  Indian  wrapped  after  the  man- 
ner of  Indian  burials.  Two  Indian  braves 

and  a   small  Indian  boy  in  full  regalia 

served  to  attract  a   great  deal  of  notice.  . 

.   .   Exhibitors  here  do  not  expect  a   re- 
turn to  normalcy  from  the  effects  of  the 

coal  strike,  for  at  least  two  months.  .   .   . 
Lc'w  Goldstein,  head  of  the  Rialto  Printing 

Company,  and  a   prominent  figure  in  the 
local  motion  picture  fraternity,  is  seriously 
ill.  .   .   .   Jules  E.  Masibaum.  president 

of  the  Stanley  Company  of  .America,  is 

receiving  the  condolences  of  the  motion 
picture  industry  following  the  death  of  his 
Brother-in-law.  Milton  C.  Herold.  President 
of  the  Yellow  Trading  Stamp  Company. 

ALBANY 
ALB.ANY,  K.  Y. — W.  W.  Farley,  owner 

of  houses  in  Schenectady,  Catskill,  and 

Yonkers,  has  named  Guy  Graves,  former 

manager  of  Proctore  theatres  here  and  in 

Yonkers,  to  the  position  of  general  super- 
visor of  the  Farley  chain.  .   .   .   A.  U 

Olivey.  former  manager  of  a   theatre  in 

Oneonta,  arrived  in  Cobicskill  and  is  now 

handling  the  Park  in  place  of  J.  C.  Car- 
penter. .   .   .   Walter  Mays  of  Buffalo, 

one  of  the  heads  of  the  Strand  chain,  ar- 

rived here  at  7   o’clock  one  night,  transacted 
an  immense  amount  of  business  with  Uly 

.9.  Hill,  managing-director  of  the  local 

houses,  and  was  on  his  way  to  New  York 

by  midnight.  .   .   .   Frank  W.  J^anc,  who 

has  just  taken  over  the  management  of  the 

one  motion  picture  theatre  in  Pulaski,  is  a 

member  of  the  village  board,  of  trustees 

and  chief  engineer  of  the  fire  department. 

.   Elmer  Griffin  has  been  made  man- 
ager of  the  Rose  in  Kinderhook.  .   .   - 

Walter  Read  of  New  York  city  is  the  new 

owner  of  two  Kingston  theatres.  .   .   . 

Dick  Strewc.  a   student-booker  at  the- local 

Pathe  has  been  transferred  to  the  Pathe 

branch  in  New  Haven',  Conn.,  as  Irooker. 

,   .   .   Geor0e  Moshief  has  been  replaced  as 
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salesman  for  First  National  by  Joe  Lteher- 
nian.  .   .   .   H.  B.  Olds  has  just  reopened  his 

theatre  in  Newport.  .   .   .   L.  N.  Sanschcgrin 

opened  his  new  theatre  in  Saranac  Lake. . .   . 
Ossie  Bro'jjnell,  manager  of  the  Schine 

house  in  Carthage,  presided  at  the  first  an- 
nual banquet  given  by  the  management  of 

the  Schine  theatrical  company  to  its  em- 

ployees there.  .   .   .   Maurice  Chase,  head 
of  Chase  Productions,  was  here  from  New 

York  city  for  a   day  or  two.  .   .   •   Cap- 
tain Broome,  who  has  just  taken  over  the 

Grand  in  Scotia,  made  his  appearance  along 

Film  Row.  .   .   .   Al  Biofson,  eastern 

division  manager  for  Associated,  was  also 

a   recent  visitor  here.  .   .   .   The  Academy 

of  Music  in  Newburgh  which  was  badly 

damaged  by  fire  sometime  ago,  reopened 

wth  vaudeville  and  pictures.  .   .   ;   W't/- 

liam  Shirley,  for  several  years  leading  ex- 
hibitor in  Schenectady,  and  who  disposed 

of  his  holdings  there  to  W.  IV.  Farley,  is 

now  connected  with  the  theatre  department 

of  Universal.  .   .   .   Harry  Pollard, 

director  for  Universal,  was  here  looking 

for  locations  for  ice  scenes  in  “Uncle  s 
Tom’s  Cabin,”  but  found  the  Hudson  frozen 
from  shore  to  shore. 

SAN  FRANCISCO 
SAN  FRANCISCO,  CAL.— Caro/ 

Nathan,  manager  of  the  local  Universal 

office,  has  returned  from  Los  Angeles, 

where  he  conferred  with  Carl  Laeminle.  .   . 

Gregory  and  Shoup  have  opened  a 

small  motion  picture  theatre  said  to  be  the 

first  one  in  Los  Altos.  .   .   .   Harry 

Seipel,  formerly  of  the  Visalia,  has  gone  to 

Salt  Lake  in  connection  w'ith  Fred  Dahn- 

ken  interests.  .   .   .   C.  J.  Cojino,  pur- 

chasing agent  of  Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer 
from  the  home  office  in  New  York,  was  a 

visitor  here.  .   ■   •   Jim  O'Shea  has  been 

employed  to  be  In  the  poster  department  of 

the  local  Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer  office.  . 

.Tom  H.  Bailey,  manager  of  local 

Famous  Players,  married  Gertrude  Girch- 
ner,  and  left  for  Miami,  Havana,  Atlantic 

City  and  New  York.  .   .   .   D.  B.  Lester 
of  the  California,  Turlock,  visited  here.  . 

.   .   Maurice  Lowry,  salesman  for  United 

Artists,  is  taking  his  wife  on  his  next  long 

trip.  .   .   .   The  Theatre  Equipment  Sup- 
ply Company  has  announced  that  the  West 

Berkeley  Theatre  Company  is  to  build  a 

new  house  in  West  Berkeley.  .   .   .   G. 

A.  Parsons,  with  his  salesman  Olsen,  took 

a   trip  down  the  San  Joaquin  Valley  to 
meet  customers. 

KANSAS  CITY 
KANSAS  CITY,  MO.— The  M.  P.  T.  O. 

Kansas-Missouri  is  confronted  with  a   battle 

against  a   daylight  savings  plan  being 
sponsored  here.  Theatre  owners  contend 

that  few  persons  care  to  attend  a   show 
while  the  sun  is  still  shining.  ...  A.  F. 

Baker,  manager  of  the  Electric,  a   non- 

producer  house,  is  a   candidate  for  presi- 
dent of  the  M.  P.  T.  O.  Kansas-Missouri, 

to  succeed  R-  R’  Biechele.  .   .   .Joseph- 
son  and  Finblestein  have  purchased  a   site 
for  the  erection  of  a   1,500  seat  theatre  to 

cost  $200,000.  ...  A   contract  has  been 
let  for  the  construction  of  the  New  Grand, 
a   1,000  seat  theatre  at  Moberly,  Mo.,  which 
is  to  cost  $100,000,  being  built  by  George  W. 
Sparks,  owner.  .   .   .   The  Rainbow  has 
been  purchased  by  IV.  A.  Millberger  from 

/.  H.  Kelly.  ...  A.  Baier,  who  is  con- 
structing a   new  house,  announces  that  an 

Artie  Nu  Air  Cooling  system  will  be  in- 
stalled. .   .   .   The  Casino,  Excelsior 

Springs,  has  been  purchased  by  the  Mid- west Film  Distribiitors,  Inc.,  from  R.  B. 
Christian,  who  will  retire.  .   .   .   Among 
the  recent  out-of-town  exhibitors  here 
were :   Harry  McClure,  Strand,  Emporia, 
Kas. ;   W.  D.  Fite,  Kansas  circuit  owner;  W. 
P.  Cuff,  Strand,  Chillicothe,  Mo.;  M.  W. 
Hubble,  Hubble,  Trenton.  Mo.;  /.  A. 
HouseJey,  Calhoun,  Mo. ;   H.  Hill,  Belton, 

Philadelphia 
First  Runs 

(Week  Beginning  fUareh  6) 

STANLEY:  “Th«  Mssked  Brlda,”  ^felro^ 

Geidioyn.Mayer;  Comedy:  "Monkey  Buei- 
ness"  (Oup  Ceng),  Paths;  News:  Sson- 

!ey  Magesines  Stanley  •GUnbel  spring  I 
fashion  show,  with  Zena  Larina  and 

Stanley  Batlet  s   Dance  DivorliBsement : 

Jack  HolSand  and  Jean  Barry,  with  An- 

dreini  Troubadours;  Duet:  "Aiways" 
(Irving  Berlin),  Eva  Leoni  and  Edwerd 

Moliiore. 

FOX:  "The  Road  to  Glory,”  Fo.x;  Comedy: 

"Moving  Day”;  Nows:  Fos  Theatre 

Screen  Magaeine;  Overture!  “II  Trova- 
tore."  Fos  Theatre  Grand  Orchestra ; 

Refrains  of  Long  Ago  on  the  Banjo, 

Dan  Claudius  and  Bernice  Scarlet;  Dame® 

Divertissetnent,  The  Mosconis. 

STANTON:  "The  Sea  Beast,”  Warner  Broth- ers, 

ARCADIA:  “Lady  Windermere’s  Fan,” 
Warner  Brothers. 

KARLTON :   “Sally,  Irene  and  Mary,” 
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. 

PALACE :   “Time,  the  Comedian,”  Jfetro- 

Goldwyn-Mayor. 

VICTORIA:  “The  Vanishing  American,” 
Paramount. 

CAPITOL;  “Rose  of  the  World,”  Warner 
Brothers, 

ALDINE;  “The  Big  Parade,”  Metro-Gold- 

wyn-Mayer, 

Mo. ;   M.  W.  Wagner,  Eureka,  Kas. ;   Frank 
Weary,  Farris,  Richmond,  Mo.;  Meyers 
Brothers,  Slater,  Mo.;  H.  Smith,  Minnea- 

polis, Kas.  .   .   .   The  Strand  was  held 
up  twice  in  one  night.  .   .   .   Henry  W. 
Kiel,  former  mayor  of  St.  Louis,  Spyros 
Skouras  of  Skouras  Enterprises,  St.  Louis, 
and  a   number  of  St.  Louisians  were  here 
looking  over  theatre  activities  and  prospects 
for  future  building.  ...  A   new  Gillis 
is  planned  for  the  same  site  on  which  the 
former  house  was  demolished  by  an  explo- 

sion last  summer.  .   .   .   F.  W.  Gebhardt, 
new  Pathe  branch  manager,  announced  that 
Lawrence  Prosser  and  Earl  Oshel  have 
been  added  to  the  sales  force.  .   .   .   J. 
A.  Epperson,  who  is  succeeded  by  Gebhardt, 
left  to  take  charge  of  the  branch  office  for 

Pathe  at  Salt  Lake  City.  .   .   .   “Red" 
Jones,  Educational  salesman,  has  resigned 
to  accept  a   position  with  the  Artie  Nu  Air 
cooling  system  branch  here.  .   .   .   G.  S. 

Pinnell,  Educational  salesman,  also  has  re- 
signed. 

ST.  LOUIS 
ST.  LOUIS,  MO.— Plans  for  a   $1,500,000 

motion  picture  theatre,  hotel,  and  com- 
munity center  for  negroes  hit  a   snag  when 

State  Securities  Commissioner  Stockard  re- 
voked the  stock  selling  permit  of  the 

Hortona  Hotel  and  Realty  Company, 

promoters  of  the  project.  .   .   .   The 
theatre  at  Nettleton,  Ark.,  operated  by  C.  A. 

Kern,  closed  March  6   and  will  be  dis- 
mantled. .   .   .   Inger  and  Fishmanare, 

are  the  new  owners  of  the  Southampton 
here.  .   .   .   The  Movie  theatre  here  has 

been  leased  by  Tom  Williamson.  .   .   . 
The  Lidell  has  been  leased  to  Charley  Gil- 

man. .   .   .   Theatres  in  this  territory 

which  have  closed  recently  include :   Para- 
mount, Steffansville,  Mo. ;   Lyric,  Sumner, 

111. ;   Chatham,  Chatham,  III. ;   Elph,  Alta- 
mont,  HI. ;   Dunbar,  Kinloch,  Mo. ;   Lyceum, 
Manchester,  Mo.;  New  Haven,  New  Haven, 

Mo. ;   Trenton,  Trenton,  Ky. ;   Electric,  Glas- 
gow, Mo. ;   Star,  Leonard,  Mo. ;   Cozy, 

I^hoka,  111. ;   Neelyville,  Neelyville,  Mo. ; 
Cooler,  Cooler,  Mo. ;   Opera  House,  Irving, 
HI. ;   Bado,  Bado,  Mo.,  and  the  Rhineland. 

Rhineland,  Mo.  .   .   “Food  for  Thought,” 
the  one  reel  highway  safety  educa- 

tional film  produced  for  the  Automo- 
bile Club  of  Missouri  by  the  Film 

Corporation  of  America,  University  City, 

Mo.,  under  the  direction  of  Romaine  Field- 
ing, is  now  ready  for  distribution  through- 
out the  state.  .   .   .   Barney  Rosent^l, 

president  of  Columbia  Picture  Corporation, 
has  announced  the  appointment  of  three 
new  salesmen,  Buns  Derby,  D.  Boswell,  and 

Jruing  Frankel.  ...  D.  D.  Matin. 
salesman  for  Universal  in  Kentucky  and 
Southern  Illinois,  has  closed  a   contract  with 
Charles  &   Cassady  for  100%  Universal 
service  at  the  new  State,  Princeton,  Ky., 
which  is  to  open  soon.  .   .   .   Floyd 
Lewis,  district  manager  for  Arrow,  has 
announced  the  appointment  of  Harry 
Simmer  as  branch  manager  at  Kansas  City, 

to  succeed  Sam  Goldfiani,  who  resigned. 

OTTA  WA 
OTTAWA,  ONT. — Before  a   meeting  of 

the  American  Physical  Society  and  the 

Optical  Society  of  America  at  Montreal 
held  March  5,  L.  A.  Jones,  a   leading  Phy- 

sicist in  the  photographic  industry  of 
Rochester,  N.  Y.,  predicted  that  v/ithin  ten 
years  the  majority  of  pictures  shown  on  the 
motion  picture  screen  will  be  colored.  .   . 
.   W.  F.  McGeachie,  manager  of  the 

Algoma,  Sault  Ste.  Marie,  Ont.,  learned 
that  the  Canadian  Government  Air  Patrol 
at  the  “Soo”  made  a   single  reel  picture 

which  had  been  titled  “Upper  Airways  Un- 
der Conquest,”  and  got  it  for  nothing  for 

a   two-day  presentation  as  an  added  fea- 
ture. .   .   .   ;C/air  Hague,  general  man- 

ager of  Canadian  Universal  Film  Company, 

Ltd.,  Toronto,  announces  that  a   great  num- 
ber of  exhibitors  throughout  Canada  have 

pledged  themselves  for  Laemmle  Interna- 
tional Day,  which  is  set  for  April  8,  to 

show  some  unit  of  Universal  program  in 
their  theatres  in  appreciation  for  what 
Laeynmle  has  done  for  the  motion  picture 
industry  in  the  past  twenty  years.  .   .   . 
Manager  John  T.  Fiddes  of  the  Playhouse, 

Winnipeg,  presented  “The  White  Sister,”  as a   special  Lenten  feature.  .   .   .   Manager 
D.  C.  Brown  of  the  Regent,  Toronto, 

opened  the  third  week  of  the  presentation 
of  “Ypres,”  a   British  war  feature  approved 

by  His  Majesty’s  Army  Council,  London. 
This  is  the  Canadian  premiere  of  the  pro- 

duction, which  is  being  released  in  Canada 
by  Regal  Films,  Ltd.  .   .   .   Condolences 
are  being  offered  Arthur  Barber,  projec- 

tionist of  the  reviewing  department  of 
Famous  Players  Canadian  Corporation 
here,  following  the  death  of  his  eldest  son, 
Arthur.  ...  A   dispute  over  the 

censorship  of  “Moanna  of  the  South 
Seas”  aroused  considerable  public  in- 

terest. The  Ontario  Board  of  Censors 
claimed  the  feature  has  been  condemned, 
but  the  Provincial  Government,  through 
Hon.  W.  H.  Price,  Provincial  Treasurer, 
declared  that  only  portions  of  the  picture 
had  been  ordered  deleted.  It  was  finally 
•presented  at  the  Tivoli,  Toronto,  by 
Manager  Thomas  Daly.  This  picture 
was  produced  by  Martin  J.  Flaherty,  a 

Canadian,  who  also  created  “Nanook  of 

the  North.” INDIANAPOLIS 
INDIANAPOLIS.  IND.— Members  of 

the  Indiana  Indorsers  of  Photoplays  were 

given  a   special  showing  March  6   of  the 
world  court  film  at  the  Colonial.  .   .   .   The 
old  Gem  theatre  building  at  Plymouth, 
which  has  been  vacant  for  several  years, 

is  being  remodeled  into  a   motion  picture 
house,  to  be  managed  by  E.  S.  Reese.  .   .   . 
The  South  Bend  Theatre  Corporation, 

South  Bend,  Ind.,  which  is  building  a   mo- 
tion picture  house,  has  purchased  property 

seven  blocks  south  of  the  site  of  the  thea- 
tre now  under  construction  for  another 

house.  .   .   .   The  graphic  power  of  the  mo- 
tion picture  was  substituted  for  the 

preacher’s  spoken  word  at  the  last  Sun- 
day services  of  the  Fairview  Presbj^e- 

rian  church  here.  A   two  reel  motion 

picture  “A  Pilgrimage  to  P^estine,” showed  the  Holy  land.  The  first  reel 
was  “Bethlehem,  the  Birthplace^  of  the 

Child  Jesus,”  and  the  second  section  was 
“Nazareth,  the  Boyhood  Home  of  Jesus.” 
During  the  exhibit  of  the  films,  the  Rev. 
Edward  Haines  Kistler,  pastor,  made 
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brief  explanations  of  the  scenes  shown, 

.   .   Final  prizes  in  the  old  fiddlers’  con- 
test at  the  Tivoli  at  Mishawaka  were 

awarded,  and  by  request  the  management 
will  next  hold  an  old-fashioned  waltz  con- 

test. .   .   .   An  unsuccessful  attempt  was  made 

to  open  the  safe  at  the  Pantheon  at  Vin- 
cennes. .   .   .   Zaring's  Egyptian  here,  in  co- 

operation with  the  Child’s  Conservation 
League  and  the  Indiana  Indorsers  of  Pho- 

toplays, is  to  inaugurate  a   series  of  spe- 
cial Saturday  morning  shows  for  children. 

A   small  admission  charge  will  be  made, 
but  neither  the  theatre,  the  Indorsers,  nor 

the  league  will  realize  any  monetary  bene- 
fit from  the  venture. 

MINNEAPOLIS 
MINNEAPOLIS,  MINN.— mik, 

formerly  with  Finkelstein  and  Ruben  in 

Duluth,  and  later  with  the  Frank  Amuse- 
ment Co.,  Omaha,  has  joined  the  sales 

force  of  the  local  Warner  Brothers  Ex- 
change. .   .   .   George  Miner  of  the  Miner 

Amusement  Co.,  Ladysmith,  Wis. ;   G.  G. 

Bamby  of  the  Majestic  theatre,  Rhine- 
lander, Wis.,  and  E.  S.  Noreen  of  the  Rex, 

Hutchinson,  Minn.,  visited  the  Fox  Ex- 
change. .   .   .   Sale  of  the  Strand  at  Milford, 

la.,  to  Frank  E.  Jerkins  by  A.  M.  Leitch 
has  been  reported  to  the  Fox  Exchange.  .   . . 
Sales  records  were  broken  last  month  by 

the  Warner  Brothers  Exchange  in  a   spe- 

cial campaign,  which  was  called  “Tom 
Burke’s  Tenth  Anniversary  Month,”  staged 
in  honor  of  the  manager’s  tenth  year  in 
the  motion  picture  business.  .   .   .   Universal 
has  made  a   deal  with  Finkelstein  and 

Ruben  to  carry  “The  Cohens  and  Kellys” for  an  indefinite  run  at  the  Strand  here 
and  in  the  Garrick,  St.  Paul.  .   .   .   Barney 
Cohan,  for  the  last  seven  years  with  the 

Pathe  Exchange,  has  been  engaged  by  Uni- 
versal as  short  features  manager. 

SALT  LAKE 
SALT  LAKE  CITY,  UTAH.— C.  F. 

Montgomery,  manager  of  the  American,  is 
in  Boise,  Idaho,  on  a   business  trip.  .   .   . 
F.  C.  Dahnken,  one  of  the  owners  of  the 
American,  will  be  here  April  1st  from 
New  York.  .   .   .   Manager  Billy  Seib  of  the 
local  Pathe  has  been  transferred  to  the 

Los  Angeles  exchange.  .   .   .   Harry  Scott, 
Pathe  general  sales  manager,  is  visiting 
the  local  office.  .   .   .   J.  A.  Epperson  of  the 

Kansas  City  branch  has  succeeded  Man- 
ager Seib  at  the  Pathe  exchange.  .   .   .   The 

Pantages  has  booked  “The  Big  Parade,” 
“Mare  Nostrum,”  and  "La  Boheme.”  .   .   . 
Mr.  and  Mrs.  Walter  Mendenhal,  exhibitors 
of  Boise,  passed  through  here  on  their 
return  trip  from  California.  .   .   .   The  op- 

erating room  being  on  the  floor  of  the 
theatre  foyer  at  the  Kinema,  Manager 
Edward  C.  Mix  has  opened  it  to  public 
visv/  by  means  of  a   plate  glass  having 
been  installed  in  the  opening.  .   .   .   Louis 
Marcus,  district  manager  for  Famous 

Players,  left  for  New  York.  .   .   .   Don  Kes- 
sler, manager  of  the  Bethel  at  Helena, 

Mont.,  is  recovering  from  an  illness.  . 
Lou  Peery  of  the  Egyptian  at  Ogden  is 
vacationing  in  Los  Angeles.  .   .   .   Harry 

Salt  Lake  City 
First  Runs 

Week  beginning  February  28 

AMERICAN;  “Irsme,”  first  NaSionat; 

Ccrtoon,  F.  B.  0>;  InlornttSSonal  News. 

KINEMA;  “It  Is  tho  Law,"  Fox;  “Ss®p 

FllrUng,'*  Pro-Dis-€o{  International  Nows. 

ORPHEUM:  “The  Goldfish."  First  Naiional. 

PANTAGES;  "When  Leva  Grows  CoW,” 
F.  B.  O. 

PARAMOUNT  EMPRESS;  “Mike,"  Metro. 
Ge!d%oyn..Mayer ;   Pathe  News. 

VICTORY;  “Lady  Windermere’s  Fan," 
Warner  Brathersi  Pathe  News. 

PROGRAM 

CALENDAR LYRIC 
TWO  SHOWS 

NIGHTLY 
*7(00  Aind  ^9 

MstiDe*  Eicb  Sitvkj  it  2:30 

1926 MARCH 1926 

The  success  which  “The  Sea  Beast”  is  meeting  in  its  run  at  the
  Orpheum 

theatre  Chicago,  is  pretty  well  attested  in  the  above  phot
ograph  a 

few  days  ago.  It  is  a   Warner  picture  in  which  John  Barrymor
e  and  Dolores 

Costello  appear. 

The  calendar  above  has  been  contributed  by  F.  K.  Shaffer  of  the  Lyric  theatre, J.  Aia©  ^   ^     , 

Frostburg,  Md®  It  is  mounted  on  heavy  stock  so  that  it  may  be  hung  on  an 

office  wall  to  provide  ready  reference  as  a   theatre  almanac  as  well  as  a   monthly 
a1mar>a.f .   It  would  pcssibly  have  been  even  more  valuable  if  the  numbers  of 
the  days  had  been  slightly  larger  to  be  mors  easily  seen. 

Lustig,  district  manager  for  Warner 
Brothers,  has  been  visiting  the  Salt  Lake 

exchange.  .   .   .   G.  C.  Jones  has  been  pro- 
moted from  booker  at  the  local  Warner 

office  to  salesman,  and  K.  K.  Pack  is  suc- 
ceeding him.  .   .   .   S.  B.  Sieck,  owner  of  the 

Lyceum  at  Ogden,  was  visiting  film  row. 
.   .   .   Seth  Perkins,  Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer 
district  manager,  is  now  in  this  city.  .   .   . 
The  Inspectors  from  the  Fire  Department 
have  just  concluded  an  inspection  of  all  the 
local  exchanges.  .   .   .   After  the  conclusion 
of  the  F.  B.  O.  sales  convention  in  Holly- 

wood, April  1st  to  3rd.  Branch  Manager 
L.  A.  Davis  of  this  city,  will  make  a   tour 

of  the  coast  cities.  .   .   .   W.  A.  Calkins  has 
recently  been  made  assistant  manager  at 
the  Preferred  office.  .   .   .   J.  B.  Ashton,  op- 

erating the  Columbia  at  Prove,  has  been 

checking  over  contracts  with  local  man- 
agers. .   .   .   A.  L.  Stallings  of  the  Kinema  at 

Richfield  is  also  an  exhibitor  visitor.  .   .   . 

Jimmie  Keits,  manager  of  the  local  Greater 
Features  exchange,  announces  the  comedy 
“Steppin'  Out”  is  to  be  played  here  for 
one  week  starting  March  31,  at  the  Hippo- 

drome, unkr  the  auspices  of  the  D.  &   R. 
G.  W.  Railroad  association  band.  .   .   .   S.  M. 

Dugins,  owner  of  the  Casino  at  Gunnison, visited  here. 
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"Fifth  Avenue’’  with  Marguerite  De  La 
Motte  and  Allan  Forrest,  a   Pro~Dis- 
Co  release  directed  by  Robert  G. 
Vignola. 

Pathe 

Graves  Under  New  Director 

Ralph  Graves  is  working  under  the  di- 
rection of  a   new  Sennett  director,  Charles 

Lament,  on  a   forthcoming  comedy. 

"Smith  Family”  in  Production 

Gil  Pratt  is  directing  Raymond  McKee 

and  Ruth  Hiatt  in  a   “Smith  Family”  do- 
mestic comedy. 

MacDonald  Opposite  Dorothy  Phillips 

■   Wallace  MacDonald,  former  theatre 
owner,  appears  opposite  Dorothy  Phillips 

in  “The  Bar-C  Mystery,”  a   Pathe  serial. 

Designer  Engaged 

Hal  Roach  has  engaged  Will  Lambert, 

noted  designer,  to  create  gowns  for  come- 
diennes in  his  comedies. 

“Monkey  Business”  for  March  21 

“Monkey  Business,”  an  “Our  Gang" 
comedy,  and  “Dixie  Doodle,”  are  scheduled 
for  Pathe  program  for  ilarch  21. 

United  Artists 

“Black  Pirate”  Makes  Debut 

“The  Black  Pirate"  opened  in  London 
at,  the  Tivoli  for  a   long  run,  marking  its 
first  engagement  abroad. 

“Sheik”  Re-Issued 

Although  five  years  old  “The  Shiek.” 
with  Rudoloh  \   alentino,  is  revived  in  Eng- 

land gnd  Europe. 

“The  But”  to  Be  Released 

It  is  announced  that  the  Roland  West 

production  “The  Bat”  is  to  have  an  im- 
mediate release. 

Extends  Operations  Abroad 

Montford  Steel,  manager  of  foreign  of- 
fices, has  left  New  York  for  a   four  months 

tour  of  the  Orient  with  a   view  to  en- 

larging the  distribution  of  product. 

“Tumbleweeds”  Has  Los  Angeles  Opening 

Considerably  later  than  its  general  re- 
lease throughout  the  country,  William  S. 

Hart’s  “Tumbleweeds”  opened  in  Los 
.\ngeles  at  the  Forum,  and  is  expected  to 

have  a   several  weeks’  run. 

Associated  Exhibitors 

Six  Cody  Productions  Named 

The  first  six  pictures  starring  Bill  Cody 

are  to  be  “The  Galloping  Cowboy,”  “The 
.-\rizona  ^^’hirlwi^d,”  “Flashing  Heels,” 
“Lawless  Valley,”  “Forbidden  Trails”  and 
“The  Border  Thunderbolt.” 

Craft  to  Direct  Cody 

\MlIiam  J.  Craft  has  been  selected  to 

direct  Bill  Cody  in  “The  Galloping  Cow- 

boy.” 

“Totem  Pole  Beggar”  Starts 

“The  Totem  Pole  Beggar”  is  now  in  pro- 
duction, with  Wanda  Hawley,  Gareth 

Hughes,  Anne  Cornwall,  Tom  Santschi, 
and  Dan  Mason  in  the  leading  roles. 

“Tardy  Tolliver”  in  Work 

“Tardy  Tolliver,”  directed  by  Louis 
Chaudet,  a   Thomas  L.  Griffith  production, 

has  been  put  in  work. 

Hutchinson  Begins  Horton  Picture 

Scenes  for  Samuel  S.  Hutchinson’s  cur- 
rent feature  with  Edward  Everett  Hortori, 

as  yet  untitled  which  is  being  directed  by 

Lloj'd  Ingraham,  are  now  being  shot. 

Universal 
New  Production  Announced 

“The  Affairs  of  Hanner,”  to  be  directed 
by  E.  A.  Dupont,  in  which  Mary  Philbin 

will  star,  is  announced  for  immediate  pro- 
duction. 

“Uncle  Tom’s  Cabin”  Started 

The  cast  for  "Uncle  Tom’s  Cabin”  has 
gone  to  Plattsburg,  N.  Y.,  to  start  actual 

production  of  “Uncle  Tom’s  Cabin.” 
Interior  Scenes  Being  Shot 

Interior  scenes  for  “The  Ice  Flood,”  in 
which  Kenneth  Harlan  and  Viola  Dana  are 

featured,  are  being  shot  under  the  direc- 
tion of  George  B.  Seitz. 

“Whole  Town’s  Talking”  Completed 

Edward  Laemmle  has  finished  “The 

Whole  Town’s  Talking.”  and  is  preparing 

to  start  work  on  “Taxi,  Taxi.” 
Two  More  in  Production 

“The  Star  Maker,”  with  Francis  X. 

Bushman  and  Billie  Dove,  and  “The  Big 
Night.”  with  Laura  La  Plante,  directed  by 
Melville  Brown,  are  in  production. 

Educational 
March  Releases  Named 

“Felix  the  Cat  Laughs  It  Off,”  "Felix 

Scenes  from  "Scarlet  Streak”  with  Jack 
Daugherty,  a   Universal  release. 

the  Cat  Weathers  the  Weather,”  “Quick 
Service,”  “Scratching  Through,”  and  “Nep- 

tune’s Domain,”  are  five  one  reel  features 
for  March  release. 

Eddie  Baker  Lent 

Eddie  Baker,  Christie  comedian,  has  been 

loaned  to  Paramount  to  play  in  “Wet 

Paint.”  • 

April  Releases  Listed 

The  following  are  scheduled  for  April  4 

release:. “Raisin’  Cain,”  “Felix  the  Cat  Uses 

His  Head,”  and  “Nobody’s  Business,” 
while  “Tonight’s  the  Night"  and  “Broken 
China”  are  to  be  released  April  11th. 

Other  Releases  Scheduled 

Other  future  releases  are :   “Felix  the 

Cat  Misses  the  CUe,"‘  “The  Tin  Ghost,” 
"Somebody’s  Wrong,”  “Shore  Shy,”  “Fresh 
Faces”  and  “From  A   to  Z   Thru  Filmdom.” 

Fox 
April  Releases  Listed 

“Rustling  for  Cupid,”  directed  by  Irving 

Cummings,  “Sandy,”  directed  by  Harry 

Beaumont,  “The  Shamrock  Handicap,”  di- 

rected by  John  Ford,  and  “Tony  Runs 
Wild,”  directed  by  Thomas  Buckingham, 
are  to  be  released  in  April. 

“Siberia”  Released  Direct 

The  actual  shooting  of  “Siberia”  has 
been  completed,  and  it  is  to  be  released 
direct  to  the  exhibitors. 

“Social  Triangle”  Finished 

"A  Social  Triangle,”  an  0.  Henry  story, 
the  first  one  to  be  made  by  Bunny  Dull, 

has  been  completed. 
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THE  FLAMING  FRONTIER 
Universal’s  drama  of  tkc  West,  starring  Hoot  Gibson,  will  be  given  its  world 

premiere  at  the  Colony  theatre,  New  York,  April  3   at  midnight.  For  cast 

and  synopsis  see  the  New  Pictures  deparimeni  of  this  issue. 
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Two  Netv  Comedies  Started 

“Eight  Cylinder  Bull,”  directed  by  Max 

Gold  and  Alfred  Davis,  and  “A  Polar 
Baron,”  directed  by  Lex  Neal,  under  the 
supervision  of  George  Marshall  have  been 
started. 

George  Sidney  in  “Auctioneer'' 
George  Sidney  is  to  be  cast  in  the  title 

role  of  "The  Auctioneer.” 

Warner  Brothers 

Patsy  Ruth  Miller  Signed 

Patsy  Ruth  Miller  has  been  selected  by 
Ernst  Lubitsch  to  play  the  feminine  lead 

in  “Revillion,"  his  next  production. 

Doris  Hill  Signed 

Syd  Chaplin  has  picked  Doris  Hill  for 
his  leading  woman. 

MoJtn  Assisting  Reisner 

Hank  Mann  is  assisting  Chuck  Reisner, 

director,  in  making  "Better  ‘Ole.” 

Varconi’s  Contract  Over 

Victor  Varconi  has  completed  his  con- 
tract. 

Monfe  Blue  Lead  in  “Revillion" 
Monte  Blue  has  been  selected  to  be  the 

leading  man  in  “Revillion,”  playing  op- 
posite Patsy  Ruth  Miller. 

F.  B.  O. 

Matt  Moore  Signed 

Matt  Moore  has  been  engaged  for  the 

stellar  role  in  “A  Poor  Girl’s  Romance,” 
to  be  directed  by  F.  Harmon  Weight. 

Two  New  Productions 

Two  new  productions  to  be  a   part  of 

the  coming  season’s  product  are  “Bigger 
Than  Barnum’s”  and  “The  Roaring 

Crowd.” 
Gertrude  Short  in  “Romance" 

Gertrude  Short  has  been  assigned  the 

leading  feminine  role  in  “A  Poor  Girl’s 
Romance.” 

Flynn  Title  Changed 

The  title  of  Lefty  Flynn’s  next  produc- 
tion, which  has  been  completed,  has  been 

changed  from  “Big  Timber”  to  “Sir  Lum- 

berjack.” 
Exterior  Scenes  Shot 

Harry  Garson  and  his  company  have  re- 
turned from  shooting  exterior  scenes  for 

“Sir  Lumberjack.” 

Craniieid  &.  Clarke 

To  Handle  Film  Craft  Products 

Cranfield  &   Clarke  has  made  a   contract 

to  handle  all  the  product  for  the  Film 

Craft  Studios,  Inc.,  of  Los  Angeles,  which 
includes  four  Alice  Calhoun  five  reel  fea- 

tures and  several  series  of  comedies. 

Banner 

“Millionaire  Policeman"  Starts 

“The  Millionaire  Policeman,”  to  be  'di- 
rected by  Edward  Le  Saint,  has  been  put 

in  work  for  release  by  Ginsberg-Kann. 

Jans 

“Roaring  Forties”  Nears  Completion 

“Roaring  Forties”  is  fast  approaching 
completion,  while  “Playthings  of  Desire,” 
“Married?”  and  “Ermine  and  Rhinestones” 
have  already  been  released. 

Red  Seal 

Opens  New  Exchange 

The  fifth  Red  Seal  exchange  w'as  opened 
while  Max  Fleischer,  president,  with  sales 
manager  Harry  Bernstein,  visited  Chicago. 

“Blue  Blood"  is  a   Chadwick  production, 
with  George  Walsh. 

Columbia 

Twenty-four  Pictures  Scheduled 

Twenty-four  pictures  are  on  the  produc-  . 
tion  schedule  for  the  coming  season,  ac- 

cording to  Joe  Brandt,  president  of  Colum- 
bia. 

Webb  Signed 

Robert  Webb  has  been  signed  as  casting 

director  for  the  new  West  Coast  Studios, 

and  is  to  work  under  Hafry  L.  Kerr,  gen- 
eral production  manager. 

l*ennek 

Ttco  Completed 

Sid  Smith  has  finished  his  first  picture 

on  the  coast  called  “North  of  6   7/8,"  while 
Fatty  Laymon  has  just  finished  the  fifth 

of  his  series  under  the  title  of  “Caught  in 

the  Act.” Inspiration 
Indian  Chief  Signed 

Chief  Eagle  Wing  of  the  Kalamath  tribe 
of  Northern  California  has  been  chosen  to 

play  the  role  of  Indian  Pete  in  “Ranson’s 
Folly,"  in  which  Richard  Barthelmess  stars. 

Gotham 

New  Program  Signed 

Montagfue  and  McConville,  heads  of  In- 
dependent Films,  Inc.,  of  Boston,  have 

signed  for  the  entire  output  of  the  Lumas 
Film  Corporation  for  the  coming  year. 

Paramount 

Godfrey  Signed 

George  Godfrey,  one  of  the  leading  con- 

tenders for  the  world’s  heavyweight 
championship,  was  signed  for  an  important 

part  in  James  Cruze’s  “Old  Ironsides.” 

“Sorrows  of  Satan”  in  Production 

After  six  months  preparation  D.  W. 

Griffith  began  the  filming  of  “The  Sorrows 

of  Satan." Two  Scenarists  Signed 

Hope  Loring  and  Louis  D.  Lighten,  sce- 
narists, have  been  signed  on  a   long  terra 

agreement. 

Moore  Opposite  Negri 

Tom  Moore  will  be  ?ola  Negri’s  lead- 
ing man  in  her  next  picture,  “Naughty 

Cinderella,”  which  is  to  be  directed  by 
Malcolm  St.  Clair. 

Weeks  Returns  from  West  Coast 

George  Weeks,  general  manager,  has  re- 
turned from  Los  Angeles  where  he  made 

a   survey  of  the  new  series  preparatory  to 

the  opening  of  the  annual  spring  conven- 
tion. 

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer 

Baggot  Signed 

King  Batgot  has  been  engaged  to  direct 

Bessie  Love  in  “Lovey  Alary.” 
Harron  in  Contract 

John  Harron  has  been  signed  for  the 

leading  male  role  in  "The  Boy  Friend,” 
Alonta  Bell’s  forthcoming  production. 

Directors  Start  Initial  Productions 

John  AX.  Stahl  has  commenced  “Toto,” 
his  first  feature  under  his  new  contract; 
Archie  AXayo  has  started  the  production  of 

“Aloney  Talks;”  “The  Temptress”  is  be- 
ing started  by  Mauritz  Stiller;  Jess  Rob- 

bins, a   new  director,  is  to  start  “There 
You  Are,”  and  Alarcel  De  Sano,  recently 
added  to  the  directorial  staff,  will  shortly 

start  the  direction  of  “In  Praise  of  James 

Carabine.” 

Bruckman  Added  to  Staff 

Clyde  Bruckman  has  been  added  to 

Buster  Keaton’s  staff  as  “gag”  man. 

Cody  and  Windsor  to  Have  Leads 

Lew  Cody  and  Claire  Windsor  are  to 

have  the  leading  roles  in  “The  Waning 
Sex,”  which  Robert  Z.  Leonard  will  direct 
on  his  return  from  the  East. 

First  National 

“Dancer  of  Paris”  Released 

“The  Dancer  of  Paris,”  Robert  Kane’s 
final  picture  under  his  present  contract,  was 
released  February  28th. 

Kane  to  Direct  “Great  Deception” 

Robert  Kane  will  make  “The  Great  De- 

ception” following  “The  Wilderness 

Woman.” 

Brahin  to  Direct  Doris  Kenyon 

Charles  Brabin  has  been  signed  to  di- 

rect “Mismates,”  which  will  be  a   Doris 
Kenyon  vehicle. 

Title  Changed 

“The  Greater  Glory”  has  been  selected  as 

the  permanent  title  for  "The  Viennese 

Medley.” 

Rogers  Preparing  Shooting 

Charles  R.  Rogers  is  preparing  to  start 

shooting  on  his  first  picture  of  the  series 

he  is  to  make,  under  the  title  of  "Senor 

Daredevil.” 

Committee  Named  for 

Rezoning  of  Theatres 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

HOLLYWOOD,  March  16. — A   commit- 
tee has  been  appointed  at  the  request  of 

the  M.  P.  T.  O.  of  Southern  California 

for  the  rezoning  of  all  local  theatres. 
new  committee  has  an  equal  number  of 

exhibitors  working  with  the  film  board  of 
trade. 

They  are:  J.  H.  Goldberg,  of  West  Coast 
Theatres;  Fred  Miller,  Far  West  Theatres,  and 
Glenn  Harper,  secretary  of  M.  P.  T.  O.,  work- 

ing with  Jack  Brower,  First  National  Exchange 
manager;  Harry  Cohen,  F.  B.  O.;  Art  Lamb, 

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer  exchange.  All  new  thea- 
tres opening  should  be  reported  to  the  new  com- 

mittee for  zoning.  In  the  application  the  policy 

of  the  theatre,  number  of  weekly  changes,  admis- 
sion prices,  and  distance  to  nearest  competitor 

given.  Protection  will  be  given  exhibitors  and 
distributors  will  be  compelled  to  live  up  to  the 
new  zoning  rules,  it  is  announced. 
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INDEX 
TO  THE  PRODUCT 
ANN  O   UNCEMENTS 

The  tabulated  matter  below  presents  a   directory  to  producers’  announcements  about  pictures  which enables  exhibitors  to  check  back  and  obtain  for  their  information  in  booking  the  facts  disclosed  in  nroduct announcements  in  the  Herald.  
^ 

Title  of  picture  is  followed  by  date  of  issue  and  number  of  pages  bearing  announcements. 
“/ns.”  IS  abbreviation  for  “Insert.** 

An  eight-week  period  including  last  week*s  issue  is  covered. 

Associated  Exhibitors 

Broadway  Boob,  The  :Jnn.l6*In8. 
Coansel  for  the  Defcnsc:Jan.S0-S.9. 
Hearts  and  Fiats  :FGb.l3>6,7. 
How  to  Train  a   Wifc:Feb.l3*6,7. 

I   Do:JBn.l6>Ins. 
Keep  SmilinK:Jan. 16-Ins. 
Never  Weaken  :Jan. 18-Ins. 
Nutcracker,  The  :Mar. 6-Ins. 
Pinch  Hitter,  The:Jan.l6-Ins.Feb.6-20.21. 
Play  Safe:Jan.l6-In9. 
Sky  Rocket.  The:Jan..l6-18-Ina.Jan.23'12,13, 
Two  Can  Play;Mar.l3-16,17. 

Bland  Bros. 

Passion  Play,  The  :Feb. 27-06. Mar. 6-90. Mar. 13-87. 

Chadwick 

American  Pluck:Mar.6-14. 
Beils:Mar.6-14. 
Blue  Blood  :Mar. 6-14. 
Count  of  Luxembourg,  The:Mar.6-14. 
Paint  and  Powder  :Mar. 6-14. 
Perfect  Clown,  Thc:Mar.6-14. 
Prince  of  Broadway,  The  :Jan. 16-16. Mar. 6-14. 
Some  Punkins:Mar.6-14. 
Swee'  Adeline  :Mar. 6-14. 
Test  t)f  Donald  Norton,  The:Mar.6-14. 
Tran«con(inental  Limited,  The:Mar.6-14. 
Unchaetened  Woman,  The  :Mar. 6-14. 
Winning  the  Futurity:Mar.6-14. 
Wizard  of  Oz:Mar.6-14. 

F.  B.  0. 

Beyond  the  Rockie8:Feb.6-86.87.Mar.l3-14,15. 
Born  to  Battle  Men:Mar. 13-14, IS. 
Blue  Streak,  The:Mar.l3-14,15. 
Isle  of  Retribution:Mar. 13-14, 15. 
Dead  LLne:Feb.6-86.87. 

Devil’s  Gulch:Feb.6-86,87. 
Drusilla  With  a   Miinon:Mar. 13-12, 13. 
Flaming  Waters  :Feb. 13-17. Mar.13-12, 13. 
Keeper  of  the  Bees.  The  :Mar. 13-12, 13. 
King  of  the  Turf  :Mar.l3-14,15. 
If  Marriage  Fails:Mar.i3-12,13. 
Last  Edition,  Thc:Jan.l6-17.Mar.l3-12.13. 
Man  Rnstling:Feb.6-86,87. 

Midnight  Flyer,  The:Jan.l6-7.Feb.l3-ll.Mar.l3-12, 13. 

No  Man’s  Lsw:Feb.6-86,87. 
Parisian  Nights:Mar. 13-12, 13. 
Non-Stop  Flight,  The:Mar.l3-14.16. 

Poor  Girl’s  Romance,  A:Mar.l3-14,16. 
Riding  Streak,  ThG;Feb.S-86.87. 
Secret  Orders  :Mar. 13-14, 15. 
Tough  Guy,  Thc:Mar.6-78,79.Mar.l3-14,15. 
Valley  of  BraTery;Feb.6-86.87. 
When  Love  Grows  Cold:Feb.l4,15.Feb.20-6,7.Mar. 

6-16.17.Mar.l3-12,13. 

First  National 

Abraham  Lincoln  :Jan.23-In9. 

Bluebeard’s  Seven  Wives  ;Jnn.l6-26.Jan.23-In9. 
Clothes  Make  the  Piratc;Feb.6-22.23. 

Dancer  of  Paris,  Thc:Jan.23-Iiis.Jan.30-24.26.Feb 
13-23.Mar.l3-24. 

Desert  Healer,  Thc:Jan.23-InB.Jan.80-24.26. 

Far  Cry,  Thc:Jan.23-In9.Jan.30-24,26.Feb.l3-23. 
Mar.13-22.23. 

Girl  from  Montmartre,  Thc:Jan.30-24,25. 
Good  Luck:Jan.23-In3.Jan.30-24,26. 
Her  Sister  from  Paris  :Jan.23-In3. 
Infatuation :   Jan.ie.Ins. 
Irene:  Jan.2S-Ins.  Jan. 30-24, 26.Feb.6-22.23.Feb.27 
.   16.17.Mar.G.Ins. 
Joanna :   Jan.23-InB. 

Just  Suppose :Jan.23-Ins.JBn.80-24-26. 
nid  from  Montana.  Tho:Jan.23-In8. 
IIikl:Jan.28-In8.Jan.30-24,26.Feb.20.26. 
Lost  World,  Tho;Jan.23-ln.s. 
Lunatic  at  Large,  A:Jan.23-Ins. 
memory  Lane:Jan.23-Ins.Jan.30-24,26.Feb.lS-24. Peb.27-18. 

Mra  of  Steel  :Jan.23-Ins. 
Mile.  Modiate:Jan.23-In8.Jan.30-24.25. 
Molasses:Jan.23-In8.Jan.80.24.26. 
Pals  First sJan.23-In«..Tan.3n.24.25. 
Kalnbow  Riley :Jan.28-lD8.Peb.l3-28.Feb.20-28. 

"Buster  Be  Good,”  a   Buster  Brown 
Comedy,  was  produced  by  Century 
for  Universal  release. 

iVietro-broldwyn-Maycr 
Black  Bird,  Thc:Feb.20-l. 

Secretary ;Jan.l6-7.Jan.30-16. 17. 
Merry  Widow.  The:Mar.6-Ins.,l. 

Torrent.  The  :Feb.20.6.7.Ma)- 13-1. 

American  Venus.  Thc:Jan.23-4,6. 
Because  I   Love  You:Feb.l3-5. 
Behind  the  Front  :Jan.30-3  Feb.6-3,4  Feb  13-fi  Peh 

DJind  Goddess  :Feb. 27-4. 
Covered  Wagon.  The:Feb.l3-3. 
Dancing  Mothers:Jan.30-3.Feb.l3.5.Feb.27-3.Mar. 

b-o»4,5. 

For  Heaven’s  Sake:Feb.l3-5. 
Fresh  Paint:Feb.l3-5. 

Thc:Jan.l6.3.Jan. 

Hands  Up:Feb.6-5. 
Kiss  for  Cinderella,  A:Jan  16-3 
Mannequin  ;Jan.l6-3.Jan.23-3.Jan.30-3. 
Moana:Feb.20.4.Feb.27.3.Mar.6-3,4.5.Mar.l3-4 
New  Klondike,  The  :Feb.l3-5. 
North  of  36:Feb.l3-3. 
Rainmaker,  The:Feb.l3.5. 
Sea  Horses  :Feb.l8-5.Feb.27-4.Mar.6-3.4,5.Mar.l3-3 

w   The:Jan.l6-3.Jan.30-3.Feb. 
13-6.Feb.27-4.Mar.6-3.4.5. 

Ten  Commandments,  The;Feb.l3-3. 
Thundering  Herd,  Thc:Feb.l3-3. 
Untamed  Lady.  The:Feb.l3-5. 
Vanishing  American;Jan.l6-3.Jan.30-3.Feb  13-4 

Mar.6-3.4.6. 

Wandcrcr:Jnn.l6-3.Jan.30-3.Feb.l3-4.Mar.6-3.4,6. 

Pathe 
Stop,  Look  and  Listcn:Mar.l3-92. 

Reckless  Lady,  Thetjan. 23-Ins. Feb. 20-24, 25. 
Savage,  The:Jan.23-Ins. 
Second  Chance,  The  :Jan. 23-Ins. 
Splendid  Road,  The:jan.23-lDB. 
Too  Much  Money : Jan. 23-Ins. 
Tramp,  Tramp,  TrampuJan. 23-Ins. 
Viennese  Medley,  The; Jan. 23-Ins. 
Winds  of  Chance: Jan. 23-In8. 

Fox 

Auctioneer  :Jan.23-19.Feb.6-19. 
Cradle  Snatchers :Jan.l6-ll.Feb.G-19. 
Dixie  Merchant,  The:Feb.IS-14. 
Family  Upstairs,  The:Jan.l6-ll.Feb.6-19. 

Going  Crooked  :Feb.6-19. 
Grand  Army  Man,  The  :Jan. 30-7 .Feb.6-19. 

Hell’s  Four  Hundred  :Feb.20-17. 
Holy  Terror,  A:Feb.l3-13. 
Is  Zat  So:Mar.l3-19. 

Johnstown  Flood.  The  :Jan. 16-12,13. Jan.23-Ins.Feb. 
13-14. 

Married  Alive; Jan. 16-ll.Feb.6-19. 

Monkey  Talks,  The  :Feb. 27-11. 
Music  Master,  The: Jan.16-ll.Feb.6-19. 
My  Own  PaI:Feb.20-16. 
One  Increasing  PurposetJan. 16-11. Feb. 6-19. 

Pigs:Jan.l6-ll.Feb.6-19. 
Return  of  Peter  Grimm,  The:Feb. 20-16. 
Road  to  Glory  Thc:Feb.l3-15. 

Sandy  :Jan. 30-6. Feb. 6-Ins. 
SibDria:Fcb.27-12.13. 
Temperance  Town,  A;Mar.6-10. 
Thicc  Bad  Mcn:Jan. 16-11. 

Way  Things  Happen,  The  :Jan. 16-11. Feb. 6-19. 
What  Price  Glory  7: Jan. 16-11. Feb.  6-19. 
World  of  Promise  :Feb. 6-19. 

Greiver 
Passionate  Adventure,  The  :Jan. 16-97. 

Lee-Bradford 
She:Jan.2S'2. 

Lumas 
Speed  Limit,  The  :Feb. 20-14. 

Producers  Dist  Corp. 
Braveheart  :Feb. 13-10. 
Danger  Girl,  Thc:Mar.l3.8. 
Fifth  Avenue  :Mar.6-12.13. 
Forbidden  Water:Mar.l3-9. 
Madame  Behave  :Jan.l6-8,9. 
Made  for  Love:Feb.20-19. 
Million  Dollar  HaR^eBp:Feb.6-16,17. 

Rooking  Moon:Feb.27-6.7. 
Steel  Preferred  :Jan. 23-17. Jan.30-18. 
Three  Faces  Ea9t:Feb.20-20.21. 

Rayart 
Midnight  Limited,  The:Jan.30-10. 

True  Story 

Wives  at  Auction:Mar.l3-20,21. 

United  Artists 

Bat,  Thc:Jan.l6-22. 
Partners  Again,  with  Potash  and  Perlmutter: 

Jan.16-23. 
Tumbleweeds;  Jan. 23-11.  Jan.30-19.Feb.6-18. 

Feb.l3-12.Feb.20-22. 

Universal 
Arizona  Sweepstakes.  The;Feb.6-9. 

California  Straight  Ahead:Jan.l6-20,21.Feb.6-9. 

Calgary  Stampede,  Thc:Feb.6-8. 
Chip  of  the  Flying  U:Feb.6-9. 
Cohens  and  the  Kellys  :Jan.30-20,21.Feb.6-8.Feb.l3- 

18.19.Mnr.6-15. 

Combat:Fefa.6-9. 
Fast  Worker,  Tbe:Jan. 16-21. 
Flaming  Frontier,  Thc:Feb.6-7.8. 
His  People  :Jan.9-17.Feb.6-8.Peb.27-14,15.Mar.6-16. 

Mar.13-10. 
Hunchback  of  Notre  Daine:Feb.6-8. 

Hurricane  Kid:Feb.6-9. 

I’ll  Show  You  the  Town;Jan.l6-21.Feb.6-8. 
Let  ’cr  Buck:Feb.6-9. 
Midnight  Sun,  Thc:Jan.l2.13,l4,15.16,17.Feb.6-8. 
Oh  Ooctor:Jan.l6-21.Feb.6-8. 
Outside  the  Law  rJan. 30-22, 23. 
Phantom  of  the  Opera:  Jan. 28-8.9.Feb.6-S.28-8.9. 

Pob.6-8. Reckless  Age,  The:Jan.l6-21. 
Rolling  Homc:Feb.6-8.Mar.6-15. 
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Saddle  Hawk,  Thc:Feb.6-9. 

Skinn'T’s  Dress  SuitiJan. 16-20. 21. Feb.6*8. 
Sporting:  Life,  Thc:Feb.6-8. 
Sporting  Yonth:Jan.  16-21. 
Still  Alarm,  The  :Jnn. 19-17. Fob. 6-8. Mar. 6-15. 
TaminK  the  West  ;Feb. 6-9. 
Under  Western  Skies  :Feb.6-9. 
Watch  Your  Wlfe:Feb. 6-8. Mar. 6-16. 
What  Happened  to  Jones  :Jan. 16-20-21. Feb. 6-8. 
Where  Was  I?;Feb.6-8. 

Warner  Brothers 
Cave  Man.  Thc;Mar.6-8. 
His  Ja2Z  Bride  :Mar. 6-8. 

Hogan’s  Alley  :Feb. 13-8. 
L^dy  Windermere’s  Fan;Jan. 16-14, 16. Feb. 20-18. 

Mar.6-8. 
Oh,  What  a   Nurse  :Mar. 6-8. 
Sea  Beast.  The:Jan. 30-11. 12.13.14.Feb.6-12.13.Feb. 

13-9.Feb.20-ll.Feb.27-8,9.Mar.6-8.Mar.l8-6.7. 

Palhe 
Casey  of  the  Coast  Guard  :Feb. 6-82, 83. 
Driftin’  Thra:Feb.20-116. 
Stop,  Look  and  Listen  :Janl6-100. 

Short  Features 

Educational 
PightinK  Duke,  Thc:Jan.l6-25.Feb.27-51.Mar.l3-18. 
Pool's  LuckrMar. 13-18. 
Marionettes  :Feb.  13-20. Feb. 27-51. 
Maid  in  Morocco: Jan.  16-25. Mar.  13-18. 
Parisian  Modes  in  Coloar:Feb.27-46. 
Time  Flics:MRr. 13-18. 
Wild  Beasts  of  Bornco:Feb.6-ll. 

Cranfield-Ciarke,  Inc. 
Her  First  Night  in  the  Beauty  Parlor  :Mar. 6-41. 

Mar.13-43. 
Her  First  Night  in  PhiIadc]phia:Feb.6-47.Feb.20- 

49. 

Molly  May  Series  :Feb. 27-50. 

F.  B.  O. 
Fighting  Hearts  :Feb. 27-53. Mar. 13-14, 15. 

Pathe 
Casey  of  the  Coast  Guard:Feb. 37-100. Mar. 13-Ins. 
Circus  Today:Mar. 13-Ins. 

Dizzy  Daddies  :Mar. 13-Ins. 
Hug  Bug,  The:Mar. 13-Ins. 
Mamma  Bchavc:Mar.l3'Ins. 

Meet  My  Girl:Mar.l3-Ins. 
Monkey  Businc.ss:Mar. 13-Ins. 
Pathe  NewstJan. 23-20. 
Pathe  Review  :Jan. 23-108. 

Spanking  Brcczes:Mar. 13-Ins. 
Wandering  Wil]ics:Mar.l3-Ins. 

Red  Seal 
Dolly  Gra7:Feb.6-46. 

Has  Anybody  Here  Seen  Kclly:Feb. 20-48. Feb. 27-45. 
Mar.6-40. 

Ko-Ko  Steps  Oat:Jan. 16-48. 

Sierra 
Baby  and  the  Bear,  Thc:Mar.6-9I. 
Baby  and  the  Tiger:Mar.6-91. 
Here  He  Comes  :Mar. 6-91. 
Vanishing  Millions  :Mar.6-91. 

Universal 
Buster  Brown  Comedies :Feb.27-44.Mar.  13-45. 
IntemadoDal  Newsreel :   Feb. 27-48,49. 
Radio  Detective,  Thc:Mar.6-ll. 

German  Director  and 

Writer  Join  Warners 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  March  16. — On  his  depart- 

ure for  the  Coast,  Harry  M.  Warner,  re- 
cently back  from  abroad,  stated  that  he  had 

signed  Paul  Ludwig  Stein,  German  direc- 
tor, and  Herr  Robert  Lieberman,  writer, 

to  long-term  contracts.  Gus  Schleisinger 
has  been  put  in  charge  of  Warner  activities 
in  Germany. 

Producers  Accused  of 

Evading  English  Tax 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

LONDON,  March  16. — American  produc- 

ers have  been  accused  of  evading  taxes  in 
England,  and  the  British  government  is 

investigating  the  charges. 

letters 

From  Readers 
A   forum  at  which  the  exhibitor 

is  invited  to  express  his  opinion 

on  matters  of  current  interest. 

Brevity  adds  forcefulness  to  any 

statement.  Unsigned  letters  will 

not  be  printed. 

Agrees  With  Rand 

Bancroft,  Idaho — To  the  Editor;  Just 
received  the  March  6   issue  of  the  Herald 

and  took  time  out  to  read  the  "Letters 
From  Readers."  Looks  like  old  Phil  Rand 
has  stirred  up  considerable  smoke  on  block 

booking;  well,  where  there  is  a   lot  of 
smoke,  there  must  be  a   little  fire,  and 
I   am  frank  to  confess  that  I   ̂vas  burned 

too. In  order  to  get  the  best  bet  of  1925.  I 

had  to  buy  forty,  and  in  order  to  be  able 
to  buy  the  forty,  I   had  to  buy  twenty  more 
which  I   had  not  used  of  the  previous  block. 

Go  ahead  and  say  it  now ;   I   know  I   was 

easy,  but  I   did  want  that  picture.  But  now 
comes  the  sad  part;  I   gave  the  company  in 

question  my  Friday  and  Saturday  dates, 
the  best  of  the  week,  and  in  order  to  have 

a   picture  hold  up  for  Saturday  it  must  go 

over  on  Friday,  as  my  country  patrons  are 
all  in  town  on  Saturdays  and  naturally  ask 

the  town  people  about  the  show  which  they 
saw  the  previous  Friday. 

Taking  heed  of  the  warnings  given  out 
by  brother  exhibitors  reporting  to  the 

Herald,  I   have  already  started  to  pull  pic- 
tures out;  advising  the  company  that  I   will 

pay  for  them  if  the  bills  are  rendered,  but 
not  to  send  them  out  to  me.  Believe  this 

"Blue  Blazes,"  with  Pete  Morrison,  is  a 
Universal  release. 

will  be  cheaper  than  throwing  my  best 

nights  away  on  them.  I   have  not  yet  had 
a   reply  to  my  letter  to  the  company,  so  will 
not  comment  on  that  part  of  it  just  at  this 
time.  It  lies  with  me,  however,  to  see  that 

I   do  not  get  the  harpoon  again,  and  future 
contracts  will  depend  on  present  treatment. 

The  fellows  in  the  Salt  Lake  Exchange 
have  treated  me  fine,  but  I   cannot  m^e 

myself  believe  that  they  are  right  on  block 

bookings.  Let’s  hear  from  some  of  the 
other  exhibitors. — VicK  Millward,  Harris 

theatre,  Bancroft,  Idaho. 

First  Runs  at  a   Dime 

Blackwell,  Okla. — To  the  Editor:  We 
have  a   situation  here  in  Blackwell  we  hard- 

ly believe  exists  anywhere,  and  would  like 

to  get  the  opinion  of  exhibitors  all  over 

the  country.  We  have  already  written  ex- 
hibitors of  Oklahoma  and  expect  soon  to 

receive  their  views  and  perhaps  have  a 

meeting  shortly  at  some  central  point  re- 

garding it. 
Metro  has  sold  10  cent  houses  here  their 

very  latest  first-run  pictures  which  are  now 
showing  ahead  of  pictures  we  bought  (and 

not  released)  and  ahead  of  other  towns  in 
this  territory  who  have  booked  their  entire 

product  at  high  prices,  without  giving  the 
other  house  here  playing  quality  pictures 

any  opportunity  to  buy  these  pictures.  We 
are  not  fighting  the  10  cent  houses  but 

think  product  like  Paramount,  First  Na- 
tional and  Metro  ought  not  to  be  run  and 

slaughtered  ahead  of  other  houses,  when 

Metro  advertises  their  pictures  as  of  extra 

value  and  charge  high  prices  accordingly. 

We  have  reported  all  . this  to  the  New  York 
and  Atlanta  offices  but  have  not  heard 
from  them. 

Now  a.s  to  the  merits  of  controversy. 
Last  Fall  we  made  several  contracts  with 

Metro,  one  for  15  pictures  at  high  prices, 
still  another  for  all  product  at  average  of 
a   certain  figure,  and  still  another  contract 

for  38  or  40  at  another;  the  first  one  for 
pictures  was  rejected,  then  the  other  two 

rejected,  and  then  the  first  one  for  15 

pictures  re-instated  and  accepted.  But  this 
one  included  many  pictures  not  released 

until  this  Spring  and  Summer.  Then,  later, 
we  tried  to  buy  some  more  but  could  not 

get  together  on  prices,  but  we  never  de- 
clined in  any  way  to  buy  their  pictures; 

and  the  other  house  here  running  the  bet- 
ter product  was  not  asked  to  buy  them,  but 

they  were  sold  to  the  10  cent  house  here 
and  the  10  cent  house  now  is  playing  latest 

releases,  such  as  “The  Black  Bird,"  ahead 
of  other  towns  booking  all  their  product 
and  ahead  of  some  pictures  we  cannot  get 
because  they  are  not  released  yet.  Then 

they  claim  we  must  play  their  pictures  even 
though  the  10  cent  house  is  running  their 
pictures.  We  have  cancelled  our  pictures 
and  will  ask  the  Film  Board  to  adjust  the 

matter.  We  understand  they  told  one  ex- 
hibitor in  this  territory  that  they  had  sold 

the  10  cent  house  here  only  a   lot  of  old 

stuff  and  that  "The  Black  Bird"  would  not 
play  here  for  six  months.  This  exhibitor 

is  now  considering  the  cancellation  of  pic- 
tures on  account  of  playing  here  at  a   dime. 

If  Metro  pictures  are  the  talk  of  the  in- 

dustry', why  is  it  they  sacrifice  them  at  a 
dime  without,  at  least,  first  exhausting  all 
attempts  to  sell  to  other  exhibitors  who 

are  trying  to  uphold  the  standard  of  mo- 

tion pictures?— W.  A.  Harris,  Regent 
theatre,  Blackwell,  Okla. 

16  Closed  Near  St,  Louis 
ST.  LOUIS,  MO.,  March  16. — Sixteen 

theatres  have  been  reported  closed  in  this 
vicinity.  They  are : 

Chatham,  III.,  Cliatham  theatre;  Kahokia,  III-, 

Cozy  theatre:  Neelyville,  Mo.,  Neelyville  theatre; 
Cooter,  Mo.,  Cooler;  Irving,  III,,  Opera  House; 

Bado,  Mo.,  Rhineland;  Leonard,  Mo.,  Star;  Sum- 
mer, 111.,  Lyric;  Glasgow,  Mo.,  Electric;  Trenton, 

Ky.,  Trenton;  New  Haven,  Mo.,  New  Haven; 
Steffansville,  Mo.,  Paramount;  Manchester,  Mo., 

Lyceum;  Kinloch,  Mo.,  Dunbar;  Altamount, 111.,  Elph. 
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“What  the  Picture  Did  For  Me” VERDICTS  ON  FILMS  IN  LANGUAGE  OF  EXHIBITOR 

Copyright,  1926 

This  is  the  original  exhibitors^  reports  department,  established  October  14,  1916. 
Beware  of  cheap,  misleading  imitations. 

**What  the  Picture  Did  for  Me”  is  the  one  genuine  source  of  exhibitor-written  box  office 
information. 

Address:  **What  the  Picture  Did  for  Me,”  EXHIBITORS  HERALD,  407  South  Dearborn 
Street,  Chicago,  III. 

Associated  Exhibitors 
NORTH  STAR:  Strongheart — Heavy  exploita- 

tion. Drew  about  average  attendance  and  the 

dog  pleased  them  after  we  got  ’em  in.  A   good 
short  action  drama.  Some  nice  camera  work  in 

this  one.  The  two  hobos  were  good.  Five  reels. 

— R.  K.  Russell.  Pastime  theatre,  Cushing,  la. — 
Small  town  patronage. 

THE  PINCH  HITTER:  Glen  Hunter— A   dandy 

picture.  Will  please  all  classes  100  per  cent. 

Seven  reels. — Earl  Somerville,  Opera  House  thea- 

tre. Raymond,  Minn. — General  patronage. 

THE  SHIP  OF  SOULS:  Special  cast — Con- 
sider it  just  a   picture.  It  takes  half  a   reel  for 

Lytell  to  get  from  door  to  center  of  cabin.  On 
account  of  author,  we  expected  a   whole  lot  which 

we  didn’t  get.  Six  reels. — F.  E.  Williams,  Or- 
pheum  theatre.  Oelwein,  la. — General  patronage. 

NEVER  SAY  DIE:  Douglas  MacLean — Another 
good  picture.  Is  sure  to  please  your  audience. 

Six  reels. — Earl  Somerville,  Opera  House  theatre, 

Raymond,  Minn. — General  patronage. 

MANHATTAN  MADNESS:  Special  cast.  Lots 
of  kicks  and  no  favorable  comments.  Consider 

it  the  bunk,  myself. — T.  F.  Murphy,  Shuler  Audi- 

torium, Raton,  N.  M. — General  patronage. 

KEEP  SMILING:  Monty  Banks— As  has  been 

said  by  others,  it’s  nothing  but  the  story  of 

"Racing  Luck"  made  over  again.  I   myself  can- 
not see  Associated  Productions.  If  they  have 

one  real  attraction,  I   would  like  to  know  the 

title  of  it.  Six  reels. — F.  E.  Williams,  Orpheum 

theatre,  Oelwein,  la. — General  patronage. 

Chadwick 
FLATTERY :   Special  cast — Damn  good  picture 

Buy  it. — R.  B.  Maxwell,  Illinois  theatre.  Sulli- 

van, III. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  COUNT  OF  LUXEMBOURG;  George 

Walsh— -This  is  probably  a   large  town  picture. 
However,  my  fans  were  greatly  disappointed  in 
this,  inasmuch  as  his  former  releases  had  plenty 

comedy  and  action.  This  will  not  please  40  per 

cent.  Seven  reels. — Fry,  Palace  theatre,  Mt. 

Pleasant.  Tex. — General  patronage. 

Columbia 
THE  MIDNIGHT  EXPRESS:  Elaine  Hammer- 

stein — One  hell  of  a   good  picture.  Pleasetl  every- 
one. First  time  Elaine  ever  changed  her  facial 

expressions  in  six  reels. — R.  B.  Maxwell,  Illinois 

theatre.  Sullivan,  111. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  mDNlGHT  EXPRESS:  William  Haines 

— A   program  picture  that  pleased.  A   good  story, 
good  acting,  good  comedy  and  a   real  box  offiro 

attraction.  Six  reels. — ^Thomas  V.  Lewis.  Town 

Hal!  theatre.  Westboro,  Mass. — Mixed  patronage. 

■THE  FOOLISH  VIRGIN:  Elaine  Hammer- 
stein — Not  much  to  this  one,  boys.  Loud  at  the 
start,  then  trails  oil  and  dies.  Just  six  reels 

of  film. — J.  W.  Schmidt,  Grand  theatre,  Breese, 

Bl. — General  patronage, 

F.  B.  0. 
THE  TOUGH  GUY:  Fred  Thomson— Mr.  Mix 

can  now  bid  farewell.  He  hasn't  a   chance  with 

Thomson  here.  Six  reels. — Fred  Brown,  A-Mus-U 

theatre.  Frederick,  Okla. — General  patronage. 

THE  TOUGH  GUY:  Fred  Thomson — Good  pic- 

ture. Good  receipts.  Good  horse.  Good  st'ai'. 

Special  to 
Contributors 

Walter  Hiers,  with  Mrs.  Walter, 

dropped  in  last  week  to  talk  about 

this  and  that,  mainly  your  reports 

and  the  help  they  have  been  to  him. 
He  adds  that  the  first  thing  Hollywood 

people  read  in  the  “Herald”  is  “What 
the  Picture  Did  for  Me”  and  that  the 

first  paper  they  read  is  the  “Herald.” 
*   *   * 

For  a   good  many  reasons,  reporters 
to  these  columns  will  be  interested  in 

“The  Studio”  section  of  this  issue. 

For  a   good  many  other  reasons,  “Bet- 
ter Theatres”  also  warrants  special  at- 

tention this  month,  one  of  them  being 

Fred  C.  Hinds’  expose  of  his  own 
bookkeeping  methods,  than  which,  as 
you  know,  there  are  none  than 
whicher. 

*   *   * 

Everybody  hereabouts  is  sitting  up 
nights  with  the  duties  of  whipping 

“The  Box  Office  Record”  into  final 

shape — and  wail  until  you  see  it! — W.  R.  W. 

Good  print.  Good  weather.  Good  crowd.  Good 

reports  from  all  patrons.  First  Thomson  picture 

in  a   long  time,  but  he  had  not  been  forgotten. 

More,  please.  Ran  it  Wednesday  and  Thurs- 

day. Six  reels. — R.  D.  Young,  Polo  theatre.  Polo, 
111.^ — General  patronage. 

THE  TOUGH  GUY:  Fred  Thomson— About 

the  best  Fi-ed  Thomson  we  ever  ran.  Plenty  of 
comedy  and  action.  Silver  King  was  fine  in  his 

part.  Six  reels. — D.  M.  Spade,  Majestic  theatre, 

Portland,  Ind. — General  patronage. 

LADY  ROBINHOOD:  Evelyn  Brent — Good 

from  start  to  finish.  Evelyn  does  some  won- 

derful acting  and  some  fine  riding. — D.  M. 

Spade,  Majestic  theatre,  Portland,  Ind. — General 
patronage. 

IF  MARRIAGE  FAILS:  Jacqueline  Logan — 
Film  fair.  Rating  about  86  per  cent.  At  last  our 

question  has  been  answered.  When  you  see  this, 

you  too  will  know. — J.  W.  Ryder,  Jewel  theatre, 

Verndale,  Minn. — General  patronage. 

IF  MARRIAGE  FAILS:  Jacqueline  Logan — 
They  all  have  their  lemons  and  I   guess  this  is 

F.  B.  O.’s  latest.  Seven  reels. — Fred  Brown. 
A-Mus-U  theatre,  Piederick.  Okla. — General  pat- 
ronage. 

THE  MIDNIGHT  FLYER:  Cullen  Landis— 
Maybe  a   little  overdrawn  but  one  of  those  kind 

that  entertains  all  the  way.  Seven  reels. — C.  A. 

Marshall,  Sunshine  theatre,  Darlington,  Ind. — 
General  patronage. 

THE  WYOMING  WILD  CAT:  Tom  Tyler— A 

good  clean  little  picture  which  gave  good  satis- 
faction here.  But  ohl  What  a   name.  Five  reels. 

— W.  H.  Goodroad.  Strand  theatre,  Warren, 

Minn. — General  patronage. 

MIDNIGHT  MOLLY:  Evelyn  Brent — Evelyn  is 

a   dandy  little  actress  and  takes  the  dual  role  in 

this  to  perfection.  Good  entertainment  for  any 

town.  Five  reels. — L.  C.  Bolduc,  Lyric  theatre, 

Conway,  N.  H. — General  patronage. 

RIDIN’  THE  WIND:  Fred  Thomson— I   will 
call  it  the  poorest  one  Fred  has  put  out  to  date. 

Six  reels. — J.  W.  Schmidt,  Grand  theatre.  Breese, 
III. — General  patronage. 

RIDIN'  THE  ^VIND:  Silver  King— Very  good, 
although  would  like  to  have  seen  more  of  the 

horse  in  this  one.  Thomson  has  good  following 
here.  Received  framed  picture  of  Fred,  which  we 

appreciate. — R.  K.  Lattin,  Strand  theatre,  Val- 

paraiso, Neb.— General  patronage. 

A   MAN  OF  NERVE:  Bob  Custer— Not  up  to 

this  star's  standard.  Not  sufficient  action.  All 
cannot  be  good  though,  and  this  will  get  by. 

Five  reels. — Fry,  Palace  theatre,  Mt.  Pleasant, 
Tex. — General  patronage. 

ALL  AROUND  FRYING  PAN:  Fred  Thom- 

•son — One  of  Fred’s  best.  I   have  a   packed 
house  on  every  Thomson  picture.  My  patrons 

don’t  fail  to  tell  me  that  they  like  good  clean 
Westerns,  as  Fred  Thomson  and  Silver  King  put 

out.  Six  reels. — R.  G.  Chamberlain,  Popular 

theatre,  St.  Cloud,  Fla. — General  patronage. 

ALL  AROUND  FRYING  PAN:  Fred  Thom- 

son— Oh,  boys !   Here’s  a   real  one.  Step  on  the 
gas  when  you  play  this  and  believe  me  it  will 
live  up  to  all  you  say.  Play  up  the  rodeo  scenes 

in  the  beginning  and  advertise  the  comedy  situa- 
tion and  the  action  of  Silver  King.  This  is  the 

fifth  Thomson  picture  we  have  shown  since  we 
had  an  even  break  with  the  weather.  The  other 

four  lost  us  money  because  the  weather  was 

stormy  and  the  country  people  could  not  get  in, 
so  we  have  lost  on  all  but  this  one  out  of  the 

last  five.  Six  reels. — W.  J.  Shoup,  De  Luxe  thea- 

tre. Spearville,  Kan. — Small  town  patronage. 

ALL  AROUND  FRYING  PAN;  Fred  Thom- 

son— Starts  out  good  and  Fred’s  acting  is  best, 
but  Silver  King  is  the  drawing  card.  Too  much 

dark  photography  in  last  half.  It’s  disappoint- 
ing.— H.  L.  Karlen,  Karlen  theatre,  Monticello, 

Wis. — General  patronage. 

THE  WALL  STREET  WHIZ:  Richard  Tal- 

— Yes,  this  was  some  picture.  Action  and 

lots  of  comedy.  Pleased  all.  Five  reels. — Mr.  and 

Mrs.  E.  Fox,  Princess  theatre.  Obion,  Tenn. — 
Small  town  patronage. 

THE  WALL  STREET  WHIZ:  Richard  Tal- 
madge— A   good  action  program.  Star  a   good 
acrobat.- Bert  Silver,  Silver  Family  theatre. 

Greenville,  Mich. — General  patronage. 

THE  ISLE  OF  HOPE:  Richard  Talmadge — 
Dick  has  lots  of  new  stunts  in  this  picture  and, 

with  the  colored  and  Chinese  cooks  who  furnish 

a   lot  of  comedy,  it  makes  a   very  good  entertain- 
ment. Five  reels.. — L.  C.  Boidu.  Lyric  theatre. 

Conway.  N.  H.— General  patronage  . 

KEEPER  OP  THE  BEES:  Special  cast— Made 

money  on  this.  Pleased  everyone.  Say.  brother 

exhibitor,  if  you  are  not  running  for  your  health 

by  all  means  book  this  picture.  F.  B.  0.  will 

treat  you  right.  Other  exchanges  knock  F.  B.  0., 

but  they  have  the  best  condition  film  and  pic- 

tures that  I   have  ever  run.  Seven  reel.s. — R.  G. 

Chamberlain,  Popular  theatre,  St.  Cloud,  Fla. — 
General  patronage. 

KEEPER  OF  THE  BEES:  Special  cast— Ban 

this  picture  days  with  S.  R.  O.  sign  out  earh 

day.  As  a   box  office  bet  it  is  hard  to  equal. 

Anyone  should  win  on  this  without  any  special 

effort.  Don’t  be  afraid  of  any  Gold  Bond  F.  B.  O. 
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Special  to 
Tom  Tyler 

LET’S  GO,  GALLAGHER:  Tom 
Tyler — This  is  best  Western  for  some 

time.  Tom,  I   say  you  are  a   comer  al- 

ready here.  The  dog  and  boy  are  also 

fine.  Six  reels. — A.  0.  LAMBERT, 
Monticello  Opera  House,  Monticello, 

la. — General  patronage. 

pictures. — R.  B.  Maxwell,  Illinois  theatre,  Sulli- 
van, 111. — Small  town  patronage. 

KEEPER  OF  THE  BEES:  Clara  Bow— Cash 

in  on  Gene  Stratton  Porter’s  popularity  and  upon 
the  publicity  given  both  picture  and  book.  A 

nice  little  story,  nothing  big,  just  clean  and 

wholesome  and  good  enough  to  please  any  audi- 

ence in  any  theatre.  Seven  reels. — Gunther  & 

Metzger,  Palace  theatre,  Syracuse,  Neb. — Small 
town  patronage. 

HIGH  AND  HANDSOME:  Lefty  Flynn— Had 

patrons  say  they  liked  it  better  than  “Irish 

Luck,”  and  it  should  have  been  named  “The 

Luck  of  the  Irish”  to  make  it  go  over.  Six  reels. 
— F.  E.  Williams,  Orpheum  theatre,  Oelwein,  Ta. 
— General  patronage. 

THE  COWBOY  MUSKETEER:  Tom  Tyler— If 

this  is  a   fair  sample  of  Tyler's  pictures  that  I 
have  under  contract,  I   am  sorry  I   bought  them. 
It  is  only  five  short  reels  and,  aside  from  three 

or  four  scenes  of  action,  it  is  mostly  posing  for 

having  their  pictures  took.  Five  reels. — W.  J. 

Shoup,  De  Luxe  theatre,  Spearville,  Kan. — Small 
town  patronage. 

DRUSILLA  >V1TH  A   MILLION:  Special  cast 

— Every  exhibitor  owes  it  to  his  patrons  to  show 
this  wonderful  picture.  As  nearly  a   100  per  cent 

picture  as  we  have  ever  run.  Seven  reels. — ^Ray 

Bovard.  Olympia  theatre,  Utica,  Kan. — Small 
town  patronage. 

SPEED  WILD:  Lefty  Flynn — This  is  the  kind 
I   like  to  show.  The  star  and  cast  does  fine  work 

and  the  picture  is  of  the  right  length  to  allow 

for  some  short  features.  Five  reels. — C.  A. 

Peterson,  Royal  theatre,  Saxon,  Wis. — Small  town 
patronage. 

THAT  MAN  JACK:  Bob  Custer — A   good  pic- 

ture.— E.  Saunders,  Saunders  theatre.  Harvard, 
111. — General  patronage. 

CHEAP  KISSES:  Special  cast — Very  nicely 

produced  and  one  which  should  go  over  well  in 

this  jazz  made  age  of  ours.  The  Scandinavian 

artist  in  this  does  very  good  work.  More  power 

to  him.  Seven  reels. — C.  O.  Peterson,  Royal 

theatre,  Saxon,  Wis. — Small  town  patronage. 

FLASHING  SPURS:  Bob  Custer— This  is 

the  first  Custer  we  have  played  and  audience 

seemed  well  pleased.  This  is  a   very  ordinary 

Western  with  gold  mining  as  the  background. 

Five  reels. — Pioneer  Pete,  The  Pioneer  theatre, 

Amosa,  Mich. — Small  town  patronage. 

LET’S  GO  GALLAGHER:  Tom  Tyler — Fine 
picture.  Our  first  Tom  Tyler.  Glad  to  have  him 

on  our  program,  if  all  his  pictures  ars  as  good 

as  this  one.  Five  reels. — Mr.  and  Mrs.  E.  Fox, 

Princess  theatre,  Obion,  Tenn. — Small  town  pat- 
ronage. 

THE  WILD  BULL’S  LAJR:  Fred  Thomson— 

Cheapest  in  theLongRun 

Boys,  it’s  a   knockout.  Full  of  action,  comedy  and 
thrills.  More  success  to  Thomson  and  Silver 

King,  the  most  wonderful  horse  in  the  world. 

Had  lots  and  lots  of  good  comments.  Six  reels. 

— Mr.  and  Mrs.  E.  Fox,  Princess  theatre,  Obion. 

Tenn.— Small  town  patronage. 

THE  WILD  BULL’S  LAIR:  Fred  Thomson— 
Personally,  wc  thought  this  the  best  Western  we 

had  run  for  a   long  time,  but  we  just  can’t  get 
them  out  to  see  a   Fred  Thomson  picture. — Fiank 

Obor,  Boynton  theatre,  Boynton,  Okla. — General 
patronage. 

MAN  RUSTUNG:  Bob  Custei— A   real  West- 

ern. Boys,  if  you  don’t  run  F.  B.  O.  pictures 
you  had  better  get  busy.  Five  reels. — Mr.  and 

Mrs.  E.  Fox,  Princess  theatre,  Obion,  Tenn. — 
Small  town  patronage. 

JIMMIE’S  MILLIONS:  Dick  Talmadge— Plen- 

ty of  action.  Story  itself  didn’t  take  any  too 
well.  Was  surprised  when  some  of  our  hard 

boiled  friends  said  “Too  much  fighting.”  Our 

first  of  the  Dick  Talmadges  and  hope  rest  of  ’em 
please  better  than  first.  Six  reels. — R.  K.  Rus- 

sell, Pastime  theatre,  Cushing,  la. — Small  town 

patronage. 

JIMMIE’S  MILLIONS:  Richard  Talmadge— 
Fair  picture.  Plenty  of  action  and  seemed  to 

satisfy  the  crowd.  Six  reels. — Earl  M.  Bennett, 

Liberty  theatre,  Delavan,  111. — General  patronage. 

THE  MYSTERIOUS  STRANGER:  Special  cast 

— A   rather  weak  one  of  Dick’s. — G.  J.  Ritter, 
Regent  theatre,  Bogota.  N.  J. — General  patronage. 

A   GIRL  OF  THE  LIMBERLOST:  Special  cast 

— Fine  picture  that  pleased  all  classes.  Old  but 

still  good.  Six  reels. — Mr.  and  Mrs.  E.  Fox, 

Princess  theatre,  Obion,  Tenn. — Small  town  pat- 
ronage. 

THE  MILLIONAIRE  COWBOY:  Lefty  Flynn 

— Good  film.  This  is  a   good  Flynn  picture  with 
enough  action  and  a   good  amount  of  comedy 
woven  into  it.  You  should  just  forget  about  the 

title  when  you  are  watching  the  picture,  as  Flynn 

is  not  a   real  cowboy  in  the  picture,  but  plays  the 

part  of  a   sheriff  and,  of  course,  is  in  Western 

togs.  They’ll  like  the  picture  so  much  that  the 
title  will  be  forgotten.  Five  reels. — W.  T.  Davis 

&   Son,  Rialto  theatre,  Sharon,  Wis. — General  pat- 
ronage. 

NO  MAN'S  LAW:  Bob  Custer— A   nice  little 
Western.  Bob  is  a   likely  looking  cuss  and  has 

an  awful  wallop  when  he  gets  started.  Five 

reels. — Wra.  E.  Tragsdorf,  Trags  theatre,  Neills- 

vile,  Wis. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  RANGE  TERROR:  Bob  Custer— A   hard 

riding  Western  with  plenty  of  action.  Very  good 

for  the  Western  audience.  Five  reels. — C.  O. 

Peterson,  Royal  theatre,  Saxon,  Wis. — Small  town 

patronage. 

A   GIRL  OF  THE  LIMBERLOST:  Gloria  Grey 

— Say,  boys,  here's  one  which  no  theatre  should 
pass  up.  Everybody  has  read  the  book  and  the 

picture  is  bound  to  please,  besides  drawing  a   big 

crowd.  Six  reels. — C.  0.  Peterson,  Royal  thea- 

tre, Saxon,  Wis. — Small  town  patronage. 

YOUTH  AND  ADVENTURE:  Richard  Tal- 

madge — Plenty  of  action  in  this  and  the  star’s 
stunts  seem  to  go  over  well.  Good  for  theatre 

where  action  is  desired.  Six  reels. — C.  O.  Peter- 

son, Royal  theatre,  Saxon,  Wis. — Small  town  pat- 
ronage. 

LILIES  OF  THE  STREET:  Johnny  Walker- 

This  is  n   good  picture  but  we  can’t  get  enough 
out  on  F.  B.  0.  to  pay  expenses. — Frank  Ober, 

Boynton  theatre,  Boynton,  Okla. — General  patron- 

age. 

YOUTH  AND  ADVENTURE:  Richard  Tal- 

madge — Pleased  the  younger  element  particu- 
larly. Men  liked  it,  ladies  did  not  turn  out. 

Dick  is  always  good  but  his  stories  are  not  al- 

ways good.  Dick  was  kept  on  the  screen  every 

second  of  the  play,  which  I   think  is  a   great  mis- 
take. We  played  this  in  midweek  to  poor  houses, 

but  I   think  it  would  have  done  well  on  Priday- 

Saturday  with  two-reel  comedy.  Would  call  this 

good  but  not  excellent. — Philip  Rand,  Rex  theat- 

tre,  Salmon,  Idaho. — General  patronage. 

IIRAILERS  SELI  SFATC 

national  SCREEN  SERVICE nrOUR  MOST  EFFECTIVE  SALESMAN 

Special  to Bob  Custer 
THE  RANGE  TERROR:  Bob  Cus- 

ler — Boys,  if  you  want  a   real  one 
book  this.  Boh  is  a   real  Westerner. 

Keep  this  up,  Bob,  and  you  will  be 
one  of  the  best.  Good  for  Saturday. 

Five  reels. — A.  0.  LAMBERT,  Monti- 

cello  Opera  House,  Monticello,  la. — 
General  patronage. 

First  National 
RAINBOW  RILEY :   Johnny  Hines — People 

said  it  was  much  better  than  "Tha  Live  Wire." 
He  certainly  draws  the  business  for  us.  And 

comedy.  Oh  Boy  I   There  is  nothing  like  this  kind 
of  comedy  drama  in  any  picture  I   have  seen 

yet.  Seven  reels. — R.  E.  Mitchell,  Plainview  the- 

atre, Plainview,  Tex. — General  patronage. 

RAINBOW  RILEY :   Johnny  Hines  —   A   good 

comedy  program  and  lots  of  holcun:.  Funny. — 

Bert  Silver,  Silver  Family  theatre,  Greenville, 
Mich. — General  patronage. 

THE  FAR  CRY:  Blanche  Sweet — Perfect  from 

a   standpoint  of  production.  The  last  zcel  bing 
done  in  Technicolor  makes  a   beautiful  ending.  A 

very  enjoyable  evening’s  entertainment.  Blanche 
Sweet  looks  better  in  his  than  1   have  seen  her  in 

a   very  long  time.  Our  friend  Jack  Mulhall  is 

there  with  the  goods,  too,  and  there  is  Hobart 

Bosworth  that’s  sure  there  when  it  comes  to 
sweet  daddies.  This  picture  will  please  the 

greater  majority.  Print  new.  Bight  reels. — 
R.  E.  Mitchell,  Plainview  theatre,  Plainview, 
Tex. — Small  town  patronage. 

INFATUATION;  Corinno  Griffith— Good  title 

and  the  name,  Corinne  Griffith,  put  this  picture 

over  as  a   box  office  bet.  People  did  not  seem 

to  like  the  picture,  expecting  another  "Classified,” and  were  disappointed.  Did  not  hold  up  during 

the  run.  Exceptionally  good  advertising  matter. 

Six  reels. — C.  McDonough,  Auditorium  theatre, 

Libertyville,  111. — Small  suburban  town  patron- 

age. 
INFATUATION:  Corinne  Griffith — Just  a 

nice  Sunday  program  picture.  Clean,  wholesome. 

Six  reels. — H.  L.  Karlen,  Karlen  theatre,  Monti- 

cello, Wis. — General  patronage. 

CLOTHES  MAKE  THE  PIRATE;  Leon  Enol 

— Good.  My  audience  had  lots  of  fun  and  came 
out  with  a   smile. — £.  Saunders,  Saunders  theatre, 

Harvard,  III. — General  patronage. 

CLOTHES  MAKE  THE  PIRATE:  Leon  Enol 

— A   picture  well  arranged  with  clever  subtitles. 
A   picture  out  of  the  ordinary.  Especially  pleased 

children.  The  length  of  the  picture  killed  it  and 

it  became  monotonous  and  draggy.  People  walked 

out  on  this.  Drawing  power,  zero.  Would  not 

recommend  this  for  a   small  town  house.  Ten 

reels. — C.  McDonough,  Auditorium  theatre,  Liber- 
tyville, III. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  GIRL  FROM  MONTMARTRE:  Barbara 

LaMarr — Taking  everything  into  consideration, 

this  picture  is  as  near  100  per  cent  as  I   will  care 
to  get.  I   made  it  my  business  to  get  the  opinion 

from  all  classes  of  my  audience. — B.  Saunders, 

Saunders  theatre,  Harvard,  111. — General  patron- 

age. 
THE  NEW  COMMANDMENT:  Special  cast— 

Very  good.  Should  please  audience  in  any  house. 
— Harold  Youngren,  State  theatre,  Two  Harbors, 
Minn. — General  patronage. 

JOANNA:  Dorothy  Mackaill — Wonderful  pic- 
ture. Pleased  all.  Good  drawing  power  and  lots 

of  compliments.  Drew  better  than  a   special  we 

played  the  previous  week.  Seven  reels. — C.  Mc- 

Donough, Auditorium  theatre,  Libertyville,  III. — 
Small  suburban  town  patronage. 

THE  BEAUTIFUL  CITY;  Richard  Barthsl- 
mess — ^While  this  may  be  rated  by  some  os  excel- 

lent entertainment,  I   would  say  it  is  not  as  good. 

In  it  there  are  some  impossible  situations  that  do 

not  go  over  with  present  day  patronage  of  our 
picture  theatres,  and  the  producers  slip  when 

they  try  to  put  such  situations  over  on  anybody 
except  feeble-minded,  Barthelmess  does  fine  work 

and  is  to  be  complimented  in  his  sincerity.  Seven 

reels. — W.  H.  Brenner,  Cozy  theatre,  Winchester, 
Ind. — General  patronage. 

WHY  WOMEN  LOVE:  Blanche  Sweet— Good 
picture.  I   agree  with  the  exhibitor  who  said  that 
the  new  title  is  no  improvement  over  the  original, 

"The  Sea  Woman.” — G.  J.  Ritter,  Regent  theatre, 

Bogota,  N.  J. — General  patronage. 
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THE  SCARLET  SAINT:  Special  cast— Can- 

not give  it  much.  While  well  done  by  stars  and 

direction,  it  certainly  does  not  measure  up  to 

what  is  expected  in  pictures  today  and  I   noticed 

in  my  audience  a   feeling  of  unrest  all  through  the 

showing.  Well,  you  producers  better  get  busy 

and  put  out  some  real  pictures :   if  you  don’t 

there  won't  be  anybody  getting  any  money  in  a 

few  months.  Seven  reels. — W.  H.  Brenner,  Cozy 

theatre,  Winchester,  Ind. — General  patronage. 

WE  MODERNS:  Colleen  Moore — Pleased  all 

and  drew  us  some  extra  business.  Eight  reels. — 

A.  G.  Witwer,  Grand  theatre.  Rainier.  Ore. — 

General  patronage. 

the  half  WAY  GIRL:  Doris  Kenyon — A 

thriller  that  will  hold  the  attention  of  the  crowd 

from  beginning  to  end  of  picture.  This  picture 

has  the  best  one  sheet  on  it  to  draw  a   crowd 

that  I   have  ever  used.  Eight  reels.— Ray  Bovard. 

Olympia  thatre,  Utica,  Kan.— Small  town  patron- 

age. 

WHY  WOMEN  LOVE:  Blanche  Sweet— A 

good  offering  but  title  seemed  to  kill  it  for  us. 

Will  please  if  you  can  get  them  in.  Seven  reels. 

  A.  G.  Witwer,  Grand  theatre.  Rainier,  Ore. — 

General  patronage. 

A   THIEF  IN  PARADISE:  Ronald  Colman — 

Personally  thought  it  was  a   very  good  and  enter- 

taining picture.  However,  it  is  not  as  good  as 

the  advertising  and  exploitation  campaign  First 

National  put  on  would  make  you  believe.  80  per 

cent  of  the  patrons  said  it  was  good. — Ben  Rovin, 

Amuse-U  theatre,  Springfield,  III. — General  pat^ 
ronage. 

A   THIEF  IN  PARADISE:  Special  cast — This 
was  especially  well  liked  by  our  patrons.  It 
did  not  draw  as  well  as  some,  but  was  100  per 

cent  satisfactory. — Frank  Ober,  Boynton  theatre, 

Boynton.  Okla. — General  patronage. 

THE  PACE  THAT  THRILLS:  Ben  Lyons— 
I   have  seen  a   lot  of  bad  reports  on  this  one, 

but  I   can’t  see  where  it  is  so  bad.  I   have  paid 
double  the  price  for  some  not  half  so  good. 

Seven  reels. — V.  G.  Secord,  K.  P.  theatre.  La  Rue, 

0. — Small  town  patronage. 

SECRETS:  Norma  Talmadge — Nothing  much 
to  this  picture.  Did  not  please.  They  want  too 

much  for  the  picture.  Just  a   common  picture. 
Nine  reels. — R.  G.  Chamberlain,  Popular  theatre, 

St.  Cloud,  Fla. — General  patronage. 

HER  SISTER  FROM  PARIS;  Constance  Tal- 
jnadge — A   very  interesting  comedy  and  a   box 

office  success,  which  could  have  been  consider- 
ably increased  with  a   little  special  advertising 

judiciously  worded  as  to  the  publicity  which  this 

play  had  received.  Somewhat  racy  in  a   humor- 

ous way,  which  neutralizes  it’s  suggestiveness. 
A   cleverly  written  play,  and  Constance  Talmadge 

—we  thought  it  was  Normal  Seven  reels. — A.  J. 

Gibbons,  Elit-Kozy  theatres.  Metropolis,  111. — Gen- 
eral patronage. 

HER  SISTER  FROM  PARIS:  Constance  Tal- 
madge— Boys,  here  is  a   good  one,  and  I   consider 

this  one  of  the  cleverest  pictures  made.  I   am 

talking  of  both  the  plot,  and  the  double  role 
taken  by  the  star  has  the  whole  city  talking. 

Here  is  a   treat  for  your  patrons  and  will  build 

up.  Eight  reels. — Ed.  Malhiot,  Monaich  theatre. 

Medicine  Hat,  Alta.,  Canada. — General  patronage. 

A   SELF  MADE  FAILURE;  Special  cast— 
Very  good  picture.  Audience  seemed  to  enjoy  it. 

Good  picture  for  children.  Print  good.  Eight 

reels. — H.  B.  Osborn.  Community  theatre,  Mt. 

Hope,  Kan. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  MAKING  OF  O’MALLEY:  Milton  Sills 
—A  real  picture  for  my  theatre  and  I   wish  I 
could  get  them  all  as  good.  Pleased  90  per  cent. 

Used  Our  Gang  comedy  with  this,  "Official  Offi- 
cers,” and  it  made  a   real  show.  Eight  reels. — 

Ray  Bovard,  Olympia  theatre.  Utica,  Kan. — Small 
town  patronage. 

THE  WHITE  MOTH;  Barbara  La  Marr— 
Poor  story  for  a   small  town.  Acting  O.  K.  and 
some  of  the  sets  are  wonderful  but  did  not  go 

over  good  in  Utica,  Kan. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  KNOCKOUT:  Milton  Sills— The  best 
Sills  picture  we  have  ever  played.  Business  only 

fair  due  no  doubt  to  play  date,  which  occurred 

on  Ash  Wednesday.  Eight  reels. — A.  D.  Stauch- 
field,  Rae  theatre,  Ann  Arbor,  Mich. — Neighbor- 

hood patronage. 

THE  KNOCKOUT:  Special  east— Step  on  this 
one.  It  will  ring  almost  100  per  cent  with  any 

audience.  Good  as  any  of  the  specials  this  year. 

— W.  L.  Casey,  Rex  theatre,  Bonners  Ferry, 
Idaho. — General  patronage. 

WINDS  OP  CHANCE:  Special  caa^-About 
one  of  the  best  Alaskan  specials  ever  produced. 
Almost  100  per  cent  entertainment. — W.  L.  Casey, 

Rex  theatre,  Bonners  Ferry,  Idaho. — General  pat- 
ronage. 

SOUL  FIRE:  Richard  Barthelmess — The  poor- 

eat  picture  we  have  ever  seen  of  Dick.  Some 

Special  to 
Colleen  Moore 

SALLY:  Colleen  Moore  —   Never 

have  to  worry  about  one  of  your  pic- 

tures, Colleen.  They  are  all  good 

ones  and  this  one  is  extra  good.  Leon 

Errol  also  does  good  work  in  this 

picture.  Book  it  and  boost  it.  Seven 

reels. — RAY  BOYARD,  Olympia  the- 

atre, Utica,  Kan. — Small  town  patron- 

age. 

fine  scenes  of  the  South  Sea  Islands,  but  as  far 

as  an  interesting  picture,  it  b   not  there.  Nine 

reels. — E.  G.  Wan,  Fox  theatre,  Fox  Lake,  Hi. — 
Small  town  patronage. 

THE  ENCHANTED  COTTAGE:  Richard  Tal- 

madge — This  picture  has  a   wonderful  theme,  but 
that  is  all  that  we  can  say  in  a   complimentary 

way  for  it.  The  average  fan  does  not  like  this 
kind  of  a   picture.  Seven  reels.  Pioneer  Pete,  The 

Pioneer  theatre,  Amasa,  Mich. — Small  town  pat- 
ronage. 

THE  LIVE  WIRE:  Johnnie  Hines— Thi.s  is  an 
extra  good  comedy.  Everybody  seemed  well 

pleased.  Bad  weather  and  school  entertainment 
cut  attendance  away  down,  so  cannot  say  as  to 

actual  pulling  power  here.  Eight  reels. — A.  G. 

Witwer,  Grand  theatre,  Rainier,  Ore. — General 

patronage. 

IDLE  TONGUES:  Percy  Marmont— Fellows, 

here’s  a   dandy  if  you  can  get  ’em  to  see  it.  Six 
reels. — S.  G.  Ihde,  Photoplay  theatre,  Ashland. 

Kan. — Small  town  patronage. 

THOSE  WHO  DANCE:  Blanche  Sweet— A 
1924  copyright  picture  but  print  as  good  as  new. 

Title  did  not  draw  any  extra  business  but  want 

to  say  that  this  picture  is  without  question  the 
best  crook  story  ever  projected  on  u   screen.  A 

picture  that  will  hold  your  audience  in  suspense 
until  the  final  fadeout.  The  story  brinjjs  this 

impression  that  “those  who  dance"  mxist  lay  the 

fiddler.  It’s  worth  running  even  at  this  lale 
date.  Eight  reels. — Gunther  &   Metzger,  Palace 

theatre,  Syracuse,  Neb. — Small  town  patronage. 

SALLY:  Colleen  Moore — We  ran  this  picture 

on  Friday  and  Saturday  after  running  "Through 
The  Back  Door”  on  Wednesday  and  Thursday  and 

did  twice  a-s  much  business  on  "Sally”  and  every- 
one wa-s  well  pleased  with  the  picture  and  ask- 

ing when  Colleen  would  be  here  again. — Frank 

Ober,  Boynton  theatre.  Boynton,  Okla. — General 
patronage. 

THE  DESERT  FLOWER:  Colleen  Moore— I 
call  this  a   good  entertaining  picture.  Not  the 

best  we  have  played  of  this  star,  but  gave  satis- 
faction to  my  patrons. — Bert  Silver,  Silver  Family 

theatre,  Greenville,  Mich. — General  patronage. 

THE  SCARLET  WEST:  Special  cast— Sold  as 

a   big  special  and  priced  so  but  only  program 

picture. — W.  L.  Casey.  Rex  theatre.  Bonners 

Ferry,  Idaho. — General  patronage, 

THE  DESERT  FLOWER:  Colleen  Moore — 
Any  exhibitor  will  do  well  to  book  this  one.  if 

Miss  Moore  goes  well,  for  she  b   sure  full  of  i>en. 

—V,  G.  Secord.  K.  P.  theatre,  La  Rue,  O.— Small 
town  patronage. 

CLASSIFIED:  Corinne  Griffith — Real  good 

picture,  but  somewhat  disappointed  at  the  box 
office.— G.  J.  Ritter.  Regent  theatre.  Bogota,  N.  J. 
— General  patronage. 

THE  LOST  WORLD:  Lewis  Stone— After 

playing  all  around  me  I   had  to  take  what  was 

left.  Am  mighty  glad  I   didn't  pay  an  exorbitant 

rental,  as  second  day  was  rainy  and  third  day 

very  cold  and  windy.  Allowing  for  this.  I   con- 

sider I   did  fairly  well  with  it. — G.  J.  Ritter. 

Regent  theatre,  Bogota,  N.  J. — General  patronage. 

LEARNING  TO  LOVE:  Constance  Talmadge 

Here  is  a   fine  comedy  drama  with  Constance 

doing  her  stuff  in  her  own  inimitable  way.  Seven 

reels. — Ben  Rovin.  Amuse-U  theatre,  Springfield. 
111. — General  patronage. 

POTASH  AND  PERLMUTTER:  Special  cast 

  This  is  good.  Nice  clean  story.  Seemed  to  be 

enjoyed  by  most.  Somewhat  old,  but  First  
Na- 

tionals ail  are  for  a   small  burg.  We  don't 

much  consideration.  Eight  reels.— R.  K.  Lattin,
 

Strand  theatre,  Valparaiso,  Neb. — Small  to
wn 

patronage. 

“MORE  PLEASED  WITH  UNIVERSAL 

PRODUCT  THAN  ANY  OTHER  GROUP” “I  am  more^ 

yijNIVERSAC. 
'   IS  MAKING 

THE  BEST 

^PICTURES  IN  THE^ 

'1 

BUSINESS’^ y 

pleased  with 

my  Universal 
contract  this 

year  than  I 
lave  ever  been 

before.  I   am  more 

pleased  with  the 

product  Universal  is 

supplying  me  than  I 
am  with  any  other 

group  of  pictures 

which  I   have  played/* 
\ 

L.  Breuninger 
Lawrence  Amusement Co. 

Topeka,  Kansas 
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BOY  OF  MINE:  Ben  Alexan
der— "Boy  of 

Mine”  is  the  perfect  family  pic
ture.  re- 

freshinK  nnd  wholesome.  Paren
ts  and  children 

are  better  for  having  seen  it.
  It  is  clean  all 

through,  and  is  vei-y  entertaini
ng.  Seven  reels. 

  L   P.  Charles,  Grand  theatre.  
Chetek,  Wis. — 

General  patronage. 

FLIRTING  WITH  LOVE:  Col
leen  Moore— A 

splendid  picture.  Story  fair.  S
tar  splendif— 

Edward  Casey.  Jr..  Casey’s  t
heatre.  Sterling. 

Okla. — General  patronage. 

Fox 

THE  COWBOY  AND  THE  COUNT
ESS:  Buck 

Jones — A   few  more  like  this  with
  Buck  s   hor.se, 

nnd  Silver  King  will  have  to  eat  an  e.
xtra  me^ure 

of  oats.  Buck  and  his  horse  ar
e  as  good  as 

Fred  and  Silver  in  this  one.  Si
x  reels.— J.  S. 

Walker.  Texas  theatre,  Grand 
 Prairie.  Tex.— 

Small  town  patronage. 

THE  FOOL:  Edmund  Lowe — If  this
  had  four 

reels  of  colored  hokum  this  would  be
  called  far 

ahead  of  ’'The  Ten  Commandments."
  If  you 

have  it  bought,  make  your  drive
  on  the  non- 

goers.  as  it  will  please  them  more
  than  your 

regulars  Yes,  you  are  safe  in  asking 
 the  preach- 

ers. Ten  reels.— J.  S.  Walker.  Texas  theat
re. 

Grand  Prairie,  Tex.— Small  town  patronag
e. 

WHEN  THE  DOOR  OPENED:  Specia
l  cast— 

Exceptional  picture.  Poor  title.  Will  g
o  over  big 

if  you  can  get  them  in.  Flood  scene
s  especially 

realistic,  Jacqueline  Logan  supreme
.  Seven 

reels.— J.  C.  Patrick.  Patrick’s  theatre. 
 Crescent. 

Okla. — General  patronage. 

THE  TIMBER  WOLF:  Buck  Jones— 
Very 

pleasing  Western  of  the  bang-up  h
air-raising 

type  Jones  is  getting  to  be  more  pop
ular  with 

my  audience  than  Mix.  I   guess  it’s 
 because  he 

isn't  going  in  for  so  much  of  the  costume
  stuff. 

Mix  had  better  lay  off  that  stuff  or 
 he  won’t  be 

worth  a   dime  to  me.— Ben  Rovin,  Amus
e-U  thea- 

tre. Springfield.  111.— General  patronage. 

LAZY  BONES:  Buck  Jones — Not  a   special  b
ut 

will  please  average.  Charles  good  actor,  still  ̂ ye 

think  he  will  gain  more  favor  by  appearing  in
 

Westerns.  Seven  reels.— Fry.  Palace  theat
re. 

Mt.  Pleasant.  Tex. — General  patronage. 

LAZY  BONES:  Buck  Jones— Buck  proved  to 

his  large  following  here  that  he  isn  t   just  
an 

ordinary  cowhand,  but  an  actor  of  no  
mean 

ability.  However,  picture  failed  to  hold  up  sec
- 

ond day,  due  to  the  fact  that  my  patronage  want 

to  see  Buck  in  real  Westerns.  Eight  reels
.— 

J.  C.  Patrick,  Patrick’s  theatre.  Crescent,  Okla. 
— General  patronage. 

A   WOMAN  OF  LETTERS:  Special  cast— 

Patrons  enjoy  these  "Helen  &   Warren”  
come- 

dies. Just  a   bit  different  than  the  average  run 

of  comedies.— Jack  DaVis,  State  theatre.  Tawas 

City,  Mich.— Small  town  patronage. 

HEARTS  AND  SPURS:  Buck  Jones— A   very 

good  Western  with  Buck  at  his  be.st.  Keep  Buck 

in  Westerns,  as  they  always  draw.  I   class  this 

as  one  of  Jones’  best  ones.  Five  reels. — Earl  M. 

Bennett.  Liberty  theatre,  Delavan,  111. — General 

patronage. 

HAVOC:  Special  cast — A   truly  great  wav  pic- 

ture. "Havoc"  here  means  the  havoc  wrought  by 

woman  and  war.  This  is  not  a   super-special  but 

is  a   special.  Our  patrons  liked  it  and  said  so. 

The  acting  of  Madge  Bellamy  and  Margaret  Liv- 

ingston is  good.  O’Brien  and  McGrail  are  great. 
The  war  scenes  are  real  and  thrilling.  There  is 

enough  pathos  and  humor  and  drama  to  satisfy 

any  time  audience.  Seven  reels. — Krieghbaum 

Bros.,  Char-Bell  theatre.  Rochester,  Ind. — General 
patronage. 

THE  GILDED  BUTTERFLY':  Alma  Rubens — 

Made  the  mistake  of  running  this  "special"  on 
Sunday  and  oh,  what  a   flop  I   Have  not  made  a 

penny  on  any  of  Fox’s  specials  with  the  excep- 
tion of  "The  Iron  Horse." — Jack  Davis,  State 

theatre,  Tawas  City,  Mich. — Small  town  patron- 

age. 

THE  IRON  HORSE:  Special  cast— They  didn’t 

make  any  mistake  when  they  called  this  ’’big.’’ Believe  me,  it  is  big  and  in  every  sense  of  the 

word.  Personally,  I   think  it  is  better  than  "The 
Wagon.”  Eleven  reels. — Ben  Rovin,  Amuse-U 

theatre,  Springfield,  III. — General  patronage. 

THE  IRON  HORSE:  Special- east— A   wonder- 

ful production.  Liked  it  better  than  "The  Cov- 
ered Wagon."  Boys,  book  and  play  it;  it  is  a 

box  office  getter.  Eleven  reels. — Earl  M.  Bennett, 

Liberty  theatre,  Delavan,  III. — General  patronage. 

THE  GOLDEN  STRAIN;  Special  cast— A 

Peter  B.  Kyne  story  that’s  just  a   program  pic- 
ture.— W.  L.  Casey,  Rex  theatre,  Bonners  Ferry, 

Idaho. — General  patronage. 

Special  to Buck  Jones 
THE  COWBOY  AND  THE 

COUNTESS:  Buck  Jones  —   Say, 

Buck,  if  you  continue  making  pictures 

like  this,  you  never  need  worry.  Best 

you’ve  ever  made. — J.  J.  HOFFMAN, 
Pluinview  theatre,  Plainview,  Neb. — 
General  patronage. 

THE  GOLDEN  STRAIN:  Special  cast— Won- 

derful picture.  Work  of  Hobart  Bosworth  out- 

standing. 100  per  cent  attraction  and  went  over 

with  a   bang.  Six  reels.— J.  C.  Patrick,  Patrick’s 
theatre,  Crescent.  Okla. — General  patronage. 

THE  WHEEL:  Special  cast— Good  Sunday 

show,  but  too  much  dark  photography.  It  means 

everything  to  have  good  closeups.  Eight  reels. — 

H.  L.  Karlen,  Karlen  theatre.  Monticello,  Wis.— 
General  patronage. 

THE  EVERLASTING  WHISPER:  Tox  Mix  — 

Did  fine  business,  but  Tom  and  Fox  will  sure 

lose  out  if  he  does  not  get  back  to  the  real-for- 

sure  Westerns.  Six  reels.— V.  G.  Secord,  K.  P. 

theatre,  La  Rue.  O.— Small  town  patronage. 

THE  EVERLASTING  W'HISPER;  Tom  Mix- 

Hard  picture  to  report  on.  TTie  ladies  liked  it, 

but  the  men  and  boys  did  not.  so  you  see  you 

can’t  please  all,  but  believe  Mix  better  in  action 

pictures.  Six  reels. — Mr.  and  Mrs.  E.  Fox.  Prin- 

cess theatre,  Obion.  Tenn.— Small  town  patron- 

age. 

THE  FIGHTING  HEART:  George  O’Brien— 

Not  a   knockout,  but  very  good.  Six  reels. — Mr. 

and  Mrs.  E.  Fox.  Princess  theatre.  Obion,  Tenn. 
— Small  town  patronage. 

MY  HUSBAND’S  WIVES:  Shirley  Mason- 

Just  a   program  picture.  That’s  all. — A.  O.  Lam- 

bert, Opera  House,  Monticello.  la. — General  pat- ronage. 

THE  DANCERS:  Special  cast— This  was  sure 

a   fine  picture.  Madge  Bellamy’s  fine  acting  was 
the  outstanding  feature  of  the  picture.  Seven 

leels. — D.  M.  Spade.  Majestic  theatre,  Portland. 

Ind. — General  patronage. 

THE  TRAIL  RIDER:  Buck  Jones— Very  good 

Western.  Buck  is  such  a   likeable  fellow,  you 

cannot  help  but  like  him  in  all  his  pictures. 
Five  reels.— L.  C.  Bolduc,  Lyric  theatre.  Conway. 

N.  H. — General  patronage. 

THE  STAR  DUST  TRAIL:  Shirley  Mason— 

Shirley  acts  very  good  in  this  picture.  Inter- 

esting right  through.  Five  reels. — L.  C.  Bolduc, 
Lyric  theatre,  Conway,  N.  H. — General  patronage. 

DURAND  OF  THE  BAD  LANDS:  Buck  Jones 

— This  one  fine.  Our  patrons  like  real  action 

and  they  get  it  in  this  one.  Six  reels. — Mr.  and 

Mrs.  E.  Fox.  Princess  theatre,  Obion,  Tenn. — 
Small  town  patronage. 

KENTUCKY  PRIDE:  Special  cast— This  is  a 

world’s  champion  picture.  Every  reel  is  a   knock- 
out.  It  packed  in  the  cash  customers  and  pleased 

them  100  per  cent.  Seven  reels. — J.  C.  Patrick, 

Patrick’s  theatre.  Crescent,  Okla. — General  pat- 
ronage. 

KENTUCKY  PRIDE:  Henry  Walthall— A   very 

good  picture.  Good  story  and  Henry  Walthall 

was  exceedingly  at  home  in  the  part  he  por- 

trayed in  this  picture.  Seven  reels. — Gincoma 

Bros.,  Crystal  thatre,  Tombstone.  Ariz.— General 
patronage. 

EAST  LYNNE:  Special  caxt^Big  cast.  Fine 

production  but  too  long  by  three  reels.  Failed 

at  box  office.  Ten  reels. — F.  G.  Roberts,  Ameri- 

can theatre,  Ada,  Okla. — General  patronage. 

EAST  LYNNE:  Special  cast— Good,  but  you 

Special  to Mae  Murray 

THE  MERRY  WIDOW:  Mae  Mur- 
ray— Confidential,  If  any  one  was 

ever  easy  on  the  eyes  and  has  die 

missing  papers,  Mae  Murray  is 

nothing  else  but.  Absolutely  a   knock- 
out from  start  to  finish.  Me  for  Mae. 

Ten  reels. — R.  B.  MAXWELL,  Illinois 

theatre,  Sullivan,  111. — Small  town  pat- ronage. 

know  it's  an  old  story.  The  public  don’t  want 
this  kind  any  more.  Nine  reels. — Mr.  and  Mrs, 

E.  Fox,  Princess  theatre,  Obion,  Tenn. — Small 

town  patronage. 

THE  LAST  OF  THE  DUANES:  Tom  Mix— I 

consider  this  a   first  class  box  office  attraction  in 

every  way.  It’s  good.  Seven  reels. — J.  W. 
Schmidt,  Grand  theatre,  Breese,  III. — General  pat- 
ronage. 

LIGHTNIN’:  Jay  Hunt— Bill  Fox:  I   see 

where  you  are  buying  up  about  nil  the  stage 

hits  in  creation.  Haven’t  you  learned  yet  that 
few  of  them  make  box  office  successes  7   Witness 

"Lightnin’.”  It  is  really  better  done  than  the 

play,  but  how  many  of  us  poor  exhibitors  got 
more  than  film  rent  out  of  it?  I   did  not  get 

that  much.  The  people  in  the  cities  under  26,000 

do  not  see  the  stage  stuff ;   they  hear  about  it 
second-handed  and  some  of  them  read  about  it, 

but  the  great  mass  of  movie  goers  know  nothing 

about  "Lightnin’  ’’  or  "First  Year”  or  "Money 
Talks."  Look  over  the  real  exhibitor  list,  the 

fifty  best  money  makers,  nnd  see  how  many  were 

big  stage  successes.  Take  a   hint,  Bill,  and  be  a 
wise  man. — Ben  L.  Morris,  Temple  theatre,  Bel- 

laire,  O. — General  patronage. 

THE  LUCKY  HORSESHOE:  Tom  Mix— Thi's 
is  a   very  good  picture,  but  not  for  Mix.  Our 

customers  want  Tom  in  Westerns  and  will  ac- 

cept him  in  nothing  else.— I.  A.  McCaskill,  Cros- 
sett  theatre,  Crossett.  Ark. — General  patronage. 

DICK  TURPIN:  Tom  Mix — A   good  picture  and 

Mix  takes  the  role  fine  and  it’s  a   pleasing  change 
to  see  him  in  something  different  than  Westerns. 

Seven  reels. — ^H.  L.  Karlen,  Karlen  theatre,  Mon- 

ticello.  Wis. — General  patronage. 

DARWIN  YVAS  RIGHT:  Special  cast — Just  a 

fair  offering.  Nothing  to  rave  about.  Five  reels. 

— D.  M.  Spade,  Majestic  theatre,  Portland.  Ind.— 
General  patronage. 

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer 

MIKE:  Sally  O’Neill — A   fine  wholesome  fam- 
ily picture.  Lots  of  comedy  and  heart  interest. 

Begori,  the  Irish  sure  put  this  over.  Drew  bet- 
ter than  "The  Merry  Widow."  Seven  reels. — 

H.  L.  Karlen,  Karlen  theatre,  Monticello,  Wis. — 
General  patronage. 

DON’T:  Sally  O’Neill — Not  bad.  Not  extra 

good,  but  will  please. — T.  F.  Murphy,  Shulci 

Auditorium,  Raton,  N.  M. — General  patronage. 

HIS  SECRETARY:  Lew  Cody— A   very  good 
entertainment.  Norma  Shearer  is  becoming  one 

of  our  outstanding  female  stars.  The  comedy  is 

clean.  Very  good  and  lots  of  it.  Willard  Louis 

and  Lew  Cody  are  great  in  support.  Seven 

i-eels. — Krieghbaum  Bros.,  Char-Bell  theatre, 

Rochester,  Ind. — General  patronage. 

HIS  SECRETARY' :   Lew  Cody — Good  comedy. 
Very  entertaining.  Played  to  a   packed  house. 

Seven  reels. — C.  C.  Bisbee.  Columbia  theatre. 

Poynette,  Wis. — General  patronage. 

DANCE  MADNESS:  Claire  Windsor— Lots 

better  than  the  critics  gave  it  to  be.  Very  pleas- 

ing. Seven  reels. — Fred  Brown,  A-Mus-U  theatre, 
Frederick,  Okla. — General  patronage. 

SALLY.  IRENE  AND  MARY:  Special  cast— 

Just  want  to  say,  exhibitors,  this  is  a   wonderful 

picture.  Will  please  any  crowd.  Seven  reels. — 
A.  0.  Lambert,  Opera  House,  Monticello,  la. — 
General  patronage. 

TIME  THE  COMEDIAN:  Special  cast— A 

unique  offering  which  seemed  to  please  those  that 

came,  but  the  worst  flop  at  the  box  office  we 

have  had  for  some  time.  Six  reels. — A.  G.  Wit- 

wer,  Grand  theatre,  Rainier,  Ore. — General  pat- ronage. 

SOUL  MATES:  Aileen  Pringle — Wonderful 

picture.  Pleased  99  per  cent,  as  do  all  Elinor 

Glyn's  stories.  Six  reels. — Lincoln  Square  thea- 
tre, Decatur,  111. — General  patronage. 

THE  MIDSHIPMAN:  Ramon  Novnrro— Good 

for  any  house  and  you  can  step  on  it  and  give 
satisfaction.  Different  picture  about  the  Naval 

Academy,  which  holds  them  interested,  and  there 

is  nothing  big  about  it  but  everything  in  good 

direction.  Eight  reels. — R.  Duba.  Royal  theatre. 
Kimball,  S.  D. — General  patronage. 

THE  MIDSHIPMAN:  Ramon  Novarro— Hlgli 

class  drama  that  is  good  to  show  to  any  class 
of  audience.  Good  photography,  scenery,  comedy 

and  wonderful  lesson.  Good  for  schools.  Seven 

reels. — Cora  Shaw,  Reel  Life  theatre,  Gardner, 
111. — General  patronage. 

THE  RflDSHlPMAN;  Ramon  Novarro— An  e.x- 
cellent  picture.  Pleased  all  nnd  played  to  a   very 

satisfactory  business.  Seven  reels. — L.  Breunln- 

ger,  Cozy  theatre,  Topeka,  Kan. — General  patron- 

age., 
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THE  CIRCLE:  Special  cast — Not  big.  but  will 

go  as  a   fair  program  attraction. — G.  J.  Ritter. 

Regent  theatre.  Bogota.  N.  J. — General  patron- 

age. 

THE  CIRCLE:  Special  cast — A   good  program. 

The  cast  great  and  it  keeps  them  busy  to  make 

an  entertainment  out  of  the  story,  but  they  did. 
  Bert  Silver.  Silver  Family  theatre.  Greenville. 

Mich. — Genera!  patronage. 

THE  MERRY  WIDOW:  Mae  Murray— A   won- 
derful picture.  100  per  cent.  Pleased  them  all. 

Stars  and  cast  fine. — Bert  Silver.  Silver  Family 

theatre.  Greenville.  Mich. — General  patronage. 

THE  MERRY  WIDOW:  Mae  Murray — Can't 
praise  this  one  too  highly.  Metro  as  a   rule  have 

the  best  on  the  market.  Ten  reels. — Palace  thea- 

tre Co.,  Inc.,  Lyric  theatre.  Frostburg.  Md. — 
General  patronage. 

OLD  CLOTHES;  Jackie  Coogan — ^Excellent. 
Six  reeks. — Lincoln  Square  theatre.  Decatur.  111. 

— General  patronage. 

OLD  CLOTHES:  Jackie  Coogan — I   consider 
this  the  best  Jackie  has  ever  done.  It  will  please 

old  and  young.  Si.x  reels. — J.  W.  Schmidt. 

Grand  theatre.  Breese,  III. — General  patronage. 

OLD  CLOTHES:  Jackie  Coogan — We  had  to 

turn  away  about  600  people  on  Saturday.  Busi- 

ness was  very  good.  Eight  reels. — Robert  Kess- 

ler. Bonn  theatre,  Philadelphia. — General  patron- 

age. 

GO  WEST:  Buster  Keaton — A   very  good  com- 

edy. Patrons  well  pleased.  Seven  reels. — Robert 

Kessler,  Benn  theatre,  Philadelphia,  Pa. — General 

patronage. 

GO  WEST:  Buster  Keaton — Think  this  is  Bus- 

ter’s best  so  far.  Fans  liked  it  fine  and  are 

waiting  for  his  next. — Jack  Greene,  New  Geneseo 

theatre,  Geneseo,  III. — Small  town  patronage. 

GO  WEST:  Buster  Keaton — A   dandy  picture. 

Glad  I   had  it  to  play. — B.  Saunders,  Saunders 

theatre.  Harvard,  111. — General  patronage. 

PRETTY  LADIES:  Special  cast — This  has  the 
most  beautiful  colorings  of  any  picture  ever 

shown  here.  Book  it.  Drew  big  crowd. — C.  C. 

Bisbee,  Columbia  theatre,  Poynette,  Wis. — Gen- 
eral patronage. 

PRETTY  LADIES:  Special  cast — Fairly  enter- 

taining. Some  very  pretty  color  photography. 

Did  just  fair. — J.  Ritter.  Regent  theatre,  Bo- 

gota, N.  J. — General  patronage. 

SUN  UP:  Conrad  Nagel — This  is  a   good  pro- 

gram picture  and  we  did  good  business  on  this 
one.  It  is  different  from  the  regular  outdoor 

picture  and  was  enjoyed  by  my  patrons,  to  judge 

by  comments  from  patrons  going  out  after  seeing 

it.  Seven  reels. — Ed.  Malhiot,  Monarch  theatre. 

Medicine  Hat,  Alta,,  Canada. — General  patronage. 

SUN  UP:  Conrad  Nagel — Fair  mountain  pic- 

ture but  too  suggestive  in  spots.  Played  on  Fri- 
day and  Saturday  to  poor  house.  No  drawing 

card.  Seven  reels. — G.  W.  Folsom,  Regent  thea- 

tre, Solomon,  Kan. — General  patronage. 

LIGHTS  OF  OLD  BROADWAY:  Marion  Da- 

vies— A   splendid  big  picture.  Star  and  cast  great. 

Story  good.  Lots  of  comedy.  Satisfied  all.  It's 
a   special  and  100  per  cent  entertainment  and 

clean. — Bert  Silver.  Silver  Family  theatre,  Green- 

ville, Mich. — General  patronage. 

LIGHTS  OF  OLD  BROADWAY:  Marion  Da- 

vies— Good  picture  of  the  kind  they  like.  Did 

very  good  for  me. — G.  J.  Ritter,  Regent  theatre. 

Bogota,  N.  J. — General  patronage. 

LIGHTS  OF  OLD  BROADWAY:  Marion  Da- 

vies— Very  good  offering.  Story,  cast  and  pho- 
tography excellent.  Business  bad.  They  thought 

it  was  another  costume  picture  and  wouldn’t  turn 
out.  Seven  reels. — A.  G.  Witwer,  Grand  theatre. 

Rainier.  Ore. — General  patronage. 

THE  UNHOLY  THREE:  Lon  Chaney— A   good 
picture  but  did  not  draw  for  us.  Not  worth 

more  than  program  stuff. — H.  L.  Karlen,  Karlen 

theatre,  Monticello,  Wis. — General  patronage. 

THE  UNHOLY  THREE:  Lon  Chaney— A   good 

picture  and  excellent  business.  One  of  the  best 

of  the  year.  Eight  reels. — L.  Breuninger,  Cozy 
theatre,  Topeka,  Kan. — General  patronage. 

THE  UNHOLY  THREE:  Lon  Chaney— This 

one  did  very  good  for  me,  as  it  should.  Right 

next  to  a   real  picture, — G.  J.  Ritter.  Regent  thea- 

tre, Bogota,  N.  J. — General  patronage. 

THE  UNHOLY  THREE:  Lon  Chaney— Pretty 

good,  but  no  business  on  this.  Chaney  is  versa- 

tile. Eight  reels. — A.  T,  Fleming,  Seneca  thea- 

tre, Blakely,  Ga. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  GREAT  DIVIDE:  Special  cast— A   splen- 

did entertainment.  Fine  story  and  a   great  cast. 

Satisfaction  to  all.— Bert  Silver,  Silver  Family 

theatre.  Greenville,  Mich. — General  patronage. 

Special  to 
Norma  Shearer 

HIS  SECRETARY :   Norma  Shearer 

— This  is  just  a   wonderful  picture.  Has 
everything  in  it  to  make  it  good  en- 

tertainment. And,  oh  Norma,  you  are 

great.  Seven  reels. — A.  0.  LAM- 

BERT, Monticello  Opera  House,  Mon- 

ticello, la. — General  patronage. 

THE  GREAT  DIVIDE;  Alice  Terry — An  extra 

good  picture  with  a   strong  cast.  The  audience, 

old  and  young,  were  pleased.  Eight  reels. — E.  G. 

Isbell,  Casino  De  Luxe  theatre,  Kiowa,  Colo. — 
General  patronage. 

THE  WHITE  DESERT:  Special  cast — A   very 

fine  entertainment.  As  good  as  most  so-called 

specials.  If  you  haven't  bought  it,  buy  it.  It 
will  please  your  patrons. — Bert  Silver,  Silver 

Family  theatre,  Greenville,  Mich. — General  pat- 
ronage. 

THE  WHITE  DESERT:  Special  cast — On  ac- 

count of  blizzard  and  the  flu,  we've  had  a   rather 
small  house,  but  the  picture  is  a   dandy.  The 

best  photography  of  a   snow  slide  and  other  snow 

scenes  I   ever  saw.  Many  told  me  it  was  the 

best  picture  we  have  shown,  and  we  have  given 

them  some  good  ones.  It  ought  to  go  over 

strong  in  any  section  of  the  country.  Seven 

reels. — ^H.  G.  Isbell,  Casino  De  Luxe  theatre, 

Kiowa,  Colo. — General  patronage. 

THE  WHITE  DESERT:  Claire  Windsor- 

Wonderful  novelty.  Story  of  railroad  construc- 

tion camp  engaged  in  boring  a   tunnel  through 
Colorado  mountains  in  winter.  Camp  is  shut  off 

from  outside  world.  Snow  slide  wrecks  camp. 

Men  work  their  way  through  blizzard  to  get  tele- 
graph message  through.  Giant  snow  plough  and 

relief  train  buck  snow  drifts  and  rescue  starving 
toilers.  Snow  slide  scene  wonderful.  Plot  fine. 

Everybody  raved  over  it.  Direction  of  Reginald 

Barker  seemingly  perfect.  Cast  splendid.  Com- 

edy, pathos,  thrills.  Lost  money,  due  to  big 

basketball  tournament,  but  that  fact  cannot  di- 

minish my  enthusiasm  for  this  unusual  picture. — 

Philip  Rand,  Rex  theatre,  Salmon,  Idaho. — Gen- 
eral patronage. 

HIS  HOUR:  John  Gilbert — Just  another  one  of 

those  foreign  pictures  that  kills  the  business  for 

small  town  exhibitors.  Nothing  to  the  plot,  al- 

though the  acting  was  very  good.  Had  a   two- 
reel  Universal  Western  with  this  one  and  that 

was  better  than  the  feature.  Soy  nothing  about 

this  if  you  have  to  run  it.  The  less  people  you 

get  the  better  for  you.  Seven  reels. — R.  Duba. 
Royal  theatre,  Kimball,  S.  D. — General  patronage. 

NEVER  THE  TWAIN  SHALL  MEET:  Special 

cast — Peter  Kyne's  story.  Pine ;   drew  big  crowd. 
— C.  C.  Bisbee.  Columbia  theatre,  Poynette,  Wis. 
— Small  town  patronage. 

SEVEN  CHANCES:  Buster  Keaton— Very 

clean,  very  silly,  and  probably  as  devoid  of  a 

plot  as  any  picture  ever  "shot."  Buster  Keaton, 
T.  Roy  Barnes,  and  Snitz  Edwards  were  excel- 

lent in  their  roles,  but  with  all  its  frailties,  the 

picture  pulled  a   lot  of  laughs.  Here  it  pleased 

the  kids,  but  the  grownups  laughed  and  then 

wondered  if  they  were  seeing  the  old  French 

"footrace”  pictures  once  more.  Six  reels. — 
Giacoma  Bros.,  Crystal  theatre.  Tombstone,  Arlz. 
— General  patronage. 

ZANDER  THE  GREAT:  Marian  Davies— Very 

good  one.  Just  right  for  Sunday.  Print  a   lit- 

tle too  dark  but  step  on  it  and  they'll  be  satis- 
fied coming  out.  Good  for  any  theatre  and  will 

satisfy  better  class  as  poor  one.  Seven  reels. — 
R.  Duba.  Royal  theatre,  Kimball,  S.  D. — General 

patronage. 

CHEAPER  TO  MARRY:  Special  cast— Pretty 

good  picture  of  better  class  which  should  please 

everywhere  and  satisfy,  but  I   did  not  have  enough 

in  my  house  to  pay  rental.  Don’t  say  nothing 
about  overhead.  Well,  that  is  the  way  they  go 

over  here.  Too  many  school  doings  now  and  they 

sure  all  flock  to  the  school.  Seven  reels. — R. 

Duba,  Royal  theatre,  Kimball,  S.  D. — General  pat- 
ronage. 

LADY  OF  THE  NIGHT:  Norma  Shearer— This 

is  a   good  program  picture  that  should  please  any 
audience  as  it  did  ours.  Our  crowd  thinks  Norma 

“AS  NEAR  ONE  HUNDRED  PER  CENT  AS 

COULD  BE  MADE” 

“The  White 
List  is  as  near  one  hi   

dred  per  cent  for  us  as  could 
be  made.  We  are  using  Uni- 

versal’s product  one  hundred  per cent  and  we  are  more  than  glad 
to  put  our  O.K.  on  the  brand  of 

F.  W,  Meyers 

Lone  Star  Theatre 

Vermillion,  Kansas 
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is  just  okay.  Six  reels. — Pioneer  Pete,  The  Pio- 

neer theatre,  Amasa.  Mich. — Small  town  patron- 

age. 

THY  NAME  IS  WOMAN:  Barbara  La  Marr— 

Hoard  great  reports  about  this  picture,  giving  it 

a   high  rating.  To  me  it  was  too  long  dragged 

out,  while  I   would  consider  it  good  owing  to  the 

parts  being  played  very  well.  Eight  reels. — 
Thomas  V.  Lewis,  Town  Hall  theatre.  Westboro, 

Mass. — General  patronage. 

Paramount 
BEHIND  THE  FRONT:  Special  cast— Best  yet, 

barring  none.  Broke  records  of  “The  Freshman” 
and  "Charley's  Aunt,"  which  were  top-notchers. 
If  you  want  some  quick  money,  here  is  one.  Step 

on  it  and  the  picture  will  do  the  rest.  Last  but 

not  least.  Paramount  will  sell  it  so  that  you  will 

have  plenty  for  yourself.  Seven  reels. — B.  B. 

Byard,  Strand  theatre,  Eureka,  Cal.— Laboring 
class  patronage. 

THE  WANDERER:  Special  cast — ^No  drawing 

power.  Paramount  wants  all  first  big  Paramount 

pictures.  I   have  lost  money  on  them.  Couldn’t 
get  them  in  with  heavy  advertising.  Pleased  all 

who  saw  picture.  Nine  reels. — R.  G.  Chamber- 

lain.  Popular  theatre,  St.  Cloud.  Fla.— General 
patronage. 

THE  ANCIENT  HIGHWAY:  Jack  Holt— Had 
more  good  reports  on  this  one  than  any  picture 

I   have  run  since  the  holidays,  and  I   have  run 

“The  Pony  Express,”  "The  Freshman"  and  sev- 
eral other  specials.  Paramount  has  a   lot  of  good 

ones. — V.  G.  Secord,  K.  P.  theatre,  La  Rue.  O. 

— General  patronage. 

THE  ANCIENT  HIGHWAY;  Jack  Holt— An- 

other outdoor  picture  that  pleased.  Eight  reels. — 
C.  A.  Marshall.  Sunshine  theatre.  Darlington, 

Ind. — General  patronage. 

THE  AMERICAN  VENUS:  Esther  Ralston— 
Story  is  not  very  strong  but  comedy,  action, 

gowns  and  sets  overcome  this.  It  is  really  a 

beautiful  picture. — T.  F.  Murphy,  Shuler  Audi- 

torium, Raton,  N.  M. — General  patronage. 

THE  AMERICAN  VENUS:  Special  cast— 
Wowl  Boys,  here  is  one  to  make  you  sit  up 

and  take  notice.  The  most  wonderful  Techni- 
color of  them  all.  And  the  ladies  say  they  are 

all  peaches.  No,  it  is  not  vulgar,  nor  does  it 

get  risque.  It's  just  an  honest  to  goodness  enter- 
taining picture.  Plenty  of  nudity,  but  done  in 

such  a   way  that  you  don’t  notice  it  so  much. 

You  just  say  when  it’s  all  over.  “Gee,  wasn't 

tha^  great?” — Jack  Greene.  New  Geneseo  theatre, 
Geneseo,  111. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  AMERICAN  VENUS:  Esther  Ralston— 
Was  sure  glad  that  I   played  this  picture.  It 

seemed  good  to  have  people  stop  and  tell  us  they 

liked  it. — ^E.  Saunders.  Saunders  theatre.  Harvard, 

111. — General  patronage. 

MANNEQUIN:  Special  cast — A   wonderful  pic- 
ture for  entertainment  but  no  good  at  box  office. 

— ^W.  L.  Casey.  Rex  theatre,  Bonners  Ferry,  Ida- 
ho.— General  patronage. 

MANNEQUIN:  Special  cast — A   real  picture 

and  all  liked  it. — Jack  Greene,  New  Geneseo  thea- 

tre, Geneseo,  111. — Small  town  patronage. 

MANNEQUIN :   Dolores  Costello — ^Entertaining 

picture  that  seemed  to  please  the  majority. — I. 

A.  McCaskill,  Crossett  theatre,  Crossett,  Ark. — 
General  patronage, 

THE  VANISHING  AMERICAN:  Richard  Dix 

— ^Wonderful  production  both  from  entertainment 
and  box  office  value.  Can  get  50c  admission  for 

this  one  without  a   squawk. — W.  L.  Casey.  Rex 

theatre.  Bonners  Ferry,  Idaho. — General  patron- 
age. 

THE  VANISHING  AMERICAN:  Richard  Dix 

— I   consider  this  the  best  feature  I   ever  played. 

Ten  reels. — Ed.  Fuchs,  Opera  House,  Marion, 

Wis. — General  patronage. 

THE  VANISHING  AMERICAN;  Richard  Dix 

— This  is  a   good  picture.  Will  clean  up  any  time. 
The  best  Paramount  has  made  for  some  time. 

Richard  Dix  and  Lois  Wilson  good.  Noah  Beery 

not  as  good  as  usual.  Ten  reels. — Palace  Theatre 

Co.,  Inc.,  Lyric  theatre,  Frostburg,  Md. — General 
satronage. 

A   KISS  FOR  CINDERELLA:  Betty  Bronson— 
A   picture  of  this  type  is  impossible.  Where  the 

'Uitertainment  value  is.  I   don’t  know.  Betty  and 
Tom  arc  good,  as  are  the  rest  of  the  cast,  but 

ffhat  a   panning  this  one  got,  and  it  deserved  all 

it  got.  Too  long  and  too  dry  for  the  average 

fan. — Jack  Greene,  New  Geneseo  theatre,  Gene- 

seo, 111. — Small  town  patronage. 

A   KISS  FOR  CINDERELLA:  Betty  Bronson— 
It  takes  all  kinds  of  pictures  for  all  kinds  of 

people  and  this  is  a   good  picture  for  our  kind 

Special  to 
St.  Patrick 

IRISH  LUCK:  Thomas  Meiglian — 
Good.  We  did  a   nice  business  on 

this  one  in  spite  of  the  fact  that  we 
felt  Meighan  was  losing  out  in  our 

town.  Play  up  Ireland  in  connection 

with  your  regular  exploitation.  Stand 
at  the  door  when  the  show  breaks. 

Listen  to  the  Irishmen  tell  you  what 

a   fine  picture  it  is.  It  even  pleases 

the  English.  Seven  reels. — B.  B.  BY- 

ARD, Strand  tlieatre,  Eureka,  Cal.— 
Laboring  class  patronage. 

of  people. — E.  Saunders,  Saunders  theatre.  Har- 
vard, 111. — General  patronage. 

A   KISS  FOR  CINDERELLA:  Betty  Bronson 

— Except  for  the  occasional  close-ups  of  Miss 

Bronson,  this  is  about  the  most  consistently  un- 
interesting picture  we  have  shown  this  year.  Had 

not  the  appeal  that  made  "Peter  Pan”  worth 
while,  but  yet  contains  the  elements  that  made 

the  latter  a   failure  at  the  box  office.  Ten  reels.- 

I.  A.  McCaskill,  Crossett  theatre,  Crossett,  Ark. — 
General  patronage. 

THE  GOLDEN  PRINCESS:  Betty  Bronson— 
A   rotten  title  to  a   peach  of  a   picture.  Everyone 

thought  it  would  be  another  “Peter  Pan.”  Nine 
reels. — C.  A.  Marshall,  Sunshine  theatre,  Darling- 

ton, Ind. — General  patronage. 

THE  GOLDEN  PRINCESS:  Betty  Bronson-- 
A   corking  good  picture  that  all  liked,  but  it 
failed  to  draw.  For  the  following  reasons  I 

believe.  First.  Betty  has  been  identified  with 

fairy  tales  and  the  title  "Golden  Princess”  sound- 
ed like  a   fairy  tale  and  our  folks  will  not  tol- 

erate a   story  that  borders  on  the  fairy  tale  stuff. 

Get  Betty  away  from  fairy  tales  or  she  won’t draw  worth  a   nickle.  If  you  have  it  bought,  be 

sure  to  tell  them  that  it's  a   Western  and  a   good 
one. — Jack  Greene,  New  Geneseo  theatre,  Gene- 

seo, 111. — Small  town  patronage. 

SEVEN  KEYS  TO  BALDPATE;  Douglas 

MacLean — A   very  entertaining  feature  comedy. 

It  is  clean,  entertaining  comedy  that  will  make 

them  howl  with  laughter.  Seven  reels. — Kriegh- 

baum  Bros.,  Char-Bell  theatre,  Rochester,  Ind. — 
General  patronage. 

SEVEN  KEYS  TO  BALDPATE:  Douglas 

MacLean — This  is  good  entertainment.  MacLean 

is  fine.— E.  W.  Swarthout,  Palace  theatre,  Aurora, 

Ind. — General  patronage. 

SEVEN  KEYS  TO  BALDPATE:  Douglas 

MacLean — Better  than  some  say,  but  nothing  to 

go  wild  about.  Six  reels. — C.  A.  Marshall.  Sun- 
shine theatre,  Darlington,  Ind. — General  patron- 

age. 

SEVEN  KEYS  TO  BALDPATE:  Douglas 

MacLean — A   very  clever  and  interesting  comedy, 

but  it  is  not  the  picture  it  was  cracked  up  to  be. 

Seven  reels. — Ben  Rovin,  Amuse-U  theatre, 

Springfield,  III. — General  patronage. 

WILD  HORSE  MESA:  Jack  Holt— This  drew 

good,  at  20  and  80  cents  admission.  Everyone 

pleased.  Most  all  Zane  Grey’s  go  over  good. 
Ten  reels. — Horace  Emmerick,  O.  K.  theatre. 

Lewisport,  Ky. — Farming  patronage. 

WILD  HORSE  MESA;  Jack  Holt— Okay  in 

every  way.  Seven  reels.- C.  A.  Marshall.  Sun- 

shin  theatre,  Darlington,  Ind. — General  patron- 
age. 

THE  ENCHANTED  HILL:  Special  cast— A 

very  good  Western  with  plenty  of  stuff  the  fans 

action,  romance,  etc.  The  title  queered  us 

on  some  business  as  they  thought  it  was  some- 

thing foolish  again. — Jack  Greene,  New  Geneseo 

theatre,  Geneseo,  111. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  ENCHANTED  HILL:  Jack  Holt — Didn't do  much  business,  but  a   very  good  picture.  Seven 

reels. — F.  C.  A.  Marshall,  Sunshine  theatre.  Dar- 

lington, Ind. — General  patronage. 

HANDS  UP:  Raymond  Griffith— Not  as  funny 
as  we  or  our  customers  expected.  The  general 

opinion  was  not  so  good. — Jack  Greene,  New 

Geneseo  theatre,  Geneseo,  111. — Small  town  patron- 

age. 
WOMANHANDLED:  Richard  Dix— Pleased  and 

did  a   good  business. — E.  Saunders,  Saunders 

theatre,  Harvard,  111. — General  patronage. 

COBRA:  Rudolph  Valentino— Reports  on  this 
picture  have  not  been  the  best,  but  for  the  life 

of  me  I   don’t  know  why.  It  is  a   good  picture 

and  should  go  over  well  with  any  audience. — E, 

Saunders,  Saunders  theatre.  Harvard,  III. — Gen- 
eral patronage. 

COBRA:  Rudolph  Valentino — A   miserable 
story  about  a   crooked  woman  and  a   man  not 

worth  hanging.  No  good  for  nobody.  Seven  reels. 
— C.  A.  Marshall,  Sunshine  theatre,  Darlington. 

Ind. — General  patronage. 

COBRA:  Rudolph  Valentino — Valentino  plays 
a   part  but  he  does  no  acting,  except  the  art  of 

acting  without  seeming  to  act.  It  is  a   smooth 

play  and  smooth  work  which  does  not  add  any- 
thing  to  his  fame.  It  paid  last  night.  It  will  lose 

tonight.  Seven  reels. — ^A.  J.  Gibbons,  EIlte-Kozy 

theatres,  Metropolis,  111. — General  patronage. 

COBRA:  Rudolph  Valentino — ^Very  ordinary. 
Valentino's  a   dead  bird  here.  Just  a   little  posing 
instead  of  acting.  You  have  to  pay  Paramount 

but  don’t  get  much  in  return.  Eight  reels. — A. 
T.  Fleming,  Seneca  theatre,  Blakely,  Ga. — Small 
town  patronage. 

THAT  ROYLE  GIRL:  Carol  Dempster — Just  a 

jazz  story  hardly  suitable  for  small  town.  Demp- 
ster good  but  who  told  W.  C.  Fields  he  could  act? 

Paramount  got  the  receipts,  we  got  the  experi- 
ence. Ten  reels. — A.  T.  Fleming,  Seneca  theatre, 

Blakely,  Ga. — Small  town  patronage. 

THAT  ROYLE  GIRL:  Special  cast — Patrons 
were  well  pleased  with  this  picture.  Played 

this  picture  three  days  and  turned  them  away 

at  every  performance.  W.  C.  Fields  and  Carol 
Dempster  very  good.  Business  excellent.  Ten 

reels. — Robert  Kessler,  Benn  theatre,  Philadel- 

phia, Pa. — General  patronage. 

STAGE  STRUCK:  Gloria  Swanson — Gloria  ia 
sure  a   dead  one.  This  picture  is  about  the  worst 

I   have  ever  run.  No  entertainment  value  at  all, 

CeJoring  was  evidently  put  in  to  save  the  picture 

but  it  don't  do  it. — W.  L.  Casey.  Re.x  theatre, 

Bonners  Ferry,  Idaho. — General  patronage. 

STAGE  STRUCK:  Gloria  Swanson — ^Techni- 
color was  wonderful,  but  cannot  say  much  for 

the  rest  of  the  picture.  Flopped  at  the  cash 

register,  which  ia  the  real  critic. — Jack  Greene, 

New  Geneseo  theatre,  Geneseo,  III. — Small  town 

patronage. 

STAGE  STRUCK  Gloria  Swanson — First  night 
big,  second  day  40  i>er  cent  of  first.  Why?  I 
dunno. — G.  J.  Ritter.  Regent  theatre,  Bogota.  N.  J. 
— General  patronage. 

STAGE  STRUCK:  Gloria  Swanson — ^Am  glad 
to  hear  that  Gloria  has  left  Paramount.  Never 

made  a   bit  of  money  with  her.  This  picture  was 

even  worse  than  “Madam  Sans  Gene,”  and  it 
was  bad  enough.  Would  not  please  any  place, 

regardless  of  what  class  of  patronage.  Seven 

reels. — Palace  Theatre  Co.,  Inc.,  Lyric  theatre, 

Frostburg,  Md. — General  patronage. 

A   KING  ON  MAIN  STREET:  Adolph  Menjou 
Another  lemon  from  Paramount.  Ran  both  this 

one  and  "Stage  Struck”  same  week.  Both  ter- 
rible. Seven  reels. — Palace  theatre.  Co.  Inc.,  Lyric 

theatre,  Frostburg,  Md. — General  patronage. 

THE  BEST  PEOPLE;  Special  cast— A   very 

good  little  light  comedy  drama.  Will  please. — 
Jack  Greene,  New  Geneseo  theatre,  Geneseo.  Ill- 
— Small  town  patronage. 

PATHS  TO  PARADISE:  Raymond  Griffith— 
This  picture  is  sure  a   very  clever  entertaining 

story  and  keeps  the  patrons  in  their  seats.  Good 
comments  on  same.  Pleased  90  per  cent.  Six 

reels. — J.  Holicnbak,  Laberty  theatre,  Lynden. 
Wash. — General  patronage. 

PATHS  TO  PARADISE:  Raymond  Griffith— 
A   good  crook  comedy  drama.  Raymond  Grif- 

fith and  Betty  Compson  both  good  and  the  pic- 
ture was  interesting  all  the  way  through.  Not 

as  much  comedy  as  expected  from  the  reports 

in  the  HERALD,  but  everybody  seemed  satisfied 

and  I   heard  no  adverse  reports.  All  in  all. 

would  call  this  a   good  picture  for  one  night 
in  any  small  town,  although  they  charge  you 

more  than  the  picture  is  worth  in  comparison  to 

others  you  can  buy  in  the  same  class.  Seven 

reels. — Ross  &   Miller,  Community  theatre.  Sur- 
prise, Neb. — Country  patronage. 

THE  PONY  EXPRESS:  Special  cast— The 
right  kind  for  the  small  town.  Historical  and 

plenty  of  action  and  a   good  cast.  Ten  reels.— 
C.  A.  Marshall,  Sunshine  theatre,  Darlington. 
Ind. — General  patronage. 

THE  PONY  EXPRESS:  Special  cast— Here  Is 
the  type  of  picture  the  American  public  wants, 
as  the  box  office  will  prove.  It  has  comedy  and 

romance  with  plenty  of  action.  Drew  very 

well.  More  like  this  one  will  be  appreciated 

by  all. — Jack  Greene,  New  Geneseo  theatre,  Gene- 
seo, III. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  PONY  EXPRESS:  Wallace  Beery- Had 
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this  on  March  6   and  7,  two  day
s.  Both  had 

Btormy  nights  and  then  made  g
ood.  Can't  lose 

on  it  boys.  Book  it  and  make  hay
.  You've  got 

to  hand  it  to  Wallace  Beery  to  brin
g  in  the 

bacon.  Scenes  all  wonderful.  Ten  reels.
 — Charles 

Vermullen,  Liberty  theatre.  Channing, 
 Mich.— 

General  patronage. 

LOVERS  IN  QUARANTINE:  Bebe  Dan
iels— 

A   very  good  picture  which  drew  well  and  ple
ased 

everybody.  A   comedy  drama  which  is  a   good
 

picture  for  a   Sunday.  Seven  reels. — C.  McD
on- 

ough, Auditorium  theatre,  Libertyville,  111. — Small 

suburban  town  patronage. 

LOCKED  DOORS;  Betty  Compson— A   splendid 

feature  that  pleased  but  did  not  draw.  Seven 

peels.   A.  D.  Stauchfield,  Rae  theatre,  Ann  Ar- 

bor, Mich. — Neighborhood  patronage. 

PETER  PAN:  Special  cast — About  the  poorest 

entertainment  picture  I   ever  run.  Lots  of  walk- 

outs. Couldn’t  give  me  another  one  like  it. — 
W.  L.  Casey,  Rex  theatre,  Bonners  Ferry,  Idaho. 
— General  patronage. 

OLD  HOME  WEEK:  Thomas  Meighan — Very 
good  entertainment  from  Tom.  He  sure  helped 
the  home  town  fellows  to  get  rid  of  the  oil  crooks 

and  beat  them  to  their  own  game.  It’s  good 
for  any  night  where  Tom  is  liked.  Seven  reels. 

  R.  Duba,  Royal  theatre,  Kimball,  S.  D. — Gen- 
eral patronage, 

EMPTY  HANDS:  Jack  Holt — Has  every  qual- 

ity of  a   good  picture  except  title,  which  kept  them 
out.  Seven  reels. — A.  D.  Stauchfield,  Rae  theatre, 

Ann  Arbor,  Mich. — General  patronage. 

CODE  OP  THE  WEST:  Tom  Moore — Very 
good  Western  but  somehow  it  did  not  make  any 

money  for  me  and  so  that’s  that.  Seven  reels. — 
R.  Duba,  Royal  theatre,  Kimball,  S.  D. — General 
patronage. 

CODE  OF  THE  WEST:  Tom  Moore— One  of 

the  finest  pictures  you  can  buy.  Pleased  every- 
one and  had  lots  of  comments  on  it.  Run  this 

if  you  have  not  played  it.  Seven  reels. — Thomas 

V.  Lewis,  Town  Hall  theatre,  Westboro,  Mass. — 
General  patronage. 

CODE  OF  THE  WEST:  Special  cast— Good 

picture.  Drew  a   good  crowd  and  pleased  them 

all.  Seven  reels. — G.  B.  Wendel,  Opera  House, 

Smithland,  la. — Small  town  patronage. 

FLOWER  OP  THE  NIGHT:  Pola  Negri— Good 
picture  but  the  only  day  Pola  draws  for  me  is 

Saturday,  hence  I   played  it  that  day  and  while 

the  receipts  averaged  a   little  better  than  other 
Saturdays,  the  difference  is  more  than  eaten  up 

by  the  difference  in  rental. — G.  J.  Ritter,  Regent 

theatre,  Bogota,  N.  J. — General  patronage. 

FLOWER  OF  THE  NIGHT:  Pola  Negri— The 
distinctive  Pola  in  her  distinctive  way.  She  held 

the  house  from  first  to  last.  Her  impersonation 

of  Carlotta  is  with  feeling  of  measured  inten- 
sity and  with  a   style  of  acting  spectacular  at 

some  times  and  tragic  at  others.  It  paid.  Six 

reels. — A.  J.  Gibbons,  Elite-Kozy  theatre.  Metrop- 

olis, 111. — General  patronage.- 

THE  THUNDERING  HERD:  Jack  Holt— A 

fine  picture  from  every  angle.  Seven  reels. — 

George  &   0.  White.  Starland  theatre,  Stock- 

bridge,  Mich. — General  patronage. 

THE  THUNDERING  HERD:  Jack  Holt— It’s  a 
big  show.  Everybody  pleased.  Eight  reels. — Mr. 

and  Mrs.  E.  Fox,  Princess  theatre,  Obion,  Tenn. — 
Small  town  patronage. 

MADAME  SANS  GENE:  Gloria  Swanson— I 
heard  a   sigh  of  relief  when  1   finished  running 

this  flop.  Tried  to  get  the  exchange  to  set  it 

out  and  let  me  take  another  in  place  of  it,  but 

of  course  they  wouldn’t  stand  for  it.  Acting  is 
good,  story  not  so  much,  drawing  power  strictly 

minus.  Lost  a   pile  of  cash  by  running  it.  Ten 

reels. — S.  G,  Ihde,  Photoplay  theatre,  Ashland, 

Kan. — Small  town  patronage. 

MADAME  SANS  GENE:  Gloria  Swanson — 

Swanson  prestige  greatly  reduced  by  this  weak- 
est of  all  vehicles.  Ten  reels. — A.  T.  Fleming, 

Seneca  theatre,  Blakely,  Ga. — Small  town  patron- 
age. 

THE  SWAN :   Special  cast — A   fair  picture  that 

will  please  about  60  per  cent.  Seven  reels. — E.  G. 

Wean,  Pox  theatre,  Pox  Lake.  III. — Small  town 
patronage. 

BEGGAR  ON  HORSEBACK:  Special  cast— A 

nice  big  juicy  lemon.  Worst  of  the  season.  Seven 

reels. — A.  T.  Fleming,  Seneca  theatre,  Blakely,  Ga. 
— Smalt  town  patronage. 

LOST,  A   WIFE:  Special  cast — A   fine  pro- 
gram picture  for  a   week  day.  Pleased  eveiTOne. 

Seven  reels. — E.  G.  Wean,  Fox  theatre.  Fox  Lake, 
^l*“~Small  town  patronage. 

THE  ENEMY  SEX:  Betty  Compson— I   think 

this  is  Betty  Compson’s  best  picture  to  date.  Little 

Special  to 
Wallace  Beery 

THE  PONY  EXPRESS:  Special 

casl — Quite  satisfactory  in  every  way, 

not  the  least  being  that  of  bringing 

out  the  history  of  the  Northwest  in 

an  interesting  way.  That  man  Beery 

has  such  a   good  acting  face.  Why 

doesn’t  he  advance?  Ten  reels. — A. 
J.  GIBBONS,  Elite-Kozy  theatres. 

Metropolis,  111. — General  patronage. 

long  but  very  interesting  and  will  please  SO  per 

cent.  Eight  reels. — Earl  M.  Bennett,  Liberty 

theatre,  Delavan,  111. — General  patronage. 

NEW  BROOMS:  Bessie  Love — This  is  a   fine 

comedy  and  our  patrons  all  enjoyed  it. — E.  W. 

Swarthout,  Palace  theatre,  Aurora,  Ind. — General 
patronage, 

FORTY  WINKS:  Raymond  Griffith— Fair. 
Nothing  to  rave  over.  Have  seen  better.  Seven 

reels. — George  &   O.  White,  Starland  theatre, 

Stockbridge,  Mich. — General  patronage. 

THE  DRESSMAKER  FROM  PARIS:  Special 

cast — ^Not  a   big  picture  but  a   good  show  for  those 

that  like  this  kind.  Seven  reels. — Mr.  and  Mrs. 

E.  Fox,  Princess  theatre,  Obion,  Tenn. — Small 
town  patronage. 

THE  NIGHT  CLUB:  Raymond  Griffith— This 
is  a   real  good  picture.  Was  out  of  town  but  from 

all  reports  it  went  over  in  good  shape. — Paul  B. 

Hoffman,  Legion  theatre,  Holyropd,  Kan. — Small 
town  patronage. 

THE  LIGHT  OF  WESTERN  STARS:  Jack 

Holt — Just  a   fair  Western.  Some  reported  a 

fairly  good  picture,  but  not  like  the  book.  Don’t 
see  why  Paramount  pays  big  prices  for  stories 

and  then  fails  to  use  them.  They  could  have 
looked  at  the  cover  on  this  book  and  came  about 

as  close  to  following  it.  Not  much  action,  not 

much  comedy,  or  in  fact  anything  else,  that 

is  needed  to  make  a   real  good  picture,  so  I 

can't  say  any  better  than  fair.  Seven  reels.— 
Ross  &   Miller,  Community  theatre,  Surprise,  Neb. 
— Country  patronage. 

COMING  THROUGH:  Thomas  Meighan— This 
is  a   very  ordinary  picture  with  a   mining  (coal) 

locale.  Thomas  Meighan  still  pulls  very  good  here. 
What  ho  should  do  is  add  a   little  more  pep 

to  his  action  and  I   think  he  will  hold  his  own 

for  some  time  yet.  Seven  reels. — Pioneer  Pete. 
The  Pioneer  theatre,  Amasa,  Mich. — Smiill  town 
patronage. 

THE  GOOSE  HANGS  HIGH:  Special  cast— 
Good  Christmas  picture,  not  much  action,  too  dry 

for  this  part  of  the  country.  Lost  about  $10  on 
this  feature.  Seven  reels. — J.  Hollenbak,  Liberty 

theatre,  Lynden,  Wash. — General  patronage. 

SON  OF  HIS  FATHER:  Bessie  Love— This 
drew  e.xtra  good  for  two  days.  20  and  20  cents 
admission.  Seven  reels. — Horace  Emmerick,  O. 

K.  theatre,  Lewisport,  Ky. — Farming  patronage. 

SON  OF  HIS  FATHER:  Special  cost- Very 

pleasing  high  class  Western.  Seven  reels. — C. 
A.  Marshall,  Sunshine  theatre,  Darlington.  Ind. — General  patronage. 

HE’S  A   PRINCE;  Raymond  Griffith— Griffith 

doesn't  mean  much  to  my  crowd.  Six  reels. — C. 
A.  Marshall,  Sunshine  theatre,  Darlington,  Ind. 
— General  patronage. 

THE  BEST  PEOPLE:  Special  cast — Excellent 
Six  reels. — J.  S.  Walker,  Texas  theatre,  Grand 

Prairie.  Tex. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  SHOCK  PUNCH;  Richard  Dix— This  is  a 
very  good  picture,  liked  by  the  ones  that  saw  it. 

Did  not  do  any  extra  business.  Seven  reels. — 
Horace  Emmerick,  O.  K.  theatre,  Lewisport,  Ky. 
— Farming  patronage. 

THE  CALL  OF  THE  CANYON:  Special  cast— 
Good.  A   very  good  picture.  Pleased  100  per 
cent.  Seven  reels. — J.  Hollenbak,  Liberty  theatre, 

Lynden,  Wash. — General  patronage. 

IN  THE  NAME  OF  LOVE;  Special  cost- Fairly 

entertaining  but  weak  story. — G.  J.  Ritter.  Re- 

gent theatre,  Bogota,  N.  J.— General  patronage. 

HOLLYWOOD:  Special  cast— I   would  call  this 
n   good  attraction  in  small  towns  for  the  working 

class  of  people.  It  is  a   novelty.  Eight  reels. — 

“ALL  BOX-OFFICE  PICTURES” 
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J.  W.  Schmidt,  Grand  theatre,  Breese,  III. — Gen- 
eral patronage. 

BLUEBEARD’S  EIGHTH  WIFE;  Special  cast 
— I   consider  this  very  good.  Seven  reels. — J.  W. 

Schmidt,  Grand  theatre,  Breese,  111. — General 
patronage. 

HE’S  A   PRINCE:  Raymond  Griffith — Can't  say 
much  for  this  except  there  is  absolutely  nothing 

to  it.  Nothing  good,  nothing  bad,  nothing  from 

nothing  is  just  what  it  is.  Seven  reels. — W.  H. 

Goodroad,  Strand  theatre,  Warren,  Minn. — Gen- 
eral patronage. 

Pathe 

THE  FRESHMAN:  Harold  Lloyd — Did  good 
business  two  days.  Best  Lloyd  ever  made.  I 

had  to  raise  admission.  Best  since  "Grandma's 

Boy.” — Edward  Casey,  Jr.,  Casey's  theatre.  Ster- 
ling, Okla. — General  patronage. 

THE  FRESHMAN:  Harold  Lloyd — Everybody 
laughs  their  buttons  off  and  has  good  drawing 

power  to  box  office.  Only  don’t  pay  too  much.  I 

used  a   gratis  subject.  "Our  Navy  in  the  Near 

East”  gratis  from  U.  S.  recuiting  station.  Ask 
for  it  exhibitors.  Seven  reels. — Cora  Shaw,  Reel 

Life  theatre,  Gardner,  111. — General  patronage. 

THE  FRESHMAN;  Harold  Lloyd— Fell  flat. 

Run  3   days.  Didn't  make  expenses.  Pathe  asks 
too  much,  as  I   saw  in  90  per  cent  of  the  reports 

in  HERALD,  but  I   didn’t  heed.  Live  and  learn. 
Picture  is  O.  K.  but  not  for  a   small  exhibitor  at 

their  price.  Advanced  price  on  it.  Seven  reels. 

--R.  K.  Lattin,  Strand  theatre,  Valparaiso,  Neb. 
— Small  town  patronage. 

THE  FRESHMAN:  Harold  Lloyd — Good  bye 

Harold,  you’ll  never  grace  our  screen  again  until 
you’re  willing  to  divide  more  of  the  bacon.  There 
are  other  stars  just  as  good  as  you  who  do  not 

want  the  earth  for  their  foolishness.  Prestige, 
I   believe  is  what  we  received.  Pathe  got  the 

money.  No  more  prestige,  thanks. — George  &   0. 

White.  Starland  theatre,  Stockbridge,  Mich. — Gen- 
eral patronage. 

THE  FRESHMAN;  Harold  Lloyd — Good  for 
many  laughs,  but  rental  too  much  for  us  to  make 

any  money.  Seven  reels. — A.  T.  Fleming,  Seneca 

theatre,  Blakely,  Ga. — Small  town  patronage. 

BLACK  CYCLONE;  Rex — While  not  a   new 

picture,  this  picture  should  get  money  everywhere. 
Very  wonderful  and  our  customers  were  loud  in 

its  praise.  A   wonderful  Saturday  offering.  Seven 

reels. — Qark  &   Edwards,  Palace  theatre,  Ashland, 
O. — General  patronage. 

THE  BLACK  CYCLONE;  Rex— This  is  a 

wonderful  picture  for  both  young  and  old.  This 

is  one  picture  that  pleased  100  per  cent.  I   have 
his  next  picture  booked.  Six  reels. — R.  G.  Cham- 

berlain, Popular  theatre,  St.  Cloud  Fla. — General 
patronage. 

THE  BLACK  CYCLONE:  Rex— Wonderful 

horse.  Never  saw  one  trained  any  better.  Drew 

big  crowds.--C.  Bisbee,  Columbia  theatre,  Poy- 

nette,  Wis. — General  patronage. 

THE  BLACK  CYCLONE:  Rex — Good  picture. 
Should  clean  up  in  any  house.  Six  reels. — 

Palace  Theatre  Co.,  Inc.,  Lyric  theatre,  Frostburg, 

Md. — General  patronage. 

KIVILINA  OF  THE  ICE  LANDS;  From  an 

educational  standpoint,  okay.  For  entertainment 

no  good.  Film  very  dark  and  badly  scratched  up. 

Out  of  Pathe  Exchange,  Detroit,  Mich. — George  & 
O.  White.  Starland  theatre,  Stockbridge,  Mich. — 
General  patronage. 

KIVILINA  OF  THE  ICELANDS:  Special  cast 

— Fair  picture.  Only  thing  good  about  it  is  the 
truly  Northern  scenery.  No  drawing  card.  Six 

reels. — G.  W.  Folsom,  Rgcnt  theatre,  Sotmon, 
Kan. — General  patronage. 

THE  BATTLING  ORIOLES:  Special  cast^ 
This  is  O.  K.  for  a   kid  matinee  but  do  not  show 

it  to  the  adults.  Entirely  too  silly  to  please. — 

R.  K.  Lattin,  Strand  theatre.  Valparaiso,  Neb. — 
Small  town  patronage. 

WHY  WORRY?:  Harold  Lloyd— This  is  a 

good  comedy  but  does  not  compare  with  "Girl 

Shy”  for  hilarious  action.  If  you  have  played 
neither  of  these  insist  upon  getting  "Wljy 

Worry?”  first.  Six  reels. — Pioneer  Pete,  The 
Pioneer  theatre,  Amasa,  Mich. — Small  town  pat- 
ronage. 

THE  BATTLING  ORIOLES:  Glenn  Tryon— 

Good  film.  What’s  the  matter  with  the  exhibitors 
that  have  been  reporting  this  either  just  fair  or 

terrible?  We  thought  it  an  extra  fine  comedy 

picture.  It  has  many  big  laughs,  all  put  over  in 
Hal  Roach  style  so  as  to  get  a   great  big  how!  of 
laughter  from  the  audience.  There  seems  to  be 

as  many  laughs  as  in  a   Harold  Lloyd  picture.— 
W.  T.  Davis  &   Son,  Riaito  theatre,  Sharon,  Wis. 
— General  patronage. 

Special  to Hal  Roach 

BLACK  CYCLONE:  Res— This 
wonderful  picture  caused  more  talk 

than  any  picture  we  ever  played.  The 
whole  town  is  still  buzzing.  This 

came  right  up  to  “The  Pony  Express” 
and  “North  of  ’S6”  for  popular  in- 

terest. It  proved  a   tremendous  box 

office  bet.  We  put  out  24’s,  6’s,  3’s 
and  made  an  entire  window  front  dis- 

play of  stills.  Ran  a   news  and  sport- 

light,  put  on  a   seven  piece  jazz  or- 
chestra, charging  50-25  cents  two  nights 

and  matinee  at  25-10  cents.  S.  R.  0., 
first  night;  big  crowd  the  next  night 

and  at  matinee,  making  the  outstand- 
ing event  of  the  winter.  Hal  Roach, 

how  did  you  ever  make  it? — PHILIP 

RAND,  Rex  theatre,  Salmon,  Idaho. — 
General  patronage. 

Prod.  Dist.  Corp. 

THREE  FACES  EAST:  Special  cast — This  is 
one  of  the  best  pictures  I   have  run  this  year  for 

entertainment  value,  and  Producers  will  treat  you 

right  on  prices. — W.  L.  Casey,  Rex  theatre,  Bon- 
ners Ferry,  Idaho. — General  patronage. 

BRAVEHEART;  Rod  LaRoeque— Not  a   suc- 
cess by  any  means.  Can  only  rate  it  a   fair  or 

average  program»picture.  Eight  reels. — L.  Breun- 

inger,  Cozy  theatre,  Topeka,  Kan. — General  pat- ronage. 

BRAVEHEART:  Rod  LaRoeque — Ran  this 

mid-week  and  came  out  with  flying  colors.  Mighty 

good  picture  for  small  town.  Have  had  some 

mighty  good  pictures  from  Producers. — Jack 
Davis,  State  theatre,  Tawas  City,  Mich. — Small 
town  patronage. 

THE  WEDDING  SONG:  Leatrice  Joy— A 
fairly  clever  program  picture.  Shows  a   bunch 
of  clever  crooks  in  operation.  The  title  is  more 

or  less  a   total  loss,  but  will  explain  itself  during 

the  development  of  the  pictiu-e.  A   number  of 
good  stars  in  parts  different  to  which  you  have 

been  accustomed  to  see  them.  Seven  reels. — ^Wm. 

E.  Tragsdorf,  Trags  theatre,  Neillsville,  Wis. — 
Small  town  patronage. 

THE  COMING  OF  AMOS:  Rod  LaRoeque— 
A   very  good  picture.  Played  to  a   good  Sunday 

Monday  business.  Six  reels. — Jay  R.  Porter. 

Community  theatre,  Tacoma.  Wash. — General  pat- ronage. 

MADAME  BEHAVE;  Special  cast — Very, 
very  good.  Patrons  enjoyed  it  from  start  to 

finish. — Jack  Davis,  State  theatre,  Tawas  City, 
Mich. — Small  town  patronage. 

HELL’S  HIGHROAD:  Leatrice  Joy— This  is 
the  sort  of  a   picture  which  is  a   knockout  in  the 
cities  and  a   Flittering  Fanny  out  in  the  sticks. 

The  bedroom  scene  was  suggestively  vulgar,  for 

which  I   could  see  no  reason.  If  you  like  to  run 

this  sort  of  dirt,  set  it  on  a   rainy  night.  Six 

reels. — Wm.  E.  Tragsdorf,  Trags  theatre,  Neills- 
ville, Wis. — Small  town  patronage. 

HELL’S  HIGHROAD:  Leatrice  Joy — Here  is 
a   picture  that  went  over  well.  The  ladies  sure 

raved  over  the  wardrobe  and  I   guess  brought 

their  husbands  along  to  show  them  what  real 

class  was.  Six  reels. — Ed.  Malhiot,  Monarch 
theatre.  Medicine  Hat,  Alta.,  Canada. — General 

patronage. 

THE  MAN  FROM  RED  GULCH:  Harry 

Carey — Just  fair.  Not  as  good  as  his  other  pro- 

ductions.— Harold  Youngren,  State  theatre,  Two 
Harbors,  Minn. — General  patronage. 

THE  PRAIRIE  PIRATE:  Harry  Carew — Ex- 
ceptionally good  picture.  Something  different  in 

the  way  of  action  entertainment.  Six  reels. — 

P.  B.  Maxwell,  Illinois  theatre,  Sullivan,  111. — 
Small  town  patronage. 

THE  ROAD  TO  YESTERDAY:  Special  cast— 

Did  not  please.  Story  too  disconnected.  Not  a 

special  by  any  means.  Ten  reels. — L.  Breun- 

inger,  Cozy  theatre,  Topeka,  Xan. — General  pat- ronage. 

THE  ROAD  TO  YESTERDAY;  Special  cast 

— I   had  to  pay  a   lot  of  money  for  this  ona  and 
for  a   while  was  afraid  that  I   was  in  for  a   rough 

time,  but  after  the  first  day  my  worries  were 

over.  My  patrons  asked  for  more  like  it.  Eight 

reels. — Ed.  Malhiot,  Monarch  theatre.  Medicine 

Hat,  Alta.,  Canada. — Genera! -patronage. 

•   THE  ROAD  TO  YESTERDAY;  Special  cast 

— One  of  the  finest  flops  at  the  box  office  that 
ever  came  our  way.  A   wonderful  picture  and 
acting  that  could  not  be  beat.  Directing  great 

also.  But  it  failed  to  register.  "Why  will  the 
powers  that  be  insist  on  this  kind  cf  stories  for 
pictures  when  the  exhibitors  cry  out  loud  against 

them  continually?  Is  it  someone’s  vanity  or  artis- 
tic sense  that  controls  them  to  the  extent  that 

they  don’t  cars  for  the  wants  of  the  public?  The 
salesman  told  us  to  be  sure  to  run  it  three  days 

(this  is  a   one  and  two  day  town).  He  said 

watch  your  business  pick  up  each  day.  You'll 

turn  ’em  away.  Well,  since  then  I   believed  the 

last  paj't  of  his  remark,  only  we  didn't  turn  them 
away.  The  picture  did,  though,  and  kept  them 

away.  Yes,  it's  a   great  production  but  we  can- 
not make  them  like  costume  stuff  and  dreams.  I 

think,  too,  that  if  more  attention  was  given  to 

the  billing  of  the  actors  and  more  pictorial  views 
on  the  advertising  paper  than  touting  Cecil  B. 

DeMille  it  would  work  out  for  the  benefit  of 
the  exhibitor  more  than  the  present  way  of  bill- 

ing a   picture,  mostly  reading  matter  and  telling 
what  a   wow  Cecil  is.  Now,  I   am  not  sore  at 

Cecil,  but  I   think  the  public  would  rather  see 
who  the  actors  are  than  the  director  and  would 

rather  see  views  of  the  play  that  the  director’s 

face,  although  Cecil  isn’t  a   bad  looking  fellow, 
either. — Jack  Green,  New  Geneseo  theatre,  Gen- 
eseo.  111. — Small  town  patronage. 

CHARLEY’S  AUNT:  Syd  Chaplin — This  is  the 
silliest  picture  I   believe  I   ever  saw,  but  it 

pleased  our  patrons  almost  100  per  cent.  And 

draw  ?   Say  boys  1   If  there  is  any  other  picture 
that  will  draw  as  this  one  did,  I   want  it.  I 

didn’t  think  they  would  turn  out  for  anything 
like  they  did  for  this  picture.  It  holds  our  house 

record.  Eight  reels. — W.  J.  Shoup,  De  Luxe 

theatre,  Spearville,  Kan. — Small  town  patronage. 

BAD  LANDS:  Harry  Carey — One  of  the  best 
pictures  ever  turned  out  by  this  star.  Better 

than  most  so-called  specials. — W.  L.  Casey,  Rex 

theatre,  Bonner  Ferry,  Idaho. — General  patron- 

age. 
WITHOUT  MERCY:  Special  cast — Very  good 

program  picture.  Six  reals. — Clark  &   Edwards, 

Palace  theatre,  Ashland.  0. — General  patronage. 

SOFT  SHOES:  Harry  Carey — A   splendid  pic- 
ture of  the  right  length  for  a   small  town.  A 

crook  picture  which  starts  on  a   Western  ranch, 
then  a   lot  of  action  with  crooks  in  the  city, 

finally  ending  back  at  the  ranch.  A   little  different 

from  the  ordinary  of  this  type.  Five  reels. — 

C.  0.  Peterson,  Royal  theatre,  Saxon,  Wis.- — 
Small  town  patronage. 

THE  MILLION  DOLLAR  HANDICAP:  Vera 

Reynolds — If  you  want  to  give  your  patrons  a 

real  treat,  play  this.  It’s  good  all  the  way 
through.  Races  in  this  one  are  better  than  any 

ever  seen. — J.  J.  Hoffman.  Plainview  theatre, 

Plainview,  Neb. — General  patronage. 

ROARING  HAILS:  Harry  Carey — A   knock- 
out. The  best  picture  we  have  shown  since  we 

started  last  August,  including  "The  Ten  Com- 
mandments.” This  is  the  first  Harry  Carey  we 

have  shown  but  if  the  rest  of  his  are  half  as 

good  we  could  use  them  all.  This  has  got  sev- 
eral of  Pnramounts  big  specials  backed  off  the 

map  and  at  about  one-fourth  the  price.  It  has 

comedy,  heart  interest,  acting  thrills  and  every- 
thing to  make  it  a   real  picture.  Had  several 

comments  that  it  was  the  best  picture  they  ever 

saw.  Carey  may  be  getting  old  but  he  scill  has 

a   lot  of  these  so-called  stars  cheated.  The  kid. 

Fi'ankie  Darro  is  there  and  over.  Even  the  small 
kids  four  and  five  years  old  were  so  interested 

they  forgot  to  do  anything  but  watch  the  picture, 
which  is  a   sure  sign  the  picture  is  there.  Wish 

we  had  booked  it  for  two  days,  as  I   am  satisfied 

it  would  have  drawn  better  the  second  day.  Six 

reels. — Ross  &   Miller,  Community  theatre.  Sur- 

prise, Neb. — Country  patronage. 

United  Artists 
TUMBLEWEEDS;  William  S.  Hart— Every- 

one enjoyed  this.  A   great  picture.  You  can  buy 

this  right.  Run  this  by  all  means.  Seven  reels. 

— R.  G.  Chamberlain,  Popular  theatre.  St.  Cloud, 
Fla. — Genera!  patronage. 

TUMBLEWEEDS:  William  S.  Hart^A  good 

Western  picture  that  appeals  to  all  classes.  Hart 
shows  his  age  some  but  still  can  hold  his  own  in 

this  class  of  stuff. — I.  A,  McCaskill,  Crossett 

theatre,  Crossett,  Ark. — General  patronage. 

THE  GOLD  RUSH:  Charlie  Chaplin— This  is 
a   very  good  production,  although  did  not  make 
much  as  rental  was  high  but  it  pleased.  Ten 

reels. — J.  J.  Hoffman,  Plainview  theatre,  Plain- 
view,  Neb. — Genera!  patronage. 

LITTLE  ANNIE  ROONEY;  Mary  Pickford 

— Mary  is  here.  Another  ICO  per  cent  family  pio- 
ture.  The  kids  liked  It  and  so  did  the  pas  and 
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mas  and  the  granduarents.  Lots  of  comedy  fo
r 

the  youngsters.  Ten  reels. — L.  P.  Charles,  Grand
 

theatre,  Chetek,  Wis.— Genera!  patronage
. 

THE  SALVATION  HUNTEES;  Special  cast 

_I  lost’  money  on  it.  Booked  it  for  a   Sunday 

run  but  pulled  it  off  at  6   o’clock.  It  killed  m>
 

matinee  show.  Use  your  own  judgment.  Six 

reels.   Frank  J.  Sutter,  Lincoln  theatre,  Milwau- 

kee,  Wis. — Genera!  patronage. 

THREE  MUSKETEERS;  Douglas  Fairbanks 

  This  was  a   good  picture,  but  we  ran  this  during 

our  worst  blizzard  of  the  season,  therefore,  didn’t 

make  expenses.  Star  not  very  popular  here.— 

Frank  Ober,  Boynton  theatre,  •   Boynton.  Okla.- 

General  patronage. 

THE  IRON  TRAIL;  Special  cast — A   popular 

book  by  Rex  Beach.  A   brand  new  print  from 

United  Artists.  Gave  us  a   dandy  Saturday  night 

picture.  It’s  different  than  the  average  run. 
Shows  the  building  of  a   railroad  and  a   good 

story  connected  to  it.  Seven  reels. — Gunther  & 

Metzger,  Palace  theatre.  Syracuse.  Neb. — Small 
town  patronage. 

WAY  DOWN  EAST:  Special  cast — This  is 

quite  old  but  we  felt  it  our  duty  to  run  it  after 
we  read  so  many  reports.  It  was  generally  liked 

but  didn't  do  anything  for  us  at  the  box  office. — 
Frank  Ober.  Boynton  theatre,  Boynton,  Okla. — 
General  patronage. 

DON  Q:  Douglas  Fairbanks — A   very  good  pic- 
ture with  lots  of  action  and  patrons  were  well 

pleased.  Business  very  good.  Eleven  reels. — 
Robert  Kessler,  Benn  theatre.  Philadelphia,  Pa. — 
General  patronage. 

THROUGH  THE  BACK  DOOR:  Mary  Pick- 

ford — We  did  a   very  nice  business  on  this  pic- 
ture. That  is.  we  came  out  even.  Mary  has  lost 

quite  a   bit  of  her  popularity  here  since  she  has 

put  the  price  so  high  that  we  exhibitors  in  the 

small  towns  can’t  run  her  pictures  often  enough 

to  get  the  younger  fans  enthused  over  her.  Col- 
leen Moore  is  much  more  popular  here  than  Mary. 

  Frank  Ober,  Boynton  theatre,  Boynton,  Okla. 

— General  patronage. 

THE  MOLLYCODDLE;  Douglas  Fairbanks — ■ 
A   real  picture.  One  that  will  please  all  classes 

100  per  cent,  and  that  is  going  some.  Book  it, 

brother.  Six  reels. — Earl  Somerville,  Opera 

House  theatre,  Raymond,  Minn. — General  pat- 
ronage. 

AMERICA;  Special  cast— No  better  picture 
ever  was  made.  Should  be  shown  in  ail  theatres. 

Brothers,  you  should  get  this  one  by  all  means. 
This  is  a   100  per  cent  masterpiece.  Eleven  reels. 

— Earl  Somerville,  Opera  House  theatre,  Ray- 
mond, Minn. — General  patronage. 

Universal 
THE  COHENS  AND  KELLYS;  Special  cast— 

A   very  good  feature.  Most  all  the  Universal 

Jewels  are  good. — Ed.  Fuchs,  Opera  House,  Ma- 

rion, Wis. — General  patronage. 

DARING  DAYS;  Joaie  Sedgwick — Good  West- 

ern and  seemed  to  please  generally.  Average 

business.  Five  reels. — A.  G.  V/itwer,  Grand 

theatre.  Rainier,  Ore. — General  patronage. 

PEACOCK  FEATHERS;  Specie!  cast— Very 

good  production  by  Universal,  but  I   don't  know 

what  is  wrong  that  I   can’t  satisfy  them.  Don’t 
make  any  difference  what  I   play,  good  or  bad. 
Someone  will  kick  ail  the  time,  so  just  have  to 

forget  the  knocks  and  spread  the  good  comments. 

Seven  reels. — R.  Duba,  Royal  theatre,  Kimball,  S. 

D
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THE  CALL  OP  COURAGE:  Art  Acord— One 

of  Art’s  best.  A   very  good  show.  Five  reels. — 
E.  C.  Bays,  Globe  theatre,  Buena  Vista,  Va. — 
General  patronage. 

THE  SUNSET  TRAIL;  William  Desmond- 

One  of  the  best  Desmond  Western  pictures  we 

have  played.  Pleased  100  per  cent.  Five  reel®. — 

A.  D^  Stauehfield,  Rae  theatre,  Ann  Arbor,  Mich. 
— Neighborhood  patronage. 

BUSTIN’  THROUGH;  Jack  Koxie— Played 
this  feature  on  Saturday  matinee  and  night  and 

the  box  office  told  me  a   good  story.  Seating 

capacity  500  seats.  Business  very  good.  Five 

reels. — Frank  J.  Sutter.  Lincoln  theatre,  Milwau- 

kee, Wis. — General  patronage. 

BUSTIN’  THROUGH;  Jackie  Hoxle— A   flimsy 
Western,  with  no  story  and  failed  to  please.  Five 

reels.— C.  McDonough,  Auditorium  theatre,  Lib- 
ertyville.  111, — Small  suburban  town  patronage. 

■TKE  HOME  MAKER;  Alice  Joyce — Not  much 
action.  The  little  boy  is  fine.  No  drawing  pow- 

er. Eight  reels. — George  &   0.  White,  Starland 

theatre,  Stockbridga,  Mich. — General  patronage. 

SPORTING  LIFE;  Special  cast — Very  good 

Special  to Carl  Laemmle 
THE  COHENS  AND  THE  KEL- 

LYS:  Special  cast — We  wish  to  con- 
gratulate Carl  Laemmle  on  securing 

this  feature.  It  is  certainly  a   knock- 
out. The  best  thing  in  many  months. 

Not  the  scream  of  clear  comedy  that 

we  found  in  ‘■'Charley’s  Aunt,”  but  it 
is  either  a   tear,  chuckle  or  laugh  from 
start  to  hnish  and  sends  them  out  glad 

that  they  came.  Brotlier  exhibitors, 

book  this  one  and  then  “step  on  it.” 
It  packs  an  awful  wallop  and  will 

please  100  per  cent.  Advertise  it  as 
a   screen  rival  of  the  famous  stage 

play,  “Abie’s  Irish  Rose.”  Eight  reels. 
— H.  M.  FACE  &   SONS,  Elmas  the- 

atre,  Maple  Rapids,  Mich. — Small 
town  patronage. 

will  mean  about  the  same  at  box  office. — F.  G. 

Roberts,  American  theatre,  Ada,  Okla. — General 

patronage. 

SPORTING  LIFE;  Bert  Lytell — Real  good,  all 

but  the  horse  race,  which  I   called  poor.  Every- 

one seemed  to  enjoy  it.  Seven  reels. — George  & 

O.  White,  Starland  theatre,  Stockbridge,  Mich. — 

General  patronage. 

SPOOK  RANCH:  Hoot  Gibson — Fair  of  its 

kind. — G.  J.  Ritter,  Regent  theatre,  Bogota,  N.  J. 

— General  patronage. 

SPOOK  RANCH;  Hoot  Gibson — This  Gibson 

brought  us  more  money  than  any  we  have  used 

for  some  time.  The  picture  pleased  all. — Frank 

Ober,  Boynton  theatre,  Boynton,  Okla. — General 

patronage. 

SIEGE:  Virginia  Valli — Nobody  would  go  very 

far  out  of  their  way  to  see  this  or  this  kind. 

Admitting  it  to  be  splendid  characterization,  it 

nevertheless  is  no  great  drawing  card. — G.  J. 

Ritter,  Regent  theatre,  Bogota,  N.  J. — General 
patronage. 

SIEGE:  Special  cast — This  is  a   great  picture. 
Good  for  any  night.  Paper  very  good.  Boys, 

book  this  and  boost  it.  Seven  reels. — A.  O. 
Lambert,  Monticcllo  Opera  House,  Monticelto,  la. 
— General  patronage. 

THE  PHANTOM  OF  THE  OPERA:  Lon 

Chaney — A   magnificent  production.  The  acting 
of  Chaney  was  wonderful.  Some  thought  it  great, 
others  did  not  care  for  it  at  all,  but  it  created 

a   good  deal  of  talk.  Business  as  good  as  could 
be  expected  in  view  of  local  conditions.  Eight 

reels. — A.  G.  Witwer,  Grand  theatre.  Rainier, 
Ore. — General  patronage. 

WHERE  WAS  I:  Reginald  Denny— A   very 

good  comedy  drama  full  of  action  and  laughter. 

If  they  like  ’em  funny,  play  this  one  sure.  Not 
so  very  good  hero  as  they  like  heavy  drama  and 

so  we  let  it  go  at  that.  Seven  reels. — R.  Duba, 
Royal  theatre,  Kimball,  S.  D. — General  patronage. 

WHERE  WAS  I;  Reginald  Denny — Another 
good  one  from  Denny.  Kept  the  crowd  laughing 

throughout.  Seven  reels. — A.  G.  Witwer,  Grand 
theatre.  Rainier.  Ore. — General  patronage. 

LORRAINE  OF  THE  UONS:  Patsy  Ruth  Mil- 
ler— Nothing  particularly  new.  Girl  brought  up 

largely  a   la  nature  In  Africa  most  of  the  story. 

Goes  well  enough  for  younger  crowd. — G.  J. 

Ritter.  Regent  theatre.  Bogota,  N.  J. — General 

patronage. 

THE  SIGNAL  TOWER:  Virginia  Valli— Very 
good  melodrama.  People  on  edge  of  their  seats. 

Six  reels. — A.  D.  Stauehfield,  Roe  theatre,  Ann 

Arbor.  Mich. — General  patronage. 

THE  SIGNAL  TOWER:  Special  cast — Dandy 
railroad  story.  Invited  section  men  and  depot 

agent  to  see  it  and  they  were  more  than  pleased. 

I   have  found  Universal  to  have  anyway  the  best 

in  pictures.  Seven  reels. — Carrye  A.  Chrisney, 

Liberty  theatre,  Chrisney,  Ind. — General  patron- 

age. 
THE  SIGNAL  TOWER;  Special  cast— This 

pleased  a   good  house  on  a   Saturday  night. 

Carries  plenty  of  action  to  put  it  over. — Paul  B. 

Hoffman.  Legion  theatre,  Holyrood,  Kan. — Small 
town  patronage. 

‘NOTHING  BUT  PRAISE’’ 

“Nothing 

but  praise  and 
consider  them  the 

equal  to,  if  not 

superior  of,  those 

of  any  other  of 

their  competi- 
tors. 

9f 

R.  H.  Benford 

De  Luxe  Theatre 

St.  Johns,  Kamos 
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K— THE  UNKNOWN:  Virginia  Valli— Very 

satisfactory  little  picture.  Will  get  the  women, 

•who  in  turn  will  drag  their  husbands  in  or  go 

without  them.  Book  very  popular  at  one  time. 

Eight  reels. — Gunther  &   Metzger,  Palace  theatre, 

Syracuse,  Neb. — Small  town  patronage. 

K   THE  UNKNOWN:  Virginia  Valli— Very 

good.  Ran  this  lor  the  benefit  of  Library  and 

pleased  everybody.  Six  reels. — L.  G.  Bolduc, 

Lyric  theatre.  Conway,  N.  H.— General  patronage. 

CALIFORNIA  STRAIGHT  AHEAD:  Reginald 

Denny — A   great  picture.  One  of  the  best  we  ever 

played  for  pleasing  the  people.— Bert  Silver,  Si
l- 

ver Family  theatre,  Greenville,  Mich. — Genera’ 

patronage. 

CALIFORNIA  STRAIGHT  AHEAD;  Reginald 

Denny— Some  picturel  This  boy  Denny  is  right 

there  with  the  goods.  Haven’t  seen  him  in  a 

poor  picture  yet.  This  picture  is  just  one  big 

laugh  from  beginning  to  end,  with  plenty  of 

thrills  thrown  in  for  good  measure.  Eight  reels. 

  Ben  Rovin,  Amuse-U  theatre,  Springfield,  III. — 
General  patronage. 

I’LL  SHOW  YOU  THE  TOWN:  Reginald 

Denny — As  good  as  any  Harold  Lloyd  that  I’ve seen.  Lots  of  comedy,  and  a   nice  clean  story, 

too.  Book  this  one  if  you  want  something  full 

of  pep.  Eight  reels. — Carrye  A.  Chrisney,  Lib- 

erty theatre.  Chrisney,  Ind. — General  patronage. 

I’LL  SHOW  YOU  THE  TOWN:  Reginald 

Denny — Don’t  see  where  they  get  so  many  good 
comments  on  this.  Patrons  liked  it  about  50-50. 

Personally  couldn’t  get  much  kick  out  of  it.  Was 

disappointed  in  this  one.  Eight  reels. — R.  K. 

Lattin,  Strand  theatre,  Valparaiso,  Neb. — Small 
town  patronage. 

THE  FAST  WORKER:  Reginald  Denny — 
Pleased  100  per  cent.  Second  run.  Did  not  get 

our  usual  Sunday  business.  Six  reels. — A.  D. 

Stauchfield,  Rae  theatre,  Ann  Arbor,  Mich. — 
Neighborhood  patronage. 

DANGEROUS  INNOCENCE:  Laura  La  Planta 

— Just  a   fair  program  picture.  Seven  reels. — A. 

O.  Lambert,  Opera  House,  Montieello,  la. — Gen- 
eral patronage. 

THE  LAW  FORBIDS:  Baby  Peggy— This  is 

an  extra  good  picture  with  a   good  bit  of  com- 
edy mixed  into  it.  There  are  some  tugs  at  the 

heart  strings  and  a   real  moral  lesson  to  it.  It 

has  the  brand  of  Jewel  De  Luxe  stamped  on  it 

but  does  not  deserve  it.  However,  it  is  a   good 

picture,  but  my  patrons  would  not  stand  a   raise 

in  admission  on  it.  Six  reels. — W.  J.  Shoup.  De 

Luxe  theatre,  Spearville,  Kan. — Small  town  pat- 
ronage. 

THE  TEASER;  Laura  La  Plante — Just  a   fair 

program  picture. — G.  J.  Ritter,  Regent  theatre, 

Bogota,  N.  J. — General  patronage. 

THE  FAST  WORKER:  Reginald  Denny— We 

like  Denny  here.  This  was  a   good  picture  con- 
taining many  amusing  situations  with  Benny 

posing  as  the  husband  of  his  friend’s  wife  to 
keep  him  out  on  a   business  deal.  We  believe 

that  the  average  audience  will  like  this  one. 

Photography  excellent.  Seven  reels. — Pioneer 

Pete,  The  Pioneer  theatre,  Amasa,  Mich. — Small 
townpatronage. 

THE  LAW  FORBIDS:  Baby  Peggy— Wonder- 
ful  picture  and  a   great  lesson.  Played  to  a   full 

house  and  everyone  seemed  pleased.  Six  reels. — 
Carrye  A.  Chrisney,  Liberty  theatre,  Chrisney, 

Ind. — General  patronage. 

HIT  AND  RUN:  Hoot  Gibson — Book  this  and 

make  money,  boys.  It’s  a   real  comedy.  When- 

ever Hoot  is  in  it,  it’s  good.  Six  reels. — Charles 
Vermullen,  Liberty  theatre,  Channing,  Mich. — 
General  patronage. 

THE  CALGARY  STAMPEDE;  Hoot  Gibson- 

Very  good.  They  all  liked  this  one.  Businesa 

satisfactory.  Six  reels. — A.  G.  Witwer,  Grand 

theatre.  Rainier,  Ore. — General  patronage. 

SPOOK  RANCH:  Hoot  Gebson — Good  picture 
and  excellent  business.  Gibson  outdraws  Mix  hnra 

two  to  one.  Six  reels. — L.  Breuninger,  Oozy 

theatre,  Topeka,  Kas. — General  patronage. 

Vitagraph 
THE  REDEEMING  SIN:  Nazimova— A   won- 

derful, interesting  story.  This  picture  went  over 

very  big.  Film  in  A-1  condition.  Seven  reels. — 
Frank  J.  Sutter,  Lincoln  theatre,  Milwaukee, 

Wis. — General  patronage. 

THE  LOVE  HOUR:  Special  cast — Consider  it 
as  good  as  the  best.  More  favorable  comments 

on  this  one  than  any  other  picture  shown  for 

months.  With  right  producer,  Willard  Louis 

could  easily  fill  the  place  left  vacant  by  Ar- 

buckle.  Seven  reels. — F.  E.  Williams,  Orpheum 

theatre,  Oelwein,  la. — General  patronage. 

Special  to 
Reginald  Denny 

I’LL  SHOW  YOU  THE  TOWN: 

Reginald  Denny — ^Worlh  more  liian  I 
paid  for  it.  Good,  clean,  peppy  orig- 

inal comedy.  Denny  is  good.  Fern- 
inine  lead  attractive  and  capable.  If 

your  patronage  caters  to  comedy 
dramas,  this  is  your  meat.  Thanks, 

Reginald.  I   think  you  have  the  inost 

darling  cognomen.  Eight  reels. — R. 
K.  RUSSELL,  Pastime  theatre.  Cush- 

ing, la. — Small  town  patronage. 

RED  LOVE:  Special  cast— I   run  this  picture 

on  Sunday  and'  Monday.  It  went  over  like  a 

house  on  fire.  My  patrons  enjoyed  it  very  much. 

Six  reels.— Frank  J.  Sutter,  Lincoln  theatre.  Mil- 

waukee, Wis. — General  patronage. 

THE  BELOVEu  BRUTE:  Special  cast^A  fine 

picture  will  put  over  and  is  the  sort  that  goes 

in  any  small  town.  One  of  the  best  of  the  ofd 

Vitagraphs. — B.  G.  Wean,  Fox  theatre.  Fox  Lake 
III.— Small  town  patronage. 

Warner  Brothers 
RED  HOT  TIRES:  Monte  Blue — This  picture 

is  a   little  draggy  first  two  reels,  but,  oh  boy! 

From  there  on  plenty  of  action  and  comedy. 

Good  for  any  night.  Paper  fair.  Seven  reels.— 

A.  0.  Lambert,  Montieello  Opera  House,  Monti- 
cello,  la. — General  patronage. 

EVE’S  LOVER:  Special  cast — It’s  good.  Seven 
reels.— J.  W.  Schmidt,  Grand  theatre,  Breese,  111- 
— General  patronage. 

THE  CLASH  OF  THE  WOLVES:  Rin  Tin  Tin 

— We  can  always  pack  them  in  on  the  dog.  This 

is  by  far  the  best  dog  picture  to  date. — Jay  R. 

Porter,  Community  theatre,  Tacoma,  Wash. — Gen- 
eral patronage. 

THE  CLASH  OP  THE  WOLVES:  Rin  Tin  Tin 
— Rin  Tin  Tin  always  seems  good  for  a   small 

town.  This  one  ran  true  to  color. — Jack  Davis, 

State  theatre,  Tawas  City,  Mich. — Small  town 

patronage. 
SEVEN  SINNERS;  Marie  Prevost — Very  weak. 

A   crook  comedy.  Too  much  like  "Seven  Days," 
and  I   played  them  a   week  apart.  Seven  reels. — 
Jay  R.  Porter,  Community  theatre,  Tacom.n, 

Wash. — General  patronage. 

SEVEN  SINNERS:  Marie  Prevost— Very  dis- 

appointing, as  are  the  majority  of  Warner’s  this 
year.  Poorest  business  of  season  on  this  one. 

Seven  reels. — L.  Breuninger,  Cozy  theatre,  To- 

peka, Kan. — General  patronage. 

THE  MAN  ON  THE  BOX:  Syd  Chaplin- 

Better  than  "Charley's  Aunt,”  but  it  did  not 

draw  them.  Eight  reels. — Jay  R.  Porter,  Com- 

munity theatre,  Tacoma,  Wash. — General  patron- age. 

THE  MAN  ON  THE  BOX:  Syd  Chaplin— 

Best  Warner’s  this  year  as  far  as  I   am  concerned. 
Played  to  only  fair  business  but  pleased.  Bight 

reels. — L.  Breuninger,  Cozy  theatre,  Topeka,  Kan. 
— General  patronage. 

THE  MAN  ON  THE  BOX:  Syd  Chaplin— 

We’re  run  better  and  we’ve  run  worse,  but  all 
in  all  it  was  good  entertainment  and  is  a   good 

box  office  bet.  St.  Louis  territory  exhibitors, 

•watch  for  bad  prints.  Eight  reels. — R.  B.  Max- 

well, Illinois  theatre,  Sullivan,  111. — Small  town 

patronage. 

THE  MAN  ON  THE  BOX:  Syd  Chaplin— 

Did  not  do  any  better  with  this  than  on  a   regu- 
lar program  picture.  Too  much  rental.  No  more 

at  fancy  prices.  Will  make  specials  on  some  of 

our  regular  pictures.  Not  as  good  at  the  box 

office  as  "Charley’s  Aunt."  Third  night  an  awful 

flop  for  a   special.  Eight  reels. — R.  D.  Young, 

Polo  theatre,  Polo,  111. — General  patronage. 

HOGAN’S  ALLEY :   Monte  Blue — One  of  the 
niftiest  comedy  dramas  we  have  had  in  some 
time.  We  have  found  all  of  Warner  product 

first  class  this  season.  Seven  i-eels. — Fry.  Palace 

theatre,  Mt.  Pleasant,  Tex. — General  patronage. 

THE  BRIDGE  OF  SIGHS;  Just  fair.  Takes 

a   good  comedy  to  help  this  one  out.  Five  reels. 

— J.  W.  Schmidt,  Grand  theatre,  Breese,  111. — 
General  patronage. 

KISS  ME  AGAIN:  Marie  Prevost — Good  for 

highbrows.  Finely  directed  but  no  good  for 

small  towns.— G.  J.  Ritter.  Regent  theatre.  Bo- 

gota, N.  J.— General  patronage. 
HOW  BAXTER  BUTTED  IK:  Watt  Moore— 

Not  a   bad  comedy  feature  for  a   program  picture. 

Six  reels. — Krieghbaum  Bros.,  Char-Bell  theatre, 

Rochester,  Ind. — General  patronage. 

State  Rigkts 

AFTER  DARK:  Charles  Hutchinson — Good  lit- 

tle program  featui^e  with  lots  of  funny  situations. 

Will  please  any  audience.  Five  reels. — L.  C. 

Bolduc,  Lyric  theatre,  Conway,  N.  H. — General 

patronage. 

BEWARE  OF  THE  LAW :   Special  cast— A 

good  crook  drama.  Five  reels. — ^Earl  Somerville, 

Opera  House,  Raymond,  Minn. — General  patron- 

age. 

THE  CRACKERJACK;  Johnny  Hines — This  was 
a   craekerjack  picture  sure  enough.  Plenty  of 

comedy  and  stunts.  Seven  reels. — D.  M.  Spade, 

Majestic  theatre,  Portland,  Ind. — Geneva!  patron- 

age. 

THE  EARLY  BIRD:  Johnnie  Hines — A   little 

old,  but  good  for  a   lot  of  laughs.  Six  reels.— 
Dinsmore  &   Son,  Majestic  theatre,  Weiner  Ark.— 
Small  town  patronage. 

THE  FEAR  FIGHTER:  Billy  Sullivan — Extra 

good.  Consider  it  a   very  good  picture  for  lovei-s 
of  real  action  film.  Five  reels. — F.  E.  Williams, 

Orpheum  theatre,  Olewein,  la. — General  patron- 

age. THE  FEAR  FIGHTER:  Billy  Sullivan — An  ex- 
ceptionally good  little  feature  that  will  please 

the  majority.  Five  rCels. — Dinsmore  &   Son,  Ma- 

jestic theatre,  Weiner,  Ark.— Small  town  patron- 

age. 

THE  GALLOPING  JINX:  Buddy  Roosevelt- 
Plenty  of  action  and  just  enough  comedy  to  make 

a   real  good  show.  Five  reels. — D.  M.  Spade,  Ma- 

jestic theatre,  Portland,  Ind. — General  patronage. 

GEARED  TO  GO:  Reed  Howes — Filled  with 
pep,  punch  and  thrills.  Reed  Howes  is  not  only 

good  to  look  upon,  but  he  puts  his  "stuff’  'over in  great  style.  “Slats,”  the  waif,  adds  quite  a 
bit  of  comedy  and  entertainment  to  this  feature. 

My  patrons  stopped  to  tell  me  on  their  way  out 

how  much  they  enjoyed  this  picture.  Favorable 
comments  always  mean  so  much  to  the  exhibitor. 

Five  reels. — Dorothy  B.  Strauss,  Doradete  theatro, 

Copperhill,  Tenn. — Genera!  patronage. 

HIS  MASTER’S  VOICE:  Thunder — Drew  fine 
and  as  good  a   dog  picture  as  a   competitor  would 
ask  four  times  the  price.  Pleased.  Many  good 
comments. — F.  G.  Roberts,  American  theatre,  Ada, 
Okla. — General  patronage. 

HIS  MASTER’S  VOICE:  Pleasing  little  pic- 

ture, satisfactory  at  the  box  office. — G.  J.  Ritter, 

Regent  theatre,  Bogota,  N.  J. — General  patronage. 

IN  HIGH  GEAR:  Kenneth  McDonald- A   No. 

1   picture.  Book  it  and  boost  it.  Five  reels. — 

E.  C.  Bays,  Globe  theatre,  Buena  Vista,  Va.— General  patronage. 

LIGHTNING  ROMANCE;  Reed  Howes- Veiy 
good.  Seemed  to  please  majority  of  patrons  and 

had  money  left  after  it  was  paid  for,  so  that’s that.  Five  reels. — F.  E.  Williams,  Orpheum 

theatre,  Olewein,  la. — Genera!  patronage. 

LOVE  ON  THE  RIO  GRANDE:  Bill  Cody— 

This  was  about  the  best  Cody  we  have  i-un  so  far. 
Ke  sure  puts  action  in  this  one,  and  the  story 

is  good.  Five  reels. — D.  M.  Spade,  Majestic 

theatre,  Portland,  Ind. — General  patronage. 

LOVE  ON  THE  RIO  GRANDS;  Bill  Cody— A 

poor  Western  with  Bill  Cody.  Five  reels. — J.  W. 

Schmidt,  Grand  theatre,  Breese,  111. — General 
patronage. 

THE  MIDNIGHT  GIRL:  Lila  Lee — Good  pic- 
ture for  small  town.  Good  cast  included.  Inde- 

pendent has  the  stuff  for  the  small  towns.  Six 
i-eels. — G.  W.  Foisom,  Regent  theatre,  Solomon. 
Kan. — General  patronage. 

THE  PASSION  PLAY:  Special  cast— Put  on  a 
church  benefit,  hit  a   terrific  vain  first  night  and 

a   school  lyceum  the  second.  Didn’t  have  many 
to  see  it.  Fairly  good  but  not  what  our  patrons 
expected.  The  scenes  are  too  abrupt  and  jerky 

and  the  people  move  too  fast  to  seem  natural. 
As  a   church  picture  it  will  satisfy  but  the  organist 
should  use  suitable  hymns  to  suit  each  scene  and 

it  will  be  very  much  more  effective.— Dinsmore  & 

Son,  Majestic  theatre,  Weiner,  Ark. — Small  town 
patronage. 

THE  PRIDE  OF  THE  FORCE:  Special  cast— 
This  is  a   dandy  program  picture.  I   run  it  on 

a   Saturday  in  Lent,  being  the  fault  it  kind  of 

dropping  off  at  the  box  office. — ^Frank  J.  Sutter. 

Lincoln  theatre,  Milwaukee,  Wis. — General  pat- 
ronage. 
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SOUTH  OF  THE  EQUATOR:  K
enneth  Mc- 

Donald — Good  action  picture,  as  are  all 
 o£  Ken- 

neth McDonald’s.  Good  for  small  towns  where
 

your  patrons  like  actiop.  Five  reels. 
— G.  W.  Fol- 

som, Regent  theatre,  Solomon,  Kan.— Gen
eral 

patronage. 

three  in  EXILE;  Special  cast— A   very
  en- 

tertaining picture,  introducing  an  extra  intelli- 

frent  horse  and  a   dog  that  everyone  loves  at  sigh
t. 

The  dog  resembles  one  that  almost  everyone 
 has 

owned  and  he  meets  instant  recognition  and  a
p- 

proval. Five  reels. — Dinsmore  &   Son,  Majestic 

theatre,  Winer,  Ark. — Small  town  patronage. 

Serials 

ACE  OF  SPADES:  (Universal)  William  De
s- 

mond—I   am  on  the  third  chapter  and  seems  as 

if  they  are  just  commencing  to  increase  by  t
wo 

or  three.  Well,  if  they’ll  keep  on  all  com
ing 

I   will  play  to  about  100  on  the  last  chapte
r.  That’s 

going  some,  eh?  No  fault  of  picture  but  
I   think 

I   will  have  to  start  them  out  on  the  serials  steady. 

Two  reels. — R.  Cuba,  Royal  theatre.  Kimball,  S. 

D. — General  patronage. 

THE  FAST  EXPRESS:  (Universal)  William 

Desmond— Just  finished  this  and  must  report  that 

it  pleased  and  drew  as  well  as  could  be  expected 

in  the  face  of  the  blizzards  and  40  below^  on 

practically  every  show  night.  I   run  a   strictly 

serial  night  every  Tuesday  with  a   2   reel  comedy 

and  a   2   reel  Western.  If  the  serial  does  not 

draw  I   know  it.  I   do  not  mix  a   serial  in  with 

some  poppycock  feature  and  then  blame  it  on 

the  serial  if  there  is  no  business.  This  serial 

should  go  over  in  good  shape  in  any  small  town. 

Two  reels.— Wm.  E.  Tragsdorf,  ’Trags  theatre, 
Neillsville,  Wis. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  FIGHTING  RANGER:  (Universal)  A1 

Wilson — On  Chapter  14  and  glad  of  it.  Two  reels. 

  E.  C.  Bays,  Globe  theatre.  Buena  Vista,  Va. — 
General  patronage. 

THE  FIGHTING  RANGER:  (Universal)  Spe- 
cial cast — Just  finished  this  one.  Not  near  as 

good  as  “The  Riddle  Rider”  but  would  have  been 
better  if  I   had  not  run  it  so  close  to  ’’The  Riddle 
Rider.” — V.  G.  Secord,  K.  P.  theatre,  LaRue,  0. — 
Small  town  patronage. 

THE  40TH  DOOR:  Allen  Ray— Very  good  pic- 

ture. Run  this  on  Friday  and  Saturday.  A   ser- 
ial made  into  a   feature  picture.  Six  reels.  Good 

business.  Prank  J.  Sutter,  Lincoln  theatre,  Mil- 

waukee, Wis. — General  patronage. 

THE  GREAT  CIRCUS  MYSTERY:  (Universal) 

Special  cast — We  are  running  this  serial  on  Fri- 

day and  Saturday  nights  and  find  it  is  more  gen- 

erally liked  than  “The  Fighting  Ranger,”  which 
we  are  using  on  Tuesdays. — Frank  Ober,  Boyn- 

ton theatre,  Boynton,  Okla. — General  patronage. 

IDAHO:  (Pathe)  Special  cast — The  poorest  ser- 
ial I   ever  had  in  this  house  and  I   do  not  be- 

lieve that  it  ever  registered  anywhere,  in  spite 

of  salesman’s  talk  to  the  contrary.  Two  reels. — 
Thomas  V.  Lewis,  Town  Hall  theatre,  Westboro, 

Mass. — General  patronage. 

INTO  THE  NET:  (Pathe)  Edna  Bennett— A 

good  serial.  Book  it.  “Two  reels. — Earl  Somer- 
ville. Opera  Hoxise  theatre,  Raymond,  Minn. — 

General  patronage. 

PERILS  OF  THE  WILD;  (Universal)  Joe 

Bonomo — Started  this  serial  with  13th  Chapter 

of  “The  Riddle  Rider”  and  business  jumped  25 
per  cent.  Looks  like  a   good  one.  They  seem  to 

like  it.  Two  reels. — A.  G.  Witwer,  Grand  theatre. 

Rainier,  Ore. — General  patronage. 

PERILS  OF  THE  WILD:  (Universal)  Special 

cast — This  serial  hold  up  well  for  us  and  really 
got  the  people  out  during  some  very  cold  weather. 

— Prank  Ober,  Boynton  theatre,  Boynton,  Okla. 
— General  patronage. 

PERILS  OF  THE  WILD:  (Universal)  Joe 

Bonomo — Average  serial. — A.  T.  Fleming,  Seneca 

theatre,  Blakely,  Ga. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  RIDDLE  RIDER:  (Universal)  William 

Desmond — Am  on  the  eighth  episode  and  find  this 

to  be  a   very  good  serial.  Am  using  Universal's 
complete  service  contract  and  think  it  is  great 

for  a   small  town  exhibitor.  T\vo  reels. — Carrye 

A.  Chrisney,  Liberty  theatre,  Chrisney,  Ind. — 
General  patronage. 

THE  RIDDLE  RIDER:  (Universal)  William 

Desmond — On  12th  chapter  and  holding  up  splen- 

didly. Two  reels. — A.  G.  Witwer,  Grand  theatre, 
Rainier,  Ore. — General  patronage. 

THE  RIDDLE  RIDER:  (Universal)  William 

Desmond — We  are  at  14th  Chapter.  It  has  been 

a   drawing  card  from  the  very  first.  Buy  it.  In- 

creases crowd  and  got  box  office  held.  Two  reels. 

— C.  C.  Bisbee,  Columbia  theatre,  Poynette,  Wis. 
— General  patronage. 

THE  SCARLET  STREAK;  (Universal)  Spe- 
cial cast— There  have  been  unfavorable  and  fav- 

orable comments  on  this  serial  from  the  first, 

and  now  on  the  fifth  episode  the  interest  is  well 

sustained.  Two  reels. — A.  J.  Gibbons,  Elitc-Kozy 

theatres.  Metropolis.  111. — General  patronage. 

THE  TRAIL  OF  TERROR:  (Universal)  Wil- 

liam Desmond — Still  good  but  my  crowd  is  get- 

ting smaller  every  time  1   show  it.  It’s  no  fault  of 
serial  but  they  don’t  like  them  here.  So  this 
very  good  serial  will  end  all  the  serials  as  long 

as  I   am  in  Kimball.  Two  reels. — R.  Duba,  Royal 

theatre,  Kimball,  S.  D. — General  patronage. 

Short  Features 
AIR  TIGHT; — A   good  funny  comedy. — Bert 

Silver,  Silver  Family  theatre,  Greenville,  Mich. — 
General  patronage. 

CRAZY  QUILT  OF  TRAVEL:— This  was  our 
first  Hodge  Podge  and  it  was  just  fine.  Hope 

they  are  all  as  good  as  this  one. — D.  M.  Spade, 

Majestic  theatre,  Portland,  Ind. — General  patron- 

age. CURSES:  A1  St.  John — A   very  good  comedy. 
It  had  our  patrons  laughing  all  the  time.  Two 

i-cels. — Robert  Kessler,  Benn  theatre,  Philadelphia, 
Pa. — General  patronage. 

single  reel  comedies.  One  reel. — R.  K.  Russell, 

Pastime  theatre,  Cushing,  la.— Small  town  pat- ronage. 

NEVER  AGAIN;  Tuxedo— Not  so  now,  but  a 

whiz  as  a   laugh  maker.  Two  reels. — S.  G.  Ihde. 

Photoplay  theatre,  Ashland,  Kan.  Small  town 
patronage. 

THE  NEW  SHERIFF:— A   good  one  for  laughs, 

as  it  is  sure  a   rip  snorter.  T\vo  reels. — E.  G. 

Wean,  Fox  theatre.  Fox  Lake,  III. — Small  town 
patronage. 

OVER  THE  FENCE; — We  are  laic  in  run- 

ning this  comedy  but  it  is  worth  running  if 

you  haven’t  run  it.  Pathe  has  made  the  price 

of  the  Gang  comedies  prohibitive  for  us  little  fel- 

lows, so  we  are  trying  out  these  Juveniles  and  I 

believe  they  are  as  good  as  the  Gang,  and  only 

2-3  the  price.  Two  reels. — W.  J.  Shoup,  De  Luxe 

theatre,  Spearville,  Kan. — Small  town  patronage. 

PERMIT  ME:  Eddie  Nelson— The  star  is  new 

but  he  is  sure  there.  He  reminds  me  of  A1  St, 
John.  One  reel.— D.  M.  Spade,  Majestic  theatre, 

Portland,  Ind. — General  patronage. 

THE  PINHEAD:  Clyde  Cook — Not  as  good  as 

the  earlier  Clyde  Cooks.  Pleased  but  they  did 

not  fall  out  of  their  chairs.  Two  reels.— A.  D. 

Stauchfield.  Rae  theatre,  Ann  Arbor,  Mich.— Neighborhood  patronage. 

CURSES:  A1  St.  John — This  was  made  for  a 
chaser  but  it  is  not.  It  is  so  bad  it  is  good. 

Buy  it. — Bert  Silver,  Silver  Family  theatre,  Green- 

ville, Mich. — General  patronage. 

THE  DOME  DOCTOR:  Larry  Semon— Fairly 

good  but  not  as  good  as  most  Semon  Comedies. 
Two  reels. — Harold  Youngren,  State  theatre,  Two 

Harbors,  Minn.— General  patronage. 

Educational 
EDUCATIONAL  COMEDIES:— We  find  most  of 

these  comedies  are  good  and  get  quite  a   few 

laughs.  Some,  however,  should  be  marked  where 

one  is  supposed  to  smile  out  loud. — Frank  Ober, 

Boynton  theatre,  Boynton,  Okla.— General  patron- 

age. 
EDUCATIONAL  COMEDIES;— They  don’t  make 

poor  ones. — Clark  &   Edwards  Palace  theatre,  Ash- 
land, O. — General  patronage. 

FAIR  WARNING:  A1  St.  John— A   good  funny 
comedy.  St.  John  is  certainly  making  some  good 

ones.  No  better  acrobatic  comedian  in  the  busi- 
ness.— Bert  Silver,  Silver  Family  theatre,  Green- 

ville, Mich. — General  patronage. 

FELIX  ON  THE  FARM:— Adults  enjoy  this 

the  same  as  the  children.  Two  reels. — Robert 

Kessler,  Benn  theatre,  Philadelphia,  Pa. — Gen- eral patronage. 

FELIX  THE  CAT; — A   comedy  enjoyed  by  all 

the  young  folks.  I   have  some  patrons  too  old  to 

enjoy  any  comedy.  As  this  is  an  old  soldiers  town, 

didn’t  like  this  kind  of  comedy.  I   get  good  con- 

dition films  from  Educational.  One  reel. — R.  G. 

Chamberlain,  Popular  theatre,  St.  Cloud,  Fla. — 
General  patronage. 

FELIX  THE  CAT: — People  like  this  cartoon 

here  very  well.  Aesops  Fables  also  well  liked. 
One  reel.— J.  Hollenbak,  Liberty  theatre,  Lynden, 
Wash. — General  patronage. 

GO  EASY:  Cameo — Found  this  very  good  for  a 
one  reeler. — C.  O.  Peterson,  Royal  theatre,  Saxon, 
Wis. — Small  town  patronage. 

HANG  ON: — Boys,  this  is  a   great  one.  Pleased 
all  who  saw  it.  Mucational  puts  out  good  clean 

comedies.  No  nude  scenes.  Just  the  comedies 

for  church  people.  One  reel. — R.  G.  Chamber- 

lain,  Popular  theatre,  St.  Cloud,  Fla. — General 
patronage. 

HODGE  PODGE;— Our  people  like  them  very 

well  here.  Also  Felix  the  Sat.  One  reel.- J. 

Hollenbak,  Liberty  theatre,  Lynden,  Wash. — Gen- eral patronage. 

HOT  AND  HEAVY: — Another  good  comedy.— 
A.  D.  Stauchfield,  Rae  theatre,  Ann  Arbor,  Mich. 
— General  patronage. 

HOT  AND  HEAVY;  A   fair  comedy.  Patrons 

didn't  seem  to  like  this  much.  Two  reels. — Robert 

Kessler,  Benn  theatre,  Philadelphia,  Pa.— General 
patronage. 

KINOGRAMS:— All  are  good.  Film  in  good 

condition.  Liked  by  all  my  patrons.  Some  come 

just  to  see  this.  One  reel.— R.  G.  Chamberlain, 

Popular  theatre.  St.  Cloud,  Fla. — General  patron- 

age. LOOK  OUT:  Cliff  Bowes. — A   good  one  reel 

comedy.  Ed  Nelson  should  have  been  featured 
instead  of  Bowes,  because  he  did  the  funny  stuff. 

One  reel. — D.  M.  Spade,  Majestic  theatre,  Port- 
land, Ind. — General  patronage. 

LOVE  MY  DOG:— Hard  to  get  dependable 

WAITING:  Lloyd  Hamilton — Always  ̂ od. 

One  of  the  best  comedies  we  played.  Very  original. 

Two  reels.— A.  D.  Stauchfield.  Rae  theatre,  Ann 

Arbor,  Mich.— Neighborhood  patronage. 

WEAK  KNEES: — Good  average  comedy. — 
Bert 

Silver,  Silver  Family  theatre.  Greenville,  M
ich.— 

General  patronage. 

WELCOME  DANGER: — Bought  12  to  r
un  with 

First  Nationals.  They  said  they  would  ship 
 in 

same  can  as  feature.  No  trouble.  Same
  office 

Just  hokum  to  get  contract.  Haven’t  had
  a   good 

one  yet.  No  more,  thanks.  One  re
el.— R.  K. 

Lattin.  Strand  theatre,  Valparaiso,  Neb.
— Small 

town  patronage. 

WIDE  AWAKE:— Very  good.  Two  
reels.- A. 

D.  Stauchfield,  Rae  theatre,  Ann  Arbor.
  Mich.— 

Neighborhood  patronage. 

FILM  BOOKING  OFFICES 

ADVENTURES  OF  MAZIE;  Alberta 
 Vaughn 

—They  are  the  stuff  for  our  patrons.  
Sure  do 

go  over  big.  Two  reels.— Fred  Br
own.  A-Mus-U 

theatre,  Frederick,  Okla.— General  patron
age. 

ADVENTURES  OF  MAZIE:  Alberta
  Vaughn- 

Very  good.  Lots  of  followers.  Two
  reels. — Jay 

R.  Porter,  Community  theatre.  Tacoma.
  Wash. — 

General  patronage. 

ADVENTURES  OF  MAZIE:  Alber
ta  Vaughn — 

These  holding  up  well.  Sufficient  ac
tion  to  sus- 

tain, Cook  and  Guard,  however,  arc  the 
 sus- 

tainers.  Two  reels.— Fry.  Palace  thea
tre.  Mt. 

Pleasant,  Tex.— General  patronage. 

THE  ADVENTURES  OF  MAZIE
:  Alberta 

Vaughn— Fair  entertainment.  T
wo  reels.— L. 

Breuninger,  Cozy  theatre.  Topeka,
  Kan.— General 

patronage. 

ALL  TIED  UP:— A   good  comedy
.  Two  reels — 

—Fry.  Palace  theatre,  Mt.  Plea
sant.  Tex.— Gen- 

sral  patronage. 

ALL  TIED  UP: — Very  good  comed
y.  Worth 

the  fun  to  any  house.  Two  re
els.— R.  Duba. 

Royal  theatre,  Kimball.  S.  D.— Ge
neral  patronage. 

AMAZING  MAZIE:  Special  cast
— This  was  the 

first  ’’Adventures  of  Mazie”  and  if  the
y  are  all 

this  good  everything  will  be  
jake.  Two 

D.  M.  Spade,  Majestic  theatre,
  Portland,  Ind.- 

General  patronage. 

AT  THE  CIRCUS:  Bray  C
artoon— These  will 

save  the  day  when  you  have 
 a   bad  one.  They 

are  fine.  One  reel.— Fry.  Pa
lace  theatre.  Mt. 

Pleasant,  Tex.— General  pntron
tge. 

bray  CARTOONS:— These
  one-reel  cartoons 

were  well  liked  here.  F.  B,  0. 
 has  a   rea^nnblo 

price  on  them  too— Prank  Obe
r.  Boynton,  theatre. 

Boynton,  Okla.— General  pat
ronage. 

THE  GO-GETTERS;  
George  O’Hara— “Who’s

 
Hooligan?”  Back  to  railway

  background  M   1 

hoped  and  expected.  People
  who  never  made  a 

comment  on  any  picture  say  "t
he  best,  cl^anwt 

comedy  I   have  ever  see
n.”  TSvo 

Pete.  The  Pioneer  theatre. 
 Amasa.  Mich.— Small town  patronage. 

the  GO-GETTERS:  George  O
’Hara— Pair,  but 

not  as  good  as  a   comedy.  Tavo  reel
s.— E.  G.  \yean. 

age. 

THE  HELPING  HAND:  Jimmi
e  Aubrey— A 

good  Aubrey  which  seemed  to  ple
ase.  Tnvo  r«ls. 

— C.  0.  Peterson,  Royal  theatre.  Sa
xon.  Wis. — 

Small  town  patronage. 

HIGH  BUT  HANSOM:  Alberta  
Vaughn— Film 
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good.  Rating  80  per  cent.  Good  but  lacks  comedy 
drama.  Two  reels. — J.  W.  Ryder,  Jewel  theatre, 

Verndale.  Minn. — General  patronage. 

KING  LEARY;  Alberta  Vaughn — Chapter  6, 

"Telephone  Girl."  Fair.  Parts  good.  Parts 

punk.  Will  rank  with  average  comedy,  how- 
ever. Two  reels. — R.  K.  Russell,  Pastime  theatre, 

Cushing,  la. — Small  town  patronage. 

MERTON  OF  THE  GOOFXES;  Jack  O’Hara— 
This  is  not  as  good  as  some  of  the  older  ones. 

Two  reels. — A.  O.  Lambert,  Monticello  Opera 

House,  Monticello,  la. — General  patronage. 

NAVY  BLUE  DAYS:  Stan  Laurel— One  of 

Laurel's  good  ones.  Two  reels. — C.  0.  Peterson. 
Royal  theatre,  Saxon,  Wis. — Small  town  patron- 
age. 

THE  PACEMAKERS:  George  O'Hara— No.  4 
entitled  "The  Great  Decide."  wa.s  tho  best  one 
so  far.  They  have  all  been  exceptionally  good 
and  we  would  advise  every  exhibitor  to  book 

them.  Two  reels. — W.  T.  Davis  &   Son,  Rialto 

theatre,  Sliaron,  Wis. — General  patronage. 

THE  PACE  MAKERS:  Alberta  Vaughn- Am 
on  No.  8.  Holding  out  and  well  liked.  Two 

reels. — Thomas  V.  Lewis,  Town  Hall  theatre, 

Westboro,  Mass. — General  patronage, 

A   PEACEFUL  RIOT;  Alice  Ardeli — Good  com- 

edy. Slim  Summerville  was  extra  good  in  this. 

Two  reels. — D.  M.  Spade,  Majestic  theatre,  Port- 

land, Ind. — General  patronage. 

PETER  PANHANDLED;  Bray  Cartoon— One 
reel  cartoon  comedy,  cleverly  produced.  One 

which  will  please  the  children  and  at  least  a   part 

of  the  older  folks. — C.  O.  Peterson.  Royal  thea- 

tre, Saxon.  Wis. — Small  town  patronage. 

SHERLOCK’S  HOME:  Alberta  Vaughn— "Tele- 

phone Girl”  Series  No.  4.  Nothing  to  rave  about. 
The  last  two  have  been  weak.  Hope  remainder 

pep  up.  Two  reels. — R.  K.  Russell.  Pastime  thea- 

tre, Cushing,  la. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  SNOW  HAWK:  Stan  Laurel— Very  good 
comedy  which  caused  quite  a   few  laughs.  Two 

reels. — C.  0.  Peterson,  Royal  theatre,  Saxon,  Wis. 
— Small  town  patronage. 

THE  SNOW  HAWK:  Stan  Laurel— Fair.  Quite 

a   few  laughs.  Two  reels. — L.  C.  Bolduc,  Lyric 

theatre,  Conway,  N.  H. — General  patronage. 
TEA  FOR  TOOMEY:  Alberta  Vaughn— No.  7 

of  "Adventures  of  Mazie”  and  so  far  they  have 
all  been  good.  But  this  is  very  poor.  Where 

was  Kit  Girard?  TSvo  reels. — J.  J.  Hoffman, 

Plainview  theatre,  Plainview,  Neb. — General  pat- 
ronage. 

WHO’S  HOOLIGAN:  George  O'Hara — "The 

Go-Getters”  No.  8.  Our  eight  part  of  this  series 

and  will  say  that  it's  going  fine.  Very  pleasing 
in  the  comedy  line.  Two  reels. — C.  O.  Peterson, 

Royal  theatre,  Saxon,  Wis. — Small  town  patron- 
age. 

FOX 

AMATEUR  DETECTIVE:  Very  funny.— Jack 

Geene,  New  Geneseo  theatre,  Gencseo,  111. — Small 
town  patronage. 

THE  FIGHTING  SAILOR:  Nothing  special.— 

Jack  Davis,  State  theatre,  Tawas  City,  Mich. — 
Small  town  patronage. 

THE  GUEST  OF  HONOR:  Van  Bibber  com- 

edies are  a   fairly  good  comedy.  It’s  the  only 
thing  Fox  had  last  year  that  was  worth  run- 

ning.— Harold  Youngren,  State  theatre.  Two  Har- 
bors, Minn. — General  patronage. 

HELP  YOURSELF:  Lee  Moran — First  reel 

slow,  but  last  reel  very  funny.  Two  reels. — L.  C. 

Bolduc,  Lyric  theatre,  Conway,  N.  H. — General 
patronage. 

STRONG  FOR  LOVE;  Sid  Smith— Good  ordi- 

nary comedy.  Seemed  to  please.  Judy  King  is 
the  star  and  laugh  provider  in  this  one.  Two 

reels. — J.  C.  Patrick,  Patrick’s  theatre.  Crescent, 
Okla. — General  patronage. 

NICKLEPLATE  WEST:  Not  bad.  Made  the 

kids  roar  and  the  grownups  chuckle.  Two  reels. 

—   A.  D.  Stauchfield,  Rae  theatre,  Ann  Arbor, 
Mich. — Neighborhood  patronage. 

TRANSIENTS  IN  ARCADIA:  O'Henry  com- 
edy. Very  good.. — J.  J.  Hoffman,  Plainview  thea- 

tre, Plainview,  Neb. — General  patronage. 

VAN  BIBBER  COMEDIES:  Different  and  amus- 

ing, although  not  slapstick.  A   good  change  from 

regular  run  but  can’t  run  too  cloise.  Two  reels. 
— H.  L.  Karlen.  Karlen  theatre,  Monticello  Wis. — 
General  patronage. 

WHEN  DUMBBELLS  RING;  A   two  reeler 

where  everybody  knocks  each  other  down.  Will 

please  the  young  boys. — L.  C.  Bolduc,  Lyric  thea- 
tre, Conway,  N.  H. — General  patronage. 

PATHE 

AESOP'S  FABLES:  These  Fables  are  okay  to 
fill  out  a   program  and  one-half  of  them  are  good. 

The  other  half  just  filler. — J.  W.  Schmidt,  Grand 

theatre,  Breese,  III. — General  patronage. 

ALL  NIGHT  LONG:  Harry  Langdon — Lang- 

don  may  have  made  some  good  comedies,  but  "All 
Night  Long”  isn’t  one  of  them.  Two  reels. — • 
Palace  Theatre  Co..  Inc.,  Lyric  theatre.  Frost- 

burg,  Md. — General  patronage. 

AMUNDSEN’S  POLAR  FLIGHT:  Three  reels 
of  entertaining  events,  arranged  in  the  proper 

order.  Photography  very  good  and  exceptionally 

for  the  conditions  in  which  it  was  taken.  Good 

exploitation  possibilities.  Wonderful  bet  for  a 

short  subject,  making  a   subject  that  will  stand 

advertising. — C.  McDonough,  Auditorium  theatre. 

Libertyville,  III. — Small  suburban  town  patron- 

age. 
BASHFUL  JIM;  Ralph  Graves — Graves  should 

be  in  feature  comedies.  Not  so  good.  Two  reels. 

Palace  Theatre  Co.,  Inc.,  Lyric  theatre.  Frostburg, 

Md. — General  patronage. 

BIG  TOWN;  Our  Gang — As  usual,  a   Gang. 

'Nuf  sed.  Thvo  reels. — Palace  Theatre  Co.,  Inc.. 

Lyric  theatre,  Frostburg,  Md. — General  patronage. 

BURIED  TREASURES:  Our  Gang— Great, 

kids  take  the  fly's  pajamas  for  laughs.  Two 
reels. — Fred  Brown,  A-Mus-U  theatre,  Frederick, 
Okla. — General  patronage. 

COLD  TURKEY:  Alice  Day— Very  funny.  Got 

the  laughs. — Jack  Greene,  New  Geneseo  theatre, 

Geneseo,  III. — Small  tow'n  patronage. 

DANGEROUS  CURVES  BEHIND;  Good.— R. 

B.  Maxwell,  Illinois  theatre,  Sullivan,  III. — Small 
towm  patronage. 

A   DOG’S  LIFE:  Charlie  Chaplin — Everybody 

well  pleased  with  this  comedy.  Two  reels. — Rob- 

ert Kessler,  Benn  theatre,  Philadelphia,  Pa. — Gen- 
eral patronage. 

A   DOG’S  LIFE:  Syd  Chaplin — Couldn’t  see 
it  at  all  as  a   card,  and  neither  could  the  patrons 

as  entertainment.  Three  reels. — F.  E.  Williams, 

Orpheum  theatre,  Olewein,  la. — General  patron- 

age. 
DOGS  OF  WAR;  Our  Gang — As  are  all 

Gangs,  the  best  comedies  made.  This  one  is  extra 

good.  1   also  used  Metro's  "Trip  Through  a 
Studio,”  which  is  very  good.  Ask  for  it.  Two 
reels. — Cora  Shaw.  Reel  Life  theatre,  Gardner,  111. 
— General  patronage. 

GOOD  MORNING  NURSE:  Ralph  Graves— 
The  best  Ralph  Graves  comedy  we  have  run.  A 

good  comedy.  Two  reels. — Ray  Bovard,  Olympia 

theatre,  Utica,  Kan. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  HAUNTED  HONEYMOON:  Just  a   com- 

edy.— Bert  Silver.  Silver  Family  theatre,  Green- 

ville, Mich. — General  patronage. 

HIGH  JINX:  A   comedy  that  will  bring  out 

the  laughs.  Two  reels. — A.  O.  Lambert,  Opera 

House,  Monticello,  la. — General  patronage. 

HIGH  SOCIETY:  Our  Gang— A-1.  The  best 

Our  Gang  comedy  I   have  seen.  It’s  a   peach. 
Pleased  old  and  young.  The  man  who  played  the 

part  of  Kelly  is  a   mighty  pleasing  personality. 

Hope  to  see  him  often.  If  all  comedies  were  even 
half  as  good  as  this  one,  what  a   wonderful  world 

it  would  be  for  exhibitors. — Philip  Rand,  Rex 

theatre,  Salmon,  Idaho. — General  patronage. 

IN  FAST  COMPANY:  Our  Gang— All  Gang’s 
seem  to  please. — Jack  Greene,  New  Geneseo  thea- 

tre, Geneseo,  111. — Small  to\vn  patronage. 

THE  LION’S  WHISKERS:  Good  comedy.— 
Bert  Silver,  Silver  Family  theatre,  Greenville. 

Mich. — General  patronage. 

LIZZIES  OF  THE  FIELD:  Extra  good  com- 

edy. Lots  of  action  and  laughs  in  this  one.  Two 

reels. — A.  G.  Witwer,  Grand  theatre,  Rainier, 
Ore. — General  patronage. 

LODGE  NIGHT:  Our  Gang — This  one  is  okay 

for  kids  only.  Two  reels. — J.  W.  Schmidt,  Grand 

theatre,  Breese,  111. — General  patronage. 

LUCKY  STARS:  Harry  Langdon — Absolutely 
nothing  to  this.  I   would  like  to  know  where 

Pathe  gets  a   special  at  special  high  price  out  of 

this  one.  Lay  off  boys.  Two  reels. — A,  O.  Lam- 

bert, Monticello  Opera  House,  Monticello,  la. — 
General  patronage. 

MEET  THE  MISSUS:  Glen  Tryon— Would 

class  this  as  just  a   fine  comedy.  Two  reels. — 

A.  G.  Witwer.  Grand  theatre.  Rainier,  Ore. — 
General  patronage. 

MOONLIGHT  AND  NOSES:  A   very  funny 

comedy. — Bert  Silver,  Silver  Family  theatre, 
Greenville,  Mich. — General  patronage. 

MOONLIGHT  AND  NOSES;  Patrons  enjoyed 

this  one,  according  to  the  laughter  it  produced. — 
Jack  Davis,  State  theatre,  Tawas  City,  Mich. — 
Small  town  patronage. 

NUTS  AND  SQUIRRELS:  As  good  as  the 

usual  run  of  Fables,  which  means  good.  One 

reel. — Wm.  E.  Tragsdorf,  Trags  theatre,  Ncills- 
ville,  Wis. — Small  town  patronage. 

OFFICE  HELP:  Good  as  usual.  These  little 

cartoon  comedies  always  seem  to  please. — A.  G. 

Witwer.  Grand  theatre.  Rainier,  Ore. — General 

patronage. 
OFFICIAL  OFFICERS:  Our  Gang.  Good.  Two 

reels. — Ray  Bovard,  Olympia  theatre,  Utica,  Kan. 

— Small  town  patronage. 

ONE  CYLINDER  LOVE:  It’s  good.  Two 
i-eels. — J.  \v.  Schmidt,  Grand  theatre,  Breese,  111, 
— General  patronage. 

OUR  GANG  COMEDIES:  Have  used  the  2nd 
series  of  Our  Gang.  The  kids  and  grownups  all 

rush  to  come  where  they  are  shown.  Two  reels. — 

C.  C.  Bisbee,  Columbia  theatre,  Poynette,  Wis. — 
General  patronage. 

PATHS  NEWS;  Had  them  for  three  years 

and  still  running  them.  'Nuf  sed.  One  reel.— 
Thomas  V.  Lewis,  Town  Hall  theatre,  Westboro, 

Mass. — General  patronage. 

PATHE  NEWS:  With  newspapers,  the  radio 

and  news  reels,  this  is  an  interesting  world  to 

live  in.  Radio  brings  big  happenings  to  you,  al- 
most as  soon  as  they  occur  tho  newspapers  give 

you  a   detailed  account,  the  following  day,  and 
the  news  reels  bring  it  to  you  before  your  eyes. 

All  ai'e  vital  factors  in  our  life.  One  reel. — 
Pioneer  Pete,  The  Pioneer  theatre,  Amasa,  Mich. 
— Small  town  patronage. 

PATHE  NEWS;  I   believe  this  news  is  os  good 

as  any  on  the  market.  One  reel. — J.  W.  Schmidt. 
Grand  theatre,  Breese,  III. — General  patronage. 

PATHE  REVIEW:  Just  started  them  and  like 

the  first  one  fine. — Jack  Greene,  New  Geneseo 

theatre.  Geneseo,  III. — Small  town  patronage. 

PATHE  NEWS;  Makes  a   nice  program  with 

feature.  The  News  Reel  is  the  best  thing  going 

because  it’s  actual  stuff — ^not  fake. — H.  L.  Karlen. 
Karlen  theatre,  Monticello,  Wis. — General  patron- age. 

PATHE  REVIEW  NO.  40;  About  up  to  usual 

standard  of  these  subjects.  One  reel. — A.  G. 

Witwer,  Grand  theatre.  Rainier,  Ore. — General 

patronage. 
PATHE  REVIEW  NO.  43:  An  interesting  reel 

showing  some  activities  at  West  Point.  One  reel. 

— A.  G.  Witwer,  Grand  theatre,  Rainier,  Ore. — 
General  patronage. 

THE  PLUMBER :   Ralph  Graves — Here  is  a 
good  one  for  the  common  class  of  people.  Two 

reels. — J.  W.  Schmidt,  Grand  theatre.  Breese,  III. 
— General  patronage, 

THE  ROYAL  RAZZ:  Charley  Chase— Just  a 

singe  reel  comedy.  They  don’t  mean  a   thing  and 
most  of  them  are  actually  silly.  This  was  no 

exception.  One  reel. — W.  T.  Davis  &   Son,  Rialto 

theatre,  Sharon,  Wis. — General  patronage. 

SHANGHIED  LOVERS:  Harry  Langdon— I 

call  it  good.  Two  reels. — J.  W.  Schmidt,  Grand 

theatre,  Breese,  III. — General  patronage. 

SHOOTIN’  INJUNS:  Our  Gang— If  you  want 

a   spook  thriller,  this  is  it.  It's  on  par  with  a 
Crazy  House  that  the  carnival  used  to  feature 

when  I   was  a   kid.  Two  reels. — Pioneer  Pete, 

The  Pioneer  theatre,  Amasa.  Mich. — Small  town 

patronage. 

SHOOTIN’  INJUNS:  Our  Gang— Best  com- 
edies  on  the  market.  Two  reels. — Palace  Theatre 

Co.,  Inc.,  Lyric  theatre.  Frostburg,  Md. — General 

patronage. 

SOMEWHERE  IN  SOMEWHERE:  Charles 

Murray — A   very  funny  comedy.  Charles  Murray 

is  good  in  any  picture. — Bert  Silver,  Silver  Fam- 
ily theatre,  Greenville,  Mich. — General  patronage. 

SOMEWHERE  IN  SOMEWHERE:  Charle.s 

Murray — This  comedy  is  very  good.  Plenty  of 

comedy  to  put  it  over,  TSvo  reels. — A.  O.  Lam- 

bert, Monticello  Opera  House.  Monticello,  la. — 
General  patronage. 

SUNDOWN  LIMITED:  Our  Gang — We  have 
used  lots  of  Gang  comedies  and  this  is  about  the 

best  of  them  so  far,  and  they  arc  all  good.  Two 

reels. — Dinsmore  &   Son,  Majestic  theatre,  Weiner, 
Ark. — Small  town  patronage. 

SUPER  HOOPER  DYNE  LIZZIE:  An  extra 

good  comedy. — Bert  Silver,  Silver  Family  theatre, 
Greenville,  Mich. — General  patronage, 

TEA  FOR  TWO;  Alice  Day.  Mild.— Jack 
Greene,  New  Geneseo  theatre,  Geneseo,  III. — Small 
town  patronage. 

TEA  FOR  TWO:  Fair.  Two  reels.— R.  B. 

Maxwell,  Illinois  theatre,  Sullivan,  111. — Small 
town  patronage. 

THE  UNEASY  THREE:  Charley  Chase— This 
is  a   real  comedy.  A   regular  feature  with  a   plot 

and  everything.  Give  us  some  more  of  this  kind. 

If  you  have  a   weak  feature,  give  them  this  one 

with  it.  They  will  feel  satisfied.  ISvo  reels. — 
Jay  R.  Porter,  Community  theatre,  Tacoma,  Wash. 
— General  patronage. 
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WANDERING  PAPAS:  Clyde  Cook — Sui-e  a 

wow.  Two  reels. — Fred  Brown,  A-Mus-U  theatre, 

Frederick,  Okla. — General  patronace. 
THE  WATER  WAGON:  Good  comedy.  All 

Sennett's  as  a   rule  are  there.  Two  reels. — Palace 
Theatre  Co.,  Inc.,  Lyric  theatre,  Frostburg,  Md. — 

General  patronage. 

THE  WHITE  WING’S  BRIDE:  An  extra  good 
comedy. — Bert  Silver.  Silver  Family  theatre, 

Greenville,  Mich. — General  patronage. 

THE  WILD  GOOSE  CHASE:  Ben  Turpin— 

It’s  good.  Two  reels. — J.  W.  Schmidt,  Grand 

theatre.  Brcese,  III. — General  patronage. 

UNIVERSAL 

ABSENT  MINDED:  Neely  Edwards — Better 

than  usual  single  reel  comedy.  One  reel. — A.  G. 

Witwer,  Grand  theatre.  Rainier,  Ore. — General 

patronage. 
BIG  BISCUITS:  This  is  a   good  short  sub- 

ject, as  the  bull  dog  helps  put  it  over.  One  reel. 
—Horace  Emmerick.  0.  K.  theatre,  Lewlsport, 

Ky. — Farming  patronage. 

BUSTER’S  HUNTING  PARTY:  Bu.ster  Brown 

— When  you  advertise  a   comedy,  that's  what  the 
people  expect,  not  a   drama,  and  this  is  a   comedy 

and  a   good  one. — E.  Saunders,  Saunders  theatre. 

Harvard,  111. — General  patronage. 

BUSTER’S  NIGHT  MARE:  Arthur  Trimble- 
Extra  good.  The  best  one  yet.  The  kids  howled 

continuously.  Two  reels. — A.  C.  Witwer,  Grand 

theatre.  Rainier,  Ore. — General  patronage. 

BUSTER’S  NIGHTMARE:  Arthur  Trimble- 
Extra  good.  Two  reels. — George  &   O.  White,  Star- 

land  theatre,  Stockbridge,  Mich. — General  patron- 
age. 

THE  CAT’S  WHISKERS:  Neely  Edwards- 
Good  short  comedy.  One  reel. — A.  G.  Witwer. 

Grand  theatre.  Rainier.  Ore. — General  patronage. 

HER  DUMB  FRIEND:  Arthur  Lake — The  kid 

is  fairly  clever  but  he  doesn’t  seem  to  get  many 
laughs.  One  reel. — Wm.  E.  Tragsdorf,  Trags 

theatre,  Neillsville,  Wis. — Small  town  patronage. 

DYNAMITED:  Joe  Murphy — Another  good 

Gump  Comedy  that  pleased  ’em  and  brought  'em 
in.  Two  reels. — A.  G.  Witwer.  Grand  theatre. 
Rainier,  Ore. — General  patronage. 

FINANCIALLY  EMBARRASSED:  Arthur 

Lake — Who  ever  told  Arthur  Lake  he  was  an  ac- 

tor owes  an  apology  to  the  motion  picture  indus- 

try. If  Arthur  Lake  ever  made  a   comedy  we 

have  failed  to  see  it.  Sometimes  a   comedy  he  is 
in  is  a   real  comedy,  but  Lake  was  not  the  one 

that  made  it  so.  Someone  else  in  the  picture 

made  it  possible.  One  reel. — W.  J.  Shoup,  De- 

Luxe  theatre.  Spearville,  Kan. — Small  town  pat- 
ronage. 

FLYING  EAGLE:  Very  good  two  reeler.  Will 
go  nice  with  a   comedy  feature  and  make  a   good 
program.  Two  reels.— R.  Duba.  Royal  theatre, 
Kimball,  S.  D. — General  patronage. 

THE  GUMPS:  Joe  Murphy — Always  good. 
Worth  the  money  they  ask  for  them.  T\vo  reels. 
— J.  Hollenbak.  Liberty  theatre,  Lynden,  Wash. — General  patronage. 

HALF  FARE:  Arthur  Lake— Can’t  hand  this 
much.  The  poorest  we  have  had  from  this  star. 
One  reel.— A.  G.  Witwer.  Grand  theatre.  Rainier. Ore. — General  patronage. 

A   HONEYMOON  SQUABBLE:  Edna  Marian 
Will  pass  as  an  average  comedy.  'Two  reels.   

A.  G.  Witwer.  Grand  theatre.  Rainier.  Or**.— General  patronage. 

_   HOT  DOG  SPECIAL:  Billy  Sullivan-Not 
ing  especially  startling  about  this  series.  T^ 
leels.— A,  D.  Stauchfield,  Rae  theatre,  Ann  A 
bor.  Mich. — Neighborhood  patronage. 

INTERNATIONAL  NEWS:  A   news  reel  a; 
«   1   reel  comedy  with  6   to  8   reel  features  mak 
a   good  balanced  program.  Two  reel  come 
makes  show  too  long  and  there’s  too  much  sto 

Karlen,  Karlen  theatre,  Mon 
cello.  Wis. — General  patronage. 

NEWS:  One  reel  ahva 

Rood.  Only  fault.  International  has  too  mu Karlen.  Karlen  the 

e   Honticello,  Wis. — Genera!  patronasce. 

crrJi*^  little  SAVAGE:  Pete  Morrison — Ve 
swd  two  i-Mi  Western  which  saved  my  progrni People  liked  it  better  than  the  feature  and  th 
^   saying  a   lot  for  Universal.  Two  reels.- 

Marian-Very 

comedy  Will  make  them  laugh.  Two  reels .   Lambert.  Monticello  Opera  House.  MonU ia— General  patronage. 

MY  BABY  DOLL:  Edna  Marian— This  w 
very  good  comedy.  Two  reels.— W.  J.  SI Kan.-Small 

MY  BABY  DOLL:  Edna  Marian — Absolutely 
nothing  to  this  comedy.  Not  a   laugh  in  it.  T 
do  not  know  who  told  Carl  Arthur  Lake  was  a 
comedy  man.  Two  reels.- A.  O.  Lambert.  Mon- 

ticello Opera  House,  Monticello,  la.— General  pat- ronage. 

NO  PLACE  TO  GO:  Arthur  Lake — Very  good 
one  reeler.— L.  C.  Bolduc,  Lyric  theatre.  Con- 

way, N.  H. — General  patronage. 

OH  BUSTER:  All  Buster  Brown’s  fine.  Two 
reels.— George  &   0.  White.  Starland  theatre. 
Stockbridge,  Mich. — General  patronage. 
OH  DOCTOR:  Reginald  Denny — This  was  a 

good  picture  and  has  lots  of  comedy  in  it.  Did 
not  draw  on  account  of  rain  and  bad  roads  and 
two  meetings  going  on  in  a   town  of  700.  Seven 
reels.— Horace  Emmerick,  O.  K.  theatre,  Lewis- 
port,  Ky. — Farming  patronage. 

THE  OUTLAW’S  DAUGHTER:  Josie  Sedg- 
wick— Pretty  good  little  Western.  Five  reels.   

George  &   O.  White,  Starland  theatre.  Stockbridge, 
Mich. — General  patronage. 

THE  POLO  KID:  Eddy  Gordon — Very  good 
comedy  that  is  worth  running  at  any  theatre.  Two 
reels. — R.  Duba,  Royal  theatre,  Kimball,  S.  D.— General  patronage. 

PREP  SCHOOL:  Arthur  Lake — Fairly  funny. 
The  truoble  with  the  Complete  Service  Contract 
stuff  is  that  they  book  you  the  same  bunch  of 
hams  for  3   or  4   weeks  in  “concussion”  instead 
of  alternating  them  a   little.  One  reel.   Wm.  E. 
Tragsdorf.  Trags  theatre.  Neillsville.  Wis.— Small 
town  patronage. 

PURSUED:  Dorothy  Drew.  Dorothy  a   new 
star  here.  Rather  a   weak  plot.  Five  reels.— 
L.  C.  Bolduc.  Lyric  theatre,  Conway,  N.  H.   
General  patronage. 

RANGE  LAW :   Ed.  CobK— A   gooA  Western 
featurette  that  pleased  our  Saturday  crowd.  ’Two 
reels.— A.  G.  Witwer,  Grand  theatre.  Rainier. Ore. — General  patronage. 

THE  ROAD  TO  LATIGO:  Ed  Cobh— Nothing 
to  rave  about.  Ed.  is  too  slow  for  Western  stuff. 
Two  reels. — D.  M.  Space,  Majestic  theatre,  Port- 

land, Ind. — General  patronage. 

THE  HUSTUN’  KID:  Fred  Hines— Good  lit- 
tle Western  that  pleased  the  majority.  Two  reels. 

— A.  G.  Witwer,  Grand  theatre,  Rainier,  Ore. — 
General  patronage. 

SAILING  ALONG:  Buddy  Messinger — Not  so 

very  good,  A   rainy  or  scratched  up  print,  so  it 

hurt  everybody's  eyes  and  was  not  liked.  The 
feature  had  to  do  it  all  this  time  and  it  did. 

TSvo  reels. — R.  Duba,  Royal  theatre,  Kimball,  S. 
D. — General  patronage. 

THE  SMASHUP:  Joe  Murphy — A   good  com- 
edy that  will  draw  the  people  and  then  please 

them.  Two  reels. — Rosss  &   Miller,  Community 

theatre,  Surprise,  Neb. — Country  patronage. 

SPEEDY  MARRIAGE:  Wanda  Wiley— Good 

comedy.  Lots  of  laughs  and  full  of  action  and 

thrills.  Two  reels. — A.  G.  Witwer,  Grand  thea- 

tre. Rainier.  Ore. — General  patronage. 

SPORTLIGHTS:  Very  good  novelty  that  is 

liked.  One  reel. — Jack  Greene,  New  Geneseo 

theatre,  Geneseo,  III. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  TAXI  WAR:  Eddie  Gordon— Fair  com- 

edy that  registered  quite  a   number  of  laughs, 

“rwo  reels. — A.  G.  Witwer,  Grand  theatre,  Rainier, 
Ore. — General  patronage. 

A   TAXI  WAR:  Eddie  Gordon — No  good.  Two 

reels. — George  &   0.  White,  Starland  theatre, 

Stockbridge,  Mich. — General  patronage. 

TOO  MANY  BUCKS:  These  comedy  Westerns 

are  exceptionally  good  and  go  over  great  on  a 

short  subject  program.  Two  reels. — A.  G.  Wit- 

wer, Grand  theatre.  Rainier.  Ore. — General  pat- 
ronage. 

TOO  MUCH  MOTHER  IN  LAW:  Say.  fel- 

lows, here  is  a   very  good  two  reeler  from  Carl.  If 

he  would  make  ’em  all  like  that  might  do  us  some 
good.  Two  reels. — R.  Ruba,  Royal  theatre,  Kim- 

ball, S.  D. — General  patronage. 

TRIPLE  ACTION:  Pete  Morrison — Very  good 

picture. — E.  Saunders,  Saunders  theatre.  Harvard, 
III. — General  patronage. 

TRIPLE  ACTION:  Pete  Morrison — Just  fair. 

Five  reels. — George  &   O.  White,  Starland  thea- 

tre. Stockbridge,  Mich. — General  patronage. 

CLASSIFIED 
Advertising 
Five  cents  per  word,  payable  in  advance.  Minimum  charge, 
$1.00.  Copy  and  checks  should  be  addressed  Classified  Ad 
Dept.  Exhibitors  Herald,  407  So.  Dearborn  St.,  Chicago,  111. 

THEATRES  WANTED 
PICTURE  THEATRE:  Will  buy  interest  and 

manage.  Will  lease  or  buy.  Will  consider 
partnership.  15  years  experience.  Address  Box 

506,  Exhibitors  Herald,  407  S.  Dearborn  St.,  Chi- 

cago, 111. 

TO  EXCHANGE:  Two  stores  with  flat  .above, 

loc.ited  on  main  street  of  City  of  1,200,  for  the- 
atre in  town  of  2,000  or  over.  V.  C.  Chapel, 

Liberty  Theatre,  Marlctte,  Michigan 

WANTED:  Motion  Picture  Theatre  in  town 

of  5,000  or  less.  Will  buy  or  lease.  Midwest 
preferred.  Address  Box  507,  Exhibitors  Herald, 
407  S.  Dearborn  St.,  Chicago,  III. 

D’ART  RIDGE  factory  personnel  will  sell  or 
trade  automatic  or  hand  played  organs.  Also 

music  rolls.  Have  you  a   Reproduce  or  Foto- 
player  to  sell?  I   can  sell  it.  D'Art  Ridge,  845  S. 
Wabash  Avenue,  Chicago,  III. 

FOR  SALE:  Seeburg  Photoplayer.  Good 
condition.  Just  overhauled.  At  your  own  price. 
W.  H.  Norton,  31654  Main  St.,  Watertown,  Wis. 

EQUIPMENT  FOR  SALE 
FOR  SALE:  One  No.  SO  Hertner  Transverter, 
500  Veneer  chairs,  2   6B  Powers  machines,  10 

wall  fans,  2   Motiograph  machines.  We  also  buy 
and  sell  theatre  equipment.  United  Theatre  Sup- 

ply Co.,  845  So.  Wabash  Ave.,  Chicago,  III. 

MOVIE  THEATRE  WANTED:  Small  town 

in  Wisconsin  preferred.  Want  to  lease.  What 
have  you?  Address  Louis  C.  Shimon,  1020 
Eighteenth  St.,  Milwaukee,  Wis. 

THEATRE  FOR  SALE 
FOR  SALE:  Most  modern  equipped  Picture 

House  for  smalt  town  to  be  found.  Brick  build- 
ing with  modern  living  apartments  on  second  floor. 

Will  sell  building  or  lease.  Present  owner  10 

years.  Possession  at  once.  Address  Family  The- 
atre, Sheldon,  111. 

THEATRE  FOR  SALE  or  will  trade  for  bun- 
galow. Mr.  Speck,  10106  Ewing  Avenue,  Chicago, 

111.  Phone  Saginaw  2711. 

ORGANS  FOR  SALE 
CREMONA  BARGAIN:  Like  new,  used  less 

lan  one  year,  large  size.  Playable  by  hand  or 
•ith  two  rolls.  Traded  in  on  large  organ.  Sells 

ew  $5,500.  Will  take  for  quick  sale,  $2,500. 

sfiy  reasonable  terms.  Guaranteed.  Write  for 

italogue  and  description.  Many  bargains  in  used 

ipe  Organs.  Write  for  complete  list  giving  seat- 

ig  capacity.  Geo.  Kilgcn  &   Son,  Inc.,  252  Wrig- 
y   Building,  Chicago,  III. 

PEERLESS  ARC  CONTROLS.  Factory  Re- 

built, absolutely  gnaraoteed.  Bargain.  Uertoer 

generator.  Double  SO  Amp.,  320  Volt,  3   Phase. 

Atlas  Moving  Picture  Company,  538  So.  Dear- born St.,  Chicago,  111. 

FOR  SALE:  2   Simplex  latest  Style  Type  S 

lamphouses — perfect  condition.  Bargain.  Atlas 
Moving  Picture  Company,  538  So.  Dearborn  St. 
Chicago,  111. 

FOR  SALE:  2,000  heavy  five  and  seven  ply 

veneer  chairs,  brand  new,  at  40  per  cent  less 

than  factory  price.  Very  good  bargains  in  used 
upholstered  and  veneered  chairs  and  other  rtieatre 
equipment  Address  Illinois  Theatre  Equipment 

Company,  12  East  Ninth  St,  Chicago,  111. 

FOR  SALE:  Approximately  270  7-ply  new 
veneer  chairs.  Also  generator,  frames  and  used 
projectiog  machines.  Bargains.  Atlas  Movins 
Picture  Mmpany,  534  S.  Dearborn  St,  Chicago, 
[]]. 

500  BRAND  NEW  genuine  quarter  sawed  oak 
heavy  duty  roll  top  theatre  chairs.  Very  cheap. 
C.  G.  Demcl,  845  South  State  Street,  Chicago.  III. 
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CHICAGO  PERSONALITIES 
  By  D.  H.  .   

AMONG  Chicago’s  biggest  film  visitors  during  the  past  week  was 
ZA  J.  P.  Kennedy,  Boston  financier,  who  recently  became  financially 

2.  A   interested  in  Film  Booking  Offices.  His  visit  in  Chicago  being 
a   sociable  one  he  spent  the  day,  March  11,  with  a   talk  with  J.  J.  Sampson, 

exchange  manager,  Cleve  Adams,  district  manager,  and  talking  with  his 

friend  John  Hertz. 

ENNEDY  was  on  liis  way  to  Holly- 
wood  where  he  will  for  the  first 

time  go  into  the  subject  of  production 
thoroughly  while  on  the  lot.  During  his 

first  few  days  on  the  Coast  he  will  per- 
fect plans  for  the  F.  B.  O.  convention. 

It  is  also  his  plan  to  “get  acquainted  with 

the  Hollywood  people’’  before  he  returns 
to  New  York  sometime  in  April. 

*   *   4= 

Carroll  Trozobridge,  representative  of 

the  Christie  organization  visited  Dan  Roche, 

Harry  Lorch  and  Cecil  Maberry  at  the 

Producers  Distributing  Corporation’s  of- 
fices in  Chicago  March  10.  He  has  been  on 

a   swing  through  the  j\Iiddle  West  and  re- 
turned to  New  York  to  confer  with  Al 

Christie  before  the  latter  leaves  for  the 

Coast. 
*   ♦   ♦ 

Approximately  100  men  from  Western 
cities  where  Famous  Players  exchanges  are 
located  will  reach  here  March  22.  They 

will  join  the  Chicago  members  of  the  Para- 
mount exchange  on  the  special  train  that 

will  leave  at  11  o’clock  for  Atlantic  City 
for  the  national  convention. 

*   ♦   ♦ 

Walter  Hiers  came  to  Chicago  March  6 

from  Milwaukee.  He  has  been  the  past 
two  weeks  in  a   presentation  act  at  the 

Harding  and  Senate  theatres.  And  what 

a   greeting  he  got  at  the  Northwestern  sta- 
tion. Dave  Dubin  was  tliere  in  the  inter- 

est of  Educational ;   Charlie  Gies  was  there 

with  the  camera  from  Kinograms ;   J.  J. 

ANNOUNCE^oz^r- PRESENTATlONSV/fyJr, 
FILMACK  TRAILER^Sy 

ELABORATE  BORDERS  FOR 

EVERY  SUBJECT  AND  OC- 
CASION —   HIGH  GRADE 

WORK — LOW  PRICES. 

All  orders  reed,  in  morn- 

ing shipped  same  day 

FILMACK  CO. 
$■  WABASH 

Hess  was  there  for  Lubliner  &   Trinz; 

Iona  Qiiimby  from  one  of  the  daily  papers; 

a   half  dozen  cameramen  from  the  "Her- 

ald” ;   and  a   fellow  named  Charlie  who  is 
a   chauffeur  in  livery  from  the  Lincoln 

automobile  agency,  had  one  of  those  dowdy 

looking  parlor  cars  with  him. 
*   ♦   * 

Mrs.  Hiers  joined  Walter  the  day  after 
his  arrival  here  after  she  had  spent  a 

visit  with  relatives  in  Hamilton,  Ont.  In- 
cidentally she  visited  the  PIerald  office 

with  Walter  and  was  therewith  shown  all 

the  intricacies  of  putting  out  a   publication. 
Walter  had  not  been  in  Chicago  but  a 

few  minutes  when  he  came  face  to  face 

with  a   friend  of  yore,  a   policeman  he  had 
befriended  in  Chicago  several  years  ago. 

(Pictures  in  Pictorial  Section.) *   *   * 

James  Darst  who  is  news  editor  of  Fox 

News  was  in  Chicago  two  days  last  week, 

spending  a   part  of  the  time  telling  William 
Storres,  Fox  cameraman,  about  Fox  News 
and  its  popularity. 

4:  4: 
One  of  the  rules  in  the  beauty  contest 

being  held  at  the  Pathe  exchange  is  that 

the  winner  will  be  given  a   trip  to  Holly- 
wood and  an  opportunity  to  enter  pictures. 

The  latter,  of  course,  is  hokum  because  the 

opportunity  to  “get  in”  pictures  is  as  free 
as  the  air.  The  other  condition,  “a  trip  to 

Hollywood,”  has  only  one  qualification : 
The  winner  must  pay  his  own  expenses  on 
the  trip. 

As  the  race  stands  now  the  leading  en- 

tries appear  to  be  Len  Ulrich  whose  cra- 
nium in  the  picture  resembles  a   bartlett 

pear;  Walter  Nay  whose  chin  is  running 
a   race  with  the  tip  of  his  nose;  Jimmie 
Gillick  whose  smile  has  broadened  an  inch 

or  so,  and  Joe  Woodward  who  is  attempt- 
ing to  out-Venus  Venus  de  Milo. 

V   *   * 

Clyde  Eckhardt  says  that  the  Fox  head- 
quarters are  about  normal  now.  Although 

the  Fox  service  has  always  been  up  to 

snuff  he  says  that  it’s  going  to  be  even 
better  tlian  that. 

*   *   * 

Sidney  Stern’s  pockets  are  full  of  pieces 
of  film  he’s  using  for  samples  of  those 

Kelly  color  trailers  he’s  now  handling. 

Do  You  Want  to 
Pack  Your  House 

During  Lent? 

Book  “THE  PASSION  PLAY” 
— The  Life  of  Christ — 

(5  Reels) 

BLAND  BROTHERS,  738  So.  Wabash  Ave.,  Chicago,  111. 
Exclusive  Distributors  for  U.  S. 

35  Print*  Available — Wire,  Write  or  Phone  for  Dates  and  Prices 

Managers 
Facts  and  Fancies 
About  the  Bosses  of 

the  Chicago  Exchanges 

IRVING  MANDEL Security 

Nickname?  In  high  school  it  was  Taft 

Junior,  because  I   was  so  thin.  None 
since. 

Born  in  Chicago,  July  18,  1893,  a   regu- 
lar summer  baby. 

S   chooling? 
Grade  and  high 
schools  and  law 

school,  all  in  Chi- cago. 

First  ambition? 

To  become  an  at- 

torney and  I   be- came one. 

First  job?  Ush- ering at  extra 
shows  in  the  old 

Powers  theatre 
for  a   short  time 
in  order  to  see 

the  Shakespearean  repertoire  plays  then 

being  given. 

When  did  you  enter  the  motion  pic- 
ture business?  I   started  out  for  myself 

as  Security  Exchange  over  six  years  ago 

with  only  half  a   dozen  pictures.  Had 
been  associated  in  the  law  department  of 
an  insurance  company  but  gave  it  up 

shortly  after  the  World  War.  Have  had 
the  exchange  ever  since. 

Hobby?  Was  a   bug  on  football. 
Haven’t  time  now. 

Worst  experience?  I   still  shudder 

over  the  horrors  of  going  to  that  Chi- 
cago-lllinois  football  game  at  Cham- 

paign last  fall.  Was  jammed  in  a   crowd 

for  two  hours  in  the  1.  C.  station  \vith- 
out  air.  And  then  had  to  sit  in  a   cold  rain 

throughout  the  game. 

Now  that  Dolores  Costello  has  become 

a   success  in  the  film,  "The  Sea  Beast,”  the 
boys  at  Warner  Brothers  are  feeling  justly 

encouraged.  It  is  a   widespread  report  that 
Eddie  Silvermann  was  instrumental  in  her 

being  cast  in  Warner  pictures.  And  with 
that  realization  Eddie,  backed  to  the  limit 

by  his  younger  brother  Earl,  has  begun  the 
search  for  other  good  talent.  He  made 

himself  open  to  recommendations  two 

weeks  ago  and  a   dozen  more  “Dolores 
Costellos”  knocked  on  the  door.  Five  of 
them  whose  names  incidentally  are  on  the 

boards  of  Chicago  playhouses  were  given 

screen  tests.  Although  we  haven't  been 
invited  to  a   screening  of  the  film  that  was 
made  we  feel  certain  that  Eddie  now  is 

right  in  his  approval  of  the  tests  which  he 
sent  on  the  headquarters. 

4<  *   4= 

Buddy  Stuart  who  is  making  a   skyrocket 

record  with  “The  Sky  Rocket”  for  Associ- 
ated Exhibitors  m   Chicago  returned  from 

a   ripping  trip  to  Minneapolis  March  11,  and 
left  the  same  day  for  Indianapolis. 
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You  are  confident 

When  the  picture  is  printed  on  Eastman 

Positive  Film  you  are  confident  of  photo- 

graphic quality  on  the  screen. 

Eastman  Film  is  subjected  to  exacting  tests 

in  the  Kodak  Research  Laboratories  that  prove 

it  right. 

And  it  is  identified  throughout  its  length 

by  the  black  lettered  words  “Eastman”  and 

“Kodak”. 

EASTMAN  KODAK  COMPANY 

ROCHESTER,  N.  Y. 



presents 

CHARLEY  CHASE 

in 

“MAMA  BEHAVE” 
A   perfect  panic  of  laughter.  As  big  on  your  bill  as  any  feature 

you  can  get.  The  tale  of  a   wandering  mama  and  a   wondering  papa. 

GLENN  TRYON 
in 

‘^THE  HUQ  BUQ^^ 
What  a   fellow  gets  if  he  makes  love 

to  a   1927  girl  in  a   1912  way. 

^^DIZZY  DADDIES^’ 
with 

JIMMY  FINLAYSON,  TYLER  BROOKE 
and  GERTRUDE  ASTOR 

This  daddy  wasn’t  really  dizzy,  but  a   vigorous 

vamp  made  him  look  as  though  he  was. 

OUR  GANG 
in 

MONKEY  BUSINESS 
Farina  is  adopted  by  a   monkey, 

and  there  is  the  devil  to  pay. 

YOU  CAN’T  BUY  BETTER  ENTERTAINMENT  ANYWHERE 

F.  Richard  Jones,  Supervising  Director 

Pafh^comedy'   — 
TRADE MARK 



IN  TWO  SECTIONS 
SECTION  II 

||Ljuiiiii»uiitiUi»iniininniiinntiiiiimj 

IT’S 

FREE 

The  most  practical 
information  source 

for  Footlight,  Bor- 

derlight,  Cove  Light  and 
Cyclorama  Striplight  data 

ever  published.  Illustra- 

tions  in  color.  The  MAJOR
  DISAP- 

EQUIPMENT  PEARING  FOOTLIGHTS 
 are  described 

and  shown  in  detail.  Everythi
ng  listed  in 

a   ready  reference  manner.
  Prices,  sug- 

gestions for  use  and  blue  prints — complet
e in  every  detail.  .   „   ^   . 

You  sannot  afford  to 
be  without  Bulletin 
No.  7.  Juft  atk  for 

    JWfo  obligations  at 

NAJOR 

is  used  by  all  lead- 
ing theaters.  It  is 

a   complete  line  ot 
standardized  units 

that  always  give  the 

most  light  where 
you  want  it  and  the 

longest  wear  possi- ble. 

gur^uipment  Company 
4603-19  Fullerton  Ave.,  Chicago 

Everything  Electrical 
For  The  Theatre 

Vol.  XXV,  No.  1 MARCH  20,  1926 



E^flUHinf  ORS  from  coast  to  coast  are  realizing  more  each 

da^  tlyreal  box  office  value  of  the  Wurlitzer  Unit  Organ 

installations,  in  both  newly  constructed  theatres,  and  replace- 
ments in  long  established  houses,  is  conclusive  evidence  of 

this  fact.  And  it  is  not  always  the  largest  of  America’s  finest 
motion  picture  palaces  that  select  the  Wurlitzer,  but  the 
smaller  houses  as  well,  for  there  is  a   Wurlitzer  Organ  for 

every  type  of  theatre,  whether  large  or  small.  The  conven- 
ient Wurlitzer  purchase  plan  is  a   boon  to  the  small  exhibitor 

and  bears  investigation.  Write  today  and  learn  how  easy 

it  is  to  acquire  this  powerful  and  permanent  box  office 
attraction. 

Special  Catalogs 
Mailed  upon  request: 

Organs,  Pianos,  Harps, 
Kare  Old  Violins,  and 

Musical  Instruments. 

CINCINNATI 

121  East  Fourth  St. 

NEW  YORK  CHICAGO 

120  W.  42nd  St.  329  S.  Wabash  Ave. 

[Forty-four  Branches  in  Thirty- j three  Cities  from  Coast  to  Coast.J 

SAN  FRANCISCO 

250  Stockton  St. 

!   WurlITzek 
I   Please  send  me  further  information 

{   regarding  the  Wurlitzer  Organ. 

*   Theatre   

I   Seating  Capacity   

J   City       State   

I   Manager  —   -       

DENVER 

2106  Broadway 

LOS  ANGELES 

814  S.  Broadway 
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\  
 

I   for  30  Days  Free  Trial 
I   Brandt  Automatic  Cashier  Co., I   Department  A,  Watertown,  Wis. 

Please  place  with  us  on  Thirty  Days’  Free  Trial  your  Brandt  Junior 
I   Automatic  Cashier.  It  is  of  course  understood  that  we  can  return  It 
I   as  wc  accept  the  trial  without  obligation  or  expense. 

Please  check  whether  used  on  the  right  or  left  hand  side  of  the 

I   Box  OfRce. 
■   □   Right  □   Left 

Firm  Name   

Individual   

City        State 

Just  Mail  This  Coupon 

Theatres 
everywhere  are 

Standardizing 
on  the 

BRANDT 
A   Few  Recent  Installations 

Roosevelt  Theatre,  Chicago,  111. 

Loew's  Spooner  Theatre,  New  York 
Crawford  Theatre,  Chicago,  111. 
Pastime  Theatre,  Portage,  Pa. 
Nemo  Theatre,  Johnston,  Pa. 
Lyric  Theatre,  McKeesport,  Pa. 
Empire  Theatre,  Toronto,  Can. 
Temple  Theatre,  Ocala,  Fla. 
Baird  Theatre,  Gainesville  Fla. 
Dudley  Amusement  Co.,  Roxbury,  Mass. 
Imperial  Theatre,  Jacksonville,  Fla. 
Hippodrome  Theatre,  Leavenworth,  Kansas. 
Washington  Theatre,  Quincy,  111. 
Majestic  Amusement  Co.,  Kankakee,  111. 
New  Linden  Amusement  Co.,  Columbus,  Ohio. 
The  Butler  Theatre,  Niles,  Ohio. 
Dreamland  Theatre,  Columbus,  Ohio. 
Midwest  Theatre,  Chicago,  111. 
Golden  State  Theatre  &   Realty  Corp.  San  Fran- 

cisco, Calif. 
State  Theatre,  San  Francisco,  Calif. 
Wilson  Theatre,  Fresno,  Calif. 
Orpheum  Theatre,  Sioux  City,  Iowa. 
Standard  Theatre,  Cleveland,  Ohio. 
Victorian  Theatre,  Sapulpa,  Okla. 
Temple  Theatre,  Willard,  Ohio. 
Lido  Theatre,  Maywood,  Illinois. 
National  Theatre,  Stockton,  Calif. 
National  Theatre,  Marsville,  Calif. 
National  Theatre,  Madera  Calif. 
National  Theatre,  Woodland,  Calif. 
National  Theatre,  Chico,  Calif. 
Jose  Theatre,  San  Jose,  Calif. 
Union  Theatre,  St.  Louis,  Mo. 

B.  S.  Moss  COLONY  THEATRE,  New  York  City 

New  York  theatres  are  noted  the  country 

over  for  their  high  standards  of  service.  This 

is  particularly  true  of  the  Colony.  Naturally 

you  will  find  the  Brandt  Automatic  Cashier 

in  the  box  office  of  the  Colony — and  other 

New  York  theatres — its  speed  and  accuracy 
make  it  indispensable. 

Only  one  key  to  press — that’s  the  price  of 
the  ticket — and  the  correct  change  is  deliv- 

ered. Instantaneous  and  automatic — it  en- 

tirely eliminates  all  mental  calculations. 

Built  especially  for  the  theatre  box  office, 

Brandt  Junior  is  now  considered  standard 

equipment  for  all  high  class  theatres. 
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Spectacular! 
Attention  -   Compelling 

SIGNS 
The  front  of  your  theatre 

is  your  sales  talk. 

MILNE 

SIGNS 
and 

CHANGEABLE  LETTER 

CANOPIES 

of 

Quality Beauty 

Individuality 
Life 

“Shout’*  your  story  for 
blocks. 

The  crowds  go  to  the 

best  lighted  theatres  and 

Milne 

Signs 

point  the 
way  ! 

We  furnish  colored 

sketches  free  of  charge 

NONE  TOO  LARGE— NONE  TOO  SMALL 

MILNE  ELECTRIC  SIGN  CO. 
189  Fifth  Street  Milwaukee,  Wis. 
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Introducing  ̂  
THE  AMERI CAN 

SILVERSHEEI' 
Realizing  the  tremendous  importance  of  a   superlative  product, 

unexcelled  service,  and  fair  and  honest  dealings  with  all  con- 
nected with  the  motion  picture  industry — 

The  AmericanSLVERSHEEI  COMPANY'-./«c. 
has  been  organized  for  the  manufacture  of 

BETTER  SPECIFICATION  BUILT  PROJECTION  SCREENS 

The  personnel  of  the  organization  is  composed  entirely  of  men  fully  con- 
versant with  the  projection  screen  industry  and  with  the  needs  and  re- 

quirements of  the  exhibiting  public. 

J.  OTTO  KNOBEL   the  man  building  Kmohel  Built  screens  —   has 
been  actively  engaged  in  the  finishing  of  the  highest  grade  metallic  sur- 

faced screens  almost  since  the  beginning  of  the  industry.  Starting  with 
the  Radium  Gold  Fibre  Screen,  Inc.,  back  in  1914,  and  then  from  1917  up 

until  the  present  time  as  Chief  Finisher  for  the  Minusa  Cine  Screen  Com- 
pany, for  whom  he  personally  finished  practically  all  of  their  specification 

built  screens. 

H.  C.  WOODS  .   .   .   President,  is 
well  known  in  the  industry,  his  last 
three  and  one-half  years  having 
been  spent  as  Sales  Manager  of  the 
Minusa  Company. 

J.A.SCHULD  ,   .   Vice  President  and 
Treasurer  has  for  six  years  served 
as  Office  Manager  for  the  same 

company,  and  is  fully  versed  in  the 
essentials  of  the  screen  industry. 

Theatre  Owners 

As  an  introductory 
offer,  we  will  allow 
you  25c  per  sq.ft,  on 
yourpresentscreenif 
you  purchase  a   Sil- 
versheet  of  equal  size 
or  larger.  This  offer 
expires  June  1,  1926. 

Write  us  for  prices 
and  samples. 

A.  M.  POLLACK  .   .   .   Secretary  and  Gen' 
eral  Manager.  No  one  is  better  acquainted 
with  the  mechanics  of  modern  screen  build- 

ing, having  devoted  six  years  as  Factory 
Superintendent  for  the  Minusa  people. 

Especially  adapted  SlLVERSHEETS  for 
Reflecting  Arc,  Ma?:da  Light,  High 
Intensity,  and  Regular  Arc. 

Supply  Dealers Our  policy  insures 
fair  and  honest  deal- 

ings, and  absolute protection  to  your 
territorial  rights. 

Splendid  opportun- ities now  open  in  all 
localities.  Write  us 

for  quotations. 

ERICAN  SILVERSHEEI'  COMPANY 
AM 

915-17  Wash  Street Saint  Louis,  Mo. 
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10 O   *   YEARS  *   OF  ~   AEAJSrUFACTURIAiG  -   EXPERIENCED 

JFarner’t  Elaboraie  and 

Vniqua  N»ib  "Egyptian’' Thaatra  in  Seattle,  Wash., 

Designed  by  E.  A,  Milier, 
Parltand,  Ore.,  architect. 

Equipment  Experts  Chose  H-W  Seats 
For  New  Pacific  Coast  Theatre 

HEYWOOD-WAKEFIELD  opera  chairs  are selected,  as  a   matter  of  course,  where  theatre 

seating  must  be  comfortable,  lasting  and  in  keep- 

ing with  the  architecture  and  interior  scheme  of 

the  finest  playhouses. 

The  H-W  line  offers  a   wide  selection  in  design  and 

upholstery  to  harmonize  perfectly  with  any  decora- 
tive plan  no  matter  how  elaborate. 

1400  Heywood'Wakefifld  seals 

of  this  type  were  installed  in 
the  aaditorium. 

Such  advantages  influenced  B.  F.  Shearer,  Inc., 

who  equipped  the  “Egyptian,”  to  choose  Heywood- Wakefield  seats. 

H-W  seating  engineers,  backed  by  100  years  of 

seat-building  experience,  will  gladly  collaborate 
with  you,  without  charge,  in  efficiently  seating  the 
theatre  you  plan. 

^mwood-^)Jl^akefie£d ^   ̂    ̂    REG.  U.S.  PAT.  OFF. 

HEYWOOD-WAKEFIELD  WAREHOUSES 

Battlniore,  Morrland  113  West  Conwar  Straet 

Bosiod  45,  Mass.  Winter  Hill 

Display  Floor,  774  Portland  Street 

Buffalo,  New  York  Weils  and  Carroll  Streets 

Chicago,  Illinois  2653  Arthlnglon  Street 

Display  Floor,  American  Furniture  Mart 

Kansas  Cltr,  Missouri  1310  West  Eighth  Street 

Los  Angeles,  California  801  East  Seventh  Street 

Now  York,  New  York  516  West  34th  Street 

Philadelphia,  Pennsylvania  244  South  5th  Street 

Portland,  Oregon  148  North  Tenth  Street 

San  Frnnelseo,  California  737  Howard  Street 

St.  Louis,  Missouri  Sixth  and  O'Fallon  Streets 
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B ETTER  THEATRES 
A   monthly  supplement  of  Exhibitors  Herald,  published  for  the  information  and 

guidance  of  theatre  owners  in  matters  of  theatre  construction,  operation  and 

equipment  and  to  promote  the  ideal  of  greater  and  finer  theatres. 

Editor,  Harrv  E.  Kolquist  Eastern  Representatives  Advertising  Manager,  Charles  B.  O   Neill 
Frederick  M.  Savage — Albert  W.  Randle 

Published  by  the  Exhibitors  Herald  Co.,  407  S.  Dearborn  St.,  Chicago,  111.;  Martin  J.  Quigley,  Editor  and  Publisher;  Edwin  S.  Clifford,  Managing 
Editor;  George  Clifford,  Business  Manager.  Eastern  Office:  565  Fifth  Ave.,  New  York  City. 

Modern  Equipment  Makes  Theatre 
Desirable  Place  Year  Around 

^ONSTANT  business  in  tbe  conntry’s 
^   theatres  throsgbost  the  year  is  entirely 
possible  with  the  use  of  modern  equipment 

says  Martin  J.  Quigley,  editor  and  publisher 
of  Exhibitors  Herald  in  a   discussion  of  the 

question  of  summer  closing  recently  pub- 
lished. Mr.  Quigley  declares  that  with  few 

exceptions,  poor  and  out-of-date  equipment 

is  the  only  excuse  for  a   shut-down  in  sum- 
mer. His  remarks  in  detail  on  the  subject 

are  given  following: 

‘T?he  question  of  summer  closing  should 
not  be  considered  as  a   territorial  or  district 

matter,  but  simply  as  a   matter  of  individual 

decision  for  particular  theatres  with  regard 

to  particular  conditions  and  circumstances. 

And  even  then,  the  question  should  be  ap- 

proached cautiously  with  a   view  to  effect 

some  arrangement  which  will  permit  of  suc- 

cessful operation  throughout  the  Summer 

rather  than  to  close  for  any  period  if  this 

may  be  averted. 

“Generally  speaking,  the  idea  of  shutting 
do^vn  for  a   period  during  the  Summer 

months  is  a   decidedly  reactionary  attitude 

and  it  is  against  the  constructive  trend  of 

recent  years.  The  trend  in  the  motion  pic- 
ture theatre  business  has  been  substantially 

toward  the  goal  of  an  all  year  around  busi- 

ness. Ways  and  means  should  now  be  evoked 

to  further  this  trend  and  certainly  not  to 

arrest  it  by  any  ill-advised  arrangement  pro- 
viding for  a   wholesale  shutting  do^ra  of 

theatres. 

“Habit  is  a   tremendous  factor  in  the 
amusement  practices  of  the  public.  The 

habit  of  seeing  motion  pictures  is  a   vital 

asset  to  the  business.  Nothing  that  might 

break  this  habit  should  be  considered  for  a 

moment  if  it  may  be  avoided. 

“Developments  in  the  mechanical  equip- 
ment of  theatres  now  make  it  possible  for 

the  public  to  attend  theatres  and  enjoy  a 

uniform  degree  of  comfort  regardless  of 

the  season  or  stale  of  the  weather.  At  no 

time  of  the  year  may  a   theatre,  properly 

equipped  and  properly  operated,  be  con- 

sidered an  undesirable  place  of  amusement. 

It  is  true  that  during  the  Summer  season 

the  theatre  is  at  a   disadvantage  because  of 

the  competition  from  outdoor  attractions. 

but  this  is  not  because  the  theatre  becomes 

less  able  to  a€ord  satisfaction  and  comfort, 

but  rather  because  of  the  greater  seasonal 

appeal  of  the  outdoors.  It  is  simply  a 

matter  of  greater  competition  in  the  Sum- 

mertime— and  a   shutdown  is  not  a   good 

reply  to  competition  in  whatever  form  it 

map  appear. 

“It  is  agreed  that  there  are  certain  iso- 
lated cases  in  which  local  conditions  render 

it  extremely  difficult  or  even  impossible  for 

a   theatre  to  operate  throughout  the  Sum- 
mer. But  these  cases  are  few  and  far  be- 

tween, and  should  not  bring  about  in  the 

industry  any  widespread  discussion  about  a 
movement  to  close  down  for  a   period  in  the 

Summer. 
*   *   * 

“Continuous  operation  throughout  the 

Summer  for  the  typical  theatre  even  at  a 

reasonable  loss  is  decidedly  better  busi- 

ness than  a   shut-down  because  then  the  pub- 

lic will  be  given  no  opportunity  or  en- 

couragement to  break  its  theatre-going  habit. 

Continuous  operation  will  avoid  extending 

strength  and  encouragement  to  competing 

amusement  interests.  It  will  serve  to  fix 

and  entrench  the  theatre  as  a   permanent, 

year-around  institution  of  the  community, 

building  a   good-will  that  will  bring  back  big 

returns  in  the  future. 

“Except  in  a   very  limited  number  of  cases, 

poor  and  out-of-date  equipment  is  the  only 

excuse  for  a   shut-down  in  the  Summer.  And 

in  this  stage  of  the  industry’s  development 
there  is  no  good  excuse  for  any  theatre 

having  poor  and  out-of-date  equipment. 

Manufacturers  Plan 

Own  Organization 
at  N.  Y.  Meet 

Plans  for  the  formation  of  a   separate  or- 

ganization of  motion  picture  equipment 
manufacturers  were  discussed  at  a   meeting 

of  the  manufacturers  at  the  Astor  Hotel 

Friday  and  Saturday  of  last  week.  Manu- 

facturers at  present  are  associate  members 

of  the  Motion  Picture  Equipment  Dealers 

Association,  lust  what  action  will  be  taken 

by  the  manufacturers  was  left  undetermined 
until  a   later  date  when  the  full  membership 

will  be  canvassed  on  the  subject 

Conflicting  rumors  which  have  been  rife 

for  some  time  regarding  a   merger  of  equip- 
ment dealers  were  somewhat  clarified  at 

the  convention  though  no  official  announce- 
ments were  made. 

Sam  Lears,  president  of  the  manufacturers 
division  presided  at  the  meeting. 

The  following  members  present: 

J.  C.  Kroesen,  Edison  Lamp  Works,  Har- 

rison, N.  J.;  Frederick  Kalmbach,  General 
Machine  Co.,  New  York  City;  A.  Mandel, 

Century  Electric  Co.,  St.  Louis;  E.  J.  VaUen, 
E.  J.  Vallen  Electrical  Co.,  Akron,  Ohio; 

Wm.  C.  Kunzman,  National  Carbon  Co., 

Cleveland,  Ohio ;   Sam  Lears,  President 

Mfgr’s.  Div.  Assn,  of  M,  P.  E.  dealers  of 
America,  Inc.,  Arlington  Seating  Co.,  Ar- 

ling  Heights,  III.;  Irving  Samuels,  Automatic 
Devices  Co.,  Allentown,  Pa.;  A.  E.  Rose, 

Projection  Optics  Co.,  Rochester,  N.  Y.; 
A.  L.  Raven,  Raven  Screen  Corp.,  New 

York  City;  Paul  Becker,  Hugo  Reisinger, 

New  York  City;  H.  B.  Hammond,  Rock- 
bestos  Prod.  Corp.,  New  Haven,  Conn.;  0. 

F.  Spahr,  Enterprise  Optical  Co.,  Chicago, 

III.;  Lyle,  Gen.  Mgr.,  Carrier  Engineering 

Corp.,  Newark,  N.  J.;  H.  Griflin,  Interna- 
tional Proj.  Corp.,  New  York  City;  Walter 

Green,  International  Proj.  Corp.,  New  York 

City;  J.  C.  Heck,  Daylite  Screen  &   Scenic 

Co.,  Chicago,  111.;  J.  E.  Robin,  Gen.  Mgr., 

Morelite  Co.,  Inc.,  New  York  City;  R.  Meil- 

iag,  Morelite  Co.,  Inc.,  New  York  City;  R. 

C.  Martin,  Charles  W.  Phillis  &   Co.,  Inc., 

New  York  City.;  Carl  H.  Fulton,  E.  E. 

Fulton  Co.,  Chicago,  111.;  Oliver  A.  VanEss, 

Kohler  Co.,  Kohler,  Wis.;  Karl  Brenkert, 

Brenkert  Light  Proj.  Co.,  Detroit,  Mich.; 

H.  B.  Freedman,  Menger,  Ring  &   Wein- 

stein, New  York  City;  L.  W.  Atwater, 

Luxalba  Co.,  New  York  City;  L.  F.  Abbott, 

Edison  Lamp  Works,  Harrison,  N.  J.;  E.  T. 

Keyser,  Motion  Pictures  Today,  New  York 

City;  P.  M.  Abbot,  Motion  Picture  News, 

New  York  City;  F.  M.  Savage,  Exhibitors 

Herald,  New  York  City;  A.  W.  Randle,  Eix- 
hibilors  Herald,  New  York  City;  A.  Van 

Powell,  Moving  Picture  World,  New  York 

City. 
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CJ  TAGE  presentations  in  motion  picture  houses  in  one 
^   form  or  another  seems  to  be  a   present  day  requisite 
for  which  newer  theatres  are  making  adequate  provision 

in  the  form  of  ample  stage  facilities.  Nowhere  are  more 

commodious  or  better  equipped  stages  to  be  found  than 

in  the  larger  picture  houses  in  the  metropolitan  centers. 

The  striking  thing,  however,  which  indicates  the  evolu- 

tion  taking  place  in  both  entertainment  and  in  construc- 

tion, is  the  stage  provision  being  incorporated  in  smaller 
theatres.  By  far  the  big  majority  of  these  now  have 

stages  and  dressing  room  facilities  to  accommodate  acts 

of  major  proportions, 

A   contributing  featui’e  in  this  connection,  aside  from 

the  apparently  growing  popularity  of  stage  acts  in  con- 
junction with  film  programs,  is  the  fact  that  exhibitors 

are  more  than  ever  building  against  future  growth  and 

development,  both  of  entertainment  and  of  their  re- 
spective localities.  The  newer  theatres  are  being  built 

with  the  far  visioned  thought  of  making  them  serve  for 

the  years  to  come  and,  in  the  meantime,  through  their 

progressive  features,  discourage  competition  such  as  is 
invited  through  stinted  facilities  for  giving  a   complete 

program  under  modern  conditions.  That  the  stage  is 

one  feature  which  is  being  considered  in  this  light  is  no 

haphazard  guess. «■  *   « 

^   I   ^   HE  remarkable  response  which  has  greeted  the  “Bet- 
ter Theatres”  Stop  Chart  campaign  seems  to  put  the 

question  of  better  projection  squarely  up  to  the  exhibitor. 

In  the  face  of  such  enthusiastic  desire  as  the  projec- 
tionists have  shown  in  this  simple  but  practical  plan 

for  giving  better  screen  results,  it  is  a   safe  guess  that 

where  poor  projection  prevails  the  exhibitor  is  at  fault. 

Incompetent  operators,  of  course,  are  a   possible  contri- 
bution, but  in  the  main,  the  matter  seems  to  rest  with 

the  owner  or  manager. 

So  much  has  been  ̂ vritten  and  said  on  the  importance 

of  good  projection  that  any  one  who  doesn’t  recognize 
its  importance  at  this  time  probably  never  will.  As  far 

as  the  individual  theatre  is  concerned,  its  projection  is 

either  good,  bad  or  indifferent.  Unless  it  is  good,  it  is  a 

fair  assumption  that  the  fault  lies,  not  with  the  projec- 

tionist. but  with  the  manager  or  owner.  Believers  to  the 

contrary  need  but  put  this  statement  squarely  up  to 

themselves  as  it  applies  to  their  own  house.  We’ll  ven- 
ture the  majority  of  the  answers  will  be  in  the  affirmative. 

Better  Theatres  Stop  Charts  have  brought  to  the  direct 

attention  of  the  projectionist  the  cause  of  his  stops. 

Their  remedy,  with  resultant  improvement  on  the  screen, 

has  been  quick  and  sure. 

The  Stop  Chart  method  may  well  be  applied  by  any 

exhibitor  to  his  own  theatre.  By  following  the  same  line 

of  reasoning,  in  determining  the  cause  of  projection  that 

is  anything  less  than  perfect  the  responsibility  for  the 

condition  cannot  but  be  apparent.  Corrective  steps  should 
obviously  follow. 

If  this  procedure  is  followed  it  will  mean  that  a   lot  of 

antiquated  equipment  in  the  projection  room  will  find 

its  way  to  the  junk  pile.  This  is  as  it  should  be.  In- 
ferior projection  is  too  costly  to  be  tolerated  today. 

H.  E.  Holquist. 
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Interior  view  of  the  new  2,000  seat  theatre  being  erected  in  Detroit  by  Art
hur  D.  Baehr.  Christian  W.  Brandt,  archttect.  Further 

details  of  this  ttew  playhouse  are  given  in  story  on  page  39.  Mr.  Baehr  is  
at  present  operating  the  Crystal  m   Detroit. 

Exhibitor  Tours  Theatre  World  in 

^^Construction  Close-Ups” 
New  '^Better  Theatres^^  Service  Brings  Building  and 

Equipment  Progress  Into  Focus  for  Theatre  Owners 

By  H.  E.  HOLQUIST 

Roxy  and  otliers  who  have  built  big  theatres  have  toured  this country  and  Europe  at  great  expense  of  time  and  money  in 

search  of  construction  and  equipment  ideas  and  devices  to  be 

incorporated  in  their  million  dollar  investments.  By  tlie  immovab
le 

limitations  of  time,  space  and  the  human  element,  it  has  been  imposs
i- 

ble for  even  these  men  to  thoroughly  cover  the  field.  This  week  Bettei 

Theatres”  incorporates  “Construction  Close-Ups  in  response  to  the 

plainly  evident  demand  for  complete  general  knowledge  of  construe-  |   Indiana  Limes
tone  Used  on 

tion  and  equipment  advancement  in  concise  and  convenient  form.  Impos
ing  Michigan  Theatre 

Construction 
Close-Ups 

Construction  and  Equipment 
Developments  of  General 

Interest  Reported  by  Rep- 
resentatives AND  Readers  of 

“Better  Theatres" 

^^Construction  Close-Ups”  for  this  issue  begin  in  another  column 

upon  this  page.  Hereafter  each  issue  of  ̂ ‘Better  Theatres  will  con- 

tain a   continuation  of  this  service.  By  reading  this  feature,  and  by 

retaining  each  issue  for  future  reference,  it  will  be  possible  for  the 

theatreowner  in  any  part  of  the  world  to  know  the  important  things 

to  know  about  theatres  in  every  other  part  of  the  world. 

Representatives  in  all  parts  of  the  country  have  been  instructed 

to  report  all  innovations  and  novelties  properly  belonging  under  this 

head.  The  first  of  these  are  published  this  month.  Exhibitors,  archi- 

tects and  all  interested  readers  are  invited  to  amplify  this  service  by 

reporting  items  of  kindred  nature.  Facts  such  as  are  revealed  by 

^^Construction  Close-Ups”  should  be  reported  on  theatres  of  all  sizes 
for  mutual  advantage  of  everyone  concerned. 

tt/ITH  a   front  executed  in  Indiana 

W   limestone  and  buff  varigated  brick 

in  Empire  design  the  new  1,500  seat  State 
theatre  at  Pontiac,  Michigan,  easily  ranks 

with  the  finest  playhouses  of  its  size  in 

the  state.  In  designing  this  modern  house 

Architect  Geo.  J.  Bachmann  has  placed 

900  seats  on  the  main  floor  and  600  m 

the  balcony.  A   remote  control  switchboard 

has  been  installed  on  the  stage  of  the  State 

controlling  stage  and  auditorium  lightmg. 

All  illumination  is  on  dimmer  control.  The 

lighting  is  indirect  in  coves  with  recessed 

art  glass  panels  under  the  balcony. 

The  ventilating  system  will  draw  40,000 

cubic  feet  of  fresh  air  per  minute  from 

above  the  roof.  After  being  tempered  and 

cleaned  the  air  is  treated  with  ozone  which 

destroys  bacteria,  odors  and  gasses.  The 

State  projection  room  is  15  feet  by  30  feet, 

equipped  with  three  machines.  An  inter- 
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Sketch  by  Architect  Geo.  J.  Bachmann  of  the  new  Slate  theatre,  Pontiac,  Mich.,  which 

will  be  operated  by  W.  S.  Butterfield.  It  will  seat  1,500.  Further  details  covering  this 

project  are  given  in  “Construction  Close-Ups.” 

communicating  telephone  system  is-  used. 
W.  S.  Butterfield  will  lease  and  operate 
the  State. 

I   Scherer’s  New  House  to  Be 
j   of  Famous  Bedford  Stone 

Emphasis  is  placed  by  R.  F.  Scherer, manager  of  the  Linton  Theatres  Co., 
Linton,  Ind.,  on  the  fact  that  the  new 
theatre  which  his  company  will  erect  in 
Bedford,  Ind.,  in  April  will  be  constructed 

of  the  famous  Bedford  stone  and  rein- 
forced concrete  and  steel.  The  site  for 

this  theatre  measures  75  feet  wide.  The 
depth  is  150  feet. 

For  this  location  Architect  H.  C.  Cal- 
lender of  Chicago  has  designed  a   theatre 

to  seat  1,600.  The  plans  include  two  small 
rooms  on  the  ground  floor  and  provide  for 
ten  offices  on  the  second  floor. 

Dancing  Space  Provided  in 
Wibner  &   Vincent  Theatre 

From  the  lobby  of  Wilmer  &   Vincent’s New  State  theatre  in  Easton,  Pa.,  a 
broad  stairway  leads  to  the  second  floor 
of  the  front  portion  of  the  building  where 
a   space  47  feet  by  100  feet  has  been  turned 
into  a   ball  room  to  accommodate  500 

couples.  In  this  room  a   modernly  equip- 
ped kitchen  has  also  been  installed  so  that 

it  may  be  used  for  banquets  on  occasions. 
The  new  State  stands  on  a   site  105  by  220 
feet.  It  houses  a   number  of  stores.  The 
investment  in  the  State  is  announced  as 

^00,000. 

20  Page  Newspaper  Section 

Marks  Opening  of  Theatre 

All  Sioux  Falls  turned  out  March  2   to 
celebrate  the  opening  of  the  new  State 

theatre,  the  latest  addition  to  the  Finkel- 
stein  and  Ruben  chain  of  motion  picture 
theatres.  A   twenty  page  special  section 

of  the  Daily  Argus-l^ader,  the  lead- 
ing daily  newspaper  of  the  city,  was 

printed  on  occasion  of  the  event  and  many 
of  the  stores  in  the  city  carried  special 
window  displays  calling  attention  to  the 
theatre. 

The  new  house  designed  by  Buechner 
and  Orth,  St.  Paul,  has  a   seating  capacity 
of  1,600  on  n^in  floor  and  balcony.  The 
land  was  acquired  and  the  building  erected 
at  a   cost  of  $250,000,  while  fixtures  and 

equipment  represented  an  additional  out- 
lay of  $75,000.  An  orchestra  of  10  pieces 

under  the  direction  of  C.  H.  Niles  will 
head  musical  features  of  the  new  house, 

with  Jack  Malerick  at  the  Wurlitzer  organ, 
which  was  installed  at  a   cost  of  $25,000. 

•A  special  cooling  system  has  been  installed 
to  maintain  an  even  temperature  through- 

out the  theatre  summer  and  winter.  “Be- 
yond the  Front,”  featuring  Wallace  Beery 

and  Raymond  Hatton  was  shown  as  the 

opening  attraction.  The  stage  presentation 

was  the  “King  Cole  Revue,”  an  output  of 
the  State  Studios,  Minneapolis,  with  a   cast 

of  20  people.  Ray  L.  Niles,  who  has  had 
a   number  of  years  of  experience  in  pic- 

ture houses  of  Kansas  City,  Omaha,  St. 
Paul  and  other  midwest  cities,  v/as  selected 

by  Finklestein  and  Ruben  to  manage  the 

house. 

Adjacent  Buildings  Follow 

Englisli  Style  of  Theatre 

A   DEPARTURE  from  the  ordinary  will be  the  new  theatre  to  be  erected  in 

Glen  Ellyn,  III.,  which  will  be  executed 
in  quaint  Old  English  design.  As  a   result 

of  influence  brought  by  the  zone  com- 
mission the  Old  English  style  of  architec- 

ture was  adopted  for  the  theatre  which 
style  will  be  carried  out  in  the  remodeling 
of  several  buildings  in  the  same  block. 
The  Glen  Ellyn  theatre  architects,  Betts 
&   Holcomb  of  Chicago,  have  designed  a 
building  which  will  have  offices  on  the 
upper  floors,  with  two  stores  on  the  ground 
floor  and  a   restaurant  and  ten  bowling 

alleys  in  the  basement.  The  cost  of  this 
project  is  given  as  $300,000. 

Goose  Creek,  Tex.,  Project 

To  Be  Built  for  $150,000 

At  a   cost  of  $150,000  a   business  building will  be  built  in  Goose  Creek,  Texas, 

which  will  comprise  as  revenue  producing 

adjuncts  to  the  theatre  provision  for  five 
business  concerns  including  stores  and  an 

automobile  display  room.  The  site  for 
this  project  measures  225  feet  frontage 

by  100  feet  deep.  The  theatre  will  have 
a   seating  capacity  of  500.  The  project  is 

sponsored  by  B.  L.  Culpepper  and  asso- 
ciates. 

Make  Plans  Provide  for 

Future  Balcony  if  Needed 

IN  designing  the  new  Granada  theatre, Seattle,  for  George  Kerpick  and  Frank 
Edwards,  Architect  G.  C.  Field  has  made 

provision  for  the  ready  addition  of  a   bal- 
cony in  the  theatre  when  it  may  be  needed. 

At  present  it  is  the  opinion  of  the  owners 
that  the  Granada,  which  will  cost  $125,000 
and  have  a   seating  capacity  of  1,000,  is 

considerably  in  advance  of  the  needs  of  the 
district  in  which  it  is  located.  A   strong 

development  of  the  neighborhood  in  the 
next  several  years  is  anticipated  however, 

and  according  to  the  design  plans  for  the 
increased  seating  capacity  will  be  made 

easily  possible  by  the  arrangement  pro- 
viding for  the  future  balcony.  The  Gra- 

nada, with  its  1,000  seats  on  the  main  floor 

occupies  a   ground  area  131  by  114  feet. 

Builds  Tlieatre,  Dance  Hail 

on  Property  30  by  100  Feet 

An  unusual  small  town  proposition  is than  planned  by  L.  E.  Mahoney,  owner 
and  manager  of  the  Imperial  theatre, 
Columbus,  North  Dakota.  On  a   site  30 
by  100  feet  Mr.  Mahoney  will  erect  a 
theatre  building  which  can  also  be  used 
as  a   dance  hall.  The  project  will  cost 

$10,000.  The  floor  of  the  auditorium  will 
be  level  when  used  as  a   dance  hail  and 

will  be  pitched  by  the  use  of  movable 
sections  when  pictures  are  shown. 

In  erecting  this  building  the  wall  of  an 
adjoining  structure  will  be  used  as  one 
of  the  walls  of  the  new  building.  A   lobby 
measuring  12  feet  deep  by  30  feet  wide 
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has  been  provided.  The  seating
  capacity 

of  the  auditorium  when  used  a
s  a   theatre 

will  be  350.  This  number  of  s
eats  wilt  be 

placed  in  a   space  measuring  3
0  feet  wide 

bv  approximately  73  feet  lo
ng.  There 

wUl  Sso  be  a   stage  15  feet  deep  by
  30 

feet  wide.  In  the  basement  at
  the  rear 

of  the  building  a   space  of  30  feet 
 wide  by 

20  feet  deep  will  accommodate  the
  heating 

equipment.  
* 

Pantages  House  Is  Modeled 

After  a   Spanisli  Cathedra! 

'T'HE  Pantages  theatre  in  San  Francisco 

i   which  opened  last  month  is  hailed  as  an
 

architectural  feat.  This  playhouse  is 

modeled  after  the  Leon  Cathedral  
m 

northern  Spain.  It  has  a   seating  capacity 

of  2,700.  The  auditorium  of  the  Pantages 

is  Spanish  throughout  the  masonry  being 

in  imitation  travertine  and  limestone  with 

occasional  bits  of  Boticine  marble.  The 

ceiling  is  done  in  Moorish  colors,  the 

whole  supporting  a   colossal  shell  for  the 

central  light.  A   novel  arrangement  con- 

sisting of  a   prism  attachment  has  been 

worked  out  to  enable  the  organist  to  follow 

the  picture  from  his  pit  below  the  stage. 

“The  Coolidge”  Chosen  as 
Name  for  Flushing  House 

COOLIDGE”  has  been  selected 
i-  as  the  name  for  the  new  1,500  seat 

theatre  to  be  erected  in  Flushing,  N.  Y., 

near  Elmwood  and  Lincoln  avenues.  This 

project  will  include  a   large  dance  hall  and 
an  auditorium  for  social  gatherings. 

With  the  land  it  will  cost  approximately 

$2,000,000. 

Oil  Scenes  Depicting  State 
Used  as  Theatre  Decoration 

I   

A   NOVEL  idea  in  theatre  decoration  has been  employed  by  the  Grand  theatre 

of  Bend,  Oregon,  which  has  recently  been 

The  Figueroa  theatre,  Los  Angeles,  believes 
in  electrical  advertising.  In  the  above  view 

is  sha^-m  the  theatre’s  electric  signs  and  the 
electrical  display  possible  which  was  utilized 

during  the  showing  of  tlie  Warner  Brothers 

production  “The  Sea  Beast”  starring  John 
Barrymore. 
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Entrance  elevation  of  new  theatre  to  be  errected  at  Roose
velt  Road  and  Komensky 

avenue,  Chitago,  at  a   cost  of  $1,000,000.  The  building  w
ill  cont^n  four  stores 

twelve  apartments.  The  theatre  will  seat  3,000.  William  P.
  Whitney  is  architect 

and  Lawndale  Theatres  Corporation,  Rueben  Levine,  preside
nt,  are  owners. 

remodeled.  The  Grand  has  placed  on  the 
auditorium  walls  a   series  of  six  oil  panels 

measuring  12  by  6   feet.  These  paintings 

depict  various  scenes  in  Oregon. 

Use  35  Feet  of  163  Foot 

Front  for  the  Entrance 

stores  and  the  theatre  will  be  in  the 

English  cottage  type.  The  stores  will  be 
set  back  ten  feet  from  the  sidewalk  line 

and  the  space  in  front  of  the  stores  will 
be  landscaped  with  lawn  and  trees.  The 
whole  will  be  created  with  the  idea  in  mind 

of  making  the  project  an  artistic  com- munity asset. 

T   LLUSTRATIVE  of  the  present  day 

1   practice  of  building  the  auditorium  of 

the  theatre  on  the  back  of  the  lot  and 

using  only  the  necessary  minimum  of 

valuable  frontage  space  for  the  entrance 

and  foyer  is  the  eight  story  project  at 
Valentino  Road  and  Broadway,  Kansas 

City,  Mo.  Of  the  163  feet  of  frontage  of 

the  property  35  feet  will  be  given  over  to 

the  theatre  entrance  with  the  auditorium 

proper,  seating  2,500  occupying  the  space 
behind  the  stores  on  the  ground  floor. 

Artistic  Stores  and  Theatre 

Will  Be  Commnnity  Asset 

WHAT  it  is  undoubtedly  an  unusual store  and  theatre  building  project  is  the 

structure  planned  for  the  Glenview  district 

in  Oakland,  California.  The  block  of 

“Cry  Room”  Feature  Being 

Adopted  by  Many  Theatres 

The  popularity  of  a   room  known  as  “cry room"  is  one  of  the  interesting  things  re- 

vealed in  this  survey  among  the  country's theatres.  Many  houses  are  providing  them, 

Arthur  D.  Baehr  will  have  a   glass  en- 

closed room  in  his  new  2,000  seat  theatre 

in  Detroit.  In  another  theatre  to  be  erected 

at  2705  Troost  avenue,  Kansas  City,  Mo., 

the  “cry  room”  is  again  a   feature.  A 
number  more  houses  are  making  similar 

arrangements  to  accommodate  mothers  with 

voung  children.  As  is  rather  generally 

known  the  cry  room  consists  of  a   space 

suitably  furnished  the  front  of  which  offers 

a   view  of  the  screen  through  a   glass  parti- 

tion. More  thought  to  the  “cry  room  is 

evidenced  recently  in  the  placing  conveni- 

ent to  them  of  special  lavatories. 
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LA  VRENCE  F.  ( B   VDD  Y ) 

STUART,  young  veteran  of  the 

motion  picture  theatre  world, 

whose  experience  with  his  own 

and  other  systems  of  patron 

service  eminently  qualifies  him 

for  authorship  of  the  article  be- 

ginning on  this  page.  Mr,  Stu- 

art’s prominence  in  the  theatre 
ivorld  co-dates  ivith  that  of  S.  L. 

Rothafel  and  other  pioneers. 

Handling  the 
CROWDS  to 
Get  the 

DOLLARS 

Out  of  the 
LINE 

by  ‘‘BUDDY”  STUART 
Special  Representative,  Associated  Exhibitors 

The  patrons’  first  approach  to  your  theatre  if  they come  in  an  auto  is  naturally  your  sidewalk.  There- 
fore the  importance  of  a   good  coachman  is  evident; 

one  that  will  open  the  door  of  the  car,  assist  the  patron 

in  alighting,  and  say  a   polite  “good  evening  sir  or  madam” 
— ready  at  all  times  with  information  about  time  of  show 
and  particularly  what  time  they  should  expect  their  car 

for  them  if  they  have  a   chauffeur.  The  coachman  should 

also  suggest  the  best  place  to  park  if  they  haven’t  one. 
It  is  necessary  for  the  coachman  of  any  theatre  to 

stand  in  with  all  traffic  and  regnalar  cops  on  the  beat. 

This  can  be  accomplished  by  the  courtesy  of  a   few 

passes  to  said  cops  (more  politely  called  officers  or  policemen). 
Then  the  patron  approaches  the  cashier  at  box  office  window. 

She  should  be  good  looking  as  a   sales  asset  (and  right  here  is 

as  good  a   time  as  any  to  say  that  girls  can  be  both  honest  and 

beautiful,  contrary  to  what  some  wives  of  mangers  might  think), 

This  cashier  should  say  “thank  you.” 
*   *   ♦ 

Thence  on  with  their  tickets  to  the  door  where  another  cour- 

teous employe  (the  doorman)  should  also  say  “thank  you.” 
If  the  theatre  is  large  enough  to  afford  it  I   would  have  a   page 
boy  (small  and  cute  little  fellow,  not  over  sixteen  years  old)  to 

say  “good  evening  sir”  or  "good  evening  madam”  to  elderly 
ladies  and  just  plain  “good  evening”  to  younger  girls.  I   started 
this  in  Texas  at  the  Old  Mill  Theatre  (Hulsey  then  Hulsey- 

Lynch  and  then  Famous  Players  Southern  Enterprises  house — ) 
and  let  me  tell  you  this  idea  made  a   hit.  So  much  so  that  we 

adopted  it  for  all  of  our  larger  theatres  throughout  the  entire 
circuit. 

Inside  a   cozy  (not  too  warm  or  cold)  theatre,  the  program 

girl  hands  the  patron  a   house  program.  This  girl  is  dressed  in 

short  trousers  and  blouse.  She  should  be  a   fine,  well  bred  girl 

and  instructed  not  to  speak  to  anyone  except  when  spoken  to 

and  then  only  in  a   polite  formal  tone.  You  will  find  that  such 

a   girl,  despite  her  limb  display  (which  everybody  admires — see 

that  she  has  beautiful  legs — I   have  had  as  many  as  300  girls 
apply  between  ages  of  16  and  20  for  such  a   position  selecting  two 

from  this  number  for  the  Fenway  theatre,  until  recently  Famous 

Players  leading  New  England  theatre,  where  I   was  managing 

director  when  it  was  the  leading  house  and  ran  big  presentations) 

creates  respect  and  admiration  and  attracts  attention  to  your 

theatre;  causes  talk  about  your  place  being  “a  hot  place”  "live 
spot,”  “charming  place”  and  other  remarks  according  to  the  person making  them. 

*   *   ♦ 

All  employees  should  be  in  uniform.  Coachman  and  doorman 

should  also  wear  cloaks  for  effect  and  to  protect  them  from  winter 
winds.  I   recommend  black  or  dark  blue  with  white  collar  and 

white  stripes  on  vest,  vest  double  breasted  and  cut  low  for 

summer,  high  collar  coat  and  no  vest  for  winter  by  all  except 

pages  and  captains  and  chief  ushers,  They  should  always  wear 

tuxedo  style  coat — double  breasted  vest,  regulation  shirt,  wing 
collar  and  bow  ties.  Also  white  stripes  down  trouser  leg.  You 
can  also  use  light  blue  or  gold  instead  of  white. 

I   recommend  caps  for  all  except  the  chief  usher  of  the  bellhop 

style  for  pages  and  ushers;  caps  with  bill  and  low  crown  for 

coachman,  doorman  and  captains.  I   also  suggest  swagger  sticks 

for  all  except  coachman  and  doorman — ^preferably  ones  with 
flashlights  in  them. 

Your  doorman  and  coachman  should  be  tall.  Also  your  chief 
usher.  Captains  and  ushers  should  be  medium  in  height  and  pages 
very  small.  The  correct  age  limit  is  not  less  than  sixteen  and 

not  more  than  21.  You  can  get  fine  boys  from  high  schools 

and  colleges  to  work  for  you.  They  should  have  good  education 

and  good  breeding  and  speak  properly— know  how  to  handle 
cranky  patrons,  remembering  that  your  customer  is  after  all 
their  employer  and  pays  their  salary  and  is  therefore  entitled  to 
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eveo'  consideration  they  can  give  them. 

After  they  receive  their  program  the 

captain  of  ushers  points  or  guides  them 

toward  their  destination,  whatever  aisle  it 

may  be  by  saying  to  your  “righ
t”  or  “to 

your  left”  or  “second  aisle  over,  please” — 
always  the  word  please. 

The  patron  or  patrons  are  received  by 

the  usher  who  salutes.  The  page,  captain 

and  usher  should  all  salute  the  patron— 

also  all  ushers  should  salute  captains,  chief, 

doorman  and  footman,  also  managers  and 

assistant  managers  and  managing  director. 

A   military  drill  and  effect  is  good  show- 

The  usher  says  “how  far  down  please” 

and  to  patrons  whom  he  disturbs  on  aisle 

says  “pardon  please,”  this  latter  so  that  it 
will  take  the  sting  off  standing  up  which 

most  anyone  (myself  included)  feel  when 

an  usher  asks  them  to  let  someone  by. 
*   *   ♦ 

The  ticket  should  be  torn  at  door  and 

doorman  drop  half  in  his  box 

giving  patron  the  other  half 

denoting  what  price  seat  patron 
holds— orchestra,  balcony,  loge 
or  box — usher  collects  other 

half  and  seats  patron,  then  places 
stubs  in  box  for  that  purpose 

on  his  aisle. 

Ropes  have  become  part  of  the 

equipment  in  use  around  theatres 
in  lobby  and  inside  to  hold 

people  clear  of  all  aisles  and 
exits.  Everybody  on  the  staff 

must  be  particularly  cheerful 
when  house  is  full  and  peopk 

are  standing  in  rear  and  in 

lobby — managers  should  wear 
broad  smile  —   helping  create 

good  will  and  saying  pleasant 

things  to  those  standing,  like 

“it  won’t  be  long  now”  or  jok- 

ingly saying  “only  a   few  hours 
more” — in  this  way  you  can  hold 
your  patrons. 

“Stand  inside  the  ropes  please 

— thank  you”  is  a   term  suitable 
for  this  kind  of  work. 

Never  spe^k  crossly  to  any 

patron  anytime  but  particularly 
in  a   crowd — reason  for  this  is 

that  too  many  people  hear  you 

and  take  sides — not  with  you 
but  with  the  patron. 

Never  pull  ropes  roughly 

around  patron  or  patrons — just 

simply  say  “step  in  a   little 
farther  please — sorry  sir  or 
madam  or  miss  but  will  you 

please  move  up?” 
Never  let  an  employe  accept 

tips — never. 
Aisles  and  exits  should  always 

be  clear  for  your  own  and  cus- 

tomers’ protection.  You  will 
find  people  willing  to  co-operate 

with  you  on  this.  The  law  in- 
sists on  it  too.  and  rightly. 

All  attaches  should  have 

nicely  pressed  uniforms — clean 
shirts  and  collars  and  bright  shiny  shoes. 

Brushes  should  be  provided  for  clothes 

and  shoes — also  polish  for  shoes. 
Check  rooms  should  be  conducted  for 

those  who  want  to  use  them — with  pref- 
erably a   page  boy  in  attendance. 

Ice  water  should  be  handy  both  summer 

and  winter.  Everybody  likes  their  water 

cold.  In  summer  your  page  boys  or  pro- 
gram girls,  if  you  l;ave  two,  can  pass  ice 

water  at  intermission. 

Pages  should  always  be  ready  to  run 

out  and  get  candy  or  gum  for  patrons. 
*   « 

A   regular  lost  and  found  department 

should  be  part  of  your  theatre — as  the  re- 
turn of  a   lost  glove,  cap,  hat,  umbrella, 

pocketbook  or  anything  in  fact  makes 
friends.  Where  address  is  inside  return 

lost  case  or  pocketbook  by  mail  special  de- 

livery with  personal  letter  from  managing 
director.  This  created  a   great  amount  of 

good  will  for  us  at  Famous  Players’ 
Famous  Fenway  theatre,  Boston. 

Ushers,  captains,  pages  and  all  should 
be  ready  to  hold  coats  of  both  ladies  and 

gentlemen  patrons  when  thej’  are  ready  to 
leave. 

Handling  crowds  is  difficult  and  courteous 
attention  is  everything  in  business  today. 

And  if  your  ushers,  pages,  doorman  and 
coachman,  assistants  and  all  can  get  to 

knowing  people  and  calling  them  by  name 

— you  will  be  rich  before  you  know  it. 
Mention  of  persons  wanting  to  be  called 

leaving  their  names — the  location  of  sta- 
tionery and  writing  materials  (a  good  thing 

to  have  around) — genetlemen’s  and  ladies' 
rooms — maid  in  attendance — lost  and  found 

department — whom  to  ask  for  and  etc.  in 

your  program  are  other  essentials. 

Let  the  public  know  you  are  with  them 
— want  their  business. 

Listen  in  the  lobby  yourself  to  see  how 

they  like  the  show.  Know  their  wants  by 

having  ushers  all  report  when  going  off 

duty  to  chief  usher  all  remarks  pertain- 
ing to  show  that  he  overhears.  Then  have 

the  chief  bring  them  to  your  attention. 
You  will  find  that  they  didnt  care  for 

this”  or  “wasn’t  Peggy  beautiful— such 
clothes,”  “the  feature  was  good  or  not 

so  good” — “I  didn’t  care  for  the  comedy” — 
“the  presentation  was  slow  but  I   thoroughly 

enjoyed  the  feature”  or  “the  big  film 
‘Secrets  of  Life’  was  splendid”  etc.  There 
is  no  better  way  of  finding  out  what  your 

people  want — and  what  they  like.  Know- 
ing— then  it’s  up  to  you. 

*   *   * 

Drill  meetings  should  be  held  once 

weekly — as  a   rule  a   theatre  opens  later  on 

Sunday,  therefore  this  is  a   good  day  for 
the  service  talks  and  drill.  Arrange  them 
in  this  fashion: 

1

.

 

 

Resume  of  mistakes  made  during  the 

week — such  as  poor  handling  
of  crowds — 

ushers  who  fail  to  salute — saying  the  wrong 
thing  to  patron — cashiers  

and  doorman  
not 

saying  "good  evening.”  
Tel!  them  that "thank  you” — “this  please” — “good  evening, 

sir” — holding  
coats — prompt  

attention  
to 

empty  seats — selling  single  seats  by  saying 

“single  seats,  please,  near  each  other”  “take a   single  now,  sir  and  change  in  few  min- 
utes”— by  this  method  you  can  fill  most  of your  singles  and  this  means  the  profit. 

Call  ushers’  attention  sharply  to  fact  that 
they  must  hustle  and  use  their  utmost 

efforts  to  keep  all  seats  filled — there  is  a 
loss  of  hundreds  of  dollars  per  week  if 

you  don’t  watch  your  seating  and  I   would 

like  tp  say  right  now  if  you  as  owner- 
manager  or  managing  director  will  give 

your  personal  attention  to  your  theatre  and 

stay  on  the  floor  when  you  have 

crowds  you  will  better  be  able 

to  protect  your  investment  and 
make  friends.  When  you  see 
an  attache  doing  something 

wrong  call  him  quietly  to  one 
side  and  tell  him.  Do  not  let 

him  be  cross  all  evening — or 
chew  gum  or  snap  his  fingers  at 
patrons.  Patrons  rightly  object 

to  anyone  snapping  their  fingers 
at  them  and  you  will  loose 
friends  easily  in  this  way. 

It  is  important  that,  you  have 

your  head  usher  and  assistant 
and  that  you  yourself  make  note 

of  things  wrong  during  week — 
such  as  usher  looking  sloppy — 

not  standing  erect  —   chewing 

gum — failing  to  be  courteous — 
call  all  employes  for  this  in 
front  of  other  employes.  Give 

a   weekly  prize  of  $2  for  most 

courteous  staff  employe — this 
to  include  cashier.  It  will  help. 
2.  Go  through  drill  with 

yourself  playing  patron  arriving 

in  car  thence  to  box  office — 

then  door,  then  inside  as  out- 
lined in  earlier  chapters  of  this 

article.  That  gives  you  the 

right  angle.  Then  have  your 
chief  and  assistants  do  it  as 

patron  would  and  you  watch. *   * 

3.  Hold  a   sick  drill — how  to 
use  first  aid — proper  way  to 

handle  a   person  who  faints — 
how  ushers  can  clasp  hands  and 

move  a   sick  person  from  a   seat 
— without  noise  so  as  not  to 

disturb  the  rest  of  patrons. 

4.  Absolute  courtesy  should 

be  insisted  on — no  laughing  or 

talking  at  drills.  Your  presence 

should  make  them  serious.  In- 
sist on  the  salute  and  the  erect 

military  bearing  and  conduct. 
5.  Fire  drill  should  consist  of 

going  through  procedure  of  showing  how 

to  use  extinguishers — location  of  same. 
Then  have  chief  pve  signal.  The  boys 

go  to  post  at  exit  saying  quietly  “this 

way  out,  please,”  “do  not  crowd  please” and  words  to  that  effect. 

How  well  this  pays  is  shown  in  an  in- 
stance way  back  in  the  old  days  around 

1916  when  the  Old  Mill  at  Dallas  caught 

fire  at  9:30  on  Saturday  night  when  the 

house  was  jammed.  Six  months  before 
I   had  installed  this  drill.  There  \vas  no 

conT'-ction,  only  cool,  calm  ushers,  very 

poli'c  handling  the  crowds,  cautioning 
them  not  to  hurry,  music  still  playing  until 

all  were  out.  Employes  staying  on  their 

posts  until  relieved  by  order.  This  marvel- 

ous handling  of  crowds  didn’t  make  me 
a   hero  but  just  proved  that  a   practical  idea 

{Continued  on  page  43) 
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Stiin«  from  world  s   oldott  theatre,  the  Dionyssua,  which  was  removed 
permlrsion  of  Greek  governmeQt  t©  ba  u«ed  la  Paramouct’s  new 

theatre  and  oiliee  building  now  under  construction  in  New  York. 

Represented  in  the  above  view  are  stonea  from  hJatoele  building  ©f  Norway, 
Sweden,  Chile,  Vienna,  Cerreiony,  Switserland,  France,  Pnaama,  Singapore, 
Braeil,  Iceland,  Finland,  DsnmapJe  and  Greece,  which  will  be  in  Hall  of 
Nationa  of  new  Famoiaa  Playera^Lasky  theatre  and  ofliee  buildlna  bcinx erected  in  New  York. 

Stones  from 
All  Nations  in 
PARAMOUNT 
Theatre 
^AMBOLIC  of  the  international  scope  of  the  motion  picture 

and  of  Famous  Players-Lasky  Corporation  will  be  the 
Hall  of  Nations  in  the  inner  lobby  of  the  new  Paramount 
theatre  and  office  building  which  is  now  under  construction  in 
Times  Square,  New  York  City. 

This  Hall  of  Nations  will  represent  a   new  note  in  architec- 
ture, for  imbedded  in  the  walls  of  the  room  v/ill  be  stones 

from  historic  buildings  in  32  countries.  On  each  stone  will 
be  a   bronze  tablet  telling  of  its  history. 

The  stones  are  being  produced  through  the  efforts  of  E,  E. 
Shauer,  head  of  the  Paramount  foreign  department.  Accom- 

panying each  momento  is  an  official  document  from  the  coun- 
try of  origin  and  an  authentic  history  of  the  stone.  To  date 

15  of  these  stones  have  been  received  at  the  Paramount  home 
office  and  as  many  more  are  on  the  high  seas  bound  for  New York. 

This  novel  idea  has  not  only  created  international  interest 
in  the  new  Paramount  building,  but  it  has  become  of  interna- 

tional importance,  for  high  officials  in  foreign  capitals  of  the 
world  are  presenting  these  stones  in  the  hope  that  they  will 
be  one  more  link  in  the  chain  of  friendship  between  Europe, 
Asia  and  America. 

Presenting  a   stone  from  the  Imperial  palace  of  Japan,  for- 
merly the  Chiyoda  Castle  of  Toklo,  by  permission  of  the  Im- 
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perial  household,  Mayor  Korekimi  Naka- 
mura of  Tokio,  said; 

"By  this  Imperial  presentation  I   hope  the 
future  amity  between  Japan  and  America 

shall  be  even  more  increased  hereafter.” 
^^en  a   stone  from  the  League  of  Na- 

tions building  in  Geneva  was  presented  it 
was  with  the  thought  that  all  Americans 
were  familiar  with  what  the  stone  repre- 
sented. 
The  stone  presented  by  the  Chilean  gov- 

ernment was  taken  from  the  old  San  Fran- 
cisco church  in  Santiago,  a   building  which 

was  constructed  in  1572.  There  are  only 
two  of  these  stones  in  existence,  and  at  one 

time  they  were  carried  to  Spain  by  a   con- 
queror, but  later  returned.  One  of  these  is 

now  in  a   museum  in  Santiago,  Chile,  while 
the  other  will  grace  the  Paramount  build- 

ing. Before  sending  this  stone  it  was  en- 
graved with  the  Chilean  coat  of  arms,  and 

as  only  the  Chilean  government  is  permit- 
ted to  display  this  emblem  special  permis- 
sion was  granted  in  an  official  document  to 

be  posted  in  the  Hal!  of  Nations. 
The  history  of  each  stone  would  fill  col- 

umns of  space.  Each  bears  the  mark  of 
centuries  and  carries  with  it  the  history  of 
ancient  feuds  and  conquests.  All  will  add 
romance  and  a   touch  of  ancient  grandeur 
to  the  magnificent  lobby  of  the  Paramount 
building,  which  will  tower  35  stories  high. 
A   brief  description  of  each  stone  fol- 

lows : 
AUSTRIA 

Ornamental  piece  from  the  Town  Hall  of 
Vienna  built  by  the  famous  cathedral  architect, 
Frederich  ron  Schmidt  in  1872  to  83.  The  re- 

moval of  this  stone  occasioned  the  restoration  of 

that  part  of  the  building. 

AUSTRALIA 

Stone  cut  from  the  historical  rock  upon  which 
Captain  Cook  landed  in  1770.  This  rock  is 
known  as  the  Plymouth  Rock  of  Australia. 

NEW  ZEALAND 

A   piece  of  Green  Stone,  found  only  in  New 
Zealand.  This  was  taken  from  a   museum  and 

presented  by  the  New  Zealand  government.. 

SWITZERLAND 

_   A   brick  stone  taken  from  the  League  of  Na- 
tions building  in  Geneva,  which  Is  a   significant 

presentation. 

SINGAPORE 

Stone  taken  from  the  Johore  Causeway,  the 
greatest  engineering  feat  in  the  East  and  over 

which  is  hauled  the  greatest  part  of  the  world's 
rubber  supply. 

FRANCE 

Stone  taken  from  the  historical  Rheims  cathe- 

dral, the  history  of  which  is  familiar  to  the 
whole  world. 

DENMARK 

A   carved  stone  taken  from  the  famous  Kron- 
berg  castle  of  Hamlet  fame. 

CZEGHO  SLOVAKIA 

,   ®*ock  cut  from  the  historical  mountain  of 

Cze^h  which  centers  the  history  of  the 

GREECE 

Stone  taken  from  the  oldest  known  theatre  in 

g«ejrorld,  the  Dionyssus,  which  dates  back  496 

GERMANY 

•   P°*'"ke  stone  taken  from  the  Imperial  palace in  Berlin, 

JAPAN 

Stone  taken  from  the  Imperial  palace  at  Tokyo, 
tonnerly  known  as  the  Chyoda  Castle  of  Tokyo.. 

CHILE 

Stone  from  the  old  San  Francisco  church  in 
Santiago  which  was  built  in  1572.  This  Is  a rare  stone. 

SWEDEN 

Stone  taken  from  the  historical  wall  of  the 
Uty  of  Visby. 

ARGENTINA 

A   beautiful  onyx  stone  officially  presented  by the  government. 

BRAZIL 

Stone  cut  from  the  top  of  Sugar  Loaf  moun- 
«'n  in  the  harbor  of  Rio. 

GUATEMALA 

ruins  of  Maya  in  the  form  of 

Translation 
Tokyo  City  Hall 

Tokyo  City,  Japan 

Nov.  lOtk,  1925 

Adolph  Zukor  Esq., 

President  Famons  Players-Lasky  Corp. 

N&w  York  City,  U.  S.  A, 

Bear  Sir: 

With  reference  the  request  of  Mr. 

Ryudo  Omita,  the  representative  of 

your  firm  in  Tokyo,  for  a   stone  of  the 

Imperial  Palace — formerly  The  Chiyoda 

Castle  of  Tokyo — for  the  purpose  of 

using  it  to  decorate  the  memorial  room 

of  your  new  building  in  New  York  City, 

I   have  endeavored  to  secure  the  hon- 

ourable favour  of  the  Imperial  House- 

hold to  this  end. 

Since  the  Imperial  Household  has 

given  me  the  stone,  which  already  is  in 

Mr.  Bmita’s  care,  I   am  going  to  present 

it  to  you  with  profound  pleasure 

through  Mr.  Omita.  I   believe  the  stone 

will  shortly  be  delivered  to  you. 

By  this  Imperial  Presentation  I   hope 

the  future  amity  between  Japan  and 

America  shall  be  even  more  increased 

hereafter.  Wishing  you  from  the  bot- 

tom of  my  heart  a   most  prosperous  fu- 

ture for  your  famous  concern  and  your 
health, 

I   am 

Yours  very  sincerely 

(Signed)  Korekimi  Nakamura 

The  Mayor  of  Tokyo  City. 

-   VUg  \« 
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PANAMA 

Stone  from  the  ruins  of  the  old  city  of  Panama, 
destroyed  in  1671  by  the  Pirate  Henry  Morgan. 
The  only  remains  left  standing  is  the  old  tower 
of  the  ancient  cathedral. 

MEXICO 

Idol  from  the  old  temple  of  Quetzalcoatlen, 
the  oldest  ruins  in  Mexico. 

ICELAND 
Stone  cut  from  the  Thingvalla  plains. 

FINLAND 
Granite  block  from  the  old  Sveaborg  fortress. 

NORWAY 
Stone  from  the  ancient  forFress  of  Akershus  in 

Oslo,  Norway. 

HOLLAND 

Stone  taken  from  the  most  ancient  building  In 

Holland,  the  thirteenth  century  castle  known  as 
the  Mulderslot  (The  Castle  of  Muiden). 

ENGLAND 

England  has  offered  II  stones,  one  eacTi  from 
the  House  of  Parliament,  Buckingham  palace 

(the  old  original  building),  Hampton  Court  palace, 

Greenwch  hospital.  The  old  city  wall  (Newcastle- 
upon-Tyne),  Edinburg  castle,  Scotland,  Post  Of- 

fice, Dublin,  St.  Paul's  cathedral,  Westminster 
Abbey,  St.  James  palace  and  the  Tower  of  L.ondon. 
Among  others  to  come  are  stones  from  the 

Wall  of  China,  the  interior  of  Russia  and  from Poland, 
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New 
FIGUEROA 

Theatre 

Recently  completed  in  Los 

Angeles  by  the  Far  West  Thea- 
tre Corporation.  The  Figueroa 

has  a   seating  capacity  of  1,800. 

Above:  A   view  of  the  main  floor 

and  balcony  of  the  Figueroa. 

Right:  A   feature  of  the  side  wall 
decorations  is  shown  in  this 

view. 

Below:  Staircases  leading  to 

balcony  and  upper  foyers  in  the 

Figueroa  theatre. 

Above:  Continuation  view  of 

main  floor  and  balcony  of  the 

Figueroa. 

Below:  Ornate  stage,  curtain 

and  orchestra  pit  at  the 

Figueroa  theatre. 
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Schoenstadts  Building  Imposing 
Theatre  and  Hotel  in  Chicago 

IT  is  a   long  cry  from  the  Nickelodeon of  almost  twenty  years  ago  which 

marked  the  entrance  in  the  motion  pic- 

ture industry  of  H.  Schoenstadt  and  Sons 

to  the  imposing  theatre  and  hotel  building 

which  these  pioneers  will  soon  open  to 

Chicago’s  amusement  loving  public  on  the 

south  side.  From  the  most  primitive  show-
 

houses  of  the  earlier  days,  the  Schoen-
 

stadt’s  growing  chain  of  theatres  has  kept 

constant  pace  with  improvement  in  buildi
ng 

and  equipment.  That  their  new  Picca
ddilly 

In  the  architect’s  sketch  reproduced  on 
this  page  will  be  noted  the  theatre  en- 

trance, which  will  be  an  impressive  affair 

reaching  several  stories  in  height  and  fea- 

turing a   large  marquee  brilliantly  lighted 

in  many  colors.  The  exterior  of  the  build- 

ing itself  will  be  attractively  treated  in  a 
combination  of  terra  cotta  and  face  brick. 

The  structure  will  be  fireproof  throughout 

and  every  feature,  as  dictated  by  good 

building  practice  to  insure  safety,  comfort 

and  convenience  has  been  specified. 

ornamental  plaster  and  marble,  will  be  the 
lighting  effects,  Elaborate  plans  have  been 
made  to  utilize  to  the  maximum  advantage 
the  extensive  lighting  system  which  will  be 
installed  to  enhance  the  beauty  of  the  in- 

terior as  a   whole. 

♦   »   • 

The  Piccaddilly  will  have  a   stage  32  feet 

in  depth,  fully  equipped  to  take  care  of  the 
largest  stage  attractions.  The  orchestra 

pit  will  be  mounted  on  an  elevator  so  that 

Twelve 

Story 

Theatre 

and 

Hotel 

for 
Chicago 

Now 

Under 
Way by 

Schoen- 

stadt 

and  Sons 

Theatre 

Will 

Seat 

3,000 and 

Will  Be 

Known 

as  the 

Piccad- 

dilly 

C.  W.  and G.  Rapp, 

Archi- tects 

Architects  drs^ving  of  exterior  of  twelve  story  Piccadilly  theatre  and  hotel  being  erected 

by  H.  Schoenstadt  &   Sons  in  Chicago.  The  theatre  ^v^li  seat  3,000.  C.  W.  &   Geo. 
L.  Rapp,  architects. 

theatre,  as  it  will  be  known,  designed  by 
C.  W.  &   Geo.  L.  Rapp,  will  represent 
the  last  word  in  its  every  department  is 
but  natural.  For  in  it  is  being  lavished 
the  dreams  of  these  aggressive  showmen 
to  produce  a   playhouse  that  will  rank  sec- 

ond to  none  in  comfort  and  beauty  of 
appointment. 

*   ♦   # 

The  new  theatre  and  hotel,  which  is  now 
m   course  of  construction,  at  Hyde  Park 
Boulevard  and  Blackstone  avenue,  will  be 
a   twelve  story  building  housing  a   modern 
hotel  and  a   theatre  seating  3,000.  The  pre- 

set involves  an  outlay  of  approximately 
$3,250,000. 

The  Grand  Lobby  will  be  60  feet  long 

and  40  wide,  leading  directly  into  the  main 
foyer  of  the  auditorium  on  the  orchestra 

floor.  The  skill  and  craftsmanship  of  hun- 
dreds of  artists  and  artisans  will  be  called 

in  to  transform  the  lobby  into  a   veritable 

palace  of  grandeur,  enrichened  by  costly 
chandeliers  and  made  interesting  by  nooks 

and  niches  housing  works  of  art  and 
sculpture. 

♦   *   * 

From  either  side  of  the  foyer  stairs  of 

ornamental  bronze  and  marble  will  lead 

to  the  mezzanine  foyer  and  balcony.  _ 

One  of  the  features  of  the  interior  of 

the  theatre,  which  will  be  richly  treated  in 

the  musicians  will  be  brought  to  full  view 

of  the  audience  during  overtures. 

On  the  ground  floor  of  the  Piccadilly 

building  will  be  six  shops.  The  second 
floor  of  the  hotel  is  to  be  devoted  to  the 

business  lobby,  commodious  lounges  for  the 

use  of  guests  and  a   large  dining  room 

with  a   completely  equipped  kitchen  for  the 

use  of  guests  and  the  public.  On  this  floor 

there  will  also  be  six  large  apartments. 

The  balance  of  the  floors  from  the  third 

floor  to  the  twelfth  will  be  devoted  to 

guests  rooms. 

According  to  present  plans  the  new  thea- 

tre will  be  completed  and  ready  for  open- 

ing some  time  in  October  of  this  year. 
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Saxophone  Authority  States 

Kilgen  Reproduces  Perfect  Tone 
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Article  appeared  in 
Jantiary  issue  of 
Jacobs’  Orchestra 
Monthly,  written  by 

Mr.  Edward  Bar- 
roll,  saxophone 
authority  of  that 

publication. 

Every  purchaser  of  a   theatre  pipe  organ  knows the  importance  of  perfect  saxophone  tones  in 

the  orchestral  ensemble.  Truly,  it  holds  an  out- 

standing appeal  for  theatre  goers. 

Now,  the  Kilgen  Wonder  Organ  wins  the  approval 

of  saxophone  artists  as  being  clear  and  true  in 

expression.  The  most  difficult  instrument  to  repro- 

duce finds  perfection  in  the  Kilgen. 

We  will  be  glad  to  send  you  the  complete  story 

about  the  saxophone  in  the  pipe  organ;  as -it  was 

written  by  Mr.  Barroll,  who  writes  authoritatively 

each  month  for  a   great  group  of  readers  interested 

in  the  saxophone  and  its  development.  We  also 

invite  you  to  call  on  our  organ  architects  to  confer 

with  your  builders  on  the  subject  of  any  organ 
installation. 

#eo.  kilgen  ̂    ̂om,  Inc. 
^ipe  ©tgang 

ST.  LOUIS 

Studio — 252  Wrigley  Bldg,,  Chicago 

Installations 

CHICAGO Ritz 

White  Palace 

Radio  Station  W-H-T 
Vogue 

Maywood 
ST.  LOUIS 

Grand  Central Tivoli 

Capital 
Ritz 
Radio  Station 

K-M-O-X 

West  End  Lyric 

GARY,  IND. 
Palace Broadway 

ST.  PAUL 

Capitol 

HOUSTON 

Majestic 
CAPE  GIRARDEAU, MO. 
Grand 

THE  VOICE  OF  THE  SILENT  DRAMA 
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ML IN  THE 
First  Numbers  in  New  Series  of 

Special  Theatre  Music  Ready 
American  Composers^  Ine^^  Formed  by  Henry  Waterson 

Plans  Extensive  Service  for  Motion  Picture  Houses 

The  first  twelve  numbers  of  a   new  series  of  orchestra  music  which  is  particu- larly adapted  for  use  by  motion  picture  theatre  orchestras  and  organists — has 

just  been  announced  by  American  Composers,  Inc.,  45  West  45th  St.,  New 

York  City.  This  publishing  company  was  formed  some  time  ago  by  Henry  Water- 

son,  the  pioneer  publisher,  and  will  specialize  in  publishing  new  melodic  orchestral 

music  that  can  be  used  as  concert  numbers  or  for  cueing  purposes. 

HOR  years  Mr.  Waterson  has  been  in 
intimate  contact  with  leaders  of  motion 

picture  orchestras.  He  has  learned  of  their 

wants;  he  has  been  informed  by  them  of 

their  difficulties  in  providing  a   varied  musi- 
cal accompaniment  to  the  continuous 

stream  of  pictures  which  come  to  their 

theatres.  Obviously,  they  cannot  continu- 

ally repeat  the  musical  classics ;   equally  ob- 
vious is  their  need  of  modern  music  writ- 

ten by  skilled  composers  that  will  fit 

motion  picture  requirements.  Since  Henry 

Waterson  is  a   man  of  action,  after  as- 
similating what  these  leaders  told  him,  he 

determined  to  see  what  could  be  done 

about  it.  ’ 
*   ♦   ♦ 

In  forming  American  Composers,  Inc., 
Mr.  Waterson  set  a   definite  standard  to 

which  all  publications  issued  must  form. 
All  numbers  must  be  melodious ;   they  must 

be  suitable  for  use  with  motion  pictures; 

they  must  have  real  entertainment  value. 

With  this  standard  in  mind,  Henry  Wat- 
erson broached  the  subject  of  waiting  such 

compositions  to  Dr.  Hugo  Felix,  the  noted 

composer.  Dr.  Felix  was  attracted  to  the 

idea  and  sketched  a   number  of  composi- 
tions. After  hearing  these  Mr.  Waterson 

was  convinced  that  his  idea  was  a   feasible 

one  and  formed  American  Composers,  Inc. 

to  exploit  these  and  similar  numbers.  He 

arranged  for  a   series  of  numbers  from  Dr. 

Felix  and  sent  a   communication  to  the  mo- 

tion picture  orchestra  leaders  and  compos- 
ers throughout  the  country  to  submit  any 

new  orchestra  compositions  created  by 

them,  offering  to  publish  at  his  own  expense 
and  on  a   royalty  basis  those  that  met  the 

high  standard  set  by  American  Composers, 

Inc.  Some  three  hundred  and  fifty  compo- 
sitions were  submitted  and  the  first  cata- 

logue includes  those  found  available. 
*   *   * 

Dr.  Hugo  Felix  will  be  very  prominently 
identified  with  American  Composers,  Inc. 

activities,  and  the  luring  of  talent  as  great 

as  this  musician’s  to  the  enterprise  is  sig- 
nificant of  the  manner  in  w'hich  its  affairs 

will  be  handled.  Dr.  Felix  is  the  com- 

poser of  many  well-known  musical  plays, 

among  which  are  “Pom  Pom,”  “Lassie,” 

^arjolaine,”  and  “The  Sweetheart  Shop.” He  has  also  written  an  operetta  for  which 

the  noted  dramatist,  Victorian  Sardou,  fur- 
nished the  libretto.  The  name  of  this  work 

is  "Les  Marveilleuses”  and  it  was  produced 

in  France  with  success.  Dr.  Felix  also  has 

written  a   mimo-drama  called  “The  Golden 
Pin”  which  David  Belasco  is  to  produce, 

and  is  at  present  completing  two  more 
musical  works.  One  of  these  is  a   grand 

opera  based  on  Tolstoy’s  “Ressurection,” the  libretto  of  which  is  by  the  famous 

French  playwright,  Henri  Bataille;  the 
other  is  a   musical  version  of  Rachel 

Crothers’  play  “39  East,”  for  which  Miss 
Crothers  is  supplying  both  book  and  lyrics. 

The  compositions  which  Dr.  Felix  has 
written  for  .-American  Composers,  Inc.  are 

eighteen  in  number,  six  of  which  will  be 

issued  immediately.  The  first  six  are  char- 
acteristic studies  and  they  bear  the  title  of 

“The  Witching  Hour,”  “Tender  Question,” 

“It’s  Raining.”  “The  Duel,”  “Canter 

Through  the  Woods”  and  “Fountain  in  the 

Moonlight.”  Another  group  of  six  to  be 

issued  shortly  will  be  national  in  character, 

that  is  to  say.  they  will  be  in  the  musical 

idiom  of  the  country  portrayed.  Since  Dr. 

Felix  is  thoroughly  familiar  with  the  musi- 

cal characteristics  of  the  various  countries, 

these  compositions  promise  to  be  of  par- 
ticular interest. 

#   *   * 

In  addition  to  Dr.  Felix’s  numbers  the 

first  releases  will  include  "Festival  Over
- 

ture” by  L.  Leslie  Loth;  “Moonlight  in 

Granada”  by  Julian  Huarte;  “Phanton 

Army”  by  Emil  Bierman ;   “Kutztown  Reel^^ 

by  Homer  Nearing;  “Overture  to 
 Grama” 

by  M.  Wood  Hill  and  “Bama  Coon”
  by 

Countess  Ada  G.  de  Lachau. 

While  the  intense  interest  shown  by  Dr. 

Felix  in  the  scheme  outlined  by  Henry 

Waterson,  convinced  the  latter  that  he  was 

on  the  right  track  musicajly,  and  that  he 

could  get  composers  of  a   high  type  to  write 

the  sort  of  music  that  was  so  imperatively 

needed  by  the  film  world,  it  remained  for 
him  to  select  a   man  who  could  properly 

bring  the  music  to  the  attention  of  leaders all  over  the  country. 

He  selected  for  this  purpose  Harry  Sig- 

mond,  the  general  manager  of  the  Tax 

Free  Music  Bureau,  Ltd.,  who  since  the 

establishment  of  that  Bureau  in  August, 

1924,  has  been  in  direct  and  constant  com- 

munication with  approximately  five  thou- 

sand motion  picture  theatres  through  the 

country.  During  that  time  Mr.  Sigmond 

has  acquired  a   very  detailed  mass  of  in- 

formation of  the  musical  needs  of  the  mo- 

tion picture  theatre  and  with  this  special- 

ized knowledge,  the  high  calibre  of  music 

composed  by  Dr.  Hugo  Felix  and  his  con- 
freres, and  the  energy  and  experience  of 

Henry  Waterson,  the  success  of  American 

Composers,  Inc.,  is  assured. 
*   If 

The  most  careful  attention  has  been  paid 

to  the  details  of  publishing.  These,  though 

seemingly  small  in  themselves  are  all  im- 
portant to  the  leader  who  uses  this  sort 

of  music.  The  orchestral  arrangement  of 

the  compositions  have  been  so  scored  that 

they  can  be  played  with  maximum  effect 

by  any  combination  of  instruments,  large 
or  small.  The  quality  of  the  paper  used 

is  extremely  high  so  that  it  will  withstand 

the  hardest  kind  of  usage  and  each  num- 

ber will  be  issued  as  a   separate  composi- 
tion and  in  concert  size.  Everything  has 

been  done  to  make  these  issues  attractive. 

Those  leaders  who  have  been  queried 

about  the  idea  behind  American  Composers, 

Inc.,  expressed  the  keenest  interest  in  the 

enterprise.  To  most  of  them  it  means  a 

lightening  of  their  labors  and  an  oppor- 

tunity to  make  their  port  of  the  program 

more  attractive. 

Altogether  the  practicability  of  the  idea 

is  apparent,  the  executive  of  it  has  been 

entrusted  to  the  most  capable  hands  and 

the  technical  knowledge,  both  on  the  musi- 

cal and  business  sides,  is  at  the  command 

of  the  enterprise  through  the  executives 

engaged  to  conduct  American  Composers, Inc. 

The  plans  call  for  the  issuance  of  new 

compositions  at  frequent  intervals,  starting 

with  the  twelve  named  above.  Twenty 

other  numbers  are  in  course  of  prepara- 

tion and  will  be  issued  within  a   compara- 

tively short  time. *   ♦   * 

Harry  Sigmond,  the  general  manager  is 

about  to  start  on  a   five  months’  tour  of
 

the  country  to  personally  bring  to  the  at
- 

tention of  theatre  owners,  musicians,  com- 

posers and  music  dealers,  the  plans  of  the 

company.  While  on  this  trip  Mr.  Sigmond 

will  also  discuss  with  theatre  owners  a 

program  of  activity  which  has  been  
out- 

lined with  respect  to  Tax  Free  Music. 

American  Composers,  Inc.  have  issued  a 

thematic  booklet  containing  the  first  violin 

parts  of  the  twelve  numbers  they  have  just 

published  which  it  is  distributing  gratis 

upon  application  to  their  officers  at  45  West 

45th  street,  New  York  City. 
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Further  Readers’  Questions  on 
Music  Answered  by  Wagner 

An  exhibitor  in  a   town  of  3.000  popula- tion in  New  York  state  writes  that  he 

is  undecided  in  the  matter  of  em- 

ploying a   better  organist  than  he  now  has, 

at  an  added  expense  of  $15  a   week.  He 
wants  to  know  if  the  change  would  be 

profitable. 
Fifteen  dollars  more  a   week  for  expense 

means  a   great  deal  to  the  small  house  but 

several  things  enter  the  problem  to  ocn- 
sider.  First  of  all  is  the  subject  of  your 

opposition  house.  You  must  of  course  have 

the  better  pictures,  most  comfortable  thea- 
tre, attractive  admission,  and  with  it  must 

go  the  best  organist  you  can  possibly  afford. 

If  you  make  the  change,  don't  fail  to  let 
your  patrons  know  that  you  have  done  it 
in  your  constant  endeavor  to  give  them  the 
best  at  all  times.  You  will  soon  find  out 

whether  your  organist’s  ability  as  a   drawing 
card  has  justified  your  changing.  I   might 

say  that  the  salary  you  are  now  paying  is 

very  meager,  and  that  most  exhibitors  who 

employ  a   pianist  alone  as  a   picture  accom- 
paniment. pay  more  than  that.  If  you  can 

get  a   good  organist  whom  you  can  feature 
at  fifteen  dollars  more  than  you  are  now 

paying,  I   would  say  do  it  by  all  means. 
Your  other  question  I   am  answering  by 

letter  to  you. 

I   have  a   letter  from  an  Iowa  manager 
who  is  contemplating  buying  a   new  organ 
and  wants  to  know  which  I   think  the  best 

of  several  different  makes  he  is  figuring 
on.  He  also  wishes  to  know  if  the  added 

expenditure  entailed  by  dividing  the  organ 

is  w'orth  while,  or  if  the  one  swell  box 
is  not  sufficient. 

It  would  not  be  wise  for  me  to  advise 

you  just  what  make  of  organ  you  should 
select,  for  many  obvious  reasons.  Of  the 
five  different  ones  you  mentioned,  all  but 

one  are  first  class  organs  and  are  built  by 

reputable  concerns.  I   don't  think  you  will 
make  any  mistake  in  any  of  the  instruments 
you  select  except  the  one,  which  is  not 

really  built  for  ̂ eatre  work. 
As  to  dividing  your  instrument  into  two 

swell  boxes,  I   say  yes,  by  all  means  do  it, 
if  the  space  in  your  theatres  permits.  The 

registration  and  shading  possibilities  of  the 
organ  is  practically  doubled  by  such  an 

arrangement,  so  don’t  let  the  matter  of  a 
few  hundred  dollars  keep  you  from  doing  it. 

But  have  your  two  chambers  on  the  op- 
posite sides  of  the  front  of  the  house,  and 

not  one  in  front  and  the  other  in  the  rear 

as  was  formerly  done  for  the  “echo”  effect. 
This  is  not  practical  for  theatre  organs,  ex- 

cept of  course  in  the  very  large  instruments. 
The  correct  location  for  the  console  is  rather 

a   broad  subject  to  cover.  If  you  intend  to 

use  your  instrument  for  solo  work  as  well 

as  picture  accompaniment,  the  logical  place 
for  it  is  at  either  side  of  the  orchestra  pit 

and  set  somewhat  diagonally.  This  posi- 
tion gives  the  organist  a   better  view  of  the 

screen,  and  at  the  same  time  gives  the  au- 
dience a   view  of  the  console  during  the 

organ  solo,  without  the  use  of  an  elevator. 
It  is  best  to  have  the  console  on  a   level 
with  the  seats  of  the  theatre  when  such  a 

location  does  not  hinder  the  view  of  any 

patrons  seated  in  the  rear  of  it.  Opinions 
on  this  subject  differ  a   great  deal,  and  no 
doubt  your  organist  has  a   preference  and 

after  all  his  suggestions  should  be  consid- 
ered if  they  are  practical.  I   do  think 

thongh,  that  all  organists  will  agree  that, 

By  HARRY  L.  WAGNER 
Organist,  Empress  Theatre,  Chicago,  111. 

about  the  most  miserable  place  for  the 

console,  when  there  is  no  depth  of  stage, 

is  in  the  center  of  the  pit  almost  under 

the  screen.  Just  try  sitting  in  one  position 

for  an  hour  or  more  and  look  at  the  ceil- 

ing almost  constantly,  and  you  will  get 

some  idea  of  what  the  musician  on  an  ar- 

rangement of  this  kind  has  to  contend  wth, 

every  hour  he  is  on  the  job. 

An  organist  in  Missouri  writes  me  that 

his  employer  wants  him  to  play  a   part  of 

his  musical  pi-ogram  on  the  piano,  but  the 
most  of  it,  of  course  on  the  organ.  He 

(The  manager)  thinks  the  change  tends  to 
break  the  monotony. 

I   agree  with  yor  employer  in  this  case 
whore,  I   take  it,  you  are  the  sole  source 
of  music  and  no  orchestra  is  used.  Of 

course  there  are  some  pictures  that  are  best 

interpreted  on  the  organ  entirely,  and  in 
that  case  I   would  play  at  least  one  of  the 

Issues  New  Book 

for  Organists 
On  the  subject  of  proper  musical 

themes  I   want  to  call  the  attention  of 

all  organists  to  a   new  compilation  of 

organ  music  by  D.  Appleton  Co.,  of 
New  York.  You  all  are  more  or  less 

familiar  with  their  popular  editions  of 

“Violin  Pieces  the  Wiole  World  Plays, 

Piano  Pieces  the  Whole  World  Plays.” 
etc.  And  you  know  that  these  are 

made  up  of  the  most  familiar  numbers 

comprising  Classic,  Sacred,  and  Mod- 
ern pieces. 

This  new  book  of  “Organ  Pieces  the 

Whole  World  Plays”  includues  Clas- 
sic, Modern,  Characteristic,  Marches, 

Opera  Selections  and  Sacred  numbers, 

and  should  prove  a   valuable  addition 
to  any  organists  library,  no  matter 

how  large,  because  there  isn’t  a   single numlier  in  this  edition  that  is  not 

usable  in  picture  work  at  some  time 
or  another,  to  say  nothing  of  its  value 
in  churcli  or  concert  work.  It  is  all 

arranged  in  Three  Staffs  and  is  ex- 
ceptionally well  edited. — Harry  L. 

Wagner. 

short  features  on  the  piano.  And  where 

you  do  change  from  the  organ  to  the  piano 

during  the  feature,  make  your  change  in  a 

part  where  the  plot  is  broken  enough  to 
prevent  any  distraction  to  your  audience. 
The  same  thought  must  be  kept  in  mind 

when  changing  back  to  the  organ.  Usually 
ten  or  fifteen  minutes  at  the  piano  is  enough, 

and  by  using  discretion  your  aduience  will 

rarely  notice  any  break  in  the  music.  You 

will  find  the  monotony  of  organ  music  con- 
tinually broken,  and  will  enjoy  the  change 

yourself,  once  you  become  accustomed  to  it. 
I   have  an  inquiry  from  another  Iowa 

organist,  wanting  to  know  which  I   would 
advise  for  love  themes  of  pictures ;   More 

standard  compositions  or  popular  numbers. 
I   covered  this  matter  in  one  of  my  former 

articles  but  it  is  a   subject  that  is  of  interest 
a!  all  times  so  it  is  worth  while  repeating. 

The  popular  music  is  more  desirable  in  the 
most  cases  in  view  of  the  fact  that  the  lay- 

man, is  familiar  with  the  melody  as  well 

as  the  words  and  he  is  naturally  impressed 

more  sincerely  with  the  scene  before  him 
when  the  music  that  he  is  hearing  bespeaks 

the  emotion  being  portrayed.  For  this  rea- 

son the  popular  music  is  better  because 

the  percentage  of  people  wbo  are  familiar 
enough  with  the  words  and  music  too,  of 
the  more  standard  compositions,  is  very 

small.  For  this  reason  also,  be  careful  to 

choose  theme  pieces  whose  words  and  music 

both  refiecl  the  emotion  pictured  on  the 
screen.  , 

I   played  a   picture  recently  entitled  The 

Ship  of  Souls,”  in  which  the  two  leading feminine  characters  were  half  sisters ;   one 

a   white  girl,  and  the  other,  half  Indian. 

Both  girls  are  in  love  with  the  sarne  man 

and  the  action  throughout  the  entire  pic- 

ture was  verv  dramatic.  I   used  “To  a 
Wild  Rose,"  by  McDowell,  as  the  theme 

for  the  white  girl;  and  “Pale  Moon,”  by 
Nevin,  as  the  theme  for  the  Half  Indian 

girl.  You  will  notice  there  is  a   decided 

similiarty  in  the  opening  theme  of  each 

piece,  which  made  them  ideal  as  twin  theme 

pieces  in  this  particular  picture.  It  is  such 

things  as  this  that  makes  your  musical_  in- 
terpretation really  worth  while,  and  a   little 

careful  thought  on  your  part  will  do  won- 
ders with  a   picture  from  the  standpoint 

of  the  music.  Incidently,  there  wasn’t  a 
spot  in  this  picture  where  even  a   single 

strain  of  popular  music  was  suitable. 

Then  again  you  will  get  a   picture  in 
which  there  are  any  number  of  situations 
and  moods  that  suggest  some  popular 

songs,  the  use  of  which  does  not  detract 
from  the  dramatic  part  of  the  picture. 

You  must  be  wise  at  all  times  in  your  se- 
lection of  themes  as  well  as  incidental 

music.  Proper  musical  settings  can  play 

a   very  important  part  in  any  picture,  but 
a   poor  one  can  easily  make  a   very  good 

picture  a   “bore.” 
In  the  Marshal  Neilan  picture  “The 

Great  Love,”  the  popular  piece  “Then  I’ll 
he  Happy,”  makes  a   peach  of  a   theme  for 
the  love  sick  elephant  that  makes  life  so 
miserable  for  the  Doctor  by  persistently 

following  him  everywhere  and  thereby  cre- 
ating some  really  ludicrous  situations. 

Every  time  the  audience  heard  the  thing 

they  laughed.  When  the  heart  broken 
"Mammoth,”  decides  on  the  river  to  end 

it  all,  “The  Curse  of  an  Aching  Heart.”  “If 
You  Hadn’t  Gone  Away,”  and  “Tosti’s 
Goodbye,”  all  play  their  part  in  bringing 
out  the  funny  situations. 

In  these  two  pictures  you  have  the  two 

opposite  effects  to  bring  about  through 
your  music.  In  the  first  you  are  enhancing 
the  dramatic  character  of  the  story;  while 

in  the  second  one,  it  is  the  comedy  situa- 

tion you  are  bringing  out.  These  sugges- 
tions will  give  you  an  idea  as  to  just  how 

you  should  make  your  selections  of  music 
for  different  type  pictures. 

Here’s  an  Indiana  manager  that  is  hav- 
ing trouble  with  an  echo  in  his  theatre. 

He  wants  to  know  if  there  isn’t  some  in- 
expensive way  of  remedying  his  trouble. 

Here  is  a   solution  that  I   have  seen  this 

done  in  two  different  cases  and  It  worked 

very  well.  The  trouble  here  was  that  the 
auditorium  was  practically  square  and  any 

sound  uttered  would  echo,  regardless  of 
whether  the  house  was  full  or  not.  This 

house  had  a   balcony,  the  back  wall  of  which 
(Continued  on  page  SI) 



Beauty  of  T one.  Matched  by 

Excellence  of  Construction 

That  Attracts  Crowds  And 
Dollars  ToYourTheatre 

Exhibitors  throughout  the  country  have  come  to  realize  that 

featuring  a   Man*  &   Colton,  “America’s  Finest  Organ”  in  con- 
nection with  motion  pictures  is  an  attraction  that  has  great  box 

office  value. Write  for  Our 
Catalogs 

Modern  theatres  no  longer  can  hope  to  play  to  capacity  houses 
unless  modern  organ  music  is  part  of  the  program. 

Consider  what  a   Marr  &   Colton  organ  will  mean  to  your  theatre. 

Man*  &   Colton  will  pay  big  dividends  by  attracting  greater 
crowds  and  more  revenue. 
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BETTER  THEATRES  SECTION  OF 

Organ  Cues  for  Film  Stories  an 

Orchestra  Cannot  ‘"Do” By  IRIS  FINING 
First  Organist,  Granada  Theatre,  San  Francisco 

EVHRV  organist  who  has  had  experi- ence in  the  interpretation  of  motion 

pictures  has  encountered  film  stories 

an  orchestra  cannot  accompany  success- 

fully. Pictures  of  fast  action,  short 

scenes,  changing  themes,  many  cutbacks 

and  the  like.  Of  such  is  Adolphe  Menjou’s 
latest  triumph,  a   Paramount  adaptation  of 

Alfred  Savoir's  very  clever  French  play, 

“The  Grand  Duchess  and  the  Waiter.”  No 
orchestra  in  the  world  could  interpret  all 
the  little  subtle  tricks  and  deft  mannerisms 

of  the  star. 

This  is  a   delightful  thing,  a   play  of  man- 
ners and  mannerisms,  a   mirror,  a   bit  of 

tapestry,  clear  cut  as  a   cameo,  delicate  as 
a   miniature.  It  is  a   picture  that  would  be 

ruined  by  an  actor  less  an  artist  than 

Menjou,  calling  for  poise,  sangfroid  and 

sympatlietic,  adroit  treatment.  It  has  a 
flavor  and  a   fragrance  which  could  be 

marred,  ruined  by  gaucherie  or  vulgarity. 

*   ♦   * 

The  beauty  of  Florence  Vidor  matches 
well  the  stateliness  and  the  hauteur  of 

the  duchess,  never  entirely  forgotten  even 

in  the  intimacy  of  her  boudoir.  And 
Laurence  Grant  as  the  Grand  Duke  Paul, 

Andre  de  Beranger  as  the  Grand  Duke 

Peter  and  Dot  Farley  as  Pascovia  are  ex- 
cellently cast,  their  work  in  keeping  with 

the  acting  of  the  leads. 

The  Faust  “Fantasy”  furnishes  an  admir- 
able opening  for  this  picture,  going  into 

the  first  ballet  at  the  title,  as  the  opening 

scene  is  in  the  French  opera,  with  dancing. 

The  arrival  of  the  polished  lover,  Menjou, 

and  the  arrival  of  the  royal  party,  with 

Menjou  apologizing  to  his  own  party  for 
his  tardiness,  can  be  accompanied  by  a 

shading  of  the  waltz  up  and  down,  as 

during  these  scenes  in  the  opera  house  there 
are  numerous  flashbacks  to  the  dance  to 

portray  what  the  audience  is  enjoying. 
The  duchess  gazes  about  her  and  remarks 
to  the  Grand  Duke  Peter  that  this  charming 
scene  reminds  her  of  their  beloved  St. 

Petersburg.  This  remark,  in  our  preview 

of  the  picture,  has  given  us  our  cue  that 

we  are  to  keep  in  an  atmosphere  either 
Russian  or  French  throughout. 

*   *   * 

The  waltz  strain  ends  just  in  time  for 

us  to  begin  the  second  number  of  the  ballet 

music.  Menjou,  struck  by  the  beauty  of 
the  duchess,  excuses  himself  from  his  own 

party  and  sends  in  his  card  to  the  lady 
in  the  opposite  box  who  has  caught  his  eye. 

The  second  number  of  the  ballet  is  very 

recitative,  portraying  Menjou’s  emotions 
and  carrying  out  the  opera  idea.  To  the 

dismay  of  the  watching  Menjou,  the 
duchess  tears  up  his  card.  As  his  friends 

laugh  merrily  over  his  discomfiture,  go  back 
to  the  first  strain  of  the  waltz  and  play 
to  the  fade. 

Now  we  come  to  the  scene  in  front  of 

the  opera  house  after  the  performance,  one 

of  gay  excitement.  Menjou  abandons  his 
friends  and  speeds  after  the  duchess.  This 

is  beautifully  interpreted  by  playing 

DeCosta’s  “Babillege,"  full  of  excitement 
and  gay  abandon.  Continue  this  as  Menjou 
follows  .the  duchess  into  her  hotel  and  asks 

the  manager  who  she  is.  Learning  she  is 

the  Russian  grand  duchess,  Menjou  at  once 

engages  an  apartment  under  hers.  As 

she  enters  her  apartment  it  is  seen  she  is 

deeply  worried.  This  is  an  excellent  cue 

to  play  the  “Song  of  the  Volga  Boatmen, 

its  melodic  sadness  interpreting  her  heavi- 
ness of  heart  as  she  reads  the  message 

from  the  frontier  telling  of  the  sad  plight 
of  her  people. *   ♦   * 

Her  mood  is  jarred  when  the  Grand 

Duke  Peter  sits  to  the  piano  and  care- 

lessly plays  Rachmaninoff's  “Prelude.” There  is  no  title  informing  you  that  the 

selection  being  played  is  the  celebrated 

“Prelude.”  You  have  only  the  close-up  of 

the  player’s  hands.  It  is  up  to  you  to 

recognize  the  thing  and  to  the  musician 

who  knows,  there  is  no  mistaking  these 
two  bars  in  their  technical  execution.  Play 

until  the  Grand  Duke  Peter  says,  “Why 

should  I   care?” As  the  duchess  agitatedly  paces  the  floor, 

the  chandelier  in  Menjou’s  sittingroom 

sways.  Pause,  then  cue  to  action  the 

cadenzas  which  the  gay  and  wholly  in- 
different Peter  runs  on  the  keyboard  to 

annoy  further  the  lady.  Menjou  smiles 

and  tries  to  reach  her  on  the  phone.  This 

gives  us  our  cue  for  a   grandioso  march— 

the  “March  Pomposo”  by  Kowalski.  Men- 

jou’s attempt  to  reach  the  duchess  on  the 

phone  is  frustrated  by  the  members  of  her 

suite,  each  of  whom  in  turn  tells  precisely 
his  status.  Each  royal  title  is  very  long 

and  impressive  and  extremely  humorous 

to  your  audience.  Play  the  march  very 

pomposo  until  the  duchess  refuses  to  speak 

with  the  stranger  on  the  phone  and  the 

Grand  Duke  Paul  hangs  up  the  receiver; 

a   crash  on  your  cymbals  and  an  abrupt 

cut  in  the  “Grand  March”  is  capital  inter- 

pretation. 
The  duchess,  sorrowing,  steps  out  on  her 

balcony,  flooded  in  moonlight,  and  a   short 
{Coniintied  on  page  24) 

Adagio        Beethoven 
Air    Bach 
Air    Giordani 

Air  (Rinaldo)    ^...Handel 
Air  (Pur  Dicesti)   Lotti 
Andante  (Orfeo)    Gluck 
Andante    Mendelssohn 
Andante    Tschaikowsky 
Andante  Religioso    Thome 
Andantino      Franck 
Andantino  —   Lemarc 

Angels’  Serenade   Braga 
Angelus    Massenet 
Anitra’s  Dance    Grieg 

Aragonaise      Massenet 
Ase’s  Death    Grieg 
Ave  Maria    Gounod 
Ave  Maria      Schubert 
Barcarolle    Offenbach 

Berceuse  (Jocelyn) —.Godard 
Berceuse        -...Schyite 
Bridal  Chorus    Wagner 

Cantilene  Nuptiale   Diibois 
Cavatina      Raff 

Chants  Russes    Lalo 

Cinquantaine  ..Gabriel-Marie 
Consolation  No.  S   Lisst 
Consolation    Mendelssohn 
Coronation  March  Meyerbeer 
Cradle  Song    Hauser 
Cradle  Song    lljinsky 

Cygne,  Le      Saint-Saens Dance  of  the  Hours 

Ponchiclli Dead  March  (Saul)  Handel 
Dervish  Chorus      Sebek 

Erotik,  Op.  43,  No.  5 
Grieg 

Evening  Prayer    Reinicke 

Evening  Star    Wagner 
Fanfare,  Op.  40   Ascher 

Festival  March    .‘._GoMMod 

An  Ideal  Collection  for  Motion  Picture 

Organists 

STANDARD  ORGAN  PIECES 
A   collection  of  114  standard  classic,  modern,  sacred, 

operatic,  characteristic  and  march  compositions  ar-
 

ranged for  pipe  organ  (3  staves)  and  highly  endorsed 

for  motion  picture  use  by  such  authorities  as  John 

Priest,  John  Hammond,  Percy  Starmes  _   and  many 

others.  Contains  448  pages,  sheet  music  size,  durably 

bound.  Once  on  the  organ  desk,  it  will  never  be  off  it. 

Be  sure  to  read  this  Complete  List  of  Couteuts 

Funeral  March    Chopin 
Gavotte  in  D     Cossec^ 
Grand  March  (Aida)  Verdi 
March  (Tanahauser) 

Wagner 
Hallelujah  Chorus  ....Handel 
Humoreske    Dvorak 

Hungarian  Dance   Brahms 
Hymn  to  the  Sun 

R.  Korsakow 
Idyl  (Evening  Rest)  Merkel Intermezzo    Mascagni 

Kol  Nidrci    Hebrew 

Largo  (Symphony)  ...Dvorak 
Largo  (Xerxes)    Handel 
Larme,  XJn  (A  Tear) Moussorgsky 

Lost  Chord,  The   Sullivan 
Madrigal    Simonettx 
March  (Tannhauser) 

Wagner Marche  Celebrc    hackner 
Marche  Militaire   Schubert 
Marche  Nuptiale    Gatvnc 
Melodie  Op.  10   Massenet 

Melody  in  F   Rubinstein 
Military  Polonaise   Chopin 
Minuet  in  G     Beethoven 
Minuet    -   Mozart 
Miserere    Verdi 

Moment  Musical  Schubert 
My  Heart  (Samson) 

Samt-Saens Nocturne,  Op.  9,  No.  2 

Chopin 
Norwegian  Dance    Grieg 
Orientale    Cut 

Pilgrim  Chorus    Wagner 

Playera,  Op.  S   Granados Poeme      Fibich 

Prelude  in  C   Sharp  Minor Rachmaetinoff 

Prelude  (Lohengrin) 

Wagner Pres  de  la  Mer   Arensky 

Prize  Song      Wagner 

Quartet  (Rigoletto)   Verdi 
Ramcaux,  Les  (The  Palms) 

Fatire 

Reverie,  Op.  9   Strauss 
Romance    

Romance,  Op.  26... .Svendsen 
Romance  Sans  Paroles 

Faiire 
Russian  Patrol   Rubinstein 
Salut  d’Amour    Elgar 

Sarabande    Handel 

Scotch  Poem  MacDowell 
Serenade      DrigO 

Serenade        Gounod 

Serenade        Schubert 
Serenade      Wider 
Serenata      Moszkowski 

Sheherazade   R,  Korsakow 

Sextette  (Lucia)  Donizetti 
Simple  Aveu    Thome 
Song    Tschaikowsky 

Song  of  India  R.  Korsakow 
Souvenir    -   Drdla 

Spring  Song  ....Mendelssohn 
Torchlight  March    Clczh 
Trauraerei    

Triumphal  Entry.... Unfinished  Symphony 

Schubert 
Vision  -   —   Rheinberger 
Voix  Celeste    ...Batiste 
Volga  Boatmen  Song 

i?uriiart Waltz  in  A,  Op.  39 — Brahms 
War  March    Mendslssohzt 

Wedding  March  Mendelssohn 

Prayer    Humperdinck 

Prayer  (Octett)    Schubert 

BOUND  IN  PAPER  at  $3.00  —   CLOTH  BOUND  at  $5.00 

Send  for  free  S6“page  list  of  “Whole  World”  Music  Books 

AiFuitiL,.  D.  APPLETON  &   COMPANY 
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OUR  ORGANS  SING  THEIR  OWN  PRAISES 

DO  YOU  WANT  FACTS 

or   GLITTERING 

Here  Is  the  Console  of  the  Most  Complete 

Three-Manual  Organ  Ever  Designed 

GENERALITIES 

Each  pipe  in  our  organ  is  care- fully voiced  and  blended  to 

our  exact  standards.  The  tone 

of  an  organ  is  important.  There- 

fore, do  not  overlook  the  fact  that 

the  majority  of  builders  today  are 

producing  instruments  inadequate 

tonally  for  the  theatre  because  they 

have  no  one  within  their  organiza- 

tions who  has  been  able  to  get  away 

from  his  immediate  job  long 

enough  to  find  out  what  tone  is  re- 

quired from  a   theatrical  instrument. 

We  voice  our  pipes  not  to  suit 

ourselves  or  to  suit  you,  but  to  suit 

the  public,  as  they  determine  your 

success  or  failure.  Moreover,  the 

public  does  not  want  to  hear  a 

church  organ  in  a   theatre. 

“SIXTEEN  FACTS” 
OUR  NEW  BOOKLET  IS  JUST  OFF  THE  PRESS- YOURS  FO

R  THE  ASK- 

ING—YOU  WILL  FIND  THIS  BOOKLET  UNUSUAL— IT  GETS  DOW
N  TO 

BRASS  TACKS-WE  HAVE  SOMETHING  TO  SAY— I
NVESTIGATEL-NO 

OBLIGATION. 

WRITE  FOR  SPECIFICATIONS 

C.  SHARPE  MINOR 

BINGHAMTON,  N.  Y. 

UNIT  ORGANS 
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inset  of  Menjou  phoning  his  whereabouts 
to  his  valet,  then  the  flashback  to  the 
balcony  are  played  to  the  fading  strains 

in  the  fading  picture  of  “The  Volga 
Boatmen." *   *   * 

Next  morning  comes  the  inevitable  hotel 
bill.  This  scene  is  quite  humorous.  As 
the  Grand  Duke  Paul  studies  the  items, 

play  a   gay  French  number,  Godard’s 
"Second  Mazurka,”  ripply  and  musical. 
The  scene  changes  to  Menjou’s  apartment, 
where  he  is  being  served  his  breakfast  by 
a   delightfully  fussy  old  waiter  and  an 

equally  fussy  valet.  Continue  the  “Ma- 
zurka” when  the  chandelier  sways  again  as 

the  Grand  Duke  Paul  stamps  his  foot, 

enraged  at  the  Grand  Duke  Peter’s  indiffer- 
ence, and  Menjou  blows  a   kiss  to  his  sup- 

posed goddess  above.  The  old  waiter 

agrees  to  let  his  wealthy  patron  play  the 
waiter  to  the  duchess  when  he  sees  Men- 

jou’s affectionate  demonstration. 
The  maitre  de  hotel  presents  himself  to 

the  duchess  to  discuss  the  little  matter  of 
the  unpaid  account.  The  grand  lady  and 
her  mood  are  described  tonally  by  playing 

“La  Czarina’s  Mazurka.”  Enter  Menjou 

with  the  teawagon.  In  the  delicious  ex- 
citement of  seeing  the  object  of  his  in- 

fatuation, with  the  comedy  scene  in  which 
he  is  coached  in  his  self-appointed  task^by 

the  waiter  and  valet,  continue  playing  “La 
Czarina.”  Menjou  enters  in  time  to  over- 

hear the  duchess  tell  the  manager  of  her 

financial  embarrassment.  Play  “The  Volga 
Boatmen.”  Continue  this  pathetic  strain 
as  the  duchess  removes  the  necklace  that 

has  been  handed  down  to  her  from  Cath- 
erine the  Great— the  last  of  her  jewelry— 

and  Menjou  sees  the  look  of  suffering  on 

her  face.  Finish  abruptly  as  the  duchess 
forces  herself  from  her  sad  mood  and  asks 

for  tea.  Begin  playing  Thomas's  charm- 
ing “Gavotte  Mignon.”  Menjou’s  acting 

here  is  delightful.  For  once  he  is  con- 
fused, ill  at  ease,  and  as  he  serves  clumsily 

the  gay  strains  of  the  “Gavotte”  provide 

Hohlfeld,  Secord 

Join  Music  Roll Exchange 

Two  more  names  are  added  to the  Music  Roll  Exchange  this 
month.  They  are  Walter  Hohlfeld, 
Elite  theatre,  Greenleaf,  Kan.,  and 
V.  G.  Secord,  K.  P.  theatre.  La  Rue, 

Ohio.  Mr.  Hohlfeld  has  a   Repro- 

duco ;   Mr.  Secord  a   Wurlitzer  Auto- matic. Their  names  are  added  to  the 
list  below. 

*   ♦   * 

Exhibitors  who  desire  to  establish 

contacts  with  other  theatres  for  ex- 
change of  music  rolls  need  simply 

w’rite  Music  Roll  Exchange,  care  of 
Better  Theatres,  407  S.  Dearborn  St, 

Chicago,  stating  kind  of  instrument 
used. 

The  roster  of  the  Music  Roll  Ex- 

change to  date  is  published  follow- 
ing: 

J.  M.  BAILEY,  Bailey  theatre, 
Waverly,  Kansas.  (Electric 
Player.) 

DR.  J.  G.  OHLV/EIN,  Royal  the- 
atre, New  Boston,  111,  (Empress Electric.) 

F.  G.  ROBERTS,  American  the- 
atre, Ada,  Okla.  (Wurlitzer  A 

Flute  and  Photoplayer,) 

R.  H,  McFARLANE,  Liberty  the- 
atre, Burkburnett,  Texas,  (See- 

burg  “S.”) 
MAGNET  THEATRE,  Danville, 

Quebec,  Canada.  (Wurlitzer 

“O.”) 

M.  K.  HARRIS,  Liberty  theatre, 
Franklyn,  Ky.  (Reproduce.) 

J.  J.  DISCH,  Majestic  theatre, 

Cudahy,  Wis.  (Wurlitzer  “O.”) CHARLES  E.  BARBER.  Electric 
theatre,  Tilden,  111,  (Wurlitzer 

Style  "O.”) 
GUNTHER  &   METZGER,  Pal- 

ace theatre,  Syracuse,  Neb. 
(Gulbransen.) 

C.  H.  MUEY,  Pastime  theatre, 

Richmond,  Ind.  (Wurlitzer  “G.”) R.  C,  BUXTON,  Strand  theatre, 
McCracken,  Kan.  (Cremona.) 

F.  A.  FERGUSON,  Royal  theatre, 

Fairmount,  Ind.  (Seeburg  “S.”) WICHITA  THEATRE,  Wichita, 
Kans.  (Reproduce.) 

JESS  LeBRUN,  Cort  theatre,  De- 
catur, Ind.  (Wurlitzer  O   Du- 

plex.) 
R.  SMITH,  Palace  theatre,  Rock- 

mart,  Ga.  (Seeburg  “W.”) RYAN  &   KUNDSRT,  Empress 

theatre,  Beresford,  Okla.  (Wur- 

litzer Pian-Concert  Style  “K” 
and  Seeberg  "X^*  player  piano.) 

CHAS.  HOLTZ,  Princess  theatre, 

Danforth,  Me.  (Sublima  Re- 
gina piano.) 

FRANK  HOCKING,  JR.,  Or- 

pheum  theatre,  Flora,  111.  (Re- 
produco.) 

DIXIE  THEATRE,  Olive  Hill, 
Ky.  (Electric  player,  Style  G.) 

WALTER  HOHLFELD,  Elite 

theatre,  Greenleaf,  Kan.  (Re- 
produce.) 

V.  G.  SECORD,  K.  P.  theatre.  La 

Rue,  O.  (Wurlitzer  Automatic.) 

AMERICAN  COMPOSERS,  Inc. 
HENRY  WATERSON,  Pres. 

ANNOUNCE 
An  Edition  of  Orchestra  Novelties  of  Real  Showmanship  and 

Entertainment  Value 
NOW 

THE  WITCHING  HOUR 
By  HUGO  l-'EUX Very  melodious,  fine  for  atmospheric  prologues, 

as  accompaniment  for  twilight  scenes,  mysteri- 
ous, shadowy,  full  of  longing. 

Small  &   PiBJ30  $1.00;  Full  &   Piano  $1.50; 
l^ono  Conductor  port  $.30 

TENDER  QUESTION 
By  HUGO  FELIX 

For  love  scenes  of  a   joyful  character  and  as 
short  melodious  concert  number.  Melody  very 
catchy. 
Siimll  &   Pinno  $1.00;  Full  &   Ploiio  $1.50; 

Pinno  Condactor  part  $.30 

THE  DUEL 
By  HUGO  IHEUX 

A   characteristic  accompaniment  for  action 

scenes;  for  a   dud  with  repeated  attacks;  vio- 
lent quarrel:  fighting  of  any  sort;  has  splendid 

orchestral  possibilities. 
Small  &   Piano  $1.00;  Full  &   Plana  $1.50; 

Piano  Oonductar  part  $.30 

PHANTOM  ARMY 
By  Ei^IIL  BUEHSIAN 

A   characteristic  piece  in  march  form,  very 
effective;  illustrates  an  advance  from  a   great 
distance,  a   gradual  approach  and  passing.  Very 
effective  concert  number. 

Small  &   Piano  $1.00;  FuU  &   Piano  $1.30; 
Piano  Conductor  part  $.30 

BAMA  COON 
By  ABA  G.  deLACHAU 

Orcliestration  by  CESAKE  SODERO 
A   short  orcliestral  piece  with  the  quality  of 
a   negro  spiritual  with  a   broad  haunting  mel- 

ody that  rises  to  a   genuine  climax.  Very 
effective  as  an  encore  number  or  to  accom- 

pany romantic  southern  scenes. 
Small  &   Piano  $.T5;  Full  &   Piano  $1.00; 

Pinno  Conductor  part  $.ZS 

MOONLIGHT  IN 
GRANADA 
Bs  HU  ARTE 

Orchestration  by  CESARE  SODERO 

A   charming  Orchestral  concert  and  accom- 
paniment number  suggestive  of  the  warm 

moonlight  and  Oriental  character  of  the  Moor- 
ish City.  Very  effectively  orchestrated. 

Small  &   Pinno  $1.00;  Full  &   Piano  $1.50; 
Piitno  Conductor  part  $.30 

READY 
GRANIA  OVERTURE 

By  M.  WOOD  HILL 
A   well  knit  composition  that  would  serve  as  a 

prelude  to  a   drama  or  tragedy  or  as  a   concert 
number.  A   symphonic  score  available  on  this 
number  on  special  request. 
Small  &   Piano  $1.00;  l^tl  &   Pinno  $1.50; 

Piano  Conductor  imrt  $.30 

CANTER  THROUGH  THE 
WOODS 

By  HUGO  FELIX 
A   very  spirited  composition,  especially  fine  for 
riding  scenes  of  a   smart  character;  the  middle 
phrase  illustrates  a   sentimental  moment  after 
dismounting. 

Small  &   Piano  $1.00;  Full  &   Piano  $1.50; 
Piano  Conductor  part  $.30 

IT^S  RAINING 
By  HUGO  FELIX 

An  orchestral  novelty  of  distinction;  illustrates 
a   rainstorm  scene  with  lightning  and  thunder 
— clearing  toward  the  end. 

Small  &   Piano  $.76;  Full  &   Piano  $1.00; 
Plano  Conductor  part  $.85 

KUTZTOWN  REEL 
By  HO.MBIt  NEARING 

Orcliestrafaon  by  P.  MON'DKONE •An  effective  orchestration  of  a   favorite  tune 

among  the  Pennsylvania  Dutch.  Splendid  for 
illustrating  any  sort  of  rural  jollity. 
Small  &   Piano  $1.00;  Full  &   Piano  $1.60; 

Piano  Conductor  Part  $.30 

FESTIVAL  OVERTURE 
By  L,  I.ESLIE  LOTH 

An  overture  of  large  proportions  admirable  as 
a   concert  number  and  as  accompaniment  to 
action  scenes. 

Small  ^   Plano  $1.50;  Full  &   Piano  $2.00 
Piano  Conductor  part  $.40 

FOUNTAIN  IN  THE 
MOONLIGHT 
By  HUGO  FELIX 

Very  effective  study  for  scenes  of  quiet  beauty, 
in  the  moonlight,  gardens,  near  a   fountain, 
the  border  of  a   lake,  etc. 

Small  &   Plano  $.76;  Full  &   Piano  $1.00; 
Piano  Conductor  Part  $.25 

ASK  YOUR  DEALER  TO 
SHOW  THESE  NUMBERS 

TO  YOU 

If  He  Doesn’t  Carry  Them  in  Stock 
Please  Send  us  His  Name 

and  Address 

AMERICAN  COMPOSERS,  INC. 
45  W.  45th  St.,  NEW  YORK 

Ploasf  send  me  FREE  OF  CHARGE 
first  violin  thematics  of  your  publica- 
tions. 

NAME    

ADDRESS    

CITY    STATE- 

New  Numbers  of  the  .Same  High  Standard  Will  Be  Announced  Periodically 

AMERICAN  COMPOSERS,  INC.  NEW  YORK 
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THE  NEW  ST.  LOUIS 
(C.  W.  &   Geo.  L.  Rapp,  Architects) 

The  lighting  demands  of  a   modern 
theatre  can  be  handled  in  no  more 

simplified  and  economical  manner 

than  through  the'  ®   Major  System. 
This  great  system  is  accepted  and 

used  by  all  prominent  theatres  from 
Coast  to  Coast. 

Tho  full  dasaiU  and  campleic 

eslimaios  aro  fuFstisked  cheerful, 

ly  tsithout  cOiS. 

S^ank  fSidam 
ELECTRIC  COMPANY 

ST  LOUiS 

District  Offices 

Atlaiiia,  Qa.  Detroit.  Midi.  I’Utsburgli,  Pa. 
BiJiltnore.  .Md.  Kansaa  City.  Mo.  Portland.  Ore. 
Boston.  Mass.  1.0s  Angeles.  Cal.  Seattle.  Wash. 
Chicago.  111.  Minneapolis.  Klinn.  San  Francisco.  Cal. 
Cincinnati,  O.  Kew  Orleans,  La.  St.  Louis.  Mo. 
Dallas.  Texas.  New  York  City.  Winnipeg.  Canada 
Denver,  Colo.  I’liiladalphia.  Pa.  Loudon.  Ont.,  Can. 

Unit  construc- 
tion —   a   size 

for  every  use. 
As  many 

scenes  as  are 
desired  can 

bo  pre-seleclcii 
and  bold  until 

changed  a   t 

tho  proper  cue 
b.v  one 

All  -   Master 
Switch. 

THE  UPTOWN 
THEATRE.  Chicago, 
y.  W.  &   Geo.  L. 
It  a   I)  n   ,   Arcliltccts. 
'Viiure  the  world's 
largest  Thoatn- 
Lighting  Control 
System  is  Installed. 

It’s  an  ®   Major— of  course. 

THE  ORPHEU.M. 

Los  Angeles.  Tlie 

lighting  demands  of 
this  splendid  house 

call  for  the  best — 

®   Major  System  Is 
used. 

Harry  Sigmond,  general  manager  of  Amer- 
ican Composers,  Inc, 

excellent  relief.  This  is  continued  through- 
out the  ensuing  scenes  to  the  point  where 

the  spurious  waiter,  in  his  over-anxiety  to 

please,  spills  the  cream  on  the  duchess’ 
shoulder,  ruining  a   rich  frock,  Here  play 

a   hurried  confusion — improvisation  to  .   in- 
terpret the  rage  of  the  duchess,  the  thunder 

of  the  Grand  Duke  Paul  and  the  amuse- 
ment of  the  Grand  Duke  Peter.  In  a 

confused  babel  of  voices  Menjou  is  ordered 

to  leave.  All  this  must  be  worked  up  and 

dealt  with  gaily  for  it  affords  one  of  the 

biggest  laughs  of  the  picture.  You  must 

make  your  audience  literally  hear  the 
excitement. 

♦   *   * 

Menjou  returns  for  the  teawagon  and  we 

resume  “La  Czarina’s  Mazurka,”  rendering 
it  daintily  to  action.  Menjou  starts-  to 
speak,  stops,  and  the  music  starts  and  stops 

accordingly.  Finally  he  musters  up  suffi- 
cient courage  to  beg  another  chance  to 

serve  the  duchess.  She,  to  the  continued 

strains  of  this  mazurka,  tells  him  he  must 

submit  his  petition  to  her  lady  in  waiting. 

He  pleads  to  the  impassioned  strains  of 

the  "Song  of  Songs,”  that  beautiful  French 
love  ballad.  He  is  promised  another  oppor- 

tunity and  as  he  withdraws  the  teawagon  he 

upsets  the  samovar  with  a   crash — crash 
your  cymbals  and  frighten  your  audience 

for  a   gay  fadeout  laugh. 

The  next  thread  of  the  story  reveals  the 

duchess  dressed  for  the  opera.  Pascovia 

tells  her  the  waiter  who  has  been  so  clumsy 
and  so  persistent  is  in  love  with  her  as 

you  play  Chaminade’s  delightful,  “Aid  de 
Ballet”  No.  1,  Opus  30,  beginning  at  the 
twenty-eighth  bar.  The  Grand  Duke  Peter 
here  interrupts  the  Chaminade  number 

when  he  plays  the  second  part  of  the  Rach- 
maninoff “Prelude,”  which  the  musician  is 

compelled  to  recognize  again  solely  from 

knowing  the  thing  and  recognizing  it  on 
the  keys. 

*   +   * 

Peter’s  playing  doesn’t  please  her  high- 
ness and  as  she  stops  him  she  closes  her 

eyes  dreamily.  Play  “Love’s  Dream  .After 
the  Ball.”  Oiir  amorous  waiter  enters  and 
you  pause  as  he  stops.  You  create  silence, 

for  he  tip-toes  over  to  her  and  to  see  if 
she  is  asleep  he  thumps  the  small  silver 

tray  once — then  closer  to  her — twice. 
Simulate  this  on  the  orchestra  bells — a 

single  thump — “tinkle" — pause  and  then 
“tinkle,  tinkle."  When  I   did  this  the  burst 

(Continued  on  page  49) 

Onran  BrreQB^ment  &t  tbe  UptAwo 

tbettre.  Chlc&io'i  Isrgeat  motloa  pte- 
ture  palace.  Orsao  ebamben  fully 
protected  by  Eveobeetert. 

YOUR  PIPE  ORGAN 
Should  be  Protected  Against 

COLD  WEATHER 
AND  DAMPNESS 

THE  PIPE  ORGAN’S  TWIN 
ENEMIES 

Install  Evenheeters 

**Autoinalic  Electric  Heat*' 
The  only  Fire  Underwriters  approved 
equipment  especially  designed  jor  pipe 

organs. 
Are  you  protectlsg  your  or^an  against 

deterioration?  Is  its  music  giviag  you  the 

greatest  returns  on  your  investment?  Do 
you  feature  your  organ  in  your  program? 

If  cold  weather  is  allowed  to  influence 

your  organ,  your  best  planned  effects  are 
ruined.  Cold  organ  chambers  put  the 
organ  out  of  tune  with  itself  and  your 
orchestra.  Your  whole  organ  program  can 

be  quickly  spoiled  by  a   sudden  cold  wind 
or  blizzard  blowing  on  the  exposed  walls 

of  your  organ  chambers. 
EVENHEETERS  are  the  quick  and 

permanent  cure  for  these  organ  troubles. 

EVENHEETERS,  “Automatic  Electric 

Heat"  are  quickly  and  easily  installed  arid 
come  complete  with  simple  thermostat  con- 
trol. 

EVENHEETERS 
Are  indorsed  and  used  by  the  fol- 

lowing theatre  chains: 

BALABAN  &   KATZ,  Chicago 
LUBLINER  &   TRINZ,  Chicago 
SAENGER  THEATRES,  Inc.,  New 

Orleans 
NEW  ENGLAND  THEATRES, 

Boston 
FINKELSTEIN  &   RUBEN.  Minne- 

apolis SAXE  OPERATING  COMPANY, 
Milwaukee,  Wis. 

FISCHERS  PARAMOUNT  THE- 
ATRES,  Chicago 
COMERFORD  AMUSEMENT 

CO.,  Scranton,  Pa. 

Write  foday  and  stop  deterioration 

of  your  organ. 

Cramblet  Engineering Corp. 

177  5th  Street  Milwaukee,  Wis. 
Also  manufacturers  of  sign  flashers, 

bcfder  chasers,  etc. 
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BETTER  PRaiECTION 
^‘Stop  Chart”  Projectionists  Lead 

Better  Screening  Movement 
Blanks  Supplied  260  Regular  Users — Check  Reveals 

Faults  and  Correction  Follows—Benefit  Is  General 

'"T'HIS  month  “Better  Theatres”  lists  the  names  of  260  projectionists  and  theatres 

^   using  “Stop  Charts”  supplied  by  this  section  of  the  Herald.  This  group  of  pro- 

gressives is  leading  the  profession  in  the  most  successful  better  screening  movement 

in  the  history  of  the  motion  picture  theatre. 

Stop  Charts  designed  and  supplied  by  this  paper  have  as  their  aim  the  isolation 

of  projection  faults  for  correction.  By  use  of  the  charts,  causes  of  inefficient  projec- 

tion are  determined  and  ranged  as  to  relative  prevalency,  hence  importance.  Steps 

toward  their  remedy  follow  inevitably,  with  the  result  that  projection  is  benefited 

generally. 

Letters  from  users  of  the  Better  Theatres  Stop  Charts  state  that  tltis  system  of  check- 

ing up  on  performance  has  given  them  more  complete  insight  into  the  basic  causes  of 

screen  breakdowns,  recognized  as  the  greatest  handicap  which  the  picture  suffers  in 

the  theatre.  Already  the  number  of  stops  has  been  reduced  to  a   minimum  unantici- 

pated at  the  outset,  the  example  of  these  workmen  inspiring  others  to  similar  efforts. 

Names  of  representative  projectionists  and  theatres  in  tlie  movement  follow: 

A 

H.  M.  ALSMAN,  Untlod  Thaasres  Amuse.  Co., 
PHsceson,  lud. 
CARL  ANDERKA,  Coay  Theatre,  Orange  Grove, 

Texas. 

C.  A.  ANGLEKURE,  Y.  M.  C.  A.  Thoairo,  Noz- 
croeh.  Fa. 

J.  G.  ASHENFELTER,  Bridge  Theatre,  Petersburg, 
W.  Vn. 

B 

LEROY  BALLIiSGER.  Gam  Theatre,  Kansas  City, 
Mo. 

MART  C.  BARCLAY,  Simons*  Theatre,  Las  Ani- 
mas, Colo. 

RAY  BARTLETT,  Majestic  Theatre,  Artosie,  N.  M. 
EUERT  BATY,  Prlncosi  Theatre,  Springfield,  Mo. 

VIVIEN  P.  BAUGHN,  Speitcor  Theatre,  Washing- 
ton c.  e.,  Ohio. 

EMILE  BAUMER,  S67  George  Street,  Petersboro. 
Ont, 

T.  R.  BENJAMIN,  Isis  Theatre,  Sen  Bernardino, 
Cal. 

JOHN  C.  BERRY,  Star  Tlieatre,  Clinton,  Ky. 
BERNARD  B3SBEE,  Solon  Theatre,  Spencer,  Iowa. 

ROBERT  BISSINCER,  Northern  Tkootro,  Coium- 
bus,  Ohio. 

EDWARD  BOLLING,  Liberty  Tlseotro,  PlkevJllc, 
Ky. 

RALPH  BOONE,  Grotto  Thootra,  White  Pigeon, 
Mich. 

EARL  BOYER,  Victory  Theatre,  Potoau,  Okla. 
K.  BROWN,  Cofonlol  Theatre,  KoUnnd,  Mich. 
HARRY  BROWNING,  Olympia  Theatre,  Now 

Haven,  Conn. 

JOHN  BRUNSBERG,  Isaaqunh  Thootro,  Issatiaolt, Wash. 

HAROLD  BURTON,  Alamo  Theatre,  Now  Lon- don, lowo. 

WILLIS  BUTS,  Brokow  Theatre,  Angola,  Ind, 

C 

WM.  A.  CAMPBELL,  Capital  Theatre,  Eilzobeth, N.  J. 

J.  B.  CARR,  Rex  Tkootre,  Saginaw,  Mich. 

JAMES  O.  CASKEY,  Happy  Hour  Theatre,  Pitts- burgh, Pa. 

C.  M.  CASSILL,  Slot  Thootro,  Liberty,  Texes. 
G.  A.  Chapman,  Clyno  Theotre,  Pueblo,  Colo. 
B.  P.  CHARLES,  Grottd  Theatre,  CheUk,  Wie. 

ISH  CHUMBLE,  New  Holland  Thootro,  New  HoI- land.  Ge. 

THOMAS  COLWELL,  West  End  Theatre,  Bridge- 

port, Conn. 
RALPH  CONCELL,  Grange  Theatre,  Romulus, 

N.  Y. 
C,  C.  CONGER.  Rex  Tlientre.  Cleburne,  Texas. 

J.  B.  CONTNER,  Palace  Thooiro,  Lakeland,  Flo. 
BRUCE  COOK,  Sarah  Theatre.  Canon  City,  Colo. 
CHARLES  W.  COOK,  Community  Theatre,  Noble, ill. 

E.  W.  COOK,  Connolle  Theatre,  Eastland,  Texas. 

GEORGE  T.  COONES.  Man  Theatre.  Man,  W.  Va. 

COPELAND,  Polaco  Thonire,  Little  Rock,  Ark. 

P.  A.  COSGROVE,  Luna  Theatre,  Waverly,  Minn. 

ED  CRAFFETS,  Pastime  Theatre,  Safelyvlllc,  Ind. 

GEORGE  W.  CRAIG,  Ecorae  Theatre,  Ecorse, 

Mich. 
STANLEY  CRAMER.  Cozy  Theatre.  Gnmott,  Kan. 

J.  N.  CULLEN,  Lyric  &   Marlowe  Theatres,  Jack- 

son,  Tenn.  
^ 

FBWIN  B.  DAVIS,  Dixie  Theatre,  Huntsville, 

^*FRANCIS  A.  DAVIS,  Strand  Theatre,  Grinnell, 

**'g!'e.  DAVIS,  Opal  Theatre,  Arian,  W.  Vo. 

IRWIN  H.  DAVIS,  Gem  Theatre,  Upper  Alton,  111. 

H.  A.  DAVITTS.  Dixie  Theatre,  Winona,  Miss. 

VINCENT  DAILEY,  Pembor  Theatre,  Granville, 

^   DEKALB  THEATRE,  Liihonia,  Go. 

DEWEY  THEATRE,  White  Solmon,  Wash. 

HARRY  DIAMOND,  Dixie  Theotre,  Dickson.  Tenn. 

PHILIP  DI  BONA,  Elvira  Theatre,  Lorain,  Ohio. 

HAROLD  DILLY,  A-Muse-U  Thoairo,  Muscatine, 

"^J^’r.  DODERX.  Bijou  Theatre,  Florence,  Wis. 

S.  T.  DONNELL,  Leroy  Theatre,  Lampasas,  Texas. 

C.  M.  DUCKETT,  Amusu  Theotre,  Wlnnsboro, 

Texas. 

J.  JOEL  DYCEIE,  Strand  Theatre,  Seaside,  Ore. 
E 

LOUIS  EBERT,  Arcade  Theatre,  La  Grande,  Ore. 

JOE  J.  ECKER.  •BriUlon  Auditorium,  Brilllom, 

Wis. 
EVERETT  ELLIS,  Auditorium  Theatre,  Hantilton, 

Mo. 
J.  A.  EMERY,  Star  Theatre,  Bar  Harbor.  Me. 

O.  T.  ESTLIN,  EstUn  Theatre,  Twin  Bridges, Mont. 

r 

F.  M.  FACE  &   SONS,  Elmae  Theatre,  Maple  Rap- 
ids, Mich. 

ALPHA  FAIRLER,  Palace  Theatre,  Atlanta,  Ca. 
S.  FAIRSTEIN,  Onr  Civic  Theatre,  Richmond 

Hill,  S.  L.  I.,  N.  Y. 
GEORGE  F.  FErrER,  Marion  Theatre,  Morion, 

Ohio. EUGENE  E.  FINCH,  Orpheuni  Theatre,  Oshkosh, Wis. 

W.  I.  FISH,  Gem  Theatre,  Dumas,  Ark. 
GEORGE  H.  FISHER,  Savoy  Theatre,  Norihfield, Vi. 

J.  B.  FISHIMAN,  Dlxwclt  Theatre,  Hamden,  Conn. 
FITZER  &   HARRISON,  Empire  Theatre,  Syracuse, N.  Y. 

ELMER  M.  FOLK,  Wopaco  Theatre,  Watervliei, Mich. 

H.  B.  FRANK,  Royal  Theatre,  Macomb,  111. 
OLIN  C.  FULLER,  Reel-Life  Theatre,  Gardner,  Hi. 

HERBERT  FUNKE,  Auditorium  Theatre,  Foun- 
tain  City,  Wis. 

G 

M.  GARSIDE,  Mascot  Theatre,  Salt  Creek,  Wyo. 
W.  F.  Gibson.  Dixie  Theatre.  Athens,  Texes. 
O.  FRED  CLASS,  Star  Theatre,  McCook,  Neb. 

RAY  GLEASON.  Lyric  Theatre,  Endicoli,  N.  Y. 

WALTER  R.  GLENN,  American  Legion  Theatre, 
Milledgevlllc,  III. 

ARCHIE  J.  GOSS,  Liberty  Theatre,  Brigham  City, 

Utah. W.  D.  GOTHAM,  Liberty  Theotre,  St.  Louis, 

Mich. 
A.  N.  GONSIO,  Virgina  Theotre,  Chompoign,  III. 

JOHN  GRABENSTEIN.  Liberty  Theatre.  Eusiis, 

Neb. M.  L.  GRAHAM,  Colonial  Theatre,  Pittsburgh, 

Pa. 
ALLEN  GRANT,  Crescent  Theatre,  Newark,  N,  J. 

JOSEPH  GRAY,  Cray  Theatre,  Spangler,  Po. 

ANDY  GRUITTER,  Colonial  Theatre,  Palmerion, Pa. 

EARLE  GUILLAUME.  State  Theatre,  Elk  Point, 

S.  D. 

F.  W.  GRUN,  R.  &   R.  Theatres,  San  Angelo. 

Texas. 

D.  A.  GUTHRIE,  New  Rite  Theatre,  Mansfield, 

Ohio. 
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HACKETT  &   SONS,  City  Hall  Tlieoire,  FnSrfo*, 
Mo. 

OTIS  HARIN,  Polaeo  Theatre,  McAlesier,  OkEa. 
CHARLES  W.  HAIJN,  Mojesile  Theatre,  Seymour, 

Ind. 

CORDON  HENCK,  RamMilell  Theatre,  Manistee, 
Mich. 

C
,
 
 O.  HENNING,  PnNtime  Theatre,  lowo  Oty, 

Iowa. 
A.  P.  HILL.  Temple  Theatre,  Willard,  Ohio. 

LESLIE  HINECAR0NER,  Liberty  Theatre,  Deia* 
van.  III. 

C.  E.  HOLT,  Lettion  Theatre,  Elmwood,  Wla. 
HORN  &   MORGAN,  Star  Theatre,  Hay  SprSnis, 

Neb. 
LEROY  HORST.  Liberty  Theatre,  Sanger,  Texan, 
ALBERT  HOUSE,  Eleeirlc  Theatre,  Chlllleothe. 

Mo. 
LAWRENCE  A.  HUBERT,  Wamego,  Kan. 

L

.

 

 
A.  HUCKESTEIN,  Lowrie  Theatre,  Pittsburgh, 

Pa. 
I 

KEN  S.  INGALLS,  Magnet  Theatre,  Danville, 

Qigebee,  Con. 
J 

J.  M.  JACOBS,  Princess  Theatre,  South  Bestoo, 
Vo. 

JOSEPH  JACOBSON,  Busters  Theatre,  New  York 
City. 

CLARENCE  JAMES,  Opera  House,  UlrlchsvlUo, 
Ohio. 

Cl'eLL  jay.  New  Theotre,  Uitlo  Rock,  Ark. 
DAN  JERALAMAN,  Orpheum  Theatre,  Shell  Rock, Iowa. 

F

.

 

 

D.  JOHNSON,  Opera  House,  Woodland,  Me. 

CHESTER  JOHNSTONE,  Leavitt  Theatre,  Son- ford,  Me. 
K 

R.  W.  KESSELL,  Rialto  Theatre,  Junction,  Ore. 
LEE  E.  KING,  Stor  Theotro,  Tnhoko,  Toxos. 

H.  R.  KNIGHTON,  Now  Collins  Theatre,  Coving- 
ton, Vo. 

BARNEY  F.  KOBEL,  Virginio  Theatre,  Detroit, 
Mich. 

I 

COY  LAMBEH,  Proj.  Young’s  Theatre,  Lexing- 
ton, N.  C. 

MAX  E.  LATTERMAN,  6017  Penn  Ave.,  Pitta- 
burgH  Po 

CHARLES  E.  LAWRENCE,  Stor  Theatre,  Tuchef- mon,  Ark.  _ 

CAROL  W.  LAYCGCK,  RivoEl  Theatre,  Toledo, 

Ohio. 
FRED  LEESE,  Lake  View  Theatre,  Loke  View, Iowa.  , 

M

.

 

 

E.  LEHR,  Greenwood  Theotre,  Greenwood, 

Miss. 
RUFUS  LEIGHTY,  Grand  Theotre,  Washington, 

Ind. 

For  Better  Projection 

15 

The  other  day  the  Rowland  and 

Clark  Circuit  of  Pittsburgh, 

through  our  local  distribu- 
tor, sent  us  an  order  for 

15  Simplex  Projec- 
tors with  which 

they  will  equip 
their  six 

theatres. 

WHAT  SUCH  ORDERS  MEAN 

1.  There  could  be  no  better  evidence  of  the  realization  on 

the  part  of  progressive  exhibitors  that  from  the  standpoint 

of  good  business  it  is  important  that  the  projection  be  as  good 
as  scientific  knowledge  and  engineering  ability  make  possible. 

2.  They  further  show  that  the  superior  merits  of  Simplex 
Projectors  are  being  more  thoroughly  appreciated  every  day. 

SIMPLEX  DIVISION 
INTERNATIONAL  PROJECTOR  CORP. 

90  Gold  Street,  New  York  City 

W.  A.  LEITH,  Uoinpslead,  L.  1.,  Now  York  City, 
N.  Y. 

R.  K.  LONG,  Arcadia  Thcairo,  Cobb,  Wiu. 
H.  C.  LUFT,  Rlu  Tlgcnsro,  Ritzvillo,  Wash. 
OLIVER  F.  LUFT,  Varsiiy  TSicotrc,  Dnvig  City, 

Cal. 

J.  W.  LUMPKIN,  Cujtid  TIjauSrs,  Miles,  Taxos. 

SI 

M.  N.  MADERD,  Opera  Houac,  Now  Braunfels, 

Texas. G.  A.  MALONEY,  Rl!*  Tbonsre,  Kansas  City,  Mo. 
JOHN  MAROLF,  Cozy  Thoatro,  Iron  Rtvar,  Mich. 
HERBERT  MARTIN,  Orpkoum  Theotre,  Hanoock, 

Mieh. 

JOE  MARTINEZ,  Eittplro  Theatre,  Mercedes, 
Texas. 

C.  M.  MAXFIELD,  Star  Theatre,  Now  Hortford, 

Conn. 
A.  MeBURNEY,  Box  50C,  Onnws,  Iowa. 

GEORGE  A.  McDERMIT,  Coi:ilo!  Theatre,  Okk- 
hosiia  City,  Okie. 

C.  McDONOUGli,  Auditoriuiu  Thoalre,  Llberty- 
ville,  III. 

H.  L.  McFARLIN,  Phiel  Theatre,  St.  Petersburg, 
Fla. 

E.  J.  McSLRAITH,  Atidltoriusgi  Theatre,  Crosby, N.  D. 

GERALD  L.  McKEF.N.  Royal  Thoatro,  Morris,  IIS. 

■HENRY  MoNAMARA,  Colonial  Thoalre,  Sault  Sto. 
Marie,  Mich. 
WILLIAM  F.  MENGEL,  Majc.stIo  Thoalre,  East, 

hampton,  Mass. 
A.  H.  MEINERT,  Stor  Thoalre,  Albany,  Wia. 
S.  MESSINCER,  Orient  Cardens,  E.  Boston,  Mass. 
CLARENCE  METS,  Victory  Theatre,  Oxnard,  Col. 
HARRY  MILLER,  Portage  Theatre,  Akron,  Mich. 
M.  F.  MINTER,  Allttior  Theatre,  Live  Oak,  Fla. 
ROY  E.  MITCHELL,  Plalnvlew  Tsieotre,  Plain, 

view,  Texas. 
MONARCH  THEATRE  CO.,  LTD.,  Medicine  Has, 

Alberta,  Can. 

HOWARD  C.  MONROE.  Regent  Theatre,  Bangor, 

Mich. 
MONGOMERY  BROS.,  Auditorium  Theatre,  Ha- 

neersville,  Ohio. 

DURELL  MONTS.  Gayety  Theatre,  Aatory,  Miss. 
WILLIAM  MOORE,  1C48  Colo  Street,  Son  Fran- 

cisco, Cal. 

SIDNEY  MORGAN,  Happy  Hour  Theatre,  Walnut, 
town. 

WILLIAM  MORTON,  Star  Theatre,  Portland,  Ora. 
W.  M.  MORTON,  Riverla  Theatre,  Knoxville, Tenn. 

jij.  w.  u.  w. 
*«icuKirey  ti^s'unu  v   UJ- 

ley,  Colo. 
C.  R.  MOS8Y,  Lincoln  Theatre,  Wlaslon  Salem, 

N.  C. 

J.  H.  MOSELEY,  Ideal  Theatre,  Cross  Plains, Texas. 

FRED  MULLER,  Montancr  Theatre,  Taos,  N.  M. 

N 
R.  NELSON,  Bader  Theatre,  Stoughton,  Wis. 
FRANK  NELSON,  Grand  Theatre,  Tulia,  Texas. 
C.  F.  NIEMEYER,  Cresbard  Theatre,  Craabard, 

S.  D. 
WILLIAM  NINK,  Auditorium  Theatre,  Nsligh, 

Neb. 

^   WM.  T.  NUFASH,  Strand  Theatre,  Brownsville, 
JACK  NUTTER,  California  Tlseotre,  Corona,  Cal. 

O 
C.  H.  OHNEWEHR,  Parkland  Theatre,  Soyler 

Perk,  Cincinnati,  Ohio. 

JOHN  O’NEAL,  JR.,  9J0  Parific  Street,  St. Joseph,  Mo. 

JOHN  L.  ORR,  Americen  Theatre,  Leotonia,  Ohio. 
L.  W.  OSS,  Capl  tol  Theatre,  Cumberland,  Md. 

•   P 

PALACE  THEATRE,  Dopow,  Okla. 
BERLIN  PARKS.  Palace  Thoalre,  Lawton,  Okk. 
H.  L.  PEAT,  Linwoud  Square,  Norwalk,  Ohio. 
HARRY  PETERSON,  Missouri  Titoatre,  Kllbourno, 

Wis. 
ANTHONY  PHILLIPS,  Lyric  Theatre,  Monota, 

Iowa. 
G.  PICCIONE,  Plaza  Theatre,  Freeport,  L.  I., N.  Y. 

W.  R.  PICKARD.  Loke  Theatre,  Bak  or,  Mont. 
EDW.  W.  PLETT,  Lyric  Theotre,  Alpena,  Mich. 
E.  T.  POOL,  Carden  Theatre.  Wichita  Foils, Tcxds. 

E.  L.  POTTER,  Fireman's  Theatre,  New  Hamp- 
ton, Iowa. 

J.  F.  PRATKA,  Coxy  Theatre,  I.aGronge,  Texas. 
D.  D.  PURCELL,  Muse-U-Theatre,  Cortez,  Colo. 

R 
GDIS  RABO,  Texas  Theatre,  SkaEsirock,  Texas. 

EDW.  RACLA,  Bristol,  Princess,  Polace  Thea- 
tres, Bristol,  Conn. 

J.  T.  RAMAGE,  Paloso  Theatre,  Omaha,  Texos. 
OLLIE  RAMACS,  Gayety  Thoiitrc,  Amory,  Miss. 
R.  D.  REDINGER,  Box  313,  Logansport,  Ind. 

GILBERT  C.  ROBERTS,  Broadway  Theatre,  Mt. 
Pleasant,  Mich. 

E.  H.  ROBERTSON,  Crystal  Theatre,  Scribner, 

Neb. 
FI.  H.  ROBEY,  Auditorium  Tlseolre,  Spencer,  Va. 
EARL  E.  ROLISON,  Empire  Theatre,  Ottutnwc, 

lowu. 

WILFRED  RUPAY,  GrllUn’s  Theatre,  Woodstock, 
Ontario,  Canada. 

CARL  H.  RUSH,  Garden  Theatre,  Flint,  Mich. 

GLENN  V.  RUSSELL,  Lyric  Theatre,  Preston. 

Iowa. 

S 
H.  O.  SAWYER.  Grand  Theotro,  Willlston.  N.  D. 
PHILIP  SCHARE,  Metro  Coldwyn  D.  C.  Film 

Bldg.,  Detroit,  Mich, 
{Contiuiied  on  page  32) 
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EXHIBITORS  HERALD 

MASSIVE 

**That  s   PEERLESS  Construction** 

**  I   )   UILT  Oversize”  is  a   Peerless  quality  over  and  over,  the  very 
I— <   lamp  bed  is  made  exceptionally  heavy  as  are  carbon  clamps. 
J — "   reflector  holder,  carbon  saddles  and  main  carbon  feed  screw; Peerless  Reflector  Arc  Lamps  are  made  to  give  enduring  service  with 

'   NO  up-keep  costs,  and  their  ability  to  do  this  is  proven  by  the  fact  that there  are  more  Peerless  Lamps  in  service  than  the  total  of  all  other 
makes  combined. 

Peerless  Equipment  take  “uncertainty  of  results”  OUT  of  reflector 
arc  lamp  installations  and  their  superiority  in  performance,  operating 
satisfaction  and  volume  of  screen  illumination  is  evidenced  by  Peerless 
Reflector  Arc  Lamps  being  chosen  as  standard  equipment  by  the  largest 
theatre  circuits  and  most  prominent  theatres  in  the  country. 

To  obtain  Peerless  advantages.  Peerless  Reflector  Arc  Lamps  must  be 
used,  there  is  no  substitute,  and  in  your  consideration  of  Reflector  Arc 

Lamp  Equipmnt  remember,  “Peerless  Performance  is  a   matter  of 
record”  and  not  printed  promises,  so — 

WHY  EXPERIMENT? 

“UNBREAKABLE  CONDENSERS”  “FULL  FLOATING  REFLECTOR  HOLDER” 

PASSED  AND  APPROVED  BY  THE  UNDERWRITERS’  LABORATORIES  OF  THE 

NATIONAL  BOARD  OF  FIRE  UNDERWRITERS 

Write  For  Your  Copy  of 

Our  New  Catalog 

MPd  by 

J.  E.  McAuley  Mfg.  Co. 
552-54  W.  Adams  St.,  Chicago,  111. 
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E.  F.  Albee  Theatre,  Brooklyn,  N.Y. 

Logan  Theatre 
Philadelphia 

Each  Chair  a 

Perfect  Examplt 

of  Comfort 
Our  chairs  for  the  loges 

are  designed  for  unusual 

beauty  and  supers  comfort 

'1  Upholstering  materials  offer 

wide  choice  for  selections^  Ve- 
lour, mohairs  or  tapestries  of 

exquisite  patterns  predominate 

^   Standards  especially  designed 
^   and  decorated  to  harmonize 

with  architectural  color  motif 

Tivoli  Theatre,  Newark,  N-  ]■ 

Fair  Park  Auditorium 

Dallas,  Texas 

Loew’s  Stiice  Theatre 
St.  Louis,  Mo. 



/X-ME RICAN  Seating  Company  Service 

— nation  wide — is  prompt,  efficient — satiS' 
factory.  Built  up  through  fifty  years  of 

ever  enlarging  activity.  Sustained  by 

15,000,000  chairs  in  the  leading  auditoriums 
and  theatres  from  coast  to  coast.  Further 

approved  at  the  rate  of  thousands  upon 

thousands  of  new  chairs,  sold,  manufac- 

tured and  installed  every  thirty  days.  Every 

theatre,  large  or  small,  receives  appropriate 
consideration. 

American  Seating  Company 
CHICAGO  NEW  YORK  PHILADELPHIA  BOSTON 

12  E.  Jackson  Blvd.  121  W.  40th  St.  IZIRA  Chestnut  St.  65-D  Canal  St. 

Earl  Theatre,  Washington,  D.C. 

Pasadena  Community  Playhouse 

Pasadena,  Calif. 
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Why  Folks  Leave  Home 

Good  pictures  transport  people  into  the  world of  make-believe;  but  sometimes  they  are 

brought  back  with  a   rude  jolt,  through  faulty 

projection. 

Hazy,  dull  images,  dark  spots,  or  uneven  distri- 
bution of  light  with  an  ordinary  lens  may  break 

the  spell  of  their  enjoyment,  and  cause  them  to 

go  to  a   different  house  next  time.  Keep  your 

patrons — install  a   Bausch  &   Lomb  Cinephor  Opti- 
cal System  and  get  bright,  clear  images,  strongly 

defined — perfect  projection. 

BAUSCH  &   LOMB  OPTICAL  CO. 
652  St.  Paul  St.  Rochester,  N.  Y. 

The  First 

Successful  Projection  Carbon 
And  Still  The  Best 

CARBONS 
For  All  Types  of 

MOTION  PICTURE  PROJECTION 

Also  Carbons  for  every  kind  of  lighting. 

Write  for  Prices  and  Samples 

HUGO  REISINGER 

Sole  Importer  United  States,  Canada,  Mexico 

11  Broadway  New  York 

Stop  Chart  Users  Lead 
in  Better  Screening 

Movement 
(Conlmucd  from  page  28) 

J.  U.  SCOniE,  Idoat  Thesire,  Wiscor.Rin  llariid. 

Wis. 

H.  P.  SRAY,  Rogeni  Thoaspo,  Elmiro,  N.  Y. 
ED.  C.  SHULTZ,  Coiti  Thcotpc,  TJisfEsdQjj, 

Texas.  
’ 

MACK  SIMMONS,  BeUovuo  Theaire,  BelSovue 

Texas.  
' 

LUTHER  H.  SIMPSON,  Princess  THeaSre,  Pieil- 
monl,  Ala. 

FLOICE  SLAY,  Liberty  Theatre,  Koarenop,  OkiD. 
AVARD  J.  SLOAT,  Conoat  Projcestoji  Sopv.  R 

D.  3,  Troy,  N.  Y. 
ROY  L.  SMART,  Noble  Theatre,  Anniston,  Ala. 

ART  SMITH,  West  Coast  Tlieaipe,  643  Kaicker- 
boeker,  Los  Angeles,  Cal. 
CHARLES  A.  S.  SMITHH,  Isis  Theatre,  1008 

Prairie,  Houston,  Texos. 
RALPH  EARL  SNOW,  Orpheum  Tlioatre,  Shelby, 

Mom. 

J.  H.  SPARKS,  Isis  Theatre,  Ft.  Worth,  Texas. 
W.  D.  SPAULDING,  Rex  Theatre,  Saginaw,  Mlrh. 
IRWIN  W.  SPECKELS,  Cosy  Theatre,  Sohuten- 

berg,  Texas. 
C.  T,  SPENCER,  Walfcervilla  Theatre,  Walker* 

viils,  Om.,  Canada. 
BENJA31IN  STEELE,  Lincoln  Square  Theatre,  Do- oaiur.  III. 

E.  G.  STEELE,  Co*y  Tlteaire,  Suit  Lake  City, 

Utah. 
P.  C.  STILLWELL,  Rialto  Theatre,  Erie,  Pa. 
H,  F.  STORIN,  Leroy  Theatre,  Pawtucket,  R.  I. 
H.  L.  STRAUS,  Pork  Theatre,  Mansheld,  Ohio. 
BERNARD  SWINDLE,  Strand  Theatre,  Jestip,  Ca. 

T 
S.  TABOR,  228  N.  Gay  Street,  Baltimore,  Md. 
WILLIAM  M.  TALLMAN,  Coruinic  TIjoajre,  East 

Liverpool,  Ohio. 

A.  TARMINO  &   SONS.  Mingus  Opera  House, 
Mingus,  Texas. 

ASEL  W.  TEETERS,  Majestic  Theatre,  Portland, 
Ind. 

CARL  TRACKER,  Paramount  Theatre,  Mentone, 
Silver  Lake.  Ind. 

H.  L.  THOMAS,  Blue  Mouse  Theatre,  Portland. 

Ore. 
LESLIE  TINGLEY,  Family  Theatre,  Jackson, 

Mich. 
ORVILLE  TINGLEY.  820  S.  5.  W'.,  Missoula, Mont. 

JOSEPH  D.  TOMAR,  Model  Theatre,  Philadel- 

phia, Pa. 
K.  H.  TORKEY.  Norfolk  Theatre,  Norfolk 

Downs,  Mass. 

S.  R.  TOWNES,  Mission  Theatre,  Amarillo, Texas. 

W.  C.  TRACEY,  Gem  Theatre,  Plutlevllle,  Wis. 

CHARLES  TREON,  Royal  Theatre,  Fairmont, 

Ind. 

MILES  E.  TRIBBEY,  Washington  Theatre,  Rich- mond. Ind. 

HORACE  TRUIIT,  Strand  Theatre,  Washington, 
I. 

HAROLD  TURNER,  Box  400,  Palestine,  Texas. 

V 

HARVARD  UMOREIT,  Lyric  Thoasre,  Cass  Lake. Minn, 

ROBERT  UNGER,  Edwards  Theatre,  Reedsnort. 
Oro. 

WALTER  A.  URBAN,  Gem  Theatre,  Thorndalc, 
Texas. 

y 
A.  A.  VAN  WORMER,  36-49  Spy  Run  Ave.,  Ft. 

Wayne,  Ind. 
C.  A.  VAUGHAN,  Art  Theatre,  Kansas  City, 

Kansas. 

J.  C.  VARNELL,  Princess  Theatre,  Piedmont, 
Ala. 

G.  S.  VICK,  Princess  Theatre,  Henderson,  N.  C. 

CHARLES  E.  VOLLMER,  Oliver  Theatre,  South 

Bend,  Ind. 

W 

C.  WALKER,  Mayfield  Tlieatre,  Mayfield,  Pc. 

H.  K.  WELSH.  Southern  Theelro,  Buoyrus,  Ohio. 

RAYMOND  WHITE,  Lyric  Thoaero,  London,  Tcnn. 

JAMES  WIDEL,  Grand  Theatre,  Howard,  S.  D. 

D.  K.  W5EGMAN,  Palace  Theatre,  Atihland,  Ohio. 

H.  L.  WILBER,  Rialto  Theatre,  Fullerton,  Col. 

LIONEL  B.  WILCOX,  Syracuse  Strand  Theatre, 

Syracuse,  N.  Y. 

C.  L.  WILLIAMS,  Empress  Tliectre,  Indlanola, Iowa. 

FRED  WILSON,  Princess  Theatre,  Berlin,  N.  H. 

GEORGE  E.  WISE,  Alleghany  Theatre  Co.,  Hin- ton, W.  Vb. 

H.  R.  WITT,  Strand  Theatre,  Irvine,  Ky. 

B.  O.  WRIGHT,  Victorian  Theatre,  Scpulps, 

Okie. Z 

GUSTAVE  ZIPRIK,  Soo’y>  Y.  M.  C.  A.  Theatre, 
Westbourne,  Tenn. 
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Theaters  large  and  small 

from  coast  to  coast 

hare  found  the 

The  Paramoun!  TheaSerofNtw  York 

City,  seating  5,000  will  employ  C-H 
“Simplicity”  Dimmers  for  lighting 
control  as  do  a   majority  of  the  most 
modern  theaters  today. 

Craeper’s  Egyptian  Theater  in  Port’ 
land,  Oregon,  has  a   seating  capacity 

of ot.ly  1,290— yet  Ulumination  con- 
trol with  C-H  ‘'^Simplicity”  Dimmers 

has  been  fcundpopularandprofitable. 

magic  key  to  increased  patronage 
Soft  colors  blending— gradual  fading  and  brighten- 

ing of  lights  appealing  like  magic  to  the  modern 

audience— such  effects  successful  theater  men  consider 

essential.  C-H  Theater  Dimmers — the  highest  form 
of  illumination  control  make  these  effects  possible. 

The  perfection  of  C-H  ‘   ‘Simplicity’  ’   Dimmer  Plates 
has  made  them  the  choice  of  the  largest,  finest  houses 

in  the  land.  The  lasting  quality  and  accuracy  of  their 
construction  make  them  the  most  economical  in  the 

long  run  for  the  small  theater  as  well  as  the  large. 

Cutler -Hammer  Illumination  Engineers  are  skilled  to  solve  every 

lighting  problem  of  the  theater.  Their  advice  will  be  gladly  given. 

THE  CUTLER-HAMMER  MFG.  CO. 
1237  St.  Paul  Avenue,  Milwaukee,  Wisconsin 

Our  latest  Theater 
Dimmer  book  is  just 

off_  the  press— a   copy 
will  be  sent  upon 

request. 

CUTLER^HAMMER 
‘Reject  Illurnination  Controljhr  the  "Modem  ^Theater 
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American  Silversheet  Screen  Is 

Placed  on  Market  by  New  Firm 

Launched  under  the  trade -/name  of  the  “American  Silver- 
sheet”  announcement  is  made  of  the 
entry  into  the  metallic  surfaced 
screen  field  of  a   new  company  which 

promises  to  make  itself  an  impor- 
tant factor  in  the  motion  picture 

equipment  industry.  The  new  con- cern is  The  American  Silversheet 

Company  of  St.  Louis.  H.  C.  Woods 

resigned  his  position  as  sales  man- 
ager of  the  Minusa  Cine  Screen 

company,  to  become  chief  executive 
of  the  new  venture. 

Mr.  Woods,  during  a   recent  visit 
to  Chicago  declared  that  the  new 

company  is  prepared  to  offer  a   com- 
plete line  of  high  grade  screens 

suitable  for  every  theatre  require- 
ment and  every  projection  requisite. 

Production  is  already  under  way  in 

the  new  factory  of  the  company  lo- 
cated at  915-917  Wash  street,  St. 

Louis  and  arrangement  for  distri- 
bution of  the  American  Silversheet 

screen  through  leading  supply  deal- 
ers is  being  negotiated  at  a   rapid 

pace. 
Every  Silversheet  screen  will  bear 

the  stamp  “Knobel  Built”  in  honor 
of  J.  Otto  Knobel,  veteran  screen 
finisher  whose  experience  in  his  spe- 

cial line  of  endeavor  dates  back  to 
1914. 

Mr.  Knobel  is  responsible  for 
thousands  of  built  to  specifications 

screens  now  in  use  in  leading  thea- 
tres throughout  the  world.  He 

brings  to  the  new  organization  a 
wealth  of  practical  experience  and 
many  important  improvements  in 
screen  finishing  which  are  his  priv- 

ate formula  for  obtaining  the  effi- 
cient effect  he  accomplishes  in  his 

surfaces. 
In  addition  to  Mr.  Woods  and 

Mr.  Knobel  the  personnel  of  the  new 
American  Silversheet  organization 

consists  of  J.  A.  Schuld  as  vice- 
president  and  treasurer  and  A.  M. 
Pollack  as  secretary  and  general 
manager. 

Buys  Bus  Lines  to  Bring 
Patrons  to  Theatre 

ELIZABETHTOWN,  IND.— Joseph 

Springer,  manager  of  a   motion  picture 
theatre  here,  does  not  sit  in  his  box 
office  and  wait  for  business  to  arrive, 

he  hustles  out  and  drags  it  in.  Find- 

ing that  he  had  a   number  of  communi- 
ties nearby  from  which  to  draw  patrons, 

he  is  operating  bus  lines  from  Elizabeth- 
town to  Azalia  and  Grammer,  by  which 

patrons  to  the  theatre  are  transported 
to  and  from  the  theatre  free  of  charge. 

Sioux  Falls  House 

Opens 
Invitations  have  been  received  announc- 

ing the  opening  at  Sioux  Falls,  S.  D.,  of 
the  new  State  theatre,  which  was  formally 

opened  to  the  public  at  noon  March  2. 

H.  C.  Woods,  president  of  iLe  American 

Silversheet  Company,  St.  Louis,  manufac- 
turers of  Silversheet  screens. 

Marr  &   Colton  Reports 
Seven  Installations 

Recent  contracts  for  organs  announced 

by  the  Marr  &:  Colton  Company  of  War- 
saw, N.  Y.,  are  from  L.  J.  Norris,  St. 

Charles,  111.,  for  3-manual  organ;  Geo. 
F.  Kopin,  Lasky  Theatre,  Detroit,  Mich., 

3-manual  organ;  Rokowsky  Bros.,  Em- 

bassy Theatre,  Port  Chester,  N.  Y.,  2- 
manual  organ;  Wilmer  and  Vincent, 

State  theatre,  Easton,  Pa.,  3-manual  or- 

gan; John  L.  Brown,  New  Dexter  thea- 
tre, Detroit,  Mich.,  2-manual  organ; 

Frank  Beechler,  Rialto  theatre,  Char- 

lotte, Mich.,  2-manual  organ. 

ROLL 
Folded  Machine 
RESERVED 
COUPON 

LARGEST  EXCLUSIVE 
AMUSEMENT  TICKET 

PRINTERS  IN  N.E./brISyggrs 

BEST  QUALITY 
^   AND  SERVICE  — 

We  prove  it — Send  the  order 

FVess 
117  ALBANY  STREET 

BOSTON,  MASS. 

“BLIZZARD  FANS 
yy  Solve  Yoar 

Great  Problem “VENTILATION” 
58;  'a*".  "SS-But-ALWAYS ! 

Ask  any  BLIZZARD  User’ DISTRIBUTORS 

BLIZZARD  SALES  CO. 
OMAHA,  NEBR. or 

Yale  Thi-Blre  SuDJily,  Kansas  City— Unltud  Elwtrie  Co.,  Voncouvfr.  H.  C. 

— Thcatru  Supply  Co..  SiotUi-.  Wash.— ExUlbllOrt  Supply  Co..  All  Uraiiclkes 
— Bllzzortl  Sales  Co..  Dallas.  Texas  and  S.  &   S.  Film  Supply  Co., FlltshUTisli,  Pa. 
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$   27-59  worth  of  quality  equipment  for  $   2   2   99 
Duplex  Motion  Picture  iNousTRiESjNt  ^ 

DATE.   ifo/?/y  pari-  of  t/?e duplex  special 
ys  wanted'-'  check  he/ouy 

— 8oz.BolHeFilm  femenO 

— Reel  Holder.   1—1 

— Splicing  Block.... □ 

—Reel  Rewinder..... □ 

Duplex 

dpng  Iskmd  City,IVty7 

yddmt ME  Me 

q-heDUPLEXspecial  N92  □ 
PLEASE  SHIP Name . 

PARCEL 
POST CHARGE 

EXPRESS c.o.a 

Address-     

e/ty. 
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Capitol  Theatre,  Niagara  Falls, 

Seating  1,400  Is  Opened 
Niagara  falls’  new  Cupitol  theatre has  been  opened  to  the  public.  Com- 

pleted at  a   cost  of  over  $300,000,  in  ar- 

rangement of  the  interior  and  richness  of 

design  this  beautiful  rommunity  house  on 

Niagara  street,  near  Thirteenth,  is  one  of 

the  most  attractive  in  western  New  York. 

The  Capitol,  which  is  owned  by  the  Niagara 

Theatre  corporation,  with  Thomas  De  Santis, 

president  and  treasurer,  and  Peter  Paonessa, 

vice-president  and  general  manager,  has  a 
seating  capacity  of  1,400. 

The  promoters  have  endeavored  to  meet 

the  demand  for  a   family  theatre  more 

convenient  to  the  thickly  populated  resi- 

dential districts  removed  from  the  down- 

town business  section,  and  have  succeeded 

in  filling  that  requirement  at  no  sacrifice 
of  richness  and  comfort.  The  policy  is 

motion  pictures  and  two  acts  of  vaude- 
ville. 

The  house  conforms  with  the  latest  ac- 
cepted standards  of  theatre  construction. 

Flanking  the  entrance  to  the  lobbj'  at 
either  side  are  accommodations  for  three 

modern  and  up-to-date  stores,  and  on  the 
second  floor  facilities  have  been  provided 
for  twelve  offices. 

The  elaborate  richness  of  the  interior 

decorative  scheme  is  apparent,  immediately 

upon  entering  the  lobby,  where  the  Willard 

M.  Lusk  decorators  have  created  an  at- 

mosphere of  welcome  in  old  ivory  and 

gold  enlivened  with  soft  tones  of  rose  and 

blue.  The  Lusk  decorators  also  did  the 
interior  work  at  the  Bellevue  and  Strand 

in  Niagara  Falls. 
In  the  lobby  are  five  tear-drop  crystal 

chandeliers,  with  one  central  fixture  pro- 

viding both  direct  and  indirect  lighting, 

Opposite  the  box  office  is  an  ornamental 

mirror  with  crystal  bracket  that  definitely 
establishes  the  tone  of  the  entire  house. 

The  lobby  side  walls  are  mottled  in  burnt 

orange  and  paneled  at  the  base  in  spe- 
cially quarried  Italian  marbles  and  quartz. 

The  striking  feature  of  the  auditorium  is 
the  richness  of  the  central  dome  and  the 

artistic  beauty  of  the  three  large  paintings 

visible  from  any  part  of  the  house.  All 
are  the  work  of  Willard  M.  Lusk. 

The  general  scheme  of  the  auditorium 
appears  to  be  a   modern  adaptation  of  the 
Corinthian  style;  modern  in  that  the  classic 

simplicity  is  offset  by  the  richness  of  the 

Georgian  period.  Wide,  ceiling-high  panels 
on  the  side-walls  are  done  in  tapestry  ef- 

fect, with  old  rose  and  gold  the  predomi- 
nating note.  This  is  reflected  in  the  old 

rose  velvet  hangings  and  the  central  motif 
of  the  design  which  completely  encircles 

the  ceiling  and  the  upper  part  of  the  side walls. 

The  proscenium  arch  is  of  classical  de- 

sign, graced  at  its  top  by  a   row  of  for- 
malized acanthus  leaves.  It  is  high-lighted 

in  antique  gold,  rose  and  blue,  and  blends 

with  the  lavish  use  of  gold  leaf  which  char- 
acterizes decorations  of  the  Georgian  pe- 

riod. The  seats  are  of  the  latest  design. 

The  capacity  of  the  lower  floor  has  been 

limited  to  1,000  by  the  use  of  oversize 

chairs,  but  their  pneumatic  cushions  and 

greater  size  gives  greater  comfort  for  the 
patron.  Together  with  the  luxurious  loges 

at  the  front  of  the  upper  section,  the  bal- 
cony provides  accommodations  for  400  and 

is  marked  by  unusually  clear  vision  of  the 
stage. 

The  heating  of  the  auditorium  is  ac- 
complished by  the  Trane  vacuum  system, 

by  which  the  steam  is  most  effective  when 
circulated  at  the  low  pressure  of  from 

eight  ounces  to  one  pound.  Concealed 
by  ornamental  grilles,  a   radiation  surface 
of  4,700  feet  efficiently  warms  the  interior. 
A   system  of  electric  ventilators  completely 
changes  the  air  of  the  interior  every  ten minutes. 

The  stage  is  of  unusually  generous  pro- 

portions and  is  one  of  the  largest  avail- 
able for  vaudeville  in  Niagara  Falls.  It 

is  78  feet  wide,  25  feet  deep  and  50  feet 

high,  provided  with  every  facility  for  the 

presentation  of  the  most  elaborate  produc- 
tions. The  switchboard  controls  a   $20,000 

electric  system,  which  provides  all  the  vary- 
ing degrees  of  four  different  color  effects 

in  the  auditorium,  and  three  on  the  stage. 

The  front  curtain  of  the  stage  is  an  inno- 
vation in  Niagara  Falls.  Weighing  over 

2,000  pounds,  it  is  a   combination  front 

drop  and  asbestos,  in  which  each  thread 
has  a   score  of  strands  of  brass.  A   special 

safety  feature  is  the  automatic  device 
which  drops  the  curtain  immediately  in 

case  of  fire.  This  curtain  alone  repre- 
sents an  investment  of  approximately 

$1,500. 
The  booth  equipment  is  thoroughly  up- 

to-date.  It  includes  two  Simplex  machines, 
with  Peerless  low-intensity  arc  lamps;  a 

Hertner  generator,  Superlite  lenses,  spot- 
lights, etc.  The  equipment  was  installed 

by  the  Becker  Theatre  Supply  company  of 
Buffalo. 

Fire  hazards  have  been  eliminated  by  the 

care  exercised  in  planning  the  building,  but 

should  it  be  necessary  to  empty  the  build- 
ing quickly,  sixteen  exits  are  instantly 

available.  Arthur  H.  Fleury  is  conductor 

of  the  orchestra.  An  organ  will  be  in- stalled at  a   later  date. 

Let  Us  Finance^  Design,  Build  and  Equip 
Your  Next  Theatre 

WE  have  built  many  beautiful  paying  theatres whose  owners  will  endorse  our  work  and 
recommend  our  service.  The  UNITED 

STUDIOS  is  an  incorporation  of  artists,  archi- 
tects, contractors  and  equippers.  Let  us  know 

your  requirements. 

Our  Latest — New  Theatre,  Kenosha,  Wis, 
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Standardization  Principle  Used 

to  Lower  Building  Cost 
G.  E.  Eichenlaub  Describes  1,250  Seat  Theatre  in  Group  of  Standard  Playhouses  Developed  by 

His  Organization 

The  economical  lot  size  for  the  1,250 seat  Standard  theatre  is  68  ft.  front 

with  a   10  ft.  alley  on  one  side  and 
160  ft.  deep  to  an  alley  across  the  rear  of 

lot,  plus  30  ft.  for  a   stage.  Say  70x200  ft. 

The  lot,  of  course,  should  preferably 

slope  downward  from  the  Main  street  level, 

though  this  is  not  essential.  In  one  case, 

at  least,  one  of  these  Standard  theatres  was 

very  successfully  built  on  a   lot  sloping 
upward  6   ft.  from  the  street  level. 

Whereas  the  smaller  Standard  theatres, 

intended  for  smaller  communities,  were 

purposely  shown  as  isolated  building  or 

with  smaller  buildings  as  neighbors,  this 

one  is  boldly  juxtaposed  to  a   most  mod- 
ern type  of  very  fine,  high-grade  building, 

to  show  that  this  house,  while  quite  plain, 

and  free  from  overburdening  and  expen- 
sive cornice,  still  is  so  well  proportioned 

and  worked  out  that  it  will  more  than  hold 

its  own  in  any  company  on  any  street.^ 
In  a   word,  it  is  suited  as  the  best  build- 

ing in  a   town  of  10,000  population,  and 

will  not  be  outclassed  through  later  devel- 
opment and  growth  of  the  community, 

which  is  an  important  consideration. 

The  1.250  seat  theatre  contemplates  the 

use  of  our  Standard  stone  front,  or  it  can 

be  handled  in  a   grey-green  glazed  terra 
cotta,  which  is  more  expensive  and  better 
suited  to  the  smokier  locations  of  larger 

cities.  Two  good  stores  are  provided  for, 
each  15x40  ft. 

The  marquise  is  not  standard  and  really 
is  not  necessary,  as  the  loggia  or  recess, 

with  its  concealed  flood  lighting,  places  the 
main  entrance  doors  4   ft.  back  from  the 

building  line  and  thus  affords  sufficient 
protection.  This  also  gives  splendid  ^vall 

space  on  each  side  for  standard  three- 
sheet  posters. 
The  tilework  of  the  floor  is  a   special 

anti-slipping  surface  in  brilliant  colors  and 
extends  across  the  sidewalk  to  the  curb, 

thus,  in  effect,  bringing  the  interior  scheme 

of  gay  light  and  color  out  into  the  very 
life  of  the  community  circulation. 

It  will  be  noted  that  the  scheme  of  de- 
sign flows  into  the  theatre,  thus  exerting 

that  sub-conscious  “pulling  power”  that  has 
real  value  but  is  so  difficult  to  achieve  in 

actual  dollars  and  cents,  even  by  the  best 

designers. 
The  great  window  over  the  entrance  quite 

perfectly  expresses  the  great  room  or  audi- torium behind  the  front  wall  and  is  quite 

inexpensive,  due  to  exclusive  standards  of 
engineering  design. 

Behind  this  window  is  rigged  a   drop,  or 

series  of  drops,  lighted  with  concealed 
strips  and  color  screens.  In  this  way  an 
exhibitor  has  a   good  and  cheap  opportunity 

to  vary  his  front  effect  to  suit  the  chang- 
ing seasons  or  any  special  occasion  that 

may  arise. 
If  he  is  showing  some  great  production 

and  wishes  to  use  a   24  sheet  he  can  spread 

this  on  one  of  these  drops,  light  it  effec- 
tively and  rest  assured  that  his  message  is 

going  to  reach  them  all  at  practically  no 

expense  and  mighty  little  bother. 
it  will  be  noted  that  no  electric  sign  is 

shown.  We  feel  that  such  a   very  expen- 
sive adjunct  is  not  in  the  least  necessary 

with  this  window  feature,  which  quite  ef- 
fectively substitutes  for  the  sign,_  except; 

ing,  of  course,  under  special  conditions  of 
location. 

The  marquise  can  be  added  at  a   later 

date,  and  steel  columns  are  provided  for 

its  proper  and  safe  support  at  any  time. ♦   *   * 

The  broad  and  spacious  lobby  is  35x50 
ft,  which  compares  very  well  with  any  of 

the  really  big  theatres.  It  is  beautiful  and 

impressive. 
In  this  day  of  the  paved  road  and  the 

private  high-speed  auto,  even  the  most 
rural  person  goes  frequently  to  the  big 

city,  where,  as  a   matter  of  course,  he  at- tends the  fine  and  ever  finer,  newest  and 

biggest  theatres.  He  very  quickly  be- 
comes educated  upward  and  thereafter  is 

not  satisfied  with  less,  as  found  “to  home.” 

Consequently  you  lose  much  of  the  busi- 
ness if  your  lobby  is  cramped,  badly  light- 

ed, and,  in  general,  lacks  the  "kick”  he  gets in  the  nearby  big-town. 
This  accomplishment  is  not  necessarily  so 

much  a   matter  of  large  expense  as  it  is 
(Continued  on  next  page) 
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EDWARDS  SHEET  METAL 

MARQUEES  or  CANOPIES 
For  use  over  entrances  to  theatres,  hotels,  cafes,  store  buildings,  etc.  A   work  of  art 

and  thejr  have  the  massive  and  ornamental  appearance  of  cast  iron,  at  but  a   fraction  of 
the  cost.  Furnished  complete,  easy  to  erect — Made  of  galvanized  iron  or  copper  in  any 

style  or  size  desired.  Shipped  in  largest  convenient  sections,  with  glass  packed  sep* 
aratcly.  Our  large  catalog  showing  complete  line  Marquises  or  Canopies,  Balconies, 
Cornices,  Theatre  Fronts,  Signs,  Skylights,  Metal  Roofing,  Metal  Ceilings  and  Walls, 
etc.,  sent  free  on  request. 

The  Edwards  Manufacturing  Co. 
409-459  East  Fifth  St.  Cincinnati,  Ohio 

The  World’s  Largest  Manufacturers  of  Metal  Roofing,  Metal  Shingles, 
Metal  Spanish  Tile.  Metal  Ceilings,  Metal  Garages,  Portable 

Buildings,  Rolling  Steel  Doors,  Partitions,  etc. 

I 

There  Ss  a   Vallen 
user  near  you.  I..et 
us  send  you  liis  name 
— then  a.sk  him. 

Confidence — 
Is  one  of  the  most  sought  after  attain- 

ments in  business — confidence  of  the 

buyer. 

CURTAIN 

MACHINES 

NOISELESS 

TRACKS 

enjoy  the  confidence  of  thousands  of  theatre 
owners  in  all  sections  of  the  United  States. 

E.  J.  VALLEN  ELECTRICAL  CO. 
Akron  Ohio 

Palace  Theatre 

Gary,  Ind. 

Decorative  Motif  by 

Michael  Angelo  Studios, 

212  Superior  Sfreef,  East, 
Chicago. 

Standardization  Plan 

Used  to  Lower  Cost 
of  Building 

{Continued  from  page  37) 

a   plain  matter  of  skill,  judgment  and  ca- 

pacity of  the  designer.  In  this  house, 
through  our  Standards,  we  successfully  ac- 

complish the  “big  effect”  at  a   surprisingly small  outlay. 

The  foyer  again  is  big  and  spacious  and 

affords  ample  standing  room.  The  illumi- 
nation here,  while  light  enough  to  read 

by,  is  toned  down  to  softer  shades  of  red 
and  amber  so  the  transition  from  the  bril- 

liant light  of  the  front  to  the  comparative 
dark  of  the  auditorium  is  gradual  and 

psychologically  perfect. 
These  matters,  properly  worked  out  by 

experts,  are  of  great  value  to  the  busi- 
ness. Indeed,  they  may  spell  the  difference 

between  failure  and  a   fine-well-balanced 
and  safe  investment. 

*   ♦   ♦ 

The  auditorium  is  a   two-aisled  layout, 

with  perfect  sightlines  and  accoustics. 
Organ  chambers  are  suited  for  up  to  a 

$25,000  job,  and,  above  all,  the  auditorium 

is  so  designed  that  it  appears  well-filled 

when  only  400  seats  are  occupied,  still  al- 
ways leaving  a   seat  for  the  party  that 

comes  late.  In  this  respect  exhibitors 

often  argue  that  it  is  healthy  to  have  them 

standing.  Certainly  he  likes  to  see  this 
condition,  but  there  is  positively  no  way  of 

checking  the  business  he  is  losing  due  to 

a   repeated  condition  of  this  kind.  It  is 
far  better  if  he  can  accommodate  them  all, 
all  the  time. 

The  building  throughout,  of  course,  is  a 

fireproof  job  and  fully  accepted  under  the 
laws  of  any  State  in  the  Union  and  by 
the  insurance  underwriters  at  low  rates. 

The  heating  and  ventilating  systems  are 

our  Standard,  especially  designed  by  our 

engineers  and  suited  to  this  job  and  are 
remarkably  efficient  and  low  in  operating 
cost. 

♦   ♦   * 
The  sanitary  facilities  are  the  best,  and 

with  it  all  we  achieve  positive  one-man 
control  of  the  entire  plant  at  all  times,  a 

most  important  economical  feature. 
It  amounts  to  this:  The  exhibitor  or 

manager,  “from  his  chair  at  the  desk” — 
Sees  the  people  come  in — 
Sees  them  get  their  tickets — 
Sees  his  picture  and  stage — 
Sees  his  house  temperature  and  regulates 

his  heating  and  ventilating  system — 
Hears  and  even  controls  his  organ — 
Sees  and  hears  any  disturbance  in  the 

audience  and  in  two  steps  can  be  either 

in  the  auditorium,  lobby  or  boiler  .room, 

and,  without  moving,  can  talk  to  his  pro- 

jectionist. These  features  are  of  all  our  Standard 

theatres,  large  or  small,  which  have  been 

described  previously  in  Exhibitors  Herald 
"Better  Theatres”  issues  of  Dec.  1,  1923, 
for  The  500  Seat  Standard,  and  Dec.  26, 

1925;  March  29,  1924,  for  The  Standard 

750  Seat  Standard,  and  Oct.  13,  1923;  April 

25,  1925,  for  The  1000  Seat  Standard. 
The  cost  of  the  Standard  1,250  seat 

house  varies  more  or  less  around  $95,000.00, 

which  is  25  per  cent  to  100  per  cent  less 

than  any  theatre  in  our  knowledge  seat- 
ing the  same  number,  and  without  the 

economic  features  set  forth  above. 
♦   *   ♦ 

We  say  nothing  about  the  purely  artistic 
quality  and  finish  of  the  building  itself, 
inside  and  out,  which  we  are  content  to 

leave  to  the  judgment  of  any  community 
of  living  people  anywhere. 

Suffice  to  say  they  approve  and  take 

pride  in  this  community  centre,  and,  with- 

out exception,  these  theatres  are  fine  divi- 
dend payers. 
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Right  on  the  Main  Street 
of  HOT  WEATHEitEisrfits 

The  crowds  soon  hnd  out  where 

if  s   coo!  during  the  scorching  days 
of  summer. 

They’ll  turn  a   side  lane  into  Main 
Street  if  it's  cool  in  the  lane. 

Put  your  house  on  the  Main  Street  of 

hot  weather  pronts.  Already  there  are 

more  than  600  theatres  there—all  Arctic 
Nu-Air  cooled. 

When  the  Arctic  Nu-Air  poster  ap- 

pears in  front  of  the  box  office  the  ticket 

machines  go  so  fast  they  fairly  tear  them- 
selves apart. 

There’s  no  reason  for  slack  summer 

business.  This  system  is  moderately 

priced.  It’s  guaranteed  to  do  all  we  claim. 
It  has  never  failed  to  surpass  these  claims. 

Don’t  let  people  start  that  disastrous 

rumor  that  your  house  is  “hot.” Use  the  coupon  now. 

ciDwc  of  letters 

*■  ••'*0  feS,.,”""-  «•- 

Cor,., Cor,., 

-OuO 

it 

Out^
 

For  Cool  Profits 

in  Hot  Weather 

/arctic  NU-AlR  CORPORAT
ION 

813  State  Lake  Bldg. 

Chicago,  III. 

Tell  me  how  I   can  put  my  house  (s
eating, 

right  on  the  Main  Street  of  Hot  W
eather  Pro/its.  for  a   moderate 

down  payment  and  easy  terms. 

-) 

Name- 

Theatre- 

Address  - 

City   

-State- 

<2 
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That's  what  good  projection  means— sharp,  clear,  contrast  between 
light  and  dark.  But  contrast  depends  on  the  lens. 

Eliminate  muddy,  cloudy  effects  from  your  pictures  by  using  Scap° 

lite  Lenses.  They  will  inject  more  snap  into  even  the  poorest  print, 

and  give  better  ones  the  clear  deHnition  and  strong  black  and  white 
that  audiences  demand. 

See  your  Dealer  or  Write  direct  to 

KOLLMORGEN  OPTICAL  CORPORATION 
35  Steuben  St.  Brooklyn,  N.  Y. 

Mokere  of 

SNAPLITE  LENSES 

Truss  144  Tons  Placed 

in  New  Paramount 

Theatre 

Engineering  Feat  Is  Hailed  as 

History  Making  in  Construction 

A   cordon  of  police  reserves  %vas  posted 
in  and  near  Times  Square  to  protect  the 

spectators  of  a   giant  feat.  A   modern  Her- 
cules, steam  in  his  nostrils  and  steel  in 

his  muscles,  was  lifting  to  an  unprecedented 
height  an  unprecedented  weight,  so  far  as 

building  operations  go.  A   truss  144  tons 
heavy  was  being  hoisted  with  groans  and 
snorts  to  its  place  over  the  auditorium  of 

the  new  Paramount  Building  at  Forty-third 
.Street  and  Broadway.  Describing  the  feat 

the  New  York  Times  says; 

Washington’s  Birthday  was  chosen  for 
the  event  in  the  hope  that  not  so  many 

people  would  be  about.  The  lifting  be- 
gan at  9   in  the  morning.  Eight  such 

trusses  must  be  put  in  place,  120  feet  above 
the  sidewalk.  After  the  strain  of  the 

initial  lifting  the  work  went  ahead  rapidly 

enough. 
But  it  may  be  confessed  that  there  was 

a   good  deal  of  trepidation  about  the  out- 
come of  this  first  test.  Hercules  might 

topple  over  with  his  load.  If  any  part  of 

the  lifting  apparatus  gave  way  under  the 

strain,  the  immense  weight  might  fall.  So 

Forty-third  street  was  roped  off  and  mo- 
tor traffic  was  rerouted  for  a   while  until 

the  thing  had  been  safely  done  without 
so  much  as  a   sprained  ankle.  The  second 

of  these  trusses  was  lifted  three  days  later. 

*   *   * 

ALSO  SNAPLITE  JR.  LENSES  FOR  PORTABLE  MACHINES 

Theatre  Seating 
We  offer  you  a   complete  and  select 
line  of  theatre  seating  from  popular 

priced  veneer  chairs  to  high  grade 

upholstered  chairs.  Reseating  han- 
dled without  interruption. 

Ask  for  catalogue  .?/. 

E.  H.  STAFFORD  MFG  CO. 

367  West  Adams  St.  Chicago,  111. 

JHEATKI^h 

Q/^PLE
"!^ Send  for 

J.I^LANCY, 

Catalogue 

SyracuseN.Y 

:MASTER= 

GLASS  BEAD 
SCREEN 

Screen  of  Beauty' with  amazing  results 

National  Screen  Go. 
2100  Payne  Ave.,  Cleveland,  O, 

This  job  is  but  one  of  several  unusual 

construction  problems  posed  in  New  York 

recently.  To  build  a   skyscraper  is  a   mere 

chore.  The  whole  process  has  been  stand- 
ardized and  can  be  calculated  to  the  last 

rivet.  But  the  Paramount  Building,  the 

projected  Level  Club  in  West  Seventy- 
third  Street,  the  completed  Madison  Square 
Garden  and  Mecca  Temple,  after  10,000 

years  of  building,  demanded  special  fer- 
tility in  resources. 

The  conspicuous  part  of  the  new  Para- 
mount Building  will  be  a   thirty-three-story 

office  building  with  a   tower  above.  This 
is  what  the  tourist  will  see  from  the 

Broadway  rubberneck  wagon ;   but  to  the 
architects  and  engineers  this  part  of  the 

work  was  as  simple  as  cutting  cheese. 

What  tested  their  ingenuity  was  the  au- 
ditorium west  of  the  building,  to  house  a 

huge  motion  picture  theatre ;   for  here  they 
had  to  undertake  the  greatest  lifting  feat, 

considering  the  height  involved,  ever  pro- 
posed, they  believe,  in  building  construction. 

There  are  to  be  no  columns  in  the  audi- 
torium. The  gallery  will  be  hung  from 

the  120-foot  beams  overhead.  There  you 

have  the  problem ;   The  beams  or  trusses 

must  be  strong  enough  to  span  120  feet 
without  crumpling,  with  enough  added 
strength  to  support  the  roof  and  enough 

more  to  uphold  the  gallery.  To  meet 
these  requirements,  with  the  usual  plus, 
there  must  be  in  each  truss  144  tons  of 

steel ;   and  each  must  be  lifted  to  a   height 

corresponding  to  the  eighth  floor  of  The 
Times  Annex  adjoining. 

*   *   * 

Now,  it  is  impossible  to  move  144  tons 

in  a   single  load,  through  the  streets  of 
New  York.  The  maximum  load  is  about 

forty-two  tons;  so  it  was  necessary  to  haul 
the  trusses  in  pieces  to  the  spot  and  there 

rivet  them  together — each  of  them  con- 
tains 4,000  rivets  an  inch  thick  or  more. 

Thirty  separate  pieces  must  be  assembled 
to  create  a   single  giant  framework  sixteen 
feet  high.  There  are  eight  such  trusses, 
each  to  be  supported  at  either  end  by  a 
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column  of  steel,  itself  weighing  fifty-five 

tons 
Let  us  suppose  that  we  have  two  of  our 

columns  erected,  duly  braced,  and  that  we 
are  about  to  set  a   truss  on  them,  ready 

for  riveting.  When  in  place  the  truss  will 

be  parallel  with  Forty-third  Street,  and  it 
will  be  120  feet  above  the  sidewalk;  that 

is,  if  twenty-five  six-foot  men  stood  one 
on  the  other’s  shoulders  the  topmost  man 
could  chin  the  lower  part  of  the  truss. 

Assuming  that  each  of  our  six-footers 

could,  as  a   matter  of  all-day  work,  lift 
300  pounds  from  the  ground  and  hoist  it 
above  his  head,  nearly  a   thousand  of  them 
would  be  needed  to  budge  the  truss. 

>K  *   * 

The  fellow  is  a   traveler,  but  the  whole 

tribe  of  travelers  since  the  days  of  Marco 
Polo  has  included  no  such  traveler  as  this 

one.  This  particular  traveler  is  bigger 

than  any  of  his  predecessors.  His  weight 

is  rated  in  tons  to  a   man’s  pounds.  Stripped 
and  gaunt,  he  has  226  tons  of  steel  in  his 
ribs  and  legs,  and  he  sports  on  either 

shoulder  a   derrick  that  weighs  75  tons,  in 

addition  to  two  l5-ton  engines  that  manip- 
ulate the  derricks.  He  is  84  feet  tall,  and 

each  of  the  derricks  is  50  feet  high,  with 

an  arm,  or  boom  75  feet  long. 
The  traveler  moves  on  steel  rails  such  as 

are  laid  for  our  crack  trains ;   but  two  of 

them  are  not  enough;  he  must  have  thir- 
teen, five  of  them  flange  to  flange  on  one 

side  and  five  on  the  other,  with  three  in 
the  middle.  The  rails  are  fastened  to 

twelve-by-twelve  timbers  grouted  into  solid 
rock.  Upon  the  rails  are  steel  rollers,  and 
on  the  rollers  rest  the  traveler  for  his 

journey  of  125  feet,  as  he  moves  back- 
ward across  the  city  block  to  lift  truss 

after  truss  into  place.  When  he  finishes 

his  humped  back  will  overhang  Forty- 
fourth  Street. 

The  traveler,  a   seven-story  moving  plat- 

form, was  specially  made  for  the  Thomp- 
son-Starrett  Company,  which  is  construct- 

ing the  building,  and  so  were  the  hands 
for  the  arms  of  the  derricks.  Each  hand 

is  an  immense  metal  block  with  eight 

sheaves,  and  its  seventeen  fingers  are  ropes 
of  steel.  The  weight  of  these  blocks,  the 
friction  of  the  steel  strands  and  the  rivets 

in  the  trusses  bring  the  total  load  to  be 
lifted  up  to  ISO  tons. 

*   *   * 

It  must  be  lifted  with  care,  so  that 

neither  end  of  the  beam  may  sag  below 
the  other  and  throw  the  major  burden  on 
a   single  engine.  Man  has  outspun  the 

spider,  and  the  strands  of  steel  are  equal 
to  far  more  than  will  be  demanded  of 

them ;   but  consideration  must  be  shown  for 

those  engines  on  board  the  traveler. 

Once  these  eight  trusses  are  lifted  neatly 

on  their  slim  pillars  of  supporting  steel 
the  worst  of  the  job  will  be  done.  It  will 

take  about  six  weeks  to  do  this  much,  al- 
though a   single  lift  requires  but  twenty 

minutes.  There  are,  to  be  sure,  some 

ninety-ton  trusses  to  be  placed  sloping  hor- 
izontally within  the  auditorium  to  support 

the  balcony;  but  they  are  comparatively 
light,  and  the  traveler  may  be  fancied  as 

smiling  metallically  as  he  hefts  them  into 
place. 

At  the  back,  or  the  Forty-third  Street 

side,  the  gallery  will  be  on  a   level  v;ith 
the  sixth  floor  of  the  Times  Annex,  and 

It  will  slope  forward  to  correspond  with 

the  third  floor,  v/here  the  first  row  movie 
fans  are  sitting.  To  walk  from  the  back 

to  the  front  is  like  descending  two  flights 
of  stairs. 

«   «   « 

E.  Barlow,  the  engineer  in  charge  of 

this  contract,  believes  that  such  a   load  as 
the  roof  trusses  has  never  before  been 

lifted  in  building  construction  to  such  a 
heigth. 

Used  in  All  Comers 

of  the  Globe 

fO» 

(hewes) 

«aJ 
HEWES  2   “   1 
FILM  CEMENT 

WE  ALSO  MANUFACTURE 

DISINFECTANTS 
Strong  Pine — Sanifume 

GERMICIDES 
LENS  CLEANER 

FILM  WAX 
VITRO  LAMP  DIPS 

All  colors — waterproof 

THEATRE  PERFUMES 

Our  Products  and  Prices  Are  Right 

ASK  YOUR  DEALER 

All  Products  Manufactured  and  Guaranteed  by 

Hewes  and  Company 
47  Meserole  St.,  Brooklyn,  N,  Y, 

Mr.  Theatre  Manager! 

Alexander  Film  Publicity  is  being  screened  in  1,465 

CLASS  Theatres  throughout  the  United  States.  It  should 

be  on  YOUR  screen  because: — 

1.  IT  PLEASES  YOUR  AUDIENCE 

2.  IT  INCREASES  YOUR  PATRONAGE 

3.  IT  BRINGS  YOU  A   WORTHWHILE 

REVENUE 

FREE  BOOKLET  TELLS  WHY! 

Mail  the  Coupon  at  once 
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WHEN  WE  CALLED 

B.  F.  REYNOLDS  and  CO. 
HEATING  and  VENTILATING 
ENGINEERS  -   MANUFACTURERS  -   CONTRACTORS 

CHICAGO  ~   ILLINOIS 

FOR  THEIR  COPY 

TO  BE  USED  IN  THIS  SPACE 

THEY  ASKED  US  TO  JUST  LET  YOU  KNOW 
THAT  THEIR  ENGINEERING  DEPARTMENT  IS 

ALWAYS  AT  YOUR  SERVICE  READY  TO  DE- 
SIGN PROPER  LAYOUTS  FOR  AIR  WARMING 

AND  VENTILATING  IN  THE  NEW  THEATRES 

YOU  ARE  PLANNING  TO  BUILD.  THIS  SERV- 
ICE PLACES  YOU  UNDER  NO  OBLIGATION 

WHATEVER. 

THEY  ADVISE  THAT  YOU  WRITE  THEM 
TODAY. 

Exhibitors  Herald 

Better  Theatres 

MAIL  YOUR  TRIAL  ORDER  TODAY 

f   f^ainprooF 

femS^HeavyPoslerPaper-Siz832or36'xlOft.iR5c(mWmgcoioraait(l 
beautifully  Air-Brushed -Expert  workmanships  service  ̂ ararste*-'- 

LEKLY  PROGRAM  SIGMSsCAKnSforuaimLdsVjan^  " 
f   Boards  Size  2'x5'-6 -3'x5'up  IP-f  ea-  or  write  for  detaiis^^ OXHHR 

PAPER  BANIiie?S32V36'/^^lQip*fl^  m%\M(a&r»)pBr/bd  2S4 
ILLUSTRATED  MUSLIN 

PRICES  DO  HOT  INCLUDE  POSTAGE. 

THE  “BESTEROPTICON’ 

A   highly  efficient, 

low  price  stereopti- 
con.  Screen  results  are  equal  to  stereos  sell- 

ing at  much  higher  prices. 

PRICE  $26.00,  BULB  EXTRA 

—your  Dealer  Has  Them—~~ 

MFC.  BY 

BEST  DEVICES  CO. 
FILAI  BLDG.  CLEVELAIfD,  O. 

Use 

Glocolors 
Non  Fading 

Color  your 

clear  lamps 

and  reduce 

your  lamp  bill. 

Mellowglo  for 

Chandeliers 

Canaryglo  for  Lobbies 

ROSCO  LABORATORIES 

129  Third  Place  Brooklyn,  N.  Y. 

Baehr  Building  Fine 

Detroit  Playhouse  to 
Accommodate  2,000 
Tells  Plans  of  New  Theatre 
on  Visit  to  Herald  Office 

P   ̂'’ERY  convenience  for  the  comfort  and convenience  of  his  patrons  was  the 

thought  uppermost  in  the  mind  of  Arthur 
D.  Baehr,  Crystal  theatre,  Detroit,  who 
with  Mrs.  Baehr  visited  Chicago  last  month 

on  a   combination  pleasure  trip  and  shop- 
ping tour  for  the  new  modern  2,000  seat 

house  which  Baehr  is  building  in  the  Mo- 

Mr.  and  Mrs.  Arthur  D.  Baehr,  photographed 

in  “Better  Theatres”  office  during  recent 
visit  to  Chicago  in  connection  with  plans 

for  new  2,000  seat  theatre  which  Mr.  Baehr 

is  erecting  in  Detroit. 

tor  City.  During  their  stay  in  Chicago 

the  Baehrs  were  the  guests  of  S.  E.  Rose, 

sales  manager  and  Eugene  Wilder,  district 

manager  of  the  Robert  Morton  Organ  com- 

pany, with  whom  contracts  were  signed  for 

the  installation  of  a   $30,000  Robert  Mor- 
ton organ  for  the  new  playhouse. 

*   *   * 

On  a   visit  to  the  Herald  office  Mr.  Baehr 

revealed  the  plans  for  his  new  house  for 

which  Christian  Brandt  is  the  archi- 
tect. Mr.  Baehr  also  voiced  his  approval 

of  the  services  rendered  by  “Better  Thea- 
tres” declaring  that  in  its  columns  he  has 

found  many  suggestions  of  value  for  his 
new  theatre. 

The  new  Baehr  playhouse  will  be  erect- 
ed on  Michigan  avenue  between  Gilbert 

and  Cicotte  streets.  The  auditorium  will 
be  executed  in  a   color  scheme  of  ivory  and 

old  rose  with  polychrome  panels  of  artistic 
design  for  ceiling.  There  will  be  a   lobby 
150  feet  deep  with  barrel  ceiling. 

A   feature  of  the  new  house,  the  name 

for  which  will  be  chosen  through  a   public 

contest,  is  a   “cry  room,”  located  in  the  bal- 
cony where  mothers  and  infants  may  watch 

the  show  undisturbed  and  disturbing  no 

one.  A   lavatory  leads  off  the  “cry  room.” *   *   * 

The  exterior  of  the  new  theatre  will  be 

of  terra  cotta,  rising  to  an  elevation  of  3.i 
feet.  The  entire  front  will  be  given  over 

to  the  theatre  entrance  which  will  be  sur- 
mounted by  a   large  marquise.  Lighting 

throughout  the  auditorium  will  be  dimmer 
controlled.  The  opening  date  of  the  house 
is  tentatively  set  for  August  15. 

The  Crystal  theatre  operated  by  Mr. 

Baehr,  with  a   seating  capacity  of  6.50  is  de- 
clared to  be  one  of  the  most  successful 

theatres  in  Detroit.  Mr.  Baehr  is  giving 

his  patrons  the  finest  pictures  at  10  and  20 
cents  and  his  policy  of  a   consistently  high 

class  program  at  these  prices  has  won  for 

him  the  patronage  and  support  of  his  entire community. 
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Handling  the  Crowds 
to  Get  the  Dollars 

Out  of  the  Line 
(Cotitinued  from  page  13) 

like  a   fire  drill  was  worth  doing — even  if 
it  was  new  at  that  time. 
6.  Promotions  and  salary  raises  should 

be  announced  at  this  weekly  meeting  for 
the  good  effect  it  has. 

*   #   * 

7.  Military  drill  should  be  last  and  boys 
should  go  through  regular  infantry  drill. 
It  should  not  be  hard  to  find  amongst  your 
doorman,  coahman,  captains,  one  that 

knows  drill.  This  is  very  good  showman- 
ship. 

By  working  a   little  harder  yourself,  mak- 
ing tours  of  inspection  often  throughout 

the  entire  house  and  lobby  you  will  know 
about  conditions  and  whether  or  not  ush- 

ers are  keeping  seats  filled. 

Every  rule  for  any  attache  must  be  made 
flexible  to  conform  with  good  taste  and 

crowded  conditions — do  not  try  to  make 
machines  out  of  your  ushers  and  staff  as 

machines  do  not  reflect  good  will — em- 
ploy only  such  ushers  as  are  presentable 

and  speak  properly — and  train  them  so 
that  they  will  do  almost  what  you  would 

do  if  you  were  handling  a   person  or  situa- 
tion. If  this  usher  is  in  doubt  have  him 

call  his  superior  apologizing  as  he  does 

so  as  "pardon,  please,  I   will  get  you  the 
captain.”  Do  not  give,  as  has  been  done 
in  some  of  our  largest  theatres,  instruc- 

tions to  ushers  to  say  "there  are  seats  in 

the  balcony,  please”  over  and  over  until 
relieved  because  when  a   well  dressed  couple 
buy  loge  seats  and  meet  this  condition  the 
boy  under  instructions  kept  repeating 

“there  are  seats  in  the  balcony,  please” 
despite  the  patrons’  irritation  and  remon- 

strances that  he  held  loge  seats.  Finally  an 
assistant  caught  the  situation  and  seated 
the  people  but  I   am  convinced  that  those 
two  people  will  never  go  to  that  theatre 

again.  Another  instance  is  when  a   thea- 
tre is  empty — do  not  try  to  make  people 

set  where  you  want  them  but  let  them 
scatter.  A   good  rule  for  this  is  before 
show  starts  have  attaches  there  to  seat 

them  but  let  them  find  their  own  seats — and 

after  show  starts  ask  them  “how  far  down, 
please” — of  course  after  seats  are  full  in 
certain  sections  have  guides  and  captains 

say  "third  aisle  over  for  seats,  please” — 
“seats  only  in  aisle  four,  please”  and  etc. 

*   *   * 

Create  a   dignified  welcome  atmosphere 
as  you  would  in  your  own  home.  If  your 

own  personality  isn’t  big  enough,  get  one 
that  is.  You  will  profit  in  the  end  as  if 
you  are  owner  you  will  get  the  increased 
profits  and  if  you  are  managing  director 
and  hire  that  sort  of  an  assistant  you  will 
get  the  credit  or  most  of  it.  Usually 
though  the  man  who  can  create  tliis  kind  of 
atmosphere  will  not  be  an  assistant  long. 

Roxy  was  the  real  originator  of  serv- 
ice— he  taught  me  much  back  in  1914  and 

1915  about  service,  then  saw  that  I   had  a 
flair  for  service  and  gave  me  even  further 
pomters,  once  saying  when  he  was  in  Dallas 
that  the  pupil  (me)  was  doing  better  than 
the  teacher  (Roxy).  So  when  someone 
jumps  up  and  starts  saying  that  they  orig- 
mated  service  you  can  tell  them  that  Roxy 
Rothafel  and  Buddy  Stuart  both  had  real 
service  even  as  far  back  as  Roxy  at  the 
Strand  and  Buddy  at  the  Old  Mill. 

The  SIngsiand. Loaie,  Mo.,  209S  seats,  has Supreme  Heating  and  Cooking 

You  Should  Investigate  SUPREME  Heating 

The  Big  5   Reasons  why: 

Quick,  uniform  heating. 

No  danger  of  freeze-up. 
Occupies  no  aisle  space. 
Excellent  Ventilation. 

Noiseless,  Dustless,  Eco- 
nomical operation. 

Supreme  Heater  &   Ventilating  Corp. 
1522  Olive  St.  St.  Louis,  Mo. 

All  of  these  ad- 
vantages  over 
steam  at  25  to  35 

percent  lower  cost. 

Write  us  today. 

also  manufacture  complete Plants  and  Fems 

THERE  IS  A   LITTLE  HAFTONE 

IN  EVERY  SCREEN 

But  Only  the 

IS  ALL  HAFTONE 

RAVEN  SCREEN  CORPORATION 

1476  Broadway  New  York  City 

EDGEGLOW 
ELECTRIC  SIGNS 

SAlll^RBAY  EVCmilGS,  SU'KflSY«Bl1HLfBAYS 

ADULTS  CHILDREN 
tWMfH  U   TtARS 

50^  25^ 
Design  No.  T103.  Glass  sis®.  14xS  tnohes. 

This  Artistic  Eye-Arrester 

is  the  very  thing  for  above 
your  ticket  window.  M^y 

high  class  houses  now  using 
them. 

This  is  only  one  of  our  list  of 

glass  sign  products  of  interest 
to  the  theatre  manager.  Write us — that's  all. 

RAWSON  &   EVANS  CO. 
71G-712  Washington  Blvd,  Chicago. 

(3332) 
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Good  Sign 
Ideas 

in  our  bulletin  of 

night  photos 

which  we  will  be  glad  to  mail 

you  on  request.  All  of  these 

signs  make  impressive  use  of 

Color  and  Motion 

secured  in  the  most  successful, 

practical,  economical  manner 
with  Reco  Flashers  and  Color 
Hoods. 

Flashers 
have  been 
Htandsrd  for  20 
rears.  T   h   e   r 
embody  our 
own  ReynoldB 
Motors  and 

special  p   a   t   - 
ented  features 
developed 
tbrousb  yean 
of  experience. 
Tborougbly  reliable  and  low  in  upkeep. 

Color  Hoods 
are  the  most  economical  and 
Bucc&aful  method  of  Inject> 
in«  color  Into  signs.  Tliey  fit 

standard  size  lamps  and  are  easy  to  attach  or  re- 
move for  cleaning.  Kcver  fade.  Six  rich  colors: 

ruby,  blue,  green,  amber,  opal,  canary. 

JTrite  today  for  the  new  series  of  sign 

photos  arid  “What's  New  in  Signs” 

^   ̂WELgCTRIC  COMPANY 

2651  W.  Congress  St.,  Chicago 

Makers  also  of  Reynolds  Motors,  Reco  Unit  Flash- 
ers. Trafflo  Controls,  Shaw  Window  Flashers,  etc. 

Roxy  Quits  Radio  to 

Speed  Work  on  New 

Largest  Theatre 
S.  L.  Rothafel,  “Roxy,”  is  working  at 

high  speed  on  the  new  Roxy  theatre  now  in 

the  process  of  construction  at  50-51st  and 
Seventh  avenue. 

New  York.  He  re- 
cently announced 

h   i   s   intention  o   f 

giving  up  all  his 
concert  and  radio 
activities  to  devote 

his  entire  time  and 

energy  to  the  fur- ther development 

of  the  plans,  speci- 
fications, and  the 

awarding  of  the 

contracts  for  the 

theatre  scheduled 

to  open  next  fall. 
This  means  that 
the  “Roxy”  gang 

has  been  disbanded  till  the  autumn.  Ro
xy 

has  been  going  “on  the  air”  regular
ly  on 

Wednesday  nights  at  WEAF  s
ince  ms  re- 

turn from  Europe,  and  touring  .the  country 

appearing  for  various  charitable
  organiza- 

tions with  his  popular  troupe.  However, 

he  found  the  strain  on  his  energies
  too 

great,  though  it  was  a   matter 
 of  keen 

regret  that  he  had  to  discontin
ue  his 

broadcasting  activities.  Radio  will  ha
ve  an 

honored  place  in  the  new  theatre,  whe
re  a 

broadcasting  studio  has  been  designe
d  for 

the  purpose. 

Roxy  awarded  the  first  of  the  big
  con- 

tracts last  week,  when  it  was  learned  that 

the  W.  W.  Kimball  Company  has  been
 

assigned  to  build  three  organs  at  a   cost
  of 

$150,000  for  the  new  theatre. 

S.  L.  Rolhafol 

New  Invention  Keeps 

Temperature  Even 

By  Absorption 
A   new  invention  for  keeping  the  atmos- 

phere of  theatres,  factories,  homes,  at  an 

even  temperature  through  absorption,  has 

been  introduced  to  this  country.  It 
 is 

known  as  the  Adsole  process  and  consists
 

of  a   chemical  used  to  dry  the  air  in  ord
i- 

nary temperature.  It  is  also  said  to  kill  all 

disease  germs  in  the  air,  and  to  raise  o
r 

lower  the  temperature  of  a   room  or  building 

as  desired. 

The  Adsole  cooling  system  is  the  utiliza- 

tion of  the  latent  heat  by  evaporation  of 

moisture.  The  installation  ’   and  operation 

cost  of  this  logical  nd  scientific  system  is 

declared  to  be  small,  but  results  are  said 

to  be  entirely  satisfactory. 

The  Adsole  company,  Los  Angeles,  has 

been  established  by  M.  Hamada,  and  he 

has  just  imported  the  first  small  outfit  for 

demonstrating  the  new  chemical.  A   small 

blower  is  attached  to  a   cylinder  containing 

the  adsole,  and  in  a   short  time  all  the 

moisture  of  the  building  is  absorbed  by  the 
chemical. 

In  drying  films  in  a   laboratory  it  has 
been  found  especially  effective  and  more 

economical  than  the  old  method  of  whirl- 

ing them  for  hours  on  wooden  wheels. 

The  Imperial  theatre,  Tokio,  is  equipped 

with  an  adsole  machine,  installed  under  ex- 

pert engineers'  supervision  from  the  Tokio 
Institute  of  Research.  This  is  one  of  the 

largest  theatres  in  the  world  and  is  per- 
haps one  of  the  finest  on  the  continent. 

What  Do  Your 

Patrons  Want? 
First  of  all  they  come  to  see  the 

picture  you  are  running.  And 
they  hope  it  will  be  a   good  one. 
But  it  matters  not  how  good  it 

really  is  unless  it  is  presented 
fcorrectly.  A   poor  screen  can 
spoil  the  finest  picture  ever 

shown.  There’s  no  profits  in 
that ! 

When  you  stop  to  consider  that 
the  best  screen  made  costs  even 

less  than  1%  of  your  invest- 
ment, there  is  no  reason  for  hav- 

ing any  other  kind.  So  get  the 

best.  It’s  a   DA-LITE.  It’s  a 
good  screen  when  you  get  it  and 

it  stays  good  for  the  longest  time 

possible.  That’s  profitable. 
No  other  screen  can  give  you  DA- 

LITE  service,  for  only  DA-LITE  is 
made  by  DA-LITE  methods.  That 
is  a   secret  process  of  putting  the 

best  surface  on  the  longest  wearing 

backing.  DA-LITE  prices  are  right. 

DA-LITE  quality  cannot  be  obtained 

elsewhere.  So  why  not  consider  DA- 
LITE  for  your  next  screen? 

Send  for  the 

Da~Lite  Samples 

— No  Obligations 

To  prove  to  you  the  value  of  a   DA- 
LITE  Screen,  we  want  to  send  you 

the  DA-LITE  samples  —   free,  of 
course.  Get  them.  Test  them 

against  any  others  you  like.  That’s fair  enough.  Try  it ! 

Write  Right  Now! 

DA-UTE  SCREEN  & 

SCENIC  COMPANY 
922  W.  Monroe  St. 

CHICAGO 

SUFER-Quality 

SCREENS 
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B.  &   K.  Uptown  Theatre 

Someone,  somewhere,  once  said  that  the 

are  music  and 

id  Katz  are  ex- 

perimenting with  this  theory. 
Afternoon  tea,  garnished  by  classical  se- 

lections played  by  a   a   trio  consisting  of  a 

hors  d’  oeuvres  set  before  the  patrons 

Chinese  Maidens  in  Picturesque  Garb  Serve  Refreshment  to 
Innovation  Proves  Popular 

ceived  from  clubs  or  groups  of  women  who 
inform  the  hostess  that  they  are  going  to 
attend  the  matinee  on  a   certain  day,  and 
ask  that  arrangements  be  made  to  serve 
them. 

Negotiations  are  now  underway  whereby 
the  tea,  cookies,  and  sugar  will  be  obtained 
without  any  cost  to  the  management.  These 
various  tieups  will  be  beneficial  not  only  to 
Balaban  and  Katz,  but  to  the  companies  in- 

volved. According  to  Manager  Strodel, 
four  out  of  eight  people  ask  the  brand 
of  tea  served,  and  where  the  cookies  are 

purchased. 
Those  master  artists,  Balaban  and  Katz, 

evidently  gazed  coldly  and  scrutinizingly 
at  their  Uptown,  and,  finding  something 
lacking,  dipped  into  their  paintlwx,  and 
produced  this  artistic  result — Teatime. 

*   *   M 

One  wonders  if,  in  the  future,  this  latest 
innovation  will  prove  to  have  been  but  a 

stepping-stone  to  the  Continental  idea  of 

CDS, 

epic 
the  Samovar, 

their  native  mandarins  re- 
gorgeous  hues,  preside  over 

serve  tl 

Joeophliie  Lawrence 

(Photo  by  Chambers. 

The  very  magnificence  and  spaciousness 

of  this  beautiful  theatre  create  a   certain 

amount  of  “coldness”  which  the  warmest 
colors  cannot  do 

away  with.  In  or- 
der to  surmount 

this  barrier  Tea- 

time  has  been  in- 
stituted. 
Tea  is  served  on 

a   section  of  the 

mezzanine  prome- 
nade anytime  from 

2:00  P.  M.  to  5:00 
P.  M.  There  are 

approximately  one 
hundred  and  fifty 

chairs  specially  ar- 
ranged for  those 

desirous  of  par- 
taking of  these  re- 

freshments, which  are  placed  opposite  the 
entrances  to  the  mezzanine  balcony.  It 

takes  only  about  eight  to  twelve  minutes 

to  be  served,  and  for  the  patrons  to  fin- 
ish their  tea,  so  there  is  a   constant  stream 

of  newcomers.  The  tea  is  served  by  the 

girls,  in  charge  of  a   hostess,  who_  arrange 
the  tea-cups  on  dishes  containing  two 
cookies,  two  lumps  of  sugar,  a   slice  of 
lemon  and  a   slice  of  orange,  a   paper  nap- 

kin and  a   teaspoon,  on  a   serving  table 
which  is  placed  at  one  end  of  the  space 
allotted  for  this  purpose.  Each  girl  is  given 
charge  of  a   definite  section  in  which  to 
serve  the  tea.  In  order  to  make  room  for 

unserved  patrons,  the  empty  dishes  are  col- 
lected by  bus  boys,  and  are  rolled  on  tea 

tables  to  the  kitchen,  which  is  located  on 
the  same  floor.  As  the  Uptown  was  not 
built  with  the  idea  in  mind  of  ̂   serving 
afternoon  tea,  no  kitchen  was  designed  in 
the  original  plans.  Since  this  innovation, 
however,  a   kitchen  with  the  proper  service 
has  been  installed.  If  this  had  been  pre- 

arranged there  is  not  a   doubt  but  that  the 
present  conveniences  would  have  been  far 
surpassed. 

*   ♦   * 

A   very  efficient  hostess  has  been  em- 
ployed in  the  person  of  Mrs.  Lawrence, 

who  was  the  originator  and  founder  of  the 
Bureau  of  Social  Service  of  Cook  County 
and  who  was  with  the  County  for  fifteen 
years.  Mrs.  Lawrence  is  affiliated  with 

numerous  Chicago  Clubs,  and  her  wide  ex- 
perience in  club  work  enables  her  to  as- 

sume with  ease,  the  role  of  a   capable 
hostess  to  Balaban  and  Katz  guests. 
This  is  rather  a   novel  innovation  said 

to  have  originated  with  Balaban  and  Katz. 
There  is  not  a   doubt  as  to  its  popularity 
with  their  patrons.  Assistant  Manager 
Strodel  maintains  that  the  number  of  pa- 

trons served  daily  averages  from  three 
hundred  to  five  hundred,  and  states  that 
on  one  day  they  served  thirteen  hundred. 
He  also  says  that  telephone  calls  are  re- 

Inlerior  view  of  Uptown  iheutre,  Chicago, 
showing  staircase  to  mezzanine  promenade 

where  tea  is  served  to  patrons  each  after- noon. 

building  restaurants  in  with  the  the  thea- 
tres. This  is  merely  a   prognostication,  and 

should  be  accepted  as  such. 

There  is  not  a   doubt  but  that  the  mo- 
tion picture  houses  are,  with  a   rapidity 

that  is  astounding,  casting  aside  their  pro- 
saic, picture-show  ginghams. 

Takes 

the 

place 

of 
two 

machines 

Fits 

all 

Stand- 

ard 

Pro- 

jectors 

NO  STOP  MOVIE  MAGAZINE 
Takes  the  place  of  two  machines 

Positively  continuous  show,  any  number  of  reels  with  one  projector.  Easy  to  install 

and  operate.  Only  one  threading  of  machine  to  a   show.  Does  not  injure  film.  N
ot 

a   complaint  from  any  of  many  users.  Fits  standard  projectors. 

Sold  direct  to  users  or  through  state  agencies 

NO  STOP  MOVIE  MAGAZINE  CO. 
Sugar  Building 

Denver,  Colo. 

Siocli 
Novelties 

3r>‘^made  to  your  order 

J .   F.  Ransley 
337  W. MADISON  ST.  CHICAGO. 

UNIFORMS 

Ao^-Ushers,  Door- 
men, Footmen, 

Orchestras, 

Bands,  etc. 

Made  to  individual  mea- 

sures, fit  guaranteed. 
Special  catalogue,  with 
correct  up-to-date  styles, 
and  samples  sent  free 

WESTERN  UNIFORM  CO. 

204  So,  Clark  Street 

Chicago,  111. 
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A   Simplified  Accounting  System 
for  Theatres 

Fred  C.  Hinds,  Cresco  Theatre,  Creseo,  la*,  Giwes 

Details  of  Methods  Which  He  Has  Found  Satisfactory 

by 

FRED 

HINDS 

FRED  C.  HINDS  explains  here- 
with the  accounting  system  which 

he  has  used  in  making  the  Cresco 

theatre,  Cresco,  la,,  the  business 

Gibraltar  it  is,  “Herald”  readers 
know  that  Mr.  Hinds  runs  the 

Cresco  in  such  a   way  that  the 

Creseo  runs  Cresco  theatrically. 

He  is  not  the  “czar”  that  he  could 
be  for  the  good  reason  that  he 

doesn’t  want  to  be..  He  is  in  a 
position  to  dictate  what  Cresco 

shall  have  in  an  entertainment  way 
and  he  dictates  that  it  shaO  have 

the  best  that  money  can  buy. 

Mr.  Hinds  discusses  accounting 

in  the  simple  language  of  the  prac  - 
tical business  man.  The  proof  of 

his  system  is  the  fact  that  “it 

works.” 

WE  hardly  feel competent  to 
write  the  article  we 
have  been  requested 

of  “Better  Theatres” 
as  our  specialty  has 
always  been  to  get 
patrons  into  theatres 
and  let  some  one  else 
take  care  of  the 

money  they  bring ;   but 

if  oux*  simple  little 
system  of  accounting 

is  of  any  use  to  any 
other  exhibitor,  we 
are  pleased  to  recount 
it  in  detail.  It  is  a 
simplified  version  of 
several  most  excellent 

plans  encountered 

when  we  managed 

chain  theatres.  As- 

suming that  the  aver- 
age reader  is  not  par- 

ticularly interested 

in  accounting  systems 
for  big  chains,  we  will 

not  go  into  details  re- 
garding that  Instead, 

we  will  merely  relate 

our  plan  here.  Un- 
doubtedly, it  would 

never  receive  the 
sanction  of  a   certified 

public  accountant,  but 

it  answers  our  pur- 
pose and  that  is  as  far 

as  we  are  interested. 
*   *   * 

Any  single  entry 
book  will  suffice.  Our 
records  art  kept  on  a 
weekly  basis,  yet  it  is 
an  easy  matter  to  de- 

termine instantly  the 
profit  on  any  certain 
picture  or  any  certain 
day.  On  the  left 
hand  page  the  receipts 
regardless  of  source, 

are  entered.  On ‘the 
right  hand  page  are 
the  disbursements. 
In  the  lower  right 
hand  corner,  the  difference  between  the 
receipts  and  expenses  is  entered.  This,  of 
course,  is  the  profit  or  the  loss.  Each 

week's  profit  is  entered  separately  in  the 
back  of  the  book  so  that  the  net  profit  at 
any  period  of  the  season  can  be  readily  de- 

termined. At  the  end  of  the  season  this 
column  is  footed  to  date  and  the  result 

represents  the  year’s  profit. 
We  will  take  the  matter  of  expenses 

up  first.  At  the  top  of  each  double  page 
“Week  of  October  12th”  or  whatever  it 
may  be,  is  written  across  both  pages.  On 
the  first  line  of  the  right  page  is  entered 

“One-fourth  October  Accessories.”  The 
total  poster  bill  for  the  month  is  divided 
into  four  equal  amounts— except  in  ins- 

tances^ where  a   really  big  picture  is  run. 
In  this  event  the  extra  advertising  is 
charged  directly  to  the  picture  in  addition 
to  the  average  for  the  month.  Since  there 
are  more  than  four  weeks  in  every  month 
there  will,  of  course,  be  an  occasional  week 

with  no  accessories  charged.  It  comes  in 
handy  in  the  case  of  a   poor  v/eek  and  it 
usually  can  be  steered  to  give  its  benefit 
on  that  particular  week.  On  the  second 
line  rental  and  postage  for  our  Monday- 
Tuesday  feature  is  charged.  On  the  third 
line  rental  and  postage  for  the  short  sub- 

ject. Fourth,  the  rental  or  rental  and 
postage  on  the  Wednesday-Thursday  fea- 

ture is  entered.  Fifth,  the  short  subject  for 
those  days.  Sixth,  the  Friday-Saturday 
feature  and  seventh,  the  short  subject 

♦   ♦   * 

Now  we’re  getting  into  the  more  com- 
plicated part  of  it  though  it  too,  is  simple, 

once  it  is  worked  out.  We  next  skip  a 
line  and  date  each  ad  carried  in  each 
newspaper,  with  the  amount.  This  ad  is 
for  pictures  for  that  particular  week.  We 
skip  another  line  after  these  two  entries 
so  that  the  advertising  bill  can  be  very 
readily  checked  when  we  receive  the  in- 

voice at  the  end  of 
the  month.  Then  the 

item  “Rent”  is  enter- 

ed. This  is  deter- mined by  dividing 

our  yearly  rent  into 
52  equal  parts.  (One 
week,  of  course,  will 

be  a   few  cents  dif- 
ferent from  the  other 

51,  merely  to  make the  amount  balance). 

Next  comes  “Salar- ies.” This,  of  coarse, 
is  the  total  of  the 

amounts  paid  the  op- 
erator, door  boy,  pi- 

ano player,  cashier, 
ushers  and  myself. 
We  next  have  an 

item  we  call  “Recap- itulation,” for  want 
of  a   better  name, 

I   guess.  This  in- 
cludes telephone,  rent, 

Power  and  light 

and  heat  for  the  sea- 
son, divided  into  52 

parts.  As  in  the  case 
of  the  rent,  one  week 
will  be  a   few  cents 
less  or  more,  but  it  is 

possible  to  make  all 
of  the  other  51  equal. 

“Recapitulation”  is 
determined  at  the  be- 

ginning of  the  season 
on  the  record  of 

former  seasons.  A   lit- 
tle is  usually  added  to 

take  care  of  any  un- forseen  expenses,  and 
there  is  usually  a 

credit  from  this  item 
to  be  entered  on  the 

last  week  of  the  sea- 
son. 

Next  comes  “Petty Cash.”  This  is  used 
entirely  for  postage 
on  outgoing  film,  C. 

O.  D.  postage  on  in- coming film  and  small 
items  of  supplies  that 

the  janitor  finds  necessary.  It  is  limited 

to  $2.00.  Any  amount  over  this  is  entered 
separately  and  taken  up  with  the  manager. 
Petty  cash  is  replenished  weekly.  There 
should  be  receipts  covering  every  cent 

spent. 
«   «   * 

The  following  items  are  entered  separ- 
ately upon  payment  of  the  invoice:  City 

water,  telephone  tolls  (only  the  regular 
rental  is  in  “Recapitulation”),  telegrams, 
supplies,  repairs.  This  covers  all  our  ex- 

penses because  we  do  not  own  our  own 
building.  In  cases  where  the  building  is 

owned  by  the  exhibitor  interest,  deprecia- 
tion, taxes  and  insurance  would,  of  course, 

be  added.  So  much  for  the  expense. 

Now  let’s  take  something  in  so  we  can 

make  some  money.  That’s  the  easiest  of 
all  (No,  not  to  take  it  in  but  to  enter  it 
after  you  get  it).  Starting  with  Monday, 
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WEEK  OF  DECEMBER  28th 
Dec. 28 

29 

30 

31 
1 

Receipts            $ 

Jan.  1 Extra  Admissions 
Slides      

78.25 

76.65 

23.35 

24.00 

97.55 

84.25 
.70 

4.00 

Total    $389.25 

Jan.  1 — Dance 
Dec.  28 — Zero 

V4  Dec.  Adv.  Access       $   5.08 

Adv.  Access,  “Pony  Express  ”   n.25 

Editor’s  Note;  The  above  figures  illustrate 
credit  and  debit  system  of  entry  as  employed  by 
Fred  C.  Hinds  which  he  discusses  in  article  on 

these  pages.  Figures  shown  are  ficticious  being 
given  mererly  for  their  illustrative  value. 

Dec,  28-29  “The  Pony  Express”  Rental... 29  Fox  News,  No.  1   7.  rental-postage 
30-3 1   “The  Roughneck"        

31  “Dangerous  Curves  Behind” Rental        

1-2  Stage  Struck”  Rental    

2   There  Goes  the  Bride”       
Pathe  Comedy  one-sheets   

Dec.  28-29  Distributors  Overage  on 
"Pony  Express”   

Times  Advertising   
Plain  Dealer  Adv     
Rent        

Salaries                

Recapitulation        

Dec.  23  500  No.  10  Envelopes,  Printed... 

Petty  Cash       

Jan. 

Dec. 
Dec. 

23 

25 

50.00 
3.30 

20.84 

7.50 40.00 

7.50 

1.02 
2.45 

4.00 4.00 

45.04 

88.00 
22.80 
4.75 7.84 

Total    $325.37 

Profit       63.88 

(or  Sunday  for  you  fellows  who  can  do 

it),  each  day's  receipts  is  entered  sep- 
arately. Revenue  from  slides,  advertising 

film  or  any  other  income  connected  with 
the  theatre,  is  entered  here.  At  the  bot- 

tom of  the  page  weather  and  competition 
is  entered;  starting  with  Monday  and  go- 

ing up  toward  the  receipts.  On  the  left 
hand  page  you  have  all  receipts.  On  the 

right  hand  page  you  have  all  expenses. 
The  difference  is  your  profit. 

*   ♦   ♦ 

Under  this  system,  every  week’s  profit 
is  entered  separately  and  can  be  instant- 

ly determined  by  opening  the  book  at  one 
place  only.  It  is  a   simple  matter  to  divide 
your  weekly  overhead  by  six  or  seven,  as 
the  case  may  be,  and  determine  instantly 

the  profit  for  any  single  day.  The  same 
applies  to  an  particular  picture.  Every 
six  years  your  season  will  have  53  wedcs. 
While  this  system  would  probably  not  be 
recommended  by  an  authority,  it  is  the 
most  simple  one  we  could  devise  from  a 

group  of  really  good  systems  and  it  answers 

our  purpose  exactly — so  we  don’t  care how  authoritative  it  is. 

you  show  Pictures  you  need  the  Transverter 
99 

‘First  in  the  Field’ 

It  “Trasisverts”  altensatmg  current  into  direct 
current  with  four  to  five  times  the  candle 

power  of  an  alternating  current  arc  of  the 

same  amperage. 

That  means — less  Current  Cost, 

Better  Projection, 

Easier  Operation, 

with  Better  Control 

Write  for  our  literature 

“Foremost  in  the  Industry” 

The  Transverter  is  of  interest  to  you  whether 

you  are  building  new  theatres  or  merely  op- 

erating present  ones. 

It  operates  so  efiiciently  and  so  e^ectively 

that  its  immediate  installation  is  worthy  of 

your  serious  consideration. 

It  will  be  mailed  entirely  without  obligation 

Electric  Company 
Cievela.Ti<i. ,   OKio  U.S.A 
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Check  Up! 

How  many  tick- 
ets have  you  in 

stock? 

Then 

Do  you  have  to  count 

rolls  or  figure  it  out? 

you  need  INVENTORY  NUM- 
BERED TICKETS  that  will  tell  you  at  a 

glance  exactly  how  many  you  have. 

We  will  gladly  send  you  samples  and  more 
information  about  them. 

Qlobe  ̂ cket  Companij 
Specialists  in  Tickets  and  Checks  Since  W73 

122 N.  I2^j}  St.  Philadelphia.  Pa. 

BUY  NOW— SAVE  MONEY 
These  Bargains  FOR  QUICK  ACTION  on 

Rebuilt  Motion  Picture  Machines  and  Equipment 

2   (only)  MOTIOGRAPH  DELU
XE 

Latest  Type,  Friction  Drive  (for  2)   

1   (only)  MOTIOGRAPH  DELUXE
 

Old  Style,  Motor  Drive    

2   (only)  MOTIOGRAPH  (1002D  Mode
l) 

Motor  Drive    -       

2   (only)  MOTIOGRAPH  (1002D  Model
) 

Hand  Drive    -   -   

2   (only)  SIMPLEX,  Type  S   Lamphouse 

Latest  Type  Speed  Control  (each)   

2   (only)  SIMPLEX,  Type  S   Lamphouse 

Hand  Drive  (each)   -   

2   (only)  POWERS  6B 
Friction  Speed  Control  (each)   

2   (only)  POWERS  6A 
Friction  Speed  Control  (each)    -   

4   (only)  FORT  WAYNE  COMPENSARCS  
 

110  Volt  60  Cycle  A.C.  or  220  Volt  (each) 

4   SPOTLIGHTS  Like  New,  Used  on  Floor  as 

Samples,  at  20%  Discount. 

1   SIMPLEX  TICKET  MACHINE  (2  unit) 
Motor  Drive    -   -   -   

All  Machines  Have  Been  Completely  Rebuilt  and 

Carry  Same  Guarantee  as  a.  New  Machine 

Save  Time  and  Money  and  Wire  in  Your  Order  at  Our  Ex
pense 

MONARCH  THEATRE  SUPPLY  CO. 
724  So.  Wabash  Ave,,  Chicago 

$900-00 

300-00 

160-00 

100-00 

350-00 

250-00 

350-00 

250-00 

45-00
 

50-00 

Notable  Audience  at 

Opening  of  Miami’s New  Olympia 
A   distinguished  audience  including  lead- 

ers of  the  amusement  world  were  on  hand 
at  Miami,  Fla.,  for  the  opening  last  month 
of  the  new  Olympia  theatre,  erected  by  the 
Paramount-Leach  interests.  Among  the 
first  nighters  were  Adolph  Zukor  and  Jesse 

Lasky  of  Famous  Playeis-Lasky,  Sam 
Katz,  head  of  Publix  Theatres,  Florenz 

Ziegfeld,  Billie  Burke,  Arthur  Hammer- 
stein,  Dorothy  Dalton,  John  Golden,  Ernest 
Truex,  Hiram  Abrams,  Samuel  Harris, 
Marcus  Loew,  Paul  Whiteman,  A.  J.  Van 

Buren,  Harry  Jordan,  E.  F.  Proctor,  Edgar 
Selv/yn,  May  McAvoy,  Thomas  Meighan, 
Johnny  Hines,  Jack  Pickford,  Ben  Lyon, 
Milo  McCullough,  Diana  Kane  and  C.  C. 
Burr. 
The  inaugural  address  was  made  by 

Mayor  Ed.  C.  Romfh  of  Miami.  The 
Olympia  has  a   seating  capacity  of  2,500. 

It  is  an  “atmospheric”  theatre,  featuring  a 

ceiling  representing  the  open  sky  as  con- 
ceived by  John  Eberson,  Chicago  architect. 

Equips  New  Detroit 
Masonic  Temple  for 
Motion  Pictures 

Detroit’s  new  Masonic  temple,  having  a 

seating  capacity  of  5,000,  which  was  opened 

last  month,  will  have  every  modem  re- 

quirement for  film  entertainment.  Projec- 
tion equipment  consisting  of  Motiograph 

projectors  with  high  intensity  lamps,  spot 

lights,  flood  lights  and  other  equipment  has 

been  installed  by  G.  D.  Brady  of  Exhib- 
itors Supply  company,  Detroit. 

The  huge  auditorium,  which  is  said  to 

have  cost  $8,000,000,  will  not  be  confined  to 

Masonic  uses,  but  will  be  open  for  all  pub- 

lic purposes.  It  has  been  under  construc- tion for  five  years. 

West  Coast  Opens  NeVv 

Theatre  at  Oakland 
Oakland,  California,  today  boasts  of 

ha-ving  one  of  the  finest  motion  picture 

palaces  in  the  country.  The  Grand  Lake 
Theatre,  latest  to  be  completed  by  the 
West  Coast  Theatres,  Inc.,  was  opened 

Saturday  night,  March  6,  with  appropriate 

ceremonies,  in  which  two  score  or  more 
film  stars  from  Hollywood  participated. 

The  theatre,  which  is  in  Grand  avenue  at 
the  north  end  of  Lake  Merritt,  not  only 

occupies  a   picturesque  site,  but  the  house 
itself  is  the  last  word  of  beauty  and utility. 

Lew  Cody,  was  master  of  ceremonies. 
He  called  upon  Mayor  Joh  nL.  Davis,  of 
Oakland,  C.  A.  Grissell,  resident  manager 

for  the  West  Coast,  and  several  represen- 
tatives of  civic  and  commercial  bodies,  who 

congratulated  the  theatrical  organization 
for  constructing  such  a   splendid  house. 

Wheelan,  Prominent 

Organ  Man,  Dies 
J.  D.  Wheelan,  head  of  the  J. 

Wheelan  Pipe  Organ  Company,  Dallas, 

Texas,  was  found  dead  in  bed  with  a 

newspaper  in  his  hand.  He  had  been 
dead  for  about  IS  hours  when  found  by 

employes  who  became  alarmed  by  his 
absence  from  the  office  with  no  word 

from  him.  Doctors  who  examined  the 

body  said  that  Mr.  Wheelan  died  from natural  causes. 
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Organ  Cues  for  Films 
That  an  Orchestra 

Cannot  ̂ ^^Do” 
{Continued  from  page  25) 

of  laughter  behind  me  was  glorious. 
Thinking  she  is  asleep,  he  makes  ardent 
gesticulating  love  and  kneels  before  her. 
Resume  the  “Song  of  Songs”  impassion- 
edly.  As  he  stoops  to  plant  a   kiss  on  her 
instep,  make  your  organ  scream.  She 
springs  up  in  a   rage  and  you  must  rage 
musically  with  her.  She  storms  —   you 
storm;  she  rages — you  rage.  Follows  ex- 

cited talk  widi  Pascovia.  The  duchess, 
with  true  feminine  inconsistency,  demands 
that  Menjou  be  brought  back  to  be  pun- 

ished. You  quiet  down  as  the  scene  quiets 
and  fades. 

Work  your  alarm  clock  effect  as  the 
valet  tries  to  waken  his  young  master, 
the  pretended  waiter.  The  old  chap  is 
holding  an  alarm  clock  which  registers 
5 :45  a.  m.  Hold  down  a   series  of  notes  on 

your  resounding  bells.  As  Menjou  is  being 
served  his  breakfast,  resume  the  charming 

“Air  de  Ballet.”  Play  it  throughout  the 
ensuing  scenes  in  which  the  hotel  manager 
enters  and  demands  of  Menjou  that  he 

quit  his  masquerade.  Chaminade’s  charm- 
ing selection  blends  in  admirably.  Cue 

decisively  the  funny  banter  between  the 
fussy  old  waiter  and  the  fussy  old  valet. 

*   *   *   * 

As  Menjou,  once  more  the  waiter,  goes  to 
arouse  the  royal  family,  play  a   few  ex- 

pressive chords  and  then  enter  upon  the 

delightful  "Pizzicato  Ballet"  from  "Sylvia" 
by  Delibes.  Our  waiter  refuses  to  polish 
shoes  and  take  the  royal  hounds  for  an 
airing.  It  is  here  the  duchess  affords  us  a 
real  comedy  cue.  She  calls  to  Albert  from 
her  bedroom.  Her  lips  form  the  name 

"Albert.”  Make  your  organ  shout  the 
name.  (I  have  discussed  this  sort  of 
articulation  in  previous  articles.) 

She  calls  twice.  The  astounded  Menjou 
reluctantly  enters  to  the  piquant  strains  of 

“La  Czarina’s  Mazurka”  again  as  the 
duchess  tells  him  he  shall  take  the  hounds 
for  an  airing.  Menjou  leaves  and  the 
strain  fades. 

We  now  have  a   scene  out  of  doors,  with 
Menjou  airing  the  dogs — driving  them 
around  in  his  car.  It  is  one  of  gay  ex- 

citement, interpolated  admirably  by  Mos- 
kowski’s  “Scherzo  in  F.”  He  sees  the 
duchess  approaching,  rushes  away,  tears 

off  his  coat,  leaps  f^rom  the  car  and  pre- tends to  be  walking  the  dogs  as  the 
duchess  passes.  Play  this  number  full  and 
with  as  much  staccato  rapidity  as  possible. 
Again  we  blend  the  Russian  and  French 

atmospheres,  continuing  this  number  as 
Menjou  is  washing  the  little  dog.  Finally 
he  sits  down  in  disgust  and  we  have  oppor- 

tunity to  interpret  the  amorous  maid’s 
infatuation  for  Menjou.  Maude  Fulton 
has  written  a   very  delightful  French  num- 

ber, “Toinette,”  in  “The  Humming  Bird," 
and  this  can  be  used  admirably  as  the  little 
maid’s  theme. 
The  duchess  is  in  her  bath.  We  know 

that  instinctively,  for  she  calls  in  Maxine 
to  fetch  her  book  so  that  she  may  read 
in  the  tub.  Interpret  this  with  “The  Hum- 

ming Bird”  selection.  “Albert!”  cries  the 
lady  from  the  depths  of  the  bath.  Twice, 
a   third  time  the  imperious  summons  is 
repeated.  By  this  time  your  audience  is 
convulsed,  if  you  have  cued  these  titles, 
-^s  the  amazed  Albert  answers  the  sum- 

mons, burlesque  “La  Czarina’s  Mazurka.” 
The  duchess,  God  save  her,  merely  has 
attempted  further  to  humiliate  her  swain 

AND— 
Your  box-office  tells  you  where  your  public  spends its  money. 

We  can  improve  your  projection  with  the — 

“H  C”  HIGH  INTENSITY  LAMP 

HALL  &   CONNOLLY,  Inc. 
129  Grand  St.  New  York  City 

Your 

Projection 

Room — 
Why  is  your  equipment  so 

important? 

Have  you  ever  given  it  the 
consideration  it  deserves? 

The  quality  of  the  picture  thrown  on  the  screen 
depends  on  what  your  projectionist  has  to  work  with. 

DIXIE  CUPS 

IN  EVERY 

KEITH 
THEATRE 

In  the  equip- 
ment of  Keith 

Houses,  nothing 

is  omitted  that 
will  contribute 

to  the  comfort  and  con- 

venience of  their  pat- 

rons. Throughout  per- 

formance and  intermis- 
sion alike,  DIXIE 

Penny  Vendors  provide 
pure-white,  sturdy 
DIXIES — one  at  a   time. 
To  drink  from  DIXIES 

is  delightful — and  safe. 

Your  patrons  know  it. 

Your  Jobber  will  be  glad  to 
furnish  you  Dixies.  If  he 

Individual  Diinking  Cup  Co.,  Inc. 

Original  Mahers  of  the  Paper  Cups 

Easton,  Pa.  New  York,  N.  Y. 

With  BrenchM  at  Phila<]al(»hla.  Chleage,  Baltlnora, 
Loa  Angelas 

DIXIE  CUPS 
L 
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Would  You  Specify 

GOERZ 
Raw  Stock 

IF  YOU  COULD  BE  SHOWN  A 

SAVING  OF  OVER  $200 
WITH  EACH  5   REEL  PRINT 

let  us  show  it  to  you! 

Sole  Distributors 

FISH-SCHURMAN  CORPORATION 
45  West  45th  Street 

New  York  City 
also 

1050  Cahuenga  Avenue 
Los  Angeles,  Cal. 

S.O.G.  CONDENSERS 
OF  HEAT  RESISTING  OPTICAL  GLASS 

Shea's equipped  their 

new 

$2,000,000 

BUFFALO  THEATRE 

with 

SUPER-LITE 
LENSES 

“Sare  Proof  of  their 

Sttperiority^^ 
ASK  YOUR  DEALER 

OR 

WRITE  TO 

Projection  Optics  Co. Inc. 

203  State  St. 

Rochester,  N.  Y. 

li 

Make  Your  Orchestra  a 

Box  Office  Attraction 

More  tone,  more  volume  and  greater 
orchestra  pit  beauty  has  been  added  to 
great  theatres  throughout  the  country 
by  the  use  of  Gallagher  Orchestra 
Equipment.  You,  too,  can  make  your 
orchestra  more  profitable  by  equiping 

it  likewise. Add  20% 

more  pure 
tone  and 
volume  by using  a 

GALLAGHER 
ORCHESTRAL 
RESONATOR 

BASE 
Tbe  baso  forme  the  pit 

floor.  Mode  of  the  aaine 
matetiala  as  noUns.  The 

coat  is  surprlaiQgly  rea> sooahlc. 

Write  for  full  detelle— 
there  la  no  cblSeatlcn 

GALLAGHER  ORCHESTRA 
EQUIPMENT  COMPANY 

3235  Southport  Ave. 
CHICAGO 

by  making  him  fish  for  the  book  she  had 
dropped  in  the  water.  This  is  one  of  the cleverest  bits  in  the  picture,  for  Albert 
reluctantly  enters  the  bathroom  faelievine 
the  duchess  is  in  the  tub,  whereas  she  is in  her  dressing  gown. 
Humiliated  almost  beyond  endurance 

Albert  resumes  his  conversation  with 
Maxine  to  the  charming  strains  of  “Toin- 
ette.”  The  little  maid  throv/s  an  arm 
about  Albert’s  shoulder.  The  duchess  is nettled  when  she  sees  this  apparent  perfidy of  her  devoted  handman  and  v/e  play 
Moskov/ski’s  "Scherzo”  again,  for  she 
reprimands  them  both,  agitatedly.  By 
way  of  punishing  him  the  duchess  orders 
Albert  to  sleep  every  night  on  the  hard 
floor  before  her  door.  He  exits  to  the 

fading  strains  of  the  “Scherzo.” *   *   * 

In  the  scene  in  which  the  duchess  dis- 
covers someone  has  placed  money  in  the 

several  royal  billfolds,  a   scene  neutral, 
light,  rather  humorous  and  sweet,  play 
Poldini’s  "Poupee  Valse,”  v/hich  admirably interprets  this  bit.  Continue  until  Albert 
enters  in  his  silk  dressing  robe  with  the 
tiny  pillow,  hair  brushes  and  comb,  prepar- 

ing to  retire  for  the  night — on  the  hard 
floor  before  the  duchess'  door.  Play  the 
“Poupee  Valse”  to  action.  This  is  what  I mean  when  I   say  no  orchestra  could  do 
justice  to  the  mannerisms  of  the  star. 
They  must  be  watched  closely,  shaded, 
blended.  He  combs  his  hair,  adds  a   deft 
touch  to  the  mustache,  wafts  a   kiss  to  the 
duchess — then  looks  around  to  find  she  has 
observed.  Only  an  organist  can  catch  those 
little  tricks  of  his.  He  postures  in  front 
of  the  door  as  the  duchess  disappears 
within  her  boudoir,  but  she  opens  the  door 
again  immediately  in  his  face,  and  only 
an  organ  can  bring  out  the  humor  of  the 
situation.  While  he  twists  and  squirms  on 
the  floor,  trying  to  adjust  himself  comfort- 

ably, shade  and  blend  with  him.  Be  with 
the  star  in  his  every  gesture. 

The  picture  takes  up  another  thread  of 
the  story  as  the  duchess  emerges  from  her 
boudoir  and  administers  a   royal  kick,  bid- 

ding him  arise  and  bring  her  a   glass  of 
wine.  He  brings  two  glasses.  This  is 
humorous,  but  you  have  begun  a   dramatic 
number  after  the  kick — on  your  crash 

cymbals  here — Liszt's  “Consolation  No.  2!' 
Enraged  at  his  presumption,  she  smashes 
the  glass  when  he  would  drink  with  her. 
She  demands  that  he  telephone  the  police 
for  her.  Build  up  with  her  mounting  rage, 
for  you  are  approaching  the  climax  of  this 

marvelous  picture.  “The  police,  your  high- 
ness.” Pause.  “I  can’t  do  it,”  she  says, 

"you  know  I   can’t.”  Here  there  is  one  of 
the  most  beautiful,  sincere  and  dramatic 
love  scenes  ever  filmed  and  you  must  treat 

it  so  that  any  yokels  in  your  audience  won’t ruin  the  effect.  Play  passionately  and  with 

musical  grandiose  the  “Song  of  Songs,” 
continuing  through  the  lovely  scenes,  then 
interrupt  at  the  proper  time  with  a   simu- 

lated scream  as  Pascovia  and  the  Grand 
Duke  Paul  enter  and  are  horrified  to  find 

the^  duchess  in  the  arms  of  the  supposed 
waiter.  But  instead  of  acknowledging  her 

love  for_  him  she  humiliated  him  further 
by  refusing  to  make  a   clean  breast  of  her 
love  and  orders  him  from  her  presence, 

asserting  she  was  insincere.  You  may  re- 

peat the  “Boatmen,”  but  played  impas- sionedly,  dramatically. 

ijou  withdraws  brokenheartedly, 
reduce  the  volume  of  your  organ  and  slip 

^ck  smoothly  into  the  “Song  of  Songs”— just  the  chorus — on  the  vox  Humana  and 
harps.  Continue  as  the  Grand  Duke  Peter 
enters  with  an  illustrated  journal  which 
reveals  the  true  identity  of  the  supposed 
waiter — the  millionaire  turfman,  Albert 
Belfort.  Continue  through  the  scene  next 
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morning  when  Albert  finds  the  duchess  has 
flown.  With  proper  timing  one  chorus  can 

be  made  to  bridge  the  duchess’  tragic  dis- 
covery that  her  lover  is  no  common  servant 

and  his  finding  of  the  letter  written  in 
farewell  by  her. 
No  picture  is  complete  without  its 

happy  ending.  The  last  half-reel  is  de- 
voted to  this  demand  of  the  box  office,  and 

I   devoted  about  the  same  footage  to 

rendering  Boccarini’s  "Celebrated  Minuet.” 
The  duchess  is  discovered  as  the  proprie- 

tress of  a   fashionable  inn.  Play  the 

"Grand  March”  once  more  as  the  Grand 
Duke  Peter,  now  a   businesslike  garcon, 
taking  a   glass  of  wine  to  the  gentleman 
who  remained  outside  in  the  car,  dis- 

covers Albert.  * 
♦   ♦   ♦ 

Follows  a   happy  reunion.  The  overjoyed 
Albert  rushes  into  the  inn  to  find  his  lost 
duchess  to  the  dramatic  strains  of  the 

"Song  of  Songs”  to  its  triumphant  con- 
clusion, followed  by  the  Boccarini  “Minuet” 

to  its  last  strain  as  the  royal  family  dance 
their  delight 

Wagner  Answers  More 

Questions  in  Music 
From  Readers 

(Continued  from  page  20) 

was  perfectly  fiat,  making  an  ideal  sound 
refiector.  And  how  it  did  refiect. 

All  that  is  necessary  to  stop  an  echo  of 
any  kind,  is  to  do  something  to  intercept  or 
absorb  the  sound  waves,  thereby  preventing 
their  return.  The  cost  of  heavy  curtains 
was  prohibitive  in  this  case,  and  the  next 
best  thing  was  glass  bead  portiers,  the  same 
as  yon  see  in  any  Chinese  restaurant.  The 
entire  hack  wall  in  the  balcony  was  covered, 
hut  the  beads  were  put  in  strips  which  caused 
them  to  hang  a   few  inches  from  the  wall 
itself.  The  result  was  that  any  sound  ut- 

tered would  cause  a   slight  movement  of  the 
strings  of  heads,  hut  the  rebound  of  sound 
was  practically  eliminated.  They  were  so 
designed  as  to  have  a   real  decorative  effect, 
in  addition  to  overcoming  the  echo. 
Another  good  scheme  is  to  pat  strips  of 

wood  on  the  reflecting  wall,  and  over  this, 
stretch  and  fasten  any  kind  of  cloth  or 
burlap.  This  creates  a   dead  air  space  be- 

tween^ the  v/ali  and  cloth,  also  making  an 
echo  impossible.  I   don’t  pretend  to  he  an 
expert  on  “acoustics,”  but  am  submitting this  in  the  hope  that  it  will  solve  the  trouble m   this  particular  case. 

Device  on  Manager’s 
Desk  Will  Record 

B.  O.  Receipts 
Annoimcement  is  made  by  the  Gold  Seal 
utcmatic  Ticket  Register  Company  of  New 

iorK  toat  an  attachment  to  its  ticket  regis* 
jer  18  hemg  perfected  v/hich  will  transfer sne  readings  of  the  register  in  the  box  office 
JO  a   recorder  on  the  manager’s  desk.  Under 
jais  arranpment  the  manager  will  he  able receipts  are  coming  in  with- 

out leaving  his  office. 
It  is  declared  that  there  has  been  an  evi- 
ent  demand  for  an  arrangement  of  this 
We  under  which  progress  at  the  box  of- 
noe  will  be  known  at  all  times  to  the 
manager.  Further  details  of  the  device 
are  to  be  announced  shortly. 

You  Can  Make 
Your  Theatre  Pay 

‘‘This  Summer’’ 
TYPHOONS  offer  you  an 

economical  way  to  meet  this 

problem  and  keep  your  the- 
atre at  a   pleasant  tempera- 

ture during  the  dead  months. 

Skilled  ventilating  en- 

gineers are  at  your  disposal 
to  assist  you  in  every  possible 

way  to  build  up  your  summer 
business. 

Write  for  our  Booklet  H-2 

Typhoon  Fan  Company 
345  West  39th  Street,  New  York,  N.  Y. 

—   Offices  In  Principal  Cities  — > 

Hot 

Weather! 
Hot  weather  holds 

no  fears  for  this  ex- 
hibitor whose  theatre 

is  cooled  by 

TYPHOONS 

Sol  Brill's  Invvood 

Theatre 
Dykeman  St.,  N.  Y.  C. 

Eugene  DeRosa 
Architect 

PRINTING 
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Questions  and  Answers 
Replies  to  Readers’  Inquiries  Answered

  Through  the  Courtesy  of  the  “Bette
r  Theatres’ Advisory  Staff. 

Herewith  “Better  Theatres”  presents  direct  answers  to  direct  business  questions submitted  by  readers.  Experts  in  their 
 various  lines,  members  of  the  “Better 

Theatres”  advisory  staff,  in  this  manner  ma
ke  available  to  exhibitors  accurate 

advice  pertaining  to  all  proper  and  legitim
ate  service  subjects. 

Readers  of  “Better  Theatres”  are  invited  to  subm
it  questions  of  general  interest  for 

answer  in  this  manner.  Building  problems,  cons
truction  difficulties,  ali  matters  not  by 

nature  unsuitable  for  treatment  in  these  columns, 
 wUl  be  discussed  under  this  heading. 

“Better  Theatres”  will  refer  to  members  of  its  advisory
  staff  all  inquiries  received. 

In  cases  where  answers  are  of  a   generally  informativ
e  and  beneficial  nature,  the  re- 

plies wiU  be  published.  In  the  case  of  requests  for  pla
ns,  specifications,  etc.,  matters 

which  are  most  satisfactorily  handled  by  direct  applica
tion  to  the  proper  somxes,  ap- 

plicants will  be  referred  direct  to  concerns  of  known  authority 
 and  responsibility. 

Address  inquiries:  “Better  Theatres”  Section.  Exhib
itors  Herald,  407  South  Dear- 

born St.,  Chicago,  111. 

Seeks  Plan  for 

1,000  Seat  House 

“We  are  contemplating  building 
several  theatres  in  this  territory  and 

would  appreciate  if  you  would  send 
us  any  plans  or  drawings  that  you 
may  have  suitable  for  a   thousand  seat 

theatre.” — H.  G. 

AJNSWER:  “Better  Theatres”  does  not 
have  available  for  distribution  theatre  plans 

or  stock  theatre  plans  in  any  form.  A   proj- 
ect of  the  size  of  a   1,000  seat  theatre  should 

be  placed  before  a   competent  theatre  archi- 
tect in  the  usual  manner  to  assure  best  re- 

sults to  the  builder.  Through  its  Advisory 

Staff  “Better  Theatres”  service  may  be  called 

upon  for  a   preliminary  opinion  of  a   certain 

site  as  to  its  possibilities  for  a   modem  the- 

atre. Beyond  this  estimate  of  the  property’s 

possibilities,  further  details  as  to  specifica- 

tions are  beyond  the  province  of  this  depart- 
ment. 

His  Heating 
Plan  Is  0.  K. 

“I  am  planning  to  remodel  my 
theatre,  putting  in  a   larger  stage  and 

possibly  more  seats.  But  first  I   must 

rearrange  the  heating  system.  At 

present  I   have  a   Coles  Hot  Blast 

jacket  furnace.  It  burns  gas,  is  up- 
right and  circular.  The  firebox  is 

two  feet  in  diameter  and  four  feet 

high.  Half  of  it  is  filled  with  fire- 
brick through  which  the  gas  bums. 

The  jacket  is  about  four  feet  in  diam- eter. 

“This  jacket  is  open  at  the  top  and 
bottom  for  the  circulation  of  air.  At 

present  it  works  perfectly.  But  I 

want  to  dig  a   cellar  under  the  stage 

and  carry  the  air  from  the  floor  of  the 
theatre  above  the  stage.  (All  of  this 

is  explained  in  drawings  enclosed.) 

“I  would  like  to  know  if  this  ar- 

rangement, as  shown  in  the  drawing, 
will  heat  the  theatre  as  well  as  the 

present  arrangement.  Outside  winter 

temperature  rarely  goes  any  lowei 

than  20  degrees  above  zero.  I   keep 
the  theatre  at  about  78  to  80  degrees. 

“This  is  a   small  town  and  I   cannot 
afford  expensive  heating  plant,  so 

want  to  use  the  present  furnace  and 

femodel  as  cheaply  as  possible.” — M. W.  L. 

ANSWER:  Mr.  N.  E.  Durand,  of  the 

“Better  Theatres”  Advisory  Staff,  reports  as 
follows: 

“I  have  looked  over  the  sketches  Mr.  L. 

submits  and  see  no  reason  why  this  pro- 

posed method  should  not  be  entirely  satis- 
factory. I   would  recommend,  however,  that 

he  does  not  abandon  the  idea  of  a   fan  as  it 

is  questionable  whether  the  rising  hot^^  air 

alone  will  provide  sufficient  ventilation.” 

Wants  Books  on 
Theatre  Design 

“Kindly  advise  me  where  I   can  se- 
cure books  on  the  design  of  motion 

picture  and  dramatic  theatres  relative 

to  mechanical  equipment  and  design 

in  general.” — R.  P. 

rnent. 

ANSWER:  Some  years  back,  in  the 

earlier  days  of  the  industry  when  the  matter 

of  building  a   “movie”  house  was  a   compara
- 

tively simple  thing  several  books  of  a   gen- 
eral nature  were  published  on^  the  subject 

of  theatre  construction  and  design.  
Exami- 

nation of  these  in  the  Chicago  library,  how- 

ever, indicates  that  theatre  building  progre
ss 

has  made  such  rapid  advancement  
as  to  vir- 

tally  antiquale  the!?e  volumes.  
To  best 

of  our  knowledge  no  works  o
f  this  mtur.' 

have  been  published  in  recent  yea
rs,  due, 

undoubtedly,  to  the  fact  that  t
he  planninu 

and  building  of  even  the  sm
allest  ol  the 

present  day  playhouses  is  
a   matter  requir- 

ing individual  thought  and  study
  ol  the 

nronertv  under  construction. 

Site  Not  Adapted 

for  a   Theatre 

“I  may  be  entii'ely  out  of  order  i
n 

asking  for  the  information  that
  I   am 

asking,  but  would  like  to  get  i
nforma- 

tion as  to  the  possibilities  of  a   the- 
atre on  a   corner  lot  33  by  56  on  the 

street  sides,  58  feet  on  the  back  and
 

SO  feet  on  the  side..  Theatre  to  have 

both  stage  and  screen  with  dressing 

rooms  located  beneath  stage.  Entrance 

to  be  at  the  corner  of  the  two  streets. 

Theatre  to  have  balcony  to  the  more 

nicely  appointed  than  the  main  f
loor. 

I   would  like  to  get  information  as  to 
where  and  how  I   can  get  plans  of 

such  a   building  and  the  cost  of  such 

a   building  which  will  be  one  story  and 

of  cement  block  and  building  tile  con- 
struction? Any  information  you  can 

furnish  me  will  be  greatly  appre- .   ciated.” — H.  E.  P. 

ANSWER:  You  are  entirely  in  order  in 
asking  for  information  of  this  type. 

Theatres,”  through  its  advisory  6taff,(,  is 

to  render  this  preHminarry  assistsance  in 

giving  prospective  builders  an  idea
  of  the 

adaptability  of  a   location  they  have  in  mma (Continued  on  page  M) 
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QUESTIONS 
and 

ANSWERS 
{Continued  from  page  52) 

for  theatre  purposes.  Mr.  N.  E.  Durand  of 

Frederick  C.  Foltz  Company,  Chicago,  a 
memher  of  the  Advisory  Staff,  reports  as 

follows: 

“I  have  considered  carefully  Mr.  P.’s  prob- 
lem and  do  not  believe  that  the  property 

which  he  submits  is  susceptible  to  a   motion 

picture  theatre  development  for  the  reason 
iLsl  after  necessary  deductions  are  made  for 

stage,  entrance,  lobby,  foyer  and  aisles  the 
remaining  square  feet  of  space  would  not 

be  practical  for  a   theatre  of  any  size.  It 

requires  about  five  square  feet  of  floor  space 

to  each  seat.” 

Lot  Sufficient 
for  500  Seats 

“I  am  writing  for  information  in 
regard  to  building  plans. 

“I  have  in  view  a   lot  50x100  feet 
and  was  wondering  about  what  the 
approximate  cost  would  be  to  erect  a 
theatre  on  it  the  full  size  of  the  lot. 

“Would  like  a   building  that  would 
seat  about  450  to  500  and  may  be  the 
full  width  would  not  be  needed.  . 

“This  is  just  an  inquiry  only,  and 
I   do  not  care  to  get  in  with  an  archi- 

tect at  this  time,  so  thought  maybe  you 
might  have  some  method  of  arriving 
at  this  cost. 

“Would  like  a   fair  size  stage  10  or 
12  feet  deep.  No  balcony  to  be  built. 
Approximate  cost  of  building;  seat- 

ing; decorating;  heating  (oil);  ven- 
tilating; electrical. 

“I  do  not  want  anything  fancy,  but a   cozy  theatre  for  a   small  town.  Base- 

rnent^  to  be  excavated  under  entire 
building  for  business  purposes. 

“If  you  can  enlighten  me  on  the above  would  appreciate  it  very  much. 
Thanking  you,  I   remain.” — E.  G.  W. 

Concerning  this  matter  Mr. 
IN.  E.  Durand  reports: 

I   have  given  very  careful  attention  to 
mis  inquiry  and  in  answer  will  say  that 
It  IS  entirely  possible  to  build  a   motion  pic- 

ture theatre  of  from  400  to  500  seats  on  a 
lot  50x100,  as  Mr.  'W.  will  not  have  to 
contend  with  the  very  stringent  ordinances of  a   large  city. 

kind  should  cost  from 

535,000  to  $55,000,  depending  a   great  deal 
upon  the  price  of  labor  and  material  in  the 
particular  vicinity.  It  is  very  hard  to  an- 

swer some  of  the  questions  that  this  party 
asks,  as  there  is  such  a   wide  difference  in 
pnees  for  the  individual  requirements.  For instance; 

1st  Seating.  Seats  may  be  purchased  as 
S2.00  apiece  to  $20.00.  A   very  good 

’   hu'vever,  can  be  had  for  around  $6.00. 

2nd — Oil  Heating.  There  are,  of  course, 
^any  types  of  oil  heaters.  Prices  rang  from 
5150  up  to  $1,200.  We  would  say  offhand 
mat  an  adequate  oil  heater  could  be  pur- 

chased for  about  $450. 
3rd — Ventilating.  A   good  ventilating  sys- 

tem could  be  installed  for  about  $600. 
4th— Eieciricul  Work.  The  cost  of  this 

depends  entirely  upon  the  taste  of  the 
owner.  He  can  spend  $500  or  $2,000.  The 

applies  to  decorating. 

I   regret  that  I   cannot  answer  more  ex- 

Cut  jhe  power  cost  for  reflector 

type  arcs 

THAT’S  just  what  you  can 
do  with  the  Roth  Acto- 

dector;  bring  power  costs 
down  and  at  the  same  time 

get  steadier  light  on  the  screen, 
sunple  operation,  and  a   compact, 
trouble-free  installation.  The 
Actodector  meets  every  require- 

ment of  operation,  with  quiet, 
smooth-running  efficiency;  its 
compact  design  saves  space,  its 

high  efficiency  saves  power  and 

simplifies  the  operator’s  work,  for 
the  Actodector  takes  care  of  all 

operating  conditions  without  at- 
tention or  adjustment. 

Send  for  the  Actodector  bulletin, 

which  has  a   complete  description 
of  the  superior  features  of  this 
modem  power  supply  for  motion 
picture  arcs. 

ROTH  BROTHERS  &   CO. 
1412  W.  Adams  Street,  Chicago,  111. 

The 

Roth  Brothers 

ACTODECTOR 

The  Roth  Actodector 

is  a   compact,  effici- 
ent unit  with  ample 

power  for  all  operat- ing needs,  BuUt  in 
sizes  to  meet  any  re- 

quirements: from  25- 
25  amperes  to  lOQ-100 
amperes  double 
rated;  50  amperes  to 
300  amperes  single 

rated. 

It  moves  the  air — 
The  Warner  aerotype  blade,  found  in  no 

other  type  of  fan,  will  handle  more  air 

per  horsepower,  and  at  greater  speed, 
than  any  fan  made. 

In  order  to  help  you  “GET  READY 

FOR  SU.MMER”  we  ore  ofTeriirg  these 

fons  nt  whotesalo  prices  for  the  next 
three  months.  Act  Now! 

WARNER  ELECTRIC  CO. 
319  No.  Church  St. 

No  attention  reqiured  for  Uvo  j,  , 
years.  Just  turn  it  on  and  let  it  IvalSUnaZOO 

ran. 

Mich. 

Made  by  the  maker  of  the  famous  “MOTOR  of  a   THOUSAND  SPEEDS” 

SMOOTH 
COMPACT SILENT 

ECONOMICAL 

A.  D.  C.  Curtain  Controls 
accompany,  most  satisfactorily,  the  finest  type 

moving  picture  productions  in  the  country.  Con- 
trol button  may  be  located  wherever  desired. 

AUTOMATIC  DEVICES  CO. 
17  N.  7th  ST.  ALLENTOWN,  PA. 

^‘JUST  PRESS 

A   BUTTON!” 
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ETTER THEATRES SECTION  OF 

^NINUM^ 
Del/uxe  Special 

Euerij  theatre^oioner  should  realize the  necessity  of  proper  screen 

distribution'— ‘luithout  it,  good  pic-^ 
tures  are  impossible. 

Minusd  installations  are  ample  eui'- 

dance  of  this  screen’s  superiority  in 

the  scope  and  quality  of  reproduc-* 
tion.  '   Let  us  shorn  you  hom  to  get 

more  out  of  your  film  expenditures. 

MINUSA  CINE  SCREEN  CO. 

BOMONT  AT  MORGAN 

Saint  Louis 

OLD  CHAIRS  MADE  LIKE  NEW 
Our  system  of  repairing  theatre  seats  does  not  interfere  with  yo

ur 

performance.  We  restore  the  original  appearance  and  comfort,  wit
h 

a   guarantee  of  satisfaction  to  you. 

Lubliner  &   Trinz;  Jones,  Linick  &   Schaefer;  Ascher  Broth
ers  and 

the  Orpheum  Circuit,  Chicago,  are  a   few  of  the  representativ
e  theatres 

that  use  our  service. 

An  estimate  costs  you  nothing— ask  for  it. 

If  you  have  any  extra  seats  that  need  upholster- 
ing, ship  them  to  us  and  we  will  upholster  and 

ship  thean  right  back  to  your  theatre  or  we  will 
send  our  men  to  do  the  work  in  the  theatre. 

TELEPKOME  KARRBOM  Mil 

742  S.  IVebash Chicago,  UU 

It’s  Good 
Showmanship 
One  of  the  first  principles  of  good 

showmanship  is  to  make  the  ex- 
terior of  your  theatre  as  attractive, 

and  the  entrance  as  inviting,  as  pos- 
sible. 

There  is  no  other  single  feature 
that  can  accomplish  so  much  in  this 

direction  as  a   well  designed  mar- 
quise. That  is  why  you  see  them 

on  practically  all  the  new  show 

houses.  For  the  same  reason,  many 

theatres  are  including  marquise  in 
remodelling  plans. 

The  value  of  the  marquise  for  ad- 
vertising display  is  enormous. 

We  build  marquise  of  all  kinds. 
The  Prices  are  reasonable.  Write 
us. 

ProBert  Sheet  Metal  Go. 

MARQUISE  ...  -   KALAMEIN  DOORS 

COVINGTON, KENTUCKY 

pUciSly  those  questions,  but  they  are  based 
on  facts  that  I   do  aoi  have  ia  my  possession. 

In  other  words,  it  is  Impossible  to  say  what 
these  individual  items  will  coal  unless  I 
have  more  definite  information  on  the  proj. 

ect  as  a   whole.” — N.  E.  Durand. 

Can  Build  360 

Seat  Playhouse 
“I  have  a   lot  of  ground  33  feet  wide 

by  78  feet  long  that  I   propse  erecting 
a   one  story  picture  theatre,  and  will 

very  much  appreciate  your  sugges- 
tions as  to  layout  of  the  theatre  and 

recommendations  as  to  the  style  of 

front,  etc.,  and  seating  arrangement, 
and  the  number  of  seats  that  can  be 

installed  in  building  of  this  size.  The 
width  is  33  feet  from  inside  to  inside 
of  walls  already  up. 

“Roy/  high  should  the  ceiling  be 
from  floor? 

“What  the  elevation  for  the  floor? 

“What  size  picture  should  be  pro- 

jected? 
“Thanking  you  for  any  assistance 

that  you  will  give  me,  I   am.” — L.  B. ANSWER:  In  considering  tbe  features 

outlined  in  the  above  letter,  Mr.  N.  E.  Du- 
rand of  the  “Belter  Theatres”  Advisory  Staff 

and  an  executive  of  the  Frederick  C.  Foltz 

Company,  architects  and  engineers,  Chicago, 
makes  the  following  recommendations: 

“In  answer  to  this  gentleman’s  inquiry, 
regarding  a   one  story  motion  picture  house 
on  a   lot  33  feet  wide  by  78  fet  long,  it  will 

be  possible  to  get  in  approximately  24  rows 

of  seats,  16  seats  to  a   row,  or,  say,  360  seats. 

This  seating  arrangement  takes  into  consid- 
eration, the  first  row  will  start  10  feel  from 

the  screen  end  of  the  theatre,  there  will  be 

two  main  aisles  running  from  the  front  to 

the  rear,  it  being  understood,  the  exits  would 

have  access  to  an  alley  or  other  means  of 

outlet  to  the  street.  The  ceiling  should  be 

at  least  17  feel  in  height  at  the  entrance  and 

gradually  increase  in  height  to  appr^i* 
mately  21  feet  in  height  at  the  screen.  The 

elevation  for  the  floor  should  be  figured  on 

a   basis  of  2%  inches  to  a   row  of  seats. 

“I  would  recommend  that  the  style  of 

front  be  Colonial  as  It  can  be  worked  out 

In  a   simple  manner  and  be  very  beaulitul 

yet  not  excessive  in  cost.” 

Levin  Circuit  Opens  a 

New  Coast  House 

A   third  Richmond  district  theatre  vras 

added  to  the  Samuel  H.  Levin  circuit  with 

the  opening  Feb.  27  of  the  new  Balboa, 

Balboa  Street  and  38th  Ave.,  San  F^' 
cisco.  In  conjunction  with  the  Alexandria, 

18th  Ave  and  Geary  St.  and  the  Coliseum, 

Clement  St.  and  9th  Ave.,  the  New  Balboa 

will  provide  a   complete  and  diversified  en- tertainment fare  for  the  entire  district. 

The  New  Balboa  is  a   dozen  blocks  from 
the  ocean  and  is  named  after  Vasco  ̂  
Balboa,  who  discovered  the  Pacific 

years  ago.  As  its  name  suggests,  the  New 

Balboa  is  of  Spanish  architectural  design. 

Reid  Brothers,  architects,  have  created  an 
attractive  building  to  conform  to  an  _   L 

shaped  lot.  The  contract,  flanked  on  either 

side  by  stores,  provides  a   short  approach 

to  the  main  auditorium.  Within,  the  de- 
corators have  used  a   modernized  eowr 

scheme,  dominated  by  Spanish  tints.  _Ah 
seats  are  on  one  floor  with  a   slightly  raised 
section  at  the  rear. 
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Better  Theatres 
Advisory  Staff 

In  order  to  render  its  readers 
assistance  on  various  problems 

of  equipment  and  construction 
that  arise  from  time  to  time, 
Better  Theatres  has  obtained 

the  co-operation  of  the  individ- 
uals and  associations  listed  fol- 

lowing in  this  work. 

Through  the  co-operation  of 
this  advisory  staff  this  depart- 

ment feels  that  it  has  allied  itself 

with  sources  of  expert  knowl- 
edge on  virtually  every  phase  of 

theatre  building  and  furnishing 

and  is  able  to  offer  theatre  own- 
ers a   valuable  service  in  provid- 
ing information  and  answers  on 

a   wide  range  of  subjects  of  a 

general  nature. 

ELMER  F.  EEHRNS,  Theatre 
Architect. 

ROBERT  O.  ROLLER,  Boiler 
Brothers,  Architects. 

A.  B.  COPPOCK,  Presentation 
Producer. 

E.  B.  CRESAP,  Secretary,  Na- 
tional Association  of  Fan  Manu- 

facturers. 

N.  E.  DURAND,  Frederick  C. 
Foltz  &   Co. 

JOHN  EBEHSON,  Architect. 

G.  E,  EICHENLAUB,  Architect 

V/.  S.  HAYS,  Secretary,  National 
Slate  Association  and  The  Na- 

tional Federation,  Construction 
Industries. 

F.  J.  HUSE,  Chief  Engineer,  Hol- 
low Building  Tile  Association. 

CLELL  JAY,  Projectionist,  New 
Theatre,  Little  Rock,  Ark. 

SAMUEL  E.  LEWIS,  Member. 
American  Society  of  Heating 
and  Venrilating  Engineers. 

A,  C.  LISKA,  Remodeling. 

E,  M.  LURIE,  Assistant  to  Com- 
missioner, Associated  Metal  Lath 

Manufacturers. 

HENRY  L.  NEWHOUSE,  Archi- 
tect 

J.  F.  O'MALLEY,  Architect. 

GEORGE  L.  RAPP,  Architect. 

GEORGE  W.  REPP,  Service  Divi- 
sion, American  Face  Brick  Asso- 

ciation. 

henry  j.  SCHWEIM,  Chief 
Engineer  of  The  Gypsum  Indus- 
tries. 

R.  L,  SIMMONS,  Architect. 

HORACE  L.  SMITH,  JR.,  Thea- 
tre Engineer. 

NORMAN  M.  SMNEMAN,  As- 

soc.^ Mem.  American  Society  of 
Civil  Engineers,  Portland  Ce- 

ment Association. 

max  Y.  SEATON,  Technical 
Director,  National  Kellastone 
Company. 

J.  L.  ̂   STAIR,  Chief  Engineer, 
Curtis  Lighting,  Inc. 

CHANNON  EQUIPMENT  AGAIN 

The  Steel  Curtain 
in 

LUBLINER  &   TRINZ 

New  Belmont  Theatre 

Furnished  and  Installed 

by 

833-233  W.  ERIE  STREET 

SUPER-LITE  SCREENS 
A   Few  Promment  Users 

The  Stanley  Co.  of  America  Chain  of  Theatres 

M.  E.  Comerford  Qiain  of  Theatres,  Coal  Regions  of  Pennsylvania  and  N   ew  York 

Rowland  &   Clark  Chain  of  Theatres,  Western  Pennsylvania 

Walter  Read  Chain  of  Theatres,  New  York  and  New  Jersey 

Jensen  &   Von  Herberg  Oiain  of  Th«itres,  Seattle,  Wash.,  and  Northwest 

U.  S.  Government  Motion  Picture  Service 

C.  S.  WERTSNER  &   SON 
MANUFACTURERS 

211-221  N.  13th  Street  Philadelphia,  Pa. 

Newest 

and 

Best 

LIBERTY 
MUSIC  STAND 

Standard  for 
AU  Purposes 

Send  for  Our  New 
Booklet 

LIBERTY  MUSIC  STAND  CO. 
1S60  E.  116th  St.  Cleveland,  O. 

Programs 

Heralds 

Dodgers 

Tiff  NATIONAL 
POSTER  it.  PTG.  CO. 
729  S.  Wabash  Ave. 

CHICAGO,  ILL. 
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Better  Theatres  Information 

and  Catalog  Bnreau 
Many  of  the  products  listed  below  are  advertised  by  reliable  companies  in  this  issue  of  **Better  T

heatres.** 
See  **Advertisers  Index**  before  filling  in  coupon  for  information. 

Free  Service  to  Readers 

of  ‘‘Better  Theatres” 
JTT  “Better  Theatres*^  oSers  on  these  pages  an  indi- 
^   vidual  service  to  its  readers  through  this  Exhibitors 

Information  and  Catalog  Bureau.  Detailed  informa- 

tion and  catalogs  concerning  any  product  listed  on 

these  pages  will  be  sent  to  any  theatre  o\^er,  man- 

ctger,  architect  or  projectionist. 

IjlFill  in  the  coupon  on  the  next  page  and  mail  it  to 

^   the  “Better  Theatres”  division,  Exhibitors  Herald, 
407  S.  Dearborn  street,  Chicago. 

flTMany  of  the  products  listed  by  this  Bureau  are 

^   advertised  in  this  issue  of  “Better  Theatres.*'  See 

Advertisers*  Index. 

fWe  are  glad  to  serve  you.  Do  not  hesitate  to  ask us  for  any  information  on  equipment  or  problems 

pertaining  to  the  efficient  operation  of  your  theatre. 

A 

1   Accounting  systems. 
2   Accoustical  installations. 

3

 

 

Adapters,  
carbon. 

4   Adding,  calculating  ma- 
cliines. 

5   Admission  sig:ns. 
6   Addressing  machines. 
7   Advertising  novelties, 

materials. 

8   Advertising  projectors. 

9   Air  conditioning  equip- 
ment. 

10  Air  dome  tents. 
11  Aisle  lights. 
12  Aisle  rope. 
13  Alarm  signals. 
14  Arc  lamps,  reflecting. 
15  Architectural  service. 
16  Arc  regulators. 

17  Artificial  plants,  flowers. 
18  Art  titles. 

19  Automatic  curtain  con- 
trol. 

20  Automatic  projection  cut- outs. 

21  Automatic  sprinklers. 

B 

22  Balloons,  advertising. 
23  Banners. 
24  Baskets,  decorative. 

25  Bell-buzzer  signal  sys- 
tems. 

26  Blocks,  pulleys,  stage- 
rigging. 

27  Blowers,  hand. 

28  Booking  agencies  for  mu- 
sicians. 

29  Booking  agencies  (state 
kind). 

30  BoUers. 
31  Bolts,  panic. 
32  Booths,  projection. 
33  Booths,  ticket. 
34  Bos,  loge  chairs. 

3

6

 

 

Brass  
grills. 

36  Brass  rails. 

37  Brokers-Theatre  promo- 
tion. 

38  Bulletin  boards,  change- 
able. 

c 
39  Cable. 
40  Cabinets. 
41  Calcium  lights. 
42  Cameras. 
43  Canopies  for  fronts. 
44  Carbons. 
45  Carbon  sharpeners. 
46  Carbon  wrenches. 
47  Carpets. 
48  Carpet  cushion. 

49  Carpet  cleaning  com- 

pound. 50  Carpet  covering. 
51  Cases,  film  shipping. 
52  Cement,  film. 
63  Chair  covers. 
64  Chairs,  wicker. 
55  Chairs,  theatre. 
56  Change  makers. 
57  Changer  overs. 
58  Color  hoods. 

59  Color  wheels. 
60  Condensors. 

D 

61  Date  strips. 
62  Decorations  (state  kind). 
63  Decorators,  theatre. 
64  Dimmers. 
65  Disinfectants — perfumed. 
66  Doors,  fireproof. 
67  Draperies. 
68  Drinking  fountains. 
69  Duplicating  machines. 

E 

70  Electric  circuit  testing 
instruments. 

71  Electric  fans. 
72  Electrical  flowers. 
73  Electric  power  generat- 

ing plants. 
74  Electric  signs. 

75  Electric  signal  and  con- 
trol systems. 

76  Emergency  lighting 

plants. 77  Exit  light  signs. 

F 

78  Film  cleaners. 
79  Film  splicing  machine. 
80  Film  tools  (state  kind). 
81  Film  waxing  machine. 

82  Fire  alarms. 
83  Fire  escapes. 
84  Fire  extinguishers. 
85  Fire  hose. 
86  Fire  hose  reels,  carts. 
87  Fire  proof  curtains. 
88  Fire  proof  doors. 
89  Fire  proofing  materials. 
90  Fixtures,  lighting. 
91  Flashlights. 
92  Flashers,  Electric  sign. 
93  Flood  lighting. 
94  Floorlights. 
95  Floor  covering. 
96  Floor  runners. 
97  Flowers,  artificial. 
98  Footlights. 
99  Fountains,  decorative. 

100  Fountains,  drinking. 
101  Frames-poster,  lobby  dis- 

play. 
102  Fronts,  metal  theatre. 
103  Furnaces,  coal  burning. 
104  Furnaces,  oil  burning. 
105  Furniture,  theatre. 
106  Fuses. 

G 

107  Generators. 
108  Grilles,  brass. 
109  Gummed  labels. 
110  Gypsum  products. 

H 

111  Hardware,  stage. 
112  Heating  system,  coal. 
113  Heating  system,  oil. 

I 

114  Ink,  pencils  for  slides. 
115  Insurance,  Fire. 
116  Insurance,  Rain. 
117  Interior  decorating  serv- 

ice. 

118  Interior  illuminated 

signs. 
J 

119  Janitors’  supplies. 

L 

120  Labels,  film  caution. 
121  Lamps,  decorative. 
122  Lamp  dip  coloring. 

123  Lamps,  general  lighting 

124  Lamps,  incandescent  pro- 

jection. 125  Lamps,  reflecting  arc. 

126  Lamp  shades. 

127  Lavatory  equipment,  fur- nishings. 

128  Lavatory  fixtures. 
129  Ledgers,  theatre. 
130  Lenses. 

131  Lights,  exit. 
132  Lights,  spot. 

133  Lighting  fixtures. 

134  Lighting  installations. 

135  Lighting  systems,  com- 

plete. 
136  Linoleum. 
137  Liquid  soap. 

138  Liquid  soap  containers. 
139  Lithographers. 
140  Lobby  display  frames. 
141  Lobby  gazing  balls. 
142  Lobby  furniture. 
143  Lobby  decorations. 
144  Lubricants  (state  kind), 
145  Luminous  numbers. 
146  Luminous  signs,  interior, exterior. 

M 

147  Machines,  ticket. 
148  Machines,  pop  corn. 

149  Machines,  sanitary  vend- 

ing. 

150  Make  up,  boxes,  theatri- cal. 
1

6

1

 

 

Marble. 

152  Marquise. 
153  Mats,  leather 

154  Mats  and  runners.' 
155  Mazda  projection  adapt* ^rs 
156  Metal  lath. 

157  Metal  numbers,  letters. 158  Metal  polish. 
159  Mirror,  shades. 
160  Motor  generators. 
161  Motion  picture  cable. 
162  Musical  instruments 

(state  kind). 
163  Music  publishers. 
164  Music  stands. 

N 

166  Napkins. 
166  Novelties,  advertising. 

167  Nursery  furnishings  and 
equipment. 
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168  Oil  burners. 

169  Orcbestral  pieces. 
17©  Orchestra  pit  fittings, 

furnishings. 

171  Organs. 
172  Organ  novelty  slides. 
173  Organ  lifts. 
174  Organ  chamber  heaters. 

175  Ornamental  fountains. 
176  Ornamental  metal  work. 

177  Ornamental  metal  thea- 
tre fronts. 

P 

178  Paint,  screen. 

179  Paper  drinking  cups. 

180  Paper  towels. 
181  Perfumers. 
182  Photo  frames, 
183  Pianos. 

184  Picture  sets. 

1

8

6

 

 

Player  
pianos. 

186  Plastic  fixtures  and  dec- 
orations. 

187  Plumbing  fixtures. 
188  Positive  film. 

189  Posters. 

190  Poster  frames. 

191  Poster  lights. 
192  Poster  paste. 
193  Portable  projectors. 
194  Pottery,  decorative. 

195  Power  generating  plants. 
196  Printing,  theatre. 
197  Programs. 
198  Program  covers. 
199  Program  signs,  illu- 

minated. 

200  Projection  lamps. 

201  Projection  machines. 

202  Projection  machine  parts. 

203  Projection  room  equip- 
ment. 

R 

204  Radiators. 

205  Radiator  covers. 

206  Rails,  brass. 

207  Rails,  rope. 

208  Rain  insurance. 

209  Rectifiers. 

210  Reconstruction  service. 

211  Redecorating  service. 

212  Reflectors  (state  kind). 

213  Refurnishing  service. 

214  Regulators,  Mazda. 
215  Reels. 

216  Reel  end  signals. 

217  Reel  packing,  carrying 
cases. 

218  Resonant  orchestra  plat- 
form. 

219  Reseating  service. 

220  Rewinding  film. 

221  Rest-room,  equipment 
and  furnishings. 

222  Rigging,  stage. 

223  Roofing  materials. 

S 

224  Safes,  film. 
225  Scenery,  stage. 

226  Scenic  artists’  service. 
227  Screens. 
228  Screen  palm. 
229  Seat  covers. 
230  Seat  Indicators,  vacant. 
231  Seats,  theatres. 
232  Signs  (state  kind). 

233  Signs,  parking. 

234  Signals,  reel  end. 

235  Sign  flashers. 

236  Sign-cloth. 
237  Sign  lettering  service. 

238  Side  walk  machines,  corn 

poppers. 239  Slides. 

240  Slide  ink,  pencils. 
241  Slide  lanterns. 

242  Slide  making  outfits. 
243  Slide  mats. 

244  Shutters,  metal  fire. 

245  Soap  containers,  liquid. 

246  Speed  Indicators. 
247  Spotlights. 

248  Stage  doors-valances,  etc. 
249  Stage  lighting  equipment. 
250  Stage  lighting  systems. 
251  Stage  rigging-blocks, 

pulleys. 252  Stage  scenery. 
253  Stair  treads. 
254  Statuary. 
255  Steel  lockers. 
256  Stereoptlcons. 
257  Sweeping  compounds. 
258  Switchboards. 

2

6

9

 

 

Switches,  automatic. 

T 

260  Tally  counters. 
261  Tapestries. 
262  Tax  free  music. 

263  Telephones,  inter-com- municating. 

264  Temperature  regulation 

system. 265  Terra  Cotta. 
266  Terminals. 

267  Theatre  accounting  sys- 
tems. 

2

6

8

 

 

Theatre  
dimmers. 

269  Theatre  seats. 

270  Tickets. 
271  Ticket  booths. 

272  Ticket  choppers. 

273  Ticket  holders. 

274  Ticket  racks. 

275  Ticket  selling  machlnrs. 
276  Tile. 

277  Tile  stands. 

278  Tool  cases,  operator’s. 279  Towels,  paper. 

280  Towels,  cloth. 
281  Trailers. 

282  Transformers. 
283  Tripods, 

284  Turnstiles,  register:  .. 
286  Typewriters. 

U 

2

8

6

 

 

Uniforms. 
V 

287  Valances,  for  boxes. 
288  Vases,  stone. 
289  Vacuum  cleaners. 
290  Ventilating  fans. 

291  Ventilating,  cooling  sys- 
tem. 

292  Ventilating  systems, 
complete. 

293  Vending  machines,  soap. 
towels,  napkins,  etc. 

294  Vltrolite 

w 
295  Wall  burlap 

296  Wall  leather. 

297  Watchman's  Clocks. 
298  Water  coolers. 
299  Wheels,  color 

USE  THIS  COUPON 

“BETTER  THEATRES”  DIVISION 
Elxhibitors  Herald 

407  South  Dearborn  St.,  Chicago. 

Gentlemen  :   I   should  like  to  receive  reliable  information  on  the  items  listed  following : 

(Refer  to  Items  by  Number) 

Remarks: 

Name................       ...........Theatre.           City. 

State.......             _..........„._.._„._....„..Seating  Capacity..^.   
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Advertised  in  This 
BETTER  THEATRES  SECTION 

(If  ycm  desire  something  not  listed  here,  Exhibitors  Information  and  Catalog 
Bureau,  on  preceding  pages  will  get  it  for  you,) 

AUTOMATIC  CURTAIN 
CONTROL 

Automatic  Devices  Co., 
17  N.  7th  St.,  Allentown,  Pa. 

E.  J.  Vallen  Elec.  Co., 
Akron,  Ohio. 

BANNERS,  HAND  PAINTED 

H.  Dryfhout, 
744  S.  Wahash  Ave.,  Chicago. 

BUSINESS  BUILDING  SERVICE 

(Local  Merchants  Tie-up) 
Alexander  Film  Co., 
Denver,  Colorado. 

CARBONS 

Hugo  Retsinger, 
11  Broadway,  N.  Y.  C. 

CHANGE  MAKERS 

Brandt  Automatic  Cashier  Co., 
Watertown,  Wisconsin. 

CONDENSERS 

Flsh-Schurman  Corp., 
45  W.  43th  St.,  New  York  City. 

DIMMERS 

The  Cutler-Hammer  Mfg.  Co., 
12th  St.  and  St.  Paul  Ave., 
Milwaukee,  Wisconsin. 

DRINKING  CUPS 

Individual  Drinking  Cup  Co., 
Easton,  Pa. 

ELECTRIC  FLASHERS,  COLOR 
HOODS 

Reynolds  ElectHc  Co., 
2551  W.  Congress  St.,  Chicago. 

EQUIPMENT,  SUPPLIES 

Monarch  Theatre  Supply  Co., 
724  S.  Wabash  Ave,,  Chicago. 

HLM  CEMENT 

Duplex  Motion  Picture  Industries, 
Long  Island  City,  New  York. 
Hewes  &   Company, 

47  Meserolc  St.,  Brooklyn,  N.  Y. 

HEATING  &   VENTILATING 

B

.

 

 

F.  
Reynolds  

&
   Co., 

118  W.  Oluo,  Chicago. 

Supreme  Heater  &   Vemtilating 
Co.,  1552  Olive  St.,  St.  Loins,  Mo. 

LAMP  COLOR 

Roseoe  Laboratories, 
129  Third  Place,  Brooklyn,  N.  Y. 

LENSES 

Bauseh  &   Lomb, 
Rochester,  N.  Y. 

KoUmorgen  Optical  Corp., 
35  Steu^n  St.,  Brooklyn,  N.  Y. 

Projection  Optics  Co., 
203  State  St.,  Rochester,  N.  Y. 

MARQUISE,  CANOPIES 
Edwards  Wtfg.  Co., 
Cincinnati,  Ohio. 

ProBert  Sheet  Metal  Co., 
19  W.  8tb  St.,  Covington,  Ky. 

MOTION  PICTURE  CABLE 
Rockbestos  Products  Corp., 
New  Haven,  Conn. 

MUSIC  STANDS 
Gallagher  Orchestra  Equip.  Co., 
3235  Southport  Ave.,  Chicago. 

.   Liberty  Music  Stand  Co., 
1960  E.  116th  St.,  Cleveland, 

Ohio. NO  STOP  MOVIE  MAGAZINE 

No  Stop  Movie  Magazine  Co., 
Sugar  Building,  Denver  Colo. 

ORGANS 

Geo.  Kilgen  &   Son,  Inc. 
4016  Union  Bldg.,  St.  Louis,  Mo. 
Link  Piano  Co.;  Inc., 
183  Water  St.,  Binghamton,  N.  Y. 
Marr  &   Colton, 

V/ars&w,  N.  Y. 

Rudolph  Wurlitzsr  Co., 
Cincinnati,  Ohio. 

ORGiU^  HEATERS 
Cramblet  Eng.  Corp., 

177  Fifth  St.,  Milwaukee,  Wis. 

PROJECTORS 

Enterprise  Optical  Co., 
564  W.  Randolph  St.,  Chicago. 
International  Projector  Corp. 
Nicholas  Power  Div. 

90  Gold  St.,  N.  Y.  C, 
Simplex  Div. 
90  Gold  St.,  N,  Y.  C. 

REFLECTING  ARC  LAMPS 

Hall  &   Connolly,  Inc., 
129  Grand  Street,  N.  Y.  C. 

McAuley  Mfg.  Company, 
554  W.  Adams  St.,  Chicago. 

SCREENS 
American  Silversheet  Co., 
913  Wash  St.,  St.  Louis,  Mo. 

Da-Lite  Screen  &   Scenic  Co., 
922  W.  Monroe  St.,  Chicago. 

Minusa  Cine  Screen  Co., 
Morganat  Bomont,  St.  Louis,  Mo. 
National  Screen  Co., 

2100  Payne  Ave.,  Cleveland, 

Ohio. 
Raven  Screen  Corp., 
1476  Broadway,  N.  Y.  C. 

C

.

 

 

S.  Wertsner  
&,  Son, 

211  N.  13th  St.,  Philadelphia,  Pa. 

SEAT  REPAIRING 

Reliable  Theatre  Seat  Repair  Co., 
742  S.  Wabash  Ave.,  Chicago. 

SEATS 

American  Seating  Co., 

14  E.  Jackson,  Chicago. 

Heywood-WaheBeld  Co., 
209  Washington  St.,  Boston,  Mass. 
E.  H.  Stafford  Mfg.  Co. 
367  W.  Adams  St.,  Chicago, 

SIGNS — ELECTRIC 
Milne  Elec.  Co., 

189  Fifth  St.,  IS^lwaukce. 
Verb  Sign  Company, 

4543  W.  Uke  Street,  Chicago. 

SILENCE  SIGNS 
Rawson  &   Evans  Co., 
710  W.  Washington,  Chicago. 

SLIDES J.  F.  Ransley, 

337  W.  Masson  St.,  Cliicago. 

STAGE  UGHTING  EQUIPRfENT 

Frank  Adam  Elec.  Co., 
3650  Windsor  Ave.,  St.  Louis,  Mo. 

Major  Equipment  Co., 
360  N.  Michigan  Ave.,  Clucago. 

STAGE  RIGGING,  HARDWARE 
James  H.  Channon  Co., 
223  W.  Erie  St.,  Chicago. 
J.  R.  Clancy, 

Syracuse,  N.  Y. 

STAGE  SCENERY 
Tifiin  Scenic  Studios, 

Tiffin,  Ohio. 

STEREOPTICONS 
Best  Devices  Co., 

Film  Building,  Cleveland. 

THEATRE  BUILDING  SERVICE 

United  Scenic  Studios, 
28  W.  Lake  St.,  Chicago. 

THEATRE  DECORATING  SERV. 

Michel  Angelo  Studios, 
212  E.  Superior  St.,  Chicago. 

THEATRE  PRINTING,  PROGRAMS 
Exhibitors  Printing  Service, 

711  S.  Dearborn  S^t.,  Chicago. 
The  National  Poster  &   Printing 
Co.,  729  S.  Wabash  Ave.,  Chicago 

THEATRE  MUSIC-SELECTED 
American  Composers,  inc., 
45  W.  45th  St.,  N.  Y.  C, 

D

.

 

 

Appleton  
&.  Co., 

35  W.  32nd  St.,  N.  Y.  C. 
TICKETS 

Globe  Ticket  Co., 

122  N.  12th  St,  Philadelphia,  Pa. 
Trimount  Press,  Inc., 

113  Albany  St.,  Boston,  Mass. 

TRANSFORMERS 

Hertner  Electric  Co., 
Cleveland,  Ohio. 
Roth  Brothers  &   C©., 

1400  W.  Adams  St.,  Chicago,  111. 
UNIFORMS 

Western  Uniform  Co., 

202  S.  Clark  St.,  Chicago. 

VENTILATING  EQUIPMENT 
Arctic  Nu-Air  Corp., 
818  State  Lake  Bldg.,  Chicago. 

Blizzard  Fan  Sales  Co., 
1514  Davenport  St.,  Omaha,  Neb. 

Typhoon  Fan  Co., 
345  W.  39th  St,  N.  Y.  C. 
Warner  Electric  Co., 

319  N.  Church  St.,  Kalamazoo, 
Mich. 



r 
ROCKBESTOS 

-the  asbestos  covered  wire 

Nothing  equals  it! 
Do  you  want  SAFETY,  CONTINUOUS  SERVICE 
and  DURABILITY  in  the  wire  that  carries  the  elec- 

tric current  to  your  projecting  machine, 
arc  and  spot  lights  and  fixtures  using 
high  wattage  lamps? 

There  is  only  one  answer. 

ROCKBESTOS  WIRE. 

A   HallS:  Connolly  Jnc.,  high  intensity  light  on  a 

Simplex  projector.  Rockbestos  motion  picture 

cable  is  used  exclusively  on  both  these  machines. 

ROCKBESTOS  PRODUCTS 
O   R   P   O   R   A 

sail  Grants  Cscciral  lenn.  lidg.,  Ksit  Yerk NEVV  HAVEN.  CONN. m   Term.  Ildg.,  Cfaluit 



ENTERPRISE  OPTICAL  MEG.  CO., 
564  W.  Randolph  St.,  Chicago,  111. 

and  it  s 

BALL 
BEARING 

Inspect  It  at  the  Nearest  Monograph  Distributor’s  Salesroom 



s   Issue;  An  Editorial  by  Roy 

CURRENT  HITS 
The  MERRY  WIDOW 
Starring  Mae  Murray 

and  John  Gilbert. 

Erich  von  Stroheix»’s 
production.  Henry 

W.  Savage's  stage  suc- 
cess by  Lehar-Leon- 

Stein. 

IBANEZ’  TORRENT 
With  Ricardo  Cortez, 
Greta  Garbo.  Monta 

Bell’s  production  of 
Blasco  Ibanez’  novel. 
A   Cosmopolitan  pic- 
ture. 

The  DEVIL’S  CIRCUS 
St  arring  Norma 
Shearer.  With  Chas. 

Emmett  Mack,  Car- 

mel Myers.  A   Ben- 
jamin Christianson 

production. 

The  BUCK  BIRD  ̂ 

Tod  Browning’s  pro- 
duction ofhis  story — 

st.arring  Lon  Chaney. 
With  Owen  Moore, 
Renee  Adores. 

Member  Motion  Picture  Producers  and  Distributors  of  America,  Inc. — Will  H.  Hays,  President 

/VVVVVVl/Vl/l/VVl/l/VVI/VVVVVVl/VVVl/VVT/VVVVVVVVV' VVkV 

Entered  as  stcond-class  matttr.  Auffurt  20,  1917,  at  ^ost  Office  at  Chteaaa,  til.,  under  the  act  of 
1879.  P^hlithed  weekly  at  407  South  Dearborn  St.,  Chicsoo,  Subeer%otion  tS.OO  a   year,.  Smote  coatee. March  27,  1926 

GOOD 
PRODU 

the  Entire 
try  is  going 

- /BAnbz.' 

torrent 



is  never,  accidental 

J^restige  is  the  reflection  of  Exttaordlnari/ 
the  recog'niiion  of  Unusual i^chie^ermrib  *   -   .   *   *   * 

9ioberh  Morton  ̂ restl^e  is  evidenced  in  its 
selection  by  foremost  Exhibitors^  great  Organists, 

great  Edacahrs ,   Performers  and  distimiiiskd 
individuals  in  theatrical  and puilic  life  ̂ 

United  Mr  lists 

MNUINE  D£AC/fN •eAcussioNS  uilo 

^kersal  Pkiares  6orp. 

SamgzrMmustimnl  So. 
Miemnder  Paniages. 

Vest  daast  Okecdres,  Inc. 
Vlinterdj  Vincent^ 

Pryor  Bros.  ̂    Beildt 
£eo  Breakers  Ukeaires 
6has.  V.  Jejune,  Detroit 

DeanV.y.Skede,^ 

of  So.BaUfomut 

Dr  Jdauro  Bottom,  ‘dmiurei 
Orgmisi,  aapitoLOkenlre^NY. JohnEb&rson,  _ 

Chicago’s  drcMled  Oenks 

fin 
6orp. 

febert  Morton  Organ 
'n  yoat  theadre  gives  yow 
fie  prestige  of  offermj 
■/oar  patrons 

^fWorldsyinesb 

THEATRE-’  J 0   ^ Theatre 

^   Seating- Capacity 

y   NEA^Sf 

ADDRESS  rf  , 

mWSElMSOHl^  \ 

JirnYork-mStooE^  I 

Chicago-'  B4SSoI^ah(hR 
San7ram/scO''t660o

ldoiO<lA . 

Sos Angeles  -   l9l4So.VefC^\ 
City 
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"The  Untamed  Lady" prank  TUTTLE PR0DUCT80N (2  Qaramount  (picture 
FROM  THE  STORY  BY  FANNIE  HURST 

SCREEN  PLAY  BY  JAMES  ASHMORE  CREELMAN 
pR(S£NTEo  Bv  ADOLPH  ZUKOR  anb  |£SS£  L.  LASHY 

Member  of  Motion  Picture  Producers  and  Distributors  of  America,  Ins.  Will  H.  Hays,  President 





Madison
 

Detroit, 
 Mich- 

.■Behind
  the  Front

’ 

playing  to  Peo^t. 

than  have  _   e   t,«ve 

nessed  a   p
icture  here

. 

SRO  CTe
ry  perfor

m- 

ance. 

ytomalr 
Bomb- She//. 

^aranuumk 
and  its  only  one  of  a   ilock  of 

Paramount  hitsYou  cannlavNOVy  / 



BIGWEEK-OKPHEUMThaft* 

CHICAGO 
Still  goiiv  'stiaai^ 

WEEK -FIGUEROA  Thea, 

'S  ANGELES- 
Still  going  strong! 

BIG  WEEKS  --  STILLMAN  Theatre 

j^EVELAND,  O. 
^^cld  over  by  public  demand! 

From  coast  to  coast  this  great 
picture  continues  to  smash  exist- 
ing records  regardless  of  conditions 

of  exhibition.  Nothing  can  stop  it 
anywhere !   Equally  as  impressive  as 
the  record-breaking  long  runs  which 
the  picture  has  commanded  is  the  list 

of  other  of  the  country’s  finest  thea- 
tres which  will  play  it  at  an  early 

date.  Watch  what  it  does  at  the 
Strand  in  New  York  and  Brooklyn, 
the  Metropolitan  in  Boston,  Circle  in 
Indianapolis,  Palace  in  Dallas,  Blue 
Mouse  in  Portland,  Victory  in  Salt 
Lake  City,  Rialto  in  Washington  and 
hundreds  of  other  big  bookings! 

JOHN 

BARK 
DOIOBE 

Eks— METROPOUTANThcaj 

\TTL3^  WASH. 
ia4Stiou£.  s^4^ce  elenmup! 

EEK -ST.  FRANCIS Thea. ndBl 

FRANCISCO SA 
Going  strooc  on-  Indenniie  rumJ 

k 



OSTELLO 

2 
BIG  WEEKS  —   RIALTO  Thm, 

PROVIDENCE, R.L 
Brake  a^l  records! 

A   WARNER  BROS. 
PRODUCTION 

10 
th  BIG  WEEK— WARNER 

NEW  YORK.' 
Still  going  s&pmr!  ̂ [*^2 

BIG  WEEKS-NATIONAL 

RICHMOND, 
111  house  and  BW  records! 

Bigweeks^ME 
UTANTHmu 

all  records! 

^   BIG  WEEK  -   STA 

PHILAD 
IleaJmg  into  4th  5 
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.011  ofeoiammof 
fpa€e  ^   fke  ac#ir#Wer 
(»  Bi^mir  TiMm,  Vmmt  Chso«k» 

WilliarnTTiiden 
(   Tennis  Champion  ) and 

Marjorie  Daw 
A   KNOCKOUT  melodrama  with  a   knockout  cast.  A   roar- 

ing action  picture  of  society  and  the  underworld,  with 

such  supporting  players  as  Ben  Alexander,  George  Hacka- 

thorne,  Edmund  Breese,  Walter  Long,  George  Marion,  Effie 

Shannon,  Hugh  Thompson  and  many  others.  By  all  means 

'get  this  one— "NOW  ! 
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“A  KNOCKOUT’’ 
“A  knockout.  It’s  won- 

derful. Thrills.  Mystery, 

Comedy.  If  you  don’t  see 
‘The  Bat’  you  are  robbing 
yourself  of  excellent  enter- 

tainment.” -DAILY  NEWS 

“Creepy  thrills  and  hearty 
laughs.  Interesting  and  ab- 

sorbing. Entertainment  that 
makes  movie -going  worth 
while.”  -MORNING  TELEGRAPH 

“THRILL-A-SECOND” 

“For  gorgeous  entertainment 
that  keeps  you  in  suspense 

and  thrills  see  ‘The  Bat’. 
Lights  flare  and  darken, 
Shadows  on  the  wall.  Secret 

passages.  Suspects.  Clews. 
And  the  audience  is  taken 
in.”  -EVE.  JOURNAL 

“A  thrilling  picture.  Shivers 

run  up  your  spine.” -EVE.  WORLD 

“A  picture  that  will  hold 
your  interest  from  the  first 

flicker  to  the  last.  Don’t  miss 
‘The  Bat’.”  -herald-tribune 

“You  will  enjoy  it  whether 
you  saw  the  play  or  whether 

you  didn’t!’  -eve.  post 

Sold  mdi\>idmally  ■ —   on  merit. 

UNITED  ARTISTS  CORPORATION 

'Mary  Pwlitford  Charles  Chaplin 

‘Douglas  ‘Tairhanhs  D.  W.  (gv'^jdh JossfiiM.Schmck  C7jairman..Bo(wi cf  Directors  MmmAhmms.Presidenl 
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11 

«   ‘   \ 

*V..  ̂  

“SPINE-CHILLING” 
“   ‘The  Bat’  is  both  entertain- 

ing and  exciting.  People  in 
the  theatre  #ere  distinctly 
ajfFected  by  the  spine-chilling 
episodes,  and  relieved  by  the 

comedy  interludes’.’  times 

“ELECTRIC” 
“If  you  enjoy  electric  enter- 

tainment, go  see  ‘The  Bat’. Our  teeth  rattled  like  a 
skeleton  on  the  roof  with  a 
cold  in  its  head.  We  are  going 

back  for  more.”  -telegram 

“   ‘The  Bat’  has  lost  none  of 
its  humor,  mystery,  or  thrills 
on  the  screen. -GRAPHIC 

“For  all  with  a   taste  for  a 
whooping  good  mystery 
story  let  me  recommend 
‘The  Bat’.”  -American 



JETIA  QOUDi 
screen') 

most  di)tinctb/e 

personality 



TWO  MORE  P.  D.  C. 
BOX  OFFICE  ACES 
that  hll  a   winning  hand  for  the 
big  showman! 

“PARIS  AT  MIDNIGHT** 
— a   swift-moving,  dramatic,  dar- 

ing revelation  of  modern  Paris 

at  its  most  dazzling  time. 

“WHISPERING  SMITH** 
—a  melodramatic  thunderbolt  of 

mystery,  thrills,  spills,  railroad 
wrecks!  The  greatest  railroad 
story  ever  himed. 

WSTBJBUTING  CORPORATION 
Foreign  nistributors  Produeers  International  Corporation  130  Wesf  4^th  Street  New  York,  N.  Y 
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at 
your 
service 

Qrand  ljukc  of 
Tdare^mliiy 

RICHARD 

One  NIGHT 
PATROL 

Let  DR.  F.  B.  O.  jazz  up  your 
Box  Office  with  stiff  shots  of 

Dick’s  melodramatic  sunshine! 

Now  available  to  splash  your 

screen  with  big  gobs  of  happi- 
ness: “THE  WALL  STREET 

WHIZ,”  “PRINCE  OF  PEP" 
and  “THE  BLUE  STREAK,” 
all  presenting  Mr.  Talmadge  at 
his  agile  best  1 

A   Richard  Talmadge  Production 
Presented  by  A.  Carlos 

Story  by  Frank  Howard  Clark 
Directed  by  Mason  Noel 

Distributed  by 

e 

ib 

156 
New 

0   Broad* 
York  City, 



March  27, 15 

Exclusive  Forei^a  DIrtrlbucor 
R-C.Exporc  Corooracloix ibbo  Broadway 

New  YorK 

PBO  Pictures  CIMfihL 

2!6Fttaina«v3ae  Berlin. 

Cenwuiy 

aC  twnrt  CBip. 

Eafla^ AodniiK  det  Hin  F&O 

09  Fttubou^^^taoR.  hm 
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I 
A   Mighty 

Picture 

NO. 

19 

For  Season  1926 — 1927 

William  Fox  presents 

DAVID  BELASCO’S  success 

THE  LI  LY 
The  Great  Dramatic  Triumph  by  Pierre  Wolff  and  Gaston  Leroux;  adapted  by  DAVID  BELASCO 

THE  DRAMATIC  SUCCESS  OF  TWO  CONTINENTS 

TO  BE  HUQE  PICTURE  SUCCESS  OF  THE  WORLD 

The  Lily  is  a   powerful 

story  of  human  passions! 

Of  a   marvelous  woman 

who  fought  to  obtain  for 

another  that  which  she 

craved  for  herself — but 

was  denied. 

It  moves  with  tremend- 

ous power!  It  grips  and 

controls!  It  sways  human 

emotions  at  will,  —   so 

strong,  so  real  is  its  story. 

great  cast  of  highlight 

new  season  list 

Fox  will  adapt  it  on  a   large  scale— with  a 
names  —   will  make  it  one  of  the  finest  on  the 

NEXT 

WEEK 

NO. 

20 
"n 

Tox  Film  Oarparatioru 
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Presents 

The  Outstanding  Leaders  of 

The  Short  Feature  Field 

HAMILTON  COMEDIES 

LUPINO  LANE  COMEDIES 

BOBBY  VERNON  COMEDIES 

WALTER  HIERS  COMEDIES 

JIMMIE  ADAMS  COMEDIES 

MERMAID  COMEDIES 

{Jack  White  Productio^ns) 

CHRISTIE  COMEDIES 
with  Billy  Dooley,  Neal  Burns, 

Jack  Duffy 

TUXEDO  COMEDIES 

with  Johnny  Arthur 

JUVENILE  COMEDIES 
with  *'Bi4  Boy” 

CAMEO  COMEDIES 

LYMAN  H.  HOWE’S 
HODGE-PODGE 

FELIX  THE  CAT  CARTOONS 

KINOGRAMS 

The  NEWS  REEL  Built  Like 

a   Newspaper 

And  Specials  such  as 

"MARIONETTES” 
with  Hope  Hampton 

The  Best  of  the  Old  and 

the  Best  of  the  New 

LLOYD  HAMILTON 
and 

LUPINO  LANE 

are  two  of  the  screen’s  foremost 
comedy  artists.  Hamilton  is  a 
veteran  whose  name  has  long 

been  a   sure-fire  attraction  at 

any  box-office.  Lane,  in  the  five 
months  since  his  first  comedy 

for  Educational  was  released, 

has  stepped  to  the  very  front 

rank  of  fun-makers. 





mih 

and 

FIRfT  NATIONAL'/  /ecI'e^  ipecial  - 
here  a^  la/ 1*  -   -   for  l^he  ̂lory  of  the 
/ci  een  -   -   for  the  ainazemeiit  of  the 

world  --one  year  in  the  making-- 

thou/and/  in  the  ca/t  —   mi  * "   ‘ 
than  every  other  picture  . 

Pmcntcdbii. .   .   RICHARD  A.  ROWLAND 

WrUten  fbr  fhc  icreen  bq ,   , .   JUN  RV  MATH  IJ" From  EDITH.  O'^HAUGHNEHV^  novei 

'VIENNESE  MEDLEY" 

CONWAYTEARLE 
ANNACiNILSiON 
and  a   cait  mdudmq  MAY  ALLHON,-  IAN 'KEITH 
JEAN  HERWOLT  W   LUCY  bEAU MONT 

dl  JUNE  MATHK      PtoducHon 

Directed  bq  .   -   .   ......  .   CURT.  REHFELD 

PfoamJonMtf^agsKMh-^  ROCKETT  .JOHN  BOYLE 

Art  0/^ec#or...E.J.  ^HULTCR„  film  feWor.  .GEORGE .   MeGUfREi 



WmS  APPARENT loiih 

M   A   R.Y 
AiTOR 

and 

LLOYD  i 
MUGME$ 
fcemrio  hu  LO I   ̂   LE  EjO  N 

directed  bij 

EDWIN  CAREWE 
A 

pi’d  K.hiirvn'vl  Pir4 

DRAMA  THAT  STEPS  HIGH  AND  FAST! Speed  ?   Hey  !   Hey  ! 



WEST 
TELl 

UNION 

*AM 

1   Cljm  aima maoL 

1   T*|«. 
to* 

WtlilM* tm 

mMLmrn St 
V   am  4   wm  M 

jsi 

SAM  SPRIKa 
NEWYORK  CITY 

ECLLXWOOD  CALIF 
MARCH  4   1926 

KIKI  BEST  PICTURE  HOmiA  EVER  IRCDUCED  HER 

CEARACTERIZATION  MARVELOUS  AM  VERY  PROUD  OP 

EER  WORK  STOP  THEI®  IS  EKOUOH  ENTERTAIKMEHT 

IK  PICTURE  FOR  THREE  PICTURES  ABSOLUTEDT 

CERTAIN  IT  WILL  BE  GREAT  BOX  OEFICE  SUCCESS 

YOU  KNOW'  I   DO  K®  E3CAG0SRATE  OK  QUALITY  OF 

MY  PICTURES  STOP  BEST  REGARDS 

JOE  SCHEKCK 
A   Hui  national  Picture 

All  of  wh means 

1 

Ronald  Golman 
ii  fhe  Frenchicfil-  box-oHice  aHracKon  ever  made 

P^resenred  by   |0}EPH  M.  iCMENOC, 
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HREE-FOURTHS  of  the  world’s  motion  picture 
X   audiences  are  children,  according  to  a   survey  of 

the  fan  mail  received  by  prominent  stars.  Fan  letters 

comprise  the  barometer  of  the  film  industry — ”   thus 
runs  a   recent  press  dispatch  from  Hollywood.  Two 

things  are  wrong  with  this  statement;  First,  it  is  valu- 

able ammunition  for  the  self-appointed  regulators  who 

want  to  confine  all  theatres  to  kindergarten  pictures; 

second,  it  is  absolutely  untrue. 

Let’s  analyze  the  people  of  two  small  town  communi- 
ties from  the  box  office  standpoint  and  see  what  we  find. 

Roughly  speaking,  ten  per  cent  of  the  populace  in 

these  territories  are  more  or  less  faithful  picture  fol- 

lowers; ninety  per  cent  are  indifferent  or  hostile  to  our 

branch  of  art.  Of  the  picture  lovers,  we  have  first  the 

fans,  God  bless  ’em,  the  faithful  few  who  are  camping 
on  the  doorstep  each  evening,  no  matter  what  the 

weather,  waiting  for  us  to  open.  They  enthuse  over  the 

good  pictures,  endure  the  poor  ones  without  protest, 

and  come  hack  bravely  for  more  punishment.  Second 

in  this  division  are  those  more  discriminating,  or 

economical,  or  something,  who  come  only  when  their 

favorite  star  or  story  is  showing.  They  are  more  critical 

than  the  true-hlue  fans,  much  given  to  asking  for  some 
particular  picture,  but  not  always  sure  to  attend  when 

that  picture  is  booked  for  them. 

Close  observation  for  a   period  of  years  shows  the 

genuine  fans  divided  in  age  as  follows:  Children  up  to 
12  years  old  (which  usually  means  fifteen  or  sixteen) 

ten  to  twelve  per  cent  of  the  average  audience.  This 
percentage  takes  a   jump  when  a   comedy  or  action  pic- 

ture is  advertised,  and  drops  close  to  zero  when  “Rich 

Men’s  Overcoats”  or  “Purple  Passion”  is  promised  on 
the  screen.  Add  another  ten  per  cent  for  adolescents, 
and  the  remainder  is  adults  from  21  to  90  and  upwards. 

«   *   • 

JUDGING  fans  by  fan  letters  is  just  about  as  accurate 
J   as  repealing  prohibition  by  a   straw  vote  of  boot- 

leggers. Looming  large  among  the  die-hards  who  are  on 

hand  every  time  we  change  the  bill  are  carpenters, 
blacksmiths,  farmers,  painters,  garage  men,  plumbers, 
hardware  men,  clothing  dealers,  bankers,  bakers,  butch- 

ers, restaurateurs,  jewelers,  section  hands,  ditchers,  day 
laborers,  and  the  wives  of  all  these.  None  of  these  hard- 

headed  business  men  or  horny-handed  sons  of  toil  would 

indite '   a   gob  of  slush  to  a   movie  star  any  sooner  than 
they  would  parade  Main  Street  wearing  only  a   brown 
derby  and  a   pair  of  spurs,  and  they  outnunier  ten  to 
one  the  impressionable  youngsters  who  write  the  fan 
letters. 

Of  those  outside  the  fold,  we  have  first  the  great  ma- 

jority who  say  frankly  that  they  don’t  care  a   dam  for 
pictures.  This  is  our  great  field  of  missionary  endeavor, 

for  there  is  always  a   sporting  chance  that  we  can  get 
them  started  and  make  fans  of  them. 

Lastly  we  have  always  with  us  the  small  but  trouble- 

some element  who  consider  motion  pictures  simply  as 

something  to  view  with  alarm,  and  the  theatre  as  the 

gilded  gateway  to  perdition.  Many  of  them  are  sincere. 

They  present  some  plausible  arguments,  calculated  to 

create  serious  prejudice  against  our  industry  in  the 

minds  of  unthinking  people.  Unfortunately  some  of 

their  most  effective  ammunition  is  furnished  by  tbe  in- 

dustry itself.  Stories  of  fabulous  salaries  for  players,  or 

wEd  yarns  about  their  private  lives,  lurid  titles  and  ad- 

vertising on  individual  pictures,  even  items  like  the  one 

quoted  above,  all  are  meat  and  drink  for  the  alarmists. 

♦   *   ♦ 

Excerpts  from  an  editorial  written  by  one  of  those who  believe  that  no  good  thing  can  come  out  of 

Hollywood : 

“We  have  been  wondering  whether  the  general  public 
are  good  censors.  A   large  percentage  of  the  people  like 

to  have  a   touch  of  the  spicy  and  suggestive.  If  you 

don’t  believe  it,  attend  a   dozen  picture  shows.  .   .   .   We 
wonder  what  the  children  are  getting  from  the  movies. 

It  is  safe  to  say  that  ninety  per  cent  of  them  know  the 

disgusting  details  of  the  Arbuckle  affair  and  other  re- 

cent scandals   Don’t  blame  Adams.  He  is  doing 
his  best  to  give  Mason  a   clean  show.  And  the  best  he 

can  show  is  not  up  to  our  idea  of  what  young  children 

should  see.” Interviewed  personally,  this  editor  stated  it  as  his 

belief  that  motion  picture  actors  were  a   bunch  of  de- 

generates and  moral  perverts,  and  that  their  beliefs  and 

lives  were  refiected,  in  some  degree,  in  all  of  their  pic- 

ture. Asked  to  name  some  picture  unfit  for  children, 

he  declared  that  “When  Knighthood  Was  In  Flower” 
had  a   very  indecent  bedroom  scene. 

How  may  we  deal  with  such  jaundiced  minds  as  this? 

We  must  impress  upon  them,  as  tactfully  as  possible, 

that  we  are  not  running  a   kindergarten,  or  a   nursery, 

but  a   place  for  adult  entertainment,  and,  no  more  than 

the  newspaper  which  broadcasts  the  details  of  the 

Arbuckle  story  and  scandals  in  other  walks  of  life,  are 

we  under  obligation  to  play  down  to  the  ten  year  old 

level  of  intelligence.  We  must  so  conduct  our  business 

as  to  give  them  the  least  possible  ground  for  criticism, 

but  fight  them  to  a   finish  when  their  tongues  and  pens 
run  wild. 

(During  the  absence  of  Martin  ],  Quigley  who 
is  abroad  a   series  of  articles  for  this  page  is  being 

written  by  a   group  of  leaders  in  various  branches 

of  the  motion  picture  industry.  'Next  week^s  article 
is  by  Elmer  R.  Pearson^  vice-president  and  general 
manager  of  Pathe  Exchanges,  Inc,) 
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Laemmle  Is  Called 

“Trust  Buster”  at 
20th  Year  Banquet 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

HOLLYWOOD,  March  23.— Carl 

Laemmle’s  20th  anniversary  banquet  was 
held  last  Thursday  night  at  the  Ambassa- 

dor Hotel.  About  450  guests  were  present. 
Henry  MacRea,  director  general  of  Uni- 

versal City,  was  toastmaster.  Seated  be- 
side the  guest  of  honor  were  his  son,  Carl 

Laemmle,  Jr.,  and  Rosabelle  Laemmle,  his 
daughter. 

Laemmle  was  the  recipient  of  many  tele- 
grams from  friends  in  New  York  and  gifts 

from  employes.  J.  Stuart  Blackton  paid 
him  tribute  and  characterized  him  as  the 

“trust  buster.”  Donald  Ogden  Stewart, 
author  and  humorist,  made  a   humorous 
address,  and  Fred  W.  Beetson,  represent- 

ing the  Motion  Picture  Producers  and  Dis- 
tributors Association  paid  him  honor. 

Others  who  addressed  the  gathering  were:  Joe 
Jackson.  Edwin  Carewe,  E.  B.  Butler,  Bert  Ly- 
tell,  Charles  Chaplin,  Hobart  Bosworth,  Louis 
B.  Mayer,  and  King  Baggott.  Several  enjoyable 

sketches  were  staged.  One  called,  “A  Day  With 
Mr.  Laemmle,”  being  particularly  funny.  Lynn 
Cowan,  song  writer,  composed  and  dedicated  sev- 

eral numbers  to  Mr.  Laemmle. 

Brophy  Sells  Last  Five  to 

R   &   R;  Wilcox  Merger 
With  Saenger  Effected 

Sale  by  L.  W.  Brophy  of  Muskogee, 
Okla.,  of  the  last  five  of  his  theatres  to 
Robb,  Rowley  and  Underwood  of  Dallas, 
Texas,  was  a   leading  item  in  nev/s  of 
theatre  acquistions  of  the  past  week.  An- 

other was  completion  of  a   merger  between 
the  Saenger  Amusement  Company  of  New 
Orleans,  and  Robert  Wilcox,  distributor  of 
pictures  in  Panama.  Vt/ilcox  is  president 
of  the  new  Wileex-Saenger  Company,  Inc., 
at  Colon,  and  E.  V.  Richards,  vice  presi- 

dent of  the  Saenger  organization,  is  vice 
president  and  general  manager. 

_   In  Canada,  B.  F.  Keith  Theatre  Corpora- 
tion of  New  York,  is  obtaining  complete 

possession  of  the  B.  F.  Keith’s  theatre  in 
Ottawa,  Ont,  April  5   as  a   result  of  a 
$537,000  sale.  United  Amusements  is 
building  its  tenth  theatre  in  Montreal. 

Plans  will  be  ready  within  a   month  for 
a   new  Lcew  house  in  Akron,  Ohio.  At 
Los  Angeles  the  Rialto  theatre,  one  of  the 
downtown  chain  controlled  by  Paramount, 
has  been  taken  over  by  J.  H.  Cohen  and 
M.  A.  StAulkin.  The  Palace  theatre  in 

Crown  Point,  Ind.,  owned  and  operated  for 
several  years  by  Gregory  Brothers,  has 
Men  leased  by  Jean  Bikos  of  Gary,  Ind. 
Nebraska  Theatres  Company,  composed  of 
World  Realty  Corporation  and  Epstein 
Brothers,  South  Omaha  showmen,  plans  to 
place  a   theatre  in  the  new  Masonic  Tem- 

ple to  be  built  at  Kearney,  Neb. 

Brisbane  Quotes  Zukor 
On  Improved  Conditions 
Arthur  Brisbane,  editorial  witer,  quotes 

Adolph  Zukor,  president  of  Famous  Play- 

®^S"|-®sky,  in  the  Chicago  Herald-Examiner 
of  March  20,  as  saying  general  conditions 
throughout  the  country  are  better  and  the 
improvement  is  greatest  in  rural  commun- ities. 

Mahan  Opens  Theatre 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

LOYALL.  KY.,  March  23.— A.  C.  Mahan 
has  just  opened  a   new  theatre  here. 

Ottawa  Exhibitors  Get  Unit 
of  Canadian  Retailers  Body 

Theatre  Managers  Branch  Formed — First  Move  of  New  Organ- 
ization Effects  Reduction  in  License  Fee  on  Illuminated 

Signs^ — Spread  to  U.  S.  Seen 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

OTTAWA,  ONT.,  March  23. — Formation  of  the  Ottawa  Theatre  Man- agers Branch  of  the  Retail  Merchants  Association  of  Canada  marks  an 
important  organized  step  for  the  benefit  of  exhibitors  in  Ottawa.  Theatre 
owners  here  are  of  the  opinion  they  have  started  a   movement  which  will 
oe  taken  up  m   many  pleading  cities  of  the  Dominion  and  in  the  United States. 

First  Affiliation  With  Retailers 

■   the  first  time  that  any  theatres  have  become  affiliated  with  the 
federation  in  Canada,  which  has  approximately  100,000 affiliated  members  from  Coast  to  Coast. 

The  nevy  move  is  not  in  opposition  to 
the  M.  P.  T.  O.  or  any  other  exhibitor 
body  already  in  existence,  it  is  stated. 
Dealing  with  the  new  situation,  Manager 
J.  M.  Franklin  of  B.  F.  Keith’s  theatre, 
Ottawa,  pointed  out  that  previously  ex- 

hibitors had  been  largely  compelled  to 
work  locally  as  a   very  small  group,  as 
compared  with  other  business  interests, 
but  now  they  were  directly  allied  with 
many  trades  and  together  they  form  a 
real  power  in  legislative  and  community matters. 

Immediately  after  the  formation  of  the 
new  Ottavva  Theatre  Managers  Branch, 
a   deputation  representing  the  Retail 
Merchants  Association  waited  upon  the 
city  government  officials  with  a   request 
for  a   substantial  reduction  in  the  annual 
city  license  fee  on  theatre  illuminated 
signs,  which  ranged  from  $8  to  $15  a 
year.  The  result  was  that  the  delegation 
got  what  it  went  after,  the  annual  fee 
being  reduced  to  the  nominal  sum  of  $1. 

Ben.  Stapleton,  proprietor  of  the  Cen- 
tre theatre  and  one  of  the  oldest  exhib- 

itors in  Eastern  Canada,  was  elected 
president  of  Ottawa  Branch;  Manager 

Franklin  of  Keith’s  was  named  vice- 
president  and  Leonard  Bishop,  manager 
of  the  Regent,  secretary.  The  members 
include  James  T.  Moxley,  manager  of 
the  Imperial;  A.  Donaghy,  manager  of 
the  Francais  theatre;  A.  H.  Coplan, 
owner  of  the  Princess;  W.  H.  Maynard 
of  the  Columbia;  Herbert  Benson,  Fern 

theatre,  and  P.  J.  Nolan  of  the  Rex  the- 
atre, Ottawa. 

Upshaw  Admits  He*s  Paid 
For  Prohibition  Speeches 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

WASHINGTON,  March  23.— Congress- 
man W.  D.  Upshaw,  father  of  the  bill  for 

federal  censorship,  admitted  recently  that 
when  he  makes  prohibition  speeches  he  is 

paid  by  the  Anti-Saloon  League  of  Amer- 
ica. He  made  the  admission  in  answering 

a   charge  of  VI.  E.  Dunn,  Jr.,  secretary  of 
the  Metal  Trades  Association,  that  Upshaw 
left  Washington  to  make  probition  speeches 

at  times  when  national  issues  were  pend- 
ing in  Congress. 

Laws  to  Restrict  Film 
T rade  Not  to  Be  Made 

This  Year  Is  Report 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

LONDON,  March  23. — The  British  gov- 
ernment has  declared  that  legislation  will 

not  be  passed  to  aid  British  film  men,  pre- 
fering  to  let  private  initiative  develop  the 

industry  “for  another  year.” 
Lord  Ashfield,  who  controls  more  the- 

atres than  any  other  organization  in  Eng- 
land, opposes  plans  to  force  British  made 

films  upon  the  public. 

Business  Slacks  Only 

4   New  Companies  Form 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

ALBANY,  N.  Y.,  March  23.— Business 
was  rather  slack  in  New  York  state  last 

week  in  the  way  of  motion  picture  com- 
panies incorporating,  the  average  dropping 

to  less  than  one  a   day  during  the  week 
but  four  such  companies  filed  papers  with 

the  secretary  of  state.  These  were : 
Seaboard  Pictures  Corporation,  capitalized  at 

$60,000;  Merchandising  Advertising  Corporation, 
$20,000;  Avon-Syracuse,  Inc.,  Auburn;  Red  Seal 
Film  Exchanges,  Inc. 

Doyle  to  Visit  U.  S.  and  U.  A. 
NEW  YORK, — R.  R.  Doyle,  Australian  rep- 

resentative of  United  Artists,  has  sailed  for 
New  York. 

WHAT  EXHIBITORS  ARE  SAYING  ABOUT- 

EXHIBITORS  HERALD 
“The  HERALD  is  always  welcome  and  I   desire  to  say  that  it  is  a 

splendid  paper,  one  every  exhibitor  should  be  a   subscriber  to.” — A-  E. SHARER,  Globe  theatre,  Savannah,  Mo. 
¥   »   » 

“The  HERALD  has  been  a   life  saver  to  me  more  than  once.” — 
L.  R.  LEDOU,  Larabee  Opera  House,  Isabel,  Kans. 

¥   ¥   ¥ 

“I  have  recently  re-entered  the  picture  show  business,  purchased  the 
Cameo  theatre  here,  and  I   am  hastening  to  send  in  my  subscription  to 

the  HERALD,  I   couldn’t  think  of  trying  to  run  a   picture  show  with- 

out the  HERALD  every  week.” — H.  G.  CAMPBELL,  Cameo  theatre. 
Belton,  S,  C. 
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New  YORK. — Eddie  Hurley,  ubiquitous and  gregarious  clubman  just  in  from 

the  West  Coast,  looked  at  the  three  sheets 
in  front  of  the  Criterion  and  remarked 

that  that  Mary  Nostrum  is  a   handsome 

girl  .   .   .   Milton  Feld,  en  route  from  the 
Coast  to  the  Publix  convention,  stopped 

over  in  New  York  only  long  enough  to 

visit  Artie  Stebbins,  his  rival  in  pulchri- 
tude .   .   .   John  Flinn,  a   bottle  of  cough 

medicine  and  a   bunch  of  golf  clubs,  spent 

last  week  at  Pinehurst,  N.  C.,  and  says 

both  helped  . .   .   Harry  Millarde  sends  word 
Lorn  the  Coast  that  he  has  changed  his 

mind  about  not  making  any  more  pictures 

and  has  gone  to  work  for  Metro-Goldwyn- 
Mayer  .   .   .   Frank  Neivman,  Jr.,  son  of  his 

father,  is  now  John  Barry’s  right  hand 
man  at  the  Paramount  Theatre  Manager’s 
Training  School  .   .   .   Joseph  M.  Schenck 

was  laid  up  at  the  Plaza  last  w'eek  with  a 
bad  cold  but  had  a   good  nurse  and  was  out 

in  a   couple  of  days  .   .   .   Irvmg  Lesser  has 
added  the  Strand  at  Rockrille  Center  to  his 

chain  of  theatres  which  now  number  four 

with  several  more  in  the  offing 

Shauer,  foreign  manager  for  Paramount, 

arrived  from  abroad  last  week,  Carl  P. 

York  and  Herman  Wobber  being  fellow 

passengers  .   .   .   Sam  Taylor,  now  an  M-G-M 
director,  arrived  Sunday  from  the  Coast 

and  expects  to  remain  here  a   couple  of 
weeks  .   .   .   Al  Rockett  is  among  the  grippe 

absentees,  being  laid  up  for  the  past  week 
.   .   .   Lon  Burman,  Philadelphia  live  wire 

independent,  paid  his  usual  Friday  film 

buying  trip  to  New  York  and  bought  a 

lot  of  short  features  for  which  type  of 

product  he  savs  exhibitors  are  getting 

keener  every  day  .   .   .   Nat  Rothsiein  has 
been  laid  up  with  a   bad  cold  which  he 

asserts  is  neither  grippe  nor  influenza — just 
a   cold  .   .   .   Joe  Reddy,  here  with  Harold 

Lloyd,  is  getting  so  thin  that  he  was  re- 

cently compelled  to  buy  a   complete  set  of 

new  scenery  of  a   size  larger  than  any  he 

had  ever  worn  .   .   .   Budd  Rogers,  sales 
manager  of  Lumas  Films,  left  last  week 

on  a   Midwest  trip  .   .   .   Arthur  Leslie  is 

out  with  a   list  of  1,001  newspaper  men  he 
knows  and  says  Karl  Kitchen  is  two  of 

them  •   •   .   Laurance  Baron,  well  known  in 

the  short  feature  field,  has  been  made  man- 
ager of  the  new  Cranfield  &   Clarke  New 

York  exchange  .   .   .   Joe  Burger,  heavy- 
weight cane  carrying  champion  of  P.  D.  C. 

has  gone  into  training  for  the  first  annual 
dance  of  the  Jazzbo  club  at  the  Astor  next 

Friday  night  .   .   .   C.  L.  "Bill  Yearsley  at- 
tended the  Publix  convention  at  Atlantic 

City,  defying  any  visiting  theatre  manager 
to  start  an  argument  with  him  about  Nell 

Gwyn  .   .   .   Watty  Rothacker  is  expected  to 
arrive  in  New  York  next  week  from  a 

Mediterranean  cruise  and  we’re  hoping  he 
left  our  boss  going  good  in  Egypt  .   .   . 
Lon  Young  says  even  if  he  did  get  out 

the  finest  production  book  of-  the  .year  he 

has  to  go  on  working  just  the  same  .   .   . 

Frank  Tuttle,  Gloria  Swanson's  director, 
is  laid  up  with  influenza  at  his  home  in 

Connecticut  and  Lezvis  Milestone  is  finish- 

ing the  job. 
— SPARGO. 

Hines  on  Panama  Trip 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK.  March  23.— W.  W.  Hines, 

general  sales  manager  of  United  Artists, 
is  on  a   sea  voyage  to  Panama. 

“The  Bat” 
A   Roland  West 

Production for 

United  Artists 

Release 

Left: 

Jewel  Carmen 

Right: 
Louise  Fa.zenda 

“The  Bat”  as  a   picture  handled  by  United  Artists  began  its  Broadway 
premiere  March  14.  True  to  expectations  the  thousands  of  people 

who  had  seen  the  stage  play  were  eager  to  see  the  treatment  of  the 

well  known  puzzle  plot  in  cinema  form.  A   special  advertising  cam- 
paign was  carried  on  in.  New  York  prior  to  the  opening.  For  the 

opening  of  the  cam- 

paign a   pictorial  lay- 
out from  the  exploi- 

tation book  showed 

the  “man  bat”  design 
with  the  message 
“It’s  coming  this 

Sunday  I”  Two  days 
before  the  opening 

another  pictorial  lay- 
o   u   t   reminded  the 

public  of  the  time, 

“This  Sunday,”  and 

the  place,  “The  Mark 

Strand.” 

Left: 

Robert  McKim 

Right: 
Eddie  Gribbon 

Below:  Scene 

from  the  picture  in 

which  Gribbon  ap- 

pears as  a   detec- 
tive. 
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Public  to  Save 
$3,000,000  by 
Cut  in  Ticket  Tax 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

WASHINGTON,  D.  C.,  March  Zl— 
Collections  from  the  admission  and  dues 
tax  will  total  $30,000,000  for  the  current 
fiscal  year,  which  ends  June  30,  next,  it 
is  estimated  by  the  treasury  department,  ac- 

cording to  figures  fiurnished  Representa- 
tive Hawley  of  Oregon,  a   member  of  the 

House  committee  on  ways  and  means,  by 
Undersecretary  of  the  Treasury  Winston. 
During  the  fiscal  year  1927,  however, 

taxes  from  admissions  and  dues,  it  is  esti- 
mated, will  amount  to  but  $24,000,000.  It 

is  estimated  that  the  increase  in  exemption 
from  SO  to  75  cents,  which  becomes  effec- 

tive after  midnight  on  March  28,  will  save 
the  public  the  remaining  three  months  of 
the  current  fiscal  year,  approximately 
$3,000,000.  The  reduction  during  the  fiscal 
year  1927  will  be  $9,000,000,  as  compared 
with  the  amount  which  would  have  been 
collected  during  the  current  fiscal  year 
under  a   continuance  of  the  old  exemption, 
the  department  making  allowance  Lr  an 
expected  increase  in  business. 

W,  Allen,  H,  Decker, 
A,  Gaudet  Are  in 

New  F,  B,  O.  Positions 
(SpccTal  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

TORONTO,  ONT.,  March  23. — General 
Manager  P.  C.  Taylor  of  F.  B.  O.,  an- 

nounces the  following  changes  in  the 
Canadian  organization : 
W.  E.  Allen,  former  manager  of  the 

Montreal  branch,  is  manager  of  the  local 
branch. 

Harry  Decker,  former  manager  of  the 
St.  John,  N.  B.,  branch,  has  been  trans- 

ferred to  Montreal  to  succeed  Allen. 
Alfred  L.  Gaudet,  who  formerly  held  a 

managerial  position  with  the  F.  G.  Spencer 
Theatrical  Enterprises,  has  been  placed  in 
charge  of  the  St.  John  branch. 

Hays  Group  in  Accord 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

ST.  LOUIS,  March  23. — A   letter  from 
the  Motion  Picture  Producers  and  Distrib- 

utors of  America  through  Jason  S.  Joy  to 
the  newly  formed  Civic  Union  here  states 
that  the  organization  is  heartily  in  sym- 

pathy with  the  St.  Louis  group’s  aim  to 
correct  undesirable  elements  in  the  film  in- 
dustry. 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

PHILADELPHIA,  March  23.  — The 
Fhdadelphia  Arbitration  Board  awarded 
b.  Epstein  the  rebate  of  rentals  on  pictures 
that  had  been  shown  in  other  theatres  in 

Violation  of  his  contract  by  the  board’s  de- 
cision last  week  in  the  case  against  Pro- 
ducers’ Distributing  Corporation. 

Gambiner  Is  Victim  in 

Nathan  Gumbiner,  of  Gumbiner  Broth- 
firs,  who  own  a   chain  of  Chicago  houses, 
was  held  up  and  robbed  of  $497  March  21. 
It  Was  receipts  of  the  Commodore  theatre. 

Hollywood. —   Cecile  B.  De  Mille  has 
>Sned  Elinor  Faire  to  a   long-term  contract,  it 
as  been  announced.  Miss  Faire  recently  coni- 

Pieted  the  feminine  lead  in  "The  Volga  B’oatman.” 

U   Sales  Forces  to  Hear  of 
Bonus  Plan  at  Chicago  Meet 

Three-Day  Gathering  Opening  March  25  Is  Third  in  Series  of 
Five  Regional  Meetings — Exchanges  to  Get  5   Per  Cent 

Commission  on  Years’  Business  Gain 

Carl  Laenmile’s  plan  to  inaugurate  a   profit  sharing  plan  by  which  5   per  cent bonus  or  commission  will  be  paid,  to  each  exchange  on  the  increased 
revenue  for  the  coming  3''ear,  will  be  explained  at  the  regional  sales  con- 

vention which  opens  Thursday,  March  25.  at  the  Drake  hotel,  Chicago. 
Five  Regional  Conventions  Listed 

This  three-day  gathering  is  the  third  o’f  a   series  of  five  regional  con- 
ventions in  which  Universal  is  launching  the  “Greater  Movie  List,”  the 

corporation’s  1926-27  product.  Lou  B.  Metzger,  sales  director  of  the 
Western  division,  has  charge  of  the  meeting,  which  will  be  attended  by 
branch  managers,  salesmen,  exploiteers  and  accessoiy  men  from  eleven 
Universal  exchanges  in  the  Middlewest  and  Canada. 

The  first  convention  was  held  in  New 
York  March  19  to  21 ;   the  second  brought 
the  home  office  contingent  to  Detroit  for 
three  days  starting  March  22.  The  others 
will  be  at  New  Orleans  March  29  to  31, 
and  at  Los  Angeles  for  three  days  to  be 
announced  later. 

Metzger  to  Give  Sales  Talks 

The  first  day  of  the  Chicago  convention 
will  be  taken  up  with  general  sales  talks 

by  Metzger  and  other  home  office  execu- 
tives. Besides  Metzger  the  home  office 

groups  includes  Earl  Kramer,  director  of 
the  Eastern  division;  Ralph  Williams, 
Southern  division;  Julius  Singer,  short 
features  salesmanager;  Joseph  Friedman, 
salesmanager  for  Denny  productions  r   Abe 
Stern  of  Stern  Brothers  Comedies;  Nat 

Rothstein,  special  manager  for  “The  Flam- 
ing Frontier,”  and  Dave  Bader,  manager 

of  advertising  accessories. 
On  Thursday  afternoon  the  assembled 

salesmen  will  sit  in  on  preview  showings 
of  various  Universal  pictures  for  next 

year,  including  “The  Flaming  Frontier,” 
“The  Midnight  Sun,”  “Poker  Faces”  and 
some  of  the  short  features,  among  them 
several  of  the  new  Buster  Brown  com- 

edies. Friday’s  meeting  will  be  devoted  to 
detailed  talks  by  the  executives  on  the 
several  brands  of  new  product  and  to  a 
complete  digest  of  the  new  profit  sharing 
plan.  There  will  also  be  other  previews 

on  that  day.  Saturday’s  session  will  con- 
sist chiefly  of  individual  and  group  con- 

ferences. The  program  also  calls  for  sev- 
eral official  luncheons,  a   dinner  and  other 

entertainment. 

Among  those  scheduled  to  attend  are : 
W.  Brumberg,  A.  Astrachan,  M.  Rosenberg,  J. 

Schuster,  J.  St.  Clair,  W.  Baker,  R.  Funk.  B. 

Eisenberg,  Mr.  O’Connell,  M.  Dunas  and  B.  God- 
shaw  from  Chicago;  George  Levine,  M.  Lavin, 
Wm.  Tracy,  J.  Camp,  1.  Nielson  and  Mrs.  Ann 
McMurdy  from  Milwaukee;  Phil  Dunas,  J.  Jacob.s, 

I.  Schlank,  M.  Ross,  J.  C.  Woolf,  G.  Turner, 
F.  Eisenberg  and  G.  Lemonoff,  from  Minneapolis; 
Mannie  Gottlieb,  B.  Naylor,  G.  Ross,  B.  Abrams, 
H.  Cass  and  Fred  Walters  from  Des  Moines; 

H.  Chapman  and  M.  Thompson  from  Sioux  Falls; 

H.  Lefiioltz,  B.  Greenblatt,  H.  Craig,  A.  Sey- 
mour and  W.  M.  Miller  from  Omaha;  L.  Gold- 

hammer,  F.  Kraemer,  D.  Martin,  J.  Rafferty,  S. 

Rose,  J.  O’Neill  and  C.  T.  Charack  from  St. 
Louis;  H.  Taylor,  T.  Taylor,  M.  C.  Brodsky, 

W.  Haynes,  S.  W.  Kidd,  J.  Dodson,  J.  Rosen- 
berg, C,  Reynolds,  L.  Nathanson  and  R.  C. 

Gary  from  Kansas  City;  George  Law  and  H. 
Swartz  from  Winnipeg;  F.  Vaughan  from  Calgary, 
and  H.  Scott  from  Vancouver. 

At  the  New  York  regional  convention 
it  was  announced  that  the  profit  sharing 
plan  will  be  based  on  a   comparison  of  the 
increased  revenue  of  the  12-month  period 
from  May  9,  1926,  to  May  7,  1927,  over 
the  period  from  May  6,  1925,  to  May  8. 
1926.  Vicepresident  R.  H.  Cohrane  of 
Universal  was  among  the  speakers,  as  were 
E.  H.  Goldstein,  treasurer;  Joe  Weil,  di- 

rector of  exploitation;  George  Brown,  di- 

rector of  advertising:  and  E.  D.  Leishman, 
auditor  general. 
Among  those  attending  were : 
New  York  Exchange:  W.  C.  Herrmann,  D. 

Brill,  L.  Kutinsky,  L.  Abrams,  J.  Friedman,  H. 
Furst,  L.  Levy,  B.  Price,  D.  Rappaport,  E.  Rosen- 

baum, J.  Weinberg,  P.  Winnick,  J.  Denton,  H. 
Richland,  S.  Kusiel,  J.  Meyers,  J.  Liggett,  J. 
Hartman,  and  N.  Goldberg.  Philadelphia:  S.  Witt- 
man,  Dave  Miller,  Mike  Sliulman,  Nat  Levy, 
Ray  Smith,  E.  H.  Ginsburg,  S.  Friedman,  VVm. 
Doyle,  John  Gill  and  Al  Feinman.  Washington: 
M.  Van  Praag,  N.  Sauber,  H.  H.  Milstein,  Leo 
Garner,  Al  Garner,  A.  Jacobson,  L.  Schram  and 
Leo  Stephens.  Albany:  H.  C.  Bissell,  R,  Smith, 
Fred  Duffy,  and  Al  Herman.  New  Haven:  Mor- 

ris Joseph,  J.  Leighton,  Geo.  Rosenbaum,  R.  C. 
Wood  and  F.  C.  Moynihan.  Toronto:  Clair 

Hague,  Leo  Devaney,  J.  Davidson,  F.  Gilbert, 
M.  Wilkes  and  H.  Law.  Montreal:  D.  Leduc 

and  H.  N.  Hooper.  St.  John:  W.  A.  Sault. 
Boston:  Harry  Asher,  M.  E.  Morey,  Samuel 
Grant,  Wm.  P.  Kelly,  Jack  Davis,  John  Curran 
and  Ray  Curran. 

Laura  LaPlante,  Universal  star  attended 
the  first  session.  The  salesmen  were  guests 
of  Mr.  Laemmie  at  the  Earl  Carroll  thea- 

tre the  night  of  March  20. 

Bookers  and  Managers 

To  Attend  F-N  Sessions 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  Mach  23. — Bookers  as 
well  as  branch  managers  will  attend  the 
First  National  regional  conventions  to  be 
held  this  spring,  according  to  the  latest 
decision  of  the  sales  cabinet  which  is  com- 

pleting plans.  A.  W.  Smith,  Jr.,  Eastern 
salesmanager,  will  conduct  the  New  York 
convention  starting  April  26.  Messrs. 
Ned  Depinet,  Western  salesmanager,  and 
Ned  E.  Depinet,  Southern  salesmanager, 
will  preside  in  Chicago  at  the  meetings 
opening  April  30,  after  which  Mr.  Martin 
will  go  to  Los  Angeles  for  the  gatherings 
starting  May  6. 

Eucational  Regionals 

At  Chicago,  Denver,  N.  Y. 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

DENVER,  COL.,  March  23. — Annouce- 
ment  has  just  been  made  by  Mr.  A.  P. 

Archer,  local  branch  manager  for  Edu- 
cational Film  Exchange,  Inc.,  that  Denver 

has  been  selected  for  the  holding  of  one 

of  Educational's  three  regional  convent- 
lions.  The  Denver  meeting  will  be  April 
19  and  20.  The  others  will  be  in  Chicago 
and  New  York. 

Burkey  Carries  Film 
Case  to  Supreme  Court 

(Speaal  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

KANSAS  CITY,  Mo.,  March  23.— W. 
O.  Burkey,  owner  of  the  Admiral  theatre, 
has  taken  his  case  against  the  Joint  Board 

of  Arbitration  to  the  Supreme  Court  fol- 
lowing a   decision  rendered  in  the  circuit 

court  this  week  for  a   non-suit. 
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“Box  Office  Record”  to  Be 
Published  in  April 

**Equipment  Index’*  Combined  tvith  ‘^^Record” — Exhibitors  Awaiting 
Date  of  Publication — Box  Office  Winners  of  1925  Included 

at-  I   AHE  Box  Office  Record  and  Equipment  Index”  will  be  mailed  to 
I   readers  of  “Exhibitors  Herald”  early  in  April.  Combining  of  the 
A   equipment  manual  with  the  “Herald’s”  semi-annual  extension  of 

“What  the  Picture  Did  For  Me”  marks  a   new  era  in  trade  journalism. 
UE  to  the  sensational  increase  in 

^   exhibitor  reports  to  the  Herald  dur- 
ing the  past  six  months,  the  Spring -1926 

Box  Office  Record  will  cover  the  field  of 

available  picture  product  more  completely 
and  effectively  than  any  previous  number. 

Every  attraction  played  by  theatres  during 
the  six  months  period  will  be  represented 

in  reports  from  all  sections  of  the  country 
definitely  fixing  its  commercial  value. 

Inquiries  Answered 

Inquiries  from  exhibitors  in  all  parts  of 
the  United  States  and  Canada  are  answered 

in  this  announcement.  No  publication  de- 

voted to  the  motion  picture  industry  is  so 

eagerly  awaited  as  the  Record,  exhibitors 

holding  playdates  for  program  attractions 

which  it  shows  to  possess  special  dra\ving 

power  and  withholding  bookings  on  high 
priced  specials  which  it  frequently  proves 

to  be  worth  no  more  than  program  pic- 
tures at  the  box  office. 

All  classes  of  product  are  covered  in  the 

Record.  Long  features  are  represented  by 

from  six  to  fifty  reports.  Short  features 

are  covered  thoroughly,  the  Herald^s  re- 
port department  in  its  weekly  issues  con- 

taining more  reports  on  short  features 

alone  than  competing  department  published 

in  all.  AH  pictures  are  listed  alphabetically 

and  complete  information  concerning  per- 

sonnel of  cast,  footage,  etc.,  is  given. 

1925  Winners  Included 

Due  to  the  great  demand  for  copies  of 

the  Herald's  1925  Holiday  Number,  con- 
taining the  list  of  104  “Biggest  Money 

Makers  of  1925,”  a   demand  which  the  pub- 
lishing company  has  not  been  able  to  sup- 

ply, this  information  will  be  published  com- 

plete in  the  Record,  together  with  informa- 
tion of  importance  in  connection  therewith. 

The  Herald’s  list  of  “Biggest  Money 
Makers  of  1925,”  compiled  by  exhibitors  in 
all  parts  of  the  world  in  reply  to  a   special 
questionnaire,  has  been  established  as  the 

final  authority  in  the  industry.  Trade  and 
general  publications  on  the  American  con- 

tinent and  abroad  have  accepted  it  as  the 

standard  of  picture  values. 

“Eqmpment  Index”  Added 

Addition  to  the  Record  of  the  “Equip- 
ment Index,”  compiled  by  the  editorial  staff 

of  “Better  Theatres,”  is  a   signal  step  for- 
ward. In  this  section  of  the  Record  will 

be  given  a   complete  manual  of  theatre  op- 
eration. Just  as  the  Record  has  made  it 

possible  for  newcomers  in  the  exhibition 

field  to  book  paying  attractions  from  the 

first,  so  will  the  “Equipment  Index”  make 
it  possible  to  cope  with  all  problems  of 

theatre  construction,  equipment  and  opera- tion. 

With  the  expansion  of  the  report  sec- 

tion and  incorporation  of  the  “^uipment 
Index”  the  Spring  Number  of  the  Record 
will  double  bulk  and  service  simultaneously. 

Already  established  as  the  standard  guide 
to  picture  booking,  it  now  takes  an  even 

more  important  place  among  the  business 
books  of  the  theatre. 

F.  P.-L  Announces 

$S^718flS3  Profits 
tor  Twelve  Months 

(Special  to  Exhxbitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  March  23. — Famous  Play- 
ers-Lasky  Corporation  in  its  consolidated 
statement  of  assets  and  liabilities,  just  is- 

sued, reports  net  profits  of  $5,718,053.85  for 
the  twelve  months  ending  December  26, 

1925.  _   This  includes  the  earnings  of  all 
subsidiary  companies. 

For  the  nine  months  to  September  26, 

1925,  net  profits  were  $3,459,862.90,  and  for 

the  three  months  to  December  26,  ̂,258,- 
190.95.  All  these  figures  were  tabulated 
after  deductions  for  federal  income  and 
other  taxes  had  been  made. 

After  payments  of  dividends  on  pre- 
ferred stock  were  made,  the  earnings 

enumerated  above  amounted  to  $18.39  a 
share  on  275,102  shares  of  common  stock, 

the  average  number  of  shares  outstand- 
ing during  the  year. 

The 

Classified 
Ads 

Are 
on 

Page  88 

De  Mille  Plans  to 

Put  $10,000,000 

in  Year’s  Product 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

HOLLYWOOD,  March  23.— Plans  for 
the  expenditure  of  $10,000,000  in  picture 

production  and  $500,000  on  improvements 
were  announced  upon  the  return  of  Cecil 

B.  DeMille  from  New  York  last  Thursday. 

William  DeMille  has  signed  a   long  term' contract  to  direct  pictures  for  the  DeMille 

studios  and  Metropolitan  plant  on  Santa 
Alonica  boulevard,  it  was  also  disclosed. 
He  has  completed  his  final  production  for 

Famous  Players-Lasky,  and  left  last  Fri- 

day for  New  York  on  a   pleasure  trip. 
Metropolitan  studio  will  make  40  pictures 

during  the  year,  Cecil  DeMille  announced. 
He  will  direct  but  one  himself.  William 

DeMille’s  first  P.  D.  C.  production  will  be 
“For  Alimony  Only,”  starring  Leatrice  Joy. 

Hospitality  of  Men 
from  Golden  State  is 

U nparalleled,  Woodhull 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  March  23.— R.  F.  Wood- 
hull,  president  of  M.  P.  T.  O.  A.  states 
in  the  current  issue  of  the  official  bulletin 

that  the  reason  for  the  7th  annual  con- 
vention being  in  Los  Angeles  is  that  the 

California  men  are  unparalleled  for  hos- 
pitality, and  their  organization  spirit  is 

strong. 

Special  Coach  to  Take 

Showmen  to  Joplin  Meet 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

KANSAS  CITY,  March  23. — A   special 
railway  coach  will  carry  Missouri  and 
Kansas  exhibitors  to  the  annual  M.  P.  T. 

O.  Kansas-Missouri  in  Joplin,  Mo.,  April 
20  and  21,  C.  E.  Cook,  business  manager 

of  that  organization,  announced  this  week. 

A   large  number  of  exhibitors  from  West- 
ern Missouri  and  Kansas  is  expected  to 

bring  the  attendance  to  more  than  250. 

Outlook  Bright  for  Bill 
to  Bar  Newsreel  Censor 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

ALBANY,  N.  Y.,  March  23.— The  senate 
finance  committee  of  the  New  York  state 

legislature  has  decided  to  report  out  of 

committee  the  Webb-Davison  bill  exempt- 
ing news  reels  from  the  provisions  of 

censorship  in  this  state.  Governor  Smith 
will  sign  the  bill. 

Kelly  to  Start  Trip  to 

T ell  of  Contact  System 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  March  23.— E.  Thorntown 
Kelly,  head  of  the  contract  bureau,  M.  P- 
T.  0.,  will  leave  New  York  within  a   few 

da3's  ffir  a   trip  into  Oklahoma  and  Louisi- 
ana, where  he  will  call  special  meetings  to 

inform  them  of  the  progress  of  his  depart- 
ment. 

Iowan  First  to  Join 

Woodhull’s  ^^Speakers^^ 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  March  23.  — Harold 
Barnes  of  the  Rialto  theatre,  Burlington, 

la.,  is  the  first  exhibitor  to  respond  to 

President  R.  F.  Woodhull’s  invitation  to 

enter  his  “speakers’  bureau”  inaugurated 
recently  by  the  M.  P.  T.  O. 
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^aTposiZV  7oin  Tdk  Is  Bunk, 

Shapiro  at  u.  A   ,   Convention 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald)  Eniphasizes  Theatre  Betterment  for  Service  of  Patrons  and 

NEW  YORK,  March  23. — Since  joining 
United  Artists  as  director  of  advertising 
and  publicity,  Victor  Shapiro  has  decided 

on  making  a   number  of  changes  in  his  or- 

ganization. One  of  the  most  important 
of  these  was  announced  Saturday  when  the 

information  was  given  out  that  Shapiro 
had  secured  the  services  of  Bruce  Gallup, 
generally  conceded  to  be  one  of  the  clever- 

est men  in  the  industry  in  his  line  of  work, 
and  that  Gallup  would  take  charge  of 
United  Artists  advertising  on  April  1. 

Gallup  is  at  present  handling  advertising 
for  Fox  Film  Corporation,  having  been 
there  several  months.  He  had  been  several 

years  with  First  National. 

Gallup  is  a   graduate  of  a   thorough 
schooling  in  advertising  on  newspapers  and 

advertising  agencies  and  is  generally  recog- 
nized as  an  expert  in  the  preparation  of 

advertising  copy. 
No  announcement  has  been  made  as  to 

his  successor  in  fhe  Fox  organization. 

Schmertz  in  Fox  Post; 

Mochrie  Up  with  P-D-C 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

ALBANY,  N.  Y.,  March  23. — More 

changes  took  place  last  week  along  Film 
Row,  than  during  any  single  week  in  the 
last  three  or  four  years. 

Isadore  Schmertz,  of  New  York  city,  succeeded 
James  Dermody  as  manager  of  the  Fox  ex- 

change. Dermody  remains  in  the  Fox  Organiza- 
tion. Robert  Mochrie,  manager  of  the  Pro-Dis-Co 

exchange,  was  promoted  to  the  management  of 
the  Pittsburgh  exchange,  and  has  been  succeeded 
here  by  Fred  Horn.  Herman  Stern,  local  man- 

ager for  F.  B.  O.,  resigned  and  his  successor 
has  not  been  named.  Harry  Seed  of  New  York 
came  during  the  week  and  assumed  charge  of 
Warner  brothers  exchange. 

Lieber  Foresees  Growth 

in  Foreign  Markets 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

INDIANAPOLIS,  March  23.  —   Home 
now  from  a   trip  abroad  and  from  a   visit  in 
New  York,  Robert  Lieber,  president  of 
First  National  Pic- 

tures, Inc.,  de- 
clared that  al- 

though American 
film  production  is 
far  ahead  of  any 
other  country  it 
will  soon  have 

England  and  Ger- 

many as  competi- 
tors in  a   reason- 

able degree. 

Lieber  spent  sev- 
eral months  dur- 

ing the  summer 
and  autumn  of 
1925  in  Europe  Rcberi  Uebop 
analyzing  condi- 

hons  of  the  film  industry.  Upon  his  re- 
turn he  was  actively  interested  in  the 

negotiations  of  First  National  for  the  new 
studio  site  in  Burbank,  near  Hollywood. 

Writers  Health  Improves 
-   (Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

LOS  ANGELES,  March  23.— It  has 
r^orted  that  the  condition  of 

ouella  Parson,  motion  picture  editor  and 
writer,  is  much  improved. 

xrr^-r^‘  Contract  Extended 
Cecil  B.  De  Mille  has  exer- 

the  option  he  held  on  the  services  of  Leatrice 
extended  her  contract  for  a   long 

,   Miss  Joy  has  just  completed  her  role  in 
"Tk  and  will  soon  begin  work  on 
the  Clinging  Vine." 

Greater  Revenue  for  Owners — ^200  Attending  Managers 
Presented  with  $1,000  Life  Insurance  Policies 

NEW  YORK,  March  23. — The  much  circulated  and  largely  believed 
story  that  Publix  Theatres  Corporation  was  formed  for  the  purpose  of 
corralling  the  motion  picture  theatres  of  the  country  is  but  a   fairy  tale  to 
scare  children  and  exhibitors,  according  to  Sam  Katz,  at  the  first  annual 
convention  of  that  organization  in  Atlantic  City  last  week. 

Forget  Monopoly  Talk,  Says  Katz 

He  didn’t  say  this  in  so  many  words  but  that  was  what  tlie  200  or  more 
theatre  managers  and  a   lot  of  other  guests  at  the  convention  gathered 
from  two  talks  of  the  president  of  Publix. 

What  Mr.  Katz  made  clear  to  the  man- 
agers was  that  Publix  did  not  now  and 

never  would  seek  a   monopoly  of  the  the- 
atre situation  of  the  country.  He  said; 

"Forget  all  this  talk  of  monopoly.  Never 
will  we  have  as  many  as  10  per  cent  of  the 

theatres  of  this  country." 
Urges  Theatre  Betterment 

Most  of  Mr.  Katz’  talk  to  the  managers 
present  was  along  the  lines  of  theatre  bet- 

terment, both  for  the  patrons  in  the  mat- 
ter of  service  and  to  the  owners  in  the  mat- 

ter of  obtaining  greater  revenues.  He 

spent  little  time  on  the  rumors  of  monop- 
olization, passing  them  off  as  ridiculous. 

The  sessions  opened  Tuesday  and  closed 

Thursday  night  with  a   banquet  which  was 
attended  by  nearly  all  Paramount  officials 
and  a   number  of  invited  guests  selected 

from  among  the  executives  of  the  other 

big  companies. 
A.  M.  Botsford,  director  of  advertising 

and  publicity,  presided  at  all  the  general 
sessions.  The  welcoming  address  was  made 

by  Harold  B.  Franklin,  vice-president.  Mr. 

Katz’s  opening  address  followed,  after 
which  there  were  constructive  talks  by  L. 

E.  Schneider  on  “Personnel,”  John  F. 

Barry  on  "The  Managers  Training  School" 
and  Fred  Metzler  on  “The  Theatre  Man- 

ager as  a   Business  Man.”  Tuesday  after- 
noon’s session  was  turned  over  to  the  buy- 

ing and  booking  department,  headed  by 

Sam  Demhow,  Jr.,  and  the  department  of 

theatre  management  which  is  under  the  su- 
pervision of  Harry  Marx. 

Advertising,  exploitation  and  publicity 

Trampe  and  Kuehn  Heroically 
Save  An  Audience 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

MILWAUKEE,  March  23.— 
Panic  and  destruction  were  averted 

at  the  Alhambra  Thursday,  by  the 

fearlessness  of  Herman  Trampe, 

operator,  and  the  quick  maneuver- 
ing of  Rudolph  Kuehn,  house  man- 

ager. When  one  of  the  big  pro- 
jection machines  defaulted  and 

set  the  him  on  hre,  Trampe 

heroically  smothered  the  flaming 

celluloid  with  his  bare  hands,  sus- 

taining painful  burns  but  success- 
fully preventing  the  destruction  of 

the  entire  roll  of  him  and  the  pos- 
sible devastation  of  the  entire  pro- 

jection room.  After  the  reflection 
of  the  flames  had  been  momentarily 

flashed  on  the  screen,  Kuehn  im- 
mediately signaled  the  ushers  to 

go  through  the  routine  they  had 

been  taught  for  just  such  emergen- 
cies and  with  very  few  exceptions 

the  audience  was  quietly  kept  in 
the  seats. 

were  discussed  at  the  Wednesday  morning 

session  by  Mr.  Botsford  and  the  members 
of  his  staff,  and  following  this  discussion 

the  general  convention  sessions  were  ad- 
journed until  Thursday  afternoon  when 

Dr.  Emanuel  Stem  discussed  "Welfare” ; 
Counsellor  Austin  Keough  explained  the 

significance  of  Publix  from  the  legal  stand- 
point, and  Arthur  Swanson,  of  Swanson  & 

Ogilvie,  business  engineers  of  Chicago,  de- 
livered an  address  on  business  organization. 

Following  a   few  brief  remarks  by  Mr. 

Franklin,  Mr.  Katz  then  delivered  his  clos- 
ing address,  at  the  conclusion  of  which  on 

behalf  of  the  corporation,  he  presented 

each  of  the  representatives  from  the  field 
with  a   life  insurance  policy  of  $1,000. 

By  far  the  most  constructive  work  of  the 
convention  was  done  in  the  sectional  meet- 

ings which  started  Wednesday  afternoon 
and  continued  through  that  evening  and 

Thursday  morning.  The  convention  was 

divided  into  five  sections  and  the  problems 
of  the  units  of  the  various  districts  were 
discussed  in  detail  with  the  home  office 

executives,  who  passed  from  one  group  to 

another.  Each  group  from  the  home  office 

spent  two  hours  in  each  divisional  meeting. 
The  convention  closed  with  a   banquet 

Thursday  evening,  at  which  Mr.  Botsford 
presided  as  toastmaster  and  brief  addresses 

were  made  by  Mr.  Katz,  Mr.  Franklin, 

Adolph  Zukor,  Jesse  L.  Lasky,  Robert  T. 
Kane  and  Felix  Feist. 

Censor  Condemns  Eight 

Films  of  1587  Viewed, 

268  Deletions  Made 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

EDMONTON,  ALTA.,  March  23.— A 
report  of  the  chief  censor  for  Alberfa 
shows  that  of  1,587  pictures  passed  on 

eight  were  condemned ;   268  deletions  were 

made.  One  feature  was  banned  not  be- 
cause of  the  story  but  because  of  the  poor 

condition  of  the  film. 

Solans^  Replies  on  T ax 
Law  Indicate  Optimism 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  March  23.— Optimism  is 
indicated  this  week  relative  to  the  music 

tax  situation,  it  was  announced  at  the  na- 
tional headquarters  of  the  M.  P.  T.  0., 

following  receipt  of  replies  from  congres- 
sional representatives  to  the  petitions  of 

state  units  of  the  organization. 

Campbell  Buys  Cameo 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

BELTON,  S.  C,  March  23. — H.  G.  Camp- 
liell  has  reentered  the  exhibitor  field  and 

is  now  operating  the  Cameo  theatre  here. 
Mr.  Campbell  formerly  operated  the 
Amuzu  of  Belton. 
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Three  Added  to  Ad  and  Publicity 
Staff  of  Warner  Brothers 

Qerety  Handles  Trade  Paper  and  I\ational  Advertising;  Gerhard, 

Theatre  Publicity  and  Ads,  C.  J.  Smith  Other  Publicity 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

New  YORK,  March  23. — Three  new  appointments  have  just  been made  by  Watt  L.  Parker  to  the  advertising  and  publicity  depart- 
ment of  Warner  Brothers  at  the  home  office.  Thomas  W.  Gerety 

will  handle  trade  paper  and  national  advertising;  George  Gerhard  will  do 

theatre  publicity  and  advertising,  and  trade  paper  and  other  publicity 

will  be  in  the  hnds  of  Chester  J.  Smith. 

All  three  men  are  experts  in  their  lines. 

Gerety,  who  succeeds  Matt  Taylor,  recently 

resigned,  was  for  nearly  four  years  assist- 
ant advertising  manager  of  Universal  and 

later  advertising  manager.  Gerhard  was 
motion  picture  reviewer  and  columnist  on 
the  New  York  Evening  World.  Smith  was 

for  three  years  on  the  editorial  staff  of 
Motion  Picture  News. 

Only  four  productions  remain  on  the 

current  schedule  at  Warner  Brothers' 
Coast  studio,  according  to  word  from  Jack 
L.  Warner,  production  chief.  These  are 

“The  Passionate  Quest,"  “Broken  Hearts 

of  Hollywood.”  "The  Social  Highwayman,” 
and  “The  Footloose  Widow.”  They  are 
to  go  into  work  soon. 

“The  Passionate  Quest,”  from  the  E. 
Phillips  Oppenheim  story,  is  scheduled  to 

go  into  production  April  8,  under  tlie  di- 
rection of  J.  Stuart  Blackton.  William 

Beaudine  will  direct  “The  Social  High- 
wayman.” “The  Footloose  Widow”  is  an 

adaptation  from  a   story  by  Beatrice  Bur- 
ton. Neely  Edwards  and  Arthur  Hoyt  al- 
ready have  been  assigned  to  the  cast.  John 

Barrymore  and  Lowell  Sherman  will  be  in 

“Broken  Hearts  of  Hollj^vood,”  which  will 
be  a   special  feature. 

“The  Sea  Beast”  closes  its  12  weeks  rec- 
ord pre-release  engagement  at  Warners 

theatre  here  April  3   and  starts  at  the  Mark 

Strand,  April  11.  Rin-Tin-Tin  in  "The 
Night  Cry”  opens  at  the  Warners,  April 
4,  and  the  dog  star  will  appear  in  person. 

Newman  to  Aid  Clarke 

at  M-G-M  Studios 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

HOLLYWOOD,  March  23.— E.  De  B. 
Newman,  former  general  manager  of  the 

Mary  Pickford  company,  has  been  en- 
gaged as  assistant  to  Victor  H.  Clarke, 

manager  of  studio  operation  at  Metro- 
Goldwyn-Mayer,  according  to  announce- 

ment by  Louis  B.  Mayer. 

A.E,  Star  in  Chicago 

Peggy  Hopkins  Joyce,  star  of  Associated 
Exhibitors,  was  in  Chicago  March  22  en 
route  to  New  York  where  a   story  is  to  be 
selected  for  her  next  vehicle.  Two  stories 

are  bought  and  are  under  consideration. 
She  may  sail  for  Europe  soon. 

Howard  Rogers  to  Write  for  F.  P. 
LOS  ANGELES.  —   Howard  Emmett  Rogers, 

author  of  many  sketches,  revue  skits  and  musical 
comedy  books,  has  been  added  to  the  scenario 
staff  of  Famous  Players-Lasky. 

Sam  Taylor,  Director  Who  Climbed 
to  Top  in  Six  Years,  Visits  Chicago 

Makes  First  Trip  Back  East  Since  Going-  to  California — to  Attend 

Premiere  of  Lloyd’s  ' 
CIX  years  ago,  Sam  Taylor,  a   young  and 

^   promising  director,  passed  through 
Chicago  on  his  way  to  California  after 

spending  most  of  his  24  years  in  New 

York  City.  Saturday,  March  20,  he  passed 
through  Chicago  on  the  first  visit  back 
East. 

In  six  years,  he  had  climbed  to  a   place 

at  the  top  of  his  profession.  Associating 

himself  with  Harold  Lloyd,  he  had  gone 
steadily  forward.  He  has  seen  the  last 

two  pictures  he  directed,  “Girl  Shy”  and 
“The  Freshman,”  take  their  place  among 
the  great  successes  of  all  times.  And  in 

the  East,  he  will  attend  the  premiere  of 

“For  Heaven’s  Sake,”  the  new  Lloyd  which 
Taylor  finished  just  before  leaving  the 
West  Coast. 

Incidentally,  Taylor  carried  in  his  pocket 

a   contract  with  Metro-Goldwyn  Mayer  call- 

ing for  a   series  of  Sam  Taylor  produc- 
tions and  while  East  will  confer  with 

Metro  officials  over  the  selection  of  story 

and  cast  for  his  first  picture. 

“And  how  the  Herald  has  grown  in  the 

same  six  years,”  exclaimed  Taylor  after 
being  greeted  at  the  Exhibitors  Herald 

home  office  and  congratulated  on  his  prog- 
ress. The  offices  occupied  by  the  Herald 

when  Taylor  went  to  California  six  years 

ago  would  not  house  the  editorial  depart- 
ment alone  today. 

“Funny,”  said  Taylor.  "When  I   plunged 

‘For  Heaven’s  Sake” 

SAM  TAYLOR 

into  my  work  on  the  West  Coast  six  years 

ago,  the  Herald  was  considered  the  small- 
est of  the  nationals,  I   knew  you  were 

growing  but  I   was  astounded  a   year  ago 

when  people  informed  me  you  were  way 

out  in  front.  It’s  a   remarkable  record  and 

you  certainly  are  entitled  to  congratula- 

tions.” 

Reopen  2   Urbana 
Houses  Following 
Loss  of  Licenses 

Two  Urbana  theatres  that  suffered  re- 

vocation of  licenses  March  14  reopened 
March  17  and  in  Golden,  Col.,  the  same 

week  W.  M.  McFMland  of  the  Gem  thea- 
tre was  found  not  guilty  of  Sunday  viola- 

tions by  a   jury  on  its  sixth  ballot. An  election  on  Sunday  openings  will  be 

held  in  Urbana  April  20,  which  ends  a 

more  than  seven  months’  struggle  of  the 
theatremen. 
The  case  in  Golden  was  tried  before  a 

magistrate  after  numerous  threats  had 

been  issued  to  the  theatre  owners  by  min- 
isters. 

Lankford  Quiz  Shows 
Effect  of  Propaganda 

in  U.  S,,  Says  Editorial 
Attacking  the  Lankford  bill  for  Sunday 

closing  in  the  District  of  Columbia,  the 

Peoria  (III-)  Transcript  in  ah  editorial 

article  says  that  “to  the  thoughtful  the 
controversy  is  only  another  illustration  of 
the  extent  to  which  the  nation  will  go  in 

considering  trivial  matters,  and  how  readily 
this  form  of  government  lends  itself  to 

propaganda.  No  city  council  would  tolerate 

such  lengthy  hearings.” “The  thoughtful  will  also  wonder  if  this 
tempest  in  a   teapot  is  not  resulting  in  fos- 

tering a   dubious  public  attitude  toward 

movies,”  the  editorial  adds. 

Federal  Action  Hinted 

Against  Combination  to 
Control  Sales  of  Plays 

WASHINGTON,  D.  C,  March  23.— 
Federal  action  was  indicated  unofficially 

today  by  several  government  officers  as  a 
result  of  an  agreement  between  New  York 

theatrical  managers  and  the  Dramatists 
Guild  whereby  hereafter  all  motion  picture 

rights  to  plays  by  members  of  the  guild 
will  be  sold  by  one  man,  to  be  elected  by 

a   two-thirds  vote  of  the  Producing  Man- 
agers Association  and  the  guild. 

Several  federal  officials  declared  the 

agreement  smacked  of  a   combination  in 
restraint  of  trade. 

Keyes  at  Chicago  in 

Taylor  Death  Inquiry 

Asa  Keyes,  district  attorney  of  L^s 

Angeles,  who  is  conducting  a   nationwide 
inquiry  into  the  unsolved  murder  of 
William  Desmond  Taylor,  director,  in  1922, 

arrived  in  Chicago  Tuesday  to  confer  with 
State’s  Attorney  Robert  E.  Crowe. 

Hatches  Work  Increases 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  March  23.— S.  W.  Hatdi, 
in  charge  of  distribution  and  franchise 
matters  in  the  First  National  distribution 

department,  has  also  assumed  responsibili- 
ties in  connection  with  selling  in  the  open 

market.  In  connection  with  his  added 

duties  Hatch  will  work  in  close  contact with  the  sales  cabinet. 

Commends  F,  B,  O.  Film 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

WINNIPEG,  March  23.— Mayor  R.  H- 

Webb  recently  stated  in  a   letter  to  Col. 
Newcomen  of  the  F.  B.  0.  exchange  here 
that  “The  Last  Edition”  is  beneficial  to 

the  public  because  it  portrays  the  routine  ol 
civic  government. 
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E.  C.  King  Named  Manager  of 
F.  B.  O.  Studio  in  Hollywood 

Head  of  Paramount  Long  Island  Studio  Engaged  by  Kennedy 
for  Similar  Post — Film  Booking  Gents  Rights  to  Two Series  of  H.  C.  Witwer  Stories 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NilW  YORK,  March  23.— Edwin  C.  King  has  resigned  as  general  man- 
^   studio  in  Long  Island  to  accept  a   similar  position 

with  hilm  Booking  Offices  at  its  Hollywood  studio,  starting  April  1.  En- 
gagement of  Mr.  King,  who  has  held  the  Paramount  position  for  four 

was  completed  recently  by  Joseph  P.  Kennedy,  new  chairman  of 
the  h.  B.  Q.  board,  just  before  the  latter  left  for  Hollywood. 

Two  Witwer  Series  Obtained 

F.  B.  O.  also  announced  last  week  that  it  had  obtained  exclusive  rights 
^   two  series  of  short  stories  by  H.  C   Witwer,  humorist,  for  1926-27. These  will  be  made  into  two  series  of  twelve  featurettes,  the  first  beino- 

ready  for  release  early  in  the  coming  season.  ^ 

EDWIN  C.  KING 

Inspiration  Plans 

$12,000,000  for 
2   Years  Product 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

HOLLYWOOD,  March  23. — Inspiration 
Pictures  which  has  heretofore  produced 

most  of  its  pictures  in  the  East  will  trans- 
fer its  activities  to  Holljavood,  according 

to  J.  Boyce  Smith,  vice  president  and  gen- 
eral manager  of  the  company.  The  com- 

pany plans  to  expend  $12,000,000  in  the 
production  of  new  pictures  here  in  the 
next  two  years. 

“Director  Sidney  Olcott  and  Richard 
Barthelmess  induced  us  to  come  here  for  a 

trial,"  said  Mr.  Smith.  “I  expect  to  make 
my  future  home  here  and  my  New  York 

home  is  for  sale.” 

“Mr.  Walter  Camp,  Jr.,  our  president, 

will  arrive  in  a   few  days.” 

Goldhammer  Honored  by 

60  Exhibitors  Upon  His 
Selection  for  U   Post 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

ST.  LOUIS,  March  23. — Sixty  exhibitors 
paid  tribute  to  L.  E.  (Nicky)  Goldhammer 

who  was  recently  named  manager  for  Uni- 
versal in  this  district,  March  18.  Joseph 

Mogler  acted  as  toastmaster. 
Other  speakers  included  George  Skouras,  Fred 

Wehrenberg,  Oscar  Lehr,  Joe  Blowitz,  William 
Reeves,  John  Karzin,  Tommy  James,  Maury  and 
Louis  Stahl,  Frank  Speros  and  Mrs.  Bessie 
Friedland  Schuler.  Among  other  exhibitors  pres- 

ent were:  Joe  Litvag,  Joe  Horwitz,  Sam  Steve 

^d  J.  Kaiman,  Jack  Camp,  Harry  Worack,  Jim 
Drake,  Charles  Goldman,  Maury  Richmann,  Elmer 
Sedin,  J.  Lukin,  J.  Calhoun,  Chris  Efthim  and 
Jake  Leventhal. 

Canadian  Cities  Adopt 

Summer  Time^  Proposal (Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

OTTAWA,  ONT.,  March  23.— The  pro- 
posal for  daylight  saving  has  been  adopted 

m   Ottawa,  Toronto  and  other  cities  of 
Eastern  Canada. 

Chinese  Company  Forms 
(Special  from  Commerce  Department) 

WASHINGTON,  D.  C..  March  23.— The 

motion  picture  department  of  the  commer- 
cial  press  of  Shanghai  has  become  known 
as  Kuo  Kwang  Moving  Picture  Company 
with  a   capital  of  $150,000. 

Honor  Stanley  Hand 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  March  23. — As  a   tribute  to 

their  chief,  Stanley  Hand,  the  local  ex- 
change of  First  National,  has  designated 

April  11  week  as  "Stanley  Hand  Week.” 

The  first  of  the  new  series  will  be  under 

the  general  title  of  “Bill  Grimm’s  Pro- 
gress.” The  second  series  will  be  called 

"Wisecrackers,”  and  will  be  taken  from 
the  Witwer  stories  appearing  in  the  Cos- 

mopolitan. The  stories  of  the  first  series 

are  running  in  Collier's  Weekly. 
Gertrude  Short,  who  recently  was  placed 

under  a   long  term  contract,  will  be  starred 
in  the  two  series.  Featured  with  her  will 
be  A1  Cooke  and  Kit  Guard,  who  appeared 

in  “Fighting  Blood,”  “The  Adventures  of 
Mazie”  and  other  featurettes  in  which  Al- 

berta Vaughn  starred.  Before  starting  in 
the  short  features,  however,  Miss  Short 

will  appear  opposite  Creighton  Hale  on  “A 
Poor  Girl’s  Romance.”  from  the  Laura 
Jean  Libbey  novel,  which  will  be  a   Gold 
Bond  production. 

Production  Policy  Expanded 

In  obtaining  the  services  of  Mr.  King 
as  the  head  of  its  production  department, 

F.  B.  O.  makes  another  step  forward  in 

carrying  out  its  plans  for  production  on 

a   large  scale.  Mr.  King's  entire  motion 
picture  career  has  been  spent  with  Famous 

Players-Lasky.  For  nearly  three  years  he 
was  in  the  New  York  offices  as  assistant 

to  Jesse  L.  Lasky  and  four  years  ago 
became  general  manager  of  the  Eastern 
studio.  He  is  considered  one  of  the  ablest 

men  in  the  production  end.  He  was  the 

direct  means  of  contact  between  Mr.  Lasky 

and  the  personnel  of  the  studio.  Mr.  King 
was  born  in  Chicago  and  was  educated  as 
an  architect  and  engineer. 

The  new  studio  manager  will  be  in  Hoi- 

Near  Half  of  Norway 
Houses  Publicly  Owned 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

WASHINGTON.  D.  C.,  March 

23. — At  the  close  of  1925  there 

were  252  picture  theatres  in  op- 
eration in  Norway,  of  which  118 

were  publicly  owned  while  134 
were  privately  owned,  states 
Commercial  Attache  H.  Sorenson, 

Copenhagen,  in  a   report  to  the 
Department  of  Commerce. 

The  118  publicly  owned  theatres 

reported  a   gross  income  of  ap- 
proximately 12,755.000  crowns 

during  1925  while  the  gross  in- 

come of  the  privately  owned  es- 
tablishments was  said  to  be  only 

approximately  1,660,000  crowns, 
making  the  total  gross  income  of 
Norwegian  theatres  during  the 

year  14,415,000  crowns. 

lywood  April  1   for  the  opening  of  the 
F.  B.  O.  sales  convention  which  will  close 

April  3.  Mr.  Kennedy  is  now  in  Holly- 
wood conferring  on  production  details 

with  J.  1.  Schnitzer,  vicepresident  in  charge 

of  production. 

A.  E.  House  Organ 

Called  “Manpower,  ” 
Finney  in  Charge 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  March  23. — Associated 
Exhibitors  has  named  its  newly  established 
house  organ  M.  P.  the  letters  which  Oscar 
Price  states  stand  for  both  Motion  Pictures 
and  Man  Power. 

The  primary  purpose  of  the  publication 
IS  to  foster  a   spirit  of  cooperation  rivalry 
within  the  sales  organization.  Edward 

Finney  has  been  placed  in  charge  of  Man- 
power under  the  supervision  of  General 

Sales  Manager  E.  J.  Smith. 

Oklahoma  T erritory  Has 

Many  Theatre  Changes 
(Special  to  Exliibilors  Herald) 

OKLAHOMA  CITY,  March  23.— The- 
atre transactions  here  in  the  past  week  in- 

clude the  following : 
The  Afton  theatre,  Miami,  has  been  bought  by 

L.  H.  Luckett;  Fred  L.  Berry  has  bought  the 
theatre  at  Buffalo,  Okla. ;   the  Palace  and  Joy 
theatres  at  DeQueen,  Ark.,  have  been  purchased 

by  M.  J.  Pruninski  and  M.  A.  Lightman;  Uie 
Ozark  theatre  at  Berryville,  Ark.,  has  been 

bought  by  H.  E.  Rush;  the  Rialto  has  been 
bought  by  J.  M.  Wise  at  Claude,  Tex.;  the 
Palace  theatre,  Pearsall  Okla.,  has  been  bought 

by  P.  A.  Hable. 

Big  U   Employes  Form 
Social  Organization 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  March  23. — Employes  of 
the  Big  U   film  exchange  have  organized 

the  Big  U   Employes  Association  here. 
Officers  are:  Jacob  Hartman,  president:  Charles 

Fallis,  vicepresident;  Olga  Kornfield,  secretary, 
Etta  Skillowitz,  financial  secretary;  Harry  Tissot, 
treasurer:  Walter  J.  Bernard,  collector.  On  the 
board  of  directors  are  Harry  Furst,  Dotty  Kap- 

lan, George  Brosseau,  Theresa  Pekelncr,  J.  Hart- 
man, Walter  J.  Bernard,  Harry  M.  Davis,  Marion 

Jlcad,  and  the  committee  on  by-laws  is  of  the 
following:  J.  Hartman,  Leo  Abrams,  Charles 
Fallis,  Nat  Goldberg. 

Green  Arrived  at  Metro 

NEW  YORK,  March  23— Howard  Green  of 

the  vaudeville  team,  Hockey  and  Green,  noted 
for  their  writing  and  producing  of  vaudeville  acts 
with  gag  backgrounds  has  arrived  to  work 
as  a   comedy  construction  man  at  the  Metro 
studios. 
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Zoning  Methods  Explained  and 
Praised  at  Coast  Meet 

100  Exhibitors  and  Exchangemen  at  Board's  2nd  Annual  Gathering 
— Motley  H.  Flint  Among  Speakers — Laemmle  Sued  by  Staub 

By  RAY  MURRAY 

Hollywood,  March  23. — The  P'ilm  Exchange  Board  of  Trade held  its  second  annual  session  at  the  Biltmore  Hotel  last  Tuesday. 

One  hundred  exchange  managers,  exhibitors  and  film  salesmen 

attended.  The  principal  topic  of  discussion  was  the  zoning  system  of  sell- 
ing and  distributing  films. 

Michael  NARLIAN.  secretary  of the  board,  explained  in  detail  the 

zoning  and  clearance  department  now  in 
operation.  The  zoning  system  was  first 
introduced  in  the  Los  Angeles  territory 

as  an  experiment  in  September,  1923. 

Today  it  is  a   permanent  feature  of  the 
exchange  system,  and  every  exhibitor 
knows  just  how  soon  he  will  be  able  to 

play  a   picture  after  its  first  run  in  a 
downtown  theatre. 

The  zoning  committee  is  composed  of 
three  exhibitors  and  three  exchange  men, 

and  full  protection  is  assured  the  exhib- 
itor buying  film  in  this  territory. 

Haphazard  methods  of  distributing 
films  was  the  subject  of  discussion  also. 
The  board  is  now  working  on  a   plan 
to  centralize  the  distribution  and  picking 

up  of  all  films  in  this  territory.  Among 
the  speakers  were  Motley  H.  Flint,  W. 

S.  Wessling,  Charlie  Marley,  Carroll 

Peacock,  Elmer  Benjamin,  A.  B.  Lamb, 
Dave  Bershon  and  Harry  Lustig. 

Fire  Destroys  Old  Metro  Studio 

Fire  destroyed  the  old  Metro  studio 
at  Cahuenga  avenue  and  Willoughby 
street  last  Wednesday  noon,  and  four 

firemen  narrowly  escaped  death  when  the 

roof  and  walls  collapsed. 
*   * 

Laemmle  and  Compan/y  Sued 

Carl  Laemmle  and  Universal  Pictures 

Corporation  were  made  defendants  in  a 

suit  for  $150,000  damages  filed  in  the 
U.  S.  district  court  last  week  by  Ralph 

B.  Staub.  The  suit  charges  infringe- 

ment of  copyright  in  the  picture  known 

as  “Guess  Who?”  in  which  a   number  of 
film  celebrities  appear. 

»   *   * 

Barker  Maps  Out  Schedule 

An  active  year’s  work  has  been  mapped 
out  by  Reginald  Barker,  newly  elected 

president  of  the  Motion  Picture  Direc- 
tor’s Association.  The  next  meeting  will 

be  held  April  S.  Among  the  things  Bar- 
ker and  his  associates  are  advocating  is 

closer  co-operation  among  directors,  the 

artistic  phases  of  trick  and  color  photog- 
raphy and  novelty  lighting  effects. 

♦   ♦   ♦ 

A1  Santcll  has  been  signed  by  John 

McCormick,  general  manager  of  First 

National  Western  production  units,  un- 

der a   long  term  contract  through  ar- 
rangements with  E.  M.  Asher. 

Hollywood  has  a   new  costume  and 

property  house  at  6248  Santa  Monica 

Boulevard  known  as  “The  United  Cos- 

tumers. Inc.”  Directors  are  W.  W.  Ker- 
rigan, N.  E.  Walker,  N.  A.  R.  Spencer, 

Dan  Greenberg  and  H.  S.  McCaughy. 
Mr.  Kerrigan  is  business  manager. 

*   *   * 

James  P.  Hogan,  who  directed  “The 
Isle  of  Retribution”  for  F.  B.  O.,  is  now 
supervising  the  editing  of  his  picture. 

This  is  Hogan’s  fourth  production  since 
leaving  the  B.  P.  Schulberg  company 
last  fall. 

*   *   * 

Patsy  Ruth  Miller  has  been  chosen  by 
Ernst  Lubitsch  to  play  the  feminine  lead 

in  “Reveillon,”  which  went  into  produc- 
tion this  week  at  the  Warner  studio. 

♦   ♦   ♦ 

Lincoln  Stedman  has  been  assigned 

one  of  the  featured  roles  in  the  Wil- 

liard  T.  Lackeye  production,  “The  Warn- 
ing Signal,”  an  original  story  by  A.  V. 

Beranger  which  Charles  Hunt  is  direct- 
ing. Most  of  the  comedy  relief  of  this 

picture  will  be  played  by  Stedman. 
*   ♦   ♦ 

Blanche  Sweet,  who  is  recovering  from 

pneumonia,  has  gone  to  Mt.  Whitney  to 

spend  a   short  vacation. 

*   ♦   * 

Kennedy  Arrives  on  Coast 

Joseph  P.  Kennedy,  new  owner  of  the 

F.  B.  O.  Studios,  arriving  in  Los  An- 
geles last  week,  was  met  by  J.  I. 

Schnitzer,  vice-president  in  charge  of 

production,  A.  A.  Schmidt,  J.  G.  Haw'ks 
and  other  executives. 

*   ♦   ♦ 

Reeve  Presents  All  Star  Bill 

Arch  Reeve,  chairman  of  the  enter- 

tainment committee  at  the  Wampas’  last 
meeting,  presented  an  all  star  bill  for 
the  edification  of  the  publicists.  The 

following  addressed  the  boys  at  The 

Writer’s  Club: 
Richard  Barthcl/nesn,  Pirfil  National  stars  A.  Y. 

Tully,  editor  of  Los  Angolcs  Express;  R.  T.  Van 

Etliili,  city  editor  of  the  Examiner;  Frank  L.  New* 
man,  managing  director  of  Publlz  theatres ;   Ernst 

Vadja,  playwright;  Eugene  V.  Brewster,  editor  of 
Motion  Picture  magazine;  Major  M.  Moseley,  city 

olllrlal;  and  How.-ird  Dietz,  director  of  publicity 
M.C'M.  Ernest  Torrence  obliged  with  two  piano 

solos.  Vcme  Buck  ond  his  band,  Sally  Rand  and 

Danny  O'Shea  added  to  the  evening’s  entertainment. *   *   * 

J.  Stuart  Blackton  will  next  direct 

“The  Passionate  Quest”  for  Warner 
Brothers.  Marion  Constance  prepared 

the  continuity  from  E.  Phillips  Oppen- 
heim’s  story. 

♦   ♦   ♦ 

Sam  Jaffe  and  William  Griffith  have 

been  elevated  to  new  posts  at  the  Para- 
mount studio.  Griffith  has  been  named 

production  manager  for  the  units  han- 
dled by  Hector  Turnbull,  while  Jaffe  will 

F.  B.  O.  Company  Makes 
A   Hit  at  Big  Creek 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

BIG  CREEK,  CAL..  March  23. 

— An  article  in  an  unique  newspa- 

per printed  here,  "Murphys  Art 

Shop  News"  which  is  mimeo- 
graphed weekly,  comments  on  the 

recent  visit  of  the  company  mak- 

ing "Isle  of  Retribution"  there  as follows : 

"This  company  saved  the  day 
for  the  business  people  of  Big 

Creek  for  the  month  of  February 

will  never  be  forgotten.  We  wish 

and  hope  they  will  return,  winter 
or  summer,  it  makes  no  difference 

they  are  always  welcome." 

March  27,  1926 

act  in  the  same  capacity  for  the  units 

supervised  by  B.  P.  Schulberg. 
♦   *   ♦ 

The  mystery  of  the  lost  films  along 

Los  Angeles  film  row  has  been  solved. 
Three  youngsters  under  14  confessed 

stealing  features  and  cutting  them  to  250 
feet  for  miniature  projection  machines. 

*   *   ♦ 

John  Ince  will  produce  independently 
an  historical  picture  based  on  the  famous 

battle  between  the  Monitor  and  the  Mer- 

rimac  at  the  B'ine  Arts  Studio. *   «   « 

Harry  Langdon’s  next  First  National 

picture  will  be  called  “The  Yes  Man,” an  original  story  centering  around  a 

man’s  domestic  troubles. 
♦   *   * 

Carroll  Peacock,  Paramount  exchange 

manager,  left  Friday  for  the  big  conven- 
tion at  Atlantic  City. 

*   ♦   ♦ 

Bobby  Vernon,  Christie  comedian,  has 

gone  to  Honolulu  for  a   month’s  vacation. 

Case  Shows  Need 
for  Acceptance 
Clause  in  Contract 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

BOSTON,  March  23. — The  victory  of 
W.  V.  Hone  and  R.  A.  Flora,  exhibitors 
of  Maine  whose  cases  were  heard  by 

the  Board  of  Arbitration  here  against 

Paramount,  is  pointed  out  as  an  illus- 
tration of  the  need  for  the  acceptance 

clause  in  the  standard  exhibition  con- 
tract recently  championed  by  Joseph 

Seider,  business  manager  of-  the  exhib- 
itor organization.  The  statement  in 

which  the  cases  are  explained  appears 
in  the  March  15  issue  of  the  M.  P.  T.  0. 
bulletin. 

Both  exhibitors,  it  appears,  had  con- 

tracted for  39  pictures  after  which  alter- 
ations were  made  in  the  contracts  held 

by  the  exchange  but  not  by  the 
exhibitors. 

M-G-M  Signs  Haines, 

Lionel  Barrymore  and 

Gemier  on  Contracts 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

HOLLYWOOD,  March  23.  — Metro- 
Goldwyn-Mayer  last  week  announced  the 

signing  of  three  important  persons  to  the 
production  staff.  Lionel  Barrymore, 
brother  of  John  and  Ethel,  was  engaged 
to  begin  work  the  middle  of  April. 

Firmiii  Gemier,  French  actor  and  stage 

director,  will  make  his  first  appearance  in 

“The  Magician.”  William  Haines  has 

signed  to  play  for  Metro  under  a   long 
term  contract. 

Ginsberg-Kann  Book  of 

Product  Off  the  Press 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  March  23.— The  an- 
nouncement book  of  Ginsberg-Kann  Dis- 

tributing Corporation  for  the  season  of 
19^-27  is  now  off  the  presses.  It  is  a 

handsome  affair  in  gold,  red  and  black. 
The  cover  is  in  solid  gold  with  type  matter 

in  black.  Each  page  has  a   border  in  gold, 

carrying  the  slogan,  “Each  one  a   golden 
opportunity^’  at  the  bottom,  and  "Sterling 
Productions”  at  the  top. 

The  12  Sterling  Productions  listed  are,  Reginald 
Wright  Kaufman^s  “In  the  First  Degree,"  Ruth 
D’Agostino’s  “A  Woman’s  Heart,”  "Wolves  ol 
the  Air,”  “Tongues  of  Scandal/’  William  Wallace 

Cook’s  “Red  Signals,”  “The  Cruel  Truth,”  “Her 
Next  Step,”  "Unknown  Treasures,”  "Closefl Gates,”  “Men  of  the  Night,”  “She’s  My  Baby, 

and  "Bankrupt.” 
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film  News 
PICTORIAL  SECTION Stories  Told 

in 

Pictures 
of  Exhibitors  Herald 

by 

the  Camera 
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Antonio  Moreno  in  uniform  for  his  part  opposite 

Marion  Davies  in  “Beverly  of  Graastark/'  which 
is  a   Cosmopolitan  production  for  Metro-Gold- 

wyn-Mayer.  it  was  directed  by  Sidney  FrankUn. 

Roy  D’Arcy  has  an  important  role. 

“The  Bigger  and  Better”  bouquet.  It  was  presented  to  George  W.  Weeks, 

Paramount’s  general  manager  of  distribution,  upon  his  arrival  on  the 
Coast  by  Hector  Turnbull  and  B.  P.  Schulberg,  associate  producers,  and 

Milton  E.  Hoffman,  executive  manager  of  the  HoEywood  studio.  L.  to  r. 

— Harry  Ross,  Bogart  Rogers,  Weeks,  Arch  Reeve,  and  William  Frazer. 

Norma  Shearer  with  her  family.  The  party  went  to  ̂   San 

Francisco  for  the  opening  of  Miss  Shearer’s  picture,  “The 
Devil’s  Circus.”  L,  to  r, — Mrs,  Ward,  sister  of  Norma, 

Norma’s  father.  Miss  Shearer  and  her  mother,  behind 
whom  is  J.  Robert  Rubin,  vicepresident  amd  general 
counsel  of  M-G-M. 

Barbara  Luddy,  who  has 

been  signed  to  a   three  year 

contract  by  Fox  Film  Cor- 

poration to  play  in  impor- 
tant roles. 

Olive  Borden  appears  in 

one  of  the  important  roles 

in  “Fig  Leaves,”  which  is 
directed  by  Howard  Hawks. 

It  is  a   Fox  production. 
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Ethel  Shannon’s  recent  rise  in  popularity  has  been  noted  by the  demand  voiced  by  producers  for  her.  She  recently 
signed  a   contract  with  Sam  Sax  for  a   five»year  period  in 
Gotham  pictures.  Her  last  picture  for  the  company  is 
“The  Speed  Limit,”  her  next  is  “The  Cherry  Tree.” 

Tom  Santschi,  who  is  known  as  the  “veteran  fighter”  of  the 
screen,  portrays  one  of  the  leading  roles  in  Fox  Film  Cor- 

poration’s film  story  of  early  Western  pioneering,  “3  Bad 
Men.”  Tom  has  the  role  of  Bull  Stanley,  chief  of  the  ras- cally  trio*  John  Ford  directed  the  picture. 

England  Buck  who  i^  00^  f   boarded  a   liner  Saturday.  March  20,  for 

papermen  in“rodu^^  him^o  oL  ?   Western  stars  was  given  an  appropriate  welcome  in  Chicago  when  news- 

The  pho?o  at  Ufi  !hows  hhn  ?,L  t   ^ho  immediately  lent  him  a   “boss”  for  a   little  canter  before  luncheon. 

befor^th^^r^departtroV^re  2?^  cttr^''^ 
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“Say,  Lady,  that  ain’t  no  fish!”  Max,  Colleen  Moore’s  St. 
Bernard  deg,  informs  Colleen  that  she  can’t  fool  him. 

Anyhow,  Mao;  has  been  watching  the  pond  for  a   number 

of  weeks  and  knows  this  pond  had  nothing  but  gold  fish 

in  it.  Colleen  is  now  making  ‘^Klla  Cinders,”  for  F.  N. 

“In  Trouble”  should  be  the  title  of  this  photograph.  George 

Sidney  and  Charlie  Murray,  a   couple  of  “Sweet  Daddies,” 

in  M.  C.  Levee’s  First  NationaJ  production  of  the  same  name 

which  was  formerly  called  “Molasses"  have  apparently  done 
something  to  provoke  the  arm  of  the  law. 

Harry  Warner,  president  of  Warner  Brothers  Pictures,  Inc.,  may  be  seen  in  center  (rear)  of  the  above  photo  at  the  luncheon 

given  by  him  for  the  representatives  of  the  English  press  at  the  Savoy  hotel,  London.  His  speech  in  which  he  outlined  plans 

®f  Warners  to  produce  in  Europe  has  brought  forth  much  editorial  comment.  Warner  has  now  returned  to  Hollywood  after 

assigning  Gus  Schlesinger  to  the  Berlin  office.  Returning  with  him  a   few  days  agp  from  England  was  Motley  H.  Flint. 
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Entrance  to  new  administration  build- 

ing on  Fox  property  in  Hollywood. 

Photo  directly  below  shows  office  of 

newly  rebuilt  Fox  studios  which  re- 

sembles a   hotel  lobby. 

An  artistic  entrance  graces  the  new 
Fox  Films  building. 

Photo  at  extreme  bottom  shows  an- 

other corner  of  the  Fox  Rims  studio lobby. 

Note  a   lady  attendant  to  show  visitors 

about.  (Lobby  of  the  new  building.) 

A   portion  shown  of  the  beautiful  grill 
work  gales  and  uniformed  attendant. 
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Shots  Made  by 

“Herald^^ Camera  in 
Chicago 

and 

Hollywood 

Edward  P.  Moran,  scenario  writer,  left,  and 

Vincent  Bryan,  scenario  writer,  "two  old 
timers,”  were  photographed  working  out  the 
gags  for  their  next  comedy  to  be  made  by 
the  William  Fox  film  company. 

Joseph  P.  Kennedy,  who  has  lately  become  the  head  of  Film  Booking 

Offices  stopped  in  Chicago  en  route  to  Hollywood  March  11.  He  stated 

the  purpose  of  his  Western  trip  was  to  "get  acquainted”  with  people 
and  things  at  the  studio,  and  to  prepare  for  the  F.  B.  O.  convention. 

Her*  is  the  hirthday  party  which  ceJelbroted  Alas  Hole’s  {Jr.)  fifth  birthday  at  the  Hale 

home  In  Hollywood.  (Mr.  Hole,  senior.  Is  directing  “Good  Luclt”  for  First  National.) 
Mft  to  right,  sitting:  Norman  Alien,  Jr.,  D   onald  Summers,  Jack  Lucas,  son  of  Bess 

Meredyth,  Word  Payne,  Alan  Hale,  Jr.,  Pat  Ford.  Second  row:  Mrs.  Hartman,  Mrs. 

Norman  Alien,  Gloria  Wollmnn,  Mary  Lou  Dorian,  daughter  of  Chcrles  Dorian,  Mrs. 

Alan  Rale,  Karan  Halo,  Tomasina  Mix,  Mrs.  Tom  Mix,  Mrs.  Jack  Ford  and  Barbara  Ford, 

^ck  tow:  Mrs.  Stuart  Holmes,  Mrs.  Louise  Molford,  Mrs.  Mary  Peyton,  Mrs.  William 

wallmon,  Mrs.  Mary  Gibson,  Mrs.  Charles  Dorian,  Jane  Goutard,  Mrs.  Gerald  Pring 
end  Mrs.  Carlyle  DSaokwoIE. 

Carey  Wilson,  well  knovm  scenario  writer,  is 

so  busy  these  days  that  his  private  secretary, 

Miss  Lois  Honts,  has  to  catch  his  dictation,  on 

the  fly.  Mr.  Wilson's  latest  script  is  "Good 
Luck”  for  F.  N.  release. 

A1  Rogell,  Universal  director,  left,  and  P.  C. 

Schram,  exhibitor,  from  Kalamazoo,  Mich.,  and 

Art  Acord,  Universal  star,  right,  of  "The  Yel- 
low Back.”  Schram  is  trying  to  stop  a   fierce 

battle  of  the  U   men. 
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Reichenbach  and  Lloyd  Divide 
Honors  at  AMPA  Luncheon 

Dorothy  Gish  Leaves  to  Make  First  Picture  in  England—Thomas 
Meighan  Big  Factor  in  Charity  Ball—Hochreich  Forms  Club 

By  JOHN  S.  SPARGO 

New  YORK  March  23.— Members  of  the  A.  M.  P.  A.  who  attended last  week  s   luncheon  are  thoroughly  sold  on  the  fact  that  Florida 

that  haltn  section  of  the  country.  Also  that  the  climate  of 

not  a?  v.t  operators  is  beneficial  in  some  ways  that  have not  as  yet  been  given  much,  if  any,  advertising. 
films  all  in  natural  color,  using  the I   , — TT  v;  urougnt  aoout 

T^emhenbach,  who  divided 
with  Harold  Lloyd  the  honors  of  being 
the  day  s   guests  of  the  association  at 
one  of  the  most  largely  attended  meet- 

ings of  the  season.  Van  &   Schenck  were 
also  billed  to  appear,  but  were  not  in 
evidence  and  no  one  appeared  to  know 
why  they  didn  t   come  or  cared  very 
much  that  they  didn’t.  Lloyd  and  Reich- 
enbach  put  on  a   good  show— Lloyd  by 
sitting  still  and  looking  the  part,  and Reichenbach  by  telling  the  advertisers 
many  entertaining  stories  of  his  experi- ences m   Florida. 

And  it  wasn’t  only  the  talk  made  by the  Sliver  topped  orator  from  the  Ever- 
glades th^  converted  the  advertisers  to Florida.  The  conversion  was  made  when 

Harry  appeared  and  before  he  had 
spoken  a   word.  And  what  the  boys  were converted  to  was  the  belief  that  what- 

ever else  Florida  climate  has,  not  the 
least  of  its  strong  points  is  its  effect  in 
imbuing  a   man  with  the  spirit  of  for- 
pve  and  forget  and  a   couple  of  and-so- lOrths. 

It  will  be  remembered  that  the  last 
appearance  of  the  redoubtable  Harry  at an  A.  M,  P.  A.  rneeting  was  before  he 
began  his  long  sojourn  beneath  the  sun- 

ny Southern  skies,  when  he  announced 
to  all  and  sundry  that  the  A.  M.  P   A 

not  done  right  by  Nell  and  he  was 
through,  hook,  line  and  sinker,  resigned 
quit,  passed  out  and  all  that  and  didn’t 
give  a   damn,  anyway. 
So  since  then  the  A.  M.  P.  A.  has 

managed  to  struggle  along  as  best  it 
could,  and  despite  the  handicap,  got 
along  as  well  as  could  be  expected, 
vyhen  word  reached  President  Glen  All- 
vine  last  week  that  Reichenbach  had  re- 

turned to  New  York.  Mr.  Allvine— paci- 
fist always— galled  Harry  up  and  invited him  to  the  Thursday  soiree. 

And  Harry  came,  received  a   great  ova- 
tion  entertained  the  boys  and  is  back  in 
the  fold  again,  with  all  differences  for- 

gotten. So  much  for  Florida  climate and  Its  effect. 

'‘Marionettes"  Proves  An  Axiom 
That  nothing  succeeds  like  success  has 

never  been  better  exemplified  than  by 
f   'yfimh  followed  the  showing 

ch  ̂ ^^"O^ettes,”  Hope  Hampton’s sfiort  him  done  entirely  in  colors. 
-The  success  all  over  the  country  of 
this  him  has  been  a   cause  of  envy  on' 
the  part  of  producers  of  pictures  of  even 
much  greater  length  and  cost.  The 
Marionettes'  has  already  had  a   first run  in  the  largest  houses  of  every  im- portant center. 

In  Europe,  too.  the  success  of  this  film 
has  been  tremendous.  In  Paris  it  is  now 

tenth  consecutive  week 

at  the  Marivaux  theatre,  the  largest  the- 
atre in  Pans.  French  film  producers 

are  agog  over  colored  films  and  Hope Hampton  has  received  two  offers,  one 
from  Vandal  de  Lac,  and  one  from  Mar- 

cus Productions,  to  do  in  France,  two 

in  natural  color,  using  me 
French  historical  backgrounds,  etc.  Miss 
Hampton  has  these  offers  under  consid- eration. 

The  Educational  Film  Exchange,  who 
released  this  picture,  is  negotiating  with 
Miss  Hampton  to  make  a   series  of  four 
more  of  these  two  reelers. 

*   ♦   * 

Gish  Sails  for  England 

Dorothy  Gish,  star  of  “Nell  Gwyn,” 
sailed  last  week  on  the  Aquitania  for 
London,  where  she  will  star  in  three  pro- 

ductions for  British  National  Pictures, 
Ltd.,  under  the  direction  of  Herbert  Wil- 

cox. The  star’s  mother  and  R.  Field 
Overbaugh,  prominent  American  camera- 

man and  Mrs.  Overbaugh  accompany her. 

“Our  new  studios  at  Elstree  will  be 
up  to  the  minute  in  construction  and 

equipment,’'_  J.  D.  Williams  states.  “We intend  building  up  an  efficient  studio  per- 
s°nnel,  headed  by  American  experts. 
Adrian  Johnson,  scenarist,  with  many 
American  successes  to  his  credit,  and 
Shaw  Lovett,  for  three  years  assistant 
director  and  production  manager  for  In- 

spiration Pictures,  Inc.,  are  already  in 
England  working  with  Herbert  Wilcox 

on  our  first  picture.” 
*   ♦   ♦ 

Victor  Shapiro,  advertising  and  pub- 
licity manager  of  United  Artists,  is  a 

busy  man  and  just  dotes  on  hard  work. 
This  propensity  he  ascribes  to  the  fact 

that  he  worked  five  years  during  the 

BRUCE  GALLUP 

Takes  charge  of  United  Artists’  adver- 
tising April  1,  Victor  Shapiro,  director 

of  advertising  and  publicity,  has  just announced. 

past  two  years  for  Samuel  Goldwyn 

to  see  hk 

old  boss. 
One  day  last  week  a   page  boy  bobbed 

up^at  Vies  desk  and  announced: “Mr.  Goldwyn  wants  to  see  you  " 
“Just  wait  five  minutes  and  show  th,» 

gentleman  in,”  said  Vic. 
And  that’s  that. ♦   ♦   # 

Seider  Sends  Some  Srnishine 
A   postcard  from  Joseph  M.  Seider 

who  IS  now  'somewhere  in  Florida”  re’ cuperating  from  a   breakdown  caused  bv 
overwork,  says  that  the  business  man- 

ager of  M.  P.  T.  0.  A.  is  getting  along 

Joe  postcards:  ^ 
“Here’s  a   little  sunshine  from  Florida. 

A   great  place  and  far  enough  away  Al- 
though I   am  still  tired  I   hope  to  cet 

there.  Regards.” *   ♦   # 

Tommy  Meighan  is  one  of  the  busiest 
of  the  motion  picture  stars  but  he  is 
never  too  busy  to  respond  when  a   call 
IS  made  on  has  time  for  any  worthy 
chanty  movement.  Tommy  was  one  of 
the  big  attractions  last  Saturday  night 
at  a   ball  and  all  star  show  given  at 
Madison  Square  Garden  for  the  benefit 
of  the  Israel  Orphan  Asylum. 
The  announcement  of  the  plans  of 

David  Hochreich  for  a   22  story  motion 
picture  clubhouse  on  Fifty-ninth  street 
adjoining  the  New  York  Athletic  Club! 
to  house  the  headquarters  of  the  5,000 
members  of  the  “Cinema  Club  of  Amer- 

ica, has  brought  forth  some  interesting comment  and  suggestion  along  Film 
Row. 

One  suggestion  was  to  the  effect  that 

Hochreich’s  Wide  World  Film  Corpora- 
9on  be  housed  on  one  floor,  with  what 
IS  left  of  Vita!  Exchanges  two  floors 

above,  and  J.  Charles  Davis'  Davis  Dis- 
tributing Division  on  the  intervening 

floor. 

A   number  of  suggestions  have  been 

made  for  the  “Cinema  Hall  of  Fame,” but  some  of  the  birds  named  happen  to 
be  friends  of  ours  so  we’il  let  you  all 
do  your  own  suggesting  and  you  have  a 
large  field. 

Also_  there  is  considerable  wonderment 
as  to  just  what  is  the  “Cinema  Club  of 
America”  and  who  are  its  5,000  members. 
However,  Hochreich  is  an  energetic 

young  man  and  probably  knows  what  he 
is  doing.  At_  least  he  is  getting  a   lot 
of  publicity  in  the  daily  papers,  and 
we  re  giving  him  a   little  right  here. *   *   * 

The  Ginsberg-Kann  Distributing  Cor- 

poration, one  of  the  youngest  combina- 
tions of  two  good  men,  is  going  along 

so  fast  that  it  has  outgrown  its  quar- 
ters in  the  Loew  State  building,  and  has 

to  move  because  it  can’t  find  room 

enough  there.  About  April  20  the  com- 
pany will  move  to  large  quarters  at  1650 Broadway. 

Author  of  in 

L.  A,  to  View  Picture 
( special  to  Exhibitors  Herald ) 

LOS  ANGELES,  March  23. — Elenore 
Meherin,  San  Francisco  newspaper  woman 
and  author  of  “Sandy,”  just  translated 
into  film  by  William  Fox,  is  here  to  view 

picture  version  of  her  story.  Harry 
Beaumont  directed  the  picture. 

Miss  Meherin  will  assist  Sol  M.  Wurtz- 
man,  general  superintendent  of  the  Fox 

studio,  in  giving  the  picture  its  finishing touches. 

Follies  Girl  Signed 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  March  23. — Peggy  Fears, 
formerly  of  Ziegfeld’s  Follies,  has  been signed  by  Warner  Brothers. 
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W   oodhull,  Brylawski  OpenFire 
on  Lankford  Sunday  Gag  Bill 

Declare  Public  Sentiment  Opposes  Closing — Committee  Mem- 
bers Agree  Great  Improvement  Has  Been  Made  in  Picture 

Standards — Missouri  Blue  Noses  Face  Defeat 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

WASHINGTON.  D.  C.,  March  23. — R.  F.  Woodhull,  president  of  the 
Motion  Picture  Theatre  Owners  of  America,  and  Julian  Brylawski,  man- 
agfing"  director  of  the  Earle  theatre,  Washington,  last  week  presented  to 
the  subcommittee  in  charge  of  the  Lankford  Sunday  closing  bill  the  argu- 

ments of  the  motion  picture  industry  against  such  legislation. 
Agreement  Operative  IS  Years 

Mr.  Brylawski  discussed  the  bill  from  the  local  standpoint  and  told  the 
committee  that  an  agreement  has  been  in  force  over  15  years  between  the 
theatres  and  the  churches  under  which  the  former  do  not  open  on  Sunday 

until  three  o’clock.  The  agreement  is  working  out  well  and  there  had 
never  been  any  agitation  for  further  restrictions. 

Youth  Wins 

GLORIA  SWANSON 

WALTER  GOSS 

Admired,  Rejected;  But 
Selected  for  Swanson 

Cast,  Goss^  Experience (Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  March  23. — Three  years 
ago,  Gloria  Swanson  had  a   party.  A   well 
appearing  young  newspaperman  in  the 
party  was  asked  to  come  over  to  the  studio 
the  following  day  for  a   screen  test.  He 
took  her  seriously.  He  was  rejected  after 
a   screen  test  had  been  made.  He  clung 
to  the  thought  of  becoming  a   player. 
His  name  was  Walter  Goss. 

Today  Goss  has  been  chosen  to  play 

Buddie  O’Toole,  brother  of  the  character 
played  by  Swanson  in  “Fine  Manners.” 
He  was  selected  when  she  saw  his  work 

in  the  Paramount  Junior  Players’  screen 
debut,  “Fascinating  Youth.”  She  liked  it. 

F.  B,  O.  Home  Office 

Group  Dances  at  Astor 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  March  23.— F.  B.  O’s. 
home  office  and  exchange  personnel  held 
its  fourth  annual  dance  at  the  Astor  Hotel 

recently.  Among  the  special  guests  were 
Major  H.  C.  S.  Thomson,  Colvin  W. 
Brown,  Lee  Marcus,  John  Brownell, 
Charles  Rosenzweig,  A1  Tuckman,  S.  M. 
Katz,  Hyatt  Daab  and  Edward  McNamee. 
Among  the  events  of  the  evening  was 

a   Charleston  contest,  a   solo  toe  dance,  a 
solo  Javanese  dance  and  a   solo  tap  dance, 
and  a   number  of  solo  and  ensemble  song 
offerings. 

Del  Rio  Is  Charmaine 

in  ̂ ^What  Price  Glory^’ .   (Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  March  23.— Dolores  Del 
Rio  has  been  cast  as  “Charmaine”  in 
What  Price  Glory?”  thereby  being  hon- 

orded  as  the  first  player  to  be  cast  for  the 
picture,  it  has  been  announced  by  Winfield 
R.  Sheehan,  general  manager  of  Fox  Films, 
hhe  is  a   1926  Wampas  star. 

Harry  Hart  Manager 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

MILWAUKEE,  March  23.— E.  J.  Smith, 
general  sales  manager  of  Associated  Ex- 

hibitors, has  named  Harry  Hart,  manager 
the  local  branch.  Harry  J.  Shumow 

recently  resigned. 

Discussing  the  morality  of  pictures,  Mr. 
Brylawski  informed  the  committee,  in  re- 

sponse to  questions,  that  the  local  police 

have  ample  powers  to  deal  with  the  show- 
ing of  improper  pictures,  but  that  in  the 

last  three  years  only  one  picture  has  been 
taken  off  the  local  screen  and  that  not 
because  of  any  impropriety  but  because  the 
police  felt  it  ridiculed  them  and  asked  for 
co-operation,  which  was  .freely  given  by 
the  exhibitor. 

Says  Public  Opposes  Gag 

At  least  15,000  persons  from  Baltimore, 
where  Sunday  closing  exists,  come  to 
Washington  theatres  each  Sunday,  he  de- 

clared. In  many  sections  around  Washing- 
ton where  Sunday  laws  exist  they  are 

evaded  or  defied,  when  public  sentiment 
indicates  a   desire  for  Sunday  theatres. 
Mr.  Woodhull  declared  the  bill  is  im- 

portant because  of  its  possibilities  of  ex- 
tension to  the  states.  Such  a   law  cannot 

be  enforced  unless  it  has  public  sentiment 
back  of  it,  he  declared. 

Mr.  Woodhull  said  the  exhibitors  have 
found  that  clean  pictures  help  the  box  office 
in  the  long  run  and  are  doing  much  to  keep 

the  screen  clean.  His  organization  is  de- 
voted to  that  work  and  he  asked  the  com- 

mittee if  they  did  not  see  a   great  improve- 
ment in  the  last  five  years,  to  which  the 

members  agreed. 
However,  Dr.  M.  W.  Womer  of  Detroit, 

secretary  of  the  Michigan  Lord’s  Day  Al- 
liance, condemned  the  motion  picture  in- 
dustry as  the  greatest  lawbreaker  in  the 

country,  charged  it  with  contributing  to 
the  great  increase  in  juvenile  crime  which 
he  said  has  come  about  and  contradicted 

Mr.  Woodhull’s  assertions  that  the  screen 
is  cleaning  itself,  declaring  its  morals  have 
suffered  a   tremendous  slump  in  the  past 
five  years.  Moving  pictures,  he  alleged, 
are  detrimental  to  the  morals  of  the  young. 

Following  the  hearing,  Mr.  Woodhull 
and  Dr.  Womer  nearly  came  to  blows  when 
the  former  assailed  the  statements  re- 

garding the  immorality  of  the  screen. 
Others  present  prevented  a   fist  fight,  but 
the  clash  was  declared  by  members  of  the 
committee  to  show  the  great  feeling  which 

has  been  aroused  by  this  proposed  legisla- 
tion. 

Sunday  Closing  Backers 
Face  Defeat  in  Missouri 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

KANSAS  CITY.  MO.,  March  23.— Back 
and  forth,  tit  for  tat,  blue  law  advocates 
and  exhibitors  are  having  an  interesting 
time  in  Missouri  and  Kansas  this  week.  In 

Brookfield,  Mo.,  the  best  “joker”  of  the  lot 
appears  to  be  in  the  making.  That  town 

is  under  Sunday  closing  restriction.  More 
than  8(W  baseball  fans  have  banded  to- 

gether in  a   movement  to  vote,  en  masse, 
in  the  spring  election  and  pass  a   measure 
which  automatically  will  place  the  ball  park 
and  fair  grounds  outside  the  city  limits. 
Then,  according  to  present  plans,  will  fol- 

low the  erection  of  a   motion  picture  the- 

atre and  other  forms  of  amusement  “out- 
side" the  city  limits. 

Kansas  City,  Kan.,  the  largest  city  of  the 
state,  faces  a   possibility  of  enforcement 
of  an  old  Sunday  closing  law  as  a   result 
of  a   legislative  fight  with  the  Ku  Klux 
Klan.  The  fight  centers  about  Memorial 
Hall,  a   structure  erected  in  the  memory  of 
World  War  Veterans,  the  money  being  ob- 

tained on  public  subscription  with  the  un- 
derstanding the  hall  was  not  to  be  a   profit- 

making institution.  Following  several  box- 
ing programs  which  were  objected  to  by 

no  one  the  K.K.K.  endeavored  to  show  a 
motion  picture  alleged  to  have  been  purely 

Klan  propaganda  and  the  exhibitors  pro- 
tested this  as  being  unfair  competition.  An 

injunction  against  the  showing  of  pictures 
in  the  hall  was  denied  the  exhibitors  in 

the  Wyandotte  district  court  and  the  case 
was  taken  to  the  state  supreme  court.  The 
Klan,  it  is  alleged,  is  strenuously  seeking 
a   “comeback"  in  the  form  of  Sunday  clos- 

ing law  enforcement 
In  Kansas  City,  Mo.,  it  was  announced 

by  Mrs.  George  Addison,  president  of  the 
Council  of  Clubs,  that  theatres  will  be  vis- 

ited by  members  of  the  women’s  organiza- tion. 
Mrs.  Florence  Shields  Wilson  of  Los 

Angeles,  scenario  critic  of  Universal,  who 
has  been  speaking  before  Kansas  City  or- 

ganizations the  last  two  weeks,  has  created 
widespread  approval  among  leading  clubs. 

Columbia  to  Pat  Men 

in  Main  Film  Centers 

to  Exploit  Product 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  March  23.— By  the  new 
program  for  exploiting  Columbia  product 
men  will  be  located  in  the  main  film  cen- 

ters throughout  the  country  to  aid  ex- 
hibitors in  advertising  and  exploitation. 

Brownell  Busy  on  Coast 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

HOLLYWOOD.  March  23.— John  C. 
Brownell,  Eastern  scenario  editor  of 
F.  B.  0.  who  has  just  arrived  here,  is 
assisting  the  studio  forces  here  in  lining 

up  the  164  pictures  on  the  1926-27  schedule 
prior  to  the  convention  April  1. 
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Civic  Societies  Honor  Mayer  at 
San  Francisco  Functions 

Feted  at  Testimonial  Luncheon  by  Exhibitors — Addresses  League  of 
Women  Voters—Attends  Premiere  of  '‘The  Barrier’’ 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

SAN  FRANCISCO,  March  23. — An  unusual  tribute  to  the  motion picti^e  industry  was  accorded  last  week  by  several  civic  societies  of 
ban  Francisco,  when  Louis  B.  Mayer,  Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer  vice- 

president  m   charge  of  production  at  the  Culver  City  studio  naid  a   three 
day  visit  to  fulfill  engagments  he  had  made  with  the  Motion  Picture 
Exhibitors  of  Northern  California,  the  California  League  of  Women premiere  of  his  own  organization’s  picture, 

L-J  IS  three  day  visit  was  an  unprecedented 
triumph  for  both  Mr.  Mayer  person- 
and  his  party.  With  him  on  this  trip 

were  Mrs.  Mayer  and  their  two  daughters 
Irene  and  Edith,  Mr.  and  Mrs.  Fred  Beet- 
son,  Mr.  and  Mrs.  Charles  Ray,  Norma 
Shearer,  Harry  Rapf,  associate  studio 
executive,  Dave  Bershon,  Pacific  Coast  dis- 

trict manager  of  the  M-G-M  exchanges, Mrs.  Bershon,  Howard  Dietz,  director  of 
publicity  for  Metro-Goldwo'n-Mayer  Com- 

pany, and  Pete  Smith,  who  directs  the  pub- liaty  work  on  the  West  Coast. 
Exhibitors  Give  Luncheon 

On  Friday  noon  Mr.  Mayer  was  tend- 
ered a   testimonial  luncheon  by  the  Mo- Exhibitors  of  Northern 

California  at  the  Hotel  St.  Francis  in 
recognition  of  his  achievements  during 
the  past  year_  as  head  of  the  M-G-M 
produ^ion  unit.  Mayor  James  Rolph, Jr.,  officiated  as  toast  master.  Other 
civil  celebrities  who  attended  the  dinner 

^   Dan  O’Brien.  Fire Chief  Thomas  Murphy,  District  Attorney 
Brady,  Charles  Thai,  Frank  Whitebeck 
and  eight  of  the  leading  judges. 
On  Saturday  noon  the  San  Francisco 

Center  of  the  California  League  of 
Wornen  Voters  tendered  a   luncheon  to addressed 

^UOU  of  San  Francisco’s  leading  women on  the  importance  of  motion  pictures  in 
modern  life.  The  talk  did  a   lot  to  ce- 
rnent  further  the  good  feeling  between 
the  industry  and  the  voting  women  of 
California  Other  speakers  were  Norma Shearer,  Charles  Ray  and  Fred  Beetson 
s^ecretary  of  the  Motion  Picture  Pro- ducers Association. 

See  Premiere  of  “The  Barrier” 
The  third  engagement  of  the  Mayer 

party  was  at  Loew’s  Warfield  theatre 
on  the  premiere  of  “The  Barrier,”  a Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer  picture.  After 
the  audience’s  enthusiastic  reception  of the  picture  Mr.  Mayer  and  those  accom- 

panying him  were  introduced  by  Mayor Rolph,  Jr. 

The  photoplay,  a   George  Hill  produc- 
tion,  was  adapted  by  Harvey  Gates  from 
the  famous  Rex  Beach  novel  of  the  same 
name.  Norman  Kerry  has  the  leading role  and  Marceline  Day  plays  opposite. Lionel  Barrymore  and  Henry  B.  Wal- 
Sfr  ^^st,  besides  Bert 
Woodruff,  Geo.  Cooper,  Pat  Harmon, Eleanor  Lavvson,  Princess  Neola.  Mario Canllo  and  Shannon  Day. 

Meal  Tax  to  Replace 
Ticket  Tax  Increase 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 
MONTREAL,  March  23.— As  a   result  of 

me  strong  objections  on  the  part  of  the 
iheatre  Managers  Association  of  Montreal 
with  Manager  B.  M.  Garfield  of  the  Rialto 
theatre  as  a   prime  mover,  the  civic  authori- 

ties have  decided  not  to  raise  the  tax  on 
theatre  tickets  in  order  to  obtain  more 

Burrett  C.  Kicellng 

revenue  for  the  local  hospitals.  In  place 
of  the  proposed  increase,  the  city  will  im- 

pose a   tax  on  all  meals  served  in  hotels 
and  restaurants  to  the  value  of  $1  or  more. 

Kiesling  Heads  Corps 

of  Publicity  for  P-D-C, 
Headquarters  in  IVesf 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

HOLLYWOOD,  March  23. — Barrett  C. 
Kiesling,  several  years  a   personal  repre- 

sentative for  Cecil  B.  De  Mille,  has  been 
appointed  to  the 
newly  created 

position  of  gen- 
eral publicity  di- 

rector for  Pro- 
ducers Distribut- 

ing Corporation. 
Under  this  new 

plan  as  outlined  by 
Cecil  B.  De  Mille 

and  John  C.  Flinn, 
who  made  the  ap- 

pointment, ail  ad- 
vance publicity 

will  be  under  the 
control  of  Mr. 

Kiesling  with 

headquarters  at 
the  De  Mille  studio,  Culver  City. 
The  present  New  York  publicity  depart- 

ment of  Producers  Distributing  Corpora- hon  has  been  divided  into  two  sections 
Charles  Giegerich  and  Frank  Wilstach  will 
represent  Kiesling  in  New  York  for  ad- 

vance publicity,  while  George  Harvey  will 
direct  _   all  advertising  and  exploitation. Giegerich  will  have  charge  of  all  trade 
paper  publicity  while  Wilstach  will  repre- 

sent the  corporation  before  the  New  York 
newspapers  and  all  magazines. 

Riesenfeld  to  Conduct 
at  ̂ ^FrontieP*  Premiere 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  March  23.— Dr.  Hugo 
Reisenfeld,  impresario,  will  personally  con- 
duct  the  orchestra  at  the  Colony  theatre 
April  _3  for  the  opening  of  “The  Flaming frontier,  _   Universal  picture  for  which  he has  compiled  the  musical  score. 
A   private  screening  of  the  film  was  held 

for  Gen.  J.  J.  Pershing  March  17. 

Kleist  Hurt  on  Ice 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

PONTIAC.  MICH..  March  23.-A  L. 
Kleist,  president  of  the  Motion  Picture 
iheatre  0)vners  of  Michigan,  and  head 
01  the  Kleist  Theatrical  Enterprises,  was 
seriously  hurt  in  a   fall. 

Wsavsr  Re-Engages  Schoitz 
Schoitz,  cameraman 

1   TT  Fists,”  has  been  re-engaged  by the  H.  C.  Weaver  Productions  for  the  ne.xt  oic- 
ture,  ‘‘The  Totem  Pole  Beggar.” 

There  is  probably  more  soup  spilled on  dress  shirts  in  Hollywood  in  a 

year’s  time  than  any  two  cities  in  the 
country.  Wliy?  Simple  enough.  There’s 
more  banquets ! 

*   *   * 
A   hustling  young  newspaper  reporter, 

who  IS  a   good  mixer,  can  eat  away  from 
home  at  least  five  nights  a   week,  thus  keep- 

ing down  the  overhead  as  far  as  grocery 
bills  are  concerned,  but  his  laundry  bills 
offset  this  tremendous  saving. 

*   *   * 

Clarqnce  Brown,  the  director,  noticing 
Jack  Townley,  of  the  Hollywood  News 
and  Jimmy  Starr,  of  the  Record,  taking 
an  extra  hitch  in  their  belts,  staged  a   big 
feed  at  the  Beverly  Hills  hotel  and  in- 

vited all  the  other  press  representatives  to 
keep  them  company.  Then  to  make  the 
evening  complete  he  showed  them  a   good 
picture  “Kiki”  which  he  modestly  admitted 
directing.  It’s  a   First  National  release. 

(adv.) 
*   *   * 

Then  Carl  Laemmie  thought  it  would  be 
a   nice  thing  to  celebrate  his  20  years  in  the 
movies  by  holding  a   banquet  at  the  Am- 

bassador hotel,  which  he  did  last  week, 
and  everyone  had  a   good  time.  After  the 
soup  course  the  banquet  was  broadcast  over 
the  radio. 

*   *   * 

And  to  acquaint  the  newspaper  boys  with 
the  many  improvements,  new  buildings,  and 
uniformed  attendants  on  the  Fox  lot,  that 
company  invited  everyone  to  gather  round 
the  festiye  board  from  3   to  6   last  Friday, 
and  get  inside  dope  on  what  they  are  do- 

ing and  to  meet  the  officials  of  the  Fox 
company.  Needless  to  say,  everyone  had 
a   good  time — there  were  lots  of  eats. 

*   ♦   ♦ 
Believe  Me  I   Know 

I   see  a   scientist  has  invented  a   delicate 
instrument  for  measuring  the  noise  of  Chi- 

cago’s loop.  He  wouldn’t  need  the  appar- 
atus if  he’d  use  his  ears. 

*   ̂  

Easy  Picking 

Universal  Pictures  Corporation  has 

solved  the_  problem  of  getting  mob  scenes 
for  big  pictures.  They  advertise  a   free 
circus  and  thousands  turned  out  to  see  it. 
Then  they  snapped  the  crowd. 

*   *   * 

Nothing  Scares  Them 

That  New  York  crowd  of  M.  P.  T.  0. 

delegates  isn’t  a   bit  superstitious.  I   note 
they’re  coming  out  to  Holl3^vood  in  a   13 car  special  train. 

*   *   ♦ 

Plenty  of  ’Em 
Paramount  wanted  “the  60  most  beauti- 

ful extra  girls  of  Hollywood”  for  “Pad- 
locked” and  the  Central  casting  office  after 

two  weeks’  work  has  narrowed  the  choice 
down  to  400  of  the  film  capital’s  beauties. 

« 
Hurrah  for  Smallpox 

It  has  been  discovered  that  vaccination 

cramps  the  Charlestoner’s  style  somewhat. 
Well,  that’s  one  way  to  stop  it. *   *   * 

Famous  Last  Words 

"Officer,  how  can  I   square  this  tag?” 
*   *   * 

The  weatherman  has  promised  clear  skies 
for  the  M.  P.  T.  O.  A.  convention  June 
1-5.  Now,  exhibitors,  do  your  stuff ! 

  
  — R.  M. 

Mrs.  Rapf  to  Father’s  Bedside 
HOLLYWOOD.— Mrs.  Harry  Rapf  has  gone 

to  New  York  after  receiving  a   wire  telling  of 
the  illness  of  her  father. 
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PATHE  PLANS  RECORD  YEAR 
Program  Gives 

Big  Variety  in 
Short  Features 

All-Comedy  Circus  Popular — Ex- 
hibitors Apply  Policy  ol  Ex- 
ploiting and  Advertising  All 

Elements  of  Program 

Important  news  for  exhibitors  con- 
cerning Short  Features  abounds  in 

Pathe’s  announcement  of  plans  for 
the  coming  year.  Not  only  do  the 

accomplishments  of  the  past  season 
reflect  a   tremendous  increase  in  ex- 

hibitor appreciation  of  the  invalu- 
able service  Short  Features  offer  him 

both  in  varied  program,  and  increased 

pull  at  the  box  office,  but  Pathe’s 

policy  of  definite  expansion  of  pro- 
duction for  1926-27  shows  that  the- 

atre owners  %vho  have  been  alive  to 

their  opportunities  will  be  rewarded 

wlh  even  better  product  and  gi*eater 
quantity  from  which  to  draw.  And 

such  exhibitors  as  have  not  yot 
awakened  to  the  need  which  the 

Short  Feature  satisfies  in  their  pro- 
grams will  find  the  message  carried 

direct  to  their  box  office  windows 

when  they  realize  what  it  has 
achieved  and  the  even  greater  results 
made  possible. 

One  of  the  most  definite  proofs  of  in* 
creased  exhibitor  interest  is  the  amount  of 
exploitation  and  advertising  he  does.  Harry 
Scott,  general  salesmanager  of  Pathe,  says 

past  year  has  evidenced  a   noticeable 

change  in  the  attitude  of  exhibitors  toward 
exploitation  and  advertisement  of  Short 
eatures.  Pathe  organized  a   field  force  of 

special  exploitation  representatives  and  a   re- 
6U  I   was  a   huge  increase  of  advertising  space 
in  newspapers,  lobby*  displays  and  on  bill- 

boards for  Short  Features.  Pathe  will  de- 
op  this  movement  even  further  next  sea- 

son and  Scott  is  convinced  the  result  wll 
e   not  only  a   spur  to  interest  in  Short  Fee- 

zes but  a   boon  to  the  industry  at  large. 
Stars  For  Short  Feature 

No  better  evidence  of  producer  realize- 
ion  of  the  Short  Feature’s  potency  is  needed 
an  the  acquisition  of  stars  of  long  features 

1q  two-reel  productions.  Here 
«   the  names  of  half  a   dozen  stars  of  long 

productions  who  are  being  brought  to  the 

two-reel  comedy  field  by  Hal  Roach — Theda 
Bara,  Mabel  Normand,  Lionel  Barrymore, 
Claude  Gillingwater,  Ethel  Clayton  and 

Stuart  Holmes.  Mack  Senneu  also  is  adding 
the  names  of  more  celebrities  to  his  casts. 

Alice  Day  and  Ben  Turpin  will  bead  star 
units  for  Sennett,  and  there  will  be  three 

Harry  Langdon  specials,  one  of  them  of  two 
reels. 

Stanley  B.  Waite,  two-reel  comedy  sales- 
manager  of  Pathe,  says  that  in  bringing 
stars  of  long  features  into  the  short  comedy 

field  “Pathe  has  given  the  industry  the  most 
revolutionary  change  in  comedy  presenta- 

tion in  recent  years.” Both  Hal  Roach  and  Mack  Sennett  have 

increased  their  appropriations  for  produc- 
tion for  the  coming  year.  And  tlierein  is 

another  important  item  of  news,  carrying  as- 
surance of  even  better  and  more  diversified 

output. 

Kelps  in  Showmanship 

Important,  loo,  is  the  help  for  theatre 

owners  in  suggestions  on  showmanship 

offered  by  Pathe  executives.  Consistency  in 

advertising  has  been  the  slogan  of  P.  A. 

Parsons,  advertising  manager,  who  states 

that  contests  and  souvenirs  of  a   worthwhile 

nature  have  been  valuable  in  encouraging 

comment  from  readers  through  tieup  cam- 

paigns. S.  Barret  McCormick,  director  of 

exploitation  and  publicity,  in  declaring  that 

the  tendency  of  the  limes  is  toward  better 
merchandising  and  therefore  toward  selling 

every  element  on  the  program,  even  goes  so 

far  as  to  say  that  “as  a   result  the  short  fea- 
ture is  likely  to  dominate  the  screen  this 

coming  season.” McCormick  suggests  that  in  the  case  of  a 

production  having  a   star  50  per  cent  effi- 
cient from  the  standpoint  of  filling  the  house 

the  wise  exhibitor  will  advertise  the  support 

and  thus  increase  the  value  of  the  star. 

Taking  a   long  feature  with  a   certain  pro- 

portion of  drawing  power  the  same  thought- 
ful showman  will  add  a   Short  Feature  and 

by  advertising  it  add  to  the  box  office  effi- 
ciency of  the  show  just  as  he  did  to  the 

draw'ing  power  of  the  star  in  the  first  ca.se. 

Another  development  for  the  exhibitor’s 

WATCH ^^^SEAL 

DISTRIBUTORS 

Executives  See 

Short  Features 

RapidlyGa  in  ing 
benefit  is  a   movement  forward  and  beyond 

the  old  style  lithograph  posters  for  the  Hal 
Roach  and  Mack  Sennett  two-reel  comedies. 

Original  sketches  now  ore  being  created  for 

each  poster.  Harry  Lewis,  director  of 

Pathe’s  art  department,  says  the  time  has 
passed  “when  comedy  paper  is  nothing  more 
than  a   few  stills  enlarged,  with  a   little  color, 

the  billing  and  perhaps  a   catchline.”  In- 
stead, the  new  posters  reflect  the  spirit  of 

the  comedy  in  their  own  smartness,  tone  and 

eifect  to  “start  them  smiling  as  they  come 

into  the  theatre.” As  for  the  e.xhibitor  recognition  of  the 

importance  of  the  Short  Feature  McCormick 
says  that  it  is  not  uncommon  to  find  a 

Pathecomedy  being  advertised  alone,  even 
headlining  tlie  bill  of  a   combination  theatre, 

while  the  All-Comedy  Circus  is  being  used 
in  all  parts  of  the  country. 

So  too  the  many  other  forms  of  Short 

Features,  including  the  novelties,  have  come 
into  their  own.  Topics  of  the  Day,  now 

celebrating  its  seventh  anniversary,  has 

grown  from  a   one-man  organization  to  in- 
clude a   staff  of  21  editors.  Wltile  276 

Aesop’s  Film  Fables  already  have  been  re- 
leased, Paul  Terry  now  is  establishing  a 

library  of  short  stories  available  to  each 
animator.  E.  Oswold  Brooks,  serial  sales- 

manager, reports  a   splendid  year  in  the 
Patheserial  field  and  promises  greater  things 

for  ’26-’27.  Emanuel  Cohen,  editor  of  Pathe 

News,  is  ready  to  surpass  even  lost  year’s 

high  mark. 
Twenty  one-reel  pictures  of  the  Pilgrimage 

to  Palestine  are  on  the  program,  ten  of 

them  already  released  and  particularly  ap- 
propriate for  this  Easter  season.  Then  there 

are  to  be  13  one-reel  pictures  in  the  “Famous 
Melody  Series,”  featuring  Peggy  Shaw.  And 
others  of  the  many  short  features  available 

on  the  Pathe  program  are  the  Grantland  Rice 

Sportlights,  Flashes  of  the  Past,  the  single- 
reel  Hal  Roach  comedies,  Slereoscopiks 

and  “Chronicles  of  America.” 
Yes,  it  certainly  looks  like  a   big  year  for 

Short  Features. 

Oregon  Newsreel  Busy 

The  Oregon  Journal  and  Star  Film  Ex- 
change have  been  serving  the  public  of 

Oregon  for  the  last  two  years  and  a   half 
with  a   newsreel  that  has  proved  very  pop- 

ular. This  newsreel  i?  made  up  on  local 

events  and  is  called  “The  VVebfoot 
Weekly.”  Howard  Mapes,  manager  of  the 
Star  exchange,  states  they  are  serving  56 
towns  in  Oregon  and  Washington. 
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These  pictures  show  how  William  E.  Tragsdorf  of  the  Trags  theatre  at  Neillsville, 

Wis,,  dresses  his  theatre  for  his  All-Short  Features  programs,  which  he  gives 
each  Tuesday.  In  the  picture  on  the  right,  note  the  morning  glory  vines  below 

the  “Trags"  and  the  geraniums  in  the  flower  boxes  on  the  corners  of  the  balcony. 

International  Speeds 

Pictures  of  Americans 

in  China’s  Zone  of  War 
Five  minutes  after  word  had  flashed 

from  Washington  that  the  United  States 

with  other  leading  nations,  has  served  an 

ultimatum  on  China  in  the  present  Chinese 
war  zone  crisis,  Edgar  B.  Hatrick,  general 

manager  of  International  Newsreel  Corpo- 

ration, cabled  to  Capt.  Ariel  Varges,  Inter- 
national Newsreel  Corporation  cameraman 

now  in  China,  to  go  to  every  extreme  to 
get  pictures  of  American  activities  around 

Tientsin  and  to  speed  them  to  New  York, 
This  means  that  International  Newsreel  in- 

tends to  supply  its  customers  with  early 

and  complete  screen  views  of  the  present 

WEat’s  Best  Bill  of 
All  Short  Features 

What  kind  of  All  Short  Features  program 
draws  best  at  the  box  office?  Is  it  the  two- 

reel  all-comedy  bill  or  one  in  which  one- 
reel  pictures  have  a   prominent  part? 

Below  is  provided  a   blank  for  expression 

of  the  exhibitor's  preference. 

Short  Features  Department 
EXHIBITORS  HERALD 
407  South  Dearborn  Street 
Chicago,  111, 

I   find  that  the  following  com- 
bination brings  the  best  results 

at  the  box  office  in  All  Short  Fea- 
tures programs: 

(Exhibitor) 
(Theatre).... 
(City)   

turmoil  to  which  four  U.  S.  destroyers  are 
now  steaming  from  Manila. 

In  the  maelstrom  of  oriental  intrigue  and 

bloodshed,  Captain  Varges  has  been  on  the 
job  several  months.  In  February,  a   series 
of  scenes  reached  New  York  from  Varges, 
taken  during  the  investment  and  fall  of 

Tientsin,  late  in  December.  These  pictures 
were  included  in  various  issues  of  the  In- 

ternational Newsreel,  in  200  foot  subjects. 

Hundreds  of  Calls  for 

Ko-Ko  Pictures  Follow 

Fleischer  Chicago  Talk 
Hundreds  of  requests  for  cartoon  pic- 

tures of  Ko-Ko  the  clown,  one  of  the  crea- 
tions of  Max  Fleischer,  president  of  Red 

Seal  and  head  of  the  Inkwell  studios, 

have  been  received  following  Fleischer's 
radio  talk  over  KYW  on  his  recent  visit 
to  Chicago,  says  the  New  York  home 
office  of  Red  Seal  Pictures. 

Fleischer’s  radio  talk  was  given  soon 
after  the  opening  of  Red  Seal's  Chicago 
exchange.  At  the  time  Ko-Ko  was  play- 

ing in  a   number  of  Chicago’s  largest  the- 
atres. Two  of  the  featurettes  were  Song 

Car-Tunes  and  three  others  were  Inkwells. 

“There  are  intimate  and  ‘back  stage’  se- 
crets,” Fleischer  stated,  “which  will  aid  the 

industry  as  a   whole.  The  great  mass  of 
film  going  folks  is  genuinely  interested  in 
many  of  the  phases  of  picture  making 
which  do  not  reveal  themselves  when  pro- 

jected.” 

International  Newsreel 

Cameraman  Wins  Honors 
One  of  the  greatest  honors  ever  paid 

a   newsreel  photographer  was  the  reception 
accorded  Sanford  Greenwald,  International 
Newsreel  cameraman,  at  the  recent  Wam- 

pas  Frolic  and  Ball  in  Los  Angeles. 
More  than  a   score  of  world-famous 

cinematographers  were  grouped  on  the 
stage  of  the  New  Shrine  Auditorium  and 

introduced.  Greenwald  was  the  only  news- 
reel cameraman  among  the  star  shooters. 

Red  Seal  Gems  on  Broadway 
Two  Red  Seal  Gems  of  the  Screen  se- 

ries, “Soul  of  the  Cypress”  and  “On  the 
River  Conway,”  played  at  big  Broadway, 
N.  Y.  houses  concurrently  recently.  The 

former  played  the  Rivoli  and  the  latter 
was  the  featurette  attraction  at  the  Rialto. 

Short  Comedies  Ads 
to  Fill  Seats,  Says 

S.  Barret  McCormick 

The  empty  chair,  that  bugaboo  of  show- 
men, has  been  made  the  subject  of  a   broad- 
side written  by  S.  Barret  McCormick,  di- 

rector of  exploitation  for  Pathe  Exchange 
Inc.  The  way  to  fill  the  empty  seat,  he 

says,  is  by  giving  the  same  attention  and 
thought  to  the  advertising  of  short  come- 

dies as  is  now  given  to  the  advertising  of 

long  features. 
“Consider  the  cash  vdlue  of  a   laugh — and 

sell  it,”  says  the  copy.  “Fill  the  empty 
chair,  as  thousands  of  showmen  have  done 

by  advertising  your  Pathe  comedy." 
On  a   large  inside  spread  there  are  scores 

of  advertisements  of  the  leading  theatres 

throughout  the  country  showing  how  the 

corner-block  ads  on  Pathe  comedies  are 

being  used  to  put  the  dollar  sign  on  the 

empty  chair.  The  entire  theatre  adver- 
tisements have  been  reproduced  and  the 

space  given  to  cornerblock  copy  has  been 
marked  in  color.  Showmen  who  have  not 

been  devoting  space  to  all  the  units  of 

their  program  will  be  surprised  to  find  that 
some  theatres  are  playing  the  cornerblocks 

upon  a   par  with  their  feature  copy,  some 

are  playing  them  over  the  feature  and  still 

others  are  giving  them  a   worth-while  spot 
in  their  general  layout. 

The  broadside  on  Pathe  comedies  also 

calls  the  exhibitor’s  attention  to  the  fact 
that  pressbooks  are  issued  with  all  Pathe 
comedies  and  that  music  cues,  advertising 

mats,  and  stickers  with  cornerblock  illus- 
trations are  provided  without  cost  to  ex- 

hibitors. 

Three  Exchanges  for 

Short  Features  Open 

for  Cranfield  &   Clarke 
Cranfield  &   Clarke  has  opened  a   New 

York  Exchange  for  short  features,  which 

will  operate  from  729  Seventh  avenue.  An- 

other branch  office  has  been  opened  in  Phil- 
adelphia at  1314  Vine  street,  ajid  one  in Chicago. 

The  1926  schedule  of  short  features  in- 

cludes The  Molly  May  Comedies,  featur- 

ing Violet  Mersereau,  of  which  "Her  First 
Night  in  Philadelphia”  and  “Her  First 
Night  in  the  Follies”  are  now  ready  for 
release.  Of  the  Famous  Paintings  series, 

the  following  are  now  ready  for  release: 

“The  Doctor,”  “The  Angelus,”  “Sin,”  and 
“The  Mother.”  C.  &   C.’s  International  12 
ready  for  immediate  release  include 

Go  Fishing,”  “Wooden  Shoes,”  “Heroes  of 
the  Sea,”  "Where  the  Silver  River  Gleams,” 

“Trail  of  the  Gods,”  “St.  Paul’s”  and  "Tu- 
lip »]jand.”  C.  &   C.’s  Novelty  12,  now 

ready,  are :   “Let’s  Paint,”  “Every  Picture 

Tells  a   Story,”  “The  Death  Ray,”  “Lizzie’s Last  Lap,”  “The  Fugitive  Futurist.” 

In  addition  to  the  foregoing,  Cranfield 

&   Clarke  is  handling  the  following  series 

now  in  course  of  production :   12  Round 

Corner  Comedies,  13  Boys’  Adventures,  and 
12  Make  Me  Laugh  Comedies,  also  several 
two-reel  specials. 

Free  Accessories  Aid 

Juvenile-Harmonica  Tieup 

A   number  of  free  accessories  are  pro- 
vided for  exhibitors  by  Educational  for 

the  Juvenile-Harmonica  Playing  Contest. 
Besides  the  one-sheet  poster  and  window 
card  there  are  also  a   slide,  mat  and  10 

stills.  “Tune  in  on  Happiness”  is  the  slo- 

gan, with  a   picture  of  “Big  Boy”  manipu- 
lating a   harmonica.  The  tieup  is  \vith M.  Hohner,  Inc, 
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Christie  Finishes 

Camera  Work  for 

All  28  Comedies 

While  all  of  the  pictures  are  not  yet 
edited  and  titled,  the  camera  work  on  the 

full  schedule  of  twenty-eight  two-reel  com- 

edies for  release  on  Educational's  1925-26 
program  has  been  completed.  These  series, 
which  include  six  Bobby  Vernon,  six  Jim- 

mie Adams,  six  Walter  Hiers  and  ten 
Christie  comedies,  has  aggregated  a   slightly 

larger  program  of  comedies  “than  the 
Christie  company  has  ever  issued  before 

in  a   year’s  time. 
One  of  the  notable  achievements  in  the 

current  series  has  been  the  development 
of  a   new  star  in  Billy  Dooley  in  the 
Christie  Comedy  series  in  an  unusually 
short  period.  Although  Dooley  is  in  but 
four  of  the  Christie  Comedies  this  year, 
with  only  three  released,  he  has  been  com- 

mented on  and  singled  out  as  a   comer. 

The  next  two  months  at  the  Christie 

studios  will  be  devoted  to  editing 
and  previewing  the  remaining  comedies  to 

be  delivered  on  this  year's  program,  be- 
fore new  shooting  is  started.  An  unusual 

feature  of  the  Christie  product  is  that 
five  directors  have  been  engaged  this  year 
in  the  making  of  a   total  of  twenty-eight 
comedies,  each  director  thus  having  an 

average  of  fully  eight  weeks’  time  to  de- 
vote to  the  preparation,  filming  and  editing 

of  each  comedy,  which  is  reflected  in  the 
finished  product.  About  three  weeks  of 
each  period  is  devoted  to  the  actual  shoot- 

ing of  the  comedy.  This  illustrates  the 
great  amount  of  time  and  care  spent  on 
these  short  features. 

The  Christie  Comedies  fully  completed 
and  delivered  to  Educational  in  the  series 

are  “A  Misfit  Sailor,”  “A  Goofy  Gob,”  and 
“A  Salty  Sap,”  featuring  Billy  Dooley; 
"Soup  to  Nuts,”  “My  Swedie,”  “Run  Tin 
Can,”  and  “Dancing  Daddy,’  featuring 
Neal  Bums,  Jack  Duffy,  Vera  Steadman, 
Natalie  Joyce,  Bill  Irving  and  others,  with 
three  more  untitled  to  be  finished. 

Bobby  Vernon  has  so  far  been  in  “Watch 

Out,”  “Slippery  Feet,”  “Yes,  Yes,  Babette," 
“Page  Me”  and  “Broken  China,”  and  has finished  his  work  in  the  last,  yet  without  a title. 

Jimmie  Adams’  series  includes  "Be 
Careful,”  “Fair  But  Foolish,”  “For  Sadie’s 
Ake,”  and  “Whoa  Emma,”  with  two  more to  be  completed. 

In  the  Walter  Hiers  series  the  finished 
releases  are  “Off  His  Beat,”  “Hot  Doggie,” 
Weak  But  Willing,”  “Wireless  Lizzie” 

and  "Fresh  Faces,”  with  but  one  other comedy  to  be  titled. 

Pathe  Short  Features 

Humming,  Managers  Find 
Oscar  Hanson  and  W.  W.  Anderson. 

Pathe  branch  managers  in  the  Detroit  and 
Atlanta  territories,  respectively,  who  were 
visitors  at  the  home  office  in  New  York 
recently,  reported  business  humming. 
Manager  Hanson  figured  in  the  using  of 

®   P^*^he  News  camera  in  the  famous  De- 
trmt  “Solomon”  case.  Mr.  Hanson  said 
exhibitors  in  his  region  were  very  enthusi- 

astic over  the  "A  Pilgrimage  to  Palestine” 
senes.  Two-reel  comedies  and  Patheserials 
are  commanding  more  play  dates  than  ever, he  said. 

Mr.  Anderson  said  “The  Green  Archer” 

and  “Casey  of  the  Coast  Guard”  had  helped 
increase  bookings  on  serials  in  the  Atlanta territory. 

Here’s  how  Felix  the  Cat  Ballet  appeared  on  the  stage  at  the  Capitol  theatre, Vancouver,  B.  C.,  when  Manager  Ralph  Ruffner  put  on  a   special  stunt  for  the 
Educational-Felix  cartoon  character. 

Stan  Laurel,  Comedian, 

Now  Wielding  Megaphone 
Stan  Laurel,  formerly  a   popular  Pathe 

star  in  two-reel  comedies,  has  at  last  real- 
ized his  ambition  to  become  a   director  of 

the  screen,  and  is  now  collaborating  in  the 
direction  of  Hal  Roach  comedies  for  Pathe 
release. 

The  former  comedian  has  been  thor- 

oughly equipped  for  his  new  assignment 
of  assistant  director  of  comedies,  by  a   long 
successful  career  as  a   screen  comic  and  his 

experience  is  proving  a   valuable  asset  in 
the  making  of  the  numerous  Hal  Roach 
comedies.  Laurel  was  recently  associated 
with  Richard  Wallace  in  the  direction  of 

the  Theda  Bara  comedy,  tentatively  titled 

“High  Explosive.” 

Sportlights  Producer 

Returns  from  Florida 
John  L.  Hawkinson,  producer  of  the 

Grantland  Rice  Sportlights  for  distribution 

through  Pathe  Exchange,  Inc.,  has  just  re- 
turned from  Florida  where  his  staff  of 

cameramen  filmed  a   large  number  of  in- 
teresting shots  of  luminaries  of  the  sport 

world  and  important  sport  events  held  in 
Tampa  and  Miami. 

From  this  winter  mecca  of  the  sporting 

fraternity,  Mr.  Hawkinson’s  cameramen 
caught  a   dozen  or  more  national  cham- 

pions in  action,  filmed  several  horse-racing 
scenes,  caught  the  auto  racers  who  will 

participate  in  a   300  mile  race  at  Miami 
tuning  up,  shot  scenes  of  fast  speedboats 
and  action  on  the  golf  and  polo  fields. 

Large  Part  Played 

in  Laugh  Month  by 

Lane^  Arthur,  Dooley 
At  the  opening  of  the  1925-26  season 

Educational  introduced  three  new  comedy 

stars,  Lupino  Lane,  Johnny  Arthur  and 
Billy  Dooley,  all  of  whom,  it  was  pre- 

dictedi  would  make  good — strengthen  the 

already  strong  array  of  Educational’s  fea- tured players. 

Now  that  the  season  is  entering  its  final 
stretch  and  a   more  critical  slant  may  be 
had  on  the  work  of  these  new  comedy 

leaders,  it  is  noted  that  they  now  stand 

firmly  established  as  among  the  very  top- 
notchers  of  the  short  feature  comedy  stars. 

The  sound  judgment  of  Mr.  E.  W.  Ham- 
mons, president  of  Educational,  Jack 

White,  director  general  of  the  Educational 
studios,  Los  Angeles,  and  A1  Christie,  head 
of  the  Christie  studios,  in  taking  these 

players  from  the  stage  to  star  in  screen 
comedies  has  been  fully  substantiated. 

Roy  Tillson,  first  prize  winner  of  the 

first  week  in  the  Laugh  Month  Exploita- 

tion Contest,  very  definitely  based  his  cam- 

paign on  “The  Fighting  Dude,”  the  Lupino 
Lane  comedy  that  was  shown  under  his 
direction  at  the  Fuller  theatre,  Kalamazoo, 

Mich.  The  first  prize  winner  of  the  sec- 
ond week’s  contest,  H.  G.  Olson,  manager 

of  the  Majestic  at  Reedsburgh,  Wis.,  fea- 

tured Lane’s  “Maid  in  Morocco”  in  an  All 
Short  Feature  prize  program. 

The  Molly  Mays!  The  Molly  Mays! 

Jollier  than  the  joUiest  plays ! 

Sweet  Violet  Mersereaiz  pleases  always. 

The  Molly  Mays!  The  Molly  Mays! 

ARTHUR  J.  LAMB 
PRODUCTIONS 

Sole  direction  of  Joseph  Levering 
Distributed  by  Cranfieid  &   Clarke,  Inc. 
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Presentation  Success 
F,  A,  Mangan 
Gives  London 

Big  Surprise 
Presentation  Director  Formerly 

of  Chicago  Shows  British 

New  Type  “Filmshow” (Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

LONDON,  ENG,,  March  23.— It 

is  a   long  way  from  staging  presen- 
tations at  79th  and  Haisted  streets, 

Chicago,  to  that  of  staging  artistic 
scenes  before  members  of  the  royal 
family  of  England.  But  that  is 
what  has  happened  to  Francis  A. 
Mangan,  now  in  London  in  the 
capacity  of  art  director  for  Albert 
A.  Kaufman  at  the  new  Famous 

Players  Plaza  theatre,  the  opening 
of  which  took  place  on  Monday 
evening  March  first  before  what 

was  probably  the  most  notable  audi- 
ence ever  assembled  at  the  opening 

of  a   motion  picture  theatre.  Among 
the  guests  were  Prince  and  Princess 

Arthur  of  Connought  and  Princess 
Victoria. 

The  opening  of  the  Plaza  and  its 

elaborate  stage  effects  have  created  a   pro- 
found sensation  in  England ;   and  though  it 

may  seem  strange 
London  society 

people  have  eagerly 

grasped  the  sensa- 
tional stage  pres- 

entations of  Man- 

gan just  as  did 
the  populace  at 
Chicago  one  year 
ago  when  his 
efforts  contributed 

so  wonderfully 

towards  puttingthe 

Chicago  Capitol  in 
a   sphere  by  itself. 
Patrons  Exceed 

House  Capacity 

i   he  stage  of 

the  Plaza  has  been  equipped  with  every 
known  device  for  the  proper  presentation 
of  motion  pictures.  These  together  with 
the  original  ideas  of  Mangan  assure  this 
house  of  maintaining  the  tremendous 
business  with  which  it  has  started  off. 

Mangan’s  presentations  staged  in  Chi- 
cago were  unlike  those  staged  by  any  of 

his  contemporaries,  and  his  first  Plaza 
show  gave  London  something  so  new 
and  effective  as  entertainment  that  Plaza 
entertainment  already  has  become  the 
talk  orfhe  town. 

“Is  That  British 

or  Descriptive?” 
Ahead  of  "Bughouse  Cabaret" 

at  the  Tivoli  theatre,  Chicago, 
last  week  ran  a   trailer  announcing 
the  arrival  (tor  view  during  the 

current  week)  of  Gus  Edwards' 
"Garden  of  Girls."  The  customers 
read  quietly  for  a   few  feet  and 
then  a   ripple  of  tittering  ran  over 
the  house,  breaking  into  loud  guf- 

faws as  it  reached  the  last  rows  of 
the  balcony.  The  trailer  had  an- 

nounced the  "Garden"  as  Gus 
Edwards"  "blooming  production." 
Behind  this  reporter  a   man  asked 

his  neighbor,  "Is  that  British  or 

descriptive  " 

Ascher  Bros. 
Book  Out  of 

Chicago  East 
Fox  -   Washington,  Detroit,  and 

Philadelphia  Fox  Are  in 
Theatre  Circuit 

Ail  Chicago  Ascher  Brothers’ 
houses,  the  Fox-Washington  in  De- 

troit and  the  Fox  in  Philadelphia  are 
included  in  the  circuit  of  theatres 
that  are  to  be  booked  by  Harry 
Beaumont  from  Aschers’  Chicago 
headquarters.  The  Fox-Washing- 

ton will  be  booked  exclusively  from 
Chicago,  but  the  Philadelphia  Fox 
will  continue  to  book  some  acts  in 
from  New  York. 

Under  the  booking  system  developed, 
“le  acts  will  go  around  the  Chicago 
Ascher  circuit  to  open  the  tour,  and  then 
wiU  go  into  the  Detroit  house.  Fol- 

lowing the  Detroit  engagement,  some  of 
the  larger  acts  will  go  on  to  Philadel- 

phia. This  system  is  calculated  to  over- 
come many  of  the  difficulties  encoun- 

tered under  the  one-house  booking  sys- 
tem. 

Name  Acts  Sought 

It  is  Aschers’^  plan  to  offer  patrons of  their  houses  high  type  stage  entertain- 
ment, and  to  this  end  some  of  the  best 

acts  in  the  business  are  being  lined  up 
for  dates,  and  more  are  being  sought. 
Among  those  already  in  the  lineup  are: 
The  Watson  Sisters,  Lee  Matteson 

and  his  band,  the  Melvin-Franklin  Revue, 
The  Six  Musical  Byrons  and  Ruth  Pryor 
and  her  dance  revue. 

in  England 
*SmuF'  Acts 

Barred  from 
Film  Houses 

Picture  Audience  Refuses  to 
Tolerate  Indeucy  in 

Stage  Performance 
Acts  depending  on  dirt  for  their 

hands^  are  paying  routining  special- ists big  money  to  revamp  them  for 
the  presentation  time.  Those  who 
have  no  real  ability  are  finding  the 
road  hard.  The  genuinely  talented 
are  coming  out  of  the  refining  pro- 

cess better  and  more  successful  for 
the  experience.  All  are  learning 
quickly  and  definitely  that  there  is 
no  place  for  dirt  on  the  motion  pic- ture theatre  stage. 

It  is  something  of  a   shock  to  acts  de- 

pending upon  dirty  patter,  suggestive  danc- 
ing or  flash  exposure  to  find  the  picture 

audience  antagonistic  and  the  exhibitor  in- 
dignant. With  the  old  routine  shot  from 

under  them,  they  reel  along  helplessly  for 
a   time  and  then  resort  to  the  obvious 
means  of  correcting  their  stuff. 

Family  Element  Dictates 

_   The  family  element  is  dictator  In  the 
picture  theatre.  This  is  the  element  that 
made  the  building  of  the  big  houses  pos- 

sible and  the  owners  of  the  million  dollar 
theatres  know  the  butter  side  of  their 
bread.  They  act  promptly  and  decisively 
when  a   performer  who  sneaked  in  under 
the  canvas  gets  over  the  line. 

_   Agents,  whose  contact  with  the  presenta- tion audience  is  less  direct,  have  accorded 
the  condition  somewhat  reluctant  recogni- 

tion. Reports  from  managers  have  been 
so  unanimously  against  the  off  color  per- 

former, however,  that  a   general  top-to- 

bottom_  reform  which  is  not  without  its 
beneficial  effect  even  upon  vaudeville  has set  in. 

Learning  Business 
Acts  successfully  making  the  switch  to 

presentation  have  learned  the  new  demand 

quickly,  for  the  most  part.  Increased  de- 

pendence upon  _   merit,  with  less  and  less use  of  hokum,  is  the  invariable  result. 

J.  Woodworth  Sings  New  Song 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

INDIANAPOLIS,  IND.,  March  23.— 
Accompanied  by  a   film,  Julian  Woodworth 
visited  the  Circle  theatre  last  week  with 

a   new  song,  “Someone  to  Love.”  The  song 
went  over  well  and  will  be  broadcast 

shortly,  according  to  Woodworth.  He  was 

accompanied  by  the  Circle  concert  or- chestra. 
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Acts  Raise  Small  House  Receipts 
Al  E.  Short 
Is  Building 
Stage  Band 

New  Presentation  System  Adopted 

By  Capitol  Theatre — Publicity 
Promises  Big  Shows 

Al  E,  Short,  musical  and  presen- 
tation director  of  the  Capitol  theatre, 

Chicago,  is  drilling  a   band  that  will 
take  the  stage  April  12  in  a   new 

presentation  system  that  "will  give 
patrons  of  the  house  a   different  type 
show  than  that  to  which  they  have 
been  accustomed. 

Publicity  for  the  new  type  shows 
promises  big  things  on  the  Capitol  stage. 

In  Short's  present  pit  aggregation  are 
several  men  who  in  recent  weeks  have 

been  featured  solo  in  jazz  numbers.  The 

house  always  has  warmed  to  these  sin- 

gle bits.  In  last  week’s  show  a   cornetist 
threw  into  'T  Love  My  Baby”  a   hot 
single  bit  that  hit  with  the  customers. 

International  Tour  Arranged 

Trailers  run  on  the  Capitol  screen  an- 
nounce the  first  series  of  stage-band 

shows  as  a   kind  of  melodic  international 

tour,  during  which  many  nationalities’ 
.versions  of  jazz  will  be  featured.  The 

title  of  the  first  show  is  “Good-Bye 

Broadway;”  of  the  second,  “Foggy  Old 

London.” 
Singers  and  dancers  who  know  pres- 

entation work  are  to  work  in  front  of 
the  band.  No  names  in  this  connection 

have  so  far  appeared  in  any  of  the  an- 
nouncements, but  the  trade  expects  to 

know  some  of  them  soon. 

Jubilee  Singers  at 
N,  Y.  Capitol  Again 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  March  23.— Th?  Dixie 

Jubilee  Singers,  who  were  extremely  popu- 
lar during  their  recent  engagement  at  the 

Capitol,  return  to  the  house  to  sing  another 

group  of  Negro  spirituals  and  folk  songs. 

These  are  (a)  “Coin’  to  See  My  Sarah,”  a 
Negro  work  song;  (b)  “V/ater  Boy,”  a 
convict  song;  (c)  “I  Got  Two  Wings,”  a 
spiritual ;   and  “Coin’  Home,”  from  Dvo- 

rak’s "New  World  Symphony.” 
The  Capitol  ballet  appears  in  an  elaborate 

arrangement  by  Chester  Hale  of  Rubin- 

stein’s “Valse  Caprice,”  called  “Nymphs 

and  Fawn.”  Of  particular  interest  in  this 
connection  is  the  appearance  for  the  first 
time  as  a   principal  dancer,  of  Connie  Pol- 

sky,  graduate  of  the  Capitol  ballet  school. 
Miss  Polsley,  who  is  only  16,  was  trained 
by  Hale  and  was  selected  as  the  first  studr 

ent  of  the  theatre’s  school  to  be  given  the 
signal  of  heading  the  ballet.  . 

Mitzi  Richards  Is  to 

Play  with  Watson,  Ash 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

DECATUR,  ILL.,  March  23.  — Mitzi 

Richards,  pianist  and  singer  who  recently 
entered  the  presentation  field,  is  booked  to 
fhe  Lincoln  Square  here  to  appear  in  a 
"Wnk  Watson  show  the  'week  of  March  28. 

|he  following  week  she  will  appear  with 
Ash  at  McVickers,  Chicago.  Miss  Richards 

^as  booked  for  these  dates  by  Phil  Tyrrell, Chicago. 

Presentation 
Concerning  the  Stage  Phase 

OF  THE  FiLMSHOW  FrOM  THE 
Viewpoint  of  the  Practical 
Showrian 

    By  WILLIAM  R.  WEAVER     

Charleston  Contests 

Create  New  Demand 

CHARLESTON,  Old  Fiddlers,  Har- 
^   monica  and  similar  contests  current- 

ly making  big  money  for  the  non-pres- 
entation houses  indicate  clearly  the  trend 

of  public  demand.  Upon  the  small 
stages  used  for  these  events,  in  many 
cases  mere  platforms,  presentation  acts 

requiring  small  space  will  appear  in  due 
season.  The  contest  thing  is  in  a   healthy 

condition  at  this  time,  but  amateur  tal- 
ent never  was  and  never  will  be  a   satis- 

factory substitute  for  professional. 

“Discovery  Night,”  the  new  name  for 
the  old  fashioned  “amateur  night,”  is  the 
most  recently  advanced  substitute  for 

presentation.  In  all  probability  it  is  the 

last  substitute,  since  it  groups  the  vari- 
ous types  of  performance  and  thus  di- 

minishes the  exploitation  possibilities  of 
a   single  one.  With  the  incompatibility 
of  straight  vaudeville  and  pictures  clearly 
demonstrated,  the  obvious  next  step  is 

to  presentation.  Organizations  equipped 
to  supply  this  demand  for  talent  which 
can  work  on  the  small  stage  are  in  line 
for  expansion. 

*   *   * 

Keith  Envious  of 
Presentation 

A   CURRENT  rumor  is  that  Keith  will 

get  into  the  presentation  thing  by 
one  route  or  another.  The  rumor  is 

unsubstantiated  but  accurate.  Sooner  or 

later  Keith  will  come  in,  as  will  all  or- 
ganizations controlling  any  considerable 

range  of  talent  or  playdates.  The  date 
of  such  a   move  is  the  principal  item  of 
news  interest. 

Last  week  99  presentation  acts  were 

reported  in  this  section.  This  week  the 
number  is  larger.  This  section  covers 

the  principal  cities  only.  With  this  sit- 
uation confronting  them,  persons  con- 

cerned with  any  phase  of  stage  entertain- 
ment have  but  one  course  open  to  them. 

♦   *   * 

Presentation  Influence 

Benefits  Professional 

"Performers  turning  from  other fields  to  picture  presentation  display 

commendable  willingness  to  conform 

with  the  demands  of  the  new  public. 

The  majority  of  them  quickly  drop  the 
bad  habits  built  up  for  expediency  in 

vaudeville  and  production.  To  the  real 

performer,  the  person  attracted  to  the 

stage  primarily  by  the  opportunity  to 

develop  a   natural  talent,  presentation  of- 
fers a   new  lease  on  ideals.  There  is,  of 

course,  a   minority  of  the  opposite  kind. 

It  speedily  retreats  whence  it  came. 

The  cleanliness  of  the  picture  theatre 

is  infectious.  Its  influence  upon  the  pro- 

fessional is  productive  of  better  enter- 
tainment not  only  for  the  picture  theatre 

itself  but  also  for  the  other  theatres 

vhence  come  and  whence  at  intervals  re- 

turn those  who  participate  in  presenta- 
;ions. 

Al  Bachman 
Fills  Seats 
at  Randolph 

Good  But  Unpretentious  Extra 
Entertainment  Boosts  Box 

Office  Gatlierings 

“With  the  aid  of  some  new  inte- 
rior and  exterior  decorations,  a 

string  band  and  a   singer,  receipts 
for  the  house  have  been  raised  from 
25  to  35  per  cent  during  the  last 
three  weeks,”  said  Al  Bachman, 
manager  of  the  Randolph  theatre, 

Chicago,  when  interviewed  regard- 
ing the  recently  adopted  stage  show 

policy  at  that  house.  “Now  I   am 
putting  in  a   small  jazz  band  as  an 
experimental  lead  to  the  inaugura- 

tion of  a   permanent  added  attrac- 

tion policy.” Until  February  20  no  other-than-screen 
entertainment  had  been  offered  in  the 
house  for  two  years.  The  house  seats 
fewer  than  700,  and  the  stage  is  small. 
Yet  Mr.  Bachman  is  convinced  that  only 
the  permanent  addition  of  a   stage  fea- 

ture is  necessary  to  put  the  house  last- 

ingly among  the  major  theatres  of  Chi- cago. 

Beauty  Contest  Featured 

On  March  20  Walter  Ford’s  Syncopat- 
ors  went  into  the  house  with  the  pic- 

ture “The  Beautiful  Cheat.”  In  con- 
junction with  the  showing  of  this  and 

the  pictures  that  will  be  shown  subse- 

quently for  30  days  Bachman  •will  con- 
duct a   beauty  contest  at  the  Randolph. 

The  installation  of  the  Syncopators  is 

in  the  nature  of  an  experiment.  But 

Mr.  Bachman,  basing  his  conclusions  on 

the  success  of  the  added  entertainment 

offered  with  “His  People,”  is  certain 
the  band  will  hit  hard  and  will  stay  in 

the  house  permanently. 

“This  house  has  had  a   varied  history,” 

said  Mr.  Bachman.  "Many  experiments 
have  been  conducted.  The  latest  one 

is  the  most  successful.  People  have 

come  to  expect  more  entertainment  in 

picture  theatres  than  that  offered  on  the 

screen.  They  therefore  will  go  where 
added  entertainment  is  to  be  had.  This 

has  been  proved  by  the  box  office  tab- 
ulations for  this  house  over  the  last 

three  weeks.  Receipts  have  been  up, 

and  they  can  be  kept  up.  The  job  is 

to  determine  what,  exactly,  is  the  right 

kind  of  added  attraction  for  this  house.” 

Working  Space  Small 

The  manager  then  explained  some  of 

the  staging  difficulties  he  had  to  over- 
come before  he  could  offer  the  added 

numbers  in  the  proper  setting.  The  first 
was  to  make  a   small  stage  appear  larger 

than  it  is.  Mounting  did  the  trick. 

Acoustics  did  not  present  a   large  diffi- 

culty. Lighting  for  this  house  need  not 

be  elaborate,  for  at  no  time  will  it  be 

possible  to  work  many  people  simul- taneously. 
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Chicago  Booker  Sells  Publix  Hits 
Phil  Tyrrell 
Artists  Top 
Road  Shows 

Gus  Mulcay,  Glen  Ellyn  and 

Banjoland  Are  Aces — Ross 
to  Go  Into  Edwards  Unit 

Phil  Tyrrell,  Chicago  booker  who 
is  a   pioneer  in  the  presentation 
field  in  the  Middle  West,  has  placed 
with  Publix  road  units  built  by 

John  Murray  Anderson  the  best  at- 
tractions those  units  have  had — Gus 

Mulcay,  Banjoland  and  Glen  Ellyn, 
Mulcay  and  Banjoland  are  the  top 

artists  of  the  Anderson  unit  “Rhap- 
sody in  Jazz,”  and  Glen  Ellyn, 

dancer,  is  the  outstanding  feature 

of  “Venus  in  Greenwich  Village,” also  an  Anderson  unit. 

Tyrrell  also  will  have  an  artist  in  Gus 
Edwards’  “Garden  of  Girls”  when  that  unit 
opens  in  St.  Louis,  as  Joe  Ross,  booked  by 
Tyrrell,  is  to  replace  Chester  Fredericks 

in  the  “Garden”  following  its  Chicago 
showing. 

Chicago  Presentation  Home 

It  is  in  line  with  all  other  presentation 
developments  that  a   Chicago  booker  should 

produce  the  finest  presentation  talent.  Chi- 
cago is  the  home  of  presentation,  and  art- 

ists playing  Middle  West  houses  have  had 
more  opportunitv  to  study  presentation 
methods — especially  in  Chicago  theatres — 
than  have  artists  playing  picture  houses  in 
any  other  part  of  the  country. 

Tyrrell  booked  several  acts  to  the  Wis- 
consin theatre,  Milwaukee,  for  anniversary 

week  (week  of  April  3).  Among  these  are 
Harry  Rose,  the  Dexter  Sisters,  the  Orange 
Grove  Trio  and  Will  Stanton.  Production 
Manager  Ed  Weisfeldt  plans  one  of  the 
biggest  shows  in  the  history  of  the  house 
for  anniversary  week. 

Henshaw  Makes  Records 

Bob  “Uke”  Henshaw,  another  Tyrrell 
act,  has  been  setting  records  on  the  Finkel- 
stein  and  Ruben  circuit  for  a   number  of 
weeks.  The  Barr  Twins,  late  features  of 

“The  Passing  Show,”  also  booked  by 
Tyrrell,  will_  begin  an  eight-week  tour  of 
the  upper  Midwest  states  April  3,  on  which 
date  they  open  at  the  State,  Minneapolis. 

Frank  Cambria  Goes 

East  for  Two  Weeks 

Frank  Cambria,  ace  producer  of  Publix 
road  shows,  left  (Chicago  today  for  Buffalo, 
whence  he  will  go  to  New  York  City  to 
start  his  next  two  unit  shows  over  the 

Publix  circuit.  He  will  be  away  from  Chi- 
cago two  weeks. 

Pontiac  State  Is  to 

Feature  Stage  Shows 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

PONTIAC,  MICH.,  March  23.— Edward 
Beatty,  general  manager  of  the  Butterfield 
circuit,  announces  that  the  new  State  the- 

atre here^will  be  opened  to  the  public  April 
5,  the  policy  being  pictures  and  stage  shows. 

As  Fighter  Vernon  Kelly 

Is  Knockout  Singer 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

MINNEAPOLIS,  March  23.— 
Vernon  Kelly,  ll-year-old  star  of 
the  “Kiddie  Revues,”  staged  by 
the  State  Studios,  Minneapolis,  al- 

most robbed  Benny  Leonard  of  his 
headline  honors  when  the  latter 
made  a   local  appearance  recently. 

Vernon  was  seated  in  a   box  and 

was  noticed  by  Leonard,  who 
asked  him  to  step  on  the  stage  and 

take  a   boxing  lesson.  Vernon  pro- 

tested he  wasn't  a   boxer,  but  £nal- 

ly  accepted. 

On  the  stage  Vernon  was  rec- 
ognized by  many  in  the  audience 

who  had  seen  him  at  the  State, 
Lagoon  and  other  motion  picture 
houses.  A   cry  went  up  for  a   song. 
Leonard  took  a   back  seat  while 

Vernon  responded  with  “My  Ba- 

by's Arms.” 
“I  thought  I   was  picking  out 

some  kid;  not  an  actor,”  was 
Leonard’s  comment  when  the 
audience  £nally  let  him  go  on  with 
his  act. 

Vernon  is  a   clever  singer  and 
dancer  and  has  been  appearing  on 
the  professional  stage  for  the  last 
three  years.  His  imitation  of  a 

raspy,  “vaudy-vil”  voice  makes  a 
big  hit  wherever  he  appears.  He 
also  is  a   clever  dancer.  He  has 
made  several  tours  in  the  kiddie 
shows  over  the  Finkelstein  and 
Ruben  circuit  of  picture  houses. 

1.  H.  Simmons,  Inc., 
Enters  Field  to 

Build  Stage  Acts 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  March  23.— Ira  H.  Sim- 
mons announces  the  formation  of  the  Ira 

H.  Simmons,  Inc.,  Service,  to  deal  exclu- 
sively in  production  of  acts  and  names  for 

motion  picture  theatres.  The  type  of  this 
service  will  be  the  first  of  its  kind  in  the 

motion  picture  field,  as  this  company  holds 

exclusive  contracts  with  prominent  Broad- 
way producers,  one  of  which  is  Jones  and 

Green,  producers  of  the  “Greenwich  Vil- 
lage Follies”  and  other  Broadway  shows, 

to  produce  for  motion  picture  theatres  the 

highest  type  of  presentation  acts  in  con- 
junction with  big  names  and  exploitation 

angle  ideas. 

Simmons,  Inc.,  now  has  in  course  of  pro- 
duction condensed  versions  of  famous  mu- 

sical comedy  successes,  the  casts  to  be  as 

well-known  as  they  were  on  Broadway. 
Through  these  contracts  they  also  have  se- 

cured many  prominent  stage  names  of  box- 
office  value  which  will  be  handled  through 
this  service  exclusively.  Offices  have  been 
opened  at  1476  Broadway,  New  York  City. 

Mr.  Simmons  has  spent  many  years  in 
the  motion  picture  industry,  in  both  the 

production  and  distribution  ends,  and  en- 
tered this  new  field  to  meet  the  demand 

for  presentations  that  has  been  created. 

Presentation 

Augments  Use 
of  Pictures 

Vaudeville  Houses  OSering  More 

and  Better  Screen 

Attractions 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  March  23.-— Pres- 
entation has  made  such  inroads  into 

the  talent  formerly  used  in  straight 

vaude,  and  the  presentation  houses 
have  dragged  so  much  business 
away  from  the  vaude  houses  that  all 
the  latter  that  have  been  using  pic- 

tures will  soon  be  in  the  market  for 

more  and  better  pictures  than  they 
have  been  using.  Further,  persist- 

ent rumors  are  afloat  to  the  effect 

that  the  Keith  organization  is  soon 
to  enter  the  picture  production  field 
as  a   means  of  offsetting  somewhat 
the  drain  of  the  picture  houses  on 
the  vaudeville  purse. 
The  Keith  organization  in  particular 

has  been  hard  hit  by  the  presentation 
picture  houses.  Many  of  the  standard 
name  attractions  on  which  vaude  de- 

pended year  after  year  as  draws  have 
deserted  to  the  more  remunerative  and 

leasant  presentation  field.  The  num- 
er  of  attractions  leaving  vaude  increases 

every  week. 
Picture  Outlets  Increasing 

For  the  -picture  producing  companies 
the  situation  is  happy.  The  outlets  for 
outstanding  attractions  increase  as  the 
vaude  houses  lose  stage  talent  and  go 

in  for  screen  attractions  to  hold  busi- 
ness. The  presentation  houses  continue 

to  screen  long  bills.  There  is  no  likeli- 
hood that  in  this  field  stage  attractions 

will  become  more  important  than  screen 
attractions.  Motion  picture  exhibitors 
continue  to  consider  stage  shows  only 
added-to-the-picture-entertainment. 

Whether  the  Keith  organization  con- 
templates buying  into  an  existing  pic- 

ture producing  company  or  starting  its 
own  has  not  yet  appeared.  But  that  this 

and  other  vaude  organizations  have  be- 
come panicky  in  the  last  few  months  is 

unquestionable.  They  are  out  for  some- 
thing with  which  to  stem  the  flow  of  pa- 
trons to  other  houses,  and  look  upon 

film  as  the  best  bet. 

Pennsylvanians  Will 

Be  D.  C.  Met  Feature 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

WASHINGTON,  D.  C.,  March  23.— 
Waring’s  Pennsylvanians,  the  most  popular 
modern  orchestra  known  to  Washington 
theatregoers,  are  on  their  way  here  by 
gradual  stages  after  almost  a   year  on  the 
Pacific  Coast  and  a   sensationally  successful 

special  engagement  at  the  Chicago,  Tivoli 
and  Uptown  theatres,  in  Chicago.  The 
Pennsylvanians,  augmented  in  personnel  to 
a   total  strength  of  18,  but  still  under  the 
conductorship  of  Fred  Waring,  with 

Waring  as  song  soloist  and  pianist,  will  be 
heard  in  the  near  future  as  a   distinctive 

added  attraction  at  Crandall’s  Metropolitan, 
where  they  scored  their  first  Washington 

hit 
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CURRENT  PRESENTATIONS 
Cambria  and  Edwards 

Lift  Anderson  Gloom; 

Chicagoans  Like  'Em 
Frank  Cambria’s  presentation  celebrating 

enlargement  of  the  “Balaban  &   Katz  Mag- 
azine,” house  organ,  combined  with  Gus 

Edwards’  “Garden  of  Girls,”  Publix  show, 
to  lift  from  the  Chicago  theatre  last  week 

the  settling  mantle  of  gloom  spread  by  a 

succession  of  John  Murray  Anderson  pre- 

sentations. Cambria’s  show  was  shorter 
than  Edwards’  and  ran  first,  with  film  be- 

tween. It  was,  of  course,  the  type  of  stage 

show  Chicago  wants,  and  it  scored  accord- 

ingly. The  Edwards  show  isn’t  exactly 
the  original  B.  &   K.  model  but  was  so 
much  less  unlike  it  than  the  Anderson 

things  that  it  got  away  big. 

Cambria’s  setting  was  a   sliding-panelled 

reproduction  of  the  “Balaban  &   Katz  Mag- 
azine” front  cover,  current  issue.  Barton 

Evans  in  full  dress  recited  and  sang 

rhymed  lines  introducing  the  numbers,  per- 
formers emerging  from  the  panel  to  do 

their  stuff. 

Gypsy  Lenore,  clo'wn  contortionist,  led 
off,  representing  the  comic  section  of  the 
hook.  Grace  Blair,  dancer,  batted  for 

Beauty.  Ruth  Fisher,  a   better  soprano 

than  has  been  heard  on  the  Chicago  stage 

since  Helen  Yorke’s  last  appearance,  was 
cast  as  Gossip.  Mark  and  Marcheta  did 

a   short  but  top-notch  tango  for  the  Valen- 
tino-Naldi  hook-up.  Bob  Witt,  dressed  as 
a   B.  &   K.  usher,  played  more  banjo  than 

any  other  three  banjoists  hereabouts  these 
many  moons,  representing  Service. 
The  Edwards  show  started  out  slow  but 

warmed  up.  Midway  down  a   boy  tenor 

halted  the  exercises  with  a   mother  song 
sung  way  up  yonder  without  a   waver.  He 

came  back  again  and  bettered  even  that  al- 

titude, taking  the  show  off  the  stage  in 

his  pocket.  (Anybody  as  good  as  this  boy 
is  really  should  be  billed.)  After  that  there 

were  dancing  and  other  things,  the  whole 

concluding  in  a   jazz  finale  that  got  good 
hands. 

Capitol  Irish  Bill 

Best  Show  in  Weeks; 
Rennie,  Terry  Score 

Last  week’s  presentation  at  the  Cap- 
itol, Chicago,  was  the  best  this  reporter 

has  seen  in  the  house  for  some  weeks. 

Working  ahead  of  the  newsreel,  Arthur 

Turelly,  “King  of  the  Harmonica,”  tore 
off  a   string  of  pop  stuff  that  knocked 
over  a   big  hand  and  swung  back  with 
selections  from  the  opera  classics  that 
v/as  good  for  more. 

Following  the  news,  stage  went  to  full 

against  a   scenic  drop  in  front  of  which 
were  some  set  pieces  that  gave  the  v/hole 

a   garden  atmosphere.  This  section  of 

the  bill  was  labeled  “Your  Green  Hat,” 

^d  featured  Irish  melodies  and  dances. 
Orville  Rennie,  tenor,  opened  with 

When  Irish  Eyes  Are  Smiling.”  He 
Was  in  good  voice  and  the  house  gave 
him  plenty. 

Rennie  was  followed  by  two  girls,  one 

dressed  as  a   boy,  who  stepped  a   neat 

Irish  jig.  Rennie  followed  with  “In  Your 
Green  Hat.”  At  the  conclusion  of  the 

^ng  the  girl  stepped  a   brief  measure. 
Then  followed  a   series  of  single  dance 
turns  by  members  of  the  ballet.  There 

Was  an  Irish  Charleston,  an  Irish  orien- 
tal dance,  a   girl  who  did  some  high-kick 

stuff  also  in  the  Irish  manner,  and  then 

out  romped  Steve  Savage,  who  did  a 
fast  routine  of  difficult  steps  that  went 
over  well. 

Stage  went  back  to  one  and  the  Frisco 

Trio  sang  “Rocky  Road  to  Dublin,”  “Wild 
Irish  Rose,”  “Siltin’  on  Top  of  the 

World”  and  “Knee  Deep  in'  Daisies.” 
Then  full  stage  again  for  a   fast  ensem- 

ble finale.  To  close  a   large  silk  hat 
was  dropped  down  and  covered  Rennie, 
Savage  and  the  chorus. 

Loe  Terry  on  the  organ  played  "Where 
the  River  Shannon  Flows.”  On  the 
screen  during  this  were  flashed  slides  of 

scenes  actually  photograi^hed  in  Ireland. 
Terry  then  faced  about  in  the  spot  and 

sang  a   chorus  of  the  song.  His  earnings 
came  in  the  form  of  long  applause. 

Hughie  O'Donnell  Is 
Top  Noise  Getter  on 
McVickers  Irish  Bill 

"Top  o’  the  Mornin’ ”   was  the  name  of 
Paul  Ash’s  McVicker’s  show  last  week 
and,  appropriately,  a   youngster  announced 

as  Hughie  O’Donnell  stopped  the  concert 
and  kept  it  stopped.  The  show  was  set 

in  an  Erin  exterior  with  waterfall  and 

everything,  the  band  wearing  the  green  and 
such.  Here’s  how  she  ran: 

“Molly  0,”  by  the  band. 
"At  Dawning,”  ditto. 

George  Martin,  announced  as  a   McVickers  stage 
band,  dancing  an  Irish  reel  and  coming  back 
with  a   Yiddish  one. 

“Sweet  Child,”  by  the  hand. 
Veronia  as  an  Irish  colleen  in  a   dance. 

"Hooray  for  the  Irish,"  sang  by  an  unan* 
nounced  male  in  Irish  makeup,  with  comic  inter- 

ruptions in  Yiddish  from  one  of  the  violinists 
who  looked  like  Siggie. 

Hughie  O’Donnell,  diminutive  singer,  dancer, 
ukulele  duster,  etc.,  who  took  six  encores  and 

begged  off  with  difficulty. 

"Just  a   Cottage  Small,”  sung  by  Milton  Watson 
high  up  on  the  set  with  a   colleen  posing  for  the 
atmosphere. 

There  wasn’t  any  dirt  in  this  bill  and  it 
slid  along  on  greased  runners.  The  Irish- 

Jewish  recipe  found  potent  in  “Abie’s  Irish 
Rose"  and  the  Jackie  Coogan  pictures  was 
invoked  for  excellent  results. 

Earlier,  Henri  A.  Keates,  the  organist 

who  usually  makes  the  audience  sing  their 

heads  off,  not  only  played  “The  Prisoner’s 
Song”  with  the  slides  but  went  on  and  did 
it  again  in  the  spot  with  another  young 
man  in  convict  stripes  singing  it.  Out  of 

the  deep  despondency  engendered  by  all 
this  the  audience  rose  like  a   rocket  to  the 

stage  show. 

j   111  Acts  Reported  in  This  Issue 
AlkmQD,  Hele  and  Semaacbko^.-lJAam6ra,  Mil- 

sooukee. 

Albort.  Don  and  Oroh4<sUra^£n9>t/i',  SteCo. 
Ss.  £oU!S. 

Aah,  Paul  and  Band— Chicago, 

Baumgarden,  Jean— Fox,  Philadelphia, 

Blair,  Graces— CAtcogo,  Chicago. 

Brader,  Harry  and  Orchestra— 'fSioIio,  Omaha, 

Buck,  Verne  and  Band'--'.Hctropo{t;an,  Los 

Angeles, 

Bulger,  Boy— ‘£ceto‘s  S'ate,  Si,  Louis, 

Bullock,  Wynne— -iocto’s  State,  Los  Angeles, 

Calvin,  Bessie— Kivoti,  Now  York. 

Capitol-Abbol!  BaElet~Caps(ol,  Chicago. 

Chief  Clear  Sky^ioew’s  State,  Los  Angeles, 
Clemtnens,  James  Stranil,  New  York, 

v.ogcrt  and  Motto— Ifotropolstan,  Atlanta, 

Crooker,  Dorothy  Loew’s  State,  Los  Angeles, 
Daeey  and  Boland—— Jtsailo,  Omaha, 

Darewski,  Max — Plaxa,  London, 

Davenport,  Orrln— *11  Aambra,  MtlfoauAres. 

Dexter  Sisters — State,  Detroit, 

"The  Dime  Museum”— /Vesomon,  Kansas  City. 

Dobbin,  Helea^Fo*  Philadelphia, 

Downey,  Morton— Grand  Central,  Sf.  Louis, 

Eaton  Sisters— Sun,  Omaha. 

Ellyn,  GUn—Rivoli,  New  York. 
Evans,  Barton—CAicago,  Chicago, 

Fisher,  Ruth— Chicago,  CAieogo. 

Fitch,  Ednmad— IFisconain,  Milwaukee. 

Forbslein,  Louis  and  Syncopafore— Hoyai,  Kart» 
sas  City. 

Fox,  Ward— Rsoofi,  New  York. 
Frisco  Trio — Capitol,  Chicago. 

"Garden  of  Girls”— Chicago,  Chicago. 

Garner,  Morion-— xHAnfrefero,  Milwaukee, 

Gaiehett,  Harvey— Sun,  Omaha. 

Ciersdorf  Sisters  and  Bonsd—ioete’s  Stale,  St. 

Louis. 
Gircrd,  Horry  ond  Revue— Fo*,  Philadelphia. 

Could,  Herhors— diham&ro,  Milwaukee. 

“Groat  Moments  from  Grand  Opera"- Capitol, 

Deiroil, 

"Gypsy  Follies"— Missouri,  St.  Louis. 

House,  JtidsoB— ‘iPisconsin,  itfiissauhee. 

The  Ingonuef^— Po*,  PhiSadeSphla. 

Irwin  Sisters — Sirond,  New  York. 

Keates,  Henri— McFichers,  Chicago. 

Kelly.  Nell— Loow’s  Slate,  Los  Angeles. 
Kneeknd,  Jack— Sun,  Omaha, 

Koraspnn.  Adolphe — Fox,  Philadelphia. 

Landry,  Art  and  Band — Hippodrome,  BuSalo. 

LaaphSer,  Fay— RiocH,  New  York. 
La  Verne,  Gene— Strand,  Omoha. 

Leide,  Enrico  ond  Orehestra — Metropolitan
, Atlanta,  ,   , 

Lenington  one!  Canon  —   Melropoliion,  Los 

Leyland  and  Keller*— Rialto,  Note  York, 
Liehter,  Joie  and  Band^Slrand,  Milwaukee, 

Mao  Donald,  Roy— dihambra,  Milwaukee. 

Madame  Victoria— dlhambra,  iWilteouheo. 

Mallotte,  Albert  H. — Plasa,  London. 

Mark  and  Marcheta  Chicago,  Chicago, 

Marlin,  George— .VfeFichcrs,  Chicago. 

Mathicssen,  Joke  ond  Orchestra  — ^   Howard, Atlanta. 

McGuire,  Joon^^dlhambra,  Milwaukee, 

Melody  Sextette— Ripoli,  Now  York. 

“The  Melting  Pot’’— Palace,  Dallas, 
Middleton,  Lucille— /fippodrome,  Buffalo. 

Miller,  Pauline— Strand,  Now  York. 

Morrissey,  Tex  and  Mule  State,  Detroit. 

Mound  City  Blue  Blowers— Strand,  New  York. 

O’Docnell,  Hughie— .McFicfcors,  Chicago, 

Ogden,  Melvin— Howard,  dfianta. 

Oliver,  Barrie—Pioaa,  London. 

O’Shea,  Danay— Votropolilon,  Los  Angeles. 

Peterson  and  Pierce— d/hambro,  Milwaukee. 

Previn,  Charles  and  Orehestra— Jfissouri,  St. Louis, 

Quinlan,  John— Strand,  New  York, 

Ramsay,  Harold— Rieaii,  New  York. 
Rand  and  Karles— .tfotropolitan,  Los  Angeles. 

Rennie,  Orville—Capllol,  Chicago. 

Rlsola,  •   Mmo.— Palace,  Dallas, 

Roomhotd,  Heins  and  Orchestra— dihambra, 
Milwaukeo, 

Savage,  Steve— d7apitof,  Milwaukee, 

Shipley,  Earl— dihambra,  Mifwauhoe. 

Short,  A!  E.  ond  Orcheslrq— Capitol,  Chicago. 

Sidney,  Jack— Loote’s  Sfoto,  St.  Louis, 

Sixteen  Missouri  Rockets— ’Grand  Central,  Si. 

Louis. 

Small  and  Moys  IPisconsin,  Milwauke. 

Spencer  and  Oecsh— /Jippodrome,  Buffalo. 

Straub,  Herb  and  Band—^tate,  Detroit, 

Strilt,  Fred— Sicto,  Detroit. 

Swedish,  Michael— Strand,  AJitwauhee. 

"Syneopatlon  Idea8’’=Loots’s  tParfield,  San 
Francisco. 

Termini^— Rlaito,  New  York. 

Terry,  Tom— Loow’s  State,  St,  Louis. 
Tiffany,  Owen — Hippodrome,  Buffalo. 

Tiller  Clrlr— Ptosa,  London, 

Tours,  Frank  and  Orehestra'^Piasa,  London, 

Turelly,  Arthur— Capitol,  CAlengo. 

Twist,  WiUio  and  Brother^dlhombra,  Miltcau- 

keo. 

Van  Alstyne,  Egbert— •Riailo,  Omoha. 

Vaughn,  Weston— Hippodrome,  Buffalo. 

“Venus  In  Greenwich  Village”^Rivoll,  New York. 

Veronia— .McFicherj,  Chicago, 

Waritsg’s  Pennsylvoninns— Stanley,  Philadelphia. 

Wasson,  Milton— MePichers,  Chicago, 

Wesley,  Anne  Strand,  ^fiiwauhee. 

Wiedoeft,  Rudy— Howard,  Atlanta, 
Williams,  Kenneth — Royol,  Kansas  City. 

Wilson,  Harry  Rlvoli,  New  York. 

Witt,  Bob— Chicogo,  Chicago. 

Woers,  Gladys— Slonioy,  Philadelphia, 

Wolf,  Rube  and  Band^^Loete's  State,  Los 
Angeles, 

Woods,  Frond— Slate,  Detroit. 

Young,  Clody^— Fox,  Philadelphia, 
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Art  Landry  Out  for 

Illness;  Band  Is  Led 

by  Lucille  Middleton 
BUFFALO,  March  zS. — Art  Landry, 

who  with  his  band  just  finished  his  tenth 

week  at  Shea’s  Hippodrome,  was  ill  March 
14,  and  Lucille  Middleton,  featured  during 

the  week  in  “The  Fan  Dance,”  conducted 
the  band  in  his  stead.  She  clicked  as  a 

conductor  and  as  a   dancer,  the-  house  play- 
ing on  the  opening  day  to  the  greatest 

Sunday  business  in  its  history. 

The  show  for  the  week  was  the  “Kit 

Kat  Club  Revue.”  The  mounting  dupli- 
cated the  interior  of  the  famous  London 

club.  Also  assisting  Landry  were  Owen 
Tiffany,  Weston  Vaughn  and  Spencer  and 
Beach.  Tiffany  did  a   comic  dance  that  won 
good  returns  from  the  house.  Spencer  and 
Beach  sent  over  a   line  of  fun  that  was 
altogether  approved,  and  Weston  Vaughn, 
singing-banjoist,  member  of  the  Landry 
unit,  went  across  in  good  style. 

Miss  Middleton  scored  heavily  with  the 
novelty  of  leading  the  band,  announcing 
the  other  performers  and  the  band  num- 

bers, and  then  toppng  all  this  with  her 
difficult  dance.  She  has  been  held  over 
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Novelties 
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PREMIER  ATTRACTIONS 
(Incorporated) 
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Notv  Booking 
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Box-Office  Names 
Attractions  and 

Presentations 

Managing  Booking  Oepi. 

FRED  B.  MACK 
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B.  F.  KcUh-ASbse  ClFeislt 

ARTHUR  SPIZZI 
Booking  the  Better  Picture  Tbeotree 

YORK  OFFICE 

1587  BROADWAY 

for  the  current  week  and  next  week.  Owen 

Tibany  is  also  in  this  week’s  show. 
The  Hipp  show  for  this  v/eek  is  entitled 

“Old  Home  Week.”  This  is  a   barnyard 
frolic  in  which  fun  is  the  dominant  note. 
For  the  week  of  March  28  tlie  show  is  to 

be  “The  Enchanted  Garden.” 

‘^The  Melting  Pot'^ 
Has  Good  Week  at 

Palace  in  Dallas 

DALLAS,  TEX.,  March  23.— The  Pal- 
ace theatre  presented  last  week  the  first  of 

tlie  new  type  of  presentation  acts  to  be 
shown  there  in  future.  These  will  be  creat- 
tions  by  such  showman  as  John  Murray 
Anderson,  Frank  Cambria,  Gus  Edwards 
and  others. 

Last  week  was  presented  “The  Melting 
Pot,”  by  John  Murray  Anderson.  The  cen- 

tral idea  is  assimilation  of  foreigners, 
thus  the  name  of  the  act.  This  idea  is 

portrayed  by  songs  and  dances  of  many 
countries.  The  principals  enter  the  huge 

melting  pot  in  the  center  of  the  stage  after 
their  various  contributions,  and  emerge  to 
the  strains  of  a   march  which  develops  into 
a   Charleston  which  they  all  do. 
Each  of  these  acts  will  have  its  own 

director.  Franz  Adlemann  directs  “The 

Melting  Pot.” Although  the  singing  and  dancing,  set- 
tings and  costumes  were  good,  there  v/as 

a   noticeable  lack  of  good  looks.  If  the 
principals  had  only  been  better  looking  it 
would  have  been  a   brighter  show.  How- 

ever, this  did  not  keep  the  act  from  being 
thoroughly  enjoyed  and  won  more  applause 
than  anything  at  a   local  motion  picture 
house  in  many  months. 

“Irene”  was  the  long  feature  picture. 

Harry  Girard’s  Revue, 
Ingenues,  Make  Fast 

Show  at  Fox,  Philly 

PHILADELPHIA,  PA.,  March  23.— 
Harry  Girard  and  his  Golden  Gate  Song 
Revue,  with  Agnes  Cain  Brown,  mezzo- 
soprano.  topped  the  Fox  bill  last  week. 

Girard  conducts  capably  and  the  voices  of 
the  20  young  women  in  the  chorus  are  %vell 
trained  and  beautifully  blended.  One  of 

the  most  popular  numbers  was  “Moonlight 
Bay,”  in  which  Girard  does  a   bit  of  ef- 

fective vocal  work.  The  setting  for  this 
is  especially  attractive,  with  a   moonlit  bay 
and  the  chorus  in  black  velvet  and  white. 

In  “Rpses  Bring  Dreams  of  You"  there  is a   realistic  shower  of  roses.  The  aria  from 

“La  Traviata”  and  “Sextette  from  Lucia” 
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were  charmingly  sung,  and  “Mighty  Lak  a 
Rose”  and  “Just  a   Wearyin’  Lr  You” 
made  a   hit. 

The  Ingenues,  a   female  “Paul  White- 
man”  orchestra  with  20  talented  musicians 
featuring  Helen  Dobbin,  were  well  re- 

ceived. The  Ingenues  are  extremely  ver- 
satile and  well  trained  and  their  act  is  a 

riot  of  melody  and  syncopation.  Helen 
Dobbin’s  Spanish  dance  is  characterized 
by  gay  abandon  and  her  Charleston  is  out 
of  the  ordinary,  with  contortions  and  gyra- 

tions galore. 
Jean  Ba'omgarden’s  solo,  “Someone  to 

Love,”  -with  piano  and  harpsichord  accom- 
paniment, was  roundly  applauded.  There 

is  real  music  in  every  number  and  the  ver- 
satility of  the  members,  who  almost  make 

their  instruments  speak,  is  remarkable. 

Gladys  Young,  featured  in  “Collegiate," 
deserves  especial  mention. 
The  Fox  theatre  orchestra,  with  Adolphe 

Kornspan  conducting,  played  an  exception- 

ally fine  opening  number,  “First  Hungarian 
Rhapsody,”  by  Liszt,  wlfich  %vas  a   treat  to 
music  lovers.  This  was  followed  by  a   St. 

Patrick’s  Day  number,  "Irish  Fantasy,”  a 
harp  solo  by  Florence  Wightman. 

“The  Johnstown  Flood”  was  the  long 
feature. 

Cogert  and  Motto 

“Human  Jazz  Band,” 
Put  on  Good  Show 

ATLANTA,  GA.,  March  23. — Cogert 

and  Motto  as  “Koffee  and  Kake,”  a   widely 
known  duo  of  harmony  singers,  billed  as 

“The  Human  Jazz  Band,”  held  the  boards 
at  the  Metropolitan  theatre  last  week  and 

went  over  well  as  this  house’s  stage  pres- 
entation, along  with  the  long  feature  pic- 

ture, “The  Man  On  the  Box.” 
This  duo  proved  a   good  drawing  card 

as  their  unusual  act-title,  “Human  Jazz 
Band,”  arouses  curiosity.  Patrons  were 
treated  to  a   clever  imitation  of  musical  in- 

struments by  the  pair,  who  use  only  their 
hands.  Their  featured  number  is  one  of 

their  own  composition,  “I'm  Trying  to  Get 

You  Blues.” They  were  recently  of  the  musical  com- 
edy, “Sweetheart  Time,”  and  formerly 

played  several  vaudeville  circuits.  They  are 

widely  known  from  their  radio  perform- 
ances and  have  made  a   number  of  phono- 
graph records.  Their  presentation  ran  IS minutes. 

Director  Enrico  Leide  and  his  Metro- 
politan orchestra  scored  the  long  picture 

with  the  musical  number,  “Nothing  Seems 
the  Same  Without  You.”  The  overture 
comprised  a   cycle  of  Irving  Berlin  songs 
which  drew  well. 

The  MOUND  CITY  BLUE  BLOWERS 
NOW  PLAYING  THE  SIXTH  WEEK  OF  THEIH 

FOURTH  ENGAciEMENT  AT  THE 

MARK  STRAND  THEATRE  -   NEW  YORK  CITY 
Managemem  JFm.  Morris,  2S60  Broadway,  New  York  City 

Now  Booking  Specialties 
for  Presentations 

in  Motion  Picture  Theatres 
BOX  OFFICE  NAASES  j>,  preparation  ComUnssd  Versiosss  of  Fsmiosis 

ATOtrAlONS  ”*“■ 
IRA  H.  SIMMONS,  INC. 

1476  Broadway,  New  York  City 
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John  Murray  Anderson  and  Herschel  Stuart  asked  for  a   Show  Stopper.  I   suggested  GUS 
!   MULCAY.  These  men  took  my  wwd.  Here  was  the  result: 

“But  the  real  wallop  came  along  with  the  next  scene  in 
‘one’  Gus  Mulcay  cutting  loose  on  the  harmonica.  How  that 
boy  can  pull  blues  and  jazz  from  the  mouth  organ,  and  with 
it  all  he  steps.  Caught  at  two  shows  on  Sunday,  he  stopped 
both  of  xhQmr— VARIETY. 

The  hit  of  John  Murray  Anderson’s  “Rhapsody  in 
Jazz”  the  latest  and  best  of  Publix  units. 

'‘Banjoland”  was  another  hit  Phil  Tvrrell  suggested  for  “Rhapsody  in 
Jazz.”  IT  HIT. 

Gus  Mulcay 
Don’t  book  acts  with  “Fly-By-Night”  agencies.  Use  a   serv- 

ice that  is  recognized  by  the  Biggest  Managers  in  the  Country. 

Phil  T3rrT€ll  Attractions,  70S  Woods  Theatre  Bldg.,  Chicago 

Gus  Mulcay  “Better  Attractions  For  The  Better  Theatres** 

Broadway  Presentations 
By  T.  E.  LEAHY 

Glen  Eliyu,  Bessie  Calvin, 

Keep  “Veuus''  from  Flopping 
The  printed  program  at  the  Rivoli 

theatre  last  week  meant  nothing.  The 

program  announced,  “Publix  Theatres 
presents  ‘Venus  in  Greenwich  Village,’ 
a   night  in  New  York’s  Bohemia  devised 

and  staged  by  John  Murray  Anderson.” After  the  first  show  Sunday  Anderson 

certainly  must  have  used  the  axe  back- 
stage.  The  program  mentioned  about 

"Pirates’  Dens,”  etc.,  which  would  have 
been  apropos  of  the  village.  But  when 
the  patrons  saw  the  presentation  they 
saw  no  pirates  and  no  dens. 

The  opening  of  the  presentation 
showed  an  artist,  which  was  true  to 
form.  But  when  the  artist  (Harry  Wil- 

son) started  singing,  the  patrons  then 
and  there  decided  that  they  were  being 

kidded  as  far  as  the  village  was  con- 
cerned. The  village  has  been  accused  of 

some  terrible  things,  but  this  fellow  Wil- 
son v/as  about  the  worst  ever. 

During  the  opening  number,  Fay 
Lanphier,  the  Venus  of  The  Village, 
was  introduced,  appearing  behind  a 
scrim.  Miss  Lanphier,  by  the  way,  is 
the  young  lady  who,  until  the  year  1927 

is  ushered  in,  is  America’s  recognized 
most  beautiful  girl,  having  won  this  title 
at  Atlantic  City  last  summer.  After  one 
peep  at  the  young  lady,  I   agree  with  the 
judges.  Naturally  we  all  expected  to 
see  Miss  Lanphier  pose  and  do  nothing 
else,  but  she  fooled  all  by  doing  a   neat 
waltz  with  Ward  Fox  and  later  giving 
us  a   closeup  when  she  paraded  across  a 
run  in  front  of  the  orchestra. 

If  at  any  time  during  the  week  the 
presentation  went  over  its  running  time 
the  credit  should  be  given  Glen  Ellyn 
and  Bessie  Calvin,  dancers  who  certain- 

ly know  hov/  to  dance.  The  prolonged 
applause  which  geeted  each  turn  of  these 
clever  girls  caused  a   stretching  of  their 
time  allotment. 

If  John  Murray  Anderson  put  on 

“Venus  in  Greenwich  Village”  to  show 
costumes  and  scenery,  he  succeeded.  If 
for  entertainment,  he  did  not. 
A   very  bright  spot  in  the  program 

was  made  possible  by  the  appearance  of 

The  Melody  Sextette  in  “Tuneful  Tid- 
Bits.”  These  boys  know  what  to  do  and 

how  to  do  it.  The  audience  would  have 
been  well  pleased  if  they  had  prolonged 
their  stay  on  the  Rivoli  stage. 

Harold  Ramsay,  or^nist,  again 
proved  his  popularity  during  his  playing 

of  “Dinah.” 

Plunkett’s  ‘‘Frolic” Hits  on  All  Twelve 

The  presentation  at  the  Strand  thea- 
tre last  week  ran  true  to  form,  and  that 

means  that  everybody  who  attended  left 
the  house  happy. 

John  Quinlan,  the  popular  tenor,  ap- 
pearing in  oriental  costume,  opened  the 

presentation  singing  “Nightingale  and 
the  Rose,”  and  he  never  sang  better.  The 
ballet,  also  in  oriental  costume,  fol- 

lowed. That  got  the  audience  off  to  a 

good  start. 
Pauline  Miller  then  appeared  and 

sang  “Love  Came  Calling,”  which 
pleased  but  did  not  seem  to  fit  on  the 
bill  for  what  was  to  follow,  the  Irwin 

Sisters  in  “As  In  a   Looking  Glass.” 
This  was  a   very  clever  idea,  the  girls 

dancing  in  front  of  a   supposed  mirror 

and  giving  the  appearance  of  one  danc- ing instead  of  two.  If  the  girls  were 
not  billed  as  sisters  many  in  the  audi- 

ence would  still  believe  that  only  one  in- 
stead of  two  had  appeared.  Hearty  ap- 

plause was  the  answer  at  the  finish  of 
this  number. 

Return  engagement  usually  means 
something,  and  the  return  engagement 

of  the  “Mound  City  Blue  Blowers”  at 
the  Strand  did  mean  a   whole  lot  to  the 
audience.  The  only  way  they  had  of 

showing  appreciation  was  by  applauding, 

and  they  sure  did  applaud  those  four 

boys,  so  much  so  that  a   couple  of  en- cores were  in  order. 

The  next  number,  “Under  Your  Hat,” 
sort  of  gave  the  impression  that  Joe 

Plunkett  was  going  to  put  something 

over  on  his  patrons.  And  sure  enough 

he  did.  A   large  silk  hat  was  dropped 

on  the  stage  and  after  it  crashed  the 

Irwin  Sisters  appeared  and  did  a   clever 

dance.  Then  James  Clemmens,  who  must 

have  had  something  “Under  His  Belt,  ’ 

stepped  out  and  did  a   drunk  dance  that 

brought  down  the  house.  This  was  fol- 
lowed by  the  ballet,  dressed  as  rabbits. 

It  made  a   pretty  spectacle.  Then  a   fast 

peppy  finale,  with  Clemmens  doing  an- other dance. 

Remarks  were  heard  that  Plunkett 

had  presented  better  “Frolics,”  but  it  is doubtful  if  any  had  ever  received  more 
wholesome  applause  than  the  one  pre- 

sented last  week. 

Lyric  Duo  and 
Termini  Click 

It  is  seldom  that  patrons  of  any  pic- 
ture theatre  have  the  good  fortune  to 

sit  through  two  such  excellent  presenta- 
tion acts  as  were  offered  at  the  Rialto 

theatre  last  week. 

The  Lyric  Duo,  Norma  Leyland  and 

Alam  Keller,  appeared  before  a   futuris- 
tic drape  and  sang  and  played  to  their 

hearts  delight,  also  to  the  great  delight 
of  their  audience. 

The  next,  Termini,  in  “Syncopated 
String  Selections,”  proved  a   corker. 
Opening  with  a   violin  solo,  Termini  was 
not  satisfied  until  he  had  the  clients 

mouths  wide  open  with  laughter  at  his 
actions.  The  laughter  continued  during 
a   banjo  number,  and  then  he  tackled  a 
guitar.  This  boy  is  there. 

The  principals  in  both  of  these  acts 
need  never  worry  about  stage  fright,  be- 

cause their  presence  in  any  picture  house 
will  be  welcome. 

Hy  Geis,  Rialto  organist,  must  have 
decided  to  be  stylish  and  grab  himself  a 

cold.  His  friends  hope  for  a   quick  re- covery. 

Morton  Downey  and 

16  Missouri  Rockets 

Do  Song,  Step  Show 

ST.  LOUIS,  MO.— March  23.— Morton 

Downey,  tenor,  won  a   warmer  place  in 

the  hearts  of  his  many  St.  Louis  admirers 

with  his  singing  the  week  of  March  13  at 
the  Grand  Central  theatre. 

The  Sixteen  Missouri  Rockets,  dressed 

in  the  very  latest  silk  modes,  formed  a 

colorful  background  for  Downey’s  efforts. 
They  had  new  music  and  some  new  steps 

to  round  out  a   pleasing  stage  attraction. 

The  orchestral  and  organ  numbers  were 

up  to  the  usual  high  Grand  Central  stand- ard. 

“The  Girl  from  Montmarte”  was  the  long 
feature  picture. 
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Pennsylvanians  Hit 

Hard  at  Stanley  in 

Musical- Vocal  Show 

PHILADELPHIA,  PA.,  March  23.— 

Waring’s  Pennsylvanians  headed  the  bill  at 
the  Stanley  this  week  and  were  received 
with  an  enthusiasm  that  leaves  no  doubt  as 

to  their  popularity  in  Philadelphia.  Their 

program  \vas  varied  and  comprised  some 
of  the  most  popular  compositions  in  their 

field,  with  a   pleasing  balance  between  in- 
strumental and  vocal  music. 

Among  the  numbers  were  “DinaJi,” 
“Sweet  Child,”  “Spanish  Shawl,”  "I  Love 

My  Baby,”  “Moonlight  and  Roses,”  and 

“Thanks  For  the  Buggy  Ride.’  In  “Dinah” 
and  “Sweet  Child"  Tom  Waring  scored  an 
individual  triumph.  The  entire  program 
was  jazzed  up  with  novelty  stunts  that 

caused  the  audience  to  clamor  for  more, 
the  applause  being  rousing  and  prolonged. 

Gladys  Woerz,  dramatic  soprano,  won 

the  hearts  of  her  audience  with  two  songs, 

“My  Hour”  and  “Song  of  Songs.”  Miss 
Woerz  has  a   charming  personality  and  a 
voice  of  unusual  beauty  and  remarkable 
volume. 

St.  Patrick’s  Day  was  celebrated  by  the 
playing  of  famous  Irish  songs  by  the  or- 

chestra, while  the  melody  film,  “Songs  of 

Ireland,”  presented  by  James  A.  Fitzpatrick, 
revealed  many  of  the  beauties  of  the  Kil- 
larney  region,  punctuated  with  Irish  dances. 

“Three  Faces  East”  was  the  long  fea- ture. 

“The  Dime  Museum’^ 
Runs  Satisfactory 

7   Days  at  Newman 

ICANSAS  CITY,  MO.,  March  23.— “The 

Dime  Museum,"  second  John  Murray  An- 
derson production  to  be  staged  at  the  New- 

man theatre,  got  away  well  last  week  and 
met  with  the  approval  of  audiences  all 
week,  the  attendance  being  about  normal. 

The  entire  production  is  in  one  setting, 

a   semi-circular  effect  containing  “stalls”  of 

the  various  “museum”  characters  who, 

upon  "coming  to  life,”  prove  to  be  very 
capable  dancers,  as  well  as  singers. 

Mae  Lubow,  Lillian  Martin,  George 

Chiles,  Harold  Browne,  Maida  Vale, 
Helene  Denizen,  Helen  Yorke,  Ray  Gibson 
and  Monti  and  Carmo,  especially,  received 
a   liberal  share  of  applause  as  the  produc- 

tion unwound  itself. 

Although  by  no  means  introducing  any- 
thing in  the  way  of  a   new  idea  In  presen- 

tation— for  which  the  cast  is  not  respon- 
sible— “The  Dime  Museum”  offers  a   well 

spent  35  minutes  of  entertainment.  The 

production  not  only  was  well  received  by 
audiences,  but  was  favored  by  daily  news- 

papers as  well. 

“The  Eagle”  was  the  long  feature  picture.  ' 

“Syncopation  Idea” 
Combines  Steps  and 

Song;  Show  Clicks 
SAN  FRANCISCO,  CAL.,  March  23.— 

“Syncopation  Idea”  at  Loew’s  Warfield 
proved  a   bright,  entertaining  combination 
of  pretty  girls,  clever  song  and  step  artists 
and  good  music.  An  outstanding  feature 

of  the  act  ̂   was  the  “Sixteen  Lightning 
Flashes,”  said  to  be  the  best  of  these  en- 

semble steppers.  After  witnessing  the  per- 
formance it  can  safely  be  said  that  even 

the  enthusiasm  of  Bob  Harvey  has  not 
overestimated  their  ability. 

“The  Wind  Blew  Through  His  Whisk- 
ers” was  an  enjoyable  and  original  inter- 

polation of  the  old  number.  Selections 

from  Bizet’s  “Carmen”  also  were  among 
the  musical  offerings. 

“Syncopation  Idea,”  a   Fanchon  and  Mar- 
co production,  was  a   specialty  in  singing 

and  dancing  by  girls  and  men.  The  cos- 
tumes were  short  dresses  in  divers  colors, 

although  a   few  leaders  wore  long  trailing 

trains  that  swam  in  the  air  when  they 
danced. 

Verne  Buck^s  Show 
Lacks  Snap;  Songs, 

Stepping  Featured 
LOS  ANGELES,  March  23.— The  Publix 

Theatres  presentation  at  the  Metropolitan 

opened  with  a   fantasy,  “Harlequin,  Pierrot 
and  Pierrette,”  two  artistic  dancers  work- 

ing against  a   black  velvet  drop,  a   silver 
moon  and  a   white  tree  with  a   white  bal- 

ustrade running  across  the  stage.  Verne 

Buck  and  his  band  played  Kreisler’s  “Ca- 
price Viennois,”  featuring  Sally  Rand,  as- 

sisted by  Harvey  Karles. 

The  cartoon  comedy,  “The  Fire  Fighter,” 
was  thrown  on  the  screen  while  the  stage 

was  being  set  for  the  next  unit,  which  con- 
sisted of  Verne  Buck  and  his  musicians  in 

an  act  called  “The  Bowery.”  Jack  Parting- 
ton used  his  flying  stages  to  good  advan- 

tage in  this  number. 

At  the  rise  of  the  curtain  a   typical 

“tough”  street  was  revealed  with  street 
gamins  and  organ  grinder  playing  on  the 

pavement.  The  first  floor  of  the  building 
in  the  center  of  the  stage  rolled  back  and 

Verne  Buck’s  band  was  revealed.  Danny 
O’Shea  and  Verne  Buck  furnished  the  com- 

edy, with  both  of  them  dressed  as  Bowery 
characters.  Drury  Lenington  and  Clarisse 

Ganon  sanr  “Sweet  Child”  and  a   Bowery 
quartette  sang  several  numbers.  A   cornet 

solo,  “Always,”  got  a   good  hand.  The  act 
closed  with  the  band  playing  “Thanks  for 

the  Buggy  Ride”  and  the  musicians  singing 
the  chorus  as  it  would  be  given  in  Paris  or 

in  London.  Danny  O’Shea  drove  on  the 
stage  with  a   rattle-trap  buggy  and  a   com- 

edy horse  accompanied  by  Verne  Buck, 
dressed  as  a   woman.  Danny  whispered  in 

Verne’s  ear  and  “she”  got  out  of  the  buggy 
and  sped  away  on  roller  skates.  The  finish 
got  a   tremendous  hand  from  the  audience. 

There  were  lapses  in  the  bill,  however, 
which  made  it  drag  a   bit  and  the  whole 
needed  pepping  up. 

The  long  feature  was  “The  Cohens  and 

the  Kellys.” 

Wynne  Bullock  Is 
Hit  of  Act  Headed 

by  Wolf  and  Band 
LOS  ANGELES,  March  23. — A   Fanchon 

and  Marco  presentation  at  Loew’s  State 

theatre  last  week  was  called  “Specialty 
Idea.”  It  consisted  of  Rube  Kolf  and  his 
band  with  Nell  Kelly,  Chief  Clear  Sky, 

billed  as  the  “Indian  A1  Jolson,”  Wynne 
Bullock,  tenor,  and  Dorothy  Crooker,  terp- 

sichorean  artist.  There  were  no  special 
sets  nor  a   big  chorus,  and  it  was  one  of 

the  most  pleasing  bills  Manager  W.  B. 
Wright  has  had  for  several  weeks. 

The  bill  opened  with  Wolf  and  his  band 

dressed  in  frock  coats  playing  Victor  Her- 

bert’s overture  from  “The  Fortune  Teller.” 

A   fife  solo,  “Pale  Moon,”  brought  forth 

rounds  of  applause,  as  did  the  band's  ren- 
dition of  “I’m  Sitting  on  Top  of  the 

World,”  chorus  sung  by  Rube  Wolf. 

Crowds  at  the  State  just  can’t  get  enough 
of  Wynne  Bullock.  Last  week  he  sang  two 

numbers,  "Sunlight  and  Dew”  and  “Al- 
ways,” as  only  this  tenor  can  sing  them. 
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Nell  Kelly,  dressed  as  a   senorita,  gave  an 
artistic  Spanish  dance  and  proved  a   riot 
in  her  song  about  a   gondola.  Wolf  assisted 

in  a   prop  gondola  and  gondolier  costume 
These  two  worked  the  comedy  into  their 

song  with  the  finesse  of  oldtime  comedians 

Chief  Clear  Sky,  a   full-blooded  Iroquois 
Indian,  gave  an  interesting  10-minute  talk 
on  the  status  of  the  Indian  today.  Dor- 

othy Crooker  danced  to  the  acoempaniment 

of  Wynn  Bullock’s  ballad,  “Always.” 
The  lorig  feature  was  "The  Vanishing 

American.”  The  International  Newsreel 
had  considerable  footage  devoted  to  Cal- 

ifornia scenes. 

Giersdorf  Sisters 
Band  Have  Good  Week 

at  St,  Louis  Loewis 
ST.  LOUIS,  MO.,  March  23. — Giersdorf 

Sisters  and  their  band  were  the  chief  stage 

attraction  at  Loew’s  State  the  week  of 
March  13,  and  be  it  said  to  their  credit 
their  share  of  the  applause  was  generous 

at  each  performance  of  the  run. 

_   The  two  elder  sisters  confined  their  ac- 
tivities to  their  musical  instruments,  but 

the  youngest  girl  put  on  some  dance  steps 
very  well.  The  sisters  were  distinctively 
dressed  and  made  a   very  pleasing  appear- 
ance. 

"The  Indian  Love  Call”  from  “Rose 

Marie,”  including  a   piano,  violin  and  clari- 
net, was  spendid,  an  exquisite  bit  of 

melody. 

Roy  Bulger  with  his  springy  legs  was  an- 
other popular  attraction  of  the  week.  His 

work  was  reminiscent  of  the  sliding  eccen- 
tric technique  of  Frank  Farnum. 

“Songs  of  Ireland”  was  Don  Albert’s 
contribution  to  the  St.  Patrick  Day  season 
and  he  and  his  orchestra  won  the  hearts 

of  every  Irishman  that  heard  them. 

Tom  Terry  at  the  organ  offered  “Just 
Around  the  Corner”  and  for  the  finale  put 

on  "Songs  of  the  Vagabond.” 
Jack  Sidney  put  on  a   novelty  that  was 

somewhat  different  in  his  presentation 

“The  Lonesomest  Girl  in  Town.”  His 
songs  are  always  popular. 

On  the  screen  “Tumbleweeds”  was  the 
chief  attraction. 

South  Sea  Prologue 

to  Long  Film  Hits 

at  Old  Mill,  Dallas 

DALLAS,  TEX.,  March  23. — The  pres- 
sensation  at  the  Old  Mill  v/as  well  re- 

ceived last  week.  The  Hauulea  School  of 

Hawaiian  Music  furnished  music  for  the 

South  Sea  prologue  with  a   string  orches- 
tra. Doris  Walters  gave  a   South  Sea 

dance,  titled  "South  Sea  Wedding  Night.” 
Madame  Risola,  formerly  with  the  San 

Carlos  Opera  Company,  was  the  featured 
singer.  The  numbers  v/ere  well  received 

and  were  delightfully  in  keeping  with  the 

long  feature,  "The  Wedding  Song.” 

Eugene  Dennis  Is  at 

Kings  for  Two  Weeks 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

ST.  LOUIS,  MO.,  March  23.— Eugene 

Dennis,  girl  psychic  who  has  been  sensa- 
tionally successful  during  her  appearances 

in  motion  picture  theatres  of  Kansas  City 

and  elsewhere,  opened  a   two-week  engage- 
ment at  Kings  theatre  here  March  20. 

A   feature  of  Miss  Dennis’  work  is  her 
cooperation  with  police  and  other  officials 
in  solving  criminal  and  other  puzzles  in 
cities  in  which  she  shows. 
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E.  Van  Alstyne  and 

Harmony  Duo  Please 
All  Week  at  Rialto 

OMAPIA,  NEB.,  March  23. — It’s  almost 
“'nuf  sed”  to  say  that  Egbert  Van  Alstyne 
was  the  principal  entertainer  at  the  Rialto. 
The  popular  song  writer  made  a   big  hit,  of 

course,  and  so  did  his  “melody  boys,"  Clem 
Dacey  and  Hal  Boland.  They  offered  a 
stage  musical  act  of  a   real  distinctive  class. 
The  curtain  rose  to  reveal  Van  Alstyne 

at  a   grand  piano,  strumming  the  kej'S,  while 
words  flashed  on  a   screen  accompanied  his 
music.  The  words  were  to  the  effect  that 

since  he  wrote  “In  the  Shade  of  the  Old 
Apple  Tree,"  the  audience  undoubtedly  was 
surprised  to  see  that  he  was  not  an  old  man. 
There  seemed  no  end  to  his  composi- 

tions, as  the  musician  played  on  and  on. 
Among  the  songs  of  his  repertoire  were 

"Back,  Back,  Back  to  Baltimore,”  “That 
Old  Girl  of  Mine,”  “I’m  Afraid  to  Go 
Home  in  the  Dark,’’  “Pretty  Baby,”  “Some- 

where” and  “Good  Morning,  Kentucky.” 

First  Alhambra  Show 

Under  New  Producer 

Marks  Standard  Rise 
MILWAUKEE,  WIS.,  March  23.— Bril- 

liantly conceived,  and  executed  with  the 
fineness  of  the  thorough  showman,  Heinz 

Roemheld’s  first  presentation  for  the  Al- 
hambra under  its  present  regime  took  its 

place  last  week  among  the  worth  while 
stage  shows  that  have  been  produced  in 
Milwaukee  picture  houses.  Though  far 
from  pretentious  in  its  proportions,  the  of- 

fering was  so  well  balanced  and  pleasingly 
harmonious  that  it  may  be  classed  as  one 

of  the  Alhambra's  best  for  many  months 
past. 
A   swan  dance  in  which  Marion  Garner 

was  featured  according  to  the  billing,  but 

which  due  to  that  artist’s  illness,  was  in- 
terpreted after  the  opening  day  by  Melba 

Cordes,  opened  the  other-than-film  pro- 
gram. A   unique  trio,  Leola  Aikman,  so- 

prano ;   Helen  Hale,  harpist,  and  Mischa 
Semaschko,  cellist,  accompanied  the  dancer 
and  played  an  integral  part  in  the  success 
of  the  act.  This  trio  was  placed  on  a 
low  platform  on  the  right  side  of  the  stage. 

A   set  “tree”  consisting  of  a   “main  stem” 
from  which  four  moon  boxes  were  sus- 

pended formed  the  center  background.  The 
two  larger  moons  were  graced  by  sil- 

houettes of  swans,  the  whole  making  a 
pleasing  but  inexpensive  prop. 

Curtain  parted  revealing  the  trio  in  the 

®Pot,  with  a   gauze  drop  before  the  "tree.” 
After  the  swan  song  by  the  three,  and 
after  Miss  Aikman  had  been  given  an  op- 

portunity to  win  the  hearts  of  the  audi- 
ence, scrim  parted  to  reveal  the  tree  more 

fully,  and  the  dancer  did  the  graceful  swan 
dance  to  the  accompaniment  of  the  trio, 
which  was  joined  by  a   violinist  in  the  pit 
picking  up  the  melody.  Miss  Cortez  proved 
herself  a   talented  dancer  whose  grace 

f^s  most  conceited  swan. 
After  the  newsreel,  which  came  next, 

Adolphe  Pet  erson  and  William  Pierce,  flute 

h   player,  respectively,  in  Roem- 
orchestra,  took  their  places  adjoining 

me  director’s  stand  in  the  pit,  and  played fitls  celebrated  “Serenade”  with  orchestra 
accompaniment.  Roemheld’s  policy  of  fea- 

turing each  of  his  pitmen  in  solo  work  is 
a   happy  one,  judging  by  the  applause  ac- 

^   these  two  boys. 

Then  came  “The  Prisoner’s  Song.”  The 
announcement  of  this  monotonous  and 
overworked  thing  sounded  like  bad  news, ut  Herbert  Gould  had  sung  only  a   few 

uefore  all  misgivings  were  dispelled. 
■the  stage  was  dark  except  for  a   dim 

apparently  coming  from  nowhere  to 
uirow  the  shadow  of  bars  across  the  sing- 
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er  s   features.  The  only  prop  in  the  act 
was  an  old  stool  on  which  the  singer  sat. 
Accompanied  by  an  original  and  perfect orchestration,  Gould  sang  three  stanzas  of 
the  Horrible  Example,  switched  into  “Old round  of 

ihe  Prisoner’s  Song.”  His  execution  and showmanship  were  such  that  one  almost 
longed  to  pat  him  on  the  back  and  offer consolation. 

“Circus  Week,”  Big 
Alhambra  Stage  Act, 

Real  3-Ring  Stuff 
MILWAUKEE.  WIS.,  March  23.— 

"Circus  Week”  holds  the  boards  at  the 
Alhambra  this  week,  and  though  lacking 
the  bewildering  array  of  performers  essen- 

tial to  creating  a   perfect  big-tent  atmos- 
phere the  uresentation,  staged  as  a   pro- 

logue to  “Lorraine  of  the  Lions,”  deserves due  credit  for  the  showmanship  displayed 
by  Heinz  Roemheld,  director  of  presenta- 

tion. Business  was  not  very  good  Satur- 
day and  Sunday,  judging  by  the  box  office 

line-up  as  compared  with  that  at  opposition houses. 

The  act  opens  with  the  orchestra 
dressed  in  clown  costumes  playing  the 
“Billboard  March,”  while  a   trailer  show- 

ing circus  scenes  is  flashed  on  the  screen, 
and  ushers  rush  down  the  aisles  with  soda 

pop  and  pop  corn. 

Curtain  parts  revealing  Roy  MacDonald 
of  Sells-Floto  fame  in  the  center  of  the 
single  ring  as  barker,  announcing  Madame 

Victoria  as  “the  world’s  wonder  eques- 
trienne.’ That  neat  looking  lady  then  pro- 

ceeds to  justify  her  flattering  introduction 
by  going  through  varied  and  somewhat 
thrilling  antics  on  horseback,  while  Earl 

Shipley,  “clown  inimitable,”  provokes  a   bit 
of  laughter  on  the  side. 

Willie  Twist  and  Brother,  a   pair  of  ac- 
robatic clowns,  go  through  a   routine  of 

stunts  that  brings  forth  alternating  gasps 
and  merriment.  Their  act  reaches  its 
culmination  when  Willie  sets  four  tables 

a-top  each  other,  climbs  to  the  top  and 
rocks  himself  to  a   fall. 

A   five  piece  clown  band  follows  to  while 

avi'ay  the  moments  until  a   flying  ladder  is 
hung  for  Jean  McQuire,  a   charming  little 
lady  who  gracefully  executes  a   number  of 
stunts  while  swinging  back  and  forth 
across  the  stage. 

Orrin  Davenport,  the  riding  comedian, 
and  his  troupe  of  equestrian  entertainers 

are  next  introduced  as  the  piece  de  resist- 
ance of  the  bill.  Four  beautiful  white 

horses  are  used  in  this  number,  which  pro- 
vides real  circus  diversion  for  some  ten 

minutes.  Plenty  of  clowning  by  fellows 
who  know  how  to  clown,  featuring  Daven- 

port and  Earl  Shipley,  help  the  riding  act 
bring  the  show  to  a   successful  finish. 

Small  and  Mays  in 

Harmony  Act  Score 
in  Wisconsin  Show 

MILWAUKEE,  WIS.,  March  23.— 
Lacking  the  flash  and  magnitude  of  the 

more  pretentious  presentations,  this  week's other-than-screen  bill  at  the  Wisconsin  is 

most  aptly  described  as  “just  a   real  good 

show.” 

Only  one  act,  but  that  a   good  one, 

utilizes  the  stage.  It  is  a   bit  billed  “Planta- 
tion Days,"  featuring  Small  and  Mays,  two 

versatile  colored  boys  who  sing  and  dance 

equally  well. 
The  act  opens  with  the  pair  sitting  on 

a   bench  before  a   cabin  silhouetted  against 
a   large  full  moon  on  the  drop  that  serves 
as  the  entire  stage  setting.  A   third  person, 
whose  identity  is  not  revealed,  sings  a 
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negro  spiritual  and  then  walks  off  the 
dimly  lit  stage. 

Small  and  Mays  then  take  the  board  and 
deliver  themselves  of  a   snappy  tap  dance 
without  any  particular  connection  to  the 
preceding'  number.  But  any  incongruity  is. soon  forgotten  and  one  settles  down  to 
enjoy  a   bit  of  jazz  and  blues.  Having followed  their  dance  with  a   song  sung 
from  a   bench  in  the  front  center  of  the 
stage  to  the  accompaniment  of  their  own 
ukulele  and  guitar,  they  dance  again,  then 
let  their  instruments  talk  for  them.  A 
pleasing  little  ditty  full  of  agreeable  har- 

mony rounds  out  the  act. 
Edmund  Fitch  has  sole  charge  of  the 

twin  organ  this  week,  leading  the  audience 
in  what  was  billed  as  “Vocal  Gymnastics.” 

Charleston  Is  Still 

Good  Bet;  Weisfeldt 
Conducts  Champ  Meet 

MILWAUKEE,  WIS.,  March  23.— 
When  a   Charleston  contest  can  be  success- 

fully staged  in  a   big  time  picture  house  at 
this  late  stage  of  the  craze,  someone  is  a 
good  showman.  While  the  hand  of  Eddie 

Weisfeldt  is  not  very  apparent  in  the  “Na- 
tional Charleston  Contest”  staged  at  the Wisconsin  last  week,  he  deserves  credit  lor 

having  gotten  by  with  the  thing  at  all— 
and  box  office  records  show  that  he  did  get by. 

Ten  couples,  purporting  to  be  the 
Charleston  champs  of  their  respective 
municipalities,  took  turns  on  the  stage  to 
strut  their  stuff  and  after  seeing  the 
youngsters  shake  their  shoes  and  sundry 
other  parts  of  their  anatomies  one  has  no 
doubt  but  that  they  are  all  they  claim  to  be. 

Judson  House,  a   tenor  of  no  exceptional 
ability,  but  a   pleasing  singer  just  the  same, 
preceded  the  Charlestonians,  putting  over 
two  numbers  with  fair  success  despite  the 
impatience  of  the  juvenile  element  in  the 
audience  to  get  at  this  contest  thing. 

The  overture,  "An  Irish  Poem,”  which 
opened  the  presentation  program,  was  en- 

livened by  a   harpist  on  the  stage  who 
played  a   portion  of  an  Irish  medley  from 
a   flashy  Shamrock  set,  which  rolled  forth 
toward  the  audience  from  the  parting  cur- 

tain and  rolled  back  again  toward  the  close 
of  the  number. 

Joie  Lichter  Band 
Featured  in  Gypsy 

Music  Presentation 

MILWAUKEE,  WIS.,  March  23.— Per- 
haps the  prettiest  presentation  yet  to  be 

built  around  Joie  Lichter  and  his  Gang  at 
the  Strand  holds  the  boards  this  week. 

Theme,  setting  and  music  rate  first  class. 
Curtain  reveals  a   gypsy  camp  scene, 

pleasing  to  the  eye  with  its  Romany  col- 
oring and  its  romantic  atmosphere.  After 

a   few  preliminary  selections,  played  with 
the  usual  vim  and  vigor  of  the  band,  which 
\vas  garbed  in  gypsy  costumes,  Lichter 
spoke  through  the  sinister  looking  mus- 

tache that  adorned  his  upper  lip  to  an- 
nounce Michael  Swedish.  The  latter 

stepped  forth  and  sang  “Little  Gypsy 
Sweetheart”  and  “In  the  Garden  of  To- 

morrow,” taking  his  full  quota  of  bows 
on  each. 
During  his  first  number,  sung  in  a   spot 

with  the  stage  lights  dim,  the  face  of 

charming  Anne  Wesley  “grew”  through  the scrim  on  the  door  of  the  gypsy  wagon  that 

hid  the  piano  from  view.  This  little  lady 
came  into  her  own  later  on,  when  she 
executed  a   clever  little  gypsy  dance  in  the 

narrow  space  left  on  the  eight-foot  stage 
after  all  the  props  had  been  accounted  for. 
The  culmination  of  the  whole  thing  was 

reached  in  a   "Spring”  number  played  by 
the  band. 
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Over  the  Desk 

Walter  Hiers,  Christie 

comedian,  and  his  wife 

visited  the  “Herald”  of* fice  recently  and  posed 

for  this  picture.  Heirs 

has  Just  completed  a 
two-week  stage  engage- 

ment at  the  Harding  and 
Senate  theatres,  L.  &   T. 

Chicago  houses.  He  will 
next  appear  in  Boston 

at  the  State,  and  follow- 

ing the  Boston  engage- 
ment will  appear  in 

Reading  and  Harrisburg, 

Fa.,  and  in  Nashville, 
Tenn.,  also  in  Loew 
houses.  A   peep  over 

Mrs.  Hiers’  right  shoul- 
der reveals  a   portrait  of 

Fred  ¥/arlng  of  War- 
ing’s  Pennsylvanians. 

Film  and  Melody 

Made  Into  Act  by 

Forbstein’s  Unit 
KANSAS  CITY.  MO.,  March  23.— A 

specially  made  film  was  part  of  the  Royal 

Syncopators’  “stunt”  at  the  Royal  last 
week.  Bruce  Fowler,  manager,  had  a   short 
film  made  of  a   departing  California  train, 

showing  the  Syncopators  on  the  observa- 
tion car,  the  film  preceding  the  act.  Just  as 

the  film  faded  out  the  curtain  was  quickly 
drawn  and  the  musicians,  in  full  blast  of 
California  melodies,  were  revealed. 

“California  Here  I   Come”  and  numer- 
ous other  songs  of  the  Golden  State  were 

featured,  the  members  of  the  orchestra  be- 
ing dressed  in  Spanish  costumes. 

Kenneth  Williams  again  demonstrated 

his  tenor  voice,  much  to  the  approval  of 

audiences  all  week.  The  opening  night 

saw  the  Syncopators  receive  a   more  pro- 
longed applause  than  has  been  experienced 

in  many  weeks. 

Dexter  Sisters  Top 

Cast  of  New  People 

Working  with  Straub 
DETROIT.  MICH.,  March  23.— The 

State  program  for  the  week  introduced 

several  new  entertainers,  with  Fred  Stritt 

and  Herb  and  his  Bunch  continuing  in  the 
foreground.  Among  the  acts,  were  the 
Dexter  Sisters,  who  have  several  well  liked 

banjo  specialties  and  topped  the  bill  of  new 

people ;   Tex  Morrissey  and  Mule,  offering 

song  selections  of  the  popular  variety,  and 

Frank  Woods,  old-time  fiddler,  winner  of 
the  Detroit  championship  at  a   recently 
staged  contest  here. 

“Grand  Opera”  Show 
Fails  to  Excite  at 

Capitol  in  Detroit 
DETROIT,  MICH.,  March  23.— The 

Publix  Theatres  presentation  at  the  Capitol 
last  week  took  a   sudden  turn  in  nature 

with  the  offering  of  “Great  Moments  from 

Grand  Opera,”  staged  with  about  20  sing- 
ers. It  is  an  act  of  only  fair  quality  in  its 

voices  and  created  no  storm  of  approval 
on  the  part  of  audiences  all  week. 

The  repetoire  is  of  wide  range,  contain- 
ing selections  from  a   number  of  the  most 

popular  operas.  There  are  both  solo  and 
ensemble  singing. 

Well  Orchestrated 

Film  Halves  Show 

with  Gene  La  Verne 

OMAHA,  NEB.,  March  23. — An  innova- 

tion in  film  entertainment  was'  put  on  by 
Manager  Art  Cunningham,  of  the  Strand 

theatre,  last  week,  the  week  of  all  v/eeks 
for  the  clan  of  St.  Patrick.  The  entertain- 

ment was  "Songs  of  Ireland,”  filmed  in 
Ireland  by  James  A.  Fitzpatrick  and  fea- 

turing Peggy  Shaw.  Sutton’s  orchestra 
provided  the  music,  playing  such  songs  as 

“Come  Back  to  Erin,”  “The  Low  Backed 

Car,”  “Widow  Machree,”  “Rory  O'Moore,” 

and  “Believe  Me,  if  All  Those  Endearing 

Young  Charms.” Gene  La  Verne,  who  has  taught  the 
Charleston  to  high  and  low  in  the  United 

States,  demonstrated  his  skill  and  gave  les- 
sons from  the  stage,  telling  his  audience 

that  if  those  present  watched  him  closely 

they  could  go  home  and  do  likewise.  He 
was  assisted  by  a   girl  dancer. 

“Rainbow  Riley”  was  the  long  feature. 

Song  and  Dance  Act 
Borrows  Theme  from 

Long  Feature  Film 
OMAHA,  NEB.,  March  23.  —   With 

“Limehouse”  on  the  screen,  the  entertain- 

ers at  the  Sun  theatre  put  on  “McFadden’s 
Flats.”  The  title  indicates  that  the  spirit 
of  both  are  alike.  Costumes  of  the  Super- 
maniacs,  the  Eaton  Sisters,  Harvey  Gatch- 
ett  and  Jack  Kneeland  carried  out  the 

theme,  as  did  songs  and  dances  of  the  en- 
tertainers. 

The  Supermaniacs  orchestra  and  the 

Eatons  closed  their  long  engagement  at  the 

Sun,  going  to  Kansas  City. 

B.  &   K.  Oriental  Is 

to  Be  “Atmospheric^^ 
Frank  Cambria,  noted  producer  of 

“Balaban  and  Katz  Entertainment,”  is  col- 
lecting stage  and  house  props  of  a   kind  that 

will  make  the  new  Oriental  in  the  Chicago 

loop  oriental  in  fact  as  well  as  in  name. 

Among  his  recent  acquisitions  are  two 
Tibetan  idol  posts  and  a   Tibetan  censer 
that  is  said  to  be  the  largest  ever  brought 
into  the  United  States.  These  props  are 

not  “antiques,”  but  are  genuine  articles 
brought  from  Tibet. 
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Rudy  Wiedoeft  Hits 
As  Added  Attraction 

at  Howard,  Atlanta 

ATLANTA,  GA.,  March  23. — Rudy 
Wiedoeft,  saxophonist  of  rare  talent 

proved  a   popular  hit  in  the  stage  presen- 
tation at  the  Howard  theatre  last  week,  the 

program  including  the  showing  of  "Miss 

Brewster's  Millions.” Wiedoeft,  called  the  world’s  pre-eminent 
saxophone  virtuoso,  is  easily  that,  and  he 

played  a   group  of  pleasing  sax  renditions 
which  won  instant  recognition.  He  former- 

ly was  the  mainstay  of  the  sax  section  of 

Paul  Whiteman's  band.  His  offering  runs 
about  IS  minutes. 

An  amusing  “Our  Gang”  comedy  and  a 

newsreel  together  with  “Irish  Echoes”  an 
engaging  orchestra  interlude  by  Jake 
Mathiessen  and  the  Howard  orchestra  and 

“Just  a   Sailor’s  Sweetheart,”  played  by 
Melvin  Ogden  on  the  pipe  organ,  com- 

pleted the  program. 

“Gypsy  Follies”  Is 
Delightful  Fare  for 

,   Missouri  Audiences 

ST.  LOUIS,  MO,  March  23.— “The 
Gypsy  Follies”  one  of  the  Publix  song, 
dance  and  novelty  road  shows,  was  the 

principal  stage  attraction  at  the  Missouri 
theatre  the  period  March  13  to  19. 

It  was  colorful  and  gay,  as  befits  gypsy 

troupe,  and  the  tunes  were  catching.  In 
many  respects  it  was  the  best  of  the  John 
Murray  Anderson  revues  shown  at  the 
Missouri  this  season.  In  every  respect  it 

was  a   good  show. 

Charles  Previn  and  the  Missouri  orches- 
tra had  a   splendid  overture  number. 

On  the  screen  was  “Behind  the  Front" 
and  a   distinct  novelty  number,  "The  Voice 

of  the  Nightingale." 

Rhoda  Nickells  and 

Le  Roy  Mace  Sing  at 

Rialto;  Both  Please 
OMAHA,  NEB.,  March  23.— Songs 

were  the  order  of  the  day — and  the  eve- 
ning— at  the  Rialto,  with  Harry  Ber- 

ader’s  orchestra  specializing  in  Scotch 
numbers  during  the  week  and  Rhoda 

Nickells  and  Le  Roy  Mace  offering 

“Songs  You  Love.” 
Rhoda  Nickells  is  remembered  for  her 

appearance  with  the  St.  Louis  municipal 
opera.  She  has  a   voice  of  exceptional 

power  and  quality.  Their  solos  and 
their  duet  were  well  received.  George 

Haupt  at  the  organ  and  the  long  fea- 
ture film  “Irene”  completed  the  bill  of attractions. 

Liberty  Orchestra  Scores 

TERRS  HAUTE,  IND.,  March  23.- 

Patrons  of  the  Liberty  theatre  are  deriv- 
ing much  entertainment  from  the  programs 

of  the  house  orchestra,  which  in  the  past 

few  weeks  has  been  offering  programs 

v/hich  surpass  many  of  the  musical  acts 
which  have  headlined  stage  performances 
here  this  winter.  It  is,  in  fact,  a   common 
occurrence  for  the  orchestra  to  tie  up  tbs 
show  with  its  numbers. 

Paper  in  Charleston  Tieup 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

CHATHAM,  ONT.,  March  23.— A.  P- 
Drohan,  manager  of  the  Griffin  theatre, 
had  the  whole  town  behind  him  for  a 
recent  Charleston  contest  which  he.  staged 

in  a   tie-up  with  the  Chathan  News,  the 
latter  paper  providing  the  prizes. 
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“LIONS”  EXPLOIT  FOR  MEYER Onnondagan 

A   full  blooded  Onnondagan  Indian 
who  won  a   cup  offered  by  Ramon 

Novarr©  in  the  interests  of  “The 
Midshipman,”  playing  at  the 
Strand  theatre,  Syracuse,  N.  Y., 
for  the  fittest  young  man  in  town. 
It  v/as  a   great  publicity  stunt  and 
put  the  picture  made  by  Metro- 
Goldwyn-Mayer  over  to  big  busi- 
ness, 

Adams,  Cohen  and 
Zabin  Issue  Good 
Lasky  Press  Sheet 

A   press  sheet  of  an  elaborate  nature  and 
one  worthy  of  a   great  deal  of  commenda- 
bon  has  been  compiled  by  the  advertising 
department  of  Famous  Players-Lasky 
which  worked  in  cooperation  with  Leslie 
Whelan  of  the  Karold  Lloyd  corporation. 

The  book  is  composed  of  24  pages  and 
?   heavy  cover  of  good  stock.  It  contains 
ideas  that  should  be  valuable  to  exhibitors 
who  show  "For  Heaven’s  Sake"  for  which the  book  is  issued. 

for  the  work  goes  to  Allvine 

Adams,  Sammy  Cohen  and  James  B.  Zabin 
or  the  advertising  department. 

Depinet  on  Dixie  Tour 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  March  23.— Ned  _   E. 
epinet,  Southern  sales  manager  for  First 

Rational,  left  last  week  for  a   tour  of ■southern  cities. 

Members  of  Club  Notified  of  Meeting 
for  St.  Patrick’s  Day  on  Half  Sheet 

Hamilton  Showman  Gets  Free  Advertising  for 
“Cohens  and  Kellys”  by  Tieup  with  Men’s Civic  Organization 

Exploitation  for  his  St.  Patrick’s  Day  show  was  well  provided  when 
Fred  S.  Meyer  of  the  Palace  theatre,  Hamilton,  Ohio,  arranged  with  the 
Lions  Club  of  Hamilton  to  notify  all  members  of  the  club’s  meeting  on stationery  made  from  theatre  posters. 

A   half  sheet  which  bore  the  green  and 

white  announcement  “March  17  will  be 

celebrated  this  year  by  ‘The  Cohens  and 
Kellys’  "   was  folded,  color  inside.  On  the 
back  was  typewritten  the  following  letter 
from  the  secretary  of  the  club: 

REGULAR  MEETING 

HAMILTON,  OHIO,  LIONS  CLUB 

St.  Patrick’s  Day  at  Noon-Time 
Cub  Bill  Smith,  Chairman 

Dear  Club: 

How  do  you  like  the  stationery  which  the 
secretary  is  using  this  week?  Rather  classy  stuff! 
Thanks  to  Cub  Silver  for  the  donation.  Harry 
tells  me  that  lie  paid  some  real  money  for  these 

sheets,  so  we  want  to  appreciate  them  all  the 
more. 

Cub  Silver  called  the  secretary  yesterday  and 

said  that  about  a   dozen  girls  had  called  at  the 

Palace  theatre  and  said  that  they  wanted  to  reg- 
ister for  the  Easter  Egg  Hunt.  This  shows  that 

the  event  is  being  talked  about  all  over  town.. 
We  have  a   first  class  committee  in  charge  and 

the  newspapers  are  giving  us  plenty  of  splendid 

publicity. 
You  want  to  be  sure  and  come  out  Wednesday, 

as  there  arc  a   number  of  questions  to  be  decided 
with  regard  to  the  Easter  Egg  Hunt.  Bear  in 

mind  that  whether  you  are  on  the  special  com- 
mittee or  not  that  you  are  on  a   committee  for 

Easter  Sunday  because  it  is  not  any  small  job  to 
plant  four  or  five  thousand  Easter  Eggs.  The 
Lions  Club  needs  every  member  who  can  possibly 
be  at  the  Park  that  day.  We  may  or  may  not 
have  some  entertainment  for  this  meeting,  but 
whetlier  we  do  or  not  this  Easter  Hunt  business 

is  going  to  consume  a   good  deal  of  time  for  dis- 
cussion. 

The  chairman  of  the  entertainment  committee 

told  the  secretary  a   little  while  ago  that  he  in- 
tends to  have  some  Irish  souvenirs  for  all  the 

members  on  Wednesday.  . 

Dick  Graf  had  the  nerve  to  face  the  club  last 

Wednesday  with  a   box  of  cigars  in  honor  of  a 
new  daughter.  The  secretary  is  serving  notice  to 
Cub  Carr  that  on  account  of  his  absence  last 
Wednesday  we  will  expect  two  boxes  of  cigars 
on  Wednesday.  Sam  has  another  voter  in  his family. 

E.  V.  Hill,  Secretary. 

The  letter  to  the  Theatre  department 
from  Mr.  Meyer  follows : 

The  Theatre : 
Exhibitors  Herald. 

Harry  Silver  is  a   member  of  the 

Lions  Club  and  "The  Cohens  and 
Kellys”  is  our  St.  Patrick’s  attrac- tion and  the  Lions  Club  meets  on 

Wednesdays  and  St.  Patrick’s  Day 
fell  on  Wednesday  this  year  and 
Harry  Silver  gave  the  secretary  of 

the  Lions  Club  enough  of  the  no- 

velty posters  on  "The  Cohens  and 

Kellys”  to  mail  out  their  bulletins 
on  and  the  result  is  the  enclosed, 

F'.  S.  Meyer,  Manager  Director, 
Palace  Theatre,  Hamilton,  Ohio. 

“First  Year  Clubs”  Aid 
Fox  Film  Exploitation 

Theatre  Managers  all  over  are  taking  ad- 

vantage of  the  showing  of  William  Fox’s 
“The  First  Year,”  in  which  Matt  Moore 
and  Kathryn  Perry  are  featured,  to  form 
“First  Year”  Clubs.  The  first  one  was 
formed  in  Trenton,  N.  J.,  by  Frank  Seltzer. 

On  the  back  of  the  poster  shown 
above  was  a   letter  written  by  the 

secretary  of  the  Lions  Club,  Ham- 
ilton, Ohio  calling  attenlon  to  a 

St.  Patrick's  Day  meeting.  Fred 
S.  Mayer  of  the  Palace  theatre 
used  this  method  of  exploiting 

Cohens  and  Kellys.”  Universal. 
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20th  Century  Delayed 
When 

Luncheon  Is  Given 

for 
Theatrical  Folks 
Leon  Errol  with  His  Funny  Legs  Was  Con- 

ductor— Holbrook  Blinn  with  His  Gruff  Voice, 
the  Mayor  of  Chicago,  Houdini,  All  Were  in 
Attendance  When  Lubliner  &   Trinz  Theatres 

Put  Over  a   Big  Publicity  Stunt. 

Lou  Kramer  is  the  enterprising  pub- 

licity director  who  was  instrumental  in 

managing  the  luncheon  on  board  the  20th 

Century  Limited, 
the  crack  train 

running  from 

Chicago  to  New 
York,  despite 

that  it  had  ap- 

peared to  be  next 
to  impossible  to 

obtain  the  con- 
sent of  New 

York  Central 
railroad  ofRoials. 
Mr.  Kramer  is 

nationally  known 

as  a   publicity 
ace,  having 
served  on  the 

staff  of  Thomas 
H.  Ince  for  a   long  period  before  the 

latter’s  death,  then  having  served  as  a 
publicity  man  for  Film  Booking  Offices 
and  for  Mrs.  Wallace  Reid  Productions. 

Loa  Kramer 

The  famous  20th  Century Limited  left  its  train  shed  late 
March  22 ! 

It's  schedule  had  been  changed  for the  day. 

In  order  to  take  the  train  off  its 
regular  schedule  it  had  been  neces- 

sary to  change  the  orders  governing 
261  New  York  Central  trains. 

Negotiations  had  been  made  re- 

sulting in  this  by  the  advertising 
staff  of  Lubliner  &   Trinz  theatre 
company.  The  purpose  was  chiefly 
an  exploitation  stunt  for  the  Hard- 

ing and  Senate  theatres. 
The  stunt  worked. 

The  stunt  was  in  reality  a   lunch- 
eon party  given  as  was  indicated 

by  the  invitation  by  Art  Kahn  who 

f   orchestra  leader  in  Lubliner 
&   Trinz  Senate  and  Harding  thea- tres. 

Newspapers  were  represented  a 
the  luncheon.  Each  representativ' 
carried  back  to  his  paper  well  pre 
pared  stories  that  were  given  goo( 
plays  by  city  editors  on  all  of  th' 
six  Chicago  dailies.  • 
The  features  of  the  party  included  th 

performance  of  Leon  Errol  as  conducto 
on  the  tram,  taking  tickets  and  conductin 
himself  in  the  manner  that  has  made  hir 
famous  as  a   motion  picture  comedian  an' 
as  a   comedian  in  rnusical  comedies.  A 

J?.®.  appearing  in  “Loui the  14th  in  a   Chicago  legitimate  hous( 
He  provided  as  much  of  the  fun  for  th 

pests  as  any  other  single  feature.  Hi legs  were  as  undependable  as  ever  and  hi 
smile  was  as  full  of  hilarity. 

But  he  was  only  one  of  the  many  celeb 
Titles  that  helped  to  put  the  party  in  ; category  of  its  own. 

Holbrook  Blinn  and  Tudith  Anderso 
who  are  appearing  in  “The  Dove”  in  th 
Blackstone  theatre  were  there.  Harr 
Houdini.  famed  showman,  was  there.  Thei 
the  city’s  civic  branch  was  represented  b the  mayor,  William  E.  Dever,  Dr.  Hermai 
oundesen,  health  commissioner,  and  Mor 
gan  Collins,  chief  of  police. 

Others  among  invited  guests  were :   E.  B 
bothern,  Adolph  Zukor,  Evelyn  Law,  Ethe 
bhutta,  Joseph  Trinz,  Edwin  S.  Clifford 
AI  Barr,  ̂ Har^ry  M.  Lubliner,  Leo  Spit? 
Ross  Hall,  Emil  Stern,  Arthur  Mayei 

Inviiid  Gucsti 

JUDITn  AvOKSOX 
John  Aichu DAiNir  Baiasan 
B.  H   Bfrrun 

HouaooK  Bunn 

Mu  Jaco»  Baua GaoaoaE  Biv^ak 
CouiN  Blown 
Kuuan  BuKsmtN 

Faank  Cauon 
OlAaUI  CflATUN 
Edwin  Cum  no 
Moaoan  CouiM 
Acak  Cooru P-  E.  CaowLET 

VllOINIA  Oali 

fi.  W   DlNNUOM 
Hon.WjujauE  Dsvbi 
Hunan  Divam 

E.J.  DicnaooN IxoN  Erkou. 
Oduouu  Faiisahxi 
Winona  Fiavin 
HaulFunn 
Ron  C.  Hall 

Hal  Hai>un 
Ginrvibvi  Kajuui 
Clarb  HAxnoAN 
Wiu,  Haub 

Waltbr  Hiria 
DouoLAt  Hodobb 
Haut  Houdini 
iHbikah  F.Jbnsbn 

Mauricb  Xahn 

Sam  Katz 
Cdoiob  Lait 
L.  W.  Landman 
Evblin  Law 
Robbbt  M   Lbb 
Franr  Looan 

Hairy  M   I Lasna  Lui 
WiluauN 

Mu  Mai Lady  Diana  h   . 

Artavr  Matu 
Fridbjucr  McQuioa 

Lauy  Mobn 

Joi  Mornbv 

Mab  Murray 
Mary  Picbyord 

William  Rilby 

Quinn  Ryan 

Carl  Sandbbro 
Etbil SaUTTA 
E.  H-Soutmun 
LboSriyz 
EhilStrim 
El-obnb  SnmoN 

Fbeobrice  Stoca 
Gloria  Swanum 
Mab  Tinbr 

IrisTrib 
Trinz Waltab  Waujiurn 

WlUJAM  WraVU 

Adoub  Zusor 

Notr:  Tbf  Botkxiplcnat 

ink 

  , 

(   nilbc  ]ci(. 

r;  for  k&ifr  ;rru,  kift  afl  ton 
4jr*  iiijo  »   clock,  a   (uy  the  ptfran 

wcit  the  fedebccA.  u   t2u»  i»  (h<  tualo  tbehiaco^^  the 
[iu^.  ihAi  It  hu  ukeo  of 

cA  Personal  Invitation 

to 

GLORIA  SWANSON 

to  atUnd 

ART  KAHN'S Twmiith  Cmtufy  Limited  Luncheon 

at  ii:p  a.  m. 

Monday,  March  a,  ip3.6 

ASOAHUTHE 
TWENTIETH  CENTURY  LIMITED 

on  Track  "ij" 
in  the  La  Sallt  Street  Station 

Ttint,  Thieliri,  lot. 

J»7  Nefli  Uichifjitt  Apt. Chitaifi,  UUmU 

Above  appears  a   repropetion  of  the  invitations  sent  out  by  the  Lubliner  & 
Trinz  company.  Each  invitation  bore  the  name  of  the  guest  in  third  person formality.  Each  of  several  motion  picture  stars  received  invitations  to  the 
party  aside  from  many  other  notable  people.  The  list  of  invited  guests 
appears  on  the  left  of  the  invitation  which  upon  folding  becomes  the  back 

page. 

Lester  Ludwig,  George  Brennan,  P.  J.  Carr, 
Mrs.  Jacob  Baur,  Mae  Tinee,  John  Joseph, 
Frederick  McQuigg,  Hazel  Flinn,  Winona 
Flavin,  E.  Dennison,  Virginia  Dale,  Jor 
Morney,  Genevieve  Harris,  Hal  Halperin, 
George  Lait,  Miss  Margaret  Mann,  Edwin 
Clifford,  Douglas  Hodges  and  William 
Weaver. 

Lou  Kramer,  head  of  the  advertising 
staff  of  L.  &   T.,  had  shocked  railroad 
offcials  when  he  named  his  astounding 

proposal  that  the  infallible  “Century”  be set  back  on  its  schedule.  Telegrams  and 
long  distance  telephone  messages  were  nu- 

merous while  negotiations  were  under  way 
for  the  stunt.  Finally  New  York  officials 
of  the  railroad  consented  to  permit  the 
train  to  be  set  into  the  station  two  hours 
before  its  leaving  time. 

Guests  assembled  at  11:30  in  the  ob- 
servation and  dining  cars  of  the  train  as 

it  stood  under  the  train  shed  of  the  La 
Salle  street  station. 

The  party  made  copy  for  the  newspapers 
and  it  made  exploitation  for  everyone  else 

on  hand  except  the  members  of  the 

press. 

Indiana  Theatre  Begins 

Old  Fiddler’s  Contest 
TERRE  HAUTE,  IND.— The  Indiana 

theatre  has  started  a   series  of  old  fiddlers’ 
contests,  which  will  terminate  April  23 
when  the  champion  of  the  Wabash  valley 
will  be  chosen. 
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EXTRA EXTRA 

CITY  SWEPT  AWAY 
BY  JOHNSTOWN  FLOOD 

W.  P.  McGeachie,  Algoma  theatre, 
Toronto,  Can.,  has  contributed  the 

house  organ  called  ^‘Movie  Talks,” 
the  front  page  of  which  has  been 

reproduced  in  part  here. 

Old  Fashioned  Dances 

Are  Sequel  to  Fiddler’s 
Contest  in  F   &   R   House 

MINNEAPOLIS,  MINN.— Old  fash- 

ioned dances,  as  a   sequel  to  oldtime 
fiddlers,  are  making  their  appearance  ai 
the  Garrick  theatre,  Minneapolis,  this  week, 
with  more  than  100  persons  displaying  the 
fancy  steps  of  generations  ago. 

Last  month  Finkelstein  and  Ruben  con- 

ducted an  old  fiddlers  contest  in  their  Min- 

neapolis and  St.  Paul  theatres,  as  well 
as  in  other  deluxe  theatres  over  their 
Northwest  circuit.  The  contest  brought 
some  of  the  biggest  houses  in  the  history 
of  the  F   &   R   business.  Believing  that  the 

public  was  interested  in  “what  used  to  be 

done”  in  the  way  of  entertainment,  the Garrick  theatre  staged  the  oldtime  dancers 
contest. 

Most  of  the  contestants  are  in  the  50’s 
and  60’s,  with  no  one  below  40.  Entries were  about  equally  divided  between  men 
and  women,  although  the  latter  had  a   little 
of  the  edge.  The  contest  was  not  limited 
alone  to  early  American  dances,  but  to 
the  folk  dances  of  other  lands.  Those 
appearing  with  the  foreign  steps  are  for 
the  most  part  wearing  the  garb  of  their native  lands. 

The  Minneapolis  Daily  Star  cooperated 
wth  the  Garrick  in  staging  the  contest, 
carrying  a   first  page  story,  with  an  entry 
blank,  for  an  entire  week  before  the  con- 

test opened. 

Models  for  Style  Show 
to  Appear  in  Film  Made 
by  Theatre  Management 
TERRE  HAUTE,  IND. — Maurice  Fox, 

w the  American  theatre  and  Leo 
of  the  Jame-Wolf  women’s  apparel 

shop  plan  a   style  show  to  be  presented  at 
the  theatre  for  an  entire  week.  The  style 
show  will  be  staged  in  conjunction  with 
the  showing  of  “Miss  Brewster’s  Millions,” 
a   ieature_  picture  at  the  theatre.  Fourteen 
yodels  will  display  a   number  of  creations 
displayed  recently  in  a   style  show  at  the 
>-hicago  theatre  in  Chicago.  Prior  to  the 
opening  of  the  show,  the  stage  will  be  re- 

arranged and  _   approaches  will  be  con- 
structed extending  from  the  stage  into  the 

islp’  through  which  the  models  will  move While  exhibiting  the  various  creations. 
A   motion  picture  with  a   Terre  Haute 

background  and  with  a   theme  will  be  made 
with  models  in  the  cast.  This  film  will  he 

^t  each  performance  during  the 

r1  picture  the  models 
othed  in  the  newest  spring  creations. 

money  bags  advertise 

'‘TOO  MUCH  MONEY’' 

fr-  ?•  advertise  “Too  Much  Money  a   recent  at- 
Geor^  f°^ade  the.-itre,  Sandusky,  Ohio, 
shou,“L  j   achade,  owner  and  manager,  got  a 

the  heart  of  Sandusky's  business 
from  n’  ,it  with  money  bags  he  borrowed 
nesa  the  banks  with  which  he  does  busi- 
ine  not  only  Sandusky  but  the  surround- 
'"8  country  to  talking. 

EXHIBITORS  HERALD 

Real  Flood  Fits  Into  Abrams’ 
Exploitation  for  Fox  Picture 

Newspaper  Publicity  and  Telegrams  Gall  Attention of  Canton  Citizens  of  Showing  of 
“The  Johnstown  Flood” 

made  use  of  in  the  campaign  of  A   Abrams  mmajrer  nf 

had  
Flood-  wMch 

days  before  the  playing  date  for  the  picture  " Newspapers  earned  front  page  stories  and  illustrations  of  the  flooded  area. 
£   Abrams  sent  telegrams  to  Stan- rord  M.  Swatts,  mayor,  and  to  other  im- 

portant officers  of  the  city  reading: 
_   that  a   flood  should  THREAT- the  citizens  of  our  city 
JUST  PRIOR  to  our  WORLD  PRF MIER  SHOWING  OF  THAT  WILLIAM 
FOX  masterpiece  “THE  TOHNS^ 
TOWN  FLOOD”  STARTING  AT  TMl? 
MOZART  THEATRE  NEXT  SU^NIxSf WAS  DISTINCTLY  COINCIDENTAL’ YET  ITS  PRESENCE  LAST  NIGHT 
fMPHASIZES  THE  NECESSITY  FOR action  ON  OUR  PART  STOP  HERE IN  CANTON  ARE  TWENTY  THREE SURVIVORS  OF  THE  JOHNSTOWN 
FLOOD  STOP  THEY  KNOW  THE  DIS- aster  jWD  SUFFERING  WROUGHT 

tYtA  
UNLESS  WE 

A   ™1?.HIATE  PRECAUTIONS 
TO  SAFEGUARD  THE  PROPERTY 
SUCH  A   FLOOD  AS  THAT  t^ICH 
RESULTED  FROM  LAST  NIGHT'S STORM  IN  THE  MAHONING  ROAD 
district  SOME  MORNING  WE  WILL 
AWAKE  ONLY  TO  FIND  THAT  SEC- 

TION COMPLETELY  WIPED  OFF  THE 
MAP  STOP  WE  ARE  MERELY  BRING- 
ING  THIS  TO  YOUR  ATTENTION  AS 
one  WHO  HAS  THE  INTERESTS  OF 
can-ton  FOREMOST  AT  HEART  AND WE  ARE  RESORTING  TO  THE  EVER 
RELIABLE  SERVICE  OF  POSTAL  TEL- 
EGRAPH  TO  PERSONALLY  BRING 
THIS  MATTER  TO  YOUR  ATTEN- 

TION STOP  TO  BE  CONVINCED  OF 
THE  HORROR  THAT  THREATENS  US 
DROP  OVER  TO  THE  MOZART  THE- 

ATRE ANY  TIME  NEXT  WEEK 
STARTING  SUNDAY  AND  SEE  “THE 
JOHNSTOWN  FLOOD”  STOP  RE- GARDS. 

t   A.  ABRAMS. 

In  the  envelope  containing  the  telegram 
he  inserted  a   front  page  of  the  Canton 
Repository  with  the  marked,  illustrated 
story  of  the  flood  marked  and  the  caution, 

“Prevent  this,”  pencilled  across  the  page 
m   red. 
Taking  advantage  of  the  crowds  who 

were  attracted  to  the  scene  of  the  flood, 
Abrams  immediately  covered  the  entire 
flooded  area  with  posters  and  window 

cards  advertising  “The  Johnstown  Flood” at  the  Mozart  theatre,  Sunday.  He  even 

painted  “The  Johnstown  Flood,”  Mozart Theatre,  Sunday,  on  boards  and  permitted 
them  to  float  about  the  flooded  streets. 
After  the  water  subsided,  the  boards  lay 
about  the  streets  and  the  lettering  stood 
out  prominently. 

Because  of  the  fact  that  the  telegrams 
to  prominent  people  were  delivered  late  at 
night  in  many  instances  the  official  to 
whom  the  telegram  was  addressed,  was 
awakened  to  sign  for  it.  The  stunt  created 
plenty  of  talk  among  city  olficials  and  the 
next  morning  the  theatre  received  more 
than  60  calls  from  those  who  wanted  to 
know  the  meaning  of  the  telegram  and 
made  inquiry  about  the  picture.  The  en- 

tire stunt  cost  only  $5— $2  for  the  messen- 
ger boy  and  $3  for  the  operator  who  typed 

Uie  messages  on  a   “Receiving  Machine.” Six  hundred  other  telegrams  were  deliv- 
ered in  the  residential  districts  and  were 

worded  as  follows : 

JUST  SO  THAT  YOU  WILL  NOT 
MISS  ENJOYING  THE  GREATEST 
MOTION  PICTURE  EVER  PRODUCED 
WE  ARE  RESORTING  TO  THE  RELI- 

ABLE AND  SPEEDY  SERVICE  OF 
POSTAL  TELEGRAPH  T   O   INFORM 
YOU  PERSONALLY  THAT  WILLIAM 

FOX'S  MOST  STUPENDOUS  MASTER- 
PIECE “THE  JOHNSTOWN  FLOOD" 

WITH  A   CAST  OF  THOUSANDS  IN- 
iContinued  on  page  57) 

Auditorium  Attractions 

Clark  Munson  requests  that  his  layout  shown  here  be  commented  upon.  The 
ads  are  used  for  the  Auditorium  theatre,  Spencer,  W.  Va.,  in  a   weekly  paper. 
It  is  unusual  to  see  ads  so  well  made  up  in  a   town  as  small  as  Spencer  served 

by  only  a   weekly  paper.  It  would  be  just  as  well,  however,  if  the  “Audito- 
rium Attractions”  were  transferred  to  another  position  and  reduced  to  type 

about  one-third  the  size.  V/hite  space  in  advertising  is  valuable. 
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What  Showmen 

Are  Doing  to 
Get  Business 

A   phototype  survey  of  current 

exhibitor  business  effort,  with 

pictures  upon  the  accompany- 

ing pages. 

A   REPRIMAND  IS  IN  LINE 
FOR  SOME  H.  O.  PUBLISHERS 

The  Theatre : 
Exhibitors  Herald. 

Some  lime  ago  I   mailed  you  a   copy  of 

my  Majestic  News  and  requested  that  my 

name  be  put  on  the  “House  Organ  Ex- 

change.” 
Starting  with  the  first  issue  I   mailed 

a   copy  to  each  of  the  40  odd  members 

and  was  somewhat  surprised  to  find  that 

after  several  weeks  I   had  but  two  organs 
in  return.  

^ 
This  is  not  what  it  should  be  and  I 

can  think  of  only  one  reason  for  this  con- 
dition, namely:  that  the  members  have 

placed  the  names  on  their  mailing  list  at 
sometime  in  the  past  and  fail  to  add  the 
new  names  as  listed. 

I   am  more  than  willing  to  mail  my  news 

to  brother  exhibitors  if  they  derive  any 
benefit  from  it  but  would  like  to  receive 

their  organs  in  return  and  hope  you  will 
take  steps  to  correct  this  condition. 

H.  G.  Olson,  Majestic  Theatre,  Reeds- 
burg,  Wis. 

{Mr.  Olson  has  a   just  complaint.  It  is 
evident  that  publishers  of  house  organs 
have  in  this  case  been  lax  in  the  use  of 
mailing  lists.  The  editor  of  this  depart- 

ment will  be  interested  in  knowing  if  this 
discrepancy  has  not  been  corrected  within 
a   fczv  days.) 

MUNSON’S  PROGRAMS 
PRINTED  IN  OWN  PLANT 

The  Theatre : 

Exhibitors  Herald. 

Enclosed  are  several  copies  of  our  weekly 
ads  appearing  in  one  of  the  weekly  news- 

papers here.  Not  having  a   daily,  Spencer 
being  a   to^vn  of  about  3.500  population, 
we  have  to  get  as  much  of  our  weekly 
program  represented  in  our  30  inch  space 
as  possible. 

I   was  wondering  how  this  layout  ap- 
pealed to  you  and  wherein  I   could  im- 

prove upon  it.  If  you  can  spare  the  time 
or  space  in  the  Herald  would  be  pleased 
to  have  your  opinions.  Enclosed  also  is 
our  weekly  program,  printed  in  its  en- 

tirety in  our  own  plant.  We  cast  our  own 
cuts  and  keep  a   complete  mat  file  of  most 
of  the  stars. 

We  have  found  that  an  effective  use  of 
heralds  can  be  made  by  printing  the  weekly 
program  on  the  back  thus  serving  a   double 
purpose,  and  a   majority  of  the  First  Na- 

tional and  Paramount  heralds  lend  them 
selves  admirably  to  this  practice. 

Clark  Munson,  Publicity  Director,  The 
Robey  Theatre,  Spencer,  W.  Va. 

MUSICAL  IDEA  BRINGS 
MONEY  TO  DELANDER  &   GREENE 
The  Theatre : 

Exhibitors  Herald. 

different  occasions  we  have  noticed 
there  are  lots  of  exhibitors  that  are 

wil  mg  to  tell  the  other  fellow  how  they 
make  money.  

■' 

Well  here  is  one  way  we  have  for  filling 

the  house  one  of  the  poor  nights  every 
week. 

We  have  what  we  call  “Musical  Con- 

tests." 

Start  off  with  Harmonicas,  giving  prizes 

to  the  best.  Then  Fiddles,  Saxophones, 

Ukuleles,  AH  Wind  Instruments,  Accor- 
dions and  Concertinas,  and  so  on  down 

the  line. 

We  find  that  it  creates  a   lot  of  talk 

and  lots  of  business  for  the  weak  nights. 
We  announce  what  is  to  be  played  at 

least  two  weeks  in  advance  so  that  those 
that  care  to  enter  can  have  a   little  time 

to  practice  up. 

Jack  Greene,  Delander  &   Greene,  Gene- 
seo,  111. 

W.  P.  B.  DOES  NOT  GET 

McGEACHIE’S  “MOVIE  TALKS” 
The  Theatre : 

Exhibitors  Herald.- 
Enclosed  find  a   few  of  our  “Movie 

Talks.”  They  go  “wherever  the  postman 

goes”  the  merchants  on  the  back  page  mails 
them  and  pays  the  postage.  Give  them  the 
“once  over”  or  the  W.  P.  B.  which  ever 
they  deserve. 

W.  P.  McGeachie,  Algoma  Theatre,  To- 
ronto, Ont. 

P.  S. — Some  of  the  departments  you  will 
notice  are  from  suggestions  obtained  in  the 

Herald.  Others  may  be  original  ?   You 
never  can  tell. 

W.  P.  M. 

CREAMER  GETS  H.  O. 

STARTED  IN  GOOD  SHAPE 

The  Theatre : 

Exhibitors  Herald, 

Here  are  the  first  four  issues  of  the  Bur- 

ford  News  which  we  are  putting  out.  It 

is  a   weekly  and  we  use  5,000  copies  most 
of  which  are  used  as  door  hangers.  Look 

them  over  good  and  if  you  can  suggest  any 
improvements  let  me  know. 

John  W.  Creamer,  Advertising  Manager, 
(Continued  on  page  57) 

/•^eo-r.137. 

LEW  CODY 

GER.TKUDE 
OLMSTED 

ROY  D'ARCV' 
KARL  DANL 

SliDy 

CAREY  WILSON 

Srtmrio  by 

ALICE  D.C.MILLER. 

MONTE 
CARLO 

CHRISTY  CABANNE 

//>v‘  ̂ ayer 

Above  is  one  of  the  designs  made 

for  the  Metro  picture,  “Monte 
Carlo,”  starring  Lew  Cody  and Gertrude  Olmsted. 

Copy  Service For  Exhibitor 

House  Organs 
House  organ  or  newspaper 
publication  rights  to  this  copy 
is  granted  exhibitors  by  the “Herald”  herewith. 

THE  NAVY  LIKES  FILMS 
A   GOOD  standard  for  basing  judgment 
^   on  the  value  of  motion  pictures  is  the 
United  States  navy. 

A   statistical  comparison  presented  to  the 
appropriations  subcommittee  for  the  navy 
shows  that  pictures  are  preferred  to  all 
other  forms  of  entertainment. 
That  discredits  an  old  tradition  about 

prize  fighting  and  wrestling  being  the 
navy’s  greatest  form  of  entertainment. 

^   Yet  Admiral  Shoemaker  has  said : 
‘   Movies  contribute  42.6  percent  of  the  rec- 

reation, contentment,  amusement  and  com- 

fort of  the  enlisted  personnel.” 
Athletics  rank  next,  contributing  26.17 

percent  and  libraries  third  with  a   contri- 
bution of  15.59  percent. 

Living  Dreams 

Once  upon  an  evening  dreary,  while  I 
pondered,  weak  and  weary. 

What  to  do  and  where  to  spend  the 

time, — While  I   nodded,  nearly  napping,  sud- 
denly there  ca?ne  a   tapping, 

As  of  some  one  gently  rapping,  rap- 

ping at  my  apartment  door. 
’Tis  some  visitor,''  I   mumbled,  “tap- 

ping at  my  apartment  door,"  and opened  it  to  find  out  more. 

Eagerly  I   had  wished  the  morrow, 
vainly  I   had  sought  to  borrow 

From  my  hooks  surcease  of  ennui — 
enmii  for  naught  else  to  do. 

Then  my  visitor  exclaimed,  “Your 
wraps  do  don — don't  stop  to  put 
your  powder  on, 

We  have  time  enough  to  make  the  sec- ond show. 

* 

Deep  into  th-at  darkness  peering,  two 
hours  /   sat  there,  wonderina,  doubt- 

ing, 

Living  dreams  that  I   had  never  lived 
before. 

While  I   laughed,  sometimes  crying,  I 
found  that  I   zvas  gently  sighing, 

Sighing  zmth.  relief,  relief  from  bore- dom's weary  strain. 

Romance  flashed  before  my  eye,  and  f 
vowed  right  then  to  hie 

Me  once  a   week,  where  I   could  find 
the  things  I   seek — to  the  Theatre. 

Once  a   week  now  finds  me  there,  re- 
laxed deep  in  a   theatre  chair,  my- 

self forgot, 

Breathing  deep  of  life  and  love,  living 
dreams  of  that  I   sought. 

Drinking  in  the  Silent  Drama. 

By  F.  K. 
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By  George! 
Didn’t  Do  Him  Dirt 

COUNT  SALM  has  gone  back to  Europe  still  insisting  that  at 
gross  injustice  has  been  done 

him.  Still,  they  didn’t  sell  him  any Florida  real  estate. 
*   *   * 

Every  time  the  drys  hook  up  Secretary 
Mellon  with  the  liquor  interests  we  feel 

a   lot  like  Lincoln  did  about  Grant :   We’d 
like  to  get  hls^  brand  and  feed  it  to  the 
rest  of  the  cabinet. 

*   *   * 

SPRING  POEM 
Whether  we  look 

Or  whether  we  listen, 
We  feel  steam  heat 

Or  hear  it  hiss’n. *   *   * 

What’s  worrying  us  is  when  they  are 
going  to  settle  that  Tanca-Arica  question 
and  what  the  question  is. 

♦   *   * 

To  our  way  of  thinking  there  is  nothing 
more  terrorizing  than  a   decorator  with  a 
calcimine  brush  unless  it  be  a   fireman  with 
a   pike  pole. 

*   *   * 

The  nation-wide  newspaper  poll  on  pro- 
hibition shows  the  “wets”  leading  by  a 

margin  of  5   to  1.  We  didn’t  know  that 
many  people  had  tried  to  make  home  brew. 

♦   ♦   ♦ 

Our  idea  of  a   hero  is  the  man  who  pro- 
fesses to  know  how  to  repair  a   vacuum 

cleaner  and  then  tries  to  start  it  running 
before  he  leaves  for  the  office. 

*   *   * 

As  we  loaf  to  press,  the  League  of  Na- 
tions is  being  kept  together  by  adjourning until  fall. 

(CONTINUED  FHOM  PAGE  56) 

Burford  Theatre  Company,  Arkansas  City, Kan. 

Pirates 

The  “Black  Pirate”  treasure  hunt 
promoted  by  the  New  York  Eve- 

ning World  operated  a   truck 
shown  here  with  the  pirates  and 
the  original  treasure  chest  which 
was  used  in  the  Douglas  Fair- 

banks picture  for  United  Artists. 

opening  and  almost  a   hair  pulling  contest between  the  ladies  (?)  attending. 
Kindly  feel  free  to  criticize  campaign,  as 

I   should  like  to  know  why  results  were 
not  greater. 

E.  S.  Nesbitt,  Kansas  City,  Mo. 

O’ROURKE  FOLLOWS  STYLE 
OF  K.  C.  B.  IN  ADVERTISING 

Carver  Tries  Tieup  with 
Bob  Hair  Models  and 
Packs  His  K.  G.  House 

KANSAS  CITY,  MO. — Samuel  Carver, 
manager  of  the  Liberty  theatre,  first  run 

J)wn  town  house,  “got  away  with  murder” this  week,  if  gossip  along  film  row  can  be 
accepted  in  that  figurative  tone.  At  least 
he  had  a   packed  house  all  week.  He 

out  by  tying  up  with  about  IS  of 
the  leading  beauty  parlors,  who  agreed  to 
send  a   living  “sample”  of  their  “bobs”  to be  presented  on  the  Liberty  stage  all  week, 
each  'sample" — and  they  were  not  a   bit hard  to  loot  at— to  carrj'  a   placard  on  her 
arm,  displaying  the  name  of  the  beauty parlor.  It  was  great  for  the  beauty  parlors, 
it  was  great  for  Carver  and — it  was  great for  the  dear  old  public. 

VwiHiii'euii.jLi  PKUM  PAGE  55) 
CLUDING  GEORGE  O’BRIEN.  TANET 

GAYNOR,  FLORENCE  GILBE&.-^^UL 
panzer  AND  OTHERS  EQUALLY  AS 
POPULAR,  WILL  BE  GIVEN  ITS WORLD  PREMIER  SHOWING  AT  THE 
MOZART  THEATRE  STARTING  SUN- 
DAY  STOP  UNDER  NO  CIRCUIil- STANCES  MISS  THIS  TREAT  FOR  IT 
WILL  BE  SHOWN  HERE  ONLY  ONE 
VVEEK  AT  OUR  REGULAR  PRICES 
KINDEST  REGARDS  AND  GUARAN- 

TEEING YOU  THE  BEST  ENTER- 
TAINMENT YOU  HAVE  ENJOYED THANKS. 

A.  ABRAMS. 

Four  boys  were  used  to  deliver  these  at 
a   total  additional  cost  of  Two  girl 
ushers  were  pressed  into  service  to  work 
the  telephone,  and  from  9   A.  M.  until  5 
P.  M.  they  called  over  five  hundred  people 

on  the  phone  and  told  them  that  “The 
Johnstown  Flood  was  coming  to  the  Mo- 

zart theatre. 

The  newspapers  carried  a   story  inviting 
all  residents  of  Canton  who  had  figured  in 

and  survived  the  original  “Johnstown 
Flood”  to  see  the  picture  as  guests  of  the 
editor  and  of  the  management. 

HYDE  TELLS  ’EM  WITH 
SIX  24  SHEETS 
The  Theatre: 
Exhibitors  Herald. 

Tell  the  people  about  my  show  by  using 
four  24  sheets,  I   ran  six  eight  sheets 
around  town  for  two  weeks  stating  “in  150 

the  American  will  vanish  from  this 

wrth”  for  “The  Vanishing  American." 
then  I   put  up  two  of  “The  End  of  the 
Trail”  24  sheets  and  then  followed  with these  four  in  a   row. 

This  is  just  off  the  main  street  of  town 
so  everyone  coming  down  town  sees  all of  it. 

Charles  Lee  Hyde,  Grand  Theatre, 
Pierre,  S.  D. 

NESBITT  DISSATISFIED  WITH 
RESULTS  ON  “THE  FAN” 
The  Theatre : 
Exhibitors  Herald. 

Herewith  press  book  on  “Lady  Winder- 
mere  s   Fan”  engagement  at  the  Pantages theatre  of  this  city  whose  publicity  I   han- 

,   exception  of  lobby  displays,  every- 
hing  done  for  this  picture  appears  in  press, 
tm  production  was  difficult  in  as  much  as 

audiences  of  that  theatre  prefer  physical 
action.  Nevertheless,  sufficient  new  pa- 
ronage  was  developed  to  make  the  run mildly  successful. 
.t'^^^Sles  considered  but  left  undone  were 

j   ̂̂ o^acasting  of  the  play  over  radio 
„   securing  of  a   department  store 
indow  to  be  devoted  to  an  exhibition  of 

prizes  to  be  given  to  the  most 
dutiful,  most  distinctive  and  oldest  an- tique. 

The  masque  fan  stunt  secured  good 

The  Theatre : 
Exhibitors  Herald. 

I   am  enclosing  a   type  ad  that  I   used 
in  connection  with  Paramount’s  "Street  of 
Forgotten  Men.”  These  ads  were  mailed 
to  all  our  patrons  in  a   plain  envelope.  I 
used  a   plain  envelope  so  that  they  would 
not  suspect  the  source  of  the  ad  until  they 
finished  reading  it.  I   cannot  at  this  time 
tell  you  how  much  extra  business  it  got 
me,  inasmuch  as  I   have  not  played  the 
picture.  I   am  confident,  however,  that  it 
will  be  well  worth  the  printing  and  postage 
bill. 

John  T.  O’Rourke,  East  Coast  Theatres 
Company,  Philadelphia,  Pa. 

“THE  THEATRE”  A   GREAT 
HELP,  SAYS  SHAFFER 
The  Theatre : 
Exhibitors  Herald. 

Enclosed  please  find  copy  of  our  house 

organ,  “Movie  Chatter”  which  we  publish 
every  other  week.  Will  mail  the  Herald 
a   copy  of  this  twice  a   month.  The  Theatre 
department  is  certainly  a   great  help  when 
making  up  our  copy. 

F.  Kinsloe  Shaffer,  The  Palace  Theatre 
Company,  Inc.,  Frostburg,  Md. 

Above  are  shown  24  sheets  used 

by  Charles  Lee  Hyde,  Grand  the- 
atre, Pierre,  S.  D.,  to  exploit  a   re- 
cent picture. 

Special  notices  were  sent  to  the  public 
schools  and  a   private  screening  was  held 
for  city  officials  and  school  authorities  who 
recommended  the  picture  in  the  classrooms. 
In  return  for  this  recommendation  by  the 
school  authorities,  Manager  Abrams  ar- 

ranged a   special  Saturday  morning  matinee 
at  which  school  children  were  admitted 

for  15c.  Two  performances  were  given — 
one  at  9   and  one  at  11,  and  both  of  them 
were  crowded. 

Additional  newspaper  space  was  taken 

and  extra  posters  were  used.  Twenty-seven 
downtown  windows  were  used  for  special 
displays  and  14  U.  S.  Army  recruiting 
boards  located  in  prominent  spots  were  tied 
up  with  the  picture.  Arrangements  were 
made  with  a   team  in  a   musical  show  at 

the  Grand  theatre  to  inject  into  their  act 

gags  about  “The  Johnstown  Flood.” 
Stock  heralds,  secured  from  the  ex- 

change, were  wrapped  in  all  packages  at 
the  central  market,  two  department  stores 
and  27  chain  grocery  stores.  Each  of  these 
store  windows  also  carried  a   specially 

painted  sign  showing  stills  from  the  pro- 
duction. 

The  result  of  this  tremendous  campaign, 
as  evidenced  in  a   telegram  from  Manager 
Abrams  to  the  Fox  general  sales  manager, 
J.  R.  Grainger,  was  that  on  the  opening 
day  he  was  compelled  to  stop  the  sale  of 
tickets  not  less  than  seven  times.  Business 
continued  unusually  heavy  throughout  the 
entire  week,  making  a   new  record  for  the 
theatre. 
Abrams  also  effected  a   tie-up  with  the 

Canton  Eerie  of  Eagle  who  attended  in 
a   body  with  their  families  and  in  spite  of 
the  fact  that  he  increased  his  admission 

price  from  40c  to  50c  he  broke  all  opening- 

day  records. 
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o   n   P   i   c   t   u   r   e   s   1 
This  department  contains  news,  information  and  gossip  on  current  productions.  It  aims  to  suppSy a   service  which  will  assist  the  exhibitor  in  keeping  in  touch  with  developments  in  connection  with 
pictures  and  picture  personalities — and  what  these  a   re  doing  at  the  box  oSSce.  No  prophecies  on  the 
entertainment  value  of  pictures  are  made.  Opinions  expressed  are  simply  those  of  the  author  or  of 

bis  contributors  and  the  reader  is  requested  to  consider  them  only  as  such. — EDITOR’S  NOTE, 

^O-MMENT  IN  This  Column  a 
week  or  two  ago  concerned  the 

product  announcement  of  Gotham 

Productions.  The  comment  con- 

cluded, "I  do  not  recall  reading  in 
any  similar  announcement  a   sum- 

mary of  policy  sounding  so  little  like 

bunk  and  so  much  like  business.” 

To  this  Sam  Sax,  president  of  Lu- 
mas Film  Corporation,  distributors 

of  Gotham  productions,  makes  reply 
as  follows: 

“This  is  exactly  the  impression 
we  are  trying  to  create.  The  ex- 
changeman  and  exhibtor  who  com- 

pose our  market  can  instantly  dis- 

tinguish bunk  from  a   plain  state- 
ment of  fact.  The  famous  under- 

ground film  wireless  quickly  circu- 
lates a   report  as  to  just  what  every 

picture  actually  is.  If  I   should 

make  a   picture  that  actually  is  one 

of  the  greatest,  they  will  know 

about  it  quick.  My  advertising  will 
serve  to  keep  them  reminded  of  it. 

When  the  motion  picture  business, 

Lew  Cody,  Gertrude  Olmsted.  Zasu 
Pitts  and  Trixie  Friganza  in  ’’Monte 
Carlo,”  a   Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer  pro- duction directed  by  Christy  Cabanne. 

Concerning: 
Gotham  Productions 
Publication  Dates 

Walter  Hiers 
The  Blackbird 

The  New  Klondike 
The  Big  Parade 

Torrent 
His  Secretary 

or  some  of  the  pople  in  it,  stop  kid- 

ding thmselves  under  the  impres- 
sion they  are  kidding  the  rest  of  the 

business  a   great  deal  will  have  been 

accomplished.” 
*   *   ♦ 

J   N   This  Issue  the  “New  Pic- tures” department  adds  a   service 
calculated  to  aid  showmen  in  book- 

ing pictures  from  information  pre- 
viously printed  in  those  columns. 

“New  Picture  Publication  Dates”  is 
the  name  of  it  and  the  idea  is  to  tell 

when  productions  shall  become 
available  for  exhibition.  The  suc- 

cess of  the  new  service  feature  will 

be  dependent  w^holly  upon  the  film 

companies  whose  product  is  con- 
cerned. 

There  is  an  unnecessarily  great 

amount  of  uncertainty  and  indecis- 

ion about  new  pictures.  It  is  al- 
most impossible  to  get  a   definite 

statement  as  to  release  date  from 

many  concerns,  and  several  are  un- 
able to  supply  the  lineal  dimensions 

of  pictures  already  in  exhibition. 

Both  items  are  of  importance  to  ex- 
hibitors and  it  would  seem  a   good 

idea  for  organizations  supposedly 

serving  the  theatre  to  attend  to 
some  of  these  details  before  getting 

steamed  up  over  things  which  sound 

bigger  and  mean  less. 
*   «   * 

^   MONO  Recent  Sitters-Across- from  this  desk  is  an  honest 

young  actor  named  Walter  Hiers. 

Among  the  bright  spots  in  the  va- 
rious twelve-month  periods  are  the 

annual  confabs  with  Mr.  Hiers 

about  pictures  and  co-related  topics. 
Mrs.  Hiers,  incidentally,  is  a   very 

patient  listener  who  interrupts  only 

now  and  again  to  steady  us  in  our 

glib  solutions  of  the  industry’s  prob- lems. 

Mr.  Hiers  is  the  type  of  person 

the  “movies”  need  and  more  than 

that.  He’s  the  type  of  person  any 
business  needs,  or  any  industry  or 

art.  His  is  a   very  definite  ambition, 
a   clear  cut  ideal,  and  he  simply 

drives  on  toward  his  goal.  This  is 

the  perfect  recipe  which  accounts 
for  the  success  he  has  made. 

* 

 

*

 

 

*  
 # 

J   Have  the  Utmost  Respect  For 
Lon  Chaney’s  acting  ability.  I 

think  I   have  more  respect  for  it 

than  he  has.  If  I   were  in  charge  of 

his  destiny  I   should  not  permit  him 

to  go  on  with  distortions  and  mal- 
formations when  he  can  do  so  much 

better  by  himself  and  his  public  in 

straight  characters.  His  “Unholy 
Three”  proves  the  need  for  him  in 
such. 

“The  Blackbird”  is  no  less  worthy 

as  a   picture  for  the  fact  that  this 
unsolicited  advice  to  its  principal  is 
what  it  is.  As  distortions  go,  this 

one  of  Mr.  Chaney’s  is  at  least  as 
good  as  any  preceding  one,  and  less 
horrible.  It  is  a   proper  part  of  a 

Scenes  from  ’’Casey  of  the  Coast  Guard,” 
a   Paths  serial  with  George  O’Hara and  Helen  Ferguson. 
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George  Walsh  in  “The  Count  oi  Luxen- 

bourg,”  a   recent  Chadwick  release. 

good  picture  story,  told  in  admirable 
fashion  and  interesting  without 
variation.  It  has,  even,  the  natural 
ending! 

Renee  Adoree  is  the  young 
woman  most  concerned  v/ith  the  for- 

tunes of  “The  Blackbird,”  a   crim- 
inal character  who  doubles  as  a 

beneficent  slum  mission  worker. 
She  is  capable  of  all  that  she  is 
asked  to  do  and  more. 

Owen  Moore,  an  old  favorite  of 
mine  whom  I   have  not  seen  in  a 

long  time,  is  the  other  crook  in  the 
picture,  the  one  who  turns  honest. 

It  is  good  to  see  him  again  and  I 
believe  he  is  better  than  before. 

♦   *   * 

'pHOMAs  Meighan  Is  Better  In 
“The  New  Klondike”'  than  in 

anything  else  of  his  I’ve  seen  for 
a   year  or  more.  Atop  of  that,  he’s 
got  Lila  Lee  with  him  again.  That 
leaves  very  little  to  be  desired  of 
the  picture,  but  more  than  a   little 
is  forthcoming. 

The  story’s  a   comical  one  about 
Florida  and  baseball.  In  it  the  for- 

mer gets  a   considerable  rap  across 
the  knuckles  and  the  latter  just  fig- 

ures. Some  splendid  views  of  Flor- 
ida^ real  estate  are  given,  however, 

which  probably  squares  that  item. 
There  is  no  ninth-inning-victory 

baseball  game,  either,  so  there’s 
nothing  whatever  wrong  with  the picture. 

The  folks  concerned  had  a   pretty 
good  time  down  there  making  the 
picture  and  enough  of  it  gets 
through  the  celluloid.  Some  less 
familiar  faces  are  in  the  picture  and 
their  wearers  deserve  credits  which 

onrushing  deadline  does  not  permit 
3t  this  time.  Because  of  that  dead- 
hne,  permit  me  to  borrow  for  this 
once  a   harmless  old  favorite  of  the 
Writers  about  films  and  say  that  “on 
^e  whole”  it’s  a   first  rate  picture. — L   O.  Service. 

*   *   * 

Seen  “Ibanez’  Torrent”  and 

r   Jhe  Big  Parade”  during  the  past 
Tvo  ^   obliged  to  confirm  the 

heard  about  film  exchanges 

rtt  Metro  is  putting  out  more  good  pic- 

tures this  year  than  was  ever  known  by 

a   single  producing  company.”  “Ben  Hur” I   have  yet  to  see,  but  if  it  holds  true  to 
fo™  k   probably  may  be  put  in  the  row 
with  the  two  aforementioned,  together  with 
The  Merry  Widow,”  “His  Secretary,” 
and  Lights  of  Old  Broadway,”  all  of which  I   have  seen  and  liked. 

/‘The  Parade”  at  the  Garrick,  Chicago, with  the  atmosphere  lent  by  use  of  drums, 
brass,  wind  and  string  instruments  and 
other  paraphernalia  is  more  colossal  than 
any  picture  ever  made. 

If  John  Gilbert  could  find  roles  in  his 
future  work  which  suit  him  as  well  as  his 
role  of  the  good-hearted  American  boy  in 
the  picture  I   think  his  popularity  would  in- 

crease tenfold.  That  is  the  kind  of  fellow 
‘Jack”  is  personally  and  that  is  the  kind of  part  he  does  best,  possibly  because  it 
comes  more  naturally  than  the  other— the 
sheikish  mode. 

But  it  is  not  the  acting  that  makes  the 
picture  great  nor  the  direction  nor  the 
story  nor  the  musical  accompaniment.  It 
IS  all  the  factors  that  go  into  a   picture 
v/hich  are  done  so  remarkably  well  that 
they  fill  you  with  a   sense  of  their  potency. 
They  impress  you  with  the  thought  that 
that  war  was  a   real  thing;  it  was  a   dis- 

aster and  the  most  dramatic  event  since 

the  crucifixion.  And  it,  as  the  man  be- 

hind me  remarked,  was  “no  place  for  a 

woman.” 

♦   #   * 

"The  Torrent”  is  a   tragedy  m   which  a 
man  and  woman  love  one  another  sacredly 
but  are  kept  from  marrying  each  other 

by  an  unintelligent  mother.  The  story  has 
little  to  do  with  a   torrent  as  the  narrative 
could  have  been  told  as  well  without  the 

onrush  of  water  which  comprises  one  of 
the  situations  in  the  picture. 

The  tragedy  is  not  that  one  or  the  other 

You’ll 

your 

k   is  not  the  kind 

that  Macbeth’  is.  or  even  “The  Master Builder,  but  it  is  a   good  tragedy  because 
the  hero  and  heroine  do  not  marry  at  the 
close  of  the  picture.  Ordinarily  comedies 
suit  me  better  than  tragedies  but  not  here, 
possibly  because  it  is  more  difficult  to 
make  a   tragedy  well  than  it  is  a   comedy, 

r   greatest  picture  in  the  world. 

u-  Jt  Facade”  is  that,  but  it  is  one 
which  1   could  see  again  witli  pleasure. 
One  of  its  virtues  is  Greta  Garbo, 

brought  here  by  Mr.  Louis  B.  Mayer  from 
Europe.  American  screen  players  may 
learn  much  of  the  histrionic  art  from  her, 
although  she  is  new  to  American  methods, 
bhe  IS  as  impulsive  as  a   spring  shower, 
but  she  IS  as  thorough  in  her  work  as  Old 
bol. — Douglas  Hodges. 

*   *   ♦ 

My  Way  of  Thinking  Norma 
Shearer  is  a   splendid  actress.  Al- 

though I   did  not  care  for  the  picture,  both 
she  and  Lew  Cody  arouse  my  admiration 
for  the  laudable  manner  in  which  they  ful- 

fill the  demands  made  upon  them  in  "His 

Secretary.” 
The  picture  started  out  on  a   sprint,  but 

became  crippled  after  the  first  pace,  and 

lagged  its  way  to  the  end  on  a   dog-trot. 
Personally,  I   don’t  mind  reading  a   good descriptive  sketch,  if  labeled  as  such. 
When  I   choose  it  because  it  claims  to  be  a 

story,  I   balk.  It’s  like  putting  your  teeth 
into  a   frothy  icing  with  no  cake  in  between. 
The  truth  is  that  I   feel  rather  fretful 

about  this  picture.  I   was  really  disap- 
pointed. For  one  thing  I   thank  the  gods 

that  the  ugly  duckling,  when  its  gorgeous 
new  feathers  cropped  out,  did  not  lose  its 
habits  built  on  years  miraculously  to  adopt 
the  grande  dame  hauteur  that  goes  with 
fine  feathers. — Fanchon  Kauders. 
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Scene  from  “The  Prairie  Pirate,"  a 
Pro-Dis-Co  release  with  Harry  Carey. 

The  Prairie  Pirate 

Distributor:  Pro-Dis-Co 
Producer:  Hunt  Stromberg 

Length:  4617  feet 

DIRECTOR   EDMUND  MORTIMER 
Author   W.  C.  Tuttle 
Adaptor   Robert  Anthony  Dillon 
Cameraman   Georges  Benoit,  A.  S.  C. 

PLAYERS 

Brian  Delaney   Harry  Carey 
Ruth  Delaney   Jean  Dumas 
Howard  Steele   Lloyd  Whitlock 
Teresa  Esteban   Trilby  Clark 
Don  Esteban   Robert  Edeson 
Jose   Tote  Ducrow 
Aguillar   Fred  Kohler 
TYPE:  Western  melodrama. 
THEME:  Revenge;  romantic  love. 
LOCALE:  A   Western  town. 
TIME:  The  present. 

STORY :   A   young  man  finds  his  sis- 
ter dead.  With  only  cigarette  stubs  as 

clues  he  vows  revenge.  He  turns  bandit 
and  becomes  known  and  feared.  He 
holds  up  a   gambling  house,  taking  in  his 
loot  some  notes  the  proprietor  holds 
against  a   Spanish  rancher.  The  rancher’s 
daughter  falls  in  love  with  the  bandit  at 

Harry  Carey  in  “The  Prairie  Pirate,"  a 
Hunt  Stromberg  Production  released  by 

Pro-Dis-Co. 

first  sight,  but  when  she  later  heax-s  that he  has  held  her  father  up  she  hates 
him.  She  agi'ees  to  wed  the  proprietor 
in  order  to  pay  off  the  notes.  On  the 
wedding  day  she  is  kidnaped  by  the 
bandit.  He  forces  the  gambler  to  ad- 

mit that  he  robbed  the  gill’s  father,  and discovers  he  was  the  man  who  killed  his 
sister.  He  dresses  him  in  the  bandit 
clothes  and  sends  him  out  when  the  posse 
ari’ives.  Believing  him  to  be  the  bandit 
they  riddle  him  with  bullets. 
HIGHLIGHTS:  Killing  of  the  sister. 

.   .   .   Brother’s  masquerade  as  a   bandit. 
.   .   .   Kidnaping  of  the  bride.  .   .   .   Kill- 

ing of  the  proprietor.  .   .   .   The  marriage. 

Sir  Lumberjack 
DhtHhutor :   F.  B.  0. 

Producer:  Harry  Garson 

Length :   Undetermined 
DIRECTOR   HARRY  GARSON 

PLAYERS 

William  Barlow   Lefty  Flynn 
Bess  Calhoun   Kathleen  Myers 
Bill  Blake   Tom  Kennedy 
Wm.  Barlow,  Sr   William  Walling 
John  CaDioun   Luke  Cosgrove 
Jason  Mack   Ray  Hanford 
Lai's  Hanson   William  Nestell 
Colored  Cook   Raymond  Turner 
TYPE:  Romantic  melodrama. 
THEME:  Romantic  love. 
LOCALE:  A   lumber  camp. 
TIME:  The  present. 

STORY:  A   ne’er-do-well  decides  to 
work  in  his  father’s  lumber  camp.  Some 
tramps  take  his  clothes  and  he  is  forced 
to  don  theirs.  He  arrives  at  the  camp 

and  is  refused  recognition  as  the  boss’ 
son,  but  is  given  work  helping  the  cook. 
He  over-heai’s  a   plot  to  cut  across  prop- 

erty belonging  to  another  holder.  He 
prevents  this  and  obtains  the  required 
amount^ of  money  to  pay  off  the  mort- 

gage for  the  man  and  his  daughter,  who 
is  to  be  his  future  wife,  and  sells  the 
land  to  his  father. 

HIGHLIGHTS :   Logging  scenes.  .   .   . 
The  fight. 

Home  Cured 
Distributor:  Educational 

Producer:  Educational-Tuxedo 

Length:  Two  reels  * DIRECTOR   WILLIAM  GOODRICH 

PLAYERS 
Johnny   Johnny  Arthur 
His  Wife   Virginia  Vance 
His  Fi'iend   Chick  Collins 
The  Nui'se   George  Davis 
The  Doctoi'   Glen  Cavender 
TYPE:  Domestic  comedy. 
THEME:  Overcoming  of  imaginary 

ailments. 
LOCALE:  An  American  city. 
TIME:  The  present. 
Story:  A   man  who  is  always  buying 

medicine  for  his  imaginary  ailments  is 
put  through  a   cure  by  his  wife  and  his 

Scene  from  “Home  Cured,”  a   Tuxedo 
comedy  released  by  Educational,  star- 

ring Johnny  Arthur. 

fi’iend.  He  pi-etends  he  is  really  ill. 
Doctoi's,  undertakers,  and  the  sexton 
ari'ive  and  the  wife  and  fiiend  plan  how 
they  will  spend  his  insurance  money. 
The  husband  realizes  they  are  ti'ying  to 
get  rid  of  him  and  chases  his  fiuend  from 

the  house,  promising  his  wife  he  won’t be  sick  again. 

HIGHLIGHTS:  The  cab  scene.  .   .   . 
The  illness  and  its  cure. 

La  Boheme 
Distributor:  Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer 
Producer:  Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer 

Length:  8780  feet 

DIRECTOR   KING  VIDOR 
Adaptor       Henry  Murger 

PLAYERS 
Mimi   Lillian  Gish 
Rodolphe   John  Gilbert 
Musette   Renee  Adoree 
Schaunard   George  Hassell 
Vicomte  Paul   Roy  D’Arcy 
Colline.   Edwai-d  Everett  Hoxton 
Benoit    Karl  Dane 
TYPE:  Romantic  drama. 
THEME:  Romantic  love. 
LOCALE:  Paris. 
TIME:  The  present.  j 

STORY :   A   seamstress  and  a   play- 

Johnny  Arthur  in  a   scene  from  “Home 
Cured,”  directed  by  William  Goodrich for  Educational. 
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"Monkey  Business,”  an  Our  Gang  com- 
edy produced  by  Hal  Roach  for  Pathe. 

wright  become  sweethearts.  He  neglects 
his  newspaper  work  for  a   play  and  is 
discharged.  The  girl  keeps  him  ignorant 
of  this  by  pretending  to  deliver  his  ar- 

ticles each  morning,  and  bringing  back 
money  for  which  she  works.  They  quar- 

rel and  part.  The  man’s  play  wins  suc- 
cess, and  that  night  the  girl,  very  ill, 

returns  to  her  room  and  dies. 
HIGHLIGHTS:  Parisian  scenes.  .   .   . 

The  quarrel.  .   .   .   The  girl’s  death. 

The  Arizona  Streak 
Distributor:  F.  B.  0. 
Producer:  F.  B.  0. 

Length:  Undetermined 
DIRECTOR   ROBERT  DE  LACEY 

PLAYERS 
Dandy  Darrell   Tom  Tyler 
Smiling  Mom   A1  Hewster 
Ruth  Castleman   Ada  Mae  Vaughn 
Mike   Frankie  Darro 
Denver   Dave  Ward 
Velvet  Hamilton   Le  Roy  Mason 
TYPE:  Western  melodrama. 
THEME;  Romantic  love. 
LOCALE:  A   Western  town. 
TIME:  The  present. 

Story:  A   young  ranch  foreman  gam- 
bles with  a   man  who  trys  to  recoup  his, 

fortune  and  bets  his  ranch  against  the 
foreman’s  winnings.  The  latter  wins  and 
the  man  dies  of  shock.  His  daughter  be- 

lieves the  ranch  still  hers,  and  snubs  the 
foreman.  Several  exciting  incidents 
occur  before  the  foreman  rescues  the 
girl  from  kidnapers  and  asserts  his  own- 
ership. 
HIGHLIGHTS:  Horsemanship.  .   .   . 

Gambling  scene.  .   .   .   The  girl's  rescue by  the  foreman. 

The  Man  from  Red  Gulch 
DistHhutor:  Pro-Dis-Co 

Producer:  Hunt  Stromberg 
Length:  5437  feet 

director   EDMUND  MORTIMER 
Author.   Bret  Harte 
Adaptor   Elliott  J.  Clawson 

„   PLAYERS 
Sandy   Harry  Carey 
Bfitsey   Harriett  Hammond 
Falloner.   Frank  Campeau 

fi'isbee   Mark  Hamilton 
Lasham   Lee  Shumway 
Mme.  Le  Blanc   Doris  Lloyd 
Colonel  Starbottle   Frank  Norcross 
Cissy   Virginia  Davis 
Jimmy   Mickey  Moore 
TYPE:  Western  drama. 
THEME:  Romantic  love. 
LOCALE:  A   Western  town. 
TIME;  The  present. 

STORY:  A   man’s  partner  is  shot  by 

another  man,  who  years  back  had  in- 
duced the  dying  man’s  wife  to  run  away 

with_  him.  The  man  sends  remittances 
to  his  partner’s  children  with  his  photo- 

graph, and  they  think  him  their  real 
father.  He  visits  them  and  meets  the 
sister  of  the  deserted  mother  who  is  car- 

ing for  the  children.  She  realizes  that 
the_  man  is  not  the  real  father,  but  is 
posing  for  the  children’s  sake.  The  man 
hunts  for  the  mother  and  finds  her  in 
charge  of  a   gambling  house  mn  by  the 
man  she  ran  away  with.  He  rescues  the 
sister,  whom  he  loves,  and  they  are  mar- 
ned.  The  mother  becomes  a   novitiate  in 
a   monastery,  but  the  children  never  learn 
she  is  their  mother. 

HIGHLIGHTS:  The  murder.  .   .   . 

Kidnaping  of  the  girl.  .   .   .   The  hero’s 
posing  as  father  for  children's  sake. 
.   .   .   Regeneration  of  the  mother. Scene  from  an  Our  Gang  Hal  Roach 

comedy,  "Monkey  Business”  which  is  a current  Pathe  release. 

Monkey  Business 
DistHhutor:  Pathe 

Producer:  Hal  Roach 

Length:  Two  reels 

PLAYERS 

Mickey  Daniels 
Mary  Koenman 

0-    

Jackie  Condon 
Johnny  Downs 

TYPE:  Juvenile  comedy. 
THEME:  Unusual  friendship. 
LOCALE:  An  American  city. 
TIME:  The  present. 
STORY :   A   chimpanzee  is  discharged 

by  his  trainer,  at  the  same  time  Farina 
leaves  home.  The  two  make  friends  and 

together  they  cause  many  humorous  in- cidents, 

HIGHLIGHTS:  The  per/or/nance  of 
the  trained  monkey. 

The  Rainmaker 
DistHhutor :   Paramount 
Producer:  Paramount 

Length :   Undetermined 
DIRECTOR   CLARENCE  BADGER 

PLAYERS 
Bobby  Robertson   William  Collier,  Jr. 
Nell  Wendell   Georgia  Hale 
Mike,  The  Bartender   Ernest  Torrence 
Chocolate   Tom  Wilson 
Head  Nurse   Martha  Mattox 
Hospital  Doctor   Charles  K.  French 
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New  Picture  Publication  Dates 
A   Week-to-Week  Summary  of  Facts  and  Figures  Pertain- 

ing TO  New  Picture  Product  Offered  the  Theatre  Booker 

Title Producer Distributor Length 

WEEK  OF  JANUARY  3rd 

Tile  Glided  Outlcrfly 

Fox 

Fox 6200 

Palace  of  Pleasure Fox Fox 5467 

Tom  MIk  in  The  Yankee  Senor 

Fox 

Fox 5   reels 

Steel  Preferred 
P.D.C 

P-D-C 

6680 

Rocking  Moon P-D-C P-D-C 6000 

Thunderbolt  Strikes Harry  Webb Rayart 

■1964 

The  Little  Giant Universal 
Universal 6929 

The  Arizona  Sweepstakes Universal Universal 

5418 

Morals  For  Men 

Tiffany 
Tiffany 

7600 

Dance  Madness M-C-M M-G-M 6393 

The  Fieliting  Edge Warner Warner 
7   reels 

The  Splendid  Crime Paramount Paramount 6069 

Flaming  Waters Asso.  Arts 
F.  B.  O. 6722 

Man  Rustlin' F.  B.  O. 
F.  B.  O. 

4649 

WEEK  OF  JANUARY  lltb 

The  Black  Bird M-G-M M-C-M 6688 

Mannequin Paramount Paramount 

6981 

Hands  Up Paramount Paramount 5992 
The  Son  Boast Warner Warner 6393 

WEEK  OF  JANUARY  17th 

Tlio  Outsider Fox Fox 5424 

I'ho  Host  Vear  (Gulden  Unit) 
Fox Fox 

Desperate  Moment Ginsberg-Kann Royal S7S1 

Tlio  Shadow  on  Tlie  Wall Gotham 
Druvehoart P-D-C 

P-D-C 7256 
Fifth  Avenue P-D-C P-D-C 

The  Enchanted  Hill Paramount Paramount 
6326 

Stollu  Marls Universal 
Universal 

Western  Pluck Universal 

Ihe  I'rallio  Cop 
F.  n.  O. F.  B.  0. 

Queen  o'  Diamonds 
F.  n.  O. F.  B.  O. 5090 

Born  to  Dnltlo F.  B.  0. 
F.  B.  O. 

5142 

WEEK  OF  JANUARY  2Sth 

Stop,  Look  and  Listen John  Adams 
The  Danger  Girl 

Uuek  Jones  In  The  Cowboy  and 

P-D-C P-D-C 
5560 

The  Countess 

Fox 

The  Cuvo  Man Warner 

The  American  Venus Paramount 

The  Damon Universal 

H^ut  Happened  to  Jones Universal 

When  Love  Grows  Cold F.  B.  O. F.  B.  O. 

The  Blue  Streak Carlos F.  B.  O. 4858 

WEEK  OF  FEBRUARY  1st 

The  Wanderer Paramount 

Double  Fisted Harry  Wobb 
The  Auction  Block 

M-C-M 

The  Silent  Guardian 
Truart 

Truart 

4500 

WEEK  OF  FEBRUARY  7th 

*iho  Koad  '1*0  Glory Fox 

The  Grand  Duchess  ond  The  Waiter Paramount 

The  Song  And  Dance  Man Paramount 

The  Million  Dollar  Handicap 
P-D-C P-D-C 

Mado  For  Love P-D-C 
P-D-C 

Under  Western  Skies Universal 

The  Desperate  Came Universal 

Ibanez*  Torrent M-C-M 
M-C-M 

6769 

Scene  from  “Whoa,  Emma,”  a   Christie 
Production,  which  is  an  Educational- 

Jimmie  Adams  comedy. 

Western  Doctor   Charles  Clary 
Benson   Melbourne  MacDowell 
TYPE:  Romantic  drama. 
THEME:  Romantic  love;  regenera- 

tion. 
LOCALE:  An  American  border  town. 
TIME:  The  present. 
Stoiy:  Due  to  an  injury  a   jockey  is 

told  he  will  never  ride  again.  His  nurse 
falls  in  love  with  him,  but  is  discharged 
from  the  hospital.  She  becomes  a   dancing 
girl  in  a   saloon  of  a   lifetime  friend,  who 
has  refused  to  sell  his  property  to  a   rival 
who  belieAies  there  is  oil  on  the  land.  A 
plague  breaks  out  and  the  rival  prevents 
aid  from  coming  in.  The  jockey  prays 
for  rain  with  the  aid  of  the  parish  priest 

and  it  comes.  The  girl’s  friend  leaves his  will  to  the  couple. 

HIGHLIGHTS :   Race-track  scene. 
.   .   .   Dance  hall  scene.  .   .   .   Rain  scenes. 

Whoa  Emma 
Distributor:  Educational 

Producer:  Christie  Comedies 

Length:  Two  reel 

DIRECTOR   ROBERT  THORNBY 
PLAYERS 

Jimmie   Jimmie  Adams 
Molly   Molly  Malone 
Jimmie's  Valet   Hank  Mann 
The  Horse   Emma 
TYPE:  Western  comedy. 
THEME:  Romantic  love;  horse  sense. 
LOCALE:  A   Western  ranch. 
TIME:  The  present. 

STORY :   A   wild  horse  causes  dis- 

WEEK  OF  FEBRUARY  IStb 

Tlio  Phantom  of  The  Forest Gotham 

Checkered  Flag Clnsberg-Kann 

Ihe  Vanishing  American Paramount 

Driftin'  Thru Charles  R.  Rogers 
The  Boaultful  Cheat Universal 

The  Tough  Guy F.  B.  0. 

Beyond  the  Rookies 
F.  B.  O. 

F.  B.  O. 4902 

WEEK  OF  FEBRUARY  22nd 

The  Johnstown  Flood 

Fox 

Fox 

Tom  Mix  in  My  Own  Pal 

Fox 

Behind  The  Front Paramount Paramount 
5555 

The  Devil's  Circus 
M-C-M 

Sky  High  Corral Universal 

King  of  the  Turf F.  B.  0. F.  B.  O. 
6177 

Th«  Speed  Llmti 
Mooie  Carlo 

DaDring  Mothers 

A   Six  Shoolln’  notnaore 
The  Dixie  Merchant 

Pleaiures  of  the  Rich 

The  Cohens  and  Kellys 

WEEK  OF  MARCH  1st 

Gotham Luraos 
5675 M-C-M 

M-G-M 
6129 

Paramount Paramount 7169 
Universal 

Universal 
4869 

Fox Fox 5126 
Tiffany Tiffany 

6520 
Universal Universal 

7774 

"Whoa,  Emma,”  directed  by  Robert 
Thornby,  is  an  Educational-Jimmie 
Adams  recent  release  produced  at  the 

Christie  studios. 
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turbance  on  a   ranch  and  as  her  cow-
 

boys cannot  capture  it  the  girl  ranch 

owner  writes  for  a   new  manager,  who 

claims  he  can  tame  the  horse.  He  comes 

and  finds  the  horse  very  intelligent.  They 

carry  on  a   conversation  and  become 

friends  Numerous  exciting  incidents 

occur,  caused  by  the  cowboys’  jealousy. 
The  new  manager  with  the  aid  of  the 

horse  rescues  the  girl  from  kidnapers 

and  they  discover  they  love  each  other. 

HIGHLIGHTS:  Acting  of  the  horse. 

.   The  rescue. 

The  Border  Sheriff 
Distributor:  Universal 
Producer:  Universal 

Length:  4,438  feet 

director   :   
  ROBERT  NORTH  BRADBURY 

Cameramen....Wm.  Nobles;  Harry  Mason 
PLAYERS 

Cultus  Collins   Jack  Hoxie 
Joan  Belden   Olive  Hasbrouck 
Carter  Brace   S.  E.  Jennings 
Tater.   Gilbert  Holmes 

Limpy  Peel   Buck  Moulton 
Heniy  Belden   Tom  Lingham 
Joe  Martinez   Bert  De  Marc 

TYPE:  Western  melodrama. 

THEME:  Romantic  love;  Secret  Serv- 
ice 
LOCALE:  San  Francisco. 
TIME:  The  present. 
STORY:  A   sheriff  confers  with  the 

Secret  Service  at  Washington  regarding 
a   band  smuggling  dope  from  Mexico. 
The  sheriff  becomes  acquainted  with  a 
man  and  his  daughter,  and  discovers  that 

the  man’s  associate  is  involved  with  the 
smugglers.  He  rescues  the  girl  and  her 
father  from  kidnapers  and  foils  the 
scheme  of  the  band,  and  wins  the  girl. 

Highlights:  Riding  stunts.  .   .   ..  Fight 
scenes.  .   .   .   Battle  in  Chinatown. 

Virginia  Brown  Faire 

to  Star  in  Sax  Picture 

^   EMPORARILY  abandoning  plans  for 
a   trip  to  New  York,  Virginia  Brown 

Faire  has  just  signed  a   contract  wth  Sam 
Sax  for  the  starring  feminine  role  oppo- 

site William  Fairbanks  in  "The  Mile-a- 
Minute  Man.”  Production  activities  on  the 
picture  will  start  immediately. 

Of  significance  is  the  fact  that  the  same 
good  fortune  which  proved  to  be  an  ob- 

stacle to  Miss  Faire’s  desire  to  visit  the 
East  last  year,  has  again  come  into  evidence 
with  the  advent  of  the  present  one. 

Fox  News  No.  48 

thousands  mourn  death  of  m.ayor 
WILLIAM  S.  HACKETT  OF  ALBANY,  AND 

JOIN  IN  FINAL  TRIBUTE  AT  THE 
FUNERAL. 

Fox  News  No.  49 

discovery  of  gold  AT  RED  LAKE,  ONT., 
STARTS  RUSH  OF  PROSPECTORS  ON  FOOT 

AND  BY  DOG  TEAM  TO  THE  F/VR 
NORTH  OF  CANADA 

• 

Pathe  News  No.  23 

new  dirigible  NORGE  I,  BUILT  TO  CARRY 
ELLSWORTH  AMUNDSEN  PARTY  OVER 
TOP  OF  WORLD.  SHOWS  POWER  AND 
SPEED  OF  FIFTY  MILES  AN  HOUR. 

• 

Pathe  News  No.  24 

former.  PRINCETON  GRIDIRON  STAR,  “BIG 
DILL"  EDWARDS.  ACCEPTS  LEADERSHIP 
OF  PROFESSIONAL  FOOTBALL  LEAGUE 

FORMED  BY  RED  GRANGE. 

WEEK  OF  MARCH  8th 

Soa  HorRes 6671 
Tlio  Night  P.itro! F.  B.  O. F.  B.  0. 

6000 

Chip  of  The  Flying  U Universal Universal 6506 
The  Bar-C  Mystery C.  W.  Patton Puihe 4765 

WEEK  OF  MARCH 15th 

Brooding  Eyes 
Ginsberg-Kann Banner  Prod. 5760 

Hearts  and  Spangles Gotham 
I   (imns  Field 

6025 

Tho  Now  Klondike Paramount 
Paramount 74-13 Blue  Blazes Universal Universal 4659 

WEEK  OF  MARCH  22nd 

Miss  Brewster’s  Millions 
Paramount 

Paramount 

6-157 

Three  Weeks  in  Paris Warner Warner 6050 
Combat Paramount Universal 6714 

WEEK  OF  MARCH  29th 

Let's  Get  Married Paramount Paramount 
6000 

WEEK  OF  APRIL  4th 

Tho  Taxi  Mystery 

Starlight's  Revenge Watch  Your  Wife 

Rustler's  Ranch 

Ginabcrg-Kann 
Harry  Webb 
Universal 

Universal 

Royal  Flctiiro 
Rayari  Plot.  'Curp. Universal 
Universal 5018 

5000 

6974 

5250 

WEEK  OF  APRIL  12th 

The  Sign  of  tho  Claw Gotham 
Lnmas 6120 

Tho  Seventh  Bandit Charles  R.  Rogers 

Pathe 

S3S3 Skinner’s  Dress  Suit Universal Universal 
7025 

WEEK  OF  APRIL  19th 

Paramount Paramount 
6900 

Border  Sheriff  The Universal Univorsol 

■i-MO 

Kinograms  No.  5170 
HUGE  CAKE  IS  PRESENTED  TO  LUTHER  BUR- 

BANK BY  MEMBERS  OF  SONOMA  COUNTY, 

SANTA  ROSA.  CAL.,  IN  HONOR  OF 
HIS  77ih  BIRTHDAY. 

Kinograms  No.  5171 
TWENTY-SIX  NATIONS  WANT  THE  DAVIS  CUP. 

DIPLOMATS  FROM  COMPETING  COUN- 
TRIES  HOLD  DRAWING  FOR  INTER- 

NATIONAL TEWHS  MATCHES. 

International  News  22 

SEATFLE,  WASH.,  ELECTS  MRS.  BERTHA  K 
LANDES  NEW  MAYOR — FIRST  WOMAN 
CHOSEN  TO  BUN  A   GREAT  AMERICAN CITY. 

International  News  23 

DAREDEVIL  INVENTS  NEW  AERIAL  THRILLER 

JOE  CAMPI,  MANACLED,  JUMPS  FROM 
BOX  DROPPED  FROM  SKY. 
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ST.  LOUIS 
ST.  LOUIS,  Mo.— Harry  Strickland, 

Southern  salesman  for  the  United 
Artists,  who  was  transferred  to  the  Los 
Angeles  oftice  so  he  could  visit  his  mother 
who  is  ill,  will  be  back  on  the  job.  .   .   . 
The  Rex  at  Spillertown,  111.,  opened  March 
22.  .   .   .   Frank  Barnes  has  opened  his 
new  Strand  at  Carmi,  111.,  which  seats  SOU 

persons.  .   .   .   C.  D.  Hill,  district  man- 
ager for  Pro-DiS'Co.,  has  gone  to  Omaha. 

.   .   .   Ross  Denny  of  Carrollton,  III.,  has 
taken  over  the  Grand  at  Jerseyville,  and 
will  operatQ  it  in  conjunction  with  his 
Carrollton  house.  .   .   .   Walter  Brown, 
booker  for  Pro-Dis-Co.,  has  resigned,  and 
Joe  Uxa,  formerly  with  Educational,  has 
succeeded  him.  .   .   .   Jules  Levy,  special 
representative  for  United  Artists,  is  in 
town.  .   .   .   Moving  pictures  showing 
Earl  Brown,  laborer,  pushing  a   heavy  truck 
failed  to  convince  a   jury  in  the  St.  Louis 
Circuit  Court  that  he  had  not  been  injured 

permanently  in  an  accident.  .   .   .   Re- 
cent out-of-town  visitors  were:  S'.  £. 

Brady,  Cape  Girardeau,  Mo. ;   Henry  Lowry, 

Highland,  111.;  S'.  £.  Perth,  Jerseyville, 111. ;   John  Rees,  Wellsville,  Mo. ;   Mr.  and 
Mrs.  Rodgers,  Cairo,  111.,  and  Poplar  Bluff, 
Mo.;  Curley  Lawson,  Mount  Olive,  111.; 

Oscar  Wesley,  Gillespie,  111.;  S'.  Roman, Bcnld,  111.;  Elvin  Weeks,  Staunton,  111.; 
John  Pratt,  Fulton,  Mo. ;   C.  C.  Calvin, 

>A'ashington,  Mo.,  and  Bob  Hickman, 
Greenville,  111.  .   .   .   Motion  pictures  of 
the  various  national  parks  were  used  to 

illustrate  a   lecture  on  “Our  National 
Parks"  by  A.  E.  Bartridge  of  Chicago 
before  the  Rotary  Club  here.  .   .   .   Steve 
Farrar  of  Harrisburg,  III.,  has  purchased 

“Damaged  Goods”  and  w'ill  road  show  it 
through  Eastern  Missouri  and  Southern 
Illinois.  .   .   .   John  Marlowe  of  Herrin, 

III.,  will  road  show  "T.  N.  T.”  or  “The 
Naked  Truth."  .   .   .   The  Orpheum  and 
Grand  at  Harrisburg  have  consolidated  and 
in  the  future  will  operate  under  the  same 
management.  .   .   .   /.  Flinn,  special 
representative  of  JPUl  Hays  is  here  to 
confer  with  officials  and  members  of  the 

|St.  Louis  Film  Board  of  Trade.  .   .   . 
[Contracts  for  a   new  motion  picture  theatre 

jat  Madison,  111,,  have  been  awarded  by  the 
owner,  F.  W.  I.cvenihal  of  St.  Louis.  .   .   . 
lA/rj.  Maynard  M.  Hart,  chairman  of  the 

'[Department  of  Protection  of  the  Board lof  Religious  Organizations  here;  returned 

■from  the  ̂ national  motion  picture^  confer- 
jence  held  m   Chicago  and  reported  that  the 
general  depsion  of  the  conference  was  in 

'   favor  of  ■   federal  coijtrol  rather  ,   than 
federal  censorship  of  motion  pictures. 

DALLAS 
DALLAS,  TEX.  — John  M.  Wise  of 

Doyle,  Okla.,  has  bought  the  Rialto  at 
Claude,  from  C.  R.  Tate.  .   .   .   T.  W. 
Sharfte  of  Little  Rock,  Ark.,  is  to  open 
his  Prospect  very  soon.  .   .   Billy 
Batscll  of  the  Queen,  Sherman,  has  re- 

modeled his  house  recently.  .   .   .   P.  R. 

Haniill  and  James  R.  Pre'ddy  of  Bay  City, have  purchased  two  lots  in  the  business 
section  and  will  start  construction  on  a 

new  theatre  which  is  to  be  ready  for  sum- 

San Francisco 
First  Runs 

(jyoek  Beginning  Starch  33) 

CRANAJDA:  “WUss  UrcwHier's  Miliionf,'’ Paramount, 

ST.  FRANCIS:  “The  Sen  Beasi," Brolhen. 

K'arncr 

LOEWS  WARFIELD:  “The  B 
.Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. 

urrler,” 
CALIFORNIA;  "Danciag  Mothers, 

'   Para- 

mount. 

IMPERIAL:  “The  Cohenn  and 
(fourth  week).  Universal. 

Kellys” 

CAMEO :   “Under  Western 
Universal, 

Skies,” 

UNION  SQUARE:  “His  Master's 
Progress. 

Voice," 

mer.  ...£.£.  Levy  of  the  Palace, 

Nacogdoches,  has  announced  that  he  in- 
tends to  remodel  his  theatre  right  away. 

.   .   .   Raymond  Comes  of  Farmersville, 
has  purchased  a   cooling  system  for  his 
house.  .   .   .   J.  E.  Luckelt  who  has  re- 

cently taken  over  the  Palace  in  Little  Rock 
has  spent  about  $10,000  in  remodeling  and 
redecorating  it.  .   .   .   A.  V.  Wade  of 
Gainesville  celebrated  his  first  anniversary 
of  the  Majestic.  .   .   .   The  new  Austin 
at  Nacogdoches  under  the  management  of 
Hazel  and  McLean  will  open  this  week. 

.   .   .   Dent  Theatres,  Inc.,  who  are  con- 
structing a   new  house  at  Abilene,  have 

recently  purchased  equipment  for  the 

house.  .   .   .   John  Fanning  of  Browns- 
ville has  taken  over  the  Texas. 

The  McNeese  Brothers  have  sold  their 
Palace  at  Pearsall  to  P.  A.  Hable,  and 

announce  that  they  w'ill  soon  open  the 
Palace  at  Dilly.  Tho  Gem  at 
DeQueen,  Ark.,  has  a   new  pipe  organ  now. 
.   .   .   G.  A.  Peterson  of  Cordell,  Okla., 
will  open  a   new  house  within  the  near 
future.  .   .   .   D.  V.  and  Ben  Terry  of 
Hobart,  Okla.,  have  purchased  the  Parlor 
from  Dudley  R.  Tucker  at  Woodward,  and 
will  move  the  theatre  to  larger  quarters 
and  install  new  equipment.  .   .   .   L.  H. 
Luckelt  of  Collinsville  is  now  o\vner  of 
the  Afton  at  Miami,  Okla.,  and  has  changed 

the  theatre’s  name  to  the  Grand.  .   . 
William  Mcllheran  of  the  Garden,  Wichita 
Falls,  has  redecorated  his  house. 

ATLANTA 
ATLANTA.  GA.—J.  H.  Butner,  Educa- 

tional manager  here,  is  busy  in  Florida 
territory  getting  contracts  for  pictures 
providing  diversion  for  the  program. 
.   .   .   Leandcr  Boston,  special  represen- 

tative for  Liberty,  is  in  the  Atlanta  ex- 
change for  a   week.  ...£).  C.  Haxig, 

exploiter  for  Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer,  vis- 
ited the  local  exchange  with  advance  news 

of  "Mike.”  .   .   Roy  L.  Thompson, 
exhibitor  in  Perry,  made  a   short  visit  to 
local  exchanges.  .   .   .   Elsie  Hicks  has 
succeeded  Miss  Wheeler  as  secretary  to 
Arthur  Lucas.  .   Milton  Jones  is 
back  at  the  Liberty  following  an  attack  of 
influenza.  .   .   .   T.  E.  IVatkins  of  the 

Strand  at  Montevall  was  in  the  First  Na- 
tional exchange  setting  play  dates  for 

coming  attractions.  .   .   .   M.  G.  Weaa>er 

of  Collinsville  is  dressing  his  theatre  for 

Easter,  installing  new  equipment  and  ap- 
pointments. Mrs.  M.  J.  Paxton 

of  Folkston  was  another  exhibitor  busy 
making  bookings.  .   i   .   Stough  Brothers 
of  Davidson,  N.  C.,  are  building  a   new 
theatre.  ...  A   new  400  seat  theatre 
will  be  opened  soon  in  Thomaston  by 
Mr.  Stubbs.  .   .   .   J.  J.  Judkins  and 

J.  J.  Drucschall  of  the  Allapatta  at  Alla- 
patta,  a   suburb  of  Miami,  were  booking 
films:  .   .   .   Fred  Brittain  of  the  Harold 

at  Boynton  went  the  rounds  of  Film  Row 
making  bookings.  .   .   Bert  Johnson 
of  the  Magnolia  at  Titusville,  Fla.,  has 
completed  installing  new  equipment  in  his 
house.  .   .   .   Sam  Dembrozu  and  Bill  Seal 

of  the  Publix  Theatre  Booking  Depart- 
ment, New  York,  made  a   flying  trip  South, 

.   .   .   Dan  Michalove,  head  of  Univer- 
sal's southern  forces,  is  making  the 

rounds  of  his  territory.  .   .   .   C.  W. 

Drace  will  soon  open  his  Drace  in  Green- 
ville, S.  C.  .   .   .   C.  M.  Maxfield  of  the 

Coral  Gables,  which  is  expected  to  open 
April  15,  was  here  perfecting  final  details 
to  the  opening  of  the  house.  ...  5.  IV. 
Randall  of  Porterdale  has  acquired  the 
Lyric  in  Covington,  Ga.,  and  will  personally manage  it. 

MILWAUKEE 
MILWAUKEE,  WIS.— S'.  H.  Abrams. 

manager  of  the  local  F.  B.  0.  will  leave 
for  the  Pacific  coast  with  M.  J.  Weisfeldl 
of  Minneapolis,  district  F.  B.  0.  manager, 
on  March  27,  to  attend  the  sales  conference 
which  will  open  in  Hollywood  on  April  1. 
.   .   .   Stanley  Brown,  managing  director 
of  the  Strand,  Merrill  and  Modjeska  here 
was  absent  from  Milwaukee  the  early  part 

of  the  week.  .   .   .   Danny  Kelliher,  man- 
ager of  the  Princess  at  Elkhorn,  was 

among  those  to  be  seen  in  the  offices  of 
managers  along  film  row.  .   .   A.  J. 
Maso  of  the  Pavilion  at  Fennimore  was 

also  among  the  out-of-toNvn  visitors  at  the 
film  exchanges.  .   .   .   Art  Roberts, 
assistant  manager  of  the  local  F.  B.  0. 
office,  has  spent  considerable  time  during 
the  past  few  weeks  on  trips  to  towns  and 
cities  in  the  vicinity  of  Milwaukee.  .   •   • 
A.  J.  Cooper,  the  guiding  hand  behind  the 
management  of  four  Wisconsin  theatres, 

paid  a   visit  to  several  local  film  offices  re- 
cently. His  theatres  include  the  Strand  and 

Casino  at  LaCrosse,  the  Belle  at  Sparta 

and  the  Unique  at  Tomah.  .   .   .   •S’o'" 
Abrams,  manager  of  the  local  F.  B.  0. 
office,  is  on  a   trip  to  Sault  Stc.  Marie. 
Marquette  and  other  cities  on  the  upper 
peninsula  of  Michigan.  .   .   Harry 

Hadfield,  manager  of  Saxe’s  Strand  at 
Green  Bay  was  in  town  this  week.  He  has 
been  busy  of  late  with  his  part  of  the  state 
Charleston  contest  which  will  be  held  m 

the  Green  Bay  auditorium  April  28  under 

auspices  of  the  Saxe  circuit  of  theatres. 
.   .   .   ̂ Fi//i'aw  of  Port  Washington 
and  Al  Robarge  of  Merrill,  both  well 
knowm  exhibitors  in  their  respective  cities 
and  along  film  row  in  Milwaukee,  were 

in  the  city  on  brief  business  missions  dur* 
ing  the  past  week.  .   .   .   George  Levine, 
manager  of  Universal’s  local  branch,  and 
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his  entire  sales  staff  will  attend  their 
national  sales  convention  at  the  Drake 

Hotel,  Chicago,  March  25-27. 

WASHINGTON 
WASHINGTON,  D.  C. — Crandall’s  new 

Colony  is  rapidly  being  completed.  .   .   . 
The  last  special  program  for  children  was 
to  be  given  March  27  at  the  Tivoli.  .   .   . 

A.  special  program  for  St.  Patrick’s  Day week  was  held  at  the  Metropolitan  here. 

^   musical  number  called  “Ireland,”  a 
jxjtpourri  of  Irish  airs,  was  arranged  to 
interpret  the  scenes  pictured  on  the  screen 
in  a   reel  especially  made  for  this  purpose. 

.   Harry  M.  Crandall,  founder  of  the 
tlicatres  bearing  his  name,  spent  a   few 
days  in  New  York  on  business  connected 
with  the  conduct  of  the  Stanley-Crandall 
houses  in  the  Capitol.  .   .   .   Nat  Glosser, 

manager  of  Crandall’s  York,  and  chief  of 
the  Crandall  technical  department,  spent  a 
few  days  in  Philadelphia  on  business. 

.   .   The  “Capitol  Entertainers,”  a   nine- 
piece  orchestra  composed  exclusively  of 
Columbia  Heights  school  boys,  made  its 

first  public  appearance  at  Crandall’s  Tivoli. 

DETROIT 
DETROIT,  MICH. — The  Ferry  Field 

has  again  changed  hands  and  IVilliani  A. 
London  is  now  the  owner.  .   .   .   The 
theatre  will  be  reopened  Easter  Sunday 
under  a   policy  of  pictures.  .   .   .   Nine 
members  of  the  Famous  Players  exchange 

here,  headed  by  Olio  IV.  Bolle,  local  man- 
ager, will  attend  the  annual  Spring  conven- 

tion of  the  company  at  Atlantic  City  late 
this  month.  .   .   .   Arthur  Robinson, 
manager  of  the  Odeon  and  Medbury,  was 
married  last  week.  .   .   .   J.  E.  Stockey, 
pioneer  exhibitor,  is  enlarging  the  capacity 
of  his  theatre  to  almost  double  its  present 
seating.  .   .   .   John  H.  Kunsky  returned 
from  a   trip  to  California  and  left  imme- 

diately for  Atlantic  City  where  he  at- 
tended the  first  annual  convention  of  the 

Publix  Theatres  Corporation.  ...  A 
lone  bandit  held  up  R.  L.  McHenry,  auditor 
of  the  Butterfield  circuit,  in  the  Majestic 
at  Ann  Arbor,  and  escaped  with  $3,000  in 
currency. 

KANSAS  CITY 
KANSAS  CITY,  MO.— John  Tackett  is 

planning  his  third  theatre  in  Coffeyville, 
which  will  seat  1,000  on  the  main  flcx)r.  .   .   . 
A   new  theatre  is  to  be  built  by  Josephson 
&   Finkelstein.  .   .   .   The  Waverly,  at  Wav- 
erly.  Mo.,  has  closed  indefinitely.  .   .   .   Mar- 

tin Emery  has  purchased  the  Beaufort 
here,  the  St.  John  has  been  bought  by 
Louis  Martin,  and  J.  W.  Davis  has  pur- 

chased the  Lyric  from  R.  R.  Caddish.  .   .   . 
The  Muriel  is  the  name  of  a   new  house 
being  constructed  by  M.  G.  Kirkman  which 
will  open  April  1.  .   .   .   Among  visiting  oiit- 
of'town  exhibitors  in  the  market  were : 

Curley”  Wilson,  Casino,  Excelsior 
Springs,  Mo. ;   Walter  Wallace,  Orpheum, 
Leavenworth,  Kan. ;   C.  M.  Paitee,  Pattee, 
Lawrence,  Kan. ;   Y.  E.  Wilhoif,  Jefferson, 
Springfield,  Mo. ;   Ben  Levy,  Hippodrome, 
.loplin.  Mo.;  G.  L.  Hooker,  Orpheum,  To- 

peka, Kan.  .   .   .   C.  R.  Gregg,  who  recently 

^Id  his  Central  here,  is  in  the  theatre 
brokerage  business.  .   .   .   Harold  Lloyd  was 

^   visitor  here  recently,  and  the  newspapers 
had  a   good  time  depicting  Lloyd  as  a 
bashful  young  man  of  the  movies  who 

>s  much  liked.”.  .   .   In  conjunction  with  the 

Rowing  of  “Thunder  Mountain,”  Hugh 
t-^rdner,  manager  of  the  Orpheum  at 
^eosho,  Mo.,  played  to  a   record  attendance 
or  two  days  by  staging  an  old  fiddlers’ 

contest.  .   .   .   Lloyd  Lillis,  special  home  rep- 
resentative for  Warner  Brothers,  was  a 

visitor  here.  .   .   .   K.  G.  Hoioe,  formerly 

Salt  Lake  City 
First  Runs 

(Week  Beginning  March  6) 

AMERICAN:  “His  People, ’’  I/nluorjoJ; 
“Busiar’s  Mix-isp,*’  Universalf  F.  B.  O.  Cnr- 
toom;  Fox  News. 

KINEMA:  “The  Fighitng  Heari,"  Fox; 
“The  Flying  Fool,’’  Fo.x;  internaUonal Nows. 

ORPHEUM:  “The  Shadow  o£  iho  Law,” 
Associated  Exhibitors. 

PANTAGESs  “The  Barrier,’’  Meiro-GoM- wyn-Mayor, 

PARAMOUNT  EMPRESS:  “The  Sea 
Beast,”  Warner  Brothers;  Palhe  Nows. 

VICTORY:  “BoEow  the  Lioo,”  Warner 
Brothers;  “Every  Man  for  HitnseSf,”  Palhe; P:s«he  News. 

with  First  National  and  Paramount,  ha; 
been  added  to  the  Warner  Brothers  sale; 
force.  .   .   .   Earl  Cunningham,  district  Para- 

mount exploiteer,  was  in  for  a   few  days. 
.   .   .   Friends  of  Ensely  Barbour,  film  vete- 

ran, bestowed  their  sympathy  upon  the 
death  of  his  mother.  .   .   .   C.  A.  Schultz, 
Pro-Dis-Co  branch  manager,  returned  from 
a   successful  trip.  .   .   .   Branch  Manager  C. 

E.  Gregory  of  Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer 
called  in  all  salesmen  for  a   conference.  .   .   . 
R.  S.  Balantyne,  district  Pathe  manager, 
left  for  a   tour  of  the  Southern  offices.  .   .   . 
Bob  Gary,  Universal  exploiteer,  is  busy  on 

campaigns  on  “The  Phantom  of  the  Opera” 
and  Denny  pictures.  .   .   .   Jeanie  Maeph^r- 
son,  scenarist  for  Cecil  B.  De  Mille,  and 
Barrett  Kiesling,  personal  representative, 
were  visiting  here.  ,   .   .   Harry  Shuman, 
former  Associated  branch  manager  in  Mil- 

waukee, has  been  appointed  to  succeed 
Sam  Goldflam  as  Arrow  branch  manager. 

SALT  LAKE 
SALT  LAKE  CITY.  UTAH.  — Man- 

agers George  E.  Carpenter,  Carl  A.  Porter, 
Emmet  Sorg,  and  Joe  Koehler  of  the  Louis 
Marcus  enterprises  have  left  for  the  Para- 

mount convention  in  Atlantic  City.  .   .   . 
Carl  Porter,  manager  of  the  Victory,  en- 

tertained the  personnel  of  the  Famous 
Players-Lasky  Corporation  exchange  at  a 
theatre  party.  .   .   .   0.  E.  Schmidt,  manager 
of  the  Colonial,  Idaho  Falls,  and  the  Gem, 
Rigby,  was  here.  .   .   .   R.  D.  Boomer,  local 
manager  for  Associated,  is  now  making  a 
trek  into  the  Idaho  branch.  .   .   .   Harrv 
Lustig,  Western  district  manager,  has  left 
the  local  Warner  Brothers  exchange  for 
Denver.  .   .   .   “The  Sea  Beast"  is  said  to  be 
doing  capacity  business  at  the.  Paramount 

Empress,  as  is  “Below  the  Line”  at  the 
Victory.  .   .   .   Frank  White,  owner  of  the 

Re^  Art  Theatre  at  American  Fork,  was 
visiting  Film  Row.  .   .   .   Harmon  Perry  of 
the  Egyptian,  Ogden,  is  here  attending  to 
his  bookings.  .   .   .   Ned  Marin,  general  sales 
manager  for  First  National,  will  be  here 
soon.  .   .   .   Branch  ̂ Manager  W.  F.  Gordon 

of  First  National'  is  back  from  a   trip  to Montana.  .   .   .   The  Paramount  pipe  organ 
at  Ogden  has  been  completely  rebuilt  and 
an  orchestral  unit  added.  .   .   .   iMalhctv 
Aparton,  Universal  manager,  is  covering 
Southern  Utah.  .   .   .   /-/.  Bradley  Fish,  big 
chief  for  Fox  here,  in  cooperation  with 
M.  Neilson  of  the  Grand,  has  been  ar- 

ranging for  installation  of  temporary  pro- 
jection equipment  in  the  Boise  High  School 

for  the  showing  of  "The  Iron  Horse”.  .   .   . 
Joseph  F.  Samuels,  local  manager  for 
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer,  has  left  for  Logan 
and  Malad,  Utah.  .   .   .   C.  M.  Stern  is  mak- 

ing a   trip  through  Idaho  with  C.  F.  Parr. 
.   .   .   T.  M.  Chester,  operating  the  Gem  and 
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Princess  at  Bingham,  was  in  obtaining 
bookings.  .   .   .   Jimmie  Keilz,  who  manages 
the  Great  Features  exchange,  is  back  from 

two  weeks  through  Idaho.  .   .   .   J.  R.  Baxter 

of  the  Lyceum  at  Spring  City  was  an  ex- 
hibitor visitor.  .   .   .   Walter  S.  Rand,  United 

Artists  branch  manager,  is  now  making 

the  Idaho  territory.  .   .   .   Al  O’Keefe,  man- 
ager for  Pro-Dis-Co,  will  be  back  soon 

from  Butte. 

OTTA  WA 
OTTAWA,  ONT. — An  important  organ- 

ized movement  for  exhibitors  has  been 
launched  here  in  the  establishment  of  an 

Ottawa  Theatre  Managers  Branch  of  the 
Retail  Merchants  Association  of  Canada, 

this  being  the  first  time  that  any  theatres 
have  become  affiliated  with  the  retailers 

federation  in  Canada,  which  has  approxi- 
mately 100,000  members  from  Coast  to 

Coast.  .   .   .   Manager  Grant  Pemberton  of 

the  Pantages,  Edmonton,  Alta.,  adopted  a 

new  policy  whereby  a   feature-length  pic- 
ture and  short  features  are  being  shown 

with  five  acts  of  vaudeville.  .   .   .   The  Mani- 
toba Exhibitors  Association,  Winnipeg, 

Manitoba,  has  decided  not  to  take  further 

action  this  year  in  trying  to  get  a   reduc- 
tion in  the  amusement  tax.  .   .   .   Lew  Pearce 

of  Winnipeg  has  been  appointed  manager 

of  the  Regent.  .   .   .   Benjamin  Self  has  dis- 
posed of  his  interest  in  the  Westholme 

and  Empress  at  Prince  Rupert,  B.  C. 

Paul  Alvesoff  of  Vancouver,  B.  C.  has  ac- 

quired Self’s  interest  and  S'.  P.  McMordie 
will  continue  as  manager  of  the  two  thea- 

tres. ...  In  Montreal  the  amusement  tax 

collected  at  moving  picture  houses  is 
turned  into  a   fund  for  the  Montreal 

hospitals.  .   .   .   Henry  Morton  of  the  Won- 
derland, Crescent,  Gaiety,  Monarch  and 

Park  of  Winnipeg  is  to  marry  a   Winni- 
peg girl  in  April. 

ALBANY,  N.  Y.— An  epidemic  of  in- 
fluenza in  New  York  has  noticeably  cut 

theatre  attendance.  .   .   .   The  Capitol  will 

go  over  to  stock  May  3.  This  means  pic- 
tures will  continue  throughout  the  summer 

at  Harmanus-Bleeker  Hall.  .   .   .   One-eighth 

of  Watertown’s  entire  population  attended 
an  old  fiddler’s  contest  at  the  Avon.  .   .   . 
Alex  Papayanakis,  of  Canton,  will  sail 
June  1   to  visit  relatives  in  Greece.  .   .   .   The 
Majestic  in  Utica  will  not  run  to  stock  this 

year,  but  will  be  given  over  to  pictures.  .   .   . 
In  meeting  competition  of  the  Pontiac  at 
Saranac  Lake,  L.  N.  Sanschagrin  has 
placed  his  admission  prices  on  the  same 
level  with  the  Pontiac,  and  both  houses 

are  reported  to  be  doing  fine  business.  .   .   . 
George  Dwore,  exhibitor,  was  in  the  city 
on  a   visit.  .   .   .   Ed.  Lcivin  is  now  con- 

nected with  United  Artists  and  is  covering 
Northern  New  York.  .   .   .   Lew  Fischer, 

Fort  Edward,  and  his  partner,  Al  Barton, 
Ticonderoga,  were  recently  in  town.  .   .   . 
Fred  Perry  has  been  named  manager  of 
the  Liberty  in  Watertown.  .   .   .   Three 
camertimen  were  in  town  in  connection 

with  Mayor  Hackett’s  funeral,  and  pic- 
tures were  shown  on  the  local  screens 

at  9:30  o’clock  on  the  day  of  the  funeral. 
.   .   .   The  Olympic  in  Watertown,  staged 
a   waltzing  contest  which  was  the  first  in 

many  years.  .   .   .   Joe  Saferstein  of  Har- 
manus-Bleeker Hall  ran  a   fashion  show  in 

connection  wth  his  regular  picture  pro- 

gram. .   .   .   William  Smalley,  of  Coopers- 
town,  arrived  on  film  row  and  announced 

fine  business  at  all  of  his  houses.  .   .   . 

Charles  Mclvor,  who  runs  houses  in  Nor- 

wood and  Norfolk,  now  has  a   house  in 

Madrid.  .   .   .   Nate  Robbins  has  discontin- 

ued the  advertising  and  publicity  depart- 
ment in  Utica,  which  handled  such  mat- 

ters for  all  theatres  in  the  chain,  and  each 

Philadelphia 
First  Runs 

STANLEY:  “The  Song  &   Danco  Man,” 
Paramounff  News:  Stanley  Magazine; 

Cartoon:  “The  Fire  Fighters;"  Aesop 

Fable;  Overture:  “Gems  from  Mendels- 
sohn;” Stanley  Symphony  Orchestra; 

Gilda  Gray  Follies,  Gilda  Cray  in  Person; 

Tenor  Solos:  “Calling  to  Thee,”  “Re- 
member," Edward  Molltoro. 

FOX:  “The  Dixie  Merchant,”  Foxt  Nows: 
Fox  Theatre  Screen  Magazine;  Syncopa- 

tion Frolic,  SO  cnlorlaincrs. 

STANTON:  “Tlie  Sea  Boast."  JT'arner Brothers. 

ARCADIA:  “The  Sky  Rochet,'*  yltsociaied Exhibitors. 

ALDINE:  'The  Big  Parade,"  .Uetro-Gold- 
tcyn-.Uoyor. 

CARLTON:  “Sea  Horses,”  Poromounr. 

PALACE:  “The  Grand  Duchess  &   Tlia 

Walter,"  Paramount. 

VICTORIA:  “Mike,”  Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. 

CAPITOL:  “Clothes  Make  the  Pirate,”  First .VofionoL 

house  will  now  do  its  own  newspaper  and 

publicity  work.  .   ,   .   “The  Sea  Beast’’  will 
appear  in  April  at  the  Strand  in  Albany 
and  the  State  in  Schenectady.  .   .   .   Austin 

Interrante,  recently  appointed  manager  for 

Warner  Brothers,  lias  moved  his  family 
here  from  New  Haven.  .   ,   .   John  Garry, 

manager  of  the  Empire  in  Glens  Falls,  is 

“telling  the  world”  about  his  new  daughter. 
.   .   .   C.  H.  Buckley  of  this  city  is  recover- 

ing from  a   recent  operation. 

SAN  FRANCISCO 
SAN  FRANCISCO,  CALIF.  — Wallace 

Beery,  co-star  of  "Behind  the  Front,”  ar- 
rived here  aboard  the  S.  S.  Harvard  re- 

cently. .   .   .   General  Sales  Manager  harry 
Scott  called  a   general  sales  meeting  of  the 
entire  Pathe  salesforce  and  left  for  Salt 
Lake  on  his  return  to  the  home  office.  .   .   . 

A   great  Universal  sales  conference  will  be 
held  here  April  8,  9,  and  10.  All  branch 

managers  and  salesmen  from  Denver,  Salt 
Lake  City,  Butte,  Seattle,  Portland,  Los 
Angeles,  Vancouver  and  El  Paso  will  at- 

tend. Lou  Metzger,  Western  sales  director, 

and  Sales  Directors  Kramer  and  Williams, 
all  of  the  New  York  Home  office  of  Uni- 

versal, will  also  be  in  attendance.  .   .   . 
Herbert  Brenon,  Paramount  director,  was 
here  on  location  in  connection  with  the 

filming  of  “Beau  Geste”.  .   .   .   Charles  An- 
derson, cashier  of  Universal,  and  Mrs. 

Anderson  are  being  congratulated  on  the 
arrival  of  a   baby  girl.  .   .   .   Rube  Cohen  of 

the  E.  L.  C.  exchange,  was  suddenly  taken 

seriously  ill.  .   .   .   Fred  Camfen  is  construct- 
ing a   fine  new  theatre  at  Mountain  View. 

H.  W.  Peters  of  Pathe  is  back  as  circuit 

salesman.  .   .   .   Pathe  was  represented  in 
fourteen  first  runs  here  the  first  week  of 

March.  .   .   .   Jack  Valpey,  poster  clerk  of 

Metro-Goldwj'n-Mayer,  married  Claire 
Donavon,  film  Inspectress  of  United  Art- 
ists. 

DENVER 
DENVER,  COLO. — J.  B.  Michelette, 

former  owner  of  the  Folly  and  Pearl, 
suburban  houses,  has  completed  plans  for 

building  a   new  600  seat  theatre  in  Barnum, 
a   suburb.  This  will  make  the  first  theatre 

for  this  suburb.  .   .   .   Field  Carmichael, 
former  film  man,  is  back  to  accept  a   posi- 

tion as  sales  representative  for  the  First 

National  exchange.  Tompkhis, 

owner  and  manager  of  the  America,  Colo- 

rado Springs,  spent  several  days  here 
transacting  business  with  the  distributors. 

.   .   .   James  Lynch,  owner  and  manager  of 

the  America  in  Laramie,  Wyo.,  and  presi- 

dent of  the  Wyoming  Theatre  Managers 

Association,  the  new  Wyoming  exhibitors 
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organization,  was  a   visitor  also.  .   .   . 
gene  Gerbase,  manager  of  Associated  Ex- 

hibitors, has  returned  to  his  desk  after  an 
extended  sales  trip  into  the  Wyoming  terri- 
tory. 

PHILADELPHIA 
PHILADELPHIA,  PA.— Harry  Dcm- 

bow,  for  three  years  a   salesman  for  Fox 
exchange  here,  and  G.  G.  Gregory,  for 
years  associated  with  United  Artists  branch 
in  Chicago,  have  joined  the  Philadelphia 
sales  force  of  Warner  Brothers,  under 
Joseph  Hebrew,  district  manager.  .   .   .   As- 

sociated Exhibitors  sales  force  has  been 
hard  hit  by  an  epidemic  of  grippe  that 

has  crippled  many  of  the  exchanges.  . 
Jack  Fisher,  for  many  years  short  fea- 

ture booker  for  the  Stanley  Company,  died 

following  an  operation  for  appendicitis. 
The  employees  of  20  theatres  in  South 

Philadelphia  representing  the  South  Phil- 

adelphia Exhibitors  Association  recently 

held  a   “get  together”  at  the  Alhambra.  .   .   , 
Hunt’s  Theatres,  Inc.,  recently  purchased 
Blaker's  theatre  property  in  Wildwood 
from  George  Glick.  .   .   .   Sam  Stiefel  of 
De  Luxe  exchange  has  been  appointed  a 

member  of  a   committee  of  arrangements 
for  a   testimonial  dinner  to  be  given  to 

Joseph  M.  Seider,  president  of  the  M.  P, 
T.  O.  of  New  Jersey,  in  April  at  the 
Robert  Treat  hotel  in  Newark.  .   .   .   Leiv 

Goldstein,  proprietor  of  the  Rialto  Print 

Shop,  the  largest  motion  picture  printing 
establishment  on  Vine  street,  is  seriously 

ill  in  the  Polyclinic  hospital.  During  his 

absence  the  Print  Shop  will  be  under  the 

supervision  of  Al  Millman. 

INDIANAPOLIS 
INDIANAPOLIS.  IND.— H.  F.  McCar- 

rell  of  the  McCarrell  Enterprises,  lessors 

and  proprietors  of  the  Sherman  and  Lyric 
of  Sullivan,  has  added  another  theatre  to 

the  string,  having  leased  the  RivoU  at 
Clinton.  .   .   .   Ma^erice  Fox,  manager  of  the 

American  at  Terre  Haute,  was  here.  .   .   . 

City  firemen  recently  fought  a   fire  in 
the  new  Bijou  while  the  patrons  of  the 
theatre  waited  during  the  interruption 

of  the  show  without  knowledge  of  the 
fire.  A   moving  picture  machine  and  a 
feature  film  were  burned.  C.  J.  Hoffman, 

head  operator,  had  another  machine  in 
operation  showing  another  film  in  a   few 
moments  and  the  work  was  done  so 

quietly  that  no  one  was  aware  of  the  fire. 
.   .   .   Announcement  has  been  made  of  the 

dissolution  of  partnership  of  Dickson 

Brothers,  who  operate  the  Egles  and  Co- 
lonial in  Wabash.  Percy  Dickson  has  pur- 

chased the  interest  of  his  brother  and 

has  taken  over  both  theatres.  .   .   .   Maxine 

Rembusch,  daughter  of  Frank  J.  Rem- 
busch,  president  of  the  Indiana  motion  pic- 

ture exhibitors,  was  married  to  Leonard 
Garrison  of  Jacksonville,  Fla. 

Eastern  T,  O.  Groups 

Disapprove  Pathe  Action 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

PHILADELPHIA,  March  23.— Consid- 
erable opposition  has  been  voiced  by  the 

M.  P.  T.  O.  of  Eastern  Pennsylvania, 

Southern  New  Jersey  and  Delaware  against 
the  action  of  the  Philadelphia  branch  of 

Pathe  for  alleged  violation  of  a   resolu- 
tion recently  passed  by  the  Film  Board 

of  Trade  stipulating  that  only  pictures 
that  have  been  released  for  more  than  a 

year  could  be  rented  to  non-theatrical interests. 

When  Pathe  heard  the  complaints  it  was 

agreed  to  observe  the  one  year  resolution of  the  board. 



COMEDIES 

Glenn  Trvon  (Htil  Rojicli) 

Alice  Day  (Mticfc  Sciiiic(t) 

"The  Smiths”  (Miicfc  Scnnc(t) 

PATHESERIALS 

"The  Green  Archer"  with  Allcnc  Ray  and  Walter  Miller;  ready 

‘Casey  of  the  Coast  Guard,”  with  Helen  Ferguson  and  George  O'Hara;  ready 

"The  Bar  C   Mystery,"  with  Dorothy  Phillips  and  Wallace  MacDonald;  ready 

"Snowed  In,"  with  Allcne  Ray  and  Walter  Miller;  in  production 

“The  House  Without  a   Key,"  from  the  book  by  Earl  Derr  Biggers;  casting 

All  Star  (Hfd  Ronch) 

Our  Gang  (H«f  Roocli) 

Charley  Chase  (H«f  Rotic/t) 

Mack  Sennett  (Mnclt  Scnncct) 

Ben  Turpin  {\Uick  Sennett) 

Harry  Langdon  (Muck  Sennett) 

FEATURES 

Rex  in  "The  Devil  Horse”  (Htil  Rouch) 
6   Harry  Carey  Westerns  (Chtis.  R.  Rogers) 
6   Leo  Maloney  Westerns 

3   Harold  Lloyds  ("The  Freshman,"  "Hot  Water,"  "Girl 

Charlie  Chaplin  in  "A  Dog’s  Life”  and  “Shoulder  Arms' 
Monty  Banks  Feature  Comedies 

Harry  Langdon  in  “His  First  Flame”  (Sennett) 

SPECIALTIES 

Pathc  News 

Aesop’s  Film  Fables 

Topics  of  the  Day 

Grantland  Rice’s  Sportlighi 
Pathc  Review 

Famous  Melody  Series 

^   AWORLD  KNOWN  INSTITUTION 

!T 1   THAT  HAS  MADE  THE  MOTION 
n   PICTURE  BUSINESS  A   BETTER 

\   ■: . i   A 

1   • 

i 1 
y   BUSINESS  FOR  EVERYONE. 

1   BETTER  PRODUCT  THAN  EVER 

I   1926-1927 
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Real  Stars 
Money  S 

Feature  Sj^s 
tn  the  TU^o  /^eel  All  Comedies 

Hal  Roach  has  made  an  innovation  so  dar- 

ing as  to  take  the  breath  away.  Hollywood 
is  dumfounded.  The  business  cannot  believe  it. 

He  has  signed  up,  to  appear  in  two  reel 

comedies,  many  feature  stars  of  wide  reputa- 

tion and  definite  money  value  at  the  box- 
o3ice. 

not  be  the  sole  attraction  of  these  daringly 

big  new  comedies.  They  will  appear  with 

proven  favorites  like  James  Finlayson, 

Katherine  Grant,  Vivian  Oakland,  Sue 

O^Neill,  Martha  Sleeper  and  Husky  Hanes. 

Already  signed  are  Theda  Bara,  Lionel  Barry- 
more, Mildred  Harris,  Eileen  Percy,  Stuart 

Holmes,  Virginia  Pearson,  Gertrude  Astor, 

Claude  Gillingwater,  Anders  Randolf,  George 

Seigman,  Walter  Long  and  Mildred  June. 

Others  are  being  closed. 

High  salaried  as  these  stars  are,  they  will 

No  longer  can  any  exhibitor,  through  in- 

difference, fail  to  advertise  such  names.  Any 

child  could  tell  that  such  comedies  draiv. 

These  new  two  reel  comedies  are  not  on 

the  basis  of  competition  with  other  short  pro- 

duct. They  are  real  features,  made  like  fea- 

tures, with  big  feature  people.  Their  length 

has  nothing  to  do  with  it.  Each  is  big  enough 

to  carry  a   program.  See  and  believe. 

Pafhecomedty 
t£r 
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Hal  Roach 
presents 

Our  Gan^  Comedies 

First,  because  they  are  so  good  and  popular,  people  speak  of 

them  so  highly,  that  they  have  taught  many  exhibitors  the  pro- 
fit in  advertising  their  short  subjects. 

First,  because  the  gang  was  a   big  idea,  a   new  one,  and  by  sheer 

merit  is  getting  bigger  all  the  time. 

First,  because  over  ten  thousand  exhibitors  are  playing  them, 
' — a   record  for  short  subjects. 

First,  because  they  draw  like  a 

class  A   feature;  from  eight  to 

eighty  they  love  them. 

First,  because  they '11  save  the  show 
when  the  feature  falls  down. 

you  want  all  the  money  that's 
coming  to  you,  advertise  them. 

Directed  by  Robert  McGowan 

F.  Richard  Jones, 

Sul}ervising  Director 

Pafh^comecfc^ 
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Hal  Roach 
presents 

Charley  Chase 
Comedies 

Two  Reels 

For  the  past  year  Chase  comedies  have  averaged 

better  than  any  two  reel  comedies  made. 

This  is  not  a   boast.  If s   a   fact. 

Look  at  “Mama  Behave”  and  “Dog  Shy^”  both 

now  ready.  Each  is  an  out  and  out  feature  regard- 

less of  length.  Each  will  get  more  comment  than 

fhe  feature,  unless  you  have  an  extraordinary  at- 
traction, “Mamu  Behave^^  is  the  best  two  reel 

comedy  we -ever  saw. 

For  the  utmost  in  satisfaction  and  profits,  book 

the  Chase  comedies  and  advertise  them. 

F,  Richard  Jones,  Supervising  Director 



Hal  Roach 
PRESENTS 

—Glenn 
Irvon 
Comedies 

Tivo  Reels 

Exhibitors  arc  ̂ iadly  paying  33  1-3%  more 
for  Tryon  comedies  today  than  they  did 
a   year  ago. 

They  pay  more  because  the  pictures  are 

worth  more.  Each  Tryon  costs  as  much 

to  produce,  reel  for  reel,  as  most  features. 

Today  RoacK  is  putting  in  the  Tryon  casts 

talent  like  Eva  Novak,  Vivian  Oakland, 
Tyler  Brooke  and  Rube  Clifford. 

Real  comedy  stories,  real  feature  produc- 
tion, real  feature  casts,  and  a   real  comedian. 

With  such  pictures  you  can  advertise 

them  to  your  profit. 

F.  Richard  Jones,  Su/jcn’ising  Director 



has  been  missed.  Movie-goers  every- 

where have  been  wondering  “Where  are 

those  wandering  eyes  tonight?” 

Folks  used  to  think  cross-eyes  a   misfortune. 

Turpin  found  them  his  fortune,  for  his 

erratic  optics  have  trademarked  him  all  over 
the  world. 

The  youngsters  in  particular 'will  hail  these new  Turpins  with  howls  of  joy. 

ENNETT 

RPIN 
EDIES 

B^els 
screen  after  an  absence  due  to 



Billy  Bevan,  Madeline 

Hurlock,  Natalie  Kings- 

ton, Andy  Clyde  and, 

Marvin  LobacK,  five  sure 

tricks  in  any  hand. 

No  one  knew  what  high 

speed  comedy  was  until 

Mack  Sennett  put  out 

these  provokers  of  uncon- 
trolled risibilities. 

Mack 
Sennett 
Comedies 

Two  Reels 

No  one  knew  what  perfection  in  feminine  beauty 

was  until  Sennett  presented  the  pearls  of  pulchrh 
tude  who  adorn  these  comedies. 

Path6come6^ 
For  laughs  and  lovely  lassies,  Mack  Sennetts 

every  time. 

TRADE 



Mack  Senhctt a   n   n   o   u   n   c 

Two  Reel  Comedies,  with 

Raymond  McKee,  Ruth 

Hiatt,  Mary  Ann.  Jackson 

the  juvenile  Jester,  and 

“Cap’*  the  dog  comedian. 

New. 

Pafh6come(b^ 

An  everyday  family  in  funny  happenings. 

You’ll  laugh  because  you  can’t  help  it.  They’re 
so  natural,  human  and  funny. 

Great  for  the  family  trade.  Made-to-order  for 

the  neighborhood  house.  They  make  fun  out 

of  matrimony,  not  of  it. 

They  brighten  the  corner  where  you  are. 



MACK  SEN  NETT^„„„, 
ALICE  DAY  COMEDIES 

Today’s  edition  of  that  old  sweetheart 
of  yours. 

A   pint  sized  peach  in  popular  divertisse- 
ments. 

The  kind  of  a   girl  it’s  easy  to  love  in 
comedies  the  whole  family  loves  to  see. Pathecomedy 

IW 

J 



Mack 

Sennett 
presents 

Harry 
Langdon /n 

His  First  Fla 
cA  Feature  Comedy 

Pafhecomecb^ TRADE  ~w  MARK 

“His  First  Flame”  in  number  of 

laughs,  kind  of  laughs,  originality 

and  all  round  entertainment 

value,  is  your  first  choice  in 

feature  comedies  for  1926. 
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Monty 
Banks in  a   series  ̂  

Feature  Comedies 
Furiously  fast  and  vastly funny. 

Banks  lives  up  to  his 
name.  It  means  money 
in  the  banks  to  you, 

Pafh^picture 



QRANTLAND  rice  is  the  country’s  most celebrated  authority  on  sports. 

Under  the  title  “Sportlights”  his  articles  are 
syndicated  through  67  big  newspapers. 

When  you  show  the  really  splendid  pictures 

under  the  same  name,  you  are  showing  some- 

thing  that  has  a   solid  backing  of  newspaper 

publicity. 

1926  will  be  the  greatest  year  for  sports  the 

country  has  ever  seen.  Why  not  capitalize 

upon  that  interest  by  showing  the  finest  sports 

pictures  it  is  possible  to  make? 

Produced  hy  John  L.  Hawkinson 

One  Reel,  Every  Other  Week 

'•  '1* 

i 

Pathecjcture 
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REX jri 

Devil  Horse 

Produced  and  Directed  by  Fred  Jackman 

Rex,  the  magnificent  stallion; 

^^Lady/’  the  gentle  gray  mare; 
^^The  Killer,”  the  vicious 

spotted  horse,  in  a   tense  tri- 
angle of  love  and  hate. 

And  with  them  thousands  of 

Indians  and  cavalrymen  in 

great  battles;  superb  scenery; 

enthralling  story  with  ro- 

mance, pathos  and  thrills. 

It’s  a   pushover.  Before  you 

book  a   single  feature  for  1926- 

27,  see  it  yourself. 

Rex,  the  wild  horse,  proven  to 

be  one  of  the  real  money  stars 
of  the  business. 

“Black  Cyclone, ’’““rated  one  of 
the  very  biggest  money-getting 

pictures  of  1925.  See  exhib- 

itors rating  in  year’s  summary, 
Exhibitors  Herald. 

^TThe  King  of  Wild  Horses,”— 
got  the  same  vote  in  1924. 

Just  watch  ‘^he  Devil  Horse” 
in  1926;  for  it’s  bigger. 



Charles  R.  Rogers  presents 

Harry 
in  Six  Western 

Whose  money  is  it  that  pays  your  over' 

head  and  gives  you  your '   profit,  Mr.  Ex- 
hibitor ? 

Unless  you  are  the  exception  it’s  the  coin 
of  Mr.  Average  Man,  his  Missus,  and  all  the 

little  Averages, 

The  “high  hat”  crowd  is  great  for  the  the- 

atres that  can  get  the  “dollar  up,”  but 

there’s  a   lot  of  you  who’d  starve  if  you  had 
to  depend  upon  them. 

Mr.  Average  Man’s  family  dotes  on  Westerns. 

They  have  a   yearning  for  the  shocks,  sus- 

penses, sensations  and  romance  of  this 

good  red-blooded  American  type  of  story. 

With  these  people  Harry  Carey  is  great; 

and  in  this  new  series,  lots  more  costly,  lots 

better  than  anything  he’s  done,  getting  better 
right  along,  you  can  please  the  other  crowd 
too. 

“DRIFTIN’  THRU”  Ready 

“THE  SEVENTH  BANDIT”  Ready 
“THE  FRONTIER  TRAIL”  In  Production 

“SATANTOWN”  In  Preparation 
“THE  VALLEY  OF  FEAR” 

“BORDER  PATROL” 



Features 

Pathepi icture 



Harold 
Harold  Lloyd,  we  believe,  would  receive  a   decisive 

majority  as  the  screen’s  most  popular  star,  if  a   vote  were 
taken  among  all  the  movie  goers  of  the  nation. 

Theatre  for  theatre,  city  for  city,  Harold  Lloyd  will 

outdraw  any  other  attraction.  The  records  prove  it. 

Each  of  Lloyd’s  last  three  pictures  is  proven  to  be  big, 

by  business  done. 

THE  FRESHMAN 
Has  broken  more  records  for 

business  per  week,  and  length 

of  run,  than  any  picture  made. 

An  absolute  box-office  tri- 

umph. One  of  the  great  pic- 
tures of  all  time.. 

HOT  WATER 

Until  *^The  Freshman'^  was 

released,  this  was  considered 

the  greatest  comedy  ever  pro- 
duced. T oday  you  can  get  more 

business  with  it  than  98%  of  all 

the  pictures  you  can  play. 

Produced  by 

Harold  Lloyd  Corporation. 



A   Pathe 
Picture 

GIRL  SHY 
he  third  of  tKe  Lloyd  trio  of 

iumphs.  The  laughing  ro- 
lance  of  a   bashful  man.  It  is  a 

jw  picture  to  your  audiences 

you  haven*t  played  it.  A 
aenomenal  business  getter. 
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Americas  Cowboy 
in  Six  Western  Features 
Good  Westerns  are  tke  one  sure  bet 

for  most  exhibitors. 

In  the  old  unspoiled  West  passions 

were  primitive,  Love^  hate,  revenge 

were  unhidden.  Law  was  far  away. 

Men  had  to  protect  themselves  or 

die.  They  had  to  talk,  shoot  and  ride 

straight.  So  the  West  was  our  land 

of  Romance,  and  it  lives  today  in 

these  Maloney  features. 

Leo  Maloney  is  no  Broadway  dark 

ing  dressed  up  in  sheepskin  pants 
and  a   six  shooter.  He  is  the  real 

thing,  fast  on  the  trigger,  muscular, 

big,  manly,— -a  true  rider  of  the 
ranches. 

For  fast  beating  pulses,  and  thrill  a 

minute  action,  these  are  the  pictures 

for  you. 



Charlie  C 
“A  Dog’s  Life,”  “Shoulder  Arms,”  “Sunnyside,” 
and  “A  Day’s  Pleasure.” 

Each  of  these  is  a   first  run  at  any  time  anywhere. 

Big  as  Chaplin  already  was,  they  made  him  bigger, 
for  they  are  among  his  best. 

Why  describe  them?  You  know  them,  know  what 
they  can  do  for  you. 

Acquired  by  Pathe  at  very  high  cost  because  they 
are  worth  it. 

Ask  the  Pathe  salesman. 

Pathepicture 
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Famouj" 
Mefocfy 
J'er  i   e S" with 

Special  Musical  Score  ̂  

Dk  Hugo  Wesenfefd 
The  heart'Songs  of  the  nations  put  into 

pictures. Made  for  the  music,  in. the  birthplaces  of 
the  songs  themselves. 

With  the  thrilling  romantic  music  of  the 

special  score  which  is  loaned  you,  withoiu 

charge,  and  which  was  prepared  by  Dr. 

Riesenfeld  whose  presentations  are  world- 
famous,  you  have  a   novelty  that  in  interest 
vies  with  your  big  feature. 

Eye,  ear,  heart  are  all  charmed  with  these 
beautiful  little  classics. 

One  Reef,  Every  Four  Weeks 

Produced  by  James  A.  Fitzpatrick 

Pafhepicture 

il 



xou  read  it  m   the  newspapers; 

you  see  it  in  the  Pathe  News, 

Ifs  for  the  whole  family. 

For  fifteen  years  the  best  known, 
best  liked  of  all  motion  pictures. 

Just  ask  your  patrons. 

They  know  also  that  the  theatres 
showing  the  Pathe  News  show  the 
best  features  and  short  subjects 

Twice  a   Week 





You  Read  the  Story  in  the  Big  Magazines — 
You  See  it  Dramatized  in  Patheserials 

The  Patheserial  policy  is  to  get  the  best  story  possible,  prefer^ 
ably  from  a   well-known  novel  or  magazine  story;  give  it  feature 

production  and  a   feature  cast,  and  then  put  into  the  exhibitor’s 
hands  a   unique  and  complete  plan  of  exploitation. 

THE  GREEN  ARCHER;  with  ALLENE  RAY  and  WALTER  MILLER 
From  the  book  by  Edgar  Wallace;  scenario  by  Frank  Leon  Smith;  directed 

by  Spencer  Bennet,  and  produced  in  New  York- 'State  The  greatest  mystery 

serial  ever  made,  bar  none,  and  a   produ'clfon  Pathe  is  proud  of.  Noiu. 

CASEY  OF  THE  COAST  GUARD;  with  GEORGE  O’HARA 
and  HELEN  FERGUSON 

Produced  with  the  cooperation  of  the  U.  S.  Coast  Guard:  directed  by  Wii.i.  Nigh  . 

stejlar  cast  including  J.  Barney  Sherry  and  Coit  Albertson:  produced  by 

Schuyler  Gray;  an  exciting  story  of  the  fight  against  the  rum,  dope  and  alien 

smugglers  by  the  Coast  Guard  ;   produced  on  the  Atlantic  Coast ;   Ready. 

SNOWED  IN;  with  ALLENE  Ray  and  Walter  Miller 
From  the  story  by  Frank  Leon  Smith  :   directed  by  Spencer  Bennet,  who  d

irected 

The  Green  Archer;  an  amazing,  sensational  and  suspenseful  niy*tery  tale  laid  in  the 

•snow  deep  mountains  of  the  West;  production  in  the  West;  In  Produrlio/i. 

THE  BAR-C  MYSTERY;  starring  DOROTHY  PHILLIPS;  ^vith 

WALLACE  McDonald,  Philo  McCullough 

and  Ethel  clayton 

From  the  magazine  story  by  Raymond  Spears;  produ
ced  by  C.  W.  Patton:  love, 

fight,  and  mystery  in  the  ranch  country;  In  
Production. 

THE  HOUSE  WITHOUT  A   KEY;  hy  EARL  DERR 
 BiGGERS 

Cast  to  be  announced:  ran  as  a   serial  story  in  t
he  Saturday  Lvenuuj  lost  and 

is  now  out  as  a   book ;   a   superb  mystery  story  that  any  feature  producer 
 wou  d   almost 

give  his  right  leg  for;  story  laid  in  Hawaii,  wher
e  it  is  planned  to  prodiRC  the  serial . 

Notv  Castinij. 

Build  Ten  Weeks’  Audiences  With  Patheserials! 



To  give  diversity,  entertaining  in- 
formation, (Quality  to  your  show, 

it^s  always  the  Pathe  Review* 
Bar  none,  the  finest  screen  maga- 

zine ever  produced* 

Now  running;  American  Colleges 

in  Pathecolor,  The  Unseen 
World  with  the  microscope,  with 

Beebe  on  ̂ ^The  Arcturus’’  in  the 
Sargasso  Sea;  across  Arctic 
America  with  Knud  Rasmussen, 
etc*  etc. 

One  Reel  Every  Week 



Fables  lectures  Inc.  presents 

Meet  Terry’s  famous  cartoon  cliaracters, — 
Farmer  A1  Falfa,  Henry  Cat,  Milton  and  Mary 

Mouse,  Danny  Dinosaur  and  all  the  rest. 

They  have  ten  million  friends.  Grown-ups  love 
them.  The  kids  are  wild  over  them. 

Short  enough  to  fit  into  any  program;  good 

enough  to  stand  out  in  any  bill;  funny  enough 

to  make  the  toughest  audience  laugh. 

“They  pay  their  way.  Give  them  a   try,”  (Idaho). 
“Please  -old  and  young.  The  kids  come  out  to  see 

them.”  (Mich.).  “All  go  wild  over  them.”  (Nova 

Scotia).  "Please  better  than  any  cartoon  I   have  used.” 
(Calif.).  “Tliey  please  them  all.”'  (la.).  "Have  been 

using  Fables  some  time.  They  are  all  popular.”  (Ga.). 

(A  few  excerpts  from  the  exhibitor  comment  printed 
in  .Exhibitors  Herald.) 

One  Week 

Distributors 

Aesop’s  Film  Fables *   Cartoonist  Paul  Terry 



YOUNG  MOTORIST  (to 
 Flapper  at  curb):  “Want  

a   ridc?”^ 

Flapper:  “Are  you  going  N
orth?’ 

“Yes."  „ 

“Well  then,  give  my  regards  to
  the  Eskimos, 

well.  tncn.  g   ^^LA.)  ADVERTISER. 

■eo5:^o-y*Xf 

iNC. 
Timely  Films 

PR£S£JS/rS 

TOPICS 
OF  THE 

DAY 
0/V£  £V££y  tV££/( 

'   !   7 

Since  tKe  “Topics**  first  started,  it 
has  been  recognized  by  the  big 

showmen  as  a   real  attraction. 

Just  a   few  of  those  who  show  it: 

Motion  Picture  Circuits:  Famous, 
Southern  Enterprises,  Balaban  and  Katz, 
Lubliner  &   Trinz,  Ascher  Bros.,  Wm. 
Gray,  Sidney  Cohen,  Walter  Reid.  Greubel 

Bros.,  Skouras  Bros.,  Cooney  Bros.,  Le- 
vine &   Goldberg,  Jake  Wells,  West  Coast 

and  others. 

Vaudeville  Circuits:  Keith-Albee,  Or- 
pheum,  Inter-State,  Gordon,  Butterfield, 
S.  S.  Proctor.  B.  S.  Moss,  Wilmer  & 
Vincent,  W,  V.  M.  A.,  Frank  Keeney  and 
others. 

It  brightens  any  bill. 

Prospect  Press.  Inc..  New  York 
4 
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ELMER  PEARSON 

Vice-president  and  General  Mgr. 

JOHN  E.  STOREY 
Assistant  General  Manager 

HARRY  SCOTT 

General  Salesmanager 
W.  A.  V.  MACK 

Short  Features  Salesmanager 

Pathe 

Executives 

PAUL  FULLER 
President 

Announce 

Product 

STANLEY  WAITE 

Two-Reel  Comedy  Salesmanager 
PAT  CAMPBELL 

Feature  Salesmanager 
E.  OSWALD  BROOKS 
Serial  Salesmanager 

MISS  REGGE  DORAN 

Director  Public  Relations 

Established  Policies 

Solve  Problems 
Formidable  Array  of 

Product  Promised 
By  ELMER  PEARSON 

Vicepresident  snd  General  Manager 

WELL  here  we  all  are,  again  at  the  threshold  of  another season  and  all  the  industry's  alleged  problems  just  as 
near  solution  as  they  have  been  every  year  for  the  last fifteen. 

We  seem  to  have  about  the  same  old  reliable  producers  that 

have  made  most  of  the  pictures  we  have  all  made  money  with 
for  a   great  many  years.  T^ose  of  the  oldtime  exhibitors  that  are 
still  with  us  are  making  most  of  their  money  with  those  reliable 
producers  and  distributors.  When  they  do  any  experimenting 
around  it  is  very  limited  and  to  that  extent  we  see  them  getting 
stung  this  year  just  as  they  have  been  every  year  since  the  industry began. 

The  industry  just  now  presents  many  troublesome  problems 
but  like  those  of  other  years  they  will  all  work  out  some  way 
and  as  usual  quite  satisfactory  to  all  who  sit  steady  in  the  boat 
and  confine  their  activities  to  the  tried  and  true  policies. 
Every  year  we  hear  a   lot  about  some  new  producers  or  dis- 

tributors who  are  certainly  going  to  distance  all  competition  but 
when  the  smoke  all  clears  away  we  find  that  the  real  progress 

(Coniinued  on  Page  7Z) 

By  J.  E.  STOREY Assistant  General  Manager 

HROUGH  its  superior  producer  affiliations,  Pathe  is  pre- 

paring a   formidable  array  of  box  office  attractions  f
or  the forthcoming  season.  , 

Contracts  have  been  renewed  with  those  producers 
 whose  pred- 

ict has  become  the  standby  of  successful  exhibitors.  
In  addition, 

'athe  has  entered  into  contracts  with  several  other 
 producers 

ffiose  past  performances  practically  guarantee  hig
h  quality  pic- 

ires  that  will  prove  a   boon  to  showmen. 

Both  in  features  and  in  the  field  of  short  subjects,  
the  lineup 

f   pictures  is  the  strongest  ever  offered  by  our  company 

Two-reel  comedies  will  continue  to  be  produced  by  Ha
l  Roach 

nd  Mack  Sennett,  whose  high  caliber  productions  have
  made  this 

init  of  the  exhibitor’s  program  come  m   for  equal  
honors  with 

he  feature  film  of  greater  foatage.  Hal 
 to 

ivo-reel  comedies  such  screen  celebrities  as  Theda  Bara,  M
abel 

Jormand,  Lionel  Barrymore,  Claude  Cillingwater,  Cla
^hon 

nd  Stuart  Holmes,  to  appear  with  the  established  R
oach  stars 

nd  featured  players.  Likewise,  Mack  Sennett  is  augm
enting 

is  casts  with  the  best  players  obtainable.  Both  producers
  have 

(Continued  on  Page  7Z) 
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Alice  Daj 

Stai’red 
and 

Featured Mack  Sennett 

Comedies 

Dill;  Bev&n Madeline  Hurlock Ruth  TnyJor 
Eddie  Quillan Thelma  Parr 

Banner  Year 
Predicted 

By  HARRY  SCOTT, 
General  Sales  Manager 

TT  is  not  always  safe  or  wise  to  proph- 

•*-  esy;  there  are  too  many  opportuni- 
ties for  unforeseen  obstacles  to  bob  up 

and  ruin  the  predictions  of  the  prophet. 
When  all  the  signs  and  portents  are 
clearly  legible,  however,  then  it  ceases 

to  be  a   matter  of  prophecy  and  becomes 
commonplace  observation  and  deduction. 

I   cannot  but  feel  we  are  most  thor- 
oughly justified  in  our  convictions  that 

1926  is  destined  to  be  a   banner  year  for 

the  industry.  Production  has  been  stabil- 
ized and  the  tendency  to  overproduction 

reduced  to  a   minimum.  Distribution  is  being  carried  on  with  a 

view  to  the  utmost  efficiency  and  the  providing  of  every  facility 
for  service  to  the  exhibitor.  In  the  exhibition  line  there  is  a 

very  noticeable  trend  away  from  overbuying  and  towards  careful 
selection  of  programs. 

There  has  never  really  been  a   demand  for  mediocre  product. 
The  lesson  to  the  exhibitor  has  had  its  effect  right  back  along 

the  line  to  the  distributor  and  the  producer — it  made  no  money 
ioT  the  exhibitor,  it  piled  up  a   high  cost-to-sell  on  the  dis- 

tributor’s books  and  it  actually  took  money  from  the  pro- 
ducer. Today  we  find  this  lesson  has  been  thoroughly  learned. 

There  is  still  another  factor.  In  a   small  town,  for  example, 
where  there  is  one  theatre,  the  exhibitor  is  beginning  to  learn 
that  strong  competition  exists  nevertheless  in  the  radio,  the 

bridge  club,  the  dancing  party  and  other  social  activities.  It 

is  becoming  more  and  more  evident  to  him  that  if  he  persists 

in  booking  poor  or  mediocre  product,  he  is  actually  driving 
people  away  from  the  theatre. 

The  House  of  Pathe  is  peculiarly  sensitive  to  reactions  of 

this  nature,  for  it  handles  all  types  of  motion  pictures — one 

and  two-reel  subjects  and  multiple-reel  features.  It  is  most 
gratifying  to  note  that  a   steadily  increasing  demand  for  Pathe 
offerings  has  been  evident  for  the  past  year. 

It  is  in  the  advertising  and  exploitation  that  we  find  one  of 
our  greatest  sources  of  encouragement.  The  past  year  has 
witnessed  a   marked  change  of  exhibitor's  attitude,  and,  with 
all  due  modesty,  we  may  say  that  Pathe  has  been  responsible 
for  it  in  no  small  measure.  It  was  our  firm  conviction  that  we 

(ConlUiued  on  Page  7S) 

MACK  SENNETT 

2-Reel  Comedy 
List  Grows 

By  STANLEY  WAITE 
Two-Reel  Comedy  Salesmanager 

'^HE  two-reel  comedy  product  lined  up 
by  Pathe  for  the  forthcoming  season  is 

unquestionably  the  finest  in  point  of  di- 

versity and  quality  that  has  ever  been  of- 
fered exhibitors  by  this  House,  long  famed 

for  entertaining  short  features  whiA  regis- ter at  the  box  office. 

Hal  Roach  and  Mack  Sennett,  noted 

producers  whose  comedies  are  known  to 

every  exhibitor  and  movie-goer,  as  well, 

will  continue  to  produce  for  Pathe  dis- 
tribution. Both  producers  have  greatly  in- 

creased their  appropriations  for  production 
to  further  improve  the  quality  of  their  famous  comedies. 

The  increased  number  of  two-reel  comedies  on  the  already 

large  Pathe  program  is  resultant  of  the  strong  exhibitor  demand 
for  more  high  quality  short  features. 

Mack  Sennett  will  present  four  series  of  two-reel  comedies  and 

in  addition  will  offer  several  Harry  Langdon  specials.  The  Sen- 
nett group  of  Pathe  comedies  will  include  star  units  headed  by 

Alice  Day  and  Ben  Turpin,  the  “The  Smiths’,  featuring  Raymond 
McKee  and  Ruth  Kiatt,  and  the  Mack  Sennett  brand  of  comedies 
enacted  by  all-star  casts. 

Ben  Turpin’s  return  to  the  Mack  Sennett  comedies  will  be  a 
boom  to  exhibitors.  Kis  Pathe  successes  like  “The  Reel  Vir- 

ginian,’’ “Three  Foolish  Weeks,”  “Romeo  and  Juliet”  and  “Yukon 

Jake”  are)  still  fresh  in  the  minds  of  his  many  fans.  Eddie  Cline, 
famous  director  of  the  Sennett  staff,  is  gui^ng  Ben  in  his  new 

pictures. 
“The  Smiths”  series  promises  something  new  in  domestic  come- 

dies. Although  the  Smith  series  will  be  played  in  much  broader 
vein  than  the  noted  Mr.  and  Mrs.  Sidney  Drew  domestic  comedies 

they  have  the  same  domestic  appeal  which  betokens  instant  suc- 
cess. Ruth  Hiatt  and  Raymond  McKee  are  one  of  the  best  comedy 

teams  ever  cast  in  a   family  spat.  Mary  Ann  Jackson  plays  the 

Smith  baby,  and  Cap,  the  grandson  of  the  noted  canine  actor, 

Teddy,  also  participates.  The  first  completed  are  “Smith’s  Baby, 
“Smith’s  Vacation”  and  “Smith’s  Landlord.”  Gil  Pratt  is  directing- 

Alice  Day  is  the  vivacious  star  of  her  own  two-reel  comedy 

series.  She  is  the  first  girl  to  be  starred  by  Mack  Sennett  since 

the  days  of  Mabel  Normand.  Sennett’s  correctness  of  choice  is {Continued  on  page  75) 

“The  Snsltlis."  IL.  to  r. :   Barmond  MsKee,  Mery  Ann  Jackson,  Cap,  Ruih 
liSalt,  Cil  Pratt,  Director. 

Bon  Turpin 
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Vivien  Ooklacd Cerirudo  Antor 
Trtts"  Brooke 

Finlayson 

Features  Set 
New  Mark 

By  PAT  CAMPBELL 
Feature  Salesmanager 

DATHE  will  ol¥er  exhibitors  an  excep- 

tionally  fine  list  of  feature  pictures  dur- 
ing the  coming  season — big  Westerns,  full 

length  comedies  and  special  novel  attrac- tions. 

We  will  have  available  two  series  of 

Western  piotures,  one  starring  Harry 
Carey  and  another  starring  Leo  Maloney. 

Each  will  appear  in  a   minimum  of  six  pic- 
tures which  Nvill  be  released  alternately, 

month  by  month. 

Hal  Roach  has  completed  another  un-    

usual  feature,  ‘The  Devil  Horse,”  starring 
Rex,  the  wild  horse  actor.  This  extra  spe- 

cial will  be  given  pre-release  runs  in  all  sections. 

Monty  Banks  will  contriibute  a   minimum  of  three  feature comedies. 

“The  Devil  Horse”  was  written  for  the  screen  by  Ha!  Roach 
|nd  directed  by  Fred  Jackman.  Lady,  the  equine  heroine,  and  the 
Killer,  heavy,  both  appear.  The  human  cast  is  headed  by  Yakima 

Canutt,  Gladys  McConnell  is  the  leading  lady  and  Robert  Kort- 
is  in  the  part  of  Prowling  Wolf,  the  villain.  The  cast  also 

includes  Roy  Clements,  Master  Fred  Jackman,  son  of  the  director, 

^nd  the  entire  population  of  a   Crow  Indian  Reservation  in Montana. 

Monty  Banks  has  become  a   Pathe  star.  In  association  with  A. 

{Continued  on  page  75) 

HAL  ROACH 

Short  Feature 
Plans  Widen 
By  W.  A.  V.  MACK. 

Short  Subjects  Sales  Manager 

During  the  past  years  the  motion picture  business  in  nearly  all  of  its 

various  phases  has  undergone  surprising 
and  kaleidoscopic  changes.  Not  the  least 

surprising  event,  although  predicted,  was 

the  universal  recognition  of  the  box  of- 
fice value  of  quality  Short  Subjects. 

Leading  exhibitors  concede  the  public 

today  demands  something  more  than 

“just  a   two  hour  show.”  While  the  aug- 
mented orchestra,  the  prologue  and  spe- 

  1   cial  acts  continue  to  find  favor  in  many 

localities  these  offerings  do  not  satisfac- 

torily dispose  of  the  problem  which  con- 
fronts the  exhibitor  showing  an  unsatisfactory  feature. 

Instances  are  legion  where  a   Pathe  Short  Subject  has  not  only 

saved  the  bill  but  has  also  been  responsible  for  the  heaviest part  of  the  pull  to  the  box  office.  .   ,   .   . 

In  shaping  its  Short  Subject  policy  for  the  season  of  1926
- 

27,  Pathe  renews  its  pledge  of  last  year  “that  it  will  not  relea
se 

anything  that  is  not  the  best  of  its  kind.”  ....  ... 
Ever  foremost  in  its  own  sphere  is  the  Pathe  News,  which 

rightfully  claims  the  title  of  “The  First  News  Reel  and  t
he 

Real  News  First.”  Its  editor,  Emanuel  Cohen,  is  prepared  to 

render  a   News  service  which  will  surpass  in  achievement  any- 
thing heretofore  attempted. 

{Continued  on  page  73) 

Charley  Chaeo 
Glenn  Tryon 

Mabel  Normand  Theda  Bara 

Starred  and 

Featured 

Claude  Glillngwater 

Lionel  Barrymore 

in 

Hal  Roach 

Hal  Roach’s  Rascals  in  “Our  CuDg’’  CosiicdleH, 

Two  -   Reel 

Comedies 
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Prospects  Big 
for  Serials 

By  E.  OSWALD  BROOKS 
Serial  Salesmanager 

"DIG  things  are  in  the  making  regarding Patheserials  for  the  1926-1927  theatrical 
season. 

Following  the  really  phenomenal  success 

which  has  attended  the  distribution  of  “The 

Green  Archer"  and  “Casey  of  the  Coast 

Guard"  at  the  beginning  of  the  season,  we 
are  already  assured  of  maximum  book- 

ings upon,  those  subjects  scheduled  to  fol- 

low— "The  Bar  C   Mystery,"  “Snowed  In" 
and  “The  House  Without  a   Key."  A   vast 
majority  have  already  “signed  up"  for  the next  three. 

Dainty  yet  daring  Allene  Ray,  the  lead- 

ing woman  of  "The  Green  Archer,"  has  en- 
deared herself  to  millions  of  serial  fans 

throughout  America  and  the  rest  of  the 
world.  This  is  her  seventh  Patheserial  and 

she  has  justly  earned  her  title  of  the 

“serial  queen."  Walter  Miller,  leading 
man,  is  another  prime  favorite  with  serial 
audiences. 

Such  names  as  Burr  McIntosh,  Frank 

Lackteen,  Wally  Oettel,  Stephen  Grattan, 

Ray  Allan  and  Jack  Tanner  in  support 
guaranteed  a   perfect  acting  cast  when  the 
megaphone  was  in  the  hands  of  such  a 

veteran  serial  director  as  Spencer  Bennett, 
with  a   scenario  written  by  an  even  older 

serial  veteran— Frank  Leon  Smith— from 
the  popular  novel  by  Edgar  Wallace. 

Then  came  “Casey  of  the  Coast  Guard,” 
in  which  were  starred  George  O’Hara  and 
Helen  Ferguson,  with  support  by  J.  Barney 
Sherry,  Jean  Jarvis,  Coit  Albertson  and 
James  Mack. 

To  follow  “Casey"  we  have  scheduled 
a   modern  Western  story  known  as  “The 

Bar  C   Mystery,”  founded  upon  a   maga- 

zine serial.  (“Janie  of  the  Waning 
Glories"),  in  which  no  less  than  four  big 
feature  stars  take  the  leading  roles— Doro- 

thy Phillips,  Wallace  McDonald,  Ethel 
Clayton  and  Philo  McCullough. 

“Snowed  In”  is  a   tale  of  airmail  pilots and  bandits. 

Principals  are  again  Allene  Ray  and 

Waller  Miller,  supported  by  Frank  Austin, 
Tom  London,  John  Dillion,  Natalie  War- 

field,  Harrison  Martell,  Wally  Oettel.  and 

produced  by-Frank  Leon  Smith  .with  Spen- 
cer Bennett  at  the  directorial  helm. 

At  the  moment  our  last  serial  on  de- 

finite producing  schedule  is  Earl  Derr  Big- 

gers’  greatest,  mystery  story,  which  ran  in 
the  Salurdav  Eveuiug  Post,  “The  House 

Without  a   Key.”  Frank  Leon  Smith  and 
Spencer  Bennett  are  selecting  the  cast. 
Negotiations  now  under  way  between 

Elmer  Pearson  and  various  interests  fore- 
tell the  making  of  serial  product  of  even 

bigger  caliber  than  any  of  those  referred 
to  above.  In  a   few  weeks  we  will  be  able 
to  announce  the  balance  of  the  1926-1927 
serial  program. 

EMANUEL  COHEN 

Editor,  Pathe  News  and  Pathe  Review 

Watchword  Is 

Service 
By  REGGE  DORAN 
Public  Relations  Director 

SERVICE  is  the  watchword  of  the  Pathe organization. 
Service  is  what  the  Pathe  Department 

of  Public  Relations  has  to  offer  for  the 

coming  year — Service  to  the  public  and 
service  to  the  exhibitor  through  this  public. 

The  Department  of  Public  Relations  by 
direct  contact  endeavors  to  ascertain  what 

the  public  wants.  Fortunately  Pathe  prod- 
uct is  able  to  satisfy  the  majority  of 

tastes,  so  attention  is  called  directly  to 
the  fine  diversity  of  film  available  for 

showing  to  all  types  of  audiences.  By  this 
means  not  only  the  enthusiasm  of  film  fans 

is  stimulated,  but  hitherto  uninterested  peo- 
ple are  interested. 

For  instance,  those  concerned  with  world 
events  have  in  Pathe  News  an  unbiased 

current  history  of  the  world.  The  tired 

business  man  or  those  whose  nerves'  arc 
overwrought  by  the  work-a-day  world,  all 
can  have  that  most  wholesome  of  tonics, 

laughter,  by  seeing  the  clever  Pathe  Come- 
dies. Lovers  of  sport  are  able  to  perfect 

their  stance,  speed  up  their  serve,  learn 
details  of  their  favorite  swimming  stroke, 

and  see  just  how  the  Babe  puts  his  back 

into  his  swing,  or  watch  Grange  use  his 

straight  arm,  in  Grantland  Rice’s  Sport- 
lights.  The  adventure  seekers  visualize 
drama  and  melodrama  in  Pathe  Serials. 

He  who  longs  for  the  all  outdoors  can 

live  in  the  great  open  spaces  with  Harry 

Carej',  Leo  Maloney,  or  Rex  the  majestic 
equine  star. 
Then  when  all  these  many  and  varied 

interests  are  directly  called  to  the  worth- 
while in  pictures,  demand  for  such  films  is 

created.  ̂   Now  this  contact  with  the  Public 
means  just  one  thing.  It  enlarges  the 

scope  of  the  exhibitors’  business.  Pathe 
not  only  sells  but  serves. 

Merchandising 

Improves 
By  S.  BARRET  McCORMiCK 

Director  of  Exploitation  and  Publicity 

"^INETEEN  Hundred  and  Twenty-Six is  going  to  be  a   big  year  for  mer- 

chants of  entertainment.  The  trend  is  to- 

ward better  merchandising  in  the  show 

business,  which  means  selling  every  ele- 
ment on  the  program !   As  a   result  the 

feature  is  likely  to  dominate  the  screen 

this  coming  season. 
Take  a   production  with  a   star  who  has 

a   fairly  well  fixed  value  at  the  box  office. 

Suppose  the  star  is  SO  per  cent  efficient 

from  an  SRO  standpoint,  after  he  or  she 

has  been  properly  advertised  and  exploited. 
The  thoughtful  showman  increases  the 

value  of  that  star  by  advertising  the  sup- 

port. 

Advertising  Short  Features 
The  value  of  names,  star  value,  support 

value,  the  exhibitor  has  learned  from  long 

experience,  but  in  some  cases  he  is  not  yet 

reasoning  farther  along  this  same  line, 

which  has  meant  a   loss  to  him  in  real 

money.  Suppose  he  has  billed  a   feature 
with  a   certain  percentage  of  drawing  power. 

Then  he  adds  a   short  subject,  and  by  ad- 

vertising it  increases  the  box  office  effi- 
ciency of  his  show  just  as  he  did  the  box 

office  efficiency  of  the  star  by  advertising 

the  supporting  cast.  But  this  he  doesn’t 
always  do.  He  does  not  always  see  the 

rewards  of  advertising  the  entertainment 

value  of  his  whole  sjiow. 

Hundreds  of  newspaper  clippings  reach- 

ing the  Pathe  offices  daily  show  it  Is  not 

uncommon  for  a   Pathecomedy  to  be  ad- 
vertised alone ;   frequently  they  dominate 

the  theatres  advertising.  Literally  thou- 

sands of  clippings  have  reached  us  show- 

ing that  the  Pathe  “cornerblock”  ads,  now 
issued  with  all  two-reel  comedies,  are  get- 

ting a   large  percentage  of  space  in  the  ad 

layouts. 

Comedies  Played  as  “Acts” The  Hal  Roach  comedies  being  shown 

on  the  Keith-Albee  Vaudeville  Circuit  are 

played  regularly  as  “acts,”  receiving  the 

same  consideration  for  their,  “spot"  on  the 
program  that  an  act  would  receive,  not 

infrequently  in  one  of  the  choice  "spots before  or  after  intermission. 

The  merchant  of  entertainment  realizes 

that  mere  footage  means  no  more  to  him 

than  a   great  display  of  cans  on  a   grocer's shelf.  It’s  the  goods  inside  the  cans  that count ! 

The  laugh  will  go  right  on  being  the  ace 
in  the  hole  for  the  box  office  that  it  has 
been  since  the  first  Keystone  Kop  arrested, 

with  part  of  his  anatomy,  the  momentum of  a   flower  pot. 
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George  O'Hara 

rguaon  and  Coargo  O’Hara  i 
of  tine  Coast  Guard,"  serial. 

Consistent  in 

Advertising 
INCONSISTENCY”  has  been  the  watch- L'  word  in  Pathe  general  advertising 
as  well  as  the  advertising  in  the  trade 

papers. 
Ever  since  the  days  of  the  “Perils  of 

Pauline”  12  years  ago,  Pathe  has  been  a 
consistent  as  well  as  large  national  ad- 

vertiser. Patheserials  have  received  the 

bulk  of  the  general  advertising  appropria- 
tions since  their  length,  at  first  20  episodes 

and  later  shortened  to  10,  makes  it  easier 
to  make  the  advertising  timely,  a   highly 

desirable  quality  in  any  advertising  di- 
rected to  the  general  public,  and  also  be- 

cause of  the  cumulative  effect. 

General  straight-to-the-public  advertising 
continued  over  such  a   stretch  of  time  has 
materially  helped  to  give  box  office  value 
to  Patheserials.  Also,  it  has  materially 
helped  not  only  in  maintaining  the  high 
quality  of  Patheserials  but  in  advancing 
that  quality.  It  follows  as  a   matter  of 
course  that  national  advertisers  have  a 
keen  sense  of  responsibility  in  maintaining 
a   high  standard  for  advertised  product. 

Not  only  are  Patheserials  generally  ad- 
vertised, but  only  recently  an  extensive 

advertising  campaign  in  many  large  news- 
papers on  the  Pathe  News  was  finished. 

Dorothr  Phiilipe 

Dorothy  PhilUpf  and  Wallace  MeDooald 

in  "The  Bar  C   Mystery,"  Patheaerial. 

Allono'  Ray 

Walter  Miller 

Allene  Buy  and  Walter  Miller  in
  scene 

from  "Snowed  In,”  Pothenerlol. 

By  P.  Ae  Parsons Advertising  Manager 
message  of  Allene  Ray  and  Walter  Miller, 
the  stars.  Over  30,000  of  these  records 
have  been  mailed  to  date,  and  the  requests 
are  still  coming  in  at  the  rate  of  several 
thousand  a   week. 

Though  Pathe  general  advertising  is  con- 
fined to  magazines  and  newspapers  in  the 

United  States,  it  is  interesting  to  note  that 
replies  come  from  all  over  the  world.  One 

recent  contest  brought  entries  from  Eng- 
land, Fiance,  the  Philippine  Islands,  Cuba, 

Hawaii,  China,  Japan  and  Alaska. 
In  the  case  of  the  magazines  selected  for 

the  Pathe  advertising,  effort  is  made  to 
choose  those  with  appeal  to  the  general 

public. 
Because  of  this  advertising  policy  a 

closer  feeling  of  personal  interest  exists 
between  Pathe  and  the  general  audience. 
The  lists  of  publications  running  recent 

Patheserial  advertising  includes  such  large- 
ly circulated  magazines  as  Liberty  with  a 

circulation  of  approximately  one  million, 
Photoplay  with  over  500,000,  Household 
with  1,659,312  and  the  McFadden  group 

with  2,725,000,  Cosmopolitan  with  1,‘!W,478, 
the  American  Boy  with  276,377,  Motion 
Picture  Magazine  with  328,976  and  the 
American  Weekly  with  4,528,126.  This  list 
comprises  actual  circulation  of  over  12,000,- 
000  subscribers. 

FRANK  LEON  SMITH 
Patheserial  Production  Manager 

This  campaign,  tied  up  with  leading  houses 
showing  the  News,  was  of  decided  benefit 
to  exhibitors  as  it  was  specific  in  its  ap- 

peal. 

In  Patheserial  advertising  every  effort  is 
made  to  encourage  comment  on  the  product 
on  the  part  of  the  readers  of  the  adver- 

tising. Contests  and  souvenirs  have  been 
fruitful  in  promoting  such  correspondence. 

For  instance  the  advertising  of  “The  Green 
Archer,”  which  is  still  running,  offers  a 
phonograph  record  containing  a   personal 
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.CO  Maloacy 

Comedy  Circus 
Is  Popular 
OUT  in  the  Middlewest  a   few  years  ago an  exhibitor  found  his  back  was  to 

the  wall.  His  competitors  had  all  the  best 
product  booked.  He  racked  his  brain  for 
a   new  idea.  That  was  the  beginning  of 

“Jazz  Week”  or  “Syncopation  Week.”  The 
showman  toned  up  his  program  with  the 
carnival  spirit.  Tlte  new  vogue  probably 

made  more  money  for  showmen  than  any- 
thing of  a   similar  nature  in  a   decade. 

A   few  years  passed  and  then  another 

program  arrangement  came  into  being.  The 
germ  of  the  idea  was  taken  from  the 

circus,  with  its  wide  appeal  to  all  classes. 
It  was  Max  Graf,  Coast  exhibitor  and 

producer,  who  first  put  it  over  in  a   way 
that  attracted  nationwide  attention  while 

manager  of  the  Egyptian  and  Axtec  thea- 
tres in  San  Francisco.  Mr.  Graf  heralded 

the  event  with  circus  handbills  as  the  “Na- 
tional Premiere  of  Pathe  All-Comedy 

Week.”  On  each  showing  house  records 
were  broken. 

The  Comedy  Circus  has  now  become  al- 
most as  popular  as  the  Jazz  Week  of  other 

days.  Among  those  who  have  featured  it 

are  Walter  Penney  of  the  Best  theatre, 

Parsons,  Kan.;  the  Star,  Springville,  Utah; 

Roberson,  Dierks,  Ark. ;   Beldorf,  Inde- 
pendence, Kan.;  Arbor,  Los  Angeles;  Sym- 

phony, Compton,  Calif.,  and  New  Paris 
theatre,  New  Paris,  111. 

General  Manager  Beatty  of  the  Butter- 

field Circuit  gives  his  patrons  a   “Joy  Hour 

Program”  each  Sunday  at  1   o’clock.  Irv- 
ing Lesser  has  started  the  All  Comedy 

idea  on  his  circuit  in  the  East,  with  a 
comedy  program  of  14  units. 

Life  and  Tone  in 

Comedy  Posters 
“OTART  them  smiling  as  they  come  into 

O   the  theatre,”  said  Harry  Lewis,  direc- 
or  of  the  Pathe  Art  department,  and  S. 
Barret  McCormick,  as  they  stood  before  a 
long  table  at  the  Pathe  exchange  on  which 
were  a   dozen  or  more  one  and  three  sheets 

that  literally  cried  out  loud  with  the  mirth- 
ful spirit  of  the  Hal  Roach  and  Mack  Sen- 

nett  two-reel  comedies. 

Here  was  something  new  in  "paper” — 
posters  with  life  and  pep,  toned  up  with  the 
most  modern  treatment,  tuned  to  the  pulse 
beat  of  the  comedy,  a   mirror  of  its  at- 

mosphere, an  ensemble  of  its  highlights. 
The  latest  Pathe  posters  are  made  by 

famous  artists  from  original  drawings 
rather  than  stills.  Designs  are  created  in 
flats  that  will  carry  farther  than  the  old 

lithos.  The  finished  product  has  all  the 

snap  and  vigor  of  a   modern  magazine 
cover. 

“The  new  Pathe  posters  might  be  likened 
to  illustrations  in  a   modern  French  maga- 

zine as  compared  to  an  ordinary  photo- 

graphic reproduction.” 

Larry  Semoa  and  Dorothy  Bwan. 

Topics  Celebrates 
Seventh  Year 

|\/TUCH  has  been  written  concerning  the 
intricacies  in  the  makeup  of  Topics  of 

the  Day,  produced  by  Timely  Films,  Inc. 

The  seventh  birthday  of  this  reel  of  real 

laughs  finds  Timely  Films,  Inc.,  in  the 

position  of  being  the  producer  of  a   hu- 

morous and  educational  “moving  picture 

without  pictures”  that  has  forged  ahead. 
It  is  doubtful  that  any  moving  picture,  or 

publication  of  any  kind,  is  the  recipient  of 

a   greater  number  of  unsolicited  letters  of 

commendation  than  Topics  of  the  Day.  Vol- 

untary testimonials  stamping  this  reel  of 

wit  and  humor  as  “an  asset  to  the  motion 

picture  theatres,”  “The  spice  of  a   high 

grade  program”  and  "valued  as  entertain- 

ment to  those  of  intelligence”  have  been 
(^Continved  on  page  73) 

Se«B*  from  Hoi  Roach's  "The  Devil  Horse,”  Paihe 
feature  siarHog  Rex,  King  of  the  Wild  I 

Terry  Installs New  Library 

HO  said,  “There’s  nothing  new  under 
**  the  sun?”  That  ageold  adage  will  be 
strenuously  discounted  during  the  coming 
year,  according  to  Paul  Terry,  artist  and 

creator  of  Aesop’s  Film  Fables,  distributed 
by  Pathe  Exchange,  Inc. 
The  end  of  the  sixth  fiscal  year  of  this 

motion  picture  cartoon  finds  Mr.  Terry 
assured  of  a   continuance  of  funny  mate- 

rial. As  a   shopkeeper  or  merchandise  man 

takes  a   y^rly  inventory  of  goods  on  hand, 
just  so  does  Mr.  Terry  take  an  inventory 
of  new  ideas  boarded  up  in  the  active 

minds  of  his  staff  of  twenty-four  expert 
animators.  The  stock  of  new  gags  and 

situations  on  hand  %vill  keep  Farmer  A1 

Falfa  and  his  pets  "on  their  toes”  for  many months  to  come. 

In  the  276  Aesop’s  Film  Fables  released, 
every  location  and  gag  has  been  utilized, 
But  now  Paul  Terry  announces  there  is 
something  new  under  the  sun  and  that 

something  will  be  unfolded  in  the  Fables 
films  during  the  coming  year.  The  latest 
departure  is  the  installation  of  a   library 

of  short  stories  by  the  world’s  leading  hu- 
morists. Each  animator  has  access  to  these books. 

Supernovelties 
Aid  Exhibitors 

^^ETTING  a   novelty,  the  cost  of  which was  only  a   few  cents  or  even  a 

fraction  of  a   cent,  for  use  in  the  exploita- 
tion of  a   picture  was  once  the  objective 

of  the  exhibitor,  but  finding  the  super- 

novelty  is  a   task  that  has  been  accom- 
plished by  the  exploitation  department  of 

Pathe  Exchange,  Inc.,  directed  by  S.  Bar- 
ret McCormick.  The  idea  of  the  super- 

novelty provided  for  the  recent  Pathe- 
serials  is  quality  and  class  rather  than 
quantity  and  cheapness.  It  is  usually  an 
article  whose  cost  runs  into  dollars.  The 

supernovelty  appeals  through  its  impres- 
siveness and  is  certain,  because  of  its  mag- 

nitude, to  get  more  than  passing  atten- 
tion. It  gives  the  exhibitor  something  to 

work  with  on  a   big  scale. 

On  the  Patheserial  “Play  Ball”  the  press- 
book  provided  for  the  theatre  a   complete 
line  of  baseball  equipment  available  at 
wholesale  prices.  The  premiums  gave  the 

exhibitor  an  opportunity  to  stage  contests at  a   nominal  cost. 

In  the  pressbook  on  “The  Green  Archer” equipment  was  illustrated  which  provided 

for  archery  contests.  In  “Casey  of  the 

Coast  Guard,”  a   tieup  was  made  with  a 
manufacturer  of  raincoats  whereby  Pathe 

is  able  to  supply  exhibitors  with  clicked 

and  sou’wester  hats.  On  "The  Bar-C 

Mystery”  a   tieup  was  made  with  a   manu- 
facturer to  supply  a   complete  outfit  of cowboy  clothes. 

Charlie  Chaplin 
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Promised  by  Storey 

(Continued  from  Page  67) 

the  most  competent  directors  under  con- 
tract and  are  endowing  all  their  two-reelers 

with  feature  quality  sets  and  production. 
Hal  Roach  will  offer  four  series — Charley 
Chase  Comedies,  Glenn  Tryon  Comedies, 

“Our  Gang”  Comedies  and  Hal  Roach  Star 
Comedies.  Mack  Sennett’s  contribution 
will  be  four  series — Ben  Turpin  Comedies, 

Alice  Day  Comedies,  “The  Smiths”  Com- edies and  the  Mack  Sennett  Comedies,  as 
well  as  several  Harry  Langdon  special 
comedies. 

Feature  comedies  will  be  produced  by 
Monty  Banks  Productions  and  will  star 

Monty  Banks,  himself,  who  is  fast  becom- 

ing one  of  filmdom’s  best  comedy  bets. 
Banks’  recent  success  in  his  thrill  comedies, 

“Racing  Luck”  and  “Keep  Smiling,”  is  sen- 
sational. His  latest,  “Play  Safe,”  is  an- 

other laugh-knockout.  The  new  Pathe 
star-producer  will  be  seen  in  a   series  of 
feature  comedies  having  thrills,  pathos  and 
romance  as  well  as  a   generous  quota  of 

laughs.  With  the  unlimited  resources  af- 
forded Banks  under  his  Pathe  agreement, 

his  new  series  will  compare  most  favorably 
with  those  of  Lloyd,  MacLean  and  Keaton. 

Chaplin  comedies,  produced  by  and  star- 
ring the  one  and  only  Charlie,  will  be  re- 

leased by  Pathe  in  accordance  with  the 
half-million  dollar  contract  with  the  ace 

comedian.  “A  Dog’s  Life”  is  now  showing 
and,  according  to  present  plans,  “Shoulder 
Arms”  will  be  the  next  release. 

Westerns  will  be  a   prominent  unit.  Harry 
Carey,  Leo  Maloney  and  Rex.  the  wild 
horse,  will  star.  Charles  R.  Rogers  is 

producing  the  Carey  pictures.  “Driftin’ 
Thru,”  his  first  Pathe  picture,  is  now  cur- 

rent and  “The  Seventh  Bandit”  is  an  early 
release.  Chher  Careys  include  “The 
Frontier  Trail,”  “Satan  Town,”  “Burning 
Bridges”  and  “The  Border  Patrol."  Leo 
Maloney  will  produce  his  series  of  outdoor 
Westerns  at  his  studio  at  Skylands,  near 
San  Bernardino,  Calif.  One  of  the  most 
successful  Western  series  ever  produced 
by  Maloney  was  for  Pathe  release. 

“The  Devil  Horse,”  starring  Rex,  was 
produced  by  Hal  Roach  and  directed  by 
Fred  Jackman,  both  of  whom  are  responsi- 

ble for  “Black  Cyclone”  and  “The  King 
of  Wild  Horses.”  Staged  in  the  wide  open 
spaces  and  rugged  hills  of  Montana  and 
Wyoming,  its  equine  and  human  cast  are 
augmented  by  a   tribe  of  Crow  Indians. 

Patheserials  attained  a   high-water  mark 

in  quality  in  “Play  Ball,”  “The  Green 
Archer”  and  “Casey  of  the  Coast  Guard.” 
C.  V/.  Patton,  long  a   Patheserial  producer, 
whose  “Wild  West”  is  now  showing,  has 
wmpleted  “The  Bar-C  Mystery,”  starring 
Dorothy  Phillips  supported  by  Wallace 

MacDonald,  Ethel  Clayton,  Philo  McCul- 
lough and  Johnnie  Fox.  Robert  F.  Kill 

directed.  Serial  Production  Manager 
Frank  Leon  Smith  is  now  supervising  the 

making  of  “Snowed  In,”  co-starring  Allene 
Ray  and  Walter  Miller.  “The  House 
Without  a   Key”  is  another  serial  that  Nvill 
be  offered. 

Short  features  have  always  been  an  im- 
portant component  of  the  Pathe  program 

and  future  films  will  further  attest  to 

Pathe’s  leadership  in  this  field.  Pathe 
News,  the  pioneer  news  film,  under  the 
capable  editorship  and  management  of 
Emanuel  Cohen,  is  in  position  to  provide 
the  best  last-minute  news  film  service  tliat 
the  most  progressive  exhibitor  could  desire. 
Two  issues  are  released — Wednesday  and 
Saturday — every  week.  Pathe  Review,  also 
edited  by  Mr.  Cohen,  will  present  the  very 

best  in  magazine  film  feature  material.  In- 
cluded in  the  new  releases  will  be  films 

of  a   number  of  expeditions  of  exploration 
into  little  known  corners  of  the  globe, 
beautiful  Pathecolor  series  and  marvelous 

novelty  subjects  made  by_  the  “process 
camera.”  The  Grantland  Rice  Sportlights, 
produced  by  J.  L.  Hawkinson,  is  one  of 
the  most  popular  single  reel  features  on 
the  market.  Editor  Rice  and  Producer 
Hawkinson  are  constantly  on  the  go  from 
one  corner  of  the  country  to  the  other 
filming  sports  scenes  in  all  climes. 
Two  Short  features  that  are  often 

booked  on  the  same  programs  are  Topics 

of  the  Day  and  Aesop’s  Film  Fables. 
Timely  Films,  Inc.,  are  the  producers  of 
the  former  and  Fables  Pictures,  Inc.,  make 

the  latter.  Amedee  J.  Van  Beuren  is  presi- 

dent of  both  organizations.  Paul  Terry’s 
genius  for  making  animated  cartoons  al- 

most human  assures  funny  Fables  galore. 

One  of  the  most  novel  one-reel  subjects 
is  the  Famous  Melody  Series,  offering  pic- 
turizations  of  the  folk  and  national  songs 

of  many  lands  wth  special  musical  scores 

provided.  James  A.  FitzPatrick,  the  pro- 
ducer, has  an  established  reputation. 

•   “A  Pilgrimage  to  Palestine”  Series  has 

been  produced  by  the  Holyland  Film  Com- 
pany of  Cincinnati.  The  ten  pictures  now 

booking  are  ample  proof  that  the  next  ten 
now  being  edited  will  find  an  equally  fine 
reception. 

Established  Policies 

Win,  Declfires  Pearson 
(Continued  from  Page  67) 

and  the  real  money  making  film  was  made 

by  the  people  who  by  their  years  of  suc- cessful experience  know  best  how  to  do 
the  new  and  progressive  things. 

I   suppose  no  year  goes  by  that  many 
do  not  see  the  certain  signs  of  Famous 

Players’  disintegration  and  yet  they  go 
right  along  year  in  and  year  out  making 

the  pictures  the  public  respond  to  in  ever 
increasing  niunbers. 

No  doubt  Pathe’s  passing  out  of  the  pic- 
tures has  been  predicted  more  often  than 

it  is  years  old. 
We  have,  of  course,  heard  many  times 

that  Hal  Roach  and  Mack  Sennett  have 
seen  their  best  days  and  that  they  could 

not  possibly  survive  the  onslaught  of  the 
numerous  so  and  sos  that  have  blazed  forth 
with  band  and  trumpet  only  to  fold  up  their 
respective  tents  after  bringing  chagrin  and 
ill  repute  to  gullible  followers. 
The  fact  still  remains  that  Hal  Roach 

and  Mack  Sennett  go  serenely  on  their  way 
making  better  and  funnier  comedies  every 

year  and  what  more  logical  than  the  con- clusion that  when  better  comedies  are  made 
those  two  old  masters  will  make  them. 

In  so  far  as  those  two  have  output  to 

supply  your  needs,  why  look  for  anything else? 

Mack  Sennett  and  Hal  Roach  have  al- 

ready made  for  next  season’s  release  some comedies  that  as  mileposts  on  the  road  of 
progress  are  so  far  ahead  of  any  previous 
forward  steps  that  it  were  sheer  nonsense 
to  even  think  that  any  of  their  imitators 
could  even  get  close. 

Roach  and  Sennett  have  so  many  steady 

customers  for  their  comedies  who  under- 
stand them  and  recognize  each  advance 

step  and  who  respond  with  exploitation 
creating  sufficient  additional  box  office  re- 

ceipts to  warrant  increased  rentals  making 
possible  still  greater  excellence  of  product. 
The  Patheserial  goes  right  along  strong 

and  better  than  ever — serials  come  and  go, 
but  Patheserial  goes  on  forever  to  the 
great  delight  of  many  an  exhibitor  and  the 
millions  of  serial  fans. 

Review,  Fables,  Topics,  lives  there  a 
man  who  ever  heard  of  anything  nearly  as 

good  in  their  lives? 
The  Pathe  News  will  again  this  year 

spring  many  surprises  to  the  joy  and  profit 
of  its  customers  and  make  every  other 
showman  wonder  again  and  again  what 
possessed  him  to  let  Pathe  News  get  away. 

Many  of  the  people  buying  theatres  to- 
day say  they  are  doing  so  because  they  can- 
not otherwise  get  their  pictures  sho^vn. 

Thank  goodness  ours  are  still  being  shown; 
true  enough  in  some  spots  not  at  a   very 

good  price  but  we  cannot  believe  that  a 
good  business  man  can  long  penalize  the 
thing  that  makes  him  money  and  patron 
friends. 

Short  Features  Plans 

Expanded,  Declares  Mack 
(Continued  from  Page  69) 

Contracts  have  been  renewed  with  the 

producers  of  Aesops  Film  Fables  and 
Topics  of  the  Day,  two  subjects  of  less 
than  full  reel  length. 
The  single-reel  Hal  Roach  Comedies, 

"Stereoscopiks,”  and  the  Chronicles  of 
America  will  continue  available. 

Topics  of  Day  Fetes 
Its  Seventh  Birthday 

(Continued  from  page  72) 

received  from  hosts  of  theatre  owners  and 
exhibitors. 

“The  secret  of  the  success  of  Topics  of 

the  Day  is  similar  to  the  secret  of  the 
success  of  any  individual  or  organization, 

inasmuch  as  ‘Service,’  ‘Quality’  and  *De- 

cency’  are  foremost  in  our  code  of  ethics,” 
said  Amedee  J.  Van  Beuren,  president  of 

Timely  Films,  Inc.^  “No  man  or  group 
of  men,  either  working  as  an  individual  or 

as  a   corporation  can  possibly  fail  when 

they  set  as  a   standard  an  objective  that  is 
no  more  nor  less  than  the  Golden  Rule. 
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THE  FILM  MART 
Universal 

**Prisoners  of  the  Storm*’  in  Production 

"Prisoners  of  the  Storm,”  House  Peter’s 
next  starring  vehicle,  has  just  been  put  in 

production,  and  is  directed  by  Lynn  Rey- 
nolds. 

Seven  Pictures  in  Cutting 

The  following  seven  pictures  are  in  the 

cutting  room :   “Rolling  Home,”  “The 
Mystery  Club,”  "Perch  of  the  Devil,”  "The 
Runaway  Express,”  "Poker  Faces,”  "Lazy 
Lightning,”  and  "Prowlers  of  the  Night.” 
Two  Companies  Return  From  Location 

George  Seitz  returned  from  Klamath 

Falls,  Ore.,  where  he  was  directing  "The 
Ice  Flood,”  and  Cliff  Smith  returned  from 
Bishop,  Cal.,  where  he  was  directing  Hoot 

Gibson  in  "The  Phantom  Bullet.” 

Spearing  Returns  from  Oregon 

James  O.  Spearing  has  returned  from 
Klamath  Falls,  Ore.,  where  he  completed 

the  direction  of  "Crashing  Timbers.” 

Fox 

Two  Productions  Completed 

"Rustling  for  Cupid,”  featuring  George 
O’Brien  and  Anita  Stewart,  and  "Hell’s 
Four  Hundred,”  starring  Margaret  Living- 

ston, have  been  completed. 

Another  Van  Bibber  Started 

The  eighteenth  Van  Bibber  two-reel 

comedy,  called  “Rah,  Rah  Heidelberg,”  has 
been  started  under  the  direction  of  Lewis 
Seiler. 

Wampas  Star  in  *Whct  Price  Glory” 
Dolores  del  Rio  has  been  chosen  to  play 

the  only  feminine  role  in  the  screen  pro- 

duction of  "What  Price  Glory.” 

Additions  to  Cast  of  “Hardboiled” 
Ed\vard  Sturgis,  Emmett  Wagner  and 

Edward  Boland  have  been  added  to  the 

cast  of  "Hardboiled,”  latest  Tom  Mix  star- 
ring vehicle  now  in  production. 

Tom  Delmar  in  *‘Shamrock  Handicap” 
Tom  Delmar  has  been  added  to  the  cast 

of_  “The  Shamrock  Handicap,”  which  is being  directed  by  John  Ford. 

United  Artists 

"SAeife”  Reissued  Overseas 

“The  Sheik,”  in  which  Rudolph  Valentino 
starred  five  years  ago  has  been  revived  in 
England  and  Europe. 

**Thief  of  Bagdad”  in  Berlin 

Douglas  Fairbanks’  “Thief  of  Bagdad” 
has  just  opened  in  Berlin. 

Paramount 

De  Mille  Returns  From  Location 

William  De  Mille  has  returned  from 
northern  California  where  he  was  making 
mountain  scenes  for  "The  Runaway.” 

First  Print  of  “Desert  Gold”  Made 

The  first  completed  print  of  "Desert 
Gold”  was  shipped  to  New  Zealand  to  ful- 

Lincoln  Sledman,  Juvcnilo  eharasier  come* 
dlac,  who  has  appeared  in  a   number  of 

recent  notable  productions. 

fill  a   promise  made  to  Zane  Grey,  author, 
before  he  left  Hollywood. 

Ford  Sterling  in  Negri  Production 

Ford  Sterling  has  been  selected  for  a   fea- 
tured comedy  character  role  in  Pola 

Negri’s  next  starring  picture,  "Naughty 
Cinderella,”  which  will  be  directed  by  Mal- 

colm St.  Clair, 

New  Lloyd  Comedy  Is  Completed 

Word  has  been  received  from  Los  An- 
geles that  Harold  Lloyd  has  completed 

“For  Heaven’s  Sake,”  his  first  release  for Paramount. 

“Mantrap”  Starts  April  S 

“Mantrap”  which  is  to  be  translated  to 

Nick  Musuraco,  Dolores  Costello,  J.  S:uari 

Blackton  and  At  ZUdmen,  all  concerned 

with  the  production  of  Warner  Brothers' 
“The  Bride  of  the  Storm."  Bloekion  Is 
directing,  Miss  Costelio  is  a   featured  placer, 
and  Musuraca  and  Ziedmen  are  cameramen. 

the  screen  by  Director  Victor  Fleming,  is 
scheduled  to  go  into  production  on  April  5. 

Pro-Dis-Co 

“Shipwrecked'  Company  Returns 

The  Metropolitan  company  filming  "Ship- 
wrecked” has  returned  from  location  at 

Mazatlan,  Mexico,  where  exterior  scenes 
were  shot. 

“Mabel’s  Room”  Cast  Picked 

The  _cast  for  “Up  in  Mabel’s  Room,” which  is  being  produced  by  Christie,  has 
been  completed. 

Three  Placed  in  Cutting  Room 

“Eve's  Leaves,”  “Silence,”  and  “Bache- 
lor Brides"  are  three  productions  now  in 

the  cutting  room. 

Hopper  Directs  “Mabel’s  Room” E.  Mason  Hopper  has  been  engaged  to 

direct  "Up  in  Mabel’s  Room,”  for  which 
Marie  Prevost  has  been  signed. 

“Madam  Behave”  Tops  Week’s  Business 

According  to  “Varietys”  report  on  the 
week’s  business,  “Madam  Behave”  topped 
the  week’s  receipts  in  Portland,  Ore. 

First  National 

“Viennese”  Title  Changed 

"The  Greater  Glory”  has  been  selected 

as  the  permanent  title  for  “The  Viennese 

Medley.” 
Shooting  Starts  on  Rogers’  Pictures 

Shooting  has  started  on  the  first  of 

Charles  R.  Rogers’  productions  featuring 

Ken  Maynard,  entitled  "Senor  Daredevil.” 
“Riders  of  the  Wind’  Purchased 

Motion  picture  rights  to  "Riders  of  the 
Wind”  have  been  purchased  by  First  Na- tional. 

Tivo  to  Go  Into  Production 

Two  new  pictures,  “Mismates”  and  Sub- 
way Sadie,”  are  slated  to  go  into  produc- tion within  the  next  few  weeks. 

“Savage”  Is  Completed 

“The  Savage,”  in  which  Ben  Lyon  plays 
the  title  role  and  May  McAvoy  has  the 

featured  feminine  part,  has  just  been  com- 

pleted. Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer 
“Paris”  New  Goulding  Production 

Edmund  Goulding’s  next  production  will 
be  an  original  story  by  himself  entitled 
“Paris,”  in  which  Charles  Ray,  Joan  Craw- 

ford and  Douglas  Gilmore  will  play  lead- 
ing roles. 

Sally  O’Neil  Opposite  Navarro 

Sally  O'Neil  has  been  cast  for  the  lead- 
ing feminine  part  opposite  Ramon  Novarro 

in  "The  Heart  Breaker,”  being  directed  by Hobart  Henley. 

Four  Placed  in  Production 

The  following  pictures  have  been  put 
into  production;  "In  Praise  o£^  James 

Carabine,"  “The  Boy  Friend,”  “Paris,"  and “The  Heart  Breaker.” 
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•‘femptress’  Marks  Stiller  Debut 
The  American  debut  of  Mauritz  Stiller 

will  occur  when  he  begins  the  direction 

of  ‘‘The  Temptress,”  for  Cosmopolitan,  in 
which  Greta  Garbo  and  Antonio  Moreno 

will  feature. 

Harry  MiHarde  Signs 

Harry  Millarde  has  Just  been  put  under 

contract,  and  will  soon  direct  an  adaption 

of  Rachel  Crother’s  stage  play,  “The  Little 

Journey." 
Educational 

Duffy  Lent  to  First  National 

Jack  Duffy,  the  “bearded  baby  star"  of 
Christie  Studios,  has  been  lent  to  First 

National  to  play  in  “Ella  Cinders." 

Scott  Sidney  Returns 

Scott  Sidney,  director  of  “Charley’s 
Aunt”  and  “Madame  Behave,"  is  back  after 
having  been  lent  to  Metropolitan. 

"Big  Boy"  Makes  Personal  Appearance 
The  West  Coast  Boulevard  theatre,  Los 

Angeles,  has  inaugurated  a   Saturday 

Morning  Children’s  Matinee,  and  the  pro- 
grams consist  largely  of  Educational  com- 
edies. Recently  the  Educational  Juvenile 

Comedy  cast,  headed  by  “Big  Boy,”  garbed 
in  his  well-known  costume,  made  personal 
appearances. 

Columbia 

Another  1925-26  Release 

Another  Waldorf  is  “The  Thrill  Hunter,” 
which  is  added  to  the  previous  list  of  Co- 

lumbia pictures  for  1925-26. 

Inspiration 

"Amateur  Genilemar”  for  Barthelmess 

“The  Amateur  Gentleman”  has  been 
chosen  as  the  next  Richard  Barthelmess 
vehicle,  and  the  scenario  is  to  be  written 
by  Lillie  Hayward,  who  wrote  the  script 

for  “Ranson’s  Folly." 

Embassy 

Pauline  Frederick  to  Start  Soon 

Preparation  are  now  under  \\^y  for  the 
series  of  four  features  which  will  be  made 
with  Pauline  Frederick.  Story  material  is 
now  being  considered. 

Red  Seal 

Latest  Car-Tune  in  Production 

The  latest  Ko-Ko  Song  Car-Tune  to  go 

into  production  is  “Tramp,  Tramp,  Tramp 
the  Boys  Are  Marching,”  says  Dave 
Fleischer,  film  director  of  the  Inkwell 
Studios. 

Pathe 

Turpin  Picture  Completed 

Ben  Turpin  has  completed  his  new  Mack 
Sennett  comedy,  and  it  is  now  ready  for 
cutting.  As  yet  no  title  has  been  chosen. 

"Seventh  Bandit"  for  Carey 

Harry  Carey's  second  starring  vehicle 
under  the  Pathe  banner  will  be  “The 
Seventh  Bandit,”  which  will  be  directed  by 
Scott  Dunlap. 

Barrymore  Comedy  Released 

Lionel  Barrymore’s  first  two-reel  comedy, 
“Wife  Tamers,”  in  which  Clyde  Cook  is 
the  principle  supporting  comedian,  is  sched- 

uled for  March  28  release. 

Monty  Banks  Signed 

Monty  Banks  has  been  signed  to  star 
‘n  a   series  of  comedies. 

IPeek's  Program  Scheduled 
Releases  scheduled  for  this  week  are : 

Wandering  Willies,”  a   Mack  Sennett 

Left  to  right:  Lloyd  Hamilton,  E.  W.  Ham- 
mons, president  of  Educational,  and  Jack 

White,  director-general  of  Merninid  come- 

dies, following  Mr.  Hammons'  arrival  at  the Coast. 

comedy;  a   chapter  of  the  Patheserial 

“Casey  of  the  Coast  Guard” ;   “Do  Your 
Duty,”  a   Hal  Roach  comedy;  “Fly  Time,” 
one  of  Aesop’s  Film  Fables;  Pathe  Review 
No.  13;  Topics  of  the  Day  and  two  issues 
of  Pathe  News. 

Warner  Brothers 

Grieve  to  Be  Borrotved 

Harold  Grieve  will  be  borrowed  from 
Marshall  Neilan  to  assume  charge  of  the 

art  direction  for  “Reveillon.” 

Captain  Clayton  Signed 

Captain  Arthur  Clayton,  recent  star  of 

the  stage  play  “White  Cargo,”  has  been 
signed  to  play  an  important  part  in  Syd 

Chaplin's  next  picture,  “The  Better  'Ole.” 
Four  Pictures  Being  Cut 

The  following  four  pictures  are  now  in 

the  cutting  room;  “Why  Girls  Go  Back 
Home,”  “Hell  Bent  fer  Heaven,”  “The 

Hero  of  the  Big  Snows,"  and  “Silken 

Shackles.” Four  to  Start  at  Once 

The  following  four  productions  on  the 

present  schedule  will  be  put  into  produc- 
tion immediately;  “The  Passionate  Quest,” 

“Broken  Hearts  of  Hollywood,”  “The 
Social  Highwayman”  and  “The  Footloose 

Widow.” 
“Passionate  Quest"  in  Writing 

Having  completed  “Hell  Bent  fer 
Heaven,”  J.  Stuart  Blackton  and  his  daugh- 

ter Marion  are  now  whipping  into  shape 

the  script  for  the  director’s  next  picture, 
“The  Passionate  Quest.” 

Banner  Year  Ahead, 

Harry  Scott  Believes 
(Conthmed  from  page  68) 

were  justified  in  making  the  short  feature 

part  of  their  programs  have  a   real  mean- 
ing at  the  box  office.  This  has  resulted 

in  a   vastly  increased  amount  of  advertis- 
ing space  in  newspapers,  lobby  displays  and 

on  billboards  for  Pathe  short  features. 

The  argument  in  favor  of  advertising 

all  the  items  on  a   program  instead  of 

ignoring  everything  save  the  feature  is 
incontrovertible.  If  product  is  worth 

buying,  it  is  worth  advertising. 

The  year  1926  will  see  this  idea  de- 
veloped to  an  even  greater  extent  by  our 

firm.  We  are  convinced  that  in  creating 

an  added  demand  for  short  features,  in 

bringing  them  forcibly  to  the  attention 

of  the  public,  we  are  serving  well  the 
cause  of  motion  pictures  in  general. 

Two-Reel  Comedy  List 

Grows,  Declares  Waite 
iCouli-mted  from  page  68) 

proved  by  the  success  of  the  Alice  Day 

comedies.  “Spanking  Breezes,"  “A  Love 
Sundae,”  “Puppy  Love  Time"  and  "The 
Ghost  of  Folly”  are  some  of  her  latest  re- 

leases. In  support  of  Miss  Day  will  be 

seen  Eddie  Quillan,  Sennett's  latest  dis- 
covery, Ruth  Taylor,  the  only  blonde  mem- ber of  the  Sennett  leading  ladies;  Danny 

O’Shea,  handsome  Juvenile,  and  Joseph 
Young,  character  artist.  Eddie  Cline, 
Lloyd  Bacon  and  Earl  Rodney  are  direct- 

ing. 

The  Mack  Sennett  brand  of  two-reel 
comedies  is  adorned  by  the  Mack  Sennett 
Bathing  Girls.  Among  the  players  who  will 
be  seen  in  the  new  pictures  are  Billy  Bevan, 

.■\ndy  Clyde,  Eugenia  Gilbert,  Thelma  Hill, 
Vernon  Dent,  Kewpie  Morgan,  Carmelita 

Geraghty  and  others.  Del  Lord  is  the  di- rector. 

Harry  Langdon  will  be  seen  in  three  spe- 
cial productions.  Under  the  Pathe  banner 

this  star  is  appearing  currently  in  "Lucky 
Stars,”  "There  He  Goes”  and  “Saturday 
Afternoon.”  Forthcoming  Langdon  spe- 

cials are  “Fiddle  Sticks,”  a   two-reel  com- 
edy, "Soldier  Man,”  a   four-reel  picture, 

and  “His  First  Flame,”  the  comedian’s  in- 
itial five-reel  comedy  feature. 
Mack  Sennett  rates  the  last  named  as 

the  best  feature  comedy  ever  produced  on 
his  lot. 

Hal  Roach  will  present  four  series  of 
two-reel  comedies ;   Charley  Chase  come- 

dies; Glen  Trj'on  comedies;  “Our  Gang” comedies  and  the  Hal  Roach  brand  of  star 
comedies  featuring  stars  like  Theda  Bara, 
Mabel  Normand,  Ethel  Clayton,  Lionel 

Barrymore  and  Claude  Gillingwater. 

Leo  McCarey,  who  has  worked  with 
Cliase  as  director  for  several  years,  is  co- 
operating. 

Fred  L.  Guiol  and  James  Horne  have  di- 
rected recent  Tryon  vehicles. 

“Our  Gang,”  one  of  the  most-widely 
booked  two-reel  comedies  on  the  market 

today,  will  carry  on  as  merrily  as  ever. 
The  two-reel  comedy  surprises  will  be 

offered  in  the  Hal  Roach  star  series. 

Lionel  Barrymore's  initial  appearance  in 
short  comedies  with  Clyde  Cook,  Gertrude 

Astor,  Vivian  Oakland  and  Jimmy  Finlay- 
son  in  the  cast  brought  the  two-reel  comedy 
to  a   high  level  never  before  attained.  Theda 
Bara’s  recent  two-reel  comedy,  “Madame 

Mystery”  is  typical  of  the  surprises  listed 
in  the  new  series.  Miss  Bara  is  supported 

by  Tyler  Brooke,  Jimmy  Finlayson,  Fred 

Malatesta  and  Joe  Madison.  Claude  Gil- 

lingwater is  another  well-known  screen 

celebrity  who  has  completed  a   two-reeler for  the  Hal  Roach  star  brand.  Tyler 

Brooke,  Vivian  Oakland,  Bert  Woodruff 
and  Rolfe  Sedan  appear  in  support. 

Features  to  Set  Mark, 

Declares  Pat  Campbell 
(_Conli7tued  from  Page  69) 

MacArthur  he  will  produce  a   series  of  ex- 
ceptional action  feature  comedies.  ̂   His 

phenomenal  success  in  “Racing  Luck,”  his 
first  full  length  feature,  definitely  estab- 

lished Banks  in  this  field  to  rank  with 

Lloyd,  Chaplin  and  Keaton. 
Charles  R.  Rogers  is  producing  the  Carey 
Series. 

“The  Freshman”  was  rightly  acclaimed 

Harold  Lloyd’s  best  picture.  Exhibitors 

will  find  it  worth  while  to  book  “Why 

Worry?”  “Girl  Shy,"  and  "Hot  Water." 
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Making 

A 

Great 

Institution 

Greater 

E.  R.  LEDOU  is  a   regular  contributor  to 

“What  the  Picture  Did  For  Me.” 

He’s  more  than  that.  This  week  he  sent  in 
the  names  of  two  exhibitors  who  do  not  take 

the  Herald. 

That’s  Mr.  Ledou’s  contribution  toward  mak= 

ing — “What  the  Picture  Did  For  Me” — 

A   Great  Institution  Greater 
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INTRODUCE  MEs  Douglas  Mao
Lean— Normal 

Sunday  business.  It’s  a   dandy  com
edy.  One  that 

will  make  your  audience  laugh. — B
.  J.  Reynolds, 

Liberty  theatre.  Pasco,  Wash.— Gen
eral  patronage. 

PERCY;  Charley  Say — Darned  if  Cha
rlie  Ray 

didn’t  come  back  in  a   good  one.  I   h
aven’t  yet 

been  able  to  get  over  the  effects  of
  “The  Girl  I 

Uved"  and  this  was  a   welcome  surprise
.  Good 

bet  for  small  town.  Six  reels— Vick 
 Millward. 

Harris  theatre.  Bancroft.  Idaho. — Small
  town  pat- 

i-onage. 

BATTLING  BUNYAN:  Wesley  Barry—
 Good 

picture  but  title  did  not  draw.  Wesley 
 Barry 

does  not  mean  much  here.  Satisfied  tho
se  who 

It —Vick  Mallward,  Karris  theatre.  Bancroft, 

Idaho.— Small  town  patronage. 

HEADLINES:  Alice’  Joyce — I   was  glad  very 

few  came  to  see  this  picture.  It  is  a   drunk
en- 

bedroom-bathroom-booze  and  girl  smoking-cigarette 

thing.  Six  reels.— L.  P.  Charles,  Grand  theatre. 

Chetek,  Wis.-r-General  patronage. 

HIS  BUDDY’S  WIFE:  Glenn  Hunter- Just 

ordinary  business  on  this,  which  happens  to  be  a 

pretty  good  story  but  the  photography  is  awful. 

Six  reels.— F.  E.  V/illiams.  Orpheum  theatre,  Oel- 

wein.  la. — General  patronage. 

Columbia 
THE  GREAT  SENSATION:  Special  cast— 

Think  this  a   very  good  action  picture.  Five  reels. 

— F.  E.  Williams,  Orpheum  theatre.  Oelwein,  la. 

— General  patronage. 

F.B.  O. 
TEE  TOUGH  GUY:  Fred  Thomson— This is 

Fred’s  best  picture  to  date,  and  that  is  saying 
something,  as  they  are  all  good.  Plenty  of  action 
and  comedy  galore.  Kad  the  house  laughing  from 
start  to  finish.  Silver  King  is  wonderful.  Pleased 

every  one.  Book  it  and  boost  it.  You  can’t  go 
wrong.  F.  B.  O.  sure  is  putting  out  good  stuff 

and  using  me  fine.  Six  reels.^ — F.  R.  Meierbachtol. 

Elysian  theatre,  Blysian,  Minn. — General  patron- 
age. 

A   MAN  OF  NERVE:  Bob  Custer — Custer  al- 
ways pleases  and  he  sure  can  put  a   lot  of  action 

and  fight  with  a   picture.  In  fact,  I   wouldn’t 
want  him  to  hit  me.  I   am  afraid  he  plays  too 

rough. — ^K.  D.  MeChesney,  Princess  theatre.  Cran- 
don,  Wis. — General  patronage. 

HIGH  AND  HANDSOME:  Lefty  Flynn— With 

a   good  fight  and  comedy,  this  went  over  nice. 

This  was  Flynn’s  first  picture  here,  but  went  over 
nicely.  Six  reels.- F.  R.  Meierbachtol,  Elysian 

theatre,  Elysian,  Minn. — General  patronage. 

the  BLOODHOUND:  Bob  Custer— The  thrills 
and  drama  of  the  north  and  also  the  mounted 

police.  This  was  fine  and  held  intense  interest. 

Five  reels.— J.  R.  P.yder,  Jewel  theatre.  Vern- 
dnle,  Minn. — General  patronage. 

HEADS  UP:  Lefty  Flynn— Flynn  is  a   dandy. 

As  quick  in  action  as  Fred  Thomson.  Not  as 

much  fun  in  it  as  advertised.  Plenty  of  soldiers 

marching.  Uniforms  fine.  Seven  reels. — C.  C. 

Bisbee,  Columbia  theatre,  Poynette,  Wis. — General 
patronage. 

the  isle  of  HOPE:  Richard  Talmadge— 

"Tiat  could  a   man  report  on  a   picture  that  had 
only  one  woman  in  it?  The  credits  we  can  give 

“ds  picture  are  plenty  of  action,  good  tropical 

Beenes  and  some  athletic  stunts  pulled  by  Dick. 

OLD  TIMERS  will  bo  Intoresled  in  iho above  snapsbai  of  Charles  Blaine,  whose 

leporis  from  ihe  Morgen  iliaasro,  Henryetia, 

Okie.,  appeared  In  these  columns  man
y 

years,  serminaling  with  hie  rolinquahment
  of 

that  interest  to  hoed  the  Anderson  Theatre 

Supply  Company  ©f  Oklahoma  Cit
y.  In 

Chisago  buying  projeeiora  and  other  su
p- 

plies for  that  concern,  Mr.  Blaine  came  up 

to  see  the  shop  and  the  HERALD'S  moun
ted 

photo-reporser  galloped  in  with  hSs  i
nfalli- 

ble Graflox  and  shot  him  where  he  sat. 

When  the  smoko  had  cleared  away  a   pleas- 

ant visit  ensued  daring  which  the  rest  of 

you  who  contribute  So  these  columns  wer
e 

discussed.  Mr.  Blaine  Is  well,  looks  great, 

as  the  snapshot  shows,  and  forwar
ds  his 

best  to  each  of  you  through  this  space. 
«   •   * 

Special  to Contributors 

While  Mr.  Blaine,  your  agent  and  ot
her 

HERALD  folks  were  chatting  about  this  an
d 

that,  who  should  walk  Jn  the  d
oor  but 

Abraham  Lincoln!  Not  the  original  one.  of 

course,  but  George  BllUngs,  the  groat
  actor 

who  made  the  film.  There  was  more  
shoot- 

ing and  a   photo  of  Mr.  Billings  result
ing 

therefrom  will  bo  found  In  the  
“Presenta- 

tion Acts”  section. 

It’s  getting  quite  the  thing  for  ©shibitors
 

in  Chicago  on  business  to  drop  In 
 for  a 

chat.  The  sad  case  of  Fred  Edwards.  Pa
lace 

theatre,  Ashland,  O.,  who  comes  to  
Chicago 

for  two  or  more  weeks  every  year  attending
 

the  Furniture  Dealers  convenllon  
and  hasn’t 

yet  been  up  to  the  w.  g.  publication
  ofTsco. 

Is  the  single  meiophorSeal  fly  in
  the  meta- 

phorical olnlmont.  This  is  a   special  invite
- 

lion  to  Mr.  Edwards  and  to  all  o
ther  exhibi- 

tor readers  and  contributors  from  no
w  on 

and  book. 
=»W.  ns.  w   . 

The  story  is  very  weak  and  will  only  am
use  those 

that  are  not  looking  for  story.  It  has  a   go
od  bit 

of  comedy  pulled  off  by  a   coon  an
d  a   chink. 

Dick  is  getting  weak  in  this  picture  as  he
  allowed 

three  men  to  beat  him  up.  Usually  he  can  whi
p 

10  or  16  men.  but  In  this  one  he  must  have
  been 

tired  out  to  let  three  husky  men  whip  him.  Too 

bad,  Dick,  that  you  would  allow  this  to  happen 

to  you.  Six  reels. — W.  J.  Shoup,  De  Luxe  theatre, 

Spearville,  Kan. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  MIDNIGHT  FLYER:  Cullen  Landis— 
This  is  the  show  you  want  if  you  want  action. 

There  is  so  much  excitement  in  it  that  no  one 

made  any  noise.  Idade  a   good  business  and 

pleased  nearly  all.  You  can’t  lose  on  It  if  you 
buy  it  right.  Seven  reels. — John  Stoll,  Linwood 

Square  theatre,  Norwalk,  0. — Small  town  patron- 

age. 

THE  MIDNIGHT  FLYER:  Special  cast— A 

very  satisfactory  picture  with  thrills  enough  to 
please  anyone.  Pleased  the  small  erowd  we  had 

at  theatre.  Seven  reels. — Custer  Garland,  Garden 

theatre,  Frankfort,  Mich. — Small  town  patronage. 

THAT  MAN  JACK:  Bob  Custer — Another 

good  Custer.  Pleased  the  Western  fans,  O.  K. 
  H.  D.  MeChesney,  Princess  theatre,  Crandon, 
Wis. — General  patronage. 

THAT  MAN  JACK:  Bob  Custer— A   very  good 

Western.  Five  reels.— E.  M.  Biddle,  Strand  the- 

atre, Paoli,  Ind. — Small  town  patronage. 

IF  MARRIAGE  FAILS:  Special  cast— Fine 

picture,  but  not  so  very  good  for  small  town, 

although  I   didn't  have  any  kicks. — Robert  W. 

Hines,  Hines  theatre,  Loyalton,  S.  Dak.— General 

patronage. 

IF  MARRIAGE  FAILS:  Special  cast— Good 

production  but  did  not  give  general  satisfaction. 

  J.  Winninger,  Palace  theatre,  Waupaca,  Wis.— 
General  patronage. 

IF  MARRIAGE  FAILS:  Jacqueline  Logan— 
Nothing  in  this  production  to  make  it  any  more 

than  just  a   barely  passable  program  picture. 

Failed  to  draw.  Seven  reels.— Custer  Garland, 

Garden  theatre,  Frankfort,  Mich.— Small  town 

patronage. 

IF  MARRIAGE  FAILS:  Jacqueline  Logan — Not 

bad,  but  mediocre,  and  the  theme,  if  any.  wm 

divorce  propaganda.  The  cast  good,  and  did  their 

work  well,  but  how  C.  Gardner  Sullivan  would 

sponsor  the  story  is  more  than  I   can  understand. 

Seven  reels.— P.  G.  Estee  S.  T.  theatre,  Parker. S.  D. — Small  town  patronage.  , 

DEUSILLA  WITH  A   MILLION:  Mary' Carr 

  Wonderful  picture.  They  don't  make  them  any 

better.  Capacity  business  for  two  days.  Some  s
aid 

it  best  picture  we  have  ever  shown.  Gave  c
hurch 

benefit  on  this  and  they  were  pleased  100  per
 

cent.   H.  D.  MeChesney.  Princess  theatre.  C
ran- 

don. Wis.— General  patronage. 

ALL  AROUND  FRYING  PAN:  Fred 
 Thom- 

son—A   dandy  for  small  town.s  and  good  enoug
h 

for  large  towns.  Six  reels.— W.  L.  La
nders.  Gem 

theatre,  Batcsvllle.  Ark.— General  pa
tronage. 

ALL  AROUND  FRYING  PAN:
  Fred  Thom- 

son—Best  Thomson  picture  to  date.  E
ach  one 

Fred  makes  gets  better.  Silver  Kin
g  always  good. 

Fred  makes  good,  clean  fast  a
ction  pictures  al- 

ways. He  is  the  one  best  bet  for  me.
  Give  us 

more  like  this.  Six  recls.-P. 
 C.  Schram,  Or- _i     ir^nlnmnzoo.  Mich.— General  pat- 

ronage. 

THE  LAST  EDITION:  Ralph  
Lewis- Not  so 

good.  Paid  F.  B.  O.  too  much
  and  expected  a 

better  picture.  Rather  slow  a
nd  the  picture  was 

nearly  over  before  most  patro
ns  could  make  out 

what  it  was  all  about.  Outside
  of  two  pictures. 

I   think  I   am  stuck  on  the
  "Gold  Bonds’  and 

suggest  they  change  the  na
me  to  "Gold  Bricto. 

— F.  A.  Millhouse.  Star  theat
re,  Sumner.  Ne- 

braska.—Small  town  patronage. 
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THE  LAST  EDITION;  Ralph  Lewis— Good 
newspaper  story  with  plenty  of  excitement.  Well 

liked. — H.  F.  Jenkins,  Community  theatre,  David 

City,  Neb. — General  patronage. 

SMOOTH  AS  SATIN:  Evelyn  Brent— A   very 
good  crook  story.  This  star  seems  to  be  coming 

along  good  for  me.  Six  reels. — S.  G.  Ihde,  Photo- 

play theatre,  Ashland,  Kan. — Small  town  patron- 
age. 

THE  KEEPER  OF  THE  BEES:  Special  cast— 
A   very  fine  production  that  can  be  bought  at  the 

right  price  and  will  draw  more  people  than  you 

have  seen  for  months  to  your  box  office  than  many 

high  priced  specials  will  do.  Seven  reels. — A.  J. 

Steggatl,  Cozy  theatre,  Payette,  la. — General  pat- 
ronage. 

THE  KEEPER  OF  THE  BEES:  Special' oast— 
Good  feature  which  pleased  80  per  cent.  Too  much 

about  bees  but  a   strong  heart  drama.  Well  liked 

here. — G.  M.  Pedley,  Empress  theatre,  Owensboro, 

Ky. — Better  class. 

Special  to Dick  Talmadge 
TEARING  THROUGH  (F.  B.  0.); 

Richard  Talmade — 0   Boy!  Another 

fine  one  from  Talmadge.  He’s  my 
house’s  best  drawing  card.  Boy,  keep 
up  the  action  pictures.  I   sure  would 

like  to  have  a   picture  of  Mr.  Tal* 
madge  to  hang  in  the  lohhy  so  all  his 
fans  here  could  see  him.  Five  reels. 

— E.  C.  BAYS,  Globe  Theatre,  Buena 

Vista  Va. — General  patronage. 
THE  ISLE  OF  HOPE:  Richard  Tab 

madge — Stay  in  these,  Dick.  This  is 
a   good  story  and  one  of  your  best 
pictures.  Pleased  our  audience.  Six 

reels.  —   FRY,  Palace  theatre,  Ml. 
Pleasant,  Tex. 

THE  HUMAN  TORNADO:  Yakima  Canutt— A 

very  good  Western  picture  that  was  well  received 

by  my  patrons.  Five  reels. — W.  J.  Shoup,  De 

Luxe  theatre,  Spearville,  Kan. — Small  town  pat- i-onage. 

THE  TEXAS  BEAR  CAT:  Bob  Custer— This 

one  pleased  the  regular  Saturday  night  crowd. 

Lots  of  action  and  a   few  good  laughs.  Five  reels. 

— W.  M.  Obrecht,  Scenic  theatre.  Rolfe,  la. — 
General  patronage. 

THE  TEXAS  BEARCAT;  Bob  Custer— A   red 

hot  Western  from  start  to  finish.  Five  reels. — 

A.  0.  Lambert,  Monticello  Opera  House,  Monti- 

cello,  la. — General  patronage. 

THE 

ONLY 
TRAILER  SERVICE 

WITH 

ACTUAL 
SCENES 
FROM  THE  >iEG--A.TIVE 

Newark  City  LosAoieles.Od 

4^S«.vJhbMliAve.  ildWest  46^  St-..  ig22  Av». 
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Jific«  r JLvifi  iiXNu  U^JC/iVluN  : 

—Fine  acUon  picture.  Pleased  the  SiIdJ^n”xt« well.  Many  favorable  comments.  Six  reoi 
Robert  W.  Hines,  Hines  theatre.  Loyalton 

— General  patronage.  
’   ' 

RIDIN'  THE  WIND:  Fred  Thomson-We  s*..  • 
Quit©  a   few  panning  this  picture  of  FVed's  but  > 
is  very  good,  as  all  his  productions  are  A   prett 
sure  bet  when  you  have  a   Thomson  booked 
need  not  be  afraid.  Six  reels.— Warner  &   \v^ 

Coliseum  theatre,  Edmore,  Mich   General  cat’ 

ronage.  ^ —   — . — ....  Tvicii  oitver 

King.  Good,  but  he  doesn’t  do  quite  as  much stuff  as  in  some  of  the  other  pictures.  A   pretty 
good  amount  of  action  in  them.  Thanks  for  the 
nice  photo,  Pred,  and  keep  up  the  good  work  as 
yoar  pictures  are  dean  as  can  be  and  thm’s 
what  the  public  wants.  Six  reels.— W.  T.  Davis 
&   Son,  Rialto  theatre,  Sharon,  Wis. — General  pat- 
ronage. 

CHEAP  KISSES:  Special  cast — The  title  and 
the  heralds  spoiled  this  picture.  They  are  too 
soft,  but  the  picture  is  very  good  and  pleased 
every  one. — O.  Miellburget,  Union  Hall.  Hanska. 
Minn. — General  patronage. 

THE  BANDIT’S  BABY:  Pi-ed  Thomson— This 
one  is  a   ringer.  Pleased  100  per  cent.  Give  us 
more  like  this  and  we  will  not  worry  about  the 
box  office  receipts.  Made  more  on  this  than  I 

did  on  ‘‘The  Vanishing  American.”  Five  reels.— 
W.  M.  Obrecht,  Scenic  theatre,  Rolfe,  Iowa.— 
General  patronage. 

THE  BANDIT'S  BABY;  Fred  Thomson-Good 

picture  and  pleased  all,  due  to  Silver  King.  Five 

reels. — E.  H.  Brechlar,  Opera  House,  Fennimore, 
Wis. — General  patronage. 

THE  BANDIT’S  BABY:  Fred  Thomson— This 
was  great.  TThink  the  horse  deserves  all  the 

credit,  though,  as  he  was  a   main  part  of  the 
show.  Used  this  a   month  ago  and  they  still 

talk  about  It.  Can’t  be  beat  for  any  old  town. 
Five  reels. — Vick  Millward,  Harris  theatre.  Ban- 

croft, Idaho. — Small  town  patronage. 

STEPPING  OUT;  Special  cast — Very  good 

comedy.  Many  favorable  comments  on  this  pic- 

ture. Good  Sunday  show. — H.  D.  McChesney, 

Princess  theatre,  Crandon,  V/is. — General  patron- age. 

PARISIAN  NIGHTS:  Elaine  Hammerstein — 

Good,  different.  Showing  things  one  don’t  often 
see.  Therefore,  interesting.  Clever  acting.  A 

little  rough  in  spots.  Personally  I   liked  it. — A. 
F.  Jenkins,  Community  theatre,  David  City,  Neb. — General  patronage, 

TEAEIN’  THROUGH:  Richard  Talmadge — A 
dandy  story  but  acting  was  very  much  overdrawn 

in  a   few  places.  Five  reels. — S.  G.  Ihde,  Photo- 

play tlieatre,  Ashland,  Kan. — Small  town  patron- age. 

First  National 

RAINBOW  RILEY:  Johnny  Hines — Hokum 

comedy.  Pretty  li.ght  for  high  class  audience  but 

lots  of  laughs.  Six  reels. — W.  R.  Catlow,  Audi- 

torium theatre,  Barrington,  111, — General  patron- 

age. 
JOANNA:  Dorothy  Mackaill — A   real  box  office 

bet  and  one  that  will  please  the  masses.  Eight 

reels. — A.  J.  Suszyeki,  Majestic  theatre,  Mauston, Wis. — General  patronage. 

JOANNA:  Dorothy  Mackaill — A   local  daily 
ran  the  story  and  we  got  the  picture  immediately 

following  the  conclusion,  thus  catching  interest 

of  many  who  read  the  serial.  Picture  fairly 

good,  reflecting  so-called  "Modern  Girl”  and  her 
follies.  Drew  well  for  two  day  showing  and 

pleased  80  per  cent.  Eight  reels. — G.  M.  Pedley, 

Empress  theatre,  Owensboro,  Ky. — Better  class. 

BLUEBEARD’S  SEVEN  WIVES;  Ben  Lyon 
— ^Not  much  to  rave  about.  Very  light.  Might 

please  a   certain  class  of  pleasure  seeking  audi- 
ence.— W.  R.  Catlow,  Auditorium  theatre,  Barr- ington, 111. — General  patronage. 

THE  LIVE  WIRE:  Johnny  Hines— This  sat- 
isfied my  people.  Eight  reels. — E.  H.  Brechler, 

Oprea  House,  Fennimore,  V/is. — General  patron- 

age. 

HER  SISTER  FROM  PARIS:  Constance  Tal- 
madge— Best  attraction  she  has  made  in  a   long 

time.  Also  first  one  of  hers  that  has  shown  a 

profit.  Just  a   little  profit  j   not  a   salary. — C.  B- 

McHenry,  Rosewin  'Theatre,  Dallas,  Texas— Neighborhood  patronage. 
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her  sister  from  PARIS;  No
rman  Tal- 

<lce— It’s  a   dandy  at  the  box  office  and  please
d 

100  per  cent.— E.  J.  Reynolds,  Libe
rty  theatre. 

Pasco,  Wash.— General  
patronage. 

the  half  way  GIRL:  Doris  
Kenyon — A 

fine  production.  Well  directed.  
Wonderful  scen- 

Pleased  better  than  the  average  so-called 

^Tdal  A   little  old,  but  well  worth  showing. 

Eight  reels.— W.  M.  Obrecht.  Sceni
c  Theatre, 

Rolfe,  Iowa. — General  patro
nage. 

the  half  way  GIRL:  Special  ea
st— Was 

sick  with  the  flu  when  this  went  on 
 the  screen, 

but  reports  were  favorable.  Six  
reels. — M.  J. 

Babin,  Fairyland  theatre,  White  
Castle,  La. — 

Genera!  patronage. 

WB  MODERNS:  Colleen  Moore — Not  up  t
o 

Colleen  Moore.  Too  slow  and  nothing 
 to  it. 

Looks  like  they  got  started  and  cou
ldn't  stop. 

Seven  reels.- W.  T.  Hayes.  Dreamland  t
heatre. 

Providence.  Ky.— General  patronage. 

WE  MODERNS:  Colleen  Moore — ^Not  as  good 

as  her  others  but  pleased  fairly  well  her
e.  But 

you  can’t  kid  the  public.  Didn’t  draw  like
  the 

others.  Eight  reels. — W.  R.  Cattow,  Auditori
um. 

Barrington,  111.— General  patronage. 

WHAT  FOOLS  MEN:  Special  cast— After 

going  through  a   long  winter  trying  to  ge
t  the 

crowds  out  and  keep  ’em  satisfied,  I   am  here
  to 

tell  you  makes  you  feel  like  shouting  for  
joy 

when  you  get  a   good  one  like  this.  Yes,  boy
s, 

this  will  please  them  all.  Try  it  and  see  for  you
r- 

self. Eight  reels. — W.  H.  Brenner,  Cozy  Theatre, 

Winchester,  Ind. — General  patronage. 

MY  SON:  Special  cast — A   dandy  show.  Busi- 

ness good.  Get  behind  this  one.  It  will  pay. — 

E.  J.  Reynolds,  Liberty  theatre,  Pasco,  Wash. — 

General  patronage. 

MY  SON:  Nazimova — Well  liked  bs*'®-  Some- 

what different  than  usual  and  we  find  that  our 

people  sure  do  like  changes.  Exceptional  cast 

and  fine  photography.  Seven  reels.— Horn  &   Mor- 

gan. Star  theatre.  Hay  Springs,  Neb. — Small  town 
patronage. 

INFATUATION:  Corinne  GriiRth— Not  up 
to  standard  but  she  puts  it  over  just  the  same. 

Seven  reels. — W.  R.  Catlow,  Auditorium  theatre, 

Barrington,  .111. — General  patronage. 

Special  to Old  Timers 
THE  LIVE  WIRE  (F.  N.) :   Johnnie 

Hines — Well,  here  I   am  again  after  a 
long  silence  in  reporting  pictures,  but 
all  the  long  silence  was  because  I   was 

a   little  too  busy.  “The  Live  Wire” 
placed  some  pep  in  me  and  I   just 
had  to  say  something  good  about  it, 

because  it  is  deserving. — M.  J.  BABIN, 
Fairyland  theatre,  Wliile  Castle,  La. 
— General  patronage. 

FRIVOLOUS  SAL;  Mae  Busch — A   real  out- 

door action  picture  with  a   couple  of  rough  fights 

and  some  real  thrills.  Not  a   Sunday  show.  Eight 

reels. — Guy  S.  Abbott,  Homeline  Theatre,  Estel- 

line,  S.  Dak. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  KNOCKOUT:  Milton  Sills— It  flopped 
here  at  the  box  office  and  I   sure  stepped  on  it. 

Neither  did  it  please.  Lots  of  kicks.  We  thought 

it  very  ordinary  program.  Wonder  where  all  the 

fellows  get  the  idea  it  was  so  good. — E.  J. 

Reynolds,  Liberty  theatre,  Pasco,  Wash. — General 

patronage. 

LOVE’S  WILDERNESS:  Special  cast— It’s 

wilderness  all  right.  You  don’t  know  what  it’s 
all  about.  Anyhow  no  one  bothered  to  come  and 

find  out. — E.  J.  Reynolds.  Liberty  theatre,  Pasco, 

Wash. — General  patronage. 

THE  KNOCKOUT:  Milton  Sills— Milton  Sills 
never  showed  up  better.  He  stages  a   terrible 

fight.  This  play  is  robust  and  American  through- 
out. The  log  jam  is  the  finest  of  its  kind  but 

the  explosion  is  disappointing  and  is  an  anti- 
climax.— A.  J.  Gibblns,  Elite  theatre,  Metropolis, 

111. — General  patronage. 

BORN  RICH:  Bert  Lytell — Pair  program  pic- 

ture.— James  LeRicheux.  Arcade  Theatre,  Camden, 
N.  Y. — General  patronage. 

I   WANT  MY  MAN:  Special  cast— A   good 

program  picture.  Gave  satisfaction. — Bert  Silver, 

Silver  Family  theatre,  Greenville,  Mich. — General 
patronage. 

FINE  CLOTHES:  Special  east— Good  show 

but  not  for  the  box  office. — E.  J.  Reynolds,  Lib- 

erty theatre,  Pasco,  Wash. — General  patronage. 

THE  TALKERS:  Special  cast— One  of  the  best 

program  pictures  we  have  had  the  pleasure  to  use 

in  a   long  time.  Seven  reels. — Horn  &   Morgan, 

Star  theatre.  Hay  Springs,  Neb. — Small  town 
patronage. 

A   THIEF  IN  PARADISE:  Ronald  Coleman 

  Very  good  picture.  Eight  reels. — Crosby 

Brothers,  Lily  theatre,  Buffalo,  N.  Y. — Neighbor- 
hood patronage. 

A   THIEF  IN  PARADISE:  Doris  Kenyon— A 

very  interesting  society  drama.  Beautiful  cos- 
tumes and  sets.  Good  photography.  Plenty  of 

comedy.  Moral  tone  not  so  good. — H.  F.  Jenk- 

ins, Community  theatre,  David  City,  Neb. — Gen- eral patronage. 

A   THIEF  IN  PARADISE:  Special  cast— Good 

attraction  and  will  please  good  clientele.  Adver- 

tising possibilities  good  and  good  paper. — E.  J . 

Reynolds,  Liberty  theatre,  Pasco,  Wash. — General 
patronage. 

IF  I   MABRY  AGAIN:  Special  cast— Business 

slow.  The  show  it  O.  K.— E.  J.  Reynolds,  Lib- 

erty  theatre,  Pasco,  Wash. — General  patronage. 

THE  TALKER:  Special  cast — An  excellent 

picture  with  a   notable  cast.  It  is  a   society  sex 

story  and  should  please  if  your  crowd  likes 
this  kind.  Mine  do  not  and  I   cannot  get  enough 

in  to  pay  expenses  on  them.  This  is  the  best  bit 

Stone  has  done  for  some  time.  Shirley  Mason’s 
acting  deserves  special  mention  and,  in  fact,  every 

member  of  the  cast  does  good  work,  Tully  Marsh- 

all injects  considerable  humor  in  the  first  reels. 
Eight  reels. — C.  H.  Moulton,  Bijou  theatre,  Beach, 
N.  D. — Small  town  patronage. 

FRIVOLOUS  SAL;  Special  cast— Good  pio- 

PLAYING  WITH  SOULS:  Special  cast— A 

very  fine  picture  for  your  adult  trade.  The  story 

is  a   little  snappy,  but  is  one  which  could  happen 

in  these'  hectic  days.  Nothing  vulgar  in  it,  but 
will  admit  it  is  a   little  spicy.  Many  good  com- 

ments. Seven  reels. — Wm.  E.  Tragsdorf,  Trags 

theatre,  Neillsville,  Wis. — Small  town  patronage. 

PLAYING  WITH  SOULS:  Special  cast— A 

very  nice  clean  picture.  Not  big  but  a   good 

ricture  lo  show.  Seven  reels. — E.  H.  Brechler, 

Opera  House,  Feniiimore,  Wis. — General  patron- 
age. 

THE  NECESSARY  EVIL;  Ben  Lyon— This 
picture  is  worth  showing  and  will  satisfy  most 

people.  Seven  reels. — E.  H.  Brechler,  Opera 

House,  Fennimore,  Wis. — General  patronage. 

SO  BIG:  Colleen  Moore — Good  business  and 

a   fine,  clean  entertaining  feature.  Colleen  is  a 

winner.  I   hope  she  keeps  her  pictures  as  clean 

as  Mary  Piokford.  Nine  reels. — L.  P.  Charles, 

Grand  theatre,  Chetek,  Wis. — General  patronage. 

SO  BIG:  Colleen  Moore — Used  this  Ash 

Wednesday  and  the  day  following,  but  the  church 

won.  Good  picture  to  poor  business.  Nine  reels. 

— Crosby  Brothers,  Lily  theatre,  Buffalo,  N.  Y. — 
Neighborhood  patronage. 

THE  PERFECT  FLAPPER:  Colleen  Moore— 

This  is  an  old  picture  but  very  good  and  liked 

by  everyone. — A.  Miellburget.  Union  Hall  theatre, 

Hanska,  Minn. — General  patronage. 

THE  UNGUARDED  HOUR:  Special  cast— 

Business  slow  on  this  one  but  quality  of  enter- 

tainment warranted  good  business.  Sills  hasn’t 
n   very  active  part,  but  does  what  he  is  called 
on  to  do  well.  Miss  Kenyon  sure  looks  peaches 

and  cream  in  this  one,  as  in  all  recent  First  Na- 
tionals. First  National  has  the  pictures,  speaking 

from  a   general  average  hit  basis,  and  the  New 
Orleans  office,  Mr.  Conner  and  Mr.  Vaeth,  sure 

strive  to  please.  Book  “The  Unguarded  Hour" 
and  boost  it  if  you  cater  to  a   society  picture 

crowd. — P.  E.  Morris,  Regent  theatre,  Indianola, 
Miss. — General  patronage. 

THE  SILENT  WATCHER:  Glenn  Hunter— 

Here’s  a   dandy  good  picture  that  pleased  all  but 
the  roughnecks.  Didn’t  get  a   crowd  for  some  un- 

known reason.  Seven  reels. — S.  G.  Ihde,  Photo- 

play theatre,  Ashland.  Kan. — Small  town  patron- age. 

flirting  with  LOVE;  Colleen  Moore — 

Just  another  very  good  program  picture.  Seven 

^aels. — James  LeRicheux,  Arcade  Theatre,  Cam- 
den, N.  Y. — General  patronage. 
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ture.  Good  acting.  Pleased  90  per  cent  of  the 

audience. — Roy  S.  Hammons,  Hardburly  theatre. 

Hardburly,  Ky. — Mining  town  patronage. 

THE  SEA  HAWK;  Milton  Sills — Very  very 

good.  Classed  with  “The  Covered  Wagon"  and 

“North  of  86.”  It's  old  but  it's  worth  running. 
Twelve  reels. — Warner  &   Wood,  Coliseum  the- 

atre, Edmore,  Mich. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  SEA  HAWK;  Milton  Sills— This  is  a 

great  picture.  Nice  business  first  night;  not  so 

good  second  night,  bucking  a   blizzard.  It  showed 

a   profit,  and  that's  going  some  for  this  weather. 
— Roy  W.  Adams,  Pastime  theatre.  Mason,  Mich. 
— General  patronage. 

NEW  TOYS:  Richard  Barthelmess — Poorest 

Barthelmess  picture  we  have  ever  played.  A   big 

disappointment.  Only  a   silly  comedy  drama.  Seven 

reels.  — R.  Pfeiffer,  Princess  theatre,  Chilton, 
Wis. — Small  town  patronage. 

QUO  VADIS:  Emil  Jannings — Excellent  for 

educated  class  who  know  the  book.  No  good  for 

houses  playing  to  small  town  working  class.  A 

great  picture  in  every  way  but  no  pull  here. 

Ten  reels. — G.  M.  Podley,  Bleich  theatre,  Owens- 
boro, Ky. — General  patronage. 

THE  MAKING  OF  O'MALLEY:  Special  cast 
— This  is  a   picture  that  you  will  be  proud  to 
stand  at  the  door  when  it  is  over  and  watch 

your  patrons  as  they  go  out.  It  pleased  almost 
100  per  cent  of  our  patrons.  Gives  us  more  like 

it  and  we  won't  be  broke  all  the  time.  Eight 
reels. — W.  J.  Shoup,  Be  Luxe  theatre,  Spearville, 
Kan. — Small  town  patronage. 

SINGLE  WIVES:  Special  cast — Appeals  to 

the  ladies.  A   good  story  with  morals. — Roy  S. 

Hammons,  Hardburly  theatre,  Hardburly,  Ky.   
Mining  town  patronage. 

THE  ONLY  WOMAN:  Special  cast — A   good 

picture  with  a   good  story. — Roy  S.  Hammons, 
Hardburly  theatre,  Hardburly,  Ky. — Mining  town 
patronage. 

THOSE  WHO  DANCE:  Special  cast — Good 

prohibition  picture  with  clever  story  running 

through.  Both  young  and  old  enjoyed  it.  Print 

fair.  Eight  reels. — H.  B.  Osborn,  Community 

theatre.  Mount  Hope,  Kan. — Small  town  patron- 
age. 

HER  HUSBANDS  SECRET:  Special  east— 

How  do  they  get  that  title?  We  would  like  to 

know  what  the  husband’s  secret  was.  Many 
walked  out.  Poor  picture.  Seven  reels. — John 

Stoll.  Lion  theatre.  Bellevue,  O.— Neighborhood 
patronage. 

Fox 

THE  JOHNSTOWN  FLOOD:  George  O’Brien 

— A   good  picture  with  the  best  flood  scenes 
screened  so  far.  Many  favorable  comments.  Sev- 

en reels. — John  Stoll,  Lion  theatre,  Bellevue,  O.   
Neighborhood  patronage. 

THUNDER  MOUNTAIN:  Madge  Bellamy- 
Good  Southern  story  of  the  mountains.  Inter- 

esting story.  Good  action,  tense  moments.  Good 
comments.— A.  F.  Jenkins,  Community  theatre, 
David  City,  Neb. — General  patronage. 

THUNDER  MOUNTAIN:  Madge  Bellamy — We 
bought  it  for  a   special  but  it  is  far  from  one. 
The  scenes  are  very  good,  with  few  laughs. 
Pleased  about  50  per  cent.  Seven  reels.— John 
Stoll,  Linwood  Square  theatre,  Norwalk,  0.   
Neighborhood  patronage. 

THE  YANKEE  SENOR:  Tom  Mix— A   very 
good  show,  right  up  to  the  Mix  standard.  The 
natural  color  with  the  Mexican  dances  is  won- 

derful. Tony  did  some  good  acting.  You  can- 
not go  wrong  on  this  one.  Five  reels. — John 

Still,  Lion  theatre.  Bellevue,  O. — Neighborhood 
patronage. 

THE  ROUGHNECK:  George  O'Brien — A   real 
good  picture  from  Fox.  Something  out  of  the 
ordinary  but  everyone  will  find  it  interesting. 
George  O’Brien  is  stepping  to  the  front  fast. 
Seven  reels.— M.  F.  Bodwell.  Paramount  theatre, 
Wyoming,  HI. — General  patronage. 

THE  ROUGHNECK:  George  O’Brien— Very 
satisfactory  feature.  Plenty  of  action  and  some 
beautiful  outdoor  shots.  Eight  reels.— E.  M.  Bid- 

dle. Strand  theatre,  Paoli,  Ind.— Small  town  pat- ronage. 

THE  ROUGHNECK:  George  O'Brien — Well, 
it's  pretty  rough.  No  good  at  the  box  office.— 
E.  J.  Reynolds,  Liberty  theatre,  Pasco.  Wash.   
General  patronage. 

THE  GOLDEN  STRAIN:  Madge  Bellamy — 
Good  picture.  Drew  about  average  program  busi- 

ness.— C.  R.  McHenry,  Rosewin  theatre,  Dallas, 
Texas. — Neighborhood  patronage. 
THE  DESERT  OUTLAW:  Buck  Jones— Just  a 

fair  Western.  Could  have  been  much  better  had 
it  been  properly  directed.  Six  reels.— Jos.  W. 

Special  to 
Colleen  Moore 

IRENE  (F.  N.):  Colleen  Moore — 
The  best  picture  we  have  had  this  year 
thus  far.  From  a   box  office  view  it 

is  a   super  drawing  card  and  with 

proper  exploitation  will  make  you 

plenty  of  dough.  Colleen  is  “made” 
in  this  territory.  We  dressed  the  cut- 

out dolls  in  Rashy  costumes  of  crepe 

and  tissue  paper  and  used  them  in  a 
window  display  and  went  in  heavy  on 

the  style  show  angle.  Thanks,  Col- 
leen, for  pepping  up  business.  Nine 

reels.— PACE  &   BOUMA,  Rialto, 
Pocahontas,  la. — Mixed  class. 

Springer,  Strand  theatre,  Elizabethtown,  Ind. — 
General  patronage. 

THE  BEST  BAD  MAN;  Tom  Mix — Very  good 

picture  but  different.  Well  liked.— H.  F.  Jenkins, 

Community  theatre,  David  City,  Neb. — General 
patronage. 

THE  BEST  BAD  MAN;  Tom  Mix — Tom  Mix 

has  lost  his  popularity  with  my  patrons,  as  the 
attendance  drops  off  when  I   play  his  pictures. 

Too  many  younger  and  better  looking  men  doing 
his  stuff  as  good  or  better.  Five  reels. — Ouster 

Garland,  Garden  theatre,  Frankfort,  Mich. — Small 
town  patronage. 

THE  BEST  BAD  MAN:  Tom  Mix — Had  good 
business  on  this  one,  but  keep  Mix  in  Westerns 

only,  Mr.  Fox ;   this  is  where  he  clicks  at  the  box 

office. — Jack  Davis,  State  theatre,  Tawas  City, 
Mich. — General  patronage. 

THE  PALACE  OF  PLEASURE:  Betty  Comp- 

son — Just  ordinary.  Six  reels — J.  S.  Walker, 
Texas  theatre.  Grand  Prairie,  Tex. — Small  town 
patronage. 

OVER  THE  HILL;  Mary  Carr — A   reissue  of 

one  of  the  finest  ever  made,  and  just  ns  good  as  it 

ever  was.  Had  never  been  shown  here  and  went 

over  fine.  Eleven  reels. — Guy  S.  Abbott,  Home- 

line  theatre,  Estclline,  S.  Dak. — Small  town  pat- 
ronage. 

OVER  THE  HILL;  Mary  Carr — Played  a   re- 

turn engagement  on  this.  Wonderful  picture  but 

business  was  very  poor. — R.  Pfeiffer,  Princess 

theatre,  Chilton,  Wis. — Small  town  patronage. 

OVER  THE  HILL:  Special  cast — Reissue.  Ter- 

rible weather  and  just  passable  business.  Ought 

to  go  over  under  favorable  conditions. — Roy  W. 

Adams,  Pastime  theatre,  Mason,  Mich. — General 

patronage. 

THE  FIGHTING  HEART;  George  O’Brien— 
This  one  pleased  my  patrons.  Fight  scenes  very 
good.  Fox  calls  this  a   special,  but  it  is  not,  al- 

though it  is  a   very  good  program  picture. — Jack 

Davis,  State  theatre,  Tawas  City,  Mich. — General 

patronage. 

THE  TIMBER  WOLF:  Buck  Jones— Another 

very  good  Jones  picture  to  big  business.  Keep 
up  the  good  work.  Buck,  and  you  will  soon  be  as 
good,  if  not  a   better,  drawing  card  than  Tom 
Mix.  Stick  to  the  Westerns  and  keep  your  good 

looking  young  ladies.  Six  reels. — R.  Pfeiffer, 

Princess  theatre,  Chilton,  Wis. — Small  town  pat- ronage. 

THE  CYCLONE  RIDER:  Special  cast— In  my 

opinion  it  was  a   very  poor  picture,  but  it  seemed 

to  please  my  Saturday  night  crowd.  A   good  auto- 
mobile race  was  about  the  only  good  thing  in  It. 

Poorly  directed.  The  hero  gets  right  out  of  his 
sick  bed  where  he  has  been  for  weeks  and  licks 

six  men  twice  his  size.  Why  do  they  do  it?  Seven 

reels. — Jos.  W.  Springer,  Strand  theatre,  Eliza- 
bethtown, Ind. — General  patronage. 

THE  LUCKY  HORSESHOE;  Tom  Mix— Good 

picture  but  a   disappointment  to  the  Mix  fans  on 
account  of  too  much  costume  stuff.  Wish  Mix 

would  lay  off  this  kind  of  stuff  and  give  us  more 

real  Westerns.  Five  reels. — O.  F.  Craig,  Royal 

theatre,  Newark,  Ark. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  LUCKY  HORSESHOE:  Tom  Mix— This  is 

a   good  entertaining  picture.  Has  a   dream  por- 
tion in  it  that  is  full  of  comedy  and  thrills  and 

the  story  gives  Tom  a   chance  to  lick  a   dozen  men 

as  usual  and  pleases. — .Chas.  Lee  Hyde,  Grand 

theatre,  Pierre.  S.  D. — General  patronage. 

THE  CONNECTICUT  YANKEE:  Harry  Myers 

—   Reissue.  This  has  been  cut  down  to  seven 
reels,  but  ail  the  laughs  are  there,  and  some  new 

titles.  Drew  fairly  well  and  pleased. — Roy  W. 

Adams,  Pastime  theatre,  Mason,  Mich. — General 
patronage. 
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OH  you  TONY:  Tom  Mix-One  of  Tom's  old 
ones,  but  a   good  one.  Six  reels. — S.  c   Bav 
Globe  theatre.  Buena  Vista,  Va.— Q«nerh 

ronage. OH  YOU  TONY;  Tom  Mix— A   fair  picture  but 
not  up  to  the  Mix  standard.  Not  enough  action 
to  please  fans.  Seven  reels. — M.  F.  Bodwell 
Paramount  theatre,  Wyoming.  111. — General  nat^ 

ronage. 
THE  LAST  OF  THE  DUANES:  Tom  MU-A 

Western  with  a   kick.  Tom  plays  the  part  of  a 
real  he  man.  Small  town  exhibitors,  book  this 
one.— Roy  S.  Hammons.  Hardburly  theatre,  Hard- 

burly, Ky. — Mining  town  patronage. 
KENTUCKY  PRIDE;  Special  cast — Just  a 

wonderful  feature.  Big  plot,  fast  races,  and 
thrills,  too,  galore.  Paper  fine.  Seven  reels.— 
A.  0.  Lambert,  Monticello  Opera  House,  ?donti- 

cello,  la. — General  patronage. 
THE  MAN  WHO  PLAYED  SQUARE:  Buck 

Jones — Good.  Plenty  of  action  and  a   fair  story. 
Seven  reels. — V/.  R.  Catlow,  Auditorium  theatre] 
Barrington,  111. — General  patronage. 
DANTE’S  INFERNO;  Special  cast— My  advice 

to  anyone  having  this  picture  booked  is  to  pay 
them  and  let  them  keep  it,  because  if  I   had  it 

to  do  over  again  I   wouldn’t  consider  it  worth  the 
express  charges.  Most  of  my  patrons  left  after 
the  first  reel  and  what  few  remained  wondered 
what  it  was  all  about.  Our  crowd  was  small  so 

many  thanks  for  that.  I   kept  hid  after  the  show 
was  out.  Was  afraid  to  show  myself  for  fear 
someone  would  murder  me.  When  you  play  this 

one  you  want  to  take  a   trip  to  the  woods  so  you 

won’t  be  there  after  it’s  over  or  you  might  come 
up  missing.  Six  reels. — M.  F.  Bodwell,  Para- 

mount theatre,  Wyoming,  111. — General  patronage. 

?iletxO“Goldwyn-Mayer 
THE  BLACKBIRD:  Lon  Chaney — Best  of 

all  Chaney  features.  Give  Lon  some  more  crook 

plays  playing  as  his  natural  self.  Seven  reels. — 
A.  O.  Lambert,  Monticello  Opera  House,  Monti- 

ceilo,  la. — General  patronage. 

BRIGHT  LIGHTS:  •   Charles  Ray — Good  pic- 
ture that  should  please  any  audience.  Six  reels. 

— Crosby  Brothers,  Lily  theatre,  Buffalo,  N.  Y. — 
Neighborhood  patronage. 

BRIGHT  LIGHTS:  Special  cast — Good  snappy 

show.  Lots  of  overdrawn  comedy.  A   fair  pleaser. 

— J.  Winninger,  Palace  theatre,  Waupaca,  Wis.— 
General  patronage. 

BRIGHT  LIGHTS :   Special  oast — It  fooled  me. 

Here  is  a   picture  crammed  and  jammed  with 

entertainment  qualities.  Mies  Stark  not  rais-cast, 
as  some  have  reported.  She  plays  her  part  to 

perfection,  as  does  also  Charles  Ray.  Humor  and 

fun  predominate,  although  there  is  good  drama 

in  it  too.  Not  a   special  but  a   darn  good  pro- 

gram picture.  Show  it.  Seven  reels. — P.  E. 

Morris,  Regent  theatre.  Indianola,  Miss. — Gen- eral patronage. 

BRIGHT  LIGHTS:  Charles  Ray— Book  it. 

you’ll  make  no  mistake.  He  draws  the  crowd. — 
C.  C.  Bisbee.  Columbia  theatre,  Poynette,  Wis,— General  patronage. 

SALLY,  IRENE  AND  MARY:  Special  cast— 
Was  bit  disappointed  in  this.  A   little  touchy  for 

small  trade  but  drew  well.  Six  reels. — W.  R- 

Catlow,  Auditorium  theatre,  Barrington,  111.— 
General  patronage. 

SALLY,  IRENE  AND  MARY:  Sally  O’Neill 
— A   very  good  picture  showing  the  experiences 
of  three  show  girls,  namely  Sally,  Irene  and 
Mary,  A   well  chosen  cast.  A   smooth  running 

story  with  touches  o!  comedy  and  pathos.  Busi- 
ness very  good.  A   little  spicy  but  nothing  to 

offend.  Well  handled.  Six  reels.- R.  Pfeiffer, 

Princess  theatre.  Chilton,  Wis. — Small  town  pat- 
ronage. 

DON’T;  Sally  O’Neill — Don’t  make  the  mis- 
take I   did.  Get  busy  and  tell  them  it's  a   corking 

good  comedy.  You  can  advertise  all  you  like 

and  the  picture  will  stand  it. — E.  J.  Reynolds. 

Liberty  theatre,  Pasco,  Wash. — General  patronage. 

HIS  SECRETARY;  Norma  Shearer — A   first 
rate  entertainment.  Just  the  thing  for  a   Sunday 

audience. — J.  Winninger,  Palace  theatre,  Wau- 
paca, Wis. — General  patronage. 

HIS  SECRETARY;  Norma  Shearer — Couldn’t 
ask  for  better.  Drew  well  and  pleased.  Seven 

reels. — W.  R.  Catlow,  Auditorium  theatre,  Barr- 
ington, 111. — General  patronage. 

HIS  SECRETARY;  Norma  Shearer— A   very 

good  comedy  drama,  although  not  an  ideal  piC' 
tore  for  small  town  theatres.  Seven  reels. — B. 

Pfeiffer,  Princess  theatre,  Chilton,  Wis. — Small 
town  patronage. 

EXCUSE  ME:  Conrad  Nagel — This  seemed 
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to  go  over  in  fair  style,  but  personally 
 I   can’t  see 

that  guy  Nagel  as  a   star.  Norma  Shea
rer  _is 

rest.  Believe  it  pleased  the  bunch,  though,  as 

I   did  a   nice  business  with  it. — Vick  Mi
llward. 

Harris  theatre,  Bancroft,  Idaho. — Small  tow
n  pat- 

ronage. 

the  masked  BEIDE;  Mas  Murray — A   good 

nrogram  picture,  nothing  to  brag  about.—
 J.  Win- 

ninger.  Palace  theatre.  Waupaca,  Wis. — 
General 

patronage. 

the  masked  BRIDE:  Mae  Murray — This 

13  not  an  unusually  big  picture,  but  it’s  got  r
eal 

entertainment  packed  in  it.  Mae  Murray  is 

still  the  artist  and  her  work  in  this  is  very  good. 

Bushman  very  good,  too.  I’d  be  inclined  to  play 

Mae's  pictures  for  my  own  enjoyment  even  if 

business  would  not  justify  them,  but  then  folks 

generally  like  her  so  I   win  both  ways. — P.  
E. 

Morris,  Regent  theatre,  Indianola,  Miss. — General 

patronage. 

THE  GREAT  LOVE;  Special  cast— The  great- 
est we  ever  had  on  the  screen.  Can  you  imagine 

an  elephant  loving  a   person  and  chasing  him 

from  place  to  place?  Well  that’s  "The  Great 
Love”  and  you  should  have  heard  the  few  that 
came  loving  me.  You  have  heard  about  the  bull 

dog,  so  homely  he  was  pretty.  This  was  so  rotten 

it  was  good. — E.  J.  Reynolds,  Liberty  theatre, 

Pasco,  Wash. — Genera!  patronage. 

SOUL  MATES:  Aileen  Pringle — This  is  a 

very  good  picture.  Will  hold  interest  all  the  way 

through.  Very  good  for  Sunday.  Six  reels. — 

A.  0.  Lambert,  Monticeilo  Opera  House.  Monti- 

cello,  la. — General  patronage. 

SOUL  MATES:  Special  cast — Here  is  a   very 

good  comedy  drama.  Takes  good  for  any  night. 

Pleased  all  that  saw  it.  Six  reels. — B.  R.  Par- 

sons, Grand  theatre,  Springfield,  Minn.— General 
patronage. 

SUN  UP:  Conrad  Nagel,  Pauline  Stark — 

Very  good  picture  with  plenty  of  action  and  a 

good  story.  Six  reels. — Crosby  Brothers,  Lily 

theatre,'  Buffalo,  N.  Y. — 'Neighborhood  patronage. 

TIME  THE  COMEDIAN;  All  star  cast— A 

fair  program  offering  with  Theodore  Kosloff  doing 

some  clowning  that  could  be  eliminated.  Five 

leels. — Crosby  Brothers,  Lily  theatre,  Buffalo, .   N. 

Y. — Neighborhood  patronage. 

GO  WEST;  Buster  Keaton — A   good  comedy 

featuring  Brown  Eyes,  a   bovine  comedienne  of 

DO  mean  ability.  Seven  reels. — Pace  and  Bouma, 

Rialto  theatre,  Pocahontas,  la. — Mixed  class. 

THE  MIDSHIPMAN:  Ramon  Navarro— Good 
picture  with  plenty  of  comedy.  Pleased  and  drew 

good.  Seven  reels. — Crosby  Brothers,  Lily  the- 

atre, Buffalo,  N.  Y. — ^Neighborhood  patronage. 

THE  MIDSHIPMAN:  Ramon  Navarro— Very 

good  indeed.  Eentertaining  and  a   good  Box  Office 

picture. — C.  R.  McHenry,  Rosewin  Theatre,  Dal- 

las, Texas. — Neighborhood  patronage. 

THE  MERRY  WIDOW:  Mas  Murray — Pic- 

ture good  for  large  cities  but  failed  completely 
for  me.  I   enjoyed  the  picture  very  much  myself. 

Eight  reels. — W.  R.  Catlow,  Auditorium  theatre, 

Barrington,  111. — Genera!  patronage. 

SO  THIS  IS  MARRIAGE;  EXCUSE  ME;  Good 

show  but  no  drawing  power. — S.  J.  Reynolds, 

Liberty  theatre,  Pasco,  Wash. — General  patron- 
age. 

THE  SILENT  ACCUSER:  Peter  The  Greet 

—A  very  good  dog  picture,  but  only  fair  com- 

ment. A   good  program  picture.  Six  reels. — 

P.  A.  Millhouse,  Star  Theatre,  Sumner,  Neb. — 
Small  town  patronage. 

THE  SPORTING  VENUS:  Special  cast— Not 

much  to  this  one. — E.  J.  Reynolds,  Liberty  the- 

atre, Pasco,  Wash. — General  patronage. 

_   THE  DIXIE  HANDICAP :   Special  cast— Be- 
lieve this  came  as  near  going  over  100  per  cent 

aa  any  I   have  had  for  a   long  time.  Started  out 

with  an  Our  Gang  comedy  and  the  house  fairly 

bubbled  all  ihixsugh  the  performance.  They  went 

out  chuckling  and  they  talked  about  it  for  a 

week.  I   heartily  enjoyed  it  myself,  and  that’s 
saying  a   lot  for  one  as  consistently  grouchy  hs 

I   am. — Vick  Millward,  Harris  theatre,  Bancroft, 
Idaho — Small  town  patronage. 

the  unholy  THREE:  Lon  Chaney— Very 

eood  picture  to  fair  business.  Six  reels. — Crosby 

Brothers,  Lily  theatre,  Buffalo,  N.  Y. — Neighbor- 
hood patronage. 

THE  UNHOLY  THREE:  Lon  Chaney— As 

good  as  they  make  them.  Buy  and  boost. — Mrs. 

^ay  1.  Clark,  Capitol  Theatre,  Hillsboro.  Iowa. — 
Small  town  patronage. 

JANICE  MEREDITH:  Marion  Davies— This 

is  practically  the  best  show  we  have  had 

-aro;  have  only  been  open  one  year.  Print  good 

Special  to ISorma  Shearer 

HIS  SECRETARY  (M.-G.-M.) : 
Norma  Shearer — How  can  yon  do  it, 
Norma?  Who’d  ever  believed  it  was 
you  in  the  early  scenes?  But  when 

you  stepped  out  of  the  “shoppe,”  well 
that’s  diSerent  and  it’s  you.  No  mis- 

taking that.  Williard  Louis  and  Lew 
Cody  both  were  excellent  in  this  and 
Miss  Shearer  never  better  or  more 

beautiful.  Here’s  one  for  your  high 
class  crowd.  One  that  you  can  stand 
at  the  door  as  they  come  out  and  let 

them  tell  you,  “Thai’s  fine,  wonderful 
picture,  etc.”  Seven  reels. — P.  E. 
MORRIS,  Regent  theatre,  Indianola, 
Miss. — General  patronage. 

and  Marion  takes  her  part  dandy.  Good  pictui’C 
for  foreign  settlements  as  it  shows  everything  we 

hav3  read  in  history  about  our  great  U.  S.  A. 

Business  good. — Jos.  Sandhoefer,  Kimbery  Club, 

Kimberly,  Wis. — General  patronage. 

JANICE  MEREDITH:  Special  cast — Long 
show  but  holds  interest  throughout.  Eleven  reels. 

— Mrs.  Fay  I.  Clark,  Capitol  Theatre,  Hillsboro, 
Iowa. — Small  town  patronage. 

EXCHANGE  OF  WIVES:  All  star  cast— 

Good  comedy  well  received.  Seven  reels. — Crosby 

Brothers,  Lily  theatre,  Buffalo,  N.  Y. — Neighbor- 
hood patronage. 

YOLANDA:  Marion  Davies — Normal  Sunday 
business.  Good  show  and  one  that  anyone  but 

a   roughneck  would  enjoy.  Ten  reels. — E,  J. 

Reynolds,  Liberty  theatre.  Pasco,  Wash. — General 

patronage. 

ZANDER  THE  GREAT:  Marion  Davies — 
Good  picture  but  film  very  dark  in  spots.  Should 

please  the  western  fans.  Seven  reels. — Crosby 

Brothers,  Lily  theatre,  Buffalo;  N.  Y. — Neighbor- 
hood patronage. 

THE  SNOB:  Norma  Shearer — This  picture 

will  go  over  in  any  small  town.  Plenty  of  com- 

edy. Paper  not  so  good.  Six  reels. — A.  O. 
Lambert,  Monticeilo  Opera  House,  Monticeilo.  la. 
— General  patronage. 

HE  WHO  GETS  SLAPPED:  Lon  Chaney— 

This  is  a   rather  old  picture  but  it’s  theme  and 
the  acting  of  Lon  Chaney  make  it  an  outstanding 

picture. — J.  Winninger,  Palace  theatre.  Waupaca, 
Wis. — General  patronage. 

HE  WHO  GETS  SLAPPED;  Lon  Chaney— 
This  is  no  good  for  small  town.  Really  no  plot 

to  the  story  to  amount  to  much.  Business  poor. 

— Jos.  Sandhoefer,  Kimberly  Club,  Kimberly,  Wis. 
— General  patronage. 

HE  WHO  GETS  SLAPPED:  Lon  Chaney— 
Seldom  do  I   run  a   picture  which  pleases  me  as 
(lid  this  one.  A   trifle  sad  in  some  spots,  but 

acting  of  Chaney  wonderful.  Used  this  on  Sun- 
day night  and  am  sorry  that  more  did  not  see 

it. — Vick  Millward,  Harris  theatre,  Bancroft, 
Idaho. — Small  town  patronage. 

REVELATION:  Viola  Dana— This  picture 

seemed  to  satisfy  our  patrons,  as  we  received  no 

demonstrations  of  dissatisfaction.  Seven  reels. — 
Giacoma  Bros.,  Crystal  theatre.  Tombstone,  Arlz. 
— General  patronage. 

REVELATION:  Viola  Dana — Very  good.  If 

you  haven't  played  this  one,  get  it.  It’s  a 
•'super"  along  some  of  the  present  so-called  spe- 

cials. Stars  do  wonderful  work.  Nine  reels. — 
Lester  N.  Leek,  Club  House  Theatre,  Jackson, 

Wyoming. — General  patronage. 

THE  SPOILERS:  Milton  Sills — This  one  drew 

a   good  house  and  pleased  all  of  them.  Milton 

Sills  does  fine  work.  Eight  reels. — Lester  N. 

Leek,  Club  House  Theatre,  Jackson,  Wyoming. — 
General  patronage. 
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LIGHTS  OP  OLD  BROADWAY:  Marion  Da- 

vies— Good  picture  for  the  Irish  but  pleased  every- 

one here.  Six  reels. — W.  R.  Catlow,  Auditorium 

theatre,  Bnrrinsrton,  III. — General  i>atronage. 

THE  WHITE  SISTER:  Lillian  Gish— Oh. 
what  a   treat.  Showed  to  capacity  hou-se  and 

pleased  all.  If  you  haven’t  played  this  one,  get 
it.  Price  right  and  film  good.  Several  regular 

patrons  told  ticketsellor  that  it  was  the  best  pic- 

ture they  had  ever  seen.  Eleven  reels. — Lester 

N.  Leek,  Club  House  Theatre,  Jackson,  Wyom- 

ing.— General  patronage. 

THE  WHITE  MONKEY:  Barbara  La  Marr 

— This  is  my  last  La  Man-  picture.  Had  read  the 
bad  reports  so  was  rather  skeptical  of  this  one. 

Nevertheless,  it  went  over  fine  here.  Good  box 

ofTice  picture  that  pleased.  Seven  reels. — W.  M. 

Obrecht,  Scenic  Theatre,  Rolfe,  Iowa. — General 
patronage. 

HIS  HOUR:  Special  cast — Normal  business. 

Just  a   fair  show.— E.  J.  Reynolds,  Liberty  the- 

atre, Pasco,  Wash. — General  patronage. 

HIS  HOUR:  John  Gilbert — Didn't  care  much 
for  this.  Sister  Glyn  does  not  have  any  great 

following  here.  Acting  of  Gilbert  fine,  but  who 

wants  Russian  pictures  anyway?  Six  reels. — 
Vick  Millward,  Harris  theatre,  Bancroft,  Idaho. 

Small  town  patronage. 

UNSEEING  EYES:  Special  cast—Would  class 

this  as  about  an  ordinary  program.  Some  won- 
derful scenes  of  snow  and  blizzards.  Story  not 

consistent.  Nine  reels. — Lester  N.  Leek,  Club 

House  Theatre,  Jackson,  Wyoming. — General  pat- 
ronage. 

THE  RAGMAN:  Jackie  Coogan — Real  show. 

Has  a   good  audience  appeal. — Mrs.  Fay  I.  Clark, 

Capitol  Theatre,  Hillsboro,  Iowa. — Small  town 
patronage. 

Paramount 

BEHIND  THE  FRONT:  Special  cast— It's  a 
wow  with  a   capital  W.  One  of  the  best  comedies 
1   ever  showed.  Step  on  it,  brother  exhibitors. 

Six  reels. — A.  J.  Suszyeki,  Majestic  theatre,  Maus- 

ton,  Wis. — General  patronage. 

THE  SONG  AND  DANCE  MAN;  Bessie  Love 

— An  excellent  program  picture  that  was  well 
liked  but  business  off  due  to  blizzard.  Many 
comments  on  the  clever  story,  which  is  taken 

from  George  M.  Cohan’s  stage  play  of  a   few 
years  ago.  Seven  reels. — Pace  &   Bouma,  Rialto 

theatre.  Pocahontas,  la. — Mixed  class. 

THE  SONG  AND  DANCE  MAN:  Special  cast 

— This  is  a   highbrow  comedy  and  drama  and 

didn’t  please  my  people.  The  story  deals  with 
characters  that  are  not  known  to  people  outside 

of  New  York  City. — Chas.  Lee  Hyde,  Grand  thea- 

tre, Pierre,  S.  D. — General  patronage. 

THE  WANDERER;  Special  cast — Great  Bibli- 

cal story.  Wonderful  production  effects.  Splen- 
did cast.  Work  of  Greta  Nissen  very  good.  Col- 

lier nothing  to  rave  about.  Couldn’t  make  you 

fall  for  him  at  all.  I   guess  it's  what  you’d  call 

a   "credit  to  the  industry.”  Paid  real  money  for 
it,  but  didn’t  knock  ’em  dead  at  the  box  office. — 
P.  E.  Morris,  Regent  theatre.  Indianola,  Miss. — 
General  patronage. 

MANNEQUIN:  Alice  Joyce — ^Here's  one  that 

didn't  draw,  I   think  because  of  its  title.  "Lib- 

erty” doesn’t  appear  to  be  extremely  popular 
down  here.  But  the  picture  pleased  an  unusually 
high  percentage.  If  you  have  it  coming  tell  your 

folks  about  it.  Seven  reels. — J.  S.  Walker.  Texas 

theatre.  Grand  Prairie,  Tex. — Small  town  patron- 
age. 

MANNEQUIN :   Special  cast — A   very  good  pic- 
ture. Trial  scene  wonderful.  Good  entertain- 

ment and  well  worth  playing.  A   Sunday  pro- 

gram. Seven  reels. — M.  F.  Bodwell.  Paramount 

theatre,  Wyoming,  111. — General  patronage. 

MANNEQUIN:  Dolores  Costello — Good  picture. 

Pleased  all  who  saw  it.  Not  very  good  at  box 

office,  though.  Seven  reels. — W.  R.  Catlow,  Audi- 

torium theatre,  Barrington,  III. — General  patron- 
age. 

THE  AMERICAN  VENUS:  Esther  Ralston— 

Girls  in  bathing  suits,  a   fashion  show,  and  "Miss 

America”  pulled  them  in  fairly  well  considering 
Lent.  Story  weak  but  color  scones  good.  Of  its 

kind,  a   pleasing  comedy  with  appeal  for  the  ladies 

and  their  boy  friends,  too.  Eight  reels. — G.  M. 

Pedley,  Empress  theatre,  Owensboro.  Ky. — Better 
class. 

IRISH  LUCK:  Thomas  Melghan— A   splendid 

picture.  Good  clean  story.  Cast  fine.  Satisfied 

100  per  cent.  This  is  the  kind  of  picture  it  is  a 

pleasure  to  run.  Give  us  more  like  it  and  we 

will  all  stay  in  business. — Bert  Silver,  Silver 

Family  theatre.  Greenville.  Mich.— General  pat- 
ronage. 

Special  to Esther  Ralston 

THE  AMERICAN  VENUS  (Para.): 

Esther  Ralston — Here  is  the  sort  of 

picture  that  gives  a   fellow  real  pleas- 
ure to  show.  Notice  that  most  ex- 

hibitors are  billing  this  as  a   special 

with  Miss  Lanphier.  I   didn't  do 
that,  but  sold  ray  patrons  on  the 

beauty  angle,  plus  Miss  Ralston  as  the 

star.  Miss  Ralston  doesn’t  have  to 
take  a   back  seat  for  any  Miss  Amer- 

ica. She  looks  and  acts  like  a   mil- 

lion in  this  one,  and  in  the  colored 
sequences  she  simply  dazzles  the 
mind  and  eye.  If  your  folks  like 

dressed  up  shows,  plus  a   good  story, 

plus  fine  direction  and  splendid  act- 
ing, then  give  them  this  one,  and 

charge  your  highest  scale.  It  will 

stand  it.  Miss  Ralston,  I’d  like  one  of 
your  autographed  photos,  please,  for 

the  box  office.  Eight  reels. — P.  E. 
MORRIS,  Regent  theatre,  Indsanola, 
Miss. — General  patronage. 

LOVERS  IN  QUARANTINE;  Bebe  Daniels— A 
very  nice  little  comedy  drama.  Seven  reels. — E. 

H.  Brechler,  Opera  House,  Fennirnore,  Wis. — 
General  patronage. 

LOVERS  IN  QUARANTINE:  Bebe  Daniels- 

Good,  only  there  were  too  many  pajama  scenes. 
Bebe  Daniels  too  clever  a   star  to  need  that  kind 

of  stuff.  In  fact  none  of  them  need  the  old  bed- 

room hokum  if  their  directors  would  use  their 

brains  they  are  paid  for  having.  Witness  the  best 

comedy  hits  of  the  year — Without  bedroom  or 

bath.  Six  reels. — ^P.  G.  Estee,  S.  T.  theatre, 
Parker,  S.  D. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  SPLENDID  CRIME:  Bebe  Daniels— A 

fine  program  picture.  Clean  and  entertaining. — 
Bert  Silver,  Silver  Family  theatre,  Greenville, 
Mich. — General  patronage. 

THE  ANCIENT  HIGHWAY:  Special  cast— 

This  James  Oliver  Curwood  story  makes  a   splen- 
did picture.  Drew  big  business.  The  work  of 

the  entire  cast  was  admirable.  Seven  reels. — 

B.  M.  Biddle,  Strand  theatre,  Paoli,  Ind. — Small 
town  patronage. 

THE  ANCIENT  HIGHWAY:  Special  cast— 

Very  good  offering.  Scenery  great.  Will  please 
any  audience.  Good  for  Sunday.  Will  stand  in- 

crease in  admission.  Seven  reels. — ^Kunstad- 

Becker,  Princess  theatre,  Guttenberg,  la. — Gen- 
eral patronage. 

PATHS  TO  PARADISE:  Raymond  Griffith- 

Wonderful  picture,  high  class  comedy  that  pleased 
100  per  cent.  Give  us  more  like  this  one.  Grif- 

fith has  it  on  them  all  when  it  comes  to  comedy. 

— H.  D.  McChesney,  Princess  theatre,  Crandon, 
Wis. — General  patronage. 

PATHS  TO  PARADISE:  Raymond  Griffith — A 

very  pleasing  fast  moving  crook  comedy  drama. 

Not  a   dull  moment.  Seven  reels. — ^Hunstad-Beck- 
er.  Princess  theatre,  Guttenberg,  la. — General 
patronage. 

THE  KING  ON  MAIN  STREET:  Adolph  Men- 

jou — This  is  a   very  clever  picture  but  a   little 
over  the  heads  of  those  who  seek  comedy  of  a 

brighter  nature  and  not  so  light.  Menjou  poses 
his  way  through  very  well.  Not  a   special  but  an 

ordinary  program. — P.  B.  Morris,  Regent  theatre, 
Indianola,  Miss. — General  patronage. 

THE  LIGHT  OF  WESTERN  STARS:  Special 

cast — Good  picture,  business  good,  just  the  right 
type  of  picture  for  small  town.  Brought  in  peo- 

ple who  hadn’t  been  to  theatre  in  months.  Seven 
reels. — James  LeRicheux,  Arcade  theatre,  Camden, 
N.  Y.^ — General  patronage. 

THE  LIGHT  OF  WESTERN  STARS:  Special 

east — Well  acted  but  it’s  a   poor  story  from  the 
pen  of  Zane  Grey.  No  draw.  Fair  pleaser. — 
J.  Winninger,  Palace  theatre,  Waupaca,  Wis. — 
General  patronage. 

MISS  BLUEBEARD:  Bebe  Daniels — This  would 
have  been  better  for  us  if  Raymond  Griffith  had 

been  adveijtised  as  lead,  for  he  was  all  the  show. 
Bebe  does  not  draw  for  us. — Kowe  &   Cramer, 

Royal  theatre,  Gardner,  Kan. — General  patronage. 

MISS  BLUEBEARD:  Bebe  Daniels — Poor  pic- 

ture for  the  small  town.  Poor  drawing  power. — 
Roy  S.  Hammons,  Hardburly  theatre,  Hardburly, 
Ky. — ^Mining  town  patronage. 

THE  COAST  OP  FOLLY;  Gloria  Swanson— 
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the  mother  part.  I   really  think  it  about  the  wS5 

I   ever  saw.  Bight  reels.— A.  J.  Stegeall  ^ 

theatre,  Fayette.  la.— General  patronage  ’   ̂    ̂ ■THE  COA^  OF  FOLLY:  Gloria  Swanson- Lots  of  opinions  on  this.  Gloria,  as  the  mother was  in  my  estimation  the  weeds.  Others  said  „ 
great  piece  of  acting  Seemed  to  please  most  of 
them,  though,  and  that’s  all  I   care  about  Siv r<Mls.— Vick  Millward,  Harris  theatre.  Bancroft 

Idaho. — Small  town  patronage.  ' THE  MAN  WHO  FOUND  HIMSELF:  Thoma., 
Meighan — ^This  Booth  Tarkington  story  made  a 
very  pleasing  picture  and.  as  Meighan  is  a   favo. rite  here,  it  drew  better  than  average  business 

Seven  reels.— E.  M.  Biddle,  Strand  theatre.  Paoli' 

Ind. — Gmail  town  patronage.  ' WILD  HORSE  MESA;  Special  cast— Very 
good  Zane  Grey  story,  and  while  it  is  a   V/estem 
it  did  some  extra  business.  Not  a   special  but 
better  than  usual  Westerns.— H.  D.  McChesney 

Princess  theatre,  Crandon,  Wis.— General  patron’ 

age. 
HE  S   A   PRINCE:  Raymond  Griffith— Mr 

Small  Town  Exhibitor,  if  your  patrons  like  com- 
edy this  will  knock  them  off  their  seats.  It  was 

a   riot  here.  Griffith  is  the  coming  comedian  of 
the  screen.  Lloyd  and  Chaplin  had  better  look  to 
their  laurels.  Six  reels.— B.  M.  Biddle.  Strand 
theatre,  Paoli,  Ind. — Small  town  patronage. 
THE  GOLDEN  PRINCESS;  Betty  Bronson- 

Good  Western  comedy  drama  that  will  get  you  by 

very  nicely.  Seven  reels. — Hunstad-Becker.  Prin- 
cess theatre,  Guttenberg,  la. — General  patronage. 
KISS  FOR  CINDERELLA:  Betty  Bronson   

A   pretty  picture  that  is  worth  about  half  what 
"Peter  Pan”  was  worth  to  you,  and  notice  I 

didn’t  say  what  you  paid  for  “Peter  Pan."  It 
broke  my  house  record  for  doing  a   bigger  flop 
the  second  night  than  any  show  I   have  shown 

since  I   started  running  a   theatre.  It  just  isn’t 
entertainment.  It  may  be  fine  but  they  don't 
like  it.  with  the  result  that  no  one  came  the 

second  night. — Chas.  Lee  Hyde,  Grand  theatre, 
Pierre,  S.  D. — General  patronage. 

THE  TROUBLE  WITH  WIVES:  Special  cast 

— An  excellent  comedy  drama  that  drew  excep- 
tionally well.  Seven  reels. — S.  G.  Ihde,  Photoplay 

theatre,  Ashland,  Kan.— Small  town  patronage. 

COBRA;  Rudolph  Valentino — A   no  'count  pic- 
ture as  far  as  box  office  is  concerned,  but  the 

cast  made  an  honest  effort  to  make  a   picture  and 

if  the  thing  is  sold  to  you  on  an  honest  basis, 

you  will  probably  make  money  with  it,  but  the 
honest  facts  of  the  situation  with  me  is  that  I 

paid  more  than  average  rental  for  it  and  did 

less  than  average  business.  Seven  reels. — W.  H. 

Brenner,  Cozy  theatre,  Winchester,  Ind. — General 
patronage. 

SEVEN  KEYS  TO  BALDPATE:  Douglas  Mac- 

Lean — Opinion  divided  on  this  picture.  Some  said 

fine,  others  said  nothing  to  it.  Seven  reels. — 

A.  J.  Steggall,  Cozy  theatre,  Fayette,  la. — Gen- eral patronage. 

THE  AIR  MAIL;  Special  cast — Very  good  story 
of  U.  S.  air  mail  service.  Pleased  everyone.  What 

more  can  we  ask? — H.  D.  McChesney,  Princess 

theatre,  Crandon,  Wis. — General  patronage. 

THE  CROWDED  HOUR;  Bebe  Daniels— A   very 
good  picture.  Acting  well  done  and  Bebe  is  a 
good  drawing  card.  Bebe  is  almost  as  good  a 

drawing  card  as  Gloria  used  to  be.  Seven  reels. 

— M.  P.  Bodwell,  Paramount  theatre,  Wyoming, 
III. — General  patronage. 

A   MAN  MUST  LIVE:  Richard  Dix— Richard 
Dix  well  liked  here.  This  picture  very  good  but 

not  as  good  as  “Manhandled.”  Don't  know  the 
reason  for  so  small  a   crowd.  I   guess  they  are 

getting  sick  of  Paramount  pictures.  Seven  reels. 

— Sehaghticoke  Amusement  Assn.,  Odd  Fellows 
Hall,  Sehaghticoke,  N.  Y. — General  patronage. 

HANDS  UP:  Raymond  Griffith — ^Very  enter- 

taining comedy  which  pleased  everybody,  espe- 

cially the  Raymond  Griffith  fans.  The  trouble- 
some situation  of  a   man  in  love  with  two  women 

was  cleverly  solved  by  the  appearance  of  Brigham 
Young  on  the  scene  and  reflects  credit  on  the 

author.  It’s  a   burlesque.  Six  reels. — ^A.  J.  Gib- 
bons. Elite  theatre,  Metropolis,  111. — General  pat- ronage. 

THE  BOEDER  LEGION:  Special  cast— All 
Zane  Grey  pictures  take  here,  although  some  bet- 

ter than  others.  This  was  average  and  had  sev- 
eral good  punch  scenes.  Cast  just  ordinary. 

Seven  reels. — Horn  Ss  Morgan,  Star  theatre,  Hay 
Springs,  Neb. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  NIGHT  CLUB;  Raymond  Griffith— Not 
much  of  a   show.  My  people  do  not  seem  to  like 

that  silly  expression  that  he  puts  on. — E.  J.  ReV' 

nolds.  Liberty  theatre,  Pasco,  Wash. — General  pat- 
ronage. 

THE  NIGHT  CLUB:  Raymond  Griffith— Very 

good.  Griffith  puts  over  his  stuff  in  every  picture 
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in  which  he  plays.  Six  reels.— Horn  & 
  Morgan, 

Star  theatre,  Hay  Springs.  Neb.— Sma
ll  town  pat- 

ronage- 

tee  air  MAIL:  Special  cast — Thrilling,  in
- 

feresting.  Good  advertising  possibiliUea.  
Business 

above  norma!.— E.  J.  Reynolds,  Liberty  the
atre, 

Pasco.  Wash.— General  patronage. 

the  ©EVIL'S  CARGO:  Special  cast— It’
s  a 

very  interesting  show.  After  seeing  it  
first  day. 

we  put  big  banners  on  rear  of  bus,  clown
  inside, 

and  ballyhooed  the  town,  but  no  response.
  Think 

the  title  did  not  mean  anything  here. — 
B.  J .   Rey- 

nolds, Liberty  theatre,  Pasco,  Wash. — General  p
at- 

ronage. 

the  goose  hangs  HIGH:  Special  oast— 

Good  show  and  the  goose  hung  O.  K.  at  the  b
ox 

office.  It’s  different.— E.  J.  Reynolds,  Liberty 

theatre,  Pasco,  Wash.— General  patronage. 

WILD.  WILD  SUSAN:  Bebe  Daniels— Bebe. 

you’re  the  cat’s  whiskers.  Nobody  on  earth  but  a 

graduate  grouch  ccuid  fail  to  get  a   real  kick
  out 

of  this  picture.  It’s  a   good  deal  better  than  
any 

previous  Bebe  Daniels  picture  that  ws  have  h
ad 

in  a   long  time.  I   hope  "Miss  Brewst
er’s  Mil- 

lions” will  be  as  good.— P.  E.  Morris.  Regent 

theatre,  Indianola,  Miss. — General  patronage. 

beggar  on  HORSEBACK:  ' Special  cast— 

About  eighteen  years  ago  I   ran  a   ona-reel  com
edy 

entitled  "The  Dream  of  a   Rarebit  Fiend." 
 Mr. 

Cruze  must  have  eaten  the  negative  of  this  
com- 

edy just  before  starting  production  of  "Bag
gar 

on  Horseback."  Seriously,  this  is  a   very  cleve
r 

satire  on  this  money-mad,  jazz-mad  and  
speed- 

mad  era  in  which  we  live,  but  it’s  not  f
or  the 

small  towns.  Eight  reels.— E.  M.  Biddle.  Stra
nd 

theatre,  PaoH,  Ind. — Small  town  patronage. 

HER  LOVE  STORY:  Special  cast — ^This 
 did 

not  go  over  for  me.  It  is  not  the  kind 
 of  a 

picture  a   small  town  wants  to  see.  Fair  busine
ss. 

Good  weather.— John  Stenger.  Lyric  theatre,  E
d- 

mond, Kan.— General  patronage. 

FORTY  WINKS:  Raymond  Griffith— Book  this 

one  for  your  best  night,  boys,  and  make  
your- 

selves some  dough.  This  is  a   100  i>er  cent  com- 

edy.  Laughs  from  start  to  finish.  Paramo
unt 

will  give  you  a   good  break.  Seven  reels. 
— <Jhas. 

Vermullen,  Liberty  theatre,  Channing.  Mich
.— 

General  patronage. 

TONGUES  OF  FLAME:  Thomas  Meighan— 

Here  is  a   real  good  picture  that  will  please  all. 

Heard  many  favorable  commends  on  this  one. 

Give  us  some  more  of  Meighan’s  like  this  one.—
 

Roy  S.  Hammons,  Hardburly  theatre,  T^rdburly, 

Ky. — Mining  town  patronage. 

THE  BORDER  LEGION:  Special  cash— One  of 

Paramount’s  good  ones.  If  Paramount  would 

make  more  like  this  one  the  exhibitors  would 

jump  at  them.  This  was  a   very  good  picture. 

Seven  reels.— Schaghticoke  Amusement  Assn.. 

Odd  Fellows  Hall,  Schaghticoke.  N.  Y.— General 
patronage. 

FEET  OP  CLAY:  Rod  La  Rocaue— This  is  a 

big  picture  done  up  in  high  class  form.  Sure 

to  please  the  highbrows.-wHunstad-Becker,  Prin- 

cess theatre,  Guttonberg,  la.— General  patronage. 

LOCKED  BOORS:  Betty  Compson— Another 

one  of  Paramount’s  poor  ones.  Nothing  much 
to  this  one.  Paramount  gets  out  too  many  society 

dramas.  They  do  not  seem  to  land  the  punch. 

Too  much  sameness  to  them  all.  Seven  reels. — 

Schaghticoke  Amusement  Assn.,  Odd  Fellows 

Hall.  Schaghticoke.  N.  ¥.— General  patronage. 

THE  STREET  OP  FORGOTTEN  MEN:  Special 

cast — A   very  good  picture.  A   great  deal  better 

than  the  average  run  of  pictures.  Mary  Brian 
proves  to  be  a   very  clever  little  star.  Percy 
Marmont  does  seme  real  acting  in  this  picture. 

Play  it.  You  can’t  go  wrong.  Seven  reels. — 
M.  P.  Bodwell,  Paramount  theatre,  Wyoming,  III. 

— General  patronage. 

MANSLAUGHTER:  Special  cast^’Thls  is  the 
third  time  we  have  shown  this  picture  in  our 
town  and  we  had  a   fair  crowd  and  everyone  was 

well  pleased.  A   good  many  said  a   picture  like 

this  is  well  worth  seeing  two  or  three  times.— 
M.  P.  Bodwell,  Paramount  theatre.  Wyoming,  111. 
—General  imtronage. 

THE  BEST  PEOPLE:  Special  cast — My  opinion 
is  that  this  is  one  of  the  best  pictures  we  have 

shown  for  some  time.  Good  enough  for  Sunday 

showing  anywhere  and  will  please  100  per  cent. 

Don't  be  afraid  of  it.  Seven  reels. — M.  F.  Bod- 
well, Paramount  theatre,  Wyoming.  III.— General 

patronage. 

TEE  TOP  OF  THE  WORLD:  Special  cast — 
Very  good  drama  of  South  Africa.  Lots  of  action 

made  a   good  program. — H.  D.  McChesney,  Prin- 
cess theatre,  Crandon,  Wis. — General  patronage. 

COMING  THROUGH:  Thomas  Meighan— Good 
program.  Not  as  good  as  usual  for  Tim,  but  it 

pleased  since  it  has  considerable  action. — H.  D. 

McChesney,  Princess  theatre.  Crandon.  Wis.— 
General  patronage. 

Special  to 
Patsy  Ruth  Miller 
HOGAN’S  ALLEY  (Warner): 

Patsy  Ruth  Miller — ^Tliis  is  a   dandy 
picture,  itself  and  for  the  box  office. 
We  are  sure  getting  tbe  goods  from 
Warner  Bros.,  this  year.  This  is  the 
kind  of  picture  people  will  come  to 
see.  Comedy,  melodrama  and  thrills. 
Monte  Blue  and  his  smile  pleasing  as 
ever,  Willard  Lewis  a   good  comedian 

and  Patsy  Ruth  Miller  is  there  a!!  the 

way.  She’s  some  one  swell  little  ac- 
tress. If  they  ever  start  another  pop- 

ular star  contest  again,  Phil  Rand  and 
Jenkins  can  have  Viola.  Me  for 
Patsy  Ruth.  Hope  Warner  Bros,  give 

us  plenty  of  her.  Seven  reels. — C.  H. 
MOULTON,  Bijou  theatre,  Beach,  N. 
D.— Small  to^vn  patronage. 

THE  CALL  OF  THE  CANYON:  Richard  Dix 

— Good  picture  but  we  got  hold  of  a   print  that 

was  in  bad  shape.  Seven  reels. — J.  J.  Pagan. 

Beverly  theatre.  Beverly,  Kans. — General  patron- 
age. 

THE  TEN  COMMANDMENTS;  Special  cast^ 

This  is  a   wonderful  picture.  One  of  those  that 

goes  over  with  them  all.  If  you  have  not  shown 

it  better  get  on  the  band  wagon. — A.  Miellburget, 
Union  Hall,  Hanska,  Minn. — General  patronage. 

THE  LUCKY  DEVIL;  Richard  Dix — Extra  good 

show.  Action  in  auto  race  tense.  Did  not  draw 

for  me.  Seven  reels.— W.  T.  Hayes,  Dreamland 

theatre.  Providence,  Ky.— General  patronage. 

THE  BEST  PEOPLE:  Special  cast — A   very  or- 

dinary picture.  No  box  office  value.  Six  reels.— 

A.  J.  Steggall,  Cozy  theatre.  Payette,  la. — Gen- eral patronage. 

RUGGED  WATER:  Special  oast — Some  splen- 

did sea  shots,  but  tacked  something.  Did  not 

seem  to  have  any  appeal.  Just  another  program 

picture.- Vick  Millward,  Karris  theatre.  Bancroft, 
Idaho.— Small  town  patronage. 

THE  SHOCK  PUNCH:  Richard  Dix— Dix  al- 

ways pleases,  and  this  was  no  exception.  Plenty 

of  action  and  some  thrilling  scenes.  Seven  reels. 

  H.  D.  McChesney,  Princess  theatre,  Crandon. 
Wis. — General  patronage. 

THE  STREET  OF  FORGOTTEN  MEN:  Percy 

Marmont — A   very  good  picture  although  many 

were  disapi>ointed  in  the  way  the  picture  ended. 

Seven  reels.— A.  J.  Steggall.  Cozy  theatre.  Fay- 
ette, la. — General  patronage. 

THE  CODE  OF  THE  WEST:  Owen  Moore — 

This  seemed  to  go  over  in  good  shape.  Some 

good  comedy  on  the  part  of  the  long  one  and 
the  short  one  and  the  forest  fire  was  a   pip,  done 

in  natural  colors  and  couldn’t  have  beeen  more 

natural,  for  I   felt  the  heat  from  it  myself  away 

back  in  the  house.  Good  bet  for  small  town. 

Seven  reels.— Vick  Millward,  Harris  theatre,  Ban- 

croft, Idaho. — Small  town  patronage. 

NEW  LIVES  FOR  OLD:  Betty  Compson— I 

think  that  this  is  one  of  the  beat  Compsons  that 

we  have  had  for  ages.  It  went  over  in  good 

shape  and  had  just  enough  war  stuff  in  It  to 

make  it  go  great.  It  was  well  received  by  all 

who  saw  it.  Seven  reels. — Paul  B.  Hoffman. 

Legion  theatre,  Holyrood,  Kan. — Small  town  pat- ronage. 

TOO  MANY  KISSES:  Richard  Dix — A   real 

good  picture  killed  by  a   poor  title.  Six  reels. 

M.  F.  Bodwell,  Paramount  theatre.  Wyoming,  III. 
— General  patronage. 
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Pathe 
DRIFTIN'  THROUGH:  Harry  Carey^ust  a 

fair  Western.  Not  near  as  good  as  the  producers 

claim  or  not  worth  the  price  asked  for  it.  When 

they  come  around  and  tell  you  it  is  better  than 

last  year's  Carey’s  they  don’t  know  what  they're 
talking  about.  If  you  can  buy  it  at  average 

price  you  pay  for  ordinary  Westerns,  use  it. 

Nothing  elaborate  about  it. — F.  E.  Williams,'  Or- 
pheuin  theatre,  Oelwein,  la. — General  patronage. 
HOT  WATER:  Harold  Lloyd— Good  average. 

Would  not  call  this  his  best.  Hardly  worth  what 

I   paid.  One  fellow  said  "All  the  same  circus. 

SeC'  one  Lloyd  and  you  have  seen  them  all.” 
Six  reels. — Vick  Millward,  Harris  theatre,  Ban- 

croft, Idaho. — Small  town  patronage. 

BLACK  CYCLONE:  Rex— This  is  a   remark- 
able picture  and  a   good  box  office  bet.  Six  reels. 

— J.  J.  Pagan,  Beverly  theatre,  Beverly,  Kans. — 
General  patronage. 

Preferred 
MY  LADY'S  LIPS:  Special  cast^A  good 

detective  story  and  a   good  entertainment.  Would 

be  a   better  picture  if  they  would  drop  off  the 
first  five  hundred  feet,  as  same  just  musses  up 

the  story  and  makes  some  of  the  less  intelligent 

of  the  audience  wonder  what  it  is  all  about. — 

Chas.  Lee  Hyde,  Grand  theatre,  Pierre,  S.  D. — 
General  patronage. 

THE  VIRGINIAN:  Kenneth  Harlan— Very 

good.  If  the  print  I   used  hadn’t  been  so  dark 
as  to  ruin  all  scenic  value,  would  class  among  the 

beat.  Eight  reels. — Lester  N.  Leek.  Club  House 

theatre,  Jackson,  Wyoming. — General  patronage. 

Principal 
THE  RE-OBEATION  OF  BRIANT  KENT; 

This  is  a   good  picture  but  had  two  nights  of  very 

bad  weather.  Seven  reels. — H.  B.  Wood,  Gem 

theatre.  Calico  Rock,  Ark. — General  patronage. 

Pro.  Dist.  Corp, 
MADAME  BEHAVE;  Special  cast— Very,  very 

good,  both  from  the  patrons  and  exhibitor's  stand- 
point. They  liked  it  and  we  made  money  on  it. 

That  makes  tha  end  of  a   perfect  day. — Jack 

Davis,  State  theatre,  Tawas  City,  Mich. — General 
patronage. 

THREE  PACES  EAST;  Jetta  Goudal— A 
strong  picture  and  pleased  100  per  cant.  Drew  a 

good  house  in  spite  of  "flu”  epidemic.  You 
can't  go  wrong  with  this  one,  as  the  war  stuff 
is  not  overdone.  Wonderful  photography.  Seven 

reels.— H.  A.  Woodward,  Woodward  Hall.  Hill. 

N.  H. — General  patronage. 

THE  FACES  EAST:  Special  cast — Good  pic- 
ture. Pleased  everyone  with  the  exception  of  the 

flappers  and  sheiks.  Not  enough  love  for  them. 

Producers  have  a   good  list. — Jack  Davis,  State 

theatre,  Tawas  City,  Mich. — General  patronage. 

STEEL  PREFERRED:  Special  cast — Here  is 
an  honest-to-goodneas  real  live  entertainment.  It 

carries  everything  and  is  well  done  in  every  re- 
spect. If  we  could  only  draw  such  pictures  each 

day  of  our  showing  what  a   pleasure  it  would  be 

to  run  a   show.  It  is  great  entertainment.  Seven 

reels. — W.  L.  Landers,  Gem  theatre,  Batesville, 

Ark. — General  patronage. 

3RAVEHEAET:  Rwi  La  Rocaue— Played  this 
one  in  opposition  to  a   tent  show  which  featured 

a   Charleston  Contest  on  a   Saturday  night  and 

I   played  to  capacity  house.  Through  courtesy 
of  Mr.  Brown,  branch  manager  of  Producers  New 

Orleans  office,  I   got  this  one  to  play  against 

above  opposition  and  ITl  say  to  any  exhlbitoi- 
who  can  play  a   picture  worth  while  to  everyone 
to  get  out  and  hustle  like  I   did  and  you  will 

get  a   surprise  at  the  box  office.  Don’t  be  afraid 
to  push  it,  as  it  will  stand  up  on  everything  you 

have  to  say.  Seven  reels. — F.  C.  Buchanan,  Vic- 

toria theatre.  Winnfield,  La. — General  patronage. 

SIMON  THE  JESTER:  Special  cast — Fairly 

good  with  enough  circus  life  to  entertain  and 

draw  the  children.  Seven  reels. — Crosby  Brothers, 

Lily  theatre,  Buffalo,  N.  Y. — Neighborhood  pat- 
ronage. 

SIMON  THE  JESTER:  Special  cast— Very 

good  picture  of  the  drama  type.  Did  not  draw 

here  very  well.  Weather  no  handicap.  Did  not 

exploit  it  at  all.  Very,  very  little  action.  Seven 

reels. — R.  D.  Young,  Polo  theatre.  Polo,  111. — 
General  patronage. 

THE  COMING  OP  AMOS:  Rod  La  RocQue— 

Just  a   picture.  No  more  or  no  less.  Seven  reels. 

Special  to Moose  Members 
EMBLEMS  OF  LOVE:  SpecisI 

cast — Moose  picture  which  I   put  on 
for  the  benefit  of  the  Local  Moose.  A 

good,  clean  pictwe  with  plenty  of 
free  advertising  for  Moose  Heart,  111. 

If  you  have  any  Moose  in  your  neigh- 
borhood, and  they  want  you  to  put 

this  on  tor  'em  do  it,  for  it  is  a   good 

clean  picture.  The  fact  that  it  ad- 

vertises Moose  Heart  a   little  doesn’t 
detract  from  its  entertainment  value. 

I   think  the  majority  of  even  the  reg- 
ulars were  pleased  with  it.  Seven 

reels.— WM.  E.  TRAGSDORF,  Trags 

theatre,  Neillsville,  Wis. — Small  town 
patronage. 

— Mrs.  Fay  I.  Clark,  Capitol  Theatre,  Hillsboro, 
Iowa. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  COMING  OF  AMOS:  Rod  La  Roque— 
A   fair  program  picture.  Opens  in  Australia  and 

winds  up  on  the  dear  old  Riviera.  The  love 

scenes  between  Rod  and  Jetta  are  too  long  and 

draggy.  Picture  would  have  been  better  if  cut 

to  five  reels.  Seven  reels. — Wm.  S.  Tragsdorf, 

Trags  theatre,  Neillsville,  Wis. — Small  town  pat- 
ronage. 

HELL’S  HIGHROAD:  Leatrice  Joy — Don’t 
tell  ’em  that  you  have  got  something  big.  Will 
not  back  you  up.  Seven  reels. — Mrs.  Fay  I. 

Clark,  Capitol  Theatre,  Hillsboro,  Iowa. — Small 
town  patronage. 

HELL'S  HIGHROAD:  Special  cast — Not  bad, 
not  good.  Expected  worse  from  the  reports  but 

we  got  by  without  any  complaints. — Jack  Davis, 

State  theatre,  Tawas  City,  Mich. — General  pat- ronage. 

THE  ROAD  TO  YESTERDAY:  Special  cast 

— Wonderful  production,  but  does  not  register 

at  the  box  office.  Over  small  town  patron’s  heads. 
— Mrs.  Fay  I.  Clark,  Capitol  Theatre,  Hillsboro, 
Iowa. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  ROAD  TO  YESTERDAY:  Special  cast 

— Some  were  very  well  satisfied  and  some  were 

not,  so  I   guess  will  have  to  report  according  to 
business,  which  was  off  second  night.  Ten  reels. 

— W.  L.  Landers,  Gem  theatre,  Batesville,  Ark. 
— General  patronage. 

THE  PEOPLE  VS  NANCY  PRESTON:  Spe- 

cial  cast — A   crackerjack  of  a   mystery  picture, 
but  did  not  draw  here.  Plenty  of  opposition. 

I.  0.  0.  F.  banquet  and  basket  ball  game.  Pro- 

ducers have  a   good  program  this  year.  Seven 

reels. — R.  D.  Young,  Polo  theatre.  Polo,  III. — 
General  patronage. 

THE  MAN  FROM  RED  GULCH:  Harry 

Carey — This  is  not  much  but  still  not  rotten. 

Six  reels. — W.  L.  Landers,  Gem  theatre,  Bates- 
ville,  Ark. — General  patronage. 

THE  DANGER  GIRL:  Priscilla  Dean— We 

considered  this  a   very  good  picture  but  very  few 
saw  it  on  account  of  the  stormy  weather.  But 

don’t  be  afraid  to  step  on  it.  as  it  should  please 
all.  Six  reels. — B.  E.  Parsons,  Grand  theatre, 

Springfield,  Minn. — General  patronage. 

HOLD  YOUR  BREATH:  Special  cast— Mighty 

good  program  picture.  Give  us  more  Hke  it 

and  will  stay  on  the  job  a   little  longer.  Every- 

body seemed  pleased. — John  Stengcr,  Lyric  the- 
atre, Edmond,  Kan. — General  patronage. 

CHARLEY'S  AUNT:  Syd  Chaplin — Pleased 
100  per  cent.  Heard  many  favorable  comments. 

As  a   comedy  drama,  this  one  cannot  be  beat. 

Eight  reels. — H.  A.  Wood%vard,  Woodward  Hail, 

Hill,  N.  H. — General  patronage. 

CHARLEY'S  AUNT;  Syd  Chaplin — Yes  sir, 
this  is  a   knockout,  so  she  is.  Played  this  at 

advanced  admissions  and  the  third  night  2%  times 

as  large  as  first  two  nights.  Everybody  roared. 

Drew  people  to  go  to  shows  on  the  semi-annual 

plan.  Really  made  some  money  on  this  one, 

which  I   don’t  do  very  often.  Eight  reels. — H.  G. 

Selk,  Seik  theatre,  Scotia,  Neb. — Small  town  pat- ronage. 

CHARLEY’S  AUNT:  Syd  Chaplin — A   knock- 
out of  a   comedy.  Pleased  100  per  cent.  As  good 

as  any  Lloyd  I’ve  seen  yet.  You  can’t  lose  on 
this  one.  as  P.  D.  C.,  gives  a   guy  a   living  chance. 

— John  Stenger,  Lyric  theatre,  Edmond.  Kan. — 
General  patronage. 

THE  FLAMING  FORTIES:  Harry  Carev- 
A   knockout.  Book  this  one.  Pleases  all  n 

comments.— Roy  S.  Hammons.  Hardburly  theatre** Hardburly,  Ky. — Mining  town  patronage. WITHOUT  MERCY:  Special  cast— A   great 
audience  picture.  Will  please  tha  mass.— Mrs  F»v 
I.  Clark.  Capitol  Theatre,  Hillsboro.  Iowa.— Small 

town  patronage. 
SOFT  SHOES:  Harry  Carey— Good  crook 

story,  but  did  not  do  any  business  for  us   
H.  D.  McChesney.  Princess  Theatre,  Crandon 

Wis. — General  patronage. 

United  Artists 
TUMBLEWEEDS:  William  S.  Havt-A  big 

Western  but  does  not  carry  the  punch  some  of 
the  program  Westerns  carry. — W.  L.  Landers 
Gem  theatre,  Batesville,  Ark. — General  patronage. 
THE  GOLD  RUSH;  Charlie  Chaplin — This  is  a 

special.  Very  good  Chaplin  picture.  Different 
from  his  slapstick.  A   good  plot.  Do  not  raise 
admission  too  high.  Tan  reels. — A.  0.  Lambert. 
Monticello  Opera  House,  Monticello,  la. — General 

patronage. 
THE  GOLD  RUSH:  Charlie  Chaplin— Good 

comedy,  but  does  not  draw  as  well  as  "The  Kid.” 
— Horn  &   Cramer,  Royal  theatre.  Gardner.  Kan. 
— General  patronage. 

SALLY  OF  THE  SAWDUST:  Carol  Dempster 

— D.  W.  should  look  over  the  “104  Best  Box  Of- 

fice Pictures”  and  see  how  many  vulgar  pictures 

are  in  the  list.  This  not  as  bad  as  the  "Royle 

Girl,”  but  it  had  some  places  which  we  out  out 
of  it  after  the  first  show. — C.  R,  McHenry,  Rose- 

win  theatre,  Dallas,  Texas. — Neighborhood  pat- ronage. 

ONE  EXCITING  NIGHT;  Carol  Dempster — 

Good  program  picture.  Eleven  reels. — Crosby 
Brothers,  Lily  theatre,  Buffalo,  N.  Y. — Neighbor- 

hood patronage. 

LOVING  LIES:  Monte  Blu^-Very  good  pro 

gram  picture.  Seven  reels. — Crosby  Brothers,  Lily 

theatre,  Buffalo,  N.  Y. — Neighborhood  patronage. 

LOVING  LIES:  Special  cast — Lost  money  on 
this  and  think  it  is  rather  a   weak  picture.  The 

story  Is  rather  good  but  the  action  is  slow  and 

therefore  it  did  not  please  many  who  saw  it. — 
Paul  B.  Hoffman,  Legion  theatre,  Holyrood,  Kan. 
— Small  town  patronage. 

THE  HILL  BILLY;  Jack  Pickford— It  is 

rather  old  and  for  that  reason  failed  to  draw. 

It  is  not  such  a   bad  picture  but  it  failed  to  go 

over  good  for  us.  The  print  was  in  good  condi- 
tion, as  have  been  all  the  prints  we  have  had  from 

the  Kansas  City  exchange. — Paul  B.  Hoffman, 

Legion  theatre.  Holyrood,  Kan. — Small  town  pat- 
ronage. 

A   TAILOR  MADE  KAN:  Charles  Ray— If  re- 
leased  in  five  reels  would  have  been  much  less  of 

a   bore.  Nine  reels. — Crosby  Brothers,  Lily  thea- 

tre, Buffalo,  N.  Y. — Neighborhood  patronage. 
• 

Universal 

TWO-FISTED  JONES:  Jack  Hoxie — Can’t  say 
much  for  this  one.  Did  not  even  please  the  kids. 
Hope  the  rest  of  them  are  better,  as  this  one 

failed  to  please.  Five  reels. — M.  F.  Bodwell, 

Paramount  theatre,  Wyoming,  111. — General  pat- 
ronage. 

HIS  PEOPLE:  Special  cast — Good  picture. 
Pleased  96  per  cent.  You  can  buy  this  right. 

Nine  reels. — E.  J.  Kuehnie,  Crystal  theatre,  Barl- 
ville,  la. — General  patronage. 

UNDER  WESTERN  SKIES:  SpecisI  cast— This 

makes  three  pictures  we  have  had  from  Universal 

showing  stunts  at  the  Pendleton  Round  Up. — J- 

Winninger,  Palace  theatre,  Waupaca,  Wis. — Gen- eral patronage. 

STELLA  MARIS:  Mary  Philbin— Some  won- 
derful acting,  especially  by  Philbsn  in  her  dual 

role,  but  the  story  has  some  unpleasant  moments, 

and  it  didn’t  draw  at  all.  Had  four  dollars  in 
the  house  on  the  second  night. — Roy  W.  Adams. 

Pastime  theatre.  Mason,  Mich. — General  patron- 
age. 

WHERE  WAS  I:  ..Reginald  Denny — Exception- 
ally good,  clean,  clever  comedy  drama,  made  from 

Edgard  Franklin’s  story.  Denny  and  Marian 
Nixon  both  tip-top.  Seven  reels. — ?.  G.  Bstee. 

S.  T.  theatre,  Parker.  S.  D. — Small  town  patron- 

age. 
PEACOCK  FEATHERS;  Cullen  Landis— An- 

other good  Universal  Jewel.  I   have  now  played 

eight  of  the  Second  White  List,  and  the  box  office 

receipts  show  better  than  any  eight  pictures  that 

1   have  run  out  of  Paramount’s  block.  Seven 
reels. — A.  J.  Steggall,  Cozy  theatre,  Fayette,  la. — General  pati'onage. 

PEACOCK  FEATHERS :   Special  cast— Fairly 

good  program  picture.  Seven  reels. — Crosby 
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Brothers,  Lily  theatre.  BufTalo.  N.  Y.
— Neighbor- 

hood patronage. 

THE  CALL  OF  COURAGE?  Art  Aoord — Just 

=n  ordinary  program  Western.  No  particula
r 

merit.  Five  reels.— C.  M.  Moulton,  Bijou  theatre,
 

Beach,  N.  D. — Small  toivn  patronag
e. 

the  call  of  courages  Art  Acord — A   fair 

Western  worth  running  on  Saturday.  Five  reels. 

—Warner  &   Wood,  Coliseum  theatre,  Edmore, 

Mich. — General  patronage. 

THE  CALL  OF  COURAGE:  Art  Acord — Good 

cut-of-doors  picture.  Of  course  there  is  a   pony, 

a   dog.  a   ^   They’re  all  doing  It 

that  way  this  season.  Five  reels. — T.  G.  Estee, 

S   T.  theatre.  Parker,  S.  D. — Small  town  patron- 

age. 

triple  ACTION:  Pete  Morrison — Used  it  on 

Western  night  and  pleased  the  Western  fans. 

Lots  of  action  and  entertaining.  Five  reels. — 

M.  J.  Babin.  Fairyland  theatre,  V/hitc  Castle,  La. 
—Genera!  patronage. 

BUSTIN’  THROUGH:  Jack  Hoxie — Hoxie  al- 
ways liked  and  draws,  but  had  bad  luck  with  this 

one.  Flu.  rain  and  Lent.  Three  propositions 

that  hurt  business.  Six  reels. — M.  J.  Sabin, 

Fairyland  theatre.  "White  Castle,  La.— General 
patronage. 

BUSTIN’  THROUGH:  Jack  Hoxie — ^Western 

fans  liked  this  on  Saturday.  Typical  Hoxie  out- 

put. Five  reels. — Pace  &   Bouma,  Rialto  theatre, 
Pocahontas,  In. 

THE  HOME  MAKER;  Alice  Joyce — If  it  hadn't 
been  for  beautiful  Alice,  would  have  gone  to 

sleep.  Too  slow.  Wake  them  up  a   little.  Seven 

reels. — V/.  T.  Hayes,  Dreamland  theatre,  Provi- 

dence. Ky. — General  patronage. 

LORRAINE  OF  THE  LIONS;  Norman  Kerry, 

Patsy  Ruth  Miller — This  picture  pleased  our  audi- 
ence. A   very  few  might  criticize  some  parts  of 

the  picture.  Better  Friday  and  Saturday  night 

business  than  -on  an  average.  Seven  reels. — A.  J. 

Steggall,  Cozy  theatre,  Fayette,  la. — General  pat- 
ronage. 

LORRAINE  OF  THE  LIONS:  Patsy  Ruth 

Miller — Not  so  good.  The  gorilla  was  sure  seme 

fake.  Seven  reels. — ^Warner  S   Wood,  Coliseum 

theatre,  Edmore,  Mich. — General  patronage. 

THE  STORM  BREAKER:  House  Peters— A 
fair  production  but  Universal  has  better  Jewels 

than  this  one.  Seven  reels. — Warner  &   Wood, 

Coliseum  theatre,  Edmore,  Mich. — General  patron- 
age. 

THE  DEMON:  Jack  Hoxie — Has  the  usual 
punch.  Good  Western  and  worthy  of  showing  to 

Western  fans.  Five  reels. — ^W.  L.  Landers,  Gem 

theatre,  Batesville.  Ark. — General  patronage. 

THE  CALGARY  STAMPEDE;  Hoot  Gibson- 
Slow  starting,  but  finishes  with  a   bang.  They 

always  come  to  see  Hoot.  Six  reels. — W.  T. 

Hayes.  Dreamland  theatre.  Providence,  Ky. — Gen- 
eral patronage. 

THE  CALGARY  STAMPEDE:  Hoot  Gibson— A 
fast  one  for  Hoot.  They  liked  the  rodeo  stuff. 

It’s  his  best  so  far.  Six  reels. — L.  F.  Charles, 
Grand  theatre,  Chetek,  Wis. — General  patronage. 

THE  CALGARY  STAMPEDE:  Hoot  Gibson- 

Sure  to  please  anyone  who  likes  Westerns.  Dif- 

ferent than  moat  of  ’em.  Lots  of  action  and 

thrills.  Mighty  good  small  town  pictures. — John 
Stenger,  Lyric  theatre,  Edmond,  Kan. — General 
patronage. 

THE  CALGARY  STAMPEDE:  Hoot  Gibson— 

Used  this  to  start  off  "Wolves  of  the  North” 
serial,  and  it  drew  a   good  house  on  a   cold 

stormy  night.  Good  entertainment,  up  to  Gibson 

standard. — Roy  W.  Adams,  Pastime  theatre, 

Mason,  Mich. — General  patronage. 

FIFTH  AVENUE  MODELS:  Special  cast— A 
Society  picture  showing  some  pretty  gowns  that 

some  women  may  like  but  I’m  not  sure  about  that. 
Light  entertainment,  not  the  kind  that  pleases. — 

John  Stenger.  Lyric  theatre.  Edmond,  Kan. — Gen- 
eral patronage. 

triple  ACTION:  Pete  Morrison — Good  snap- 

py Western.  Five  reels.  Crosby  Bros.,  Lily  thea- 
tre, Buffalo,  N.  Y. — Neighborhood  patronage. 

daring  DAYS:  Josie  Sedgwick— Good  West- 
ern. Five  reels.— Crosby  Brothers.  Lily  theatre, 

Buffalo,  N.  Y. — Neighborhood  patronage. 

SIEGE;  Virginia  Valli — Not  up  to  standard. 
No  favorable  comments  and  some  unfavorable. 

Seven  reels. — F.  A.  Milihouse,  Star  theatre,  Sum- 

ner; Neb. — Small  town  patronage. 

the  circus  CYCLONE:'  Art  Acord— Far  the 
best  Acord  I   have  run.  This  is  an  ideal  West- 

ern with  a   lot  of  comedy  and  plenty  of  action. 

Five  reels. — F.  A.  Milihouse,  Star  theatre,  Sum- 
mer. Neb. — Small  town  patronage. 

the  circus  CYCLONE:  Art  Acord- Pretty 

mir  Western. — Roy  W.  Adams.  Pastime  theatre. 
Mason,  Mich. — General  patronage. 

XHIBITORS  HERALD 

RAFFLES:  House  Peters— Very  weak.  Awfully 

poor  entertainment.  Six  reels. — O.  F.  Craig, 

Royal  theatre,  Newark,  Ark. — Small  town  patron- 

age. 
THE  ARIZONA  SWEEPSTAKES:  Hoot  Gib- 

son— Good  Western.  Six  reels. — Crosby  Brothers, 
Lily  theatre,  Buffalo,  N.  Y. 

THE  ARIZONA  SWEEPSTAKES;  Hoot  Gib- 

son— Below  the  standard  for  Gibson.  All  of  his 
pictures  are  alike  of  late ;   each  has  a   horse  race 

and  little  else.  He’s  slipping  for  us.  Six  reels. — 
K.  D.  McChesney,  Princess  theatre,  Crandon,  V/is. 
— General  patronage. 

THE  ARIZONA  SWEEPSTAKES:  Hoot  Gib- 

son— Rather  a   novel  story  for  Hoot  Gibson  but  It 

got  over  very  well. — J.  WlnnSnger,  Palace  theatre, 
Waupaca,  V/is. — General  patronage. 

SPORTING  LIFE:  Special  cast — This  is  a 

good  picture,  but  did  not  draw. — J.  Wlnnfnger, 

Palace  theatre,  Waupaca,  Wis. — General  patron- 

age. 
SPORTING  LIFE:  Special  cast — Well  known 

story  put  into  a   good  picture  and  pleased.  A 

good  prize  fight  and  a   good  horse  race  and  gen- 
erally satisfactory. — Chas.  Lee  Hyde,  Grand  thea- 

tre, Pierre,  S.  D. — General  patronage. 
THE  PHANTOM  OF  THE  OPERA:  Lon 

Chaney — Poorest  picture  you  can  buy  for  a   small 

town.  Lay  off  this  one.  Ten  reels. — B.  J. 

Kuehnle,  Crystal  theatre,  Earlville,  la. — General 

patronage. 
THE  PHANTOM  OF  THE  OPERA;  Lon 

Chaney — While  we  showed  this  picture  during 
Lent,  and  therefore  failed  to  make  much  profit, 

I   consider  it  one  of  the  greatest  screen  attrac- 
tions I   ever  saw.  People  said  It  kept  them  awake 

nights,  but  all  thought  it  wonderful.  Ten  reels. 

— G.  M.  Pedley,  Empress  theatre,  Owensboro,  Ky. 
— Better  class. 

SPOOK  RANCH:  Hoot  Gibson— Hoot  always 

draws  a   crowd  for  us.  "Spook  Ranch”  will  hold 
the  audience  and  give  many  laughs. — Roy  S. 

Hammons,  Hardburly  theatre,  Hardburly,  Ky. — 
Mining  town  patronage. 

SPOOK  RANCH:  Hoot  Gibson — Only  fair.  Not 

much  of  a   Western  picture.  Patrons  disappoint- 
ed. Touches  of  comedy  the  only  thing  that  helps 

to  put  picture  over.  Six  reels. — R.  Pfeiffer, 
Princess  theatre,  Chilton,  Wis. — Small  town  pat- 
ronage. 

SPOOK  RANCH:  Hoot  Gibson — A   pretty  good 

comedy  Western.  It  seems  about  6   reels  to  me. 
I   wish  they  would  make  the  number  of  reels  they 

put  it  out  for.  The  Century  Comedies  are  also 

shorter  than  they  put  them  out  for.  Six  reels. — 
John  Stoll,  Linwood  Square  theatre,  Norwalk,  O. 
— ^Neighborhood  patronage. 

THE  TEASER:  Laura  La  Plant — Good  program 

picture  to  poor  business.  Seven  reels. — Crosby 

Brothers,  Lily  theatre,  Buffalo,  N.  Y. — Neighbor- 
hood patronage. 

THE  TEASER:  Laura  La  Plante— The  bunk 
for  a   small  town  exhibitor  who  wants  to  give 

the  theatregoer  real  pictures  with  entertainment. 
— ^Roy  S.  Hammons,  Hardburly  theatre,  Hardburly, 

Ky. — Mining  town  patronage. 

BUTTERFLY:  Laura  La  Plante — A   fair  pic- 

ture but  no  good  for  small  town  patronage,  al- 
though Laura  is  a   wonderful  actress.  Business 

good. — Jos.  Sandhoefer,  Kimberly  Club.  Kimberly, 
Wis. — General  patronage. 

BUTTERFLY :   Laura  La  Plante — This  is  a 

good  spicy  picture.  Jazz,  yes.  Some  comedy  and 

a   good  story.  Laura  La  Plante’s  work  is  fine. 
She  is  a   real  little  actress.  The  whole  cast  also 

did  their  work  fine.  This  picture  has  several 

spicy  scenes  that  we  wonder  how  they  get  by  the 
camera.  Seven  reels. — W.  J.  Shoup,  De  Luxe 

theatre,  Spearville,  Kan. — Small  town  patronage. 

HEAD  WINDS:  House  Peters — Not  his  best. 

Fair  program.  It  will  satisfy.  Had  no  comments 
pro  or  con.  Storm  scene  quite  realistic.  Would 

rate  it  about  65  per  cent.  Six  reels. — H.  G.  Selk, 
Salk  theatre.  Scotia,  Neb. — Small  town  patronage. 

TAMING  THE  WEST:  Jack  Hoxie — Fair  pic- 
ture. Not  much  of  a   story.  New  print.  Crowd 

welt  pleased.  Six  reels. — B.  J.  Kuehnle,  Crystal 
theatre.  Earlville,  la.— General  patronage. 

THE  MAD  WHIRL:  Special  cast— This  was  a 

good  jazz  picture  with  a   good  moral  lesson  in  it. 

Has  a   good  story,  excellent  scenes,  and  inter- 
woven with  it  is  a   good  bit  of  humor.  Seven 

{•eels. — W.  J.  Shoup.  De  Luxe  theatre,  Spearville, 
Kan. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  MEDDLER:  William  Desmond— This  is  a 

good  action  picture. — Bert  Silver,  Silver  Family 
theatre,  Greenville.  Mich. — General  patronage. 

THE  FAST  WORKER;  Special  cast.  Good 

fast  comedy  that  pleased. — B.  J.  Reynolds,  Liberty 
theatre,  Pasco.  Wash. — General  patronage. 

THE  GAIETY  GIRL:  Mary  Philbin— A   fair 
picture  which  held  interest  but  seemed  too  long. 
Mary  Philbin  is  a   darling  in  this  type.  Bight 

8'5 

reels. — Vick  Millward,  Karris  theatre,  Bancroft, 
Idaho. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  HURRICANE  KID;  Hoot  Gibson— A 

fairly  good  western.  Haven't  shown  Hoot  In  so 
long  that  I   think  they  have  forgotten  him.  Can 

outdraw  him  2   to  1   with  Fred  'Thomson,  Bob 
Custer  or  Bob  Tyler.  Six  reels. — Wm.  E.  Trags- 

dorf,  Trags  theatre.  Neillsvllle,  Wis. — Small  town 

patronage. 
FLYING  HOOPS:  Jack  Hoxie — No  business 

but  a   nice  little  climax.  A   show  for  those  that 

like  Hoxie  and  his  buncom-hokum  stuff. — E.  J. 

Reynolds,  Liberty  theatre,  Pasco,  Wash. — General 
patronage. 

THE  WHITE  OUTLAW;  Jack  Hoxie— Boys, 
you  know  how  sour  we  get  when  they  switch 

shows  on  us.  Well,  they  had  mo  booked  with 

Jack  in  "Fighting  I^ry"  and  substituted  this  at 
the  last  minute.  My  only  kick  is  that  I   had  to 
run  this  one  cold.  I   knew  how  good  It  was ;   I 
saw  it  up  in  Minneapolis  a   month  or  so  ago 

and  I   had  it  figured  out  that  when  I   played  this 

baby  I   was  going  to  make  a   lot  of  noise  about 
it.  An  extra  good  picture  wasted  on  desert  air. 

All  you  boys  who  have  run  "The  King  of  the 
Wild  Horses"  have  reported  it  was  a   beancr,  the 
same  as  I   did.  If  you  really  want  a   picture  that 

is  better  than  "The  King  of  Wild  Horses,"  you 

just  step  out  and  grab  this  one  and  tell  'em 
about  it.  If  any  of  you  fellows  book  this  pic- 

ture and  can  honestly  say  It  didn’t  please  an  even 

100  per  cent,  you  advise  me  and  I'll  send  you  a 
flock  of  Trailing  Arbutus  (that  is,  as  soon  as  the 
sun  melts  off  the  first  10  or  16  feet  of  snow). 

Be  sure  and  get  the  3-sheet  on  this  for  it  is  a 
dandy.  There  is  everything  in  it  from  beautiful 
mountain  scenery  to  comedy  and  good  action. 

Five  reels. — Wm.  E.  Tragsdorf,  Trags  theatre. 

Neillsville,  Wis. — Small  town  patronage. 

DANGEROUS  INNOCENCE:  Laura  La  Plante 

— Good  film.  Laura  La  Plante,  Eugene  O'Brien 
and  Jean  Hercholt  all  play  their  parts  well,  but. 

oh,  what  a   thing  this  picture  is!  Small  town 

fellows,  be  sure  to  lay  off  of  this  one  or  you'll 
be  sorry.  No  entertainment  to  this  stuff.  Just 

good  stars  wasted  on  a   terrible  story  with  a   weak 
plot  and  no  action  to  speak  of.  Quite  silly  and 

disgusting  in  parts  and  seven  reels  of  this  that 

could  easily  have  been  put  In  five  reels.  Seven 
i-eels. — W.  T.  Dnvla  &   Son,  Rialto  theatre.  Sharon, 
Wis, — General  patronage. 

DANGEROUS  INNOCENCE:  Special  cast— Not 

much  action  or  what  you’d  call  real  entertain- 
ment. Didn’t  go  over  for  me. — John  Stenger. 

Lyric  theatre,  Edmond.  Kan. — General  patronage. 

CALIFORNIA  STRAIGHT  AHEAD;  Reginald 

Denny — Is  good  as  any  I   have  ever  shown  of 

Denny,  and  that's  going  some,  as  I   have  shown 
them  all.  Seven  reels. — W.  L.  Landers,  Gem  thea- 

tre, Batesville,  Ark. — General  patronage. 

CALIFORNIA  STRAIGHT  AHEAD:  Reginald 

Denny — Book  this  one,  for  it  will  please  you  end 

your  patrons.  Lots  of  comedy  In  this  picture. 

Sure  gets  the  laughs  out  of  any  crowd.  Fine 
business.  More  like  Universal. — John  Stenger. 

Lyric  theatre,  Edmond,  Kan. — General  patronage. 

THE  TORNADO:  House  Peters — Good  busi- 
ness. A   little  late  in  playing  this  picture  but 

better  be  late  than  never  in  this  case. — H.  B. 

Wood,  Gem  theatre.  Calico  Rock,  Ark. — General 
patronage. 

THE  TORNADO;  House  Peters— A   splendid 

entertainment.  Satisfied  them  all. — Bert  Silver. 

Silver  Family  theatre,  Greenville.  Mich. — General 

patronage. 
ROARING  ADVENTURE:  Jack  Hoxie— Noth- 

ing to  roar  over.  Had  a   radio  installed  in  the 

theatre  and  everybody  came  to  hear  some  home 

boys  who  were  broadcasting  a   program.  Five 
reels.   H.  B.  Wood,  Gem  theatre.  Calico  Rock, 
Ark. — General  patronage. 

FORTY  HORSE  HAWKINS:  Hoot  Gibson— 

This  is  just  another  of  Hoot's  good  pictures;  He 

is  a   very  popular  man  with  our  crowd.  Sure  to 

please  everyone  who  likes  this  kind  of  a   picture. 

—Jos.  Sandhoefer.  Kimberly  Club,  Kimberly,  Wis. — General  patronage. 

RIDIN’  PRETTY:  William  Desmond— One  of 

the  best  Desmond  pictures  I   have  ever  run.  ■   Dif- 

ferent from  the  most  of  the  shootum-up  kind  of 

Westerns.  Five  reels.— K.  B.  Wood, -   Gem  theatre, 

Calico  Rock,  Ark.— General  patronage.  ^   - 

BROADWAY  OR  BUST:  Hoot  Gibson— Just 

another  one  of  Hoot’s  good  pictures.  .Step  on  It 

and  advertise  it  because  your  patrons,  will  be 

well  pleased.  Good  acting.  Print  fine.  Business 

good.— Jos.  Sandhoefer.  Kimberly  Club.  Kimberly. Wis. — General  patronage. 

THE  SUNSET  TRAIL:  Special  cast — They 

go  wild  over  this  one,  as  there  wasn't  much  to 
go  wild  over.  It  was  a   Western  all  right  but 

that  is  about  all  you  can  say  for  it.  Don't  carry 

any  scenes  where  it  makes  the  audience  'sit  on 
the  edge  of  their  seats.  Five  reels.— Paul  B. 
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Hoffman,  Legion  theatre.  Holyrood,  Kan.— Small 
town  patronage. 

THE  WESTERN  WALLOP  s   Jack  Hoxie— 

Agreeably  surprised,  I   must  confess.  Hoxie  real- 

ly doesn’t  do  any  better  but  it’s  rather  a   pleas- 
ing story  and  will  satisfy  your  Western  fans. 

Five  reels. — H.  G.  Selk,  Selk  theatre,  Scotia,  Neb. 

— Small  town  patronage. 

ROARING  ADVENTURE;  Jack  Hoxie— Thank 

Heaven  this  was  the  last  of  this  star’s  produ^ 

tions  I   have  to  play.  They  certainly  don't  get 
by  with  my  patrons.  Six  reels. — S.  G.  Ihde, 

Photoplay  theatre,  Ashland,  Kan. — Small  town 
patronage. 

SECRETS  OF  THE  NIGHT:  James  Kirkwood 

— A   very  pleasing  picture.  One  of  the  best  Jew- 
els I   have  ever  shown.  I   heave  dealt  with  sev- 

eral exchanges  during  my  past  years  as  an  ex- 
hibitor, but  none  of  them  equal  the  Indianapolis 

Universal  office  for  service  and  courtesy.  No 

matter  if  you  are  a   small  exhibitor,  they  give 

you  what  you  want,  the  way  you  want  it,  and  at 

a   price  at  which  you  can  make  something  your- 

self. Seven  reels. — Jos.  W.  Springer,  Strand  thea- 
tre. Elizabethtown,  Ind. — General  patronage. 

THE  WESTERN  WALLOP:  Jack  Hoxie— A 
good  little  Western  with  some  fine  riding  and  a 

punch  that  pleased  my  Western  fans  on  Satur- 
day night.  Six  reels. — Jos.  W.  Springer,  Strand 

theatre,  Elizabethtown,  Ind.— General  patronage. 

Warner  Brothers 
HIS  JAZZ  BRIDE:  Special  cast — Played  this 

one  to  a   capacity  house  despite  rain  and  cold 

weather.  All  Warner  Bros,  pictures  go  over 

with  my  patrons.  Sevan  reels. — F.  C.  Buchanan, 
Victoria  theatre,  Winnfield,  La. — General  patron- 
age. 

LADY  WINDERMERE’S  FAN:  Irene  Rich- 
Splendid  big  town  picture.  However,  not  so  good 

for  small  town  patronage.  Direction  suiireme 

and  we  would  like  to  see  one  of  Lubitch’s  pro- 
ductions with  an  American  story.  Seven  reels. 

— Fry,  Palace  theatre,  Mt.  Pleasant,  Tex. — Gen- 
eral patronage. 

ROSE  OF  THE  WORLD:  Patsy  Ruth  Miller 

— ^Wonderful  picture.  A   human  interest  drama, 
hard  to  beat.  Business  only  fair  due  to  weather. 

Eight  reels. — R.  Pfeiffer,  Princess  theatre,  Chilton, 
Wis. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  hLAN  ON  THE  BOX:  Syd  Chaplin— 

Best'  comedy  this  year.  Seven  reels. — Crosby 
Brothers,  Lily  theatre,  Buffalo,  N.  Y. — Neighbor- 

hood patronage. 

THE  MAN  ON  THE  BOX:  Syd  Chaplin— In 

roy  estimation  this  is  better  than  “Charley's 

Aunt  I"  I   enjoyed  it  more.  It  is  fast,  clever  and 
funny.  Nothing  over-done.  No  part  tiresome. 

It  snaps  along  from  one  funny  situation  to  an- 
other without  time  for  one  to  recover  from  one 

laugh  to  another.  Many  patrons  remarked  favor- 
ably as  they  passed  out.  The  house  was  in  an 

uproar  all  the  time.  If  you  played  "Charley’s 
Aunt’’  you  should  have  your  S.  R.  O.  sign  ready 
on  this.  Thanks  to  Warner  Bros,  for  a   picture 

that  will  make  money  and  satisfy.  Eight  reels. 

— C.  H.  Moulton,  Bijou  theatre,  Beach,  N.  D. — 
Small  town  patronage. 

ROSE  OF  THE  WORLD:  Patsy  Ruth  Miller 

— Fair  program  picture.  Eight  reels. — A.  O.  Lam- 

bert, Monticello  Opera  House.  Monticeilo,  la. — 
General  patronage. 

RED  HOT  TIRES:  Monty  Blue — A   splendid 
entertaining  picture.  Good  story,  action  and 

clean. — Bert  Silver,  Silver  Family  theatre.  Green- 
ville, Mich. — General  patronage. 

BOBBED  HAIR:  Marie  Frevost — Good  pic- 

turo  with  plenty  of  action.  Eight  reels. — Crosby 

Brothers,  Lily  theatre,  Buffalo,  N.  Y. — Neighbor- 
hood patronage. 

THE  LIMITED  MAIL:  Monte  Blue-Splendid 

railroad  melodrama.  Notable  cast.  Thrills  galore. 

Clean  for  the  family.  Seven  reels. — L.  P. 

Charles,  Grand  theatre.  Chetek,  Wis. — General 
patronage. 

THE  LIMITED  MAIL:  Monte  Blue— Very 

good  picture  that  will  go  over  very  well  in  rail- 

road neighborhoods.  Seven  reels. — Crosby  Broth- 

ers, Lily  theatre,  Buffalo.  N.-  Y. — Neighborhood 
patronage. 

THE  LIMITED  MAIL:  Special  cast — A   good 
interesting  attraction  that  wiil  hold  the  attention 

of  our  audience.  Good  paper  and  plenty  of  chance 

to  exploit. — E.  J.  Reynolds.  Liberty  theatre,  Pasco, 
Wash. — General  patronage. 

THE  UGHOUSE  BY  THE  SEA:  Rin  Tin  Tin 

— Class  this  as  Rin  Tin  Tin’s  best  to  date.  The 

cast  in  this  picture  is  good  all  the  way. — J,  Win- 

ninger.  Palace  theatre.  Waupaca,  Wis. — General 
patronage. 

State  Rights 

ACTION  GALORE:  Buddy  Roosevelt — A   su- 

per-We.stern  drama.  Roosevelt  is  a   good  looking 

chap  and  is  coming  to  the  front  right  along.  If 

you  need  good  Westerns,  don't  overlook  these,  as 
they  are  worth  running  anywhere.  Play  it  and 

the  kids  will  sure  turn  out.  Print  in  excellent 

condition.  Five  reels. — M.  F.  Bodwell,  Paramount 

theatre,  Wyoming,  111. — General  patronage. 

DANIEL  BOONE  THROUGH  THE  WILDER- 

NESS; Roy  Steward — A   good  one  and  worthy 

of  showing.  A   little  above  average.  Six  reels. — 

W.  L.  Landers,  Gem  theatre,  Batesville,  Ark. — 
General  patronage. 

THE  DESERT  DEMON:  Buffalo  Bill,  Jr.— 
Here  is  an  e.xtra  good  small  town  Western  that 

will  please  all  who  like  this  type  of  picture. 
Above  the  average  and  has  lots  of  comedy.  Five 

reels. — 0.  P.  Craig,  Royal  theatre,  Newark.  Ark. 
— Small  town  patronage. 

GEARED  TO  GO:  Reed  Howes — An  adverse 

report  in  the  "Herald"  on  this  recently  prevented 
our  stepping  on  same.  It  will  please  if  your  fans 

like  comedy  and  action.  Step  on  it.  Five  reels. 

— Pry,  Palace  theatre,  Mt,  Pleasant,  Tex. — Gen- 
eral patronage. 

HIS  LAST  RACE:  Special  cast — Pine  enter- 
tainment with  plenty  of  action.  Good  for  any 

house.  Six  reels. — Fry,  Palace  theatre  Mt.  Pleas- 
ant, Tex.^ — General  patronage. 

ONE  GLORIOUS  NIGHT:  Elaine  Hammer- 
stein — ^Here  is  just  as  good  a   picture  as  you  can 

ask  for.  Elaine  is  one  of  the  best  little  stars  on 

the  screen  and  her  acting  is  well  done  in  this 

picture.  Showed  on  Sunday  to  a   fair  crowd  and 

seemed  to  satisfy  very  well-  Six  reels. — M.  F. 

Bodwell.  Paramount  theatre,  Wyoming.  111. —   Gen- 
eral patronage. 

WIVES  AT  AUCTION:  Special  cast— A   True 

Story  picture.  Only  fair.  Not  as  good  as  "The 
Wrongdoei-s."  Business  very  poor.  Six  reels. — 
R.  Pfeiffer,  Princess  theatre,  Chilton,  Wis. — 
Small  town  patronage. 

Serials 
THE  ACE  OF  SPADES:  (tTniversal)  William 

Desmond — A   good  serial  and  holding  up  good. — 
Warner  &   Wood,  Coliseum  theatre,  Edmore,  Mich. 
— General  patronage. 

THE  ACE  OP  SPADES:  (Universal)  William 

Desmond — First  episode  fair.  Am  afraid  of  this 

serial.  Not  up  to  standard.  Two  reels.— R. 

Pfeiffer,  Princess  theatre,  Chilton.  Wis. — Small 
town  patronage. 

CASEY  OF  THE  COAST  GUARD:  (Pathe) 

George  O’Hara — Ran  first  chapter.  Starts  out 
like  it  was  going  to  be  a   knockout.  Two  reels. 

— A.  O.  Lambert,  Monticello,  Opera  House.  Mon- 

ticello. la. — General  patronage. 

THE  FAST  EXPRESS:  (Universal)  V/itliam 

Duncan — Just  finished  No.  2   and  it  looks  as 

though  it  is  going  to  please.  Film  out  of  Minne- 
apolis in  terrible  condition.  Grease  and  dirt  and 

2   bursts  in  one  reel.  Haven't  had  a   previous 
break  in  6   months.  Two  reels. — Wm.  E.  Trags- 

dorf,  Trags  theatre,  Neillsville,  Wis. — Small  town 
patronage. 

THE  FAST  EXPRESS:  (Universal)  Special 

cast — This  seems  to  be  holding  up.  Don't  be- 
lieve in  serials  myself  but  am  almost  convinced 

that  this  one  is  helping  out.  Have  used  fifth 

episode  and  have  them  guessing.  Two  reels. — 
Vick  Millward,  Harris  theatre,  Bancroft,  Idaho. 
— Small  town  patronage. 

THE  FAST  EXPRESS:  (Universal)  William 

Duncan — Duncan  ought  to  be  pulling  curtains  in- 
stead of  being  the  main  star  in  this  serial. 

Don’t  book  it.  Don’t  buy  it.  Don’t  bother  with 
it.  Two  reels. — Chas.  Vermullen,  Liberty  the- 

atre, Channing,  Mich. — General  patronage. 

THE  jaCHTING  RANGER:  (Universal)  Spe- 

cast — Sixth  Chapter  and  going  good.  Two  reels. 

— F.  A.  Millhouse,  Star  Theatre,  Sumner.  Neb. 
— Small  town  patronage. 

THE  GREEN  ARCHER;  (Pathe)  Walter 

Miller — Have  run  serials  for  about  16  years  and 

have  never  seen  any  start  out  better  then  this 

one  does.  Only  showed  1   chapter  so  can’t  tell 
about  the  balance.  Two  reels. — F.  E.  Williams, 

Orpheum  theatre,  Oelwein,  la. — General  patron- 

age. 
PERILS  OF  THE  WILD;  (Universal)  Joe 

Bonomo — One  of  the  best  serials  I've  ever  shown. 

Bonomo  great.  Two  reels. — B.  C.  Bayes,  Globe 

theatre.  Buena  Vista,  Va. — General  patronage. 

PERILS  OF  THE  WILD:  (Universal)— 

Mighty  interesting  throughout.  The  kind  small 

towns  like. — John  Stenger,  Lyric  theatre,  Edmond 

Kan. — General  patronage. 
THE  RIDDLE  RIDER:  (Universal)  William 

Desmond — A   good  picture  that  pleases  chapter 
play  fans. — Roy  S.  Hammons,  Hardburly,  the- 

atre, Hardburly,  Ky. — Mining  town  patronage. 
THE  RIDDLE  RIDER:  (Universal)  Williajn 

Desmond — Showed  the  last  chapters  March  6-5. 
All  were  sorry  it  was  ended.  Box  office  was 

helped  all  winter  by  showing  this.  Two  reels.   

C.  C.  Bisbee,  Columbia  theatre,  Poynette,  Wis   

General  patronage. 
THE  RIDDLE  RIDER:  (Universal)  Special 

cast — Fair  to  good,  but  one  episode  is  nearly  like 

the  others.  Desmond  la  always  too  lucky  to  be 

anywhere  except  in  pictures. — John  Stenger,  Lyric 

theatre,  Edmond.  Kan. — General  patronage. 
THE  RIDDLE  RIDER;  (Universal)  William 

Desmond — Can’t  say  very  much  for  this  one. 

Not  holding  up  very  well.  Two  reels. — B.  P. 
Bodwell,  Paramount  theatre,  Wyoming,  111   

General  patronage. 
THE  RIDDLE  RIDER:  (Universal.)  Special 

cast — All  the  riddle  that  I   can  see  is  how  in  the 
world  Universal  has  been  able  to  keep  this  serial 

on  the  market.  I   wish  someone  had  junked  it 

before  they  told  me  how  good  it  was.  Lost  mon- 
ey on  every  night  except  the  first  one,  and  then 

I   felt  like  giving  the  money  back  to  the  ones  who 
came. — K.  B.  Wood,  Gem  theatre,  Calico  Rook, 

Ark. — General  patronage. 

THE  RIDDLE  RIDER:  (Universal.)  William 

Desmond — After  reading  dozens  of  reports  on  this 
serial  that  it  was  the  best  ever  made,  I   decided 

to  show  it.  We  are  on  the  sixth  episode  end  my 

patrons  keep  continually  asking  me  when  it  is 
going  to  end.  Again  I   am  holding  up  my  right 

hand.  Never  again.  Serials  don’t  go  here,— 
W.  J.  Shoup.  De  Luxe  theatre,  Spearville,  Kan. — 
Small  town  patronage. 

THE  SCARLET  STREAK:  (Universal.)  Spe- 

cial  cast — ^The  first  episode  used  March  4.  It 
looks  as  if  this  one  will  please,  although  I   did 

not  have  a   half  a   house,  due  to  flu,  rain  and  Lent. 

Two  reels. — M.  J.  Babin.  Fairyland  theatre.  White 

Castle,  La. — General  patronage. 

THE  SCARLET  STREAK:  (Universal.)  Spe- 
cial cast — A   serial  is  about  the  least  entertaining 

and  the  most  expensive  2-ree]  feature  an  exhibi- 

tor can  put  on  his  screen.  Two  reels. — A.  J. 
Gibbons,  Elite  theatre.  Metropolis,  111. — Genera! 

patronage. 

SUNKEN  SILVER;  (Pathe.)  Special  cast— Al- 
though don’t  see  mxsch  to  it  myself,  business  held 

up  good  all  the  way  through. — F.  E.  Williams. 

Orpheum  theatre,  Oelwein,  la. — General  patron- 

age. 
SUNKEN  SILVER:  (Pathe.)  Special  cast— 

Last  episode.  Some  liked  it.  leather  too  slow  for 
the  usual  serial  fans.  Two  reels. — M.  J.  Babin. 

Fairyland  theatre.  White  Castle,  La. — General 
patronage. 

THE  WILD  WEST;  (Pathe.)  Jack  Mulhall— 
No.  10.  Have  run  the  last  chapter.  Cannot  give 
this  serial  much.  Very  good  in  places,  also  very 

draggy  in  places.  Two  reels. — ^A.  O.  Lambert, 
Monticello  Opera  House,  Monticello,  la. — General 
patronage. 

THE  WILD  WEST;  (Pathe.)  Special  cast^ 

Kave  flnished  and  it  was  in  my  opinion  an  ordi- 

nary picture  of  poor  box  office  value.  No  com- 
parison to  "Sunken  Silver"  or  “Into  the  Net. 

Ten  chapters. — C.  R.  McHenry,  Rosewin  theatre, 
Dallas,  Texas. — Neighborhood  patronage. 

Short  Features 
EDUCATIONAL 

AIR  POCKETS :   This  comedy  is  a   little  old  but 

is  very  good.  Booked  it  because  I   had  seen  it 

before  and  knew  it  was  good.  Two  reels. — 
Schaghticoke  Amusement  Assn.,  Odd  Fellows  Hall, 
Schaghticoke,  N.  Y. — General  patronage. 

BE  CAREFUL  DEARIE;  Cameo— Couldn’t  see 
much  comedy  to  it.  One  reel. — S.  G.  Ihde,  Photo- 

play theatre,  Ashland,  Kan. — Small  town  patron- 

age. 
BORNEO  BEASTS;  This  is  a   most  interesting 

and  instructive  subject.  Went  over  good  here. 

Glad  I   played  it.  Two  reels.— C.  H.  Moulton. 

Bijou  theatre.  Beach,  N.  D. — Small  town  patron- 
age. 

BRIGHT  LIGHTS:  Bobby  Vernon— A   comedy 

that  is  a   comedy.  Bobby  Vernon  is  the  best  two- 

reel  comedian  in  the  game.  Two  reels. — Lester 

N.  Leek,  Club  House  theatre,  Jackson,  Wyo.— 
General  patronage. 

CORK  PLASTER;  Neal  Burns- Fair  comedy. 

Two  reels. — W.  R.  Catlow,  Auditorium  theatre. 
Barrington,  III.— General  patronage. 
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CUBSES:  A1  St.  John — Out  of  the  ordinary. 

Pleased  very  well,  especially  the  kids.  Two  
reels. 

—Lester  N.  Leek,  Club  House  theatre,  Jackson. 
  General  patronage. 

DIZZY  DAISY:  Louise  Fazenda — Very,  very 

Bood.  Some  excellent  comedy  situations  in  
it. 

reels.— Horn  &   Morgan,  Star  theatre.  Hay 

Springs,  Neb. — Small  town  patronage. 

DON’T  PUNISH:  Bobby  Vernon — A   splendid 

comedy.— Bert  Silver,  Silver  Family  theatre. 

Greenville,  Mich. — General  patronage. 

DON’T  STOP:  Cameo — ^Not  so  good.  One  reel. 

— S.  G-  Ihde,  Photoplay  theatre.  Ashland,  Kan. — 

Small  town  patronage. 

DKAGON  alley  ;   A   funny  comedy. — Bert 

Silver,  Silver  Family  theatre,  Greenville,  Mich.
 — 

General  patronage. 

DYNAMITE  DOGGIE:  A1  St.  John — Very  good. 

Made  a   great  hit  here.  Out  of  the  ordinary.  Two 

  Lester  N.  Leek.  Club  House  theatre.  Jack- 

son,  V/yo.— General  patronage. 

FELIX  BUSTS  INTO  BUSINESS:  Audience 

got  a   good  laugh  out  of  this  one. — W.  R.  Catlo
w, 

Auditorium  theatre.  Barrington,  111.— General  pat- 

ronage. 

FELIX  ON  THE  JOB:  Felix  always  pleases 

here.  Makes  a   novel  fill-in.  One  reel. — W.  R. 

Catlow,  Auditorium  theatre,  Barrington,  111. — 
General  patronage. 

FELIX  THE  CAT:  Always  good.  Everybody 

likes  Felix,  and  we  hope  his  keepers  will  keep 

him  on  the  water  wagon.  .   One  reel.— L.  P. 

Charles.  Grand  theatre,  Chetek,  Wis.— General 

patronage. 

FELIX  THE  CATs  Good  cartoon  comedy.  A 

good  short  subject  for  any  program.  One  reel. 
— H.  A.  Woodward,  Woodward  Hall,  Hill,  N.  H. 

—General  patronage. 

FOR  SADIE’S  SAKE:  Jimmy  Adams — Anoth- 

er very  good  snappy  comedy  %vith  Jimmy  Adams 

doing  good  work.— C.  H.  Moulton.  Bijou  theatre. 
Beach,  N.  D. — Small  town  patronage. 

FRONT:  This  is  a   1923  comedy  spotted  in  on 

us  by  Educational,  and  say,  boys  I   It’s  a   good 
one  and  we  didn’t  have  to  mortgage  our  house 
(or  it.  Educational  comedies  arc  the  cream  of 

the  market.  I   have  been  off  Educational  for 

some  time,  but  I   am  on  their  wagon  now  until 

they  raise  the  pi'ice.  Two  reels. — W.  J.  Shoup, 
De  Lu.xe  theatre,  Spearville,  Kan. — Small  town 
patronage. 

HER  BOY  FRIEND:  Larry  Semon— Poor 
Semon  comedy  and  print;  badly  cut  out  as  well. 
Two  reels.— P.  G.  Estee.  S.  T.  theatre.  Parker, 

S.  D. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  JUNIOR  PARTNER:  The  beat  juvenile 

comedy  we  ever  used.  Most  of  them  are  weak 

but  this  was  not.  Two  reels. — Horn  &   Morgan. 

Star  theatre,  Hay  Springs,  Neb. — Small  town 
I'atronage. 

KID  SPEED:  Larry  Semon — Another  good 

Larry  Semon  comedy.  This  is  a   good  fast  mov- 
ing comedy.  Auto  race  very  good  for  a   comedy. 

Two  reels. — Schaghticoke  Amusement  Ass'n.,  Odd 
Fellows  Hall,  Schaghticoke,  N.  Y. — General  pat- 
ronage. 

LYMON  HOWE’S  HODGE  PODGE:  Just  a 
fair  filler  on  a   program.  Film  was  almost  junk. 

Only  good  machine  and  good  picture  put  it 

through. — H.  A.  Woodward.  Woodward  Hall.  Hill. 

N.  H. — General  patronage. 

THE  OPTIMIST:  Lloyd  Hamilton— Just  n 

fair  comedy.  Have  seen  this  star  turn  out  much 

better  comedies.  Not  much  comedy.  Two  much 

like  a   2   reel  feature.  Two  reels. — M.  F.  Bodwell, 

Paramount  theatre,  Wyoming.  III. — General  pat- 
ronage. 

STARVATION  BLUES:  Clyde  Cook— I   might 

say  in  two  words  a   Jim  dandy.  Two  reels.— 

W.  L.  Landers,  Gem  theatre,  Batesville.  Ark. — 
General  patronage. 

STARVATION  BLUES:  Clyde  Cook— Poor 
photography  in  spots  and  a   flat  out  as  a   comedy. 

Two  reels. — Custer  Garland,  Garden  theatre, 

Frankfort,  Idich. — Small  town  patronage. 

STUPID  BUT  BRAVE;  A1  St,  John— Very 

good. — W.  R.  Catlow,  Auditorium  theatre,  Barr- 
ington, III. — General  patronage. 

WAITING:  A   very  funny  comedy.  This  man 

is  a   real  cpmedian. — Bert  Silver,  Silver  Family 

theatre,  Greenville,  Mich. — General  patronage. 

WELCOME  DANGER:  A   good  comedy.— Bert 

Silver,  Silver  Family  theatre.  Greenville,  Mich. — 
General  patronage. 

FILM  BOOKING  OFFICES 

adventures  of  MAZIEi  Kit  Guard— No. 

10.  You  cannot  beat  this  for  comedy  and  action. 

Two  reels. — Fry,  Palace  theatre,  Mt.  Pleasant, 
Tex. — General  patronage. 

THE  ADVENTURES  OF  MAZIE;  Alberta 

Vaughn — These  are  all  good  and  well  liked.  Every- 
body calls  them  a   serial.  Also  play  the  Fables, 

which  are  always  good.  Two  reels. — A.  F.  Jenk- 

ins, Community  theatre.  David  City.  Neb. — Gen- 
eral patronage. 

THE  ADVENTURES  OF  MAZIE:  Alberta 

Vaughn — Very  good  series  with  as  many  laughs 

as  a   good  comedy.  Two  reels. — Crosby  Brothers, 

Lily  theatre.  Buffalo,  N.  Y. — Neighborhood  pat- 
ronage. 

THE  ADVENTURES  OF  MAZIE:  Alberta 

Vaughn — No.  5.  Patrons  seem  to  like  this  series 

but  in  my  estimation  not  as  good  as  “The  Pace- 
makers.” Two  reels. — F.  C.  Buchanan,  Victoria 

theatre,  Winnfield,  La. — General  patronage. 

THE  CAMEL’S  HUMP:  Fine  one  reel  comedy. 
One  reel. — Robert  W.  Hines.  Hines  theatre,  Loy- 

alton,  S.  D. — General  patronage. 

FISHY  TALES:  Jimmie  Aubrey — Fine  comedy. 

Pleased  100  per  cent.  Two  reels. — Robert  W. 

Hines,  Hines  theatre,  Loyalton,  S.  D. — General 
fiatronage. 

THE  GREAT  DECIDE:  George  O’Hara— Be.»t 
of  the  series  yet.  Two  reels. — A.  O.  Lambert, 

Monticello  Opera  House,  Monticello,  la. — General 
patronage. 

A   KICK  FOR  CINDERELLA:  Alberta  Vaughn 

— Like  all  Go-Getters  and  Pace-Makers,  very  good. 

Two  reels. — A.  O.  Lambert,  Monticello  Opera 

Hou.se,  Monticello,  la. — General  patronage. 

MEET  THE  AMBASSADOR;  Jim  Aubrey— 

These  Aubrey  comedies  aren't  going  over  very 
good  here.  Seem  to  be  foolish  or  something.  Two 

reels. — F.  R.  Meierbachtol,  Elysian  theatre,  Ely- 

sian.  Minn. — General  patronage. 

THE  PACEMAKERS:  Alberta  Vaughn-Great. 

Best  on  the  Market. — Hustad-Becker,  Princess 

theatre.  Guttenberg,  la. — General  patronage. 

THE  PACEMAKERS:  George  O'Hara— No.  .i. 

This,  entitled  "The  Fast  Male,”  was  the  weakest 
one  so  far.  All  of  these  have  been  good  and  this 

one  is  good,  too.  only  not  quite  as  good  as  the 
others.  Two  reels. — W.  T.  Davis  &   Son,  Rialto 

theatre,  Sharon.  Wis. — General  patronage. 

A   PEACEFUL  RIOT:  Slim  Summerville — A 

knockout  comedy.  Two  reels. — Fry.  Palace  the- 
atre, Mt.  Pleasant,  Tex. — General  patronage. 

FOX 
ELSIE  IN  NEW  YORK:  Splendid  entertain- 

ment. "IbYo  reels. — Fry.  Palace  theatre.  Ml. 
Pleasant,  Te.x. — General  patronage. 

A   FIGHTING  TAILOR:  George  Harris— These 

Imperial  Comedies  don't  register  for  me.  Two 
reels. — C.  H.  Moulton,  Bijou  theatre.  Beach.  N. 

D. — Small  town  patronage. 

KIS  OWN  LAWYER;  Very  good  comedy,  as  I 

find  all  of  this  comedies  just  as  good  as  the  best. 

Two  reels. — W.  L.  Landers,  Gem  theatre.  Bates- 

ville. Ark. — General  patronage. 

THE  HEART  BREAKER:  Syd  Smith— Very 

good  entertainment.  Two  reels. — A.  F.  Jenkin.-t. 
Community  theatre,  David  City,  Neb. — General 
patronage. 

A   MOVIE  MAD  MAID:  Very  poor.  Two  reels. 

— A.  J.  Steggall,  Cozy  theatre.  Fayette,  la. — Gen- 
eral patronage. 

THE  REPORTER:  Earle  Foxe— These  com- 

edies give  fairly  good  satisfaction.  Two  reels. — 
Custer  Garland.  Garden  theatre,  Frankfort.  Mich. 
— Small  town  patronage. 

THE  WRESTLER;  Van  Bibber— Good  comedy. 

Two  reels. — H.  F.  Jenkins,  Community  theatre. 

David  City,  Neb. — General  patronage. 

PATHE 

BAD  BOY:  Charley  Chase— The  best  Chase  I 

have  ever  seen.  Boy.  he  sure  struts  the  Charles- 
ton. Two  reels. — W.  L.  Landers,  Gem  theatre. 

Batesville,  Ark. — General  patronage. 

THE  BOUNCER:  Very  poor.  One  reel. — R. 

Pfeiffer,  Princess  theatre.  Chilton,  Wis. — Small 
town  patronage. 

BREAKING  THE  ICE:  Ralph  Graves— Did  not 
like  this  as  well  as  some  of  his  previous  ones  I 
have  shown.  A   little  lacking  in  pep.  Two  reels. 

— Vick  Millward,  Karris  theatre,  Bancroft,  Idaho. 
— Small  town  patronage. 

CHARLEY  MY  BOY:  Charley  Chase— It 
brought  the  laughs  and  went  over  O.  K.  Two 
reels   M.  J.  Babin,  Fairyland  theatre.  White 

Castle,  La. — General  patronage. 

CRADLE  ROBBERS:  Our  Gang — Good  clever 
comedy  that  will  make  your  audience  laugh  out 

loud.  Two  reels. — E.  J.  Reynolds.  Liberty  the- 
atre. Pasco,  Wash. — General  patronage. 

CUCKOO  LOVE:  Patrons  enjoyed  It.  That's 
all  1   ask. — Jack  Davis,  State  theatre,  Tawas  City. 

Mich. — General  patronage. 

DANGEROUS  CURVES  BEHIND:  Fair.  Two 

reels. — R.  Pfeiffer.  Princess  theatre,  Chilton,  Wis. 
— Small  town  patronage. 

EVERY  MAN  FOR  HIMSELF;  Our  Gang- 
Just  like  all  the  rest  of  this  series,  a   knockout. 

All  I   need  to  do  is  flash  two  words,  "Gang  Com- 

edy,” along  with  the  date  and  any  old  feature  is 

great.  They  don't  get  over  laughing  at  the  com- 

edy until  the  show  is  over  and  probably  won't 
see  the  feature  anyway.  Two  reels. — Vick  Mill- 

ward,  Harris  theatre,  Bancroft,  Idaho. — Small 
to^vn  patronage. 

FIGHTING  INJUNS:  Our  Gang— An  Our  Gang 

comedy  that  pleased  everyone.  The  best  they 
have  made  for  some  time. — Chas.  Lee  Hyde, 

Grand  theatre,  Pierre,  S.  D. — General  patronage. 

THE  FOX  HUNT:  Slapstick  comedy.  Just  fair. 

Thvo  reels. — W.  R.  Catlow,  Auditorium  theatre, 

Barrington.  III. — General  patronage. 

FROM  RAGS  TO  BRITCHES:  Was  sick  when 

this  went  on  the  screen,  but  reports  were  favor- 
able. Two  reels. — M.  J.  Babin,  Fairyland  theatre. 

White  Castle,  La. — General  patronage. 

GOOD  MORNING  NURSE:  Not  up  to  the  gen- 

eral run  of  Pathe  comedies.  Two  reels. — A.  J. 

Gibbons.  Elite  theatre.  Metropolis,  111. — General 
patronage. 

HARRY  LANGDON  COMEDIES:  Arc  all  good. 

— V.  G.  Secord,  K.  P.  theatre.  La  Rue,  O. —Gen- 
eral patronage. 

HIS  WOODEN  WEDDING:  Charlie  Chase— A 

very  good  comedy.  Two  reels. — 'R.  Pfeiffer.  Prin- 
cess theatre,  Chilton.  Wis. — Small  town  patronage. 

HOT  STUFF:  The  Spat  Family — Didn’t  think 
much  of  this.  Not  up  to  the  regular  standard  of 

the  Spats.  TSvo  reels. — Vick  Millward,  Harris 
theatre.  Bancroft,  Idaho. — Small  town  patronage. 

IT’S  A   BEAR:  Our  Gang — This  was  a   very 

good  Gang  Comedy.  One  of  the  beat.  Two  reels. 
• — Schaghticoke  Amusement  Assn.,  Odd  Fellows 

H.all,  Schaghticoke,  N.  Y. — General  patronage. 

THE  LION  AND  THE  SOUSE:  Mack  Sennett 

— Got  plenty  of  laughs  but  was  a   Httlo  bit  rare 

in  a   few  places  for  a   small  town.  Two  reels. — 
S.  G.  Ihde,  Photoplay  theatre.  Ashland,  Kan. — 
Small  town  patronage. 

THE  LOVE  BUG:  Our  Gang — Good  as  usual. 
Two  reels. — W.  R.  Catlow,  Auditorium  theatre, 

Barrington,  III. — General  patronage. 

THE  LOVE  BUG:  Our  Gang — On  an  average 

with  all  Gang  comedies.  Two  reels. — E.  H.  Brech- 

ler.  Opera  House,  Fennlmore,  Wis. — General  pat- ronage. 

MARY  QUEEN  OF  TOTS:  Our  Gang— Con- 
sistently good.  Two  reels. — H.  F.  Jenkins,,  Com- 

munity theatre,  David  City,  Neb. — General  pat- 
ronage. 

ONE  WILD  RIDE:  Our  Gang- The  new 

Gangs  are  getting  punk.  Two  reels. — A.  O.  Lam- 

bert, Monticello  Opera  House,  Monticello,  la. — General  patronage. 

OUR  GANG  COMEDIES;  Have  found  them  to 

be  good  clean  entertainment.  Two  reels. — H.  B. 

Wood,  Gem  theatre.  Calico  Rock.  Ark.— General 
patronage. 

PATHE  NEWS:  Generally  good,  with  the  ex- 

ception that  they  hardly  ever  send  you  the  num- 

ber for  which  they  invoice  you.— Wm.  E.  Trags- 

dorf,  Trags  theatre,  Neillsville,  Wis. — Small  town 

patronage. 

A   RASPBERRY  ROMANCE:  Ben  Turpin— Our 

crosseyed  actor  gets  the  laughs  for  us. — Jack 

Davis.  State  theatre,  Tawas  City.  Mich.— Gener
al 

patronage. 

ROMEO  AND  JULIET:  Ben  Turpin— Good 

comedy.  Two  reels.— E,  H,  Brechler.  Opera 

House.  Fennimore.  Wis.— General  patronage. 

SUNDAY  CALM:  Our  Gang— Good  as  all  Our 

Gangs  seem  to  be.  Two  reels. — S.  G.  Ihde,  Photo- 

play theatre,  Ashland.  Kan. — Small  town  patron- 

age. 
THE  SUNDOWN  LIMITED:  Our  Gang— Every 

time  I   show  one  of  these  I   have  to  nail  the  seats 

down  again.  Don’t  believe  there  is  a   brand  on 

the  screen  which  can  ever  run  them  a   close  sec- 

ond. People  come  out  to  see  them  who  never  go 

at  any  other  time.  Wish  I   could  get  one  a   week. 

Two  reels.- Vick  Millward.  Harris  theatre.  Ban- 
croft, Idaho. — Small  town  patronage. 

UNFRIENDLY  ENEMIES;  Only  a   fair  comedy. 

One  reel.— R.  Pfeiffer.  Princess  theatre.  Chilton, 
Wis.— Small  town  patronage. 
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WHAT  PRICE  TOUCH  DOWN:  Sportlight— 
The  entire  reel  was  taken  up  with  football.  Good 

stuff  for  last  fall  or  next  fall.  One  reel. — Wm. 

E.  Tragsdorf,  Trags  theatre,  Neiilsville,  Wis. — 
Small  town  patronage. 

UNIVERSAL 

AFTER  A   REPUTATION:  I   am  after  a   repu- 
tation too  now,  since  I   ran  that  comedy.  Two 

icels. — -H.  B.  Wood,  Gem  theatre.  Calico  Rock. 

Ark, — General  patronage. 

BADLY  BROKE:  Charles  Puffy— As  I   said  be- 

fore, I   claim  that  this  big  tub  of  lard  is  very 

good  and  would  take  Arbuckle’a  place  if  they 
keep  him  in  good  stuff.  This  is  a   very  good 

comedy  with  plenty  of  laughs.  One  reel. — Wm. 

E.  Tragsdorf.  Trags  theatre,  Neiilsville,  Wis. — 
Small  town  patronage. 

BUSTER  BE  GOOD:  One  of  the  Buster  Brown 

comedies  that  proved  very  good.  Tige  is  quite  an 

attraction  and  the  children  are  O.  K. — Chas.  Lee 

Hyde.  Grand  theatre,  Pierre,  S.  D. — General  pat- 
ronage. 

BUSTER  BROWN  COMEDIES:  Best  short  fea- 

tures Universal  has.  Universal’s  two  reel  West- 
erns and  serials  are  O.  K.  too,  but  they  have 

fallen  down  on  their  Centuries.  Two  reels. — L.  P. 

Charles,  Grand  theatre,  Chetek,  Wis. — General 
patronage. 

THE  CALL  OF  HAZARD;  Nice  little  2   reel 

Western. — Wm.  E.  Tragsdorf,  Trags  theatre, 

Neiilsville,  Wis. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  CAT’S  WHISKERS:  Neely  Edwards- 

Fair  comedy.  Kids  laughed.  A   few  full  grown 

chuckles.  Evidently  it  will  do  as  a   filler.  One 

j-eel.   H.  G.  Selk,  Selk  theatre,  Scotia,  Neb. — 

Small  town  patronage. 

CRYING  FOR  LOVE:  Not  much  to  this  one. 

Below  the  average  for  Universal.  Two  reels.— 

R.  D.  Young,  Polo  theatre,  Polo,  III. — General  pat- ronage. 

CUPID’S  VICTORY:  Fair.  Two  reels.- R. 

Pfeiffer.  Princess  theatre,  Chilton,  Wis. — Small 
town  patronage. 

A   DANGEROUS  PEACH:  Pretty  good.  Two 

reels.— Wm.  E.  Tragsdorf,  Trags  theatre,  Neills- 

ville,  Wis. — Small  town  patronage. 

DOG  BISCUITS:  Arthur  Lake — About  as  silly 

as  most  Universal  comedies.  One  reel. — 'H.  B. 

Wood,  Gem  theatre.  Calico  Rock,  Ark.— General 
patronage. 

DRY  UP:  Just  2,000  feet  of  film  called  com- 

edy. Had  a   few  laughs  for  the  kids,  that's  all. 
Two  reels.— W.  J.  Shoup,  De  Luxe  theatre,  Spear- 
ville,  Kan. — Small  town  patronage. 

FALLING  DOWN:  Wanda  Wiley— Good  com- 

edy. Two  reels. — H.  G.  Selk,  Selk  theatre,  Scotia, 
Neb. — Small  town  patronage. 

GETTING  TRIMMED:  Wanda  Wiley— A   pretty 

good  comedy  that  got  quite  a   few  laughs  from  our 
audience.  It  may  not  be  the  best,  but  it  is  good 

at  any  rate.  Two  reels. — W.  T.  Davis  &   Son, 

Rialto  theatre,  Sharon,  Wis. — General  patronage. 

CLASSIFIED^ 
Advertising  ̂  

/   v   1 

Five  cents  per  word,  payable  in  advance.  Minimum  charge, 

$1.00.  Copy  and  checks  should  be  addressed  Classified  Ad 

Dept.  Exhibitors  Herald,  407  So.  Dearborn  St.,  Chicago,  111. 

THEATRES  FOR  SALE 

FOR  SALE:  Most  modern  equipped  Picture 
House  for  small  town  to  be  found.  Brick  build- 

ing with  modern  living  apartments  on  second  floor. 
Will  sell  building  or  lease.  Present  owner  10 

years.  Possession  at  once.  Address  Family  The- 
atre, Sheldon,  111. 

THEATRE  IN  TOWN  of  2,700,  no  competi- 
tion. Big  brick  building,  500  seats,  big  stage: 

pipe  organ.  Most  bcautihil  tlieafrc  i:i  state,  con- 

sderiiig  size  of  town,  Modern  up-to-date,  price 

$12,900.  Ten  year  lease  $40  per  month.  It’s 
making  money.  Forty  miles  from  Indianapolis, 

Ind.  Address  Exhibitors  Herald  Box  509,  407 
S.  Dearborn  St.,  Chicago,  III. 

FOR  SALE  CHEAP;  Only  theatre  in  thriv- 
ing city,  seats  three  hundred,  fully  equipped. 

Mild,  healthy  climate;  great  opportunity.  Best 
reasons  for  selling.  J.  W.  Owens,  West  Point, 
Va. 

NEW  COMBINATION  THEATRE  and  com- 
mercial building  consisting  of  800  seat  theatre, 

five  stores  and  sixteen  apartments  in  manufac- 
turing city  of  15,000,  sixteen  miles  South  of  Chi- 

cago loop.  Wonderful  opportunity  to  acquire 

highly  desirable  property  in  rapidly  growing  Cal- 

umet" district.  If  interested,  act  quick.  Address Exhibitors  Herald,  Box  609,  407  S.  Dearborn  St., 
Chicago,  III. 

THEATRE  FOR  SALE — Equipped  with  photo 
player.  Powers  projectors,  American  Seating 

Company  upholstered  chairs  and  other  up-to-date 
equipment.  Ten  year  lease  on  building,  25x115 
auditorium  with  300  seats,  balcony  100  scats. 
Town  of  4,000.  Drawing  patronage  of  10,000; 

excellent  schools,  good  roads,  low  taxes.  The- 
atre been  built  and  operated  less  than  two  years. 

Industrial  town,  including  iron  furnace,  coal 
mines,  etc.  Excellent  opportunity  for  man  with 

brains.  Reason  for  selling— ̂ on't  know  the  busi- 
ness. Address  Earle  Hendren,  LaFollette,  Ten- 

nessee. 

THEATRES  WANTED 

WANTED — To  lease  or  purchase  one  or  more 
theatres  in  the  U.  S.  A.  Give  full  particulars. 

Address  Manager  Rex  Theatre,  Box  352,  Taber, 
Alberta,  Canada. 

ORGANS  FOR  SALE 
BARGAINS  in  used  Wurlitzers,  Fotoplaycrs, 

Crenionas,  Seeburgs,  Reproduces,  Kimballs,  Kil- 
gens,  Robert  Mortons.  Also  Grand,  player  or 
electric  pianos.  Buy,  sell  and  exchange  music 

rolls.  D’ART  RIDGE,  845  S.  Wabash  Avenue, 
Chicago,  111. 

PROJECTOR  REPAIRING 
RUDOLPH  L.  FLEISCHER,  now  located  at 

845  S.  Wabash  Avenue,  Room  612.  Expert  re- 
pairing done  on  all  makes  of  projection  machines. 

Estimates  given  in  advance.  All  work  guaran- 
teed. Service  at  all  hours.  Shop  phone  Wabash 

9045.  Residence  phone  Mohawk  2091. 

EQUIPMENT  FOR  SALE 

FOR  SALE;  Coin  changer  machine,  ‘‘Light- 
ning.” Factory  rebuilt.  Also  automatic  ticket 

selling  machine,  3   unit,  factory  rebuilt.  Bargain. 
Atlas  Movng  Picture  Co.,  538  S.  Dearborn  St., 
Chicago,  111. 

WE  B'UY  AND  SELL  used  theatre  chairs, 
all  makes  of  machines,  Generators,  Frames  and 
other  theatre  equipment.  Be  sure  to  get  our 

rices  before  you  buy  or  sell.  United  Theatre 

upply  Co.,  845  South  Wabash  Avenue, 
Chicago,  III. 

PEERLESS  ARC  CONTROLS,  F*ct^  Re- 
built, sbeolutely  guarsoteed.  Bargaia.  Hertner 

generator,  Double  SO  Amp.,  230  Volt,  S   Phaae. 

Atlas  Moving  Picture  Company,  S38  So.  Dear- 
born Sl,  Chicago,  111. 

FOR  SALE:  2   Simplex  latest  Style  Type  S 

lamphouses — perfect  condition.  .   Bamin.  Atlas 
Moving  Picture  Company,  538  So.  Dearborn  St. 
Chicago,  III. 

FOR  SALS:  2,000  heavy  five  and  seven  ply 
veneer  chairs,  brand  new,  at  40  per  cent  less 

than  factory  price.  Very  good  bargains  in  used 
upholstered  and  veneered  chairs  and  other  theatre 
equipment.  Address  Illinois  Theatre  Eqtdpment 
Company,  12  East  Ninth  St.,  Chicago,  It!. 

FOR  SALE:  Approximately  270  7-p!y  new 
veneer  chairs.  Also  generatcr,  frames  and  used 
projectiriR  machines  Bargains.  Atlas  Mevipi 
Picture  Company,  534  S.  Dearborn  St.,  Chicago, 
III. 

500  BRAND  NEW  genuine  quarter  sawed  oak 
heavy  duty  roll  top  theatre  chairs.  Very  cheap. 
C.  G.  Demel,  845  South  State  Street,  Chicago,  111. 

LETTERS 

From  Readers 
A   forum  at  which  the  cKhibitor 
is  invited  to  express  his  opinion 
on  matters  of  current  interest. 
Brevity  adds  forcefulness  to  any 
statement.  Unsigned  letters  will 

not  be  printed. 

So  This  Is  Nebraska! 

NELIGH,  NEB.— To  the  Editor:  Af- 
ter reading  Brother  O’Hara’s  call  down  of tliat  Montana  Cowboy,  I   went  over  to  sec 

him.  He  had  called  down  some,  but  be- 
lieve me  he  had  drank  all  of  his  Bee  Wine 

before  he  got  that  way.  I   think  the  real 
reason  for  his  poor  judgment  of  the  pic- 

ture was  that  he  drank  too  much  of  that 
hootch  that  these  bees  make.  I   will  tell 

you  about  them. 
You  see,  these  bees  are  something  new 

in  the  wine  making  line.  You  put  these 
bees  in  a   jar  of  water  and  give  them  a 
prune  to  eat.  In  the  course  of  a   week  or 

two  you  have  a   good  grade  of  pop  or  some- 
thing like  that  left  in  the  jar.  So  Frank 

tanked  up  on  this  and  went  out  _to  jud‘>-c pictures.  You  can  see  how  this  would 
handicap  a   man. 

Then  too,  you  know  that  this  sand  hill 
country  kind  of  works  on  a   man  like 
Frank,  so  I   can  see  how  his  judgment  could 

be  bad.  You  see,  out  in  Frank’s  town  the sand  blows  all  the  time.  In  fact  if  you 

didn’t  know  this  country  you’d  think  that 

real  people  lived  there,  but  they  don’t.  All 
he  has  over  there  to  draw  to  is  these  sand- hill cranes. 

So  far  as  the  historical  part  of  the  argu- 

ment goes,  I   don't  think  it  makes  any  dif- 
ference. Just  as  long  as  Frank’s  bees  keep 

up  their  good  work,  don’t  expect  any  criti- cism from  him.— Walt  Bradley,  Moon 
theatre,  Neligh,  Neb. 

Thanks,  and  Best  O’  Luck 
ISABEL,  KANS.— To  the  Editor:  1 

closed  the  Larabee  Opera  House  here  on 

June  1,  1925,  due  to  the  fact  that  I   could 
not  do  business  enough  to  pay  film  rental 

of  $7.50,  which  I   consider  reasonable 

enough  on  programs  but  which  proved  too 
high  for  what  they  would  produce.  We 
could  have  kept  open  if  we  could  have  had 

a   shot  at  some  of  the  big  specials  reason- 

ably. 

The  average  program  at  $7.50  would  not 
make  any  money,  and  instead  of  giving  us 
a   shot  at  some  of  the  specials  at,  say, 
double  what  we  would  pay  on  a   program, 

$15,  it  was  always,  “We  beg  to  advise^that 
our  absolute  minimum  is  $50,  or  $100.’’  .It 
is  unreasonable'  to  believe  that  a   special 
would  be  worth  ten  times  the  amount  of  a 
program  in  a   small  town. 

St.  Louis  don’t  need  to  be  alarmed  about 

being  overseated  at  the  rate  of  1   seat  to  7 
persons.  Lots  of  us  small  towm  guys  have 

1   seat  to  the  person.  My  population  js 

275  and  my  seating  capacity  is  210.  Speak 
a   word  of  cheer  to  the  big  town  boys. 

I   will  send  you  a   photo  of  my  Airdome 

as  soon  as  it  is  completed,  as  I   sure  be* 

lieve  the  Herald  has  been  a   life  saver. ’for 
me  more  than  once.  When  I   first. opened 

the  Larabee  Opera  House  the  motion  pic- 

ture game  was  new  to  me..  I   didn’t  even know  who  sold  pictures.  •   I   had  a   friend, 

O.  K.  Mason,  who  had  the  old  Colonial  at 
Wichita.  I   turned  to  him  for  advice  and 

he  merely  said,  “Ledou,  subscribe  for  the 
Exhibitor’s  Herald,  do  a   lot  of  reading, 

and  you  will  make  it  alright.”  I   guess 
that  was  some  mighty  good  advice,  for  1 

got  along  first  rate.” — ^L.  R.  Ledou,  Lara- bee theatre,  Isabel,  Kans. 
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CHICAGO  PERSONALITIES 
By  D.  H, 

Theatre  men  and  women  and  the  press  attended  one  of  the  most unusual  luncheons  of  recent  years  when  Art  Kahn,  orchestra  leader 

of  Lubliner  Trinz’,  Harding  and  Senate  theatres,  entertained  aboard 
the  20th  Century  Limited,  March  22,  in  the  La  Salle  station. 

The  observation  car  and  a   large  dining car  were  given  over  to  the  party  when 

the  guests  convened  at  the  train  shed. 

The  crack  train  of  the  N.  Y.  C.  was  backed 

into  the  station  two  hours  ahead  of  time 

to  permit  the  guests  to  come  aboard  at 

11-30  a.  m.  There  it  remained  until  lunch- 
eon had  been  served.  It  left  Chicago 

behind  schedule,  an  unusual  thing  for  the 

"Century." 
In  order  to  take  it  off  schedule  it  had 

been  necessary  for  Lou  Kramer,  publicity 

director  for  L.  &   T.,  to  negotiate  with  New 
York  railroad  officials  who  changed  the 

ihe  time  for  more  than  250  other  trains. 
Invited  guests  at  the  luncheon  were::  Mayor 

William  Dever,  Dr.  Herman  Bundeson,  Chief  of 

Police  Morgan  Collins,  Leon  Errol,  Evelyn  Law, 

Ethel  Shuita,  Harry  Houdini,  Holbrook  BHnn, 

Judith  Anderson,  E.  H.  Sothern,  Adolph  Zukor, 

Joseph  Trinz,  Harry  M.  Lubliner,  Leo  Spintz, 
Ross  Hall,  Emi!  Stern,  Arthur  Mayer,  Lester 
Ludwig,  George  Brennan,  P.  J.  Carr,  Mrs.  Jacob 

Bauer,  fiae  Tinee,  John  Joseph,  Frederick  Me- 
Quigg,  Hazel  Fiinn,  Winona  Flavin,  E.  Dennison, 
Virginia  Dale,  Joe  Morney,  Genevieve  Harris,  Hal 

Halperin,  George  Lait,  Miss  Margaret  Hann,  Ed- 
win S.  Clifford,  Douglas  Kodges,  William  Weaver, 

.A1  Barr,  and  Leslie  Mason. 
*   ♦   * 

a   trip  around  the  country  assist- 
ing in  the  establishment  of  new 

exchanges  in  all  the  key  cities. 
*   *   * 

Chester  Lopalka,  who  has  been  staying 
close  to  his  theatre  in  Cicero  for  these 
past  cold,  blizzardy  weeks  ventured  out 
along  the  avenue  last  week  on  the  first 
bright  day,. 

*   *   1= 

Earle  Johiuson,  the  amiable  "Swedish  am- 
bassador," wishes  to  announce  that  his 

latest  success  in  the  presentations  field 
came  last  week  with  his  well  exploited 

"Charleston  Public  Wedding.” 

William  Brumberg  was  in  Decatur  March 
18  and  Ted  Schlanger  was  with  him. 

Joe  Woodward  of  the  Pathe  exchange 

and  his  mother,  Mrs.  Elizabeth  Wood- 
ward, entertained  the  city  sales  staff  of 

the  Chicago  Pathe  exchange  March  20  at 
their  home.  Aside  fj'oni  the  salesmen 
present  were  James  Gillick  and  Harry 

Graham,  managers.  Fred  Aiken  was  un- 
able to  attend. 

*   *   « 

It  is  said  that  the  Pathe  boys  in  reality 
were  celebrating  the  28th  birthday  of  Len 

UllricJi:  But  if  so  they’re  probably  about 
four  years  behind  time. 

♦   *   ♦ 

Buck  Jones,  Fox  Western  star,  was  in 
Chicago  a   while  March  17,  wearing  no 
green,  but  a   smile  that  identified  him  as 
a   son  of  Erin.  He  was  accompanied  by 
Mrs.  Jones  both  of  whom  are  on  their 

way  to  England  for  a   several  week’s  stay, 
.^mong  his  hosts  here  were  Clyde  Eck- 
hardt.  Fox  manager,  and  Langdon  Burkes, 
publicity  representative. 

♦   ♦   ♦ 

Gus  Solomon  from  the  home  of- 
fice of  Red  Seal  Pictures  Corpora- 
tion was  in  Chicago  March  18  for 

a   conference  with  Charlie  Lund- 
gren  who,  by  the  way,  has  the 
Chicago  exchange  now  well 
founded.  Charlie  has  engaged  sev- 

eral new  people  to  help  ’"put  over” 
Red  Seal  in  this  territory.  There 

ere  Joe  Lyon,  known  by  every  ex- 
hibitor in  the  Middle  West  as  the 

Greek  Consul,  Mike  Kassel, 
booker,  and  Jeannette  Segal,  Char- 

lie’s ace  assistant.  Solomon  is  on 

Samuel  Briskin  of  Banner  Productions, 

Inc.,  stopped  in  Chicago  March  18  en  route 
to  New  York  to  settle  some  plans  for  the 

season’s  product.  Briskin  stated  that 
Banner  has  relinquished  all  definite  plans 
for  a   consolidation  with  C.  B.  C.  and  Chad- 

wick for  the  present,  but  that  his  company 
still  hopes  to  strike  upon  some  similar 
combination  that  will  aid  the  independent 
companies  in  competing  with  the  national 
ones. 

He  will  be  in  New  York  until  April  5 
and  expects  that  a   few  days  before  his 
departure  Joe  Brandt  of  Columbia  and  1. 

ANNOUNCE^o  2 

ONSyf 

PRESENTATIONS 

flLMACK  TRAILER'S/ 

ELABORATE  BORDERS  FOR 

EVERY  SUBJECT  AND  OC- 
CASION — '   HIGH  GRADE 

WORK— LOW  PRICES. 

AiS  orders  reed.  In  morn- 

log  shipped  same  day 

FlLMACK  CO. 
J30S.  WABASH  -CKICAGO., 

E.  Chadwick  will  be  in  New  York  when  it 

may  be  possibble  that  the  three  executives 
will  resume  plans  for  some  kind  of  defi- 

nite action  on  behalf  of  Independence. 
*   *   * 

Henri  Ellman  is  back  from  Hollywood 
and  has  affected  a   Western  accent, 

Rudolph  L.  Fleischer,  expert  motion  pic- 
ture machine  repairer,  who  for  the  past 

three  years  has  been  with  the  Movie  Sup- 

ply Company  has  opened  his  own  projec- 
tion machine  repair  shop  at  845  So.  Wa- 
bash avenue.  Fleischer  was  formerly  con- 

nected with  Precision  and  Powers  and 
will  offer  a   complete  service  on  all  makes 
of  machines. 

*   *   * 

Leroy  W.  Alexander,  supervisor  of  the 
Western  division  of  Universal  exchanges, 
returned  to  Chicago  March  8,  following  a 

week’s  sojourn  in  New  York.  Lee  came 
back  sneezing  and  wheezing  with  a   touch 
of  "flu.”  It’s  no  telling  what  that  town 
will  do  to  a   fellow. 

♦   ♦   * 

Cecil  E.  Ufabery  and  Dan  Roche  of  Pro- 
ducers Distributing  Corporation  are  spend- 

ing a   few  days  in  the  frozen  North. *   *   * 

Arthur  Mayer  who  represents  B.  &   K. 

and  L.  &   T.  in  the  latter's  offices  was 
among  the  invited  guests  on  the  train  that 
left  March  15  for  Atlantic  City  for  the 

Famous  Players-Lasky  convention.  A   num- 
ber of  men  from  the  Chicago  Balaban  & 

Katz  offices  were  also  among  those  present. 

Now — 
you  may  get  your  equip- ment from  a   company 

formed  to  serve  every 

need  that  a   showman  has 

in  the  line  of  supplies. 

Our  rapid  growth  is  evi- dence of  the  demand  for 

our  equipment.  Prices  and 
quality  that  suit  you. 

Theatre  Equipment Company 

Neiu  Address: 
Blum  Building 

624  South  Michigan  Avenue 
Chicago,  III. 

(Telephone — Harrison  2468-2469) 

From  Thumb  Tacks  to  Organs 

Meyer  S.  Boos:  Ma*  B.  Slott Albert  B.  Berger 

35  Prints  Available! 

THE  PASSION  PLAY  —Life  of  Christ 
5   Reels 

The  Only  Picture  Breaking  Box  Office  Records 
Everywhere  ! 

Booking  as  Far  in  Advance 
as  May  lo Dont  Wait!  Wir<' — Phone  or  W'rite—jor  Early 

Dates  and  Prices. 

BLAND  BROTHERS 
738  So.  Wabash  Ave.,  Chicago. Phone  Wab.  1431 
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THEATRE  PTTERMENT 
A   Weekly  Extension  of  ̂ etfer^heatres’ 

Music  Firm  Manager 
Will  Call  on  Theatre 

O^mers  on  Tour 

Harry  SIGMOND,  general  manager  of American  Composers,  Inc.,  ihe  new 

music  publishing  company  recently  founded 

by  Henry  Waterson,  is  about  to  start  on  a 
five  months’  tour  of  the  country,  calling  on 
the  music  dealers  and  orchestra  leaders  in 

sixty  of  our  large.sl  cities. 

This  company  is  in  intimate  contact  with 
thousands  of  motion  picture  theatres,  and 

its  publications  are  assured  a   very  wide  cir- 

culation. It  is  Mr.  Sigmond’s  purpose, 
while  on  this  trip,  to  encourage  his  many 

orchestra  leader  friends  to  do  business 

directly  with  their  local  music  dealers. 
Indications  are  that  this  year  the  motion 

picture  theatres  will  play  a   much  greater 

part  than  ever  before  in  matters  of  general 

musical  interest,  and  a' tie-up  with  the  local music  dealers  should  prove  of  value. 

In  discussing  his  plans,  Mr.  Sigmond 
said:  “The  motion  picture  orchestra  is  one 
of  the  most  vital  factors  in  American  music 

9he  only  Magazine  devo- ted Exdusmiy  to  Theatre 

Construction,  Equipment 

and  Opemtionj  is  pub- 
lished as  Section  II  of 

every  fourth  issue  of 
'Exhibitors  Herald 

today.  It  is  doing  more  than  any  other 
one  factor  to  introduce  to  the  general  public 
a   knowledge  of  the  musical  classics;  it 
makes  it  possible  for  every  city  of  any  size 

to  support  a   group  of  well-trained  profes- 
sional musicians  who  form  a   nucleus  for 

symphonic  efforts;  and  it  is  establishing  a 

MORE  THAN  50%  off 

“GENUINE” 

AUTOMATIC  TICKET  REGISTERS 
“GOLD  SEAL”  Latest  Model 

We  Offer  These  Machines  While  They  Last  and  Subject  to 

Prior  Sale  at  the  Following  Prices 

2   Unit 
3   Unit 
4   Unit 
5   Unit 

$120.00 
145.00 
165.00 

190.00 

We  Also  Offer 

“SIMPLEX” 
Ticket  Machines 

2   Unit  $135.00 
3   Unit  $160.00 
4   Unit  $185.00 
5   Unit  $215.00 

These  Simplex  Machines 
are,  however,  NOT  new. 

They  are  factory  rebuilts. 

Each  Machine  Guaranteed  for  One 

Year.  Specify  Current  and  Voltage 

Required. 

MIDWEST  TICKET  &   SUPPLY 

CO.,  Inc. 
845  SOUTH  WABASH  AVE. 

CHICAGO 

tremendously  important  outlet  for  the 
creative  genius  of  the  American  composer. 
There  are  over  20,000  motion  picture 

theatres  in  America  and  there  are  55,000,000 
admissions  to  these  theatres  weekly.  The 
creation  of  superlatively  fine  new  musical 
entertainment  for  these  vast  audiences  will 
be  the  increasing  concern  of  our  very  best 

composers.’’ 

Realizing  this  trend,  American  Compos- 
ers, Inc.,  was  organized  by  Henry  Waterson 

to  publish  and  market  the  very  best  new 
orchestral  music  by  resident  composers.  It 

has  just  issued  twelve  new  orchestral  num- 
bers particularly  adapted  for  concert  and 

accompaniment  of  motion  pictures  and  is 
prepared  to  announce  several  new  numbers 
each  month. 
Among  the  cities  Mr.  Simond  will  visit 

are  Albany,  Schenectady,  Syracuse,  Roch- 
ester, Buffalo,  in  New  York  State;  many 

cities  in  the  Middle  West,  including  De- 

troit and  Grand  Rapids,  Mich.,  and  Chi- 
cago, 111.,  Milwaukee,  Wis. ;   Duluth,  Minn., 

and  St.  Paul,  Minn.,  the  leading  centers  of 
Iowa,  Kansas  City,  Topeka,  Denver,  Col,, 
and  Salt  Lake  City,  Utah,  all  of  the  trade 
points  on  the  Pacific  Coast  and  rounding 
out  his  trip  East  by  a   Southern  route 
through  Texas,  Louisiana,  Florida  and 
other  Southern  points. 

Stop  Charts  Coiitinue to  Win  Praise;  Used 

by  260  Theatre “Better  Theatres”  Stop  Charts  continue 
to  win  acclaim  as  valuable  aid  in  achieving 

improved  projection.  Official  roster  of 

Stop  Charts  users  as  published  in  March 
20  “Better  Theatres”  shows  that  260  thea- 

tres are  now  employing  the  charts  ̂    a 

means  of  keeping  projection  up  to  the  nigh 
standard  which  the  charts  make  it  possible to  establish. 

J.  G.  Varnell,  Princess  theatre,  Piedmont, 

Ala.,  has  just  received  his  Stop  Charts  and writes ; 

“Received  Stop  Charts  and  sure  thank 

you  for  same.  I   think  that  they  are  fine 
and  will  tell  the  trouble.  My  operator  is 

pleased  to  get  them.  I   know  he  is  doing 
his  best  to  right  the  films  and  put  on  a 

good  show.  I   am  sending  in  the  first 

report  and  think  it  is  fine.” 

Will  Arrange  Program 

for  Dealers’  Meet 
Max  Ruben  has  been  appointed  chairman 

of  the  entertainment  comrnittee  for  the 

coming  convention  in  Detroit  of  the  Mo- 

tion Picture  Equipment  Dealers  Associa- 
tion which  will  be  held  July  15,  16  and  I/- 

"Passion  Piay"  Opens  Theatre 

LOS  ANGELES— A   religious  drama. 
“The  Passion  Play,”  as  depicted  by  the 

Freiburg  players,  was  selected  as  the  open- 

ing attraction  for  the  new  Shriners  Audi- 
torium. The  Auditorium  has  a   seating  ca- pacity of  7,000. 



You  are  confident 

When  the  picture  is  printed  on  Eastman 

Positive  Film  you  are  confident  of  photo- 

graphic quality  on  the  screen. 

Eastman  Film  is  subjected  to  exacting  tests 

in  the  Kodak  Research  Laboratories  that  prove 

it  right. 

And  it  is  identified  throughout  its  length 

by  the  black  lettered  words  ‘‘Eastman”  and 

“Kodak”. 

Look  for  the  identification 

EASTMAN  KODAK  COMPANY 

ROCHESTER,  N.  Y. 



PHODUCTiOMS 

BIG  BOX  OFFICE  ATTRACTIONS 
Consisting  of  SIX  De  Luxe  Productions  designated  as 
GREATER  GOTHAMS,  comprising  the  works  of  famous  authors 

AND 

SIX  Thrilling  melodramas,  with  all  star  casts,  of  the  type  that  has  proven 
so  wonderfully  popular  with  the  public 

Titles  That  Need  No  Explanation
  ■"  ■'  “   “ 

‘■THE  GOLDEN  WEB”  |   “SINEWS  OF  STEEL” 
by  E.  Phillips  Oppenheim  ^   A   Romance  of  Flaming  Forges 

"HEROES  OF  THE  NIGHT”  |   "Peter  the  Great  ”   The  Miracle  Dog.  in 

Fire  and  Police  Melodrama  J   "THE  SILENT  AVENGER” 

"MONEY  TO  BURN”  %   "MOUNTAINS  OF  MANHATTAN” 
by  Reginald  Wright  Kauffman  «   Thrills  Atop  a   Skyscraper 

"THE  SILENT  POWER”  J   "THE  WOMAN  WHO  DID  NOT  CARE” 
Dynamic  Drama  of  Electricity  by  Rida  Johnson  Young 

“Peter  the  Great”  in  "KING  OF  :<  "THE^LOCK  SIGNAL” 

THE  PACK”  ^   Greatest  of  Railroad  Dramas 

"THE  FINAL  EXTRA”  %   "QUARANTINED  RIVALS” 
Powerful  drama  of  the  press  $   b)’  George  Randolph  Chester 

The  attractions  listed  above  now  in  production 
and  to  be  released  by 

[■- iiiit'ufii 

i'
 

! 
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4   CURRENT  HITS 

THE  BLACK  BIRD 

Tod  Brotontng’s  prodwc- 
non  of  his  story  —   star- 

ring Lon  Chaney.  With 
Owen  Moore,  Renee 

AJorce. 

THE  DEVIL’S  CIRCUS 
Starring  Normq  Shearer. 
With  Charles  Emmett 

Mach,  Carmel  Myers. 
ABen;atiiin  Christianson 

prodtjctioji. 

IBANEZ' TORRENT 
With  Ricardo  Cortez, 

Qreia  Qarbo.  Monta 
Bell’s prodnciiono/BIasco 
Jbanez' novel.  A   Cosmo- 

politan picture. 

StarringMae  Murrayand 
John  Qilhert.  Erich  von 

Stroheim’s  production. 
Henry  W   Savage’s  stage 
success  by  Lehar-Leon- 

Member  Motion  Picture  Producers  and  Distributors  of  America,  Inc. —
 Will  H.  Hays,  President 

XXV,  No.  3 



DilPh:; 

World’s  Greatest  Musical  Organization 

There  are  few  institutions  in  Am<  rica as  old  or  with  recources  as  exten^ixc 
as  those  of  Wurlitzer.  Founded  in 

ony  in  1701  by  Hand  Andreas  Wurliircr, 

for  seven  unbroken  generations  the  House 

of  Wurlitzer  have  been  making  musical 

masterpieces,  until  today  it  has  grown  to 

be  the  world’s  largest  musical  organization. 
Principal  Wurlitzer  factories  are  loc.ifed 
at  N.  Tonawanda,  N.  Y.  and  DeKalb,  111., 

with  a   direct  retail  organization  comniis- 

ing  over  forty  stores  from  coast  to  co.ist. 

The  Wurlitzer  organization  is  recogni-ed 
not  alone  for  a   single  musical  masterpiece, 

but  is  renowned  for  the  consistently  su- 

perior quality,  a   distinction  of  tone  be.iut\ 
and  value  embodied  in  every  Wurlitzer 

instrument,  whether  it  be  a   violin  or  a 

great  Unit  Organ.  Conducting  business 

with  such  an  institution  saves  the  pen.il- 

ties  of  experiment,  and  is  a   certain  guar- 

antee of  permanent  satisfaction. 

jllniirjrfi 
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DJRECTED  BY  SAM  TAYLOR 
Produced  bq 

HAROLD  LLOYD  CORPORATION 
A   PARAMOUNT  RELEASE 

Harold  LLOYD’S  new  com- edy hit  is  here.  And  what  a 
hit  this  star  of  stars  has  delivered 

as  his  first  Paramount  release! 

Every  Paramount  exchange  re- 
ports record  bookings.  Every 

one  who  has  seen  the  picture  re- 
ports record  laughs.  And  every 

theatre  that  plays  it  will  reap 
record  profits! 



PARAMOUNT  has  everything set  for  your  campaign.  See 

the  elaborate  28-page  Press  Book 

and  note  the  line  of  high-quality 

paper  and  the  quantity  of  special 

ad  sales  material  and  money- 

getting exploitation  stunts. 

If  you  havenT  booked  Harold 

Lloyd^s  champion  comedy,  For 
Heaven’s  Sake  get  busy  I 

ULOYO 
Heaven's 
*   Sake!" 



.   f^iatfiiniirjiivr 
'.^IVVKftlfi  IVfJilllfi 

PRODUCED  BY 

MAROLD  LLOYD 
CORRORATiON 

DIRECTED  BY 

SAM  TAYLOR PARAMOUNT 



’   FBO 
Has  Delivered 

FBO  announced  a   definite  program  for 
the  entire  season  and  carried  it  out  to 

the  letter. 

FBO  Promised— 
FBO  Delivered! 

Consistency  and  Diversity  of  Product 

. . .   Promptness  of  Release  and  the  back- 
ing of  Exploitation  that  actually  helped 

exhibitors  make  money .   .   .   All  vital 

elements  in  FBO’s  magnificent  record! 

Watch  for  still  greater  things  from  FBO 
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No  end  of  big  money 

Southern  Enterprises,  Atlanta,  Ga. 

Schine  Bros.  Amusement  Co.,  Gloversville,  N.  Y. 
Grey  Circuit,  Boston,  Mass. 
Asher  Bros.,  Chicago,  111. 
Balaban  &   Katz,  Chicago,  111. 
Lubliner  &   Trinz,  Chicago,  111. 
Gumbincr  Theatrical  Co.,  Chicago,  111. 
Libson  Amusement  Co.,  Cincinnati,  Ohio. 
Saenger  Amusement  Co.,  New  Orleans,  La. 

Bishop  &   Cass  Booking  and  Amusement  Co., 

Denver,  Colo.- 
West  Coast  Theatres,  Inc.,  Los  Angeles,  Calif. 
Finkelstein  &   Ruben,  Minneapolis,  Minn. 
Hofrman  Bros.,  Ansonla.  Conn. 

J.  Fabian,  Paterson,  N.  J. 

Loew's  Theatres,  Inc.,  New  York,  N.  Y. A.  H.  Blank,  Omaha,  Neb. 

Stanley  Booking  Office,  Philadelphia,  Pa. 
Jensen  8c  Von  Herberg,  Seattle,  Wash. 

T.  8c  D.  Enterprises,  San  Francisco,  Calif. 

West  Coast  Theatres,  Inc.,  San  Francisco,  Calif- Alexander  Pantages,  Los  Angeles,  Calif. 
St.  Louis  Amusement  Co.,  St.  Louis,  Mo. 
Famous  Players,  Ltd.,  Toronto,  Can. 
Midland  Amusement  Co.,  Kansas  Clty^  Mo. 

United  Theatres,  Inc.,  Onaheim,  Calif. 

Fon  du  Lac  Theatre  Co.,  Fon  du  Lac,  Wis.  - 
Kahn  Sc  Fairchild  Amusement  Co.,  Trini«^ad,.  Colo. 

Lead 

Big  Theatres  BooKSpri 

Big  Circuits 
the  Rush  of  Bookings! 



Vlth 

HATANURSfi.^ 
PATSY  RDTH  MILLER 

Oh,  Boy  I   What  a   treat  for  listless  box  offices  1   The  best  box  office  tonic 

in  all  the  world,  appetizing,  invigorating  profits.  Makes  box  offices 

worth-while!  Any  one  of  Syd  Chaplin’s  big  feature  comedy  riots  is 

all  the  prescription  you  need.  Remember  ‘‘The  Man  on  The  Box”  is 
another  great  Syd  Chapiin-Warner  Bros,  clean-up! 

Ffomt  the  story  hy 

Robert  E.  Sherwood 
end  Bertram  Block 
DIRECTED  BY 

CHARLES  F.  RESSNER 

a!®'®**  Amusement  Co.,  Pontiac,  Mich. Amusement  Co.,  Amsterdam,  3 
B®"'®".Ctrcuit,  Saratoga  Springs,  K.  Y. Amusement  Co.,  Cohoes,  N.  Y. 

Amusement  Co.,  Springfield,  I«lass. 
Greensltoro,  N.  C. 

e^nt  Amusement  Co.,  Winston-Salem,  N.  C. Co-  Evanston.  111. 

Enterprises,  Detroit,  Mich. 

UniW'^  Theatres  Co.,  Bellingham,  Wash. 
“o‘ted  Theatres,  Ltd.,  Vancoave?.  B.  C, 

•ts  from  WARNER  BROTHERS! 
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Box  Office  Record 
Out  Next  Week 

The  Spring  Number  of  the  Box  Office  Record  will  be 
mailed  to  all  subscribers  of  EXHIBITORS  HERALD 
next  week. 

With  this  issue,  a   valuable  new  service  to  assist  the 
exhibitor  in  the  construction,  operation  and  equipment 
of  his  theatre  is  incorporated.  So  important  is  this  addi- 

tion that  we  have  deemed  it  advisable  to  change  the 
name  of  the  volume  to 

The  Box  Office  Record  and 

Equipment  Index 
The  Equipment  Index,  for  the  first  time  in  the  field, 

offers  in  a   practical  manner  a   discussion  of  the  purposes 
and  constructional  features  of  the  hundreds  of  items  of 

theatre  equipment  and  service  in  which  every  exhibitor 
is  interested.  It  was  made  possible  by  more  than  four 
years  of  research. 

Glossary  generalities  have  been  studiously  avoided 
with  the  result  that  the  Equipment  Index  is  readable^ — 
AND  WILL  BE  READ  WITH  PROFIT  BY  EVERY 
SUBSCRIBER. 

Every  time  we  attempt  to  write  something  about  the 
Box  Office  Record,  it  is  as  difficult  as  painting  the  lily. 
Hundreds  of  exhibitor  testimonials  to  its  merit  and 

value  have  been  printed.  The  Spring  Number  is  bigger 
than  ever  and  more  complete  than  ever.  More  need 
not  be  said. 
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EXHIBITORS  HERALD 

UNIVERSAL 
IS  SIGNING 

S   YEAR 
CONTRACTS 
WITH  LEADING  EXHIBITORS 

I£  you  are  interested,  get  in  touch  at  once  with 

Universal  Pictures  Corp. 
CARL  LAEMMLE,  President 

730  Fifth  Avenue,  New  York  City 



MAE  TINEE 

WlNNEF^ 

/’bet  down  on  it! 

VERA  REYNOLDS 
EDMUND  BURNS 
y   RALPH  LEWIS 

ai>apted  bv 

F.  McCatW  WI  LLIS 
FROMTBI;  novel 

“THOROUCHBREDS 
BV  W.A.  FRASER 

DIRECTED  OY 

SCOTT  SIDNEY 
A   METROPOLITAN 
PRODUCTION 

PRESENTED  BY  JOHN  C.FLINN 

Fioreign  Distributor* 

Prodaoors  Intsmational  Corporation 

230  West  46ih  Strset 

Naw  York.  N.  Y. 

TJICKING  winners  is  a   pastime  with  some—with 
^   others  a   business.  Mae  Tiaee  Is  one  of  the  best 
nim-track  dopesters*  in  the  list  of  sharp  shooters  of 
the  public  press.  She  is  paid  to  ‘pick  winners’,  and those  who  follow  her  choices  clean  up  in  the  long  run. 
YOU  will  CLEAN  UP  ON  **The  Million  Dollar 
Handicap.’’  In  the  language  of  the  race-track  frater- 

CINCHr^^^^  marvel— a   COPPER  RIVET- 
It  s   the  fastest,  most  colorful  and  exciting  melodrama 
of  the  turf  ever  filmed,  teeming  with  heart-interest, 
comedy  and  nerve-tingling  situations.  A   doublc- 
barreUed  race-track  comedy,  with  spills,  thrills  and 
iai^hs  aplenty — ^the  kind  of  picture  that  keeps  the audience  keyed  up  to  a   high  pitch,  and  sends  them away  happy. 

IT’S  THE  BEST  BET  ON 

/\E LEASED  BY PRODUCE!^ 
Mcaaber  of  MoEion  Picture  Producer!  and  Distributor*  of  America.  Inc.  WILL  H.  HAYS,  Prtsidsnt 



horse  racing  adds 
ZEST  TO  THIS  FILM 

By  Mae  Tinee 
I   HE  MILLION  DOLLAR  HANDItAP" -1^  Metropolitan. 

exiled  at  the  ’stateliiTTCate^"®^®'^ 

^the  cast. 

.Vera  Reynolds 

.Edmund  Burns 
•   .Ralph  X<ewt8 

    Ward  Cfane 
♦   ...-.Tom  Wilsoti •Xllarfenco  Burion .D^ny  Hoy 

  Rosa  Gore 
.Waltrer  Emersoo 

Jell  you  there’s  a   pippin 
s^n!  ̂ BECAUSE If  human,  of 

VERA  REYNOLDS 

Cedi  B.  DeMHIels 
Latest  Find 

the  SCREEN! 

Million 

thousand  and 
introduced  between 
were.  The  things  folks  and 
do  and  the  way  they  do  (.«en^ 
Happenings  human,  humorous  and thrilling,,  sped  home  to  you  by  sub- 

titles that  are  keen  and  to  the 
point. 

There’s  the  girl  who  saves  the 
horse  that’fe  supposed  to  be  no good  from  ignominious  service  with 
a   milkman  and  who.  in  turn,  is 
saved  from  the  heels  of  another 
horse  by  the  redeemed,  that  further 
proves  his  gi'atitude  and'  sporting spirit  by  taking  the  place  of  still 

VERA  RJIYNOLDS 

as  Alice  in  The  Million  taking  the  place  of  still 

2>oliar  Handicap.’^  another  horse  in  the  handicap  and 

Tfe*.....*  .u  gloriously  running  to  victory 

high  Who  anti-Volstead  gentleman  in  the 

Ana  shakes  it  Z   head, ^na  snakes  it.  And  walks  away,  arid,,  cornened 
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Wri;  ALICE  LAKE GASTON  GLASS 

J.  BARNEY  SHERRY"- JANE  JENNINGS/ 

TRUE  STORY  PICTURE 

rnfcaCNTS  * 

ruE  TRftOBBtNO  AND  ROMANTIC 

16,500,000  PEOPLE 
Have  read  the  national  advertising  and 

are  waiting  to  see  this  thrilling,  romantic 

TRUE  STORY  PICTURE— 

Broken  Homes 
More  than  10,000,000  people  were  enthralled 

by  the  story  itself  which  ran  under  the  same 

name  in  TRUE  STORY  MAGAZINE,  They 
want  to  see  it  on  the  screen. 

Tremendous 

Exploitation 

Probably  never  before  has  any  picture  re- 
ceived such  a   tremendous  amount  of  advanced 

advertising.  For  months  full  page  “splashes" 
have  been  appearing  in  the  great 
MAGFADDEN  magazines,  soma  of  which  are 

shown  here,  which  reach  a   gigantic  total  of 
more  than  16,500,000  people  every  month. 

Think  of  that'—an  average  of  one  out  of  every 
six  people  in  your  city  reads  one  or  more  of 

these  magazines  (if  you  want  to  convince 

yourself,  just  ask  your  newsdealer  which  is 

his  largest  selling  magazine). 

These  people  of  your  city  have  read  about  this 

picture.  The  majority  of  them  have  even  read 

the  story  itself.  They  are  waiting  to  see  it  on 

the  screen — in  your  theatre.  It’s  a   great  op- 
portunity to  hang  out  the  S.  R.  O.  sign — cash 

in  on  itl 

Some  one  In  Your  City  Will  Reap  This  Harvest~Why  Not  You? 

A   True  Story  Picture 
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Behind  everu 

^Covered  Wa^on there  was  a 

MOTHEB^S* 

Once  in  many  Masons 

there  comes  a   picture 

you  are 
PROUD 

to  show^ — . 

Here^s  One/ 

Youll  he  proud 
because  oh  the 

irihuie  you  pay  yotirom 
MOTHER 

Proud  because  of  the 

joipous  tears  and 

sympafheiic  smiles i   t   willlrind  iopairons 
^   Proud 

iecause  of  your 

opporiuniiy  ioamhine 
profiiahle  siowmmiip 
with  sincere  service 

tohumanihj. 

jpz<ssid(:ti& I 
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For  Season  1926 — 1927 

William  Fox  presents 

The  Alystery  Drama  Stage  Success 

WHISPERING 
WIRES 

by  Kate  L.  McLaurin.  Produced  for  the  Stage 

by  J.C.  Huffman  and  John  Harwood.  Based 

on  the  Saturday  Evening  Post  story  by  Henry 

Leverage. 

He^s  the  crook!  No!— he  is! 
And  so  the  guessing  goes  on  right  to  the  very  end. 

It’s  a   Wow!  A   thrill  for  jaded 
theatre-goers.  As  exciting  an 

afternoon  or  evening  as  any- 

one could  wish  to  spend. 

Science,  a   crook,  a   girl -they 

construct  the  plot  -   and  what  a 

plot.  It  is  new  -   it  is  different. 

Never  a   mystery  story  like  it! 

A   compelling  fight  for  fortune, 

love  and  revenge.  It  will  be 

on  the  new  season’s  program 
and  it  will  be  big.  Fox  show- 

manship will  see  to  that. 

No. 

21 
And  another 

for  big  profits 

Tax  FilmCaraoratioa, 
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VERFOmUl 
They’re  still  cheering  in 
Jackson,  Tennessee  -   -   - 

J   Showman’s  MaturaL   

& 
names  for  your  Lights 

KENNETW  UARLAN 
PATSY  RUTW  MILLER 
MARY  CARR  and 

GEORGE  IRVING 

clicking  cmy where  to  the  tunc 
of  pounding  hoofs  and  shrieking 

throngs  - 

Distributed  by 

FILM  BOOKING  OFFICES 

1560  Broadway,  New  York,  N.  Y. 

■^Exclusive  Foreign  DlSlrlbucorsN 
R.-CJ  Export  Corporation 

isbo  Broadway 
New  York. 

RCExpsaiCbni.  »-n  DfctbiarSuUicidAiC 
EnglaKl 

SaOet}  btoBTE  <kt  Hks  PAO 

(■ql^ubu^StHnauc  Fbhf 
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F.  B.  O. 
Gold  Bond 

The  King 
of  the  Turf 
Story  by  Louis  Joseph  Vance Adaptation  by  John  C.  Brownell Directed  by  James  Hogan 



\   '=A4pr.ES^ lOKMfyOtAA^ 

CAP,j.^. 

NEWyof^/< 

NORMA  TALMAD&E~K1KI 

.ih  will  be 
record 

A   'liml  national 

Picture 
hksibm  f   MsticQ  Pletui©  Piraducess  o 

DIs&ifcutors  of  Ameiisa  Ina*^ MJKaysJWy*^ 

Screen  stoiy  by   HANS  KBALY 

Based  on  the  stauge  pky‘KIKJ*.  Written,  by 
ANDRE  PICAB.D  and  adapted  by  DAVID  BBLA0CO 

a   CLARENCE  BROWN  Production 



the  most  sensational 
the 

— as  tlie  ace. 
attraction  atrr 

the  nations... 
bluest  Aeatres 
-^it’Ebe  a. 
SENSATIOH 
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picture 

A   ‘3irAt  national  Picture Membfn  jf  Moiion  Piciute  FWuctr*  u4  Oisiribulon  of  Amtrlco  Snc.'^Wm  Kaj*  fhu4tfU 





Pmienhd  bif, .   .   RJCtlARD  A. 
Written  for  the  fcreen  ts^.  . . 

ffvm  EDITH  O'iHAUGHNEHV 

Viennese  medley* 

'ANNACiNILWON If^iHncfudmq  MAY  ALLISON,  lAM  KEITH 
AN  HERVHOLT  dnd  LUCY  bEAUMONT 
JUNE  MATMIV   Production 

reared  hif  .   .   .       CURT  REHRELD 

rrw/vtflor,*t4r'tgv..RA\  BOCKCTT 

*9/U^.C>nftnil9S'*ph»'-  .JOIiN‘  fiOYlC 
^   '   Art  jjwWc. .   E .   J.  SHULTER 

,'  A/ot  At/Z/or  GEORGE  McOiliRE 

A   national  Picture 
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Martin  J.  Quigley^  Publislier  Editor 
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by 

Elmer  Pearson 

GOOD  picture  helps  the  whole  industry. 

It  creates  good  will  for  all  pictures;  it  brings  new 

patrons  and  resells  the  old.  It  fosters  the  habit  of  the- 

atre attendance.  It  helps  to  silence  critics  of  the  in- 
dustry. 

Conversely,  a   poor  picture  is  bad  for  the  whole  busi- 

ness. It  alienates  patrons,  disgusts  the  intelligent  and 

gives  ammunition  to  enemies  of  the  screen. 

Good  pictures  must  be  encouraged,  not  merely  for 

the  profit  of  the  moment,  but  for  that  of  the  future. 

Encouragement  can  take  but  one  form — increased  busi- 

ness. The  producer  cannot  live  on  glory  and  laudatory 

criticisms.  His  pictures  must  have  bookings  at  equi- 

table prices  or  he  will  have  to  pass  out. 

Most  exhibitors  of  today  recognize  the  greater  value 

to  their  box  office  of  a   good  picture  over  a   poor  one. 

Many,  however,  confine  the  measurement  to  the  differ- 

ence in  the  receipts  of  those  two  engagements  which, 

while  considerable,  is  not  the  whole  story  because  the 

good  results  from  the  good  are  quite  perceptible, 
whereas  the  bad  effects  of  the  bad  one  are  more  intan- 

gible, but,  nevertheless  produce  a   pernicious  anemia 

from  which  some  theatres  never  recover  sufficiently 
to  again  pay  both  profit  and  decent  rentals. 

One  of  the  most  insidious  contributors  to  such  anemia 

has  been  the  policy  of  running  poor  short  subjects. 
*   *   * 

QOME  exhibitors  have  not  attached  sufficient  impor- 
O   tance  to  this  part  of  their  program.  Without  prop- 

erly recognizing  the  difference  in  value  of  one  brand 
over  another,  they  have  permitted  price  alone  to  deter- 

mine what  short  subjects  are  offered  their  patrons. 

In  such  cases  it  is  hut  natural  that  a   real  good  short 
subject  is  an  exception  on  their  programs. 

When  it  is  considered  that  the  production  cost  per 
reel  of  a   high  class  two-reel  comedy  is  as  much  as  that 
of  a   high  class  feature,  and  that  the  production  cost 
of  a   low  grade  comedy  is  often  less  than  one-tenth  of 
the  cost  of  the  best  grade,  it  becomes  apparent  that 

the  exhibitor  must  exercise  prudence  if  he  would  be  on 

the  square  with  his  public  and  the  producer. 
*   *   # 

''  I   ''HE  less  competition  an  exhibitor  has  the  greater 
the  danger  of  poor  quality  pictures  of  any  length  to 

the  health  of  his  business. 

Where  competition  exists,  some  theatre  is  quite  cer- 

tain to  run  the  good  pictures  both  short  and  long  that 

sustain  that  community’s  picture  interest. 

The  persistent  producer  of  poor  pictures,  either  long 
or  short,  is  the  worm  that  destroys  the  very  life  blood 
of  this  industry,  but  at  that  his  policy  is  only  slightly 
more  reprehensible  than  the  continued  practice  of  some 
exliibitors  of  buying  by  price  rather  than  quality,  thus 
actually  fostering  the  despoilers  of  their  own  business. 

The  consistent  producer  of  progressively  better  and 
better  pictures,  who  must  originate  and  not  copy  or  steal, 
brings  so  much  into  the  industry  that  no  reward  is  too 
great.  Without  him,  and  there  are  only  a   few  such, 
none  of  us  would  have  any  business  at  ail.  It  is  he 

who  supplies  that  something  new,  the  something  dif- 
ferent that  alone  constitutes  entertainment. 

«   «   « 

T3EOPLE  will  generally  put  up  with  considerable 

-L  bamboozling  between  good  programs,  but  how  much 
more  eag^  is  their  patronage  if  something  new,  some- 

thing good,  greets  them  on  every  program! 

How  much  more  sure  of  this  the  exhibitor  can  be 

if  he  books  nothing  but  the  best  in  short  subjects,  made 

by  producers  who,  because  they  are  capable,  do  not 
bave  to  plagiarize,  steal  and  copy,  and  in  every  pic- 

ture offer  U3  something  worthy,  new  and  different! 

Should  not  such  producers  be  encouraged? 

Should  their  produce  not  receive  such  recognition 

that  the  public  may  learn  to  encourage  the  honest  and 

capable,  and  discourage  the  parasite,  cheater  and  cheap- 
skate? 

This  industry,  like  none  other,  is  one  of  working 

together  to  make  money.  Distrust  breeds  contempt. 
Contempt  breeds  war.  War  breeds  armies.  Armies 

destroy  each  other. 

(During  the  absence  of  Martin  J.  Quigley  who 
is  abroad  a   series  of  articles  for  this  page  is  being 
tvritten  by  a   group  of  leaders  in  various  branches 

of  the  motion  picture  industry.  Next  weeUs  ar- 

ticle is  by  Major  H.  C.  S,  Thomson,  president  of F.  B.  0.) 
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V.  S.  Commission 

Indicates  F-P-L 

Case  to  Reopen 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

VVASHINGTO'N,  D.  C.— That  the  Fa- 
mous Players-Lasky  case  will  be  reopened 

for  investigation  of  the  company’s  activi- 
ties since  September  1,  1923,  was  indicated 

by  the  holding,  of  a   hearing  March  26  by 
the  federal  trade  commission  on  the  form 

such  an  order  should  lake,  “if  issued.” At  the  hearing  last  week,  counsel  for 

both  sides  suggested  the  form  of  order 

which  they  desired  to  have  issued.  Martin 

Morrison  d.eclared  “we  must  find  out  just 
what  control  Famous  Players  has  of  the 

market”  by  obtaining  an  order  to  see  all 
secret  pacts. 

Charges  formerly  made  by  the  commis- 
sion’s attorneys  that  Famous  Players  had 

tied  up  with  Balaban  and  Katz  were  an- 
swered by  counsel  for  -Famous  Players, 

who  explained  that  Balaban  and  Katz  had 

merely  been  given  management  of  certain 
houses. 

Seider  Complains  to 
M,  P.  P.  D.  A.  Against 

^^Credif^  Committee 
(Special  to  Eshiitlors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  March  30.— A   complaint 

that  the  jurisdiction  of  the  Film  Boards  of 

Trade  is  encroached  upon  by  the  “Credit’ committee  is  now  resting  with  the  M.  P. 
P.  D.  A. 

Joseph  M.  Seider,  business  manager  of 
the  M.  P.  T.  0.  who  issued  the  complaint, 

states  that  the  sole  purpose  of  the  commit- 

tee is  to  circumvent  provisions  of  the  con- 
tract and  law  and  to  force  the  purchaser 

of  a   theatre  to  assume  contracts  made  by 

the  seller  even  though  he  had  not  accepted 

the  assignment  of  the  contracts. 

^*Frontier^^  to  Open  at 
Colony  After  Big  Ad 

Campaign;  Tickets  $S 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  March  30.— Gold  tickets 
were  sent  to  distinguished  guests  for  the 

opening  of  “The  Flaming  Frontier”  at  the 
Colony  theatre  here  April  3   at  midnight. 
Other  tickets  sold  at  $5  each. 

On  April  4   two-a-day  performances  will 
be  begun  for  the  Universal  picture  the  ad- 

vertising campaign  for  which  has  been 
handled  by  Nat  Rothstein. 

Jack  Ross  Named  New 

Secretary  for  Laemmle 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

HOLLYWOOD,  March  30.— With  the 

recent  appointment  of  Harry  Zehner  as  as- 
sistant general  manager  of  Universal  City, 

Jack  Ross  has  been  appointed  to  Zehner’s 
former  position  as  secretary  to  Carl 

Laemmle,  president  of  the  company.  Zeh- 

ner was  Mr.  Laemmle’s  secretary  for  more 
than  five  years. 

Bandit  Gets  $456  and 

Escapes  Through  Crowd 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

.HOLLYWOOD,  March  30.— A   daring 
highwayman  forced  Miss  Wills  Syl- 

vester, the  cashier  of  the  Capitol  thea- 
tre, Long  Beach,  and  Manager  M.  D. 

Arthur,  to  hand  over  $456  last  Monday 

night,  and  ran  away  while  throngs  of 
persons  were  walking  along  the  Pike 
a   few  feet  away. 

Midwest  Special  Train  Takes 
Exhibitors  to  Coast  May  23 

Enthusiasm  for  M.P.T.O.A,  Convention  Rapidly  Spreads — Res- 

ervations Being  Made  Through  P.  J.  Wood  of  Ohio  for 

Theatre  Owners’  Own  Train  from  Chicago 

A   special  train  will  carr}'  Middlewestern  exhibitors  to  the  seventh  annual 
convention  of  the  M.  P.  T.  O.  A.  in  Los  Angeles,  June  1   to  5.  So  great  has 

been  the  request  for  accommodations  and  so  enthusiastic  the  response  of 
theatre  owners  to  the  call  of  the  national  organization  for  a   100  per  cent 

representation  at  the  national  gathering  that  arrangements  have  been  made 
with  the  various  railroads  for  a   special  train. 

Leaves  Chicago,  May  23. 

The  Middle  W^est  Special  will  leave  Chicago,  Supday,  May  23,  at  11 :59 
p.  m.  from  the  Chicago  &   Northwestern  station.  Stops  will  be  made  at 

Omaha,  May  24;  Denver,  May  25;  Colorado  Springs,  May  25-26;  Salt  Lake 

City,  May  27;  Cedar  City,  Utah,  May  28,  and  Zion  National  Park,  May  28-29. 
The  train  will  arrive  at  Los  Angeles,  May  30,  at  2   p.  m.  The  C.  &   N.  W., 

Union  Pacific  and  Denver  &   Rio  Grande  railways  are  co-operating  and  an 
up-to-the-minute  train  will  be  provided. 
The  Middlewestern  train  figures  are 

based  on  accommodations  for  125  persons, 

and  will  rival  the  Eastern  Flyer  in  ap- 

pointments. 

Ohio  Enthusiasm  Runs  High. 

The  M.  P.  T.  0.  of  Ohio  reports  en- 
thusiasm running  high.  Jack  Harwood, 

president  of  the  Cleveland  Motion  Picture 
Exhibitors  Association,  wrote  tlie  national 

organization  headquarters  that  he  expects 
at  least  SO  members  of  his  association  to 

attend.  To  boom  the  convention  a   special 

meeting  was  arranged  at  the  Hotel  Statler, 
Cleveland,  with  motion  pictures  of  the  route 

to  Los  Angeles  via  the  Santa  Fe  rail- road. 

From  C.  E.  Williams,  president  of  the 
Nebraska  and  Western  Iowa  unit  of  the 

M.  P.  T.  O.  A.,  also  comes  word  of  active 

preparations  for  that  organization’s  part  in 
the  convention  trip.  Theatre  owners  of 
that  territory  will  hold  a   special  convention 

.'\pril  6   and  7,  when  the  number  of  their 

representatives  will  be  determined.  Wil- 
liams’ report  to  national  headquarters  in- 

dicates a   large  group  from  those  two  states 
will  make  the  journey. 

Return  Route  Described. 

Following  the  convention  the  Special  will 
start  its  return  trip  from  Los  Angeles 

Balaban  &   Katz  Aids 

Staging  of  Easter  Hunt 
The  busses  may  toot  their  horns, 

the  elevated  trains’  brakes  may 
groan  and  grind,  the  street  cars 

may  bump  and  jog  along  but  all 
the  noises  o/  the  city  will  not 

drown  out  the  spirit  of  Easter  in 

Chicago  this  week.  Balaban  & 
Katz  is  taking  an  active  part  to 
see  that  the  children  are  afforded 

as  good  sport  in  an  almost  “old 
fashioned”  Easter  Egg  hunt  as 

did  the  children  when  “Sam"  and 
"Barney”  and  “Max”  were  boys. 

They  are  providing  300  tickets 
for  t^e  hunt.  Each  ticket  will  be 

found  encased  in  a   paper  egg  and 

it  will  permit  the  finder  to  attend 
free  of  charge  the  theatre  nearest 
his  home. 

There  will  be  a   hunt  conducted 

in  each  of  three  parks.  Other 

prizes  will  be  hidden  by  the  Daily 
News.  Fifteen  of  the  eggs  hidden 
will  contain  invitations  by  Mayor 

William  Dover  to  visit  him  at  his 

office  and  receive  a   prize. 

Tuesday,  June  8,  at  7:45  a.  m.,  oyer  the 
Southern  Pacific.  The  Union  Pacific  and 

Canadian  Pacific  will  also  co-operate  on 

this  trek.  Stops  will  be  made  at  San  Fran- 
cisco June  8,  Portland  June  11,  Seattle 

June  i2,  Victoria,  B.  C.,  June  12,  Van- 
couver June  12-13,  Lake  Louise  June  14, 

Banff  June  15,  Winnipeg  June  17  and  St. 

Paul  June  18.  The  travelers  will'  reach  Chi- 
cago at  the  terminal  of  Chicago  &   North 

Western,  Friday,  June  18,  at  9:10  p.  m. 
Remittances  are  being  made  to  P.  J. 

Wood,  business  manager  of  the  M.  P.  T,  O. 

of  Ohio,  James  Theatres  Building,  Coluni- 

bus,  Ohio.  The  all-expense  rate  from  Chi- 
cago including  railroad  ticket  from  Chicago 

varies  from  $350  for  one  person  occupying 

lower  berth  and  $317.93  each  for  two  per- 
sons occupying  lower  berth  to  $400.87  for 

each  of  two  persons  occupying  a   drawing 
room.  These  rates  cover  every  item  of 

expense  except  while  in  Los  Angeles. 

Joe  Hopp,  845  So.  Wabash  Avc.,  is 
handling  reservations  in  Chicago. 

M.  P.  T.  O.  A.  headquarters  also  made 

known  this  week  a   complete  table  of  hotels 

in  Los  .“Angeles,  their  rates  and  locations. 

Glenn  Harper,  chairman  of  the  entertain- 
ment committee,  gathered  the  data  to  assist 

exhibitors  because  the  Ambassador  hotel, 

convention  headquarters,  will  not  be  able  to 
accommodate  all  of  the  exhibitors. 

Pathe  P.  R.  Post 

Is  Resigned  by 

Miss  Regge  Doran 
NEW  YORK,  March  30.— Regge  Doran 

has  resigned  as  director  of  public  relations 
for  Pathe  Exchange,  Inc. 

Her  activities  have  proved  to  her  that 

public  relations  work  is  most  valuable  whe
n 

directly  applied  to  large  theatre  ci
rcuits. 

She  will  remain  in  the  East  to  organ
ize 

and  put  into  operation  such  a   pub
lic  rela- 

tions unit.  .   . 

She  was  brought  to  the  Pathe  or
ganiza- 

tion last  summer  by  Elmer  Pearson,  vice
- 

president  and  general  manager. 

Inited  Artists  Opens 

Indianapolis  Branch 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  March  30.—
 United  Art- 

;ts  Corporation  has  just  opened
  a   branch 

jcchange  at  Indianapolis,  Ind., 
 at  408  N. 

llinois  street,  with  E,  W.  Mac
Lean  as 

ilesmanager  for  the  territory. 
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EW  YORK. — Artie  Stcbbins,  keen  ob- 
server  of  economic  conditions,  is 

thinking  of  buying  a   rubber  plant  for  his 
office  and  raising  his  own  automobile  tires. 
.   .   .   Henry  Ginsberg  is  back  from  the 
Coast  rather  wan  and  worn  as  the  result 
of  struggles  with  direptors  who  tried  to 
cast  him  as  a   leading  man.  .   .   .   Ben 
Davis,  now  a   theatre  owner,  is  sporting  a 
pair  of  Harold  Lloyd  cheaters.  .   .   Jay 

Shreck,  down  at  Paramount’s  Atlantic  City 
convention,  got  all  excited  and  wired  a 
story  about  seeing  some*  bird  wearing  a 

straw  hat,  and  we’ve  seen  strange  things 
at  Atlantic  City  too.  .   .   .   David  Hoch- 
reicli  hasn’t  broken  ground  as  yet  for  his 
22  million  dollar  club  house  or  his  22 
story  club  house  for  his  5,000  Cinema  Club 
members.  .   .   .   Howard  Diets  is  ex- 

pected back  from  the  Coast  early  this  week 
full  of  wim  and  wigor  to  say  nothing  of 
winegar.  .   .   .   Joe  Schenck  proved  such 
a   good  box  office  attraction  at  the  A.  M. 

P.  A.  that  a   number  of  young  and  hand- 
some ladies  turned  out,  among  them  being 

Bessie  Mack,  Martha  JVilchinsky,  Beulah 
Livingstone  and  Sister  Mabel.  .   .   .   Joe 
Burger  was  the  belle  of  the  ball  at  the  first 
annual  dance  of  the  Jazzbo  Club  last  week 
at  the  Astor  and  showed  the  members  how 

the  real  jazzbo  is  jazzboed  at  the  Lights 
Club.  .   .   .   Lotiella  Parsons  is  with  us 

no  more,  having  accepted  a   position  as  film 
editor  of  a   Los  Angeles  Hearst  paper.  .   . 
Earl  Gulick,  back  from  the  Atlantic  City 
convention,  says  he  learned  while  there 
that  the  Charleston  dance  was  invented  by 
a   Scotchman.  .   .   .   Harry  Warner  and 
Jack  Warner  are  due  back  from  the  Coast 
early  this  week  and  the  conventioning  will 
then  begin.  .   .   .   Will  H.  Hays  who 
was  laid  up  at  his  home  with  a   severe  cold 
is  back  on  his  job  again  and  feeling  fine. 
...  Arthur  Loew  sails  next  week  for 
a   considerable  European  tour  in  the  inter- 

ests of  Metro  product.  .   .   .   Harold 
L/oyd  has  been  in  New  York  about  ten 
days  and  according  to  Joe  Reddy  has  not 
as  yet  made  a   single  public  speech.  , 
Bruce  Gallup  moves  his  office  goods  and 
chattels  from  Fox  to  United  Artists  this 
week.  •   •   .   Joe  Lee  is  not  lost,  as  per 
general  belief,  but  is  doing  a   lot  of  stuff 
for  Houdini  (not  Houdini  stuff)  according to  advices  from  the  Midwest.  .   .   .   John 
E.  Storey,  assistant  to  Elmer  Pearson  left 
last  week  for  the  Coast  to  look  after  Pathe 
productions,  and  tliere  is  a   suspicion  he 
took  sorne  golf  clubs  with  him.  . 
Foster  Gilroy  who  became  popular  in  the 
u/ connection  with  the V\ .   W.  Hodkinson  Corporation  is  now  ad- 

vert,smg  manager  for  the  New  York 
World.  .   .   Samuel  Goldivyn  was  laid 
up  at  his  hotel  last  week  with  a   case  of 
influenza.  ...  Mort  Blumenstock  says influenza  is  not  the  kind  of  a   case  he 
would  choose  to  be  laid  up  with.  . 
Ao/  Rothstein,  another  influenza  victim,  is 
back  on  the  job  boosting  “The  Flaming frontier  with  a   midnight  showing  next baturday  evening  at  the  Colonial.  .   . 
Eugene  Roth  is  here  from  the  Coast. 

.   .   Samuel  Briskin.  handsome  young 
producer,  is  here  from  the  Coast  and  will- 

ing to  talk  to  anyone  on  the  merits  of 
Banner  productions. 

VERA 

STEADMAN 

appears  in 

many  Educa- tional -   Chris- 
tie comedies 

among  which is  “Run  Tin 

Can,”  a   two 

reel  produc- tion with  Neal 

Bums. 

HARRY  LANGDON’S  Feature  “Tramp,  Tramp,  Tramp”  company  during 
filming  of  a   storm  sequence.  Left  to  right:  Lloyd  Brierly,  technical  direc- 

tor, A.  L.  Thompson,  assistant  production  manager,  Bert  Fancher,  a.ssistsnt 
director,  Harry  Edwards,  director,  Denver  Harmon,  George  Spear,  Phil 
Monde!!,  Elgin  Lessley,  Clint  Newman.  Front  and  center,  J.  R.  Ferrara. 

(Pathe-film.) — SPARGO. 
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Snow  Fails  to  Dampen  F.B.O. 

Pep  on  Special  from  Chicago 
Delegation  Gathers  and  Leaves  for  Hollywood  Convention  on 

Own  Train — Banners  and  Special  Lights  Adorn  Coaches 

— Three-Day  Session  Opens  April  1 

Two  and  one-half  inches  of  wet  snow  sped  the  parting  guest  when  the 

F.  B.  O.  special  train  slid  out  of  Chicago  the  night  of  March  28  for  the 

convention  in  Hollywood,  April  1,  2   and  3.  but  the  gobs  of  misplaced  winter 

could  not  for  a   moment  dampen  the  pep  of  the  conventioneers  on  the  special 
which  was  to  take  38  to  the  Coast  conclave. 

Banners  and  Special  Lights 

Banners  stretched  the  width  of  the  coaches  and  a   special  light  on  the 

observation  car  reading  “F.  B.  O.  Special — Hollywood”  told  the  world  that 
F.  B.  O.  was  bound  for  its  convention. 

Texas  Exhibitors 
Will  Meet  May  1 1 
280  Will  Attend 

DALLAS,  TEXAS,  March  30.— Exhib-
 

itors of  Texas  will  conduct  their  semi- 

annual convention  here  May  11  and  12 

and  280  or  more  theatre  owners  are  ex-
 

pected to  attend.  . 

Efforts  to  obtain  a   reduction  in  light 

rates  will  be  a   major  consideration  of 

the  convention,  according  to  Secretary 

W.  S.  Waid.  Expenses  of  $75  a   day  for 

maintenance  of  cooling  systems  are  com- 

mon among  Texas  exhibitors,  he ,   said. 

It  is  expected  that  a   demand  will  be 

made  to  change  rates  on  power  used  to 

operate  organs  to  a   power  rate.  Tax 

legislation  also  will  be  considered. 

There  will  be  a   golf  tournament  and  a 

cabaret  dinner.  Col.  H.  A.  Cole  is  presi- 
dent. 

Bulletin  of  M.P.T.O, 

Reviews  Situation  in 

N ontbeatrical  Fight 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  March  30. — A   complete 

review  of  activities  throughout  the  coun- 

try against  nontheatrical  competition 

appears  in  the  April  1   issue  of  the  M.  P. 

T.  O.  official  bulletin.  It  points  to  the 

action- of  Mississippi  in  legislating  taxes 

on  nontheatrical  traveling  shows;  the 

action  taken  by  New  Jersey  exhibitors 

to  prohibit  film  being  booked  by  non- 

theatrical units  one  year  after  its  origi- 

nal release;  and  the  efforts  of  W.  E. 

Stumf,  executive  secretary  of  the  Mary- 

land unit,  to  stop  the  use  of  nontheatri- 
cal groups  of  government  halls. 

McFarland  Wins^  May 

Run  7   Days  Unmolested 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

GOLDEN,  COLO.,  March  30.— WUh 

view  to  the  action  of  the  court  in  dis- 

missing the  case  against  M.  W.  McFar- 
land, manager  of  Gem  theatre,  who  has 

stood  trial  three  times  for  opening  his 

house  on  Sundays  it  appears  that  he  will 

have  no  further  trouble.  The  city  attor- 

ney moved  to  dismiss  the  recent  charge 

against  McFarland  for  Sunday  violation. 

Hays  Branch  Holds  1st 

Annual  Meet  in  Canada 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

TORONTO,  ONT.,  March  30.— It  was 

shown  that  six  Film  Boards  of  Trade 

were  established  across  Canada  during 

the  past  year  at  the  first  annual  con- 
vention of  the  Motion  Picture  Distribiy 

tors  and  Exhibitors  of  Canada  which  is 

directly  affiliated  with  the  Kays  organ- 
ization held  today. 

Canajoharie  to  Set 

Clocks  Ahead  May  13 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

ALBANY,  March  30.— Daylight  saving 
is  again  cropping  up  in  many  localities  in 
New  York  state  for  adoption  in_  the  near 

future.  The  village  of  Canajoharie  has  al- 
ready decided  to  advance  its  clocks  on 

May  13  to  September  IS.  In  Johnstown, 

the  village  is  about  equally  divided  on  the 
question. 

A   number  of  officers  of  the  corporation 

had  left  earlier  and  were  awaiting  the 

Rock  Island  special  when  it  reached  the 

VVest  Coast.  Joseph  P.  Kennedy,  chairman 
of  the  board  of  directors;  J.  I.  Schnitzer, 

senior  vice  president;  Edwin  C.  King,  new 

general  manager  of  F.  B.  0.  Studios  and 

just  appointed  vice  president  in  charge  of 

production:  Colvin  W.  Brown,  vice  presi- 
dent in  charge  of  distribution,  and  John 

C.  Brownell,  head  of  the  scenario  depart- 

ment, were  already  at  Hollywood.  Major 

H.  C.  S.  Thomson,  president,  was  unable 

to  attend  because  of  important  engage- 

ments in  connection  with  F.  B.  O.'s  ex- 
panded program. 

Special  Car  from  East 

In  a   special  car  from  New  York  which 

became  part  of  the  special  train  out  of 

Chicago  were  Lee  Marcus,  general  sales- 

manager;  Charles  Rosenzweig,  New 

York  branch  manager;  S.  M.  Katz,  as- 

sistant salesmanager;  Hyatt  Daab,  di- 
rector of  advertising  and  exploitation, 

and  branch  managers  I.  L.  Walenstein, 

Boston,  Jerome  Safron,  Philadelphia, 
and  F.  L,  McNamee,  Washington,  D.  C., 
Edward  McNamee,  director  of  publicity 

and  sales  promotion,  had  arrived  early 

and  shepherded  the  travelers  aboard 

their  special,  which  consisted  of  two 

Pullmans,  a   combination  Pullman  and 

observation  car,  and  a   diner,  as  the  sec- 
ond section  of  the  Golden  State  Limited. 

Rosenzweig  was  still  happy  over  the 
luncheon  given  him  by  the  New  York 

Film  Board  of  Trade  just  before  his  de- 
parture. He  is  president  of  the  Film Board. 

Many  Join  at  Chicago 

Those  who  joined  the  party  in  Chi- 
cago included  Division  Managers  M.  J. 

Weisfeld,  Minneapolis;  Cleve  Adams, 
Chicago,  and  C.  E.  Penrod,  Indianapolis, 
and  the  following  branch  managers:  J.  J. 

Sampson,  Chicago;  S.  H.'  Abrams,  Mil- waukee; C.  L.  Peavey,  Atlanta;  William 

Conn,  Charlotte;  H.  J.  Michalson,  Cin- 
cinnati; Lou  Geiger,  -   Cleveland;  A.  M. 

Elliott,  Detroit;  H.  H.  Hull,  Indiana- 
polis; A.  H.  Schnitzer,  Pittsburgh,  and 

D.  C.  Taylor,  in  charge  of  Canada. 
The  following  branch  managers  were 

to  be  welcomed  at,  Kansas  City;  R.  E. 

Churchill,  Kansas  City:  N.  C.  Rice,  Des 
Moines;  Eph  Rosen,  Minneapolis;  S.  W. 

Fitch,  Omaha;  Tom  McKean,  St.  Louis, 
and  Harry  Wineberg,  Sioux  Falls.  At 
El  Paso  the  special  added  these  branch 
managers:  Sam  Benjamin,  Oklahoma 

City;  J.  L.  Franconi,  Memphis,  and  L.  E. 
Harrington,  Dallas. 

Those  going  direct  to  Hollywood  in- cluded A.  A.  Schmidt,  division  manager, 

Los  Angeles,  and  Branch  Managers  C.  B. 
Ellis,  Jacksonville.  H.  C.  Cohen,,,  Los 

Angeles;  Paul  H.  Tessier,  New  Orleans; 
(Cofitimied  <mi  page  24) 

All  aboard  for  the  West  on  the  F.  B.  0.  Hollywood  Sp
ecial. 
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Universal  staff  at  Chicago  regional  session. 

U   Sales  Forces  Carry  Message  of 
Chicago  Session  to  Exhibitors 

Signing  of  Richwd  Tulmadge  Announced — Six  Superseviols  Will 
Be  Made — Jed  Dooley  and  Etklyne  Clair  in 

""The  Newlyweds''  Series 

MIDDLEWEST  sales  forces  of  Universal  Pictures  Corporation are  already  spreading  over  the  territory  the  enthusiasm  tha^ 

u   ,   three-day  regional  sales  convention  at  the  Drake 
hotel.  Chicago,  which  terminated  March  27.  In  addition  to  announcing a   record  product  for  the  coming  season,  Universal  issued  to  its  sales  staff 
an  elaborate  sales  manual  on  which  the  campaign  will  be  based. 

the  sales  of  the  five  chapter 15  ESIDLS  the  detailing  of  the  new 
profit  sharing  plan  by  which  a   5   per 

cent  commission  will  be  paid  to  each  ex- 
change by  President  Carl  Laemmie  on  the 

increased  net  revenue  for  the  coming  year, 
several  items  of  product  news  of  impor- 

tance were  announced.  Richard  Talmadge 
has  signed  with  Universal,  through  ar- 

rangement with  A.  Carlos,  and  will  make 
six  melodramas  for  next  year.  Universal 
will  distribute  a   Famous  Authors  Five  as 
a   group  of  superserials  for  next  season. 
Abe  Stern,  vicepresident  of  Stern  Brothers 
Comedies,  and  Julius  Singer,  short  feature 
salcsmanager,  announced  six  series  of 
comedies  for  the  biggest  year  for  short 
features  in  the  company’s  history,  includ- 

ing a   list  of  noted  authors  and  stars. 
Sales  Triumvirate  Attends 

Universal’s  sales  directorate,  including 
Lou  B.  Metzgep  Western  division  sales- 
manager;  Earl  Kramer,  Eastern,  and  Ralph 
Williams,  Southern,  plaved  leading  roles  at 
the  convention,  as  did  Joseph  Friedman, 
sales  director  for  Denny  productions,  and 
Dave  Bader,  advertising  accessories  man- 
ager. 

A   new  Universal  era  in  serial  policy  was 
heralded  with  the  announcement  of  the  fol- 

lowing five  chapter-plays  to  be  made  for 
the  coming  season :   “The  Great  West  Tha,! 

Was."  by  Buffalo  Bill;  “The  Fire  Fight- 
ers," by  John  Morosco;  “The  Return  of 

the  Riddle  Rider,"  by  Arthur  B.  Reeve  and 
Fred  J.  McConnell;  “Whispering  Smith 
Rides,"  by  Frank  H.  Spearman,  and  "The 
Trail  of  the  Tiger,”  bv  Courtnev  Ryley Cooper.  Jack  Daugherty.  William  Des- 

mond and  Wallace  McDonald  ha\;e  been 
^gned  for  these.  (For  details  see  Short 
Features  Department.) 

“We  are  putting  more  money  into  each serial  and  we  are  concentrating  more  upon 
serial  production,"  said  Julius  Singer,  who- 

will  direct 

plays. Signing  of  Jed  Dooley  and  Ethlyne  Clair 

to^  play  the  roles  of  Lovey  and  Dovey  in 
"The  Newlyweds  and  Their  Baby"  also was  announced. 

Nine  long  features  are  now  in  produc- 
tion at  Universal  City,  with  three  more 

starting  soon. 

John  McDermott  has  begun  “The  Love  Thief,” 
with  Greta  Nissen  in  the  feminine  lead;  Lois 
Weber  is  making  her  first  under  her  new  con- 

tract, '   The  Star  Maker,”  with  Billie  Dove  and lyancis  X.  Bushman  in  the  leading  parts.  Jean 
Hersholt  is  making  "The  OB  Soak,”  his  first 
starring  vehicle,  with  Edward  Sloman  directing. 
House  Peters  has  started  “Prisoners  of  the 

,*-ynn  Reynolds  directing.  “Her  Big 
.Laura  La  Plante’s  first  starring  picture for  Universal,  is  half  finished,  under  Melville 

,   Edward  Laemmie  is  com- pleting  The  Whole  Town’s  Talking,”  with  Ed- ward Everett  Horton  starring.  Hoot  Gibson  is 
finishing  pie  Phantom  Bullet,”  Cliff  Smith directing.  Kenneth  Harlan  and  Viola  Dana  have 

puldoor  work  in  “The  Ice 

-ru  Humes  are  mak- 
Fighting  Foundling”  and  "The  Yellow 

Wjr  aTI  DWid?e'ls“,h"‘'K" 
Assistant  sales  (Iirector.s  assisting  at  the 

Chicago  meebng  were  Leroy  Alexander 
and  W.  C.  Troug,  while  Dan  Michalove 
aided  at  the  fourth  regional,  which  opened 
March  29  at  New  Orleans.  The  fifth  ses- 

sion will  be  at  Los  Angeles.  The  first  two were  at  New  York  and  Detroit. 
A   number  of  the  leading  long  and  short 

features  were  previewed  in  Chicago  at  the 
Company. 

lUlo  6.  Wabash  avenue. 

Prospect  Theatre  Opens 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

LITTLE  ROCK,  Ark,,  March  30.— The 
1   rospect  theatre  at  Pulaski  Heights  opened 
last  night  with  “The  Cohens  and  Kellys” as  the  feature  picture.  T.  W.  Sharp  is manager  of  the  Prospect. 

OF  INTEREST 

In  the  first  three  months  of 

1926.  EXHIBITORS  HER- 
ALD carried  more  advertising 

than  any  other  motion  picture 
trade  paper.  This  includes 
thirteen  issues  as  there  were 
five  issues  of  all  of  the  week- 

lies in  January.  In  the  num- 
ber of  advertisers,  the  HER- 

ALD carried  nearly  SO  per 

cent  more  accounts  than  any 
other  paper. 

Storey  Transfers 
Activity  to  West 

Coast  for  Pathe 
John  E.  Storey,  who  has  been  assis- 

tant general  manager  of  Pathe  for  about 
SIX  months,  stopped  in  Chicago  March  25 
on  his  way  to  Los  -A.ngeles  where  he  will 
be  permanently  located. 

Storey  goes  in  the  interest  of  produc- Uon  but  states  emphatically  it  is  not  to 
“supervise  production.”  His  plan  is  to continue  to  act  for  Pathe  in  all  production 
matters  as  he  has  done  in  New  York  ex- 

cept that  the  move  will  give  him  the  ad- 
vantage of  being  on  the  ground  where  the work  is  being  done. 

He  stated  that  two  serial  units  will  be 
put  in  work  before  April  15.  One  will 
feature  Gene  Timney,  the  fighter  who  is 
^heduled  to  fight  Jack  Dempsey  in  August. One  Will  feature  Allene  Ray  in  "The  House 
without  a   King.” 

Street  of  Good  Cheer’^ tn  Souvenir  Program,  of 
M   &   S   Hollywood  Ho  use 
Martin  J.  Quigley’s  “The  Street  of  Good 

Cheer  occupies  a   prominent  place  in  the 
souvenir  program  which  announced  the 
opening  of  the  M.  &   S.  Hollywood  theatre 
on  Avenue  A   in  New  York,  the  eighteenth 
link  in  the  Mayer  &   Schneider  chain  of theatres  in  Greater  New  York. 

&   S.  houses  now  include  the 
Hollywood,  Odeon,  Clinton,  New  Law,  M. 
&   S.  Theatre  at  6-8  Delancey  street,  New 
Delancey  at  62  Delancey  street,  Waco, 
Horence,  Majestic,  New  Strand,  Royal, 
Urpheum,  Mt.  Morris,  Golden  Rule,  At- lantic Gardens,  Palace  and  the  Casino. 
Another  to  open  soon  will  he  the  M.  & 

S.  New  theatre  at  105  Second  avenue. 

Fred  Thomson  Greets 

F.B.Ofs  V anguard  on 

Reaching  Colton,  CaL 
iCo-Htinued  from  page  23) 

H.  F.  Moore,  Portland;  W.  E.  Matthews, 
San  Francisco,  and  A.  H.  Huot,  Seattle. 

Fred  Thomson,  F.  B.  O.  star,  met  the 
vanguard  at  Colton,  Calif. 

Spencer  Sladdin  of  Associated  Arts 
Corporation,  under  contract  to  produce 
six  pictures  for  F.  B.  O.,  three  of  which 
already  have  been  made,  was  also  on  the 
train,  with  Mrs.  Sladdin.  He  is  repre- 

senting Vicepresident  O.  E.  Goebel  of Associated  Arts. 
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Fox  Opens  Two 
Exchanges,  1   in 

East,  1   in  Sydney 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  March  30.— Fox  F
ilm 

Corporation  has  opened  two  exchang
es 

recently,  one  in  Sydney,  Australia,  a
nd 

one  in  New  York. 

Tames  R.  Grainger,  general  sales  ma
n- 

of/er  officiated  at  the  opening  of  the  new 

building  at  341-43  West  44th  Street  
here 

March  22  which  will  house  the  Ne
w 

York  exchange. 

The  Australia  exchange  building  and 

offices  were  dedicated  wdth  ceremonie
s 

in  which  government  officials  took  part. 

The  cost  of  the  building  is  estimated  at 

$500,000.    

y.  5.  Exports  Reach 
Nearly  $800fi00  in 

January  Says  Report 
(Spectal  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

WASHINGTON,  D.  C.,  March  30.— 

Taiiuary  motion  picture  exports  barely 

failed  to  hit  the  $800,000  mark,  it  is  shown 

by  the  bureau  of  foreign  and  domestic  com-
 

merce, our  total  shipments  being  21,761,771 
feet  with  a   value  of  $791,237. 

Bv  classes,  exports  included  2,852,4^^8  feet 

of  raw  stock,  valued  at  $75,554;  528,873  feet 

of  negatives,  with  a   value  of  $170,734;  and 

18,030,470  feet  of  positives,  valued  at  $544,- 
949.  Three  markets,  Canada.  France  and 

Argentine,  took  more  than  1,500,000  feet 

of  positives  each,  while  Australia  and  Bra- 
zil both  went  over  the  1,000,000-foot  mark. 

Eight  hundred  thirty-two  thousand  and 

eight  hundred  feet  of  film,  valued  at  $7,617, 
were  shipped  to  Alaska. 

Hearings  to  Be  Given 

All  Cases  by  Change 

in  Bylaws  of  Board 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

KANSAS  CITY,  MO.,  March  30.— The 
Arbitration  Board  here  has  discontinued 

the  practice  of  passing  opinion  on  cases 
prior  to  their  hearing  as  a   result  of_  a 
change  made  in  the  bylaws  upon  the  advice 

of  Wallace  Sutherland,  Paramount  attor- ney. 

Before  article  seven  of  the  bylaws  was  amend- 
ed it  read:  When  such  a   complaint  is  filed  with 

the  secretary  it  will  be  presented  to  the  board  at 

its  next  regular  meeting.  The  board  will  ex- 
amine it  and,  if  in  the  opinion  of  the  board,  it 

constitutes  a   sufficient  complaint,  the  secretary 

will  be  directed  to  mail  a   copy  to  the  party  com- 

plained against  and  the  M.  P.  T.  0.  Kansas- 
Missouri.  together  with  directions  and  notice  to 
both  parties  of  the  time  and  place  of  the  hearing. 

Smith  Installs  System 

for  Ready  Reference 

Survey  of  Situations 
(Special  to  Exliibilors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  March  30.— By  a   new  sys- 
tem inaugurated  by  E.  J.  Smith,  general 

sales  manager,  Associated  Exhibitors  will 
be  able  to  make  an  instantaneous  and  all 
inclusive  survey  of  any  situation  in  the 
country. 

The  system  affects  the  booking  depart- 
ment of  the  organization. 

Dietz  Leaves  Coast 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

HOLLYWOOD,  March  30. — Howard 
Dietz,  director  of  publicity  and  adver- 

tising who  has  been  three  weeks  con- 
sulting with  M.  G.  M.  officials,  left  Fri- 

day for  New  York  via  New  Orleans. 

Canadian  Association  Wins 

Round  in  Music  Tax  Fight 
Musical  Amusement  Association,  Authors  and  Bill  Sponsor 

Reach  Accord  on  Clauses — Musical  Comedy  Producers 
and  Writers  Join  Forces  for  Fight 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

OTTAWA.  ONT.,  March  30, — Success  has  marked  the  efforts  of  the 

Musical  Amusement  Association  of  Toronto  in  negotiations  with  the  support- 
ers of  the  amendments  to  the  Canadian  Copyright  Act,  which  is  now  before 

the  House  of  Commons  at  Ottawa  in  a   bill  introduced  by  L.  J.  Ladner  of 
Vancouver,  B.  C. 

The  Musical  Amusement  Association,  which  was  organized  last  fall  under 

the  guidance  of  the  Motion  Picture  Distributors  and  Exhibitors  of  Canada, 
has  conferred  with  Ladner,  has  conducted  important  conferences  at  Toronto. 

Montreal  and  Ottawa,  has  co-operated  with  the  Canadian  Division  of  the 

M.  P.  T.  O.,  and  has  discussed  matters  with  the  Canadian  Authors  Associa- 

tion— all  with  a   view  to  eliminating  the  undesired  clauses  providing  for  peri- 
odic collection  of  royalties  on  copyrighted  music  played  in  theatres  of  Canada 

and  elsewhere  publicly  in  the  country. 

The  present  result  is  that  the  Musical 
Amusement  Association,  the  Canadian  Au- 

thors Association  and  Ladner  are  prac- 
tically in  accord  on  the  musical  clauses  of 

the  bill,  it  is  announced,  and  the  difficulty 
with  the  imposing  of  burdensome  fees  for 
theatres  probably  will  be  obviated. 

Col.John  A.  Cooper  of  Toronto,  presi- 
dent of  the  Motion  Picture  Distributors 

and  Exhibitors  of  Canada,  has  been  inde- 
fatigable in  his  efforts  to  offset  the  musical 

tax  for  exhibitors  in  the  Dominion.  He 
has  also  been  ably  assisted  by  J.  C.  Brady 
of  Toronto,  owner  of  the  Madison  Theatre, 

who  is  also  president  of  the  Ontario  Divi- 
sion of  the  M.  P.  T.  O.,  and  other  ex- 

hibitors. Both  Col.  Cooper  and  Mr.  Brady 
are  directors  of  the  Musical  Amusement 
Association.  Other  directors  include: 

John  Arthur,  director  of  the  Hippodrome,  To- 
ronto; R.  J.  McAdam,  owner  of  the  Casino,  Hali- 

fax, N.  S. ;   R.  L.  Vallee,  owner  of  the  Premier, 
Sherbrooke,  Que. ;   Charles  A.  Meade,  manager, 

Lyceum,  Winnipeg:  W.  C.  Muir,  head  of  Para- 
mount Theatres,  Vancouver,  B.  C. ;   D.  C.  Ross, 

representing  the  Canadian  National  Exhibition, 

Toronto;  Jerry  Shea,  Shea’s  theatre,  Toronto,  and 
Lawrence  Solman,  Royal  Alexandra,  Toronto. 

Important  conferences  with  Ladner  and 
representatives  of  various  bodies  have  been 
held  in  Toronto,  Montreal  and  Ottawa. 

Musical  Comedy  Producers 

and  Writers  Join  Forces 

“Musical  picture  houses  which  stage 
miniature  revues  involving  the  use  of  song 
successes  from  current  musical  shows  are 

likely  to  find  themselves  faced  with  legal 
difficulties  as  the  result  of  steps  taken  at  a 
meeting  of  musical  comedy  producers  and 

composers,”  says  an  article  in  the  March 
27  issue  of  Music  Trade  Indicator. 
Managers  and  playwrights,  in  the  course 

of  ironing  out  details  of  the  playwrights’ new  contract,  definitely  joined  forces  to 

combat  the  unauthorized  use  of  songs  in 

the  manner.” William  A.  Brady  is  quoted  in  the  ar- 
ticle as  saying  that  "by  joining  forces  to 

protect  their  rights  the  producers  and  au- 
thors expect  to  be  able  to  deal  with  these 

cases  in  the  future.” The  meeting,  according  to  the  article, 
was  held  at  the  Hotel  Astor  and  was  at- 

tended by  a   dozen  leading  musical  comedy 
producers,  including  Lee  Shubert  and 
Arthur  Hammerstein,  while  'the  musical 
comedy  authors  were  represented  by  Gene 
Buck,  Otto  Harbach  and  Silvio  Hein. 

Carry  Fight  Direct  to 
Screen,  Says  M.  P.  T.  O.  A. 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  March  30.— M.  P.  T.  0.  A. 
headquarters  in  the  Official  Bulletin  are 
urging  its  state  units  and  members  to 

carry  the  fight  against  proposed  amend- 
ments to  the  music  tax  law  direct  to  their 

screens,  stages  and  to  the  press. 

Week^s  Business  Shows 

increase;  7   New  Firms 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

ALBANY,  March  30. — The  past  week 
showed  more  activity  in  companies  incor- 

porating in  the  motion  picture  business  in 
New  York  state,  than  has  been  apparent 
for  several  weeks  past.  Seven  companies 
were  chartered  by  the  secretary  of  state, 

all  being  located  in  and  around  New  York 

cit}'. 

These  companies  were:  Stone  Amusement  Cor- 

poration, capitalized  at  $20,000;  Nayor  Amuse- 
ment Corporation,  $10,000;  Waldron-Broadway 

Theatre,  Inc.,  $5,000;  Sun  Pictures  Corporation, 

$20,000;  the  three  following  companies  not  speci- 
fying the  amount  of  capitalization:  Harold 

Amusement  Company.,  Inc. ;   Till  Amusement 

Corporation,  Harrison  Studios,  Inc. 

Chadwick  Named  President  of  New 

Independent  Producers  Association 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

HOLLYWOOD,  March  30. — The  Association  oi  Independent  Pro
ducers 

completed  organization  last  week  at  a   meeting  at  the  Chadwick 
 Studios. 

I.  E.  Chadwick  was  elected  president:  Arthur  F.  Beck,  vicepresident;  J
esse 

J.  Goldhurg,  secretary,  and  Morris  H.  Schlank,  treasurer. 

Harry  Cohn  of  Columbus  was  named  chairman  of  the  executive
  committee, 

the  other  members  being  John  Ince,  Harry  J.  Brown,  Arthur  B
eck,  Sam 

Bischoff  and  the  president  ex  officio.  The  committee  was  i
nstructed  to 

obtain  permanent  headquarters  for  the  organization  and  ernp
owered  to  en- 

gage an  executive  secretary.  The  founders  made  it  plain  that  the  o
rganiza- 

tion will  function  independently  except  to  co-operate  in  matters  affecting 
 the 

common  interests  of  the  industry. 
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Marin,  Depinet  Find  Exhibitors 
Routing  Summer  Bugaboo 

Sales  Cabinet  Announces  Bonus  of  Week's  Salary  to  Each  Employe  in 
Three  Branches  Leading  in  Hot  Weather  Business 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  MARCH  30. — Ned  Marin,  Western  salesmanager  for  First 
National  Pictures,  and  Ned  Depinet,  Southern  salesmanager,  are  enthusiastic 
oyer  the  response  of  exhibitors  to  the  call  for  an  aggressive  campaign  that  will 
dispel  the  summer  slump  bugaboo.  Marin  and  Depinet  are  just  home  from trips  throughout  the  West  and  South. 

Branches  to  Get  Bonus 

At  the  same  time  the  sales  cabinet  announced  a   bonus  of  one  week*s  salary 
will  be  paid  to  each  employe  in  the  three  branches  whose  gross  billings  for 
the  13  \^eks  of  the  summer  sales  drive  show  the  highest  percentage  against quota.  To  the  employes  of  all  other  branches  whose  billings  exceed  the  quota 
a   bonus  of  one  week’s  salary  also  will  be  paid. 

Coast  and  was  tremendously  impressed  by 

what  I   saw_  of  the  pictures  now  in  work,” 
Marin  continued.  “I  doubt  if  there  ever 
has  been  a   time  when  First  National  had 
so  many  great  productions  in  prospect.” 

Visiting  twelve  branches  in  the  Southern 
territory,  Mr.  Depinet  conducted  meetings 
and  conferred  with  leading  exhibitors 
whom  he  found  to  be  greatly  interested  in 

1,^  forthcoming  product  of  First  National. Generally  speaking,  business  seemed  to  be 
better  than  a   year  ago  at  this  time,”  said 
Depinet,  "and  exhibitors  are  confident  that 
they  can  keep  it  on  'the  upgrade.” 

Contest  Opens  May  30 

It  appears  from  the  reports  received  from 
both  Marin  and  Depinet  that  exhibitors  are 
realizing  the  change  regarding  summer 
business  that  has  come  about  with  the  phy- 

sical improvement  of  theatre  buildings. 
Houses  constructed  during  the  past  few 
years  and  the  many  new  ones  nearing  com- 

Nsd  Morin Nod  Deiilcet 

pletion,  are  adequately  ventilated  and  offer 
comfortable  surroundings  whatever  the 
temperature. 

Exhibitors  Interested 

"On  no  previous  trip  through  tlie  West,” 
said  Mr.  Marin,  "have  I   found  exhibitors 
so  keenly  interested  in  the  product  to  be 
supplied  them  during  the  summer.  The 
one  fear  seemed  to  be  that  companies  would 
withhold  their  best  pictures,  as  too  fre- 

quently has  been  the  case  in  the  past.  It 
happens  that  First  National  is  in  a   par- 

ticularly strong  position  this  year  with  a 
number  of  the  finest  pictures  in  its  entire 
program  reserved  for  the  spring  and  sum- mer. 

"I  spent  some  time  at  the  studios  on  the 

The  arrangement  for  the  bonuses  ,to 
branches  makes  it  a   wide  open  game,  giving 
everybody  a   chance  to  get  a   bonus  check. 
In  case  of  ties,  the  full  amount  of  the 
bonus  tied  for  will  be  a^varded  to  each  tying contestant. 

Die  contest  opens  May  30  and  will  ex- 
tend over  a   period  of  thirteen  consecutive 

weeks.  The  first  week  of  the  drive  will  be 
the  week  ending  June  5   and  the  last,  the week  ending  August  28. 

The  quota  to  be  used  in  figuring  the results  of  the  contest  will  be  .the  same  as 
those  to  be  assigned  shortly  for  the  second quarter  of  1926. 

Abrams  Launches 
Revival  Weeks 

(Special  to  ExIiibHors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  March  SO.—Revs- 
val  Weeks  have  been  instituted  by 
Hiram  Abrams,  president  of 
United  Artists,  in  a   plan  consist- 

ing of  three  sales  letters  to  exhi- 
bitors which  explain  the  benefits 

to  be  had  from  letting  patrons 
choose  their  own  enterfa/nment 
from  among  the  popular  and 
strong  audience  releases  of  Pick- 
ford,  Chaplin,  Fairbanks  and 
others. 

One  feature  of  the  campaign  is 
a   sample  ballot  //sting  the  produc- 

tions available  and  with  which  pa- 
trons may  vote  for  their  favorite 

attractions. 

Memphis-Little  Rock 
Board  Holds  3d  Annual 
Meeting  and  Banquet 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

LITTLE  ROCK,  ARK.  March  30.— The 
third  annual  banquet  of  the  Memphis-Lit- tle  Rock  Film  Board  of  Trade  meeting  was held  at  the  Hotel  Claridge  Memphis  March iU  followed  by  dancing. 
Among  the  speakers  were:  C.  E   Hilzers 

president  of  the  board;  W.  E.  Sipe.  UnivS;’ 
At^‘  O'*  C-  E.  McKean,  Fox Alma  Walton,  secretary  of  the  board;  and  Hank Hearn  of  Associated  Exhibitors. 

Dorothy  Sebastian  is 

Engaged  by  M-G-M 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

HOLLYWOOD,  March  30.-Metro- 
Goldwyn-Mayer  added  Dorothy  Sebastian 
to  the  staff  of  players  this  week  by  con- tract. 

Louis  B.  Mayer  announced  last  week 
that  Shadow  Lane,”  and  "The  Rivals” purchased  for  production  by 
M-G-M.  Other  acquisitions  of  the  com- 

pany are  The  Gates  of  Doom,”  novel,  and Marc  Connelly  who  will  write  for  Metro. 

April  3,  1926 

Germany  Boasts 
350  Theatres  in 

1926,  2   in  1900 
(Special  from  Department  of  Commerce) 

WASHINGTON,  D.  C.,  March  30.- 
With  last  weeks  report  of  Germany’s theatres  from  two  in  1900  to  350 
m   1926  and  with  the  announcement  in Fans  of  a   new  municipal  motion  picture 
theatre,  it  is  indicated  that  Europe  is  be 
coming  stronger  in  its  enthusiasm  for  oic 

tures  than  ever  before.  ^ new  Swedish  enterprise,  "Sverige- bilm,  has  just  started,  being  founded  bv 
an  economic  enterprise. 

Three  new  Spanish  made  motion  pictures 
were  exhibited  in  Madrid  last  month  "Cur 
rito  de  la  Cruz,”  "La  Noche  de  Alboradas” 

and  “Jose.”  
' 

The  German  federal  commissioner  for 
import  and  export  licenses  will  in  the  fu- ture handle  all  details  regarding  foreign 
trade  in  motion  pictures. 

Texas  and  Oklahoma 
Houses  Change  Hands 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

OKLAHOMA  CITY.  March  30.— Thea- 
tre ^transactions  during  the  week  in  this 

territory  included  the  following: Hobart  theatre:  the 

Wollam  at  Walters  was  bought  by  A.  H.  Patter- 
son; the  new  Palace  at  Childress.  Tex.,  has  beer, 

^ened  by  Phipps  &   Layton;  the  house  at  Ft 
Towson,  Okla.,  has  been  purchased  by  Dale  Wil- 

son; the  Fox  theatre  at  Higgins,  Tex.,  has  been 
taken  over  by  K.  &   H.  circuit;  A.  B.  Momand 
has  bought  the  Jackson  theatre  at  Pawhuska, 
ukla. ;   the  Victory  theatre  at  Simpson.  Tex.,  has 
been  sold  to  C.  D.  McElfactric. 

Big  Week  for  Thugs 

^   The  U.  S.  A.  theatre  at  Vancouver, 
iVash.,  lost  about  $200  when  robbers  en- 

tered it  recently.  The  Sunday  receipts, 
totalling  $1,000,  of  the  Crane  theatre,  Car- 

thage, Mo.,  were  stolen,  and  a   diamond  ring 
belonging  to  a   performer  was  taken  in  two 
robberies  a   few  days  ago.  Thieves  stole 
$800  from  the  Rialto  theatre  at  Denison, Tex. 

Eighth  Gold  Medal  Begun 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  March  30.— The  eighth 
comedy  of  a   series  of  12  being  distributed 
through  Samuel  Bischoff,  Inc.,  is  now  be- 

ing produced  by  the  comedy  unit  of  Gold Medal  Pictures,  Inc. 

Day  Named  Art  Director 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  March  30. — Capt.  Richard 
Day  has  been  engaged  by  Associated 
Studios  in  Los  Angeles  as  technical  and  art director. 

Youths  Talk  Loudly, 
Police  Make  Arrest 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

ALBANY,  March  30.— The  &rst 
arrest  ever  made  in  this  section  of 
New  York  state  on  a   charge  of  be- 

ing a   public  nuisance  in  talking aloud  in  a   motion  picture  theatre, 
occurred  this  past  week  in 
Schenectady,  when  two  young  men 
were  taken  in  custody  at  the 
BracH  theatre.  Complaint  was 
made  to  the  manager  and  the  two 
young  men  began  to  dispute  in 
loud  tones.  It  was  necessary  to 
cal!  the  police. 
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Left  to  right:  Harry  M.  Warner,  Albert  Warner,  Jack  L.  Warner,  Sam  Warner. 

Warners  to  Outline  Best  Year 
At  Three  Regional  Sessions 

Executives  Will  Address  Gatherings  at  New  York  April  10  to 

12,  Chicago  April  17  to  19  and  Los  Angeles  April 
24  to  26 — Product  to  Be  Detailed 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  March  30. — Three  separate  sessions  to  be  held  in  New  York, 
Chicago  and  Los  Angeles  will  bring  together  Warner  Brothers  executives  from 
the  home  office  and  the  studio  at  Hollywood,  division  managers  and  qualifying 
salesmen  from  all  the  exchanges  and  a   number  of  bookers,  for  the  greatest 
convention  of  the  organization. 

Greater  Array  of  Pictures 

Warner  executives  are  confident  that  the  1926-27  season  will  bring  out  a 
greater  array  of  pictures,  with  more  elaborate  productions,  than  any  other  year 

of  the  company’s  history. 

Lieher  to  Build 

4,000  Seat  House 
in  Indianapolis 

Plans  were  perfected  last  week  by 

Robert  Lieber,  president  of  First  Na- 

tional. to  build  a   4,000-seat  _   theatre  in 
Indianapolis  on  the  site  adjoining  the 

Claypole  hotel.  Lieber,  who  owns  the 
Circle  theatre,  also  announced  that  with 

the  formation  of  the  new  Midwest  com- 

pany he  will  withdraw  from  the  H.  Lie- 
ber company. 

Loew’s  $1,500,000  State  theatre  at  New 
Orleans  opens  April  3,  directly  across 

from  the  $2,000,000  Saenger  house  now 
in  construction. 

Crandall’s  Colony  theatre  in  Washing- 
ton soon  will  be  ready.  The  Crandall 

company  has  acquired  the  Academy  and 
Boulevard  in  Baltimore  and  starts  soon 

on  a   2,000-seat  house  in  Frederick,  Md. 
The  Central  at  Martinsburg,  W.  Va.,  has 

been  added  and  a   group  in  Roanoke,  Va., 
soon  v.'ill  be  em  braced.  The  Stanley 

company  will  operate  the  Felton  in 

Philadelphia.  East  Coast  Theatres  Com- 
pany has  taken  a   lease  on  the  Palace  at 

Coatesville,  Pa. 

Aim  Is  Important^  Sax 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

LOS  ANGELES,  March  30.— "The  one 
big  thing  in  producing  pictures  is  to  decide 

on  a   definite  target  and  aim  directly  at  it,’’ 
said  Sam  Sax  today. 

The  New  York  convention  April  10  to 

12,  will  bring  together  division  managers 
from  Philadelphia,  Boston,  Chicago, 

Cleveland,  Los  Angeles,  Toronto,  Dallas 

and  New  York,  as  well  as  eastern  sales- 
men. For  the  second  session,  at  the 

Congress  hotel,  Chicago,  April  17  to  19, 

the  V/arner  officials  and  division  man- 
agers will  make  the  trip  to  the  Midwest. 

Then  they  will  continue  on  to  the  Coast 
for  the  meeting  at  the  Ambassador  hotel, 

Los  Angeles,  April  24  to  26. 

The  convention  period  will  therefore 

extend  over  three  weeks,  and  at  the  con- 

clusion of  the  sessions  every  member 

who  attends  will  be  thoroughly  familiar 

with  every  detail  of  the  coming  season’s 

plans. 

Preliminary  Session  April  8 

Harry  M.  Warner,  Jack  L.  Warner  and 

Harry  Lustig,  West  Coast  division  man- 
ager, left  Los  Angeles  early  last  week 

for  a   preliminary  session  at  the  home  of- 
fice April  8.  Home  office  executives  who 

will  greet  the  division  chiefs  are  Sam 
Warner,  Albert  Warner,  Sam  E.  Morris, 
general  manager  of  distribution;  Lloyd 

(,Continiicd  on  page  28) 

Left  to  right:  Sam  E.  Morris,  Watt  L.  Parker,  Herman  Starr,  C.  C.  Ryan 

L 
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E.  C.  King  Arrives  on  Coast  to 
Assume  New  F.  B.  O.  Duties 
Court  Denies  Restraining  Order  to  Asher  Against  Cameraman — 

Laemmle  to  Produce  Stage  Play — fPilson  Host  to  Press 

By  RAY  MURRAY 

Hollywood,  March  SO.^ — Edwin  C.  Xing,  formerly  general  man- ager of  the  Famous  Players-Lasky  Studios  on  Long  Island,  arrived 

here  last  Wednesday  to  take  up  his  new  duties  as  vice-president  in 
charge  of  production  at  the  F.  B.  O.  Studios. 

l^ING  was  recently  appointed  by  Joseph 
P.  Kennedy,  new  owner  of  F.  B.  O. 

and  its  affiliated  concerns.  He  precedes 
75  executives  and  liranch  managers  of  the 

organization  to  Hollywood  by  one  week. 
For  the  first  lime  in  the  history  of  F.  B.  0. 
its  annual  sales  convention  is  to  be  held 

here,  April  1-d.  After  a   hurried  survey  of 
the  plaJit,  Mr.  King  expressed  himself  as 

delighted  with  the  studio.  F.  B.  O.  pro- 
poses to  make  approximately  60  features 

here  this  year.  The  executive  lineup  of 

F.  B.  O.  will  consist  of:  J.  I.  Schnitzer, 

senior  vice-president ;   Colvin  W.  Brown, 

vice-president  in  charge  of  distribution; 
Edwin  C.  King,  vice-president  in  charge 
of  production. 

Two  thousand  people  saw  a   three  ring 
circus  for  nothing  on  the  F.  B.  O.  lot 

Sunday  afternoon,  where  scenes  for  "Big- 

ger Than  Barnum”  were  shot  under  a   big top. 

*   *   * 

Asher  Denied  Writ 

Judge  Shaw  in  Superior  Court  denied 
E.  M.  .Asher,  producer  of  First  National 

features,  a   restraining  order  to  prevent 
Oliver  T.  Marsh,  cameraman,  from  crank- 

ing his  camera  whenever  he  wishes.  Asher 
in  his  complaint  set  forth  that  he  had  con- 

tracted for  Marsh’s  services  as  cameraman 
in  the  making  of  three  pictures,  in  which 

Mae  Murray  was  to  be  starred.  The  pro- 
ducer sought  an  order  restraining  Marsh 

from  working  for  anyone  else  before  com- 
pleting his  contract. 

*   *   * 

Langdon  Back  from  East 

Harry  Langdon,  First  National  comedian, 

and  his  business  manager,  William  H.  Jen- 
ner,  returned  last  week  from  New  York, 
where  Langdon  spent  his  first  vacation  in 
the  East  in  four  years.  The  time  was 
spent  en  route  both  East  and  West  in 

preparing  Langdon’s  next  feature  comedy. 
Work  will  begin  shortly  on  “The  Yes  Man,” 
the  title  chosen  for  his  next  feature. 

*   «   « 

Virginia  Ainsworth,  motion  picture  ac- 
tress living  in  Beverly  Hills,  was  seriously 

injured  in  an  automobile  accident  at  Wif- 

shire  Boulevard_  and  Hallett  Avenue  last 
Tuesday.  She  is  now  in  the  Hollywood 
Community  Hospital. 

*   *   * 

I\1enzies  Works  on  Massive  Sets 

William  Cameron  Menzies,  who  designed 

sets  for  "Kiki,”  "The  Eagle”  and  “The 
Bat.”  is  now  working  on  what  is  said  to 
he  the  most  massive  sets  since  he  designed 
chose  used  in  "Robin  Hood.”  It  is  the 
Garden  of  Eden  scene  which  is  part  of 
tlie  Fox  Films  production,  "Fig  Leaves.” *   ♦   ♦ 

Carl  Laemmle,  on  May  31,  June  1   and  2, 
Under  the  auspices  of  the  Potboilers'  Art 

theatre  will  present  on  the  stage  “Dan- 
ton’s  Death,”  at  his  Universal  Studios. *   *   * 

Ben  Jackson,  business  manager  of  Fox 
Films,  West  Coast  Studios,  has  returned 
to  his  desk  fully  restored  to  health  fol- 

lowing an  operation  at  the  Holl3’^YOod  Hos- 
pital. 

*   *   * 

The  first  request  for  extra  talent  through 

the  new  Hollywood  Central  Casting  Bureau 
was  made  last  week  by  Paramount  Studios, 
when  more  than  200  players  were  called 

upon  to  take  part  in  a   sequence  for  “The 

Blind  Goddess.” 
*   *   ♦ 

Universal  City  has  a   new  cafe.  It  is 
known  as  The  Movie  Studio  Inn,  located 
directly  across  from  the  studio  on  the 
Lankershim  Boulevard.  James  McNamara, 

widely  known  in  political  and  motion  pic- 
ture circles,  is  associated  in  the  venture. 

The  cafe  was  formerly  the  McNamara  Stu- 
dio. A   preview  of  the  safe  was  given 

newspaper  men  and  members  of  the  Wam- 
pas  last  Tuesday  night. 

*   *   * 

McLaglen  to  Be  “Capt.  Flagg” 
Victor  McLaglen  has  been  chosen  to  play 

the  role  of  Captain  Flagg  in  the  William 

Fox  production,  "What  Price  Glory.” 
*   *   * 

A   preview  of  “Hell  Bent  fer  Heaven,” 
J.  Stuart  Blackton’s  latest  production  for 
Warner  Brothers,  was  held  last  Tuesday  at 

The  Writer’s  Club.  The  screen  version  of 
the  prize  play  was  adapted  for  the  screen 
by  Marion  Constance  Blackton  and  the 

leading  role  was  played  by  Patsy  Ruth 
Miller. 

Lon  Chaney  and  Henry  B.  Walthall  will 

appear  together  in  the  Metro-Goldwyn- 

Mayer  production  “Tlie  Road  to  Manda- 
lay,” which  Tod  Browning  will  direct. *   *   * 

Lionel  Barrymore  started  work  at  Chad- 
wick Studios  last  Thursday  upon  the  screen 

version  of  "The  Bells,”  under  the  direc- 
tion of  James  Young. 

*   *   * 

Byron  Haskins,  one  of  the  youngest  cam- 
eramen in  the  motion  picture  industry, 

whose_  artistic  work  in  filming  John  Barry- 

more in  “The  Sea  Beast”  and  “Don  Juan” 
is  winning  him  international  favor,  has  been 

Rabbi  Thurman  Calls 
Censors  Postwar  Evil 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

ST.  LOUIS  March  SO.-Cen- 

sorship  is  a   disagreeable  maniies- 
tation  of  distrust  and  suspicion  by 
one  class  or  section  of  the  people 

against  all  offers,  Rabbi  Samuel 
Thurman  said  in  a   sermon  at  the 

United  Hebrew  Temple,  March  26. 

“War  introduced  censorship. 
We  are  still  suffering  from  the 
aftermath  of  the  war.  We  see  the 

usual  postwar  manifestations  in 
the  desire  on  the  part  of  certain 

persons  to  make  themselves  the 
guardians  of  the  morals  for  all  the 
rest  of  the  people, 

"Censorship  is  undemocratic  and 
undermines  our  national  life  and 

happiness.  Trust  people  to  do 
better  and  they  will  do  better. 
Suspect  and  censure  them  and  you 
will  rob  them  of  this  most  cher- 

ished of  all  treasures — the  crown 

and  glory  of  democracy.” 

signed  to  a   long  term  contract  by  Warner 

Brothers,  according  to  Jack  L.  Warner ♦   ♦   * 

Willson  Entertains  Press 
Harry  D.  Wilson,  director  of  publicity 

for  First  National  Studios,  had  as  his 

guests  at  a   party  staged  at  Madame 

Helene’s  Rose  Villa  Inn  last  Saturday  night, 
all  of  the  newspaper  and  trade  paper  rep- 

resentatives. *   *   ♦ 

Lynn  Reynolds,  now  directing  House 

Peters  in  “Prisoners  of  the  Storm,"  has 
signed  a   long  term  contract  with  Univer- 

sal, according  to  an  announcement  from 

Carl  Laemmle. 
*   ♦   * 

Carl  Miller,  Max  Davidson  and  Jim  Fin- 
layson  have  been  added  to  the  cast  in 
which  Mabel  Normand  is  starred  by  Hal 

Roach  under  the  direction  of  Richard  Wal- 

lace. Thus  far  this  year  Wallace  has  di- 
rected such  stars  as  Clyde  Cook,  Theda 

Bara,  Claude  Gillingvvater  and  Ethel  Clay- 
ton in  feature  productions. 

Warners  Prepare  for 

Company  Conventions 
(Continued  from  page  27) 

Willis,  special  home  office  representa- 
tive; C.  W.  Bunn,  in  charge  of  special 

sales;  Watt  L.  Parker,  director  of  ad- 
vertising and  publicity;  C.  C.  Ryan,  in 

charge  of  purchasing  for  the  home  office, 

and  Herman  Starr,  home  office  organiza- 
tion expert. 

The  New  York  meeting  will  terminate 
with  a   dinner  and  theatre  party  on 

Monday  night.  The  conventions  were 
planned  for  Saturdays,  Sundays  and 

Mondays  in  order  that  those  who  attend 

may  be  kept  from  their  duties  at  the 
most  convenient  time  of  the  week. 
The  New  York  convention  will  be 

formally  opened  by  Harry  M.  Warner, 

president,  who  will  address  the  assem- 
blage briefly  and  then  turn  the  meeting 

over  to  Mr.  Morris,  who  will  preside 
thereafter. 

Mr.  Morris  will  outline  the  sales  poli- 
cies and  \rill  be  followed  by  Jack  L. 

Warner,  production  chief  on  the  West 
Coast,  who  will  outline  the  complete 
production  program. 

Afternoons  and  evenings  will^  be  de- 
voted largely  to  roundtable  discussions. 

The  second  day  of  the  New  York  ses- 
sion will  bring  talks  from  Sam  Warner 

on  theatres  and  Abe  Warner  on  distri- 

bution. They  will  be  followed  by  dis- 
cussions and  questionnaires.  The  speak- 

ers on  the  third  day  will  be  Parker. 

Starr,  Willis,  Ryan,  and-  Bunn.  The 
Monday  meeting  will  conclude  in  time 
for  a   dinner  and  a   theatre  party. 

The  New  York  convention  will  bring 

together  salesmen  from  the  following 
exchanges:  Albany,  Atlanta,  Boston, 
Buffalo,  Charlotte,  Cincinnati,  Cleveland, 

New  Haven,  New  Jersey,  New  York 

City,  Philadelphia,  Pittsburgh,  Washing- 
ton, D.  C.,  Montreal,  St.  John  and Toronto. 

The  program  for  the  Chicago  conven- tion will  follow  much  the  same  order. 

Among  those  making  the  trip  to  Chicago 
will  be  H.  M.  Warner,  Jack  Warner, 

Morris,  Willis,  Bunn,  Lustig  and  Parker. 
Salesmen  from  the  following  exchanges 

will  be  present:  Chicago,  Detroit,  In- 
dianapolis, Kansas  City,  Milwaukee, 

Minneapolis,  New  Orleans,  Omaha,  St. 
Louis,  Calgary,  and  Winnipeg. 

Immediately  after  the  Chicago  conven- 
tion the  East  and  West  Coast  represen- 

tatives will  board  the  California  Limited 

for  Los  Angeles.  Among  the  exchanges 

represented  there  will  be  Los  Angeles, 
Dallas,  Denver,  Portland,  Seattle,  Salt 
Lake  City,  San  Francisco,  Calgary  and 
Vancouver. 
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Stories  Told 

by 

the  Camera 

F.  C.  Munroe,  prcsidemt  of  Producers  Distributing  Corporation,
  is  on 

the  West  Coast  on  a   several  weeks’  visit.  When  he  dropped  in 
 at  the 

Metropolitan  studios  a   few  days  ago  he  was  given  a   hospitaW©  r
ecep- 

tion by  four  Metropolitan  stars.  The  girJs,  left  to  right,  are  Seen
a 

Owen,  Liiyan  Tashman,  Priscilla  Dean  and  Marie  Prev
ost. 

Samuel  Briskin,  who  is  the 
head  of  Banner  Productions 

on  the  West  Coast,  visited 

Chicago  on  his  way  to  New 
York  March  18. 

Ken  Maynard  has  just  be- 
gun a   scries  for  First 

National.  His  first  is  “Senor 

Daredevil.”  Maynard  is  un- 

der Rogers’  management. 

Zasu  Pitts,  left,  has  made  ”a  s
creen 

discovery”  in  her  own  family.  It  is 

Dorothy  McGowan  cast  in  “M
onte 

Carlo,”  Metro  film,  while  visiting 

Miss  Pitts  in  Los  Angeles. 

Walter  Hiers,  Educational  star,  was  th
e  honor 

guest  at  the  20th  Century  luncheon  w
hich  was 

attended  by  40  theatrical  celebrities 
 and  mem- 

bers of  the  press  March  22  in  the  dining  car  of
 

the  New  York  flyer  before  it  left  Chicago. 
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Colleen  Moore  obliged  us  with  this  photograph  of 

herself  appropriate  for  Easter.  The  First  National 

star  has  completed  '‘Irene”  and  is  now  working  on 

“Ella  Cinders,”  which  was  wHtten  by  William  Con- 
selman. 

TuIHs  Carminati  is 

in  one  of  the  roles 

of  “The  Bat,”  a 

Roland  West  pro- 
duction for  U.  A. 

Harry  Langdon,  wearing  the  ragged  jer- 

sey, has  just  completed  a   trip  East  and  is 
in  Hollywood  starting  his  next  comedy  for 

First  National.  Tom  Murray  is  seen  at 

left,  Joan  Crawford,  right. 

Hal  Roach  continues  to  build  up  bis  casts  with  names  that  are  well 

known.  His  latest  acquisition  is  Mabel  Normand  who  has  been  absent 

from  motion  picture  screens  for — well  anyway,  long  enough.  She  has 

just  arrived  in  Hollywood  to  make  a   Pathe  comedy  at  the  Roach  lot. 

For  some  time  she  has  been  living  in  New  York. 

Ben  Lyon,  the  bearded  gentleman,  and  Direc- 
tor Fred  Newrrceyer  convince  May  McAvoy 

that  she  is  a   mere  featherweight.  Lyon  and 

McAvoy  appear  in  roles  of  First  National’s 
“The  Savage”  which  was  made  in  Florida. 
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Vargmia  Valli  has  been  chosen  for 

importasit  roles  in  three  Fox  pic= 

tures.  She  will  be  seen  in  “is  Zat 

So?,”  “The  FamiEy  Upstairs,”  and 

“Going  Crooked.” 

Many  film  luminaries  came  to  pay  homage  to  John  Gilbert  and  
Renee  Adoree,  stars 

of  “The  Big  Parade,”  at  the  opening  of  that  Metro  picture  at  Gr
auman's  theatre  in 

Hollywood.  Left  to  right;  Fred  Nibio,  director  of  “Ben  Hur,”  M
rs.  Louis  B.  Mayer, 

Edith  Mayer,  Mrs.  Fred  Nibio  (Enid  Bennett),  Irene  Mayer  and  L
outs  Mayer,  vtce 

president  in  charge  of  production  of  Melro-GoSdwyn-Mayer. 

Above  is  a   photograph  of  Queesi 
Marie  of  Roumania  who  has  been 

engaged  by  Louis  B.  Mayer,  vice 

president  of  Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, 

to  write  a   story  for  production. 

Leatrice  Joy  will  remain  with  C
ecil 

De  Mille  as  a   result  of  the  decision
  of 

the  Pro-Dis-Co  producer  in  exercising 

the  option  for  extension  of  her  
con- 

tract. With  her  here  is  Robert  Edeson. 

Ethlyne  Clair,  Southern  girl,  who 

has  been  engaged  by  Stern  Brothers 
for  “The  Newlyweds  and  Their 

Baby,”  Universal  release,  has  recent- 

ly arrived  in  Hollywood. 

Jack  Daugherty  takes  Blanche  Mehaffey  
out  for  a   psenic  lunch  m   his  Unmn 

Pacific  flifver.  The  two  are  leading  members  of  the  cast  R   in  t 

“The  Runaway  Express”  which  is  directed  
by  Edward  Sedgwick.  Curtis  Benton  is 

the  scenarist  for  the  picture  which  is  now  out  of  t
he  cutbng  process. 

Einar  Hanson  has  arrived  in  
Holly- 

wood to  appear  opposite  Corinne 

Griffith  in  her  next  starring  vehicl
e, 

“Into  Her  Kingdom,”  for  F.  N. 
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U.  A.  Merger  Would  Prevent 

Monopoly  Says  Schenck 
''Exhibitors  Did  Selves  III  Turn  by  Requesting  Chaplin  to  'Stay  Ouf  ” 

— Ben  Davis  Purchases  Annis  Interest  in  Colonial 

By  JOHN  S.  SPARGO 

New  YORK,  March  30. — The  exhibitors  and  exhibitor  organizations of  the  country  who  happen  to  fear  a   trustification  of  the  industry, 

did  themselves  an  ill  turn  when  they  persuaded  Charlie  Chaplin  to 

refuse  to  enter  into  the  some-time-ago  proposed  merger  of  United  Artists 

and  Metro-Goldwyn,  according  to  Joseph  M.  Schenck. 
This  and  a   lot  of  other  interesting  information  was  given  by  Mr.  Schenck 

to  the  members  of  the  A.  M.  P.  A.  and  a   number  of  invited  guests  at  last 

Thursday’s  session  of  the  organization.  Mr.  Schenck,  who  is  one  of  the  12 

“immortals”  selected  by  the  A.  M.  P.  A.,  was  the  guest  of  honor  of  the advertisers. 

1YTR.  SCHENCK  louks  on  the  idea  of 
a   monopoly  of  tlie  theatre  business  of 

the  country  as  one  of  those  things  about 
which  there  may  he  a   lot  of  talk  but  really 
no  chance  of  being  put  over,  he  stated 

plainly  that  in  his  opinion  trusts  in  the 

amusement  business  are  practically  impos- 
sible. 

“However,”  said  Schenck,  “   a   merging 
of  the  Ignited  Artists  and  Metro-Goldwyn, 
which  I   advocated,  would  have  provided 

the  strongest  possible  bulwark  against  any 

monopoly  or  trustificatiun.  And  this  mer- 
ger would  have  gone  through  except  for  the 

many  letters  and  telegrams  which  Charlie 

Chaplin  received  from  exhibitors  and  ex- 
hibitor organizations  urging  him  not  to  be 

a   party  to  the  merger. 

Chaplin  Stopped  Plans 

“.And  it  was  Chaplin  who  prevented  the 
thing  from  going  through.  If  it  had  be- 

come a   fact  there  would  not  have  been 

the  remotest  possibility  of  anyone  getting  a 
monopoly  on  the  theatre  business.  With  a 

linc-up  of  such  strength  as  the  United 
Artists  and  Metro-Goldwyn,  the  market 
would  have  been  kept  open  regardless  of 

the  efforts  of  any  other  or  all  of  the  com- 

panies. 

“Producers  of  good  pictures  need  fear  no 
distributing  organization.  United  Artists 

wouldn't  worry  if  one  organization  owned 
all  the  theatres  in  the  United  States.  Re- 

gardless of  who  controls  the  house,  show- 
men must  have  good  pictures  to  remain  in 

business.  The  public  must  be  satisfied  and 

only  good  pictures  will  answer  this  purpose. 

“The  reality  of  this  condition  is  seen 
every  summer  in  the  film  Intsiness  when 

the  market  is  Hooded  with  mediocre  pic- 
tures. The  public  go  to  see  several  poor 

pictures  and  a   result  of  their  disappoint- 
ment in  the  entertainment  offered  them  they 

seek  their  amusement  fare  elsewhere.  Con- 

sequently the  business  goes  to  pieces  during 

the  summer  months  and  it  takes  a   tremen- 

dous amount  of  effort  on  the  part  of  ex- 

hibitors to  bring  the  public  back  when  they 

are  again  in  a   position  to  offer  them  good 

pictures.” 

Entire  Railroad  Train 
to  Run  on  Studio  Lot 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

CULVER  CITY,  March  JO.— 
An  entire  railroad  train  will  be 

ran  onto  the  Metro-Coldwyn-May- 

er  lot  for  the  filming  of  "Lovey 
Mary,”  starring  Bessie  Love 

under  King  Baggot’s  direction. 
A   Quarter  of  a   mile  of  track  will 

be  laid  on  the  M-G~M  lot,  a   spur 
to  the  Pacific  Electric  tracks,  and 
a   string  of  boxcars  shunted  in. 

The  paramount  offices  savored  of  a   de- 
serted village  last  week  in  so  far  as  any 

of  the  officials  were  concerned.  With  the 
Paramount  sales  convention  on  at  Atlantic 

City,  practically  every  official,  major  and 
minor,  discovered  that  his  presence  %vas 
necessary.  And  why  not?  Atlantic  City 

isn’t  the  worst  place  in  the  world  for  a 
convention. ’K  *   * 

Ben  Davis,  who  has  helped  many  other 

men  to  build  up  theatres,  among  them  the 
Schine  Brothers  in  their  upper  New  York 
circuit,  has  now  become  a   theatre  owner  on 

his  own.  Last  week  Ben  purchased  the  in- 
terest of  Leo  Annis  in  the  Colonial  theatre 

in  Newark,  and  will  for  some  time  to  come 
devote  his  energies  to  building  it  up. 

*   *   » 

Seider  Plays  a   ‘'Mean  Trick” 
For  the  past  several  years,  during  which 

time  we  have  known  Joe  Seider  rather 

well,  we  have  always  considered  the  busi- 
ness manager  of  the  M.  P.  T.  0.  A.  to 

be  about  as  fine  a   young  man  as  it  has 

ever  been  our  privilege  to  call  friend.  How- 
ever, we  think  seriously  of  changing  our 

mind.  We  suspect  that  this  same  Joe 

Seider  has  a   mean  streak  concealed  some- 
where in  his  makeup. 

The  reason  for  this  change  of  mind  is 
something  that  blew  in  in  the  mail  from 

Seider,  who  apparently  was  in  Havana, 
Cuba,  when  he  intrusted  the  something  to 
whoever  has  a   similar  job  to  Uncle  Sam 
in  the  sister  but  wetter  republic. 

The  something  is  a   wine  list  issued  by 
the  Hotel  Sevilla  Biltmore,  Havana,  which 
shows  what  one  can  buy  any  old  time  and 

at  prices  which  have  a   tendency  to  raise 
the  mortality  lists  in  bootlegger  circles. 

And  now  we  ask,  wasn’t  that  a   mean  thing for  Seider  to  do? 

*   ♦   * 

Goe  Back  from  Midwest 

Assistant  General  Sales  Manager  Carl  J. 

Goe  of  Associated  Exhibitors  has  just  re- 
turned from  a   short  trip  to  the  Mid-western 

exchanges,  where  he  made  a   careful  study 
of  local  conditions  and  conferred  with 

local  salesmen,  hookers  and  exchange  man- 
agers. Mr.  Goe  stopped  off  at  Indianapolis, 

Cincinnati,  Pittsburgh  and  Philadelphia. 
Mr.  Goe  believes  that  at  its  present  rate 

of  progress,  .\.  E.  will  soon  have  a   repre- 
sentation such  as  is  enjoyed  by  but  few 

organizations  in  the  industry. 

»   >!.  * 
Frank  Tuttle,  Paramount  director,  who 

is  recuperating  at  his  home  in  Greenwich, 
Conn.,  from  an  attack  of  influenza,  left  last 
week  for  Nassau,  Bahama  Islands.  His 

wife  accompanied  him  on  the  trip. 
*   *   * 

Maurice  A.  Chase,  president  of  Chase 

Pictures  Corporation,  distributors  of  fea- 
tures in  the  Buffalo  territory,  was  in  New 

York  City  last  week  for  the  purpose  of  en- 

They  Put  a   Wedge 
Into  a   Closed  Town 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

TOPEKA.  KAN.,  March  30.— 

Recently  an  unusual  case  of  pov- 

erty, climaxed  by  an  untimely 
death  of  one  of  the  young  provid- 

ers of  the  family  under  the  wheels 
of  a   railroad  train,  was  played  big 
in  Topeka,  Kan,  newspapers, 
where  the  family  lived.  Public 

spirit  was  called  to  action.  Lawr- 
ence Brusnninger  came  to  Kansas 

City  and  conferred  with  C.  A. 

Schultz,  P.  D.  C.  branch  manager. 

Topeka  is  a   “closed”  town  on  Sun- 
day. Immediately  it  was  an- 

nounced that  free  benefit  shows 

would  be  given  the  following  Sun- 

day at  the  Gem  and  Cozy  thea- 
tres in  Topeka,  controlled  by  Mr. 

Bruenningcr,  and  that  the  £lms 

would  be  supplied  free  by  the  P. 
D.  C.  exchange. 

The  press  jumped  at  the  plan. 

Both  Mr.  Schultz  and  Mr.  Bruen- 
ninger  were  lauded  to  the  skies  for 

their  generosity.  The  motion  pic- 
ture industry  as  a   whole  was 

praised.  Four  shows  were  given 

at  each  theatre  Sunday.  There  was 
no  admission  charge,  the  amount 

given  being  left  entirely  to  the 

patrons.  Not  a   blue  law  advocate 
raised  his  voice  above  a   whisper. 

And  today  Toveka  is  in  a   more 
receptive  mood  for  Sunday  motion 

pictures  than  it  has  been  in  years. 

larging  his  organization  by  the  addition 
of  special  salesmen,  and  an  exploitation  as 

well  as  a   publicity  man,  each  of  whom 
will  help  him  on  a   big  campaign  for  the 
forthcoming  season. 

*   *   >(< 
Following  a   custom  inaugurated  several 

years  ago,  H.  M.  K.  Smith,  costume  direc- 
tor at  the  Paramount  Long  Island  studio, 

will  sail  this  week  on  his  annual  European 

tour  for  the  purpose  of  observing  the  trend 
of  fashion  in  the  continental  capitals. 

Besides  visiting  the  foremost  designers 
of  textiles  and  fashions  in  Paris,  London 

and  Berlin,  Mr.  Smith  will  make  photo- 
graphs of  hundreds  of  models. 

»   *   * Mrs.  Pickford  Joins  Mary 

Mrs.  Charlotte  Pickford,  mother  of  Mary 

Pickford,  who  was  severely  ill  at  Los  An- 
geles for  some  months,  and  whose  condi- 

tion caused  Miss  Pickford  to  delay  her 

trip  East,  is  so  far  recovered  as  to  join 

the  star  in  New  York.  She  will  accom- 

pany Mary  Pickford  and  Douglas  Fair- 
banks to  Europe,  the  party  sailing  April  3 

for  the  extended  tour  which  may  keep  the 

Fairbanks  away  from  home  possibly  a   year. 

Jack  Jungmyer  is  to  accompany  Douglas 
Fairbanks  abroad  for  the  purpose  of  pre- 

paring scenario  material  for  the  star. 

Baren  to  Add  6   to 

N.  Y,  Exchange  Staff 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  March  30. — L.  Lawrence 
Baren,  manager  of  the  Cranfield  &   Clarke 
exchange  here  plans  to  add  to  his  sales 
force  six  men.  He  has  completed  plans 

for  showing  of  “The  Doctor”  and  “The 
Angelas”  of  the  De  Luxe  Dramas  series 
with  Loew’s,  Inc. 

The  series  of  four  Ballroom  Charleston 

pictures  with  the  Zcigfeld  Follies  Girls 
will  be  showed  by  the  Fahian  circuit,  the 
Small  Strausberg  circuit,  the  Harry  Pear 
circuit  the  Goldreyer  Fleischman  circuit,  the 

Harry  Blinderman  circuit,  the  Jewell  and Pekeiinck  circuit. 
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Jack  O’Brien  to 

“Take  Stamp  ”   as 
Exploitation  Aid 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  March  30. — F.  B.  O., 

always  on  the  alert  for  new  exploitation 
aids  to  the  exhibitor,  soon  will  put  in 

operation  one  of  the  most  unusual  stunts 

devised  in  recent  years.  Jack  O'Brien, 
for  many  years  a   leading  man  on  both 

stage  and  screen,  soon  will  start  out  as 

a   new  brand  of  exploiteer.  Traveling  by 

automobile,  with  an  advance  agent  blaz- 

ing the  way  and  a   personal  manager  as 

his  aid,  he  will  tour  the  entire  country, 

addressing  theatre  audiences  on  the  mak- 

ing of  motion  pictures  with  interesting 
sidelights  on  Hollywood  and  its  film 

folk  gleaned  in  his  16  years’  experience before  the  camera. 

O’Brien  will  carry  a   print  of  “The 
Stealers,’’  F.  B.  O.  production  with 

Norma  Shearer  as  the  star  and  O’Brien 
playing  opposite  her. 

Seider  Returns; 
N.  J.  Exhibitors 

Win  Two  Fights 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK.  March  30— Return  of 

Joseph  M.  Seider,  business  manager  of  the 
M.  P.  T.  O.  A.,  to  his  desk  at  national 

headquarters  brings  announcement  of  two 

of  the  greatest  state  victories  which  the 

New  Jersey  unit  has  ever  recorded.  Seider, 
who  is  also  president  of  the  M.  P.  T.  O. 

of  New  Jersey,  announced  the  victory  of 
the  New  Jersey  theatre  owners  in  their 
fight  of  years  against  the  Public  Service 
Electric  &   Gas  Company  and  also  their 

triumph  in  actually  placing  on  the  skids 
the  blue  laws  of  New  Jersey,  which  have 
existed  the  past  127  years.  The  power  rates 

battle,  as  explained  by  Seider,  means  the 

saving  of  hundreds  of  thousands  of  dollars 
annually  to  the  New  Jersey  theatre  owners. 

Exhibitors  Plan 

Arkansas  Meeting 

for  April  11-12 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

LITTLE  ROCK,  ARK.,  March  30.— Mo- 
tion Picture  Theatre  Owners  of  Arkansas 

will  meet  here  April  11  and  12  for  their 

convention,  it  has  just  been  announced. 

The  first  plan  to  meet  April  4   and  5   was 

abandoned  when  a   large  number  of  exhibi- 
tors reported  they  would  not  be  able  to 

attend  because  of  Easter. 
Governor  Tom  Terral  will  address  the 

con\  ention.  A   new  constitution  and  bylaws 

will  be  adopted  and  there  will  be  special 
entertainment  and  screenings. 

Slott  Charges  Boog 
with  Confidence  Game 

A   charge  of  operating  a   confidence  game 
was  brought  against  Meyer  S.  Boog.  head 
of  the  Theatre  Equipment  Company,  624 

South  Michigan  avenue,  Chicago,  March  29, 

by  Max  B.  Slott  of  the  Orpheum  theatre 
who  has  for  four  months  been  affiliated 

with  the  equipment  organization  in  a   sales 
capacity. 

In  States  Attorney  Robert  E.  Crowe’s 
office  Boog  admitted  having  appropriated 

sums  amounting  to  ̂ 0,000  from  relatives 
and  associates. 

500  Hear  FP-L  Big  Product 
Plans  for  15th  Anniversary 

Atlantic  City  Convention  Closes  with  Outline  of  Finest  Program 

Calling  for  75  Pictures — Many  Attend  from  Foreign 

Field — Banquet  on  Deck  of  “Old  Ironsides” 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  March  30. — Paramount  concluded  Saturday  night  at  the 
Ambassador  hotel,  Atlantic  City,  what  executives  and  held  representatives 
considered  the  greatest  convention  ever  held  by  the  company.  By  noon 
Sunday  practically  all  the  500  delegates  had  made  their  exodus  on  the  three 

special  trains. 
Fifteenth  Anniversary  Plans  Announced 

The  Atlantic  City  conclave,  which  was  international  in  scope,  was  a   pre- 

liminary to  Paramoifnt’s  fifteenth  anniversary  when  the  company  will  release 
what  executives  say  will  be  the  finest  program  in  the  history  of  the  organiza- 

tion— seventy-five  pictures  for  release  between  August  of  1926  and  August 
of  1927. 

With  the  return  to  their  homes  a   com- 
petitive drive  between  the  Eastern  and 

Western  divisions  will  open. 

Many  from  Foreign  Field 

Home  office  executives  and  representa- 
tives attended  as  well  as  men  of  the  foreign 

department  who  had  come  from  the  Far 
East,  Australia,  England,  Continental 

Europe,  Central  and  South  America, 
Scandinavia  and  Mexico.  E.  E.  Shauei, 

who  had  just  returned  from  a   50,000  mile 
tour  of  the  world,  headed  the  foreign 
contingent. 

Highlights  of  the  six-day  convention 
were  a   banquet  address  by  President 

Adolph  Zukor,  presentation  of  the  pro- 

duction department’s  plans  by  Vicepresident 
Jesse  L.  Lasky,  analysis  of  the  fifteenth 
anniversary  product  by  General  Manager 

Sidney  R.  Kent,  and  a   discussion  of  the 
foreign  situation  by  Shauer  and  members 
of  the  foreign  legion.  A   banquet  held  in 

a   room  which  had  been  remodeled  over- 

night in  the  deck  of  “Old  Ironsides”  con- cluded the  convention. 

Big  Specials  for  Each  Year 

Lasky  was  cheered  when  he  stated  that 

each  year  Paramount  will  have  on  Broad- 
way constantly  big  long  run  specials.  Such 

directors  as  James  Cruze  and  D.  W. 

Griffith,  he  said,  will  devote  their  entire 
energy  to  the  making  of  big  specials. 

Cruze  is  now  making  his  first,  “Old  Iron- 
sides,” which  likely  will  open  as  a   road- 

show attraction  on  Broadway  and  in  other 
large  cities  this  fall. 

Kent  stated  that  with  the  release  of  the 

1   Tiller  Girls  Elnter 
Presentation  Field 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

LONDON,  March  30.— World 
famous  as  dancers,  the  Tiller 

Girls,  acknowledged  to  be  the 
most  accurate  in  unison  of  ballet 

arrangement  by  all  legitimate  pro- 
ducers of  the  musical  comedy  and 

elaborate  revues,  have  at  last  en- 

tered the  motion  picture  presen- 
tation held.  Their  Srst  engage- 

ment of  this  kind  was  on  the 

opening  program  of  the  new  Plaza 
theatre  in  London.  Their  dancing 

created  such  favorable  comment 

that  Albert  A.  Kaufman  immedi- 

ately engaged  a   permanent  Tiller 
Ballet  of  16  girls  to  work  in  the 
sensational  Mangan  stage  shows, 

which  are  now  the  talk  of  London 
theatrical  circles. 

fifteenth  anniversary  product  Paramount’s supremacy  could  not  even  be  questioned. 

To  clinch  its  argument  the  production  de- 

partment presented  an  18-recl  subject 
which  gave  the  sales  representatives  a 
vivid  conception  of  the  elaborate  schedule 
underway  at  the  studios. 

Ideals  Reached,  Zukor  Says 

Zukor  said  the  fifteenth  anniversary 

product  as  described  by  Lasky  and  pre- 
sented in  the  beautiful  sales  manual  pre- 

pared by  Russell  Holman,  advertising 
manager,  and  Monte  Katterjohn,  of  the 
production  department,  had  stirred  liim  as 

no  other  group  of  pictures  had.  He  said 
that  in  the  entire  program  there  was  not 
one  salacious  title. 

George  W.  Weeks,  general  manager  of  the 
department  of  distribution  was  chairninn  of  tlie 
convention,  with  Phil  Reisman,  Eastern  divisional 
salesmanager,  and  John  I).  Clark,  Western 
divisional  salesmanager,  presiding  over  the  sec- 

tional meetings.  Other  group  meetings  \yere  under 
M.  H.  Lewis,  sales  executive;  Mel  Shauer,  ad 
sales  manager:  E.  E.  Shauer,  manager  of  the 
foreign  department;  and  Joseph  Scitlelman,  Ins 
assistant,  Oscar  Kantner,  exploitation  manager, 
and  Leon  J.  Bamberger,  special  exploitation 
manager.  .   . 

Active  in  arranging  the  convention  were  O.  u. 

J.  Frawley,  head  of  the  sales  statistical  depart- 
ment; George  Spidell,  head  of  the  purchasing  and 

transportation  departments,  Lawrence  Flynn  ot 
the  transportation  department,  T.  A.  Kilfoil  and 

E.  J.  Dennison.  Among  the  prominent  pel-sons 
attending  were  Eugene  J.  Zukor,  Walter  Wangcr, 

Henry  Salsbury,  John  Ragland,  William  Fraser, 
John  Butler,  Claud  Saumiers,  Dr.  Emanuel  Stern. 
N.  L.  Nalhanson,  Sam  Katz.  Sam  Demhow.  .M 
Tltorn,  A.  M.  Botsford,  Vincent  Trotta,  Bogart 

Rogers,  E.  j.  Ludvigh  and  A1  Grey. 
On  Wednesday  Lasky  introduced  Thomas 

Meighan,  Adolphe  Menjoii,  Carol  Dempster,  Lois 

Wilson,  Alyce  Mills,  Ricardo  Cortez,  D.  w. 

Griffith.  Richard  Dix,  Gregory  La  Cava,  William 
LeBaron  and  others  from  the  department. 

Senator  Capper  in  his  address  at  the 
banquet  denounced  censorship.  The  public, 

he  said,  could  be  trusted  to  do  its  own 

censoring.  An  industry  which  can  produce 

such  pictures  as  “The  Covered  Wagon.' 
“The  Pony  Express,”  “The  Ten  Com- 

mandments” and  “Peter  Pan’’  docs  not 
need  outside  regulation,  he  said.  Mayor 

Walker  declared  he  opposed  restraint  in 

anything,  saying  that  with^  censorship 

Americanism  passes  out.  Sir  William 

Wiseman  declared  Zukor  had  been  le- 

sponsible  for  the  confidence  which  bankers 

have  in  the  industry.  Harold  Lloyd  also 

spoke  at  the  banquet,  at  which  Charles  K. 

McCarthy,  publicity  manager,  presided. 

A.  George  Smith  in  U,  S. 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

^NEW  YORK,  March  30.— A.  George 

Smith,  managing  director,  of  Producers 

Distributing  Company,  Ltd.,  London,  ar- 
rived here  to  confer  with  officials. 
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U   IS  SET  FOR  BIGGEST  YEAR 
Six  Series  of 
Short  Features 
Go  Into  Action 

$2,000,000  Worth  of  Publicity  in 
Names  of  Authors  and  Stars 

Added,  Declares  Abe  Stern — 

Julius  Singer  Also  Entliusiastic. 

Universal  Pictures  Corporation  is 
ready  for  its  biggest  year  in  the  field 
of  Short  Features  and  the  entire  sales 

staff  is  rarin’  to  go.  Every  sign  point- 
ing to  a   Red  Letter  Season  was  re- 

flected in  enthusiasm  of  executives  as 

well  as  salesmen,  at  the  regional  sales 
convention  of  Universal  in  Chicago 
last  week,  and  the  optimism  was  just 
as  marked  for  the  Short  Features  as 
for  the  long  pictures. 

“We  have  stepped  out  for  the  big- gest authors  and  got  them,  and  it  will 
be  a   record-breaking  year,”'  said  Abe 
Stern,  vicepresident  of  Stern  Brothers, 
who  was  a   speaker  at  the  sessions  at 
the  Drake  hotel.  “There  is  $2,000,000 
worth  of  publicity  just  in  the  names 
of  authors  and  stars  added  to  our 

roster.” 
Julius  Singer  Enthusiastic 

Julius  Singer,  short  features  sales- 
manager,  who  also  spoke,  was  just  as 
enthusiastic  about  the  next  season’s 
product. 

“There  is  every  reason  for  abundant 
optimism,”  Mr.  Singer  declared. Everything  looks  fine  for  the  new 
season  in  Universal’s  short  features 
as  well  as  the  other  departments.” 

Mr.  Stern  pointed  to  the  following 
names  :   George  McManus,  comic  artist 
and  creator  of  the  cartoons  from 
which  “The  Newlyweds  and  Their 
Baby”  series  will  be  made;  Ring Laidner,  author  of  the  “You  Enow 
Me  A1  stories,  which  have  been 
bought  by  Stern  Brothers  for  a   series 
of  two-reel  comedies;  the  “Let  George 
Do  It’  series;  R.  F.  Outcault,  from whose  cartoons  the  Buster  Brown 
series  is  being  produced ;   William 
Anthony,  writing  the  “What  Hap- 

pened to  Jane”  series;  “The  Excuse 
Makers,”  by  Roy  Evans,  one  of  which 

How  Clyde  Allen 

Mixes  All-Short 

Features  Program 
Two-reel  Serial. 

Two-reel  Western. 
Two-reel  Comedy. 

One-reel  News  Reel. 

“She’s  My  Cousin,”  was  screened  be- 
fore the  conventioneers,  as  well  as 

“Buster  Watch  Tige”  and  a   number 
of  other  short  features. 

In  the  field  of  stars  Mr.  Stern 

pointed  to  a   parallel  expansion  from 
which  great  things  are  expected. 
Among  those  added  are  Jed  Dooley, 
oldtime  Keith  performer  and  brother 
of  Billy  Dooley  of  Christie  Comedies ; 
Ethlyne  Clair  and  Sid  Sailor,  the  lat- 

ter of  whom  is  said  to  have  been 

sought  by  five  companies.  Sid  Sailor 

will  be  in  the  “Let  George  Do  It” series. 

There  will  be  12  Ring  Lardners  on 

next  season’s  short  features  schedule 
and  12  Buster  Browns.  All  the  other 
series  of  which  there  will  be  six,  will 
include  13  pictures. 

Jed  Dooley  and  Ethlyne  Clair  will 
play  the  roles  of  Lovey  and  Dovey  in 
“The  Newlyweds”  series.  Snookums 
is  still  to  be  chosen  and  Mr.  Stern 

says  it’s  a   real  job  finding  a   baby 
homely  enough  for  the  part.  Work  is 
expected  to  start  early  in  April,  Mr. Stern  said. 

Dooley  has  just  left  the  Keith  stage  and 
has  reported  to  the  Stern  Brothers  studio. 
Miss  Clair  is  also  at  Hollywood.  Jed  left 

iCantinued  on  next  Page) 

BIG 
Moments 

IN  ANY  SHOW 

A 
Red  Seal  Picture 

All-Short  Bill 

of  Tragsdorf 
Starts  Debate 

Ladies  and  gentlemen !   Introduc- 

ing the  principals  in  a   friendly  verbal 

bout  to  decide  what  program  of  All- 
Short  Features  draws  best  at  the  box 

office.  In  the  right  corner  Pulveriz- 

ing Pioneer  Pete  of  the  Pioneer  thea- 

tre, Amasa,  Mich.,  champion  of  the 

All-Comedy  bill.  In  the  left  corner 

Battling  Bill  Tragsdorf  of  the  Trags 
theatre,  Neillsville,  Wis.,  proponent 
of  the  Serial  and  Western  as  well  as Comedy. 

Just  as  the  gong  sounds,  Clyde 
Allen  of  the  Casino  theatre  at  Ant- 

werp, N.  Y.,  climbs  through  the  ropes 

and  asks  to  be  Tragsdorf’s  second. 
Allen  figures  it  out  just  the  same  way 
as  the  Neillsville  theatre  owner  and 

says  the  best  plan  is  to  show  a   two- 
reel  Serial,  two-reel  Western,  two- 
reel  Comedy  and  one  reel  News  Reel. 

Pioneer  Pete  declares  serials  were 
a   winner  at  his  ticket  window  during 

the  war  but  conditions  have  changed 

since.  However,  the  Amasa  exhib- 
itor adds  that  circumstances  peculiar 

to  his  locality  account  for  that.  Amasa 

is  in  the  mining  country  and  under 
the  shift  system  the  miners  work  days 
one  week  and  nights  the  next. 

Here’s  the  way  Pioneer  Pete  ex- 
plains his  attitude,  in  a   note  to  this 

department : 

“Veiy  much  interested  in  Trags- 
dorf’s writeup  on  short  features.  We 

had  nice  business  on  serials  during  the 

war.  Since,  things  have  slowed  up. 

Can’t  get  ’em  out  on  strictly  chapter 
pla3^s  on  account  of  miners  working 

day  shift  one  week  and  night  shift  the 

following,  etc.  Haven’t  used  a   serial 
for  past  three  years  other  than 

‘Leather  Pushers,’  ‘Go-Getters,’  etc.” 

How  about  making  it  a   free-for-all or  battle  royal? 
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Ko-Ko  Song  Car-Tune 

Plays  70  First  Runs 
Over  U»  S.  in  Week 

Max  Fleischer’s  Ko-Ko  Song  Car- 

Tune,  “Has  Anybody  Here  Seen  Kelly?” 
played  70  first  runs  from  Coast  to  Coast 
in  one  week  and  continued  for  another 

week  at  B.  S.  Moss’  New  York  Broad- 

way house,  the  Colony  where  Universal’s 
comedy  hit,  “The  Cohens  and  the 
Kellys,”  is  the  long  feature. 

In  a   special  letter  of  commendation  to 

Harry  Bernstein,  general  sales  manager 
of  Red  Seal  Pictures,  distributors  of 

these  short  features,  Nat  Rothstein,  Uni- 

versal’s exploiteer  de  luxe,  wrote  in  part: 
“Your  novelty  reel,  Ko-Ko  Song  Car- 

Tune  entitled,  “Has  Anybody  Here 
Seen  Kelly?”  which  we  booked  for  the 
Colony  theatre,  is  without  question  one 

of  the  cleverest  one-reelers  I   have  ever 
seen.  It  should  make  a   hit  all  over  the 

country  wherever  it  is  shown. 

“To  my  notion,  such  novelty  reels, 
done  in  the  exceptionally  clever  manner 

in  which  this  special  one-reeler  has  been 
done,  are  gems  of  showmanship  for  any 

theatre  in  the  land,  from  the  biggest  to 
the  very  smallest,  land  in  many  cases 

they  should  have  just  as  big  a   box-office 
draw  as  the  feature  of  the  show.” 

“This  is  only  one  of  the  series  of  thir- 
teen Ko-Ko  Song  Car-Tunes  which  we 

are  distributing  this  season,”  Bernstein said. 

6   Series  of  Universal 

Short  Features  T o   Go 

Into  YeaFs  Schedule 
(Continued  from  Page  34) 

his  home  in  Chicago  when  he  was  a   boy 

and  joined  a   carnival  as  a   trick  bicycle 

rider.  Followed  juggling,  lariat  spinning, 
and  musical  patter,  and  other  stunts  with 
circus,  vaudeville  and  musical  shows.  His 

wire,  Audree  Evans,  who  was  in  his  latest 
vaudeville  act,  accompanied  him  to  Los 

Angeles  and  may  enter  motion  pictures 
also. 

It  was  also  announced  that  “Buster’s 

Hunting  Party,”  seventh  of  the  Buster 
Brown  comedies,  has  just  been  released. 
Gus  Meins  directed.  The  Buster  Brown 
series  was  the  first  venture  of  Stern 

Brothers  in  the  high  class  comedy  field  and 
has  proved  so  successful  that  the  Sterns 

have  gone  in  exclusively  for  series  come- 
dies for  next  season. 

Another  important  announcement  is  the 

development  in,  the  realm  of  chapter  plays. 
Universal  will  pat  out  five  of  these,  each 

of  ten  chapters  or  episodes,  to  be  shown 
as  the  Famous  Authors  Five.  In  order  of 

release  they  will  be  “The  Great  West  That 

Was,”  by  Buffalo  Bill,  with  Wallace  Mc- 
Donald, August  30;  “The  Fire  Fighters" 

by  John  Morosco,  starring  Jack  Daugherty, 

hoyember  8;  “The  Return  of  the  Riddle 
Riuer,”  by  Arthur  B.  Reeve  and  Fred  J. 
McConnell,  with  W'illiam  Desmond,  set  for 
January,  1927;  “Whispering  Smith  Rides" 
by  Frank  H.  Spearman,  with  Wallace  Mc- 

Donald. March  28,  1927;  and  “The  Trad 
of  the  Tiger,”  starring  Jack  Daugherty, 
with  release  June_6.  1927. 
In  addition  Universal  will  continue  to 

release  International  News  Reel,  which 
likewise  has  big  plans  for  the  coming season. 

Charleston  Series  for  C   S:  C 
Cranfield  &   Clarke,  Inc.,  has  concluded 

arrangements  to  release  a   series  of  four 
single  reel  Charleston  pictures,  featuring 
Ned  Wayburn  and  Virginia  Bacon,  and 
^legfeld  Follies  girls. 

Arthur  J.  Lamb 

presents 

ANN  PENNINGTON 
in  a   two  reel  comedy  series 

entitled 

SALLY  RUNS  WILD! 
Productions  under  direction  of 

Joseph  Levering  begin  April  3rd 

No.  1   Sally  Runs  Wild  ! 

No.  2   Sally  Runs  the  Alley  ! 

No.  3   Sally  Runs  Into  A   Husband  ! 

No.  4   Sally  Runs  To  Third  !   etc. 

COMING 
SOON! 
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Presentation  Best  Business  Help 
Stage  Shows 
for  Smaller 
Houses  Built 

New  York  Company  Formed  to 
Produce  Presentations  for 

Little  Stages 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  March  30.— Exhib- 

itors in  the  metropolitan  area  have 
been  offered  a   new  small  house 

stage  show  service  by  General 

Presentations  Company,  recently 

formed.  Unit  shows  are  produced, 
and  are  booked  under  the  title 

“Live  Fascinations.” 
General  Presentations  was  formed  with 

the  object  in  view  of  solving  the  presenta- 
tion needs  of  the  exhibitor  whose  stage 

cannot  hold  shows  that  are  elaborate  as 

lo  mounting  or  as  to  the  number  of  per- 
formers working  as  an  ensemble, 

Five  Men  in  Company 

The  new  company  is  composed  of : 
Walter  J.  Plimmer,  who  for  25  years  has 

been  one  of  Broadway’s  leading  booking 
agents. 

Colby  Harriman,  whose  experience  as  a 
showman  in  England  and  America  has 
been  devoted  to  the  technique  of  lighting 
effects. 

_   Tom  Waller,  editor  of  the  official  bulle- 
tin of  the  Motion  Picture  Theatre  Owners 

of  America,  who  has  also  had  over  10 

years’  experience  in  metropolitan  newspa- 
per and  film  trade  paper  fields. 

Charles  Bennington,  one  of  the  leading 

men  in  “Dearest  Enemy.’’  He  is  a   well- 
known  actor  in  addition  to  having  many 

previous  years’  experience  as  a   salesman. 
Leon  Rosenblatt,  for  over  18  years  a 

theatre  owner  with  many  big  theatres  in 
New  Jersey,  who  is  the  business  head  of 
this  new  company. 

General  Presentations  Company’s  first 
“Fascination”  is  titled  “Talking  Spirit.”  It 
has  already  been  booked  by  'R.  F.  Wood- 
hull,  president  of  the  Motion  Picture  Thea- 

tre Owners  of  America,  for  his  Baker 
theatre  in  Dover,  N.  J.,  and  by  Mr.  Rosen- 

blatt for  one  of  his  theatres  in  Bayonne. 

The  advantage  of  “Live  Fascinations.” 
the  company  announces,  is  that  they  can 
be  used  on  any  stage  that  has  a   depth  of 
four  feet.  Another  ad\^ntage  is  that  the 
material  used  has  previously  proven  its 
success  in  long  runs  in  vaudeville  houses 
throughout  the  countrj'.  This  material  is 
revamped  by  experts  of  the  company  so 
that  an  act  which  has  proven  its  success 
with  the  public  is  able  to  be  presented  in  a 
motion  picture  theatre  of  any  size  with  an 
entirely  new  atmosphere. 

Johnny  Hyde 

Johnny  Hyde,  who  after  April  1 
will  be  associated  with  the  William 

Morris  Exchange,  New  York,  in  the 

capacity  of  special  artists’  represent- 
ative. Hyde  has  been  chief  booking 

assistant  to  J.  H.  Lubin  of  the  Loew 

booking  office  for  eight  years,  and 

has  had  full  charge  of  the  Loew 
office  boohs.  He  will  work  in  the 

Morris  office  in  conjunction  with 
Abe  Lastfogel  and  Harry  Lenetska 

in  genefai  bookings. 

Phil  Tyrrell  and 
Alf  T.  Wilton  in 

Booking  Combine 
Under  a   combine  just  formed  Phil  Tyr- 

rell Attractions,  Chicago,  and  Alf  T.  Wil- 
ton, Inc.,  New  York,  are  shaping  for  book- 
ing control  of  one  of  the  largest  circuits 

of  presentation  houses  in  the  country.  The 
new  arrangement  calls  for  Wilton  control 
East  of  Cleveland  and  Tyrrell  control  West 
of  that  city. 

Tyrrell  books  the  Finkelsteln  and  Ruben 
circuit  of  six  weeks,  the  A.  H.  Blank 
circuit  of  eight  weeks  and  many  other 

chain  and  independent  houses  in  the  Mid- 
dle West,  and  Wilton  has  a   good  share 

of  the  Eastern  bookings. 
Wilton  in  future  will  represent  Tyrrell 

Attractions  exclusively  in  the  East  and 
Tyrrell  will  represent  Wilton  attractions 
exclusively  in  the  Middle  West. 

Small  Town 
Man  Writes 

of  Profits 
Better  Than  Circus  Methods  and 

Trick  Nights,  12  Weeks’ Record  Shows 

This  letter  tells  its  story  too  v/ell 

to  be  burdened  with  more  than  this 
introduction : 

MENARD,  TEXAS.— To  _the  Editor; 
I’ve  been  rather  interested  in  the  recent 

discussion  among  small  town  ’showmen  on 
their  methods  of  stirring  up  and  keeping 
interest  alive  in  their  communities.  Of  all 

the  many  exploitation  and  interest-creating 
ideas  I’ve  ever  used  or  considered,  I’ve  yet 
to  find  a   better  or  a   more  nearly  100  per 
cent  business  builder  than  the  Presentation 
Acts  we  have  sent  you  dope  on  in  the  last 
few  weeks.  The  Presentation  Acts  depart- 

ment of  the  Herald  is  great.  It’s  just  as 
valuable  to  me  out  here  as  it  is  for  the  city 
showman  right  on  the  ground. 

The  actual  value  of  this  work  was  never 
more  forcibly  brought  home  to  me  than 

this  past  week.  We  played  “Sally.  Irene 
and  Mary,”  and  while  the  reports  I’ve  seen 
on  the  picture  in  the  Herald  have  been 
good,  after  looking  it  over  we  found  that 
it  was  not  the  very  best  type  of  show  for 
a   small  town  catering  to  family  groups. 

Quite  a   bit  to  catch  the  eye  of  the  some- 
times too  eager  screen  critics.  In  some  ways 

the  success  of  the  Presentation  in  crowding 

the  house  was  not  entirely  happy; ‘many 
came  who  certainly  criticised  the  picture, 
yet  all  were  unanimous  in  liking  the  act 
and  this  softened  the  bite  considerably. 

I   used  a   “Bachelor  Reverie”  idea,  made 
a   very  pretty  stage  picture,  dark  stage. 
Bachelor  seated  in  easy  chair  under  a   soft 
floor  lamp,  smoking.  Took  the  song  hit 
from  each  of  the  individual  stage  successes, 

“Sally  Won’t  You  Come  Back,” 

“Sally”;  “Alice  Blue  Gown”  from  “Irene” 
and  “Love  Nest”  from  “Mary.”  Made  a 
gold  picture  frame  on  stage,  invisible  when curtain  went  up. 

As  these  songs  and  shows  were  not  wejl 

known  here,  I   made  the  Bachelor  in  semi- 
recitation  manner  explain  the  idea  of  each. 
After  “Sally”  \vas  introduced,  as  you 
might  say,  the  floor  light  went  off  and  an 
amber  spot  took  the  frame,  Sally  herself 
standing  in  it.  The  song  was  sung  off 
stage ;   at  finish  of  song,  spot  off  again. 
Bachelor  resumed,  taking  up  Irene.  This 
was  another  girl  in  the  frame,  she  sang 

“Alice  Blue  Gown,”  herself  under  a   white 
spot.  Then  off  and  Mary  was  brought  on, 

sang  “Love  Nest”  to  her  under  soft  rose 
light.  For  a   finish  sang  second  verse  and 

(Continued  on  page  39) 
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Presentation  Attracts  Best  Acts 
Wholi  Give 

Iowa  Showmen 

Stage  Idea? 
Miller  Sl  Wilcox  Ask  Suggestion 

for  Presentation  Based 

on  Civic  Interest 

Here’s  a   chance  for  readers  of 

‘‘Presentation  Acts”  to  show  what 

they’re  made  of: 
LAKE  VIEV/,  lA.— To  the  Editor:  We 

would  like  to  secure  some  information  on 

how  to  stage  an  act  called  “Little  Old  Lake 
View.”  We  want  to  know  just  what  we 
should  have  in  it  to  make  it  go  over  and 

we  don't  want  it  to  run  too  long.  Any  in- 
formation you  can  give  us  will  be  greatly 

appreciated.— Miller  &   Wilcox,  Lake 
View  theatre,  Lake  View,  la. 

Reeve  Wili  Answer 

Direct  reply  to  this  letter  has  taken  to 

Miller  &   Wilcox  such  advice  and  sugges- 

tions as  it  is  in  the  ̂ wer  of  this  depart- 
ment to  offer.  Within  a   few  hours  after 

this  issue  reaches  Texas  subscribers  it  is 

certain  that  Henry  Reeve,  Star  theatre, 

Menard,  whose  letter  is  printed  in  another 
column,  will  have  written  to  the  Iowa 
showmen  giving  his  idea  of  the  form  their 
stage  act  should  assume. 
Throughout  the  history  of  the  Herald 

progress  in  showmanship  has  emanated 

from  this  type  of  co-operation.  Exhibitors 
exchanging  ideas  through  the  medium  of 
these  columns  have  unified  the  advance  of 

the  theatre  world  as  in  no  other  way.  With- 
out doubt  a   great  many  interested  readers 

of  the  above  letter  %vill  communicate  with 

Miller  and  Wilcox  and  receive  in  turn  let- 
ters which  will  be  of  advantage  to  them. 

This  way  the  industry  goes  forward. 

High  Class  House 
For  purposes  of  general  information, 

Lake  View  is  a   comparatively  small  city. 

The  Lake  View  theatre  is  up-to-date  in 
every  way  and  long  has  been  operated  by 
Miller  &   Wilcox  as  a   modem  playhouse  of 

the  best  type.  Advertising  and  exploitation 
of  the  Lake  View,  frequently  discussed  in 

“The  Theatre”  department,  indicate  the 
quality  of  stage  presentation  required. 

Henry  Dixon  to 
Stage  Uke  Meets 

in  Film  Houses 
Henry  Dixon,  ukulele,  banjo  and  steel 

guitar  “wizard,”  is  soon  to  start  a   motion 
picture  theatre  tour  under  the  direction 

of  Sam  Bramson  Attractions,  Chicago^  as 
a   solo  performer  and  with  a   contest  feature 

that  is  unique  because  of  the  tieup  effected 

■with  a   musical  instrument  house. 
Through  an  arrangement  with  Lyon  and 

Healy,  Chicago  musical  house,  Dixon  will 

conduct  ukulele  contests  daily  during  his 
tour.  The  contest  feature  of  the  act  will 

be  handled  by  Lyon  and  Healy  local  dealers 
m   each  town. 

_   Dixon  for  several  months  has  appeared 
the  larger  presentation  houses  of  the 

Middle  West  and  also  is  well  known  for 

his  radio  work  through  station  KYW,  Chi- 
cago. On  his  tour  he  will  have  the  assis- 

tance of  an  advance  exploitation  man. 

Many  exploitation  tienps  already  have  been arranged. 

Presentation 
Concerning  the  Stage  Phase 

OF  THE  FiLMSHOW  FrOM  THE 
Viewpoint  of  the  Practical 

Showman 

  By  WILLIAM  R.  WEAVER   

Pirate  Agents  Seek 

Presentation  “In” 
TT  is  barely  necessary  to  chronicle  the 

fact  that  the  same  pirate  agents  who 

did  what  they  did  to  vaudeville  are  seeking 

an  “in”  on  presentation.  It  is  more  im- 
portant to  note  that  they  are  getting  the 

type  of  reception  they  deserve.  Their  dou- 
ble crossing  methods  do  not  fit  into  the 

picture  house  system  of  operation  and  they 

are  puzzled  as  well  as  hungry. 
There  is  record  of  but  one  case  where  a 

pirate  agent  has  been  getting  away  with 
the  old  act.  This  fellow  contrived  an 

elaborate  rate  splitting  arrangement  with 

an  individual  important  to  the  theatre  or- 
ganization involved  and  both  prospered  for 

a   time,  but  the  end  is  in  sight.  It  will 

afford  a   new'S  item  of  sufficient  force  to 
deter  others  of  his  stripe. 

Of  several  good  reasons  why  these  sharks 
do  not  find  the  new  going  so  good,  the 

best  is  the  superior  efficiency  of  picture 

theatre  operating  methods.  This  same  is 

likev/ise  a   major  factor  in  the  success  of 
{Continued  on  page  39) 

More  **Names  ” 
Take  Picture 

Time  Offers 
Carl  Fenton  Orchestra,  Brox  and 

Wainwright  Sisters,  Karyl 

Norman  Routed 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  Marcli  30. — Carl 
Fenton  and  his  Brunswick  Recording 

Orchestra,  under  the  management  of 
Ira  H.  Simmons,  Inc.,  is  completing 

preparations  for  his  first  tour  of  large 

motion  picture-presentation  houses. 
Fenton’s  decision  to  accept  picture 
time  offers  gives  presentation  one 

more  big  “name”  act.  The  Fenton 

unit’s  outstanding  numbers  in  record 

form  are  “Collegiate,”  “Rose  Marie,” 
“Tritina,”  “Midnight  Waltz,”  “Lady 

Be  Good”  and  selections  from  “Song 

of  the  Flame.” Another  name  attraction  that  recently 

has  gone  into  presentation  work  is  the 
Brox  Sisters,  who  for  five  seasons  were 

featured  in  the  "Music  Box  Revue.”  The 
Brox  girls  are  a   vocal  harmony  trio. 

This  week  they  are  at  the  Grand,  Pitts- 
burgh, and  will  follow  with  a   week  at 

{Continued  on  page  42) 
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CURRENT  PRESENTATIONS 
Allen  Qualley,  Ash 

“Find,”  Best  Act  on 
Best  McVickers  Bill 

Allen  Qualley,  featured  saxophonist 

of  Paul  Ash’s  McVickers  stage  band, 
was  the  best  act  in  "Jazzology,”  Ash’s 
best  show  since  coming  to  Chicago  over 

a   year  ago.  Some  weeks  ago  this  thea- 
tregoer mentioned  this  young  man  as 

the  logical  successor  for  Ash  at  McVick- 
ers, if  such  is  sought,  and  if  the  aim  is  in 

that  direction  Mr.  Qualley  proved  his 
fitness  for  the  frilled  collar  last  week. 

Toward  the  end  of  the  45-minute  show, 

the  band  played  “Thanks  for  the  Buggy 
Ride,”  instrumentalizing  it  variously, 
with  Qualley  and  the  other  musician 
who  sang  it  for  the  well  exploited  Ash 

talking  machine  record  singing  the 
chorus.  Following  this,  as  successive 

encores,  Qualley  played  the  ditty  on  the 
(1)  xylophones,  (2)  cornet,  (3)  tuba 
(4)  a   dilapidated  alto  horn,  (5)  piano 

and  (6)  led  the  band.  Ke  had  pre- 
viously played  it  on  sax  and  clarinet  and, 

though  this  wasn’t  featured,  he  was  play- 
ing drurns  when  the  act  closed.  He’s 

not  a   virtuoso  on  each  of  these,  of 
course,  but  he  has  a   manner  that  makes 
up  for  the  really  blue  notes  and  he 
makes  enough  comedy  misses  to  make 
them  all  seem  deliberate.  He  does  do 

a   good  job  of  leading  the  band,  though, 

and  his  style  is  cleaner  than  Ash’s.  If 
anybody  at  McVickers  can  carry  on 

when  Ash  goes  to  the  Oriental  it’s 
Qualley. 
The  show  opened  with  a   couple  of 

band  numbers,  followed  by  a   sint^er 

announced  as  Andy  Gump,  whose  “You 

Ought  to  Meet  Rosie’s  Sister”  won  an 

encore  Ash  didn’t  permit.  The  next 
soloist  was  Milton  Watson,  singing  “Too 

Many  Parties  and  Too  Many  Pals”  and 

returning  with  ̂   choruses  of  “Sleepy 
Time  Gal,”  going  into  a   Charleston 
upon  audience  request  drummed  up  by 

Ash.  Watson’s  got  to  be  such  a   favor- 

ite as  a   tenor  that  he’s  got  to  Charles- 
ton to  get  off  the  stage.  As  he  went 

away  Frankie  Judnick  came  on  playing 
his  accordion  and  went  for  four  or  five 

hot  numbers  ballasted  by  comedy  on 

the  part  of  the  bass  fiddlist,  whom  Ash 

hasn’t  named  to  date  but  who’s  ripe  for 
featuring.  Next  was  the  Three  Browns, 

colored  dancers,  who  dance  like  light- 
ning. Next  was  a   band  number,  Ash 

playing  a   little  on  one  piano  while  the 
regular  pianist  applied  the  icing  on 
another,  for  the  ending  of  which  the 
Three  Browns  came  back  and  the  lights 
went  down  for  the  radium  silhouette 
finish. 

Somewhere  along  the  route  parting 

drapes  up  and  back  had  disclosed  seven 
futurized  minstrel  men  who  sang  and 

acted  like  song  pluggers  but  added  to 
the  flash.  The  setting  was  black  and 

white  throughout  and  the  radiumized 
finale  was  a   riot.  The  show  was  clean. 

/   ■ Canadian  F.P.  Men 
Attend  Publix  Meet 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

TORONTO,  March  30.— Three  officials 
of  Famous  Players  Canadian  Corp.  attended 
the  Publix  convention  at  Atlantic  City,  N. 

J.,  Clarence  Robson,  Toronto,  Eastern  di- 
vision manager;  H.  M.  Thomas,  Winnipeg, 

Western  division  manager,  and  John  Ar- 
thur, Toronto,  director  of  presentations. 

92  Acts  Reported  In  This  Issue 

Aiberl,  Don  end  Orrlieittrn— Loow's  Stale,  St.  Louis. 

Anthony  ‘•Loow’s  Stale,  St.  Louis. 
Aeh.  Paul  and  Band — MeVickers,  Chicago. 

Bab*  and  Honey  Boy^.^totropoUlan,  Los  /ingeles. 

Bole,  Buby — HSissouri,  Si.  Louis. 

DankoSr,  Ivon  ond  Compony— Capttol,  Chicago. 

Beck,  Fred— '({Aombrn,  Milteaukeo. 

Berenb'*  Banjo  Boys— Rlnfto,  Noto  York. 
Berke,  Dorothy— Kiolto,  Now  York. 

Bollinger,  'niolma— l/ordtn{(,  Chicago. 
Broder,  Harry  and  Orchestra— Rlnlto,  Omaha. 

Duck,  V*rno  and  Band — .Uotropoliinn,  Los  Aitgefoi. 

Capelli,  Moriono— .Hotropofilara,  Atlanta. 

Chamberlain,  Peggf^Loow’s  Siato,  Los  Angeles. 
Cravrford,  Jesse— Chicago,  Chicago. 

DennSa,  Eugene— Kings,  St.  Louis. 

Dieterieh,  Roy — IFisconsin,  Milwaukee. 

“The  Dlmo  Mu*eaEn''~-Poioe«,  Dolias. 

Dlstle  Jubilee  Singer*— Capitol,  New  York. 

Dixon,  Henry-"  Capitol,  Chicago. 

Downey,  Horton— Harding,  Chicago. 

“Dresden  Idea"— Lome’s  State,  Los  Angeles. 
Duffy,  Kathleen— Palace,  Dallas, 

Earle,  Bob— Metj-epolilan,  Atlanta. 

“Pentasies  of  Art*'— Strand,  Omaha. 
Forbsieln,  Louis  and  Syceopetors— Royal,  Kansas 

City. 

“ITte  Fountain  of  Cold'*— Ricoli,  New  York. 
Franko,  Nathan — Fo*.  Philadelphia. 

Friedman,  Benny— .Hetropolitan,  Los  Angeles. 

Cardner,  Archie— Loete's  State,  Los  Angeles. 
Catebetl,  Harvey— Sun,  Omaha. 

Cels,  Hy  C. — Rialto,  New  York. 

Civot,  Ceorg^~, tfelropoliian,  Los  Angeles. 

Gould,  Herbert— /Hham&ra,  Milwaukee, 

“Great  Moments  from  Grand  Opera”— Chicago,  Chi- 

Gump,  Andy^-McViekers,  Chicago, 

“Gypsy  Foil!**”— Netoman,  Kansas  City. 

Honehaw,  Bebby  “Uke"— Rialto,  Omaha. 
Holt,  Dan— Chicago,  Chicago. 

Hopper,  Clyde— Sun,  Omaha. 

“Ingenues”— Fox,  Philadelphia. 

Jadnleh,  Frankie — McVickers,  Chicago. 

Keates,  Henri — McVickers,  Chicago. 

Kody  and  Brady   Stanley,  Philadelphia. 

Lelde,  Enrico  and  Orehesira— .Ifotropolitan,  At. 
lama. 

Lenington,  Drury— .^fetropolitan,  Los  Angeles, 

Liehter,  JoSe  and  Band — Strand,  Milwaukee. 

Litiau,  Joseph  and  Orchestra— '-Hossard,  Atlanta. 
Lucas,  Richard — Alhambra,  Milwaukee. 

MalSolle,  Albert  H. — Pleaa,  London. 

Maude,  GertrudeF— Plasa,  London. 

Meikel,  Edvrard—ffarding,  Chicago, 

MlUor,  Kenneth — Soyol,  Kansas  City. 

Mitchell  Brothers— Riuois,  New  York. 

Mole  Brothers— Capitol,  Chicago. 

Morelle,  Doris— Harding,  Chicago, 

Nealy,  Arthur— Grand  Central,  St.  Louis, 

Niles,  Dorir— Copitoi,  New  York. 

Obrassova,  Nita^/flhambra,  Milwaukee. 

Paloy,  Ben  and  Orchestra— Harding,  Chicago. 

Persalon,  Edith — JPisconstn,  Milwaukee. 

“Planologue  Idea”— Lome's  Warfield,  San  Francisco. 

Polsley  and  Kohn— Capitol,  New  York. 

Previa,  Charles  and  Orchestra— .Missouri,  St.  Louis. 

Qualley,  AUen— .HcPichers,  Chicago. 

Ramsey,  Harold' — 'Rivoli,  New  York. 

Ray,  Huston— Stale,  Minneapolis. 
Richter  and  Fitch — ITiseonsin,  Milwaukee. 

Ricatdo^— Garrlcfc,  Minneapolis. 

Robyn,  Wi"
  ’   -   -   - 

Rodemlch,  Gene 

Louis. 

Roemheld,  Heine— /Hhambra,  Milwaukee. 

Sehnauber's  Serenaders — Su.n,  Omaha, 
Sanor  Guerrero— Rialto,  New  York, 

Shay,  Mildred — Fox,  Philadelphia. 

Short,  Albert  E.  and  Orchestra — Capitol,  Chicago. 

Signor  Novella— Plasa,  London. 

“SkyIarkB”=Mi**ouri,  St.  Louis. 

Slosser,  Milton- .Missouri,  St.  Louis, 

Swedish,  Michael— Strand,  Milwaukee. 

Terry,  Tom— Loom’s  Stole,  St.  Louis. 
Three  Browae— McVickers,  Chicago, 

Tomlin,  Oianehe— Plasa,  London, 

Tours,  Frank  and  Orchestra — Plasa,  London. 

TVlesalt,  Jacio— Rialto,  Now  York. 

Turrill,  Celia— Capitol,  New  York. 

Van  Alta,  Vera — Rialto,  Omaha. 

Waring's  Pennsylvanians— Stanley,  Philadelphia. 
Watson,  Milton- .HcPichers,  Chicago. 

Watson  Sister*— Fo*.  Philadelphia. 

Wiedoeft,  Rudy— Hctcord,  Atlanta. 

Wolf,  Rube  and  Band— Loeto's  State,  Los  Angeles. 

-Capitol,  New  York. 

and  Orchestra— Grond  Central,  St. 

“Novelty  Week”  Fair 
Capitol  Stage  Show; 
Dixon,  Bankoff  Best 

“Novelty  Week”  was  the  caption  applied 
last  week  to  a   collection  of  acts  used 

by  the  Capitol,  Chicago,  in  addition  to  the 

film  program  and  A1  Short’s  customarily high  class  musical  offering.  Short  appar- 

ently is  putting  in  most  of  his  time  getting 
the  band  ready  for  their  removal  to  the 
stage  in  a   couple  of  weeks,  for  not  a   great 
amount  of  effort  was  put  into  dolling  up 

the  presentation  units  on  this  bill.  \^ich 

is,  of  course,  showmanship  calculated  to 

highlight  the  advent  of  the  new  arrange- ment. 

Mole  Brothers  were  first  on  the  stage 

bill,  riding  bicycles  and  monocycles  in  the 
old  familiar  way.  These  boys  can  ride,  all 

right,  but  their  act  needs  a   lot  of  fresh- 

ening and  trimming  for  picture  house  pur- 

poses. 

Back  to  the  stage,  then,  with  Henry 

Dixon  playing  guitar,  banjo  and  ukulele. 
Dixon  hit  hard  luck  with  his  opening  guitar 

number,  a   broken  string  taking  the  edge 

off  his  opener.  The  orchestra  came  to  the 

rescue  here,  though,  and  the  rest  of  his 
routine  registered.  Dixon  has  a   valuable 

knack  of  delivering  his  stuff  in  such  man- 
ner that  a   mere  E-string  more  or  less 

doesn’t  matter. 

Ivan  Bankoff  and  company,  the  latter 

being  a   girl  dancer  and  a   male  pianist,  fin- 
ished the  stage  program.  Bankoff  can 

dance,  and  the  girl  can,  too,  but  the  pianist 
is  bad.  His  fill-in  number  was  the  soft 
spot  in  the  act,  which  went  good. 

Leo  Terry,  organist,  didn’t  do  a   solo  on 
the  show  covered  and  other  payees  than 
this  one  missed  his  stuff. 

“Madame  Butterfly” 

Bit  Hits ;   Paley^s Violin  Solo  Pleases 
“Scene  from  Madame  Butterfly,”  with 

Doris  Morelle,  soprano,  and  Thelma  Bol- 
linger, mezzo-soprano,  was  the  top  stage 

number  at  the  Harding,  Chicago,  last 

week.  The  scene  was  the  big  one  from  the 

opera  at  the  close  of  ̂ vhich  "Butterfly,” stricken  by  the  loss  of  her  lover,  falls  dead. 

Setting  was  staged  in  full  representing 
the  interior  of  a   Japanese  garden  with 

water  prospect  visible  through  the  open 
door.  The  set  was  not  elaborate,  but  the 

work  of  the  two  girls  made  up  for  what- 
ever mounting  deficiencies  there  were. 

Drama  on  the  presentation  stage  usually 
flops.  The  principal  of  the  Harding  show, 

however,  put  over  a   bit  that  hit  hard  with 
the  audience  at  the  supper  show  last  Friday. 

Farther  up  on  the  bill  Morton  Downey, 

tenor,  clicked  v/ith  two  numbers,  “Always” 
and  “When  Irish  Eyes  Are  Smiling.  ’ 

Ben  Paley  and  orchestra  played  selections 

from  Victor  Herbert’s  “Naughty  Marietta.” 

In  this  the  best  ensemble  bit  was  “I’m 
Falling  In  Love  With  You.”  An  unusual 
offering  was  Paley’s  violin  solo,  “Dream 
Song.”  Paley  seldom  takes  up  the  violin, 
but  he  hits  with  his  audience  when  he does. 

The  only  weak  spot  on  the  bill  was  that 
in  which  Edward  Meikel.  organist,  sat. 

Meikel,  with  the  aid — if  that  is  the  right 

term — of  some  supposedly  humorous  slide- 
lyrics,  tried  to  work  the  customers  up  to 
burst  into  song.  A   few  yodeled  a   bit,  but 
the  whole  affair  was  a   dud. 
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the  legitimate  bookers  who  have  
entered 

the  field. 

The  Family  Demands 

Clean  Entertainment 

IX  is  a   long  time  since  picture  people learned  that  dirt  is  not  wanted  by  the 

family  audience,  if  indeed  they  ever  th
ought 

othenvise.  Blame  for  occasional  lapse 
 into 

suggestiveness  in  presentation  a
lmost  in- 

variably is  found  to  rest  with  the  per- 

former newly  come  into  picture  house  work. 

Front  office  intervention  quickly  puts  th
e 

offender  into  line  or  out  of  the  show
.  An 

act  that  refused  to  conform  was  recen
tly 

elected  unceremoniously  from  a   playho
use 

in  the  Middle  West  and  marshall
ed  no 

sympathy  in  its  efforts  to  obtain  r
edress. 

This  is  the  proper  managerial  policy. 

The  family  demand  for  clean  e
ntertain- 

ment is  the  most  important  of  all  picture 

house  considerations.  At  no  time  shoul
d 

there  be  hesitancy  about  taking  whatever 

steps  may  be  necessary  to  protect  th
e  fam- 

ily interest.  The  theatre  forfeiting  the  r
e- 

spect of  its  family  trade  speedily  finds  itself 

possessed  of  far  too  many  seats. 

‘Tianologiie  Idea/^ 
FanchoB,  Marco  Act 

Is  Liked  at  Warfield 

SAN  FRANCISCO,  March  30.— “F
iano- 

logue  Idea,”  by  Franchon  and  Marco,  was 

a   fitting  title  for  the  stage  act  of  March 

20  at  Loew’s  Warfield.  There  were  30  or 

more  in  the  cast  of  this  presentation  and 

a   wide  diversity  of  entertainment,  but  the 

piano  was  the  center  of  the  attraction. 

Seven  baby  grands  were  played  on  the 

stage  simultaneously  by  a   group  of  clever 
artists.  There  were  solos,  duets,  quartets, 

as  well  as  ensemble  offerings.  This  act 

was  effective  and  constituted  the  most  pre- 

tentious offering  of  its  kind  brought  to  the 

stage  of  a   motion  picture  theatre.  Then 
there  were  dances  and  many  song  numbers 

by  other  members  of  the  cast.  _   The  act 
was  brought  to  a   close  by  a   picturesque 

spectacle  in  which  the  entire  company  par- 
ticipated. 

Walt  Roesner  and  his  orchestra  fur- 
nished music  for  the  act  and  gave  music 

interpretations  to  the  long  feature  picture. 
There  was  also  a   concert  headed  by  a 

novel  arrangement  called  “Echoes' from  the 

Metropolitan  Opera  H'ouse.”  “I
n  M"  ̂  

doia"  was  anoAer  hit. 

Eugene  Dennis  Is 

Winning  Many  New 
Admirers  at  Kings 

ST.  LOUIS,  March  30. — Eugene  Dennis, 

the  Kansas  “wonder  Girl,”  is  winning  new 

admirers  at  William  Goldman’s  Kings 
theatre,  during  her  present  engagement, 

which  opened  on  March  20th,  with  her  un- 

canny ability  to  tell  to  the  world  the  se- 
crets of  persons  in  the  audience. 

Hers  is  one  of  the  best  psychic  acts  that 
is  offered  on  any  stage,  and  she  is  proving 
a   winner. 

Mangan  Presentation 
Routed  to  Manchester 

LONDON,  March  30.— F.  A.  Mangan’s 
"Tambourine”  scene  from  his  second 

Plaza  presentation  has  been  sold  in  its 

entirety  to  a   motion  picture  theatre  in 
Manchester  for  use  as  a   presentation. 

The  scene  combines  singing  and  choral 

dancing.  The  complete  report  of  the 

presentation  is  published  under  "Current 
Presentations,”  this  issue. 

Popularity  of  Mr.  Mangan’s  presenta- tions for  the  Capitol  theatre,  Chicago, 

was  such  as  to  prompt  booking  of  his 

stage  shows  to  other  theatres  in  Chicago, 

Milwaukee,  Detroit  and  other  cities, 

Cooney  Brothers  at  one  time  making  a 

strong  bid  for  presentation  control  of 
the  Middle  West  through  this  circuit. 

The  circuit  was  abandoned  when  Man- 

gan and  the  Cooneys  came  to  the  part- 
ing of  the  ways. 

^‘Skylarks’^  Called 
Best  Publix  Show 

Sent  to  St.  Louis 

ST.  LOUIS,  March  30.  —   “Skylarks,” 
John  Murray  Anderson  Publix  circuit  read 
show,  was  the  feature  stage  attraction  at 
the  Missouri  theatre  the  week  of  March 

20,  and  it  proved  one  of  the  best  offerings 

of  the  year.  * 
It  is  built  around  melodies  to  the  moon, 

which  is  shown  as  a   big  yellow  disk  on 
the  drop  used  with  the  act. 

The  music  is  catchy,  the  dancing  is_  most- 
ly of  the  eccentric  type  and  the  singing  up 

to  standard.  Six  acrobats  add  novelty  to 

the  attraction.  The  Pubiix  quartette  was 
very  good. 

Charles  Previn  and  his  Missouri  Sym- 
phony Orchestra  offered  selections  from 

“Naughty  Marietta”  as  the  overture  attrac- 
tion. At  the  organ  Milton  Slosser  played 

"Romance  in  Songs”  while  Rudy  Baie  har- 
monized. Their  concluding  number  was 

“Always.”  In  that  number  Slosser  joined the  singing. 

‘Miss  Brewster’s  Millions”  was  the  long feature. 

Small  Town  Man 

Writes  of  Profits 
(Coiifijincd  from  page  36) 

chorus  of  “Love  Nest”  %vith  all  three  girls 
standing  before  the  frame  under  full  light. 

A   very  short  little  sketch,  but  with  even 

the  limited  fadlities  of  a   small  town  thea- 
tre it  pleased  hugely  and  really  was  a   very 

attractive  presentation. 
The  chief  difficulty  we  had  was  in  getting 

the  old  songs,  but  I   have  them  now  and 
they  are  at  the  disposal  of  any  Herald 
reader  who  may  want  to  make  use  of  them. 

But  back  to  my  original  thought,  nothing 
we  have  ever  done  here  has  done  more  for 

us  in  building  business,  making  people  talk, 
made  more  interest  than  this  presentation 
work.  The  cost  is  negligible.  We  have 
worked  six  acts  and  presentations  here, 

each  one  entirely  distinct  and  different  and, 

while  I   can’t  claim  that  it  hits  everybody 

every  time,  the  results  are  good  enough  to 
satisfy  the  most  exacting.  I   find  it  far 
ahead  of  circus  methods,  trick  nights  and 
the  countless  number  of  devices  we  all  try 
one  time  or  another  to  boost  the  gross. 

Incidentally,  we  never  raise  the  prices, 
work  these  acts  regularly  every  other  week, 

two  days  each  time,  regular  admission. 
Best  wishes,  as  always,  to  the  Herald 

and  to  each  of  you.  You’re  all  close 
friends,  even  though  the  printed  page  is  the 

only  acquaintanceship  we  have. — Henry 
Reese,  Star  theatre,  Menard,  Texas. 

Fargo  Theatre  Opens 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

FARGO,  N.  D.,  March  30.— The  Fargo 
theatre  here  held  its  opening  recently  at 

noon. 
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Blanche  Tomlin  Is 
Poorest  Feature  in 

Second  Plaza  Show 
LONDON,  March  30.— The  second  pro- 

gram at  Famous  Players.  Plaza  theatre 
proved  to  be  no  letdown  from  the  elabo- 

rate opening  hill  of  the  preceding  week, which  had  already  created  a   considerable furore. 

The  bill  opened  with  the  Overture  “1812” 
done  with  magnificent  lighting  and  elec- 

trical effects.  The  orchestra  of  60  pieces under  the  direction  of  Frank  Tours  did 
admirable  justice  to  this  number  and  easily took  the  honors  for- the  present  week.  This 

^   classical  syncopation 

of  Cutie,  from  the  “Blue  Kitten,”  now  a familiar  tune  in  London. 
Plaza  Last  Minute  News,  first  screen 

portion  of  the  bill,  was  followed  by  “A 
b^tudy  m   Purple.”  This  number  utilized The  services  of  Blanche  Tomlin,  a   favorite 
London  soprano  and  Gertrude  Maude,  solo cancer.  Miss  Maude  registered  well  but 
Miss  Tomlin  proved  a   very  great  disap- 

pointment in  view  of  her  reputation  as  a 
throughout  the  city.  “Hold  My Baby,  Hal  Roach  comedy,  was  the  next 

screen  offering  and  was  well  received throughout  the  week. 

Al^bert  Hay  Mallotte,  organist  formerly of  Chicago,  contributed  his  portion  of  the 
bill  at  this  point  and  to  say  that  Mallotte 
has  not  become  a   favorite  in  London  would 
be  a   mistake,  as  he  registers  strong  every time  he  appears. 

“Tambourine,”  the  next  stage  embellish- Mangan  his  big  opportunity 
of  bill,  other  than  the  beautiful  effects 
utilized  by  him  during  the  overture.  The 
setting  for  Tambourine”  was  a   full  stage bedecked  with  all  kinds  and  sizes  of  Span- 

ish shawls,  with  a   background  of  an  im- 

mense tambourine.  Parting  of  curtains  on 
this  number  never  failed  to  get  a   tremen- 

dous hand.  "Italian  Rose”  was  the  opening number,  done  by  Signor  Novella,  on  the 
chorus  of  which  a   scene  in  miniature  was 
brought  into  view  through  fading  into  the 
big  tambourine.  A   clever  pantomime  inter- 

pretation of  this  song  was  done  in  this 
miniature  and  put  the  number  over  to  a 
great  hand. 
The  changing  position  of  the  supposed 

shawls  revealed  the  troupe  of  Tiller  Danc- 
ers which  are  fast  becoming  as  great  fa- 

vorites at  the  Plaza  as  Mangan’s  settings. As  the  ballet  proceeded  the  scene  changed 
from  hanging  shawls  to  a   beautiful  Spanish 
scene  with  numerous  moving  gondolas  on 
the  stage  lighted  in  miniature. 

Top  Honors  Shared 

by  Edith  Perssion 
and  Roy  Dieterich 

^   MILWAUKEE,  WIS.,  March  30. — Max- 
imum entertainment  with  minimum  ex- 

penditure evidently  was  the  goal  of  Ed. 
J.  Weisfeldt  in  staging  this  week’s  presen- 

tation at  the  Wisconsin,  and  from  all  ap- 
pearances he  achieved  his  aim. 

The  only  stage  number  features  Edith 
Perssion,  concert  mistress  of  the  Wisconsin 
theatre  orchestra,  who  makes  her  violin 

through  the  “Meditation”  from 
Thais.”  Miss  Perssion  is  billed  as  the only  concert  mistress  in  this  country,  and 

as  such  would  seem  to  have  earned  the 
nght  to  an  occasional  stage  appearance. 
Her  offering  is  enhanced  by  an  unpreten- 

tious but  rather  artistic  stage  setting,  con- 
sisting of  a   cutout  drop  in  the  form  of  a huge  flower  vase. 

Roy  Dieterich.  whose  tenor  voice  has 
been  heard  m   many  elaborate  presentations 

throughout  the  country,  takes  his  place  in 

the  pit_  at  the  Wisconsin  this  week  in  the 
regulation  garb  of  the  orchestra  and  sings 
two  new  songs  from  that  point.  Both  are well  received. 

Arthur  Richter  and  Edmund  Fitch  are 
both  back  at  the  twin  consoles  of  the  organ 

this  week  and  play  “Kamennoi-Ostrow"  in 
such  a   \yay  as  to  successfully  demonstrate 
their  ability  to  play  classical  numbers  as 
well  as  the  popular  stuff  that  usually  takes 
up  their  time  on  the  bill.  “A  Mid-Summer 
Night’s  Dream”  is  the  overture  played  with 
the  usual  business-like  precision  of  the  Wis- consin orchestra. 

“Dime  Museum’’  Hits 
Harder  than  First 

J.  M,  A,  in  Dallas 

DALLAS,  March  30.^“The  Dime  Mu- 
seum,” second  John  Murray  Anderson  pro- 

duction to  appear  at  the  Palace,  was  well 
received,  but  lacks  the  snap  that  went  with 
The  Melting  Pot.”  The  set  consists  of 
booths  which  conceal  the  dancers  and  a 
silver  curtain,  which,  is  attractive  when  the 
many  colored  lights  are  thrown  on  it.  Mac 
Lubow,  a   red-wigged  jack-in-the-box,  was 
''®ry  clever.  The  Chinese  dancers  earned 
their  applause.  Lillian  Martin  and  Maida 
Vale  were  decided  hits,  while  Monti  and 
Carmo,  midget  clowns,  delighted  the  au* 
dience  with  their  ability  and  unusual strength. 

Helen  Denizon,  the  ballerina  received 
most  applause.  The  prima  donna,  Helen 
Yorke,  sang  to  perfection,  and  the  audience 
damored  its  appreciation  of  the  whole  act. 
The  principals  in  this  were  better  looking 
than  those  of  the  “Melting  Pot.” 
"The  Black  Bird”  was  the  long  feature. 

J 
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TVT'C^  I   Ukulele  and  Banjo  Wizard, ft  r*ji  V   fX  1   K   Y   W   Radio  Star,  and  hU 

Sensational — Record  Breaking 

UKULELE  CONTEST 

Henry  Dixon 

In  Addition  to  Reguiair  Act 

SPECIAI.  ADVANCE  I4LANAGER  HANDIANG  EXPLOITATION  AND  DIST/VIL 

By  arrangement  with  LYON  &   HEALY  CO.,  Chicago,  in  conjunction  with  their 

local  dealers,  ukuleles  given  as  prizes  to  winners  daily  throughout  contest. 

SURE-FIRE  BOX  OFFICE  ATTRACTION 

“Henry  Dixon  is  a   very  clever  instrumentalist.  He  also  conducted  the 

uke  contest,  which  proved  to  be  a   big  drawing  card.” — L.  M.  CARMAN, 
Gen.  Mgr.  Princess  Amusement  Co.,  Lincoln,  Neb. 

Wire  -   Phone  -   Write 
SAM  BRAMSON'S  STAGE  ATTRACTIONS,  Exclusive  Management 

1406  City  Hall  Square  Bldg=,  Chicago.  Phone,  Dearborn  0219 

Broadway  Presentations 
By  T.  E.  LEAHY 

“Fountain  of  Gold*^ 
Is  Not  Pure  Stuff 

NEW  YORK,  March  30.— John  Murray 

Anderson’s  “The  Fountain  of  Gold,”  pre- 
sented at  the  Rivoli  last  week,_  was  not  all 

14  karat  by  any  means.  It  did  glitter  in 

spots,  but  not  enough  to  make  what  might 

be  called  a   good  buy.  “The  Fountain  of 
Gold”  is  based  on  the  story  of  Ponce  De 

Leon  and  his  search  for  the  “Fountain  of 

Eternal  Youth.” 

The  search  began  with  the  appearance  of 

Madge  North  and  Victor  Henry,  singers 

and  story-tellers.  Both  have  excellent 

voices,  and  their  telling  of  the  story  was 
done  in  a   fine  manner. 

Then  the  Indian  Chief  (Jacques  Cartier) 
who  had  told  De  Leon  about  the  founatin 

appeared,  followed  by  De  Leon  (Johannes 
Josefsson). 

Behind  a   scrim  “The  Fountain  of  Gold 
was  shown,  with  Ledrue  Stiffier  as  the 

“Golden  Statue,”  Serrita  Lorraine”  as 
“Beauty,"  William  Dunn,  as  the  “Youth 
at  the  Fountain,”  surrounded  by  six  beau- 

tiful revellers.  During  this  scene  the 
“Golden  Statue”  came  to  life  and  danced, 

followed  by  “Beauty"  and  “The  Youth, 
ivho  did  a   very  neat  adagio  dance.  This 
scene  certainly  did  glitter. 

"The  Indian”  opened  up  the  last  scene 
with  an  Indian  dance  that  went  over  big. 

The  real  wallop  of  the  presentation  came 
when  the  Indian,  still  followed  by  De  Leon 
and  continuing  their  search,  were  seized  by 
a   band  of  Indians.  De  Leon  was  tied  to 
a   stake  and  the  Indians  did  the  usual  war 

dance.  Things  looked  mighty  bad,  but  dur- 
ing a   lull,  De  Leon  worked  himself  loose 

and  then  the  battle  royal  started.  Indians 
with  tomahawks,  knives,  etc.,  came  at  him 
from  every  direction,  but  using  a   Jiu  Jitsu 
method  of  defense  he  had  Indians,  toma- 

hawks, and  everything  else  flying  in  all 
directions. 

All  of  this  fast  action  was  furnished  by 
Johannes  Josefsson  (Ponce  de  Leon)  and 
his  Icelanders  as  the  Indians.  This  clever 
act  is  known  the  world  over. 

After  Ponce  De  Leon  thought  he  had 
won  a   victory  an  Indian  appeared  from 
the  rear  and  stabbed  him  in  the  back.  Then 

behind  a   scrim  “The  Fountain  of  Gold” 

appeared,  but  it  appeared  too  late  for  De 
Leon. 

The  Mitchell  Brothers,  “Southern  Sing- 

ing Banjoists,"  were  well  repaid  with  ap- 
plause for  their  efforts. 

Harold  Ramsay,  Rivoli  organist,  played 
several  of  the  ever  popular  Victor  Herbert 
melodies. 

Dorothy  Berke  Is 
Hit  of  Riaito  Show 

NEW  YORK,  March  30.— Last  week  ar 

the  Rialto  Hy  C.  Geis,  organist,  while  play- 

ing “Let’s  Talk  About  My  Sweetie”  musi 
have  had  in  mind  Dorothy  Berke,  featured 

dancer  of  the  presentation,  “Musical 

Moments  and  Dance  Divertisements.’’  Miss 
Berke  danced  herself  into  the  affection  oi 

the  audience  and  became  everybody’s  sweet- heart. 

One  of  the  greatest  assets  in  this  world 

is  personality,  and  let  it  be  said  right  now 

this  young  lady  has  it  in  abundance.  Be- 
sides this  personality,  Miss  Berke  is  a 

very  clever  dancer,  and  any  patron  who 

would  not  applaud  such  a   combination  must 

have  something  wrong  with  him.  Nothing 

wrong  was  noticed  with  any  of  the  Rialto 

patrons  last  week. 
Miss  Berke  was  ably  assisted^  by  Jjick 

Triesalt,  Senor  Guerrero,  and  "Berenb  s 

Eight  Banjo  Boys.” 
A   dance  by  Miss  Berke  accompanied  by 

Guerrero  playing  a   guitar  started  thin^ 

rolling.  Then  a   clever  tango  by  both. 

Parted  curtains  showed  enough  banjo 

players  to  form  a   squad  in  any  army.  The 

patrons  soon  realized  that  the  boys  had 
been  well  drilled.  They  continued  to  play 

while  Miss  Berke  and  Jack  Triesalt  did  a 

beautiful  ballroom  dance.  For  a   finish  ttie 

three  danced  an  old  time  cake-walk,  during 

which  some  clever  acrobatic  dancing  was 

introduced.  The  boys,  with  lighted  banjos, 

were  in  on  this,  and  when  the  curtain  rolled 

down  all  present  had  witnessed  15  minutes 
of  fine  entertainment. 

Mixed  Bill  at  Capitol 

Holds  Good  Numbers 

NEW  YORK,  March  30.— “Just  a   Cot-
 

tage Small  by  a   Waterfall,”  by  De  Sylva- 

Hanley,  song  hit  that  is  sweeping  the  coun-
 

try at  the  present  time,  was  the  timely 
opener  presented  by  Major  Bowes  to  his 
patrons  at  the  Capitol  last  week. 

Standing  in  front  of  a   cottage  with  a 
^vaterfaIl  nearby,  a   scene  of  beauty,  Celia 
Turrill  and  William  Robyn  sang  the  song 

and  put  it  over  in  great  shape. 

Doris  Niles  danced  a   “Whirling  Dervish” 
dance,  and  whirl  she  did.  In  fact  she 
whirled  so  much  it  is  doubtful  if  she  heard 

the  big  applause  at  the  finish. 
The  setting  given  the  Dixie  Jubilee 

Singers  must  have  made  them  feel  at  home 
while  singing  their  cycle  of  songs.  This 
was  a   return  engagement  for  the  singers. 

The  new  songs  they  offered  did  not  seeni 
to  hit  as  well  as  the  ones  offered  on  their 
last  appearance  at  the  Capitol. 

“Nymphs  and  Faun,”  danced  by  the 

Capitol  Ballet  Corps,  was  the  last  presenta- tion number.  Everyone  taking  part  in  this 

beautiful  scene  deserved  a   great  deal  of 

credit  but  special  mention  must  be  made 

of  the  dancing  of  Connie  Polsley  as  “The 

Nymph”  and  Wayne  Kohn  as  "The  Faun.” 
The  entire  presentation  was  well  balanced and  well  received. 

“Fantasies  of  Art,” 
Living  Picture  Act, 

Featured  at  Strand 

OMAHA,  March  30.— Pictures  modeled 

in  human  forms  comprised  the  presenta- 
tion act  at  the  Strand  theatre  last  week. 

The  big  audiences  responded  favorably  to 

the  entertainment, _   applauding  each  pic- ture creation  heartily. 

“Fantasies  of  Art”  was  the  name  of  the 

act,  with  Dawn  DeWitt,  Rosalyn  Wigen, 
Helen  Yvonne  and  Phyllis  Joyce  as  the 

comely  models.  At  the  back  of  the  st^e 

was  a   huge  picture  frame._  Before  this 

big  frame  was  an  artist  in  his  smock, 
sketching  at  an  easel.  A   girl  brought  m 

his  lunch.  There  was  a   touch  of  romance, 

they  spoke  of  the  pictures  of  their  dreams, 

of  the  inspirations  which  they  would  like  to 

put  on  canvas.  The  lights  went  out  and 

the  dream  pictures  appeared  in  the  huge 

frame.  The  part  of  the  artist  was  taken  by 

Lee  Aitchison  and  that  of  the  girl  by  Mary 

Gibson. 

The  presentation  was  novel  and  well  p
re- 

sented. It  went  better  than  many  a   song 

an<l  dance  act  and  seemed  to  please  th
e 

audience. 
 ' 

“The  Girl  from  Montmarte”  ^vas  the 

long  feature  picture. 
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Herbert  Gould  and 
Nita  Obrassova  Hit; 
Alhambra  Show  Relief 

MILWAUKEE.  WIS.,  March  30.— Two 
musical  numbers,  each  built  into  an  un- 

assuming but  pleasing  presentation  act,  are 

featured  in  the  stage  program  at  the  Al- 
hambra this  week.  While  apparently  no 

effort  was  made  to  produce  a   flashy  box 
office  show,  Heinz  Roemheld,  director  of 
presentation,  blends  the  Holy  Week  spirit 
with  good  showmanship. 
Herbert  Gould,  who  has  several  times 

left  his  operatic  engagements  to  add  a 
classical  touch  to  Alhambra  musical  offer- 

ings, is  at  his  best  in  a   rendition  of  "The 
Omnipotence.”  With  the  aid  of  a   beautiful 
stage  effect  the  number  clicks. 

Curtain  reveals  Gould,  garbed  in  the 
white  robes  of  a   priest,  standing  between 

two  tall  candles  which  furnish  the  only 
illumination  except  that  from  the  pale  spot 
played  from  above.  As  the  song  reaches 

its  climax  and  ending,  skillful  lighting  ef- 
fects bring  out  in  relief  a   black  cross  sil- 

houetted against  black  stage  drapes  in  the 
rear.  The  effect  is  beautiful. 

Further  up  on  the  bill  Nita  Obrassova, 
also  of  the  Qiicago  Civic  Opera  company, 

sings  "The  Doll  Song”  from  "Tales  of 

Hoffman."  This  number  is  rather  skimp- 
ily staged  but  is  satisfactory.  The  singer 

steps  from  a   box  that  somewhat  resembles 

a   small  candy  box  set  on  end,  and  does 

a   “doll  walk”  to  the  front  of  the  stage, 
where  she  does  most  of  her  song,  mechan- 

ically stepping  back  into  her  doll  box  with 
the  last  few  measures.  It  is  a   pretty  little 
song,  prettily  interpreted. 

Fred  Beck  courts  the  audience’s  favor 
with  two  popular  numbers  on  the  new 

organ,  and  Richard  Lucas,  premier  trump- 

eter of  Roemheld’s  orchestra,  renders  two pleasing  solos. 

Palace  Adds  Dressing  Rooms 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

DALLAS.  March  30.— The  Palace 
theatre  has  just  completed  the  addition 
and  equipment  of  20  dressing  rooms, 
which  have  become  necessary  to  take 
care  of  the  presentation  acts  which  are 
to  be  sent  out  from  New  York  by  Pub- 
lix  each  week. 

Bob  Earle  Shares 
Stage  Honors  with 

Musician  from  Pit 
ATLANTA,  March  30.— Bob  Earle,  "The 

Boy  from  the  ‘Windy  City,’”  singing,  and 
Moriono  Capelli,  piccolo  soloist  of  the  Met- 

ropolitan theatre  orchestra,  playing  "The 

Mocking  Bird,”  shared  honors  in  the  stage 
presentation  at  the  Met  the  week  just 
closed. 

Earle  sang  among  several  selections, 

“Truly  I   Do,”  which  was  accompanied  \vith 
the  projection  of  the  screen  illustration  of 

the  song.  Earle  is  a   great  little  singer  with 

a   good  personality  which  he  combines  with 
a   rare  earnestness  to  please. 

Capelli,  who  is  considered  one  of  the 

South’s  foremost  musicians,  left  the  orches- 
tra pit  for  the  stage  and  gave  an  excellent 

piccolo  rendition  of  the  difficult  “Mocking 
Bird”  selection. 

Director  Enrico  Leide  led  his  orchestra 

through  a   “Spanish  Medley”  overture,  and 
offered  other  improvisations  especially 

adapted  to  the  long  picture,  "The  Girl 

From  Montmartre.” 

Joie  Lichter,  Band, 

Stage  ‘^Hardboiled’^ Jazz-Harmony  Show 
MILWAUKEE,  WIS.,  March  29.— Joie 

Lichter  and  His  Gang  at  the  Strand  are 

at  "Dinty  Moore’s”  this  week,  and  a   hard 
boiled  time  they  are  having  of  it.  Curtain 
reveals  an  underworld  den  with  its  bar  and 

complete  rough  neck  furnishings.  The 
bandmen  in  wicked  attire  make  their  en- 

trance through  windows,  from  behind  kegs 
and  from  other  unexpected  places  and  after 
the  delayed  arrival  of  Lichter  get  at  the 

serious  business  of  playing  jazz  tunes  re- 
markjd>ly  well  for  a   gang  of  blackguards. 
Uchter  adds  to  the  atmosphere  of  the 

thing  by  his  belligerent  manner  of  an- 
nouncing the  numbers. 

“Mike”  Swedish,  who  was  held  over 
fmm  last  week,  sings  a   song  of  advice  to 

girls  and  gets  a   healthy  hand  from  the  male 
and  female  flappers  who  seemed  to  have 

turned  out  in  even  greater  numbers  -Ihan 
usual, when  the  show  was  caught  Sunday evening. 

IRWIN  SISTERS 
Youngest  Inlernational 

Singers  and  Dancers 
Just  finished  sensational  Two 
Weeks  engagement  at  MARK 
STRAND  Theatre,  New  York City. 

Also  one  of  the  features  at 
Broadway’s  Fashionable PARODY  CLUB. 

Management: 

WM.  MORRIS 
1560  Broadway, 
NEW  YORK  CITY 

ALF.  T.  WILTON 
INCORPORATED 

12ih  Floor  Brrani  2027-8 

1S60  BROADWAY,  NEW  YORK 

Now  Booking 

Motion  Picture  Theatres 

BoX’O^ce  Names 
Attractions  and 

Presentations 

Managing  Booking  Oapt. 

FRED  B.  MACK 
Formerly  Itooker  wltli 

B.  F.  Keish-ASbsa  QrcuSt 

NOW  BOOKING  SPECIALTIES 
For  PRESENTATIONS 

in  MOTION  PICTURE  THEATRES 
Box  Office  Names  and  Attractions 

IRA  H.  SIMMONS, 
1476  Broadway,  New  York  City.  William  Smith,  Manager  of  Booking  Dept. 

April  3.  1926 

More  Names  Take 
Picture  Time  Offers 
(Conlitivcd  from  page  37) 

the  Rivoli,  Baltimore.  The  bookings 
were  arranged  by  the  Arthur  Soiz?; 
Agency. 

theatre  April  5   for  two  weeks,  booked 
by  the  Sp:zzi  A.gency.  This  attraction 
IS  known  to  theatregoers  all  over  the 
country. 

Mary,  Madge  and  Muriel  Wainwright 
vocal  harmony  trio  that  has  just  closed 
the  fourth  consecutive  week  at  the  New 
York  Colony,  believed  to  a   record  en- 

gagement for  this  house,  is  another 
"name”  attraction.  The  girls  have  been 
featured  in  the  “Music  Box  Revue"  and with  A1  Jolson  and  Raymond  Hitchcock. 
They  are  to  continue  in  presentation 
work. 

Each  of  the  attractions  enumerated 
above  is  distinguished  by  ability  beyond 
the  average  and  by  the  dignity  that  is 
so  essential  to  success  in  the  new  and 
constantly  enlarging  entertainment  field. 
Continuity  of  routing  and  attractive  sal- 

aries are  attracting  performers  of  this 

type  to  the  presentation  field  and  will 
hold  them  after  they  are  in. 

Contests  Lead  to 

Large  Stage  Shows 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

ALBANY,  March  30. — The  fact  that 
presentation  acts  are  increasing  earnings 

of  so  many  motion  picture  theatres  is  grad- 

ually beginning  to  impress  -theatre  owners 
in  this  part  of  New  York  state,  with  the 
result  that  occasionally  acts  are  being 

staged  along  with  the  regular  picture  pro- 
gram. At  the  Rialto  in  Glens  Falls,  a   tend 

held  forth  one  night  last  week  with  marked 
success.  There  has  been  a   great  deal  done 

this  winter  in  the  way  of  amateur  nights 

and  old  fiddlers’  contests,  but  these  are  now 
paving  the  way  to  more  pretentious  acts, 

which  are  easily  demonstrating  their  draw- 

ing power. 

Givol  at  Million  Dollar 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

LOS  ANGELES,  March  30. — George 

Givot,  dancing-singing  comedian  who  had 
his  first  success  in  Chicago  is  at  the  Million 
Dollar  this  week.  He  is  billed  as  the 
"Panting  Singer.” 
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Novelties 

Singers 

Dancers 

PREMIER  ATTRACTIONS 
(Incorporated) 

Specialists  in  prologues 

and  presentations 
for  the  motion 

picture 
house 

Auditorium  Bldg. 
Chicago,  Hlmois 
Phone  Wabash  26S2 
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Franko,  “Ingenues/’ 
Watson  Sisters  Make 

Harmony,  Step  Show 

PHILADELPHIA,  March  30— After  a 

creditable  rendering  of  the  overtare  “He
r- 

bertina,”  a   compilation  of  melodies  from 

the  compositions  of  the  late  Victor  Her- 

bert, Nathan  Franko,  eminent  composer 

and'  conductor,  unassumingly  placed  his 
violin  under  his  chin  and  played  the  “Blue 

Danube  Waltz”  as  Philadelphians  have  not 
heard  it  for  a   long  time  and  only  on  rare 

occasions.  As  an  encore  he  played  the  ever 

popular  “Traumerei,”  and  after  his  master- 
Ll  playing  of  these  tv/o  melodies  was  given 

an  ovation.  ... 
The  excellent  sympnomc  jazz  orchestra 

of  “Ingenues”  was  cleverly  introduced  by 

the  “Song  of  the  Flame,”  played  from  be- 
hind a   drop  curtain  ever  red  and  orange 

lights,  giving  the  effect  of  flickering  flames, 
the  members  of  the  orchestra  being  dressed 
in  dull  red  uniforms  touched  v/ith  black 

and  with  jaunty  hats  to  match.  _   Mildred 
Shay  gave  two  clever  dances  in  which  every 

part  of  her  body,  even  her  bobbed  hair, 

came  into  action,  and  Mar^erite  Lichti’s 
harp  solo  “Southern  Melodies”  was  very 
effective,  with  the  stage  in  semi-darkness. 

The  “Ingenues”  were  accorded  hearty  ap- 
plause. 
The  Watson  Sisters,  Fanny  and  Kitty, 

demonstrated  why  they  are  often  referred 
to  as  one  of  the  funniest  acts  in  vaudeville 

and  appeared  in  what  is  described  as  an 

uproarious  songburst,  “No  Laughing  Mat- 
ter.” The  sisters  possess  the  magnetism 

and  charm  which  is  always  popular  and 
entertain  Ae  audience  v/ith  a   clever  and 

witty  dialogue  supposedly  taking  place  be- 
tween plays  on  a   golf  course.  Fanny,  the 

stout  sister,  was  uproariously  funny  in  her 

interpretation  of  the  good-natured  but 
clumsy  person.  In  response  to  the  applause, 

the  audience  was  treated  to  “My  Wild  Irish 

Rose”  sung  by  the  mother  of  the  girls, 
who  was  visiting  them. 

The  long  feature  was  "Soul  Mates.” 

Bobby  “Uke”  Henshaw 
Hits  at  Rialto  with 

Playing  and  Contest 
OMAHA,  March  30.— The  ukulele  staged 

a   strong  comeback  at  the  Rialto  la'st  week 
in  the  hands  of  Bobby  “Uke”  Henshaw, 
There  was  a   “uke”  contest  for  cash  and 
instrument  prizes,  and  many  amateurs  vied 
for  honors.  Henshaw  himself  performed 
on  the  old  favorite  musical  instrument  as 

no  college  student  has  ever  thought  of  do- 
ing. He  was  assisted  by  Vera  Van  Alta, 

who  entertained  pleasingly. 
Manager  Harry  Watts  announced  ukulele 

finals  for  the  closing  night  of  the  week, 

Friday  night,  and  indications  were  that 
the  last  lap  would  be  exciting. 

Braden’s  orchestra  offered  as  its  specialty 

for  the  week  “Japanese  Moments,”  and 

George  Haupt  at  the  organ  played  “I  Never 
Knew.” 

“The  New  Klondike”  was  the  long  fea- ture. 

Pennsylvanians  at 
Stanley  Romp  Away 

with  House  Again 
PHILADELPHIA.  March  30.— Phila- 

delphians apparently  cannot  get  enough  of 
the  splendid  entertainment  offered  by  War- 

ing’s  Pennsylvanians,  who  have  just  closed 
a   second  week  at  the  Stanley  in  an  entirely 

program,  sparkling  with  novelty  and 

individuality.  The  most  popular  numbers 

Were  “Ida  I   Do,”  “Meet  Me  Tonight  In 
Dreamland,”  and  “Who.”  Fred  Waring, 

director,  gave  “Thanks  for  the  Buggy  Ride” 
by  request,  to  the  delight  of  the  audience. 
Kay  Kody  and  Mona  Brady,  harmony 

singers,  gave  a   number  of  songs  to  a   harp 
accompaniment,  in  delightful  manner. 

Suppe’s  overture  “Beautiful  Galatea,” 
was  exquisitely  played  by  the  Stanley  Sym- 

phony Orchestra. 

The  Stanley  Magazine  and  a   Cartoon 
completed  the  surrounding  bill, 

“Dancing  Mothers”  was  the  long  feature. 

J.  Parkington  Stages 

Knockout  Acts  Three 

Singles,  Team  Score 
LOS  ANGELES,  March  30. — The 

Metropolitan  theatre,  under  the  direc- 
tion of  Jack  Partington,  staged  one  of 

the  most  elaborate  and  pleasing  presen- 
tation acts  this  house  has  had  in  some 

time.  It  was  called  “Verne  Buck’s  Min- 
strels of  1926,”  with  George  Givot, 

Drury  Lenington,  Benny  Friedman, 

Babe  and  Honey  Boy,  two  colored  danc- 
ers, and  the  Metropolitan  girls.  The 

show  was  much  peppier  all  the  way 

through  than  the  show  of  the  week  pre- 
vious, and  the  crowd  showed  its  appre- 

ciation by  almost  continuous  applause. 

The  stage  was  set  with  Verne  Buck’s 
Musical  Gang  ranged  in  tiers,  with 

George  Givot  and  Benny  Friedman  act- 
ing as  end  men.  Lenington  sang  in 

pleasing  voice  “After  I   Say  I’m  Sorry” 
and  "I  Will  Never  See  You  Again,”  with 
Verne  Buck  accompanying  on  the  saxo- 

phone. 
The  Metropolitan  girls,  twelve  in  num- 

ber, dressed  in  red  tights  with  black 
hats,  strutted  their  stuff  and  were 

roundly  applauded.  George  Givot,  in  his 

Oxford  bags,  was  much  in  evidence  at 

the  finish  of  the  act.  He  sang  a   num- 

ber, “Ida’s  Sweet  as  Cider,’’  which  went 
over  big.  This  comedian  is  well  liked 
at  the  Mietropolitan,  and  he  doubtless 

could  stay  on  indefinitely,  but  this  week 
he  is  being  transferred  to  the  Million 

Dollar  theatre,  where  Harold  Lloyd’s 
picture,  “For  Heaven’s  Sake,”  just 
opened. 

“The  Wanderer,”  was  the  Metropoli- 
tan long  feature. 
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Facing  the  audience,  she  
sings  “Ave  Maria,” 

Cambria  Stage  Show 

Makes  Chicago  Seem 
Like  Good  Old  Days 

It  might  have  been  Old  Honie  Week 
at  the  Chicago  theatre  last  week,  what 
with  two  Frank  Cambria  presentations 

on  the  stage  and  Jesse  Crawford  at  the 

organ,  but  it  wasn’t  advertised  that  way 
and  so  those  present  just  took  the  show 
for  what  it  was  and  had  a   good  time. 

Cambria's  “Great  Moments  from  Grand 

Opera’  was  the  final  stage  feature,  but 

his  “Seven  Ages  of  the  Charleston,”  an 
original  Chicago  production  which  pre- 

ceded it,  was  as  elaborate. 

H.  Leopold  Spitolny  led  the  orchestra 

in  his  own  “Gypsy  Fantasy”  for  the 
overture.  Jesse  Crawford  did  more  with 
the  organ  than  he  has  in  many  months, 

playing  “Dinah,”  “Who”  and  "Lantern 
of  Love.”  Crawford’s  been  working 
hard  and  his  stuff  this  week  shows  the 
benefit  of  it. 

Cambria’s  Charleston  cantata  had 

about  17  people,  all  of  whom  did  that 
dance  save  Dan  Holt,  who  sang  the 

announcements  in  blackface  with  cap 

and  bells.  The  seven  ages  were  from 

the  cradle  to  old  age  and  the  finale 

brought  on  a   tiny  colored  tot  who  dances 
more  Charleston  better  than  anyone  else 

of  any  age  or  color  seen  in  these  parts. 

This  same  young  person  worked  in  a 

Capitol  presentation  a   few  weeks  ago, 

incidentally  one  which  contained  a 
Charleston  wedding  similar  to  the  one 
Mr.  Cambria  has  used  in  this  act,  and 

tied  the  Capitol  clientele  in  the  same 
kind  of  knots. 

“Great  Moments  from  Grand  Opera” 
scored  about  as  was  to  be  expected  of 

it  here.  The  “Cavalleria  Rusticana” 
section,  leading  off,  went  like  a   riot, 

being  unfamiliar.  The  “H  Trovatore” and  “Faust”  sections,  second  and  third, 

got  a   little  less  applause,  both  having 

been  done  on  the  Chicago  stage  pre- 

viously. “Faust”  suffered,  too,  from  a 

Faust  whose  voice  wasn’t  adequate.  . 

by  Gounod.  During  ihls  number  
she  ehould 

bo  lighled  from  above  by  a   dim  bl
ue  baby 

epot.  Finishing  she  etauds  still,  
her  face  up- 

ward. To  the  strains  of  Introduclory  musie
 

a   male  quartolto  dressed  in  eholr 
 vestmenis 

cnlera  from  rlghl  stage  taking  places 
 at  the 

foot  of  the  altar.  They  then  sing 
 "The  Palms,” 

by  Fanre,  at  end  of  which  is  
a   slow  eurioln. 

Near  the  ond  the  Ughts  behind  the  
center  win- 

dow  come  up  to  full. 

‘•PRISON  SCENE  FROM  ‘LA  T
OSCA’  ” 

A   prison  interior  painted  gray  to  rep
resent 

Slone  is  used  for  this.  High  up  on  th
e  back 

wall  Is  a   barred  window  end  on  the  r
ight  wall 

is  a   barred  door.  Center  stage  is
  placed  a 

rough  table  and  stool.  Behind  
the  window  is 

a   drop  lighted  with  blue  to  repre
sent  night, 

and  hong  between  Ihls  and  the  
window  should 

bo  three  or  four  star  lights  visib
le  to  the  audi- 

ence. The  singer  a   tenor  dressed  In  th
e  costume 

of  the  opera,  is  discovered  
with  hU  head  on 

the  table,  in  the  center  of 
 which  Is  an  old 

fashioned  hooded  lantern  with  a
n  amber  light 

inside.  The  set  is  dimly  lighted  I
n  green  or 

blue.  Rising,  he  rubs  his  eyes, 
 looke  out  to- 

ward  the  window,  then  comes 
 forward  and 

sings,  “The  Stare  Are  Shini
ng"  from  “La 

Presentation  Ideas 

By  F.  LANGDON  MORGAN 

“IN  THE  CATHEDRAL" 

An  appropriate  and  imposing  Ea
ster  setting 
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THE  THEATRE 
Q^ASDtpartmmt  of  Practical  Showmanship 

One  hundred  newsboys  stood  on 

street  comers  in  Portland,  Ore., 
displaying  reproductions  of  full 

page  "Classified”  ad  which  ap- 
peared in  the  Oregon  Journal. 

This  stunt  followed  a   number  of 

others  among  which  was  a   Classi- 

fied advertising  tie-up.  It  was 
put  over  by  A.  S.  Wieder,  Rivoli 

theatre,  during  First  National 
month. 

Granada  Name 

of  New  Marks 

Brothers  House 
Granada  has  been  selected  as  the  name 

for  the  5,000  seat  house  being  erected  by 

Marks  Brothers  Theatres,  Inc.,  at  Sheri- 
dan road  and  Devon  avenue,  and  which 

will  open  sometime  in  May.  The  name 

was  selected  through  a   public  contest. 

A   strong  publicity  campaign,  backed 

up  by  display  advertising,  revealed  the 

efficacy  of  a   name  contest  as  a   medium 

of  concentrating  public  attention  on  the 

building  of  the  new  playhouse,  which  is 

in_  the  most  populous  and  exclusive  dis- 
trict on  the  North  side  of  Chicago.  More 

than  20,000  individuals  sent  in  name  sug- 
gestions. The  contest  lasted  for  three 

weeks. 

The  variety  of  names  suggested  for  the 
theatre  ran  into  the  thousands  and  some 
contestants  sent  in  hundreds  of  names. 
Mail  was  received  from  every  state  and 
practically  every  district  of  the  Middle 
West  was  represented.  With  each  name 
suggestion  it  was  provided  that  a   slogan 
must  be  sent  in.  The  replies  also  were 
c^sidered  on  the  basis  of  neatness.  Post office  regulations  were  complied  with. 

L.  &   T.  Gains 
Good  Will  by 
Kiddie  Shows 

The  management  of  the  Lubliner 

&   I’rinz  Windsor  theatre,  Chicago,  is 
basking  in  the  radiance  of  good  feel- 

ing created  by  the  recent  staging  of 
juvenile  minstrel  shows. 

The  patrons  enjoyed  the  show  and 
the  parents  of  the  children  have  rea- 

son to  be  proud. 

_   The  shows  took  the  form  of  contests 
eight  weeks  ago  at  the  Windsor  when  a 

series  of  Discovery  Nights  was  begun  with 

the  request  by  the  management  for  volun- 
teer talent. 

Prizes  were  put  up  to  induce  patrons  to 
join  in  and  many  children  responded. 

Richard  F   Emig,  manager,  cognizant  of 
the  zest  with  which  his  patrons  received 

this  conceived  the  idea  of  staging  a   grand 

finale.  Together  with  the  aid  of  George 

Senescu,  musical  director,  he  coached  the 

previous  wnners’  dancing,  singing  and  elo- 
cution, supplied  the  proper  drops  and  cos- 

tumes and  in  a   general  way  rounded  out 
the  offerings. 

The  result  was  a   good  minstrel  put  on 

by  the  children  of  the  neighborhood  with  a 
high  degree  of  ability. 

The  audience,  recognizing  that  this  was 

Charlotte  Robb  who  sang  “Down 
by  the  Winegar  Woiks”  at  the 
minstrel  staged  at  L.  &   T.'s  Wind- 

sor theatre,  Chicago. 

Gene  Goodner  and  Mildred  Xam- 
per  who  won  first  prize  in  a   song 
and  dance  number. 

no  make-shift  amateur  performance,  but  a 
bit  of  talent  properly  shaded  by  expert 

retouchers,  responded  in  a   surprising  man- 
ner. The  effect  was  that  of  a   small  town 

theatre,  where  everyone  knows  eveiyone 
else,  and  where  sociability  and  geniality 
are  factors.  The  patrons  enjoyed  this 

staging  immensely  and  made  no  attempt  to 
hide  their  keen  pleasure.  They  acted  like 

a   huge  family  out  on  a   picnic  lark,  know- 
ing full  well  that  their  lunch  basket  had 

been  filled  by  capable  hands. 

The  winners  were  honestly  judged  by 
their  capability  and  amount  of  talent. 
There  was  a   noticeable  absence  of  biased 
opinions  from  relatives,  and  the  winners 
were  deserving  of  their  laurels. 

If  this  sort  of  thing  was  so  successful  in 
a   large  city  theatre,  there  is  no  doubt  as 
to  its  adaptability  to  any  sort  of  house. — Fanchon  Kauders. 

“Her  Man.”  Goudal  Film 
MAN"  is  the  tentative  title  of 

Jetta  Goudal's  first  starring  pic- 
ture for  DeMille.  It  goes  in  production soon. 
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(The  letter  folhiving  is  an  example
  of 

ihc  mail  advertising  used  by  ’
’Pioneer  Pete 

of  the  Pioneer  theatre,  Amasa,  M
xch.) 

Saterday,  March  13,  1926 

Good  Mornin!  i,  j   ̂ 

Say  01  Timer  me  an  the  bo
ss  had  a 

failin  ' out  las  week  becoz  he  said 
 my 

spelling  was  so  awful  U   cude
nt  reed  it. 

Wen  i   wint  tu  skool  mi  teeche
r  sed  i 

was  hoapless  so  i   decided  to 
 kwit  the 

old  red  skool  an  bekum  a   edi
tor  wich 

is  alius  strong  on  wind  an  
week  on 

direkshun.  .   ,   ,   ?   ^   j 
Gotta  a   speshul  sho  on  fer  loosday. 

£{  U   wanna  get  the  lekshun  re
turns  in 

kumfort  and  hot  off  the  pan  ku
m  on 

over  to  the  Pioneer  an  see  Capt. 

schmit’s  Adventures  in  the  Far  North 

and  “Mind  Over  Motor.”  The  first  is 

four  reels  of  real  adventure  wich  
will 

rekonsile  U   wid  the  tuff  winter 
 we’re 

havin  and  make  it  eesier  to  bare.  The
 

second  is  four  reels  of  real  fun  speshully 

ef  U   gotta  Lizzie  product  of  the  jenra
l 

or  ford  motors  wich  ef  U   aint  got  neeth- 

er  U   got  so  much  horse  cents  U   don
t 

need  eny.  We  ekspekt  to  keep  U   posted 

every  haff  our  on  the  lekshun. 

They  ain’t  gonna  be  eny  show  Wens- day. 

Saterday  were  pleesed  to  announce 

Zane  Greys  “Code  of  the  West”  wich same  is  hard  to  beet. 

An  lissen,  on  Sunday  comes  Fred 

Thomson  in  “That  Devil  Quemado"  with 

his  hors  “Silver  King.”  Fred’s  a   reglar 

fella  wich  writ  me  sum  nice  letters  say- 

ing as  how  he  likes  to  heer  that  the  pio- 
neer folks  likes  his  pitchers  wich  same 

he  sent  wun  of  hisself  all  framed  an  on 

display  at  the  stor.  This  pitcher  belongs 
to  the  pioneer  fans. 

Besides  Fred  and  Silver  U   will  also  be 

pleesed  to  see  them  Go-Getters  boys 
wich  same  is  in  number  ten  called 

“Sleepin’  Cutie.”  Heh,  heh  n’U’Il  laff, 
heh,  hehl 

Mebbe  ef  the  boss  thinks  my  spellin 

has  improoved  I’ll  hav  sumthing  moar  to 
tell  U   abowt  nekst  week.  I   think  my- 

self that  the  boss  ekspekts  tu  much,  fer- 
gittin  that  the  seekret  of  troo  happiness 

is  wantin  li’l  and  havin  that. 
Yer  Welcum, 

Pioneer  Pete. 

Sally  O'Neil’s  Wire  to  Star 
Makes  Offer  of  Seats  to  Sallys 
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da\ ‘h  Star  aim  already  several 

Greenpoint  Sallys  hhVe  received  two 

tickets  apiece  for  the  Thursday  eve- 

ning performance 
If  your  name  is  Sally  call  or  write 

to  The  Star.  129  Greenpoint  avenue, 
and  a   pass  will  be  given  or  ntailed 
to  you. 

The  Greenpoint  Star  has  received 

a   telegranx  from  Sally  O'Neil,  who 
plays  in  "Mike."  the  Slarshall  Neilan 

moving  pictui^  coming  to  the  Mes- erole  next  wedne.'Klay.  Thursday 
and  Fridaj  offering  passe.s  to  all 
Greenpoint  girls  named  Sally 

This  was  announced 'fit  last  Fri- 

The  reproduction  here  has  been  made  from  a   reproduction  ap
pearing  in  the 

Greenpoint  Star,  when  Sidney  Larschan,  manager  of  the 
 Meserole  theatre, 

Y.,  ran  an  ad  campaign  for  Metro’s  picture,  Mike. 

Physical  Fitness  Contest 
Brings  Strand  Theatre 

2,000  Lines  in  Press 
SYRACUSE,  N.  Y.— A   contest  which 

netted  the  Strand  theatre  almost  2,000  lines 

of  free  publicity  was  conducted  recently 
in  that  city  through  the  columns  of  the 
Syracuse  Journal-Sunday  American.  Hearst 

paper,  for  the  Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer  pro- 

duction, “The  Midshipman,”  starring  Ra- 
mon Novarro. 

The  contest  was  to  find  the  most  physi- 
cally fit  boy  between  the  ages  of  14  and 

17  years  of  age.  The  contest  opened  as  a 

•usual  newspaper  contest  with  no  notice  of 
the  photoplay  or  any  theatre,  whatever. 
The  local  Y.  M.  C.  A.  and  the  Syracuse 

Boy's  Club  were  brought  into  the  contest 
and  at  both  of  the  above  places  the  en- 

trants were  received. 

Several  days  after  the  opening  story  ap- 

peared in  the  paper  a   telegram  was  re- 
ceived by  the  city  editor  of  the  Journal 

from  Ramon  Novarro  requesting  that  he 

be  allowed  to  present  the  winner  with  a 

^srge  silver  loving  cup.  This  offer  was 
gladly  received. 

Storin  Breaks  Into  ''Sacred*' Space  with  Personality  Stunt 
Leroy  Theatre  in  Pawtucket,  R.  I.,  Ties  Up  with  Apparel  Shojx 

in  Contest  and  Style  Revue 

By  HARRY  F.  STORIN 

The  “Miss  Personality  Contest”  idea  was  a   tremendous  success  all  aroun
d. 

In  the  first  place  it  landed  us  into  columns  which  bar  publicity  for  m
erchants. 

In  the  second  place  I   landed  right  with  the  paper  by  having  for  the  opening
 

scene  of  the  six  episode  production  a   newspaper  drop  with  reproducti
on  of  the 

store’s  regular  layout  and  the  details  of  the  paper’s  layout  for  one  page  acros
s 

the  top  and  down  the  sides. 

Next  we  ran  an  ad  about  the  size  of 

one-third  of  one  newspaper  page  which 

emphasized  the  Spring  style  revue  to  be 

held  at  the  Leroy  theatre  by  the  Lynd 

&   Murphy  company. 

A   few  days  later,  March  15  the  Paw- tucket Times  carried  a   good  story  under  a 

large  newshead,  “Miss  Pryor  Again 

Leading  Contestant  in  Personality  Ra
ce.”^ The  names  of  the  contestants  were  listed. 

Model’s  Picture  in  Press 

The  next  break  in  the  newspaper  came 

with  a   half  column  story  under  the  head, 

“Lynd  and  Murphy  Style  Show  Scores 

Success  at  Leroy.”  This  story  which 
{Continued  on  page  48) 

The  girl  was  posed,  cutlike,  in  the 

drop,  did  her  stuff,  back  to  pose  and 

close  in.  It  was  very  effective  and  very, 

very  effectively  planted  us  with  the  pa- 

per. 

(Of  course  we  were  fortunate  enough 

to  land  with  a   merchant  who  was  a   live 

wire  throughout.  We'll  give  him  a   big 

split  of  the  success  of  the  affair.) 

Campaign  Begins  Early 

As  to  the  campaign  itself  it  began  15 

days  before  the  style  show  with  a   square 

ad  three  columns  wide  which  carried  a 

coupon  to  be  filled  out  by  the^  patron 

who  wished  to  vote  in  the  “Miss  Per- 

sonality Contest.” 
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Copy  Service 
For  Exhibitor 

House  Organs 
House  organ  or  newspaper 

publication  rights  to  this  copy 

is  granted  exhibitors  by  the 
“Herald”  herewith. 

THE  PLACE  FOR  THE  CHILD 

T   N   today’s  news  is  an  account  of  a 
meeting  in  Brooklyn  where  the  most 

influential  ministers  of  the  community 
are  gathered.  One  result  of  their  meet- 

ing is  the  acceptance  by  the  Motion  Pic- 
ture Producers  and  Distributors  of 

America  of  an  offer  of  the  ministers  to 

co-operate  in  an  endeavor  to  check  the 
juvenile  crime  conditions. 

The  motion  picture  organization  readi- 
ly accepted  the  offer. 

It  is  planned  to  institute  a   number  of 
Saturday  morning  matinees  for  children 

which  will  comprise  an  entertaining  yet 
an  educational  and  ethical  training  for 
the  children  who  otherwise  would  be 

free  upon_  the  streets  to  develop  habits 
with  criminal  inclination. 

OURS  IS  AN  ODD  THEATRE 

^   UR  theatre  is  an  odd  thing.  It  is  odd 
because  it  makes  friends  in  such  odd 

ways. 

A   president  may  be  chosen  because  he 

stands  for  high  tariff  or  low  tariff,  a 
bride  may  be  chosen  because  she  has 

golden  hair  and  a   fair  skin  but  our  thea- 
tre is  chosen  on  different  standards. 

One  man  likes  it  because  the  seats  are 

comfortable,  one  woman  likes  it  because 

an  usher  was  polite  to  her,  another  be- 
cause the  music  suits  her  ear,  another 

because  it’s  near  her  home,  another  be- 
cause it  endeavors  to  play  clean  pro- 

grams, and  another  because  it  is  inex- 
pensive recreation.  There  are  many 

kinds  of  people  and  for  each  kind  there 
is  a   separate  reason  for  going  to  our 
theatre. 

REST  KILLS  THOUSANDS 

“OEST  kills  thousands  every  year," 
says  William  Lyon  Phelps  in  a 

current  issue  of  Scribner’s  Magazine. 
In  the  article  appearing  under  the  sig- 

nature of  Mr.  Phelps  who  is  a   forceful 

writer  of  the  day  he  argues  that  a   great 

cure  for  fatigue  is  not  indolence  but  ac- tivity. 

He  stated  that  "an  original  book  that 
helps  to  explain  some  mysteries  in  bodily 

and  mental  activity  is  "Human  Vibra- 
tion’’ by  Conrad  Richter.  It  is  agreeably 

written  and  on  the  whole  clear  to  the 

nonscientific  mind,  otherwise  I   should 

not  have  understood  it.  It  gives  a   rea- 
son for  two  facts  I   never  before  compre- 

hended. Why  is  it  that  when  you  feel 
almost  too  tired  to  change  your  clothes 

you  can  go  out,  play  three  sets  of  tennis 
and  feel  after  the  exercise  so  much  more 

vigorous  than  before?  And  why  is  it 

that  when  you  really  feel  ill  you  can  give 
a   public  lecture  or  teach  a   class  and  af- 

ter this  experience  feel  as  though  you 

had  received  a   tremendous  tonic?  Well, 

Exhibitors  House  Organ  Exchange 
Entry  of  name  in  this  list  signifies  willingness  to  exchange  theatre  pablications 

with  other  theatre  publishers  for  mutual  benefit. 

B/VIR,  E.  E.i  Fall*  iheolre,  CuTohoga  Falls,  O. 
BENDER,  A.  R.,  Olymiila,  CUvelaad,  Okla. 

BENTLEY,  FLOYD  E.,  Kelso  Amusemeai  Co., 
Kelso,  Wash. 

BROWNELL,  OSSIE,  Carthage  iheoires,  CloTcrs- 
ville,  N.  Y. 

BROWNING,  HARRY,  Oljmpla,  New  Havec, 
Conn. 

OUBERT,  E.  H.,  Metropolitan,  Morgantown, 
W.  Va. 

BURNS,  FRANK  H.,  Orlando  Enterprises,  Or. 
londo,  Fla. 

CHRISTENSEN,  C.  R.,  Twin  Otr.  Chehalls. 
Wash. 

COX,  ED.  F.,  Princess,  Bristol,  Colo. 

DALEY,  THOMAS  S.,  Sehlne  Ansusemeni  Co., 
Gloversvlllo,  N.  Y. 

EVELAND,  EARLE,  Twin  Cltj  Opera  Roase, 
MeConnelsrIlle,  O. 

FAWKS,  E.  L.,  Photo  Phone,  Oraford,  Tex. 
GARDNER,  HUGH  T.,  Orpheum,  Neosho,  Mo. 
GAULT,  J.  C.i  American,  Oakland,  Cal. 
GILL,  R.  A.  Strand,  Hone^  Grove,  Tex. 

GLASER,  WILL  J.,  Grand,  Faribault,  Minn. 
HAMRURCER,  F.  M.,  Circle,  Portland,  Ore. 

HARLEY,  ALONZA,  Valentine,  Defiance,  Ohio. 
JUDD,  FORREST  E.,  Prospect,  Kontas  City,  Mo. 
KOBLEN,  M.,  Scout,  Oakdale,  La. 
KRAMER,  LOUIS  P.,  Lubllner  &   Trlnx  The* 

Btrei. 

Inc.,  307  North  Michigan  Ave.,  Chicago,  111. 
LITTLE,  T.  L.,  MoJesUe,  Camden,  S.  C. 
LUKACHIE,  a.  j.,  Hauber,  Camden,  Ark. 
MaeLEOD,  M.,  Wolverine,  Saginaw,  Mich. 
MASSEY,  EARL  D.,  Texas,  Killeen,  Tex. 
MILLER,  CARL  F.,  Miller  theatre,  Fremont, 

Ohio. 

MOCK,  CARL  F.,  56tb  Street,  Philadelphia,  Po. 

MOSS,  EDGAR  A.,  Marlon  Theatre  News,  Glass 
Block,  Marion,  Ind. 

^IHRPHY,  HAROLD  S.,  Woodlawn,  Chicago. 
NICHOLS,  DON,  Durham  Amnaement  Company, Durham,  N.  C. 

O’ROURKE,  JACK,  Laurel,  Laurel  Springs,  N.  J. 
OLSON,  H.  G.,  MuJestle  theatre,  Reedsburg, 

OSTENBF.RG,  J.  H.,  Orpheum,  Seotlsbiuff,  Neb. 
CARLE  HALL,  Kentacky,  Lexington 

Ky. 

PIERCE,  HOWARD  O.,  Kunaky  Theatrical  Eni., 
Detroit,  Mich. 

POPE,  CLEM,  T.  &   D.,  Oakland,  Cal. 

RANDALL,  E.  R.,  Liberty,  Condon,  Ore. 
RIVERS.  EDWIN  B.,  1718  South  Main  street, 

Royol  Theai>^e,  Los  Anaelee,  Cai. 
SACHS,  S.  M.,  Mosonio,  Clifton  Forge,  Vo. 
SCHWlE,  F.  F.,  Duluth,  Duluth,  Mlun. 
SHARPE,  PHILIP  B.,  Stroud  Theatre  Publishing 

Co.,  Portland,  Me. 

crtyRS/ij.F'  RI“I*o-Virglnln,  Champaign,  111. SOLOMON,  H.,  Strand,  McComb,  Miss. 
SORG,  J.  H.,  Jefferson,  Fort  Wayne,  Ind. 
STIEFEL,  S.,  Roxboro.  Phlladelphlo,  Pa. 
®TIEES,  J.  H.,  The  Dalles  Amusement  Co.. The  DoHea*  Ore. 

WALLACE,  H.  JIM,  Lincoln  Square,  Deeatnr, 

WEINBERG,  1.,  New  and  Lyric,  Lexington  Va 
WHEELER.  ED  A..  Ohio.  Cleveland.  OT 
WHITBECK.  FRANK,  West  Coast  Theatres,  Inc, St.,  San  Francisco,  Cal. 

WILSON,  T.  S.,  Seelye,  Abilene,  Kan. 
WOODWARD,  KENNETH  V.,  Penn-Stale  Amuse- ment  Co.,  Unloniown,  Pa. 

(Exhibitor) 

(Theatre)  . 

(Ciiy)  .... 
State 
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Mr.  Richter  gives  a   scientific  reason 

Longemal  work  never  hurt  anybody' Activity,  instead  of  producing  fatimf- 

often  cures  it.”  
® 

The  theory  reminds  one  of  the  old 
saying  popular  among  farmers  of  tho 
West:  ‘While  we’re  resting  after  din- 

ner we  11  hoe  the  garden.” It  might  as  well  be  the  universal  ex 
pression,  "While  we’re  resting  after  din 
ner  we’ll  go  to  the  theatre.”  The  thea- tre IS  not  a   form  of  inactivity.  There  is 
the  kind  of  rest  that  diverts  the  mind 
but  does  not  permit  it  to  stop  function- 

ing. The  emotional  side  of  people  is  ex- 
ercised. And  other  unfatigued  parts  of 

the  personality  may  be  put  in  action  but there  is  not  indolence  at  the  Theatre 

What  Showmen 
Are  Doing  to 

Get  Business 

A   phototype  survey  of  current 
exhibitor  business  effort,  with 

pictures  upon  the  accompany- 

ing pages. 

A   HEKTOGRAPH  GETS 

RESULTS  FOR  COX 

The  Theatre : 

Exhibitor’s  Herald. 
I   am  attaching  two  styles  of  postcards 

that  we  used  on  “The  American  Venus.” 
These  were  easily  made  by  using  a   hekto- 

graph.  They  were  very  inexpensive  and 
proved  to  be  a   distinct  novelty,  and  caused 
a   lot  of  comment. 

For  the  time  required  and  the  expense, 

we  believe  it  about  the  best  stunt  for  re- 

sults that  we  have  used  recently.  These 

were  mailed  out  two  days  before  the  open- 
ing and  everybody  that  received  a   card  at 

least  read  it  and  commented  on  it. 

Thinking  that  some  other  small  town 
exhibitor  might  be  interested  I   am  passing 

it  along  for  what  it  is  worth,  as  the  idea 
could  be  adapted  to  almost  any  picture. 

L.  H.  Cox,  Manager, 

Pythian  Theatre, 
Marshall,  111. 

Ministers  Hear  Offer 

to  Check  Child  Crime 

with  Motion  Pictures 
Use  of  motion  pictures  on  Saturday 

morning  as  a   constructive  method  of  pre- 

venting juvenile  delinquency  has  been  pro- 

posed to  leading  ministers  of  all  denom- 
inations in  Brooklyn  who  met  several  days 

ago  in  a   conference  on  crime  conditions. 

The  programs  would  consist  of  clean 
pictures,  feature  pictures,  comedies,  and 
educational  and  religious  Bible  films,  It 

was  suggested  at  the  meeting  which  was 
attended  by  the  Rev.  S.  Parkes  Cadman, 
president  of  the  Federal  (jouncil  of 

Churches  of  Christ;  members  of  th 

Brooklyn  Juvenile  Protective  Associati'’ Monsignor  J.  L.  Bedford ;   the  Rev.  F 

erick  L.  Gordon;  Monsignor  Fran  :-  ' 

O’Hara;  Rabbi  Louis  D.  Gross;  K   'ji 
Alexander  Lyons ;   and  the  Rev.  John  How- ard Melish. 

Fifty  two  complete  programs  of  pictures 

have  already  been  arranged  by  the  Mo- 
tion Picture  Producers  and  Distributors 

of  America,  these  being  known  as  the 

“Saturday  Morning  Movies.”  They  are 
carefully  selected  programs  of  pictures suitable  for  boys  and  girls. 
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Your  Lobby  Is  Your  One  Big  Hope 

COMPARATIVELY  few  managers really  understand  the  true  meaning  of 

picture  exploitation.  Theatre  owners 

as  a   rule  believe  that  all  exploitation
  means 

is  to  put  out  paper  and  photos  and
  now 

and  then  a   few  thousand  cheap  looki
ng 

heralds  or  throwaways  printed  up  by  a 

printer  who  “does  the  work  che
ap.” 

Those  who  patronize  the  theatre  seldom, 

if  ever,  take  the  time  to  look  over  a   shodd
y 

looking  throwaway  or  a   “trick’;  he^ld 
such  as  I   have  seen  time  and  again,  ihe

 

copy  doesn’t  contain  the  proper  selling  talk 

for  all  it  really  is,  is  clip  stuff  which  ap
- 

pears in  a   press  sheet.  Now  I   am  not 

running  down  those  hard  working  toys 

who  sweat  blood  getting  out  press  sheets. 

They  do  a   good  job  of  it  most  times
  but 

it  is  the  theatre  man’s  neighborhood— 
his 

field  that  must  be  catered  to.  What  will 

appeal  to  Fifth  avenue  will  not  appeal  to 

the  East  Side  or  Harlem  or  the  Bronx. 

Copy  must  be  carefully  arranged,  a   cut 

placed  where  it  will  act  as  a   guide  for 

eyes  to  read  on.  This  is  fact.  I   tove  found 

this  to  be  true  from  actual  experience.  And 

I   have  written  thousands  of  pieces  of  ad- 

vertising copy  during  my  time  as  theatre 

manager  and  press  agent. 
True  most  theatre  owners  do  not  know 

the  difference.  I   have  dealt  with  that  sort 

myself.  But  there  are  men  who  know  the 

“whys”  and  “wherefores”  of  advertising 

copy.  They  may  not  be  advertising  spe- 
cialists but  they  know  what  sort  of  copy 

will  appeal  to  them  and  being  business  men 

see,  as  it  were,  through  the  eyes  of  the 

folks  who  will  read  the  material  distrib- 
uted by  their  theatres. 

Now  and  then  a   man  takes  over  a   losing 

proposition  in  the  theatre  line  and  by  con- 
centrated exploitation  of  the  house  and 

the  pictures,  giving  the  people  the  best  they 

possibly  can  buy,  and  by  whatever  sort 

of  publicity  the  theatre  man’s  purse  can afford  the  theatre  is  put  upon  a   paying 

basis.  Most  men  who  have  theatres  are 

By  DAVID  J.  LUSTIG 
SUmts  Are  Necessary  at  Times 
Blit  in  a   Good  House  1   Do  Not 

Care  for  the  Stunt  Type  of 

Exploitation — My  Pet  Idea  of  a 
Newsette  Is  a   Business  Booster 
— But  Remember  That  Clipping 
a   Press  Sheet  Does  Not  Make  a 

Newsy  Chat  Paper. 

Mr.  Lustig  is  vianagcr  of  the  new 
M.  S'  S.  Hollyivood  theatre,  Nezv 
York,  which  was  opened  March  ii. 

.   A   reproduction  appears  on  this  page 
from  the  beautiful  opening  program 
devised  for  that  house. 

blessed  with  luck  and  they  attribute  their 
success  to  brains  when  there  is  very  little 

if  any  of  the  so-called  brain  element  en- 
tering their  sphere. 

Your  lobby  is  the  theatre’s  show  win- dow. An  attractive,  well  kept  lobby  with 
frequent  changing  of  displays,  mats,  signs 

and  the  rest  of  the  showman’s  stock  in 
trade  count  heavily  with  the  public.  The 

keen  showman  has  a   load  of  tricks  up  his 

sleeves  and  his  bag  of  tricks,  when  the 

proper  encouragement  is  given  by  the  men 

who  pay  his  salary,  is  seldom  at  low  ebb. 
Stunts  are  necessary  at  times  but  in  a 

good  house  I   do  not  care  for  the  stunt 

type  of  exploitation.  It  offends  patrons  at 
times  and  when  the  stunt  stuff  is  called 

into  play  to  boost  a   mediocre  type  picture 

the  audiences  will  tell  their  friends  and 

the  theatre’s  business  suffers  afterwards. 

My  pet  idea  of  a   Newsette  is  a   business 
booster.  It  is  piece  of  advertising  which 

also  includes  a   program.  They  take  this 

home  with  them  and  it  is  read.  Even  on 

the  East  Side  I   recently  wrote  one  and 

ihe  folks  asked  for  them  afterwards.  My 
idea  of  a   Newsette  has  been  copied  here 
and  there  but  never  successfully.  My 
earlier  training  as  a   newspaperman  is  the 
secret  of  my  publicity  work.  Those  who 
copy  should  remember  that  clipping  a   press 
sheet  doesn't  make  a   newsy  chat  paper  and 
it  takes  more  tlian  pencil  and  paper  to 

write  newspaper  heads.  That’s  why  copy- ists (in  this  end)  are  pitiful  jokes. 

When  you  are  in  a   theatre  make  the 
whole  neighborhood  know  that  theatre  is 

open!  It  isn’t  necessary  to  spend  a   mil- 
lion dollars.  Although  many  owners  think 

ten  dollars  is  a   fortune.  Those  birds  are 
laughable. 
You  must  have  the  pictures  also.  That 

is  very  important.  If  you  were  in  tlie 
clothing  business  and  advertised  suits  at  a 
price— suits  that  were  worth  many  times 
the  price  asked — and  you  get  the  customers 

in  your  shop  and  tried  to  sell  them  infer- 
ior stuff  naturally  they  wouldn’t  buy.  Have the  stuff  to  sell  and  then  sell  it! 

And  the  most  valuable  asset  a   theatre 
man  can  have  is  a   good  sense  of  humor. 
Otherwise  theatre  managing  under  some 
conditions  as  I   have  seen  it  would  drive 

a   china  bull  to  drink !   Soon  the  "yes’” men  who  are  in  this  game  will  be  ousted 
for  theatre  chain  owners  are  even  now 

beginning  to  understand  what  men  are. 

And  Mr.  Theatre  owner,  don’t  fi^re  how 
little  you  can  pay  a   man  who  will  do  the 

right  thing  by  you  and  your  investment  but 
how  pleasant  you  will  try  to  make  his  stay 

and  you  will  profit  by  it  for  the  man  who 
is  not  happy  on  his  job  cannot  do  justice to  his  ideas. 

Then  again  there  are  a   few  men  who 

accept  managerial  positions  (most  of  them 

are  really  ordinary  jobs)  whose  advice  at 
times  will  save  you,  Mr.  Theatreowner, 

money,  headaches  and  time.  Give  the 

manager  a   chance  to  "put  over”  your  house 

and  yourself.  If  he  knows  his  ‘p’s  and 
q’s”  he’ll  do  it. 

;   TVifn f|  Wit^nn 1;  TW»  t 
Syiyn  9*aafieDBi'' 

§   Sl^  DraM 

Mifllemories  IS  fepatestlegi 

[ast  ifm  lies  fep  i!  Suo.  Isn.  2#. 
Remember  when  you  were  yount 

-j^uc  up  in  the  baleor.y  or  gallery 
cl  ihe  old  Opera  House  ar>d  wet  held 
tpel&Qund  by  a   compaoy  ot  playert 

preienimg  *'£aft  Lynnel" 
U   wu  tbe  greafeii  of  all  love  itoriei 
er  caged  and  it  baa  renamed  twcb 
r   more  than  60  yean 

The  mov)ea  get  all  plays  eveotually 
food,  bad  and  indiReteot.  But 

rhft  cue  Lynne*'  will  be  a 
e   than  ir  eter  was  a   play 

joy  every  minute  of 'the 
nday,  Mondir  and  T ues* 
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n   at  the  Regun. 

One  o(  cbc  greaiear  cacs  ever 
tembled  m   a   terrert  produciicn  appear 

in  "Eaai  Lynne  " 
Lowe  playa  Archibald 

^   of  the  mod  bcautu
 

any  big  produenons,  is  cast  as  ihc 
•fated  La^  laal^l 

L«u  Tellegen,  for  many  years  a 
'f  the  French  and  Amer>caA  stage 
more  lairerly  a   srar  of  filmdom. 

I   playing  the  role  of  Sir 

jiciure  o 
Jjy.  Jmi 
MIlUil 

TKci.  iheif  It  Flank  Keenan, 
tin;  cbancicr  acaor  and  leading    
ol  Ihe  trace  and  icieen  (or  manr 
yean.  Mr,  Keenan,  who  alwayt 
lendt  a   Ane  digniijr  ra  any  lolc  he 
undenaket.  hu  a   part  adminVIy 
lulled  10  him  a,  Chicl  Junice  H 

in  "Eail  Lynne." 
Marione  Daw,  who  hu  played 

leadinc  rolei  in  many  pictorei,  ii  eai 
in  "£an  Lynne"  a>  Barbara  Hare. 
It  II  a   pan  (hit  aRordi  her  wide  play 

for  her  nvaciiy  and  beauty,  
i-  -   ' 

nochinc  of  her  lalchi  u   an  aelrc 

Lydia  Knoir,  one  of  the  beic 
"moiheit"  on  ihe  tcreen,  Lealw 
Kenton,  a   cdmparaiiic  newcomer 
hlmi  Irom  ihc  cucr,  but  deirined 

win  a   high  place  by  hit  nork.  Mar- •   “-1IOI,  a   tnotl  capable  character 

;   Hairy  Seymour,  alto  a   noled 
r   acioti  and  Viriinia  Mar- 

aud Richard  Hendnck,  two  el 
non  Iniible  children  in  picruret, 

d   oui  the  remainder  of  the 

■I  Ljnne"  catt 
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The  program  for  the  opening  of  the  M.  S   S.  HoU^ood  betweenTovers  of  brown  heavy 
New  York,  consisted  of  an  elaborate  18  page  folder  Advertising  was  con- 

paper  with  a   leather  £msh.  The  feature  of  the  entire  program  ^Jf^ough  Street  of  Good  Cheer’' 
servatively  arranged,  yet  forcefully  so.  Tyne  wis  metJcu/ous/y  chosen  and  the  ink  used  was  of 

of  D.  /.  Lustig. 
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broke  March  16,  the  day  following  the 

first  performance  of  the  week’s  revue, 
carried  the  picture  of  one  of  the  models 

appearing  at  the  show. 
Each  day  of  the  week  following  this 

the  newspaper  carried  stories  telling  of 
the  progress  of  the  voting,  who  was 
ahead  and  so  on.  And  the  Monday  after 

the  closing  of  the  style  show  the  paper 

carried  approximately  one-quarter  of  a 

page  display  of  the  winners’  photo- 
graphs. In  the  same  issue  ran  a   digni- 

fied ad  signed  by  the  winner,  thanking 
all  who  helped  her  win,  which  of  course 
was  fixed  by  us.  She  then  stated  she 

would  enjoy  wearing  the  beautiful  things 
Lynd  &   Murphy  gave  her. 

"Her"  ad  was  followed  by  a   larger  one from  us  in  which  we  thanked  the  public, 
press  and  Lynd  &   Murphy  for  their  co- 

operation in  staging  the  show,  a   prestige 
ad  you  might  call  it. 

Throughout  the  contest  we  complied 
with  postoffice  regulations. 

WE  WISH  SHAFFER  WOULD 
JOIN  THE  H.  O.  EXCHANGE 
The  Theatre: 
Exhibitors  Herald. 

I   wish  to  thank  you  for  publishing  a 
cut  of  the  Monthly  Program  Calendar 
in  the  last  issue  of  the  Herald.  I   have 
already  had  a   letter  from  a   program 
company  out  in  Pittsburgh  in  regard  to this. 

I   ani^  attaching  a   copy  of  “Movie 
Chatter”  and  would  appreciate  it  if  you could  publish  a   copy  of  it.  Will  mail 
3'ou  a   copy  twice  a   month. 

F.  KINSLOE  SHAFFER, 
Palace  Theatre  Company,  Inc., 

Frostburg,  Md. 

Clock  Display  Wins  in 
Milton  Sills  Lobby 

SAN  JOSE,  CAL. — The  California  the- 
atre, under  the  management  of  Harry  E. 

Walter  Hiers  parts  with  a   cart- 
wheel much  to  the  joy  of  the 

brakeman,  Leon  Errol  (holding 
the  cap).  Dr.  Herman  Bundesen, 
Chicago  health  commissioner,  is 
seen  at  Errol’s  left.  At  extreme 
right  is  Louis  Kramer.  L.  &   T. 
publicity  director.  Hiers  was  the 
honor  guest. 

Edison  Please  Write 

The  Douglas  Fairbanks  picture 
"The  Black  Pirate”  for  United 
Artists  was  given  electrical  ex- 

ploitation when  it  opened  at  the 

Selwyn  theatre.  New  York  re- cently. 

Browne,  received  the  Class  B   award  in 
the  First  National  Month  exploitation  con- 

test for  the  most  complete  campaign  and 
the  best  lobby.  No  ballyhoos  or  street 
stunts  are  allowed  in  San  Jose  and  the  two 
newspapers  are  not  particularly  partial  to 
motion  picture  news,  but  in  spite  of  these 
handicaps  and  the  threat  of  an  influenza 
epidemic,  Mr.  Browne  carried  through  a 
consistent  campaign  on  the  First  National 
pictures  he  handled  during  January. 

"The  Unguarded  Hour"  lobby,  which  at- tracted particular  attention,  was  made 
notable  through  the  ingenious  use  of  clocks 
bordering  on  the  sidewalk.  In  this  display 
as  m   others,  Mr.  Browne  took  full  advan- 

tage of  First  National  Month  by  posting it  in  conspicuous  places. 

A   Popular  Novelty 
of  theatre  advertising 

rapidly  becoming  popular  appears 
m   the  contribution  of  John  T. 
O   Rourke,  manager  of  the  Laurel 
theatre,  Laurel  Springs,  N.  J.  He 
pplains  in  a   letter  this  week  that he  mailed  a   copy  to  all  his  patrons, 
using  a   plain  envelope  so  they  would 
not  suspect  the  source  of  the  ad. 

DID  YOU  tvop 
STOP  TO  wonder 
WHY  ANYONE  show 
EVER  PICK  ©ui  a 

JOS  LIKE  running 
A   MOVIE  iKeaire 
WHEN  IT  mea&B 
WORKING  WHEN  «v« 
ONE  ELSE  ie  having 
A   GOOD  lime  and 
WHEN  IT  fQO&Qft  Ion 
AND  TWELVE  and 

SOMETIMES  fourieea 
HOURS  A   day  Saiurc 
HOLIDAYS  cold  day. 
AND  daye  When  old 

C.  B. 

MAN  MERCURY  is  irying 
PO  CRA^ZL  out  ihrouch 
THE  TOP  of  the 
THERMOMETER  WELL  t, 

MY  FRIEND  and  i’ll  leR 
YOU  WHY  and  this 
IS  NO  bunk  if 
YOU  COULD  change 
PLACES  WITH  me  some 

AFTERNOON  WHEN  we 
ENTERTAIN  ANYWHERE  from 
FIVE  HUNDRED  Jo  a 

THOUSAND  LITTLE  tojs 
THAT  HAVE  walked  three 

OR  FOUR  miles  to 
SEE  THEIR  hero  do 
EIS  STUFF  on  the 
SILVER  SCREEN  and  if 
YOU  COULD  look  at 
THE  EXPRESSION  on  their 

PRETTY  LITTLE  faces  and 
FEEL  DOWN  deep  Bn 
YOUR  HEART  that  you 
WERE  THE  one  person 

RESPONSIBLE  fop  that 

EXPRESSION  OF  joy  you'd 
WISH  YOU  wore  is  the 
MOVIE  BUSINESS  too,  but 

THAT’S  NOT  ray  peoson 

FOR  WRITING  this  little 

NOTE  SO  listen  and  I')l 

TELL  YOU  what’s  on 
MY  MIND,  we  have  a 
PICTURE  COMING  to  this 
THEATRE  ON  Satarday 

MARCH  TWENTIETH  sailed 

THE  STREET  of  forgotten 
MEN  WITH  Percy 

Marmont 

MARY  BRIAN  and  Nell 
HAMILTON  AND  boliovo 

ME  IT’S  the  successor 
TO  THE  miracle  man  If 

THERE  EVER  will  be  a 

SUCCESSOR  IN  fast  1 

THINK  IT’S  the  greatest 
THING  EVER  mounted  on 

A   PIECE  OF  eellnloid 

AND  THAT’S  no  bunk 

EITHER,  BUT  there’s  no USE  WASTING  time  trying 

TO  TELL  you  about  it 

BECAUSE  THERE’S  not  that 
MANY  SUPERLATIVES  in  the 

DICTIONARY  YOU  must  see  it 
I   THANK  YOU. 
MANAGER 

LAUREL  THEATRE 
LAUREL  SPRINGS,  N.  J. 

When  theatrical  celebrities  hon- 

ored Walter  Hiers  at  a   "20th 
Century”  luncheon  March  22 
Evelyn  Law  did  a   Charleston  on 
the  Platform  of  the  observation 

car.  Left  to  right  in  the  photo 
made  at  the  L.  &   T.  publicity 

party  are:  Leon  Errol,  Miss  Law 

of  the  "Louie  the  14th”  company, 
Dr.  Herman  Bundesen,  Chicago 

health  commissioner,  Holbrook 

Blinn  and  Hiers,  Educational  star. 
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o   n   Pictures u   r   e   s 

This  devsitment  contains  news,  informstwn  and  gossip  on  current  productions.  It  aims a   service  which  will  assist  the  exhibitor  in  keeping  in 
 touch  with  developments  in  connection  with 

and  nicture  nersoaslities-^and  what  these  a   re  doin
g  at  the  box  office.  No  prophecies  on  the 

entertainmint  value  oi  pictures  are  made.  Opi
nions  expressed  simpJy 

 ® 

bis  contributors  and  the  reader  is  reaae.?fed 
 to  consider  them  only  as  such.— EDITOR  S

   NO  IE. 

NOW  AND  Again  From  Unexpect- ed  source  emanates  renewal  of 

interest  in  the  fallibility  of  the  motion 

picture  reviewer.  “The  American 
Venus”  is  one  of  the  best  pictures  of 

the  year  according  to  exhibitors’
  re- 

ports to  “What  the  Picture  Did  For 

Me."  People  who  read  reviewers’ 
predictions  will  recall  the  wilder  than 

wise  cracks  the  professional  prognos- 
ticators made  about  it. 

The  so-called  “reviewing  services” 

made  “The  American  Venus”  almost 

an  issue.  They  denounced  it  as  un- 
clean, unfit  for  exhibition,  degrading 

to  public  morals,  etc.,  and  predicted 

that  the  local  police  would  swoop 

down  upon  the  exhibitor  who  showed 

it  to  his  patronage,  particularly  if  his 

were  a   family  clientele.  You  can 

read  in  this  or  any  recent  issue  of  this 

paper,  and  more  conveniently  and 

completely  in  the  forthcoming  Box 
Office  Record,  what  the  reception 

really  accorded  the  picture  by  the  fam- 
ily public  was  and  is.  In  brief,  the 

women  consider  it  a   beautiful  display 
and  the  men  seem  satisfied  also.  There 
is  occasional  remark  that  the  story 

isn’t  weighty,  but  no  one  seems  to  care. 
The  reviewers  who  predicted  dire 

misfortune  for  exhibitors  booking  the 

picture  offer  nothing  in  rebuttal.  That 
is  typical  of  them.  They  shout  about 

an  “American  Venus"  during  such 
time  as  it  is  withheld  from  general 
view ;   then,  when  their  predictions 
fail  of  realization,  they  are  discovered 
to  be  shouting  quite  as  loudly  and 
emptily  about  something  else.  What 
a   kick  they  must  get  out  of  looking 

back  over  their  predictions  of  yester- 
day and  measuring  them  alongisde  ac- 
tual developments.  Naturally,  they  do 

this,  if  at  all,  privately. 
On  the  other  hand,  I   invite  the  wide 

world  to  look  back  with  me  into  the 

files  and  examine  my  comments  upon 
this  or  any  picture.  I   may  be  this  or 
that,  or  both,  but  certainly  I   am  not 
crazy  enough  to  think  that  I   can  tell 
in  advance  what  the  public  reaction  to 
any  picture  will  be.  Therefore  my 

comments,  as  in  the  present  case,  al- 
ways bear  re-inspection.  They  are  not 

predictions  and  hence  cannot  fail. 
How  the  reviewers  must  envy  me ! 

“The  American  Venus”  is,  of 
•course,  a   good  picture.  I   said  of  it,  if 

Concerning: 

On  Reviewers 

The  Untamed  Lady 

Dancing  Mothers 

The  Road  to  Glory 

One  Wild  Ride 

The  Merry  Blacksmith 

I   recall  correctly,  that  it  contained 
more  and  better  legs  than  any  other 

film  and,  by  virtue  of  its  pigmentation 
and  excellent  photography,  displayed 

the  anatomical  aspects  of  the  perform- 
ers to  such  advantage  that  it  seemed 

unnecessary  now  to  proceed  with  the 

plan  to  have  Mr.  Ziegfeld  do  his  Fol- 
lies for  the  films.  This  seems  borne 

out  by  developments,  although  of 
course  the  box  office  success  of  the 

venture  undoubtedly  will  prompt  Mr. 

Ziegfeld  to  go  ahead  with  his  enter- 
prise instead  of  deterring  him.  By 

the  box  office,  that  seems  the  thing  to 
do. 

George  Cbeeseboro,  J.  P.  Lockney.
 

Charles  Force  and  Robert  Gordon  in 

“Hearts  and  Spangles,”  a   Gotham  pro- 

duction. It  is  a   Lumas  release. 

Gloria  Swanson’s  New  Picture is  called  “The  Untamed  Lady” 
and  the  point  of  it  seems  to  be  that  it 

is  okay  for  the  man  of  any  couple  to 

lay  down  the  law  and  make  the  wom- 
an abide  by  it.  This  old-fashioned “moral”  didn’t  seem  to  go  big  with  the 

ultra-modern  young  women  who  com- 

prise at  least  75  per  cent  of  Mr._  Ash’s McVicker’s  theatre  audience,  in  the 
presence  of  whom  the  photoplay  was 

viewed,  but  that  isn't  a   fair  standard 

to  judge  by.  The  likes  and  dislikes of  a   McVickers  audience  are  unique. 

Gloria  Swanson  is  a   strong  willed 

young  woman  who  has  been  engaged 
many  times  and  finally  gets  into  that 
alignment  with  Lawrence  Gray,  a 

young  man  whose  chief  industry 
seems  to  be  sailing  a   sea-going  yacht 
to  South  America  on  some  kind  of 
business.  Coached  by  the  young 

woman’s  father  to  “break”  her  before 
he  marries  her,  Mr.  Gray  sets  about 

that  business  with  more  than  human 
determination.  Among  other  things 

he  makes  her  stoke  the  boiler  after 

she  has  gotten  the  yacht  all  but 
wrecked.  During  these  episodes  the 

impression  is  that  the  picture  is  in- 
tended to  be  a   comedy,  but  this  turns 

out  not  to  be  the  case. 

Finally  they  have  a   real  break  and 

the  young  man  gets  all  stove  up  by 

falling  over  a   cliff.  Then  the  young 

woman  sees  the  alleged  error  of  her 

ways  and  her  slyly-winking  uncle, 
who’s  doing  that  all  through  the  pic- 

ture, makes  a   bright  remark  about  it 

being  man’s  weakness  rather  than  his 
strength  that  masters  woman  for  him 
and  this  seems  to  be  the  gist  of  the 

fable. 

Miss  Swanson  hasn’t  an  adequate 

opportunity  to  romp,  nor  to  emote,  in 
fact  to  do  much  of  an^hing  worthy 

her  talents.  Mr.  Gray  is  all  right  but 

similarly  lacking  in  something  impor- 
tant to  do.  It’s  just  a   pretty  fair  little 

picture  which  doesn’t  seem  quite  au- thentic as  to  theme  nor  quite  big 

enough  for  the  star. 
*   *   * 

Dancing  Mothers”  is  Much more  like  the  picture  one  ex- 
pects of  Paramount.  Alice  Joyce, 

Conway  Tearle  and  Clara  Bow  are  the
 

principal  principals  (if  that’s  rhetor
ic) and  they  endow  the  old,  old  story  of 
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The  Dixie  Merchant."  a   Fox  produc- 
tion with  Jack  Mulhall  and  Madge 

Bellamy,  directed  by  Frank  Borzage. 

the  piece  with  glowing  interest.  Miss 
Joyce  is  the  mother  who  attracts 

bachelor  Tearle  away  from  daughter 
Clara  Bow.  She  gives  her  usual 
sterling  performance  and  that  is 

enough  reason  for  watching  any  pic- 
ture. 

Miss  Bow  is  better  than  in  any 
earlier  production.  Before  seeing  her 

in  “Black  Oxen,”  my  first  view  of  her, 
I   was  told  that  she  had  personified  the 

flapper.  In  “Dancing  Mothers”  she 
finally  and  triumphantly  accomplishes 
tliat  end.  I   have  given  little  impor- 

tance to  her  work  until  now,  but  this 
performance  shows  genuine  metal. 

Mr.  Tearle  is  good  also,  less  wooden 
than  is  his  custom  and  less  obviously 
bored  with  it  all.  This  despite  a   cast- 

ing which  gives  him  nothing  to  do 
proudly.  The  few  heroics  permitted 
him  are  couched  in  tinselled  sub-titles 
and  his  chief  business  in  the  film  is  to 
pose  as  the  reason  girls  leave  home. 
He  overcomes  these  handicaps. 

The  acting  is  the  best  thing  in  the 
picture.  The  story  has  been  done, 
legitimately  or  otherwise,  by  many 
producers.  This  time,  however,  it  ends 
as  it  should.  The  mother  who  sets 
out  to  bring  husband  and  daughter 
back  to  safe  and  sane  domesticity  ends 
by  walking  out  on  them,  presumably 
to  marry  the  erstwhile  villain  of  the 
piece.  The  story  always  has  ended 
this  way  on  the  newspaper  front 
pages,  but  until  now  the  film  folks 
have  felt  called  upon  to  fable-ize  it  for 
their  customers.  The  logical  ending 
combines  with  the  excellent  acting  to 
off.set  Herbert  Brenon's  1910  direc- 

torial technique  and  the  kindergarten subtitles. 
♦   ♦   * 

Tt  Takes  Great  Faith  in  a   Story 

A   to  encourage  a   producer  in  killing 
off  so  good  an  actor  as  Ford  Sterling 
midway  down  a   feature  picture,  as 
that  comedian  is  killed  in  “The  Road 
to  Glory.”  Until  then  he  is  the  life  of 
the  picture,  as  he  is  of  any  other  in 
which  he  works,  and  there’s  a   sus- 

picion at  this  point  that  the  rest  of  the 

proceedings  will  not  amount  to  much. 

That  this  suspicion  proves  to  be  un- 
founded is  high  tribute  to  the  picture. 

May  McAvoy  and  Leslie  Fenton 
are  the  other  important  players  in 

“The  Road  to  Glory.”  Miss  McAvoy 

is  Sterling’s  daughter  and  a   milestone 
is  marked  by  her  simulation  of  her 

supposed  parent’s  mannerisms  before 
and  after  his  death.  The  impression 
is  given  that  when  Mr.  Sterling  is  not 
before  the  camera  he  is  just  out  of 
view  coaching  Miss  McAvoy  in  an 

approximation  of  his  priceless  pan- 
tomimic^^^  Be  this  as  it  may,  the  re- 

sult is  solid  gold. 

The  road  to  glory  is  that  traversed 

by  a   young  woman  whose  sight  is  de- 
stroyed following  a   motor  accident 

and  regained  through  circumstances 

which  should  not  be  disclosed  to  peo- 
ple who  may  see  the  picture.  It  is  a 

different  sort  of  picture,  rich  in  little 
values  and  well  worth  the  screen  time 
it  occupies. 

*   *   * 

OUR  Gang  is  More  Like  the  Old bunch  in  “One  Wild  Ride,”  a 
rollicking  yam  about  a   home-made 
automobile  which  runs  wild  with  Fa- 

rina at  the  wheel.  I   saw  it  twice,  once 
With  music  and  once  without,  and 

thereby  hangs  a   notation  of  impor- 
tance. 

The  comedy  was  run  at  McVickers 
last  week,  where  everything  is  treated 

as  subsidiary  to  Mr.  Ash’s  stage  ex- 
citements, and  the  first  time  I   saw  it 

there  was  not  even  organ  accompani- 

Laura  La  Plante  and  Reginald  Denny  in 

"Skinner’s  Dress  Suit."  which  is  re- 
leased by  Universal. 

Cliarlio  Chaplin  In  “A  Bog's  Life,"  ooo  of  a 
Chaplin  comedy  series  which  Paths  is  bringlag 

back  to  the  screen. 

ment.  This  practice  of  running  half 
an  hour  of  the  film  bill  in  dead  silence 

persists  in  the  B.  &   K.  houses  after 
all  these  years  in  spite  of  the  great 

progress  made  by  that  concern.  Even 
so,  there  were  consistently  hearty 

laughs.  Next  show,  however,  with  due 
musical  accompaniment,  the  comedy 

was  cause  for  such  an  uproar  as  might 
betoken  the  signing  of  an  armistice. 

It  is  queer  that  none  whose  business 

it  is  to  notice  these  things  for  the  man- 
agement do  so,  but  of  course  none  of 

my  business. 
The  effect  of  the  scenes  showing 

Farina  coasting  madly  downhill  in  the 
funny  flivver  is  akin  to  that  of  seeing 

Harold  Lloyd  dangling  from  a   flag- 
pole above  a   busy  street.  The  women 

scream  in  the  same  way  and  the  chil- 
dren simply  cease  to  breathe.  At  the 

end  of  this,  there’s  a   comic  fadeout 
which  affords  the  necessary  bang  fin- ish. 

*   *   * 

I   Have  Noticed  That  Paul  Terry has  shared  with  other  gentlemen 

titular  credit  for  recent  Aesops  Fables. 

He  does  so  in  the  case  of  “The  Merry 
Blacksmith,”  but  I   have  an  idea  that 
the  credit  line  is  by  way  of  a   bow 

rather  than  compensation.  The  Fables 

continue  to  look  like  Mr.  Terry’s 
work  and  ideas,  and  none  are  better. 

"The  Merry  Blacksmith”  has  little 
to  do  with  blacksmithing  but  much  to 

do  with  humor.  What  it’s  all  about 
isn’t  as  important  as  the  least  funny 

of  its  continuously  screaming  inven- 

tions and  the  final  “Moral”  reads:  “A 
rolling  stone  gathers  no  moss  but 

wow!  what  a   polish  it  gets.”  It’s unfair  to  picture  fans,  greatest  among 
whom  are  exhibitors,  to  retail  even 
this  much  of  a   Fable,  and  so  no  more 
about  it. 

Mr.  Terry  may  have  assistance  in 
his  more  recent  Fables  and  if  so  credit 

is  due  the  parties  involved.  If  any 

humorist’s  renown  is  great  enough  to 
stand  division  with  another,  that  re- 

nown is  Mr.  Terpp’^’s. — T.  O.  Service. 
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Ann  Pennington  in  “Madams  Behave” 
an  A1  Christie  farce  released  by  Pro- Dis-Co. 

Madame  Behave 
Distributor:  Pro-Dis-Co 

Producer:  Christie  Productions 

Length:  5,415  feet 

DIRECTOE   SCOTT  SIDNEY 

Author.   Jeau  Arlette 

Adaptor   P.  McGrew  Willis 
Camsramert-Gus  Peterson;  Alec  Phillips 

PLAYERS 

Jack  Mitchell   Julian  Sltinge 

Madame  Behave   Julian  Eltinge 

Gwen  Townley   Ann  Pennington 
Seth  Corwin   Lionel  Belniore 

Dick  Corwin   David  James 

Creosote   .Tom  Wil.^on 
M.  T.  House   Jack  Duffy 

Percy  Pairweather.-Stanhope  Wheatci'oft Laura  Barnes   Eveljni  Francisco 

TYPE'.  Romantic  comedy. 
TEEMEs  Love  and  impersonatiou. 
LOCALE;  Paris, 

TIME;  The  present, 

STORY:  Two  young  men,  in  love  with 
two  girls,  are  threatened  with  eviction  if 
they  do  not  pay  their  rent.  Thej  decide 
to  get  aid  from  an  uncle  who  is  in  court 

Julian  Eltinge,  impersonator,  in  A1 
Christie’s  “Madame  Behave”  a   Pro- 

Dis-Co  release. 

against  the  landlord.  His  lawyer  advises 
him  to  find  the  missing  witness  and 
marry  her  so  that  she  cannot  testify 
against  him.  The  landlord  hears  this 
and  determines  to  marry  her  himself. 

One  of  the  boys,  through  accident,  dis- 
guises himself  as  an  actress.  Believing 

him  to  be  the  missing  witness,  many  ex- 
citing incidents  occur  because  of  the 

love-making  by  the  uncle  and  the  lan<i- 
lord.  They  discovered  the  hoax  and 
bury  the  hatohet.  The  two  young  men 
and  the  two  girls  celebrate  in  a   double 
wedding. 

HIGHLIGHTS:  The  disguise. 

Married 
Distributor:  State  Rights 
Producer:  Jans  Production 

Length:  5,770  feet 
DIRECTOR....GSORGE  TERWILLIGER 

PLAYERS 
Dennis  Shawn   Owen  Moore 
Marcia  Livingston   Constance  Bennett 
Kate   Evangeline  Russell 
Mary  Jane  Paul   Betty  Kilbum 
Judge  Tracey   John  Costello 
Chuck  English   Antrim  Short 
Harvey  Williams   Frank  Walsh 
TYPE;  Romantic  drama. 

THEME;  Romantic  love. 

LOCALE;  A   lumber  camp, 

TIME:  The  present. 

STORY:  The  manager  of  lumber 
holdings  of  an  estate  to  which  a   girl  is 
heir,  wants  to  sell  the  land,  which  is  not 
valuable  unless  sold  with  an  adjoining 
tract.  The  owner  of  the  tract  agrees  to 

sell  providing  the  manager  and  the  girl 
are  wed.  They  are  married  by  telephone. 
Later,  the  manager  kidnaps  the  girl  and 
brings  her  to  the  lumber  camp,  where 
she  learns  to  love  him. 

HIGHLIGHTS:  Lumber  camp  scenes. 

.   .   .   The  fight.  ,   .   .   Kidnaping  scene. 

The  Johnstown  Flood 
Distributor:  Fox 
Producer:  Fox 

Length:  6,255  feet 

DIRECTOR   IRVING  CUMMINGS 
PLAYERS 

Tom  O’Day.   George  O’Brien 
Gloria  Hamilton   Florence  Gilbert 
Ann  Burger   Janet  Gaynor 
John  Hamilton   Anders  Randolf 
Peyton  Ward   Paul  Nicholson 
Joe  Burger.   Paul  Panzer 
Sidney  Mandel   George  Hams 
TYPE:  Romantic  melodrama. 
THEME:  Romantic  love. 

LOCALE:  An  American  town. 

TIME;  The  present. 

STORY :   An  engineer  in  love  with  the 
daughter  of  the  dam  owner,  tells  him  the 
dam  is  weak,  but  no  heed  is  given  to  his 
warning.  The  girl  and  the  engineer  wed 
while  the  father  is  out  of  town.  The 
(lam  breaks  and  the  town  is  destroyed. 

The  young  couple  are  saved. 
HIGHLIGHTS:  The  flood  scene. 

Rod  LaRocque  in  “Red  Dice,”  Cecil  B. 
DeMille  production  released  by  Pro- Dis-Co. 

Red  Dice 
Distributor:  Pro-Dis-Co 
Producer:  Cecil  B.  DeMille 

Length:  Undetermined 
DIRECTOR   WILLIAM  K.  HOWARD 
Author   Octavus  Roy  Cohen 
Adaptors   
  Jeanie  Macpherson;  Dcjuglas  Doty 

Cameraman   Lucian  Andriot 
PLAYERS 

Alan  Beckwith   Rod  La  Rocque 

Beverly  Vane   Marguerite  De  La  Motte 
Johnny  Vane   Ray  Hallor 
Andrew  North. ...Gustave  Von  Seyffertitz 

Squint  Scoggins   George  Cooper 
Nick  Webb   Walter  Long 
Mrs.  Garrison   Edythe  Yorke 
Butler   Clarence  Burton 
District  Attorney   Charles  Clary 
Conroy   Alan  Brooks 
TYPE;  Comedy  drama. 
THEME:  Love  and  sacrifice, 
LOCALE;  An  American  city. 

TIME:  The  present. 

STORY:  A   young  man  owes  rent  to 

his  landlady,  who  is  about  to  be  evicted 
for  non-payment  of  rent.  He  volunteers 
for  the  sum  of  $300  to  insure  his  life  to 
a   bootleg  chief  for  the  sum  of  $100,000 
and  commit  suicide.  To  aliay  suspicion. 

Rod  LaRocque  and  Marguerite  De  La 

Motte  in  Cecil  B.  DeMille’s  
“Red 

Dice,”  Pro-Dis-Co. 
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he  must  marry  a   woman  of  the  chief’s 
•choosing.  He  selects  a   sister  of  a   weak- 

ling boy,  whom  he  promises  to  save  for 
her.  The  man  and  the  girl  are  married 
and  fall  in  love  with  each  other.  1116 
man  wishes  to  buy  his  life  back,  but  on 
the  fatal  day  is  penniless.  A   friend  sug- 

gests that  they  hi-jack  the  chiei  The 
chief  and  his  men  trap  the  two,  who  are 
saved  by  the  arrival  of  the  girl  and 
revenue  officers  who  arrest  the  gang. 
The  man  and  his  wife  are  reunited. 

HIGHLIGHTS:  The  selling  of  the 

man’s  life  .   .   .   The  marriage  .   .   .   The 
fight  .   .   .   The  Reunion. 

Paris  at  Midnight 
Distributor:  Pro-Dis-Co 

Producer:  Frances  Marion 
Productions 

Length:  Undetermined 
DIRECTOR   E.  MASON  HOPPER 
Adaptor   Frances  Marion 
Cameramen   

  Norbit  Brodine;  Dewey  Wrigley 
PLAYERS 

Delphine       Jetta  Goudal 
V autrin   Lionel  Barrymore 
Victorine  Taillefer.   Mary  Brian 
Eugene  de  Rastagnic   Edmund  Bums 
Papa  Goriot   Emile  Chautard 
Count  Taillefer   Brandon  Hurst 
Anastasie   Jocelyn  Lee 
Madam  Vauquer.   Mathilde  Comont 
Mademoiselle  Miche   Carrie  Daumery 
Julie   Fannie  Yantis 
Frederick  Taillefer   Jean  de  Briac 
Maxine  de  Trailers   Charles  Requa 
TYPE:  Romantic  drama. 

THEME:  Love  and  poverty. 
LOCALE:  Paris. 

TIME:  The  present. 

STORY:  An  impoverished  artist  loves 
an  abandoned  girl  who  stays  at  the  same 
boarding  house,  but  because  of  lack  of 
money  turns  from  her.  They  comfort 
an  old  man  who  also  boards  at  the  same 
place,  and  who  gives  all  of  his  money  to 
his  daughters  who  live  in  comfort.  The 
artist  meets  one  of  the  daughters  and 
becomes  infatuated  with  her.  A   man  of 
mystery  at  the  boarding  house  makes  the 
abandoned  girl’s  father,  who  hates  her because  her  mother  deserted  him,  take 
her  back.  Several  interesting  incidents 
occur  because  of  the  actions  of  the  man 
of  mystery.  The  artist  finally  realizes 
he  loves  the  first  girl  and  they  are  re- umted. 

HIGHLIGHTS :   The  duel. 

FooVs  Luck 
Distributor:  Educational 
Producer:  Educational 
Length:  Two  reels 

DIRECTOR   WILLIAM  GOODRICH 
PLAYERS 

iJlP  vrVT   Lupino  Lane 
His  Valet   George  Davis 
Virgima...   Virginia  Vance 
Her  Father.   jack  Lloyd 
TYPE:  Romantic  comedy. 
THEME:  Love  versus  rent. 
LOCALE:  An  American  city. 
TIME:  The  present. 

_   STORY :   A   wealthy  young  man  has 
his  income  cut  off  just  when  the  rent  is 
due  and  his  sweetheart  and  her  father 
are  invited  for  dinner.  The  landlady 
ejects  him  and  his  valet.  They  take  their 
furni^re  away  in  a   truck,  which  is  de- 

molished by  a   train.  Tlie  train  agent 
settles  with  them  for  a   huge  amount  in 
time  for  them  to  purchase  a   duplicate  set 
of  furniture,  move  it  into  their  rooms, 
and  pay  the  rent  in  time  to  greet  their guests. 
HIGHLIGHTS :   Train  wreck. 

Julia  Faye  and  Theodore  Kosloff  in 

Cecil  B,  DeMille’s  “The  Volga  Boat- 
man,” Pro-Dis-Co. 

The  Prince  of  Pilsen 
DistHhutor:  Pro-Dis-Co 

Producer:  Belasco  Productions 

Length:  Undetermined 
DIRECTOR   PAUL  POWELL 
Authors   Frank  Pixley;  Gustav  Luders 
Adaptor.   Anthony  Coldewey 
Cameraman   James  C.  Van  Trees 

PLAYERS 

Hans  Wagner   George  Sidney 
Nellie,  his  daughter.   Anita  Stewart 
Frederick,  Prince  of  Pilsen.. Allan  Forrest 
Princess  Bertha  of  Thorwald   

  Myrtle  Stedman 
Bandit  Chief   Otis  Harlan 
Lady  in  Waiting   Rose  Tapley 
Captain  of  the  Guard   

  ;   W.  Von  Brincken 
Court  Physician   Wm.  von  Hardenburg 
TYPE:  Romantic  comedy. 
THEME:  Royal  love. 

LOCALE:  Central  Europe. 
TIME:  The  present. 

STORY:  A   prince,  rebelling  against 
his  coming  marriage  with  a   princess, 
meets  a   brewer  and  his  daughter.  The 
brewer,  mistaking  the  prince  for  the  son 
of  a   friend,  asks  him  to  join  in  a   ban- 

quet. The  brewer  becomes  intoxicated, 
dresses  up  in  a   uniform  and  is  mistaken 
by  the  coachman  for  the  prince  and 
brought  to  the  palace.  The  real  prince 
and  the  girl  start  out  in  pursuit,  and  are 
waylaid  by  bandits.  The  marriage 
preparations  at  the  palace  are  completed. 
Meanwhile  the  brewer  is  denounced  as  an 
imposter  and  is  ordered  shot.  He  is 
rescued  in  time  by  the  prince  and  his 
daughter.  The  princess,  sensing  the 
prince’s  devotion  to  the  girl,  releases him  from  his  promise  to  wed  her,  and 
discovers  she  has  fallen  in  love  with  the 
brewer. 

HIGHLIGHTS :   The  brewer  as  the 

Paul  Ellis  and  Robert  Cain  in  “The 
Dancer  of  Paris,”  a   release  by  First National. 
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prince  .   .   .   The  bandit  scene 
Rescue  of  the  brewer  .   .   .   Marriage 
of  the  princess  and  the  brewer. 

kjtty  uuuna 
Distributor:  Educational 

Producer:  Jack  White  Productions 
Length:  Undetermined 

DIRECTOR   jack  WHITE PLAYERS 

Jhe  |?y   A1  St  John The  Girl   Zelma  O’Neal 
The  Village  Sheik   Otto  Fries 
The  Hypnotist   Phil  Dunham 
TYPE:  Romantic  comedy. 
THEME;  Love  and  hypnotism. 
LOCALE:  An  American  town. 
TIME:  The  present. 
STORY:  A   young  man  lacks  nerve 

and  goes  to  a   hypnotist  to  be  imbued 
with  courage  because  his  sweetheai’t  is 
attracted  by  the  village  shiek.  The 
rival  plans  a   safe  robbery,  which  is  dis- 

covered by  the  girl.  She  hypnotizes  her 
sweetheart  with  the  aid  of  a   book  he 
purchased  regarding  this  art.  Her 
sweetheart  becomes  a   hero,  and  after  an 
exciting  airplane  chase  in  which  the 
nval  gets  his  just  deserts,  the  girl  and 
her  sweetheart  are  reunited. 
HIGHLIGHTS:  The  airplane  Sight 

.   .   .   The  parachute  jump. 

jLfunving  uaaay 
Distributor:  Educational 

Producer:  Christie  Productions 
Length:  Two  reels 

DIRECTOR   HAROLD  BEAUDINE PLAYERS 

The  Squire   Jack  Duffy 
His  Nephew.   Gene  Morgan The  Dancer.   Vera  Steadman 
  Natalie  Joyce 

TYPE:  Romantic  comedy. 
THEME;  Love  mixup. 
LOCALE:  An  Americ  an  city. 
TIME:  The  present. 
STORY ;   A   squire  goes  to  the  city  to 

stop  the  marriage  betv/een  his  nephew 
pd  a   chorus  girl.  In  an  attempt  to take  the  girl  away  from  his  nephew  he shows  attention  to  the  wrong  girl  and 
proposes.  _   Meanwhile  his  nephew  mar- nes  the  girl  of  his  choice,  and  the  squire finds  himself  in  a   difficult  situation  re- 

garding his  proposal. 
HIGHLIGHTS:  Cabaret  scenes. 

International  News  No.  24 
BED  OF  SMOKY  RIVER  COLLAPSES  1,000  FEET 

CREATING  VAST  CRATER  NEAR 
SHARON  SPRINGS,  KAN. 

International  News  No.  25 
PRESIDENT  COOLIDGE’S  FATHER  LAID  TO  REST 

AMID  SNOW  OF  HlS  COUNTRYSIDE AT  PLYMOUTH,  VT. 

• Fox  News  No.  50 

FAMOUS  HORSES  GET  FIRST  WORKOUTS  ON 
TRACK  AT  BELMONT  PARK  IN  PREPA- 

RATION FOR  SPRING  RACING. 

« Fox  News  No.  51 

EXCITING  SCENES  ENACTED  ON  THE  PARIS 

BOURSE  AS  FINA'NCIERS  TRY  TO STABILIZE  THE  FRANC. 

• Kilograms  No.  5172 
ESKIMOS  CROSS  WASTES  FROM  PORT  BARROW 

TO  SEE  CAPT.  WILKINS,  POLAR  FLIER, 
AT  FAIRBAJIKS,  ALASKA. 

• 
Pathe  News  No.  25 

HARRY  LORRAINE  DRIVES  MOTORCYCLE  FULL 
SPEED  THROUGH  SHEET  OF  PLATE  GLASS 

IN  STUNT  AT  EAST  CRINSTEAD,  ENG. 

• 
Pathe  News  No.  26 

SMITHSONIAN-CHRYSLER  EXPEDITION  RECEIVES 
CAY  FAREWELL,  LEAVING  TO  CAPTURE 

AFRICAN  WILD  ANIMALS  ALIVE. 
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Scenes  from  "The  Non-Stop  Flight,"  an F.  B.  0.  release. 

New  Picture  Publication  Dates 
A   Week-to-Week  Summary  of  Facts  and  Figures  Pertain- 

ing TO  New  Picture  Product  Offered  the  Theatre  Booker 

Title Producer Distributor 
Length 

WEEK  OF  JANUARY  25th 
Look  and  Listen 

John  Adams 
Pathe 

6305 

The  Danger  Girl P-D-C P-D-C 
6560 

Back  Jones  in  The  Cowboy  end 
The  Coantess Fox Fox 

6   reels 
The  Cave  Man 

Warner 
Werner 

7   reels The  Atneiieaa  Veaas 
Paramount 

PoramooDt 7931 

The  Denton Universal Universal 4539 

What  Happened  to  Jones Universal Universal 
6726 

When  Love  Grows  Cold 
F.  B.  O. 

F.  B.  O. 6499 

The  Blue  Streak 

Carlos 
F.  B.  O. 

4858 

WEEK  OF  FEBRUARY  1st 

The  Wanderer Paramount 
Poromoant 8173 

Double  Fisted 
Harry  Webb 

Royart 5000 

The  Auction  BIcek M-G-M M-C-M 

6239 The  Silent  Guardian Truart Truart 4500 

WEEK  OF  FEBRUARY  7th 

Toe  Road  To  Glory Fox 

Fox 

5600 
The  Grand  Duchess  and  The  Waiter 

Poromonat Paramount 

6314 
The  Song  And  Dance  Man 

Poramounl 
Paramount 

6997 

The  Million  Dollar  Bandieop 

P-D-C 

P-D-C 6117 

P-D-C P-D-C 

Under  Western  Skies 
Universal 

Universal 
6452 The  Desperate  Game 

Ibanez’  Torrent 

Universal 

K-G-M 
Universal 
M-C-M 

4450 

6769 

WEEK  OF  FEBRUARY  15th 

The  Phantom  of  The  Forest 
Gotham 

Lumas 5750 

Checkered  Flag 
Clnsborg-Kann 

Royal 

Paramount 
Paramount 

Charles  R.  Rogers 
Pathe 

4823 

The  Beautiful  Cheat 
Universal Universal 6582 

The  Tough  Guy F.  B.  O. 

F.  D.  O. 
Beyond  the  Rockies 

F.  B.  O. 

F.  B.  O. 

WEEK  OF  FEBRUARY  22nd 

The  Johnstown  Flood 
Fox Fox 

6357 
Tom  Mix  in  My  Own  Pat 

Fox 
Paramonnt Paramount 

5555 

Paramount 
Paromount M-C-M 

Mciro-G-M 

6750 

Universal Universal 

4871 

King  of  the  Turf 

F.  B.  O. F.  B.  O. 

WEEK  OF  MARCH  1st 

The  Speed  Limit 
Monte  Carlo 

Dancing  Mothers 

A   Six  Shootin'  Romance 
The  Dixie  Merchant 

Pleasures  of  the  Rich 

The  Cohens  and  Kellys 

Gotham M-G-M 

Paramount 

Universal Fox 
Tiffany 

Universal 

Lumas 
M-G-M 

Paramount 

Universal 
Fox 

Tiffany 

Universal 

5675 

6129 7169 

4869 

5126 

6520 

7774 

WEEK  OF  MARCH  8th 

Sea  Horses 
The  Night  Patrol 

Chip  of  The  Flying  U 

The  Bar-C  Mystery 

Paramount 

F.  B.  O. 
Universal 

C.  W.  Patton 

Paramount 

F.  B.  O. 
Universal 

Pathe 

6671 

6000 

6S96 

4765 

WEEK  OF  MARCH  15th 

Brooding  Eyes 

Hearts  and  Spangles 

The  New  Klondike 

Blue  Blazes 

Clnaberg-Kann 
Gotham 

Paramount 
Universal 

Banner  Prod. 
I.umas  Field 

Paramount 
Universal 

5760 

6025 
74-tS 

4659 

WEEK  OF  MARCH  22nd 

Miss  Brewster's  Millions 
Three  Weeks  In  Paris 

Combat 

Paramount Warner 

Poramoont 

Paramount Warner 

Universal 

6457 

6050 

6714 WEEK  OF  MARCH  29th 

Lot’s  Get  Married Paramount 
Poramounl 

6800 

WEEK  OF  APRIL  4th 

The  Taxi  Mystery 

Starlight’s  Revenge 
Watch  Your  Wife 

Rustler's  Ranch 

Clnsberg-Kann 
Harry  Webb 

Universal 
Universal 

Royal  Picture Royart  Piet.  Corp. 
Universal 

Universal 

5018 

5000 6974 

5230 

WEEK  OF  APRIL  12th 

Good  Cheer,"  an  Our  Gang  comedy 
produced  by  Ha!  Roach  tor  Pathe  i-jj*  soveath  Boadst 

selease.  directed  by  Robert  McGovran.  skioner'i  Suu 

Coth&Rt 

Charles  R.  Rogers 

Universal 

Lutn  os 
Pathe 

Universal 

G120 

5353 

7025 
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SAN  FRANCISCO 
SAN  FRANCISCO,  CAL. — Equipped 

with  moving  picture  theatres,  as  well  as 
dance  floors,  and  all  the  conveniences  of  a 
modern  hotel,  four  special  trains  from  the 
East  will  travel  through  California.  .   ,   . 
Joseph  Bauer,  former  owner  of  the  Wig- 

wam, has  departed  for  Europe.  .   .   .   L.  V. 
Delorme,  for  the  past  three  years  house 
manager  of  the  Palmer,  has  been  trans- 

ferred to  handle  the  Fruitville,  both  of 
which  are  operated  by  the  Golden  State 
Corporation.  .   .   .   Don  B.  Smithy  of  Pro- 
Dis-Co  has  returned  from  his  business  trip to  New  York.  .   .   .   G.  C.  Parsons  of 
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer  was  here  conferring with  local  managers  and  paying  visits  to 
exhibitors.  .   .   ,   Bill  Mead  of  Associated 
Exhibitors  has  gone  to  the  San  Joaquin 
Valley,  and  Vernon  Moore,  formerly  of 
Paramount,  will  cover  his  old  territory  the Sacramento  Valley.  .   .   .   The  week  be- 

ginning March  20  the  Golden  State  Theatre 
^egan  celebrating  its  fourth  anniversary. 
•   •   •   N.  Stern  of  the  Wurlitzer  Organ 
Company,  of  the  Los  Angeles  branch,  was 
here  conferring  with  the  local  manager. 
•   ,*  •   Potridge,  head  of  the  Paramount 
sales  force  here,  together  with  other  heads 
of  departments  in  the  office,  left  for  At- 
hnta  and  New  York  to  attend  the  Famous 
Players-Lasky  convention. 

OTTA  WA 
OTTAWA.  O^T.-miliarn  T.  Biesel 

has  been  appointed  director  of  exploita- tion for  Famous  Players  Canadian  Cor- 
Toronto,  which  operates  upwards 

of  100  theatres  throughout  Canada.  . 
Melro-Goldzvyn-Mayer  of  Culver  City,  Cal., been  in  telegraphic  communication  with 
Raymond  S.  Peck,  director  of  the  Cana- 

dian Government  Motion  Picture  Studio 
here,  relative  to  arrangements  for  the  mak- 
mg  of  a   Klondyke  feature  in  the  Canadian 
Kockies,  the  director  of  the  new  picture being  Clarence  Brown.  .   .   Robert 
Romep,  president  of  Vital  Exchanges  of Canada,  Ltd.,  has  announced  the  appoint ot  J   Anderson  as  manager  of  the  Vital 
branch,  St.  John,  N.  B.  .   .   .   P.  C.  Tay~ lor  of  Toronto,  general  manager  of  F   B   O 
offices  m   Canada,  has  left  to  attend  the 

A   convention  at  Los  Angeles 
on  April  1,  2   and  3.  .   .   .   H.  M.  Thomas 

Salt  Lake  City 
First  Runs 

(Weak  Beginning  March  13) 

AMERICAN:  “ProHy  Ladles,"  Molro-Cold 
tryn-.Uayer ,   “Clothes  Make  the  Pirate, First  halionalt  Fax  News. 

KINEMA:  "'ntook  You,"  Fox;  “The  Choru Lady,”  Pro-DS«.Co. 
“EnUoement,"  First  National. 

PANTAGES:  ‘Hogon’s  Alley,"  ST'arno Brothers^ 

PARAMOUNT  EMPRESS:  "A  Woman  « 
the  World,’  Paramount;  "Over  There Patho  New«. 

MCTORY  :   ‘The  Lucky  Horseshoe,"  Fox 
•Super-Hooper-Dyne  rixales,”  Paifto Pntho  News. 

Philadelphia 
First  Runs 

(Waak  Boginning  March  IS) 

STANLEY:  “Throe  Faces  East,”  Pro-Dis-€o, 

News:  Slanloy  Magazine;  Scenic:  “Songs 

of  IreBcnd.”  Soprano  Solos;  “My  Hour” 

and  “Song  of  Songs;”  Gladys  Woepz ; 
Attraction  Extraordinary:  Warings  Penn- 

sylvanians. 

FOX:  “The  Johnstown  Flood,”  Fox;  News: 
Fox  Theotro  Screen  Magazine;  Overture: 

“First  Hujigorian  Rhapsody”  (Liszt),  Fox 
Theatre  Grand  Orchestra;  Harp  Solo: 

“Irish  Fantasy,”  Floreneo  Wlghtman; 
Harry  Girard  ond  His  Golden  Gate  Song 

Rovae,  wish  Agnes  Cain  Brown;  The  In- 

genues. America’s  Greatest  FemaEo  Or- chostra. 

ST/lNTONs  “The  Sea  Beast,”  Warner 
Brothers. 

ARCADIA:  "Joanna,”  First  National. 

KARLTON:  “Dance  Madness,”  Pro-Dis‘Co, 

PALACE:  “The  Masked  Bride,”  Metro- 
Goldwyn-Mayer;  Comedy,  “Monkey  Busi- 

ness,” Patke. 

VICTORIA:  “The  Tower  of  Lies,”  Metro- 
GolStoyn-Mayor. 

CAPITOL:  “The  Splendid  Road,”  First  Na- tional, 

ALDINE:  "The  Big  Parade,”  Metro-Gold- 
wyn-Mayer, 

of  Winnipeg,  Man.,  Western  division  man- 
ager for  Famous  Players  Canadian  Cor- 

poration, and  personal  director  of  the  Cap- hol  at  Winnipeg,  has  been  touring  the 
Eastern  cities,  taking  in  the  Paramount 
managers  convention  at  Atlantic  City  dur- 

ing the  week  of  March  22.  ...  E.  C. 
Christensen,  who  has  been  manager  of  the 
Capitol,  Brandon,  Man.,  for  five  years,  has 
been  appointed  manager  of  the  Capitol  at 
Welland,  Ont.  .   .   .   George  Morrell, 
manager  of  the  College,  Toronto,  has  been 
blessed  by  the  arrival  of  a   baby  daughter 
m   his  household.  .   .   ,   Thomas  Cleary, 
for  some  time  with  Manager  Harry  Dahn 
at  the  Capitol,  Montreal,  has  become  treas- 

urer of  the  Palace,  where  he  is  associated 
with  Manager  George  Rotsky. 
Roland  G.  Darby,  former  treasurer  of  the 
Montreal  Palace,  has  gone  to  Toronto. 

•   i   James  Lynch  of  the  Cap- itol, Regina,  Sask.,  co-operated  with  the 
management  of  the  Regina  Leader  in  con- 

ducting a   special  performance  at  the  the- 
March  3,  for  the  young  members  of 

the  Birthday  Club  sponsored  by  the  paper. 
.   .   .   John  Hazza  of  the  Capitol,  Cal- 

gary, Alberta,  is  securing  some  direct-by- 
mail advertising  for  the  theatre  through 

a   tie-up  with  the  Frisco  Stores  of  Cal- store  company  sends  out 
17,000  bulletins  each  week  regarding 
special  sales  and  Manager  Hazza  has 
arranged  to  include  a   small  and  attrac- 

tive folder  to  go  into  each  envelope,  the extra  cost  being  very  slight. 

DENVER 
DENVER,  COLO. — R.  P.  Allison  is  now 

manager  of  the  America,  a   Universal  first 
run  house  here.  .   .   .   C.  J.  Sonin,  home 
office  representative  of  the  advertising  ac- 

cessories department  of  Metro-Goldv.'yn- 
Mayer,  spent  several  days  in  the  local 
branch  last  week.  .   .   .   Cards  from 
I.  C.  Flocrshcim,  owner  and  manager  of 

the  Pastime,  Springer,  N.  M.,  have  been 
received  announcing  the  birth  of  Vivian 
Louise  on  March  14.  .   .   .   The  K.  &   p 

Amusement  Company,  operating  the  Lyric' Ft.  Collins,  Colo.,  the  West,  Trinidad,  Colo  ’ the  Rourke.  La  Junta,  Colo.,  and  the  Coro- 
nado, Las  Vegas,  N.  M.,  were  ably  repre- 

sented here  last  week  by  Gus  Kohn  Max 
Kohn  and  Frank  Fairchild,  officer’s  and directors  of  the  company.  .   .   .   Other 
exhibitors  seen  transacting  business  here 
were  M.  G.  Mark,  Midway.  Burlington, 

Colo.,  A.  H.  Stewart,  America,  Casper’ 
Wyo.,  Tom  Kirby,  Gem,  Sheridan,  Wyo.,’ and  P .   H.  Happen,  who  operates  theatres 
m   Longmont  and  Loveland,  Colo.  . 
H.  A.  Goodridge  has  returned  from  a   visit 
to  his  theatre  in  Leadville,  Colo.  .   . 

Charles  R.  Gilmour,  manager  of  the  local' Warner  Brothers  branch,  is  on  an  extensive 
sales  trip  through  Wyoming.  .   .   .   L.  0. 
Lukin,  district  manager,  and  Ned  Marin, 
general  sales  manager  for  First  National, 
are  here  holding  a   conference  with  the  sales 
representatives  of  the  Denver  branch  of 
their  exchange.  .   .   .   Hugh  IV.  Braly, 
manager  of  Paramount,  and  eight  em- 

ployes, including  the  assistant  manager, salesmen  and  bookers,  left  Saturday  for 
Atlantic  City,  N.  J.,  to  attend  a   sales  con- vention. 

DALLAS 
DALLAS.  TEX.— E.  Depinet, 

Southern  sales  director  for  First  National, 
was  a   recent  visitor  here,  and  announced 
that  all  members  of  the  sales  staff  would 
meet  at  a   general  convention  to  be  held 
in  Chicago  on  April  30.  .   .   .   The  the- 

atre at  Bokoshe,  Okla.,  was  recently  com- 
pletely destroyed  by  fire.  ...  E.  A. 

Hanchett,  theatre  organist,  who  presided  at 
the  opening  of  the  new  Strand  at  Port 
Arthur  March  11  for  the  Jefferson  Amuse- 

ment Company,  will  be  connected  with  the 
Dent  Theatres,  Inc.,  in  the  future  at  the 
Queen  in  Abilene.  .   .   .   M.  H.  Gwynn, 
owner  and  manager  of  the  Lyric  at  Ter- 

rell, which  was  a   complete  loss  because 
of  smoke  and  water  as  a   result  of  a   fire 
over  the  theatre,  announced  that  he  and 
the  landlord  are  contemplating  the  build- 

ing of  a   new  and  larger  theatre.  .   .   . 
The  New  Palace  at  Childress,  has  been 
opened  by  Phipps  &   Layton.  ...  An 
electric  drinking  fountain  has  been  installed 
m   the  new  Strand  at  Port  Arthur.  .   .   . 

Los  Angelas 
First  Runs 

(Week  Beginning  March  IS) 

CRITERION:  "Tba  Splandld  Road,”  First National, 

FIGUEROA:  “The  Saa  Boast,”  (fourth 
vfoek)  Warner  Brothers. 

FORUM:  “Stella  Marls,”  Universal. 

GAUMAN’S  EGYPTIAN:  "The  Big  Parade.” 
(nineteen  th  week)  Melro.Goldtayn-Mayer. 

LOEW’S  STATE:  "The  VonishSog  Amerl- 
eon,”  Paramount. 

METROPOLITAN :   "Tlio  Cohens  and  Che 
Kellys,”  E/nirersal. 

MILLION  DOLLAR:  “Irene,”  (second 
week)  First  National. 

RIALTO:  “Moann,”  (third  weak)  Pora- 
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J.  A.  Lemke,  Crystal,  Waco,  C.  H.  Cox, 
Crystal,  Gilmer,  D.  C.  Carraway,  Queen, 
Clifton,  and  H.  K.  Dewesse,  Lyric,  Big 
Sandy,  have  purchased  Gulf  Breeze  cooling 
systems  for  their  houses.  .   .   .   The 
Pioneer  of  Beebe  wll  have  new  quarters 
soon.  .   .   .   C.  ReinlKirdt  has  sold  his 
theatre  at  Hobart,  Okla.,  to  W.  A.  Haley 
of  Holdenville.  .   .   .   Abe  Siherberg 
of  the  Crown,  Houston,  was  a   visitor  here. 

.   Monkhouse  &   Son  of  Crystal  City 

are  building  a   new  house  for  motion  pic- 
tures. .   .   .   M''ollam  of  Walters,  Okla., 

has  recently  sold  his  theatre  to  j4.  R.  Pat- 
terson. .   .   The  R   &   R.  £-nterprises, 

with  offices  here,  have  purchased  five  the- 
atres in  Oklahoma  from  the  Yale  Theatre 

Company,  Inc.,  the  houses  are  the  Yale, 
Muskogee,  Yale  and  Palace  at  Claremore. 
and  the  Grand  and  Lyric  at  Vanita.  .   .   . 
The  Dunkin  at  Cushing,  Okla.,  now  under 
construction,  will  open  March  31.  .   .   . 
A.  J.  Cary,  local  manager  for  the  Home 

State  Film'  Exchange  at  Oklahoma  City,  has resigned,  and  is  being  replaced  by  H.  K. 
Buchanan  from  Daljas.  .   .   .   Harvey 

Jagers  of  the  poster  department  at  Uni- 
versal here,  son  of  Claude  Jagers,  man- 

ager of  Enterprise  Distributing  Corpora- 
tion at  Oklahoma  City,  has  been  very  ill 

with  diphtheria. 

KANSAS  CITY 
KANSAS  CITY,  MO.— Plans  for  the 

erection  of  a   $500,000  theatre  are  being 
completed  by  Griibel  Brothers,  owners  of 
the  Electric.  .   .   .   The  new  Kennedy 

at  Kirksville,  erected  by  Midzvest  Film  Dis- 
tributors, Inc.,  had  its  formal  opening 

March  25.  .   .   .   Jack  Whittam,  man- 

ager of  the  Strand,  booked  "When  Love 
Grows  Cold,”  an  F.  B.  O.  production  fea- 

turing Jvlrs.  Rudolph  Valentino  when  she 
was  booked  at  the  Orpheum  in  a   vaude- 

ville act,  and  the  attendance  at  the  Strand 
was  above  normal.  .   .   .   Among  the 

out-of-town  exhibitors  here  were:_  C.  L. 
McVey,  Herington,  Kan. ;   Ben  Hill,  City 
Hall  theatre,  Belton,  Mo.;  W.  A.  Davis, 

Lyric,  Holden;  W.  R.  Luchrs,  Rex,  Hig- 
ginsville;  W.  P.  Cuff,  Strand,  Chillicothe; 
Ed  Peskay,  Penn,  St.  Joseph;  H.  Fiske, 
Butler:  C.  Szviercinsky,  Washington,  Kan.; 
Jack  Gross,  Carthage,  Mo. ;   C.  M.  Pattee, 

Scenes  itom  “WiTeless  Lizzie,”  sn 
Educational  -   Hiers  recent  release 
made  at  the  Christie  studios. 

San  Francisco 
First  Runs 

(Week  Beginning  March  20) 

GRAJ«ADA:  “The  Now  Kloadlko,”  Poi-a- mount. 

CALIFORNIA  s   “Brcveheort,”  Pro-Cia-Co. 

LOEWS  WARFIELDS  “ImfosuoUon,*’  First Nalioncl, 

IMPERIAL:  “Lady  Wlnderiaera's  Fan,” Warner  Brotksri. 

ST.  FRANCIS:  “The  Sea  Boasl,"  fCon- 
Sinued)  Warner  Broihert, 

CAMEO:  “A  Sla  Shaosimg  Romaoee,’*  l/nj- 

ItNiON  SQUARE:  “Wild  CirS,”  State  Right. 
GOLDEN  GATE;  “Ralohow  RiSey,"  Firjf 

NaSionai, 

Pattee  theatre,  Lawrence,  Kan. 
Lew  Nathanson,  film  veteran,  has  accepted 

a   position  as  Associated  Exhibitors  repre- 
sentative here.  .   .   .   IValter  Abrams 

has  been  made  second  assistant  booker  at 

the  Universal  branch.  .   .   .   R.  L.  Mc- 
Lean, assistant  to  C.  D.  Hill,  Pro-Dis-Co 

district  manager,  was  a   visitor  here.  .   .   . 
Ned  Depinet,  divisional  sales  manager,  and 
W.  E.  Callaway,  district  manager,  both  of 
First  National,  were  also  visitor.  .   .   . 
E.  M.  Saunders,  Western  division  sales 
manager,  and  J.  E.  Flynn,  district  manager 
of  Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer,  were  here  in 
conference  with  C.  E.  Gregory,  branch 

manager,  on  the  ensuing  Metro-Goldwyn- 
Mayer  sales  drive.  .   .   .   Tom  Byerle, 
First  National  branch  manager,  will  be 
back  on  the  job  after  having  been  ill  with 

typhoid  fever.  .   .   .   George  Lodge,  for- 
mer assistant  Universal  booker,  and  now 

of  the  Exhibitors’  Film  Delivery  Company, 
is  the  elated  father  of  a   baby  girl. 

DETROIT 
DETROIT,  MICK.— Edward  Beatty, 

general  manager  of  the  Butterfield  Cir- 
cuit, announces  the  new  State  at  Pontiac 

will  be  ready  for  opening  on  April  5.  .   .   . 
Two  safe  cracking  suspects  were  caught, 

and  a   supply  of  nitro-glycerin  and  burglar's tools  were  seized  when  a   patrolman  trapped 
the  men  in  the  Piccadilly  one  night  last 

week.  .   .   .   Among  the  five  sales  con- 

ferences being  held  by  Universal  in  vari- 
ous parts  of  the  country  is  one  here  on 

March  22,  23  and  24   Arthur  D.  Baehr, 

general  manager  of  the  new  theatre  to  be 

opened  shortly,  is  offering  a   prize  to  the 

person  suggesting  the  name  for  the  house. 
.   .   Lou  Cohen  of  the  Colonial  theatre 

has  returned  to  his  managerial  work  after 

a   week’s  illness  with  influenza.  .   . 
George  Olson  of  Grayling  is  spending  a 
month  at  Miami  Beach,  Fla. 

CLEVELAND 
CLEVELAND,  0.— The  Park  View  has 

been  bought  by  Joseph  Till  from  J oseph  Ftnk 
Nat  Barach,  formerly  with  Goldwyn 

and  Select  as  manager,  has  been  appointed 

district  manager  for  Warner  Brothers  to 

cover  Cleveland,  Pittsburgh,  Cincinnati,  De- 
troit and  Indianapolis.  .   .   Nopnan 

Moray,  former  manager  of  First  National, 

has  been  made  manager  of  the  local  War- 

ner office.  ...  Joe  Greenly.  Charles  Alli- 
son and  Nate  Schultz  have  taken  over  the 

Glenside.  ...  Leo  Unger,  Cleveland 

Heights,  is  building  a   new  house.  .   .   ■ 

Roger  Ferri,  publicity  promoter  for  the 

local  Fox  office,  is  leaving  for  New  York 

the  first  of  April.  .   .   .   Jean  Belasco,  vet- 
eran film  and  theatre  man,  is  now  publicity 

man  for  the  Cincinnati  Fox  office.  .   .   . 

W.  T.  Arnes  is  building  a   new  house  in 

South  Euclid.  .   .   .   J.  Dykman  has  been 

appointed  manager  of  the  Keith’s  1
05th 

Street  theatre  succeeding  Frank  Hines,  who 

will  manage  the  new  Akron  Keith  which 

has  just  opened.  .   .   .   George  Lefko,  city 
man  for  F.  B.  O.,  is  doing  the  booking  for 
the  Miles  owned  by  Charles  Bros.  .   .   . 
The  Park  National  has  reopened  under 

the  management  of  the  owner  of  tlie  build- 
ing. .   .   .   Phil  Borger,  for  ten  years  with 

the  local  Universal  office,  has  accepted  a 
position  on  the  road  with  Associated.  .   .   . 
IVilliam  M.  James,  president  of  the  M.  P. 
T.  O.  of  Ohio,  heads  the  Pythian  Theatre 

Corporation,  Columbus,  and  A.  L.  O’Ryan, John  A.  Connor,  Henry  E.  Eger  and  F.  /. 

Hyman,  are  affiliated  with  him.  .   .   .   Law- 
rence M.  Rich,  J.  C.  Liiokay,  H.  Clark,  L. 

London  and  Max  Fishel  have  incorporated 
the  folloNving  theatrical  corporations:  the 
Coshocton  Cinderella,  the  Muskingum,  the 
Dover  Weber,  the  Logan  Ruble,  the  Canton 
Windsor,  and  the  Sidney  Majestic.  The 
first  name  in  the  corporation  denotes  the 
town,  and  the  second  the  theatre.  .   .   . 
Harvey  B.  Day,  sales  head  of  Kinograms, 
was  a   visitor  at  the  local  Educational  office 
....  John  Urbansky,  manager  and  owner 
of  the  Jennings,  has  spent  several  thousand 
dollars  remodeling  his  house.  ...  K.  A. 
Reid  of  Loews  Doan  is  using  as  an  added 
attraction  operatic  music  between  the  hours 
of  seven  and  eight.  .   .   .   Jacob  Baker, 
head  of  the  Baker  Motion  Picture  Studios, 
has  returned  from  Florida  where  he  has 
launched  a   branch  studio  for  outdoor  shots 
at  Winter  Haven,  Fla. 

ALBANY 
ALBANY,  N.  Y. — A   contest  in  connec- 

tion with  the  showing  of  "The  American 
Venus”  at  the  Olympic  in  Watertown, 
failed  to  bring  out  any  contestants.  .   .   . 

Dr.  J.  Victor  Wilson,  formerly  of  Water- 
town,  has  taken  up  his  duties  as  manager 
of  the  new  Spiegel  in  Miami.  ...  In  a 
month  four  exchanges,  Universal,  Warner 

Brothers,  Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer  and  First 
National,  will  move  to  the  new  Film  Ex- 

change building.  .   .   .   Morris  Silverman 
of  Schenectady  has  decided  not  to  erect 
a   new  theatre  this  spring.  .   .   .   Waller 
Roberts  staged  a   fashion  show  at  the  Troy 

in  connection  with  a   nm  of  “Irene".  .   .   . 
Fred  Perry  of  the  Liberty  in  Watertown 

has  installed  girl  ushers.  .   .   .   Henry  Uhl- 
cin  of  Lake  Placid  will  erect  a   new  theatre 
there  in  spring.  .   .   .   H.  C.  Bisscll,  Ray 
Smith,  Fred  Duffy  and  Leon  Herman,  all 

•‘Queen  O’  Diamonds.”  with  Evelyn 

Brent,  an  F.  B.  0.  release. 
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"Spanking  Breezes"  is  a   Pathe  release 
in  which  Mack  Bennett  presents  Alice 
Day. 

from  the  local  Universal  exchange,  were  in 
New  York  city  last  week  attending  a   sales 
convention.  ,   .   .   George  Roberts,  district 
manager  for  Fox,  was  in  town  during  the 

v^ek.  .   .   .   Sidney  Katz,  of  the  home 
office  of  F.  B.  O.,  is  here  for  two  or  three 
weeks  looking  after  the  exchange  until  a 
manager  is  named.  .   ,   .   Margaret  Sidli- 
yan,  whose  brother  owns  the  Sans  Souci 
in  Waterwliet,  is  one  of  the  few  women  in 
this  section  booking  pictures.  .   .   .   Ted 

O’Shea,  local  manager  Lr  Metro-Goldwyn- Mayer,  w^s  laid  up  with  grippe.  .   .   . 
Claude  Fish  of  the  American  in  Schenec- 

tady left  for  Toledo  to  participate  in  the 
National  Bowling  Congress.  .   .   .   Alec 
Herman,  manager  for  First  National  here, 
was  in  New  York  city  last  week  because 
of  the  illness  of  his  mother.  .   .   .   Mor- 

ris Caplon  of  Cleveland  is  now  covering 
northern  New  York  for  Warner  Brothers, 
while  Ben  Smith  has  been  transferred  to 
the  southern  tier  through  the  resignation 
of  Mxke  Thomas.  .   .   .   H.  E.  Elder,  dis- 

trict manager  for  Warner  Brothers,  was 
in  town  during  the  week.  .   .   .   C.  H.  Buck- 
ley  entertained  local  boys  and  girls  as  a 
token  of  his  gratefulness  in  recovering 
from  an  operation.  .   .   .   The  Bijou  and 
the  Opera  House  in  Lowville  will  be  com- 

pelled to  make  certain  alterations  as  the 
rpult  of  a   recent  inspection  by  the  New 
York  State  Troopers. 

PHILADELPHIA 
PHILADELPHIA,  PA. — As  a   result  of 

a   conference  of  George  P.  Aarons,  secre- 
tary and  counsel  for  the  M.  P.  T.  0.  of 

Pennsylvania,  and  exhibitors  in  this  terri- 
tory who  have  been  offering  double  feature 

attractions,  it  has  been  agreed  to  discon- 
tinue further  use  of  double  features  by 

exhibitors  whose  policies  had  been  dis- 
approved by  the  organization.  Pictures  al- 

ready booked  under  the  double  feature 
policy,  however,  will  be  played  and  adver- 

tised as  added  attractions.  .   .   .   The  Des- 
rnond  will  be  converted  into  a   combined 
picture  and  vaudeville  house.  .   .   .   Fire 
broke  out  in  the  lobby  of  the  Bellevue  on 
March  3   while  the  matinee  was  in  progress. 
Manager  Harry  A.  Goren  extinguished  the 
names  before  they  made  much  headway 
.   .   .   .   Herman  Reuben  %vho  was  con- 

nected with  the  Ad  Sales  department  of 

the  local  Famous  Players-Lasky  exchange, 
has  been  transferred  to  Wilkes-Barre  and 

promoted  to  the  position  of  manager  of 
the  Ad  Sales  department  there.  .   .   . 
Daniel  L.  Hake,  prominent  in  newspaper 
and  theatrical  circles  here,  died  March  1. 
.   .   .   Herbert  Effinger  of  the  Strand  will 

erect  a   motion  picture  theatre,  store,  and 

apartment  house.  ...  A   special  enter- 
tainment including  a   feature  picture  and 

three  acts  of  vaudeville  was  given  March 
21  at  the  Park  by  Green  &   Altman  under 
the  auspices  of  the  Philanthropic  League 

for  Crippled  Children.  .   .   .   George  Ben- 
nethum,  manager  of  a   chain  of  theatres  in 

this  territory,  has  gone  to  Hot  Springs, 
Ark,  for  the  baths.  .   .   .   Joseph  Knopf, 

manager  of  the  Stanley  Company’s  Aldine 
in  Wilmington,  Del.,  has  been  seriously 
ill  with  the  grippe.  .   .   .   Edward  J. 

O'Keefe,  manager  of  the  City  Square  Hotel, 
Atlantic  City,  has  been  appointed  chairman 
of  a   committee  on  the  Famous  Players  Mo- 

tion Picture  convention  which  opens  in 

Atlantic  City  March  23.  ...  A   new 
theatre  to  be  known  as  the  Embassy,  with 

a   seating  capacity  of  1800,  will  be  erected 

at  Trenton,  N.  J.  by  Geo,  B.  Ten  Eyck, 
owner  of  the  three  motion  picture  houses 
in  Trenton. 

INDIANAPOLIS 
INDIANAPOLIS,  IND. — The  Indiana 

Indorsers  of  Photoplays  will  open  their 
State  Meeting  at  Ft.  Wayne,  Ind.  April  19 
and  20  at  the  Anthony  Hotel.  .   .   . 

“Motion  Pictures  and  Their  Control” 
was  the  subject  discussed  by  the  state 

pre^dent  of  the  Indiana  W.  C.  T.  U. 
during  the  recent  session  of  the  county 
school  institute  at  South  Bead,  Ind. 

Among  the  resolutions  passed  was  this: 

“That  we  as  Christian  mothers  and 
homemakers  refrain  from  attending  mov- 

ing picture  shows  on  the  Lord’s  day.” 
It  was  declared  that  screen  productions 
for  public  entertainment  should  be  edu- 

cational and  of  a   nature  not  to  foster 

crime.  .   .   .   By  a   ruling  just  handed 
down  in  Superior  Court  at  Terre  Haute,  a 
city  in  Indiana  has  no  right  to  require  a 

special  license  from  operators  of  motion 

picture  machines.  .   .   .   J.  Roland  Duvall, 
assistant  manager  and  treasurer  of  the 

Palace  here,  has  announced  his  candidacy 

for  the  republican  nomination  for  repre- 
sentative in  Congress  from  the  Seventh  In- 

diana district.  ...  0.  Herman  Hendren, 
receiver  for  the  Twentieth  Century  Motion 

Picture  and  Dramatic  Club  of  Indianapolis, 
has  filed  notice  with  Superior  Court  in  In- 

dianapolis that  all  claims  against  the  com- 
pany must  be  filed  before  April  1   in  order 

to  have  recognition  in  a   final  settlement 

SALT  LAKE 
SALT  LAKE  CITY,  UTAH.— C.  /. 

Montgomery,  manager  of  the  American, 
has  closed  a   lease  for  a   big  theatre  in 

Boise,  la.  for  F.  Dahnken  and  Company, 
which  is  to  be  completed  sometime  in  sum- 

mer. .   .   .   H.  Bradley  Fish,  manager  of 

the  local  Fox  exchange,  has  been  spend- 
ing a   few  days  in  Boise.  .   .   .   W.  A.  Cal- 

kins, salesman  for  Preferred,  is  back  from 

his  first  trip  into  this  territory'.  .   .   .L.  A. 
Davis,  local  manager  for  F.  B.  0.,  is  leav- 

ing for  California.  Seth  D.  Perkins,  dis- 

trict manager  for  Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, 
has  left  for  Denver.  .   .   .   The  new  Pathe 
branch  manager  is  now  at  home  at  the  local 

exchange.  ,   .   .   Walter  S.  Rand,  United 
Artists  sales  manager,  has  returned  from 
Boise  and  neighborhood  towns.  .   .   .   Mrs. 

G.  B.  Dickinson  of  the  Rex  and  Gray  at 
St.  Anthony,  la.,  was  an  exhibitor  visitor. 

.   .   .   Ned  Marin,  general  sales  manager 
for  First  National,  and  L.  0.  Lukan,  west- 

ern division  manager,  will  both  be  in  Salt 

"Big  Boy,"  star  of  Educational-Juve- nile Comedies,  who  has  fust  been 

signed  for  next  year,  was  "in  con- 
ference" with  Director  Charles  La- 

ment when  his  "pitcher  was  took." 

Lake  City  soon.  .   .   .   Joe  Goss,  owner  of 
the  Orpheum  at  Ogden,  has  been  in  lining 
up  new  business.  .   .   .   W.  H.  Rankin, 
branch  manager  here  for  Warner  Brothers, 
IS  covering  Idaho  and  Montana.  .   .   .   G.  C. 
Jones  is  now  making  his  initial  trip  into- 
Montana  for  Warner  Brothers.  .   .   .   R.  D. 
Boomer,  local  manager  for  Associated  Ex- 

hibitors, came  in  from  his  trek  into  Idaho- 
in  order  to  meet  the  new  West  Coast  divi- 

sion manager,  Frank  H.  Hopkins.  . 
Jimmie  Keitz,  big  chief  for  Greater  Fea- 

tures here,  is  back  from  a'  trip  into  western 
Wyoming  and  northern  Idaho.  .   .   .   Har- 

mon Peery,  Ogden  City  commissioner,  has 

been  here  conferring  v/ith  the  Major  and' 
city  commissioners,  and  also  attending  to 
the  bookings  for  the  Egyptian  in  Ogden, 
owned  by  himself  and  brother,  Lou  Peery. 
.   .   .   Dave  McElhenney,  Montana  sales- 

man out  of  this  office,  has  recently  had  his 
tonsils  taken  out,  but  is  back  on  the  job- 
ag^n.  ...  Joe  K.  Solomon  and  W.  T. 
Withers  were  in  attending  a   sales  confer- 

ence here.  .   .   .   Clyde  H.  Messinger  is  on 
his  way  back  to  his  managerial  duties  at 
the  Educational  exchange  from  the  Yellow- 

stone branch.  .   .   .   C.  L.  Dillard,  assistant 

manager  at  the  Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer  ex- 
change here  has  left  for  Butte,  where  he 

is  to  be  married  to  Helen  Van  Dyne,  or- 
ganist at  the  Orpheum  there. 

ST.  LOUIS 
ST.  LOUIS,  MO. — Stephen  Habanek  of 

East  St.  Louis,  III.,  has  awarded  the  con- 
tract for  his  new  theatre  to  Charles  Smith. 

.   .   .   C.  E.  McKean,  manager,  and  Robert 

Werlh,  city  salesman,  will  attend  the  Fox 

sales  convention  April  12.  .   .   .   Tom  Mc- 
Kean, local  manager  for  F.  B.  O.  will  be 

present  at  the  F.  B.  0.  convention  in  Los 

Angeles  on  April  1,  2,  and  3.  .   .   .   United 
Artists  will  open  a   new  office  in  Indiana- 

polis, Ind.  .   .   .   Sidney  Baker,  formerly 
manager  of  the  local  First  National,  has 
deserted  the  film  business  for  the  candy 

business.  .   .   .   Mrs.  A.  Hall  has  opened 
her  new  Capitol  at  Waterloo,  111.  .   .   . 
Mrs.  I.  W.  Rodgers  of  Cairo,  111.  plans  to 
open  her  new  house  at  Carbondale  within 
the  next  several  weeks.  .   .   .   Mable  Miller 

of  the  Madison,  Madison,  111.,  will  leave 
soon  for  a   visit  to  Florida.  .   .   .   The  en- 

tire local  sales  force  of  Universal  attended 

the  conference  which  opened  at  the  Drake 

Hotel,  Chicago,  March  25.  .   .   .   F.  L.  Fair, 

general  manager  of  Universal’s  theatre  de- 
partment, and  F.  A.  Flader,  assistant  man- 

ager, were  visitors  here.  .   .   .   Jack  Ed- 
wards has  resigned  as  manager  of  the 

Rivoli.  Tommy  Marlin  is  acting  as  house 

manager.  .   .   .   Harry  Strickland,  Southern 
Illinois  salesman  for  United  Artists,  will 

soon  return  to  his  job  from  Los  Angeles.  . 
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Warner  Brothers 

Added  to  “Footloose”  Cast 
Louise  Fazenda,  Jacqueline  Logan  and 

Andre  Beranger  have  ben  added  to  the 

cast  of  “Footloose”  widow. 
Two  Due  in  Exchanges 

“Silken  Shackles”  and  “Hell  Bent  Fer 
Heaven”  first  prints  will  be  shipped  to 
branch  managers  not  later  than  April  10. 

Bess  Meredyth  Completes  Script 

Bess  Meredyth  has  completed  the 

scenario  for  “The  Tavern  Knight,”  star- 

ring John  Barrymore. 

“Why  Girls  Go  Home”  Completed 
"Why  Girls  Go  Back  Home”  has  just 

been  completed,  with  Patsy  Ruth  Miller 

and  Clive  Brook  as  the  featured  players. 

Pathe 

“Long  Fliv  the  Kin^'  Completed 

“Long  Fliv  the  King”  Hal  Roaches 
latest  comedy,  has  been  completed. 

“Uncle  Tom’s  Uncle”  Praised 

"Uncle  Tom’s  Uncle,”  a   burlesque  of 
“Uncle  Tom’s  Cabin,”  received  the  most 

perfect  vote  in  over  a   year  from  the 
Pathe  sales  force. 

Character  Actor  in  Two  Films 

Max  Davidson  has  completed  his  sec- 
ond role  for  Hal  Roach,  the  recent  one 

being  in  support  of  Charley  Chase  in 

“Long  Fliv  the  King,”  and  the  first  one 

being  “Don  Key,  Son  of  Burre." 

“Gang”  Stars  in  Wrestling  Match 
With  Charley  Chase,  Glenn  Tryon, 

Jimmie  Finlayson,  Tyler  Brooke,  ̂ Martha 

Sleeper,  Vivien  Oakland  and  directors 

Law  Cody  and  Gertruds  Olmsted  in 

“Monts  Carlo”  a   Metro-Goldwyn- 
Mayer  production  directed  by  Christy 
Cabanne. 

Leo  McCarey  and  Robert  McGowan 

among  the  spectators,  Mickey  Daniels 

and  Johnny  Downs  of  “Our  Gang” starred  in  a   wrestling  match  on  the  lot. 

Vivien  Oakland  in  Current  Comedy 

Vivien  Oakland,  Hal  Roach’s  newest 
contract  actress,  is  playing  with  Glenn 

Tryon  in  his  current  comedy  which  fol- 

lows “Say  It  With  Babies,”  recently 
completed. 

Pro-Dis-Co 

feminine  lead  in  “Pigs,”  which  will  be 
directed  by  Irving  Cummings. 

“Increasing  Purpose”  Rights  Purchased 

The  screen  rights  to  "One  Increasing 
Purpose,”  an  A.  S.  M.  Hutchinson  novel,, 
have  been  purchased. 

Schertzinger  to  Direct  “Lily” Victor  Schertzinger  is  preparing  to  go- 

to work  on  “The  Lily,”  David  Belasco’s- stage  play. 

Sierra  Pictures 
“MdbeVs  Room”  in  Production 

Actual  production  work  on  AI  Chris- 

tie’s picturization  of  “Up  in  Mabel’s 
Room”  has  commenced  under  the  direc- 

tion of  E.  Mason  Hopper. 

Comedy  Star  Added  to  “Skipivreckedl’ 
Alice  Howel,  who  starred  in  comedies 

a   few  years  ago,  returns  to  the  screen  in 

a   character  part  in  “Shipwrecked,”  in 
which  Seena  Owen  and  Joseph  Schild- 
kraut  are  featured  . 

Boyd  Opposite  Jetta  Goudal 
William  Boyd  has  been  selected  for 

the  lead  opposite  Jetta  Goudal  in  her 
first  starring  picture  under  the  De  Mille 

banner,  "The  Beloved  Enemy.” 
Vera  Reynolds  Praised  by  Author 

Vera  Reynolds,  who  portrays  the  lead- 

ing role  in  "The  Million  Dollar  Handi- 
cap,” Metropolitan’s  picturization  of  W. 

A.  Fraser’s  novel,  “Thoroughbreds,”  has 
received  a   letter  of  praise  from  Mr. 
Fraser  for  her  work. 

Ginsberg-Kann 
“Devil’s  Dice”  Purchased 

Banner  Productions  has  just  purchased 

the  screen  right  to  "Devil’s  Dice,”  which 
will  be  distributed  by  Ginsberg-Kann. 

Universal 

SZomflrt  To  Direct  “Butterflies” 
Edward  Sloman  has  been  assigned  the 

direction  of  the  picturization  of  "But- 
terflies in  the  Rain,”  with  Laura  La 

Plante  in  the  starring  role. 

Car  and  Roche  Added  to  “Big  Night” 
John  Roche  and  Nat  Carr  have  been 

added  to  the  cast  of  “The  Big  Night" 
which  Melville  Brown  is  directing. 

Denny  To  Start  “Take  It  From  Me” 
Reginald  Denny  together  with  William 

A.  Seiter.  director,  will  soon  start  on 

•‘Take  It  From  Me,”  Denny’s  next  star- 
ring picture. 

“Phantom  Bullet”  Nears  Completion 

“The  Phantom  Bullet”  starring  Hoot 
Gibson  is  rapidly  nearing  completion. 

Fox 

“Great  K.  &   A.  Robber/’  Purchased 

The  screen  rights  to  "The  Great  K. 

and  A.  Train  Robbery,”  have  been  pur- 
chased. It  will  be  released  during  the  1926- 

27  season. 

Beaumont  to  Direct  “Family  Upstairs” 

Harry  Beaumont  is  to  direct  "The 

Family  Upstairs,”  screen  version  of  the 

play. 

Janet  Gaynor  Cast  in  “Pigs” 
Janet  Gaynor  has  been  cast  in  the 

“Keep  Going”  Titled 

Titling  of  "Keep  Going”  is  now  being 
completed  by  J.  D.  Troy.  It  is  the  sec- 

ond of  Sierra’s  comedy  dramas  starring 
Earle  Douglas. 

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer 

Louis  Borrowed  for  “Heartbreaker” 
Through  an  arrangement  with  Warner 

Brothers,  Willard  Louis  has  been  obtained', 

to  play  the  part  of  the  valet  in  “The  Heart- breaker,”  in  which  Ramon  Novarro  is  star- 
ring under  the  direction  of  Hobart  Henley. 

“Boy  Friendl’  In  Production 

Monta  Bell’s  production  of  "The  Boy 
Friend”  has  just  been  started. 

Preparations  for  “Bardelys” 
King  Vidor  has  started  details  for  early 

production  of  "Bardelys  the  Magnificent,"' to  be  filmed  under  his  direction. Sam  Taylor  Signed  ^ 

Sam  Taylor,  formerly  Harold  Lloyd’s director  and  gag  man,  has  been  signed. 

Lipton  Will  Direct  “Three  Twins” 
Lew  Lipton,  recently  made  a   director,, 

will  direct  “The  Three  Twins.” 

Anna  Q.  Nilsson,  Charlie  Murray.  Da
le 

Fuller  and  Huntly  Gordon,  in  Her
 

Second  Chance."  which  is  being  re- 
leased by  First  National. 
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Scenes  iiom  '‘The  Volga  Boatman"  a 
Cecil  B.  De  Mille  personally  directed 

production  released  by  Pro-Dis-Co. 

First  National 

Heads  April  Releases 
Four  productions  will  be  released  in 

April.  “Kiki"  heads  the  list,  followed  by 
“The  Desert  Healer,”  “Hello,  New  York” 
and  “The  Savage.” 
Mendes  Selecting  Story 

Lothar  Mendes,  German  director  signed 

by  Robert  Kane,  is  reading  stories  tenta- 
tively selected  for  his  first  Kane  produc- 

tion. 

“A/ismales”  Goes  In  JVork 

"Mismates”  has  been  put  in  work  under 
the  production  management  of  Earl  Hud- 

son. Doris  Kenyon  has  the  feature  role. 

Gillingtmter  Joins  “Kingdom"  Cast 
Claude  Gillingwater  has  been  engaged 

for  a   role  in  Corrinne  Griffith’s  newest 

picture,  “Into  Her  Kingdom." 

Title  of  “Good  Luck"  Ckmtged 
With  the  completion  of  the  shooting  of 

scenes  the  title  of  “Good  Luck”  has  been 

changed  to  “The  Sporting  Lover.” 

P2U*amount 

Powell  Added  to  “Beau  Geste" 
William  Powell  is  the  newest  prominent 

player  added  to  the  cast  of  “Beau  Geste.” 

Frist  Scenes  of  “Ironsides"  Skot 
The  first  scenes  of  “Old  Ironsides”  have 

been  shot. 

“Rough  Riders"  Story  Completed 
John  Russell,  the  author,  has  completed 

the  screen  story  of  “The  Rough  Riders,”  in 
collaboration  with  Hermann  Hagedorn, 

Roosevelt’s  official  biographer. 

Dix  Begins  “Take  a   Clumce" 

Richard  Dix’s  newest  comedy,  “Take  a 

Chance,”  has  gone  into  production,  with 
Alyce  Mills  in  the  principle  feminine  role. 

Brno  and  Marmont  in  “Mantrap" 
Clara  Bow  and  Percy  Marmont  were  cast 

in  “Mantrap.”  which  is  to  be  directed  by Ilector  Turnbull. 

F.  B.  O. 

Hale  Cast  in  Place  of  Moore 

Creighton  Hale  will  play  the  leading  male 

role  in  “A  Poor  Girl's  Romance”  instead 
of  Matt  Moore,  as  previously  announced. 

Three  Pictures  Starting 

Three  new  pictures  are  to  commence 

within  a   week:  “The  Two  Gun  Man,” 

“Glenister  of  the  Mounted,”  and  “The  Im- 

poster.” 

Pauline  Frederick  Role  Named 

Pauline  Federick  has  been  engaged  for 

the  title  role  in  “Her  Honor  the  Governor,” 
soon  to  go  in  production. 

Screen  Rights  for  “Tarzan"  Obtained 
The  screen  rights  to  “Tarzan  and  the 

Golden  Lion”  have  been  purchased.  It  is 
to  be  released  during  the  coming  season. 

12  Standards  To  Be  Distributed 

During  the  coming  season  F.  B.  O.  will 
distribute  a   series  of  twelve  new  two-reel 
comedies  under  the  main  title  of  Standard 

Red  Ribbon  Comedies,  to  be  made  under 
the  direction  of  Joe  Rock  for  the  Standard 
Cinena  Corporation. 

Cranfield  &   Clarke 

To  Release  Digest  Film 

In  the  future,  the  Literary  Digest  "Fun 
From  the  Press”  will  be  released  in  the 
New  York  and  Philadelphia  territories  by 
Cranfield  &   Clarke. 

Columbia 

King  Meighan  Story  Sought 
A   story  for  King  Meighan,  now  under 

contract,  is  being  selected  for  a   forthcom- 
ing picture.  Announcement  as  to  the  story 

and  director  will  be  made  shortly. 

Red  Seal 

“Kentucky  Home"  On  Way 
Director  Dave  Fleischer  of  Inkwell  Stu- 

dios is  well  on  the  way  with  “My  Old  Ken- 

tucky Home,”  a   forthcoming  Ko-Ko  Song Car-Tune. 

Chadwick 

Ross  To  Direct  “April  Fool" Nat  Ross  has  been  selected  to  wield  the 

megaphone  for  “April  Fool,”  a   story  of 

Norman  Kerry  and  Corinne  Griffith  in 

"Mile.  Modiste,"  a   First  National  re- 
lease. 

"Oh,  Baby!"  an  A!  Lichtman  production 
to  be  released  by  Universal. 

Jewish  life  in  which  Alexander  Carr  is  to 
head  the  cast. 

Gotham 
“Sign  of  the  Claw"  is  Next  Release 

The  eleventh  release  of  this  season's 

program  of  twelve  pictures  will  be  “The 
Sign  of  the  Claw”  with  Peter  the  Great, 
police  dog,  starred. 

United  Artists 
Coimm  with  Norma  Talmadge 

Ronald  Colman  is  to  be  used  as  leading 

man  in  “The  Garden  of  Allah,”  starring 
Norma  Talmadge,  which  will  be  directed 

by  Henry  King. 

Valentino  Begins  “San  of  die  Sheik" 
“Son  of  the  Sheik,”  Rudolph  Valentino’s 

new  picture,  has  been  put  in  work. 

“Stella  Dallas"  in  Paris  Premiere 

The  Samuel  Goldwyn’s  presentation  of 
“Stella  Dallas,”  the  Henry  King  production, 
will  take  place  at  the  Max  Linder  theatre, 
Paris,  on  April  6. 

Associated  Exhibitors 

“Flying  Mail"  For  Wilson 

“The  FlyjriS  Mail”  is  to  be  the  first  pro- 
duction in  which  Al.  Wilson,  air  stuntist, 

is  to  be  starred  by  A.  Carlos. 

John  Gorman  Signs 

John  Gorman  has  signed  cSntracts  for 
the  production  of  four  special  features, 

the  first  of  which  is  to  be  “Home  Sweet 

Home.” 

“Galloping  Cowboy*  Unit  On  Location 

The  unit  making  “The  Galloping  Cow- 
boy,” the  first  of  the  Bill  Cody  features  to 

be  presented  by  Western  Star  Productions 
through  Associated  Exhibitors,  is  now  on location. 

Old  Hand  Bill  Held  by 

Library  for  Quamtness 
SACRAMENTO,  CAL.---~A  copy 

of  an  old  hand  bill  used  in  1911 

for  "Dante’s  Inferno"  a   motion 
picture,  has  been  uncovered  in  the 
State  Library  here.  It  reveals  that 

the  picture  was  made  at  an  ex- 

pense of  $100,000.  It’s  quaintness has  caused  the  institution  to 
keep  it. 
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This  is  the  original  exhibitors*  reports  department,  esta
blished  October  14,  1916. 

Beware  of  cheap,  misleading  imitations. 

^‘What  the  Picture  Did  for  Me”  is  the  one  genuine  source  of
  exhibitor^written  box  office 

information. 

Address:  “What  the  Picture  Did  for  Me,”  EXHIBITO
RS  HERALD,  407  South  Dearborn 

Street,  Chieago,  UL 

Associated  Exhibitors 

INTRODUCE  ME;  Doug
las  McLean — First 

night's  business  awful,  but  the 
 picture  pleased  and 

the  second  night  made  up 
 for  the  loss  on  the 

first.  It  is  well  worth  hoo
king.  Seven  reels.— 

Hewett  and  DeVault.  America
n  theatre.  Seattle. 

Wash.— General  patronage. 

NEVER  WEAKEN;  Harold  
Lloyd— It  seemed 

to  get  over  okay,  but  they  a
re  not  sold  so  a   fd- 

low  can  make  money  on  'em. 
 Three  reels.  R   E. 

Williams,  Orpheum  theatre. 
 Oelwem.  la.— Gen- 

eral patronage. 

Chadwick 

THE  FIRE  PATROL;  Spe
cial  cast— A   good 

program  picture  with  lots  of 
 pep  and  plenty  of 

thrills.  Played  on  Saturday 
 to  a   good  crowd. 

Patrons  well  pleased.  Six  r
eels.— Holt  S   Dick. 

Palace  theatre,  Clifton  Heights
,  Pa.-General  pa- 

tronage. 

THE  FIRE  PATROL;  Anna 
 Q.  Nillson— The 

poorest  piece  of  junk  I   ever  ru
n.— Frank  J.  Sut- 

ter. Lincoln  theatre.  Milwaukee.  Wis.—
 General  pa- 

tronage. 

Columbia 

Special  to Contributors 

STEPPIN’  OUT:  Special  cast — Cann
ot  say  too 

much  for  this  one.  It  pleased  perfe
ctly  and  is 

a   picture  that  your  whole  family
  can  see  and 

enjoy.  It  is  clean,  has  lots  of  action
,  and  laughs 

aplenty.  As  funny  as  any  picture  
we  ever  had 

here  and  I   believe  we  run  most  of  
the  funny 

ones.  The  difference  between  this  and
  the  othrs 

is  that  this  is  there  forty  ways  and  th
en  some.— 

Jack  Green New  Geneseo  theatre,  Geneseo,  III. 

— Small  town  patronage* 

A   FOOL  AND  HIS  MONEY:  Spe
cial  cast— 

A   very  fine  production  and  one  that 
 will  please 

the  average  theatre  audience.  Especially  goo
d  is 

the  comedy  part  played  by  the  valet,  who
  takM 

it  all  away  from  the  start.  Six  reels.— W. 
 A. 

Doerschag,  Strand  theatre,  Ransom  Kan.  Sm
al 

town  patronge. 

F.  B.  O. 

THE  TEXAS  BEARCAT;  Bob  Custer — G
ood 

film.  This  was  an  extra  good  Western  with 

plenty  of  actions  and  a   good  amount  of  ex-
 

cellent acting  by  Custer.  It  has  many  of  the 

same  old  gags,  such  as  the  runaway  team  with 

the  girl  in  the  wagon  and  then  the  hero  to  the 

rescue,  but  on  the  whole  it  is  better  than  the 

average  Western.  Sally  Rand  is  Custer's  leading 
lady.  Five  reels. — W.  T.  Davis  &   Son,  Rialto 

theatre,  Sharon.  Wis. — General  patronage. 

BORN  TO  BATTLE;  Tom  Tyler— Tom  Tyler 

and  his  little  pal  Frankie  Darro  are  good  in  this. 

Little  Frankie  eciual  to  any  child  player  on  screen. 

Five  reels — W.  A.  Conner,  Dawson  theatre,  Daw- 
son, Tex. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  MIDNIGHT  FLYER:  Cullen  Landis- 

Pretty  good  railroad  yarn  with  Dorothy  Devore 

leading  good  support  to  the  star.  Seven  reels. 

P.  G.  Estee,  S.  T.  theatre,  Parker,  S.  D.— Small 
town  patronage. 

'MAN  RUSTLING;  Bob  Custer— This  is  a   very 
poor  Western.  Director  tried  to  make  it  funny 

and  succeeded  in  making  it  silly.  Poor  attrac- 
tion. Five  reels. — C.  H.  Moulton,  Bijou  theatre. 

Beach,  N.  D. — Small  town  patronage. 

/^OMPLAINT  le  mode  by  a   g
ood  ooc- 

^   iribuior  that  not  all  rspoets 
 ®a  a 

given  piosur®  Indlcoto  th©  soi
ae  nmrsber  o! 

reoSs.  Th®  eaplanaiicn  is  that 
 duo  to  terri- 

torial eoEsideratlons,  wear  and  tea
r  on 

nrlists,  ®te.,  and  the  fast  that 
 one  oachango 

prefer®  to  put  on  six  full  
reel®  a   picture 

%vbi£h  another  exchange  prefers  to
  put  upon 

Bovoa  not  so  full,  these  e
urface  inocn- 

sistonries  ore  unavoidabio.  Sons
olimas,  too, 

pictures  ore  cut  down  or 
 expanded  after 

going  into  dSstributlon,  afte
r  observation  of 

ondience  reactions  to  the  le
ngthened  or  our- 

toiled  versions.  There  is 
 no  proclSeoI 

method  of  keeping  infor
motion  on  this 

point  up  to  date. 

The  personnel  of  this  de
partment  le  sit- 

Ihsa  up  nights  with  the  lin
otype  which  wilf 

comprise  the  Spring  Num
ber  of  the  “Box 

Office  Record."  The  boot
  will  be  inaSlod 

to  readers  earl?  In  April 
 ond  editorial  en- 

ihuslasro  prompts  the  statem
ent  ̂ at  Quill 

you’ve  seen  this  edition  
of  It  "You  aln  t 

seen  noiliin’  yet©’
' 

How  many  of  you  are  
staging  presenia- 

tlon  acts?  Those  of  you  
who  are,  and  in 

even  greater  degree  those
  of  you  are  not, 

will  be  interested  In  the  l
etter  from  Henry 

Reeve.  Menard,  Texas,  
in  the  “Presentation 

Acts”  deparimoat  of  this  i
ssue.  Don  t   miss It! 

Day  before  yesterday  was 
 Spring 

ceao.  Yesterday  waan  t   
much  of  onytitSng 

and  today  Is  deopast  Wint
er  again.  Despite 

this  perplexing  behavio
r  on  the  pMt  o 

the  weather  man,  business
  at  the  theatres 

continues  consistently  sub
stantial.  How  is 

business  out  your  way? 

DANGER  AHEAD:  Richard
  Talmadge— My 

4th  "One  Cent  Sale"  went  over
.  Put  this  star 

on  for  my  first  "One  Cent  Sal
e.”  Buster  Keaton 

for  my  second  and  my  next 
 one  %vill  be  with 

"The  Snob"  or  “Dream  Street
.”  Don’t  know 

which  yet.— A.  C.  Betts.  Powe
rs  theatre,  Red 

Creek.  N.  Y. — General  patronag
e. 

THE  WOMAN  KE  LOVE
D:  Special  cast- 

Nothing  much  to  it.  All  the  young 
 men  walk^ 

out  May  go  well  in  a   Jew
ish  settlement,  tmt 

there  is  not  much  action,  hu
t  a   woman  deesrt- 

ing  her  husband.  Five  ree
ls.— Mrs.  L.  M.  Bier- 

man.  Palace  theatre,  Seadrif
t.  Tex.— Small  town 

patronage. 

yj^j^flTY’S  PRICE :   Special  cast— Just  one  of 

those  pictures  that  carries  
a 

been  getting  so  much  of  Ann
a  Q   in  last  few 

months  that  the  fans  are  fa
lling  off  when  her 

name  appears.  She  has  no  
appeal  to  many  of 

our  patrons.  Six  reels.— Pi
oneer  Pete.  Pioneer 

theatre.  Amasa.  Mich.— Small 
 town  patronage. 

VANITY’S  PRICE;  Anna  Q.  
Nillsoi^Real  in- 

teresting but  too  long  drawn.  Anna  Q
.  NUlson, 

like  Madge  Bellamy,  always  
does  her  P^rt  well. 

Under  the  same  theme  as  "B
lack  Oxen  but  has 

a   happy  ending.  Anna  give
s  the  villain  a   good 

horse  whipping,  which  made
  them  grip  their 

seats.  Seven  reels.-Mrs.  L.  M
.  Bierman,  Palace 

theatre.  Seadrift.  Tex.— Genera
l  patronage. 

LADY  ROBINHOOD;  Eve
lyn  Brent— All  Mj« 

Brent's  pictures  are  good  and 
 we  have 

to  like  her  in  crook  dramas 
 and  hope  she  a«8n  ' 

try  Buck  Jones  and  Tom  Mi
x  failures  by  chang- 

ing her  style  of  stories.  Six  reels.— W.  A. 
 Con- 

ner, Dawson  theatre,  Dawson,  Tex. — Small  town
 

patronage. 

SMOOTH  AS  SATIN:  Evelyn  Brent — 
Too  slow 

and  dreggy.  Six  reels.— Mrs.  L.  M. 
 Bierman, 

Palace  theatre.  Seadrift,  Te-x.— General  patr
onage. 

SMOOTH  AS  SATIN;  Evelyn  B
rent— Picture 

with  lots  of  action,  interest  and  suspe
nse.  Best 

of  her  recent  pictures  we  have  show
n.  Six  tmIs. 

—Fry,  Palace  theatre.  Mt.  Pleasa
nt,  Tex.— Gen- 

eral patronage. 

YOUTH  AND  ADVENTURE; 
 Richard  Tal- 

madgs.— This  one  was  good  and  th
ese 

draw  good  business.  My  patrons
  like  Mr.  Tal- 

madge. Six  reels.— Nicholaides  Brothers.  A
mer- 

ican theatre,  Scofield.  Ut.— General  patro
nage. 

THE  KEEPER  OF  THE  BEES; 
 Special  cost— 

This  picture  is  sold  to  your  audie
nce  before  you 

run  it.  Don’t  be  afraid  to  adver
tise.  It  wUl 

stand  a   raise  in  admission.  Eig
ht  reels.— -A.  O. 

Lambert,  Monticsllo  Opera  House,
  Monticello,  la. — General  patronage. 

THAT  DEVIL  QUEMADO:  
Fred  Thomson— 

We  played  our  first  Thomson  ov
er  a   month  ago. 

This  is  our  second  and  the  fol
ks  here  turned 

out  en  masse.  There  is  somethi
ng  compelling 

about  Fred  that  does  the  trick.  Silv
er  King  is  the 

most  beautiful  cayuse  you  ever  lai
d  eyes  on.  You 

can’t  go  wrong  with  these  pictur
es  and.  once 

your  people  get  acquainted  with
  this  pair, 

couldn't  keep  them  away  with  a   rio
t  gun.  More 

power  to  you.  Fred.  Five  ree
ls.— Pioneer  Pete. 

Pioneer  theatre,  Amasa,  Mich. — 
Small  town  pa- tronage. 

THE  CLOUD  RIDER:  Al.  W
ilson— This  one 

was  a   good  program  and  good 
 story.  Fliro 

  Nicolaides  Brothers,  American  
theatre,  Scofield, 

Ut. — General  patronage. 

riding  the  WIND;  Fr
ed  Thomson— This  is 

not  Fred’s  and  Silver’s  best  picture 
 but  it  is  go^ 

and  it  drew  a   nice  Saturday
  business.  Six  reels. 

  A.  N.  Miles,  Eminence  theat
re.  Eminence,  Ky. 

—Small  town  patronage. 

THE  WILD  BULL'S  LAIR:
  Fred  Thomson— 

Here  is  another  dandy  fro
m  Fred  and  Silver 

King.  Drew  good  business  an
d  pleased  immensely. 

Six  reels.— E,  M.  Biddle.  Stra
nd  theatre.  Paoli. 

Ind.— Small  town  patronage. 

NORTH  OF  NEVADA:  F
red  Thomson— Just 

another  of  those  pictures  th
at  pleases  those  who 

like  this  kind  of  bunk.  In  o
ther  words,  if  you 

like  prunes  why  eat  prunes
,  and  when  ^ay 

that  we  have  said  it  all  for  t
hese  kind  of  plays. 

Too  many  without,  hardly  a   one  
with  merit.  Fi^ 

reels.-Giacoma  Bros.,  Cryst
al  theatre.  Tomb- 

stone. Ariz.— General  patronage. 

JIMMIE’S  MILUONS;  Ric
hard  Talmadgi^ 

Dick  is  some  stunt  man.  
We  have  played  mv- 

eral  of  his  pictures  and  all  hav
e  been  go^.  This 

picture  especially  good,  wi
th 

galore.  Six  reels.— A.  E.  S
harer.  Globe  theatre. 

Savannah.  Mo.— General  patro
nage. 

ALIAS  MARY  FLYNN;  Ev
elyn  Brcn^A 

dandy  crook  drama  that  
pleased  my  patrons  '^is 

is  the  first  Brent  pictur
e  we  have  P’^yed  ‘iml 

think  this  little  lady  wil
l  be  a   winner  with  us. 

We  have  more  Brent’s  bo
ught.  Six  L. 

Sharer,  Globe  theatre.
  Savannah.  Mo.-Genera

l 

patronage. 

BROKEN  LAWS:  Mr
s.  Wallace  Reid-A  p

ic- 

ture that  ail  mothers  and  fa
thers  should  sm.  I 

Tas  nothing  suggestive 
 in  it  oU 

may  come.  There  is  on
e  scene  that  could  be  c

ut 

ouh  where  the  father  
holds  the  other  woman  

on 
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Special  to 
Silver  King 
ALL  AROUND  FRYING  PAN 

(F.B.O.):  Fred  Thomson — Special  to 
Fred:  Fred,  all  you  lack  in  this  pic- 

ture it  to  have  Silver  King  talk.  He 

sure  does  everything  else.  Cannot  be 

beat. — A.  0.  LaMBERT,  Monticello 
Opera  House,  Monticello,  la. 

his  knee,  but  it  illustrates  some  people’s  morals. 
The  kids  enjoyed  the  spoilt  boy.  Seven  reels. — 

Mrs.  L.  M.  Bierman,  Palace  theatre,  Seadrift,  Tex. 
— General  patronage. 

THE  BANDIT’S  BABY:  Fred  Thomson— A 
wonderful  picture.  Satisfied  one  hundred  per 

cent.  Silver  King  gives  a   great  thrilling  chase. 
Also  Mr.  Thomson  doing  great  work  and  more 

power  in  each  picture.  Go  better  all  the  time. 
Satisfied  one  hundred  per  cent,  in  this  town.  Do 

not  overlook  this  picture.  It  will  make  you  some 

money.  Five  reels. — Nicolaides  Brothers,  Amer- 

ican theatre,  Scofield,  Ut. — General  patronage. 

ON  THE  STROKE  OF  THREE:  Kenneth  Har- 

JnJi“There's  no  reason  on  earth  why  you  should 
run  this.  It  may  have  been  a   special  one  day. 
but  not  now  any  more.  Business  below  average 

and  it  was  used  with  serial.  Seven  reels. — P.  E. 

Williams,  Orpheum  theatre,  Oelwein,  la. — General 
patronage. 

THE  LAST  EDITION:  Ralph  Lewis— The 
young  folks  panned  it,  and  the  older  patrons 
praised  it.  It  is  a   very  thrilling  newspaper  drama 
with  a   good  gripping  story.  No  one  in  the  cast 
except  Lewis  that  means  anything.  Seven  reels. 
— H.  J.  Eagan.  American  theatre,  Wautoma.  Wis. 
— Small  town  patronage. 

SILK  STOCKING  SAL:  Evelyn  Brent — Didn’t 
see  it  myself,  but  small  attendance  voted  it  A-1. 
Our  first  Brent  crook  melodrama.  Business  worst 

we’ve  had  since  re-opening.  The  Utle  didn’t  help 
much.  Six  reels — R.  K.  Russell,  Pastime  theatre, 
Cushing,  la. — Small  town  patronage. 

THAT  DEVIL  QUEMABO:  Fred  Thompson — 

This  is  a   dandy.  Our  patrons  well  pleased.  Six 

reels— J.  J.  Pagan,  Beverly  theatre.  Beverly.  Kan. 
— General  patronage. 

THAT  DEVIL  QUEMADO:  Fred  Thompson — 

Another  good  one  from  Thomson.  Although  this 

star  has  made  better  pictures  than  this,  it  will 

satisfy  the  general  run  of  Western  fans.  Thom- 

son’s pictures  register  a   little  more  at  the  box 
office  very  time,  but  they  are  using  the  same  sys- 

tem to  sell  Thomson  pictures  as  Fox  does  Tom 

Mix.  You  have  to  buy  the  whole  flock  and  then 

pay  twice  as  much  to  get  the  new  Thomson  pic- 
tures. Have  just  three  more  Thomson  pictures  to 

play  and  it  is  goodbye  for  me.  If  we  have  to 

buy  a   lot  that  we  can’t  use  we  had  better  let 
them  go.  It  is  too  bad,  Fred,  but  I   guess  it 

can’t  be  helped.  Five  reels. — M.  F.  Bodweli. 
Paramount  theatre,  Wyoming,  111. — General  pat- 
ronage. 

THAT  DEVIL  QUEMADO:  Fred  Thompson- 
Used  this  second  run  and  drew  better  than  lots 
of  first  runs  and  it  pleased  100  per  cent.  live 
reels. — F.  B.  Williams,  Orpheum  theatre,  Oel- 

wein, la. — General  patronage. 

THE  AIR  HAWK:  A1  Wilson— A   dandy 
crook  story  with  a   few  thrills  and  aeroplane 
stunts.  Five  reels. — S.  G.  Ihde,  Photoplay  the- 

atre. Ashland,  Kan. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  WYOMING  WILDCAT:  Tom  Tyler— Tlie 
first  of  this  new  star’s  offerings  1   have  used,  and 
it’s  a   good  snappy  Western.  Tyler  is  a   real horseman,  and  his  little  boy,  Pal,  his  dog,  and 
pony  hit  the  kids.  Five  reels. — Guy  S.  Abbott. 
Homeline  theatre,  Estelline,  S.  D. — Small  town 
patronage. 

THE  WILD  BULL'S  LAIR:  Fred  ‘Thomson   
Fred  is  doing  better  getting  in  six  reelers.  This 
picture  is  one  of  the  best  he  has  put  out.  The 
wrestle  with  the  bull  was  a   great  climax  to  the 
picture.  Silver  King  also  very  good  in  this  one. 
Six  reels. — Schaghticoke  Amusement  Assn.,  Odd 
Fellows  Hall.  Schaghticoke,  N.  Y. — General  pat- ronage. 

THE  CLOUD  RIDER:  A1  Wilson — Good  aero- 
plane stunt  picture.  Will  undoubtedly  satisfy. 

However,  they  tried  tlieir  best  to  get  in  plenty 
of  legs  and  then  present  a   woman  clad  in  nothing 
but  abbreviated  undies.  Not  wholesome  for  the 

TRAILERS  SFI I   SEATS 

THE 

ONLY 
TRAILER  SERVICE 

VVITH 

ACTUAL 
SCENES 

Special  to Tom  Tyler 
BORN  TO  BATTLE  (F.B.O.)- 

Tom  Tylei--If  you  want  to  put  ia  a 
balcony,  book  this  picture  and  let 
your  patrons  raise  tbe  roof  with  icr 
— F.  E.  WILLIAMS,  Orpheum  theatre 

Oelwein,  la.  
’ 

whole  family.  Not  even  good  for  grownups  Will 
cause  same  criticism.  Doesn’t  add  any  value  to 
the  picture.  They  can’t  claim  a   moral  for  this bunch  of  risqueness.  Five  reels. — H.  G   Selk 
Sslk  theatre,  Scotia,  Neb.— Small  town  patronage! 
ON  THE  STROKE  OF  THREE:  Special  cast 

—A  nice  clean  picture,  good  for  a   ladies  theatre 
party.  Very  entertaining,  drew  a   big  crowd 
second  night.— C.  C.  Bisbee.  Columbia  theatre 
Poynette,  Wis. — General  patronage. 
STEPPING  UVELY:  Richard  Talmadgo- 

For  some  reason  not  yet  definitely  arrived  at  by 
us,  Talmadge  is  no  big  king  here.  We  cannot 
put  him  over,  although  this  picture  went  better 
than  his  usual  offerings.  The  fickle  public  does 
not  fall  for  him  here.  Five  reels.— Giacoma  Bros 
Crystal  theatre.  Tombstone.  Ariz.— General  patl ronage. 

BROKEN  LAWS:  Mrs.  Wallace  Reid— Liked 
by  all  and  some  pronounced  it  the  best  they 
have  seen.  Seven  reels. — E.  H.  Brechler,  Opera 
House,  Fennimore,  Wis. — General  patronage. 

0.  U.  WEST:  Lefty  Flynn — This  is  a   pretty 
good  Western  with  a   darkie  in  that  will  get  some 

laughs.  It  was  substituted  for  "Wild  Bull’s 
Lair”  but  everyone  was  pleased   John  Stenger, 
Lyric  theatre,  Edmond,  ICan. — General  patronage. 

First  National 
IRENE:  Colleen  Moore — Good  picture  with 

snappy  sub-titles.  Very  elaborate  style  show  in 
latter  part  of  picture.  First  National  has  no- 
business  calling  this  a   special,  as  it  will  not 
do  any  more  business  than  the  others  of  her 
pictures.  Miss  Moore  is  adding  to  her  popu- 

larity with  every  picture  she  makes  and  I   hope 
she  makes  many,  many  more. — H.  G.  Stettmund, 
Jr..  Odeon  theatre,  Chandler,  Okla. — Small  town patronage. 

THE  LIVE  WIRE;  Johnny  Hines — A   good 
comedy  program.  Full  of  action.  Will  satisfy 
your  patrons. — Bert  Silver,  Silver  Family  theatre, Greenville,  Mich. — General  patronage. 

JUST  SUPPOSE:  Richard  Bartheleiness — A 
picture  that  caused  no  comment.  Probably  be- 

cause we  had  no  attendance  on  account  of  con- 
flicting with  St.  Patrick’s  party  and  dances.  Good 

picture.  Seven  reels.— C.  McDonough.  Auditorium 
theatre,  Libertyville,  111. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  SCARLET  SAINT;  Lloyd  Hughes — A 

fairly  good  picture  to  only  a   fair  crowd.  Picture- 
should  please  anywhere.  Seven  reels. — C.  Mc- 

Donough. Auditorium  theatre,  Libertyville,  III.— Small  town  patronage. 

CLOTHES  MAKE  THE  PIRATE:  Leon  Errol 
— This  one  is  not  as  funny  as  some  reports  make 
you  feel  it  is,  but  it  will  satisfy  your  patrons. 
Got  a   few  favorable  comments,  but  not  as  many 
as  should  have  got  from  a   First  National  pic- 

ture. Nine  reels. — R.  E.  Mitchell,  Plainview 
theatre,  Plainview,  Tex. — General  patronage. 

THE  MARRIAGE  WHIRL;  Corinne  Griffith — 

Another  good  picture.  Drawing  power  for  this 
locality  blamed  on  the  title.  Played  on  Sunday 
to  very  poor  business.  The  kids  like  Westerns 
and  outdoor  pictures.  I   thought  the  star  would 

draw  but  the  kids  seemed  afraid  they  wouldn't 
like  it.  All  seemed  pleased  who  came.  Eight 
reels. — Hewett  and  De  Vault,  American  theatre, 
Seattle,  Wash. — Genral  patronage. 

JOANNA:  Dorothy  Mackaill — An  up-to-date- 
minute  picture.  Everybody  pleased.  Did  fairly 
well  at  the  box  office.  Bight  reels. — A.  G.  Wit^ 
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wer  Grand  theatre,  Hainier,  Ore. — Gene
ral  patron- 

age. 

the  dark  ANGEL;  Ronald  Colman—
 Very 

picture.  First  National  has  the  pictures 

7^  uses  the  exhibitors  right.  Seven 
 reels. — 

James  Martina.  Star  theatre,  Danville. 
 N.  Y. 

the  lady  who  LIED;  Lewis  Ston
e— This 

is  a   frost.  Nothing  to  it.— E.  W.  
Swarthout. 

Palace  theatre.  Aurora,  Ind.— General  patr
onage. 

INFATUATION;  Corinne  Griffith — Very  bad
 

for  Corrine.  Nothing  but  stalling  and  the
y  all 

seem  to  not  know  what  it  is  all  about.  
Business 

good  first  night.  That  was  all.  Eight
  reels.— 

Ira  Stevens,  Whynot  theatre,  Greenfield,
  Ind. — 

General  patronage. 

the  new  commandment  s   Ronald  Col- 

jjjjjji   This  picture  drew  more  people  int
o  my 

house  than  any  picture  I   have  run  this 
 year. 

And  that  beautiful  trailer  that  First  Nati
onal 

furnishes  sure  helps  to  get  the  business.  F
irst 

National  gives  us  the  best  service  of  any  _ex- 

change  existing.  Seven  reels. — James  Mart
ina, 

Star  theatre,  Dansville,  N.  Y. — General  patronag
e. 

the  new  COMMANDMENT;  Special  cast — 

An  old  story  told  in  a   new  and  interesting  set- 

ting Will  get  over  0.  K.  and  satisfy  the  ma- 

jority.—H,  G.  Stettmund.  Jr.,  Odeon  theatre. 

Chandler,  Okie.- Small  town  patronage. 

MEMORY  LANE;  Special  cast — This  is  iust 

like  all  First  National's  a   good  picture  with  good 

drawing  power  and  satisfied  patrons.— R.  
B. 

Mitchell.  Plainview  theatre,  Plainview,  Tex.— Gen- 

eral patronage. 

MEMORY  LANE;  Special  cast — Good  young 

people's  attendance  on  this  picture  and  it  suited 

them  all.  Will  stand  exploitation  and  should 

make  money  for  any  exhibitor.  Seven  reels. — 

C.  McDonough,  Auditorium  theatre,  Libertyville, 

111. — Small  town  patronage. 

JUST  A   WOMAN:  Claire  Windsor — Drew  good 

for  two  nights  against  one  of  these  barnstorm- 

ing College  Glee  Club  things,  so  it  must  be 

pretty  good.  Never  saw  Conway  Tearle  or  Percy 

Marmont  in  anything  better.  Dorothy  Revere,  as 

the  vamp,  was  very  clever  and  easy  to  look  at. 

George  Cooper  supplies  the  comedy,  which  is 

good.  In  fact,  have  had  this  bird  in  several 

pictures,  and  he  is  always  good.  A   great  pic- 

ture for  the  ladies,  as  it  proves  to  their  satis- 
faction that  they  are  superior  to  the  males  of 

the  race.  Seven  reels. — Wm.  E.  Tragsdorf,  Trags 

theatre,  Neillsville,  Wis. — Mixed  patronage. 

DULCY:  Constance  Talmadge — Here  is  a   good 

picture  on  which  you  cannot  go  wrong.  It  has 

a   bunch  of  clean  laughs  in  it.  Seven  reels. — 
Pioneer  Pete,  The  Pioneer  theatre,  Amasa,  Mich. 
— Small  town  patronage. 

THE  LADY;  Norma  Talmadge— This  is  one  of 
the  best  pictures  that  Norma  has  made  yet.  There 

is  everything  you  expect  of  a   picture  in  this 

one. — R.  E.  Mitchell,  Plainview  theatre.  Plain- 

view,  Tex. — General  patronage. 

WHY  WOMEN  LOVE;  Special  cast— This  play 
has  one  scene  which  should  receive  credit,  the 

shipwreck  with  its  scene  of  burning  oil.  Other- 
wise it  is  crude  and  cordid.  It  is  disfigured  by  a 

cast  which  suggests  a   group  of  amateurs  re- 
hearsing on  a   water  front.  The  violent  gestures, 

the  grimaces  of  overfeeling,  the  spasms  of  love 

and  hate,  hurt  the  refined  and  make  mirth  for  the 

"groundlings.”  The  cast  acted  like  amateurs  in 
embryo.  A   few  people  walked  out.  If  it  were 

not  that  we  had  an  extra  good  Pathe  News 

for  that  evening,  we  would  feel  like  giving  the 

people  their  money  back. — A.  J.  Gibbons,  Elite- 
Cozy  theatre.  Metropolis,  111. — Mixed  patronage. 

SALLY  s   Colleen  Moore — A.  thoroughly  enter- 
taining story  of  a   foundling  who  becomes  a 

great  dancer,  and  Colleen  can  sure!'"  'lance.  It 
pleased  but  it  did  not  draw  above  the  average. 

Eight  reels. — ^A.  N.  Miles,  Eminence  theatre. 

Eminence,  Ky. — Small  town  patronage. 

WINDS  OF  CHANCE:  Special  cast— Good 
Northern  picture  of  the  gold  rush  days.  Victor 
McLagien  does  some  wonderful  acting  in  this 

as  a   French  trapper  and  boatman.  Lots  of  action 
flavored  with  good  comedy.  Business  good.  Ten 

reels.— L.  N.  Vickers,  Liberty  theatre.  Hardin, 
Mont. — General  patronage. 

BLUEBEARD'S  SEVEN  WIVES:  Ben  Lyon— 
^ery  good  and  interesting  all  the  way  through. 
Ben  will  soon  have  Milton  Sills  and  some  of  the 

other  boys  looking  at  their  hols  cards,  because  ha 
is  coming  right  along.  I   guess  it  must  be 

I^P-P-publicity  (you’ll  get  this  when  you  see  the 
picture).— H.  G.  Stettmund,  Jr.,  Odeon  theatre. 

Chandler.  Okla. — Small  town  patronage. 

the  TALKERS;  Lewis  Stone— Would  have 

been  a   good  picture  but  the  producer  tried  to 

'   long  picture  rather  than  a   good  one 

Special  to 
Fox  Film  Corp, 
THANK.  YOU  (Pox):  Special  cast. 

— Special  to  Fox  Film  Corporation: 

I   want  to  say  “thank  you”  for  this 
picture.  It’s  a   splendid  picture.  Re- 

ligious, yes,  but  does  not  sermonize. 
More  cf  this  kind  to  intersperse  with 

our  program  throughout  the  year 

would  be  good  for  our  house. — 
KREIGHBAUM  BROS.,  Char-Bell 
theatre,  Rochester,  Ind. 

ADVENTURE  LAND  ON 

THE  GREAT  NORTHERN 

THE  TALKERS:  Lewis  Stone — Splendid  pic- 
ture. Shirley  Mason  very  good,  so  was  Miss 

Nilsson  and  Lewis  Stone.  All  did  clever  work. 

People  did  not  like  the  name.  Business  poor. 

Bight  reels. — ^Hewett  and  De  Vault,  American 

theatre,  Seattle,  Wash. — General  patronage. 

THE  UNGUARDED  HOUR:  Milton  Sills— A 

very  nice  picture,  we  thought.  Pleased  the  ma- 
jority. Some  expected  Sills  In  a   more  virile  role. 

Business  fair.  Seven  reels. — A.  G.  Witwer,  Grand 

theatre.  Rainier,  Ore. — General  patronage. 

THE  MAKING  OF  O’MALLEY:  Milton  Sills— 
The  story  of  an  Irish  policeman,  which  is  meat 
for  the  small  town  audience.  My  fans  like  Sills 

in  anything. — C.  M.  Vail,  Blende  theatre,  Benton. 
Wis. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  MAKING  OF  O’MALLEY:  Milton  Sills— 
A   really  good  picture.  Everyone  pleased.  Dorothy 
Mackaill  was  a   sweet  likable  school  teacher.  The 

child  exceptionally  clever.  Milton  Sills  is  always 

good  in  anything.  Business  good.  Eight  reels. — 
Hewett  &   De  Vault,  American  theatre,  Seattle, 
Wash. — General  patronage. 

THE  MAKING  OF  O’MALLEY:  Milton  Sills— 
This  is  a   dandy  picture  and  pleased  my  crowd. 

Milton  Sills  is  good  as  the  hard  boiled  cop  that 

gets  the  king  bootlegger  and  wins  the  girl.  Doro- 
thy Mackail,  who  is  always  pleasing.  Eight  reels. 

— C.  H.  Moulton,  Bijou  theatre,  Beach,  N.  D. — 
Small  town  patronage. 

THE  LOST  WORLD:  Special  cast— Truly  a 

great  production.  Played  it  to  three  days  of  big 

business.  Broke  all  box  office  records  and  we've 
been  playing  all  of  the  big  ones.  Ten  reels. — 
L.  N.  Vickers,  Liberty  theatre,  Hardin,  Mont. — 
General  patronage. 

MY  SON;  Nazimova— Getting  a   little  old  but 

if  your  patrons  like  the  dramatic,  shosv  them  this 
feature.— C.  M.  Vail.  Blende  theatre,  Benton.  Wis. 
— Small  town  patronage. 

FRIVOLOUS  SAL;  Special  cast— A   good  drama- 

tic picture  without  a   lot  of  riding.  Ben  Alex- 
ander very  appealing  as  the  small  boy  whose 

mother  is  dead.  He  can  bring  a   tear  to  the 

eye  just  as  he  did  in  "Hearts  of  the  World” 
when  he  was  a   tiny  youngster.  Seven  reels.— 

A.  N.  Miles,  Eminence  theatre.  Eminence  Ky. — 
Small  town  patronage. 

Fox 

make 
— — a,  ,ua}{  picture  ratner  man 

My  patrons  say  more  than  7   reels  is  too  long. 

Eight  reels.- C.  M.  Vail,  Blende  theatre,  Benton. 
— Small  town  patronage. 

OVER  THE  HILL;  Mary  Carr— Business  above 

average  of  first  runs,  and  had  “Behind  the  Front" 
and  "Steel  Preferred”  as  opposition.  So  "Over  the 
Hill"  will  still  pull  ’em  in  regardless.  Eleven 

reels.— P.  E.  Williams,  Orpheum  theatre.  Oel- 
wein,  la. — General  patronage. 

THE  COWBOY  AND  THE  COUNTESS:  Buck 

Jones   Buck  Jones’  best,  and  so  thought  my  pa- 

trons. Six  reels. — Pace.  Bouma  and  McGraw. 

Princess  theatre,  Traer,  la. — Small  town  patron- 

age. 

EAST  LYNNE;  Special  cast— This  is  an  excel- 

lent production  and  deserves  to  be  praised  to 

the  skies  from  standpoint  of  fine  direction,  for 

following  story  and  for  the  most  excellent  cast
 

probably  ever  assembled  In  a   single  picture.  Th
e 

portrayals  by  the  cast  are  very  good.  Busin
ess 

poor.  Nine  reels.— W.  H.  Brenner,  Cozy  theatre. 

Winchester,  Ind.— General  patronage. 

THE  FIRST  YEAR:  Matt  Moore— Splendid 

entertainment  in  this  picture.  Plenty  of  comedy 

and  will  please.  Seven  reels.— Fry.  Palace  theatre.
 

Mt.  Pleasant.  Tex.— General  patronage. 

THE  FIRST  YEAR;  Special  cast— Very  good 

light  comedy  drama.  Will  please  any  aud
ience. 

—Jack  Davis,  State  theatre.  Tawas  City,  Mich
.— 

General  patronage. 

THE  TIMBER  WOLF:  Buck  Jones— A   dandy
 

picture,  up  with  Buck’s  average.  Six  reels.
 — A.  O. 

Lambert.  Monticello  Opera  House,  Monticeilo. 
 la. 

— General  patronage. 

irith  iis  own  btRinnines  under  James  J.  Hill  deeply  footed  in  the 

picturesque  formative  aavs  of  the  Northwest,  the  Great  Northern  is 
erecting  moniimeiiis  at  historically  famous  spots  alone  its  route. 
One  of  these  is  located  on  the  above  site  where,  in  July,  I SOf>.  Cap- 

tain AleriwelhfT  Lervis,  leader  of  themomenlous  /.ewis  and  Clark 

Expedition,  eneonntered  hostile  Indians  at  a   point  j'ust  above  tl^ 
Great  Northern's  present  main  line  (today's  Meriwether  StaitonU 
a   few  miles  east  of  Glacier  National  Park. 

COME,  traverse  the  magnificent miles  of  tlie  great  Northwest  in 
luxurious  comfort  on  that  aristocrat 

of  trains,  the  New  Oriental  T.imited. 
It  is  a   romantic  adventure  into  an 

epic  land,  this  smootli,  restful,  quiet 

flight  of  transportation’s  thorough- 
bred along  the  scenic,  low-altitude, 

easy-grade  courses  of  the  Mississippi, 
Missouri,  Flathead,  Kootenai  and 
Columbia  Rivers.  Green  and  color- 

.   ful  is  the  landscape  of  this  historic 

empire— James  J.  Hill’s  aptly  named 
“Zone  of’ Plenty.”  Stirring  are  the 
stories  of  the  men  of  vision  and  valor 
who  subdued  it. 

Plan  on  a   trip  through  “Historic 

Northwest  Adventure  Land”  for  this 
Summer’s  vacation.  Live  a   little 
while  in  the  soothing,  lake-jeweled, 
million  acres  of  Glacier  National 

Park.  Then  go  on  to  Spokane,  Se- 

attle, Tacoma  and  Portland,  to  Vic- 
toria and  Vancouvei  in  British  Co- 

lumbia. It  is  none  too  early  to  corn- 
mence  making  arrangements.  Fill 
out  the  coupon  below,  clip  and  mail. 

Glaciec 
NATIONAL  PARK 

Open  June  IS  to  Sept.  IS 

Route  of  the  New 

Oriental  Limited 
A   Dependable 

Railway 

I   J.  Dickinson,  Room  712,  Great  Northern  Railway. 
I   St.  Paul,  Minn.  ,   , 

[Send  me  free  books  about  Glacier  National  Park  anu  cofit from  this  point  of  a     .   •   day  stay  in  the  Park  for 

I   .T  partyof     I   am  particularly  intercstei  i   i :   D   General  Tour  of  Park  □   Burlington  Escorted  Tour 

Name 
lame     

.ddrets     EIM-ll 



62 EXHIBITORS  HERALD 

THE  TIMBER  WOLF:  Buck  Jones.-An  extra 
good  Western  picture.  This  star  always  makes 
eood.— Bert  Silver,  Silver  Family  theatre.  Green- ville,  Mich.'— General  patronage. 

WAGES  FOB  WIVES:  Special  east— Highly 
pleasing  comedy.  Work  of  east  exceptional.  Busi- 

ness very  good.— J.  C.  Patrick.  Patrick’s  theatre. Crescent,  Okla.— General  patronage. 

WAGES  FOR  WIVES:  Special  cast— A   domes- 
tic comedy  drama  that  is  a   whiz.  A   cast  of  ex- 

cellent players,  all  of  whom  do  fine  work.  A 
picture  that  draws  like  plaster  and  will  please 
after  you  get  them  in.  Taken  from  a   stage 
play,  this  one  makes  good.  Heralds  are  espe- 

cially good.  Boceived  many  favorable  comments 
and  know  it  pleased  for  the  crowd  laughed  heart- 

ily all  through  it.  Don’t  bo  afraid  to  boost  this 
one  as  a   light  comedy  that  will  satisfy.  Seven 
reels.— C.  H.  Moulton,  Bijou  theatre.  Beach,  N. l^.““Small  town  patronage. 

THE  JOHNSTOWN  FLOOD:  George  O’Brien 
—Great  box  office  picture.  Played  to  capacity and  it  seemed  to  please.  However,  it  lacks  a 
mt  of  being  the  greatest  thriller  of  1926.   J.  C. 
Patrick,  Patrick's  theatre.  Crescent,  Okla.   Gen- eral patronage. 

THE  JOHNSTOWN  FLOOD:  George  O’Brien 

^   ̂   excellent  flood  scene, 
pats  The  Johnstown  Flood.”  Six  reels.-J. 
S.  Walker.  Texas  theatre.  Grand  Prairie.  Tex.— Small  town  patronage, 

THE  WINDING  STAIR:  Special  cast-Very 
good  drama  full  of  interest  all  the  way  through, 
^ven  reels.— A,  O.  Lambert.  Monticello  Opera House,  Monticello,  la.— General  patronage. 

THE  ypKEE  SENOR:  Tom  Mix-Poorest Mix  of  the  season.  Five  reels.— T.  A   Shea 
Palace  theatre.  McGehee.  Ark.— Neighborhood patronage, 

LAZYBONES:  Buck  Jones— A   first  rate  pic- ture  that  pleased  about  all  the  fans,  but  as  no- 
body  loves  a   lazy  man  we  had  lots  of  criticism there.  However.  Buck  is  there  in  pictures  other 
than  WjMterns.— Jack  Greene,  New  Geneseo theatre.  Geneseo.  111.— Small  town  patronage. 

Jones— A   good  program 

pictoo  but  they  don't  care  for  Buck  in  this  type of  picti^e.  Eight  reels,— Pace,  Bouma  and  Mc- Graw.  Princess  theatre,  Traer.  la.— Small  town patronage. 

•Jones-If  this  has  any 
discover  it.  However,  you 

ould  naturally  think  that  the  usual  Buck  Jones 
followers  would  all  be  on  deck,  but  somehow  they passed^  this  up.  The  picture,  while  very  well done,  18  not  the  kind  of  stuff  they  want.  Eight 
reels.— W.  H.  Brenner.  Cozy  theatre.  Winchester. Ind. — General  patronage, 

HONOR:  George  O’Brien— A   fine  picture.  Act- ing of  entire  cast  very  good.  A   big  picture  in 
every  way.  Ton  reols.-Pace.  BouiJa  anrMc" 

MtZ.S"'""'  '“-S”*!!  *own 

Toll”  J^i^-The  best ^m  Mix  to  date.  Plenty  of  action  and  Tom Wilson  furnishes  plenty  of  laughs.  Seven  reels. J.  Hoffman.  Plnmview  theatre,  Plainview. Web. — General  patronage. 

THE  BEST  BAD  MAN:  Tom  Mix-The  small- 
est house  we  ever  had  on  a   Mix  picture,  but  the 

^ond  night  with  the  "Country  Store”  was  bet- tor. Five  reels.— Hewett  and  De  Vault,  Ameri- 
can theatre.  Seattle.  Wash.— General  patronage. 

"THE  WHEEL:  Special  cast— Picture  gave  gen- eral satisfaction.  It  was  spotty  and  dragged 
some,  but  it  pleased  anyivny.  They  can't  all^be 

THa  O'lt  fiis  sign  on  this  one. 
w   ?   eood.  Some  of  the 
best  steep  0   chase  riding  that  1   have  ever  seen 
gwen  reols.-W.  Bradley.  Moon  theatre.  NeligS’ 
Neb.— General  patronage.  

•^'««ugn, 
THE  GOLDEN  STRAIN:  Special  cast— An- 

tuir  ordinary  pic- thoiitre.  Tawas  City. 

Mich.— General  patronage.  
^ 

THE  GOLDEN  STRAIN:  Special  cast-This picture  did  not  please.  Our  patrons  are  tired of  war  pictures.  Six  reels.-Pace.  Bouma  and 

P.t™So  town 

AN  ARIZONA  ROMEO:  Buck  Jones-Verv Picture.  Five  reels.-L.  C.  BoldSc  BuZ 
theatre.  Conway.  N.  H.-General  patronage. 
AS  NO  MAN  HAS  LOVED;  Special  cast-Boy. hero  is  one  picture  that  will  draw  and  please 

any  crowd  that  comes  to  see  this  one.  You^^have 

acting  I   have  ever  seen  in  any  picture  is  in 
this  one.  I   just  can’t  say  enough  to  show  my appreciation  of  this  picture.  Book  it  and  boS 

Special  to 
Buck  Jones 
THE  TRAIL  RIDER  (Fox) :   Buck 

of  action  and  a   good  story.  Our  print 
was  dark.  Supporting  cast  well  ckosen. 
Hhanks,  Buck.  Tell  Bill  Fox  to 
— p   you  in  yi  , 
R.  K.  RUSSELL,  Pastime 

^   '   g»  la. 

Mitchell,  Plainview  theatre,  Plain- 
view,  Tex. — General  patronage. 

AS  NO  MAN  HAS  LOVED:  Pauline  Starke 
—Here  is  one  fine  picture  and  should  be  shown  in 
every  town.  Give  the  school  kids  a   chance  to 
see  It.  We  run  it  at  ten  cents  a   seat  for  all 
school  children.  Better  than  many  so-cailed  spe- 

cials. Ten  reels— Krieghbaum  Brothers.  Char- 
Bell  theatre,  Rochester.  Ind.— General  patronage. 
THE  IRON  HORSE:  George  O'Brien-Great 

picture  of  early  history  of  the  West.  Better 
than  "The  Covered  Wagon”  or  "The  Pony  Bx- 
press.”  This  picture  was  made  in  a   big  way, which  isn't  true  of  most  Westerns.  Eleven  reels 
— L.  N.  Vickers,  Liberty  theatre,  Hardin.  Mont.- General  patronage. 

THE  IRON  HORSE:  George  O’Brien-Best  pic- 
ture played  m   a   long  time.  Bought  right  and made  more  clean  money  than  any  picture  played 

m   several  years.  Ten  reels.— W.  A.  Conner, 
Dawson  theatre,  Dawson,  Tex.— Small  town  pa- 
tronage. 

THE  IRON  HORSE:  George  O’Brien-Most 
patrons  classed  this  far  ahead  of  "The  Covered 
Wagon,  but  did  not  draw,  as  it  was  not  sold 
to  the  public.  Eleven  reels— Pace.  Bouma  and 
McGraw.  Princess  theatre,  Traer.  la.— Small  town patronage. 

THE  MAN  WHO  CAME  BACK:  Georgs 
O   Brien— Very  good  but  far  from  a   special.  Paid twiM  as  much  as  it  is  worth.  Nine  reels.— R 
Pfeiffer.  Princess  theatre.  Chilton,  Wia.— Small town  patronage. 

LIGH’FNIN’;  Jay  Hunt — My  patrons  claim  that this  picture  was  not  as  good  as  the  play  and they  were  not  satisfied.  I   presume  John  Golden 
do^n  t   mean  anything  to  a   small  town,  and  Fox got  all  the  e.xhibitors  with  the  so-called  specials. Never  again  mil  1   pay  the  price  1   did.  Nine 
reel^— James  Martina.  Star  theatre.  Dansville, 

— General  patronage. 

T   Hunt— Went  over  better  than 1   expected.  Seemed  to  please.— Tack  Davis.  State 
theatre.  Tawas  City,  Mich.— General  patronage. 
THE _ ANCIENT  MARINER:  Special  cast-Pio- oh-  what  a   nose  dive  our  box  office 

took  on  this.  If  It  had  not  been  for  the  schools 

Tail?  r   iWack  Davis.  State  theatre, 
Tawas  City,  Mich.— General  patronage. 
DICK  TURPIN:  Tom  Mix-I  have  seen  a   lot 

of  poor  reports  on  this  one,  but  I   did  not  think that  it  was  so  bad.  Folks  liked  it.  But  would 

It  **1  ̂   hut  I   suppose  that 
we  must  let  him  have  his  little  fling  at  “Art  for 

Lva  111  be  satisfied.  Six  reels— W.  Bradley Moon  theatre,  Neligh,  Neb.-General  patronage 
LADIES  TO  BOARD:  Tom  Mix-Old  but  a 

mighty  good  picture.  Tom  sure  brought  down the  home  on  this  one.  Lots  of  comedy  and  ac- Globe  theatre. 

Savannah,  Mo. — General  patronage. 
THE  LUCKY  HORSESHOE:  TomMix-Here 

7°"’  ^   flop- People  came  out  of  the  house  staggering  or 

-7  the  tempera- 

this  d   think 
this  O.  K..  our  patrons  made  faces  at  us  as they  passed  out  and  said  "rotten.”  Five  reels 
-Giacoma  Bros..  Crystal  theatre,  Tombstone.  Ariz’ 
—General  patronage. 

Buck  Jones 

—Usual  Saturday  mob  relished  Buck  in  this  -   all very  iwssible  but  highly  improbable.  Six  reels  — 
Pace  &   Bouma.  Rialto  theatre,  Pocahontas,  ia — Mixed  patronajre. 

DURAND  OP  THE  BADLANDS:  Buck  Jones 
—Buck  again  rings  the  bell  in  this  Western  Five rMls.— Fry,  Palace  theatre.  Mt.  Pleasant  Tex  — General  patronage. 

THE  DEADWOOD  COACH:  Tom  Mix-This one  was  a   good  picture  of  Tom  Mix.  We  had  a house.  Plenty  of  action,  and  good  story. 
Mix  always  draws  extra  business.  You  will  see 

some  people  that  never  have  been  to  your  8ho» before.  If  you  buy  this  picture  and  pay  IfZ 

you  will  make  money.  We  broke  oii  ̂    ̂ 

play^  this  picture  on  Sunday,  February  14  g.il 
di^  18  the  best  day  for  us.  Seven  ̂ s  -Nic^ Uides  Brothers.  American  theatre,  Scofield  u? 

General  patronage.  
' 

THE  EVERLASTING  WHISPER:  Tom  Mi. 
—Fairly  good  picture  but  he  doesn’t  mea?  =7 

S’  Ta'  like  it  vS 

well.  It  had  a   good  story  but  not  enough  actioT to  suit  them.  It  is  far  below  most  of  his tures.  Six  reels.— James  Martina  Star  thL* Dansville.  N.  Y.-General  patronSg;. 

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer 
DANCE  MADNESS:  Conrad  Nagel-A  good picture  with  some  fine  comedy.  Six  reels  — Krieghbaum  Brothers,  Char-Bell  theatre.  ReebU- ter,  led.— Genera!  patronage, 

1,  Absolutely  not  the  riot  Metro  Goldw^ 
would  have  you  believe  it.  However.  Ch^ie Murray  and  Ford  Sterling  fine.  The  ne^  woSer girl  IS  all  they  claim  of  her.  She  is  great.  Con- 

siderably overbid.  Not  a   big  price  picture  in any  sense  of  the  word.  Will  make  you  money  if put  over  right,  but  picture  not  sold  to  the  pSdic 
by  the  producers.  If  you  can  do  this  it  will  make you  some  money.  It  did  very  well  for  me.  Played 
^March  18-19-20.  Seven  reels.— J,  C.  Kennedy 
^press  theatre.  Akron.  Ia.-Small  town  patrol 

      Charles  Ray — A   good  pro- 
eood.SevBn  reels.-Fred 

HIS  SECRETARY:  Norma  Shearer-This  is 
toe  one  toey  should  call  special  instead  of  "The Tower  of  Lies.”  If  you  want  to  see  a   clean 
comic  Picture,  book  "His  Secretary."  Good! 

Hil- 

bert,  Wis. — Genera!  patronage, 

^SBCRETAEYs  Norma  Shearer— Genuine entertainment.  A   splendid  comedy  drama.  One of  the  best  this  year.  Will  please  all  if  you  can 
patrons  here. 

fhTafr?'’  R®-*''-  ®®«®"  ̂ ®®^®-— A.  G.  Witwer,  Grand 

theatre.  Rainier,  Ore.— General  patronage 

THE  GREAT  LOVE:  Special  cast-PIeased 
about  60  per  cent.  A   very  poor  offering.  Paper doesn  t   show  names  of  stars  and  some  scenes  not 
m   P'oture  that  appear  on  photos.  Five  reels.— 
A.  G.  Witwer.  Grand  theatre.  Rainier,  Ore.- General  patronage. 

GO  WEST:  Buster  Seaton— After  reading  sev- eral adverse  reports  on  this,  expected  it  to  be 
just  stvso.  but  say  1— it’s  a   knock-out.  More laughs  in  reels  than  in  the  ten  reels  of  "The 

*   people  like  comedy  they’ll 
T   ‘   S’’  ®®P®®'®^3y  farmers.  Seven  reels. 

J.  Hoffman.  Plainview  theatre.  Plainview, Nebr. — General  patronage. 

GO  WEST:  Buster  Keaton— To  my  notion  the best  thing  Keaton  has  done  since  he  went  into 
^®  excellent  first  night but  the  second  was  not  a   bad  one,  living  up  to 

our  usual  experience  with  Keaton  pictures.  The cow  in  this  one  is  a   dandy  but  the  cattle  drive 
grows  very  tiresome.  Seven  reels.-Henry  Reeve. 
Ster  theatre.  Menard.  Tex.— Small  town  patron- 

.       AND  MARY ;   Special  east — 
very  go^  and  proved  a   fine  drawing  card  for us.  Business  about  double  what  I   expected.  Lots ot  favorable  comments  from  patrons.— H.  G. 
Stettround,  Jr.,  Odeon  theatre.  Chandler.  Okla.— 
omall  town  patronage. 

SALLY,  IRENE  AND  MARY:  Special  cast— Good  program  picture.  Must  say  I.  myself,  like 
toese  kind,  but  so  many  want  horse  riding  rfnd fighting.  Six  reels.-Fred  Boeselager,  Opera House.  Hilbert,  Wis.— General  patronage. 

THE  MIDSHIPMAN:  Ramon  Novarro-Some- 
ttimg  different  in  screen  entertainment.  Good 

®   Annapolis  scenes  gives  it 
the  desir^  atmosphere.  Ramon  Novarro  excel- lent  In  this  production.  Eight  reels.— Gunther 
and  Metzger,  Palace  theatre,  Syracuse,  Neb.— 
:Mnall  town  patronage. 

PRETTY  LADIES:  Special  cast — A   very 
pretW  pictore.  Book  it  if  you  want  to  see 
rretty  Ladies.”  A   very  good  title.  80  per  cent, pleased.  SLx  reels.-Fred  Boeselager.  Opera House,  Hilbert,  Wis — General  patronage. 

PRETTY  LADIES:  Special  cast — A   beautiful 
picture.  'The  finest  coloring  of  them  all.— Bert Silver,  Silver  Family  theatre.  Greenville,  Mich.— 
General  patronage. 
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What'll  thc^e  saying. aboVityou  wdays fm  Novy 
OOMETHING  to  worry  about— 

hot  theatres  lose  friends  rapidly 

in  blistering  summer  weather.  The 
insidious  whisper  goes  around; 

“Keep  out  of  the  Smith  Mo-vie  The- 

atre— Ws  an  oven,  my  dear.^’  Or: 

“Doris  says  they  roast  you  alive  at 
the  Plazazza — lefs  for  a   ride,  in- 

stead,” Or: 

“Ifs  too  hot  to  go  to  the  Reels  The- 
atre—Fd  rather  die  of  heat  outside. 

I£  they  say  that  about  your  theatre  90 

days  from  now  your  summer  profits  are 

as  good  as  shot. 

Arctic  Nu“Air  Cooling  and  Ventilating 

System  will  make  them  say,  “No  ride  to- 

night, Jim.  Too  hot.  We’il  go  down  to 
the  Smith  Movie  and  be  cool.”  Or,  “Why 
spend  the  afternoon  in  a   scorching  house 

when  it*s  as  cool  as  a   sea  breeze  at  the 

Plazazza?”  Or,  “The  Reels  Theatre  is  the 
coolest  place  I   know.  No  more  hot  weather 

suffering  for  me.” 
Arctic  Nu-Air  is  building  hot  weather 

reputations  for  over  600  theatres.  It  will 
do  the  same  for  you  or  no  pay. 

Easy  terms  make  this  moderately  priced 

system  a   pay-as-you-profit  proposition. 

The  big  book  tells  the  story— pictures  and 

reproductions  of  exhibitors’  letters. 

Blow  2c  on  the  coupon  and  we’ll  show 
you  how  to  blow  $$  hundreds  of  $$  into 

your  theatre. 

CLIP  AND  MAIL 

Arctic  Nu-Air  Corporation,  Dept.  2 
818  State  Lake  Building, 

Chicago,  Illinois. 

Gentlemen: 

Tell  me  how  to  make  them  say  that  my  Theatre
 

(seating          )   is  the  “Coolest  Place  m   Town.” 

Also  explain  your  down  payment  plan  an
d  easy  terms. 

House 
Dimensions: 

Length     
Width    

Height   
Balcony? 

Yes  □   No  □ 

Name  —     

Theatre 

Address 

City 

_State . 
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CONFESSIONS  OF  A   QUEEN:  Special  cast^ 
Good  picture.  No  drawing  power.  Lewis  Stone 
Is  at  hie  beat  in  this  picture.  Aileen  Pringle  is 
as  beautiful  as  ever.  Story  was  weak.  Seven 

reels. — F.  K.  Shaffer.  Lyric  theatre,  Frostburg, 
Md.— General  patronage. 

THE  TOWER  OF  LIES:  Lon  Chaney— Booked 
this  one  os  a   special  but  no.  Boosted  it  with 
advertising.  Raised  admission  but  had  all  kinds 
of  complaints  as  a   special.  Seven  reels. — Fred 

Boeselager,  Opera  House.  Hilbert,  Wis.— General 
patronage. 

THE  TOWER  OF  LIES;  Lon  Chaney— Well 
produced  and  acted  drama  but  only  appealed  to 
60  per  cent,  of  our  patrons.  Business  fair. 
Seven  reels. — A.  G.  Witwer,  Grand  theatre, 
Rainier,  Ore. — General  patronage. 

THE  MYSTIC:  Aileen  Pringle — Very  good. 
Business  good.  Eight  reels. — Ira  Stevens,  Wynot 
theatre,  Greenfield,  Ind. — General  patronage. 

THE  MERRY  WIDOW:  Mae  Murray— "The 
Merry  Widow’’  is  a   knockout  from  every  angle. 
Story  is  very  interesting.  Direction,  while  I 
might  take  issue  with  Von  Stroheim  on  some  of 
his  conceptions,  is  well  done  and  the  cast  is  100 
per  cent,  perfect.  We  opened  Sunday  night  to 
the  biggest  business  this  year  at  advanced  prices 
and  took  the  worst  licking  on  Monday  and  Tues- 

day we  over  got,  so  all  J   can  say  is  that  1   will 
have  to  get  the  old  alibi  out.  Ten  reels.   W.  H. 
Brenner,  Cozy  theatre,  Winche.ster.  Ind.— General patronage. 

THE  MERRY  WIDOW:  Mae  Murray — Good 
picture,  but  did  not  go  over  big  here.  I   think 
better  city  picture.— W.  F.  Weary.  Casino  the- 

atre, Sac  ttty,  la.— General  patronage. 

THE  MERRY  WIDOW ;   Mae  Murray — A   won- 
derful picture.  Everybody  was  well  pleased  with 

this  one.  Patrons  enjoyed  the  waltz  mostly. 
Business  was  very  good.  Mae  Murray  at  her  best. 
— ^Twelve  reels. — Robert  Kessler,  Benn  theatre, Philadelphia,  Pa. — General  patronage. 
THE  MERRY  WIDOW:  Mae  Murray— Did  not 

draw  as  well  as  It  should.  It’s  entertaining  and 
all  that  and  those  that  saw  it  were  well  satisfied, 
but  we  did  not  have  very  many  see  it  for  some 
reason  or  other.  I   think  mainly  because  it  was 
foreign  stuff. — Jack  Greene,  New  Geneseo  tehatre, Goneseo,  111. — Small  town  patronage. 

CHEAPER  TO  MARRY:  Lewis  Stone— A   very 
good  picture  with  plenty  of  humor  in  it.  Did 
good  business  on  this.  Seven  reels.— A.  H.  Roeper, 
Leeds  theatre,  Leeds,  lu. — Neighborhood  patron- age, 

HE  WHO  GETS  SLAPPED:  Lon  Chaney- 
Here  is  another  of  Lon  Chaney’s  pictures  that 
went  over  fine  with  our  people.  Chaney  is  pretty nearly  always  seen  in  satisfactory  pictures.  That 
IS,  Iwth  he  and  the  pictures  he  is  in  satisfy  our 
people.  Seven  reels. — Giacoma  Bros.,  Crystal 
theatre.  Tombstone.  Ariz.— General  patronage. 
HE  WHO  GETS  SLAPPED:  Lon  Chaney— A 

very  good  picture.  Different.  However,  the  title 
does  not  do  the  right  thing  by  the  picture.  It 
is  really  a   better  picture  than  the  title  suggests, 
faeven  reels. — A.  H.  Roeper,  Leeds  theatre,  Leeds. In. — Neighborhood  patronage. 
LIGHTS  OF  OLD  BROADWAY:  Marion 

Davies— A   splendid  production.  Played  this  on  a 
baturd^  and  lots  money.  No  fault  of  the  pic- 

ture. They  simply  won’t  see  a   show  on  Satur- Boeselager.  Opera  House. 
Wlibert,  Wjs. — General  patronage, 

BROKEN  BARRIERS:  Special  cast-Did  not 
go  over  here.  No  good.— A.  C.  Betts,  Powers 
theatre.  Red  Creek,  N.  Y.— General  patronage 
THE  BEAUTY  PRIZE:  Viola  Dana-TWs 

prov^  a   good  draw  for  one  night,  on  Monday. never 

Burned  to  get  over.  Six  reels.-Henry  Reeve.  Star theatre.  Menard.  Tax.— Small  town  patronage 
ME  MASKED  BRIDE:  Mae  Murray-Pairly 

gc^  pic^re  but  she  is  no  drawing  card  for  my forgotten  her.-James 

Martina.  Star  theatre,  Dansville,  N.  Y.— General 
patronage.  

'j«:ii*.rai 

THE  UNHOLY  THREE:  Lon  Chaney-In  my MUmaUon  this  picture  was  very  good,  but  not  a l»x  office  attraction.  It  was  a   flop  for  me  and just  nicely  cleaned  for  both  nights.-James  Mar- 

Sag^  ■   Y— General  pa- 
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Special  to 
Exploiters 
SEVEN  CHANCES  (M.G.M.):  Bus- 

ter  Keaton — Have  noticed  many  ex- 
hibitors report  this  as  seven  reels. 

There  are  only  six  in  the  print  I   had. 
We  advertised  that  we  woitld  admit 

every  seventh  person  free.  Drew  a 
fair  crowd  on  a   quiet  night.  Heard 
many  favorable  comments  on  this.  It 

certainly  would  bring  a   laugh  out  of 
a   wooden  Indian.  Ruth  D^vyer  fine, 
wholesome  looking  character.  T,  Roy 
Barnes  always  does  his  inimitable 
stuff  excellently.  Soitz  Edwards  very 
good  type  for  part  he  played. — PI- 

ONEER PETE,  Pioneer  theatre, 
Amasa,  Mich. 

very  good  of  the  picture.  Eight  reels. — James  D. 
Kennedy,  Apollo  theatre,  Indianapolis,  Ind.   
Downtown  patronage. 

DANCING  MOTHERS:  Alice  Joyce — A   very 
good  picture.  Alice  Joyce  very  good.  Clara  Bow 
supplies  the  comedy.— James  D.  Kennedy,  Apollo 
theatre,  Indianapolis,  Ind. — Downtown  patronage. 

DANCING  MOTHERS:  Alice  Joyce — Good  lit- 

tle _   program  picture,  consistent  throughout,  and 
while  not  a   Bmall  town  theme,  it  was  well  liked. 
Clara  Bow  in  her  accustomed  flapper  role  is  the 
acme  of  a   gin-drinking  1926  model.  The  last  reel 
has  one  of  the  most  "naturar’  surprises  in  this 
hackneyed  though  unusual  triangle  story,  prob- 

ably a   six-some,  since  that  many  persons  are  in- 
volved. Seven  reels.— Pace  &   Bouma,  Rialto 

theatre,  Pocahontas,  la, — Mixed  patronage. 

SEA  HORSES:  Jack  Holt— An  unusual  pic- 
ture that  brought  forth  many  comments  of  praise. 

Considerable  action  that  works  up  a   climax 
wherein  you  learn  what  "Sea  Horses"  are.  Ex- 

ploit as  something  different  but  not  so  your  pa- 
trons will  expect  too  much.  Seven  reels   Pace 

&   Bouma,  Rialto  theatre,  Pocahontas,  la.— Mixed patronage. 

THE  VANISHING  AMERICAN:  Richard  Dix 
—Well,  if  this  one  does  not  please  them.  I   am  at a   loss  to  know  what  to  do.  It  sure  pleased  all 
the  folks  here.  Richard  Dix  was  marvelous  as 
Nopeai,  the  Indian  Chief.  The  picture  was  full 
of  very  wonderful  scenery.  I   charged  fifty  cents 
and,  believe  me.  every  one  felt  as  if  it  was  worth 
it.  Noaha  Berry  sure  did  a   mean  part.  Boys 
he's  good.  Ten  reels.— W.  Bradley,  Moon  theatre. Neligh,  Neb. — General  patronage. 

THE  AMERICAN  VENUS:  Esther  Ralston— 
Bvep-one  spoke  very  highly  of  this  picture.  Story a   httle  weak  but  plenty  of  action  and  some 
wonderful  gowns  and  sets.  Technicolor  wonder- 

ful. A   gorgeous  production. — James  D.  Kennedy 
Apollo  theatre.  Indianapolis,  Ind.— Downtown  pa- tronage. 

Paramount 

This  S   f   J^LONDIKE:  Thomas  Meighan- ms  picture  presents  the  Florida  land  rush.  Lila 
^   w   again  seen  as  the  leading  woman.  There picture,  as  well  as  some 

wonderful  shots  of  Florida.  All  our  patrons  spoke 

THE  AMERICAN  VENUS;  Special  cast-A 
very  good  show.  The  scenes  are  beautiful  and 
the  style  show  gets  the  ladies.  Some  good  com- 
edy  touches.  Seven  reels.— H.  J.  Eagan.  Amer- 

ican theatre,  Wautoma,  Wis.— Small  town  pa- tronage. 

THE  AMERICAN  VENUS:  Special  cast-This 
picture  lacks  m   plot,  but  where  it  lacks  here  it 
more  than  makes  up  in  gorgeous  settings  and 
scenes.  Our  patrons  raved  over  it.  The  style 
show  was  marvelous.  Not  suitable  for  a   Sunday. Seven  reels.— Krieghbaum  Brothers,  Char-Bell 
theatre,  Rochester,  Ind. — General  patronage 

.^^ERICAN  VENUS:  Special  cast-A most  brilliant  feature  in  prismatic  colors,  with 
honors  well  divided  among  the  cast.  Run  it  as 
a   special  to  make  up  your  losses  on  something 
else.  It  is  worth  any  price  you  charge.   A.  J. 
Gibbons.  Elite-Cozy  theatre,  Metropolis,  111   Mixed  patronage. 

THE  pCHANTED  HILL:  Jack  Holt-One  of Holt  s   best  but  bad  roads  kept  down  crowd, 
beven  reels.— Pace.  Bouma  and  McGraw.  Princess 
theatre,  Traer.  la.— Small  town  patronage. 
MANNEQUIN:  Alice  Joyce— Very  good.  Seven 

M theatre,  McGehee,  Ark. — weighborhood  patronage. 

v’,  Joyce— A   good  picture ^d  was  well  liked  by  all.  Business  was  good. Seven  reels.— Robert  Kessler.  Benn  theatre.  Phil- adclphia,  Pa- — General  patronage. 

THAT  ROYLE  GIRL:  Fields  and  Bempster- 
A   fine  piece  of  work  for  all  concerned.  Did  not 
bring  in  the  dough  as  it  should,  though.  Lots 
of  legs,  but  not  offensive.  The  cyclone  was  great 
Jack  Greene,  New  Geneseo  theatre,  Geneseo,  111 
—Small  town  patronage. 

THAT  ROYLE  GIRL:  Special  cast-Too  much 
jazz.  This  is  not  the  big  picture  I   expected  to 
see.  Cyclone  scene  all  that  kept  this  from  being 
a   complete  flop.  In  my  opinion  Carol  Dempster 
is  a   very  good  actress,  but  looks  sure  were  left 
on  the  siding.  Fields  may  be  a   scream  on  the 
stage,  but  Lloyd  Hamilton  could  have  handled 
the  part  much  better.— J.  C.  Kennedy,  Empress 
theatre,  Akron,  la.,— Small  town  patronage. 

THE  SHOCK  PUNCH:  Richard  Dix— Dix  is  a 
very  good  program  picture.  Can’t  say  much  for 
his  leading  lady  in  this  one.  Six  reels.   J.  c. 
Kennedy,  Empress  theatre.  Akron,  la.   Small town  patronage. 

LORD  JIM:  Percy  Marmont — A   very  good 
program  picture.  The  ending  sad,  but  everyone 
likes  a   change  and  this  one  went  over  good  for 
me.^  I   read  one  report  that  said  this  one  was 
terrible,  but  certainly  can’t  see  it  from  that angle.  Seven  reels.— J.  C.  Kennedy,  Empress 
theatre,  Akron,  la. — Small  town  patronage. 

IRISH  LUCK:  Thomas  Meighan — A   dandy 
picture.  Beautiful  scenes  and  wall  cast.  Two 
days  to  good  business.  Seven  reels.— Ira  Stevens 
Whynot  theatre,  Greenfield.  Ind.— General  pa- 
tronage. 

THE  WANDERER:  Greta  Nissen — Patrons 
didn't  seem  to  care  for  this  one.  Business  was fair.  Was  well  liked  hy  mostly  church  people. 
Ten  reels. — Robert  Kessler,  Benn  theatre.  Phila- 

delphia, Pa. — Genera!  patronage. 

A   WORIAN  OP  TEE  WORLD;  Pola  Negri— A 
good  picture,  but  not  her  best.  A   different  type 
vehicle.  Has  some  gtMxl  comedy,  especially  sub- 

titles. Six  reels. — Kreighbaum  3rcs.,  Char-Bell 
theatre,  Rochester,  Ind.— General  patronage. 

STAGE  STRUCK:  Gloria  Swanson — Can’t  see 
why  they  knock  this  one.  Drew  good  business 
and  pleased  much  better  than  "Madame  Sans 
Gene.”  Seven  reels.— B.  M.  Biddle  Strand  the- 

atre, Paoli,  Ind. — Small  town  patronage. 
THE  LUCKY  DEVIL:  Richard  Dix— A   good 

picture.  Did  very  good  on  Sunday  and  Monday. 
Full  houses.  Eight  reels.— Frank  J.  Sutter.  Lin- 

coln theatre,  Milwaukee,  Wis.— General  patronage. 
WOMANHANDLED:  Richard  Di.x— Good  all 

the  way  through.  Lots  of  laughs  and  action.— 
Jack  Greene,  New  Geneseo  theatre,  Geneseo,  III.   Small  town  patronage. 

WOMANHANDLED;  Richard  Dix — Dix  is 
there  as  a   star.  By  that  I   mean  he  can  get  them 
in  and  they  will  like  the  picture,  although  it's 
light.  Esther  Ralston  is  there.  She  never  ap- 

pears to  better  advantage  than  in  this  one.  Para- 
mount has  a   star  in  Esther.  Book  this  one  and 

it  will  make  you  money.  Seven  reels — F.  K. 
Shaffer,  Lyric  theatre,  Frostburg.  Md.— General patronage. 

LORD  JIM;  Percy  Marmont— A   colorful  story 
of  the  tropica  with  lots  of  action.  Some  beau- 

tiful outdoor  shots.  Drew  average  Saturday  busi- 
ness.  Seven  reels.— E.  M.  Biddle,  Strand  theatre, Paoh,  ind. — Small  town  patronage. 

OLD  HOME  WEEK:  'Thomas  Meighan — Tom makes  a   good  one  now  and  then,  and  this  is  one 
of  his  good  ones.  However,  of  late,  he  has  made 
so  many  poor  ones  that  he  hasn’t  much  draft  at 
the  box  office.  The  film,  out  of  Milwaukee,  was 
oM,  dark  and  full  of  many  scenes  which,  prob- 

ably due  to  poor  printing,  were  cut  of  focus. 
Tragsdorf,  Trags  theatre, 

NeiUsviIle.  Wis.— Small  town  patronage. 

CRIME:  Bebe  Daniels-Wm. 
De  Mille  certainly  should  be  proud  of  the  mystery 
stuff  he  pulled  in  this  one.  It  was  so  dark  in 
many  portions  that  it  was  an  entire  crime  and 
mystery  to  the  audience,  so  dark  it  could  not  be 
sMn.  You  had  to  guess  what  had  happened,  and 
1 11  say  this  to  Bebe,  that  many  mere  like  this 
one  and  you’ll  go  the  route  a   great  many  have gone  before,  the  road  to  oblivion.  A   very  poor 
audience  picture,  both  from  lack  of  novelty  and the  very  dark  shots  that  did  not  allow  of  the 
story  to  be  followed.— A.  B.  Hancock,  Columbia 
theatre.  Columbia  City.  Ind.— General  patronage. 
A   KISS  FOR  CINDERELLA:  Betty  Bronson— 

Sntertaining  to  ladies,  children  and  a   few  of  the 
men  folks.  Splendidly  staged  and  acted,  but  many 
did  not  care  for  fairy  tele  stuff.  Average  busi- ness  and  picture  cost  increased  rental.  Ten  reels. 
— P.  G,  Estee,  S.  T.  theatre,  Parker,  S.  D.— Small town  patronage. 

A   mss  FOR  CfNDEP.ELLA:  Betty  Bronson- 
A   picture  that  the  small  town  exhibitor  should 
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show  snd  give  the  knockers  o£  the  town  p&ases. 

Will  plesse  women  and  children.  Priced  too  high 

for  box  office  value  contained  therein.  Ten  reels. 

  j.  C.  Kennedy,  Empress  theatre,  Akron.  la. — 
Small  town  patronage. 

WILD  HORSE  MESA;  Jack  Holt— A   splendid 
western.  Zane  Grey  stories  usually  make  good 

pictures  to  balance  one’s  program.  Seven  reels. 
  Krleghbaum  Brothers,  Ghar*Bell  theatre,  Roch- 

ester, Ind. — General  patronage. 

FLOWER  OP  THE  NIGHT;  Pola  Negri— A 
fine  story,  but  Pola  never  was  a   star  as  far  as 

the  box  office  is  concerned,  and  it's  what  counts. 
The  east  was  terrible.  Her  leading  man  I   think 

had  never  seen  a   camera  before.  No  drawing 

power,  but  you  have  to  take  this  junk  along  with 
the  rest.  Do  not  run  this  one  if  you  can  help 

it.  Seven  reels. — P.  K.  Shafler,  Lyric  theatre, 

Frostburg,  Md. — General  patronage. 

WILD,  WILD  SUSAN;  Bebe  Daniels — Did  not 
draw  for  some  reason.  Picture  over  advertised. 

Not  nearly  so  wild  as  press  book  would  lead  a 

person  to  believe.  Six  reels. — S.  G.  Ihde,  Photo- 

play theatre,  Ashland,  Kan.-— Small  town  patron- 

age. 

HANDS  UP;  Raymond  Griffith — Griffith  does 

not  please  my  patrons.  Seven  reels. — Pace,  Bouma 

and  McGraw,  Princess  theatre,  Traer,  la. — Small 
town  patronage. 

HANDS  UP:  Raymond  Griffith — •!  can't  see 
why  Griffith  lets  them  cast  him  in  such  a   pic- 

ture. It  was  a   fair  picture,  but  by  far  too  much 

■‘hokum.”  He  is  too  clever  to  allow  himself  to 
appear  in  such  a   picture.  People  liked  it,  but 

would  rather  see  him  in  something  with  a   little 
more  plot  and  comedy  situations.  Six  reels. — 

W.  Bradley.  Moon  theatre,  Neligh,  Neb. — General 
patronage. 

HANDS  UP;  Raymond  Griffith — This  is  an 

absurd  thing,  but  they  laughed  at  it.  Not  near 

as  good  as  “He’s  A   Prince.”  Six  reels. — J.  S. 
Walker,  Texas  theatre,  Grand  Prairie,  Tex. — 
Small  town  patronage. 

THE  LIGHT  OF  WESTERN  STARS;  Special 

cast — Just  wbat  I   thought,  another  big  picture 

for  the  box  office.  Zane  Grey’s  stories  are  read, 
BO  it  is  bound  to  be  good.  Fine  print;  good 
story.  Best  work  of  Holt  and  Berry.  Seven  reels. 

— Robert  W.  Hines,  Hines  Circuit,  Loyalton,  S. 
D. — General  patronage. 

THE  LIGHT  OF  WESTERN  STARS:  Jack 

Holt — Pleased  and  drew  well  as  the  Zane  Grey’s 

usually  do.  Seven  reels. — H.  Nokes,  Elite  theatre, 
Nixa,  Mo. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  LIGHT  OP  WESTERN  STARS;  Billie 

Dove — A   dandy  good  picture  of  the  West.  Not 
an  ordinary  Western,  but  something  different. 

One  of  Grey’s  best  pictures  of  past  year.  Book 
it.  Seven  reels. — A.  H.  Roeper,  Leeds  theatre, 

Leeds.  la. — ^Neighborhood  patronage. 

THE  LIGHT  OF  WESTERN  STARS:  Special 

cast — ^^'’ery  good  Zane  Grey  story.  Well  produced 
and  acted.  Bight  reels.- T.  A.  Shea,  Palace  the- 

atre, McGebee,  Ark. — Neighborhood  patronage. 

HE’S  A   PRINCE :   Raymond  Griffith— Those 
who  appreciated  the  fact  that  it  was  a   clever 
satire  enjoyed  it.  Others,  and  there  were  many, 
figured  it  no  good.  Six  reels. — P.  G.  Estee,  S.  T. 
theatre,  Parker,  S.  D. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  TROUBLE  WITH  WIVES;  Florence 

Vidor— Very  fine  comedy  drama  for  adults.  Tell 
the  children  to  stay  at  home.  Seven  reels. — G. 

M.  Vail,  Blende  theatre,  Benton,  Wis, — Small 
town  patronage. 

SON  OP  HIS  FATHER;  Special  east— This 
picture  proved  very  entertaining  and  I   would  rate 
it  as  a   little  above  the  average  Western.  Seven 

— C.  M.  Veil,  Blende  theatre,  Benton,  Wis. 
— Small  town  patronage. 

THE  TEN  COMMANDMENTS;  Special  cast — 
Best  picture  ever  shown  in  our  house.  Brought 
out  people  that  were  never  seen  at  picture  show 
before. — H.  Nokes,  Elite  theatre,  Nixa,  Mo. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  THUNDERING  HERD:  Special  cast— 
Did  not  get  to  show  this  but  one  night  on  ac- 

count of  basketball  game,  but  we  had  full  house 

^d  everyone  satisfied  at  advance  admission. 
Eight  reels — H.  Nokes,  Elite  theatre,  Nixa,  Mo. 

Small  town  patronage. 

MARRY  ME :   Special  cast — Pleased  us. 
Mighty  good.— H.  Nokes.  Elite  theatre.  Nixa.  Mo. 
— Small  town  patronage. 

CODE  OP  THE  WEST:  Owen  Moore— A   Zane 

Grey  subject  that’s  different.  More  comedy  in  it 
others.  Good  forest  fire  scene.  Moore 

oes  his  Western  atulf  well.  No  adverse  criticism 
on  this.  Seven  reels. — Pioneer  Pete,  Pioneer  the- 

atre, Amasa,  Mich. — Small  town  patronage. 

NIGHT  LIFE  OF  NEW  YORK:  Special  cast— 
We  used  this  on  a   Saturday  night.  It  proved 

to  be  only  fairly  pleasing.  It  did  not  have  a 

very  good  pull  at  the  old  box  office.  It  has  an 
excellent  cast  and  is  well  rated.  Not  as  good 

a   drawing  card  as  expected.  Eight  reels. — C.  A. 

Anglemire,  "Y”  theatre,  Nazareth,  Pa. — Better 
class  patronage. 

THE  STREET  OP  FORGOTTEN  MEN:  Percy 

Marmont — Not  very  good  for  a   Saturday  night, 
as  it  is  a   sad  picture.  Marmont  acts  very  well 

in  this  and  Mary  Brian  is  very  likable  in  it 

also.  Seven  reels. — C.  A.  Anglemire,  "Y”  the- 
atre, Nazareth,  Pa. — Better  class  patronage. 

FORTY  WINKS:  Viola  Dana — Good  and  people 

said  BO.  Six  reels. — Ira  Stevens.  Wynot  theatre, 
Greenfield,  Ind. — General  patronage. 

THE  PONY  EXPRESS;  James  Gruze — Better 

than  ’’The  Covered  Wagon”  and  "North  of  36." 
Two  days  to  fair  business. — Ira  Stevens,  Whynot 
theatre,  Greenfield,  Ind. — General  patronage. 

THE  STORY  WITHOUT  A   NAME:  Special 

cast — This  is  a   good  picture  that  should  interest 
radio  fans  and  should  be  advertised  as  such.  In- 

teresting aeroplane  and  battleship  scenes.  The 

picture  is  not  extraordinary,  however.  Agnes 

Ayres  doesn’t  seem  to  have  any  snap  in  it.  Six 
reels. — Pioneer  Pete,  Pioneer  theatre,  Amasa, 
Mich. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  ALASKAN:  Thomas  Melghan — This  is 

good,  but  "Steele  of  the  Royal  Mounted”  beats 
it  by  a   mile.  More  action,  more  everything. 

Seven  reels. — A.  C.  Betts,  Powers  theatre,  Red 

Creek,  N.  Y. — General  patronage. 

THE  BORDER  LEGION:  Special  cast — Very 

good.  Zane's  will  always  draw  here.  This  is  a 
good  Western  that  will  please  any  Western  fan. 

Seven  reels. — Elmer  Hughes,  Opera  House,  Mes- 

quite, Nev. — General  patronage. 

THE  SPANIARD :   Richard  Cortez — A   very 
good  picture  that  pleased  our  patronage  90  per 

cent.  Six  reels. — A.  K.  Roeper,  Leeds  theatre, 

Leeds,  la. — Neighborhood  patronage. 

THE  NIGHT  CLUB:  Raymond  Griffith— Just  a 
lot  of  silly  chasing  around.  Not  half  as  good 

as  "Forty  Winks."  This  star  is  capable  of  bet- 

ter pictures,  so  lot’s  have  ’em.  Six  reels. — A. 
H.  Roeper,  Leeds  theatre,  Leeds.  la. — Neighbor- 

hood patronage. 

THE  GOLDEN  BED:  Special  cast— A   high 
class  production,  easy  to  understand  and  will 

please  your  fans  if  you  can  get  them  In,  De- 
serves a   good  i>atroDage,  but  we  foiled  to  got 

them  in.  A   number  of  social  events  in  town 

divided  the  crowd.  Nine  reels. — Gunther  and 

Metzger,  Palace  theatre,  Syracuse,  Neb. — Small 
town  patronage. 

THE  STREET  OF  FORGOTTEN  MEN;  Percy 

Marmont — Very  good  picture.  You  won’t  go 
wrong  if  you  book  this  Paramount.  Eight  reels. 

— ^Frank  J.  Sutter,  Lincoln  theatre.  Milwaukee, 
Wis. — General  patronage. 

THE  COAST  OF  FOLLY:  Gloria  Swanson— 
This  one  went  over  with  belter  luck  than  wo 

have  had  with  the  Countess  for  some  time.  Al- 

most more  titles  than  picture  to  it,  but  Gloria 
docs  an  excellent  piece  of  work.  Where  they  got 

the  leading  man  is  nobody’s  business.  The  moat 
excruciating  attempt  at  acting  since  we  glimpsed 

Godfrey  Tearle  in  ’’Salome  of  the  Tenements.” 
With  all  the  passable  leading  men  there  are 

available,  why  pick  up  something  like  this . 

Seven  reels. — Henry  Reeve,  Star  theatre,  Menard. 
Tex. — Small  town  patronage. 

COMING  THROUGH:  Thomas  Meigbao— This 

is  one  of  Meighan’s  best.  This  picture  runs  its 
course  from  a   fashionable  center  to  a   coal  mine 

in  Alabama.  It  is  interesting  throughout.  Seven 

reels. — A.  E.  Sharer,  Globe  theatre.  Savannah. 
Mo.— General  patronage. 

THE  WANDERER  OF  THE  WASTELAND: 

Jack  Holt — This  picture  seemed  to  please  all  who 
saw  it.  Being  all  in  natural  colors  made  it 

pleasing  to  the  eye.  Personally  I   thought  it  a 

great  picture  with  wonderful  mountain  scenery 

and  plenty  of  action.  Seven  reels. — A.  B.  Sharer, 

Globe  theatre,  Savannah,  Mo. — General  patronage. 
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WELCOME  HOME:  Special  cast— A   picture 
that  is  a   lot  different  than  the  average  run. 

However,  it  is  a   little  loo  silly  and  our  patrons 
told  ua  so.  Paramount  is  making  too  much 

comedy.  Almost  all  of  their  pictures  we  have 

run  lately  have  a   little  too  much  silly  stuff  il*. 
them.  Six  reels. — A.  H.  Boeper,  Leeds  theatre. 
Leeds,  la. — Neighborhood  patronage. 

A   MAN  MUST  LIVE:  Richard  Dix— This  was 
a   fair  Dix  picture.  Hardly  up  to  his  standard. 
Six  reels. — A.  E.  Sharer,  Globe  theatre,  Savannah. 

Mo. — General  patronage. 

THE  CITY  THAT  NEVER  SLEEPS;  Richard 

Dix— Pleased  our  patrons  and  had  lots  of  good 
comments  on  it. — ^H.  Nokes.  Elite  theatre,  Nixa, 

Mo. — Small  town  patronage. 

WILD  HORSE  MESA:  Jack  Holt— A   very  good 

Western.  Just  os  good  as  "The  Black  Cyclone." 
Seven  reels. — C.  M.  Vail,  Blende  theatre,  Benton. 

Wis. — Small  town  patronage. 

Pathe 
THE  FRESHMAN:  Harold  Lloyd— This  is  a 

scream.  Lloyd  carried  off  his  stuff  great  in  this 

one.  If  you  haven't  played  it  you  owe  it  to 
yourself  to  do  so.  Only  did  a   fair  business  on 

account  of  terrible  roads.  Seven  rools. — A.  E. 

Sharer,  Globe  theatre,  Savannah.  Mo. — General 
patronage. 

BLACK  CYCLONE: — Very  good.  Played  this 
to  a   good  business  for  two  nights.  Something 
different  from  ordinary  love  story.  Buy  it  and 

boost  it  as  a   special.  Six  reels. — Elmer  Hughes. 

Opera  House,  Mesquite,  Nev. — General  patronage. 

SAFETY  LAST:  Harold  Lloyd— Big  storm 
two  nights  put  the  kibosh  on  any  business  wo 

might  have  done.  It's  Lloyd's  best,  not  barring 
"The  Freshman.”  Seven  reels. — I.  R.  Cavin. 
Hammond  theatre.  Hammond,  Wis. — Small  town 
patronage. 

DR.  JACK:  Harold  Lloyd — Film  fair.  This  is 
quite  old,  But  it  still  has  plenty  of  laughs  and 
so,  of  course,  the  picture  is  O.  K.,  as  it  was 

mode  for  laughing  purposes  only.  Mildred 

Davis,  who  is  Mrs.  Lloyd,  is  in  supi>ort  of  Lloyd 

in  this  picture.  She  is  not  quite  os  good  as 

Jobyna  Ralston.  It  will  pay  you  to  book  this,  as 

it  has  good  comedy.  Five  reels. — W.  T.  Davis 

&   Son,  Rialto  theatre.  Sharon,  Wis. — General  pa- 
tronage. 

THE  RIGHT  OP  THE  STRONGEST:  E.  K. 

Lincoln — Very  good  picture  for  re^lar  program. 
Six  reels. — Nicolaides  Brothers,  American  theatre, 

Scoffeld,  Ut. — General  patronage. 

DYNAMITE  SMITH:  Special  cast — Just  a   fair 
program  picture.  Sounds  good.  One  expects 

more  than  he  gets.  One  has  to  pay  too  much 

for  First  National's  old  stuff. — R.  K.  Lattin, 
Strand  theatre,  Valparaiso,  Neb. — Small  town 
patronage. 

Preferred 

GO  STRAIGHT:  Owen  Moore — This  pleased 
almost  everybody  on  a   Saturday  for  us.  It  was 

much  better  than  I   expected.  Miss  Hulette  plays 

a   very  good  part  and  she  plays  it  very  well. 

There  is  something  about  her  that  is  appealing 
to  everybody.  We  also  received  on  excellent 

print.  Six  reels. — C.  A.  Anglemire,  "Y"  theatre. 
Nazareth.  Pa. — Better  class  patronage. 

CAPITAL  PUNISHMENT:  Special  east— Noth- 

ing but  a   program  pictxire.  Do  not  raise  price. 

We  did  and  had  many  complaints.  Have  shown 

many  just  as  good  for  regular  admission.  Run 

it  two  nights.  Disappointed  on  outcome.  Six 

reels. — R.  K.  Lattin,  Strand  theatre,  Valparaiso, 
Neb. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  VIRGINIAN:  Kenneth  Harlan — "The 

Virginian"  is  a   splendid  interest  holding  produc- 
tion. The  Library  Film  Distributing  Corp.,  is 

putting  out  real  pictures  and  they  surely  do 

co-operate  with  the  exhibitor  when  it  comes  to 

prices,  nor  do  they  overestimate  their  product. 

Ten  reels. — Dorothy  B.  Strauss,  Dorodele  theatre. 

Coopcrbill,  Tenn. — General  patronage. 

Principal 

THE  MINE  WITH  THE  IRON  DOOR:  Special 

cast — Excellent.  Drew  exceptionally  well  and 

pleased.  Seven  reels. — S.  G.  Ihde,  Photoplay 

theatre,  Ashland,  Kan. — Small  town  patronage. 

LISTEN  LESTER:  Louise  Fazenda— Good 

comedy  drama.  Pleased  most  of  my  audience. 

— Harold  Youngren,  State  theatre,  Two  Harbors. 
Minn. — General  patronage. 

MIND  OVER  MOTOR:  Special  cast— This  is  an 

old  comedy  with  a   lot  of  good  laughs.  Automo- 
bile racing  theme.  Four  reels. — Pioneer  Pete, 

The  Pioneer  theatre,  Amasa,  Mich. — Small  town 
patronage. 

Prod.  Dist.  Corp. 

MADAM  BEHAVE:  Special  cast — Here's  one, 

boys,  that's  as  good  as  "Charley's  Aunt.”  Laughs 
in  every  scene.  Played  it  two  days  to  good  busi- 

ness. Six  reels. — L.  N.  Vickers,  Liberty  theatre, 

Hardin,  Mont. — General  patronage. 

THE  MILUON  DOLLAR  HANDICAP:  Special 

ca.st — Very  good  picture.  Race  scenes  very  realis- 
tic. They  hod  our  audiences  on  their  feet  at 

times.  Seven  reels. — Kreigbbaum  Bros.,  Char-Bell 

theatre,  Rochester,  Ind. — General  patronage. 

THREE  FACES  EAST:  Jetta  Goudal — Boys 

here’s  anoher  Pro-Dis-Co  winner.  It  is  an  ex- 
cellent production.  Words  cannot  express  my 

high  opinion  of  this  picture.  All  I   can  say  is 
that  it  is  wonderful.  Jetta  Goudai  with  Clive 

Brook  and  the  rest  of  the  cast  took  their  parts 

most  wonderfully.  It  is  the  type  of  a   secret 
service  picture  all  will  enjoy,  with  a   heart  appeal 

ending  that  is  very  sad  and  unusual.  Never  be- 
fore did  we  receive  so  many  comments  on  a 

picture.  Seven  reels. — B.  R.  Parsons,  Grand 

theatre,  Springfield,  Minn. — General  patronage. 

THE  COMING  OF  AMOS:  Rod  La  Roeque— 
Rod  is  a   real  star  and  with  good  stories  and 

direction  behind  him  will  make  them  all  sit  up. 
Noah  Beery  at  his  best.  It  proves  in  this  ease 

that  the  direction  is  the  big  thing  in  making  a 

star  work  and  not  pose.  Six  reels. — E.  K.  Shaf- 

fer, Lyric  theatre.  Frostburg,  Md. — General  pa- tronage. 

BEYOND  THE  BORDER:  Harry  Carey— One 

of  the  best  Carey's  I   have  ever  used.  It  is  full 
of  action  and  entertainment.  Six  reels. — A.  C. 

Betts,  Powers  theatre.  Bed  Creek,  N.  Y. — General 
patronage. 

THE  CHORUS  LADY:  Margaret  Livingston— 

Buy  this  and  put  it  on  your  best  night.  It  cer- 
tainly will  please.  Has  a   horse  race  in  it  that 

will  take  you  off  your  seat.  We  did  not  get  a 
crowd  for  it  here,  due  to  poor  title  and  poor 

paper.  Seven  reels. — A.  C.  Betts,  Powers  theatre. 
Red  Creek,  N.  Y. — General  patronage. 

CHARLEY'S  AUNT:  Syd  Chaplin— Played  two 
days  at  increased  admission  prices  to  the  poorest 
business  on  a   special  this  year.  It  did  not  draw 

at  all.  Those  that  saw  it,  and  they  were  mighty 

scarce,  enjoyed  it  by  the  number  of  hearty  laughs 

I   heard.  We  also  had  a   very  poor  print.  Eight 

reels. — C.  A.  Anglemire,  "Y"  theatre.  Nazareth. 
Pa. — Better  class  patronage. 

CHARLEY’S  AUNT:  Syd  Chaplin— A   title  that 
is  sure  to  pull  them  in,  and  after  they  are  in 

Syd  Chaplin  does  the  rest. — C.  M.  Vail,  Blende 

theatre,  Benton,  Wia. — Small  town  patronage. 

CHARLEY’S  AUNT:  Syd  Chaplin— It's  the 
limit  of  fun.  but  it  sure  is  silly.  We  played  it 

second  run  some  time  after  a   nearby  house  had 

played  it  and  did  a   fair  business.  Six  reels. — I. 

R.  Gavin,  Hammond  theatre,  Hammond,  Wis. — 
Smoll  town  patronage. 

CHARLEY’S  AUNT:  Syd  Chaplin — We  thought 
it  better  than  a   Harold  Lloyd.  Star  was  not 

known  here,  so  it  did  not  draw  as  well. — H.  Nokes, 

Elite  theatre,  Nixa,  Mo. — Small  town  patronage. 

CHARLEY’S  AUNT:  Syd  Chaplin — Picture 
fine.  Full  of  laughs  but  rain,  snow  and  cold 

weather  beat  me  to  a   frazzle.  Given  good  weather, 

we  would  have  done  well.  Many  said  they  laughed 

as  much,  if  not  more  than,  at  "The  Freshman.” 
Eight  reels. — A.  N.  Miles.  Eminence  theatre.  Emin- 

ence, Ky. — General  patronage. 

United  Artists 

TUMBLEWEEDS:  William  S.  Hart— We  ran 

it  two  days  to  pleased  crowds,  primarily  made 

up  of  men  and  boys.  It  is  not  a   strong  drawing 
card  for  the  women.  Some  excellent  scenes  of 

horses  on  the  gallop.  It  was  interesting  from 

start  to  finish.  Seven  reels. — C.  A.  Anglemire. 

”Y"  theatre,  Nazareth,  Pa. — Better  class  patron- 

age. 
TUMBLEWEEDS:  William  S.  Hart — Best  Hart 

picture  wo  ever  played.  Pleased  100  per  cent. 

Eight  reels. — Pace,  Bouma  and  McGraw,  Princess 
theatre,  Traer,  la. — Small  town  patronage. 

DON  Q:  Douglas  Fairbanks — Extra  good.  One 
of  the  very  best  pictures  that  I   have  ever  run  or 

had  the  pleasure  of  seeing.  It  made  me  money 
without  a   lot  of  advance  advertising  on  it.  The 

print  was  in  bad  condition,  but  was  able  to  get 
it  through  the  machines.  This  picture  pleased 

everyone.  There  is  plenty  of  action  and  plenty 

of  scenery  with  it.  I   wish  that  I   had  a   lot 

more  like  this  one.  Twelve  reels. — W.  Bradley 

Moon  theatre,  Neligh,  Neb. — General  patronage. 

DON  Q:  Douglas  Fairbanks — It  would  be  super- 
fluous for  me  to  attempt  to  add  anything  to  what 

has  already  been  sent  in  relative  to  the  merit 

of  this  production.  Personally  1   thought  it  the 
most  interesting  picture  Doug,  has  done.  It 

drew  a   full  house  and  pleased.  Is  good  and 

snappy  and  will  go  good  for  small  towns.  By 
all  means  play  it  if  you  can  buy  It  right.  Doug, 
give  us  more  like  this  one.  Eleven  reels.— C.  H. 

Moulton,  Bijou  theatre.  Beach,  N.  D. — Small  town 

patronage. 

LITTLE  ANNIE  ROONEY:  Mary  Pickford— 
We  showed  it  two  days  at  increased  admissions 

to  pleased  audiences.  The  youngsters  had  a   great 

time  with  Mary  and  her  gang.  This  type  show 
is  what  they  like  to  see  Mary  in.  Her  best 

show  for  quite  some  time.  Ten  reels. — C.  A. 

Anglemire,  “Y”  theatre,  Nazareth,  Pa. — Better 
class  patronage. 

LITTLE  ANNIE  ROONEY:  Mary  Pickford— 

Very  good  but  did  not  draw  on  account  of  bad 

roads.  Nine  reels. — Pace,  Mouma  and  McGraw, 
Princess  theatre,  Traer,  la. — Small  town  patron- 
age. 

THE  GOLD  RUSH:  Charley  Chaplin — Played 
four  nights.  Put  it  on  Monday,  Tuesday,  Wednes- 

day, Thursday,  my  week  nights,  trusting  it  might 
get  us  by  without  loss,  as  we  had  to  pay  the 

price  of  four  big  features.  Therefore,  lost  money. 
Heard  no  comments  but  the  audience,  especially 

the  children,  seemed  to  enjoy  the  show.  Ten 

reels. — Hewett  and  De  Vault,  American  theatre, 

Seattle,  Wash. — General  patronage. 

THE  GOLD  RUSH:  Charley  Chaplin— Well. 

I’ve  seen  so  many  reports  where  the  exhibitors 

panned  this  that  I   really  don’t  know  what  to 
think  of  some  reports.  The  picture  went  over 

big  for  me  and  satisfied  100  per  cent.  Person- 

ally I   thought  it  a   very  good  Chaplin  produc- 
tion. Priced  a   little  too  high  but  not  the  bum 

picture  you  would  be  led  to  believe  it  is  by 

some.  Ten  reels. — J,  C.  Kennedy,  Empress  theatre. 
Akron,  la. — Small  town  patronage. 

WILD  JUSTICE:  Peter  The  Great— One  of  the 

beat  dog  pictures  I   have  had  the  pleasure  of 

seeing.  Price  right  enough  so  you  can  make 

a   little  for  yourself.  Six  reels. — J.  C.  Kennedy, 

Empress  theatre,  Akron,  la. — Small  town  patron- 

age. THE  THREE  MUSKETEERS:  Douglas  Fair- 

banks— Picture  is  good  but  I   raised  the  admission 
5   cents  and  they  stayed  home,  Mr.  Fairbanks 

failed  to  draw  this  time.  Twelve  reels. — Nico 
laidcs  Brothers,  American  theatre,  Scofield,  Ut. 
— General  patronage. 

SALLY  OF  THE  SAWDUST;  Special  cast— A 
very  entertaining  picture  made  by  D.  W.  It  failed 

to  pull  much  of  a   crowd.  Nine  reels. — C.  M.  Vail. 

Blende  theatre,  Benton,  Wis. — Small  town  patron- 

age. ONE  EXCITING  NIGHT:  Special  cast— A   fine 
entertaining  picture  through  the  whole  11  reels. 

Pleased  a   fine  crowd.  Elcvel  reels. — A.  C.  Betts, 

Powers  theatre,  Red  Creek,  N.  Y. — Small  town 
patronage. 

ORPHANS  OF  THE  STORM:  Special  cast— 
A   good  picture  but  not  very  much  action.  Did 
not  draw  any  e.xtra  for  us.  We  expect  more 
business  from  these  pictures  and  we  have  paid 

too  much  money.  T^velve  reels. — Nicolaides 

Brothers,  American  theatre,  Scofield,  Ut. — Gen- 
eral patronage. 

ROBINHOOD:  Douglas  Fairbanks — A   wonder- 

ful picture.  Did  a   good  business.  Ten  reels. — 
Frank  J.  Sutter,  Lincoln  theatre,  Milwaukee,  Wis. 
— General  patronage. 

Universal 

THE  OUTLAW’S  DAUGHTER:  Special  cast- 

When  you  read  Carl's  effusions  in  his  magazine, 
and  then  take  a   beating  as  we  did  on  this  pro- 

gram Western,  it  makes  you  wonder  if  there 

should  not  be  a   campaign  for  truth  in  advertis- 

ing put  on.  This  picture  had  neither  story,  direc- 
tion or  anything  else.  It  was  a   house  clearer. 

They  cleared  out  until  we  did  not  have  to  run 
the  second  show  beyond  the  second  reel.  Very, 

very  poor  and  the  reason  why  they  are  not  going 

to  the  movies  n.s  they  were,  they  come  in  on 

a   poor  picture  and  from  then  on  they  are  shy 

and  it  takes  double  the  effort  to  get  them  back. 

Many  of  them  you  never  sec  again.  No  excuse 
for  so  poor  a   production  ever  getting  beyond  he 

cutUng  room.  Absolutely  none,  except  for  the 

exchange  to  get  the  money. — A.  E.  Hancock,  Co- 

lumbia theatre,  Columbia  City,  Ind. — General  pa- tronage. 
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CHIP  OF  THE  FLYING  Us  Hoot  Gibson 
— One 

of  Hoot's  best.  Not  a   murder  or  ruined  w
oman 

in  it,  but  full  of  laughs  and  real  en
tertainment 

from  first  to  last.  Seven  reels. — W.  A.
  Conner, 

Dawson  theatre,  Dawson,  Tex.— Small  
town  pa- 

tronage. 

CUSTER'S  LAST  FIGHT :   Special  cast— No 

big  thing  but  pleased  those  who  car
e  for  such 

Dictures.  Plenty  of  action.  Good  sce
nes.  Good 

photography.  Five  reels.— Giacoma  Bro
s.,  Crystal 

theatre,  Tombstone,  Ariz. — General  patr
onage. 

daring  DAYS;  Josie  Sedgwick — A   good  littl
e 

Western  that  pleased  my  Saturday  night  pat
rons. 

Five  reels.— A.  E.  Sharer,  Globe  theatre.  Sa
van- 

nah. Mo. — General  patronage. 

PEACOCK  FEATHERS:  Special  cast— A
   very 

good  program  offering  but  a   poor  tit
le.  Business 

light.  Seven  reels.— A.  G.  Witwer,  Grand
  theatre. 

Sainier,  Ore. — General  patronage. 

SIX  SHOCTIN'  ROMANCE:  Jack  H
oxie— Pa- 

trons thought  this  was  good.  Save  enoug
h  for 

any  small  town  house  using  Westerns. 
 It  pulled 

better  than  a   lot  of  more  expensive  pro
ductions. 

Film  perfect.  Five  reels.— I.  R.  R
avin.  Ham- 

mond  theatre.  Hammond,  Wis. — Small 
 town  pa- 

tronage. 

THE  TAMING  OF  THE  WEST:  Hoot  G
ibson 

—Not  enough  action  but  very  good  comedy.  0\^ 

patrons  like  to  see  Gibson  play  in  Wester
ns.  Six 

reels.   Nicolaides  Brothers.  American  theatr
e.  Sco- 

field, Ut. — General  patronage. 

THE  STORM  BREAKEP-;  House  Pete
rs~Not 

a   big  special  but  a   good  program  sho
w.  Not  a 

big  drawing  card  but  business  was  norm
al.  Seven 

reels.   I.  R.  Gavin,  Hammond  theatre.  Hammon
d, 

Wis. — General  patronage. 

TWO  FISTED  JONES:  Jack  Hoxie — Very 
 or- 

dinary Western.  Business  fair.  Five  reels. — ^A. 

G.  Witwer,  Grand  theatre.  Rainier,  Ore.—
 General 

patronage. 

WHEP.E  WAS  I:  Reginald  Denny— Good  
pic- 

ture. Seven  reels. — Pace.  Bouma  and  McGraw, 

Princess  theatre,  Traer,  la. — Small  town  
patron- 

age. 

THE  HOME  MAKER:  Alice  Joyce— One  dandy 

picture.  Invite  the  ministers,  the  teachers,  the 

young  and  the  old  and  the  teenie  weenies. 
 Here 

is  a   picture  that  is  as  clean  as  a   hound’
s  tooth. 

I   believe  Universal’s  making  the  cleanest  fi
lms 

on  the  market.  Bight  reels.— C.  M.  Vail,  Blen
de 

theatre,  Benton,  Wis.— Small  town  patronage. 

TEE  HOME  MAKER:  Alice  Joyce — This  
was 

reported  fine  by  our  patrons.  Many  stopped 
 to 

tell  how  much  they  enjoyed  it.  'The  boy 
 was 

great.  Eight  reels.— I.  R.  Gavin.  Hammo
nd 

theatre,  Hammond,  Wis. — General  patronage.
 

THE  HOME  MAKER:  Alice  Joyce — The  cl
ean- 

est picture  I   ever  played,  with  poor  ending,  but 

did  not  draw.  Men  don’t  care  for  it.  Not  enough
 

action,  but  a   ladies  organization  to  play  it 

can’t  be  beat.  Eight  reels.— Pace.  Bouma  and 

McGraw,  Princess  theatre,  Traer,  la. — Small 
 town 

patronage. 

THE  CALL  OF  COURAGE:  Art  Acord— 

Western  picture  with  the  usual  hokum.  Fiv
e 

reels.— Grosby  Bros..  Lily  theatre,  Buffalo,  N. 

Y. — Neighborhood  patronage. 

THE  TEASER:  Laura  La  Plante — A   humdinger 

of  a   little  comedy  drama.  Laura  always  pleases 

here.  Seven  reels. — A.  E.  Sharer,  Globe  theatre. 

Savannah,  Mo. — General  patronage. 

FIFTH  AVENUE  MODELS:  Mary  Philbin — 

Miss  Philbin  doesn’t  seem  to  have  any  pulling 

power  whatever  for  us.  This  picture  did  not  go 

over,  though  I   consider  it  a   very  nice  program 

picture.  Seven  reels.— A.  N.  Miles,  Eminence 

theatre,  Eminence,  Ky. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  PHANTOM  OP  THE  OPERA:  I^n 

Chaney — A   mighty  good  picture.  Good  drawing 

power. — W.  F.  Weary,  Casino  theatre.  Sac  City, 
la. — General  patronage. 

THE  PHANTOM  OF  THE  OPERA:_  Lon 

Chaney — Patrons  were  well  pleased  with  this  pic- 

ture. It  keeps  them  on  the  end  of  their  seats 

until  the  last  reel.  Business  was  good.  Lon 

Chaney  a   wonder.  We  had  16  people  fainted  dur- 

ing the  week's  showing.  People  went  out  talk- 

ing and  it  helped  bring  crowds.  Twelve  reels. — 
Robert  Kessler,  Benn  theatre,  Philadelphia,  Pa. 
— General  patronage. 

THE  PHANTOM  OF  THE  OPERA:  Lon 

Chaney — A   great  big  wonderful  production.  A 

big  town  show,  over  the  head  of  60  per  cent 

of  the  people.  In  community  towns  they  liked 

it  but  did  not  know  what  it  was  all  about.— Bert 
Silver,  Silver  Family  theatre,  Greenville  ,Mich. 

— General  patronage. 

THE  PHANTOM  OP  THE  OPERA:  Lon 

Chaney — A   real  special.  Opinion  of  audience 

divided.  Some  liked  it,  some  didn't,  others  liked 

“The  Hunchback  of  Notre  Dame”  better.  A 

spooky,  fantastic  picture  that  some  dream  ab
out 

and  others  don’t  like.  On  the  whole  it  is  a   very 

good  picture.  Ten  reels. — Kreighbaum  Bros.,  Char-
 

Bell  theatre,  Rochester,  Ind. — General  patronage. 

THE  CALGARY  STAMPEDE:  Hoot  Gibson— 

Hoot  Gibson  is  always  a   good  drawing  card 

for  us.  Six  reels. — Pace.  Bouma  and  McGraw. 

Princess  theatre,  Traer,  la.— Small  town  patron- 

age. THE  CIRCUS  CYCLONE;  Art  Acord— This 

is  red  hot  Western.  Will  pack  your  house  if 

your  people  like  Western.  Five  reels. — 
A.  O. 

Lambert,  Monticello  Opera  House,  Monticello,  la. 
— General  patronage. 

THE  TORNADO:  House  Peters— Good.  The 

flood  scene  was  wonderful. — ^H.  Nokes.  Elite 

theatre.  Nixa,  Mo.-^mall  town  patronage. 

THE  TORNADO:  House  Peters— This  is  a   good 

picture.  Was  well  liked  and  extra  well  played. 

Everyone  enjoyed  it  and  went  away  well  sati
s- 

fied. It  sure  was  well  received.  Seven  reels. — 

E.  A.  Emmert,  Emmert  theatre,  Akester.  S.  D. 
— General  patronage. 

SMOULDERING  FIRES:  Special  cast— An 
 ex- 

cellent picture  that  was  a   box  office  bust  for  us. 

They  just  would  not  come  to  see  it.  Eight  re
els. 

  Henry  Reeve.  Star  theatre,  Menard,  Tex. — Sm
all 

town  patronage. 

SMOULDERING  FIRES:  Special  cast—
 Drew 

a   good  sized  audience  on  a   mid-week  ni
ght  but 

elicited  no  comments.  Would  class  it  as  a 
  good 

program  feature.  Eight  reels. — C.  E.  H
opkins, 

the  Hopkins  theatre.  Cotter,  Ark. — Sma
ll  town 

patronage. 

LORRAINE  OF  THE  LIONS:  Special  
cast— 

This  is  a   fine  picture  and  patrons  liked
  it  and 

told  me  so.  Eight  reels.— Ira  Stevens.  W
hynot 

theatre,  Greenfield,  Ind. — General  patrona
ge. 

LORRAINE  OP  THE  LIONS:  Patsy  R
uth 

Miller   This  picture  hasn’t  a   general  appea
l.  It 

is  hokum  with  a   few  scenes  that  step  
along 

pretty  lively.  The  gorilla  imitation  didn't  get  by 
with  our  crowd.  The  crystal  gazing  and  spiri- 

tualistic stuff  didn’t  add  anything  to  the  picture. 

Pleased  75  per  cent.  Seven  reels. — I.  R.  Gavin, 
Hammond  theatre,  Hammond,  Wis.— Small  town 
patronage. 

THE  OUTLAW'S  DAUGHTER:  Joslo  Sedgwick 
— These  Blue  Streaks  do  not  ring  the  bell  here. 

Nothing  bad,  but  they  are  weak  for  us,  at  least. 
Five  reels.— P.  G.  Eslee,  S.  T.  theatre.  Parker 
S.  D. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  PRICE  OF  PLEASURE:  Special  cast— 
Not  a   bad  picture  but  so  similar  to  countless 
others  in  story  and  treatment  that  wo  were 

rather  disappointed  after  reading  the  unusually 

good  reports  other  exhibitors  have  given  it. 

Drawing  power  very  poor  here.  Seven  reels. — 

Henry  Reeve,  Star  theatre  Menard,  Tex.— Small town  patronage. 

THE  RECKLESS  AGE:  Reginald  Denny— This 

pleased  our  patrons.  We  like  Denny  here.— H. 

Nokes,  Elite  theatre.  Nixa,  Mo. — Small  town  pa- tronage. 

I'LL  SHOW  YOU  THE  TOWN:  Reginald 

Denny— W«  liked  it  fine.  It  was  all  the  talk 
the  naxt  day. — H.  Nokes,  Elite  theatre,  Nixa,  Mo. 
— Small  town  patronage. 

LET  'ER  BUCK;  Hoot  Gibson— Not  up  to 

Gibson’s  standard.  However,  the  Pendelton  Round 

Up  scenes  are  very  good.  Six  reels. — A.  H. 

Roeper,  Leeds  theatre.  Leeds,  la.— Neighborhood 

patronage. 

A   WOMAN'S  FAITH:  Special  cost— Starts 

out  good  but  gets  draggy.  Been  bettor  in  6 

reels.  A   good  one  for  Catholic  community.  No 

comments  whatever.  Seven  reels. — R.  K.  Lattin, 

Srand  theatre,  Valparaiso,  Neb. — Small  town  pa- 
tronage. 

K   THE  UNKNOWN;  Virginia  Valll — This  is 

one  of  the  best  program  pictures  wo  have  ever 

shown.  In  our  opinion  it  has  all  the  elements 
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of  a   first  class  audience  picture.  There  are  mo- 
ments of  the  tensest  interest  and  the  tenseness 

is  always  relieved  by  flashes  of  keen  humor.  It 

draw  well  for  us  and  pleased  well  nigh  100  per 

cent.  Eight  reels. — C.  E.  Hopkins,  The  Hopkins 

theatre.  Cotter,  Ark.— Small  own  patronage. 

THE  MEASURE  OF  A   MAN;  William  Des- 

mond — Bad  weather.  Very  good.  Flensed  most 
all.  Nice  business  against  church  shown  same 

night.  This  is  included  in  Universal  Complete 

Service.  I   soy  Universal  docs  give  one  good 

serials.  Five  reels. — E.  A.  Emmert,  Emmert 

theatre,  Alcestcr,  S.  D. — General  patronage. 

FLYING  HOOFS:  Jock  Hoxie — Sure  a   good  star 
for  mo  and  always  well  received  here.  Five  reels. 

— E.  A.  Emmert,  Emmert  theatre,  Alcester,  S. 
D. — General  patronage. 

THE  MAN  IN  BLUE:  Herbert  Bawlinson— 

Good  little  program  picure.  Well  acted.  Seven 

reels. — R.  K.  Lattin,  Strand  theatre,  Valparaiso, 
Neb. — Small  town  patronage. 

SECRETS  OF  THE  NIGHT:  Special  cast— 

Mighty  good  picture. — H.  Nokes,  Elite  theatre, 

Nixa,  Mo. — Small  town  patronage. 

SECRETS  OF  THE  NIGHT:  Special  cast— 
No  well  known  stars  in  this  and  that  hurt  its 

drawing  power.  It  is  a   little  hard  to  follow  and 

several  complained  about  not  getting  it  all.  Per- 
sonally I   like  it  very  much.  Poor  business.  Also 

a   poor  Saturday  attraction.  Seven  reels.   A.  N. 

Miles,  Eminence  theatre.  Eminence,  Ky. — Small 
town  patronage. 

BIG  TIMBER:  William  Desmond — Tins  was 

a   good  picture.  No  drawing  second  night.  Des- 
mond falls  into  the  river  in  the  last  reel  and 

ombraces  his  sweetheart  after  getting  out  with 

nice  dry  clothes  on  and  looks  nifty.  Funny 

water,  isn’t  it?  Five  reels. — R.  K.  Lattin,  Strand 
theatre.  Valparaiso,  Nob. — Small  town  patronage. 

HIT  AND  RUN:  Hoot  Gibson— Pleased  our 

patrons  and  that  is  enough  said. — H.  Nokes,  Elite 

theatre,  Ni.xa,  Mo. — Small  town  patronage. 

HIT  AND  RUN:  Hoot  Gibson — Hoot  sure  gets 
the  people  out  if  anyone  can  and  the  youngsters 

sure  like  Hoot.  Six  reels. — E.  A.  Emmert,  Em- 

mert theatre,  Alcester,  S.  D. — General  patronage. 

HIT  AND  RUN:  Hoot  Gibson — Book  this.  It’s 
a   wow.  Hoot  draws  a   good  crowd  here  and  is 

very  well  liked.  Six  reels. — Fred  Bocsclager, 

Opera  House,  Hilbert,  Wis. — General  patronage. 

MERRY  GO  ROUND;  Special  cast — This  is  a 

big  picture  in  foot:tge  but  it  didn't  draw  here. 
Haven’t  seen  a   comment  on  it  for  some  time. 
Played  it  because  Laemmie  made  me  a   sporting 
proiwsition.  If  you  want  to  play  this  be  sure 

you  buy  it  right.  Picture  has  a   number  of  good 

points.  Ten  reels. — Pioneer  Pete,  The  Pioneer 

theatre,  Amasa,  Mich. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  MAN  IN  BLUE:  Herbert  RawHnson— 

With  the  beautiful  Madge  Bellamy  in  the  pic- 
ture. this  is  a   pretty  good  program.  Ran  it 

St.  Patrick's  Day,  but  not  many  of  the  Irish  turned 
out  to  see  it.  Should  go  very  good  in  an  Italian 
neighborhood,  or  where  there  are  a   lot  of  Catho- 

lics. Seven  reels. — Win.  E.  Tragsdorf.  Trags 

theatre,  Nclllsville,  Wis. — Small  town  patronage. 

Vitagraph 
STAMPEDE  THUNDER:  Pete  Morrison — I   will 

report  this  picture  for  an  ordinary  program.  Not 

any  extra.  Five  reels. — Nicolaides  Brothers, 

American  theatre,  Scofield,  Ut. — General  patron- 
age. 

THE  RANGE  BUZZARDS:  Pete  Morrison- 

Fair  Western.  Star  does  not  draw  much  here. 

Five  reels.— Geo.  J.  Kosatka,  Grove  theatre,  Fox 

River  Grove,  III. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  HAPPY  WARRIOR:  Special  cost — Fair 

program.  Eight  reels.— Nicolaides  Brothers, 
American  theatre,  Scofield.  Ut.— General  patron- 
age. 

STEELE  OF  THE  ROYAL  MOUNTED:  Special 
cast— A   good  Curwood.  One  which  will  make 
you  money.  This  drew  like  a   mustard  plaster. 
Mnile:!  out  100  heralds  on  the  route  and  how 
they  did  come.  Seven  reels. — A.  C.  Betts,  Powers 
theatre.  Red  Creek,  N.  Y.— General  x^&tronage. 

ONE  LAW  FOR  THE  WOMAN:  Cullen  Lan- 
dis— A   fine  entertaining  picture.  Drew  a   fine 

house. — A.  C.  Betts,  Powers  theatre,  Red  Creek, 
N.  Y.— Small  town  patronage. 

FROM  THE  MANGER  TO  THE  CROSS:  Spe- 
cial cast— This  religious  picture  run  Thursday. 

FViday.  Capacity  business.  Better  than  "Pas- 

sion Play."  Book  it ;   you  won’t  go  wrong.  My 500  seats  were  filled  in  16  minutes.  Six  reels. 
—Frank  J.  Sutter,  Lincoln  theatre,  Milwaukee, 
Wis. — General  patronage. 

Special  to Monte  Blue 

HOGAN’S  ALLEY  (W.B.);  Monte 
Blue — Special  to  Monte  Blue;  I   just 
want  to  tell  you,  Monte,  that  ̂ ey 

don’t  make  any  better  pictures  than 
you  make.  I   have  run  them  all  so 

far  and  you  are  there  in  ail  of  them. 

Of  course  I   must  give  Patsy  Ruth  Mil- 
ler credit,  too.  She  is  fine.  Boys,  run 

this  by  all  means.  It’s  a   scream. — 
A.  0.  LAMBERT,  Monticeilo  Opera 
House,  Monticeilo,  la. 

Warner  Brothers 
THE  GOLDEN  COCOON:  Special  cast — Very 

fair.  A   dramatic  romance.  A   drama  of  poli- 
tics and  romance.  This  was  a   good  picture.  The 

acting  was  excellent.  However,  no  special  and 

wasn't  sold  for  a   special.  Helen  Chadwick  was 
prettier  than  I   ever  saw  her  and  Huntley  Gor- 

don always  holds  up.  Personally  I   like  Warner’s 
product.  So  far  this  year  I   have  only  had  one 

weak  one  and  that  was  "His  Majesty  Bunker 
Dean."  Good  record.  I   think.  Seven  reels. — 
Ray  L.  Jennings,  Colonial  theatre,  Hondo,  Tex. — 
Small  town  patronage, 

THE  FIGHTING  EDGE:  Special  cast— Very 

good.  Have  found  all  Warner’s  average  up  with 
the  best.  Seven  reels. — T.  A.  Shea,  Palace  theatre, 
McGehee,  Ark. — Neighborhood  patronage. 

THE  CLASH  OF  THE  WOLVES:  Rin  Tin  Tin 

— This  is  wonderful.  My  audience  just  wants  to 
know  how  Rin  Tin  Tin  does  it.  Seven  reels. — 

A.  O.  Lambert,  Monticeilo  Opera  House,  Monti- 

cello,  la. — General  patronage. 

RED  HOT  TIKES:  Special  cast — Another  good 

comedy  from  Warner’s.  Will  please  80  per  cent. 
Seven  reels. — Pry,  Palace  theatre,  Mt.  Pleasant, 
Tex. — General  patronage. 

RED  HOT  TIRES:  Monty  Blue— Very  good. 

Pleased  in  general.  Since  we  ran  Monty  Blue  in 

“The  Limited  Mail"  he  has  been  a   drawing  card 
for  us. — Jack  Davis,  State  theatre,  Tawas  City, 
Mich.— General  patronage. 

HOGAN’S  ALLEY:  Monte  Blue — Good  live  ac- 
tion picture  which  pleased  and  they  did  not 

hesitate  to  tell  me  that  they  liked  this  feature. 

Six  reels.— C.  McDonough,  Auditorium  theatre, 

Libertyville,  111.— Small  town  patronage. 

HOGAN’S  ALLEY:  Special  cast — A   splendid 
comedy  drama.  Characters  all  good.  Pleased 

them  all.— Bert  Silver,  Silver  Family  theatre. 
Greenville,  Mich. — General  patronage. 

THE  MAN  ON  THE  BOX:  Syd  Chaplin- 

Very  good  comedy.  The  work  of  Syd  is  great. 

Did  not  draw  as  well  as  we  expected.  Don’t  know 
why.  It  pleased  ell. — Jack  Greene,  New  Geneseo 

theatre,  Geneseo,  111.— Small  town  patronage. 

BELOW  THE  LINE:  Rin  Tin  Tin — Here  is  a 

picture  you  want  to  play.  I   made  money  on 
this.  I   bought  it  right  and  it  drew  a   good 

crowd.  Book  it  by  all  means.  It’s  good.  Seven 
reels. — Fred  Boeselager,  Opera  House,  Hilbert, 
Wis. — General  patronage. 

BELOW  THE  LINE:  Rin  Tin  Tin— Rin  Tin 

Tin  always  good  with  us.  Gets  the  crowd  and 

that's  what  a   lot  of  human  stars  can  not  do. — 
Jack  Davis,  State  theatre,  Tawas  City,  Mich. — 
Genera]  patronage. 

A   LOVER  OF  CAMILLE:  Monte  Blue— Stay 

away  from  this  one.  Nothing  but  a   costume  pic- 
ture with  the  scenes  laid  in  France.  People  walked 

out  on  it.  Eight  reels. — A.  H.  Roeper,  Leeds 

theatre,  Lee<ls,  la. — Neighborhood  patronage. 

State  Rights 
THE  BEAUTIFUL  SINNER:  William  Fair- 

banks— Boys,  this  is  one  of  the  best  detective 
stories  you  can  run.  Mystery  throughout  entire 

show.  Keeps  them  guessing  what’s  going  to 

happen  next.  Independent  can’t  be  beat  for 
small  towns.  They  will  treat  you  right.  Five 

reels. — G.  W.  Folsom.  Regent  theatre.  Solomon. 
Kan. — General  patronage. 

BUFFALO  BILL  OVER  THE  U.  P.  TRAIL: 

Roy  Stewart — Poorest  directed  picture  ever  re- 
member running.  Good  story  and  cast  and  can- 

not understand  why  no  director.  Six  reels.   W. 
A.  Conner.  Dawson  theatre,  Dawson,  Tex.— Small town  patronage. 

CALIFORNIA  IN  49;  Neva  Gerber— A   good 

Western  production  of  California  in  49  with  In- 
dians  and  covered  wagon  scenes.  Good  story  con- 

nected with  it  and  while  they  didn’t  rave  over  it 

nevertheless  our  patrons  expressed  satisfaction* Six  reels. — Gunther  and  Metzger.  Palace  theatre^ 

Syracuse,  Neb. — Small  town  patronage.  ' 
CAPTAIN  KLEINSCHMITT’S  ADVENTURES 

IN  THE  FAR  NORTH:  Special  caat^Suggest 
that  every  exhibitor  who  has  this  booked  go  to 
the  Supt.  of  Schools  and  tell  him  that  it  beats 
any  geography  lesson  put  across  in  a   class  room. 
Sell  out  to  the  schools  on  this.  They  will  thank 
you  for  the  tip.  It's  beautiful  and  instructive. Four  reels. — Pioneer  Pete.  Pioneer  theatre,  Amasa, 
Mich.— Smell  town  patronage. 

FIGH-nNC  IN  PRANCE— Boys,  this  is  the 
bunk.  They  Quoted  guaranteed  prints  and  six 
reels.  Only  had  five  and  they  were  short.  I 
dropped  admissions  and  my  how  they  hollered  I 
Lay  off  this  one.  Print  poor.  Five  reels.   G.  W 
Folsom,  Regent  theatre,  Solomon,  Kan.   General 
patronage. 

GEARED  TO  GO:  Reed  Howes — It  seemed  to 
please  the  majority  of  patrons.  This  was  sold 
to  me  as  Howe's  weakest  story  and  if  it  is,  the 
rest  will  surely  fill  the  bill.  Five  reels.   F.  E. 
Williams,  Orpheum  theatre,  Oelwein,  la. — General 
patronage. 

THE  KNOCKOUT  KID:  Jack  Perrin— Drew 
extra  good  on  Friday,  Saturday  and  pleased  the 
Western  fans  100  per  cent.  Sold  right.  Five 
reels. — P.  E.  Williams,  Orpheum  theatre,  Oelwein, la. — General  patronage. 

THE  AlAD  DANCER:  Johnnie  Walker— Just 
a   fair  program  picture.  Nothing  to  rave  about. 
Six  reels. — Frank  J.  Sutter,  Lincoln  theatre,  Mil- 

waukee, Wis.— General  patronage. 

THE  MIDNIGHT  GIRL:  Si>ccial  cast — Splen- 

did, play  it. — E.  W.  Swarthout,  Palace  theatre, 
Aurora,  Ind, — General  patronage. 

THE  PELL  STREET  MYSTERY:  George  Lar- 
kin—Contains  all  the  action  of  a   16  chapter  serial 

and  drew  good  business.  If  you  can  use  action 

pictures,  don’t  pass  it  up.  Five  reels. — E.  E.  Wil- 
liams, Orpheum  theatre,  Oelwein.  la. — General 

patronage. 

THE  SADDLE  CYCLONE;  Buffalo  Bill,  Jr.— 
A   rattling  good  Western  with  lots  of  comedy. 
Plenty  of  action.  A   mighty  pretty  leading  lady 
and  darn  good  entertainment  all  the  way  through. 
I’m  not  much  of  a   Western  fan  but  these  are 
good  ones  for  anybody.  Five  reels.— Henry  Reeve. 
Star  theatre,  Menard,  Tex.— Small  town  patron- 

age. WEST  VS.  EAST:  Pete  Morrison — A   good 
Western  for  small  towns  and  you  can  buy  it  to 
make  money.  Five  reels.— G.  W.  Folsom.  Regent 
theatre,  Solomon,  Kan. — General  patronage. 

WITH  BUFFALO  BILL  ON  THE  U.  P. 
TRAIL:  Special  cast — Did  good  on  this.  This 
picture  had  the  pull-in  stuff.  They  sure  did  come 
to  this  one.  If  I   should  have  advertised  this  1 
would  have  been  out  of  luck  to  seat  them ;   as  it 
was  I   just  did.  Picture  is  fairly  good.  Not  a 
bad  one  and  not  a   special.  I   was  mostly  sur- 

prised at  the  good  photography  more  than  any- 
tWng  else  from  Rayart.  Specialty  is  fair,  all 
right.  Dallas  exchange.  Six  reels.— Jennings  & 
Gillial,  Colonial  theatre,  Hondo,  Tex.— Small  town patronage. 

Serials 

THE  ACE  OP  SPADES:  (Universal)  Special 
— You  won't  go  wrong  if  you  book  "The  Ace 

of  Spades." — Frank  J.  Sutter,  Lincoln  theatre, Milwaukee,  Wis. — General  patronage. 

THE  FAST  EXPRESS:  (Universal)  Special 

— ^This  is  mighty  interesting.  Has  fair  draw- 
ing power.  This  episode  particularly  good.  Two 

reels.— A.  N.  Miles,  Eminence  theatre,  Ehninence, Ky. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  FAST  EXPRESS:  (Universal)  William 

Duncan — Just  finished  No.  3.  Seems  to  be  pleas- 
ing. Two  reels. — William  E.  Tragsdorf,  Trags 

theatre,  NeillsviHe.  Wis. — Mixed  patronage. 

THE  40TH  DOOR:  (Pathe)  Special  cast — A 
good  thrilling  clean  picture,  if  you  like  Egyptian 

pictures.  Six  reels. — Prank  J.  Sutter,  Lincoln 
theatre,  Milwaukee,  Wis. — General  patronage. 

THE  GREAT  CIRCUS  MYSTERY:  (Universal) 

Special  cast — Played  with  comedy  "Way  Up 

North"  and  it  sure  was  well  received.  Universal 
sure  is  there  and  over  when  it  comes  to  helping 

the  exhibitor  to  please  the  people.  Two  reels. — 
E.  A-  Emmert,  Emmert  theatre,  Alcester,  S.  D. — General  patronage. 

IDAHO :   (Pathe)  Special  cast — Plsyed  first 
chapter  to  good  business.  Believe  it  is  going  to 

be  good  fer  those  who  like  wild  rough  stuff. 
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■Will  report  later.  Two  reels.— Slmer  Hughes, 

Opera  House,  Mesijuite,  Nev. — General  patronage.
 

IDAHO:  (Fathe)  Special  cast — Yfe  have  played 

the  last  chapter  and  this  special  was  10  chapters 

and  we  bad  poor  iusinesa  from  beginning  to  end. 

Two  reels.— Nicolaides  Brothers,  American  the- 

atre, Scofield.  Ut.— General  patronage. 

INTO  THE  NET:  (Pathe)  Special  cast— One 

of  the  best  serials  I   have  ever  played.  Built  up 

our  Thursday  nights  wonderfully.  Play  it. —
 

A.  E.  Sharer,  Globe  theatre.  Savannah,  Mo. 
— 

General  patronage. 

THE  RIDDLE  RIDERs  (Universal)  William 

Desmond— We  have  started  the  first  chapter. 

Seems  to  be  a   good  serial.  Business  fair.  Two 

reels. — Nicolaides  Brothers,  American  theatre, 

Scofield.  Ut.— General  patronage. 

THE  RIDDLE  RIDERs  (Universal)  William 

Desmond— This  is  a   good  serial.  Just  finished. 

Nothing  to  brag  about.  No  kicks.  Average 

business  throughout.  16  episodes. — R.  K.  Lattin, 

Strand  theatre,  Valparaiso,  Neb. — Small  town 

patronage. 

THE  KIDDLE  RIDER:  (Universal)  William 

Desmond — Final  chapter.  One  of  the  best  serials 
we  ever  ran.  Held  up  fine  all  the  way  through. 

Everyone  well  pleased.  Two  reels. — A.  G.  Wit^ 

wer.  Grand  theatre.  Rainier,  Ore. — General  pat- 

ronage. 

THE  SCARLET  STREAK;  (Universal)  Spe- 
cial cast — ^This  one  starts  off  as  if  it  might  make 

a   good  serial.  Modern  adventure  story ;   plenty 
of  kick  in  it  and  we  are  decidedly  optimistic  at 

the  outlook  for  it.  Two  reels. — Henry  Reeve,  Star 
theatre,  Menard,  Tex. — Small  town  patronage. 

WILD  WEST:  (Pathe)  Special  cast— Opens  up 
very  slow  and  somewhat  confused.  Gets  a   little 

better  as  it  progresses  but  would  not  rate  it  very 

high.  Two  reels. — C.  M.  Vail,  Blende  theatre, 

Benton,  Wis. — Small  town  patronage. 

Siiort  Features 

EDUCATIONAL 

BELOW  ZERO:  Lige  Conley — A   dandy  com- 

edy with  Lige  Conley  under  the  Mermaid  brand. 

The  snow  stuff  was  funny  and  got  a   lot  of 

laughs.  Two  reels.— C.  A.  Anglemire,  "Y”  the- 
atre, Nazareth,  Pa, — Better  class  patronage. 

BEWARE;  A   very  good  comedy.  Was  well 

liked  by  all.  Two  reels. — Robert  Kessler,  Bonn 

theatre,  Philadelphia,  Pa.— General  patronage. 

CAREFUL,  PLEASE:  Lloyd  Hamilton — Poor 

comedy  for  Hamilton.  This  boy  is  slipping.  I 

am  glad  he  is  going  with  Pathe.  I   won't  have 
to  run  his  stuff.  Two  reels. — C.  H.  Moulton, 

Bijou  theatre,  Beach,  N.  D. — Small  town  patron- 
age. 

THE  CLOUD  HOPPER:  Larry  Semon — Good. 
Two  reels. — Pace,  Bouma,  and  McGraw,  Princess 

theatre,  Traer,  la. — Small  town  patronage. 

CURSES:  A1  St.  John — A   funny  comedy  that 

burlesques  the  serial  type  of  picture.  It  is  some- 
thing original  for  comedies.  Quite  a   few  healthy 

laughs  given  this  one.  Two  reels. — C.  A.  Angle- 

mire, “Y”  theatre,  Nazareth,  Pa. — Better  class 
patronage. 

DRENCHED:  Stay  away  from  it.  Film  con- 

dition poor  out  of  Omaha  office.  One  reei. — 

A.  K.  Roeper,  Leeds  theatre,  Leeds,  la. — Neigh- 
borhood patronage. 

FAST  AND  FURIOUS:  Lige  Conley — Educa- 
tional 2   reelers  are  as  a   rule  extra  good,  but  we 

fail  to  get  any  satisfaction  out  of  the  Cameos. 

"Fast  and  Furious"  proved  to  be  just  the  comedy 

■we  wanted  for  our  Friday  and  Saturday  program. 
Two  reels. — Gunther  and  Metzger,  Palace  theatre, 

Syracuse.  Neb. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  FIGHTING  DUDE:  Lupino  Lane— Plenty 
of  laughs  in  this  one.  Lane  Is  a   comer  in  the 

comedy  field.  Two  reels. — J.  C,  Kennedy,  Empress 

theatre,  Akron,  la.— Small  town  patronage. 

FIRE  AWAY:  A1  St.  John— This  seemed  to  be 

full  of  everything  that  goes  into  a   comedy.  It 
was  screams  and  lots  of  them.  I   think  A1  St. 

John  is  going  to  be  one  of  those  big  boys  before 

so  very  long.  Two  reels. — Ray  L.  Jennings, 

Colonial  theatre,  Hondo,  Tex. — Small  town  pat- 
ronage. 

FRAMED ;   Lloyd  Hamilton— This  is  an  aver- 
age comedy  but  this  ham  sure  gets  the  laughs 

out  of  the  crowds.  Two  reels. — J.  C.  Kennedy. 

^Impress  theatre,  Akron,  la. — Small  town  patron- 
age. 

GOING  EAST;  Lloyd  Hamilton— A   dandy  good 
picture.  It  kept  them  laughing  all  the  way 

through.  Two  reels.— A.  H.  Roeper.  Leeds  the- 

atre, Leeds,  la. — Neighborhood  patronage. 

Special  to Publisher  Paths 
PATHE  NEWS:  Roxy  said  a   hatful 

about  new  pictures  in  the  HERALD 

of  March  6tb,  page  41,  “Imagine  if 
you  can  a   motion  picture  program 

without  one.  It  cannot  be  done.”  I 

don’t  say  it  can’t  be  done,  but  it’s  al- 
most that  important.  Didga  ever  hear 

an  unfavorable  comment  on  a   news 

reel  chock  full  of  up-to-the-minute 

news  pictures? — ^PIONEER  PETE, 
Pioneer  theatre,  Amasa,  Mich. 

GOOD  SPIRITS:  Walter  Hiers— Good  comedy. 

Hiers’  comedies  are  getting  better.  Two  reels. — 
Pace,  Bouma  and  McGraw,  Princess  theatre, 

Traer,  la. — Small  town  patronage. 

A   iGOOFY  GOB:  Billy  Dooley— A   little  better 

than  this  star’s  last  one.  I   played  "A  Misfit 
Sailor”  and  that  was  terrible.  Two  reels. — 

J.  C.  Kennedy,  Empress  theatre,  Akron,  la. — 
Small  town  patronage. 

HELLO — GOODBYE:  This  may  be  an  old  com- 

edy, but  it  is  very  good.  Two  reels. — J.  J.  Hoff- 

man, Plainview  theatre,  Plainview,  Nebr. — General 
patronage. 

HER  BOY  FRIEND:  Larry  Semon — Semon  has 
made  better  ones.  Two  reels. — S.  G.  Ihde,  Photo- 

play theatre,  Ashland,  Kan. — Small  town  patron- 

age. HIGH  GEAR:  Bobby  Vernon— The  best  sub- 
ject I   had  on  my  Comedy  Circus,  consisting  of 

five  different  comedies.  Two  reels. — S.  G.  Ihde, 

Photoplay  theatre,  Ashland,  Kan. — Small  town 
patronage. 

ROT  AND  HEAVY;  Eddie  Nelson— This  'was 
a   Mermaid  knockout.  Everybody  had  a   genuine 

laugh  at  this  slapstick  effort.  It  had  soma  dandy 

gags  in  the  restaurant  episode.  T>vo  reels. — 
C.  A.  Anglemire.  "Y”  theatre,  Nazareth,  Pa. — 
Better  class  patronage. 

IN  A   SPIDER’S  GRIP:  Pretty  and.  ns  a   nov- 

elty and  something  now,  it  is'  okey.  One  reel. — 
A.  G,  Witwer,  Grand  theatre.  Rainier.  Ore.- 
General  patronage. 

THE  IRON  MULE;  Tuexodo — Excellent,  much 

better  than  Keaton's  old  five  reeler,  "Our  Hos- 
pitality.” TSvo  reels. — S.  G.  Ihde,  Photoplay  the- 

atre, Ashland,  Kan. — Small  town  patronage, 

JONAH  JONES:  Lloyd  Hamilton— Well  liked 
comedy.  Two  reels. — Jack  Greene,  New  Genesee 
theatre,  Geneseo,  III. — Small  town  patronage. 

KEEP  TRYING:  Cameo — Very  good.  One  reel. 

— S.  G.  Ihde,  Photoplay  theatre,  Ashland,  Kan. — 
Small  town  patronage. 

OH  BRIDGET :   Walter  Hiers — A   very  gootl 

comedy.  Walter  Hiers  at  his  best.  Two  reels. — 

Robert  Kessler,  Benn  theatre,  Philadelphia,  Pa. — 
General  patronage. 

RED  PEPPER:  Good.  Two  reels. — Pace, 
Bouma  and  McGraw,  Princess  theatre,  Traer,  la. 
— Small  town  patronage. 

RIDE  'EM  COWBOY:  Bobby  Vernon — Not  up 

to  Vernon’s  standard  but  will  pass  for  a   fair 

comedy.  Two  reels. — A.  H.  Roeper,  Leeds  the- 
atre, Leeds,  la. — Neighborhood  patronage. 

ROUGH  AND  READY:  Mermaid— Fair,  a 
little  overdrawn.  Two  reels. — S.  G.  Ihde,  Photo- 

play theatre,  Ashland,  Kan. — Small  town  patron- 

age. 
SAVAGE  LOVE:  Christie— Excellent,  Two 

reels. — S.  G.  Ihde,  Photoplay  theatre,  Ashland. 
Kan. — Small  town  patronage. 

SEA  SCAMPS:  Another  good  Juvcnilo  comedy. 
I   have  found  these  kid  comedies  go  good  if  not 

used  too  often.  Two  reels. — C.  H.  Moulton,  Bijou 

theatre.  Beach,  N.  D. — Small  town  patronage. 

SKY  HOOKS:  Cliff  Bowes — A   good  one  reel 
Cameo  that  had  a   lot  of  laughs  stuck  in  it.  It 
had  a   new  feminine  face  in  it,  by  the  name  of 

Helen  Foster,  who  was  good  to  look  at.  Let's 
see  more  of  her.  One  reel. — C.  A.  Anglemire, 

Kothingcanstop 

Youonceyou’ie setwith 
JI. 
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"Y*'  theatre,  Nazareth,  Pa. — Better  class  patron- 
affc. 

SOUP  TO  NUTS:  A   good  comedy.— Bert  Sil- 

ver, Silver  Family  theatre,  Greenville,  Mich. — 
General  patronage. 

STUPID  BUT  BRAVE:  Good.  Two  reels.— 
Pace,  Bouma  and  McGraw,  Princess  theatre. 

Troer,  la. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  TOURIST:  Just  as  good  a   comedy  as 

you  will  run  across  in  a   long  time.  Gave  excel- 
lent satiafaction.  Two  reels. — H.  G.  Stettmund, 

Jr..  Odcon  theatre.  Chandler,  Okla. — Small  town 
patronage. 

THE  TRADER:  Felix  the  cat — Just  once  in 

a   while  I   hear  a   complaint  o£  Felix,  but  so  often 

I   hear  good  ones  I   don’t  listen  to  the  bad  yelps. 
Some  people  cry  mostly  to  be  noticed.  Not  that 

the  pictures  are  bad,  but  for  importance’s  sake, 
when  I   have  a   weak  picture  to  report  on,  I   sim- 

ply pour  it  on.  One  reel. — Jennings  &   Gillial, 

Colonial  theatre,  Hondo,  Tex. — Small  town  pat- 
ronage. 

WHAT’S  UP:  Cliff  Bowes — This  one  was  extra 
good,  as  it  received  a   lot  of  laughs.  They  had 

some  bathing  girls  in  this  and  they  put  a   little 

snap  in  it  also.  One  reel. — C.  A.  Anglemirc, 

"Y"  theatre,  Nazareth,  Pa. — Better  class  patron- 
age. 

WILD  GAME:  Ligo  Conley — Can't  band  this 
one  much.  The  poorest  Mermaid  comedy  we  have 

hod.  Film  badly  chopped  up.  Two  reels. — A.  G. 

Wltwer,  Grand  theatre.  Rainier,  Ore. — General 
patronage. 

FILM  BOOKING  OFFICES 

ALICE  BLUES:  The  audience  didn't  seem 
to  get  a   chuckle  out  of  this.  Two  reels. — F.  E. 

Williams,  Orpheum  theatre,  Oehvein,  la. — General 
patronage. 

ALL  OUT:  A   comedy  that  will  make  'em  yell. 
Two  reels. — Fry,  Palace  theatre,  Mt.  Pleasant, 
Tex. — General  patronage. 

ALL  TIED  UP:  A   fair  comedy.  Two  reels. — 

A.  H.  Roeper,  Leeds  theatre,  Leeds,  la. — Neigh- 
borhood patronage. 

THE  GO  GETTERS:  Special  cast— We  played 

the  seventh  chapter  and  going  fine.  Holding  up 
good.  Better  than  a   serial.  Two  reels. — Nicolaides 

Brothers,  American  theatre,  Scofield,  Ut. — General 
patronage. 

THE  GO  GETTERS:  George  O'Hara — “Sleep- 

ing Cutie."  Have  seen  a   good  many  audiences 
go  in  for  a   good  siege  of  laughs  but  our  au- 

dience just  roared  themselves  into  hysterics  with 
this  one.  Played  this  with  Fred  Thomson  in 

“That  Devil  Quemado”  and  never  had  a   prouder 
moment  in  my  life  when  I   watched  the  crowd 

go  out.  Number  10  is  a   basket  ball  subject.  Two 

reels. — ^Pioneer  Pete,  The  Pioneer  theatre.  Amasa, 
Mich. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  GO  GETTERS:  Special  cast — We  are 

playing  Number  eight  and  holding  up  good.  Two 

reels. — Nicolaides  Brothers,  Ameriacn  theatre. 
Scoffeld,  Ut.— General  patronage, 

HEAVY  LOVE:  They  said  it  was  a   “ton  of 

fun"  and  it  sure  is,  but  it's  also  a   ton  of  fun 
to  each  reel.  Two  reels. — F.  E.  Williams,  Or- 

pheum theatre,  Oclwein,  la.— General  patronage., 

HOLD  TIGHT:  Here  is  what  I   consider  just 

as  good  a   comedy  as  there  is  made.  It  sure  made 

'em  yell.  Two  reels. — F.  E.  Williams,  Orpheum 
theatre,  Oclwein.  la. — General  patronage. 

LAME  BRAINS:  A   dandy  good  two  reeler.— 

A.  H.  Roeper,  Leeds  theatre,  Leeds,  la. — Neigh- 
borhood patronage. 

PLAYING  WITH  FIRE:  Special  cast— “Go  Get- 

ters’* Number  9.  This  probably  is  the  weakest 
number  in  the  series  so  far,  and  still  it  is  better 

than  the  average  comedy.  Two  reels. — Pioneer 

Pete,  Pioneer  theatre,  Amasa,  Mich. — Small  town 
patronage. 

CAPTAIN  KID:  Cartoon.  Didn't  see  it.  Re- 
ports from  patrons  voiced  their  endorsement  of 

Bray  cartoons.  One  reel. — R.  K.  Russell,  Pas- 

time theatre,  Cushing,  la. — Small  town  patron- 

age. 

CLOUDY  ROMANCE:  Very  thrilling  comedy. 

Two  reels.— J.  J.  Hoffman,  Plainview  theatre, 
Plainview,  Nebr. — General  patronage. 

FOX 

CONTROL  YOURSELF:  Sid  Smith— Phew  I 

Two  reels. — J.  S.  Walker.  Texas  theatre,  Grand 

Prairie,  Tex.— Small  town  patronage. 

ELSIE  IN  NEW  YORK:  A   very  good  com- 

edy and  pleased  all  who  saw  it.  You  have  one 

of  the  most  noted  humorists,  O'Henry,  for  the 
making  of  this,  that  is  the  writing.  Two  reels.— 

R.  E.  Mitchell,  Plainview  theatre,  Plainview,  Tex. 

— General  patronage. 

FIRE  WHEN  READY:  George  O’Hara— A 
cracker  jack.  Keep  coming,  George.  TSvo  reels. 

— A.  O.  Lambert,  Monticello  Opera  House,  Monti- 

cello,  la. — General  patronage. 

FOX  NEWS:  We  are  very  much  pleased  with 

this  news  and  arc  receiving  lots  of  good  com- 

ments on  it.  One  reel. — Jack  Greene,  New  Gene- 
seo  theatre,  Geneseo.  111. — Small  town  patronage. 

FOX  NEWS:  We  find  Fox  News  as  satisfac- 

tory as  any  and  can  be  had  for  a   more  reason- 
able rental. — ^Fry,  Palace  theatre,  Mt.  Pleasant, 

Tex. — General  patronage, 

FOX  VARIETIES:  A   mighty  fine  reel.  The 

photography  is  exceptional  and  the  subjects  well 

picked  and  handled  in  a   most  interesting  way. 

We  were  agreeably  surprised  with  the  comment 

they  have  caused.  One  reel. — Henry  Reeve,  Star 

theatre,  Menard,  Tex. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  HONEYMOON  LIMITED:  Just  a   com- 

edy. Just  fair.  Two  reels. — Jack  Greene,  New 

Geneseo  theatre,  Geneseo,  111. — Small  town  pat- 
ronage. 

THE  MYSTERIOUS  STRANGER:  Very  funny. 

Pleased  ’em  all.  Two  reels. — Frank  J.  Sutter, 
Lincoln  theatre,  Milwaukee,  Wis. — General  pat- 
ronage. 

THE  PACEMAKERS:  George  O’Hara— No.  6. 
Every  one  of  these  is  right  up  to  standard.  This, 

entitled  “The  Covered  Flagon,’’  has  a   basketball 
game  in  it.  Don’t  fail  to  book  these.  Two 

reels. — W.  T.  Davis  &   Son,  Rialto  theatre,  Sharon, 
Wis. — General  patronage. 

THE  REPORTER:  Earle  Fox — A   very  funny 

comedy. — Bert  Silver,  Silver  Family  theatre, 
Greenville,  Mich. — General  patronage. 

TONS  OF  TROUBLE:  As  good  a   comedy  as 

we’ve  seen  lately.  Use  it.  Your  folks  are  bound 
to  like  the  dog  and  the  cat  and  2   babies.  Two 

reels. — A.  N.  Miles,  Eminence  theatre.  Eminence, 
Ky. — Small  town  patronage. 

UPON  THE  FARM:  Lee  Moran— Not  many 
laughs  to  this.  It  has  a   few  thrills,  however. 

Two  reels. — A.  N.  Miles,  Eminence  theatre,  Emi- 
nence, Ky. — Small  town  patronage. 

PATHE 

AESOPS  FABLES:  Best  one  reeler  made. — 

Kreighbaum  Brothers,  Char-Bell  theatre,  Roches- 

ter, Ind. — General  patronage. 

AESOPS  FABLES:  These  are  silly  things  but 

please  old  as  well  as  young.  In  my  estimation  a 

good  business  builder.  One  reel. — A.  E.  Sharer, 

Globe  theatre,  Savannah,  Mo. — General  patronage. 

ASK  GRANDMA:  Our  Gang — A   fair  Gang 
comedy.  Not  as  many  laughs  as  usual.  Two 

reels. — J.  C.  Kennedy,  Empress  theatre,  Akron, 
la. — Small  town  patronage, 

BAD  BOY:  Charley  Chase— Would  class  this 

as  just  an  average  comedy.  Two  reels. — A.  G. 

Witwer,  Grand  theatre,  Rainier,  Ore. — General 
patronage. 

BOOBS  IN  THE  WOODS:  Harry  Langdon— 

An  average  comedy  with  several  laughs.  T\vo 

reels. — J.  C.  Kennedy,  Empress  theatre,  Akron, 
la. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  CARETAKER’S  DAUGHTER:  Charley 
Chase — Fine  and  funny  and  had  them  laughing. 
Waht  more  do  you  want  in  Laugh  Month?  Two 

reels. — I.  T.  Brisco,  Princess  theatre,  Elwood, 
Ind, — General  jjatronage. 

THE  CARETAKER’S  DAUGHTER:  Charley 
Chase — Charley  is  well  liked  here  and  whenever 
we  have  one  of  his  comedies  we  are  pretty  sure 

of  something  good. — Jack  Greene,  New  Geneseo 

theatre,  Geneseo,  III. — Small  town  patronage. 

COLD  TURKEY:  Alice  Day — A   fair  comedy. 

Two  reels. — Robert  Kessler,  Benn  theatre,  Phila- 
delphia, Pa. — General  patronage. 

COIiBUENCEMENT  DAY:  Our  Gang— Another 

good  Gang  comedy.  Two  reels. — ^A.  G.  Witwer. 

Grand  theatre.  Rainier,  Ore. — General  patronage. 

DON’T  TELL  DAD:  Ralph  Graves— Ralph 
Graves  at  ihs  best.  Everybody  enjoyed  this  com- 

edy. Two  reels. — Robert  Kessler,  Benn  theatre, 
Philadelphia,  Pa.  General  patronage. 

FASHION  REEL:  A   splendid  reel  to  run  in 

connection  with  a   fashion  show. — Kreighbaum 

Bros.,  Char-Bell  theatre,  Rochester,  Ind. — Gen- 
eral patronage. 

THE  FIRST  100  YEARS:  Harry  Langdin— 

Very  good  one  of  that  sort.  Comedy  deserving  of 
the  name.  Some  fellow  said  this  was  raw  in 

spots,  or  words  to  that  effect.  He  must  have 
got  a   different  print  than  I,  because  there  was 

nothing  smutty  in  mine.  Two  reels. — H.  G. 
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Stettmund,  Jr.,  Odeon  theatre,  Chandler,  Okla   

Small  town  patronage. 

GIDDAP:  Billy  Bevans— Very  good.  Seanett's 
as  a   rule  are  always  there.  Two  reels.   p.  k 
Shaffer.  Lyric  theatre,  Frostburg,  Md.— General 

patronage. 
THE  GOOFY  AGE:  Just  a   comedy.— Bert 

Silver,  Silver  Family  theatre,  Greenville,  Mich.   

General  patronage. 

GOOSELAND:  Alice  Day — A   great  comedy. 
Everyone  sure  enjoyed  it.  Plenty  of  laughs.  Two 

reels. — James  D.  Kennedy,  Apollo  theatre,  Indi- 

anapolis, Ind. — Down  town  patronage. 

HIGH  JINX:  As  always — a   darned  good  action 

comedy.  These  Imperial  comedies  are  the  gnat's 

monacles.  Buy  'em ;   boost  'em.  Two  reels.   
R.  K.  Russell.  Pastime  theatre,  Cushing,  la.   
Small  town  patronage. 

HIS  WOODEN  WEDDING:  Charley  Chase- 

Boy.  she's  a   dinger.  Harold  Lloyd  better  watch 
this  boy  or  he  will  steal  his  crown.  Wo  sure 

do  like  him  here.  He  gets  me  more  business  than 

all  the  rest  of  the  short  stuff  put  together.  That 

is.  except  the  Gangs. — W.  Bradley,  Moon  theatre. 

Neligh,  Neb. — General  patronage, 

HOT  STUFF:  The  Spat  Family— Extra  good 

comedy.  Two  reels. — Nicolaides  Brothers,  Ameri- 

can theatre,  Scofield,  Ut. — General  patronage. 

LOST  DOG:  Spat  Family — Very  good  comedy. 
Two  reels. — Nicolaides  Brothers,  American  the- 

atre, Scofield,  Ut. — General  patronage. 

THE  MAN  WHO  WOULD  NOT  DIE;  Indian 

Frontier — This  was  a   fairly  good  Indian  picture 

that  will  do  as  a   filler  or  for  something  to  use 

when  you  are  running  a   feature  length  comedy. 

Two  reels. — W.  T.  Davis  &   Son,  Rialto  theatre, 

Sharon,  Wis.— General  patronage. 

THE  MARRIAGE  BLOW:  Harry  Langdon— 

A   funny  comedy. — Bert  Silver,  Silver  Family  the- 
atre, Greenville,  Mich. — General  patronage. 

OUR  CONGRESSMAN:  Will  Rogers— I   don't 
think  much  of  it.  Two  reels. — Frank  J.  Sutter, 

Lincoln  theatre,  Milwaukee,  Wis. — General  pat- 
ronage. 

PATHE  REVIEW:  No.  17.  This  one  is  inter- 

esting. One  reel. — Wm.  E.  Tragsdorf,  Trags 

theatre,  Neillsville,  Wis. — Small  town  patronage. 

PATHE  REVIEW:  No.  44.  An  interesting  and 
colorful  reel  to  round  out  any  program.  One 

reel. — A.  G.  Witwar,  Grand  theatre.  Rainier,  Ore. — General  patronage. 

PLAIN  CLOTHES:  Harry  Langdon — Harry 
takes  well  here  and  all  enjoy  his  work  fine. — 

Jack  Greene,  New  Geneseo  theatre,  Geneseo,  111. — Small  town  patronage. 

SEEING  NELLIE  HOME:  A   good  comedy  full 

of  laughs.  One  reel. — Kreighbaum  Bros.,  Char- 
Bell  theatre,  Rochester,  Ind. — General  patronage. 

SKINNERS  IN  SILK:  A   good  funny  comedy. 

— Bert  Silver,  Silver  Family  theatre,  Greenville, 
Mich. — General  patronage. 

THE  SKY  PLUMMER:  Good  snappy  stuff  that 

pleased  our  patrons.  Two  reels. — G.  Stett- 

mund, Jr..  Odeon  theatre.  Chandler,  Okla. — Small 
town  patronage. 

WATER  WAGONS:  Chock  full  of  action  and 

laughs.  Two  reels. — A.  G.  Witwer,  Grand  theatre. 
Rainier,  Ore. — General  patronage. 

THE  WATER  WAGON:  Not  much  to  this 

one.  I   guess  Mack  had  to  grind  out  one  right 

Quick  when  he  made  this.  Not  up  to  his  stand- 

ard.— H.  G.  Stettmund,  Jr.,  Odeon  theatre,  Chand- 
ler, Okla. — Small  town  patronage. 

UNIVERSAL 

AGGRAVATION  KIDS:  Played  with  “The  Tor- 
nado.” The  young  folks  just  had  a   lot  of  en- 
joyment and  showed  it  by  yelling  and  laughing 

and  the  adults  sure  enjoyed  the  whole  show. 

Two  reels. — E.  A.  Emmert,  Emmert  theatre, 
Alcester,  S.  D. — General  patronage. 

BADLY  BROKE;  Charles  Puffy— Charles 
Puffy  is  the  best  one  reel  bet  that  we  have. 

Have  used  a   number  of  these  and  they  are  all 

good.  One  reel. — Gunther  and  Metzger,  Palace 
theatre,  Syracuse,  Neb. — Small  town  patronage. 

BREAKIN’  LOOSE:  Special  cast — Very  good, 
as  all  of  these  Tuttle  stories  that  we  have  had 

so  far  have  been.  Went  over  good  for  us  on  a 

short  featured  program.  Two  reels. — A.  G.  Wit* 

wer,  Grand  theatre.  Rainier,  Ore. — General  pat- 
ronage. 

BUSTER  BROWN  COMEDIES:  Kids  eat  ’em 
up  and  adults  laugh.  The  dog  is  very  clever. 
We  have  run  three  and  only  hope  those  to  follow 

will  be  as  good.  Two  reels. — I.  R.  Gavin,  Hammond, 

theatre,  Hammond,  Wis. — Small  town  patronage. 
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the  leather  pushers  s   Roffinald  Denny 
  That's  the  spirit.  Plenty  of  good  laughs  and 

some  lusty  hollering.  Two  reels. — E.  A.  Enuaert, 

Emiaert  theatre,  Alcester,  S.  D« — General  patron- 

age. 

love  my  DOG;  Arthur  Lake — Whoever  told 

Carl  Laemmle  that  this  bird  was  a   star  was  a 

jaut.  These  comedies  are  terrible,  but  have  to 

take  them  to  use  with  Internationa!  News,  which 

is  okay.  One  reel. — F.  K.  Shaffer,  Lyric  theatre, 

Frostburg,  Md. — General  patronage. 

MARRIED  NEIiQHBORSs  Billy  Engle — Poor 
stuff,  vulgar  to  say  the  least.  Concerned  with 

the  doings  of  a   group  of  inebriates  who  are  help- 
ing the  prospective  groom  celebrate  a   coming 

wedding.  Two  reels. — P.  G.  Bstee,  S.  T.  theatre, 

Parker,  S.  D. — Small  town  patronage. 

MIN’S  HOME  ON  THE  CLIFF;  Joe  Murphy— 
A   very  good  comedy.  I   have  all  the  Gumps 

booked.  They  are  great.  Two  reels. — A.  O.  Lam- 

bert, Monticelio  Opera  House,  Montioello,  la. — 
General  patronage. 

MUDDLED  UP;  Charles  Puffy — Good  little 
comedy.  The  kids  seem  to  like  Puffy.  One  reel. 

  A.  G.  Witwar,  Grand  theatre,  Rainier,  Ore. — 
General  patronage. 

NICELY  REWARDED  s   Charles  Puffy— Most 
of  Puffy  comedies  are  good,  bat  this  is  punk. 

Not  one  chuckle  in  1000  feet.  One  reel. — H.  J. 

Eagan,  American  theatre,  'Weutoma,  Wia. — Small 
town  patronage. 

ONE  WILD  NIGHT;  Neely  Edwards— Above 

the  average  one  reel  comedy — Henry  Reeve,  Star 

theatre,  Menard,  Tex. — Small  town  patronage. 

ONE  WILD  TIME:  Pee  Wee  Holmes— The 
kids  had  a   lot  of  laughs  and  quite  a   few  of  the 

grownups  did  too.  Two  reels. — Wm.  S.  Trags- 

dorf,  Trsga  theatre,  Neillsville,  Wis. — Small  town 

patronage. 

RIDERS  OF  THE  PASS;  Fred  Hines— Very 

good  action.  Western  featurette.  Two  reels. — 

A.  G.  Witwer,  Grand  theatre.  Rainier,  Ore. — 
General  patronage. 

SCANDAL  HUNTERS ;   Ai  Alt — Can't  say 
much  for  this  one.  A   very  ordinary  comedy.  Two 

reels. — A.  G.  Witwer,  Grand  theatre.  Rainier, 

Ore. — General  patronage. 

SO  THIS  IS  PARIS;  Neely  Edwards— Clean, 

but  no  laughs  to  speak  of.  One  reel. — G. 

Estee,  S.  T.  theatre,  Parker,  S.  D. — Small  town 
patronage. 

UNCLE  TOM’S  GAL:  Edna  Marian— The 

worst  comedy  I've  had  to  look  at  for  many  a   long 
day.  Not  one  single  laugh  in  it.  This  young  lady 

deserves  better  treatment.  Two  reels. — Henry 

Reeve,  Star  theatre,  Menard,  Tex. — Small  town 
patronage. 

WATCH  PAPA :   This  comedy  might  have 

registered  but  print  in  terrible  condition.  Print 

was  rainy,  misframes,  bad  patches  and  sprocket 

hole.  Two  reels. — C.  McDonough,  Auditorium 

theatre,  Libertyville,  111. — Small  town  patronage. 

WESTWARD  HOs  Charles  Puffy — ^Another 

good  1   reeter  from  this  star. — ^A.  N.  Miles,  Emi- 

nence theatre.  Eminence,  Ky. — General  patronage. 

A   WINNING  PAIR;  Wanda  Wiley — Good  com- 
edy which  registered.  Lots  of  laughs.  Two  reels. 

— C.  McDonough,  Auditorium  theatre,  Libertyville, 

111. — Small  town  patronage. 

WON  BY  LAW;  Wanda  Wiley— Satisfactory. 
However,  I   do  not  hear  any  comment.  Two 

reels. — C.  McDonough,  Auditorium  theatre,  Lib- 

ertyville,  III. — Small  town  patronage. 

EIGHTEEN  CARAT:  Edna  Marian— Lots  of 

action  and  some  good  laughs  in  this  comedy. 

Two  reels.— A.  G.  Witwer,  Grand  theatre.  Rainier, 

Ore. — General  patronage. 

THE  GREEN  EYED  MONSTER:  Arthur  Lake 

— A   fair  comedy.  One  reel. — A.  H.  Roeper,  Leeds 
theatre,  Leeds,  la. — Neighborhood  patronage. 

HAPPY  GO  LUCKY;  Neely  Edwards- Pretty 
fair  little  comedy.  One  reel. — -A,  G.  Witwer, 

Grand  theatre,  Rainier,  Ore. — General  patronage. 

HERE’S  YOUR  HAT;  Arthur  Lake— This  is 
the  bunk.  No  more  Arthur  Lake  comijdies  for 

me.  Nothing  to  it.  One  reel. — A.  B.  Sharer, 

Globe  theatre,  Savannah,  Mo. — General  patronage. 

HONEYMOON  HOTEL;  Better  than  the  av- 

erage one  reelers  from  Universal.  One  reel. — 

A.  H.  Roeper,  Leeds  theatre,  Leeds,  la. — Neigh- 
borhood patronage. 

the  horse  LAUGH:  Charles  Puffy— Charlie 

is  another  of  Carl  Laemmle’s  stars.  We  have  yet 

to  hear  anyone  laugh  at  him  or  Arthur  Lake. 

If  you  can  help  yourself  do  not  run  these.  One 
K.  Shaffer,  Lyric  theatre,  Frostburg,  Md. 

General  patronage. 

KICK  ME  AGAIN :   Charles  Puffy — Charles,  you 
are  the  best  bet  in  1   reel  comedies  now,  we  think. 

But  this  one  has  two  or  three  vulgar  touches 

that  almost  spoiled  it.  Please  be  funny  without 

resorting  to  vulgarities  to  try  to  get  a   laugh. 

One  reel. — A.  N.  Miles,  Eminence  theatre,  Emi- 

nence, Ky. — Small  town  patronage. 

A   HONEYMOOM  SQUABBLE:  Edna  Marian- 

Good  enough  slap-stick,  only  the  directors — both 
feature  and  comedy — majority  of  them,  that  is, 

think  they  must  have  pajamas  and  then  some 

pajamas.  Two  reels. — P.  G.  Estee,  S.  T.  theatre, 

Parker,  S.  D. — Small  town  patronage. 

HOT  DOG;  Arthur  Lake — The  one-reelera  with 
this  star  and  his  bright  young  sweetheart  and 

rival  are  picking  up.  One  reel. — P.  G.  Estee,  S. 

T.  theatre,  Parker,  S.  D. — Small  town  patronage. 

JUST  COWBOYS;  Pee  Wee  Holmes — A   dandy 
good  short  Western  with  as  many  laughs  as  most 

two  reel  comedies.  Two  reels. — O.  P.  Craig, 

Royal  theatre,  Newark,  Ark. — Small  town  patron- 

age. 

JUST  IN  TIME,  THE  POLO  KID:  Wanda 

V/iley,  Eddie  Gordon — Universal  Century  com- 
edies. Pretty  good.  All  the  Centuries  have  been 

good  lately  except  “Married  Neighbors.” — Roy  W. 
Adams,  Pastime  theatre,  Mason,  Mich. — General 
patronage. 

THE  LEATHER  PUSHERS:  Billy  Sullivan- 

Got  these  on  my  complete  service  contract  and 

they  have  gone  over  in  good  shape.  Fourth 
series  with  Sullivan  as  good  as  third  with  Danny. 

Sorry  there  are  no  more.  Two  reels. — Vick  Mill- 

ward,  Harris  theatre,  Bancroft,  Idaho. — Small 
town  patronage. 

OR  BUSTER;  Buster  Brown — Good,  as  are  all 

Buster  Browns.  They’re  clean,  they  please  the 
kids  and  most  grown-ups,  so  what  more  can  we 
ask?  Two  reels. — ^F.  A.  Millhouse,  Star  theatre, 

Sumner,  Nebraska. — Small  town  patronage. 

O   WHAT  A   DAY:  Andy  Gump — This  comedy 
went  over  good  with  the  audience.  It  is  a   fair 

comedy.  Nothing  to  rave  over.  Two  reels. — 
Schaghticoke  Amusement  Assn.,  Odd  Fellows  Hall, 

Sehaghticokc,  N.  Y. — General  patronage. 

PREHISTORIC  MAN:  Just  about  one  reel  of 

film  wasted.  One  reel. — W.  J.  Shoup,  Do  Luxe 

theatre,  Spearville,  Kan. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  RAID;  TAKING  CHANCES:  Universal 
Mustang  Westerns.  These  Mustangs  are  all  good 

snappy  stories  and  please  the  Western  fans  here. 

Two  reels — Roy  W.  Adams,  Pastime  theatre.  Ma- 

son, Mich. — General  patronage. 

RAISIN  CAIN:  Better  than  most  Centuries. 

Centuries  for  me  are  nothing  extra  and  quite  a 
few  not  worth  running,  but  this  one  is  better 

than  most.  Two  reels. — F.  A.  Mlllhouso,  Star 

Theatre,  Sumner,  Nebraska. — Small  town  patron- 

age. 

TEMPEST  CODY’S  MAN  HUNT:  I   find  these 
two  reel  Westerns  are  all  good  and  fill  in  fine 

when  the  feature  la  not  Western.  Two  reels. — 
F.  A.  Milihouse,  Star  theatre.  Sumner,  Nebraska. 
— Small  town  patronage. 

THE  TROUBLE  FIXER:  Wanda  Wiley— An- 
other good  one  from  Wanda.  We  have  never  yet 

received  a   poor  comedy  from  Wanda  Wiley.  Two 
reels. — w.  J.  Shoup,  De  Luxe  theatre,  Spearville, 
Kan. — Small  town  patronage. 

WESTWARD  HO:  Charles  Puffy— A   good  one 

reeler.  Got  several  laughs  from  the  audience, 

which  is  the  best  criticism.  One  reel. — H.  G. 

Selk,  Selk  theatre,  Scotia,  Neb.— Small  town  pat- ronage. 

VITAGRAPR 

THE  FALL  GUY:  Larry  Semon— Plenty  of 

action  and  comedy.  Larry  can’t  be  bent  for 
slapstick.  Two  reels.- D.  M.  Spado,  Majestic 

theatre,  Portland,  Ind. — General  patronage. 

CLASSIFIED 
Advertising 
Five  cents  per  word,  payable  in  advance.  Minimuin  charge, 

$1  00  Copy  and  checks  should  be  addressed  Classified  Ad 

Dept,  Exhibitors  Herald.  407  So.  Dearborn  St.,  Chicago,  111. 

THEATRES  WANTED 

WANTED — ^To  lease  or  purchase  one  or  more 

theatres  in  the  U.  S.  A.  Give  full  parti^lars. 
Address  Manager  Rex  Theatre,  Box  3S2,  laber, 

Alberta,  Canada. 

WANTED — To  rent  or  buy,  motion  picture 

theatre.  Give  full  particulars  in  first  letter. 

Mrs.  J.  B'eucher,  2880  Elston  Avenue,  Chicago, 111. 

THEATRES  FOR  SALE 

NEW  COMBINATION  THEATRE  and  c
om- 

mercial building  consisting  of  800  seat  theatre, 

five  stores  and  sixteen  apartments  in  manufa
c- 

turing city  of  15,000,  sixteen  miles  South  of  Chi- 

cago loop.  Wonderful  opportunity  to  acquire 

highly  desirable  property  in  rapidly  growing  Cal- 
umet district.  If  interested,  act  quick.  Address 

Exhibitors  Herald,  Box  609,  407  S.  Dearborn  St., 

Chicago,  111. 

HERE  IS  YOUR  OPPORTUNITY  to  ob- 
tain real  bargains  on  1000  brand  new  five  and 

seven  ply  veneer  chairs  at  a   big  reduction  of 

the  original  cost.  300  newly  upholstered  the- 

atre chairs  and  other  lots  of  upholstered  chairs 

as  well  as  1000  used  veneer  chairs  in  A-l  con- 

dition at  bargain  prices.  Write  Illinois  Theatre 

Equipment  Company,  12-14  East  9th  Str
eet, 

Chicago,  III. 

FOR  SALE:  Coin  changer  machine,  
“Light- 

ning.” Factory  rebuilt.  Also  automatic  ticket 

selling  machine,  3   unit,  factory  rebuilt.  B
argain. 

Atlas  Movng  Picture  Co.,  538  S.  Dearbor
n  St,, 

Chicago,  III. 

WE  BUY  AND  SELL  used  theatre 
 chairs, 

all  makes  of  machines.  Generators,  Fram
es  and 

other  theatre  equipment.  Be  sure  to
  our 

prices  before  you  buy  or  sell.  Uni
ted  Theatre 

Supply  Co.,  845  South  Waba
sh  Avenue, Chicago,  111. 

ORGANS  FOR  SALE 

BARGAINS  in  used  Wurlitaers,  Fotoplayers, 

Cremonas,  Seeburgs,  Reproduces,  Kimballs,  Kil- 

gens  Robert  Mortons.  Also  Grand,  player  or 

electric  pianos.  Buy.  sell  and  exchange  music 
rolls.  D'ART  RIDGE,  845  S.  Wabash  Avenue, 
Chicago,  III. 

equipment  for  sale 

THREE  REBUILT  Simplex  Type  S   motor 

driven  machines  in  guaranteed  mechanical  con-
 

dition One  rebuilt  50-50  Hcrtner  Generator; 

six  pairs  of  Peerless  Arc  Controls  in  A-
l  condi- 

tion $50  a   pair.  Also  a   big  stock  of  lobby  dis- 

play frames  on  band.  Equipments  ofterod  at 

bargain  prices.  Write  Illinois  Theatre  Eq
uip- 

ment Company.  12-14  East  9th  Street,  Chicago, 

111. 

PEERLESS  ARC  CONTROLS,  Facto
ry  Re- 

ilt,  absolutely  guaranteed.  Bargain
.  Hcrtner 

ncrator.  Double  50  Amp.,  220  Volt.  3
   Phase, 

las  Moving  Picture  Company,  538  
So.  Dcar- 

FOR  SALE — 2   Simplex  latest  Style  Type
  S 

lamphouses — perfect  condition.  Bargai
n.  Adas 

Moving  Picture  Company,  538  So.  Dear
born  St., 

Chicago,  III. 

FOR  SALE — Approximately  270  7-ply
  nc\v 

veneer  chairs.  Also  generator,  frames  an
d  used 

projecting  machines:  Bargains.  Atl
as  hlovmg 

Picture  Company,  534  S.  Dearborn  St.,  Chica
go, 111. 
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THE  PALL  GUY:  Larry  Semon — Good  com- 
edy all  the  way  through.  We  find  all  the  Sc- 

mons  good.  Two  reels.  A.  C.  Betts,  Powers 
theatre.  Red  Creek,  N.  Y. — General  patronage. 
THE  FLY  COP:  Larry  Semon — Extra  good 

comedy.  Two  reels. — Nicolaides  Brothers,  Ameri- 
can theatre,  Scofield,  Ut. — General  patronage. 

HORSESHOES:  Fine.— A.  C.  Betts,  Powers 
theatre.  Red  Creek,  N.  Y. — General  patronage. 
THE  SHOW:  Larry  Semon— A   fine  comedy. 

Two  reels.— A.  C.  Betts.  Powers  theatre.  Red Creek,  N.  Y. — Small  town  patronage. 
MILL:  Larry  Semon— I   played  this 

with  Charley  Chaplin  in  "A  Dog’s  Life"  and 
^oro  were  more  laughs  in  "Saw  Mill"  than  "A 
HA  ^   as  much  for 
A   Dogs  Life."  Two  reels.— R.  G.  Chamber- 

lain, Popular  theatre.  St.  Cloud,  Fla.— General patronage. 

MISCELLANEOUS 

HARD  LUCK:  Good  comedy. — A.  C   Betts 

Powers  theatre.  Red  Creek.  N.  Y.- General  pat-’ 
ronage. 

LETTERS 
From  Readers 

A   forum  at  which  the  exhibitor 
is  invited  to  express  his  opinion 
on  matters  of  current  interest. 

Brevity  adds  forcefulness  to  any 
statement.  Unsigned  letters  will 
not  be  printed. 

Puts  “Horse”  Before  "Wagon” 
ROBERTSDALE,  PA. — To  the  Editor- 

1   Have  read  with  much  interest  the  various 
slams,  slurs  and  what-nots  regarding  the 
raents^of  The  Covered  Wagon”  and  “The Iron  Horse,  and  as  Pennsylvania  has  not 
nacl  Us  lling,  hope  you  arc  not  too  tired 
of  the  argunient  to  give  this  a   little  space for  the  benefit  of  Mr,  Anderson. 

fo  begin  with,  I   have  no  grudge  against 
any  producer,  as  my  house  is  the  only  one in  this  vicinity  and  if  they  do  not  like  me 
they  can  sell  to  the  butcher,  so  that’s  that  1 
It  does  seem,  however,  as  though  Mr.  An- 

derson and  William  Fox  were  not  the  best 
of  friends,  or  else  Paramount  spends  more 
money  in  the  West  than  they  do  around central  Pennsylvania. 

In  my  mind,  and  in  evervone  of  my  pa- no  question  about  the  argu- 
ment, The  Iron  Horse”  was  a   better  pic- ture from  an  historical  standpoint  and trom  an  entertaining  standpoint  than  "The 

Covered  Wagon  ’   ever  dared  to  be,  and  I don  t   mean  maybe.  If  Mr.  Fox  had  spent 
just  half  as  much  for  advertising  "The 
Iron  Horse  as  Famous  Players  did  “The 
Covered  Wagon,”  “The  Horse”  would  have 
outgrossed  “The  Wagon”  two  to  one.  I   did more  business  with  “The  Wagon”  than  I ever  expect  to  do  again,  but  1   paid  real 
money  for  it  and  spent  real  money  put- 

ting It  over.  But  after  it  was  all  over 
my  people  told  me  they  would  not  oav five  cents  to  see  it  again.  Dozens  and dozens  of  the  first  mghlers  were  back  the 
second  night  to  see  “The  Horse,”  and  that speaks  for  itself. 

No  hard  feelings,  Mr.  Anderson,  but 
the  next  time  you  start  something  don’t  be 
so  sure  that  just  because  you  live  in  the great  open  spaces  where  men  are  men  and 
canary  lurds  eat  hay  that  motion  pictures can  rest  their  fate  on  your  opinion.— F.  D 
Moore,  Liberty  theatre.  Robcrtsdale,  Pa. 

Reports  Good  Enough  For  Lowery 
_   ATMORE,  ALA.— To  the  Editor;  Hav- 

ing been  a   subscriber  to  Exhibitors  Herald 
••u/1  ^   constant  reader  of 
What  the  Picture  Did  For  Me,”  I   have 

arrived  at  this  conclusion  that  it  is  the 
only  reliable  source  to  get  the  real  facts 
on  pictures,  because  mv  first  year  in  the show  business  taught  me  to  lay  off  of  these 
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high-powered  film  salesmen  and  dig  up  the dope  myself. 

^ome  time  ago  I   noticed  in  your  column where  an  exhibitor  stated  that  he  could  not 
use  ‘What  the  Picture  Did  For  Me”  sec- tion, for  the  reason  that  some  localities 
were  so  much  different  from  others.  This 
IS  where  I   cannot  agree  with  him,  as  I 
don  t   figure  that  my  town  is  any  different 
trom  any  other  town  when  it  comes  to  pic- 

tures as  a   whole.  Now.  of  course,  it  de- 
pends on  the  class  of  patrons  you  cater  to 

whether  it  shall  be  drama.  Westerns  or 
something  else,  but  that  is  for  you  to  find 
out :   but  when  it  comes  to  people  the  world 
over  my  experience  has  taught  me  that 
they  are  about  the  same  when  it  comes  to entertainment. 

They  all  like  to  be  carried  to  that  world 
of  make  believe,  irrespective  of  age;  and 
another  thing,  how  could  producers  make 
pictures  with  such  universal  appeal  if  some 
'ocalit>es  were  so_  much  different  from 
others .   And  why  is  it  that  motion  pictures 
have  no  peer  in  the  entertainment  field today? 

Well,  anjnvay,  I   just  can’t  see  it  his 
way,  as  I   have  been  using  this  section 
constantly  for  the  past  year  and  a   half 
and  haven  t   missed  yet  on  the  lowdown. 
Why  should  I   quit  using  same?  Of  course 
you  find  some  exhibitors  who  perhaps  fall 
out  with  the  exchange  and  make  a   bad 
report  on  a   good  picture,  but  this  doesn’t occur  very  often. 

_   Wishing  you  the  best  success  as  the  lead- 
ing trade  paper,  I   am— Winton  W   Lowry btrand  theatre,  Atmore,  Ala. 

April  3,  1926. 

greatly  bene- 

fitted  by  the  reports. 
The  Herald  is  always  welcome  and  T 

desire  to  say  that  it  is  a   splendid  trade 
paper,  one  every  exhibitor  should  be  I subscriber  to.  I   am  enclosing  a   few  re 
ports  and  will  try  to  send  more  in  the  near future.  A   E.  Sharer,  Globe  theatre  Sa 

vannah,  Mo.  ’ 

De-Bunking  Hergesheimer 
COLUMBIA  CITY.  IND.— To  the 

Editor:  I   don’t  know  whether  you  read Jlie  Saturday  Evening  Post,  but  Joseph 
Hergesheimer  takes  the  cake  for  getting oiit  from  under  a   rank  lemon  of  a   picture 
which  he  made.  “Flower  of  the  Night”  with rola  iSegri,  than  which  there  never  was  a 
worse  audience  picture  for  the  average  run. 

Hear  him:  “Looking  back,  I   could  see 
the  story  originally  wasn't  as  good  as  I thought  it  to  be — there  v^s  too  much  action 
and  not  enough  emotion.” 
Ye  gods !   Too  much  action  and  not 

enoi^h  emotion  in  a   Pola  Negri  picture, ilmfs  all  there  was  to  it,  emotion! 
Hear  him  again;  "It  wasn’t  absolutely bad.  It  was  better,  I   still  insisted,  than 

most  moving  pictures.  It  wasn’t  good enough  to  have  justified  my  engagement and  hopes.  It  could  never  have  been  in 

•mu  ̂ ^Pe^world  with  ‘Stella  Dallas’  or The  Big  Parade.  ” 
If  that’s  the  kind  of  brains  that  are 

putting  over  Pola  Negri’s  scenarios,  no wonder  she  is  the  absolute  frost  that  she 
IS.  fhose  m   control,  even  the  author  and 
producer  of  the  picture,  knew  from  the 
minute  they  saw  it  that  it  had  no  future— regardless  of  quality  or 
possibility  of  entertaining. 
This  Hergesheimer  better  come  back 

tast  and  give  someone  a   chance,  if  "Flower 
of  the  Night'  satisfied  his  ideas  of  an audience  picture.  His  series  of  articles  are 
sure  the  greatest  line  of  bunk  ever  pub- 

lished The  Saturday  Evening  Post  and 
any  exhibitor  can  get  a   laugh  out  of  them 
the  way  he  is  hob-nobbmg  with  Doug,  Marv and  the  balance  of  Hollywood. 

I   call  your  attention  to  this  article  of 
his  merely  for  the  erroneous  idea  he  has 
regarding  what  the  public  \vants  in  their 
platter  of  entertainment.  He’s  sure  dumb 

r   , .   Columbia  theatre,  Co- 
lumbia City,  Ind. 

A   Good  Resolution 

SAVANNAH,  MO. — To  the  Editor:  I sending  any  reports 

on  \\diat  the  Picture  Did  For  Me”  I hope  in  the  future  to  be  regular  in  this 
very  important  duty.  I   feel  that  each  ex- 
hilntor  should  report  regularly  on  each  pic- 

About  a   Brother  Exhibitor 

T   CREEK,  N.  Y. — To  the  Editor- I   wish  to  say  a   few  things  that  are  on  mv 

mind  through  your  columns.  ^ A   salesman  for  Famous  Players-Lasky 
called  on  me  some  time  ago  and  I   bought 
the  following  features  at  what  I   call  toD- 
notch  prices,  for  a   small  town  of  500 

C   For  Heaven’s  Sake,”  “The- 
American,”  “The  Pony  Express.'^ 

That  Royle  Girl,”  and  "The  Wanderer” with  a   couple  of  Zane  Grey’s  I   wanted ihis  was  for  my  house  in  Red  Creek,  where 
1   live,  and  last  Wednesday  night  I   received a   letter  from  the  same  salesman  tellinr 
me  he  would  be  down  to  see  me  the  next 

a   short  chat 

about  different  events,  he  advised  me  of  his 
call,  which  was  to  sell  me  the  same  features, 
tor  my  other  house  in  another  town  After about  4   hours  deliberation,  and  salesman 
talk,  I   contracted  for  the  same  features- 
tor  my  other  house,  and  after  the  contracts 
were  signed  our  conversation  drifted  to  a 
neighboring  town  5   miles  away  with  a   ooo- ulation  of  1200  or  more  and,  as  I   was  ac- 

quainted with  my  brother  exhibitor  in  the 
theatre  there,  I   said  something  about  these 
features  playing  this  town;  and  he  said 
the  school  of  this  particular  town  had 

•   wanting  to  buy  these  features  to  use in  the  Auditorium  of  this  school,  “Which 
IS  non-theatrical.”  In  the  meantime  he  had 
stated  that  mj'  brother  exhibitor  had  al- 

ways used  a   Paramount  feature  a   week 
which  I   knew_  to  be  true,  having  always 
favored  them  in  preference  to  any  others, 
and  when  he  spoke  of  the  school  wanting 

ouy  them,  my  thoughts  flew  to  the  price 
paid  for  them  and  my  brother  ex- 
hibitor in  this  town,  and  I   said  frankly,  and 

meant  it;  to  Mr.  Salesman,  “It  is  not 
right  to  sell  these  pictures  to  the  school' unless  the  theatre  manager  refuses  to  buy 

giem  sooner  or  later”  and  he  replied,  "Mr. Betts,  I   would  never  think  of  doing  such 
a   thing,  I   can  assure  you,” 

I   believed  him  until  6   hours  later  I   hap- 
to  pick  up  the  weekly  paper  from 

this  town,  same  having  just  arrived,  and  I 
was  glancing  through  it  when  my  eye- 

^   large  advertisement  reading: 

_   That  Royle  Girl,’  D.  W.  Griffith’s  big picture,  \yill  be  shown  one  night  only,  Mon- 

day evening  next,  at  the  school  auditorium,”’ 
and  under  it  reading  "Coming,  ‘The  Vanish- 

ing American’  and  "The  Pony  Express,' 
and  you  could  have  knocked  me  down  with 
a   feather  and  ray  thoughts  again  flew  to- 
my  brother  exhibitor  in  this  town  and  my 
supposed  to  be  first  run  price,  in  this  lo- 
cality. 

Well,  I   sat  and  thought  what  a   wonder- 
ful world  this  is  and  what  a   wonderful  lot 

°t5-  have  in  it,  and  this  includes- this  shif^  eyed  salesman  who  can’t  loolc 
you  straight  in  the  eyes,  and  I   made  a 
vow  never  to  buy  another  picture  from 

Famous  _   Players  through  this  salesman,, 
this  making  the  second  time  their  salesmen- 
has  done  this  same  thing,  only  a   different 
one,  on  another  of  their  big  pictures. 

Am  I   right  or  am  I   wrong?  And  have 
we  got  to  stand  all  these  things  without 
®   ̂ *ck?  I’ll  say  not.  and  if  I   was  in  the- 
shoes  of  my  brother  exhibitor  I   would  af- 

filiate myself  with  an  organization  which 
stands  for  honesty  and  square  dealing. 
Paramount  certainly  did  not  give  him  a 
square  deal.  Just  wait  until  this  shifty- 
eyed  salesman  comes  calling  again.  We- 
believe  in  square  dealing. — A.  C.  Betts.,. 
Powers  theatre,  Red  Creek,  N.  Y. 
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THEATRE  BETTERMENT 
A   Weekly  Extension  of  ̂ etter^heatres 

Circle  Theatre  O^mers 

Will  Biiild  New  4,500 

Seat  Playhouse 
'T'HE  Circle  Theatre  Company  of  Indian- 
-t  apolis,  now  operating  the  Circle  theatre 
on  Monument  Circle,  has  leased  the  build- 

ings and  ground  at  128-142  West  Washing- 
ton street,  and  will  erect  a   new  theater  to 

cost  more  than  $1,000,000.  The  theatre 
will  seat  approximately  4,500  persons.  The 
lease  is  for  nearly  89  years,  the  remainder 
of  a   ninety-nine  years  lease  negotiated 
eleven  years  ago,  by  another  party.  In- 

cluded in  the  list  of  buildings  affected  is 

the  Manhattan  theater,  136  West  Washing- 
ton street. 

*   *   * 

The  site  is  126  feet  wide  and  195  feet 
deep.  Plans  for  the  new  building  now  are 

being  drawn  by  Rubush  &   Hunter,  archi- 
tects of  Indianapolis.  The  exact  type  of 

architecture  has  not  been  entirely  de- 
veloped. Preston  C.  Rubush,  who  is  su- 

pervising the  plans,  has  visited  nearly  every 
large  theatre  east  of  the  Mississippi  and 
will  incorporate  the  best  features  of  theater 
construction  in  the  new  building.  A   part 
of  the  theater  building  is  to  be  devoted 
to  commercial  rooms,  which  will  be  built 
according  to  requirements  of  firms  which 
will  occupy  space  in  it.  Entrance  to  the 
theater  will  be  near  the  east  ,   corner  of  the 

combined  properties,  which  is  within  195 
feet  of  Washington  and  Illinois  streets, 
considered  the  busiest  corner  in  Indian- 
apolis. 

Terms  of  the  lease  require  a   rental  of 
$25,000  a   year  for  the  first  25  years,  then 

ranging  up  to  $45,000  a   year  at  the  end 
of  the  next  25  year  period.  The  property 
then  will  be  appraised  and  the  rental  for 
the  final  period  of  the  lease  will  be  fixed 
at  3j4  per  cent,  of  the  appraised  figure. 
The  theater  owners  will  pay  the  taxes  on 
improvements  and  real  estate. 

*   *   ♦ 

This  would  make  the  terms  of  the  lease 

represent  rentals  in  excess  of  $3,5(H),000. 
Action  of  the  theater  company  directors  in 
obtaining  the  lease  was  viewed  by  Leo  M. 
Rappaport,  secretary  of  the  company,  as 
an  example  of  the  confidence  held  by  the 
directors  in  the  future  of  Indianapolis. 

“We  pioneered  the  Circle  theater  on 
Monument  circle  and  it  proved  to  be  a 
most  popular  location  and  we  believe  that 
the  same  situation  will  characterize  the  lo- 

cation of  the  new  theater,”  he  said.  “The 
new  theater  will  be  operated  by  the  same 
management  as  the  Circle.  There  are  so 

many  good  feature  motion  pictures  being 
produced  that  Indianapolis  does  not  have 
screen  capacity  for  them.  The  new  the- 

ater in  no  way  will  interfere  with  the 
policies  or  type  of  programs  which  the 
Circle  theater  shows  and  the  Circle  will 
continue  as  a   First  National  theater  and 

also  continue  the  type  of  program  which 
has  made  it  popular.” 

only  Magazine  dew-  I 
ted  Exclusively  to  Theatre  /& 
Construction, Equipment 
and  Operation,  is  pub-  |y 
hshed  as  Section  II  of  W 
every  fourth  issue  of  ) 

'Exhibitors  Herald '   / 

Educational  Shares  in 

M   &   S   Hollyivood  Opening 

Educational  Pictures  played  an  impor- 
tant part  in  the  opening  night  program 

of  the  new  M.  &   S.  Hollywood  theatre, 
Avenue  A,  between  Sixth  and  Seventli 

streets.  New  York  city.  The  short  fea- 
tures selected  by  Managing  Director  David 

J.  Lustig  as  companion  program  features 

to  “The  Phantom  of  the  Opera”  were  the 
Educational  special,  “The  Voice  of  the 
Nightingale,”  and  the  Mermaid  Comedy, 
“Live  Cowards.” 

F.  P.  Has  4   New 
(Special  to  Exhxbitors  Herald) 

HOLLYWOOD,  March  30.— Four  noted 
scenarists  have  just  begun  work  for  Fa- 

mous Players-Lasky  at  the  West  Coast 
studio.  They  are  Harry  Behn,  who  did 

the  script  for  “The  Big  Parade”;  Julian 
Josephson,  who  prepared  the  scenario  for 

“Lady  Windermere’s  Fan,”  and  the  well- 
known  team  of  Hope  Loring  and  Louis 
D.  Lighton. 

South  Bend  to  Have  an 

Atmospheric  House 
to  Cost  $300,000 

National  Theatres  Company,  Inc.,  As- 
sociates Bldg.,  has  completed  plans  for  its 

new  brick  theatre  to  be  located  at  1115  S. 
Michigan  avenue  to  cost  about  $300,000. 

The  exterior  of  building  v^dll  be  of  brick, 
tile  and  terre-cotta,  and  will  follow  the 
Italian  type  of  architecture.  The  structure 
will  measure  50  feet  in  height,  66  feet  wide 
and  165  feet  in  depth.  The  theatre  will  be 
on  the  west  side  of  Michigan  avenue,  fac- 

ing Elder  street,  and  between  Garst  and 
Stull  streets. 

The  main  auditorium  on  the  first  floor 
will  accommodate  2,000  persons,  and  the 

balcony  will  take  care  of  500  more.  Pro- 
visions have  been  made  for  rest  rooms  and 

a   nursery  on  the  first  floor.  All  theatre 

equipment  will  be  of  the  latest  type.  Heat- 
ing and  cooling  systems  will  be  installed 

for  comfort  of  patrons  at  all  seasons  of 
the  year. 

Plans  call  for  an  ample  stage  and  a 

large  orchestra  pit.  The  stage  will  be  large 

enough  to  permit  the  presentation  of  legiti- 
mate productions  when  desired.  The  pipe 

organ  will  cost  $28,000. 

Two  stores  will  occupy  part  of  the 
ground  floor.  Two  small  lobbies  will  be 
located  on  either  side  of  the  ticket  office, 
and  these  will  lead  to  a   large  foyer,  round 
in  shape  and  two  stories  in  height,  which 
will  be  used  as  a   waiting  room  to  care  for 
surplus  crowds. 

A   unique  feature  has  been  worked  out 

by  the  architect.  The  interior  of  the  the- 
atre will  resemble  an  Italian  garden,  and 

appear  to  the  patrons  in  the  auditorium 
as  occupying  seats  in  the  open.  This  effect 
being  realistically  produced  by  placing  trees 

along  the  side  walls.  A   sky  illuminated 

by  moon  and  stars,  and  constantly  twink- 
ling, will  be  another  innovation.  The  light- 

ing will  be  of  the  indirect  system,  Italian 

in  design,  so  as  to  harmonize  with  the  gen- 
eral design  of  the  theatre. 

MORE  THAN  50%  OFF 
“GENUINE” 

AUTOMATIC  TICKET  REGISTERS 
“GOLD  SEAL”  Latest  Model 

We  offer  These  Machines  While  They  Last  and  Subject  to  Prior  Sale 
at  the  Following  Prices 

2   Unit    $120.00  4   Unit   $165.00 

3   Unit         145.00  5   Unit     190.00 

Each  Machine  Guaranteed  for  One 

Year.  Specify  Current  and  Voltage 

Required. 
MIDWEST  TICKET  &   SUPPLY 

CO.,  Inc. 
845  South  Wabash  Ave.  CHICAGO 

We  Also  Offer 

“SOCPLEX” 
Ticket  Machines 

2   Unit  S135.00 
3   Unit  S160.00 
4   UiUt  S1185.00 

6   Unit  $2iS.OO 
These  Simplex  Machines  are 
factory  rebuUts. 
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By  D.  H. 

Having  now  commenced  to  function  Johnson  Theatres,  Inc.,  was incorporated  last  week  as  a   booking  combination  composed  of  Chi- 

845  for  the  organization  are  at 
^   ̂   Avenue  on  the  sixth  floor,  where  Earle  Johnson,  who heads  the  theatre  group,  will  be  located. 

as  the  permanant  exchange  manager.  S.  A. 
bhxrky  is  district  manager.  Up  to  Feist’s visit  here  it  was  not  disclosed  whether 
any  changes  would  follow  the  resignation of  A.  Roselle  who  left  March  1. 
Mendelsohn  moved  his  family  from  Phil- 

adelphia to  Chicago  March  27. 
Other  reports  from  the  Metro  office  show 

thzt  Frank  Ishmael  is  still  the  highest  in- 
dividual point  getter  in  Metro’s  American 

organization,  with  92.73  points.  And  from 
all  indications  Frank’s  efforts  on  behalf  of Metro  have  not  gone  unrequited. *   *   * 

R   C.  Seery,  First  National  chief  for  this 
mstnct,  is  one  of  those  early  vacationists. 
He  returned  March  27  from  Biloxi,  Miss., 
where  he  “golfed  around’’  for  two  weeks in  the  company  of  Mrs.  Seery. *   *   * 

Max  Schwartz  of  the  Metro  exchange 
has  returned  to  Chicago  after  several  days 
spent  m   the  mud  of  Southern  Illinois. 

^   HE  office  was  opened  this  week. 
^   Already  seven  theatres  are  numbered 
among  the  organization  members  and  it 
was  announced  by  Johnson,  March  27, that  within  another  week  the  total  number 
would  reach  14  with  negotiations  under 
way  for  many  others. 
Members  are:  Chester  Lopatka  of  the 

Hawthorne  theatre,  Cicero;  Biba  Broth- theatre,  a   new  house  in 

North  Berwyn;  Jacob  Lasker  of  the  Villas, 
Cicero ;   ^   the  Auditorium,  which  has  been 
Johnson  s   house  in  Berwyn,  for  several 
years ;   the  Strand  in  Brookfield ;   the 
Springfield,  and  the  Clifford  at  12th  and Austin. 

Johnson  has  been  active  in  the  theatre 
business  m   the  Chicago  neighborhood  ten 
years,  coming  here  from  Hollywood.  He 
has  placed  Joel  Johnson  in  the  Auditorium to  maintain  active  charge. ♦   *   * 

Charles  Burke  has  joined  the  Warner  or- 
ganization as  publicity  director  for  the 

Chicago  terntory.  He’s  already  begun  his plans  for  the  Midwest  convention  which 

o7  April^^  Chicago  about  
the  middle ♦   ♦   * 

sales  manager  of  Associated 

OA  for  a   brief  stay snd  26.  He  was  met  here  by 

n/^  A   Central  division  manager 01  A.  C.,  %vith  headquarters  in  Cleveland ♦   ♦   ♦ 

S.,n?.T  Easter 
Simday  (to  say  nothing  of  Pay  Day)  are approa^mg  it  is  seasonable  enough  to  sav 
S9mething  about  “The  Passon  pfay,’’  tra^ 
wYif  Eland  boys  are  selling  like hotcakes.  It  s   being  booked  April  1   in  the 
houses  owned  by  Bland  Brothers  which  by the  way  have  increased  in  number  during 

s^  on^'thrfi^  a(xording  to  reports.  A   deal 
hr.,?c  

purchase  of  more houses  soon  which  will  bring  their  total number  to  six.  Herman  Bland  stated  that 

Jun?l  ̂   ‘The  Passion  Play’’  up  to 

Walters  Hiers.  the  Educational 
comedian  who  was  feted,  toasted 
and  honored  generally  at  the  big 
luncheon  on  board  the  “20th  Cen- 

tury” March  22  has  left  us  for 
other  parts.  Walter  left  Chicago March  26  for  Freeport,  111.,  for  a 
short  booking  then  went  on  to 
Boston  for  an  extended  engage- personal  appearances. 
Hell  be  back  at  the  studio  May  1 
to  start  his  new  program  of  Edu- 
cational-Hiers  comedies. *   *   * 

*   *   * 

a   departure  of  FcHx  Feist 
®   , 'j  ^SO  from  Chicago  it  was  re- 

i'n  will  remain m   the  Chicago  Metro-Goldvvyn-Mayer  office 

J.  R.  Wilson  spent  a   few  days  in  Chicago 
last  week  visiting  for  a   spell  with  Dave 
Dubin  at  the  Educational  offices.  Dave  se- 

cretly explained  to  Mr.  Wilson,  that  the 
lower  and  Oriental  (and  of  course  it’s  not 
tor  publication)  have  been  sold  on  Kino- 
grams  for  the  season.  .   .   .   Other  visitors 
ot  Dave  s   were  Robert  Bruce  of  the  Bruce 
Novelty  organization ^and  Harvey  Day. 

Budd  Rogers,  vicepresident  and  general 
salp  manager  of  Lumas,  was  in  Chicago last  week  for  several  days.  During  his stay  he  ebsed  a   contract  with  JerrM  Abrams 
(whose  Gotham  exchange  is  by  this  time 
quite  famous  in  the  Chicago  territory)  for 

35  Prints  Available! 

the  passion  play  -Life  of  Christ 5   Keels 

The  Only  Picture  Breaking  Box  Office  Records hverywhere  ! 
Booking  as  Far  in  Advance 
as  May  lo 

Rex  Ingram  began  Riming  ”The *Wagician  for  Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer at  Hice.  France  February  IS.  On  the 
same  day  Mare  Nostrum”  opened  in 

Ni^  York.  Mrs.  Ingram  shown  with 
the  looks  of 

things  Jerry  is  closing  other  contracts everyday  with  Cook  County  exhibitors. 
*   ♦   * 

Frank  Flaherty  of  the  Fox  organization as  vendor  in  the  sale  of 
the  Ben  Hur  theatre  on  48th  avenue 

♦   *   ♦ 

Seal  was  away 

from  the  exchange  a   few  days  last  week 

^Ilowmg  the  death  of  Mrs.  Lyon’s  mother, Mrs._  Doetsch.  Mrs.  Lyon  before  her marriage  was  Pauline  Doetsch  who  owned the  Verdi-Grand  and  aX? 
*   ♦   * 

Joe  Brajidt  returned  to  New  York  from the  Coast  last  week  by  way  of  Chicago Eoth  Brandt 

dni:?  if  Columbia  pro- 

duction headquarters  for  several  days ♦   ♦   ♦ 

heL  showman  who 

frp  w   ̂    exploit  the  Bugg  thea- Y   ,   among  the  film  men  one 

day  last  week  complaining  severely  be- cause  he  never  gets  a   break  with  his  thea- 
tre  m   trade  paper  publicity.  Jimmie  Gil- 

doLTghi‘l^
.'“’ 

♦   *   ♦ 

‘'"own  as  well  in 
the  East  as  King  Solomon”  is  in  Chicago 

visiting  Charlie  Lundgren 
who  manages  Red  Seal  exchanges  for  iV/a.r 

Jc^cher.  _   He  will  go  to  Los  Angeles after  stopping  m   Minneapolis  and  take  over the  Coast  s   new  exchange. 

Charlie  Pyle  is  going  to  bring  fame  to 
his  old_  Chicago  home  yet  if  he  succeeds 
in  signing  up  Suzanne  Lenglen  to  add  to 
ms  now  glorified  career  with  that  boy 

Orange. 

Don’t  Wait!  Wire — 
Phone  or  Write — for  Early 
Dates  and  Prices. 

BLAND  BROTHERS 
738  So,  Wabash  Ave.,  Chicago,  111. 

/IACHIN& 

U5PMENT  CE 



Good  Showmanship 

You  plan  the  program  carefully,  you  ar- 

range the  publicity  painstakingly^ — but  good 

showmanship  includes  one  thing  more:  check- 

ing up  to  make  sure  of  photographic  quality 

on  the  screen. 

It  takes  but  a   moment — look  in  the  trans- 

parent film  margin  for  the  black-lettered  words 

‘‘Eastman”  and  “Kodak”,  the  identification  of 

the  film  that  carries  quality  through  to  the 

screen. 

EASTMAN  KODAK  COMPANY 

ROCHESTER,  N.  Y. 
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LOOK  BEFORE 
YOU  LEAP! 

THE  poor  bridegroom 

IS  watching  pretty  Miss 

METRO-Goldwyn-Mayer 
GOIN©  away. 

he  leaped 

^   BEFORE  he  looked 
AND  oh  boy 
HE’S  sorry. 

DARN  few  exhibitors 
WILL  tie  themselves  up 

THIS  year  without  looking  first 

AT  MetrO'Goldwyn-Mayer’s 
OFFERINGS  (wait  and  see!). 
THAT’S  sensible. 

Inc.— Will  H.  Hays.  President 
Member  Motion  Picture  Producers  and  Distributors  of  Ameri

ca, 

-   •   < 

4 
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^he  steadily  increasing  number  of  Roberb  Morton  linib  Organ 
instaUations  both  in  the  larger  and  the  smaller  theatres  is 
evidence  thal  exhibitors  everywhere  recognize  the  Robert  Morton 
as  an  ou  tstanding  music  attraction  with  a   Direct  Box  Office  VaJm. 

Robert  Morion  music  gives  to  ike  picture  the  necessary  life 
color  and  punch,  and  provides  the  Exhibitor  with  ariaddM 
music  feature  of  Proven,  Permanent  Drawing  Power. 

Exclusive  processes  of  manuFaclariny,  painstaking  care  Involclnij 
and  Structural  Improvements  Found  In  No  Other  Instrument-  ‘ 
make  it  Distinctly  Different  from  all  other  Theatre  Organs. 

4-
 

Robert  Morton  Unit  Organ  is  the  most  powerful ' 
single  Factor  any  Exhibitor  can  employ  to provide 

a   Complete  Picture  Preseniaiion  Program.  | 
WRITE  TODAV  | 

for  our  Nev  Cooperative  Purchase  Plan  i 
which  shows  uou  how  to  secure  this 

Greatest  of  all  Fermanjent  Music  Features 

ROBERT  MORTON 
ORGAN  CO. 

Mdanufaclurers  of 

Tfheatre  Organs  Exclusively 

>^ew  Yorkj 
1560  Broadway, Chicago 

845  So,  Vabashj, 
S an  jrancisco 
16&  GolcUn  Gate- 

Cos  Angeles 

ire^  San  Diego. 

Tlev/ Hawaii  Ohmire. l/onohiiu,  TH.'   

Ge/iwne  Deagofi  Percussions  Used 



■BANOWAN ■WCDUCTW 

mCK  HOLT 
FLOREHCeVII^ 

}IA 
HORSES" 

THE  BLIND 
GODDESS 





HAROLD 
LLOYD 
clean-up/ 
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ANOTHER  outburst  of  enthusiasm!  Another 

deluge-  of  praise  from  press  and  public! 

Dolores  Costello,  who  created  such  a   furore 

among  film  followers  in  “The  Sea  Beast,”  has 

scored  again!  Still  again- has  her  rapturous 

beauty,  her  charming,  natural  ability  called 

forth  such  praise  as  is  seldom  accorded  the 

most  celebrated  favorites  of  stage  or  screen. 

Every  promise  of  Miss  Costello’s  exceptional 

popularity  and  ability  is  more  than  fulfilled  in 

her  first  starring  vehicle.  This  latest  role  makes 

new  demands  on  her  versatility,  it  sets  forth 

her  rare  beauty  in  a   new  light,  it  emphasizes  the 

fact  that  here  at  last  is  a   new  great  screen  star. 

BRIDE  OF 
THE  STORM 
Is  a   stirring  story  of  adventure  and  romance,  an  unusual  story 

vibrant  with  colorful  action  and  tense  moments.  Throughout 

it  all  shines  like  a   bright  star  the  lovely  personality  of  Miss 

Costello.  It’s  your  opportunity  to  show  your  patrons  the  girl 

they  want  to  see  today  more  than  any  other.  It’s  box  offic
e 

all  the  way. 

From  the  nationally  famous  novelf 

^’Maryland,  My  Maryland.” 

With  a   splendid  all-star  supporting  cast  including 

John  Harron,  Otto  Mattieson,  Sheldon  Lewis, 

Tyrone  Power,  Julia  Swayne  Gordon  and  others. 

A   J.  STUART  BLACKTON  PRODUCTION 

Presented  by 

Warner  Brothers 

PRAISED  BY 
THE  PRESS 

at  the 

RIALTO 
THEATRE 

BROADWAY,  N.  Y. 

e# 

“Dolores  Cosielio,  whose  work  in  “The  Sea 

:   just  i more  appealing  than  ever." 
NEW  YORK  AMERICAN 

Miss  Costello  will  surely  become  one  of  the 
screen's  favorite  stars.  She  is  wei!  along  the 
road  to  glory  now.  See  this  picture ! 

N.  Y.  DAILY  NEWS 

"   Genuine  interest  from  start  to  finish  . . .   the 
endless  delight  of  watching  the  lovely  Dolores 
Costello.  Rare  beauty  and  histrionic  cbllitv 

are  combined  in  abundant  measure." 
N.Y.  EVENING  TELEGRAM 

“Dolores  Costello's  wistful  beauty  adorns 
"Bride  of  the  Storm  "at  theRialto.  A   Warner 
classic  of  the  screen. 

N.Y.  DAILY  MIRROR 

“—the  surpassingly  lovelyand  talented  Dolores 
Costello.  Where  Miss  Costello  is  interest  is  at 

well."  
' N.  Y.  EVENING  POST 

“Dolores  Costello  to  play  the  lead  is  sufficient 
guarantee  for  us.  She  has  a   certain  quallw 

which  nobody  onjthe  sbrecn  ever  posscsse"* 

See  “Bride  of  the  
"   •   • 

Storm”  at  the  Rialto.” N.  Y   HERALD  TRIBUNE 

“Dolores  Costello  is  an  unusually  beauti^C 

girl  — has  enough  action  to  pack  several  pic- 

tures, but  Dolores  is  worth  fighting  for.  ” 
N.  Y.  EVENING  JOURNAL 



Threeonbase/  Nme 
and  FBO  sma^s 

Ho-es  Mliat 
ymi'll  |fet from in 

FILM  BOOKING  OFFICES 
OF  AMERICA,  Inc. 

1560  BROADWAY  NEW  YORK  CITY 
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out  /   Score  lied  ! 

a   homer ' 
FBO 

|926-27 

FBObitfhe 
in  1925-26  / 

FBO  wiU  tear  it 

to  rili^ns  m   1926' 27/ 

FBO  Promised— 
FBO  Delivered! 
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A   Joseph  De  Grasse  Production 

Qh^ributed  by 
AlSSOCIATED 

EXHIBITORS.  Inc. 
OSCAR  A, PRICE,  PRESIDENT 
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Sunshine  in  a 
world  of  crookedness'^ 

Lovein^  shadow 
of  prison  walls ^ 

Apkture 
FOR  THE 
MASSES^ 
( and  the  money ) 



CECaRDEMaiE  f   resents 

THREE 
ajmI  Mcffitc 

Trent  the  pi&y'  hy 
Anthotsty  Pi,ul  Kelly 

JETTAGOUDAL 
Robert  Ames 
HENRyB^ALIHAIl 
and  CLIVE  BlU>OK A   Rupert  Juliah  Productio^n 

MARV  ANO 

iomun  D   B
traNS 

fROta  eMi
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*   o<iRte*t-P  ev 

CERS  DISTRIBUTING  CORPORATION 

ATriumph 
mTHREE 

FACES 
EAST 

^sensational 

box-office  draw 
in  her  latest - 
'PARIS  at,, 

MIDNIGHT' 
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All  exhibitors  know   

that  only  once  every  five  years  .   . 
comes  a   picture   

SO  BIQ   
that  it  doesn*t  have  to  he  ''sold’* 

either  to  them  or  to  their 
patrons   

It’s  come  at  last!      

ITS  “KlKl” 
Joseph  M.  Schenck 

presents 

NORMA  TALMADGE 

"   K I   K   I   ” 
with 

RONALD  COLMAN 

Screen  story  by  HANS  KRALY;  based  on  the  stage 
play  written  by  Andre  Picard  and  adapted  by David  Belasco. 

A   CLARENCE  BROWN  PRODUCTION 

A   ~^yjA  national  Picture Menbm  f   MoUon  Rciute  Producer*  Distribinw*  cf  America  Inc.-~>V1U  K*y»  P<ui4nt 

mm- 

Printed  in  1'.  S.  A 
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gnashing  Serial  Sensation '   ^   500,000  Bay  Scouts  Plus  Their  Friends 
and  Families  Are  Waiting  Impatiently 

for  the  only  serial  ever  indorsed  by 

THE  BOY  SCOUTS  OF  AMERICA 

with  a   marvelous  box-office  cast  starring 

JACK  DAUGHERTY 
supported  by  Margaret  Quimby,  Jack  Mower  and  a 

whole  h”oop  of  Boy  Scouts — 
PLUS 

A.  GREAT  NATIONAL  ADVERTISING  CAMPAIGN  IN 

‘The  Saturday  Evening  Post,”  “Boys’  Life”  and  “The  American 
Boy”  which  will  bring  millions  of  new  ticket  buyers  to  your theatre. PLUS 

A   BEAUTIFUL  32-PAGE  COLORED  COVER  MAGAZINE 

novelty  containing  every  chapter  of  Arthur  B.  Reeve’s  thrilling 
story.  Buy  plenty  of  these  books — give  them  to  everybody 
old  and  young — they  are  inexpensive  and  wilt  keep  every  fan 

on  edge  and  coming  back  to  each  succeeding  chapter — they’ll 
go  a   long  way  towards  filling  every  seat  at  every  showing  of 
this  exciting  serial. PLUS 

A   KNOCKOUT  3-SHEET  BOY  SCOUT  CUT-OUT  IN  FULL 
color  in  addition  to  a   wonderful  line-up  of  selling  paper  and 
other  accessories.  , 

Will  Biiiif  the  Whole  Town  Flocking’ to  You r   Doors // 

UNIVERSAL'S  LUCKV  SIX ADVENTURE  CHAPTER  PLAYS 
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For  Season  1926 — 1927 

Tkc 

William  Fox  presents 

the  electrifying  stage  success 

CITY 
A   powerful  play  by  one  of  the 
masters  of  American  drama. 

by 

Hailed  as  one  of  the  truly  great 
works  of  the  stage. 

CLYDE  FITCH 
Leading  American 

Playwright 

A   genuine  popular  success  in  the 

large  cities  and  on  tour  throughout 
America. 

A   dramatic  story  of  the  lure  of 
love  and  ambition  in  the  whirl  of 

modem  progress. 

As  a   Fox  picture,  Clyde  Fitch’s 
masterpiece  will  be  one  of  the 

screen’s  great  sincere  triumphs. 
Produced  on  the  stage 

by 

Messrs.  Shubert 

Fox  Film  GoiporatlorL Next  Week 

No. 

22 
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when  you  play 

“   ̂ HIS  PEOPLE’  is  the  finest  feature  I   have 

looked  at  this  year!’  juies  BeHnstein Berinstein  Theatres,  Elmira,  N.  Y. 

tiffs 
“‘CALIFORNIA  STRAIGHT 

AHEAD’  has  one  hundred  per  cent 

appeal.  They  eat  it  up.” Liberty  Theatre, 
Saltsburg,  Pa. 

“‘CHIP  OF  THE  FLYING  “U”’ 

open^  to  greatest  business  in  history 
of  the  Rubidoux.  Turned  away 

people  five  shows  straight.” Rubidoux  Theatre, 

Riverside,  Cal. 

“‘THE  COHENS  AND  KELLYS’ 

opened  to  tremendous  business  hang- 

ing up  new*  box-ofiice  record  passing 

every  picture  but  ‘Phantom,’  A   riot 

registering  big  with  audience.” Rialto  Theatre, 

IF askington,  D.  C, 

“They  laughed  their  heads  off  at 

Reginald  Denny  in  ‘WHAT  HAP- 

PENED TO  JONES.’  Universal  sure 

has  the  pictures.” 
Egyptian  Theatre, 

Ogden,  Utah 

“‘THE  CALGARY  ST^PEDE’ 
broke  all  house  records  against  a   new 

show  with  free  admissions.” Princess  Theatre, 

Olney,  Texas 

“   ‘HIS  PEOPLE’  has  broken  all  rec- 

ords of  this  house.  There  was  a   lineup 

practically  all  evening  six  abreast 

extending  one  block.” Wabash  Theatre, 

Los  Angeles,  Cal. 

“‘SKINNER’S  DRESS  SUIT’  will 

make  any  audience  scream.  ’ Florence  Theatre, 

Pasadena,  Cal. 
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When  a   comedy  gets  a   review 
like  this  from 

SV 

L   SO^.r^<V  ̂ ^rVO^.  ^ 

a«5ij 
“It's  got  something,  boys,  it  sure 

has  got  something.” 

r   oO^^  \\v^  \.0  ̂Vo'CV^  -   a   ^ 

Tuxedo 
Comedies 
have  “got  something” that  makes  friends  and 
added  profits  for  you 

when  you  exploit  them. 

And  the  other 

critics  think  the 
same  thing: 

This  is  the  best  comedy 
brought  out  by  Educational 
Pictures  in  a   long  time.  The 

by-play  is  funny  in  the  ex- 
treme, and  the  picture  teems 

with  action   

MOTION  PICTURES  TODAY. 

Action,  gags  that  shoot  straight  to  the 

bull’s  eye  of  laughter,  and  fine  acting 
  “Home  Cured”  seems  to  prove 
up  to  every  test  which  can  be  applied 
to  the  judgment  of  what  will  or  will 

not  score  with  screen  patrons. 

MOTION  PICTURE  NEWS. 

•,£  AV® 

0®-
^^ xVv^ 

c\v 

ij&  Y 

EDUCATIONAL 
FILM  EXCHANGES,  Inc. u:<iXlcrriCiZ  ̂ ^xXua.^^ 

“THE  SPICE  OFTHE  PROGRAM" 

For  foreign  rights  address 

Par  Bast  Film  Corporation,  729  Seventh  Avenue.  New  York.  N.  Y. 
Member,  Motion  Picture  Producers  and  Distributors  of  America,  Inc- 

Will  H.  Hays,  President 
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V           J 

'^HERE  was  never  a   time  in  the  history  of  this  mo- X   non  picture  industry  that  the  producer’s  respon- 
sibility to  the  exhibitor  was  greater  than  now.  As  pub- hc  taste  in  picture  entertainment  has  become  more 

definitely  crystalized,  and  as  other  amusements  have 
made  the  exhibition  of  pictures  more  competitive,  so 
the  exhibitor  has  become  more  critical  in  his  appraisal 
ol  ins  public’s  amusement  taste;  while  consequently the  producer  has  been  shouldered  with  the  responsibil- 

ity to  help  Mr.  Exhibitor  more  thoroughly  to  meet  that same  taste. 

No  longer  can  the  producer  make  production  after 
production  without  a   consideration  of  sales  value.  No 
longer  can  he  just  turn  out  pictures.  The  mere  pro- 

duction of  a   picture  from  a   story  which  has  pleased 
the  producer’s  own  conceived  notion  of  a   good  screen story  is  rapidly  passing  out  of  practice.  Today  the public  demands  and  only  buys  the  particular  kind  of 
entertainment  that  it  wants,  and  consequently  the  ex* hibitor  18  at  all  times  keenly  watching  to  he  able  to otter  the  thing  that  this  public  wants.  Therefore  the 
producer  must  realize  that  he  must  deliver  to  the  ex- 
faibitor  that  something  which  the  exhibitor  knows  is  in demand  by  his  public. 

This  development  has  been  created  by— in  many  in- 
stances— an  unerring  sense  of  showmanship  values  dis* played  by  the  exhibitor,  in  which,  unfortunately,  the producer  is  not  always  a   sharer.  The  problem,  there- 
tore,  of  every  producer  is  to  give  the  exhibitor  some- 

thing he  can  sell  to  the  public.  The  most  ponderous production  budget  ever  assembled  never  will  have  a 
chance  to  justify  the  investment,  if  the  money  be  spent on  the  most  elaborate  and  expensive  production,  which 
unlortunately,  when  measured  up  by  the  box  ofiice  yard 
stick,  18  being  found  wanting  in  its  appeal  to  public tdStG« 

*   «   * 

'AyTINSTREI.  shows,  dime  museums,  the  old-time IVX  variety  show,  and  many  other  forms  of  amuse- 
ment that  were  among  the  biggest  money  makers  of 

their  day,  are  today  gone  and  the  public  will  have  none 
ot  them.  It  took  years  to  bring  about  these  changes, 
but  screen  tastes  have  been  known  to  change  over night.  There  is  seemingly  no  public  so  fickle  in  re- 
gard  to  the  provender  that  most  particularly  palliates their  appedte  as  is  the  vast  army  of  film  fans.  Certain 
types  of  pictures  deservedly  popular  a   few  years  ago, 
would  today  be  almost  greeted  with  derision  if  any 
daring  producer  attempted  to  restore  them  to  popu- 

larity. Quite  naturally  then  it  follows  that  pictures 
must  be  made  with  the  least  elements  of  chance  as  pos- 

sible for  the  exaa  certainty  of  their  sale  to  the  public. 
Ihe  wise  producer  then  knows  that  the  guess  and 

speculation  is  most  surely  taken  out  of  production 

problems  by  taking  counsel  with  the  man  who  by  close 
intimate  contact  knows  his  public,  and  who  has  learned 
by  sometimes  very  disastrous  experiences  their  like« 

and  dislikes.  
® 

*   *   * 

PRODUCTION  conferences  where  stars,  stories  di- 
X   rectors,  casts,  cameramen  and  ail  the  other  details 
that  go  to  make  up  a   film  play  are  being  discussed 
must  ever  bear  in  mind,  in  a   position  of  prime  impor- 

tance, tbe  man  who  sells  the  picture  to  his  patrons.  It 
IS  upon  him  who  buys  their  production  that  their  en- tire responsibility  rests. 

By  the  same  reasoning  the  producer  is  shouldered 
with  a   very  clear-cut  responsibility  to  give  the  exhibitor 
pictures  that  are  clean.  The  picture  going  public  is 
after  an,  in  bulk,  a   steady,  good,  old  public.  Except 
in  a   tew,  isolated  instances,  tbe  public  has  proved  its moral  soundness  at  the  box  office  in  no  unconvincine 

lashion.  
® 

*   *   * 

T   N   hundreds  of  email  towns  and  in  hundreds  of  ueigh- 
X   horhood  theatres  throughout  the  United  States  to- 

day, the  exhibitor  will  not  run  a   picture  which  is  du* 
mous,  because  he  has  learned  that  although  he  may make  an  immediate  profit  by  the  exhibition  of  such  a 
picture,  which  falls  below  the  moral  standard  in  hie 
coicmunity,  the  ultimate  backwash  to  his  theatre  as  an institution  is  very  costly. 

Dealing  as  it  does  with  so  many  thousands  of  small 
town  exhibitors,  the  company,  of  which  I   am  the  head, 
has  set  a   very  rigorous  policy  against  pictures  that  will 
even  verge  in  that  direction.  We  have  found  that  the 
average  exhibitor,  refiecting  the  audience  to  which  he 
caters,  cannot  profitably,  and  will  not,  run  an  obscene 
pictiw^  It  is,  therefore,  the  duty  of  the  producer  to 
guard  himself  from  delivering  to  his  film  buyers  a   pic- 

ture that  will  lessen  the  standards  of,  or  injure  the 
prestige  of,  the  theatre  that  presents  it. 

Especial  safeguards  are  necessary  for  the  small  towns 
where  community  life  is  a   potential  factor.  Urban 
communities  will  not  generally  tolerate  the  careless 
flaunting  of  moral  standards  that  might  be  viewed  with- 

out objection  by  a   metropolitan  audience.  Vulgarity 
must  be  watched  lest  the  small  exhibitor  suffer  an  in- 

jury to  his  business. 
Therefore  the  man  who  must  buy  film  that  will 

please  the  greatest  number  and  will  give  offense  to  the 
fewest,  must  be  our  court  of  last  resort.  It  is  to  him 
we  must  turn  for  counsel.  It  is  to  him  that  the  film 
trade  is  most  directly  answerable.  The  industry  is 

fhis  fact  very  rapidly  and  with  the  gener- 
ally fine  output  of  pictures  now  being  made,  tbe  pro- 

ducer is  acknowledging  his  debt  to  the  man  behind  the box  office. 

(During  the  absence  of  Martin  J,  Quigley  who 
is  abroad  a   series  of  articles  for  this  page  is  being 
written  by  a   group  of  leaders  in  various  branches 
of  the  motion  picture  industry.) 
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AFTER  THE  STORM  IN  CHICAGO!  Left  is  shown  the  front  of  the  Academy  theatr
e,  Halsted  street,  which  is  owned 

bv  Mrs.  Caroline  Kohl  and  managed  by  Joe  Pilgrim.  Center  is  a   view  looking  North  on  M
ichj^gan  Boulevard  frorn  Van 

Buren  street.  Right  is  shown  front  of  Empire  theatre.  West  Madison  street,  manage
d  by  J.  Paley.  (Herald  photos.) 

TTieatre  Business  Booms 

After  Storm  Lands  Blow 
Loss  of  $4,000,000  Averted  Only  by  Fact  Blizzard  Came  in 

Holy  Week,  When  Business  Is  Normally  Light — 
Mississippi  Valley  Especially  Hard  Hit 

Motion  picture  business  is  booming  again  after  being  hard  hit  by  a   storm 

of  almost  nationwide  proportions  that  struck  at  box  office  receipts  from  Coast 

to  Coast  and  inflicted  its  heaviest  damage  in  the  Mississippi  Valley. 

Loss  Estin^ated  $1,000,000 

Only  the  fact  that  the  storm,  which  intensified  into  a   blizzard  in  the  Chicago 

territory,  came  during  the  week  immediately  preceding  Easter  Day,  which  is 

normally  a   light  week  in  the  theatre  field,  prevented  a   loss  of  $4, 000, (XX)  in 

business,  according  to  estimates.  Even  under  those  comparatively  fortunate 

conditions  the  storm  is  reported  to  have  cost  theatre  owners  in  the  neighbor- 

Margaret  Livingston  waded  through  the 
storm  in  Chicago  to  change  trains  on 
her  route  to  Sunny  Hollywood.  She 
is  a   Fox  star.  (Herald  photo.) 

Ray  Rockett  Is 

to  Produce  for 

First  National 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  April  6.— Ray  Rockett, 
who  for  the  last  few  months  has  been 

manager  of  First  National’s  Eastern 
studios,  has  been  made  a   First  National 

producer,  according  to  announcement 

just  made.  His  first  picture  will  be 

"Paradise,”  adapted  from  the  story  of 
the  same  name  written  by  Cosmo 
Hamilton.  Milton  Sills  will  be  starred. 

Production  will  begin  about  May  1. 

Lie&er,  Greiver  and 

Servaas  in  Film  Deal; 

Midwest  Films  Formed 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

INDIANAPOLIS,  Ind.,  April  6.— 
Robert  Lieber  who  is  president  of  First 

National  and  John  Servaas,  general 
manager  of  H.  Lieber  Company,  last 
week  figured  in  a   transaction  with  Si  B. 
Greiver  of  Greiver  Productions  whereby 

the  interests  of  the  film  division  of  the 

H.  Lieber  Company  and  the  Indiana 

interests  of  Greiver’s  company  were 
taken  over  by  Midwest  Film  Company, 

a   new  organization  in  Indiana.  Servaas 

is  in  active  charge  of  sales.  Greiver  is 
president  of  the  new  company. 

hood  of  $1,000,000. 

In  the  Chicago  area  there  was  a   suc- 

cession of  blizzards,  that  stalled  inter- 
state trains,  forced  hundreds  of  autoists 

to  abandon  their  cars  and  made  city 

streets  impassable,  with  a   consequent 
blow  to  theatre  business. 

Business  35  Per  Cent  Normal 

William  Sweeney  of  the  Illinois  ex- 

hibitors’ organization  declared  the  losses 
to  theatre  owners  of  the  state  in  the 

week  reached  65  per  cent  of  the  usual business. 

Clyde  W.  Eckhardt,  chief  of  the  (Jhi- 
cago  district  for  Fox  Film  Corporation, 

said  the  storm  was  a   great  handicap,  but 

The  Pathe  boys  got  out  early  and  dag
 

the  Chicago  exchange  out  of  t
he 

snow.  It  was  a   worse  job  than  
it 

looks.  Len  Ullrich,  second  from  right, 

took  a   severe  cold  the  next  day. 

(Herald  photo.) 

Fox  had  succeeded  in  continuing  service 
to  exhibitors. 

"Every  exhibitor  in  Cook  county  felt 

the  effects  of  the  week’s  snows,”  accord- 

ing to  James  T.  GilHck,  Chicago  Pathe 

manager.  "From  general  reports  it  was 
a   box  office  disaster.  The  only  consola- 

tion was  that  it  came  with  the  last  week 

of  Lent.” 

General  Shutdown  Averted 

If  the  storm  had  lasted  another  week 

"exhibitors  would  have  closed  their 
doors  in  such  numbers  that  only  60  per 

cent  of  the  state’s  theatres  would  have 

been  operating,”  said  David  Dubin,  Edu- cational manager  in  Chicago. 

"I  have  never  known  weather  to  have 

a   more  serious  effect  on  the  show  busi- 

ness of  the  country,”  declared  William 

Brumberg,  branch  manager  of  Universa* in  Chicago.  *   ,   .   i 

Even  the  wind  of  a   blizzard  blow? 

somebody  some  good,  however.  
News- 

reel  cameramen  had  a   busy  and  profitable 

week,  obtaining  shots  of  the  ravages
  of 

the  storm  as  well  as  of  the  scenic  fr
eaks 

and  beauties  resulting  from  the  heavy 

snowfall.  Newsreels  carrying  thes
e  fea- 

tures were  released  April  4. 

Two  Robberies;  $1,200 

Stolen  from  Theatres 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

DENISON,  TEX.,  April  6.— R
obbers 

stole  $1,000  here  from  the  sa
fe  of  the 

Rialto  theatre,  a   few  days  ago.
  Ihe 

Dorbandt  theatre  at  Jacksonville, 
 Tex., 

was  robbed  of  $200  when  yeggman
  blew 

the  safe. 
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^TEW  YORK. — Sam  Briskin  returned 
'   to  the  Coast  Sunday  saying  he  was 

hurrying  West  to  make  some  more  pic- 

tures for  Henry  Ginsberg’s  intelligentsia. 
Vidor  Shapiro  declined  to  buy 

hosiery  at  a   bargain  from  an  office  to 

office  peddler,  explaining  that  he  had  a 
pair  of  socks.  .   .   .   Adolph  Zukor, 
Sam  Kalz  and  Dick  Rowland  went  to 

the  Coast  last  week  on  the  same  train 

and  now  we  may  expect  a   flock  of  new 

consolidation  and  absorption  rumors. 

.   .   .   Jesse  Lasky  who  says  he  didn’t 
sell  any  of  his  stock  also  went  to  the 

Coast  last  week  which  may  help  to  spur 
on  the  rumor  hounds.  Wally 

Ralhaker  returned  to  New  York  Friday 

from  a   Mediterranean  trip  and  refused 
to  discuss  the  laboratory  consolidation 
deal.  .   ,   .   Sid  Graiimnn,  Coast  thea- 

tre impresario,  is  still  in  New  York  sup- 
posed to  be  lining  up  his  big  two-a-day 

r6ad_  show  circuit.  .   .   .   Jack  AHcoie, 
publisher  of  Film  Daily,  wrote  a   page  on 

“Concerning  Knockers,  Facts  and  Other 
Things,”  and  then  departed  for  the  Coast! 
.   .   .   .   Marcus  Loew  and  a   party  of 
guests  left  Thursday  for  New  Orleans  to 
see  that  his  newest  theatre  there  was 

opened  Saturday  night  with  proper  eclat. 

.   _   .   .   Gene  Tunney  is  the  latest  celeb- 
rity to  spring  an  uplift  on  the  pictures, 

having  signed  up  to  show  his  fistic  prowess 

in  a   serial  for  Pathe.  .   .   .   George 

ArcJujinbatid,  First  National  director,  has 
been  laid  up  for  several  days  with  a   severe 

attack  of  old  friend  grippe.  .   .   .   Jimniy 
Grainger,  the  industiVs  champion  traveler, 
is  off  again  on  another  trip  which  will  take 

him  over  the  entire  country  in  the  interest 

of  Fox  Films.  .   .   .   Howard  Dietz, 
just  back  from  the  wild  and  woolly  West, 
appeared  at  the  A.  M.  P.  A.  meeting  wear- 

ing a   sombrero  which  caused  many  a   pang 

of  en\'3'^  among  the  boys  who  wear  ordinary 
headgear._  .   .   .   Tom  North,  back  from 
a   long  trip  out  of  town,  made  inquiry  on 
arrival  if  there  were  any  new  pictures  play- 

ing Broadway.  .   .   .   George  Blair  of 
Eastman  Kodak  spent  a   few  days  in  New 
York  enroute  from  the  Coast  to  Rochester. 

.   .   .   Earl  Hudson  will  finish  "Mismates” 

before  starting  on  a   three  months’  vacaition, 
and  according  to  rumor  will  then  transfer 
his  labors  to  West  Coast.  .   .   .   Harold 
Lloyd,  chaperoned  by  Joe  Reddy,  has  de- 

parted for  the  Coast  after  spending  a 
couple  of  weeks  looking  at  Broadway 

^ows.  .   .   .   F.  C.  Munroe,  head  of 
P.  D.  C.,  returned  last  week  from  a   two 
months’  visit  at  the  Coast  studios.  .   .   . Frank  Pope  has  resigned  from  the  Para- 

mount publicity  department  and  will  handle 
Cecil  DeMillc’s  “Volga  Boatman,”  which opens  here  next  week.  .   .   .   Nat  Roth- 
erstein  put  on  a   midnight  show  at  the  Col- 

ony theatre  last  Saturday  night  as  a   pre- 

miere for  “The  Flaming  Frontier.” 
Frank  Conklin  has  resigned  as  sales  promo- 

tion manager  of  True  Story  Films  and  is 
said  to  be  considering  an  offer  to  become  an 
actor.  .   .   .   Fred  Bcetson,  Will  Hays’ 

representative  on  the  Coast,  is  in  New  Yo’rk for  a   couple  of  weeks,  and  is  spending 
Mnsiderable  time  boosting  the  M.  P.  T. 
O.  A.  convention  in  Los  Angeles.  .   . 
Cecil  DeMillc  is  due  in  New  York  early  this 

week,  coming  for  the  premiere  of  '“The 
Volga  Boatman.”  .   .   .   Herman  Heller, 
director  of  Warner’s  theatre,  has  gone  to 
Cincinnati  to  supervise  the  opening  of  "The 
Sea  Beast.”  .   .   Charlie  Murray,  ̂ ood comedian,  is  here  to  play  in  “Mismates.” — SPARGO. 

In  this  seen*  from  “Up  in  Mabel's  Koom," 
starring  Prevosl,  are  Sylvia  Dreamer  and 

Harry  Myers.  The  picture  is  taken  from 
the  stage  play. 

Phyllis  Haver,  Paul  Nicholson,  Mario 

Provost,  Harrison  Ford,  Sylvia  Dreamer, 

and  Harry  Myers,  left  to  right  in  this scene. 

Up 

in 
MabeFs 
Room 

Harrison  Ford  ap> 

pears  in  the  photo 

at  right  with  Marie 
Prevost  who  is 

starred  in  “Up  in 

Mabel's  R   o   o   m,'' Christie  picture  for 

Pro-Dis-Co  release. 

In  the  three  photos  above  is  o   character  study  of 

Christie's  “Up  in  Mabel’s  Room,"  released  through  Pro 
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Paramount  to  Make  7   5   Pictures 

For  ISth  Anniversary  Release 

Number  of  Specials  to 
Reflect  Latest  Policy 

75 
from 

Paramount 
Paramount  announces  75  pic- 

tures will  be  distributed  on  its 

next  season’s  program  which  will 
be  in  the  form  of  a   tribute  to  the 

progress  of  Famous  Players- 
Lasky  in  its  nfteenth  anniversary 
celebration.  Details  regarding 
the  stories,  cast  and  directors  of 
the  first  two-thirds  of  the  schedule 
are  announced. 

Thousands  Mourn 

Death  of  Summers 

of  U.  A.  Staff 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  April  6.— The  death  of 
Snowdon  H.  Summers,  whose  work  on 

the  publicity,  exploitation  and  sales 

promotion  staff 
of  United  Artists 

was  only  equalled 

by  his  record  as 

a   newspaperman 

is  today  mourned 

by  thousands  of 

people  who  have 
known  him. 

Summers  came 

to  the  motion 

picture  industry 

six  years  ago  after 

having  been  for 

several  years  on 

the  staffs  of  met- 

ropolitan news- 
papers. Among 

his  greatest  newspaper  achievements  were 

his  work  at  the  time  of  the  “Slocum  dis- 

aster” in  1904  when  he  marshalled  sev- 
eral scores  of  reporters  who  worked  on 

the  “story”  and  his  work  at  the  time 
of  the  Titanic  disaster. 

Snowdan  H.  Saromerg 

Details  Concerning  Stories,  Directors  and  Casts  o/ 

First  Fifty  Productions  Are  Announced 

NEW  YORK,  April  6. — Paramount,  according  to  its  executives,  is  putting 

forth  its  supreme  effort  in  the  production  of  its  program  for  1926-27,  for  the 

release  of  this  group  of  pictures  marks  the  fifteenth  anniversary  of  the company. 

Seventy-Five  Attractions 

Under  present  plans  of  the  production  department,  headed  by  Jesse  L. 

Lasky,  75  attractions  will  be  made  for  release  between  Aug.  1,  1926,  and 

July  31,  1927. 
So  far  advanced  are  the  compan/s  production  plans  that  it  is  possible  at 

this  time  to  announce  definite  details  concerning  stories,  directors  and  casts 

on  more  than  50  of  the  75  pictures. 

The  new  year,  according  to  officials, 

will  bring  forth  from  the  Paramount 
studios  a   number  of  specials  of  roadshow 
caliber.  This  is  in  line  with  a   new  policy 

announced  by  Mr.  Lasky  at  the  com- 

pany’s international  convention  at  At- 
lantic City.  Through  the  adoption  of 

this  policy  there  will  be  no  time  when 
Paramount  does  not  have  roadshow  at- 

tractions on  Broadway  and  in  the  larger 
cities  of  the  country.  James  Cruze,  D. 

W.  Griffith  and  others  will  devote  their 

entire  attention  to  pictures  of  this  class. 

Tribute  to  Staff,  Says  Lasky 

Into  the  general  release  pictures,  how- 
ever, will  go  the  same  genius  and  the 

same  energy  responsible  for  the  road- show attractions,  according  to  Mr.  Lasky, 
who  is  confident  that  the  birthday  group 

"represents  the  highest  pipnacle  of  pro- 

duction perfection  yet  achieved  by  Para- 

mount or  any  other  company.” 
“This  is  a   mighty  tribute,”  says  the 

Paramount  production  chief,  “to  our 

producers  at  the  studios,  Messrs.  Turn- 

bull,  Schulberg  and  Le  Baron  and  their 
associates.  It  reflects  splendid  credit 

upon  the  distinguished  stars,  artists, 
directors  and  other  contributing  talents 
enrolled  under  the  Paramount  producing 

banner.  To  them  I   wish  to  express  my 

sincere  appreciation.  They  have  pledged 
their  utmost  and  they  are  making  good 

a   hundredfold.” For  the  new  season,  says  Mr.  Lasky, 

the  investment  in  product  will  be  far 

in  excess  of  any  previous  year.  This 

money  will  permit  larger  casts  of  big 
names,  the  foremost  directors  of  the 
business  and  the  cream  of  literary  and 
dramatic  works.  Paramount,  says  Mr. 

Lasky,  has  stars  whose  pictures  are  in- 
creasing box  office  receipts;  it  has  a 

stock  company  of  more  than  50  popular 

names;  it  has  directors  who  are  con- 
sidered topmost  in  their  field,  and  it  has 

the  ultimate  in  production  facilities.  Each 

picture,  he  says,  will  have  in  tlie  cast 
not  just  one  or  two  big  names  but  several. 

In  Appreciation,  Says  Zukor 

Paramount,  says  Adolph  Zukor,  is 

offering  this  phenomenal  group  of  pic- 

tures “in  appreciation  of  past  patronage.  ’ 

“Every  step  in  Paramount’s  success," declares  the  president  of  Paramount, 
“has  been  based  upon  the  complete  box 

office  approval  and  entertainment  value 
of  Paramount  pictures  expressed  through 

a   discriminating  public  and  growing  ex- 
hibitor confidence. 

"In  appreciation  of  that  patronage  and 

with  full  regard  to  our  obligation  to  the 

industry  and  with  an  ever  growing 

optimism  for  the  future  of  our  business 

we  have  piled  new  values  on  old  and 

offer  you  what  we  regard  as  the  supreme 

effort  of  our  organization.  It  is  with 

great  pleasure  that  we  invite  you  to  share 

Paramount’s  birthday  feast  of  entertain- 

ment.” 

In  keeping  with  the  company  s   great- 

est program,  according  to  Sidney  R. 

Kent,  general  manager,  a   more  compre- (Conlitiucd  on  Next  Page) 

Jeffrey  Bernerd  Comes 
to  U,  S,  with  Prints 

of  Donoghue  Pictures 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

LONDON.  April  6.— Jeffrey  Bernerd 
sailed  from  England  March  30  for  New 
York  aboard  the  Leviathan.  He  took 

with  him  copies  of  the  Donoghue  pic- 
tures featuring  Stephen  Donoghue,  noted 

English  jockey.  The  six  pictures  are 

each  of  two  reels  and  have  attained  con- 
siderable success  on  their  release  in  this 

country. 

•   In  addition  Bernerd  is  taking  along 

the  print  of  “The  Last  Days  of  Pom- 

peii,” a   Continental  superproduction  now 
on  the  London  screen. 

WHAT  EXHIBITORS  ARE  SAYING  A
BOUT- 

EXHIBITORS  HERALD 
‘The  ‘Presentation  Acts’  department  of  the  HERALD  is  great.  It  s 

just  as  valuable  to  me  out  here  as  it  is  for  the  c
ity  shovroen  right  on 

the  ground.”— HENRY  REEVE,  Star  theatre,  Men
ard,  Texas. 

••Havii>g  bean  a   subscriber  to  the  EXHIBITORS  HEt^D 
 for  some 

time  and  a   constant  reader  of  ‘What  the  Picture
  Did  for  Me  I   have 

arrived  at  the  conclusion  that  it  is  the  only  relia
ble  source  to  get 

real  facts  on  pictures."— WiNTON  W.  LOWRY.
  Strand  theatre.  At- 

more.  Ala.  
^ 

"The  HERALD  is  always  welcome  and  I   desire  to  say  that  it  is  a 

splendid  trade  paper,  one  every  exhibitor  s
hould  be  a   subscriber  to. 

  A.  E.  SHARER.  Globe  theatre.  Savannah.  Mo. 
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henslve  service  will  be  offered  the exhibitors. 

Says  he:  "We  guarantee  back  of  these pictures  an  ever  bigger  and  better  Para- 
rnount  service.  Paramount  service  means 
that  when  you  sign  a   contract  for  Para- 

mount pictures  our  interest  in  your  wel- 
fare has  only  begun.  It  means  that  the 

powerful  forces  of  Paramount  exploita- 
tion, publicity  and  advertising — a   na- 
tional campaign  reaching  fifty  million 

people  to  the  benefit  of  the  entire  motion 
picture  industry — will  be  working  for 
you. 

Full  Cooperation  Pledged 

"It  insures  perfect  prints  and  an  un- failing cooperation  from  Paramount  ex- 
changes. It  brings  you  at  cost  the  best 

in  showman  advertising  aids. 
believe  that  Paramount 

1926-27  pictures  plus  Paramount  service 
are  the  greatest  constructive  force  ever 
placed  upon  the  motion  picture  market  ” 

Included  in  the  list  of  noted  stars  ap- 
pearing in  the  birthday  pictures,  many 

of  which,  according  to  George  W 
Weeks,  general  manager  of  the  depart- 
nicnt  of  distribution,  will  be  ̂ ^unques* 
^onably  of  roadshow  class,"  will  be 
Thomas  Meighan,  Adolphe  Menjou, 
Florence  Vidor,  Clive  Brook,  Emil  Jan- 
nings,  Eddie  Cantor,  Dorothy  Gish,  Gilda 
Gray,  Margaret  Morris,  Esther  Ralston, 
W.  C.  Fields,  Bebe  Daniels,  Gloria  Swan- 

son, Richard  Dix,  Raymond  Griffith, 
Betty  Bronson  and  Pola  Negri.  Harold 
Lloyd  and  Douglas  MacLean  will  re- 

lease their  attractions  through  Para- mount. 

Stock  and  Supporting  Players 

Among  the  stock  and  supporting  play- 
Baxter,  Percy  Marmont, 

William  Powell,  Lois  Moran,  Ronald 
Colman,  Louise  Dresser,  Noah  and  Wal- 

lace Beery,  Helen  Jerome  Eddy,  Allan 
Simpson,  Eugene  O’Brien,  Ford  Sterling, Louise  Brooks,  Mary  Brian,  Alice  Joyce, 
Ralph  Forbes,  Neil  Hamilton,  Norman 
Trev^,  Ricardo  Cortez,  Carol  Dempster, 
Lya  De  Putti,  Clara  Bow,  Ernest  Tor- 

rence, Theodore  Roberts,  Arlette 
Marchal,  Greta  Nissen,  William  Collier, 
Jr.,  Louise  Fazenda,  Lois  Wilson,  Fay 
Lanphier,  Wallace  Beery  and  Raymond Hatton. 

Noted  among  the  directors  are  D.  W. 
Griffith,  Marshall  Neilan,  Erich  von 
Stroheim,  who  will  also  appear  in  pic- 

tures, Maurice  Tourneur,  Allan  Dwan 
James  Cruze,  Malcolm  St.  Clair,  Her- 

bert Brenon,  William  Beaudine,  Sam 
Wood,  Lewis  Milestone,  Clarence  Bad- 

ger, Clarence  Brown,  Victor  Fleming 
Herbert  Wilcox,  Erie  Kenton,  William 
Wellman,  Raoul  Walsh,  Gregory  La 
Cava,  Frank  Lloyd,  Eddie  Sutherland, 
Fritz  Lang  and  E.  A.  Dupont. 

During  last  year  Paramount  was  spon- 
sor for  the  greatest  forward  stride  ever 

made  in  the  introduction  of  new  faces  to 

the  screen,  and  the  new  season’s  group will  reveal  the  fine  results  of  what  started 
as  an  experiment,  says  Mr.  Lasky.  Only 
recently  the  16  Paramount  junior  stars 
completed  their  initial  production  and 
were  graduated  from  the  first  school  of 
motion  picture  acting— the  first  school 
to  train  potential  stars. 

Variety  is  a   predominating  factor  in 
the  birthday  group.  There  will  be  drama, 
romance,  novelty,  comedy,  historical 
and  Western  epics  and  spectacle.  There 
is  in  each  picture,  according  to  Mr. 
Lasky,  a   blending  of  two,  three  and  four 
of  these  elements  so  that  the  greatest 
number  of  theatregoers  may  be  appealed 
to. 

Pictures  Announced 

Mr.  Lasky  has  made  definite  announce- 
ment of  the  following  pictures  for  re- 

lease during  the  12  months  period  begin- 
ning August  1 : 

Old  Ironsides,”  a   roadshow  attraction 
produced  by  James  Cruze.  This  story 
of  the  American  navy's  fight  against 
piracy  will  be  enacted  by  Wallace  Beery, 
George  Bancroft,  Esther  Ralston, 
Johnnie  Walker  and  a   large  cast.  The 
story  is  by  Laurence  Stallings.  Harry 
Carr  and  Walter  Woods  adapted  it. 

“The  Greatest  Show  on  Earth,”  an- other roadshow  production  based  on  the 
life  of  P.  T.  Barnum.  Wallace  Beery 
has  been  chosen  for  the  role  of  the  great 
showman.  The  story  is  by  Monte  Kat- 
terjohn  who  has  worked  for  two  years 
collecting  material. 

"Padlocked”  is  a   screen  version  of  Rex 
Beach's  powerful  story  of  today's  morals. Allan  Dwan  is  directing  a   strong  cast 
composed  of  Lois  Moran,  Louise  Dresser, 

Beery,  Helen  Jerome  Eddy  and 
Allan  Simpson. 

"Aloma”  for  Gilda  Gray 

"Aloma  of  the  South  Seas"  is  the 

initial  stellar  attraction  for  Gilda  Gray, 
famous  dancer  of  the  stage.  Maurice 
Tourneur  produced  this  picture  of 
tropical  love  in  Porto  Rico.  Supporting 
the  star  are  Warner  Baxter,  Percy  Mar- 

mont, William  Powell  and  Julanne  John- 
ston. "Aloma”  was  a   stage  hit. 

"Fine  Manners,”  the  story  of  a   chorus 
girl’s  adventures  in  society,  stars  Gloria 
Swanson.  Lewis  Milestone  is  directing 

giis  story  by  James  A.  Creelman  and 
Frank  Vreeland.  The  star  has  Eugene 
O’Brien  as  her  leading  man. 

"The  Show  Off,”  the  Broadway  com- 
edy success,  will  have  Ford  Sterling  in 

the  principal  role  with  Louise  Brooks 

and  other  big  names  in  the  cast.  Mal- 
colm St.  Clair  has  been  assigned  the 

megaphone. 

‘‘Beau^  Geste,"  a   picture  of  roadshow 
caliber,  is  now  being  made  on  the  Ari- 

zona desert  by  Herbert  Brenon  with  a 
cast  composed  of  Ronald  Colman,  Noah 

Beery,  Alice  Joyce,  Neil  Hamilton,  Ralph 

Forbes,  Mary  Brian,  Norman  Trevor 

and  hundreds  of  extras.  "Beau  Geste”  is 
the  sensational  story  of  the  French 

Foreign  Legion  by  Percival  Christopher Wren. 

Two  Lloyd  Comedies 

Two  Harold  Lloyd  comedies  are 
scheduled  for  the  new  year.  These  will 
be  in  the  same  vein  as  this  premier 

comedian’s  past  successes  such  as  "For 
Heaven’s  sake"  and  "The  Freshman.” 
Lloyd  has  returned  to  the  Coast  to  be- 

gin work  on  the  first  of  the  two. 

"Glorifying  the  American  Girl”  will 
be  the  first  of  the  love  and  beauty  ex- 

travaganzas made  under  the  personal 

supervision  of  Florenz  Ziegfeld,  Broad- 

way’s rnost_  amazing  showman.  Allan 
Dwan  will  direct  this  picture  with  Esther 
Ralston,  Clara  Bow,  Louise  Brooks,  Fay 

Lanphier  and  the  Ziegfeld  chorus  in  the cast. 

"Prosperity”  will  be  Thomas  Meighan’s 
first  for  the  new  season.  Under  present 
arrangements  Lewis  Milestone,  who 

handled  the  megaphone  on  the  star’s 
recent  success,  "The  New  Klondike,”  will 
direct.  "Prosperity”  is  a   dramatic  story 
of  a   man  who  tried  to  high  hat  New York. 

Three  More  Meighan  Specials 

Meighan  will  contribute  three  more 
specials  to  the  schedule.  The  finest 

J 
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literary  and  dramatic  works  will  form 

the  basis  of  the  star’s  vehicles. 
"Mantrap”  has  just  gone  into  produc- 

tion under  the  direction  of  Victor  Flem- 
ing with  a   cast  composed  of  Clara  Bow, 

Ernest  Torrence,  Ford  Sterling  and 

Percy  Marmont.  This  story  of  the  wilds 

was  written  for  Collier’s  Weekly  by 
Sinclair  Lewis. 

"Metropolis”  is  a   spectacular  love 
drama  from  the  UFA  studios.  Fritz 

Lang  directed  this  amazing  drama  which 
reaches  new  heights  in  novelty. 

"Metropolis”  is  nearing  completion  after 
more  than  a   year  in  production. 

“Fascinating  Youth”  brings  to  the 
screen  16  new  faces — the  Paramount 
junior  stars.  In  this  fast  moving 

comedy-drama  by  Byron  Morgan  and 
directed  by  Sam  Wood  there  is  a   sur- 

prise for  the  exhibitors  and  the  public. 
The  16  junior  stars  in  the  picture  are 

Buddy  Rogers,  Ivy  Karris,  Jack  Luden, 
Robert  Andrews,  Greg  Blackton,  Charles 
Brokaw,  Claud  Buchanan.  Josephine 

Dunn,  Walter  Goss,  Iris  Gray,  Irving 

Hartley,  Thelda  Kenvin,  Jeanne  Mor- 
gan, Dorothy  Nourse,  Mona  Palma  and 

Thelma  Todd. 

Arlen  Story  for  Mcnjou 

"The  Ace  of  Cads,”  a   brilliant  society 
story  by  Michael  Arlen,  will  be  Adolphe 

Menjou’s  initial  stellar  vehicle  for  the 
new  season.  This  picture  is  expected 

by  Paramount  executives  to  carry  Men- 

jou  to  even  greater  heights  than  he  al- 
ready has  attained.  Malcolm  St.  Clair 

again  will  direct  the  star. 

"The  Head  Waiter”  (tentative  title) 
is  another  picture  of  the  type  which 

forms  so  pleasing  a   background  for  the 
brilliant  talents  of  Menjou.  No  director 

has  yet  been  selected.  In  addition  to 

“The  Ace  of  Cads”  and  “The  Head 

Waiter”  Menjou  will  give  the  screen  two 
other  stellar  attractions  during  the 

year. 
“New  York”  is  number  two  on  the 

new  season’s  program  written  by  Sin- 
clair Lewis.  This  romance  of  New 

York’s  night  clubs,  night  courts,  gaye- 
ties,  etc.,  will  be  directed  by  Herbert 
Brenon  with  Lois  Wilson  featured.^ 

"Confession”  will  be  an  emotional 
drama  starring  Pola  Negri.  No  director 
has  been  announced.  This  title  may  be 

changed. 

"The  Woman  Thou  Art,”  the  story  of 
a   wild  and  colorful  Barbary  Coast  dancer, 
offers  Miss  Negn  another  dynamic 
vehicle.  Two  other  Negri  attractions 
will  be  announced  later. 

Ford  Sterling  Heads  Cast 

"Looia  the  14th”  will  be  another 
Florenz  Ziegfeld  personally  supervised 

attraction,  and  heading  the  cast  of  popu- 
lar players  and  Ziegfeld  beauties  will  be 

Ford  Sterling,  \vhose  comedy  has  won 

for  him  a   secure  place  on  the  screen. 

“Looie  the  14th”  was  a   successful  stage 
extravaganza. 

“Moon  of  Israel”  is  a   spectacular 
drama  with  Arlette  Marchal  and  a   cast 

of  2,000.  It  was  by  Michael  Courtice  and 

is  described  as  another  “Ten  Command- 
ments.” Miss  Marchal  is  the  French 

beauty  who  has  just  arrived  in  this  coun- 
try to  play  in  Paramount  pictures. 

“The  College  Flirt”  will  be  a   special 
comedy  starring  Bebe  Daniels,  whose  re- 

cent pictures  have  won  new  laurels  for 
her.  In  this  comedy  which  Erie  Kenton 
will  direct  she  is  a   snappy  coed  who 

hypnotizes  everyone  about  the  campus. 

“Stranded  in  Paris”  presents  Miss 
Daniels  as  an  American  society  girl  who 

experiences  many  exciting  adventures  in 

Paris  night  life.  Two  more  special  com- 
edies will  be  contributed  by  Miss  Daniels 

to  the  1926-27  schedule. 

“The  Sorrows  of  Satan"  will  be  a   stu- 
pendous picture  of  roadshow  caliber  pro- 

duced by  D.  W.  Griffith.  A   noted  cast 

George  W.  Weeks,  general  manager, 
department  of  distribution. 

composed  of  Adolphe  Menjou,  Ricardo 
Cortez,  Carol  Dempster  and  Lya  de  Putti 
are  now  working  at  the  Long  Island 
studio  on  this  Marie  Corelli  story. 

Dreiser  Epic  Bought 

“An  American  Tragedy,”  Theodore 

Dreiser’s  epic  of  modern  American  life, 
will  be  produced  by  Griffith  as  a   road- 

show attraction.  This  powerful  theme  is 

expected  by  Paramount  to  be  the  basis 

of  a   picture  which  will  make  motion  pic- ture history. 

“The  Quarterback”  gives  Richard  Dix 
a   chance  to  do  a   Red  Grange  on  the 
screen.  In  this  picture,  adapted  from  a 

story  by  Wells  Root,  Dix  is  a   fast  step- 
ping hero  of  the  college  football  team. 

This  is  considered  a   great  Dix  vehicle. 

“Paradise  for  Two”  will  be  the  second 

of  the  four  big  comedy-drama  specials 

which  Dix  will  make.  It  is  a   love  com- 
edy replete  with  entertainment  value. 

The  title  is  subject  to  change. 

“Forlorn  River”  will  be  the  first  of 
four  Zane  Grey  productions.  This  is 

Grey’s  latest  novel  and  is  running  serially 

Emii  E.  Shauer,  assistant  treasurer  and 

director  of  foreign  department. 

in  Country  Gentleman.  Paramount  plans 
to  make  these  the  outdoor  classics  of  the 
screen. 

“Love  ’em  and  Leave  ’em”  will  star 
Esther  Ralston  in  one  of  the  smart  com- 

edy successes  of  the  current  season  on 
Broadway.  Miss  Ralston  is  one  of  the 

shining  lights  on  the  Paramount  pro- 

gram. 

Emil  Jannings  Starring 

“The  Thief  of  Dreams”  will  be  adapted 

from  Richard  Connell’s  Saturday  Eve- 

ning Post  story,  “A  Friend  of  Napoleon.” 
This  comedy-romance  will  star  Emil 

Jannings,  greatest  of  the  German  pan- 
tomimists,  Ricardo  Cortez  and  Betty 
Bronson. 

“The  Rough  Riders”  will  present  a 

stirring  picture  of  the  Theodore  Roose- 
velt episode  in  the  Spanish  American 

war.  It  has  just  been  announced  that 
Victor  Fleming  will  direct  this  historical 
epic.  A   search  is  now  being  made  for 

a   man  who  can  portray  the  role  of 
Roosevelt. 

“Casey  at  the  Bat”  will  bring  together 
again  the  inimitable  team  of  Wallace 

Beery  and  Raymond  Hatton,  who  scored 

in  the  current  comedy  success,  “Behind 
the  Front.”  Edward  Sutherland  again 
will  handle  the  megaphone. 

“Variety”  is  a   gripping  production 
made  at  the  UFA  studios  in  Germany. 
Featured  are  Emil  Jannings  and  Lya  de 
Putti,  the  beautiful  dramatic  actress  who 

has  an  important  role  in  D.  W.  Griffith’s, 
“The  Sorrows  of  Satan.” 

"Get  Off  the  Earth”  is  planned  by 
Paramount  as  a   sensational  novelty. 

Raymond  Griffith  will  star  in  this  adapta- 

tion of  W.  M.  Timlin's,  “The  Ship  That 
Sailed  to  Mars.”  Clarence  Badger  will direct. 

Raymond  Griffith's  Second 
“Be  Yourself”  will  be  Raymond  Grif- 

fith’s second  comedy  on  the  new  year 
schedule.  This  title  is  only  tentative. 
In  addition  to  these  Griffith  will  give  the 
screen  two  other  comedies  during 

1926-27. 
“Love — the  Magician”  will  be  Florence 

Vidor’s  initial  starring  vehicle.  The  pic- 
ture will  be  an  adaptation  of  Ernest 

Vajda’s,  “The  Great  Illusion.”  William 
Wellman  will  direct  “the  orchid  lady  of 
the  screen”  in  this  attraction. 
“The  Cat’s  Pajamas”  is  a   fast,  frisky 

comedy  from  the  pen  of  Vajda.  Betty 

Bronson  and  Richardo  Cortez  are  fea- 
tured with  Arlette  Marchal  and  Theodore 

Roberts  in  support.  William  Wellman 
directed. 

“The  Wedding  March,”  a   colorful  ro- 
mance of  Vienna,  will  have  Erich  von 

Stroheim  as  the  producer  and  star.  Von 

Stroheim  is  now  in  the  midst  of  elabo- 
rate preliminary  plans  for  the  opus. 

"Kid  Boots”  will  bring  the  popular 

musical  comedy  star,  Eddie  Cantor,  to 
the  screen  in  a   Florenz  Ziegfeld  stage 

piece.  In  this  Edward  Sutherland  attrac- 
tion there  will  be  Ziegfeld  girls  and 

Ziegfeld  magnificence  of  gowns  and  set- tings. 

"Covered  Wagon”  Available 

“The  Covered  Wagon,”  the  James 

Cruze  epic  which  has  had  record  runs 

throughout  the  world,  will  be  available 

on  the  1926-27  program.  In  a   recent  poll 

among  exhibitors  this  picture  ranked  as 

the  fourth  greatest  money  maker  of 1925. 

“So’s  Your  Old  Man”  is  a   real  box 

office  title  for  this  new  W.  C.  Fields 

vehicle.  In  this  Julian  Street  story. 

Fields  has  the  role  of  a   small  town  com- 

edy character  who  splurges  himself  to 

the  one  trip  of  his  life — a   trip  to  Cali- 
fornia. Fields  will  give  the  screen  many 

new  gags  in  the  picture.  Gregory  La 
Cava  will  direct. 

“The  Wild  Man  of  Borneo”  will  be  an- 

(Continued  oh  Page  26) 
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Editors  of  RoTi7an  daily  newspapers  and  representatives  of  the  Italian  film  press 
are  shown  with  Martin  J.  Quigley,  fourth  from  right,  in  Rome  March  18. 

Martin  J.  Quigley  Honor  Guest 
at  Luncheon  in  Rome 

Gathering  Arranged  by  Committee  of  Italian  Industry — Quigley 
Praises  halo- American  Collaboration 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

ROMK,  ITALY,  March  22  (By  Mail). — Martin  J.  Quigley  was  guest of  honor  at  a   luncheon  here  last  Thursday  at  the  Casina  Valadier 
given  by  a   committee  of  the  Italian  industry  headed  by  Bruno 

Fux,  manager  of  the  Italian  company  of  Fox.  The  luncheon  was  in  the 
nature  of  a   welcome  to  Mr.  Quigley,  who  has  been  making  a   survey  of 
conditions  in  the  motion  picture  industry.  Among  the  guests  were  of- 

ficials and  representatives  of  American  companies  in  Italy  and  France, 
editors  of  all  the  Roman  daily  newspapers,  representatives  of  the  Italian 
trade  press  and  other  journalists. 

^RUNO  FUX,  general  manager  of  Fox 
Film  Corporation  at  Rome,  gave  the 

address  of  Vk'elcome  and  Mr.  Quigley  re- 
sponded with  an  address  in  which  he 

praised  Italo-American  collaboration  in  the 
industry.  Comm.  Curioni,  general  manager 
of  Metro-Goldwyn  at  Rome,  translated  Mr. 

Quigley’s  speech.  Steven  Bush  of  the  Mov- 
ing Picture  World  spoke  and  was  followed 

by  Mr.  Toddi,  who  in  the  name  of  all  the 
journalists  present  gave  an  original  speech 
in  Italian-French-German-Russian-Spanish- 
English. 

Comm.  Ravasco,  manager  of  the  Unione 
Cinematografica  Italiana;  Dr.  Bruno 

Berger,  assistant  manager  of  U.  F.  A., 
Rome,  also  gave  addresses  and  the  luncn- 
eon  closed  \vith  a   speech  by  Mrs.  John 
Clayton,  wife  of  the  correspondent  of  the 
Chicago  Tribune,  both  of  whom  attended. 

Following  the  luncheon  the  guests  gath- 
ered on  the  terrace  where  views  of  the 

trade  situation  were  interchanged  wth  Mr. 
Quigley  and  Giuseppe  Bavetta,  representa- 

tive of  Fox  for  France. 
Here  is  a   list  of  the  guests : 
Mr.  Martin  J.  Quigley. 

Mr.  Giuseppe  Bavetta,  representative,  Fox 
Film,  France. 

Mr.  Bruno  Fux,  general  manager.  Fox 

Above  are  shown  guests  at  a   luncheon  given  in  Rome  to  Martin  J.  Quigley  by  a 
committee  of  the  Italian  industry  headed  by  Bruno  Fux.  manager  of  the  Italian 
Company  of  the  Fox  Film  Corporation  March  18.  Mr.  Quigley,  standing,  center. 

Film,  Rome. 
Mr.  Clifford  Coulter,  chief  accountant, 

Fox  Film,  Rome. Mr.  Vittorio  Malpassuti,  film  editor,  Fox 

Film,  Rome. Mr.  Giuseppe  Cassina,  manager,  Rome 

branch.  Fox  Film. 
Comm.  Cosmelli,  chief  of  the  censor  of- 

fice, Rome. Mr.  Mario  Luporini,  general  manager. 
United  Artists,  Rome. 
Comm.  Curioni,  general  manager,  Metro- 

Goldwyn,  Rome. 
Conte  Giannuzzi,  general  manager,  Italo- 

American,  Consortium. 
Mr.  Postempski,  assistant  general  man- 

ager, Italo-American  Consortium. 
Comm.  Ravasco,  manager,  Unione  Cine- 

malografica,  Italiana. 
Cav.  Sedzaferri,  manager.  Trust  Pit- 

taluga,  Rome. 
Comm.  Capri  Cruciani,  proprietor, 

Cinema  Capranica,  Rome. 
Mr.  Miller,  for  the  American  Embassy, 

Rome. 

Mr.  Steven  Bush,  for  the  Moving  Pic- 
ture World. 

Mr.  John  Clayton,  for  the  Chicago  Trib- 
une. 

Mr.  Nino  Bolla,  for  the  Piccolo  Giornale 

d’ltalia. 

Mr.  Carlo  dall’Ongaro,  for  the  Giornale 

d’ltalia. 

Comm.  Di  Tullio,  for  the  Tevere. 
Conte  Rivetta,  for  the  Tribuna. 

Cav.  Janni,  for  the  Federazione  Cinema- 
tografica It. 

Cav.  Murgo,  for  the  Federazione  Cine- 
matografica It. 

Mr.  Sherk,  manager.  Universal  Film, Rome. 

Conte  Senni,  manager,  Unione  Cinema- 
tografica Italiana. 

Mr.  Salkin,  manager,  U.  F.  A.,  Rome. 
Mr.  Karol,  manager,  U.  F.  A.,  Rome. 
Mr.  Berger,  assistant  manager,  U.  F.  A., Rome. 

Mr.  Hale,  manager,  Metro-Goldwyn, Rome. 

Mrs.  John  Clayton. 
Mrs.  Karol. 
Mrs.  Sherk. 

Miss  Livia  Marracci. 

Signora  Cosmelli. 
Mr.  Quigley  will  be  in  Vienna  Wednes- 

day, March  24,  then  goes  to  Berlin  for 
three  days,  Paris  for  five  days  and  London 
for  five  more.  He  sails  from  Southamp- 

ton, April  10. 

N.  Y.  Censorship 
Bill  Is  Amended; 
Newsreels  Exempt 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  April  6. — Censorship  of 
motion  pictures  in  New  York  State  re- 

ceived a   severe  blow  last  week,  when  the 
bill  to  amend  the  censorship  law  so  as  to 

exempt  “newsreels  and  excerpts  from  the 
press”  was  passed  by  the  legislature.  Pro- 

ducers, distributors  and  exhibitors  con- 
sider this  an  important  victory  in  the  war 

to  free  all  motion  pictures  from  censor- 
ship. The  act  as  amended  reads  in  part: 

“All  films  exclusively  portraying  current 
events,  excerpts  from  the  press  or  pictorial 

news  of  the  day,  commonly  called  news- 
reels, may  be  exhibited  without  inspection 

by  the  commission  and  no  permits  or  fees 

shall  be  required  therefor.” 

Zoellner  in  Metro  Post 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

OPCLAHOMA  CITY.  April  6.— W.  B. 
Zoellner  has  assumed  management  of  the 
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer  exchange  here. 
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OF  INTEREST 

In  the  first  three  months 

of  1926,  EXHIBITORS 

herald  carried  more  read- 

ing matter  than  any  other 
motion  picture  trade  paper. 

Not  including  any  pages  de- 
vote d   to  advertising,  the 

HERALD  in  the  thirteen 

issues  contained  §75  pages  of 
text  matter.  The  second 

paper  in  the  field  carried  876.5 

text  pages  and  the  third  car- 
ried 870.S  text  pages.  Of  the 

•two  dailies,  one  carried  461.5 

text  pages  and  the  other  432 

text  pages.  And  the  HERALD 

does  not  print  “publicity 

piHe.”  1 

Hudson  to  Take  Three 

Months  Vacation  Then 

Take  Up  Work  in  IVesf 

Stanley- Crandall  Holdings 
Rise  to  $12,000,000  at  Capital 

Early  Completion  of  Colony  to  Give  Washington  Circuit  Dozen 

Big  Theatres — Completion  of  Universal-Capital 

Deal  at  Kansas  City  Is  Denied 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

WASHINGTON,  D.  C.,  April  6. — Total  property  holdings  of  the  Stan- 
ley-Crandall  Company  of  Washington  have  reached  almost  $12,000,000  as 

a   result  of  recent  expansion  of  the  circuit  of  theatres  operated  in  the  na- 
tional capital  and  vicinity,  since  consolidation  of  the  houses  founded  by 

Harry  M.  Crandall  and  the  Stanley  Company  of  America.  Crandall  an- 
nounced this  week. 

Dozen  Theatres  in  Local  Circuit 

Early  completion  of  the  Colony  theatre,  apartment  and  store  building 

will  give  the  Stanley-Crandall  Company  a   local  circuit  of  an  even  dozen 
theatres  of  the  first  rank.  The  Colony  will  seat  1,500  on  one  floor.  In 

Frederick,  Md.,  these  interests  have  started  building  a   2,000  seat  theatre 

on  a   site  recently  purchased.  Martinsburg,  W.  Va.,  is  now  100  per  cent 

Stanley-Crandall  with  the  acquisition  of  the  central  theatre.  The  others 
are  the  Apollo  and  Strand. 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  April  6. — Earl  Hudson 

who  is  now  producing  “Mismates”  at  the 
New  York  studios  is  planning  a   three 

months’  vacation 
upon  completion 
of  the  picture,  it 

was  announced  to- 
day. 
Hudson  who  is 

now  producing  on 

a   four  -   picture  -   a- 
year  basis  for 
First  National  has 

completed  his  first 

of  the  group,  “The 
Savage”  and  wnll 
finish  his  second 

by  the  end  of  May. 
He  then  plans  to 
take  his  vacation  Earl  Hudson 

trip  which  will  be 
the  first  rest  he  has  had  in  seven  years  of 

work  for  First  National.  In  the  36  months 

Hudson  has  made  35  pictures — or  almost  a 

picture  a   month  for  36  consecutive  months. 

He  plans  to  tour  the  far  Western  states 

by  motor,  stopping  here  and  there  for  fish- 

ing and  golf,  and  will  resume  work  in 
September. 

Board  and  Committee 

Merg^e  Publications  in 
New  Monthly  Magazine 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK.  April  6._— The  National 
Board  of  Review  Magazine,  a   combina- 

tion of  the  publications  of  the  National 

Board  of  Review  and  the  National  Com- 
mittee for  Better  Films — Exceptional 

Photoplays,  Film  Progress  and  Photo- 
play Guide — makes  its  first  appearance 

this  month. 

The  new  magazine,  issued  monthly, 
will  contain  all  the  departments  of  the 
former  publications  and  have  additional 

material  on  the  National  Board’s  work 
and  feature  articles  of  general  interest. 

Jones  Gets  K,  C.  Post 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

KANSAS  CITY,  MO.,  April  6.— Clayton 

Ashton  Jones  has  been  appointed  Educa- 
tional branch  manager  here.  Carl  Senning 

has  resigned. 

At  Roanoke,  Va.,  where  Crandall 

launched  the  Rialto  and  American  thea- 
tres, further  acquisitions  are  to  be  made. 

Purchase  of  the  Academy  of  Music  and 
Boulevard  theatre  properties  in  Baltimore, 

Md.,  marks  another  important  step.  The 
Academy  will  be  reconstructed  into  a   4,000 
seat  theatre  at  a   cost  of  $2,000,000. 

The  Stanley-Crandall  Company  of  Wash- 
ington is  the  Southern  unit  of  the  Stanley 

Company  of  America  and  constitutes  an 

important  part  of  one  of  the  most  power- 
ful exhibitor  organizations  in  the  United 

States  with  a   total  capitalization  given  as 

$100,000,000. 

Capital  and  Universal 

Deny  Deal  is  Complete 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

KANSAS  CITY,  MO.,  April  6.— Despite 
repeated  denials  on  the  part  of  both  Capital 
Enterprises  officials  and  Universal,  rumors 

persist  that  the  theatre  circuit  has  been  sold 
to  Universal. 

“Negotiations  with  Universal  are,  and 

have  been,  pending  for  some  time,”  David 
Harding,  vicepresident  of  the  company, 
which  has  headquarters  in  Kansas  City, 

said  Friday.  “There  has  been  no  agreement 
reached  yet,  however.  As  soon  as  the  deal 
is  completed  I   will  be  notified  immediately. 

I   have  received  no  such  notification.” 
Samuel  Harding,  president  of  Capital 

Enterprises,  now  is  in  New  York  carrying 
on  negotiations.  No  word  on  the  deal  has 

been  received  by  Universal’s  theatre  de- 
partment in  Kansas  City.  Capital  Enter- 

prises was  organized  about  three  years  ago, 
capitalized  at  $1,000,000.  The  circuit  has 

greatly  expanded  of  late,  its  holdings  con- 
sisting of  direct  and  indirect  interest  in 

about  15  theatres  in  Missouri,  Io^va,  Ne- 
braslL  and  Kansas. 

$1,000,000  Publix  House 

To  Go  Up  in  Oakland,  Cal. 

Rex  Midgely  of  the  American,  Oakland, 
Cal.,  announced  that  in  association  with 
Publix  Theatres  a   new  $1,000,000  house  to 

seat  3,600  will  soon  be  constructed  there. 
F.  R.  Thompson  has  added  a   new  link  to 
the  chain  he  is  forging  in  South  Dakota 
and  will  build  a   house  in  Brookings,  where 

he  manages  the  Pleasant  Hour.  Edward 
Renton  of  New  York  City,  representing  a 

leading  circuit,  stated  he  would  advance 

$20,000  toward  erection  of  a   new  theatre  at 

Ogdensburgh,  N.  Y.,  to  replace  the  one 
burned  several  months  ago. 

Throngs  Welcome 

Colony  Opening  of 

‘‘Flaming  Frontier” 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  April  6.— An  un- 
usually distiniiuished  and  enthusiastic 

audience,  including  government  and 

military  officials,  greeted  Universal’s 
"The  Flaming  Frontier”  at  its  midnight 
premiere  at  the  Colony  theatre  last 
Saturday  night.  Doors  did  not  open 
until  11:30  but  as  early  as  11  Broadway 

was  lined.  At  midnight  there  were 
standees  three  feet  deep  behind  the 
orchestra. 

One  of  the  highlights  was  introduc- 
tion of  Brig.  Gen.  Edward  S.  Godfrey, 

U.  S.  A.  retired,  eighty-five  years  old, 

who,  after  the  Custer  massacre  in  1876, 
held  the  redskins  at  bay  for  two  days 

until  General  Terry  arrived  with  relief troops. 

Edward  Sedgwick  was  the  directional 

genius.  Heading  the  cast  are  Hoot  Gib- 
son, Dustin  Farnum,  Anne  Cornwall  and Kathleen  Key. 

Max  Ascher  Names 

Rozelle  to  Head  New 

Booking  Combination 
Max  Ascher,  viceprcsidenl  of  Ascher 

Brothers,  Chicago,  announced  April  6,  that 

L.  A.  Rozelle  ha.s  been  engaged  as  his  as- 
sistant in  the  formation  of  an  independent 

booking  combine.  He  will  aid  Ascher  in 

the  purchase  of  pictures  for  the  entire  cir- 
cuit. 

Rozelle  up  to  March  1   was  several  years 

exchange  manager  of  Metro-Goldwyn- 
Maycr  in  Chicago. 

Booking  Plan  Sponsored 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

INDIANAPOLIS,  IND.,  April  6.— 

Frank  J.  Rembusch  is  sponsoring  Asso- 
ciated Cinema  Theatres  Corporation  to 

form  a   national  booking  combine. 
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Fox,  Warner,  Educational  and 
Pathe  Conventions  Near 

Grainger  Heads  Fox  Delegation  on  Way  to  Los  Angeles  —   Warner 

Forces  Gather — Educational  Opening  Sectionals — Pathe  April  19 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

New  YORK,  April  6. — James  R.  Grainger,  general  sales  manager of  Fox  Film  Corporation,  heads  a   delegation  including  repre- 
sentatives of  many  foreign  countries,  home  office  executives  and 

managers  of  branches  in  the  United  States  and  Canada,  which  leaves  New 

York  tomorrow  afternoon  in  three  special  cars  for  the  Fox  convention 

which  opens  next  Monday  at  the  Ambassador  hotel,  Los  Angeles. 

T   N   Chicago  the  special  cars  attached  to 
the  New  York  Central  Lake  Shore 

Limited  will  be  transferred  to  a   special 
Santa  Fe  train  of  eight  cars,  which  will 

leave  the  Polk  street  station  Thursday 
at  8   p.  m.,  reaching  the  Coast  city  Sun- 

day. At  Chicago  arrangements  have 

been  made  by  W.  H.  Rudolph,  acting 
traffic  manager,  for  more  than  100  Fox 
passengers  leaving  there.  President  Wil- 

liam Fox  went  on  to  the  Coast  last  week. 

Many  Social  Functions 

Convention  sessions  will  be  held  daily 
with  Fox,  Winfield  R.  Sheehan,  general 
rnanager,  and  Grainger,  presiding.  So- 

cial functions  will  include  a   formal  din- 
ner and  dance  at  the  Ambassador  hotel 

and  a   barbecue  at  the  Tom  Mix  Rancho. 

The  New  York  Central  train  leaving 
New  York  will  carry  the  following  home 
office  executives  and  managers  of  branch 
office  exchanges: 

Mr.  Grainger,  J.  Sichelnian,  assistant  general 
salesmanager;  Fred  C.  Quimby,  salesmanager  of 

the  short  feature  department;  George  Roberts, 
assi.stant  short  feature  salesmanager;  Truman  H. 

Talley,  managing  editor  of  Fox  News;  Clayton 
P.  Sheehan,  manager,  foreign  department;  Vivian 
M.  Moses,  director  of  advertising,  publicity  and 
exploitation;  Gerald  K,  Rudulph,  publicity  man- 

ager; Charles  Cohen,  manager,  exploitation  de- 
partment; Donn  McEhvainc,  manager,  accessories 

department;  Harry  Buxbaum,  manager.  New  York 
exchange;  Dave  Gross.  Joe  Lee,  E.  C.  Grainger, 
F.  J.  Brennon,  Ben  Lawerce,  Louis  Levin,  I. 
Krotosky,  Louis  Usabal,  Irving  Maas,  Roger  Ferri, 
Harry  Collins,  and  the  following  managers  and 
branch  office  salesmen:  R,  G.  March,  manager, 
St.  John,  N.  B.;  Harry  Campbell,  manager,  Bos- 

ton; John  Nolan,  T.  jenning;  Harry  Bibbs,  man- 
ager, New  Haven;  I.  J.  Schmertz  and  James  F. 

Dermody,  manager,  Albany;  George  Fuller,  man- 
ager, Washington;  Walter  J.  Price  and  John  W. 

Fuller,  manager,  Charlotte;  George  Allison,  man- 
ager,  Atlanta;  Edgar  Moss,  Manager,  Philadel- 

phia; A.  Davis  and  Charles  Zagrans,  W.  C. 
Gchrmg,  manager,  Montreal;  S.  J.  Kupper,  man- 

ager. Pittsburgh,  and  F.  Bonistall.  J.  P.  O'Lough- 
hn^  manager^  E.  A.  Brown,  Toronto;  Harry 
Bailey,  manager,  Buffalo. 

Joining  the  foregoing  in  Chicago  will  be  P.  K. 
Johnston,  manager,  Dallas;  Lou  B.  Remy,  South- 

ern district  manager,  and  R.  Broyles,  J.  Gruben 
and  D.  Sco«;  W._A.  Ryan,  manager,  Oklahoma 
C‘ty:  Ben  Dudenhefer,  manager,  New  Orleans; 
C   W.  McKean,  manager,  Memphis;  Geo.  E   Me- 
Kean,  manager,  St.  Louis;  R.  Werth  and  Max 
Milder;  Moc  Levy,  manager,  Kansas  City,  and 
S.  Mayer,  B.  B.  Reingold,  manager,  Omaha;  S. 
E.  Abel,  manager,  Minneapolis,  and  R.  Sewart, 
John  Lorentz,  manager,  Milwaukee;  Frank  D. 
Drew,  manager.  Detroit;  Rudolph  Knoepfle,  man- 
ager,  Cincinnati,  and  J.  Needham,  Ira  H.  Cohen, 
special  representative;  W.  E.  Scott,  manager,  and 
D.  Davidson,  Cleveland;  E.  T.  Gonunersall,  man- 

ager, and  George  Landis,  Indianapolis;  C.  W 
Eckhardt,  district  manager,  and  A.  W.  Parker, 
Chicago;  J.  A.  Wilson,  manager,  Winnipeg. 

.   The  following  will  go  direct  from  their  respec- 
tive offices  to  Los  Angeles:  Mell  S.  Wilson,  man- 

ager,  Denver;  H.  Bradley  Fish,  manager,  Salt 
Lake  City;  H.  T.  Sheehan,  manager,  San  Fran- 
msec;  }.  J,  Sullivan,  manager,  Seattle;  G.  M. 
iJailentinc,  manager,  Vancouver;  J.  H.  Huber 
manager,  Calgary. 

In  addition  the  following  foreign  managers  will 
he  m   Hittead^ce:  L.  Groen,  Amsterdam,  Holland; 
O.  Forman,  P.  I.;  J.  Aussenbert,  Central  Europe; 
F.  Anderson.  Stockholm,  Sweden;  Stanley  S. Crick,  Australia. 

Warner  Brothers 

(Sl'ccial  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  April  6. — Harry  M.  War- 
ner, Jack  Warner  and  Harry  Lustig,  West 

Coast  division  manager,  will  arrive  Thurs- 
day from  Hollywood  to  attend  the  first  ses- 

sion of  the  three-section  national  con- 
vention of  Warner  Brothers  to  be  held 

in  New  York,  Chicago  and  Los  Angeles. 
The  New  York  session  at  the  Hotel 

Pennsylvania  will  be  April  10-12.  The 
Chicago  session  is  April  17-19  and  the 
Los  Angeles  meeting  April  24-26. 
Informal  conferences  are  scheduled 

rnorning  and  afternoon  until  the  conven- 
tion opens,  with  the  four  Warner  broth- 

ers, Harry  M.,  Jack,  Sam  and  Albert,  to- 
gether for  the  first  time  in  years,  and 

Sam  E.  Morris,  general  manager  of  dis- 
tribution, discussing  preliminary  prob- 

lems. 

Educational 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  April  6. — Three  regional 
conventions  will  be  held  by  Educational 
Film  Exchanges,  one  in  New  York,  April 

12-13 ;   Chicago,  April  16-17,  and  Denver, 
April  19-20.  This  is  the  first  year  the 
regional  system  has  been  used.  Presi- 

dent E.  W.  Hammons  wdl!  announce  the 

program  for  the  coming  season  at  the 
New  York  convention.  Others  at  the 

New  York  meeting  will  be: 

Home  office:  A.  S.  Kirkpatrick,  assistant  gen- 
eral manager:  J.  R.  Wilson,  acting  domestic  saies- 

mana^er,  and  Gordon  S.  White,  director  of  ad- 
vertising and  publicity,  Rrepresentatives  of  11  ex- 
changes: Albany,  J.  H.  Morgan;  Atlanta,  J.  H. 

Butner  and  Arthur  Lucas;  Boston,  J.  J.  Scully; 
Buffalo,  H.  F.  Brink;  New  Haven,  H.  D.  Noble; 
Phijadelphia,  C.  S,  Goodman;  Pittsburgh,  J. 
Kaliski;  Toronto,  O.  R.  Hanson;  Washington, 
I.  A.  Bachman;  Charlotte,  J.  A.  Reynolds;  New 
York,  A.  Grcenblatt. 

At  the  Chicago  meeting,  representatives  of  13 
exchanges:  Chicago.  D.  Dubin:  Cincinnati,  J.  M. 
Tolmston;  Cleveland,  H.  R.  Skirboll;  Des  Moines, 
J.  L.  Wmn;  Detroit,  M.  H.  Starr;  Indianapolis, 
H.  C.  Dressendorfer;  Louisville,  L.  Goldberg; 
Milwaukee,  M.  Stahl;  Minneapolis,  G.  R.  Bran- 
ton;  New  Orleans,  J.  B.  Dumestre,  Jr.;  Omaha, 
L.  Blank;  St  Louis,  S.  J,  Hankin;  K   ansas  City, 
C.  A.  Jones. 

At  Denver,  representatives  of  seven  exchanges: 
Dallas,  F.  A.  Tomes;  Denver,  A.  P.  Archer;  Los 
Angeles,  T.  L.  Merrick;  Oklahoma  City,  N.  P. 
Eberley;  Salt  Lake  City,  C.  H.  Messenger;  San 
Francisco,  G.  C.  Blumenthal,  and  Seattle,  J   A, G.age. 

Pathe 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  April  6. — District  man- 

agers of  Pathe  will  have  an  important 
convention  at  the  Hotel  Roosevelt  the 
week  of  April  19,  Harry  Scott,  general 
salesmanager.  has  announced.  Besides 
the  five  district  managers  nearly  a-  score 

of  branch  managers  will  attend.  Both 
Hal  Roach  and  Mack  Sennett  are  plan- 

ning to  be  present.  Representatives  of 
Timely  Films,  producers  of  Topics  of 
the  Day,  and  Fables  Pictures,  makers  of 
Aesop’s  Film  Fables,  will  also  attend,  as will  other  producers  whose  product  is 
distributed  through  Pathe. 

Universal 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

LOS  ANGELES,  April  6. — Universal 
salesmen  from  West  of  Denver  are  hold- 

ing a   convention  at  the  Hotel  Biltmore 
and  deciding  upon  distribution  policies 
for  the  year. 

This  is  the  last  of  the  five  regional  con- 
ventions which  Universal  is  conducting. 

The  fourth  meeting  opened  March  29  at 

New  Orleans  with  the  following  attend- 

ing: 

.Akiciiiid;  cammacKj  nane  sl.  unscra. 

C.  T.  Jordan,  H.  M.  Williams,  P.  C.  Williams, 
S.  C.  Ware,  and  J.  W.  Greenleaf;  Charlone:  E. 
F.  Dardine,  C.  Check,  C.  S,  Anderson,  A.  E. 
Rock,  and  James  A.  McWhorter;  Dallas:  R.  C. 
Mcllheran,  Jack  Meredith,  G.  McDonnell,  J. 
Lulzer,  L.  Brauer,  G.  Blackburn  and  j.  C.  Petit; 
Jacksonville:  John  R.  Baryon  and  H.  Simpson; 
Memphis:  W.  E.  Sipe  and  H.  Finney;  New 
Orleans;  W.  M.  Richardson,  P.  Spindler,  G.  C. 
Nungesser  and  E.  W.  Leland:  El  Paso:  G.  L. 

Wood;  Oklahoma  City;  W.  P.  Moran,  G.  Ellison, 
W.  Quade,  M.  Tritch  and  J.  Amis. 

The  purpose  of  the  meetings  has  been 

to  acquaint  the  sales  force  with  “The 
Greater  Movie  List,”  Universal  product 
for  next  year. 

Warner  Brothers 

in  Open  Market 
to  Make  Prints 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  April  6.  —   Warner 
Brothers  have  completed  equipping  their 

Brooklyn  laboratory  and  are  in  the  open 

market  to  print  pictures  for  outside  com- 
pames,  it  has  been  announced.  The 

Brooklyn  plant  is  the  old  Vitagraph 

laboratory,  taken  over  by  the  Warners 
some  time  ago.  The  building  has  been 
reconstructed  and  new  equipment  has 
been  installed. 

The  plant  has  an  estimated  capacity 
of  4,000,000  feet  a   week. 

Joseph  H.  Spray,  one  of  the  country's 
leading  laboratory  experts,  is  in  com- 

plete charge.  He  directed  the  installa- 
tion of  the  new  equipment  and  organized 

the  plant  staff.  The  company’s  West 
Coast  plant  has  practically  been  closed 
down.  With  the  exception  of  the  neces- 

sary daily  work  done  on  the  Coast,  all 
Warner  prints  are  to  be  made  in  the 
Brooklyn  plant. 

Business  on  Climb,  9 

Companies  Incorporated 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

ALBANY.  N.  Y.,  April  6.— The  motion 
picture  business  in  New  York  state  has  re- 

sumed its  steady  stride  in  the  number  of 

companies  incorporating  and  entering  the 
business  week  by  week,  charters  granted  by 

the  secretary  of  state  showing  that  nine 
such  companies  were  incorporated  last 
week.  Four  companies  which  did  not 

specify  the  amount  of  capitalization  were: 
Foto-Komic  Films,  Inc.;  Milray  Amusement 

Company;  Movie  Lovers  Contest,  Inc.;  and  Cen- 
tral Park  Three  Arts  Enterprises,  Inc.  Other 

^mpanies  formed  were:  Hollywood  Pictures Corporation,  capiulized  at  $40,000;  Spuyten 
Amusement  Corporation,  $5,000:  Globus  Pictures 

Garth  Productions,  Inc., 
$20,000;  Chnsedge  Theatres,  Inc,.  $270,000.  All were  located  in  and  around  New  York  City. 
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Eight  State  Right  Companies 
Organize  and  Join  M.  P.  P.  D.  A. 
Regional  Distributors  Association’s  Application  Accepted — 

Hays  and  Milliken  Re-elected  President  and  Secretary 

— F.  B.  0.  Becomes  Member  with  Kennedy  on  Board 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  April  6. — Eight  of  the  leading  state  right  operators  of  the 
country  have  banded  themselves  together  in  an  organization  known  as  The 

Regional  Distributors’  Association  and  have  joined  the  Motion  Picture  Pro- 
ducers and  Distributors  of  America  in  an  affiliated  capacity. 

F.  B.  O.  Joins  M.  P.  P.  D.  A. 

The  acceptance  of  this  application  was  one  of  several  important  actions 
taken  at  the  annual  meeting  of  the  Hays  organization  held  in  New  York  last 
week.  The  other  actions  were  the  annual  election  of  directors  and  officers 

of  the  Hays  association,  and  the  acceptance  of  the  application  of  Film  Booking 
Offices  for  membership. 

April  10,  1926 

Re-Takes 
I'  ».■■■■■ 

Hurrah  for  the  F.  B.  O.  boys! There’s  a   fine  bunch  of  fellows, 

everyone  of  'em.  Hope  they  hold 

all  their  conventions  here. 

Of  course  it  had  to  rain,  but  that  didn’t 
dampen  their  ardor  any,  not  that  gang. 

Most  of  ’em  had  just  dug  their  way  out 
of  snow  drifts  back  East  anyway,  so 

thev  didn’t  mind  a   few  drops  of  rain. *   *   * 

And  Fred  Thomson  gave  them  a   real 

sample  of  Western  hospitality  by  seren- 
ading the  incoming  exchangemen  60 

miles  out  of  Los  Angeles.  His  Spanish 
dancers  and  music  livened  up  the  last 

few  hours  of  their  journey  and  every- 

one paid  a   visit  to  Fred’s  private  car. *   *   * 

Don’t  Belisve  It 
An  unfounded  rumor  is  going  around 

that  someone  has  made  a   news  reel 

which  does  not  have  a   Charleston  con- 
test pictured. ♦   ♦   * 

Washington  Exercises 

The  Washington’s  Birthday  exercises 
of  the  Rupert  Hughes  Grammar  School 
were  held  at  the  Writers  Club,  April  1, 

and,  as’  the  Broadway  reporters  say,  “a 

good  time  was  had  by  all.”  Patsy  Ruth 
Miller  spoke  a   piece,  Maude  Fulton  and 

Bess  Meredyth  played  a   duet  “Hearts 
and  Flowers,”  DeWitt  Jennings  recited, 
so  did  Waldemar  Young,  Gladys  Hulette 

and  other  pupils.  The  school  master 

Donald  Ogden  Stewart  also  _   addressed 
the  parents  present,  and  delivered  his 

famous  lecture  on  “Birds  I   have  Met.” 
He  also  introduced  Maj.  Hughes,  who 

spoke  about  Washington  and  his  recent 
visit  to  the  capital. 

*   t   * 

Give  Vs  Beer 

Well  that  prohibition  straw  vote 
proved  one  thing.  That  there  were  at 
least  450,000  thirsty  souls  in  these 
United  States. 

*   *   ♦ 

Terrible 

Did  you  get  all  hyped  up  when  you 
read  that  3.75  per  cent  health  beer  was 
on  sale  at  all  drug  stores?  Yes,  we  did 

too,  but  the  next  day — oh  gee,  oh  gosh, 

they  explained  the  stuff  wasn’t  fit  to drink. 
*   *   * 

Great  Control 

Harry  Wilson  gave  a   party  to  some 
friends  the  other  night  and  although  it 

lasted  until  3   o’clock  in  the  morning 

nobody  sang  “Sweet  Adeline.” «   «   « 

Right  Back  At  Him 

Ham  Beall  got  a   circular  from  Larry 

Weingarden’s  father  the  other  day,  giv- 
ing him  a   special  price  on  Spring  suits, 

and  Ham  promptly  mailed  it  to  Larry 

with  this  notation,  “Sews  Your  Old 

Man.” *   *   * 

A   DiEerence 

A   hot  discussion  of  stills  was  had^  at 
the  Wampas  meeting  last  week,  which 
was  attended  by  the  Chief  of  Police, 

and  when  it  was  noticed  the  Chief  ap- 
peared unusually  interested,  it  was 

plained  they  meant  photos,  after  which 
the  Chief  lost  all  interest. 

«   «   « 

Famous  Last  Words 

“Lady  you're  sitting  on  my  gum.” ♦   *   ♦ 

Some  folks  don’t  like  to  go  to  previews 
because  the  actors  don’t  know  their 
parts  so  well. 

The  state  right  operators  who  formed 
the  new  organization  and  are  now  affiliated 
members  of  the  Hays  association  are : 

Joseph  A.  McConville,  president.  Inde- 
pendent Films,  Inc.,  Boston,  Mass.;  Bobby 

North,  president,  Apollo  Exchange,  Inc., 
New  York;  Herman  Gluckman,  president, 
Capital  Film  Exchange,  Inc.,  New  York; 
Sam  Zierler,  president,  Commonwealth 

Film  Corp.,  New  York;  Ben  Levine,  man- 
ager, Oxford  Film  Exchange,  Inc.,  New 

York;  Jack  Bellman,  general  manager.  Re- 
nown Pictures,  Inc.,  New  York;  Gene  Mar- 

cus, president,  20th  Century  Film  Co.,  Inc., 

Philadelphia,  Pa.;  Ben  Amsterdam,  presi- 
dent, Masterpiece  Film  Attractions,  Phila- 

delphia, Pa. ;   Oscar  Neufeld,  president,  De 
Luxe  Film  Co.,  Inc.,  Philadelphia,  and 

Harry  Charnas,  president,  Standard  Film 
Service  Co.,  Cleveland,  Ohio. 

Neufeld  Makes  Application 

The  application  to  the  M.  P.  P.  D.  A. 

was  made  by  Oscar  Neufeld  as  president 

of  the  Regional  Distributors’  Association. 
“In  view  of  the  fact,”  said  Mr.  Neufeld, 

“that  all  our  members  already  belong  to 
the  local  Film  Boards  of  Trade  we  felt 

that  it  would  be  to  our  advantage  and  to 

the  advantage  of  the  entire  industry  if  we 

regional  distributors  were  also  represented 

officially  in  the  Motion  Picture  Producers 

and  Distributors  of  America,  Inc.  We  real- 
ize that  our  members  wll  obtain  many 

benefits  and  advantages  through  such  an 
affiliation. 

“It  is  our  earnest  desire  to  aid  in  every 

way  in  the  constructive  work  being  done 

by  Mr.  Hays  for  the  benefit  of  the  entire 

industry.” The  application  of  F.  B.  O.  for  member- 
ship, which  was  filed  some  time  ago,  was 

accepted  and  Joseph  P.  Kennedy  was  elect- 
ed a   member  of  the  board  of  directors  to 

represent  F.  B.  O. 

The  following  directors  were  elected : 
Messrs.  G.  McL.  Baynes,  (Kinogram  Publishing 

Corp.):  Charles  H.  Christie  (Christie  Film  Co.); 

$250,000  Improvements 

for  “Poverty  Row” (Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

HOLLYWOOD,  April  6.— Pov- 

erty Row.  for  that  is  what  they 

call  the  section  of  this  community 

on  Gower  Street  at  Sunset  Boule- 
vard, is  to  be  glorified. 

A   piece  of  poverty  covering 

some  eight  acres  in  the  heart  of 

Hollywood  is  to  be  given  a   new 

stage  150x270  feet  and  $250,000  is 

to  be  spent  on  the  improvements, 

according  to  Harry^  CoAn,  vice 

president  of  Columbia. 

R.  H.  Cochrane  (Universal  Pictures  Corp.) ;   Wil- 
liam Fox  (Fox  Film  Corp,) ;   D.  W.  Grimtli  (D. 

W.  Griffith,  Inc.) :   E.  W.  Hammons  (Educational 
Film  Exclianges,  Inc.) ;   Will  H.  Hays  (M.  P.  P. 

D.  A.) :   Joseph  P.  Kennedy  (Film  Booking  Of- 
fices of  Amer.,  Inc.);  Marcus  Loew  (Metro- 

Goldwyn-Mayer  Distributing  Corp.)|  Frederick 
C.  Munroe  (Producers  Distributing  Corp.);  T. 

Homer  Platten  (M.  P.  P.  D.  A.) ;   Richard  A. 

Rowland  (First  National  Pictures,  Inc-);  Joseph 

M.  Schenck  (Josepli  M.  Schenck  Productions, 
Buster  Keaton  Productions  and  Talmadgc  Pro- 

ducing Corp.) ;   Albert  Warner  (Warner  Bros. 
Pictures,  Inc.);  Adolph  Zukor  (Famous  Players- Lasky  (Torp.) 

At  the  regular  quarterly  meeting  of  the 
board  of  directors  immediately  following 

the  members’  meeting.  Hays  and  Carl  E. 

Milliken  were  re-elected  president  and  sec- 
retary, respectively,  of  the  association,  and 

Platten,  previously  assistant  treasurer,  was 
elected  treasurer  and  appointed  assistant secretary. 

In  his  annual  report  to  the  members, 

Hays  cited  the  advances  made  by  the  mo- 
tion picture  industry  during  the  past  12 

months  in  attaining  its  present  position  as 

one  of  the  country’s  most  stjiblc  enter- 

prises, and  indicated  his  confidence  in  the 

continually  enlarging  program  of  the  as- sociation in  achieving  its  aim  of  produeng 

motion  pictures  of  the  finest  type, 

O’Reilly  to  Head 
T.  O.  C.  C.  Fourth 

Consecutive  Term 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK.  April  6.— Charles  L. 

O’Reilly  was  chosen  president  of  the  The- 

ater Owners  Chamber  of  Commerce  for  the 

fourth  consecutive  term  at  the  annual 

meeting  of  the  chamber  last  week.  Sol 

Raives  was  returned  as  first  vicepresident, 

and  Joseph  James  as  second  vicepresident, 

with  Sam  Schwartz  remaining  in  his  former 

job  as  treasurer.  James  Mathews,  who 

succeeded  Sam  Moron  as  secretary  some 

time  ago,  was  elected  executive  secretary and  business  manager.  _ 

Lee  A.  Ochs  was  selected  as  chairman 

of  the  board  of  directors  in  place  of  Sydney 

S.  Cohen.  Other  members  of  the  board 

are  t   Louis  F.  Blumenthal,  A.  H.  Eisen- 

stadt,  Hy  Gainsboro,  Benjamin  Knobel, 

David  Keizerstein,  William  Landau,  John 

Mannheimer,  Hyman  Rachmil,  Leon  Rosen-
 

blatt, Rudolph  Sanders  and  Harry  Such- 
man. 

The  installation  dinner  which  is  always 

one  of  tbe  big  social  affairs  of  the  industry, 

will  be  held  at  the  Ritz  Carlton  April  24, 

with  William  Brandt.  Lee  Ochs,  Bernard 

Grob,  John  Mannheimer  and  Harry  Such- man  as  the  committee  in  charge. 
R.  M. 
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Work  Begins  on  $500,000  FP-L 
Building  Program 

Milton  E.  Hoffman  Supervises  Plans — Fischer  Breaks  Ground  for 

$300,000  Theatre  Building — Hold  "’"Stella  Dallas’’  Premiere 

By  RAY  MURRAY 

Hollywood,  April  6.- — work  started  last  week  on  the  $500,000 building  program  of  Famous  Players-Lasky  which  will  turn  the  re- 

cently purchased  United  Studios  into  a   complete  working  plant  for 

the  new  tenant.  Construction  plans  are  under  the  supervision  of  Milton  E. 

He  expects  the  new  quarters  will  be Hoffman,  executive  studio  manager, 

in  readiness  for  occupancy  by  June. 

'T'UE  first  structure  to  go  up  is  the  ad- 
ministration  building,  facing  on  Mara- 

thon street.  This  is  of  Spanish  architec- 
ture 276  feet  long  and  its  design  will 

strike  the  decorative  note  for  most  of  the 
other  new  buildings. 

Other  buildings  to  be  erected  are  a   large 
dressing  room  three  stories  high  which  will 
contain  ten  star  suites,  21  special  rooms 

and  100  dressing  rooms.  The  three  story 

concrete  wardrobe  building  will  have  dress- 
ing room  accommodations  for  1,200  extra 

players  as  well  as  housing  facilities  for  the 

wardrobe  department,  casting  offices,  pur- 

chasing department,  dining-rooms  and  cold 
storage  plant  for  furs. 

Four  new  projection  rooms  for  directors, 

a   steel  and  concrete  camera  vault,  a   pho- 
tographer building  and  an  experimental 

stage  are  also  planned. 
The  United  lot  will  also  have  a   hospital 

and  a   scltoolhotisc.  Famous  Players  plans 
to  move  its  tliree  large  stages  from  the 

present  studio  on  Vine  street  to  the  Mel- 
rose location.  The  laboratory  on  the  pres- 

ent Lasky  studio  site  is  to  be  retained. 
♦   ♦   ♦ 

Fischer  Breaks  Ground  for  Building 

Ground  was  broken  last  week  by  William 
H.  Fischer  for  a   new  $300,000  theatre,  store 
and  office  building  at  the  southwest  comer 

of  Wilshire  boulevard  and  Sycamore  ave- 
nue. The  new  motion  picture  house  will 

have  a   seating  capacity  of  1,600.  It  has 
been  leased  by  West  Coast  Theatres,  Inc., 

for  a   period  of  20  years,  and  will  be  known 

as  the  West  Coast  Wilshire- Sycamore 

theatre.  The  building  unth  the  land  repre- 
sents an  investment  of  $500,000. 

i4(  ic  Ik 

Celebrities  Off  to  New  Orleans 

Several  carloads  of  film  stars  and  offi- 

cials of  the  Metro-Goldw>'n-Mayer  studio 
and  First  National  left  Wednesday  morn- 

ing to  attend  the  opening  of  Marcus  Loew’s new  Crescent  theatre  in  New  Orleans. 

.Among  them  were,  Claire  Windsor,  Renee 
Adoree,  Conrad  Nagel,  Dorothy  Phillips, 

Dorothy  Mackaill,  Jack  Mulhall  and  wife, 
and  Lloyd  Hamilton. 

*   ♦   ♦ 

Directors  to  Entertain  Exhibitors 

The  Motion  Picture  Directors’  Associa- 
tion, according  to  announcement  by  Presi- 
dent Reginald  Barker,  is  making  extensive 

plans  to  entertain  visiting  exhibitors  at  the 
M.  P.  T.  O.  A.  convention  to  be  held  here 

June  1-5. ♦   ♦   ♦ 

The  Metropolitan  theatre  under  Managing  Di- 
rector Frank  L.  Newman  has  adopted  a   new  price 

scale.  The  matinee  price  of  SO  cents  now  pre- 

vails from  6   o'clock.  After  six,  all  seats  are  6S 
cents.  From  11  a.  m.  until  1   p.  m.  the  admission 
is  35  cents. 

*   ♦   * 

Police  Appeal  to  JFampas 

A   session  of  the  Wampas  was  held  last 

week  at  the  Writers’  Club  where  addresses 
were  made  by  Chief  of  Police  Davis  who 
asked  the  boys  to  cooperate  in  obtaining 

an  increase  of  pay  for  firemen  and  police- 
men, Henry  Hobart,  First  National  execu- 
tive, H.  Boyce  Smith,  general  manager  of 

Inspiration  Pictures,  Hunt  Stromberg, 

M-G-M  executive,  Louis  H.  MacLoon,  pro- 

ducer, B.  P.  Fineman  and  John  McCor- 
mick of  First  National.  Harry  D.  Wilson 

was  chairman  of  the  meeting. 
*   *   * 

fioxie  Leaves  U 

Jack  Hoxie,  Western  star  who  has  been 
making  features  for  Universal  for  three 
years,  has  left  that  company,  his  contract 
having  expired.  Hoxie  is  making  personal 

appearances.  Several  producers  have  been 
bidding  for  his  services  but  he  has  not  yet 
signed  up. 

♦   *   + 

Gil  Pratl  Injured 

Gilbert  Pratt,  director  on  the  Mack  Sen- 
nett  lot,  \V3S  accidentally  wounded  in  his 

other  Fields  attraction  with  a   laugh  in 

every  foot  of  film.  The  story  was  writ- 
ten especially  for  the  star,  who  will  con- 

tribute a   third  production  to  the  birth- 
day group. 

“Ladies  First,’’  which  will  be  directed 
by  William  Beaudine,  will  be  Douglas 

MacLean’s  first  of  the  anniversary  pic- 
tures. It  is  the  story  of  a   young  mil- 
lionaire who  tries  to  dodge  love. 

“Let  It  Rain”  will  also  be  a   Douglas 
MacLean  production.  This  picture  will 
be  one  of  the  leading  comedy  bets  on 
the  new  program. 

“Hassan”  Play  Adopted 

"The  Lady  of  the  Harem”  is  an  ela- 
borate spectacle  with  Ernest  Torrence, 

Greta  Nissen,  William  Collier,  Jr.,  and 
Louise  Fazenda  in  the  cast.  This 

adaptation  of  the  play,  “Hassan,”  makes 
a   gorgeous  screen  romance.  Raoul 
Walsh  directed. 

"Fashions  for  Women”  will  have  in  the 
cast  Esther  Ralston  and  a   galaxy  of 

beauties.  Herbert  Brenon  will  direct  this 
fashion  show  romance,  which  is  from  a 

story  by  Harry  Carr. 
“Nell  Gwyn”  is  the  story  of  the  orange 

girl  who  vamped  a   king.  It  was  pro- 
duced by  British  National  Pictures  and 

stars  Dorothy  Gish  in  what  has  been 

heralded  as  her  best  role.  Herbert  Wil- 
cox directed. 

"Hazards  of  the  Jungle”  is  a   camera 
chronicle  of  the  hair-raising  adventures 

of  two  young  Americans  in  the  hereto- 
fore unexplored  regions  of  Indo-China. 

"Hotel  Imperial”  will  be  one  of  the 
outstanding  attractions  on  the  schedule. 
This  will  be  another  Von  Stroheim  pic- 

ture with  the  director  and  Pola  Negri 
co-starred. 

"R.  U.  R.”  from  Stage  Play 

"R.  U.  R.”  will  be  an  elaborate  James 
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left  arm  when  a   revolver  fell  from  his 

pocket  and  was  discharged. *   *   * 

Mark  Hyman  and  Harry  Daracur,  offi- 

cials of  the  Standard  Cinema  Corporation 

of  New  York,  are  in  Los  Angeles  this  week 
to  confer  with  Joe  Rock  relative  to  future 

projection  plans.  Rock  will  produce  a   new 
series  of  fun  film  specials  for  the  forthcom- 

ing program  of  Standard. *   ♦   ♦ 

Nathan  to  Make  Tivo  Reelers 

A1  Nathan,  president  of  the  Nathan  Pro- 
ductions, has  engaged  space  at  the  Wolcott 

studios  and  is  preparing  to  produce  a   series 
of  two  reelers  for  the  state  right  market. 

He  has  engaged  Charles  Deitz  as  scenarist. 
♦   ♦   ♦ 

A   Washington’s  Birthday  dinner  and  tes- 
timonial banquet  was  tendered  Rupert 

Hughes,  president  of  the  Writers'  Club 
April  1.  Donald  Ogden  Stewart,  Walde- 
mar  Young  and  Maude  Fulton  were  the 
committee  in  charge  of  the  affair.  Many 
well  known  writers  and  players  attended. 

*   *   * 

Banner  Productions,  Inc.,  one  of  the 

leading  Independent  producing  companies 
established  at  the  Fine  Arts  Studios,  will 

inaugurate  an  extensive  production  schedule 

this  summer,  according  to  Samuel  J.  Bris- 

kin,  president.  At  least  two  units  will  be- 
gin filming  features  immediately  after  the 

return  of  Briskin  from  New  York.  The 

executive  'has  been  conferring  wth  Gins- 
berg-Kann,  distributors,  in  the  East. 

Graze  production  of  the  stage  play  by 

Karel  Capek.  This  is  one  of  the  most 
astounding  melodramas  ever  written. 

Many  scenes  will  be  made  in  Europe. 

"We’re  in  the  Navy  Now”  again  stars 

the  popular  comedy  pair,  Wallace  Beery 
and  Raymond  Hatton,  with  Mary  Brian 

in  support.  Edward  Sutherland  will  di- 
rect. Paramount  plans  to  make  this  a 

smashing  success. 

Marshall  Neilan,  one  of  the  screen’s 
foremost  directors,  will  produce  two  at- 

tractions for  the  birthday  program.  The 
first  will  be  a   Neilan  special  with  a   cast 

of  big  names,  while  the  second  will  be 
a   special  starring  Betty  Bronson. 

Frank  Lloyd,  noted  director,  is  sched- 
uled to  produce  a   series  of  big  attrac- 

tions. Details  of  these  will  be  announced shortly. 

"With  Their  Eyes  Open”  will  bring 
together  again  Adolphe  Menjou  and 
Florence  Vidor,  the  team  which  won 

popular  approval  in  "The  Grand  Duchess 

and  the  Waiter.” 
“Dangerous  Freedom"  will  be  a   stellar 

vehicle  for  Betty  Bronson,  Paramount’s 
petite  star,  who  has  won  a   legion  of 

friends  through  her  work  in  "Peter  Pan” and  "A  Kiss  for  Cinderella.” 

"Gentlemen  Prefer  Blondes,”  the  sen- 
sational selling  novelette  by  Anita  Loos, 

has  just  been  purchased.  A   search  is 
now  being  made  for  stars  to  fill  the  two 
principal  roles,  the  heroine  and  Dorothy, 

her  friend.  Miss  Loos  and  John  Emer- 
erson  have  made  a   stage  version  of  the 
story  for  early  Broadway  staging. 

Additional  product  for  the  birthday 

group  will  be  announced  by  the  Para- 
mount production  department  within  the 

next  few  weeks. 

Paramount  Announces 

75  Pictures 
{Conthmed  from  page  21) 
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of  Exhibitors  Herald 
Issue  of  April  10 

Stories  Told 

by 

the  Camera 

Edwm  C.  Kill  who  has  heen  scenario 

editor  for  Fox  has  been  promoted  to 

the  position  of  supervisor  of  Western 

production,  it  is  announced  by  Winfield 

R.  Sheehan,  genera!  manager. 

Ned  Holmes  was  recently  named  by 
Winfield  R.  Sheehan,  genera!  manager 

of  Fox  Film  Corporation,  as  scenario 

editor.  He  had  up  to  that  time  been 

engaged  by  Fox  in  exploitation  work. 

Margaret  Livingston  was  in  Chi- 
cago several  hours  March  30  on 

her  way  to  the  Coast  to  begin  a 

new  Fox  picture  from  an  H.  G. 

Wells  novel. 

Fred  Thomson,  Film  Booking 

Offices  star,  does  not  always  ride 

horses.  Here  he  was  photo- 

graphed grooming  his  new  speed 

boat  for  a   spin  around  Holly- 

wood.” (Herald  photo.) 

Right:  Do  you  recognize  Jack 

Muihall  in  this  makeup?  It’s  the 
costume  for  the  First  National 

player’s  role  in  “Sweet  Daddies,” 
Levee  production. 

Left:  Mack  Swain  and  Laska 

Winter  do  the  Charleston.  Swain 

plays  a   supporting  role  in  Valen- 
tino’s next  United  Artists  picture, 

“The  Son  of  the  Sheik.”  (Herald 

photo.) 
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William  Haines  is  in  costume 

for  the  part  he  plays  in 

“Brown  of  Harvard,”  Frank 
Conway  is  directing  for  Metro- 

Goidwyn-Mayer  release. 

Lionel  Barrymore  who  appears  at  left  has  been  signec 
by  Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.  His  first  oicture  for  ths 
company  is  “The  Barrier.”  With  him  here  art 
Mai*celsn6  Day  and  one  of  the  minor  players  of 
Barrier.”  Ail  put  signatures  on  her  football. 

Doris  Hill  is  a   newly  signed 

Warner  Brothers  player.  She 

has  already  been  assigned  the 

feminine  lead  opposite  Syd 

Chaplin  in  his  next  picture. 

Rev.  Neal  Dodd,  popular  minister  in  Hollywood,  is  instruct- 
ing the  player  bishop,  F.  B.  Phillips,  in  the  manual  of  the 

wedding  ceremony  for  Elinor  Glyn’s  story,  “Love’s  BHnd- 
n«s,”  which  is  now  being  made  at  the  studios  of  Metro- Goldwyn-Mayer.  Mrs.  Glynn  appears  at  the  left. 

When  “Oh,  Baby!”  was  completed  at  the  New  York  studio 
the  above  photo  was  taken  of  the  cast  and  director.  They 
are  left  to  right;  David  Butler,  Ethel  Shannon,  Flora  Finch, 
Madge  Kennedy,  Creighton  Hale,  Little  Billy  and  Director 
Harley  Knoles.  Universal  will  distribute  the  film. 

J 
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‘T'Jie  comesiy  field  has  gone  into 

costume  pictures?”  you  ask.  Not 
exactly  but  Charlie  Chase  and 

Martha  sleeper  are  in  regal  sets  in 

Pathe’s  “Long  Fliv  the  King.” 

The  above  are 

band.  It  has  been  reported 

"Sandy,”  the  Fox  Film  Corporation’s  pic- 
ture has  been  completed  and  a   print  has 

been  sent  to  New  York.  It  stars  Madge 

Bellamy,  left,  and  was  scenarized  by  Ele- 
nore  Meherin.  Harry  Beaumont  directed. 

Two  pals  are  Mary  Astor,  it  is  said,  and 
her  mother.  Miss  Astor  is  now  working 

in  "The  Wise  Guy”  which  is  being  directed 

by  Frank  Lloyd  at  the  United  Studios  for 

First  National  release. 

Above;  Ever  popular 

among  fans  is  Aggie 

Herring.  She  is  here  in 

a   characteristic  role  as 

she  appears  in  First  Na- 
tional’s "Sweet  Dad- 

dies.” Left:  Natalie  Talmadge 

Keaton  visited  Dick 

Barthelmess  upon  his  re- 
turn to  Hollywood.  He 

is  now  making  “Ran- 
son’s  Folly”  for  First 

National. 

Right:  Here  are  three 

who  helped  make  War- 
ner’s "Sea  Beast”  a   suc- 

cess. From  left  to  right: 

Dolores  Costello,  newly 

hailed  star,  Millard 

Webb,  director,  and  Bess 

Meredyth,  scenarist. 
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Ed  Sloman,  Universal  director,  poses  with  two  of  the  “Hula 

Hula”  girls  who  have  parts  in.  “The  Old  Soak”  in  which  Jean 
Hersholt  appears.  Sloman  has  just  completed  the  filming  of  the 

production  which  will  be  released  soon  by  Universal  Pictures 

Corporation.  (Herald  photo.) 

Dorothy  Famum  has  writ- 

ten three  big  pieces  for 

Metro,  “The  Torrent,” 
“The  Temptress,”  and 

“Bardelys  the  Magnifi- 

cent.” 

Anyone  who  has  been 

in  Hollywood  a   long 

time  knows  the  two  old 

timers,  Eddie  Moran 

and  Vincent  Bryan 

who  write  Fox  come- 

dies. 

Henry  B.  Walthall  is  in 
“The  Barrier”  which  was 

completed  a   few  days  ago 

by  Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. 

He  also  appears  in  “The 

Scarlet  Letter,” 

Dan  Mason  who  is  one  of 

the  best  known  character 

men  on  the  screen  has 

completed  a   role  in  Fox' “Hard  Boiled.” 

Garrett  Fort  has  been 

signed  (or  another  year 

with  De  Miile’s  organi- 
xation  at  the  P.  D.  C. 

headquarters. 

Gathering  ’round  the  “Herald”  automobile  on  the  Coast.  Left 
to  right:  P.  C.  Schram,  Michigan  exhibitor,  Charlie  Chase,  Hal 

Roach  star  in  Pathe  comedies  whose  latest  release  is  “Long  Fliv 

the  King,”  Mrs.  Schram,  Leo  McCarey,  director,  Miss  Florence 

Schram,  daughter  of  “P.  C.” 

Sam  Sax,  president  and 
general  manager  of 
Lumas  which  distributes 

Gotham  product.  Sax  is 
now  on  the  Coast. 
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Left:  Carmel 

Myers  has  an 

important  role 

in  Metro-Gold- 

wyn  •   Mayer’s picture, 

“Paras.” 

Elight:  Evelyn 

Brent  is  now 
working  on 

“The  3   m   p   o   s   - 

ter,”  an  early 
release  for  F. 
B.  O. 

William  Beau- 
dine  is  under 

Warner  Broth- ers contract  to 

direct  pictures, 

but  he  has  not 

worked  at  the 

home  lot  for  12 

months  be- 

cause  of  the  de- 
m   a   n   d   for  his 
work  in  various 

Hollywood  stu- dios. He  has 

been  “lent  out” to  direct  pic- 
tures for  Mary 

Pickford  and  is 
now  making  a 

picture  starring 

Douglas  M   a   c   • Lean. 

James  Hogan,  left,  has  just  com- 

pleted directing  “Isle  of  Retribu- 

tion” for  F   .B.  O.  With  him  is 

Wilson  Heller,  publicity  represent- 

ative for  Hogan.  Photo  made  by 

Harry  Nichols,  “Herald”  s
taff 

cameraman. 

St.  Louis  exhibitors  March  18  tendered  a   testimo
nial  dinner  to  L.  E.  (Nickey)  Gold- 

hammer,  newly  appointed  Universal  exchan
ge  manager.  Front  to  rear  at  left  and 

rear  to  front  at  right:  Joseph  Mogler,  J.  Lavent
hal,  Frank  Spyros,  Chris  Efthsm,  J. 

and  Sam  Kaiman,  Calhoun,  Tom  Charack,  Luk
in,  Elmer  Sedin,  Maurice  Richmann. 

Tommy  James,  Charlie  Goldman,  Maurice  Sta
hl,  John  Karzm,  James  Drake,  Louis 

Stahl,  H   arry  Worack,  Jack  Camp,  Jack  O’Neil
,  Mark,  William  Reeves,  Joe  orwitz, 

Joe  Litvag,  Oscar  Lehr,  H.  E.  Troug,  and  Goldha
mmer. 

rhe  quartet  shown  here  is  responsibl
e  for  the  prt^ucbon  of 

‘Mare  Nostrum,”  (Our  Sea).  Left  to  ri
ght;  Antonio  Moreno, 

male  lead,  Blasco  Ibanez,  author,  Ali
ce  Terry,  femmme  lead, 

Rex  Ingram,  director.  The  pictur
e  is  being  produced  tor 

Metro  in  locations  described  in  the  novel. 

J   Rogell,  director  of  Charl
es  R.  Rogers’  production 

 for 

irst  National,  has  been  direct
ing  Western  pictures  so  long 

,at  he  has  become  quite  an  
adept  at  Western  stunts.  Th

e 

holograph  is  an  unusual  st
ill  made  while  the  nder  an

d 
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Hays  Says  $67,600,000  Spent 
Annually  on  Advertising 

Cites  Renmrkable  Facts  To  Ad  Men  Regarding  Their  Business^ 
Lapworth  and  Florence  Lawrence  Speak  at  AM.P.A.  Meet 

By  JOHN  S.  SPARGO 

New  YORK,  April  6.~WiU  H.  Hays,  president  of  the  Motion  Picture Producers  and  Distributors  of  America,  gave  the  members  of  the 

S.  ^   about  when  he  ad- dressed them  as  their  guest  of  honor  at  a   luncheon  last  week. 
A/T  R.  HAYS  naturally  talked  on  adver- 
■*■»•••_  tising  and  what  he  told  his  hearers 
convinced  them  that  he  had  made  an  in- 

tensive study  of  the  situation  and  quoted 
some  facts  and  figures  that  made  them  sit 
up  and  take  notice.  In  impressing  on 
them  the  value  of  motion  picture  advertis- 

ing Mr.  Hays  said : 

“It  has  been  said  that  one  cent  is  spent  in advcrttsing  to  sell  every  motion  picture  theatre 
ticket.  Producer,  distributor  and  theatre  owner 
sliare  in  the  expenditure.  If  that  is  true,  we reach  tins  estimate; 

“Six  billion,  seven  hundred  and  sixty  million persons  in  this  country  attend  motion  picture  tlie- 
atres  in  a   year. 

“If  one  cent  is  spent  on  advertising  for  each 
.admission,  the  total  is  $67,600,000  a   year  that 
we  are  spending  with  advertising  men.  Some  say 
that  $100,000,000  is  nearer  the  correct  figure. 

“It  is  not  uncommon  for  a   distributing  com- pany to  sell  in  one  year  more  than  a   million  dol- 
lars worth  of  what  we  call  accessories — what 

you  call  ‘dealer  helps.’  These  include  posters, 
slides,  heralds,  lobby  displays,  novelties — anything 
and  everything  that  helps  to  advertise  a   good show. 

“The  companies  do  not  stop  at  advertising  pic- tures nationally  and  furnishing  dealer  helps  lo 
theatres.  They  send  men  into  the  field  to  show  the 
theatres  how  to  advertise.  Several  companies 
have  from  20  to  30  field  men  whose  only  duty  is 
to  help  the  tlicatrc  managers  to  become  better  ad- 

vertising men. 

“These  efforts  have  been  productive.  No  longer do  you  find  theatre  managers  wlio  advertise  tliat 

they  arc  showing  ’Elsie  Ferguson  in  “A  Doll’s 
I-fouse.’’  Bring  die  kiddies.’ 

_   “It  was  many  years  ago  that  a   theatre  adver- 
tised That  famous  authoress,  Mae  Tcrlinck,  who 

wrote  “The  Blue  Bird”  and  a   few  years  ago  a 
theatre  advertised,  “The  Four  Horsemen  ot  tlie 
Apocalypse”  another  great  cowboy  drama.’ 

However,  only  last  year  an  exhibitor  within  SO 
miles  of  this  room  collaborated  with  school  teach- 

ers in  the  selection  and  advertising  of  a   Satur- 
day picture  for  children.  And  their  advertising 

read —   Come  one,  come  all.  Special  children’s 
matinee.  That  great  animal  picture,  “Black 

Oxen.  ’   ” 

tion  picture  editor  of  Los  Angeles.  Miss 
Lawrence  denied  that  she  was  being  trans- 

ferred from  Los  Angeles  to  a   Chicago 
Hearst  paper  and  that  New  York  would 
lose  our  own  Louella  Parsons,  because  of 
that  popular  young  woman  having  been  se- 

lected to  succeed  to  the  Los  Angeles  Ex- aminer job. 

"You  are  not  going  to  lose  Louella.”  said 
Miss  Lawrence,  "for  she  is  coming  back here  as  soon  as  her  health  will  permit.  She 
has  been  very  ill.  but  I   am  glad  to  be  able 
to  inform  you  that  she  is  raoiclly  recovering 
her  health,  and  the  phy^cians  say  that  it 
will  be  but  a   short  time  until  she  will  be 
able  to  return  East. 

_   “In  the  meantime,  I   am  still  on  the  old job  out  there  and  Louella  is  helping  me  un- 
til she  is  able  to  return  to  New  York.  We 

will  be  sorry  to  lose  her  there  but  the  fact 
that  her  improved  health  will  be  your  gain 
reconciles  us  to  her  leaving  the  Coast.” *   *   * 

Kalmus  Sails  for  Europe 

Herbert  T._  Kalmus,  president  of  the 
lechnicolor  Motion  Picture  Corporation 

sailed^  for  Europe  on  the  steamship  “Ma- jestic last  week.  He  will  visit  the  more 
important  motion  picture  interests  in  Lon- 

don, Berlin,  Paris  and  Nice.  He  reported 
before  leaving  that  the  Technicolor  com- 

pany has  productions,  or  parts  of  produc- 
tions. m   process,  for  all  the  more  impor- 

tant producing  companies  in  this  country 

Among  other  things  on  this  trip  he  wi'll go  into  the  matter  of  establishing  a   Techni- 
color laboratory'  in  Europe. 

Laptoorih  Pleads  for  British  Films 

Charles  Lapworth.  one  of  the  heads  of 
Gainsborough  Productions,  an  English  pro- 

ducing organization,  made  a   strong  plea  to 
members  of  the  A.  M.  P.  A.  last  week  to 
promote  a   practical  reciprocity  campaign 
whereby  English  made  pictures  will  event- 

ually enjoy  in  America  the  same  popularitj' 
American  made  pictures  now  have  in 
England. 

The  men  listened  with  rapt  attention  to 

Lapworth’s  lengthy  talk,  but  haven’t  yet said  what  they  are  going  to  do  about  it  all. 
At  the  close  questions  were  asked  by  some 
of  the  members  which  showed  that  they 
had  been  giving  the  subject  a   lot  of  serious consideration. 

Lapworth  asserted  that  90  per  cent  of  the 
pictures  shown  in  England  are  American 
made  and  this  is  due,  he  said,  to  the  prefer- 

ence of  the  British  public  for  American 
pictures.  Parliament  and  the  British  press, 
he  stated,  deplore  this  condition  and  are 
seeking  means^  to  remedy  it. 

British  exhibitors,”  said  Lapworth  "are 
being  severely  criticized  by  parliament  and 
the  press  for  showing  socalled  foreign  pic- 

tures on  their  screen  almost  to  the  exclu- 
sion of  domestic  product.  They  impune  the 

^tnotism  of  these  men.  who  are  quite 
blameless,  having  to  meet  the  public  de- 

mand to  exist.” *   *   * 

guest  at  the  A.  M.  P.  A.  was 
Miss  Florence  Lawrence,  dramatic  and  mo- 

Consolidated Deal 
with  Rothacker  Is 
Called  Near  Close 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK  CITY.  April  6.— It  is 
generally  believed  here  that  the  deal  for 
the  purchase  of  the  Rothacker  and  Roth- 
acker-Allers  Laboratories  in  Chicago and  Los  Angeles,  by  Consolidated 
hilni  Industries,  will  be  officially  closed 
this  week.  Rothacker  and  Allers,  with 
their  attorneys,  were  here  in  consulta- 

tion with  the  officials  of  Consolidated 
It  IS  understood  $1,750,000  has  been 
placed  in  a   downtown  bank  by  Con- solidated  to  complete  the  transaction. 
Acquisition  of  the  Rothacker  and 

Hot  hacker- Allers  plants  will  give  Con- 
solidated ownership  of  the  five  largest 

laboratories  in  existence,  now  owning 
the  Erbograph,  Craftsmen  and  Republic 

plants. 

Bill  Danziger  Resigns 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

Bill  Danziger,  veteran  exploitation 
for  Paramount  and  in  charge  of 

publicity  for  the  Chicago,  Milwaukee  and 
Peoria  offices,  has  resigned  to  become 
director  of  Fisher’s  Parkway,  Madison, Wis. 

‘We  Don ’t  Expect 

to  Own  10%” Katz Words  in  Close-Up 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  April  6. — Since  the lublix  rheatres  convention  at  Atlantic 
City,  there  has  been  much  speculation m   film  c,rcles_  as  to  what  Sam  Katz 
really  did  say  in  his  talk  to  the  theatre managers  about  the  number  of  theatres owned  or  expected  to  be  owned  by  Pub 
hx  One  printed  report  was  that  Mr Katz  had  set  about  ten  per  cent  of  the theatres  of  the  country  as  the  goal,  but 
this  was  later  denied. 
What  he  really  did  say,  or  as  near  as 

can  be  had  officially,  is  the  following 
an  extract  from  the  account  which  ap- 
pears  in  the  current  issue  of  "The Uose-Up,  the  official  house  organ  of the  Publix  Theatres  Corporation: 
“We  don't  ever  expect  to  own’ 10  per cent  of  the  theatres  of  the  United  States 

but  when  we  own  10  per  cent  of  the theatres  of  the  United  States,  if  we  ever 
get  to  that,  and  they  are  operated  prop- 

erly, your  voice,  your  silent  voice,  will dictate  the  constructive  policy  of  this 
business.  We  don’t  want  to  put  anybodv 

out  of  business.” 

Reopening  Famous 

Inquiry  Is  Ordered 
WASHINGTON.  D.  C..,  April  6.- Ihe  federal  Trade  Commission  today 

ordered  the  reopening  of  the  Famous 
i   laycrS'Lasky  case  to  permit  commis- 

sion counsel  to  introduce  evidence  re- 
garding theatres  in  which  the  respond- ents have  acquired  any  interest,  direct 

or  indirect,  since  Sept.  I,  1924,  as  well 
as  interests  acquired  in  any  branch  of 
the  industry  by  affiliations  of  the  re- 
spondents. 

The  order  also  permits  Famous  Play- 
ers to  introduce  evidence  of  the  same 

nature  with  respect  to  competing  pro- 
ducers. 

Hiram  Abrams  Feted  on 

U,  A/ s   Seventh  Birthday 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YO'RK,^  April  6. — Hiram  Abrams, 
president  of  United  Artists,  was  surprised 
last  week  by  Joseph  M.  Schenck  ajid  the 
home  office  staff  with  the  presentation  of  a 
huge  cake  bearing  seven  candles.  The  day 
was  the  seventh  anniversary  of  the  found- 

ing of  the  company.  With  the  cake  was  a 
testimonial  signed  by  all  star  and  producer 
mernbers  of  United  Artists,  and  the  board 
of  directors  and  members  of  the  executive 

staff. 
Admiration  and  esteem  for  the  soundness 

of  the  principles  on  which  Mr.  Abrams 
built  United  .A,rtists  Corporation  was  ex- 

pressed. 

Rowland^  Zukor  and 
Katz  Reach  Hollywood 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

HOLLYWOOD,  April  6.— Richard  A. 
Rowland,  manager  First  National,  arrived 

h^ere  Saturday  with  Adolph  Zukor  and  Sam 
Katz,  head  of  the  Publix  Theatres.  Mr. 

Rowland  expects  to  remain  ten  days. 

Many  friends  greeted  Katz  and  Rowland, 
including  John  McCormick,  Mike  Gore, 

Frank  Lloyd,  Harry  Langdon  and  Mike Levee. 
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F.  B.  O.  Delegates  Greeted  at  Los  Angeles 

Hy  Daab,  F.  B.  O-'s  director  of  ad
verbsmg,  and  Weed  Dickenson,  pub

licity 

representative,  Los  Angeles,  in  the  
center  of  the  Picture.  Ray  Murray 

 and 

Hiry  E.  Nichols  of  the  HERALD  a
t  the  left  center.  Nichols  is  disguis

ed  m   the 

cowboy  hat. 

F.  B.  O.  exchangemen  from  all  over  the  United  States  and  Canada  arriving 

at  the  Southern  Pacific  station,  Los  Angeles,  to  attend  their  annua!  con- 

vention, April  1,  2   and  3.  A   bevy  of  Krazy  Kat  girls  at  the  station  added 

to  the  attractiveness  of  the  arrival  scene. 

First  Pictures 

!   of  F.  B.  O. 

Convention 

Ruslied  to 

Exhibitors  Herald 

by  Air  Mail 

Greeted  at  Colton,  Cal.,  by  Fred 

Thomson,  and  his  crew,  as  the  spe- 

cial train  was  nearing  the  conven- 
tion city. 

Fred  Thomson’s  special  car  on 
the  Southern  Pacific  with  party 

welcoming  the  F.  B.  O.  officials, 
Colton,  Cal. 

The  exchangemen  of  Film  Booking  Offices 

looking  over  the  F.  B.  O.  lot  on  the  day 

of  their  arrival  at  Los  Angeles,  March  31. 

Sales  Force  Ends 

Instructive  Meet 

Held  at  Hollywood 
(St'cciol  to  Exhibitors  llcraid) 

HOLLYWOOD,  April  6.— F.  B.  O.’s three  day  convention  ended  Saturday 

night  with  a   brilliant  dinner  dance  on 
one  of  the  stages  of  the  F.  B.  O.  studios 
which  was  attended  by  all  the  stars, 

officials  and  employes  of  the  organiza- 
tion, The  convention  was  declared  to  be 

the  most  instructive  and  intensive  ever 

held  by  that  organization  and  did  not 
close  until  Saturday  afternoon,  just  in 

time  for  the  e.xchangemen  to  don  eve- 

ning clothes  and  go  to  the  dinner  ar- 
ranged by  A.  A.  Schmidt. 

Sex  Pictures  Barred 

Sex  pictures  will  not  be  a   part  of  this 

concern's  program  ilie  coining  season, 
that  having  been  definitely  voted. 
Cleaner  and  bigger  pictures  is  to  be  the 

policy.  A   lengthy  discussion  was  had  on 
the  uniform  contract  on  Friday  and  the 

new  advertising  policy  of  Film  Booking 

Offices  for  the  coming  year  took  up  con- 
siderable time  at  the  Ambassador  hotel 

sessions. 

A   special  car  met  the  incoming  dele- 
gates at  Colton,  with  Fred  Thomson, 

Milton  Gardner  and  A.  A.  Schmidt  in charge. 

Joseph  P.  Kennedy,  new  owner  of  the 
Studios  has  been  busy  all  week  meeting 
the  various  exchangemen  and  their 

wives. 
Mayor  Cryer  Speaks 

Mayor  Cryer  addressed  the  meeting 

Thursday.  Speakers  during  the  conven- 
tion were  J.  I.  Schnitzer,  vicepresident; 

Colvin  W.  Brown,  vicepresident;  Hy 

Daab,  director  of  advertising  and  exploi- 
tation ;   Ed  McNamee,  director  of  pul>- 

Hcity  and  sales  promotion,  and  George 
L.  Eastman. 

The  convention  voted  thanks  to  Fred 

Thomson  for  the  Spanish  reception 

arranged  by  him.  The  dinner  dance 

was  staged  on  a   set  used  for  a   forth- 

coming picture  “Poor  Girl’s  Romance” 
and  was  brilliantly  lighted  and  dec- 

orated. Vaudeville  talent  from  Allied 

Artists’  Theatrical  booking  agency  pro- 
vided excellent  entertainment,  There 

were  no  speeches  and  everyone  liad  a 

wonderful  time.  Most  of  the  exchange- 
men  will  leave  for  their  homes  in 
Canada  and  the  East  this  week,  after 

taking  in  the  sights  of  California.  Rainy 
weather  interfered  somewhat  with  their 

pleasure. 

Exposed  in  Filming  U 

Picture f   Pollard  Is  III 
(Sl’i'Cial  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK.  April  6. — Harry  Pollard, 
director,  is  ill  here  as  a   result  of  exposure 

while  making  scenes  for  “Uncle  Tom’s Cabin”  for  Universal  at  Plattsburgh,  N.  Y. 

De  Sana  Stays  at  Metro 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  April  6.— Marcel  Dc  Sano 

who  was  recently  engaged  liy  Metro- 
Goldwyn-Mayer  has  been  placed  under  a 

new  contract  which  provides  for  his  serv- 
ices as  a   director  for  a   long  time  to  come, 

it  was  announced  yesterday  by  Louis  B. 
Mayer. 
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Three  Firms  Jointly  to  Operate 
European  Exchange  Group 

Fanamet,  New  Organization  of  Famous,  Metro  and  First  National,  Will Distribute  These  Companies^  Best  Product 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

Not/  YORK  April  6.— Reorganization  of  distributing  systems  in Central  and  Eastern  Europe  to  include  a   jointly  operated  group of  exchanges  is  announced  this  week  by  the  three  important 
Amerman  orgam^tions  concerned— Famous  Players-Lasky,  Metro-GoM- wyn-Mayer  and  First  National.  ^ 

J^FFECTIVE  next  fall,  when  present 
^   contracts  will  have  expired,  the  best productions  of  the  three  companies  will 
be  distributed  through  a   newly  created 
organization  to  be  known  as  Fanamet, 
which  will  own  and  operate  exchanges 
m   Austria,  Hungary,  Czechoslovakia,  Po- 

land, Fsthonia,  Lithuania,  Latvia,  Ruma- 
nia, Jugoslavia,  Turkey,  Greece  and  Bul- 

garia. 

Great  Economies  Seen 

This  new  arrangement  is  expected  to 
have  a   most  important  and  beneficial 
reaction  on  the  film  industry  in  those 
countries,  inasmuch  as  the  great  econo- 

mies to  be  effected  under  this  joint  dis- 
tribution arrangement  will  be  enjoyed 

by  the  individual  exhibitors  as  well  as 
the  distributors. 

Still  another  important  benefit  which 
will  accrue  to  the  exhibitors  and  the  mo- 
iion  picture  public  will  be  the  selective 
distribution  system  which  will  be  inau- 

S^fated.  Under  this  new  plan  Fanamet 
will  offer  to  the  various  exhibitors  only 
those  productions  found  most  suitable 

for  die  various'  countries,  eliminating  all unsuited  subjects  produced  by  the  three companies. 

Favorable  Reaction  Shown 

As  a   result  the  exhibitors  will  have 
at  their  command  the  very  highest  class 
American  productions,  and  this  arrange- 

ment is  declared  certain  to  have  a   very 
beneficial  influence  upon  the  individual 
box  office.  Reports  received  from  the 
various  countries  affected  have  indicated 
a   highly  favorable  reaction  to  this  new 
system,  as  the  various  film  companies 
and  exhibitors  are  fully  aware  of*  the 
great  advantages  they  will  derive  through Fanamet  distribution. 

This  new  organization  undoubtedly 
will  play  a   tremendous  part  in  placing the  entire  film  industry  in  the  12  coun- 

tries upon  a   much  more  sound  basis  and 
will  promote  greatly  increased  interest 
in  providing  the  very  best  facilities  for 
the  proper  presentation  of  the  continu- 
ous  flow  of  high  class  productions  which 
will  be  available  through  Fanamet. 

Five  Northwest  Towns 
Face  Fight  at  Polls 
Over  Sunday  Closing 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

MiraEAPOLIS,  Mim,.,  April  6.- hive  Northwest  towns  will  vote  on  Sun- 
day closing  this  spring.  Censorship  of posters  is  sought  by  the  blue  noses  in 

defeated where  Sunday  closing  was 

North  Platte  and  Decatur.  Neb.,  are 
voting  today.  At  Perry.  Iowa,  there  is  a 
sharp  fight  to  reopen  theatres  on  Sunday, with  business  men  backing  the  exhibitor. 
At  Montevideo,  Minn.,  the  blue  Sunday 
advocates  lost  at  the  polls  in  January, but  now  are  trying  to  force  censorship 
of  posters.  

^ 

At  Sheldon,  Iowa,  Sunday  closing  will be  before  the  voters  soon  and  at  Thief 

River  Falls,  Minn.,  there  will  be  a   de- 
cision at  the  polls  in  June. 
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Universal  Offers 
Five-  Year  Contract 
To  Theatre  Owners 

(Specuil  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NE'W  YORK,  April  6.— Universal  Pic- tures Corporation  is  offering  a   five-year 
product  contract  to  theatre  owners.  A   num- 

ber of  exhibitors  are  understood  to  have 
signed  already  to  get  Universal  pictures 
under  the  new  arrangement. 

The  new  contract  is  said  to  be  President 
Carl  Laemmle’s  response  to  a   request  from exhibitors  who  have  feared  that  they  would 
lie  unable  to  obtain  product  as  a   result  of 
the  increase  of  producer-owned  theatres. 

Arrow  Pictures 

Receivers  Named 

By  Federal  Judge 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

,NEW  YORK,  April  6.— Percy  H.  Jen- 
nings and  Myron  L.  Lesser  yesterday  were 

named  receivers  in  equity  for  Arrow  Pic- 
tures Corporation  of  Virginia  until  further 

notice  by  Federal  Judge  Thomas  Thacker. 
The  company  was  organized  in  1924  with 

a   capital  of  $650,000  and  property  assets 
total  $800,000,  the  petition  states. 

Stanley  Hand  Week 
Launched  by  New  York 

Sales  Force  April  11 
new  YORK,  April  6. — Stanley  Hand 

Week,  which  will  be  conducted  the  week 
of  April  .11,  promises  to  bring  a sendoff  for  the 

manager  of  First 

National’s  New 
York  exchange. 

The  special  cam- 
paign for  that 

week  was  ar- 
ranged by  the 

members  of  the 

New  York  sales 

force  and  they’re all  set  to  do  it  up 

right  as  a   testi- 
monial to  their 

chief.  Since  the 

first  announce- 
ment the  sales 

organization  has 
been  assured  of 

Stanley  Hand 

the 
— rT,-r“  heartiest  support from  exhibitors  in  the  territory  toward 

establishing  a   sales  record  for  the  pe- 
riod. Mr.  Hand  is  one  of  the  most  popu- 

lar figures  in  the  exchange  circles. 

Forms  Department 
lor  Stage  Production 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  April  6.— Carl  Laemmle,  it 
has  just  been  announced  by  the  Universal 
home  office,  is  to  enter  the  stage  produc- 

tion field,  and  has  formed  a   play  depart- 
ment headed  by  David  C.  Werner.  Werner 

for  many  years  was  associated  with 
George  M.  Cohan,  Cohen  and  Karris  and 
Lewis  and  Gordon.  Laemmle’s  aim  is  to 
encourage  the  production  of  unusual  plays 
and  through  the  stage  end  of  the  theatrical 
business  to  find  new  screen  material.  It 
IS  expected  the  first  production  sponsored 
by  Universal  will  be  presented  on  Broad- 

way next  fall. 
Another  Universal  experiment  is  the 

production  at  Universal  City  of  the  play 
Danton  s   Death”  with  a   cast  of  players recruited  from  motion  picture  theatres. 

F.  Beetson  Goes 

East  to  Aid  in 

Convention  Plan 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  April  6. — Frederick  W. 

Beetson  of  the  A.  I\l.  P.  P.  has  just  fin- 
ished a   series  of  conferences  on  the  Los 

Angeles  convention  with  President  R.  F. 
Woodhull  and  Business  Manager  Joseph  M. 

Seider  of  the  M.  P.  T.  0.  A.,  for  which 

he  journeyed  East.  The  result  is  further 
material  evidence  that  the  convention  will 

be  the  most  productive  the  industry  has 
held. 

During  one  of  the  conferences  Beetson 

stated  it  as  his  hope  that  the  convention 

will  result  in  “creating  better  feeling  and 
better  understanding  between  buyer  and 

seller.” 

5   Killed,  92  Hurt 
as  Packed  Balcony 
of  Theatre  Falls 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

MEXICO  CITY,  April  6, — Five  were 
killed  and  92  injured  when  a   section  of 

the  balcony  of  the  Titanic  motion  picture 
theatre  here  collapsed  in  the  middle  of  a 

show.  Many  of  the  victims,  including  men, 

women  and  children,  were  reported  mor- 
tally injured. 

The  balcony  was  packed  with  patrons 
and  when  the  balcony  section  fell  ihey 

were  plunged  down  upon  the  crowd  below, 
adding  to  the  toll. 

M.  P.  T.  O.A.  Board 

Members  Discuss 

Plans  in  Chicago 
Plans  for  the  M.  P.  T.  O.  A.  conven- 

tion in  Los  Angeles  June  1   to  5   were 

discussed  by  ten  members  of  the  board 
of  directors  at  a   meeting  in  Chicago 
last  week.  Five  members  of  Allied  and 

five  others  were  present  at  the  session, 
which  was  called  to  consider  procedure 
at  the  convention. 

Mankiewicz  Add  to  FP-L  Stsf! 

NEW  YORK. — Herman  Mankicwicz,  dramatic 
critic  on  the  New  Yorker,  has  been  added  to  the 
writers  staff  at  the  Paramount  Loni;  Island 
studios,  it  has  been  announced  by  William  Le 
Baron. 
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F.  B.  O.  EXPANDS  PROGRAMS 
Roberts  Made 

Short  Feature 

Sales  Head  Aid 
Grainger  Also  Plans  System 

Wiierennder  Quimby  Will  Or- 

ganize Own  Staff  of  Salesmen 

to  Handle  Only  One  and  Two- 
Reel  Pictures, 

James  R.  Grainger,  general  sales- 
manager  of  Fox,  has  assigned 

George  A.  Roberts,  veteran  branch 

manager,  special  representative  and 

salesman,  to  the  short  sales  depart- 
ment as  assistant  short  feature  sales- 

manager. 
Grainger  also  plans  to  allow  Fred  C. 

Quimby,  short  feature  salesmanager,  to 
organize  his  own  staff  of  salesmen  to 

handle  nothing  but  the  one  and  two-reel 
pictures  released  by  Fox. 
Both  these  steps  are  a   result  of  the 

increased  demand  for  short  features,  as 

exemplified  bv  the  orowing  nonnlarity 
of  the  Van  Bibber,  Helen  and  V/arren, 

0-.  Henry  and  Imperial  comedies  dis- 
tributed by  Fox  Film  Corporation. 

Roberts  joined  Fox  in  1920  and  worked 

as  a   salesman  out  of  the  Cincinnati  ex- 

change for  two  years.  Then  he  w^ 
made  manager  in  Washington,  D.  C. 

After  two  years  he  again  was  promoted, 

becoming  special  representative  of  the 
home  office  in  1924. 

his  at  Bingham  Makes 

All  Comedy  Circus  Pay 
Wffien  the  manager  of  the  Isis,  Bingham, 

Utah,  announced  his  first  “All  Comedy 

Circus,”  he  guaranteed  his  patrons  “Your 
money  back  if  you  don’t  laugh,”  but  there 
was  not  a   single  request  for  a   refund. 
The  five  short  feature  attractions,  all 

Educationals,  ihcluded  A1  St.  John  in  the 

Mermaid  comedy,  “Red  Pepper”  ;   the  Bobby 
Vernon’s,  “High  Gear” ;   a   Juvenile, 

“Dragon  Alley” ;   the  Mermaid,  “Low  Tide,” 

and  Felix  the  Cat,  in  “The  Rainbow’s  End.” 
The  Isis  management  is  considering  put- 

ting on  an  all-Educational  Short  Feature 
Comedy  Circus  at  least  once  every  week. 

Third  Broadway  Showing 
Educational  Pictures  added  to  their 

Broadway  laurels  with  the  third  showing 

of  the  special  “Modern  Centaurs”  at  the 
Rivoli.  On  the  same  program  was  the 

Educational-Hamilton  comedy,  “Nobody’s 
Business.” 

Rosenthal  Puts 

Over  Harmonica 

Playing  Contest 

First  honors  for  the  most  extensive  and 

elaborately  prepared  exploitation  campaign 

ever  conducted  on  the  Educational-Juvenile 
Comedies-Harmonica  Playing  Contests  goes 

to  Manager  M.  Rosenthal  of  the  Majestic 
theatre,  Bridgeport,  Conn.  Not  only  has 

this  livewire  manager  arranged  a   most  ex- 
tensive citywide  event  in  which  a   leading 

newspaper  is  cooperating  but  he  also  has 
arranged  for  the  giving  of  more  than  $1,CK)0 

in  prizes  and  has  had  an  official  proclama- 
tion issued  from  the  office  of  F.  William 

Behrens,  mayor,  which  reads : 

Whereas  it  is  highly  desirable  that  the  youth 

of  Bridgeport  become  interested  in  music  and  in 
the  playing  of  some  musical  instrument;  and 
whereas  the  harmon^a,  known,  too,  as  the  French 

harp  or  mouth  organ,  is  an  instrument  dear  to 
the  fancy  of  boyhood;  and  whereas  a   city  wide 
contest  will  shortly  be  held  for  the  Harmonica 
Championship  of  Bridgeport, 

Now,  therefore,  I   most  heartily  proclaim,  com- 
mend and  endorse  the  spirit  and  motives  behind 

the  contest,  meanwhile  expressing  hope  that  as 

many  boys  as  play  the  instrument  enter  in  compe-
 tition. 

The  proclamation  followed  presentation 

to  Mayor  Behrens  of  a   gold  harmonica 
for  his  own  use. 

The  Landay  Music  Store  of  Bridgeport, 

along  with  the  Majestic  theatre  manage- 
ment and  the  Hohner  company  are  the 

donors  of  the  large  number  of  prizes  which 

will  be  given  to  the  winning  contestants. 

Postoffice  regulations  were  complied  with. 

ikN-E\EN 
DOZEN 
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Stories  from 

Noted  A   uthors 

and  Originals 
Two  Series  of  “Featurettes”  From 

H.  C.  Witwer  Will  Include 

Twelve  Each — Charley  Bowers 

to  Make  Dozen  ‘‘Nutty  Novel- 

ties.” 

Film  Booking  Offices  is  laying 

great  stress  on  the  class  of  short 
features  it  will  release  in  1926-7. 
Believing  this  form  of  entertainment 
should  be  given  the  same  care  in 
selection  and  preparation  as  the 

long  features,  the  schedule  is  re- 
ceiving careful  consideration. 

It  already  has  been  determined  that 
F.  B.  O.  will  have  at  least  as  many  if 
not  more  short  features  to  offer  for  the 

new  season  than  it  had  in  the  trade  year 

just  closing.  It  is  expected  there  will 
be  at  least  80  one  and  two-reel  pictures. 
It  is  also  assured  the  stories  will  be 

taken  from  the  works  of  the  most  popu- 
lar and  widely  known  authors.  Many 

original  stories  will  be  included. 

Two  Series  of  Witwers 

The  series  of  “featurettes”  based  on 

stories  by  H.  C.  Witwer  will  be  con- 
tinued. During  the  past  season  these 

two-reel  pictures,  with  Alberta  Vaughn 

in  the  leading  feminine  role  and  A1 
Cooke  and  Kit  Guard  in  the  comedy 

roles,  have  been  immensely  successful. 

The  last  for  the  current  season,  “Fight- 

ing Hearts,”  which  follows  “The  Ad- 
ventures of  Mazie,”  is  now  being  re- 

leased. 

The  new  series  based  on  the  Witwer 

stories  will  have  Gertrude  Short,  who 

recently  was  placed  under  a   long  term 

contract,  in  the  principal  feminine  rol
e 

and  the  inseparables,  A1  Cooke  and  Kit
 

Guard,  again  in  the  cast,  and  Larry  Kent 

as  the  juvenile  lead.  The  first  of
  two 

series,  each  of  twelve  two-reel  subjects
, 

will  be  released  under  the  general  
title 

of  “Bill  Grimm’s  Progress.  Each 

“fealurette"  is  based  on  a   short  story 

which  appeared  in  Colhe/s  Weekly,  
and 

each  is  complete  in  itself.  The  
second 

series  based  on  the  Witwer  stones 
 now 

current  in  the  Cosmopolitan,  will  hav
e  the 

general  title  of  “Wisecrackers. 

Twelve  Bowers  Comedies 

One  of  the  important  contracts  f
or  the 

new  season  provides  for  a   new 
 scries  of 

comedies  by  Charley  Bowers,  w
ho  also 

{Continued  on  page  37) 
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A   little  story  in  three  episodes.  First:  C.  J.  (“Honest  Abe”)  Latta  of  the  Empress 
theatre,  Shenandoah,  Iowa,  greets  Jack  Bower,  now  First  National  manager  of 
Omaha.  Second:  Two  Jacks  beat  an  Ace.  Third:  Jack  wins  and  C.  J.  signs  on the  dotted  line.  The  End. 

Dick  Jones f   Constructionist, 

Molds  Story  Into  Personality 
Director-Geueral  of  Hal  Roach  Studio  Makes  Radical  Changes  in 

Policy  of  Comedy  Production — Demands  Definite 
Themes  Instead  of  Gags 

The  CONSTRUCTIONIST”  is  the  title  coined  recently  in  Holly- wood to  fit  the  work  of  F.  Richard  Jones,  vice  president  and  direc- 
tor-general of  the  Hal  Roach  studios  in  Culver  City. 

OINCE  Jones  was  added  to  the  Hal 
Roach  studio  organization  a   year  ago 

and  placed  in  complete  charge  of  pro- 
duction, several 

radical  changes 
have  been  made 

in  the  policies  of 

comedy  making 
there  which  have 

brought  attention 
to  t   h   e   m   s   e   Ives 

throughout  the 
industry,  both  in 
production  and 
exhibition  fields. 

With  “O  u   r 

Gan  g,"  Charley 
Chase,  Glenn 
Tryon  and  Hal 

Roach  ’’Star 
Comedies,”  the 
latter  an  all-star  idea,  to  keep  constantly 
fed  with  new  story  ideas,  the  life  of  the 

governing  executive  would  necessarily 
be  one  of  the  most  constant  and  unceas- 

ing activity.  Jones’  staff  consists  of  sev- 
eral well-known  scenario  writers,  includ- 
ing Carl  Harbaugh,  Beatrice  Van,  Hal 

Ycates,  Lewis  Foster  artd  others.  The 
directorial  staff  includes  Robert  McGow- 

an, Leo  McCarey,  Fred  Guiol,  Richard 
Wallace  and  Jerome  Storm,  with  Stan 
Laurel  collaborating  usually  with  Wal- 

F. Richard  Jones 

lace.  Billy  Joy  is  an  assistant  to  Jones, 

in  contact  with  players  and  casting  prob- lems. 

The  best  definition  for  "construction- 
ist” in  the  sense  it  is  used  here  is  one 

who  molds,  not  simply  the  ideas  and 
work  of  himself,  but  that  of  others,  along 
a   definite  line  leading  towards  a   definite 

objective  without  working  at  a   tangent 
on  irrelevant  ideas.  In  the  work  of 

"Dick”  Jones  it  means,  first,  analysis  of 
players  and  directors’  temperaments, 
personal  experiences  and  special  talents; 
second,  preparation  of  stories  which  will 

utilize  the  "human  material”  to  the  best 
advantage,  and  last,  the  exercising  of  a 
continual  caution  lest  many  good  ideas, 
novelties  seemingly  irrelevant  to  the 

general  plan,  may  be  lost  because  they 
aren’t  fitted  into  any  part  of  the  scheme 
of  production. 
The  press  generally  has  given  more 

attention  to  the  casting  of  big  players  in 

short  pictures  under  Jones’  supervision 
because  this  is  spectacular  in  character 
and  new  in  the  history  of  comedies.  In 
reality,  the  addition  of  Theda  Bara. 
Claude  Gillingwater,  Mabel  Normand, 
Ethel  Clayton,  Eva  Novak  and  other 
players  of  feature  standard  to  the  list  of 

short-feature  players  has  “been  but  a   logi- cal sequence  to  the  earlier  and  more  vital 
development  in  the  matter  of  stories. 

The  Molly  Mays!  The  Molly  Mays! 

In  these  Violet  Mersereau  frolics  and  plays. 

Not  a   dull  second!  Assured  of  your  praise, 

The  Molly  Mays  I   The  Molly  Mays! 

Arthur  J.  Lamb  Productions 
Sole  Direction  of  Joseph  Levering 

Distributed  by  Cranfield  &   Clarke  (Inc.) 

729  7th  Avenue  York  City 

L     — 

For  before  the  idea  of  using  big  play, 
ers  was  worked  out  satisfactorily.  Jones 
was  working  on  stories  with  his  staff 

along  the  line  of  "theme”  and  "continu- 
ity,” two  words  seldom  before  used  in connection  with  short  comedies,  and 

only  when  the  rough  film  had  reached 
the  projection  room  and  the  cutters  and 
title  writers  had  to  work  out  a   system- 

atic idea  for  “joining  the  pieces.”  Jones’ contention,  early  in  his  work  at  Roach’s was  that  each  comedy  star  on  the  lot  had 
a   definite  personality;  that  stories  should 
be  built,  not  around  a   pattern  of  gags 
but  around  that  personality. 
For  example.  Chase  should  always 

play  a   romantic,  dashing,  hero  type,  get- 
ting into  trouble  as  any  young  man 

would  in  a   regular  way.  He  is  romantic 
in  type,  handsome  and  possessed  of  a 
pleasing  personality. Glenn  Tiyon  he  decreed  should  play  the 
youngster,  the  boy  of  20  or  a   little  older 
who  imagines  himself  a   man  of  the 
world  and  gets  constantly  into  trouble 
of  a   variety  which  would  compel  him  to 
use  his  farnous  "faltering  smile”  and  his athletic  ability.  These  two  qualities  de- 

manded a   certain  type  of  stories,  and 
gags  could  not  be  the  ruling  influence 
without  detriment. 

.   Work  Highly  Constructive 

The  result  of  Jones’  work  has  been 
highly  constructive  in  the  final  sense,  be- 

cause Chase  comedies  have  come  to 
mean  a   certain  definite  thing,  Tryon 
comedies  likewise  have  a   "personality” 
and  the  "Gang,”  thanks  to  Robert  Mc- 

Gowan’s excellent  human  understanding, continues  to  be  a   visualization  of  the 
true  spirit  of  childhood,  instead  of  suc- 

cumbing before  the  gag  man. 
"Dick”  Jones  himself  dislikes  that 

term  of  gag  man  intensely  and  demands 
that  anyone  on  his  staff  must  get  out  of 
the  habit  of  thinking  in  terms  of  gags 
and  trick  situations,  and  apply  himself 
to  the  problem  of  stories  with  definite 
themes,  definite  character  ideas,  without 
ridiculous,  contradictory  situations  and 
character  details  that  in  the  past  have 
been  the  handicap  of  screen  comedy. 
Every  method  of  production  employed 
under  Jones’  supervision  is  equal  to  the highest  class  of  long  feature  production, 
from  preparation  to  editing. 

\jrreene  rens  Continuity 

for  13  Short  Features 
Fred  V.  Greene,  Jr.,  general  manager  and 

hrst  assistant  to  Max  Fleischer,  president  of 
Red  Seal  Pictures,  is  writing  a   number  of continuities  for  a 
series  of  thirteen 

short  features 

which  is  to  be  pro- 

duced late  this  sea- 

son for  nexti'car's distribution.  This 
series  is  a   result  of 
several  hundred 

requests  made  dur- 
ing the  past  year 

by  exhibitors  from 
every  "point  of  the 

compass.” 

“It  is  remarkable 

and  true,”  Greene 
stated,  "that  most 
of  their  statements 

FretS  V.  Graece,  Jr. 

were  reasonable  and  interesting,  proving 
that  exhibitors  as  a   class  are  wide  awake 

and  students  of  showmanship.” 

Pathe  Topics  Gets  Spot 

The  Chicago  theatre,  Chicago,  Balaban  & 

Katz  downtown  house,  gives  Pathe  “Topics 
of  the  Day”  a   place  in  its  house  program 
and  advertising  matter.  The  Chicago  has 

played  this  one-reel  production  regularb' for  many  years. 
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I News  Reel  Launched  in  Britain; 

Frankaul  Editor,  Visits  America 
William  C.  Jeapes  Launches  Empire  News  Bulletin — Autlior-Editor 

Comes  to  U.  S.  To  Denounce  Propaganda  Falsely  Accusing 

England  of  Being  Socialistic 

The  Empire  News  Bulletin,  latest  English  news  reel,  will  make  its first  appearance  in  the  United  Kingdom  May  3,  sponsored  by  William 

C.  Jeapes,  known  in  England  as  “the  pioneer  of  all  news  films.”  More 
than  20  years  ago  Jeapes’  Animated  Graphic  gave  the  public  news  in  mo- 

tion pictures.  Next  came  the  Warwick  Chronicle  and  then  Mr.  Jeapes’  Topi- 

April  10,  1926 

Gene  Lamb  Wins 

Kinograms  Honor; 

in  Explorers  Club 
One  of  the  greatest  honors  ever  paid  a 

news  reel  cameraman  has  been  bestowed 

upon  Gene  Lamb,  staff  operator  in  •   tht 

Orient  for  Kino- 

grams, by  the  Ex- 
plorers Club  of 

America,  which 

has  made  him  a 

full  member  of 

that  distinguished 

organization.  Fel- 
low members  with 

Mr.  Lamb  in  the 

Explorers  Club  in- 
clude such  famous 

men  as  Amund- 
sen,  MacMillan, 

Captain  Bartlett, 

who  was  with 

Peary  on  his  trip 

of  discovery  to  the 

Pole,  and  a   host 
of  others.  .   xt  .u 

After  a   two-year  expedition  into  JNor
tn- 

ern  Tibet,  Mr.  Lamb,  who  is  a   native 
 of 

Washington,  D.  C.,  came  to  America 
 for  a 

short  visit.  He  was  invited  to  lectur
e  be- 

fore the  club,  and  later  was  made  a 
member. 

To  become  a   member  of  the  Explorers 

Club  the  applicant  must  prove  to  the  satis-
 

faction of  the  electoral  committee  that  his 

explorations  have  been  of  value  to  human- 

ity and  science.  He  must  also  be  recog- 
nized author  and  lecturer.  Mr.  Lamb  s 

contribution  Hes  in  the  fact  that  he  was 

the  first  white  man  to  visit  certain  parts 

of  Northern  Tibet,  which  must  not  be 

confused  with  the  southern  or  southwestern 

part  of  the  country,  in  which  Llassa,  its 

capital,  is  situated,  and  which  has  often 
been  visited  within  the  last  ten  years. 

Mr.  Lamb  was  forced  to  negotiate  a   des- 

ert on  the  Mongolian  border  which  took 

nearly  two  months  to  cross.  The  results  of 

his  explorations  were  the  discovery  of  a 

great  sea  of  solid  salt,  lakes,  rivers  and 

mountains,  and  peculiar  formations  in  the 

land,  and  a   wealth  of  motion  and  still  pic- 

tures sho%ving  customs,  habits  and  indus- tries of  the  Tibetans. 

Kinograms,  which  is  released  through 

Educational  Film  Exchanges,  Inc.,  has  al- 
ready shown  a   number  of  these  views.  Mr. 

Lamb  has  been  in  news  reel  work  for 

nearly  six  years  and  had  a   staff  of  his  own 
in  the  Orient.  Recently  he  signed  a   long 

term  contract  with  Kinograms  for  his  ex- 
clusive news  reel  services  in  Japan,  China, 

the  Philippines,  Korea  and  Tibet. 

F.  B.  O.  Short  Feature 

Program  Is  Expanded 
{Continued  on  Page  35) 

plays  the  leading  comedy  role.  There  \vlll 

be  twelve,  called  “Nutty  Novelties.”  Trick 
photography  plays  an  important  part. 

F.  B.  0.  also  has  arranged  to  distribute 

26  “Krazy  Kat”  cartoons.  These  are  the 
work  of  Bill  Nolan  and  are  produced  by 
C.  B.  Mintz. 

The  season  will  also  see  distribution  by 

F.  B.  0.  of  12  new  two-reel  comedies  pro- 
duced under  the  supervision  of  Joe  Rock 

for  the  Standard  Cinema  Corporation. 

They  will  be  known  as  Standard  Red  Rib- 
bon Comedies  and  will  feature  Alice  Ardell, 

who  has  appeared  in  many  of  the  earlier 
Standard  Comedies.  The  casts  will  include 

Mr.  Rock,  Jimmy  Aubrey,  Chester  Conk- 
lin, "Slim”  Summerville,  Lee  Moran  and 

other  widely  known  cinema  comedians. 

cal  Budget. 

Gilbert  FRANKAU,  British  author and  publicist,  who  has  accepted  the 
editorship  of  the  Empire  News  Bulletin, 
is  now  in  New  York  on  a   visit.  Mr. 

Frankau's  latest  novel.  “Masterson,” 
broke  records  in  the  first  five  weeks  of 

publication.  Other  Frankau  writings 

are  "Life — and  Erica,”  “Gerald  Crans- 
ton’s Lady,”  “The  Love  Story  of  Ailette 

Brunton”  and  “Peter  Jackson,  Cigar 

Merchant.” 
Attacks  Socialistic  Propaganda 

In  the  war,  Frankau  fought  at  Loos, 

Ypres  and  the  Somme  and  was  invalided 
with  the  rank  of  captain. 

British  authors,  playwrights  and  paid 
lecturers  misusing  American  hospitality 

to  preach  economic  socialism  came  in 

for  verbal  lashing  by  Frankau  in  an  ad- 
dress before  the  English-Speaking  Union 

in  London  at  a   luncheon  just  before  he 
sailed  for  America. 

“This  country,  with  one  or  two  honor- 
able exceptions,  has  been  very  badly 

represented  in  America.”  Mr.  Frankau 
charged.  “I  am  informed  on  the  very 
best  authority  tliat  a   certain  lady  recent- 

ly told  an  American  audience  that  half 
the  British  army  were  socialists. 

British  Morals  Misinterpreted 

Many  of  the  English  plays  now  being 

produced  in  America  show  English  so- 
society,  English  morals  and  English 
manners  in  an  entirely  false  light.  In 

many  English  novels  which  have  ob- 
tained large -sales  throughout  the  United 

States,  communism  and  socialism  are 

glorified,  while  conservatism  is  held  up 

to  ridicule,  and  the  best  traditions  of  our 
schools  to  contempt. 

“Socialism  and  bolshevism  are  half- 

sisters.  I   am  convinced  that  the  propa- 

ganda is  part  of  a   concerted  plan  to 

lower  British  prestige  throughout  Ameri- 
ca. We  will  never  submit  to  be  ruled 

by  a   gang  of  pink  highbrows,  yellow  in- 
ternationalists and  red  revolutionaries.” 

yoitr;^lt  o’ 

LiJ 

COMING 

SOON! 

It*s  the  higgest, 

the  greatest^  the 

happiest  hoa  of* 

fice  star j   you’ve 

ever  heard!  It 

will  he  a   olean*up 

at  YOUR  box  office! 
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Quality  of  Stage  Shows  Improving 
Names  Crowd 
Presentation 

House  Bills 
Vaude  and  Production  Giving 

More  Talent  to  Picture 

Theatre  Stages 

This  week  the  Chicago  theatre, 
Chicago,  has  a   lineup  of  names  on 
the  bill  that  indicates  once  more  the 

swing  of  big-time  talent  into  the  pic- 
ture-presentation field.  Included  are 

Edna  Leedom,  late  of  the  “Follies” 
as  teammate  for  W.  C.  Fields,  Rome 
and  Dunn,  late  of  Earl  Carroll’s 

“Vanities,”  Dave  Stamper,  singing composer,  and  Ida  May  Chadwick. 
This  week  Karyl  Norman,  internation- 

ally famous  as  “The  Creole  Fashion  Plate/' 
U   at  the  Philadelphia  Fox,  On  April  24 
Sissle  and  Blake,  noted  colored  harmony 
^am,  opens  a   tour  of  the  Finkelstein  and 
Ruben  houses  in  the  Northwest,  Irving 
Aaronson  and  his  Commanders,  the  Brox 
Sisters,  Art  Landry  and  a   host  of  others 
who  have  topped  vaude  and  production  bills 
are  now  playing  in  film  houses. 

Vaude  Fighting  to  Exist 

Here  and  there  about  the  country  vaude 
houses  are  finding  It  necessary  to  adopt  a 
grind  policy  to  keep  going,  and  not  all  of 
them  go  well  even  after  the  switch.  Per- 

formers seem  more  satisfied  to  do  three 
and  four  shows  in  a   picture  house  than 
to  do  the  same  number  in  straight  vaude 
houses,  or  houses  in  which  the  vaude  end 
of  the  bill  is  stressed.  Working  conditions 
and  the  dignity  of  the  houses  is  in  large 
part  responsible  for  tlie  players'  choice. 

Throughout  the  East  small  picture  houses 
are  adopting  the  stage  show  policy,  and 
many  houses  that  used  amateurs  through 
Ae  winter  are  now  using  professionals. 
Producers  of  small  house  presentations  are 
increasing.  This  switch  was  inevitable. 
Contests  lose  their  drawing  power  after  a 
couple  of  repeats,  but  patrons  accustomed 
to  the  stage  show  policy  demand  its  con- tinuation. 

Names  mean  less  in  the  smaller  cities 
than  they  mean  in  the  larger  ones,  and  it 
likely  will  be  some  time  before  motion  pic- 

ture theatres  in  the  secondary  cities  will 
use  them.  Less  well  known  acts  find  these 
cities  good  for  the  money.  But  with  thea- 

tre construction  going  at  top  speed,  the 
preseritation  field  generally  is  steadily %videning. 

Dr.  Mauro-Cottone 
Decorated  by  Italy 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  April  6.  —   Dr. 
Melchiorre  MaurG-Cottone,  chief 
organist  of  the  Capitol  theatre, 
has  received  official  notification 
from  the  Italian  consul  general 
and  con&rmation  from  the  min- 

ister of  foreign  affairs  that  he  has 
been  decorated  by  the  king  of 
Italy  with  the  Cross  of  the 
Chevalier  of  the  Crown  of  Italy. 
Dr.  Cottone  is  a   composer  of 
much  notable  organ  music,  and  the 

degree  was  conferred  in  recogni- 
tion of  his  work  in  advancing  the 

development  of  classical  organ 
music  in  this  country, 

Carl  McKinley,  assistant  organ- 
ist of  the  Capitol,  has  been 

honored  by  the  Chicago  Symphony 
Orchestra  which  performed  for 
the  ffrst  time  a   symphonic  poem 

of  his  composition  called  ‘‘The 
Blue  Flower.’*  This  composifion 
received  a   prize  in  a   competition 
sponsored  by  the  Symphony 

i   Society  of  New  York. 

Caret  Ewing  Resigns 

As  Publicity  Head  of 
Premier  Attractions 

C.  De  Roche 
Will  Go  Into 
Presentation 

Motion  Picture  Actor  Is  to 
Tour  Picture  Houses  in One-Act  Play 

NEW  YORK,  April  6.— Charles 
De  Roche,  motion  picture  star,  is 
now  being  presented  by  B.  E. 
Stearns  through  Simmons  Attrac- 

tions, Inc.,  on  a   tour  of  motion  pic- 
ture theatres  throughout  the  coun- 

try, in  a   one-act  play,  supported  by 
a   company  of  three  people  and  a   one 
reel  picture  of  excerpts  from  his 
most  popular  motion  picture  roles. 

,   De  Roche  has  played  leading  parts  in 
The  Ten  Commandments,”  “Madame  Sans 

Gene,”  with  Gloria  Swanson,  “The  Cheat,” 
and  “Shadows  of  Paris,”  wth  Pola  Negri, 
The  Spanish  Jade,”  “The  Law  of  the 

Lawless,”  “The  Marriage  Maker,”  “The 
White  Moth”  and  "Love  and  Glory.” 
De  Roche’s  tour  is  being  arranged  in 

detail,  and  will  begin  May  1.  He  will  ap- 
pear m   some  of  the  largest  motion  pic- ture theatres  in  the  country. 

Presentation  Will  Be 

Staged  for  Press  Club 
Garet  Ewing,  director  of  publicity  and 

advertising  for  Premier  Attractions,  Chi- 
cago, since  entry  of  that  concern  into  the 

presentation  field,  has  resigned.  Mr.  Ewing 
has  not  divulged  his  plans  for  the  future. 

Pennsylvanians  Open 
at  D.  C.  Metropolitan 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

WASHINGTON.  D.  C.  April  6.— Wa; 
lug’s  Pennsylvanians  return  to  Crandall Metropolitan  Theatre  this  week  after  a 
absence  of  a   year.  The  current  week  i 
the  Metropolitan  will  mark  the  fifteenth  i 
all  that  Fred  Waring  and  his  clever  as 
sociates  have  been  presented  as  a   specii 
added  attraction  in  the  Crandall  theatre  i 
the  Capital.  This  time  the  personnel  of  th 
organization  has  been  augmented  to  a   toti 
of  18  by  the  addition  of  special  soloisi 
who  contribute  much  in  the  way  of  variet 
to  the  programs  offered.  The  boys  brok 
all  Lenten  attendance  records  at  the  Stanle 
theatre  in  Philadelphia. 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

SAN  FRANCISCO.  April  6.-This 
year  the  local  Press  Club  will  stage  its 
annual  show  on  midnight,  April  17,  at 

the  ̂Warfield  theatre.  The  newspaper- nien  s   production  is  in  charge  of  Fan- 
chon  and  Marco,  v/ith  numerous  other 
stage  celebrities  of  San  Francisco,  as 
well  as  one  or  two  stars  from  Holly- wood assisting. 

One  of  the  numbers  which  will  be  pre- 
sented _will  have  a   lot  to  do  with  archery, 

and  Billie  Doyle  is  going  to  be  the 
archer.  Another  Fanchon  and  Marco 
star  who  is  also  on  the  bill  is  Claudin 
Hortman.  Her  act  is  reported  to  be  one 
of  the  best  that  will  be  offered. 

Slosser,  Baie  Team  on  Air 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

ST.  LOUIS,  April  6. — Feature  in  the 
most  recent  Skouras  Brothers  Sunday 

Night  Club  radio  program  broadcast  by 
Station  KMOX,  was  a   duet  by  Milton 
Slosser,  Missouri  theatre  organist,  and 

Rudy^  Baie,  formerly  of  "^rl  Carroll’s 

Vanities.” 
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CONCEENING  THE  STAGE  PHASE 

OF  THE  FiLMSHOW  FkOM  THE 

Viewpoint  of  the  Practical  • 

Showman 

  By  WILLIAM  R.  WEAVRE   

Preseolaiion 
Advertising 

ALL  is  not  quite  well  with  the  newspaper 

^   advertising  of  theatres  using  presenta- 
tion. Too  many  advertisements  of  this 

class  give  too  much  space  and  the  wrong 

position  to  the  presentation  phase  of  the 

show.  The  policy  is  unsound  and  will 

pass  out  of  use  as  the  filmshow  becomes 
older. 

There  is  a   natural  tendency  among  ad 

writers,  whose  supply  of  picture  adjectives 

and  advertising  ideas  has  been  heavily 

drawn  upon,  to  “go  wild"  on  the  presen- 
tation angle  of  the  show.  The  film  comes 

in  a   can,  whereas  the  presentation  talent 

walks  in  and  talks.  Good  pictures  are  the 

rule  rather  than  the  exception,  whereas 

a   presentation  act  is  an  uncertain  quan- 

tity at  best  until  after  the  first  show.  The 

patron  is  accustomed  to  seeing  good  pic- 
tures and  says  little  about  any  save  the 

best  of  them,  whereas  the  presentation  act 

is  still  new  enough  to  prompt  comment 

emphatic  one  way  or  another.  This  chain 
of  circumstances  is  misinterpreted  by  the 

unthoughtful  ad  writer  to  indicate  that  the 

presentation  is  more  important  than  the 

motion  picture  and  therefore  should  have 

top  position  and  the  bulk  of  the  space. 

There  is  a   chain  of  more  important  cir- 

cumstances which  the  ad  writer  should  con- 

sider: The  motion  picture  that  comes  to 

the  theatre  in  a   can  is  the  thing  that 

brought  in  the  people  whose  ticket  pur- 
chases made  it  possible  to  build  the  theatre. 

These  people  did  not  go  to  the  stage  the- 
atres in  sufficient  number  to  finance  the 

building  of  successively  bigger  and  better 

edifices.  Unless  by  some  sudden  reversal 

of  human  nature  the  public  should  begin 

to  favor  the  stage  theatre,  it  is  two-plus- 

two  wisdom  for  the  picture  house  ad  writer 

to  feature  the  film  bill  above  anything  and 

everything  else  in  the  copy. 

London  Likes 

Mangan  Shows 

T   QNDON’S  warm  reception  of  Francis 

A.  Mangan's  presentation  at  the  Plaza 

theatre  give  the  “filmshow”  international 
complexion.  It  was  a   good  idea  on  the 

part  of  Publix  to  assign  Mr.  Mangan  to 

this  post,  an  assignment  amounting  to  a 

test  of  the  presentation  type  of  show.  Mr. 

Mangan’s  accomplishments  at  the  Capitol 

theatre  in  Chicago  demonstrated  his  abil- 

ity. His  duplication  of  those  accomplish- ments in  London  is  important. 

Motion  picture  people  in  increasing  num- 
bers look  to  Chicago  as  the  presentation 

center  of  the  business.  The  Balaban  & 

Katz  type  of  show  and  the  Paul  Ash  plan 

are  cLcago  products,  Mr.  Ash’s  Cali- fornia entertainments  having  been  quite 

different.  Now  Mr.  Mangan  takes  to  Lx)n- 
don  another  type  of  show  worked  out  in 

Chicago  and  it  succeeds.  With  him,  inci- 
dentally, is  Albert  Hay  Malotte,  whose 

phenomenal  Chicago  success  in  the  B.  &   K. 
houses  exerted  wide  influence  upon  that 

phase  of  picture  house  entertainment. 

London  likes  Mr.  Mangan’s  shows  and 
Mr.  Malotte’s  organ  music  for  good  rea- 

son. They  are  good.  Had  they  been  oth- 
erwise they  would  not  have  succeeded  in 

Chicago.  Competition  in  this  city  is  such 

that  *e  quality  of  that  which  survives  be- comes standard. 

Vaudeville  Is 

Vaudeville 

^NE  of  Chicago’s  big  picture  house chains  is  making  a   mess  of  its  stage 

shows  by  attempting  to  run  a   row  of 
vaudeville  acts  between  screenings  of  its 

picture  programs.  Much  money  is  being 
devoted  to  the  project  and  the  results  are 

tending  in  the  wrong  direction.  Vaude- ville is  not  wanted  with  pictures  and  it 

should  not  be  long  now  until  even  the 
dull  awake  to  this  fact. 

Vaudeville  talent  IS  wanted  with  pic- 
tures, but  in  presentations !   Where  it  is 

used  properly  it  satisfies  and  pays  big. 
Where  mere  acts  are  added  to  a   film  bill, 

the  results  are  disastrous.  The  house  at- 
tracts a   divided  clientele  made  up  of 

patrons  who  like  pictures  and  patrons  who 

like  vaudeville.  The  picture  patron  dis- 
likes the  vaudeville  and  the  vaudeville 

patron  dislikes  the  pictures.  There  is 

almost  no  chance  of  satisfying  both  ele- 
ments. Naturally  the  show  loses  caste. 

Then  it  loses  money. 

There  are  two  successful  picture  house 

policies.  One  is  straight  pictures.  The 

other  is  pictures  with  presentations.  Indi- 
vidual circumstances  make  one  or  the  other 

best  for  individual  theatres. 

Zanft  Finds 

City  by  Lake 

Logical  Huh 
Routing  Facilities  of  Windy 

City  Reduce  Overhead  for 
Exhibitors  and  Acts 

Chicago  daily  newspapers  last 

week  quoted  John  Zanft,  general 

manager  of  Fox  theatres,  to  the 
effect  that  he  believes  Chicago  the 

logical  center  of  motion  picture 

presentation.  Mr.  Zanft  was  in  Chi- 

cago on  a   business  trip  at  the  time 

the  newspaper  story  appeared. 

Mr.  Zanft’s  statement  is  in  line  with 
the  views  of  many  who  have  given  the 
sensational  spread  of  presentation  close 
attention.  Likewise,  it  is  borne  out  by 

developments  dating  back  to  the  begin- 

ning of  the  present  boom. 

Standards  Set  in  Chicago 

While  stage  presentation  of  motion 

pictures  is  commonly  traced  back  to 

pioneer  efforts  by  S.  L.  Rothafel,  Sid 
Grauman  and  other  theatre  veterans,  the 

“filmshow”  as  produced  by  Balaban  & 
{Continued  on  Page  46) 

COMING 

SOON! 

bit  o* 

Yo^  hav^iiH  it ^—YETV 

Wish  ̂ ou  had  it 
— New?  / 

You’il  get  it 
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CURRENT  PRESENTATIOm 
Capitol  Snowbound, 

Short  Out  of  Show, 
Runs  Quiet  Progrram 

.   By  Friday  niglit  of  last  week  hardwork- 
ing snow  shovellers  had  made  it  possible 

for  street  cars  to  take  one  to  the  Capitol theatre,  so  this  reporter  went.  Business 
was  down  on  account  of  the  storm.  AI 
i>hort  was  out  of  the  show  on  a   trip  East 
so  a   fair  program  was  run  off  quietly.  ’ C.  C.  Manning  was  leading  the  orchestra 
in  a   iairly  heavy  overture  as  j^our  chron- 
“i  After  a   film,  Leo  Terrv 

nJr''-c!!  Palms,”  an  appropriately  Eas- e   -ish  number,  but  the  crowd  was  small and  applause  was  naturally  spotty.  The 
first  stage  act  was  “The  Prisoner’s  Song,” sung  by  an  unnamed  convict  back  of  a scrim  in  an  incomplete  cell  set.  Bv  what- "umber 

?n  the  bin  '^'S^ger  than  anything  else 

..rif  .elaborate  stage  effort  was called  Roses  and  Dan  Baker  was  the singer  billed.  Mr.  Baker  has  a   good  voicJ but  sings  much  too  slowly  for  an  audience 
that  needs  warming  up.  This  opens  in ^   sliding  panel  done  as 

with  ^   garden  set with  four  dancers  posed  as  statutes.  Girl dancers  (not  billed  as  Abbot  Dancers 
which  the  house  generally  employs)  come on  and  go  away  without  getting  a   rise The  statues  come  to  life  and  do  their stuff  to  similar  results.  They  return  to then  poses,  the  trellis  closes  in  and  Mr Throughout 

In  .   w   'u  >'°uhg, woman  sits  beside  him on  a   bench  and  does  nothing.  The  act 

didn’t  hit,  but  probably  no  act  would  under all  that  snow. 

A   heavy  billing  on 
Vt  ® .   on-tfie-stage  “Tour  of  the VVorld,  beginning  April  12.  and  the  town’s 
talking  about  it.  This  reporter  will  tell you  all  about  it. 

“April  Foolies^’  Is 
Such;  Amateurs  Are 

Hit  of  Ash  Program 
Paul  Ash  and  his  outfit  dolled  up  in 

cap  and  bells  last  week  to  enact  a   stage show  called  April  Boolies”  and  the  snow- storm  lhat  paralyzed  major  and  minor  Chi- 
cago industnes  didn’t  keep  the  McVickers regulars  away  from  it.  Thursday  night they  were  lined  up  out  front  as  though 

nothing  had  happened.  
^ ,*nost  did  eventually  if  not 

tn  Ti,^r  they  "sed 

to  see.  I   he  two  weeks  preceding.  Ash  had taken  a   turn  for  the  better,  usmg  nothing 
suggestive  and  comporting  himself  in  reg? ular  dressed-up  leader  fashion.  Last  week he  shimmied,  wise-cracked  and  dropped 

generally  into  the  blue  rut.  Ash’s hold  on  the  crowds  is  such  that  he  can  do 
anytlung  which  deepens  the  mystery  as to  why  he  does  this. 
However : 

Tv  a   breT  imn  J   iF  program  was  followed 

vas  a   passable  reproduction  of  Lucile  Middleinn’c 
famous  back-.bend,  usirig  even  the  fan  ® 

of  Uve  the  band  played  “Bundle 

89  Acts  Reported  in  This  Issue 
Aufoni^n,  Irving  nnil  Comniuadpra — Looio’s  Siolo, 

ASuftTn  ChUngo. AIcIUno^  Edwnrd— Yo^f,. Baker,  Dan— Capitol.  Chicago. 

K   n   Peesy— UcFirJeor,,  Chicago. 

Tboma*— ..SfcFfcAor*,  Chicago 

c2Lw  yorfc- Ciiisholm,  Rotorj__p;„,„.  London 
Uohen,  SnQiin)r--,Mo,rogo/ito„, 
Corde.,  Melba— .dWambra,  M   ltcalkcl Cerdon  De..— UclVfcer,.  CAieago De».ef  SIk!«-8— jrf,cen,i„,  .Ififwau&eo 
Dovrney  Sister*— r„rmfna{,  Chicago  ' 

FerretU.  ’   Carlo— Cnpitai.  /Ve^  York 

Foroflloim  Lcuift  and  Orehostra— Rovnl  v   /-• 
Fowler.  l!ueiUe — Rialto,  Denver  ’ 

rl,.  CMrogo,  Chicago. Oasicn  and  Andre  and  Ballii   r   j 

0,
‘”
 G   anJlil  CAiengo. GloavlIle  Rujh— Rialto.  0„,oA„. 

GI^bss,  JuiU — •Capitol,  Now  York 
c>p.y  FolUcs*’ — Palace,  DaUas. 

1   arris.  Lyrtig— AIAon.fcra.  miwaukee. 
“f*  “"d  Canola— ^Stanley.  PAiJ.idolnAia 
Hicks  Brothers — Chicago,  Chicago  ̂  
Hines,  Ross — Loetc’,  State,  Lot  Angeles. 

Koocn  Vl  “   CAicago. 

Lid.  ’v”T’'  ““f  Band— Terminal.  CAicag, LcJdc.  Enrico  and  Orchestra — Mol^poUt.  * Leighton.  Bert— Rialto.  New  For* rtf»n.  ni»ss»«—   s. 

LUSau,  Joseph— ;/osrarrf,  Atlanta. 
Orehsstra— .yiarA  Slronrf.  Neto 

Madcap  Monarchs— AlAamfero,  Milioaukee 
Mollotle,  Albert  Kay — Ptasa,  London. 
Mania,  Evelyn— Locno’j  State.  Los  Asttrn}n, 

Maslova,  Vlasta— Ca/.ifof,  Note  York.  '   ' Mattlsonu  L«e  and  Funsters— J'o.v,  P.AslatfoioAia 

McCoy,  Florence  Rialto  Denver  ”   ' McLaughUn.  Kittr-WarA  Strand.’  Note  York. 
'Veto  York. 

'The  Melting  Pot"— Hotcord.  Atlanta. 
M   Her.  Kenneth— Royal,  A'ansa*  City. Missouri  Rockets— Grand  Central,  St.  Louis Mooblus,  iean— Alhambra,  .Milwaukee MoITeo,  Bobe— rerminol,  CAieogo. 
Myerson,  Elsie  and  Band— .lIcFicAors,  Chicago 

N   Central.  St.  Louis. 
Nelson,  FJig — Carrick,  Minneapolis. MSes  and  Raulh— Capitol,  Neu,  York. 
O   Donne  .   Hughie— ITisconsin.  Milwaukee. 

,   0'Donr.eSl.  Hughie— rormlnal.’cAicagr Ogden,  Melvin— Hosoard,  dllonta. 
Oronso  Grove  Trio — •R'^ficonssn,  Milwaukee Paradise  Isle”— W„ouri,  Si.  Louis. 

Ronnie.  Orville— Terminol,  Chicago 

ilult’  Orchestra— Grand  Central.  St. 

—   uori — «,atto.  New  York. 
Lencingion.  Drury— lfe„.ODol.!/.B  r-  4   , 
Uebter.  Joie  and  Band— Strand.  'MilwauZl 

AlSanIa, 

^‘'Tauie'.  Orchestra— .JIAam&ro.  Mil- Rose,  Horr>   ITixconsin,  Miltcauftco. 
bavage,  Helen — Terminol,  Chicago 
Shannon  Playtime  Frolics— IT^isconjin  Milwm.ke.. 

bky  ark,  Kansoj  City. 
Small,  Paul— Grand  Central,  St.  Louis. 
^tanton.  Will— IT'isconjin,  .IfilisouAoc iouM,  Frank  and  Orchestra— Plasa.  London. arsng  8   Pennsylvanians— Sfonlev,  Philadelohin 

  Wlieonsin,  Wiluauftoo.  ^ 

Wolk’  io*  Angeles. 

^olfe.  Rube  and  Band— toew's  Stale.  Los  Angeles. 

stuff  and  have  Ins  trousers  creased 

Girl?”  Ash  kidded  her  voice.Avhkh  wac  a Idea,  but  she  shouldn’t  sing  these  things?  even®?,? She  managed  to  justify  going  on  with  “Let’«  T»iu 
About  My  Sweetie,”  sin^ng  it  to  Ash  Tnri%24'' ing  It  out  with  lines  from  “That’s  My  Bahv  fin"  ̂  

Jon  lumbar  but  snappy  ChaS' e.4r.:,e’  J'uJstX' 
natural  Charleston  and  went  big,  then  the  bnv came  on  and  showed  the  wide  world  that  ic  a^.^ seen  nothin  yet  in  the  way  of  tap  dancing  the two  closing  with  a   Charleston  what  am'  The! were  so  good  Ash  had  to  beg  off  for  them  with  a promise  of  using  them  again  next  week  to  which he  tagged  the  ad  which  read,  “I  am  sure  ̂ hece 

by  P.SLf„„f’tbS  s°o’„S r=T^iicl".hy;'’;“LSv'’r„ld 

GiSs ’’I  J’!'®  Myserson  and  her 

AgZV’^Sfis^&er^o?;%aLrjoS^d^^ 

Don  Cordon  had  played  an  organ  num- 
ber before  a   1   this,  getting  less  singing  out 

of  the  cro\^^  than  Henri  Keates  is  accus- tomed to._  Cordon  loses  a   beat  now  and 
then  in  signalling  for  the  slide  changes, 
which  may  be  responsible,  as  he  isn’t  bad. 
“A  Social  Celebrity,”  “Dog  Shy”  and  a newspicture  completed  the  show. 

Pretentious  Show  Is 
Staged  at  Terminal; 

Credit  Goes  to  Alvin 
production  angle  the  show 

at  the  Terminal,  Chicago,  last  week  was 
the  most  pretentious  this  house  has  yet attempted,  and  to  Don  Alvin,  appearing 
as  guest  conductor  and  master  of  cere- 

monies, full  credit  is  due.  The  rhine- stone-incrusted  drape  and  cve  and  the 
luminous  flash  at  the  finish  looked  well 
and  brought  forth  comment  from  the house. 

Ahead  of  the  big  show  were  the  Dow- 
ney Sisters,  song-step  duo,  working  with 

a   piano  accompanist.  The  act  did  not 
belong.  Neither  of  the  girls  is  good 
looking,_they  have  little  ability,  and  their 
routine  is  painfully  slow.  The  waits  be- tween turns  were  weary  long 

In  the  big  show  that  followed  Alvin 
shone  first  in  a   violin  solo  offering  and 
later  as  master  of  ceremonies  and  in  the 
one  band  number  he  conducted.  For 
some  reason  the  musicians  seemed  to 
try  to  lay  down,  but  Alvin  snapped  them 
up  and  they  produced  the  best  music  of the  evening  under  his  direction. 

O’Donnell,  introduced  as 
Kayo  Mullins,”  stopped  the  show  and 

kept  it  stopped  until  he  tore  off  two  ex- 
tra song  numbers  and  an  extra  stretch 

of  stepping.  This  boy’s  tap  dance  is good  for  the  money. 

Bebe  Moffec  in  an  oriental  solo  dance 
confined  her  efforts  too  much  to  the 
deck.  Helen  Savage,  “blues”  singer,  is 
not  the  right  kind  of  picture  house  per- tormer.  Her  Bull  of  Bashan  voice  would 

4 
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FOUR 
A   happy-go-lucky  quartette 

of  Show  Stoppers 

Real  harmony  singing 

Real  comedy  hits 

with  three  ukuleles  and  a   violin 

Exclusive  management  of 

PREMIER  ATTRACTIONS,  INC. 
50  Auditorium  Bldg.,  Chicago Phone  Wabash  2692 

earn  more  in  appreciation  
in  some  other 

kind  of  house. 

Orville  Rennie,  tenor,  held  
over  frorn 

the  preceding  week  was  
greeted  with 

applause  as  soon  as  he  step
ped  onto  the 

stage  He  has  become  a   g
reat  favorite 

with  Chicago  motion  pict
ure  hou.se  au- 

diences, and  his  work  definitely  belong
s. 

Harry  Kogen  and  the  ban
d  were  just 

in  the  show.  Kogen’s  name 
 on  the  brass 

drum  is  sufficient  to  give  the
  whole  unit 

a   Main  Street  air  that  im
presses  unta- 

vorably.  And  all  over  the 
 city  are  bet- 

ter bands  than  this  one  at  the  
Terminal. 

For  the  flash  close  the  st
age  was 

blacked  and  ten  girls  in  lum
inous  butter- 

fly costumes  were  revealed.  I
t  would 

have  been  a   beautiful  pictu
re  had  the 

lighting  been  a   bit  better.  
Whether  the 

wrong  kind  of  equipment  o
r  the  wrong 

use  of  the  right  kind  was  res
ponsible  for 

the  bad  lighting  was  not  apparent.
 

F.  Cambria’s  Second 
Sbow  Lands  Solidly  j 

Hicks  Bros.  Score 

Frank  Cambria  scored  again  at
  the  Chi- 

cago theatre,  Chicago,  the  week  just  en
ded, 

with  “A  Garden  Festival,”  his  secon
d  unit 

road  show  to  reach  Chicago  from
  New 

York.  This  is  the  show  reported 
 out  of 

New  York  as  being  too  like  the
  first  to 

make  a   great  smash.  But  the  
Chicago 

crowd  seemed  to  like  it  even  better
  than 

the  first. 

The  routine  already  has  been  reported
  in 

detail  in  these  pages.  But  little  has  so  f
ar 

been  said  about  the  technical  perfection
 

of  -that  routine.  It  is  a   triumph  of  stage- 

craft to  pick  out  performers  individually 

behind  the  scrim  in  the  huge  picture  frame 

and  keep  the  others  hidden  when  all  are 

spotted  so  close  together  in  the  group.^  And 

another  triumph  is  the  delicate  lighting  of 

the  ballet  group  when  the  performers  in 

the  frame  are  made  to  stand  out  so  boldly. 

The  show  is  run  off  in  a   very  short  time, 

but  lands  solidly  with  the  patrons.  There 

were  audible  “Ohs”  and  “Ahs”  throughout 
tire  house  over  the  beauty  of  the  piece. 

The  two  hits  of  the  show  are  the  choral 

singing  of  Schubert’s  “Serenade”  and  the 
dancing  of  Yurieva  and  Svoboda. 

Farther  up  on  the  bill  the  Hicks  Brothers 

hit  center  with  a   banjo ‘medley  that  opened 

with  nothing  less  than  Mendelssohns 

“Spring  Son^’  and  ran  through  such  pop 

numbers  as  “That’s  My  Baby,”  “Who”  
and 

“Lollipop.”  This  team,  which  has  had  good 

success  in  picture  houses  in  the  East  and 

other  places  than  Chicago  in  the  Middle 

West,  plays  more  banjo  than  most  and  th
e 

customers  gave  them  a   great  hand.  Gypsy 

Lenore  stepped  a   solo  turn  about  ihree- 

nuarters  of  the  way  down  the  Hicks 

Brothers'  offering.  She  is  a   neat  stepper, 

but  there  wasn't  much  reason  for  putting 
her  on  with  the  boys, 

.'M  Kelling  and  his  “Talking  lo  the  Moon  ’ 

were  given  a   million  dollars’  worth  of  plug- 

ging by  Milton  Charles  at  the  organ.  "Trou- 
bles of  an  Organist”  was  the  title  of 

Charles’  offering,  which  consisted  of  a   long 

creep-up  on  the  “Moon”  that  seemed  a   kind 

of  apology  for  the  plug.  To  conclude  this 
number,  A1  sang  a   chorus  of  the  song  and 

took  a   nice  hand. 

iToU*!!  want 

your  Mt  o* 

Next  Week 

You’ll 
Get  It! 

COMING 
SOON! 
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Ackerman’s  Band  Is 
Top  Jazz  Show  Hit; 

Flig  Nelson  Assists 
MINNEAPOLIS,  April  6.  —   Acker- 

man’s Band  in  tlieir  “Synco-Jazz  Revue" 
pulled  headline  honors  in  their  appearance 
in  the  Garrick  theatre  with  a   program  of 
instrumental  and  vocal  pieces  that  set 
all  the  flappers  swaying.  The  cat  goes 
over  big  with  a   motion  picture  house 
audience. 

Flig  Nelson,  eccentric  dancer,  ap- 
peared with  the  band  on  the  bill  with  a 

number  of  new  novelty  steps.  Finkle- 
stein  and  Ruben  have  booked  both  acts 
over  their  chain  of  deluxe  picture  houses. 

Box  Office  Records 
Break  Under  Weight 

of  Anniversary  Show 
MILWAUKEE,  April  6. — Twelve  big 

acts  are  blended  into  the  mammoth 
presentation  staged  by  Ed.  J.  Weisfeldt  in 
celebration  of  the  second  anniversary  of 
Saxe’s  Wisconsin  theatre  this  week.  Box 
office  records  are  being  shattered  by  the 
show,  which  incidentally  inaugurates  a 
slightly  higher  admission  scale,  to  be  in force  henceforth. 

Outstanding  in  the  production  is  the 
stage  setting,  which  required  the  rebuild- 

ing of  the  entire  front  to  make  room  for 
the  elaborate  drops  and  props.  The 
‘$5,(^  electric  curtain”  which  received special  billing,  does  not  seem  to  func- 

tion very  well  but  the  effect  of  the  set 
proper  is  so  pleasing  that  this  bad  break, 
noticeable  only  in  the  finale,  is  easily overlooked. 

_   The  celebration  opens  with  a   mail  ear- 
ner stepping  out  in  front  of  the  curtain 

and  singing  as  he  walks  across  the  stage  to 
_a  regulation  mail  box  overflowing  with 
invitation  envelopes.  As  he  reaches  the 
box,  curtain  parts  sufficiently  to  reveal 
a   handsome  drop  in  the  center  of  which 
IS  an  open  envelope  from  which  an  in- 

vitation card  automatically  emerges  to bid  everyone  welcome. 

Curtain  is  then  completely  parted  the 
entite  width  of  the  proscenium  arch,  call- 

ing  for  an  audible  gasp  of  admiration  at 
the  beautiful  roof  garden  setting  against 
a   sky  blue  background,  with  dozens  of 
couples  dancing  on  the  stage. 
As  the  dancers  take  their  places  at 

Uie  tables  around  the  side,  the  Skelly 
S*st®rs  step  to  the  fore  and  indulge  in 

^   P’f  of  pleasing  dancing  made  accept- able by  their  personal  charm.  At  the 
close  of  their  bit  they  step  to  the  stair- 

way at  the  right  and  receive  the  hats 
and  canes  of  the  Orange  Grove  Trio, 
three  harmony  singers,  who  deliver 
themselves  of  an  unassuming  aural  treat 
to  good  applause,  after  which  they  join 
the  parties  at  the  tables. 

Lola  Fletcher,  a   soprano  of  attainment, 
next  takes  the  boards  and  sings  "Some- 

one to  Love”  with  the  best  results  so far.  Six  Boila  dancers  who  have  been 

purveying  cigarettes  to  the  "guests”  on the  stage  then  fall  into  formation  for  a 
song  bit  about  their  business  and  then 
place  their  cigarette  trays  on  the  floor 
and  dance  on  them. 

Hughie  O’Donnell,  "the  half  pint  en- 
tertainer,” then  makes  his  debut  as  a 

page  paging  Harry  Rose,  who  enters  to 
take  charge  of  succeeding  numbers  as 
master  of  ceremonies. 

After  singing  a   wild  ditty  about  “Della 
Katessen”  Rose  introduces  James  Watts the  super  attraction  of  the  bill.  Watts, 
who  has  just  closed  with  the  “Green- 

wich Village  Follies,”  is  a   female  im- 
personator of  real  distinction,  burlesqu- 

ing all  others  of  his  ilk.  His  first  ap- 
pearance IS  in  the  character  of  a   woman 

so  broad  minded  she  doesn’t  know  right 
from  wrong,”  and  his  work  is  a   really 
clever  satire  on  the  type.  “Percy,”  his assistant,  does  well. 

The  Orange  Grove  Trio  is  then 
sing  some  nonsense 

with  clever  patter  harmony,  going  over 
better  than  in  their  previous  offering. 
Ihey  are  followed  by  the  return  of  the 
Boila  Dancers,  who  this  time  have  shed 
IJieir  cigarette  girl  costumes  and  do  a 
jazz  ballet  number  of  no  special  merit, 
but  successfully  keeping  the  house  inter- 

ested by  their  appearance. 
Harry  Rose  then  endeavors  to  say  a 

few  words  but  is  interrupted  by  the 

ajconolic  strains  of  "Sweet  Adeline”  from Will  Stanton,  who  staggers  across  the 

UNUSUAL  ANNOUNCEMENT 
B.  E.  Stearnes  presents 

CHARLES  DE  ROCHE 
popular  screen  star  famous  for  his  roles  in  "The  Ten  Command- Gloria  Swanson,  “Shadows  of 

fgenwnt  o'!  "   exclusive  man- 

SIMMONS  ATTRACTIONS,  INC. 1476  Broadway,  New  York  City 
Bryant  2777 

Now  Arranging  Tour  for  Charles  De  Roche  in  a 
One- Act  Play  with  Company  and One-Reel  Picture 
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“bridge”  leading  to  the  stairs  from  which all  artists  make  their  appearance  at  stage 
nght,  and  finally  falls  down  these  stairs The  ensuing  several  minutes  are  divert- 
mgly  filled  with  the  antics  of  Stanton 
who  has  thoroughly  mastered  the  man’ nerisms,  gross  and  delicate,  of  the  super- 

saturated scofflaw.  
^ His  reactipn  to  the  archestra’s  music  is 

plenty^  ̂    of  the  bit.  Applause  is 
Earley  and  Hallack,  “America’s  Own Coloraturas,  sing  quite  well  together 

out  appearances  are  against  them. 
.   The  Dexter  Sisters  are  two  banjo-olav- mg  singers  with  pleasant  personalities that  help  their  act  considerably.  Thev 
use  their  banjos  more  as  props  than  in- 

struments of  accompaniment,  but  get  hv 

very  successfully.  
^   ^ 

Little  Hughie  O’Donnell  comes  into ^   specialty  which  starts  off 

with  his  singing  “Over  the  Wiaduct”  and ends  with  a   rather  sensational  dance  for such  a   Ititle  fellow. 

•   been  working 
the  other  acts  click,  struts  his  own  stuff m   a   bit  of  Russian  tomfoolery  which 

A   to  the  liking  of  the  audience. 
After  taking  his  bows  he  introduces over  again,  this  time  as 
Madame  Halva  Fallova,”  who  comes out  in  a   burlesqued  ballet  costume  and executes  a   comedy  adagio  dance  with fbe  aia  of  the  reliable  assistant. 

.   fbe  Shannon  Playtime  Frol- 

IS!;  iJm  ®   consists  of  a   father  and 

two  littk  girls  who  have  evidently  been trained  from  the  cradle  in  order  to  attain 
such  efficiency  at  such  a   tender  age. ine  smaller  is  either  a   natural  born  imp 
or  a   million  dollar  showman.  At  any rate  she  keeps  everyone  happy.  The 
older  girl  shares  the  smaller  one’s  ac- robatic ability,  and  together  with  the 
lather  they  put  on  some  really  interest- ing tumbling  tricks. 

steps  to  the  front 

f   ^een  seated  at  the t   around  the  sides  and  rear 

fiLi  when  not  working)  for  the 

hnale.  The  general  hopping  and  dancing concerned  IS  momentarily  inter- 
rupted while  Miss  Fletcher  sings  a chorus  of  Always”  and  then  the  elec- tric curtain  attempts  to  descend  and  live 

up  to  Its  billing. 

MERRIEL  ABBOTT 
SCHOOL  of  DANCING 

Capitol  Building  Suite  913 

159  North  State  Street,  Chicago,  111. 

Furnishing  dance  acts  for  the  leading  Picture  Theatres 
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Managing  Booking  Dept. 
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ARTHUR  SPIZZI 
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Cambria  Puts  Two  In 

Rivoli;  Both  Click 

NEW  YORK,  April  6.— When  Rivoli
 

theatre  patrons  see  “devised  and  staged  by 

Frank  Cambria”  flashed  on  the  screen  they 

seem  to  sit  back  with  the  feeling  that  they 

are  going  to  see  something  different.
  Last 

week  they  had  the  pleasure  of  seeing  Gam
- 

bia’s name  flashed  twice,  his  first  presen- 

tation being  “Pierrot’s  Serenade,”  introd^- 
ing  Julius  Fisher  and  his  cellophone.

  To 

quote  the  program,  “the  cellophone  is  a
 

piece  of  oakwood  phonograph,  sound  box, 

an  automobile  horn  and  a   piece  of  piano 

wire.  Fisher  is  given  credit  for  making 

this  instrument  and  in  a   few  seconds  he  is 

going  to  be  given  credit  for  knowing  how 

to  play  it.”  .   . 
The  set,  a   beautiful  futunstEc  affair, 

made  all  feel  as  if  they  were  sitting  on 

top  of  the  world. 

Sitting  on  top  of  a   high  chimney,  with 

the  moon  “listenin’  in"  Fisher  played  three  • 

numbers.  The  first  “Sometime,”  the  second, 
an  imitation  of  a   dog  and  cat  fight,  during 

which  both  animals  appeared  in  the  moon 

with  fire  in  their  eyes,  and  then  to  show 

his  appreciation  to  the  audience  for  its 

appreciation  of  his  playing,  he  played  “Sit- 

ting On  Top  of  the  World.”  _When  It 
comes  to  playing  a   cellophone,  Fisher  will 

be  sitting  there  for  some  time  to  come. 

Cambria’s  next,  “The  Chinese  Plate” 
was  one  of  the  most  beautiful  and  artistic 

presentaitions  ever  shown  to  a   Broadway 

audience.  With  a   Chinese  set  for  a   back- 

ground, Ruth  Alpert  appeared  and  did  a 

very  neat  dance,  after  which  ̂ he  decided 

to  have  a   little  dream  about  "The  Chinese 
Plate.”  If  Ruth  saw  in  her  dream  what 

the  audience  saw  in  reality  when  the  cur- 
tains parted  she  saw  something  that  was 

a   feast  for  the  eyes.  There  was  a   huge 

Chinese  plate  that  looked  as  if  it  had  been 

painted  by  one  of  the  world’s  great  artists, 

with  Marie  Herron,  "The  Sweetheart,”  and 

Edward  Davies,  “The  Lover,”  in  Chinese 
costumes  standing  in  the  center.  A   cutout 
was  used  for  this  effect.  Miss  Herron 

sang  “Chinese  Lullaby,”  and  Davies  sang 
“The  Cherry  Blossom.”  Both  have  excel- lent voices. 

“The  Chinese  Plate”  presentation  is 
short,  but  how  sweet !   And  what  a   sweet 
round  of  applause  at  the  finish. 

The  railroads’  loss  in  transporting  this 
unit  (three  people)  should  be  the  theatre 

owners’  gain. 
Harold  Ramsay,  organist,  hit  the  nail  on 

the  head  when  he  played  “A  Good  Time 
Was  Had  by  All,”  as  all  showed  by  their 
singing  that  they  were  having  a   good 
time. 

Capitol  Stages  Spotty 
Bill  Circus  Week 

NEW  YCRK,  April  6.— Ringling  Bros.- 
Barnum  and  Bailey  circus  blew  into  the  big 
town  last  week  and  Major  Bowes  of  the 
Capitol  theatre,  thinking  there  might  be 
a   falling  off  in  receipts  at  his  big  show 
house,  decided  to  buck  the  Bros,  and  B. 
and  B.  combination  by  presenting  a   circus 
to  his  patrons. 

For  the  long  feature  picture  he  had 

Norma  Shearer  in  "The  Devil’s  Circus,” 
and  his  feature  presentation  was  "The 
Frolic  of  the  Circus.”  The  big  acts  of  the 
“Circus”  were  Vlasta  Maslova,  famous 
Russian  ballerina,  and  Doris  Niles  and 
Bayard  Rauth,  assisted  by  the  Capitol  ballet 
corps.  Miss  Niles  doing  a   snake  dance  got 

the  circus  off  to  a   good  start.  She  was 
followed  by  a   bunch  of  clowns  doing  all 
sorts  of  capers.  The  act  which  drew  the 
most  applause  was  Maslova  and  Rauth 
doing  their  famous  adagio  dance,  assisted 
by  a   sextette  of  clowns  and  12  dancing 

girls. The  opening  presentation  number  intro- 
duced Julia  Glass,  a   young  pianist,  who 

played  “E  Flat  Concerto.”  Miss  Glass' 
playing  was  greatly  appreciated  and  an  en- core would  have  been  in  order. 

“Songs  of  the  Bersagliere,”  featuring 
Carlo  Ferretti,  barytone,  assisted  by  a   male 
ensemble  dressed  as  soldiers,  sang  three 
numbers  that  went  over  big.  Ferretti  has 

a   good  voice,  also  good  stage  presence. 
The  singers  were  made  to  feel  at  home 
with  a   set  showing  the  outside  of  an  Italian 
cafe  with  girls  sitting  at  the  tables.  A 
dance  by  one  or  all  the  girls  would  have 
fitted  in  very  nicely.  Comments  were 
heard  that  the  entire  presentation  was  not 

up  to  Major  Bowes’  usually  high  standard. 

Lopez  Makes  Plunkett, 
Everybody,  Smile 
NEW  YORK,  April  6.— Last  week 

Managing  Director  Plunkett  of  the  Strand 
theatre  must  have  decided  to  give  himself 
and  the  reporters  a   little  rest  but  he  did 
not  overlook  his  loyal  patrons,  for  in  pre- 

senting to  them  Vincent  Lopez  and  his  or- 
chestra he  gave  them  a   barrel  of  pleasure. 

The  setting  which  Plunkett  gave  Lopez 
on  his  last  appearance  and  which  was  the 
talk  of  Broadway,  was  again  used.  When 
the  curtains  parted  the  applause  from  the 
audience  must  have  started  the  smile  which 
Plunkett  wore  all  week. 

The  first  peep  the  audience  had  was  of 

a   beautiful  garden  wall  covered  with  ivy. 

Music  was  heard  but  the  musicians  could 
not  be  seen  until  the  center  part  of  the 

wall,  revolving  on  a   platform,  brought  forth 

Lopez  directing  his  band.  A   wonderful 
introduction.  Well,  the  band  played,  Lopez 

played,  a   singer  sang,  and  a   couple  of  fel- 

lows had  a   wordy  battle  with  their  instru- 

ments. For  30  minutes  this  kept  up,  with 

the  audience  perfectly  happy  and  contented 
until  the  finale  number,  when  they  did  not 
seem  satisfied  that  they  had  enough.  Any  ̂ 

time  Lopez  feels  lonesome  for  a   round  of 
applause  all  he  has  to  do  is  walk  out  on 
the  Strand  stage  and  he  is  bound  to  get  it. 

Kitty  McLaughlin,  soprano,  who  has  been 
a   sort  of  heroine  to  Strand  patrons  for  a 
number  of  years,  returned  last  week  and 

sang  “My  Hero,"  which  seemed  to  fit  tiic occasion  nicely. 

Charleston  Is  Still 
Good  on  Broadway 

NEW  YORK,  April  6. — If  anybody 
thinks  the  Charleston  is  passing  out  of  the 

picture  they  should  have  tried  to  gain  ad- 
mittance to  the  Rialto  theatre  last  week 

where  a   Charleston  contest  was  held  every 
afternoon  and  evening.  Bert  Leighton 

proved  a   good  master  of  ceremonies,  keep- 
ing the  patrons  wide  awake  with  witty 

remarks  when  he  introduced  each  contest- 
ant. An  added  box  office  bet  was  the  se- 

curing of  such  well  known  entertainers  as 
Sophie  Tucker,  (jrace  Fisher  and  others 
from  the  different  night  clubs  to  act  as 

judges.  The  Melody  Sextette,  after  fur- 
nishing the  music  for  the  Charlestoncrs,  de- 

cided to  hold  the  stage  by  themselves  for  a 
few  minutes.  They  not  only  held  the  stage, 

but  also  held  the  patrons  with  their  play- 

ing and  singing.  'These  boys  are  certainly 
making  a   name  for  themselves  in  the  pic- 

ture theatres. 

Edward  Atchison,  tenor,  sang  "I  Hear 

You  Calling  Me,”  and  an  aria  from  “Mar- tha.” Atchison  has  a   voice  that  is  a   pleasure 
to  listen  to. 

Hy  Geis,  organist,  who  by  the  way  is 
deserting  his  Rivoli  friends  this  week, 

played  “A  Musical  Cut  Up”  and  had  every- 
body cutting  up  before  he  finished. 

‘‘Skylarks”  Conductor  Composer 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

ST.  LOUIS,  April  6. — Leonard  Konev- 

sky,  conductor  of  “Skylarks,”  John 
Murray  Anderson  show,  not  only  is  a 
director  of  note  but  also  a   successful 
composer.  His  compositions  include 
"Fantasy  Orlentale,”  “Call  of  the  East 
Patrol”  and  the  “Mother  Song." 

When  Metm-Goldwyn-Mayer’a  production  "M
ike»  played  the  Criterion  theat«^ 

Oklahoma  City,  a   prologue  from  wh
ich  this  scene  is  taken  was  staged.

  ihe 
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LuciUe  Fowler  Is 

Rialto  Feature  in 

“Carnival  in  Tokio” 
DENVER,  April  6— "A  Carnival  in 

Tokio"  was  the  title  of  the  presentation 
offering  at  the  Rialto  theatre  last  week. 
It  was  musical  throughout,  and  Lucille 

Fowler,  contralto,  was  featured.  Miss 
Fowler  and  Florence  McCoy  sang  the 

“Every  Flower”  duet  from  “Madame 
Butterfly”  as  the  third  number  of  the 
presentation.  A   more  beautiful  con- 

tralto voice  has  never  been  heard  as  part 

of  a   Denver  theatre  program.  Eacli 
week  Miss  Flowler  appears  in  a   new 

presentation  either  at  the  Rialto  or  the 
Victory,  both  Paramount  houses.  Under 
the  direction  of  Wiles  Hallock  she  is 

given  the  singing  part  of  the  act  and 
never  yet  has  failed  to  send  her  audience 
away  talking  about  her  magnificent  voice. 
Fans  have  gotten  to  the  point  where  they 
go  to  hear  Miss  Fowler  as  well  as  to 
see  the  screen  bill. 

Wiles  Hallock,  assistant  manager  of 
the  Rialto  and  Victory  theatres  seems  to 
understand  exactly  where  to  place  the 

part  of  Miss  Fowler  in  order  to  make 

the  act  go  over  big.  Her  Rialto  offer- 
ing was  a   touch  of  grand  opera  in  a   pro- 

gram of  jazz  music,  and  was  splendidly 
received. 

The  Rialto  and  Victory  theatres  are 

rapidly  overshadowing  all  other  houses 
in  the  presentation  line,  Mr.  Hallock, 

deeply  interested  in  this  particular  phase 
of  entertainment,  is  demonstrating  to 

Denver  audiences  that  successful  pre- 
sentation is  an  art  in  itself. 

Patrons  of  Atlanta 

Howard  Pleased  with 

First  Publix  Show 

ATLANTA,  GA.,  April  6.— The  How- 
ard, now  a   Publix  theatre,  staged  its 

first  John  Murray  Anderson  presenta- 

tion, “The  Melting  Pot,”  which  went 
over  with  a   bang,  and  proved  not  only 
an  immediate  success,  but  by  far  the 

best  stage  presentation  act  in  the  thea- 
tre history  of  the  city. 

The  large  melting  pot  in  the  center  of 
the  stage  provides  an  exit  for  the  dancing 
girls  of  all  nations  who  in  the  finale  pour 
forth  from  the  pot  and  whirl  into  an 

all-American  Charleston.  The  scenic 
effects,  costumes  and  rapidity  with  which 
the  act  is  presented  won  comment  from 

all  the  local  newspapers. 

The  long  feature  picture  was  “Let’s 
Get  Married."  This  was  supported  by 
a   Harry  Langdon  comedy,  “Horace 

Greely,  Jr.” 
Joseph  Littau  and  his  Howard  orches- 

tra gave  a   delightful  rendition  of  selec- 

tions from  “Rose  Marie,”  and  Melvin 
Ogden  at  the  organ  offered  a   cycle  of 
Irving  Berlin  numbers,  with  emphasis 

on  “Always.” 

Ruth  Glanville  and 

Brader’s  Orchestra 
Produce  Melody  Show 

OMAHA,  April  6.— Ruth  Glanville, 
saxophone  soloist  formerly  featured  with 

Ted  Lewis’  band,  had  a   good  run  at  the 
Rialto  last  week,  working  with  Harry 

Brader’s  orchestra.  She  went  over  big. 
Topping  her  solos  numbers  was  “Saxo- 

phobia,”  known  as  "the  most  difficult 

piece  of  saxophone  music  ever  written.” 
Brader  was  not  in  front  of  the  or- 

chestra, as  he  recently  underwent  a   seri- 

ous operation  and  is  still  convelescent. 
Nevertheless,  the  unit  did  well.  The  top 

offering  by  the  combination  of  the  band 

and  Miss  Glanville  was  “Sleepy  Time 
Gal."  This  is  not  a   new  one,  but  it 
clicked. 

Third  Mangan  Show 

Goes  Over;  London 
Lauds  Presentation 

LONDON,  April  6. — “Carmen"  was  the 
overture  that  opened  the  bill  at  the  Plaza 
theatre  the  week  ended  March  21.  Frank 

Tours’  orchestra  was  surrounded  by  a 
scenic  effect  that  was  elaborate  and  beauti- 

ful- A   large  Spanish  drape  shaped  as  a 

canopy  hung  in  one  great  fold  across  the 
entire  stage.  At  the  back  of  the  stage  were 
hung  great  baskets  of  flowers.  A   gold 

cloth  eye  lighted  in  red  and  amber  backed 

the  stage.  The  “B"  orchestra  number  was 

a   group  of  selections  from  Herbert's 
“Eileen.”  For  this  the  Spanish  drape  was 
transformed  by  lighting  into  an  emblem  of 
Erin.  The  flowers  became  shamrocks  and 

the  eye  was  tinted  with  delicate  green. 

“Plaza  Last  Minute  News”  was  the  first 

film.  Following  this  was  “La  Revue  Passe,” 
in  which  Robert  Chisholm,  considered  one 

of  England's  best  tenors,  was  the  principal. 
The  scene  represented  a   battlefield  in  the 
days  of  Napoleon.  The  character  was  that 

of  a   French  soldier  of  the  period.  Bom- 
bardment effects  added  greatly  to  the 

realism  of  this  number. 

Albert  Hay  Mallotte  at  the  organ  con- 
tributed a   combination  musical  and  vocal 

number. 

Next  was  a   prologue  to  the  long  feature 

picture,  “The  Wanderer,”  done  in  ballet 
form.  The  featured  dancers  were  Gaston 

and  Andre,  who  with  the  ensemble  worked 

before  a   set  the  principal  feature  of  which 

was  a   huge  idol.  Other  dancers,  represent- 
ing the  seven  evils,  entered  through  the 

arms  of  the  idol.  This  entire  offering 
clicked.  The  reception  given  the  entire 
show  proved  that  London  is  well  pleased 
with  American  art  in  presentation  form. 

Motion,  Emotion  and 
Commotion  Featured 

in  Met  Stage  Show 
ATLANTA,  GA.,  April  6.  — The 

Emory  Windjammers,  drawn  from  the 
Emory  University  Glee  club  here,  with 

their  comic  antics  and  harmonica  play- 

ing, offered  a   snappy  and  popular  pro- 
gram in  the  presentation  act  at  the  Met- 

ropolitan ‘theatre  the  week  closing. 
The  antics  of  Wilson  "Leide”  Kirker, 

the  collegiate  leader  of  the  quartette, 
brought  down  the  house.  The  rhythm 
and  syncopation  of  the  offering  made  it 
a   combination  of  motion,  emotion  and 
commotion. 

Enrico  Leide  and  his  Metropolitan  or- 
chestra rendered  a   pleasing  and  appro- 

priate overture,  "April  Fool,”  a   fox-trot 
number  from  the  “Garrick  Gaieties.” 

The  long  feature  picture,  “The  Sky- 
rocket,” was  scored  with  “Wonderful 

One.” 

“Lion’s  Whiskers,"  a   Sennett  comedy, 

and  Fox  newsreel  completed  the  pro- 

gram. 
Eva  Leoni  at  Toronto  Hipp 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

TORONTO,  April  6. — For  special 
presentation  of  the  Phonofilm  at  the 

Hipprodome  theatre  last  week,  Jack 
Arthur  had  Eva  Leoni,  grand  opera 

singer,  make  personal  appearances  on 
the  stage  in  solo  numbers  along  with  her 

appearance  on  the  screen  in  a   Phono- 
film  reel.  "The  Black  Bird”  was  the 
long  feature  film. 

Juveniles  Working 
in  Wolf  Show  Best; 

Wolfes  Solo  Is  Poor 
LOS  ANGELES,  April  6.— The  bill  at 

Loew’s  State  theatre  week  of  March  26- 
April  2,  depended  upon  juveniles  and  it 
was  these  same  juveniles  who  got  the  big 

applause.  The  presentation  act  was  called 

“Specialty  Idea”  and  consisted  of  Rube 
Wolf  and  his  band,  Johnny  Perkins,  Ross 

Hines,  Margaret  Brown,  Evelyn  Manis  and 

a   little  girl  who  danced  a   few  graceful 

steps  and  sang  prettily  “Sleepy  Time  Gal.” 
Another  youngster  not  on  the  program 
played  several  lively  airs  on  the  tubephones. 

Ross  Hines,  a   student  of  University  of 

California,  who  picks  ’em  up  and  lays  ’em 
down  with  nicety,  took  two  curtains  be- 

tween his  dance  numbers.  The  orchestra 

played  and  sang  “Three  Blind  Mice,”  which 
didn’t  get  over  so  good.  Johnny  Perkins, 
the  rotund  tenor,  who  has  appeared  at 

this  house  before,  and  has  been  touring 
the  other  West  Coast  houses,  was  back 

with  a   few  gags  and  two  songs,  "I’m  Not 
Sorry  for  Yon”  and  a   “Lady”  song,  in 

which  Wolf  assisted  as  the  “lady.” 
Little  Evelyn  Manis  proved  herself  a 

versatile  and  accomplished  dancer  and 

singer.  She  sang  “I  Miss  My  Swiss”  and was  the  undoubted  hit  of  the  bill.  Little 

Michael,  son  of  one  of  the  members  of 

the  orchestra,  gave  a   good  of  account  of 
himself  at  the  tubephones.  The  bill  ended 

with  Margaret  Brown,  a   pretty  lO-year-old 

blonde  and  her  "Sleepy  Time  Gal”  number. 
Rube  insisted  on  playing  his  cornet, 

which  didn’t  help  "Here  Comes  My  Ma- 
linda.”  He  should  stick  to  his  baton. 

The  long  feature  was  “The  Dancer  of 

Paris”  and  the  short  features  were  Inter- 

national Newsreel  and  “Marvels  of  Mo- 

tion,” a   stop-camera,  slow  and  fast  motion film. 

Philly  Fox  Stages 
Two  Revues;  Both 

Are  Well  Received 

PHILADELPHIA,  April  6. — Two  excel- 
lent miniature  revues  featured  the  sur- 

rounding bill  at  the  Fox  theatre  last  week. 

Harry  Carroll,  composer  of  a   number  of 

popular  melodies,  presented  his  “Arabian 
Nights  Revue,”  a   colorful  medley  of  songs, 
featuring  Marjorie  Whitney  and  Vera 
Marsh  and  assisted  by  a   number  of  other 

talented  singers  and  dancers.  Some  pic- 

turesque posing  by  Montaine  and  Lette  ac- 

companied the  “Sentimental  Waltz,”  while 
Vera  Marsh  in  “Mamie  McGee”  and  Mar- 

jorie Whitney  in  “On  the  Mississippi”  di- vided honors  about  equally.  The  finale, 

“Charleston  Wedding,”  w^as  a   novel  and  en- 
joyable feature.  The  bride,  groom,  priest, 

bridesmaids  and  guests  all  Charlestoned 
through  the  ceremony.  The  settings  and 
costumes  were  elaborate  and  artistic. 

Lee  Mattison  and  his  Syncopated  Fun- 
sters were  greatly  appreciated.  Mattison 

sang  a   tenor  solo,  “Just  a   Flower  From  an 
Old  Bouquet,”  and  in  answer  to  his  dreams 
Beronyce  Branche  in  a   rose  entwined  swing 
was  lowered  to  the  stage,  after  which  they 

sang  and  danced  together.  Lee  Mattison 

played  the  “Bowery  Apache”  to  perfection and  Miss  Branche  seemed  to  rebound  to 

a   touch  like  a   rubber  ball.  “Gypsy  Love 
Song”  and  “Lona"  were  also  popular  with 
the  audience. 

The  Fox  theatre  orchestra  played  the 
“Rienzi”  overture  by  Wagner. 

The  long  feature  was  "Too  Much 

Money.”  
* 

This  week  Karyl  Norman,  "The  Creole 
Fashion  Plate,”  is  the  headliner  at  the  Fox. 
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Pennsylvanians  Go 
Over  Big  Again  in 

Last  Stanley  Week 

PHILADELPHIA,  April  6. — VVarin^s 
Pennsylvanians  scored  another  big  hit  in 
their  final  week  at  the  Stanley.  For  pep, 

rhythm  and  college  fun  they  cannot  be 

equalled,  and  surpassed  their  former  per- 
formance in  an  original  presentation  en- 

titled “Campus  Frolic,”  in  which  Scotty 
Banks  as  the  freshman  brought  down  the 

house.  'The  stage  setting  was  a   moonlit 
campus.  Included  in  their  repertoire  of 

songs  were  “That’s  My  Baby,”  “In  My  Gon- 
dola,” “After  I   Say  I’m  Sorry,”  and  “I 

Won’t  Do,”  the  latter  composed  by  one  of 
the  members  of  the  orchestra.  The  Penn- 

sylvanians closed  their  most  popular  pro- 
gram with  a   medley  of  college  songs  of  the 

large  universities,  Yale,  Harvard,  Prince- 
ton, Dartmouth  and  Pennsylvania.  As  the 

songs  of  the  various  colleges  were  given, 
colored  lights  threw  the  appropriate  colors 
over  the  singers  and  the  act  was  followed 

by  a   landslide  of  applause  lasting  well  into 
the  screen  bill. 

Joseph  Hess  and  Agnes  Genola,  inter- 
nationally knovm  artists,  danced  a   graceful 

waltz  and  a   rapid  fox  trot  against  a   strik- 
ing black  and  silver  background.  Agnes  Ge- 

nola’s  wide  skirts  seemed  to  continue  and 
accentuate  each  graceful  movement. 

The  Stanley  Magazine  pictured  the  Mask 

and  Wig  Club’s  annual  play  “Glory,  What 
Prices.”  The  dances  and  costumes  were 

stunning,  especially  in  the  “Sampler  Spe- 
cialty” and  “Just  Take  a   Look  at  the  Rain- 

bow." 
The  Stanley  orchestra  played  Hosmer’s 

“Northern  Rhapsody”  with  harmony  and 
spirit. 

An  “Our  Gang”  comedy,  “Baby  Clothes.” 
completed  the  program. 

The  long  feature  was  “Behind  the 

Front.” 

Louis  Forbstein’s 
Orchestra  Goes  on 

Melodic  World  T our 

1<ANSAS  CITY,  April  6.— Louis  Forb- 
stein  and  his  Roj^al  Syncopators  took  audi- 

ences at  the  Royal  theatre  on  a   world  tour 

of  music  this  week  in  “Jazz  Around  the 
World.”  The  program  touched  upon  vir- 

tually all  nationalities,  as  far  as  music  is 
concerned,  with  members  of  the  orchestra 

equipped  with  impromptu  changes  for  each 

number  to  provide  “atmosphere.” 
From  China  to  Spain  they  went,  then 

to  Russia  and  back  to  America,  with  Ken- 
neth Miller  receiving  liberal  applause  for 

his  vocal  selections.  However,  Miller  had 

some  rivalry  this  week  which  does  not  con- 
front him  each  week.  All  members  of  the 

orchestra  took  their  turn  at  the  vocal  noise 

making,  some  of  them  proving  that  their 
voices  had  not  been  so  badly  neglected  as 

might  have  been  supposed. 
Attendance  was  slightly  below  normal  all 

week,  due  to  a   severe  snowstorm.  The 

program  lasted  about  30  minutes. 

The  long  feature  picture  was  “The  Auc- 
tion Block.” 

“Skylarks”  Is  Best 
Publix  Show  Seen  at 

Newman,  Kansas  City 

.   KANSAS  CITY,  April  6.— “Skylarks,” 
^dging  from  public  approval,  is  the  best 
Public  production  thus  far  to  come  to  the 
Newman  theatre.  At  least  more  applause 

greeted  the  twenty-five  artists  than  has 

been  enjoyed  by  those  in  preceding  com- 
panies. 

The  production,  a   moonlight  fantasy  with 

^   Wealth  of  scenic  effects,  swelled  the  at- 

tendance of  what  might  otherwise  have 

been  a   “flat”  week,  due  to  severe  storms. 
Some  acrobatic  dancing  not  often  seen  on 
the  musical  comedy  stage,  let  alone  in  a 

motion  picture  theatre,  was  offered  by  the 
company.  The  show  ran  about  30  minutes. 

The  long  feature  picture  was  "Miss 

Brewster’s  Millions.” 

Irving  Aaronson’s 
Commanders  Repeat 

at  St,  Louis  State 

ST.  LOUIS,  April  6. — Aaronson  and  his 
Commanders,  a   really  good  orchestra, 

played  a   return  engagement  at  Loew’s  State theatre  the  week  of  March  27  and  lost  none 

of  their  local  popularity  by  doing  so. 
Don  Albert  and  his  orchestra  offered 

“Bits  from  Hits”  and  apparently  the  audi- 
ences relished  the  chop  suey  arrangement 

of  the  popular  sellers.  Tom  Terry  also 
told  another  of  his  delightful  organ  stories. 

It  was  entitled  “Don’t  Be  Afraid  to  Come 

Home.” 

Aaronson  and  his  mates  are  not  only 

good  jazzers,  but  they  also  know  how  to  put 

over  their  stuff — atmosphere  and  all  that. 
Their  comic  numbers  were  funny,  and  the 

singing  good. 

“I’m  Forever  Chasing  Rainbows”  was  put 
on  with  some  electrical  effects,  but  the 

big  hits  of  their  turn  were  “Let  It  Rain” 
and  “Thanks  for  the  Buggy  Ride,”  in 
which  their  falsetto  singer  got  all  of  the 

applause  he  so  richly  deserved. 
The  screen  offerings  of  the  week  were 

“Don’t,”  and  a   Hope  Hampton  all-color 

phantasy.  “Marionettes.” 

Rodemich  Orchestra, 
Missouri  Rockets  Do 

Melody-Stepping  Act 
ST.  LOUIS,  April  6. — Gene  Rodemich 

and  his  jazzers,  assisted  by  the  Missouri 

Rockets,  dancing  maidens,  and  some  ex- 
cellent solo  singers,  gave  the  patrons  of  the 

Grand  Central  theatre  one  of  the  best 

m\isical  entertainments  of  the  current  sea- 
son the  week  of  March  28. 

The  central  ih.eme  was  “Dancing  Around 
the  World”  and  the  Rockets  were  the  las- 

sies who  did  the  fantastics  of  all  nation- 
alities. Gene  Rodemich  had  some  more 

or  less  humorous  interpolations  that  toned 

up  the  stepping  of  the  Rockets.  Irish  las- 
sies, Dutch  boy  and  girl,  Russian  dances, 

Hungarian  hops,  Hawaiian,  Parisian  and 
Spanish  contortions  were  given  in  fine 

style,  but  the  old-fashioned  sailor  hornpipe 
was  perhaps  the  most  appreciated. 

Arthur  Nealy  sang  in  Italian  to  give  the 

proper  atmosphere  to  that  country’s  in- 
ning. 

Gene  Rodemich  started  the  bill  ̂ vith  some 

selections  from  “Tannhauser."  Paul  Small, 

tenor,  was  heard  and  pleased  in  “Tic  Me 

to  Your  Apron  Strings”  and  “Have  You 

Met  Rosie’s  Sister.” 
On  the  screen  the  offerings  were  “His 

Jazz  Bride”  and  “High  and  Dizzy.” 

August  Herman  Made 
Strand  Manager;  New 

Post  for  Cunningham 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

OMAHA,  April  6.— August  Herman, 
formerly  assistant  to  Manager  Harry  Watts 

at  the  Rialto  theatre,  has  been  made  man- 

ager of  the  Strand  theatre  to  succeed 
Arthur  Cunningham,  who  goes  to  Des 

Moines  as  manager  of  the  Capitol  theatre 
there.  Henry  Maas  goes  into  the  Rialto 
as  assistant  to  Watts. 

Herman  has  been  connected  with  the 

Strand  and  the  Rialto  theatres  for  13  years. 

He  went  into  the  Strand  in  1914  as  a   pro- 
jectionist and  later  was  given  the  task  of 

remodeling  the  theatre,  which  formerly  was 
the  American. 

“Ship  Ahoy”  Is  Good 
Buck-Partington  Act 

Featuring  3   Soloists 
LOS  ANGELES,  April  6. — The  presenta- 

tion act  at  the  Metropolitan  theatre  last 

week  was  called  “Ship  Ahoy,”  with  Verne 
Buck  and  his  musical  gang  performing 

on  the  decks  of  a   battleship  and  ail  dressed 
up  in  sailor  costumes.  The  high  point 

of  the  act  was  a   comical  prize  fight  be- 
tween Buck  and  Sammy  Cohen.  Several 

knockouts  were  scored  by  each  combat- 
ant and  both  did  some  funny  steps  be- 

tween the  rounds.  The  business  with  the 

gloves  got  rounds  of  applause  all  week. 

The  program  opened  \rith  Verne  Buck’s 
band  playing  “Patrol  Characteristic.”  The 
stage  presented  the  bow  of  an  immense 
battleship  with  guns  bristling  and  the  band 

seated  in  one  of  the  gun  turrets.  The  pro- 
duction was  staged  by  Jack  Partington,  and 

he  used  his  movable  stages  to  good  advan- 

tage. Eddie  Willis,  a   lively  stepper,  con- 
tributed an  unique  dance  number;  Drury 

Lennington  sang  “Pretty  Little  Baby”  and 
was  accorded  a   big  hand.  Verne  Buck 

obliged  with  a   song  called  “Everything's 
Going  to  Be  All  Right”  and  the  Metro- 

politan girls — 12  in  number — contributed  a 

very  pretty  dance. 

The  long  feature  at  the  Met  was  “Miss 
Brewster’s  Millions,”  and  an  Aesop’s  Fable, 
“Flylime,”  and  “High  Spots  of  the  Pathe 

News”  for  the  last  15  years  were  the  short 

features. 

“Paradise  Isle”  Is 
Called  Pleasing  by 

St.  Louis  Audiences 

ST.  LOUIS,  April  6. — A   troupe  of  Sa- 

moans gave  a   real  South  Sea  Island  atmos- 
phere to  "Paradise  Isle,”  the  John  Murray 

Anderson  presentation  at  the  Missouri  the- 
atre the  week  of  March  27. 

The  lightly  clad  maidens  sang  and  danced 
in  typical  South  Sea  Island  style.  In  fact, 
one  of  the  shredded  wheat  skirted  damsels 

did  an  old-fashioned  hula,  but  in  these 
Charlestonian  times  it  was  rather  tame. 

Not  so  long  ago  a   flock  of  censors  would 
have  endeavored  to  rout  the  lady  from 

the  boards. 

But  forgetting  hooch  in  all  its  forms 

and  tastes,  “Paradise  Isle”  on  the  whole 
is  a   pleasing  show. 

Charles  Previn  and  his  Missouri  sym- 

phony orchestra  gave  as  their  overture 

number  “If  I   Were  King.” 

The  screen  attractions  were  “The  New 

Klondike”  and  “Skybound." 

Eddie  Hitchcock 

Stages  Sketches 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

LOS  ANGELES,  April  6.— The  Cri- 
terion theatre  inaugurated  a   ne\y  policy 

recently  when  Manager  Eddie  Hitchcock 

staged  his  first  one  act  hit  in  connection 

with  the  long  feature  picture,  “East  Lynne.” Under  the  new  plan  Manager  Hitchcock 

proposes  to  produce  plays  with  prominent 
stars  in  featured  roles.  The  initial  produc- 

tion at  the  Criterion  was  “Her  Husband  s 
Friend,”  in  which  Lou  Tellegen  made  his 
debut  O^er  sketches  produced  at  the 

Writer’s  Club  and  Maskers,  in  Holly\vood, 
will  be  used. 
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Zanft  Finds  City  by 

Lake  Is  Logical  Hub 
(Continued  from  Page  39) 

Katz  in  Chicago,  became  the  standard 

upon  which  the  present  great  expansion 

of  the  idea  is  based.  The  great  bulk  of 

stage  shows  produced  today  follow  eithe
r 

this  B.  &   K.  model  or  the  Paul  Ash  idea, 

which  in  its  present  form  is  also  a   C
hi- 

cago product.  . 

Chicago's  location  is  the  chief  reason 

for  regarding  it  as  the  hub  of  the  stage 

show  business,  however,  because  of  the 

routing  facilities  which  diminish  over
- 

head and  transportation  costs.  Showmen 

from  large  and  small  cities  in  the  Cen- 

tral West  make  Chicago  their  central 

source  of  supply  as  well  as  their  exarn^ple 

in  theatre  operation.  Railroads  link 

these  cities  so  closely  as  to  make  eco- 

nomically sound  the  routing  of  produc- 
tions too  costly  for  single  exhibition. 

City  Is  Real  Test 

Chicago  also  provides  a   severer  test 

of  stage  show  attractions  than  any  other 

city.  There  are  more  big  theatres  m 

Chicago  than  in  any  other  city  and  the 

competition  is  correspondingly  keen. 

This  has  resulted  in  unrivalled  progress 

in  stage  show  development. 

H.  Roemheld  Builds 

Stepping,  Melody  Act^ 
Around  Lydia  Harris 

MILWAUKEE,  April  6.— Heinz 

Roemheld’s  “Revue  in  Blue,”  the  rnost 

pretentious  presentation  attempted  since 

he  took  charge  of  the  Alhambra  stage 

several  weeks  ago,  is  the  current  attrac- 
tion at  that  house,  and  a   real  attraction 

it  is. 

Starting  off  with  an  original  overture 
created  by  Roemheld,  in  which  the  theme 

“Blue”  is  alchemistically  worked  into  a 
really  worthwhile  thing,  the  show  works 

itself  up  consistently  to  the  finale,  reach- 
ing its  climax  in  the  blues  singing  of 

Lydia  Harris. 
Curtain  reveals  two  grand  pianos  on 

the  stage.  At  one  is  seated  Roemheld, 
with  Melba  Cordes  on  the  bench  beside 

him  and  Jean  Meebius  perched  on  top. 

Fred  Beck  of  Alhambra  organ  fame,  pre- 
sides at  the  other. 

The  two  girls  sing  a   delightful  little 

parody  on  “Blue”  and  the  mere  fact  that 
they  so  frankly  are  not  singers  adds  im- 

measurably to  the  charm  of  the  number. 
After  that  they  come  down  front  to 
dance.  In  their  chosen  art  they  would 
seem  hard  to  beat.  It  is  too  bad  that 

two  such  distinctively  presentation  ar- 
tists should  have  been  programed  as 

“the  variety  girls.” 

Two  colored  boys,  billed  as  the  “Mad- 

cap Monarchs,”  follow  with  a   sole 
scorching  jazz  dance  done  in  two  suc- 

ceeding solos.  The  curtain  back  of  the 

pianos  then  parts  revealing  five  jazz 
musicians  on  a   raised  platform  in  front 

of  two  “trees”  from  which  large  illum- 
inated blue  discs  are  suspended,  creating 

a   pretty  effect,  adding  both  class  and 
originality. 

After  Roemheld  and  Beck  have  tickled 

their  respective  pianos  with  excellent  re- 
sults, the  Misses  Moebius  and  Cordes 

again  come  forth.  They  have  meantime 
cast  aside  their  baby  blue  dresses  used 

in  the  openinp’  number  in  favor  of  black 
syncopation  costumes.  In  their  dance, 
created  by  Murrlel  Abbott,  they  again  win 

over  the  entire  audience  by  the  perfect  de- 
velopment of  their  work.  Their  team 

work  is  superb. 

Lydia  Harris,  “bluest  of  blues  singers,” 
is  next  brought  on  after  an  introductory 

plug  by  Roemheld.  Whatever  it  is  that 

makes  this  artist  bring  the  house  down 
seems  to  be  in  perfect  working  order 

this  week.  She  sang  three  song's,  two 

of  them  “just  low  down  mean  blue”  and 
the  third  one  requiring,  or  at  least  re- 

ceiving, dramatic  treatment.  The  blues 
stuff  is  her  forte,  but  there  v/ere  those 

present,  who  judged  the  dramatic  effort 
as  worthy  of  resounding  applause. 

The  Madcap  Monarchs  follow  Miss 
Harris  with  another  fast  series  of  steps, 

working  together  this  time.  Their  team 
work  is  not  as  perfect  as  it  should  be, 

but  the  offering  is  well  received. 

Everyone  comes  out  for  the  finale  in 

which  Miss  Moebius  is  featured  in  a   fast 

and  furious  Charleston  that  might  have 

•stopped  the  show  had  there  been  any- 
thing following  to  be  stopped. 

Joie  Lichter  and 

Band  Put  on  Dutch 

Act  That  Goes  Well 

MILWAUKEE,  April  6.— “Joie’s  Dutch 

Treat”  is  the  title  to  the  “In  Holland” 
presentation  at  the  Strand  this  week, 

featuring  Joie  Lichter  and  His  Gang, 

who  after  five  years  at  the  same  theatre 

are  going  stronger  than  ever. 

Windmills,  wooden  shoes  and  all  the 

other  traditional  properties  of  the  Nether- 
lands have  found  their  way  to  the  Strand 

stage  and  onto  the  persons  of  the  per- 
formers. The  band  plays  better  this 

week  than  usual.  At  any  rate  the  reper- 

toire has  been  revised  to  the  extent  of 

eliminating  several  tunes  that  have  been 

over-featured  week  after  week  and  the 

introduction  of  numbers  practically  new 

to  Milwaukee  audiences.  Business  is 

good  despite  exceptionally  keen  com- 
petition this  week. 

“Gypsy  Follies”  Is 
Best  Anderson  Show 

Yet  Seen  in  Dallas 

DALLAS,  April  6.— The  third  of  the 

John  Murray  Anderson  presentation  pro- 
ductions came  to  the  Palace  theatre  this 

week,  and  if  anything  it  was  better  than 

the  other  two,  and  better  received.  The 

title,  “The  Gypsy  Follies,”  is  indicative  of 
the  makeup  of  the  show.  The  singing 

was  unusually  good,  and  the  whole  act  was 

enjoyed  by  the  audiences  which  broke  into 

the  performance  several  times  with  ap- 

plause. This  act  featured  the  Lenora  steppers. 

Teddy  Walter.  Roy  Ellis,  Konsenoff, 
Nikelaina  and  Gerogiaskaia,  Andrew 

Salama  conducting.  The  costumes  and 

settings  lacked  no  detail  in  completeness, 
and  the  c61or  was  entirely  in  keeping  with 

the  act,  which  furnished  a   bright  spot  in 
the  entertainment.  This  act  was  praised 

by  everyone. 

George  Billings  on 
Personal  Appearance 

Tour  of  Film  Houses 

George  Billings.  “Abraham  Lincoln  of 
the  screen,"  whose  outstanding  film 

achievement  is  his  portrayal  of  the  Emanci- 

pator in  First  National’s  "Abraham  Lin- 
coln,” has  deserted  the  screen  for  a   time 

and  is  on  a   personal  appearance  tour  of 
the  larger  motion  picture  theatres  of  the 
Middle  West  and  the  East. 

Billings  presents  a   sketch  billed  as 
“Memories  of  Lincoln.”  He  works  with 
an  assistant  and  i>ortrays  Lincoln  at  his 
desk  in  the  White  House,  going  through 

his  correspondence.  He  dictates  the  fa- 
mous letter  to  Mrs.  Bixby  of  Boston,  tells 

some  humorous  stories,  and  then  takes  up 
the  case  of  Private  Coleman,  who  has 

been  sentenced  to  death  for  desertion.  The 
sketch  is  replete  with  tragedy,  but  is 

artistically  done. 

Billings  is  completing  a   tour  of  the 
B.  &   K.  Great  States  circuit  of  theatres. 

While  he  was  in  Springfield  recently  Pathe 
made  him  the  subject  of  a   newsreel  item, 

which  later  was  shown  in  theatres  through- 

out the  Chicago  area. 

Sissle  and  Blake 
Sign  to  Play  in 

F.  &   R.  Theatres 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

MINNEAPOLIS,  April  fi.^issle  and 

Blake,  popular  negro  singers  and  comedians 
of  “Shuffle  Along”  fame,  have  just 

signed  a   six-week  contract  to  play  over  the 
Finkelstein  and  Ruben  chain  of  motion 

picture  theatres,  the  F.  &   R.  company  has 
announced. 

The  team  was  signed  while  appearing  in 

London  at  the  Kit  Kat  Klub  and  the  Pica- 

dilly  hotel,  and  immediately  on  their  return 
to  the  United  States  they  will  go  to  Duluth 

to  open  there  at  the  Garrick  theatre.  The 

follov/ing  week  they  will  come  to  Min- 
neapolis for  a   return  engagement  at  the 

State  theatre,  where  they  were  big  favorites 
last  fall.  They  are  then  booked  for  the 

Capital  theatre,  St.  Paul  and  will  spend 
three  weeks  in  other  houses  in  the  F.  &   R. 
chain.  The  booking  was  arranged  by  Phil 

Tyrrell,  Chicago. 

Egbert  VanAlstyne,  the  popular  composer 

also  has  been  booked  for  a   six  weeks  en- 

gagement by  Finkelstein  and  Ruben  and 

will  appear  at  the  Garrick  theatre,  Min- 
neapolis, opening  April  10. 

The  “Snowshoe  Revue,”  four  women 
and  one  man  in  a   specialty  dance  act, 

the  big  hit  being  a   dance  on  snowshoes, 
is  another  attraction  booked  by  Finkelstein 

and  Ruben  for  appearances  at  their  theatres 
in  Winona,  Minn. ;   Eau  Claire,  Wis.  and 
Sioux  Falls,  S.  D.  It  is  possible  their  time 
will  be  extended  to  other  houses  in  the 
F.  &   R.  chain. 

Broadway  First-Rims 
Reduce  Prices  With 

75-Cent  Exemption 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  Ax>ril  6.— Practically  all 
the  leading  first  run  theatres  on  Broadway 

reduced  their  prices  last  week  simultan- 

eously with  application  of  the  7S-cent  ex- emption on  admission  taxes. 

Orchestra  tickets  formerly  costing  S.'i 
cents  are  now  75,  and  balcony  60  cents. 

The  public  will  save  $25,000  a   week,  ac- 
cording to  an  estimate  by  Joseph  Plunkett, 

managing  director  of  'the  Mark  Strand. 

J,  La  Rose  Goes  to 

Embassy,  Baltimore 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

PHILADELPHIA,  April  6. — Joe  La 

Rose,  who  has  been  in  charge  of  presen- 
tations at  the  Fox  theatre  here,  has  resigned 

and  is  now  affiliated  wth  the  Embassy 

theatre  in  Baltimore,  which  was  recently 

opened  by  the  Berman  Enterprises,  Inc.  La 

Rose  will  supervise  presentations  at  the 
Baltimore  house.  He  has  been  succeeded 

in  Philadelphia  by  Jack  Stebbins. 
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THE  THEATRE 

Diifing  the  week  preceding  the 

showing  of  “Classified,”  First  Na- 
tional film,  at  Loew's  State  thea- 

tre, Los  Angeles,  the  ushers  wore 

sashes  announcing  "EKarainer 
Classified  Ad  Week  January  2   to 

8.” 
Shimon  and  Schapiro 

Lease  Aurora  House 
The  Aurora  theatre  on  Michigan  ave- 

nue has  been  entirely  remodeled.  Re- 
decoration, a   new  stage,  new  front  and 

many  other  modern  improvements,  give 
the  Aurora  in  Sheboygan  a   place  in  the 
sun,  theatrically.  The  opening  is  set  for 

Saturday,  April  3,  with  “Merry  Widow” as  the  feature  attraction. 

Louis  C.  Shimon  and  William  Scha- 
ptro  of  Milwaukee  have  leased  the 

Aurora  from  J.  O.  Schmidt  who  is  re- 
tiring from  the  show  business.  Shimon 

has  for  the  past  three  years  been  assist- 
ant manager  and  director  of  advertising 

and  exploitation  of  the  Milwaukee  thea- 
tre, Milwaukee,  one  of  the  most  success- 
ful theatres  in  that  city. 

V/illiam  Schapiro  has  had  many  years 

of  theatrical  training  and  is  also  an  ac- 
complished musician.  He  has  played 

cello  in  the  Alhambra  and  Garden  or- 

chestras in  two  of  Milwaukee’s  largest 
theatres  and  is  known  as  one  of  the  most 

popular  younger  musicians  in  the  city. 
Schapiro  will  introduce  to  Sheboygan 
many  of  the  best  Milwaukee  musicians 

by  establishing  a   series  of  guest  artist 
recitals.  The  first  to  be  announced  Is 

Frank  Werth,  prominent  Milwaukee 
violinist  who  will  appear  as  an  added 
attraction  April  3   and  4. 

All  About  a   Stagehand  Who  Ruined 
a   Good  Show  When  He  Caressed  a 

Two-By-Four  with  a   Sledgehammer 
Phil  Rand  whose  ideas  of  showman.ship  have  become  familiar  to  readers 

of  the  Herald  recently  contributed  a   list  of  maxims  for  theatreowners. 
They  were  worded  in  the  riianner  of  a   jingle  and  were  purported  to  provoke 
a   smile.  But  v/ith  all  their  humor  there  was  a   serious  strain  throughout. 

There  was  common  sense  of  the  show  business  behind  Phil’s  letter. 
One  “don't”  that  impressed  itself  upon  us  recently  did  so  during  a 

performance  at  one  of  Chicago’s  biggest  motion  picture  theatres.  There 
where  the  ushers  cater  and  doorman  brush  the  snow  from  the  incoming 

patron’s  garments  and  there  where  the  music  is  de  luxe  and  the  picture  is 
never  bad — the  carelessness  or  ignorance  of  one  stage  hand  caused  more 
than  4,C(X)  people  to  become  nervous  and  irritable  with  the  result  of  an 

injured  performance. 

The  stage  hand  chose  the  time  in  the  showing  of  “Memory  Lane” 
when  the  orchestra  stops  playing  and  is  supplemented  by  a   faraway  college 

quartet  to  apply  a   sledgehammer  to  a   plank  in  the  stage.  The  scene  in  the 

picture  where  “Joe  Fisher”  is  walking  through  the  school  campus  with  the 
girl  who  is  to  be  married  to  another  young  man  on  the  following  day.  It  is 
a   scene  that  deserves  perfect  quiet  in  the  house  with  faint  music  if  music 
at  all. 

To  make  it  worse  the  scene  is  in  the  early  part  of  the  picture  and  with 
an  audience  upset  by  the  loud  hammering  k   became  next  to  impossible  to 

win  back  the  audience’s  good  favor. 
# 

A   Theatre  Ties  Up  with  a   Government 

Exhibitors  are  sometimes  surprised  with  the  results  that  are  possible  to 

achieve  when  they  put  forth  an  effort  to  get  business  and  realize  profits.  It  is 

as  much  a   part  of  the  showman’s  business  to  cut  down  the  overhead  as  it  is 
his  business  to  exploit  his  product  well. 

By  its  shrewd  planning  the  management  of  the  New  National  theatre  at 

Winnipeg,  Man.,  recently  saved  enough  on  one  piece  of  advertising  to  finance another  ad  stunt. 

A   Revival  Week  had  been  announced  during  which  time  the  Fox  picture 

“Over  the  Hill”  was  showed.  On  the  front  of  the  postcards  was  printed: 

“To  the  Householder — Important  News.”  The  cards  were  put  in  the  mail  for 

safe  delivery.  Regular  postage  rates  would  have  cost  the  theatre  a   few  hun- 
dred dollars.  An  agreement  was  reached  with  the  government  officials  by 

which  the  cards  would  be  handled  for  one  half  cent  each  instead  of  one 
cent. 

If  it  can  be  done  in  Canada  it  is  plausible  that  Uncle  Sam  will  hear 

arguments  on  behalf  of  the  plan. 
*   *   * 

Giving  Your  Patrons  ^*The  Theatre  Habif* 
The  Randolph  theatre  in  Chicago  is  as  good  a   study  in  the  values  of 

exploitation  properly  handled  as  any  house  in  Chicago  s   loop.  A   recent  st
unt 

used  there  was  a   contest  to  select  a   young  woman  for  a   tryout  in  films  at 
Universal  City. 

The  contest  which  ran  eight  days  brought  out  316  entnes  all  of  whom 

had  friends  and  relatives  interested  in  their  success.  If  the  number  were 

computed  it  would  be  found  that  there  were  far  more  than  2,000. 

The  good  that  such  a   contest  does  is  obviously  that  it  brings  out  these 

2,000  to  the  contest  at  the  theatre  but  it  is  true  also  that  when  they  have 

found  their  way  to  the  theatre  they  come  again.  And  if  they  like  it  they’ll make  that  theatre  a   habit. 
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Exploiting  in  Japan 

“The  Lost  World”  was  given 
genuine  exploitation  in  its  runs  in 

Japanese  theatres.  Photo  at  right 
shows  the  manner  in  which  the 

showmen  exploited  the  First  Na- 

tional picture  at  Asakusa  Park, 

Tokyo,  Japan.  Left  shows  another 
view  of  the  Tokyo  theatre  with  its 

front  decorated  by  the  monster’s 
head  and  the  bright  colored  bunt- 

ing. Photo  below  shows  the  man- 

agement of  Shochiku  Za  in  Tokyo 
which  is  one  of  the  largest  houses 
in  the  country. 

* 

w   n 

1* 
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Gross  Outlines  Rules  for 

Staging  “Fiddlers  Contests” 
NOW  that, the  vogue  in  building 

up  patronage  is  “Old  Fiddlers 
Contests”  rules  and  regulations  to 
govern  such  contests  have  been 

worked  out  by  Jack  Gross,  manager 

of  the  Capitol’s  Crane  theatre  in 
Carthage,  Mo. 

The  only  rule  omitted  by  Gross 
which  is  deemed  important  is  that 

in  awarding  prizes  to  tying  con- 
testants make  equal  awards  to  all. 

Rules  submitted  by  Gross  follow: 

_   Advertise  in  local  newspapers  stating 
time  and  place  of  contest,  and  the  prizes 
offered,  requesting  all  contestants  to 

register  at  manager’s  office. 
Offer  liberal  prizes.  Make  solicitation 

among  local  merchants  for  donations  of 

merchandise  as  gifts  to  the  winning  con- 
testants. Explaining  the  advertising  ad- 

vantage of  a   presentation  speech  from 
the  stage  on  night  of  contest  when 

donated  merchandise  is  presented  to 
winners. 

Choose  three  to  five  judges  who  know 
music.  These  judges  to  sit  on  stage 
during  contest.  Get  judges  who  are  un- 

biased. Don't  let  the  audience  be  judges. 
Don’t  put  an  age  limit  on  fiddlers.  We 

had  them  from  eight  to  80  of  both  sexes. 

Be  sure  all  entries  are  “natural  born 

fiddlers,”  not  trained  violinists.  (A  vio- 
linist reads  music  by  note,  an  honest 

fiddler  plays  by  “ear”  only.) 
Advertise  the  contest  in  a   big  way. 

Missouri  Exhibitor  Says  to  Bar 
Trained  Violinists  —   Real  Fid- 

dlers  Play  Only  by  Ear — Do 
Not  Let  the  Audience  Be  the 

Judge — Play  It  Up  as  a   Big 
Event  and  It  Will  Sure  Hit  the 
Box  Office  in  a   Big  Way. 

You’ll  be  surprised  at  the  number  of 
fiddlers  you  have  in  your  immediate 
vicinity.  And  all  of  them  anxious  to 

compete  in  prize  contests.  They’ll 
respond  from  adjoining  counties.  We 
had  them  at  our  initial  contest  from  a 
radius  of  75  miles. 

An  easy  way  to  place  the  fiddlers  in 
order  on  the  program  is  to  take  small 

pieces  of  paper  numbered  consecutively 
I-2-3-4-5,  etc.  Place  numbers  in  a   hat, 
allowing  fiddlers  to  draw  from  hat  for 

places. 
To  start  the  show  off  right,  assemble 

all  the  fiddlers  on  the  stage  at  the  same 

time.  Let  them  play  the  “Arkansas 
Traveler”  all  together.  If  there  is  a   man 
who  does  not  know  this  Ozark  classic, 

rule  him_  out  as  he  is  not  a   fiddler,  be- 
cause this  is  the  first  tune  a   natural  born 

fiddler  learns  to  play.  To  avoid  con- 
fusion open  the  show  by  having  some 

qld-timer  play  an  accordion  or  concer- 
tina solo.  A   singer  singing  old  time 

songs  is  another  good  opener. 
After  the  opening  let  each  contestant 

play  two  numbers  of  his  own  selection. 

It  is  not  necessary  to  announce  the 

titles  of  the  pieces  to  the  audience  but 
each  fiddler  and  his  or  her  accompanist 

should  be  introduced  upon  their  respec- 
tive entrance. 

It  is  hard  to  select  the  winners  from 

12  to  20  fiddlers  after  they  have  all 

played.  Get  the  judges  to  pick  four  or 
five.  This,  however,  may  be  governed 

by  the  number  of  entries  in  your  contest. 

These  play  in  the  finals  for  the  prizes  of- 
fered, playing  only  one  tune  of  their  own 

selection  without  an  accompanist. 

The  judges  may  then  decide  the  win- 
ners in  1-2-3  order  or  as  many  prizes 

as  you  have  offered  for  your  contest. 
Dress  your  stage  in  a   rustic  or  barn 

dance  atmosphere.  Pumpkins,  corn  on 

the  stalk,  or  other  farm  products  which 
are  available  are  a   valuable  asset  in 

decorating  for  your  contest.  An  interior 
of  a   country  store  is  another  good  idea. 

Play  this  up  as  a   big  event  and  it  will 
sure  hit  the  box  office  in  a   big  way.  It 

don’t  cost  much  money  but  it  does  take 
some  time  and  energy  to  put  it  over.  It 
will  prove  a   remunerative  attraction 
every  time. 

Contests  Finance 
Easter  Trips 

Old  Fiddlers’  contests  which  have 
been  staged  during  the  past  two  months 

at  motion  picture  theatres  throughout 

New  York  state  provided  the  where- 
withal for  Easter  trips  to  Washington 

for  graduating  classes  in  high  schools  as 
well  as  other  things.  In  Potsdam,  N.  Y., 

an  old  fiddlers’  contest  last  week  showed 
a   profit  of  more  than  $300  for  the  village 
band  which  staged  the  contest  and 
which  will  now  use  the  money  for  the 

purchase  of  new  instruments.  High 
school  graduating  classes  have  also 
staged  these  contests  with  very  profitable results. 
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^\lieeling  in  DoMars 

H.  W.  Jernberg,  right,  is  ovmer 

and  manager  of  the  Province  thea- 
tre, Winnipeg,  Man.,  who  not  long 

ago  brought  out  unusual  crowds 
with  his  wheel  display  for  the  Fox 

picture  “The  Wheel.”  He  erected 
the  large  wheel  shown  in  the  pho- 

tograph at  left  and  invited  the 

public  to  give  it  a   spin.  The  pic- 
ture ran  a   week.  Mr.  Jernberg  is 

a   leading  member  of  the  Lions 
club  and  of  the  chamber  of  com- 

merce and  much  of  his  popularity 

is  due  to  his  personality.  Photo 
below  shows  the  front  of  the 
Province. 

Peggy  Joyce  Feature 
in  L   &   T   Weekly  Gets 

Big  Increase  in  Sales 
From  a   theatre  program  to  the  first  il- 

lustrated tabloid  newspaper  in  Chicago — 

has  been  the  “Algerlike”  experience  of  the 

Lubliner  and  Trinz  “Illustrated  News” 
which,  under  the  editorship  of  Louis  P. 
Kramer,  has  acquired  a   large  newsstand 

sale  in  Chicago  and  vicinity  at  five  cents 
an  issue. 

Much  of  the  material  in  the  weekly  is 

of  the  kind  regularly  supplied  newspapers 

by  publicity  departments  of  the  larger  pro- 
ducing companies.  Starting  with  the  March 

8   issue,  the  “Illustrated  News”  started  the 
serial  publication  of  the  fascinating  life 

story  of  Peggy  Hopkins  Joyce,  at  present 

starring  in  “The  Skyrocket”  for  Associated 
Exhibitors,  and  announced  the  acquirement 

of  this  big  feature  by  placards  on  all  news- stands. 

Editor  Kramer  reports  an  increased  de- 
mand for  the  L.  &   T.  Illustrated  News_as 

a   result  of  the  exclusive  Peggy  Hopkins 

Joyce  feature,  which  is  being  supplied  free 
of  charge  to  newspapers  as  part  of  the 

exploitation  campaign  on  “The  Skyrocket” 
and  ought  to  be  used  by  all  exhibitors  as 

publicity  on  the  first  Joyce  feature. 

Several  large  Chicago  advertisers  have 

contracted  with  the  “News”  for  regular 
space  and  it  is  likely  that  with  the  growth 

of  advertising  in  the  paper,  the  tabloid  will 
prove  a   very  profitable  investment  for  the 
L.  &   T.  interests.  Each  week  a   double- 

page  spread  is  devoted  to  current  produc- 
tions at  the  27  Chicago  theatres  in  their 

chain  and  stories  and  pictures  on  these  at- 
tractions are  distributed  throughout  the 

paper. 

Russian  Imperial  Story  in 

Fox  News  Gets  Chicago  Break 
Eckhardt  Convinced  Exploita- 

tion Efforts  Were  Well  Repaid 

■ — Southern  Cities  Complete  Ar- 
rangements for  Tieups  for 

‘'Sandy'’  with  Merchants, 

CLYDE  ECKHARDT,  who  is now  sales  chief  of  the  Middle- 

western  district  of  Fox  Film  Cor-
 

poration, is  convinced  that  the 

minutes  and  efforts  spent  in  exploit-
 

ing an  exclusive  feature  that  ap- 

peared in  Fox  News  No.  48  have 

won  a   host  of  friends  for  Fox  News 

and  for  theatres  who  showed  it. 

When  it  was  learned  that  the  feature 

mentioned  was  300  feet  of  intinrate  pic-
 

tures of  the  late  Russian  Imperial  family 

the  Daily  News  was  informed,  which
 

immediately  carried  the  story.  , 

The  Monroe  theatre,  Chicago,  simul- 

taneously carried  the  newsreel  and 

copies  of  the  newspaper  were  sent 
 to 

every  exhibitor  in  the  Chicago  territor
y 

together  with  a   letter  calling  attentio
n 

of  the  exhibitors  to  the  news  article  an
d 

suggesting  that  they  give  this  
remark- 

able picture  special  advertising. 

Southern  Cities 

Tieup  on  “Sandy” In  Ft.  Worth,  Tex.,  and  Houston, 

Tex.,  and  in  Little  Rock,  Ark.,  as  well 

as  in  other  Southern  cities,  arrangements 

have  already  been  completed,  whereby 

newspapers  will  conduct  “Sandy”  
Re- 

semblance Contests.  These  contests  will 

determine  the  young  lady  who  most 

closely  resembles  Madge  Bellamy  in  her 

characterization  of  Elenore  Meherin  s 
heroine.  . 

In  addition  to  the  publicity  given  these 

contests  in  the  news  columns,  the  news- 

papers are  co-operating  with  leading 

local  merchants  who  will  advertise  in  a 

co-operative  double  spread,  each  adver- 

tiser being  officially  designated  the  of- 

ficial purveyor  of  their  respective  articles 
of  wearing  apparel. 

“By  Appointment  To  Her  American Majesty.” — “Sandy.”  ,   . 

Each  store  will  display  in  its  window, 

notices  of  the  contest,  together  with  the 

announcement  that  they  are  supplying 

one  or  more  of  the  articles  of  wearing 

apparel  that  are  to  be  worn  by  the  
con- 

testants. 

The  first  prize  will  consist  of  a   c
om- 

plete outfit  of  clothing,  each  article  being 

supplied  by  a   different  merchant. 

Not  long  ago  an  exhibitor  wrot
e  in 

that  he  had  used  a   stunt  for  his  showng
 

of  the  reissue  “A  Dog’s  Life  whic
h 

took  advantage  of  mechanical  figure
s. 

His  figures,  however,  were  toy  dogs 

which  ran  about  doing  tricks  after  being 

wound  up.  It  had  been  easy  for  him  t
o 

buy  the  dogs  at  a   department  sto
re  and 

put  them  on  exhibit  in  front  of  his
  thes* 

tre  on  a   platform  built  for  the  stunt.
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PICTURES  FOR  THE  ARMY 

^HE  government  has  employed  ex- 
perts to  determine  the  habits  of  living 

that  are  assets  to  its  men  in  the  army 
service.  Considerable  wisdom  has 

prompted  the  caution  with  which  the 

government  has  effected  rules  and  regu- 
lations for  the  enlisted  men  until  now 

it  is  a   common  thing  for  people  to  point 
to  the  army  methods  as  standard 

methods  and  army  life  as  the  most  rig- 
orous life. 

In  line  with  this  comes  the  report 
from  Washington  that  motion  picture 
shows  operated  by  the  war  department 

had  a   total  attendance  of  more  than  4,8C0,- 
000  last  year. 

Nearly  100  theatres  are  operated  by 
the  government  in  the  military  posts  and 
stations  in  the  United  States  and  the 
canal  zone. 

A   MAKER  OF  HARMONY 

17-  ASTER  is  past.  With  it  came  the 

^   traditional  Easter  eggs  for  the  chil- 
dren, the  Easter  lilies,  the  ritual  and 

worship  and  last  but  not  least  the  Easter 
music. 

This  was  the  method  used  by  the 
management  of  the  Alhambra  the- 

atre, Canton,  Ohio,  in  exploiting 

“The  Lost  World,”  First  National. 

By  George! 
Page  '’Pussyfoot'* 

A   SCIENTIST  has  just  made  public the  fact  that  one-half  of  a   nearby 

planet  “is  dry  as  the  Sahara  desert.” 
Thus  far  Wayne  B.  Wheeler  of  the  Anti- 
Saloon  league,  has  not  claimed  credit  for  it. ♦   ♦   * 

Charles  Chaplin  is  a   father  for  the 

second  time,  both  boys.  The  future  of 

pictures,  comedy  films  at  least,  is  assured. *   ♦   * 

Singers  Get  the  Scale 

Labor  interests  in  Chicago  are  starting 
a   radio  broadcasting  station.  Wonder  if 

they’ll  pay  the  announcer  double  time  for 
nights,  holidays,  Saturday  afternoons  and 
Sundays  ? 

*   *   ♦ 

That  loud  laughter  you  hear  is  "Dad” 
sympathizing  with  the  manufacturers  of 
Easter  finery  who  are  bewailing  the  back- 

ward season. *   ♦   ♦ 

Couldn’t  Lick  the  Doctor 

A   man  down  in  Massachusetts  who  was 

Frankie  Darro  and  Muriel  Frances 
Dana  were  found  to  have  doubles 

when  these  two  children  were  se- 
lected in  a   contest  to  exploit 

Metro’s  “Mike”  in  which  the 
above  named  children  are  cast. 

The  contest  was  held  by  Loew’s 
State  theatre.  St.  Louis. 

Copy  Service 
For  Exhibitor 

House  Organs 

House  organ  or  newspaper 

publication  rights  to  this  copy 
is  granted  exhibitors  by  the 
“Herald”  herewith. 

The  music  that  is  so  useful  in  the 

harmonizing  of  thought  and  the  recreat- 
ing of  weary  bodies  comes  on  Easter 

as  compensation  for  long  days  and  seem- 

ingly futile  travail.  But  not  only  in  the 
church  this  Easter  was  the  music  im- 

parted to  the  people.  It  was  appro- 
priately served  to  them  at  the  theatre 

in  overture,  choir  and  solo  recital. 

THE  GOAL  IS  HAPPINESS 

TN  Chicago  religious  services  are  being 
A   conducted  on  Sunday  morning  at 
various  theatres  while  the  congregations 
are  diligent  in  establishing  funds  for  the 
erection  of  their  churches. 

It  is  a   good  sign  of  co-operation. 
After  all  there  is  little  good  reason  if 
any  for  the  theatre  and  the  church  not 

to  co-operate.  Their  purpose  is  more 
in  common  than  is  at  first  supposed. 

The  church  serves  as  a   place  of  wor- 

ship. Worship  is  necessary  to  manv 
people  that  they  may  commune  with  God 
and  thus  receive  spiritual  strength  with 
which  to  live  with  virtue. 

The  theatre  serves  as  a   place  of  recre- 
ation for  people  that  they  may  receive 

rnental  and  physical  freedom  from  fa- 

tigue. They  seek  freedom  from  fatigue 
that  they  may  be  stronger  and  abler  to live  happily. 

But  the  aim  of  virtue  is  largely  happi- 

ness. _   The  theatre  seeks  to  breed  happi- 
ness in  one  way  while  the  church  seeks 

to  do  it  in  another.  Both  have  a   com- 
mon goal. 

YOU  MAY  LAUGH  AT  A   KING 

Once  it  was  custom  to  bow  to  kings. 
People  held  the  thought  of  the  royal 

family  in  a   curious  reverence.  One  king 
began  the  legend  that  he  ruled  by  divine 
right.  He  put  a   halo  on  his  own  head. 

Even  King  John  of  England,  the  man 

who  caused  the  creation  of  the  Magna 
t   barter,  tried  to  rule  after  the  fashion 
of  a   superman.  But  John,  incidentally, 
lost  his  head. 

But  now  people  smile  at  kings;  some even  laugh. 

Once  the  theatre  was  a   place  where 
the  actors  were  regarded  as  men  too 
worthless  to  work.  Now  it  is  a   place 
where  the  actors  are  regarded  as  artists 
of  the  ultimate  degree.  A   Barrymore 
comes  to  town.  Admirers  turn  out  as 
if  he  were  a   president,  yes,  a   king.  The 
theatre  has  brought  its  own  prestige  to  a 
high  place  by  the  worthiness  of  its  ideals 
and  the  benefits  of  its  service  to  man- 
kind. 
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declared  “physically  unfit  for  service”  in the  Gvil  War  has  just  passed  his  104th 
birthday.  Them  wuz  the  times  when  men 
wuz  men. ♦   ♦   * 

Charles  E.  Erbstein,  the  noted  lawyer 
has  returned  from  Europe  with  a   valet  and 
four  Dresden  Doll  housemaids  which 
ought  to  fill  his  quota  under  the  immigra- tion act. *   *   * 

SPRING  POEM 

(April  1) 

My  bloomin'  lyre’s  busted 
Ice  hangs  from  its  frame 
I   still  can  sing 
An  ode  to  spring 

But  it  don’t  sound  quite  the  same. *   ♦   ♦ 

All  prohibition  agents  are  to  be  put  under 

civil  service.  Well,  we’re  glad  there's  some 
hope  of  them  being  civil  at  least. 

*   *   ♦ 

The  Germans  are  looking  to  some  one 
to  invent  an  engine  that  will  burn  a   crude 
oil  which  is  plentiful  in  that  country;  in 
other  words,  sew  a   pair  of  pants  on  this 
button. 

«   *   « 

Athletic  Training  School 

Trainer  Signed  by  Roach 

Reger  Cornell,  athletic  trainer  and  swim- 
ing  expert  on  the  Pacific  coast,  has  been 
engaged  by  Hal  Roach  as  an  instructor  Lr 
a   special  athletic  training  school  which  the 

Pathe  producer  has  instituted  at  his  West 
Coast  studios. 

Cornell  has  been  established  in  an  office 

in  the  Roach  studios  and  is  supervising 
the  athletic  work  of  all  the  Hal  Roach 

players,  in  addition  to  giving  special  swim- 
ming instruction.  The  training  class  is  in 

session  from  2:30  p.  m.  to  5:30,  and  is  at- 
tended by  a   constant  succession  of  popular students. 

Doubles 

Prehistoric 
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By  F.  O.  SLENKER 

Some  time  ago  I   submitted  a   photo  of  a   theatre  front  on  a   Fir
st  National 

picture,  “The  Live  Wire.”  Under  separate  cover  I   am  mailing  you  photo 

of  front  used  on  latest  Johnny  Hines  feature,  “Rainbow  Rile
y.” 

For  this  latter  feature  I   have  again 

made  use  of  the  compo-board  false 

front,  changing  the  circus  atmosphere  of 

“Live  Wire”  display  to  comply  with  the 
new  title. 

Booked 

The  rainbow  effect,  as  you  will  note 

from  photo,  has  been  carried  out  on  both 

the  front  proper  and  back  drop.  Power- 

ful lights  with  color  hoods  were  used  to 

help  carry  out  the  rainbow  effect. 

The  cut-out,  the  center  of  the  display, 

was  enlarged  about  six  times  by  our  sign 
writer  from  a   one  sheet  poster. 

The  “kick”  of  the  display  lies  in  the 

fact  that  the  mule  was  animated  so  as 

to  kick.  The  hind  quarters  of  the  mule 

are  divided  just  back  of  the  golf  bag. 

This  section  of  the  mule  was  mounted^  on 

pivot.  The  rod  which  was  placed  just 

back  of  the  mule’s  front  legs,  was  at- 

tached, one  end  to  eccentric  on  motor 

and  the  other  end  to  the  hind  quarters  of 

the  mule.  The  eccentric  raising  and  low- 

ering the  rod  produced  the  kicking  effect. 

This  front  was  a   genuine  box  office 

magnet  and  the  whole  front  completely 
changed  cost  us  about  $15. 

Trust  you  may  find  this  of  sufficient 

interest  to  pass  along  to  your  readers. 

F.  O.  Slenker  of  Spencer  theatre,  Rock  Island,  III.  found  good
  use  for 

compo  board  when  he  arranged  a   theatre  front  for  First  Nation
al  s   Rambow 

Riley.” 

Slenker’s  Mule  Puts  “Kick” 

in  F.  N.  Film’s  Exploitation 
Rock  Island  Exhibitor  Revises  ''Live  Wire''  Theatre  Front  to  Suit 

''Rainboz^f  Riley"  by  Use  of  Compo  Board 

The  Cleveland  Public  Library 

showed  “Sea  Beast”  exhibits  in 

all  its  branches  in  a   tieup  with 

the  Stillman  theatre  which  was 

showing  Warner’s  “The  
Sea 

Beast.” 

Colored  Man  and 

Mule  Good  Exploitation 

Slenker's  idea  has  been  well  worked 

out  and  it  is  well  worth  passing  along. 

It  may  be  practicable  to  devise  a   man 

size  dummy  representing  a   negro  or  for 

accuracy  representing  the  player  appear- 

ing in  the  picture.  Place  the  dummy  on 

the  back  of  the  mule  in  such  a   manner 

that  the  "kicks”  will  get  a   laugh  from  the 

onlookers.  The  figure  could  be  sus- 

pended from  above  with  a   wire  small 

enough  that  it  would  be  unnoticable. 
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Rosenthal  Refuses  to 

Pay  Actors’  Carfare  on 
Weekly  Amateur  Nights 
At  least  one  motion  picture  theatre  in 

Northern  New  York  state,  playing  ama- 

teur nights  along  with  pictures  one  night 

a   week,  is  now  refusing  to  pay  the  car- 
fare of  actors.  Jake  Rosenthal,  owner 

of  the  Rose  in  Troy,  has  decided  not  to 

advance  carfare,  but  has  raised  his  first 

prize  to  ten  dollars,  with  five  dollars  for 

second  prize.  Last  week  Mr.  Rosenthal 

had  no  less  than  sixteen  acts,  together 

with  his  program  of  pictures. 

Payne  Also  Modernizes 
His  Advertising 

(The  following  ad  copy  has  been  sub- 
mitted by  Earl  Hall  Payne  who  used  it  on 

pa7iiphlets  to  advertise  “The  Reckless 
Lady”) 
DID  YOU  ever 
STOP  TO  woedar 
WHY  ANYONE  ahouhl 
EVER  PICK  OU8  o 

JOS  LIKE  mnaieg 

A   MOVIE  theass-e 
WHEN  IT  m«ana 
WORKING  WHEN  everr 
ONE  ELSE  ia  kisviBg 
A   GOOD  time  e^a 
WHEN  IT  meEB* 
AND  FOURTEEN  and 
SOMETIMES  eSgfeseeB 
HOURS  A   day  Sanday 
HOLIDAYS  e©ld  dnye 
AND  DAYS  whets  oM 
MAN  MERCURY  ia  trylttg 
TO  CRAWL  oat  throagh 
THE  TOP  of  the 
THERMOMETER  WELL  listes 

MY  FRIEND  nad  I’M  teU 
YOU  WHY  QBd  thla 
IS  NO  busk  if 
YOU  COULD  chaage 
PLACES  WITH  nte  some 
AFTERNOOrf  WHEN  we 
ENTERTAIN  ANY  where  frosa 
THREE  t® 
FIVE  HUNDRED  lUtle  tosa 
THAT  HAVE  eome  (® 
SEE  THEIR  hero  d® 
KIS  STUFF  ®B  the 
SILVER  SCREEN  cisd  tf 

YOU  COULD  look  aiS 
TEE  EXPRESSION  ob  their 
PRETTY  LITTLE  facea  oed 

FEEL  DOWN  deep  in 
YOUR  HEART  that  you 
WERE  PARTLY  responsible 
FOR  THAT  expressioB 

OF  JOY  yoa’d 
WISH  YOU  were  Is  the 

MOVIE  BUSINESS  to®,  but 

THAT’S  NOT  my  reaaftst 
FOR  WRITING  this  little 

NOTE  SO  liaten  and  I'U 
TELL  YOU  what’s  oa 
MY  MIND,  we  have  a 
PICTURE  COMING,  Wednesday 
MARCH  TWENTY  fourth,  for 

FOUR  DAYS,  ealled 
THE  RECKLESS  lady 
WITH  BELLE  Betsnett 

BEN  LYON  James  Kirk* 
WOOD  CHARLIE  Murray  Lois 
MORAN  AND  Lowell  Sherman 

AND  BELIEVE  m®  it’s 
A   PEACH,  a   story  of 
A   FLING  at  tnilMons, 
MONTE  CARLO,  high  cliffs 
FOR  THOSE  who  lose 
HIGH  STAKES,  the  blue 
MEDITERRANEAN,  AND  red 
RED  WINE  for  those 

WHO  WIN,  told  while 
ROMANCE  STALKS  with 
CLOWNS  AND  fools,  you 
CAN  BET  everything  you 
OWN  ON  the  reokless 

LADY  FOR  splendid  enter. 
TAINMENT  I   think  it’s 
ONE  OF  THE  finest  things 
EVER  MOUNTED  on 
A   STRIP  OF  celluloid 

AND  THAT’S  no  bunk 

either,  but  there’s  no 
USE  WASTING  time  trying 
TO  TELL  you  about  it 
BECAUSE  THERE’S  not  that 
MANY  SUPERLATIVES  In  the 
DICTIONARY  YOU  must  ses  it. 

I   THANK  YOU 
Earle  Hall  Payne 

Kentucky  Theatre 
(Apologies  to  K.  C.  B.) 
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What  Showmen 

Are  Doing  to 
Get  Business 

A   phototype  survey  of  current 

exhibitor  business  effort,  with 

pictures  upon  the  accompany* 

ing  pages. 

GROSS  CONTRIBUTES 

“FIDDLERS”  RULES 

The  Theatre: 
Exhibitors  Herald. 

I   am  enclosing  a   list  of  regulations  gov- 

erning an  “Old  Fiddlers  Contest”  I   thought 
you  may  be  interested  in  publishing  as  a 
benefit  to  exhibitors. 

We  have  run  several  contests  with  great 
success  following  the  general  rules  outlined. 

JACK  GROSS, 

Capitol’s  Cartha.ce  Theatre, 
Carthage,  Mo. 

Y’WELCOME  MR.  MUNSON— 
WRITE  US  MORE  OFTEN 

The  Theatre: 
Exhibitors  Herald. 

Thank  you  for  covering  my  questions 
contained  in  my  recent  letter  to  your  de- 

partment, in  the  issue  of  March  27,  which 
I   have  just  finished  reading.  The  ad  re- 

produced very  well  on  page  55,  and  I   shall 

use  your  suggestion  of  making  the  heading 
smaller,  allowing  for  more  white  space. 

Enclosed  is  copy  of  program  printed  on 

herald,  also  a   “slip”  program  which  we 
use  at  times.  Imitation  money  was  dis- 

tributed over  town  on  “Drusilla  With  A 

Million.” 
With  kind  regards  and  thanking  you  for 

your  friendly  interest, 
CLARK  MUNSON, 

The  Robey  Theatres, 

Spencer,  W.  Va. 

Indianapolis  News  Aids 
“Barrier”  Exploitation 

A   ballyhoo  on  the  streets  and  window 

displays  were  the  basis  of  an  exploitation 
campaign  put  on  by  Manager  Koch  of  the 

Ohio  theatre,  Indianapolis,  when  the  Metro- 

Goldwyn-Mayer  picture,  “Tlie  Barrier,” 
played  there. 

The  street  ballyhoo  -was  a   cheap  but  an 
effective  one.  A   battered  old  Ford  was 

loaded  down  with  all  sorts  of  mining  im- 
plements, and  a   man  made  up  as  a   miner 

with  an  Indian  at  his  side  sat  on  the  front 

seat.  Two  banners  on  the  side  of  the  car 

read,  “All  the  way  from  Alaska  to  see  ‘The 
Barrier’  at  the  Ohio  theatre.” 

This  aroused  talk  and  amusement  and 

aided  the  picture  materially  in  running  up 

a   fine  box-office  average. 

A   window  display  also  helped  the  film 
to  crowd  them  into  the  theatre.  This  was 

with  the  Ayers  department  store,  which 
gave  the  theatre  one  of  its  best  windows 

tor  a   display  of  scene  stills  from  the  pic- 

ture tied  up  to  Rex  Beach’s  novel. 
An  arrangement  was  made  with  the 

Exhibitors  House  Organ  Exchange 
Entry  of  name  ia  this  list  signifies  willingness  to  exchange  theatre  publications 

with  other  theatre  publishers  for  mutual  benefit. 

IIAIR,  E.  E.,  Palis  theatre,  Cuyahoga  Falla,  O. 
BENDER,  A.  R.,  Olimpia,  Clevetand,  Okla. 

BENTLEY.  FLOYD  E.,  Keieo  Amuasment  Co., 
Kelao,  Wnah. 

BROWNELL,  OSSIE,  Carthage  theatrea,  Clovera. 
vSlie,  N.  Y. 

BROWNING,  HARRY,  Olimpia,  New  Bavea, 
Coein. 

BUBERT,  E.  H.,  MeiropaSiian,  Morgemtows, 
W.  Va. 

BURNS,  FRANK  H.,  Orlando  EaiorprJaea,  Or. 
iasda,  Fla. 

CHRISTENSEN,  C.  R.,  Twin  City,  ChehaUa, 
Waah. 

COX,  ED.  F.,  Friaeess,  Bristol,  Colo. 

DALEY,  THOMAS  S.,  Sfihico  Atnuaetneat  Co., 
GloveravStie,  N.  Y. 

EVELAND,  EARLE,  Twin  City  Opera  Houao, 
MeCoQtielsviUe,  O, 

FAWKS,  E.  L.,  Photo  Phoce,  Graford,  To*. 
GARDNER,  HUGH  T.,  Orpheum,  Neosho,  Mo. 
GAULT,  3-  C.,  American,  Oaklaad,  Col. 
GILL,  H.  A.  Strand,  Honey  Grove,  Tex. 

GLASER,  WILL  J.,  Grand,  Faribatilt,  Minn. 
HAMBURGER,  F,  M.,  Circle,  Portland,  Ore. 
HARLEY.  ALON2A,  Voleaiiae,  Deaa  Ohio. 

JUDD,  FORREST  E.,  Proapoct,  Kansas  City,  Mo. 
KOBLEN,  M..  Scout.  Oakdale,  La. 
KRAMER,  LOUIS  P.,  Lubllner  &   Trin*  The- 

atres. 

Inc.,  307  North  Michigan  Ave.,  Chicago, 
LITTLE,  T.  L.,  Mojesile,  Comden,  S.  C. 
LUKACHIE,  A.  J.,  Hauber.  Camden.  Ark. 
MacLEOD,  M.,  Wolverine,  Saginaw,  Mich. 
MASSEY,  EARL  D.,  Texos.  Killeen,  Tex. 
MILLER,  CARL  F.,  Miller  theatre,  Fremi; 

Ohio. 

MOCK,  CARL  F.,  S6th  Street,  Pltiladelphia,  Pa. 

MOSS,  EDGAR  A.,  Marion  Theatre  News,  Glass 
Black,  Marion,  Ind. 

MURPHY,  HAROLD  S.,  Woodlnwn,  Cbiecgo. 

NICHOLS,  DON,  Durham  Amnsocaoiat  Company, 
Durham,  N.  C. 

O’ROURKE,  JACK,  Laurel,  Laurel  Springs,  N.  J. 
OLSON,  H.  G.,  Msjeatie  theatre,  Reedsbnrg, 

OSTENBERC,  J.  H.,  Orpheum,  ScottahlnlT,  Neb. 
PAYNE,  EARLE  HALL,  Kensaeky,  Lerington 

.   Kuaaky  Theatrical  Ent., PIERCE,  HOWARD  O., 
Detroit.  Mich. 

POPE,  CLEM.  T.  &   D..  Oakland,  Col. 
RANDALL,  E.  H.,  Liberty,  Condon,  Ore. 

RIVERS.  EDWIN  B.,  1728  South  Moin  street, 
Royal  Thootre,  Los  Anenlea,  Cei. 

SACHS,  S.  M.,  Masonic,  Clifton  Forge,  Va. 
SCHWIE,  F.  F..  Duluth.  Duluth.  Minn. 

SHARPE,  PHILIP  B.,  Strand  Theatre  Publishing 
Co.,  Portland,  Me. 

SNYDER,  E.  A.,  Rtalto-VIrginSa,  Chompaign,  III. 
SOLOMON,  H..  Strand,  McComb.  Miss. 
SORG,  J.  H.,  Jefferson,  Fort  Wayne,  Ind. 
STIEFEL,  S.,  Roxboro,  Philadelphia,  Pn. 
STILES,  J.  R.,  The  Dalles  Amusement  Go., 

The  Dalles.  Ore. 

WALLACE,  H.  JIM,  Lincoln 
111. 

WEINBERG,  !.,  New  and  Lyric,  Lexington,  Va. 
WHEELER,  ED  A.,  Ohio,  Cleveland,  O. 
WHITBEGK,  FRANK,  West  Coast  Theatres,  !ne., 

134  Leavenworth  St.,  San  Froneiseo,  CcI. 
WILSON,  T.  S..  Soolyo,  Abilene,  Ken. 
WOODWARD,  KENNETH  V.,  Penn-Slate  Amnse- 

nsent  Co.,  Uniontown,  Pa. 

1 

I   (Exh
ibitor) 
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!   (City)  .... Slate. 
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Indianapolis  News  to  place  art  tieup  cards 
and  distribute  1,000  heralds  through  ten  of 
their  branches,  in  this  way  covering  all  of 
the  city  and  reaching  people  that  could  not 
be  gotten  at,  in  any  other  way. 
“The  Barrier”  was  adapted  to  the  screen 

by  Harvey  Gates,  and  is  a   George  Hill 
production  directed  by  him.  Norman 
Kerry,  Henry  B.  Walthall,  Lionel  Barry- 

more, and  Marceline  Day  are  the  featured 
players,  and  the  cast  includes  Bert  Wood- 

ruff, Geo.  Cooper,  Pat  Harmon,  Eleanor 
Lawson,  Princess  Neola,  Mario  Carillo  and Shannon  Day. 

“DeviFs  Circus”  Tied  Up 
with  Department  Store 

The  Tower  theatre  of  St.  Paul,  Minn., 

tied  up  with  Macey’s  department  store to  run  a   fashion  reviev/  during  the  show- 
ing of  the  Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer  pic- 

ture, "The  Devil’s  Circus,”  starring Norma  Shearer,  and  this  stunt  helped  to 
pay  for  the  large  newspaper  advertise- 

ments taken  out  for  this  splendid  feature. 
The  style  show  was  in  itself  an  elab- 

orate affair.  Twenty  living  models  dis- 
played the  various  spring  garments 

offered  for  sale  by  the  department  store 
on  the  stage  of  the  theatre,  and  in  the 

ballroom  owned  by  the  Tower  Amuse- ment Company. 

This  added  attraction  helped  to  put 
the  picture  over  to  a   big  attendance. 

A   stunt  and  a   ballyhoo  were  sufficient 

exploitation  to  put  “The  Devil’s  (Circus" 
over  to  exceptionally  fine  business  in  the 
American  theatre  of  Colorado  Springs, 

Colo.,  against  strong  opposition  from  a 
musical  comedy  playing  concurrently 
with  the  feature  at  another  theatre. 

_An  invitation  was  extended  to  those 
girls  of  the  high  school  who  still  retained 
their  long  hair  to  be  the  guests  of  the 
rnanagement.  The  long  hair  gag  being 

tied  up  to  the  fact  that  Norma  Shearer 
is  one  of  the  few  actresses  who  retain 

their  long  locks.  The  stunt  got  quite 
a   bit  of  free  publicity — and  many  a   good laugh. 

A   man  in  clown  costume  walked  the 

streets  and  often  stopped  to  look  at 

window  displays.  His  back  bore  a 

compo  board  circle  which  read,  “See  me 
and  Norma  Shearer  in  ‘The  Devil’s  Cir- 

cus’ at  the  America.” 
Besides  this  three  windov/  tieups  were 

secured,  with  appropriate  still  displays 
of  Norma  Shearer,  and  a   trailer  was  run 
for  four  days  before  the  opening. 

It  was  a   neat  little  campaign  conducted 

by  M-G-M  Exploiteer  Hal  Elias  and  J.  E. 
Tompkins,  manager  of  the  theatre,  and 
it  brought  in  a   neat  little  sum  into  the 
box-office. 

“Patriots  Week”  Recalls 

U.  S,  Birthday — Fox 
Exploitation  Tieup 

To  assist  exhibitors  to  take  advantage  of 
the  150th  anniversary  of  the  founding  of 

the  republic  of  the  United  States,  the  Chi- 

cago office  of  Fox  Corporation  sent  a   let- 

ter _   calling  attention  to  the  fact  that  the 
period  between  February  12  and  February 

22  was  “Patriot's  week.” 
The  letter  contained  practical  suggestions 

for  tying  up  with  schools  and  other  local 
patriotic  organizations  during  that  week. 

Naturally,  most  of  the  suggestions  were 

practical  exploitation  hints  on  “The  Iron 

Horse,”  “As  No  Man  Has  Loved,”  “Havoc" 
and  “The  Golden  Strain,”  and  called  at- 

tention to  the  fact  that  these  pictures  had 

patriotic  angles  that  would  lend  themselves 

easily  to  local  exploitation. 
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This  depsrtment  contains  news,  information  and  gossip  on  current  productions.  It  aims  to  supply a   service  which  will  assist  the  exhibitor  in  keeping  in  touch  with  developments  i
n  connection  with 

pictures  and  picture  personalities — and  what  these  a   re  doing  at  the  box  olBce.
  No  prophecies  on  tee 

entertainment  value  of  pictures  are  made.  Opinions  expressed  are  simply 

his  contributors  and  the  reader  is  requested  to  consider  them  only  as  suc
h. — iLiJIIUKi*  NUitL. 

Twice  Each  Year  the  World  is told  facts  about  pictures  and  this 
issue  marks  the  first  telling  for  1926. 

If  you  care  to  know  what  pictures 

are  good  and  bad,  turn  to  Section  II 

of  this  paper  and  read  about  them. 

What  you  learn  about  them  there  is 

more  than  you  ever  will  learn  else- 
where. 

The  Box  Office  Record  is  a   well- 
named  volume.  The  box  office  record 

of  motion  pictures  is  what  it  con- 
tains. That  record  is  written  in  the- 

atre ledgers  throughout  the  world.  It 
is  written  somewhat  differently  on  the 

books  of  the  film  concerns.  You  can- 
not examine  all  the  theatre  ledgers  and 

it  is  unlikely  that  you  have  access  to 

the  books  of  veiy  many  film  com- 
panies, but  exhibitors  participating  in 

the  most  unselfish  mutual  welfare  en- 
terprise known  to  modern  business 

make  it  possible  for  you  to  get  the 
facts  in  plain  words  more  helpfully 
informative  than  any  figures. 

It  would  be  a   difficult  job  to  count 
the  individual  box  office  reports  which 
are  combined  in  the  Box  Office 

Record.  Each  weekly  issue  of  the 
Herald  contains  from  400  to  700  of 

them,  averaging  about  500.  Semi-an- 

nually these  are  assembled  and  set  be- 
fore readers  in  conveniently  accessible 

form.  There  is  no  appeal  from  the 
testimony  presented. 

For  those  who  are  concerned  with 

the  booking  of  profitable  pictures  for 
next  week  and  next  month  the  Recoss 

is  invaluable,  of  course.  That  is 
shown  by  the  immediate  influence  of 
each  published  issue  upon  bookings, 

as  subsequently  upon  box  office  re- 
ceipts and  general  tenor  of  the  busi- 
ness. For  those  not  concerned  with 

this  vital  aspect  of  the  Record,  there 
are  other  beneficial  uses  for  the  vol- 

ume : 

No  producer  of  pictures  can  read 
the  Record  v/ithout  getting  a   better 

idea  as  to  what’s  right  and  what’s 
wrong  with  his  product. 

No  director  can  study  the  columns 
of  the  Record  without  becoming  a 
better  director. 

No  player  can  read  the  Record 
without  learning  things  about  his 
work,  and  the  work  of  others,  which 

raake  him  immediately  a   more  intelli- 
gent and  so  a   better  actor. 

Concerning: 
The  Box  Office  Record 

IVIemory  Lane 
Universal  Announces 

School  for  Caption  Writers 
A   Social  Celebrity 

Dog  Shy 
Morals  for  Men 

No  individual  concerned  with  the 

picture  industry  in  any  of  its  branches 

can  read  the  Record  without  learn- 

ing more  about  the  great  picture  pub- 

lic, the  largest  and  most  representa- 
tive segment  of  humanity,  than  he  has 

known  before. 

These  are  generalities.  They  un- 
derstate the  importance  of  the  Box 

Office  Record.  Only  by  reading  it 

can  the  individual  comprehend  its 
value  to  himself.  Multiplying  that  by 

the  number  of  individuals  in  the  mo- 

tion picture  business,  one  arrives  at  a 

conception  of  the  book’s  value  to  the 

industry  and,  directly  through  the  in- 
dustry, to  the  world. 

*   *   * 

IF  You  Want  to  Know  the  Busi- ness facts  about  “Memory  Lane,” 
in  the  telling  of  which  exhibitors  have 

told  most  of  the  other  important  facts 

as  well,  turn  to  the  Box  Office  Rec- 
ord. If  you  care  merely  to  know  what 

I   think  of  it,  read  on: 

“Memory  Lane”  is  a   John  M.  Stahl 

production.  Among  exhibitors  that  is 

almost  enough  reason  for  its  being. 

Mr.  Stahl’s  pictures  are  very  much 

unlike  others.  He  has  a   technique  pe- 

culiarly his  own  and  he  departs  at 

will  from  the  accepted  order  of  things- 

to-do  in  picture  making.  Yet  down 

the  years  exhibitors  hail  his  succes- 
sive and  too  few  pictures,^  put  them 

upon  their  screens  with  their  endorse- ments and  write  to  this  paper  about 

the  successful  results  of  their  show- 

In  “Memory  Lane”  Mr.  Stahl  tells 

a   story  that  doesn’t  seem  to  be  a 

story  at  all.  It’s  just  a   little  tale  about 

three  young  folks,  two  of  whom  mar- 

ry, and  what  they  thought  in  the  be- 

ginning and  in  the  end.  Conrad 

Nagel,  Eleanor  Boardman  and  Wil- 

liam Haines  are  the  three  young 

folks.  Perhaps  they  should  be  named 
in  different  order,  for  Mr.  Haines  gets 

in  his  first  important  work  here  so  far 
as  I’m  concerned,  but  they  are  so  even- 

ly matched  and  so  uniformly  good  in 

their  performance  that  one  order 
serves  as  well  as  another. 

As  stated  above,  the  story  is  mainly 
about  what  the  three  young  people 

thought.  It  is  notoriously  difficult  to 
picturize  thoughts.  Here  that  thing  is 
accomplished,  I   think,  as  it  may  be 
accomplished  more  or  less  generally 

in  some  future  day  of  practically  per- 

fect pictures.  Credit  may  be  due  di- 
rector or  performers,  but  there  is 

enough  for  all. 
Producers  who  haunt  the  literary 

highways  and  byways  for  things  to 

make  pictures  of  should  take  at  least 

two  good  long  looks  at  “Memory Lane.”  They  will  find  no  wrecks, 
tornadoes,  landslides,  not  even  a   good 

scrap,  but  they  will  find  a   better  pic- 
ture than  can  be  made  of  these  in  all 

their  complex  combinations.  If  they 

will  go,  then,  and  make  pictures  about 
the  reasons  people  do  things,  using 

the  things  they  do  only  incidentally, 

there’ll  be  more  reasons  for  folks  go- 

ing to  the  picture  theatres  and  more folks  going. 

*   *   # 

HAVE  Just  Finished  Reading  An elaborate  brochure  produced  by 

Mr.  George  Brown,  advertising  man- 

ager of  Universal  Pictures  Corpora- 

tion, in  announcement  of  that  con- 

cern’s 1926-27  product,  the  “Greater 
Movie  List.”  The  brochure  is  not 

merely  elaborate,  although  it  is  cer- 

tainly that;  it  is  a   triumph  in  effi- cient and  informative  display  of 

facts.  Just  as  the  text  of  the  an- nouncement breathes  showmanship, 

so  does  the  manner  of  its  compila- 
tion adhere  to  the  best  principles  of 

that  science. 

It  is  a   big  job  to  tell  the  basic  facts 

about  thirty-two  motion  pictures. 

Mr.  Brown  has  simplified  the  task 

by  making  up  his  announcement  in 
separate  half-sheets  on  heavy  white 

stock  with  highly  colored  pictorial 

matter  on  one  side  and  the  type  pur- 

veying essential  details  on  the  re- verse. Each  of  these  tells  all  about 

a   single  picture,  incidentally  con- 
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stituting  a   very  useful  and  practical 
item  of  lobby  display.  Additional 
sheets  of  this  general  style  convey 
additional  information  about  the 

Universal  policy,  executive  person- 
nel, directors,  stars  and  players.  In 

forty-five  of  these  sheets,  compactly 
confined  in  a   heavy  book  cover  done 

in  pressed  Japanese  tissue,  Mr. 
Brown  has  contrived  one  of  the 

most  convenient  and  serviceable  an- 

nouncement devices  ever  manufac- 
tured. 

It  is  not  my  province  to  tell  you 
about  the  pictures  concerned  in  the 
announcement.  This  information 

will  come  to  you  in  due  time.  But 

I   cannot  pass  the  policy  announce- 

ment page  without  quoting  the  fol- 
lowing: 

“Universal  has  done  it  again.  We 
have  set  our  line-up  for  the  season 
of  1926-27.  It  will  be  called  Uni- 

versal’s Greater  Movie  List.  A 
truly  great  name  for  a   deservingly 
great  group  of  pictures. 

“While  others  are  making  vague 
promises  of  pictures  to  come,  adver- 

tising a   picture  now  and  then,  we 
have  worked  like  beavers — silently 
and  ind.ustriously — every  department 
of  its  wonderful  Universal  organiza- 

tion straining  every  talent  and  abil- 
ity, to  give  you  what  we  honestly 

believe  to  be  the  greatest,  best  bal- 
anced group  of  pictures  with  the  fin- 

est array  of  box-office  stars  and 
casts  and  money-making  exploita- 

tion values  ever  offered  by  any  one 
company. 

“The  Greater  Movie  List  will  be 
sold  on  Universal’s  Golden  Rule 
Contract:  the  squarest,  whitest  and 
straightest  business  agreement  put 

on  paper.” *   *   * 

WHILE  the  business  of  making pictures 
the  business  o 

them  seems  to  get  nowhere, 

producing  organizations  handle  the 

problem  variously,  but  there  is  no  gen- 
eral advancement.  I   have  a   deeply 

rooted  suspicion  that  bad  captions  cost 
the  industry  more  money  than  any 
other  production  fault.  Certainly  they 

destroy  more  pictures  than  bad  direc- 
tion or  acting. 

There  are  a   few  good  caption  writ- 
ers. There  are  not  enough  of  them  to 

write  all  the  captions  for  all  the  pic- 
tures. The  idea  that  some  sort  of 

school  might  be  founded  to  train  cap- 

tion writers  isn’t  especially  good,  but 
it’s  worth  trying.  The  better  way  is 
to  hold  elimination  contests  for  plumb- 

ers, locomotive  engineers  or  Wool- 
worth  clerks  to  cull  out  individuals 

who  possess  an  ear  for  words  and  a 

sense  of  fitness.  It  is  a   simple  mat- 
ter to  teach  them  necessary  rules  of 

grammar,  or  to  hire  copy  readers  to 
punctuate  their  stuff. 

An  ear  for  words  is  the  essential 

mainly  comedy,  and  he’s  one  of  the 
most  effectively  pathetic  figures  the 
screen  has  reflected  in  many  moons. 
There  is  no  reason  why  he  should  go 
back  to  comedy  unless  he  prefers  it. 

Louise  Brooks  is  the  third  person 
in  the  cast.  This  odd  young  person, 
who  worked  with  Ford  Sterling  in 

that  screaming  interlude  of  “The 
American  Venus,”  is  a   positive  quan- 

tity. She  may  become  a   sensational 
success  or  a   sensational  flop,  but  she 
is  not  the  kind  of  player  who  simply 

goes  along.  She’s  a   manicure  girl  in 
this  one,  later  a   night  club  dancer, 

and  she’s  unfailingly  colorful.  I   have 

a   personal  wager  with  another  mem- 
ber of  the  staff  that  she  goes  up  in- 

stead of  dowm,  both  of  us  agreeing 

that  she’s  a   moving  personality  but 
differing  as  to  direction. 

As  I   say,  these  three  people  do  act- 
ing which  is  steadily  entertaining. 

W ere  it  not  for  the  sag  toward  the  fin- 

ish, the  picture  would  be  great  in- stead of  merely  good. 
*   * 

HARLEs  Chase  is  on  Chicago 

screens  again,  in  “Dog  Shy.”  He 
took  the  town  by  storm  with  his 
“Mamma  Behave,”  and  it  ought  not 

to  be  long  now  before  exhibitors  be- 
gin billing  his  comedies  as  they  de- 

serve. 
Mr.  Chase  has  the  comedy  sense. 

Someone  else  may  or  may  not  plot  his 

gags,  but  he  snaps  them  across.  There 
is  the  impression,  too,  that  he  insists 
upon  funny  ones.  At  any  rate,  this 

comedy,  like  the  other  more  recent 
ones  before  it,  is  as  funny  as  two  reels 
of  film  can  be  made  in  99  cases  out 

of  100.  That’s  funny  enough  for  me. 
Jtt  *   Jjs 

onway  Tearle,  Agnes  Ayres 

and  Aiyce  Mills  are  the  three 

principals  in  “Morals  for  Men,” shown  last  week  at  the  Capitol,  Chi- 

cago. They  work  hard  but  are  badly 
bothered  by  lack  of  a   logical  story 

and  presence  of  too  many  wrong  sub- 
titles. Also,  the  Chicago  censors  seem 

to  have  shortened  the  picture  consid- 
erably. 

Mr.  Tearle  doesn’t  get  a   square 
deal  from  the  camera  in  this  picture, 

either.  He  looks  much  older  than 

usual,  as  does  Miss  Ayres,  obviously 

for  lack  of  proper  lighting  and  photog- 
raphy. Miss  Mills  may  or  may  not 

fare  better,  this  being  my  first  glimpse 
of  her. 

The  story’s  an  involved  yarn  about 
the  uphill  climb  of  two  people  who 

start  in  the  gutter,  both  of  them  go- 

ing to  the  top  and  one  of  them  stay- 
ing there.  The  point  of  it  seems  to  be 

that  a   man  can  get  away  with  any- 
thing, whereas  a   woman  can  hope  for 

nothing  better  than  a   chance  to  com- 

mit suicide  in  the  last  reel.  It’s  an 
old  idea  and  has  been  brought  out  bet- 

ter than  this  in  probably  a   hundred 

earlier  productions. — ^T.  O.  Service. 

goes  steadily  forward, 
:   writing  subtitles  for 

Various 

c 

Dolores  Del  Rio,  Lloyd  Hughes,  Alex 
B.  Francis,  and  Clarissa  Selwynne  in 

’’High  Steppers,”  a   First  National.  f 

thing,  simple  common  sense  being  a 
supplemental  requirement.  Just  as 
technical  musical  education  is  wasted 

upon  the  person  who  has  no  ear  for 
music,  so  is  rhetorical  drilling  wasted 

upon  the  person  who  simply  doesn’t 
know  what  sounds  right.  The  tech- 

nically educated  person  may  get  away 
with  a   concerto  after  enough  years,  as 
the  rhetorically  drilled  person  may 

grind  out  a   novel  of  a   sort,  but  the 
individual  with  nature  on  his  side  has 

become  a   genius  meanwhile !   It  is 
these  latter  that  are  needed  for  motion 

pictures. *   *   * 

Adolphe  Menjou,  Chester  Conk- .   lin  and  Louise  Brooks  are  three 

good  reasons  for  “A  Social  Celeb- 
rity.” It  is  splendid  entertainment 

down  to  the  finish,  where  it  looks  as 

if  somebody  blew  a   whistle  and  every- 
body washed  up.  The  big  item  that 

should  have  comprised  the  last  reel 

simply  isn’t  there. 
Mr.  Menjou  is  good  for  four  bits 

of  my  money,  however,  in  much  less 

picture  than  this.  This  time  he’s  a small  town  barber  who  goes  to  the  city 

and  is  persuaded  to  pose  as  a   French 

nobleman.  That  he’s  great  as  the 
latter  is  not  so  surprising  as  that  he’s 
great  as  the  former  would  be  if  any- 

thing he  does  nowadays  could  be  sur- 
prising. But  there’s  no  longer  any news  to  write  about  Menjou. 

Chester  Conklin  is  Menjou’s  father 
in  the  picture,  and  he’s  a   dramatic 
actor!  In  “A  Woman  of  the  World” 
he  was  partially  that,  and  perhaps  it 
is  because  he  was  so  good  in  that  that 
they  gave  him  the  whole  road  in  this. 

He’s  dramatic,  here,  in  a   picture  that’s 
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Storm  scene  in  M-G-M’s  “Tne  Barrier," 
featuring  Lionel  Barrymore,  Norman 

Kerry,  Marcsline  Day,  Henry  B.  Wal- thall. 

The  Barrier 
Distributor:  Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer 
Producer:  Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer 

Length:  6,480  feet 
DIRECTOH   GEORGE  HILL 
Author    Rex  Beach 
Adaptor    Harvey  Gates 

PLAYERS 
Meade  Burrell    Norman  Kerry 
Gale    Henry  Walthall 
Stark  Bennett   Lionel  Barrymore 
Necia    Marceline  Day 
Poleon    Mario  Carillo 
Sergeant  Murphy   George  Cooper 
Alluna    Princess  Neola 
TYPE:  Melodrama, 
THEME:  White  love  of  Indian. 
LOCALE:  Alaska. 
TIME:  Gold  rush  days. 

STORY:  Indian  mother  dies  aboard 
ship  and  her  baby  daughter,  saved  from 
her  brutal  father  by  a   seaman,  is  brought 
up  unaware  of  her  half -Indian  parentage. 
She  learns  the  tinith  when  about  to 

marry  an  American  army  officer  and  de- 
cides to  return  to  her  father.  She  is 

rescued  this  time  by  her  lover  and  he 
marries  her. 

HIGHLIGHTS:  Lionel  Barrymore’s 
acting.  .   .   .   The  storm. 

The  Escape 
Distributor:  Universal 

Producer:  Universal 

Breen,  The  latter,  secret  head  of  band- 
its, plots  stage  robbery.  Johnny,  jailed 

on  freak  charge,  escapes  and  prevents 
the  stage  holdup,  but  the  bandite  rob 
the  bank  and  Breen  is  killed.  Johnny 
marries  Evelyn. 

HIGHLIGHTS:  The  Sight  on  the 
cliS.  .   .   .   Photography  of  mountain  and 

plain. 

The  Blackguard 
Distributor:  Lee-Bradford 

Producer:  Lee-Bradford 

Length:  6,937  feet 
DIRECTOR    GRAHAM  CUTTS 
Author   Raymond  Patton 

PLAYERS 

Princess  Idourska   Jane  Novak 
Michael  Caviol   Walter  Rilla 
Adrian  Levenski  and  Maliol   
  Bernhardt  Goetzke 

Pomponard   Prank  Stanmore 
TYPE;  Melodrama. 
THEME;  Artists  and  love. 
LOCALE:  Russia. 
TIME:  The  Russian  Revolution. 

STORY:  Michael,  a   violinist,  has  vis- 
ions of  a   godlike  creature,  Maliol,  who 

promises  him  fortune  if  he’ll  love  only his  art.  Ke  falls  in  love  with  Princess 

Marie  Idourska.  Michael  finds  the  Revo- 
lution leader  is  his  former  _   teacher, 

Levenski.  They  fight  and  Michael  is 
thrown  into  a   burning  building.  While 

he  is  praying  in  a   church  Marie  kneels 
beside  him,  now  his  love  and  no  longer 

a   princess. HIGHLIGHTS :   Mob  scenes.  .   .   . 

The  Sght.  .   .   .   The  hero’s  escape  from the  Sames. 

Kinograms  No.  S174 
FEENCHMAN  AT  PARIS  HOPES  TO  FLY  TO  U.  S. 
IN  AIRCRAFT  LOOKING  LIKE  BEETLE  AND 

CRANKED  LIKE  AN  AUTOMOBILE. 

Pathe  News  No.  27 

BLAZING  AIR  TRAIL  TO  CHINA — PICTURES  OF 

FLIGHT  ACROSS  ASIA  FROM  MOSCOW, 
LINKING  ANCIENT  CAPITALS. 

Length:  4,500  feet 
DIRECTOR....MELBOURNE  MORANTE 
Author    Frank  Beresford 

PLAYERS 
Johnny  Bowers   Pete  Morrison 
Evelyn  Grant    Barbara  Starr 
Jeremiah  Grant   Frank  Norcross 
Howard  Breen    Bruce  Gordon 
Silas  Peels    E.  S.  Dewey 
Flossie  Lane    Jane  Arden 
Manuel  Estranda   Tex  Young 

TYPE:  Western  melodrama.  _ 
THEME:  Outwitting  crooked  rival lover. 

LOCALE:  The  West. 
TIME;  The  present. 

STORY :   Evelyn  Grant,  daughter  of  the 
bank  owner,  is  loved  by  Johnny  and 

Pathe  News  No.  28 

FFICERS  TRAINING  CORPS  STUDENTS  AT  
AU- 

GUSTA, GA.,  GIVE  PROOF  OF  DARING  TACTICS 

IN  CAVALRY  PRACTICE  TACTICS. * 

International  News  No.  26 
BREAKUP  IN  NORTH  SEA  OFF 

•NABLES  RESCUE  BOAT  TO  REACH  MAROO
NED 

KEEPER  OF  LIGHTHOUSE  AFTER  FOUR
 

MONTHS. * 

International  News  No.  27 

HOUSANDS  OF  EGGS  DiS^RmUTED 
 FREE  TO 

HAPPY  YOUNGSTERS  AT  PETALUMA,  C
AL., 

AS  PART  OF  EASTER  GREETING CEREMONIES. * 

Fox  News  No.  52 

CE  JAM  AND  HIOH  WATER  CAUSE 
 SS, 000.000 

LOSS  at  OIL  CITY.  PA..  CARRYING
  AWAY 

BRIDGE  AND  FLOODING  WIDE  AREA. 

Lionel  Barrymore,  Norman  Kerry,  Mar- 
celine  Day  and  Henry  E.  Walthall  in 

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer’s  “The  Barrier.” 

Ladies  of  Leisure 
Distributor:  Columbia 
Pro  ducer :   C   olumb  ia 

Length:  5,257  feet 
DIRECTOR  ....THOMAS  BUCKINGHAM 
Author    Albert  Lewin 
Cameraman    Dewey  Wrigley 

PLAYERS 

Mamie  Taylor   Elaine  Hammerstein 
Eric  Van  Norden   T.  Roy  Barnes 
Jack  Forrest    Robert  Ellis 
Marian  Forrest   Gertrude  Short 

Wadleigh    Thomas  Ricketts 
Eddie  Lannigan    James  Mason 
Detective    Joseph  W.  Girard 
TYPE:  Drama. 
THEME;  Love  mixup. 
LOCALE;  An  American  city. 
TIME:  The  present. 

STORY:  Mamie,  Marian’s  companion, 
loves  the  latter’s  brother,  Jack.  Marian 
loves  Van  Norden,  wealthy  bachelor. 

Lannigan  threatens  to  expose  Mamie’s past.  She  tries  to  commit  suicide  but  is 
rescued  by  Van  Norden,  who  takes  her 
to  his  home.  Jack  accuses  the  bachelor 
of  disloyalty,  but  Marian  appears  and 
tells  Jack  she  is  the  wife  of  Van  Norden. 
Jack  and  Mamie  marry. 

HIGHLIGHTS:  Scene  where  Lanni- 

gan terriSes  Mamie.  .   .   .   Norden 

preventing  Mamie  from  suicide. 

Other  Womens 
Husbands 

Distributor:  Warner  Brothers 

Producer:  Warner  Brothers 

Length:  Seven  reels 

DIRECTOR   ERLE  C.  KENTON 

Author   E.  T.  Lowe,  Jr. 

Cameraman    Charles  Van  Enger 
PLAYERS 

Lambert    
his  wife   
Harding   

Roxana    

Roxana’s  friend    
Dick’s  chum    

TYPE:  Modern  comedy  drama. 

THEME;  Curing  Husband  of  mfia
tua- 

tioE  for  another. 

Dick 

Kay, 

Jack 

Monte  Blue 
arie  Prevost 

itly  Gordon 
lyllis  Haver 
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New  Picture  Publication  Dates 
A   Week-to-Week  Summary  of  Facts  and  Figures  Pertain- 

ing TO  New  Picture  Product  Offered  the  Theatre  Booker 

Title Producer Distributor Length 

WEEK  OF  JANUARY  2Sth 

Th«  American  Venus Paramount 

79SI 

The  Demon Universal Universal 

4539 

What  Happened  to  Jones 
Universal 

Universal 6726 
Whoa  Love  Grows  Cold F.  B.  O. F.  B.  O. 

6499 
The  Blue  Streak Carlos F.  B.  O. 4858 

WEEK  OF  FEBRUARY  1st 

The  Wanderer Paraatonat Paramount 8173 
Double  Fisted Harry  Webb Raysrt 

5009 
Ibe  Auction  Block 

M-C-M 
M-C-M 

The  Silent  Guardian 
Truort 

Truart 

4S00 

WEEK  OF  FEBRUARY  7th 

The  Road  To  Glory Fox Fox 5600 
The  Grand  Dnchess  and  The Waiter Paramount 

6314 

The  Song  And  Dance  Man Paramount Paramount 6997 

The  Million  Dollar  Handicap 
P-D-C 

P.DC 

6117 
Made  For  Love P-D-C P-D-C 3700 
Under  Western  SkSas Universal 

6452 The  Desperate  Came Universal Universal 

4450 

Ibones’  Torrent 

M-G-M 
M-C-M 6769 

WEEK  OF  FEBRUARY  IStb 

The  Phantom  of  The  Forest Gotham 5750 

Checkered  Flag Giasberg-Kana 

Royal 
6132 

The  Vanishing  American Paramount Paramount 
10063 

Driftin’  Thra 
Charles  B.  Rogers 

Paihe 

4823 
The  Beautifal  Cheat Universal Universal 6S33 

The  Tough  Guv 
F.  B.  O. F.  B.  O. 

5446 

Beyond  the  Rockies 
F.  B.  O. F.  B.  O. 

4902 

WEEK  OF  FEBRUARY  22nd 

The  Johnstown  Flood Fox Fox 6357 

Tom  Mix  in  My  Own  Pal Fox 

Fox 

5126 

Behind  The  Front Paramount Paramount 5555 
Moana Paramount Paramount 6133 

The  Devil’s  Circus 

M-G,M 

Metro-G-M 6750 

Sky  High  Corral 
Universal Universal 

4871 

King  of  the  Turf 
F.  B.  O. F.  B.  O. 

6177 

WEEK  OF  MARCH  1st 

The  Speed  Limit Gotham 

Monte  Carlo 
M-G-M 

M-G-M 

Doncing  Mothers Paramount Paramount 

A   Six  Shootln’  Romance 
Universal 

The  Dixie  Merchant Pox 

Pleasnres  of  the  Rich 

Tiffany 
Tiffany 

Tha  Cohens  and  Kellys 
Universal Universal 

7774 

WEEK  OF  MARCH  8th 

Sea  Horses 

The  Night  Patrol 

Chip  of  The  Flying  U 

The  Bar-C  Mystery 

Paramount 
F.  B.  O. 

Universal 

C.  W.  Patton 

Paramount 
F.  B.  O. 
Universal 
Patho 

6671 

6000 

6596 
4765 

WEEK  OF  MARCH  ISth 

Brooding  Eyes 

Hearts  and  Spangles 

The  New  Klondike 

Blue  Blazes 

Cinsberg-Kann 
Gotham 

Paramount 
Universal 

Banner  Prod. 

Lumas  Field 

Paramount 
Universal 

5760 

6025 
7445 

4659 

WEEK  OF  MARCH  22nd 

Miss  Brewster’s  Millions 
Three  Weeks  in  Purls 

Combat 

Paramount 

Warner 

Paramount 

Paramount 
Woraer 

Universal 

6457 

6050 

6714 

WEEK  OF  MARCH  29th 

Let’s  Get  Morriod Paramount 
Paramount 6800 

WEEK  OF  APRIL  4th 

The  Taxi  Mystery 

Starlight’s  Revenge 
Watch  Your  Wife 

Rustler’s  Ranch 

Ciosherg-Kann 

Harry  Webb 
Universal 
Universal 

Royo!  Picture 
Rcycrt  Piet.  Corp. 

Universal 
Universal 

5018 
5000 

6974 
5230 

WEEK  OF  APRIL  12th 

The  Sign  of  the  Claw 

The  Seventh  Bandit 

Skinner’s  Dress  Suit 

Gotham 

Charles  R.  Rogers 
Universal 

Lumas 

Pathe 
Unlverso] 

6120 

5353 

7025 

WEEK  OF  APRIL  19th 

Desert  Cold ParamonnI 

Border  Sheriff  The Uaiversal Universal 

4440 

Dolorss  Costello  is  starred  with  John 

Harron  in  “Bride  of  the  Storm,”  War- 
ner  Brothers  picture. 

LOCALE  j   An  American  city, 
TIME;  The  present. 
STORY :   Dick  attends  party  of  old  col- 

lege pal,  Jack,  v;hil8  Dick’s  wife  is  out of  town.  Dick  is  smitten  by  Roxana. 

Dick’s  %vife  is  mistaken  for  Roxana  by 
Dick  at  a   masked  ball  and  makes  love 

to  her.  Kay  starts  divorce  at  Jack’s 
suggestion,  Dick  comes  to  his  senses 
and  gives  Jack  a   trouncing. 
HIGHLIGHTS:  Dick’s  efforts  to 

hide  the  diamond  bracelet.  .   .   .   The 
trial.  .   .   .   The  masked  ball. 

Bride  of  the  Storm 
Distributor:  Warner  Brothers 

Producer:  Warner  Brothers 

Length:  Undetermined 
DIRECTOR   J.  STUART  BLACKTON 
Author   James  Francis  Dwyer 
Cameramen   Nick  Musuraca; 

Bill  Adams 
PLAYERS 

Faith  Pitzhugh   Dolores  Costello 
Dick  Wayne   John  Harron 
Hans  Krooni    Otto  Matieson 
Piet  Kroom    Tyrone  Power 
TYPE;  Melodrama. 
THEME;  Greed  and  love. 
LOCALE;  Dutch  West  Indies. 
TIME;  The  present. 

STORY :   Faith,  rescued  from  ship- 
wreck, is  left  at  the  mercy  of  three  keep- 

ers of  a   Dutch  lighthouse.  The  two 
elder  plot  to  marry  her  to  the  idiot  son 
and  get  her  wealth.  Dick,  member  of 
U.  S.  cable  repair  crew,  saves  her. 
HIGHLIGHTS:  Rescue  after  the 

shipwreck.  .   .   .   Dick’s  battle  with  the trio.  .   .   .   The  £re  and  destruction  of 
the  lighthouse. 

ohn  Harron  in  a   scene  from  Warner 

brothers’  “Bride  of  the  Storm.”  Do- 
lores Costello  also  stars. 
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Embassy 

"Spangles”  Scenes  Shot 

Arthur  F.  Back  is  shooting  the  final 

scenes  of  “Spangles,”  circus  play  directed 

by  Frank  O’Connor  and  with  Pat  0   Malley 
and  Marion  Nixon  heading  the  cast. 

Fox 

Tivo  Finished,  Thirteen  Starting 

“30  Below  Zero"  and  “3  Bad  Men”  have 

been  completed.  “Fig  Leaves”  and  “Dead 
Man’s  Gold”  are  in  production.  Among 

others  to  start  within  a   month:  “What 

Price  Glory,”  “The  Pelican,”  “Going 

Crooked,”  “The  Family  Upstairs,”  “Pigs/; 
■'The  Keturn  of  Peter  Gnmm,”  “The  Lily, 
“The  Devil’s  Master,”  “Dangers  of  a   Great 
City”  “Pals  in  Paradise.” 

Mix  and  Jones  Pictures  Chosen 

Buck  Jones  will  start  “Dark  Rosaleen” when  he  returns  from  Europe.  Tom  Mix 

is  making  “Dead  Man’s  Gold.”  Mix’s  next 
will  be  “High  Society”  and  “The_  Silk  Hat 
Cowboy”  will  follow.  Jones’  will  star  in 
“Desert  Valley”  and  Charles  Darnton  is 

working  on  a   history  of  Kit  Carson  to  fol- low that. 

Sipperly  in  "S-Cylinder  BuIP* 

Ralph  Sipperly,  stage  actor,  is  an  auto 

salesman  in  “Eight  Cylinder  Bull,”  Im- perial comedy. 

Willard  Louis  Plays  Race  Role 

Willard  Louis  has  been  chosen  for  the 

role  of  Martin  Finch,  turfman,  in  “The 
Shamrock  Handicap.” 

Another  "Helen  and  Warren”  Begins 

“The  Family  Picnic,”  eighth  of  the 
“Helen  and  Warren”  series,  has  started 
under  Albert  Ray’s  direction  and  Hallam 
Cooley  and  Kathr5'n  Perry  again  in  the 
leads. 

F.  B.  O. 

Clergyman  Givers  Aivard 

Rev.  N.  L.  G.  Anderson,  a   needy  pastor 
on  a   small  farm  five  miles  from  Anacostia, 

D.  C,  won  second  award  in  “The  Stroke 
of  Three”  contest.  Anderson’s  title,  was 
“Through  Dust  to  Destiny.” 

Gotham 

"Flying  High”  Released  Next 
William  Fairbanks’  next  Gotham  will  be 

“Flying  High,”  an  airplane  picture  based 
on  William  Henry  Cook’s  “The  Watchman 
in  the  Sky.” 

Gertrude  Short  in  "Featurettes” 
Gertrude  Short,  recently  placed  under 

contract,  will  have  the  principal  feminine 

role  in  a   new  series  of  “featurettes”  based 
on  the  H.  C.  WiUver  stories. 

"Nutty  Novelties”  Scheduled 
Charley  Bowers  will  play  the  leading 

comedy  role  in  12  pictures  in  "Nutty  Nov- 
elties” series. 

26  "Krazy  Katd*  to  Be  Issued 

Twenty-six  of  Bill  Nolan’s  “Krazy  Kat” 
cartoons  will  be  distributed  by  F.  B.  O. 

Two  Series  of  Witwers  Coming 

Two  series,  each  including  an  even  dozen 
two-reel  features,  will  be  released  in  the 

coming  season,  all  made  from  H.  C.  Wit- wer  stories.  The  first  series  will  be  called 

“Bill  Grimm’s  Progress”  and  will  be  based 
on  short  stories  in  Collier’s.  The  second 

series  will  have  the  general  title  “Wise- crackers”  and  will  be  from  stories  in  the 
Cosmopolitan. 

Associated  Exhibitors 

"Lord  Hokum”  Is  Chosen  Title 

Samuel  S.  Hutchinson  has  chosen  “Lord 
Hokum”  as  the  title  for  the  comedy  Ed- 

ward Everett  Horton  is  now  making.  Hor- 
ton’s first  was  "The  Nutcracker.”  Doro- 

thy Devore  has  the  feminine  lead  in  “Lord 

Hokum.” Cast  for  Bill  Cody  Picked 
Florence  Ulrich  will  play  opposite  Bill 

Cody  in  “The  Galloping  Cowboy,”  his  first for  Associated.  Others  in  the  cast  are 
Edmund  Cobb,  Alex  Hart,  Barney  Gilmore, 
Richard  Cummings  and  David  Dunbar. 
William  J.  Craft  will  direct. 

First  National 

“Sinners  in  Paradise”  Next 
“Sinners  in  Paradise”  will  be  the  next 

production  of  June  Mathis,  according  to 

John  McCormick,  general  manager  of  units 

in  the  West.  It  is  an  adaptation  of  "Naz- 
areth,” a   novel  by  Clarence  Buddington 

Kelland.  Miss  Mathis  and  her  director- 

husband,  Balboni,  have  returned  to  Holly- wood. 

Rogell  Gets  Bucking  Horse 

A1  Rogell,  who  recently  returned  from 

location  on  “Flashing  Heels”  at 
Pine,  brought  a   new  bucking  horse  which 
he  has  named  Angel.  He  will  use  him  in 

an  eligibility  test  for  riders  ambitious  to 

join  the  unit  which  Rogell  will  direct  for Charles  R.  Rogers. 

May  McAvoy  Returns  West 

May  McAvoy  has  returned  to  Hollywood 
from  the  East  where  she  was  playing  the 

leading  role  in  “The  Savage.” 

Eight  Pictures  in  Production 

Eight  pictures  in  production  are  “E
lla 

Cinders,”  "The  Wise  Guy,”  “Sweet  Dad- 

dies” “Into  Her  Kingdom,”  ‘Ransons 

Folly,”  “Miss  Nobody,”  “Puppets,”  and 
“The  Brown  Derby.” 

Stars  Signed  for  Big  Pictures 

Dorothy  Devore  has  been  chosen  leading 

woman  for  “Senor  Dare-Devil,”  first 

super-Westem  to  be  made  by  Charles  R. 

Rogers.  Lloyd  Hughes  and  Mary  Astor 

will  play  the  leads  in  B.  _P.  Finemans  first 

picture  under  the  tentative  title  of  For- 

ever After.” 
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer 

Scouts  Out  for  “The  Trail  of  *98” Location  scouts  have  gone  North 

Hollywood  seeking  locations  for  The 

Trail  of  ’98.”  epic  of  the  Klondike  gold 

rush,  which  Clarence  Brown  will  direct. 

Benjamin  Glazer  has  finished  the  continu- 
ity of  the  Robert  W.  Service  novel. 

H.  B.  Warner  in  "The  Temptress” 
H.  B.  Warner  has  been  signed  by  Irv- 

ing G.  Thalberg  for  "The  Temptress,” Cosmopolitan  production,  with  Greta  Garbo 
and  Antonio  Moreno.  Production  has  just 
started. 

Mae  Murray  Vehicle  Selected 

Mae  Murray’s  first  starring  vehicle  under 
her  M-G-M  contract  will  be  “Altars  of 
Desire,”  a   Maria  Thompson  Davis  story. 

"Flaming  Forest”  Prepared 

Waldemar  Young  has  completed  the  con- 

tinuity for  “The  Flaming  Forest,”  Cosmo- 
politan picture  which  will  be  Reginald 

Barker’s  first  since  his  return. 

Four  Productions  Start 

Four  pictures  which  have  just  gone  into 

production  are  “Paris,”  “In  Praise  of 

James  Carabine,”  “The  Boy  Friend”  and “The  Heart  Breaker.” 

Pro-Dis-Co 

Hotvard  to  Direct  "Gigolo” William  K.  Howard  has  been  chosen  by 

Cecil  B.  DeMille  to  direct  Edna  Ferber’s 
prizewinning  story,  "Gigolo”  (The  Dancing 
Man),  Rod  La  RocQue,  whom  Howard 
has  directed  in  two  stories  for  DeMille, 

will  play  the  lead.  Howard  just  completed 
"Bachelor's  Brides”  at  the  Culver  City 

plant. 
"Up  in  MabeVs  Room”  Made  Special 

“The  Champion  Lover,”  third  Christie, 
has  been  postponed  in  order  to  accommodate 

the  release  of  “Up  in  Mabel’s  Room,  ’ 

special,  which  will  be  sold  separately  im- 
mediately upon  completion.  Harrison  Ford 

is  playing  the  leading  role  opposite  Marie 
Prevost  through  arrangement  with  Famous. 

“Sea  Wolf’  Will  Be  Released 

A   contract  has  been  closed  for  release 

of  “The  Sea  Wolf,”  from  the  Jack  I^ndon 

story,  produced  under  the  direction  of 

Ralph  Ince,  who  also  plays  the  leading  role. 

"Sunny  Ducrow”  Continuity  Finished 

Jack  Jevne  has  completed  the  continuity 

of  “Sunny  Ducrow,”  which  is  to  star  Vera 
Reynolds  at  the  DeMille  studio. 

"Clinging  Vine”  Begins  Soon 

Director  Paul  Sloane  is  ready  to  begin 

production  of  “The  Clinging  Vine,”  Leat- 
rice  Joy's  next  picture. 

Warner  Brothers 
Beaudine  Turns  Author 

William  Beaudine,  Warner  Brothers  di- 

rector, is  writing  for  publication  in  a   na- 
tional magazine  “The  Science  of  Motion 

Picture  Direction.” “Sec  Beast”  Drawing  Praise 

"The  Sea  Beast,”  starring  John  Barry- 

more, continues  to  draw  praise  from  news- 

papers. 

"Reveillon”  Gets  Under  Way 

Ernst  Lubitsch  has  begun  photography 

of  “Reveillon,"  temporary  title,  from  the 
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Beautiful  Talent  in  Fox  Productions 

Right:  Bar- bara L   ud  dy 

was  signed  a 
few  weeks  ago 

by  production 
officials  to  ap- 

pear in  Fox 

p   r   o   d   u   c   - tions  for  the 
next  three 

years. 

Left:  Olive 
Borden  is  a 

young  Fox 
player  who 
appears  in  an 
important  part 

in  the  produc- 
tion by  How- ard Hawks, 

“Fig  Leaves." 

Meilhac  and  Halvey  farce.  Patsy  Ruth 
Miller  and  Monte  Blue  have  the  leading 
roles. 

Circulation  Smnt  Aids  “Sea  Beast" 

A   harpoon  contest  was  launched  in  a 
tieup  between  the  Philadelphia  Daily  News 
and  the  Stanton  theatre  for  the  showng 

of  ‘The  Sea  Beast.” 

Drug  Store  Chain  Tieup  Effected 

Every  clerk  in  the  Owl  drug  stores  of 
San  Francisco  wore  a   ribbon  ballyhooing  a 

"Syd  Chaplin  nut  sundae”  in  connection 
with  the  showing  of  “Oh!  What  a   Nurse” at  the  Pantages. 

Paramount 

Allan  Divan  Editing  “Padlockedl* 
Allan  Dwan,  director,  is  completing  the 

cutting  and  editing  of  “Padlocked,”  in which  Lois  Moran  has  the  leading  role. 

Dozen  Pictures  in  Production 

Among  the  dozen  or  more  productions 

now  in  work  are  "Beau  Geste,”  "Old  Iron- 
sides,” “Good  and  Naughty,”  “Wet  Paint,” 

"Born  to  the  West,”  "The  Rainmaker,” 
‘The  Sorrows  of  Satan,”  “Take  a   Chance," 
“It’s  the  Old  Army  Game,”  “The  Palm 
Beach  Girl”  and  “Fine  Manners.” 

Johnnie  Walker  in  “Old  Ironsides” 
Johnnie  Walker  is  playing  the  role  of 

Stephen  Decatur  in  “Old  Ironsides,”  being 
directed  by  James  Cruze. 

Wells  Root  Signed 

Wells  Root  has  been  engaged  to  write  an 
original  for  Richard  Dix  which  will  follow 

“Take  a   Chance.” 

Lois  Wilson  Gets  Respite 

Lois  Wilson  is  vacationing  at  her  Cali- 

fornia home  preparatory  to  starting  “New 
York”  late  this  month. 

Pathe 

“Green  Archer"  Contest  Closes 

The  “Green  Archer”  contest  of  the  New 
York  Evening  World  has  closed  after  a 
contest  on  the  Patheserial  which  was  en- 

tered by  thousands. 

Putting  Over  “A  Dog*s  Life" 
Manager  John  Maloy  of  the  State  the- 

atre at  Altoona,  Pa.,  had  made  to  order 

200  dog  blankets  when  Charlie  Chaplin’s 
“A  Dog’s  Life"  was  to  play  there.  And 
there  were  enough  dogs  brought  by  an- 

nouncement of  free  tickets  for  youthful 
fanciers  to  start  a   dog  show. 

Mabel  Normand  Busy  at  Comedy 
Mabel  Normand  is  hard  at  work  at  the 

Hal  Roach  studio  on  her  first  special  com- 
edy under  the  direction  of  Richard  Wallace. 

Larry  Semon  Buys  “Spuds" 
Larry  Semon  has  purchased  from  Lois 

Weber  a   story  called  “Spuds,”  which  he  is 
producing  for  Pathe.  Dorothy  Dwan  has 
the  featured  feminine  role. 

Chase  in  Plastic  Surgery  Comedy 

Charlie  Chase  is  well  along  in  his  new 
comedy  built  around  plastic  surgery  at  the 
Hal  Roach  studio.  Vivien  Oakland  appears 
in  support. 

Rayart 
Kathryn  McGuire  Costarred 

Kathiym  McGuire,  one  of  the  original 
Wampas  selections  for  future  stardom,  is 
being  costarred  with  Rex  Lease  in  a   chap- 

ter play  entitled  “The  Mystery  Pilot,”  be- 
ing filmed  by  Sovereign  Productions  for 

Rayart. 

Sanford  Pictures 

Two  Stories  Purchased 

Two  stories  just  bought  for  the  coming 

season’s  production  program  are  “Money 
Buys  Everything”  an  original  by  Harold 
K.  Stockton,  and  “Under  the  Make-up,” 
a   stage  play  by  Robert  Mansfield. 

Universal 

Hungarian  Writes  Philbin  Story 

Imre  Fazekas,  Hungarian  author,  is 
working  on  an  original  to  be  directed  by 
Andre  Ewald  Dupont,  in  which  Mary  Phil- 

bin probably  will  be  starred. 

“Runatvay  Express"  Edited 

Edward  Sedg\vick’s  "The  Runaw^ay  Ex- 

press” is  now  being  edited  and  titled. 
Jack  Daugherty  is  featured. 
Humes  Starts  New  Western 

Fred  Humes  is  starring  in  Ernest  Laem- 
mle’s  “The  Duke  of  Black  Butte,”  with 

Fay  Wray  in  the  feminine  lead. 

“Whcile  Toim's  Talhini'  Done 
“The  Whole  Town’s  Talking,”  Edward 

Laemmle’s  latest  production  featuring  Ed- 
ward Everett  Plorton,  is  now  in  the  cutting 

room.  Virginia  Lee  Corbin  plays  opposite Horton. 

“Prisoners  of  Storm"  Starts 
“Prisoners  of  the  Storm,”  starring  House 

Peters,  has  gone  into  production  with 
Peggy  Montgomery  in  the  one  feminine 
role.  Lynn  Reynolds  is  directing. 

United  Artists 

“Barbara  Worth"  Locations  Sought 

Henry  ICing,  director  of  Samuel  Goldwyn 
productions,  is  leading  a   modern  caravan 
through  choice  portions  of  the  great  Ameri- 

can desert  in  search  of  suitable  locations 

for  “The  Winning  of  Barbara  Worth.” 

“Stella  Dallas"  in  Hollywood  Forum 

“Stella  Dallas,”  Sam  Gold%vyn’s  produc- 
tion, went  into  the  Hollywood  Forum  the- 

atre last  week,  with  advanced  prices. 

“Rosita"  Makes  Porto  Rico  Debut 

Mary  Pickford’s  “Rosita”  v/as  the  occa- sion for  a   social  event  at  the  Municipal 
theatre  at  San  Juan,  Porto  Rico.  Ernesto 
Freyre,  Spanish  consul,  was  guest  of  honor. 

“Son  of  Sheik"  Selling  Starts 
All  branches  are  beginning  immediate 

selling  of  Rudolph  Valentino’s  "Son  of  the 
Sheik,”  v,fhich  will  be  a'  September  release. 
The  picture  is  underway  with  George  Fitz- 
maurice  directing  and  Vilma  Banky  as  the 
leading  woman.  George  Marion,  Jr.,  will 
write  the  titles. 

Broadcasting  Is  “Stella  Dallas"  Stunt 
Broadcast  music  from  KDKA,  Pitts- 

burgh, comprised  a   tieup  in  connection  with 

the  showing  of  “Stella  Dallas”  at  the  Grand 

and  the  East  Liberty  there.  Dvorak’s  “Die 
Alte  Mutter,”  principal  theme  for  the  mus- 

ical score  at  the  Grand,  was  sung  over  the 
radio  each  night. 

Chadwick 

Raymond  Keane  in  “April  FooV* 
Raymond  Keane,  who  played  the  lead  in 

several  Universal  pictures,  has  been  added 

to  the  cast  of  “April  Fool,”  a   special  Chad- 
wick production. 

Actor  Is  Killed 

by  Powder  Blast 
in  Sea  Picture 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

SAN  DIEGO,  CAL.,  April  6.— Paul 
Humphrey,  actor  and  head  of  Humphrey- 
Gunn  Picture  Company,  was  killed  by  a 
powder  explosion  during  the  making  of  a 

picture  at  sea.  Several  others  of  the  com- 
pany were  seriously  injured;  they  were 

working  on  a   raft  alongside  a   sea  boat. 
Humphrey  had  lighted  a   powder  charge 

used  in  the  picture  while  the  company  was 
making  the  final  scene.  The  time  fuse 
burned  too  fast  and  the  members  of  the 
unit  had  no  time  to  get  out  of  range. 

Newman  in  Thomas  Post 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

HOLLYWOOD,  _   April  ̂   6.— Mike  New- 
man has  been  appointed  director  of  public- 

ity and  advertising  for  the  Richard  Thomas 
Productions. 
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PHILADELPHIA 
PHILADELPHIA,  PA.— Salesmen  of 

F.  B.  O.  gave  a   luncheon  for  Jerome 

Saffron,  manager,  before  his  departure  for 

the  Hollywood  convention.  Jack  McFad- 

den.  assistant  manager,  was  master  of  cere- 
monies. .   .   .   Edgar  Ivloss,  Fox  branch 

manager,  was  called  to  St.  Louis  on  account 

of  the  death  of  his  mother.  Charles  Zag~ 

riiis  acted  as  manager  during  his  absence. 

Ben  Tolmas,  formerly  of  Independent 

Film  Corporation  and  later  with  Sierra 

Pictures,  has  returned  as  special  repre- 
sentative for  DeLuxe.  .   .   .   Mike  Landow, 

salesmanager,  Carl  Suelke,  salesman,  and 

Ulric  Smith,  booker,  were  elected  members 

of  Paramount  Hundred  Per  Cent  Club  at 
the  Atlantic  City  Convention.  .   .   .   Bill 

Henan,  First  National  manager.  Miles 
Gibbons,  Pathe  manager,  and  Gene  Marcus 

of  Twentieth  Century  are  exchange  mern- 
bers  of  the  Arbitration  Board  for  April. 

.   Pro-Dis-Co  recently  filed  a   complaint 
with  the  Arbitration  Board  against 

Doughty’s  Pier,  Cape  May,  N.  J.,  charg- 
ing that  of  13  pictures  booked  by  it  last 

summer  only  two  were  played.  The  house 
closed  at  the  end  of  the  resort  season  in 

September.  The  board  ruled  that  on  the 

opening  of  the  house  next  summer  the 
eleven  remaining  pictures  must  be  paid 

for  and  played.  .   .   .   Moe  Greenwald 

(Uncle  Moe),  head  of  Stanley  Advertis- 

ing Company  and  for  many  years  affiliat- 
ed with  the  Stanley  Company,  died  re- 

cently after  a   brief  illness.  .   .   .   Extensive 
improvements  are  being  made  in  the  offices 
of  Pro-Dis-Co.  .   .   .   Hiller  Innes  has  joined 
the  sales  force  of  F.  B.  O.  and  will  cover 

territory  adjacent  to  Philadelphia. 

DENVER 
DENVER,  COL, — Actual  construction 

has  begun  on  the  new  Aladdin  theatre, 

Denver’s  new  suburban  house  on  Capitol 
Hill.  The  new  theatre  will  be  patterned 

after  the  Taj  Mahal  Temple  in  India  and 
will  contain  about  1200  seats.  Harry  E. 

Huffman,  builder,  announces  work  will  be 
rushed  so  that  all  will  be  in  readiness  to 

start  off  with  the  new  fall  season.^  Huff- 
man is  also  ovner  of  the  Bluebird  and 

Bide-a-Wee  theatres  here  and  is  the  presi- 
dent of  the  M.  P.  T.  O.  of  Colorado.  .   .   . 

Max  Roth,  special  representative  for  James 
Grainger,  general  sales  manager  of  the  Fox 
Film  Corporation,  arrived  in  Denver  a   few 
days  ago  for  a   short  visit  with  Mel  Wilson, 
local  Fox  branch  manager.  While  here 

Roth  wll  complete  negotiations  for  the 
erection  of  b.  new  building  which  will  house 
the  Fox  and  Educational  exchanges,  the  new 

exchange  building  to  be  erected  near  the 

present  Film  building.  .   .   .   Gerald  Whit- 
ney, salesman  for  Pro-Dis-Co,  underwent 

a   serious  operation  recently.  Many  ex- 
hibitor friends  in  the  territory,  as  well  as 

exchange  members,  wish  him  a   speedy  re- 
covery. .   .   .   Exhibitors  visiting  Denver 

last  week  were  A.  H.  Stewart,  owner  and 

manager  of  the  Rex  and  American  the- 
atres, Casper,  Wyoming;  James  Lynch, 

president  of  the  Wyoming  Theatre  Man- 
agers Association  and  operator  of  theatres 

in  Laramie,  Wyoming;  C.  A.  Mulock  of 

Philadelphia 
First  Runs 

iWeek  of  March  21) 

STANLEY:  “Danclcg  Para- 

mount; Slanle?  Magazioe;  Warlng's  Penn- 

ayivcDiss;  Ovorlupe— “Deotttlful  Galosea,’* 
Slants^  S^iDphoB}'  OrchosCra. 

FOX:  "Soa!  Motes,”  fi!etro-Golduiyn~ 

Mayer}  Fox  Theatre  Screen  Kagctice; 

Overture— “Herbertiena,”  Fox  Theatre 

Grand  Orehosirni  Violin  Solos^‘‘Blae 
Baouba  Waltz”  and  “Trautnerel,”  Nathan 
Franko;  Watson  Sisters,  Fanny  and  Kitty  t 

The  Ingenues,  women's  orchestra  of  20. 

STANTON ;   “The  Sea  Boast,”  Warner 
Brothers, 

ABCADIA:  “JeanBo,”  Paramount. 

KARLTON:  “Miss  Brewster’s  Millions,” Paramount. 

PALACE:  “Lady  Windermere’s  Fan,”
 

Warner  Brothers. 

VICTORIA:  “Sea  Horses,"  Paramount. 

CAPITOL:  “ISetnory  Laao,”  First  NafionaJ; 

“Monkey  Business,”  Oar  Gattg,  Pathe, 

ALDINC:  “The  Big  Parade”  (Final  week), 

Metro-Coldyn-Mayer, 

the  Iris  theatre,  Thermopolis,  Wyoming; 

and  Paul  H.  Happen  of  the  American  the- 

atre, Longmont,  Colorado.  .   .   .   S.  D. 

Weisbauvi,  manager  of  the  local  branch  of 

F.  B.  0.,  has  left  to  attend  the  annual  sales 

convention  of  his  organization  which  will 

be  held  in  San  Francisco.  He  expects  to 

be  gone  from  his  office  about  ten  days. 

.   .   .   Charles  R.  Gilmour  of  Warner 

Brothers  has  returned  after  a   three-week 

sales  trip  in  the  Northern  part  of  the  Den- ver territory. 

ALBANY 
ALBANY,  N.  Y.— First  signs  of  spring 

and  the  enforcement  of  traffic  rules  worked 

to  the  detriment  of  Edmund  MelluHo, 

local  salesman  for  Pathe,  who  was  forced 

to  plank  down  a   five  dollar  bill  for 

ing  his  car  in  the  wrong  place.  .   .   • 

Matthews,  well  known  exhibitor  in  Platts- 

burg,  last  week  presented  his  daughter  a 

new  car.  .   .   .   HGlloTdtt,  secretary  of 

the  Albany  Film  Board  of  Trade,  has  been 

seriously  ill  at  her  home.  .   .   .   Business 

should  be  good  on  West  Indian  trips  next 

year,  for  Louis  Buetlner,  of  Cohoes,  once 

more  back  home,  is  telling  everyone  that 

Los  Angeles 
First  Runs 

(Week  Beginning  March  20) 

CRITERION:  “Chip  of  FSylng  U," 
t/niverial. 

FIGUEROA:  “Tho  Sea  Beast”  (fifth  week), 
Warner  Brothers, 

FORUM :   “The  MDSIoq  Dollar  Hamdieap, 
P.  D.  C. 

GRAUMAN’S  EGYPTAIN:  “The  Big  Pa- 

rade” (20lh  week),  M.-C.-M. 

LOEWS  STATE:  “The  Barrier,” 
 M.-G.-M. 

METROPOLITAN:  “The  Wandere
r,”  Paro- 

mount. 

MILLER’S:  “The  Unehastened  Woman, 

Chadteick. 

MILLION  DOLLAR:  "Irene”  (third  we
ek). 

“For  Heaven’s  Soke”  opened  March  25. 

Paramount. 

RIALTO:  “Moana”  (fourth  week).  Par
a- 

mount, 

there  is  no  trip  in  the  world  quite  equal 
to  the  one  on  which  he  visited  the  Tropics 

for  nearly  a   month.  .   .   .   C.  H.  Buckley, 
of  the  Leland  and  Clinton  Square  theatre.s 
in  diis  city,  showed  up  at  his  office  one  day 
last  week,  following  an  absence  of  several 

weeks,  during  which  he  has  been  con- 
valescent following  an  operation.  .   .   . 

Feldman  and  Son  of  the  Lincoln  and  Sche- 

nectady, are  using  super-specials  on  Mon- 
day and  Tuesday,  and  say  that  they  arc 

successful  in  bracing  up  the  two  worst  days 

of  the  week.  .   .   .   Austin  Interranle,  for- 
mer manager  for  Warner  brothers  here, 

has  leased  the  Astor  theatre  in  Troy,  and 

reopened  the  house  April  3,  playing  a   daily 

change.  .   .   .   Mr.  and  Mrs.  Harry  Hell- 
man,  the  former  being  the  owner  of  the 

Roriil  theatre,  observed  their  twenty- 
fifth  anniversary  last  week.  One  of  the 
features  of  the  occasion  was  a   telephone 

call  from  their  daughter  in  Chicago,  v7ho 

also  presented  them  with  a   beautiful 
silver  service.  .   .   .   William  Smalley,  of 

Cooperstown,  owner  of  a   chain  of  houses, 

spent  several  days  in  Albany  last  week 
booking  pictures.  Mr.  Smalley  organized 
several  old  fiddlers  into  a   road  show  and 
with  a   barn  setting,  has  been  using  the 

show  over  his  entire  circuit.  .   .   .   Charles 

Sesonske,  of  Johnstown,  who  easily  ranks 
as  the  best  dressed  exhibitor  in  this  part 

of  the  state,  was  along  Film  Row  during 
the  week.  He  is  now  splitting  his  week 

with  vaudeville  and  pictures.  .   .   .   Abe 
Stone  had  a   conference  last  week  with  a 

local  architect,  and  announced  that  he  will 
build  his  new  theatre  in  Albany  city  this 

spring.  .   .   .   Mrs.  Arquette  announces  that 

she  has  reopened  her  theatre  in  Parish- ville.  .   .   .   J.  C.  Gerner  will  operate  the 

Opera  House  in  Lowville.  .   .   .   The  Play- 
house in  Hudson,  formerly  operated  by 

A.  A.  Elliott,  is  closed  for  a   week  or  two, 

during  which  time  the  interior  will  be  deco- 
rated by  the  new  owners,  Breeder  and 

Grossman.  .   .   .   Mrs.  Walter  Roberts. 

wife  of  the  manager  of  the  Troy  theatre, 

is  still  ill  at  her  home. 

KANSAS  CITY 
KANSAS  CITY,  MO.— Downtown  ex- 

hibitors are  campaigning  against  taxicab 

drivers  who  monopolize  parking  space  m 

front  of  the  theatres  at  the  close  of  per- 

formances, causing  much  annoyance  to  Pa- 

trons with  private  cars.  The  police  have 

been  requested  to  help  solve  the  problem, 

which  is  becoming  more  acute  each  \veek. 

.   The  Byers  theatre,  Elxcelsior  Springs, 

formerly  owned  by  R.  B.  Christian,  now  
is 

under  the  management  of  A.  H.  Kloepper. 

former  United  Artists  salesman.  .   . 

Bruce  Fowler,  manager  of  the  Newman 

theatre,  Kansas  City,  has  literally  bee
n 

head-over-heels  in  routine  work  since  re- 

turning from  the  Publix  convention  m   At- 

lantic City.  .   .   .   Among  the  out-of-town 

exhibitors  in  the  Kansas  City  market  las
t 

week  were  I   L.  Bruenninger,  Lawrence  
rhe- 

atres  Company,  Topeka:  0.  P-  Eulh
van, 

West  Theatre,  Wichita;  T.  S.  Wilso
n  Ca- 

sino, Excelsior  Springs.  Mo.;  Frank  Weary. 

Farris  theatre,  Richmond;  Carl  Cummings, 

Community  theatre,  Gower;  Willard 
 Fra- 

zier, Paola.  Kan.;  F.  W.  Meade.  Meade 

theatre,  Kingman.  .   .   .   Mrs.  Tom  Mix 
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and  daughter  spent  several  days  in  Kansas 
Uty,  last  week,  resting  after  a   trip from  Los  Angeles.  .   .   ,   Snowshoes 
were  in  style  along  Kansas  City’s  film row  this  week.  R.  E.  Churchill,  R   B 
0.  branch  manager,  after  giving  his 
desk  a   burned  last  “once  over,”  left  for Los  Angeles,  where  he  will  attend  the  F 
B.  O.  sales  convention.  C.  D.  Hill,  district 
1 .   D.  C.  manager,  was  another  visitor.  . 
A.  H   Levy,  former  Fox  representative,  has joined  the  Educational  sales  staff.  . 
After  a   visit  with  Kansas  City  state  right 
exchanges,  Lou  Rodgers,  general  sales  man- 

ager for  Arrow  Pictures,  left  for  Omaha. 

'u'  A,  almost  here  ...  and  A. 
H.  Chaffee,  First  National  cashier,  has  pur- 

chased a   marriage  license.  .   .   WE 

Iruog,  assistant  district  sales  manager;’ riarry  Jaylor,  branch  manager,  and  Bob 
Cary,  exploiteer,  all  of  Universal,  had  to 
hurry  to  tttch  a   train  to  attend  the  Uni- 
^rsal  Middle  Western  sales  meeting 

Hard  work  has  earned  W.  C.  Haynes"  a promotion  from  city  salesman  of  Universal 
to  special  representative.  E.  M.  Saunders. 
Western  sales  manager,  and  J.  E.  Flynn 
district  manager,  Metro-Goldivyn,  were  re- 

cently Kansas  City  visitors.  .   .   .   The 
Paramount  branch  assumed  a   vacant  ao- 
pearance  with  Ben  Blolcky.  branch  man- 
ager,_K.  C.  Li  Beau,  district  manager:  Earl tumingliam,  exploiteer,  and  the  entire 
sales  force  left  for  the  convention  in  At- 
lantic  City.  .   .   Lee  Jones  of  the  Amer- ican  Iheatres  Company,  who  is  associated 
With  Jack  Truitt  in  the  operation  of  several a   business 

Chy^  Chambers  building,  Kansas 

MIL  WA  UKEE 
oaum,  1^.  B   Q.  sales  representative  for Northern  Wisconsin  and  Northern  Michi- 

gan, has  accepted  a   similar  position  with 
^ox.  He  has  been  succeeded  by  Bill 
yocey,  formerly  wth  Pro-Dis-Co. 
Charles  Bauman  of  the  Oshkosh  Star, which  was  severely  damaged  by  fire  two months  ago,  was  in  on  business.  .   fAd 
weather  report  !)  Mr.  and  Mrs.  S.  'Olson came  m   from  the  Pastime  theatre  at  Dela- van  last  week  to  buy  pictures  and  Easter 
bonne^  (the  latter  for  next  year?) 
J.  G.  Frackman.  Progress  branch  manager’ hove  into  po^rt  for  the  arbitration  board session  and  then  left  town  to  herd  in  more 

•   rv  visitors  in- manager  of  the  Pas- 

time  at  Honcon;  A/rr.  Henrietta  Eckart  of .Wisconsin  Rapids  and  B. 

no  Sheboygan  Falls.  .   .   . 
Douglas  D.  McEachm,  formerly  of  Fa- 
^us  Players'  publicity  department  and  a graduate  of  the  Paramount  managers' installed  last  week  as  man- 

ager  of  S^e  s   Majestic  at  Beloit.  Wis., by  Howard  Waugh,  district  manager  for baxe  Amusement  enterprises.  .   .   .   Billy 
i,’  been  named  assistant manager  of  Saxes  new  State  at  Racine where  he  will  work  under  Waller  League Hendricks  for  several  years  has  been  a 
lieutenant  of  Howard  Waugh  in  “putting over  theatres.  He  has  beeS  in  chargTof floor  ̂ se^ice  and  the  training  of  ushers  at Loew  s   Palace,  Memphis,  the  Howard  At- 

Miiwaulel  Alhambra, 

Salt  Lake  City 
First  Runs 

(tPaek  beginning  Mareh  20 ) 

AMERICAN  .•  “Just  Suppos*,”  nssocialod 
First  tVai,onal{  “Tko  Rcea,”  Fox;  Fox News. 

KlNEMAs  “As  No  Mon  Has  tovod,”  Fox- 

News.  
’ 

ORPHEUMs  “Oao  Year  to  Live,”  Pirat  No- 
tional. 

PANTAGESs  “Partners  Again,”  l/niieti  Art- 
ists, 

EMPRESS:  “Mi..,  Brewster', 
Millions,  Paramount;  “Below  Zero  ” 

Edueotionol;  Patho  News.  ’ VICTORY:  ‘‘Dancing  Mothers,”  Para- 
mount; “Tlio  White  Wing's  Bride.” Patho;  Palhe  News 
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poraiy  dosing  of  the  Scenic  at  Assump- 

?   iu  •   ̂ Wagner  &   Tobin  has  pur- 

chased  the  Rees  at  Cairo.  Hi.,  Lyri?  at 
Mounds,  111.,  and  Palm  at  Mound  City 111.  .   .   .   Spyros  Skouras,  president  of Skouras  Brothers,  Enterprises,  is  on  a   four 
weeks  vacation  in  California  with  Mrs 
Skouras.  .   .   W.  C.  Gregg,  owner  of  the 
Maj^tic  at  Mammoth  Springs,  Ark.,  who m   off  hours  finds  time  to  act  as  mayor 
city  marshal,  police  magistrate  and  other mmgs  for  that  city,  was  a   visitor. 
Ldzvard  Alperson,  manager  of  the  St.  Louis blanch  of  Warner  Brothers,  was  robbed 
wth  his  wife  by  two  bandits  after  they 
left  the  Orpheum  one  night.  The  holdups 
took  Mrs.^  Alpherson’s  fur  coat  as  well  as the  couples  jewelry  and  cash.  .   .   .   The  one 
week  engagement  of  Willard  Shy,  St.  Louis’ national  Charleston  champion,  was  stopped at  the  Grand  Central  when  Shy  and  Gene Rodemich.  orchestra  leader,  launched  into 

^   over  the  award  of  honors.  .   .   . 
The  Story  of  Gasoline,”  a   five-reel  picture 

of 

f   Company,  was  a   feature 
of  the  annual  meeting  of  the  Service  Man- 

agers Bureau  of  the  St.  Louis  Automobile Dealers  Association. 

Indorsers  of  Photoplays  of  Indiana,  closing 
an  all-day  conference  which  included  ad- 

dresses hy  Robert  Lteber,  president  of  First 
National,  Mrs.  Harriet  Hawley  Locher  of 
VNashington,  one  of  the  first  to  start  chil- 

J-en  s   matinees.  Miss  Lucille  Sullivan  of the  Indianapolis  News,  and  Mrs.  Thomas 
Demmerly.  .   H.  0.  Stechhan,  formerly 
01  Indianapolis  but  for  some  time  publicity man  for  the  Pasadena  Community  theatre 
^d  now  secretary  of  the  Art  theatre  of 
Hollywood,  recently  visited  relatives  here.  QA  AT  1!?JD  A .   .   .   Pathe  cameramen  made  pictures  for  ̂ AliV  Jj 
the  Jame-Wolf  and  American  theatre  style  r. . —   .   . show,  one  of  the  cooperative  efforts  be- 

tween theatrical  managers  and  women’s 
apparel  store  owners  in  Terra  Haute  The 
pictures  were  made  in  the  ballroom  of  the 
largest  hotel  in  Terra  Haute  and  are  to be  used  m   augmenting  a   style  show  with 
hvmg  models  to  be  staged  in  the  theatre, interior  views  of  the  store  and  scenes 
about  the  entrance  of  the  theatre  also  were filmed. 

OTTA  WA 

INDIANAPOLIS 

were  guests  of  Berry,  general  manager ®   advance  show- 
.of  ,   Tramp.  Tramp,  Tramp,”  a   First 

^   V?  shown  through  coopera- 
tion with  Floyd  Brozon,  branch  manner. 

L:?-’  ̂    program  was  given  pre- 
ceding the  screening  of  “Grass”  by  the 

OTT^AWA,  ONT. — A   picturesque  figure m   Eastern  Canada  passed  away  in  the 
death  of  Georges  Vezina,  proprietor  of  the theatre  at  Chicoutimi,  Que.  He  was  a 
bnlliant  hockey  player.  .   .   ,   Walter  F 
Davis,  manager  of  the  Empress  at  Edmon- 

ton, returned  from  five  weeks  in  Alabama 
where  he  visited  his  aged  mother,  who  had 
been  ill.  .   .   George  A.  BalsLn  has  been 
appointed  general  manager  of  Vital  Ex- 

changes of  Canada,  Ltd.  R   James  is  Vital 
manager  at  Winnipeg;  James  Anderson  is 
n^nager  for  the  Maritime  Provinces,  with 
offices  at  St.  John,  N.  B   Harry  Kauf- 

man, general  manager  of  Premier  Films, loronto,  announced  the  obtaining  of  die franchise  for  the  British  picture, 
The  Tour  of  the  Prince  of  Wales  in 
Atnca  and  South  America.”  .   .   Elzear 
Lauzon,  employe  of  the  Sun  at  Montreal, 
was  fined  $10  and  costs  on  a   charge  of  ad- 

mitting juveniles  unaccompanied  by  guar- 
dians.  .   .   .   After  recovering  from  influenza, Manager  Tommy  Daly  returned  to  the 
livoli  at  Toronto  in  time  to  offer  “The 
On  y   Way  starring  Sir  John  Harvey. 
Daly  played  up  the  name  of  Sir  John  be- 

cause the  latter  played  Toronto  many times  with  roadshows.  United  Artists  is 
releasing  The  Only  Way”  in  Canada.  .   . Mayors  of  25  cities  and  towns  in  Ontario 
w^ted  on  Premier  Howard  Ferguson  to 

?   *   a   share  of  the  Ontario  amusement  tax but  rerguson  said  the  government  needed the  money. 

ST.  LOUIS 

twenty-two  story  hotel  apartment  to  be erected  by  Stuyvesant  Realty  Company  at LmdeU  boulevard  and  Spring  avenue.  .   .   , 

iffuTu  ̂ 5)o,^anages  theatres  in  Griggs- 
yille,  HI.,  and  Vandaha,  Mo.,  is  attending the  Paramount  school  in  New  York 
A   wave  of  scarlet  fever  has  caused  tem- 

SAN  FRANCISCO,  CAL. -General 
Manager  Aaron  Goldberg  of  the  Silver Unique  theatres  has  engaged 
William  N.  Allen  to  assist  Joseph  Enos  in 
the  management  of  those  houses.  The 
EiJver  Palace  is  one  of  the  city’s  oldest houses.  It  was  the  first  house  opened  on Market  street  followng  the  quake 

C.  A.  Natimn  of  Univerki 
headed  a   group  of  employes  recently  at- 
tendmg  the  opening  of  the  Grand  Lake. Oakland,  a   West  Coast  house.  ...  To  con- duct  his  rapidly  growing  business  more 
emciently,  bam  Levin,  owner  of  the  Alex- 

andria and  Coliseum,  who  is  building 
s^eral  new  houses,  is  to  establish  a   central office  in  the  Marshall  Square  building.  . 
Paul  Sprague  of  Quincy  and  Clay  Powers 
ot  _   Dunsmuir  were  visitors  at  the  local Universal  exchange  recently.  .   .   .   Sam  Du 

P^,*’^ner  of  Dos  Palos  and Chowchilla  have  bought  the  Riverdale  thea- 
tre, which  will  be  added  to  their  circuit  in 

ull  Blumenfeld 

has  installed  Harry  Payne  as  manager  of the  new  San  Mateo  theatre  in  San  Mateo. 
.   .   .   E   W.  Fisher,  for  several  years  oper- 

ator of  the  Rialto  theatre,  Oakdale,  has discontinued  the  house.  He  contemplates 
operating  an  airdome  in  Oakdale  next  sum- 

J-  ■   ■   Norvin  Haas  has  announced  his intention  of  leaving  the  San  Francisco 
office  of  Pathe  and  returning  to  Los  An- 

geles. SALT  LAKE 
SALT  LAKE  CITY,  UTAH.-C.  John 

£   representative  for  “Sieg- 
^led,  the  UFA  superfilm,  announces  that Continental  Feature  Film  Corporation  is 
figuring  on  opening  an  office  in  this  city, 
ifieir  next  production  is  said  to  be  “Wil- 

liam Tell.  .   .   .   Maihezu  Aparton,  Universal 
manager,  returned  from  the  territory  with 
fiis  gloves  all  torn  from  picking  cactus  in 
Arizona  to  send  to  his  friends  in  Cali- 

fornia. .   1.  H.  Harris  Is  reported  to have  aodsd  to  the  Voellsr  circuit  three 
new  houses,  the  Iris  at  Murray  and Xialto  and  Empress  at  Magna,  .   .   .   Dad 
Xand,  owner  of  the  Isis,  is  making  an  ex- tended trip  to  California  with  Mrs.  Rand. 

’   £   '^^Fsten  Dahnken,  one  of  the  owners ot  the  American,  was  here  in  the  interest 
ot  their  new  Boise  theatre  to  be  constructed 

^n.  A   baby  contest  is  to  be  held  at  the Amencan  starting  April  13.  .   .   .   Seth  D. 
ferkins,  district  manager  of  Metro-Gold- 
wyn-Mayer,  has  returned  to  his  head- 
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quarters  in  Denver.  .   .   .   diaries  A.  Dillerd, 

assistant  manager  for  Metro's  branch  here, 
has  taken  unto  himself  a   better  half.  .   .   . 

Jimmie  Keits,  big  chief  for  Greater  Fea- 

tures in  Salt  Lake,  is  very  optimistic  re- 

garding the  1926-27  product,  as  Greater 
Features  has  just  concluded  a   deal  to  re- 

lease the  24  Columbia  productions.  .   .   . 

George  Mayue,  owner  of  the  Preferred 
Pictures  exchange  here,  came  in  from 

Idaho  to  meet  Henry  Ginsberg.  .   .   .   Claude 

Hau/kes  and  Vete  Stezvart  have  left  for 

their  territories  after  being  in  for  a   sales 

conference  at  the  First  National  exchange. 

MINNEAPOLIS 
MINNEAPOLIS,  MINN.— All  the  Fox 

salesmen  in  the  Minneapolis  exchange  ter- 

ritory met  in  Minneapolis  with  6'.  £.  Abel, 
branch  manager,  for  a   conference.  .   .   . 

Mrs.  M.  E.  Brinkman  of  the  Grand, 

Bemidji  called,  looking  over  the  new  pro- 
ductions. .   .   .   L.  R.  Stacy  of  the  Mascot, 

Mobridge,  S.  D.,  and  G.  E.  IVingrecn  of 
the  Capital,  Bismarck,  N.  D.,  visited  the 
Fox  and  other  exchanges.  .   .   .   John  E. 

O’Toole,  Pro-Dis-Co,  found  out  that  los- 
ing several  bad  teeth  was  almost  as  bad 

as  having  them  and  was  doing  only  part 
time  at  the  ofBce  for  several  days  after 

•playing  opposite  his  dentist  in  “Having 
’Em  Out”  .   .   .   H.  B.  Smoots  of  the 
Lowell,  Little  Falls,  Minn.,  was  among  the 
exhibitors  in  to  see  what  the  exchanges 
had  to  offer.  .   .   .   H.  B.  Bailey,  Pathe 
manager,  is  getting  ready  for  a   trip  to  the 
New  York  convention.  .   .   .   Fred  Belio 

brought  back  the  bacon  from  the  Para- 
mount convention  for  the  Minneapolis  ex- 

change, being  one  of  the  18  chosen  for  the 

100  Per  Cent  Club.  .   .   .   S.  E.  Abel,  Fox 

manager  in  Minneapolis,  leaves  April  7, 
for  Los  Angeles  to  attend  the  Fox  con- 

vention. .   .   .   Morris  Abrams,  Metro- 

Goldwyn-Mayer  publicity  man,  is  a   10-day 
visitor  in  Milwaukee,  Wis.  .   .   .   Nate 

Firts,  formerly  with  Universal  in  St.  Louis, 
has  just  joined  the  Minneapolis  Metro  sales 
force.  .   .   .   L.  J.  Blumberg  of  Metro,  is 
blessing  his  lucky  star  that  his  neck  is  all 

in  one  piece  today,  having  gone  into  the 
ditch  with  his  car  near  Sleepy  Eye,  Minn., 
but  coming  out  without  a   scratch,  with  the 
help  of  a   farmer.  .   .   .   Ednimd  Ruben, 

director  of  bookings,  and  M.  L.  Finkelsiein, 
senior  partner  in  the  F   &   R   firm,  are  in 
New  York.  .   .   .   Phil  Dunas,  branch  man- 

ager of  Universal,  reports  a   big  time  at  the 
Chicago  convention.  .   .   .   The  Catholic 

Mothers’  Association  sponsored  the  show- 
ing of  Pathe’s  “The  Vatican”  at  the 

Lyceum.  ,   .   .   Russell  Sazvycr  of  DeSmet, 
S.  D.,  has  just  sold  his  Sawyer  theatre  to 

B.  J.  Scott.  Sawyer  plans  to  move  to  Den- 
ver. 

ATLANTA 
ATLANTA,  GA. — W.  G.  Minder,  branch 

manager  for  Associated  Exhibitors,  has 
Just  returned  from  a   business  trip  through 
South  Georgia.  ...  J.  A.  Simpson,  Mil- 
len,  Ga.,  and  his  wife  were  in  Atlanta  last 

v/eek.  Simpson  recently  installed  a   Re- 
produce organ  in  the  new  theatre  scheduled 

to  open  April  1.  .   .   .   Leila  Passmore,  who 

f   ̂   several  years  has  been  program  clerk 
for  Universal,  has  resigned  to  join  her  par- 

ents, who  have  been  residing  in  Miami, 
■t'la.,  since  last  summer.  .   .   .   E.  L.  Cole, 
executive  secretary  of  the  Atlanta  Film 
Board  of  Trade,  left  last  week  for  a   busi- 

ness trip  to  Birmingham,  Ala.,  and  other 
towns  in  that  vicinity.  ...  F.  A.  Leather- 

man,  distributor  for  Reproduco  organs,  has 
announced  that  H.  Pittman,  of  Clearwater, 

fj®- ;   the  Lyric  Theatre,  Townly,  Ala.,  and 
me  American  Theatre,  Orlando,  Fla.,  have 

Reproduco  organs.  .   .   .   W.  M. 

Richardson,  manager  of  the  New  Orleans 
branch  of  Universal,  formerly  connected 

San  Francisco 
First  Runs 

(Week  Beginning  Atorck  27) 

GIIANABA!  “SkSneep’s  Dreas  SoiJ,"  Univer- 
sal. 

LOEWS  WARFIELD;  “Beverly  «f  Crna- 

atark,”  ^Io6ro-Ca!fftoyn-Mnyer. 

ST.  FR.V^iCIS;  “The  Sea  Boaal,*'  fFarnor 
Dro.-^.  (Third  Week). 

CALIFORNIA;  “Wa«ch  Y«ur  Wife,"  l/ni- 
vsraal. 

IMPERIAL:  “Lady  Wlndopr.tero’a  Faa," 
Warner  Bros.  (ConUnued). 

CAMEO;  “Peaeoek  Feathepa,’’  Universal. 

COLBEN  GATE;  “Too  Much  Money,”  First 
National. 

UNION  SQUARE;  “Riding  Streak,”  F.  B.  O. 

with  the  Atlanta  exchange,  was  host  to  a 

number  of  friends  and  co-workers  at  the 
Universal  sales  conference  in  his  city  last 

week.  ...  A.  S.  Grist,  who  was  with  the 
Howard  theatre  when  it  was  under  the 

Southern  Enterprises  management,  has  re- 
turned to  this  theatre  as  publicity  manager. 

.   .   .   Harry  M.  J'Pilliams,  Tennessee  sales- 
man for  Universal  was  in  Atlanta  last  week 

for  a   sales  conference.  .   .   .   Tom  IMtle, 

manager  of  the  Atlanta  branch  of  Pro- 
ducers Distributing  Corporation,  has  re- 
turned from  Charlotte,  N.  C.,  where  he 

visited  his  mother,  who  was  ill.  .   .   .   R.  J. 
Barnes  is  traveling  Florida  for  Associated 
Exhibitors  and  A.  J.  Borders  is  covering 
Georgia. 

Fox  Lists  Last 

Short  Features 

of  Current  Year 
Fox  Films  announces  the  following  re- 

leases on  their  short  features  schedule 
for  the  rest  of  the  current  season: 

Of  the  Van  Bibber  series  there  remain 

“The  Mad  Racer,”  to  be  released  April 

25,  and  “Rah,  Rah,  Heidelberg,"  June  6. 
In  both  comedies  the  leading  roles  will 

be  portrayed  by  Earle  Foxe,  Florence 
Gilbert,  Frank  Beal  and  Lynn  Cowan. 

Benjamin  Stoloff  is  the  director  of  “The 
Mad  Racer”  and  Lew  Seiler  directs  “Rah, 

Rah,  Heidelberg,”  both  being  made  un- 
der the  supervision  of  George  Marshall 

There  will  be  three  more  O.  Flenry 

comedies,  “From  the  Cabby’s  Seat,” 
April  4,  “A  Social  Triangle,”  May  16  and 

“A  Lickpenny  Lover,”  June  27.  These 
will  be  made  under  the  supervision  of 

George  Marshall.  Benjamin  Stoloff  will 

make  the  first  and  Bunny  Dull  the  sec- 

ond. The  l^ds  in  “From  the  Cabby’s 
Seat”  will  be  played  by  Gladys  McCon- 

nell and  Gene  Cameron.  “A  Social  Tri- 
angle” has  Hallam  Cooley  and  Olive 

Hasbrouck  in  the.  leading  role.  “A  Lick- 
penny  Lover”  has  not  yet  been  placed  in 

production. 
Three  more  of  the  “Helen  and  War- 

ren” stories  will  be  issued  this  year. 

“Moving  Day,”  March  28;  “Too  Many 

Relation,”  May  9,  and  "The  Family  Pic- 
nic,” June.  20.  These  will  be  made  under 

George  Marshall’s  supervision.  Al- 
bert Ray  will  direct  all  three,  with  Kath- 
ryn Perry,  Hallam  Cooley  and  Arthur 

Houseman  in  the  leading  roles. 

Four  more  Imperial  Comedies  v/ill  be 

released.  “Two  Lips  in  Holland,”  was 
released  March  21,  with  Arthur  House- 

man and  Edna  Marion  playing  the  leads, 

directed  by  Lloyd  Bacon.  "Eight  Cylin- 
der Bull,”  will  be  issued  April  18,  with 

Jean  Arthur,  Harold  Austin  and  Ralph 

Sipperley,  a   Broadway  comedian,  direct- 

ed by  Jack  Leys;  "A  1   Society,”  May  2, 
directed  by  James  Gruen,  with  Georgie 
Harris  and  Barbara  Luddy  playing  the 

leads.  This  is  one  of  the  "East  Side, 
West  Side”  series.  The  last  is  “Polar 
Baron,”  May  16,  directed  by  Lex  Neal, 
featuring  Gladys  McConnell  and  Gene 
Cameron.  These  Imperial  comedies  will 

be  supervised  by  George  Marshall. 

There  are  seven  Fox  Varieties  remain- 

ing. “Off  Shore  Trails,”  was  released 

March  21;  “The  Mountain  of  the  Law," 

will  be  out  April  4;  “Canary  Islands,” 
April  18;  “Sweden  Today,”  May  2; 
“America  Today,”  May  16;  “Belgium  To- 

day,” May  30;  "Poland,  a   Nation  Re- 
born,” June  13,  and  “Dancing  Around 

the  World,”  June  27.  The  usual  issues 
of  Fox  News  will  supplement  the  fore- 

going releases. 

Lionel  Barrymore  Signs 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  April  6.— Lionel  Barry- 
more has  been  signed  to  a   long  term 

Metro-Gold\vyn-Mayer  contract.  He  is  ex- 
pected to  return  to  the  screen  April  26. 

This  shows  how  an  all-comedy  bill  was  played  up  in  the  marquee  and  lobby  dis- 
play at  the  Pompeii  theatre,  San  Francisco,  for  four  days  at  the  close  of  Laugh 

Month.  Educational  short  features  on  the  program  were  Larry  Semon's  "The 
Cloudbopper,”  Lloyd  Hamilton’s  “The  Movies,”  Christie’s  “A  Misht  Sailor” 
starring  Billy  Dooley,  ”Felix  the  Cat  TriSes  with  Time”  and  Kinograms. 
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LETTERS 
From  Readers 

A   forum  at  which  the  exhibitor 
is  invited  to  express  his  opinion 
on  matters  of  current  interest. 
Brevity  adds  forcefulness  to  any 
statement.  Unsigned  letters  will 
not  be  printed. 

Agrees  With  Roy  W.  Adams’  Editorial 
RAINY  RIVER,  ONT..  CANADA, -To 

Editor:  Special  to  Roy  W.  Adams: 
Having  read  your  editorial  in  the  Exhib- 

itors Herald,  I   want  to  verify  your  asser- 
tion that  children  do  not  form  a   majority 

of  our  audience  to  any  picture.  Of  course, 
they  like  Westerns  but  when  we  are  show- 

ing heavy  drama  they  are  conspicuous  by their  absence. 

I   guess  people  are  the  same,  the  world 
over.  I   find  conditions  here  very  similar 
to  those  described  by  you,  but  I   sure  hit 
the  reformers  a   hard  wallop  here  a   short 
hmc  ago  when  I   ran  Mrs.  Wallace  Reid’s 
Broken  Laws.”  I   let  all  the  mothers  in town  come  free  and  they  came  aplenty, 

and  I   got  boosted  in  our  local  paper  by  the 
editor  and  by  the  mothers. 

If  you  haven't  run  “Broken  Laws”  run 
It  and  dp  as  I   did,  and  if  you  don’t  make 
much  money  you  will  make  a   lot  of  friends. 
Our  parish  priest  here  described  the  whole 
show  to  his  audience  and  said  it  was  the 
best  picture  he  had  ever  seen  in  this  thea- 

— ^J.  S.  Roche,  Empire  theatre,  Rainy River,  Ont.,  Canada. 

Special  to  Carl  Laemmie 

TUCICERMAN,  ARK. — To  the  Editor* 
I   must  praise_  Universal's  Complete  Service Contract  again.  Let  me  tell  you  this  is 
a   savior  for  the  little  guy.  It  has  had  a 
lot  to  do  with  keeping  my  house  open  this winter.  This  favor  from  Universal  I   will 
never  forget.  Uncle  Carl,  I   believe  you 
are  sincere  when  you  say  you  are  trying to  help  the  little  man.  I   will  always  be one  of  your  personal  boosters.— Chas.  E. 
Lawrence,  Star  theatre,  Tuckerman,  Ark. 

O’Hara  to  the  Romans 
ELGIN,  NEBR. — To  the  Editor’  I   am 

enclosing  a   few  reports  and  will  try  to  get them  out  to  you  a   little  more  regular  after 
this,  but  1   have  been  very  busy  this  winter, owing  to  the  fact  that  I   have  added  two 
more  changes  to  mv  weekly  showings  I am  running  every  night  now  and  have  been 
since  Christmas,  making  five  changes  a week,  and  it  keeps  me  busy  most  of  the time. 

I   don’t  even  have  the  time  to  go  play my  old  friend  Jenkins  a   game  of  golf. And  by  the  way,  a   party  told  me  that  Dad 
Jenkins  was  playing  golf  every  day  now }vith  his  feet  cocked  up  on  the  stove.  That 
is  one  place  where  the  Colonel  has  got them  all  handicapped,  but  believe  me  I   shall make  him  step  some  when  the  weather  gets 
npe  for  golf.  

* 

.'^nd  say,  what  about  the  M.  P.  T.  0   A convention  at  Los  Angeles  this  June?  How 
many  of  the  boys  are  figuring  on  going out  there.  I,  for  one,  am  planning  to  take mat  in.  I   think  that  it  will  be  a   great treat  to  make  that  trip  ancl  we  will  have 
a   great  chance  to  learn  something  about our  business,  and  meet  our  old  side-kicks. 

1   would  like  to  hear  from  more  of  the 
Iwys  m   regard  to  the  convention  and  learn 
It  there  are  very  many  intending  to  go. 1   have  just  had  the  pleasure  of  reading an  article  from  the  Exhib,  Walter  Brad- 
ley,  of  Nehgh,  Nebr.  He  goes  to  some 
length  to  explain  about  my  wine  bees 
which  was  but  ain’t  now.  as  the  frequent trips  of  said-  Bradley  down  here  for  the 

Jack  Hoxie  in  the  Universal  Western 

purpose  of,  as  he  said,  "to  view  the  work- 
ings of  the  bees,”  but  in  reality  to  quaff the  wine. 

And  believe  me  he  is  some  quaffer  when 
there  is  vnne  made  by  those  said  bees  to 
be  quaffed,  for  he  kept  the  bees  working 
over-time  until  they  become  discouraged and  died  from  overwork,  and  I   have  no- 

body but  Bradley  to  blame  for  their  death. not  satisfied  to  come  alone  but 
would  bring  his  relations  and  friends,  also. 
He  goes  to  some  length  to  tell  you  how 
sandy  it  is  in  this  town,  but  he  don’t  tell you  how  the  sand  came  to  get  here. 
You  see  in  this  country  the  wind  blows 

from  the  north.  Well,  Neligh  is  situated 
twelve  miles  north  of  this  town  and  the 
sand  is  so  deep  around  Neligh  that  they had  to  cover  the  roads  around  there  with 
clay,  which  they  hauled  from  here,  so  that 
they  could  get  through  it  with  any  kind  of 
conveyance.  So  you  can  imagine  how  the 
sand  gets  down  here  in  our  beautiful  city, the  best  town  in  the  state. 

Neligh  is  really  a   suburb  of  Elgin  and has  for  several  years  been  trying  to  attach 
itself  to  our  city,  but  on  account  of  the sand  hills  around  the  little  burg  of 
Neligh  our  worthy  city  fathers  figured  that It  would  be  a   liability  instead  of  an  asset 
to  our  town.  As  for  passing  judgment  on the  historical  value  of  pictures,  I   would 
prefer  to  take  the  judgment  of  Mr.  Brad- le/s  father-in-law,  the  Honorable  J.  C. Jenkins,  who  has  resigned  his  office  as  state 
game  warden,  and  is  now  in  Neligh,  and we  all  hope  that  he  wll  conclude  to  re- 
main  there  or,  better,  move  to  a   real  'town, Elgin,  Nebr. 
A   short  time  ago  I   drove  up  to  Neligh 

and  when  I   met  Walt  he  must  ha:ve  felt 
that  in  some  way  he  ought  to  do  something to  repay  me  for  all  the  bee  wine  he  had 
consumed.  He  invited  me  up  to  his  resi- 
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dence  to  sample  what  he  called  his  beer 
and  of  course,  I   went.  He  tapped  an  old 
long  neck  and  filled  a   glass  and  after  I 
had  drank  it  things  began  to  get  hazy  be- 

fore my  eyes,  and  I   told  him  that  I   guessed that  I   had  better  be  moving;  but  when  I 
went  to  get  my  car  I   could  not  figure  out 
for  the  life  of  me  which  car  was  mine 
They  were  both  alike. 

Well,  anyway,  I   took  one  of  them  and came  home  and  I   never  saw  so  many  pairs 
of  cars  on  the  road  before  in  my  life.  No 
I   am  not  going  up  to  Neligh  again  for 
some  time,  and  when  I   do  go,  I   shall  assure 
myself  that  Walt  is  not  at  home  the  dav 
that  I   do. 
And  I   just  want  to  say  that  Sand  Hill 

Crane  business  is  not  so  bad,  for  I   am 
running  five  changes  a   week  in  a   town  of 
856  population,  showing  every  night.— 
F.  J.  O’Hara,  Community  theatre,  Elgin 

Nebr.  
’ 

_   SONORA,  TEX.— To  the  Editor:  I 
just  simply  have  to  butt  in  or  bust  in.  I 
have  had  the  Exhibitors  Herald  now  for 
the  last  three  years  and  believe  me,  I   can- 

not see  how  an  exhibitor  who  wants  to 
be  up-to-date  can  afford  to  be  without  tins 
valuable  book.  Naturally  a   fellow  cannot 
take  every  report  for  granted,  as  one  star 
may  be  more  popular  in  one  section  of 
the  country  than  in  another;  but  then  that’s 
where  we  have  to  use  what  little  brain 
we  are  supposed  to  have.  I   have  found 
out  by  studying  the  reports  in  every  issue 
that  certain  towns  and  states  have  the 
same  taste  for  pictures  as  my  town  and  I 
very  seldom  go  wrong  in  following  this manner. 

Now  allow  me  to  say  a   few  words  in 
regard  to  pictures.  What  presses  my  heart 

most  at  present  is  about  “The  Covered 
Wagon”  and  “The  Iron  Horse.”  All  I   can 
say  is  just  this — I   have  played  a   whole  lot 
of  big  productions,  and  have  seen  a   few 
more  somewhere  else.  It  takes  a   very  good 
interesting  picture  to  hold  my  attention, 

but  boy,  "The  Iron  Horse”  started  off  with 
a   bang  and  finished  that  way,  and  that 
was  eleven  reels,  and  I   could  have  enjoyed 
it  had  the  picture  been  five  reels  longer. 
The  only  picture  that  I   have  to  say  was 

better  than  “The  Iron  Horse"  is  ‘"The  Ten 
Commandments,”  and  that  is  wholly  due 
to  the  fact  that  it  was  a   religious  picture 
and  without  the  Bible  prologue  it  would 

have  been  just  a   good  melodrama,  that’s  all. 
Just  one  more  thing  that’s  pressing  me. 

I   cannot  see  what  the  Sam  Hill  there  is 

supposed  Jo  be  wrong  with  a   picture  like 
"Lovers  in  Quarantine”  or  "Sinners  in 
Heaven”  and  a   whole  lot  more  on  that 
order.  It’s  all  right  for  the  public  to  kick, 

that’s  Jheir  privilege,  and  shows  a   healthy disposition.  The  time  to  become  alarmed 
is  when  they  are  unusually  quiet;  but  for 
an  exhibitor  to  kick  about  that,  I   think 
he  had  better  get  out  from  under,  for  no 
matter  who  and  how  much  the  public 
kicks,  secretly  the  most  of  them  like  it. 

It  takes  an  evil  mind  to  find  evil  in  the 
first  place.  God  made  pretty  women  and 
pretty  things  to  be  admired,  not  to  be  hid- 

den, so  let  Nature  take  its  course.  Natu- 
rally, there  is  a   limit  to  everything,  but 

to  kick  about  a   little  bit  like  in  the  above 
pictures,  why  man,  they  just  simply  take 
the  spice  out  of  the  picture  when  they  cut that  out. 

I   hope  Bebe  sees  this.  I   am  for  her, 

out  and_  out,  and  hope  she  lets  me  know 
by  sending  a   nice  large  photo  of  herself. 
I’ll  frame  it  and  give  her  the  honor  place 
in  my  poor  little  show. 

So,  now  that  I   am  started,  I’ll  let  you hear  from  me  at  times.  Yours  for  good 

luck  'til  you  have  to  send  out  a   special 
little  book  of  "What  the  Picture  Did  For 

Me”  with  every  Exhibitors  Herald. — Fred 
K.  JuNGH,  Sonora  theatre,  Sonora,  Tex. 
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THE  TOUGH  GUYs  Fred  Thomson — Here’s  a 
pippin.  Believe  Fred  and  Silver  get  better  all 
the  time  and  the  little  boy  in  this  helps  about 

half.  I   think  these  juveniles  in  the  cast  add 

very  much. — Carl  Judge,  Iris  theatre,  "WheBtland, 
Wyo. — Small  town  patronage. 

WHEN  LOVE  GROWS  COLDs  Mrs.  Rudolph 

Valentino — A   very  elaborate  dress  show  with 
Mrs.  V.  doing  the  mannequin  stuff  single  handed. 

For  its  type  it’s  good,  but  too  slow  for  the  cow- 
boys here. — H.  E.  Olson,  Majestic  theatre,  Reeds- 

burg.  Wis. — Small  town  patronage. 

WHEN  LOVE  GROWS  COLD:  Mrs.  Rudolph 
Valentino— This  picture  is  worth  showing  and 

will  satisfy  mrst  people.  Seven  reels. — 'W’m. 
Wiske,  Community  theatre.  Red  Granite,  Wis. — 
Small  town  patronage. 

FLAMING  WATERS:  Malcolm  McGregor— A 
very  good  melodrama,  exceptionally  well  dirwted 
and  acted.  Very  thrilling  in  spots.  Business 

fairly  good.  Book  it;  it's  one  of  the  best.  Seven 
reels. — Clarence  F.  Wagner,  Bugg  theatre,  Chi- 

cago, 111. — Neighborhood  patronage. 

FLAMING  WATERS;  Malcolm  McGregor— A 
melodrama  that  will  hold  them  to  the  final  clinch. 

Great  theme.  Wonderful  acting.  What  few  good 

weeks  we’ve  had  this  winter  have  been  mostly 
due  to  Gold  Bonds.  With  one  or  two  exceptions 

these  have  all  registered  at  the  box  ofiice. — S. 

Olson,  Majestic  theatre,  Reedsburg,  Wis. — Gen- 
eral patronage. 

FLAMING  WATERS;  Special  cast--Have 
played  five  of  these  Gold  Bond  specials  and  they 

have  proven  to  be  very  good.  Played  “Flaming 
Waters’’  two  nights  to  a   nice  biisiness.  Second 
night  better  than  first,  even  though  it  was  driz- 

zling rain.  Seven  reels, — Winton  W.  Lowery. 

Strand  theatre,  Atmore,  Ala. — Small  town  pat- 
ronage. 

THE  COWBOY  MUSKETEER:  Tom  Tyler— 
Our  first  one  with  this  star.  A   good  Western. 

Tyler  well  received  here.  Five  reels. — Fenton  J. 

L«,  Empress  theatre,  Glenrock,  Wyoming. — Small 
town  patronage. 

THE  COWBOY  MUSKETEER:  Tom  Tyler— 
Have  run  a   couple  of  these  Tyler  specials  and 

they  are  very  satisfactory.  Frankie  Darrow,  his 

pony  and  dog,  with  their  comedy  touches,  help 

greatly  to  put  it  over. — Carl  Judge,  Iris  theatre, 
Wheatland,  Wyo. — Small  town  patronage. 

QUEEN  OF  DIAMONDS:  Evelyn  Brent^My 

favorite  lady  star  in  the  beat  she  has  made. 
P.  B.  O.  seems  to  have  the  best  drawing  stars 

on  the  market.  Evelyn  is  one  of  them.  Gee, 

what  a   trio — Talmadge,  Thomson  and  Brent. 
Evelyn  Brent  has  never  failed  to  please  here, 

and  each  time  I   play  her,  my  patrons  ask  me 
when  another  one  is  coming.  Seems  as  if  they 

cannot  get  enough  of  her.  Six  reels. — Chas.  E. 

Lawrence,  Star  theatre,  Tuckerman,  Ark. — Gen- 
eral patronage. 

THE  WYOMING  WILDCAT:  Tom  Tyler— This 

is  my  first  one  of  Tom’s  and  if  the  rest  of  them 

are  as  good  I   won’t  squawk.  Nothing  big,  but 
a   dandy  little  picture  which  will  please  the 
women  as  well  as  the  men.  Tom  is  a   likely 

looking  fellow  and  has  a   horse  which  is  almost 
a   ringer  for  Tony,  Hope  the  kid,  Frankie  Darrow, 

and  his  cur  dog  appear  in  all  of  Tom’s  future 
pictures,  for  they  are  very  good.  Five  reels. — 
Wm.  E.  Tragadorf,  Trags  theatre,  Neillsville,  Wis. 

— Small  town  patronage. 

born  to  BATTLE:  Tom  Tylei--Here  is  a 
coming  star,  I   believe.  A   real  good  looking  chap 
end  can  fight,  etc.  Keep  him  in  good  stories  and 

I   believe  he  will  be  right  at  the  top  before  long. 

I   want  to  say  right  here  that  the  best  prints 
in  the  world  come  from  F.  B.  O.,  not  a   scratch, 

patch  or  blemish  have  I   ever  noticed  in  one  of 

their  prints.  Five  reels. — Chas.  B.  Lawrence,  Star 

theatre,  Tuckerman,  Ark. — General  patronage. 

MAN  RUSTLIN’:  Bob  Custer — A   real  good 
Western  that  pleased  a   good  Saturday  crowd. 
Bob  is  a   mighty  fine  fellow  to  look  at,  and  say. 

I   notice  he  always  picks  real  good  looking  chick- 

ens to  play  opposite  him.  Five  r^ls. — Chas.  E. 
Lawrence,  Star  theatre,  Tuckerman,  Ark. — Gen- 

eral patronage. 

THAT  MAN  JACK :   Bob  Custer — Plenty  of 

action  Western  stuff  and  he  is  as  quick  as  Fred 
Thomson.  Book  it.  Some  came  second  night. 

I^ve  reels. — C.  L.  Bisbee,  Columbia  theatre,  Pay- 

nette.  Wis. — General  patronage. 

ALL  AROUND  FRYING  PAN;  Fred  Thom- 
son— 1   do  not  know  whether  or  not  I   have  sent 

in  a   report  on  this  picture.  I   just  want  to  be 
sure  it  is  written  up.  The  best  old  Fred  has 
ever  made.  Thanks  very  much,  Fred,  for  the 

framed  autographed  picture.  It  sure  occupies  the 
main  spot  in  my  box  oiBce.  Am  anxious  to  play 

your  "Tough  Guy.”  Six  reels. — Chas.  E.  Law- 
rence. Star  theatre,  Tuckerman,  Ark. — General 

patronage. 

ALL  AROUND  FRYING  PAN:  Fred  Thomson 

— Extra  good.  Stay  with  the  Westerns,  Fred, 

you  are  making  a   hit. — S.  H.  Rich,  Rich  theatre. 
Montpelier,  Idaho. 

ALL  AROUND  FRYING  PAN:  Fred  Thom- 

sen— Good  Saturday  picture  for  small  town  where 
Westerns  are  liked.  Prints  and  service  good  out 

of  Oklahoma  City.  Six  reels. — George  Herber, 

Opera  House,  Aimche,  Okla. — Small  town  pat- 
ronage. 

ALL  AROUND  FRYING  PAN:  Fred  Thomson 

— A   splendid  Western  picture  that  went  over  big. 
Silver  King  is  a   great  drawing  card.  Six  reels. 

— C.  S.  Watson,  Electric  theatre,  Caldwell,  Kan. 
— Community  patronage. 

A   MAN  OP  NERVE;  Bob  Custer.  Some  nice 

little  Western  worth  running  any  place,  especially 
in  small  Western  towns.  Bob  is  getting  better 

all  the  time.  All  we  need  here  is  about  2   feet 

of  rain  next  summer  at  the  right  time  and  we 

will  be  well  fixed.  Five  reels. — R,  Duba,  Royal 

theatre,  Kimball,  S.  D. — Genera!  patronage. 

LET’S  GO  GALLAGHER;  Tom  Tyler— The 
first  one  we  have  ever  played.  If  all  the  rest 

are  as  good  as  this  one  we  can  pay  oS  the  big 

one.  Good  action  picture  for  Saturday.  Five 

reels. — Maloney  &   Wey,  Orpheum  theatre,  St. 
Bernice,  Ind. — Small  town  patronage. 

LET’S  GO  GALLAGHER:  Tom  l^ler — A   good 
Saturday  show.  Frankie  Darrow  very  good  in 
this.  No  special  but  has  a   good  drawing  power. 

Appeal  90  per  cent.  Six  reels. — C.  W.  Doctor, 
May  theatre,  Mayvllle,  Wla. — Farmer  patronage. 

LET’S  GO  GALLAGHER:  Tom  Tyler— A   good 

little  Western  and  will  please.  Five  reels. — ^Wm. 

Wiske,  Community  theatre.  Red  Granite.  Wis. — 
Small  town  patronage. 

JIMMIE'S  MILLIONS:  Richard  Talmadge — 
Talmadge  has  plenty  of  action  and  suspense  in 
this  one.  Has  a   very  good  plot  and  his  stunts 

seem  to  please.  Six  reels. — C.  0.  Peterson,  Royal 

theatre,  Saxon,  Wis. — Small  town  patronage. 

SPEED  WILD:  Lefty  Flynn — Good.  Plenty  of 

action  and  an  intoresUng  story.  Five  reels. — 
Dinsmore  &   Son,  Majestic  theatre,  Weiner.  Ark. 
— Small  town  patronage. 

THE  FIGHTING  DEMON:  Richard  Talmadge 

Fair  program.  Not  much  of  a   story.  Some  ac- 
tion. Pleased  fairly  well.  Six  reels. — Robert  W. 

Hines,  Hines  theatre,  Loyalton,  S.  D. — General 
patronage. 

THE  WILD  BULL’S  LAIR:  Fred  W.  Thom- 

son— Fred  is  fine.  Silver  can’t  be  beat.  Silver 
does  some  fine  work  and  last  reel  is  very  thrill- 

ing. Five  reels. — Robert  W.  Hines,  Elines  thea- 
tre, Loyalton,  S.  D. — General  patronage. 

THE  WILD  BULL’S  LAIR:  Fred  Thom- 
Thrills,  laughter  and  action  of  all  description. 

Throwing  of  bull  very  good  by  Fred.  Fred  and 

his  horse  certainly  the  prize.  Both  acted  excep- 
tionally well.  Thanks  to  Fred  for  picture  sent. 

We  are  very  grateful. — J.  W.  Ryder,  Jewel  thea- 
tre, Verndale,  Minn. 

MIDNIGHT  MOLLY:  Evelyn  Brent  — Miss 

Brent  plays  a   dual  role  in  this  and  does  it  to 
perfection.  A   short  interesting  picture  of  the 

right  length.  Six  reels, — C.  O.  Peterson,  Royal 

theatre,  Saxon,  Wis. — Smalt  town  patronage. 

MIDNIGHT  MOLLY:  Evelyn  Brent— A   deteo- 

tive  story  for  Saturday  night.  Tone  fair  for  Sat- 

urday night.  Good  appeal.  Six  reels.— C.  W. 

Doctor,  May  theatre,  Mayville,  Wis.— General  pat- ronage. 

DARING  LOVE  Elaine  Hammerstein — Much 
better  than  we  e.xpected.  The  picture  is  mistitled. 

SAVE  Section  II. 
“The  Box  Office  Record  and  Equipment  Index”  is  published 

as  Section  11  of  this  issue  of  the  “Herald.” 

SAVE  your  copy  of  this  issue. 

Although  the  special  reserve  supply  of  copies  has  been  ex- 

panded for  this  issue  of  the  “Record,”  it  is  impossible  to  antici- 

pate accurately  the  increase  in  duplicate  orders  due  to  addition 

of  the  “Equipment  Index.” SAVE  Section  H. 
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accordini?  to  my  estimation,  as  there’s  nothing 
daring  about  it.  Just  a   very  good  picture  that 

should  please  anywhere.  Six  reels. — C.  O.  Peter- 

son, Royal  theatre,  Saxon,  Wis. — Small  town  pat- 
ronage. 

THE  BANDIT’S  BABY:  Fred  Thomson— West- 
erns are  popular  in  this  town  and  Thomson  is 

well  liked  by  our  patrons.  This  picture  was  bet- 

ter than  the  average  and  deserved  better  patron- 

age. Six  reels. — George  W.  Lee.  Paramount  thea- 
tre. Okanogan.  Wash. — Small  town  patronage  . 

THE  TEXAS  BEAR  CAT:  Bob  Custer— Cold 
winds  from  north  at  40  miles  per  hour  kept  them 

at  home.  No  fault  of  picture.  Bob's  best  picture 
to  date.  Five  reels. — Robert  W.  Hines,  Hines 
theatre,  Loyalton.  S.  D. — General  patronage. 

THE  KEEPER  OP  THE  BEES:  Special  cast— 

Here's  a   money  maker  if  there  ever  was  one. 

Can’t  go  wrong  on  it.  Good  picture,  good  cast, 
and  better  drawing  power.  By  all  means  book 

it  and  go  right  after  it.  Results  will  show  splen- 

didly. If  you  don't  get  them  on  this  one  you 
won’t  get  them  at  all.  Seven  reels. — C.  W.  Doe- 
ter.  May  theatre,  Mayville,  Wis. — Farmer  pat- 
ronage. 

AFTER  THE  BALL:  Special  cast — A   very 
pleasing  picture,  the  plot  of  which  is  taken  from 

the  old  song  of  the  same  name.  A   little  old,  but 

it’s  good.  Seven  reels. — C.  O.  Peterson,  Royal 
theatre.  Saxon,  Wis. — Small  town  patronage. 

THAT  DEVIL  QUEMADO:  Fred  Thomson- 

Costume  stuff  never  hurt  thi.s  any.  Everyone  pro- 
nounced it  the  best  Thomson  yet,  in  spite  of  the 

fact  that  the  leading  lady  was  a   dub.  Thomson 

showed  he  could  act  and  the  show  didn’t  depend 
so  much  on  Silver  King.  Run  Pathe's  "Haunted 

Honeymoon”  with  this  and  it  made  a   splendid 
program.  Five  reels. — 'Dinsmore  &   Son,  Majestic 

theatre,  Weiner,  Ark. — Small  town  patronage. 

First  National 
MEMORY  LANE:  Eleanor  Boardman — Very 

satisfactory  entertainment.  Pleased  patrons  and 

drew  a   little  more  than  ordinary  business.  Seven 

reels. — C.  W.  Cupp,  Royal  theatre,  Arkadelphia, 
Ark. — College  town  patronage. 

RAINBOW  RILEY:  Johnny  Hines — This  pic- 

ture is  a   little  under  the  average  Johnny  Hines 
picture.  Yet  it  is  very  good.  Good  clean  comedy 

that  most  everyone  enj'oys.  Business  fairly  good. 
Ran  it  a   Sunday — for  a   laugh.  Seven  reels. — 

Special  to 
Dick  Talmadge 
THE  BLUE  STREAK  (F.  B.  0.) 

Richard  Talmadge. — My  favorite  star 
in  another  knockout  Dick,  you  are 
the  only  star  that  I   know  of  that 

makes  each  picture  better  than  the 
last.  The  only  thing  that  I   am  afraid 

of  is  that  If  you  do  not  quit  getting 
better  all  the  time,  then  ̂ vhat?  Well, 

anyhow,  you  are  one  of  my  best  draw- 
ing cards.  I   can  always  depend  on  a 

packed  house  when  you  show  up. 

Keep  up  die  good  work. — CHARLES 
E.  LAWRENCE,  Star  theatre,  Tucker- 
man,  Ark. 

Clarence  F.  Wagner,  Bugg  theatre,  Chicago,  III. 
— Neighborhood  patronage. 

WINDS  OF  CHANCE:  Special  east — A   dandy 
action  drama  of  the  north  country,  but  not  a   big 

box  office  bet  for  me. — Carl  Judge,  Iris  theatre, 

Wheatland,  Wyo. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  GIRL  FROM  MONTMARTRE:  Barbara 

LaMarr — A   very  good  attraction  but  for  some 
reason  a   big  flop  at  the  box  office.  Why,  I   really 

don’t  know.  The  whole  picture  is  very  good.  I 
ran  it  two  days  but  was  very  much  disappointed 

as  to  business.  Eight  reels. — Clarence  F.  Wag- 

ner, Bugg  theatre,  Chicago.  111. — Neighborhood 
patronage. 

THE  SPLENDID  ROAD:  Anna  Q.  Nilsson — A 

very  fine  picture.  Ran  it  two  days  to  a   pleased 
audience.  Very  good  story,  well  directed  and 

acted.  Business  was  only  fair,  but  it  pleased, 

so  I   am  satisfied.  You  can’t  go  wrong  on  this 

one.  Go  after  it  big,  it’s  all  you  can  say  about  it. 
Eight  reels. — Clarence  F.  Wagner.  Bugg  theatre, 
Chicago,  111. — Neighborhood  patronage. 

CLASSIFIED:  Corinne  Griffith — Good  plot. 

Good  entertainment.  Had  many  comments  to  the 

good.  Business  good.  Seven  reels. — Jack  Cairns. 

Brooklyn  theatre,  Detroit,  Mich. — General  patron- 
age. 
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THE  PACE  THAT  THRILLS:  Ben  Lyons- 
Mighty  fine  action  picture.  Much  better  than  title 
implies.  Good  comedy,  bull  fight,  prize  fights  and 
auto  races  furnish  thrills.  Pleased  all.  Eight 
reels. — A.  D.  Stauchfield,  Rae  theatre,  Ann  Arbor 

Mich. — Neighborhood  patronage.  ’ SOULFIRE :   Richard  Barthelmess — An  artis. 
tic  production.  Star  very  good  in  this  type  of 
emotional  role.  Finish  too  indefinite  to  be  easily 
understood  by  the  majority.  Business  only  fair 
Nine  reels.— A.  D.  Stauchfield,  Rae  theatre.  Ann 
Arbor,  Mich. — ^Neighborhood  patronage. 
INF ATUATION ;   Corinne  Griffith— Business 

good  on  this  picture,  but  attribute  it  mostly  to 
star’s  reputation  and  "Classifisd.”  "Infatuation” hardly  up  to  expectations  but  no  adverse  com- 
ments.— C.  W.  Cupp,  Royal  theatre,  Arkadelphia 

I   lege  town  patronage,  ’ GRAUSTARK:  Norma  Talmadge — One  of  Nor 
mas  best,  because  she  forgets  Norma  most  of 
the  time.  Being  a   famous  story  helps  get  them m.  Settings  elaborate  and  romantic.  Support 
to_  the  star  very  good.  Business  fair.— Carl  Judge Ins  theatre,  Wheatland,  Wyo.— Small  town  pat^ ronage  . 

GRAUSTARK:  Norma  Talmadge— This  kind 
of  a   story  may  go  with  the  highbrows  but  not in  the  average  neighborhood  theatre.  More  cos- 
tume  bunk.  Why  do  they  make  ’em  ?   Eight 

Cairns.  Brooklyn  theatre,  Detroit' Mich. — Genera!  patronage. 

THE  DARK  ANGEL:  Viima  Banky — To  a 
high  class  audience  this  is  a   wonderful  picture. 
In  every  respect  a   high  class  production.  One that  has  entertainment  written  all  over  it,  and 
especially  adaptable  to  fine  musical  setting  The Pubhx  Theatre  outfit  of  Memphis,  the  Paramount 
people,  put  this  in  their  20c  house  and  a   pic- house. 

K   The  Dark  Angel  was  a   Paramount  and  the Dix  picture  a   First  National,  the  pictures  would have  been  reversed.  The  20c  proposition  like  this 
works  a   serious  hardship  on  the  small  town  ex- 

hibitor who  plays  pictures  of  this  calibre  after 
the  city  papers  slap  the  20c  admission  news  in tne  race  of  the  small  town  people.   P.  S   Morris 
Regent  theatre,  Indianola,  Miss. — General  paU 
ronage. 

THE  DARK  ANGEL:  Special  cast— O.  boys  I 
What  a   picture!  It's  great.  People  came  to  see It  the  second  time.  Ronald  Colman  and  Viima 
Banlv  are  great.  I   would  class  it  as  good  as the  best.  Will  more  than  please  in  any  house, 
^ack  Cairns,  Brooklyn  theatre.  Detroit,  Mich. 
— General  patronage. 

THE  DARK  ANGEL;  Special  cast— About  one of  the  best  on  the  weekly  bill.  Pleased  all  that 
saw  It,  m   spite  of  rain  and  cold  weather.  Sight reels.  M.  J.  Babin.  Fairyland  theatre.  White Lastle.  La. — General  patronage. 

THE  LADY:  Norma  Talmadge— I   am  a   little 
late  !n_  running  this  one.  Had  it  bought  for some  time,  and  waited  for  a   sure  enough  off 
night  to  put  It  on.  It’s  sad,  and  absolutely  rot- ten.  No  drawing  card  at  all.  They  will  walk  out 
on  »t.— A.  Mitchell.  Dixie  theatre.  Russellville, ivy. — Small  town  patronage. 

FINE  CLO'THESs  Lewis  Stone— Just  fair  busi- ness, No  fault  of  the  picture.  I   think  the  title 
hurt  some,  ̂ wis  Stone  is  always  good.  Seven Cairns.  Brooklyn  theatre.  Detroit, M   1C  h   .“-Gen  e   ral  p   atron  age, 

THE  MARRIAGE  WHIRL:  Corinne  Griffith- 
Another  big  First  National.  There  is  no  question 
about  this  being  real  up-to-date  stuff,  and  goes 
over  with  a   bang,  they  all  like  it  regardless. Connne.  I   want  to  tell  you  how  fine  my  patrons 
think  you  are,  and  we  wish  to  tel!  you  that  we 
think  you  are  improving  with  each  picture.  Ken- 

neth Harlan,  you  did  the  best  ever,  and  others 
may  be  included  under  this  same  wording.  Pic- tures like  this,  that  are  made  wsli,  wiil  build 
new  business.  Seven  reels.— W.  E.  Brenner.  Cozy 
theatre,  Winchester,  Ind.— General  patronage. 
THE  LOST  WORLD:  Special  cast — Very  good 

novelty  special  ail  right  but  it  did  not  bring 
them  in.  Why,  I   don’t  know,  as  the  picture  is good  and  everybody  ought  to  see  it.  Spent  extra 
money  for  advertising  and  didn’t  get  any  of  that 
back.  Took  in  enough  to  pay  rental  and  lights 
and  Mai,  worked  for  nothing  two  nights,  and 
brought  al!  advertising  out  without  results.  Ten 
reels.— -R.  Duba.  Royal  theatre,  Kimball,  S.  D.— General  patronage. 

THE  LOST  WORLD:  Special  cast— Broke  rsc 
ords  m   my  theatre  for  fifteen  years.  I   doubled 
the  price  of  admission  and  they  simply  mobbed 
me  to  get  in.  Played  three  days  to  S.  R.  O. 
Ten  reels. — Jack  Cairns.  Brooklyn  theatre,  De- troit, Mich. — General  patronage. 

A   THIEF  IN  PARADISE:  Ronaid  Colman— 
A   fairly  interesting  society  drama.  Beautiful 
costumes  and  sets.  Good  photography.  Some 
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comedy  woven  in  which  helps  to  put  it 
 over. 

Eight  reels. — V/m.  Wiske.  Community  theat
re. 

Red  Granite,  Wis. — Small  town  patronage. 

A   THIEF  IN  PARADISES  Special  oa
st— 

Showed  this  one  night  for  very  poor  business
.  It 

deserved  a   better  reception  at  the  hands  
of  the 

public  for  it  was  a   lavish  picture  well  pu
t  on 

and  well  liked  by  the  few  who  saw  it.  Eig
hi 

reels.   c.  C.  Ervin,  Paramount  theatre,  Okano- 
gan, Wash.— Small  town  patronage. 

THE  HALFWAY  GmL;_  Special  cast— A  
 lit- 

tle late  in  reporting  on  this.  A   fine  production 

and  played  to  capacity  house.  Well  dire
cted. 

Wonderful  scenery.  Pleased  better  than  the  ave
r- 

age. Many  favorable  reports.  Bating  96  per 

cent.  Seven  reels.— Wm.  Wiske,  Community  thea- 

tre, Red  Granite,  Wis. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  SCARLET  WEST;  Special  east^A  good 

Western.  It  is  not  a   super-special^  but  above 

average  Western  picture. — M.  G.  Price,  Novelty 

theatre,  Paris,  Idaho. 

MY  SON;  Nazimova — Very  much  lik^  here. 

It  is  a   little  different  than  the  usual  features. 

Several  good  comments.  Sunday?  Yes.  Seven 

reels.— Wm.  Wiske,  Community  theatre.  Red 

Granite,  Wis. — Small  town  patronage. 

LEARNING  TO  LOVE;  Constance  Talmadge 

  A   clever,  spicy  comedy  drama.  Enjoyed  it  very 

much.  Business  only  fair. — R.  Pfeiffer,  Princess 

theatre,  Chilton.  Wis.— Small  town  patronage. 

CHICKIE;  Special  cast— Showed  to  fair  busi- 

ness, but  can't  say  that  this  is  a   type  of  picture 

that  people  rave  about  in  this  community.  How- 

ever, good  acting  and  well  produced.  Eight  reels. 

Wm,  Wiske,  Community  theatre,  Red  Granite, 

Wis. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  DESERT  FLOWER;  Colleen  Moore— Had 

a   few  slangy  expressions  in  the  first  part  which 

made  our  Sunday  audience  gasp  a   wee  bit.  How- 

ever, the  picture  had  good  entertainment  value, 

and  heard  everybody  compliment  Miss  Moore, 

so  I   know  they  were  all  satisfied. — Carl  Veseth, 

Palace  theatre,  Malta,  Mont.— General  patronage. 

AS  MAN  DESIRES;  Milton  Sills — A   real  good 

program  picture.  Should  please  in  any  hoxise. 

Did  not  make  any  money  for  us  but  no  fault  of 

picture.— M.  G.  Price,  Novelty  theatre.  Paris, 
Idaho. 

DECLASSE ;   Cormne  Griffith— 1   have  read 

many  reports  from  exhibitors  stating  that  this  is 

a   fair  picture.  Now,  if  this  is  only  a   fair  society 

picture,  will  someone  kindly  show  me  a   real  high 

class  production?  I   am  proud  indeed  to  show 

such  pictures  in  my  house.  Corinn©  Griffith’s name  is  a   great  asset  to  any  program  or  any 
house.  May  she  live  long  and  continue  to  grace 

the  screen  with  her  beauty  and  her  talent. — 
M.  G.  Price,  Novelty  theatre,  Paris,  Idaho. 

WHY  MEN  LEAVE  HOME;  Lewis  Stone — 
Can’t  understand  why  I   should  lose  money  on 
this  picture  but  I   sure  did.  However,  business 
has  been  off  here  lately.  As  for  the  picture.  I 

wish  they  were  ail  as  good  as  this  one.  The  title 
is  good  and  the  picture  pleased  the  few  people 
who  saw  it  100  per  cent.  My  only  criticisms  are 
that  one  very  suggestive  scene  in  the  last  reel 
should  be  eliminated  and  Lewis  Stone,  while  a 

very  fine  actor,  is  too  old  to  please  my  patrons 

in  the  parts  fee  usually  plays. — M.  G.  Price,  Nov- 
elty theatre,  Paris,  Idaho. 

ABRAHAM  LINCOLN:  George  Billrags--Ran 
this  while  new.  Flopped  here.  Good  educational 

picture.  Nine  reels. — Edward  Casey,  Jr.,  Casey’s 
theatre.  Sterling,  Okla. — Small  town  patronage. 

I   WANT  MY  MAN;  Milton  Sills— Not  as  good 

as  “The  Making  of  O’MaHey,”  but  heard  many 
fine  comments.  Sills  is  an  artist  in  everything 

he  attempts.  Business  very  fair. — A.  D.  Stauch- 
field,  Rae  theatre,  Ann  Arbor,  Mich. — Neighbor- 

hood patronage. 

THE  WOMAN  ON  THE  JURY;  Sylvia  Bren- 
ner— Fine  acting  but  somewhow  it  was  not  as 

good  as  we  expected.  A   little  too  drawn  out. 
Could  have  been  made  in  six  reels.  Little  Sylvia 

Brenner  knows  how  to  act.  Just  an  average  pro- 

gram picture.  Seven  reels. — Mrs.  C.  J.  Paul, 

Perpperwood  theatre,  Pepperwcod,  Cal. — General 
patronage. 

FLOWING  GOLD;  Milton  Sills— Very  fine  pic- 
ture. Every  exhibitor  should  show  this  one.  Our 

patrons  were  well  pleased.  They  told  us  so. 

We  had  special  singing,  which  helped  to  put  the 
picture  over.  When  a   picture  is  taken  from  a 

good  book  it  can’t  help  but  draw.  This  one  will 

stand  lots  of  advertising.  Eight  reels.- Mrs.  C. 

J.  Paul,  Pepperwood  theatre,  Pepperwcod,  Cal. — 
General  patronage. 

THE  BAD  MAN;  Special  cast— The  bad  man  is 
a   Mexican  of  the  Robin  Hood  type  and  is  a   gcwd 

clean  picture  with  a   thrill  and  comedy  mixed  in. 

Print  poor.  Seven  reels.— H.  B.  Osborn,  Com- 
munity theatre.  Mount  Hope,  Kan. — Small  town 

patronage. 

Special  to Corinne  Griffith 

CLASSIFIED  (F.  N.)  Corinne  Grif- 
fith.— A   good  story,  well  arranged 

production,  many  excellent  touches, 

clever  tides,  splendid  acting  and  beau- 
tiful Cormne.  What  more  is  needed 

Lr  8   reels?  Does  anyone  know  how 

to  obtain  Miss  Griffith’s  autographed 
photo  without  coming  right  out  and 
asking  her  for  one?  She  has  been  a 
favorite  of  mine  since  Vitagraph  days 

and  I   always  meet  the  folks  with  a 
smile  when  they  leave  the  theatre 

after  viewing  one  of  her  pictures, 
— P.  E.  MORRIS,  Regan  theatre, 

Indianola,  Minn. 

Fox 

MY  OWN  PAL:  Tox  Mix — ^While  this  may
 

not  be  Tom’s  proverbial  best,  it  will  rate  with 

any  he  has  made  for  a   long  time.  Can't  i
magine 

Tony  taking  a   back  seat  for  a   little  fuzzy  dog,
 

but  facts  is  facts.  Six  reels. — H.  E.  Olson, 
 Ma- 

jestic theatre,  Reedsburg,  Wis. — Small  town  pat- ronage. 

THE  JOHNSTOWN  FLOOD;  Special  cast—
 

Very  good.  A   picture  everyone  will  l
ike.  A 

good  show  for  Saturday.  Flood  scene  the  
best 

ever  produced. — Geo.  Herber,  Opera  House, 

Apache.  Okla. — Small  town  patronage. 

THANK  YOU;  Special  cast— A   very  good  true-
 

to-life  picture.  One  that  is  good  for  any  town.
 

The  subject  is  well  handled.  Run  this  one  a
nd 

your  patrons  will  thank  you.  Seven  reels.  G
eo. 

Herber,  Opera  House,  Apache,  Okla.— Small  town 

patronage. 

THE  FIGHTING  HEART;  George  O’Brien- 

Very  good.  My  patrons  liked  it  and  told  me  so
. 

Business  good.— S.  H.  Rich,  Rich  theatre.  Mont- 

pelier, Idaho. 

THE  ANCIENT  MARINER;  Special  cast— The 

best  thing  for  you  to  do  if  you  have  this  bought 

will  be  to  pay  for  it,  if  you  have  to,  and  let  
it 

stay  at  the  exchange.  If  you  don't  you  will 
 be 

sorry.  I   don’t  think  that  Fox  ought  to  ask  for 

money  on  this  one,  as  I   am  sure  no  exhibito
r 

will  feel  kindly  toward  Fox  Films  if  he  is  forced 

to  pay  for  it.— A.  Mitchell.  Dixie  theatre.  Rus
- 

sellville. Ky. — Small  town  patronage. 

HEARTS  AND  SPURS;  Buck  Jones- A   good 

little  Western.  My  people  like  Buck.  Business 

good.— M.  G.  Price,  Novelty  theatre.  Paris.  Idaho. 

THE  DESERT’S  PRICE;  Buck  Jones— Peppy 

good  comedy  Western.  Second  run,  but  drew
 

fairly  well  with  all  sorts  of  Western  opposition. 

Five  reels.— A.  D.  Stauchfteld.  Rae  theatre.  Ann 

Arbor.  Mich. — Neighborhood  patronage. 

THE  DESERT'S  PRICE;  Buck  Jones— About
 

all  that  can  be  said  about  this  is  just  anoth
er 

Jones  picture.  A   Western  and  worth  a   Saturd
ay 

date.  Six  reels.— P.  E.  Morris.  Regent  theatre. 

Indianola,  Miss. — General  patronage. 

AS  NO  MAN  HAS  LOVED:  Special  c
ast- 

pictures  of  this  type  need  boosting.  We  us
ed  it 

as  a   church  benefit  and  it  went  over  big  a
nd 

pleased.  Good  moral  and  should  be  shown
  by 

every  exhibitor.  We  received  very  poor  print  fr
om 

Kansas  City,  and  reported  condition  befo
re  our 

run,  and  then  they  came  back  and  claime
d  our 

machines  caused  the  damage.  Eight  reels. —
 R.  R. 

Winship,  Majestic  theatre.  Phillipsburg.  Ka
nsas. — General  patronage. 

THE  IRON  HORSE:  Special  cast — Negl
ected 

to  send  this  in  earlier  but  th®  discussion 
 in  the 

"E.  H."  brings  a   desire  to  say  my  bit.  This  is 

a   great  epic  drama,  nearly  perfect  from
  every 

angle,  and  if  Fox  had  sold  it  to  the  pub
lic  as 

Famous  did  "The  Wagon."  it  would  have  equal
ed 
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it  not  surpassed  "Wagon”  performances.  It’s  a 
bigger  picture  but  lacks  the  charm  or  personal 
appeal  and  lacks  the  publicity  due  from  the 

author's  story. — Carl  Judge,  Iris  theatre.  Wheat- 
land,  Wyo. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  LUCKY  HORSESHOE:  Tom  Mix— Like 
all  Tom  Mix  subjects  in  this  house,  went  over 

great  with  all  of  the  audience.  Six  reels. — A.  D. 

Stauchheld,  Rae  theatre,  Ann  Arbor,  Mich. — 
Neighborhood  patronage. 

THE  LUCKY  HORSESHOE:  Tom  Mix— My 

patrons  don't  like  Mix  in  these  pictures.  They 
want  real  gun  stuff.  Too  much  fist  fighting. 

Five  reels.— C.  S.  Watson,  Electric  theatre,  Cald- 

well. Kan. — Community  patronage. 

THE  BEST  BAD  MAN:  Tom  Mix— I   must 
have  better  things  then  this  from  Tom  Mix  to 
satisfy  my  patrons,  as  they  are  all  built  up  on 

Tom  Mix  as  being  a   top  notcher,  and  then  to 

crack  them  with  weak  stuff  for  three  straight — 
well,  you  know  what  it  does  to  the  popularity  of 
a   star.  Tom  Mix,  you  have  arrived  at  the  place 
where  you  now  have  the  biggest  job  you  ever 

had,  and  that  is  to  hold  the  reputation  you  have 

already  made.  Six  reels. — W.  H.  Brenner,  Cozy 

theatre,  Winchester,  Ind. — General  patronage. 

THE  BEST  BAD  MAN:  Tox  Mix— Not  much 
to  it.  Mix  has  lost  his  pulling  power.  Six  reels. 

— C.  P.  J.  Edwards,  Waynewood  theatre,  Waynes- 
ville,  N.  C. — General  patronage. 

TEETH:  Tom  Mix — The  poorest  business  ever 
on  a   Mix  picture.  However,  not  altogether  the 
fault  of  the  picture.  Lots  of  the  print  cut  out. 

which  made  it  jumpy  in  places.  Here’s  hoping 
the  next  Mix  will  prove  far  bettor.  Would  have 

been  fine  had  it  all  been  there.  Seven  reels. — 

Chas.  E.  Lawrence,  Star  theatre,  Tuckerman,  Ark. 

— General  patronage. 

AS  NO  MAN  HAS  LOVED:  Special  cast— One 

of  the  finest  things’  in  years.  Is  that  enough  7 — 
Carl  Judge,  Iris  theatre.  Wheatland,  Wyo. — Small 
town  patronage. 

THE  LAST  OF  THE  DUANES:  Tom  Mix- 

In  the  opinion  of  my  patrons  and  myself,  this  is 
the  best  picture  we  have  ever  had  from  Tom. 

All  Is  fine  with  the  exception  of  the  vary  poorly 

directed  scene  where  Tom  captures  about  a   dozen 
or  more  armed  bandits  single  banded.  Now  such 

trash  as  that  is  real  bunk  and  while  it  is  sup- 
posed to  give  a   thrill  and  please  the  spectators 

it  does  just  the  reverse  with  an  audience  that  has 

any  brains.  Business  good. — M.  G.  Price,  Novelty 
theatre,  Paris,  Idaho. 

HEIARTS  OF  OAK ;   Hobart  Bosworth — Did  not 

think  much  of  this  picture  myself  but  great  was 
my  surprise  when  they  came,  some  with  tears  in 

their  eyes,  and  said.  "That  was  one  of  the  finest, 
but  oh  how  sad.”  My,  what  a   public  I   You  never 
know  what  is  going  to  please  them.  Six  reels.— 

Chas.  E.  Lawrence,  Star  theatre,  Tuckerman,  Ark. 
— General  patronage. 

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer 
MONTE  CARLO :   Gertrude  Olmstead — A   crack- 

erjack  good  comedy — clothing  display,  a   regular 
fashion  show  with  some  beautiful  shots.  Not 

much  business.  Six  reels. — C.  J.  P.  Edwards. 
Waynewood  theatre,  Waynesvllle,  N.  C. — General 
patronage. 

THE  DEVIL’S  CIRCUS:  Norma  Shearer-Bet- 
ter  entertainment  than  99  per  cent  of  the  so- 
called  specials.  Norma,  as  usual,  the  most  tal- 

Special  to Colleen  Moore 

IRENE  (F.  N.)  Colleen  Moore.— 
Colleen,  youVe  done  it  again.  Here 
is  one  of  the  best  pictures  First 
National,  or  anybody  else  for  that 
matter,  ever  released  Patrons  en- 

thusiastic about  it.  Fashion  show 
sequence  wonderful.  A   special  in 
every  sense  of  the  word.  Boost  it 
big  and  raise  your  prices.  Thanks  to 
Colleen,  you  can  smile  when  they 
come  out. — P.  E.  MORRIS,  Regent 
theatre,  Indianola,  Miss. 

entod  actress  on  the  screen. — H.  E.  Olson,  Majes- 
tic theatre,  Reedsburg,  Wis. — Small  town  pat- 

ronage, 

MIKE:  Sally  O’Neil — A   clever  and  entertain- 
ing picture  which  absolutely  failed  to  register  at 

box  office.  In  my  opinion  picture  is  overrated  by 

producers.  Miss  O’Neill  is  fine,  as  well  as  rest 
of  cast.  Seven  reels. — C.  W.  Cupp,  Royal  theatre, 
Arkadelphia,  Ark. — College  town  patronage. 

THE  MONSTER:  Lon  Chaney — Drew  better 
than  usual  for  mid-week.  Men  liked  it.  Women 
did  not.  Scared  some  of  the  little  children  so 

they  left. — ^Philip  Rand,  Rex  theatre.  Salmon, 
Idaho. — General  patronage. 

TIME  THE  COMEDIAN:  Special  cast— A   fair 
offering  with  an  unusual  twist  in  portraying  time. 

Not  a   sensation  here,  however,  as  there  wasn’t 
anyone  shot  or  hung  at  sunrise. — ^H.  B.  Olson, 

Majestic  theatre,  Reedsburg.  Wis. — General  pat- 
ronage. 

THE  CIRCLE:  George  Fawcett — Nothing  to  it 

whatever.  No  entertainment  at  all.  Too  bad  put- 

ting in  such  cast  and  don’t  give  them  anything 
to  work  on.  Like  all  other  society  rot.  I   wish 

they  would  throw  out  all  these  society  stories 
and  the  authors  with  them.  No  sense  whatever. 

Just  killing  all  exhibitors  and  that’s  all.  Who 
will  buy  them  after  they  kill  us  all?  I   don’t 
know.  Six  reels.— S.  Duba,  Royal  theatre,  Kim- 

ball, S.  D. — General  patronage. 

SOUL  MATES:  Special  cast— The  picture  was 

full  of  life  and  gave  general  satisfaction.  Only 
a   fair  house  on  account  of  Grange  dance.  Six 

reels. — Isbell  &   Suite.  Casino  DeLuxe  theatre, 
Kiowa,  Colo. — General  patronage. 

GO  WEST:  Buster  Keaton — Buster  has  not 

been  hers  in  a   long  time  and  we  expected  a   good 
house  the  first  night,  but  the  receipts  of  two 

nights  would  not  make  a   full  house.  His  acting 
is  as  good  as  ever  but  his  drawing  power  is  on 
the  wane  here.  The  solemn  expression  of  this 
humorous  star  is  well  known.  For  a   humorist  to 
laugh  at  his  own  humor  is  fatal,  to  smile  is  to 
diminish  the  force  of  it.  but  to  betray  an  effort 

to  keep  from  laughing  at  one’s  own  humor  only 
adds  flavor  to  it.  But  Buster’s  expression  looks 
like  humor  in  a   cemetery.  People  resent  it.— 
A.  J.  Gibbons.  Elite-Kozy  theatre.  Metropolis,  III, 
— Mixed  patronage. 

OLD  CLOTHES;  Jackie  Coogan — Fine  enter- 
tainment. Pleased  60  per  cent.  Hate  to  see 

Jackie  leave  us  as  he  has  always  been  a   good 
box  office  bet,  and  with  few  exceptions  his  pic- 

tures have  been  way  above  the  average.  Six 
reels.- R.  R.  Winship,  Majestic  theatre.  PhilHps- 
burg,  Kansas. — General  patronage. 

SALLY.  IRENE  AND  MARY:  Special  oast— A 
very  good  attraction,  exceptionally  well  produced 
and  acted.  Pleased  our  patrons  very  much.  Busi- 

ness only  fair.  I   would  advise  booking  this  one. 

It’s  really  good.  Six  reels.— Clarence  P.  Wag- 
ner, Bugg  theatre,  Chicago,  III.— Neighborhood 

patronage. 

SALLY,  IRENE  AND  MARY;  Special  cast— 
Small  town  man  with  family  following,  watch 
your  step.  Some  fairly  heat^  comments  from 
some  of  our  mothers  on  this.  Very  big  business, 

due  to  Presentation  Act,  and  I   didn’t  know 
whether  to  be  very  glad  or  not.  Good  picture  of 
its  kind  and  Sally  O’Neil  made  a   hit.  The  act 
took  some  of  the  knocks  from  the  picture,  but 

it’s  pretty  jazzy  stuff  in  places.  All  depends  on the  viewpoint.  Six  reels.— Henry  Reeve,  Star 
theatre,  Menard,  Tex.— Small  town  patronage. 

THE  MERRY  WIDOW :   Mae  Murray — It’s  too 
slow,  too  long  and  tiresome.  However,  so  far,  ail 
vrriteups  have  been  good  on  this,  but  I   sure 
differ  with  them.  Watch  your  step.  It  will  not 
please  the  majority.- A.  Mitchell.  Dixie  theatre, 
Russellville,  Ky.— Small  town  patronage. 

THE  MERRY  WIDOW:  Mae  Murray— This 

one  is  the  best  in  many  days.  Everyone  satisfied. 

Flayed  three  days  and  third  day  better  than  sec- 
ond. More  like  this  from  Mae  Murray  and  one 

should  fill  the  till.  Ten  reels. — Arden  Ackert, 

Liberty  theatre,  Oakland,  Cal. — General  patron' 

age. THE  MERRY  WIDOW:  John  Gilbert— One  of 

the  big  outstanding  pictures  of  the  year.  Raised 
prices  and  did  big  business.  Everybody  happy. 

Business  good. — Jack  Cairns,  Brooklyn  theatre. 

Detroit,  Mich. — General  patronage. 

THE  UNHOLY  THREE:  Lon  Chaney- Great 

was  my  surprise  when  this  picture  was  greeted 

by  a   packed  house.  Proved  to  be  as  good  as  any 
he  has  made.  Keep  Chaney  as  his  natural  self 

and  I   will  venture  to  say  that  he  will  go  over 

much  better.  This  picture  has  a   swell  story  and 

will  keep  you  guessing  until  the  very  last.  Goo<l 

supporting  cast.  Seven  reels. — Chas.  E.  Lawrence, 
Star  theatre,  Tuckerman.  Ark.— General  patron- 

age. THE  UNHOLY  THREE:  Lon  Chaney^'A very 
good  picture  of  the  kind,  but  did  not  please  over 

50  per  cent  of  my  patrons.  Was  very  much  dis- 
appointed the  way  this  went  over  for  me.  Busi- 

ness fair. — M.  G.  Price.  Novelty  theatre.  Paris. 

Idaho. 

THE  UNHOLY  THREE;  Lon  Chaney— Very 
poor  business,  but  no  fault  of  the  picture.  The 

picture  is  a   good  one  and  Chaney  always  puts 

the  pep  into  them.  He  sure  can  act.  It  doesn’t 
make  any  difference  what  part  he  has,  he  Is  all 

there  and  over,  but  I   don’t  see  why  I   didn’t  get 
'more  btisiness.  I   guess  everybody  must  be  broke, 
and  so  I   may  be  pretty  soon.  Seven  reels. — R. 

Duba,  Royal  theatre,  Kimball,  S.  D. — General  pat- 
ronage. 

THE  UNHOLY  THREE  i   Lon  Chaney— A   very 

good  picture.  The  acting  of  Lon  Chaney  wonder- 
ful. But  somehow  the  picture  did  not  draw  and 

showed  to  poor  business.  Appeal  76  per  cent. 
Seven  reels. — Wm.  Wiske,  Community  theatre, 
Red  Granite,  Wis. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  MIDSHIPMAN;  Ramon  Novarro— One  of 

the  finest  pictures  I   have  shown  in  a   long  time. 

The  photography  is  nearly  perfect.  No  business 
but  not  due  to  the  picture.  I   wish  everybody  in 

town  could  have  seen  it.  Eight  reels. — Chas.  E. 

Lawrence,  Star  theatre,  Tuckerman,  Ark. — Gen- 
eral patronage. 

THE  MIDSHIPMAN:  Ramon  Novarro — Ex- 

ceptionally clever.  Pleased  a   big  crowd.  Wesley 
Barry  more  than  made  good.  The  picture  will 
please  any  audience.  Eight  reels. — Jack  Cairns, 

Brooklyn  theatre.  Detroit,  Mich. — General  patron- 
age. 

THE  MIDSHIPMAN;  Ramon  Novarro — A 

splendid  picture  that  produced  splendid  results  in 
the  box  office.  Good  attendance  two  nights.  All 
liked  it  and  had  many  compliments  on  the  pls- 
t’lre.  Plenty  of  comedy  to  relieve  the  drama.  The 
insight  into  the  life  at  Annapolis  and  the  scenes 
of  the  grounds  and  buildings  particularly  inter- 

esting. Pew  pictures  as  good  as  this  one.  Eight 
reels.— George  W.  Lee,  Paramount  theatre,  Oka- 

nogan, V/ash.— Small  town  patronage. 

LIGHTS  OF  OLD  BROADWAY;  Marion  Davi^ 
— Very  good  indeed.  Our  patrons  well  pleased. Good  comedy  and  drama.  Very  well  blended. 

Busings  just^  fair  owing  to  keen  competition. 
Book  it,  it  ̂will  please  your  patrons  very  much, as  it  did  mine.  Fine  for  an  Irish  ndighborhood. 
Seven  reels.— Clarence  P.  Wagner,  Bugg  theatre. 
Chicago,  111. — Neighborhood  patronage. 

LIGHTS  OF  OLD  BROADWAY:  Marion  Davies 
—A  picture  that  will  please  most  audiences,  but 
historically  it  is  so  inaccurate  as  to  be  almost 
amusing.  Its  anachronisms  are  so  glaring  as  to 
be  ridiculous.  Even  Tony  Pastor  is  not  cor- 

rectly portrayed  for  the  period.  But  for  all  that 
the  picture  is  worthy  of  much  praise  and  will 
attract  the  better  class  of  patrons.  Seven  reels. — 
George  W.  Lee,  Paramount  theatre,  Okanogan, V/ash. — Small  town  patronage. 

EXCHANGE  OF  WIVES:  Special  cast — An- 
other good  picture  from  Metro.  Metro  has  the 

pictures  this  year.  Eleanor  Boardman  fine  in  this 
one.— H.  A.  Davitts,  Dixie  theatre,  Winona,  Miss. — General  patronage. 

EXCHANGE  OF  WIVES;  Eleanor  Boardman 
— A   comedy  drama  of  domestic  life  which  carries 
a   good  moral.  Was  well  liked  by  audience.  Seven 
reels.- R.  Pfeiffer,  Princess  theatre,  Chilton,  Wis. — Small  town  patronage. 

BRIGHT  LIGHTS:  Charles  Ray — A   good  pro- 
gram picture  liked  well  here.  Pauline  Starke 

does  some  good  work  in  this  one.  Charles  Ray 
IS  also  good. — H.  A.  Davitts,  Dixie  theatre. Winona,  Miss. — General  patronage. 

BRIGHT  LIGHTS:  Charles  Ray— A   good  lit- 
tle picture  but  was  the  worst  flop  at  the  box 

office  we  have  had  In  a   year  and  a   half.  Didn’t 
take  In  half  enough  to  cover  my  expenses.  Still, 
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5t  5b  a   fair  picture.— M

.  G.  Price.  Novelty  t
heatre, 

Paris.  Idaho. 

SOMOLA:  Gish  Sisters— Very  
good  picture  to 

nxlved  once  a   year.  II  you  a
re  in  a   Catholic 

>5iiv  it  end  give  some  per  cent  to
  the  priest 

'“Jl  le^im  anooLce  it  if  he  will  end  g
ive  him 

eira  good  and  free  scat  for 
 doing  this  for 

yoM.  Those  that  like  religio
n  will  be  more  toan 

^   ♦•cflcri  and  those  that  don’t  will  ge
t  their 

money’s  worth  of  good  thrills, 
 ao  step  on  it  if 

Mt  it.  I   didn’t  do  very  well.  El
even  tmIs. 

L-R.^Duba,  Eoyal  theatre,  Kimbal
l,  S.  D.— Gen- 

cral  patronage. 

rOMOLA:  Gish  Sisters— ’This
  is  no  doubt  a 

Bolendid  production,  but  do  n
ot  believe  same  will 

ever  be  popular  in  small  town. 
 Not  near  so  good 

here  as  “The  White  Sister."  Met
ro,  however, 

will  treat  you  right  on  it. 
 Eleven  reels.— Ed 

Renner,  Eureka  theatre,  Zenda, 
 Kan. — Small  town 

patronage. 

THE  TOWER  OF  LIESs  Lon  C
haney— Used 

this  on  Sunday  and  it  pleased.  
Chaney  did  no 

heavy  work  in  this  one?  therefore
,  patrons  were 

disappointed  in  his  part.  Seve
n  reeis.— M.  J. 

Babin,  Fairyland  theatre.  White 
 Castle,  *^a. — 

General  patronage. 

ALONG  CAME  RUTH :   Viola  Dana— One 

dandy  good  comedy  drama.  What 
 people  like. 

Our  own  Viola  is  in  this  appealin
g  as  ever. 

Walter  Hiers  is  excellent.  PuHy  Mars
hall  fine. 

Victor  Potcl  in  fine  character  part. 
 Raymond 

Hatton  good,  as  are  the  others.  'T
his  will  go 

well  alone  or  with  vaudeville  and  
with  ’extra 

short  attractions  would  even  go  on  you
r  bier 

night  at  a   slight  raise. — Philip  Rand,  R
ex  thea- 

tre. Salmon,  Idaho.— General  patronage. 

SO  THIS  IS  MARRIAGE;  Special  eaet— Not  up
 

to  expectations.  Couldn't  get  them  in,  nor  did
  we 

please  those  who  came. — ^Philip  Rand,  Rex  th
ea- 

tre. Salmon.  Idaho.— General  patronage. 

ZANDER  THE  GREAT:  Marion  Davies— Ida-
 

rion  Davies  draws  a   crowd.  Wonderful  picture. 

Book  it  and  boost  it.  Swells  box  office  receipts. 

Eight  reels. — C.  C.  Bisbee.  Columbia  theatre. 

Poynette,  Wis. — General  patronage. 

THE  GREAT  DIVIDE;  Alice  Terry— Extra 

good  picture  with  a   good  cast.  Made  money  on 

this  picture.  The  audience,  old  and  young,  were 

pleased.  My  patrons  are  still  talking  about  the 

picture.  Eight  reels.— IMward  Casey.  Casey’s theatre,  Sterling,  Okla. — Small  town  patronage. 

NEVER  THE  TWAIN  SHALL  MEET;  Anita 

Stewart   Very  good  production  but  poor  print, 

too  rainy,  spoiled  the  comments  on  it.  Other- 

wise all  well  satisfied.  Eight  reels.— Rudolf 

Duba,  Royal  theatre,  Kimball,  S.  D. — Neighbor- 
hood patronage. 

PRETTY  LADIES:  Special  cast — A   very  nice 

picture.  Story  pretty  weak,  but  sets  and  costumes 
very  beautiful.  Took  in  about  half  enough  at 
the  box  office  to  cover  expenses. — M.  G.  Price, 
Novelty  theatre,  Paris,  Idaho. 

THE  NAVIGATOR:  Buster  Keaton— Had  the 
best  house  in  two  months.  The  undersea  stuff 

was  a   novelty  here.  The  picture  was  not  as  good 

as  some  Keaton  pictures,  but  the  crowd  went 

away  well  pleased  with  the  show.  Six  reels. — 
Isbell  &   Suits,  Casino  DeLuxe  theatre.  Kiowa. 
Colo. — General  patronage. 

A   SLAVE  OF  FASHION:  Norma  Shearer— 
Here  is  a   dandy  little  program  picture.  Pleased 

nearly  all  who  saw  it,  but  that  wasn’t  many. — 
M.  G.  Price,  Novelty  theatre,  Paris,  Idaho. 

Paramount 

SEA  HORSES:  Jack  Holt— A   very  good  pic- 

ture. Title  entirely  too  misleading  for  the  movie- 
going people.  When  will  film  companies  learn 

that  picture  patrons  in  a   neighborhood  are  not  a 

highbrow  type?  They  don’t  want  to  think  what 
it’s  all  about.  It's  good,  though.  Book  it.  Seven 
reels. — Clarence  F.  Wagner,  Bugg  theatre,  Chi- 

cago, 111. — Neighborhood  patronage. 

BEHIND  THE  FRONT:  Special  cast— Pine. 

Not  a   big  special  but  an  outstanding  program. 

We  used  extra  exploitation  and  had  nice  busi- 
ness. Everybody  pleased.  Kad  first  run  in  this 

section  so  far  as  we  know,  and  received  fine 

print  from  Kansas  City  exchange.  Six  reels. — 
R.  R.  Winship.  Majestic  theatre.  Phillipsburg. 
Kan. — General  patronage. 

BEHIND  THE  FRONT:  Special  cast— I   call 

this  a   dandy  farce  comedy  and  went  over  big. 

Everybody  enjoyed  It  and  that’s  what  counts.  Six 
reels.— C.  S.  Watson,  Electric  theatre,  Caldwell. 
Kan. — Community  patronage. 

BEHIND  THE  FRONT:  Special  cast— Being 

sick  in  bed,  didn't  see  this  one,  but  the  wife  said 
it  was  a   crackerjack  comedy  and  everybody 

laughed  at  it  heartily.  Business  very  good.  Tied 

up  with  American  Legion.  Six  reels. — P.  B. 

Morris,  Regent  theatre,  Indianola,  Miss.— General 
patronage. 

Special  to 
Syd  Chaplin 
CHARLEY’S  AUNT  (P.  D.  C.)  Syd 

Chapiin.— Gosh-a-mighty.  What  did  I 

ever  do  to  you,  Syd,  to  make  you  lay 

me  out  this  way?  I   can’t  eat,  smile, 

cough,  smoke  or  breathe  without  rock- 

ing myself  from  shoulder  to  hip.  I’m 
that  sore  from  laughing.  And  so’s  all the  rest  of  the  famEy.  Believe  me, 

the  whole  town  was  there,  from  me 

minister  to  the  miser  and  the  feller 

that  digs  the  graves.  Man,  Man,  but 

that  was  some  show. — PHILIP  RAND, 

Rex  theatre,  Salmon,  Idaho. 

BEHIND  THE  FRONT;  Walia
ce  Beery— A 

knockout  of  a   comedy.  Suited  for
  any  house  m 

any  neighborhood.  If  your  patro
ns  can  t   get  a 

laugh  out  of  this,  close  the  house
  up.  I   ran  it 

two  days  to  only  a   fair  business,  
but  believe  me. 

they  had  their  money’s  worth.  Ab
ove  all,  wok 

it.  Six  reels.— Clarence  F.  Wagner, 
 Bugg  thea- 

tre, Chicago,  111.— Neighborhood  patrona
ge. 

THE  WANDERER:  Greta  Nissen—
 I   played 

this  for,  personally,  I   thought  it 
 a   great  pic- 

ture, but  my  patrons  thought  different,  
for  it 

flopped  bad  for  me.  and  lost  me  mon
ey.  It  just 

lacked  something.  Ten  reels.— C.  S
.  V/atson. 

Electric  theatre,  Caldwell,  Kan. — Comm
unity  pat- 

ronage. 

THE  AMERICAN  VENUS;  Esther
  Ralston- 

Splendid  entertainment  and  good  box
  office  attrac- 

tion. Local  style  show  on  stage  helped  put 
 this 

over.  Though  the  style  show  type  of 
 picture  is 

becoming  a   regular  thing,  they  so  f
ar  have  failed 

to  please  and  draw  extra  business.  A
m  looking 

forward  to  my  engagement  of  Miss 
 Moore  in 

“Irene"  with  great  anticipation. — C.  W.  Cupp,
 

Royal  theatre.  Arkadelphia,  Ark. — Col
lege  town 

patronage. 

THE  AMERICAN  VENUS:  Special
  cast— 

Prom  all  reports  received  on  this  pr
oduction, 

everyone  was  pleased.  Had  no  record
  breaking 

attendance,  but  had  a   100  per  cent  sa
tisfied  audi- 

ence.—Carl  Veseth.  Palace  theatre.  Malta.  Mont. 
— General  patronage. 

THE  AMERICAN  VENUS:  Esther  Ralston— 

This  is  a   most  gorgeous  thing.  It  should  please 

anywhere.  I   couldn't  get  them  to  come  Inside, 

but  you  can  brag  about  It  If  you  have  It  duo. 

Eight  reels. — J.  S.  Walker.  Texas  theatre.  Grand 

Prairie.  Texas. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  AMERICAN  VENUS:  Esther  Ralston— 

A   light  story  but  the  fashion  show  in  colors  is 

a   dazzling  knockout  and  it  got  a   lot  of  com- 
ments from  tha  ladies  and  many  of  the  men 

liked  it  too.  Eight  reels.— H.  J.  Eagan.  American 

theatre.  Wautoma,  Wls.— Small  town  patronage. 

MANNEQUIN:  Special  cast— Very,  very  good. 

Here  is  a   real  picture.  Step  on  it,  boys.  It  will 

surely  please.— S.  H.  Rich,  Rich  theatre,  Mont- 

pelier, Idaho. 

GROUNDS  FOR  DIVORCE:  Special  cast— A 

very  pleasant  and  amusing  picture  that  pleased 

a   small  audience.  The  lack  of  attendance,  due 

more  to  an  epidemic  of  flu  than  to  lack  of  appre- 

ciation of  the  picture.  Miss  Fazenda’s  burlesque 

of  the  French  actress  was  good.  The  gags  were 

witty  and  helped  not  a   little  In  producing  the 

laughs.  Seven  reels.- George  W.  Lee,  Paramount 

theatre,  Okanogan.  Wash. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  TROUBLE  WITH  WIVES:  Special  cast 

  Good  clever  picture,  well  acted  throughout. 

Good  program  for  small  town.  Business  poo
r. 

Not  the  picture’s  fault.  Good  comments  from  all
 

who  saw  it.  Seven  reels.— Geo.  Herber,  Opera 

House,  Apache,  Okla. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  SONG  AND  DANCE  MAN:  Tom  Moore 

—Very  good  indeed,  but  of  no  drawing  pow
er. 

Poorest  Saturday  business  we  have  ha
d  for 

months.  The  ending  of  the  picture  disappoint^ 

our  patrons  vory  much.  Book  it  for  one  da
y«  it  s 

really  good.  Seven  reels. — Clarence  F.  Wa
gner. 

Bugg  theatre.  Chicago,  III.— Neighborhood 
 patron- 

age. 

THE  FAST  SET:  Betty  Compson — Clever  id
ea- 

well  worked  out.  Cast  unusually  good. 
 Pic- 

ture went  over  the  heads  of  60  per  cent.  Busi
- 

ness—I   don’t  write  that  sort  of  expression.  Eight 

short  reels.— A.  D.  Stauchfield,  Rae  theatre.  Ann
 

Arbor.  Mich. — Neighborhood  patronage. 

MEN  AND  WOMEN:  Richard  Dlx— 
I   did  not 

personally  see  this  picture  and  am.  ther
efore,  not 

competent  to  criticise,  but  judging  fro
m  the  box 

office  report  the  public  did  not  think  
much  of  «t, 

for  gross  receipts  would  hardly  pay  
film  rental. 

Seven  reels.— George  W.  Lee.  Paramount
  theatre, 

Okanogan,  Wash.— Small  town  patronage
. 

THAT  ROYLE  GIRL;  Carol  Dempster —
 If  you 

want  a   picture  where  they  jazz  it  up.
  get  thb 
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one.  Some  said  we  should  not  show  that  kind 
of  picture,  others  said  it  was  fine.  Would  not 

say  it  is  a   small  town  picture.  Carol  Dempster 
is  sure  fine  in  this,  even  if  she  does  jazz  it  up. 
Ten  reels. — ^H.  A.  Dnvitts,  Dixie  theatre,  Winona. 
Miss.— General  patronage. 

THE  LUCKY  DEVIL;  Hichard  Dix — Drew 

very  well  considering  all  the  local  activities.  Fine 
show.  Book  it. — Philip  Rand.  Rex  theatre,  Sal- 

mon, Idaho. — General  patronage. 
HANDS  UP:  Raymond  Griffith— Good.  This 

fellow  Griffith  is  getting  better  all  the  time.  My 
patrons  liked  this  one. — S.  H.  Rich,  Rich  theatre, 
Montpelier,  Idaho. 

LOVERS  IN  QUARANTINE:  Bebe  Daniels- 

Extra  fine  comedy-drama.  Pleased  all.  We 
played  this  at  a   raise  in  price,  on  our  best  night 
with  jazz  orchestra,  but  failed  to  do  the  usual 
business.— Philip  Rand.  Rex  theatre.  Salmon.  Ida- 

ho.— General  patronage. 

LOVERS  IN  QUARANTINE:  Bebe  Daniels- 
Fine  for  small  town.  Has  everything  they  want. 
Everyone  well  pleased.  Seven  reels. — Geo.  Herber, 

Opera  House,  Apache.  Okla,— Small  town  pat- 
ronage. 

SEVEN  KEYS  TO  BALDPATE:  Douglas  Mc- 
Lean— My  patrons  did  not  care  for  it  and  it  failed 

to  make  me  any  money.  Not  so  good  as  former 
pictures.— S.  H.  Rich.  Rich  theatre,  Montpelier, Idaho. 

April  10,  1926 

NEW  BROOMS:  Bessie  Love — It  did  not  draw 
an  average  attendance,  though  a   good  play  and 
well  put  together.  Its  appeal  is  to  that  much 
maligned  class  whose  disposition,  otherwise  sweet 
and  amiable,  becomes  sour  under  business  wor- 

ries. “New  Brooms”  is  a   good  title  but  "In 
Praise  of  the  Grouch"  would  be  illuminating. 
Honors  well  divided  nmong  the  cast. — A.  J.  Gib- 

bons, Elite-Kozy  theatre.  Metropolis,  111. — Mixed 
patronage. 

TOO  MANY  KISSES:  Richard  Dix — Went  over 
fairly  well  on  Friday  and  Saturday.  All  enjoyed 
It  very  much.— Philip  Rand,  Rex  theatre,  Salmon. 
Idaho. — General  patronage. 

IRISH  LUCK:  Thomas  Mcighan — Very  good 
picture.  R&n  on  March  17.  and  pleased  everyone 
who  saw  it.  Best  Meighan  for  a   long  time.   
Fenton  J.  Lee,  Empress  theatre,  Glenrock,  Wyo. 
— Smail  town  patronage. 

CHANGING  HUSBANDS:  Leatrice  Joy — The 
kind  of  a   picture  the  public  likes.  I   advise  fellow 
exhibitors  to  play  it.  Ninety  per  cent  entertain- 

ment. Not  a   special  but  a   crackerjack.  Seven 
r«ls. — W.  E.  Burgess,  Victory  theatre,  Seotta- 
ville,  Va. — General  patronage. 

ANY  WOMAN;  Alice  Terry — Just  a   fair  pic- 
^Press  theatre,  Glenrock, 

Wyoming. — Small  town  patronage. 

OPEN  ALL  NIGHT:  Special  cast — A   flop.  No- 
body seemed  to  like  the  picture.  No  favorable 

comments.  Six  reels.— W.  B.  Burgess,  Victory 
theatre,  Scottsville,  Va. — General  patronage. 
A   SON  OF  HIS  FATHER:  Special  cast— A 

mighty  good  Western  picture  with  plenty  of  ex- 
cellent scenery.  It  should  serve  as  average  en- 

tertainment to  most  any  movie  crowd,  however 
don’t  promise  much,  therefore  not  disappoint  any of  em.  Seven  reels,— W.  H.  Brenner.  Cozy  thea- 

tre, Winchester.  Ind.— General  patronage. 
WOMANHANDLEDs  Richard  Dix — ^This  was 
Castona  for  them.  One  a   week  like  this  would 

help  business.  Seven  reels. — J.  S.  Walker,  Texas 
theatre,  Grand  Prairie.  Texas.— Small  town  pat- ronage. 

WOI^NHANDLED;  Richard  Dix— A-1  picture. 
Show^  this  on  a   Sunday  night.  Good  crowd  and ml  pleased.  Not  a   society  picture  as  the  title 
indicates.  Good  appeal,  good  tone,  good  story with  enough  comedy  in  it  to  keep  the  crowd  in 
an  uproar.  Had  mixed  crowd  and  all  pleased. Kay  theatre.  May- 
ville,  Wis. — General  patronage. 
THE  ANCIENT  BISHWAY:  Jack  Holt-A 

very  good  outdoor  show.  Nice  scenery  and  a 
good  interesting  story.  Seven  reels.   H.  J 
Eagan,  American  theatre.  Wautoma.  Wis.— Small town  patronage. 

THE  ANCIENT  HIGHWAY:  Jack  Holt-The 
best  I   have  had  from  Paramount  for  some  time. 
A   picture  that  pleased  all.  Good  story,  good  act- 

ing, with  lots  of  pep.  Eight  reels. — C.  W.  Doc- 
ter.  May  theatre.  Mayville.  Wis.— Good  patron- age. 

WILD,  WILD  SUSAN:  Bebe  Daniels — Comedy drew 

Tee  s   r   ^   Six re^s— C.  W.  Doctor,  May  theatre.  Mayville.  Wis —General  patronage. 

tbu  Daniels-Played tois  picture  on  a   Saturday  and  proved  very  ̂  to  the  audience.  Seven  reels.— Frank  J.  Sutter, Lincoln  theatre,  Milwaukee,  Wis.   General  nat 
ronage.  cwcim  vm- 

NIGHT  LIFE  OF  NEW  YORK:  Special  cast^ 
A   real  entertaining  picture.  Some  good  comedy 
and  very  clever  acting.  Eight  reels.-^.  Hollen- 

beck. Liberty  theatre,  Lynden.  Wash.— Farming patronage. 

FORTY  WINKS:  Raymond  Griffith — Showed 
this  two  nights  to  very  satisfactory  business.  Not 
much  to  the  plot  and  nothing  to  the  name.  It 
was  the  inimitable  Griffith  that  brought  them  out. 
The  name  of  Theodore  Roberts  also  draws,  but  he 
had  but  a   minor  part.  An  excellent  comedy  that 
should  please  all.  Seven  reels. — George  W.  Lee. 
Paramount  theatre,  Okanogan,  Wash. — Small town  patronage. 

FORTY  WINKS:  Raymond  Griffith — Raymond 
Griffith  is  a   wonder  and  can  pull  a   crowd  in  and 
pack  the  house.  Patrons  wild  about  him.  Seven 
reels.  Robert  W.  Hines,  Hines  theatre,  Loyalton, S-  D. — General  patronage. 

CONTRABAND;  Special  cast — ^A  very  good 
mature.  Pleased  90  per  cent.  Seven  reels.   J. 
Hollenbeck,  Liberty  theatre,  Lynden,  V/ash.   Farming  patronage. 

CONTRABAND;  Special  cast— A   fast  moving 
action  drama  which  should  please  the  average 
Saturday  night  crowd.  Seven  reels. — C.  C.  Ervin, 
Paramount  theatre,  Okanogan,  Wash.   Small town  patronage. 

^   OLD  HOME  WEEK:  Thomas  Meighan   This 
opinion  is  Tom’s  best  since  “Back  Home 

and  Broke.”  Drew  very  well  and  pleased  nearly all.  Seven  reels.— Ed  Renner,  Eureka  theatre. Zenda,  Kan. — Small  town  patronage. 
THE  CHARMER:  Pola  Negri — Just  a   fair 

picture,  and  although  I   personally  enjoy  Pola’s 
^ting,  my  public  does  not  seem  to  favor  her. Her  name  in  electric  lights  means  little  in  this 
town.  “The  Charmer”  is  neither  her  best  nor poor^t.  Six  reels.— George  W.  Lee,  Paramount 
theatre.  Okanogan,  Wash.— Small  town  patron- age. 

A   USS  FOR  CINDERELLA;  Betty  Bronson 
—Right  here  I   want  to  say  that  as  far  as  I   am concerned  I   hope  Mr.  Brenon  never  makes  an- lemons  I   ever  got, 

this  cops  the  prize.  My  patrons  were  about  as 
enthused  about  this  baby  as  a   cowboy 

would  be  at  a   ladies’  quilting  frolic.  Played  two nights  and  second  night  actually  grossed  80  cents. 
Nuf  sed.  Ten  reels.— Ed  Renner,  Eureka  theatre, 
Zenda,  Kan. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  DEVIL’S  CARGO;  Special  east — Good action  picture.  Can  be  run  any  place.  Good  for 
small  towns.  Didn't  make  any  money  but  no fault  of  picture.  It  is  the  money  panic  here  in 
my  town  so  I   can’t  expect  any  more  than  I   get and  I   am  still  waiting  for  a   good  crop.  This  is 
the  fourth  year.  Seven  reels.— R.  Duba,  Royal theatre,  Kimball,  S.  D. — General  patronage. 
THE  MANICURE  GIRL:  Bebe  Daniels— Bebe. 

you  re  as  cute  and  clever  as  ever.  This  is  a 
spry,  clever  little  program  comedy  drama.  Not 
as  fine  as  “Wild,  Wild  Susan,”  but  well  worth running  and  advertising.  Bebe,  don’t  work  un- 

der William  De  Mille's  direction  and  you’ll  be  a safe  bet  for  a   long  time  yet.  No  spscial.  Print 
good.  &ven  reels-P.  E.  Morris.  Regent  theatre. Indianola,  Miss. — General  patronage. 

WILD  HORSE  MESA;  Jack  Holt-It’s  a   little 
different  than  the  ordinary  and  a   good  drawing 
^cti^e.  A   good  story  and  was  well  directed. 

Kay  theatre,  May- 
ville, Wis. — General  patronage. 

THE  SHOCK  PUNCH:  Richard  Dix— Better 
than  average  feature,  but  we  think  Paramount 
wants  much  for  Dix  in  these  program  pie- 

ces. Well  hked  and  Dix  especially  does  well Francis  Howard  is  quite  weak  and  gives  just 
ordinary  support.  Six  reels,— Horn  &   Morgan, 
Star  theatre.  Hay  Springs.  Neb.— Small  town  pat- ronage. 

STAGE  STRUCK:  Gloria  Swanson— Patrons 
apparently  took  delight  in  hunting  me  up  in  or- to  tell  me  how  rotten  they  thought  this  was 

The  opening  and  closing  scenes  In  Technicolor’ while  pretty,  did  not  seem  to  affect  their  re- 
marks.  Seven  reels.— Wm.  E.  Tragsdorf.  Trags 
theatre,  NeiUsville,  Wis.— Small  town  patronage. 
STAGE  STRUCK:  Gloria  Swanson— It’s  too 

bad  to  put  Gloria  in  stories  of  this  kind.  First 
part  of  picture  good  but  the  type  is  not  suited for  Miss  Swanson.— S.  H.  Rich.  Rich  theatre 

Montpelier,  Idaho.  ’ STAGE  STRUCK:  Gloria  Swanson-One  of 
her  best  pictures  for  pep  and  action.  Print  good 
Flayed  to  capacity  two  nights.  Seven  reels.— 
L.  W.  Doctor.  May  theatre,  Mayville.  Wis.— Gen- eral patronage. 

WESTERN  STARS:  Special 

^t-Extra  good.  Had  a   full  house  two  nights, ^nest  work  of  Kail  and  Berry,  100  per  cent. Hines  theatre. 
Loyaltcm,  S.  D. — General  patronage. 

Patlie 

DYNAMITE  SMITH:  Charles  Ray-Just nlai. 
rotten  is  all  I   can  say.  What  movie  fan  wants a   yellow  hero.  One  patron  told  me  it  left  a   h.A taste  in  his  mouth.  Charles  Ray,  you  used 
make  a   good  picture.  Don’t  let  them  shove  such stuff  as  this  on  you.  If  you  don’t  do  bettori^ 
Percy,  goodbye  to  Charlie.  We  won’t  bore  oi,r patrons  any  more  with  this  kind.— Mrs  c   T 

Paul,  Pepperwood  theatre.  Pepperwood  '   Poi  ‘ 

General  patronage.  ' 
GIRL  SHY;  Harold  Lloyd — My  peonle 

like  Harold  Lloyd,  as  his  pictures  are  always clean.  Eight  reels— J.  Hollenbeck,  Liberty  thea- 
tre, Lynden,  Wash. — Farming  patronage. 

Prod.  Dist.  Corp. 

S'TEEL  PREFERRED:  Special  ..ast— I   would a   lot  rather  boost  than  knock  any  time.  “The  last 

w   pictures  did  not  hit  for  me 
but  this  Steel  Preferred”  is  a   different  produc- tion in  every  way  than  any  other  we  have  run 

dLl!  audience  picture  in  that  it 

deals  with  the  steel  mills.  A   good  story  that  I read  m   the  Saturday  Evening  Post  and  producers 
have  done  justice  in  this  one  to  the  story.  And what  a   bet  good  old  Charlie  Murray  is  Whnt a   number  of  pictures  his  whimsical  humor  has saved  from  mediocrity.  He  has  a   fat  role  in 

lha  deserves  to  have  his  name  in 

the  lights.  He  kept  this  audience  chuckling  alt the  tinie  with  another  actor  who  was  foil  for 
him,  whose  name  escapes  me  and  I   have  not  the press  §heet  at  hand  to  give  him  credit  but  he and  Charlie  were  a   great  pair.  Must  be  close 
to  the  average  steel  worker’s  life.  Credit  should 

^   given  also  to  the  sub-titler.  I   personally  liked the  picture  and  I   am  sure  the  audience  did  from the  continuous  laughs  in  some  parts  of  the ^   Producers 
come  out  of  the  kinks.  It  seemed  last  year  that 
every  picture  was  a   little  weaker  than  the  pre- vious  one.  I   have  a   few  more  of  this  year^ 
product  and  after  having  panned  their  last  year’s productions  it  will  be  a   pleasure  to  report  the Hancock.  Columbia  theatre. 
Columbia  City,  Ind.-General  patronage. 

RnSfl”  AVENUE:  Special  east— Not  good  for 

small  towns.  Pleased  about  60  per  cent.— Fenton 

5^1®;  theatre.  Glenrock.  Wyoming. 

— amall  town  patronage. 

THE  TE^S  TRAIL:  Harry  Carey-I  have read  a   lot  of  poor  reports  on  this  baby  and  had I   followed  my  hunch  I   would  have  paid  for  it and  left  it  in  the  e.xchange.  as  I   usually  do 
when  the  reports  in  the  “Herald”  show  me  that i   have  bought  a   lemon,  but  in  this  case  I   took a   chance  and  came  out  just  as  you  always  do 

i®”.®  ̂®'* 

T   advice.  It’s  the  poorest 

thing  I   have  had  in  my  house  in  a   year.— M   G Price,  Novelty  theatre,  Paris,  Idaho. 

B^OND  THE  BORDER;  Harry  Carey-Good western,  but  not  up  to  the  best.  However,  Pathe 
wants  top  prices  for  his  latest.  I   can’t  see  it,  for 

theatre.  Wheatland.  Wyo. — Small  town  patronage. 

RAMSHACKLE  HOUSE:  Betty  Oompson- 
Very  satisfactory  as  it  pleased  the  most  of those  who  saw  It.  Six  reels.-L.  C.  Bottom, Lyric  theatre,  Ong,  Neb.— General  patronage. 
CHARLEY’S  AUNT:  Syd  Chaplin-It’s  just good  and  sure  will  stand  up  two  days  in  small towns.  You  can  advertise  it  to  the  limit.  It 

will  stand  up.  The  exchange  doesn’t  hold  you 

*1?  rsasonable.— A.  Mitchell.  Dixie 
theatre.  Rusaellvillo,  Ky.— Small  town  patronage. 

Chaplin— One  of  the greatest  comedies  that  we  have  ever  run.  Pleased 
all  who  saw  it.  School  had  class  play  on  both 
nigh^  so  didn’t  do  much  business,  but  no  fault of  picture.  Book  this  and  you  can't  go  wrong. 
Rs  great,  we  think.  Seven  reels.— Maloney  & 
Wey,  Orpheum  theatre.  St.  Bernice.  Ind.— General patronage. 

THE  ̂ BAD  LANDS:  Harry  Carey— A   Harry Carey  picture  of  I860,  when  the  Indiana  attacked 
the  wagon  trains,  A   very  nice  picture  and  it IS  different  from  all  pictures.  Carey  is  getting 

Sf  °   fight.  Six  reels. — Robert  W. 
Hines,  Hines  theatre,  Loyalton,  S.  D.— General 
patronage. 

United  Artists 

UTTLE  ANOTE  ROONEY:  Mary  Pickford- 
Suited  eveiwbody.  Splendid.  It’s  a   box  office 
help.  Reewpts  almost  up  to  Harold  Lloyd.  Ten roeis.  C.  C.  BIsbee,  Columbia  theatre,  Poynette, Wisconsin. — General  patronage. 
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SALLY  OF  THE  SAWDUST;  Special  ca
st— A 

picture  you  will  long  remember  and  
one  your 

natrons  will  praise  and  commend  you 
 for  show- 

ing Too  long,  by  far,  for  Saturday  night,  if  
you 

give  two  shows.  Anyway  most  pictures
  of  ten 

reels  or  longer  would  be  better  if  shorts^
d. 

Field’s  acting  cannot  be  praised  too  highly. 
 Ten 

reels.— George  W.  Lee.  Param
ount  theatre. 

Okanogan.  Wash. — Small  town  patronage. 

Universal 

You  fellows  will  remember  Bill  emoting  by
  the 

hundred  feet  in  this  one.— A.  B.  Hanco
ck,  Co- 

lumbia theatre.  Columbia  City,  Ind.— General
 

patronage. 

THE  SADDLE  HAWK:  Hoot  Gibson— No
t  so 

much.  Five  reels. — Dinsmore  &   Son,  Majes
tic 

theatre,  Weiner.  Ark.— Small  town  patron
age. 

THE  STORM  BREAKER;  House  P
eters— A 

good  picture  for  its  type.  A   story  
of  a   fisher- 

man's life.  Seven  reels.— R.  Pfeiffer,  Princess 

theatre,  Chilton.  Wis.— Small  town  pat
ronage. 

LORRAINE  OF  THE  LIONS;  Special  c
ash— 

Poorest  one  I   have  received  from  Univers
al  this 

year.  Seven  reels.— L.  C.  Bottom.  Lyric  th
eatre. 

Ong,  Neb. — General  patronage. 

LORRAINE  OF  THE  LIONS;  Special  cas
t— 

My  patrons  seemed  to  like  this  very  muc
h, 

judging  from  the  comments,  due  to 
 the  fact 

that  it  was  a   little  different  from  the  aver
age 

run.  and  that's  what  they  want,  something  dif
fer- 

ent. Not  a   special  but  a   good  program.  Seven 

i-pels.   Winton  W.  Lowery,  Strand  theatre.  At- 

more,  Ala.— Small  town  patronage. 

UNDER  WESTERN  SKIES:  Norman  Kerry  —
 

A   real  good  outdoor  picture  with  plenty  of
  action. 

Pleased  the  majority  of  our  patrons.  As 
 usual, 

good  Universal  photography,  clear,  not  hazy,  li
ke 

some  of  the  companies’  pictures.  It’s  a   goo
d  one 

day  attraction.  Book  it.  Seven  reels.— C
larence 

F.  Wagner,  Bugg  theatre,  Chicago,  111.
 — Neigh- 

borhood patronage. 

UNDER  WESTERN  SKIES:  Norman  Kerry— 

This  one  pleased  better  than  some  of  the  other 

Jewels.  It’s  not  a   big  production  but  it’s  clean 

all  the  way.  Mixed  crowd.  Seven  reels. — C.  
W. 

Docter,  May  theatre,  Mayville,  Wis. — Farme
r 

patronage. 

WESTERN  PLUCK;  Art  Acord — Can't  say 
much  for  this  one.  Had  a   good  crowd  but  they 

seemed  dissatisfied.  Did  not  please  the  kids. 

Tone  not  so  good. — C.  W.  Docter,  May  theatre, 

Mayville,  Wis. — General  patronage. 

triple  ACTION;  Pete  Morrison— Morrison 
no  star.  Picture  has  no  story.  Very  cheap,  what 

they  call  a   Blue  Streak  Western.  Carl  surely 

has  enough  cheap  trashy  Westerns.  Let  this 
one  alone.  Five  reels. — C.  W.  Docter,  May  thea- 

tre, Mayville,  Wis. — General  patronage. 

TRIPLE  ACTION;  Pete  Morrison  —   Good 
Western  but  Universal  sent  me  such  a   bad  print 

that  when  it  came  close  to  the  end  it  didn’t  give 
the  patrons  enough  time  to  see  that  it  was  the 
end  and  jumped  off  like  a   serial  and  the  reading, 

“The  End,"  flashed  on  the  screen.  Should  have 
had  about  30  more  feet  of  film  to  close  up  the 

end  of  this  picture.  Five  reels. — R.  Duba,  Royal 

theatre,  Kimball,  S.  D. — General  patronage. 

THE  SKY  HIGH  CORRAL;  Art  Acord— A 
Western  as  good  as  you  want.  Enough  action 

and  comedy  to  be  entertaining.  Five  reels. — 
M.  J.  Babin,  Fairyland  theatre.  White  Castle.  La. 
— General  patronage. 

WHERE  WAS  Is  Reginald  Denny— Drew  extra 
well  and  pleased  them  all.  He  surely  keeps  the 
crowd  in  an  uproar  every  minute.  Denny  is  one 

of  our  best  drawing  cards.  Let's  hope  he  keeps 
on  making  pictures  as  good  or  better.  Seven 
reels. — C.  W.  Docter,  May  theatre,  Mayville,  V/is. 

— General  patronage. 

THE  HOME  MAKER:  Alice  Joyce.  Very  good 

picture,  especially  for  Sunday  showing.  Miss 

Joyce  popular  with  our  fans.  Some  complained 
the  way  the  picture  ended,  but  presume  that  was 

why  they  claimed  it  would  start  a   red-hot  dis- 
cussion. Eight  reels. — Clyde  Allen,  Casino  thea- 

tre, Antwerp,  N.  Y. — Small  town  patronage. 

I'LL  SHOW  YOU  THE  TOWN;  Reginald 

Denny — They  did  not  come  out  to  see  this  one 

at  all,  and  we  don't  know  why,  for  it  is  a   good 
show.  We  would  rate  it  at  70  per  cent.  Eight 

reels.— C.  E.  Hopkins.  The  Hopkins  theatre. 

Cotter,  Ark. — Small  town  patronage. 

WHAT  HAPPENED  TO  JONES:  Regdnald 

Denny — Bang.  Another  knockout  comedy.  It 
had  our  audience  laughing  from  start  to  finish. 

Denny  was  very  good.  If  you  want  to  give 

your  patrons  a   real  laugh,  book  it ;   if  they  can’t 
laugh,  leave  it  alone.  Seven  reels. — Clarence  F. 

Wagner,  Bugg  theatre,  Chicago,  111. — Neighbor- 
hood patronage, 

THE  WHITE  OUTLAW:  Jack  Hoxte— Very 
good  Western  of  better  type,  only  too  short  for 

real  good  picture  like  that.  Moves  fast  with 

action.  The  horse  and  dog  give  very  good  sup- 
port to  Jack  Hoxie  and  it  sure  satisfied  those 

who  saw  it.  Good  for  Friday  and  Saturday. 

Five  reels. — R.  Duba,  Royal  theatre,  Kimball. 

S.  D. — Neighborhood  patronage. 

THE  CALL  OP  COURAGE:  Art  Acord— A 
Blue  Streak  Western.  A   good  bet  at  the  box 

office.  Horse  and  dog  very  good  in  this.  Print 
new.  Audience  well  pleased. — C.  W.  Docter,  May 

theatre,  Mayville,  Wis. — General  patronage. 

BUSTIN’  THROUGH:  Jack  Hoxie— Fairly 
good  one  from  Hoxie,  who  usually  pleases  our 

Saturday  night  crowd. — Clyde  Allen,  Casino  thea- 
tre, Antwerp,  N.  Y. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  OUTLAW’S  DAUGHTER:  Special  cast- 

My,  what  a   long  way  Carl's  directors  are  stray- 
ing away  from  an  audience  picture.  This,  I 

believe,  takes  the  cake  for  the  poorest  the  house 

has  ever  inflicted  its  audience  with.  Close-up 

after  close-up  without  any  apparent  reason.  Puts 

me  in  mind  of  Bill  Hart  and  “Wild  BillHickok." 

SPOOK  RANCH:  Hoot  Gibson.  Good  Sat
urday 

night  picture  that  appeared  to  please  
our  crowd, 

as  all  of  Hoot’s  pictures  do.  Six  ree^.— 
Clyde 

Allen,  Casino  theatre.  Antwerp,  N. 
 Y. — Small 

town  patronage. 

CALIFORNIA  STRAIGHT  AHEAD;  
Reginald 

Denny— I’ll  chime  right  in  with  the  
rest  and 

say  it’s  a   dandy.  Best  auto  race  ever
  put  on 

the  screen.  Denny  is  a   draw  here.  
Eight  reels.— 

Henry  Reeve.  Star  theatre,  Menard, 
 Tex. — Smalt 

town  patronage. 

CALIFORNIA  STRAIGHT  AHEAD:  _   Reginald 

Denny— This  picture  did  well  de
spite  rainy 

weather.  Will  draw  larger  crowd  on 
 one  night 

stand  rather  than  two.  Second  day 
 fell  short. 

Bight  reels. — Arden  Ackert,  Liberty
  theatre, 

Oakland,  Cal.— General  patronage. 

THE  TORNADO:  House  Peters — W
e  think  this 

is  a   good  picture.  The  flood  sc
ene  great  and 

Peters  is  a   great  star  for  us
.  Seven  reels. — 

Maloney  &   Wey,  Orpheum  theat
re,  St.  Bernice. 

Ind. — General  patronage. 

THE  TORNADO:  House  Peter
s — Good  busi- 

ness. A   splendid  entertainment.  Satis
fied  all. 

Rating  about  90  per  cent. 
 Two  reels.— Wm. 

Wiske,  Community  theatre.  Red  G
ranite,  Wis. 

Small  town  patronage. 

WINE:  Clara  Bow — A   little  late  in  reporting 

this  picture  but  glad  to  say  that  it  is  one  o
f  the 

best  moral  lessons  offered  to  the  public.  Every 

man,  woman  and  child  should  see  it.  
The 

title  will  mislead  some  but  great  is  the  surprise
 

of  all  after  viewing  it.  A   fine  picture  fro
m 

every  standpoint.  Seven  reels.— Chas.  E. 
 Lawr- 

ence, Star  theatre,  Tuckerman,  Ark.— General 

patronage. 

THE  PHANTOM  OF  THE  OPERA:  Lon 

Chaney — Some  told  us  they  liked  it,  others 

had  nothing  to  say.  Drew  fair  for  three 

days  last  day  best  of  all.  Use  your  own  judg
- 

ment. Ten  reels.— H.  A.  Davitts,  Dixie  theatre, 

Winona,  Miss. — General  patronage. 

THE  FAMILY  SECRET:  Baby  Peggy— Good 

picture.  Everyone  likes  Baby  Peggy,  as  far  a
s 

the  women  and  children  are  concerned ;   however, 

you  can’t  satisfy  harJ-boiled  cowboys  on  a 

Saturday  night,  with  a   picture  of  this  type
.— 

Carl  Veseth,  Palace  theatre.  Malta,  Montana.— 
General  patronage. 

THE  RED  RIDER:  Jack  Hoxie — A   real  good 

picture  of  its  kind.  Jack  Hoxie  seems  to  go 

good  in  this  class  of  stuff.  Five  reels.— Chas.  
E. 

Lawrence.  Star  theatre.  Tuckerman,  Ark.— 
Gen- 

eral patronage. 
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Vitagrapb 
TIDES  OF  PASSION:  Mae  Marsh — A   dandy 

picture.  You  won't  go  wrong.  Book  it.  Vita- 
graph  as  a   rule  has  very  good  pictures.  Bight 

reels. — Prank  J.  Sutter,  Lincoln  theatre,  Milwau- 
kee, Wis. — General  patronage. 

THE  HAPPY  WARRIOR:  Alice  Calhoun- 

Much  ado  about  nothing.  Too  rough  for  women. 

Too  highbrow  for  men.  A   mbced-up  dull  affair. 

Poorest  houses  in  history  of  our  theatre.  Forget 

jt- — Philip  Rand,  Rex  theatre,  Salmon,  Idaho. — 
General  patronage. 

BAREE,  SON  OF  KAZAN:  Anita  Stewart — 

Gee,  what  a   swell  picture.  Everything  in  it  to 
make  up  the  best  entertainment.  Anita  Stew- 

art better  in  this  than  in  any  of  her  previous 
ones.  Seven  reels.— Cfaas.  E.  Lawrence,  Star 
theatre,  Tuckerman,  Ark. — General  patronage. 

STEELE  OP  THE  ROYAL  MOUNTED:  Bert 

Lytell — This  picture  is  just  the  right  length  and  not 
a   draggy  moment  all  the  way  through.  Pleased 
the  majority  of  my  patrons.  Not  a   big  special, 
though,  by  any  means.  Six  reels.— Chas.  E.  Law- 

rence, Star  theatre,  Tuckerman,  Ark. — General 
patronage. 

STEELE  OP  THE  ROYAL  MOUNTED:  Bert 

Lytell— A   very  light  story,  but  very  interesting, 
l^ts  of  action  and  they  seemed  to  like  it.  Some- 

times they  like  this  stuff,  where  it  sinks  in  quick 
and  they  don't  need  a   brick  house  to  fall  on  them. 
Bert  Lytell,  a   big  out-of-door  hero,  shoots  them 
all  then  kisses  the  pretty  heroine.  Then  the  end. 
Six  reels. — Mrs.  C.  J.  Paul,  Pepperwood  theatre, 
Pepperwood,  Cal. — General  patronage. 

Warner  Brothers 
THE  LOVE  TOY:  Lowell  Sherman — Six  reels 

of  plain  junk.  The  worst  that  Warners  has  yet 
turned  out.  What  it’s  all  about  was  beyond  our 
patrons  and  myself,  and  then  they  ask  you  to  pay 
for  it.  The  more  pictures  they  make  like  this, 
the  quicker  the  family  neighborhood  house  will  go 
out  of  business  with  a   deluxe  house  as  competi- 

tion. Lay  off  of  this.- Clarence  F.  Wagner.  Bugg 
theatre,  Chicago,  111. — Neighborhood  patronage. 
THE  SEA  BEAST:  John  Barrymore — The 

greatest  box  office  picture  in  years.  Draws  all 
classes  of  patronage  and  satisfies  them.  Played 
to  greatest  business  ever  known  in  684  seat  house. 
Five  capacity  week  in  a   one  week  town.  You 

can't  go  wrong  on  “The  Sea  Beast.”  It  will  get you  more  money  than  any  picture  you  ever  played. 
Ten  reels.— H.  W.  Foerste,  Stat®  theatre,  Pitts- 

burgh. Pa. — Downtown  patronage. 

THE  MAN  ON  THE  BOX;  Syd.  Chaplin.— 
Splendid  action  comedy.  At  that  only  about  half 
as  good  as  “Charley’s  Aunt.”— Carl  Judge.  Iris 
theatre,  Wheatland,  Wyo.— Small  town  patronage. 
SATAN  IN  SABLES:  Lowell  Sherman-An- 

other  good  picture  from  Warner’s,  which  makes 
it  the  eighth  consecutive  picture  I   received  from 
them  that  was  excellent.  This  picture  carries  a 
good  lesson  and  has  plenty  of  suspense,  heart 
interest,  comedy  and  action.  Seven  reels.   R. 
Pfeiffer,  Princess  theatre,  Chilton,  Wis.— Small 
town  patronage. 

THE  NIGHT  CRY:  Rin  Tin  Tin-March  23. 
1926.  An  impossible  production.  Poorest  Rin  Tin 
Tin  picture  shown  here,  and  have  shown  all  of  his. 
Six  reels.- C.  J.  P.  Edwards.  Waynewood  theatre 
Waynesville,  N.  C.— General  patronage. 
THE  CLASH  OF  THE  WOLVES:  Rin  Tin  Tin 
Smashing,  dashing  rawn-tawn-tawn.  He  did 

enough  running  in  this  one  to  kill  the  average 
dog.  A   mighty  fine  offering  and  a   box  office  bet. 
— H.  B.  Olson,  Majestic  theatre,  Reedsburg,  Wis.   Small  town  patronage. 

TRACKED  IN  THE  SNOW  COUNTRY:  Rin 
Tin  Tin  Why  is  it  that  a   small  dog  can  attract 
such  patronage  7   Drew  for  us  in  the  middle  of  the 
week  better  than  some  Saturday  nights  do.  Picture 
very  well  liked  too.  Seven  reel.— Horn  &   Morgan, 
Star  theatre,  Hay  Spring.  Neb.— Small  town  pat- ronage. 

TRACKED  IN  THE  SNOW  COUNTRY:  Rin 
Trtn  Tin  The  best  dog  picture  we  have  ever 
shown.  Pleas^  all  and  had  many  compliments. 
Bight  reels.— C.  C.  Ervin.  Paramount  theatre, Okanogan,  Wash.^ — Small  town  patronage. 
THE  UGHTHOUSE  BY  THE  SEA:  Rin  Tin 

lin  Rin  Tin  Tin  always  more  than  pleases.  Good 
^smess  on  this  one.  Suitable  for  any  audience Eight  reels.— Jack  Cairns.  Brooklyn  theatre,  De- troit,  Hich.^General  patronage. 

G^RGB  WASHINGTON.  JR.:  Wesley  Barry 
-Go^  picture  according  to  reports  from  all  who feature.  However,  it  failed  to  arrive  on 
night  advertised,  so  cannot  report  a   record  at- ‘>>®«tre.  Malta. 

Montana. — General  patronage. 

State  Rights 
BLUE  BLOOD:  George  Walsh — Good  enter- 

tainment all  the  way  through.  Just  a   nice  pro- 
gram picture  that  will  please  the  majority  of  the 

Saturday  crowd.  Six  reels.- Carl  Veseth,  Palace 
theatre.  Malta.  Montana.— Genera!  patronage. 
FRIBERG  PASSION  PLAY:  Special  cast— 

This  is  a   picture  that  will  bring  them  in  and 
please  if  you  advertise  the  fact  that  it  was  made 
at  Freiburg,  Baden.  But  watch  out;  don’t  get 
it  on  a   circuit.  Worked  four  hours  getting  print 
in  shape  to  run  and  paid  too  much  for  same 
Seven  reels.— Wlnton  W.  Lowery,  Strand  theatre. 
Atmore,  Ala. — Small  town  patronage. 

FREIBURG  PASSION  PLAY:  Fassnacht 
Brothers — Played  it  on  Sunday  at  advanced  admis* 
sions.  Very  realistic  and  satisfying.  Some  said 
not  long  enough  to  show  enough  incidents,  but 
better  that  than  too  long.— Carl  Judge.  Iris  thea- 

tre, Wheatland,  V/yo. — Small  town  patronage. 
SPEED;  Pauline  Garon — A   picture  our  pat- 

rons liked.  Pauline  Garon  a   peppy  star.  Good 
entertainment.  Play  it.  Six  reels.- W.  B.  Bur- 

gess, Victory  theatre,  Scottsville,  Va. — General 
patronage. 

THE  SPEED  CHAMPION;  Billy  Sullivan^f 
you  need  to  pep  up  your  program  book  in  these 
Billy  Sullivan  boxing  features  from  Home  State, 
'^hey  are  all  good  so  far  but  “The  Speed  Cham- 

pion” is  the  best  all  around  five  reel  picture  we ever  run  for  sheer  entertainment.  A   mob  of  po- 
lice could  not  have  kept  our  crowd  quiet  during 

the  preliminary  boxing.  As  good  a   comedy  part 
as  we  ever  had  and  the  real  fight  was  a   wow. 
Five  reels.— Dinsmore  &   Son,  Majestic  theatre. 
Weiner,  Ark. — Small  town  patronage. 
STAGE  COACH  BANDIT:  William  S.  Hart— 

A   very  good  picture.  Can  be  had  at  a   very  low 
price.  My  patrons  enjoyed  it  very  much.  Bn- 
joyed  a   full  house.  Five  reels. — Frank  J.  Sutter. 
Lincoln  theatre,  Milwaukee,  Wis. — General  pat- ronage. 

THE  WILD  GIRL;  Special  cast — Another  good 
picture  with  Acord's  horse  and  dog  as  co-stars  . We  get  these  from  Home  State.  Try  them  and 
give  your  patrons  something  a   little  different 
from  the  usual  Western.  Five  reels.— Dinsmore 
&   Son.  Majestic  theatre,  Weiner,  Ark.   Small town  patronage. 

Serials 
THE  ACE  OF  SPADES:  (Universal)  William 

Desmond— Number  8.  Plenty  of  action  and  is  a 
good  serial  where  they  like  them,  but  I   am  los- 

ing now  somehow.  It’s  getting  too  long  for  them. 
So  will  be  glad  when  I   play  the  last  one.  Two 
reels. — R.  Duba,  Royal  theatre,  Kimball,  S.  D.   General  patronage. 

THE  ACE  OF  SPADES:  (Universal)  William 
Desmond — Chapter  9   and  drew  only  32.  That’s 
going  some.  It  shows  that  they  don’t  want  any 
continued  pictures  here  and  I’ll  be  d— d   if  I   will 
play  any  more  of  them.  It’s  good  where  they 
like  serials.  'That’s  all  I   can  say.  Two  reels. — R.  Duba,  Royal  theatre,  Kimball,  S.  D.— Geaeral 
patronage. 

THE  ACE  OF  SPADES:  (Universal)  William 
Desmond — Chapter  10.  This  was  very  good  serial 
all  the  way  through,  but  no  more  serials  for  me. 
I   was  glad  this  one  was  over,  as  the  crowd  was 
getting  smaller  every  time  I   played  it,  so  good- 

ly serials  forever,  as  long  as  I   am  in  Kimball. Two  reels. — R.  Duba,  Royal  theatre,  Kimball,  S. D. — General  patronage. 

THE  ACE  OF  SPADES:  (Universal)  William 
Desmond— Concluding  chapter  of  this  serial  next 
week.  Not  as  good  as  “The  Circus  Mystery,”  and did  not  draw  as  well.  Two  reels.- Clyde  Allen 
Casino  theatre.  Antwerp.  N.  Y.— Small  town  pat- ronage. 

CASEY  OF  THE  COAST  GUARD:  (Pathe) 
George  O’Hara— These  are  good.  Kids  cry  for more  and  two  reels  of  this  kind  of  picture  are 
as  good  as  some  ten  reel  features.  Two  reels.   
^den  Ackert,  Liberty  theatre,  Oakland,  CaL   General  patronage. 

THE  PAST  EXPRESS:  (Universal)  William 
Duncan-^ust  finished  Number  14  and  would  con- 

..1**  ®   Cannot  be  compared with  The  Riddle  Rider”  and  has  not  the  draw- 
ing power.  Two  reels.— Wm.  Wiske,  Community 

theatre.  Red  Granite,  Wis.— Small  town  patronage. 
THE  GREAT  CTRCUS  MYSTERY;  (Unlver- 

sal)  Joe  Bonomo— This  is  the  best  drawing  card 
in  the  way  of  a   serial  that  I   have  ever  shown. 
1   have  had  every  seat  in  my  house  filled  on  each 
episode.  I   hate  to  see  it  end,  as  1   nm  afraid  I 
will  have  a   time  finding  another  with  the  same 
drawing  power.  I   took  this  aerial  and  built  up the  poorest  night  in  the  week  to  the  best.  Long 

live  "The  Circus."  Ten  episodes. — Chas.  E.  Law- rence,  Star  theatre,  Tuckerman,  Ark.   General 
patronage. 
THE  GREEN  ARCHER:  (Pathe)  Special  oast 

—Without  a   doubt  the  best  serial  we  have  ever 
used.  Would  like  to  get  another  one  like  it.   
Fenton  J.  Lee,  Empress  theatre.  Glearoek.  Wy- 

oming.— Small  town  patronage. 

THE  GREEN  ARCHER:  (Pathe)  Special  cast- 
Had  the  third  chapter  last  Sunday  and  it  surely 
18  going  over  big.  Showing  this  for  Sunday matinee  and  the  kids  are  well  pleased.  A   good 
clean  mystery  story  and  business  is  picking  up 
with  each  chapter. — C.  "W.  Docter,  May  theatre Mayville,  Wis.— Farmer  patronage. 

THE  GREEN  ARCHER:  (Pathe)  Special  cast 
— A   serial  that  will  take  well  anywhere.  Farmers and  bankers  sat  side  by  aide  and  moaned  alike 
at  the  final  title.  Two  reels.— H.  E.  Oisen.  Ma- 

jestic theatre,  Reedsburg,  Wis.— Small  town  pat- ronage, 

THE  JUNGLE  GODDESS:  Special  castn-Good 
from  the  start  and  gains  new  patrons  as  it  goes 
Best  serial  we  have  run  and  the  kids  are  wild 
about  it.  Leads  are  young  and  nice  looking  and 
ws  believe  any  theatre  can  put  it  over  good  It 
is  doing  better  than  “The  Riddle  Rider.”  The animals  are  great  and  Home  State  will  give  you 
a   fair  price  on  it.  Films  good.  Two  reels.— 
Dinsmore  &   Son.  Majestic  theatre.  Weiner,  Ark.— Small  town  patronage. 

PERILS  OF  THE  WILD;  (Universal)— Good 
moral  tone  to  this  one  and  will  please  the  kids 
iOO  per  cent.— Winton  W.  Lowery.  Strand  theatre 
Atmore,  Ala.— Small  town  patronage. 

THE  RIDDLE  RIDER:  (Universal)  William 
Desmond— With  roads  in  bad  condition  during the  most  of  the  winter,  this  serial,  which  we 
closed  last  week,  drew  as  no  serial  has  for  us 
in  a   long  time.  Never  had  anything  better  as 
a   drawing  card.  Two  reels.— Horn  &   Morgan 
Otar  theatre.  Hay  Springs.  Neb.— Small  town  pat- 
ronage. 

THE  SCARLET  STREAK:  (Universal)  Jack 
Daugherty— Pretty  gc»d  serial ;   have  gone  through three  chapters  and  it  is  giving  satisfaction.  Serials 
have  gone  dead  on  me  and  intend  to  lay  off  for a   while.  Two  reels.— Henry  P^ve,  Star  theatre. Menardy  Tex.-^Small  town  patronage. 

THE  SCARLET  STREAK:  (Universal)  Special 
caal^This  is  the  third  episode  and  it’s  going good.  Two  reels.— M.  J.  Babin.  Fairyland  theatre White  Castle,  La.— General  patronage. 

THE  SCARLET  STREAK:  (Universal)  Special 
cast— Have  played  three  episodes  and  if  she  holds 
up  at  the  rate  of  these  three  it’s  going  to  be  a 
g^d  one.— Winton  W.  Lowery.  Strand  theatre. Atmore,  Ala.— Small  town  patronage. 

SILVER:  (Pathe)  Third  ebapter- 
Not  holding  up  as  it  should.  Two  reels. — Fenton 
J.  Lee,  Empress  theatre,  Glenrock,  Wyoming. — Small  town  patronage. 

WILD  WEST:  (Pathe)  Jack  Muilhall— A   very 

go<^  picture,  well  liked  by  my  patrons.— Frank J.  Sutter,  Lincoln  theatre,  Milwaukee,  V/is.   Gen- eral patronage. 

NORTH:  (Universal) 
Willtam  Duncan— How  glad  I   am  that  this  thing 
is  over.  The  poorest  serial  I   have  ever  seen, 
and  It  simply  ruined  my  Saturday  business  for 
ten  weeks.  I   am  now  playing  ’’The  Fighting 
Ranger”  and  it  promises  to  be  a   good  one. Business  increased  60  per  cent  on  Saturdays 
after  starting  “The  Fighting  Ranger." — Chas.  E. 
Lawrence.  Star  theatre.  Tuckerman.  Ark.— Gen- eral patronage. 

Short  Features 
EDUCATIONAL 

BEWARE:  Chester  Conklin — Got  many  laughs. 
Good  slapstick  comedy.  Two  reels.   A.  D. 
Stauchfietd,  Rae  theatre.  Ann  Arbor,  Mich.— Neighborhood  p&tronage. 

CHEER  UP:  Cameo— Very  sad  one  reeler,  not 
m   the  class  of  earlier  Cameos.— A.  D.  Stauchfield, 
Rae  theatre.  Ann  Arbor,  Mich.— Neighborhood patronage. 

CLOSE  HARMONY;  SING  THEM  AGAIN;  'These 
novelty  reels  should  prove  themselves  where  peo- 

ple are  not  afraid  of  •   their  own  voice.  I   came 
tlje  booth,  sang  like  a   darned  fool 

^d  had  several  accuse  me  of  being  Intoxicated. There  wasn’t  a   salesman  in  town,  either.- H.  E. 
Olson,  Majestic  theatre,  Reedsburg,  Wis.- Small town  patronage. 

THE  DOME  DOCTOR:  Larry  Semon — Just 
another  case  of  trying  to  make  a   funny  story  and 
going  blooey.  Nothing  to  it.  Two  reels.— Jack 
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Cairns.  Brooklyn  thsatrs,  Det
roit,  Mich.— General 

patronage. 

fashion  reels  in  COLOR;  
Hoi>e  Hampton 

—Beautifully  done  and  extremel
y  entertaining. 

Advise  fellow  exhibitors  to  play  t
he  three  reels. 

Each  reel  ia  about  600  feet  long.—
 W.  E.  Burgess. 

Victory  theatre,  Scottsville.  Va.
— General  patron- 

age. 

good  morning  %   Lloyd  Hamilton — Good 

niehtl  We  are  sure  glad  this  is  t
he  last  Hamilton 

„e  have  to  run.  although  we  do
  admit  this  was 

better  than  most  of  them.  Tu
rn  «eK-Horn  & 

Morgan,  Star  theatre,  r-.ay  Sprin
gs,  Neb.— Small 

town  patronage. 

good  SPIRII^S!  Educational  Eil
m  Exchange 

comedies  are  as  a   whole  very  good.
  I   think  one 

of  the  best  on  the  market.  Two
  reels.— J.  Hol- 

lenbeck, Liberty  theatre,  Lynden.  Wash.-
 Farm- 

ing  patronage. 

BAVE  A   HEART;  Cameo — A   fine  si
ngle  reel 

comedy.  Cam?o  comedies  have  been  g
ood  so  far. 

One  reel.— C.  O.  Peterson,  Royal  theatre.
  Saxon, 

Wis_Small  town  patronage, 

LONESOME:  Lloyd  Hamilton — Our
  second 

time  to  play  this  comedy,  Hamilton  alway
s  pleases 

our  comedy  fans.  Two  reels.- A.  D.  Stauc
hfield, 

Rae  theatre,  Ann  Arbor,  Mich.— Neighbo
rhood 

patronage. 

THE  MARIONETTTES:  Hope  Hampton— One
  of 

the  most  beautiful  pictures  ever  made  in  Tec
hni- 

color, yet  distinct,  and  Hope  Hampton  sure  fills 

the  eye.— Carl  Judge,  Iris  theatre,  Wheatland, 

y/yo. — Small  town  patronage. 

STAY  SINGLE;  Dorothy  Devore — We  had
 

played  this  before  and  our  audience  seemed  to 

enjoy  this  more  the  return  date.  Two  reels. — A.  D. 

Stauchfield,  Rae  theatre,  Ann  Arbor,  Mich.— 

Neighborhood  iwtronage. 

THE  VOICE  OF  TEE  NIGHTINiGALE;  One 

of  the  most  beautifully  done  reels  of  the  screen. 

Would  advise  every  exhibitor  to  play  it.  The 

screen  needs  more  such  pictures  and  every  encour- 

agement should  be  given  the  producer  to  hand  us 

more.  Patrons  delighted.  One  reel. — W,  E.  Bur- 

gess, Victory  theatre,  Scottsville,  Va. — General 
patronage. 

THE  VOICE  OF  THE  NIGHTENGALE;  The 

most  beautiful  color  work  ever  shown.  Trick 

photoplay  marvelous.  Should  be  shown  every- 
where.—H.  E.  Olson.  Majestic  theatre,  Reedsburg, 

Wia. — Small  town  patronage. 

WILD  BEASTS  OF  BORNEO;  For  a   novelty 

subject  this  is  great.  The  wild  beasts  are  much 

in  evidence  and  surely  hold  interest.  Two  reels. — 

H.  E.  Olson,  Majestic  theatre,  Reedsburg,  Wis. — 
Small  town  patronage. 

FILM  BOOKING  OFFICES 

ADVENTURES  OP  MA2IE;  Alberta  Vaughn 
— The  best  two  reel  subjects  on  the  market  today. 

I   play  the  last  one  next  Monday  and  if  I   was 

not  starting  “Fighting  Hearts”  I   would  be  sorry 
to  see  these  end.  No,  do  not  think  I   am  In.  the 

least  partial  to  F.  B.  O.  If  the  other  companies 

would  give  me  the  service  and  courteous  treat- 
ment that  P.  B.  O.  does  I   could  say  just  as  much 

for  them.  Two  reels. — Chas.  E.  Lawrence,  Star 

theatre,  Tuckerman,  Ark. — General  patronage. 

ADVENTURES  OF  MAZIE;  Alberta  Vaughn— 
Films  good.  Last  of  this  series.  Whale  of  series. 
We  liked  very  well  Alberta  and  the  battle  of  ink 

with  which  she  fought  and  her  cleverness  in 
dodging  her  pursuers. — J.  W.  Ryder.  Jewel 
theatre,  Verndale,  Minn. 

THE  ADVENTURES  OF  MAZIE;  Alberta 

Vaughn — Very  good  series  with  as  many  laughs 

as  any  good  comedy.  Good  clean  stuff  and  will 

help  to  put  over  any  feature.  Don’t  be  afraid 
to  book  them.  Two  reels. — Wm.  Wiske.  Com- 

munity theatre,  Red  Granite,  Wis. — Small  town 
patronage. 

THE  ADVENTURES  OF  MAZIE:  Alberta 

Vaughn — ^These  so  far  have  all  been  good  and 
well  liked.  Good  clean  stuff.  Book  them  and 

you  will  not  bo  sorry. — ^Wm.  Wiske,  Community 

theatre,  Red  Granite,  Wis. — Smali  town  patron- 
age. 

ALICE  THE  PIPER:  Good  cartoon  comedies 

with  a   real  little  girl  mixed  in  with  all  the 
cartoon  animals.  The  little  folks  especially  like 

these.  One  reel. — DInsmore  &   Son,  Majestic  thea- 
tre, Weiner,  Ark. — Small  town  patronage. 

CINDERELLA ;   Bray  cartoon  —   Especially 

pleasing  to  the  children.  One  reel — C.  O.  Peter- 

son, Royal  theatre,  Saxon,  Wis.— Small  town 
patronage. 

DINKY  DOODLE:  Some  fair,  others  not  so 

good.  They  serve  as  a   filler  but  will  not  get  by 

as  mirth  provokers. — H.  E.  Olson,  Majestic  thea- 
tre. Reedsburg.  V/is. — General  patronage. 

HALF  A   MAN :   Laurel  very  good  in  this. 

V 
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CoUesn  Moore,  Kate  Price,  and  Lloyd 

Hughes  in  "Irene,”  which  is  a   First National  release. 

Splendid  photography.  Film  very  good.  T\yo 

reels   C.  O.  Peterson,  Royal  theatre.  Saxon,  Wis. 
— Small  town  patronage. 

HOLD  TIGHT;  Special  cast--Say.  boys,  one 

like  this  gives  more  satisfaction  than  lots  o
f 

features  like  others  are  putting  out.  For  instance 

"The  Circle.”  "Soul  Mates.”  "The  Great  Love," 

and  lots  of  others  just  kill  a   man’s  business, 

and  yet  they  want  all  your  business,  even  if  you 

don’t  have  any  yourself.  Enough  said.  Two 

reels. — R.  Cuba.  Royal  theatre,  Kimball,  S.  D. — General  patronage.  , 

THE  PACEMAKERS  I   Alberta  Vaughn— Have 

had  more  complimentary  reports  on  these
 

comedies,  than  any  series  ever  run.  All  good. 

Two  reels  each. — Carl  Veseth,  Palace  theatre, 

Malta,  Montana. — General  patronage, 

THE  PACEMAKERS:  Special  oast — Last  chap- 

ter (12).  Played  all  of  these  and  with  one  e
x- 

ception they  were  very  good.  "The  Fast  Male” 
was  the  weakest  of  the  lot,  but  at  that  it  was 

good  too,  only  not  up  to  the  standard  of  othe
r 

numbers.— Wm.  Wiske,  Community  theatre.  Red 

Granite,  Wis. — Small  town  patronage. 

SALUTE;  Only  fair.  Not  many  laughs.  Two 

reels.— C.  S.  Watson,  Electric  theatre,  Caldwell, 
Kan. — Community  patronage. 

TAILORING;  Poorest  comedy  I   ever  put  on 

the  screen.  Far  too  silly.  Two  reels. — Robert  W. 

Kines,  Hines  theatre,  Loyalton,  S.  D. — General 
patronage. 

TEA  FOR  TOOMY:  Fine  two  reeler.  No.  7   of 

"Mazie."  Going  good.  Two  reels. — Robert  W. 

Hines,  Hines  theatre.  Loyalton,  S.  D.— General 
patronage. 

THE  THREE  BEARS:  Bray  cartoon — These 

Bray  cartoons  are  very  good.  Fit  in  nicely  with 

long  features.  One  reel— C.  O.  Peterson.  Royal 

theatre.  Saxon,  Wis. — Small  town  patronage. 

THREE  WISE  GOOFS;  A   pretty  poor  comedy 

until  the  last  part  of  last  reel,  and  then  it  cut 

off  short.  Two  reels. — Robert  W.  Hines,  Hines 

theatre,  Loyalton,  S.  D.— General  patronage. 

FOX 

A   BANKRUPT  HONEYMOON;  You  may  think 

you  have  shown  the  worst— if  you  have  yet  
to 

play  this,  then  you  will  change  your  mi
nd.  Two 

reels.— J.  S.  Walker.  Texas  theatre.  Grand 

Prairie.  Texas. — Small  town  patronage. 

BLUE  BLOOD:  Just  another  Fox  comedy.
 

Not  much.  Two  reels.— A.  D.  Stauchfield. 
 Rae 

theatre.  Ann  Arbor,  Mich.— Neighborhood
  pat- 

ronage, 

A   BUSINESS  ENGAGEMENT;  Special  cas
t— 

Clever  little  comedy. — S.  H.  Rich,  Rich  thea
tre, 

Montpelier.  Idaho. 

FOX  IMPERIAL  COMEDIES;  Not  going  over 

for  U9.  Have  used  six  from  1926-26  product
  and 

none  of  them  anything  to  brag  on.— R
.  R.  Win- 

ship.  Majestic  theatre,  Phillipsburg.  
Kansas.- 

General  patronage. 

GOLD  HEELS;  Special  oast— Very  good,  but 
like  all  other  Fox  specials,  too  high  for  small 
towns.  Six  reels. — Maloney  and  Wey,  Orpheum 

theatre.  St.  Bernice,  Ind. — Small  town  patronage. 

HEAD  OVER  HEELS:  Sunshine.  Once  In 

awhile  Fox  sends  us  a   real  comedy.  This  was  a 
riot.  Two  reels. — A.  D.  Stauchfield,  Rae  theatre, 

Ann  Arbor,  Mich. — Neighborhood  patronage. 

ON  THE  GO:  A   fair  comedy.  Have  had  lots 

better  from  Fox. — Two  reels. — H.  A.  Dabltts, 

Dixie  theatre.  Winona.  Miss.— General  patronage. 

TEA  FOR  TWO:  It  has  been  quite  some  time 

since  I   reported  a   two  reeler,  but  this  is  of 
such  fine  entertainment  value  that  I   must  say 

this  is  an  opener  for  a   new  type  of  comedy,  and 

Alice  Day,  you  are  great  1   Two  reels. — W.  H. 

Brenner.  Cozy  theatre,  Winchester,  Ind. — General 

patronage, 

PATHE 

AESOPS  FABLES:  Always  good.— Fenton  J. 

Lee,  Empress  theatre.  Glcnrock,  Wyoming. — Small 
town  patronage. 

AMUNDSEN’S  POLAR  FLIGHT;  Good  edu- 
cational picture,  but  people  walked  out  on  seme. 

They  do  not  seem  to  want  to  be  educated,  it  seems 

to  me.  All  they  want  is  entertainment.  Three 
reels.— J.  Hollenbeck,  Liberty  theatre.  Lynden, 
Wash. — Farmer  patronage. 

BASHFUL  JIM:  Very  poor.  No  action,  no 

laughs.  Just  two  reels  of  film.  Two  reels. — 

Geo.  Herber,  Opera  House,  Apache,  Okla. — Gen- eral patronage. 

BETTER  MOVIES:  Our  Gang — A   dandy  com- 

edy that  all  enjoyed.  Old  and  young.  Two  reels. 
— C.  S.  Watson,  Electric  theatre,  Caldwell,  Kan. 
— Community  patronage. 

THE  BUCCANEERS;  Our  Gang— On  an  
ov- 

erage these  are  pretty  good.  Two  reels. — Wm. 

Wiske,  Community  theatre,  Red  Granite,  Wis.— Small  town  patronage. 

EAST  OF  THE  WATER  PLUG:  Special  cas
t— 

Good  comedy.— S.  H.  Rich,  Rich  theatre.  Mont
- 

peller,  Idaho. 

THE  HALFBACK  OF  NOTRE  DAME;  Special 

cast — By  far  the  best  comedy  we  have  had  in 

some  time.  It’s  a   riot. — Clyde  Allen,  Casino  the- 

atre, Antwerp.  N.  Y. — Small  town  patronage. 

HAL  ROACH  SINGLE  REEL  COMEDIES
; 

The  best  comedy  buy  we  have  made  this  year
. 

Better  than  many  two  reelers  that  cost  tw
ice 

the  amount.— H.  E.  Olson,  Majestic  theatre, 

Reedsburg,  Wis.— General  patronage. 

THE  HAUNTED  HONEYMOON:  Glenn  Tryon 

—Perfectly  all  right.  They  all  enjoyed  it.  Two 

reals.— Dinsmore  &   Son.  Majestic  theatre,  Weiner. 
Arlj. — Small  town  patronage. 

BIS  NEW  MAMA;  Harry  Langdon — Very  good.
 

—Carl  Judge,  Iris  theatre,  Wheatland,  Wyo.—
 

Small  town  patronage. 

HIS  WOODEN  WEDDING;  Charles  C
hase- 

Very  funny.  Pleased  all  and  produced  man
y 

laughs.  Two  reels. — Jack  Cairns,  Brooklyn  t
hea- 

tre. Detroit,  Mich. — General  patronage. 

ISN’T  LOVE  COUKO:  Another  60-50  comedy. 

A   little  too  much  overdone.  Two  reels.-
 M.  J. 

Babin,  Fairyland  theatre.  White  Castle.
  La.— 

General  patronage. 

LONG  PANTS;  Glenn  Tyron— A   very  go
od 

comedy.  Laughs  from  beginning  to  end.  N
ot  a 

dull  moment.  Better  than  many  features. 
 Will 

certainly  be  a   great  help  to  put  over  a 
  weak 

feature.  T\vo  reels.- R.  Pfeiffer.  Princes
s  the- 

atre, Chilton.  Wis.— Small  town  patronage. 

THE  LOVE  BUG:  Our  Gang— Cupi
d  hits  the 

entire  Gang  and  they  go  spooning.  N
ot  as  funny 

as  some  but  still  very  good.  Tw
o  reels.— Dins- 

more  &   Son.  Majestic  theatre,  Wei
ner,  Ark.— 

Small  town  patronage. 

MYSTERIOUS  MYSTERY:  Our  
Gang-No  ex- 

ception to  the  usual  excellence  of  Gang  comed
ies. 

The  only  comedy  I   make  sure  to  see 
 myself,  too. 

Two  reels.— Henry  Reeve.  Star  theatre.
  Menard. 

Tex.— Small  town  patronage. 

OFFICIAL  OFFICERS:  Our
  Gang— Haven’t 

had  a   bad  one  yet.  They  sure  are  fi
ne.  Two  reels. 

H.  A.  Davitts,  Dixie  theatre,  Win
ona.  Miss,— General  patronage. 

OUR  GANG:  Good  as  usual.  Everyb
ody  welt 

pleased.  Two  reels.- Win.  Wiske.  C
ommunity 

theatre.  Red  Granite.  Wis.— Small  t
own  patron- 

age. THE  SKY  PLUM
BERS;  Arthur  Stone— Was 

not  present  when  this  one  was  played 
 but  reports 

were  favorable.  Two  reels.- Wm.  Mi
ske.  Com- 

munity theatre.  Red  Granite,  Wis. — Small  t
own 

patronage. 

SMILE  PLEASE;  Harry  Langdon—
 Terrible. 

Only  a   so-called  comedy.  Felt  like  handing 
 back 
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admission  price  to  those  who  were  compelled  to 

sit  through  it.  Two  reels. — Clyde  Allen,  Casino 

theatre,  Antwerp,  N.  Y.— Small  town  patronage. 

THUNDERING  LANDLORDS:  Glenn  Tryon— 

Not  much  to  this  one.  Very  few  laughs  in  it. — 

H.  A.  Davitts,  Dixie  theatre,  Winona,  Miss. — 
General  patronage. 

WANDERIN’  PAPA;  Clyde  Cook — This  was  a 
60-60  one.  Not  as  good  as  Cook's  usual  ones. 
Two  reels.— M.  J.  Babin,  Fairyland  theatre,  White 
Castle,  La. — General  patronage. 

WHAT  IS  THE  WORLD  COMING  TO:  Clyde 
Cook — Hero  is  a   comedy  that  is  different  from 
most  of  them  and  a   real  knockout.  Two  reels. — 

H.  A.  Davitts,  Dixie  theatre,  -Winona.  Miss.- 
General  patronage. 

UNIVERSAL 

ABSENT  MINDED:  Neely  Edwards— A   good 
one  reeler. — R.  Pfeiffer.  Princess  theatre,  Chilton, 
Wis. — Small  town  patronage. 

BUSTER  BROWN  COMEDIES:  Among  the 
best  two  reel  comedies  on  the  market,  especially 
good  for  kids.  Two  reels. — Chas.  E.  Lawrence, 
Star  theatre,  Tuckerman,  Ark. — General  patron- 
age. 

CENTURY  COMEDIES;  Absolutely  the  best 
comedies  I   have  ever  had  in  my  house,  and  I 
have  tried  all  kinds.  I   have  not  found  a   lemon 
this  ̂   year  out  of  the  bunch  and  I   have  been 
playing  two  a   week.  Universal  one-reel  come- 

dies also  fine.  Good  basiness  getters.   Chas.  E. 

Lawrence,  Star  theatre,  Tuckerman,  Ark.   Gen- 

eral patronage. 

CRYING  FOR  LOVE:  Eddy  Gordon — Very 

good  comedy  but  rotten  print.  Could  not  project 

half  of  the  reading  so  it  could  be  read.  They 
sure  are  giving  me  some  real  rotten  prints  on 

comedies  with  the  Complete  Service.  ‘!^o  reels. 

— R.  Duba,  Royal  tlieatre,  Kimball,  S.  D. — Neigh- 
borhood patronage. 

EDUCATING  BUSTER;  As  good  a   comedy  as 
we  have  had  from  Universal.  You  can  take  a 

chance  on  this  one  for  a   change.  Two  reels.   

C.  W.  Dooter,  May  theatre.  Mayville,  Wis.— 
General  patronage. 

FAINT  HEART;  Charles  Puffy — Good  one 

reeler  from  Universal’s  selections.  Puffy  sure has  lots  of  trouble  before  he  gets  married.  One 
reel.  R.  Duba,  Royal  theatre,  Kimball,  S.  D.   
General  patronage. 

THE  GUMPS;  Very  good.  My  people  like 

them  very  much.  Two  reels.— J.  Hollenbeck, 
Liberty  theatre.  Lynden,  Wash.— Farmer  pat- ronage. 

HAPPY  GO  LUCKY;  Neely  Edwards— Good 
filler,  with  a   long  show,  brings  out  few  gags  as 
it  unwinds  on  the  screen.  This  one  was  better 
than  the  others  I   played  with  Neely  as  the  star. 
One  reel.— R.  Duba.  Royal  theatre,  Kimball, 
S.  D. — General  patronage. 

HOT  DOG:  Arthur  Lake— Never  got  many 
laughs  out  of  this  boy’s  previous  pictures,  but this  one  is  full  of  slapstick  stuff  and  kept  the 

W.  V.  Fite  (left)  has  the  Photorluw  at 
Kansas  City,  Kan.,-  Royal,  Salina, 
Kan.;  Novelty,  Wichita,  Kan.,  and 
Isis,  Eldorado,  Kan.  Sob  Withers 
runs  the  Enterprise  at  Kansas  City, 
Mo.  {Photo  by  H.  E.  N.) 

house  laughing.  One  reel. — Wm.  E.  Tragsdorf 
Trags  theatre.  Neillsville,  Wis.— Small  town  pat^ 
ronage. 

THE  NOSE  DIVE:  A   great  Buster  Brown 
comedy  distributed  by  Universal.  Mary  Jane, 
Buster  and  Tige  had  the  crowd  in  an  uproar 
Good  in  any  town.  Two  reels.— Isbell  and  Sultz, 
Casino  DeLuxa  theatre,  Kiowa.  Colo.— General 
patronage. 

PIPING  HOT:  Very  poor.  Don't  consider  this 
a   comedy.  Two  reels.- R.  Pfeiffer.  Princess 
theatre,  Chilton,  Wis. — Small  town  patronage. 
THE  POLO  KID:  Good  comedy  and  got  quite 

a   few  laughs.  It  is  not  the  best  but  may  be 
classed  among  the  average.  Two  reels. — Wm. 
Wiske,  Community  theatre.  Red  Granite,  Wis.— Small  town  patronage. 

THE  POOR  KID :   Baby  Peggy — Good  stuff 
for  the  kids.  Two  reels.— Wm.  E.  Tragsdorf, 
Trags  theatre.  Neillsville.  Wis.— Small  town patronage. 

CLASSIFIED 
Advertising 
Five  cents  per  word,  payable  in  advance.  Minimum  charge, $1.00.  Copy  and  checks  should  be  addressed  Classified  Ad 
Pept.  Exhibitors  Herald,  407  So.  Dearborn  St.,  Chicago,  111 

SPACE  FOR  RENT EQUIPMENT  FOR  SALE 

FOR  RENT :   First  floor  room  20'x 

90'.  New  fireproof  film  building.  Fin- est in  Pittsburgh.  Stationaiy  film 
vaults ;   latest  improvements.  Rent 
reasonable.  Write  Mr.  Gore  c/o 
Washington  Real  Estate  Company. 
Pittsburgh,  Pa. 

THEATRE  FOR  SALE 

UNDER  CONSTRUCTION  (about  60%  com 
pleted)  with  a   seating  capacity  of  2,800,  in  on« Indiana.  Population 
125,000.  V\  hen  completed,  this  house  will  com 

\   houses  in  the  country. 
expended  up  to  date, 

consider 

iMsing  to  responsible  and  experienced  theatre man,  must  have  at  least  $75,000.00  cash.  For ftirMier  particulars  write  or  wire,  Jos.  B.  Berger &   Company,  Exclusive  Agents.  38  So.  Dearborn Street.  Chicago,  111.  (   Phone  Randolph  5687). 

THEATRES  WANTED 

win'^^'5^-^  ®   theatre  thj 
Gon  in  inform! 
^on^m  reply.  Joseph  Walters,  Box  176,  Sanfori 

motion  pict- 

M   f   T   ■nP'"'u  particulars  in  first  leti Mrs.  J.  Beucher,  2880  Elston  Avenue,  Chica 

^ctSy. 

ORGANS  FOR  SALE 

BARGAINS  in  used  Wurlitzers,  Fotoolavei Reproduces,  KimbaUs,  K 
gens,  Robert  Mortons.  Also  Grand,  player 

THREE  REBUILT  Simplex  Type  S   moto 
anyen  machines  in  guaranteed  mechanical  con dition.  One  rebuilt  50-50  Hertner  Generator 
SIX  pairs  of  Peerless  Arc  Controls  in  A-1  condi 
tion,  $50  a   pair.  Also  a   big  stock  of  lobby  dis play  frames  on  hand.  Equipments  offered  a 
bargain  prices.  Write  Illinois  Theatre  Equip 

mpt  Company,  12-14  East  9th  Street,  Chicago 

HERE  IS  YOUR  OPPORTUNITY  to  ob- 
tarn  real  bargains  on  1000  brand  new  five  and 
seven  ply  veneer  chairs  at  a   big  reduction  of the  original  cost.  300  newly  upholstered  the- 
atre  chairs  and  other  lots  of  upholstered  chairs 
as  well  as  1000  used  veneer  chairs  in  A-l  con- 

dition at  bargain  prices.  Write  Illinois  Theatre 
Equipment  Company,  12-14  East  9th  Street, 

Chicago,  111.  ' 

.^9?  SALE:  Coin  changer  machine,  “Light- ning.  Factory  rebuilt,  .^so  automatic  ticket factory  rebuilt.  Bargain. 

Chicago^Yir®  ̂ ’‘cture  Co.,  538  S.  Dearborn  St.. 

ii  I   CONTROLS,  Factory  Re- built, absolutely  guaranteed.  Bargain.  Hertner Volt,  3   Phase. 

to;“s“°ch"!ag^o''iir 

FOR  SALE:  2   Simplex  latest  Style  Type  S 
lamphouses,  perfect  condition.  Bargain.  Atlas 

Oiicijo  Company,  
538  So.  Dearborn  St., 

FOR  SALE:  Approximately  270  7-ply  new veneer  chairs.  Also  generator,  frames  and  used 
projecting  machines:  Bargains.  Atlas  Moving Picture  Company,  534  S.  Dearborn  St,  Chicago, 

S^CE:  One  No.  50  Hertner  Transverter 

woii  Powers  machines,  1( 
wau  tans.  2   Motiograph  machines  We  also  bui and  sell  theatre  equipment.  United  Theatre  Sup 
ply  Co.,  845  So.  V/abash  Ave.,  Chicago,  111. 

POSITION  WANTED 
sixteen  years  experience 

Handle  any  equipment.  Best  references.  Capable of  managing  house.  Address  J.  C   Granburv 
P.  O.  Box  627,  Sand  Springs.  Oklahoma.  ’ 

STRANDED;  Wanda  Wiley — Just  a   lot  of 
hokum.  Not  much  to  it.  About  the  poorest 
I   ve  had  for  a   long  time.  Two  reels. — Rudolf 
Duba,  Royal  theatre,  Kimball,  S.  D. — Neighbor- 

hood patronage. 
TWO  REEL  51USTANG  WESTERNS:  These 

little  Westerns  are  just  as  good  as  lots  of  the 
five  reelers.  They  are  all  chuck  full  of  action 
and  plenty  of  good  old  gun  play.  Use  these 
with  a   serial,  one  reel  comedy,  and  two  reel 
comedy  on  short  subject  night  and  never  have  a 
va^nt  seat  in  the  house  after  the  first  reel  is  on. 
—Chas.  E.  Lawrence.  Star  theatre.  Tuckerman, Ark. — General  patronage. 

MISCELLANEOUS 

--- —   —   A:..%t:eiJtionauy  gooa 
comedy  enjoyed  by  young  and  old.  One  reel.— 
A.  G.  Witwer,  Grand  theatre,  Rainier.  Ore.   General  patronage. 

A   ̂INY  KNI'GHT,:  Pair  comedy.  TSvo  reels. —A.  O.  Lambert.  Monticello  Opera  House,  Monti- cello,  la.— General  patronage. 

BOKAYS  AND  BRICKBATS:  A   good  Krazy 
Kat  cartoon.  One  reel. — Dinsmors  a   Son.  Ma- 
aestic  theatre.  Weiner.  Ark.— Small  town  pat- ronage. 

CUPID’S  VICTORY;  Just  a   comedy  with  not much  laugh  m   it.-R.  D.  Young.  Polo  theatre. Polo,  111. — General  patronage. 

LOVE  IS  BLOND;  Less  said  about  this  stuff 
the  better.  Pretty  gosh  darn  awful.  Two  reels. 
—Henry  Reeve.  Star  theatre.  Menard,  Tex.— Small  town  patronage. 

wur  on-  THE  INK  WELL:  Cartoons  are 

Victory  theatre. SccttsviHe,  I patrensge. 

SNEEZING  BEEZERS;  Very  good  comedy. 
Two  ree!8.--A.  O.  Lambert,  Opera  House,  Monti- cello, la.— General  patronage. 

THE  LIFE  OF  RILEY:  Charles  Murray— The 
print  of  this  was  in  such  a   condition,  no  heading. 

co’Jid  not  uee.  Two  reels.— 
A.  C.  Betts,  Powers  theatre.  Red  Creek  N.  Y.   

General  patronage.  ’ THE  ROAD  TO  LATIGO:  Special  cast^A 
mighty  good  short  drama.  Holds  interest  splen- 

didly. Two  reela.— A.  N.  Miles,  Eminence  the- atre. Eminence,  Ky.— Small  town  patronage. 
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m THEATRE  BETTERMENT 
A   WeeMv  Extension  of  ̂ etter^heatres 

Equipment  and  Construetion  Notes 

Circle  Theatre  Firm 

Acquires  Another 

Playhouse 
Through  the  purchase  of  the  capital 

stock  of  the  Tivoli  Theatres  Corporation, 

the  Circle  Theatre  Company  of  Indian- 
apolis, has  become  owner  of  the  theatre 

being  constructed  at  Forty-second  street 
and  College  avenue,  and  will  make  it  one 
of  the  finest  neighborhood  theatres  in  In- 

dianapolis. The  new  theatre,  which  will  be 

known  as  the  "Up-town  theatre”  will  be 
opened  about  May  1.  It  will  represent  an 
investment  of  about  $200, (X)0. 

Plans  for  the  northside  theatre  have  been 
revamped  entirely  since  the  Circle  Theatre 
Company  obtained  control  and  what  form- 

erly was  intended  to  be  a   comfortable  the- 
atre of  the  average  sort  will  be  made  more 

impressive  and  luxuriously  decorated.  It 
will  be  equipped  with  a   $20,000  pipe  organ. 
Interior  decorations  will  be  richly  done  with 
silk  and  expensive  plush  trimmings. 
The  downtown  Circle  theatre  policy  of 

entertainment  will  be  followed  at  the  Up- 
to\vn  theatre,  according  to  Leo  M.  Ra.p- 
papcsrt,  secretary  of  the  company.  Special 
musical  and  vaudeville  acts  will  be  given 
in  connection  with  the  film  picture  pro- 

grams. The  new  theatre  is  in  the  heart  of  a 
rapidly  growing  community  center. 
About  a   week  previous,  the  Circle  com- 

pany announced  the  leasing  of  extensive 
downtown  property  on  which  it  plans  to 
begin  construction  immediately  of  a   $1,000,- 
000  theatre,  the  house  to  be  made  one  of  the 
finest  in  the  middle  v/est  and  to  seat  4,000. 

Business  iu  South  Is 

Promising  Hertner 
Finds  on  Tour 

John  H.  Hertner,  president  of  the  Hert- 
ner Electric  Company,  Cleveland,  manufac- 

turers of  the  Hertner  transverter,  has  just 
returned  from  an  extensive  trip  through 
the  South  and  reports  that  business  in  that 
section  of  the  country  is  very  promising, 
particularly  as  to  future  development  in 

the  motion  picture  industry.  "Business  has 
never  been  as  promising  than  it  is  right 
now,”  says  Mr.  Hertner. 

"We  are  daily  receiving  orders  from 
every  part  of  the  country,  having  received 
orders  within  the  last  few  weeks  from  the 
following  theatres :   Carroll  theatre,  Ma- 
tewan,  W.  Va. ;   College  Point  theatre,  Col- 

lege Point,  L.  I. ;   Palace  theatre,  Lawton, 
Okla.;  Capitol  theatre,  Houston,  Texas; 
Central  theatre,  Jersey  City,  N.  J. ;   Fargo 
theatre,  Fargo,  N.  D. ;   Opera  House,  Ridge- 

way, Pa.;  Kenmore  theatre,  Inc.,  Buffalo, 
N.  Y. ;   Amusu  theatre,  Muscatine,  Iowa; 
Playhouse  theatre,  Ridgewood,  N.  J. ;   Wig- 

wam theatre,  El  Paso,  Texas;  Lincoln  the- 
atre, Mt.  Vernon,  Wash.;  Liberty  theatre, 

Bend,  Oregon;  Janice  theatre,  Flushing, 
U   I.;  Roosevelt  theatre,  Flushing,  L.  I.; 
Victory  theatre,  Fayetteville,  Ark.;  Irving 
theatre,  Brightmoor,  Mich.” 

SINCE  the  death  of  J.  D.  Wheelan,  Dal- las, the  pipe  organ  company  of  which 
he  was  the  head,  has  been  purchased  from 
the  administrator  of  his  estate  W   H.  A. 
Niver  and  Gus  A.  Doering.  Mr.  Niver 

was  connected  with  the  Wheelan  Pipe  Or- 
gan Company  for  nine  years,  and  Mr. 

Doering  has  for  several  years  o>vned  the 
Simplex  Theatre  Supply  Company,  which 
was  recently  sold  to  Oscar  OIdknow. 
Messrs.  Niver  and  Doering  have  named 
their  company  the  Southern  Pipe  Organ 
Company. 

♦ 

Bert  E.  Graetz,  Dallas,  film  salesman  of 
many  years  experience,  and  for  the  last 
few  months  a   Universal  Film  Salesman, 
has  now  been  appointed  representative  in 
the  Southwest  for  the  National  Screen 
Service,  distributers  and  manufacturers  of ♦   ♦   * 

Fred  Campen  is  constructing  a   fine  new 
theatre  at  Mountain  View,  San  Francisco, 

and  has  also  placed  an  order  with  W.  G. 
Preddey  for  complete  projection  equipment, 
including  Preddey  reflector  lamps.  This 
theatre  will  seat  800  and  from  the  looks  of 
things  will  compare  with  many  of  the 

larger  houses  in  construction  and  appoint- 
ments. 

*   ♦   ♦ New  Simplex  projectors  and  Peerless 
low  intensity  equipment  have  been  installed 
in  the  Electric  theatre,  Springfield,  Mo. ♦   *   ♦ 

John  Fanning  of  Brownsville,  Texas,  has 
taken  over  the  Texas  Theatre  at  that  city. 
The  show  is  now  located  where  the  old 

Queen  used  to  be. 
*   ♦   ♦ 

The  McNeese  brothers  have  sold  their 
theatre,  the  Palace  at  Pearsall,  Texas,  to 
P.  A.  Hable.  They  announce  that  they 
will  soon  open  the  Palace  at  Dilly.  Mr. 
M.  M.  McNeese  has  been  in  Dallas  buy- 

ing equipment  for  the  house  recently. 

YOU  CAN 
THESE 
At  More  Than 

NOW  BUY 

50 
C   OFF “GENUINE” 

AUTOMATIC 
TICKET  REGISTERS 

"GOLD  SEAL”  Latest  Model 

We  offer  these  machines  while 

they  last  and  subject  to  prior 
sale  at  the  following  prices 

2   Unit  $120.00 

3   Unit  $145.00 

^   4   Unit  $165.00 

5   Unit  $190.00 

Each  Machine  Guaranteed 
for  one  year 

Specify  Current  and Voltage 

— 

We  Also  Offer 
“SIMPLEX” 

Ticket  Machines 

2   Unit  $135.00 
3   Unit  S160.00 
4   Unit  SlSS.OO 
5   Unit  $215.00 

These  Simplex  Machines  are 

factory  rebullts. 

MIDWEST  TICKET  AND 
SUPPLY  CO.,  INC. 
845  South  Wabash  Ave. Chicago 
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I   CHICAGO  PERSONALITIES  j 
1   ̂   By  D.  FI.  ~         J 

First  place  in  the  “Movie  Contest”  held  at  the  Randolph  theatre during  the  eight  days  ending  April  1   was  awarded  to  Marian  Rice 
who  is  the  daughter  of  Dave  Rice,  manager  of  the  Jackson  Park 

theatre,  Chicago.  The  winner  has  won  honors  in  a   half  dozen  contests 
staged  in  Chicago  in  the  past  15  months. 

AS  a   result  of  tlic  contest  she  will  leave 

immediately  for  Universal  City  where 

she  will  be  given  a   tryout  in  Universal 

pictures. 
Judges  for  the  contest  were:  Leroy 

Alexander,  district  manager  of  Universal ; 

William  Brumberg,  branch  manager;  Ed- 
die Brichetto,  assistant  branch  manager; 

Capt.  Jess  Kruger,  of  the  Chicago  Evening 
American;  Mile.  Corinne,  modiste,  who  is 
affiliated  with  the  Adolphe  Bohm  ballett 

and  director  of  North  Shore  Union  League 
Society;  Joseph  Aronheim,  of  the  Halsted 
theatre,  and  Mrs.  Susan  Stubbs  Glover. 

Bruce  Godshaw,  Universal’s  publicity  di- 
rector for  the  Chicago  territory,  was  master 

of  ceremonies,  introducing  the  30  entries 

to  the  audience.  There  had  been  316  photo- 
graphs submitted  to  the  judges  before  the 

contest  began  at  the  theatre. 

*   ♦   ♦ 

Clyde  Eckhardt  who  is  manager  of  the 
Middle  Western  district  of  Fox  Film  Cor- 

poration left  Chicago,  April  8   for  the  Coast 
to  attend  the  national  convention  of  the 

company  which  begins  April  11.  With  him 

is  A.  IV.  Parker,  Fox  high  point  getter  in 
sales  of  the  past  year. 

*   4:  * 

David  Blythe  of  the  Pro-Dis-Co  sales 
staff  with  headquarters  at  the  home  office 

stopped  for  three  days  in  Chicago  last  week 

and  went  on  to  St.  Louis.  Cecil  Maberry, 
district  manager  of  the  same  organization, 
went  to  New  York  April  10  for  the  dis- 

trict managers  meeting  which  precedes  the 
national  convention  .   .   .   John  R.  McFar- 
lane  was  added  to  the  sales  staff  of  the 

Chicago  exchange  April  12. 
*   ♦   * 

Word  from  New  York  headquarters  of 

Gotham  Productions  states  that  Jerry 
Abrams  has  to  his  credit  for  the  first  30 

days  he  has  been  in  his  new  exchange  1,100 
bona  fide  exhibition  contracts  on  the  12 
Gotham  productions.  Which  is  some 
record. 

♦   ♦   ♦ 

The  print  for  “The  Volga  Boatman"  hav- 
ing arrived  exhibitors  have  been  asked  to 

its  screening  by  Harry  S.  Lorch,  exchange 
manager  for  Pro-Dis-Co,  who  by  the  way 
relays  the  message  of  Cecil  B.  De  Milk 

that  the  "Boatman"  is  the  "best  box  office 
bet  of  the  year.” ♦   ♦   ♦ 

H.  C.  Brolaski  has  added  Robert  Jersey 
to  the  country  sales  staff  of  Metro-Gold- 

wyn-Mayer.  Frank  Ishmael  is  announced 
as  the  leader  again  in  Metro  national  sales 

and  he’s  going  to  New  York  April  10,  if not  before,  and  do  a   little  thanksgiving  for 
two  weeks. 

♦   ♦   ♦ 

Universal  employes  of  the  Chicago  ex- 
change will  honor  Louis  Laonmle,  Chicago 

Universal  official  and  brother  of  Carl 
Laemmle,  with  a   dinner  dance  at  the  Chi- 

cago Beach  hotel,  April  10. 
*   *   * 

E.  B.  Ramsey  and  E.  C.  Alger  of  the 
Mid-State  theatres  with  headquarters  in 
Fairbury.  111.,  were  in  Chicago  chatting  and 
buying  fillums  April.  2. 

*   ♦   ♦ 

Speaking  of  snow  storms,  have  you  tried 
your  golf  this  spring?  The  golf  committee 

John  Ford,  director  who  made  “The  Iron 
Horse”  for  Fox  Films,  was  in  Chicago 
en  route  to  Portland,  Me.,  with  his 
parents  last  week. 

met  three  days  before  the  big  snow  began 
and  decided  there  will  be  two  tournaments 

this  year.  One  will  be  in  June  and  one 
in  the  latter  part  of  August  or  the  first  of 
September.  On  the  committee  are :   Jack 

Sampson,  F.  B.  0.;  Len  Ullrich,  Pathe; 
Clayton  Bond,  B.  &   K.  Midwest;  Thomas 

Greenwood,  P.  D,  C.,  and  M.  Burlock, 
Orpheum  circuit. *   *   * 

The  three  theatres  recently  taken  over 
by  Bland  Brothers  are  Rogers,  Magnolia 
and  New  Era. 

*   ♦   * 

Jimmie  Gil  lick  was  scheduled  to  lead 
Pathe  men  to  Crystal  Lake  April  10  where 

they  were  to  play  golf.  Wilbur  Robinson, 
Pathe  salesman,  whose  parents  live  at 
Crystal  I^ke  was  to  be  host.  At  the  last 
moment  it  was  decided  to  take  ice  skates 
with  them  instead  of  golf  clubs. 

*   ♦   * 

Loft  Goldberg  who  has  been  at  the  Chi- 
cago Famous  Players-Lasky  exchange  six 

years  has  been  named  branch  manager  of 
the  Peoria  territory.  Goldberg  led  the 
Middle  Western  territory  in  sales  for  the 
last  six  months  of  1925.  He  has  made  a 
large  number  of  friends  in  this  territory 
during  the  past  six  years  who  wish  him well. 

*   ♦   ♦ 

E.  H.  Allen,  manager  of  the  Jack  White 
studios,  was  in  Chicago  April  2   accom- 

panied by  Norman  Taurog,  well  known 
Educational  director  of  Lloyd  Hamilton, 
Tuxedo  and  Juvenile  comedies.  Both  men 
went  on  to  New  York.  They  will  return 
to  Chicago  April  16  for  the  regional  con- 

vention at  the  Congress  hotel. *   ♦   ♦ 

Joe  Woodward,  Pathe  salesman,  was  told 

March  31  at  10  o’clock  that  there  would be  a   sales  meeting  at  1   p.m.  Joe  went  to 
Oak  Park  and  got  married,  and  returned 
to  the  sales  meeting  on  time.  .   .   .   jog 
will  be  transferred  to  the  Southwest  side 
of  Chicago  this  week  which  has  nothing 
to  do  with  his  marriage  .   .   .   Harry  Graham 
transferred  Ted  Myers  to  a   country  block 
this  v/eek  .   .   .   Visitors  at  the  Pathe  ex- 

change included  A.  W.  Plughs,  Indian- 
apolis branch  manager,  and  Oscar  Hansen 

Detroit  branch  manager.  ' 

*   *   * 

You  can  get  six  one  gallon  carboys  of 
Silver  Queen  water  and  a   genuine  Lithia 
Mud  Bath  for  $4.50  if  you  want  to.  You 
can  get  American  Dry  Ginger  Ale  copy- 

righted for  much  less.  You  can  get  all  the 

water  you  want  (if  it’s  not  silver  queened) for  nothing  too  from  Frank  Zambreno’s new  Eastman  Springs  Company.  He  has 
bought  it  and  architects  are  now  in  Ben- 

ton Harbor,  Mich.,  figuring  on  remodeling 
the  buildings.  With  Frank  in  the  venture 
are  such  others  as  Thomas  Mitchell  Wal- 

ter Meakin,  Charles  T.  Essig,  Richard  Es- 
stg,  and  George  Essig. 

There  are  54j<^  acres  or  more  of  this  re- 
sort which  will  be  ready  soon  for  a   sum- mer opening. 

*   *   * 

Greiver  returned  from  Indianapolis 
ind.,  April  2   after  another  trip  into  hoosier- 
dom,  where  he  recently  -was  an  important factor  m   the  formation  of  the  Midwest  film 
company. 

♦   *   * 

Mrs.  Myrtle  Warren,  who  has  the  Pal- 
ace theatre,  Cniillicothe,  111.,  is  returning from  Florida  after  having  spent  several 

weeks  there  and  will  resume  her  activity 
at.  the  Palace  within  a   few  days. 

*   *   ♦ 

Harry  Phillips  has  announced  that  plans 
have  been  completed  with  Joe  Abramson 
exemtive  secretary  of  the  Film  Board  of 
I   rade,  for  the  establishment  of  their  new 
dance  orchestra  which  will  be  led  by  Joe. 
Exhibitors  have  been  requested  to  send  or- 

ders for  the  service  of  the  orchestra  to 
5z4  East  8Cth  street,  Chicago. 

*   *   * 

Clyde  Eckhardt  has  obviously  lined  up 
with  a   new  product  called  "The  Face  on  the 
Barroom  Floor.”  He  has  made  no  an- 

nouncement, but  the  following  telegrams 
have  been  picked  up  by  an  alert  reporter 
from  sources  concealed  by  the  reporter. CLYDE  ECKHARDT 

YOU  TONIGHT 
MATTERS  SINCE 

X9¥,?,r^T^?ARTURE  STOP  DO  NOT  FORM ?A^Y  JUDGMENT  UNTIL  YOU  RECEIVE 
TO  ASK  WHETHER 

BRING  DOZEN  REELS 
SPECIAL  PRODUCTION 

FLOOR  STOP  HAVE  IT 
all  ARRANGED  AWAITING  YOUR  TELE- 

GRAPHIC REPLY.  SIGNED         
TO  (Deleted) 

^WI^  .^?EC^VEp__IN  URGENT  NEED 
BRAND  ...  ^ 

T95X..®T®1L  ^ SATISFACTION  IN  SEWING  GOLD  THIM 
BLES  ARE  MORE  PREFERABLE  THAN  OR- 

DINARY STEEL  OR  ALUMINUM.  SIGNED 
C.  W.  ECKHARDT. 

AILER..S/ 

ANNOUNCE 

PRESENTATI' 
niMACK  TRASLER^S/ 

ELABORATE  BORDERS  FOR 

EVERY  SUBJECT  AND  OC- 
CASION —   HIGH  GRADE 

WORK — LOW  PRICES. 

Atl  orders  reed,  in  morn- 

ing shipped  same  day 

/ILMACK  CO. 
i   S. WASASH  -   CHICAGO. . 



Good  Showmanship 

You  plan  the  program  carefully,  you  ar- 

range the  publicity  painstakingly^ — but  good 

showmanship  includes  one  thing  more:  check- 

ing up  to  make  sure  of  photographic  quality 

on  the  screen. 

It  takes  but  a   moment — look  in  the  trans- 

parent film  margin  for  the  black-lettered  words 

‘‘Eastman”  and  “Kodak”,  the  identification  of 

the  film  that  carries  quality  through  to  the 

screen. 

EASTMAN  KODAK  COMPANY 

ROCHESTER,  N.  Y. 



CHARLES  RROGERS 

ar  r   y   Cirey 
/n 

DRIFTIN' THRU 

a   broke  cow-hand,  with  his 
ipital  in  a   bundle  on  a   burro. 

>^ithin  a   few  hours  he  had beeyvamped a   marrii 
IwornanS  accused  of  murd^, 
'chased  by  a   sheriff  s   poss^ 
Jhidden  by  an  old  prospector^ 
[an^ivenshelter  bytI5  woman) he  settled  on  as  his  future  wifeJ 

^   A   cheerful,  fast -stepping  ex- xiting  western  with  rafts  of 
human  interest. 

A   better  Harry  Carey  than 
any  you  have  ever  seen. 

Pafh^Dicture 
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Beauty  of  Tone,  Matched  by 
Excellence  of  Construction 

That  Attracts  Crowds  And 
Dollars  ToYourTheatre 

Exhibitors  throughout  the  country  have  come  to  realize  that 
featuring  a   Man-  &   Colton,  “America’s  Finest  Organ”  in  con- nection with  motion  pictures  is  an  attraction  that  has  great  box othce  value. 

Modern  theatres  no  longer  can  hope  to  play  to  capacity  houses unless  modern  organ  music  is  part  of  the  program. 

Consider  what  a   Marr  &   Colton  organ  will  mean  to  your  theatre. 
Marr  &   Colton  will  pay  big  dividends  bv  attracting  greater 
crowds  and  more  revenue.  ' 

The  Marr  &   Colton  Company 
Factories:  Warsaw,  N.  Y. 

Eastern  Office:  Suite  1314,  1560  Broadway,  New  York 
Western  Office:  6372  Hollywood  Blvd.,  Hollywood.  Cai 

Write  for  Our Catalogs 

FINEST O   I^G^N 
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mighty  never  Ming 

I   force  the 
enteilnninent  needs 

of  millions  of  peqik 

and  the  finest  the- 

atres throughout 

the  world  -   -   - 

I 

/   . 
Member  Motion  Picture  Producers  and  Distributor

s  of  America.  Inc.— Will  H.  Hays,  President 
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HAMILTON 

MERMAin 
COMEDIES 

JACK.  WHITE 
PRODUCTIONS 

Juvenile 
♦COMEDIES 

with 

TUxedo 
Cmnedies 

XClI  (j^ctuA^^ 

m:£) 

LYMAN  H’HOWES 
HODGE-PODGE 

Some  Seme  and  Some 

Nonsense 

FHE  SPICE  OF  THE  PROCftAKT' 
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GsrrrwiiJU) JIMMIE  ADAMS 
COMEDIES 

"Produ^ced  by 
Christie 

Christie 

Comedies 

produced  by 

Christie 

Faiix 

ilve  Cai^ 
Cartoons  bo  Pat  Sullivan 

1 

WALTER  HIERS 
COMEDIES 'Tf^oduced  by 

Christie 

KINOGRAMS 
Hie  NEWS  REEL 
Built  Like  a 

Newspaper 
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BANDIT’S  BABY.  THE.°  FBO.  Fred  Thoraivin, 
Kiof,  5.— This  bird  ia  in  the  Tom  Mix 

elua,  Th'^  sure  turned  oat  in  Brest  style. 

Haven't  ployed  a .   bad  one  yet  from  this  star. 
(Halfway,  Halfway,  Mich.)  A   Bood  Western  pia> 
tura  which  should  please  any  audience  that  likes 

Westerns.  (Olympic.  Cleveland,  Okla.)  A   flrat- 

class  Western  melodrama  that  will  please  all 

Western  fans.  (Electric,  Independence,  Mo.)  An* 

other  BOod  one  for  Fred.  Silver  King  runs  away 

witH  the  show.  Print  new.  (Empress,  Grundy 

Center,  la.)  Thomson  always  draws  a   good  crowd 

and  his  pictures  are  weli  liked.  (Opera  Mouse, 

Edwards,  N.  Y.)  While  this  did  not  bring  hand* 
claps  and  screams  from  the  children  that  a   Fred 

Thomson  usually  brings,  it  is  fine  and  certainly 

pleased.  (Greenland,  Greensboro,  Go.)  Not  so 

Sfood  as  the  nverpge  'Thomson,  Siomc  comedy  and 
good  horse  action.  Thomson’s  athletic  stunts  in 

this  one  conspicuous  by  their  absence.  (Para* 
mount,  Kokomo,  Ind.)  Some  picture  and  full  of 

thrills.  When  you  beat  Thomson  and  Gibson  you 

have  got  to  show  me.  as  you  know  I   lived  .in 

Missouri  in  the  county  adjoining  you.  called 

"Show  Me.”  When  the  weather  is  hot  it  is  hard 
to  get  them  in,  but  just  put  out  a   sign  of  Thom- 

son or  Gibson  and  you  beat  the  fan  all  hollow. 

If  I   could  get  these  two  for  all  shows  in  hot 

weather,  I   would  still  keep  open  for  a   white. 

(Oak,  Oakdale,  Neb.)  This  is  an  ideal  small 

town  picture,  the  kind  that  they  eat  up,  and  the 

Horse  la  the  best  part  of  the  piclurc,  notwith- 

standing the  fact  that  Thomson  is  a   first  rate 

Western  star.  I   have  run  several  of  Thomson’s 
and  they  are  beginning  to  get  popular.  I   believe 

that  I   will  make  some  money  on  the  ones  ro 

follow.  (Electric,  Browning,  Mo.)  Fine  enter- 

tainment. .They  don’t  malce  them  any  better. 
(Silver  Family,  Greenville.  Micb.)  Not  as  go^ 

as  ''Quemado,”  but  a   first  class  comedy  Western 
that  pleased  all.  Silver  King  is  very,  very  good 

in  this  one  and  if  there  ever  was  a   creature  loved, 

that  horse  is  sure  loved  by  my  pstrons.  I   adver- 

tised this  as  first  run  In  state,  as  there  was  only 

one  other  place  showing  it  at  the  same  time 

was.  This  got  a   little  extra  business,  I   thi: 

(Star,  Tuckermsn^  Ark.)  Thomson  and  Silver 
King  ore  bard  to  Wat.  For  first  class  Westetj 
1   recommend  the  Thomson  series.  You  can 

wrong  with  thorn.  (Idlchour,  Monroe.  O 

erackerjaek  comedy-melodrama  with 

to  buck  up  the  great  popularity 

Silver  King.  Fred,  Silver  and  Baby 

arc  groat  in  this-  one.  This  one  'j 
entertainment.  Give  us  another,  v' 
Holland,  New  Holland.  Ga.) 

Thomson’s  best.  It  is  a   cod> 
plenty  of  comedy 

Neti)  Personally 

as  I   do  of  some  o| 

natrons  certainty 

(Photoplay,  AshI 

reading  good  repo 

no  exception.  The] 

Grand  Haven,  Mi 

Silver  King  woqi 

’’Quemado,"  whlcbj 
Newark.  N.  Y.) 

near  as  much  of 

story  ond  extra  w 

(Regent,  Eureka, 

anything  Fred  an' 
addition  to  pleasl 

cent,  it  will  alJo 

be  said  of  mac./  '(vesterns, 
in  evidence  Jn  the  paper  and  In 

which  is  as  it  should  (Trags,  NclIlsvHle, 

Okay.  Oh,  boy  I   Hot  cake  I   Fred  is  better  than 

any  Western  star.  With  Silver  King,  the  wonder 

horse.  look  out.  Tom  Mlxl  (Ecorse,  Ecorre,  Mich.) 

WILD  BOLL’S  LAIR,  THE.  FBO.  Fred  Thom- 
aon,  Catherine  Bennett,  Herbert  Prior,  Tore  Carr, 

Frank  Hagney,  6. — Lots  of  action.  Can’t  help 

but  please. ,   Your  , crowd  will  'tell  you  it’s  good. 
(Rex,  Orobard,  Nfb.)  This  Is  the  best  picture 

‘Thomson,  has  made,  (Oarlln’s  Opera  House, 
Spalding.  Nob.)  Lots  and  Iota  of  hokum,  but 
they  like  it.  One  of  the  best  of  the  Thomsons. 

The  newer  ones;  are  all  better.  (Cresco,  Creseo, 

la.)  Another  wpqderful  Western  and  Fred  proves 

himself  to  be  some'  bull  thrower.  They  love  he- 
roics In  all  small  towns.  (Robbinbood.  Grand 

Haven;  Mlch.jj  'Very  good  and  will  plaase  the 
fikomson  and  Silver  King  faqs.  (Trags.  Nellls- 

-uiile,  WU.)  One  of  Fred's  best  Wettems.  Did 

almbkt  reoord  Saturday,  ttnslneab,  and  It’s  hot  too. 

Tbomson  D   my  priu  We^rn  star  and  will  W 

yours,  too.  If  you  will  run  about  two  of  bis  pic- 

tures. (Idl^our,  Monroe,  Ga.)  A   lot  of  hokum 

In  this  picture  but  the  fens  ̂ dn’t  seem  to  dis- 

approve of  it  and  seemed  to  enjoy  it.  Business' 
good.  Print  good.  Pleased  old  and  young,  so 

why  worry?  .   (Halfway,  Halfway,  Mich.) 

THUNDERING  Boob'S,  FBO,  Fred  Tbomson, 
Ann  JIty,  5.— First  of  tb®  new  product  and  I 
guess  that  wc  rate  us  a   first  run  on  this  one.  The 

film  was  new:  never  ran  before.  All  that  I   can 

say  is  that  "Silver  King”  gets  better  in  each 
picture.  HIs  acting  In  this  one  is  wonderful  and 

Thomson  was  up  to  his  usual  standard.  Many 

favorable  comments.  Pleased  100  per  cent.  (Prin- 
cess Crondon,  Wis.)  This  first  one  of  the  new 

series  iy  as  good  as  the  best  of  the  last  lot.  In 

other  words,  it’s  a   benner.  >Vhcn  Fred  rushes  in 
and  saves  Silver  King  from  the  wild  bull,  he 
brings  down  the  house.  Of  course,  it  is  filled 

with  alleged  bokum  and  bunk,  the  same  as  all 

Westerns,  but  it  is  just  what  the  people  want, 

and  just  what  I   am  going  to  give  them.  When- 
ever 1   get  foolish  enough  in  the  bead  tb  give 

my  people  "facts,"  I   set  In.  one  of  those  twelve 
reel  poppycock  costume  pictures  and  starve  U>, 

death.  Keep  it  up,  Fred.  (Traga',  Neillsvll^ 

Wla.)  Advertise,  the  best  Western  you’ve 
had.  and  the  most  realistic  bull  fight  ever  filr^ 

and  they’ll  come.  Many  errors  l^  direction 

cutting  but  still  a   100  per  cent. 

^cwoka,  Wowoka,  Okla./ 

^^re.  -t  ̂ ^.^f  action,  a) r   . .   > 

[   also
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of 

and Pleas
ed 

and 

_One
  

of 

to. 

kof  st^ ihthe  kids 

■gler,  Ps.) 

^tng  a   fol- 

(Olym- 

plctU'-o 

crowd 

^appeM, 

are 

(Mev  I 

hi VesternV 

nd  bis  horse  i , 

Cleveland,  Okla.) 

.   delighted  a   ver; 

FRED  THOMION 
PRODUCTIONS^ 

THAT  DEVIL  QUEMADO.  FBO,  Fred  Thom- 

son. Silver  King,  Albert  Briscoe,  Nola  Lnxford, 

Gloria  Hope,  5. — The  first  picture  FYed  has  made 
since  his  accident  and  believe  me.  a   full  house 

welcomed  him  back  on  this  Saturday  night.  This 

Is  absolutely  the  best  he  has  made.  It  Is  some- 

thing different  from  his  usual  style  and  is  packed 

full  of  thrills  and  romance.  Silver  King  is  won- 

derful and  we  oil  envy  Fred  for  having  such  a 

marvelous  horse.  (Star.  Tuckerman.  Ark.)  Can’t 
recall  ever  having  a   better  picture  from  this 

fast  coming  star.  He  seems  to  have  jumped  into 

popularity  over  night  and  each  picture  shows 

improvement.  (Lyric,  Greenville,  III.)  Thomson 

has  quite  a   following  here  and  I   think  this 

pleased  tb'em.  (Photoplay.  Ashland,  Kan.)  Thom-' 
son  and  Silver  ung  always  draw  a   good  crowd. 

This  was  a   good  picture  with  a   j^opr  title^  Silver 
King  was  not  quite  as  prominent  as  he  should 

be.  Mr.  Director,  see  to  it  that  Silver  King 'Is* 
kept  busy  through  the  picture,  even  if  he  >i««  to 
repeat  on  some  ef  his  old  tricks.  (American, 

Wautoma.  Wis.)  Great  picturb,  lots  of  action. 

Some  great  ̂ ^ing  in  this.  (Halfway.  Halfway, 

Mlcb.)  F>ed  s^U  the  race  and  the?  all  follow. 

One  of  his  beat,  Print  good.  (Empreas,  Grundy 
Center,  la.)  Good  pictnre  and  it  pleased,  though 
It  was  not  up  to  standard  when  compared  with 
his  former  pictures.  (Princess,  Crondon,  Wis.) 
Thomson  Is  doing  pretty  good.  This  is  sure  a 
very  good  one,  but  failed  to  draw.  1   guess  my 
patrons  don’t  know  the  class  of  pictures  I   am 
playing  for  them.  They  sure  must  be  worse  oflf 
than  I   am,  because  they  don’t  come  for  anyk 
picture.  (Royal,  Kimball.  So.  Dak.)  A   good 
picture  that  did  a   wonderful  business  on  the 
Fourth  of  July.  This  boy  may  not  be  an  actor, 
but  bo  Sure  get3<^e  dough  nt  tho  box  office, 
(Princess,  Uncojn,  Kan.)  About  like  ell  of  his 
pictures.  PIctuca  is  good  but  story  is  lame. 
Take  out  Silver  King,  the  horse,  and  I   don’t 

think  Thomson  would  get  very  far. '   If  the  di. 
or  was  wise,  he  would  flash  Sliver  King  In 

y I   ->lcturo  more.  (Opera  House,  Montour  Falla, A   real  good  Westerd.  Fred  Thomson  and 

^   famous  horse.  Silver  King,  wilt  pull  a   crowd. Oook  It,  brother.  (Opera  House,  Raymond.  Minn.) 

Another  knockout  for  Fred  and  Silver  King 

F.  B.  O.  will  certainly  treat  you  right,  too. 

Because  of  the  growing  popularity  of  one  of 

their  stars,  they  do  not  want  your  house  for 

their  pictures.  (Palace,  Omaha,  Tex.)  Not  so 

good.  This  was  a   weak  attempt  to  make  another 

“Mark  of  Zorro,”  and  only  Fairbanks  can  do 
that.  Silver  King  did  nothing.  Lots  of  hokum. 

(Crescent.  J^ewark,  N.  Y.)  Very  good.  Lots  of 

clavfer  stunts.  Was  liked  by  most,  (Strand. 
Newman  Grove,  Neb.)  Better  than  any  Thomson 

has  ever  made  before,  and  that’s  going  some.  A 

wonderful  picture,  put  out  by  the  best  exchange 

'hat  I   have  ever  dealt  with.  Picture'  pleased  100 

FIGHTING  SAP.  THE,  FBO,  Fred  Thomaon, 

5j— Here  is  another  good  one.  Our  second  this 
star  and  sure  full  of  action  and  thrills.  Silver 

King  a   wonderful  horse.  (Powers,  Red  Creek. 

N.  y.)  This  Is  a   go-getter  and  proved  it  at  box 
office.  This  star  has  sure  won  my  audience  with 

his  horse.  Silver  King.  They  should  be  tried 

anywhere  where  you  have  been  running  too  mneb 

stuff,  and  you  will  see  the  difference.  Am 

that  1   took  them  on.  and  you  don't 
f   to^ay  forty  of -them  either.  This  idca  that 

jcannot  buy  one  or  two  or  more  pictures 

buying  forty,  is  over  with  me.  (Oaa. 

^(b.)  A   good  fast  action  picture  that 
II  ’Thomson  pictures  have  been  gocA 

.^fort,  Kahs.)  Not  as  good  as  sonic 
But  at  that  lots  belter  than  the 

Westerns.  (Temple,  Aberdeen, 

exhibitors.  Book  this  star's 

;aod  as  Mix  any  day.  "Silver 

Excellent.  Star 

(Savoy.  Louisville. 1   that  Is  liked  by 

day  nigbL  While 
omson  appears  are 
.ories  and  directors 

n   and  a   fine  horse, 

the  country  tradd 

day  night.  (Oconto, 
vitb  Thomson  and 

wrong  by  booking 
ce.  (Lyric,  Easley. 

100  per  cent.  We 
rturcs.  Renta!  very 

■rt,  Ind.)  1   don’t  , 
|c$  arc  so  wonderful r   King,  is  » 

_   .   and  the  crowd  goes  wi.d  over  him.  An 
exhibitor  Is  missing  a   chance  to  make  money  if 

he  doesn’t  buy  these  pictures.  1   suppose  my  old 

partner,  Dickerson,  of  the  Motion  Picture  News, 

will  call  me  a   “plain  fool”  for  stating  this,  but 

after  playing  the  first  six  of  this  star's  pictures F.  B.  O.  came  along  and  sold  me  the  next  eight 

at  the  same  prlcq  I   am  paying  for  all  my  pic- 

tures on  the  overage.  So  I   think  they  are  due  a 

little  word  of  praise.  (Opera  House,  Montour 

Fails.  N.  Y.)  A   picture  full  of  action  ana 

pleased  a   Saturday  night  audience  100  per  cent. 

(Lyric,  Chappell.  Neb.)  Good  as  usual.  (Ma- 

jestic, Weiner,  Ark.)  Just  a   fair  Western  pro- 
gram picture.  Print  in  fairly  good  condition, 

(Miers,  Schoharie.  N.  Y.)  Another  dandy.  You 

can’t  go  wrong  on  the  Thomsons.  (Rialto,  Coiad, 

Neb.)  Thomson’s  best  to  date.'  and’one  that 
pleased  all  who  came,  and  more  come  than  usuai. 

as  Is  the  case  always  when  Thomson  is  on  the 

boards.  This  boy  has  Mix,  Jones  and  Gibson 

run  off  the  lot  since  they  forgot  how  to  make 

Westerns,  and  if  their  memory  or  that  of  then 

producers  does  not  return  it  will  be  all  Thomson 
In  the  Western.  (Gay,  Jefferson,  .Newport, 

Jefferson  City.  Tenn.)  Dandy  Western.  As 

usual,  the  distributors  let  you  make  a   star  for 

them  and  then  they  rob  you  on  his  pictures.  See 

what  you  pay  for  the  next  Thomson’s.  I   bought ’em.  I   know.  (Photoplay,  Ashland.  Kans.) 

;7i 
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ALL  AROUND  FRYING  PAN,  FBO,  Fred 

Thomson,  Silver  King,  Jim  Marcus,  Clara  Horton, 

Elmo  Lincoln,  6. — Fred,  all  you  lack  in  this  picture 

is  to  have  Silver  King  talk.  He  sure  does  every- 
thing else.  Cannot  be  beat.  (Monticello  Opero 

House,  Monticello,  la.)  This  is  probably  Fred’s 
best  since  they  put  him  in  6   reels.  He  has  a 

new  leading  lady  (a  blonde)  who  is  easy  to  look 

at,  and  is  a   cute  little  actress.  What  a   relief 
she  is  to  the  other  blonde  F.  B.  O.  has  been 

wishing  off  on  us  since  the  days  of  "Fighting 
Blood.”  If  I   draw  her  again  I’m  going  to 
squawk.  The  picture  has  plenty  of  comedy  which 
is  natural  and  not  forced.  Silver  King  is  much 

in  evidence  and  does  his  stuff  in  great  shape. 
Due  to  a   most  beautiful  blizzard  before  show 

time,  there  weren’t  enough  cash  customers  to 
even  make  an  ink  spot  on  the  ledger,  but  I   still 

claim  it  was  a   good  picture  and  one  which  will 

please  all  of  Fred's  fans  and  any  other  who  may 
come  and  take  a   look-see.  Say,  Fred,  don’t  let 
any  one  else  on  the  lot  bunk  you  into  6   reels, 
and  I   think  such  a   change  would  please  all  us 

hay  shakers  100  per  cent  more.  (Trags,  Neills- 
ville,  Wis.)  This  is  a   very  good  picture  with 
Fred  and  Silver  King  doing  their  stuff  in  first 

class  shape.  We  can  always  depend  on  Thom- 
son and  Silver  King.  (Lake  View,  Lake  View, 

Iowa.)  Not  his  best  by  any  means.  While  I 

have  no  kick  on  these  Thomson  pictures  from  a 
bo.K  office  standpoint,  I   think  the  direction  is  very 

poor  in  them.  Too  much  impossible  stuff  and  no 

attempt  to  make  many  of  the  stunts  look  real. 

This,  in  my  opinion,  spoils  most  of  these  pictures. 

The  horse  is  good.  (Novelty,  Paris,  Idaho.)  Just 
like  any  other  Thomson.  By  far  the  best  Western 

entertainment  on  the  market.  (Illinois,  Sullivan, 
111.)  A   splendid  entertainment.  (Silver  Family, 

Greenville,  Mich.)  Another  good  one  that  is  bound 
to  please  if  you  want  outdoor  action.  I   class  this 

as®  the  best  one  made  by  Thomson.  (Unique, 

Anita,  la.)  We  have  played  all  his  productions. 
This  and  the  preceding  production  not  up  to 

standard.  Since  establishing  himself  as  a   leader, 
Thomson  has  let  down  and  his  productions  are 
just  average  with  other  Westerns.  It  takes  more 

than  a   smile  and  a   horse.  Why  not  get  in  earn- 
est, select  better  stories,  and  exhibit  your  powers 

as  an  athlete  in  the  kind  of  story  that  made  you. 

(Liberty,  Alva,  Okla.)  Cold  weather  spoiled  this 

one.  This  is  fine  and  should  please  A-1.  (Half- 

way, Halfway,  Mich.)  The  title  is  not  very  good, 

but  it  doesn’t  seem  to  make  any  difference  about 
the  title  when  you  have  Thomson  and  Silver 

King,  as  they  always  draw.  (American,  Wau- 
toma,  Wis.)  If  you  want  a   picture  with  a   bang 
get  the  Thomson  features  from  F.  B.  O.  I   find 

most  of  the  F.  B.  O.  pictures  0.  K.  (American, 

Seattle,  Wash.)  Played  this  New  Year’s.  Ran  it 

just  one  day  and  am  sorry  I   didn’t  play  it  longer. 
Silver  King  is  the  best  horse  I’ve  seen  act.  Pleased 

the  largest  crowd  I’ve  ever  had.  Hope  Fred  and 
Silver  King  make  some  more  like  this.  (Family, 
Attica,  N.  Y.)  A   good  picture  that  enabled  me 
to  break  even  against  bad  weather  and  a   stock 

company  at  the  opera  house.  Thanks  Fi-ed.  (Ma- 

^stic,  Homer,  Mich.)  An  average  Thomson, 

^rse  does  some  very  fine  work  as  usual  and 
Fred  has  his  usual  smile.  Goes  over  nicely  but 

why  can't  we  have  some  of  his  old  time  action? 
Had  Quite  a   few  remarks  that  it  is  not  up  to  his 
usual  standard.  (Princess,  Crandon,  Wis.)  A 
very  good  Pi-ed  Thomson  Western  spoiled  by  hav- 

ing over  3000  feet  of  dark  blue  night  scenes,  and 
the  fake  of  handcuffing  the  sheriff  to  a   runaway 
uggy  wheel  was  ridiculous,  as  the  sheriff  fell 

behind  about  100  feet  trying  to  keep  with  the 
buggy.  (Cozy,  Fayette,  Iowa.)  Thomson  is  al- 
ways  good,  and  so  is  Silver  King.  (Bijou,  Con- 
'vay,  N.  H.)  This  is  not  a   kitchen  utensil  drama. 

13  a   cracker  jack  of  a   Western,  as  are  all  Fred 
^omsons.  Buy  them  all.  (Cozy,  Wagner,  S.  D.) 
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PF — B.  P.  Schulberg  Corp.,  1650  Broad- 
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PL — Principal  Pictures,  1540  Broadway, 
New  York. 

PDC — Producers  Distributing  Corp.,  527 
Fifth  Ave.,  New  York. 

UA— United  Artists,  729  Seventh  Ave., 

New  York. 

U — Universal  Pictures,  730  Fifth  Ave., 

New  York. 

V   Vitagraph,  1400  Locust  Blvd.,  Bro
ok- 

lyn, N.  Y. 
W— Warner  Brothers,  1600  Broadway 

New  York. 

State  Right  distributors  desig- 
nated by  name. 

Numerals  indicate  length  of  pic- 
ture in  footage  or  reels. 

One  of  Fred’s  best.  I   have  a   packed  house  on 

every  Thomson  picture.  My  patrons  don’t  fai
l  to 

tell  me  that  they  like  good  clean  Westerns,  as 

Pi-ed  Thomson  and  Silver  King  put  out.  (Popular. 

St.  Cloud,  Fla.)  Oh,  boys  I   Here’s  a   real  
one. 

Step  on  the  gas  when  you  play  this  and  believe
 

me  it  will  live  up  to  all  you  say.  Play  up  the 

rodeo  scenes  in  the  beginning  and  advertise  the 

comedy  situation  and  the  action  of  Silver  King. 

This  is  the  fifth  Thomson  picture  we  have  shown 

since  we  had  an  even  break  with  the  weather. 

The  other  four  lost  us  money  because  the  weather 

was  stormy  and  the  country  people  could  not  get 

in,  so  we  have  lost  on  all  but  this  one  out  of 

the  last  five.  (De  Luxe,  Spcarville.  Kan.)  Starts 

out  good  and  Fred’s  acting  is  best,  but  Silver 

King  is  the  drawing  card.  Too  much  dark  photo- 

graphy in  last  half.  It’s  disappointing.  (Karlen. 

Monticello,  Wis.)  Regardless  of  the  theme  in  the 

picture,  Thomson  always  gets  them  in  for  me,  and 

“All  Around  Frying  Pan"  was  no  exception.  From 
a   bo.x  office  standpoint  as  good  as  Tom  Mix.  Have 

played  them  all  and  figures  are  in  black  and 
white.  Bring  on  the  tough  guy.  -   (Enterprise, 

Glonalum,  W.  Va.)  As  good  a   picture  ns  this  star 
has  even  appeared  in  and  certainly  pleased  our 

people.  Thomson  is  one  of  our  best  bets.  Quite 

largely  due  to  his  horse.  Silver  King.  (Crystal. 

Flandreau,  S.  D.)  This  was  the  best  of  all  the 
pictures  that  Fred  has  made,  tjut  then  he  gives 

us  all  pictures  that  must  be  classed  as  the  better 

and  good,  clean  pictures.  (Rialto,  Teiril,  Iowa.) 

Keep  at  ’em,  Fred.  This  .title  creates  a   good 
feeling  of  outdoors,  and  the  picture  pleases.  (Pal- 

ace, Mt.  Pleasant.  Tex.)  Very  good.  Thomson 
pictures  seem  to  get  better  right  along.  (State, 

Two  Harbors,  Minn.)  Excellent.  One  of  the  beat 
Fred  has  made.  Uusually  this  boy  gets  me  the 

money,  but  this  one  failed  to  get  it  owing  to  too 

much  "flu"  in  town.  Thanks  for  the  "spiffy” 
photo,  Fred.  (Photoplay,  Ashland,  Kan.)  Nothing 

unusual  for  Fred,  but  good  enough  to  draw  ’em 
in  and  send  'em  away  pleased  so  what  more  is 
necessary.  (Homeline,  Esteiline,  S.  D.)  Two 
farmers  came  to  blows  over  which  was  the  most 

capable  horse.  Silver  King  or  Tony.  Of  course. 

Silver  King  won.  with  the  approval  of  over  four 
hundred  rainy  night  patrons.  Everyone  liked  this 

picture  and  told  us  so.  (Rialto.  Pocahontas,  la.) 

Very  good,  but  Frc<l  Thomson  had  better  take 
good  care  of  himself  and  cut  out  dieting.  So 
thin  in  this  picture  that  we  hardly  knew  him. 

Silver  King  is  better  in  every  picture.  (Plainview, 

Plainview,  Neb.)  A   dandy  for  small  towns  and 
good  enough  for  large  towns.  Si.x  reels.  (Gem, 

Batesville,  Ark.)  Best  Thomson  picture  to  date. 
Each  one  Fred  makes  gets  better.  Silver  King 

always  good.  Fred  makes  good,  clean,  fast  action 

picture  always.  He  is  the  one  best  bet  for  me. 
Give  us  more  like  this.  Six  reels.  (Orpheum, 
Kalamazoo,  Mich.) 

AMERICAN  PLUCK,  Chad.,  George  Walsh, 

Wanda  Hawley,  Tom  Wilson,  Dan  Mason.  6. — 

A   good  action  story.  The  kind  they  like,  but 
they  failed  to  come  out  to  sec  it.  Not  a   special 

but  just  a   pleasing  little  program  picture.  Lois 
Wilson  furnishes  lots  of  comedy.  (Majestic.  Bowie. 

Tex.)  This  is  one  of  the  best  I   ever  had  the 

pleasure  of  showing.  Full  of  romance,  comedy 
and  action.  I   had  a   good  house  and  they  all 

liked  the  picture.  This  is  a   picture  good  for  both 

city  and  small  town.  Book  it  and  give  your  folks 

a   treat.  (Lone  Star,  Ovalo.  Tex.) 

AMERICAN  VENUS.  THE,  FP,  Esther  Rals- 

ton, Lawrence  Gray,  Ford  Sterling,  Fay  Lan* 

phicr,  Louise  Brooks,  Edna  May  Oliver,  Kenneth 
MacKcnna.  William  B.  Mack,  7 — A   very  good 

picture  that  has  everything  that  goes  for  good 

entertainment.  Just  one  fault,  rental  too  high. 

Paramount  takes  the  cream  as  usual  and  leaves 

you  with  the  empty  sack.  (Kentland.  Kentland, 

Ind.)  Very  beautiful.  Lots  of  Technicolor  a
nd 

a   style  show  that  sots  the  ladies  crazy.  High 

class  audience  will  rave  over  this.  (Palace,  Ash- 

land, O.)  Great.  One  of  the  best  pictures  I   have 

played  this  year.  Comedy  and  action  galore.  This 

is  not  an  Annette  Kclterman  picture,  as  you 

would  think  it  would  be.  It's  a   real  knockout 

comedy.  Pleased  100  per  cent.  They  will  all  rave 

over  this,  and  you’ll  also  see  a   real  fashion  show. 

(Royal.  Gallon,  O.)  Another  good  one  from  
Para- 

mount. ‘This  sure  pleased  the  small  crowd  that 

came  out  to  see  it.  Paiamount  poster  department 

out  of  San  Francisco  did  not  let  me  use  any 

paper  on  this,  so  I   don’t  know  how  well  it  wou
ld 

have  drawn.  (Reel  Joy,  King  City,  Cal.)  This 

picture  was  satisfactory  entertainment,  although 

the  story  could  have  been  stronger.  Fay  Lnn- 

phier’s  work  suffered  by  comparison  with  Esther 

Ralston,  who  added  new  laurels  to  her  .crown  in 
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this  one.  She  was  very  good,  just  the  deft  touches 

of  the  right  kind  to  her  work  made  it  stand  out 

to  the  detriment  of  the  new  girl,  who  undoubtedly 
was  sulTering  stage  fright  and  lack  of  old  cam- 

paigners aplomb.  Color  work  was  delightful,  the 
gowns  and  ladies  were  a   complete  eyeful  and  the 

picture  should  go  over  on  account  of  the  beauty 

of  the  sets,  gowns  and  ladies.  They  can  get 
further  In  the  display  of  the  ladies  with  Techni- 

color that  they  can  without  it.  I   mean,  what 
would  be  a   display  in  common  sepia  photography 
is  a   work  of  art  in  Technicolor.  (Columbia,  Col- 

umbia City,  Ind.)  Good  picture.  Seemed  to  please 
majority.  Style  show  beautiful.  (Lyric.  Morri- 

son. III.)  Big  business  for  two  days.  (Vine,  Mt. 
Vernon,  O.)  The  picture  is  easy  to  look  at  for 
the  greater  part.  Nothing  unusual  in  story  or 
plot.  Will  get  by  with  a   non-crltical  audience  and 
probably  do  a   good  business.  (Majestic,  Camden. 
S.  (;.)  The  picture  has  everything!  Our  people 
ate  it  up  and  went  wild  on  the  comedy  situations. 
The  Technicolor  is  beautiful  beyond  description 
and  injected  only  where  it  adds  a   real  punch. 
Mis.s  Ralston  is  a   positive  sensation  in  this  one. 
If  they  are  asking  for  something  big  and  differ- 

ent, "The  American  Venus”  is  it.  (Palace,  Lock- port,  N.  Y.)  Story  is  not  very  strong  but  comedy, 
action,  gowns  and  sets  overcome  this.  It  is  really 
a   beautiful  picture.  (Shuler,  Raton.  N.  M.) 
Wowl  Boys,  here  is  one  to  make  you  sit  up  and 
take  notice.  The  most  wonderful  Technicolor  of 
^em  all.  And  the  ladies  say  they  are  all  peaches. 
No.  It  is  not  vulgar,  nor  does  it  get  risque.  It's 
^st  an  honest  to  goodness  entertaining  picture. 
Plenty  of  nudity,  but  done  in  such  a   way  that  you 
don  t   notice  it  so  much  You  just  say  when  it’s 
ail  oi^r.  'Gee,  wasn’t  that  great?”  (New  Gene- SM.  Geneseo.  III.)  Was  sure  glad  that  I   played 
this  picture.  It  seemeil  good  to  have  people  stop 
and  tell  us  they  liked  it.  (Saunders.  Harvard, 
III.)  Here  is  the  sort  of  picture  that  gives  a 
fellow  real  pleasure  to  show.  Notice  that  most 
exhibitors  are  billing  this  as  a   special  with  Miss 
Lanphier.  I   didn't  do  that,  but  sold  my  patrons on  the  beauty  angle,  plus  Miss  Ralston  as  the 
star.  Miss  Ralston  doesn’t  have  to  take  a   back 
seat  for  any  ‘Miss  America."  She  looks  and  acts like  a   million  tn  this  one,  and  in  the  colored 
sequences  she  simply  dazzles  the  mind  and  eye If  your  folks  like  dressed  up  shows,  plus  a   good story,  plus  fine  direction  and  splendid  acting,  then 

Zlt  -n  charge  your  highest scale.  It  will  stand  it.  Miss  Ralston.  I’d  like of  your  autographed  photos,  please,  for  the 
office.  Bight  reels.  (Regent,  Indianola.  Miss.) ‘f’is  Picture- 

Story  a   little  weak  but  plenty  of  action  and  some wonderful  gowns  and  sets.  Technicolor  wonderful 

fndTT®''"  P'-oduction.  Apollo,  Indianapolis! Ind.)  A   very  good  show.  The  scenes  are  beauti- 
ful and  the  style  show  gets  the  ladies  Some g^d  comedy  touches.  Seven  reels.  (American 

Wautoma,  Wis.)  This  picture  lacks  in  plot,  but where  it  lacks  here  it  more  than  makes  up  in gorgeous  swings  and  scenes.  Our  patrons  raved 
marvelous  N^ 

for  a   Sunday.  Seven  reels.  (Char-Beil, 
Rochester,  Ind.)  A   most  brilliant  feature  in 

r   r"  -ong tne  cast.  Run  it  as  a   special  to  make  up  your losses  on  something  else.  It  is  worth  any  price you  charge.  (Eliti-Oozy.  Metropolis,  III.)  SSJ In  bathing  suits,  a   fashion  show,  and  ”mS 
America"  pulled  them  in  fairly  well  considering 

good.  Of 

ts  Kind,  a   pleasing  comedy  with  appeal  for  the 

Ownsb^ro^,  
- 

the  big  out-of-doors  pictures.  (Silver office  bet. 

Curwoods  name  and  action  paper  drew  in  the action  fans  and  society  fans  on  a   zero  night  and 

the^sljn?  Z’  “   7^®  Highway”  is *   Lawrence  River  and  this  play  is  in 
Quebec  and  the  interior.  In  the  first  rwl  Jack Holt  smashed  up  the  villain  in  his  city  office  in a   lively  fist  fight.  In  the  last  reel  or  two 
hero  (Holt)  rescues  the  heroine  (Billy  Dove)  in an  unusual  and  exciting  log  jam  break  up.  Out- door  scenery.  Quite  a   few  comedy  touches.  Not a   draggy  spot  in  it.  We  charged  40-20  on  Sun- day,  Monday.  (Rex.  Salmon,  Idaho.)  This  is  » 
very  thrilling  outdoor  picture  that  is  j.-im  fufi of  action  from  start  to  finish.  The  log  scene packs  quite  a   kick  and  in  fact  would  call  the 
production  a   leader  of  its  type.  (Crossett,  Cros- ^   Picture  and  pleased 
well.  (Princess,  Traer.  la.)  A   good  picture  that 
pleased  all.  Plenty  of  action,  beautiful  scenery 
and  story  that  the  small  towns  want.  A   poor 
name  which  hurt  business  some.  (Grand.  Ana- 
mosa.  la.)  He  always  draws  them  in.  Here  is  a 

mighty  fine  production,  one  that  will  stand  up 
and  you  can  face  them  when  they  come  out. 
Fine  for  Saturdays  in  small  towns.  (Dixie,  Rus- 

sellville. ICy.)  Excellent  program  picture,  not  a 
special,  but  pleased  everyone  and  is  worthy  of 
all  the  credit  it  obtained.  An  ideal  picture  for  a 
small  town.  Jack  Holt  is  good  and  so  is  Billy 
Dove.  (Colonial.  Sault  Ste.  Marie,  Mich.)  Came 
close  to  breaking  our  Thanksgiving  Day  record. 
Great  show,  made  to  order  for  small  towns.  Cur- 
wood  is  enough  but  Paramount  made  it,  so  it’s 
well  made.  (Cresco.  Cresco,  Iowa.)  Ran  this 
Friday  and  Saturday  to  a   very  good  business  con- 

sidering the  weather.  Had  lots  of  favorable  com- 
ments and  would  say  that  it  pleased  90  per  cent. 

An  extra  good  outdoor  action  picture.  Billie 
Dove  vei-y  good.  (Grand  and  Gem,  Cooper.  Tex.) 
Was  a   very  satisfactory  picture.  Nothing  to  rave 
over,  but  as  a   program  picture  good.  (Majestic 
Camden.  S.  C.)  Personally  1   think  this  is  real 
entertainment,  and  the  majority  of  my  crowd 
were  satisfied,  but  the  name  suggests  more  than 
it  really  is.  (Palace,  Burkburnett,  Tex.)  Had 
more  good  reports  on  this  one  than  any  picture 
I   have  run  since  the  holidays,  and  I   have  run 
"The  Pony  Express,"  "The  Fieshman”  and  sev- eral  other  specials.  Paramount  has  a   lot  of  good 
ones.  (K.  P.,  La  Rue.  0.)  Another  outdoor  pic- 

ture that^  pleased.  (Sunshine,  Darlington.  Ind.) 
A   good  timberland  story  that  pleased  well.  It’s 
too  bad  Jack  must  stoop  to  act  for  a   livelihood, 
judging  from  his  bored  and  upstage  expression 
throughout  his  recent  pictures.  (Rialto,  Pocahon- 

tas, la.)  Some  of  the  fellows  are  reporting  this 
as  a   good  program  picture.  If  this  is  only  a 
"good  program,”  where  in  Heck  do  you  get  your features?  This  is  a   regular  picture.  Scenery  is 
wonderful  and  the  log  jam  is  worth  the  price 
of  admission  alone.  As  a   rule  the  folks  here 
don't  like  Holt,  but  in  this  picture  they  did (Moon,  Neligh,  Neb.)  This  is  a   very  good  pic- 

ture. If  your  crowd  likes  the  outdoor  Western 
type  of  picture  this  will  classify  as  a   special  and 
stand  advanced  admission.  (Grand.  Pierre  S   D   ) 

Excellent  picture  that  pleased  my  patron’s. (Strand,  Alma,  Mich.)  If  they  crave  biff,  bang 
blooey  stuff  this  will  furnish  it.  Plenty  of  ac- 

tion. (Texas,  Grand  Prairie,  Tex.)  Just  an 
average  program  picture,  but  good.  You  can 
book  it  for  one  day  and  feel  safe.  Just  a   fair 
business.  (Bi^g,  Chicago,  111.)  Pleased  fairly well  and  I   think  it  would  have  drawn  better  if 
the  weather  was  not  bad,  as  it  was  it  brought 
mt  quite  a   few.  (Reel  Joy.  King  City.  Cal.) 
Curwood’s  novel  made  into  pleasing  picture.  -Drew 
goc^  business.  (S.  T.  Parker.  S.  D.)  Lots  of action  m   this.  Seemed  to  please  all  and  did  a 
^_od  business  on  second  night.  (Star.  Montevideo, Minn.)  A   mighty  good  action  picture.  They  like It  and  said  so.  Good  Saturday  offering.  (Palace 
Ashland.  O.)  This  James  Oliver  Curwood  story makes  a   splendid  picture.  Drew  big  business. 
Ihe  work  of  the  entire  cast  was  admirable.  Seven 
reels.  (Strand.  Paoli.  Ind.)  Very  good  offering. Scenery  great.  Will  please  any  audience.  Good 
for  Sunday.  Will  stand  increase  in  admission Seven  reels.  (Princess,  Guttenberg.  la. 

ANCIENT  MARINER.  THE.  F.  Leslie  Fenton. 

r\l7  WOMams.  Vivian  Oakland, 
Gladys  Brocawell,  7 — Another  good  picture  from rox.  Urew  a   big  crowd  and  all  were  pleased. to  a   record  crowd. 

(Dixie.  Winona.  Miss.)  This  is  a   fine  classic, educational  and  entertaining  program  and  should 
appeal  to  all  high  schools,  as  we  put  it  on  for the  high  school  basketball  team  and  they  were 

«s  to  program  and  re- 

ceipts. (Opera  House.  Plattsburg,  Mo.)  A   very 
good  picture,  beautifully  produced,  but  a   flop  as interest  your  schools, 

you  II  probably  make  your  rental.  Like  all  Fox 
paper  almost  a   total  loss.  (American,  Ada. 
Okla.)  A   magnificent  pageant.  One  that  should fnvorable  comment  from  those 
who  see  it.  The  picture,  besides  being  wonderful 
entertainment,  serves  to  revive  the  old,  old  verse adapted.  I   would  say  it  is  most 
creditable  and  will  do  well  in  most  any  class 
house.  (Cozy,  Winchester.  Ind.)  Not  much  of  a picture,  and  they  ask  »   lot  for  it.  Better  see  it before  you  book  it.  (Rialto.  Dickinson.  N   D) I   would  report  this  picture  100  per  cent.  Great for  holiday.  Especially  for  Christmas.  A   good story  well  acted.  Scenery  wonderful.  A   great 
picture  for  children’s  entertainment.  (Monticello Opera  House,  Monticello.  la.)  Personally  enjoyed 
the  picture  but  only  a   few  of  the  reading  class 
oanic  to  see  it.  (Arcadia.  Vandergrift,  Pa.)  Big- 

gest flop  we’ve  had  yet.  Only  redeeming  feature IB  the  length.  Supposed  to  be  a   Christmas  picture 
which  it  is.  but  they  spoil  it  by  Santa  unmask- 

ing, which  disappoints  the  kiddies.  We’ve  had 
one  Fox  special  that  pleased  and  registered  at  the 
box  office,  which  was  "Kentucky  Pride.”  (Plain- 
view,  Plainview,  Neb.)  A   very  good  picture 

sumptuously  mounted  but  a   little  too  gruesome  in 
place.s  to  please  our  people.  At  the  box  office 
it  was  terrible,  which  v/e  consider  largely  due  to 
poor  advertising  put  out  by  the  company  and 
showing  it  just  before  the  holidays,  at  which  time 
business  is  always  poor,  and  weather  was  too 
cold.  However,  we  do  not  believe  it  will  prove 
a   drawing  card  at  any  time.  (Crystal,  Flandrea 
S.  D.)  Pretty  fair  picture.  Did  not  draw  as 
good  as  I   expected.  Nothing  big.  (Strand.  La- 
mout,  Iowa.)  I’il  be  a   mariner  too,  and  not  so 
ancient,  if  I   ever  show  another  one  like  this 
(Texas,  Grand  Prairie.  Tex.)  Picture  fair,  but 
oh.  what  a   nose  dive  our  box  office  took  on  this. 
If  it  had  not  been  for  the  schools  I   shiver  to 
think  of  it.  (State,  Tawas  City,  Mich.) 

ANY  WOMAN,  FP,  Aiice  Terry,  Ernest  Gtiien, 
Thelma  r?largan  Converse,  Henry  Kolker,  Law- 
son  Butt,  7. — Fair.  (Lyric,  Morrison,  lil.)  Why 
waste  Alice  and  the  celluloid?  Both  are  worthy 
of  better  usage.  Nothing  to  this  one.  (Morn- 
ingside  &   Moville.  la.)  Where  did  they  get  these 
stars?  This  was  sure  as  rotten  as  it  was  possible 
to  make  one.  Every  patron  walked  out  on  this 
show  and  here  of  late  Paramount  has  given  me 
factory  made  pictures  until  my  patrons  are  pass- 

ing up  the  Paramount  trademark  that  is  so  well 
advertised.  (Dixie,  Russelviile,  Xy.)  Very  ordinary. 
Did  not  pull  the  film  rental.  (Strand.  Paoli,  Ind.) 
Poor  for  small  towns.  (Rich,  Montpelier,  Idaho). 

ARIZONA  SWEEPSTAKES,  THE,  U.  Hoot  Gib- 

son.  Helen  Lynch,  Kate  Price,  5,418.— As  V/’estern 
pictures  go.  this  is  very  good.  Will  please  an 
audience  that  likes  Western  pictures.  Was  a   good 
Saturday  attraction  for  me.  (Majestic.  Camden. 
S.  C.)  This  is  a   good  Western  with  an  interest- 

ing story  starting  in  the  underworld  of  Frisco 
and  ending  with  a   cross  country  race  in  Arizona. 

It  is  what  the  people  want,  though  I   do  believe 

they  would  be  just  as  well  satisfied  with  a   little 
more  reasonable  action.  Why  not  a   Western  star 
who  is  more  human  and  less  hero?  (Grand, 
Pierre,  S.  D.)  Another  good  Hoot  Gibson  picture. 
All  good.  Big  business.  (Ogden.  Ogden,  Utah.) 
Below  the  Gibson  average.  Gibson  worth  about 
what  he  sold  for  two  years  ago,  and  not  the 

1926  price.  (Paramount,  Kokomo,  Ind.)  Old 
man  Carl  is  keeping  Hoot  where  he  belongs  and 
if  he  will  let  him  stay  in  this  kind,  it  will  be 
no  trouble  to  get  them  in  on  Hoot  like  I   used  to. 

(Dixie,  Russellville,  Xy.)  The  usual  race  climax, 
but  otherwise  it  is  good,  because  of  the  undei^ 
world  theme.  The  three  kids  and  Kate  Price 

supply  some  excellent  comedy.  (Rialto,  Poca- 

hontas, la.)  A   good  one  with  good  business. 
Hoot  carries  the  punch  to  put  them  over.  One 

day.  (Gem,  Batesvilie.  Ark.)  This  one  is  only 
a   fair  Western.  (Blue  Mouse,  Davenport.  Wash.) 
Very  fine  offering  and  won  us  many  friends. 
Pleased.  (Princess,  Elwcod.  Ind.)  A   fair  Hoot 
picture.  Not  as  good  as  he  makes  them,  but  it 

will^  get  the  money.  The  star  alone  can't  make 
a   picture.  You  got  to  give  them  stories  also  or 
you  will  kill  the  star.  (Eagle,  Westville,  Rk) 
Good  Western.  Six  reels.  (Lily,  Buffalo,  N.  Y.) 
Below  the  standard  for  Gibson.  All  of  his  pic- 

tures are  alike  of  late,  each  has  a   horse  race  and 
little  else.  He's  slipping  for  us.  Six  reels. 
(Princess,  Cvandon,  Wis.)  Rather  a   novel  story 
for  Hoot  Gibson  but  it  got  over  very  well.  (Pal- 

ace, Waupaca,  Wis.) 

AS  NO  MAN  HAS  LOVED,  F,  Edward  Haines. 
Poulir.e  Starke,  Lucy  Beaumont,  Richard  Tucker, 
EarJe  Metcalfe,  Wilfred  Lucas,  George  BiSSings, 
10 — Of  its  kind  it  is  one  of  the  best.  Follows 
the  book,  including  the  ending.  From  the  box 
office  angle  it  is  a   complete  failure.  The  picture 
has  a   strong  appeal  to  women,  as  it  is  sob  stuff. 
Bight  reels.  (K.  P.,  Pittsfield,  111.)  A   well  made 
version  of  "A  Man  Without  a   Country.”  It  is 
a   picture  that  will  please  your  better  dess  of 
patrons.  Did  not  draw  and  was  priced  a   little 
high.  (Palace,  Long  Pine.  Neb.)  Our  people 
do  not  care  for  this  kind.  We  will  give  it  credit 
for  being  a   good  one  of  its  kind.  Like  “Bast 
Lynne,”  it  suffered  in  the  transformation.  Some 
pretty  good  comedy  relief.  The  sea  fight  is  won- 

derfully realistic.  We  were  never  very  much  en- 
thused with  the  story  in  the  first  place.  The 

firing  squad  is  civilization’s  remedy  for  treason, 
slow  torture  a   relic  of  barbarism.  (Rex,  Gilan 
City,  Mo.)  An  inspiring  version  of  the  story, 

The  Man  Without  a   Country."  that  reflects  honor 
upon  the  whole  industry.  The  cast  was  not,  in  my 

opinion,  ideal,  but  the  theme  and  the  treatment 
render  it  worthy  to  rank  with  the  great.  (Grand. 

Jonesboro,  Ark.)  When  it  comes  to  a   picture  you 

have  it  here,  as  it  is  quite  as  good  as  most  any- 

thing of  the  little  better  than  average  type  that 

has  come  along  this  year.  However,  don’t  be 
misled  into  believing  this  to  be  one  of  those  kind 

that  pack  ’em  in,  for  it  won’t  do  it.  It  is  not 
the  popular  appeal  kind,  but  it  is  a   fine  picture. 
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well  done  and  should  do  better  at  the  box  office, 

but  it  don't.  (Cozy,  Winchester,  Ind.)  Fellows, 
here  is  a   picture  that  you  can  be  mighty  proud 

that  you  run.  It  is  no  great  box  ofiice  bet,  but 

it  pleased  all  that  did  come.  The  title  spoils  it. 
li  it  could  have  been  called  by  its  right  name, 
it  would  have  been  a   lot  better  picture  to  draw. 

1   am  glad  that  I   had  the  chance  to  run  it.  (Moon. 

Neligh,  Neb.)  This  picture  should  go  good  for 

you  if  you  will  try  to  put  it  over.  It  is  excel- 
lent work.  (Texas,  Grand  Prairie,  Tex.)  Great 

picture  but  too  big  for  the  small  towns.  If  you 

have  ployed  “The  Man  Without  a   Country,"  don't 
play  this  as  they  are  almost  the  same.  (Joylaiid, 
Booneville,  Ark.)  Boy,  here  is  one  picture  that 
will  draw  and  please  any  crowd  that  comes  to 

see  this  one.  You  have  a   nation-wide  read  story 
and  some  of  the  best  acting  I   have  ever  seen  in 

any  picture  is  in  this  one.  I   just  can’t  say 
eough  to  show  my  appreciation  of  this  picture. 

Book  it  and  boost  it.  (Ploinview,  Plainview,  Tex.) 
Here  is  one  fine  picture  and  should  be  shown 
in  every  town.  Give  the  school  kids  a   chance  to 

see  it.  We  run  it  at  ten  cents  a   seat  for  all 

school  children.  Better  than  many  so-called  spe- 

cials. Ten  reels.  (Char-Bell,  Rochester,  Ind.) 

AWFUL  TRUTH.  TEE.  PBC,  Agnes  Ayres, 
Warner  Baxter,  Phillips  SiuaSley,  Winifred  Bryson, 

Raymond  Lowney,  6. — ^The  title  just  about  tells 
the  whole  story  of  how  it  went  over  here.  Person- 

ally did  not  care  for  it  and  the  few  who  saw  it 
did  not  comment  on  it.  This  one  was  sent  me  in 

place  of  “Off  the  Highway."  (Gem,  Socorro,  N. 
M.)  Good  society  comedy  drama  with  excellent 
snow  and  ice  stuff  which  helped  on  a   hot  night. 

Agnes  Ayres  and  Warner  Baxter  show  well.  (S. 
T.,  Parker,  S.  D.)  This  picture  will  rank  along 

with  most  of  the  so-called  specials.  It's  clean 
and  entertaining  from  start  to  finish.  Has  enough 

coRfedy  to  satisfy  a   certain  class.  Lots  of  pretty 
clothes  to  satisfy  another  and  enough  of  extra 

good  acting  to  satisfy  all  classes.  (Lyric,  Green- 
ville, 111.)  Most  rejwrts  on  this  say  awful,  but 

it  is  a   fairly  good  program  picture. — (Palace, 
Waupaca.  Wis.) 

BAD  LANDS,  PDC,  Harry  Carey,  WOfred 

Lucas,  Trilby  Clark,  5,833. — One  of  the  best  pic- 
tures ever  turned  out  by  this  star.  Better  than 

most  so-called  specials.  (Rex,  Bonner  Ferry, 

Idaho. — Very  good  picture  which  I   didn’t  make 
money  with  on  account  playing  it  only  one  night. 

The  Indian  fights  would  bring  in  the  people  the 

second  night  and  any  man  should  play  this  two 
nights,  but  I   had  another  picture  for  the  next 

night,  so  had  to  let  it  go.  Play  this  two  nights 

and  let  them  know  about  it.  Very  good  photos, 

but  seems  as  if  they  won’t  bring  the  people  out 
when  they  are  broke  in  finance.  (Royal,  Kimball, 

S.  D.)  A   Western  that  is  far  above  average. 
(Elite,  Grsenleaf,  Kan.) 

BEAUTIFUL  CITY,  THE,  FN.  Richard  Barthsl- 

mcBs,  Dorothy  Gish,  William  Powell,  Florence 

Auer,  7. — Dandy  picture.  Everyone  delighted. 
Make  some  more.  (McTodd,  Willoughby.  O.) 
Good  picture  and  seemed  to  please  all  who  saw  it. 
Business  very  poor  on  account  of  weather  and 

school  entertainment.  (Grand,  Rainier.  Ore.) 

Personally  thought  this  the  best  and  only  veal 

good  one  from  Dick  since  “Classmates."  Past 
performances  have  hurt  his  drawing  power  with 

us.  (Regent,  Eureka,  Kan.)  One  of  Barthel- 

mess’  best  for  some  time.  Was  well  received  here 
and  comments  all  to  the  good.  If  these  two  stars 

cannot  produce  results  at  box  office  and  satisfy 

patrons  if  they  have  the  right  vehicle,  none  of 

the  others  can.  (Orpheum,  Pipestone,  Minn.) 
Dick  has  staged  a   real  comeback  in  this  splendid 

picture.  Best  since  "Torable  David."  Poor  first 
day.  but  Oh !   Man  1   the  second  day  helped  us  pay 

the  taxes.  (Orpheum.  Glasgow,  Mont.)  While 
this  may  be  rated  by  some  as  excelJent  entertain- 

ment. I   would  say  it  is  not  so  good.  In  it  there 

are  some  impossible  situations  that  do  not  go 

over  with  present  day  patronage  of  our  picture 
theatres,  and  the  producers  slip  when  they  try 
to  put  such  situations  over  on  anybody  e.xcept 
feeble-minded.  Barthelmsss  does  fine  work  and  is 
to  be  complimented  in  his  sincerity.  (Cozy,  Win- 

chester. Ind.) 

BEST  BAD  MAN.  THE,  F.  Tom  Mix,  5.— Mix 

and  Tony  never  fail  to  get  a   crowd  and  their 
Pictures  always  please.  However,  my  patrons  like 
mem  better  in  straight  Westerns.  (Electric, 
towning,  Mo,)  A   little  different  from  other  Mix 

pr^uetions  but  one  that  will  please  all  Mix  fans, 
and  that  means  most  of  them.  (Grand  and  Gem, 
Cooper,  Tex.)  Best  Mix  in  some  time.  Some 

comedy  and  a   flood  scene  that  is  a   beaner. 

(Star,  Montevideo,  Minn.)  This  is  a   poach.  All 
Pictures  of  this  kind  by  a   good  star  will  take 

well  with  our  patrons.  (Kencsaw  Opera  House, 
Kenesaw,  Neb.)  This  is  a   fair  picture  and  it  has 

some  good  acting  in  it.  It  is  just  an  average 
V/estern  and  not  wholly  Western.  It  is  just  a 

good  Saturday  progi-am.  (Plainview.  Plainview, 
Tex.)  It  pleased  better  than  other  Mix  pictures 

have  done  for  me.  (Texas,  Grand  Prairie,  Tex.) 

Mix  good,  as  usual.  These  are  the  kind  of  stars 

we  %vant,  who  always  pull  them  in.  (Strand, 

Lamont.  Iowa.)  The  first  half  of  this,  very  slow 
and  mighty  poor  entertainment.  The  last  half 

gave  Mix  a   chance  to  show  his  old  time  stuff  and 
was  all  right.  What  we  have  a   right  to  expect 
when  we  buy  Mix  pictures.  But  I   had  to  pay  full 

price  for  a   picture  that  was  only  one-half  what 
I   bought.  Mix  is  a   joke  attempting  romantic 

stuff,  but  I   do  not  like  these  jokes  Fox  is  playing 

on  us.  This  attempt  to  work  Tom  Mix  into 
fancy  stuff  has  cost  me  several  hundred  dollars. 

I   do  not  like  holding  the  bag  while  Mr.  Fox  ex- 
periments. He  sells  us  the  old  Mix  idea  and  gives 

us  a   new  Mix  that  the  fans  will  not  come  to  see 

or  boost.  (Arcadia.  Vandergrift,  Pa.)  Very  ordi- 
nary Western.  Nothing  to  it  but  the  flood  scene. 

"Wild  Horse  Mesa,"  at  opposition  house  cost  me 
my  profit  for  two  days.  The  box  office  missed 

Zane  Grey’s  name  on  this  year’s  Tom  Mix  pictures 
badly.  (American,  Ada,  Okla.)  The  usual  Mix 
Western.  (Crystal,  Tombstone,  Ariz.)  The  best 

Tom  Mix  to  date.  Plenty  of  action  and  Tom 
Wilson  furnishes  plenty  of  laughs.  Seven  reels. 

(Plainview,  Plainview,  Neb.)  The  smallest  house 
we  ever  had  on  a   Mix  picture,  but  the  second 

night  with  the  "Country  Store”  was  better.  Five 
reels.  (American,  Seattle,  Wash.)  Very  good 

picture  but  different.  Well  liked.  (Community, 

David  City.  Neb.)  Tom  Mix  has  lost  his  popu- 
larity with  my  patrons,  as  the  attendance  drops 

off  when  I   play  his  pictures.  Too  many  younger 
and  better  looking  men  doing  his  stuff  as  good  or 

better  Five  reels.  (Garden,  Frankfort,  Mioh.) 
Had  good  business  on  this  one,  but  keep  Mix  in 

Westerns  only,  Mr.  Fox;  this  is  where  he  clicks 
at  the  box  office.  (State.  Tawas  City,  Mich.) 

BEST  PEOPLE.  THE.  FP.  Kathlyis  Williams, 

Edward  Davis,  Warner  Baxter,  William  Austin. 

Margaret  Livingston,  Esther  Ralston,  6. — Interest- 
ing. amusing  and  a   good  plot.  The  Lenoxes  are 

wealthy  social  climbers.  The  parents  want  their 
children  to  marry  aristocracy.  Son  marries  a 

chorus  girl  and  daughter  marries  the  chauffeur. 
Margaret  Livingston,  as  Willie  Montgomery,  a 

gold  digging  chorus  girl,  is  a   scream  and  fur- 
nishes most  of  the  fun.  Played  one  day,  but 

should  have  played  it  two  days,  as  patrons  told 
their  friends,  that  they  liked  it.  (Rex,  Salmon, 

Idaho.)  Splendid.  Wonderfully  cast  with  one 
exception  and  splendidly  acted.  No  one  actor 

stands  out  alone.  They  are  all  fine,  mounted  and 

photographed  right.  (Palace,  Ashland,  O.)  Very 
pleasing  show  for  my  patrons.  (Reel  Joy,  King 

City,  Cal.)  A   society  comedy  drama  with  an  ex- 
cellent cast.  Some  very  clever  comedy.  Drew 

fair  Saturday  night  business  with  a   basket  ball 

game  for  opposition.  (Strand,  Paola,  Ind.)  A 

very  good  little  light  comedy  drama.  Will  please. 

— (New  Geneseo,  Geneseo,  111.)  This  is  a   nice 
little  picture  and  one  people  enjoyed,  but  I   ran 
it  in  zero  weather  in  October  and  that  caused  it 

to  fall  down.  (Grand,  Pierre,  S.  D.)  Excellent. 

(Texas.  Grand  Prairie,  Te.x.)  My  opinion  is  that 
this  is  one  of  the  best  pictures  we  have  shown  for 

some  time.  Good  enough  for  Sunday  showing 

anywhei'o  and  will  please  100  per  cent.  Don't  be 
afraid  of  it.  Seven  reels.  (Paramount,  Wyom- 

ing, 111.)  A   very  ordinary  picture.  No  box  of- 
fice value.  Six  reels.  (Cozy.  Fayette,  la.) 

BEYOND  THE  BORDER,  PDC.  Harry  Carey. 

Mildren  Harris,  Jack  Richardson,  WiUiam  Scott, 

Toro  Santachi,  6. — This  was  my  first  Harry  Carey 
and  he  brought  the  house  down.  The  Western  was 

above  the  average  and  the  customers  are  calling 
for  more.  (Dixie,  Kilgore,  Tex.)  This  boy  Harry 
can  still  shake  a   wicked  six  and  this  is  a   real 

Western  action  go  with  good  comedy  relief. 

(Homeline,  Estelline,  S.  D.)  This  pleased  the 

Satutday  night  crowd.  (Opera  House,  Fennimore, 

Wis.)  One  of  the  best  Carey’s  I   have  ever  used. 
It  is  full  of  action  and  entertainment.  Six  reels. 
(Powers,  Red  Creek,  N.  Y.) 

BLACK  CYCLONE,  P,  Rex,  Lady.  The  Killer. 

5,058. — Very  excellent  picture  that  appeals  to  all 
classes.  A   real  box  office  bet.  (New  Palace. 

Wisconsin  Rapids,  Wis.)  A   good  picture.  This 

one  and  "The  King  of  Wild  Horses”  are  both  real 
good  pictures.  Will  please  any  audience  lofl  per 

cent.  Book  'em  both,  Brothers.  You  won’t  be 
sorry.  (Opera  House,  Raymond.  Minn.)  A   good 

novelty  with  a   good  stiff  rental  attached.  A   bet- 
ter picture  than  his  first  one  and  a   good  drawing 

card  where  the  other  has  been  shown.  Heavy  rain 

during  entire  engagement.  Is  doing  below  film 

rental,  but  no  fault  of  the  picture.  (Quality,  Cul- 

lom.  111.)  Just  a   program  picture.  'This  picture 

might  go  over  in  New  York,  where  there  are  no 

wild  horses,  but  the  wild  horse  stampede  in  this  pic- 
ture is  a   joke  sure  in  Western  Canada.  This  pic- 
ture is  not  true  to  life  as  to  haunts  of  wild 

horses ;   the  bare  rock  scenes.  I   refer  to.  Don’t 
promise  your  patrons  too  much  and  you  will  get 
by.  (Grand.  Coleman.  Alta.,  Can.)  While  not  a 

new  picture,  this  picture  should  get  money  every- 
where. Very  wonderful  and  our  customers  were 

loud  in  its  praise.  A   wonderful  Saturday  offer- 
ing (Palace,  Ashland,  O.)  This  is  a   wonderful 

picture  for  both  young  and  old.  This  is  one  pic- 
ture that  pleased  100  per  cent.  I   have  his  next 

picture  booked.  (Popular,  St.  Cloud,  Fla.)  Won- 
derful horse.  Never  saw  one  trained  any  better. 

Drew  big  crowds.  (Columbia,  Poynette.  Wis.) 

Good  picture.  Should  clean  up  in  any  house. 

(Lyric.  Frostburg,  Md.)  Exceptional  production 
from  standpoint  of  acting  of  horses  and  story, 

but  titles  and  photography  in  spots  very  bad. 

Busine.ss  good,  but  not  big.  (Grand,  Rainier, 

Ore.)  As  a   two-reel  novelty  this  would  have 
been  fine,  but  as  the  main  feature,  think  most 

people  were  somewhat  bored  before  it  reached  the 

end.  Think  people  were  disappointed  because 

there  was  not  a   human  story  of  more  consi-- 
tiuence  to  go  with  the  horse  story.  Due  to  special 

advertising,  our  opening  day  was  good,  but  flopped 

badly  second  and  third  days.  Don't  pay  too  high 
a   price  for  this,  as  I   did.  (Strand,  Alma,  Mich.) 

The  picture  is  very  much  over-rated.  Played  three 

days  with  heavy  exploitation  and  drew  only  aver- 
age business.  Patrons  satisfied  but  picture  had 

no  real  drawing  power.  (Solon,  Spencer,  la.) 

This  is  a   very  attractive  picture  and  people  like 

it.  I   hand  it  to  the  director  on  this.  He  ho-s 

made  a   real  picture  of  an  animal  story.  Pathe 
may  worry  about  their  short  features,  but  I   am 
sure  they  will  check  up  enough  profit  off  of  this 

feature  to  carry  a   lot  of  shorts.  (Grand.  Pierre, 

S.  Dak.)  About  4,500  feet  on  six  spools.  It  was 

a   dud  for  us.  Hasn’t  a   general  appeal  and  busi- 
ness was  off  SIO.OO  from  normal  with  perfect 

weather.  Personally  I   enjoyed  the  picture  as  a 

novelty  but  don’t  care  to  see  another.  It's  hard 
to  enthuse  over  a   picture  that  cost  a   lot  of  money 
and  drew  less  business  than  your  regular  program 

stuff.  Don't  pay  anything  extra  for  this  and  don’t 
raise  prices.  (Hammond,  Hammond,  Wis.)  It 

would  be  good  for  any  house  to  run  this  picture 
because  it  is  a   novelty.  Something  different.  Rex, 

the  black  horse,  easily  carries  off  the  honors  as 

the  dashing  hero,  but  the  spotted  horse  called  the 
Killer,  as  the  heavy  or  villain,  and  Lady,  the 

grey  mare,  as  the  heroine,  are  also  worthy  of  men- 
tion. (Grand  &   Gem,  Cooper,  Tex.)  Too  much 

horse ;   not  enough  story.  Just  program  picture. 

Once  is  plenty  to  see  it.  Some  forgot  to  look 

at  it  at  all.  Made  almost  13  dollars  in  3   day.s' 
showing.  (Community,  David  City,  Neb.)  It's 
something  different  and  good.  However  In  this 

holiday  season  we  didn’t  do  a   thing.  I   mean  on 
business.  (Liberty,  Pasco,  Wash.)  Boys,  listen 
to  this.  I   cannot  say  too  much  for  this  picture. 

I   paid  a   good  price,  advertised  it  to  the  limit, 
and  made  big  money.  Step  on  this  one  and  make 

you  some  real  money.  Admission  26-60  cents, 
(Monticello  Opera  House.  Monticello,  la.)  This  is 

a   good  picture.  Drew  very  well  for  two  days  and 

had  many  favorable  comments.  (Lincoln.  Roches- 
ter. N.  Y.)  A   very  good  picture,  but  only  a   one 

day  picture.  Book  it,  you  can't  go  wrong  for 
one  day.  it’s  very  different.  (Bugg,  Chicago,  III.) 
A   100  per  cent  offering.  Pleased  a   good  Saturday 

night  crowd  and  people  were  high  in  their  praise 

for  "Black  Cyclone."  One  man  remarked  It  was 
the  best  picture  he  had  ever  seen,  he,  of  course, 

being  a   great  lover  of  horses.  Buy  it  right  and 

you’ll  not  be  disappointed.  (Palace,  Syracuse, 

Neb.)  A   good  picture  for  its  kind  but  will  not 
appeal  to  everybody.  Many  women  did  not  care 
for  it.  Business  good  first  day  but  poor  on  the 

second.  (Princess,  Chilton,  Wis.)  Real  good  pic- 
ture of  its  kind  which  failed  to  draw  for  me. 

Story  pretty  weak.  (Columbia.  Athens,  0.) 

Played  this  for  high  school  and  pleased  every- 

body. (Bijou,  Conway,  N.  H.)  A   very  good  pic- 
ture of  the  kind.  Will  appeal  to  all  lovers  of 

horses.  Pleased  about  76  per  cent  for  us  and 
drew  more  than  average  business.  (Novelty,  Paris. 

Idaho.)  Good  horse  picture  but  not  any  better 

than  "King  of  Wild  Horses.”  Pleased  all  who 
saw  it.  (Cozy,  Wagoner,  Okla.)  While  it  might 
be  said  that  this  picture  is  <iuite  an  unusual  one, 

it  does  not  have  the  wide  appeal  one  would  ex- 
pect and  does  not  measure  up  to  a   special  in  any 

way.  There  are  spots  in  it  that  really  make  you 

sit  up  and  notice,  but  on  the  whole  it  does  not 

get  over  with  the  average  audience.  Played  to 

average  business  three  days  and  was  not  satisfied 

myself  with  the  results.  (Cozy,  Winchester,  Ind.) 

A   good  and  wonderful  picture.  Better  than  the 

ones  others  sell  for  specials.  This  is  a   real  nov- 
elty. If  bought  at  a   fair  program  price,  as  I 

did.  it  will  make  reasonable  money  in  any  house 

as  all  classes  will  be  attracted.  I   recommend 
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thia  picture.  (Arcadia,  Vandererift,  Pa.)  A 

dandy.  Drew  better  than  "The  Freshman.”  (Rus- 
sell, Brunswick,  Mo.)  This  wonderful  picture 

caused  more  talk  than  any  picture  we  ever  played 

The  whole  town  is  still  buzzing.  This  came  right 

up  to  "Tlie  Pony  Express"  and  “North  of  ’36” 
for  popular  interest.  It  proved  a   tremendous  box 

office  bet.  We*  put  out  24’s,  6’s,  3’s  and  made 
an  entire  window  front  display  of  stills.  Ran  a 

news  and  sportlightj,  put  on  a   seven  piece  jazz 

orchestra,  charging  50-25  cents  two  nights  and 

matinee  at  25-10  cents.  S.  R.  0..  first  night:  big 

crowd  the  next  night  and  at  matinee,  making 
the  outstanding  event  of  the  winter.  Hal  Roach, 

how  did  you  ever  maJee  it?  (Rex,  Salmon.  Idaho.) 

This  is  even  better  than  "King  of  Wild  Horses." 
It  pleased  everybody.  Here  is  a   real  horse  acting 
picture  and  the  two  horses  take  real  parts.  I 

saw  the  picture  before  buying  and,  even  though 
it  was  a   little  old,  1   played  it  to  good  business. 

Feature  the  horse  and  you  will  be  giving  your 

patronage  the  real  dope.  (Monarch,  Medicine  Hat, 
Alta.,  Canada.)  Stepped  on  this  one  and  secured 

«cellent  results.  An  unusual  picture  that  pleased 

immensely  and  held  up  well  for  two  nights. 
(Strand,  Pnoli,  Ind.)  I   would  recommend  this  to 

any  of  my  fellow  exhibitors.  It  is  short,  about 
6,000  feet,  but  it  is  good  entertainment.  It  drew 

well  for  a   picture  without  a   class-A  star  in  it. 
Tlie  work  of  Rex,  the  horse,  is  as  near  human 
as  an  Mimal  can  perform.  It  is  a   change  from 
the  usual  run  of  plays  we  have  beon  projecting 
on  our  screen.  (Milford,  Chicago,  III.)  Fair 
business  and  a   great  novelty  picture.  Well  liked. 
(Pastime,  JefTerson,  O.)  Very  good.  Played  this 
to  a   good  business  for  two  nights.  Something 
different  from  ordinary  love  story.  Buy  it  and 
boost  it  as  a   special.  Six  reels.  (Opera  House, 
MesQuite,  Nev.)  This  is  a   remarkable  picture 
and  a   good  box  office  bet.  Six  reels.  (Beverly, 
Beverly,  Kans.) 

BLOODHOUND.  THE.  FBO,  Bob  Custer.  David 
Dunbar,  Mary  Beth  Milford,  4,800.— This  is  a 
cracker-jack  little  picture  for  Saturday  night.  It 
is  a   Northern  with  very  good  scenery.  They 
almost  ruined  it,  however,  by  having  the  two 
dames  do  too  much  bawling  in  the  last  reel.  Why 
do  they  put  such  poppy-cock  stuff  in  this  sort  of 
picture?  (Trags,  Neillsville.  Wis.)  A   splendid 
pic^ro  of  the  Canadian  Mounted  Police.  It  has 
a   fight  in  the  first  reel  that  equals  anything  we 
have  ever  shown  in  the  way  of  a   fist  fight.  (De 
Luxe,  Spearville,  Kans.)  Good  Western  only  lit- 

tle bit  slow.  It  is  very  good.  Canadian  police 
story  and  first  and  last  reels  are  action,  but 
there  isn’t  enough  of  it,  through  the  rest  of  the 
pic^re.  Good  for  small  town.  (Royal,  Kimball. S.  D.)  Best  Custer  that  we  have  ever  shown.  A 
Northwest  Mounted  Police  story,  beautiful  scenery 
well  done.  The  usual  action  and  fight,  and  let 
me  tell  you  this  baby  sure  can  fight.  (Princess, 
Cr^don,  Wis.)  A   good  Northern  story  that  drew 
a   little  better  than  average  business.  (Strand. 
Paoli,  Ind.)  The  thrills  and  drama  of  the  north 
and  also  the  mounted  police.  This  was  fine  and 
held  intense  interest.  Five  reels.  (Jewel.  Vern- dale,  Minn.) 

BLUEBEARD’S  SEVEN  WIVES,  FX,  Bon Lyon,  Lois  Wilson,  Blanche  Sweet,  Dorothy  Sc- 
bastian,  Diana  Kane,  7.— Yes.  Ben  has  sex  appeal, u   that  s   what  the  women  want,  but  half  our 
patrons  came  out  asking  what  it  was  all  about. 
Pleased  fifty-fifty.  (Rialto,  Pocahontas,  la.)  Good. 
A   very  goc^  picture.  Will  go  good  in  any  town. (Royal,  Gallon,  0.)  Did  fine  at  the  box  office. 
Ihe  star  puts  it  over.  Lots  of  impossible  stuff. 
Prints  new.  (Karlen.  Monticello,  Wis.)  A   dandy picture  for  me  personally  and  find  that  it  pleased 
ne^ly  everybody.  Not  a   big  comedy  but  a   real 
enjoyable  picture  that  will  keep  you  chuckling, ^meo  and  Juliet  episode  should  be  cut  just  half 
in  two  however.  (Majestic,  Bowie,  Tex.)  Very good  and  interesting  all  the  way  through.  Ben 
will  s«n  have  Milton  Sills  and  some  of  the  other 
boys  looking  at  their  hole  cards,  because  he  is 
coming  right  along.  I   guess  it  must  be  p-p-p-pub- set  this  when  you  see  the  picture.) 
(Odeon,  Chandler.  Okla.)  Not  much  to  rave  about. 
Very  light.  Might  please  a   certain  class  of  pleas- 

ure^ seeking  audience.  (Auditorium.  Barrington, 

BLUE  BLOOD.  Chad.,  George  Walsh,  Camille 
Evans,  5,600.— This  went  over  big.  A   good  story 
and  a   lot  of  action.  Clean  and  will  go  with  the 
b^t.  My  audience  is  very  critical.  A   big  house 
for  this  one  and  the  price  is  right  so  made 
something.  Good  comedy  strain  throughout.  200 
seats  10  and  25  cents.  (Woodward  Hall.  Hill, 
N,  H.)  Good  business  and  everybody  liked  it 
(Ogden,  Ogden,  Utah.) 

BOBBED  HAIR.  W,  Kenneth  Harlan.  Mario 
Provost,  Loube  Fazenda,  John  Roche,  Reed  Howos, 

Emily  Fitzroy.  Walter  Long,  7,800.— This  picture 
is  all  that  any  showman  could  desire.  Plenty  of 

comedy,  a   few  thrills  and  a   peach  of  a   story 

well  acted.  If  you  can  get  pictures  like  this  you 

can’t  keep  them  away.  They  talk  and  they  come. 
(Strand,  Dryden,  Ont.,  Canada.)  This  proved 
a   great  box  office  attraction  for  us.  The  picture 

was  really  a   surprise  tp  me.  Action,  comedy,  sus- 
pense. Good  for  any  bouse.  (Liberty,  Pikeville, 

Ky.)  Good  comedy  drama.  (Princess,  Chilton. 
Wis.)  An  extra  good  class  entertainment.  The 
best  picture  ever  played  with  Marie  Prevost.  Sat- 

isfaction to  ail.  (Silver  Family,  Greenville,  Mich.) 
Another  of  the  type  of  pictures  that  are  growing 

in  popularity.  Lots  of  hokum,  mystery  and  action. 
Miss  Prevost  is  at  her  best  in  this  and  puts  over 

a   clever  comedy  drama.  Drew  well  and  the  peo- 

ple seemed  to  enjoy  it.  Not  a   super  but  an  en- 
tertainer and  sells  at  price  you  can  make 

something  on.  (Temple,  Bellaire,  0.)  Twenty 

authors  failed  to  write  a   good  story,  but  this  pic- 

ture will  please.  It’s  regular  serial  stuff  and 
has  a   surprise  finish.  (Palace,  Waupaca,  Wis.) 
The  exchange  having  no  heralds  on  this  subject, 

I   had  some  printed  at  the  local  printing  office, 

offering  as  prizes  a   week's  pass  to  the  prettiest 
bobbed  head.  In  a   town  of  this  size,  they  are 

generally  too  timid  to  compete  in  a   contest,  and 
I   had  anticipated  this,  so  when  the  time  came  for 

judging  the  domes  of  the  fair  ones,  no  one 
stepped  forward.  I   then  asked  if  someone  in  the 

house  between  the  ages  of  16  and  100,  having 

bobbed  hair,  would  step  forward  and  accept  a 

week’s  pass  for  bravery.  Much  to  my  delight, 
several  prominent  ladies  started  to  the  front,  one, 
of  course,  getting  there  first,  and  received  the 

pass  amidst  great  applause.  1   then  made  a   simi- 
lar announcement  in  re  to  one  having  unbobbed 

hair  and  with  one  headlong  dive,  so  to  speak,  one 
of  the  most  prominent  instructors  at  the  city 

schools,  reached  my  side,  claiming  the  pass.  More 

applause,  of  course.  Had  a   packed  house.  Only 
charged  10  and  26c  and  everybody  was  greatly 
pleased.  "Bobbed  Hair”  has  a   splendid  title  to 
exploit.  (Doradele,  Copperhill,  Tenn.)  Not  any 
better  than  the  average  picture  and  not  as  good 
as  "Cornered”  which  I   consider  the  best  picture ever  made  with  Marie  Prevost.  (Electric,  Chilli- 
cothe,  Mo.)  Clever  and  amusing.  Acting  good. 
A   little  hard  to  tell  what  it  was  about  for  one 
who  did  not  get  in  at  the  first  of  the  picture. 
Nothing  to  rave  about.  (Arcadia,  Vandergrift, 
Pa.)  I   consider  this  as  good  as  I   have  screened. 
Chuck  full  of  mystery.  Will  hold  the  audience 
on  the  edge  of  their  seats.  Good  cast  and  a   good 
story.  I   have  not  got  a   lemon  from  Warners  yet. 
Keep  up  the  good  work,  Mr.  Warner.  (Monticello 
Opera  House,  Monticello,  la.)  Fine  picture, 
plenty  of  comedy.  It  drew  a   large  crowd  in  a 
college  town.  (Columbia,  Athens.  O.)  This  is  a 
real  picture.  It  didn’t  do  so  well  at  the  box  office but  it  is  one  of  Warner  Bros,  best  pictures.  You 

CM’t  go  wrong  on  this  one.  (Plainview,  Plain- view,  Tex.)  Good  picture  with  plenty  of  action. 
Eight  reels.  (Lily,  Buffalo.  N.  Y.) 

BOOMERANG,  THE,  PF,  Anita  Stewart.  Bert 
Lytcll,  Donald  Keith,  Arthur  Edmund  Carewe, 
Mary  McAllister,  6,714.— This  is  a   fair  picture. 
It  has  a   plot  that  is  based  on  psychoanalysis  and 
a   little  too  far  fetched  to  get  over  with  my 
crowd.  Nothing  disagreeable  about  it.  Nothing 
outstanding  to  recommend.  One  we  would  call 
average,  which  is  the  same  as  saying  below  the 
average.  (Grand.  Pierre.  S.  D.)  The  picture  is 
O.  K.  and  should  be  good  for  any  house.  Seven 
reels.  (Halfway,  Halfway,  Mich.)  Only  fair. 
Did  not  have  audience  appeal,  but  a   splendid 
cast.  Six  reels.  (Temple,  Aberdeen,  Miss.) 

BRAVEHEART,  PDC,  Rod  LaRoeque,  Lillian 
Rich,  Robert  Edcson,  Jean  Acker,  Sally  Rand,  8.   
I   can  not  say  enough  for  this  picture.  It  could 
not  be  presented  more  perfectly.  Rod  and  Lillian 
Rich  took  their  parts  excellently.  Here’s  hoping 
they  keep  these  two  actors  in  good  pictures.  Never 
before  did  we  receive  so  many  comments  on  a 
picture  as  we  did  on  this  one.  (Grand,  Spring- 
field,  Minn.)  Good  picture.  Drew  fairly  well 
and  pleased  95  per  cent.  (Arcadia,  Vandergrift, 
Pa.)  You  can’t  go  wrong  on  this  one.  It’s  a peach.  Splendid  cast,  beautiful  scenery,  fine  story. 
(Pearl,  Highland  Park.  III.)  Not  a   success  by 
any  means.  Can  only  rate  it  a   fair  or  average 
program  picture.  (Cozy,  Topeka,  Kan.)  Ran  this 
mid-week  and  came  out  with  flying  colors.  Mighty 
gc»d  picture  for  small  town.  Have  had  some 

mighty  good  pictures  from  Producers.  (Sta'te, Tawas  City,  Mich.)  Played  this  one  in  opposi- 
tion to  a   tent  show  which  featured  a   Charleston 

Contest,  on  a   Saturday  night  and  I   played  to 
capacity  house.  Through  courtesy  of  Mr.  Brown, 
branch  manager  of  Producers  New  Orleans  office, 
I   got  this  one  to  play  against  above  opposition  and 

I'll  say  to  any  exhibitor  who  can  play  a   picture worth  while  to  everyone  to  get  out  and  hustle 

like  I   did  and  you  will  get  a   surprise  at  the  box 
office.  Don’t  be  afraid  to  push  it,  as  it  will  stand up  on  everything  you  have  to  say.  Seven  reels. 
(Victoria,  Winnfield,  La.) 

BRIDGE  OP  SIGHS.  THE,  W,  Dorotliy  Mac- 
kaiSl,  Creighton  Hale.  Alec  B.  Francb,  Ralph 
Lewis,  6,604. — Excellent  cast,  good  story.  No 
kicks  on  this  one.  (King.  Troy,  N.  Y.)  An  ex- 

cellent picture  that  furnishes  as  great  an  enter- 
tainment as  any  crowd  wished  for  that  will  hold 

interest  from  start  to  finish.  (Grand.  Springfield, 
Minn.)  A   very  fine  production.  Good  picture  for 
any  house  large  or  small.  (Joyland.  Booneville, 
Ark.)  Notliing  particularly  new  in  this,  still  would 
class  it  as  above  average.  Very  few  real  money- 

makers in  Warner  Brothers  pictures.  (Regent 
Bogota,  N.  J.)  A   good  program  picture,  well 
acted.  Pleased  our  audience.  (Cliar-Bell,  Roches- 
er,  Ind.)  Will  get  by.  Some  good  acting;  a   little 
comedy  but  somehow  lacks  the  punch.  Parts  of 
print  quite  dark,  otherwise  film  O.  K.  (Selk 
Scotia,  Neb.)  This  is  a   good  show,  but  our  folks 
never  \vill  find  it  out,  for  it  rained  tonight  and 
there  had  been  a   school  play  tho  night  before  and 
our  folks  stayed  at  home.  (The  Hopkins.  (Jotter, 
Ark.)  Good  program  picture  without  any  draw- 

ing power  whatever.  (Princess,  Mapleton.  la.) 
A   good  clean  program  and  entertaining.  (Silver 
Family,  Greenville,  Mich.)  A   good  picture  well 
played  and  a   good  moral  and  pleased.  A   good 
Saturday  night  crowd  for  us.  (Columbus,  Col- 

umbus, Tex.)  Just  fair.  Takes  a   good  comedy  to 
help  this  one  out.  (Grand,  Breese.  HI.) 

BRIGHT  LIGHTS.  MGM,  Pauline  Starke, 
(Jharlcs  Ray,  7. — Good  program  picture.  More 
like  Ray’s  old  pictures  before  he  tackled  the  big stuff  that  killed  the  drawing  power  of  his  pictures 
(Silver  Family,  Greenville,  Mich.)  A   fairly  en- 

tertaining program  picture,  not  up  to  M.  G.  stand- 
ard. Plenty  of  comedy,  weak  plot.  Good  acting 

Pauline  Starke  well  liked.  (Princess,  Chilton, 
Wis.)  Charles  Ray  back  again  in  the  role  of  a 
country  boob.  Pleased  them  all  and  played  to 
good  business.  We  are  now  praying  that  Metro 

will  not  make  the  mistake  of  miscasting  this  s'tar but  kc-ep  him  in  country  boy  roles.  (Regent. 
Eureka,  Kan.)  Good  story,  nicely  produced,  and 
Chas.  Ray  in  the  kind  of  role  they  like.  Busi- 

ness slightly  better  than  usual  and  seemed  to 
please  most  of  them.  (Grand,  Rainier,  Ore.)  This 
is  a   very  good  Charles  Ray  picture.  Very  good 

^unday._  Pleased  all.  (Monticello  Opera House,  Monticello,  la.)  A   good  program  picture. 
good.  Seven  reels.  (Opera  House,  Hilbert, 

Wis.)  Good  picture  that  should  please  any  audi- 
ence. Six  reels.  (Lily,  Buffalo,  N.  Y.)  Good 

snappy  show.  Lots  of  overdrawn  comedy.  A   fair 

^easer.  (Palace,  Waupaca,  Wis.)  It  fooled  me. Here  is  a   picture  crammed  and  jammed  with  en- 
tertainment qualities.  Miss  Starke  not  mis-cast. as  some  have  reported.  She  plays  her  part  to 

perfection,  as  does  also  Charles  Ray.  Humor 
and  fun  predominate,  although  there  is  good 
drama  in  it  too.  Not  a   special  but  a   darn  good 
program  picture.  Show  it.  Seven  reels.  (Regent, 
Indianola,  Miss.)  Book  it,  you’ll  make  no  mis- 

take. He  draws  the  crowd.  (Columbia.  Poynette. 

Wis.) 

BROADWAY  LADY,  A.  FBO.  Evelyn  Brent. 
Marjorie  Bonner,  Theodore  Von  Eltz,  Joyce 
Compton,  6.— The  finest  she  has  ever  made,  and 
that  IS  sure  saying  something.  Evelyn  Brent  is 
the  only  star  that  I   have  run  (lady  star)  that  has 
pleased  all  the  time.  The  best  lady  star  in  the 
game,  and  surely  the  best  drawing  card.  Men. 
you  are  taking  no  chances  when  you  play  Evelyn 
Brent.  (Star,  Tuekerman,  Ark.)  Can’t  give  this 
one  much.  In  fact,  would  rate  it  aboutl  the hers  I   have  shown.  (Trags, 
Neillsville,  Wis.)  Patrons  well  pleased.  Miss 
Brent  seems  to  improve  in  each  production.  (Pal- 

ace. Naples.  Tex.)  Good,  as  all  Evelyn  Brent 
pictures  ̂   are.  But  if  her  director  is  not  careful he  IS  going  to  kill  her  the  same  as  Priscilla  Dean 
was  killed  a   few  years  ago,  by  making  her  look 
so  hard  boiied  that  people  won’t  like  her.  Folks like  even  lady  crooks  to  retain  a   little  feminine 
softness  and  girlishness.  (Strand,  Alma.  Mich.) 

BUSTIN’  THROUGH.  U,  Jack  Hoxie,  5.— Played  this  feature  on  Saturday  matinee  and 
night  and  the  bo.x  office  told  me  n   good  story. 
Seating  capacity  500  seats.  Business  very  good. 
(Lincoln.  Milwaukee.  Wis.)  A   flimsy  Western, 
with  no  story  and  failed  to  please.  (Auditorium. 
Libertyville,  III.)  This  is  an  average  Western. 
(Grand,  Pierre,  S.  D.)  Fairly  good  Western. 

(Lily,  Buffalo,  N.  Y.)  Hoxie  always  liked  and 

draws,  but  had  bad  luck  with  this  one.  Flu,  rain 

and  Lent.  Three  propositions  that  hurt  business. 

Six  reels.  (Fairyland,  White  Castle,  La.)  West- 
ern fans  liked  this  on  Saturday.  Typical  Hoxie 

output.  Five  reels.  (Rialto,  Pocahontas,  la.) 
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CALGARY  STAMPEDE,  THE,  U,  Hoot  iGibson, 

Virginia  Brevra  Faire,  5,924. — Good  picture  with 

some  interesting  news  reel  material  of  a   rodeo 

incorporated  in  a   typical  Western.  (Lily,  Buffalo, 

N   Y.)  This  is  all  they  say  it  is  and  then  some. 

It's  only  five  reels  but  they  pack  a   wallop,  as  do 

most  of  Hoot's  and  it  went  over  with  a   bang. 
Authentic  picture  of  the  great  Calgary  Stjampede. 

(Rialto,  Pocahontas.  la.)  Very  good  Western, 

doing  excellent  business.  Universal  is  coming  up 

fast.  They  will  treat  you  right.  Use  them. 

(Cozy.  Wagner,  S.  D.)  Best  Western  in  ages. 

Tom  Mix  can’t  possibly  make  a   picture  this  good. 
He's  not  active  enough.  (Gem,  Memphis,  Tex.) 

You  can’t  go  wrong  booking  this  one.  It’s  per- 
fect entertainment  for  everyone.  Get  a   date  and 

step  on  the  gas.  Fine.  (Mystic.  Eureka,  Mont.) 
Bigger  than  ever.  Just  finished  this  tonight  and 

thought  1   would  like  to  report  on  this.  The  big- 
gest picture  Hoot  has  ever  made.  Great  stuff ! 

Mr.  Carl  Laemmle.  If  you  keep  this  up  you  will 

be  doing  good.  (Strand.  Newton  Falls,  O.)  Good 

Western,  although  nothing  new  in  plot.  Too 

many  Universal  officials  finishing  stories  these 

days.  Some  actual  Calgary  rodeo  scenes  and  the 
Roman  race  adds  a   kick.  (S.  T.  Parker,  S.  D.) 

A   "rip  snortin’  ’’  Western.  Boy,  step  on  it,  if 

they  care  for  Western  at  all.  Outdrew  “Friendly 
Enemies”  at  the  big  house  and  put  a   tent  show 
on  the  blink.  From  here  on  Hoot  Gibson  goes  in 

my  best  house.  (Liberty  and  Melba,  Carnegie. 

Okla.)  An  ordinary  Western  that  will  please  ma- 
jority. (Majesrtiic,  Artesia,  N.  Mex.)  A   very  good 

Gibson.  The  rodeo  stuff  made  out  of  the  ordinary. 

Not  the  masterpiece  Mr.  Laemmle  raves  about  in 
the  current  Universal  Weekly.  That  gentleman 

can  certainly  wax  most  enthusiastic  over  his 

productions.  (Star,  Menard,  Tex.)  This  is  one 

of  Gibson’s  best.  Plenty  of  action  and  it  will  en- 
tertain those  that  do  not  like  Westerns.  Drew 

very  good.  (Fairyland,  White  Castle,  La.)  Enter- 

tainment plus.  One  of  Gibson’s  best.  (Electric, 
Chillicothe,  Mo.)  Rained  me  out  on  this.  Busi- 

ness fair.  However,  picture  pleased  most  every- 

one. Good  advertising  material.  (Highland, 

Guthrie,  Okla.)  A   "jim  dandy”  Western.  Out- 
drew a   tent  show.  Many  called  it  Hoot's  best. 

(New  Liberty,  Carnegie,  Okla.)  "The  Calgary 

Stampede”  and  “Let  'er  Buck”  are  the  best  pic- 
tures Hoot  Gibson  ever  made.  I   raised  the  admis- 

sion price  and  packed  the  house.  It  drew  the 

biggest  crowd  I   ever  had  on  a   Sunday  night. 

Beat  that  if  you  can.  I   tried  it  with  lots  of  big 

ones  but  "The  Calgary  Stampede”  is  still  in  the 
lead.  (Bonham,  Prairie  du  Sac,  Wis.)  Very  good 
picture.  (Star,  Fowler,  Colo.)  Oh  boy.  A   sure 

fire  attraction.  Now  this  is  what  people  want.  A 

different  Western  but  oh  how  they  sure  eat  it  up. 
Universal  is  certainly  giving  us  good  stuff  at  live 

and  let  live  prices.  (Princess,  Elwood,  Ind.)  One 

of  Hoot’s  best.  (Globe,  Buena  Vista,  Va.)  Hoot 
sure  made  one  that  ranks  with  the  higher-ups  in 

this  one.  Hoot  going  strong  here.  Print  good. 

(Polo,  Polo.  III.)  Very  good.  They  all  liked  this 

one.  Business  satisfactory.  (Grand,  Rainier,  Ore.) 

Slow  starting,  but  finishes  with  a   bang.  They  al- 

ways come  to  see  Hoot.  Six  reels.  (Dreamland, 

Providence,  Ky.)  A   fast  one  for  Hoot.  They 

liked  the  rodeo  stuff.  It's  his  best  so  far.  Six 

reels.  (Grand,  Chetek,  Wis.)  Sure  to  please  any- 
one who  likes  Westerns.  Different  than  most  of 

em.  Lots  of  action  and  thrills.  Mighty  good 
small  town  pictures.  (Lyric,  Edmond,  Kan.)  Used 
this  to  start  off  “Wolves  of  the  North”  serial, 
and  it  drew  a   good  house  on  a   cold  stormy  night. 
Good  entertainment,  up  to  Gibson  standard.  (Pas- 

time, Mason,  Mich.)  Hoot  Gibson  is  always  a 
good  drawing  card  for  us.  Six  reels.  (Princess, 
Traer,  la.) 

CALIFORNIA  STRAIGHT  AHEAD,  U.  Regi- 
nald Denny,  Gertrude  Olmstcad,  Tom  Wilson, 

7,364. — ^A.  very  good  comedy  that  will  please  nearly 
100  per  cent.  Personalty  I   think  Denny  had  a 
better  chance  to  act  in  many  of  his  other  pic- 

tures. (Cozy,  Fayette,  Iowa.)  This  is  up  to  stand- 
ard or  better  and  tickled  ’em  pink,  but  due  to 

cold  weather  or  something  attendance  fell  off. 
(Pastime,  Mason,  Mich.)  From  an  entertainment 
standpoint  mighty  fine.  An  audience  picture,  one 
that  sends  them  home  with  a   smile.  We  small 
town  e.xhibitors  need  more  of  this  type  and  less 
sex  stuff.  (Kentland.  Kentland,  Ind.)  A   rarin’ 
good  picture.  Pleased  all  who  saw  it.  Business 
better  than  for  several  weeks.  Ran  it  Sunday  and 
Monday.  Universal  for  me.  The  features  arc  do- 

ing better  than  First  National  did  last  year.  (Polo, 
olo,  HI.)  This  is  the  best  of  all  Denny’s  pic- 

tures. I   will  say  that  nothing  was  left  out  to 
wake  it  a   knockout.  Boys,  book  this  one.  (Mon- 
icello  Opera  House,  Monticello,  la.)  Fair  in 
cold  weather.  Real  good.  Lots  of  action,  comedy 

and  thrills.  That's  the  kinjl  I   like,  but  didn’t 
draw  very  good  for  me.  All  well  pleased  who 
come  out  to  sec.  A   real  auto  race  and  Denny 

sure  made  them  gasp.  That’s  enough.  When  I 
can  hear  them  laughing  I   know  they  are  getting 

their  money’s  worth.  So  why  worry.  (Royal, 
Kimball,  S.  D.)  Good  entertainment  for  Friday 

and  Saturday.  (Starland,  Stockbridge,  Mich.)  A 
dandy  picture  and  came  ns  near  pleasing  100  per 

cent  as  anything  that  I   have  played  in  the  past 

three  months.  You  can't  go  wrong  on  it.  (Or- 
pheum,  Lancaster,  Wis.)  One  of  the  best  come- 

dies we  have  run  for  many  months.  Has  every- 
thing that  makes  a   good  picture.  Drew  well. 

Gertrude  Olmstead  charming  in  support  of 

Denny.  (S.  T.,  Parker,  S.  D.)  Run  this  extra 

days.  Clean  A-1  entertainment.  Full  of  humor 
and  action.  Auto  race  finish  puts  the  audience 

on  their  wits  end.  Best  box  office  picture  of  the 
month  of  October  for  us.  Denny  a   great  favorite 

%vith  our  patrons.  This  picture  will  swell  your 

receipts  far  above  your  average  take-in.  Can  be 
run  nicely  in  75  minutes  without  railroading  it. 

(Milford.  Chicago,  III.)  Pleased  everyone.  Just 

the  kind  for  small  town  patronage.  Lots  of  com- 

edy. (Lyric,  Crete,  Neb.)  A   humdinger.  Great- 
est picture  on  the  entire  Universal  list.  Pleased 

100  per  cent.  Give  us  more  like  it.  (Princess, 
Elwood,  Ind.)  Boy,  Universal  has  the  pictures  this 

year.  Played  up  to  release  date  on  Jewels  and 

made  money  with  every  one.  (Gem,  Memphis, 

Tex.)  Another  bo.x  office  knockout.  Another 

feather  in  both  Universal’s  and  Denny’s  caps. 
Good  clean  comedy  and  plenty  of  action.  Pleased 

all  our  patrons.  Keep  up  the  good  work.  Above 

all  book  it.  (Bugg,  Chicago,  III.)  A   wow.  You 

make  no  mistake  on  this.  Good  for  Broadway  or 

Main  Street  on  any  day  you  care  to  show  it. 

(Acme.  Kennebunk,  Me.)  I   opened  the  New  Em- 
pire with  this,  for  which  I   am  certainly  glad,  as 

it  is  one  of  the  most  entertaining  pictures  I   ever 

saw.  Everyone  said.  "Great.”  (New  Empire, 
Chillicothe,  Mo.)  I   do  not  know  just  what  to  say 

only  that  it  was  a   dandy.  In  fact  do  not  see  just 

how  Universal  can  put  this  over  for  the  price. 

Suited  100  per  cent.  Want  more  of  this  kind. 

Good,  clean,  up-to-date.  The  coon  was  fine,  in 
fact  all  good.  Run  Universal  and  make  the 

money,  as  all  are  that.  (Amuse,  Hart,  Mich.) 

This  is  a   knockout.  Best  Denny  yet  and  that's 
going  some.  (Grand.  Rainier,  Ore.)  This  is  one 

of  the  best  comedies  of  the  year.  (Star,  Fowler, 

Colo.)  I   can  honestly  and  truthfully  say  that  this 
pleased  a   greater  percentage  of  my  patrons  than 

did  “The  Freshman."  It  is  good  clean  entertain- 
ment with  lots  of  good  clean  comedy  and  the  auto 

race  is  exceptionally  good.  (American,  Wau- 
toma,  Wis.)  Very  good.  Pleased  all  my  patrons 

and  received  many  comments.  Advertise  it.  (Lin- 
wood,  Norwalk,  O.)  A   great  picture.  One  of  the 

best  we  ever  played  for  pleasing  the  people.  (Sil- 
ver Family,  Greenville,  Mich.)  Some  picture! 

This  boy  Denny  is  right  there  with  the  goods. 

Haven't  seen  him  in  a   poor  picture  yet.  This  pic- 
ture is  just  one  big  laugh  from  beginning  to  end. 

with  plenty  of  thrills  thrown  in  for  good  measure. 

(Amuse-U,  Springfield,  111.)  Best  yet.  They  al- 

most tore  the  roof  off.  You  can’t  go  wrong  on 
this  one.  (New  Liberty,  Carnegie,  Okla.)  This 

picture  is  A-No.  1   as  a   racing  feature.  Plenty 
of  comedy.  Extra  good  for  small  town.  (Liberty, 

Pikeville,  Ky.)  This  is  a   good  live  one  that  seems 
to  please  generally.  The  blackface  part  is  good 

for  a   howl  or  two.  The  big  bus  takes  the  eye 
of  the  auto  enthusiast.  (Acadia,  Crowley,  La.) 

It’s  a   Wallace  Reid  type  of  play  and  is  one  of 
the  best  comedies  I   ever  ran.  It  drew  good  busi- 

ness. I   consider  Denny  Universal's  star  for  box 
office  value.  (Argonne,  Akron.  Ind.)  A   dandy 

comedy.  Denny  and  the  wild  animals  make  a   hit. 
A   hundred  per  cent  picture  for  any  kind  of  an 
audience.  The  only  thing  is  to  have  producer 

make  more  like  this.  (Valentine,  Defiance,  O.) 
This  is  the  first  on  my  Complete  Service  Contract 
and  it  made  a   ten  strike  with  our  audience.  You 

can’t  go  wrong  on  it.  It’s  as  good  as  all  the 
others  have  said.  (Hammond,  Hammond,  Wis.) 

Denny  pulls  ’em  in  for  mo.  and  this  one  sure 

pleased.  It’s  good.  (Blue  Mouse,  Davenport,  Wash.) 
A   wonderful  picture  with  lots  of  comedy,  action 

and  auto  racing.  Did  an  c.xcenent  business.  Re- 

ceived many  comments.  The  kind  of  picture  that 

people  like.  (Princess,  Chilton,  Wis.)  Yes,  sir, 

that's  my  baby.  The  best  thing  that  Denny  has 
made  up  to  date.  A   little  too  long.  Could  have 

been  done  in  fewer  reels  but  it's  right  there  with 

the  pep  just  the  same.  Let’s  have  more  of  'em. 
(Casino,  Antwerp,  N.  Y.)  Is  good  as  any  I   have 

ever  shown  of  Denny,  and  that's  going  some,  as 
I   have  shown  them  all.  Seven  reels.  (Gem, 

Batesville,  Ark.)  Book  this  one.  for  it  will  please 

you  and  your  patrons.  Lots  of  comedy  in  this 

picture.  Sure  gets  the  laughs  out  of  any  crowd. 

Fine  business.  More  like  Universal.  (Lyric,  Ed- 
mond. Kan.) 

CALL  OF  COURAGE,  THE,  U,  Art  Acord, 

Olive  Hasbrouck,  Frank  Rice,  4,661.— One  of  Art's 
beat.  A   very  good  show.  (Globe,  Buena  Vista, 
Va.)  Good  Western  picture  with  tho  usual  hokum. 

Five  reels.  (Lily,  Buffalo,  N.  Y.)  Just  an  ordi- 
nary program  Western.  No  particular  merit.  Five 

reels.  (Bijou,  Beach,  N.  D.)  A   fair  Western 

worth  running  on  Saturday.  Five  reels.  (Coli- 

seum, Edrnorc,  Mich.)  Good  out-of-doors  picture. 
Of  course  there  is  a   pony,  a   dog,  a   kid — and  a 

girl.  They're  all  doing  it  that  way  this  season. 
Five  reels.  (S.  T..  Parker,  S.  D.) 

CAPITAL  PUNISHMENT,  PF.  Eddie  PhiUtps, 
Alec  B.  Francis,  Edith  Yorkc,  Joseph  Kilgour, 

George  Nichols,  Elliott  Dexter,  George  Hacka- 
thornc,  Clara  Bow,  Margaret  Livingston,  Robert 

Ellis,  Mary  Carr,  6. — A   very  strong  and  gripping 
handling  of  a   vital  subject.  It  certainly  holds  the 
crowd.  The  work  of  the  entire  cast  is  good,  with 

George  Hackathorne  and  Eddie  Phillips  register- 
ing solidly.  Well  worth  running  and  working  on 

for  extra  returns.  (Star,  Menard,  Tex.)  A   good 

picture.  It  will  make  them  think.  You  could  have 

heard  a   pin  drop  during  the  whole  show.  Needs 

a   good  comedy  to  balance  the  program.  (Odeon- 

Royal,  Hardin,  Norborne,  Mo.)  This  kind  of 
story  has  been  played  too  often.  Fairly  interest-- 

ing  if  you  have  not  seen  too  many  of  these  pic- 
tures. No  comments  from  patrons,  no  kicks,  no 

boosts.  Good  program.  (Palace,  Clifton  Heights, 

Pa.)  Good  picture,  but  sad.  Very  thrilling  cli- 

max. (Chimes,  Cedarsburg,  Wis.)  Lost  money  on 
this  one.  Bought  it  as  a   big  special  and  paid  a 

big  price.  Picture  is  fair  but  had  no  drawing 

power  for  me.  (Opera  House,  Adams,  N.  Y.) 

Nothing  but  a   program  picture.  Do  not  raise 
price.  We  did  and  had  many  complaints.  Have 

shown  many  just  as  good  for  regular  admission. 
Run  it  two  nights.  Disappointed  on  outcome.  Six 
reels.  (Strand,  Valparaiso,  Neb.) 

CIRCLE,  THE,  MGM,  Eleanor  Boardman,  6.— 
A   fair  program  picture.  No  drawing  card.  The 

two  old  gents  in  this  picture  are  sure  good  and 

supply  the  comedy.  Without  them  the  picture 
would  be  no  good.  (Princess,  Chilton,  Wis.)  We 

set  this  out  twice  before  we  used  it  and  made  a 

big  mistake  in  doing  so.  Bringing  it  back  nc.xt 
month  for  second  run.  (Illinois,  Sullivan,  III.) 

Proved  a   very  poor  picture  and  did  not  satisfy  at 
all  those  that  came  out.  (Majestic,  Camden,  S. 
C.)  This  could  have  been  a   good  picture  but 

there  seemed  to  be  something  lacking  in  the  direct- 
ing. (Palace,  Waupaca,  Wis.)  Not  big,  but  will 

go  as  a   fair  program  attraction.  (Regent,  Bo- 
gata,  N.  J.)  A   good  program.  Tho  cast  great 
and  it  keeps  them  busy  to  make  an  entertain- 

ment out  of  the  story,  but  they  did.  (Silver 

Family.  Greenville,  Mich.)  A   fair  program  of- 
fering but  a   very  weak  attraction.  (Grand, 

Rainier.  Ore.)  Not  even  a   program  picture.  If 

you  haven’t  bought  it,  lay  off.  (Monticello  Opera 
House,  Monticello,  In.) 

CIRCUS  CYCLONE  THE.  U,  Art  Acord,  Moe 

McCrea,  Nancy  Deaver,  4,397. — A   circus  Western 

story  with  a   trained  horse  that  is  fine.  Every- 
one liked  it  and  business  was  brisk.  (Grand, 

Rainier,  Ore.)  A   new  star  for  my  house  and  did 

not  draw,  but  the  horse  and  dog  make  an  excep- 
tionally entertaining  feature  out  of  it.  The  horse 

has  possibilities  but  don’t  believe  the  dog  will  get 
far.  (Grand.  Pierre,  S.  D.)  Did  not  draw. 
Might  have  been  duo  to  had  weather.  Picture 

pleased  the  ones  that  saw  it.  I   have  been  get- 

ting mighty  poor  service  from  Indianapolis  ex- 
change. Almost  wish  I   had  not  bought  their 

new  contract.  (Royal,  Fairmount,  Ind.)  Fair 

picture.  Nothing  to  rave  about.  Lost  money 
on  it.  (Lincoln,  Milwaukee,  Wis.)  This  Blue 

Streak  Western  had  nothing,  the  circus  back- 
ground consisting  mostly  of  a   big  display  of 

tents  and  one  clown.  Nothing  bad  about  it,  but 

just  wasted  time  for  the  patrons.  (S.  T.,  Par- 

ker, S.  D.)  Here’s  a   fine  action  picture.  Plenty 
of  thrills.  The  horse  is  wonderful  and  the  pic- 

ture as  a   whole  is  good  entertainment.  (Casino, 

Antwerp,  N.  Y. )   Went  over  big.  Plenty  of  ac- 
tion and  different  from  the  usual  Westerns.  If 

your  patrons  like  Westerns  you  can’t  go  wrong  on 
this  one.  Admission  10  and  25  cents.  (Youngs, 

Lexington,  N.  C.)  This  is  red  hot  Western.  Will 

pack  your  house  if  your  people  like  Western.  Fivo 

reels.  (Monticello  Opera  House,  Monticello,  la.) 

Far  the  best  Acord  I   have  run.  This  is  an  ideal 

Western  with  a   lot  of  comedy  and  plenty  of  ac- 

tion. Five  reels.  (Star,  Sumner,  Neb.)  '   Pretty 
fair  Western.  (Pastime,  Mason,  Mich.) 

CLASH  OF  THE  WOLVES.  THE,  W,  Rin  Tin 

Tin,  June  Marlowe,  Charles  Farrell,  6,500. — Rin 
Tin  Tin  sure  is  a   real  bet.  I   ran  this  one  Friday 

and  Saturday  to  a   large  crowd  both  nights.  Dog 

pictures  can’t  be  beat  when  it  comes  to  getting 

them  in.  (Walnut,  Lawrenceburg,  Ind.)  Did  a 
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Kood  business  owing  to  the  fact  I   played  it  on 

New  Year’s  day.  The  picture  was  very  good  but 

not  as  good  as  "Below  the  Line.’’  I   must  say 
Rin  Tin  Tin  seems  to  please  our  patrons  better 

than  some  of  our  high  priced  stars  do.  Above 

all  book  it.  It’s  different.  (Bugg,  Chicago,  III.) 
We  can  always  pack  them  in  on  the  dog.  This 

is  by  far  the  best  dog  picture  to  date.  (Com- 
munity, Tacoma,  Wash.)  Rin  THn  Tin  always 

seems  good  for  a   small  town.  This  one  ran  true 

to  color.  (State,  Tawas  City.  Mich.)  Good.  Much 

better  than  "Below  the  Line.’’  Did  excellent 
business  on  Monday  and  'Tuesday.  (Princess. 
Chilton,  Wis.)  Great  appeal  to  those  who  like 
action.  (Moon,  Omaha,  Neb.)  This  is  wonderful. 

My  audience  just  wants  to  know  how  Rin  Tin  Tin 
does  it.  Seven  reels.  (Monticcllo  Opera  House. 
Montieello,  la.) 

CLASSIFIED,  FN.  Corinr.e  Griffith,  Jack  Mul- 

hall,  Charlie  Murray,  Ward  Crane,  Edythe  Chap- 
man, George  Sidney,  8,300. — Absolutely  the  best 

picture  Corinne  Griffith  ever  made.  Get  away 
from  the  sob  stuff,  Corinne.  We  want  to  see  you 

smile  and  keep  us  smiling.  Play  with  Jack  Mul- 
hall.  You  never  had  a   better  leading  man. — 

(Bonham,  Prairie  du  Sac.  Wis.)  Didn’t  see  this. 
Ran  it  Christmas  but  we  surely  had  a   lot  of  very 

complimentary  reports  on  it  and  it  did  good  busi- 
ness, weather  considered.  (Cresco,  Cresco,  Iowa.) 

A   very  fine  production,  but  at  that  I   think  it  is 

overrated.  (Blende,  Benton,  Wis.)  Personally  did 
not  see  this  but  reported  as  good  by  patrons. 

(Orpheum,  Pipestone,  Minn.)  ’The  best  picture 
by  far  that  Corinne  Griffith  ever  made.  Take 

"Lilies  of  the  Field”  and  all  of  her  other  out- 
standing pictures,  multiply  by  five  and  you  have 

this  picture.  Excellent  print  out  of  St.  Louis. 
(K.  P.,  Pittsfield,  111.)  An  entertainment  picture 

all  the  way  through.  One  of  those  kind  that 
should  please  all  classes  of  patronage.  Corinne 
Griffith  never  did  better  than  in  this  and  she 

certainly  deserves  special  mention.  Also  balance 
of  cast  very  good.  Production  and  direction  right 
up  to  First  National  standard.  Business  average 

first  day  to  poor  second  and  third.  (Cozy,  Win- 
chester, Ind.)  Here  is  a   real  picture,  good  for 

any  house,  large  or  small.  Step  on  it,  for  it  will 

satisfy.  Has  good,  fine  veins  of  comedy  and  act- 
ing wonderful.  Pleased  100  per  cent.  (Capitol, 

Hartley,  la.)  The  first  Griffith  picture  that  pleased 

a   majority  of  our  patrons  since  “Lilies  of  the 
Field.”  We  received  many  compliments  on  this 
one.  (Regent,  Eureka,  Kan.)  Exceptional  pic- 

ture. Should  run  better  second  day  than  first.  I 

find  all  First  National  pictures  for  1926-26  to  be 

O.  K.  to  date.  (Liberty,  Pikeville,  Ky.)  Would 

recommend  this  to  all  exhibitors  showing  first 
class  pictures.  Corinne  certainly  shows  her 

ability  as  an  actress  in  this.  (Plainview,  Plain- 

view.  Tex.)  An  exceptional  picture.  Pleased  all 
of  our  patrons.  Just  a   little  different  from  the 

rest  of  Corinne’s  pictures.  Of  course,  business 
was  only  fair,  perhaps  owing  to  the  fact  that  sev- 

eral  of  our  big  theatres,  gave  away  free  tickets 

through  the  classified  section  of  the  “Herald  and 

Examiner.”  You  must  book  this  picture.  (Bugg. 
Chicago,  III.)  The  best  we  have  had  from  this 

star.  Patrons  all  liked  it,  but  business  very  bad. 

(Grand,  Rainier,  Ore.)  Good  again.  Let  us  ail 

rise  and  sing  praise  to  the  Winner  Group.  May 
the  day  be  far  away  when  the  clutch  of  another 

hand  shall  swallow  up  this  organization.  This  is 
one  organization  that  should  be  preserved.  If  it 

should  need  help,  let  us  thousands  of  exhibitors 

rise  as  one  man  and  say.  "We  are  coming  300,000 

strong."  (Cozy,  Wagner,  S.  D.)  Fair  to  good 
productions.  Gave  general  satisfaction,  which  is 
more  than  you  can  say  about  some  otihers.  Better 

than  average.  (Kentland,  Kentland,  Ind.)  Many 
favorable  comments  and  all  said  it  is  the  best 

Corinne  Griffith  yet.  (Shuler,  Raton,  N.  M.)  Real 
good  picture,  but  somewhat  disappointed  at  the 
box  office.  (Regent,  Bogata,  N.  J.) 

CLOTHES  MAKE  THE  PIRATE,  FN,  Dorolhy 

Gish,  Leon  Errall,  Nita  Naldi,  Tally  Marshall, 
Edna  Murphy,  George  Marion,  Walter  Law,  9,   
Good.  My  audience  had  lots  of  fun  and  came  out 
with  a   smile.  (Saunders,  Harvard,  III.)  A   pic- 

ture well  arranged  with  clever  subtitles.  A   pic- 
ture out  of  the  ordinary.  Especially  pleased  chil- 

dren. The  length  of  the  picture  killed  it  and  it 

became  monotonous  and  draggy.  People  walked 

out  on  this.  Drawing  power,  zero.  Would  not 

recommend  this  for  a   small  town  house.  (Audi- 

torium. Libertyville,  III.)  Here  is  a   picture  that 

will  undoubtedly  be  a   knockout  in  some  towns. 

However,  it  did  not  register  very  well  here.  Had 

a   few  walkouts.  If  shown  to  a   big  house,  will 

probably  go  over.  (Lake  View,  Lake  View,  Iowa.) 

This  picture  holds  the  record  for  down-right  poor 
entertainment.  Cost  a   lot  of  money  to  make  but 

is  an  absolute  dud  as  far  as  entertainment  is 

concerned.  (The  Star.  Humble,  Te.\.)  The  per- 

fect flop.  First  time  this  year  I’ve  used  the  cel- 

lar. Walkouts  galore.  (Illinois,  Sullivan,  III.) 

Ran  this  Xmas  to  poor  business  owing  to  S'ob- 

zero  weather  and  snowbound  highways.  Pi-’-t'f“ 
good  with  plenty  of  laughs.  Errol,  with  his 
double  jointed  knees,  is  all  over  the  screen.  With 
a   bunch  of  kids  in  the  front  seat  your  audience 

will  raise  the  roof.  (Grand,  Port  Washingtion, 

Wis.)  Good  picture  but  failed  to  draw  as  Leon 
Errol  is  unknown  in  this  city.  Get  them  in.  The 

picture  will  satisfy.  (Riviera,  Anderson,  Ind.) 
I   consider  this  the  poorest  entertainment  of  any 

picure  I   have  played  this  winter.  (Opera  House, 

Fennimore,  Wis.)  For  entertainment  worth,  this 
has  no  drawing  power  at  all.  Likely  it  cost  a 

lot  of  money  to  produce,  or  make,  but  likely  it 
would  cost  a   lot  of  money  to  produce  or  make  a 

bank  or  hill  100  feet  high  out  of  fly  specks  too. 

The  bank,  hill  or  mound  of  fly  specks  would  likely 

have  as  much  entertainment  value  as  "Clothes 
Make  The  Pirate."  Hope  Leon  Errol  cancels  his 
contract  and  does  not  make  his  next  one,  for  I 

have  it  under  contract  and  have  tried  to  cancel 

same  and  have  been  refused  by  Mr.  Brewer,  Ok- 
lahoma City.  (Criterion.  Frederick,  Okla.)  Hard 

picture  to  report  on.  I   liked  it,  but  never  had  so 

many  walkouts  on  a   picture.  ’Two  reels  too  long. 
Errol  good.  He  is  funny,  but  the  picture  just 

didn't  seem  to  register  with  my  crowd.  We  had 
splendid  business  due  to  the  second  of  our  Star 

Theatre  Presentation  (details,  in  my  letter.)  Cos- 
tume stuff  no  matter  how  It  is  done  will  not  get 

over  for  me.  Without  the  prologue  we  would 
have  had  a   hard  time.  (Star,  Menard,  Tex.) 
Good  business.  Pleased  big  rfiajority.  (Lyric, 

Morrison.  111.)  This  one  should  be  funny  but  it 

isn’t.  It  almost  gets  funny  but  never  quite  makes 

it  except  in  a   mild  way.  It  is  O.  K.  as  a   pro- 

gram picture  but  don’t  charge  extra  or  brag  too 
much.  Leon  Errol  himself  was  O.  K.,  but  it  just 

fell  down  somewhere.  (Majestic,  Bowie,  Tex.) 
This  one  is  not  as  funny  as  some  reports  make 

you  feel  it  is.  but  it  will  satisfy  your  patrons. 
Got  a   few  favorable  comments,  but  not  as  many  as 

should  have  got  from  a   First  National  picture. 
Nine  reels.  (Plainview,  Plainview,  Tex.) 

COAST  OF  FOLLY,  THE,  FP,  Gloria  Swan- 
son, Lawrence  Gray,  8- — The  best  this  star  has 

done  since  "The  Humming  Bird.’’  Did  a   big  busi- 
ness the  second  night,  which  is  a   good  indication 

of  what  the  first  nighters  thought  of  the  picture. 

(Star,  Montevideo.  Minn.)  I’ve  been  trying  to  sell 
Swanson  here  for  five  years.  They’re  darn  stub- 

born about  it  but  I'm  gaining.  I   believe  this  is 

the  first  Swanson  of  material  value  since  "The 

Humming  Bird”  and  "Manhandled."  It’s  not  as 
good  as  either  of  these,  but  it  has  value  as  enter- 

tainment. Gloria’s  portrayal  of  the  mother  seemed 
a   bit  strained  and  overdone,  somewhat  unnatural, 

but  it  was  nearly  there.  However,  they  at  last 

give  her  a   shot  at  something  besides  wearing 
clothes.  (The  picture  itself  takes  a   shot  at 

Gloria  as  a   clothes-horse — which  is  quite  timely.) 

Believe  you’ll  find  this  will  go  over  a   bit  better 
for  you  than  some  of  the  others.  (Cresco,  Cresco, 

la.)  First  day.  very  good.  Second  day.  flop, 
some  of  which  should  be  charged  against  a   rainy 

night.  Pleased  generally  without  much  raving. 

(Regent.  Bogata,  N.  J.)  Not  Gloria’s  best.  Many 
patrons  liked  it  and  some  did  not.  (Opera  House 

and  Castamba.  Shelby,  O.)  Hrst  rate  Swanson 
Picture  but  we  lose  every  time  we  show  her. 

(Palace.  Ashland.  O.)  This  is  one  picture  where 
my  audience  and  I   do  not  agree.  Heard  so  much 

criticism  of  the  anti-spirit,  that  I   thought  it  was 

;oing  to  flop  beforehand.  But  said  audience  was 
ickled  over  it.  Gloria  as  an  old  lady  opened  up 

•'s  much  sympathy  in  my  heart  as  Cleopatra’s 
mummy  would.  Thursday,  Friday,  26  and  60 

cents.  (Acadia,  Crowley,  La.)  Played  it  Sunday 
and  Monday  right  hot  on  the  downtown  first  run 

but  was  not  paid  for  my  trouble.  Haven't  played 
“Madame  Sans  Gene”  yet.  If  it’s  any  worse  than 
this  I   pity  my  patrons  and  my  box  office  when  1 
do.  Miss  Swanson  is  capable  if  properly  cast,  bat 

centainly  not  as  an  old  French  countess.  Some 

one  said  Paramount  was  compelled  to  make  pic- 
tures with  a   foreign  atmosphere  for  the  sake  of 

their  overseas  business.  Surely  this  picture  was 

never  intended  for  America's  Main  Street.  Fair 
business.  (Royal,  Grand  Rapids,  Mich.)  This  Is 
very  good.  Not  as  much  comedy  in  it  as  most  of 

her  pictures,  but  a   better  picture  than  her  aver- 
age the  last  two  years.  She  proves  very  capable 

in  an  entirely  new  character  part  and  the  people 

enjoyed  the  picture  very  much.  (Grand,  Pierre, 

S.  D.)  I   can’t  give  this  much.  Gloria  taking  the 
part  of  the  mother  spoiled  the  picture.  Too  much 

over  acting.  (Opera  House.  Fennimore,  Wis.) 
I   have  noticed  quite  a   number  of  exhibitors  have 

said  this  one  is  a   flivver,  and  I   may  say  it  is  that 

with  some  patrons.  However,  you  will  have  to 

admit  that  as  a   whole  it  Is  very  good  entertain- 

ment. Gloria,  you  are  wonderful  in  this,  but  don't 

let  ’em  talk  you  into  a   part  that  requires  you  to 
appear  so  old.  Business  good  three  day.s.  (Cozy, 

Winchester.  Ind.)  Just  fair  production.  Noth- 

ing to  cause  any  favorable  comments.  Did  not 

draw  any  extra  business.  (Kentland,  Kentland, 

Ind.)  Gloria  always  gives  us  a   fair  average  busi- 
ness. Patrons  were  pleased  with  this  one.  Good 

average  picture  for  either  large  or  small  theatre, 

(Palace,  Clifton  Heights,  Pa.)  A   program  pic- 
ture rated  as  a   special.  Gloria  failed  to  make 

good  in  this  one.  She  is  not  the  drawing  card 

here  at  the  price  Paramount  asks  for  her  pie- 

tures.  (Washington,  Atoka.  Okla.)  Glorious 

Gloria,  os  they  call  her,  is  about  at  the  end  of 

her  rope.  Hope  we  don’t  have  to  buy  her  pic- 
tures any  more.  This  is  about  the  poorest  o!  her 

last  three  or  four.  (Liberty,  Kalispell,  Mont.) 

Nothing  like  the  advertising  leads  one  to  think  it 

is  and  Gloria  sure  makes  a   b     of  an  old  lady. 
The  poorest  i)icture  in  our  house  for  some  time. 
Wish  we  could  say  goodbye  Gloria,  but  the  block 

selling  forces  us  to  use  her  and  she  don’t  mean a   dime  to  us.  This  one  is  punk,  boys.  (Rialto. 

Dickinson,  N.  D.)  V/e  played  this  two  days  to 

very  ordinary  business.  It  is  only  a   program 
show.  Not  any  of  her  best  shows  did  better  at 

the  box  office  than  “Madam  Sans  Gene,”  which 
is  not  saying  very  much.  (Y,  Nazareth,  Pa.) 

Best  Swanson  since  "Behind  the  Rocks."  Drew 
good  business.  Pleased  76  per  cent.  Advertising, 

plenty  of  paper  and  news  items.  (Temple,  Harts- 
ville,  S.  C.)  Gloria  slipped  a   cog  in  this  one. 
(Florence,  Elk  Point,  S.  D.)  Just  fair.  Worth 
about  one-half  what  we  were  obliged  to  pay  for 

it.  (Crystal,  Flandreau,  S.  D.)  Gloria’s  wonder- ful acting  in  a   dual  role  makes  this  picture  well 
worth  seeing.  But,  as  usual,  they  have  made  a 

different  story  of  it.  (Community,  Minneota, 

Minn.)  Just  a   fair  picture.  The  only  redseming 
feature  is  the  acting  of  Gloria  Swanson,  and  some 

parts  of  this  acting  are  very  poor.  It’s  not  an 
audience  picture  and  above  all  not  a   bo.x  office 

picture.  A   few  more  like  this  and  Gloria  will  be 
no  more.  Somebody  needs  jacking  up.  (Bugg, 

Chicago,  III.)  A   good  Swanson  picture  that 

pleased  the  star’s  favorites.  Gloria  does  some 
fine  acting  in  her  dual  role.  (Cozy,  Wagner,  S. 

D.)  "I  didn’t  like  it,"  report  of  my  patrons  on 

leaving  show.  I   couldn't  see  myself  why  they 
did  it.  Poor  Gloria  has  hit  the  skids  in  my  town 

on  her  last  two  pictures.  Net  the  kind  of  pic- 

ture my  patrons  want  to  see  her  in.  Lots  of 
walkouts  on  this  picture.  (Pastime,  Warren, 

Ark.)  Little  below  average  Swanson  picture. 

Business  way  off,  doubtless  due  to  memories  of 
lamented  "Mnie.  Sans  Gene.”  Will  get  ever  with 

Gloria’s  followers  but  nothing  to  get  excited  about. 

(Crossett,  Crossett,  Ark.)  Had  several  walk  outs 
on  this  show.  Could  not  blame  them.  She  spoiled 

it  by  trying  to  play  two  parts.  Norma  Talmadge 
can  do  this  and  put  it  over,  but  not  Miss  Gloria. 

I   notice  that  she  is  going  with  United  Artists. 
This  will  save  me  the  trouble  to  ask  Paramount 

to  not  book  me  with  any  of  her  pictures  on  the 

next  group.  I   used  to  pay  top  money  for  her 

features  but  it's  been  so  long  since  she  has  given 
us  a   real  one  that  I   cannot  get  them  in.  If  you 

have  this  one  booked,  put  it  on  as  a   program 

and  not  as  a   special.  (Dixie,  Russellville,  Ky.) 

Positively  one  of  the  worst  ever.  How  Paramount 

and  Gloria  can  get  away  with  this  kind  of  stuff 

is  beyond  me.  May  such  pictures  in  future  he 

fewer.  (Palace.  Memphis,  Tex.)  One  of  tho=e 
pictures  that  never  should  have  been  made.  It.  Is 
no  credit  to  Gloria  or  Paramount  and,  therefor®, 
not  to  the  exhibitor.  Gloria  seemed  to  be  under 
a   terrible  strain  while  carrying  cut  the  part  of 

the  mother,  and  was  glad  when  the  picture  was 
over.  The  picture  sends  them  out  with  a   bad 
taste  in  their  mouth,  so  I   ask  Paramount,  why 

Oh  why  do  you  make  them?  (Mission,  Santa 

Paula,  Cal.)  Not  the  picture  for  Gloria  Swanson. 
Her  portrayal  of  the  mother  in  this  got  more 

laughs  than  the  comedy.  That  doesn’t  say  much 
for  Gloria.  (Amuse-U.  Springfield,  111.)  Good 

for  a   Swanson  picture,  but  she  Is  n.  g.  here. 
(Char-Bell,  Rochester,  Ind.)  Good.  (Texas. 

Prairie,  Tex.)  Swanson  has  lost  nl!  her  drawing 
power  with  us.  This  was  tihe  poorest  up  to  date 
and  no  one  liked  it.  No  more  for  us.  (Crystal, 

Ligonier,  Ind.)  A   splendid  picture.  Story  good. 
Star  fine.  One  of  the  best  Swanson  pictures  we 

ever  played.  (Silver  Family,  Greenville,  Mich.) 
This  one  went  over  with  better  luck  than  we 

have  had  with  the  Countess  for  some  time.  Al- 
most more  titles  than  picture  to  it,  but  Gloria 

does  an  excellent  piece  of  work.  V/here  they  got 

the  leading  man  is  nobody’s  business.  The  most 
excruciating  attempt  at  acting  since  we  glimpsed 

Godfrey  Tearle  in  "Salome  of  the  Tenements." 
With  all  the  passable  leading  men  there  are  avail- 

able, why  pick  up  something  like  this  ?   Seven 

reels.  (Star,  Menard,  Tex.)  It  sure  was  folly 

for  Gloria  to  try  to  imitate  the  mother  part.  I 

really  think  it  about  the  worst  I   ever  saw.  Eight 

reels.  (Cozy,  Fayette,  la.)  Lots  of  opinions  on 

this.  Gloria,  as  the  mother,  was  in  my  estima- 
tion the  weeds.  Others  raid  a   great  piece  of 
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acting.  Seemed  to  please  most  o£  them,  though, 

and  that's  all  I   care  about.  Six  reels.  (Harris, 
Bancroft,  Idaho.) 

COBRA,  FP,  Rudolph  Valentino,  Nita  Nsldi, 

Oertrude  Olmsteed,  Casson  Ferguson,  Eileen 

Percy.  Lillian  Langdon,  7. — About  the  best  piece 
of  acting  ever  done  by  Valentino.  No  posing: 

good  support.  A   very  creditable  production.  Went 
over  good  for  me,  but  he  is  well  liked  here.  I 

think  this  picture  will  ntake  him  many  admirers. 

Photography  very  poor  in  spots.  (Lyric,  Terrell. 

Tex.)  We  didn’t  see  anything  bad  about  this,  ex- 
cept the  terrible  photography.  In  fact,  it  seemed 

to  please  generally.  (Texas,  Grand  Prairie,  Tex.) 
We  were  lucky  with  this.  Ran  it  just  before 

Christmas.  A   gootl  place  to  kill  it.  There’s  just 
a   little  bit  less  than  nothing  to  it.  (Cresco. 
Cresco,  Iowa.)  Reports  on  this  picture  have  not 

been  the  best,  but  for  the  life  of  me  I   don’t  know 
why.  It  is  a   good  picture  and  should  go  over 
well  with  any  audience.  (Saunders,  Harvard,  111.) 

A   miserable  story  about  a   crooked  woman  and  a 
man  not  worth  hanging.  No  good  for  nobody. 

(Sunshine,  Darlington,  Ind.)  Valentino  plays  a 

part  but  he  does  no  acting,  except  the  art  of  act- 
ing without  seeming  to  act.  It  is  a   smooth  play 

and  smooth  work  which  does  not  add  anything  to 
his  fame.  It  paid  last  night.  It  will  lose  tonight. 

(Blite-Kozy.  Metropolis,  111.)  Very  ordinary.  Val- 

entino's a   dead  bird  here.  Just  a   little  posing  in- 
stead of  acting.  You  have  to  pay  Paramount  but 

don't  get  much  in  return.  (Seneca,  Blakely,  Ga.) 
In  these  days  of  mechanical  perfectjion  the  poor 

photography  of  this  picture  is  absolutely  inexcus- 
able. The  titles  are  the  only  clear  spots  in  it,  the 

rest  is  hazy  and  never  sharply  outlined.  The 
whole  thing  is  draggy  and  Eudy  simply  walks 

through  it  and  acts  by  occasionally  lifting  one 

eyebrow.  It  has  not  a   particle  of  pep  and  dash 

of  former  pictures.  It  is  frankly  bad — though  it 
drew  a   big  house — and  It  disappointed  even  his 
feminine  admirers.  No  more  like  this,  please. 

(Temple,  Bellaire,  O.)  Produced  in  Paramount’s 
usual  style,  but  Valentino  badly  miscast.  Poor 

ending  and  some  of  our  customers  walked  out. 
Not  a   small  town  picture.  (Palace,  Ashland,  O.) 

Say,  Rudy,  if  it's  all  the  same  with  you,  please 

step  down  and  out  and  don’t  hand  us  any  more 
junk.  Everyone  is  feeling  the  same  way  about 

you.  (Kentiand,  Kentland,  Ind.)  Only  fair  pic- 
ture. Lost  money  unth  extra  advertising.  (Lyric, 

Morrison,  111.)  A   big  flop  at  the  box  office.  It 
did  not  please.  (Lyric,  Wooster,  O.)  Valentino 
can  quit  as  far  as  I   am  concerned.  (Majestic, 

Camden,  S.  C.)  "Thank  God  for  five-yard  Mc- 

Carthy.” Amen,  to  you,  "Chicago  Tribune."  Boy, 
"The  Chicago  Tribune"  editorial  hit  the  nail  right 

on  the  head  in  that  editorial.  It's  goodbye  Ru- 

dolph as  far  as  I   am  concerned.  "Cobra”  has 
nothing  to  warrant  the  price  I   paid  for  it.  Noth- 

ing more  than  any  fifteen  dollar  picture  that  I   can 

buy  with  more  solid  entertainment  and  just  as 
much  drag  at  the  box  office.  This  chap  is  living 

only  on  his  sheik  reputation  and  that  is  not  carry- 
ing him  far  in  these  country  towns.  As  decided 

a   flop  as  has  ever  crossed  our  screen  and  I   don't 
mean  maybe.  There  is  not  a   flash  of  anything 

in  it  that  would  keep  anyone  but  a   few  female 
morons  awake.  A   dead  draggy  production  that  I 

bet  Famous  Players-Lasky  were  ashamed  to  put 
out  at  the  price,  their  only  justification  being 

the  price  they  paid  him.  (Columbia.  Columbia 

<^ty.  Ind.)  Simply  a   rotten  picture.  Photography 
very  poor.  Picture  too  slow.  Business  terrible. 

Valentino  sure  lost  his  drawing  power  as  far  as 

this  picture  is  concerned.  If  you  don't  want  to 
play  to  an  empty  house,  lay  off  this  one.  No 

doubt  this  picture  was  oversold  to  everyone  as  it 

was  in  this  house.  How  about  a   credit?  (Bugg, 

Chicago,  111.)  A   no  'count  picture  as  far  as  box 
office  is  concerned,  but  the  cast  made  an  honest 

effort  to  make  a   picture  and  if  the  thing  is  sold 

to  you  on  an  honest  basis,  you  will  probably 

make  money  with  it,  but  the  honest  facts  of  the 

situation  with  me  is  that  I   paid  more  than  average 

rental  for  it  and  did  less  than  average  business. 

Seven  reels.  (Cozy,  Winchester,  Ind.) 

COMING  OF  AMOS,  THE,  PDC,  Rod  LaRoeqae, 

Jetta  Gondal,  Noah  Beery,  Arthur  Hoyt,  5,677.— 
Here  was  one  that  was  a   dandy.  A   lot  of  good 

stuff.  Rod  sure  did  well  as  a   i-ube  from  a   sheep 
ranch.  Noah  Beery  was  good,  as  well  as  Jetta 

Goudal.  Some  fine  settings;  suited  all.  But  we 

are  playing  very  close  to  release  dates.  In  fact, 
1   think  I   will  not  do  it  again.  Too  new.  We 

do  not  get  the  publicity  from  the  cities.  (Amuse. 

Hart,  Mich.)  This  should  prove  an  A-1  program 

picture  for  the  average  movie.  Not  big,  but  well 

done.  (Liberty,  Pikeville,  Ky.)  A   dandy  picture. 

LaRoeque  pretty  well  liked  here.  Bad  weather  held 

this  one  down.  (Halfway,  Halfway,  Mich,)  We 

ran  this  one  first  in  the  state  and  will  say  it  is 

great.  The  wise  ones  will  buy  Producers  and 

step  on  them.  They  are  winners.  Rod  LaRoeque 

made  a   great  hit.  Why  worry  about  Paramount 

when  you  can  get  such  pictures  as  Cecil  B.  De- 
Mille  is  now  making?  All  I   can  say  for  better 
production  is  that  here  is  one  company  who  is 

doing  it.  (Cozy-Folly,  Hollis.  Okie.)  Excellent 
picture.  Will  appeal  to  any  audience.  Well  acted 

and  directed.  (Char-Bell,  Rochester,  Ind.)  This 
is  my  first  Producers  picture  and  if  they  are  all 

this  good  and  draw  as  well,  everything  will  be 

Jake.  But  it  needs  advertising.  (State.  Tawas, 

Mich.)  A   splendid  picture  in  every  way.  Wo 

flopped  at  the  box  office  on  account  of  weather  but 

the  picture  is  0.  K.  (Palace.  Ashland.  0.)  A 

very  good  picture.  Played  to  a   good  Sunday 

Monday  business.  (Community,  Tacoma,  Wash.) 

Just  a   picture.  No  more  or  no  less.  Seven  reels. 

(Capitol,  Hillsboro,  Iowa.)  A   fair  program  pio- 
ture.  Opens  in  Australia  and  winds  up  on  the 
dear  old  Riviera.  The  love  scenes  between  Rod 

and  Jetta  are  too  long  and  draggy.  Picture  would 
have  been  better  if  cut  to  five  reels.  Seven  reels. 

(Trags,  Neillsville,  V/is.)  Rod  is  a   real  star  and 
with  good  stories  and  direction  behind  him  will 
make  them  all  sit  up.  Noah  Beery  at  his  best. 

It  proves  in  this  case  that  the  direction  is  the 

big  thing  in  making  a   star  work  and  not  pose. 

Six  reels.  (Lyric,  Frostburg,  Md.) 

COWBOY  AND  THE  COUNTESS.  THE.  F. 

Buck  Jones,  Helen  B’Algy,  Diana  Miller,  Harvey 
Clark,  6,200.— Red  hot  stuff,  boys.  Someone  has 
said  that  about  75  per  cent  of  the  people  that  at- 

tend the  movies  are  under  twenty-four  years  of 
age  and  naturally  they  like  pictures  with  dash 

and  pep.  Buck  is  giving  them  the  action,  comedy 
and  stories  that  they  crave.  Give  someone  else 

the  big  9   and  10-rsel  long  drawn  out  dramatic 
specials  and  let  me  have  Buck.  Tom,  Fred  and 

Hoot  about  six  days  out  of  the  week,  fifty-two 
weeks  of  the  year.  (Electric.  Browning,  Mo.) 

Say.  Buck,  if  you  continue  making  pictures  like 

this,  you  never  need  worry.  Best  you’ve  ever  made. 
(Plainview,  Plainview,  Neb.)  A   few  more  like 

this  with  Buck’s  horse,  and  Silver  Ring  will  have 
to  eat  an  extra  measure  of  oats.  Buck  and  his 

horse  are  as  good  as  Fred  ,   and  Silver  in  this  one. 

(Texas,  Grand  Prairie,  Tex.)  This  star  is  mak- 

ing 'em  better  right  along.  (Moon,  Omaha,  Neb.) 

Buck  Jones'  best,  and  so  thought  my  patrons.  Six 
reels.  (Princess,  Treer,  la.) 

COWBOY  GRIT,  V,  Pete  Morrison,  7.— Pete 
Morrison  is  one  of  the  best  drawing  cards.  This 

series  from  Vitagraph  have  held  up  fine.  (Gar- 
den, Portsmouth,  O.)  This  is  just  an  ordinary 

Western  picture  with  some  horseback  riding  but 

little  action  and  a   disconnected  plot.  Good  pho- 

tography and  beautiful  scenes  of  outdoors,  hills 
and  timber  country.  But  it  is  mistitled,  as  the 

title  would  lead  the  public  to  think  it  was  a   cow- 
boy picture,  whereas  it  is  a   crook  picture.  De 

Luxe.  Spearville,  Kans.)  As  good  as  any  of  his, 

and  pleased  the  majority.  The  horse  and  mule 
did  some  good  stunts,  but  who  wants  to  see  them  ? 

You  can  buy  it  cheap.  If  your  patrons  like 

Westerns  it  will  please  them.  (Oi)era  House,  Mes- 

quite, Nev.)  This  show  pleased  nearly  everyone 
from  reports  given  by  them.  Drew  a   large  crowd. 
This  show  is  full  of  pep ;   actions  are  different 

continually :   itl  isn’t  this  soft,  mushy  love  affair. 
This  was  what  I   call  a   real  good  show.  Rating 

95  per  cent.  Film  condition  good.  Yes  for  Sun- 

day. (Jewel,  Verndale,  Minn.)  Good  action  West- 
ern with  some  good  comedy  touches.  Business 

okay.  (Grand,  Rainier,  Ore.) 

COWBOY  MUSKETEER.  THE.  FBO.  Tom 

Tyler,  Jim  London,  Frances  Dare.  Frankie  Dairo, 
5. — Good  Western.  Honestly  advertised  and  sold 

to  the  exhibitor.  To  my  mind  a   producer  should 

be  held  responsible  for  delivering  the  kind  of  a 

picture  sold  the  exhibitor.  F.  B.  O.  makes  good. 

I   cannot  say  as  much  for  some  of  the  others.  One 
in  particular  sold  me  specials  at  special  prices 

and  are  delivering  the  poorest  pictures  I   am  get- 

ting. (Arcadia,  Vandergrift,  Pa.)  If  this  is  a 

fair  sample  of  Tyler’s  pictures  that  I   have  under 
contract.  I   am  sorry  I   bought  them.  It  is  only 
five  short  reels  and.  aside  from  three  or  four 
scenes  of  action,  it  is  mostly  posing  for  having 

their  pictures  took.  (De  Luxe,  Spearville,  Kan.) 

Good  picture.  Tyler  will  be  a   winner  if  they  keep 
him  in  this  kind  of  picture.  (Pastime,  Jefferson, 

O.)  A   very  good  program  picture.  Good  for  Sat- 
urday night.  (Star,  Fowier.  Colo.)  This  is  a 

real  good  program  picture.  Has  not  got  as  much 

as  "The  Wyoming  Wildcat."  (Rialto,  Terril,  Iowa.) 
Tom  Tyler  is  sure  a   comer.  Liked  very  much  by 
our  big  audience.  Fine  business.  (Odgen,  Odgen. 

Utah.)  A   real  Western  picture  full  of  everything 
It  takes  to  make  them  life  it.  F.  B.  O.  is  a   real 

bet  for  exhibitors.  (King  Tut,  Rising  Star.  Tex.) 

CRIMSON  RUNNER,  THE,  PDC,  Priscilla 

Dean.  Alan  Hale.  Ward  Crane,  Mitchell  Lewis, 

Taylor  Holmes,  5,650.— A   very  good  picture, 

worthy  of  any  theatre.  It  will  please  the  most 

critical.  An  all  around  good  show.  Book  it, 

(Bugg,  Chicago,  III.)  Good  picture.  Fine  scenery, 

and  great  acting.  (Princess,  Ahvood,  Ind.)  Mon- 

day night  poor  business  owing  to  very  cold  weath- 

er. This  picture  is  a   very  fine  little  prognun.  Bet- 
ter in  fact  than  many  of  the  high  priced  pictures 

with  special  tacked  onto  them.  More  real  action 
in  these  five  reels  than  in  many  of  the  eight  reel 

specials.  Buy  "The  Crimson  Runner.”  (Ideal, Chataugay,  N.  Y.) 

D 

DADDY'S  GONE  A’HUNTING.  MGM,  Percy 
Marment,  Alice  Joyce,  Ford  Sterling,  Helen 

D’Algy,  Edythe  Chapman,  Martha  Mattox,  6. — 
Good  picture.  Pleased  most  of  them.  Some  of  the 
scenes  in  the  Paris  cafe  a   little  fresh,  according 

to  reports  from  the  older  folks,  but  necessary  to 

bring  out  the  point  of  the  story.  (Alamo,  Pern- 
bine.  Wis.)  Good.  (Ellendale,  N.  D.)  Another 

one  of  those  stories  tlhat  tell  you  about  family 
troubles  where  husband  goes  away  on  business 

and  brings  home  another  fool  woman  and  divorces 

his  poor  hard  working  and  loving  wife.  Don’t 
have  use  for  programs  like  this  at  all.  Too  much 
of  this  kind  in  everyday  life.  Should  be  omitted 

from  the  screen.  (Royal,  Kimball.  S.  D.)  Not 

much  of  a   picture.  This  would  be  a   fair  picture 

if  the  little  girl  didn't  die  in  the  last  reel.  Print 

good.  (Sterling.  Fairmont.  Neb.)  An  entertain- 
ing picture.  Advertising  suggestive  and  some 

spicy  scenes.  Business  below  average  here.  (Grand, 

Rainier.  Ore.)  Fair  picture  to  poor  busine.sa. 

(Lily,  Buffalo.  N.  Y.) 

DARK  ANGEL.  THE,  FN.  Ronald  Colman,  Vil- 
me  Banky,  Wyndham  Standing.  Charles  Lane, 

Florence  Turner,  Helen  Jerome  Eddy,  7,311. — We 

opened  our  new  house  with  this.  Our  theatre 
is  the  finest;  theatre  in  West  Texas,  seating  800. 

We  recommend  this  to  all  exhibitors  as  we  be- 
lieve it  is  as  perfect  as  any  picture  that  has  been 

made.  (Plainview,  Plainview,  Tex.)  Many  told 

me  the  best  picture  they  had  seen  this  year,  and 

I   think  that  way  myself.  Played  Armistice  Day 

to  good  biz.  (Regent,  Eureka,  Kan.)  One  of  the 
finest  pictures  we  have  had  on  our  screen  this 

year.  Miss  Banky  easy  on  the  eyes  and  excellent 

in  her  part.  Colman  as  the  blind  war  hero  also 

good.  (Orpheum,  Pipestone.  Minn.)  Almost  a 
perfect  picture  from  standpoint  of  production,  and 
while  it  entertains  some,  there  is  quite  a   lot  of 

folks  that  go  to  movies  these  days  that  it  won't 
get  over  with.  However,  those  houses  catering  to 

high  class  patrons  will  hove  here  a   picture  that 

will  please  100  per  cent.  Ronald  Colman  does  far 
better  work  than  in  anything  he  has  appeared  in. 

Vilma  Banky  is  quite  pretty  and  I   am  not  so  sure 

but  she  is  or  may  be  a   very  capable  film  star. 

(Cozy,  Winchester.  Ind.)  A   good  one  and  it  will 
stand  up  for  two  or  three  days  run.  (Dixie,  Rus- 

sellville. Ky.)  You  can’t  go  wrong  on  Uhls  one. 
The  scenery  and  photography  is  the  work  of  an 
artist.  Step  on  it.  The  story  is  different  in  the 
fact  that  it  has  an  unusual  ending  and  logical. 

Unusually  large  number  of  people  remarked  how 

well  they  liked  it.  If  you  can  read  the  handwrit- 
ing on  the  wall,  you  will  get  behind  this  one  in  n 

big  way.  (K.  P..  Pittsfield,  III.)  This  is  a   picture 
that  will  please  any  audience  that  appreciates 

good  pictures.  Everybody  that  saw  it  liked  it. 
(Palace,  Burkburnett.  Tex.)  An  exceptionally  fine 
picture.  One  that  makes  you  glad  to  be  in  the 

picture  business.  Boost  it.  (Opera  House.  Shel- 

by. 0.)  It  is  certainly  a   pleasure  to  show  pic- 
tures of  this  class  While  we  do  not  believe  it 

pleased  nil,  we  have  yet  to  find  the  first  one  who 
did -not  like  it.  Received  more  compliments  on 

this  than  any  picture  we  have  shown  In  months. 

Would  rate  it  about  95  per  cent.  (Crystal.  Fland- 
renu,  S.  D.)  This  is  very,  very  good.  Step  on 

it  and  you  will  please.  Vilma  is  a   sweet  little 
star.  Colman  also  good  in  this  one.  (Grand, 

Yoakum.  Tex.)  One  of  the  best  from  First  Na- 
tional during  1926.  Wonderfully  acted  and  a   well 

connected  story.  Ronald  Colman  is  at  his  best 

and  Vilma  Banky,  the  newcomer,  fits  in  to  per- 
fection. Geo.  Fitzmaurice  is  a   wonderful  director 

and  his  ability  in  that  line  is  noticeable  through- 
out the  picture.  Opposition  in  the  way  of  many 

holiday  attractions  kept  the  attendance  down. 
It  seems  when  a   really  worth  while  picture  comes 

along  one  never  gets  a   fair  and  square  shot  at  It. 
Under  ordinary  circumstances  this  picture  should 
do  a   fine  business  for  any  exhibitor.  (Lyric. 

Greenville,  111.)  One  of  the  finest  pictures  ever 
run.  Pleased  one  hundred  per  cent.  (Home, 

Oblong,  111.)  One  of  the  finest  made.  Easily 

ranks  with  "The  Merry  Widow"  as  a   production, 
but  won't  get  the  money.  A   business  builder. 
Ran  this  during  adverse  weather.  (Auditorium, 

Crockett.  Tex.)  If  better  pictures  are  made  than 
this  one  and  the  others  so  far  released  in  this 

group,  they  are  somewhere  outside  the  United 

States.  Let  it  be  said  again — First  National  has 
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the  pictures.  This  is  one  of  the  very  best.  (Cozy, 
Wajzner,  S.  D.)  One  of  the  good  ones.  Pleased 

100  per  cent.  Business  poor  first  night  but  good 
second.  (Grand,  Rainier.  Ore.)  The  nearest 
thing  to  a   perfect  picture  that  we  ever  ran. 

(Strand,  Irvine.  Ky.)  A   fine  picture.  We  find 
First  National  pictures  better  this  year  than  ever 

before.  You  cannot  go  wrong  on  First  National 

pictures.  (Royal,  Gallon,  O.)  This  is  as  good  as 

any  picture  released  in  1926.  Vilma  Banky  is 

groat  and  Ronald  Colman  is  fine.  Will  appeal 
especially  to  ex-service  men  and  adults,  but  com- 

edy and  action  satisfy  the  childi-en.  Many  good 
comments  and  a   good  second  night.  (Shuler, 
Raton,  N.  M.)  The  most  wonderful  picture  I 

have  seen  in  a   year.  Your  people  who  know  real 
pictures  will  like  it  and  rave  over  it  and  all 
the  rest  of  them  will  like  it  also.  It  is  sure 
to  please  everyone.  (Majestic,  Bowie.  Te.v.)  A 
very  well  produced  picture  and  will  please  00 
per  cent  of  the  people.  (Opera  House,  Fennimore, 
Wis.)  This  is  a   wonderful  picture.  Owing  to 
season  Dec.  17-18  business  off.  (Regent.  Bogota, 
N.  J.)  Good  story,  photography  and  acting,  drew 
well.  (State,  Two  Harbors,  Minn.)  One  of  the 
best  pictures  made  in  1925.  It  has  everything 
from  an  entertainment  standpoint  and  that  is 
what  we  want.  Colman  and  Banky  very  good. 
Give  us  more  just  as  good.  (Kentland.  Kentland. 
Ind.)  _   A   very  good  attraction  but  did  not  do 
anything  to  brag  about.  Paid  too  much  for  the 
picture.  E\-erything  is  absolutely  perfect  in  this 
picture,  but  a   little  too  long.  Pleased  our  pa- 

trons very  much.  (Bugg,  Chicago.  Ill,)  Very 
Rool  picture.  First  National  has  the  pictures 
and  uses  the  exhibitors  right.  Seven  reels.  (Star Danville,  N.  Y.) 

T   Hoxie,  5.— Another  goo< 
Jack  Hoxie  picture.  Haven’t  had  one  pbor  pic ture  from  Universal  in  many,  many  months 
(Ogden,  Ogden.  Utah.)  Jack  has  done  better 
Not  enough  action  for  a   Western.  (Auditorium Hoxie— Has  the  usual  punch 
Good  We.stern  and  worthy  of  showing  to  Westerr 
fans.  Five  reels.  (Gem.  Matesville,  Ark.) 

DESERT'S  PRICE,  THE.  F.  Buck  Jones.  6.- An  excellent  Western  offering  with  some  class Good  scenes  and  photography;  good  story,  goot 

of  Bn  the  resi 

he  wm  P>°t«res  are  as  good  as  this  on« ^   Mi-x.  (Princess 
Chilton.  Wis.)  This  is  a   fine  Western.  Sure to  please  all  Western  fans.  Plenty  of  action (Royal,  Gallon.  O.)  This  is  the  kind  of  an  ad venture  picture  we  like  to  see  Buck  in  Buck 

that  stuff  in  this  one  and  on'  top  2 
Rafrie^nn/">*  William  McLod 
Seturos  I   h   interesting pictures  I   have  got  from  Fox  in  a   long  time (Plain%-iew.  Plamview.  Tex.)  Buck's  features  get 

df  mas'h  ?   iT  ’■f ''"'^^tern  comedy^ dramas  hit  the  spot  with  my  patrons.  They  do^t 

fhem  tSF  Ti  P'^tures.  He  doesn’t  give 

to  S.tuHa,  maieirBSleS 

Gilman  Citf  mA  <The  Rex, 

r.:“r'G?r.  iSi 
up  at  the  box  office  verv  wnu  ‘   backed 
Clements  Th«  T   ■   ”   considering  the 

^hou^d  be  run  by  ov^eryld"  ‘fSL.  mI^XtoT? 

same  old  story  as  is  always  the  case  when  you buy  from  United  Artists-they  got  it  all.  I'm 
through  with  them  and  I   don’t  mean  perhaps. (Capitol,  Delphos,  O.)  Many  patrons  stopped  to 
tell  me  that  they  liked  the  picture  very  much, 

but  didn’t  sell  enough  tickets  to  break  even.  (Ma- 
jestic, Homer,  Mich.)  Good-bye  Douglas.  For 

years  and  years  I   have  shown  your  pictures,  used 

to  make  a   little  dough  on  them,  but  I   know  when 

I   have  enough.  I   have  stood  some  awful  wallops 
from  you  and  Hiram  but  the  knockout  came  with 

"Don  Q."  It's  the  best  thing  you  have  made 
in  years  but  after  boosting  it  every  way  possible 
I   just  had  to  stand  a   loss  on  a   two  day  run. 
Pretty  soft  for  you  and  Hiram.  You  sure  have 

good  salesmen,  but  they  are  going  to  strike  a 

snag  next  time  they  call  here.  I'll  never  forget 

"Don  Q.”  Not  much.  (Orpheum,  Harrisburg,  III.) 
A   good  picture  but  do  not  think  it  is  worth  the 
price  they  ask  for  it.  I   hit  bad  weather  and  lost 

money  on  it.  (Elite,  Greenleaf,  Kd’n.)  We  ran 
this  two  days  at  increased  admission  to  poor  at- 

tendance. I   don’t  know  why,  as  it  is  a   dandy 
picture  all  the  way  through.  I   thought  it  was 

his  best.  (Y.  Nazareth,  Pa.)  A   great  picture. 

Nothing  better  made.  Story  fine.  Douglas  the 

same  always.  Just  one  step  ahead  of  the  best 

of  them.  The  picture  gave  100  per  cent  satis- 

faction. (Silver  Family,  Greenville.  Mich.)  What 

is  wrong  with  this  picture?  Notre  Dame  thing, 

except  that  it  took  the  biggest  flop  I’ve  enjoyed 
in  years :   lost  me  more  money  than  I've  made  on 
anything  this  season.  (Pastime,  Mason.  Mich.) 
Tuesday  night  to  a   very  large  and  enthusiastic 

crowd.  The  only  report  necessary  is  to  say  it  is 

the  best  Douglas  Fairbanks  ever  made.  '   (Ideal, 
Chateaugay,  N.  Y. )   Played  this  picture  second 

week  of  opening  new  house  at  regular  admission 

and  didn’t  gross  enough  in  two  days  to  pay  for 
the  film.  I   am  through  donating  to  United  Art- 

ists for  their  inflated  values.  (The*Gem.  Memphis, 

Te.x.)  Senuel  to  “Mark  of  Zorro."  This  is  a   real 
Fairbanks  type,  but  did  not  register  at  the  box 

office.  No  fault  of  the  picture,  however.  People 
who  came  out  were  pleased.  The  price  we  have 

to  pay  for  United  Artists  productions  are  over  the 
heads  of  us  small  town  exhibitors,  if  played  any- 

where near  release  date.  Exchange  takes  all. 
(Royal,  Lehi,  Utah.)  Best  picture  Douglas  Fair- 

banks was  ever  in.  I   ran  it  red  hot,  advertised 

it,  and  stepped  on  it  and  got  results.  Ran  it  three 
days  and  showed  to  more  people  third  day  than 
first.  Forced  to  run  third  show  to  take  care  of 
them.  All  I   can  say  is  Douglas  Fairbanks  is  a 
real  bet  here.  (Cozy-Folly,  Hollis.  Okla.)  If  this 
had  been  an  American  picture  it  would  have  made 
us  some  money,  but  it  didn’t  and  simply  because 
it  was  of  a   foreign  atmosphere,  Spanish.  It’s  a 
good  picture  and  Doug  is  a   very  clever  fellow  and 
well  liked  but  his  choice  of  pictures  is  not  the 
choice  of  the  people,  and  if  they  don’t  get  them 
they  won’t  go.  (New  Geneseo,  Geneseo,  III.) First  night  turned  them  away.  Not  so  good  sec- 

ond and  third  nights.  Kids  about  here  have  great 
sport  using  the  Fairbanks  whip,-  especially  where 
they  can  find  mud,  to  lambaste  one  another. 
Pleased  100  per  cent.  (American.  Seattle,  Wash.) 
Best  Fairbanks  yet.  House  record  first  day.  Held 
up  well  second  and  third  days.  Don’t  be  afraid 
to  promise  best  picture  of  its  kind.  (Rosewin, 
Dallas,  Tex.)  A   very  good  picture  with  lots  of 
action  and  patrons  were  well  pleased.  Business 
very  good.  (Benn.  Philadelphia,  Pa.)  Played 
this  first  of  August  in  hottest  weather  5   days  to 
capacity  business.  Some  got  it  confused  with 
Mark  of  Zorro.”  Would  advise  telling  them  it 

has  nothing  to  do  with  "Mark  of  Zorro.”  (Strand, 
Milford,  la.)  The  show  is  good  but  it  took  a 
flop  and  a   bad  one.  It  is  the  first  Fairbanks  I 
ever  lost  on.  (Liberty.  Pasco.  Wash.)  Extra 
good.  One  of  the  very  best  pictures  that  I   have 
ever  run  or  had  the  pleasure  of  seeing.  It 
made  me  money  without  a   lot  of  advance  ad- 

vertising on  it.  The  print  was  in  bad  condition, 
but  was  able  to  get  it  through  the  machines. 
This  picture  pleased  everyone.  There  is  plenty 
of  action  and  plenty  of  scenery  with  it.  I   wish 
that  I   had  a   lot  more  like  this  one.  Twelve 
reels.  (Moon.  Nellgh,  Neb.)  It  would  be  super- 

fluous for  me  to  attempt  to  add  anything  to  what 
has  already  been  sent  in  regard  to  the  merit 
of  this  production.  Personally  I   thought  it  the 
most  interesting  picture  Doug,  has  done.  It  drew 
a   full  _   house  and  pleased.  Is  good  and  snappy and  will  go  good  for  small  towns.  By  all  means 
play  It  if  you  can  buy  it  right.  Doug,  give  us 
more  like  this  one.  Eleven  reels.  (Bijou,  Beach 
N.  D.) 

DON’T,  MGRI,  Sally  O’Neil,  John  Patrick,  Bert Roach,  James  Morrison,  Ethel  Wales,  5,500.— This 
name  don’t  mean  anything  to  the  public,  but 
say.  if  you  can  get  them  in  they  will  be  enter- 

tained. They  yelled  ’till  they  raised  the  roof 
about  an  inch.  A   ripping  good  comedy.  (Com- 
munity,  David  City.  Neb.)  Very  good  comedy 
drama.  Something  different  than  usual,  but  none 
of  the  comedy  dramas  draw  for  me,  not  even 

Harold  Lloyd’s,  so  if  any  of  the  brother  exhi- 
bitors make  good  on  comedy-dramas  here  is  a 

knockout.  Keeps  the  folks  in  an  uproar  most 

of  the  time.  That  shows  they  like  it,  but  very 
few  came  to  see  it  here.  Ran  two  nights.  (Royal 
Kimball,  S.  D.)  Too  much  opposition.  Legion 
circus  on.  Excellent  comedy ;   clean ;   full  j>£ 
laughs.  (Ellendale,  N.  D.)  Not  bad.  Not  extra 
good,  but  will  please.  (Shuler,  Raton,  N.  M.) 
Don’t  book  it,  don't  buy  it,  don’t  advertise  it,  don’t show  up  the  night  you  show  it.  Nothing  to  this 
one,  no  story,  no  title.  The  only  good  thing  about 
it  is  Sally  O’Neil.  Watch  this  little  girl  come  if 
they  give  her  stories  like  the  ones  Colleen  Moore 
makes  famous.  She  has  everything  that  goes  to 
make  a   star  and,  if  they  will  give  her  proper 
direction  and  stories,  she  will  be  a   star,  but 

don't  put  her  in  any  more  “Don’ts."  (Orpheum 
Harrisburg,  111.)  Don’t  make  the  mistake  I   did! 
Get  busy  and  tell  them  it’s  a   corking  good  comedy. You  can  advertise  all  you  like  and  the  picture  will 
stand  it.  (Liberty,  Pasco,  Wash.) 

DRUSILLA  WITH  A   RDLLION,  FBO,  Mary 
Carr,  Kenneth  Harlan,  Henry  Barrows,  Priscilla 

Bonner,  7. — Truly  a   wonderful  picture.  Can't 
say  too  much  for  this  picture.  Audience  appeal 
excellent.  Print  new.  F.  B.  O.  Gold  Bond  spe- 

cial. (Hines,  Circuit,  Loyalton,  S.  D.)  Played 
two  days  to  good  business  but  the  weather  was  a 
bit  bad.  The  picture  should  please  anywhere. 
(Halfway,  Halfway,  Mich.)  This  picture  is  the 
last  word  in  human  interest  stories.  A   wonderful 
production,  endowed  with  the  striking  reality  of 
our  Christianity  and  hypocrisy  of  today.  It  has 

the  precious  touch  that  brings  tears  to  the  eyes 
and  tugs  at  the  heart  strings  of  all  humanity. 
(State,  Tawas  City,  Mich.)  A   very  goo<l  picture. 

Something  on  the  order  of  "Over  the  Hill"  but 
not  as  good.  Should  please  80  per  cent.  (Oystal, 
FJandreau,  S.  D.)  I   think  that  this  is  in  a 
class  by  itself  as  a   sermon  and  also  as  a   picture. 

It  will  get  plenty  of  business  and  will  more 
than  satisfy.  Had  a   lot  of  good  comments. 

(Princess,  Lincoln,  Kan.)  Very  good  picture  and 

had  many  favorable  comments,  but  business  was 
below  average.  (Majestic,  Homer,  Mich.)  This 
picture  is  good,  but  hardly  as  big  as  they  would 

lead  you  to  believe.  It's  no  special  by  any  means. 
Will  go  over  and  please  as  a   regular  program 

picture.  As  a   drawing  card  for  me  it  was  a   com- 

plete failure.  Didn’t  have  enough  the  second 
night  to  justify  us  showing  it.  (Lyric,  Green- 

ville, 111.)  On  account  of  bad  weather  we  didn’t 
do  much  on  this  one.  However,  it’s  no  fault 
of  the  picture.  It’s  a   dandy  good  sLory  and  one 
every  theatre  should  run.  Get  behind  it,  don’t 
be  afraid  of  it.  (Opera  House.  Elwood,  Neb.) 
I   consider  this  as  near  a   100  per  cent  picture  as 
any  picture  I   have  ever  played  and  it  is  a   credit 
to  any  theatre  that  plays  it.  We  need  more 

pictures  of  this  calibre.  If  you  haven’t  bought  it, 

buy  it  and  boost  it.  You  won’t  have  to  hide  when 
they  come  out.  (Opera  House.  Onawa,  la.)  A 
very  satisfactory  offering.  The  picture  stood  up 
unusually  well  for  an  extended  run,  the  last  day 
being  the  largest.  Patrons  well  pleased.  •   Pic- 

ture had  drawing  power.  (Solon,  Spencer,  la.) 
We  did  a   very  nice  business  on  this  one  but  do 
not  think  it  is  near  the  picture  they  claim  it  to 
be.  I   think  several  of  our  patrons  were  disap- 

pointed. (Regent.  Eureka,  Kan.)  What  is  the 
matter  that  no  one  is  reporting  on  this  picture? 
I   have  never  seen  an  exhibitor’s  report  yet.  We 
played  this  picture  to  a   good  house.  People  that 
seldom  if  ever  go  to  a   show  were  out,  and  they 
certainly  did  feel  repaid  for  their  effort.  It  is  a 

picture  that  gets  them  and  holds  them  from  the 
first  reel.  The  tense  moments  in  the  courtroom 

scene  alone  are  worth  the  price  of  admission 
if  they  are  looking  for  a   thrill.  It  was  worth 

all  we  paid  for  it,  and  if  F.  B.  O.  have  any  more 
like  it  we  want  to  be  there  when  the  roll  is  called 
and  distribution  is  made.  It  sure  made  a   hit 

with  us.  (Y.  M.  C.  A.,  Hamburg,  Ark.)  This  is 

a   mighty  fine  picture,  but  not  a   big  drawing  card 
here.  Never  had  so  good  a   picture  that  disap- 

pointed me  so  much  in  the  drawing  power.  I 
thought  from  the  start  that  the  paper  was  poor, 
and  I   am  sure  of  it  now.  But  the  picture  was 
there.  More  favorable  comments  than  any  pic- 

ture I   ever  ran.  Made  a   very  few  dollars,  but 
have  no  kick  on  F.  B.  O.  If  I   had  bought  as 

good  a   picture  from  some  of  the  others — for 
instance,  First  National — I   would  have  to  use  all 

roy  red  ink.  (Arcadia,  Vandergrift,  Pa.)  So 

many  have  recommended  this  so  highly  that  about 
all  there  is  left  for  me  to  do  is  to  endorse  the 

other  comments.  A   real  honest-to-goodness  pic- 

ture that  has  about  everything.  Can’t  say  as 
to  its  box  office  value  as  I   hit  a   snow  storm  first 

night  and  a   community  revival  opened  the  second 

night.  Soon  it  will  be  basketball.  It’s  plenty 
tough,  take  it  from  me.  (Selk,  Scotia.  Neb.)  One 
of  the  best.  A   fine  drawing  card.  (Electric, 

Chillicothe,  Mo.)  We  played  this  picture  right 
after  Lincoln  and  before  Nebraska  City.  Pleased 

100  per  cent  and  the  acting  of  Mary  Carr  and 
Priscilla  Bonner  is  wonderful.  First  time  in 

months  that  an  audience  applauded  at  the  turn 
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of  affairs  at  the  climax.  Boost  it  biff.  It’s  the 
cleanest  story  we  have  had  in  years.  (Palace, 

Syracuse,  Neb.)  For  real  entertainment  and  heart 
interest  this  cannot  be  bested.  It  would  be  an 

iron  man  or  woman  who  would  not  get  in  sym- 

pathy with  Drusilla  in  this.  Book  it  and  get 
your  ministers  out  to  see  this.  (Palace,  Naples. 
Tex.)  One  of  the  best  pictures  I   have  played 
this  winter  but  a   poor  title  and  people  stayed 

away,  later  saying  they  wished  they  had  come 

but  title  didn’t  look  good.  Play  it.  (Opera 
House,  Feiinimoft,  Wis.)  Every  exhibitor  owes 
it  to  his  patrons  to  show  this  wonderful  picture. 

As  nearly  a   100  per  cent  picture  as  we  have 

ever  run.  (Olympia,  Utica,  Kan.)  A   very  pleas- 
ing picture  and  can  be  bought  at  a   price  that 

will  give  you  a   good  profit.  A   great  picture  to 
tie  up  with  some  society,  which  I   did.  Good 

story,  good  cast  and  good  acting.  (Town  Hall, 

Westboro,  Mass.)  I   want  to  say  this  is  just 

wonderfully  good  paper.  Good  story.  Everything 

to  make  a   good  picture.  (Monticello  Opera  House, 
Monticello,  la.)  Fine.  Everybody  pleased.  Not 

as  good  as  “Over  the  Hill.”  Mighty  good  enter- 
tainment. Good  comments.  (Community,  David 

City,  Neb.)  Copyright  1925.  Eating  90  per  cent. 

Played  Saturday.  Films  good.  Drama,  adven- 

ture, charity  and  love  stories.  This  is  a   regular 

show  made  from  a   novel  into  a   picture.  (Jewel, 
Verndale,  Minn.)  This  picture  is  one  of  the 

best  you  can  get.  Whils  it  is  not  a   big  special 

it  certainly  is  a   business  builder.  (Strand,  Dry- 
den,  Ont.,  Canada.)  A   very  fine  picture.  You 

can  stand  in  front  of  theatre  when  they  come 

out.  Somehow  I   could  'not  get  them  out  to  see 
it,  although  heavily  advertised.  No  fault  of  the 

picture.  (Grand,  Yoakum,  Tex.)  Wonderful  pic- 

ture. They  don't  make  them  any  better.  Capacity 
business  for  two  days.  Some  said  it  best  picture 
we  have  ever  shown.  Gave  church  benefit  on 

this  and  they  were  pleased  100  per  cent.  (Princ- 
ess, Crandon,  Wis.) 

BUEAND  OP  THE  BAD  LANDS,  P.  Back 

Jones,  5. — The  best  Jones  to  date.  A   Western 
all  the  way  through.  (Peery,  Darlington,  Mo.) 

This  is  a   good  Western.  Photography  fine.  No 
business  on  account  of  storm.  (Rex,  Gilman  City. 

Mo.)  This  one  fine.  Our  patrons  like  real  ac- 

tion and  they  get  it  in  this  one.  (Princess, 

Obion,  Tenn.)  A   nice  clean  Western  picture 
above  the  average  in  audience  appeal  and  should 

give  satisfaction.  (American,  Ada,  Okla.)  Best 

Jones  we’ve  played  to  date.  A   little  of  every- 
thing in  it.  (Plainview,  Plainview,  Neb.)  An- 

other good  one.  (Texas,  Grand  Prairie,  Tex.) 
Very  good.  Buck  usually  makes  good  Westerns. 
(Plainview,  Plainview,  Tex.)  We  consider  this 

as  good  a   production  as  this  star  has  ever  ap- 
peared in,  and  a   few  more  like  this  and  he  will 

be  outdrawing  Tom  Mix  unless  the  latter  gats 

back  into  V/esterns  where  he  belongs  and  stays 

there.  (Crystal,  Flandreau,  S.  D.)  A   good  West- 
ern that  did  fair  for  me  for  the  weekend.  Buck 

Jones  has  not  had  much  chance  here  but  is  get- 
ting better.  This  should  go  good  in  a   Western 

audience.  (Monarch.  Medicine  Hat,  Alta..  Can- 

ada.) Just  another  V/estem.  (Arcadia.  Vander- 
grift,  Pa.)  Another  good  one  from  Buck.  He 
never  makes  a   poor  oije,  it  seems.  (Community, 
David  City,  Neb.)  Usual  Saturday  mob  relished 
Buck  in  this ;   all  very  possible  but  highly  im- 

probable. Six  reel|.  (Rialto,  Pocahontas,  la.) 
Buck  again  rings  the  bell  in  this  Western.  Five 
reels.  (Palace,  Mt.  Pleasant,  Tex.) 

E 

EAST  LYNNE,  F,  Alma  Rubens,  Edmund 
Lewc.  Lou  TcIEegen,  Frank  Keenan,  Marjorie  Daw, 
Leslie  Fenton,  Belle  Bennett,  9. — Big  cast.  Fine 
production  but  too  long  by  three  reels.  Failed 

at  box’  office.  (American,  Ada,  Okla.)  Good,  but you  know  it's  an  old  story.  The  public  don’t 
want  this  kind  any.  more.  (Princess,  Obion, 
Tenn.)  A   very  good  version  of  the  old  classic. 
Does  not  end  like  the  book  and  they  all  tell  you 

^   were  a   producer  I   would  make  it  like 

the  book,  sink  or  swim.  The  story  with  the  origi- 
nal ending  has  survived  76  years.  Why  try  to 

^prove  it?  Print  and  paper  good.  (Rex,  Gilman 
ffood,  but  as  you  know,  it’s  a 

sob  story  and  makes  them  cry  and  the  public  don’t 
want  this  any  more.  It  will  get  you  some  extra 
usiiiess,  but  why  do  they  still  try  to  put  over 

these  sob  stories?  (Dixie.  Russellville,  Ky.)  This 
rew  well  for  me  and,  although  many  had  seen  the 

Play,  they  came  to  draw,  a   comparison.  It  is  well 
nnd  should  go  over  well  in  any  house.  This 

eld  up  Well  in  spit?  of  many  counter  attrac- 
lons.  You  can’t  go  very  far  wrong  if  you  buy 
L   (Monarch,  Medicine  Hat,  Alta..  Canada.) 

he  men  don’t  want  this  kind,  and  not  enough 
sob  stuff  to  suit  the  weaker  sex.  Net  ns  sad  as 

he  play  or  the  old  picture  version.  (Star,  Monte- 

video, Minn.)  This  is  a   good  feature  and  the 
ladies  certainly  enjoyed  the  old,  old  story  as  they 

came  out  in  good  numbers  and  had  a   nice  little 

cry.  (Opera  House,  Plattsburg,  Mo.)  Very  finely 
staged.  Seemed  to  please  the  majority.  Much 

too  long,  which  made  the  picture  draggy.  Drew 
nice  business  among  the  old  timers,  but  the  young 

folks  can't  see  this  kind  of  picture.  But  what 
we  lost  in  young  people  we  more  than  made  up 

in  others,  so  we  can’t  complain.  (Majestic,  Belle- 
ville, Kan.)  I   expected  to  mop  but  I   did  a   flop. 

Several  gaps  call  for  imagination  and  the  small 

town  hasn’t  any.  Similarity  of  the  male  leads  are 
confusing,  too  much  so  for  the  good  of  the  picture. 

(Texas.  Grand  Prairie.  Tex.)  This  is  an  excel- 
lent production  and  deserves  to  be  praised  to 

the  skies  from  standpoint  of  fine  direction,  for 
following  story  and  for  the  most  excellent  cast 

probably  ever  assembled  in  a   single  picture.  The 
portrayals  by  the  cast  are  very  good.  Business 

poor.  Nine  reels.  (Cozy,  Winchester,  Ind.) 

ENCHANTED  HILL,  THE.  FP,  Jack  Holt, 

Florence  Vidor,  Noah  Beery,  Mary  Brian,  George 

Bancroft,  7. — A   good  big  Western  picture.  Clean 
and  entertaining.  (Silver  Family.  Greenville, 

Mich.)  One  of  the  best  of  Paramount's  Greater 
Forty.  Picture  pleased  almost  one  hundred  per 
cent.  This  class  of  Westerns  are  the  best  bets 

for  mo.  They  do  not  like  the  shoot  ’em  up  stuff. 
(Moon,  Neiigh,  Neb.)  Ash  Wednesday.  A   good 

program  picture  with  thrills  galore.  Paramount 
seems  to  be  getting  into  the  Western  class  entirely 
of  late.  (Rialto,  Pocahontas,  la.)  Only  fair  pic- 

ture. (Lyric,  Morrison,  III.)  Played  during  rain 

— but  seemed  to  please  those  that  came  out. — 
Nothing  unusual  but  consistently  good  Western. 

(Majestic,  Camden,  S.  C.)  A   very  good  Western 

with  plenty  of  stuff  the  fans  like — action,  ro- 
mance, etc.  The  title  queered  us  on  some  busi- 

ness as  they  thought  it  was  something  foolish 

again.  (New  Geneseo,  Genesco,  III.)  Didn’t  do 
much  business,  but  a   very  good  picture.  (Sun- 

shine, Darlington,  Ind.)  One  of  Holt’s  best  but 
bad  roads  kept  down  cro%vd.  Seven  reels.  (Prin- 

cess, Traor,  la.) 

EVERLASTING  WHISPER,  THE.  F,  Tom  MU. 

5. — So  far  ahead  of  the  “Lucky  Horseshoe,”  no 
comparison  to  it.  It  was  up  to  the  Mix  standard, 

but  his  “Lucky  Horseshoe”  hurt  it  for  me.  Some 
said  they  were  afraid  of  more  society  stuff. 

(Peery,  Darlington,  Mo.)  Although  bucking  a   stiff 
Texas  Northern  and  first  real  one  of  the  season, 

which  usually  keeps  folks  in,  they  managed  to 
dig  up  their  wraps  and  venture  out  and  were  not 

disappointed  after  they  came.  (Grand  &   Gem. 
Cooper,  Texas.)  Is  Tom  MU  a   fool?  A   few 

more  cock  eyed  pictures  like  this  and  Tom  Mix 
loses  an  old  honored  position  on  our  program. 

Any  fool  can-  do  that  stuff,  Tom — better  get  wise. 
Better  stick  to  Westerns,  where  there  is  only  one 
Tom  Mix.  (Majestic,  Belleville,  Kans.)  The  best 

Mix  picture  we  ever  used,  but  we  have  only 
used  about  a   half  dozen  of  them  and  each  and 

every  one  of  them  were  lemons.  Mix  can  and 

does  make  good  ones  but  we  never  got  them  until 
this  one.  At  that  Fred  Thomson  will  draw  a 

larger  crowd,  and  can  be  bought  for  less  money. 

(Palace,  Long  Pine.  Neb.)  I   hope  that  Torn 

Mix  sees  this  report.  He  gave  me  “The  Lucky 
Korsoshoe,”  which  was  very  unlucky  for  both  of 
us,  then  he  slips  me  this.  Both  were  good  pic- 

tures but  not  good  pictures  for  Tom  MU.  They 
want  to  see  Tom  Mi.v  as  a   cowboy,  not  doing  a 

lot  of  mush  stuff.  My  business  on  Mix  off  fifty 

per  cent  on  this  one — the  reason — “The  Lucky 
Horseshoe,”  and  if  Tom  don't  make  some  honest- 
to-goodness  Westerns  he  is  a   dead  bird  at  the 
box  office.  I   know.  (Orpbeura,  Harrisburg,  III.) 

I'll  have  to  admit  this  is  different  from  most 

Westerns,  but  they  don’t  like  it.  Tony  and  the 
wolves  are  the  redeeming  part  of  it.  (Texas. 

Grand  Prairie,  Tex.)  For  years,  Tom  MU  has 

been  one  of  our  best  bets,  but  a   few  more  pic- 

tures like  this  and  "The  Lucky  Horseshoe”  and 
he  will  be  a   thing  of  the  past.  Why  is  it  after 

an  actor  makes  himself  famous  in  certain  roles, 
he  switches  and  tries  to  do  something  else?  Better 

get  back  to  straight  Westerns,  Tom,  and  stay 
there  if  you  expect  to  hold  your  popularity. 

(Crystal.  Flandreau.  S.  D.)  Rather  weak  for 
Tom  but  beautiful  scenery.  Not  as  good  crowd 
as  usual.  Good  comments.  (Community,  David 

City.  Neb.)  Good  scenery  in  this  one.  Story  too 
weak.  If  Mix  was  not  in  it  I   would  say  lay  off. 

(Princess,  Guttenberg.  la.)  Did  fine  business,  but 
Tom  and  Fox  will  sure  lose  out  if  he  does  not  get 
back  to  the  real-for-sure  Westerns.  (K.  P..  La 

Rue.  O.  )Hard  picture  to  report  on.  The  ladies 

liked  it.  but  the  men  and  boys  did  not,  so  you 

see  you  can’t  please  all.  but  believe  Mix  better 
in  action  pictures.  (Princess.  Obion,  Tenn.)  This 

is  the  thinnest  thing  that  Mix  has  appeared  in, 

and  the  picture  business  has  now  arrived  at  a 

place  where  a   phetoplay  as  poor  as  this  will  kill 

the  popularity  of  a   star  even  as  big  as  Tom  Mix. 
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My  patrons  are  too  intelligent  to  stand  for  this 
one.  (Cozy,  Winchester.  Ind.)  This  is  a   good 
picture  of  the  Northern  type.  Was  liked  here. 

(Rialto,  Terril,  Iowa.)  This  was  as  good  picture 
as  MLx  ever  made.  Big  in  every  way.  (Electric, 

Chillicothe,  Mo.)  Not  much  to  this  one.  Drew 

well,  but  did  not  please  60  per  cent.  Tony  wins 
the  honors  in  this  one.  (Dixie,  Winona.  Miss.) 

Fairly  good  picture  but  he  doesn't  mean  anything 
to  me.  The  patrons  didn't  like  it  very  well.  It 
had  a   good  story  but  not  enough  action  to  suit 
them.  It  is  far  below  most  of  his  pictures.  Six 

reels.  (Star,  Dansville,  N.  Y.) 

EVERYMAN’S  WIFE.  F,  Elaine  Hnmmcrstcin, 
Herbert  Rawlinson.  5. — Another  program  sold  at 

special  prices  and  on  5   reels.  Usual  after  honey- 
moon rows  which  threaten  final  split  between 

husband  and  wife.  After  the  five  reels  arc  over 

we  find  that  it  was  all  a   mistake.  Hubby  was  still 
her  lover.  Elaine  Hammerstein  and  Herbert 

Rawlinson  do  their  best  and  are  good — if  they 

had  a   story.  (S.  T.,  Parker,  S.  D.)  Picture  ter- 
rible. Too  much  cannot  be  said  about  this.  Pay 

for  it  and  forget  it.  (Majestic,  Belleville,  Kan.) 
A   little  better  than  the  average  Fox  pictures. 
This  style  of  a   picture  will  please  the  women,  but 

the  men  folks  will  walk  out  on  it.  This  star  has 

appeared  in  better  pictures.  (Paramount.  Wyom- ing. 111.) 

EVE’S  LO\  ER.  W,  Irene  Rich,  7. — Fair  picture. 

Would  not  class  this  one  as  Warner’s  best,  al- 
though it  is  not  a   bad  picture.  (Columbia,  Athens, 

Ohio.)  A   very  good  picture  that  pleased  my 
audience  and  should  please  any  town.  Good  for 

Sunday.  Film  good.  Rating  90  per  cent.  (Grand, 
Springfield,  Minn.)  Only  fair  program  picture. 

(Char-Bell,  Rochester,  Ind.)  It’s  good.  (Grand, Breese,  111.) 

EXCHANGE  OF  WIVES,  MGM,  Eleanor 

Baardman,  Lew  Cody,  Renee  Adorcc,  Creighton 

Hale,  6,300. — A   good  entertainment  that  pleased 
a   fair  Sunday  crowd.  (Palace,  Waupaca,  Wis.) 

One  of  the  best,  if  not  the  best,  comedy-dramas 
we  have  ever  shown.  Sunday,  yes.  (Illinois, 

Sullivan,  III.)  Those  that  saw  this  picture  said 
they  enjoyed  it.  (Majestic,  Camden,  S.  C.)  Just 

a   program  picture.  Fair  comedy.  Nothing  to 

pay  a   big  price  for.  (Monticello  Opera  House, 
Monticello,  la.)  Rather  humorous  production  de- 

picting modern  married  life  as  other  see  it.  Has 

no  drawing  power  but  will  please  most  people 

you  can  get  in.  (Crosse(:t,  Crossett,  Ark.)  Thb 
one  tickled  them  pink.  They  are  talking  about 

it  yet.  Lew  Cody  is  just  as  good  a   comedian  as 
he  is  a   villain.  Photography  poor,  very  hazy. 

(Regent.  Eureka,  Kan.)  Pleased  Sunday  patrons. 

A   real  peppy  comedy  drama.  Fine  entertainment. 
(Opera  House  &   Castambra,  Shelby,  O.)  Good 
comedy  well  received.  Seven  reels.  (Lily,  Buffalo, N.  Y.) 

F 

FIGHTING  HEART,  THE,  F,  George  O'Brien, 
Biilio  Dove,  J.  Farrell  MacDonald,  Victor  Mc- 

Laglcn,  Diana  Millar,  Bert  Woodruff,  6,978. — 

A   picture  that  I   am  going  to  show  again.  My 
patrons  did  not  get  into  this  one.  I   only  played 

one  night.  Believe  it  would  have  drawn  if  I   had 

played  a   second  night.  You  can’t  go  astray. 
Get  it  and  let  them  know.  Taken  from  story. 

“Once  To  Every  Man,”  and  lives  up  to  it.  O’Brien 
gives  a   good  fight.  (Palace.  Clifton  Heights,  Pa.) 

A   good  picture  that  could  have  been  improved 

by  a   real  director.  I   once  made  a   similar  remark 
to  a   film  peddler  (he  was  not  a   salesman)  about 
a   film  and  he  told  me  that  if  I   knew  anything 

about  directing  I   wouldn't  be  in  a   little  one  hor.se 
theatre  but  would  be  in  Hollywood.  Maybe  so. 
but  sometimes  I   think  I   could  almo.st  do  it  ns 
well  as  some  do.  (Palace,  Long  Pine,  Neb.) 

While  this  rises  in  spots  to  the  very  pinnacle,  it 

has  some  weak  spots.  However,  it  serves  as  satis- 
factory entertainment.  The  opening  scene  of  the 

old  soldiers’  parade  is  very  good  and  done  in  a 

most  realistic  way.  George  O'Brien,  you  are  not 
growing  so  fast  in  popularity,  but  I   think  you 
are  sure  and  you  will  arrive  and  be  a   big  box 

office  bet  very  soon.  Business  good  two  days. 

(Cozy,  Winchester,  Ind.)  Splendid  program  pic- 
ture but  drew  smallest  crowd  on  Sunday  in  my 

house  in  seven  weeks.  Fell  flat  Monday,  also. 

(Rosewin,  Dallas.  Tex.)  Fair  picture.  Didn't 
seem  to  get  over  and  failed  to  draw.  (New  Lib- 

erty, Carnegie,  Okla.)  Here  is  real  audience  pic- 
ture and  one  that  pleased  the  majority.  George 

does  some  mighty  fine  acting.  Billie  Dove  dosen’t 
have  a   chance  to  show  her  stuff.  Boost  this  pic- 

ture to  the  limit.  It  will  stand  it.  One-sheets 

and  three-sheets  very  poor.  Fox  makes  the  worst 

paper  of  anyone  in  the  business.  (Highland, 

Guthrie,  Okla.)  Good  picture  that  drew  well  both 

nights.  Would  have  been  box  office  wow  at  or- 
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isinal  title.  (Illinois,  Sullivan,  III.)  Not  a   knock- 
out, but  very  good.  (Princess,  Obion,  Tenn.) 

This  one  pleased  my  patrons.  Fight  scenes  very 

good.  Fox  calls  this  a   special,  but  it  is  not,  al- 
though it  is  a   very  good  program  picture.  (State, 

Tawas  City,  Mich.) 

FINE  CLOTHES,  FN.  Lewis  Stone.  Percy  Mar- 
mont,  Alma  Rubens,  William  V.  Mong,  Raymond 

Griffith,  Eileen  Percy,  8. — A   splendid  picture.  A 

little  dangerous  in  spots.  More  of  a   city  pic- 

ture than  a   country  town.  (Silver  Family,  Green- 
ville, Mich.)  Too  many  pictures  like  this.  Suits 

a   few.  Poor  attendance.  (Community,  David 

City,  Neb.)  This  is  only  a   fair  picture  and  is 

a   very  poor  picture  for  small  towns  where  people 
do  not  care  for  society  or  suggestive  stories.  Too 

bad  to  waste  Stone  in  this  one.  (Bijou.  Beach, 
N.  D. )   This  one  did  not  please  at  all  as  it  was 

too  slow.  John  Stahl  productions  usually  go  over 

well  here,  but  this  one  didn't.  No  life  to  the 
story  at  all.  (Atlantic,  Atlantic,  Mass.)  Rather 

good  picture,  especially  for  the  women.  Failed  to 

draw  average  business,  but  pleased  majority  who 
saw  it.  (Crossett,  Crossett,  Ark.)  Why  not  cut 

it  down  to  six  reels,  First  National,  and  speed 
up  the  development  7   This  picture  would  have 

drawn  well  for  me  had  not  the  temperature  stood 
at  23  degrees  all  day,  which  is  some  weather  for 

Louisiana’s  damp  climate.  These  three  and  four 
star  combinations  are  my  best  bet.  I   always  ex- 

ploit them  from  that  angle.  (Arcadia,  Crowley, 

La.)  If  you  haven’t  got  this  on  your  booking 
list,  then  it's  time  you  were  getting  it  on  there. 
The  cast  includes  Lewis  Stone,  Alma  Rubens, 
Estelle  Taylor.  One  of  the  best  for  a   good  cast, 

(Plainview.  Plainview,  Tex.)  Fair  production. 
No  drawing  power.  Patronage  fell  off  second 

night  of  showing.  (Palace,  Malta,  Mont.)  This 
picture  was  not  up  to  the  usual  high  standard  of 
John  M.  Stahl  productions.  It  started  out  just  fine 

hut  after  the  second  reel  it  seemed  to  go  all  to 

pieces.  It  jumped  from  a   perfectly  clean  pic- 
ture to  a   very  suggestive  one.  The  hero  spent 

four  reels  trying  to  induce  the  heroine  into  going 

with  him.  but  somehow  the  fool  woman  couldn’t 
make  up  her  mind.  The  title  means  nothing  and 

the  picture  will  haixlly  mean  anything  to  your 
patrons.  (Lyric,  Greenville,  111.)  Mighty  good 
program  picture.  Would  give  better  satisfaction 

if  one  of  the  male  leads  had  been  a   younger  star. 
(Star,  Price,  U. )   Good  show  but  not  for  the 

box  office.  (Liberty.  Pasco,  Wash.)* 

FIRE  PATROL,  THE,  Chad,,  Anna  Q.  Nilsson, 

William  Jeffries,  Spottlswoode  Aiken.  Madge  Bel- 

lamy, Helen  Jerome  Eddy.  Jack  Richardson,  Gale 

Henry,  6,600. — A   real  good  production  and  pleased 
my  fans.  Film  poor.  (Strand,  Ransom,  Kan.) 
Real  melodrama  of  the  deep  that  made  a   hit 

here  and  brought  lots  of  comments.  (Khattar’s, 
Sydney,  N.  S..  Canada.)  This  is  not  much  of  a 

picture.  Was  fed  up  on  it  as  a   great  fire  pic- 

ture. People  did  not  like  it  and  said  so.  (Why- 
not,  Greenfield.  Ind.)  A   good  program  picture 

with  lots  of  pep  and  plenty  of  thrills.  Played 
on  Saturday  to  a   good  crowd.  Patrons  well  pleased. 

Six  reels.  (Palace,  Clifton  Heights,  Pa.)  The 
poorest  piece  of  junk  I   ever  run.  (Lincoln,  Mil- 

waukee, Wis.) 

FIRST  YEAR,  THE,  F,  Matt  Moore,  Kathryn 

Perry,  John-  Patrick,  Frank  Currier,  Margaret 

Livingston,  J.  Farrell  MacDonald,  5.— F'ine  dope 
here.  We  play  a   Fox  comedy  with  Kathryn 
Perry,  and  when  the  much  advertised  feature 

starts  same  Kathryn  Perry  takes  a   lead.  Some 

jump  from  a   comedy  to  a   super-special.  Wonder 

how  many  stars  do  this.  Fox  sure  has  the  dope 
to  string  exhibitors  with.  Wonder  how  many 
bit.  (Plainview.  Plainview,  Neb.)  Just  another 

picture  to  show.  No  pep.  If  you  have  it  bought 

run  it,  otherwise  lay  off.  (Opera  House,  Apache, 
Okla.)  If  I   were  paying  a   program  price  for 

l)rogratn  pictures.  I   would  think  this  a   nice  little 
picture.  But  this  was  sold  me  for  a   special  at 

a   special  price  and  what  I   think  is  not  printable. 

(Arcadia.  Vandergrift,  Pa.)  A   good  program 
picture.  Nothing  more.  (Texas,  Grand  Prairie. 

Tex.)  Splendid  entertainment  in  this  picture. 

Plenty  of  comedy  and  will  please.  Seven  reels. 
(Palace,  Mt.  Pleasant,  Tex.)  Very  good  light 
comedy  drama.  Will  please  any  audience.  (State, 
Tawas  City,  Mich.) 

FLOWER  OF  NIGHT,  FP.  Pola  Negri,  Joseph 
Dowling.  Warner  OSand,  Ed  Brady,  Ealalic  Jen- 

sen, Helen  Lee  Worthing.  6. — Personally 
thought  this  to  be  n   very  good  picture,  with  Pola 
getting  away  with  a   difficult  part  Impossible  to 

tell  what  the  public  would  think  of  it,  as  we  are 

unable  to  get  enough  out  of  a   Negri  picture  to 

judge.  (Crossett,  Crossett,  Ark.)  Good  picture 

but  Negri  is  not  very  well  liked  here.  Her  pic- 
tures will  not  draw.  (Orpheum,  Pipestone, 

Minn.)  This  picture  is  not  a   small  town  picture, 

not  in  the  way  that  there  is  anything  objection- 
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able  in  'it,  but  because  the  average  small  town 

audience  '|s  not  educated  up  to  the  amount  of 
emotional  apting  this  star  does.  She  is  not  a   box 

office  bet,  (fo(ng  the  poorest  business  of  any  star 
in  this  house.  v.The  tense  scene  that  should  grip 
an  audience  is  ̂ ways  the  sign  for  the  ribald 

guffaw,  and  my  people  are  not  below  the  average 
intelligence,  but  her  work  in  every  picture  we 
have  played  of  her  does  not  get  by  with  the 

audience.  Either  she  is  too  Latin  in  her  acting 

and  mannerisig  or  else  the  stories  and  direction 
have  fallen  d^wn,  anyway  she  does  not  go  over 
and  as  I   have  one  more  play  to  play  of  her  I   am 
going  to  play  it  and  either  take  the  loss  or 

arrange  for  another  production  in  its  place.  As 
the  gods  decide.  In  the  five  or  six  pictures  we 

have  played  of  her  she  has  not  grossed  a   nickle 
profit  and  I   am  through  with  Negri  for  all 

time.  This  is  the  last;  attempt  to  put  her  over 
in  this  town.  She  is  absolutely  not  there  with 

a   small  town  audience,  not  a   single  comment 

favorable.  (Columbia,  Columbia 'City,  Ind.)  Well, 
well !   Pola,  where  did  you  get  the  leading  man  ? 
Wonders  never  cease!  The  ne.xt  time,  why  not 

try  Ben  Turpin  and  we’ll  know  whether  to  laugh 
or  cry?  But,  I   must  say  this  much,  the  story 

is  more  to  the  taste  of  the  smaller  towns.  The 

first  day’s  run  was  only  fair  (giving  it  a   wide 

margin)  but  public  opinion  made  the  second  day 
much  better,  but  how  they  razzed  the  male  lead. 

Don't  let  them  tell  you  at  the  exchange  it’s  a 
special.  (Arcadia,  Crowley,  La.)  A   good  pic- 

ture. Pleased  all  that  saw  it.  excepting  for  a 

title.  "American  Pigs."  Bo  not  think  much  of 
the  director  who  would  say  that.  If  he  is  a 

foreigner  he  had  better  go  back  where.  Although 

Pola  is  a   favorite  here.  (Family,  Attica,  N.  Y.) 

It  was  a   good  picture,  but  sure  flopped  at  the  box 

office.  I   don't  believe  that  my  patrons  figured 
that  it  would  be  an  outdoor  picture  or  it  would 

not  have  flopped  so  bad.  I   wish  that  Para- 

mount would  can  her  and  Gloria  Swanson  or  get 

their  pictures  down  to  where  a   small  town  can 

afford  to  run  them.  (Washington,  Atoka.  Okla.) 

Good  Western  drama  with  Pola  below  her  stand- 
ard.  Pleased  the  majority.  One  of  the  Fare- 

well group.  (Cozy,  Wagner,  S.  D.)  A   very  poor 
picture,  to  poorer  business.  No  excuse  for  this 
one.  Pola  Negri  n.  g.  so  far  as  suburban  busi- 

ness is  concerned.  A   high  priced  star  that  is  a 
flivver.  (Ridgemont.  Seattle,  Wash.)  A   fine 
story,  but  Poia  never  was  a   star  as  far  as  the  box 
office  is  concerned,  and  it’s  what  counts.  The cast  was  terrible.  Her  leading  man  I   think  had 
never  seen  a   camera  before.  No  drawing  power 
but  you  have  to  take  this  junk  along  with  the 
rest.  Do  not  run  this  one  if  you  can  help  it 
Seven  reels.  (Lyric,  Fi-ostburg,  Mo.) 

FOOL,  THE,  F,  Edmund  Lowe,  Raymond 
Bloomer,  Henry  Sedler,  Paul  Panzer,  Mary  Thur- 

man, Brenda  Bond,  9,463,— Edmund  Lowe  is  right 
ori  the  top  round  of  the  ladder  of  success  in  this 
wonderful  William  Fox  picture.  Of  course,  it  is 
not  a   perfect  picture,  as  it  is  not  quite  good 
enough  to  sustain  interest  through  10  reeks.  How- 
ever,  most  folks  will  sit  through  it  and  proclaim 
it  good.  Edmund  Lowe,  you  are  an  actor.  (Cozy. 
Winchester,  Ind.)  This  is  a   great  picture  and  a 
most  excellent  sermon.  The  work  of  Edmund 
Lowe  deserves  the  highest  praise.  But  from  a 
box  office  standpoint  it  fails.  It  is  too  long,  too 
depressing.  People  come  to  the  theatre  to  be 
entertained,  not  preached  to.  While  a   few  patrons 
appreciated  it  and  liked  it.  most  of  them  did  not. 
I   had  it  bought  and  had  to  run  it  at  a   long  rental. 
Lost  money.  It  is  not  worth  a   long  price.  (Bijou, 
Beach.  N.  D.)  I   was  a   fool  to  book  this  for  a 
small  town.  Believe  me.  when  my  contract  is 
done,  no  more  block  booking  for  me.  (Opera 
House,  Arlington,  Iowa.)  If  you  are  in  a   town 
where  they  are  opposed  to  Sunday  shows,  get 
this  one.  Better  than  a   sermon.  While  we  did 

not  like  this  picture  as  well  as  "Thank  You!" 
(another  Fox  picture)  yet  it  caused  more  talk, 
which  gave  us  a   better  business  on  the  second 
day’s  showing.  Truly  a   great  picture  and  a   credit 
to  the  industry  and  Wslllam  Fox.  The  only 
complaint  we  heard  was  that  it  was  too  long 
and  personally  we  think  it  would  have  been  much 
better  in  seven  or  eight  reds.  (Crystal. 
Flandreau.  S,  D.)  The  best  of  the  Fox  super 
specials.  Although  we  did  not  make  any  money 

on  it,  it's  a   picture  that  can  be  run  in  any house  at  any  time,  especially  suitable  for  a 
Christmas  showing.  (Plainview,  Plainview.  Neb.) 
Stage  success  don’t  mean  anything  in  my  town. 
Rotten  business.  Pretty  weather,  in  good  sea- 

son. Failed  to  register  even  rental.  (Gem,  Memphis. 
Tex.)  A   fine  Sunday  .show  that  will  appeal  to  your 
better  class.  A   bit  of  unnecessary  swearing  in  some 
of  the  subtitles  hurts  it  to  some  extent.  Gentlemen 
don’t  swear  before  ladies.  Why  put  it  in  pictures? 
The  main  objection  to  this  picture  is  the  length. 
On  the  last  few  reels  everybody  was  restless  and 
the  shootem  ups  walked  out.  (Palace,  Long 

Pine,  Neb.)  One  of  the  best  pictures  I’ve  ever 
shown,  but  as  a   business  getter  it  failed  like  all 
Fox  specials.  Wonder  whan  William  will  awaken 

to  the  fact  that  it’s  the  star  that  gets  the  dough for  the  man  who  digs  up  the  money  to  keep  Holly- 
wood going.  (American,  Ada.  Okla.)  A   picture 

that  will  long  remain  in  the  memory  of  everyone 
who  sees  it.  Excellent.  (Pearl.  Highland  Park. 
111.)  This  is  one  of  those  really  fine  pictures.  1 
did  not  particularly  care  for  the  story,  but  it 
has  a   lot  of  meat  on  it  and  the  picture  is  well 

thought  of  by  many.  I   have  had  a   lot  of  favor- 
able comments  since  I   ran  it.  It  makes  a   lasting 

impression  and  raises  the  standard  of  the  movies. 

(Grand,  Pierre,  S.  D. )   A   wonderful  picture  of 
its  kind.  Pleased  on  an  average  better  than 
"The  Ten  Commandments,”  and  lost  about  the 
same  amount  of  money.  Our  folks  do  not  like 

this  kind  of  stuff.  (Rex.  'Gilman  City,  Mo.) 
Showed  this  Christmas  night  and  the  night  after. 
It  is  a   good  Christmas  picture  but  too  long  and 

did  not  get  the  money  for  me  in  proportion  to 
what  1   paid  for  it.  (Electric,  Browning,  Mo.) 
This  is  a   good  picture  for  those  who  like  this 

kind  but  it  didn’t  go  over  at  the  box  office  (Piain- 
view,  Plainview,  Tex.)  If  this  had  four  reels  of 
colored  hokum  this  would  be  called  far  ahead  of 

"The  Ten  Commandments.”  If  you  have  it 
bought,  make  your  drive  on  the  nongoers,  as  it 
will  please  them  more  than  your  regulars.  Yes, 
you  are  safe  in  asking  the  preachers.  (Texas. Grand  Prairie,  Tex.) 

FRESHMAN.  THE,  F.  Harold  Lloyd,  Jobyna 

Ralston,  Brooks  Benedict,  Pat  Harmon,  6,883,— 

It  8   all  they  claim  for  it.  Stood  'em  up  for  four 
days  in  a   2   day  town.  (American.  Ada.  Okla.) 

Positively  the  greatest  thing  Lloyd  has  ever  done. 

We  used  every  means  of  advertising  and  the  re- 

sults, a   packed  house  both  nights.  (Temple,  Aber- 

deen Miss.)  An  average  Lloyd  comedy.  Nothing 

to  rave  about  when  you  consider  the  price.  Will 

go  best  in  a   college  town.  Draggy  in  places. 

Not  equal  to  "High  and  Dizzy.”  which  we  con- 
sider his  best.  (Royal,  Lehi,  Ut.)  A   very  good 
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nicture  but  did  not  make  any  money  on  it.  Lloyd 

‘   j.  jt  ftii.  (Liberty.  Kalispel,  Mont.)  Will  please 

80  or  90  per  cent.  Balance  will  say  
“silly." 

They  overdo  a   lot  of  it  and  make  Lloyd  too  much 

of  a   boob.  It  will  get  the  money  but  Pathe 

will  take  the  lion’s  share  as  usual.  Fifty-fifty, 

you  stand  all  advertising,  with  a   man  at  the  door 

to  get  the  last  “scent."  (Unioue,  Bricelyn. 
Minn.)  The  morning  after  the  night  before,  as 

we  reach  for  the  ice  water,  we  take  a   solemn 

oath  “never  again."  This  was  a   great  picture 

for  the  pathetic  bunch  and  the  Lloyd  group. 

Don’t  get  the  idea  that  we  lost  money  on  this, 

ns  we  did  not,  but  neither  did  we  make  a   dime, 

thanks  to  the  wonderful  and  generous  split  prop- 

osition offered  us.  But  what  did  hurt  was  the 

proposition  of  charging  60  cents  when  our  daily 

papers  which  come  from  the  city  were  full  of 

ads  on  the  picture  three  months  ago  with  the 

admission  price  of  10  and  26  cents  matinee,  and 

evening  10  and  40  cents.  No,  dear  K.  C.  chair- 
wai-mer.  we  did  not  get  murdered  by  showing 

at  these  prices,  but  it  has  cut  deep  and  left  an 

impression  in  our  community  from  which  we 

get  our  business  that  we  are  not  going  to  put 

oak  finish  in  our  home.  This  is  the  best  Lloyd 

has  offered,  which  means  it  is  very  good.  (Twi- 

light, Greensburg.  Kan.)  I   have  run  all  of  Lloyd's but  this  one  is  sura  the  berries.  Patrons  laughed 

until  they  jarred  seats  loose.  Boys,  when  you 

run  this,  don’t  stop  for  advertising.  Rained  on 
last  night.  I   ran  it  Saturday  but  made  some 

money  anyway.  (Monticello  Opera  House,  Mon- 

ticello,  la.)  Harold  Lloyd  is  holding  his  own  and 

“The  Freshman”  is  as  good  as  his  others.  Goes 
over  good  here.  Played  this  day  and  date  with 

Omaha.  (Plainview,  Plainview,  Neb.)  Harold 

comedy  and  did  big  business  on  same,  but  Paths 

sure  got  theirs.  They  want  it  all.  (Crystal. 

Wayne,  Neb.)  Here  is  a   real  picture  with  a 
real  star.  Played  this  picture  three  days  to  a 

big  business  i   result  was  that  Pathe  got  it  all. 
They  will  send  a   man  down  to  check  your  box 
office  and  they  will  drain  you  to  the  very  last 

penny  and  will  holler  for  more.  They  expect  you 

to  spend  a   fortune  advertising  the  picture  and 

they  take  all  the  money  and  credit  for  it.  V/e 
CLxhibitors  would  be  better  off  if  we  would  pass 

up  such  deals  as  these.  If  you  can’t  make  some- 
thing, why  go  to  all  the  trouble?  Maybe  we  will 

wake  up  some  day.  (Paramount.  Wyoming,  III.) 
Great.  Football  stuff  and  high  school  put  it  over. 

Kept  the  house  in  uproai’  most  of  the  time.  After 

paying  Pathe  there  wasn’t  much  left  for  us  but 
you  will  have  to  run  it.  (Princess,  Obion.  Tenn.) 

A   big  flop  due  to  excessive  rental.  Did  only  about 

one-half  the  business  that  "The  Ten  Command- 

ments” did.  Small  town  exhibitors,  watch  your 
step  on  this,  as  tljcy  rate  it  too  high  for  you. 
Advertised  this  more  than  anything  I   ever  ran. 

Never  again.  (Chimes,  Cedarburg,  Wis. )   The 

only  reason  I   bought  this  picture  wa-s  because 

Fayette  is  a   college  town.  Therefore,  the  picture 

went  over  good  and  met  my  exploitation  in  every 

way.  But  if  you  do  not  have  a   college  to  draw 

from,  be  careful,  as  it  is  a   picture  that  should 
be  run  at  35c  admission  instead  of  the  60c  Pathe 

demands  you  to  run  it  at.  (Cozy,  Fayette.  la.) 
This  sure  was  a   good  one.  full  of  thrills  and  a 

good  puller,  but  the  producer  gets  all  the  cream, 

charges  a   big  price,  then  sticks  on  a   percentage 

all  over.  It  shows  just  how  easy  we  exhibitors 

are.  They  get  us  coming  and  going.  (Amuse, 

Hart.  Mich.)  Unable  to  get  film  rental  back  out 

of  subjects  purchased  from  this  concern.  (Victory. 

Milledgeville.  III.)  Played  three  days  to  poor 

business.  Pathe  got  the  money.  We  did  not  get 

paid  for  running  picture.  Be  careful,  small  towns, 
as  football  season  is  over  and  it  is  no  better  than 

any  Lloyd  only  in  season.  Does  not  compare 

with  some  of  the  other  specials  on  the  market 

as  to  the  way  it  will  please  your  people  and 
the  money  it  will  make  for  your  house,  as  the 

exchange  wants  it  all.  (Garden,  Colony,  Kan.) 

Harold  Lloyd’s  best  comedy  to  date.  Excellent 
business.  Heavy  exploitation.  (Capitol,  Delphos, 

0.)  His  best  feature,  but  no  business  after  the 

first  night.  (Cosy,  Strawn,  Tex.)  Picture  very 

good^  but,  just  as  all  exhibitors  report,  Pathe 
got  it  all.  My  first  try  on  anything  like  It  and 

I   have  since  wondered  why  I   was  such  a   boob. 

There  is  no  picture  made  worth  60  per ’cent  of  any 

man’s  gross  and  the  only  reason  they  (the  ex- 
change) get  it  is  that  Bnrnum  was  right.  But 

-Still  I   wonder  of  all  who  got  stung  if  they  don’t 
et  the  exchange  trim  them  again  on  the  next 
one.  (Harbor.  Ashtabula,  O.)  Great  picture  to 
very  poor  business,  probably  occasioned  by  50 

^‘^'“Ission  and  nearness  to  Christmas. 

(Minor,  Areata,  Gal.)  I   agree  with  the  majority 
0   exhibitors  that  “The  Freshman”  is  Lloyd’s 

greatest  comedy,  but  he  failed  to  draw  any  extra usiness  due  to  the  extreme  cold  weather  we  had 

“'■•ng  the  run.  Pathe,  as  usual,  got  all  the 
and  for  good  measure  they  station  a   man 

®   your  door  to  get  their  share  of  the  split,  which 
amounted  to  the  immense  sum  of  81.65  here. 

Bathe’s  system  of  selling  the  Lloyd  series  by 
guaranteeding  them  a   high  rental  and  then  a 

split  besides  was  the  most  unfavorable  contract 
I   have  ever  had.  Goodoye.  Pathe :   you  used  your 

last  club  on  me.  (Rex,  Aurora,  Minn.)  As  for 
me  this  is  the  last  Lloyd  that  will  be  shown  in 
my  theatre.  You  are  forced  to  run  them  for 

him,  he  gets  all  the  money,  and  I   am  working 
for  George.  How  much  money  would  the  ex- 

hibitor be  short  if  he  did  not  run  Doug  Fair- 
banks, Mary  Pickfovd.  Harold  Lloyd,  Gloria  Swan- 

son, Thomas  Meighan,  Norma  Talmadge,  Con- 
stance Talmadge,  Charlie  Chaplin  on  his  balance 

sheet  at  the  end  of  the  year  ?   Look  over  your 
records  and  you  will  find  they  are  not  the  ones 

that  made  you  the  money.  They  may  have  taken 
it  in  at  the  box  office,  but  you  have  to  give  the 

most  of  it  to  the  exchange.  (New  Star,  West- 

minster, Md.)  A   good  comedy  but  made  money 
for  Lloyd  and  Pathe  only.  Well,  that  is  what 
the  Lloyds  are  made  for.  We  have  never  made 

anything  on  them  yet.  If  all  pictures  were  like 
them,  we  would  quit  buiness.  We  are  through 
with  Lloyd  forever  and  a   day.  (Blmec,  Maple 

Rapids,  Mich.)  Beat  comedy  ever  run  in  my  ex- 
perience. All  you  need  to  do  is  get  a   crowd  the 

first  night  and  the  picture  does  the  rest.  (Lyric, 
Hartingrton,  Neb.)  I   believe  this  Is  one  of  the 

best  Lloyds  except  “Grandma’s  Boy.”  Especially 
good  in  a   football  town.  Too  much  money.  They 

gave  me  a   split  then  send  a   "heavy  man”  to 
check  me.  Isn't  it  queer  so  many  exhibitors 
need  watching?  If  we  are  really  so  bad  it  doesn't 
seem  like  they  would  want  to  do  business  with 

us.  Well,  we  have  played  all  of  the  Lloyds  and 
now,  since  he  goes  to  Paramount,  maybe  our 
dealings  with  Pathe  will  be  better.  However,  I 

believe  we  have  a   regular  fellow  as  manager  of 
our  Omaha  office.  (Opera  House,  Elwood,  Neb.) 
Another  Lloyd  comedy  to  good  business,  with 

the  exchange  getting  plenty  for  their  end.  My 

personal  friends  told  me  that  they  like  "California 
Straight  Ahead"  much  better.  Played  this  the 
week  previous.  (Princess,  Chilton.  Wis.)  We 

scrapped  with  Pathe  over  price  so  long  on  this 

that  we  didn’t  get  to  run  it  until  December  7, 
8,  9 :   but  we  waited  long  enough  so  Pathe  did 

not  get  all  the  money,  as  per  most  of  the  reports. 
They  got  plenty  and  so  did  we.  It  did  about 
three  times  as  much  business  as  any  previous 

Lloyd;  right  after  a   blizzard  at  that.  (Cresco, 
Cresco.  Iowa.)  Fine,  Fine!  This  one  made  the 

money,  even  if  Pathe  did  get  a   high  rental  and 
percentage.  (Legion,  Milledgeville,  111.)  As  good 

as  any  of  Lloyd’s  which  means  pleased  100  per 
cent.  This  is  the  last  Lloyd  we  intend  to  i-un 
unless  his  contracts  are  modified  so  there  is 

some  left  for  us.  I   hope  every  exhibitor  in  the 

United  States  will  take  this  stand  and  bring  the 

price  of  his  pictures  down  where  they  belong. 

(Lyric.  Harrison,  Ark.)  An  average  Lloyd  pic- 
ture. Not  worth  the  price  to  us.  (Russell,  Bruns- 

wick, Mo.)  I   can  only  say  that  this  picture  is 

over-advertised.  Gets  a   good  many  laughs  but  is 

not  as  good  as  “Girl  Shy”  by  far.  I   am  through 
paying  big  prices  for  this  star  and  hope  Para- 

mount prices  his  pictures  at  what  they  are  worth. 

(Strand,  Ransom,  Kan.)  His  best  and  I   don't 

mean  maybe.  It’s  great  to  run  pictures  like  this 
if  they  would  only  leave  us  something  besides 

the  old  advertising.  Why  can't  we  get  something 
big  without  giving  up  all  we  take  in?  (Star, 
Montevideo,  fdinn.)  Our  people  fairly  screamed 

at  this.  However,  we  played  it  at  50  cents  top 

price  but  doubt  it's  worth  that,  although  it 
will  please  as  a   whole,  but  the  story  is  so  absurd 

that  one  wonders  how  they  can  do  it.  (Crystal. 
Tombstone,  Ariz.)  Here  is  a   knockout.  The  best 

picture  that  Lloyd  has  ever  made.  It  is  now  play- 

ing it’s  third  week,  doing  a   record  business, 
playing  to  capacity.  Here  is  a   picture  that  peo- 

ple will  go  out  and  talk  about.  It  is  especially 
interesting  to  the  high  school  student.  Book  It 

and  boost,  you  can’t  go  wrong.  (Apollo,  Indian- 
apolis, Ind.)  Lloyd's  best  comedy  and  that  is 

saying  a   lot.  Run  it.  You  can’t  lose.  (Palace. 
Aurora,  Ind.)  Very  good  and  had  fair  business 
considering  the  50  cent  admission.  (Star,  Fowler. 
Colo.)  Yes,  we  ran  it,  too.  That  means  more 

money  for  Lloyd  and  Pathe.  We  get  prestige 
(I  believe  it  is  called).  Well,  it  is  funny,  or 

rather  so  silly  that  you  can’t  help  but  laugh,  and 

that’s  what  you  want.  (Grand,  Okolona,  Miss.) 
Harold  Lloyd  very  good,  but  I   am  done  with 
Pathe  for  good.  I   had  to  do  all  the  work.  Pathe 

took  60  per  cent  of  the  gross,  which  left  me  a 

long  empty  money  sack.  Well.  Barnum  was 

right.  (Liberty.  Lynden,  Wash.)  Did  good  bu.si- 

ness  two  days.  Best  Lloyd  ever  made.  I   had  to 

raise  admission.  Best  since  "Grandma’s  Boy.” 

(Casey’s,  Sterling,  Okla.)  Everybody  laughed  their 
buttons  off  and  has  good  drawing  power  to  box 

office.  Only  don’t  pay  too  much.  I   used  a   gratis 

subject.  "Our  Navy  in  the  Near  East"  gratis 
from  U.  S.  recruiting  station.  Ask  for  it  ex- 

hibitors. (Reel  Life,  Gardner,  III.)  Fell  flat. 

Run  3   days.  Didn’t  make  expenses.  Pathe  asks 
too  much,  as  I   saw  in  90  per  cent  of  the  reports 
in  KEIRALD.  but  I   didn’t  heed.  Live  and  learn. 
Picture  is  O.  K.  but  not  for  a   small  exhibitor  at 
their  price.  Advanced  price  on  it.  (Strand.  Val- 

paraiso. Neb.)  Good  bye  Harold,  you'll  never 
grace  our  screen  again  until  you’re  willing  to 
divide  more  of  the  bacon.  There  are  other  stars 
just  as  good  as  you  who  do  not  want  the  earth 
for  their  foolishness.  Prestige,  I   believe  is  what 
we  received.  Pathe  got  the  money.  No  more 
prestige,  thanks.  (Starland,  Stockbridge,  Mich.) 
Good  for  many  laughs,  but  rental  too  much  for 
us  to  make  any  money.  (Seneca,  Blakely.  Ga.) 

A   rip  roaring  comedy  drama.  Book  it.  but  don’t 
pay  too  much  for  it.  I   got  stung.  Perhaps 
you  can  make  a   few  dollars  on  it.  but  book  it. 

(Lincoln.  Milwaukee,  Wis.)  Extraordinary  com- 
edy with  Pathe  hogging  it  at  the  box  office.  Ex- 

tremely cold  weather  drawback.  (Queen,  Ft. 
Stockton,  Tex.)  Just  town  business.  Ronds  bad. 

Played  too  many  small  towns  around  us.  If 

you  haven’t  played  it  yet.  buy  it  cheap.  You  will 
get  by.  (Community.  Heyworth,  111.)  Nothing 
new  or  original  in  this  report.  Good  business,  good 

comedy,  high  price,  split-pay  Pathe.  Nobody  but 
Lloyd  could  induce  me  to  sign  contracts  like  his 
and  it  does  sound  pretty  good  to  hear  the  old 

house  rocking  with  merriment.  I   do  think, 
though,  that  he  or  his  company  would  get  almost 

as  rich  if  they  had 'a  heart,  but  If  we  fall  for it,  why  should  they  worry?  (Star.  Menard.  Tex.) 
Three  days  to  just  good  business.  Owing  to  a 
smart  percentage  contract  the  exchange  got  what 
I   W8.S  rightfully  entitled  to  after  the  risk  I   took 
and  expenses  and  work  involved.  (Regent,  Bo- 

gota, N.  J.)  Very  good.  At  least  it  gets  them 
and  they  talk  about  It  and  the  kids  go  wild  about 
it.  Did  better  at  the  box  office  than  any  of  his 
recent  efforts.  (Grand,  Rainier.  Ore.)  Did  about 

half  the  business  we  should  have  done.  Don’t 
pay  to  run  these  big  ones  after  everyone  else, 
as  Pathe  wants  just  as  much  and  then  takes  it 
all.  (Dould  have  made  more  on  a   regular  picture. 
No  more  for  me  at  such  prices.  Too  much  work 
for  no  money.  (Polo,  Polo,  III.)  Broke  all  Lloyd 

records.  Yes.  it  is  a   laugh  from  start  to  finish. 
(Liberty,  Pasco,  Wash.)  Great.  Here  is  a   picture 
that  we  want  to  spell  in  capital  letters.  Harold 

Lloyd  gets  all  the  money,  of  course,  but  it’s  good 
any  way.  (Palace,  Long  Pine,  Neb.)  The  best 

picture  Lloyd  has  made  since  “Grandma’s  Boy.” 
The  best  business  for  3   days  run  I   have  ever 
had.  Showed  to  260  more  paid  admissions  than 

"The  Covered  Wagon.”  (Ck)sy.  Wagoner,  Okla.) 
To  me  the  best  one  that  Harold  has  made,  but 

here  in  the  small  town  the  football  game  did 
not  seem  to  register  at  all.  The  ball  scene  was 
great,  with  the  ripping  trousers.  We  had  hard 
luck  as  it  snowed  ua  out  one  night.  We  played 
it  three  days  and  had  to  raise  the  admission. 

(“Y”,  Nazareth,  Pa.)  Picture  big.  Business  big. 
Not  his  best  but  good  enough  to  get  the  money 
for  Pathe.  (Electric.  Chillicothe.  Mo.)  The  beat 

Lloyd  ever  made  and  you  will  be  asked  every 
cent  it  is  worth,  but  it  will  give  them  the  laugh 
they  have  been  wanting  for  a   long  time.  (Strand. 

Dryden.  Ont.,  Canada.)  It’s  a   knockout.  Did 
average  business,  if  not  better,  in  the  face  of 

heavy  snow  storm.  (Gayety,  Paonia,  Colo.)  Film 
good.  A   very  good  picture  that  was  one  great 
big  laugh  from  beginning  to  end.  Harold  Is  a 
real  comedian  and  our  people  howled  with  de- 

light during  most  of  the  picture.  It  surely  is 

funny  and  Miss  Ralston  in  support  of  Lloyd  was 

very  good.  (Rialto.  Sharon,  Wis.)  Time,  week 
before  Xmas.  Weather,  fair  and  cold.  Roads, 
very  good.  Advertising,  the  greatest  amount 
ever  used  on  any  picture.  Admission,  20  and  40 

cents.  Three  days.  And  it  was  morning  and 

evening  of  the  first  day  and  the  house  one-fourth 
filled.  We  stepped  on  it  with  renewed  zeal  and 
it  was  morning  and  evening  the  second  day  and 

the  house  was  one-fourth  filled.  Seing  the  box 
office  was  torpedoed  and  drifting  toward  the 
rocks,  we  launched  a   violent  counter  attack  and 

it  was  morning  and  evening  of  the  third  day 

(yes,  the  checker  was  present  at  the  catastrophe) 
and  the  house  was  one-seventh  filled.  The  box 

office  is  a   total  wreck.  Still  it’s  a   pretty  good 

picture,  not  as  good  as  “Grandma's  Boy."  Peo- 
ple did  not  enthuse  about  it  like  we  thought 

they  would,  perhaps  the  reason  was  we  have  no 
football  team.  Film  rental  just  double  what  it 
should  have  been  for  our  town,  and  this  one 

demonstrated  beyond  question  that  our  people  will 

not  pay  40  cents  to  see  Lloyd  at  the  same  time 

they  are  showing  him  in  the  city  for  30  cents. 

Mr.  Lloyd  seems  to  be  inebriated  by  the  exuber- 

ance of  his  own  verbosity  and  after  we  show 

“Girl  Shy”  and  "Hot  Water"  we  fear  we  shall 

part  company.  Harold  Iamb  on  the  screen.  Har- 

old hog  at  the  box.  (Rex,  Gilman  City,  Mo.) 

Extra  good.  Will  go  best  in  college  towns.  Play 

it  during  the  football  season.  (Lyric.  Crete,  Neb.) 

The  finest  he  has  ever  made.  This  is  absolutely 
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8   scream.  Everyone  in  the  house  roared  from 

stnrt  to  finish.  This  picture  is  certainly  no  rem- 

edy for  an  aching  side.  If  you  cannot  stand  to 

laugh,  don't  see  this  picture.  The  picture  is 
too  high  priced  to  make  any  money,  as  Pathe 
wants  it  all.  Business  not  as  good  ns  expected. 

Lacked  S1.60  of  having  enough  to  split  with 

Pathe.  (Star,  Tuckerman.  Ark.)  The  best  Lloyd 
to  date,  but  where  do  they  get  the  big  rental? 

They  get  all  the  money  and  you  get  the  prestige, 

as  they  call  it.  No  more  Lloyds  until  they  are 
sold  on  a   different  basis.  (Ideal,  Bloomer,  Wis.) 

Nothing  better  ever  made  for  laughing  purposes. 

Satisfaction,  yes.  great  (Silver  Family.  Green- 
ville, Mich.)  It  certainly  Is  funny.  Just  about 

the  richest  thing  I   ever  saw  in  the  comedy  line. 
But  I   have  nothing  to  show  for  having  put  in 
three  or  four  weeks  advertising  it  and  running 

three  nights.  At  this  rate  if  Lloyd's  pictures 
continue  to  cost  so  much  his  name,  like  Pick- 

ford’s  and  Fairbanks’,  will  soon  be  only  a   memory 
in  the  small  town.  (Eminence,  Eminence,  Ky.) 

It  almo.st  cleaned  our  bank  account  to  pay  the 
C.  0.  D.  on  this  subject,  but  Boy  Oh  Boy  I   how 

the  jack  did  come  in  at  the  box  office,  and  they 
did  not  kick  at  40  cents  a   throw  and  it  pleased. 

Not  a   dull  moment  in  6000  feet.  (Princess,  Gut- 

tenberg.  In.)  One  of  Lloyd’s  best.  Good  crowd. 
All  well  pleased.  (Maroa.  Maroa,  111.)  No  ques- 

tion but  what  this  went  over  as  Lloyd’s  greatest 
comedy.  However,  did  notf  make  a   penny,  be- 

cause Pathe  demands  it  all.  Lloyd  fans  are  not 
so  thick  here.  (Regent.  Bangor,  Mich.)  While 
this  star  has  never  made  any  money  for  me,  his 

pictures  have  always  pleased  those  who  did  come. 
I   will  say  that  on  this  picture  he  showed  them 
he  could  make  it,  and  at  the  same  time,  like  a 

lot  of  other  reports,  they  found  out  how  to  take 

it  away  from  us  and  let  us  have  the  pleasure  of 

working  for  the  Lloyd  corporation,  gratis.  Well, 

it’s  never  too  late  to  learn,  and  those  that  want 

the  next  one  can  have  it,  as  I   don’t.  I’m  from 
Missouri.  (Town  Hall,  Westboro.  Mass.)  Pathe 

got  the  money  and  I   have  the  glory.  1   played 

“The  Freshman."  Goodbye  Pathe.  (Liberty.  Lyn- 

den,  Wash.)  Perhaps  not  Lloyd’s  best,  but  good 
enough.  The  football  stuff  put  it  over  for  a 
house  record  here,  but  after  paying  Pathe  and 

the  printer  there  wasn’t  much  left  for  me.  ( Pas- 
time, Mason,  Mich.)  This  is  a   very  good  Lloyd 

picture  and  gets  the  people  in,  but  Pathe  gets 
all  the  money.  (Opera  House,  Fennimore,  Wis.) 

This  one  pleased,  but  the  exchange  got  all  the 

money.  (Dixie,  Russellville.  Ky.)  Splendid  com- 
edy. I   believe  the  best  Lloyd  I   have  played,  but 

Pathe  got  the  money  and  I   got  the  experience, 

which  I   did  not  need.  I   couldn’t  cash  it :   but 

there  will  be  a   hereafter  and  I   don’t  moan  maybe. 
(Community.  David  City,  Neb.)  This  is  the  only 

subject  I   was  ever  razzed  on  for  overadverti^ing. 

In  face  of  all  the  glowing  reports,  I   don’t  want 
to  make  an  adverse  report,  because  this  subject 

in  n   college  town  or  where  football  is  popular  no 
doubt  is  a   wow.  but  I   got  more  laughs  in  one 

reel  of  ’’Charley^s  Aunt’’  than  I   did  with  seven 
reels  with  "The  Freshman.”  I   had  dozens  ot 
patrons  tell  me  that  it  was  not  to  be  compared 

with  "Charley’s  Aunt”  and  it  certainly  did  not 
get  the  laughs  that  I   expected.  I   did  a   good 
business  and  made  some  money,  but  I   did  not 

please  over  BO  per  cent  of  my  patrons.  (Amer- 
ican, Wautoma,  Wis.) 

FRIENDLY  ENEMIES.  PDC,  Lew  Fields,  Joe 

Weber.  Virginia  Brown  Faire,  Jack  Mulhall,  Lu- 
cilc  Lee  Stewart,  Stuart  Holmes,  7. — This  is  a 
most  enjoyable  production,  staged  like  a   regular 

show,  nnd  our  old  friends  the  ’’Friendly  Enemies” 
do  their  stuff  in  a   fashion  that  shows  that  they 

are  still  in  the  ring  and  can  put  themselves  back 

on  the  map.  This  picture  and  story  are  well  done 
but  deal  with  a   subject  that  is  dead  as  far  as 
natives  of  the  U.  S.  A.  are  concerne<l  nnd  you 

just  can’t  interest  movie  patrons  in  this  show. 
Three  days  to  a   big  box  office  flop.  (Cozy,  Win- 

chester, Ind.)  Played  it  too  early  to  get  benefits 
of  Chicago  advertising.  We  ran  it  on  Sunday 

anti  Mae  Tinoe’s  review  came  out  Monday,  the 
day  after.  We  little  fellows  ought  to  wake  up 
to  the  fact  that  it  is  just  as  bad  to  play  pictures 

too  early  as  too  late.  The  picture  is  a   good  one. 

A   fine  plot  and.  of  course,  some  fine  acting.  Not 
good  for  a   raise  in  admission.  (Quality,  Cullom, 

III.)  Did  very  good  on  this.  Buy  it  right  and 
boost  it.  There  are  lots  of  better  pictures,  but 

the  stars  or  something  makes  them  want  to  see 

it.  This  kind  of  picture  generally  takes.  (Regent, 
Bogota,  N.  J.)  Excellent  comedy.  One  of  the 

best  in  many  a   moon.  (Princess,  Crandon,  Wis.) 

The  picture  is  good  but  we  couldn't  bring  them 
out  to  see  it.  Good  for  any  house.  (Halfway, 

Halfway,  Mich.)  One  of  those  very  good  pictures 

that  no  one  came  out  to  see.  No  reason  for  it 

to  flop  at  box  office,  but  it  did  here.  (Princess, 

Mapleton,  la.)  Just  a   fair  program.  Will  make 

good  entertainment  If  used  with  a   dandy  good 

two  reel  comedy.  (Kenesaw  Opera  House,  Kcne- 

saw.  Neb.)  A   very  clever  picture.  It  was  too 

good  for  the  general  public.  Only  the  discrimi- 
nating appreciated  what  they  were  offered.  Go 

slow  on  the  price,  as  they  are  asking  more  than 
the  small  town  theatre  can  afford  to  pay.  It  is 

not  a   "Charley’s  Aunt”  in  drawing  power.  (Ar- 

cadia, Vandergrift,  Pa.)  Fine  comedy-drama.  Very 
pleasing  and  had  good  drawing  power.  (Hines, 

Loyalton-Bowdle,  S.  D.)  One  of  the  best  we  have 
had  for  some  time.  Weber  and  Fields  as  the  two 

old  men  furnished  both  comedy  and  pathos.  The 
remainder  of  the  cast  is  excellent.  (Community. 

Minneota,  Minn.)  This  gave  very  good  satisfac- 
tion here.  Personally  thought  it  very  .good. 

(Strand.  Warren,  Minn.)  * 

G 

GILDED  BUTTERFLY,  THE,  F.  Alma  Rubens, 

Bert  Lytcll,  Huntley  Gordon.  Frank  Keenan,  Her- 
bert Rawlinson,  Arthur  Hoyt,  6. — Only  fair. 

(Texas,  Grand  Prairie,  Tex.)  Would  not  call 
this  one  a   good  program.  Play  it  on  one  of  your 

off  nights.  (Dixie,  Russellville.  Ky.)  Made  the 

mistake  of  running  this  "special”  on  Sunday  and 
oh.  what  a   flop!  Have  not  made  a   penny  on 

any  of  Fox’s  specials  with  the  exception  of  "The 
Iron  Horse.”  (Stale,  Tawas  City.  Mich.) 

GIRL  FROM  MONTMARTRE.  THE,  FN.  Bar- 

bara LaMarr,  Lewis  Stone,  6. — Taking  everything 
into  consideration,  this  picture  is  as  near  100 

per  cent  as  I   will  care  to  get.  I   made  it  my 

business  to  get  the  opinion  from  all  classes  of 
my  audience.  (Saunders,  Harvard,  111.)  Good 

picture.  Good  business.  Pleased  all  classes. 

(Lyric,  Morrison,  111.) 

GIRLS  MEN  FORGET.  PL.  Patsy  Ruth  Miller, 

6. — Much  to  our  surprise,  patrons  all  liked  this 
one  and  business  held  up  exceptionally  well.  Six 

reels.  (Garden.  Portsmouth,  O.)  Just  fair.  Not 

good  for  a   small  town.  Good  acting  done  by  the 

cast.  Six  reels.  (Helena,  Rockdale,  111.) 

GOLDEN  PRINCESS,  THE.  FP,  Betty  Bron- 
son, Neil  Hamilton,  Rockliffc  Fellowcs,  PhyllLs 

Haver,  Joseph  Dowling,  9. — This  story  of  Bret 
Harte  makes  a   good  motion  picture  and  all  the 
cast  does  due  justice  to  their  particular  parts. 

Betty  is  always  winning  in  her  ways  and  is  gen- 
erally admired  by  the  average  picture  fan.  The 

locale  is  good  and  the  picture  all  around  better 
than  the  average.  (Acadia,  Crowley,  La.)  Good 

picture  of  the  days  of  '49.  (Opera  House,  Fenni- 
more, Wis.)  Played  this  feature  on  Thanksgiving 

Day  and  was  glad  we  did.  for  it  was  a   mighty 

fine  picture.  Ought  to  please  any  audience.  Good 
business.  (Palace,  Clifton  Heights,  Pa.)  Played 

Thanksgiving  day  and  I   congratulated  myself  in 
being  so  fortunate  as  to  pick  such  a   picture  as 
this  for  this  day.  It  is  a   fine  picture  for  any 

audience.  Wish  we  could  get  more  like  it. 

(Palace,  Clifton  Heights,  Pa.)  Poor  on  account 
of  sub-zero  weather.  Good,  clean  satisfactory 

production  to  smallest  Sunday  business  in  years. 
16  below  and  roads  blocked.  Keeps  everybody 

tucked  around  their  radios.  (Grand,  Port  Wash- 
ington, Wis.)  Was  a   good  picture  that  pleased 

but  did  not  draw  as  well  as  it  should.  Folks 

did  not  get  the  title.  Had  they  known  it  was 
an  out-of-door  drama  with  comedy  and  action, 

business  would  have  been  better.  (S.  T.,  Parker, 

S.  D.)  A   very  good  Western  picture.  Should 
have  had  a   good  Western  title  and  would  have 

drawn  the  men  in  more.  (Grove,  Fox  River  Grove, 

111.)  Here  is  one  of  the  best  of  the  Greater 
Forty.  In  fact  one  of  the  best  small  town  bets 

of  the  year.  This  will  please  100  per  cent  if  you 

can  get  them  in.  Paramount  spoiled  the  adver- 
tising from  the  24  sheet  down.  The  title  will 

draw  them  away,  as  will  the  advertising,  but  the 

picture  will  please  if  you  can  get  them  in.  Step 

on  this  one  and  you  will  please  them  all.  (Rich, 

Montpelier,  Idaho.)  I   know,  now,  the  idiot  who 
has  been  naming  our  sleeping  cars.  It  is  the 
same  fellow  who  picked  this  Western  and  gave  it 

a   fairy  story  title.  This  name  kept  all  the  men 

away,  to  a   big  loss  which  we  were  not  looking 
for.  Play  was  mighty  good.  There  is  getting 

to  be  too  much  so-called  "art”  and  too  little  brains 
in  the  Paramount  organization  of  late,  which 
is  bound  to  be  taken  seriously  by  the  e.xhibitors 

unless  shortly  remedied.  (Rex,  Salmon,  Idaho.) 
A   rotten  title  to  a   peach  of  a   picture.  Everyone 

thought  it  would  be  another  "Peter  Pan."  (Sun- 
shine, Darlington,  Ind.)  A   corking  good  picture 

that  all  liked,  but  it  failed  to  draw.  For  the 

following  reasons  I   believe.  First,  Betty  has  been 

identified  with  fairy  tales  and  the  title  “Golden 

Princess”  sounded  like  a   fairy  tale  and  our  folks 
will  not  tolerate  a   story  that  borders  on  the 

fairy  tale  stuff.  Get  Betty  away  from  fairy  tales 

or  she  won't  draw  worth  a   nickel.  If  you  have 

it  bought,  be  sure  to  tell  them  that  it’s  a   Western 

and  a   good  one.  (New  Geneseo,  Gcncseo,  111,) 

Very  high  class  Western.  Wonderfully  cast,  and 

comedy  all  through.  Heard  many  favorable  com- 
ments. (Palace,  Ashland,  O.)  Not  a   Western 

of  the  action  type,  but  one  that  will  get  over. 

Betty  Bronson  scores  again  with  her  unusual  act- 
ing. She  is  fast  taking  the  place  once  held  by 

Maiy  Pickford  in  the  heart  of  the  public.  (Cros- 

sett,  Crossett,  Ark.)  An  excellent  picture.  CTexas. 
Grand  Prairie,  Tex.)  Bret  Harte  story  well  pro- 

duced and  well  liked  by  a   fair  crowd.  The  star 

docs  not  fit  this  part  as  well  as  she  would  a   more 

polished  part.  She  just  doesn’t  look  like  a   rough 
mountain  girl.  (Grand,  Pierre,  S.  D.)  A   very 
good  Western  drama.  A   story  of  California  in 

1849.  A   good  mining  story  and  Betty  is  good 
in  this  one.  (Palace,  Burkburnett,  Tex.)  An  out- 

door story  that  satisfied.  Some  rough  stuff  that 

gets  over  good.  (Star,  Montevideo.  Minn.)  A 

program  picture  only.  (Silver  Family,  Green- 
ville, Mich.)  Splendid  picture,  but  badly  handi- 

capped  with  fairy  tale  title.  (Strand,  Alma, 

Mich.)  Fine  outdoor  picture  with  good  scenery. 
Pleased  my  crowd.  (Capitol,  Hartley,  la.)  This 

was  a   darn  good  little  picture.  (The  Star,  Hum- 

ble, Tex.)  Good  Western  comedy  drama  that  will 

get  you  by  very  nicely.  Seven  reels.  (Princess, 
Guttenberg,  la.) 

GOLDEN  STRAIN.  THE.  F,  Madge  Bellamy, 

Kenneth  Harlan,  Hobart  BoRworth,  Ann  Penning- 

ton, 5,950. — This  is  a   good  Western  action  ‘pic- 
ture. A   fine  cast.  Kenneth  Harlan,  Madge  Bel- 

lamy and  all  do  splendid  work.  Any  picture  that 

Madge  plays  in  has  to  be  good  and  she  never  has 

been  easier  to  look  at  than  in  "The  Golden 
Strain.”  It  is  a   picture  that  will  appeal  to  the 
Western  fans  and  yet  is  above  the  average  West- 

ern and  therefore  will  appeal  to  most  all  classes. 

Some  very  beautiful  scenic  shots.  Excellent  photog- 

raphy. (Electric,  Browning,  Mo.)  Peter  B.  Kyne’s 
first  for  Fox  and  I   hope  the  next  three  are  better. 

The  picture  had  a   kick  to  it  but  people  are  tired 

of  army  stories.  This  one  on  the  order  of  "War- 
rens of  Virginia”  but  a   little  better.  Good  for 

Saturday  or  one  off  day.  (Liberty,  Leonard, 

Tex.)  One  of  the  best.  It  has  every  element  that 
goes  to  make  a   good  picture,  laughs,  thrills,  and 
real  heart  interest.  (Princess,  Obion,  Tenn.)  This 

is  one  of  the  best  of  its  class  in  the  Fox  spe- 

cials. Some  consider  it  in  the  class  of  "The 
Covered  Wagon.”  Action  to  keep  one  interested 
from  start  to  finish.  (Opera  House,  Plattsburg, 

Mo.)  Excellent  picture  that  deserved  much  better 
houses  than  we  were  able  to  give.  Good  cast, 

well  connected  story.  Should  do  for  any  house. 

(Grand,  Kokomo,  Ind.)  A   Peter  B.  Kyne  story 

that’s  just  a   program  picture.  (Rex,  Bonner? 

Ferry,  Idaho.)  Wonderful  picture.  Work  of  Ho- 
bart Bosworth  outstanding.  100  per  cent  attrac- 

tion and  went  over  with  a   bang.  (Patrick’s, 
Crescent,  Okla.)  Another  Fox  special  that  was 
just  an  ordinary  picture.  (State,  Tawas  City. 

Mich.)  This  picture  did  not  please.  Our  patron^ 
are  tired  of  war  pictures.  Six  reels.  (Princess, 

Traer,  la.)  Good*  picture.  Drew  about  average 
program  business.  (Rosewin,  Dallas,  Tex.) 

GOLD  RUSH,  THE,  UA,  Charlie  Chaplin,  Georgia 
Hale,  Mack  Swain,  Tom  Murray,  Malcolm  Waite. 

Henry  Bergman,  8,535. — A   good  comedy  drama 
exceptionally  well  put  together.  The  situations 
are  indeed  well  handled.  The  business  was  only 

fair.  I   really  don't  know  why  people  did  not 
turn  out  to  see  Chaplin.  He  is  indeed  a   real 

artist.  I   would  suggest  putting  out  more  picture.- 

with  him  so  the  people  won't  forget  him.  Book 
it.  (Bugg,  Chicago,  HI.)  This  is  a   good  Chaplin 
picture  and  drew  well.  (Palace,  Aurora,  Ind.) 

Far  be  it  from  me  to  try  and  tell  Mr.  Chaplin 

how  to  make  a   comedy.  All  I   can  soy  is  that 

"The  Gold  Rush”  did  not  please  the  people  of 

this  particular  community,  and  they  are  the  ones 

who  keep  the  Crossett  theatre  going.  Good  busi- 
ness first  night,  absolutely  nothing  second  night. 

Hate  to  see  old  stand-bys  go,  but  Charlie  is 

through  here.  (Crossett,  Crossett,  Ark.)  Best 

since  "Shoulder  Arms”  for  Chaplin.  Some  pathos: 
some  laughs.  Good  enough  for  any  house.  Big 

first  day,  fair  second,  poor  third  day.  Buy  it 

reasonably.  Please  your  people  nnd  make  a   little 
on  it.  I   made  a   small  profit.  (Rosewin,  Dallas. 
Tex.)  This  is  a   very  good  production,  although 

did  not  make  much  as  rental  was  high  but  it 

pleased.  (Plainview,  Plainview,  Neb.)  Don't  kid 
yourself  on  Chaplin's  drawing  power,  you  sro.'ill 
town  e.xhibitor,  especially  if  you  have  to  play  it 

at  advanced  prices,  and  if  they  ask  as  much 

from  you  as  they  did  from  me,  you’ll  advance 
the  price  all  right.  We  played  them  percentage 

because  the  asked  price  was  exorbitant  and  all 

out  of  step  with  the  amount  of  business  any  pic- 

ture will  attract.  There  is  one  silver  ray  to 

the  cloud  and  that  is  the  United  Artists  will 

know  to  the  last  penny  how  good  Chaplin  is  in 

one  small  town  and  that  is  not  very  good.  Th® 
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picture  hss  been  advertised  and  praised  by  press 
and  critics  to  the  skies  and  it  is  just  a   good 

ordinary  comedy  that  should  have  been  sold  at 

10  and  26c  to  the  movie  going  public  and  not  a 
nickel  more.  There  is  nothing  outstanding  in  the 

picture  beyond  what  some  of  the  better  two- 
reel  comedies  have,  only  Chaplin  ;   and  he  threw 

more  laughs  into  "Shoulder  Arms"  than  he  got 

in  “The  Gold  Rush.”  (Columbia.  Columbia  City. 
Ind.)  A   good  Chaplin  feature,  but  one  that  did 

not  do  business.  I   played  them  percentage  and 

just  got  my  advertising  back  for  my  end.  that's 
all.  I   was  hypnotized  into  thinking  Charlie  would 

pull  real  business  but  he  did  not  do  so  and  has 
not  on  any  run  in  this  neck  of  the  woods.  Not 
worth  what  they  are  asking  for  him  and  per- 

sonally I'm  through  with  United  Artists  for  quite 
a   while  after  I   play  two  other  productions  which 

I   have  booked  with  them.  I   don't  believe  that 
Chaplin  will  make  any  money  for  any  small 

town  at  the  price  they  hold  him  at.  (Columbia, 

Columbia  City,  Ind.)  Didn’t  get  rental  in  two 

days'  run.  Don’t  let  them  sell  you  at  their  big 
rental  or  you  will  lose.  (Gem,  Memphis,  Tex.) 

Our  first  night  fair  business,  w'eather  bad.  The 
following  two  nights,  good  weather  and  very  poor 

business.  People  very  much  disappointed  in  this 
one  and  I   cannot  blame  them.  Was  always  a 

Chaplin  fan  myself  but  couldn’t  see  this  at  all. 
Too  much  studio  stuff  and  very  few  good  belly 

laughs  and  hardly  any  action.  All  in  all,  it  did 

not  please.  (New  Geneseo,  111.)  Big  disappoint- 
ment to  me  and  patrons  and  there  is  absolutely 

nothing  to  this  picture  to  make  it  a   di'awing  card. 

Chaplin’s  name  drew  them  the  first  night,  but 
I   lost  my  crowd  after  that.  One  more  feature  like 

this  and  Chaplin  is  done.  (Lyric.  Hartington, 
Neb.)  A   very  unsatisfactory  picture.  Audience 

expected  to  see  a   whole  lot  better  picture.  It  is 

very  weak  and  puerile.  Very  few  laughs  in  it  and 

when  people  go  to  see  Chaplin,  they  go  to  see 

comedy.  Chaplin’s  wish,  that  he  wanted  to  be 
remembered  by  this  picture,  will  likely  come  true. 

Most  of  the  exhibitors  will  remember  him  by 
it  if  they  get  stung  as  I   did.  United  Artists  are 

artists  in  holding  up  the  exhibitor  for  a   stiff 

and  entirely  unwarranted  rental.  (Liberty,  Ken- 
newick, Wash.)  Yes,  I   fell  in  line  with  some 

others  that  listened  to  a   smooth  tongued  sales- 
man and  paid  a   big  price  and  lost  my  shirt.  I 

usually  change  every  other  day.  but  booked  this 

one  four  days.  Did  fair  first  day  and  then  fell 

down  every  day.  Fellows,  if  you  book  this  show, 
buy  it  right  and  get  a   short  run.  because  it  is  a 

very  ordinary  one.  Not  an  expensive  set  and 

nothing  to  it.  I   also  got  stuck  on  “Don  Q,”  so 
I   guess  that  will  quiet  me  for  a   while  on  big 

prices.  Lloyd  is  the  only  star  left  that  I   haven’t 
been  caught  on.  Anyhow,  it  is  a   great  life  if 

you  don’t  weaken.  (Liberty,  Pasco,  Wash.)  My 
audience  expected  to  see  a   real  comedy-drama  but 

most  of  them  told  me  they  were  disappointed. 
Not  the  picture  people  expected  to  see  and  not 

worth  the  money  I   paid  for  it.  (Liberty,  Lyn- 

den.  Wash.)  This  was  beyond  a   doubt  the  poorest 
money-getter  I   have  ever  played  that  cost  what 
it  did.  I   paid  ten  times  what  I   should  for  it 

and  did  not  gross  the  rent  in  three  days.  (Palace, 
Burkburnett.  Tex.)  Big  business  but  did  not 
please.  Advertised  heavy  in  surrounding  towns 
and  that  brought  them  in.  Paid  too  much  for 
film.  JuRt  broke  even.  (Strand,  Huntington,  W. 
Va.)  A   good  picture  and  will  draw,  but  we  had 
too  many  things  against  us  to  make  any  money. 
Bad  roads  and  a   revival  in  opposition.  (Odeon, 
Hardin,  Mo.)  A   poor  picture  to  unsatisfactory 
business.  (Victory.  Milledgeville,  111.)  ’This  is 
not^  e.xactly  bad,  but  there  is  too  much  drama 

^   to  please.  When  patrons  pay  to  see  Chas. 
Chaplin  they  want  comedy,  not  drama.  And 
how  they  do  soak  you  for  this  one.  (State.  Tawas 
City,  Mich.)  Thi.s  is  the  biggest  picture  I   have 
ever  run.  I   made  more  money  on  this  than  I 
did  on  any  other  two  I   have  ever  run.  Buy 
this  one  and  boost  it.  (Walnut.  Lawrenceburg, 
tod.)  Lost  good  money  on  this.  Charjey  is  a 
has-been  in  this  town,  as  I   found  out  to  my  sor- 
to'v.  I’d  like  to  see  that  little  curly  headed salesman  from  Cleveland  sell  me  another  United 
Artists  flop.  (Capitol.  Delphos.  O.)  The  blg.gest 
nop  in  recent  years.  Makes  a   sick  box  office 
a^e  a   back-set.  No  good  for  small  towns  at 

Outrageous  prices  United  Artists  are  asking.  Did 
not  take  in  anywhere  near  rental  price  in  three 
ays.  Advertised  heavy,  roads  and  weather  fine, 

but  people  failed  to  show  up.  Nine  out  of  every 
ten  reports  in  the  HERALD  stated  that  “The 

Id  Rush"  didn’t  register,  and  yet  we  let  a 
sa  esman  talk  us  into  buying  this  picture  when 
we  almost  knew  it  was  a   flop  dor  a   -small  town, 
faid  too  much  and  unless  they  come  across  with 
an  adjustment  it’s  gootlbye  United  Artists  as  far 

^   t   G   Palace  theatre  in  Syracuse  is  concerned. 
.   these  big  stars  get  so  they  want  to  hog 

a   ■   then  it  is  time  to  look  elsewhere  for  en- 

tertainment. The  public  is  getting  wiser.  (Pal- 
ace, Syracuse.  Neb.)  If  you  can  buy  this  cheap 

play  it.  I   have  run  continuous  in  this  city  since 
1908  and  this  was  the  first  big  loss  I   ever  had. 

It’s  a   flop.  Absolutely  don’t  let  ’em  kid  you. 
(Cozy,  Villisca,  la.)  Sure  was  a   flop  for  us. 
If  we  ever  run  another  Chaplin  it  will  be  because 

it  is  a   proven  result  getter.  Personally,  I   en- 
joyed this,  but  apparently  I   was  by  myself. 

(Odeon,  Chandler,  Okla.)  If  we  played  very 

many  like  this,  would  have  to  rush  to  the  bank— 
to  borrow  money  to  keep  the  house  open.  A   good 

picture,  but  not  worth  the  big  rental  asked  by 

United  Artists.  (Majestic.  Homer,  Mich.)  Good 
show  but  not  extraordinary.  We  gave  the  ex- 

change all  the  receipts.  Not  worth  the  price. 

(Royal,  Lehi,  Utah.)  Did  not  register  at  box 
office  in  spite  of  heavy  advertising.  First  two- 

thirds  draggy.  Only  fact  that  it  is  Chaplin  holds  it 
up.  Otherwise  nothing  to  it.  Very  weak  story 

and  little  action.  Not  worth  heavy  rental.  (Or- 

pheum,  Pipestone.  Minn.)  Personally  liked  this 

picture.  It’s  something  more  than  a   comedy,  but 
so  different.  My  patrons  pushed  by  and  forgot 

to  stop  to  see  it.  Did  not  draw.  Showed  4   dm's 
to  very  poor  business.  He  did  not  draw.  A 

thrilling  climax.  (Community,  David  City,  Neb.) 
We  played  this  three  days  to  very  poor  business. 

It  snowed  great  guns  one  night  and  ruined  our 
chances.  It  is  a   good  comedy,  but  Chaplin  is 
not  liked  here  in  this  town.  We  paid  too  much 

for  this  show  in  comparison  to  his  drawing  power. 

(Y,  Nazareth,  Pa.)  Good  comedy  overrated. 
Business  off  on  second  night.  Rental  too  high. 

(Queen,  Ft.  Stockton,  Tex.)  Played  four  nights. 
Put  it  on  Monday,  Tuesday,  Wednesday,  Thurs- 

day, my  weak  nights,  trusting  it  might  get  us 
by  without  loss,  as  we  had  to  pay  the  price  of 

four  big  features.  Therefore,  lost  money.  Heard 

no  comments  but  the  audience,  especially  the 

children,  seemed  to  enjoy  the  show.  Ten  reels. 

(American,  Seattle,  Wash.)  Well.  I’ve  seen  so 
many  reports  where  the  exhibitors  panned  this 

that  I   really  don’t  know  what  to  think  of  some 
reports.  The  picture  went  over  big  for  me  and 
satisfied  100  per  cent.  Personally  I   thought  it  a 

very  good  Chaplin  production.  Priced  a   little  too 
high  but  not  the  bum  picture  you  would  be  led 

to  believe  it  is  by  some.  Ten  reels.  (Empress, 

Akron,  la.)  This  is  a   special.  Very  good  Chaplin 
picture.  Different  from  his  slapstick.  A   good 

plot.  Do  not  raise  admission  too  high.  Ten 

reels.  (Monticello  Opera  House,  Monticello,  la.) 

Good  comedy,  but  does  not  draw  as  well  as  "’The 
Kid."  (Royal,  Gardner.  Kan.) 

GOOSE  WOMAN.  THE.  U,  Louise  Dresser,  Jack 
Pickford,  Constance  Bennett,  Marc  McDermott. 

George  Nichols,  George  Cooper,  7,500. — ^Good  busi- 
ness. regardless  of  snow  storm  and  poor  roads. 

It’s  a   real  special  suitable  for  any  old  kind  of  an 
audience.  (Hammond,  Hammond,  Wis.)  Excel- 

lent production.  Acting  of  Miss  Dresser  wonder- 

ful performance.  (Grand.  Rainier,  Ore.)  A 

remarkably  fine  picture.  Everybody  who  saw 

it  spoke  praises  for  it.  We  did  nothing  on  it 
because  of  running  into  a   blizzard  with 

it,  but  it  was  not  the  fault  of  the  picture. 

Too  bad  that  we  do  not  get  more  like  it.  (Elmac, 
Maple  Rapids,  Mich.)  Splendid  from  all  angles. 

(S.  T.,  Parker,  S.  D.)  Best  acting  of  the  year 

and  also  good  story,  but  did  not  draw.  Those  who 

saw  it  praised  it.  All  Universal  features  have 

been  good  this  year.  (Crystal,  Ligonier,  Ind.)  A 

dandy  Rex  Beach  story  made  into  a   pleasing 

picture.  (Columbia.  Athens,  O.)  This  is  a   fine 
picture.  A   little  heavy  but  dramatically  very  fine. 

Capable  directing  and  acting  and  the  author,  Re.x 

Beach,  has  drawing  power  at  the  box  office.  It  is 

not  like  most  of  his  stories,  though,  so  should  be 
advertised  emphasizing  the  drama,  not  the  action. 

(Grand,  Pierre.  S.  D.)  I   sat  all  through  this  one 
and  it  held  me  interested  all  the  way.  I   think 
it  is  a   good  one  that  can  do  that.  I   had  many 
favorable  comments.  It  is  heavy  drama  and  not 

much  action  or  comedy.  It  may  not  please  every 
class.  Miss  Dresser  i.s  entitled  to  all  the  praise 

she  has  received  for  her  portrayal  of  “The  Goose 

Woman."  She  cei-tainly  is  great  in  this.  (Ameri- 
can, Wautoma,  Wis.)  One  of  the  best  pictures  of 

1923.  Universal  sure  has  had  the  pictures  this 

last  year.  Long  live  Carl  Laemmle.  (Egyptian, 
Ogden,  Utah.)  An  excellent  picture  of  murder, 

mystery  type.  Miss  Dresser’s  character  work  was 
great.  Gave  universal  satisfaction.  (Capitol,  Del- 

phos, O.)  Pleased  and  biought  in  many  new 

patrons.  An  exceptionally  fine  production.  (Prin- 

cess, Elwood,  Ind.)  A   good  mystery  play  that 

will  please  the  average  theatregoer.  (Blue 

Mouse.  Davenport,  Wash.)  Very  good  picture  but 

.some  way  the  title  did  not  seem  to  draw.  ’Those 
seeing  it  were  well  snti.sfled.  (Home.  Oblong, 

III.)  We  ran  "The  Phantom  of  the  Opera"  the 
week  before  "The  Goose  Woman”  and  charged  50 

cents  admission.  Our  admission  on  "The  Goose 
Woman"  was  30  cents.  Many  of  my  good  patrons 

told  me  they  would  have  felt  satisfied  had  they 

paid  50  cents  to  see  "The  Goose  Woman"  but 

felt  stung  to  think  they  paid  50  cents  to  see  "The 
Phantom."  My  personal  opinion  is  that  “The 
Goose  Woman”  will  be  in  the  l^ad  of  the  ten  best 
pictures  in  my  house  for  1926.  Nothing  better  of 

its  kind  or  class  on  the  film  market.  (Cozy.  Fay- 

ette, Iowa.)  It's  a   wow.  I   saw  it  in  the  city 
and  liked  it  but  was  afraid  my  people  would  not. 

But  now  I   have  shown  it  and  everyone  pleased.  I 

knew  they  would  at  least  like  it.  but  they  en- 
thused over  it  very  much  and  this  I   was  afraid 

of.  (Majestic,  Bowie,  Tex.) 

GO  WEST,  MGM,  Blister  Keaton.  Kathleen  My- 

ers, Brown  Eyes.  Herbert  Truesdale,  6,230. — A 
very  good  comedy.  Patrons  well  pleased.  (Bonn. 

Philadelphia.  Pa.)  Think  this  is  Buster’s  best  so 
far.  Fans  liked  it  fine  and  are  waiting  for  hi.s 

next.  (New  Geneseo,  Geneseo,  III.)  A   dandy  pic- 
ture. Glad  I   hud  it  to  play.  (Saunders,  Har- 

vard. 111.)  Fine  comedy  of  Western  type.  Just 

as  good  as  "The  Navigator.”  Everyone  pleased 
and  said  so.  (Community,  David  City,  Neb.)  One 

of  Buster’s  best  efforts.  Clean  and  clever  comedy 
of  a   greenhorn  on  a   Western  ranch  with  the 
serious  faced  Keaton  blundering  into  success  in 

the  usual  manner.  (Crossett,  Ci-ossott,  Ark.)  It 

is  a   good  picture,  but  it  can’t  come  up  to  “The 
Navigator.”  “Go  West"  has  lots  of  excitement  in 

it  but  it’s  no  use  to  say  anything  about  or  for  it. 

It  can’t  come  up  to  "The  Navigator.”  (Idle 
Hour.  Owen,  Wis.)  The  cow  star  in  this  offering 
is  quite  a   novelty.  Patrons  all  seemed  to  like  It. 
Business  Sunday  brisk.  Monday  poor.  (Grand, 

Rainier,  Ore.)  We  never  go  wrong  on  Keaton. 

They  like  him.  (Alamo.  Pembine,  Wis.)  Best 

Keeton  ever  made.  Couldn’t  get  ’em  out  to  see  it, 
though.  (Photoplay.  Ashland,  Kan.)  Buster  al- 

ways gets  me  the  money.  I   run  every  Kenton  I 

can  get  hold  of  because  he  gets  the  money.  "Go 
West”  is  a   comedy  drama  you  will  never  forget 

if  you  run  it.  Something  new  in  comedies.  Bu.s- 
ter  is  good  on  his  new  tricks  and  ho  sure  can 
find  them  and  the  jiublic  likes  them.  (Eagle, 

Fleetville,  III.)  Get  this  one.  My  patrons  were 

all  pleased  with  this  one.  Did  not  make  much 
hut  was  not  the  fault  of  the  picture.  Advertise 

it,  though.  (Linwood  Square,  Norwalk.  O.)  A 

K.  O.  comedy,  in  fact  many  thought  Buster’s  best. 
A   good  picture  to  better  than  average  business 

and  to  a   100  per  cent  pleased  audience.  (Ridge- 
mont,  Seattle,  Wash.)  Not  near  as  good  as  some 

of  his  former  pictures.  (Odeon.  Chandler.  Okla.) 

Will  average  up  with  "The  Navigator"  and  "Seven 
Chances."  Pleased  well  here.  (Star,  Stanley, 

Wis.)  Not  up  to  the  average  Buster  Keaton  pic- 
ture. Entirely  too  drawn  out  ami  had  it  on  Sun- 

day at  that.  Did  just  our  usual  Sunday  business. 

It's  good  for  a   day,  but  no  more.  (Bugg,  Chicago, 
111.)  Dandy  picture.  Just  as  good  ns  the  others. 

If  you  enjoy  a   good  comedy,  this  is  it.  Should 

please  any  audience,  and  we  did  a   very  nice  busi- 
ness on  this.  Played  Sunday.  (Princess,  Cran- 

don,  Wis.)  A   good  comedy  featuring  Brown 
Eyes,  a   bovine  comedienne  of  no  mean  ability. 

Seven  reels.  (Rialto,  Pocahontas,  la.)  After  read- 
ing several  adverse  reports  on  this,  expected  it 

to  he  just  so-so,  but  sayl — it’s  a   knock-out.  More 

laughs  in  two  reels  than  in  the  ten  reels  of  "The 
Gold  Rush."  If  your  people  like  comedy  they’ll 
eat  this  up,  especially  the  former.^.  Seven  reels. 
(Plninview.  PIninview.  Nebr.)  To  my  notion  the 

best  thing  Keaton  has  done  .since  he  went  into 

long  features.  We  got  an  excellent  first  night 
but  the  second  was  not  a   bad  one.  living  up  to 

our  usual  experience  with  Kenton  pictures.  The 
cow  in  this  one  is  a   ilandy  but  the  cattle  drive 

grows  very  tiresome.  Seven  reels.  (Star,  Men- 
ard. Tex.) 

GRAUSTARK,  FN.  Norma  Taliaadgc,  Eugene 

O’Brien.  Marc  McDermott.  Wanda  Hawley.  Frank 
Currier,  Winter  Hall.  7.— I   received  this  film  a 
day  late,  which  hurt  business,  result  being  only 
a   small  crowd  out  to  see  it  on  second  night.  The 

picture  is  very  good,  however,  one  of  the  finest 

Norma  has  played  in.  Eugene  O’Brien  splendid 
in  support  of  the  star.  These  circuit  and  per- 

centage pictures  are  the  bunk  from  a   financial 
standpoint.  (Rex,  Aurora,  Minn.)  A   very  fine 

picture  but  did  not  draw  so  well.  Those  that 

came  were  well  pleased.  One  I   enjoyed.  (Kent- 

land,  Kentland,  Tnd.)  Best  Talmadge  in  two  years 

from  box  office  angle.  Not  as  good  a   picture 

though,  as  "Secrets."  though  I   lost  money  on 

"Secrets."  (Rosewin.  Dallas,  Tex.)  A   very  beau- 

tiful picture,  but  don't  stress  the  story  in  your 
exploitation,  as  it  has  been  greatly  changed.  Why. 
I   cannot  understand,  for  the  book  is  by  far  the 

better  .story,  and  the  stage  version  followed  this 

book  exactly.  (Community.  Minneota,  Minn.)  Re- 
ports on  this  were  very  good.  (Opera  House. 

Fennimore,  Wis.)  Very  good  picture  that  failed 

to  do  even  a   fair  business.  Norma  Talmadge 

seems  to  have  lost  her  prestige  in  this  town.  (Lake 
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View,  Lake  View,  Iowa.)  Personally  thought 

this  picture  draggy.  but  it  pleased  100  per  cent 

here  and  that’s  what  counts.  Would  have  done 

a   good  business  but  plenty  of  rain  two  days. 

(Pastime,  Sanders^ille,  Ga.)  "Grsustark”  is  an entertainment  that  should  please  every  audience. 
For  all  romance  lovers  it  is  the  play.  There  are 

enough  costumes  in  it  to  give  it  a   finished  effect 
and  form  an  ideal  contrast  with  the  American 

scenes.  Norma’s  Latin  complexion  opposite 

O'Brien’s  emerald  profile  is  another  heightening 

contrast.  Exploitalion  made  from  the  angle  of 
the  old  novel  is  a   good  idea.  (Acadia.  Crowley, 

La.)  Knocked  ’em  dead  on  this.  It’s  Norma’s 
best.  (Majestic,  Belleville.  Kan.)  I   advanced  the 

admission  price  on  this  and  did  not  get  away  with 
it.  Norma  does  her  usual  fine  performance  and 

her  supporting  cast  is  great.  Eugene  O'Brien 
does  the  best  that  he  has  done  in  anything  for 

some  time.  A   good  picture  taken  from  a   very 

interesting  book  that  was  popular  twenty  years 

ago  and  should  make  fine  entertainment  for  any- 
body. (Cozy.  Winchester,  Ind.)  Just  another 

Norma  Talmadge  flop.  As  "Graustark,”  this  pic- 
ture is  an  absolute  joke  and  a   good  one.  We 

expected  something  really  good  but  were  dis- 
appointed. Norma  is  sure  losing  her  drawing 

power  as  far  as  this  theatre  is  concerned.  Did 
not  take  in  enough  to  pay  for  the  picture.  This 

is  the  last  one  I   am  going  to  buy  if  1   can  help 

it.  Every  one  has  proved  fatal.  There  is  some- 

thing wrong  somewhere  in  the  Talmadge  organi- 
zation when  they  continue  to  make  box  office  flops 

and  still  try  to  ask  an  exhibitor  to  pay  big  money 

for  them.  If  you  haven't  it  bought,  don't  pay 
much  for  it.  (Bugg.  Chicago,  111.)  Played  two 

days  to  good  business.  Everyone  seemed  pleased 

with  picture  at  advanced  prices.  (Grand,  Oka- 
Iona,  Miss.)  They  liked  this  one  and  told  me  so. 
It  will  go  big  in  small  towns  for  two  days. 

Everybody  pleased  but  me,  and  my  trouble  is  I 

have  yet  to  run  this  star  in  "The  Lady,”  and 
was  forced  to  buy  "The  Lady’’  to  get  "Graustark." 

No  doubt  you  know  that  Norma  Talmadge  in  "The 
Lady”  is  rotten.  That's  the  way  I   have  it  labeled. 
(Dixie,  Russellville,  Ky.)  Wonderful  picture. 
Would  have  done  a   good  business  on  it  but  struck 

bad  weather,  rain  and  snow  all  day  and  evening. 

Satisfled  my  patrons  100  per  cent,  those  that  came 

to  see  it.  Brother  exhibitors,  don’t  be  afraid  to 
book  this.  Will  bring  real  money.  (Stockton, 

Stockton,  111.)  Very  good,  but  not  good  attend- 
ance. (Vine,  Mt.  Vernon,  O.)  A   good  picture 

well  presented  and  acted  but  not  a   special  for  all 

that.  Have  had  many  features  from  same  com- 
pany that  were  better.  (Paramount,  Okanogan, 

Wash.)  Very  good,  was  the  verdict  of  all.  Busi- 
nes  fairly  good  for  four  days.  (Princess,  Chilton, 

Wis.)  Norma  Talmadge  at  her  best.  Everybody 

well  pleased.  (Murray,  DeFuniak  Springs,  Fla.) 

H 

HALFWAY  GIEL,  THE,  PN,  Doria  Kenyon, 

Lloyd  Hughes,  Hobart  Bosworth.  Sam  Hardy,  Tully 

Marshall,  Saily  Grute,  7,570. — A   real  good  pro- 
gram picture.  Good  enough  to  fit  any  bill.  Drew 

good.  A   little  long  but  carries  action  and  sus- 
pense well.  (Strand,  Lamont,  Iowa.)  This  pic- 

ture went  over  with  a   bang.  It  may  be  because 
our  theatre  and  village  is  called  Halfway.  But 

at  any  rate  play  it  and  step  on  it.  It  will  ring 

at  the  box  office  and  Boy,  it's  a   picture  with  a 

wallop  that’s  hard  to  beat,  and  you  can  buy  it 
right.  (Halfway,  Halfway.  Mich.)  Remember 

what  a   thriller  you  had  in  "Hurricane’s  Gal," 
from  First  National  several  years  ago?  Here  is 

another  one  just  as  good  if  not  a   little  bit  better. 
In  face  of  Halioween  activities  this  supported  a 

nice  business.  By  all  means  use  the  trailer  on 

this — it's  a   wow!  (K.  P.,  Pittsfield,  111.)  Here 
is  a   picture  that  is  different  from  the  rest.  New 

ideas  all  the  way  through  and  just  when  you  ex- 
pect it  to  end  there  is  one  reel  more  that  is  the 

best  part  of  the  whole  show.  (Lake  View,  Lake 

View,  Iowa.)  The  bigness  of  this  play  over- 
shadows the  cast,  but  Doris  Kenyon  stood  out  we!! 

in  her  part.  (Elite-Kozy,  Metropolis,  111.)  A 
corking  good  melodrama  very  well  presented.  The 
shipwreck  is  excellent  and  a   decided  relief  after 
the  innumerable  fakes  the  screen  usually  has.  The 

trailer  on  this  picture  does  a   lot  in  making  them 
want  to  see  it.  (Star,  Menard,  Tex.)  A   thriller 
that  will  hold  the  attention  of  the  crowd  from 

beginning  to  epd  of  picture.  This  picture  has  the 
best  one  sheet  on  it  to  draw  a   crowd  that  I   have 

ever  used.  (Olympia,  Utica,  Kan.)  This  is  a   very 

good  picture.  Pleased  about  all  of  my  patrons 
and  drew  fair  business.  Shipwreck  very  good. 

(Novelty.  Paris.  Idaho.)  Plenty  of  action  in  this 

one.  (Dixie,  Russellville,  Ky.)  A   real  picture  all 

the  way  through.  Boat  explosion  scenes  wonder- 
ful. Lloyd  Hughes  well  liked  here.  (Alhambra, 

Minneapolis.  Minn.)  This  is  an  exceptionally 
good  picture.  (Ortera  House.  Fennimore,  Wis.)  I 

personally  think  this  is  one  of  First  National’s 
best  releases  for  this  Pall.  We  did  good  business 

with  it  against  a   tent  show  on  account  of  the 

cold  weather.  (Regent,  Eureka,  Kan.)  Gets  them 

in.  The  plot  was  good  and  the  patrons  liked  it. 
(Grand,  Rainier.  Ore.)  Christmas  day  to  big 
business.  Picture  one  continual  link  of  thrills  and 

action.  If  that’s  what  they  like,  give  it  to  them. 
My  patrons  ate  it  up  and  many  said  best  picture 
in  many  a   day.  Acting  of  stars  is  good.  Paper 

on  picture.  Wonderful.  (Highland,  Guthrie, 

Okla.)  Very  good.  Get  back  of  it  and  advertise 

it  big.  You  won't  be  sorry.  (Family,  Harper's 
Ferry,  Iowa.)  Did  not  draw  any  too  well,  possi- 

bly on  account  of  title,  but  the  picture  is  an  ex- 
ceptionally good  melodrama  with  action  and  thrills 

galore.  'The  blowing  up  of  the  "Mandalay”  is  as 
realistic  as  could  be.  (Atlantic,  Atlantic,  Mass.) 

Was  sick  with  the  flu  when  this  went  on  the 

screen,  but  reports  were  favorable.  Six  reels. 

(Fairyland,  White  Castle,  La.)  A   fine  produc- 
tion. Well  directed.  Wonderful  scenery.  Pleased 

better  than  the  average  so-called  special.  A   little 
old,  but  well  worth  showing.  Sight  reels.  (Scenic, 
Rolfe,  Iowa.) 

HANDS  UP,  FP,  Raymond  Griffith,  Marion 

Nixon.  Virginia  Lee  Oorbin,  Montagu  Love, 

George  Billings,  6, — Any  time  Ray  Griffith  is  the 
star  of  a   picture,  we  have  pleasant  anticipation. 
This  may  not  be  quite  as  good  as  some  of  his 

others,  but  it's  good.  (Cresco,  Cresco,  Iowa.)  This 
star  is  not  what  he  is  cracked  up  to  be.  Did  a 

fair  business  but  did  not  please  all.  About  a   SO- 
SO proposition.  (Majestic.  Camden.  S.  D.)  This 

is  high  class  foolishness  but  got  several  kicks  on 

it.  Should  go  good  in  better  class  towns  but  ma- 

jority won’t  appreciate  it.  (Shuler,  Raton,  N.  M.) 
Rot,  rot,  Mr.  Lasky,  who  told  you  the  public  ever 
wanted  such  nonsense  as  this?  It  is  miles  over  the 

heads  of  the  movie  mass,  who  do  not  know  what 

it  is  all  about.  Raymond  Griffith,,  Mack  Swain, 

Montagu  Love,  Virginia  Lee  Corbin,  real  actors 
wasted  to  boost  a   lot  of  drivel.  Barring  one  or 

two  clever  tricks  by  Griffith  it  is  dry,  monotonous 

rot.  Had  more  people  walk  out  on  this  than  any 

picture  we  have  shown  in  many  months.  (Temple, 

Bellaire,  O.)  This  is  good  burlesque  comedy,  but 

I   don’t  believe  same  is  popular.  It  goes  right 
out  over  the  heads  of  some  of  my  most  intelligent 

patrons,  who  think  it  is  silly.  I   got  an  awful 
kick  out  of  this  myself,  but  also  several  kicks  from 

good  patrons.  Emphasize  the  fact  that  it  is  bur- 
lesque strong,  and  then  you  will  get  those  that 

want  same.  (Grand.  Pierre,  S.  B.)  Fair  picture 

to  fair  business.  Lost  money.  (Lyric,  Morrison, 

III.)  Not  as  funny  as  our  customers  expected. 

’The  general  opinion  was  not  so  good.  (New 
Geneseo,  Geneseo,  111.)  Griffith  does  not  please 

my  patrons.  Seven  reels.  (Princess,  ‘Traer,  la.) 
I   can’t  see  why  Griffith  lets  them  cast  him  in  such 
a   picture.  It  was  a   fair  picture,  but  by  far  too 

much  "hokum.”  He  is  too  clever  to  allow  him- 
self to  appear  in  such  a   picture.  People  liked 

it,  hut  would  rather  see  him  in  something  with 
a   little  more  plot  and  comedy  situations.  Six  reels. 

(Moon,  Neligh,  Neb.)  This  is  an  absurd  thing, 

but  they  laughed  at  it.  Not  near  as  good  as  "He’s 
A   Prince.”  Six  reels.  (Texas,  Grand  Prairie, 
Tex.)  Very  entertaining  comedy  which  pleased 
everybody,  especially  the  Raymond  Griffith  fans. 
The  troublesome  situation  of  a   man  in  love  with 

two  women  was  cleverly  solved  by  the  appearance 
of  Brigham  Young  on  the  scene  and  reflects  credit 

on  the  author.  It’s  a   burlesque.  Six  reels.  (Elite, 
Metropolis,  111.) 

HAVOC.  F.  Madge  Bellamy,  George  O’Brien, 
Waller  McGrail,  Eulalle  Jensen,  Margaret  Liv- 

ingeton,  Leslie  Fenton,  David  BntJer,  Wade  Bote- 
Icr,  Bertram  Grassby,  3. — If  ever  a   picture  de- 

served praise  and  to  be  called  a   "special”  this 
one  surely  does.  It  is  a   wonderful  piece  of  work 
and  the  finest  war  drama  I   have  ever  seen.  Every 

bit  of  it  is  perfectly  done  and  one  forgets  It’s 
nine  reels  as  the  smooth  action  of  the  story  goes 

on.  I   am  glad  I   played  it  and  thank  William  Fox 
for  one  of  the  greatest  pictures  of  the  year.  I 

agree  with  T.  O.  Service  where  he  says  this 

should  be  mentioned  only  with  "The  Wagon,”  "The 
Iron  Horse,”  etc.  A   truly  big  one.  (Bijou,  Beach, 
N.  D.)  We  are  getting  quite  a   number  of  war 

pictures  and  "Havoc”  is  one  of  the  best  of  them, 
although  my  business  was  below  normal  tonight. 
The  war  shots  are  a   little  dark.  It  would  seem 

that  the  night  shots  could  be  lighter  without  any 

injury  to  the  picture.  Most  of  them  are  too  dark 
to  distinguish  clearly  what  is  happening  and  the 

public  does  not  want  to  guess  what  happens.  Also 

"Havoc”  could  have  had  less  footage  and  still  be 
as  good  a   picture.  The  picture  craves  action  and 

less  stress  put  upon  the  love  scenes  would  suit 
them  better.  They  get  restless  through  the  long 

clinches.  A   little  cutting  of  them  would  get  the 

love  scenes  over  just  as  well  as  the  additional 

footage  they  take  up.  'The  picture  would  move faster  and  for  that  reason  would  be  better  for  it. 

3,283  feet  of  film  is  too  much  for  the  average  pro- 

duction. 8,000  to  7,600  with  the  same  action  would 

suit  both  the  schedule  of  the  average  house  and 

the  public  better.  (Columbia,  Columbia  City, 

Ind.)  A   great  picture.  Don't  be  afraid  to  step 
on  it.  (Joyland.  Booneville,  Ark.)  I   consider  this 

as  good  a   picture  as  I   have  seen  in  a   long  time. 
One  exhibitor  criticised  the  war  scenes  as  un- 

necessary. To  my  mind  they  were  as  much  a 
part  of  the  picture  as  scenery  is  to  a   stage. 
(Texas,  Grand  Prairie,  Tex.)  Wonderful  picture 

that  pleased  the  men  but  not  the  women.  It  was 
clean  up  business  at  50c  top  with  big  orchestra. 
(Majestic.  Belleville,  Kan.)  A   gowl  picture  of 

the  kind,  but  failed  to  draw  with  us.  I^st  money 
on  this  one.  They  will  not  come  to  see  a   picture 
from  a   story  across  the  pond.  (Re.x,  Gilman  (Sty, 

Mo.)  One  of  these  long,  tiresome,  worn  out 
stories  that  has  been  played  to  death.  One  that 
they  will  walk  cut  on.  The  picture  is  not  there. 
(Dixie,  Russellville,  Ky.)  This  is  a   good  picture 

and  will  please.  I   consider  it  a   special  of  the 

first  class.  Step  on  It.  (Rich,  Montpelier,  Idaho.) 

Mighty  good  war  picture,  but  the  war  is  over, 
and  it  got  the  patrons  a   bit  weary  on  account 
of  too  much  war  action.  (State,  Tawas,  Mich.) 

Although  this  is  a   war  picture,  it  pleased  our  peo- 

ple and  drew  us  a   fair  business.  V/ill  stand  some 

boosting.  (The  Crystal,  Flandreau,  S.  D.)  A 

truly  great  war  picture.  "Havoc’’  here  means 
the  havoc  wrought  by  woman  and  war.  This  is 

not  a   super-special  but  is  a   special.  Our  patrons 
liked  it  and  said  so.  The  acting  of  Madge  ̂ llamy 

and  Margaret  Livingston  is  good.  O’Brien  and 
McGrail  are  great.  The  war  scenes  are  real  and 

thrilling.  There  is  enough  pathos  and  humor 

and  drama  to  satisfy  anyone's  audience.  (Char- 
Bell,  Rochester,  Ind.)  This  picture  pleased  as  well 

as  "The  Iron  Horse,’’  and  that  is  saying  all,  or 

100  per  cent.  1   wasn't  looking  for  as  good  a   pic- 
ture as  it  really  is,  owing  to  some  of  the  reports 

that  I   have  seen  in  the  "Herald,"  but  any  exhibi- 
tor that  cannot  be  pleased  with  this  picture  is 

sure  hard  to  please.  Wonderful  love  scene,  won- 
derful acting  all  the  way  through  the  eleven  reels. 

The  only  thing  that  I   can  see  is  that  the  title  is 

too  weak  for  this  picture.  Print  in  fine  shape. 
(Plainview,  Plainview,  Tex.) 

HEADLINES.  AE,  Alice  Terry,  Virginia  Leo  Cor- 
bin, Malcolm  McGregor,  Harry  T.  Morey,  5. — Gave 

general  satisfaction  hut  when  the  vamp  proposed 

taking  a   bath  with  the  gang  there  is  no  telling 
what  would  have  happened  had  there  been  no 
censor  board.  Some  of  the  dancers  in  the  cafe 

gave  a   wiggle  that  was  vulgar.  (Lyric,  Winches- 

ter, 111.)  I   was  glad  very  lew  came  to  see  this 

picture.  It  is  a   drunken-bedroom-bathreom-booze 
and  girl  smoking-cigarette  thing.  Six  reels. 
(Grand,  Chetek,  Wis.) 

HEAD  WINDS.  U,  House  Peters,  Patsy  Rath 

Miller,  Richard  Travers,  Artlsur  Hoyt.  William 

Austin,  5, £08. — A   very  good  sea  story  that  pleased 
the  few  who  saw  it.  Storm  scenes  exceptionally 

good.  (Idlehour,  Monroe,  Ga.)  Fine  water  scenes 
but  only  a   moderately  fair  program  picture. 

(Char-Bell,  Rochester,  Ind.)  Good.  (Texas,  Grand 

Prairie,  Tex.)  Just  a   program  picture,  but  not  a 
special  by  any  means.  Not  much  of  a   story ;   storm 

at  sea  is  about  the  only  excitement  to  it.  (Ma- 

jestic. Bigger,  Sask.,  Canada.)  A   very  good  of- 
fering but  business  decidedly  light.  (Grand. 

Rainier,  Ore.)  Here  is  a   good  one.  House  Peters 
makes  good  ones.  Always  pleases.  A   fine  sea 

story  ably  produced  and  fine  acting.  Some  storm 
at  sea.  Everyone  well  satisfled.  (Amuse.  Hart, 

Mich.)  Fair  picture  but  nothing  big.  Good  storm 
scenes  in  last  reel.  Pleased  fairly  well.  (Royal. 

Newark,  Ark.)  Very  fine  offering  and  pleased, 

as  all  Universals  are  doing  with  us.  .Universal  is 

treating  the  exhibitbrs  right  in  prices.  (Princess. 

Blwood,  Ind.)  This  picture  is  a   dragged  out  film 

of  six  reels.  It's  about  the  poorest  imitation  of  a 
storm  at  sea  that  I   ever  run.  In  the  picture  the 

same  boat  scene  is  shown  twelve  times  and  House 

Peters  at  the  wheel  with  same  scenes  fourteen 

times  in  six  reels.  (Montioello  Opera  House,  Mon- 
ticello,  la.)  Something  lacking.  Seems  to  lack 

the  punch.  Good  sea  story  and  some  fine  storm 
scenes.  (Princess,  Crandon,  Wis.)  Very  ordinary. 

(Royal,  Grand  Rapids,  Mich.)  House  Peters 
miscast,  too  old  for  this  part.  Business  poor.  (Lib- 

erty, Kaltspell,  Mont.)  A   very  good  program  pic- 

ture but  hardly  the  class  to  have  the  Jewel  trade- 
mark. Peters  good  but  the  role  not  heavy  enough 

for  his  ability.  Patsy  Ruth  Miller  fine  as  the 

headstrong  wilful  girl,  certainly  a   fine  iittle  act- 

ress end  not  hard  to  look  at.  Don't  wonder 
Doug  picked  her  for  his  next  picture.  Story  ran 

in  the  "Saturday  Evening  Post”  and  some  will 
remember  it.  At  ’   a   program  price,  you  will  be 
satisfied.  (Bijou,  Beach.  N.  D.)  A   good  story  of 
the  sea.  House  Peters,  though  he  does  not  draw 

very  well  for  us,  has  always  done  well.  Patsy 

Ruth  Miller  oo-starring  also  does  well  in  this  par- 
ticular picture.  Sorry  more  did  not  see  it.  Used 
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extra  advertising.  No  fault  of  ours,  nor  of  Qual- 

ity of  picture.  But  we  had  no  average  attend- 
ance at  that.  Will  just  charge  the  devil  up  with 

the  loss.  (New  Pastime,  Cushing,  Iowa.)  Good- 
bye House  Peters.  This  is  the  last  one  of  his  we 

have  to  run  and  we  are  glad  of  it,  for  they  keep 

getting  weaker  and  weaker  and  Peters  keeps  get- 
ting worse  and  worse,  and  to  think  they  put  such 

a   nice  little  chic  in  with  him  as  Patsy  Ruth 

Miller,  and  she  was  supposed  to  fall  in  love  with 
  wow  I   Believe  she  would  have  to  have  a 

worse  fever  than  she  had  in  the  picture  to  do 

that.  There  isn't  much  to  the  story  and.  al- 
though there  are  a   few  nice  scenes  in  it,  it  is 

a   rather  weak  offering.  House  Peters  made  his 

mark  when  he  made  “The  Storm"  and  has  been 
living  on  that  reputation  ever  since.  He  has  no 
following  here  and  this  will  be  the  last  for  him. 

(Rex,  Colby,  Wis.)  Not  his  best.  Fair  program. 
It  will  satisfy.  Had  no  comments  pro  or  con. 

Storm  scene  Quite  realistic.  Would  rate  it  about 

S6  per  cent.  Six  reels.  (Selk,  Scotia.  Neb.) 

HELL'S  HIGHROAD,  PDC,  Leatrice  Joy,  6.“- 
Leatrice  just  made  them  like  it.  She  sure  does 

great  work  in  "Hell's  Highroad”  and  here  is  an- 
other real  one.  Cecil  B.  DeMille  is  sure  knocking 

them  over.  Keep  it  up,  old  man.  I'm  for  you. 
Pleased  them  and  all  went  out  satisfied.  (Cozy- 
Folly.  Hollis,  Okla.)  A   fair  program  picture.  No 
knockout.  Producers  Distributing  gives  us  about 

the  poorest  titles  they  can  find.  We  cannot  make 
money  on  them.  Never  have,  anyway.  (Castle, 
Havana,  III.)  This  is  the  sort  of  a   picture  which 
is  a   knockout  in  the  cities  and  a   Flittering  Fanny 

out  in  the  sticks.  The  bedroom  scene  was  sug- 
gestively vulgar,  for  which  I   could  see  no  reason. 

If  you  like  to  run  this  sort  of  dirt,  set  it  on  a 

rainy  night.  (Trags,  Neillsville,  Wis.)  Here  is 
a   picture  that  went  over  well.  The  ladies  sure 
raved  over  the  wardrobe  and  I   guess  brought 

their  husbands  along  to  show  them  what  real 

class  was.  (Monarch.  Medicine  Hat,  Alta.,  Can- 
ada.) A   good  story  murdered  in  the  directing. 

The  baby  must  have  got  hold  of  the  book  and 
tore  out  one  third  of  the  leaves  before  the  director 

put  it  in  pictures.  If  we  were  to  give  this  an 
A.  B.  C.  rating  we  would  put  it  in  about  X   class. 
And  the  worst  of  it  was  we  selected  it  for  our 

Sunday  show,  at  which  time  we  always  try  and 

give  our  patrons  an  extra  good  program  and  raise 

our  admission  prices.  This  picture  is  advertised 
as  being  directed  under  the  supervision  of  Cecil 

B.  DeMille.  We  are  surprised  that  such  a   director 

would  stand  for  anything  like  this.  (The  Crystal. 

Plandreau.  S.  D.)  The  heroine  was  skidding  and 

she  slipped  almost,  but  you  can't  get  very  naughty 

in  the  "Saturday  Evening  Post"  (Captain  Billy.) 
A   blind  man  could  tell  from  the  opening  of  this 
just  how  the  story  would  turn  out.  Neither  the 

title,  the  paper  or  the  picture  had  any  appeal  for 

my  people.  (Pastime.  Mason,  Mich.)  Not  for 
Sunday,  children,  nor  small  towns.  It  is  sugges- 

tive and  can't  help  your  business  and  some  will 
stay  away  until  they  forget  it.  Should  be  all 

right  for  large  towns  where  they  can  go  from 

choice,  not  necessity.  (Shuler,  Raton,  N.  M.) 

Didn’t  see  this  one,  but  the  reports  are  sure  bad. 
Nothing  to  it  and  a   bit  suggestive,  too.  Very 

much  disappointed  in  this  one.  (Halfway,  Half- 
way, Mich.)  Not  so  good.  Just  a   fair  program 

picture.  Hard  to  sell  to  the  customers.  (Palace, 

Ashland,  O.)  Don’t  tell  ’em  you  have  got  some- 
thing big.  Will  not  back  you  up.  Seven  reels. 

(Capitol,  Hillsboro,  Iowa.)  Not  bad,  not  good. 

Expected  worse  from  the  reports  but  we  got  by 

without  any  complaints.  (State,  Tawas  City, 
Mich.) 

...        FN,  Constance 

Talmadge,  Ronald  Coiman,  Jean  Hersholt,  Albert 

Gran,  Sidney  Bracy,  Templar  Saxe.  Emily  Fita- 

roy.  7,211. — Very  good  comedy  drama.  Played  this 
Romance  Night  by  admitting  every  woman  for 

ISc  if  accompanied  by  her  husband  or  fiance,  and 

it  drew^  wonderful  business.  Boost  this  one.  as  it  is 
entertaining.  (Atlantic.  Atlantic,  Mass.)  Good 
enough  for  anyone  with  Constance  at  her  best. 

Will  keep  your  patrons  laughing  throughout  the 
entire  picture.  This  picture  should  get  extra 
business.  (Paramount.  Y/yoming,  111.)  The  best 

^mg^this  actress  has  appeared  in  since  "East  Is 
West."  This  is  real  entertaining  and  so  much better  than  the  silly  ones  she  has  made.  Ronald 
Lolman  is  very  good  in  this  one.  Had  many  fa- 

vorable comments  from  hard  boiled  critics. 
(American,  Wautoma.  Wis.)  Was  an  average 

Went  over  fairly  good.  (Arcade,  Cam- 
en,  N.  Y.)  Ran  this  on  Saturday  to  very  good 
usiness.  My  patrons  were  pleased  with  it.  It  is 

a   very  good  comedy  drama  that  will  please  any 
au  lence.  Constance  is  splendid.  Her  eyes  alone 
would  make  her  a   favorite.  This  is  entitled  to  a 

Y   1   date  book.  (Ideal.  Chateaugay,  N. 
on  program  picture.  Business  poor 

this  one.  Lost  money  on  every  Constance 
laimadge  picture.  (Princess.  Chilton.  Wis.)  A 

good  picture  that  took  pretty  well  with  our  pat- 
rons. (Halfway.  Halfway,  Mich.) 

HER  SISTER  FROM  PARIS.  FN.  Constance 

Taimadgc,  Ronald  Golman,  George  K.  Arthur,  Gei^ 

trude  Claire,  7,255. — Conste,  you  have  scored  areal 
hit  in  this  one.  The  best  we  have  ever  had  from 

this  wonderful  girl  star,  was  the  general  opinion 

of  capacity  house  during  the  run  of  this  comedy 

knock-out.  (Crpheum,  Glasgow,  Mont.)  This  one 

is  excellent.  Best  one  yet  of  Constance.  It's  not 

too  spicy  for  small  town.  Boost  It  big.  You  can’t 
go  wrong.  (Grand,  Yoakum,  Te,x.)  Really  the 
best  Constance  Talmadge  picture  yet  released. 
Good  comedy.  Did  fairly  good  business,  owing 

to  the  fact  that  it  received  plenty  of  Chicago  pub- 

licity on  account  of  the  censor  board's  ruling. 
Book  it  and  make  yourself  some  money.  (Bugg, 

Chicago.  III.)  Very  good  picture,  Connie,  but  you 

ought  to  take  a   look  at  the  "Herald’s”  Xmas  is- 
sue and  see  where  off-color  pictures  rank.  (Ma- 

jestic, Belleville,  Kan.)  I   %vant  to  recommend  this 
as  first  rate  screen  material,  handled  by  capable 

artists  who  certainly  know  how  it  is  done  and  put 
it  over  with  a   scream.  Connie  Talmadge  has  not 

appeared  better  in  quite  a   while.  Ronald  Colman 

plays  up  to  her  in  the  beat  sort  of  way  and 
George  Arthur  is  an  asset  to  the  picture  worth 

mentioning,  white  Margaret  Mann  is  a   lovable  old 

lady.  They’re  all  good,  and  it’s  some  show.  (Cozy, 
Winchester.  Ind.)  This  is  the  best  Constance  Tal- 

madge picture  we  have  played.  Business  only 

fair.  Can't  get  them  out  on  her  pictures.  (Lyric, 
Crete,  Neb.)  This  is  a   dandy.  Go  after  it.  boost 

it.  It  will  stand  as  much  as  any.  Conny  sure  is 

there  with  the  goods.  (Lyric,  Barlville,  111.) 

Business  below  usual  standard,  but  this  is  an  ex- 
ceptionally good  offering.  (Grand,  Rainier,  Ore.) 

One  of  Connie’s  best,  but  this  star  is  slipping. 
(Florence,  Elk  Point,  S.  D.)  This  picture  was 
very  well  received.  A   little  spicy,  but  very  good. 

(Opera  House,  Fennimore,  Wis.)  After  four  rot- 
ten ones,  Connie  has  made  a   good  one  and  it 

pleased  as  near  100  per  cent  as  any  picture  we 

have  ever  run.  Here  is  one  that  will  back  you 

up  on  all  the  exploitation  you  wish  to  give  it. 

(Regent,  Eureka,  Kan.)  Buy  this  one  and  boost. 
Will  please  your  patrons.  Constance  Talmadge 
scores  once  more  sure.  Hits  the  high  spots.  A 

little  spicy  in  places  but  not  too  much  so.  Small 
towns  are  all  about  alike.  Sure  is  good.  A   great 

picture.  Buy  and  boost  to  limit.  Sure  fire  scenes 
in  it  and  holds  interest  from  start  to  finish.  (Gem, 

Hartford.  Kan.)  A   wow,  a   whiz,  a   beaner,  call 

it  anything  you  like  in  the  slang  of  any  nation. 

It’s  a   great  bit  of  entertainment.  In  spite  of 
terrible  weather,  did  good  business  first  night  and 

half  again  as  much  the  second.  Clever  as  it  oan 
be :   this  George  Arthur  is  great,  Colman  too. 

Whole  thing  couldn't  be  improved  upon.  True, 
not  for  the  church  as  a   benefit  show  exactly,  but 

they  all  came  and  they  all  laughed.  Very  im- 
moral town,  this,  I   guess.  (Star,  Menard,  Tex.) 

Very  clever.  Probably  the  best  she  has  done  since 

"East  is  West.”  Nothing  smutty :   nothing  vul- 

gar. The  only  kick  you  will  get  is  that  it  isn't 
one-half  as  snappy  as  they  thought  it  would  be. 
The  support  she  has  is  more  or  less  limburger. 

but  the  picture  is  perhaps  the  best  in  her  last 
half  dozen.  Give  her  a   boost  in  this  one,  boys,  as 

you  know  the  last  few  have  been  a   lot  of  blah. 

(Trags,  Neillsviile,  Wis.)  Could  not  see  anything 

wrong  with  this  picture.  My  patrons  liked  this 

better  than  any  of  Talmadge  pictures.  (Lyric, 

Genoa.  III.)  I   should  have  reported  on  this 
sooner.  Gave  very  good  satisfaction.  Pleased  all 

classes  and  one  of  this  star’s  best  offerings.  If 

you  have  not  run  it,  get  it,  for  it’s  entertainment 
plus.  (Kentland,  Kentland,  Ind.)  Knockout  enter- 

tainment. (Lorin,  Berkeley,  CaJ.)  Business  fair. 

Now,  boys,  here  is  a   real  entertainment.  With- 
out question  the  best  Constance  has  ever  done. 

There  is  only  one  reason  producers  don't  make 

more  just  as  good  as  this  and  that  is  they  can’t 
do  it.  If  every  picture  made  could  contain  as 
much  entertainment  as  this,  the  show  business 
would  be  a   snap.  Pleased  my  patrons.  100  per 

cent.  ((Novelty.  Paris.  Idaho.)  If  you  have  this 

picture  bought,  don’t  be  afraid  to  advertise  it  big 
for  it  will  please  most  of  your  picture  fans.  (De- 
Luxe,  Spearvilte,  Kan.)  Just  about  what  all  the 
boys  say  it  is.  Had  many  favorable  comments 

and  was  surprised  that  it  took  so  well  in  a   small 

town.  Pretty  spicy  in  places  but  that  didn’t  seem 
to  hurt  it  as  many  people  that  I   thought  would 
object  to  it  said  it  was  good.  I   had  a   good 

snappy  orchestra  and  I   believe  that  helped  to  put 

it  over.  (American,  Wautoma,  Wis.)  A   very  in- 
teresting comedy  and  a   box  office  success,  which 

could  have  been  considerably  increased  with  a   lit- 

tle special  advertising  judiciously  worded  a.s  to 

the  publicity  which  this  play  had  received.  Some- 
what racy  in  a   humorous  way,  which  neutralizes 

its  suggestiveness.  A   cleverly  wiitten  play,  and 

Constance  Talmadge — we  thought  it  was  Norma! 

(Elite-Kozy,  Metropolis,  111.)  Boys,  here  is  a   good 

one.  and  I   consider  this  one  of  the  cleverest  pic- 
tures made.  I   am  talking  of  both  the  plot,  and 

the  double  role  taken  by  the  star  has  the  whole 

city  talking.  Here  is  a   treat  for  your  patrons 
and  will  build  up.  (Monarch,  Medicine  Hat,  Alta., 

Canada.)  Best  attraction  she  has  made  in  a   long 
time.  Also  first  one  of  hers  that  has  shown  a 

profit.  Just  a   little  profit;  not  a   salary.  (Rose- 

win.  Datlas.  Tex.)  It’s  a   dandy  at  the  box  oflice 
and  pleased  100  per  cent.  (Liberty.  Pasco. Wash.) 

HE'S  A   PRINCE,  FP,  Raymond  Griffith.  5,200. 

(See  "A  Regular  Follow.") 

HIGH  AND  HANDSOME,  FBO,  Lefty  Fiyim. 

Lydia  Knott,  Jean  Perry,  Kathleen  Myers,  Toro 

Kennedy,  6. — All  to  the  good  for  an  action  picture, 
with  enough  humor  in  it  to  odd  flavor.  (Arcadia, 

Vandergrift,  Pa.)  Monday  to  fair  business.  I 
would  call  this  an  average  program  picture, 

without  anything  special  to  recommend  it.  The 
heighth  of  the  star  justifies  the  first  part  of  the 

title,  the  other  or  last  port  of  the  title  I   am  not 

going  to  say  anything  about.  If  I   did  I   would 
have  to  tell  the  truth  and  that  might  not  sound 

good.  (Ideal.  Chateaugay,  N.  Y.)  One  of  Flynn’s 
best.  A   goo<l  action  picture.  (Russell.  Bruns- 

wick, Mo.)  Good  picture.  Bad  roads.  Poor 
crowd  at  the  Bellwood  show.  (Community.  David 

City.  Neb.)  A   splendid  entertainment.  Good 
story.  Star  and  cast  fine.  (Silver  Family,  Green- 

ville, Mich.)  Plenty  of  action  in  this.  Fellows, 

which  includes  a   big  prize  fight.  Seemed  to  please 

'em  alt.  (Majestic,  Portland,  Ind.)  Had  patrons 

say  they  liked  it  better  than  "Irish  Luck."  and  it 
should  have  been  named  "The  Luck  of  the  Irish" 
to  make  it  go  over.  (Orpheum,  Oehvein,  In.)  This 
is  a   good  comedy  drama.  Has  plenty  of  r)ep  and 

action.  (Rialto,  Terrill.  Iowa.)  With  a   good  fight 

and  comedy,  this  went  over  nice.  This  was  Flynn’s 
first  picture  here,  but  went  over  nicely.  Six  reels. 
(Elysian,  Elysian,  Minn.) 

KIS  BUDDY’S  WIFE,  AE.  Gtenn  Tryon,  Edna 
Murphy,  Douglas  Giimorc,  Blanche  Davenport,  6. 

— Here  is  a   picture  that  went  over  good.  Played 

this  with  Harold  Lloyd  in  "Never  Weaken."  Had 
a   full  house  and  everybody  left  pleased.  Book  it 

and  you  will  like  it.  (Opera  House,  Hilbert,  Wis.) 

Very  good  picture.  Will  please  80  per  cent  of 
audiences.  (Monticello  Opera  House,  Monticello. 

la.)  Just  ordinary  busine.ss  on  this,  which  hap- 
pens to  be  a   pretty  good  story  but  the  photography 

is  awful.  Six  reels.  (Orpheum,  Oehvein,  In.) 

HIS  JAZZ  BRIDE,  W,  Marie  Prevosl,  John 

Patrick,  Matt  Moore,  7. — Played  up  adaptation  of 

story  from  "The  Flapper  Wife"  and  to  record 
breaking  business  despite  opening  of  Lent.  Broke 

all  house  records.  Exceptional  exploitation  possi- 
bilities which,  together  with  the  serialization  of 

story  in  newspapers,  makes  it  a   true  box  oflice 
picture.  (State,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.)  A   very  good 
little  picture  and  very  satisfactory  to  me  and  to 
the  box  office.  Marie  Prevost  a   favorite  here  and 

she  is  not  hard  to  watch  in  this.  I   find  Warner 

Bros,  pictures  most  satisfactory  this  year.  Don't 
be  afraid  to  boost  this  one  as  good  entertainment. 

(Bijou,  Beach,  N.  D.)  Played  this  one  to  a   ca^ 

pacity  house  despite  rain  and  cold  weather.  All 
Warner  Bros,  pictures  go  over  with  my  patrons. 
Seven  reels.  (Victoria,  Winnfield,  La.) 

HIS  MAJESTY  BUNKER  BEAN,  W,  Matt 

Moore,  Dorothy  Devore,  David  Butler,  George 
Nichols,  Helen  Dunbar,  Frank  Leigh,  Gertrude 

Claire.  7,281. — This  was  so  bad  it  was  good.  I 

don't  think  I   ever  saw  any  worse.  It  was  funny 
to  see  the  look  they  gave  me  when  they  went  out. 

(Silver  Family,  Greenville,  Mich.)  Pretty  thin. 

One  needs  a   good  pair  of  glasses  to  see  any  sense 
to  it.  Still  it  ho-s  quite  a   few  laughs  and  quite  a 
number  enjoyed  it,  but  they  all  said  silly.  (Strand, 

Dryden,  Ont.,  Canada.)  This  is  a   good  comedy 
drama.  Matt  and  Dorothy  played  well.  Did  not 

make  money  on  this.  I   think  the  title  and  paper 

kills  it.  (Monticello  Opera  House,  Monticello,  la.) 
Some  said  this  was  the  funniest  yet.  A   few 

said  it  was  silly  but  I   noticed  the  whole  house 

laughed  out  loud  through  the  whole  picture.  'The 
finale  of  the  picture  was  worth  the  price  of  ad- 

mission. (Dixie.  Kilgore,  Tex.)  If  you  have  this 

bought,  pay  for  it  and  set  it  out.  You  will  lose 
everybody  who  sees  it  for  a   couple  of  weeks  and 

it  will  cost  you  more  in  patronage  than  "The 
Salvation  Hunters"  did.  (Shuler,  Raton,  N.  M.) 

HIS  PEOPLE.  U,  Rudolph  Schildkraut.  8. — Boy, 
oh  boy.  here  is  a   picture  that  cannot  be  beat  for 
good  wholesome  entertainment.  The  acting  of 

Schildkraut  and  balance  of  cast  the  finest  ever 

run  on  my  screen.  My  patrons  raved  about  it. 

Brother  Exhibitors,  don't  miss  this  one.  If  you 
don’t  have  it  bought,  be  sure  and  get  it  and 
boost  it  to  the  limit.  The  picture  will  back  you. 

Can  be  bought  right.  Take  a   tip  and  run  it. 
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{Alamo,  Cameron,  W.  Va.)  Rudolph  Schildkraut 

steals  the  picture,  which  is  a   deliithtful  one.  Well 

made  and  well  acted.  Will  go  best  where  they 

•enjoy  Jewish  characterization.  (S.  T.,  Parker,  S. 
D.)  A   very  pleasing  picture  if  you  can  get  them 

in  on  it.  No  drawing  power,  but  good.  (Ma- 
jestic, Camden,  S.  C.)  This  is  the  best  all  around 

audience  picture  of  the  year.  Comedy,  tears,  heart 

appeal,  in  fact,  one  of  the  kind  that  builds  up 

the  picture  industry.  Let's  have  more  on  this  or- 
der. (Cozy,  Fayette,  Iowa.)  Great  picture  and 

well  liked.  Plenty  of  action  and  human  interest. 

Played  it  three  days  and  should  play  it  a   week. 
Capacity  every  night.  Hope  to  get  more  of  this 

type.  (Cedar,  Philadelphia,  Pa.)  Good  picture. 

Pleased  95  per  cent.  You  can  buy  this  right. 
Nine  reels.  (Crystal,  Earlvillc,  la.) 

HIS  SECRETARY,  Norma  Shearer,  Lc%7  Cody, 
Willard  Louis,  Gwen  Lee,  7. — Here  is  one  of  the 

cleverest  comedy  dramas  we  have  run  in  many 
months.  Pleased  highbrow  and  low-brow  alike. 

Step  on  this  one:  it  will  back  you  up.  (Regent. 

Eureka,  Kan.)  Very  nice  picture  and  especially 
appealing  to  the  fair  se.v.  Norma  is  a   real  beauty 

and  can  act,  but  as  yet  is  not  any  knockout  at 

the  box  office,  but  she  should  make  the  grade  be- 

fore long.  (Strand,  Robinson,  111.)  A   very  good 

entertainment.  Norma  Shearer  is  becoming  one 

of  our  outstanding  female  stars.  The  comedy  is 
clean.  Very  good  and  lots  of  it.  Willard  Louis 

and  Lew  Cody  are  great  in  support.  (Char-Bell, 
Rochester,  Ind.)  Good  comedy.  Very  entertain- 

ing. Played  to  a   packed  house.  (Columbia,  Poy- 

nette,  Wis.)  This  is  just  a   wonderful  picture. 
Has  everything  in  it  to  make  it  good  entertain- 

ment. And,  oh  Norma,  you  are  great.  (Mon- 
ticcllo  Opera  House,  Monticello,  la.)  Pleased  our 

patrons  immensely  and  took  a   few  records  at  the 

box  office.  Should  please  all  classes,  for  it’s  genu- 
ine comedy  of  every-day  life.  (Ritz,  St.  Louis, 

Mo.)  This  one  rings  the  boll  for  entertainment. 

Excellent  comedy  drama  that  everyone  will  enjoy. 

You  boys  who  have  this  bought  can  step  on  it  and 

not  be  afraid  of  the  picture  not  delivering  the 

goods.  (Odeon,  Chandler.  Okla.)  Personally  I 
think  this  is  the  best  picture  I   have  seen  in  a 

long  time.  Norma  is  wonderful.  Not  a   big  pic- 
ture but  a   dandy.  The  best  I   have  ever  had  Miss 

Shearer  in.  Has  a   world  of  sly  humor  and  di- 

recting by  Hobart  Henley  is  great.  (Majestic. 
Bowie.  Tex.)  Very  good.  Here  is  a   picture  that 

will  please  everyone  and  it  will  keep  them  laugh- 

ing all  the  time.  Each  of  the  three  principals 
does  some  mighty  good  work.  This  is  the  best  light 

comedy  that  we  have  played  in  some  time.  (Apol- 
lo, Indianapolis,  Ind.)  This  is  the  one  they  should 

call  special  instead  of  "The  Tower  of  Lies.”  If 
you  want  to  see  a   clean,  comic  picture,  book  "His 

Secretary."  Good.  Seven  reels.  (Opera  House, 
Hilbert,  Wis.)  Genuine  entertainment.  A   splen- 

did comedy  drama.  One  of  the  best  this  year. 
Will  please  all  if  you  can  get  them  in.  Drew 

bettei’  class  patrons  here.  Business  fair.  Seven 
reels.  (Grand,  Rainier,  Ore.)  A   first  rate  en- 

tertainment. Just  the  thing  for  a   Sunday  audi- 
ence. (Palace.  Waupaca,  Wis.)  Couldn't  ask  for 

better.  Drew  well  and  pleased.  Seven  reels.  (Au- 
ditorium, Barrington,  111,)  A   very  good  comedy 

drama,  although  not  an  ideal  picture  for  small 
town  theatres.  Seven  reels.  (Prince.ss,  Chilton, 
Wis.)  How  can  you  do  it,  Norma?  Who’d  ever 
believed  it  wa.s  you  in  the  early  scenes?  But 

when  you  stepped  out  of  the  "shoppe.”  well  that’s 
different  and'  it’s  you.  No  mistaking  that.  Wil- lard Louis  and  Lew  Cody  both  were  excellent  in 
this  and  Miss  Shearer  never  belter  or  more  beau- 

tiful. Here'.s  one  for  your  high  class  crowd.  One 
that  you  can  stand  at  the  door  as  they  come  out 
and  let  them  tell  you,  "That's  fine,  wonderful 
picture,  etc.”  Seven  reels.  (Regent.  Indianola. Miss. ) 

HOGAN’S  ALLEY,  W.  Monte  Blue,  Patsy  Ruth 
Miller,  Willard  Louis,  Louise  Fazenda,  Mary  Carr, 
6,000.-—A  mighty  good  comedy  drama  with  plenty 
of  action.  (Elite.  Greenleaf.  Kan.)  Another  War- 

ner knockout.  This  one  pleased  95  per  cent.  War- 
ners sure  are  giving  us  some  real  pictures.  Buy 

Warners  and  your  worrie.s  are  over.  (Walnut. 
Lawrencebui'g.  Ind.)  Somehow  or  other  the  ad- 

vance _   reviews  read  on  these  new  Warner  Broth- 
ei'.s  pictures  make  an  exhibitor  afraid  to  want 
to  play  them,  but  they  all  seem  to  have  just  that 
little  something  that  the  patrons  want,  so  why  be 
guided  by  New  York  critics?  (Palace.  Waupaca, 
Wis.)  Our  patrons  all  liked  this  picture  and  it 
drew  fairly  well,  but  wo  had  a   scarlet  fever  epi- 

demic. otherwise  we  would  have  almost  doubled 
our  busines.s.  Razz  it  good  and  hard,  it  will  stand 
Jt  and  then  some.  (Polo,  Polo,  III.)  Broke  every 
c.xisting  house  record,  playing  to  capacity  business. 
1G,082  admissions  in  684  sent  house  in  a   si.x  day 
town._  Audience  kept  in  gale  of  laughter.  Pic- 

ture is  built  for  the  box  office.  (State,  Pitts- 
burgh, Pa.)  A   very  good  picture.  Well  put  to- 

gether. Plenty  of  good  clean  comedy.  Should 

please  in  any  neighborhood.  We  ran  it  2   days. 

Business  only  fair  hut  I   can’t  blame  it  on  the 
picture,  as  it  was  released  in  bad  time,  just  a   few 
days  before  Christmas.  Above  all  book  it  and  play 

it  up  for  all  it's  worth.  (Bugg,  Chicago.  111.) 
A   surprisingly  good  picture.  Drew  better  than  the 

average  and  pleased  immensely.  Most  people  liked 

it  better  than  "Little  Annie  Rooney.”  Willard 
Louis  is  getting  to  be  a   popular  comedian.  Would 

say  this  is  a   good  picture  for  any  class  house. 

(Temple.  Bellaire,  O.)  One  of  the  niftiest  comedy 
dramas  we  have  had  in  some  time.  We  have 

found  all  of  Warner  product  first  class  this  sea- 

son. (Palace,  Mt.  Pleasant,  Tex.)'  This  is  a   dandy 
picture,  itself  and  for  the  box  office.  We  are 

sure  getting  the  goods  from  Warner  Bros.,  this 

year.  This  is  the  kind  of  picture  people  will 
come  to  see.  Comedy,  melodrama  and  thrills. 

Monte  Blue  and  his  smile  pleasing  as  ever.  Wil- 
lard Lewis  is  a   good  comedian  and  Patsy  Ruth 

Miller  is  there  all  the  way.  She's  some  one  swell 
little  actress.  If  they  ever  start  another  popular 
star  contest  again,  Phil  Rand  and  Jenkins  can 

have  Viola.  Me  for  Patsy  Ruth.  Hope  Warner 

Bros,  give  us  plenty  of  her.  Seven  reels.  (Bijou, 
Beach,  N.  D.)  Special  to  Monte  Blue:  I   just 

want  to  tell  you.  Monte,  that  they  don't  make 
any  better  picture  than  you  make.  I   have  run 

them  all  so  far  and  you  are  there  in  all  of  them. 

Of  course  I   must  give  Patsy  Ruth  Miller  credit, 

too.  She  is  fine.  Boys,  run  this  by  all  means. 

It's  a   scream.  (Monticello  Opera  House,  Monti- 
cello, la.)  Good  live  action  picture  which  pleased 

and  they  did  not  hesitate  to  tell  me  that  they 
liked  this  feature.  Six  reels.  (Auditorium,  Lil>- 

ertyville.  111.)  A   splendid  comedy  drama.  Char- 

acters all  good.  Pleased  them  all.  (Silver  Family, 
Greenville,  Mich.) 

HOME  MAKER,  THE,  U,  Alice  Joyce,  Clive 

Brook,  George  Fawcett,  7,775. — Very  good  picture. 
(Star.  Fowler,  Colo.)  Good  picture,  but  there 
seemed  to  be  something  missing  at  the  finish. 

(Palace.  Waupaca,  Wis.)  Nice  little  program  pic- 

ture to  ordinary  business.  This  word  "Jewel” 

doesn't  mean  a   thing  any  more.  (American,  Ada. 
Okla.)  Not  much  action.  The  little  boy  is  fine. 

No  drawing  power.  (Starland,  Stockbridge,  Mich.) 
Splendid  from  every  angle.  (S.  T.,  Parker,  S.  D.) 

Just  another  darn  good  picture  from  our  old 

standby — Universal.  Acting,  story,  photography, 

directing,  everything  the  best.  It’s  just  a   little 
different.  Book  it.  (Bugg.  Chicago,  111.)  Very 

good  story  to  take  good  lesson  from.  Anybody 

can  learn  if  they  only  take  interest  in  plays  like 

this  and  come  to  sec  them.  I   think  that  right 
after  the  holidays  everyone  was  wore  out  and  so 

they  stayed  at  home.  Those  who  saw  it  were 

satisfied.  (Royal.  Kimball,  S.  D.)  The  best  do- 
mestic drama  I   have  ever  played  or  seen.  Make  a 

direct  appeal  to  married  folk.s,  as  it  will  appeal 

especially  to  them.  It  is  one  of  the  cleanest  pic- 
tures I   have  played  and  there  are  kids  that  have 

important  parts  all  through  the  picture,  so  it  will 

appeal  to  the  whole  family  and  is  an  ideal  show 

for  Family  Night.  (American,  Wautoma.  Wis.) 

Very  good.  The  boy  in  this  is  a   real  little  star. 
Step  on  this  one.  It  will  please  every  one.  Busi- 

ness here  very  light,  but  not  fault  of  the  picture. 
(Grand,  Rainier,  Ore.)  Program  picture  with  a 

bum  finish.  (Lyric,  Buffalo.  N.  Y.)  Do  not  con- 

sider this  much  of  a   picture.  Had  several  com- 
plaints on  it.  Very  poor  drawing  card.  Story 

weak;  nothing  to  it.  (Highland,  Guthrie.  Okla.) 
One  dandy  picture.  Invite  the  ministers,  the 
teachers,  the  young  and  the  old  and  the  teenie 
weenies.  Here  is  a   picture  that  is  as  clean  as  a 

hound's  tooth.  I   believe  Universal's  making  the cleasest  films  on  the  market.  Eight  reels.  (Blende. 
Benton,  Wis.)  This  was  reported  fine  by  our 
patrons.  Many  stopped  to  tell  how  much  they 
enjoyed  it.  The  boy  wa.s  great.  Eight  reels. 
(Hammond,  Hammond.  Wis.)  The  cleanest  pic- 

ture I   ever  played,  with  poor  ending,  but  did  not 

draw.  ̂   Men  don’t  care  for  it.  Not  enough  action, 
but  with  a   ladies'  organization  to  jilay  it  can't  be 
beat.  Eight  reels.  (Princess.  Traer,  la.)  If  it 
hadn’t  been  for  beautiful  Alice,  would  have  gone to  sleep.  Too  slow.  Wake  them  uji  a   little. 
Seven  reels.  (Dreamland.  Providence.  Ky.) 

HUMAN  TORNADO.  THE.  FBO,  Yakima  Ca- 
nutt,  Bert  Sprottc,  Nancy  Leeds,  Lafe  McKee, 
4,472. — Just  a   fair  picture.  Satisfied  80  per  cent. 
(Monticello  Opera  House,  Monticello,  la.)  Just  a 

fair  Western ;   not  as  good  as  “White  Thunder.” 
(Regent.  Eureka,  Kan.)  This  fellow  Canutt  may 
be  a   good  rider,  but  actor,  no.  This  is  a   mighty 
good  picture  to  not  buy.  ((k>mmunity,  Elgin. 
Neb.)  A   very  good  Western  picture  that  was  well 
receive<l  by  my  patrons.  Five  reels.  (DeLuxe, Spearville,  Kan.) 

I 
IF  MARRIAGE  FAILS,  FBO,  Jacqueline  Logan, 

CHvc  Brock,  BeJEc  Bennett,  Jean  Kcrsholt,  Cissy 
Fitzgerald,  7. — Fair  program  offering  that  has 
been  worked  over  and  over  again,  bxit  will  please 

(Castle,  Havana.  111.)  This  is  a   good  program 

picture  but  not  a   special.  Good  acting  and  beau- 

tiful scenes.  (Empire,  Manitowoc,  Wis.)  Film 
fair.  Rating  about  85  per  cent.  At  last  our 
question  has  been  answered.  When  you  see  this 

you  too  will  know.  (Jewel,  Vsrndale,  Minn.) 
They  all  have  their  lemons  and  I   guess  this  is 

F.  B.  O.'s  latest.  (A-Mus-U,  Piedeiick,  Okla.) 
Yes,  and  the  picture  failed  for  us.  No  good  for 
small  town.  Put  it  on  the  shelf  and  run  a   cheap 
Western  and  make  your  patrons  more  satisfied. 
Pleased  only  a   few.  Why  so  much  posing?  (Polo. 

Polo,  111.)  Fine  picture,  but  not  so  very  good 

for  small  town,  although  I   didn’t  have  any  kicks. 
(Hines,  Loyalton,  S.  Dak.)  Good  production  but 
did  not  give  general  satisfaction.  (Palace,  Wau. 

paca,  Wis.)  Nothing  in  this  production  to  make 
it  any  more  than  just  a   barely  passable  program 
picture.  Failed  to  draw.  Seven  reels.  (Garden, 
Frankfort,  Mich.)  Not  bad.  but  mediocre,  and 
the  theme,  if  any,  was  divorce  propaganda.  The 

cast  good,  and  did  their  work  well,  but  how  C. 
Gardner  Sullivan  would  sponsor  the  story  is  more 
than  1   can  understand.  Seven  reels.  (S.  T.. 
Parker,  S.  D.) 

INFATUATION,  FN,  Corinne  Griffith,  Percy 

Marraont,  Malcolm  MacGregor.  Warner  Oland, 
Leota  Lorraine,  Martha  Mattox,  6. — Very  good 

picture.  Should  please  the  average  audience. 

(Alamo,  Cameron.  W.  Va.)  Good  picture  to  good 
business.  Played  all  classes.  No  kick  on  First 

National.  (Lyric,  Morrison,  111.)  Good  title  and 
the  name,  Corinne  Griffith,  put  this  picture  over 

as  a   box  office  bet.  People  did  not  seem  to  like 

the  picture,  expecting  another  "Classified,”  and 
were  di,sappoint«l.  Did  not  hold  up  during  the 

run.  Exceptionally  good  advertising  matter.  (Au- 

ditorium. Libertyville,  III.)  Just  a   nice  Sunday 

program  picture.  Ctcap.  wholesome.  (Karlen, 
Monticello,  Wis.)  Very  bad  for  Corrine.  Noth- 

ing but  stalling  and  they  all  seem  to  not  know 

what  it  is  all  about.  Business  good  lli'st  night.  That 
was  all.  Eight  reels.  (Whynot,  Greenfield,  Ind.) 

Not  up  to  standard  but  she  puts  it  over  just  the 
same.  Seven  reels.  (Auditorium.  Barrington,  III.) 

IRISH  LUCK,  FP,  Thomas  Meighan,  Lois  Wil- 
son, Claude  King,  Ernest  Lawford,  7. — Beautiful 

scenes.  Good  plot.  Interesting  and  entertaining 

as^  a   whole.  Great  chances  to  introduce  witty 
Irish  hokum  mi.s.sed  by  the  director  Tom's  best 
for  a   long  time,  but  one  feels  it  is  not  quite  what 
it  should  or  could  be.  Ladies  liked  it  better  than 
the  men.  Paper  good.  (Rex.  Salmon.  Idaho.) 

One  of  his  best  pictures  and  with  Lois  Wilson  it 
has  a   good  bo-x  office  value.  The  story  is  very 

good  and  the  kind  of  picture  that  pleased  the 

crowd.  He  play.s  a   dual  part  which  is  well  han- 
dled and  adds  interest  to  the  picture.  (Grand, 

Pierre.  S.  D.)  They  enthused  over  this.  (Texas 
Grand  Prairie,  Tex.)  Try  this  boy  some  Saturday 

and  see  if  he  doesn't  make  you  more  money  than 
any  other  day.  (Rosewin,  Dallas,  Tex.)  Tom 
come  into  his  own  again  in  this  story  of  a   New 

York  cop  in  Ireland.  It  is  his  most  satisfactory 

picture  in  many  a   day  and  pleased  everyone  who 
crowded  in  for  it.  The  story  is  interesting,  the 

double  photography  marvelous,  the  Irish  setting 

real  and  certainly  a   cre<lit  to  the  cameraman  who 
set  for  the  shots  of  notable  Irish  views.  Lois 

Wilson  most  charming  asd  should  be  kept  as  lead- 
ing lady  for  Meighan.  It  is  the  type  of  story 

that  will  iilease  in  any  community  and  adds  new 
laurels  to  the  star.  (Temple,  Bellaire,  O.)  This 

picture  seemed  to  please.  It  gave  satisfaction  but 

it  is  not  as  good  as  some  other  pictures  this  star 

made.  (Rich,  Montpelier.  Idaho.)  This  is  a   de- 
lightful picture.  The  scenes  in  Ireland  are  fine. 

Book  it.  (Palace,  Aurora,  Ind.)  A   very  good 

Meighan  picture.  Scenes  in  Ireland  fine.  Pho- 
tography good,  action  slow,  but  holds  interest  to 

the  end.  (Cozy,  Lafayette.  Iowa.)  This  is  a 
swell  picture.  Pleased.  The  scenes  that  were 

taken  in  Ireland  are  wonderful,  and  Tom  does 
his  regular  good  acting.  (Moon.  Neligh,  Neb.) 

A   fairly  interesting  picture  taken  in  Ireland.  Is 
just  a   little  different.  Should  go  over  very  good 

in  an  Irish  neighborhood.  We  ran  it  one  day  be- 

cause we  are  in  a   German  neighborhood.  Busi- 
ness only  fair.  (Bugg,  Chicago,  III.)  This  is  a 

fine  picture.  The  best  since  "The  Miracle  Man." 
(Palace,  Ashland.  0.)  Not  up  to  Meighan  stand- 

ard. As  a   scenic  it's  there.  'Twill  pass,  but  no 
knockout.  (Acme,  Kennebunk,  Me.)  Fair  scenic. 

Story  very  ordinary.  Neither  star  was  given  op- 

portunity to  show  their  ability.  "Why  doesn't  Para- 
mount give  us  more  pictures  like  "Back  Home 

and  Broke"  with  Meighan  7   Comments  from 
patrons  only  fair,  and  in  Irish  community  at 

that.  (Kl.sg,  Ida  Grove.  Iowa.)  This  is  a   very 
good  show  with  wonderful  scenery.  It  will  please 

where  Meighan  is  liked,  and  has  a   good  Irish 
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story.  (Unique,  Anita,  Iowa.)  Good.  We  did  a 
nice  business  on  this  one  in  spite  of  the  fact 

that  we  felt  Meighan  was  losing  out  in  our  town, 

play  up  Ireland  in  connection  with  your  regular 

exploitation.  Stand  at  the  door  when  the  show 
breaks.  Listen  to  the  Irishmen  tell  you  what  a 

fine  picture  it  is.  It  even  pleases  the  Snglish. 

(Strand,  Eureka,  Cal.)  Had  a   lot  of  nice  com- 
pliments from  people  as  they  went  out.  First 

Meighan  that  made  me  money.  It’s  a   good  bet. 
(Reel  Joy,  King  City,  Cal.)  A   splendid  picture. 
Good  clean  story.  Cast  fine.  Satisfied  100  per 

cent.  This  is  the  kind  of  picture  it  is  a   pleasure 
to  run.  Give  us  more  like  it  and  we  will  all 

stay  in  business.  (Silver  Family,  Greenville, 

Mich.)  A   dandy  picture.  Beautiful  scenes  and 
well  cast.  Two  days  to  good  business.  Seven 

reels.  (Whynot,  Greenfield,  Ind.) 

IRON  HORSE,  THE.  F,  George  O'Brien,  J,  Far- 
reii  MacDonald,  Madge  Bellamy,  Gladys  Hulctte, 

James  Welch,  Fred  Kohler,  12,400.— William  Fox 
certainly  made  a   masterpiece  when  he  made  this, 

for  it  is  the  best  picture  that  has  ever  been  on 

my  screen  and,  as  the  saying  is.  I   don't  mean 
maybe.  If  this  had  received  the  publicity  that 

was  given  “The  Covered  Wagon”  it  would  have 

topped  “The  Covered  Wagon’’  by  a   long  way. 
The  people  did  not  know  that  it  was  the  picture 

it  is,  *nor  did  I   think  it  could  be  as  good  as  it  is. 
O’Brien  sure  won  a   place  in  the  hearts  of  the 
people  by  his  work  in  this  picture.  If  they  had 

hunted  the  world  over  they  could  not  have  found 

one  who  could  have  taken  the  place  of  Madge 

Bellamy,  and  if  Abe  Lincoln  had  woke  up  and 
taken  a   peep  at  Charles  Edward  Bull  he  would 

have  said  right  out  loud,  "There  is  my  double  sure 

enough.”  And  Corporal  Casey  kept  the  house  in 
an  uproar.  He  just  about  hogged  the  show.  In 

fact  I   never  saw  a   cast  that  came  near  playing 

their  parts  as  good  as  the  cast  in  "The  Iron 

Horse.”  This  is  a   picture  that  ought  to  be  pre- 
served for  future  generations  to  view.  I   don’t 

think  it  will  ever  be  possible  to  make  a   picture 

that  will  have  the  historical  value  which  is  pre- 

sented in  this  picture.  It  was  really  too  bad  that 

they  could  not  have  got  a   herd  of  real  old  long- 
horns for  the  cattle  scene.  It  would  have  added 

the  right  kind  of  color;  especially  when  they  had 
the  stampede,  it  would  have  sure  been  real.  The 

next  day  after  the  show  here  there  were  21 

people  in  the  drug  store  and  they  got  to  com- 

paring "The  Iron  Horse"  with  "The  Covered 

Wagon”  and  I   suggested  that  they  vote  on  which 
was  the  best.  Well,  there  were  10  voted  "The 

Iron  Horse,"  one  “The  Covered  Wagon."  and  one 
voted  even.  I   did  not  take  any  part  in  the 

voting.  Every  theatre  ought  to  show  this  picture. 
He  owes  it  to  his  people,  even  if  he  does  not  make 

any  clear  money  on  it.  The  picture  is  priced  too 

high  for  the  publicity  it  has  had.  I   gave  it  a   four 
day  run  here  and  made  just  about  as  much  clear 

as  I   would  have  made  on  two  program  pictures. 
But  I   believe  that  I   can  bring  this  picture  back 
in  three  or  four  months  and  pack  the  house  for 
every  show.  My  hat  is  off  to  William  Fox  for 

giving  the  world  something  to  remember  him  by. 
And  believe  me,  this  picture  will  still  be  new  in 
one  hundred  years  to  come.  Thank  you.  Bill. 
(Community,  Elgin,  Neb.)  Rained  out  on  this 

but  I   believe  it  can  be  rated  as  one  of  the  biggest 
pictures  of  the  year.  It  is  a   pioneer  picture,  of 
course,  produced  in  a   big  way  but  it  differs  from 
the  rest  in  the  fact  that  it  does  not  drag  and 
is  filled  with  action  from  beginning  to  end.  All 
exhibitors  should  run  this  picture.  If  you  don't 
you  are  passing  up  a   good  one.  (K.  P.,  Pitts- 

field. III.)  Absolutely  the  best  picture  this  year. 
Pleased  100  per  cent  but  did  not  draw.  Lost 
money  on  it  but  no  fault  of  the  picture.  Played 
day  and  date  with  Omaha  and  got  advantage  of 
their  big  advertising.  Used  orchestra.  Can’t 
understand  why  it  did  not  draw  better.  (Plain- 
view,  Plainview,  Neb.)  Splendid  picture  filled 
with  action  and  historical  interest.  However, 
failed  to  do  the  business  that  I   should  have  done 
considering  rental  paid  and  advertising  put  out. 
About  half  of  the  business  on  "The  Horse"  that 
was  done  on  "The  Covered  Wagon"  and  "The 
Ten  Commandments."  at  this  theatre.  Very  few 

^   our  patrons  had  ever  heard  of  "The  Iron 
Horse'  which  may  have  accounted  for  the  lack o   attendance.  Surely  worth  playing  at  increased 
rental.  (Garden.  Frankfort,  Mich.)  Proved  to 
uo  the  biggest  frost  of  the  season  at  the  box 
0   ce.  Three  weeks  of  heavy  advertising,  cover- 

ing all  towns  within  a   radius  of  twenty  miles, 
ve  piece  orchestra  playing  the  score  perfectly, 

foads  and  weather  perfect,  competition  running 
r   inary  feature.  But  dear  brothers,  they  failed 

^   arrive  except  to  pass  out  for  the  litho  stands. 
ere  is  the  whole  thing  in  a   nut  shell.  The 

picture  was  never  sold  to  the  public.  (Seelye, 
Abilene.  Kan.)  Is  a   real  special.  Fox  has  in  this 
picture  a   real  box  office  attraction.  (Char-Bell, 

Rochester,  N.  Y.)  This  is  a   wonderful  picture. 
The  best  of  its  type  1   have  ever  played  on  my 

screen.  ’   Book  it  and  boost  it.  it's  a   wow  and  a 
money  getter.  They  will  come  to  sec  this  one 

twice.  (Warner,  Circleville,  W.  Va.)  This  is  a 

masterpiece  and  my  patrons  enjoyed  it,  but  why 

in  thunder  didn't  Fox  sell  it  to  the  public?  He 
seems  to  leave  that  to  the  exhibitor.  (State.  Tawas 

City,  Mich.)  A   wonderful  production,  but  we  did 

not  break  any  records  with  it.  Fox  made  a   mas- 

terpiece and  then  failed  to  sell  it  to  the  public. 

Would  have  been  a   big  success  if  they  had  spent 

a   few  dollars  advertising  it.  You  can't  make 

money  on  it,  but  it  won't  do  you  any  harm  to  run 

it.  (Youngs,  Lexington,  N.  C.)  They  didn’t 

make  any  mistake  when  they  called  this  “big." 
Believe  me.  it  is  big  and  in  every  sense  of  the 

word.  Personally.  I   think  it  is  better  than  “The 

Wagon.”  (Amuse-U,  Springfield,  Dl.)  A   won- 
derful production.  Liked  it  better  than  "The 

Covered  Wagon.”  Boys,  book  and  play  it :   it  is 
a   box  office  getter.  (Liberty.  Dclavan,  III.) 

Here  is  a   real  picture,  although  not  any  better 

than  “The  Pony  Express,”  which  we  bought  for 
just  half  the  rental.  You  will  hear  very  few 

kicks  on  this  except  the  admission  prices.  (Palace, 

Long  Pine.  Neb.)  This  picture  came  as  near 

registering  100  per  cent  with  our  audience  as 
anything  we  have  ever  shown.  Consider  it  far 

the  best  of  the  big  Western  features  made  by  vari- 
ous companies  as  it  contains  everything  people 

want  to  see,  action,  comedy  and  historical  facts. 
Show  it  and  advertise  it  to  the  limit.  (Crossett. 

Crossett,  Ark.)  A   wonderful  picture.  None  big- 
ger or  better.  The  least  hokum  of  any  big  outdoor 

pictures  we  have  played.  Satisfactory  tp  all  here. 

Nothing  but  praise  from  all  that  saw  it.  (Silver 

Family,  Greenville,  Mich.)  The  best  picture  ever 
shown  here,  the  unanimous  verdict.  The  senior 

class  of  our  high  school  wrote  essays  after  seeing 

the  feature.  Every  theatre  should  show  this  great 

picture.  (Wardwell,  Stockton  Springs,  Mo.)  As 

fas  as  this  town  is  concerned,  this  is  the  best 

of  all  the  big  pictures  shown  here  in  the  history 

of  the  house.  A   great  picture,  surely.  Perfect 

print  from  Dallas.  Splendid  business  and  evei'y- 
body  concerned  tickled  to  death.  (Star,  Menard. 

Tex.)  Better  than  “The  Covered  Wagon."  Liked 
by  everybody;  100  per  cent  picture.  (Community, 
David  City,  Neb.)  Here  is,  in  our  estimation,  a 

better  picture  than  “The  Covered  Wagon,”  and 
many  of  our  patrons  told  us  they  thought  so. 
Ran  it  four  days  to  an  increase  every  night.  It 

has  a   good  story  and  everyone  taking  any  prom- 

inent part  in  it  was  a   real  artist.  Madge  Bel- 

lamy and  George  O'Brien  were  refreshing  in  their 
part  and  J.  Farrell  MacDonald,  as  Corporal  Casey, 

was  a   wow.  Just  enough  comedy  to  relieve  the 
audience  from  the  strain  of  eleven  long  reels  of 

action.  It  has  story,  action,  heart  interest  and 

comedy.  Fox  sold  it  to  us  on  a   straight  rental 
and  we  did  our  own  selling  it  to  the  public  and 

brought  home  the  bacon.  If  you  haven't  bought  it. 
do  so  and  get  behind  it,  and  it  will  live  up  to 

anything  you  can  say  for  it.  Charged  25  and 

60c  and  nothing  but  praise.  (Twilight,  Greens- 
burg,  Kan.)  Greatest  Western  masterpiece  to 

reach  the  screen.  Made  a   wonderful  week's  run 

that  trebled  "The  Covered  Wagon.”  (Majestic, 

Belleville.  Kan.)  Better  picture  than  “The  Cov- 
ered Wagon”  but  I   will  say  the  same  as  others 

did.  William  Fox  didn’t  advertise  it  to  sell  it 
to  the  people  but  he  did  sell  it  to  the  exhibitors, 

and  I   will  say  that  I   have  lost  money  on  a   two 

day  run.  A   regular  Western  feature  at  regular 
10  and  25  admission  would  pull  in  more  people 
than  this  one  at  advanced  prices.  Very  good 

picture  to  poorest  business  in  three  months. 

(Royal,  Kimball,  S.  D.)  A   very  good  historical 

and  educational  picture.  Just  fair  at  the  box 
office  here.  Not  very  entertaining.  Some  people 

have  got  a   lot  of  nerve  to  class  this  with  “The 
Covered  Wagon.”  (Liberty.  Kalispell,  Mont.). 
Would  no  doubt  have  broken  record  if  we  had  not 

had  one  day  of  wind  and  rain.  Patrons  very 
well  pleased.  Picture  will  back  up  any  advertising 

program  at  an  advance  admission.  (Majestic, 

Findlay,  0.)  Fox  advertising  reads:  "If  it's  a 
question  of  entertainment,  there's  no  question 
about  'The  Iron  Horse.'  "   Your  patrons  will  say 
the  same  thing  after  seeing  it.  Fox  has  a   real 

picture  in  “The  Iron  Horse.”  but  he  overlooked 
the  fact  that  it  should  have  been  sold  to  the 

public.  If  you  buy  it  you  will  have  to  do  all 
the  selling  to  the  public  yourself.  When  you  buy 

this  picture  just  remember  and  make  a   deal 

accordingly  with  the  film  peddler.  High  priced 

film  should  mean  something  else  besides  “just  film 

in  the  can.”  (Firemen’s,  New  Hampton.  Iowa.) 

There  has  never  been  a   picture  any  better  than 

this.  It  far  excels  "The  Covered  Wagon."  That's 
the  verdict  of  all  who  came  to  see  it.  However, 

it  is  not  sold  to  the  public.  We  believe  12  months 

from  now  this  picture  will  repeat  and  bring  more 

business  than  on  first  run.  A   wonderful  produc- 

tion. (Palace,  Mt.  Pleasant,  Tex.)  Just  cannot 

figure  it  out.  Advertised  it  to  the  limit :   admis- 
sion only  10-35  cents.  Picture  pleased  100  per 

cent.  Many  said  it  the  best  picture  ever  made, 
but  where  was  the  business?  It  did  a   terrible 

flop.  Why?  Don’t  know,  unless  it  was  lacking 
the  national  advertising  that  it  should  have  had. 

(Highland,  Guthrie.  Okln.)  This  is  a   very  fine 
picture  and  it  broke  my  house  record  in  the 
increase  of  business  done  the  second  night  over  the 

first  night.  Play  this  picture  longer  than  you 

play  any  other  picture,  as  it  is  the  kind  that 

people  talk  about  and  find  better  than  they  ex- 
pect. 1   did  not  like  the  advertising  paper  on 

this  and  believe  that  is  one  reason  it  did  not 
do  the  business  it  should  have  done,  but  I   am 

more  than  satisfied  with  the  production  and  don't 
blame  Fox  for  the  fact  that  I   couldn't  got  to  my 
patrons  with  the  right  kind  of  a   message.  (Grand, 
Pierre,  S.  D.)  Held  up  three  days  to  capacity 

business.  Believe  it  as  good  as  "The  Covered 
Wagon."  Would  have  played  longer  but  could 
not  do  so.  Fox  made  a   real  picture  when  he 
made  this  one.  (Plainview,  Plainview,  Tex.) 

Quite  the  best  thing  I   have  seen  this  year.  1 

lost  big  money  on  it,  but  the  picture  will  please 
them  if  you  can  get  them  in.  (Texas,  Grand 
Prairie,  Tex.)  The  kind  of  a   picture  every 

house  that  pretends  to  be  first  class  should  have. 

Our  patrons  proclaim  it  the  best  Western  drama, 
bar  none,  that  has  been  shown.  It  has  every 

element  that  goes  to  make  a   great  story  and  the 

people  in  it  know  how  to  put  it  over  effectively. 
Filled  with  natural  laughs,  possible  thrills,  real 
heart  interest.  Capacity  business  for  the  run. 

(Temple,  Bellatre,  O.)  Perhaps  the  best  big 

Western  feature  ever  produced,  and  1   am  not 

forgetting  "The  Covered  Wagon"  when  I   say  this. 
Here’s  a   picture  that  you  yourself  must  sell  to 
the  public,  as  Mr.  Fox  has  not  sold  them  the 

idea  that  this  is  a   big  one.  However,  the  rental 

you  can  buy  this  one  at  will  permit  your  plunging 

on  advertising.  I   spent  as  much  advertising  as 

I   paid  for  the  picture.  Result,  packed  houses  for 

three  days.  Even  the  matinee  business  was  double 
usual  matinees.  Get  this  one,  boys,  and  go  after 

the  business.  It  pleases  all  classes  100  per  cent. 

(Orpheum,  Harrisburg,  III.)  This  is  the  finest 
picture  of  its  kind  that  I   have  ever  seen.  Not  a 

draggy  moment  in  it.  Everything  about  this  pic- 

ture is  wonderful.  The  acting  of  O’Brien  is  great, 
as  well  as  the  three  musketeers.  I   did  not  make 

any  money  on  this  picture  due  to  a   general  drop 
in  business.  If  you  can  buy  it  right,  play  it. 

(Star,  Tuckerman,  Ark.)  Four  days  to  a   disap- 
pointing business,  mud  and  rain  throughout 

engagement.  Admission,  26-60  cents.  Barely 

pulled  out.  A   truly  remarkable  picture.  "The 
Wagon”  on  rails.  Did  not  create  any  undue 
excitement.  Did  not  have  the  pulling  power  it  is 

entitled  to.  Many  expressed  oiiinion  that  it  was 

the  best  picture  they  ever  saw.  We  believe  it 
would  have  made  a   little  money  with  weather  half 

way  decent.  The  price  kept  many  away.  It  is 

the  best  thing  Fox  ever  did  by  far.  A   picture 

that  any  exhibitor,  big  or  little,  should  be  proud 

to  run.  (Rex,  Gilman  City,  Mo.)  Fine.  This 

is  the  biggest  picture  of  pioneer  days  of  them 

all.  Will  not  do  near  the  business  "The  Cov- 
ered Wagon"  did,  but  really  a   bigger  picture. 

(Karlen,  Monticello,  Wis.)  A   wonderful  picture. 

Big.  strong,  different.  Takes  lots  of  advertising 

to  get  them  in  but  pleases  when  they  come. 

(Rosewin,  Dallas,  Tex.)  Most  wonderful  picture 
we  have  played.  Pleased  them  all.  Buy  it  and 

reap.  (King  Tut,  Rising  Star,  Tex.)  I   believe 
this  to  be  a   better  picture  and  more  entertaining 

picture  than  "The  Covered  Wagon,”  but  it  sure 
fell  flat  at  the  bo.x  office.  Didn’t  make  expenses 
on  it.  It  must  be  that  the  public  is  getting  tired 

of  the  big  Westerns  at  a   big  admission  price. 

(Electric,  Chillicothe,  Mo.)  Great  picture  of  eorly 

history  of  the  West.  Better  than  "The  Covered 
Wagon”  or  "The  Pony  Express.”  This  picture 

was  made  in  a   big  way,  which  isn’t  tme  of  most 
Westerns.  Eleven  reels.  (Liberty,  Hardin, 

Mont.)  Best  picture  iJaycd  in  a   long  time. 
Bought  right  and  made  more  clean  money  than 

any  picture  played  in  several  years.  Ten  reels. 
(Dawson.  Dawson,  Tex.)  Most  patrons  classed 

this  far  ahead  of  "The  Covered  Wagon.”  but  did 
not  draw,  as  it  was  not  sold  to  the  public.  Eleven 

reels.  (Princess,  Traer.  la.) 

ISLE  OF  HOPE,  THE,  FBO.  Richard  Talmadge, 

Helen  Ferguson,  James  Marcus,  Bert  Strong,  How- 
ard Bell,  Eddie  Gordon,  6. — An  action  picture  that 

is  filled  with  action.  Dick  sees  to  that.  But  he 

sure  is  being  put  in  some  weak  stories.  There's absolutely  nothing  to  them.  Same  old  stuff.  We 

ran  this  on  double  program  with  “Caliber  46.” which  was  only  fair.  (Castle,  Havana.  III.)  Dick 

has  lots  of  new  stunts  in  this  picture  and,  with 

the  colored  and  Chinese  cooks  who  furnish  a   lot 
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of  comedy,  It  makes  a   very  good  entertainment. 

(Lyric,  Conway,  N.  H. )   Nice  little  program. 

Typical  Talmadge.  I   haven’t  played  many,  so 
satisfied  my  audience  0.  K.  Some  good  comedy 
supplied  by  the  coon  and  Chinaman.  Film  O.  K. 

(Selk,  Scotia,  Neb.)  What  could  a   man  report  on 
a   picture  that  had  only  one  woman  in  it?  The 

credits  we  can  give  this  picture  are  plenty  of 
action,  good  tropical  scenes  and  some  athletic 

stunts  pulled  by  Dick.  The  story  is  very  weak 

and  will  only  amuse  those  that  are  not  looking 

for  story.  It  has  a   good  bit  of  comedy  pulled  off 

by  a   coon  and  a   chink.  Dick  is  getting  weak  in 
this  picture  as  he  allowed  three  men  to  beat  him 

up.  Usually  he  can  whip  10  or  16  men,  but  in 

this  one  he  must  have  been  tired  out  to  let  three 
husky  men  whip  him.  Too  bad,  Dick,  that  you 
would  allow  this  to  happen  to  you.  Six  reels. 
(De  Luxe.  Spearville,  Kan.)  Stay  in  these,  Dick. 
This  is  a   good  story  and  one  of  your  best  pic- 

tures. Pleased  our  audience.  Six  reels.  (Palace. 
Mt.  Pleasant,  Tex.) 

IS  LOVE  EVERYTHING?  AE.  Alma  Rubens. 
Frank  Mayo,  H.  B.  Werner.  Walter  McGrail,  5.— 

This  was  very  poor  in  my  house.  "Too  much 

mush.”  said  my  patrons.  Frank  Mayo.  H.  B. 
Warner  and  Lilyan  Tashman  in  cast.  Shipwreck 
and  fight  saved  it  from  being  a   total  failure.  This 
all  depends  on  your  class  of  patrons.  Probably 
good  in  large  town.  (Benton  Community.  Ben- 

ton City,  Mo.)  This  is  as  good  a   program  pic- 
ture as  any  we  have  played  for  a   long  time. 

Photography  excellent.  Acting  very  good.  Beau- 
tiful scenes.  Lot  of  good  comments  from  our 

patrons.  (Bijou,  Conway,  N.  H.) 

JOANNA.  FN,  Dorothy  Mackaill,  Jack  Mulhali, 
Paul  Nicholson,  George  Fawcett,  Dolores  Del  Rio, 
Lillian  Langdon,  7 — Here’s  one  that  will  make 
you  sit  up  end  take  notice.  More  kick  to  it  than 

’’The  Phantom  of  the  Opera.”  Everything  is right  up  to  the  minute.  It  will  send  them  out 
talking.  Sorry  I   only  played  it  one  day.  Quite  a 
few  told  me  they  were  sorry  they  missed  it.  I’il 
bet  this  picture  is  going  to  go  big  all  over.  Never 
did  like  Dorothy  Mackaill  but  she  sure  is  good  in 
this  and  so  is  Jack  Mulhali.  He  is  all  there  and 
then  some.  Just  watch  him.  He  is  going  to 
step  out  and  leave  some  of  these  other  birds  in 
the  dust.  (Bonham.  Prairie  du  Sac.  Wis.)  Was 
afraid  of  this  one  because  the  story  had  not 
been  read  here.  But,  Big  Boy.  don’t  be  afraid 
you  will  have  to  run  to  the  basement  after  it  is 
over,  as  it  is  an  excellent  picture.  Even  if  a 
few  scenes  are  so  hot  they  cause  the  screen  to 
smoke.  Nevertheless  it  shows  a   good  lesson  and 
they  like  ’em  that  way.  (K.  P..  Pittsfield,  HI.) This  is  a   good  one.  Well  acted  and  produced. 
(Pearl,  Highland  Park.  III.)  Very  good  picture, 
drawing  excellent  crowd  in  spite  of  bad  weather. 
Played  on  Sunday  night  to  a   better  than  average 
crowd.  Seemed  to  please  all.  (Auditorium.  Lib- 
ertyville.  III.)  Wonderful  picture.  Pleased  all. 
Good  drawing  power  and  lots  of  compliments. 
Drew  better  than  a   special  we  played  the  previous 
week.  (Auditorium.  Libertyville,  111.)  A   vei-y  enter- 

taining picture.  Did  a   good  business.  All  pleased 
me  Majestic.  Camden,  S.  C.)  Good  picture. 
Print  new.  (Karlen,  Monticello.  Wis.)  A   real 
box  office  bet  and  one  that  will  please  the  masses. 
Eight  reels.  (Majestic,  Mauston,  Wis.)  A   local 
daily  ran  the  story  and  we  got  the  picture  imme- 

diately following  the  conclusion,  thus  catching 
mterest  of  many  who  read  the  serial.  Picture 
fairly  good,  reflecting  so-called  ’’Modern  Girl”  and 
her  follies.  Drew  well  for  two  day  .showing  and 
pleased  80  per  cent.  Eight  reels.  (Empress. 
Owensboro,  Ky. )   An  up-to-date  minute  picture. 
Everybody  pleased.  Did  fairly  well  at  the  box 
office.  Eight  reels.  (Grand.  Rainier.  Ore.) 

K 
KEEPER  OF  THE  BEES.  THE.  FBO,  Robert 

Frazer.  Clara  Bow,  7 — ^This  picture  is  already  sold 
to  the  public.  All  you  have  to  do  is  to  let  them 
know  you  will  have  it  and  a.s  far  as  I   have  been 
«ble  to  learn  it  pleased  all  who  saw  it.  (Lyric. 
Harrison.  Ark.)  Boys,  here  is  one  that  will  pack 
them  in.  Run  two  days.  Saturday  and  Sunday. 
Drew  far  better  than  "The  Phantom  of  the  Op- 

era” on  which  I   spent  more  money  to  exploit 
than  I   paid  for  ’’Keeper  of  the  Bees.”  Buy  it, 
■you  can’t  go  wrong  on  this.  (Home.  Chilton. Wis.)  Good.  It  drew  extra  well,  although  not 
as  big  as  it  is  rated,  but  it  made  us  the  money 
and  pleased,  so  that's  what  wo  want.  (Rich, 
Montpelier.  Idaho.)  I   ran  this  picture  on  Satur- 

day to  very  satisfactory  business  and  the  people 
who  saw  it  were  unanimous  in  its  praise.  If  I 
am  a   judge  of  pictures  this  is  one  of  the  sweetest 
pictures  I   have  ever  seen.  It  is  a   thing  of 
beauty.  It  will  strengthen  your  faith  in  humanity 
to  see  this  one.  It  is  a   lesson  that  is  worthy  of 
emulation.  Buy  it.  Brother,  and  tell  your  people 
you  have  a   treat  for  them.  (Ideal.  Chateaugay. 
N.  Y.)  This  is  one  of  the  most  beautiful  pictures 
which  it  has  been  my  good  fortune  to  have  the 
the  privilege  of  exhibiting  on  my  screen.  A   beau- 

tiful story  well  acted  by  the  entire  cast.  It  made 
you  feel  that  you  were  seeing  the  real  thing  in 
real  life.  It  held  the  audience  spellbound.  You 
could  hear  a   pin  drop  during  the  whole  show,  and 
they  came  in  crowds.  They  complimented  me  for 
putting  on  the  picture.  (Community,  Elgin. 
Neb.)  Ran  this  picture  days  with  S.  R.  O.  sign 
out  each  day.  As  a   box  office  bet  it  is  hard 
to  equal.  Anyone  should  win  on  this  without  any 
special  effort.  Don’t  be  afraid  of  any  Gold  Bond 
F.  B.  O.  pictures.  (Illinois.  Sullivan,  111.)  Cash 
in  on  Gene  Stratton  Porter’s  popularity  and  upon 
the  publicity  given  both  picture  and  book.  A 
nice  little  story,  nothing  big.  just  clean  and 
wholesome  and  good  enough  to  please  any  au- 

dience in  any  theatre.  (Palace.  Syracuse.  Neb.) 
Had  people  out  to  see  this  that  hadn’t  been  in 
my  theatre  in  months  and  they  certainly  enjoyed 
it.  It  followed  the  story  quite  closely  and  this  is 
what  registers  with  my  patrons.  Played  this  the 
week  before  Christmas  to  good  business.  (Majes- 

tic. Homer.  Mich.)  Did  not  advertise  big  but 
.stood  them  up.  Good  in  every  way.  Everyone 
pleased  with  picture.  F.  B.  O.  don’t  hold  you  up 
with  thejr  prices.  (Strand.  Huntington,  W.  Va.) 
Boys,  if  you  want  to  put  on  a   show  that  they 
will  almost  tear  your  doors  down  to  get  in  and 
see.  buy  this  one.  The  greatest  box  office  draw 
of  the  season.  McCali's  Magazine  must  be  widely circulated,  as  I   had  dozens  of  patrons  tell  me 
that  they  had  read  the  story  in  this  magazine  and 
wanted  to  see  the  picture.  I   spent  less  than  one- 
third  for  advertising  this  subject  than  I   did  for 

"The^  Freshman"  and  this  outdrew  "The  Fresh- 
man.” Entire  house  sold  out  ten  minutes  before  ' the  show  started.  It  is  not  a   big  picture  but  it 

will  please  most  of  them.  (American,  Wautoma, 
Wis.)  This  is  a   knockout.  Good  picture,  good 
east  and  good  drawing  power.  What  more  can 

one  ̂ ^k  for?  By  all  means  piay  it  and  don’t  be afraid  to  step  on  it.  (Plainview.  Plainview.  Neb.) 
Made  more  money  on  this  one  than  I   did  on  "The 
Ten  Commandments.”  F.  B.  O.  is  O.  K.  They furnished  me  a   nice  set  of  art  paintings  and 
made  no  charge  for  same.  I   am  to  piay  "The 
Freshman"  soon  and  Pathe  wants  $6  for  first  day and  for  each  day  thereafter  on  the  art  paint- 

ings and  50  per  cent  of  gross  receipts.  Bought 
Keeper  of  the  Bees”  right.  If  Pathe  and  Para- rnount  would  give  a   fellow  a   chance  on  these  big 

pictures  they  would  sell  more  of  them.  Anyone 
can  make  money  on  the  "Keeper  of  the  Bees”  if 
they  will  push  it.  If  you  can’t,  you  had  better 
close  your  house.  (New,  Manila,  Ark.)  The  big- 

gest thing  about  this  picture  is  the  wonderful 
drawing  power.  I   had  so  many  strangers  to  see 
It,  so  many  people  that  I   had  never  laid  eyes on  before,  that  I   could  hardly  realize  I   was  in 
my  own  town.  The  ones  who  seldom  attend  a 
picture  show  will  like  it.  The  dyed-in-the-wool 
picture  fans,  who  know  a   good  picture  from  an 
ordinary  one,  won’t  care  a   thing  for  "The  Keeper of  the  Bees.'  However,  the  majority  will  like  it because  you  will  have  so  many  who  rarely  ever 
go  to  a   picture  show.  This  alone  will  put  the picture  over  for  you  and  together  with  its  tre- 

mendous drawing  power  any  exhibitor  will  make 
money  with  it.  It’s  a   real  chance  for  a   clean 
up.  (Lyri^  Greenville.  111.)  Good  picture,  good business.  Easy  to  exploit  because  nearly  every- 
My  has  read  the  story.  (Columbia,  Mansura, 
La.)  We  knocked  ’em  cold”  with  this  one  and  it ^vas  no  trouble  to  get  them  in.  The  fact  that  it was  Gene  Stratton  Porter’s  latest  story  was  enough draw  a   big  crowd 

but  It  will  please  them.  I   consider  it  one  of  the 
biggest  drawing  cards  of  the  year.  Buy  it  and Opera  House. 

S   ww  ^   regardless 
will  ple^e  100  per  cent.  (Electric.  Chillicothe. MO.)  It  broke  our  house  record  and  no  exhibitor 
should  overlook  this.  It  is  sold  to  the  public 
in  advance.  It  is  a   pleasing,  clean  story  .   Con- 

gratulations, F.  B.  O..  on  this  mortgage  lifter. 
(Palace.  Mt.  Pleasant,  Tex.)  Wonderful  picture, 
best  box  office  attraction  we  have  had  for  a   long 
time.  You  can't  go  wrong  in  booking  this.  (Or- pheum.  St.  Bernice.  Ind.)  Well,  they  don’t  make 
em  any  better.  School  kids  .sponsored  it  and  we 
actually  got  away  with  a   little  money  for  a 
change.  Good  print,  photography,  fine  scenery, 
but  it  doesn’t  follow  the  story  very  closely.  Many 

good  comments.  (Community,  David  City,  Neb) 
This  is  one  of  the  best  drawing  pictures  we  have 
shown  this  year.  Picture  well  made  and  second 
night  very  good.  (Lake  View.  Lake  View,  Iowa.) 
A   picture  with  drawing  power.  Book  was  read 
by  almost  everyone.  Raised  admission  and  did 
advance  advertising.  Broke  all  r^ords  since 
”Omar.”  Can’t  go  wrong  when  you  buy  this  one Can  be  bought  reasonable  from  F.  3   O   (Hines 
Circuit.  Loyalton,  S.  D.)  Well.  sir.  if  your  bank 
account  is  overdrawn,  book  this  one  and  see  'em 
roll  in.  Broke  all  house  records  for  any  picture 
ever  played  at  regular  admission  prices  and  a 
one  night  stand  at  that.  Not  as  good  a   picture 
as  "Drusilla  With  a   Million,"  but  a   regular  he shekel  magnetizer.  (Casino,  Antwerp,  N.  Y.) 
This  was  a   very  pleasing  picture,  and  register^ 
at  the  box  office.  (Majestic,  Camden.  S.  C   J 
Good  picture  from  widely  read  book.  Booked 
•   The  Girl  of  the  Limberlost”  to  play  a   week  Idter and  my.  what  a   clean  up  I   People  came  that  1 
never  saw  before.  We  did  better  business  with 
above  picture  than  any  at  higher  rental  this 
year.  You  can’t  go  wrong.  (Strand,  Dryden, Ont.,  Canada.)  One  of  the  best.  A   good  draw- 

ing card.  (Globe,  Buena  Vista,  Va.)  t^ene 
Stratton  Porter's  name  brought  them  in  and  the picture  pleased,  although  we  believe  that  it  could 
have  been  made  even  better.  Drew  well  and  all 
satisfied,  so  we  should  worry.  (S.  T.,  Parker 
S.  D.)  This  drew  fine  and  gave  satisfaction. 
Showed  to  600  admissions  in  a   town  of  1.000. 
(Star.  Fowler,  Colo.)  Had  good  comments  on 
this  picture.  Business  poor,  sub-zero  weather 
(Palace.  Waupaca.  Wis.)  An  excellent  adapta- 

tion of  Gene-Stratton  Porter’s  new  novel.  An 
interesting  story  beautifully  pictured,  and  the 
little  scout  and  her  gang  furnish  the  comedy. 
(Community,  Minneota,  Minn.)  A   picture  that 
IS  indeed  a   masterpiece.  Follows  the  book  very closely.  Beautiful  acting  and  photography.  Did 
a   very  good  business.  I   would  book  this  picture 
in  any  class  house.  You  can't  go  wrong  on  it. 
(Bugg,  Chicago,  111.)  A   good  drawing  card  and satisfied  them  when  they  saw  it.  Advanced  our 
prices  10  cents  and  did  not  hear  any  kicks,  so 
must  have  been  O.  K.  (Orpheum,  Ada.  Minn.) 
I   have  been  too  busy  with  building  operations, 
and  later  by  a   strike  being  indulged  in  against 
my  three  theatres,  that  I   haven’t  been  in  print 
for  a   long  time,  but  I   want  to  take  time  out  to tell  independent  fellow  exhibitors  to  get  this  on 
contract  and  boost  it  big.  You  will  be  surprised 
how  many  "keepers  of  the  bees”  there  are  in 
^ur  town.  It’s  a   good  clean  picture.  (Circle, Ottumwa.  Iowa.)  Made  money  on  this.  Pleased 
everyone.  Say.  brother  exhibitor,  if  you  are  not 
running  for  your  health  by  all  means  book  this 
picture.  F.  B.  O.  will  treat  you  right.  Other 
exchanges  knock  F.  B.  O..  but  they  have  the  best 
condition  film  and  pictures  that  I   have  ever  run. 
(Popular,  St.  Cloud,  Fla.)  Oh  boy,  what  a   pic- 

ture. Stood  them  out  in  the  rain  for  two  days 
on  this  one  and  everybody  was  pleased  with  it. 
F.  B.  O.  certainly  has  the  pictures.  (Youngs. 
Lexington.  N.  C.)  A   very  fine  production that  can  be  bought  at  the  right  price  and 
will  draw  more  people  than  you  have  seen  for 
months  to  your  box  office  than  many  high 
priced  specials  do.  Seven  reels.  (Cozy,  Fayette. 

^.)  Good  feature  which  pleased  80  per  cent. Too  much  about  bees  but  a   strong  heart  drama. 
Well  hked  here.  (Empress,  Owensboro,  Ky.) 
Ihe  picture  is  sold  to  your  audience  before  you 
run  It.  Don’t  be  afraid  to  advertise.  It  will stand  a   raise  in  admission.  Eight  reels.  (Monti- cello Opera  House,  Monticello.  la.) 

KENTUCKY  PRIDE.  F,  Henry  B.  Walthall,  J. 
Farrell  MacDonald.  Gertrude  Aator,  Malcolm 
Waite,  BcHe  Stoddard,  Peaches  Jackson,  6,537.   
Good  picture  of  a   race  horse  story  with  Man-O’- 
War  that  pleases.  The  story  of  the  race  horse’s life  IS  of  great  heart  appeal.  Some  say  better 
than  ’Just  Tony.”  (Grand,  Alvin,  Tex.)  We  were beginning  to  believe  we  had  got  stung  again  on 
this  company’s  picture,  but  if  this  is  a   fair 
s^ple  of  what  they  are  going  to  give  us.  we should  worry.  A   splendid  production  for  any 
theatre,  for  any  clas.s  of  people,  any  day  in  the 
week.  We  used  this  on  Friday  and  Saturday,  but 
would  make  an  excellent  Sunday  offering.  (Crys- 
tal.  Flandreau.  S.  D.)  Played  this  thrill  week, 
ft  IS  a   good  picture  and  will  please,  but  not  the 
best  horse  story  I   ever  saw.  "Dixie  Handicap,” for  example,  is  a   much  better  picture.  Some 
good  comedy  in  it  also.  (Majestic,  Bowie. 
ie.\.)  Played  these  two  Fox  week  to  terrible 
business.  Good  enough  as  average  picture.^ 
go.  but  nothing  to  get  the  dough.  All  I   got 
out  of  Fox  National  week  was  what  credit  I 
received  when  I   sold  the  second-named  paper  to 
the  poster  exchanges.  I   hate  to  think  what’s 
coming.  (American,  Ada.  Okla.)  Net  a   big  fea- 

ture but  very  satisfactory.  It's  different  from  the 
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regular  run  of  race  track  stories.  Several  prom- 

inent race  horses  are  shown.  Admission,  lO-SOc. 

Followed  "The  Lost  World."  so  business  was  not 

so  big.  (Royal,  Spirit  L.ake.  la.)  Good  picture. 

(Texas,  Grand  Prairie,  Te.x.)  A   good  race  track 

picture  with  a   love  story  and  good  clean  comedy 

running  through  it.  (Joyland,  Booneville,  Ark.) 

Very  good  and  very  well  liked  but  poor  attendance. 

Good  comments.  (Community,  David  City,  Neb.) 

Splendid  entertainment,  a-s  a   racing  story.  They 

don’t  make  them  any  better.  (Silver  Family, 
Greenville,  Mich.)  Not  a   special.  Print  In  bad 

condition.  Many  stops.  Some  liked  it.  (The 

Star,  Humble.  Tex.)  It  is  some  relief  to  show 

a   picture  of  this  kind.  Free  from  sex  stuff,  with 

a   good  story,  plenty  of  Irish  comedy  and  good 
shots  of  races  and  fine  race  horses.  Book  it  and 

boost.  Will  make  you  money.  Pox  seems  to  have 

the  product  in  its  1926-26  releases.  (Palace, 

Naples,  Tex.)  This  is  a   world's  champion  pic- 
ture. Every  reel  is  a   knockout.  It  packed  in  the 

cash  customers  and  pleased  them  lOQ  per  cent. 

(Patrick's.  Crescent,  Okla.)  Good  for  lovers  of 

horses  especially.  Story  on  the  order  of  "Black 
Beauty."  Some  raved  Jtow  good  it  was  and 
some  did  not  like  it.  (New  Liberty.  Carnegie, 

Okla.)  A   very  good  picture.  Good  story  and 

Henry  Walthall  was  exceedingly  at  home  in  the 

part  he  portrayed  in  this  picture.  (Crystal, 
Tombstone.  Ariz. )   About  the  best  race  horse 

story  I   ever  had.  Pleased  alt  who  saw  it.  ( Cosy, 

Wagoner,  Okla.)  Fox  has  the  pictures  this  year. 

This  is  one  of  the  best.  (Linwood  Square.  Nor- 
walk, 0.)  Just  a   wonderful  feature.  Big  plot, 

fast  races,  and  thrills,  too,  galore.  Paper  fine. 

Seven  reels.  (Monticello  Opera  House.  Monti- 
cello.  la.) 

KING  ON  MAIN  STREET.  THE.  FP,  AdoJphe 

Menjou,  Bessie  Love.  Greta  Nissen,  Joseph  Kil- 

goar.  Edgar  Norton,  6= — Think  this  is  an  excep- 
tionally good  picture.  Business  very  good. 

Weather  bad.  Adolphe  is  a   finished  actor  with 

a   great  many  admirers.  (Lyric.  Terrell.  Tex.) 

A   good  program  picture.  (Silver  Family.  Green- 
ville. Mich.)  No  good.  Let  the  senior  class  have 

it  for  one  of  their  school  parties.  (Palace.  Burk- 
burnett.  Tex.)  Too  slow  for  a   comedy  and  you 

couldn’t  call  it  a   drama,  so  I   guess  it's  a   betwixt 
and  between.  (Grand  and  Gem,  Cooper.  Tex.) 

This  is  above  the  average  picture.  An  old  story 

told  in  an  intensely  interesting  and  human  man- 
ner. (Texas.  Grand  Prairie,  Tex.)  Very  good 

farce  comedy,  but  not  a   special  by  any  means. 

(Palace,  Ashland,  O.)  A   very  good  attractioo 

Pleased  all  who  saw  it.  A   poor  box  office  brt, 

but  just  the  same  a   very  good  picture.  It's  g*vod 
for  any  house,  but  only  a   one  day  picture. 

(Bugg,  Chicago,  III.)  Splendid  picture,  sad  end- 
ing. Drew  extra  well  in  my  house.  (Rosewin. 

Dallas,  Tex.)  Holds  the  records  as  doing  the 

poorest  business  in  the  last*  year  and  one-half. 
There  are  600  others  on  the  market  that  have 

this  one  beat.  It  Is  one  of  Paramowit's  Farewell 
group.  (Ckizy,  Wagner.  S.  D.) 

A   very  good  picture.  Nothing  big,  but  this 

star  always  is  a   good  drawing  card  for  us.  He 

has  plenty  of  comedy  and  has  a   way  of  putting 
it  over.  Buy  it  right  and  you  will  make  money. 

(Washington,  Atoka.  Okla.)  A   good  comedy 

drama  that  seemed  to  plear.e  evei'yone.  (Grove. 
Fox  River  Grove,  111.)  Fine  show.  Pleased  them 

here.  Can't  say  that  the  leading  lady  adds  any- 
thing to  this.  (Reel  Joy,  King  City,  Cal.)  An- 
other lemon  from  Paramount.  Ran  both  this  one 

and  "Stage  Struck"  same  week.  Both  terrible. 
(Lyric,  Frostburg,  Md.)  This  is  a   very  clever 
picture  but  a   little  over  the  heads  of  those  who 

seek  comedy  of  a   brighter  nature  and  not  bo 

light.  Menjou  poses  his  way  through  very  well. 

Not  a   special  but  an  ordinary  program.  (Regent. 
Indianola.  Miss.) 

KISS  FOR  CINDERELLA.  A.  FP.  Betty  Bron- 

son. Tom  Moore,  Esther  Ralston.  10. — The  picture 

is  all  that  it  is  intended  to  be.  It's  wonderful, 
but  it  did  not  draw  for  me  and  we  did  everything 

in  an  advertising  way.  (Rich.  Montpelier,  Idaho.) 

I   played  this  picture  week  following  Dallas,  Tex., 
and  used  an  orchestra.  The  lowbrow  will  not  like 

It.  My  patronage  is  mostly  farmers  and  some 
of  them  did  not  appreciate  it.  The  better  class 

of  trade  will  thank  you  for  showing  it.  Betty 

Bronson  is  good.  So  is  Moore.  (Liberty.  Leon- 
ard. Tex.)  Some  very  beautiful  scenes  in  this 

picture,  but  is  not  the  type  for  a   small  town. 

The  story  is  very  weak.  If  you  buy  it.  don't  pay 
more  than  program  price.  (Palace.  Greenview. 
111.)  Betty  is  a   marvelous  actress,  but  why  bur- 

den her  with  such  whimsical  stuff?  People  don’t 
care  for  dry  English  humor,  especially  when 
coupled  with  a   fairy  tale  during  the  war  period 

that  doesn't  mean  a   thing.  It's  all  right  for 
urban  houses,  but  not  the  sticks,  as  we  had  any 

number  of  walkouts,  which  is  the  first  experience 

Abbreviations 

Abbreviations  used  in  this  issue, 

fogefiser  with  Home  Office  ad- 
dresses  oi  £lm  companies  desig- 

nated, are  as  follows: 

AE — Associated  Exhibitors,  35  West  45th 

St.,  New  York. 

CHAD — Chadwick  Pictures  Corp.,  729 
Seventh  Ave.,  New  York. 

COL — Columbia  Pictures  Corp.,  1600 
Broadway,  New  York. 

E— -Educational  Film  Exchanges,  370  Sev- 
enth Ave.,  New  York. 

FP — Famous  Players-Lasky,  485  Fifth 

Ave.,  New  York. 

FBO — Film  Booking  Offices,  1560  Broad- 

way, New  York. 

PN — -First  National  Pictures,  383  Madison 

Ave.,  New  York. 

F — Fox  Film  Corp.,  West  5Sth  St.,  New 
York. 

MG— -Metro-Goldwyn  Pictures,  1540  B'road- 
way.  New  York. 

P— Pathe  Exchanges,  Inc.,  35  West  4Sth 

St,  New  York. 

PF — B.  P.  Schulberg  Corp.,  1650  Broad- 

way, New  York. 

PL — Principal  Pictures,  1540  Broadway. 

New  York. 

PDC — Producers  Distributing  Corp.,  527 

Fifth  Ave.,  New  York. 

UA— United  Artists,  729  Seventh  Ave., 

New  York. 

U — Universal  Pictures,  730  Fifth  Ave., 
New  York. 

V   'Vitagraph,  1400  Locust  Blvd.,  Brook- 

lyn, N.  Y. 
V/   Warner  Brothers,  1600  Broadway 

New  York. 

State  Right  distributors  desig- 
nated by  name. 

Numerals  indicate  length  of  pic- 

ture in  footage  or  reels. 

in  our  theatre  since  here,  three  years.  (Rialto.
  Po- 

cahontas, la.)  A   fine  picture  for  children.  Fa
n- 

business.  (Vine.  Mt.  Vernon.  O.)  Th^s  picture
 

w&s  &   very  big  disappointment  to  me.  It  pl
e&sed 

the  kids  and  most  of  the  women,  but  the
  men 

did  not  like  it.  I   think  that  Is  all  right,  to  kind
 

of  make  the  men  see  something  that  will
  make 

them  dust  out  part  of  their  brain  cells  of
  long 

ago.  I   run  a   kid’s  matinee  on  this  and  cle
aned 

up.  Had  several  tie-ups  and  the  picture
  went 

over  fine.  But  these  kind  sure  do  take  the  wo
rk  ; 

they  won't  put  themselves  over.  (Moon.  Neligh,
 

Neb.)  Rotten.  Lost  money  in  spite  of  e
xtra 

advertising,  extra  showing  and  extra 
 effort. 

(Lyric,  Morrison.  III.)  Mush  and  rot. 
 If  this 

is  a   "meritorious  picture"  thank  the  Lord  I   like
 

the  other  kind.  Tiresome  and  boresome.  Ple
ases 

the  kiddies  under  eight  but  that  is  all.  A   gre
at 

big  lavish  b.auliful  production  wasted  
on  the 

worst  bunch  of  drivel  we  have  had.  Won't
  pro- 

ducers ever  learn  that  the  public  and  the  exhibitor 

do  not  want  fairy  stories?  They  might  do  o
n 

the  radio  at  6:30,  but  not  for  the  night  cro
wds 

at  the  movies.  Fair  business  but  all  disguste
d. 

(Temple,  Bellaire.  O.)  A   picture  of  this  type 
 is 

impossible.  Where  the  entertainment  value 
 is. 

I   don’t  know.  Betty  and  Tom  are  good,  as  are 

the  rest  of  the  cast,  but  what  a   panning  this 

one  got.  and  it  deserved  all  it  got-  Too  lon
g 

and  too  di-y  for  the  average  fan.  (New  Geneseo,
 

Geneseo,  III.)  It  takes  all  kinds  of  pictures  for  al
l 

kinds  of  people  and  this  is  a   good  picture  f
or 

our  kind  of  people.  (Saunders.  Harvard,  HI.) 

Except  for  the  occasional  close-ups  of  Miss  Bro
n- 

son, this  is  about  the  most  consistently  uninter- 

esting picture  we  have  shown  this  year.  Had 

not  the  appeal  that  made  "Peter  Pan"
  worth 

white,  but  yet  contains  the  elements  that  made
 

the  latter  a   failure  at  the  box  office.  (Crosselt, 

Crossett,  Ark.)  The  ladies  and  children  enjoyed 

it.  The  men  did  not.  On  this  account,  did  not 

make  a   strong  box  office  attraction.  (Majestic.
 

Camden.  S.  C.)  Just  plain  applesauce.  A   lot 

of  good  effort,  money  and  brains  gone  to  waste. 

Not  one.  two.  three  with  "Peter  Pan."  We  admit 
it  is  a   wonderfully  made  picture,  but  it  lacks  that 
entertaining  value  which  means  so  much  at  the 

box  office.  It  took  thorn  about  five  alow  reels  to 

establish  the  Cinderella  idea,  and  by  that  time 

everybody  was  asleep.  Never  again  do  we  buy 
(Christmas  pictures  at  big  prices.  (Lyric. 

Wooster.  O.)  In  its  class  It’a  the  best  ever  made 

by  anyone.  (Palace,  Ashland,  O.)  Entertain- 
ing to  ladies,  children  and  a   few  of  the  men 

folks.  Splendidly  staged  and  acted,  but  many 

did  not  care  for  fairy  tale  stuff.  Average  busi- 
ness and  picture  cost  increased  rental.  Ten  reels. 

(S.  T..  Parker,  S.  D.)  A   picture  that  the  small 
town  exhibitor  should  show  and  give  the  knockers 

of  the  town  passes.  Will  please  women  and 
children.  Priced  too  high  for  box  office  value 

contained  therein.  Ten  reels.  (Empress,  Ak- ron, la.) 

KISS  ME  AGAIN,  W,  Made  Prevost,  Monte 

Blue,  John  Roche,  Clara  Bow,  Willard  Louis,  7.^ 
An  excellent  comedy  drama.  Pleased  all  that 

came.  (Palace,  Long  Pine,  Neb.)  While  the 
name  of  the  picture  has  not  the  best  of 

drawing  power,  the  picture  itself  is  very  cleverly 

produced  with  an  e.xceptional  cast.  Drew  more 
the  second  night  than  the  first.  (Orpheum, 

Steamboat  Springs,  Colo.)  As  a   Lubitsch  produc- 
tion it  is  a   very  poor  one.  Nothing  to  it  at  all. 

Our  patrons  absolutely  disgusted  with  it.  Too  long 

and  dragged  out.  If  you're  wildcntting  pictures, 
lay  off  of  this.  (Bugg.  Chicago,  111.)  A   very 

fine  production  and  a   poor  box  office  attraction. 

(Lyric,  Endicott,  N.  Y.)  Here  is  a   wow  with  a 
capital  W.  By  all  means,  boost  it.  (Liberty, 

Kalispell,  Mont.)  This  was  very  good.  Good 
comments.  (Community,  David  City,  Neb.)  This 

is  a   dandy  comedy  drama  but  too  much  kissing 
in  it.  Too  much  is  too  much  of  anything.  (Grand, 

Breese,  111.)  I   made  money  on  this  because  the 

paper  promised  it  to  be  a   naughty  picture  and 
they  came  out  to  see  if  it  was.  However,  they 

were  disappointed,  as  it  was  like  the  rest  of  War- 

ner's, fair.  (Dixie,  Kilgore,  Tex.)  This  picture 
is  fair,  but  not  what  Warner  would  make  you 
believe.  Used  it  two  nights  to  only  fair  business. 

Light  and  frothy,  although  it  is  one  of  Ernst 

Lubitsch's  productions.  (Cozy,  Union,  Ore.)  Per- 
sonally I   thought  this  fine  but  not  the  kind  of  pic- 

ture for  my  patrons.  (Star,  Fowler.  Colo.)  Good 

for  highbrows.  Finely  directed  but  no  good  for 
small  towns.  (Regent,  Bogota,  N.  J.)  A   pretty 

picture  that  is  worth  about  half  what  "Peter  Pan" 
was  worth  to  you.  and  notice  I   didn’t  say  what 
you  paid  for  "Peter  Pan."  It  broke  my  house 
record  for  doing  a   bigger  flop  the  second  night 

than  any  show  I   have  shown  since  I   started  run- 

ning a   theatre.  It  just  isn't  entertainment.  It 

may  be  fine  but  they  don't  like  it,  with  the  result that  no  one  came  the  second  night.  (Grand, 
Pierre,  S.  D.) 

KIVAUNA  OF  THE  ICELANDS.  P.  Klvalina. 

Aguvuluk,  Nashulik,  Tokatoo,  Nuwak,  5,597. — 

Fine  summer  picture,  equal  to  "Nanook  of  the 
North."  Something  different.  Ran  this  with  an 
Our  Gang  comedy  and  pleased.  Should  be  run 
during  school  season  and  get  cooperation  from 

schools.  (Star.  Price,  Utah.)  This  is  another  one 

of  Pathe’s  promising  "Gold  Rushes”  that  foiled  to 
materialize  any  rush,  saying  nothing  about  the 

gold.  Just  seven  reels  of  fillum  with  a   little  nat- 
ural color  at  the  start  and  finish  without  the  least 

semblance  of  a   story,  with  a   lot  of  bum  photogra- 

phy and  jerky  camera  motion.  The  worst  lemon 
I   ever  ran  in  the  house  and  they  told  me  so.  If 

there  is  such  a   thing  as  imprisoning  anyone  for 

taking  money  under  false  pretenses.  I   should  be  in 
jail  for  running  it.  (Opera  House,  Lenora,  Kan.) 
Used  this  with  a   high  school  play  and  had  a   good 

turnout,  but  the  picture  itself  will  not  please. 

Scenery  beautiful  but  that's  all.  (Strand.  Ran- 
fion,  Kan.)  From  an  educational  standpoint,  okay. 
For  entertainment  no  good.  Film  very  dark  and 

badly  scratched  up.  Out  of  Pathe  Exchange,  De- 
troit, Mich.  (Starland,  Stockbridge.  Mich.)  Fair 

picture.  Only  thing  good  about  it  is  the  truly 
Northern  scenery.  No  drawing  card.  (Regent, 

Solmon,  Kan.)  This  picture  Is  okay  for  schools 
or  educational  work  but  not  for  an  audience  that 
wants  amusement.  (Liberty,  Pasco,  Wash.) 

Failed  to  draw  and  did  not  please  very  many  who 

saw  it.  (Photoplay,  Ashland,  Kans.)  A   fine, 

strong,  entertaining  and  educational  program  out 

of  the  usual.  We  run  same  during  our  Chautau- 

quiT  and  pleased  90  per  cent.  (Opera  House. 

Plattsburg,  Mo.)  Duck  it,  boys,  unless  you  can 

get  out  of  it  under  the  pretext  of  an  educational 

feature.  (Regent,  Bogota,  N.  J.) 

KNOCKOUT,  THE,  FN,  Milton  Sills.  Lorna  D
u- 

veen,  John  Philip  Kolb,  Edward  Lawrence.  7,45
0.— 

A   mighty  good  picture  in  this  town,  played  on 

Saturday.  With  the  help  of  the  trailer  it  dre
w 

usual  action  seekers  and  the  other  higher  class 
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c-lemunt  as  well.  Can  readily  see  that  it  would
  not 

get  over  so  well  in  a   first  run  city  hou
se.  We 

made  it  an  all-around  heman  bill  by  showing 
 the 

"Lewis-Munn”  wrestling  match  with  it  and  the 

show  drew  e.'cceptionally  good  business.  (S
tar. 

Menard.  Tex.)  Canadian  exhibitors,  grab
  this. 

Great  backwoods  story  with  comedy  and  act
ion. 

It’s  just  what  the  title  calls  it.  (Strand.  Dryden. 

Ont.  Canada.)  A   very  good  picture  with  ple
nty 

of  thrills.  Pleased  the  men  ICO  per  cent,  but
 

some  of  the  women  did  not  like  it  because 
 it 

had  too  much  fighting.  You  can't  please  
them 

all,  anyway.  There’s  either  too  much  fighting 
 or 

too  much  kissing.  (Atlantic,  Atlantic,  Mass.)
 

A   real  action  picture.  Sills  is  well  liked  her
e 

and  draws  pretty  good.  This  one  was  real  goo
d. 

(Halfway,  Halfway.  Mich.)  This  is  a   fair  
pic- 

ture and,  though  it  did  not  draw,  which  I   think 

was  due  to  weather  conditions,  has  lots  of  out- 

door action  and  full  of  fights.  Sunday,  but  not 

special.  (Arcadia.  Crowley.  La.)  Very  good 

picture,  and  story  too.  Lots  of  action  with  
in- 

terest for  whnt  is  going  to  happen  next.  Sure 

keeps  a   fellow  gaping  at  the  screen  ’till  th
e 

very  la.st  end.  Play  it  two  nights,  ns  it  will  bring 

lots  more  in  the  next  night  to  my  belief.  I   just 

played  same  New  Years  night  to  my  regular 

Friday  night  audience.  But  1   think  the  dance 

next  door  spoiled  it  for  me.  (Royal,  Kimball. 

S.  D.)  Yes,  it  is  a   -special.  The  best  roughneck, 

lumbering  story  ever  made  in  this  picture.  Sills 

is  certainly  hard-boiled.  Gave  satisfaction.  (Sil- 

ver Family,  Greenville.  Mich.)  This  is  a   wonder- 

ful scenic  production  with  a   title  that  fits  like 

a   glove.  Stoi-y  has  been  done  before  but  the  log- 

ging scenes  bring  it  above  the  average.  (Grand, 

Port  Washington,  Wis.)  Very  ordinary  picture: 

do  not  book  this  for  Sunday.  If  Milton  Sills 
svere  not  in  this  I   would  say,  lay  off.  Business 

off  60  per  cent.  Too  rough  for  ladies,  and  too 

impossible  for  men.  Fight  seems  to  last  about 

two  reels.  Again  wc  say.  why  not  make  pictures 

tnie  to  life?  That  is  what  the  public  wants. 

(Princess,  Guttenberg,  Iowa.)  A   good  Northern 

picture  that  should  please  any  audience.  Wo 

played  it  against  a   Zane  Grey  Western  and  busi- 
ness was  a   little  weak.  (Regent,  Eureka.  Kan.) 

Boys,  this  is  a   dandy  picture  with  lots  of  action. 

Sills  is  always  good.  Some  complain  that  this 

is  a   too  rough,  but  my  crowd  did  not  think  so. 
Several  ladies  complimented  it.  The  prize  fight 

is  the  best  I   have  ever  seen  in  pictures.  A 

knockout  is  right.  Boost  it  and  it  will  be.  at  th,* 
box  office.  (Bijou.  Beach,  N.  D. )   Good  fight 

picture.  Pleased  the  fans.  (Community.  David 

City,  Neb.)  The  best  Sills  picture  we  have  ever 

played.  Business  only  fair  due  no  doubt  to  play 
date,  which  occurred  on  Ash  Wednesday.  (Rae. 
Ann  Arbor,  Mich.)  Step  on  this  one.  It  will  ring 

almost  100  per  cent  with  any  audience.  Good  as 

any  of  the  specials  this  year.  (Rex,  Bonners 

Ferry,  Idaho.)  A   knockout  as  far  as  fighting 

goes  but  a   flop  at  box  office.  Must  have  been  too 

rough  for  high  brows,  yet  they  didn't  come  out 
first  night  so  how  did  they  know?  Suppose  the 

title  and  advertising  scared  them  off.  Sills  gen- 

erally a   good  drawing  card,  but  he  didn’t  even 
make  an  impression  with  this  one.  (Idlehour, 

Monroe,  Ga.)  A   mighty  good  action  picture, 

with  plenty  of  comedy.  (Home.  Oblong.  III.) 

The  best  First  National  we  have  played  for  a 

small  town.  Many  favorable  comments  on  it. 

Sills  is  a   real  he-mnn  and  he  knows  how  to  put 
a   picture  over.  (Polo,  Polo,  111.)  An  excellent 
liroduction  but  evidently  too  rough.  Business  not 

so  good.  (Grand,  Rainier,  Ore.)  Consider  this 

«ino  Sills’  best  picture.  A   well  produced  picture. 
(Opera  House.  Fennimore,  Wis.)  This  picture 

has  got  the  right  niune.  Sure  is  a   knockout  for 

action  and  stunts.  Sure  gave  good  satLsfaction. 

(Auditorium,  Carthage,  Ind. )   A   good  picture. 

Pleased  a   Saturday  audience.  (Palace,  Memphis, 

Tex.)  Excellent.  Splendid  picture  and  just  the 

type  of  story  for  Sills  to  play.  Pleased  audience 

very  much.  (Lorin,  Berkeley,  Cal.)  Pine.  Holds 
interest  well,  even  if  some  of  the  logs  in  the 

big  jam  are  posts  and  poles.  (Palace.  Aurora, 

Ind.)  It  flopped  here  at  the  box  office  and  I 
sure  stepped  on  it.  Neither  did  it  please.  Lots 

of  kicks.  We  thought  it  very  ordinary  program. 
Wonder  where  all  the  fellows  get  the  idea  it  was 

so  good.  (Liberty,  Pasco.  Wash.)  Milton  Sills 

never  showed  up  better.  He  stages  a   terrible 

fight.  The  play  is  robust  and  American  through- 
out. The  log  jam  is  the  finest  of  its  kind  but  the 

explosion  is  disappointing  and  Is  an  anti-climax. 
(Elite,  Metropolis,  111.) 

L 

LADY  ROBINHOOD,  FBO,  Evelyn  Brent,  Rob- 

ert Ellis,  Boris  Karloff.  William  Humphrey,  6.— 

Here  i'--  a   dandy  program  picture  by  a   new  star 
that  is  making  a   hit  here.  Have  played  six  or 

seven  of  them,  all  good.  (Alamo,  Cameron,  W. 

Va.)  Good  from  start  to  finish.  Evelyn  does 

some  wonderful  acting  and  some  fine  riding.  (Ma- 
jestic. Portland,  Ind.)  A   good  picture  but  business 

was  off  account  of  the  Xmas  season.  Everybody 

stayed  home.  (Halfway.  Halfway,  Mich.)  Just 

like  any  other  Evelyn  Brent.  First  class  enter- 

tainment. (Illinois,  Sullivan,  111.)  A   very  in- 

teresting picture  that  drew  several  good  com- 
ments. Play  it.  When  we  took  over  the  Palace 

we  made  it  a   rule  that  we  would  report  on  every 

picture.  (Palace,  Long  Pine.  Neb.)  All  Miss 

Brent’s  pictures  are  good  and  we  have  learned  to 

like  her  in  crook  dramas  and  hope  she  doesn’t 
try  Buck  Jones  and  Tom  Mix  failures  by  chang- 

ing her  style  of  stories.  Six  reels.  (Dawson, 
Dawson,  Tex.) 

LADY  WHO  LIED,  THE,  FN,  Lewis  Stone. 

Virginia  Valli.  Nita  Naldi,  Edward  Earle,  Leo 
White,  7,111. — Quite  an  interesting  story  with  a 

very  capable  cast  done  in  a   remarkably  able  man- 
ner. Desert  night  scenes  are  far  better  than  any- 
thing shown  along  this  line  and  the  picture  will 

serve  as  good  entertainment  for  anyone.  (Cozy. 

Winchester.  Ind.)  This  picture  went  over  good  to 

the  few  who  came  to  see  it.  (Opera  House,  Fen- 

nimore. Wis.)  A   good  program  picture.  Edwin 
Carewe  usually  does  make  good  ones.  (Atlantic, 

Atlantic,  Mass.)  Very  good  program  offering. 
Played  with  vaudeville  to  fair  ciowd.  (Grand, 

Rainier,  Ore.)  This  was  adapted  from  the  novel, 
■‘Snake  Bite."  The  director  must  have  thought 

nobody  would  recognize  the  story  unless  a   repul- 
sive snake  was  shown  in  the  picture.  Anything 

the  ladies  love  is  to  see  snakes,  crocodiles  and 

other  reptilian  monstrosities  in  a   picture.  Likell. 
Otherwise  a   very  fine  picture.  (Trags,  Neillsville. 

Wis.)  Did  about  usual  for  Saturday.  (Regent, 
Bogota,  N.  J.)  This  is  a   very  good  interesting 

picture  that  will  please.  Title  does  not  draw. 
Picture  too  long.  Story  could  have  been  told  in 

six  reels  nicely.  (Bijou.  Beach,  N.  D.)  Picture 

good,  but  they  did  not  turn  out;  too  hot.  (Lyric. 

Morrison.  III.)  Picture  well  done.  Comments  all 

to  the  good  on  this  one.  (Orpheum,  Pipestone, 
Minn.)  This  is  a   frost.  Nothing  to  it.  (Palace, 
Aurora,  Ind.) 

LADY  WINDERMERE’S  FAN.  W.  Irene  Rich, 
Bert  Lytcll,  May  McAvoy.  Ronald  Colman,  8. — 
Played  to  very  good  business  for  two  weeks.  A 

very  high  class  picture  and  a   directorial  triumph 
for  Lubitsch.  Patrons  all  enjoyed  it  very  much. 

You  can’t  go  wrong  on  this  one.  Stars  do  best 
work  of  their  careers.  (State.  Pittsburgh,  Pa.) 

This  is  a   good  picture  of  its  kind.  A   fancy  dress 

up  picture  with  good  acting,  and  good  direcUng. 
Not  suited  to  my  house.  Too  fancy  and  not  enough 

action.  But  I   do  not  knock  the  picture  on  that 
account.  Just  one  more  demonstration  that  block 

booking  is  bad.  (Arcadia.  Vandergrift,  Pa.) 

Splendid  big  town  picture.  However,  not  so  good 
for  small  town  patronage.  Direction  supreme  and 

we  would  like  to  see  one  of  Lubitsch’s  produc- 
tions with  an  American  story.  Seven  reels. — 

(Palace,  Mt.  Pleasant.  Tex.) 

LAST  EDITION.  THE,  FBO,  Ralph  Lewis,  Lila 

Leslie,  Ray  Hallor,  Frances  Teague,  7. — This  one 
>vill  go  over  good.  Last  two  reels  full  of  action. 

Appeal  85  per  cent.  (Grand,  Yoakum.  Tex.)  I 
ran  this  Saturday  night  to  good  business.  This 

is  a   very  superior  program  picture  that  any  house 

can  run  at  regular  prices  and  feel  that  you  have 

given  your  patrons  their  money’s  worth.  Picture 
in  good  condition.  Price  fair  and  worth  buying. 

(Ideal,  Chateaugay,  N.  Y.)  This  is  one  of  the 

best  of  the  Gold  Bonds  1   have  used  so  far.  Really 

a   good  entertainment,  but  you'll  have  to  work  it 
hard  to  get  'em  in.  (Homoline,  Estelline,  S.  D.) 
Another  dandy  F.  B.  O.  picture.  (Egyptian,  Og- 

den. U.)  A   great  newspaper  story.  Should 
please  anywhere.  The  fire  scenes  are  wonderful. 

All  of  F.  B.  O.'s  art*  good.  (Majestic,  Portland, 

Ind.)  Buy  this  at  F.  B.  O.’s  price,  boost  the  box 
office  prices,  run  three  nights  and  buy  Florida 

real  estate  with  your  profits.  They'll  fight  to  see 
this  the  last  two  nights.  (Illinois,  Sullivan,  III.) 

The  first  one  of  the  Gold  Bond  specials  that  I 

have  run.  If  they  are  all  this  good  I   hope  I   can 

book  all  of  them.  Just  another  real  good  Inde- 

pendent picture.  The  Independents  are  making 

some  wonderful  pictures.  Why  not  give  them  a 

chance?  If  you  want  to  plca.se  your  patrons,  don’t 
pass  this  one  up.  (Bugg,  Chicago,  III.)  A   fine  pic- 

ture from  every  angle;  story,  cast,  direction. 

Plea'cd  patrons.  Actual  newspaper  office  made 
interesting  background  for  story.  (S.  T.,  Parker, 

S.  D.)  Did  not  draw,  though  it  pleased  fairly 

well.  First  few  reels  draggy,  but  a   sui*prise  action 
climsux  puts  it  over.  (Russell,  Somerset.  O.) 

First  four  reels  poor,  last  three  extra  good.  Had 

a   few  walkouts  early,  but  those  who  remained  to 

see  it  all  pronounced  it  okay.  (Regent,  Eureka, 

Kan.)  Business  good  two  nights.  Everyone 

pleased.  We  think  as  good  as  "The  Third  Alarm.” 
(American,  Seattle,  Wash.)  A   very  good  picture. 

One  of  the  best.  (Globe,  Buena  Vista,  Va.)  This 
is  another  one  of  the  Emory  Johnson  pictures.  Is 

a   good  picture  and  had  many  good  comments. 

(Rialto,  Terril,  Iowa.)  Not  so  good.  Paid  F.  B. 
O.  too  much  and  expected  a   better  picture.  Rather 

slow  and  the  picture  was  nearly  over  before  most 

patrons  could  make  out  what  it  was  all  about. 
Outside  of  two  pictures,  I   think  I   am  stuck  on 

the  ’’Gold  Bonds”  and  suggest  they  change  the 

name  to  "Gold  Bricks.”  (Star.  Sumner,  Nebras- 
ka.) Good  newspaper  story  with  plenty  of  ex- 

citement. Well  liked.  (Community,  David  City, 

Neb.)  The  young  folks  panned  it,  and  the  older 
patrons  praised  it.  It  is  a   very  thrilling  news- 
paper  drama  with  a   good  gripping  story.  No  one 
in  the  cast  e.xcept  Lewis  that  means  anything. 

Seven  reels.  (American,  Wautoma,  Wis.) 

LAZYBONES,  F,  Buck  Jones,  8. — A   better  pic- 

ture than  “Lazybones”  we  do  not  want.  Buck 
Jones  did  some  fine  acting  in  this  picture.  (Prin- 

cess, Obion,  Tenn.)  A   gocnl  story  done  rather  poor- 
ly. The  fans  stopped  on  their  way  out  to  josh 

me  about  Buck  Jones  as*  a   stai*  in  a   drama.  He 
was  very  sincere  and  did  not  do  so  bad,  but  he 
looked  like  a   fish  out  of  water  in  that  kind  of 

stuff.  He  makes  a   better  stagger  at  this  kind  of 

stuff  than  Tom  Mix,  but  that  is  sot  saying  much. 

I   do  not  know  why  Fox  took  him  out  of  West- 
erns. in  which  he  made  his  reputation,  unless  it 

was  to  get  the  extra  money  that  he  charges  for 

one  of  these  specials.  (Arcadia,  Vandergrift,  Pa.) 

This  is  a   beautiful  and  homely  picture  of  an  or- 

dinary small  country  community.  It  is  clean  and 

wholesome  asd  very  welcome  to  me  after  the  run 

of  jfizz  stuff  I   have  had.  Buck  Jones  proves  that 
he  can  act  in  anything.  His  work  is  very  fine. 

However,  hope  that  Fox,  now  that  he  has  proven 
Buck  a   real  actor,  will  not  do  it  again.  The  fans 

want  to  see  Buck  in  his  leather  pants  and  in 

snappy  Western  pictures.  Give  him  good  ones 
and  he  will  be  a   good  card.  (Bijou,  Beach.  N. 

D.)  The  casting  director  who  framed  this  picture 
should  be  burned  at  the  stake,  although  Buck 

proves  himself  a   real  actor.  The  picture  itself 

is  above  criticism  but  absolutely  a   fizzle  as  a 

money  getter.  Grossed  just  25  per  cent  of  what 

“Timber  Wolf"  did.  In  this  business  we  pay  for 

someone  else's  mistakes  and  in  this  case  dearly. 
(American,  Ada,  Okla.)  I   agree  with  Philip  Rand 
that  there  is  too  much  art  and  not  enough  brains 

in  pictures.  In  this  picture  you  would  think  that 

Jones  didn't  know  what  it  was  all  about,  and 
honest,  I   don’t  think  that  he  did.  Picture  was  a 

regular  flop.  If  I   had  not  run  a   “Gang”  comedy 
I   would  have  felt  like  giving  the  folks  back  their 
money.  Keep  Jones  in  his  own  line  and  he  will 

make  good.  (Moon.  Neligh,  Neb.)  Not  a   spe- 
cial but  will  please  average.  Charles  good  actor, 

still  we  think  he  will  gain  more  favor  by  ap- 

pearing in  Westerns.*  (Palace,  Mt.  Pleasant,  Tex.) 
Buck  proved  to  his  large  following  here  that  he 

isn’t  just  an  ordinary  cowhand,  but  an  actor 
of  no  mean  ability.  However,  picture  failed  to 

hold  up  second  day,  due  to  the  fact  that  my 
patronage  want  to  see  Buck  in  real  Westerns. 

(Patrick’s,  Crescent,  Okla.)  Buck  put  over  his 
part  in  this  picture.  A   story  of  small  town  life 
that  must  have  hit.  for  they  came  out  fairly  well 

and  were  pleased  100  per  cent.  Beautiful  scenes 
in  this.  Advertising  matter  is  terrible.  When  will 

Fox  over  learn?  (Highland.  Guthrie,  Okla.)  The 

best  acting  Buck  ever  got  away  with.  This  seemed 

to  please  better  than  anything  on  this  year’s 
(Fox)  product.  (Star,  Montevideo,  Minn.)  This 

has  been  sob  week  with  us.  “Lightnin’  ”   and 
"Kentucky  Pride”  and  then  “Lazybones"  all 
good,  but  Gosh,  the  woeps.  (Te.xas,  Grand 

Prairie,  Tex.)  Crackerjack  picture.  Evei-ybody 
enjoyed  it.  Fox,  F.  B.  O.  and  Universal  cer- 

tainly have  the  box  office  attractions.  (Egyptian, 

Ogden.  Utah.)  I   thought  it  was  pretty  good. 
Our  patrons  said  about  60-50.  These  famous 

stage  plays  ni-e  not  getting  over  like  we  expected. 
(The  Star.  Humble,  Tex.)  Buck  Jones  finally  has 
a   chance  to  show  that  he  can  really  act  and 

does  a   first  class  job  of  it.  By  far  the  best  Buck 

Jones  picture  ever  made.  (Illinois,  Sullivan,  111.) 
Thi.s  may  have  been  a   success  on  the  spoken  stage, 

as  the  salesman  said,  but  it  sure  is  a   flop  at 
the  box  office.  (State,  Tawas  City.  Mich.)  A 

first  rate  picture  that  pleased  about  all  the  fans, 
but  as  nobody  loves  a   lazy  man  we  had  lots  of 

criticism  there.  However,  Buck  is  there  in  pic- 

tures other  than  Westerns.  (New  Geneseo,  Gene- 

seo.  111.)  A   good  program  picture  but  they  don’t 
care  for  Buck  in  this  tyiie  of  picture.  Eight 

reels.  (Princess,  Traer,  In.)  If  this  has  any 

office  value  I   did  not  discover  it.  However,  you 

would  naturally  think  that  the  usual  Buck  Jones 

followers  would  all  be  on  deck,  but  somehow  they 

passed  this  up.  The  picture,  while  very  well 

done,  is  not  the  kind  of  stuff  they  want.  Eight 

reels.  (Cozy,  Winchester,  Ind.) 
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LET’S  GO  GALLAGHER.  FBO.  Tern  Tyler, 
Barbara  Starr,  Olin  Francis,  Sam  •   Peterson, 

Frankie  Darro,  5. — This  is  best  Western  for  seme 
time.  Tom.  I   say  you  are  a   comer  already  here. 
The  dogr  and  boy  are  also  fine.  (Monticello  Opera 

House,  Monticello,  la.)  Fine  picture.  Our  first 

Tom  Tyler.  Glad  to  have  him  on  our  program, 
if  all  his  pictures  are  as  good  as  this  one. 

(Princess.  Obion,  Tenn.)  Dandy  Western.  This 

is  the  first  of  F.  B.  O.’s  surprise  star  and  if 
they  are  all  as  good  as  this  one,  I   will  be  more 

than  satisfied.  The  kid  and  the  dog.  plus  Uncle 

Bendy,  help  the  picture  wonderfully.  (Selk, 
Scotia,  Neb.)  Films  good,  copyright  1926. 

T>'pe  Western.  Played  Saturday.  Sunday,  yes. 

Rate  90  per  cent.  This  is  a   humdinger.  It's 

like  a   hurricane.  Let’s  try  it,  and  you’ll  find 
out  the  same.  (Jewel,  Verndale,  Misn.)  Good 
film.  Tyler  looks  quite  promising,  but  this  was 

not  as  good  as  we  expected.  Frankie  Darro  and 

the  dog  are  good  but  why  doesn’t  that  fine  look- 

ing horse  of  Tyler's  do  something?  Tom,  you  had 
better  teach  him  a   few  tricks.  The  camera  work 

was  a   little  bad.  but  we  hope  that  his  next 

picture  will  be  bettor.  Maybe  a   different  director 

would  help.  (Rialto,  Sharon.  Wis.)  Good  action 

picture  for  Saturday.  Not  much  of  a   crowd, 

((Community,  David  City,  Neb.) 

LIGKTNIN*.  F,  Jay  Hunt,  Madge  Bellamy, 
Wallace  McDonald,  J,  Farrali  MacDonald,  Ethel 

Clayton,  James  Marcus,  Otis  Harlan,  Edythe 

Chapman,  7,990. — In  spite  of  inclement  weather 
we  did  fair  business.  To  John  Ford  goes  the 

main  honors  for  perfect  direction.  To  him  goes 
credit  for  instiiling  human  pathos  to  the  nth 

degree,  sympathetic  treatment,  plenty  of  sus- 
pense. clean  comedy  and  intelligent  treatment  of 

this  stage  play.  To  John  Golden  and  his  unit, 
the  laurels  for  bringing  clean  American  stories 

to  the  screen,  to  the  rest  of  the  cast  goes  credit 
for  admirable  support  of  the  star.  We  wish  to 

commend  the  Washington  branch  for  their  un- 

paralleled service  and  good  condition  of  film  and 

to  Fox  Film  Corporation  goes  the  thanks  for 

fair  treatment  in  the  selling  of  their  product  dur- 

ing the  last  two  years.  To  small  town  exhibitors, 

here  is  a   tip.  If  you  want  a   clean  picture,  void 

of  society  and  sex  bunk,  here  is  a   real  picture. 

If  you  do  not  want  a   clean  picture  that  you  can 

boost,  lay  off.  That's  why  we  booked  it.  (Bridge, 
Petersburg,  W.  Va.)  Eight  long  reels  of  pro- 

gram stuff  put  out  under  the  misleading  name 

of  special.  In  six  reels  and  at  program  prices 

this  picture  would  have  been  all  right,  but  oh. 
what  a   stinging  we  got.  You  exhibitors  that 

haven’t  been  hooked  on  Fox’s  new  product  better 
watch  your  step.  They  give  you  an  extra  good 
chance  to  pay  too  much  for  their  stuff.  (Palace, 

Long  Pine,  Neb.)  A   wonderful  picture.  Had 
lots  of  good  comments  on  this  one.  Fo.k  has  the 

pictures  this  time.  (Cosy,  Wagoner,  Okla.)  Bill 

Fox:  I   see  where  you  are  buying  up  about  all 

the  stage  hits  in  creation.  Haven’t  you  learned 
yet  that  few  of  them  make  box  office  successes  ? 

Witness  "Lightnin’.”  It  is  really  better  done  than 
the  play,  but  how  many  of  us  poor  exhibitors 
got  more  than  film  rent  out  of  it?  I   did  not  get 
that  much.  The  people  in  the  cities  under  26.- 
000  do  not  see  the  stage  stuff ;   they  hear  about  it 
second-handed  and  some  of  them  read  about  it, 
but  the  great  mass  of  movie  goers  know  nothing 
about  "Lightnin’  ’’  or  "First  Year”  or  “Money 
Talks.”  Look  over  the  real  exhibitor  list,  the 
fifty  best  money  makers,  and  see  how  many  were 
big  stage  successes.  Take  a   hint.  Bill,  and  be  a 
wise  man.  (Temple,  Beltaire.  O.)  We  do  not 
see  why  an  exhibitor  should  pan  this  one.  It  is 
good,  very  good.  Priced  too  high  and  lost  money. 
Weather  bad.  Will  please  if  you  can  get  them 

Print  and  paper  good.  ( Rex,  Gilman 

City,  Mo.)  This  didn’t  get  me  any  extra  busi- 
ness.  In  my  estimation  it  is  just  an  average 

It  will  please  the  so-called  better  class. 

(Electric.  Chillicothe,  Mo.)  Wrong  type  but  good 
directing.  Not  good  for  a   small  town.  Too  slow 

and  di-aggy".  Poor  business,  pleasing  only  60 per  cent.  (Cozy,  Wagner.  S.  D.)  One  of  the 
best  things  I   have  seen  in  a   long  time.  (Texas, 

I’>'a>*’ie.  Tex.)  Picture  good  but  did  not 
hold  up  the  second  day  of  a   two  day  i-un.  (Kenil- 

worth. Hamilton,  Ont..  Canada.)  Rivals  "The 
Old  Nest”  in  interest.  Made  a   little  money. 
Oont  seem  to  draw  like  Bill  Fox  thought. 
Better  lay  off  this  stuff,  Mr.  Fox,  and  give  us 
some  action.  (Majestic.  Belleville.  Kan.)  I   con- 

sider this  one  of  the  finest  pictures  since  "Over 
he  Hill,”  it's  so  human.  Jay  Hunt  is  a   real 
character  actor.  Patrons  welt  pleased  at  10  and 
J6c  admission.  (Royal,  Spirit  Lake,  la.)  If 

ightnin'  ”   strikes  you  as  it  did  me,  you  will 
ssy  as  I   do.  that  it  does  not  measure  up  in  the 
cast  as  a   special  picture.  I   was  disappointed 

'h  the  picture  and  say  as  a   box  office  value  it 

'J'd  not  have  any  here.  Did  special  advertising 

ns  I   always  do  for  specials  6-24's.  posted  in  town 
of  four  thousand  and  only  had  average  business 
three  days.  (Cozy,  Winchester,  Ind.)  If  it  had 

been  in  si.x  reels  and  put  out  and  sold  as  a   pro- 

gram picture,  I   could  have  reported  a   good  pro- 

gram picture.  But  it  was  represented  as  a   spe- 
cial and  charged  for  ns  a   special.  It  was  slow  in 

action  and  was  far  from  being  a   special.  The 

stage  reputation  helped  me  to  get  a   fair  crowd 

the  first  night,  but  it  flopped  the  second.  (Ar- 
cadia. Vandergrift,  Pa.)  Advertised  this  to  the 

veiTi  limit.  Matinee  poor  business;  evening  did 

fine.  Personally  consider  it  a   mighty  fine  picture. 

Patrons  were  very  divided.  Really  don't  believe 
it  pleased  60  per  cent.  I   think  it  could  have  been 

made  into  a   better  picture  by  adding  a   good  thrill. 

Had  a   few  young  folks  walk  out.  (Highland. 
Guthrie.  Okla.)  Lost  plenty  on  this.  Was  dis- 

appointed in  the  picture,  as  well  as  business. 

Can  pick  dozens  of  pictures  as  good  as  this  for 

15  per  cent  of  the  rental.  (Star,  Montevideo, 

Minn.)  This  is  a   good  picture  and  will  please 

the  majority.  (Rich,  Montpelier,  Idaho.)  Good 

enough  for  any  house.  Acting  splendid  and  Jay 
Hunt  wonderful,  but  did  not  draw  as  much  as  it 

should  by  many  dollars.  (Rosewin,  Dallas.  Tex.) 

This  is  a   dandy  picture.  Not  a   big  special  but 
will  please  all  classes.  We  did  not  have  a   com- 

plaint. Pleased  at  regular  admission  prices. 

Paper  on  this  is  very  good.  (Ideal,  Bloomer. 

Wis.)  If  this  is  a   sample  of  the  fall  product 

for  Fox.  they  are  going  to  knock  ’em  cold.  In 
face  of  the  fact  that  the  temperature  registered 
100  and  over  both  nights,  this  did  a   remarkable 

business.  Not  only  that,  but  the  picture  gave 

excellent  satisfaction  to  the  patrons.  It  is  a   pic- 

ture that  will  stand  all  the  advertising  you  can 

give.  The  picture  will  back  up  all  the  good 

things  you  say  about  it.  Personally  I   think  that 

Jay  Hunt’s  acting  is  the  best  that  has  ever  ap- 
peared on  the  screen  in  any  picture.  (K.  P.. 

Pittsfield,  111.)  My  patrons  claim  that  this  pic- 
ture was  not  as  good  as  the  play  and  they  were 

not  satisfied.  I   presume  John  Golden  doesn't 
mean  anything  to  a   small  town,  and  Fox  got  all 
the  exhibitors  with  the  so-called  specials.  Never 

again  will  I   pay  the  price  I   did.  Nine  reels. 
(Star,  Dansville,  N.  Y. )   Went  out  better  than 

I   expected.  Seemed  to  please.  (State,  Tawas 
City,  Mich.) 

LIGHTS  OF  OLD  BROADWAY.  MGM.  Marion 

Davies,  Conrad  Nagel,  Frank  Currier,  George  K. 

Arthur,  Julia  Swaync  Gordon,  George  Bunny, 

6,400. — This  is  an  ideal  vehicle  for  Miss  Davies 

and  she  puts  it  over  in  great  shape.  Pleased 
almost  TOO  per  cent  and  this  in  spite  of  the  fact 

that  she  is  no  favorite  here.  If  they  will  only 

keep  Marion  away  from  the  king  and  queen  stuff 

long  enough  she  will  be  a   small  town  drawing 

card.  (Crossett,  Crossett,  Ark.)  A   good  comedy- 
drama  which  kept  those  who  came  chuckling 

through  the  entire  show.  We  spent  considerable 
effort  and  some  jack  trying  to  get  them  in,  but 

the  public  here  does  not  care  for  these  old-time 

pictures,  and  as  usual  let  it  be  known  by  being 

absent.  (Regent.  Eureka.  Kan.)  If  you  can  get 

them  in  it  is  one  of  those  pictures  that  will 

more  than  please.  It  will  send  them  away  say- 

ing that  was  a   swell  show — only  watch  your 

posters  and  leave  out  the  ancient  stuff.  (Harbor, 

Ashtabula,  O.)  Played  this  one  Thanksgiving 

and  it  sure  did  please.  Step  on  it.  It's  a   good 
one.  Many  favorable  comments  from  patrons. 

My  people  like  a   picture  with  good  comedy  and 
this  one  has  plenty  of  it.  (Fairy,  Knox,  Ind.) 

A   splendid  big  picture.  Star  and  cast  great 

Story  good.  Lots  of  comedy.  Satisfied  all.  It’s 
a   special  and  100  per  cent  entertainment  and 

clean.  (Silver  Family,  Greenville.  Mich.)  Good 

picture  of  the  kind  they  like.  Did  very  good 

for  me.  (Regent.  Bogota.  N.  J. )   "Very  good 
offering.  Story,  cast  and  photography  excellent 

Business  bad.  They  thought  it  was  another  cos- 

tume picture  and  wouldn’t  turn  out.  (Grand, 
Rainier,  Ore.)  Marion  Davies  plays  a   double 
role  in  this  picture  which  is  great  Good  for 

Sunday.  (Monticello  Opera  House.  Monticello, 

la.)  This  seemed  to  please,  but  did  a   rather 
poor  business  on  it.  (Majestic,  Camden,  S.  C.) 

Good  picture  for  the  Irish  but  pleased  evei-y- 
one  here.  (Auditorium,  Barrington,  III.)  A 

splendid  production.  Played  this  on  a   Saturday 

and  lost  money.  No  fault  of  the  picture.  They 

simply  won’t  see  a   show  on  Saturday.  (Opera 
House,  Hilbert,  Wis.) 

LIMITED  MAIL.  THE,  W.  Monte  Blue,  Vera 

Reynolds,  Willard  Louis.  Tom  Gallery,  Jack  Huff, 

Eddie  Gribbon,  7,M4. — The  best  railroad  picture 
I   ever  played.  Wonderful  scenery.  Very  good 

photography  and  a   real  railroad  picture.  It's  a 
peach,  and  so  is  little  Vera  Reynolds,  one  of  the 

sweetest  girls  on  the  screen.  She  is  a   comer, 

and  so  is  Marion  Ni.xon  and  Pauline  Garon.  Just 

watch  these  three  little  girls.  They  have  some 
of  the  old  stars  beat  right  now.  Oh  yes,  Monte 
Blue,  you  did  the  best  acting  you  ever  did  in 

“The  Limited  Mail."  Your  friend  Willard  Louis 
was  also  very  good.  (Bonham,  Prairie  du  Sac, 

Wis.)  Good.  Step  on  it.  A   fine  railroad  story. 
Good  scenery  and  a   great  wreck.  (Isis,  Dell 
Rapids.  S.  D;)  This  is  sure  fine.  Big  in  every 
way.  Direction,  acting,  story,  action.  This  wont 
over  big  for  me.  (Electric,  Chillicothe,  Mo.) 
A   good  picture  and  will  please  most  anywhere. 
I   believe.  Guess  it  will  get  over  in  most  small 
towns  as  a   real  special,  but  something  seems 
missing,  somewhere,  to  me.  It  is  a   good  picture 
for  a   small  town,  however.  I   played  it  thrill 
week.  (Majestic,  Bowie,  Tex.)  Good  railroad 
melodrama.  (Seelyo.  Abilene.  Kan.)  I   still  say 
Warners  have  the  right  pictures  for  the  small 
town  exhibitor.  Anyway,  run  it  by  all  means. 

It's  very  good.  Had  a   good  print.  Packed  them in  on  this  one,  second  night  very  good.  (Polo. 
Polo.  III.)  Oh  boy,  what  a   wonderful  picture 
this  is.  Monte  sure  struts  his  stuff  in  this  one. 
Scenes  in  this  one  are  perfect  and  the  little  boy 
will  roach  out  and  get  your  heart  and  keep  it  to 
the  end  of  the  picture.  There  isn't  anything  to 
say  against  this  production.  Lots  of  thrills  that 
will  make  you  sit  on  the  edge  of  your  seat  all  the 
way  through.  Love  scenes  not  overdrawn  and  lots 
of  comedy.  Good  print,  priced  right,  pleased  100 
per  cent.  (Plainview.  Plainview.  Tex.)  Pleased 
a   good  holiday  crowd.  Good  audience  picture. 
(Palace.  Waupaca,  Wis.)  Wonderful.  The  wreck 
was  the  best  I   ever  saw.  Best  production  Monte 
Blue  has  ever  played  in.  Boys,  you  can't  go 
wrong  on  "The  Limited  Mail."  It's  a   knockout. Pleased  them  all.  (Cozy-Folly.  Hollis,  Okla.) 
Went  over  e.xceptionally  well  here  with  the  fans. 
Business  a   little  above  the  average.  We  advise 
anyone  who  has  this  coming  to  get  behind  it. 
(Majestic.  Belleville,  Kan.)  I   had  a   full  house 
on  this  the  first  night  and  stood  them  up  on  the 
second.  The  picture  was  good  all  the  way  through 
and  the  railroad  wreck  was  the  best  I   have  ever 
seen  on  the  screen.  I   believe  everyone  likes  a 
railroad  picture.  Boys,  don’t  buy  this  unless 
you  are  going  to  boost  it  to  the  skies,  as  it  is 
sure  to  please.  (Dixie,  Kilgore,  Tex.)  Can't 
say  when  we  have  played  a   more  entertaining 
picture.  It  is  productions  like  this  that  the  ex- 

hibitor needs  for  his  audience,  and  not  some  of 
the  junk  that  he  is  handed  and  expected  to  make 
a   fair  return  on  to  his  patrons  as  well  as  him- 

self. (Lorin,  Berkeley.  Cal.)  A   fast  moving 
railroad  melodrama  with  a   moat  realistic  collision. 
This  role  is  the  most  suited  for  Monte  we  have 
as  yet  seen  and  the  picture  will  please  99  and 
nine-tenths--what  more?  (Palace.  Mt.  Pleasant, 
Te.x. )   A   mighty  good  R.  R.  melodrama  that  rang 
the  bell  for  us.  (Elite,  Greenleaf.  Knn.)  Mighty 
good  R.  R.  melodrama  that  rang  the  boll.  The 
print  a   little  dark  but  at  that  you  did  not  need 
a   pair  of  specs  to  see  the  picture.  Plenty  of 
action.  They  all  went  out  well  pleased.  (Coli- 

seum, Annawan,  III.)  Hera’s  one  I   take  my 
hat  off  to.  Splendid  picture.  One  everyone  will 
enjoy  and  not  last  nor  least  it  will  make  money 
for  you.  More  power  to  Warner’s.  (State, 
Tawas  City,  Mich.)  A   good  Saturday  action 
picture  for  the  small  town.  Monte  Blue  where 
he  belongs.  Railroad  shots  very  good.  (Fairy. 
Knox.  Ind.)  A   fine  entertainment;  good  story. 
Well  done.  Gave  satisfaction.  (Silver  Family, 
Greenville.  Mich.)  Finest  railroad  picture  to 
date.  Don't  be  afraid  of  it  (Liberty,  Kalispell, 
Mont.)  Big  stuff.  Box  office  attraction.  Step 
on  this  one.  (Liberty.  Pikeville.  Ky.)  Splendid 
railroad  melodrama.  Notable  cast.  Thrills  galore. 
Clean  for  the  family.  Seven  reels.  (Grand, 
Chetek,  Wis.)  Very  good  picture  that  will  go 
over  very  well  in  railroad  neighborhoods.  Seven 

reels.  (Lily,  Buffalo,  N.  Y.)  A   good  interest- 
ing attraction  that  will  hold  the  attention  of  our 

audience.  Good  paper  and  plenty  of  chance  to 
exploit.  (Liberty,  Pasco,  Wash.) 

LITTLE  ANNIE  ROONEY,  UA,  Mary  Pick- 

ford,  10. — Played  this  New  Year’s  day  and  I   think 
I   started  the  Nesv  Year  right.  Mary  is  where 

she  belongs.  Looks  just  as  young  as  ever.  Mary 

sure  has  found  the  fountain  of  youth  somewhere 

in  Hollywood.  More  pictures  like  this  one  and 

she  will  be  a   good  box  office  bet.  My  patrons 

said  very  good  picture  and  they  said  it  with  a 

smile,  and  a   smile  from  a   patron  means  much 

to  an  e.xhibitor.  Big  increase  on  second  day, 

which  is  unusual  in  my  town.  Small  town  c.x- 

hibitors,  if  you  can  buy  it  right,  grab  it  and 

play  it  at  regular  admission.  My  guess  is  it  will 

please  99  per  cent.  Plenty  of  good  comedy  to 

put  it  over.  (Fairy,  Knox,  Ind.)  Saturday  night 

to  crowded  house.  The  years  don't  seem  to  rob 

America’s  sweetheart  of  any  of  her  charms.  She  ■ 
is  still  the  same  captivating  kid  that  won  her 
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into  the  great  heart  of  American  fi
lmdom 

vears  ago.  (Ideal.  Chateaugay,  N
.  Y.)  Goodby 

Mary  “Little  Annie”  was  great  but
  United  and 

Mary  got  the  receipts.  I   wish  you 
 much  joy  with 

vour  §100,000.000  adventure,  but  y
ou  are  not  the 

Mary  you  used  to  be.  not  for  me.  (C
ozy.  VilHsca. 

la  )   Mary  in  her  old  fashioned  
and  best  way  of 

arting  puts  this  over  in  good  shap
e.  Pleased  80 

ner  cent.  (Argonne,  Akron,  Ind.
)  Very  good 

hut  1   barely  made  expenses.  T
here  is  no  use  m 

the  village  picture  house  trying 
 to  put  on  a 

picture  when  the  price  is  too  
high.  A   person's 

time  and  energy  should  be  wo
rth  something. 

(Cozy  Union,  Ore.)  What  a  
 wonder  she  is! 

Some  say  they  do  not  like  her.  but
  I'm  only  sorry 

for  them,  for  the  joy  in  life  t
hey  must  miss. 

Close  to  being  Mary's  beat,  and  th
at  is  saying 

much.  Christmas  Day  to  great  
business  and 

against  a   tent  show.  No  little  part
  of  this  rec- 

ord was  the  help  given  us  by  Miss  Pick
iord  her- 

self in  response  to  a   personal  request.  
She  sent 

me  some  fine  photos  for  all  my  pa
trons  and  a 

Christmas  letter  to  my  people  here.  A  
 great  star 

and  a   wonderful  woman.  (Star.  Mena
rd,  Tex.) 

Mary  is  here.  Another  100  per  cent  
family  pic- 

ture. The  kids  like  it  and  so  did  the  pas  a
nd 

mas  and  the  grandparents.  Lots  of  c
omedy  for 

the  youngsters.  (Grand,  Chetek,  Wis
.)  Mary 

Pickford— Mary,  you  are  my  sweetheart
  again, 

and  when  you  make  another  like  this  o
ne  I   want 

it,  if  you  don’t  ask  the  impossible.  Th
ey  like 

you  in  this.  (Rosewin,  Dallas.  Tex.)  
My  last 

United  Artists  picture  and  glad  of  it,  as  all  I  
 get 

from  them  lose  me  money.  Picture  is  an
  average 

Pickford  production  of  the  type  that  fi
rst  won 

her  fame.  (Capitol.  Delphos,  O.)  Th
is  is  a 

real  honest  to  goodness  show.  Mary  w
as  never 

better.  One-hundred  per  cent  satisfacti
on.  Still 

America’s  sweetheart.  May  she  never  grow  up. 

Her  “Tess  of  the  Storm  Country.”  also  good,  in 

fact  classic.  (Royal,  Lehi.  Ut.)  More  po
wer 

to  Mary.  Looks  as  young  as  ever  on  the 
 screen. 

Boys,  you  can  make  some  jack  on  this  one
.  We 

did.  Played  it  December  13.  14.  16.  It  bei
ng 

close  to  Christmas  hurt  a   trifle.  A   fine  picture
 

for  old  and  young.  (Polo,  Polo,  111.)  Playe
d 

this  6   days  following  “Don  Q’’  to  more  busi
ness. 

My  patrons  said  it  was  the  best  thing  Mary
 

had  ever  done.  You  can’t  go  wrong  on  this  if 

you  tell  them  what  you  have.  It  will  stand  by
 

anything  you  say.  (Strand.  Milford,  la.)  A 

dandy  picture,  dean  and  plenty  of  comedy,  but 

Mary  a   little  too  old  for  part.  (Opera  House, 

Fennimore.  Wis.)  Some  say  it  was  great;  others 

that  it’s  too  much  like  Our  Gang  comedies.  Paid 

too  much  for  it  as  I   had  to  charge  40  cents  to 

get  by  and  it  isn’t  worth  that  much  to  my 

patrons.  Mary  is  at  least  50  per  cent  of  the 

picture.  (Star,  Montevideo.  Minn.)  Mary  is 

right  where  she  belongs  in  this  picture  and  if  she 

remains  there  will  always  be  a   favorite.  (Har- 

riet, Hardin,  Mont.)  Certainly  must  congratu- 

late Mary  on  this  one  and  I   hope  she  makes 

many  more  as  good.  Gave  as  near  IffO  per  cent 

satisfaction  as  any  picture  we  have  shown. 

(Odcon.  Chandler,  Okla.)  This  was  our  Christmas 

picture  and  is  one  of  the  best  we  have  shown 
for  months.  (Russell.  Brunswick,  Mo.)  Mary 

is  back  to  the  type  of  picture  that  everybody  likes 

and  glad  to  hear  it.  Picture  went  over  ver>- 
good  and  was  well  liked.  Business  good  but  not 

great.  (New  Geneseo.  Geneseo.  111.)  A   fine  pic- 
ture that  drew  well  for  us.  I   think  Mary  has  it 

over  all  of  them  when  it  comes  to  real  acting. 

You  cannot  go  wrong  on  thi.s  one.  (Dixie.  Win- 
ona, Miss.)  This  style  of  picture  takes  her  back 

to  the  old  days  where  the  theatre  made  money 

and  gained  Mary  the  title  of  “America's  Sweet- 
heart.” 1   hope  that  this  star  will  cut  out  the 

high  brow  stuff  and  produce  pictures  for  profit 

instead  of  art.  And  this  picture  will  get  the  coin 

and  gain  Mary  friends  as  well  as  making  money 

for  the  e.xhibitor.  providing  he  buys  it  right  and 

advertises  it  properly.  (Town  Hall.  Westboro. 

Mass.)  A   very  cleverly  made  picture.  The  kind 
the  small  town  likes  to  see.  Two  days  to  good 

business.  (Gem.  Batesville,  Ark.)  This  is  a 

sweet  little  picture,  and  not  so  little  either,  as 
it  is  ten  reels.  The  crowd  liked  this  a   lot.  I 

don’t  think  it  is  as  good  a.s  a   lot  of  hers,  but  no 
one  can  complain  because  a   picture  is  only  as 

goml  as  Mary  Pickford’s  average,  as  that  makes 
it  worth  throe  ordinary  average  pictures.  (Grand, 

Pierre.  S.  D.l  Good  picture  that  pleased  all. 

Mary  is  fine.  Mary  Pickford  cooperated  by  send- 
ing telegram  conveying  good  wishes  on  occasion 

of  Us  showing.  (Palace.  Aurora,  Ind.)  A   splen- 
did production  from  every  angle.  Drew  and 

I'IcHsed  as  nenily  100  per  cent  as  it  is  possible 

for  a   picture  to  please.  (S.  T..  Parker,  S.  D.) 

For  an  evening  of  light  entertainment,  it  was 

cute.  Seemed  to  please  about  50-60.  For  a 

sniiill  town.  Ihey  ask  too  much  rental  for  this 

doss  of  picture.  Nothing  big  or  nothing  small 

about  this  picture.  (Washington,  Atoka,  Okla.) 

We  consider  this  one  of  the  outstanding  pictures 

of  the  year.  If  this  doesn't  entertain  them,  there 
is  no  hope.  (American  Legion,  Broadlands,  HI.) 

Wc  showed  it  two  days  at  increased  admissions 

to  pleased  audiences.  The  youngsters  had  a   great 
time  with  Mary  and  her  gang.  This  type  show 

is  what  they  like  to  see  Mary  in.  Her  best 

show  for  quite  some  time.  (''Y.”  Nazareth,  Pa.) 
Very  good  but  did  not  draw  on  account  of  bad 
roads.  (Princess,  Traer,  la.) 

LITTLE  GIANT,  THE,  U,  Glenn  Hunter,  7.— 
Nothing  bad  about  this  morally,  although  the  old 

hooch  jokes  dragged  in.  but  it's  a   weak  offering. 
Did  not  draw  and  did  not  please.  Poor  direction, 

poor  subtitles.  Far  fetched  humor  and  above 
all  a   star  who  looks  like  an  eighth  grade  school 

boy  rather  than  leading  man.  Edna  Murphy 
O.  K.  and  Uncle  Clem  is  the  bright  light  of 

the  mess.  (S.  T.,  Parker,  S.  D.)  Not  much  to 
this  one  and  if  it  had  been  good  they  would 

not  have  turned  out,  as  Glenn  Hunter  is  no  fav- 
orite here.  (Dixie,  Russellville,  Ky.)  This  is 

the  poorest  picture  Universal  has  made  on  their 

block  of  White  List  pictures.  The  rest  have  all 
been  exceptionally  good,  so  we  will  excuse  one 

bad  one.  It’s  good  for  one  day.  (Bugg,  Chicago, 
III.) 

LIVE  WIRE,  THE,  FN,  Johnny  Hines,  J. 

Barney  Sherry,  Bradley  Barker.  Mildred  Ryan. 

Edmund  Brecse,  8. — Played  Sunday  and  Monday. 

Packed  'em  in  Sunday  in  spite  of  opposition 

showing  "Don  Q."  Pleased  100  per  cent.  First 
National  leads  in  our  estimation.  (Alhambra. 

Minneapolis.  Minn.)  A   mighty  fine  picture  in 

every  way.  Johnny  Hines  just  hasn’t  got  into 
the  big  class  yet,  but  he  should  be.  This  picture 

pleased  them  all  and  got  many  laughs.  Adver- 
tising matter  was  real  good.  (Highland.  Guthrie. 

Okla.)  An  excellent  picture.  Johnny  Hines  at 
his  best  in  this.  Comments  all  to  the  good. 

(Orpheum.  Pipestone.  Minn.)  Johnny  sure 
pleased  them  with  this  one.  Had  them  chuckling 
all  the  time.  The  kind  of  entertainment  people 

are  looking  for.  (Regent.  Eureka.  Kan.) 

Johnny  Hines  has  the  reputation  for  pep  in  his 

pictures  and  has  been  a   good  bet  both  before 

going  with  First  National  and  since.  “The  Live 
Wire"  being  the  first  we  have  played  of  the  new 
ones.  “The  Live  Wire"  was  full  of  the  good  old 
hokum  that  country  town  audiences  seem  to  eat 

up,  new  gags  and  new  funny  business  together 

with  the  speed  his  pictures  all  cany.  Business 

is  below  normal  in  these  country  shows  but  “The 
Live  Wire"  and  "Classifteir’  have  both  increased 
the  attendance  slightly.  Not  enough  to  buy  a 

Rolls  Royce,  but  still  enough  to  keep  us  on  the 

right  side  of  the  ledger.  (Columbia.  Columbia 

City.  Ind.)  Not  a   side  splitter,  but  a   good  one 

from  a   box  office  angle.  Evei'ybody  satisfied. 
Nothing  extra  for  Johnny.  (Palace.  Burkburnett, 

Tex.)  Very  good.  Johnny,  for  n   .starter.  If 

you  run  serials  use  it  on  that  night,  aa  it  will 
please  children  and  serial  patrons.  (Opera  House, 
Shelby.  0.)  This  is  one  of  the  best  comedy 
features  that  I   have  been  able  to  play.  There 

isn’t  a   draggy  moment  in  the  entire  feature.  It 
will  keep  them  in  an  uproar  from  start  to  finish. 

Johnny  struts  his  stuff  in  this  one.  He  will 

please  the  peppiest  audience  you  cjin  get.  I 

jilayed  it  on  Friday  and  Saturday  to  normal  busi- 
ness :   weather  conditions  very  unfavorable.  After 

the  first  showing  everybody  in  town  will  know 

about  the  picture.  (Plainview,  Plainview.  Tex.) 

This  is  a   good  picture.  No  argument  about  it. 

and  drew  to  an  average  Sunday  with  Syd  Chap- 

lin’s "The  Man  on  the  Box"  as  opposition.  I   have 

always  appreciated  Johnny  Hines  ns  a   clever 
actor,  with  many  a   face  and  gag  up  his  sleeve. 

(Arcadia,  Crowley,  La.)  A   very  good  comedy 
drama.  Hines  puts  the  picture  over  in  fine  style. 

(Blende.  Benton.  Wis.)  A   corking  good  comedy 

drama  but  business  far  below  the  last  Johnny 

Hines  picture.  Some  very  original  parts  in  this 

picture,  as  in  all  Johnny  Hines.  It’s  very  good. 
Book  it.  (Bugg,  Chicago.  III.)  Good  comedy. 

Plenty  of  action.  Audience  like  it.  (Empress, 

Indianola,  la.)  Veiy  good  and  pleased  them  all. 

Fine  for  your  Saturday  program.  (Dixie.  Russell- 

ville, Ky.)  Woulil  rate  this  a-s  a   pooi-  program 
attraction.  Lacked  a   lot  of  going  over  with  my 

audience.  (Majestic,  Camden,  S.  C.)  Consider 

this  an  extra  good  comedy  drama.  Book  it  for 

sure  entertainment.  (Auditorium,  Carthage.  Ind.) 

Very  good.  Will  please  any  audience.  (State. 

Two  Harbors.  Minn,)  This  is  an  extra  good 

comedy.  Everybody  seemed  well  pleased.  Bad 

weather  nnd  school  entertainment  cut  attendance 

away  down,  so  cannot  say  as  to  actual  pulling 

power  here.  (Grand,  Rainier,  Ore.)  Well,  here 

I   am  again  after  a   long  silence  in  reporting  pic- 

tures. but  all  the  long  silence  was  because  I   was 

a   little  too  busy.  “The  Live  Wire"  fdaced  some 

pep  in  me  and  I   just  had  to  suy  something  good 
about  it.  because  it  is  deserving.  (Fairyland. 

White  Casttc,  La.)  This  satisfied  my  people. 

Eight  reels.  (Opera  House,  Fennimore,  Wis.) 

A   good  comedy  program.  Full  of  action.  Will 
satisfy  your  patrons.  (Silver  Family.  Greenville. Mich.) 

LORD  JIM.  FP,  Percy  Marmont,  Noah  Beery, 

Raymond  Hatton,  Shirley  Mason,  Joseph  Dow- 
ling, 7. — Very  good  with  a   South  Sea  setting. 

Marmont  stands  out.  (Palace,  Ashland.  O.) 

Fine  picture  for  small  town.  Did  not  hear  any 

kicks  and  quite  a   few  compliments.  Paramount 

seems  to  be  making  pictures  suitable  for  small 
towns  as  well  as  large.  (Reel  Joy.  King  City, 

Cal.)  A   Joseph  Conrad  story,  faithfully  pro- 
duced, that  makes  very  poor  movie  material.  Full 

of  unpleasant  things  and  the  hero  is  never  n- 
warded  for  his  good  and  misunderstood  acts.  U 

might  be  the  story  of  real  life  but  it  is  not  movie 

stuff.  You  will  please  your  people  by  not  play- 

ing it.  It  is  very  well  acted,  most  elaborately 

and  very  expensively  mounted,  but  is  wasted 
screen  material.  Marmont  is  good,  as  are  Bwry 

and  Hatton.  (Temple,  Bellairc,  O.)  I   thought 

when  I   ran  “The  Pace  That  Thrills,"  a   First  Na- 
tional, that  it  was  the  rottenest  show  that  was 

ever  made,  but  this  one  takes  the  prize.  It  is 

absolutely  one  of  the  worst  that  I   ever  ran  nnd 

I   have  been  at  it  now -for  11  years.  Just  can’t 
see  how  they  have  the  nerve  to  feed  us  this 
kind  and  then  send  a   salesman  in  to  sell  us 

more  trademarks,  as  that  is  all  that  you  can  get 

out  of  this  one,  a   trademark,  Paramount.  If  you 
run  this  one.  tell  them  in  advance  that  it  is  a 

bum  show  and  to  save  their  money.  (Dixie,  Rus- 
sellville. Ky. )   I   wish  Percy  Marmont  would 

go  back  over  the  water  to  where  he  came  from. 

Of  all  the  duds,  he  is  the  prize  one.  He  is  for- 
ever suffering.  He  suffers  all  through  this  pic- 

ture and  he  has  nothing  on  my  audience  to- 

night, from  the  number  of  walkouts  and  hoots 
that  have  kept  me  running  all  over  the  house  to 

suppress.  Conrad  may  be  a   writer  of  good  sen 

fiction,  but  I   have  not  been  able  to  get  any  mon- 
kick  out  of  his  stories  than  my  audience  is  get- 

ting out  of  this  picture.  It  just  is  not  there, 
too  slow  and  long  drawn  out.  Takes  too  long  to 

happen ;   that's  what’s  the  matter  with  it.  (Col- 
umbia, Columbia  City,  Ind.)  After  seeing  a 

number  of  adverse  reports  on  this,  was  agreeably 

surprised.  Think  it  pleased  most.  Personally  en- 
joyed it  very  much.  (Strand,  Alma.  Mich,)  This 

is  a   better  one  than  Marmont  has  had  his  name 

to  in  some  time.  He  does  Joseph  Conrad’s  char- 
acter well.  The  cast  in  support  is  good  and  I 

(hink  it  pleased  a   little  above  the  average.  (Ar- 
cadia. Crowley,  La.)  The  men  will  like  it,  but 

we  failed  to  hoar  anything  but  adverse  comment 

from  the  ladies.  (Lyric.  Harrison.  Ark.)  Proved 
a   fair  box  office  attraction  nnd  pleased  about  70 

per  cent.  (Majestic,  Camden,  S.  C.)  A   good 

program  picture.  (Silver  Family.  Greenville. 

Mich.)  This  Conrad  stoi-y  all  right  in  book 
form  but  is  not  good  screen  stuff  for  small  towns. 
Too  much  murder  and  altogether  too  sordid.  All 

agreed  that  it  was  a   good  picture  well  done  but 

did  not  care  for  that  kind.  (Orpheum,  Pipe- 
stone. Minn.)  Did  not  go  over  very  big.  Fair 

picture.  (Crystal,  Earlville,  la.)  Not  good  screen 
material.  Sad  ending.  Peoiile  did  not  care  for 
same.  Did  not  draw.  (Lyric,  Wooster.  O.)  A 

very  good  program  picture.  The  ending  sad,  but 

everyone  likes  a   change  and  this  one  went  over 

good  for  me.  I   read  one  report  that  said  this 

one  was  terrible,  but  certainly  can't  see  it  from 
that  angle.  (Empress.  Akron.  la.)  A   colorful 

story  of  the  tropics  with  lots  of  action.  Some 
beautiful  outdoor  shots.  Drew  average  Saturday 
business.  (Strand,  Paoli,  Inil.) 

LORRAINE  OF  THE  UONS.  U.  Patsy  Ruth 

Milter,  Norman  Kerry,  Joseph  Dowling,  7,600.— 
Another  dandy  Jewel.  I   have  played  five  or 

six  on  the  2nd  White  List  nnd  find  them  all 
extra  good.  This  one  is  hard  to  put  over  on 

account  of  the  title,  but  it  will  please  the  mo.st 

of  them  if  you  can  get  them  in.  Some  very 

beautiful  jungle  scenery  in  this,  wild  animals, 

natives  and  everything  to  make  it  look  real. 
(American,  Wautoma,  Wis.)  Tarzan  type  story 

which  drew  average  business  in  face  of  stiff  op- 

position and  heavy  rain.  Pleased  generally  here 
and  should  do  well  in  the  small  town.  (Grand. 

Rainier,  Ore.)  This  was  a   good  picture.  The 

jungle  stuff  was  well  put  over  and  though  the 

plot  was  nothing  particularly  outstanding  it  was 
O.  K.  and  held  the  crowd.  The  lions  got  off 

pretty  easy  in  this  and  the  poor  gorilla  is  worked 
hard,  but  guess  the  more  catchy  name  is  worth 
misleading  the  public  a   little.  They  will  come 

expecting  to  see  some  animal  action  and  they  will 
see  it,  though  it  is  not  done  by  the  half  dozen 

lions.  (Grand.  Pierre,  S.  D.)  Very  good  pic- 
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ture  for  the  ohiEdren,  but  the  adults  thought  it 

unreasonable  and  impossible.  (Lily.  Buffalo, 

N   Y.)  Here’s  a   dandy  for  Saturday  program  for 
small  towns.  Has  everything  and  just  what  you 

want  for  Saturdays.  Went  over  good.  (Di.xie, 

Russellville,  Ky.)  Good  picture  that  pleased. 

(Liberty  &   Melba,  Carnegie,  Okla.)  Used  this 

on  a   Saturday  night  and  it  pleased  100  per  cent. 

An  entertainer  that  is  a   little  different  from  the 

regular  stuff.  (Fairyland,  White  Castle,  La.) 

A,"  good  program  picture  which  did  e.’ccellent 
Saturday  business.  Good  for  Saturday.  Not  a 

Sunday  picture.  (-Princess,  Chilton.  Wis.)  Pleased 

everyone.  This  .is  a   peach,  interesting  from  be- 

ginning to  end,  as  it  is  different  from  the  or- 

dinary mn  of  pictures.  Patsy  Ruth  Miller  is  a 

ringer  in  everything  she  attempts.  (Polo.  Polo. 

III.)  This  is  a   good  picture.  Something  dif- 

ferent from  other  makes  of  pictures.  It  went 

over  good  for  me.  The  ape  plays  a   good  part. 

You  don’t  go  wrong  in  booking  this  one.  (Eagle, 
Westville,  HI.)  A   good  picture,  but  no  business 

getter.  Have  played  Universal  pictures  for  sev- 
eral weeks  and  find  them  no  money  makers. 

Simply  can’t  interest  my  patrons  in  this  prod- 
uct Pictures  on  average  are  good  entertainment 

but  not  as  big  as  Carl  makes  you  believe.  (Elite, 
New  Holstein,  Wis.)  The  lions  have  merely  a 

walking  part.  The  gorilla  is  the  star  and  he  has 

good  support  from  the  rest  of  the  cast.  Pat  y 
Ruth  Miller,  whether  in  a   rhinoceros  fur  bathing 

suit  or  an  evening  gown,  is  very  easy  to  look  at. 

The  picture  is  just  a   bunch  of  hokum,  but  it 

moves  fast  and  pleased  a   fair  crowd.  (Pastime, 

Mason.  Mich.)  Nothing  particularly  new.  Girl 

brought  up  largely  a   la  nature  in  Africa  most 

of  the  story.  Goes  well  enough  for  younger  crowd. 

(Regent,  Bogota,  N.  J.)  This  is  a   good  picture 

but  a   poor  imitation  of  a   gorilla.  Too  many 

closeups  of  the  dried  up  looking  beast.  (Blue 
Mouse.  Davenport,  Wash.)  Talk  about  serial 

stuff,  suspense,  thrills  and  Florida  swamps. 

(Palace,  Waupaca.  Wis.)  About  fifty  per  cent 

good.  Norman  Kerry  and  Palsy  Ruth  Miller 

wasted  on  this  piece  of  bunk.  ( Electric,  Cam- 
bridge, Neb.)  A   good  program  picture.  (Silver 

Family.  Greenville,  Mich.)  This  particularly  ap- 
peals to  men  and  boys.  Too  wild  and  rough 

for  the  greater  portion  of  the  fair  sex.  Good  box 
office  bet  for  smalt  towns.  (Liberty,  Pikeville, 

Ky.)  This  picture  pleased  our  audience.  A   veiy 
few  might  criticise  some  parts  of  the  pictu.e. 

Better  Friday  and  Saturday  night  business  than 

on  an  average.  (Cozy,  Fayette.  la.)  Not  so 

good.  The  gorilla  was  sure  some  fake.  (CoLseum. 

E<lmore,  Mich.)  This  is  a   fine  picture  anil 

patrons  liked  it  and  told  me  so.  (Whynot,  Green- 

field, Ind. )   This  picture  hasn't  a   general  appeal. 

It  is  hokum  with  a   few  scenes  that  step  'along 

pretty  lively.  The  gorilla  imitation  didn't  get  by 
with  our  crowd.  The  crystal  gazing  and  spirit- 

ualistic stuff  didn’t  add  anything  to  the  picture. 
Pleased  75  per  cent.  (Hammond,  Hammond.  Wis.) 

LOST  WORLD.  THE,  FN.  Lewis  Stone.  Bessie 

Love.  Lloyd  Hughes,  Wallace  Beery,  10. — The 
greatest  novelty  picture  ever  made.  Did  not  do 

any  business,  as  it  rained  five  days  straight  be- 
fore show  (late  and  on  the  show  date  it  turned 

cold  and  continued.  The  coldest  weather  this 

year.  Buy  this  picture  by  all  means  and  step 

on  it  and  charge  advanced  admission.  (Strand. 

McKenzie.  Tenn.)  Very  entertaining.  A   wonder- 
ful production.  Once  is  enough  to  see  this  kind 

of  a   picture,  but  very  instructive.  Animals  vei'y 
life  like.  Caused  much  wonderment.  I   think  it 

would  do  your  house  good  to  show  iu  (Com- 
munity. David  City.  Neb.)  This  picture  should 

please  the  majority  of  people,  especially  a   town 
where  there  are  lots  of  schools  or  a   college. 

Broke  all  records  with  it.  iStrand.  Gulfport. 

Miss.)  It's  a   novelty  that  amazes  the  men  anti 
children.  Also  frightens  the  women.  Not  a 

woman's  picture.  It  drew  a   lot  of  children  but 
proved  a   flop  at  the  bo.x  office  because  we  pai.l 

too  much  for  the  picture.  (Lily,  Buffalo.  N.  Y. ) 

Played  two  days  on  this.  While  this  picture  is 

wonderful  in  its  way,  I   think  it  does  not  measure 

up  to  expectancy.  Don't  know  why,  unless  it  is 
because  it  drags  at  times  and  the  light  is  not 

pood,  particularly  the  scenes  in  London,  which 
IS  not  expected,  however.  It  is  a   remarkable  pic- 

ture and  should  be  on  the  booking  sheet  of  every 

exhibitor  because  it's  different.  It  seems  that 

we  are  getting  so  calloused  that  nothing  pleases 

100  per  cent  any  more.  (Pioneer,  Amasn,  Mich.) 

Very  good.  Good  business  for  three  days.  (Vine, 

Mt.  Vernon.  0.)  Business  good.  Here  is  a   very 

fine  picture.  While  it  will  not  please  all  of  your 

regular  fans,  it  will  get  a   groat  deal  of  praise 

from  people  who  seldom  come  to  the  show  and  will 

please  90  per  cent  of  the  better  class.  It  is  a 

real  novelty  and  it  is  big.  It  has  good  drawing 

power  and  should  be  run  at  advanced  admission 

prices.  (Novelty,  Paris,  Idaho.)  I   would  rank 

this  as  a   very  good  novelty  picture  and  that's 
all.  Too  improbable  to  believe,  was  the  opinion 

of  my  patrons  and  generally  disliked  by  the  ma- 

jority of  those  who  saw  it.  Mechanical  move- 
ment of  animals  very  evident,  which  brought 

chuckles  from  those  who  understood  motion  pic- 
tures. Business  poor  at  S5  cents  admission.  (Rex, 

Aurora.  Minn.)  A   great  picture.  Different  from 

anything  I   have  ever  run.  You  can't  go  wrong 
booking  this.  It’s  a   money  getter.  (Elite.  lola, 
Kan.)  Boys,  here  is  the  big  one  of  1026.  A 

showman  picture,  one  that  can  be  sold  to  the 

public  any  place  in  the  good  U.  S.  A.  If  I   could 

not  pack  my  theatre  with  this  picture  I   would 
sell  out  and  get  into  some  other  business.  The 
rental  on  this  is  very  reasonable  when  compared 

to  some  of  the  other  so-called  big  ones  that  die 
on  your  hands.  I   got  behind  this  with  a   big 

advance  advertising  campaign  and  sold  it  to  the 

people,  and  they  almost  tore  my  show  house 
down  the  first  day  trying  to  get  in.  Had  the 

biggest  matinee  in  history  and  lined  them  up  for 

two  blocks  at  night.  I   am  writing  this  after 

the  first  day  so  don’t  know  how  the  run  is  going 
to  hold  up.  but  look  for  big  business  every  show. 
The  picture  is  a   novelty  and  pleases  those  who 

do  not  expect  too  much.  I   had  no  kicks  from 

anyone.  Don’t  let  this  get  away  from  you  and 

don't  forget  to  advertise  it  after  you  buy  it. 
First  National  has  the  stuff  to  do  it  with.  Get 

the  trailer  sure.  (Orpheum,  Harrisbury,  III.) 

This  attraction  gives  excellent  satisfaction  at 

raised  prices.  Played  against  a   free  medicine 
show.  Otherwise  would  have  been  a   winner. 

(New  Palace,  Wisconsin  Rapids,  Wis.)  One  of 

the  greatest  novelties  of  the  screen  and  novelty 
brings  business.  Played  the  first  two  days  to 

practically  the  same  business  as  "The  Ten  Com- 
mandments.” Two  of  the  hottest  days  of  sum- 

mer last  two  days,  which  hurt  business.  Showed 

to  a   very  good  profit.  It  easily  goes  in  the  big 

money  class.  The  faking  of  the  animals  is  very 
well  done  but  the  novelty  of  the  theme  is  the 

thing  that  will  draw  the  dollars.  There  will  he 

comments  both  ways,  but  there  will  be  business. 
Think  First  National  is  holding  it  a   bit  high,  but 

it  made  good  money  for  me  and  it  should  for 

anybody.  Played  August  31,  September  3,  at  25 

and  60  cents.  (Cresco,  Cresco.  Iowa.)  Surely  a 

remarkable  picture  and  if  properly  advertised  sure 
to  get  them  in.  Pleased  most  of  them.  Buy  it  and 

boost  it.  Film  good.  (Strand,  Ransom.  Kan.) 

Had  to  charge  50c  admission,  and  it  is  not  worth 

it.  Some  say  it  was  good  and  others  called  it 

punk.  It's  just  novelty,  that's  all.  (Star.  Monte- 
video. Minn.)  Here’s  a   picture  that  will  please 

any  crowd  that  comes  to  your  theatre  and  you 

will  get  many  favorable  comments  on  it.  In  its 

way  it  is  really  wonderful.  If  you  can’t  g?t  them 
in  on  this  one.  you  had  better  start  in  some 
other  tine  of  business.  There  is  plenty  of  good 

advertising  available  and  the  picture  is  sure  to 

satisfy,  so  you  can’t  lose  money,  that  is  one  sure 
cinch.  Get  the  trailer  for  sure.  ( Plainview. 

Plainview.  Tex.)  First  night  to  fair  business. 
Second  rained,  but  not  bad,  but  had  to  charge 

50c  and  every  one  howled.  Just  broke  even. 
(Grand,  Yoakum,  Tex.)  Pronounced  by  all  who 

saw  it  as  veiT  good.  A   real  novelty  special. 

(Cozy.  Wagner.  S.  D. I   A   peculiar  jiicture  that 
we  put  over  with  -1  page  ads  in  sensational  style. 

Picture  seemed  to  plea-'ie  only  through  the  nov- 

elty. That’s  best  we  can  give  it.  Made  some 
real  money  on  it.  (Maje.stic.  Belleville,  Kan.) 

A   mighty  good  production  but  did  not  draw  as  we 
expected.  No  fault  of  the  picture.  (Wallins, 
Wallins  Creek.  Ky.)  Opened  big  but  fell  after 

first  show.  Good  entertainment  of  the  unusual 
kind.  The  trouble  with  these  specials  is  that  the 

exhibitor  hadn't  a   chance  to  break  even  in  the 
face  of  the  film  rental  we  have  to  pay  to  g(rt 

them  before  they  are  worn  out.  Lost  money. 

(I  think  Felix  has  these  animals  beat  a   mile.) 

(Princess,  Mapleton.  la.)  From  a   production 

standpoint,  wonderful.  Entertainment  value.  SO- 
SO. Box  office  attraction  not  so  good  for  me. 

Billed  seventeen  towns,  but  was  disappointed  in 

receipts.  Watch  your  rental.  (Royal,  Spirit 

Lake.  la.)  A   great  production  which  di'ew  fiii -ly 
well  with  bad  weather  and  streets  torn  up.  Not 

(luite  up  to  expectations  but  probab'y  expected 
too  much.  (Home.  Oblong,  III.)  Broke  all  house 
records  for  me  on  a   four  day  run.  Pieasci  about 

60  per  cent.  We  worked  on  their  curiosity  and 

got  'em.  (Regent,  Eureka.  Kan.)  Played  it 
early.  Step  on  this  one  and  you  will  pack  the 

house  and  please  100  per  cent.  It’s  a   wonderful 
Ijicture.  (Palace.  Burkburnett.  Tex.)  Business 

good.  Very  fine  picture.  It  will  not  please  all 

the  fans.  It  will  get  a   great  deal  of  praise 

from  people  who  seldom  come  to  the  show  and 

will  please  99  per  cent  of  the  better  class.  It 

has  good  drawing  power.  I   charged  35  and  15 

cents  and  just  packed  them  in.  (Coliseum,  An- 
nawan.  111.)  Owing  to  the  fact  that  this  picture 

was  sold  to  mo  right,  I   made  some  money.  It  is 

a   great  novelty  picture  and  should  make  money 
if  properly  advertised  as  being  a   great  novelty 

and  having  a   long  run  at  high  prices  in  cities. 
(Town  Hall,  Weslboro,  Mass.)  After  playing  all 

around  me  I   had  to  take  what  was  left.  Am 

mighty  glad  1   didn't  pay  an  exorbitant  rental, 
as  second  day  was  rainy  and  third  day  very  cold 
and  windy.  Allowing  for  this.  I   consider  I   did 
fairly  well  with  it.  (Regent.  Bogota.  N.  J.)  A 

wonderful  picture  but  it  sure  flopped  for  me. 

Ninety  per  cent  of  the  few  that  came  to  see  it 

proclaimed  it  wonderful  but  very  poor  entertain- 

ment. I   must  be  an  exception  as  all  other  re- 

ports are  to  the  contrary,  but  I   can't  give  it 
much.  (Opera  House.  Fennimore,  Wis.)  Truly 
a   great  production.  Played  it  to  three  days  of 

big  business.  Broke  all  box  office  records  and 

we’ve  been  playing  all  of  the  big  ones.  Ten 
reels.  (Liberty.  Hardin.  Mont.) 

LOVE  HOUR,  THE,  V.  Doris  Kenyon,  Willard 

Louis.  7. — Fair  picture.  (Starland,  Stockbridge. 
Mich.)  An  unusual  picture,  something  different, 

full  of  humor  and  yet  a   thread  of  pathos.  You 

can’t  go  wrong  getting  this  one.  Played  Wednes- 
day. Good  for  Sunday.  My  patrons  approved  of 

this  heartily.  A   100  per  cent  picture.  Copyright 
1926.  (Jewel.  Vevndalu,  Minn.)  (Consider  it  as 

good  as  the  best.  More  favorable  comments  on 

this  one  than  any  other  picture  shown  for  months. 

With  right  producer.  Willard  Louis  could  easily 

fill  the  place  left  vacant  by  Arbuckle.  (Orpheum. 

Ociwein,  la.)  Nothing  extra  but  a   lot  of  good 

laughs  in  it.  The  title  surely  kilted  it  here. 
Louise  and  Willard  are  the  life  of  the  picture. 

Did  about  one-half  usual  business.  (Polo.  Polo. 

111.)  A   good  comedy-drama  shown  to  very  smalt 
attendance.  (Star.  Stanley,  Wis.)  This  is  a 

good  comedy  drama  and  will  give  excellent  satis- 
faction. Got  over  fine  with  us  with  good  business. 

(Odeon.  Chandler.  Okla.) 

LOVERS  IN  QUARANTINE,  FP.  Bchc  Daniels. 

7. — One  of  the  best  comedy  features  our  folks 

have  seen  in  a   long  time.  Miss  Daniels  should 
receive  special  mention  in  this,  her  ouUtanding 

triumph.  Exhibition  value  just  right.  Buy  it 
and  talk  out  loud.  (Orpheum,  Gla.sgow,  Mont.) 

Pleased  as  near  100  per  cent  as  any  picture  I 
ever  had  in  the  house.  1   did  not  see  it  myself, 

but  they  told  me  as  they  came  out  how  good  it 

was.  (Reel  Joy,  King  City.  Cal.)  Pleased.  A 

light  comedy,  somewhat  above  her  previous  ef- 
forts. (Palace,  Memphis.  Tex.)  A   pleasing  com- 

edy, just  the  kind  to  fill  in  between  two  big  pic- 
tures. Give  us  more  like  it.  Bought  right. 

(Star.  Montevideo.  Minn.)  Unusually  well  made 

comc<ly  drama.  Kept  our  house  laughing  all  the 

time.  (Lake  View,  Lake  View.  Iowa.)  I   have 

seen  ejuite  a   number  of  good  reports  on  this  pic- 
ture and  I   had  seen  the  picture  before  I   run  it. 

Consider  it  only  fair.  It  did  nut  draw  an  or- 
dinary busine.-s.  (Rich,  Montpelier,  Idaho.)  This 

is  an  entertaining  comedy  drama.  I   didn't  care 
much  for  it  but  the  crowd  seemed  to  like  it 

and  that  is  more  important.  (Grand.  Pierre,  S. 

Dak.)  This  one  and  "Wild  Wild  Susan”  have 
made  Bebe  Daniels  in  this  town.  It  is  good  com- 

edy and  will  jilease  everybody.  Paramount  can 
make  more  friends  with  these  kind  than  they  can 

with  any  of  their  costume  pictures.  (Palace, 
Burkburnett.  Tex.)  A   dandy  comedy.  (Princess, 

Traer.  la.)  Any  house  wanting  a   comedy  drama 

that  will  please  every  human  attending  will  do 
well  to  book  this  one.  Bebe  certainly  outdoes 

herself.  To  me  it’s  as  laughable  ns  ''Charley’s 
Aunt.”  (Grand  and  Gem.  Cooper.  Tex-.)  A 
very  good  picture  which  drew  well  and  pleased 

evciybody.  A   comedy  drama  which  is  a   good 

picture  for  a   Sunday.  (Auditorium.  Libertyville. 
III.)  A   splendid  comedy-drama.  Paramount  is 

imtting  out  some  real  pictures  in  their  new  group. 

You  can't  go  wrong  on  this  picture.  We  played 

it  with  Jimmy  O’Brien's  vaudeville  to  very  poor 

business,  but  no  fault  of  the  picture.  Mr.  O'Brien 
is  II  square  shooter,  but  has  a   poor  act.  His 

dancing  is  the  only  thing  that  amounts  to  any- 
thing. Watch  out.  brother  exhibitors.  (Palace. 

Long  Pine.  Neb.)  Good  comedy  drama.  Every- 
one liked  this  one  and  said  so.  (Strand,  Mil- 
ford, la.)  This  one  pleased  95  per  cent.  A   good 

box  office  attraction.  Lots  of  good  comment^. 
Wo  will  give  Paramount  credit  for  making  one 

good  picture  and  selling  it  at  a   right  price. 

(Scenic,  Rol.'e.  Iowa.)  Good  comedy-drama  up  to 
the  regular  Daniel  standard-  Pleased  about  80 

percent.  Special,  no,  good  program.  (Palace, 
Clifton  Heights.  Pa.)  Lots  of  laughs  in  this  one. 

(Star,  Humble.  Tex.)  A   very  nice  little  comedy 

drama.  Seven  reels.  (Opera  House.  Fennimore. 

Wis.)  Good,  only  there  were  too  many  pajama 

scenes.  Bebe  Daniels  too  clever  a   star  to  need  that 
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kind  of  stuff.  In  fact  none  of  them  need  the  old 

bedroom  hokum  if  their  directors  would  use  their 

brains  they  are  paid  for  having.  Witness  the  best 

comedy  hits  of  the  year — Without  hedroom  or 

bath.  {S.  T.,  Porker.  S.  D.) 

lucky  devil,  the,  Richard  Dix,  Esther 

Rsiotcn.  Edna  May  Oliver,  5,835. — ^We  ran  this 
two  days  and  pleased  our  audience  very  much. 

Esther  Ralston  made  a   very  pretty  female  lead 

and  I   certainly  want  to  see  more  of  her.  Miss 
Ralston  and  Dix  made  a   good  couple.  The  auto 

race  set  the  kids  wild.  (Y,  Nazareth,  Pa.)  Very 

good.  Our  house  sounded  like  a   country  fair 
when  the  old  constable  got  into  action.  Book  it 

and  your  people  will  like  it  and  you  will  he  sat- 
isfied with  box  office.  (Coliseum,  Annawan.  111.) 

A   real  audience  picture.  This  kind  makes  ’em 
glad  they  came.  Lots  of  good  comedy  and  plenty 
of  action.  Auto  races  good.  (Star,  Montevideo, 
Minn.)  No  question  but  what  this  is  the  best 

Dix  picture  to  date.  Played  "The  Shock  Punch” 
week  before  and  this  is  much  better.  The  auto- 

mobile race  is  thrilling  and  there  are  good  comedy 

touches  here  and  there.  What  I   call  a   real  au- 

dience picture.  Don’t  be  afraid  to  boost  it  big. 
(American,  Wautoma.  Wis.)  Good,  as  all  of  Dix 
are.  (Princess,  Traer.  la.)  Good  picture.  An 

especially  blustery  Saturday.  No  doubt  cut  down 

the  receipts.  (Regent,  Bogota,  N.  J.)  The  pi&. 
ture  went  over  good  for  me.  many  stopping  to 

tell  me  how  well  they  liked  it.  Plenty  of  comedy 

and  suspense.  (Opera  House,  Fennimore,  Wis.) 

My  patrons  sure  did  enjoy  this  one.  It's  good 
for  any  day  and  will  be  a   good  one  for  Satur- 

day. It  has  everything,  thrills,  comedy.  This 

one  will  go  good  for  more  than  one  day  in  small 
towns.  (Dixie,  Russellville,  Ky.)  One  of  the 

best  program  pictures  I   ever  played.  (Silver 

Family,  Greenville,  Mich.)  Good  business.  Pic- 

ture pleased.  Auto  racing  story  from  Byron  Mor- 

gan’s story.  (S.  T.,  Parker,  S.  D.)  Not  dis- 
tinctive in  any  way.  Just  another  one  of  those 

fast  moving  speed  pictures,  which  is  not  the 
kind  of  picture  Richard  Dix  can  do.  Therefore, 

it  is  a   box  oiBce  failure  and  only  makes  fair 

entertainment.  (Cozy.  Winchester,  Ind.)  Just 

what  my  patrons  had  been  looking  for.  Pleased 

as  near  100  per  cent  as  anything  we  have  shown 

the  past  year.  Made  a   dandy  New  Year’s  show. 
(Russell,  Somerset,  O.)  Good  action;  good  com- 

edy. Picture  pleased  and  drew  well.  (Solon, 

Spencer.  la.)  A   fast  action  comedy-drama  with 
Dix  hitting  on  all  eight.  (Ritz,  Spokane.  Wash.) 

Very  good.  Our  house  sounded  like  a   county  fair 

when  the  old  constable  got  into  action.  (Cozy, 

Fayette,  Iowa.)  Dix  has  arrived.  This  picture  is 

a   winner.  Fine.  Palace,  Ashland,  Ohio.)  Very 
good  comedy  in  this  one.  A   good  auto  race.  Is 

sure  to  please  any  audience.  (Princess,  Gutten- 

berg,  la.)  Pleased  everyone.  Suitable  for  any 

audience.  A   very  good  out-door  picture.  (Audi- 

torium. Revillo,  S.  D.  Extra  good.  This  is  a 

dandy  for  any  house.  (Rich,  Montpelier,  Idaho.) 
Best  Dix  picture  to  date.  Lota  of  comedy.  Very  ex- 

citing. Great,  audience  stuS.  (Mission,  Wichita 

Falls,  Tex.)  A   good  picture.  Did  very  good  on 

Sunday  and  Monday.  Full  houses.  Eight  reels. 

(Lincoln,  Milwaukee,  Wis.)  Extra  good  show. 
Action  in  auto  race  tense.  Did  not  draw  for  me. 

Seven  reels.  (Dreamland,  Providence,  Ky.) 

LUCKY  HORSESHOE,  THE.  F.  Tom  Mix,  5.— 

I   ran  this  picture  before  it  was  released  two  days 
and  I   wish  I   had  waited.  Had  never  seen  it.  This 

picture  will  hurt  Mix  more  than  anything  he 

could  have  done.  It’s  hokum  for  the  small  town, 
especially  an  oil  town.  If  they  put  Mix  in  an- 

other picture  like  this,  it’s  just  goodby  Mix. 
Admission  SO-lOo.  (Princess.  Olney,  Tex.) 
Something  different  in  a   Mix  picture.  I   per- 

sonally enjoyed  it.  And  some  who  never  cared 

for  Mix  expressed  themselves  as  pleased  with  it. 

But  the  regular  Mix  fans  expressed  disappoint- 
ment at  the  fancy  stuff  Instead  of  the  regular 

action.  Good  crowd  first  night.  Flopped  second 

night  Arcadia,  Vandergrift.  Pa.)  William 

says  this  is  the  best  picture  Tom  ever  made, 

but  don’t  take  it  too  seriously.  My  patrons  ap- 
parently didn’t  think  so.  Lights  went  out  at 

7:30  till  9,  so  cannot  judge  box  ofiSce  value.  Fox 

advertises  seven  Tom  Mix  Westerns  for  26-26, 

but  this  one  is  far  from  it  (Royal,  Spirit  Lake, 

la-)  Not  as  good  at  box  office  as  "Riders  of  the 

Purple  Sage”  or  "The  Rainbow  Trail.”  Too  much 

costume  stuS  to  please  my  Mix  fans.  .   Had  several 

say  they  did  not  see  why  It  was  net  a   straight 

Western.  Will  get  by  with  the  Mix  fans  if  you 

tell  them  it  is  not  all  Western.  (Peery,  Darling- 

ton, Mo.)  Tom  Mix  has  no  equal  in  popularity 

in  a   good  Western  picture,  but  in  this  kind  of 

picture,  while  it  pleased  those  that  like  elaborate 

productions,  it  fails  to  please  those  that  like  a 

true  Western  picture.  (Grand,  Alvin.  Tex.) 

Another  good  picture  credited  to  Tom  Mix. 

This  one  is  more  pretentious  from  produc- 
tion standpoint  than  his  previous  offering  and 

will  go  over  with  the  better  class  patronage,  and 

Tom  Mix  goes  over  as  usual  with  a   bang.  Did 
average  business  first  night  with  biggest  snow 
storm  of  season  on  in  full  blast,  to  better  than 

average  business  second  night.  (Cozy,  Win- 
chester, Ind.)  Yes.  an  extra  good  entertainment. 

(Sliver  Family,  Greenville,  Mich.)  Very  good 
Mix.  A   little  different  type  Mix,  but  pleased 

all  our  fans.  (Char-Bell,  Rochester,  Ind.)  Here 

is  another  Mix  picture  gone  to  the  dogs.  If  Tom 

keeps  this  up,  his  well  built  drawing  power  will 
be  lost.  (Helene,  Rockdale,  III.)  This  is  a   very 

good  picture,  but  not  for  Mix.  Our  customers 
want  Tom  in  Westerns  and  will  accept  him  in 

nothing  else.  (Crossett,  Crossett,  Ark.)  Drew 

big  business  but  did  not  satisfy  all  our  Western 

fens,  as  this  is  not  a   Western  picture.  Title  mis- 

leading. Not  enough  action.  Buck  Jones  in  “The 
Desert’s  Price”  was  far  better.  (Princess.  Chilton. 
V/is.)  A   real  good  Mix  picture,  but  many  would 
rather  see  Tim  on  the  Westerns,  and  this  is  not  a 

Western  picture.  (Rialto,  Terril,  Iowa.)  The 

saddest  thing  we  have  ever  reported  on  a   star: 

Tom's  zeal  for  costume  stuff  has  relegated  him  to 
the  lowest  rung  of  the  ladder  of  Western  players 

with  cur  people.  (Rex,  Gilman  City.  Mo.)  Won’t 

please  Mix  fans,  but  will  please  those  who  don't 
care  for  horse  and  gun  operas.  It’s  a   lavish 

picture,  well  staged,  after  the  order  of  "Don  Q.” 
(Auditorium,  Crockett,  Tex.)  Hootchy-kooteby. 
pipe  dreams,  a   dash  of  Western,  Doug  Fairbanks 
stuff,  Richard  Talmadge,  Fred  Thomson  and  Tony 

— mix  it  all  up  and  you  have  it.  They  seemed 
to  like  it.  though.  (Texas,  Grand  Prairie,  Tex.) 

Okay  for  any  small  town  if  you  can  get  them 

without  buying  Fox  Film  Corporation  to  get  them. 

Played  to  average  Mix  business.  (Rainbow.  Me- 
chanicsburg,  O.)  Did  a   good  business  with  this 

picture.  It  is  a   very  average  picture  for  Mix. 

Not  nearly  as  good  as  his  last  three.  (Highland. 

Guthrie,  Okla.)  What’s  wrong  with  this  pic- 

ture? Nothing.  It’s  Tom  MLx  and  that's  enough. 

(Princess,  Obion,  Tenn.)  Another  “Dick  Tur- 
pin” and  the  devil  of  it  was  that  my  patrons 

knew  it  before  I   did  and  stayed  home.  (Scelye, 

Abilene,  Kan.)  Good  picture  but  a   disappoint- 
ment to  the  Mix  fans  on  account  of  too  much 

costume  stuff.  Wish  Mix  would  lay  off  this  kind 

of  stuff  and  give  us  more  real  Westerns.  Five 
reels.  (Royal,  Ne%vark.  Ark.)  This  is  a   good 

entertaining  picture.  Has  a   dream  portion  in  it 

that  is  full  of  comedy  and  thrills  and  the  story 
gives  Tom  a   chance  to  lick  a   dozen  men  as  usual 

and  pleases.  (Grand.  Pierre,  S.  D.)  Here  we 

find  Tom  Mix  at  his  worst.  A   regular  flop.  People 
came  out  of  the  house  staggering  or  gasping 

for  breath.  This  but  shows  the  temperamental 

side  of  the  public.  If  Mix  or  Fox  think  this 
O.  K..  our  patrons  made  faces  at  us  as  they 

passed  out  and  said  "rotten.”  Five  reels.  (Crys- 
tal, Tombstone,  Ariz.) 

M 

MADAME  BEHAVE,  PDC,  Julian  Eltinge,  Ann 

Pennington,  Lionel  Bclmorc,  Jack  Duffy,  Tom 

Wilson,  6. — Very  satisfactory  picture.  Business 
light.  But  the  weather  and  streets  very  bad. 

(Arcadia,  Vandergrift,  Pa.)  A   very  good  com- 
edy-drama. If  your  patrons  like  comedy  dramas 

you  can’t  go  wrong  in  booking  this  one.  (Eagle, 
Westville,  111.)  They  say  this  is  a   cousin  of 

"Charley’s  Aunt,”  but  to  us  it  proved  to  be  a 

twin  sister.  Boys  here’s  a   good  one  and  can 
be  bought  right.  Colored  photography  at  the  end 

very  beautiful.  If  your  patrons  like  to  laugh  get 
this.  (Plainview,  Plainview,  Neb.)  Very,  very 

good.  Patrons  enjoyed  it  from  start  to  finish. 
(State.  Tawas  City.  Mich.)  Very,  very  good, 

both  from  the  patrons  and  exhibitor’s  standpoint. 
They  liked  it  and  we  made  money  on  it.  That 
makes  the  end  of  a   perfect  day.  (State,  Tawas 

City,  Mich.)  Here’s  one,  boys,  that's  as  good  as 
"Charley's  Aunt."  Laughs  In  every  scene.  Played 

it  two  days  to  good  business.  Six  reels.  (Liberty, 
Hardin,  Mont.) 

MAN  FROM  RED  GULCH,  PDC,  Harry  Carey. 

Harriet  Hammond,  Frank  Campeau.  Mark  Hamil- 
ton, 5,450. — Now  here  is  another  good  one.  Well 

put  over  and  suited  80  per  cent.  All  said 

good.  Let  them  come.  (Amuse.  Hart.  Mich.) 

Just  Fair.  Not  as  good  as  his  other  produc- 
tions. (State,  Two  Harbors,  Micb.)  This  is  not 

much  but  still  not  rotten.  Six  reels.  (Gem. 
Batesville,  Ark.) 

MANICURE  GIRL.  THE.  FP.  Bcbe  Daniels, 

Halo  Hamilton,  Edmund  Barns,  Dorothy  Cum- 

mings, Charlotte  Walker,  Marie  ShotwelS,  5.859. — 

This  is  very  good  entertainment.  It  was  a   good 

story  with  a   part  that  suits  Bebe  Daniels  to  a 
“t.''  (Community,  Minneota,  Minn.)  Bebo  is 
one  of  roy  best  drawing  cards.  They  always  turn 
out  for  her.  This  is  a   very  good  one.  It  and  on 

Our  Gang  comedy  pulled  capacity  Saturday  night 
business.  So  laugh  that  off.  (Strand.  Paoll.  Ind.) 

Good.  Played  on  Sunday  and  held  up  well.  Did 

our  usupl  business.  (Hudson,  Rochester,  N.  Y.) 
Picture  very  ordinary.  E.xpect  more  from  this 

star.  Can’t  get  a   following  with  such  poor  pic- 
tures. (Reel  Joy,  King  City,  Cal.)  A   good  pic- 

ture for  Bebe  Daniels.  Fair  business  to  pleased 

audience.  (Rex,  Wahoo,  Neb.)  A   very  good  light 
comedy  with  a   slow  start,  but  very  satisfactory 

ending.  (Cozy,  Fayette,  In.)  They  like  this.  Good 
Saturday  show.  (Regent.  Bogota,  N.  J.)  A   fair 

program  show  but  not  enough  action  for  a   Sat- 
urday night  here  in  this  house.  It  is  not  as 

good  as  "The  Crowded  Hour”  and  has  very  little 

real  comedy  in  it.  (Y..  Nazai-eth,  Pa.)  Five 
cents  worth  of  coloring  and  acid  to  a   gallon  of 

water  makes  alluring  circus  lemonade.  Lasky 
must  have  learned  this  trick  In  his  early  days 
and  saved  it  for  this  play.  Bebe,  a   dandy  girl, 

a   handful  of  nondescript  actors,  a   serious  plot 

and  a   few  jazzy  sub-titles  are  mixed  into  a   play 

labeled  "a  fine  comedy  drama  funnier  than  ‘Miss 
Bluebeard,’ "   but  unfortunately  somebody  forgot 
to  put  in  the  comedy.  Please  page  Mr.  Barnum! 
(Rex.  Salmos,  Idaho.)  This  was  pretty  poor 

stuff,  advertised  by  Paramount  as  a   comedy,  but 

we  never  could  find  it  here.  Very  slow  and  tire- 
some. We  knew  it  beforehand  and  booked  in 

the  Chaplin  re-issue.  "Dog’s  Life.”  Did  most 
of  our  billing  on  the  comedy  and  had  two  ex- 

ceptional days.  (Star.  Menard,  Tex.) 

MANNEQUIN.  FP.  Alice  Joyce,  Dolores  Cos- 

tello,  Warner  Baxter,  Zasu  Pitts,  7,300. — I   don’t 
blame  them  for  paying  Fannie  Hurst  $60,000  for 

this.  It's  worth  it.  What  a   story  1   What  a 
cast!  What  direction  I   What  a   picture!  One  of 

the  very  best  stories  filmed  this  year.  There's 
going  to  be  a   lot  of  talk  about  this  picture. 

It’s  a   sort  of  "Humoresque”  story,  though  en- 
tirely new  and  original  in  theme.  A   kindly 

blizzard  accompanied  its  Cresco  run,  but  lots  of 

you  boys  can  make  a   lot  of  money  with  this. 

(Cresco,  Cresco,  Iowa.)  One  of  the  most  inter- 
esting pictures  ever  made.  Also  a   good  box  office 

bet.  I   rate  this  as  one  of  the  ten  best  of  the 

year.  It  isn't  big  but  it  is  a   fine  story  and 
a   fine  cast  and  fine  direction  and,  with  the  na- 

tional publicity,  it  is  a   fine  box  office  bet.  (Grand, 
Pierre,  S.  D.)  This  one  is  a   Sunday  treat.  Lent 

is  with  us,  but  would  not  know  it  by  the  lineup 
at  the  box  office.  Story  opens  in  1907  with  all 

details  to  perfection  and  then  flashes  to  the  pres- 

ent day  with  orchids,  style  show,  a   dash  of  pap- 
rika, courtroom  scene  and  a   beautiful  ending. 

Nothing  big,  but  better  than  an  ordinary  program 

offering.  (Rialto,  Pocahontas,  lo.)  Don't  make the  mistake  I   did,  booked  it  only  two  days,  and 

while  I   promised  a   lot  I   did  not  say  near  enough. 
I   should  have  played  it  three  days  and  honestly 

believe  it  would  have  stood  up  four.  I   have 
been  catching  it  from  those  who  did  not  get  to 
see  it  and  have  been  grieving  myself  for  not 

arranging  a   longer  run  at  the  time  I   booked  it. 
Miss  Costello  is  a   winner.  Book  this  and  then 

boost  as  you  never  have  before.  (Empress,  Shen- 

andoah, la.)  A   very  good  picture.  Will  draw 
in  any  theatre.  Everybody  pleased.  They  will 
come  out  and  tell  you  how  good  it  is.  (Royal, 

Gallon,  0.)  Very  good  picture  and  many  favor- 
able comments.  Ran  on  Sunday.  If  followed  on 

Monday,  will  make  your  Monday  good.  (Shuler, 

Raton.  N.  M.)  “Liberty  Magazine”  prize  story. 
Did  a   fair  business  and  pleased.  On  account  of 

heavy  advance  publicity,  expected  better  businass 
than  was  done  on  it.  (The  Majestic,  Camden. 

S.  C.)  A   wonderful  picture  for  entertainment 

but  no  good  at  box  office.  (Bonners  Ferry,  Idaho.) 
A   real  picture  and  all  liked  It.  (New  Geneseo, 

Geneseo,  III.)  Entertaining  picture  that  seemed 
to  please  the  majority.  (Crossett,  Crossett,  Ark.) 
Very  good.  Seven  reels.  (Palace,  McGehee,  Ark.) 

A   good  picture  and  was  well  liked  by  all.  Bxisi- 
ness  was  good.  Seven  reels.  (Benn,  Philadelphia, 

Pa.)  Here’s  one  that  didn't  draw,  I   think  be- 
cause of  its  title.  "Liberty”  doesn’t  appear  to  be 

extremely  popular  down  here.  But  the  picture 

pleased  an  unusually  high  percentage.  If  you 

have  it  coming  tell  your  folks  about  it.  Seven 

reels,  (Texas,  Grand  Prairie,  Tex.)  A   very 

good  picture.  Trial  scene  wonderful.  Good  en- 
tertainment and  well  worth  playing.  A   Sunday 

program.  Seven  reels.  (Paramount.  Wyoming. 

III.)  Good  picture.  Pleased  all  who  saw  It.  Not 

very  good  at  box  office,  though.  Seven  reels. 

(Auditorium,  Barrington,  111.) 

MAN  OF  IRON;  THE,  Chad.,  Lionel  Barry- 

more, Mildred  Harrb,  Jean  Del  Val.  5.600. — 
Just  another  piece  of  Chadwick  junk.  Why  waste 
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The  biggest  thing  on  any  bill, 

for  it  pleases  anyone  and  every- 
one every  time. 

It  shows  what  you  want  to  see 

just  as  it  happened. 

The  largest  force  of  cameramen 

employed  by  any  organization 

is  making  it  possible  to  “put  the 

world  before  your  eyes.” 

The  exhibitor  playing  it  and 

advertising  it,  is  certain  to  find 
it  the  best  box  office  attraction 

he  can  play,  regardless  of  length. 

Play  it 

TWICE  A   WEEK 
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Lionel  Barrymore’s  good  acting  in  junk  ol  this 

sort?  I   haven't  had  a   good  Chadwick  picture  yet. 

^aybe  some  day  they’ll  wake  up  and  know  the
 

public  wants  amusement,  not  to  be  bored  
to 

death.  Above  all  lay  off  of  this  one  if  you  
don’t 

■want  to  fool  your  patrons.  (Bugg,  Chicago,  III.) 

Very  poor.  Just  a   picture.  Lay  off  this.  (Pr
in- 

cess, Eitwood,  Ind.) 

man  of  NEEVE.  a,  FBO.  Bob  Cueter,  Jean 

Arthur,  Leon  Holraee,  5, — This  one  will  average 

up  with  most  of  Bob’s.  Five  reels.  (Trags, 
Neillsville,  Wis.)  A   usual  Western  picture.  No

 

better  and  no  worse  than  hundreds  of  others. 

(Deluxe,  Spearville,  Kan.)  Not  up  to  standard  of 

the  other  Custers,  but  a   fair  Western.  (Regent, 

Eureka,  Kan.)  This  one  of  the  poorest  offerings 

of  Custer’s.  There  is  nothing  to  it.  (Community. 

Elgin,  Neb.)  Ouster  always  pleases  and  he  sure 

can  put  a   lot  of  action  and  fight  with  a   picture. 

In  fact,  I   wouldn’t  want  hsir.  to  hit  me.  I   am 
afraid  he  plays  too  rough.  (Princess,  Crandon, 
Wis.) 

MAN  ON  THE  BOX,  THE.  W,  Syd  Chaplin, 

David  Butler,  Alice  Calhoun,  Heieno  Costello, 

7^485.   This  is  sure  fire.  I   believe  it  pleased  100 

per  cent,  and  Syd  sure  pulls  them  in.  S.  R.  0. 
out  for  two  nights,  and  what  makes  me  happy 

Syd  is  making  another  picture  called  “Nighty 
Night  Nurse.’’  With  that  title  and  Syd,  there 
is  more  prosperty  ahead.  (Electric,  Chillioothe, 

Mo.)  Boys,  here’s  Syd  Chaplin’s  greatest  comedy, 

yet.  Will  make  "Charley’s  Aunt’’  ashamed  of 
herself.  It’s  got  everything.  Not  a   dead  minute 
in  the  eight  reels.  If  you  want  something  that 

makes  box  office,  well  book  this  one.  It’s  a 
knockout.  (Cozy-Folly,  KoUis,  Okla.)  Better  than 

"Charley’s  Aunt,’’  hut  it  did  not  draw  them. 

((Community.  Tacoma,  Wash.)  Best  Warner’s  this 
year  as  far  as  I   am  concerned.  Played  to  only 
fair  business  but  pleased.  (Cozy,  Topeka,  Kan.) 

We’ve  run  better  and  we’ve  run  worse,  but  all 
in  all  it  was  good  entertainment  and  is  a   good 
box  office  bet.  St.  Louis  territory  exhibitors, 

watch  for  bad  prints.  (Illinois,  Sullivan,  HI.) 

Did  not  do  any  better  with  this  than  on  a   regu- 

lar program  picture.  Too  much  rental.  No  more 
at  fancy  prices.  Will  make  specials  on  some  of 

our  regular  pictures.  Not  as  good  at  the  box 

office  as  "Charley’s  Aunt.’’  Third  night  an  awful 
flop  for  a   special.  (Polo,  Polo,  111.)  Better  than 

"Charley’s  Aunt.’’  But  you  will  need  more  ad- 
vertising to  put  it  over  while  new.  The  women 

like  this  comedy.  Personally  I   think  it  the  best 

comedy  since  "Grandma’s  Boy”  by  Lloyd.  Give 
this  a   long  run  and  you  will  build  each  day. 

(New  Iris,  Velva,  N.  D.)  Best  comedy  Syd  ever 

made.  Everyone  liked  it  better  than  "Charley’s 

Aunt.”  Made  a   wonderful  business  that,  opening 

night,  came  within  843  of  3   days  on  “The  Fresh- 

man.” (Majestic,  Belleville,  Kan.)  Darn  good 
slapstick  show.  Step  hard  on  it  and  they  will  go 

out  smiling.  It’s  a   scream  from  the  start.  (Lib- 
erty, Pasco,  Wash.)  A   very  good  picture.  Plenty 

of  comedy,  but  the  paper  has  no  drawing  power. 

Very  poor.  (Monticello  Opera  House,  Montieello, 

la.)  This  is  about  as  good  as  "Charley’s  Aunt” 
and  should  satisfy  anyone.  (Shuler,  Baton,  N.  M.) 
Warners  have  pictures  that  get  over  good  here. 
This  one  is  a   bear-cat  and  a   business  builder. 

It  will  pay  big  dividends  if  advertised.  (Audi- 
torium, Crockett,  Tex.)  Very  good  picture  with 

excellent  drawing  power.  (Lorin,  Berkeley,  Cal.) 

Pleased,  but  not  as  well  as  "Charley's  Aunt." 
(Vine,  Mt.  Vernon,  O.)  Very  good  picture,  with 
excellent  drawing  power.  This  one  is  a   bear  cat 

and  a   business  builder.  It  will  pay  big  dividends 
if  advertised.  Be  sure  and  have  a   doctor  on 

hand,  for  some  are  liable  to  a   cracked  rib  from 

laughing.  (Coliseum,  Annawan,  111.)  As  good 

or  better  than  "Charley’s  Aunt,”  although  it  will 
not  draw  as  well.  Step  on  the  gas  and  cash  in. 

Some  comedy.  (Palace,  Mt.  Pleasant,  Tex.)  Drew 

pleased  100  per  cent.  It’s  just  as  good 

as  "The  Freshman.”  It  is  undoubtedly  one  of 
very  best  comedies  of  the  year.  (Strand, 

Dryden,  Ont.,  Canada.)  Best  comedy  this  year. 

Seven  reels.  (Lily.  Buffalo.  N.  Y.)  In  my  esti- 
mation this  is  better  than  "Charley’s  Aunf’l 

I   enjoyed  it  more.  It  is  fast,  clever  and  funny. 
Nothing  ovfir-done.  No  part  tiresonae.  It  snaps 
along  from  one  funny  situation  to  another  with- 

out time  for  one  to  recover  from  one  laugh  to 
another.  Many  patrons  remarked  favorably  as 
they  passed  out.  The  house  was  in  an  uproar 
all  the  time.  If  you  played  "Charley’s  Aunt” 

should  have  your  S.  S.  O.  sign  ready  on  this. 

Thanks  to  Warner  Bros,  for  a   picture  that  will 
make  money  and  satisfy.  Eight  reels.  (Bijou, 

Very  good  comedy.  The  work 

®   Syd  is  great.  Did  not  draw  as  well  as  we 
“Dected.  Don’t  know  why.  It  pleased  ali.  (New Geneseo,  Geneseo,  111.) 

MAN  WHO  FOUND  HIMSELF.  THE.  FP. 

Thomas  Meighan,  7. — This  is  an  exceptionally 
good  picture  and  grips  the  interest  to  the  end. 

(Palace,  Aurora,  Ind.)  Just  another  story  for 

'Thomas  Meighan.  They  pick  all  their  mediocre 
stories  for  Tom.  Acting  good.  Will  please  fairly 

well  where  Meighan  is  popular.  Just  drew  a   fair 

business.  (Palace,  Clifton  Heights,  Pa.)  A   splen- 
did picture.  Satisfied  all.  (Silver  Family,  Green- 

ville. Mich.)  Good  high  class  picture  but  he  is  a 

flop  here.  (Palace,  Ashland,  0.)  A   usual  Meig- 
han picture.  Have  had  them  lots  better.  How- 

ever. this  pleased  the  most  of  them.  (Dixie, 
Winona,  Miss.)  A   fair  picture  that  did  not  draw 

average  business.  (Princess.  Traer,  la.)  Not  too 
strong  a   vehicle  for  Tom.  Off  season,  business 

light.  (Hegent,  Bogota,  N.  J.)  Very  good.  A 
real  picture.  Will  please  all  classes  of  peopie. 

(May,  Mayville,  Wis.)  The  best  Meighan  picture 

since  "Back  Home  and  Broke.”  Story  excep- 
tional. Pine  moral.  Will  please  all  classes.  (Opera 

House  &   Castamba,  Shelby.  O.)  A   fairly  good 

story.  Not  suited  to  Meighan,  Get  him  some 

mere  stories  like  "Bachelor  Daddy”  and  “Back 

Home  and  Broke.”  (Palace,  Waupaca,  Wis.) 
Played  two  days  to  fair  business.  This  is  a 

better  show  than  his  last  one.  At  least  it  was 

better  for  us  and  seemed  to  please  most  every- 

one. Say,  Tom,  I   wish  you’d  Quit  pointing  your 
finger  in  every  one  of  your  shows  and  put  a   little 

more  pep  in  your  acting.  (Y.,  Nazareth,  Pa.) 

Poorest  Meighan  to  date.  Why  don’t  they  give 
him  some  real  pictures  ?   He  is  slipping  terribly 

here.  (Liberty,  Kalispell,  Mont.)  This  Booth 

Tarkington  story  made  a   very  pleasing  picture 

and  as  Meighan  is  a   favorite  here,  it  drew  better 

than  average  business.  Seven  reels.  (Strand, 
Paoli,  Ind.) 

MARRIAGE  WHIRL,  THE,  FN,  Cormne  Grif- 
iiih,  Kenneth  Harlan,  Harrison  Fcrd,  E.  J,  Rat- 

cliffe,  Charles  Lane,  Edgar  Norton,  Nita  Naldi, 

8. — If  your  patrons  like  jazz,  this  one  has  it. 
Nothing  extra  to  this.  Corinne  is  easy  to  look 

at  in  the  close-ups.  Just  a   picture.  (Grand, 
Yoakum,  Tex.)  Another  real  good  picture  from 
First  National.  (Star,  Denison,  Tex.)  A   good 

picture  but  business  off.  (Opera  House,  Fenni- 

more,  Wis.)  A   very  good  production  which 
failed  at  the  box  office  against  free  show  and 

school  entertainment.  (Grand,  Bainier,  Ore.) 

Corinne,  last  month  I   lost  §160  in  two  days  on 

one  of  your  pictures.  I   lost  §49  on  this  in  two 

days.  You  don’t  play  at  Bosewin  any  more,  if 

you  fall  flat  in  "Infatuation”  next  month.  This 
picture  worth  minimum  in  my  house  for  one 

day.  (Rosewin,  Dallas,  Tex.)  First  real  cold 
snap  in  Dec.  knocked  this  feature  for  me.  Not 

the  best  Corinne  made.  (Regent,  Bogota,  N.  J.) 

Leaves  a   very  bad  taste,  as  there  was  more  drink- 
ing and  carousing  around  in  this  picture  than  any 

we  have  had  in  a   long  time.  Corinne  is  a   strong 
favorite  here  but  pictures  like  this  will  hurt,  even 
though  she  was  surely  fine  in  her  part.  (Star, 

Hay  Springs,  Neb.)  Another  good  picture.  Draw- 
ing power  for  this  locality  blamed  on  the  title. 

Played  on  Sunday  to  very  poor  business.  The 

kids  like  Westerns  and  outdoor  pictures.  I   thought 
the  star  would  draw  but  the  kids  seemed  afraid 

they  wouldn’t  like  it.  All  seemed  pleased  who 
came.  Eight  reels.  (American,  Seattle,  Wash.) 

MASKED  BRIDE,  THE,  MGM,  Mac  Murray, 

Francis  X.  Bushman,  Roy  D’Arcy,  Chester  Conk- 
lin, 6. — Patrons  seemed  to  enjoy  this  one  much 

better  than  her  last  few  .pictures.  (Odeon, 

Chandler,  Okla.)  One  of  Murray’s  latest  and  a 
very  fashionable  and  good  entertainer.  The  set- 

ting and  acting  wonderful.  (Fairyland,  White 

Castle,  La.)  Good  picture.  Mae  Murray  always 
draws  well  here.  (Illinois.  Sullivan,  111.)  Just 

a   program  offering.  Good  for  one  day,  and  that’s 
all.  It  seems  Metro  pictures  do  not  bring  In  any 

business,  and  Metro’s  Chicago  office  will  not  re- 
duce prices  in  spite  of  all  the  big  houses  that  have 

opened  up  here.  We  want  to  run  them,  but  can’t, 
(Bugg,  Chicago,  III.)  Went  over  well.  Good  box 

office  attraction  in  a   high  class  community,  espe- 

cially since  showing  of  "The  Merry  Widow.” 
(Bitz,  St.  Louis,  Mo.)  Mae  Murray  fans  liked  this 
and  said  so;  others  were  easy  on  it.  (Majestic, 

Camden,  S.  C.)  Our  people,  nearly  everyone, 
liked  Mae  Murray  in  this  and  declared  it  a   good 

picture.  It  has  a   real  good  story,  I   think.  (Ma- 
jestic, Bowie,  Tex.)  Fairly  good  picture  but  she 

is  no  drawing  card  for  my  town.  Have  prac- 
tically forgotten  her.  (Star,  Dansville,  N.  Y.) 

A   good  program  picture,  nothing  to  brag  about. 

(Palace,  Waupaca,  Wis.)  This  is  not  an  un- 

usually big  picture,  but  It's  got  real  entertain- 
ment packed  in  it.  Mae  Murray  is  still  the  artist 

and  her  work  in  this  is  very  good.  Bushman 

very  good,  too.  I’d  be  inclined  to  play  Mae’s 
pictures  for  my  own  enjoyment  even  if  business 

would  not  justify  them,  but  then  folks  generally 
like  her  so  I   win  both  ways.  (Regent,  Indlanola, 
Miss.) 

MEMORY  LANE,  FN,  Eleanor  Boardnuut,  Con- 
rad Nagel,  William  Haines,  Eugenia  Ford,  8. — 

John  M.  Stahl  has  made  some  wonderful  pictures 
during  his  time  but  this  rates,  according  to  our 

patrons,  as  the  greatest  thing  he  ever  did.  My 

personal  opinion  is  this:  I've  looked  at  hundreds 

of  pictures  and  I've  never  seen  one  that  I   liked 
any  better  than  this.  (K.  P.,  Pittsfield,  111.)  A 
softtoned.  sentimental,  romantic  effusion  that  will 

appeal  because  of  the  scenery,  love  episodes  and 
above  all  the  splendid  acting.  Not  so  big.  but 

very  beautiful.  (Rialto,  Pocahontas,  Iowa.)  Here 
is  a   dandy  picture  and  went  over  big.  A   good 

clean  picture.  (Opera  House,  Fennimore,  Wis.) 

Very  good  picture.  Pleased  all.  (Lyric.  Morri- 

son, 111.)  This  is  just  like  all  First  National’s,  a 
good  picture  with  good  drawing  power  and  satis- 

fied patrons.  (Plainview,  Plainview,  Tex.)  Good 

young  people's  attendance  on  this  picture  and  it 
suited  them  all.  Will  stand  exploitation  and 
should  make  money  for  any  exhibitor.  Seven 

reels.  (Auditorium.  Libertyville,  lit.) 

MERRY  WIDOIV,  THE,  MGM,  Mac  Murray, 

John  Gilbert,  Roy  D’Arcy,  Josephine  Crowell, 
George  Fawcett,  Tully  Marshall,  1C. — An  abso- 

lute knockout  production  from  start  to  finish. 

Directing  handled  to  the  greatest  of  perfec- 

tion, while  photography  has  been  handled  to 
the  finest  point  of  scientific  art.  Pleased  audience 

greatly,  not  only  by  the  excellence  of  the  picture 
but  also  by  the  clever  manner  Mae  Murray  and 

John  Gilbert  play  their  parts.  (Lorin.  Berkeley, 

Cal.)  I   didn’t  quite  make  expenses  on  this,  which 
Is  no  fault  of  the  picture.  It  certainly  is  one  pic- 

ture in  million.  Those  that  braved  the  zero 

weather  were  more  than  pleased.  Will  play  return 

date  in  spring.  You  owe  it  to  your  patrons  to 
show  this  really  worth  while  production.  They 

don’t  come  any  better.  (Grand,  Port  Washington, 
Wis.)  Played  part  of  one  day.  Missed  out  matinee 
and  did  not  get  a   print  until  8 :20  at  night,  so  was 

very  lucky  to  break  even,  as  that  was  all  I   did. 
Would  have  done  a   wonderful  business  had  I 

gotten  in  time  for  matinee  and  had  I   been  sure 

of  a   print  for  night  show.  Those  who  saw  it 

were  high  in  their  praise  of  it.  It’s  a   mighty 
good  picture.  (Majestic,  Camden,  S.  G.)  A   rec- 

ord breaker.  Pleased  every  one.  Should  draw 

big  in  any  community  of  intelligent  and  well 

read  people.  (Bitz,  St.  Louis,  Mo.)  It's  a   box 
office  attraction  and  that’s  what  we  aro  all  wait- 

ing for.  Get  it  and  go  the  limit.  (Lilly,  Buffalo, 

N.  Y.)  Very  beautifully  done.  Audience  raved 

over  acting  of  John  Gilbert,  but  didn’t  even  men- 
tion Mae  Murray,  which  proves  she  is  not  liked 

here.  Title  and  photos  helped  to  draw  ’em  in. 
(Temple,  Aberdeen,  Miss.)  Oh  Boy,  a   wow  of  a 
picture.  The  men  raved  about  Miss  Murray  and 

the  women  about  John  Gilbert.  It  bad  a   pull 

at  the  box  office,  too.  (A-Mus-U,  Frederick,  Okla.) 

Very,  very  good.  Drew  business  and  gave  satis- 
faction. John  Gilbert  steals  the  honors  in  this 

one.  The  only  objection  we  bad  was  on  account 

of  sub-titles  not  having  sufficient  footage.  Can- 
not be  run  faster  than  thirteen  minutes  to  the 

reel.  However,  this  docs  not  matter  If  you  do 

not  have  too  much  short  stuff  on  same  program. 

(Odeon,  Chandler,  Okla.)  This  picture  went  over 
big  here  and  there  Is  no  doubt  that  it  is  one 

of  the  biggest  of  the  year.  You  can’t  go  wrong 
with  this  one,  as  my  patrons  are  even  asking 

for  a   return.  Boys,  step  on  this  one,  and  by  all 

means,  get  all  the  best  music  you  can  for  it 

and  you  will  not  be  sorry.  (Monarch,  Medicine 

Hat,  Alta.,  Canada.)  Thought  this  one  of  the 
best  pictures  in  two  years,  but  only  pleased  60 

per  cent  of  my  patrons  here.  (Pastime,  Sunders- 
ville,  Ga.)  I   want  to  just  say  this  is  a   wonderful 
production.  Should  go  over  big  in  any  town. 

(Monticello  Opera  House,  Monticello.  la.)  A   won- 
derful picture  from  the  directing  and  acting 

standpoint,  but  a   flop  at  the  box  office  for  me. 

Those  who  came  liked  it.  (Orpheum,  Lancaster, 

Wis.)  This  one  Is  great.  All  pleased  that  saw 

it.  Mae  Murray  and  John  Gilbert  do  great  act- 
ing. Step  on  it.  (Grand,  Yoakum,  Tex.)  A 

wonderful  picture.  100  per  cent.  Pleased  them 

all.  Stars  and  cast  fine.  (Silver  Family,  Green- 

ville, Mich.)  Can’t  praise  this  one  too  highly. 
Metro  as  a   rule  have  the  best  on  the  market.  (Lyric, 

Fosterburg,  Md.)  Confidential.  If  any  one  was  ever 
easy  on  the  eyes  and  has  the  missing  papers, 

Mae  Murray  is  nothing  else  but.  Absolutely  a 

knockout  from  the  start  to  finish.  Me  for  Mae. 

(Illinois,  Sullivan,  lU.)  Picture  good  for  large 

cities  but  failed  completely  for  me.  I   enjoyed 

the  picture  very  much  myself.  Eight  reels. 

(Auditorium.  Bonington.  III.)  "The  Merry 
Widow”  is  a   knockout  from  every  angle.  Story- 

is  very  interesting.  Direction,  while  I   might  take 

issue  with  Von  Stroheim  on  some  of  his  con- 
ceptions, is  well  done  and  the  cast  Is  100  per 

cent  perfect.  We  opened  Sunday  night  to  the 

biggest  business  this  year  at  advanced  prices  and 

took  the  worst  licldEg  on  Monday  and  Tuesday 
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we  ever  got,  so  all  I   can  say  is  that  I   will  have 

to  get  the  old  alibi  out.  Ten  reel.  (Cozy,  Win- 
chester. Ind.)  Good  picture,  but  dad  not  go  over 

big  here.  I   think  better  city  picture.  (Casino, 
Sac  City,  la.)  A   wonderful  picture.  Everybody 
was  well  pleased  with  this  one.  Patrons  en- 

joyed the  waltz  mostly.  Business  was  very  good. 
Mae  Murray  at  her  best.  Twelve  reels.  (Benn, 
Philadelphia.  Pa.)  Did  not  draw  as  well  as  it 

should.  Ifs  eaitertalning  and  all  that  and  those 
that  saw  it  were  well  satisfied,  but  we  did  not 

have  very  many  see  it  for  some  reason  or  other. 

I   think  mainly  because  it  %vas  foreign  stuff.  (New 

Geneseo,  Geneseo,  111.) 

midnight  express,  the,  CoL,  Elaine  Ham- 

merstoin,  William  Kairtes,  6,— A   dandy  railroad 
drama  and  pleases  the  fans  in  great  shape.  One 

of  the  best  railroad  pictures  I   ever  used.  Film 

good.  (Strand,  Ransom,  Kan.)  This  picture  is 
a   good  one  for  Saturday  night.  It  is  a   thriller, 
will  hold  the  audience  in  suspense  throughout 

the  picture.  (Monticello  Opera  House,  Monticello, 
la.)  Fair.  This  was  an  exceptionally  fine  rail- 

road picture  and  pleased  everyone.  It's  worth 
booking.  Elaine  is  good  as  ever  and  has  never 

made  a   poor  picture  that  I   have  ever  shown.  That 

is  going  some.  The  people  know  that  pictures 

she  plays  in  are  good  before  they  come.  (John- 

son, Marmarth,  N.  D.)  One  hell  of  a   good  pic- 
ture. Pleased  everyone.  First  time-  Elaine  ever 

changed  her  facial  expressions  in  six  reels.  (Illi- 
nois, Sullivan,  III.)  A   program  picture  that 

pleased.  A   good  story,  good  acting,  good  comedy 

and  a   real  box  office  attraction.  (Town-Hall, 
Westboro,  Mass.) 

MIDNIGHT  FLYER,  THE,  FBO.  Cullen  Landis, 
Dorothy  Devore,  Buddy  Post,  Frankie  Barro,  7,   
Guaranteed  box  office  picture.  Sure  did  a   fine 

business  on  this  one.  One  of  the  Gold  Bonds  that 

are  made  to  show  any  audience  and  send  them 
home  happy  and  you  can  buy  them  without  sell- 

ing your  home  to  make  up.  Play  this  one  sure. 

(Victory,  Cambridge,  N.  Y.)  Really  didn’t  like 
this  picture  very  much.  It  is  too  one-sided.  I 

don’t  believe  there  is  a   man  that  would  stand 
for  such  cuffing  and  abuse  as  Landis  does  in 

the  picture.  I   would  not  class  it  as  one  of  the 

specials,  just  an  ordinary  program  picture  and  a 

rough  one  at  that.  (Rialto,  Terril,  Iowa.)  Great 
appeal  to  those  who  like  action.  (Moon.  Omaha, 
Neb.)  Another  box  office  attraction  from  F.  B.  O. 

Boys,  get  busy  and  buy  this  company’s  product. 
All  good  bets.  (Egyptian,  Ogden.  Utah.)  This 
was  the  best  that  has  been  played  here  of  this 
type  and  it  left  a   strong  impression  on  all.  Rating 
95  per  cent,  films  good,  copyright  1925.  Played 
Saturday.  Sunday,  no.  (Jewel,  Verndale,  Minn.) 
Maybe  a   little  overdrawn  but  one  of  those  kind 
that  entertains  all  the  way.  (Sunshine,  Darling- 

ton, Ind.)  Dandy  good  railroad  melodrama.  Plenty 
of  thrills.  (Columbia.  Athena,  Ga.)  Pretty  good 
railroad  yarn  with  Dorothy  Devore  leading  good 
support  to  the  star.  Seven  reels.  (S.  T.,  Parker, 
S.  p.)  This  is  the  show  you  want  if  you  want 
action.  There  Is  so  much  excitement  in  it  that 
no  one  made  any  noise.  Made  a   good  business 
and  pleased  nearly  all.  You  can't  lose  on  it  if  you 
buy  it  right.  Seven  reels.  (Linwood  Square, 
Norwalk,  O.)  A   very  satisfactory  picture  with 
thrills  enough  to  please  anyone.  Pleased  the  small 
crowd  we  had  at  theatre.  Seven  reels.  (Garden, 
Frankfort,  Mich.) 

MIDNIGHT  GIRL.  THE,  Chad.  Lila  Lee.  6   
Good  picture  for  small  town.  Good  cast  included. 
Independent  has  the  stuff  for  the  small  towns. 
Six  reels.  (Regent,  Solomon,  Kan.)  Splendid, 
play  it.  (Palace.  Aurora,  Ind.) 

MIDSHIPMAN,  THE,  MGM,  Ramon  Novarro, 
Wesley  Barry,  Mary  Aldcn,  8. — When  you  say  a 
real  one,  you  say  it  all,  in  a   mouthful.  It  is 
certainly  a   real  one  and  I   can  cheerfully  say  it 
Will  please  them.  If  you  can’t  make  money  with 
‘t,  you  better  lock  up.  Step  on  it.  it  will  stand 
all  you  can  give  it,  and  it  will  satisfy.  All  I 
can  say  is,  it  is  a   go-getter  for  me.  If  Para- 

mount had  one  like  this  they’d  road  show  it. 
(Oozy-Folly,  Hollis,  Okla.)  A   wonderful  picture, 
very  interesting.  Lots  of  excitement  and  should 

Pushed  hard.  This  is  one  picture  that  the 

exhibitor  can’t  possibly  go  wrong  on.  Novarro 
sure  does  his  stuff  in  this  one.  (Idle  Hour,  Owen. 

•i‘\  very  good.  Will  give  excellent  sat- 
isfaction. Requires  additional  advertising  to  put 

Jt  over  to  good  business.  (Odeon,  Chandler.  Okla.) ood  for  any  house  and  you  can  step  on  it  and 
CTve  satisfaction.  Different  picture  about  the 

Academy,  which  holds  them  interested,  and 

is  nothing  big  about  it  but  everything  in 
wed  direction.  (Royal.  Kimball,  S.  D.)  High 

drama  that  is  good  to  show  to  any  class 
?   Good  photography,  scenery,  comedy 

_d  wonderful  lesson.  Good  for  schools.  (Reel 
*   e,  Gardner,  111.)  An  excellent  picture.  Pleased 

all  and  played  to  a   very  satisfactory  business. 
(Cozy,  Topeka.  Kan.)  Very  good,  entertaining. 
All  the  pranks  of  college  life  confined  right  to 
West  Point.  (Grand,  Port  Washington.  Wis.) 
Oh  boy,  what  a   picture  1   I   call  it  good  enter- 

tainment. Comedy,  thrills  and  everything.  Step 
on  this  and  it  will  please  100  per  cent  and  you 
can  meet  them  face  to  face  as  they  leave  the 
theatre.  All  the  pranks  of  college  life.  Ramon 
Novarro  very  good.  (Fairy,  Knox.  Ind.)  Very 
good.  You  can’t  go  wrong  on  this.  Business  not 
so  good  here  account  local  conditions  and  holiday 
slump.  (Grand,  Rainier,  Ore.)  With  a   little  ad- 

vance advertising  this  picture  did  a   good  business 
and  my  audience  was  very  much  enthused  over 
it.  I   have  a   very  critical  audience,  being  made 
up  of  high  class  patronage,  this  being  a   select 
winter  resort.  (Majestic.  Camden,  S.  C.)  An- 

other audience  picture.  Nothing  much  to  the 
story,  but  has  good  comedy,  which  pots  it  over. 
(Palace,  Waupaca,  Wis.)  Excellent  picture  that 
combines  comedy,  action  and  patriotism  in  a   very 
pleasing  manner.  This  is  the  first  picture  made 
by  Novarro  that  has  clicked  with  our  audience,  but 
a   few  more  as  good  and  he  will  get  over.  (Cros- 
sett,  Crossett.  Ark.)  A   picture  that  everybody 
should  run.  Some  of  our  patrons  said  it  was 
the  best  they  ever  saw.  No  mistake  in  this  one. 
(Halfway.  Halfway.  Mich.)  A   splendid  entertain- 

ment. Good  cast  and  story.  (Silver  Family, 
Greenville,  Mich.)  An  excellent  attraction  but 
failed  at  the  box  office  as  business  was  below 
average.  (Princess,  Chilton,  Wis.)  A   fine  pic- 

ture to  better  than  average  business.  (Arabian, 
Seattle,  Wash.)  An  excellent  production  and  a 
picture  that  holds  the  interest  from  start  to  fin- 

ish. If  you  have  not  run  this  one,  do  so.  (Pearl, 
Highland  Park.  111.)  Excellent.  Step  on  it.  It’s 
worth  while.  (Ellendale.  N.  D.  )   Something  dif- 

ferent in  screen  entertainment.  Good  story,  good 
star  and  Annapolis  scenes  gives  it  the  desired 
atmosphere.  Ramon  Novarro  excellent  in  this 
production.  Eight  reels.  (Palace,  Syracuse,  Neb.) 
Good  picture  with  plenty  of  comedy.  Pleased 
and  drew  good.  Seven  reels.  (Lily,  Buffalo, 
N.  Y.)  Very  good  indeed.  Entertainment  and 
a   good  box  office  picture.  (Rosewin,  Dallas.  Tex.) 

MIKE,  MGM,  Sally  O'Neil,  Ford  Sterling, 
Charlie  Murray,  7. — A   fine  wholesome  family  pic- 

ture. Lots  of  comedy  and  heart  interest.  Begorl. 
the  Irish  sure  put  this  over.  Drew  better  than 

"The  Merry  Widow.”  (Karlen,  Monticello.  Wis.) 
This  picture  pleased  one  hundred  per  cent.  A 
great  bet  anywhere.  (Sun,  Omaha,  Neb.)  A 
very  fine  comedy  drama.  Absolutely  not  the  riot 
Metro  Goldwyn  would  have  you  believe  it.  How- 

ever, Charlie  Murray  and  Ford  Sterling  fine.  The 
new  wonder  girl  is  all  they  claim  of  her.  She 

is  great.  Considerably  oversold.  Not  a   big  price 
picture  in  any  sense  of  the  word.  Will  make  you 
money  if  put  over  right,  but  picture  not  sold 

to  the  public  by  the  producers.  If  you  can  do 
this  it  will  make  you  some  money.  It  did  very 
well  for  me.  Played  it  March  18-19-20.  Seven 
reels.  (Empress,  Akron,  la.) 

MYSTERY  OF  LOST  RANCH,  THE,  V,  Pete 

Morrison,  5.— Coypright  1925.  This  is  a   brand 
new  picture.  Very  good  Western.  Pete  and 

Lightning  seem  to  be  at  their  best.  Many  thrills 

and  lovely  Western  scenes.  Played  Wednesday. 
Good  for  Sunday,  A   90  per  cent  picture.  Crook 

melodrama.  (Jewel.  Verndale,  Minn.)  A   fair 
Western.  More  action  and  a   better  production 

than  "The  Empty  Saddle”  which  we  recently  run. 
The  horse  in  these  does  nothing  and.  therefore, 

advertising  is  misleading.  Business  light.  (Grand, 

Rainier,  Ore.)  People  well  pleased  and  compli- 

mented me  on  picture.  Played  with  "Whiz  and 

Whiskers,”  two  reel  comedy.  Morrison  goes  good 
with  me  and  Lightning  is  a   knockout.  (Emmert, 
Alcester,  S.  D.)  Good  Western.  (Gem,  Upper 

Alton,  111.)  These  Morrison  pictures  don't  amount 
to  much,  so  I   would  advise  you  to  leave  them 

alone.  (Opera  House,  Montour  Falls,  N.  Y.) 
Rather  weak.  Too  much  saloon  stuff  in  these 

Pete  Morrisons.  (Powers,  Red  Creek,  N.  Y.) 

MYSTIC.  THE,  MGM,  AUcen  Pringle.  Con- 

way Tcarlc,  Gladys  Hullette,  David  Torrence, 

Mitchell  Lewis,  7.— A   good  program  offering  that 
pleased  the  majority.  Plot  exposing  spiritualistic 
tricks.  Attendance  very  light,  due  to  foreign  at- 

mosphere. (Grand,  Rainier,  Ore.)  Nothing  to 

howl  about;  at  least  we  did  not  think  so.  (Opera 

House,  Hilbert,  Wis.)  A   good  program  picture 
which  flopped  for  us  on  account  of  poor  paper. 

Three  sheet  very  poor.  11x14  photos  rotten. 

(Regent,  Eureka,  Kan.)  Fairly  interesting  and 

several  remarked  that  it  was  a   good  show.  Story 

of  a   fake  spiritualist.  (Odeon,  Chandler.  Okla.) 

"The  Mystic,”  I   found,  drew  better  than  I   had 
anticipated.  Anything  mysterious  naturally  ap- 

peals to  the  human  mind.  Exploit  this  show  in 

this  manner  and  they  will  come  to  see  it  and 

be  pleased.  Monday,  Tuesday,  16  and  85  cents. 

(Arcadia,  Crowley,  La.)  Very  good.  Business 
good.  Eight  reels.  (Wynot,  Greenfield,  Ind.) 

MY  WIFE  AND  I,  W,  Irene  Rich.  Runtly 
Gordon,  John  Harron,  John  Roche,  Constance 
Bennett,  7. — Fair  picture  that  will  please  some 
of  the  people,  but  will  not  please  the  average 
class,  although  you  don’t  have  to  be  afraid  to 
play  it.  But  don’t  increase  admission.  (Grand. 
Springfield,  Minn.)  Good  picture  but  absolutely 
no  business.  (Bugg,  Chicago,  111.)  Drew  for  us 
a   fair  sized  audience  in  the  middle  of  the  week 
and  pleased  them  fairly  well.  It  is  only  a   fair 
show  with  that  old  eternal  triangle  stuff  of  which 
we  have  had  more  than  a   plenty.  (The  Hopkins, 
Cotter,  Ark.)  A   very  good  society  drama  but 
not  up  to  tlie  Warner  Bros,  standard.  How- 

ever, will  get  by  if  you  do  not  promise  them 
too  much  on  this.  (Joyland,  Booneville,  Ark.) 
Boys,  here  is  one  that  makes  you  feel  ashamed  of 
yourself  if  you  have  your  own  boy  or  girl  in 
the  show.  An  adult  picture  only,  and  no  enter- 

tainment for  an  adult.  This  kind  of  stuff  don’t 
happen.  Let  it  alone.  (Grand,  Breese.  III.)  I 
have  been  exhibiting  for  about  ten  years  and  have 
my  first  audience  yet  to  get  that  cares  for  a 
picture  showing  family  troubles,  love  affairs  and 
so  on.  One  man  trying  to  have  two  women  or 
vice  versa.  Warners  have  got  them  all  cheated 
for  these  kind  of  pictures.  Where  they  get  that 
stuff  I   am  at  a   loss  to  know.  Actors  good  If  in 
a   picture  with  something  to  it.  (Sarah,  Canon 
City,  Colo.)  A   fine  picture  in  every  way.  I 
have  not  received  a   lemon  from  Warner’s  as  yet. 
(Star,  Tuckerman,  Ark.) 

N 
NEVER  THE  TWAIN  SHALL  MEET.  MGM. 

Anita  Stewart,  Bert  Lytdl,  Huntly  Gordon. 
Justine  Johnson,  George  Slcgmann,  Emily  FUz- 

roy,  7. — A   good  big  picture.  Gave  satisfaction. 
(Silver  Family,  Greenville,  Mich.)  Now  you  talk 
about  stars,  they’ve  got  them  in  this  one,  and 
what’s  more  it’s  a   real  one.  More  power.  End- 

ing was  not  what  they  all  wanted,  yet  it  satisfied 
and  that’s  enough  said.  (Cozy-Folly,  Hollis,  Okla.) 
A   good  South  Sea  picture  which  drew  good  busi- 

ness Sunday  but  failed  to  do  much  on  Monday 
and  Tuesday.  Those  who  like  good  love  stories 
will  enjoy  this.  Not  much  action.  (Princess, 
Chilton,  Wis.)  A   splendid  production  that  did 
well  at  the  box  office.  (Grand,  Rainier,  Ore.) 
Don’t  think  Anita  can’t  do  it,  for  she  can.  She 
puts  this  picture  over,  and  it’s  a   dandy  picture, 
too.  One  of  the  good  ones  of  the  new  year. 
Ending  may  cause  some  kicks  some  places:  did 
not  hear  any  here.  (Majestic,  Bowie,  Te,\.) 
Really  a   feature  production.  Pleased  patronage. 

Wahoo,  Neb.)  Fair.  A   good  picture  but 

not  one  that  will  be  remembered  long.  Was  a 

little  disappointed  on  this  one.  (Novelty,  Paris, 

Idaho.)  A   great  picture,  but  nothing  doing. 

Christmas  knocked  it  for  a   goal.  It’s  useless 

to  play  good  pictures  during  that  season.  They 

simply  won’t  come  out  in  some  districts  where 
church  members  are.  (Halfway.  Halfway,  Mich.) 

Draws  business  but  it’s  not  the  best  South  Sea 
Island  picture  that  we  have  played.  (Palace, 

Waupaca,  Wis.)  Good  picture.  Drew  well  in 

my  house.  (Rosewin,  Dallas,  Tex.)  This  is  a 
real  picture,  and  also  a   box  office  picture.  The 

popularity  of  the  story  will  help  a   lot  in  putting 
it  over.  You  can  boost  and  back  this  one  up. 

Real  audience  picture.  (Castle,  Havana.  III.) 

Peter  B.  Kyne’s  famous  story  wonderfully  por- 
trayed on  the  screen.  Follows  the  book  closer 

than  the  average  book  picture.  Anita  Stewart’s 
acting  great.  Some  very  pretty  south  sea  scenery. 

Metro-Goldwyn  product  pleases.  (Palace,  Syra- 

cuse, Neb.)  Peter  Kyne’s  story.  Fine;  drew 
big  crowd.  (Columia,  Poynette,  V/is.)  A   good 

picture  that  my  patrons  all  liked-  Acting  fine: 
direction  good  and  scenery  0.  K.  Just  a   good 

picture.  Everyone  should  play.  (Grand,  Okolona, 
Miss.) 

NEW  BROOMS,  FP,  Bessie  Love,  Phyllis  Haver, 
Neil  Hamilton,  Ethel  Wales,  6. — Very  pleasing 

show.  Put  on  vaudeville  with  it.  Don’t  know 

how  it  would  draw  alone.  Don’t  think  it  means 
much  at  the  box  office  (Reel  Joy,  King  City, 

Cal.)  Fellows,  here  is  a   good  picture  and  the 

price  is  right.  (New  Star,  Westminister,  Md.) 
A   medium  comedy  drama ;   a   domestic  story  told 

in  a   very  good  way.  Just  about  got  away  with 

this  one.  A   fair  program  picture.  (Palace, 

Clifton  Heights,  Pa.)  A   satisfying  program. 

Not  big.  but  good.  (Star,  Montevideo,  Minn.) 
Nothing  big  Monday  night,  about  thirty  people. 

So  it  must  not  have  pleased  the  cash  customers 

on  Sunday.  (Riviera,  Anderson,  Ind.)  Just  a 

good  program  picture.  Nothing  hlg,  but  will 

please  if  you  don't  raise  admission.  Contains 
lots  of  good  comedy  and  that  Is  what  the  public 
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wants  these  days.  (Paramount,  ‘Wyoming,  III.) 
A   very  pleasing  picture.  Nothing  big  but  well 
worth  showing.  (Opera  House,  Fennimore,  Wis.) 

Light,  but  thoroughly  enjoyable  comedy  drama. 
Drew  and  pleased.  (S.  T..  Parker.  S.  D.)  A   nice 

program  picture  with  comedy  that  was  liked. 
Held  interest.  (New  Geneseo,  Geneseo,  El.)  The 

kind  you  love  to  show.  Idea!  for  the  small  town. 

(Texas,  Grand  Prairie,  Tex.)  A   very  good  little 

program  picture,  but  our  people  do  not  care  for 

Bessie  Love  and  we  notice  in  selecting  their  en- 
tertainment they  take  into  consideration  who  is 

featured  in  the  production  as  much  as  they  do 
the  story  and  title.  (Crystal,  Flandreau,  S.  D.) 

The  picture  is  fair  but  like  many  other  pictures 

of  this  type  it  did  not  draw.  (Rich,  Mont- 
pelier, Idaho.)  This  is  a   fine  comedy  and  our 

patrons  all  enjoyed  it.  (Palace,  Aurora,  Ind.) 
This  is  a   good  picture  with  perhaps  a   little  more 

lesson  to  it  than  people  like  to  buy,  but  no  com- 
plaints and  I   enjoyed  it  lots.  (Grand,  Pierre, 

S.  D.)  A   very  fine  program  picture.  Will  please 

any  audience.  (Silver  Family,  Greenville,  Mich.) 

NEW  COMMANDMENT.  THE,  PN,  Blanche 

Sweet,  Holbrook  BSsnn,  Ben  Lyon,  Claire  Eames, 

EiSe  ShanKOR.  Dorothy  Cummings,  George  Cooper, 

Diana  Kane,  7. — Yes,  this  is  a   wonderful  picture. 
One  of  those  kind  that  goes  over  with  them  all. 

Ben  Lyon  goes  over  big  and  balance  of  cast  do 

excellent  work.  Direction  right  up  to  First  Na- 
tional standard.  First  National  Is  now  hitting 

her  stride  and  all  h’l!  can’t  stop  her.  They  are 
delivering  the  biggest  pictures  ever  on  her  list, 
so  if  you  are  not  showing  them,  you  better  get 

on  the  wagon.  (Cozy,  Winchester,  Ind.)  A   very 

good  show.  Story  new  and  of  the  kind  that  takes 

very  well.  However,  one  love  scene  is  over-done. 
Picture  would  be  better  if  It  were  only  about  half 

as  long.  A   little  colored  photography  sets  it  off. 
(Lake  View,  Laxe  View,  Iowa.)  As  one  fellow 

said,  "a  little  passionate.”  Surely  is,  but  it  will 

certainly  please  'em.  We  say  it  is  one  of  the 
best.  The  only  fault  we  found  was  the  title  dees 

not  have  any  connection  with  the  story  and  the 

necking  could  be  shortened  a   lot.  (The  Star, 

Humble,  Tex.)  Here  is  a   real  picture.  Snappy 
advertising.  Played  one  night  at  regular  admis- 

sion. More  business  than  following  two  nights 

on  “The  Hoad  to  Yesterday.”  (Liberty,  Pike- 
ville,  Ky.)  One  of  the  good  ones,  title  seemed 

to  draw  them  and  pleased  generally.  (Grand, 
Eainier,  Ore.)  Wonderful  reception  accorded  this 
by  Sunday  patrons,  who  said  it  Is  one  of  the  best 

war  pictures  we  have  had  of  late.  Not  too  much 
war  in  it,  but  sufficient  for  a   thrill.  The  love 

scenes  will  knock  ’em  over  if  they  are  susceptible 
to  spicy  stuff  done  in  an  offensive  manner. 

(Rialto,  Pocahontas,  Iowa.)  I   consider  this  one 
of  the  best  pictures  I   have  played  this  year.  Cast 

does  great  work.  Also  a   well  directed  picture. 
A   little  comedy  produced  by  Cooper  goes  over 

great.  (Opera  House,  Fennimore,  Wis.)  A   res! 
high  class  picture.  One  that  has  the  needed 

punch.  Everyone  enjoyed  it  and  many  good  com- 

ments. Entertainment  plus.  (Kentland,  Kenb- 

land.  Ind.)  Very  good.  Should  please  audience 

m   any  house.  (State.  Two  harbors,  Minn.)  If 
all  pictures  were  as  good  as  this  one  and  “The 

Dark  Angel”  our  worries  would  be  over.  Title 
drew  them  in  and  the  picture  pleased.  What 
more  could  you  ask  for?  (Regent.  Eureka,  Kan.) 
Very,  very  good.  They  certainty  will  like  this 

one.^  One  scene  uncalled  for  and  one  love  scene 
carried  too  far  In  my  opinion,  but  as  a   whole  a 
real  show.  (Orpheum.  Pipestone,  Minn.)  Good 
feature.  Business  good  on  this  one.  (Riviera, 
Anderson.  Ind.)  This  picture  drew  more  people 
into  my  house  than  any  picture  I   have  run  this 
year.  And  that  beautiful  trailer  that  First  Na- 

tional furnishes  sure  helps  to  get  the  business, 

^st  National  gives  us  the  best  service  of  any  ex- 

^ange  existing.  Seven  reels.  (Star,  Dansville, 
Yq)  An  old  story  told  In  a   new  and  in- 

Cresting  setting.  Will  get  over  O.  K.  and  satisfy 
the  majority.  (Odeon,  Chandler.  Okla.) 

NIGHT  LIFE  OF  NEW  YORK,  FP,  Rod  La- 
RocQue,  Dorothy  Gieh,  Ernest  Torrence,  Helen 

George  Hackathome.  8   ^A  very 

Plenty  of  comedy  to  suit  all. 
(Opera  House,  Fennimore,  Wis.)  One  of  the 
best  night  life  pictures  we  have  had.  Spoiled  by 
one  scene  of  the  dirtiest  bit  of  dancing  for  some 

effective  Federal  Censorship  Board 

ouid  have  saved  us  from  this  outrage.  The 
small  town  exhibitor  who  has  to  meet  his  pa- 
rons  daily  and  mingle  with  them  is  getting 
wake  to  the  situation.  Dirty  pictures  have  to  go. 
(Palace,  Long  Pine.  Neb.)  Dad  fairly  well  with 

>s  and  had  no  kick.  Neither  did  anyone  give 
me  any  great  praise  of  it.  I   think,  though,  that 

wiii  please  the  majority.  (Strand,  Granbury. 
<Kegent.  Bogota,  N.  J.)  My 

va-?  ̂   anything  to  this.  Said  it  was 
T   ̂   nothing  but  night  clubs.  (Reel 
'Joy.  Kang  City,  Cal.)  A   mighty  pleasing  farce 

comedy.  Wonderfully  cast  and  beautifully  photo- 

graphed. 'The  quality  of  this  picture  will  more 
than  please  you.  (Palace,  Ashland,  O.)  While 
this  one  did  not  register  so  strong  at  the  box 

office,  it  does  prove  to  be  mighty  fine  entertain- 

men.  Ro<l  LaRoeque  is  well  liked  and  Dorothy 
Gish  sure  wins  your  heart.  Balance  of  cast  good 
and  story  sustains  interest  throughout  on  account 

of  being  capably  handled.  (Cozy.  Winchester. 

Ind,)  A   good  program  picture.  (Silver  Family, 

Greenville.  Mich.)  Played  this  on  New  Year’s 
even  and  was  satisfied  at  box  oSce  and  in  the 

picture.  A   real  good  jazz  picture.  (Unique, 
Anita,  la.)  This  is  a   very  pleasing  picture. 

Good  work  of  the  whole  cast.  Good  for  Sunday. 

(Princess,  Guttenberg,  ia.)  Not  a   drawing  card 
but  a   very  clever  picture.  (Grand  &   Gem,  Cooper. 
Tex.)  A   very  good  comedy  drama.  Work  of 

stars  good.  (Lake  View.  Lake  View,  Iowa.)  Here 
is  the  kind  of  a   story  the  typical  movie  crowd 

revels  in.  Comedy,  drama,  life,  pep,  action,  all 

done  by  the  kind  of  people  who  know  their  busi- 
ness. Not  a   foot  of  padding  and  as  good  a   story 

as  Paramount  has  given  us  this  year.  The  New 

York  scenes  are  authentic  and  interesting  to  the 
outside  world.  (Temple,  Bellaire,  O.)  We  used 

this  on  a   Saturday  night.  It  proved  to  be  only 

fairly  pleasing.  It  did  not  have  a   very  good 
pull  at  the  old  box  office.  It  has  an  excellent 

cast  and  is  well  rated.  Not  as  good  a   drawing 

card  as  expected.  Eight  reels.  ("Y”,  Nazareth, 

Pa.) 

NO  IdAN’S  LAW,  FBO,  Bob  Custer.  Adalyn 
Mayer.  Ralph  McCullough,  Brace  Gordon,  5. — 
A   pretty  good  Western  for  the  length,  but  a 

story  cannot  be  told  in  four  reels  (4,042  feet). 
If  you  have  this  one  coming  you  had  better  order 

out  some  extra  short  feature.  (Regent,  Eureka, 

Kan.)  A   fairly  good  Western.  Drew  good  in 

spite  of  "Braveheart"  for  opposition.  Action  is 
fair  although  nothing  extra  good.  (Plainview, 

Plainview,  Tex.)  This  is  a   dandy  picture  and  the 
treatment  that  I   get  from  P.  B.  O.  is  as  good 

as  their  fine  pictures.  Mr.  Fisher,  in  charge  of 
the  office,  is  a   prince,  so  is  the  manager,  and 

Van  isn’t  anywhere  behind.  He’s  right  up  with 
them.  (Miers,  Schoharie,  N.  Y.) 

NORTH  STAR,  AE.  Stroaghcart,  Virginia  Lee 

Corbin,  Stuart  Holmes,  5. — Heavy  exploitation. 
Drew  about  average  attendance  and  the  dog 

pleased  them  after  we  got  'em  in.  A   good  short 
action  drama.  Some  nice  camera  work  in  this 

one.  The  two  hobos  were  good.  (Pastime,  Cush- 

ing, la.)  This  is  a   good  picture  and  the  one- 
sheets  will  bring  them  to  see  it.  Paper,  photog- 

raphy and  comedy  are  good.  (Shuler,  Raton, N.  M.) 

NOT  SO  LONG  AGO,  FP,  Betty  Bronson. 

Ricardo  Cortez,  Edward  Davb,  6,649. — ^This  pic- 
ture pleased  almost  all  of  the  small  crowd  that 

turned  out  to  see  it.  They  were  very  skeptical  go- 
ing in  but  came  out  very  pleased.  (Reel  Joy. 

King  City,  Cal.)  Rotten.  This  one  you  will  have 

to  put  perfume  on  to  run  it.  (Palace,  Burk- 
burnett,  Tex.)  This  was  a   pretty  little  picture. 

Not  big,  nor  spectacular,  but  nicely  entertaining. 

(Grand,  Pierre,  S.  D.)  Interesting  plot  depict- 
ing New  York  of  years  ago.  If  your  patrons  are 

not  set  against  costumes  of  all  kinds  this  should 

get  over  good.  (Grossett,  Crossett,  Ark.)  Very 
fine  program  picture.  (Silver  Family,  Greenville, 
Mich.)  Just  a   fair  program  picture.  (Strand, 

Milford,  la.)  Just  a   fair  program  offering. 

(Princess,  ’Traer,  la.)  Fairly  entertaining.  A 
tail  of  New  York  in  the  early  days.  (S.  T.. 

Parker,  S.  D.)  Program  picture  and  that  is  all. 

Nothing  to  it.  (Orpheum,  Pipestone,  Minn.)  A 

very  sweet  picture.  Bronson  is  wonderful  in  this 

story  of  twenty-five  years  ago.  Get  your  pianist 

to  play  “On  the  Sidewalks  of  New  York.”  (Blende, 
Benton,  Wis.)  Lost  half  ray  crowd  on  walkouts; 
the  other  half  dozen  stayed  to  see  what  It  was  all 

about.  (Texas,  Grand  Prairie,  Tex.)  Fairly  good 

entertainment.  (Regent,  Bogota,  N.  J.)  Person- 

ally I   liked  the  picture.  My  patrons  just  so-so. 
Just  another  picture.  Did  not  draw.  (Rich, 
Montpelier,  Idaho. 

OFF  THE  HIGHWAY,  PDC,  John  Bowers,  Wil- 

liam V.  Mong,  Margoerito  dc  la  Mottc,  6. — ^A 

good  picture,  but  failed  to  draw  for  us.  Busi- 
ness just  fair.  (Princess,  Elwood,  Ind.)  Many 

compliments  on  this  picture.  Ran  It  right  after 

“The  Thief  of  Bagdad”  and  a   number  said  they 

thought  it  better  and  more  enjoyable  than  “The 
'ThisL”  However,  I   did  not  have  the  average 
crowd  for  this  picture.  Possibly,  it  was  because 

it  was  run  right  after  “The  Thief.”  Think  the 
paper  was  weak,  too.  John  Bowers,  de  La  Motto 

and  Mong  should  have  appeared  in  the  limelight 

in  the  advertising  instead  of  Hunt  Stromberg,  as 
they  would  have  meant  something  to  my  patrons 

while  Hunt  Stromberg  did  not.  (Arcadia,  Vander- 

grift,  Pa.)  Monday  to  fair  business.  This  is  a 

program  picture  of  extraordinary  value.  It’s  in 
fact  away  bettor  than  many  we  get  with  "spe- 

cial" writen  in  big  letters  on  the  front  page  of 
the  press  book.  I   can  honestly  recommend  this 

on  to  all  my  e.xhibitors  friends  and  I   don't  do 
that  until  !   feel  confident  that  I   am  justified  in 
doing  so.  (Ideal,  Chateaugay,  N.  Y.) 

0 
OLD  CLOTHES,  MGM,  Jackie  Coogan,  Allan 

Forrest,  Max  Davidson,  Joan  Crawford,  6. — Went 
over  big.  Great  box  office  card  in  neighborhoods. 

Should  draw  well  anywhere.  (Hits,  St.  Louis, 

Mo).  Very  good  entertainment  for  the  whole 
family.  Coogan  similarity  contest  was  a   decided 

success.  (Lily,  Buffalo,  N.  Y.)  Drew  excellent 
business  and  gave  the  best  of  satisfaction.  Jackie 

Coogan  sure  good  in  this.  Very  good  comedy- 
drama.  Good  cast.  The  kind  of  pictures  that 

the  whole  family  can  enjoy.  (Princess,  Chilton, 

Wis.)  Picture  very  good.  As  good  as  anything 

Coogan  has  made.  (State,  Two  Harbors,  Minn.) 

Very  good.  The  best  Coogan  has  ever  made. 
Pleased  100  per  cent.  Many  comments.  Get  this 

one.  (Majestic,  Artoaia,  N.  M.)  Excellent.  (Lin- 
coln Square,  Decatur,  III.)  I   consider  this  the 

best  Jackie  has  ever  done.  It  will  please  old  and 

young.  (Grand,  Breese,  lU.)  We  had  to  turn 

away  about  600  people  on  Saturday.  Business  was 
very  good.  (Benn,  Philadelphia.  Pa.)  What 
Jackie  Coogan  has  lost  in  cutoness  he  has  made 
up  in  cleverness.  This  picture,  to  my  judgement, 

is  genuine  entertainment.  It  is  not  high  pres- 
sure stuff  but  pleases  all  the  kids  and  the  grown 

ones  too.  In  this  picture  Jackie  Coogan,  os  the 

kid  he  represents,  knows  and  does  things  not  at- 
tributed to  a   minor.  However,  this  is  where  the 

make  believe  comes  in.  (Acadia,  Crowley,  La.) 

Glad  to  report  another  good  one  from  Jackie.  This 
contained  even  more  than  the  normal  amount  of 

fun  and  the  youngster’s  acting  leaves  nothing  to 
be  desired.  Pleased  a   bigger  per  cent  than  any 

Coogan  we  have  ever  run.  (Grossett,  Crossett, 

Ark.)  Very  nice  picture.  Bettor  than  “The  Rag- 
man” by  far.  (A-Mus-U,  Frederick,  Okla.) 

Coogan  has  about  "growed-up.”  but  this  picture 
pleased  a   holiday  audience.  (Majestic,  Camden. 

S.  C.)  Very  good.  Pleased  all  and  did  splendid 
business  during  holidays,  which  are  usually  quiet. 
(Grand,  Rainier,  Ore.) 

ONLY  THING.  THE,  MGM.  Eleanor  Board- 
man,  Conrad  Nagel,  Edward  OennelSy,  Vor* 

Lewis,  5,700. — Sunday  to  good  business.  A   pro- 

gram picture  of  unusual  merit.  I   consider  this 
the  best  Elinor  Glyn  story  I   ever  ran.  I   would 
recommend  this  picture  as  a   good  buy  for  small 

town  exhibitors.  (Ideal,  Chateaugay.  N.  Y.)  It 

is  absolutely  the  only  thing  of  its  kinds.  'Nuf 
set!.  (Community,  David  City,  Neb.)  A   very 

poor  picture  indeed.  Poor  photography  and  very 

poor  miniature  work.  The  actors  really  tried  to 
make  something  out  of  it,  but  impossible.  Too 

mushy.  Our  patrons  really  laughed  at  it.  It's 
all  right  for  some  women  who  care  for  this  sort 

of  mush  stuff,  but  as  an  audience  picture  it’a terrible.  Lay  off  of  it.  (Bugg,  Chicago,  HI.) 

Very  good.  It  is  a   story  of  the  Russian  Revolu- 
tion with  good  comedy  touches.  The  business  was 

off  but  no  fault  of  the  picture.  (Lion,  Bellevue, 

O.)  A   Glyn  picture  that  failed  at  the  box 
office.  (The  Majestic,  Camden,  S,  C.) 

OUTLAW’S  DAUGHTER,  THE.  U,  JesSo  Sedg- 

wick, 5. — Best  we  have  had  of  Josic’s.  She  is 
absolutely  no  good  as  an  actress.  Her  long  fea- 

tures and  2   reelers  are  all  on  the  same  order. 

When  you  see  one  you  sec  them  all.  (May,  May- 
ville,  Wis.)  A   pretty  fair  action  Western  that 
failed  to  attract  ordinary  business.  Title  seemed 

to  kill  it  for  us.  (Grand,  Rainier,  Ore.)  Here 

is  one  with  a   girl  star  and  went  over  good. 
Suited  all.  Full  of  ginger  and  good  acting  by 

all.  Give  us  more.  (Amuse,  Hart.  Mich.)  Only 

fair.  Looks  cheap.  Worth  about  lOo  admission. 
Several  walkouts.  Many  disappointed  and  told 

me  so.  Outside  of  the  Jewels  and  Gibsons  Uni- 
versal products  not  worth  running.  (Princess, 

Chilton.  Wis.)  This  isn’t  a   bad  picture,  but 

there  are  an  awful  lot  of  better  ones.  I   don’t 
think  a   girl  should  be  made  the  star  of  a   Western. 

It  just  doesn't  fit  the  general  idea  of  things. 

(Grand.  Pierre.  S.  D.)  It’s  a   dandy  good  enter- 
tainer. Especially  where  Western  is  liked.  The 

girl  is  some  cat  in  this.  (Fairyland,  White 

Castle,  La.)  Very  poor.  We  had  this  picture 

with  a   two  reel  Century  comedy  and  both  to- 

gether weren’t  quite  4   reels.  If  Carl  expects  to 
keep  his  old  customers  he  better  improve  the 
Westerns.  The  time  is  over  when  we  could  give 

not  quite  an  hour's  show.  This  spoiled  my  busi- 
ness for  the  next  two  weeks.  Lay  off  of  that. 

(Linwood  Square,  Norwalk.  O.)  These  Blue 
Streaks  do  not  ring)  the  bell  here.  Nothing  bad. 
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THE  COHENS  AND  KELLYS 

— “Is  the  best  thing  in  many  months. 
Brother  exhibitors  book  this  one  and  then 

‘step  on  it’.  It  packs  an  awful  wallop 
and  will  please  100  per  cent.” — Elmas 
Theatre.  Maple  Rapids,  Mich. 

THE  COHENS  AND  KELLYS 

— “More  than  doubled  average  mid-week 
business.  Established  record  at  regular 

prices.” — Schine  Theatrical  Co.,  Inc. 
Gloversville,  N.  Y. 

THE  COHENS  AND  KELLYS 

— “Is  one  of  the  best  of  the  year  for  en- 
tertainment. Audiences  went  wild  over 

it.  Many  said  it  was  best  they  had  ever 

seen.” — Antlers  Theatre.  Helena,  Mont. 
TILE  COHENS  AND  KELLYS 

— “Is  first  picture  to  play  to  standing 
room  only  for  seven  consecutive  days. 
Most  natural  money-maker  in  our  six 
years  here.” — Alexander  Frank.  Water- 

loo, Iowa. 

THE  COHENS  AND  KELLYS 

— In  fourth  week  at  Imperial  Theatre, 
San  Francisco. 

THE  COHENS  AND  KELLYS 

— Sure-fire  in  Kansas  City  at  Liberty 
Theatre  and  is  held  over. 

THE  COHENS  AND  KELLYS 

— $11,000 — Is  highest  in  Baltimore. 

THE  COHENS  AND  KELLYS 

— A   box-office  “natural”  at  the  Metro- 
politan, Los  Angeles.  Built  as  it  went 

along. 

THE  COHENS  AND  KELLYS 

— “Opened  to  tremendous  Sunday  busi- 
ness hanging  up  new  box-office  record 

passing  every  picture  but  THE  PHAN- 

TOM.”— Rialto  Theatre.  Washington, D.  C. 

THE  COHENS  AND  KELLYS 

— "Broke  all  house  records  for  me  and 
was  conceded  by  every  one  that  saw  it 

as  the  best  picture  they  ever  saw.” — 
Osage  Theatre.  Osage,  Okla. 

SKINNER’S  DRESS  SUIT 
— "Is  Denny’s  greatest.  Will  undoubtedly 
prove  one  of  most  attractive  comedies  of 

season.  Will  make  any  audience  scream.” 
— Florence  Theatre.  Pasadena,  Cal. 

CHIP  OF  THE  FLYING  “U” 
— "Opened  to  greatest  business  in  history 
of  this  theatre.  Turned  people  away  five 
shows  straight.  Finest  picture  Hoot  has 

made.” — Roubidoux  Theatre.  Riverside, Cal. 

CALIFORNIA  STRAIGHT  AHEAD 

— “Broke  all  house  records  formerly  held 
by  ‘I’ll  Show  You  the  Town.’  Broke 
matinee  record  adults  and  children.” — 
Beacon  Theatre.  Omaha,  Neb. 

CALIFORNIA  STRAIGHT  AHEAD 

— “Sold  out  completely  and  turned  many 
away,  A   positive  knockout.  Audience 
screamed  and  yelled  with  laughter. 

Couldn’t  have  picked  a   better  attraction.” 
— New  Grand  Theatre.  Worthington, 
Minn. 

CALIFORNIA  STRAIGHT  AHEAD 

— “Capacity  business  Saturday  and  Sun- 
day. Enormous  audiences  literally  shook 

the  house  with  laughter.  They  screamed 

every  foot  of  the  way.” — Forum  Theatre. 
Los  Angeles,  Cal. 

WHERE  WAS  I?  — starring  Reginald 
Denny — “One  of  the  best  comedies  ever 
released.  If  you  have  any  mortgages 
you  want  to  lift  play  Denny,  as  he  is 
one  of  the  best  drawing  cards  in  the 

business.  You  can’t  beat  the  new  Uni- 
versal Jewels  as  they  are  knockouts.” — 

IC-R  Theatre.  Ashton,  la. 

FICE  RECORD  SEC 

THE  TEASER — with  Pat  O’Malley  and 
Laura  La  Plante — “Believe  me  I   ‘The 
Teaseri  is  a   crackajack.  It’s  a   100  per 
cent  entertainment.” — Greenville  Opera 
House.  Greenville,  Ala. 

THE  TEASER — “A  good  comedy  which 
should  please  any  audience.” — Liberty 
Theatre.  Marysville,  Kan. 

WHERE  WAS  I?  — starring  Reginald 

Denny — “If  you  have  this  coming,  step 
on  the  gas  for  it  is  a   humdinger.  Cover 
the  town  like  a   circus  and  then  get  out 
of  the  way  to  keep  from  getting  hurt 
in  the  scramble  for  seats,  for  Reginald 

Denny’s  day  is  here.” — Osage  Theatre, 
Osage,  Okla. 

THE  TEASER — “Good  comedy  of  the 
cleaner  kind.” — McDonald  Theatre.  Mc- 

Donald, Kan. 

THE  STORM  BREAKER  _   starring 

Rouse  Peters — “Should  please  almost  any 
audience  and  do  well  anywhere.” — Flor- 

ence Theatre — West  Coast-Langley  Cir- 
cuit, Califomia, 

SIEGE — with  Virginia  Valli,  Eugene 
O’Brien  and  Mary  Alden — “Here  is  a 
good  one  put  over  good.  Fine  acting. 
Suited  100  per  cent.  In  fact  I   do  not 

have  any  complaints  on  Universals.”— 
F.  N.  Harris,  Amusu  Theatre.  Hart, 
Michigan. 

SIEGE — “The  word  of  mouth  publicity 
which  ‘Siege’  is  now  getting  leads  us  to 
believe  that  business  will  grow  this  week 

beyond  any  other  attraction.” — Forum 
Theatre.  Los  Angeles,  Cal. 

SIEGE  — “One  of  the  most  interesting 
pictures  of  the  season.  Many  comments 
from  patrons.  Advertise  it  as  a   picture 
above  the  average.” — Opera  House. 
Shelby,  Ohio. 

THE  HOMEMAKER_“Here  is  an- 

other of  Uncle  Carl’s  White  list  pictures 
that  are  go-getters.” — Osage  Theatre. 
Osage,  Oklahoma. 

THE  HOMEMAKER — “Bet  your  shirt 
on  it  to  get  over  big.  We  did  and  it  did.” 

— Colony  Theatre,  New  Y'ork. 
CALIFORNIA  STRAIGHT  AHEAD 

— “Smashing  all  records.  Will  extend 
run  another  ten  days.” — Randolph  Thea- 

tre, Chicago,  111. 

CALIFORNIA  STRAIGHT  AHEAD 

— “Breaking  all  house  records,  regardless 
of  downpour  of  rain  today.  Standing  up. 

Enthusiastically  received.” — Liberty  The- 
ati-e.  Kansas  City,  Mo. 

CALIFORNIA  STRAIGHT  AHEAD 

— "Excellent  business  far  beyond  our  ex- 
pectations. Business  built  up  each  day 

for  entire  week.” — American  Theatre. 
Salt  Lake  City,  Utah. 

CALIFORNIA  STRAIGHT  AHEAD 

— “Biggest  opening  in  six  months.  Hun- 
dreds turned  away  despite  stiflfest  kind  of 

opposition.  The  talk  of  the  town.” — 
Capitol  Theatre.  Dallas,  Tex. 

CALIFORNIA  STRAIGHT  AHEAD 

“Very  satisfactory  run.  Went  way  over 
expectations  despite  Xmas  shopping. 
Have  never  seen  a   more  thrilling  or 

funnier  comedy-drama.” — Lyceum  Thea- tre. Findlay,  0. 

THE  GOOSE  WOMAN—  “Milwaukee 
theatregoers  evinced  their  appreciation 
by  crowding  the  theatre  to  the  doors  on 
an  off  night.  Will  not  have  to  take  a 
back  seat  for  the  new  product  of  any 

company  on  earth.” — Ideal  Theatre.  Wis- 
consin Rapids,  Wis. 

ION  OF  April  10,  1926 

SPOOK  RANCH — starring  Hoot  Gib- 
son— “Boy!  Some  western  picture.  If 

any  exhibitor  finds  some  one  who  doesn’t 
like  this  picture  put  them  in  a   cage  and 
ship  them  to  me  collect.  I   want  to  see 
what  he  looks  like.” — Liberty  Theatre 
Caniegia,  Okla. 
CAUFORNIA  STRAIGHT  AHEAD 
— “A  knockout.  Best  Denny  and  that’s 
going  some.” — Grand  Theatre.  Ranier 

Ore.  
’ THE  GOOSE  WOMAN-with  Jack 

Pickford,  Constance  Bennett  and  Louise 
Dresser — “Productions  of  this  kind  are 
a   box  office  attraction  to  any  theatre.”   
Washington  Theatre.  Granite  City,  HI. 
SPOOK  RANCH — starring  Hoot  Gib- 

son— “A  knockout.  More  power  to  Uni- 
versal.”— Opera  House.  Shelby,  0. 

SPOOK  RANCH — starring  Hoot  Gib- 
son— “A  dandy.  As  many  laughs  as  a 

Harold  Lloyd  feature.  Plenty  of  action, 
fast  riding  and  excitement.  Pleased  100 

per  cent.” — Cozy  Theatre.  Strawn,  Tex. 
SPOOK  RANCH — starring  Hoot  Gib- 

son— “Up  to  standard  and  even  more. 
Good  business.”  —   Argonne  Theatre. 
Akron,  Ind. 

SPOOK  RANCH — starring  Hoot  Gib- 

son— “Smashed  our  attendance  record  for 
Saturday.  At  lot  of  comedy  in  it.  Gives 

general  satisfaction.”  —   Star  Theatre. 
Menard,  Tex. 

SPOOK  RANCH — starring  Hoot  Gib- 

son— “S.  R.  O.  all  day.  100  per  cent 
better  than  any  so  far.  Action  thrilling, 

comedy  great.” — Grand  Theatre.  Koko- 
mo, Ind. 

HIS  PEOPLE — "It  has  been  some  time 

since  we  played  a   picture  on  which  we 
received  so  many  favorable  comments. 

Everybody  liked  it.” — Elite  Theatre. 

Appleton,  Wis. 
SPORTING  LIFE — “An  extra  good 

picture.  Pleased  100  per  cent.” — Reli- ance Theatre.  Clermond,  Fla. 

SPORTING  LIFE— “A  real  winner. 

An  up-to-date  masterpiece  that  should 
please  every  patron  of  the  motion  pic- 

ture theatre.  Thrills  and  realism.” — 
Florence  Theatre.  Pasadena,  Cal. 

LORRAINE  OF  THE  LIONS 

— "Capacity  business.  Lined  up  an  hour 
and  forty  minutes.  Great  audience  pic- 

ture. They  just  ate  it  up.” — Laughlin Theatre.  Long  Beach,  Cal. 

LORRAINE  OF  THE  LIONS 

— “One  more  home  run  by  Universal.  We 
crammed  them  in  until  their  feet  stuck 

out  the  windows.”  —   Osage  Theatre. 
Osage,  Okla. 

LORRAINE  OF  THE  LIONS 

— “Finished  a   week’s  run  to  very  satis- 
factory business.  Well  received  by  the 

public.  Bound  to  go  over.” — National Theatres  of  California.  Los  Angeles,  Cal. 

LORRAINE  OF  THE  LIONS 

— “Went  over  big.  Well  liked.” — Central Theatre.  Ephrata,  Pa. 

THE  LITTLE  GIANT — “Wonderful  to 

see  how  my  audience  accepted  this  pic- 
ture. The  public  the  world  over  will  en- 

joy it." — Rialto  Theatre.  Whitestone, 
N.  Y. 

THE  COHENS  AND  KELLYS 

— “Went  over  with  a   bang.  Positive  hit 
and  greatest  laugh  picture  of  the  year. 
Audience  screamed  with  laughter  thru 

entire  eight  reels.” — Criterion  Theatre. Santa  Monica,  Cal. 

— Advertisement. 
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but  they  are  weak  for  us.  at  least.  Five  reels. 

(S.  T.,  Parker,  S.  D.)  When  you  read  Car
l’s  ef- 

fusions in  this  magazine,  and  then  take  a   beating 

as  we  did  on  this  program  Western,  it  makes 

you  wonder  if  there  should  not  be  a   campaign 

for  truth  in  advertising  pat  on.  This  picture 

had  neither  story,  direction  or  anything  else.  It 

was  a   house  clearer.  They  cleared  out  until 

we  did  not  have  to  run  the  second  show  beyond 

the  second  reel.  Very,  very  poor  and  the  reason 

why  they  are  not  going  to  the  movies  as  they 

were,  they  come  in  on  a   poor  picture  and  from 

then  on  they  are  shy  and  it  takes  double  the 

effort  to  get  them  back.  Many  of  them  you 

never  see  again.  No  excuse  for  so  poor  a   pro- 
duction ever  getting  beyond  the  cutting  room. 

Absolutely  none,  except  for  the  exchange  to  get 

the  money.  (Columbia,  Columbia  City,  Ind.) 

PACE  THAT  THRILLS,  THE,  FN,  Ben  Lyon, 

Mery  Astor,  TuOy  Marshall,  Thomas  Holding, 
Fritzi  Brunette,  6,911.— A   rattling  good  play,  true 
to  its  title.  A   lot  of  fast  action  and  good  clean 

sport  appeal.  (Elite-Kozy,  Metropolis,  III.)  In 
spite  of  ̂1  that  I   have  heard  about  this  one.  and 
what  I   thought  about  it  myself,  it  sure  pleased 

those  who  saw  it  and  the  second  day  was  better 

than  the  first.  What  more  could  you  ask?  (Re- 
gent, Eureka,  Kan.)  Was  certainly  disappointed 

with  this  picture.  Excellent  title  and  paper  and 

very  good  trailer  excited  much  interest  in  it  and 

drew  good  attendance,  but  the  picture  is  lacking 

— very  draggy.  No  kick.  Looked  like  misfire  in 
direction  to  me.  I^on  not  much  in  this.  A   good 

bet  gone  wrong  somewhere.  Moral:  Watch  your 

step  when  you  play  it  and  don’t  promise  any 
knockout.  (Star,  Menard,  Tex.)  A   picture  that 
pleased  the  kids  only.  Will  probably  go  over  on  a 
double  feature  bill.  (Atlantic.  Atlantic.  Mass.) 

To  my  notion  it  is  no  good  and  no  one  else 
liked  it  and,  as  to  the  box  office  nothing 

doing.  (Liberty,  Pasco,  Wash.)  Do  not  know 

where  the  thrilling  part  comes  in.  Shelf- 
worn  story  that  would  have  been  O.  K. 

fifteen  years  ago.  Action  draggy  and  no  sus- 

pense because  everything  can  be  accurately  an- 

ticipated by  anyone  with  the  mentality  of  a   ten- 
year-old  child.  (Odeon,  Chandler,  Okla.)  First 
National  has  mighty  good  pictures  but  this  is  a 

lemon  of  the  first  water.  Not  an  ounce  of  en- 
tertainment. No  connection  of  a   story  or  to  the 

above  title.  (Princess,  Guttenberg,  Iowa.)  People 

were  disappointed  in  this  one  for  the  reason 

that  they  expected  something  spicy,  but  they 

were  agreeably  disappointed  because  they  liked  it 
anyway.  Turned  out  to  be  a   clean  picture,  which 

is  what  our  gang  wants.  (New  Geneseo,  Geneseo, 

m.)  If  you  want  to  disgust  your  patrons,  above 

all  don’t  pass  up  this  wonderful  piece  of  junk. 
Our  patrons  walked  out  on  this.  First  National 

have  a   lot  of  nerve  to  wish  this  on  exhibitors. 

(Bugg,  Chicago,  HI.)  I   have  seen  a   lot  of  bad 

reports  on  this  one,  but  I   can’t  see  where  it  is  so 
bad.  I   have  paid  double  the  price  for  some  not 

half  so  good.  (K.  P.,  La  Rue,  O.)  One  of  the 

worst  1   have  ever  played.  Absolutely  rotten  from 
the  first  to  the  last  reel.  Lots  of  walkouts  on 

this  show  and  what  few  did  remain  only  stayed 

to  bawl  me  out  when  they  did  come  out.  If 

you  run  this  one,  advertise  that  it  is  rotten,  the 

worst  kind,  and  maybe  they  will  want  to  see  just 
how  rotten  it  is.  (Dixie,  Russellville,  Ky.)  With- 

out exaggeration,  this  is  as  near  nothing  as  I 

have  run  for  many  months.  All  the  action  in  it 

could  have  been  (and  was)  put  in  half  a   reel. 

The  gag  man  on  the  lot  must  have  selected  that 

title,  for  it  sure  was  a   joke.  Second  night  a   total 

loss,  with  no  insurance.  (Trags,  Neillsville,  Wis.) 
There  is  nothing  to  credit  in  this  one.  There  is 

nothing  begun  and  nothing  finished.  Don't  buy 
it  at  any  price.  It  is  absolutely  impossible.  I 

could  not  tell  you  why  First  National  ever  put 

a   picture  like  this  out.  (Cozy,  Winchester,  Ind.) 

Pretty  good  program  picture.  Lots  of  action  but 
too  much  repeating  talk.  Seems  it  was  awful 
draggy,  even  with  all  the  thrills  in  it.  Too  light 

s^ry  for  my  Sunday  crowd.  All  right  on  an 
off  night  but  my  folks  want  to  see  a   real  Sunday 
show  with  heart  touching  scenes  and  human  ap- 

peal. Too  many  would-be  actors  in  this  one. 
(Royal,  Kimball,  S.  D.)  Misnamed.  But  a   good 
program  offering.  Business  fair.  (Grand,  Ranier, Ore.) 

PARISIAN  NIGHTS.  FBO,  Lou  Tcllagen. 
Hammerstoin.  Gaston  Glass,  Renee  Adorcc, 

.278.  A   good  picture  that  pleased  average  busl- 
ess. (Odeon,  Chandler,  Okla.)  Acclaimed  good 

y   patrons,  and  from  an  artistic  standpoint  same 
9   splendid.  This  is  not  a   small  town  picture, 
owever.  Will  please  better  class  of  fans  and  the 

0   ers  will  not  complain.  Go  ahead  and  book  it. 

F.  B.  O.  will  treat  you  right.  (Palace,  Mt.  Pleas- 

ant, Tex.)  This  picture  pleased  a   big  crowd.  It 

seemed  to  be  just  what  they  wanted.  (Electric, 
Chillicothe.  Mo.)  Good,  different.  Showing  things 

one  don’t  often  see.  Therefore,  interesting.  Clever 
acting.  A   little  rough  in  spots.  Personally  I 

liked  it.  (Community,  David  City,  Neb.) 

PEACOCK  FEATHERS,  U,  Jacqueline  Logan, 
Cullen  Landis,  Ward  Crane,  George  Fawcett, 

6,747. — ^Very  good  production  by  Universal,  but  I 

don’t  know  what  is  wrong  that  I   can’t  satisfy 
them.  Don't  make  any  difference  what  I   play, 
good  or  bad.  Someone  will  kick  all  the  time,  so 
just  have  to  forget  the  knocks  and  spread  the 

good  comments.  (Royal,  Kimball,  D.)  Not  a 

big  special  but  a   nice  little  picture  which  pleased 
all  the  women  and  most  of  the  men.  Some 

comedy  touches  which  help  put  it  over.  Film  was 

good.  (Hammond,  Hammond,  Wis.)  A   very  good 
program  offering  but  a   poor  title.  Business  light. 

Seven  reels.  (Grand,  Rainier,  Ore.)  Another  good 
Universal  Jewel.  I   have  now  played  eight  of  the 

Second  White  List,  and  the  box  office  receipts 
show  better  than  any  eight  pictures  that  I   have 

run  out  of  Paramount’s  block.  Seven  reels. 
(Cozy,  Fayette,  la.)  Fairly  good  program  picture. 
Seven  reels.  (Lily,  Buffalo,  N.  Y.) 

PEOPLE  VS.  NANCY  PRESTON,  THE,  PDC, 

Marguerite  dc  la  Mottc,  John  Bowers,  Frankie 

Dario,  David  Butler.  Gertrude  Short,  Ray  Gallag- 

her, Jackie  Saunders,  7. — This  one  was  a   good 
one.  Well  acted  but  no  good  for  a   small  town. 
We  get  too  much  of  the  same  in  real  life.  The 

people  of  today  do  not  care  for  that  kind.  We 
sure  lose  money  on  these  kind  of  shows.  Why 

the  producer  puts  out  this  kind  I   cannot  under- 
stand. Why  put  such  on  and  make  us  take  them 

and  pay  a   good  price  for  same  ?   The  sooner 

the  producer  wakes  up  to  the  fact  that  the  pub- 

lic don’t  want  them  the  better.  (Amuse,  ̂ rt, 
Mich.)  Poor  title.  Poor  direction.  Poor  story. 
Poor  acting.  Poor  business.  Poor  advertising 

matter.  In  other  words,  it’s  a   miss.  (Highland, 
Guthrie,  Okla.)  A   crackerjack  of  a   mystery  pio 

ture,  but  did  not  draw  here.  Plenty  of  opposition. 

I.  O.  O.  F.  banquet  and  basket  ball  game.  Pro- 
ducers have  a   good  program  thb  year.  Seven 

reels.  (Polo,  Polo,  111.) 

PERCY,  P,  Charles  Ray,  Barbara  Bedford,  Betty 

Blythe,  Charlie  Murray,  Joseph  Kllgonr,  Louise 

Dresser,  Victor  McLaglcn,  6. — An  excellent  Ray 
vehicle,  although  Murray  as  Holy  Joe  almost  steals 

the  show.  It  has  good  comedy  and  action  in  it. 

It  should  please  on  a   Saturday  night.  We  did 

extra  advertising  on  this,  but  it  did  not  pay  for 

itself.  Too  many  counter  attractions.  ("Y”  Naza- 
reth, Pa.)  Good  film.  This  was  a   fair  picture 

with  Charlie  Murray,  Louise  Dresser,  Barbara 

Bedford  and  Betty  Blythe  in  support  of  Ray.  It's 
rather  a   slow  picture  until  the  last  reel.  How- 

ever, we  couldn’t  advise  anyone  to  book  it,  as 
there  are  lots  better,  and  the  film  of  this  was  so 

dark  that  there  was  only  about  one-third  of  the 
picture  which  we  could  see.  (Rialto,  Sharon, 

Wis.)  The  kind  Charles  used  to  make.  This  one 
had  lots  of  action  and  some  good  acting,  too,  and 

it  pleased,  and  that’s  the  main  point.  (Halfway. 

Halfway,  Mich.)  Darned  if  Charlie  Ray  didn't 
come  back  in  a   good  one.  I   haven’t  yet  been  able 

to  get  over  the  effects  of  “The  Girl  I   Loved”  and 
this  was  a   welcome  surprise.  Good  bet  for  small 

town.  Six  reels.  (Harris,  Bancroft,  Idaho.) 

PHANTOM  OF  THE  OPERA,  THE,  U,  Lon 

Chaney,  Mary  Philbln,  Norman  Kerry,  Arthur 

Edmund  Carewc,  8,464. — Quite  a   novelty.  Will 

go  over  and  satisfy  the  average  fan.  Made  a 
nice  little  sum  after  paying  a   good  price  for  the 

picture.  Play  it,  you  won't  regret  it.  (Strand. 
Atmore,  Ala.)  This  is  a   wonderful  picture.  I   was 
afraid  it  was  not  a   small  town  picture.  Too 
much  rental  to  make  any  money.  Otherwise  good. 

(Grand,  Yoakum,  Tex.)  Everything  phantom. 

Opera  house  had  one :   my  patrons  were  all  phan- 
tom; the  money  In  the  till  was  all  phantom.  Only 

thing  real  was  the  red  ink  I   used  in  the  ledger. 
Worked  harder  and  spent  more  money  on  this 

than  any  other  picture.  Actual  attendance  not 

even  up  to  regular  Wednesday-Thursday  mark. 
(Texas.  Grand  Prairie,  Tex.)  Lost  money  on  this. 

The  fans  liked  it  but  the  once-in-awhiles  didn’t 
know  what  it  was  all  about.  Not  a   small  town 

picture  unless  you  have  dyed-in-wool  fans.  (Star, 
Montevideo,  Minn.)  A   good  picture  but  not  for 
a   small  town.  Spent  a   bunch  of  good  dollars  for 

exploitation  but  they  just  wouldn’t  come  in.  Lost 
money  on  this  one.  (New  Liberty,  Carnegie,  Okla.) 

This  is  a   good  one  if  you  don’t  take  it  too  seri- 
ously. (Kappyland,  Port  Gibson,  Miss.)  Poor 

business.  An  elaborate  melodrama  well  produced, 

bat  a   frost  with  us.  One  third  of  a   house  the 

first  night  and  less  the  second.  Did  not  take  In 

enough  both  nights  to  pay  film  rental.  Lost  more 
on  this  much  touted  picture  than  on  any  other  In 

two  years.  We  confess  to  paying  twice  what  It 
was  worth  for  which  we  blame  only  ourselves. 

We  are  getting  very  tired  of  paying  long  prices 
for  alleged  specials  and  then  turning  over  the 

gross  receipts  to  some  producer  that  our  vaunted 

prestige  may  not  suffer.  Since  showing  "Tho 
Phantom  of  The  Opera”  have  made  up  oar  weak 

mind  that  if  we  can’t  buy  a   picture  at  a   price 
that  will  give  us  a   chance  to  at  least  break  even 
we  will  prefer  to  lose  a   little  prestige  rather  thav 

any  more  money.  (Poramouiit,  Okanogan,  Wis.* 
Good  picture  but  not  for  a   small  town.  Wish 

had  passed  this  one  up.  (Liberty  &   Melba,  Car- 

negie, Okla.)  Massive,  beautiful.  Well  made  pro- 

duction. Spooky  and  gruesome.  They  won’t  like 
it  but  will  come  out  of  curiosity.  It  is  a   big 

wonderful  production.  (Liberty,  Pasco,  Wash.) 
It  has  been  a   nximber  of  months  since  I   made 

any  reports  on  pictures  that  I   have  run,  but  after 

viewing  the  above  picture,  I   just  had  to  let  you 

exhibitors  know  what  a   wonderful  picture  "The 
Phantom  of  the  Opera”  Is.  To  say  that  this  pic- 

ture is  great  would  be  an  injustice.  It  is  superb, 
wonderful,  wonderful.  In  my  opinion  there  has 
never  been  made  a   picture  that  is  more  pleasing 

all  the  way  from  start  to  finish.  Lon  Chaney 

simply  outdoes  himself  as  the  Phantom.  All  of 

my  patrons  went  out  of  the  way  to  tell  me  that 
was  the  best  picture  in  this  town  ever.  As  far  os 

I   know  I   played  this  picture  for  tho  first  time 
in  the  state.  I   did  not  make  any  money  on  It, 

as  Universal  stuck  a   very  high  rental  on  It  and 

nearly  all  I   took  in  on  it  went  to  them.  I   am 
very  well  satisfied,  though,  that  every  one  of  my 

patrons  were  pleased,  even  if  I   did  not  make  any- 
thing, If  you  can  buy  this  picture  right,  you  will 

make  no  mistake  by  playing  and  raise  your  admis- 
sion prices.  (Star,  Tuokerman,  Ark.)  A   great 

picture.  I’ll  agree  to  that,  certainly,  but  the  worst 
bust  at  the  box  office  I’ve  had  for  many  a   long 
day.  Priced  out  of  all  reason  for  the  small  town, 

which,  of  course,  is  my  fault  too.  But  it  is  not  a 

picture  that  my  people  want  to  see  at  least.  Some 
liked  it.  I   did  myself.  Too  horrible  and  nothing 

good  or  wholesome  to  take  away  with  you.  Never 

again  for  me.  It’s  the  last  of  this  kind  I'll  ever 
try  and  put  over.  (Star,  Menard,  Tex.)  Good 

playing  and  quite  a   novelty  for  small  town,  but 
will  satisfy  most  of  them.  Film  good.  (Wallace 

Opera,  Wallace,  Neb.)  A   little  too  gruesome  for 
average  patron.  I   thought  it  a   wonderful  piece 

of  work  and  heaid  a   few  others  express  same 

opinion.  Big  business  first  night  and  a   flop  the 

next.  (Capitol,  Delphos,  O.)  Quite  a   lemon  to 

play  in  Laugh  Month.  Did  not  go  here.  We  all 
know  that  Chaney  can  act,  but  why  the  ugly 

gruesome  face.  Every  time  it  showed  the  phan- 
tom on  the  screen  children  screamed  and  people 

walked  out.  Paid  more  for  "The  Phantom  of  tho 
Opera”  than  any  that  I   have  run  since  1919.  I 
agree  with  J.  S.  Walker,  of  Grand  Prairie,  Texas, 

that  it  won’t  go  over  in  a   small  town,  if  they  pay 
as  high  a   rental  os  they  charged  ua.  Why?  Be- 

cause by  the  time  the  exchange  take  their  share 

there  isn’t  anything  left  for  the  exhibitor.  If  I 

had  a   program  picture  booked  instead  of  "The 
Phantom,"  would  have  made  more  jack  and  to 
boot  would  have  gotten  results.  (Wapato,  Wap- 

ato.  Wash.)  A   very  gruesome  but  interesting 

play.  I   consider  it  only  a   fair  box  office  attrac- 

tion, while  the  settings  are  expensive  and  elabor- 
ate. (Avgonne,  Akron,  Ind.)  A   magnificent  pro- 

duction. The  acting  of  Chaney  was  wonderful. 

Some  thought  it  great,  others  did  not  care  for 

it  at  all,  but  it  created  a   good  deal  of  talk.  Busi- 
ness as  good  as  could  be  expected  in  view  of  lo- 

cal conditions.  (Grand,  Rainier,  Ore.)  Big  pic- 
ture. No  question  about  it,  Wonderful  acting 

on  the  part  of  Lon  Chaney,  but  I   can't  see  where 
Mary  Philbin  and  Norman  Kerry  are  so  good. 

They  get  by  and  that's  all.  Did  a   big  business 
on  it,  even  though  I   am  in  a   small  town,  but  the 

picture  is  gruesome.  A   school  teacher  told  me  she 
left  the  light  burning  all  night  after  she  saw  It. 

Chaney’s  makeup  creates  talk  and  they  will  come 
to  see  it  through  curiosity.  The  big  colored  scenes 
are  wonderful.  (Bonham,  Prairie  du  Sac,  Wis.) 

This  is  just  a   great  big  picture.  ^Vhen  that  is 
said,  enough  said.  Is  worth  about  half  the  price 

Universal  is  getting  for  it.  Sure  took  a   flop. 

(Monticello  Opera  Mouse,  Monticello,  la.)  Big 

massive  picture  but  somehow  or  other  it  did  not 
give  general  satisfaction.  Drawing  power  not  so 
good  for  small  town.  (Palace,  Waupaca,  Wis.) 

Wonderful  picture  but  why  producers  spend  tho 
time,  talent  and  money  on  such  a   production  Is 

beyond  me.  Everyone  thought  it  was  a   terrible 
picture.  Lost  money.  (McTodd,  Willoughby,  O.) 

The  poorest  business  getter  we  ever  showed.  A 
complete  flop  the  second  night.  If  you  have  a 
small  town  theatre,  leave  this  one  alone.  (Star, 

Fowler,  Colo.)  Terrible  any  way  you  look  at  It, 

unless  you  are  running  a   crazy  house.  (E.  P.> 

Pittsfield,  111.)  A   very  lavish  production  with 

beautiful  colored  film  in  several  parts  of  the  fea- 
ture. Opened  to  good  business  first  night,  poor 

second,  and  worse  third.  Oversold  to  me  about 
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one-third  the  price.  Many  good  comments,  while 

others  said  "The  Hunchback"  was  much  better, 
making  a   wide  difference  in  opinion.  Think  60 

cents  admission  was  cause  of  big  slump  in  at- 
tendance, although  roads  were  blocked  with  snow. 

(Cozy,  Fayette,  Iowa.)  This  is  one  of  Lon 

Chancy’s  best.  For  those  who  like  this  mysteri- 
ous and  gruesome  kind  of  a   picture,  it  has  it  all 

there  and  then  some.  Pleased  about  60  per  cent 
of  oar  patrons  generally.  Print  was  only  fair; 

business  was  poor  on  account  of  weather  and 

print  getting  in  one  day  later  than  we  had  ad- 
vertised it.  Play  it  when  you  can  afford  it.  Uni- 

versal will  treat  you  right  if  you  work  with  them. 

(Long's,  Cadiz,  O.)  Very  good  picture  in  every 
respect  and  a   good  drawing  card,  but  weather 

against  it.  (Liberty,  Sunice,  La.)  Poorest  picture 

you  can  buy  for  a   small  town.  Lay  off  this  one. 
Ten  reels.  (Crystal,  Earlville,  la.)  While  we 
showed  this  picture  during  Lent,  and  therefore 
failed  to  make  much  profit,  I   consider  it  one  of  the 

greatest  screen  attractions  X   ever  saw.  People 

said  it  kept  them  awake  nights,  but  ail  thought 
it  wonderful.  Ten  reels.  (Empress,  Owensboro, 

Ky.)  A   mighty  good  picture.  Good  drawing 

power.  (Casino,  Sac  City,  la.)  Patrons  were 
well  pleased  with  this  picture.  It  keeps  them  on 
the  end  of  their  seats  until  the  last  reel.  Busi- 

ness was  good.  Lon  Chaney  a   wonder.  We  had 

16  people  fainted  during  the  week’s  showing.  Peo- 
pie  went  out  talking  and  it  helped  bring  crowds. 

Twelve  reels.  (Benn,  Philadelphia,  Pa.)  A   great 

big  wonderful  production.  A   big  town  show,  over 
the  head  of  60  per  cent  of  the  people.  In  com- 

munity towns  they  liked  it  but  did  not  know  what 

it  was  all  about.  (Silver  Family,  Greenville, 
Mich.)  A   real  special.  Opinion  of  audience  di- 

vided. Some  liked  it.  some  didn’t,  ethers  liked 

"The  Hunchback  of  Notre  Dame"  better.  A 
spooky,  fantastic  picture  that  some  dream  about 

and  others  don’t  like.  On  the  whole  it  is  a   very 
good  picture.  .   Ten  reels.  (Char-Bell.  Rochester, 
Ind.) 

PLAYING  WITH  SOULS,  FN.  Jacnueline  Lo- 

gan,  Mary  Astor,  Olve  Brook,  William  Collier, 
Jr.,  Beale  Bennett,  Jaseph  Swickard,  5,831.— This 

is  a   great  picture.  Gripping  and  interesting  with 

a   message.  (Palace,  Aurora,  Ind.)  Extra  fine 
story,  well  acted  and  directed.  Many  liked  it  bet- 

ter than  many  so-called  specials.  (Crystal, 
Ligonier,  Ind.)  A   bad  night  for  any  play.  There 

are  numerous  rich  episodes  in  this  play  but  they 
are  badly  connected.  The  audience  lost  interest. 
The  jump  from  babyhood  to  adolescence  and  from 

profound  misery  in  one  scene  to  happy  marriage 

in  the  next  failed  to  preserve  continuity  of  in- 

terest. It  needs  to  be  rewritten.  (Elite-Kozy, 
Metropolis,  111.) 

PLEASURE  BUYERS,  THE.  W.  Irene  Rich, 

Clive  Brook,  7. — This  is  a   good  mystery  picture 
and,  while  changed  from  the  story  somewhat  do 

not  think  it  hurts.  Irene  Rich  as  good  as  al- 
ways and  a   more  pleasing  role  for  her  than  soma 

of  the  last.  Good  cast,  well  done,  interest  well 

sustained.  Pleased  my  crowd.  I   am  well  pleased 

with  Warners’  product  this  season.  (Bijou,  Beach, 
N.  D.)  A   splendid  program  picture.  Clean  and 

entertaining.  Gave  satisfaction.  (Silver  Family, 
Greenville,  Mich.) 

PONY  EXPRESS.  TEE.  FP,  Betty  Coiapwm, 

Ricardo  Cortez,  Ernest  Torrence,  Wallace  Beery, 

10.— Quite  satisfactory  in  every  way,  not  the  least 
being  that  of  bringing  out  the  history  of  the 

Northwest  in  an  interesting  way.  That  nsan 

Beery  has  such  &   good  acting  face.  Why  doesn’t 
he  advance?  (Elite-Kozy,  Metropolis,  Bl.)  A 
commendable  picture  with  a   large  share  of  credit 

to  Ricardo  Cortez.  Wallace  Beery  and  Ernest 

Torrence  also  good.  Did  not  draw  strong  at  box 

office  due  to  opposition  and  seemingly  tiring  of 

hig  y/esterns.  (Orpheum,  Pipestone.  Minn.) 
Jumping  Jerusalem  1   A   whole  volume  of  history 

®optelning  a   terrific  wallop.  Absorbing ;   enter- 
taining ;   laughable ;   thrilling ;   very,  very  human 

end  a   great  plot.  Ernest  Torrence  as  Ascension 

Jones,  the  preacher,  is  fine :   Cortez  as  a   two-gun 

man  is  superb ;   Betty  Compson.  with  vamp-paint 
discarded,  is  a   darn  sweet  girl ;   and  hats  off  to 

Wallace  Beery,  the  most  likable  rogue  ever!  Cruze 

gives  a   wonderful  entertaining  epic  of  the  Old  V/est 

which  will  linger  long  in  one's  memory  and  the 
American  people  should  honor  Mr.  Cruze  in  some 

unusual  manner  for  his  several  wonderful  historic 

Western  masterpieces,  of  which  this  is  the  best. 

(Rex,  Salmon.  Idaho.)  In  my  opinion,  had  this 
been  heralded  as  much  in  advance  as 

The  Covered  Wagon’’  and  given  the  same  pub- 
licity it  would  have  been  pronounced  by  a   ma- 
jority of  movie  fans  as  the  best  picture  of  the 

two,  although  Beery  steals  the  show  from  Torrence 
in  this.  (Grand  &   Gem,  Cooper.  Tex.)  This  is 
r&ttiing  good  entertainment,  with  the  exception 
hat  it  is  a   little  too  long.  Too  much  footage 
that  could  have  been  condensed  and  made  a 
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Numerals  indicate  length  of  pic- 
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snappier  picturo.  The  first  night  half  the  house 
were  on  their  feet  going  for  the  door  with  about 
three  hundred  feet  to  run.  There  was  a   clinch 

scene,  then  the  picture  had  to  dispose  of  Rhode 

Island  Red,  sort  of  a   semi-climax  that  is  irritat- 

ing because  the  minute  a   "clinch”  scene  shows 
up  in  a   picture  toward  the  end  half  the  house 
grabs  their  wraps  and  hats  and  are  on  their  way. 

Business  below  normal.  (Columbia.  Columbia 

City.  Ind.)  Another  picture  that  will  live  for- 
ever. Did  only  a   fair  business  on  this,  but  this 

was  due  to  the  extreme  cold  spell.  I   can  add  noth- 
ing to  what  other  exhibitors  have  said.  Anybody 

that  does  not  play  this  is  just  hurting  himself. 

Some  thought  it  better  than  "The  Covered 
Wagon.”  but  it  will  be  a   long  time  before  they 
make  one  that  will  heat  it.  Wallace  Beery  cannot 
be  beaten  in  this  one.  In  fact,  this  picture  has 

put  a   halo  around  his  head  in  the  box  office. 

Book  it,  even  if  you  have  to  mortgage  the  theatre 

to  pay  for  it.  (Leeds.  Leeds,  la.)  This  must  he 
that  100  per  cent  picture  you  have  dreamed  about. 
(Texas,  Grand  Prairie,  Tex.)  This  picture  went 

over  big  2   days.  My  patrons  raved  about  it. 
(Lincoln,  Milwaukee.  Wls.)  Everyone  enjoyed 

this  picture,  but  it  is  not  a   successor  to  "The 
Covered  Wagon"  as  far  as  publicity  and  drawing 
power  goes.  They  gave  us  a   fair  percentage  deal, 
but  business  first  two  nights  was  disappointing. 
Think  we  would  have  done  better  if  we  had 

played  it  after  the  Twin  Cities  run,  as  we  would 

have  had  the  benefit  of  their  advertising.  (Ham- 

mond, Hammond,  Wis.)  This  is  an  exceptionally 
good  historical  subject  that  drew  extra  business 

in  adverse  weather.  Heavy  advertising  was  nulli- 

fied by  extreme  cold  weather.  (Chimes,  Cedar- 

burg,  Wis.  )   Excellent  picture.  Better  than  "The 
Wagon.”  Broke  our  Sunday  house  records.  (Char- 
Bell,  Rochester,  Ind.)  Entertaining  picture  of 

the  romantic  early  West,  with  Wallace  Beery  as 

usual  running  away  with  the  honors.  Ricardo 

Cortez  gets  away  fairly  well  in  his  first  Western 

part,  but  our  people  thought  Betty  Compson  mis- 
cast. Will  get  over  good  where  Western  features 

are  liked.  (Crossett,  Crossett,  Ark.)  While  I   did 

not  break  any  house  records  with  this  one,  I 

pleased  the  fans  that  did  come  out.  This  picture 
will  stand  an  increase  in  admission.  I   consider 

the  story  as  good  as  "The  Wagon."  However,  it’s 
not  as  big  a   production.  Charged  IW-36  cents 

with  no  kicks.  Some  said,  "It's  better  than  'The 
Wagon.’  "   A   few  came  back  to  see  it  the  second 

night.  Plenty  of  good  comedy  to  put  it  over.  West- 
ern fans  will  surely  enjoy  it.  (Fairy,  Knox, 

Ind.)  A   very  fair  picture.  Cast  great.  In  same 

class  as  "The  Covered  Wagon,”  "The  Iron  Horse," 
"North  of  36."  I   can’t  see  where  one  has  it  over 

the  other,  only  "The  Covered  Wagon"  had  bl8>- 
geat  draft  at  box  office.  (Silver  Family.  Green- 

ville, Mich.)  Here  is  one  of  the  best  pictures 

of  the  year.  To  me  it  was  better  than  "The 
Covered  Wagon."  Story  much  better  to  follow 

than  "The  Covered  Wagon."  A   real  treat  to  any- 
one, and  educates  too.  (Palace,  Clifton  Heights, 

Pa.)  The  right  kind  for  the  small  town.  His- 

torical and  plenty  of  action  and  a   good  cast. 

(Sunshine.  Darlington,  Ind)  Here  is  the  type  of 

picture  the  American  public  wants,  as  the  box 
office  will  prove.  It  has  comedy  and  romance 

with  plenty  of  action.  Drew  very  well.  More 
like  this  one  will  be  appreciated  by  alt.  (New 

Geneseo.  Gencsco,  III.)  Had  this  on  March  6   and 

7,  two  days.  Both  had  stormy  nights  and  then 

made  good.  Can’t  lose  on  it.  boys.  Book  it  and 

make  hay.  You’ve  got  to  hand  it  to  Wallace 
Beery  to  bring  in  the  bacon.  Scenes  all  wonder- 

ful. (Liberty,  Channing,  Mich.)  This  is  a   won- 
derfully pleasing  picture  and  the  name  draws 

the  kind  of  people  that  the  picture  pleases  most. 
It  was  very  satisfactory  at  the  box  office  and  in 

its  after  effects,  as  it  is  good  enough  to  cause 

people  to  remember  it  for  some  time.  (Grand, 

Pierre,  S.  B.)  A   wonderful  audience  picture. 

Got  big  crowds  and  delighted  every  class  of  patron. 
Western  historical  drama  that  ranks  as  best  of 

the  year.  Wallace  Beery  is  at  his  best,  likewise 
Torrence.  Ricardo  Cortez  makes  magnificent 
Western  star  and  as  a   gun  man  excels  Bill  Hart 

and  is  much  more  pleasant  to  look  at.  You  can 

bank  on  this  one  and  have  something  for  the 

bank  the  next  day.  (Temple,  Bcllaire,  O.)  Great! 

Beery  and  Torrence  run  away  with  the  show.  In 

some  respects  better  than  "The  Covered  Wagon." 
Paramount,  on  Western  pictures,  is  still  Para- 

mount. We  made  some  money.  (Palace,  Ash- 

land. O.)  Very  good.  Will  please  about  96  per 
cent.  Step  on  it  end  you  will  send  them  home 

fully  satisfied.  (Grand.  Yoakum,  Tex.)  Not  half 

as  good  as  "The  Covered  Wagon,"  as  Paramount 
claimed  it  would  he.  However,  good  picture  and 
will  do  some  business  if  bought  right  (Liberty, 

Kalispell,  Mont.)  Did  a   very  good  business  on 
this  and,  while  it  was  a   good  picture,  did  not 

come  up  to  my  expectations.  Patrons,  however, 

seemed  satisfied,  so  what’s  the  difference  what  I 
expected?  (Rialto,  New  England,  N.  D.)  Ex- 

ceptional Western  picture  with  a   historical  value 

to  it.  If  your  patrons  like  Western  action  pic- 
tures buy  it.  (Lyric,  Hartington.  Neb.)  Another 

Paramount  Western  flop,  although  an  exceptional 

picture.  Very  well  produced.  Excellent  acting  by 

all,  hut  all  this  can’t  put  it  over  at  the  box  office. 

If  you  do  good  on  Westerns,  don’t  pass  this  up. 
(Bugg,  Chicago,  III.)  A   splendid  historical  drama, 
hut  only  a   moderate  success  for  us.  Advertised 

heavily,  too.  Couldn't  seem  to  hammer  big  things 
into  them.  Received  as  a   plain  Western.  (Rus- 

sell, Somerset,  O.)  Very  fine  picture.  By  oil 

iDean.<i  play  it,  A   credit  to  any  house.  (Gem, 
Alton,  111.)  Considered  it  a   better  picture  than 

"The  Covered  Wagon."  Did  not,  of  course,  draw 
as  well.  (S.  T.,  Parker.  S.  D.)  This  was  good. 
Pleased  and  drew  very  well.  (Majestic.  Camden, 

S.  C.)  A   very  good  play.  Better  than  "The 
Covered  Wagon."  Pleased  majority  of  people. 
Nasty  weather  two  nights.  Buy  it  and  advertise 

it.  You  can’t  go  wrong.  (Family,  Attica,  N.  Y.) 
An  excellent  picture.  Patrons  divided  on  whether 

this  was  better  than  "The  Covered  Wagon." 
Wallace  Beery  almost  stole  the  show  and  Torrence 
was  fine,  too.  Cortez  makes  a   fine  hero  and 

Bancroft  was  a   dandy  heavy.  Betty  had  such  a 
small  role  it  is  hard  to  judge  her  work.  Pleased 

our  people  immensely  and  drew  a   large  attend- 

ance. (Star,  Hay  Springs,  Neb.)  "The  Pony 

Express”  is  a   winner  and  equal  to  "The  Covered 

Wagon."  It  represents  history  better  than  “The 
Covered  Wagon,”  as  it  is  not  over-done.  Betty 
Compson  is  a   general  favorite  in  this  locality 

and  is  ably  supported  by  Ricardo  Cortez,  and  as 

you  know  Wallace  Beery  and  Ernest  Torrence 

always  accomplish  their  parts  to  a   T.  Beery 

especially  conies  in  for  a   handful  of  laughs. 

(Acadia.  Crowley,  La.)  A   box  office  attraction 
but  needs  a   lot  of  local  publicity  to  put  it  over. 

Is  not  sold  to  your  patrons  like  "The  Ten  Com- 
mandments" or  "The  Covered  Wagon,”  but  you 

get  busy  and  get  them  in  and  you  will  give  them 

very  satisfactory  entertainment.  (Cozy,  Win- 
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Chester,  Ind.)  Here  is  a   picture  that  we  believe 

is  equal  if  not  better  than  "The  Covered  Wagon." 

We  used  it  new  and  struck  bad  weather  so  can’t 
say  how  it  will  draw.  Get  it  and  go  your  best. 

You  will  win.  (Palace.  Long  Pine,  Neb.)  Broke 

all  records.  Pleased  100  per  cent.  Many  ex- 
pressed themselves  in  stating  that  this  picture 

was  better  than  "The  Covered  Wagon.”  Others 
liked  it  as  well.  It  is  one  of  the  best  pictures 

we  have  ever  shown.  (Auditorium.  Revillo.  S.  D.) 

Great  show  for  any  house.  Cruze  hits  the  hall 

again.  Belongs  with  the  biggest  ones.  Grossed 

less  than  we  thought  it  would  but  roads  are  all 

blocked.  (Cresco.  Cresco,  Iowa.)  Another  good 

one  that  pleases  everyone.  Many  said  better  than 

"Covered  Wagon”  but  I   could  not  see  it,  either 
from  the  standpoint  of  acting  or  from  box  office, 

but  it  is  a   h — 1   of  a   good  one.  Film  good. 
(Strand,  Ransom,  Kan.)  Very  poor  first  night. 

I   can  say  what  others  did,  the  best  thing  and 

nearest  to  "The  Covered  Wagon"  achievement. 
It  sure  is  a   big  and  costly  production,  but  the 

opening  night  disappointed  me.  Extra  advertis- 
ing, but  somehow  it  did  not  draw  anywhere  near 

to  compare  with  "The  Covered  Wagon.”  Both 
nights  brought  in  less  people  than  first  night  on 

"The  Covered  Wagon,”  so  I   guess  I’ll  say  good 
picture  to  loss.  (Royal.  Kimball,  S.  D.)  Good 

enough  for  any  house.  Ran  three  days.  Held  up 

fine.  Advertise  it  big;  it  won’t  fall  down  on  you. 
(Rosewin,  Dallas,  Tex.)  Paramount  has  rung 

the  bell  again  with  this  one.  A   masterpiece  in 

the  estimation  of  my  patrons,  and  a   majority 

call  it  better  than  "The  Covered  Wagon,”  but, 
of  course,  it  does  not  have  nearly  the  drawing 

power,  but  it  is  good  and  worth  boosting  to  the  limit. 

Film  good.  (Strand,  Ransom,  Kan.)  A   truly  won- 

derful production  from  every  angle,  but  it  pulled 
only  about  26  per  cent  as  many  admissions  as 

"The  Covered  Wagon”  and  I   worked  hard  on  the 
advertising  too.  Am  not  kicking  at  that  as  I 

showed  a   profit  and  that’s  always  better  than  red 

ink.  I’ll  say  so.  (Strand,  Paoli,  Ind.)  Although 
I   read  a   good  many  praise  this  very  much.  I 

barely  made  expenses  in  two  days.  Good  West- 

ern. (Regent,  Bogota,  N.  J.)  We  played  tbe 

three  days  to  good  business.  It  dropped  off  quite 

a   bit  on  the  third  day  of  our  showing.  It’s  al- 

most another  "Covered  Wagon."  The  work  of 
Wallace  Beery  was  very  fine.  It  is  interesting 

from  start  to  finish.  (”Y.”  Nazareth,  Pa.) 
This  picture  went  over  big  two  days.  A   100  per 
cent  picture.  They  all  raved  about  it  Book  it 

and  advertise  it  strong.  You  will  fill  all  your 

seats  to  capacity.  Good  box  office  bet  (Coliseum, 
Annawan,  111.)  Good  high  class  Western  but  not 

as  good  as  "The  Covered  Wagon.”  Did  not  draw 
half  the  business  that  “The  Wagon”  did.  Rental 
entirely  too  high.  (Photoplay.  Ashland.  Kan.) 
I   played  this  a   couple  of  months  ago  and  found 

it  to  be  one  of  the  best  big  Westerns  ever  pro- 

duced. Right  along  in  line  with  "The  Wagon,” 
according  to  what  my  patrons  said.  It  is  very, 

very  good.  (American.  Wautoma,  Wis. )   An  A-1 
picture  and  pleased  100  per  cent.  Lots  said  as 

good  as  "The  Covered  Wagon.”  (Capitol.  Hart- 
ley. la.)  A   very  good  picture.  Entire  cast 

good  in  their  parts.  Just  average  business,  al- 
though used  extensive  exploitation.  (Capitol, 

Dciphos,  O. )   Better  than  “The  Covered  Wagon” 
and  "North  of  36.”  Two  days  to  fair  business. 
(Whynot,  Greenfield,  Ind.) 

PRAIRIE  PIRATE,  THE,  PDC,  Harry  Carey, 

Jean  Dumas,  Lloyd  Whitlock,  Trilby  Clark,  Rob- 
ert Edeson,  $. — Good  action  picture.  In  fact 

about  the  best  I   have  ever  shown  of  this  star 

but  have  not  shown  many,  as  the  first  two  I   ever 

ran  were  worse  than  nothing,  on  the  Universal 

program,  and  have  been  off  of  him  since.  (Gem, 

Batesville,  Ark.)  Not  enough  money  in  it  to 

justify  rental  for  film.  Just  a   good  Western. 

(Ritz,  Spokane,  Wash.)  As  good  as  any  Harry 
Carey  I   have  seen,  but  he  is  too  old  and  looks 

it.  (Strand.  Alma,  Mich.)  Exceptionally  good 

picture.  Something  different  in  the  way  of  action 

entertainment.  (Illinois,  Sullivan,  111.) 

PRETTY  LADIES,  MGM,  ZaSa  Pitts,  Tom 

Moore,  Ann  Pennington,  Gwen  Lee,  Lilyan 

Tashman,  Paul  Ellis,  5,828. — Dandy  little  picture. 
Pleased  ladies  100  per  cent  and  men  enjoyed  it 

about  as  well.  When  you  run  it,  tall  the  men 

to  take  a   seat  in  the  baldheadcd  row  and  they 

will  think  they  are  at  the  Follies.  (Lyric,  Harri- 
son, Ark.)  Give  your  patrons  a   treat  and  take 

one  yourself.  All  the  color  and  richness  of  the 

Ziegfeld  Follies  brought  before  your  very  eyes. 

Would  not  class  this  as  a   leg  sho’w,  but  they  can 
be  seen  in  great  numbers.  Scenes  in  technicolor 

added  materially  and  we  were  pleased  and  sur- 

prised to  find  our  best  patrons  attending,  although 

we  advertised  it  as  a   fast  stepping  show  with 

Ann  Pennington  doing  the  Charleston.  Nothing 

to  offend  any  broad-minded  person.  Tell  them  it’s 

snappy  and  you’ll  have  no  kicks.  The  three  sheet 
on  the  outside  told  the  story  and  the  people  that 
came  were  not  brought  in  by  force.  (Palace, 

Syracuse,  Neb.)  Well  worth  playing.  Metro  has 

a   real  program  picture  in  "Pretty  Ladies.”  Spe- 
cial. no,  Sunday,  yes.  (Illinois,  Sullivan.  III.) 

Awfully  vulgar  picture  for  small  town.  For  in- 
stance some  of  the  reading  matter  in  this  picture 

is  "I’m  awfully  cold  in  the  region  where  I   sit,” 
and  "I’m  wearing  fur-lined  B.  V.  D.’s,  lest  my 

terminal  gets  frost  bit.”  One  more  like  this  and 

I’ll  be  tarred  and  feathered.  Yet  they  talk  about 
booking  the  whole  works  or  nothing  and  when 

an  exhibitor  runs  a   picture  like  this  in  a   small 

town,  he  is  out  of  luck.  Good  bye,  big  boys ;   here- 

after you’ll  have  to  let  me  pick  around  a   bit 

or  I’ll  close  up  and  go  to  some  region  where  I 
can  sit.  (Pastime,  Sandersville,  Ga.)  Typical 

Metro  picture  with  a   plot  that  takes  a   twist  to- 
ward the  unusual,  but  as  a   whole  is  the  some 

old  story  of  gold  digging  and  chorus  girls.  Nat- 

ural color  photography  and  Ann  Pennington’s 
dancing,  however,  take  it  out  of  the  ordinary 

class  and  will  put  it  over  with  sophisticated  au- 

diences. (Crossett,  Crossett,  Ark.)  This  picture 

drew  fine  for  me,  in  fact,  better  than  any  pro- 
gram picture  that  I   have  had  in  several  weeks. 

The  stage  scenes  done  in  Teohnicolor  aroused  con- 

siderable comment,  as  they  seemed  to  be  more 

perfect  and  more  pretty  than  any  colors  that  have 

appeared  heretofore.  (Acadia,  Crowley,  La.) 
This  has  the  most  beautiful  colorings  of  any  pic- 

ture ever  shown  here.  Book  it.  Drew  big  crowd. 

(Columbia,  Poynette,  Wis.)  Fairly  entertaining. 

Some  pretty  color  photography.  Did  just  fair. 
(Regent,  Bogota,  N.  J.)  Pretty  to  look  at  and 

I   enjoyed  it.  But  this  kind  of  picture  is  not 
much  for  a   family  or  neighborhood.  Did  not 

draw  either.  (Arcadia,  Vandergrift,  Pa.)  This 

is  a   very  beautiful  picture,  well  produced,  but  not 

good  for  small  town  theatres.  (Lyric,  Crete, 

Neb.)  Very  pretty,  and  good  entertainment. 

Technicolor  of  Ziegfeld  Follies  very  good  and  a 

real  eye  full.  (Grand,  Port  Washington.  Wis.) 

Fine  without  a   question  or  doubt,  but  why  don’t 
Metro  make  more  outdoor  pictures?  Big  West- 

erns? They  seem  to  be  getting  the  money  in 
million  dollar  theatres  and  I   know  they  will  for 

me  and  many  other  exhibitors.  (The  Gem, 

Memphis,  Tex.)  Put  this  picture  on  with  a 
Western  feature  and  did  a   good  business  on  Sat- 

urday and  pleased  everybody.  Several  beautiful 
colored  scenes  of  the  Follies.  A   good  story  with 
touches  of  comedy  and  pathos.  Good  cast.  (Prin- 

cess, Chilton,  Wis.)  Not  a   thing  to  this  but  its 
Mlor  and  shots  from  Ziegfeld  Follies.  The  color- 

ing is  very  beautiful,  the  whole  picture  is  beau- 
tiful, all  the  Follies  stuff  is  good.  Tell  them 

about  this,  but  don’t  promise  a   big  picture. 
(Majestic,  Bowie,  Te.x.)  A   very  catchy  title  that 
failed  to  draw.  Beautifully  produced  but  the 
stoiy  had  no  appeal.  (Temple.  Aberdeen,  Miss.) 
Entertaining  and  elaborately  produced.  Business 
about  up  to  usual  standard.  (Grand,  Rainier, 
Ore.)  Can’t  say  much  for  this  one  except  the 
color  scenes.  Color  scenes  go  over  big  in  a 
big  picture  but  the  sentiment  of  our  patrons  on 
this  one  was  "pretty  but  rotten.”  (Regent,  Eu- 

reka. Kan.)  A   very  good  picture.  The  colored 
part  showing  Ziegfeld  Follies  was  wonderful. 
(Rex,  Wahoo.  Neb.)  A   very  pretty  picture. 

Book  it  if  you  want  to  see  “Pretty  Ladies.”  A 
very  good  title.  80  per  cent  pleased.  Six  reels. 
(Opera  House,  Hilbert,  Wis.)  A   very  beautiful 
picture.  The  finest  coloring  of  them  all.  (Silver 
Family,  Greenville,  Mich.) 

PRINCE  OF  BROADWAY,  THE,  Chad..  George 
Walsh,  Alyce  Mills,  Frank  Gampeau,  James  J. 
Jeffries,  5,750. — Better  than  average  program  pic- 

ture. Have  run  "Blue  Blood”  and  "American 
Pluck”  with  the  same  star  and  they  are  all  up to  the  Walsh  standard.  They  are  good  for  a 
change  and  are  sure  to  please  in  the  small 
towns  especially.  (Crown,  Cedar  Point,  Hi.)  Our 
patrons  did  not  like  this  one  much,  but  suppose 
it  is  because  they  are  not  V/alsh  fans.  He  is  not 

popular  here.  (Majestic.  Weiner,  Ark.) 

PRINCE  OP  PEP,  THE,  FBO,  Richard  Tal- 

madgo,  Nola  Lnxford,  Marcellne  Day,  Brindley 

Shaw,  4,911, — My  favorite  star  in  one  of  his  finest 
pictures.  This  one  is  chock  full  of  action.  This 

good  looking  Talmadge  boy  tries  to  see  just  how 

much  he  can  put  into  his  pictures,  I   think.  The 
only  thing  I   regret  is  that  he  does  not  make 

more  than  he  does.  I   don’t  get  to  show  him  as 
often  as  I   would  like.  Hurry  up  with  your  next 

one.  Dick.  (Star,  Tuckerman,  Ark.)  Talmadge  a 

real  bet  In  a   great  picture.  Boys,  if  you  don't 
buy  F.  B.  O.  products  you  had  better  get  busy. 

All  good.  (Ogden,  Ogden,  Utah.)  Pleased,  as 

do  all  of  Richard’s  pictures.  Plenty  of  action  in 
this  one.  Most  dependable  line  of  pictures  on 
the  market.  Keep  the  good  work  up,  Richard. 

(Highland,  Guthrie,  Okla.)  Lota  of  action  and 

that’s  what  it  takes  to  satisfy  most  of  our  patrons. 
(A-Mus-U,  Frederick,  .Okla.)  Good  story  and 

plenty  of  action.  If  they  don’t  like  this  one  they 
should  make  a   date  with  an  undertaker.  (Young’s, 
Lexington,  N.  C.) 

RAINBOW  RILEY.  FN,  Johnny  Hines,  Brenda 

Bond,  Bradley  Barker,  Dan  Mason,  Herbert  Stand- 

ing, ?. — Boy.  this  is  a   knockout,  if  you  ever 

made  one.  If  this  won’t  get  compliments  of  the 
very  best  from  the  public,  they  might  as  well  ??? 
out  and  go  to  Florida.  I   had  the  honor  to  sit 

through  the  picture  and  there  is  not  a   draggy 
moment  in  the  whole  picture.  My  theatre  was 

packed  to  capacity  the  secodd  night  of  this  pic- 

txirs.  (Plainview,  Plainview.  Tex.)  People  said 

it  was  much  better  than  “The  Live  Wire."  He 
certainly  draws  the  business  for  us.  And  comedy. 

Oh  Boy  I   There  is  nothing  like  this  kind  of  com- 
edy drama  in  any  picture  I   have  seen  yet.  (Plain- 

view,  Plainview,  Tex.)  A   good  comedy  program 
and  lots  of  hokum.  Funny.  (Silver  Family, 

Greenville,  Mich.)  Hokum  comedy.  Pretty  light 
for  high  class  audience  but  lots  of  laughs.  Six 

reels.  (Auditorium,  Barrington,  111.) 

RANGE  BUZZARDS.  V.  Pete  Morrison,  S   

Film  condition  good.  Rating  about  90  per  cent. 

Good  for  Sunday.  This  kind  of  shows  make  the 
whole  crowd  feel  gay  and  happy  as  they  are  full 

of  vim.  Plain  everyday  life  but  it  pleases  all. 

(Jewel,  Verndale,  Minn.)  A   good  Western  pic- 
ture. (DeLuxe,  Spearviile,  Kan.)  Fair  Western. 

Star  does  not  draw  much  here.  S^ve  reels.  (Grove, 
Fox  River  Grove,  111.) 

RANGER  OF  THE  BIG  PINES,  THE,  V,  Ken- 

neth Harlan,  Helene  Costello,  7. — Good  picture. 

(Starland,  Stockbridge,  Mich.)  Not  a   bad  pic- 
ture. However,  it  does  not  live  up  to  the  title. 

Not  enough  western  about  it.  as  one  is  led  to 

believe  by  the  posters.  Directing  lacks  consider- 
able. Hero  has  terrific  fight  and  in  next  scene 

does  not  even  have  his  hair  mussed.  Film  good. 

(Strand,  Ransom,  Kans.)  Very  good,  as  the  ac- 
tion is  not  the  same  all  the  way  through.  The 

part  most  exciting  and  Interesting  is  the  place 
where  Miss  Whetherford  (Helene  Costello)  goes 
to  save  her  lover  (Kenneth  Harlan.)  She  goes 

to  warn  him  and  also  fights  for  him.  Full  of 

action.  Sunday,  no.  (Jewel,  Verndale,  Minn.) 

Very  good.  A   fine  action  picture  played  on  a   Sat- 
urday. Pleased  them  all.  (Lyric,  Snfficott,  N.  Y.) 

This  picture  pleased  and  is  more  what  our  people 
want  than  the  old  mushy  love  stuff.  (Odeon, 
Hardin,  Mo.) 

RED  HOT  TIRES,  W,  Monte  Bine.  Patsy  Ruth 

Miller,  7. — You  can’t  go  wrong  on  this  one  if  you 
like  action  pictures  with  plenty  of  laughs.  A   pic- 

ture that  is  sure  to  please.  A   few  more  like  this 
one  and  Warner  Bros,  will  climb  to  the  front. 

Keep  up  the  good  work,  Warners,  this  is  the  kind 
of  pictures  that  brings  them  back.  (Fairy,  Knox. 

Ind.)  Very  good  comedy  drama.  Can’t  miss  It 
on  this  if  you  want  to  laugh.  (Lyric,  Earlville, 

III.)  Pretty  good  comedy  drama  with  not  much 
logic  and  lots  of  funny  situations.  Soma  fast  and 

furious  work  at  the  end.  Patsy  Ruth  Miller  ex- 
ceptionally good  in  this.  (Temple,  Bellaire,  O.) 

Good,  clean,  wholesome  picture  that  drew  and 
pleased.  (Arcadia,  Vandergrift,  Pa.)  A   very 

good  comedy.  Not  as  good  as  “Bobbed  Hair,”  but 
good  enough  for  me.  Story,  direction  and  acting 
all  that  could  be  desired.  (Strand,  Dryden,  Ont., 

Can.)  If  you  want  an  action  picture  with  plenty 

of  good  laughs,  here  is  one  you  can’t  go  wrong 
on.  The  whole  cast  is  great.  More  like  this  one 
and  Warners  will  climb  to  the  top.  Audience 
well  pleased.  Good  business.  (Bugg,  Chicago, 

III.)  This  is  sure  a   good,  snappy  comedy  with 

plenty  of  action.  Pleased  the  crowd  end  second 

night's  business  better  than  the  first.  Monte  Blue 
a   favorite  here  and  Patsy  Ruth  Miller  very  cute 
and  attractive  in  this.  (Bijou,  Beach,  N.  D.) 

Well,  brothers,  here  is  another  one  that  you  can 

pay  your  rent  and  gas  bills  with.  This  is  a   real 
comedy,  and  if  your  seats  are  not  fastened  down 

very  good  you  are  sure  going  to  have  a   job  put- 
ting them  down  the  following  morning..  It  has 

everything  in  it  to  make  one  of  the  finest  evenings 
that  you  will  spend  at  your  theatre  in  many  a 

day.  I   played  this  in  connection  with  so-called 
vaudeville  and  got  more  favorable  comments  on 

the  picture  than  I   did  on  the  vaudeville.  (Plain- 
view,  Plainview,  Tex.)  Quick  action,  full  of 

hokum,  but  nevertheless  good  entertainment.  (Pal- 

ace. 'Waupaca.  Wis.)  Hava  read  adverse  criticisms 
but  do  not  believe  the  small  town  fellows  need 

worry  a   minute,  for  it  is  full  of  action  and  com- 
edy. That  seems  to  be  what  they  want.  Book  it 

and  tie  up  with  your  tire  man.  He  will  gladly 

stand  part  of  your  advertising.  (Empress,  Shen- 

andoah, la.)  A   comedy  drama  that  is  above  aver- 
age. Can  be  bought  right.  (Elite,  Greenleaf, 
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Kan.)  A   good  comedy  drama.  Not  as  good  as 

"The  Limited  Mail.”  Several  of  my  patrons  told 
me  that  they  did  not  like  it,  but  I   believe  the 

majority  did,  especially  the  younger  generation. 

(Princess,  Chilton,  Wis.)  Darn  good.  If  it’s  en- 
tertainment people  will  come,  and  this  picture  is 

entertainment.  (Community,  Heyworth,  111.)  This 

picture  is  a   little  draggy  first  two  reels,  but  oh 

boy  1   Fi-om  there  on  plenty  of  action  and  comedy. 

Good  for  any  night.  Paper  fair.  (Monticello 

Opera  House.  Monticello,  la.)  Another  good  com- 

edy from  V/arner’s.  Will  please  80  per  cent. 
Seven  reels.  (Palace,  Mt.  Pleasant,  Tex.)  Very 

good.  Pleased  in  general.  Since  we  ran  Monte 

Blue  in  "The  Limited  Mail”  he  has  been  a   draw- 
ing card  for  us.  (State,  Tawas  City,  Mich.)  A 

splendid,  entertaining  picture.  Good  story,  action 

and  clean.  (Silver  Family,  Greenville,  Mich.) 

regular  FELLOW,  A,  FP,  Raymond  Grif- 

fith, Mary  Brian,  5,200. — Raymond  Griffith  was  a 

regular  fellow  in  this.  My  patrons  enjoyed  this 
one  very  much.  Although  he  is  a   prince,  he  goes 

over  good.  Get  thb  and  boost  it.  (Palace,  Clif- 

ton Heights,  Pa.)  Good.  "A  Regular  Fellow” 
is  right  and  he  was  good.  Griffith  gets  better 

every  time.  My  patrons  like  him.  Don’t  be 
afraid  of  this  one.  Patrons  pleased  about  90  per 

cent.  (Palace,  Clifton  Heights,  Pa.)  Those  who 

appreciated  the  fact  that  it  was  a   clever  satire 
enjoyed  it.  Others,  and  there  were  many,  figured 
it  no  good.  (S.  T.,  Parker,  S.  D.)  Mr.  Small 
Tovra  Exhibitor,  if  your  patrons  like  comedy  this 

will  knock  them  off  their  seats.  It  was  a   riot 
here.  Griffith  is  the  coming  comedian  of  the 

screen.  Lloyd  and  Chaplin  had  better  look  to 

their  laurels.  Six  reels.  (Strand,  Paoli,  Ind.) 

Raymond  Griffith  is  coming  to  the  front  faster 
than  any  other  star.  Is  a   wonderful  comedian. 
If  Paramount  will  give  him  the  right  kind  of 

plays,  will  prove  a   mighty  good  star.  He  is  gain- 
ing friends  rapidly.  (Lyric,  Terrell,  Tex.)  An- 

other like  this  and  this  star  will  undo  what  good 

work  he  put  out  in  former  pictures.  Not  star's 
fault :   story  and  plot — none.  (Star,  Montevideo, 
Minn.)  This  picture  pleased  those  who  liked  it  at 

all,  but  those  who  didn’t  like  it  thought  it  a   piece 
of  junk  and  quite  a   few  told  us  so.  (Lake  View, 
Lake  View,  la.)  Crackerjack.  (Texas,  Grand 

Prairie,  Tex.)  “He’s  a   Sap”  would  have  been  a 
better  name  for  this  piece  of  nothing.  Slapstick 

has  no  place  in  a   picture  of  this  kind.  It  makes 

it  vulgar.  Direction  very  poor.  (CJapitol,  Del- 

phos,  O.)  A   good  comedy,  plenty  of  action  and- 
laughs,  but  just  a   one  day  picture.  As  yet,  Ray- 

mond Griffith  is  no  great  star,  but  they  charge 

big  star  prices  for  him.  just  the  same.  Book  it 

one  day.  (Bugg,  Chicago,  III.)  If  there  is  a 

place  in  the  other  world  called  H —   where  all 

bad  things  go,  then  that’s  the  place  for  this  pic- 
ture. An  appropriate  suggestion  would  be  to  use 

it  for  wall  decoration  near  the  chair  of  the  devil, 

so  the  extreme  heat  would  make  quick  work  of 

it.  It’s  no  good  to  US  exhibitors  here.  (Cozy, 
Wagner,  S.  D.)  We  have  always  liked  Raymond 

Griffith's  work  in  support,  but  this  picture  did 
not  seem  well  received  by  our  patrons.  Whether 

it  was  the  costuming,  or  what,  we  are  at  a   loss 

to  understand,  but  <fertainly  Raymond  is  not  go- 
ing very  far  if  he  allows  them  to  put  him  into 

costume  comedy.  The  rural  American  public 

seems  to  have  an  ingrained  dislike  for  pictures 

with  royal  or  costume  settings,  and  that  goes  for 

this  one.  I   had  “The  Best  People"  for  Wednes- 
day night,  the  day  before  Thanksgiving,  and  had 

I   seen  the  two  of  them  screened,  “The  Best  Peo- 

ple” would  have  been  the  picture  for  tonight  and 
not  “He’s  A   Prince.”  Griffith  would  be  best  in 
a   straight  comedy  role  without  the  trimmings  of 

a   costume  picture.  (Columbia,  Columbia  City, 

Ind.)  Not  a   picture.  Awful.  (Palace,  Ashland, 

0.)  No  good  for  this  town.  (Princess,  Traer, 

Iowa.)  Can’t  say  much  for  this  except  there  is 
absolutely  nothing  to  it.  Nothing  good,  nothing 

bad,  nothing  from  nothing  is  just  what  it  is. 

(Strand,  Warren.  Minn.)  This  is  not  a   picture. 

It  was  no  doubt  made  by  mistake  and  released 
the  same  way.  So  foul  and  contaminated  with 
nothingness  that  it  is  a   shame  to  waste  the  cel- 

luloid. This  belongs  to  Paramount’s  Farewell 
group.  (Cozy,  Wagner,  S.  D.)  Another  Famous 

gone  wrong.'  The  only  thing  of  interest  is  the 
au'plane,  the  horse  and  the  scenes  in  the  jail, 
which  take  up  about  a   reel.  The  rest  is  a   total 

loss.  (The  Star,  Humble,  Tex.)  Griffith  doesn't 
mean  much  to  my  crowd.  (Sunshine.  Darlington, Ind.) 

RIDIN’  THE  WIND.  FBO,  Fred  Thomson,  Sil- 
ver King,  Jacqueline  Gadsen,  Lewis  Sargent, 

David  Dunbar,  Betty  Scott,  6. — A   splendid  action 

picture.  (Silver  Family,  Greenville,  Mich.)  Very 

good  Western.  (Char-Bell,  Rochester.  Ind.)  Very 

IS  not  Fred’s  best.  I   run  him  on  Saturday  nights 

and  my  patrons  on  those  nights  want  more  of 

the  Western  atmosphere.  There  was  at  least  one 

reel  wasted  in  trying  to  put  over  a   lot  of  poppy- 

cock comedy.  The  kids  liked  it.  Say,  Fred,  didja 

ever  read  what  happened  to  Hoot  when  he  tried 

to  make  a   Harold  Lloyd  of  himself  ?   Take  due 

and  timely  notice  and  govern  yourself  accordingly. 

When  we  want  you  in  comedies  we  will  advise 

you.  (Trags,  Neillsville,  Wis.)  Fred  slipped  a 
cog  in  this  one.  Appears  to  be  copying  another 

star’s  stuff.  Stay  with  the  first  love,  Fred,  and 
forget  about  the  impossible  silliness  that  you  of- 

fer in  this  one.  (Palace,  Long  Pine,  Neb.)  Here 
is  a   swell  Western.  Old  Silver  King  sure  struts 

his  stuff  in  this  picture,  so  does  Fred.  This  pair 

is  among  my  best  drawing  cards  now.  (Star, 

Tuckerman,  Ark.)  This  is  not  Fred’s  and  Sil- 
ver’s best  picture  but  it  is  good  and  it  drew  a 

nice  Saturday’s  business.  Six  reels.  (Eminence, 
Eminence,  Ky.)  We  see  quite  a   few  panning 

this  picture  of  Fred’s,  but  it  is  very  good,  as  all 
his  productions  are.  A   pretty  sure  bet  when  you 
have  a   Thomson  booked  you  need  not  be  afraid. 

Six  reels.  (Coliseum,  Edmore,  Mich.)  Good  film. 
Another  go^  Thomson  picture  with  Silver  King. 

Good,  but  he  doesn’t  do  quite  as  much  stuff  as  in 
some  of  the  other  pictures.  A   pretty  good  amount 
of  action  in  them.  Thanks  for  the  nice  photo, 

Fred,  and  keep  up  the  good  work,  as  your  pictures 

are  clean  as  can  be  and  that’s  what  the  public 

wants.  Six'  reels.  (Rialto,  Sharon,  Wis.) 

RIDIN’  STREAK,  THE,  FBO,  Bob  Caster.  Peggy 
Udell,  Koy  Laidlaw,  Frank  Brownley,  Newton 

Barber,  5. — Good  little  Western.  Some  real  good 
riding  in  it,  also  a   good  fist  fight.  Bob  can  put 

up  the  most  realistic  looking  fist  fights  of  any. 

He  has  ’em  all  beat  when  it  comes  to  that,  and 
he  can  ride,  too.  (Bonham,  Prairie  du  Sac,  Wis.) 
A   real  Western.  What  the  western  fans  expect. 
Not  a   lot  of  mush  like  Fox  has  been  trying  to 

put  Mix  into  lately.  (Arcadia,  Vandergrift,  Pa.) 

ROAD  TO  YESTERDAY,  THE.  PDC,  Vera 

Reynolds,  Joseph  Schildkraat,  Jetta  Goudal,  Wil- 
liam Boyd,  Jnlia  Faye,  Casson  Ferguson,  10. — 

Here  is  one  that  I   am  going  to  say  is  a   wonder- 

ful picture.  Well  acted.  Should  make  anyone 
some  money  if  weather  conditions  permit.  We 

lost  on  it,  as  we  did  not  have  the  weather.  Did 

not  do  anything  considering  what  I   paid.  Had 

big  blizzard,  roads  in  country  blocked,  over  two 
feet  of  snow,  and  cold.  The  only  thing  I   did 

not  like  was  the  fact  that  after  the  train  wreck 

the  picture  jumped  from  the  present  time  to 
100  years  back  and  most  of  my  people  said  it 
looked  as  if  we  had  run  into  some  other  snow 

and  they  did  not  understand  just  what  it  meant. 
Now  I   think  Mr.  De  Mille  should  have  put  in 

an  announcement  just  what  was  to  happen.  This 

was  my  people's  view  of  it.  Hit  me,  as  they 
thought  I   was  the  one  that  did  it.  (Amuse,  Hart. 

Mich.)  From  an  artistic  standpoint  this  is  very 
fine.  While  not  a   small  town  picture,  we  must 

say  we  did  fairly  well  at  the  box  office.  This 

picture  must  be  exploited  strong  to  get  over  with 

it.  Photography  fine.  Settings  fine  and  a   rail- 

road wreck  that  makes  ’em  gasp.  (Palace,  Ash- 

land, 0.)  A   very  good  and  well  produced  pic- 
ture, but  showed  to  poorest  business  since  opening 

house.  (Arabian,  Seattle,  Wash.)  Very  fine  pic- 
ture from  an  artistic  standpoint  but  too  deep  for 

small  towns.  I   did  fairly  well  at  the  box  office. 

Railroad  wreck  makes  ’em  gasp.  (Stockton, 
Stockton.  III.)  Too  much  high  class  for  general 

patronage.  High  brow,  ^^uld  have  been  better 
in  six  reels.  We  lost  money.  (Liberty.  Pikeville, 

Ky.)  A   picture  that  is  very  complicated  to  the 

general  public  and  in  our  opinion  will  not  get 

very  far  as  pictures  go.  A   flop  here.  This  dream 

stuff  is  the  failure  of  many  pictures.  A   wonder- 

ful production.  Am  afraid  will  not  be  a   box  of- 

fice picture.  (Castle.  Havana,  111.)  Fine  picture. 

Wonderful  acting  of  characters.  Would  be  much 

better  if  DeMille  would  explain  it  in  a   short 

synopsis.  (Grand,  Yoakum.  Tex.)  Did  not  please. 
Story  too  disconnected.  Not  a   special  by  any 

means.  (Cozy,  Topeka.  Kan.)  I   had  to  pay  a 
lot  of  money  for  this  one  and  for  a   while  was 

afraid  that  I   was  in  for  a   rough  time,  but  after 

the  first  day  my  worries  were  over.  My  patrons 
asked  for  more  like  it.  (Monarch,  Medicine  Hat, 

Alta.,  Canada.)  One  of  the  finest  flops  at  the  box 

office  that  ever  came  our  way.  A   wonderful  pic- 
ture and  acting  that  could  not  be  beat.  Directing 

great  also.  But  it  failed  to  register.  Why  will  the 
powers  that  be  insist  on  this  kind  of  stories  for 
pictures  when  the  exhibitors  cry  out  loud  against 

them  continually?  Is  it  someone’s  vanity  or 
artistic  sense  that  controls  them  to  the  extent 

that  they  don't  care  for  the  wants  of  the  public? 
The  salesman  told  us  to  be  sure  to  run  It  three 

days  (this  is  a   one  and  two  day  town.)  He 

said  watch  your  business  pick  up  each  day.  You’ll 
turn  ’em  away.  Well,  since  then  I   believed  the 

last  part  of  his  remark,  only  we  didn’t  turn them  away.  The  picture  did,  though,  and  kept 

them  away.  Yes,  it’s  a   great  production  but  we 
cannot  make  them  like  costume  stuff  and  dreams. 

I   think,  too,  that  if  more  attention  was  given  to 

the  billing  of  actors  and  more  pictorial  views 

on  the  advertising  paper  than  touting  Cecil  B. 
DeMille  it  would  work  out  for  the  benefit  of 

the  e.xhibitor  more  than  the  present  way  of  bill- 

ing a   picture,  mostly  rending  matter  and  telling 
what  a   wow  Cecil  is.  Now,  I   nm  not  sore  at 

Cecil,  but  I   think  the  public  would  rather  see 
who  the  actors  are  than  the  director  and  would 

rather  see  views  of  the  play  than  the  director’s 
face,  although  Cecil  isn't  a   bad  looking  fellow, 
cither.  (New  Genesco,  Geneseo.  III.)  Wondei^ 
ful  production,  but  does  not  register  at  the  box 

office.  Over  small  town  patron’s  heads.  (Capitol, 
Hillsboro.  Iowa.)  Some  were  very  well  satisfied 

and  some  were  not,  so  I   guess  will  have  to  re- 
port according  to  business,  which  was  off  second 

night.  Ten  reels.  (Gem,  Batesville,  Ark.) 

ROMOLA,  MGM,  Lillian  Gish,  Dorothy  Gish. 

William  Powell,  Ronald  Colman,  12. — Beat  picture 

the  Gish  girls  ever  played  in.  Better  than  "The 
White  Sister.”  Wonderful  and  some  real  direc- 

tion. Played  It  three  nights  and  was  well  pleased 

with  results.  Ten  reels  and  every  foot  is  inter- 

esting. (Cozy-Folly,  Hollis,  Okla.)  Mighty  glad 
to  be  able  to  report  on  this  one.  Not  that  I   am 

anxious  to  pan  it,  or  praise  it,  but  the  fact  that 
I   can  now  report  on  it  shows  that  it  is  all  over  i 
for  which  I   am  thankful.  From  a   production 

standpoint  1   would  call  this  a   masterpiece,  but 

as  a   box  office  attraction  in  a   small  town.  It's 
the  bunk,  and,  what's  worse,  it  did  not  please 
20  per  cent  of  those  who  saw  it.  At  least  three- 
quarters  of  a   mile  too  long.  (Novelty.  Paris, 

Idaho.)  Big  special  with  no  drawing  power.  Poor 
entertainment  and  many  walkouts.  No  compari- 

son to  "The  White  Sister.”  (Rosewin,  Dallas, 

Tex.)  Drew  only  fair  business  for  three  daj's. 
Not  a   small  town  picture.  Will  please  only  a 

small  per  cent  of  your  audience.  The  highly  edu- 
cated will  enjoy  it.  (Princess,  Chilton,  Wis.)  A 

very  elaborate  and  expensive  feature,  but  I   did 

not  get  in  enough  to  pay  film  rental.  My  patrons 

do  not  like  this  ancient  stuff.  "Whenever  I   post 
out  banners  and  lobby  photos  on  features  contain- 

ing old  costumes  and  ancient  stuff  I   might  just 
as  well  throw  hot  water  in  the  box  office,  as  they 

won’t  come  out.  (Fairyland,  Wliite  Castle,  La.) 
A   fine  picture  if  you  like  the  heavy  stuff.  I   gave 

this  away  to  the  high  school  crowd,  and  oven 
then  it  did  not  please  half,  as  it  is  too  big  for  n 

small  town  crowd.  It  belongs  to  an  educated 

crowd,  either  a   college  town  or  big  city  clientele. 

(Reel  Joy.  King  City,  Cat.)  A   great  picture. 

While  it  is  a   costume  picture,  it  is  great  enter- 
tainment and  will  please  church  people,  as  it  is 

an  historical  play.  Wonderful  scenery  and  acting 
of  a   large  cast  of  players.  (Alamo,  Cameron, 

W.  Va.)  The  same  old  story,  wonderful  acting. 

Great  story  and  lavish  settings  spoiled  by  the  fact 

that  it  is  costume  stuff.  They  just  won’t  pay  to 

see  it,  that’s  all.  If  you  have  a   town  that  doesn’t mind  it,  this  is  a   great  picture.  (Crossett,  Cros- 
sett,  Ark.)  This  is  one  of  that  type  of  picture  that 

either  pleases  or  disgusts.  The  well  educated  pa- 

trons will  go  nuts  over  it,  while  the  average  will 
not  care  for  it.  Excellent  story  and  acting  for 

this  style  picture.  First  day  excellent  business 

and  the  second  a   flop.  Cannot  recommend  it  for 

small  towns  or  shows  catering  to  the  masses. 

(Odeon,  Chandler,  Okla.)  Costume  picture.  Too 

long  and  pleased  about  60  per  cent.  Do  not  con- 
sider it  satisfactory  picture  for  small  town.  (Lyric, 

Harrison.  Ark.)  A   good  big  picture.  Story  good. 

Cast  fine.  Gave  general  satisfaction.  Little 

high  class  for  a   small  town.  (Silver  Family, 
Greenville,  Mich.) 

ROSE  OF  THE  WORLD.  W.  Patsy  Ruth  Mil- 

ler, Alan  Forrest,  Pauline  Garon,  Rockllffc  Fo
l- 

lowcs,  Alec  B,  Francis,  Helen  Dunbar,  7
,500.— 

Just  an  average  program  picture,  although
  it  fol- 

lowed the  original  story  more  closely  than  the  gen
- 

eral run  of  pictures  adapted  from  storuM  d
o. 

Rather  slow  in  action.  A   good  one  day  p
icture. 

Book  it.  (Bugg.  Chicago,  III.)  Just  
an  average 

program  picture,  but  it  did  a   land  offic
e  business, 

because  the  story  was  running  in  
“Collier’s  Week- 

ly" at  the  time  I   played  it.  (Elite,  Greenleaf. 

Kan.)  This  picture  will  surprise  y
ou  as  to  draw- 

ing power,  and  will  please  also.  (Palac
e.  Mt. 

Pleasant,  Tex.)  A   fair  program  pictu
re  that  drew 

jrood  and  pleased.  (Electric.  Chilli
cothe.  Mo.) 

Wonderful  picture.  A   human  i
nterest  drama, 

hard  to  beat.  Business  only  fair  d
ue  to  weather. 

Eight  reels.  (Princess,  Chilton,  W
is.)  Fair  pro- 

gram picture.  Eight  reels.  (Monticello  
Opera 

House,  Monticello,  la.) 

RUGGED  WATER,  FP,  Lois  Wi
lson,  Wallace 

Beery.  Warner  Baxter.  Phyllis  H
aver.  Dot  Farley. 

6,015.— A   mighty  fine  story  and  good  coas
t  ̂ ard 

scenes  of  the  rugged  sea  coast.  N
ot  very  thrilling 

but  held  up  for  two  day  run  and
  seemed  to  plewe 

about  all  who  saw  it.  (Palace. 
 Clifton  Heights, 

Pa)  Not  much  to  thb  one.
  Patrons  expected 

more  action.  Rather  drags.  D
on’t  promise  much 

(Grand.  Yoakum.  Tex.)  I   don
’t  think  this  a   credit 

to  the  producer  or  the  direc
tor.  Ran  it  for  a 
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COME  ON 
Now  is  the  time 

Book  F*  B*  O*  Profit-Making 
productions  to-day  and  take  the 

word  ̂ ^worry’^  out  of  your  vocabulary! 

The  big  money  attraction  of  the 

year!  Elizabeth  Cooper’s  famous 

novel!  A   surefire  cleanup! 

A   Gene  Stratton-Porter  story  and 

her  name  is  the  biggest  draw  in 

the  picture  world.  Smashing  rec- 
ords everywhere! 

Another  great  exploitation  cham* 

pion  from  the  box-office  wizard, 

Emory  Johnson! 
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f^D-AT-EM  SHOWMEN! 
the  rest  of  the  big  money-makers! 

GE^r  set  with  the  most  consistent  lineup  of  real  box-office  pictures  that any  company  has  ever  oSered  you!  Ask  any  F.  B.  O.  Exhibitor. 

He’ll  tell  you  things  that  will  make  you  “sit  up  and  take  notice!”  Look  at 

the  reports  on  F.  B.  O.  Pictures  in  “WHAT  THE  PICTURE  DID  FOR 
ME.”  You’ll  be  sold  one  hundred  per  cent  after  reading  them. 

Bond  Productions 

FLAMING 
WATERS 

Directed  by  the  man  who  directed 

“Drtisiila  With 'a  Million,”  Hit- 

ting now  with  a   resounding  smash 

everywhere. 

THE  NON- 
STOP FLIGHT 

Still  another  sky-rocketing  scoop 

from  Emory  Johnson  that  rides  in 

on  the  great  wave  of  aviation 

publicity! 

Tom  Tyler 
Productions 

Tom  and  his  pals  are  rapidly  be- 

coming a   national  institution. 

How  they  are  delivering  in  the 
Western  show  field! 

IF  MARRIAGE 
FAILS? 

C.  Gardner  Sullivan’s  big  money- 

getter!  A   showman’s  natural  that 

simply  oozes  class! 

THE  ISLE  OF 
RETRIBUTION 
A   robust  melodrama  taken  from 

Edison  Marshall’s  famous  novel! 

Superlative  cast  includes  Lillian 

Rich,  Robert  Frazer,  Victor  Mc- 

Laglen. 

Lefty  Flynn 
Productions 

He’s  coasting  blithely  to  new 

peaks  as  a   box-ofSce  bet!  Hop 

aboard  this  “big  boy’s”  produc- 
tions. They  mean  big  money 

for  you! 

WHEN  LOVE 
GROWS  COLD 

Natacha  Rambova  (Mrs.  Rudolph 

Valentino)  in  Laura  Jean  Libbey’s 

great  human  story.  A   surefire  box- 
office  bet! 

A   POOR  GIRL’S ROMANCE 
An  audience  of  scattered  millions 

awaiting  this  Laura  Jean  Libbey 

story! 

Bob  Custer 

Productions 

Rarin’,  tearing  Bob  is  beating  up 

the  trail!  You  can’t  go  wrong  on 

his  great  Western  attractions! 

MAZIE”  and  “FIGHTING  HEARTS” 

Blue  Ribbon  Comedies — Bray  Cartoons 

CITIES  IN  THE  U   S,  A,  AND  CANADA 
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Boy  Scout  benefit,  so  cannot  tell  what  business  it 

would  brinff.  (Regent,  Bogota,  N.  J.)  Pretty 
good  program  picture  which  adds  prestige  to  any 
theatre.  Different  from  most  of  the  pictures  and 

you  could  brag  some  if  you  buy  it  right.  Don’t 
pay  special  price,  as  they  would  like  to  get  it, 
but  the  men  that  know  Paramount  should  know 
better.  One  trouble  with  Paramount  is  that  they 

want  to  sell  you  a   full  group  and  after  a   while 
they  come  and  cancel  the  good  ones  and  let  you 
keep  the  rest.  (Royal,  Kimball,  S.  D.)  If  you 

can  get  anything  else  to  play,  don’t  play  tliis  one. 
It’s  tiresome  as  it  can  be.  It’s  a   disgrace  to  Para- 

mount’s program  and  an  insult  to  make  people 

pay  to  seo  it.  Sorry  I   didn’t  play  a   Western  in 
place  of  it.  One  day  only.  (Eminence,  Eminence, 
Ky.)  Some  good  sea  scenes,  but  not  a   world  of 
action  in  it.  Little  draggy  and  a   little  too  much 

mush  and  love  for  the  average  small  town  pat- 

ronage. (Rialto,  New  England,  N.  D.)  A   very 
ordinary  program  picture.  It  was  a   shame  to  put 
these  two  stars  in  such  a   story.  It  is  the  worst 
Paramount  that  I   have  run.  Prom  the  name  we 

were  expecting  a   good  one.  (Washington,  Atoka. 

Okla.)  This  picture  gave  very  good  satisfaction. 
Duo  to  the  author,  the  reading  club  here  indorsed 

it,  which  boosted  the  box  office.  (Opera  House, 

Pennimore,  Wis.)  Fair  picture  and  pleased  the 
majority.  (Palace,  Memphis,  Tex.)  A   splendid 

picture.  (Silver  Family,  Greenville,  Mich.)  Some 
splendid  sea  shots,  but  lacked  something.  Did 

not  seem  to  have  any  appeal.  Just  another  pro- 
gram picture.  (Harris,  Bancroft,  Idaho.) 

s 
SALLY,  IRENE  AND  MARY.  MGM.  Constance 

Bennett,  Saily  O’Neil,  Joan  Crawford,  William 
Haines,  Douglas  Gilmore,  Kate  Price,  7. — ^An  ex- 

cellent picture.  It  is  taken  from  the  musical 

stage  success  and  should  be  a   good  box  office  at- 

traction. Sally  O’Neil  does  some  excellent  work 
and  if  given  the  right  kind  of  stories  will  become 

a   great  star.  She  has  made  a   great  hit  with  our 

patrons.  (Apollo,  Indianapolis,  Ind.)  Good  busi- 
ness. Should  draw  well  among  classes  acquainted 

with  high  grade  stage  attractions.  (Ritz,  St. 
Louis,  Mo.)  Very  good.  (Vine.  Mt.  Vernon,  O.) 
Just  want  to  say,  exhibitors,  this  is  a   wonderful 

picture.  Will  please  any  crowd.  Seven  reels. 

(Opera  House,  Monticello,  la.)  Very  good  and 

proved  a   fine  drawing  card  for  us.  Business 
about  double  what  I   expected.  Lots  of  favorable 

comments  from  patrons.  (Odeon,  Chandler.  Okla.) 
Good  program  picture.  Must  say  I,  myself,  like 

these  kind,  but  so  many  want  horse  riding  and 

fighting.  Six  reels.  (Opera  House,  Hilbert,  Wis.) 
Was  bit  disappointed  in  this.  A   little  touchy  for 

small  trade  but  drew  well.  Six  reels.  (Auditori- 

om,  Barrington,  III.)  A   very  good  picture  show- 
ing the  experiences  of  three  show  girls,  namely 

Sally,  Irene  and  Mary.  A   well  chosen  cast.  A 

smooth  running  story  with  touches  of  comedy  and 

pathos.  Business  very  good.  A   little  spicy  but 
nothing  to  offend.  Well  handled.  Six  reels. 

(Princess,  Chilton,  Wis.) 

SALLY  OF  THE  SAWDUST,  UA,  Carol  Demp- 
ster, W.  C.  Fields,  Effie  Shannon,  Alfred  Lont, 

Charles  Hammond,  9,500. — This  one  is  a   real  com- 

edy drama  and  Fields  sure  makes  good.  Boys, 

don’t  pass  this  one  by,  and  you  can  step  on  it  as 
hard  as  you  wish.  It  will  stand  all  you  can  give 

it  (Cozy-Folly,  Hollis,  Okla.)  A   very  good  pic- 
ture but  no  better  than  an  ordinary  good  pro- 
gram picture.  Cost  too  much.  Fields  is  there  as 

a   comedian  and  hope  to  see  him  in  more  pictures. 

Fans  liked  him.  (New  Geneseo,  Geneseo.  111.)  Per- 
sonally I   think  this  among  the  very  best.  My 

patrons  were  divided.  It  drew  well  and  pleased 

majority.  (Rich,  Montpelier,  Idaho.)  Another 
one  from  United  Artists  that  is  very  good.  It  has 
everything  in  it  to  make  it  entertaining.  (Amer- 

ican Legion,  Broadlands,  111.)  Played  two  days 
at  special  prices  to  fair  attendance.  It  is  a   good 
picture  but  we  had  to  charge  too  much  for  it. 

I   personally  could  not  see  Dempster  in  the  part 
of  Sally.  They  could  have  had  a   better  girl  for 
the  part.  Most  of  the  folks  that  saw  it  enjoyed 

Fields’  work.  (Y,  Nazareth,  Pa.)  After  seeing 
some  unfavorable  reports  on  this  picture  we  were 

very  agreeably  surprised  to  find  a   very  pleasing 
feature  and  we  can  recommend  it  to  be  worthy 

of  a   prominent  place  on  your  program.  (Amer- 
ican, Seattle,  Wash.)  This  pleased  85  per  cent 

and  was  highly  praised  by  those  who  are  not 

familiar  with  Griffith’s  former  glories,  which  he 
is  apparently  depending  on.  Not  one  outstanding 
punch,  nothing  new  in  slapstick ;   worn  out  homey 
pathos  and  succeeding  sequences  that  jump  at  the 
most  Impossible  conclusions  with  nothing  between 

to  show  the  why  and  wherefore.  (Rialto,  Poca- 

hont^,  la.)  Being  an  old  trooper  and  army  man, 
I   enjoyed  Fields  and  the  old  army  game,  but  the 

people  couldn’t  see  it.  Another  time  United  Ar- 
tists and  Griffith  got  the  receipts.  It  flopped. 

Only  two  more  to  play.  (The  Cozy,  Villlsca.  la.) 
This  picture  would  have  been  fine  entertainment 

had  it  not  been  for  three  or  four  unnecessary 

vulgar  scenes.  Two  days,  fair  first  day  to  poor 

for  second.  (Gem,  Batesville,  Ark.)  A   good,  en- 
tertaining picture  with  lots  of  action  and  a   good 

story,  A   bit  overdrawn.  Paid  about  five  times 
what  it  was  worth  and  could  not  get  patrons  out 

when  we  charged  a   little  more  than  our  regular 
prices.  United  Artists  will  certainly  have  to 

change  their  policy  and  sell  their  product  for 
what  It  is  worth  outside  of  the  larger  towns  or 

lose  out  with  the  exhibitor.  (Long's,  Cadiz,  O.) 

If  Carol  Dempster  isn't  zero  minus  in  this  role,  I 
have  watched  pictures  for  nothing.  Of  all  the 

awkward,  gangling,  aping  mistakes  she  is  abso- 
lutely the  limit  in  this  picture.  She  essays  a   danc- 

ing role  and  she  can't  dance  any  more  than  I   can. 
Just  a   display  of  unshapely  gangling  legs  in  awk- 

ward attempts  at  Mary  Pickford’s  line  of  pre- 
cocious youth.  She  is  miscast  in  a   role  that 

Viola  Dana  or  any  one  of  a   dozen  others  could 

have  gotten  away  with  with  credit.  This  picture 
has  the  makings  of  a   good  box  bet,  but  the  lead 

role  is  filled  by  one  who  has  not  the  slightest  idea 
of  how  it  should  have  been  put  over.  Fields  got 

the  laughs  and  she  got  the  razz  good  and  strong. 

A   distinct  failm-e  through  someone’s  efforts  to  em- 
ploy Carol  Dempster  in  a   role  she  could  not  fill  in 

a   hundred  years.  She  has  neither  the  youth  nor 
the  ambition  to  essay  a   role  such  as  this  one  and 

the  picture  (first  night)  looks  as  though  it  is 
going  to  flop  and  flop  hard.  The  opinion  of  those 

who  saw  it,  that  I   asked  as  they  came  out,  con- 

firms my  judgment  they  did  not  like  her,  did  not 
think  she  measured  up  to  the  part.  I   paid  real 

money  for  it  and  I   would  swap  it  for  a   $12.60 

feature  for  the  remaining  two  nights.  That’s  how 
good  it  is.  (Columbia,  CJolumbia  City,  Ind.)  Not 
so  good.  Did  not  do  any  business  on  this  one. 
Can  give  no  reason,  as  it  was  heavily  advertised 

with  D.  W.  Griffith's  name  given  prominence. 
Opinion  divided.  Some  said  very  good,  others  did 

not  like  it.  Personally,  thought  it  a   fine  produc- 
tion with  excellent  direction,  but  too  long.  Com- 

edy situations  clever  and  timely.  (Orpheum,  Pipe- 

stone, Minn.)  A   little  better  than  the  average 
program  picture.  Miss  Dempster  may  please  the 

ladies,  but  she  is  my  idea  of  a   "ham.”  Managed 
to  break  even,  which  is  quite  an  accomplishment 
on  a   United  Artists  picture.  (Capitol,  Delphos, 
O.)  Forever  and  ever  and  then  some  I   am  off  of 
D.  W.  G.  pictures  at  the  rentals  United  Artists 

gets  for  them.  Here  is  a   wonderful  picture,  one 
that  pleases  them  all.  A   positive  knockout,  and 

oh  I   the  good  money  I   spent  on  advertising, 

twenty-fours  two  weeks  in  advance,  fifty  dollars 
for  newspaper  space,  trailers,  teaser  slides  and  can 
anyone  explain  why  this  did  not  do  business? 

Damifiknow.  But  never  again  for  me.  (Orpheum, 

Harrisburg.  111.)  A   very  entertaining  picture 

mads  by  D.  W.  It  failed  to  pull  much  of  a   crowd. 
Nine  reels.  (Blende,  Benton,  Wis.)  D.  W.  should 

look  over  the  "104  Best  Box  Office  Pictures"  and 
see  how  many  vulgar  pictures  are  in  the  list. 

This  not  as  bad  as  the  “Royle  Girl,”  but  it  had 
some  places  which  we  cut  out  of  it  after  the  first 

show.  (Rosewin,  Dallas,  Texas.) 

SALVATION  HUNTERS,  THE,  UA,  Josef  von 

Sternberg.  7. — Many  left  before  the  fourth  reel. 
The  rottenest  junk.  Disgusting.  One  or  two 

like  this  will  put  an  exhibitor  in  the  poor  house. 

(Temple,  Sanford.  N.  C.)  One  hates  to  be  a 
knocker,  but  this  one  is  the  limit.  If  you  have 
it  bought,  leave  it  in  storage.  Have  a   dark  house 

and  you  will  be  better  off.  (Kentland,  Kentland, 

Ind.)  We  put  on  a   dog  and  pony  show  to  try 
and  get  this  piece  of  limberger  over,  but  the 
public  must  have  smelt  the  thing  outside,  because 

no  one  came  and  I   glad  they  didn’t.  I   never  could 
have  believed  it  such  a   failure  had  I   not  seen  it 

with  my  own  eyes.  If  you  have  it  on  contract, 
better  shelve  it.  You  will  be  money  ahead.  And 

I   don’t  mean  maybe.  Best  part  of  it  all  is  they 
sold  it  to  me  for  a   good  show.  (Liberty,  Pasco, 

Wash.)  I   lost  money  on  it.  Booked  it  for  a 

Sunday  run  but  pulled  it  off  at  6   o’clock.  It 
killed  my  matinee  show.  Use  your  own  judgment. 

(Lincoln,  Milwaukee,  Wis.)  This  picture  is  n.  g. 
No  action,  poor  directing  and  no  plot.  I   would 

say,  boys,  lay  off  this  one.  (Monticello  Opera 
House,  Monticello,  la.) 

SATAN  IN  SABLES,  W,  Lowell  Sherman,  Pan- 

lino  Garon,  7. — Mighty  good  in  every  way.  Drew 
good  and  pleased  all.  Patrons  said  it  was  the 

best  we  have  shown.  (Strand,  Dryden,  Ont.,  Can.) 
A   fairly  good  picture.  No  pull  at  box  office. 
They  feature  Lowell  Sherman,  but  Pauline  Garon 

does  the  work.  (Palace,  Waupaca,  Wis.)  This 
picture  is  hard  to  beat.  Had  mors  business  on 
second  night.  Patrons  spoke  of  it  as  the  best 

yet.  Lowell,  give  us  some  more  like  this.  (Mon- 
ticello Opera  House,  Monticello,  la.)  Splendid 

society  picture  that  will  please  your  better  class 

of  patronage.  (Palace.  Mt.  Pleasant,  Tex.) 

SCANDAL  PROOF,  F,  Shirley  Mason,  5. — Good 

picture,  as  are  all  of  Fox  pictures.  (Princess, 
Obion,  Tenn.)  A   fair  picture,  but  not  the  sort 

in  which  they  want  to  see  Shirley.  (Trags,  Neills- 
ville,  Wis.) 

SCARLET  HONEYMOON,  THE,  F,  Shirley 

Mason,  6. — ^This  is  a   dandy  program  picture  and 

is  as  good  as  that  last  piece  of  tripe  ("Curley 
Top”)  was  bad.  One  of  my  lady  patrons  re- 

marked, “Shirley  is  always  refreshing."  That’s 
a   fact,  if  they  give  her  anything  half  way  decent 
with  which  to  do  the  refreshing.  (Trags,  Neills- 

ville,  Wis.)  Played  this  with  "Roae  of  Paris” 
of  Universal  as  a   double  bill  and  so  saved  the 

day.  Not  much  to  it.  (Halfway,  Halfway,  Mich.) 

SCARLET  SAINT.  THE,  FN,  Mary  Astor, 

Lloyd  Hughes,  Frank  Morgan,  Jed  Prouty,  7.   

A   very  good  picture  with  plenty  of  real  acting. 

However,  I   don’t  see  where  they  get  the  title. 
(Plainview,  Plainview, .   Tex.)  A   very  good  pic- 

ture that  pleased  a   large  crowd.  Worth  playing. 

(Opera  House,  Fennimore,  Wis.)  Cannot  give 

it  much.  While  well  dona  by  stars  and  direction, 

it  certainly  does  not  measure  up  to  what  is  ex- 

pected in  pictures  today  and  I   noticed  in  my 
audience  a   feeling  of  unrest  all  through  the  show- 

ing. Well,  you  producers  better  get  busy  and 

put  out  some  real  pictures ;   if  you  don’t  there 
won’t  be  anybody  getting  any  money  in  a   few 
months.  (Cozy,  Winchester,  Ind.)  Just  a   pro- 

gram. Some  beautiful  scenery  but  weak  story. 

Hughes  and  Mary  Astor  do  their  parts  well. 
Weakest  F.  N.  we  have  shown.  (Liberty,  Pike- 

ville,  Ky.)  A   fairly  good  picture  to  only  a 
fair  crowd.  Picture  should  please  anywhere. 

Seven  reels.  (Auditorium,  Libertyville,  111.) 

SCARLET  WEST.  THE,  FN,  Lloyd  Hughes, 

Mary  Astor,  S. — A   very  good  Western  production 

worthy  of  the  name  “big” !   It  is  plain  to  see 
that  it  was  independently  made ;   that  is,  it  is 

not  produced  by  First  National.  Photography  poor 

but  the  picture  is  sincerely  made  and  well  worth 

while.  The  oast  fine  throughout.  (Star,  Menard, 

Tex.)  Played  this  picture  two  days.  Worst  bliz- 
zard of  the  year  was  raging.  Business  poor  but 

no  fault  of  picture.  Pleased  the  majority.  Ous- 

ter’s Last  Stand  reproduced  on  a   large  stale. 
(Playhouse,  Ekalaka,  Mont.)  Played  to  very  poor 
houses  both  nights.  A   very  good  bit  of  historical 

entertainment,  if  your  people  like  to  see  history 

on  the  screen.  Ours  don’t,  hence  the  flop.  (Pal- 
ace, Malta,  Moat.)  Most  of  your  people  will  like 

it  but  it  is  no  big  special.  Fine  in  detail  of  old 

West  and  Indian  fighting  but  story  rather  weak. 
There  is  no  heroine.  Clara  Bow  playing  a   sUly, 

flirtatious  girl  is  in  no  way  a   heroine.  Her  act- 

ing is  O.  K.,  but  her  part  has  no  appeal  to  an 
audience.  She  acts  the  part  of  a   very  foolish 

girl.  Better  not  raise  price  much.  (Majestic, 

Bowie,  Tex.)  Not  what  it  is  advertised  to  be. 

Costs  too  much  for  small  towns.  Pleased  66  per 

cent.  (Community.  Fargo,  Okla.)  Sold  as  a   big 
special  and  priced  so  but  only  program  picture. 

(Rex,  Bonners  Ferry,  Idaho.)  Another  special 
that  they  asked  a   special  price  upon  and  while  it 

would  have  been  a   crackerjack  picture,  the  se- 

quences were  too  long  in  happening.  Another 
case  of  two  less  reels  and  it  would  have  been  a 

picture.  As  it  was,  it  tired  the  audience  out. 

They  were  all  on  their  feet  leaving  five  minutes 

before  it  finished.  Seven  reels  in  a   feature  pic- 

ture. unless  it  is  a   super,  is  enough,  plenty  I   (Co- 

lumbia. Columbia  City,  Ind.)  Would  be  a   knock- 

out if  it  had  a   little  comedy  in  it,  but  as  it  is 

it  is  too  long  and  dry.  (Strand,  Dryden.  Ont., 

Canada.)  Fair  picture  showing  Indian  battles  in 
the  early  history  of  the  United  States.  One  bat- 

tle shows  Custer’s  last  stand.  Had  a   few  good 
comments.  It  is  not  a   big  special.  (Lake  View, 

Lake  View,  Iowa.)  A   good  picture  of  its  kind. 

My  patrons  are  tired  of  historical  pictures.  (Prin- 
cess, Traer,  la.)  A   real  Western  special  with 

an  unusually  good  story  and  good  action  through- 
out. (Star,  Price,  U.) 

SEVEN  DAYS,  PDC,  Creighton  Hale,  Lillian 

Rich,  Lityan  Tashman,  Mabel  Julienne  Scott,  Hal 

Cooley,  William  Austin,  Eddie  Gribbon,  7. — This 
one  was  a   good  comedy.  Suited  the  people.  Good 
acting.  Plenty  of  it.  Get  it;  you  will  do  good 

with  it.  We  like  P.  D.  C.  stuff,  but  they  will 

have  to  get  a   new  man  or  woman  on  the  job 

as  title-writer.  Will  give  their  pictures  a   black 

eye.  They  also  will  have  to  pick  better  scenes  for 
the  posters.  Have  been  very  poor  selections. 

(Amuse,  Hart,  Mich.)  Not  so  good  as  I   ex- 
pected- As  one  patron  expressed  it.  too  much 

hide  and  seek.  Not  in  a   class  with  "Charley’s 
Aunt,”  as  they  would  have  us  believe.  (Arcadia. 

Vandergrift,  Pa.)  Didn’t  see  this  myself,  hut  the 
reports  are  good.  AU  those  who  saw  it  said  fine. 

(Halfway,  Halfway,  Mich.)  This  is  a   good  farce 
comedy  and,  although  it  did  not  have  any  side 

splitting  situations,  it  kept  my  audience  well 
amused,  and  they  walked  out  satisfied.  Many 

thought  it  was  real  good.  It  did  fair  business 
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for  me.  (Monarch,  Medicine  Hat,  Alta..  Can- 
ada.) A   corking  good  farce  comedy  with  a 

perfect  cast.  My  people  pronounced  it  fine  en- 
tertainment. (Pastime,  Mason.  Mich.)  A   very 

good  comedy-drama.  Went  over  big  in  my  town. 
(New,  Hoosick,  Falls,  N.  Y.)  A   fair  comedy  but 

not  nearly  as  good  as  "Charley's  Aunt.”  They 
try  to  overdo  some  of  the  scenes,  which  gets  very 
monotonous.  As  a   whole  will  please.  (Castle, 

Havana,  III.) 

SEVEN  KEYS  TO  BALDPATE,  FP,  Donglaa 

MacLcan,  Anders  Randolf,  Betty  Francisco,  6. 
We  played  this  two  days  to  just  fair  business.  We 

pleased  most  everybody  with  this.  They  had  the 
comedy  spread  pretty  thin,  over  the  seven  reels. 

Edith  Roberts  was  good  to  look  at  in  this.  (Y, 

Nazareth,  Pa.)  This  cannot  come  up  to  Mac- 

Lean’s  other  pictures.  Not  worth  the  money  we 
had  to  pay.  Just  an  ordinary  program  picture. 

(Plainview,  Plainview,  Neb.)  Poor  picture  that 

drew  well  and  actually  pleased  on  New  Year's 
Day.  They  liked  it,  so  why  should  I   worry? 

(Rosewin,  Dallas,  Tex.)  A   very  entertaining  fea- 
ture comedy.  It  is  clean,  entertaining  comedy 

that  will  make  them  howl  with  laughter.  (Char- 

Bell,  Rochester,  Ind.)  This  is  good  entertain- 

ment. MacLean  is  fine.  (Palace,  -Aurora,  Ind.) 
Better  than  some  say,  but  nothing  to  go  wild 

about.  (Sunshine,  Darlington,  Ind.)  A   very 
clever  and  interesting  comedy,  but  it  is  not  the 

picture  it  was  cracked  up  to  be.  (Amuse-U, 
Springfield,  111.)  A   very  interesting  picture. 
Douglas  does  his  stuff  well.  Lots  of  action  and 

comedy.  (Palace,  Burkburnett,  Tex.)  A   very  high 

grade  farce  comedy  that  will  suit  99  per  cent  of 

your  customers.  We  raised  our  prices  on  this  and 
were  justified.  (Palace,  Ashland,  O.)  One  of 
the  nicest  bits  of  entertainment  we  have  had  the 

pleasure  of  showing  to  our  Sunday  patrons  for 

many  moons.  Very  entertaining  and  clean-made. 

Compliments  from  all  who  saw  it.  (Palace.  Mai- 
ta,  Mont.)  A   very  clever  comedy.  Not  as  big 

as  I   expected.  Pleased  76  per  cent.  (Grand  and 

Gem,  Cooper,  Tex.)  Well  liked  and  drew  fair. 
The  laughs  were  not  as  fast  as  they  should  be, 

nor  as  hearty.  Something  wasn’t  just  right,  hut 
good  entertainment  at  that.  (New  Geneseo, 

Geneseo,  III.)  A   reissue,  or  rather,  a   poor  take 
off  on  the  original  production  of  this  name. 

Nothing  to  it.  (Orpheum,  Glasgow,  Mont.)  I   saw 

the  play  on'  the  stage,  have  read  the  hook  and 
give  them  credit  for  doing  as  well  as  could  be 

e.\pected.  It  is  mildly  amusing  to  some,  a   bore 

to  others.  (The  Star,  Humble,  Tex.)  It  is  hard 
to  believe  that  Paramount  sold  me  this.  I   am 

sincere  in  saying  this  is  the  worst  picture  I   have 
ever  seen,  and  I   have  seen  some  bad  ones.  It  was 

so  terrible  that  I   had  to  laugh  when  I   quit  cuss- 

ing. (Texas,  Grand  Prairie,  Tex.)  ’’Pretty  good, 

theme  interesting.”  Many  said  they  liked  it  "just 

fine” :   many  walked  out.  Not  a   box  office  bet,  as 
were  "Hottentot”  and  "Going  Up.”  Director  New- 
meyer  was  good  in  directing  Lloyd  but  Lloyd  was 
a   natural  comedian  and  MacLean  is  not.  MacLean 

needs  a   fast  action  play  to  put  him  over.  N&w- 
meyer  did  not  apparently  know  how  to  handle  this 

"farce.”  A   farce,  to  be  good  on  the  screen,  I 
think,  demands  clever,  absurd  situations  linked 

very,  very  rapidly  together  with  very  witty  titling. 
Either  the  central  figure  should  be  very  passive 
while  the  absurd  events  roll  quickly  about  him,  or 
the  central  figure  should  be  a   whirlwind  of  action 

himself,  getting  in  and  out  of  farcial  predica- 

ments by  the  “skin  of  his  teeth.”  This  had  farce 
and  drama  badly  mixed.  The  action  painfully 
dragged  and  was  too  slowly  linked  up ;   it  seemed 
as  if  the  play  was  hastily  scrambled.  MacLean’s 
support  very  weak.  Edith  Roberts  seemed  a   poor 
choice  but  Betty  Francisco  was  better.  (Rex, 
Salmon,  Idaho.)  It  is  pretty  hard  to  keep  the 
average  picturegoer  interested  throughout  7   reels 
of  comedy.  However,  this  one  gets  them  all  the 
way  through.  The  cast  is  very  good  and  the  thing 
seems  to  be  well  produced.  Business  good  first 
night  to  below  average  the  second  night.  (Cozy, 
Winchester,  Ind.)  Good  comedy  but  not  a   special. 
Not  worth  the  price  I   paid.  It  is  a   good  picture 
but  only  a   program  picture.  If  you  buy  this  one 
set  it  right.  (Washington,  Atoka,  Okla.)  Not  so 
^od.  Not  as  good  as  his  former  pictures.  It  is 
McLean  and  ths  is  all  there  is  to  this  reissue. 
(Orpheum,  Pipestone,  Minn.)  Just  a   fair  comedy. 
Not  to  be  compared  with  some  of  his  previous 
ones.  (Capitol.  Delphos,  O.)  This  did  not  draw 
or  please  as  well  as  any  of  the  other  MacLeans. 

Paramount's  Forty  has  not  been  up  to  snuff  with 
*“8.  Don’t  think  it  compares  with  their  others. 
(Reel  Joy,  King  City,  Cal.)  The  picture  cost  too 

*nuch  and  I   did  not  make  any  money.  (New  Star, 

Westminster,  Md.)  Opinion  divided  on  this  pie- 

ture.  Some  said  fine,  others  said  nothing  to  it. 
Seven  reels.  (Cozy,  Fayette,  la.) 

SEVEN  SINNERS,  W,  Marie  Provost,  7.— This 

is  a   very  good  little  program  picture.  Rather  im- 

possible but  good  entertainment.  (Bijou,  Beach, 
N.  D.)  A   very  good  comedy,  well  produced. 

Good  acting  by  all,  Just  a   one  day  picture. 

(Bugg,  Chicago,  111.)  This  is  a   very  good  crook 
drama.  Good  clean  interesting  program.  Good  for 

Sunday.  (Monticello  Opera  House,  Monticello, 

Iowa.)  Very  satisfactory  picture.  (Arcadia,  Van- 
dergrift,  Pa.)  Very  weak.  A   crook  comedy.  Too 

much  uKc  "Seven  Days,”  and  I   played  them  a 

week  apart.  (Community,  Tacoma,  Wash.)  'Very 
disappointing,  as  are  the  majority  of  Warner’s 
this  year.  Poorest  business  of  season  on  this  one. 

(Cozy,  Topeka,  Kan.) 

SHORE  LEAVE,  FN,  Richard  Barthelmess, 
Dorothy  Mackalll,  Marie  ShotweH,  Nick  Long, 

6,8SS. — ^Very  good.  Barthelmess  is  one  of  the 
most  popular  stars  I   have  here.  Quite  a   bit  of 
talk  among  my  people  as  to  which  was  the  better. 

“Shore  Leave”  or  “Classmates.”  Both  did  big 
business.  Different  from  his  usual  role  In  this 

one.  Change  from  the  play  did  not  help  the  pic- 

ture, but  of  course  the  play  could  not  well  be  put 
on  the  screen  as  was.  (Star,  Menard,  Tex.)  Best 

drawing  card  since  "Torable  David.”  but  did  not 
seem  to  please  the  majority.  (Grand,  Rainier, 
Ore.)  Did  a   nice  business  with  this  one  in  a 

snow  storm.  It  is  not  near  as  good  as  “Class- 
mates,” but  pleased  very  well.  Good  advertising 

material.  (Highland,  Guthrie,  Okla.)  One  of  the 

best  we’ve  ever  shown  here.  (Illinois,  Sullivan, 
111.)  In  reporting  this  picture,  will  say  that  it 

does  not  have  any  added  box  office  value.  How- 

ever. it  is  good  entertainment.  Dick  is  liked  by 
most  folks  in  this  sort  of  a   role  and  he  docs  it 

just  right.  (Ck>zy,  Winchester,  Ind.)  Barthel- 

mess is  always  a   good  card  here.  "Shore  Leave” 
better  than  “Classmates.”  Everybody  pleased. 
(American,  Seattle,  Wash.)  Fair  good  picture. 

Can’t  call  it  a   knockout.  (Regent,  Bogota,  N.  J.) 
Dick  has  a   good  role  here.  (Florence,  Elk  Point, 

S.  D.)  An  excellent  picture.  Barthelmess  excep- 
tionally good  as  gob.  Box  office  very  good.  (Ara- 

bian, Seattle,  Wash)  Very  common.  Just  an  or- 
dinary program  and  very  draggy.  Did  not  please 

at  all,  but  I   am  not  expecting  much  out  of  First 
National  now.  There  was  a   time  when  they  made 

big  ones  in  their  programs  but  now  they  give  you 

a   few  big  ones  that  will  go  over  but  sell  them 

as  specials  and  the  others  are  very  weak.  (Dixie, 

Russellville,  Ky.)  One  of  Dick's  best  pictures. 
(Opera  House,  Fennimore,  Wis.)  Some  said  great, 

others  did  not  care  for  it.  Personally  we  con- 

sidered it  above  the  average.  (The  Crystal,  Flan- 
dreau,  S.  D.)  Not  a   great  big  picture  but  drew 

fairly  well  and  pleased  about  99  per  cent  more 

than  the  last  one,  "Soul  Fire.”  (Regent.  Eureka, 
Kan.)  Dick  does  his  stuff  in  this  and  pleased 

patrons.  Acting  fine  and  something  a   little  dif- 
ferent. (Capitol.  Hartley,  la.)  This  chap  is 

living  on  “Tol’able  David”  reputation.  "Shore 

Leave,”  to  judge  by  the  way  it  was  received  in 

this  house,  is  just  about  the  limit  in  "sans”  en- 
tertainment. He  poses  and  grimaces  throughout, 

not  a   single  kick  to  it.  Nothing  but  what  might 

be  the  so-called  finished  (?)  acting  of  Barthelmess 

and  to  judge  from  my  box  office  and  patrons’  com- 
ment he  is  an  absolute  washout  as  a   business  pul- 

ler. God  help  me.  I   have  three  more  1   I’d  think  First 
National  would  take  a   tumble  to  themselves  that 

this  man  as  a   star  lacks  about  98  per  cent  and 

get  someone  who  can  put  a   little  action  into  his 
stuff.  People  tire  of  his  sad,  woebegone  attitude 

and  manner.  He  has  proved  a   lemon  in  every 

picture  we  have  played  of  his  so  far.  That’s 
enough!  (Columbia,  Columbia  City,  Ind.)  This 

is  reputed  to  be  Barthelmess’  best  picture.  If  it 
is.  Heaven  help  the  poor  country  town  exhibitor. 

Too  many  closeups,  too  much  of  Barthelmess* 
posing,  no  action,  no  nothing  as  far  as  pulling 
power.  I   reported  my  loss  on  this  one  and  got 
a   nice  letter  of  condolence  from  Mr.  Brown  of 

First  National,  for  which  I   am  duly  grateful.  He 

would  hate  to  get  his  pay  out  of  my  profit  on 

this  engagement.  Barthelmess  is  not  a   star.  He 

is  a   filler.  He  would  be  all  right  in  sup- 

port but  as  a   star,  as  far  as  all  of  his  produc- 
tions have  proved  out  with  us,  he  is  not  there. 

He  just  can’t  get  the  money  and  he  doesn't  regis- 
ter either  at  the  box  office  or  with  the  patrons. 

(Columbia,  Columbia  City,  Ind.) 

SIEGE,  U,  Virginia  ValH,  Eugene  O’Brien, 
Mary  Aldon,  Marc  McDermott,  6,424. — A   very 
good  picture  but  one  you  must  step  on  to  get 

business  on.  It’s  worthy  of  strong  advertising. 
Many  comments.  (Argonne,  Akron,  Ind.)  Only 

fair.  Lost  money  for  me.  (Elite,  New  Holstein, 

■Wis.)  No  knockouts,  but  good  consistent  fea- 
tures. Every  small  town  should  tie  up  to  Uni- 

versal this  year.  They’ve  got  the  goods  at  a 

price  you  can  make  money  with.  (Acme,  Kenne- 

bunk,  Me.)  Good,  but  not  as  good  as  "The  Goose 
Woman,”  although  it  drew  bigger  business.  Have 

run  five  or  six  from  Universal's  Complete  Service 
Contract  and  they  have  all  been  money-makers  and 

the  prints  have  been  good.  (Hammond.  Ham- 
mond, Wis.)  Here  was  a   good  one  put  over 

good.  Fine  acting.  Suited  TOO  per  cent.  In  fact 

I   do  not  have  any  complaints  on  Universale.  Carl 
Laemmle  is  putting  out  good  ones.  (Amuse,  Hart. 

Mich.)  Splendid  drama  in  which  Mary  Alden  as 

Aunt  Augusta  nearly  steals  the  picture.  Pleased 

large  Sunday  crowd.  (S,  T.,  Parker,  S.  D.)  Mary 
Alden  does  a   wonderful  piece  of  acting,  never 
loses  the  character  for  a   minute.  Business  fair. 

(Palace,  Waupaca,  Wis.)  Very  good  picture 

which  satisfies  and  I   believe  that  pictures  with 

more  action  and  excitement  are  better  than  this, 
although  it  satisfied  my  crowd  that  saw  it.  (Royal, 

Kimball,  S.  D.)  Nobody  would  go  very  far  out 

of  their  way  to  see  this  or  this  kind.  Admittting 

it  to  be  splendid  characterization.  It  nevertheless 
is  no  great  drawing  card.  (Regent,  Bogota,  N.  J.) 

This  is  a   great  picture.  Good  for  any  night. 

Paper  very  good.  Boys,  book  this  and  boost  it. 
(Monticello  Opera  House,  Monticello.  la.)  Used 

this  on  my  feature  night  and  it  was  as  good  as 

any  I   generally  use  on  this  night.  I   find  Universal 
stuff  better  than  any  of  its  previous  releases. 

(Fairyland,  White  Castle.  La.)  Very  good  pic- 
ture that  brought  more  favorable  comments  than 

last  month’s  pictures.  (Lily,  Buffalo,  N.  Y.) 
Like  the  rest  of  the  Jewels,  this  is  a   good  one. 

Good  cast  and  settings.  McDermott  and  Mary 

Alden  very  good.  A   picture  worth  pinying.  Bus- 
iness average.  (Princess,  Chilton,  Wis.)  A   dud 

at  the  box  office.  Nice  little  program  picture  at 
a   special  price.  Paper  ordinary  and  nothing 

to  get  them  in.  (American,  Ada,  Okla.)  For 

me  a   poor  drawing  card.  No  one  seemed  to 

have  read  the  story  and  I   asked  several  book 

readers  so  as  to  find  out.  It  is  the  poorest  Jewel 

I   have  played.  It  is  not  a   poor  picture,  there 
are  lots  worse,  and  it  will  go  over  for  one  night. 

(American,  Wautoma,  Wis.)  A   fine  picture  of 
the  heavy  drama  type.  No  drawing  power  only 
to  those  who  have  read  the  book.  If  you  can  get 

them  it  will  please.  (Starland,  Stockbrtdgc,  Mich.) 

An  excellent  production  that  you  can  boost  to  the 
limit.  (Grand.  Rainier,  Ore.)  High  class  drama 

that  moves  leisurely  but  seemed  to  hold  every- 

one's attention.  (Pastime.  Mason,  Mich.)  Just 
fair;  nothing  to  rave  about.  (New  Liberty, 

Carnegie,  Okla.)  Not  up  to  standard.  No  favor- 
able comments  and  some  unfavorable.  Seven 

reels.  (Star,  Sumner,  Neb.) 

SIMON  THE  JESTER,  PDC.  Eugene  O’Brien, 
Liilian  Rich,  Edmund  Burns,  Henry  B.  Walthall, 

7, — ^This  one  was  a   good  one.  Well  acted  but  did 
not  suit  all,  but  it  should  have  got  more  credit 

than  it  did,  but  that  is  the  way.  Suited  about 

60  per  cent.  (Amuse.  Hart,  Micb.)  Very  poor 

picture  for  Eugene.  (Liberty,  Eunice,  La.)  Fair 

picture  but  very  poor  paper.  (Arcadia,  Vander- 
grift,  Pa.)  This  is  real  high  class  entertainment. 
If  P.  D.  C.  keeps  up  the  pace  they  set  with 

this  one  they’ll  be  stepping  some.  (Pastime, 
Mason.  Mich.)  This  one  is  a   very  pleasing  of- 

fering. Lillian  Rich  does  good  acting  as  the 
little  horseback  rider  in  the  circus,  ably  supported 

by  Eugene  O’Brien  as  the  jester.  The  dwarf  in 
this  is  real.  (Castle,  Havana.  III.)  A   fair  pic- 

ture which  is  a   little  out  of  the  ordinary.  Gave 

it  to  the  Camp  Fire  Girls  as  a   benefit.  Has  quite 
a   few  circus  scenes,  which  pleased  the  kids,  of 

whom  there  were  qiute  a   few.  (Trags,  Neitsville. 

Wis.)  Many  favorable  comments  and  it  showed 

up  good  on  the  second  night.  Should  appeal  to 

ail  classes  and  send  them  away  well  enough  sat- 
isfied so  that  they  will  come  right  back.  (Shuier, 

Raton,  N.  M.)  A   very  fine  picture.  Do  not  be 
afraid  to  advertise,  for  it  is  sure  to  please.  At 

least  it  satisfied  my  audience.  (Colonial,  Sault  Ste. 

Marie,  Mich.)  Entertains  the  audience  very  well. 

I   personally  liked  it.  (State,  Tawas  City.  Mich.) 

First  rate  program  picture.  (Palace,  Ashland, 

O.)  Fairly  good  with  enough  circus  life  to  en- 
tertain and  draw  the  children.  Seven  reels,  (Lily, 

Buffalo,  N.  Y. )   Very  good  picture  of  the  drama 

type.  Did  not  draw  here  very  well.  Weather 
no  handicap.  Did  not  exploit  it  at  all.  Very 
little  action.  Seven  reels.  (Polo,  Polo.  III.) 

SKY  RAIDER,  THE.  AE,  Capt  Charle*  Non- 
gesscr,  Jacqueline  Logan,  Gladys  Wolton,  Walter 
Miller,  6,726.— Patrons  seemed  to  enjoy  this,  and 

supported  by  Gibson  Girl  Band,  did  biggest  busi- 
ness in  several  months.  (Grand,  Rainier.  Ore.) 

Ran  this  on  a   week  end  and  I   think  it  pleased 

all.  (Kenilworth,  Hamilton,  Ont.,  Canada.)  A 

dandy  good  program  picture  sold  me  at  a   pro- 
gram price.  Good  airplane  business  and  all 

round  action  and  clever  acting.  The  kind  that 

helps  the  house.  (Arcadia,  Vandergrift,  Pa.) 
Not  bad  action  picture.  Too  much  introducing 

of  Capt.  Nungesser,  (Regent,  Bogota,  N.  J.) 

Good  picture.  Seems  to  satisfy  the  majority,  but 

we  had  the  poorest  business  on  account  of  Pathe 

failing  to  supply  me  advertising,  (American, 
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Scofield,  U.)  This  is  a   cracker  jack.  Something 
different.  Full  of  action.  Will  get  the  money. 

(Monticello  Opera  House.  Monticello.  la.)  Fairly 

well  but  did  not  please  near  as  well  os  "The  Air 
Hawk”  or  "The  Cloud  Rider.”  {Regent.  Eureka. 
Kan.)  A   very  good  picture  filled  with  action  and 

thrills.  Drew  me  a   large  crowd.  Pleased  every- 
one. (Ecorsc,  Ecorse.  Mich.) 

SLAVE  OF  FASHION,  A,  MGM,  Norma  Shear- 
er. Lew  Cody.  William  Haines,  Mery  Carr,  5,9SS. 

— Saturday  night  to  a   nice  little  business.  This  is 

a   very  Interesting  little  picture,  different  in  soma 

ways  to  the  average  program.  You  boys  can  feel 
sure  that  this  one  will  be  an  ornament  to  your 

program,  so  don’t  be  afraid  of  it.  (Ideal,  Chateau- 

gay.  N.  Y.)  Real  good  woman’s  picture,  although 
the  fashions  were  conspicuous  by  their  absence. 

(Lily,  Buffalo,  N.  Y.)  Excellent  picture.  Quite 

different  from  the  ordinary  run  of  pictures.  Audi- 
ence seemed  well  satisfied.  (Lorin,  Berkeley, 

Cal.)  Day  after  Xmas.  Not  so  big.  Picture  O. 

K.  (Regent,  Bogota,  N.  J.)  One  of  the  most 
pleasing  comedies  we  have  shown  in  months  and 

one  that  was  thoroughly  enjoyed  by  the  audience. 

Had  many  favorable  comments.  Norma  Shearer 

very  good  but  Cody  was  in  a   part  not  usual  for 

him.  (Paramount,  Okanogan,  Wis.)  A   good 
society  story  that  pleased.  Drew  far  better  than 

I   expected.  (Photoplay,  Ashland,  Kan.)  Fine 

picture  and  pleased  the  majority.  No  kicks  at  all. 

(Pastime,  Sandersville,  Ga.)  A   nice  program  pic- 
ture. No  more.  Metro-Goldwyn  Is  putting  out  the 

worst  11x14  photos  we  ever  received.  (Regent, 

Eureka,  Kan.)  A   nice  entertaining  picture.  Didn’t 
seem  to  get  any  extra  business.  (Electric,  Chilli- 
cothe.  Mo.)  One  hundred  per  cent  entertainment, 
if  you  can  get  them  in.  Title  and  photos  seemed 

to  kill  it  for  us.  (Grand,  Rainier,  Ore.)  We 

played  this  Thanksgiving  to  a   100  per  cent  audi- 
ence. Miss  Shearer  has  lots  of  followers  here 

and  is  extremely  good  in  this  production.  Will 

stand  two  days  in  any  theatre.  (Temple,  Aber- 
deen, Miss.)  A   very  fine  picture.  This  lady  is 

the  coming  star.  Pleased  all.  (Pastime,  Warren, 
Ark.)  Seemed  to  please  majority,  but  thought  it 

little  below  star's  standard.  (Crossett,  Crossett, Ark.) 

SMOOTH  AS  SATIN,  FBO,  Evelyn  Brent,  Bruco 

Gordon,  Fred  Kelsey,  Fred  Esmelton,  Mabel  Van 

Buren,  6. — A   very  good  crook  melodrama.  Did  a 
good  biisiness.  Patrons  like  pictures  of  this  sort 

that  keep  them  guessing  what’s  going  to  happen 
next.  No  wonder  the  Capitol  in  New  York  booked 

it.  They  gave  their  patrons  a   wonderful  chance. 

(Bugg,  Chicago,  111.)  This  was  a   fine  show.  Rat- 

ing 96  per  cent.  Films  pretty  fair.  (Jewel,  Vern- 
dale,  Minn.)  I   think  this  is  the  best  this  star  has 
made,  and  she  sure  made  a   hit  here.  The  burn- 

ing tunnel  is  some  thriller.  Good  for  any  day. 

It’s  easy  a   100  per  cent  picture.  No  sickening 
love  trash.  (Jewel,  Verndale,  Minn.)  A   very  good 
crook  story.  This  star  seems  to  be  coming  along 

good  for  me.  Six  reels.  (Photoplay,  Ashland, 

Kan.)  Too  slow  and  draggy.  Six  reels.  (Palace, 
Seadrift,  Tex.)  Picture  with  lots  of  action,  in- 

terest and  suspense.  Best  of  her  recent  pictures 

we  have  shown.  Six  reels.  (Palace,  Mt.  Pleasant, 
Tex.) 

SOME  PUNKINS,  Chad.,  Charles  Ray,  George 
Fawcett,  Fanny  Midgley,  Duane  Thompson,  7,000. 

— ^This  is  a   good  Charley  Ray  picture.  He  sure 

can  act  a   country  boy.  You  won’t  go  wrong  if 

you  book  "Some  Punkins"  if  your  patrons  like 
this  boy.  (Eagle,  Westville,  111.)  A   typical  Ray 
picture.  Pleased  everyone.  Good,  clean  drama  in 

the  heart  interest.  Give  us  more  of  these.  Ad- 

mission 10  and  26  cents.  (Woodward  Hall,  Hill, 
N.  H.) 

SON  OF  HIS  FATHER,  A,  FP.  Warner  Baxter, 
Bessie  Love,  Raymond  Hatton,  Walter  McGrall. 

6,925. — ^A  dandy  good  picture  and  one  that  any 
small  town  will  make  money  on.  Seven  reels. 

(Washington.  Atoka,  Okla.)  Our  biggest  busi- 

ness since  "The  Ten  Commandments.”  Did  a 
greater  business  on  this  picture  than  "The  Fresh- 

man.” The  so-called  National  Guide  to  Motion 
Pictures  says  this  picture  was  one  of  the  dullest 
on  record.  In  other  words.  Photoplay  Magazine 
(for  December)  has  listed  this  production  as  one 

on  which  to  save  your  time.  Who  are  these  birds 

that  can  sit  in  their  swivel  chairs  and  advise  the 
public  what  to  see  and  what  not?  I   hope  none 
of  our  exhibitor  friends  will  accept  this  magazine 
as  a   guide.  Had  we  read  the  report  in  Photoplay 
before  buying  the  picture  we  might  have  been 
tempted  to  lay  off,  but  on  the  contrary  we  read 
favorable  reports  in  Exhibitor’s  Herald  and  made 
some  real  money.  Pleased  our  patrons  and  they 
stopped  on  their  way  out  to  tell  us  so.  Thanks 
to  the  Herald  for  their  service.  We  have  no  room 
on  our  desk  for  so-called  guides  as  "Photo- 

plsy."  (Palace,  Syracuse,  Neb.)  My  patrons  said they  were  a   little  bit  disappointed  in  this.  Several 

told  me  they  classed  It  as  above  the  average  West- 

ern. Didn't  see  it  myself.  (Photoplay,  Ashland. 
Kans.)  Very  good.  Action  and  comedy  through- 

out and  a   picture  you  can  boost  to  the  skies  and 
not  worry  about  whether  you  will  please  the 

patrons  as  you  will.  (Rialto,  New  England, 

N.  D.)  Exceptionally  good  Western  action  pic- 
ture and  a   drawing  card.  Pleased  my  crowd  and 

I   did  good  business.  (Lyric,  Hartington,  Neb.) 

Another  good  one  from  Paramount  Almost  as 

good  as  “The  Pony  Express.”  Play  it  and  reap. 
(Grand,  Yoakum.  Tex.)  Here  is  an  exceptionally 

fine  picture  and  one  that  pleases  your  audience. 
However,  Paramount  asks  too  much  money  for 

it,  so  that  the  poor  exhibitor  is  left  with  the 

crumbs.  Book  it  but  buy  it  right.  (Strand.  Ran- 

som. Kans.)  Just  right  in  every  respect.  Don't 
be  afraid  of  this  one.  Has  everything  that  an 

audience  likes,  scenery,  action  and  comedy.  Just 

the  right  amount  of  comedy  at  the  right  time  and 

in  the  right  place.  (American,  Wautoma,  Wis.) 

Did  not  see  this  but  did  see  the  box  oSce  state- 

ments and  they  were  "a  sight  for  sore  eyes.” 
After  failing  to  do  any  business  with  two  state 

right  Harold  Bell  Wrights,  we  put  this  one  of 

Paramount's  on  and  did  a   fine  business.  Critics 
do  not  seem  to  think  so  much  of  it,  but  at  opened 

big  and  repeated  for  us — and  they  are  our  critics. 
(Cresco,  Cresco,  Iowa.)  This  picture  held  up 

good  for  a   three  night  run.  Geen  and  just  enough 

comedy  to  put  the  picture  over.  As  near  a   100 

per  cent  as  possible.  (Cozy,  Fayette,  lo.)  A   fine 

picture  of  the  West.  Drew  well  but  failed  to 

make  any  money,  as  rental  was  too  high.  (Dixie, 

Winona,  Miss.)  A   good  picture  and  one  that 
will  please  any  H.  B.  Wright  or  any  Gray  fans. 

Don’t  be  afraid  of  it.  (Palace,  Burkburnett,  Tex.) 
Good  picture  but  not  worth  money  we  paid  for 

it.  (Princess,  Traer,  la.)  Here's  one  that  can 

stand  a   lot  of  advertising.  The  author’s  name 
alone  is  a   good  drawing  card.  Also  stood  a   40 

cents  admission,  where  Hastings,  a   town  of  14,000, 

charged  30  cents  and  didn’t  bother  my  crowd  at 
all.  (Paramount,  Harvard,  Neb.)  Pleased  every- 

one. Suitable  for  any  audience.  Played  three 

nights  to  capacity  house.  If  we  had  more  like 
this  maybe  the  small  town  exhibitor  could  live. 

(Strand.  Milford,  Iowa.)  A   high-class  Western 
drama,  well  produced  and  well  acted,  with  good 

drawing  power  due  to  Harold  Bell  Wright’s  popu- 
larity. Title  rather  misleading  to  those  who 

haven’t  read  the  story,  so  let  them  know  that 
it  >3  a   Western  type  and  advertise  it  strong,  as 

it  will  satisfy  at  advanced  prices.  Good  comedy 

relief,  and  it’s  clean.  Play  up  the  story’s  run 
in  McCall’s  Magazine.  I   ran  in  too  close  to 
release  date  to  get  benefit  of  big  town  advertising, 

but  drew  very  well.  (Hamline,  Estelline,  S.  D.) 

This  is  one  of  the  best  out-door  pictures  I   ever 
ran.  Has  story,  comedy,  action,  good  direction 

and  the  paramount  finish.  Pleased  100  per  cent. 

Would  call  it  a   knockout.  (Star,  Montevideo, 

Minn.)  Boys,  step  on  this  one  and  advertise  it 
big.  In  my  estimation  one  of  the  finest  ever 

made.  The  book  will  bring  'em  in  and  they'll  go 
away  more  than  satisfied.  (Capitol,  Hartley,  la.) 

This  one  was  good  all  right  yet  it  was  a   little 

disappointing  to  my  patrons.  It  could  have  been 

better.  (Dixie,  Russellville,  Ky.)  A   plain  ordi- 
nary Western  that  pleased  my  people.  They  like 

pretty  near  all  out-door  pictures  here.  (Reel 

Joy.  King  City,  Cal.)  A   100  per  cent  entertain- 
ment. Pleased  all.  Good  clean  Western  drama. 

(Opera  House,  Fennimore,  Wis.)  A   real  pic- 
ture and  a   wonderful  cast.  Broke  house  records 

on  this  one.  Just  packed  ’em  in.  A   good  story 

and  a   picture  that  is  a   good  one.  You've  got 
to  give  it  to  Paramount  for  making  good  ones. 
(Monroe.  Monroe,  la.)  Good  entertainment. 

Nicely  put  up  in  every  way.  Not  like  the  story. 
Many  did  not  like  the  cast.  Did  a   fair  business. 
(Princess,  Mapleton.  la.)  We  consider  this  the 

best  Western  picture  of  the  year,  both  from  an 
entertainment  standpoint  and  exhibition  value. 

60  per  cent  more  business  with  less  advertising 

than  on  "The  Pony  Express.”  This  story  ran 
as  a   serial  in  "McCall’s  Magazine” ;   tell  them 
about  it  in  your  advertising  and  watch  your  box 

office  receipts.  (Opera  House,  Greenfield,  111.) 
An  ordinary  Western  sold  at  a   fancy  price.  (The 

Crystal,  Flandreau,  S.  D.)  A   fine  Western  which 

drew  a   good  crowd  in  zero  weather  and  then 

pleased  them.  Better  picture  than  "Wild  Horse 

Mesa"  and  drew  better.  Many  had  read  the  story 
in  "McCalls,"  which  fact  helped  at  the  box  office. 
This  show  is  good  for  two  days  anywhere  and 

is  sure  fire  for  the  small  town  exhibitor.  Bessie 

Love  the  real  hit  of  the  picture,  although  Baxter 

and  Raymond  Hatton  also  did  good  work.  (Com- 

munity. Surprise,  Neb.)  Are  any  of  you  fel- 
lows banking  on  what  the  critic  In  Photoplay 

Magazine  says  about  pictures?  If  you  arc,  cut 

it  out.  He  or  she  razzed  this  one,  and  also 

"Keeper  of  the  Bees,”  which  were  according  to 
my  patrons  two  of  the  best  pictures  I   showed 

in  1926.  (American,  Wautoma,  Wis.)  Just  or- 

dinary Western,  but  box  office  drawing  card  on 

account  of  author.  Pleased  most  all,  but  no  spe- 

cial. (Cozy,  Strawn,  Tex.)  This  drew  extra  good 
for  two  days.  20  and  30  cents  admission.  (O.  K., 

Lewisport,  Ky.)  Very  pleasing  high  class  Westl 
ern.  (Sunshine,  Darlington,  Ind.)  Here  is  an 

ideal  small  town  picture  from  every  angle.  Grab 

this  and  boost  it  and  if  you  get  them  in  (which 

should  be  easy  on  account  of  it  being  a   Harold 

Bell  Wright  story)  the  picture  will  please  them. 

We  boosted  prices  on  it  for  a   New  Year’s  show 
and  done  fine  business  and  pleased  as  near  lOO 

per  cent  as  any  of  them  will.  (Rex,  Colby,  Wis.) 
A   splendid  Western  picture.  (Silver  Family, 

Greenville,  Mich.)  This  picture  evidently  built 

for  box  office.  Did  nice  business  and  pleased 

all  who  saw  it.  Personally,  I   thought  it  only  or- 

dinary. (Minor,  Areata,  Cal.)  This  picture  U 

a   big  Western.  Done  up  in  Paramount  style. 
Quite  a   lot  of  comedy.  Will  satisfy  anybody  that 

likes  Westerns,  but  it  is  not  worth  the  big  price 

Paramount  charges  for  it.  Some  told  me  that  it 

deviates  from  the  book.  (Strand,  Dunsmuri,  Cal.) 

Ksrold  Bell  Wright’s  novel  made  a   very  pleasing 
picture  and  both  stars  suited  to  their  roles. 

(S.  T.,  Parker,  S.  D.)  Played  two  days  for  the 
benefit  of  the  Boy  Scouts  to  fairly  good  attendance. 

Wright’s  name  helps  to  pull  them  in  and  it  will 
sure  please  the  action  lovers  and  the  boys.  It 

is  a   mighty  good  program  picture.  (Y,  Nazareth, 

Pa.)  This  is  another  case  of  just  a   fair  Western, 
but  Paramount  makes  a   yell  about  it  being  a 

special.  Also  got  all  the  money.  Not  a   special 

by  any  means.  (Opera  House,  Arlington,  la.) 
Barely  made  me  price  of  feature.  Bad  weather 

and  season  no  doubt  contributing  their  share  (2nd 

week  in  Dec.)  Feature  nothing  to  rave  about, 

(Regent.  Bogota,  N.  J.)  A   picture  for  the 

whole  family.  It  is  a   pleasure  to  show  a   picture 

like  this.  If  you  haven’t  played  this  be  sure 
and  do  so.  Paramount  will  treat  you  right.  Print 

excellent.  (Sterling,  Fairmount,  Neb.)  Very 

fine  Western.  Paramount  is  head  and  shoulders 

ahead  of  all  of  them  on  Western  pictures.  Suit- 

ing all  classes  of  patrons  with  Westerns  is  some 

achievement.  They  do  it.  (Palace,  Ashland.  O.) 

Just  a   fairly  good  Western,  well  acted,  but  the 

story  as  pictured  is  rather  lame.  Raymond  Hat- 
ton makes  an  interesting  invalid.  (Community, 

Minneota,  Minn.)  Excellent.  (Texas,  Grand 

Prairie,  Te.x.)  This  picture  proved  very  enter- 
taining and  I   would  rate  it  as  a   little  above 

the  average  Western.  Seven  reels.  (Blende,  Ben- 
ton. Wis.) 

SOUL  MATES,  MGM,  Ailcen  Pringle,  Edmund 

Lowe,  Edythc  Chapman,  Lucicn  Littlefield,  6,000. 
Wonderful  picture.  Pleased  99  per  cent,  as  do 

all  Elinor  Glyn’s  stories.  (Lincoln  Square,  Deca- 
tur, 111.)  Alleen  Pringle  is  also  in  this  and  is 

very  fair,  but  don’t  forget  that  Edmund  Lowe 
puts  this  picture  over.  Our  people  sure  like  him. 

They  liked  the  picture,  too.  It  is  real  good,  al- 

though no  special.  Sub-titles  a   little  risque  but 
not  too  much  so  for  our  people.  (Majestic, 

Bowie,  Tex.)  While  this  one  has  a   foreign  story, 

they  never  found  it  out  until  we  got  them  in  and 

the  very  clever  titles  help  make  it  a   pleasing 

picture.  (Regent,  Eureka,  Kan.)  This  is  a   very 

good  picture.  Will  hold  interest  all  the  way 

through.  Very  good  for  Sunday.  Six  reels. 
(Monticello  Opera  House,  Monticello,  la.)  Here 

is  a   very  good  comedy  drama.  Takes  good  for 

any  night.  Pleased  all  that  saw  it.  Six  reels. 
(Grand,  Springfield,  Minn.) 

SPLENDID  CRIME,  THE.  FP,  Bebe  DanieJi, 

Neil  Hamilton,  Anne  Cornwall,  Josephine  Crow- 

ell, 6,100. — This  is  a   good  picture  and  will  please. 
Not  big  but  entertaining  and  well  handled  all  the 

way  through.  (Grand,  Pierre,  S.  D.)  Not  up  to 

this  star’s  past  performances.  Just  fair  and 
nothing  more.  Film  rental  too  high.  (Kentland. 

Kentland,  Ind.)  Just  a   fair  picture.  Business 

only  fair.  (Lyric,  Morrison,  111.)  This  pleased 
large  per  cent.  (Texas,  Grand  Prairie,  Tex.)  A 

good  program  picture.  Bebe  is  getting  better  all 
the  time.  I   have  no  trouble  in  putting  her  pic- 

tures over.  It  is  just  a   program  picture  with  a 
good  star  and  priced  right.  (Washington,  Atoka, 

Okla.)  A   very  nice  program  picture.  I   ran  it  on 
Sunday  and  it  pleased.  I   think  that  Bebe  gets 

better  in  every  picture.  There  was  a   little  action 

and  enough  comedy  that  the  picture  went  over  in 
nice  shape.  (Moon,  Neligh,  Neb.)  A   fairly  good 

little  program  pictiue.  Business  only  fair.  It’s 
just  the  same  old  crook  story  that  don’t  mean 
much  to  any  box  office.  The  acting  of  Miss  Dan- 

iels is  the  only  redeeming  feature  about  it.  (Bugg. 

Chicago,  111.)  A   weak  offering  that  got  by  and 

that's  about  all.  Would  class  this  a   fair  program 

picture.  Nothing  more.  1   have  found  the  great 

majority  of  Paramount’s  Fall  and  Winter  group 
rather  poor  pictures.  (Majestic,  Camden,  S.  D.) 

A   fine  program  picture.  Clean  and  entertaining. 
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(Silver  FamUy,  Greenville,  Mich.)  Wm.  De  Mille 
certainly  should  be  proud  of  the  mystery  stuff  he 

pulled  in  this  one.  It  was  so  dark  in  many  por- 
tions that  it  was  an  entire  crime  and  mystery  to 

the  audience,  so  dark  it  could  not  be  seen.  You 

bad  to  guess  what  had  happened,  and  I’ll  say 
this  to  Bebe,  that  many  more  like  this  one  and 

you'll  go  the  route  a   great  many  have  gone  before, 
the  road  to  oblivion.  A   very  poor  audience  pic- 

ture, both  from  lack  of  novelty  end  the  very  dark 

spots  that  did  not  allow  of  the  story  to  he  fol- 
lowed. (Columbia,  Columbia  City,  Ind.) 

SPLENDID  ROAD.  TRE,  FN.  Anna  Q,  Nils- 

stm,  Robert  Fraser,  Lionel  Barrymore,  Roy  Laid- 
law,  Russell  Simpson,  Gladys  BrockweH,  Panime 

Garon,  Marccllno  Day,  Edward  Earle,  8. — A   real 
good  production  that  seemed  to  satisfy  better  than 

average  program  picture.  A   just  rental,  so  every- 

body plea^.  (Kcntland,  Kentland,  Ind.)  Excel- 
lent picture  to  good  business.  Pleased  all  classes. 

(Lyric,  Morrison,  lil.)  If  Frank  Lloyd  did  per- 

sonally direct  this,  as  it  claims,  then  he'd  better 
quit.  Weakest  continuity  and  directing  I   have 

seen  for  some  time.  For  me,  personally,  the  pic- 
ture was  downright  rotten.  If  you  will  enjoy 

seeing  Anna  Q.  chasing  around  with  work  trou- 
sers and  uselessly  carrying  a   baby  in  her  arms, 

and  seeing  covered  wagons,  prospectors  and  gold 

hunters  with  nothing  to  do,  you  may  like  it,  and 

some  people  do.  So  some  liked  it  and  some  did 
sot,  but  it  is  not  a   bit  more  than  a   fair  program 

picture.  (Majestic,  Bowie,  Tex.)  First  class  pic- 
ture but  name  did  not  mean  anything  at  the  bo.x 

office.  Should  be  sold  at  program  price.  We 

played  it  some  time  as  first  run  in  Kansas  City 
and  this  is  a   mistake.  We  can  do  better  by 
waiting  three  months.  (Liberty.  Alva,  Okla.)  A 

splendid  picture.  In  a   class  with  the  best  of  the 

big  ones.  Step  on  it.  You  can't  make  it  too 
strong.  Wish  I   had  known  how  good  it  was  be- 

fore I   played  it.  (Bonham,  Prairie  du  Sac,  V/is.) 

A   splendid  Western  and  you  needn't  be  afraid  to 
boost  it.  Something  different  in  the  days  of  '49. 
(Eialto,  Pocahontas,  la.)  Extra  good.  Most  of 

^rst  National  pictures  are  good.  (Star,  Denison, 
Tex.)  Ran  it  Christmas.  Very  good  picture. 

Pleased  about  90  par  cent.  (Home,  Oblong.  111.) 

Good  picture  but  not  worth  more  than  a   pro- 
gram picture.  (Karlen,  Monticello,  Wis.) 

SPOOK  RANCH,  U,  Hooi  Gibson,  Helen  Fer- 
guson, Robert  McKim,  Frank  Rice,  5,147   ^This  is 

pretty  good  Gibson  that  smashed  our  attendance 

record  for  Saturday.  A   lot  of  comedy  in  it  and 

would  say  that  it  will  give  general  satisfaction. 

(Star,  Menard,  Tex.)  A   little  tame  for  the  West- 
ern fans  but  everyone  seemed  to  enjoy  it.  Busi- 

ness fell  off  second  night.  It's  not  quite  up  to 
Hoot’s  standard,  but  who  could  knock  Hoot  7 
(^lye,  Abilene,  Kan.)  A   darn  good  title,  story, 
picture  and  star  for  Saturday.  Up  to  standard 

and  even  more.  Good  business.  (Argonne,  Akron, 
lad.)  So  for  as  Hoot  is  concerned  this  is  one  of 

his  very  ordinary  Western,  hut  the  Negro  in 

the  picture  injects  a   lot  of  good  comedy  which 

keeps  it  pepped  up  and  it  makes  a   good  show  for 

the  kids  and  Western  fans.  (American,  Wautoma, 
Wis.)  Went  over  good  for  us.  Negro  makes 

plenty  of  comedy  and  that’s  what  they  like.  (Star- 
land,  Stockbridge,  Mich.)  Did  a   nice  business  on 
this  one.  Think  Hoot  will  be  a   good  bet  here. 
Universal  will  treat  you  right  and  then  some. 

(Polo,  Polo,  III.)  The  Negro  in  this  one  is  a 
scream.  Otherwise  just  a   fair  Western.  Poor- 

est business  of  any  Gibson  so  far,  due  to  season 

and  local  conditions.  (Grand,  Rainier,  Ore.)  A 
corking  good  Y/estern  that  pleased  all.  Hoot  is 

popular  ̂   here  and  always  brings  a   full  house. 
Advertising  on  this  is  great.  (Khattar’s,  Sydney, 
N.  S.,  Can.)  There  are  a   number  of  laughs  in 
this  one,  also  there  is  a   let  of  business  meant  to 
bring  a   laugh  that  missed  fire.  Somewhat  below 

Universal’s  Gibson  standard.  Just  a   fair  program 
picture.  Business  away  off.  (Columbia,  Colum- 

bia City,  lad.)  One  of  Hoot's  best.  Great  at  the 
office.  Keep  it  up.  Hoot.  (Globe.  Buena 

VsBta,  Va.)  Very  weak.  If  it  wasn’t  for  the 
coon  this  would  have  fallen  flat.  Several  like 

^is  and  Hoot  will  be  all  through.  (Princess, 

^andon,  'Wia.)  Not  up  to  Hoot’s  standard,  al- though good  entertainment  for  our  Western  pa- 
trons. (Lyric.  Endicott.  N.  Y.)  Good  Western 

comedy  drama.  Helen  Ferguson  appears  in  sup- 
Wrt.  (S.  T.,  Parker,  S.  D.)  Worst  Gibson  plc- 
t^e.  People  made  remarks  to  me  about  it.  Why 

a   good  star  with  such  rot?  Universal,  like 
has  good  and  bad  ones.  But  on 

good  program.  (Princess,  BIwood, 
“u.;  Not  as  good  as  soma  of  Hoot’s  others, 

t   o^h  not  bad  at  all.  Just  that  we  Icok  for Mtter  stories  from  Gibson  than  this.  First  half 
in  placing  the  story  is  very  tiresome,  but  when 
I   gets  into  the  story  it  fairly  hums  for  a   bit,  and 
then  slumps  off.  Gibson  was  aSicted  with  a 

leading  lady  in  this.  (Temple,  Bellaire, 
•   )   This  is  only  a   fair  picture  and  is  the  poorest 

Libson  I   ever  saw.  Who  told  Carl’s  son  he  could 

direct?  First  night  good  crowd,  second  night  poor. 

Surely  not  worthy  of  Jewel  trademark.  (Bijou, 

Beach,  N.  D.)  Fair  of  its  kind.  (Regent,  Bo- 
gota, N.  J.)  This  Gibson  brought  us  more  money 

than  any  we  have  used  for  some  time.  The  pic- 

ture pleased  all.  (Boynton,  Boynton,  Okla.)  A 
dandy  Western  with  a   lot  of  laughs  in  it.  The 
coon  puts  the  flavor  in  It.  Hoot  is  also  good. 

(Blue  Mouse,  Davenport,  Wash.)  A   Western  with 
enough  good  comedy  to  put  it  over.  Not  so  much 
stunt  stuff  and  wild  riding,  but  will  please.  (Co^, 

Fayette,  la.)  Good  picture  and  excellent  business. 
Gibson  out«iraws  Mix  here  two  to  one.  (Cozy, 

Topeka,  Kan.)  Boy,  some  Western  picture!  Nig- 
ger almost  runs  away  with  the  honors.  If  any 

small  town  exhibitor  finds  some  one  who  doesn’t 
like  this  picture,  put  them  in  a   cage  and  ship 
them  to  me  collect.  I   want  to  see  what  they  look 
like.  (New  Liberty,  Carnegie,  Okla.)  A   dandy 

comedy  Western.  A   coon  in  this  picture  brought 

as  many  laughs  as  a   Harold  Lloyd  feature.  Plenty 
of  action,  fast  riding  and  excitement.  Pleased 

my  crowd  100  per  cent.  (Cozy.  Strawn,  Tex.) 

Hoot  always  draws  a   crowd  for  us.  "Spook 

Ranch"  will  hold  the  audience  and  give  many 
laughs.  (Hardburly,  Hardburly,  Ky.)  Only  fair. 
Not  much  of  a   Western  picture.  Patrons  disap- 

pointed. Touches  of  comedy  the  only  thing  that 

helps  to  put  picture  over.  Six  reels.  (Princess, 
Chilton,  Wis.)  A   pretty  good  comedy  Western. 
It  seems  about  6   reels  to  me.  I   wish  they  would 

make  the  number  of  reels  they  put  it  out  for. 

The  Century  Comedies  are  also  shorter  than  they 
put  them  cut  for.  Six  reels.  (Llnwood  Square, Norwalk.  O.) 

SPORTING  UFE.  U,  Bert  Lytell,  Marion 

Nixon,  Paulette  DuvaJ,  Cyril  Chadwick,  George 

Siegmann,  6,709. — Corking  good  melodrama.  De- 
cided improvement  over  the  old  one  made  by 

Paramount  some  years  ago.  Good  action  through- 
out. Korse  race  not  much  to  brag  about,  how- 

ever. It’s  O.  K.  if  your  people  don’t  know  much 
about  the  game.  (Star,  Menard,  Tex.)  A   melo- 

drama with  English  background.  Pretty  good 

picture  and  with  nothing  objectionable,  but  be- 
lieve that  the  title  is  a   poor  one  with  which  to 

draw  business  in  small  town.  Anyway,  that  was 

our  experience.  (S.  T.,  Parker,  S.  D.)  Posi- 
tively a   knockout.  A   real  attraction.  Plenty  of 

action  and  sports.  Another  Universal  Jewel  ve- 
hicle which  was  worth  the  money.  Book  it, 

brother.  Universal  should  be  patronized  by  all  ex- 

hibitors on  pictures  like  these.  (Princess.  El- 

wood,  Ind.)  Very  good  program  picture.  Should 
not  be  called  a   Jewel.  Just  average  production. 

Didn't  cost  much  and  will  mean  about  the  same 
at  box  office.  (American,  Ada,  Okla.)  Real  good, 

all  but  the  horse  race,  which  I   called  poor.  Every- 
one seemed  to  enjoy  it.  (Starland,  Stockbridge. 

Mich.)  This  Is  a   good  picture,  but  did  not  draw. 
(Palace,  Waupaca,  Wis.)  Well  known  story  put 

into  a   good  picture  and  pleased.  A   good  prize 

fight  and  a   good  horse  race  and  generally  satis- 
factory. (Grand,  Pierre,  S.  D.) 

STAGE  STRUCK,  FP.  Gloria  Swanson.  Lawr- 
ence Gray,  Gertrado  Astor,  7. — This  picture  takes 

our  house  record  for  one  night  for  all  time,  top- 

ping high  on  “Commandments,’’  "Freshman"  and 
■'The  Wagon.”  Second  and  third  days  not  so 

good.  First  part,  the  most  gorgeous  color  photog- 

raphy ever  put  on  film — it  is  something  to  dream 
about — in  the  main  story  Gloria  clowns,  the  equal 
of  a   Chaplin  and  gets  lots  of  laughs.  Many  of 
the  Gloria  fans  thought  it  beneath  her  dignity  to 

play  such  a   part.  Parts  of  the  picture  were  made 
here,  which  accounted  for  a   great  deal  of  its 

drawing  power.  On  the  whole  a   better  than  usual 
Swanson.  (Temple,  Bellaire,  O.)  Best  small  town 

picture  she  ever  made.  All  comedy.  But  couldn’t 
make  any  money,  and  couldn’t  make  money  on 
her  if  we  were  given  the  film  absolutely  free. 

(Palace,  Ashland,  O.)  My  bunch  said  this  was 
one  of  the  best  Swansons  they  ever  saw  and  I 

have  played  them  all.  (Reel  Joy,  King  City,  Cal.) 

I   am  glad  they  took  "Conquered"  out  of  my  con- 
tract, How  can  any  company  pay  high  salary  to 

a   star,  put  them  in  a   cheap  production,  and  ex- 
pect to  book  the  exhibitors  ?   And  if  they  do  put 

a   lot  of  money  in  the  production,  who  do  they 

think  could  pay  the  price  they  would  have  to 
get  for  it?  I   think  it  is  high  time  they  let  some 

of  these  high  priced  stars  ̂ ve  us  exhibitors  enter- 
taining productions.  (New  Star,  Westminster, 

Md.)  Really  the  best  Gloria  Swanson  picture  we 
ever  had.  She  does  some  of  her  finest  work  in 

this  picture.  Very  well  produced.  Pleased  all 

of  our  patrons.  Business  only  fair.  (Bxigg,  Chi- 

cago, III.)  Plenty  good  comedy  in  this,  which 

always  seems  to  satisfy  if  done  right.  All  com- 
ments were  favorable.  (Star,  Montevideo,  Minn.) 

Gloria  doesn’t  draw  for  me,  though  "Stage  Struck” 
is  an  Improvement  on  some  of  her  recent  pic- 

tures. Paramount  wants  unreasonable  rentals  for 

her  pictures.  They  are  not  profitable  from  the 

box  office  standpoint  with  mo.  Don’t  think  I   will 
buy  any  more  unless  they  get  much  cheaper  in 

price.  (Lyric,  Terrell,  Tex.)  Another  failure.  A 
disappointed  audience,  that  will  drive  business 
away  in  future.  Gloria  is  not  glorious  any  more. 

(Palace,  Memphis,  Tex.)  Her  best  since  “The 
Humming  Bird.”  Poor  Gloria,  how  are  the  mighty 
fallen.  This  one  okay  for  large  or  small  town. 

(Acme,  Kennebuck,  Me.)  It  was  the  consensus 
of  opinion  that  this  is  a   poor  Swanson  picture. 
Patrons  were  disgusted  with  the  cheap  slapstick 

comedy.  The  only  part  they  seemed  to  like  was 
the  opening  reel,  which  has  the  moat  beautiful 
Technicolor  work  I   have  ever  seen.  (Capitol.  Del- 

phos,  0.)  Gloria  Swanson  can  also  quit  If  she 

doesn’t  Improve  a   whole  lot,  and  that  quickly. 
(Majestic,  Camden,  S.  C.)  Gloria  fans  like  !t, 
The  colors  are  gorgeous  and  it  is  a   real  good  pic- 

ture. The  cowboys  won’t  like  this  one  but  the 
real  movie  critic  will  say  it  Is  fine.  (Palace, 
Burkburnett,  Tex.)  A   splendid  picture.  Good 
story.  Star  fine.  Coloring  beautiful.  (Silver 

Family,  Greenville,  Mich.)  Made  a   good  New 

Year’s  attraction.  Best  Swanson  In  some  time  for 

small  towns.  More  on  the  "Manhandled”  order, 
though  not  so  good.  (Gresco,  Crcsco,  la.)  Did 

not  please  the  Swanson  fans,  who  consider  slap- 
stick comedy  cheapens  this  actress.  Otherwise 

would  class  this  as  rather  ordinary  comedy  that 

will  please  about  50  per  cent.  (Crosaett,  Crosaett, 
Ark.)  Better  than  anything  she  has  done  recently. 

Better  than  "The  Coast  of  Folly,"  but  nothing  to 
bray  about.  Just  a   program  picture  for  a   small 
town.  Flopped  badly  on  the  second  night.  (Wash- 

ington, Atoka,  Okla.)  Not  so  good.  Would  have 
been  all  right  at  about  a   program  figure.  Got 

lots  of  laughs  in  my  house.  (Roaewin,  Dallas, 

Tax.)  This  is  one  of  Gloria’s  best  and  the  photog- 
raphy is  the  best  we  have  ever  seen  all  the  way 

through.  We  did  very  good  business  on  this  pic- 
ture because  it  was  staged  on  the  Ohio  River  near 

our  town  and  a   great  many  people  were  down 
there  while  it  was  being  filmed.  You  have  to  hand 

it  to  Paramount  when  It  comes  to  real  photogra- 

phy because  they  are  in  a   class  by  themselves.  Play 

this  one  and  please  everybody.  (Long’s,  Cadiz,  0.) 

She  tries  to  get  Bebe  Daniel’s  place  but  she  can't 
do  it.  This  is  different  from  the  other  Swansons. 

(Texas,  Grand  Prairie,  Tex.)  Goexi  picture  for 
small  towns.  A   few  of  the  Swanson  fans  did 

not  like  it.  Drew  good  business.  (Pastime,  Jef- 

ferson, O.)  It  looks  like  Gloria  has  slipped  in 

this  one,  yet  it’s  better  than  several  of  her  other 
releases  as  that.  It  gets  laughs  from  the  gal- 

lery and  had  lots  of  my  shoot-up  crowd  that  said 

it  was  good,  but  the  ones  who  turned  out  to  see 
Gloria  expecting  a   high  class  production  was  dis- 

appointed. Paid  a   big  price  for  this  slapstick 
comedy.  (Dixie,  Russellville,  Ky.)  Punk.  Very 
ordinary.  Gloria  is  slipping  hero,  but  through  no 

fault  of  hers.  Give  her  something  to  work  with 
and  she  will  do  bettor.  (Kentland,  Kentland,  Ind.) 
Gloria  is  sure  a   dead  one.  This  picture  is  about 
the  worst  I   have  ever  run.  No  entertainment 

value  at  all.  Coloring  was  evidently  put  In  to 

save  the  picture,  but  it  don't  do  it.  (Rex.  Bon- 
ners Ferry,  Idaho.)  Technicolor  was  wonderful, 

but  cannot  soy  much  for  the  rest  of  the  picture. 

Flopped  at  the  cash  repster,  which  is  the  real 

critic.  (New  Geneseo,  Geneseo,  111.)  First  night 

big,  second  day  40  per  cent  of  first.  Why?  I 

dunno.  (Regent,  Bogota,  N.  J.)  Am  glad  to 
hear  that  Gloria  has  left  Paramount.  Never 

mads  a   bit  of  money  with  her.  This  picture  was 

even  worse  than  "Madame  Sans  Gene,”  and  it 
was  bad  enough.  Would  not  please  any  place, 

regardless  of  what  class  of  patronage.  (Lyric, 

Frostburg,  Md.)  Can’t  see  why  they  knock  this 
one.  Drew  good  business  and  pleased  much  bet- 

ter than  "Madame  Sans  Gene.”  Seven  reels. 
(Strand,  Paoli,  Ind.) 

STAMPEDE  THUNDER,  V,  Pete  Mcrrlson.  6. 

— The  last  of  the  series  and  a   very  weak  offer- 
ing. (Grand,  Rainier,  Ore.)  I   will  report  this 

picture  for  an  ordinary  program.  Not  any  extra. 

Five  reels.  (American,  Scofield,  Ut.) 

STEEL  PREFERRED,  PDC,  Vera  Reynolds, 

William  Boyd,  Hobart  Bosworth,  Charlie  Murray, 

Ben  Turpin,  8. — Very  good.  A   real  attraction. 

People  talked  about  this  and  the  second  day's 
business  heat  the  first.  Brother,  book  this  one 

sure.  (Princess,  Elwood,  Ind.)  Good  picture,  but 
name  killed  it.  People  looked  for  steel  product 

picture,  and  it  was  nothing  of  the  kind.  If  It  had 

a   proper  title  it  would  have  made  us  money  in- 
stead of  losing.  (Liberty,  Alva,  Okla.)  This 

one  rings  the  bell,  for  small  towns  especially.  It 
has  excellent  comedy  and  many  thrills.  The  only 

place  it  was  lame  was  In  making  the  hero  quite 
so  much  of  a   boob  the  first  time  he  visited  the 

rich  man’s  home.  It  was  funny  and  got  several 

good  laughs,  but  did  not  belong  in  the  picture. 

But  as  a   whole  it  is  way  above  the  average  as 

entertainment.  And  watch  this  lad  Boyd :   he 

looks  like  a   comer.  (Strand.  Alma,  Mich.)  This 

was  a   very  good  one.  Suited  80  per  cent.  Had 

a   lot  of  good  peppy  stuff.  Fine  work  by  stars. 
Name  not  fitted  to  play.  I   could  give  better  name. 
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Had  no  drawing  power.  (Amuse,  Hart,  Micb.) 

Here  is  an  honest-to-goodness  real  live  entertain- 
ment. It  carries  everything  and  is  well  done  In 

every  respect.  If  we  could  only  draw  such  pic- 
tures each  day  of  our  showing  what  a   pleasure  it 

would  be  to  run  a   show.  It  is  great  entertain- 
ment. Seven  reels.  (Gem,  BatesvUle,  Ark.) 

STELLA  MARIS,  U,  Mary  Phllbin,  Gladys 

Brockwcll,  Elliott  Dexter,  7. — Very  good  acting 
and  not  so  good  to  look  at.  In  some  places  a 
little  too  gruesome,  but  what  can  you  do  if  you 

have  to  bring  out  the  characters  in  the  story? 

Business  poorest  this  winter.  Not  much  of  the 
Jewel  kind  is  this  one.  Fair  program  for  anyone. 

(Royal,  Kimball,  S.  D.)  Those  who  saw  this  pic- 
ture seemed  very  much  pleased  with  it.  Find 

Universal  product  on  a   whole  very  good  and 

usually  pleases,  but  as  box  oihce  attractions,  do 
not  seem  able  to  get  there.  (Majestic,  Camden, 

S.  C.)  This  did  not  go  here.  Some  said  as  bad 

as  “The  Phantom."  Just  a   program  picture. 
(Star,  Fowler,  Colo.)  Good  work  by  Mary  Philbin 

and  cast,  but  badly  directed. —   (Palace,  Waupaca. 
Wis.)  Some  wonderful  acting,  especially  by 
Philbin  in  her  dual  role,  but  the  story  has  some 

unpleasant  moments,  and  it  didn’t  draw  at  all. 
H^  four  dollars  in  the  house  on  the  second  night. 

(Pastime,  Mason,  Mich.) 

STOP  FLIRTING,  PDC,  Wanda  Hawley,  John 

T.  Murray,  HalJam  Cooley,  Ethel  Shannon,  Vera 

Stodman,  Jimmie  Adams,  Jack  Duffy,  6. — A   very 
good  comedy  drama.  A   picture  that  wiU  please 

them.  Jack  Duffy  plays  a   good  part.  You’ve 
got  to  give  it  to  Christie  for  comedy  dramas. 
Ran  it  for  a   high  school  benefit  and  they  were 

pleased.  (Eagle,  Westville,  111.)  Very  good 

comedy.  Many  pronounced  it  funnier  than 

“Charley’s  Aunt.”  If  you  want  to  give  them  a 
good  laugh,  show  them  this  one.  (Community, 
Minnesota,  Minn.)  This  is  a   might  good  comedy 
feature.  It  is  fast  all  the  way  through,  with  lots 

of  gags  and  hokum  and  has  a   mighty  good 
climax.  I   did  not  draw  big  on  it,  I   think  on 

account  of  my  street  being  torn  up  for  paving. 
But  think  it  pleased  ail  who  came.  Not  a   big 

picture  but  a   good  pleasing  program.  One  of 
the  kind  I   like  and  my  patrons  like.  (Arcadia, 

Vandergrift,  Pa.)  Haven’t  been  able  to  find 
anyone  who  has  anything  good  to  say  of  it  except 

ourselves,  and  occasionally  we  sneak  off  by  our- 
selves and  admit  tbe  truth.  Just  a   light  farce 

with  a   few  laughs  here  and  there  and  not  a 

special  in  any  respect.  (Y.  M.  C.  A.,  Morenci, 
Ariz.) 

STORM  BREAKER,  THE,  U,  House  Peters. 
Ruth  Clifford,  Lionel  Bclmore,  Gertrude  Claire, 

6.093. — A   real  good  story  of  the  high  seas  that 
holds  the  interest  from  start  to  finish.  The  two 

girls  in  the  story  do  not  seem  to  come  up  to 

the  requirements  and  do  not  help  it  a   great  deal. 

(Temple.  Bellaire,  O.)  This  is  the  best  from 
Peters  in  some  time.  A   good  interesting  drama, 

well  done.  (Bijou.  Beach,  N.  D.)  Hardly  up  to 

general  standard.  Draggy  story  and  rather  in- 
complete ending.  Storm  scenes  too  dark  for  our 

light  to  show  well.  (S.  T..  Parker,  S.  D. ) 

Showed  this  to  poorest  business  in  a   year.  All 

out  at  9:30.  Absolutely  without  drawing  power. 

Barely  got  film  rental  in  two  days.  (American. 

Ada,  Okla.)  This  held  them  every  minute.  Rather 

slow  at  first  but  it’s  going  strong  at  the  finish. 
(Pastime,  Mason,  Mich.)  Fair  picture  of  type. 

Star  doesn’t  mean  anything,  or  title  either.  Noth- 
ing about  it  to  draw.  (Auditorium,  Crockett,  Tex.) 

Cheaply  made  picture  with  poor  cast,  faked  storm 

scenes  and  an  unpopular  ending.  If  Laemmle 

puts  less  money  in  national  advertising  and  more 

in  production,  accidents  like  this  one  wouldn’t 
happen.  (Lily,  Buffalo,  N.  Y. )   Our  audience 

liked  this  one.  (Palaoe,  Waupaca,  Wis.)  Just 

an  average  sea  picture.  We  have  had  too  many 

sea  stories  recently.  (Blende,  Benton,  Wis.)  A 
fair  production  but  Universal  has  better  Jewels 

than  this  one.  (Coliseum,  Edmore,  Mich.)  Not 

a   big  special  but  a   good  program  show.  Not  a 

big  drawing  card  but  business  was  normal.  (Ham- 
mond, Hammond,  Wis.) 

STREET  OP  FORGOTTEN  MEN,  THE,  FP, 

Percy  Marmont,  Mary  Brian,  Neil  Hamilton,  John 

Harrington,  6,366.— One  of  Marmont’s  best. 
Pleased  audience  greatly.  (Lorin,  Berkeley,  Cal.) 
Good  picture  of  a   more  serious  trend.  Pleased 

large  Sunday  business.  (S.  T.,  Parker,  S.  D.) 

An  excellent  picture :   price  right :   pleased  90 

per  cent.  Made  some  money.  Buy  it  and  step 
on  the  advertising.  (Washington,  Atoka,  Okie.) 

This  is  a   good  underworld  story,  but  my  patrons 

do  not  seem  to  take  to  those  kind  of  stories,  so 

they  didn’t  enthuse,  and  it  didn’t  draw,  either. 
(America,  Wautoma,  Wis.)  Very  good  picture. 

Well  acted  and  teaches  a   splendid  moral.  Picture 

full  of  pathos  and  good  drama,  but  doesn’t  become 
monotonous  at  any  time.  (Cbar-Bell,  Rochester, 

Ind.)  Not  BO  pleasing.  (Texas.  Grand  Prairie, 

Tex.)  This  is  a   crackcrjack  picture,  but  some- 
how business  was  not  up  to  expectations.  (Regent, 

Bogota,  N.  J.)  This  was  a   very  good  picture. 
Pleased  my  crowd  which  was  not  a   very  large 

one.  (Reel  Joy,  King  City,  Cal.)  Good  story 

of  New  York’s  fakirs  and  street  beggars.  Good 
scenes  of  the  slums  and  underworld.  A   human 

heart  interest  picture  100  per  cent  to  me,  and  I 

saw  it  twice  through.  Patrons  thoroughly  satis- 
fied. Brought  them  in  the  second  night.  Good 

picture  for  city  or  small  town  exhibitor.  (Palace, 

Clifton  Heights,  Pa.)  Fair  first  night;  poor  the 

next.  Famous  Players  may  consider  this  enter- 
tainment but  my  clientele  did  not,  we  having 

several  walkouts.  The  picture  is  too  depressing, 

the  bowery  drinking  scenes  in  this  dry  state  don’t 
add  to  the  value  of  the  production  and  I   do  not 

believe  that  people  come  to  the  theatre  to  have 

the  dregs  of  humanity  paraded  before  them,  with 

all  the  misery  and  poverty  there  is  in  evidence 

in  this  picture.  Further,  Marmont  may  be  good 

on  the  speaking  stage  but  be  is  a   heck  of  a   long 

way  from  having  any  drag  with  the  movie  goein. 
The  concensus  of  opinion  of  those  whom  I   asked 

how  they  liked  it  next  day  said  it  was  as  close 
to  zero  as  they  cared  to  sit  through,  that  if  it 

had  not  been  that  I   recommended  it  rather  highly 

they  would  not  have  been  attracted  to  it.  There 
is  where  I   made  a   mistake.  I   laid  to  it  too  heavy 

in  my  newspaper  ad.  (Columbia,  (Columbia  City, 

Ind.)  A   good  picture,  but  did  not  draw.  (Lyric, 

Wooster,  O.)  Underworld  story  that  satisfied.  It’s 
different  and  can  be  bought  to  leave  a   profit. 

(Star,  Montevideo,  Minn.)  Good  picture  but  did 
not  draw  at  box  office.  (Princess,  Traer,  la.) 

A   very  good  picture  although  many  were  disap- 
pointed in  the  way  the  picture  ended.  (Cozy, 

Fayette,  la.)  Not  very  good  for  a   Saturday  night, 

as  it  is  a   sad  picture.  Marmont  acts  very  well  in 

this  and  Mary  Brian  is  very  likable  in  it  also. 

(“Y,"  Nazareth,  Pa.)  A   very  good  picture.  A 
great  deal  better  than  the  average  run  of  pictures. 

Mary  Brian  proves  to  be  a   very  clever  little  star. 

Percy  Marmont  doss  some  real  acting  in  this  pic- 

ture. Play  it.  You  can't  go  wrong.  (Paramount, 

Wyoming.  111.)  Very  good  picture.  You  won’t 
go  wrong  if  you  book  this  Paramount.  Eight 
reels.  (Lincoln,  Milwaukee,  Wis.) 

SUN  UP,  MGM,  Conrad  Nage),  Paolene  Starke, 
Lacillc  LaVeme,  George  K,  Arthur.  Sam  De 

Grasse,  Arthur  Rankin,  6. — Extra  good  program 
picture.  Acting  of  stars  fine.  Pleased  my  audience. 

Many  compliments  on  picture.  Held  interest  from 
first  flash  to  fadeout.  An  exceptionally  interesting 

picture  which  is  true  to  life,  portraying  life  and 
habits  of  Eastern  Mountain  folk.  Print  in  best 

of  condition.  Interesting  story  unfolds  as  picture 

progresses.  (Alamo.  Cameron,  W.  Va.)  Someone 

reported  that  this  picture  was  below  Metro- 

Goldwyn’s  standard.  Perhaps  it  is,  but  our  pa- 
trons were  well  pleased.  Story  is  different  from 

average  run  and  deals  with  the  rough  people 

of  the  hills  in  the  days  of  the  World  War.  Price 

right  and  film  okay.  (Palace.  Syracuse,  Neb.) 

A   good  mountaineer  drama  which  did  fair  business 

on  tbe  coldest  night  of  the  year.  (Princess,  Chil- 
ton, Wis.)  Fine  except  one  scene  decidedly  vulgar 

and  should  have  been  eliminated.  Seemed  to 

please  generally,  however.  Business  very  light. 

(Grand,  Rainier,  Ore.)  Cannot  say  very  much 

for  this  one ;   personally  thought  it  very  weak. 

The  poorest  photography  I   have  seen  in  months. 
Everything  seems  to  be  in  a   haze,  as  if  your  lens 

were  away  out  of  focus.  (Regent,  Eureka,  Kan.) 
M.  G.  should  have  shelved  this  ancient  history. 

Costumes,  etc.  One  of  those  pictures  you’re  glad 
when  it  says  "the  end."  (Grand,  Port  Washing- 

ton, Wis.)  With  one  exception  this  is  a   fine 
show.  The  story,  acting,  direction  and  scenery 

are  A-1,  But  there  is  one  scene  that  isn't  just 

hot,  it’s  vulgar.  (Electric,  Chillicothe,  Mo.) 
Good  picture.  Suggestive  in  spots,  but  seems 

as  if  that's  what  the  public  wants.  (Illinois,  Sulli- 
van, m.)  Not  much.  People  did  not  like  it. 

People  told  me  they  saw  this  picture  three  years 
ago.  and  when  I   contracted  all  these  pictures  they 

were  supposed  to  be  new.  Why  does  Goldwyn  do 
that?  Look  out.  Film  good.  (Opera  House. 

Hilbert,  Wis.)  Saturday  to  very  fair  business.  1 

have  been  getting  good  pictures  from  Metro  and 
I   have  reported  them  good.  I   am  sorry  to  say 

I   cannot  report  this  one  good,  for  I   won’t  He, 
even  for  Metro.  All  you  chaps  can  do  as  you 

like  about  it.  (Ideal,  Chateaugay,  N.  Y.)  This 

is  a   good  program  picture  and  we  did  good  busi- 
ness on  this  one.  It  is  different  from  the  regu- 

lar outdoor  picture  end  was  enjoyed  by  my  pa- 
trons, to  judge  by  comments  from  patrons  going 

out  after  seeing  it.  (Monarch,  Medicine  Hat, 
Alta.,  Canada.)  Fair  mountain  picture  but  too 

suggestive  in  spots.  Played  on  Friday  and  Sat- 

urday to  poor  house.  No  drawing  card.  (Regent, 

Sblomon,  Kan.)  Does  not  matter  much  if  the 

sun  is  up  or  down.  If  you  run  it  you  will  prob- 
ably think  the  sun  never  will  come  up  again. 

(Odeon,  Chandler,  Okia.)  Some  like  it,  others 

didn't.  Nagel’s  part  in  this  didn’t  have  an  ap- 
peal with  his  admirers.  Picture  will  stand  one 

day’s  showing,  however.  (Temple,  Aberdeen.  Miss.) 
Very  good  picture  with  plenty  of  action  and  a 

good  story.  (Lily,  Buffalo,  N.  Y.) 

T 

TEASER,  THE,  U,  Laura  LaPlante,  Pat  O’Mal- 
ley, Hedda  Hopper,  Walter  McGrall,  Margaret 

Qcimby,  6,890. — Boys,  listen  to  this.  This  is  one 
of  the  best  features  I   have  had  on  the  screen 
for  a   fortnight,  bar  all  the  big  specials.  Had 

more  favorable  comments  on  this  one  than  any- 
thing I   have  had  for  weeks,  and  I   have  had  some 

so-called  big  sup-hold  up  price  specials  in  the 
past  week.  (Fairyland,  White  Castle,  La.)  Fine 

little  comedy  drama.  Good  entertainment  through- 
out. (Electric,  Cambridge.  Neb.)  Good  picture, 

although  didn't  enjoy  it  personally  as  much  as 
some  of  her  other  ones.  Patrons  satisfied.  (New 

Liberty,  Carnegie,  Okla.)  Program  picture 

only.  "Jewel"  used  to  mean  something  in 

the  days  of  “Devil’s  Pass  Key”  and  "Blind  Hus- 
bands.” Remember  those  days,  brother,  when 

we  could  makes  money  on  Universal’s  product? 
(American,  Adax,  Okla.)  Very  light  offering. 

Many  walked  out  on  it,  while  others  said  it  was 

very  good.  Pleased  about  60  per  cent,  I   would 

judge.  (Royal,  Fairmount,  Ind.)  Just  an  ordi- 
nary program  picture  that  would  have  been  much 

better  in  five  reels.  (Cozy,  Fayette,  Iowa.)  One 
of  the  finest  little  light  comedies  you  can  treat 

your  patrons  to.  They  chased  me  for  blocks  to 
tell  me  how  they  enjoyed  it.  (Pastime,  Mason, 

Mich.)  Good  feature  with  lot  of  laughs  in  it. 
These  society  dramas  are  not  very  good  for  my 

business  and  I   hope  they  won’t  make  so  many 
of  them.  Melodramas  with  excitement  and  action, 

that's  what  we  want,  but  society  stuff  don't  count. 
Everybody  is  just  tired  of  pictures  like  that. 
This  is  a   very  good  one,  so  it  passed  here. 

(Royal,  Kimball,  S.  D.)  This  one  went  over  big. 
Had  the  right  kick.  Well  put  over.  Everyone 
was  well  satisfied  80  per  cent.  Plenty  of  talk 

for  it,  saying  good  things.  (Amuse,  Hart,  Mich.) 

A   pretty  good  program  picture.  Star  has  no 
following  and  not  a   box  office  draw  at  alL 

(American,  Wautoma,  Wis.)  No  fault  of  the 
picture  that  we  did  not  do  more  business,  but  tbe 

heavy  snow  keeps  them  in.  Laura  well  liked 
here,  even  by  yours  truly.  (Alamo.  Pembine, 

Wis.)  Business  decidedly  off.  Patrons  reported 

it  a   "cute”  picture.  Star  not  known  here. 
(Auditorium,  Crockett,  Tex.)  A   good  little  picture 
without  much  drawing  power  for  us,  as  Laura 

is  not  very  well  known  here  yet.  It's  mighty 
nice  entertainment,  though,  and  she  made  some 

friends.  O’Malley  very  good.  too.  (Star,  Menard. 

Tex.)  Here  is  a   doodle.  One  of  those  absorbing 
offerings  that  please  old  and  young.  The  butler 
was  a   rib  tickler.  Step  on  it.  (Cozy,  Villisca, 

la.)  A   fair  comedy  drama  with  several  amusing 
situations.  Good  for  Sundays  if  fans  are  satisfied 

with  a   light  comedy.  Business  only  fair. 

(Princess,  Chilton,  Wis.)  A   dandy  picture.  Not 

a   big  one,  but  pleases  the  people  and  brings  in 
a   different  crowd.  (Princess,  Elwood.  Ind.) 

Just  a   fair  program  picture.  (Regent,  Bogota, 

N.  J. )   Very  good  picture,  pleased  everyone  very 
well.  (Palace,  Wolfe  City.  Tex.)  Clever  comedy 
drama  which  pleased.  (S.  T.,  Parker,  S.  D.) 

This  one  deserves  praise.  Should  please  any 
audience.  (Blue  Mouse,  Davenport,  Wash.) 

Here  is  a   good  comedy-drama.  They  sure  liked 

this  one.  (Strand,  Pattonsburg,  Mo.)  Nice 
little  picture.  (Starland,  Stookbridge.  Mich.)  A 

humdinger  of  a   little  comedy  drama.  Laura 
always  pleases  here.  (Globe,  Savannah,  Mo.) 

Good  program  picture  to  poor  business.  (Lily, 

Buffalo.  N.  Y.)  The  bunk  for  a   small  town 
exhibitor  who  wants  to  give  the  theatregoer  real 

pictures  with  entertainment.  (Hardburly,  Hard- burly,  Ky.) 

THANK  YOU,  F,  George  O’Brien,  Jacqueline 

Logan,  Alee  B.  Francis,  Cyril  Chadwick,  J.  Far- 

rell MacDonald,  George  Fawcett,  6,300. — A   re- 
markable picture  and  will  be  liked  by  patrons  if 

you  can  get  them,  but  Oh  boy,  they  gave  it  the 
best  letting  alone  that  any  picture  has  had  in 

my  house  in  two  years.  Alec  Francis  does  one 
of  the  best  portrayals  that  he  has  done  sine® 
"Smilin'  Through”  and  you  will  love  him  in  this 

characterization.  (Oozy,  Winchester,  Ind.)  Good 

picture  for  small  town.  Invite  all  your  ministers 
to  see  it.  Business  better  second  day  than  the 

first.  (Liberty  &   Melba,  Carnegie,  Okie.)  Small 

towns  take  notice  1   Here  is  your  picture.  It’s  a 
100  per  cent.  Get  behind  it.  Give  complimentary 

tickets  to  the  ministers.  If  possible,  give  them  a 

screening  a   week  in  advance.  This  picture  should 

be  shown  in  every  small  town  and  village  in  the 
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United  States.  Incidentally,  the  author  knew  the 

difference  between  the  Lord's  Day  and  the  Sab- 
bath Day.  (K.  P.,  Pittsfield,  111.)  Terrible. 

Rather  be  dark  than  to  play  a   picture  like  this 

and  expect  to  do  business.  Pay  for  it  and  don't 
run  it.  (Gem,  Memphis,  Tex.)  Saturday  night  to 

very  poor  business  rain  and  mud.  Have  had  one 

good  show  night  since  August.  Over  20  inches  of 
rainfall  since  September  31st.  Day  and  date  with 
every  show  except  one.  This  is  a   good  midweek 

picture  or  Sunday.  Not  good  for  Saturday.  Will 

please  the  church  people.  If  you  can  get  them 

in,  but  how?  (Rex,  Gilman  City,  Mo.)  I   can’t 
hand  this  much.  Only  ployed  this  one  night,  for 

which  I   am  glad.  No  business  and  didn’t  please 
over  fifty  per  cent.  (Electric,  ChilUcothe,  Mo.) 

Thank  you  it’s  over.  Did  not  hear  anything  but 
knocks  on  this.  Lots  of  money  going  out  and 

nothing  coming  in  on  this  type.  (Star,  Monte- 
video, Minn.)  Good  entertainment.  Fox  is  a   good 

bet  for  real  wholesome  amusement,  (Illinois. 

Sullivan,  III.)  What’s  wrong  with  the  e.xhibitor 
that  knocked  this  picture?  He  must  be  sick. 

Why,  man,  this  picture  was  fine.  We  have  run 
Fox  pictures  once  a   week  for  a   year  and  do  not 

think  we  have  had  a   bad  one  yet.  (Princess, 
Obion.  Tenn. )   A   splendid  program.  Satisfied  them 

all.  (Silver  Family,  Greenville,  Mich.)  Splendid 

picture  which  all  "misers”  and  “closely  built”  fel- 
lers should  see.  Not  a   big  special,  but  above  the 

average.  (Palace,  Naples,  ’Tex.)  A   right  good 
program  picture.  Not  the  special  they  would 
make  you  believe  it  was.  Did  not  have  any  kicks, 
nor  no  compliments.  A   fair  offering  if  you  can 

buy  it  right.  I   did  not.  (Community,  Elgin, 

Neb.)  Just  another  program  picture.  That’s  all. 
But  Mr.  Fox  again  sells  'em  as  specials.  Pulled 
after  one  day.  (American,  Ada,  Okla.)  After 
reading  several  adverse  comments  on  this,  was 
agreeably  surprised.  When  you  play  this  be  sure 
and  write  all  the  preachers.  They  will  like  it, 

especially  if  they  are  underpaid.  It’s  a   picture 
everyone  will  like.  (Plainview,  Plainview,  Neb.) 

I   want  to  say  “thank  you”  for  this  picture.  It’s 
a   splendid  picture.  Religious,  yes,  but  does  not 

sermonize.  More  of  this  kind  to  intersperse  with 

our  program  throughout  the  year  would  be  good 

for  our  house.  (Char-Bell,  Rochester.  Ind.) 

THAT  MAN  JACK,  FSO,  Bob  Custer,  Mary 
Beth  Milford,  Monte  Collins,  Hayford  Hobbs, 

5,032. — Business  fair  on  Tuesday.  This  is  a   nice, 
snappy  little  Western,  and  this  boy  Custer  is  com- 

ing right  along.  At  the  rate  he  Is  gaining,  it 

won’t  be  long  until  he  is  as  good  as  the  best  of  the 
V/estern  stars.  Don’t  be  afraid  to  book  “That 

Man  Jack."  (Ideal,  Chateaugay,  N.  Y.)  Just 
like  all  the  rest  of  Bob’s  pictures.  Each  of  them 
a   money-maker,  and  they  all  please  all  classes. 
(Star,  Tuckerman,  Ark.)  A   good  Western.  (Gem, 
Alton,  III.)  Another  good  Custer.  Pleased  the 

Western  fans  O.  K.  (Princess,  Crandon,  Wis.) 

A   very  good  Western.  (Strand,  Paoli,  Ind.) 

THAT  ROYLE  GIRL,  FP,  Card  Dempster,  W. 

C.  Fields,  James  Kirkwood,  Harrison  Ford,  10. — 
A   whale  of  a   picture  when  it  comes  to  a   produc- 

tion and  the  fine  way  the  subject  matter  of  story 

is  handled,  and  say,  the  cast  is  sure  on  the  job 

right  straight  through,  and  the  storm  is  probably 
the  biggest  ever  shown.  But  they  did  not  come 

out  to  see  it.  Less  than  average  business,  three 

days.  (Cozy,  Winchester,  Ind.)  Excellent  picture 

to  poorest  business  I   have  ever  had  on  a   special. 

The  paper  they  sent  out  was  rotten.  (Photoplay, 

Ashland,  Ky.)  Well,  the  legs  were  grand.  Every- 
one that  saw  it  liked  it  very  much.  It  made  me 

think  of  my  old  tabloid  show  days.  It  was  a   hard 

picture  for  me  to  get  over  to  the  public.  I   didn’t 
get  them  in.  and  it  was  not  the  fault  of  the  pic- 

either.  The  cyclone  scene  was  worth  the 

admission  price  alone,  and  believe  me  we  could 

get  along  with  Miss  Dempster  if  she  would  move 

out  to  our  town.  I   think  she  is  wonderful,  and 
I   think  it  is  universal  in  Neligh.  (Moon,  Neligh, 

Neb.)  "A  jazz  picture  now  and  then  is  relished 
by  the  best  of  men.”  So  thought  my  patrons, 

who  voted  this  a   rip  snorter.  (I  didn’t  see  it,  be- 
ing m   bed.)  True  it  nearly  caused  angina  pec- 

toris for  the  Rex  staff,  fearful  of  what  Mrs. 
Grundy  might  say ;   but  up  to  date  no  arrests  have 
been  made  and  if  the  ministers  don’t  burst  forth 
in  song  next  Sunday  all  will  be  well.  We  put 

tv  seven  .piece  jazz  orchestra  which  kept  all  on 
their  toes  during  the  dance  scenes  and  t’nen  the 
cyclone  act  knocked  ’em  cold.  This  took  like 
small  pox  in  an  Injun  camp  and  the  second  night 
Was  extra  good,  despite  a   60-25  entrance  fee. 
Evidently  Dave  knew  how  to  mix  the  hokum  medi- 

cine. (Rex,  Salmon,  Idaho.)  A   good  picture  but 
somewhat  too  long.  Seven  or  eight  reels  are  long 
enough.  Rental  twice  as  much  as  it  should  have 

^n.  Result,  Paramount  got  it  all.  (Kentland, 
^entland,  Ind.)  If  you  want  “jazz”  get  this  one. 

big  production  that  will  please  about  60  per 
Mnt,  balance  will  criticize.  (Scenic,  Rolfe,  Iowa.) 

on  Will  have  to  take  your  hat  off  to  Griffith  when 
you  see  this  picture.  It  has  the  right  idea  of  en- 

tertainment and  will  please  100  per  cent.  The 
cyclone  in  the  last  reel  will  take  you  off  your 

scats,  especially  if  you  have  a   good  organist  on 

the  job.  Don’t  miss  showing  this  one  or  be  afraid 

to  spend  some  money  in  advertising.  (Long’s 
Cadiz,  0.)  Good  picture  but  lost  a   nice  pile  on 
it.  Business  way  off  in  spite  of  extra  advertising. 

(Lyric,  Morrison,  111.)  Too  much  jazz  for  the 
small  town  and  too  little  comedy.  If  this  is  a 

fair  sample  of  Fields  as  a   comedian  1   don’t  want 
any  of  his  pictures.  The  cyclone  scene  is  good 
and  Carol  Dempster  is  all  that  saves  this  from 

being  a   "flop"  in  my  estimation.  (Community. 
Minneota,  Minn.)  A   big  picture.  Star  and  cast 
fine.  Story  good,  but  for  a   small  town  too  artis- 

tic. More  suggestive  scenes  than  I   ever  saw  in  a 

picture.  If  this  is  good  direction.  I   don’t  want 
any  more  of  them.  This  picture  is  great  for  big 
towns  and  old  people.  The  older  the  better.  If 

they  do  this  for  art’s  sake,  they  certainly  went  the 
limit.  Pleased  50  per  cent.  (Silver  Family, 

Greenville,  Mich.)  Run  this  picture  on  percent- 
age. Paramount  thought  they  were  not  getting 

enough  rental  out  of  this  town,  so  they  wanted 

to  run  percentage.  D.  W.  is  the  only  director  who 
could  take  a   story  of  this  kind  and  put  it  over. 

The  picture  is  there  but  it  didn’t  have  "pep” 
enough  to  get  the  money.  (Strand,  Irvine,  Ky.) 

We  paid  a   big  rental  for  this,  used  a   lot  of  ad- 
vertising, and  put  it  over  big  the  first  night,  but 

did  only  house  expense  the  second  night,  and  bad 

a   good  many  objections  to  the  bedroom  scenes. 

(Shuler,  Raton,  N.  M.)  It’s  a   dern  shame  to 
have  to  show  such  a   good  picture  as  this  in  a 
small  town.  I   believe  most  small  towns  are  too 

dumb  to  appreciate  it  as  they  should.  Yes,  I 

lost  money  on  it,  hut  that  didn’t  tinge  my  report. 
(Texas,  Grand  Prairie,  Tex.)  D.  W.  Griffith  evi- 

dently tried  to  see  just  how  much  “smut”  he 
could  crowd  into  one  picture.  If  your  patronage 

is  family  trade  I   would  advise  you  to  lay  off  this 

one.  Picture  itself,  outside  of  the  tornado  scene, 

is  no  better  than  good  program  picture,  (Capitol, 

Delphos,  O.)  Had  a   lot  of  wonderful  comments 
on  this  show.  It  is  a   story  of  the  underworld  of 

Chicago  and  is  just  not  suitable  for  children.  It  is 

very  interesting  and  the  suspense  is  well  main- 
tained. Miss  Dempster  is  certainly  great,  as  is 

also  W.  C.  Fields,  who  supplies  the  comedy. 

(American,  Wautoma,  Wis.)  Typical  Griffith 

story,  badly  butchered  but  gave  general  satisfac- 
tion. (Palace,  Ashland,  O.)  Not  so  good  as  most 

of  his  pictures.  Some  very  suggestive  spots  in  it, 
but  it  drew  as  much  as  I   expected  with  that  kind 

of  a   title.  (Rosewin,  Dallas.  Tex.)  A   fairly  good 

picture,  but  not  what  it’s  cracked  up  to  be,  con- 
sidering it  was  taken  in  Chicago  near  our  theatre. 

Business  was  nothing  to  brag  about  with  all  the 
stars  in  this  picture,  and  no  box  office  value.  I 
wonder  what  W.  C.  Fields  will  do  in  his  starring 

picture  at  a   high  price?  (Bugg,  Chicago,  111.) 

Despite  wonderful  work  by  Carol  Dempster  and 
a   very  realistic  cyclone  and  some  well  produced 

examples  of  typical  city  underworld  stuff,  this 
picture  failed  to  draw  for  us  at  the  box  office, 

but  it  did  draw  some  unfavorable  comments.  We 

would  not  say  the  picture  is  bad.  but  we  would 

not  play  it  again  in  a   small  town.  Too  much 
crime  and  jazz  atmosphere.  Could  see  nothing 

wonderful  about  Fields’  work.  (S.  T.,  Parker,  S. 
D.)  A   mighty  interesting  picture,  with  a   thrilling 
ending.  Did  not  draw  as  good  as  an  ordinary 

program  picture.  We  believe  if  this  picture  had 

been  in  about  seven  reels  and  the  one-sheets  and 
window  cards  not  so  spicy,  we  would  have  done 

good  business.  The  one-sheets  and  window  cards 
hurt  business  in  a   small  town.  (Lyric,  Wooster, 

O.)  There  are  no  dull  moments  in  this  one.  It 
is  a   powerful  story.  A   bit  jazzy  in  spots,  but  so 
well  done  it  is  never  offensive.  And  I   have  not 

seen  many  long  pictures  that  gripped  the  attention 

so  constantly  all  the  way.  Charged  an  extra  ad- 
mission and  satisfied  and  did  a   nice  business. 

(Strand,  Alma,  Mich.)  Just  a   jazz  story  hardly 
suitable  for  small  town.  Dempster  good  but  who 

told  W.  C.  Fields  he  could  act?  Paramount  got 

the  receipts,  we  got  the  experience.  (Seneca, 

Blakely,  Ga.)  Patrons  were  well  pleased  with  this 

picture.  Played  this  picture  three  days  and  then 
turned  them  away  at  every  performance.  W.  C. 
Fields  and  Carol  Dempster  very  good.  Business 

excellent.  (Benn,  Philadelphia,  Pa.)  It  is  gues- 
tionablo  that  this  is  a   good  small  town  picture. 

Patrons’  comments  about  60-50.  Therefore,  would 
say  it  pleased  about  60  per  cent.  Personally 
consider  it  a   fine  picture.  Too  long.  (Lyric, 

Harrison,  Ark.)  Jumping  Jupiter  I   D.  W.,  we 

never  thought  you’d  ever  ’’jazz  it  up"  like  this. 
Wowl  They  sure  do  some  reckless  Charleston  in 

this.  But  after  they  get  through  with  that,  this 

develops  a   mighty  good  story  and  personally  I 

rather  like  the  jazz  stuff,  but  reflected  with  much 

satisfaction  that  I   didn’t  invite  the  ministers.  On 
the  whole  an  exceptionally  good  picture.  (Cresco, 

Cresco,  Iowa.)  Griffith  seems  to  have  slipped  bad- 
ly. This  picture  did  not  make  a   go  of  it  with 

me.  Paramount  promised,  with  their  resources 

back  of  Griffith,  that  we  would  get  a   Griffith  of 

the  old  days.  Didn’t  pan  out  that  way  here.  (Ma- 
jestic, Camden,  S.  C.)  Wonderful.  Lots  of  com- 

edy and  a   wonderful  cyclone  scene  that  is  worth 

the  price  of  admission  alone.  Don’t  be  afraid  to 
advertise  it  and,  If  you  have  “Sally  of  the  Saw- 

dust” bought,  run  it  first  and  ’’That  Roylo  Girl" 
next.  Both  pictures  arc  topnotch  and  the  price  is 

right.  (Palace,  Burkbumett,  Tex.)  One  patron 

said,  "9  reels  of  legs  and  one  reel  of  thrills.” 
Yes  sir.  this  is  a   regular  leg  show  which  should 
pull  them  in,  in  the  bigger  places.  Not  much  for 

a   family  theatre.  A   lot  of  the  scones  could  have 
been  trimmed  a   little  more.  A   few  kicked  at  some 

of  the  bare  spots,  but  at  that  it  was  a   good  show. 

(Orphevun,  Ada,  Minn.)  A   real  good  one.  You 

don’t  have  to  fear  this  one.  Fields  is  good  and 
a   star  to  watch.  (Acme,  Kennebunk,  Me.)  A 

fine  piece  of  work  for  all  concerned.  Did  not  bring 

in  the  dough  as  it  should  though.  Lots  of  legs, 
but  not  offensive.  The  cyclone  was  great.  (New 

Geneseo,  Geneseo,  111.)  Too  much  jazz.  'This  is 
not  the  big  picture  I   expected  to  see.  Cyclone 
scene  all  that  kept  this  from  beimg  a   complete 

flop.  In  my  opinion  Carol  Dempster  la  a   very 

good  actress,  but  looks  sure  were  left  on  tho  sid- 
ing. Fields  may  be  a   scream  on  the  stage,  but 

Lloyd  Hamilton  could  have  handled  the  part  much 
better.  (Empress,  Akron,  la.) 

THREE  FACES  EAST.  PDC,  Clive  Brook.  Jetta 

Goudal.  Robert  Ames,  Edythc  Chapman,  Henry  B. 

Walthall,  Clarence  Burton,  7,300. — This  is  a   re- 
markable picture  of  the  secret  service  in  the  time 

of  the  World  War.  Jetta  Goudal  and  Clive  Brook 
do  some  wonderful  work.  Miss  Goudal  is  a   corker. 

Some  of  my  patrons  arc  still  talking  about  it.  Of 

course,  there  were  a   few  who  did  say  they  did 

not  like  it.  Film  rental  was  right.  (Armstrong’s, 
Vanceboro,  Me.)  This  is  one  of  the  best  pictures 

I   have  run  this  year  for  entertainment  value, 
and  Producers  will  treat  you  right  on  prices.  (Rex. 

Bonners  Ferry,  Idaho.)  This  is  just  the  riifht 
time  for  this  one.  Wont  big.  (Sun,  Omaha, 

Neb.)  Boys  here's  another  Pro-Dis-Co.  winner. 
It  is  an  excellent  production.  Words  cannot  ex- 

press my  high  opinion  of  this  picture.  Alt  I   can 
say  is  that  it  is  wonderful.  Jetta  Goudal  with 
Clive  Brook  and  the  rest  of  the  cast  took  their 

parts  most  wonderfully.  It  is  tho  type  of  a 

secret  service  picture  all  will  enjoy,  with  a   heart 

appeal  ending  that  is  very  sad  and  unusual.  Never 
before  did  we  receive  so  many  comments  on  a 

picture.  (Grand,  Springfield,  Minn.)  A   strong 

picture  and  pleased  100  per  cent.  Drew  a   good 

house  in  spite  of  "flu”  epidemic.  You  can’t  go 
wrong  with  this  one,  as  the  war  stuff  is  not  over- 

done. Wonderful  photography.  (Woodward  Hall. 

Hill,  N.  H.)  Good  picture.  Pleased  everyono 
with  the  exception  of  the  flappers  and  sheiks. 

Not  enough  love  for  them.  Producers  have  a 

good  list.  (State,  Tawas  City,  Mich.) 

THREE  WISE  CROOKS.  FBO.  Evelyn  Brent, 

Fannie  Midgicy,  John  Gough,  Bruce  Gordon,  6. — 
A   good  crook  play.  Roughneck  stuff  but  with 
tone  moral  good  and  well  spoken  of  by  many  as 

they  filed  out  of  the  theatre.  Receipts  were  a 
little  above  average  Wednesday  receipts.  Evelyn 

Brent  is  too  reserved  to  make  a   good  crook  but 

toward  the  end  does  good  acting  as  the  penitent 
reformed  crook  and  shows  a   capacity  for  better 

work.  (Elite-Kozy,  Metropolis.  111.)  A   very  good 
melodrama.  A   little  more  comedy  would  have 

helped  it.  A   crook  story  that  people  told  me  they 
liked.  Bought  right  too.  (Palace,  Long  Pine, 

Neb.)  1   have  played  all  the  pictures  featuring 
this  star  and  her  record  is  absolutely  perfect.  No 

poor  ones  so  far  and  she  has  never  failed  to 
please.  She  draws  tho  same  amount  of  business 
as  Thomson,  Custer  and  all  Western  star  on  the 

F.  B.  O.  program.  Her  pictures  are  clean  and 
full  of  action  and  will  please  the  general  run  of 

picture  patrons.  (Lyric,  Greenville,  III.) 

THUNDER  MOUNTAIN,  F,  Madge  Bellamy, 

Leslie  Fenton,  Alee  B.  Francis,  Paul  Panzer.  Ar- 

thur Houseman,  Emily  Fifzroy,  Otis  Harlan,  Rus- 
sell Simpson,  7,500. — I   liked-  this  a   great  deal. 

It  seemed  to  be  logical  all  the  way  through  and 

yet  it  portrayed  the  backwoods  life  of  Kentucky 

just  as  the  people  want  to  have  it  shown.  I   sin- 
cerely hope  it  was  not  educational,  but  it  did 

show  that  ignorance  is  the  basis  of  most  evil  and 

carried  a   worthwhile  moral  along  in  the  interest- 

ing story  which  goes  to  make  a   picture  worth- 

while. (Grand,  Pierre,  S.  D.)  An  excellent  pic- 
ture of  mountaineer  life.  It  pleased  us.  (Texas, 

Grand  Prairie,  Tex.)  A   slow  moving  piece  that 
does  not  measure  up  in  any  way  to  the  present 

demand  for  photoplay  entertainment.  It  servos  as 

a   vehicle  to  display  Madge  Bellamy’s  talent  and 
she  certainly  puts  herself  right  up  front  here. 

I   don’t  think  you  will  be  able  to  please  any 

class  audience  with  this  offering.  (Cozy.  Win- 

chester. Ind.)  Why  wouldn’t  any  one  like  this 
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outdoor  picture?  It  has  ail  the  makings  of  a 

good  picture.  Boost  it.  (Palace,  Naples,  Tex.) 
Here  is  a   picture  that  certainly  may  not  be  ell 
that  it  should  bo,  but  it  pleased.  The  crowd  ate 

it  up.  It  is  jammed  full  of  comedy  situations 
and  a   few  thrills.  It  just  missed  the  hail  of 

fame,  so  far  as  being  n   big  show.  (Majestic, 

Belleville,  Kan.)  Fair  program.  Too  long.  Some 

comedy.  Some  good  action.  Will  do  for  Satur- 
day.  Be  careful  what  you  pay  for  it.  Not  a 

speciol.  (Opera  House,  Apache,  Okla.)  Very 

good  picture.  (Char-Bell,  Rochester,  Ind.)  Here 
is  a   picture  that  is  pleasing  from  every  point  of 
entertainment.  (Helena,  Rockdale,  III.)  Good 

Southern  story  of  the  mountains.  Intcrtesting 

story.  Good  action,  tense  moments.  Good  com- 
ments. (Community,  David  City.  Neb.)  We 

bought  it  for  a   special  but  it  is  far  from  one. 

The  scenes  arc  vei-y  good,  with  few  laughs. 
Pleased  about  50  per  cent.  (Linwood  Square,  Nor- 

walk. O.) 

TIDES  OF  PASSION.  V.  Mae  Marsh.  Ben  Hen- 

dricks, Lnska  Winter.  6,279. — This  took  well  with 
the  Sunday  crowd.  Laska  Winter  is  the  one  you 

will  remember.  She  looks  like  a   comer.  (Pas- 
time, Mason,  Mich.)  Ran  this  on  a   hot  Sunday 

and  did  fair  business.  Not  a   special,  but  a   fair 

picture.  (Helena,  Rockdale,  III.)  Can’t  say  much 
for  this  picture.  Thought  it  was  punk,  myself, 
and  from  the  number  of  walkouts  others  must 

have  thought  the  same.  (Palace.  Long  Pine,  Neb.) 
Where  do  they  get  that  sturt?  The  worst  Vita- 

graph  ever  stuck  on  us.  Wish  we  had  more  like 

“Steele  of  the  Royal  Mounted”  instead  of  this 

bunk.  If  we  hadn't  had  a   real  comedy  we  would 
have  been  hung  out  over  the  pond  bridge  for  the 
buzzards  to  pick  at  and  a   target  for  the  boot- 

leggers to  advertise  by.  Six  spasms  of  slow  tor- 

ture reels.  (Bridge,  Petersburg,  W.  Va.) 

TIMBER  WOLF.  THE,  F,  Buck  Jones.  5.— 

Nice  Western  picture  that  got  out  big  crowds 

wKh  Q   three  reel  Lloyd  comedy  along  with  it. 

(Rialto,  Dickinson,  N.  D. )   Buck’s  pictures  have 
shown  a   remarkable  improvement  for  the  past 

year.  This  one  is  exceptionally  good.  He  is  get- 

ting to  be  a   good  drawing  card  again  for  me. 

Keep  good  work  going,  Buck.  (Strand,  Lament, 

Iowa.)  Very  pleasing  Western  of  the  bang-up 

hair-raising  type.  Jones  is  getting  to  be  more 

popular  with  my  audience  than  Mix.  I   guess  it’s 

because  he  isn’t  going  in  for  so  much  of  the 
costume  stuff.  Mix  had  better  lay  off  that  stuff 

or  he  won’t  be  worth  a   dime  to  me.  (Amuse-U, 
Springhcld,  111.)  A   new  Jones  that  gave  very 
good  account  of  itself.  Good  outdoor  picture ; 

northern  setting  but  not  a   snow  picture.  Good 

photography.  Better  than  most  action  programs. 
(Star,  Menard.  Tex.)  Just  a   little  better  than 

the  ordinary  Western  and  a   somewhat  different 

role  for  the  star.  Good  print  from  Washington. 
Business  good.  (Bridge,  Petersburg,  W.  Va.)  A 

very  good  action  picture.  This  is  my  first  Jones 
but  if  they  all  please  as  well  as  this  one.  I   am 

tickled  to  death.  Run  it  Saturday  night  and  it 

sure  hit  the  spot.  (Moon,  Neligh,  Neb.)  Very 

good.  Buck  is  getting  better  all  the  time.  Say, 

Buck,  send  us  a   photo  to  hang  in  the  lobby?  It 
sure  helps  patronage  and  everybody  likes  to  look 

at  the  stars’  pictures.  Especially  the  kids.  Good 
comments.  ((Community,  David  City.  Neb.)  Ac- 

tion in  every  frame.  It  will  please.  (Texas. 
Orand  Prairie,  Tex.)  Another  very  good  Jones 
picture  to  big  business.  Keep  up  the  good  work. 
Buck,  and  you  will  soon  be  as  good,  if  not  a 
better,  drawing  card  than  Tom  Mix.  Stick  to 
the  Western  and  keep  your  good  looking  young 
ladies.  (Princess,  Chilton,  Wis.)  A   dandy  pic- 

ture, up  with  Buck’s  average.  (Monticello  Opera 
House.  Monticello,  la.)  An  extra  good  Western 
picture.  This  star  always  makes  good.  (Silver 
Family,  Greenville,  Mich.) 

TIME  THE  COMEDIAN,  MGM.  Mae  Busch,  Low 
Cody,  Gertrude  Oliustcad,  Roy  Stewart,  Creighton 
Hale,  Paulette  Duvai,  5,200. — A   unique  offering 
which  seemed  to  please  those  that  came,  but  the 
worst  flop  at  the  box  office  we  have  had  for  some 

time.  (Grand,  Rainier,  Ore.)  Very  poor  enter- 
tainment. Looks  like  they  started  out  by  trying 

to  make  something  big  but  run  out  of  material 
and  finished  it  up  any  old  way.  (Palace,  Wau- 

paca. Wis.)  This  is  just  a   program  picture.  No 
drawing  power.  Posters  are  very  bad.  Very 
slow  and  draggy.  No  action  at  all,  so  use  your 
judgment  on  price.  (Monticello  Opera  House. 
Monticello,  In.)  Not  much  of  a   picture  for  the 
average  fan.  Some  will  like  it.  Time  jumping 
around  it  is  quite  a   novelty.  I   think,  but  some 
did  not.  Would  class  it  as  just  a   fair  program 
feature.  (Majestic.  Bowie.  Tex.)  A   fair  pro- 

gram offering  with  Theodore  Kosloff  doing  some 

clowning  that  could  be  eliminated.  (Lily.  Buffalo, 
N.  Y.) 

TOUGH  GUY.  THE.  FBO,  Fred  Thomson,  Sil- 

ver King.  Lola  Todd,  Robert  McKim,  6. — Dandy 
picture.  Pleased  all.  Plenty  of  action  and  com- 

edy. Pleased  a   large  Saturday  crowd.  Six  reels. 

(Columbia.  Athens,  O.)  First  of  Fred's  1926-26 
we  have  used.  If  Fred  will  continue  in  good 

stories  of  the  Western  type,  he  will  soon  outclass 

Mix,  especially  if  Mix  continues  “Lucky  Horse- 
shoes,” etc.  (Palace.  Mt.  Pleasant,  Tex.)  Mr. 

Mix  can  now  bid  farewell.  He  hasn't  a   chance 
with  Thomson  here.  (A-Mus-U.  Frederick,  Okla.) 
Good  picture.  Good  receipts.  Good  horse.  Good 

star.  Good  print.  Good  weather.  Good  crowd. 
Good  reports  from  all  patrons.  First  Thomson 

picture  in  a   long  time,  hut  he  had  not  been  for- 
gotten. More,  please.  Ran  it  Wednesday  and 

Thursday.  (Polo.  Polo,  111.)  About  the  best  Fred 

Thomson  we  ever  ran.  Plenty  of  comedy  and 

action.  Silver  King  was  fine  in  his  part.  (Ma- 

jestic, Portland,  Ind.)  Very  good  Western  pic- 
ture. Fred  Thomson  and  Silver  King  are  surely 

putting  Tom  Mix  and  Tony  in  the  shade.  Only 
wish  he  would  make  more.  (Plainview,  Plainview. 

Neb.)  This  is  Fred's  best  picture  to  date,  and 
that  is  saying  something,  as  they  are  all  good. 

Plenty  of  action  and  comedy  galore.  Had  the 

house  laughing  from  start  to  finish.  Silver  King 
is  wonderful.  Pleased  every  one.  Book  it  and 

boost  it.  You  can't  go  wrong.  F.  B.  0.  sure 
is  putting  out  good  stuff  and  using  me  fine. 
(Elysian,  Elysian,  Minn.) 

TOWER  OF  LIES,  THE.  MGM,  Norma  Shearer, 

Lon  Chancy,  Inn  Keith,  Claire  MacDowell,  Wil- 

liam Haines,  David  Torrence,  6.— In  this  picture 
Lon  Chancy  is  his  natural  self.  Running  this 

Christmas  Week,  which  is  no  test  for  a   picture. 

I   would  rate  this  100  per  cent  good  for  Sunday. 

(Monticello  Opera  House,  Monticello,  la.)  While 
over  the  heads  of  the  average  audience,  this  is 

one  honest-to-goodness  picture.  On  account  of 

very  poor  photos,  they  came  up  to  our  board  and 
walked  off  in  droves.  By  all  means  secure  stills 

if  you  can.  (Regent,  Eureka,  Kan.)  Mighty 

good  picture,  but  no  draw  at  the  box  office.  Had 

good  opening  but  fell  down  second  night  (Pal- 

ace, Waupaca,  Wis.)  Poorest  Chaney  yet.  Good 

picture  but  way  below  the  average  for  these 
stars.  Chaney  and  Shearer  acting  good.  Plot 

not  pleasing.  (Char-Bell,  Rochester,  Ind.)  Zero 
weather,  zero  business  and  sub-zero  picture.  Was 
glad  the  weather  was  bad  so  I   could  sneak  it 

over  without  doing  any  great  damage  and  I   sure 

got  my  wish.  Second  night  did  not  have  much 

more  than  a   corporal's  guard  and  don’t  blame 

’em.  One  of  those  darn  sordid  pictures  that  no- 
body wants  to  see  and  the  kind  managers  are 

ashamed  to  put  over.  If  this  is  a   special  I   am 

P.  T.  Barnum,  the  second.  (Strand,  Robinson. 

III.)  Booked  this  one  as  a   special  but  no.  Boosted 

it  with  advertising.  Raised  admission  but  had 
all  kinds  of  complaints  as  a   special.  (Opera 
House,  Hilbert,  Wis.)  Well  produced  and  acted 

drama  but  only  appealed  to  60  per  cent  of  our 
patrons.  Business  fair.  (Grand,  Rainier.  Ore.) 

TROUBLE  WITH  WIVES,  THE.  FP.  Florence 

Vidor.  Tom  Moore,  Esther  Ralston,  Ford  Sterling, 
Lucy  Beaumont,  6,734. — This  is  the  best  balanced 

light  comedy  of  married  life  it  has  been  our 
lot  to  show  in  some  time.  Florence  Vidor  looked 

as  lovely  in  this  one  as  she  did  in  the  canoe 

scene  in  "Lying  Lips”  some  five  years  ago. 
Better  than  she  has  appeared  in  some  time. 
More  success  to  her.  Ford  Sterling  does  a   great 
bit  of  pantomime  that  seemed  to  not  get  over 
with  the  audience  last  night,  but  it  was  the 
best  bit  of  acting  without  words  that  we  have 

seen  in  a   long,  long  time.  Esther  Ralston  and 

Tom  Moore  were  great.  Tom’s  Irish  smile  is  a 
hit  any  time  and  Esther  Ralston  is  very,  very 
easy  on  the  eyes,  together  with  nice  judgment 
in  her  role.  She  should  go  far.  I   hope  she  does. 
It  has  been  a   pleasure  to  show  her  last  three 

pictures.  An  autographed  photo,  please  Miss 
Vidor  and  Miss  Ralston,  for  the  gallery.  (Colum- 

bia, Columbia  City,  Ind.)  Good.  Very,  very 
good.  They  went  out  smiling.  (Palace,  Ashland, 
Ohio.)  Just  a   light  program  offering.  Ford 
Sterling  takes  the  cake  in  this  picture  when  it 
comes  to  entertain  the  audience.  No  kicks  and 

no  boosts.  (Strand,  Granbury,  Tex.)  A   splendid 

program.  (Silver  Family,  Greenville,  Mich.  A 

very  good  picture,  but  of  no  box  office  value. 

Both  Florence  Vidor  and  Ford  Sterling  do  very 
good  work.  I   would  call  it  just  a   one  day  picture. 

(Bugg,  Chicago.  III.)  No  trouble  at  all.  Mr. 

Zukor,  to  get  them  in :   and  no  trouble  to  please 
them.  This  is  the  cleverest  high  class  comedy- 
drama  I   ever  ran.  Mark  you,  it  is  not  a   farce 

nor  a   burlesque  action  drama,  but  a   scintillating, 

wittily  titled  society  drama  of  the  very  highest 

order.  The  acting  is  perfect.  Florence  Vidor 

soars  to  twinkling  stellar  heights.  Tom  Moore 

smiles  his  way  into  all  hearts,  and  Ford  Sterling 

makes  you  cry  for  more.  Do  we  want  clean 

entertainment?  Well,  here  it  is.  "Verbum  sap.*’ 
(Rex.  Salmon,  Idaho.)  Here  is  as  nice  a   little 
comedy  drama  as  we  have  run  for  a   long  time. 

The  entire  cast  do  fine  work.  Story  is  very 
good  and  up  to  date.  No  slapstick  comedy  but 

good  clean  stuff  enjoyed  by  our  good  sized  crowd 
and  will  please  most  of  them.  Ford  Sterling  just 
about  steals  the  show  and  is  very  good.  (Rex, 

Colby,  Wis.)  A   corking  comedy-drama  with 
plenty  of  good  healthy  giggles  in  it.  Enjoyed 
by  all.  (New  Geneseo,  Geneseo,  BL)  Let  the 
folks  know  you  have  it  and  they  will  be  pleased 

with  it.  Can  call  it  an  extra  good  comedy-drama 

that  pleased  everyone.  (Star,  Montevideo,  Minn.) 
A   dandy  comedy-drama.  Tom  Moore  and  Ford 

Sterling  a   great  pair.  (Florence,  Elk  Point, 
S.  D.)  A   clever  little  comedy  that  drew  us  good 
business.  (Dixie,  Winona,  Miss.)  This  is  extra 

good  high  class  comedy  and  one  that  makes 
them  ask  you  when  you  are  going  to  have  another 

one  like  it.  Don't  be  afraid  to  advertise  it. 
(Palace,  Burkburnett,  Tex.)  Here  is  a   nice  clean 
little  picture  with  plenty  of  comedy.  (Opera 
House,  Fennimore,  Wis.)  I   believe  this  to  be 
the  best  comedy  drama  we  have  had  this  season. 

Ford  Sterling’s  work  in  this  is  wonderful.  There 
should  be  more  parts  for  actors  of  his  type.  He 
makes  real  comedy.  Florence  Vidor  is  most 

beautiful  and  the  other  two  up  to  standard.  Story 
clever  and  settings  beautiful.  I   saw  it  four  times. 

(Temple,  Bellaire,  O.)  A   clever  little  comedy. 
Played  this  Xmas  and  made  good.  Esther  Ralston 

is  the  prettiest  girl  I’ve  ever  seen.  She  is  well 
liked  around  here.  (Family,  Attica,  N.  Y.) 

Thoroughly  enjoyable  comedy  drama  of  the  do- 
mestic class.  Drew  and  pleased.  (S.  T.,  Parker, 

S.  D.)  A   domc.stic  drama.  Fair  appeal,  not 
much  for  suburban  town.  Did  not  get  average 
business  here.  Did  not  blame  them.  Nothing  to 

rave  about.  Will  get  over  for  one  night.  (Palace, 
Clifton  Heights,  Pa.)  A   perfect  gem  of  a   pic- 

ture. Keeps  audience  in  good  humor  throughout 
entire  picture  and  sends  them  home  happy. 

(Capitol,  Delphos.  0.)  Good  picture  and  go(^ 
acting.  Some  comedy  supplied  by  Ford  Sterling. 

Appeal  80  per  cent.  (Grand,  Yoakum,  Tex.) 
Fair  entertaining  domestic  comedy.  (Regent. 

Bogota,  N.  J.)  It’s  a   dandy.  (Texas.  Grand 
Prairie,  Tex.)  An  excellent  comedy  drama  that 
drew  exceptionally  well.  (Photoplay,  Ashland, 

Kan.)  Very  fine  comedy  drama  for  adults.  Tell 
the  children  to  stay  at  home.  (Blende,  Benton, 

Wis. ) 

TUMBLEWEEDS.  UA,  WUIiam  S.  Hart,  Bar- 
bara Bedford.  10. — Everyone  enjoyed  this.  A   great 

picture.  You  can  buy  this  right.  Run  this  by 
all  means.  (Popular,  St.  Cloud,  Fla,)  A   good 

Western  picture  that  appeals  to  all  classes.  Hart 
shows  his  age  some  but  still  can  hold  his  own  in 
this  class  of  stuff.  (Crossett,  Crossett,  Ark.) 

Very  good.  The  only  Western  picture  that  ever 

got  applause  in  our  house.  Poor  business,  due 
to  zero  weather.  (Odeon,  Chandler,  Okla.)  Very 

good.  Cream  of  Westerns.  Bill  surely  came  back 
with  a   knockout.  One  of  our  best,  Made  us 

more  real  money  than  any  picture  we  have  run. 
Price  was  right.  You  can  get  it  reasonable  and 

don't  be  afraid  to  step  on  it.  (Polo,  Polo,  HI.) 
This  was  a   dandy.  Had  good  appeal  on  account 
of  fact  so  many  remembered  this  land  rush  and 
had  relatives  in  it.  Good  entertainment.  Give 
me  more  like  it,  Bill.  (Community,  David  City, 

Neb.)  A   comeback  for  Hart  as  far  as  pictures 
go,  but  not  a   comeback  at  the  box  office.  (Palace. 

Waupaca,  Wis.)  The  first  Hart  has  made  in  a 

long  time  and  the  best  he  has  ever  made.  If  he 
continues  to  make  this  kind  of  pictures  he  will  be 

with  us  a   long  time  before  he  retires  again. 
Picture  cost  me  too  much,  though,  so  I   lost  on  it. 

(Star,  Tuckerman,  Ark.)  This  is  truly  a   typical 
Hart  picture.  Has  a   good  story  about  the 

Cherokee  Strip  land  rush,  but  there  are  other 
Western  stars  who  are  better  box  office  bets, 

and  film  rental  is  less.  (Plainview,  Plainview, 

Neb.)  Held  'em  out  for  20  minutes  on  this 
picture.  A   very  good  picture.  (Lincoln,  Mil- 

waukee. Wis.)  A   good  Western  and  seemed  to 

please,  but  business  not  as  good  as  we  expected. 
(Vine,  Mt.  Vernon,  O.)  In  the  same  class  as 

“The  Covered  Wagon."  Everybody  liked  it. 
United  Artists  certainly  have  had  the  specials 

the  last  few  months.  Big  business.  (Egyptian. 

Ogden.  Utah.)  Good  picture.  Older  folks  liked  it 
very  much.  Younger  folks  said  not  enough 
action.  Weather  cold  so  cannot  tell  box  office 

power.  (Pastime,  Jefferson,  O.)  I   just  can’t 
understand  it  folks.  Here  is  a   reproduction  of 

the  opening  of  the  "Cherokee  Strip”  that  is 
great  with  Bill  at  his  best.  Played  two  nights 
at  10  and  35  cents,  about  $40.  Just  one  more 
United  Artists  to  play.  No  more  for  me.  (Cozy. 

Villisca,  Iowa).  A   good  historical  picture  with 

plenty  of  action  to  please  the  most  of  your  West- 
ern fans,  and  history  enough  to  please  the  others. 

Every  show  in  Oklahoma  should  show  it,  it  is 

Oklahoma  history  put  into  a   mighty  interesting 

picture.  The  price  is  a   little  high,  so  buy  it 
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right  and  step  on  the  advertising.  (Washington, 
Atoka.  Okla.)  A   big  Western  but  does  not  carry 
the  punch  some  of  the  program  Westerns  carry. 

(Gem.  Batesville,  Ark.)  We  ran  it  two  days  to 

pleased  crowds,  primarily  made  up  of  men  and 
boys.  It  is  not  a   strong  drawing  card  for  the 
women.  Some  excellent  scenes  of  horses  on  the 

gallop.  It  was  interesting  from  start  to  finish, 

(■■y,"  Nazareth.  Pa.)  Best  Hart  picture  we  ever 
played.  Pleased  100  per  cent.  (Princess,  Traer, 
la.) 

u 
UNCHASTENED  WOMAN.  THE,  Chad.,  Theda 

Bara,  Wyndham  Standing,  Eileen  Percy,  Bale  Ful- 

ler,  6,800. — Very,  very  good  picture,  Theda  good 
as  ever.  These  kind  help.  (King  Tut,  Rising 

Star,  Tex.)  Fair  picture.  (Star,  Denison,  Tex.) 

UNGUARDED  HOUR.  THE,  FN.  Milton  Sills. 

Doris  Kenyem,  Claude  King,  Dolores  Cassinelli,  8. 

Fairly  good  picture.  Pleased  about  80  per  cent. 

(Home,  Oblong,  III.)  From  a   production  stand- 

point, good:  from  our  patrons’  standpoint,  after 
viewing,  ‘‘just  another  society  drama  with  dukes 
and  counts  thrown  in.”  Why  do  they  try  to  force 
these  foreign  stories  down  the  throats  of  Ameri- 

can people.  You  don’t  see  many  among  the  ‘‘Best 
Box  Office  Attractions.”  (Regent.  Eureka,  Kan.) 
The  best  we  could  give  this  would  be  to  call  it  a 

fair  program  picture.  (The  Crystal,  Flandreau, 

S.  D.)  Did  not  hear  any  reports  for  or  against 
this  feature.  Miss  Kenyon  very  good.  I   thought 

Sills  miscast.  Picture  good  but  no  special.  (Or- 
pheum,  Pipestone,  Minn.)  Not  up  to  standard  of 

Sills’  pictures.  He  has  the  wrong  story ;   unless 

he  has  a   he-man  part  he  doesn’t  go  over  big. 
(Liberty,  Pikeville,  Ky.)  Picture  good.  Weather 

bad.  No  business.  (Au^torium,  Libertyville,  111.) 

A   very  nice  picture,  we  thought.  Pleased  the 
majority.  Some  e.xpected  Sills  in  a   more  virile 

role.  Business  fair.  (Grand,  Rainier,  Ore.)  Busi- 
ness slow  on  this  one  but  quality  of  entertainment 

warranted  good  business.  Sills  hasn’t  a   very  ac- 
tive part,  but  does  what  he  is  called  on  to  do  well. 

Miss  Kenyon  sure  looks  peaches  and  cream  in 
this  one,  as  in  all  recent  First  Nationals.  First 

National  has  the  pictures,  speaking  from  a   gen- 
eral average  hit  basis,  and  the  New  Orleans  of- 
fice, Mr.  Conner  and  Mr.  Vaeth,  sure  strive  to 

please.  Book  “The  Unguarded  Hour”  and  boost 
it  if  you  cater  to  a   society  picture  crowd.  (Re- 

gent, Indianola,  Miss.) 

UNHOLY  THREE,  THE.  MGM.  Lon  Chaney, 

Mae  Busch,  Matt  Moore,  Victor  McLaglen,  Harry 

Earles,  Mathew  Betz,  6,848. — An  excellent  picture 
in  which  you  can  see  rains  throughout  the  entire 

seven  reels.  Fifty  per  cent  over  “The  Monster.” 
Victor  McLaglen  put  in  good  work.  Chaney  and 

Mae  Busch  are  sure  O.  K.  (Grand,  Coleman,  Alta., 
Canada.)  Ques. ;   Who  is  the  greatest  American 

actor?  Ans. :   Lon  Chaney.  There  is  a   certain 

school  of  critics  who  are  going  to  disagree  with 

me  because  of  John  Barrymore,  perhaps.  But 
Chaney  gives  us  a   characterization  that  is  more 

true  to  life  than  any  of  his  contemporaries.  It  is 

Chaney,  yet  it  is  not.  His  personality  remains 
in  the  background  and  his  character  struts  about 

the  stage,  a   living  image  of  that  which  he  wishes 

to  portray.  With  others  it  is  different,  their  per- 
sonality often  affects  too  much  their  make-believe. 

But  to  get  back  to  our  picture,  "The  Unholy 

Three’’  is  fascinating  to  say  the  least.  All  who 
saw  it  were  pleased  and  some  saw  it  twice. 

(Acadia,  Crowley.  La.)  An  excellent  picture.  We 

advertised  it  carrying  our  personal  guarantee.  A 

big  box  office  stimulant.  Will  pull  and  should 

please  any  audience  100  per  cent.  (Char-Bell, 
Rochester.  Ind.)  Very  good.  (Kenilworth,  Ham- 

ilton, Onh.  Canada.)  One  of  the  finest  and  most 

pleasing  pictures  that  I   have  ever  bad  on  my 
screen.  Everyone  seemed  more  than  satisfied.  In 

fact,  a   great  many  stopped  to  say  it  was  very 
sood.  Mae  Busch  I   think  deserves  as  much  credit 

for  the  fine  quality  of  her  work  as  any  in  the 
cast.  (Harbor,  Ashtabula,  O.)  A   good  big  pic- 

ture. Story  good.  Cast  fine.  To  people  that  like 
crook  stories  it  will  satisfy.  I   call  it  a   fine  pic- 

ture. (Silver  Family,  Greenville,  Mich.)  One  of 

Chaney’s  best.  Pleased  the  higher  class  better 
than  the  others;  but  gave  satisfaction  to  all.  Sec- 

ond day’s  attendance  equalled  the  first.  (Temple, 
Aberdeen,  Miss.)  This  is  one  of  the  beat  crook 

pictures  ever  made.  Wonderful  acting  and  diree- 
faon.  combined  with  a   good  original  story,  make  it 

a   dandy  picture.  (Majestic.  Bowie.  Tex.)  An 

wcellent  crook  drama.  Well  done.  Opened  new 

house  with  it  and  did  capacity  business.  (Grand, 
Rainier,  Ore.)  I   have  just  started  running  Metro’s 

i^w  pictures.  If  they  all  satisfy  like  "The  Unholy 
Three”  'auf  sed  I   My  patrons  all  said  the  best 
yet.  (Monticello  Opera  House,  Monticeilo,  la.)  A 

''sry  g(x)d  picture  but  lacked  drawing  power  for 

some  reason.  1   did  a   poor  business  on  it  two 
days.  (Majestic,  Camden,  S.  C.)  Saturday  to 
good  business.  My  patrons  were  all  pleased  with 
this  feature.  They  spoke  of  it  in  a   very  com- 

mendable way.  and  I   consider  that  proof  of  its 

quality.  ‘The  acting  of  Lon  Chaney  in  this  pic- ture is  remarkable  and  the  little  man  added  com- 
edy touches  that  were  delightful.  It  will  add 

prestige  to  your  house  if  you  run  it.  (Ideal 
Chateuagay,  N.  Y.)  A   good  picture  but  did  not 
draw  for  us.  Not  worth  more  than  program  stuff. 
(Karien,  Monticello,  Wis.)  A   good  picture  and 
excellent  business.  One  of  the  best  of  the  year. 
(Cozy.  Topeka,  Kan.)  This  one  did  very  good 
for  me,  as  it  should.  Right  next  to  a   real  pic- 

ture. (Regent,  Bogota,  N,  J.)  Pretty  good,  but 
no  business  on  this.  Chaney  is  versatile.  (Seneca, 
Blakely,  Ga.)  A   very  good  picture  but  you  will 
not  please  everyone.  Many  patrons  did  not  care 
for  it.  Lon  Chaney  is  a   great  actor  but  not  a 
favorite  with  the  women.  Played  on  Christmas 
day  to  good  business,  considering  the  extreme  cold 
weather.  (Princess,  Chilton,  Wis.)  A   real  pic- 

ture but  did  not  have  the  pull  here  that  it  should. 
Chaney  fine.  In  fact,  all  of  cast  good.  Story 
will  hola  the  interest  of  anyone,  if  you  can  get 
them  in.  Advertised  this  heavy.  (Castle,  Hav- 

ana, 111.)  Great  picture.  Did  wonderful  business. 

(I^rin,  Berkeley,  Cal.)  Business  very  good  on 
this  and  the  patronage  was  warranted,  as  it  was 

a   splendid  picture  well  produced  and  well  acted. 

Pleased  100  per  cent.  (Paramount,  Okanogan, 

Wash.)  Fellows,  here’s  a   "pippin.”  Drew  well 
and  pleased.  Will  stand  a   hike  in  price.  (Pho- 

toplay, Ashland,  Kan.)  Well,  here  is  another 

knockout.  Would  like  to  have  one  every  week 
like  this.  (Elite,  lola,  Kan.)  In  my  estimation 
this  picture  was  very  good,  but  not  a   box  office 

attraction.  It  was  a   flop  for  me  and  just  nicely 
cleaned  for  both  nights.  (Star.  Dansville,  N.  Y.) 

Very  good  picture  to  fair  business.  (Lyric,  Buffalo, 
N.  Y.)  As  good  as  they  make  them.  Buy  and 
boost.  (Capitol,  Hillsboro,  Iowa.) 

UNKNOWN  LOVER.  THE,  V.  Frank  Mayo,  6. 

— Saw  several  rather  bad  reports  on  this,  so  I 
made  up  ray  mind  to  pull  something  out  of  the 

ordinary.  Advertised  that  this  was  not  a   good 

picture  and  that  it  was  reported  that  it  was  just 
a   little  bit  suggestive  and  I   advised  them  not  to 
come  as  I   was  most  certain  that  they  would  not 

be  pleased  with  the  picture.  Also  advertised  that 

we  would  not  admit  any  one  under  16  years  of 
age.  Well,  we  packed  the  house  twice  on  a   one 

show  night.  (Community,  Elgin,  Neb.)  A   good 
picture  ruined  for  a   small  town  by  the  nearly  nude 

females  in  it  and  fact  that  it  is  suggestive  and 
makes  one  ashamed  to  have  children  in  the  audi- 

ence. Why  in  the  name  of  decency  can’t  pro- 
ducers and  directors  cut  out  that  obnoxious  stuff? 

Do  they  think  they  can  make  the  movie  more 

popular  by  showing  it?  They  are  making  a   sad 
mistake.  (Elmac,  Maple  Rapids,  Mich.)  It  is  no 
picture  for  a   small  town,  especially  on  Family 
Night.  Too  much  nakedness.  We  booked  this  be- 

fore it  was  produced.  Lay  off.  (Hammond, 
Hammond,  Wis.) 

V 
VANISHING  AMERICAN,  THE,  FP.  Richard 

Dix,  Lois  Wilson,  Noah  Beery,  Malcolm  Mac- 

Gregor, 10. — Boys,  this  one  is  a   real  picture.  Book 
it  sure.  Brings  a   lot  in  the  theatres  that  never 

have  attended,  (Riviera,  Anderson,  Ind.)  Here 

is  a   wonderful  production.  A   picture  that  people 
will  go  out  and  talk  about  as  well  as  boost.  I 

think  "The  Vanishing  Amercian"  is  equal  to  “The 
Pony  Express.”  Richard  Dix  exceptionally  good, 
as  well  as  Lois  Wilson  and  Noah  Beery.  Great. 

(Apollo,  Indianapolis,  Ind.)  A   big  picture.  Stop 

heavy  on  exploitation  and  don’t  forget  good  music 
will  help  you  put  it  over,  thereby  adding  prestige 

to  your  house  for  the  presentation  of  one  of  the 

best  pictures  thus  far  in  the  industry.  (Rialto, 
Pocahontas,  la.)  A   good  Indian  picture  but  not 

what  it  is  cracked  up  to  be,  as  the  picture  lags 

in  many  places.  The  story  is  not  logical,  for  it 
shows  the  Indians  using  bows  and  arrows  after 

the  war.  My  patrons  sure  picked  this  one  to 

pieces  and  business  fell  off  from  the  first  day. 
I   did  a   lot  of  special  advertising,  too.  (Monarch, 

Medicine  Hat,  Alta.,  Canada.)  Pine  entertain- 

ment. A   very  good  picture.  Did  not  draw  in  com- 
parison with  film  rental.  (Kentland,  Kentland, 

Ind.)  Wonderful  production.  Pleased  100  per 
cent.  Good  box  office  attraction,  but  Paramount 

takes  all  the  dough.  (Scenic,  Roife,  Iowa.)  With 

me.  a   better-than-most  Paramount  special.  This 
is  a   good  picture.  With  proper  exploitation  will 
get  them,  and  when  they  are  in,  will  please.  (Ma- 

jestic. Camden,  S.  C.)  Boys,  when  I   say  this  is 

very  good,  I   haven’t  said  nothing  yet.  ‘The  act- 
ing of  Dix  is  marvelous.  Ending  rather  sad.  If 

you  can’t  put  this  one  over  dose  up.  (Grand, 
Yoakum,  Tex.)  A   big  picture,  nearly  as  good 

as  "The  Covered  Wagon,”  and  much  better  than 
The  Pony  Express.”  You  con  make  some  money 

on  this  one.  (Washington,  Atoka,  Okla.)  It’s 
everything  they  told  us  it  was.  Played  against 
“’The  Merry  Widow”  and  am  perfectly  satisfied 
with  the  results  from  a   bo.x  office  standpoint. 
(Homcline.  Estclline,  S.  D.)  Very  good.  (Vine. 
Mt.  Vernon,  O.)  ‘The  typo  of  a   picture  you  are 
proud  to  show.  It  creates  talk  of  the  kind  that 
helps  the  business.  Richard  Dix  in  this  portrays 
one  of  the  most  noble  characters  that  has  graced 
the  screen  for  a   long  time.  It  proved  that  the 
beauty  of  sou!  was  what  cotinted  regardless  of 
race  or  creed.  The  picture  is  historical  and  holds 
the  interest  all  the  way  through,  though  it  runs 
through  centuries  of  time.  The  support  was  good 
all  the  way.  particularly  Lois  Wilson  and  Noah 
Beery.  Three  days  to  excellent  business  and  In 
the  face  of  a   blizzard.  (Temple,  Bellairc,  0.) 
Wonderful  production  both  from  entertainment 
and  box  office  value.  Can  get  60o  admission  for 
this  one  without  a   squawk.  (Rex,  Bonners  Ferry. 
Idaho.)  I   consider  this  the  best  feature  I   ever 

played.  (Opera  House,  Marion.  Wis.)  This  is  a 
good  picture.  Will  clean  up  any  time.  The  best 
Paramount  has  made  for  some  time.  Richard 
Dix  and  Lois  Wilson  good.  Noah  Beery  not  as 
good  as  usual.  (Lyric.  Frostburg.  Md.)  Well, 
if  this  one  does  not  please  them,  I   am  at  a   loss 
to  know  what  to  do.  It  sure  pleased  all  the 
folks  here.  Richard  Dix  was  marvelous  ns  Nopeai. 
the  Indian  Chief.  The  picture  was  full  of  very 

%yonderful  scenery.  I   charged  fifty  cents  and.  be- 
lieve me.  every  one  felt  ns  if  it  was  worth  it. 

Noah  Beery  sure  did  a   mean  part.  Boys,  he’s 
good.  (Moon,  Neligh,  Nebr.) 

VANITY’S  PRICE.  FBO,  Anna  Q.  NiJsson. 
Stnart  Holmes,  Wyndham  Standing,  Arthur  Ran- 

kin, Lucille  Ricksen,  6. — A   good  picture  and  very 
fine  photography.  Title  not  so  good,  but  the  small 

town  exhibitor  can’t  help  making  money  with  F. 
B.  O.  pictures.  (Victory,  Cambridge.  N.  Y.) 
Very  good  melodrama.  Society  play.  (American, 
Scofield,  Ut.)  Just  one  of  those  pictures  that 
carries  a   moral.  We  have  been  getting  so  much 
of  Anna  Q.  in  the  last  few  months  that  the  fans 
are  falling  off  when  her  name  appears.  She  has 
no  appeal  to  many  of  our  patrons.  (Pioneer, 
Amasa,  Mich.)  Real  interesting  but  too  long 
drawn.  Anna  Q.  Nilsson,  like  Madge  Bellamy, 
always  does  her  part  well.  Under  the  same  theme 
as  "Black  Oxen”  but  has  a   happy  ending.  Anna 
gives  the  villain  a   good  horse  whipping,  which 
made  them  grip  their  seats.  (Palace.  Seadrift, 

Tex.) 

w 
WAGES  FOR  WIVES,  F,  Jacqueline  Logan, 

Creighton  Hale,  Earle  Foxe,  ZaSu  Pitts,  Claude 

Gillingwatcr,  David  Butler,  Margaret  Seddon,  Mar- 
garet Livingston,  Don  Mason,  6,700. — Good,  clean 

program.  Plenty  of  comedy.  Not  a   speelaL 

Worth  running.  Don’t  pay  too  much.  (Opera 
House,  Apache,  Okla.)  Played  Fox  Week.  Just 

ordinary  program  picture.  Sold  at  special  price. 
No  more  Fox  for  me.  (Rainbow,  Mechanicsburg, 

O.)  Good  entertainment.  (Palace.  Naples.  Tex.) 
Another  stage  play  proven  a   flop.  As  a   picture 

though  it's  good  entertainment  at  that.  Fox 
product  consistently  good  but  try  and  get  'em. 

I   can't.  They're  not  sold  to  the  public.  (Amer- 

ican, Ada,  Okla.)  Pair  picture,  but  It’s  throe 
thousand  four  hundred  and  ninety-eight  miles 

from  being  a   special.  Fox's  special  stuff  is  the 
bunk.  (State,  Tawas  City,  Mich.)  I   did  not  do 
so  well  with  this  one.  It  is  not  very  strong  and 

just  a   fair  program  picture.  It  fell  off  instead 

of  building.  (Monarch,  Medicine  Hat,  Alta.,  Can.) 

Splendid  program  picture.  Pleased  all  very  well. 
Drew  fairly  good,  too.  (Rosewin,  Dallas,  Tex.) 

Highly  pleasing  comedy.  Work  of  cast  excep- 

tional. Business  very  good.  (Patrick's,  Crescent, 
Okla.)  A   domestic  comedy  drama  that  is  a 
whiz.  A   cast  of  excellent  players,  all  of  whom 

do  fine  work.  A   picture  that  draws  like  plaster 
and  will  please  after  you  get  them  in.  Taken 

from  a   stage  play,  this  one  makes  good.  Heralds 
are  especially  good.  Received  many  favorable 
comments  and  know  It  pleased,  for  the  crowd 

laughed  heartily  all  through  it.  Don’t  be  afraid 
to  boost  this  one  as  a   light  comedy  that  will 
satisfy.  (Bijou.  Beach,  N.  D.) 

WALL  STREET  WHIZ.  THE.  FBO.  Richard 

Talmedgc,  Marcelino  Day.  Lillian  Laitgdon,  5, 

— Yes,  this  was  some  picture.  Action  and  lota 
of  comedy.  Pleased  all.  (Princess,  Obion,  Tenn.) 

As  an  exhibitor.  I’m  a   good  "hoss  trader.”  How- 
ever, I   know  F.  B.  0.  have  the  product  that 

should  make  the  money.  They  do  not  require  a 

mortgage  on  your  theatre  for  a   contract.  Richard 
Talmadge  is  one  of  their  best  bets.  This  one  fine. 

(Palace,  Naples,  Tex.)  This  is  a   pretty  good 

program  picture.  Has  some  comedy,  action  and 
stunts.  (Rialto,  Terril,  la.)  This  was  a   real  good 
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picture  but  have  Been  Dick  do  more  stunts  in 

other  pictures.  (Majestic.  Portland,  Ind.)  A 

good  action  program.  Star  a   good  acrobat.  (Sil- 
ver Family,  Greenville,  Mich.) 

WANDERER,  THE,  FP,  William  Collier.  Jr., 
Greta  JVissen,  Ernest  Torrence,  Wallace  Beery, 

Kathlyn  Williams,  8,173. — I   believe  the  best  Bib- 
lical story  that  has  yet  been  filmed.  Massive  in 

production.  True  to  life,  a   heart  interest  story 
all  the  way.  Done  by  characters  who  act  and  look 

the  parts.  A   credit  to  the  industry  and  to  Para- 
mount pictures.  It  is  hard  to  imagine  that  a 

company  that  can  make  a   picture  like  "The  Wan- 
derer” would  be  responsible  for  such  stuff  as  “A 

Kiss  For  Cinderella”  and  "Hands  Up."  Ran  it 
three  days  to  pretty  good  business.  It  is  a   pic- 

ture that  will  more  tlian  please  the  big  class 

that  like  this  style  of  story.  (Temple.  Bellairc, 

O.)  This  one  has  me  guessing.  Many  of  my  pa- 

trons liked  it  better  than  "The  Commandments” 
and  yet  1   am  not  getting  the  crowds.  I   have 
special  music  for  it  and  unless  I   have  a   record 

smashing  day  today  (the  last  day)  I’m  going  to 
lose  out.  It  is  not  the  fault  of  the  picture,  as  it 
contains  some  of  the  biggest  scenes  that  I   have 
ever  seen  on  the  screen.  The  acting  is  extra 

good.  (Monarch,  Medicine  Hat,  Alta.,  Can.)  No 

drawing  power.  Paramount  wants  all  first  big 
Paramount  pictures.  I   have  lost  money  on  them, 

couldn't  get  them  in  with  heavy  advertising. 
Pleased  all  who  saw  picture.  (Popular,  St. 
Cloud,  Fla.)  Two  days  at  advance  admissions. 

First  day  fair ;   second  very  poor.  Did  not  please 

and  proved  a   poor  box  office  attraction.  (Majes- 

tic, Camden.  S,  C.)  Not  another  “Ten  (Com- 

mandments,” but  a   mighty  good  picture.  Seemed 
to  please  all  classes,  as  it  is  the  kind  of  picture 
in  which  one  finds  what  ho  is  looking  for,  spicy 

or  pious  depending  on  viewpoint.  Did  not  do 

much  business,  due,  I   think,  to  lack  of  national 
exploitation,  as  for  some  reason  Paramount  has 

neglected  this  picture  and  ballyhooed  some  of 
lesser  quality.  (Crossett,  Crossett,  Ark.)  Person- 

ally we  think  it  bigger  and  better  than  "The  Ten 

Commandments."  But  we  did  not  do  half  the 
business  that  we  did  on  "The  Ten  Command- 

ments." Same  amount  of  advertising:  same  ad- 
missions. No  comments.  (Grand,  Paulding,  O.) 

"Wonderful  of  its  kind.  Not  a   small  tovm  Satur- 
day picture,  but  everyone  should  see  it.  Com- 

plete in  every  detail.  Destruction  of  the  city  is 
great.  (Palace,  Ashland,  O.)  This  picture  should 

never  have  been  sold  to  the  exhibitor.  It  should 
have  been  given  to  him  free  to  run  for  his 

church  people,  I   got  stung  plenty  on  this  and 

advise  anyone  that  hasn't  it  bought  to  give  it  a 
wide  berth.  (Reel  Joy,  King  City,  Cal.)  Great 
Biblical  story.  Wonderful  production  effects. 

Splendid  cast.  Work  of  Greta  Nissen  very  good. 

Collier  nothing  to  rave  about.  Couldn’t  make  you 

fall  for  him  at  all.  I   guess  it’s  what  you'd  call 

a   "credit  to  the  industry.”  Paid  real  money  for 
it,  but  didn’t  knock  'em  dead  at  the  box  office. 
(Regent,  Indianola,  Miss.)  Patrons  didn’t  seem 
to  care  for  this  one.  Business  was  fair.  Was 

well  liked  by  mostly  church  people.  (Benn, 
Philadelphia,  Pa.) 

WEDDING  SONG,  THE,  PDC.  Leatrice  Joy, 
Robert  Ames,  Charles  Gerard,  Gertrude  Claire, 
Ethel  Wales,  7. — Now  here  was  a   good  show. 

Pleased  the  crowd.  But  like  "Steel  Preferred,” 
did  not  have  a   name  that  pulled.  Someone  in  that 
bunch  gives  titles  that  are  not  up  to  snuff. 
Pleased  the  people,  Not  any  pulling  power.  Bet- 

ter wake  up  the  title  giver  or  he  will  put  P.  D.  C. 
out  of  business.  (Amuse,  Hart,  Mich.)  A   fairly 
clever  program  picture.  Shows  a   bunch  of  clever 
crooks  in  operation.  The  title  is  more  or  less  a 
total  loss,  but  will  explain  itself  during  the  de- 

velopment of  the  picture.  A   number  of  good 
stars  in  parts  different  to  which  you  have  been 
accustomed  to  see  them.  (Trags,  Neillsville,  Wis.) 
(3ood  picture.  Pleased  our  audience.  (Empress. 
Indianaola,  la.) 

WE  MODERNS,  FN,  Colleen  Moore,  Jack  Mul- 
hall,  Carl  Miller.  Claude  Gillingwater,  8.   Oh 
Boy!  How  I   wish  that  we  exhibitors  could  play 
these  kind  of  pictures  all  of  the  time.  We  would 
be  able  to  pay  all  of  our  bills  when  collection 
day  came  around.  This  picture  has  everything 
in  it  to  please  the  public.  Colleen  sure  stmts  her 
stuff  in  this  one.  Good  thrills  j   good  love  scenes : 
good  print  and  lots  of  good  comments  on  this 
one.  That  s   what  it  takes  to  build  up  your  busi- 

ness. Step  on  this  one  if  you  don't  step  on  an- 
other. (Plainview.  Plainview,  Tex.)  A   cracker- 

jack  picture,  and  sure  does  get  them  in.  Should 
please  in  any  house.  They  have  to  step  some 
to  stay  in  Colleen’s  class.  (Almo,  Cameron, 
W.  "Va.)  This  is  entertainment,  if  you  want to  call  it  that,  but  it  seems  a   shame  to  make 
an  audience  ait  through  an  hour  and  fifteen  min- 

utes of  slapstick  comedy  when  there  is  such  an 
abundance  of  comedies  released  to  take  care  of 
slapstick  so  well.  (Lorin,  Berkeley.  Cal.)  Very 

good.  Miss  Moore  is  liked  here  and  pleased  them 

all  in  this  vehicle.  (Orpheum,  Pipestone,  Minn.) 

As  \isual,  Colleen  registered  at  the  box  office, 

bet  this  picture  was  a   sad  disappointment  to  the 
Colleen  Moore  fans.  Had  a   few  walkouts,  which 

is  something  new  on  her  pictures.  Too  much 

highbrow  and  faiiy  story  stuff.  I   guess.  (Regent, 

Eureka,  Kan.)  Perhaps  the  story  was  weak  in 
this  one,  as  some  exhibitors  have  reported.  I 

didn’t  see  it.  When  I   look  at  the  box  office  state- 
ment for  the  second  night  of  the  run  I   have 

my  doubts.  I   had  many  patrons  remark  later 

how  well  they  liked  “We  Moderns.”  Someone 
must  he  wrong  and  I’ll  lay  my  cash  on  my  pat- 

rons. (K.  P..  Pittsfield,  III.)  This  picture  is 
one  of  the  best  that  Colleen  has  made  in  a   long 

time.  You  can’t  boost  this  one  too  much.  It 
will  please  any  crowd  that  comes  to  see  it. 
There  are  laughs  galore  in  this.  (Plainview, 

Plainview,  Tex.)  Little  Colleen  is  a   drawing 

card  for  us  and  should  be  for  anybody  any- 
where. If  there  are  any  weak  places  in  the 

picture  you  can  count  on  her  in  putting  it  over 

by  her  exceptionally  hard  work.  "We  Moderns” 
is  good  enough  for  any  house,  large  or  small. 
(Grand  and  Gem,  Cooper,  Tex.)  Real  bad  weather 
killed  this  one  here,  but  the  picture  is  O.  K, 

Not  as  good  as  some  of  her  others  were  but  not 

bad  by  any  means,  and  Colleen  gave  us  quite  a 

few  knockouts  one  after  the  other  so  we  can’t 
kick  if  one  is  a   little  light,  and  at  that  you 

don’t  have  to  be  afraid  of  it.  (Halfway,  Half- 

way, Mich.)  Ain’t  this  a   cruel  old  world?  Been 

playing  all  of  little  Ckilleen’s  pictures  since  way 
back  and  then  she  up  and  sends  my  opposition  a 

box  of  handkerchiefs  for  Christmas  and  I   didn't 

even  get  a   card.  But  that  doesn't  hurt  her  pic- 
tures, for  they  are  all  knockouts  at  the  box  office. 

This  one  sure  knocked  them  for  a   flop.  It’s  not 
as  good  as  “Sally,”  but  did  just  about  as  much 
business,  so  will  buy  myself  a   box  of  handker- 

chiefs. (Highland,  Guthrie,  Okla.)  Pleased  all 
and  drew  us  some  e.xtra  business.  (Grand, 

Rainier,  Ore.)  Colleen,  I   gave  my  patrons  a   real 
treat  on  Christmas  night  with  the  above  picture. 

I   selected  “We  Moderns”  for  my  holiday  attrac- 
tion because  you  have  never  failed  to  please.  We 

had  a   nice  holiday  crowd  and  I   am  perfectly 

safe  in  saying  that  everyone  thoroughly  enjoyed 

the  picture.  Here’s  hoping  that  you  will  give  us 
many  more  good  ones  during  1926.  (Lyric.  Green- 

ville, Rl.)  Very  sorry,  Colleen,  but  we  can’t 
help  but  think  you  slipped  a   little  in  this  one, 

which  was  not  so  much  your  fault  as  it  was  the 

story,  which  was  very  light.  (The  Crystal,  Flan- 
dreau,  S.  D.)  The  poorest  one  this  star  ever 

made.  However,  not  her  fault.  This  one  has 

nothing.  No  story,  no  direction.  First  time  I 

had  walkouts  on  Colleen.  (Grand,  Yoakum,  Tex.) 

(Dolleen  More  pictures  run  true  to  form.  All  good 

and  just  what  the  public  wants.  I   wish  we  bad 

more  of  them  to  offer  to  the  fans.  Colleen,  you 

are  fine.  Let’s  have  "Irene”  now.  (Kentland, 
Kentland,  Ind.)  Not  up  to  Gotleen  Moore.  Too 

slow  and  nothing  to  it.  Looks  like  they  got 

started  and  couldn’t  stop.  (Dreamland,  Provi- 
dence, Ky.)  Not  as  good  as  her  others  but 

pleased  fairly  well  here.  But  you  can't  kid  the 

public.  Didn't  draw  like  the  others.  (Auditorium, Barrington,  111.) 

WEST  OF  ARIZONA,  V,  Pete  Morrison,  5,— 
Good  Western.  (Opera  House,  Edwards,  N,  Y.) 
Best  drawing  card  Pete  ever  made.  Attribute 

most  extra  business  to  excellent  title.  (Ritz, 

Spokane,  Wash.)  A   dandy  biff  bang  Western 

that  pleased  everyone  far  better  than  "The  Empty 
Saddle.”  Don't  be  afraid  of  this ;   it’s  a   corker. 

(Khattar’s,  Sydney,  N.  S,,  Canada.)  This  star’s 
best  one  yet.  Only  a   fair  Western,  though. 
(Opera  House,  Mesquite,  Nev.) 

WHAT  FOOLS  MEN,  FN,  Lewis  Stone,  Shir- 
ley Mason,  Barbara  Bedford,  Hugh  Allen,  David 

Torrence,  7,349. — Very  fine  picture  that  holds  at- 
tention. Your  patrons  will  be  glad  to  express 

themselves  favorably.  Mine  was  and  did.  (Audi- 
torium, Crockett,  Tex.)  Very  good  picture.  Good 

acting,  also  good  story.  (Lyric,  Genoa,  111.)  A 

really  fine  picture  for  old  and  young.  Print  new. 
First  National  has  the  best  average  pictures. 

(Karlen,  Monticello,  Wis.)  A   fairly  good  picture 

that  seemed  to  please.  Much  better  than  "Fine 

Clothes,”  which  also  featured  Lewis  Stone.  "Fine 

Clothes”  just  about  killed  Lewis  Stone  in  this 
town  and  as  a   result  business  was  off  about  60 

per  cent  on  this  one.  (Lyric,  Greenville,  131.) 

A   good  one.  (Liberty  &   Melba,  Carnegie,  Okla.) 

Played  this  one  to  good  business  and  pleased  most 

all  who  saw  it.  Would  have  been  a   better  pic- 

ture, and  less  tiresome,  if  the  first  five  reels  had 

been  cut  to  four.  (Regent.  Eureka,  Kan.)  This 

is  A-1  and  finely  done.  (Regent,  Bogota,  N,  J.) 

A   very  satisfactory  picture.  Pleasing  above  aver- 

age audience.  (Majestic,  Camden,  S.  C.)  After 

going  through  a   long  winter  trying  to  get  the 

crowds  out  and  keep  ’em  satisfied,  I   am  here  to 
tell  you  makes  you  feel  like  shouting  for  joy 

when  you  get  a   good  one  like  this.  Yes,  boys, 
this  will  please  them  all.  Try  it  and  see  for  your- 

self. (Cozy,  Winchester,  Ind.) 

WHAT  HAPPENED  TO  JONES,  U,  Reginald 

Deimy,  Zosu  Pitts,  Marion  Nixon,  7. — A   riotl 
Best  Denny  yet,  was  the  opinion  here,  and  it  cer- 

tainly is  there  and  over.  Otis  Harlan  does  his 
share  and  more  in  this  one,  too.  Should  be  a 

box  office  tonic  in  any  sort  of  town  or  house. 

(Star,  Menard.  Tex.)  A   very  peppy  and  unusu- 

ally entertaining  comedy  drama.  Didn’t  make 
money  because  Universal  did  not  give  us  any  ex- 

ploitation helps.  We  didn’t  know  what  we  had 
until  we  saw  it.  (Argonne,  Akron,  Ind.)  This 

proved  an  exceptionally  good  picture.  Pleased. 

Drew  a   good  house  on  average  exploitation.  (The 

Majestic,  Camden,  S.  C.)  A   riotous  comedy-drama 

that  drew  almost  as  many  laughs  as  "Charley’s 
Aunt.”  (S.  T.,  Parker,  S.  D.)  Laughed  their 
heads  off.  Universal  sure  has ,   the  pictures. 

(Egyptian,  Ogden,  Utah.)  Oh  boys,  it’s  a   knock- 
out. We  had  them  standing  on  their  toes  and 

they  broke  2   or  3   scats  that  we  are  going  to 

chai-ge  to  Universal  Exchange.  Play  the  picture. 
It  will  give  your  house  the  best  advertising  you 

have  for  a   long  time.  (Valentine,  Defiance,  O.) 
Fine  picture.  Did  not  do  any  good  with  it  but 
not  the  fault  of  picture.  Too  much  basket  ball. 

(Star,  Fowler,  Coio.)  Denny  Is  getting  better 
and  better  in  every  picture  we  see  him  in.  This 

is  farce  comedy  with  deft  touches  of  hokum  that 

keep  the  mirth  going  from  staxt  to  finish.  Zasu 
Pitts  has  a   small  bit  and  she  certainly  gets  away 

with  it  in  fine  style.  As  support  in  comedy  she 

can’t  be  beaten,  she  gets  her  share  of  laughs,  al- 
though her  role  is  not  big.  This  is  the  type  pic- 

ture that  is  clicking  with  the  entertainment  seek- 

ing public.  They  don't  seem  to  want  to  think, 
they  want  entertainment,  apparently  without  tax- 

ing their  brain.  "What  Ha.ppened  to  Jones”  is  a 
tailor-made  fit  for  their  needs.  (Columbia,  Colum- 

bia City,  Ind.)  This  is  a   very  clever  comedy. 
Everyone  enjoyed  it  and  it  made  some  new  friends 
for  the  star.  It  is  what  I   would  term  slapstick, 
but  it  is  good  slapstick  and  has  a   lot  of  pep  and 

action,  so  it  goes  over  in  nice  shape.  (Grand, Pierre,  S.  D.) 

WHEEL,  THE,  P,  Margaret  Livingston,  Claire 

Adams,  Mahlon  Hamilton,  Harrison  Ford,  David 

Torrence,  Julia  Swayne  Gordon,  Clara  Horton,  8. 
— One  of  Fox’s  new  John  Golden  unit.  It  is  a 

good  picture  much  better  than  his  last  year’s  spe- 
cials, but  didn't  draw  me  any  money.  (Strand, 

Lament,  Iowa).  Another  of  Fox  so-called  specials. 
Just  an  average  program  picture.  No  more  Fox 
for  us  after  this  year  unless  they  change  their 

policy.  (Rainbow,  Mechanicsburg,  O.)  I   did  a 
poor  business  with  this  picture.  Those  that  did 

see  it  thought  it  a   fairly  good  picture.  No  draw- 

ing power.  Title  poor  advertising,  material  worse. 

(Highland,  Guthrie,  Okla.)  Fair  picture.  Busi- 
ness on  this  bad.  Think  fact  of  patronage  was 

due  in  part  to  the  poor  paper.  When  will  the 
producers  learn  that  some  action  should  be  shown 

on  the  paper?  On  this,  they  had  the  cast,  but 

a   bunch  of  faces  and  names  does  not  mean  any- 
thing in  comparison  with  some  striking  scene  or 

action  that  compels  attention.  In  this  picture  we 
had  two  races.  But  not  a   sign  of  a   horse  on 

paper.  In  spite  of  the  fact  that  a   good  horse 
race  seems  to  be  one  of  the  things  that  does  draw 

this  year.  Of  course,  these  races  were  poorly 

staged,  but  they  would  have  helped  out  at  the  box 
office.  If  Wm.  Fox  would  put  some  of  these  men 

who  are  going  around  telling  how  good  times 

are,  to  getting  out  some  good  paper,  it  would 
help  the  exhibitors  more.  (Arcadia,  Vandergrift, 

Pa.)  Pretty  fair  but  paper  awful.  (Texas, 
Grand  Prairie,  Tex.)  Just  an  average  picture 

but  will  please.  Title  don’t  mean  much.  (Cosy, 

Wagoner,  Okla.)  Isn’t  it  a   terrible  thing,  brother, 
to  come  down  in  the  morning  knowing  you  are 

going  to  lose  your  time  to  a   guy  in  New  York 
and  give  him  twenty  or  thirty  dollars?  A   nice 
picture  but  absolutely  nothing  to  get  them  in. 

Paper  a   total  loss,  also  the  mats.  (American, 
Ada,  Okla.)  A   well  made  picture  but  not  the 

type  of  story  that  we  would  recommend  for  the 

family,  and  after  all  a   picture  not  good  for  the 

family,  isn’t  worth  showing.  Shows  gambling, 
crooked  horse  racing,  forgery  and  ether  things 

generally  looked  down  on  by  most  people.  Give 
us  stories  that  build  up  instead  of  tear  down. 
(Palace,  Lone  Pine,  Neb.)  Would  have  been  a 
dandy  in  six  or  seven  reels.  Takes  too  long  to 

get  started.  Good  program  picture.  Good  race. 
(New  Liberty,  Carnegie,  Okla.)  Good  Sunday 

show,  but  too  much  dark  photography.  It  means 

everything  to  have  good  closeups.  (Karlen,  Mon- 
ticcllo,  V/ls.)  This  picture  was  fair  but  nothing 
to  rave  about.  Nevertheless  !t  seemed  to  please. 

(State,  Tawas,  Mich.)  I   thought  this  a   very  good 

picture,  but  my  crowd  evidently  did  not  think  it 
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would  be.  as  they  stayed  away.  Not  the  best  for 
small  towns,  although  a   fine  picture  of  its  kind. 

(Bijou,  Beach.  N.  D.)  Very  good  picture. 
(Paramount.  Kokomo,  Ind.)  Fairly  good  picture. 
No  special.  (Palace,  Mt.  Pleasant,  Tex.)  Picture 

gave  general  satisfaction.  It  was  spotty  and 

dragged  some,  but  it  pleased  anyway.  They  can’t 

all  be  specials,  but  I   don’t  think  that  even  “Hon- 

est Abe”  Latta  could  hang  out  his  sign  on  this 
one.  The  race  scenes  were  very  good.  Some  of 

the  best  steeple  chase  riding  that  I   have  ever  seen. 

(Moon,  Neligh,  Neb.) 

WHEN  THE  DOOE  OPENED,  P.  Jacoueline 

Logan,  Walter  MoGreO,  Margaret  Livingston,  Rob- 

ert Cain,  Frank  Keenan,  6,5CC. — Exceptional  pic- 
ture. Poor  title.  Will  go  over  big  if  you  can 

get  them  in.  Flood  scenes  especially  realistic. 

Jacqueline  Logan  supreme.  (Patrick’s,  Crescent, 
Okla.)  This  makes  a   fine  entertainment.  A   pic- 

ture of  this  kind  will  go  well  in  any  theatre. 

(Kenesaw  Opera  House,  Kenesaw,  Neb.)  This  is 
a   fair  picure,  but  at  that  the  poorest  Curwood  I 
ever  ran.  Miss  Logan  does  fine  work  and  is  most 

beautiful.  The  flood  scene  good,  but  short.  An- 
other Fox  special  that  is  a   good  program  offering. 

(Bijou,  Beach,  N.  D.)  Just  so  so.  Some  came 

expecting  to  see  a   dog  picture.  They  were  dis- 
appointed. This  pup  looked  like  a   soup  hound, 

compared  with  the  work  of  Peter  The  Great  in 

"The  Silent  Accuser."  (Texas,  Grand  Prairie, 
Tex.)  Fair.  This  James  Oliver  Curwood  story 

made  a   good  action  picture  that  gave  good  satis- 
faction. I   heard  several  boosting  it.  Makes  a 

dandy  Saturday  picture.  (Electric,  Browning, 
Mo.) 

WHERE  WAS  I?,  U,  Reginald  Benny,  Paulme 

Garon,  Marian  Nixon,  Lea  Moran,  Otis  Harlan, 

Chester  Conklin,  8,6S0. — Sure  is  a   dandy  and 
everyone  said  so.  Was  a   riot.  Another  gift  from 

Carl,  the  exhibitors’  friend.  (Princess,  Elwood, 
Ind.)  Reginald  is  a   goojl  drawing  card  and  may 

some  day  stand  in  Wallace  Reid’s  shoes.  The 
vehicles  that  Universal  chooses  for  him  seem  to 

be  idefll.  This  picture  is  built  around  a   very 

tricky  complication  and  is  genuine  entertainment. 

(Acadia,  Crowley,  La.)  Good.  Fine  picture. 
Great  entertainment,  (Gem,  Alton.  111.)  Pleased 

most  everyone.  Did  not  draw  extra  well,  but  no 

fault  of  the  picture.  It  is  a   dandy.  Denny  will 
be  one  of  my  best  bets  if  he  keeps  on  making 

pictures  this  good.  He  kept  the  gang  in  an  up- 
roar all  the  time.  More  laughs  than  in  a   Lloyd. 

(Highland,  Guthrie,  Okla.)  It  will  please  those 

who  want  to  see  comedy.  This  is  the  third  Denny 

picture  for  me  and  business  gets  worse  on  each. 

(Auditorium,  Crockett,  Tex.)  A   very  good  com- 
edy drama  full  of  action  and  laughter.  If  they 

like  ’em  funny,  play  this  one  sure.  Not  so  very 
good  here  as  they  like  heavy  drama  and  so  we 

let  it  go  at  that.  (Royal,  Kimball,  S.  D.)  An- 
other good  one  from  Denny.  Kept  the  crowd 

laughing  throughout.  (Grand,  Rainier,  Ore.)  A 

good  clean-cut  comedy  that  ought  to  please  any 

audience.  (Grand  and  Gem,  Cooper.  Tex.)  Pic- 
ture okay  but  price  too  steep  for  a   program 

calibre.  Star  considered  only  ordinary  here. 

(Cozy,  Wagner,  S.  D.)  Don’t  think  this  is  quite 

up  to  some  of  Denny’s  pictures,  but  it  is  good 
and  will  please  them.  (Majestic.  Bowie,  Tex.) 

Good  picture.  (Princess,  Traer,  la.)  Exception- 
ally good  clean,  clever  comedy  drama,  made  from 

Edgard  Franklin’s  story.  Denny  and  Marian 
Nixon  both  tip-top.  (S,  T.,  Parker,  S.  D.) 

WHITE  FANG,  PBO,  Strongkeart,  Theodore 

Von  Eltz,  Rath  Dwyer,  Kathew  Betz,  Walter 

Perry,  Charlie  Murray,  6. — Did  fine  with  this  one, 
iiotwithstand  so  much  sickness.  Much  better  than 

"The  Lovemaster.”  Print  in  good  condition,  out 
of  Buffalo.  (Casino,  Antwerp,  N.  Y.)  A   real 

good  picture  and  holds  my  house  record  for  a   10 

and  26  cents  show.  (Star,  Fowler,  Colo.)  Re- 
ceived a   poor  print  on  this  one.  Not  up  to  some 

of  his  pictures,  but  a   fair  picture  if  it  had  been 
all  there.  (Majestic,  Homer,  Mich.)  Starts  out 

wonderfully  entertaining,  then  with  the  sudden- 

ness of  a   knockout  punch,  jumps  from  dead  of 
winter  to  beautiful  spring.  Continuity  not  main- 

tained. However,  it  will  please,  but  don’t  over 
exploit  it  lest  they  expect  too  much.  Not  a   spe- 

cial. F.  B.  O.  doesn’t  ask  you  a   big  price.  Well 
worth  playing.  (Selk,  Scotia,  Neb.)  This  is  an 
excellent  feature  for  those  who  like  dog  pictures. 

The  balance  of  the  cast  was  weak.  Perhaps  this 
was  done  to  accentuate  the  work  of  Strongheart. 

Many  good  compliments  on  this.  (Pioneer, 

Amasa,  Mich.)  This  is  a   dandy  picture.  Great 
for  Sunday.  The  censors  did  their  part,  but  good 

anyway.  (Monticello  Opera  House,  Monticello, Iowa.) 

WHITE  OUTLAW.  THE,  U,  Jack  Hoxic.  Mar- 

cehne  Day,  William  Welsh,  4.83Q   ^This  is  one 
0*  the  best  Hoxie  pictures  that  we  have  ever 

shown  and  I   tell  you  they  told  us  so  when  they 

went  out.  The  horse  and  dog  in  this  are  sure 
sood.  It  takes  a   Western  to  get  them  in  In  hot 

weather.  You  can’t  go  wrong  on  this,  as  it  is 
there.  (Oak,  Oakdale,  Neb.)  Very  nice  little  pic- 

ture. Only  fault  it  wasn’t  long  enough.  Played 
it  on  Friday  and  Saturday  to  good  business.  Print 

badly  scratched  film  out  of  Detroit  exchange. 
(Starland,  Stockbridge,  Mich.)  The  best  Hoxie  by 

far.  Good  paper  helps  get  them  in  and  Jack, 
his  horse  and  dog,  does  the  rest.  (Liberty,  Pike- 
ville,  Ky.)  A   wonderfully  good  Western  subject 
that  should  go  over  anywhere.  Horse  and  dog 
are  real  stars.  Did  fairly  well  at  box  office. 

(Grand,  Rainier,  Ore.)  Here  is  a   real  Western. 
Suited  all  my  people  76  per  cent.  Some  you  know 
do  not  like  Westerns,  so  cannot  satisfy  them.  I 
like  them  with  some  stars,  others  no.  I   do  not 

use  Tom  Mix.  Ke  is  too  much  of  a   grand  slander, 
looking  for  a   lot  of  applause.  No  good  for  me. 

(Amuse,  Hart,  Mich.)  It’s  the  kind  of  picture  my 
patrons  like.  Has  a   good  horse  and  dog  star  be- 

side Jack  Hoxie.  It's  the  kind  of  picture  that 
appeals  to  the  laboring  class  of  people.  (Princess 
and  Gem,  Oconto,  Wis.)  Fair  Western  picture; 
horse  and  dog  are  good.  (Pastime,  Mason,  Mich.) 

One  of  the  best  Hoxie's  we  have  had.  As  an 
actor,  our  Friday  and  Saturday  Western  fans  con- 

sider him  a   negative  issue,  but  praised  this  one. 

(Rialto,  Pocahontas,  la.)  Very  good  Western. 
Scout,  the  horse,  was  a   treat.  (Princess.  Elwood, 
Ind.)  Very  good  Western  and  pleased  a   good 
crowd.  Hoxie  seems  to  be  coming  back  to  the 

new  ones,  as  he  went  dead  for  me.  (Royal,  Fair- 
mount.  Ind.)  Very  good  picture  and  worthy  of 
a   better  audience.  Had  only  short  time  in  which 
to  advertise  it,  for  the  night  we  ran  it  we  were 

supposed  to  have  another  picture,  but  it  did  not 

arrive.  Opposition,  scarlet  fever  epidemic.  Uni- 

versal's are  going  fine  here.  (Polo.  Polo,  111.) 
This  is  real  entertainment  and  will  fit  any  pro- 

gram or  theatre.  It  is  clean  and  lota  of  action 

and  a   fair  story.  I   enjoyed  it  and  the  rest  of 

my  crowd  seemed  to.  (Grand,  Pierre,  S.  D.) 

Boys,  you  know '   how  sour  we  get  when  they 
switch  shows  on  us.  Well,  they  had  me  booked 

with  Jack  in  "Fighting  Fury"  and  substituted  this 
at  the  last  minute.  My  only  kick  is  that  I   had  to 
run  this  one  cold.  I   knew  how  good  it  was ;   I 

saw  it  up  in  Minneapolis  a   month  or  so  ago  and 
I   had  it  figured  out  that  when  I   played  this  baby 

I   was  going  to  make  a   lot  of  noise  about  it.  An 
extra  good  picture  wasted  on  desert  air.  All  you 

boys  who  have  run  "The  King  of  the  Wild  Horses" 
have  reported  it  was  a   beaner,  the  same  as  I   did. 

If  you  really  want  a   picture  that  is  better  than 

"The  King  of  Wild  Horses,"  you  just  step  out  and 
grab  this  one  and  tell  ’em  about  it.  If  any  of  you 
fellows  book  this  picture  and  can  honestly  say  it 

didn’t  please  an  even  100  per  cent,  you  advise  me 

and  I’ll  send  you  a   flock  of  Trailing  Arbutus  (that 
is.  as  soon  as  the  sun  melts  off  the  first  10  or  16 

feet  of  snow).  Be  sure  and  get  the  S-sheet  on 
this  for  it  is  a   dandy.  There  is  everything  in  it 
from  beautiful  mountain  scenery  to  comedy  and 

good  action.  (Trags,  Neillsville,  Wis.) 

WHY  WOMEN  LOVE,  FN.  Blanche  Sweet, 
Robert  Frazer,  Edward  Earle,  Dorothy  Sebastian, 

Russell  Simpson,  Charlie  Murray,  6,570. — ^This  is 
one  adventure  picture  that  never  sags  and  will 

please  the  grouehiest  customer  that  you  have.  This 
picture  is  the  best  Blanche  Sweet  has  put  out  this 

year.  There  is  a   wonderful  cast  including  Charles 
Murray  with  Robert  Frazer  playing  the  leading 

man  and  others  as,  Dorothy  Sebastian,  and  Rus- 
sell Simpson  and  others  that  are  good.  (Plain- 

view,  Plainview,  Tex.)  I   often  wonder  why  my- 

self. They  take  perfectly  good  titles  like  "The 
Sea  Woman”  from  which  this  is  adapted,  and 
stick  a   monicker  like  this  one  on  it.  .Sounds  like 
the  five  and  ten  days.  Very  good  show.  Boys, 

action,  story  and  everything,  but  you  try  and 

convince  'em  of  it  with  that  title.  (Cresco,  Cresco, 
Iowa.)  Just  another  sea  picture.  Good,  but  noth- 

ing to  rave  over.  (Blende,  Benton,  Wis.)  In 
the  first  place  the  title  is  wrong  for  a   country 
town  house.  The  sooner  the  producers  learn  the 

farther  they  keep  away  from  the  word  love  in 
the  titles  the  better  they  will  draw.  The  public 
has  been  surfeited  with  mush,  long  drawn  out 
shots  of  caressing  until  the  very  suggestion  of  it 
in  the  titles  tends  to  hold  the  men  away  and  many 

of  the  women.  At  least  that  is  the  case  with  our 

audiences  and  I   believe  they  are  average.  This 

picture  is  well  directed  but  only  a   fair  average 

program  with  the  type  of  a   story  that  no  one 
seemed  to  care  for.  In  fact  had  more  walkouts 

on  this  picture  than  we  have  had  in  three  months 
on  all  we  have  shown.  It  is  now  8:45  on  the 

first  night  show  and  the  lobby  has  more  going 

out  than  are  coming  in  two  to  one.  That’s  the 
way  it  hit  here.  The  public  does  not  want  to 

watch  them  suffer  and  emote.  It  wants  enter- 

tainment. I   can’t  give  the  picture  a   thing.  It 
has  not  hit  at  all.  (Columbia,  Columbia  City, 

Ind.)  A   good  offering  but  title  seemed  to  kill 
it  for  us.  Will  please  if  you  can  get  them  in. 

(Grand,  Rainier,  Ore.)  Picture  worth  showing. 

Good  comments  on  this.  (Opera  House,  Fenni- 

more,  Wis.)  Good  show,  but  cannot  understand 
where  they  got  the  title.  (Orpheum,  Pipestone, 

Minn.)  While  this  may  be  well  produced,  there 

is  no  use  talking,  folks  will  not  stand  for  this 

sort  of  overdrawn  muller,  so  that’s  that.  (Cory, 
Winchester,  Ind.)  Good  picture.  I   agree  with 
the  exhibitor  who  said  that  the  new  title  is  no 

improvement  over  the  original.  "The  Sea  Woman." 
(Regent,  Bogota.  N.  J.)  This  play  has  one  scene 
which  should  receive  credit,  the  shipwreck  with 
its  scene  of  burning  oil.  Otherwise  it  is  crude 

and  sordid.  It  is  disfigured  by  a   cast  which  sug- 

gests a   group  of  amateurs  rehearsing  on  a   water 
front.  The  violent  gestures,  the  grimaces  of 

overfceling.  the  spasms  of  love  and  hate,  hurt 

the  refined  and  make  mirth  for  the  "groundlings." 
The  cast  acted  like  amateurs  in  embryo.  A   few 

people  walked  out.  If  it  were  not  that  we  had 
an  extra  good  Pathe  News  for  that  evening,  we 
would  feel  like  giving  the  people  their  moacy 

back.  (Elite-Cozy,  Metropolis,  III.) 

WIFE  WHO  WASN’T  WANTED,  W,  Irene 

Rich,  Kuntly  Gordon,  John  Harron,  Juno  Mar- 
lowe, Gertrude  Astor,  Elinor  Fair,  6,848. — This 

picture  was  good  and  it  seemed  that  all  the  cus- 
tomers wanted  to  tell  me  so.  I   believe  that  this 

new  Warner  contract  is  not  going  to  be  as  miser- 
able as  the  old  one.  (Di.xie,  Kilgore.  Tex.)  Here 

is  an  honest  to  goodness  picture.  This  picture 

should  go  over  big  anywhere.  Irene  Rich  fine. 
Bought  right  from  Warner  Bros.  New  Orleans 

exchange.  (Dixie,  Winona.  Miss.)  This  is  a 

splendid  entertainment.  The  star  fine,  the  story 

good.  All  satisfied.  (Silver  Family,  Greenville, 
Mich.)  I   can  say  this  picture  was  as  good  as  I 

have  run  for  some  time.  The  very  best  for  Sun- 
day. (Monticello  Opera  House,  Monticello,  la.) 

A   very  good  picture.  Pleased  a   good  house.  Good 
east  and  story.  (Princess,  Chilton.  Wis.)  Irene 

does  a   million  crazy  things  in  this  one,  things 

without  rhyme  or  reason,  but  for  all  that  it  is  a 

fairly  good  picture.  Not  a   great  picture,  but 

would  rank  it  as  an  average  or  program  attrac- 
tion. (Majestic,  Bowie,  Tex.)  A   very  good 

picture  with  Irene  Rich  doing  some  real  acting. 

Our  first  one  on  the  new  block.  Many  favorable 

comments  on  it  as  people  have  been  telling  me  all 

day  how  much  they  liked  it.  Average  receipts. 

(Polo,  Polo,  111.)  Good,  hut  why  inject  a   bum 
fire  scene  in  the  last  reel?  Very  poor  finish  to  an 
otherwise  good  show.  (Palace,  Waupaca,  Wis.) 

Acclaimed  fine  and  drew  higher  class  of  patron- 
age. (Palace,  Mt.  Pleasant,  Tex.) 

WILD  HORSE  MESA,  FP,  Jack  Holt,  Billie 

Dove,  Noah  Beery,  Douglas  Fairbanks,  Jr.,  7,221. 

—Here’s  one  of  those  things  that  arrives  un- 
heralded and  without  any  particular  fuss.  You 

put  it  on  the  same  way  and  it  kicks  the  box  of- 
fice thermometer  up  so  far  it  nearly  busts,  and 

you  make  a   lot  of  money  on  it.  If  anybody  but 

Paramount  had  it.  they’d  cut  up  as  big  a   stir  as 

they  did  for  "The  Lost  World”  and  "Black  Cy- 
clone” combined.  But  Paramount  has  so  many 

big  ones  they  get  tired  of  raising  Cain,  over  all 

of  them.  This  one  made  receipts  on  "King  of 

Wild  Horses”  Strongheart  and  Rin-Tin-Tin  look 
sick  and  they  never  were  weak  on  those.  If  you 

pass  this  one  up,  you're  the  loser.  And  don't 
think  it  can't  be  put  over  os  big  as  the  big  ones, 

merely  because  the  producers  don’t  want  a   morU 
gage  on  your  theatre  for  rental.  (Cresco,  Cresco, 

la.)  A   very  good  picture  and  one  that  has  ac- 
tion. comedy  and  everything  they  want.  Boost 

it  ’cause  they’ll  like  it.  (Capitol,  Hartley,  la) 
Good.  Very  fine  for  this  type  picture.  Zane 

Grey’s  stories  always  gets  them  in  and  Para- 
mount knows  how  to  make  them  interesting. 

(Palaoe,  Ashland.  O.)  Many  good  comments. 
Personally  I   would  rate  this  picture  an  ordinary 
Zane  Grey  at  an  extraordinary  price.  Have 

bought  many  Zane  Grey  pictures  at  one-third 
the  price  that  were  just  as  good.  (Cozy,  Fayette, 

la.)  This  type  of  Westerns  can’t  be  beat.  Para- 
mount certainly  is  putting  them  out  good  this 

season.  Good  business  two  nights.  (Palace,  Clif- 
ton Heights,  Pa.)  Good  Western,  with  lots  of 

action.  Not  as  good  as  they  claim  and  the  price 

is  too  high,  as  it  is  no  better  than  other  Zane 

Grey’s  at  less  than  half  price.  It  will  go  good 

if  you  don’t  pay  too  much  for  it  Community, 
Surprise.  Neb.)  When  you  can  pack  your  house 
following  on  afternoon  snowstorm  you  can  bank 

that  your  patronage  are  sold  on  the  picture  and 

will  make  every  effort  to  get  there.  That’s  what 

we  did  on  "Wild  Horse  Mesa,”  and  we  didn’t  tell 
them  it  was  a   million  dollar  picture,  cither. 

Check  up  another  for  Zone  Grey  and  Paramount. 

(Palace,  Syracuse,  Neb.)  One  of  the  best  pic- 
tures we  ever  played.  Story  fine;  east  good: 

stars  great.  Gave  our  patrons  100  per  cent  sat- 
isfaction. (Silver  Family,  Greenville,  Mich.)  A 

typical  Zane  Grey  Western  which  has  a   wonder- 
ful background  and  an  additional  attraction  in 

the  wild  horse  feature.  Has  most  excellent  paper, 

the  best  advertising  facilities,  and  is  a   picture 

you  can  put  over  and  all  classes  of  patrons  will 
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like  it.  Very  well  acted.  Lots  of  action  and 
several  angles  that  are  most  appealing.  Believe 

it  the  best  Zane  Grey  to  date.  Capacity  business 

on  two  hottest  days  of  the  year.  (Temple,  Bell- 
airc,  O.)  Business  away  below  noimial,  partly 

on  account  of  snow  storm  and  poor  roads.  This 

is  a   very  good  program  picture,  but  cannot  qualify 
as  a   big  special  at  all.  They  charged  us  60  per 

cent  too  much  for  it.  Print  very  good.  (Ham- 

mond, Hanunond.  'Wis.)  A   very  good  picture, 
well  produced.  This  sort  of  a   Western  picture 

is  only  good  for  one  day.  You  can’t  get  the 
women  in  on  Westerns,  no  matter  how  good  they 

are,  and  don’t  forget  you  must  have  the  woman 

or  you  won’t  exist  (Bugg,  Chicago,  III.)  Too 
much  killing,  horse  takes  too  small  a   part,  and 

was  too  long  drawn  out.  Would  consider  this  a 

very  ordinary  Western.  (The  Crystal,  Flandreau, 
S.  D.)  A   good  picture  but  the  horse  action  not 

as  good  as  in  "King  of  Wild  Horses.”  Price 
Paramount  asks  for  it  out  of  proportion  to  its 

real  value.  (Rialto,  New  England,  N.  D.)  An- 

other good  show.  Played  three  days.  Held  up 

good.  (Strand,  Milford,  Iowa.)  If  they  like 

W’estems  it  will  go.  The  direction  is  uneven.  A 

lot  of  horses;  story  ordinary.  "Why  stick  Holt  as 
the  loving  hero?  Think  he  would  gain  more  fans 
as  a   heavy.  (Star.  Montevideo,  Minn.)  Good 

Western,  but  not  the  special  Paramount  claims 

it  is — and  not  worth  anything  like  the  amount 
they  charge  for  it.  I   did  50  per  cent  more  busi- 

ness on  Pathe's  "King  of  Wild  Horses,"  and  it 

only  cost  me  one-fourth  as  much  as  “Wild  Horse 

Mesa."  I   used  an  extra  large  amount  of  adver- 
tising to  put  this  over  and  grossed  about  half 

as  much  as  I   expected.  Played  it  same  time 

Wichita  did,  and  that  would  help  put  it  over  for 

me,  but  1   can't  see  that  Wichita's  advertising 
helped  any.  Print  in  A-1  shape.  Billie  Dove  cer- 

tainly isn’t  hard  to  look  at  and  certainly  made  a 
hit  with  my  patrons  of  the  male  sex.  (Photo- 

play, Ashland.  Kan.)  No  better  than  the  old 

Zanc  Grey  pictures  we  used  to  get  from  Hod- 

kinson  for  $10.00  a   throw.  But  they  charged  us  a 

plenty  for  this  one.  (Rialto,  Dickinson,  N.  D.) 
Did  a   poorer  business  on  this  than  any  other 

Zane  Grey  I   have  played.  It  is  a   good  picture 
but  the  newer  Zane  Greys  do  not  draw  for  me  as 

the  older  ones  and,  besides,  my  people  do  not  like 
Jack  Holt  BO  very  well.  I   paid  twice  as  much 

for  this  Zane  Grey  as  the  other  ones  Paramount 

have  and  it  is  not  worth  one  cent  more.  (Strand, 

Lament,  la.)  Pleased  100  per  cent.  Zane  Grey 
stories  popular  in  my  town.  (Grand  &   Gem, 

Cooper,  Tex.)  Excellent,  Not  a   gamble.  It  is  an 

excellent  production  which  will  please  any  au- 
dience. (Lorin,  Berkeley,  Cal.)  Good  Western 

but  rental  twice  too  high  for  this  town.  Lost 

money.  Pleased  all  who  saw  it.  ((^osy.  Strewn. 

Tex.)  Very  good  picture  but  far  below  "The 

Thundering  Herd.”  1   raised  the  price  and  heard 
a   few  kicks  on  account  of  that.  Would  not  ad- 

vise raising  the  price.  A   few  very  good  com- 

ments. (Strand,  Granbury,  Tex.)  A   good  pic- 
ture which  could  be  improved  with  the  shears. 

Slow  in  spots,  but  it  gave  good  satisfaction,  so 
I   should  worry.  (Royal,  Spirit  Lake,  la.)  This 

drew  good,  at  20  and  30  cents  admission.  Every- 

one pleased.  Most  all  Zane  Grey’s  go  over  good. 
(O.  K..  Lewisport.  Ky.)  Okay  in  every  way. 
(Sunshine,  Darlington,  Ind.)  Played  two  days  to 

good  business  and  pleased  everybody,  young  and 
old.  It  is  a   dandy  Zane  Grey  picture  with  some 
wonderful  shots  of  Western  scenery.  A   very 
well  photographed  picture  with  a   fine  cast  of 

players.  (’’Y,’’  Nazareth,  Pa.)  Extra  good. 
This  is  one  that  you  can  raise  the  prices  on.  I 
advertised  it  heavy  and  doubled  the  price  and  got 
away  with  it  and  it  pleased  everyone.  No  kicks 
at  advanced  prices.  Lots  of  horses  and  os  good  as 
"Black  Cyclone.”  (Palace,  Burkburnett,  Tex.) A   Western  photoplay  but  a   step  removed  from 
the  ordinary  so-called  Western,  It  is  very  well 
done,  with  credit  to  story,  cast  and  direction. 
However,  it  does  not  have  the  tremendous  draw- 

ing power  that  I   believed  it  had  with  the  show- 
ing here  after  doing  a   big  advertising  campaign. 

We  only  did  but  little  better  than  average  busi- 
ness. (Cozy,  Winchester,  Ind.)  I   would  call 

this  just  an  average  Zane  Grey.  Good,  but  they 
ask  too  much  for  it.  as  they  do  for  "The  Thun- 

dering Herd.”  Made  dam  little  after  paying  the rental.  Film  good.  (Strand.  Ransom.  Kans.) 
Very  good.  (Pastime,  Jefferson,  O.)  Highly 
pleasing.  (Texas.  Grand  Prairie.  Tex.)  A   real 
picture.  (Regent.  Bogota,  N.  J.)  One  of  Holt’s 
poorest.  Just  a   common  Western.  (Princess, 
Traer,  la.)  Good  outdoor  picture  with  plenty  of 
action.  Did  a   wonderful  business  on  this  one. 
It  will  stand  plenty  of  boosting.  Don’t  be  afraid 
of  it  Holt  did  fine  in  this  one,  and  also  Billie 
Dove.  (Monroe,  Monroe,  la.)  Good  for  the 
Westerns  fans  and  some  beautiful  Western  seen- 
ery.  Not  to  be  compared,  however,  with  "The 

Thundering  Herd,”  "North  of  ’36”  or  “The  Pony 
Express.”  Just  a   good  average  Paramount  West- 

ern. (American.  Wautoma,  Wis.)  A   good  big 
Western  that  drew  them  in.  (Florence.  Elk  Point, 

S.  D.)  We  showed  this  at  increased  admission 

and  they  were  pleased.  Scenery  great  Far  above 

the  average  Western.  Buy  it  and  boost  it.  (Prin- 

cess, Guttenberg,  la.)  Not  a   special,  as  claimed, 
but  a   well  directed  Western.  (Palace,  Waupaca, 
Wis.)  Very  good  entertainment.  Pleased  all 
classes.  Business  good  but  not  big.  (New 

Geneseo,  Geneseo,  III. )   Extra  good  Zane  Grey 
story.  Picture  pleased  100  per  cent.  Audience 

liked  it  as  well  as  "North  of  36.’  (Olympic, 
Wichita  Falls.  Tex.)  A   very  good  picture  which 
pleased,  as  indicated  by  the  fact  that  business 
held  up  for  an  extended  run.  (Solon,  Spencer, 
la.)  A   splendid  Western.  Zane  Grey  stories 

usually  make  good  pictures  to  balance  one's  pro- 
gram. (Char-Bell,  Rochester.  Ind.)  Very  good 

Zane  Grey  story,  and  while  it  is  a   Western,  it 
did  some  extra  business.  Not  a   special  but  better 
than  usual  Westerns.  (Princes,  Crandon.  Wis.) 

WILD  JUSTICE,  UA,  Peter  the  Great,  iGeorge 
Sherwood,  Frances  Teague,  5,886   This  is  a   good 
program  picture.  Just  about  the  right  length 
(six  reels).  The  dog  does  good  work  and  there 
is  enough  action  and  comedy  touches  to  hold 

one’s  interest  all  the  way  through.  It  lost  me  a little  money  but  the  weather  was  bad  and  the 
roads  worse  and  this  is  a   dull  time  of  the  year. 
I   guess  that  it  takes  so  much  money  for  coal, 
doctor  bills  and  heavy  clothes  that  they  don’t 
have  much  left  for  amusements.  They  have  to 
eat,  too.  (Electric,  Browning,  Mo.)  A   dandy 
Saturday  night  picture.  Peter  the  Great  is  a 
wonder.  (Russell,  Brunswick,  Mo.)  A   very  good 
dog  picture  that  will  average  up  with  the  best 
of  them.  (Opera  House,  Foley.  Minn.)  This 
is  a   fine  dog  picture.  Pleased  86  per  cent. 
Personally  I   thought  it  great.  (Strand,  Pattons- 
burg.  Mo.)  The  dog  is  good.  His  support  is 
just  so-so,  and  the  story  is  pretty  thin.  (Pas- 

time. Mason,  Mich.)  A   good  dog  picture.  I   al- 
ways do  some  «.’d:ra  business  on  any  of  the  dog 

pictures  and  this  one  pleased.  (Princess,  Ord- 
way,  (3olo.)  One  of  the  best  dog  pictures  I   ever 
used.  Sure  some  fine  acting  and  will  please  any 
audience.  Besides,  is  not  priced  out  of  the  way. 
Buy  this,  boost  and  make  yourself  some  real 
money.  (Strand,  Ransom,  Kans.)  Looks  like 
this  week  had  been  nothing  but  a   week  of  swell 
pictures  for  me.  "Wild  Justice"  and  "Phantom 
of  the  Opera.”  Boys,  let  me  tell  you  this  dog  is 
M   good,  if  not  better,  than  "Rin  Tin  Tin”  or 
•   Strongheart.”  Anyhow  I   want  to  say  that  this IB  the  best  dog  picture  that  I   ever  witnessed. 
You  can  buy  it  right.  A   1926  release.  (Star. Good  picture  but  not  as  good 

M   The  Silent  Accuser.”  (New  Liberty,  Carnegie, OklaC  One  of  the  best  dog  pictures  ever  re- 
leased. (Grand,  Breese.  111.)  A   real  good  dog picture  that  can  he  bought  right  and  it  will 

^   «   just  as  good  as 
Ihe  Silent  Accuser"  and  will  please  every  pat- ron who  sees  it  Buy  it  and  cash  in  on  it 
(PrmMss,  Lincoln,  Kan.)  A   very  good  dog  pio- Wre  but  have  seen  many  others  much  better. 
But  business  was  very  good  for  two  days.  Is 
worth  playing.  (Gem.  Batesville.  Ark.)  Don’t 
pass  this  wonderful  picture  up.  Book  it.  My Wtrons  went  bugs  over  it  (Lincoln,  Milwaukee, ms.)  This  IS  a   very  good  dog  picture  and 
Peter  the  Great  sure  does  some  fine  acting,  es- 

pecially. where  he  is  roped  in  the  canoe.  TTiey do  not  held  you  up  on  price  either.  (Strand, 

I   pictures 
I   have  had  the  pleasure  of  seeing.  Price  right 
e^gh  so  you  can  make  a   little  for  yourself, (Empress,  Akron,  la.) 

LaRoequo,  7— Good  little  comedy.  Bebe  quit popular  and  this  picture,  while  not  big.  is  satis 
fact^.  (Rich,  Montpelier,  Idaho.)  A   splendii entertainment  Gave  satisfaction.  (Silver  Family 
Granville,  Mich.)  Good  little  comedy.  Beb< Wite  popular  here  as  elsewhere  (thank  you,  Mr Winds).  It  held  business  up  on  December  23,  2t 
^d  thats  more  than  most  of  them  will  do (Cresw,  Cresco,  Iowa.)  A   dandy  picture  whici will  please  much  better  than  many  of  the  com. panys  so-called  big  ones.  (Crystal.  Flandreau comedy-drama.  Bebe  ver5 
good.  Pleased  on  Monday.  Patrons  liked  this 
one.  (Palace,  aifton  Heights,  Pa.)  We  like  tc 
give  credit  where  credit  is  due.  Here  is  a   rea 
little  comedy-drama  and  Bebe  is  right  in  th« 
middle  of  her  glory  in  this  kind  of  pictures.  Mon 
power  to  her.  (Liberty,  Kalispell,  Mont)  Qeyei 
comedy-drama  that  drew  and  pleased,  (S.  T., 
Parker,  S.  D.)  A   dandy  action  comedy  drama 
MosUy  comedy,  and  they  ate  it  up.  This  typs 

pleases  most  of  ’em.  so  give  us  more,  but  not 
too  silly.  (Star,  Montevideo.  Minn.)  Very 
very  good  in  every  respect  They  tittered,  laughed 
and  roared  at  this.  Well  cast  (Palace,  Ash- 
land,  O.)  Vei-y  good  feature  for  my  town.  Can’t seem  to  get  them  in  here  as  no  matter  what  I   do 
they  don't  seem  to  come  out  strong  enough  to make  it  worth  while.  (Reel  Joy,  King  City,  Cal.) 
This  is  a   good  action  picture  and  one  that  Bebe 
Daniels  is  good  in.  (Palace,  Burkburnett,  Tex  > 
Here  are  a   couple  of  real  good  comedy  dramas 
Both  shows  pleased  my  patrons.  Good  for  Sat^ 
urday  or  any  other  day.  They  will  please  them. 

Many  good  compliments  from  patrons.  (Dixie" Russellville,  Ky.)  A   picture  that  appeals  to  all 
classes.  The  supports  all  right.  (Florence,  Elk 
Point,  S.  D.)  Poor  on  account  of  snow  stonn. Just  a   wild  frivolous,  unconnected  picture.  A 
real  hop.  skip  and  jump.  (Grand,  Port  Wash- clever  little  comedy-drama. 

Worth  showing.  (Opera  House,  Fennimore,  Wis  ) 
Nice  litUe  comedy  picture.  (Rialto,  Dickinson, 
N.  D.)  Considering  Saturday  before  Christmas 
this  did  very  well.  Bebe  is  liked  here.  (Regent 
Bogota,  N.  J.)  Tell  them  about  it.  It  will  please 
100  per  cent.  (Texas.  Grand  Prairie,  Tex.) 
Extra  fine  comedy.  Bebe  seems  to  be  hitting 
her  stride  again.  All  her  pictures  lately  have 
been  100  per  cent.  (Liberty.  Kalispell,  Mont.) Did  not  draw  for  some  reason.  Picture  over advertised.  Not  nearly  so  wild  as  press  book 
would  lead  a   person  to  believe.  (Photoplay, Ashland,  Kan.) 

oiAijrt,  *•,  Alma  Rubens,  Ed- 
mund  Lowe.  Warner  Oland,  Mahlon  Hamilton 
Emily  Fitzroy,  Chester  ConMin,  Prank  Leigh,  6. 

Plenty  of  action,  suspense,  good  scones.  'An excellent  picture.  (Char-Bell.  Rochester,  Ind.) Alma  Rubens  is  a   good  looking  child,  but  the 
patrons  wondered  what  the  picture  was  about. Interested  about  10  per  cent.  (Te.xas,  Grand Many  walked  out  on  this  one. 
(Liberty  &   Melba,  Carnegie.  Okla.)  'Bhis  is terrible,  and  Fox  sold  it  to  me  for  a   special. 
I   have  run  lots  of  pictures  at  less  than  one- 
lourth  the  price  that  were  better  than  this.  Pox IS  not  losing  this  year,  but  he  will  surely  not  get 
away  with  it  again  no  matter  what  promises  and representations  he  makes.  The  paper  for  all 
toese  so-called  specials  is  terrible,  too.  I   think Jjoy-  No.  I 

think  the  office  boy  would  know  better.  (Ar- 
^dia,  Vandergrift.  Pa.)  No  one  knew  when to  wake  after  they  got  to  sleep,  and  that  was 
soon.  Very  draggy,  not  much  to  it.  Fox  has 
^en  an  awful  flop  for  me.  (Star,  Montevideo. Minn.)  Pretty  good  program,  not  a   special  but on  account  of  last  bank  dosing  could  not  expect 
anyone  to  come  as  everyone  had  the  bluss.  Those that  did  come  were  satisfied  and  enjoyed  them- 

stay  home. 

j.j  .   .   — '   (.ais  vnrjstmas 

night,  so  did  good  business,  but  it  is  just  a   good program  Picture  that  Fox  is  branding  as  this 

tl-  Pt-ioea.  Fox  stuff  is  all  "spe- 

hnV  A   different.  Not  a   knockout 
vA  ^   (Princess,  Obion,  Tenn.) 

Very  pod  drama  full  of  interest  all  the  way through.  (Monticello  Opera  House.  Monticello. 

^   NUswn. 
McLaglen. 

9   7‘:q  r»  I   ̂   nuwarj  joosworta, 

wav  Picturized  in  an  excellent 
1.  ̂®'°^8™Phy  very  good.  Wonderful  scen- 

ery shots.  Well  liked  by  those  who  saw  it.  Bad 

(Orpheum.  Pipe- 

floD  'w  office  disappointment;  a 

It  is  sure  fire  entertainment,  but  does  not  create 

i’  for  want  of 

tTvtuf/^r  ̂    advertising.  If  you  can  sell  this 

to  your  folks  you  can  do  more  than  I   did.  Four 
days  te  poor  business.  (Cozy.  Winchester,  Ind.) 
Big  pi^e  but  don’t  pay  too  much  for  it.  PIen% of  action.  (Liberty,  Pikevilie,  Ky.)  Here  is Bbsolutely  the  beat  picture  of  the  Northwest  ever 
released.  It  has  everything.  Advertise  it  b'5. it  s   a   special  in  every  sense.  Got  the  money  and 
satisfied.  (Star,  Montevideo,  Minn.)  Sold  as  a 
special.  Only  fair  picture.  Too  long  j   too  draggy. 
Lost  money.  (Majestic,  Belleville.  Kan.)  Here 
13  a   picture  you  can't  pass  up.  It’s  a   knockout 
and  18  sure  wonderful  (S^ily.  Harper’s  Ferry. 
Iowa.)  Good  picture,  good  acting.  Beautiful 
scenery,  but  for  from  a   special.  Do  not  raise 

y^  admission.  Then  you  will  please  them. (Grand  Yoakum.  Tex.)  This  is  a   good  picture 
and  will  please  most  any  audience.  However. 
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it  is  not  a   big  special  that  will  class  with  "T
he 

Sea  Hawk”  and  others  of  that  type.  Seems  to 
nie  that  it  is  too  long  for  the  plot  and  is  rather 

draggy  in  spots,  but  is  not  the  kind  they  will 
walk  out  on.  (Crossett,  Crossett,  Ark.)  1   class 

this  a   very  good  picture  of  the  Alaskan  gold 

rush ;   although  I   would  not  attempt  to  compare  it 

with  the  original  “Spoilers,”  which  was  the  great- 
est of  all  Alaskan  stories.  Ben  Lyon  and  Victor 

McLaglen  carried  off  the  honors,  while  Anna  Q. 

Nilsson  and  Viola  Dana  were  very  good  in  the 

supporting  cast-  This  was  enjoyed  by  those  who 
saw  it.  Business  below  normal  owing  to  extreme 

cold  weather,  it  being  only  27  below  zero  here. 

(Ee.x,  Aurora,  Minn.)  One  of  First  National’s 
so-called  specials  which  proved  to  be  the  greatest 

flop  of  any  of  my  pictures  this  year.  Weil  ad- 
vertised but  no  business.  Would  consider  it  a 

mediocre  feature  but  might  please  in  some  lo- 

calities. Personally  I   liked  the  feature.  (Audi- 
torium, Libertyville,  III.)  A   Re.x  Beach  story 

but  it  was  an  awful  flop  at  the  B.  O.  Paid  a 

big  price  for  it  and  that  is  all  that  was  big 

about  it.  Too  long.  (Elite.  Greenleaf,  Kan.) 

Here  is  a   real  picture,  one  that  should  draw  real 

business.  Opposition  too  strong  for  me,  though. 

Wonderful  scenes,  great  acting  by  all  characters, 

who  fitted  their  parts  mighty  well.  It  has  a   fine 

story.  Cannot  boost  it  too  highly.  Paper  on  it  is 

great.  (Highland,  Guthrie.  Okla.)  This  pic- 
ture was  well  received  here.  A   special.  (Opera 

House.  Fennimore,  Wis.)  A   real  honest  to  good- 
ness special.  T.  O.  Service  said  it  right  in  the 

HERALD  of  January  23 — a   great  one  without 

question.  A   credit  to  Frank  Lloyd  and  super- 
latively acted  by  the  best  all  around  cast  in  many 

a   day.  Rain,  mud,  and  then  six  inches  of  snow, 

knocked  us  out  completely,  but  picture  is  there 

and  over.  I   was  more  sorry  that  but  a   few 
could  enjoy  it  than  I   was  at  the  financial  loss. 

(Star,  Menard.  Tex.)  About  one  of  the  best 

Alaskan  specials  ever  produced.  Almost  100  per 

cent  entertainment.  (Rex,  Bonners  Ferry,  Idaho.) 

Good  Northern  picture  of  the  gold  rush  days. 

Victor  McLaglen  does  some  wonderful  acting  in 
this  as  a   French  trapper  and  boatman.  Lots  of 

action  flavored  with  good  comedy.  Business  good. 
(Liberty,  Hardin,  Mont.) 

WITHOUT  MERCY,  PDC.  Vera  Reynolds,  Doro- 

thy Phillips,  Robert  Ames,  Rackliffe  Pellowes, 

Lionel  Eelmare,  6. — ^Here  was  a   good  one.  Well 
acted  and  everyone  doing  his  or  her  part  well 

and  good.  Had  bad  weather  for  it,  so  did  not 

get  any  money  on  it,  (Amuse,  Hart,  Mich.) 

Title  apparently  did  not  attract,  although  cold 
weather  may  have  been  partly  to  blame.  Picture 

well  made,  good  story  end  excellent  entertain- 

ment. (Strand.  Alma,  Mich.)  Mighty  good  pic- 
ture. Pleased  my  patrons.  (State,  Tawss  City. 

Mich.)  Good  program  picture.  (Char-Bell, 
Rochester,  Ind.)  Just  a   program  drama.  Just 
got  by.  (New.  Hoosiok  Palls,  N.  Y.)  Very  good 
pro^am  picture.  (Palace,  Ashland.  O.)  A   great 
audience  picture.  Will  please  the  mass.  (Capitol, 
Hillsboro,  Iowa.) 

WIZARD  OF  02,  THE.  Chad..  Larry  Semon. 
Dorothy  Dwan,  Bryant  Washhara,  Mary  Carr, 
Char3i«  6* — This  is  a   dandy  good  picture 
ir  your  folks  like  slapstick  comedy.  My  folks  en- 
joyed  it  for  a   change  and  the  kids  were  wild 
about  it.  They  sure  did  raise  the  roof  off  the 
house.  (Lone  Star,  Ovalo,  Tex.)  I   note  some  ex- 

hibitor knocking  this  production.  My  patrons 
complimented  this  and  we  found  it  so  much 
different  from  the  rest,  we  will  report  it  extra 
good.  (Palace,  Mt.  Pleasant,  Tex.) 

WOMANHANDLED,  FP,  Richard  Dix,  Esther 
Ralston,  7. — Richard  Dix’s  latest,  and  it  is  a 

dan^  picture,  with  more  laughs  than  any  two 
of  his  previous  productions  and  a   very  clever 

(Grand,  Pierre.  S.  D.)  Snowed  both  days 
and  did  as  much  business  in  two  days  as  I   did  in 
fau-  weather  three  days  with  "The  Gold  Rush.” Get  it,  boys,  and  step  on  it.  Richard  knows  what 

t^y  like  and  he  gives  it  to  them  in  Paramount 
style.  (Palace,  Burkhurnett.  Tex.)  Very  nice 
picture  but  wild  and  impossible  story  and  seem- 

poor  directorial  spots.  However,  it  pleased 
and  drew  fairly  well,  so  I   can  class  it  as  okay, 
^rand,  Robinson,  HI.)  Just  about  the  right 

picture  for  the  average  audience.  Has 
wills,  action,  comedy  and  pleasing  situations. 
Uix  is  at  his  best  and  Esther  Ralston  was  never 
more  oeautiful  and  appealing.  Drew  fairly  well 
and  everyone  had  a   good  word  for  it.  Dix  looks 
like  a   fixture  in  stardom.  (Temple,  Bellaire,  O.) 
A   right  clever  show  with  the  wrong  title.  As 
envortainment  it  Is  of  the  best.  The  story  moves 
«ong:  in  a   semi-bumorous  vein  and  Dix  made 
some  friends.  Why  it  should  be  titled  as  it  is 
A   don  t   know,  but  I   do  know  that  it  was  a   dif- 

***'i”j  picture  from  what  four  out  of  five  as- Peeted,  for  which  I   am  thankful.  I   suppose  it 
8   a   hard  problem  to  find  box  office  titles  for  all 

the  pictures  that  are  made,  but  “Womanhandled" 
did  not  fit  this  one.  The  larger  part  of  it  is 

Western,  with  good  streaks  of  humor  running 
through  it.  It  was  satisfactory  except  at  the  box 

office.  What  the  public  wants  now-a-days  I   don’t 
know.  (Columbia,  Columbia  City,  Ind.)  An  A-1 
show.  The  title  was  wrong  in  that  the  most  of 

the  picture  was  with  Western  settings  and  the 
title  indicates  a   society  picture.  Good  flashes  of 

comedy  relieved  the  story  and  made  it  well  worth 

showing  and  satisfactory  entertainment  for  every 
class.  (Columbia,  Columbia  City,  Ind.)  Equally 

as  good  as  his  previous  pictures  and  drew  better 

than  “The  Lucky  Devil.”  (Rosewin,  Dallas,  Tex.) 
Fair  picture.  Business  fair.  (Lyric,  Morrison, 

111.)  Include  this  one  in  your  next  bookings  and 
then  step  on  it,  for  you  are  sure  going  to  please 

them  all.  As  I   write  this  report  they  are  laugh- 

ing fit  to  kill.  My  hat  is  off  to  you  Mr.  Dix. 

Keep  up  the  good  work.  (Empress.  Shenandoah, 

la.)  What’s  the  use  for  me  to  say  any  more 

except  Richard  Dix?  If  he  isn't  a   real  star,  I 
never  have  seen  one.  I   think  he  is  the  best 

among  the  men.  He  is  a   real  he  man  and  they 
have  had  enough  Vaseline  heroes  what  the  public 
want  is  men.  He  is  what  the  folks  want  to  see. 
He  looks  real  and  acts  real.  His  smile  is  worth 

a   million  to  the  box  offices  of  the  American  the- 
atre. (Moon.  Neligh,  Neb.)  Entertaining  and 

pleasing.  (Majestic,  Camden,  S.  C.)  Pleased  and 
did  a   good  business.  (Saunders,  Harvard,  111.) 

Good  all  the  way  through.  Lots  of  laughs  and 
action.  (New  Geneseo,  Geneseo,  III.)  Dix  is 

there  as  a   star.  By  that  I   mean  he  can  get  them 

in  and  they  will  like  the  picture,  although  it's 
light.  Esther  Ralston  is  there.  She  never  ap- 

pears to  better  advantage  than  in  this  one.  Para- 
mount has  a   star  in  Esther.  Book  this  one  and 

it  will  make  you  money.  (Lyric,  Frosthurg,  Md. ) 

WOMAN  HATER.  THE,  W.  Helene  Chadwick, 

Olive  Brook,  Dale  Fuller,  Helen  Dunbar,  John 

Harroii,  6,S51.— Personally  enjoyed  it  for  a   change. 
However,  patronage  did  not  enthuse,  no  comments, 
a   few  walkouts.  Title  has  no  drawing  power. 

Some  good  acting,  absolutely  clean.  A   good  strong 
comedy  will  help  put  it  over.  (Seik,  Scotia,  Neb.) 

One  of  the  best  in  the  group.  Quite  a   change  in 

Helene  since  "The  Dark  Swan."  Shows  very  well 
that  she  can  be  ugly  or  very  pretty.  Some  good 

acting  on  Clive  Brooks’  part,  too.  Here  is  some 
actor,  men.  (Star,  Tuckerman.  Ark.) 

WOMAN  OF  THE  WORLD.  A.  FP,  Pola  Negri, 

Charles  Emmett  Mack,  Holmes  Herbert,  Blanche 

Mehaffey.  Chester  Conklin,  Lucille  Ward,  Dot 

Farley,  6,353. — This  picture  was  the  greatest  sur- 
prise that  I   have  had  in  years.  It  was  really 

good,  and  I   think  that  it  went  over  as  near  100 
per  cent  as  any  picture  that  I   have  run  in  a   long 
time.  Chester  Conklin  sure  did  put  the  picture 

over.  He  was  a   scream.  In  fact,  he  made  the 
stately  Pola  laugh  right  out  loud.  (Moon.  Neligh, 

Neh.)  A   fine  picture  for  small  town  house.  Many 
of  them  said  this  was  her  best.  Pola  was  not 

liked  here  hut  if  she  makes  a   few  more  like  this 
she  will  he  a   card.  I   have  trouble  getting  paper 
out  of  the  San  Francisco  office.  (Reel  Joy,  King 

City,  Cal.)  Here  is  a   picture  that  fooled  us. 

Story  is  good  and  lots  of  laughs  in  it.  We  ex- 
pected something  sad  because  Pola  was  in  it,  but 

it  wasn’t.  It  was  lively  and  interesting.  (New 
Geneseo.  Geneseo,  III.)  A   very  weak  production. 

Nothing  to  it.  Poor  box  office  picture.  Pleased  about 

1   per  cent.  All  others  complained.  (Scenic,  Bolfe, 

Iowa.)  Only  fair.  Lost  money  on  her  as  usual. 
(Lyric,  Morrison,  III.)  This  one  went  over  good 
here  and  pleased  99  per  cent,  as  I   had  but  one 
complaint.  Many  favorable  comments.  One  lady  said 
she  was  disappointed  because  Pola  did  not  wear 

more  fine  gowns,  but  you  just  can't  please  them 
all  at  the  same  time  it  seems.  Chester  Conklin 
does  his  stuff  and  keeps  the  audience  in  good 

humor.  I   never  liked  Pola  Negri  before  and  have 
said  a   lot  of  unpleasant  things  about  her,  hut  I 

take  it  all  back  and  sincerely  hope  she  does  not 

hit  an  open  switch  somewhere  now  that  she  is  on 

the  right  track.  (Empress.  Shenandoah,  la.) 

Few  people,  including  the  exhibitor,  highly  ap- 
preciated the  genius  of  Pola  Negri  and  her  acting, 

the  art  of  which  is  profound.  She  does  not  take 

well  here  with  the  crowd  but  1   can  afford  to  ex- 
hibit her  because  she  raises  the  character  of  my 

theatre  with  the  best  people.  (EUte-Kozy,  Metro- 

polis, 111.)  As  a   box  office  attraction  Pola  Negri 

is  absolutely  a   dead  one  as  far  as  our  neighbor- 
hood is  concerned.  This  picture  is  really  very 

good,  hut  as  far  as  business,  any  unknown  star 
could  do  as  good.  If  Pola  Negri  is  a   good  bet  in 

your  negihborhood,  book  it;  if  not,  leave  it  alone. 

(Bugg,  Chicago,  III.)  A   good  picture,  but  not  her 
best.  A   different  type  vehicle.  Has  some  good 

comedy,  especially  sub-titles.  (Char-Bell,  Roches- 
ter, Ind.) 

WOMAN’S  FAITH.  A,  U,  Virginia  ValU,  Percy 
Marmcnt,  6. — Sunday  night  business  good.  Patrons 

well  pleased.  It  is  a   Sunday  night  picture  that 

should  please  any  town  where  the  people  are  the 

least  bit  religious.  The  scenes  are  very  beautiful 
and  taking  it  all  together  it  is  a   very  fine  picture 

that  should  go  anyivhere.  (Ideal.  Chatenugay. 
N.  Y.)  We  are  going  to  give  you  the  lowdown 

on  this  quick.  If  you  don’t  live  in  a   strong 
Catholic  community  don't  run  this  at  all.  If  you 
do  live  in  such  a   community  be  sure  and  adver- 

tise it  as  a   picture  very  suitable  for  people  of 
Catholic  belief.  For  general  appeal  as  entertain- 

ment for  movie  fans  it  is  certainly  no  good.  If 

you  can  put  it  on  for  a   benefit  for  Catholic 

church,  it  will  go  over  good.  We  live  in  a   Catho- 

lic town  and  didn’t  get  mobbed  for  running  It. 
but  advertise  it  for  what  it  is  or  tell  them  to 

keep  it,  for  it’s  the  bunk  as  entertainment.  Cast 
do  very  well  with  what  story  there  is  to  it.  (Rex. 

Colby,  Wis.)  If  you  have  a   Catholic  community 
hook  it  and  make  some  money  on  it,  but  on  sec- 

ond thought  I   do  believe  Carl  Lacmmic  doesn’t 
really  believe  that  he  can  put  out  this  picture 
and  make  an  exhibitor  come  back  for  more  like 

it.  A   good  advertiser  for  the  Catholic  faith,  good 

scenery  and  good  acting,  but  no  good  for  the 
average  small  town.  Before  booking  be  sure  you 
have  enough  Catholic  people  to  make  it  pay  out. 

(Paramount.  Harvard,  Neb.)  This  is  an  extra 
fine  picture  that  has  a   limited  appeal.  If  you  are 
in  a   Catholic  community  buy  it  and  advertise  it 

as  such  and  the  picture  will  do  the  rest.  Had 
we  known  it  to  be  the  kind  of  picture  it  is,  we 
would  have  done  some  extra  advertising,  as  wc 

are  in  a   Catholic  community.  (De  Luxe,  Spear- 

ville,  Kans.)  A   good  picture  but  failed  at  the 
box  office  for  us.  (Grand,  Rainier,  Ore.)  Percy 

is  a   poor  sheik  and  the  public  knows  it  and  won’t 
come  in  to  see  him.  The  picture  is  just  simply 

terrible.  It's  one  of  Carl’s  sermons  that  the  pub- 

lic doesn't  want.  (Electric,  Chillicothe,  Mo.) 
Sunday  night  to  good  business.  Patrons  well 
pleased.  The  scenes  are  very  beautiful  and,  tak- 

ing it  all  together,  is  a   very  good  picture.  (Em- 
pire, Manitowoc,  Wis.)  Not  a   picture  to  please, 

except  your  Catholic  trade.  However,  it  was  good 
to  this  class  of  trade.  (Princess,  Elwood,  Ind.) 

WYOMING  WILDCAT,  THE,  FBO,  Tom  Tyler, 

Billy  Bennett,  5. — Fine  entertainment.  This  star 

is  not  a   comer,  he’s  here,  with  the  goods.  Com- 
pares with  any  of  them,  and  that  kid  and  dog 

makes  him  strong  with  the  children.  (Silver 

Family,  Greenville.  Mich.)  Broke  all  Saturday 
night  records  in  seven  years  with  this  one.  This 
star  is  coming  big  here.  (Columbia.  Athens,  O. ) 

A   good  clean  little  picture  which  gave  good  sat- 
isfaction here.  But  oh  I   What  a   name.  Five 

reels.  (Strand,  Warren,  Minn.) 

z 
ZANDER  THE  GREAT,  MGM,  Marion  Davies, 

Harrison  Ford,  Holbrook  Bliiin,  Harry  Myers, 

Harry  Watson,  George  Siegmann.  Hobart  Bos- 
worlh,  6,500. — Not  a   big  picture,  but  a   pleasing 

comedy-drama  which  will  send  everybody  home 
with  a   smile.  Worth  about  one-third  as  much  as 

“Little  Old  New  York.”  Did  fair  business  con- 
sidering the  heat.  Believe  it  would  have  been 

a   clean-up  in  cooler  weather,  due  to  the  national 

publicity  of  Hearst's  papers.  This  is  a   real  small 
town  picture.  (Princess,  Chilton,  Wis.)  With  all 
the  titles  that  are  changed  for  pictures  without 

any  real  reason,  why  on  earth  did  they  let  this 
one  stand?  Fair  enough  picture,  but  that  name 
sure  killed  it  here.  In  New  York  it  would  get 
over  on  the  strength  of  the  play,  but  it  was  dead 
wood  out  in  the  wide  open  spaces.  (Star,  Menard, 

Tex.)  Marion  Davies  in  an  entirely  new  role. 
Pleased  usual  patronage  on  Monday  and  Tuesday. 

Metro-Goldwyu  pictures  please,  once  you  get  them 

in.  Titles  not  exactly  suitable  for  small  town  in 

most  cases  but  the  pictures  arc  above  the  aver- 
age for  entertainment.  (Palace,  Syracuse.  Neb.) 

Very  good  one.  Just  right  for  Sunday.  Print  a 

little  too  dark  hut  step  on  it  and  they'll  be  satis- 
fied coming  out.  Good  for  any  theatre  and  will 

satisfy  better  class  as  poor  one.  (Royal.  Kim- 
ball, S.  D.)  Print  very  dim  and  the  picture  was 

spoiled.  Just  a   fair  picture.  (Opera  House,  Mon- 
tour Falls.  N.  Y.)  This  is  a   good  program  pic- 
ture, although  it  does  not  draw  them  in  very  good. 

(Alhambra.  Garrison,  N.  D.)  A   very  good  pic- 

ture. (Colome,  Colome,  S.  D.)  Very  good  pic- 

ture. You  can’t  go  wrong  on  this  one,  so  boost 
it.  (Atlantic.  Atlantic,  Mass.)  A   real  audience 

picture  action,  comedy  and  pathos.  Fine  enter- 
tainment. Boost  it.  (Rex.  Wahoo,  Neb.)  Splendid 

Western.  Seemed  like  good  pulling  power.  I   got 

rained  out.  (Rosewin.  Dallas.  Tex.)  A   good  pic- 

ture but  didn't  do  well  at  the  box  office  for  us 
due,  we  think,  to  her  former  appearance  in  so 

many  costume  productions.  The  photography  was 

very  poor.  (Grand,  Rainier,  Ore.)  Good  big  pic- 
ture, star  and  cast  fine,  story  none  too  strong 

but  gave  general  satisfaction.  (Silver  Family, 
Greenville,  Mich.)  Good  picture  but  failed  to 
draw.  (Riviera.  Anderson.  Ind.)  A   very  good 

picture  that  went  over  good.  (Crystal,  Tomb- stone, Ariz.) 
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The  Biggest 

MONEY  MAKERS 

of  1925 
Herewith  are  listed  the  104  pictures  that  made  the  most  money  for  exhibitors  during  the  year  ending 

November  15,  1925.  This  list  is  republished  from  the  Holiday  Number  of  EXHIBITORS  HERALD, 

issued  under  date  of  December  25. 

Publication  of  this  list  was  made  possible  by  American  theatre«owners  in  the  greatest  response  ever 

accorded  any  proposition  laid  before  them  for  action.  In  a   letter  mailed  November  10  to  exhibitor  readers 

of  the  HERALD,  Martin  J.  Quigley  asked  each  to  list  tlie  ten  pictures  that  had  made  the  most  money  for 

him  during  the  period  specified.  This  canvass  has  been  made  an  annual  feature  of  HERALD  service,  the 

resultant  list  to  he  published  in  each  Holiday  Number. 

Titles  of  the  pictures  are  given  below,  opposite  figures  shelving  the  number  of  exliibitors  who  named 

each  as  among  their  ten  biggest  money-makers.  Thus,  “The  Ten  Commandments”  was  named  in  323  ex- 

hibitors’ lists,  “North  of  36”  in  249,  etc.  A   supplementary  list  of  588  pictures,  each  of  which  was  named 

by  less  than  14  exliibitors,  was  published  in  the  Holiday  Number,  togetlier  with  the  names  of  exhibitors 

cooperating  in  the  enterprise. 

The  Ten  Commandments     323 

North  of  36     249 

Chorley’s  Aunt     1S4 
The  Thundering  Herd     149 

The  Covered  Wagon     142 
The  Freshman     140 

Abraham  Lincoln     113 

Sally      112 
Riders  of  the  Purple  Sage     107 
The  Hunchback  of  Notre  Dame     91 

The  Rainbow  Trail     86 

The  Sea  Hawk     82 

When  a   Man’s  a   Man     82 
The  Lost  World     81 

America      74 

The  Thief  of  Bagdad     70 
A   Girl  of  the  Limberlost     69 

Peter  Pan         66 

Hot  Water     64 

The  Pony  Express     60 
Black  Cyclone           58 

Girl  Shy     57 
Find  Your  Man     54 

The  Rag  Man     53 
Broken  Laws     52 

The  Wanderer  of  the  Wasteland     52 

The  Dcadwood  Coach     51 

A   Son  of  His  Father     51 
The  Last  of  the  Duanes     49 

The  Alaskan     48 

The  King  of  the  Wild  Horses     46 
The  Iron  Horse     45 

Tracked  in  the  Snow  Country     45 

The  Lighthouse  by  the  Sea     43 
The  Mine  With  the  Iron  Door     43 

Wild  Horse  Mesa     41 

The  Call  of  the  Canyon     39 
Teeth      39 

The  Border  Legion     38 

Heritage  of  the  Desert     38 
Janice  Meredith     37 

The  Bandit’s  Baby     36 
Let  ’er  Buck.       36 
The  Light  of  Western  Stars     35 

So  Big     35 
Classmates      33 

The  Code  of  the  West     32 

The  WUd  Bull’s  Lair     30 
Thundering  Hoofs     30 

The  Dixie  Handicap     29 
Feet  of  Clay     29 

Oh  You  Tony!     29 

Captain  Blood     28 
Sundo^vn      28 
The  Birth  of  a   Nation     27 

The  Silent  Accuser     27 

While  Fang     27 
The  White  Sister     27 

The  Ridin’  Kid  from  Powder  River. ...  26 
California  Straight  Ahead     25 
Robinhood     25 

Where  the  North  Begins     25 
The  Great  Divide   ;...  24 

The  Keeper  of  the  Bees     24 
To  the  Last  Man     24 
Oh  Doctor!     23 

The  Desert  Flower     22 

I’ll  Show  You  the  Town     22 
Baree,  Son  of  Kazan     21 
Little  Annie  Rooney     21 

Safety  Last     21 
Chickie      20 

The  Golden  Bed     20 

The  Gold  Rush     20 

Tess  of  the  Storm  Country     20 

That  Devil  Quemado     20 

The  Unholy  Three     20 

Don  Q     19 

The  Humming  Bird     19 

The  Lucky  Devil     19 

The  Navigator     19 

Quo  Vadis     19 
Sinners  in  Heaven     19 

Drusilla  With  a   Million     18 

Dorothy  Vernon  of  Haddon  Hall     18 
The  Re-Creation  of  Brian  Kent     18 

Why  Worry?     18 

He  Who  Gets  Slapped     18 

Dick  Turpin     17 

Her  Sister  From  Paris     17 

The  Perfect  Flapper     17 
Graustark      16 

The  Limited  Moil         16 

Sporting  Youth     16 
Scaramouche      16 

The  Code  of  the  Wilderness     15 

Lightnin’      15 
The  Limited  Mail       IS 

Never  The  Twain  Shall  Meet     15 

The  Shooting  of  Dan  McGrew     15 
Little  Old  New  York     14 

The  Love  Master     14 

The  Merry  Widow     14 

The  Midshipman     14 
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EASY  MONEY,  Rayart,  CuUcn  Landis,  6. — 

Good  picture.  Landis  good  actor.  Puts  ’em  over. 
(Palace,  Mt.  Pleasant,  Tex.)  A   good  average 
picture.  Not  a   special  in  any  way.  but  story 

very  good  and  acting  and  directing  okay.  (Ma- 
jestic,  Bowie,  Tex.) 

FOR  ANOTHER  WOMAN,  Rayart,  Kenneth 

Harlan,  6. — A   very,  very  weak  picture.  Story  is 
weak  and  uninteresting  and  is  almost  too  silly 

to  believe.  Of  course,  a   small  per  cent  like  this 

kind  of  stuff,  but  a   very  small  per  cent  in  this 

town.  Six  reels.  (Majestic,  Bowie,  Tex.)  An- 
other* good  one  on  a   bad  night.  This  is  one 

of  Specialty's  "Sweet  Sixteen"  specials  and  is 
good  enteidainment.  Six  reels.  (Cupid,  Niles, 
Tex.) 

GEARED  TO  GO,  Rayart,  Reed  Howes,  5. — 
Filled  with  pep,  punch  and  thrills.  Reed  Howes 
is  not  only  good  to  look  upon,  but  he  puts  his 

"stuff"  over  in  great  style.  "Slats,”  the  waif, 
adds  quite  a   bit  of  comedy  and  entertainment  to 

this  feature.  My  patrons  stopped  to  tell  me  on 

their  way  out  how  much  they  enjoyed  this  picture. 
Favorable  comments  always  mean  so  much  to  the 
exhibitor.  Five  reels.  (Doradele,  Copperhilt, 

Tenn.)  It  seemed  to  please  the  majority  of  pa- 

trons. This  was  sold  to  me  as  Howe’s  weakest 
story  and  if  it  is,  the  rest  will  surely  fill  the  bill. 

Five  reels.  (Orpheum,  Oelwein,  la.)  An  adverse 

report  in  the  "Herald"  on  this  recently  prevented 
our  stepping  on  same.  It  wilt  please  if  your  fans 
like  comedy  and  action.  Step  on  it.  Five  reels. 

(Palace.  Mt.  Pleasant,  Te.x.)  Not  much  to  this 

one.  He  doesn't  mean  much  to  us.  (Arcade, 
Denison,  Tex.)  A   very  good  picture  with  plenty 

of  pep.  Weather  conditions  cut  our  crowd.  Five 
reels.  (Odeon,  Hardin,  Mo.) 

HIS  MASTER’S  VOICE,  Lumas,  Thunder,  5.— 
Drew  fine  and  as  good  a   dog  picture  as  a   com- 

petitor would  ask  four  times  the  price.  Pleased. 
Many  good  comments.  (American.  Ada,  Okla.) 

Pleasing  little  picture,  satisfactory  at  the  box 

office.  (Regent,  Bogota,  N.  J.) 

MAKERS  OF  MEN,  Barsky,  Kenneth  McDon- 
ald, 6. — This  is  a   good  war  picture.  Not  many 

war  scenes,  but  just  right  to  make  the  picture 

good.  J.  P.  McGowan  is  good.  If  any  American 

Legion  wants  a   benefit  show  and  you  want  to 

please  them,  just  book  "Makers  of  Men."  I   know 
what  I   am  talking  about,  os  I   have  run  many 

benefit  shows  for  the  American  Legion.  The  pic- 
ture is  a   comedy  drama  and  it  will  go  good.  Six 

reels.  (Eagle,  Westville,  111.)  A-I  picture.  Lots 
of  thrills  and  comedy.  (Gem,  Snyder,  Okla.) 

ONE  GLORIOUS  NIGHT,  Bonner,  Elaine  Ham- 
merstcin,  6. — This  was  a   fair  one-day  picture,  sold 

me  for  a   two-day  picture.  Was  not  as  bad  as  I 
e.xpected,  in  view  of  the  many  poor  pictures  I 
have  received  from  this  exchange.  (Arcadia. 

Vandergrift,  Pa.)  Here  is  just  as  good  a   picture 

os  you  can  ask  for.  Elaine  is  one  of  the  best 
little  stars  on  the  screen  and  her  acting  is  well 

done  in  this  picture.  Showed  on  Sunday  to  a 
fair  crowd  and  seemed  to  satisfy  very  well.  Six 

reels.  (Paramount,  Wyoming,  111.) 

OVERLAND  LIMITED.  THE,  Lumas,  special 

cast,  S. — First  showing  in  the  state  of  Minnesota, 

together  with  Lloyd  Hamilton  comedy  "The 
Movies."  Made  a   nice  little  program  that  pleased 
most  everyone  that  saw  It.  New  prints  out  of 

Minneapolis  F.  &   R.  office  and  film  rental  reason- 

able. (Rex,  Aurora,  Minn.)  A   rather  better  pic- 
ture that  just  misses  being  real  good.  (Regent, 

Bogota,  N.  J.) 

POT  LUCK  PARDS,  Steiner,  Pete  Morrison, 

5. — ^Texas  Exhibitors,  I   got  this  one  from  Specialty 

Film  Corp.,  and  it  is  a   dandy  little  Western.  It 
has  just  enough  comedy  to  set  It  off.  Played 

it  on  regular  night  and  did  good  with  an  added 

comedy.  Five  reels.  (Hoo-Hoo,  Doucette,  Tex.) 
This  picture  is  a   good  Western  but  the  pictures 
are  too  similar,  having  similar  plots  and  climaxes, 

same  actors  and  often  quite  amateurs,  so  that  be- 
fore completing  the  series  they  become  tiresome. 

This  is  true  of  all  these  series.  (Grand,  Alvin, Tex.) 

RAINBOW  RANGERS,  THE,  Steiner,  Pete  Mor- 
rbon,  6. — Drew  a   large  crowd,  and  pleased  100 

per  cent.  Plenty  of  action  and  excellent  comedy. 

If  you  are  looking  for  good  Westerns  and  buy 

them  right,  try  this.  A-1  prints  and  service  from 
Progress  at  Indianapolis.  Five  reels.  (Patriot, 

Patriot,  Ind.)  A   rip-roaring  comedy  Western 
that  kept  them  laughing  from  start  to  finish. 
This  will  make  the  grouchiest  one  burst  their  aides 

laughing.  Five  reels.  (Star,  Tuckerman,  Ark.) 

REVEILLE,  British,  Betty  Balfour,  8.  —   One 
hundred  per  cent  picture.  A   page  of  life.  Buy 

it  and  you  will  have  a   picture  that  %vill  build 

up  your  business.  Bought  through  Regal  Films, 
Calgary.  (Grand,  Coleman,  Alta.,  Can.)  A   real 
first  class  picture  and  fit  to  be  shown  anywhere. 

You  have  it  all,  comedy  and  all  the  rest  of  it. 

Eight  reels.  (Majestic,  Bigger,  Sask.,  Canada.) 

SILENT  PAL,  THE.  Gotham.  Thunder,  6.— 
Thunder,  the  wonder  dog,  not  known  here.  The 

dog  is  os  good  as  the  beat  and  will  come  to  the 
front  fast  if  properly  handled.  (Posey,  Poseyville, 

Ind.)  Fair  dog  picture.  Lacks  the  usual  punch. 
Not  in  the  class  with  Rin  Tin  Tin.  Six  reels. 

(Princess,  Crandon,  Wis.)  Biggest  one  day  pic- 

ture in  a   year.  Dog  very  well  liked  here  and 
good  attraction.  (Robinhood,  Grand  Haven,  Mich.) 

Dandy  picture  and  a   puller  at  the  box  office.  Six 
reels.  (Ogden,  Ogden,  Utah.) 

SUPER  SPEED,  Rayart,  Reed  Howes,  6. — Not 
much.  All  right  for  kids,  but  adults  care  nothing 
for  this  kind  of  stuff.  Five  reels.  (Mystic. 

Stafford,  Kan.)  Very  good  program  picture.  Good 
many  thrills  and  some  comedy  spots.  (Rosewin, 
Dallas,  Tex.)  Here  is  a   picture  that  will  please 
all  who  like  action  pictures.  Above  the  average. 

Five  reels.  (Lyric,. Harrison.  Ark.)  Didn’t  see this  one  but  reports  ore  0.  K.  A   good  action 

picture  that  pleased  my  Saturday  crowd.  Five 

reels.  (Idlehour,  Monroe,  Go.) 

TEARING  LOOSE.  Artcloss.  Wally  Wales,  5.— 
This  is  our  first  Wally  Wales  picture  and  It 

pleased  a   good  Saturday  night  house.  If  he  can 

keep  up  the  pace  he  should  be  in  the  front  ranks 
soon.  Patrons  highly  pleased.  Five  reels.  (Opera 

House,  Plattsburg,  Mo.)  This  star’s  first  picture 
and  he  is  great.  Sure  is  there  with  the  stunts. 

Five  reels.  (Majestic,  Portland,  Ind.) 

TESSIC.  Arrow,  May  McAvoy,  7. — Very  good 
comedy.  Comedy  drama  which  is  mostly  comedy. 

The  sub-titles  are  very  good.  Seven  reels.  (Col- 
umbia. Athena.  O.)  Good  picture.  My  patrons 

like  it.  Plenty  of  comedy  to  put  it  over.  Robert 

Agnew  was  good.  Seven  reels.  (Eagle,  West- 
ville, III.) 

THAT  WILD  WEST.  Goldstone,  William  Fair- 
banks, 5. — A   dandy  Western  picture  that  pleased 

100  per  cent.  Fine  print.  Five  reels.  (Miers, 

Schoharie,  N.  Y.)  Just  a   fair  Western  program 
subject.  Five  reels.  (Pastime,  Granville,  N.  Y.) 

THUNDERING  ROMANCE,  Artcloss,  Buffalo 

Bill,  Jr.,  5. — A   knockout  Western.  The  best  I 

have  had  in  ages.  I   don't  know  of  a   little  one 
that’s  better.  An  old  sailor  furnishes  the  comedy. 

Ho  has  two  six  guns  and  can't  use  them.  His 
horse  is  equipped  with  rope  ladder  and  ship  an- 

chor. He  looks  for  buried  treasure.  His  sailor 
remarks  would  make  a   mule  laugh.  WHI  please 

anywhere.  [Texas:  I   got  this  one  from  Specialty. 
If  you  fellows  will  read  those  reports,  and  get 

pictures  from  the  companies  Instead  of  salesmen, 

business  will  pick  up.  This  part  of  the  "Herald’' is  worth  more  to  me  than  anything  else.  It  would 

be  to  you  if  you  would  read  It  more.]  Five  reels. 

(Hoo-Hoo,  Doucette,  Tex.)  A   good  program  West- 
ern. Good  paper ;   drew  exceptional  business,  even 

for  Saturday.  This  fellow  appeals  to  our  people, 

apparently.  And  don't  forget  that  the  name  they 
put  on  him  means  something  at  the  box  office. 
Buffalo  Bill  is  a   household  word,  and  It  works 

on  them,  whether  they  atop  to  think  about  it  or 
not.  Five  reels.  (Star,  Menard,  Tex.) 

WANDERING  FIRES,  Arrow,  Constance  Ben- 
nett, 6.— Here  Is  a   dandy  little  picture  that  every- 

one liked,  although  business  not  what  it  should 
be.  Picture  is  adaptable  to  a   very  nice  musical 

setting,  which  all  helps  to  put  It  over.  Six 
reels.  (Garden,  Portsmouth,  O.)  Another  great 
Independent  picture,  really  an  exception,  Fine 

acting,  a   beautiful  story  well  worth  playing  in 

any  theatre.  Pleased  all  of  our  patrons.  Six 
reels.  (Bugg.  Chicago,  111.) 
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SHORT  FEATUBES 
Educational 

AIR  POCKETS,  Ligc  Conley,  2. — Good  comedy. 
It  is  worth  playins.  (Strand,  McKenzie,  Tenn.) 

This  comedy  is  a   little  old  but  is  very  good. 
Booked  it  because  I   had  seen  it  before  and  knew 

it  was  good.  (Odd  Fellows  H&ll,  Schngbticoke, 
N.  Y.)  Another  Mermaid  thot  gets  the  laughs. 
(Grand,  Rainier,  Ore.) 

AIR  TIGHT,  Bobby  Vernon,  2. — Not  as  good  as 
his  usual  efforts.  It  has  some  laughs  in  it,  only 

they  were  few  and  far  between.  It  caused  some 

genuine  laughs  at  times.  (“Y,”  Nazareth.  Pa.) 
Did  not  think  much  of  this.  Got  a   few  laughs. 

Bobby  has  done  better.  (Auditorium,  Carthage, 
Ind.)  A   good  funny  comedy.  (Silver  Family. 
Greenville,  Mich.) 

BABIES  WELCOME.  Neal  Bums,  2   A   sure 
cure  for  the  blues.  These  Educationals  always 

please  100  per  cent  and  we  are  always  proud 

when  one  is  on.  (Khnttar's,  Sydney,  N.  S..  Can- 
ada.) Got  a   lot  of  laughs.  (Photoplay,  Ashland, 

Kans.) 

BABY  BLUES,  Juvenile,  2. — A   Ane  comedy 
under  the  Juvenile  brand.  It  has  a   lot  of  laughs 
in  it.  The  baby  is  great.  In  fact  he  is  almost 

the  whole  show.  ("Y”,  Nazareth,  Pa.)  I   might 
be  a   little  optimistic,  but  I   think  this  is  a   dandy. 

Just  full  of  laughs  and  I   don't  like  juvenile  com- 

edy. (Acadia,  Crowley,  La.)  ‘Very  excellent.  As 
good  as  Our  Gang  and  that's  going  some.  (Brook- 

lyn. Detroit,  Mich.) 

BACHELOR  BABIES.  Juvenile,  2. — If  you  are 
looking  for  a   clean  high  clctss  comedy  here  it  is. 

You  can't  get  a   better  one.  Laughs  from  start 
to  Anisb.  (Pearl,  Highland  Park,  111.)  Very  or- 

dinary comedy.  Can’t  ace  why  they  make  one  like 
this  when  they  can  make  real  ones.  This  hunch 

generally  turns  out  good  ones.  Lay  off  of  this 
one.  (Reel  Joy,  King  City,  Cal.)  I   ran  this  for 

Christmas  children’s  program  and  evening.  It  is 
a   wow !   These  Juvenile  comedies  are  all  good, 

but  this  one  is  the  best  yet.  How  it  pleased  old 

and  young  I   Wonderful  comedy.  Be  sure  to  play 
it.  (Bijou,  Beach,  N.  D.) 

BACK  FIRE,  Lige  Conley,  2. — Fine,  lots  of  ac- 
tion. (Loxley  Hall,  Loxlcy.  Ala.)  A   good  com- 

edy that  brings  the  laughs.  (Orpheum.  Ada. 

Minn.)  Mighty  good  comedy.  (Strand,  McKen- 
zie, Tcnn.) 

BALTO’S  RACE  TO  NOME.  Balto.  2.— A   fine 
hot  weather  novelty.  Well  worth  buying.  (Rob- 
binhood,  Grand  Haven,  Mich.)  A   good  scenic 
that  pleased  our  patrons.  (Majestic,  Homer, 
Mich.)  A   good  educational  picture.  It  is  not  an 

entertaining  picture  but  will  please  those  who  like 

to  see  an  educational  picture.  The  scenery  is 

great.  (De  Luxe,  Spearville,  Kans.) 

BARGAIN  DAY.  Cameo,  1. — Thumbs  up.  A 

good  comedy  with  plenty  of  laughs.  (Strand. 
Elizabethtown,  Ind.)  Good,  with  plenty  of  slap- 

stick, One  reel.  (Gem,  Socorro.  N.  M.)  Au- 
dience giggled  some  so  would  rate  it  fair.  Not 

as  good  as  most  of  his  others.  (Selk,  Scotia, 
Neb.) 

BARNUM,  JR.,  Juvenile,  2. — Hardly  up  to  the 
standard  and  not  many  laughs.  These  do  not  com- 

pare with  the  Gangs,  but  generally  get  by.  (Star, 

Hay  Springs,  Neb.)  An  amusing  comedy  for 
kids,  but  no  laughs  in  it  to  please  the  adults. 

(Atlantic,  Atlantic,  Mass.)  A   pretty  fair  kid 
comedy  that  got  a   few  laughs.  Why  make  an  old 

grey  beaded  man  and  woman  parents  of  a   boy  of 

twelve  ?   It  isn’t  done  that  way  these  days  y’know. 
(Temple.  Bellaire,  O.) 

BELOW  ZERO,  Lige  Conley,  2. — A   dandy  com- 
edy with  Lige  Conley  under  the  Mermaid  brand. 

‘The  snow  stuff  was  funny  and  got  a   lot  of  laughs. 
("Y”,  Nazareth,  Pa.)  Excellent  comedy.  (Or- 

pheum, Pipestone,  Minn.)  A   good  funny  comedy. 
(Silver  Family,  Greenville,  Mich.) 

BEWARE,  Lige  Conley,  2.— A   very  good  com- 
edy.  Was  well  liked  by  all.  (Benn.  Philadelphia. 
Pa.)  Good  slapstick  comedy.  Bis  always  get 
some  laughs.  (Rosewin,  Dallas,  Tex.)  Fair  com- 

edy. (Silver  Family,  Greenville,  Mich.) 

BLACK  AND  BLUE.  Jimmie  Adams,  2. — Good 
two  rceler.  (De  liuxc,  Spearville,  Kan.)  Not  up 
to  the  Christie  standard.  (Palace,  Long  Fine, Neb.) 

BRIGHT  LIGHTS,  Bobby  Vernon,  2. — A   com- 
edy that  is  a   comedy.  Bobby  Vernon  is  the  best 

two-reel  comedian  in  the  game.  (Club  House. 

Jackson,  Wyo.)  Ran  this  with  "Tumbleweeds" 
and  some  said  they  liked  it  better  than  the  fea- 

ture. This  is  not  a   new  comedy,  but  a   knockout. 

(Plainview,  Plainview.  Neb.)  Nice  little  comedy 

that  will  please  them.  (Rialto,  Dickinson,  N.  D. ) 

BRONCHO  EXPRESS.  THE,  Clyde  Cook,  2.— 
Quite  good.  Not  a   hilarious  success  hut  was  good 
and  kept  them  laughing  most  of  the  time.  (Star, 

Hay  Springs.  Neb.)  A   good  comedy.  (Palace, 

Long  Pine,  Neb.) 

BUSY  BUDDIES.  2.— This  was  a   fairly  good 

comedy.  As  a   rule  we  always  can  figure  on  get- 

ting a   good  comedy  from  Educational.  (Com- 
munity, Elgin,  Neb.)  Good  comedy  for  Memorial 

Day  or  any  Legion  affair.  Helped  us  get  some 

extra  business  on  Paramount’s  "Fighting  Coward.’’ 
(Jewell,  Hooker,  Okla.)  An  excellent  comedy  for 

Armistice  Day.  Full  of  good  laughs  and  no  slap- 
sticks. Thoroughly  enjoyed  here.  (Star,  Hay 

Springs,  Neb.) 

CALL  THE  WAGON.  Neal  Bums,  2.— An  old 

out  of  date  comedy  that  contained  nothing  of  in- 
terest. The  Educational  comedies  we  have  been 

getting  are  either  fair,  poor  or  rotten.  This  one 
belongs  in  the  latter  class.  (Palace,  Long  Pine, 
Neb.)  Just  a   fair  comedy.  (Grand,  Rainier, 
Ore.) 

CAPTAIN  KLEINSCHbODT’S  ADVENTURES 
IN  THE  FAR  NORTH.  4.— We  thought  so  well  of 

this  picture  that  we  brought  it  back  again  within 

six  weeks  of  its  first  showing.  It  is  a   travel  pic- 

ture, but  so  interesting  you  don't  notice  its  length. 
It  is  more  than  worthy  of  a   place  on  the  pro- 

pram of  any  theatre.  You  simply  have  to  see  it 

to  believe  it.  It  has  "The  Chase"  beaten  forty 
ways,  and  that  was  good.  (Hammond,  Hammond, 

Wis.)  Suggest  that  every  exhibitor  who  has  this 
booked  go  to  the  Supt.  of  Schools  and  tell  him 

that  it  heats  any  geography  lesson  put  across  in 
a   class  room.  Sell  out  to  the  schools  on  this. 

They  will  thank  you  for  the  tip.  It’s  beautiful 
and  instructive.  (Pioneer,  Amasa,  Mich.)  Bought 

this  for  an  exciting  Northern.  Nothing  to  it  but 

scenery.  My  patrons  and  myself  were  badly  dis- 
appointed. (Regent,  Eureka,  Kan.) 

CHASE,  TETE,  2. — I   consider  this  one  of  the 
most  unusual  and  finest  novelty  films  that  I   have 

ever  used.  A   skiing  picture  taken  in  the  Alps 
that  makes  our  speed  comedies  look  like  alow  mo- 

tion pictures.  Wonderful  scenery  and  many  fine 
remarks  heard  about  it  after  showing.  Get  this 
one.  Educational  will  sell  it  to  you  right.  (Rex, 

Aurora.  Minn.)  One  of  the  most  entertaining 
two  reel  subjects  we  have  run  for  some  time. 

It  is  not  only  entertaining,  but  educational  as 

well.  Played  this  with  "Little  Annie  Rooney," 
which  makes  a   combination  for  entertainment 

that  is  hard  to  equal.  (Lorin,  Berkeley.  Gal.) 

A   very  good  short  subject.  Had  several  tell  me 

how  well  they  liked  it.  (Majestic,  Homer,  Mich.) 

This  is  very  fine  and  if  you  haven’t  used  it  you 
have  missed  a   good  bet,  as  it  will  please  the  ones 

you  show  it  to  and  that’s  what  makes  good  busi- 
ness. (Shuler  Auditorium,  Raton,  N.  M.)  One 

of  the  best  short  subjects  we  ever  played.  (Silver 
Family,  Greenville.  Mich.) 

CHEAP  SKATES,  Lige  Conley,  2. — Lige  Conley 

— Pretty  good  comedy  that  has  quite  a   number 
of  laughs.  (Bijou.  Beach,  N.  D.)  Very  good 

comedy.  (Orpheum,  Pipestone,  Minn.) 

CLEANING  UP,  2. — This  is  one  of  the  best 

comedies  I   have  had  in  my  house  in  a   coon’s 
age.  It  kept  them  laughing  all  the  time.  Wish 
they  could  give  me  more  like  these,  then  I   could 
advertise  my  comedies  and  be  sure  of  a   laugh. 

(Reel  Joy,  King  City,  Cal.)  Very  good.  (Or- 
pheum, Pipestone,  Minn.) 

CLOUD  HOPPER,  THE,  Larry  Seroon,  2. — 
Good.  (Princess,  Traer,  la.)  A   funny  that 

pleased  all.  Larry  is  good  as  usual  and  pleased. 

Play  Semon,  boys  and  you’re  always  safe,  at 
least  your  show  is.  (Khattar’s,  Sydney.  N.  S.) 
Get  this,  it  will  save  and  put  over  a   mighty  poor 

program  picture.  The  price  is  right  and  it  has 
all  the  -action  that  is  necessary  to  fill  out  a 

show.  It  is  good.  (Community.  Elgin,  Neb.) 

An  extra  good  comedy.  All  of  this  comedian's 
pictures  arc  good.  (Silver  Family,  Greenville, 
Mich.)  His  best  one  with  Educational.  It  was 
a   riot  for  us  in  every  sense  of  the  word.  It  is  a 

dandy  comedy.  ("Y,”  Nazareth,  Pa.)  Very 
good  comedy.  Most  of  the  Educational  comedies 

are  good.  (New  Palace.  Wisconsin  Rapids,  Wis.) 

COLD  CHILLS,  Loaise  Fazenda,  2. — This  one 
is  a   riot.  Book  it.  (Atlantic,  Atlantic,  Mass.) 

Slapstick  that  got  a   few  laughs.  (Princess,  Maple- 

ton,  la.) 

COURT  PLASTER,  Neal  Burns,  2. — Fair  com- 
edy. (Auditorium,  Barrington,  III.)  A   dandy 

two-reel  comedy.  (Temple,  Aberdeen,  Miss.)  A 

very  good  Christie  comedy  that  brought  a   lot  of 

laughter  from  our  audience.  The  plot  in  this 

one  hasn't  been  used  for  some  time.  (Y,  Naz- areth. Pa.) 

CRAZY  QUILT  OF  TRAVEL.  A,  Hodge  Podge. 

I. — This  was  our  first  Hodge  Podge  and  it  was 

just  fine.  Hope  they  are  all  as  good  as  this  one. 

(Majestic,  Portland,  Ind.)  Here  is  something 
distinctly  novel.  It  is  a   cross  between  a   cartoon 
comedy  and  news  reel.  Have  run  quite  a   few  of 
these  and  have  not  been  disappointed  with  one 

of  them.  (Amuse-U.  Springfield,  III.) 

CRUSHED,  Lloyd  Hamilton,  2. — No  business  or 
did  not  have  any  comments  on  Hamilton.  I   never 

do.  Does  not  seem  to  draw  any  extra  business. 
Personally  this  comedy  pleased  me.  (Auditorium, 
Libertyville,  III.)  This  is  one  that  will  bring 

out  the  laughs.  (Home,  Chilton,  Wis.)  One  of 
his  best  comedies.  It  was  the  second  time  we 

had  played  it  but  it  brought  a   lot  of  laughs. 

("Y."  Nazareth,  Pa.)  Good  and  was  enjoyed 
immensely  by  our  audience.  (Hudson,  Rochester, 
N.  Y.) 

CURSES,  A1  St.  John,  2, — A   funny  comedy 
that  burlesques  the  serial  type  of  picture.  It  is 

something  original  for  comedies.  Quite  a   few 

healthy  laughs  given  this  one.  (“Y,”  Nazareth. 
Pa.)  A   very  good  comedy.  It  has  our  patrons 
laughing  all  the  time.  (Benn,  Philadelphia,  Pa.) 
This  was  made  for  a   chaser  but  it  is  not.  It  is  so 

bad  it  is  good.  Buy  it.  (Silver  Family.  Green- 
ville, Mich.)  Out  of  the  ordinary.  Pleased  very 

well,  especially  the  kids.  (Club  House,  Jackson, 

Wyo.)  The  best  Educational  comedy  we  ever 
showed ;   is  a   burlesque  on  the  average  run  of 

Western  features  and  serials.  Don’t  miss  it  be- 

cause it  is  a   whole  show  within  itself.  (Long's 
Conimunity,  Cadiz,  0.)  A   serial  form  of  com- 

edy that  was  enjoyed.  (Odeon,  Chandler,  Okie.) 

This  is  a   comedy  much  different  from  the  ordi- 

nary, that  interested  nearly  all.  (American  Le- 
gion, Elmwood.  Wis.)  Not  just  as  good  as  some 

other  pictures  of  this  star  but  all  right.  (Palace. Clifton  Heights,  Pa.) 

DANDY  LIONS,  Neal  Burns.  2. — Not  much  to 
it.  Just  a   few  laughs.  (Helena.  Rockdale,  111.) 
This  is  all  O.  K.  (Grand,  Bresse,  IlL) 

DIZZY  DAISY,  Louise  Fazenda,  2. — Very,  very 

good.  Some  excellent  comedy  situations  in  it 

(Star,  Hay  Springs,  Neb.)  Good  comedy. 
(Strand,  McKenzie,  Tenn.)  They  call  this  a 

special  comedy  but  the  word  has  been  misused. 
Only  a   few  laughs.  (Palace,  Long  Pine,  Neb.) 

DOG  DAZE,  Cliff  Bowes,  1. — This  is  about  as 
good  as  the  average  Cameo  comedy  that  we  have 
been  getting.  Most  all  one-reel  comedies  are  very 

scarce  with  their  funny  gags.  ("Y"  Nazareth, 
Pa.)  Good.  (Photoplay,  Ashland,  Kan.) 

DOME  DOCTOR,  THE,  Larry  Semon,  2.— A 

splendid  comedy.  (Silver  Family,  Greenville, 
Mich.)  I   think  Semon  ought  to  see  a   dome 
doctor.  His  comedies  get  poorer  and  poorer. 

I   have  not  seen  a   good  one  from  him  since 

"The  Saw  Mill."  Get  down  to  earth,  Larry,  and 
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^ive  us  some  good  ones.  (Reel  Joy,  King  City, 
Col.)  Fairly  good  but  not  as  good  as  most 

^emon  comedies.  (State,  Two  Harbors,  Minn.) 
A   funny  that  sure  did  bring  the  laughs  and  drew 

extra  business  on  play  days.  Play  Larry,  boys, 

and  you're  safe.  (Khattar’s,  Sydney,  N.  S.,  Can- 

ada), Very  sorry  comedy.  Don't  think  there 
is  a   laugh  in  it  for  anybody  over  ten  yearn  of 

age.  Silly  beyond  words  and  just  plain,  not 

funny.  (Star,  Menard,  Tex.>  This  was  con- 
sidered one  of  the  best  comedies  I   have  shown 

and  I   find  Educational  comedies  all  good.  A   fine 

company  to  deal  with.  (Princess,  Traer,  la.) 

Didn't  sec  anything  special  about  this,  only  the 

prices.  Larry's  old  comedies  were  all  better,  in  my 
opinion,  and  got  more  applause  from  the  audience. 

(Palace,  Clifton  Heights,  Pa.)  As  good  as  the 
other  Semon  comedies.  It  has  some  new  gags 

and  a   lot  of  old  ones  repeated.  His  name  sure 

pulls  in  the  youngsters.  (“Y”  Nazareth,  Pa.) 
Cood  slapstick.  (S.  T.,  Parker,  S.  D.)  Boys, 

this  is  a   fine  comedy.  Be  sure  and  play  it.  (Folly, 
Hollis,  Okla.) 

DON'T  PINCH,  Bobby  Vernon,  2. — Very  good. 
Keeps  them  laughing  all  the  way.  (Strand,  Dry- 

den,  Ont.,  Canada.)  Another  Vernon  comedy 

that  rang  the  bell  for  us.  There  hasn't  been 
one  of  his  new  series  a   failure  for  us  as  a   comedy. 

A   dandy  comedy  and  no  mistake.  ("Y,”  Naz- 
areth, Pa.)  A   good  comedy  full  of  laughs  that 

helped  throw  them  off  some  of  the  heavy  thrills 

of  "Capital  Punishment."  Just  the  thing  this 
feature  needed.  (Star,  Menard,  Te.x.) 

DRAGON  ALLEY,  Juvenile,  2..—A  funny  com- 
€dy.  (Silver  Family,  Greenville,  Mich.)  A   dandy 

comedy  that  tickled  the  kids  pink.  They  seem 

to  be  getting  better  with  every  one  that  we  get. 

("Y,”  Nazareth,  Pa.)  Would  have  been  a   good 
comedy  but  I   didn’t  receive  but  about  two-thirds 
of  it.  Poor  print.  (Plainview,  Plainview,  Tex.) 
A   few  more  like  this  and  Our  Gang  comedies  will 

play  second  to  Juvenile.  (Ritz,  Spokane.  Wash.) 
This  Juvenile  comedy  was  just  as  good  as  a 

Gang  comedy,  in  a   different  way.  Book  it  and 

you'll  make  good.  (Palace.  Clifton  Heights.  Pa.) Fine.  (Opera  House,  Foley,  Minn.) 

DYNAMITE  DOGGIE,  A1  St.  John,  2.— Here 
is  one  of  the  best  two  reel  comedies  we  have  run 
in  a   long  lime.  We  find  Educational  comedies  as 
a   rule  arc  very  good.  Good  stdnts  and  snappy 
subtitles  help  put  this  over.  Lots  of  credit  is  due 
the  very  .smart  dog  in  this,  as  he  helps  St.  John 
put  over  his  stuff.  It's  a   wow.  Get  it.  (Rex. 
Colby,  Wis.)  A   funny  comedy.  (Silver  Family. 
Greenville,  Mich.)  Al  St.  John  uses  those  fa- 
mous  bicycles  in  this  one  and  gets  quite  a   few 
laughs  thereby.  It  is  a   good  comedy.  ("Y". 
Nazareth,  Pa.)  Al  St.  John  is  getting  a   little 
better,  plus  a   good  story.  Some  might  argue  star, 
and  others  story,  but  it  takes  both  to  get  a   fin- 

ished product.  Too  much  sameness  in  the  tricks 
and  gags  is  what  kills  most  comedies.  (Acadia. 
Crowley,  La.)  Very  good.  Made  a   great  hit  here. 
■Out  of  the  ordinary.  (Club  House,  Jackson, 
Wyo.)  Went  over  with  a   roar.  Was  talked  about 
for  days  after  showing.  Have  run  several  Educa- 

tional comedies  and  find  them  excellent  enter- 
tainment in  the  comedy  line.  (Woodward  Hall, 

N.  H.)  Good  comedy.  (Reel  Joy,  King  City.  Cal.) 

EATS  ARE  WEST,  Felix,  1. — Have  played  two 
of  these  so  far  and  are  liked  very  well.  Many 
patrons  stay  and  see  them  twice.  Felix  can't  ht 
eat  for  a   cartoon  reel.  Book  them  by  all  means. 
We  play  them  on  Sundays,  and  we  notice  that 
It  helps  our  box  office.  (Leeds,  Leeds.  Iowa.) 
best  one  of  the  series  so  far.  Very,  very  good. (Photoplay,  Ashland,  Kan.) 

EDUCATIONAL  COMEDIES.  1   &   2.— We  find 
the  Educational  comedies  very  satisfactory,  and  at 
a   reasonable  price.  (Palace,  Syracuse,  Neb.) 
the  leaders  in  their  particular  line.  (Palace.  Ash- 
^nd,  O.)  Good  comedy  in  every  standpoint, 
rtowei^r.  I   have  shown  too  many  of  them.  (Vic- Kossiter,  Pa.)  Most  consistently  good  com- 
eaies  I   have  ever  used  and  prints  have  all  been single  reelers  on  market  you  get  from 
Educational.  (Selk.  Scotia,  Neb.)  We  find  our 
pa  rons  well  pleased  with  these  comedies.  Very 
f   P®"  (Strand,  Milford.  la.)  We  have 
oun  Educational  two  reel  comedies  the  best  on 
he  market  and  they  can  be  bought  right.  (Amer- 

ican Legion.  Broadlands,  111.)  Have  just  run  fif- 
K   and  never  had  a   real  poor  one.  (Blends, 
f   *'^*s.)  The  best  on  the  market.  Makeup 

rinJ  °   news-reel  great,  and  Harold  Lamb  ex- education  we  find  in  no  other.  A   good 

Miiw»  of  comedies  that  always  please.  (Legion, 
pau.  fll.)  We  find  most  of  these  com- 

Rood  and  get  quite  a   few  laughs.  Some, 

t.  should  be  marked  where  one  is  supposed 

Thpir"”lf  (Boynton,  Boynton.  Okla.) 

land^  O   ) "   ̂   make  poor  ones.  (Palace,  Ash- 

please,  Al  St-  John.  2.-Better  than 
Al  St.  John  comedies.  (American  Legion. 

Elmwood,  Wis.)  Oh  Boy!  This  one  rang  the 
bell  for  us.  It  has  a   laugh  in  every  inch  of  film 
and  no  mistake  about  that.  It  is  one  of  the  best 

and  we  opened  January,  National  Laugh  Month, 

with  it,  ("Y",  Nazareth.  Pa.)  Excellent  comedy. 
Exhibitor  couldn’t  ask  for  much  better.  (Lorin, 
Berkeley.  Cal.)  This  is  as  good  as  they  make  'em. 
100  per  cent  laughs.  Don’t  fail  to  run  this  one. 
(Rex.  Gilman  City.  Mo.)  Good  comedy.  (Silver 
Family.  Greenville.  Mich.) 

FELIX  ON  THE  JOB,  Felix,  1. — Felix  always 
pleases  here.  Makes  a   novel  fill-in.  (Auditorium. 
Barrington.  111.)  First  Felix  we  have  run  since 
he  came  out  of  the  state  rights  field.  It  was  fine 

to  get  a   good  print  on  him,  too.  The  kids,  and 
the  big  kids  too,  gave  Felix  a   royal  welcome. 

He's  a   star — no  mistake  about  that.  I’m  strong 
on  the  short  feature  agitation,  but  can  honestly 

say  that  Felix,  Our  Gang  and  Co],  Heezaliar  are 
the  only  shorts  that  actually  bring  in  people. 
(Star.  Menard,  Tex.) 

FELIX  THE  CAT,  Cartoon.  1. — A   comedy  en- 

joyed by  all  the  young  folks.  I   have  some  pa- 
trons too  old  to  enjoy  any  comedy.  As  this  is 

an  old  soldiers  town,  didn't  like  this  kind  of  com- 
edy. 1   get  good  condition  films  from  Educational. 

(Popular,  St.  Cloud,  Fla.)  People  like  this  car- 
toon here  very  well.  Aesops  Fables  also  well 

liked.  (Liberty.  Lynden,  Wash.)  Always  good. 

Everybody  likes  Felix,  and  we  hope  his  keepers 
will  keep  him  on  the  water  wagon.  (Grand, 

Chetek,  Wis.)  Good  cartoon  comedy.  A   good 
short  subject  for  any  program.  (Woodward  Hall, 

Hill.  N.  H.)  Good.  (Photoplay,  Ashland.  Kan.) 
These  Felix  cat  comedies  are  cartoon,  of  course, 

but  they  do  please.  (S.  T.,  Parker,  S.  D.)  Felbc 
is  not  the  zero  item  on  the  short  unit  list  by  any 
means.  For  an  audience  that  has  any  sense  of 

humor  and  imagination,  book  him.  (Acadia. 

Crowley,  La.)  A   snappy  short  reel  that  goes 
over  good.  (Strand,  ̂ nsom,  Kan.)  Good  car- 

toon comedy.  Two-thirds  reel.  (Grand,  Rainier, 
Ore.)  Goes  very  well  here.  (Liberty,  Tyron. 

Okla.)  Very  good  short  subect.  The  price  is  a 
little  high.  (Kenesaw  Opera  House,  Kenesaw, Neb.) 

FIGHTING  DUDE,  THE.  Lupino  Lane,  2   

Plenty  of  laughs  in  this  one.  Lane  is  a   comer 

in  the  comedy  field.  (Empress.  Akron,  la.)  If 

they  don't  get  a   kick  out  of  this,  they  are  hard 
to  please.  (Bijou,  Beach,  N.  D.)  Good  comedy. 
Some  clever  new  stunts  in  the  boxing  line  that 
are  enjoyed.  (Odeon,  Chandler,  Okla.) 

FIRE,  AWAY.  Al  St.  John.  2.— If  my  feature 
for  this  night  (Thanksgiving)  had  been  half  as 
good  as  this  sure  fire  comedy  from  Educational, 

all  would  have  been  rosy.  I   asked  Indianapolis 
branch  for  a   sure  hit  of  a   comedy  and  I   certainly 

got  it.  "Fire  Away"  has  what  the  public  wants, 
solid  entertainment,  hokum  and  action.  By  the 

way.  Jack  White’s  comedy  direction  holds  good  for 
comedy  after  comedy.  I   think  he  is  the  top 

notcher  of  them  all.  I'm  glad  he's  releasing 
through  Educational,  for  Educational  holds  the 

record  in  good  service  in  this  house.  A   comedy 
every  week  for  close  onto  six  years,  and  but  one 
miss  out  in  all  that  time,  and  then  they  saved 

the  day  by  telling  where  a   run  was  concluded  and 

letting  that  come  in  its  stead.  (Columbia,  Colum- 
bia City,  Ind.)  This  seemed  to  be  full  of  every- 

thing that  goes  into  a   comedy.  It  was  screams 
and  lots  of  them.  I   think  Al  St.  John  is  going 

to  be  one  of  those  big  boys  before  so  very  long. 

(Colonial.  Hondo.  Tex.)  Better  than  an  average 

comedy,  if  you  know  what  that  means.  (Rosewln, 
Dallas,  Tex.) 

FOLD  UP,  Cliff  Bowes,  1. — Got  numerous  good 

hearty  laughs:  that’s  all  that  is  necessary.  (Selk, 
Scotia,  Neb.)  Fairly  good.  One  reel.  (Emi- 

nence, Eminence,  Ky. ) 

FOR  SADIE'S  SAKE,  Jimmie  Adams,  2. — An- 
other very  good  snappy  comedy  with  Jimmy 

Adams  doing  good  work.  (Bijou.  Beach,  N.  D.) 

This  is  a   very  good  comedy.  Everyone  seemed  to 

enjoy  it.  (Apollo,  Indianapolis.  Ind.) 

FRAMED,  Lloyd  Hamilton,  2. — This  is  an  aver- 
age comedy  but  Hamilton  sure  gets  the  laughs 

out  of  the  crowds.  (Empress,  Akron,  la.)  This 

was  a   very  good  comedy  for  us.  It  had  young  and 

old  laughing  at  the  funny  gags  in  it.  ("Y”, 
Nazareth.  Pa.)  Good  comedy  but  my  patrons  do 
not  care  for  Hamilton.  (Orpheum,  Pipestone. 
Minn.) 

FRENCH  PASTRY,  Bobby  Vemon,  2.— Very 
good.  Everyone  pleased,  as  the  joke  was  on  the 

Germans.  A   comedy  with  the  war  as  a   back- 
ground. (Club  House,  Jackson,  Wyo.).  Good. 

(Reel  Joy,  King  City,  Cal.)  A   very  funny  com- 
edy. (Silver  Family,  Greenville.  Mich.) 

FRONT,  Poodles  Hannaford,  2. — ^This  is  a   1823 
comedy  spotted  in  on  us  by  Educationel.  and  say, 

boys!  It’s  a   good  one  and  we  didn’t  have  to 
mortgage  our  house  for  it.  Educational  comedies 
arc  the  cream  of  the  market.  I   have  been  off 

Educational  for  some  time,  but  I   am  on  their 

wagon  now  until  they  raise  the  price.  (De  Luxe. 

Spearville,  Kan.)  A   fair  comedy  at  one  time  but 

the  print  we  received  was  worn  out.  (Grand, Rainier,  Ore.) 

GO  EASY,  Cameo,  1. — Did  not  go  good  here. 

(Olympic,  Forks.  Wash.)  Found  this  very  good 
for  n   one  reelcr.  (Royal,  Saxon,  Wis.) 

GOOD  SPIRITS.  Walter  Hlera,  2.— Good  com- 

edy. Hiers'  comedies  are  getting  better.  (Prin- 
cess, Traer,  la.)  Fair  comedy.  Just  a   wrinkle. 

(Silver  Family,  Greenville,  Mich.)  This  one  was 
better  than  his  last  one  but  not  as  good  as  we 

really  need.  Hiers  is  not  popular  in  our  house. 

He  doesn’t  take  and  I   don't  believe  he  ever  will. ("Y".  Nazareth.  Pn.) 

GOOFY  GOB,  A.  Billy  Dooley.  2.— Very  good 
comedy.  I   wish  we  could  get  more  like  it.  Find 
Educational  out  of  Snn  Francisco  a   fine  bunch 

of  people  to  deal  with.  Always  trying  to  please 

you.  (Reel  Joy,  King  City,  Cal.)  A   little  better 

than  this  star’s  last  one.  I   played  "A  Misfit 
Sailor"  and  that  was  terrible.  (Empress,  Akron, 
la.)  Dandy  comedy.  Think  this  boy  is  going  to 

be  good.  (Bijou,  Beach,  N.  D.)  Very  good. 
(Orpheum,  Pipestone,  Minn.) 

HALF  A   HERO,  Lloyd  Hamilton,  2. — If  yon 
want  to  laugh  get  these  Educational  Comedies 

and  make  your  patrons  laugh,  thrill  and  shout 

(Khattar's,  Sydney,  N.  S.,  Canada.)  Fair  comedy. 
(Lorin,  Berkeley,  Cal.)  A   good  comedy.  It  has 

some  pretty  good  laughs,  (Plainview,  Plainview, 
Tex.)  Good.  Two  reels.  (Reel  Joy.  King  City, 

Cal.)  This  is  a   real  funny  comedy.  (Silver  Fam- 
ily, Greenville,  Mich.) 

HANG  ON,  Cameo,  1.— Boys,  this  Is  a   groat 
one.  Pleased  all  who  saw  it.  Educational  puts 

out  good  clean  comedies.  No  nude  scenes.  Just 
the  comedies  for  church  people.  (Popular,  St. 

Cloud,  Fla.)  Fairly  good  one-reel  comedy.  (De 
Luxe,  Spearville,  Kans.) 

HELLO  HOLLYWOOD,  Ligc  Conley,  2^ 

Seemed  to  hit  the  spot.  Brought  a   few  laughs. 

Hard  to  get  one  that  goes  over  good  here.  'This was  above  the  average.  (Reel  Joy,  King  City, 

Cal.)  A   mighty  fine  little  comedy  with  some 
good  stunts  as  well  as  a   few  good  laughs.  (Cozy. 
Winchester,  Ind.) 

HIS  FIRST  CAR,  Al  St.  John.  2.— Here  is  an- 
other good  comedy  from  Al.  (Helena,  Rockdale, 

III.)  This  was  only  fair.  Some  of  the  parts  were 
comical  but  not  as  much  as  most  expect  from  a 

comedy.  (Community  Hall,  Sheldon,  N.  Dak.) 

HIS  HIGH  HORSE.  Ligc  Conley,  2.— Another 
dandy  Mermaid  that  was  greeted  with  shrieks  of 
laughter  from  everyone,  young  and  old.  Two 

reels.  ("Y,"  Nazareth.  Pa.)  Another  Jack  White 
comedy.  Ligc  Conley  always  good.  This  is  a 
knockout  and  a   few  new  stunts.  Saturday  night 

sure  fire.  Two  reels.  (Palace.  Clifton  Heights, 

Pn.)  Very,  very  good.  Saved  my  show  for  the 
night.  Two  reels.  (Grand,  Port  Washington, 

Wis.)  A   funny  comedy.  (Silver  Family,  Green- ville. Mich.) 

HODGE  PODGE,  Novelty,  2. — Our  people  like 

them  very  well  here.  Also  Felix  the  Cat.  (Lib- 
erty. Camden,  Wash.)  We  find  these  novelty  reels 

very  good  fillers  and  are  a   change  from  the  usual 

cheap  slapstick  one  reel  comedy.  Don't  run  too 
often,  but  they  make  a   nice  little  reel  for  change. 

(Rex.  Colby.  Wis.)  This  is  our  last  Hodge  Podge 
and  am  convinced  that  our  patrons  do  not  want 

these  kind  of  fillers  on  their  programs.  ("Y.”  Naz- 
areth, Pa.)  These  one  reel  features  arc  all  good. 

(Opera  House,  Fennimore,  Wis.)  A   good  filler 
for  a   short  feature.  Good  comments.  One  reel. 

(Auditorium.  Carthage,  Ind.)  Always  good.  Two 
reels.  (Horacline,  EstelHnc,  S.  D.)  Just  a   fair 

filter  on  n   program.  Film  was  almost  junk,  Only 

good  machine  and  good  picture  put  it  through. 
(Woodward  Hall,  Hill.  N.  H.) 

HOLD  EVERYTHING,  Bobby  Vernon,  2.— Vary 

good.  We  really  like  Christie  comedies  best  of 
all  from  Educational.  (Star,  Hay  Springs,  Neb.) 

Got  a   few  laughs ;   that’s  all.  Two  reels.  (Helena, Rockdale.  III.) 

HOT  AND  HEAVY,  Mermaid,  2.— A   good  com- 

edy. (Silver  Family,  Greenville.  Mich.)  Good. 

Two  reels.  (Orpheum,  Pipestone.  Minn.)  An- 
other good  comedy.  (Rae,  Ann  Arbor.  Mich.)  A 

fair  comedy.  Patrons  didn't  seem  to  like  this 
much.  (Bonn,  Philadelphia.  Po.)  This  was  a 
Mermaid  knockout.  Everybody  had  a   genuine 

laugh  at  this  slapstick  effort.  It  had  some  dandy 

gags  in  the  restaurant  episode.  ("Y.”  Naz- areth, Pa.) 

IN  DEEP,  Cliff  Bowes,  I. — This  one  was  as 
good  as  the  average  Cameo  comedy.  I   miss  the 

fine  actress,  Virginia  Vance,  in  this  new  scries. 

(“Y,"  Nazareth,  Pa.)  Good.  One  reel.  (Photo- 
play, Ashland,  Kan.)  Just  another  comedy.  This 

one  doesn’t  have  the  laughs  in  It  that  It  should 
(Plainview,  Plainview.  Tex.) 

IN  THE  SPIDERjS  GRIP.  1 — Great  novelty. 
Beautifully  done.  Children  did  not  appreciate  it. 
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but  the  adults  enjoyed  it  immensely,  as  I   did. 

These  fables  in  colors  should  go  good  as  an  added 

attraction  during  Greater  Movie  Season.  (At- 
lantic. Atlantic.  Mass.)  Pretty  and.  as  a   nov- 

elty and  something  new.  It  is  okay.  (Grand, 
Rainier,  Ore.) 

IRON  MULE.  THE,  A1  St.  John,  2.— One  of 
the  best  2   reel  comedies  viewed  in  a   long  time. 

Two  reels.  (S.  T.,  Parker,  S.  D.)  A   fine  com- 
edy and  some  clever  stuff.  The  Inst  was  a   bit 

silly  though.  You  won't  go  wrong  on  this  one. 
Went  over  big  with  the  audience.  20\)  seats,  10 

and  26  cents.  (Woodward  Holl,  Hill,  N.  H.) 

A   dandy  comedy  that  is  there.  It  had  everybody 

laughing  from  the  beginning  to  the  end.  It  is  a 

wonderful  comedy  and  no  mistake.  (“Y,"  Nazareth, 
Pa.)  Something  new  in  the  comedy  line.  100 
per  cent  entertainment.  Get  it.  Two  reels. 

(Club  House,  Jackson,  Wyo.)  This  is  one  of 

the  comedies  you  get  only  so  often  (excuse  the 
expression.)  There  are  a   lot  of  new  ideas  in  this 

one  and  the  whole  scheme  of  the  plot,  action,  sub- 

titles, etc.,  is  good.  Used  this  with  "The  Pony 

Express"  and  the  analogue  formed  made  a   never 
forgetnblo  combination.  Two  reels.  (Arcadia, 

Crowley,  La.)  Very  good.  Two  reels.  (Princess. 
Traer,  la.)  Splendid  comedy.  Should  save  it 

back  until  you  run  Fox’s.  "The  Iron  Horst," 
as  it  is  a   wonderful  take-off  on  it.  Two  reels. 

(Palace,  Wolfe  City,  Tex.)  This  is  a   classic. 

If  you  haven't  played  it,  buy  it.  It's  a   burlesque 
that’s  "funny."  (Silver  Family,  Greenville,  Mich.) 
Excellent,  much  better  than  Keaton's  old  five 

reeler,  "Our  Hospitality."  (Photoplay.  Ashland, 
Kan.)  Seemed  like  a   very  good  comedy  to  me. 
but  did  not  get  any  laughs  from  my  audience. 
(Reel  Joy.  King  City.  Cal.)  A   splendid  two- 
reel  comedy,  but  we  should  have  played  it  after 
"The  Iron  Horse"  as  the  audience  could  not  ap- 

preciate it.  Two  reels.  (Temple,  Aberdeen,  Miss.) 

KID  SPEED,  Larry  Semon,  2.— Another  good 
Larry  Semon  comedy.  This  is  a   good  fast  mov- 

ing comedy.  Auto  race  very  good  for  a   comedy. 
Two  reels.  (Odd  Fellows  Hall.  Schaghticoke. 
N.  Y.)  A   comedy  made  for  laughing  only. 
Here’s  the  comedy  that  drew  our  Friday  and  Sat- urday crowds  from  the  feature  picture.  Atta 
boy.  Larry  I   Two  reels.  (Ehattar’s.  Sydney,  N.  S., 
Canada.)  This  was  liked  better  than  the  fea- 

ture. It  has  plenty  of  Larry's  tricks  in  it  and 
made  the  kids  happy.  His  nsunc  means  some- 

thing here  in  our  house.  ("Y,"  Nazareth.  Pa.) 
Very  good  comedy.  Want  more  of  this  kind.  Been 
very  lucky  the  post  week  with  comedies.  (Reel 
Joy.  King  City.  Cal.)  Just  like  Larry's  older 
ones.  Plenty  of  rough  stuff,  which  always  gets the  laughs  in  the  small  towns.  (Lyric  Wal- nut, la.) 

KING  COTTON,  Lloyd  Hamilton,  2, — ^This  was 
supposed  to  be  a   good  comedy.  It  did  not  bring 
any  laughs  here  in  our  house.  ("Y.”  Nazareth, 
Pa.)  Funny?  Yes.  (Silver  Family.  Greenville, 
Mich.)  Another  good  one  from  Educational. 
(Liberty,  Pikeville,  Ky.)  Good  average  Hamil- 

ton. but  I   don’t  see  anything  special  in  this, only  the  price.  Lots  of  others  better.  (Palace. 
Clifton  Heights.  Pa.)  Not  much  to  this  from 
comedy  angle.  It’s  just  two  reels  to  take  up  time (Odeom  Chandler.  Okla.)  A   very  good  com- 
edy.  Has  some  real  good  laughs,  and  that  is 
what  comedies  are  built  for.  {Cozy.  Winchester, 

KINOGRAMS,  Newsreel.  1.— All  are  good.  Film 
in  good  condition.  Liked  by  all  my  patrons. 
Some  come  just  to  see  this.  (Popular.  St.  Cloud, 
Fla.)  This  newsreel  has  been  used  by  us  for 
over  two  years  and  we  find  it  good.  We  play  it 
evep'  Saturday  night  and  have  many  patrons that  look  for  it.  (Y,  Nazareth,  Pa.)  Not  in 
Mme  class  with  Pnthe  or  International  News. Ashland,  Kan.)  I   want  to  say  that 
this  IS  my  style  of  a   news  reel  and  I   am  for  it 
strong,  I   am  satisfied  with  the  treatment  I   get 
from  Educational  out  of  San  Francisco  and  ad- 

vise anybody  in  this  territory  to  do  business  with 
City.  Cal.)  Good  news. 

(Strand,  McKenzie.  Tenn.)  Nothing  to  this  news. 
My  patrons  said  that  they  can  get  more  news  from 
their  home  paper  than  from  the  news.  (Strand, 
McKenzie,  Tenn.)  This  news  reel  is  proving  sat- 

isfactory in  our  house.  It  is  interesting  and  is 
well  made  up.  ("Y."  Nazareth,  Pa.) 

LEWIS-MUNN  WRESTUNG  MATCH.2.— Here 
is  a   special  short  feature  that  will  stand  big  bill- 

ing if  you  cater  to  sportlovers  at  ail.  And  who 

doesn't?  Best  pictures  of  an  athletic  event  I’ve ever  seen.  Excellent  print.  A   sure  fire  novelty 
draw  that  gives  perfect  satisfaction,  for  they  see 
something  after  you've  got  them  in.  Ran  it  with 
"The  Knockout."  First  National,  with  great  re- sults, (Star,  Menard,  Tex.)  An  extra  good  two 

reeler  showing  the  last  match  between  these  two 

powerful  men.  Is  very  Interesting  and  will  draw 
a   few  extra  patrons.  (DcLuxe,  Spcarville.  Kan.) 

LIVE  COWARDS.  Mermaid,  2. — Splendid;  the 
house  liked  it  fine.  Works  two  or  three  lions,  an 

alligator,  two  tigers  and  a   leopard  with  A1  St. 

John.  It  has  got  what  the  people  are  looking  for 

and  that's  a   chance  to  laugn  and  that's  all  a 
comedy  is  for.  Mack  Sennett  bad  better  pep  up 

on  his  line  of  productions.  Whiit  we  are  running 

at  the  present  time  arc  far  below  bis  old  standard. 

No  more  do  they  rock  in  their  seats  at  his  line  of 
two  reelers.  They  have  been  below  par  for  some 
time  and  unless  there  is  a   change  for  the  better 
soon  I   shall  not  buy  him  again.  (Columbia, 

Columbia  City,  Ind.)  This  a   scream,  starts  off 

fast  and  never  slows  up,  full  of  laughs.  A   real 

comedy.  Two  reels.  (Bijou,  Beach,  N.  D.) 

LOVE  GOOFY,  Jimmie  Adams,  2. — A   great 
comedy.  (Silver  Family,  Greenville,  Mich.)  A 

fine  two-reel  comedy  with  some  very  good  gags 

in  it.  ("Y,’’  Nazareth.  Pa.) 

LOW  TIDE,  2. — Fairly  good  comedy.  Educa- 
tional sadly  needs  some  title  writers  who  do  not 

attempt  comedy  titles  in  a   punk  situation.  This 

is  a   failure  that  is  being  severely  criticised  by 

patrons.  If  it's  rotten,  just  let  it  go  at  that  seems 
to  be  the  thing  to  do,  especially  if  nit  wits  do  the 

telling.  (Majestic,  Belleville,  Kan.)  A   great 
comedy.  (Silver  Family,  Greenville,  Mich.)  Very 

good  comedy.  Two  reels.  (Reel  Joy.  King  City, 

Cal.)  Not  much  of  a   comedy.  Got  a   few 

laughs.  (Rialto,  Dickinson.  N.  D.)  This  one 

struck  a   very  hot  night  and  the  people  must 
have  been  too  uncomfortable  with  the  heat  to 

laugh,  as  it  brought  very  few  laughs  from  our 

crowd.  ("Y,”  Nazareth,  Pa.) 

MARIONETTES,  THE,  Hope  Hampton,  2. — A 
dandy  reel  for  any  program,  colored  and  a   nice 

love  story.  Pleased  my  crowd  fine.  Educational 

out  of  San  Francisco  arc  a   very  square  bunch 

and  I   give  them  all  my  business.  (Reel  Joy, 

King  City,  Cal.)  If  they  like  novelties  this 

should  strengthen  any  program.  Will  bring  re- 

quests for  more.  (Shuler  Auditorium,  Raton, 
N.  M. )   A   fine  subject  to  show  in  any  house. 

My  people  raved  about  the  pretty  colors.  I   want 
more  of  these.  Two  reels.  (Reel  Joy,  King  City, Cal.) 

MERRYMAKErS.  THE,  Cliff  Bowes.  1.— They 
hove  the  best  one-reelers  on  the  market.  This 

was  no  exception.  One  reel.  (Reel  Joy,  King 

City,  Cal.)  This  is  a   crackerjack  single  reeler. 

(Atlantic,  Atlantic.  Mass.)  This  one  brought  a 
fair  amount  of  laughs  from  our  audience.  Had 

a   very  new  print  on  this  one.  ("Y,”  Nazareth. Pa.) 

MIDNIGHT  BLUES,  2.— A   peach  of  a   comedy. 

Two  reels.  (Polo.  Polo.  III.)  A   poor  excuse 

for  a   comedy.  Two  reels.  (Palace,  Long  Pine, 

Neb.)  This  is  a   real  comedy.  Buy  it  and  ad- 
vertise it  and  it  will  do  the  rest.  (Strand.  Mc- 

Kenzie, Tenn.)  Oh!  how  they  laughed  at  this. 
Print  good.  (Empress,  Grundy  Center,  la.) 

MISFIT,  THE,  Clyde  Cook,  2. — Just  ordinary. 

Had  some  good  gags  but  they  were  all  overdone. 

(Star,  Hay  Springs.  Neb.)  A   good  slapstick 
comedy.  Gets  several  laughs.  (Strand,  Ransom, 

Kans.)  Dandy  comedy.  If  your  patrons  don't 
laugh  at  this  one  there  is  something  wrong  with 
them.  (Lyric,  Walnut.  la.) 

MY  SWEEDIE,  Neal  Burns,  2. — Another  good 

lively  comedy  from  Christie.  Plenty  of  racing 
around  but  they  like  action  and  slapstick  so  give 

it  to  them.  (Bijou,  Beach,  N.  D.)  Good  com- 

edy with  plenty  of  laughs.  (Alamo,  Cameron, W.  Va.) 

NAVY  BLUES,  Dorothy  Devore,  2. — Many  ex- 

hibitors report  this  os  a   knockout,  but  it  is  only 
a   fair  cometly.  The  Pacific  fleet  offers  an  inter- 

esting background.  (Palace,  Long  Pine.  Neb.) 

Good  comedy  and  good  print,  which  is  something 
unusual  out  of  Dallas  oflSce.  (Columbus,  Colum- bus, Tex.) 

NERVE  TONIC,  Bobby  Vemon,  2.— Nothing  to 
this  one.  (Grand.  Breese.  III.)  Just  a   fair 

comedy.  (New  Palace.  Wisconsin  Rapids.  Wis.) 
Not  a   smile  in  this  one.  (Polo,  Polo,  HI.) 

NEVER  AGAIN,  A1  St«  John,  2. — Not  so  new, 

but  a   whiz  as  a   laugh  maker.  (Photoplay,  Ash- 

land, Kan.)  A   good  comedy.  (Princess,  Traer, 

la.) 

NEVER  FEAR,  Cliff  Bowes,  1. — Not  so  good, 

not  so  good.  No  genuine  laughter  in  the  whole 

reel.  They  had  better  get  better  or  look  out. 

Cameo  comedies  were  usually  good,  but  they  have 

been  falling  down  lately.  ("Y,”  Nazareth,  Pa.) 
Fairly  good.  It  got  the  laughs.  (Majestic,  Homer, 

Mich.)  A   very  good  1   reel  comedy.  (Sterling, 

Fairmont,  Neb.)  A   fair  comedy  and  has  some 

pretty  good  laughs,  but  is  too  short  for  the  star 
and  is  not  so  good  as  it  could  have  been  as  a 
whole.  (Plainview,  Plainview,  Tex.)  Good. 

These  are  all  good.  (Star,  Clinton.  Ont.,  Can- ada.) 

OFF  HIS  BEAT,  Walter  Hiers,  2   A   laugh 

grinder  that  maly^s  ’em  laugh  and  shout.  Hiers 

is  popular  here.  (Khattar's,  Sydney.  N.  S.,  Can- 
ada.) One  of  Hiers'  best.  Patrons  really  en- 

joyed this  one.  (Palace,  Clifton  Heights,  Pa.) 
Great  comedy.  Everyone  should  show  this  com- 

edy. Treat  your  patrons  to  the  best  and  get  a 
Walter  Heirs  comedy.  (Riviera,  Anderson,  Ind.) 

OH  BRIDGET,  Walter  Hiers,  2.— A   fine  comedy, 

Julian  Eltinge  has  nothing  on  Walter  as  a   fe- 

male impersonator.  (Silver  Family,  Greenville, 

Mich.)  This  was  just  fair.  I   have  nothing  more 

to  say  about  it.  ("Y,”  Nazareth,  Pa.)  Best  Hiers 

comedy  yet.  (Gayety,  Paronia,  Colo.)  V/e  haven’t 
had  a   poor  comedy  from  Educational  for  a   long 

time.  (Orpheum,  Pipestone,  Minn.) 

OH  TEACHER,  2. — Goodl  Good  print.  Two 
reels.  (Twilight,  Greensburg,  Kan.)  A   dandy. 
Pleased  100  per  cent.  (Princess.  Traer,  la.) 
A   riot  of  fun  and  frolic.  Laughs  by  the  barrel. 

Has  the  house  in  an  uproar.  (Khattar's,  Syd- 
ney. N.  S.,  Canada.) 

ON  EDGE.  Mermaid,  2. — Very  good  comedy 
that  seemed  to  please  grownups  as  well  as  young- 

sters. (Rosewin,  Dallas,  Tex.)  This  is  a   dandy 
comedy.  First  reel  fair  and  second  reel  a   wow. 

It’s  good.  (Bijou.  Beach.  N.  D.)  Very  good. 
(Orpheum,  Pipestone,  Minn.) 

OVER  THE  FENCE,  Juvenile,  2. — These  are 

pretty  good  comedies  but  hardly  up  to  Our  Gang 
standard.  Seem  to  please  our  patrons,  though. 

(Star,  Hay  Springs,  Neb.)  Fair,  Producer 

seems  to  be  trying  to  get  another  "Our  Gang." 
but  looks  as  if  he  has  failed.  (Photoplay,  Ash- 

land. Kan.)  We  are  late  in  running  this  com- 

edy but  it  is  worth  running  if  you  haven't  run  it. 
Pathc  has  made  the  price  of  the  Gang  comedies 

prohibitive  for  us  little  fellows,  so  we  are  try- 
ing out  these  Juveniles  and  I   believe  they  are  as 

good  as  the  Gang,  and  only  2-3  the  price.  (De 
Luxe,  Spearville,  Kan.) 

PARDON  US,  Cliff  Bowes,  1. — Not  so  very 

much.  Couldn't  see  any  comedy  to  it.  (Strand, 
Newman  Grove,  Neb.)  Good  one  reeler.  Most 

Educational  comedies  are  good.  This  drew  num- 
erous bursts  of  laughter.  (Selk,  Scotia,  Neb.) 

Good  as  any  one  reel  comedy.  (Palace,  Omaha. 

Tex.) 

PERMIT  ME,  Eddie  Nelson,  1. — The  star  is 
new  but  he  is  sure  there.  He  reminds  me  of 

A1  St.  John.  (Majestic,  Portland,  Ind.)  Just 

a   comedy  and  that’s  all.  A   few  laughs.  (Or- 
pheum. Ada,  Minn.)  Fair.  (Majestic.  Homer. 

Mich.) 

PARISIAN  MODES  IN  COLORS.  Hope  Hamp- 
ton, 1. — -Here  is  a   reel  that  is  a   distinct  novelty. 

All  fashion  being  in  color,  it  took  very  well 

with  our  patrons.  (Lake  View,  Lake  View,  Iowa.) 
A   novelty  style  show  in  colors.  The  styles  are 

too  old  now,  so  don’t  use  it.  (Palace,  Long  Pine. 
Neb.)  Excellent  fashion  reel  that  did  not  draw 

any  extra  business.  (Photoplay,  Ashland,  Kan.) 

PIGSKIN,  LIge  Conley,  I. — A   good  football 

comedy,  though  not  as  good  as  the  baseball  com- 
edy "Three  Strikes."  (Atlantic.  Atlantic,  Mass.) 

This  is  another  good  one.  (Grand,  Breese,  HI.) 

A   good  Mermaid.  (Empress,  Grundy  Center,  la.) 

A   football  story  that  pleased  the  crowd.  (Olym- 

pic. Forks,  Wash.)  Another  good  Mermaid  com- 
edy. (Grand,  Rainier,  Ore.)  A   real  snappy  com- 
edy. Played  it  Thanksgiving  and  the  football 

stuff  made  a   hit.  (Lincoln,  Rochester,  N.  Y.) 

PLEASURE  BOUND,  Lige  Conley,  2. — Good. 
(Silver  Family,  Greenville,  Mich.)  This  one  will 

extract  several  laughs.  You  can’t  beat  these 
Educational  comedies  as  a   whole.  (Liberty.  Pike- 

ville, Ky.) 

RARIN’  ROMEO.  A,  Walter  Hiers,  2.— Walter, 
whoever  told  you  that  you  were  a   comedian  ? 
This  is  the  poorest  Educational  comedy  we  ever 
played  and  the  folks  were  not  slow  in  saying  so. 

His  comedies  arc  of  the  poorest  quality.  (Ma- 

jestic. Belleville,  Kan.)  A   fair  comedy  which 
was  received  with  some  laughter.  A   little  better 

than  his  others.  (“Y".  Nazareth,  Pa.)  Just  a 
fair  average  comedy.  A   few  laughs.  Played  this 

with  "The  Warrens  of  Virginia"  and  It  made  a 
good  show.  (Palace,  Clifton  Heights,  Pa.) 

RED  PEPPER,  AI  St.  John,  2.— This  one  is 
all  there.  It  pleased  the  youngsters  and  the  old 

folks.  Everybody  had  a   good  laugh  at  this  one. 

("Y",  Nazareth,  Pa.)  A   good  comedy.  (Silver 
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Family.  Greenville,  Mich.)  A   dandy  elapstick 
comedy  that  will  please  even  most  adults.  (Opera 

House,  Baldwin,  V/is.)  A   comedy  with  A1  using 

his  old  bike  be  made  famous  with  Arbuckle. 

(Grand,  Port  Washington,  Wis.)  Good  comedy. 

(Reel  Joy,  King  City,  Cal.) 

rIBE  'EM  COWBOY,  Bobby  Vernon,  2   ^Thls 
is  a   real  comedy  for  Saturday.  (Strand,  McKen- 

zie, Tenn.)  Sure  fine  comedy.  Something  doing 
every  minute.  Get  it  to  play  with  a   Western. 

Happened  to  have  it  with  “Steel  of  the  Royal 
Mounted.”  Gave  us  a   bang  up  show.  (Polo,  Polo, 
jll.)  Pleased  all.  (Photoplay,  Ashland,  Kan.) 

rough  and  READY,  Ligo  Conlsy,  2   A 

whale  of  a   laugh  mixer  that  brought  laughs  a 

plenty.  (Khattar's,  Sydney,  N.  S.,  Canada.)  An- 
other Mermaid  comedy  that  rang  the  bell  for 

\is.  It  served  its  purpose  as  a   comedy.  V/e  find 

Educational  product  as  a   whole  very  good  for 

our  house.  ("Y",  Nazareth,  Pa.) 

SCRAMBLED  EGGS,  Cameo,  1. — A   dandy  one 
reeler.  This  company  has  a   better  average  for 

good  comedies  than  any  I   have  ever  used,  and 

the  San  Francisco  bunch  are  a   square  lot.  (Reel 
Joy,  King  City,  Cal.)  A   good  one  reeler  for  us, 

as  it  had  quite  a   few  laughs  in  it,  (“Y",  Naza- 
reth, Pa.)  Got  plenty  of  laughs.  (Photoplay, 

Ashland,  Kan.) 

SEA  LEGS,  Neal  Burns,  2. — Up  to  the  usual 
Christie  standard.  In  fact  somewhat  better  than 

their  usual  good  comedies.  Bums  was  fine  in  this 

one  and  everybody  had  plenty  of  cause  to  laugh, 

which  they  did.  (“Y",  Nazareth,  Pa.)  A   fast 
and  furious  two  reeler  that  makes  good  exciting 

entertainment  and  Neal  Burns  is  good.  (Cozy, 
Winchester,  Ind.) 

SHORT  CHANGE,  Walter  Hicrs,  2. — Very  poor 
piece  of  cheese.  If  he  is  a   comedian  I   am  a   foot 

racer,  and  I   weigh  217.  He  doesn’t  belong  in  two 
reel  comedies.  Better  put  him  in  features  again. 
(Reel  Joy,  King  City,  Cal.)  First  I   have  played 

and  pleased  majority.  (Princess,  Traer,  la.) 

SIT  TIGHT.  Jimmie  Adams,  2.— A   fair  com- 

edy. (Silver  Family,  Greenville,  Mich.)  A   fair 
comedy  with  some  very  dark  scenes  in  it  that 

showed  up  poorly  on  the  screen.  It  has  some  good 

laughs  in  it.  (“Y,”  Nazareth,  Pa.)  Nothing  to 
this  but  a   little  motorcycle  racing.  Got  a   few 

laughs  at  the  last  but  rather  poor.  Cannot  boost 

this  one,  but  most  of  Educational’s  are  good  and 
are  liked  here.  200  seats;  10  and  25  cents  ad- 

mission. (Woodward  Hail,  Hill,  N.  H.)  A   dandy 

comedy  that  pleased  all.  Educational  certainly 
must  have  spent  a   lot  of  money  to  produce  this 
fast  action  comedy.  Any  exhibitor  should  be 

proud  when  it’s  a   Christie.  (Khattar’s,  Sydney, 
N.  S.,  Canada.)  Nothing  to  crow  over.  Just 

another  comedy.  (Reel  Joy,  King  City,  Cal.) 

SOUP  TO  NUTS,  Christie,  2. — Very  good,  ’Two 
reels  of  entertainment.  (Odeon,  Chandler,  Okla.) 
Excellent  comedy.  As  good  as  you  can  expect. 

(Orpheum,  Pipestone,  Minn.) 

STARVATION  BLUES,  Clyde  Cook.  2.— I   might 

say  in  two  words  a   Jim  dandy.  (Gem,  Batesville, 

Ark.)  Poor  photography  in  spots  and  a   flat  out 

as  a   comedy.  (Garden,  Frankfort,  Mich.) 

STEP  FAST,  Christie,  2. — Good  lively  comedy, 
hut  not  as  good  as  those  of  A1  St.  John.  Goes 

over  fairly  well,  however,  and  got  a   lot  of  laughs. 

(Woodward  Hall.  Hill,  N.  H.)  As  usual,  it  was 
a   good  comedy  under  the  Christie  brand  name. 

Has  some  dandy  laughs  in  it  (“Y,”  Nazareth, 
Pa.)  Good  action  comedy  that  ought  to  please 
any  average  audience,  (Palace,  Clifton  Heights, 

Pa.)  Very  good.  Drew  plenty  of  laughs.  (Willey 
Mem.  Hall.  Cabot,  Vt) 

STEP  THIS  WAY,  Lige  Conley,  2.— A   good 
comedy  which  kept  them  laughing  all  the  way 
through.  (Theatorium,  Emienton,  Pa.)  Good. 
Two  reels.  (Loxley  Hall,  Loxley,  Ala.) 

TENDER  FEET,  Walter  Hiers,  2,— How  did 
Walter  Hiers  get  another  contract  to  make  six 
more  comedies?  Seems  to  me  they  are  getting 
more  and  more  hard  up  for  comedians,  as  Walter 
Hiers  just  don’t  do  it  right.  He  just  ain’t  in 
we  Pi^eture.  Walter,  get  back  to  features.  (Cozy, 
winchester,  Ind.)  A   funny  comedy.  (Silver 
iamily,  Greenville,  Mich.  Only  fair.  Two  reels. 
(Moon,  Neligh,  Neb.)  This  one  did  not  go  across 
w   our  adults  on  week  day  nights.  Hiers  is  not 

^   guess  he  never  will. 
(   *   .   Nazareth,  Pa.) 

three  STRIKES,  Lige  Conley,  2.— We  got 
ore  laughs  out  of  this  comedy  than  for  many 

&   day.  Educational  has  the  best  comedies  on  the 
market.  (DeLuxe.  Spearville.  Kan.)  A   baseball 
comedy  with  laughs  galore.  Book  it.  (Atlantic. AtlanUc.  Mass.) 

TOOTSIE  WOOTSIE,  Nea!  Bams,  2. — Two  fond 
ents  try  to  keep  their  baby  from  crying,  and 

by  the  time  the  comedy  is  over  the  whole  police 

force  has  joined  in.  One  of  the  Christie’s  best, 
and  the  baby  is  a   dear.  (Eminence,  Eminence, 

Ky.)  Some  funny  situations  in  this.  Better 
than  average  Christie  comedy.  (Grand,  Rainier. 

Ore.)  Nothing  to  this  one.  (Grand,  Breese,  III.) 

TOURIST,  THE,  Johnny  Arthur,  2. — ^This  was 
our  first  of  this  series.  There  were  some  novel 

gags  pulled  off  in  this  that  pleased  our  crowds. 

(”Y,”  Nazareth,  Pa.)  A   novelty  comedy  with  plenty 
of  laughs  and  some  new  stuff  in  it.  (Rosewin, 

Dallas,  Tex.)  Good.  (Grand,  Port  Washingrton, 
Wis.)  A   dandy,  with  a   number  of  good  stunts 

with  a   Ford,  a   goat — and  a   peach  of  a   girl.  Print 

brand  new.  (Hammond,  Hammond,  Wis.) 

WAKE  UP,  Cameo,  !. — Not  much  to  this  one. 

Just  a   lot  of  silly  acting  which  didn’t  even  get 
laughs  from  the  kids.  (Leeds,  Leeds,  la.)  Fair. 

One  reel.  (Photoplay,  Ashland,  Kan.) 

WAITING,  Lloyd  Hamilton,  2. — Good.  Two 

reels.  (Princess,  Traer,  la.)  Always  good.  One 

of  the  best  comedies  we  played.  Very  original. 

(Rae,  Ann  Arbor,  Mich.)  A   very  funny  comedy. 
This  man  is  a   real  comedian.  (Silver  Family, 

Greenville,  Mich.)  Laugh,  and  the  bouse  was 
full  of  it.  Pleased  all.  Hamilton  is  good.  Funny 

as  they  make  ’em.  (Khattar’s,  Sydney,  N.  S., 
Canada.)  A   wow  for  us  on  a   Saturday.  There 

was  a   bunch  of  funny  stuff  pulled  in  this  one 

that  registered  great  with  our  audience.  (“Y," 
Nazareth,  Pa.)  Good  comedy,  although  Hamilton 
is  not  well  liked  here.  (Orpheum,  Pipestone, Minn.) 

WATCH  OUT,  Bobby  Vernon,  2. — Another 
laugh  maker  from  Bobby.  It  is  his  first  for  us 

from  his  new  group.  (’‘Y,"  Nazareth,  Pa.)  Bobby 
Vernon  Is  always  good  and  this  was  no  exception. 

A   good  average  comedy  that  got  the  laughs. 
(Palace,  Clifton  Heights,  Pa.)  A   positive  riot 
from  start  to  finish,  and  the  finish  was  a   wow. 

Print  new.  'Thanks.  (Hammond,  Hammond, 
Wis.)  We  consider  Educational  Comedies  as  a 

whole  the  best  buy  on  the  market,  if  they  don’t 
hold  you  up  on  the  price.  (Liberty,  Pikeville, Ky.) 

WEAK  KNEES,  2. — Good  average  comedy.  (Sil- 
ver Family.  Greenville,  Mich.)  (jood.  Two  reeb. 

(Opera  House,  Foley,  Minn.) 

WEDDING  SHOWERS,  2.— A   simple  sort  of  a 
picture  that  just  takes  up  two  reels  of  your 

patrons’  time  waiting  for  the  big  feature.  Have 

yet  to  find  a   short  reel  comedy  that  brings  a 
nickel  to  the  box  office.  A   comedian  hides  money 
in  his  hat  and  tries  to  get  laughs  by  repeatedly 

letting  it  blow  off  his  head  and  then  chasing  it. 
Not  a   new  stunt  In  it.  (Temple,  Bellaire,  O.) 

This  is  a   good  one.  (Grand,  Breese,  III.) 

WELCOME  DANGER.  Cliff  Bowes,  1.— A   very 
ordinary  Cameo  one  reeler.  It  really  did  not  have 

a   good  lough  in  it.  The  print  was  in  excellent 
shape,  which  is  worth  something.  I   can  excuse  a 

poor  show  with  a   good  print  more  readily  than  a 

real  good  show  with  a   rotten  print.  (“Y,”  Nazareth, 
Pa.)  A   good  comedy.  (Silver  Family,  Green- 

ville, Mich.)  Bought  12  to  run  with  First  Na- 
tionals. They  said  they  would  ship  in  same  can 

as  feature.  No  trouble.  Same  office.  Just  hokum 

to  get  contract.  Haven’t  had  a   good  one  yet. 
No  more,  thanks.  (Strand,  Valparaiso,  Neb.) 

WHAT  A   NIGHT,  Lige  Conley.  2   This  one  in 

particular  is  great.  Most  all  of  Educational  com- 

edies are  good.  (Temple,  Aberdeen,  Miss.)  One 
of  the  beat  comedies  we  have  played  for  some 

time.  (Ideal,  Bloomer,  Wis.)  Good  comedy.  A 
good  Educational  comedy.  Will  help  put  over  a 

weak  feature.  (New  Palace,  Wisconsin  Rapids, 

Wis.) 

WHO’S  WHICH?  Cameo,  1.— Good.  One  reel. 
(Photoplay,  Ashland,  Kan.)  Pretty  good.  (Odeon, Chandler,  Okla.) 

WIDE  AWAKE,  Llgc  Conley,  2. — Lige  Conley 
is  a   clever  comedian.  There  is  quite  a   hit  of 

slapstick,  but  it’s  a   good  mirth  provoker.  (Aca- 

dia, Crowley,  La.)  Very  good.  ’Two  reels.  (Rae, 
Ann  Arbor,  Mich.)  Good  slapstick  comedy,  good 

gags  and  some  novel  laugh  getters.  ’Two  darkies 

caused  many  a   laugh  In  the  second  reel,  ('Two 
reels.  (Star,  Menard,  Tex.)  Fine  comedy.  (Sil- 

ver Family,  Greenville,  Mich.)  Up  to  tho  aver- 

age. (“Y,”  Nazareth  Pa.) 

WILDCAT  WILLIE,  Juvenile,  2.— A   dandy 
Juvenile  comedy.  The  kids  went  wild  over  it  and 

it  pleased  the  older  folks  also.  They  are  getting  bet- 
ter with  each  one  we  are  showing.  It  is  a   good 

one.  (“Y”,  Nazareth,  Pa.)  Just  a   fair  comedy. 
Got  only  a   few  laughs  but  will  get  past  for  one 

night  show.  (Palace,  Clifton  Heights,  Pa.)  A 

good  kid  comedy.  Two  reels.  (Palace,  Omaha, 

Tex.)  Good  comedy.  (Silver  Family,  Greenville, 

Mich.) 

YES.  YES  BABETTE,  Bobby  Vernon.  2.— We 

have  always  found  Educational’s  line  of  comedies 
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Kveragc  about  the  best  we  run,  but  this  comedy 

of  Bobby  Vernon's  is  the  absolute  limit.  There 
is  not  a   laugh  on  the  2000  feet  of  it.  Ordinarily 

the  ridiculous  is  funny  in  comedy  but  this  one 

consists  of  a   lot  of  hard  work  and  not  a   laugh 

to  it.  Vernon's  comedies  are  below  his  last  year’s 
standard  and  wc  are  rapidly  getting  to  the  point 

where  he  will  not  figure  in  our  next  year's  con- 
tract. This  one  is  set  apparently  in  an  Apache 

den  and  the  public  got  through  with  Apaches  with 
Poia  Negri.  Now  Vernon  is  taking  up  the 

Apache  stuff  to  the  injury  of  his  popularity. 

(Columbia,  Columbia  City,  Ind.)  Too  much  rough 
stuff  for  a   comedy.  Apache  location.  Paris  cafe, 

tough  gang.  Had  to  apologize  to  patrons.  (Grand, 

Chc'tek,  Wis.)  A   doughboy  in  France  and  the 
time  ho  has  finding  his  girl.  Played  with  "Havoc" 
and  it  wont  fine.  (Bijou,  Beach,  N.  D.)  This 
one  is  sure  enough  n   scream.  The  grouch  even 
laughed.  (Liberty.  Pikeville,  Ky.) 

Film  Booking  Offices 
ADVENTURES  OF  MAZIE,  THE,  Alberta 

Vaughn,  Larry  Kent,  AI  Cook,  Kit  Guard,  com- 

edy scries.  2 — They  don’t  make  'em  any  better, 
and  I   don’t  care  what  they  call  them.  1   have 
played  the  eleventh  chapter  and  it  would  be 
mighty  hard  to  tell  which  one  of  the  lot  is  the 
best.  They  are  all  so  good  that  there  is  no  pos- 

sible chance  of  any  one  being  better  than  the 
others.  And  Mazie,  you  little    .   don’t  you  go 
up  on  no  high  buildings  if  you  don’t  want  to  stop 
my  heart  for  good.  (Community.  Elgin.  Neb.) 
Every  one  a   knockout.  Better  than  any  comedy 
ever  screened.  (Victory.  Cambridge,  N.  Y.)  Al- 

berta Vaughn— Have  used  ten  of  these  and  they 
arc  fine.  1   understand  Alberta  is  soon  going  into 
features.  Am  sorry  to  hear  this,  as  she  will  be 
another  star  gone  wrong.  About  two  features 
and  then  it  will  be  "just  too  bad”  for  Alberta. 
I   wonder  if  she  can  think  of  anyone  who  made 
a   hit  in  certain  lines  and  then  switched  to  a 
different  phase  of  production  and  got  away  with 
it.  When  you  simmer  it  all  down,  Cook  and  Guard 
are  the  boys  putting  her  over.  (Odeon.  Chand- 

ler, Okin.)  No.  10.  You  cannot  beat  this  for 
comedy  and  action.  (Palace,  Mt.  Pleasant,  Tex.) 
These  are  all  good  and  well  liked.  Everybody 
calls  them  a   serial.  Also  play  the  Fables,  which 
are  always  good.  (Community,  David  City,  Neb.) 
Very  good  series  with  as  many  laughs  as  a   good 
comedy.  (Lily,  Buffalo.  N.  Y.)  No.  6.  Patrons 
seem  to  like  this  series  but  in  my  estimation  not 
as  good  as  "The  Pacemakers."  (Victoria,  Winn- 
field,  La.)  They  are  the  stuff  for  our  patrons. 
Sure  do  go  over  big.  (A-Mus-U.  Frederick,  Okla.) 
Very  good.  Lots  of  followers.  (Community, 
Tacoma,  Wash.)  These  holding  up  well.  Suffi- 

cient action  to  sustain.  Cook  and  Guard,  how- 
ever, are  the  sustainers.  (Palace,  Mt.  Pleasant. 

Tex.)  Fair  entertainment.  (Cozy,  Topeka,  Kan.) 
One  of  the  best  short  features  available.  Have 
played  every  series  with  these  stars  and  our  pa- 

trons never  tire  of  them.  This  series  is  especially 
good.  More  action  than  the  others.  (Plainview, 
Plainview.  Neb,)  Chapter  Two  and  going  big; 
100  per  cent  for  entertainment.  Clean  comedy. 
(Hines,  Loyalton,  S,  D.)  These  are  the  best  com- 
«dies,  taken  as  a   whole,  that  can  be  had.  (Grand 
and  Gem,  Cooper,  Tex.)  A   crackerjack  series 
Positively  the  best  buy  in  comedies.  (Egyptian, 
Ogdon,  Utah.)  If  you  want  something  different, 
book  these.  Comedy,  action  and  everything 
needed.  Each  story  complete.  We  have  played 

first  _   "Fighting  Blood."  second,  "The  Telephone Girl.  ’   "Go  Getters,"  "Pace  Makers,"  and  now these.  All  are  good.  Go  back  and  get  them  If 
you  can.  F.  B.  O.  will  treat  you  right.  (Palace. 
Mt.  Pleasant,  Tex.)  Started  this  news  series  with 
an  enthusiastic  and  anxious  audience  waiting  to 
get  a   glimpse  of  the  cast  that  has  made  them- 

selves famous.  Would  advise  any  exhibitor  to  put 
this  series  on  bis  booking  list.  (Lorin.  Berkeley, 
Cal.)  No.  3.  Fine  comedy.  Getting  better. 
(Hines.  Loyalton-Bowdle.  S.  D.)  They  are  just 
the  best  ever  and  please  my  clientele  to  perfection. 
Enough  'sed.  (Community,  Elgin,  Neb.)  I   be- 

lieve these  will  turn  out  to  be  as  good  as  "The 
Go-Getters"  but  they  cannot  beat  "The  Pace 
Makers.”  Believe  my  patrons  would  like  these 
better  if  George  O'Hara  were  in  them.  (Star 
Tuckerman.  Ark.)  They  all  call  these  a   serial, 
and  seem  to  enjoy  them.  (Community.  David 
City,  Neb.)  How  beautiful  this  series  would  have 
been  with  our  friend  O’Hara  therein.  Book  ’em 
anyway:  his  successor  is  okay.  (Palace,  Mt. 
Pleasant,  Tc.t.)  The  very  best  2   reelers  on  the 
market.  Better  than  most  of  the  features.  We 
arc  on  the  10th  episode  and  they  are  getting  bet- 

ter every  week.  (Liberty,  Tryon.  Okla.)  A-1 
comedy.  This  is  Chapter  No.  1.  Good  audience 
appeal.  Prints  new.  (Hines,  Loyalton,  S.  D.) 
Going  over  in  good  shape.  Have  run  all  of  Al- 

berta’s pictures,  so  this  gang  are  well  known  here. (Odeon.  Chandler.  Okla.)  Better  than  most  2 
reel  comedies  and  they  please  a   lot  better  than 
most  comedies.  (Halfway.  Halfway.  Mich.)  "The 

adventures  of  Mazie”  series  are  good.  They  are 
the  best  short  subjects  we  have.  Action,  comedy 
and  thrills  with  romance  thrown  in  for  good 

measure,  and  they  are  all  clean,  too.  (Plainview, 
Plainview,  Neb.) 

ALL  TIED  UP,  2. — A   good  comedy.  (Palace, 

Mt.  Pleasant,  Tex.)  Very  good  comedy.  Worth 

the  fun  to  any  house.  (Royal,  Kimball,  S.  D.) 
Fine  comedy.  (Hines,  Loyalton,  S.  D.) 

CAPTAIN  KIDD,  Bray  Cartoon,  1, — This  is  a 
good  one  and,  like  all  of  them,  they  please  the 

kids  immensely.  Would  recommend  them  to  you 
as  a   change  in  comedy.  (Oak,  Oakdale,  Neb.) 

Didn't  see  it.  Reports  from  patrons  voiced  their 
endorsement  of  Bray  cartoons.  (Pastime,  Cush- 

ing, la.) 

CAVED  IN  SHEIK,  A,  Jimmy  Aubrey,  2. — ^A 
comedy  of  stone  age  days  which  was  terrible.  It 
got  a   few  laughs  from  the  hicks,  but  aside  from 

that  it  was  no  good.  Two  reels  of  silly,  simple 

actions.  (Rialto,  Sharon.  Wis.)  Fair  comedy. 
(Hines,  Loyalton-Bowdle,  S.  D.) 

DINKY  DOODLE  CARTOONS.  1.— Our  crowd 

has  seen  so  many  really  good  cartoons  that  these 

Dinky  Doodles  don’t  go  over  good.  Too  much  of 
the  man  in  the  picture,  and  he  isn’t  much  as  an 
actor.  (Majestic,  Weiner,  Ark.)  All  of  these  car- 

toons are  very  good,  but  the  guy  that  plays  with 

the  boy  and  dog  is  sure  goofy.  Would  be  much 
better  with  him  out  of  it.  (Star.  Tuckerman, 
Ark.)  These  Dinky  Doodle  cartoon  reels  are  fine. 

Wc  have  used  three  and  they  are  all  fine.  If  they 

keep  making  them  as  good,  we  will  be  satisfied. 

(Rialto,  Sharon,  Wis.)  Rating  96  per  cent.  Film 
good.  Played  Friday  and  Saturday.  These  com- 

edies are  usually  always  good,  especially  liked  by 

the  kiddies.  Try  them.  (Jewell,  Verndale,  Minn.) 
This  was  a   fine  little  cartoon  reel  and  about  the 

best  we  have  ever  seen.  We  have  played  two  of 

these  now  and  they  go  fine.  (Rialto,  Sharon. 

Wis.)  Fine  comedy  for  a   one  recler.  Many  of 

my  patrons  prefer  these  one  reel  Dinky  Doodle 
comedies.  (Hines,  Loyalton,  S.  D.)  This  was  the 
best  one  ever  ran  here  of  the  Brays.  Make  good 

go-getters.  Rate  96  per  cent.  Films  good. 
(Jewel.  Verndale.  Minn.)  These  are  clever  and 
comical.  Please  here.  (Star,  Clinton.  Ont.) 

Fine  for  long  program.  Good  audience  appeal. 
(Hines.  Loyalton,  S.  D.) 

etiquette,  Jimmy  Aobrey,  2.— I   would  give 
this  the  same  per  cent  as  our  near  beer.  (Opera 

House,  Fenimore,  Wis.)  Okay.  Two  reels. 
(Palace,  Mt.  Pleasant,  Tex.) 

GIANT  KILLER,  THE,  Cartoon,  1.— Good  for 

Sunday.  It  is  rather  comical  as  Dinky  Doodle 

and  hie  dog  go  up  the  bean  stalk  and  get  the 

magic  hen  and  the  herb  but  the  last  time  they 
are  caught.  Giant  goes  after  him  but  does  not 

succeed.  (Jewel,  Verndale,  Minn.)  As  good  a 
cartoon  comedy  as  I   have  had.  It  pleased.  Fine 

print.  (Miers,  Schoharie,  N.  Y.)  This  is  a   clever 

little  cartoon  reel  that  should  please.  It’s  very 
different  from  anything  that  wc  have  ever  seen 
before.  (Rialto,  Sharon,  Wis.) 

HALF  A   MAN,  Stan  Laurel,  2. — Very  good 

comedy.  A   man  can  face  the  audience  as  they 
pass  out  and  they  all  look  as  if  they  had  enough 
to  please  them.  That  is  all  we  care  for.  (Royal. 
Kimball,  S.  D.)  Stan  acts  up  as  usual  in  this 
one  and  I   believe  It  is  about  as  good  as  any  he 

ever  made.  "Dr,  Pyckle  and  Mr.  Pride”  didn’t 
seem  to  register,  as  lots  of  people  don't  know 

the  story  of  "Dr.  Jekyl  and  Mr.  Hyde.”  Price 
right  on  these  comedies,  so  can’t  kick.  (Palace, 
Syracuse,  Neb.)  These  2   reel  comedies  are  no 

g<»d  to  me.  I   am  sure  glad  that  I   am  through 
with  these  comedies.  No  more  Stan  Laurel  for 

me.  Print  good.  (Sterling,  Fairmont,  Neb.) 

HEEBIE  JEEBIES,  Jimmy  Aubrey,  2.— A   pretty 
fair  slap  stick  comedy,  about  on  par  with  the 
others  this  fellow  has  made.  (Star,  Ryegate, 
Mont.)  This  will  please  a   few  but  it  won't  make 
you  any  extra  patrons.  (Jewel,  Verndale.  Minn.) 
A   good  comedy,  (Opera  House,  Fennimore,  Wis.) 
Like  most  of  the  other  Aubrey  comedies,  this  is 

sure  the  bunk.  Just  terrible  silly  is  all  we  can 

say  for  it.  Lay  off  of  these.  Good  film.  (Rialto, 
Sharon,  Wis.) 

HELPING  HAND,  THE,  Jimmie  Aubrey,  2.   
A   good  Aubrey  which  seemed  to  please.  (Royal. 
Saxon,  Wis.)  A   fair  comedy  but  too  much  of  those 
old  slapsticks  and  old  tricks.  Films  good.  Rato 
76  per  cent.  (Jewel,  Verndale.  Minn.)  This  is 
the  best  Aubrey  comedy  I   had  yet  and  I   would 

call  it  a   knockout,  as  it  offset  "East  of  Suez," 
Ihe  Paromount  feature,  and  sent  my  people  out 
well  pleased.  (Royal,  Kimball.  S.  D.)  This  was 
a   little  better  than  the  average  run  of  Aubrey 
comedies  and  seemed  to  please.  (Rialto,  Sharon, 
Wis.)  If  this  don't  make  ’em  laugh,  they  are 
helpless.  That’s  all  I   can  say.  (Star,  Ryegate. Mont. ) 

HE  WHO  GETS  CROWNED.  Jimmy  Aubrey.  2. 

— Only  fair.  Not  a   good  laugh  in  it.  Plenty  of 
walkouts.  (Coliseum,  Annawan,  111.)  Can’t  give 
this  much.  Will  pass  but  wouldn’t  advise  any. 
body  to  buy  it.  (Jewell,  Verndale,  Minn ) 
Fair  only.  (Bijou,  Conway,  N.  H.)  The  sanW 
as  all  Aubrey  comedies.  Silly,  simply  foolish 

things.  (Rialto,  Sharon,  Wis.) 

HIGH  BUT  HANDSOME,  Alberta  Vaughn,  2— 
Film  good.  Rating  80  per  cent.  Good  but  lacks 
comedy  drama.  (Jewell,  Verndale,  Minn.)  Very 
good.  The  best  comedies  I   get.  (Arcadia,  Van- 
dergrift.  Pa.) 

HOLD  TIGHT,  Joe  Rock,  2.— Here  is  what  1 
consider  just  as  good  a   comedy  as  there  is  made 

It  sure  made  ’em  yell.  (Orpheum,  Oelwein,  la.) A   real  honest  to  goodness  comedy  that  kept  the 
audience  in  a   continuous  roar.  (Youngs,  Lexing. 
ton,  N.  C.)  One  of  the  best  two  reel  comedies 
we  have  run  for  sometime.  (Regent,  Eureka 
Kan.) 

HYPNOTIZED,  Jimmie  Aubrey,  2. — Personally 
I'd  rather  never  see  Aubrey  as  he  is  too  silly,  but 
he  gets  a   few  laughs  in  this.  (Bijou,  Conway, 

N.  H.)  We  can’t  find  enough  words  to  tell  you 
what  simple,  silly,  terrible  things  these  Aubrey 

and  Laurel  comedies  really  are.  No,  don’t  book 
them.  (Rialto,  Sharon,  Wis.)  A   dandy,  so  why 
say  more?  Two  reels.  (Star,  Clinton,  Ont, 
Canada.)  A   very  good  comedy.  (Opera  House, 
Fennimore.  Wis.) 

JIMMIE  AUBREY  COMEDIES,  2   Jimmy’s 

comedies  are  fine.  Oux-  patrons  inquire  as  to  when 
the  next  one  will  be  shown.  (Palace,  Mt.  Pleas- 

ant, Tex.)  I   wish  to  congratulate  Jimmie  on  hia 
new  comedies.  This  is  the  second  one  we  have 

used  and  must  say  they  are  fine.  (Odeon,  Chand- 

ler, Okla.)  All  these  of  Aubrey’s  are  kind  of  poor 
product  but  will  pass  for  a   filler.  Don't  pay  too 
much  for  them.  (Royal.  Kimball,  S.  D.)  Jimmy 
Aubrey  always  acts  good.  (American,  Scofield. 

Utah.)  These  Aubrey  comedies  aren’t  going  over 
very  good  here.  Seem  to  be  foolish  or  something. 
(Elysian,  Blysinn,  Minn.)  I   am  not  carried  away 
with  any  of  these  comedies,  but  as  they  seem  to 

please  the  youngsters  I   have  no  kick  coming. 
(Casino,  Kiowa.  Colo.)  This  was  about  the  same 

as  all  the  Aubrey  comedies,  except  possibly  a   lit- 
tle more  sensible.  We  are  glad  it  is  the  last 

we  have  to  phiy.  (Rialto,  Sharon,  Wis.) 

LAME  BRAINS,  2. — Very  good  comedy.  As  good 

as  they  make  them.  (Gem.  Alton,  111.)  A   dandy 

good  two  reeler.  (Leeds,  Leeds,  la.)  This  is  the 

"Lame  Brains”  all  right,  and  I   think  the  director 

that  directed  it  must  have  had  “lame  brains"  too. 
Nothing  to  it.  (Rialto.  Terril,  Iowa.)  Good  as 
the  average.  (Regent,  Eureka,  Kan.) 

MERTON  OF  THE  GOOFIES,  2   Very  good 

subject.  A   change  from  a   regular  comedy  and 

they  seem  satisfied  with  it.  (Rosewin.  Dallas, 

Tex.)  This  is  not  as  good  as  some  of  the  older 
ones.  (Monticello  Opera  House,  Monticcllo,  la.) 

MONSIEUR  DON’T  CARE.  Stan  Laurel,  2.— 
A   good  two-reel  comedy.  Print  good.  (Sterling. 

Fairmont,  Neb.)  A   terrible  fool  thing  that  cer- 
tainly makes  an  exhibitor  disgusted.  The  white 

wigs  were  the  only  redeeming  feature.  (Rialto. 
Sharon,  Wis.)  A   laugh  grinder  that  pleased  80 

per  cent.  ’Nuf  sed  1   (Khattar’s,  Sydney,  N.  S.,  Can- 
ada.) No  Laurel — No  good.  This  is  the  second  of 

Laurel's  comedy  from  F.  B.  O.  and  if  it  is  a 
criterion  of  the  series,  I   would  pronounce  them 

no  good.  This  picture  might  be  all  right  for  a 

house  that  had  shown  "Monsieur  Beaucaire,”  as 
it  is  a   burlesque  on  that  picture.  (De  Luxe, 
Spearvllle,  Kan.) 

NAVY  BLUE  DAYS,  Stan  Laurel,  2, — Good  and 
funny.  Two  reels.  (Bijou,  Conway,  N.  H.) 

One  of  Laurel’s  good  ones.  Two  reels.  (Rex. 
Saxon,  Wis.)  A   good  comedy.  Has  quite  a   few 

laughs.  (Rialto,  Terril.  la.)  A   fair  comedy. 
(Opera  House.  Fennimore,  Wis.)  Not  much  of 
a   comedy.  I   am  glad  I   only  have  a   few  more  to 

run  of  these  comedies.  They  don’t  get  results. 
Print  good.  (Sterling.  Fairmont.  Neb.) 

OH  WHAT  A   FLIRT,  Jimmie  Aubrey,  2.— 

Very  good.  F.  B.  0.  comedies  always  go  over. 
Two  reels.  (Strand,  Newman  Grove.  Neb.)  Just 
a   fair  filler  to  finish  the  length  of  a   program. 

(Royal,  Kimball,  S.  D.)  Good  comedy.  (Opera 
House,  Edwards,  N.  Y.)  Not  quite  as  bad  as 

"Heebie  Jeebies,"  but  not  what  you  could  call 
good.  It  got  a   few  laughs  from  the  kids.  Go<^ 
film.  (Rialto,  Sharon,  Wis.)  The  first  reel  is 

pretty  good.  Too  much  faked  stuff  in  the  second. 
But  youngsters  all  got  a   kick  out  of  it.  Not  as 

bad  as  some  of  the  other  Aubrey  comedies.  (Ca- sino De  Luxe,  Kiowa,  Colo.) 

ON  THE  LINKS.  2   This  was  a   very  good 

comedy  that  had  quite  a   few  laughs  throughout, 

It’s  no  big  special  but  went  very  good  for  a 
change.  (Rialto.  Sharon,  Wis.)  This  comedy  fea- 

tures the  three  big  fat  men  and  is  on  the  order 
of  the  Katzenjammer  kids  in  the  Sunday  papers. 
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(Rialto.  Terril,  Iowa.)  A   fair  comedy.  (De 

Luxe,  Spearvilie,  Kan.) 

PIE  EYED,  Stan  Lsarcl,  2. — ^This  is  too  silly  for 
entertainment.  F.  B.  O.  have  soma  No,  1   series 

of  comedie.s,  but  their  other  comedies  are  very 

poor.  (Jewel,  Verndale,  Minn.)  Very  good  com- 
edy. Lots  of  laughs.  (Opera  House.  Feiinimore, 

Wis.)  A   good  comedy.  Two  reels.  (Eitz,  Spo- 

kane, Wash.)  Another  and  our  last  one,  so  we’re 
all  pleased.  These  have  been  siliy  things  with 
the  exception  of  one  or  two,  they  make  the  kids 

laugh  but  the  grown-ups  know  too  much  to  laugh 
ot  such  foolishness.  (Rialto,  Sharon,  Wis.) 

Laurel  makes  them  all  laugh.  He’s  always  good. 
He  takes  a   drunkard’s  part  to  perfection  in  this 

one.  (Bijou.  Conway.  N.  H.)  Only  fair.  I   don’t 
think  much  of  these  Laurel  comedies.  Print  good. 

(Sterling,  Fairmont,  Neb.)  He  was.  Two  reels. 

(Monarch,  Edmonton,  Alta.)  This  is  very  dis- 
gusting comedy  with  but  very  few  laughs.  Won- 

der when  the  producers  will  quit  making  drunk 
scenes  and  expecting  people  to  like  them.  (De 
Luxe,  Spearvilie,  Kan.)  Not  much  of  a   comedy. 

The  kids  will  like  it  but  the  grown-ups  won’t. 
(Kozy.  Vidalia,  La.) 

POLLY  VOO,  Jimmie  Aubrey,  2, — Rating  96  per 
cent.  Film  good.  This  was  good  but  the  stunts 

played  are  getting  oldish.  (Jewel,  Verndale, 
Minn.)  Good  comedy.  Plenty  of  laughs.  (Hines. 

Loyalton,  S.  D. )   Good  film.  This  is  the  first  of 
this  star  which  we  have  used.  This  is  very  good 
and  we  hope  the  rest  are  as  good  as  this.  Lots 

of  laughs  from  the  kids.  (Rialto.  Sharon,  Wis.) 
This  would  be  a   good  comedy  if  it  were  not  for 
Jimmy  Aubrey.  If  Jimmy  could  lay  aside  that 

comical  ( ?)  walk  and  undergo  a   general  reforma- 
tion, his  work  would  rate  much  better.  Jimmy 

is  trying  to  use  the  old  slapstick  makeup  in  mod- 
ern stuff  and  it  is  like  trying  to  dilute  gasoline 

with  water ;   it  does  not  work.  Personally  I   would 
like  to  see  Jimmy  in  a   comedy  minus  his  funny 
(?)  assumed  personalities.  (Odeon,  Chandler, 
Okla.) 

SALUTE,  2. — Blue  Ribbon  comedy.  100  per 
cent  comedy.  Always  book  F.  B.  0.  comedies  and 

have  something.  (Hines  Circuit,  Loyalton,  S.  D.) 

Only  just  a   fair  comedy.  (Rialto,  Terril,  Iowa.) 

SLEUTH,  THE,  Stan  Laurel,  2. — Stan  Laurel 
comedies  consistently  good.  Two  reels.  (Palace, 
Mt.  Pleasant.  Te.v. )   Something  different  and  will 
rank  with  the  average  run  of  comedies.  Caused 

several  good  runs  of  laughter  for  attendance. 
(New  Pastime.  Cushing.  Iowa.)  Fair.  Print 
good.  Two  reels.  (Sterling,  Fairmont,  Neb.) 

As  good  as  any  two-reeler  that  we  ever  run  at 

twice  the  price.  Two  reels.  (Elmac,  Maple  Rap- 
ids, Mich.) 

SNOW  HAWK.  THE,  Stan  Laurel,  2   ^Very 
good  comedy  which  caused  quite  a   few  laughs. 

Two  reels.  (Royal,  Saxon,  Wis.)  Fair.  Quite  a 

few  laughs.  (Lyric.  Conway,  N.  H. )   Very  good 
comedy  which  will  hold  up  your  program  if  fea- 

ture is  not  good  enough.  (Royal,  Kimball,  S.  D.) 

SOMEWHERE  IN  WRONG.  Stan  Laurel.  2.— 

Rating  80  per  cent.  Played  Wednesday ;   Copy- 

right 1924.  These  are  too  silly  to  be  good  and 
they  could  be  improved  some.  (Jewel,  Verndale, 

Minn. )   This  is  the  best  Laurel  we  have  had 

from  F.  B.  O.,  but  at  that  it  isn’t  much.  These 
tworeelers  from  F.  B.  O.  do  not  ring  the  bell 

like  this  one-reeler  from  Pathe.  (De  Luxe,  Spear- 
vilie, Kans.)  Just  a   fair  comedy.  Nothing  great. 

(Strand,  Valparaiso,  Neb.)  A   very  good  comedy 

that  got  some  laughs.  If  all  of  Laurel's  are  as 
good  as  this  we  will  be  well  pleased  with  same. 
(Rialto,  Sharon,  Wis.) 

SO’S  YOUR  OLD  MAN.  Alberta  Vaughn.  2.— 
Copyright,  1926.  Rating  80  per  cent.  Films  good. 
Not  nearly  as  good  as  other  series.  No  appeal 
for  a   comedy.  (Jewel,  Verndale,  Minn.)  Alberta 
is  good  and  A1  Cook  and  Kit  Guard  would  make 

a   monkey  laugh.  (Grand  and  Gem.  Cooper  ,Tex.) 

THREE  WISE  GOOFS,  2. — Say,  boys,  here  is 

a   knockout  of  a   series  of  good  comedies,  if  they’ll 
be  all  like  this  one.  Liked  it  better  than  any  of 

’’The  Pacemakers.”  It  sure  woke  everybody  up. 
Play  them  and  watch  your  step.  (Royal,  Kim- 

ball, S.  D. )   This  is  the  first  one  of  these  fat 
men  comedies  we  have  shown  and  from  the  sound 

of  the  laughter  from  our  audience  they  must  have 

enjoyed  it.  (De  Luxe,  Spearvilie.  Kan.)  Looks 
like  this  would  be  a   good  scries.  Two  reels. 

(Ritz,  Spokane,  Wash.)  Just  fair.  Two  reels. 
(Regent,  Eureka,  Kan.) 

TWINS,  Stan  Laurel,  2, — ^This  was  a   very  or- 
dinary comedy  with  Stan  playing  a   dual  role. 

It  is  not  silly,  like  many  of  the  comedies  are. 

(Rialto,  Sharon,  Wis.)  Stan,  you  are  a   silly 

little  devil,  but  that’s  what  they  like.  Your  ways 

are  so  cute,  so  girlish  we  can’t  help  but  laugh 
at  you.  Keep  up  the  good  work.  (Palace,  Syra- 

cuse, Neb.)  A   dandy  comedy.  Good  print. 

(Miers,  Scoharie,  N.  Y.) 

AMATEUR  DETECTIVE.  THE,  Earle  Foxe.  2. 

— Splendid  comedy.  (Lorin,  Berkeley,  Cal.)  Very 
funny,  (New  Geneseo.  Geneseo,  III.) 

BIG  GAME  HUNTER.  THE,  Earle  Foxe,  2.— 
A   good  comedy.  (Silver  Family.  Greenville,  Mich.) 

Not  so  good  as  the  others,  but  was  somewhat 

amusing  at  that.  (Majestic,  Belleville,  Kan.) 

BLUE  BLOOD,  2. — Nothing  to  brag  about.  Too 
much  drinking  and  grotesque  situations  even  for  a 
comedy.  Does  not  by  any  means  compare  with 

comedies  usually  put  out  by  Fox.  (Palace,  Malta, 

Mont.)  This  comedy  is  full  of  laughs.  Two  reels. 

(Monticello  Opera  House,  Monticello,  la.) 

BUSINESS  ENGAGEMENT,  A,  Helen  and  War- 
ren, 2. — Good  clean  comedy.  (Silver  Family, 

Greenville,  Mich.)  Played  it  with  "The  Fresh- 
man” and  personally  I   enjoyed  it  more.  Boy, 

these  kind  of  pictures  make  a   fellow  feel  glad 

to  be  a   bachelor.  (Grand,  Okolona,  Miss.)  "Mar- 
ried Life  of  Helen  and  Warren”  series.  Fairly 

good  entertainment  and  different  from  other  com- 
edies. More  high  class  than  average  comedy. 

(Palace,  Mt.  Pleasant,  Tex.)  One  of  the  Helen 
and  Warren  comedies  and  a   most  excellent  one. 

V/elcome  relief  from  the  slapstick  funny  men. 

Has  a   logical  well  told  story  and  the  situations 

get  one  continual  chuckle  from  your  crowd.  Not 

a   picture  that  brings  howls,  but  one  of  the  kind 

that  makes  you  feel  good  all  the  way.  Characters 
are  all  excellent.  (Temple.  Bellaire,  O.)  Tliis 

is  a   good  comedy  but  not  suited  for  Saturday 
night  when  they  want  slapstick  stud.  (Dixie, 
Winona,  Miss.) 

BUTTERFLY  MAN,  THE,  2.— Good  average 
comedy.  Fox  is  making  good  comedy.  My  audi- 

ence liked  this  one.  (Palace,  Clifton  Heights. 

Pa.)  Vary  good  slapstick  come<ly.  One  of  the 
rare  ones  where  the  house  laughs  once  in  awhile. 

Wish  I   could  get  more  like  this  one.  (Reel  Joy, 
King  City,  Cal.) 

CLOUDY  ROMANCE,  A,  2.— Another  good 
comedy  from  Fox.  Say  what  you  want  to  about 

their  poor  specials  but  you’ve  got  to  hand  It  to 
them  on  their  comedies.  (Now  Empire,  Chilli- 

cothe,  Mo.)  Good  comedy.  Two  reels.  (Texas. 

Prairie.  Tex.)  Can't  see  anything  to  these  Im- 
perial comedies.  (Grand,  Okolona,  Miss.) 

CONTROL  YOURSELF,  Sid  Smith.  2   Just  a 

fair  comedy.  Do  not  think  much  of  Fox  comedies. 
Have  not  had  a   real  good  one  yet.  (Bijou. 

Beach,  N.  D.)  Phewl  Two  reels.  (Texas,  Grand Prairie.  Tex.) 

DEEP  SEA  PANIC.  A,  2.— A   riot  of  fun. 
(Grand  and  Gem,  Cooper,  Tex.)  Good  comedy. 
Two  reels.  (Grand,  Coleman,  Alta.,  Can.) 

EAST  SIDE,  WEST  SIDE,  Imperial,  2.^ust 

another  supposed-to-be  comedy  that  wasn’t  even 
fair.  Two  reels.  (Rialto,  Terril,  Iowa.)  I   am 

sure  disappointed  in  Fox  comedies  this  year. 
Never  again  for  me!  (Bijou,  Beach,  N.  D.) 

ELECTRIC  ELOPEMENT.  AN,  2   A   whiz 

bang,  fun  cracker  that  knocks  them  for  a   row 

of  houses.  Two  reels.  (Khattar’s,  Sydney,  N.  S.. 
Canada.)  A   good  comedy  with  plenty  of  laughs. 
Two  reels.  (Lyric,  Walnut,  In.)  A   very  good 
comedy.  Ihvo  reels.  (Rex,  Gilman  City,  Mo.) 

ELSIE  IN  NEW  YORK.  O.  Henry.  2.— A   very 

good  comedy  and  pleased  all  who  saw  it.  You 
have  one  of  the  most  noted  humorists,  O.  Henry, 

for  the  making  of  this,  that  is  the  writing. 

(Plainview,  Plainview,  Tex.)  Splendid  entertain- 
ment. Two  reels.  (Paliico,  Mt.  Pleasant,  Tc.x. ) 

FOX  COMEDIES,  2. — Very  good  comedies,  Fox 
comedies  are  about  the  beat  pictures  ho  makes. 

(American.  Ada,  Okla.)  Cannot  help  but  give  a 
boost  on  their  comedies.  We  have  never  had  such 

comments  on  comedies  as  we  have  had  this  year 

from  patrons.  All  we  need  tell  them  is  ”We 
have  a   I-'ox  comedy.”  Good  comedies  cannot  be 
picked  up  here  and  there.  (Palace.  Syracuse. 

Neb.)  No  good  thLs  year.  How.  pray  tell  me. 

how  do  they  get  “comedy”  out  of  O.  Henry? 
(Gem,  Memphis,  Tex.) 

FOX  NEWS,  1. — We  are  very  much  pleased 
with  this  news  and  are  receiving  loLs  of  good 
comments  on  it.  (New  Geneseo,  Geneseo,  III.) 

We  find  Fox  News  as  satisfactory  as  any  can 

be  had  for  a   more  reasonable  rental.  (Palace. 

Mt.  Pleasant.  Tex.)  Best  of  all  News  Reels. 

(Monticello  Opera  House.  Monticello.  la.)  A   fea- 
ture which  your  program  is  incomplete  without. 
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(Empress,  Shenandoah.  la.)  Wc  cannot  see  any- 
thins  wrons  with  Fox  News.  They  are  as  good 

as  the  best.  (Palace.  Mt.  Pleasant.  Tex.)  I   have 

run  all  News  reels  but  I   think  Fox  is  far  su- 

perior to  any  I   have  run  yet.  Better  than  the 

best.  (Monticcllo  Opera  House.  Monticcllo,  la.) 

These  news  reels  are  just  great.  They  all  seem 

to  be  very  good.  (Kenesaw  Opera  House.  Kene- 

saw.  Neb.)  News  and  that's  all.  (Rialto,  Dick- 
inson. N.  D. )   Everyone  is  liking  Fox  News  this 

year.  Have  been  getting  close  to  release  date.  I 

think  that  it  is  a   drawing  card  and  pays  for 
itself.  (Lyric.  Oxford.  Miss.)  Mr.  Fox  told  us 

he  was  going  to  spend  an  extra  million  on  the 

news  this  year.  So  far  it  contains  the  usual 

footage  of  tennis  and  golf  games.  (American. 

Ada,  Okln.)  Add  to  a   good  program.  It  is  sure 

to  bring  ’em  in.  (Hines.  Loyalton.  S.  D.) 

FOX  VARIETIES,  1. — A   mighty  fine  reel.  The 
photography  is  exceptional  and  the  subjects  well 

picked  and  handled  in  a   most  interesting  way. 
We  were  agreeiibly  surprised  with  the  comment 

they  have  caused.  (Star.  Menard,  Tex.)  These 

are  fine.  They  are  a   high  class  filler.  (Electric, 
Cbillicothc.  Mo.) 

HELP  YOURSELF,  Lee  Moran,  2.— Here  is  a 

good  comedy  and  will  get  some  laughs  and  some 
roars.  A   nigger  and  a   bear  sure  help  put  this 
over.  Book  it;  it's  worth  the  effort.  (Princess, 
Lincoln,  Kan.)  First  reel  slow,  but  last  reel 
very  funny.  (Lyric,  Conway.  N.  H.) 

HIGH  JINX.  2. — Another  good  Pox  comedy.  As 
a   whole  we  find  Fox  comedies  the  best.  (Palace, 
Syracuse,  Neb.)  Very  good.  Something  dif- 

ferent which  gets  a   good  laugh.  (Strand.  Dryden. 
Ont,  Can.) 

HONEYMOON  LIMITED.  THE.  2.— This  com- 
edy will  bring  the  laughs.  (Monticello  Opera 

House,  Monticello.  la.)  Poor  for  a   Sunshine 
comedy.  Not  near  up  to  their  standard.  (Rose- 
win,  Dallas,  Tex.)  Redeemed  a   miserable  show, 
and  it  was  none  too  good.  (Majestic,  Belleville, 
Kan.)  Just  a   comedy.  Just  fair.  (New  Geneseo. Geneseo.  III.) 

INBAD  THE  SAILOR.  2.— Children  like  these, 
although  adults  not  very  keen  about  them.  Two 
reels.  (Rialto,  New  England,  N.  D.)  A   good 
monkey  comedy.  (I^ric,  Walnut,  la.)  Very 
good  comedy  that  pleased  a   good  average  crowd 
(Palace,  Clifton  Heights,  Pa.) 

LOVE  AND  LIONS,  Imperials,  2. — Not  very 
good.  Awful  poor  directing.  Would  have  been  a 
good  comedy  if  it  had  been  directed  right. 
(Strand.  Lament,  Iowa.)  A   good  comedy  from Fox.  (Electric,  Chillicothe.  Mo.) 

MILK  BANDITS,  2. — ^Very  good.  All  Fox’s  are 
good.  (Community.  David  City,  Neb.)  Fox  has 
the  variety  for  comedy.  No  two  alike,  and  all 
satisfactory.  (Palace.  Syracuse.  Neb.)  A   very 
good  comedy  but  nothing  extra.  Will  get  by  most 
anywhere  I   think.  (Majestic,  Bowie,  Tex.)  An- 

other Sunshine  that  was  good  old  slapstick  and 
pleased  the  crowd.  Had  plenty  of  laughs,  as  do 
all  Sunshine  comedies.  (Princess,  Lincoln.  Kan.) 

MONKEY  COMEDIES,  2.-We  have  had  a   few 
of  ̂ese  and  they  sure  are  very  good.  They  will 
fit  in  any%vhore.  (Kenesaw  Opera  House,  Kene- 

saw. Neb.)  Two  reels  of  screams.  Very  funny (Wardwell,  Stockton  Springs,  Me.) 

MOVIE  MAD  MAID.  A.  2.-Thi8  comedy  is 
a   scream  but  Mr.  Fox  must  get  better  paper  on 
his  comedies  to  make  them  go  over.  (Monticello 
Opera  House.  Monticello,  la.)  Another  Fox  com- 

edy and  as  we  have  always  said,  it’s  good-  Some 
are  better  than  others,  but  they  are  all  good. 
(Palace.  Syracuse,  Nob.)  Very  poor.  (Cozy, Fayette.  la.) 

MYSTERIOUS  STRANGER.  THE.  2.— This  is 
the  funniest  comedy  I   ever  played  since  I   am  in 
the  business— six  years.  Kept  my  audience  in 
stitches  the  whole  time.  The  colored  fellow  is 
great.  (Bijou.  Conway,  N.  H.)  Very  funny 
Pleased  ’em  all.  (Lincoln.  Milwaukee,  Wis.) 

ON  THE  GO,  Imperial,  2.— Here  is  a   comedy 
that  will  help  put  over  a   poor  feature.  (Helena, 
^ckdale.  HI.)  A   good  comedy.  (Silver  Family. 
Greenville.  Mich.)  It’s  good.  Most  Fox  comedies are  good.  (Rich,  Montpelier.  Idaho.)  Good  two 
reel  comedy.  Lots  of  people  told  me  it  was  bet- 
ter  than  average.  (Electric.  Chillicothe,  Mo.) 

DARLING,  2. — A   good  comedy,  better 
than  average  Fox  comedy.  (Novelty.  Paris. 
Idaho.)  Good  but  not  Fox’s  best.  (Elite-Kozy! Metropolis,  III.) 

PAUL  JONES.  JR.,  Earle  Fo'xc,  2. — Our  first of  the  Van  Bibber  aeries.  This  is  number  4. 
Though  not  a   whale  of  a   laugh  provoker,  it  gets 

away  from  the  sameness  of  slapstick-  Richard 

Harding  Davis’  name  proves  a   good  drawing 
card.  (Pastime,  Cushing.  la.)  This  was  the 
poorest  of  the  Van  Bibber  series.  All  former 

Van  Bibbers  were  screams,  while  this  one  pro- 

duced but  few  laughs.  (Palace,  Syracuse,  Neb.) 

REPORTER,  THE,  Earle  Foxc,  2.— A   very 
funny  comedy.  (Silver  Family.  Greenville,  Mich.) 
These  comedies  give  fairly  good  satisfaction. 
(Garden,  Frankfort,  Mich.) 

ROARING  LIONS  AT  HOME.  2.— These  lion 

comedies  are  good.  Our  patrons  keep  asking  us 

how  they  train  those  lions  to  do  such  acting. 

(Palace,  Syracuse,  Neb.)  This  is  the  berries. 

Those  trained  lions  get  the  laughs  where  some 

so-called  comedy  stars  get  the  razz.  (Regent. 
Bangor,  Mich.) 

SHOES,  O   Henry,  2. — A   very  good  entertain- 
ing comedy.  These  comedies  a   relief  from  slap- 

stick. (Silver  Family.  Greenville.  Mich.)  Story 

by  O.  Henry.  Very  good  short  subject,  clean 

comedy.  Plenty  of  action.  (Plainview,  Plainview, 

Neb.)  A   good  high  class  comedy.  (Electric,  Chil- 
licothe, Mo.) 

SKY  JUMPER,  THE.  Earle  Foxc.  2.— A   fine 

high  class  comedy  that  is  real  entertainment  for 

all.  Two  reels.  (New  Empire,  (Jhillicothe,  Mo.) 
Like  all  Van  Bibber  comedies,  cannot  be  beat. 

This  new  theme  in  comedies  outdoes  slapstick.  A 

sure  fine  box  office  attraction.  A   thing  no  other 

comedy  will  do  in  Western  Canada.  (Grand, 
Coleman,  Alt.,  Can.) 

SLEEP  WALKER,  THE,  2. — A   regular  aver- 
age Fox,  not  as  good  as  some  others  we  have 

run.  but  all  right.  (Palace,  Clifton  Heights,  Pa.) 
This  was  a   dandy.  Kept  the  house  in  an  uproar. 
(Community.  David  City,  Neb.) 

STOP,  LOOK  AND  WHISTLE,  2.  — A   good 

slapstick  comedy.  Plenty  of  pep  and  good  acting. 

“Two  reels.  (Palace,  Clifton  Heights,  Pa.)  Usual 
comedy.  Two  reels.  (Monarch.  Edmonton,  Alta., 

Canada.)  A   nice  comedy  that  pleased  all.  Plenty 
of  laughs.  Good  enough  for  any  program. 
(Kbattar’s,  Sydney,  N.  S.) 

STRONG  FOR  LOVE,  Imperial.  2.— Just  fair. 

So  far  the  new  Imperial  comedies  from  Fox  are 

a   disappointment.  (Bijou,  Beach,  N.  D.)  Good 
ordinary  comedy.  Seemed  to  please.  Judy  King 
is  the  star  and  laugh  provider  in  this  one. 

(Patrick’s,  Crescent,  Okla.) 

SWEET  MARIE,  2. — Another  comedy  that  is 

the  bunk.  What’s  the  matter?  Can’t  they  make 
comedies  at  all  any  more  that  are  worth  running? 

(Rialto,  Terri],  Iowa.)  Can’t  say  much  for  this 
comedy.  (Grand,  Okolona,  Miss.)  Fairly  good 
comedy.  Not  up  to  Fox  previous  years  comedies 
though.  (Palace.  Mt.  Pleasant,  Tex.)  A   good 
comedy.  (Grand,  Coleman,  Alta.,  Canada.) 

TONS  OF  TROUBLE.  2.— As  good  a   comedy 
as  we've  seen  lately.  Use  it.  Your  folks  are 
bound  to  like  the  dog  and  the  cat  and  2   babies. 
(Eminence.  Eminence,  Ky.)  Another  good  Fox 
comedy.  Fox  is  putting  out  good  comedies. 
Get  the  laughs  every  time.  (Palace.  Clifton 
Heights,  Pa.) 

UP  ON  THE  FARM,  2.— This  is  a   laugh  pro- 
voking thriller.  Kept  them  gasping  and  laughing. 

I   believe  Lee  Moran  sneaked  in  on  us  in  this 
one.  At  least  it  was  he  or  his  double.  Our  first 
Imperial  comedy  but  not  the  last.  (Pastime. 
Cushing,  la.)  Good  slapstick  comedy.  Plenty  of 
thrills  and  laughs.  (Rosewin.  Dallas.  Tex.)  Here 
was  one  of  the  best  slap-jack  comedies  we  have 
run  in  a   long  time.  Something  doing  every 
minute  and  a   laugh  from  start  to  finish.  (Odd 
Fellows  Hall,  Schaghticoke,  N.  Y.)  A   wow! 

Ran  it  on  the  same  bill  with  "The  Freshman” 
and  it  cleaned  up.  People  were  all  laughed  out 
by  the  time  Lloyd  came  on,  and  it  took  half  of 
"The  Freshman”  to  work  them  back  into  the laughs  again.  Our  patrons  still  talk  about  it. 
(New  Geneseo.  Geneseo,  111.)  A   hair  raising 
side  splitter.  (Cozy,  Fayette,  Iowa.)  Not  many 
laughs  to  this.  It  has  a   few  thrills,  however. 
(Eminence.  Eminence,  Ky.)  A   real  good  knock- 

about of  a   comedy.  Also  good  new  stunts  kept 

th^  laughing  from  start  to  finish.  (Palace, 
Clifton  Heights.  Pa.)  This  was  a   wow.  Mighty 
good.  (Community.  David  City,  Neb.)  Very 
good.  The  best  yet  (Regent,  Bangor.  Mich.) 

VAN  BIBBER  C05IED1ES.  Earle  Foxc.  2.— 
Best  short  stuff  I   have  used.  (Texas,  Grand 
Prairie,  Tex.)  Equali^  good  as  a   comedy  or  short 
length  drama.  -They,  do  not  seem  to  get  as  many 
lauiAs,  b^it  lw  seems  because  one  js  so  interested 
in,  the  action,  he  has  only  time  for  a   chuckle 
or  two.  (Tokio,  Morehouse,  Mo.)  Van  Bibber 
comedies  are  a   fairly  good  comedy.  It’s  the  only 
thing  Fox  had  last  year  that  was  worth 

running.  (State,  ISvo  Harbors,  Minn.)  These 
Van  Bibber  comedies  are  good,  but  the 
people  get  tired  of  seeing  the  same  type  over 
and  over.  (Helena,  Rockdale,  III.)  These  are 
vei-y  good  two  reel  comedies.  They  are  clean and  original  with  plenty  of  laughs  in  them 
(Amuse-U,  Springfield,  III.)  Different  and  amus^ 
ing.  although  not  slapstick.  A   good  change  from 

regular  run  but  can’t  run  too  close.  (Karlen, Monticcllo,  Wis.)  More  interesting  than  the  fea^ 
ture.  (Elite-Kozy,  Metropolis,  111.)  Van  Bibber 
comedies  seem  to  go  over  well.  Playing  one  every 
two  weeks.  (Rialto,  New  England,  N.  Dak.) 
All  Van  Bibbers  to  date  have  been  very  good  and 
anyone  that  has  not  played  them  will  find  them 
an  excellent  change  from  other  class  of  comedies. 
— (Rialto,  New  England,  N.  Dak.)  Fox 
comedies  worst  I   have  ever  used  this  year. 
They  are  not  comedies,  but  playlettes.  Lay  off! 
(Gem,  Memphis,  Tex.)  I   believe  the  best  series 
of  comedies  made  by  any  company,  but  they  do 
not  show  any  results  at  the  box  office.  Featured 
one  with  "Lucky  Horseshoe"  but  they  did  not  fall for  the  feature  and  no  short  stuff  will  get  them 
in.  The  comedy  is  a   scream  every  minute.  (Tem- 

ple, Bcllaire,  O.) 

WESTWARD  WHOA,  2.— A   burlesque  on  "The 
Covered  Wagon,”  with  the  monkeys  playing  their 
parts  to  a   T.  The  kids  sure  liked  it  and  the 
grown-ups  almost  split  with  laughter.  (Palace, 
Syracuse.  Neb.)  A   regular  Fox  comedy.  Scores 
a   good  one  again.  (Palace.  Clifton  Heights,  Pa.) 
Good  monkey  comedy.  (Lyric,  Walnut,  la.) 

WHEN  DUMBELLS  RING,  2   Good.  Two 
reels.  (Princess,  Chilton,  Wis.)  Just  a   fair  com- 

edy. Plenty  of  slapstick.  (Monticcllo  Opera 
House.  Monticello,  la. )   A   two  reeler  where  every- 

body knocks  each  other  down.  Will  please  the 
young  boys.  (Lyric,  Conway,  N.  H.) 

WRESTLER.  THE.  Earle  Foxc,  2— Would  do 
your  heart  good  to  hear  the  way  our  audience 
enjoyed  this  one.  There  wasn’t  anything  to  it 
but  it  certainly  went  over,  and  all  the  Van  Bib- 

bers are  good.  (Majestic.  Belleville,  Kan.)  A 
funny  comedy.  (Silver  Family,  Greenville,  Mich.) 
Good  comedy.  (Community,  David  City.  Neb.) 

Pathe 

ACTION.  Sportlight.  1 — Well  liked  for  a   change. 
Too  many  of  them  would  leave  a   bad  taste,  but 
running  them  about  once  a   month  would  be  all 
right.  (Rialto,  New  England,  N.  D.)  Very  In- 
teresting.  (Photoplay,  Ashland,  Kan.) 

AESOP’S  FABLES,  cartoon,  1. — They  please 
everybody.  (Electric,  Chillicothe,  Mo.)  These  are 
always  good  as  fillers.  (Colome,  Colome,  S.  D.) 
Very  good.  (Kenesaw  Opera  House.  Kenesaw. 
Neb.)  Best  one  reeler  made.  (Char-Bell,  Roch- 

ester. Ind.)  “Bigger  and  Better  Jails”  good,  as nearly  all  these  subjects  are.  Three-fourths  reel. 
(Home,  Oblong,  111.)  I   find  these  shorts  give  en- 

tire satisfaction  to  the  whole  family.  (Brooklyn, 
Detroit,  Mich.)  Good,  but  too  short  for  the  price 
they  ask  and  get.  (Strand,  Ransom,  Kans.) 
We  find  all  of  these  good  entertainment.  (Silver 
Family.  Greenville.  Mich.)  These  are  good  fillers. 
A   little  special.  Many  grown-ups  get  a   real 
wallop  out  of  these.  Cost  a   little  high  when 

you  consider  footage  as  compared  to  a   comedy'' 
'ISvo-thirds  reel.  (Selk,  Scotia,  Neb.)  These please  all  ages  and  all  classes  of  people.  (Electric, 
Chillicothe,  Mo.)  The  best  cartoon  subject  on 
the  market.  (Seelye,  Abilene,  Kan.)  A   good 
short  filler  If  not  played  too  often.  Seems  to 
please  the  grown-ups  as  well  as  the  kids.  (Ameri- 
can,  Wautoma,  Wfs.)  Always  a   good  filler. 
(Orpheum.  Lancaster,  Wis.)  Have  rurt  them 
once  a   week  for  six  months  and  nobody  is  yet 

tired  of  them.  The  "Lumber  Jacks"  and  "Good 
Old  Circus  Days’’  are  extra  fine.  Any  Aesop  is better  than  a   poor  two  reeler.  Exhibitors  will  do 
well  to  give  these  a   careful  tryout.  (Rex.  Salmon, 
Idaho.)  Good  once  In  a   while  but  soon  grow  old. 
Good  filler  but  no  drawing  power.  (Amuzu. 
Lincolnton,  Ga.)  These  Fables  are  okay  to  fill 

out  a   program  and  one-half  of  them  are  good. 
The  other  half  just  filler.  (Grand,  Breese.  III.) 
All  of  them  good.  We  piny  62  a   year.  (Silver 
Family,  Greenville.  Mich.)  I   ran  them  every 
Saturday  for  two  years,  but  recently  got  a   letter 
from  the  exchange  that  they  would  have  to  have 
more  money  for  them,  so  I   quit.  Perhaps  when 
the  price  of  corn  goes  up  and  the  crowds  get 
larger  I   can  stand  the  raise,  but  just  now  my 

bank  account  is  low  and  I’m  looking  for  reduo- 
tion  instead  of  increases  in  film  rentals.  (Elec- 

tric, Browning,  Mo.)  These  please  my  people 
fine.  Some  say  better  than  comedies.  (Club 
House,  Jackson,  Wyo.)  Silly  things,  but  they 
go  over  each  week  just  the  same.  Have  had  one 
each  Saturday  for  3   years,  (Rosewin,  Dallas, 

Tex.)  1   can’t  see  how  any  exhibitor  can  give 
these  much  of  a   boost.  I   sure  can’t.  Fair  to  use 
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fill  up  at  times  is  all.  (Strand,
  Ransom. 

V   «   ̂   There  is  something  wrong  wit
h  the  fellow 

$ho  does  not  get  a   kick  
out  of  these  little 

Tablets  and  it  is  time  he  was  
seeing  a   doctor.  I 

have  run  them  the  last  five  yea
rs  and  have  yet 

find  anything  of  their  kind  t
hat  will  heat 

Ihem  and  they  are  getting  be
tter  all  the  time, 

r&npress.  Shenandoah.  la.) 
 These  are  silly 

tifinra  but  please  old  as  well  a
s  young.  In  my 

Station  a   good  business  bui
lder.  (Globe. 

Savannah.  Mo.) 

ALL  NIGHT  LONG,  Harry  Long
don,  2.— An 

extra  good  comedy.  This  comedi
an  has  a   style 

jjjg  own.  Something  unusual  now
-a-days. 

(Silver  Family.  Greenville.  Mic
h.)  Langdon 

may  have  made  some  good  co
medies,  but  "Ali 

NiKht  Long”  isn’t  one  of  them.  (Ly
ric.  Frost- 

burg  Md.)  Good  comedy.  M
ost  of  Langdon’s 

are  ̂ od.  (New  Palace,  Wisconsin  R
apids,  Wis.) 

Ob  boy.  here  is  a   real  comedy.
  This  Harry 

Langdon  is  a   real  comedian  that  wil
l  certainly 

cet  the  laughs  from  any  crowd.  (DeLu.
xe.  Spear- 

ville,  Kan.)  A   very  good  comed
y.  (Grand, 

Rainier,  Ore.) 

AMUNDSEN’S  POLAR  FLIGHT,  3 — No  lec-
 

turer or  printed  description  could  ever  convin
ce 

you  of  the  hardships  these  men  went  through
  like 

tie  camera  does.  When  you  see  them  choppi
ng 

away  at  veritable  mountains  of  ice  with  a   ha
tchet 

as  big  as  your  hand  to  make  a   runway  for
  the 

airship  which  meant  life  or  death  to  them,  yo
u 

realize  what  they  were  up  against.  It  is  a   cred
it 

to  any  program.  (Temple.  Bellaire.  O.)  A 

mighty  good  educational  subject.  You  can  tie  up
 

with  the  schools  on  this  one.  Scenery  wonderful. 

(Royal,  Galion,  O.)  Not  so  much  except  as  a
 

scenic.  A   good  comedy  will  beat  it.  (Majestic, 

Bowie.  Tex.)  Three  reels  of  entertaining  events, 

arranged  in  the  proper  order.  Photography  very 

good  and  exceptionally  for  the  conditions  in  which 

it  was  taken.  Good  exploitaUon  possibilities. 

Wonderful  bet  for  a   short  subject,  making  a 

subject  that  will  stand  advertising.  (Auditorium. 
Libertyville.  III.) 

BELOVED  BOZO,  THE,  Ralph  Graves,  2. — 
Different  from  usual  comedy  on  account  of  no 

impossible  stuff.  Gave  fine  satisfaction.  (Odeon, 
Chandler,  Okla.)  Not  much.  (Colome.  Colome. 

S.  D.)  Just  fair.  Could  have  been  a   much 
better  print  for  the  price  we  paid.  (Illinois, 
Sullivan,  III.) 

BIG  BUSINESS.  Our  Gang.  2.— Another  Gang 
comedy  that  they  seemed  to  enjoy.  (Rialto, 

Terril,  la.)  Didn’t  get  many  laughs.  (Majestic, 
Homer,  Mich.)  Our  Gang  always  goes  over 
good.  (State,  Tawas  City,  Mich.) 

BLACK  HAND  BLUES,  2.— This  is  the  last 
of  the  Spats  and  by  fax  the  best.  Ask  your 

booker  to  send  you  this  one  Saturday.  (Ameri- 
can, Ada,  Okla.)  A   good  comedy.  (Princess, 

Ordway,  Colo.)  A   pretty  good  comedy  that  had 
quite  a   few  laughs.  Dark  in  places,  due  to  night 
scenes.  (Pastime,  Granville.  N.  Y.)  Not  so 

good.  (Ogden,  Ogden,  Ut.) 

BLACK  OXFORDS.  Sid  Smith,  2   This  was  a 

good  comedy.  Better  than  most  Pathe  comedies. 

(Globe.  Buena  Vista,  Va.)  Caused  a   lot  of 
laughter.  Film  fair.  (Hammond,  Hammond. Wis.) 

BOOBS  IN  THE  WOODS,  Harry  Langdon,  2.— 

Better  than  the  average  Langdon.  You  can't  go 
wrong  on  Langdon.  (Gayety,  Paonia,  Colo.)  Be- 

low average.  Langdon  not  much  good  here. 

(Grand,  Coleman,  Alta.,  Can.)  His  comedies  are 
not  what  they  are  cracked  up  to  be.  Hardly  a 

laugh  in  the  entire  two  reels.  (Princess,  Chilton, 

Wis.)  An  average  comedy  with  several  laughs. 

(Empress.  Akron,  la.) 

BOYS  WILL  BE  JOYS.  Our  Gang.  2.— Those 
Gang  comedies  are  sure  fine  business  getters.  We 

always  try  to  get  one  for  our  weak  features. 

(Brooklyn,  Detroit,  Mich.)  Just  fine.  They  like 

Our  Gang  here.  They're  always  good.  (Riveria, 
Anderson,  Ind.)  We  consider  this  one  of  their 
weak  comedies.  The  efforts  at  comedy  in  it  did 

not  register.  (DeLuxe,  Spearville,  Kan.)  Good. 

(Princess,  Chilton,  Wis.) 

BREAKING  THE  ICE,  Ralph  Graves,  2.— Did 
not  like  this  as  well  as  some  of  his  previous  ones 
I   have  shown.  A   little  lacking  in  pep.  (Harris, 

Bancroft,  Idaho.)  A   fairly  good  comedy.  Hove 

seen  better.  (Fairyland,  White  Castle.  La.)  Good 

comedy.  Got  many  laughs.  All  Pathe  comedies 

are  good.  (Crystal,  Ligonier,  Ind.)  A   fair  com- 
edy. This  is  supposed  to  be  a   burlesque  on  Red 

Grange’s  becoming  an  iceman.  (Atlantic,  Atlan- 
tic, Mass.) 

BUCCANEERS,  Our  Gang.  2. — An  extra  good 
comedy  that  pleased  them  all.  (Grand,  Rainier, 

Ore.)  These  comedies  please  our  patrons.  We 

can  figure  on  quite  an  increase  in  children’s  ad- missions when  we  have  Our  Gang.  (Star,  Hay 

Springs,  Neb.) 

BUNGALOW  BOOBS,  Charles  Chase.  1.— Good. 
One  reel.  (Photoplay,  Ashland,  Kans.)  A   good 

single  reel  comedy.  (Majestic,  Homer,  Mich.) 

CANNON  BALL  EXPRESS.  THE.  Sennett.  2. 
  This  is  sure  a   fast  moving  affair.  Something 

doing  every  minute.  Lots  of  stunts  and  laughs 

in  this  one.  (Trags,  Neillsville,  Wis.)  This  was 

the  best  comedy  I   have  played  for  a   long  time. 

(Opera  House,  Fennimore,  Wis.)  Just  fair  enter- 
tainment. (Community,  David  City,  Neb.) 

CARETAKER’S  DAUGHTER,  Charles  Chase.  2. 
— Good.  (Princess,  Chilton,  Wis.)  Fine  and 

funny  and  had  them  laughing.  What  more  do 

you  want  in  LAUgh  Month?  (Princess,  Elwood, 

Ind.)  Charley  is  well  liked  here  and  whenever 
we  have  one  of  his  comedies  we  are  pretty  sure 

of  something  good.  (New  Geneseo,  Genesco,  III.) 

Plenty  of  comedy  in  this  one.  (Monticello  Opera 
House,  Monticello,  la.) 

CHANGE  THE  NEEDLE,  Arthur  Stone,  2.— 
Good  comedy.  (S.  T.,  Parker,  S.  D.)  Fair  two 
reel  comedy.  (Electric,  ChiUicothe,  Mo.)  Another 

good  comedy  star.  Wouldn’t  it  be  fine  to  have 
all  like  this  and  Langdon's?  (Community.  David 
city.  Neb.)  Poor  comedy.  Two  reels.  (Princess, 
Chilton,  Wis.) 

CIRCUS  FEVER,  Our  Gang.  2.— Like  all  Our 
Gang  comedies,  it's  good.  (Strand,  Pooli,  Ind.) 
Good,  as  all  the  Our  Gang  are.  (Opera  Hoxisc, 

Fennimore.  Wis.)  Good  for  plenty  laughs.  (Prin- 
cess, Guttenberg,  Iowa,)  A   funny  Gang  comedy. 

(Silver  Family,  Greenville.  Mich.)  A   fair  Gang 

that  doesn’t  register  the  laughs  that  some  of  the 
earlier  ones  got.  but  I   never  have  a   kick  on  a 

Gang  comedy  and  they  sure  get  me  the  business. 
(Princess,  Lincoln,  Kans.) 

COLD  TURKEY,  Alice  Day.  2.— Very  good  and 

high  class.  Nothing  overdone  like  in  some  com- 
edies. (Fairyland.  White  Castle,  La.)  Very 

funny.  Got  the  laughs.  (New  Geneseo.  Gcnesco, 

111.)  A   fair  comedy.  (Bcnn,  Philadelphia,  Pa.) 

CRADLE  ROBBERS.  Our  Gang.  2.— A   good 
comedy.  The  kids  put  on  a   baby  show  in  this 

one.  This  may  not  be  up  to  the  Gang's  standard, 
but  pleased  anyway.  (Palace,  Long  Pine,  Nob.) 

Very  fine  comedy.  (Kenesaw  Opera  House,  Ken- 
esaw.  Neb.)  One  of  the  good  ones.  The  Gang 

is  always  good,  but  this  Is  better  than  the  aver- 
age. (Home,  Oblong,  III.)  A   funny  made  for 

laughing  purposes  only.  Pleased  all.  (Khattar's, 
Sydney,  N.  S.,  Canada.)  A   very  good  Gang  com- 

edy. (Novelty,  Paris,  Idaho.)  Good  clever  com- 
edy that  will  make  your  audience  laugh  out  loud. 

(Liberty,  Pasco,  Wash.)  Not  much  use  reporting 
on  one  of  these.  Gave  the  usual  Gang  satisfac- 

tion. (Odeon,  Chandler,  Okla.) 

DADDY’S  GONE  A   GRUNTING.  Glenn  Tryon, 
2 — ^This  one  seemed  to  please  because  the  baby 

in  it  was  the  whole  show.  If  It  had  not  been  for 

the  kid,  it  would  of  been  another  flop.  (Fairy- 
land, White  Castle,  La.)  A   good  comedy.  (Opera 

House.  Portageville.  Mo.)  Pretty  fair  comedy. 
Rotten  title.  Will  sure  be  glad  when  we  get 

through  with  this  stuff  Pathe  is  putting  out. 

(Star.  Menard,  Tex.)  A   very  clever  comedy. 

The  baby  is  remarkable.  Boost  him  and  draw 

some  extra  business,  for  no  one  will  be  disap- 

pointed. (American,  Atlantic,  Mass.)  Particu- 
larly interesting  and  extremely  funny  to  children 

and  their  mothers.  A   good  comedy  to  say  the 

least.  (Temple,  Aberdeen,  Miss.)  Lots  of  laughs 
in  this  comedy.  (Bijou,  Conway,  N.  H.)  A   very 

good  come<ly.  The  baby  sure  good.  (Princess. Chilton.  Wis.) 

DERBY  DAY.  Our  Gang,  2.— Wonderful  com- 
edy for  everybody.  Kept  audience  in  uproar. 

Best  Our  Gang  to  date.  (New  Iris,  Velca,  N.  D.) 

Another  good  Gang  comedy  that  registered  a   good 

many  laughs.  (Grand,  Rainier.  Ore.)  Good?  I 
should  say  so.  These  kids  sure  do  please.  This 

made  a   hit  and  went  over  fine.  (Khattar’s,  Syd- 

ney, N.  S.,  Canada.)  One  of  the  Gang’s  best. 
(Maroa,  Maroa,  111.)  Very  good.  (Grand,  Breese. 

III.)  These  kids  are  great.  They  can  act.  (Sil- 
ver Family.  Greenville,  Mich.)  Extra  good  Our 

Gang.  Y.  M.  C.  A.,  Morenci,  Ariz.)  A   knockout. 

(Photoplay,  Ashland,  Kan.) 

DOG’S  LIFE.  A.  Charles  Chaplin.  3 — Every- 
body well  pleased  with  this  comedy.  (Benn,  Phila- 

delphia, Pa.)  Couldn't  ace  it  at  all  as  a   card,  and 
neither  could  the  patrons  as  entertainment.  (Or- 
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pheum,  Oelwcin,  In.)  I   tried  to  staK©  a   famous 
come-back  on  this  comedy,  as  1   was  fooled  into  it 

by  Patho,  and  will  say  if  every  exhibitor  fails 

with  "A  Doe's  Life"  as  I   did  Pathe  will  stand 
a   biff  loss  on  the  reraainine  three  Chaplin  come- 

dies. If  you  can  buy  this  comedy  at  comedy 

price,  do  so,  but  if  you  have  to  pay  feature  ren- 
tal ns  I   did,  leave  it  alone.  (Cozy,  Winchester. 

Ind.)  Sure  was  for  us.  Kept  60  per  cent  of  the 
regulars  out  and  did  not  bring  in  a   new  face. 

Poorest  three  days  since  August.  (Majestic,  Find- 
lay, O.)  The  reissue  series.  Lots  of  people  have 

seen  it  of  course,  but  they  surely  flocked  out  to 

get  it  again.  Just  ns  good  as  it  ever  was  and  a 
decided  box  office  drawing  card.  Paid  double 

usual  comedy  price  and  it’s  worth  it.  (Star, 
Menard,  Tex.)  Very  good  and  well  received  by 
a   nice  house.  (Harriet,  Hardin,  Mont.) 

DOGS  OF  WAR.  Our  Gang,  2.— As  are  all 
Gangs,  the  best  comedies  made.  This  one  Is 

extra  good.  I   also  used  Metro’s  ‘‘Trip  Through 
a   Studio,”  which  U   very  good.  Ask  for  it.  (Reel 

Life,  Gardner,  III.)  Not  as  good  as  "A  Pleasant 

Journey”  but  pleased  all  anyway.  These  comedies 
draw  for  us  regardless  of  the  picture.  (Opera 

House.  Mesquite,  Nev.)  One  of  the  best  and  en- 

joyed by  all.  (Strand,  Ransome,  Kans.)  Here's 
a   scream.  I   believe  everyone  was  "tickled  to 

death”  at  the  stuff  the  kids  pulled.  (Photoplay. 
Ashland.  Kansas.)  This  is  a   fair  Gang,  but  these 

kids  don't  go  over  here.  Too  much  kid  stuff. 
(Grand,  Breese,  III.) 

FAhULY  ENTRANCE.  THE.  Charles  Chase,  1. 

— A   dandy  good  one,  in  fact  it's  one  of  the  best  of 
this  series  that  1   have  used.  (Photoplay.  Ash- 

land, Kan.)  Good  and  was  enjoyed.  This  gives 
us  a   chance  to  sec  ourselves  as  others  see  us. 

(Hudson,  Rochester,  N.  Y.)  Fair  comedy.  (Grand, 

Rainier,  Ore.)  A   good  single  reeler.  Book  it. 

(Atlantic,  Atlantic,  Mass.) 

FAST  COMPANY,  Our  Gang,  2. — Extra  good 
Gang  comedy.  Better  than  some  of  the  older 

ones.  (Rosowin,  Dallas,  Tex.)  You  can’t  go  wrong 

on  these  Our  Gangs.  They’re  all  good.  (Fox, 
Fox  Lake,  111.) 

FLICKERING  YOUTH,  Harry  Langdon,  2.— 
If  this  bird  is  a   find  I   wish  he  would  strut  his 

groceries.  Haven't  run  any  of  his  comedies  yet 
that  could  be  rated  for  more  than  fair.  One  or 

two  attempts  to  be  vulgar  and  lack  of  comedy 
makes  this  very  ordinary.  (Palace,  Long  Pine. 

Neb.)  Good.  (Kenilworth,  Hamilton,  Ont.,  Can- 

ada.) A   very  poor  comedy,  as  are  all  Langdon's 
I   have  run.  (Opera  House,  Fennimorc,  Wis.) 
Very  poor  comedy.  Nothing  in  it  for  kids  and 

too  silly  for  grown-ups.  Had  to  cut  several 
places.  (Star,  Sumner,  Neb.)  Another  poor 

Sennett  comedy.  We  haven’t  had  a   good  Sennett 
for  a   long  time.  (DeLu.xe,  Spearville,  Kans.)  A 

little  weak.  I   thought,  (Photoplay,  Ashland,  Kan.) 

It  surely  flickered,  all  right,  and  then  went  out 
entirely.  Langdon  is  a   fine  comedian  but  the 

stuff  he  is  put  in  is  terrible.  (Rex.  Salmon, 
Idaho.) 

FLIP  FLOPS,  Sennett,  2. — A   very  good  com- 
edy. (Silver  Family,  Greenville,  Mich.)  Went 

.   off  like  fireworks  and  the  ohs,  ahs,  and  screams 

, .   from  the  kiddies  wouldn’t  take  a   Sherlock  Holmes 
to  discover  that  a   packed  house  was  getting  Its 

money's  worth.  This  is  the  best  Mack  Sennett 
comedy  I   have  .seen  with  this  cast  and  Lewis 

Sargent  in.  A   big  circus  elephant ;   a   very  wet 
poodle  and  a   box  of  trained  fleas  are  all  in 

this  and  the  fun  is  fast  and  furious.  Book  it : 

bill  and  boost.  (Re.x,  Salmon,  Idaho.)  A   pretty 

fair  comedy  which  got  a   few  laughs,  ('fheatorium. 
Emlenton,  Pa.) 

PI^IDY’  CAT,  Charles  Chase,  1. — As  good  as 
the  average  one  reel  comedy.  Chase  is  clever. 

(Benton,  Benton  City,  Mo.)  This  was  a   pretty 

good  one  reeler.  (Goloroe,  Colome.  S.  D.) 

GALLOPING  BUNGALOWS.  Sennett.  2   Very 

good  comedy  with  plenty  of  thrills  In  it.  (Atlan- 
tic, Atlantic,  Mass.)  Just  fair.  Not  up  to  the 

Sennett  standard.  (Russell,  Somerset,  O.) 

GOOD  MORNING  NURSE.  Ralph  Graves,  2.— 
Has  more  laughs  than  a   kitten  has  fleas.  A   new 

treatment  of  comedy  from  the  comedy  king. 
(Bridge,  Petersburg,  W.  Va.)  The  best  Ralph 
Graves  comedy  we  have  run.  A   good  comedy. 
(Olympia.  Utica.  Kan.)  Not  up  to  the  general 
r\in  of  Pathe  comedies.  (Elite,  Metropolis,  III.) 

'   HANDSOME  CABMAN,  THE,  Harry  Langdon. 2- — This  bird  may  be  a   knockout  on  the  stage  or 
^n  some  places,  but  he  hardly  ever  gets  a   titter 
«round  here.  His  stuff  mov^s  too  slow.  He  tries 
•to  put  his  stuff  pver  by  making  faces  at  the 
c^era.  'Zabunk.  (Trags,  NeillsvUle,  Wis.) 1/ pretty  good  comedy.  Would  like  to  sea  Langdon 

i   1*  about  a   five  reel  comedy,  fldl^hour,  Monroe, 

Ga.)  This  is  an  excellent  comedy  which  brought 
out  the  laughs.  Patho  has  good  short  subjects. 

(Star,  Crystal,  N.  D.) 

HARD  BOILED,  Charles  Chase,  2. — Good. 
(Princess,  Chilton,  Wis.)  A   fair  comedy,  not 

as  good  as  some  of  his  single  reelcrs.  (Atlantic, 
Atlantic.  Muss.) 

HELLO  GIRLS,  Charles  Chase,  1. — Pretty  good 

comedy.  Made  a   few  laugh.  (Theatorium,  Em- 
Icnton,  Pa.)  Fair  comedy.  That  girl  could  cer- 

tainly make  some  faces.  (Theatorium,  Emlen- 
ton. Pa.) 

HELP  ONE  ANOTHER,  Spat  Family.  2.— 
Thank  goodness  I   This  is  the  last.  Of  all  the 

silly  junk  for  three  grown  people  to  put  up  in 

two  reels,  this  has  anything  beat  that  was  ever 

on  our  screen.  (Star,  Hay  Springs,  Neb.)  These 
Spats  do  not  go  over  here.  This  one  is  fair. 
Print  fair.  (Empress.  Grundy  Center,  la.) 

HE  WHO  GETS  CROWNED,  Ralph  Graves,  2.— 

Good.  Two  reels.  (Kenilworth,  Hamilton,  Ont., 

Canada.)  A   so-so,  or,  rather,  a   60-50.  Did  not 

get  any  favorable  comments  on  this  one.  (Fairy- 
land, White  Castle,  La.)  This  comedy  was  real 

good.  A   very  good  boxing  match  in  it.  Ralph 

Graves’  comedies  are  all  good.  (Royal,  Kimball. 
S.  D.)  Better  than  his  usually  are-  More  laughs 

than  usual.  (Rosewin,  Dallas,  Tex.)  Not  so 
good  as  the  average  Pathe  comedy.  Not  much 

to  it  except  the  prize  fight,  and  not  much  to  that. 

(Harris,  Bancroft,  Idaho.)  Good.  (Vine,  Mt. 
Vernon,  0.) 

HIGH  SOCIETY,  Our  Gang,  2. — Another  dandy 
that  drew  about  every  kid  in  town  and  tickled 

young  and  old.  (Strand,  Paoli,  Ind.)  Good 

comedy.  Our  Gang  is  always  enjoyed  by  my  pa- 
trons. (Idlehour,  Monroe.  Gn.)  An  extra  good 

comedy.  (Silver  Family,  Greenville,  Mich.)  A 
very  good  comedy.  T\vo  reels.  (Novelty,  Paris, 

Idaho.)  Oh,  gosh  I   Words  fail  me.  These  kids 

are  just  so  darned  good  that  I   can't  express  it 
on  this  typewriter.  They  sure  do  bring  them  in. 

(Moon,  Neligh,  Neb.)  A-1.  The  best  Our  Gong 

comedy  I   have  seen.  It's  a   peach.  Pleased  old 
and  young.  The  man  who  played  the  part  of 

Kelly  is  a   mighty  pleasing  personality.  Hope  to 
see  him  often.  If  all  comedies  were  even  half 

as  good  as  this  one,  what  a   wonderful  world  it 
would  bo  for  e.xhibitors.  (Re.x,  Snlmon,  Idaho.) 

HIS  NEW  MAMMA.  Harry  Langdon,  2.— This 

is  a   comedy  that  will  make  them  laugh.  (Monti- 
cello  Opera  House,  Monticello,  la.)  This  is  a 

dandy  comedy.  No  smut :   all  clear  fun.  (Grand, 
Breese,  111.)  The  best  Langdon  I   have  run. 
(Opera  House,  Fennimore,  Wis.) 

HIS  MARRIAGE  WOW,  Harry  Langdon,  2.— 
Pine.  Harry  always  puts  it  over.  Real  enter- 

tainment. (Community,  David  City,  Neb.)  A 

comedy  with  lots  of  humor.  Langdon  is  a   top 
notch  comedian.  (Acadia,  Crowley,  La.) 

HIS  WOODEN  WEDDING.  Charles  Chase.  2.— 
Here  is  a   comedy  that  will  sure  please.  (Alamo, 

Cameron.  W.  Va.)  A   very  good  comedy.  (Prin- 

cess, Chilton,  Wis.)  Boy,  she’s  a   digger.  Harold 
Lloyd  better  watch  this  boy  or  he  will  steal  his 

crown.  We  sure  do  like  him  here.  He  gets  me 
more  business  than  alk  the  rest  of  the  short  stuff 

put  together.  That  is,  except  the  Gangs.  (Moon, 
Neligh,  Neb.)  __ 

HONEYTHOON  HARDSHIPS,  SennettT  2'.— One 
of  the  best  outside  of  "Our^Gang”  we  have  run' 
from  Pathe.  (Home,  Obldng,  III.)  Can’t  give  this 
much.  About  60  per  cent.  (Opera  House,  Fenni- 

more. Wis.)  Exceptionally  good  comedy.  Book  it 

if  you  haven’t  as  yet.  (Atlantic,  Atlantic.  Mass.) 
This  one  is  a   knockout.  Boost  it  to  the  limit. 

I   ran  it  with  Sunken  Silver.  (Darkfeather, 

Achille,  Okla.)  Darn  good'"  comedy.  Wish  to 
congratulate  Mr.  Sennett  on  his  100  per  cent 

comedies.  (Odeon,  Chandler,  Okla.)  We  used 

this  comedy  with  Harold  Lloyd  in  "Safety  Last” 
and  can  honestly  say  that  it  got  more  laughs 
than  Lloyd  did.  It  is  one  of  the  best  comedies 

released.  "Safety  Last”  is  very  good  and  draws 
well.  Pathe  has  the  comedies  that  make  your 

audience  laugh.  (Isis.  Dell  Rapids,  So.  Dak.) 

HOT  HEELS,  Sennet,  2. — Just  average  two- 
reel  comedy,  which  means  nothing  much  to  it. 
I   have  yet  to  see  m.v  first  comedy  that  will  majte 
them  howl  with  glee  ns  Pathe  claims  theirs  will 

do.  (Idlehour,  Monroe,  Ga'.)  Very  little  to  this 
one.  (Opera  House.  Fennimore,  Ws.)  Good 

slapstick.  (Trags, 'Neillsvilte,  Wis.)  This  Is  a 
poor  one.  Nothing  to  it  as  a   comedy.  (Gramlt 
Breese,  111.)  A   fairly  good  comedy.  Two  reels. 
(Electric,  IndeQCndence,  Mo.) 

HURKY'  'DOCTOR,  Ralph  Graves.  2. — This  one 
is  a   .Bit  raw,  or  rather  licentious.  I   note  that  the 

Pathe  short  products  are  dri?Up_g  that  way.  Ralph 
Craves  is  good  for  silly  antics.  '(Acadia,  Crowley. 

La.)  Very  good  two  reel  comedy.  Plenty  of  fast 

action.  (Lake  View,  Lake  View,  Iowa.) 

INNOCENT  HUSBANDS.  Charles  Chase,  2.— 
Good  comedy.  Two  reels.  (Orpheum,  Pipestone. 
Minn.)  Here  is  a   cometly  that  struck  all  our 
patrons  as  real  good.  Not  slapstick,  but  plenty 
lively.  (Lyric.  Winchester,  III.)  Best  Chase  yet 
Lots  of  laughs.  (Rosewin,  Dallas,  Tex.)  Good 

comedy  and  good  print.  (S.  T.,  Parker,  S.  D.) 

IN  THE  GREASE,  Charles  Chase,  I.   Pretty 

good  for  a   filler.  Can’t  say  that  it  drew  any customers.  (Photoplay,  Ashland,  Kans.)  A   good 
one  reeler.  (Trags,  Neillsville,  Wis.)  Good.  One 

reel.  (Bijou,  Conway,  N.  H.) 

IS  MARRIAGE  THE  BUNK,  Charles  Chase,  1. 
— Good  one  reeler.  One  reel.  (Trags,  Neillsville! 
Wis.)  Good.  One  reel.  (Photoplay,  Ashland! 

Kan.)  Pretty  good  for  a   one  reel  comedy.  Pei-! 
sonally,  I   don’t  like  Charley  Chase  and  never 
will.  They  say  he's  better  in  two  reelers,  but 
I'm  from  Missouri.  (Idlehour,  Monroe.  Ga.)  Fair As  a   one  reeler  will  get  by.  (Hudson,  Rochester! 
N.  Y.)  Good.  One  reeler.  (Theatorium,  Emleni 
ton.  Pa.) 

ISN’T  LIFE  TERRIBLE.  Charles  ChasQ.  2.— 
A   fair  two  reeler.  I   think  this  star  is  getting 
better  than  in  his  past  comedies.  (Orpheum, 
Lancaster,  Wis.)  Pleased  about  10  per  cent! 

That’s  awful.  (Grand,  Rainier,  Ore.)  Couldn’t 
see  anything  to  this  that  was  much  of  a   comedy. 
I   did  not  hear  but  very  few  laughs  now  and 

then  by  some  kid.  Don’t  think  it  pleased  much. 
(Fairyland,  White  Castle,  La.)  Two  reels.  (Prln- 
cess,  Chilton,  Wis.) 

IT’S  A   BEAR.  Our  Gang,  2 — All  the  Gang’.; 
are  good.  (Silver  Family,  Greenville,  Mich,] 

It's  a   bearl  Farina  is  a   riot  in  one  or  two 

places  and  Joe’s  pants  keep  the  audience  guessing. 
(Majestic,  Weiner,  Ark.)  This  was  a   very  good 
Gang  Comedy.  One  of  the  best.  Two  reels.  (Odil 
Fellows  Hall,  Schnghticoke,  N.  Y.) 

•^UBILO,  JR.,  Our  Gang,  2. — A   Gang  comedy 
that  is  a   little  different.  Will  Rogers  appears  in 

this  one.  Up  to  the  Gang’s  high  average.  (Pal- 
ace, Long  Pine,  Nev.)  One  of  the  best  comedies 

I   ever  played.  (Silver  Family,  Greenville,  Mich.) 

Very  good,  as  are  all  the  Gang  comedies  we 
have  had  so  far.  (Grand,  Rainier,  Ore.)  A   nice 

comedy  that  pleased  everyone.  Plenty  of  laughs. 

(Khattar’s,  Sydney,  N.  S.,  Canada.)  Very  good, 
although  not  as  good  as  some  of  the  others. 

Introducing  Will  Rogers  in  it  was  quite  a   nov- 

elty.  (Odd  Fellows  Hail,  Schaghticoke,  N.  Y.) 

JUST  A   MINUTE,  Charles  Chase,  1.— Very 

good  one-reel  comedy,  according  to  reports.  Didn’t 
get  to  see  it.  (Benton  Community,  Benton  City. 

Mo.)  Very  good  one-reeter.  (Trags,  Neillsville, 

Wis.) 

LAUGHING  LADIES,  Billy  Bevan,  2,— Good 

comedy.  Should  please  the  average  audience. 
Kids  will  get  a   lot  of  laughs  out  of  this  one. 
(Alnmo,  Camoion,  W.  Va.)  Silly.  Two  reelers 

for  1926  are  no  better  than  1924  or  1926.  Dis- 

tributor raised  prices  promising  better  product 
but  can  see  no  difference.  The  good  and  bad 

divided,  about  60-50.  (American,  Ada,  Okla) 
Good.  (Vine,  Mt.  Vernon,  O.) 

LAUGH  THAT  OFF,  2. — Good,  (Kenilworth. 
Hamilton,  Ont.,  Canada.)  A   good  comedy. 

(Princess,  Chilton.  Wis.)  Very  clever  comedy. 
Some  laughs.  (Princess,  Elwood,  Ind.) 

LION’S  WHISKERS,  THE,  2   Fair  comedy. 
(Princess,  Chilton,  Wis.)  Good  comedy.  (Silver 

Family,  Greenville,  Mich.)  A   very  good  comedy. 
Two  reels.  (Opera  House,  Fennimore,  Wis.)  This 

comedy  kept  them  laughing  all  the  way  through. 
One  of  the  best  I   had  on  the  screen  for  quite  a 
time.  (Fairyland,  White  Castle.  La.) 

LITTLE  ROBINSON  CORKSCREW,  Ralph 

Graves,  2. — A   fair  comedy.  (A-Mus-U,  Pittsburg. 
Okla.)  A   good  comedy.  After  all  is  said  and 
done,  we  like  Pathe  comedies  best,  even  if  they 
cost  more.  (Palace,  Long  Pine,  Neb.)  A   dandy 

comedy.  (Novelty,  Paris,  Idaho.)  A   good  slap- stick. Two  reels.  (Trags,  Neillsville,  Wis.) 

LUCKY  STARS,  Harry  Longdon,  2. — I   did  not 
think  much  of  this  one  and  believe  it  is  one  of 

Langdon’s  poorest.  (Orpheum.  Pipestone,  Minn.) 

One  of  the  Langdon  .special  comedies.  It's  good, 
but  not  worth  any  more  thap  his  regular  lineups. 

(Lake  View.  Lake  View,  Iowa.)  ,   Absolutely 
nothing  to  this.  I   would  like  to  know  whe?^ 

Pathe  gets  a   special  at  special  high  price  out  of 

this^one.  Lay  off,  boys.  (Monticello  Opera House,  Monticello,  la.) 

LUNACY,  Stereoscopik.  1. — These  stercoscopiks 

are  good.  However  tliey  are  i-ather  a   nuisance 

to  run  on  account  of  'leaking  the  show  to 

pass  the  glasses.  (New*'  Palace,  Wisconsin 

I 
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RftDidB  Wis.)  As  far  as  I   am  co
ncerned  these 

re  "the  bunk.”  They  came  out  to  s
ee  what  the 

first  one  was.  but  they  da  not  pleas
e  nearly  so 

well  os  a   one  reel  comedy  and  cost  fi
ve  times  as 

much  Another  case  of  paying  pretty  hi
gh  for 

some  experience  in  the  show  game.  (Phot
oplay. 

Ashland,  Kans.)  Cannot  tell  whether
  these  draw 

or  not  but  will  say  that  both  times 
 we  have 

run  them  we  did  fine  business.  Both  o
f  them 

are  good  entertainment,  and  had  exceptio
nally 

uood  feature  pictures  with  them,  that  is 
 the 

reason  for  not  knowing  as  to  the  drawing  power
, 

but  they  satisfy.  “Such  popularity  mast  _   be 

de«erved.”  apologies  to  some  cigarette  advertise
- 

ment. (New  Geneseo,  Geneseo,  111.) 

MADAME  SANS  JANE,  Glenn  Tryon,  2.— 

Very  good  comedy  on  board  the  steamer.  
The 

comedy  situations  are  good.  Tryon  makes  a   good 

lady.  (Acadia,  Crowley,  la.)  People  said  this 

was  the  beet  comedy  they  had  seen.  It’s  a corker.  Book  it.  (Princess,  Elwood,  Ind.) 

MAN  WHO  SMILED,  THE,  Frontier,  2.— This 

was  one  of  the  Indian  Frontier  pictures  and  as 

a   filler  it  was  fair.  However,  we  have  seen 
better  ones  than  this.  (Kialto,  Sharon,  Wis.) 
The  2   reel  Indian  Frontier  Series  are  very  good 
if  you  can  get  good  prints  on  them.  (Atlantic, 

Atlantic.  Mass.) 

MAN  WHO  WOULD  NOT  DIE,  THE.  Fron- 
2. — One  of  the  Indian  frontier  stories  and  is 

real  good.  (Rialto.  Terril,  la.)  This  was  a   fairly 

good  Indian  picture  that  will  do  as  a   filler  or 
for  something  to  use  when  you  are  running  a 

feature  length  comedy.  (Rialto,  Sharon,  Wis.) 

MARY  QUEEN  OF  TOTS,  Our  Gang,  2.— 
Average  Gang  comedy.  Little  too  much  of  the 
dream  stuff  to  get  over  big.  (Crossett,  Grossett, 

Ark.)  This  is  one  of  the  Gang’s  weak  ones,  but 
even  at  that  it  is  a   good  comedy  and  Mary's 
dream  is  real  good.  (DeLuxe,  Spesrville,  Kan.) 

Consistently  good.  (Community,  David  City. 
Neb.) 

MEET  THE  MISSUS,  Gicnn  Tyron,  2.— A 
pretty  fair  comedy  but  not  worth  a   penny  more 

than  we  gave,  although  Pathe  advises  the  ex- 
hibitor that  no  new  contracts  wil!  be  accepted 

at  the  old  prices.  We  are  paying  about  one- 
third  more  now  for  Pathe  comedies  than  for  any 
other  kind  because  we  think  they  are  worth  it, 
but  any  increase  will  put  them  out  of  our  reach. 

(Palace,  Long  Pine,  Neb.)  Extra  good.  Lots  of 

laughs.  (American,  Wautoma,  Wis.)  Would 
class  this  as  just  a   fine  comedy.  (Grand  Rainier, 
Ore.) 

MOONLIGHT  AND  NOSES.  Clyde  Cook,  2.— 

Extra  good.  Brought  the  house  to  a   long  roar  of 

laughs.  Cook  always  good.  (Fairyland,  White 

Castle,  La.)  A   very  funny  comedy.  (Silver  Fam- 

ily. Greenville,  Mich.)  Patrons  enjoyed  this  one, 

according  to  the  laughter  it  produced.  (State, 
Tawas  City,  Mich.) 

NIP  AND  TUCK.  Sennett,  2.— Rated  about  85 

per  cent.  Two  reels.  (Community,  Fargo.  Okla.) 
Nothing  to  this  one.  Just  that  much  film.  (Grand, 
Breese,  111.)  A   Sennett  comedy  that  pleased. 

A   remarkably  clever  dog  materially  assisted  his 
master  in  winning  a   crooked  poker  game.  Weil 

worth  running.  (Hammond,  Hammond,  Wis.) 

NOAH’S  ATHLETIC  CLUB,  Aesop  Fable,  1.^— 
Another  funny  cartoon  that  always  pleases  the 

youngsters  and  everyone.  We  use  them  on  Fri- 

day and  Saturday.  (Khattar's,  Sydney,  N.  S., 
Canada.)  Good  comedy  cartoon  that  pleased. 

Two-thirds  reel.  (Grand,  Rainier,  Ore.) 

OFF  HIS  TROLLEY,  Rsipili  Graves,  2. — Good 

comedy.  Two  reels.  (American,  Scofield,  Utah.) 

Very  good  comedy.  (Atlantic,  Atlantic,  Mass.) 
A   slapstick  with  several  little  laughs.  (Princess, 
Guttenberg,  la.)  Have  had  much  better  comedies 

from  Pathe.  (Electric,  Independence,  Mo.) 
Graves  comedies  are  all  good.  (Strand,  Lamont, 

la.)  Pretty  good  comedy.  Pathe  comedies  are 

nearly  always  good.  Two  reels.  (Strand,  Lamont, 

Iowa.)  Very  good  comedy.  (Kenesaw  Opera 
House.  Kenesaw,  Neb.) 

OFFICE  HELP,  Aesop  Fable,  1, — Good  as  usual. 

These  little  cartoon  comedies  always  seem  to 

please.  (Grand,  Rainier,  Ore.)  Fables  are  most 

always  good.  (Trags,  Neillsville,  Wis.) 

OFFICIAL  OFFICERS,  Our  Gang,  2.  A   good 

two-reel  comedy,  but  not  the  best.  These  Our 
Gangs  are  mostly  all  great  and  take  well  here. 

(Pastime,  Granville,  N.  Y.)  There  is  no  better. 

Two  reels.  (Community,  David  City,  Neb.)  Good. 

(Olympia,  Utica,  Kan.)  Another  good  Gang. 
They  average  high  in  entertainment  and  drawing 

power  and  are  really  consistent.  (Princess,  Lin- 
coln, Kans.)  Very  good.  (Princess,  Chilton. 

Wis.) 

ONE  SPOOKY  NIGHT,  2. — This  is  a   real  good 
comedy  with  a   poor  ending.  It  has  lots  of  good 

laughs  in  it.  (De  Luxe,  Spearville,  Kan.)  Old 

stuff  but  sure  got  the  laughs.  ISvo  reels.  (Photo- 
play, Ashland,  Kans.) 

ONE  THIRD  OFF,  2. — Absolutely  nothing  to  it 
but  a   half  clad  fool  trying  to  make  a   comedy. 
He  and  the  one  that  directed  it  should  be  sent 

to  jail  for  imposing  on  the  general  public’s  pa- 
tience. (Fairyland,  White  Castle,  La.)  Not  very 

funny.  Two  reels.  (Princess,  Mapleton,  la.) 

ONE  WILD  RIDE,  Our  Gang,  2. — Good.  (Vine, 
Mt.  Vernon,  O.)  The  new  Gangs  are  getting 

punk.  (Monticello  Opera  House,  Monticello,  la.) 

ON  THIN  ICE,  Aesop  Fable,  1. — The  one-reel 
Pathe  fables  sure  are  real  good.  (Opera  House, 

Raymond,  Minn.)  One  of  the  best  Fables  we  have 

run.  The  kids  like  these.  Print  good.  One  reel. 

(Empress,  Grundy  Center,  la.) 

OUCH,  Stereoscapik,  1. — Best  one  of  these  sub- 
jects I   have  used,  but  rental  is  about  six  times 

as  much  as  it  should  be.  Has  no  drawing  power. 

(Photoplay,  Ashland,  Kan.)  Our  audience  enjoys 

these  novelty  subjects  100  per  cent.  To  hear 
their  exciting  screams,  one  would  think  the  sub- 

jects on  the  screen  were  going  to  fall  in  their 

laps.  This  is  so  different  in  its  idea  from  any 

other  novelty  that  it  deserves  feature  space  in 

your  attraction  board,  newspaper  ads  and  house 
organs.  (Milford,  Chicago,  111.) 

OUR  DEFENDERS,  SportlSght,  L— One  of  the 

best  Sportlights  we  ever  played.  It’s  all  about 
our  boys  in  action,  drilling,  etc.  (Atlantic,  At- 

lantic, Mass.)  First  of  the  Sportlight  we  have 

run.  Training  of  Uncle  Sam's  fighting  men  and 
is  very  fine.  One  reel.  (Grand,  Rainier,  Ore.) 

OUR  GANG  COMEDIES,  2. — Great:  always  sure 

of  a   good  clean  comedy  that  they  ell  enjoy. 

(Murray,  DeFunlak  Springs.  Fla.)  Excellent. 

(Star,  Sumner,  Neb.)  Good  comedies,  but  not 
the  best  Our  Gang  has  made.  (Opera  House,  Fen- 

nimore,  Wis.)  Have  used  the  2nd  scrie.s  of  Our 

Gang.  The  kids  and  grownups  all  rush  to  come 
where  they  are  shown.  (Columbia,  Poynettc.  Wis.) 
Have  found  them  to  be  goo<l  clean  entertainment. 

(Gem,  Calico  Rock.  Ark.)  Plea.se  our  patrons  bet- 
ter than  any  comedies  we  ever  use.  (Happyland, 

Port  Gibson,  Miss.)  1   think  these  are  the  best 
comedies  made.  They  are  not  -as  good  this  year 

as  they  were  last  but  they  still  top  the  list. 
(Grand,  Pierre,  S.  D.) 

OUTDOOR  PAJAMAS.  Charles  Chase.  1   A 

fair  one-reeler;  not  as  good  as  "The  Poor  Fish.” 
(Theatorium,  Bmlenton,  Pn.)  Fair.  One  reel. 

(Photoplay,  Ashland.  Kans.)  Just  one  thousand 
feet  of  film.  (Monticello  Opera  House,  Monticello. 

la.)  Fair.  One  reel.  (Majestic.  Homer,  Mich.) 

PATHE  COMEDIES.  I   &   2.— All  very  good. 
(Murray,  DeFunlak  Springs,  Fla.)  Without  a 

doubt  Pathe  has  everything  bested  in  the  way 
of  Short  Subjects  and  I   never  had  the  pleasure 

of  dealing  with  a   more  square  company  than 

their  Indianapolis  office.  (Royal,  Fairmont,  Ind.) 

Good  rib  ticklers.  (A-Mus-U,  Frederick.  Okla.) 

PATHE  NEWS.l. — This  reel  is  still,  as  alway.s, 
a   mainstay  here.  I   wonder  how  many  exhibitors 

run  through  the  News  either  through  the  pro- 
jectors or  on  the  rewind  and  pick  out  some 

live  item  of  interest  to  their  patrons  and  let  them 

know  about  it?  We  find  it  is  well  worth  while. 

We’ve  done  special  work  on  several  issues  lately 
with  good  results.  I   notice  in  the  HERALD  issue 

of  November  14  that  mention  is  made  that  foot- 
ball events  in  the  News  do  not  receive  proper 

notice  from  Exhibitors.  Pathe  News  No.  90  has 

good  shots  of  Red  Grange  and  Penn-Ill.  game. 
The  advertising  I   am  sending  you  plays  this  up 
and  we  ran  a   special  slide  several  nights  playing 

up  this  bit  as  a   big  feature.  It  paid  big.  (Star. 

Menard.  Tex.)  Roxy  said  a   hatful  about  new 
pictures  in  the  HERALD  of  March  6th.  page  41, 

"Imagine  if  you  can  a   motion  picture  program 

without  one.  It  cannot  be  done.”  I   don't  say  it 
can’t  be  done,  but  it's  almost  that  important. 
Didga  ever  hear  an  unfavorable  comment  on  a 

news  reel  chock  full  of  up-to-the-minute  news 
pictures?  (Pioneer,  Amasa,  Mich.)  Makes  a   nice 
.program  with  feature.  The  News  Reel  is  the  best 

thing  going  because  it’s  actual  stuff — not  fake. 
(Karlen,  Monticello,  Wis.)  Generally  good,  with 
the  exception  that  they  hardly  ever  send  you  the 
number  for  which  they  invoice  you.  (Trags, 

Neillsville,  Wis.)  Had  them  for  three  years  and 

still  running  them.  'Nuf  sod.  (Town  Hall,  West- 
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boro,  Mass.)  With  newspapers,  the  radio  and 
news  reels,  tliis  is  an  interesting  world  to  live 

in.  Radio  brings  big  happenings  to  you,  almost 

as  soon  as  they  occur  the  newspapers  give  you 
a   detailed  account,  the  following  day,  and  the 

news  reels  bring  it  to  you  before  your  eyes. 
All  are  vital  factors  in  our  life.  (Pioneer, 

Amasa,  Mich.)  I   believe  this  news  is  as  good 

as  any  on  tho  market.  (Grand,  Breese,  III.) 
Have  used  this  news  reel  regularly  for  three 

years.  Consider  it  an  absolute  necessity  to  my 

house.  (Russell,  Somerset,  O.)  Interesting. 

(Elite-Kozy,  Metropolis.  111.)  The  best  news  on 
the  market.  (Regent,  Bangor,  Mich.)  Always 
goes  good.  (Maroa,  Maroa,  III.)  Always  good. 

(Columbus,  Columbus,  Tex.)  For  a   glimpse  of 

the  world  Pathe  has  it.  My  people  come  espe- 

cially for  them.  (Monticello  Opera  House,  Mon- 
ticello,  la.)  The  best  news  on  the  market.  (Club 

Mouse,  Jackson,  Wyo.)  This  has  too  many  dupli- 
cations. Am  cancelling  out  on  it.  Kinogram  has 

it  on  Pathe  a   mile.  (Reel  Joy,  King  City,  Cal.) 

I   might  just  as  well  try  to  run  without  a   ma- 
chine as  to  not  show  Pathe  News  at  least  once 

a   week.  (Club  House,  Jackson,  Wyo.)  Very 
good  all  the  time  and  some  people  ask  for  it. 

(Rosewin,  Dallas,  Tex.)  You  just  can't  get  along 
without  showing  one  news  a   week.  The  people 

won’t  stand  for  it.  (Club  House,  Jackson,  Wyo.) 
These  are  all  good.  (Kenesaw  Opera  House, 

Kenesaw,  Neb.)  The  film  cannot  be  Improved 
upon,  so  the  producer  has  improved  the  one 

sheet.  (Temple,  Aberdeen,  Miss.)  A   mighty 
important  part  of  our  program.  They  are  full 

of  good  things  that  add  many  times  to  any  pro- 

gram. (Legion  Holyrood,  Kan.)  I   wonder  if 
it  would  be  possible  to  get  one  of  these  that  was 

not  filled  with  99  per  cent  war  propaganda? 
otherwise  it  is  good.  Why  not  include  a   few 

pictures  of  Edison,  Fireston  or  Hank  Ford  just 

for  a   change?  (TVags,  Ncillsville,  Wis.)  For  a 
short  reel  we  find  that  Pathe  News  fills  the  bill. 

It  contains  good  news  events  and  are  well  han- 

dled. (Legion,  Holyrood,  Kan.)  We  use  this 
on  Sunday  and  Monday  and  believe  it  is  a   fea- 

ture by  itself.  Have  used  other  news  reels  but 

like  Pathe  best.  (Palace,  Long  Pine,  Neb.)  We 
find  this  to  be  a   mighty  good  news  reel  and  will 

add  a   lot  to  any  program.  Many  of  our  patrons 
come  to  see  this  and  enjoy  it  as  much  as  some 

of  the  features.  (Legion,  Holyrood,  Kan.)  Good. 
(Rex,  Gilman  City,  Mo.)  A   good  news  reel,  but 
when  these  first  run  dumps  up  in  Minneapolis 
cut  it  to  suit  themselves  and  then  I   get  what  is 
left,  I   surcinell  get  mad.  We  yokels  out  in  the 
tall  grass  who  pay  for  and  try  to  run  7-10  day 
stuff  instead  of  ancient  history  are  out  of  luck. 
(Trags,  Ncillsville,  Wis.)  I   have  one  patron,  a 
doctor,  who  has  secured  front  seats  in  balcony 
for  himself  and  his  wife  for  every  Sunday  night 
in  the  year  to  witness  the  "Pathe  News.”  He  en- 

joys this  better  than  any  feature.  (Rex,  Sal- 
mon. Idaho.)  I   believe  that  this  goes  over  in 

the  form  of  a   magazine  reel.  If  it  is  a   day 
old  it  is  history  with  our  present  immediate 
ne^ys  service  through  radio  and  newspaper,  so 
believe  it  is  worth  just  as  much  a   month  late  as 
a   week  late.  (Grand,  Pierre,  S.  D.)  Beginning 
with  issue  No.  93,  the  Anniversary  features  of 
the  Nows  are  most  interesting  and  worthy  of  spe- 

cial exploitation.  We  are  letting  them  know  about 
it  and  have  created  quite  a   bit  of  business  on  the 
strength  of  this  resume  of  the  great  events  of 
the  past  16  years.  (Star,  Menard,  Tex.) 

PATHE  REVIEW.  l.-No.  17.  This  one  is  in- 

teresting. (Trags,  Neillsville,  Wis.)  No.  44.  An 
interesting  and  colorful  reel  to  round  out  any 
program.  (Grand,  Rainier,  Ore.)  No.  43.  An 
interesting  reel  showing  some  activities  of  West 
Point.  (Grand,  Rainier,  Ore.)  Just  started  them 
and  like  the  first  one  fine.  (New  Geneseo, 
Gcnesco,  111.)  Pretty  good  filler,  but  I   always 
draw  dirty,  greasy  films  on  these  subjects.  (Trags, 
Ncillsville,  Wis.)  This  one  is  particularly  good, 
due  to  the  fact  that  Coles  Phillips  picks  "the 
most  beautiful  girl  I   know."  If  I   had  known 
I   would  receive  this  particular  number  I   would 
have  put  out  some  advertising.  I   tried  that  once 
before  and  what  I   drew  was  "Why  Caterpillars 
cat  Grasshoppers  for  Breakfast”  or  something 
along  that  line.  I   am  off  making  any  splurges 
about  my  short  stuff  for  that  reason.  (Trags, 
Neillsville,  Wis.)  Always  a   good  filler  and  fre- 

quently very  interesting  and  entertaining.  (Rose- 
win,  Dallas.  Tex.)  No.  6.  This  one  has  some 
very  interesting  views  of  Chapman’s  Expedition 
into  the  Gobi  Desert  in  search  of  the  "Origin  of 
Man.”  (Trags.  Neillsvilie,  Wis.)  Not  so  bad for  a   filler,  but  that  is  all.  (Strand.  Ransom. 
Kan.)  No.  22.  About  up  to  usual  standard 
of  these  subjects.  (Grand.  Rainier,  Ore.)  Pretty 
ffood.  if  they  would  set  'em  In  to  you  In  any 
reasonable  order.  One  week  it  is  "   ’The  Life  of  a 
Bug,’  to  be  continued  next  week,”  but  next  week 
it  is  ’’The  Beginning  of  Man  In  Mongolia.” 

(Trags.  Neillsville.  Wis.)  No.  20.  Not  so  good. 
These  reviews  are  not  what  they  used  to  be. 

(Grand,  Rainier.  Ore.)  No.  24.  About  up  to 
usual  standard  of  these  subjects.  (Grand,  Rainier. 

Ore.)  Very  good.  (Strand,  Ransom.  Kan.) 
These  subjects  are  somewhat  interesting  but  are 

priced  too  high.  (Strand,  Ransom.  Kans.)  Some 

are  good  and  some  are  not  so  bad.  (Trags,  Neills- 
ville. Wis.) 

PIE  MAN',  THE,  Aesop  Fable.  1. — One  of  the 
best  Fables  we  have  run  in  a   long  time.  Print 

Good.  (Empress,  Grundy,  Center,  la.)  Good  lit- 
tle cartoon  comedy  that  pleased  generally-  Thvo- 

thirds  reel.  (Grand,  Rainier,  Ore,) 

PLAIN  AND  FANCY  GIRLS.  Charles  Chase,  1. 
— Pretty  good  one-reeler.  Martha  Sleeper  has  the 
female  lead  in  this  and  she  is  good.  (Trags, 

Neillsville,  Wis.)  Best  one-reeler  I   have  seen. 
Several  good  laughs  in  it.  (Idlehour,  Monroe.  Ga.) 

PLAIN  CLOTHES.  Harry  Langdon,  2.— Lang- 

don  will  never  make  ’em  any  better.  This  one 
was  a   scream.  (Brooklyn,  Detroit.  Mich.)  Only 

fair.  (Princess,  Chilton.  Wis.)  Just  a   fair  com- 
edy. (Silver  Family.  Greenville,  Mich.)  Harry 

takes  well  here  and  all  enjoy  his  work  fine.  (New 
Geneseo,  Geneseo.  III.) 

PLUMBER,  THE,  Ralph  Graves,  2.— A   regular 
Mack  Sennett.  Good  for  several  laughs,  and  some 

real  whoops  from  kids.  (Princess,  Ordway,  Colo.) 
We  find  all  Pathe  comedies  good.  Take  this  tip ; 

the  average  crowd  wants  comedies  and  doesn’t 
mind  a   little  rough  stuff.  (Princess,  Guttenberg, 
Iowa.)  Here  is  a   good  one  for  the  common  class 

of  people.  (Grand,  Breese,  111.)  An  offensive 
Sennett  comedy  which  should  be  thrown  on  the 

junk  pile.  No  comedy  to  it.  Nothing  but  vulgar 
and  indecent  scenes.  Many  walked  out.  Sennett 

sure  had  his  nerve  to  put  his  name  on  this. 

(Princess,  Chilton,  Wis.)  Good.  (Kenilworth, 
Hamilton.  Ont..  Canada.) 

POOR  FISH.  THE,  Charles  Chase,  1.— A   good 
one-reetcr.  Charley  Chase  comedies  all  good  so 

far.  (Theatorium,  Emlcnton,  Pa.)  Good  film, 
just  another  single  reel  comedy.  They  are  about 
all  the  same.  Not  much  to  them.  Just  film. 

(Rialto,  Sharon.  Wis.)  Good  one  reeler  that  my 

audience  seemed  to  enjoy.  (Alamo,  Cameron,  W. 
Va.) 

RAINY  NIGHT.  A,  Sennett,  2.~Have  had 
better.  A   little  too  much  overdone  in  parts. 

(Fairyland,  White  Castle,  La.)  Very  good.  Also 

’’Cold  Turkey,”  Pathe  comedy.  This  one  is  a 
scream.  Twenty  minutes  of  laughter.  (Ritz,  St. 
Louis,  Mo.) 

RASPBERRY  ROMANCE,  A.  Ben  Turpin.  2.— 
Nothing  much  to  it.  Sorriest  Turpin  I   have  run. 

Just  a   fill-in.  (Idlehour,  Monroe,  Ga.)  Aver- 

age comedy.  (Monarch,  Edmonton,  Alta.,  Can- 

ada.) Funny  comedy.  (Silver  Family,  Green- 
ville, Mich.)  Our  crosseyed  actor  gets  the  laughs 

for  us.  (State,  Tawas  City,  Mich.)  Pretty  good 

for  a   Turpin.  (Trags,  Neillsville,  Wis.) 

REMEMBER  WHEN.  Harry  Langdon.  2.— Chap- 
lin gets  the  crowd  with  his  funny  shoes.  Lang- 
don does  the  same  with  his  funny  face.  A   high 

class  comedy.  A   valuable  addition  to  any  pro- 

gram. (Brooklyn,  Detroit,  Mich.)  Sold  to  me  as 
special  comedy.  Nothing  extra  funny  except 

rental  price.  (Robinhood,  Grand  Haven,  Mich.) 

ROMEO  AND  JULIET.  Ben  Turpin.  2.— Good 
comedy.  (Opera  House,  Fennimore,  Wis.)  A 

fair  comedy,  although  not  as  good  as  some  of 

his  others.  Print  good.  (Empress,  Grundy  Cen- 
ter, la.) 

ROYAL  FOURFLUSH,  THE,  Roach,  2.— Good 
comedy  that  got  lots  of  laughs.  (Kenilworth, 

Hamilton,  Ont.,  Canada.)  A   fair  comedy  spoiled 

by  several  dancing  scenes  which  were  entirely  un- 

necessary. (Princess,  Chilton,  Wis.)  Good.  Two 
reels.  (Princess,  Chiltpn,  Wis.) 

SAILOR  PAPA,  A,  Glenn  Tryon,  2. — Good  com- 

edy. Sea  story.  Two  reels.  (American,  Sco- 

field, U.)  Fair.  Two  reels.  (Kenilworth,  Hamil- 

ton, Ont.,  Canada.)  Favorable.  Two  reels.  (Elite- 
Kozy.  Metropolis,  III.)  Very  poor,  but  they 
laughed  at  it.  and  that  must  be  what  they  wanted. 

(Rosewin.  Dallas,  Tex.) 

SEA  SQUAWK.  THE.  Horry  Langdon,  2.— 

It  is  not  often  that  I   report  on  a   comedy  sub- 
ject, as  I   still  believe  that  a   comedy  is  just  a 

comedy.  However,  I   show  a   two  reel  comedy  on 

every  program,  but  right  here  we  have  a   scream, 
One  of  those  kind  that  makes  you  laugh  right 

out  loud.  Harry  Langdon,  you  sure  go  over  big 

in  this  and  here's  my  best  wishes.  (Cozy,  Win- 
chester, Ind.)  It  is  a   scream  from  start  to  fin- 

ish, TVo  reels.  (Gayety,  Paonia,  Colo.)  Fine. 
Harry  looks  lovely  as  a   girl.  Good  entertainment. 

(Community,  David  City,  Neb.)  This  is  one  of 
the  best  Langdons  that  we  have  ever  shown. 
(Kenesaw  Opera  House,  Kenesaw,  Neb.)  Very 

silly  comedy  that  seemed  to  produce  a   fair  share 

of  laughs,  so  why  worry?  Not  up  to  Langdon’j 
standard,  in  my  humble  opinion.  (Star.  Menard, 

Tex.)  Not  as  good  as  some  of  Langdon's  previ- 
ous efforts,  at  least  it  didn't  get  the  laughs. 

(Grand,  Rainier,  Ore.)  The  most  over-rated 
player  in  the  movies.  Gags  must  be  gettiag 
scarce  on  the  Sennett  lot  when  they  have  to  re- 

sort to  vulgarity  to  get  a   laugh.  If  you  have  a 

critical  bunch,  look  it  over  first.  If  you  do  you 

will  probably  use  the  scissors  before  you  dish 

it  up  to  your  patrons.  Yes,  he  is  being  groomed 
for  feature  length  comedies,  but  I   think  he  need', 

a   lot  of  grooming,  for  I   don’t  think  he  is  the  big 
"it”  just  because  the  exchange  men  say  he  is. 

Personally  I   give  him  nothing  and  "The  Sea 
Hawk”  very  much  less.  Two  reels.  (Mission, 
Santa  Paula,  Cal.)  Good  comedy.  (Silver  Family, 
Greenville.  Mich.) 

SEEING  NELLIE  HOME.  Charles  Chose,  1.— 
This  one  is  a   dandy  comedy.  Real  funny  and 

many  laughs.  “The  Poor  Fish,”  another  one- 
reel  Chase  comedy  that  is  good.  (Rialto,  Terril, 

la.)  A   good  comedy  full  of  laughs.  (Char- 

Bell,  Rochester,  Ind.)  You  can’t  beat  this  for  a 
single  reeler.  One  laugh  after  another.  Adver- 

tise this  one-  The  flappers  will  like  it.  (Atlantic. 
Atlantic,  Mass.) 

SEEIN’  THINGS,  Our  Gang,  2. — Not  liked  here; 
very  few  laughs.  (Starcher,  Fairfax,  S.  D.i 
Some  good  laughs  in  this  especially  last  reel. 

(Grand,  Rainier,  Ore.)  Very  good  for  the  kid 
patrons.  Two  reels.  (Strand,  Dryden,  Ont.. 

Canada.)  A   fair  comedy.  We  have  shown  some 

better  ones  from  Our  Gang.  (Dixie.  Winona, 
Miss.) 

SHERLOCK  SLEUTH,  A,  Arthur  Stone,  2.— 
Funny  comedy.  Star  very  goofy.  Almost  as 

funny  to  look  at  as  Langdon.  (Star,  Menard. 

Tex.)  Good.  Stone  is  always  that.  (Temphv 

Aberdeen,  Miss.)  Say,  this  Stone  sure  gets 

them.  Woke  up  just  as  soon  as  his  face  flashes! 
on  the  screen.  Very  good  comedy.  (Royal,  Kim- ball, S.  Dak.) 

SHOULD  HUSBANDS  BE  WATCHED,  Chark.s 

Chase.  1. — Pretty  fair  one  reeler.  Don’t  believ' 
these  pay,  however.  From  now  on  I   am  run- 

ning nothing  but  two  reel  comedies.  (Idlehour, 

Monroe,  Ga.)  Fine.  One  reel.  (Photoplay,  Ash- 
Innd,  Kan.)  A   good  little  comedy  of  domestic 
life.  (Grand,  Rainier,  Ore.) 

SKINNERS  IN  SILK.  Mack  Sennett.  2 — Just 

a   regular  average  Mack  Sennett.  Nothing  to 

rave  about.  (Palace,  Clifton  Heights,  Pa.)  Too 

silly  and  too  much  overdone.  Not  up  to  what 

my  patrons  like.  (Fairyland,  White  Castle,  La.) 

A   good  funny  comedy.  (Silver  Family,  Green- 

ville, Mich.)  Good  comedy.  (Orpheum.  Pipeston-'. 
Minn.)  A   fair  comedy.  Tickled  the  kids.  (Nov- 

elty, Paris,  Idaho.) 

SKYLARKING.  Sennett,  2 — This  is  a   good 

comedy.  (Grand,  Breese,  111.)  Fairly  good  com- 
edy. (Palace,  Omaha,  Te.x.) 

SKY  PLUMBER,  THE,  Arthur  Stone,  2.— The 
house  shook  with  laughter  on  this  one.  A   won- 

derful entertainment,  though  the  stunts  arc  fake  ! 
and  impossible,  but  seemingly  that  is  what  tho 

people  around  here  want  to  see.  (Rialto,  New 

England,  No.  Dak.)  This  was  as  good  as  any 

feature  comedy  I   ever  ran.  I   thought  that  people 

would  bust  themselves  laughing.  (Moon,  Neligh. 

Neb.)  Good  snappy  stufr  that  pleased  our  pa- 
trons. (Odeon,  Chandler,  Okla.)  Quite  a   fe'’ 

laughs  in  this.  (TaacSi_Neinsville.  Wis.) 

SMILE  PLEASE,  Harry  Langdon.  2.— Excellent. 
Two  reels.  (Photoplay/  Ashland,  Kan.)  Rat* 
this  with  “The  Air  Hawk"  and  the  comedy  was 

the  big  feature.  This  is  a   riot  and  you  want  your 
-furniture  all  insured  against  mirth  quakes 

(Homeline,  Estelline,  S.  D.)  Langdon  goes  gw*^ 
here.  A   very  good  comedy.  (Orpheum. 

stone,  Minn.)  This  comedy  kept  them  laughincr 
through  the  two  reels.  My  first  Langdon  and  a 

good  one.  The  kids  stayed  through  both  shows 

and  enjoyed  it  as  much  the  second  as  the  first- 

(Rex,  Axirora,  Minn.)  This  is  rotten  in  spots. 
Makes  you  feel  ashamed  as  they  walk  out.  (Grand. 

Bresse,  III.)  Rated  about  60  per  cent.  (Opera 

House,  Fennimore,  Wis.)  Best  so  far  from  this 
fellow.  Two  reels.  (Colome,  Colome,  S.  D.) 

SOMEWHERE  IN  SOMEWHERE.  Sennett.  2.— This  is  the  funniest  one  in  a   long  time. 

feminine  lead,  but  the  two  boys  put  it  over  In  a 

howl.  If  you  are  sophisticated  you  will  note  seme 
vulgarity  in  it.  (Acadia,  Crowley,  La.)  A   very 
fnnny  comedy.  Charles  Murray  la  good  in  an? 
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•   Hire  (Silver  Family. 
 Greenville,  Mich.)  Th

is 

^   L'  is  very  good.  Plenty  of  comedy
  to  put 

u"’ovtr.  (Monticello  Opera  Hou
se,  Montlcello. 

'"tame  men  and  wild  women.  Arthur 2   This  wasn't  tame  comedy  a
nd  tame 

^   ̂tn"'doe3  not  live  up  to  its  name.  Ju
st  a 

raTcSmedy.  That's  all.  (Pa
lace.  Clifton  Heights. 

Pa  )   Just  a   fair  comedy. 
 Not  up  to  standard 

of  some  of  the  Fox  comedies,
  or  Mucatioual.  A 

few  laughs.  (Palace,  Clifton  
Heights.  Pa.)  Fair. 

(Princess.  Chilton.  Wis.)  
I   think  this  fellow  is 

the  biggest  goof  in  comedie
s,  but  he  can  make 

S!m  laugh— which  is  what  
he  gets  paid  fm-  so 

5hT  talk  about  art?  (St
ar.  Menard.  Tex.) 

Nothing  to  this  one.  Poor  
entertainment  It  s 

not  a   comedy.  Just  film.  (Amer
ican.  Ada.  Okla.) 

A   dandy  good  comedy  with  p
lenty  of  real  good 

fomedy  in  it.  No  slapstick. 
 Good.  (Fairyland. 

White  Castle.  La.)  Nothing 
 to  this  as  far  as 

comedy  is  concerned.  (Grand,
  Breese,  III.) 

TEA  FOR  TWO,  Alice  Day
.  2. — A   fifty-fifty 

comedy.  Some  liked  it  and 
 some  did  not.  If 

the  one  who  directed  it  had 
 not  let  too  much 

foolishness  in  it  he  may  have
  made  a   99  per 

cent  comedy.  (Fairyland.  Whi
te  Castle.  La.) 

Fair.  (New  Geneseo.  Geneseo,  1
11.)  Fair.  (Illi- 

nois, Sullivan,  III.) 

tell  it  to  a   policeman.  Glenn
  Tryon.  2. 

  A   pretty  good  comedy-  This  fel
low  is  a   boob, 

and  good  at  it.  Got  its  fair  quo
ta  of  laughs. 

(Star.  Menard.  Tex.)  A   fair  c
omedy.  Not  too 

many  laughs  in  it.  (Atlantic.  Atlantic
.  M^s.) 

This  was  a   good  one.  Many  good  l
aughs.  Two 

reels.  (Community,  David  City.  Neb.)
  Good  two 

reeler.  Plenty  of  laughs.  (Grand.  Colema
n,  Alta.. 

Canada.) 

THUNDERING  LANDLORDS,  Glenn  Tryo
n,  2, 

—If  this  is  a   comedy  then  Valentino  should  h
ave 

made  "The  Freshman."  Of  all  the  silly  drivel 

we  have  to  put  through  the  machines  in  the 
 name 

of  comedy,  this  is  just  about  the  zero  
mark. 

Pathe  has  sure  gone  to  the  dogs.  (Star.  Menard, 

Tex.)  A   regular  good  average  Pathe  comed
y. 

(Palace.  Clifton  Heights,  Pa.)  Side  splitting 

comedy.  Book  it  by  all  means.  (Lorin.  Berkeley. 

Cal.)  Just  two  more  reels  of  comedy  with  no 

more  or  less  laughs.  Looks  like  Mack  Sennett 

has  the  comedy  stuff,  to  me,  what  do  the  rest  of 

you  say?  (Bridge,  Petersburg.  W.  Va.) 

TIRE  TROUBLE,  Our  Gang.  2. — Extra  good. 

Old  and  young  seemed  to  enjoy  this  one  im- 

mensely. (Grand,  Rainier.  Ore.)  This  pleased 

the  Our  Gang  fans  as  well  as  any  of  them. 

Hardly  ever  have  a   weak  one.  (American,  Wau- 
toma,  Wis.) 

TOPICS  OF  THE  DAY,  I.— Good  reel.  (Mon- 
arch, Edmonton,  Alta.,  Canada.)  These  seem  to 

please  very  well.  (Club  House,  Jackson,  Wyo.) 
Our  first  of  these  and  seem  to  be  good  stuff.  Got 

some  good  laughs  and  should  be  a   good  addi- 
tion to  any  program.  (Grand.  Rainier,  Ore.) 

TWINKLE  TWINKLE,  Sportlight,  1.— Extra 
good.  These  Sportlights  make  a   good  addition 

to  most  any  program.  (Grand.  Rainier,  Ore.) 

XHIBITORS  HERALD 

The  bunk.  The  poorest  one  I   ever  ran.  Noth- 

ing but  a   little  cheap  advertising  for  Pathe  stars. 

(Trags,  Neillsville,  Wis.) 

UNEASY  THREE,  THE.  Charles  Chase.  2.— 

This  is  a   real  comedy.  A   regular  feature  with  a 

plot  and  everything.  Give  us  some  more  of  this 

kind.  If  you  have  a   weak  feature,  give  them  this 

one  with  it.  They  will  feel  satisfied.  (Com- 

munity. Tacoma,  Wash.)  Fairly  good  but  not  big. 

(Ritz.  St.  Louis.  Mo.)  A   fairly  good  comedy. 

(Princess.  Chilton.  Wis.) 

WAGES  OF  TIN,  Glenn  Tryon,  2.— Good  com- 

edy but  there  are  many  better  ones  than  this. 

(Atlantic.  Atlantic,  Moss.)  A   good  flivver  com- 

edy. (A-Mus-U,  Pittsburg.  Okla.)  Good  little 

comedy  but  d’m  poor  print.  (Rialto.  Dickinson. S.  D.) 

WANDERING  WAISTLINES,  Sennett,  2.— Sen-
 

nett—Plenty  of  laughs  in  this  one.  (Atlantic. 

Atlantic,  Mass.)  Good  comedy  that  kept  the 

crowd  laughing  throughout.  (Grand,  Rainier, Ore.) 

WATER  WAGON,  THE.  Sennett,  2— Good 
 com- 

edy, (Silver  Family,  Greenville.  Mich.)  Here 

is  a   very  good  two  reel  comedy.  It  has 
 some 

new  stuff  in  it.  (Lake  View.  Lake  View.  Iowa.) 

Good  comedy.  All  Sennett’s  as  a   rule  are  t
here. 

(Lyric.  Frostburg.  Md.)  Very  good  come
dy. 

(Orpheum,  Pipestone.  Minn.)  Chock  ful
l  of  ac- 

tion and  laughs.  (Grand,  Rainier,  Ore.)  Not 

much  to  this  one.  I   guess  Mack  had  to  grind
 

out  one  right  quick  when  he  made  this.  Not 
 up 

to  his  standard.  (Odeon,  Chandler.  Okla.) 

WHAT  PRICE  GOOFY,  Charles  Chas
e,  2. — 

A   pippin.  One  continuous  lav>'rh  from
  start  to 

finish.  (Strand.  Paoli.  Ind.)  Not  many  laug
hs 

to  this.  (Grand  and  Gem,  Cooper.  Tex.)  Be
low 

average.  (Grand,  Coleman.  Alta.,  Can.)  O
ne 

of  the  very  best  I   have  had  for  a   while
.  Used 

this  with  ‘‘Tlie  Teaser"  and  made  a   wonderful
 

show.  The  comedy  fitted  in  with  "The 
 Teaser. 

The  butler  looked  like  the  same  fellow,  bot
h  in 

the  comedy  and  feature.  Extra  good  and  pleas
ed 

100  per  cent.  Nuf  sed.  (Fairyland. 
 White 

Castle,  La.)  It  would  be  a   wonderful  come
dy  to 

keep  in  cold  storage.  Ben  has  seen 
 his  best 

days.  (Electric,  Independence,  Mo.)  Just  a
s  good 

or  a   little  better  than  the  average  Chase  co
medy. 

Good  any  place.  (Community,  Fargo.  Okla.  )
 

WHITE  WING’S  BRIDE.  THE,  Harry  L
ang- 

don,  2.— An  extra  good  comedy.  (Silver  Fam
ily. 

Greenville.  Mich.)  This  is  sure  a   very  g
ood  corn- 

edy.  (Electric,  Independence,  Mo.)  Onl
y  a   fair 

comedy.  Several  good  laughs.  (Princes
s.  Chil- 

ton,  Wis.) 

WILD  PAPA,  Roach,  2.— A   fair  comed
y,  but 

below  the  average  Spot  comedy.  (Grand
.  Cole- 

man, Atla.p  Can.)  Fine  is  what  everyone  
said. 

(Bridge.  Petersburg,  W'.  Va.)  Just  li
ke  a   dog 

chasing  its  tail,  you  start  laughing  an
d  you  can't 

quit  until  "the  End"  shows  up.  Ben's 
 face  is 

the  berries'  seeds.  (Bridge.  Petersburg,  W.  Va
.) 

Dandy  comedy  with  many  funny  situat
ions  t&at 

kept  my  audience  in  a   roar.  I   notice  many
  kicks 

on  the  Spat  comedies,  also  understand  the
re  have 

been  so  many  kicks  on  them  Pathe  is  going  te 

stop  making  them.  Always  liked  here.  Many  of 

them  high  brow  and  went  over  their  heads,  yet 
they  like  them  here.  (Alamo.  Cameron,  W.  Va.) 

YOUR  OWN  BACK  YARD,  Our  Gang.  2.— Good 

comedy  but  not  as  good  as  some  of  their  older 

ones.  (Monticello  Opera  House,  Monticello,  la.l 

Good.  Two  reels.  (Princess.  Chilton.  Wis.)  An- 

other knockout  from  the  Gang  with  Farina  doing 

the  lead.  (Seeley,  Abillene,  Kans.) 

Universal 

ABSENT  MINDED,  Neely  Edwards.  1.—
 Pretty 

good  single  reel  comedy.  (Halfway.  Halfwa
y, 

Mich.)  Fairly  funny.  (Trags,  Neillsville,
  Wis.l 

Better  than  usual  single  reel  comedy.  (Gran
d Rainier,  Ore.) 

ACE  OF  SPADES,  William  Desmond,  10  ep
isode 

serial,  2.— Chapter  five.  "Thundering  Ho
ofs,"  is 

sure  fitted  with  action  but  they  stopped  and  did
 

not  come  to  see  this.  Showed  to  about  o
ne-half 

of  the  people  that  used  to  come,  in  two  n
ights, 

and  I   sure  wish  that  it  was  over.  They  jus
t 

don't  like  serials  and  I   can't  educate  them  to  like
 

them,  even  the  best  is  no  good.  (Royal. 
 Kim- 

ball. S.  D.)  Chapter  6.  Another  good  chapter
. 

This  is  sure  a   knockout  whei-e  they  like  ae
rials, 

but  not  here  in  Kimball.  They  want  a   sho
w  like 

"Aco  of  Spades,"  but  all  in  one.  not  in  chapters. 

So  1   guess  I'll  call  off  the  serials  after  th
is  one. 

(Royal,  Kimball.  S.  D.)  Now  on  the  8th 
 chapter. 

A   fine,  dandy  serial.  Twenty  chapters.  (P
earl. 

Highland  Park,  III.)  This  serial  is  just 
 fair. 

Dc.smond  is  burned  out  here.  Hope  
‘Scarlet 

Streak"  is  better.  (Grand,  Yoakum,  Tex.)  
Ab- 

solutely the  rottenest  serial  ever  made.  Nothing 

to  it  at  all.  Loads  of  rough  stuff.  No  stor
y  of 

any  kind.  No  drawing  power.  Leave  i
t  alone. 

(May.  Mayville,  Wis.)  Have  just  finish
ed  episode 

four  and  the  plot  U   holding  up  good.  I   hav
e 

made  it  a   point  to  ask  several  of  my  patron
s 

their  comparison  of  this  with  previous  se
rials 

and  all  of  them  say  it  is  the  best  one  
we  have 

ever  run.  (Strand,  Elizabethtown,  Ind.)  
Seem 

to  be  going  good.  It  fits  in  with  a 
  Western 

night.  Story  good :   print  good  and  business 

poor.  Although  no  fault  of  the  serial  n
or  pic- 

ture. Just  bad  weather  prevailing  for  the  past 

two  or  three  weeks.  (Fairyland.  White  Cas
tle, 

La.)  Have  played  five  chapters.  Holdi
ng  uii 

pretty  well.  The  first  serial  1   ever  played.  
Many 

like  them  and  many  hate  them,  especially  the 

women  folks.  This  Is  the  Western  type  and 

the  kids  and  boys  in  the  gallery  keep  coming,  so 

I   guess  they  like  it.  although  many  that
  saw 

"The  Riddle  Rider"  in  a   nearby  town  say  this  is 

not  as  good.  (American,  Wautoma,  Wis.) 
 A 

piece  of  cheese  for  me.  If  you  are  using  
it, 

more  power  to  you.  (Lily,  Buffalo,  N.  Y.)  Y
ou 

won't  go  wrong  if  you  book  "The  Ace  of  Spades. 

(Lincoln,  Milwaukee,  Wis.)  A   real  serial.  Ke
eps 

the  crowd  coming.  Boost  and  play  it.  (Princess.
 

Elwood,  Ind.)  This  is  a   pretty  good  serial
.  Is 

not  drawing  as  well  as  "The  Circu.s  Mystery,
 

but  not  the  fault  of  the  picture.  Schools  c
losed 

and  200  students  sick  or  under  quarantine  for 

measles.  (Casino.  Antwerp.  N.  Y.)  Can't 
 say 

Your  Wi 

iuouncemetf 

NER 
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much  for  this  one  after  seeine  "The  Riddle  lUdcr.” 
The  short  reel  Western  pictures  we  have  are  all 

that  keeps  it  from  being  a   flop.  (Princess,  Pied- 
mont. Ala.)  I   have  run  two  episodes  of  this 

serial  an<i  from  all  indications  it  is  going  to  be 

okay.  It  is  drawing  my  Western  fans  and  with 

my  features  I   draw  others.  Therefore,  a   good 

house,  and  that'.s  the  main  thing.  (Strand.  Eliza- 
bethtown, Ind.)  I   am  on  the  third  chapter  and 

seems  as  if  they  are  just  commencing  to  increase 

by  two  or  three.  Well,  if  they’ll  keep  on  all 
coming  I   will  play  to  about  100  on  the  last 

chapter.  That’s  going  some,  eh?  No  fault  of 
picture  but  I   think  I   will  have  to  start  them 

out  on  the  serials  steady.  (Royal,  Kimball,  S.  D.) 

A   good  serial  and  holding  up  good.  (Coliseum, 

Edmore,  Mich.)  First  episode  fair.  Am  afraid 
of  this  serial.  Not  up  to  standard.  (Princess, 

Chilton,  Wis.) 

AFTER  A   REPUTATION.  Century,  2.— Just  a 
little  off  color  and  nothing  to  it.  Nothing  much 

to  Century  comedies,  so  far.  (Star,  Sumner, 
Nob.)  Lots  of  room  for  improvement.  (Lorin, 

Berkeley,  Cal.)  Pair.  (Starland,  Stockbridge, 
Mich.)  I   am  after  a   reputation  too  now,  since  I 

ran  that  comedy.  (Gem,  Calico  Rock,  Ark.)  Only 

fair.  (Princess,  Chilton,  Wis.) 

AGGRAVATIN’  KID.  AN,  Buddy  Messenger, 
2. — A   very  good  two-reel  comedy.  (DeLuxe. 

Spcarvilic,  Kans.)  Played  with  "The  Tornado." 
The  young  folks  just  had  a   lot  of  enjoyment  and 

showed  it  by  yelling  and  laughing  nnd  the  adults 

sure  enjoyed  the  whole  show.  (Emmert,  Alcester, 
S.  D.) 

ANDY  GUMP  COMEDIES,  Joe  Murphy.  2   

All  we  have  played  of  the  last  scries  have  been 

photography,  good  prints.  However, 

We  Vtiusf'  call  Universal’s  hand  on  former  prints 
— every  exhibitor  is  due  a   good  print.  It  is  es- 

sential. (Liberty,  Pikevilic,  Ky.)  The  Gump 

comedies  are  all  very  good.  (Monticello  Opera 

House.  Monticello,  la.)  We  find  these  nil  good. 

(Community,  Surprise,  Neb.)  Always  good. 

Worth  the  money  they  ask  for  them.  (Liberty. 

Lynden,  Wash.)  Gumps  are  good,  but  only  one 

Andy  Gump,  that  is  Joe  Murphy,  Summerville. 

N.  G.  (Monticello  Opera  House,  Monticello,  la.) 

These  Gumps  are  funny  and  worthy  of  any  pro- 

gram. Book  them.  (Princess,  Elwood,  Ind.) 

ANDY'S  HAT  IN  THE  RING,  Joe  Murphy.  2.— 
This  one  went  over  all  right.  Quite  a   lot  of 

laughs  in  the  two  reels.  Very  small  crowd  came  to 

see  this.  (Star,  Ryegate,  Mont.)  This  one  is  a   good 
comedy.  Many  funny  situations  but  one  could 

not  play  them  very  often,  ns  people  would  tire 

of  them.  (Rialto,  Terril,  In.)  This  is  the  first 
Gump  we  played  and  it  pleased  the  audience  100 

per  cent.  You  can’t  go  wrong  on  these  pictures 
if  they  are  all  just  as  good  ns  this  one.  (Bijou, 
Amasa,  Mich.) 

ANDY’S  LION  TALE,  Joe  Murphy,  2.— This 
proved  to  be  a   good  drawing  card  and  got  plenty 

of  laughs.  However,  “Dynamited’’  which  I   played 
later  was  not  nearly  so  good.  Hope  the  next 

ones  measure  up  to  "Andy's  Lion  Tale.’’  (Elec- 
tric. Browning,  Mo.)  First  of  the  new  series  we 

have  had.  Seemed  to  please  our  patrons  im- 

mensely, from  the  laughs  registered.  (Grand, 

Rainier,  Ore.)  Good  comedy.  Very,  very  pleas- 
ing. (Riviera,  Anderson.  Ind.) 

ANDY’S  STUMP  SPEECH.  Joe  Murphy.  2   
Very  good  comedy.  Several  funny  scenes.  (Idle- 
hour.  Monroe,  Ga.)  Sure  gets  the  laughs  out  of 
them  with  this  one.  (Community.  Fargo,  Okla.) 
The  Best  Gump  comedy  we  have  had.  Would 
class  it  as  good.  (The  Palace.  Long  Pine,  Neb.) 

BACK  TO  NATURE.  Charles  Fully.  1   ^Fair 

comedy  but  it  takes  more  than  a   fat  man  to  get 

the  laughs.  (Selk,  Scotia,  Neb.)  Good  average 

short  comedy.  (Grand,  Rainier,  Ore.) 

BADLY  BROKE,  Charles  Puffy,  1, — As  I   said 

before,  I   claim  that  this  big  tub  of  lard  is  very 

good  and  would  take  Arbuckle's  place  if  they 
keep  him  in  good  stuff.  This  is  a   very  good 
comedy  with  plenty  of  laughs.  (Trags,  Neills- 
ville,  Wis.)  Charles  Puffy  is  the  best  one  reel 
bet  that  we  have.  Have  used  a   number  of  these 
and  they  are  all  good.  (Palace,  Syracuse,  Neb.) 

BEN  FRANKLIN,  Hysterical  History,  1. — Do 

not  take  here.  Not  a   laugh.  (Community,  Noble, 

III.)  The  sub-titles  is  what  puts  over  most  of 

these  Hysterical  Histories  but  this  one  was  funny 

enough  even  if  it  had  had  no  titles.  (Olympic. 
Forks,  Wash.) 

BLOW  OUT.  Buddy  Messenger,  2. — Fair.  (Com- 
,   munity.  Noble.  HI.)  Good  two  reeler.  The  new 

negro  boy.  Bubbles,  steals  the  show  from  Buddy. 

(DeLuxe.  Spearvillc,  Kan.)  Just  fair.  Messenger 
puts  out  the  best  comedies  that  Century  have, 
but  at  that  there  are  others  that  have  them  beat 

a   mile.  (Odgen,  Hardin.  Mo.) 

BUSTER  BE  GOOD.  Arthur  Trimble,  2. — A 
dandy  good  comedy  that  will  please  all.  All 
Buster  Brown  comedies  have  plenty  of  laughs  to 

them.  (Leeds.  Leeds,  la.)  They  like  these  and 

seem  to  draw  extra  business.  (Grand,  Rainier. 

Ore.)  These  Buster  Brown  comedies  are  very 
good.  (Blue  Mouse,  Davenport.  Wash.)  A   gooH 
comedy  but  nothing  extra.  Children  will  like  it. 

(Novelty,  Paris,  Idaho.)  One  of  the  Buster 
Brown  comedies  that  proved  very  good.  Tige  is 

quite  an  attraction  and  the  children  are  O.  K. 

(Grand,  Pierre.  S.  D.)  A   good  comedy  for  chil- 
dren. (Silver  Family,  Greenville,  Mich.) 

BUSTER  BROWN  COMEDIES.  Arthur  Trimble. 

2. — These  are  the  best  Century  comedies  that  we 

get  from  Universal.  The  dog  Tige  is  a   wonder. 

(Palace,  Waupaca,  Wis.)  Best  short  features 

Universal  has.  Universal's  two  reel  Westerns 
and  serials  are  O.  K.  too.  but  they  have  fallen 

down  on  their  Centuries.  (Grand,  Chetek,  Wis.) 

Kids  cat  ’em  up  and  adults  laugh.  The  dog  is 
very  clever.  We  have  run  three  and  only  hope 

those  to  follow  will  be  as  good.  (Hammond. 
Hammond,  Wis.) 

BUSTER  BROWN'S  NIGHTMARE.  Arthur 
Trimble,  2. — A   crackerjack  comedy  and  the  dog 

in  this  picture  is  a   riot.  Give  us  more  just  like 

them.  (Mission,  Santa  Paula.  Cal.)  A   splen- 
did comedy  with  Tige  almost  stealing  the  honors 

from  Buster  and  Mary  Jane.  (S.  T.,  Parker, 

S.  D.)  Extra  good.  The  best  one  yet.  The 
kids  howled  continuously.  (Grand,  Rainier,  Ore.) 

Extra  good.  (Starland,  Stockbridge,  Mich.) 

BUSTER’S  BUST  UP.  Arthur  Trimble.  2. — 
Enjoyed  very  much.  (Egyptian,  Ogden,  Utah.) 
Buster  and  the  dog  kept  them  laughing.  Kids 

screamed  at  his  high  and  dizzy  stuff.  (Argonne. 
Akron,  Ind.) 

BY  THE  SEA.  Charles  Puffy.  1.— Good  short 
comedy.  (Grand,  Rainier.  Ore.)  A   few  laughs. 

(Trags,  Neillsville,  Wis.)  Fair.  (Royal,  Newark, 
Ark.) 

CAPTURED  ALIVE,  Helen  -Gibson,  2.— About 

up  to  usual  standard  of  these  Western  Featur- 
ettes  which  our  Saturday  crowd  accepts  nnd  seems 

to  enjoy.  (Grand,  Rainier.  Ore.)  These  short 

Westerns  are  as  good  as  lots  of  the  five  reelers. 

Every  one  1   have  played  so  far  has  stood  up 
well.  Lots  of  action.  (Star,  Tuckerman.  Ark.) 

CAT’S  WHISKERS.  THE.  Neely  Edwards,  1 — 

This  guy  will  go  good  after  he  is  better  known. 

(Trags,  Neillsville,  Wis.)  Good  short  comedy. 

(Grand,  Rainier,  Ore.)  Fair  comedy.  Kids 

laughed.  A   few  full  grown  chuckles.  Evidently 
it  will  do  as  a   filler.  (Selk,  Scotia,  Neb.) 

CENTURY  COMEDIES,  2.— Day  by  day  in 

every  way  these  are  growing — not  really  better 
but  not  quite  so  bad  as  they  used  to  was. 

"Kicked  About,"  with  Eddie  Gordon,  is  good. 

(Pastime,  Mason.  Mich.)  These  comedies  seem 
to  be  running  better  lately.  (Pastime,  Mason. 

Mich.)  I   have  run  the  1925-26  Centuries  since 

September  11th  and  they  are  very  ordinary.  (Ar- 

gonne, Akron,  Ind.)  Good  as  any  comedy  of  re- 
cent date.  Some  are  fine.  (Victory,  Rossiter, 

Pa.)  I   do  not  call  these  a   good  lineup  of  com- 
edies. Maybe  I've  been  getting  them  too  old,  but 

those  we  have  had  were  nothing  at  all  to  talk 

about.  (Star,  Menard,  Tex.)  We  have  used  quite 
a   few  of  these  comedies  and  they  are  ordinary. 

Some  good,  some  bad.  We  do  not  think  they 
arc  equal  to  the  older  Centuries  of  three  and 

four  years  ago.  (Patriot,  Patriot,  Ind.)  Cen- 

tury Comedies  are  as  a   rule  okay.  Some  are  ter- 
ribly silly  and  others  are  alt  right.  (Leeds.  Leeds, Iowa.) 

CITY  BOUND.  Charles  Puffy.  l.—A  good  one- 

reel  comedy.  Quite  a   few  laughs.  (Strand,  New- 
man Grove,  Neb.)  Good  one  reeler.  This  fat 

boy  is  a   good  one  and  gets  a   good  many  laughs. 

(De  Luxe,  Spcarville,  Kan.) 

CLEAR  THE  WAY,  Buddy  Messenger.  2.— 
Good  comedy.  (S.  T.,  Parker.  S.  D.)  This  is 

a   pretty  good  comedy,  but  there  are  quite  a   few 

of  Universal’s  comedies  that  are  merely  a   waste 
of  time  running  them.  (Rialto,  Terril,  Iowa.) 

COWPUNCHER’S  COMEBACK.  THE,  Art 
Acord,  2. — A   pretty  good  Western  fcaturette 
that  drew  some  extra  business.  (Grand,  Rainier, 

Ore.)  A   nice  little  two  reel  Western  which  fits 

in  well  on  my  serial  night.  (Trags,  Neillsville, 

Wis.)  •   .,U  -■ 

CRYING  FOR  LOVE,  2.— Good  comedy.  (Silver^ 
Family.  Greenville,  Mich.)  Not  much  to  this 
one.  Below  the  average  for  Universal.  (Polo. 
Polo,  III.) 

CUPID’S  VICTORY,  Wanda  Wiley,  2 — The 
best  we  have  had  from  this  star  so  far.  Lots  of 
action  and  funny  situations.  (Grand,  Rainier. 

Ore.)  A   good  comedy.  (Silver  Family,  Green- 
ville, Mich.)  This  comedy  O.  K.  Some  new  gags 

and  several  good  healthy  thrills.  (Selk,  Scotia, 

Neb.)  Fair.  (Princess,  Chilton,  Wis.) 

DISCORD  IN  A   FLAT,  Arthur  Lake,  1.— The 
poorest  of  these  comedies  so  far.  (Grand,  Rainier. 

Ore.)  Better  than  the  average  Lake.  A   four- 
year-old  star  had  all  the  lead.  (Regent,  Eureka, 

Kan.)  A   fair  comedy.  (Leeds,  Leeds,  Iowa.) 

This  is  not  much  of  a   one-reel  comedy.  A   few 

laughs  but  cannot  give  it  much.  (DeLuxe,  Spear- 
ville,  Kans.) 

DOG  BISCUITS.  Arthur  Lake,  1. — Very  nice 
little  comedy  that  pleased  generally.  (Grand. 

Rainier,  Ore.)  About  as  silly  as  most  Universal 

comedies.  (Gem,  Calico  Rock,  Ark.) 

DON’T  WORRY,  Wanda  Wiley,  2. — An  average 

comedy  that  went  over  fairly  well.  (Grand, 

Rainer.  Ore.)  Not  much  of  a   comedy,  but  no 

fault  of  Wanda’s.  She  can  put  across  the  goods 
if  they  will  give  her  the  stories.  (Odeon,  Hardin, 

Mo.)  Poorest  Century  to  date.  Just  two  reels  of 
film.  (Monticello  Opera  House,  Monticello.  la.) 

Good  film.  A   pretty  good  comedy  is  what  1   would 

say  for  this  one.  What  a   pleasure  it  would  be  if 
we  never  got  any  that  was  worse  than  this. 
(Rialto,  Sharon,  Wis.) 

DRY  UP.  2.— Would  class  this  as  just  a   fair 

comedy.  (Grand,  Rainier.  Ore.)  A   Century  that 
is  a   little  above  the  average.  (Palace,  Long  Pine,. 

Neb.)  A   good  two  reel  comedy.  (Leeds,  Leeds,' Iowa.)  Just  2.000  feet  of  film  called  comedy. 

Had  a   few  laughs  for  the  kids,  that’s  all.  (De Luxe,  Spearville.  Kan.) 

DYNAMITED,  Joe  Murphy,  2.— Another  good 

Gump  comedy  that  pleased  ’em  and  brought  ’em 

in.  (Grand,  Rainier,  Ore.)  Can’t  give  this  com- 
edy much.  It  started  good  but  slowed  down 

after  200  feet  and  finished  poor.  They’ll  have 
to  make  them  better  if  they  expect  to  keep 

the  Gump  standard  looking  up.  (Electric,  Brown- ing, Mo.) 

EDUCATING  BUSTER.  Arthur  Trimble.  2.— 
Good.  The  best  bet  of  the  Century  comedies; 

in  fact,  this  was  the  first  that  really  was  okay. 

(Princess,  Chilton.  Wis.)  All  Buster  Brown  com- 
edies good  so  far.  (Starland.  Stockbridge,  Mich.) 

Our  first  of  this  series  and  very  good.  Pleased 

old  and  young  generally.  (Grand,  Rainier,  Ore.) 

FAMILY  ROW,  A.  Buddy  Messenger,  2.— Not 
much  to  it.  A   tale  of  newly  married  couple 

with  a   lot  of  trouble  and  didn’t  raise  a   laugh  in 

my  place,  so  don’t  think  they  liked  it  very  much. 
(Royal.  Kimball.  S.  Dak.)  Terrible,  as  poor  a 

comedy  as  we've  had  for  some  time.  Not  a   laugh 
in  it.  (Star,  Menard,  Tex.) 

PAST  EXPRESS,  THE,  William  Duncan,  15  epi- 
sode serial,  2. — Ran  the  second  chapter  of  this 

Friday  and  Saturday  and  it  looks  good.  Gave  a 
free  show  the  first  episode  and  got  everybody 
started  and  I   think  it  is  going  to  pay  for 

self  big.  (Strand,  Elizabethtown,  Ind.)  This  is 

mighty  interesting.  Has  fair  drawing  power.  This 

episode  particularly  good.  (Eminence,  Eminence, 

Ky.)  Just  finished  No.  3.  Seems  to  be  pleasing. 

(Trags,  Neillsville,  Wis.)  Have  shown  five  chap- 
ters of  this  serial  and  it  gets  better  every  one: 

pleasing  everyone  and  increasing  my  attendance 
every  week.  What  more  could  you  ask?  (Strand, 

Elizabethtown.  Ind.)  Just  finished  No.  2   and 
it  looks  as  though  it  is  going  to  please.  Film 

out  of  Minneapolis  in  terrible  condition.  Grease 

and  dirt  and  2   bursts  in  one  reel.  Haven’t  had  a 
previous  break  in  6   months.  (Trags,  Neillsville, 

Wis. )   This  seems  to  be  holding  up.  Don’t  believe  in 
serials  myself  but  am  almost  convinced  that  this 

one  is  helping  out.  Have  used  fifth  episode  and 
have  been  guessing.  (Harris,  Bancroft,  Idaho.) 

Duncan  ought  to  be  pulling  curtains  instead  of 

being  the  main  star  in  this  serial.  Don't  book  it. 
Don't  buy  it.  Don’t  bother  with  it.  (Liberty, 

Channing,  Mich.)  This  is  a   dandy  serial.  It  has 

plenty  of  action  all  the  way  through  and  brings 

them  back  for  every  episode.  This  is  toy  first 

attempt  at  a   serial,  but  if  I   can  get  another  one 

that  will  pull  like  this  one  has,  I   am  sure  it 

won’t  be  my  last.  My  box  office  receipts  have 
actually  doubled  since  I   stArted  this  picture. 

(Strand.  Elizabethtown,  Ind.)  Am  just  finish- 
ing this  serial,  which  is  one  of  the  best  I   ever 

saw.  The  only  objection  to  it  l8-thal,jt  is  fifteen 
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episodes  in  length  and  is  a   little  too 
 long.  My 

crowds  held  yp  fine  for  about  ten  cha
pters  and 

then  began  to  drop  out.  Ten  episode
s  in  my 

opinion  is  long  enough  for  a   chapter
  play. 

(Strand.  Elizabethtown,  Ind.)  A   good  seria
l  that 

is  pleasing  my  patrons  and  bringing  th
eta  back 

and  more  with  them.  (Strand.  Elizabeth
town. 

Ind  )   Just  finished  "The  Fast  Express
’  and  it 

went  over  fairly  well.  Would  have  done  bette
r 

but  I   followed  "The  Jungle  Goddess"  with  it  and
 

there  are  no  serials  in  the  class  with  "The  J
.  G.” 

(Joyland,  Booneville.  Ark.)  Have  just  run  the 

third  episode  of  this  serial  and  it  seems  to  be 

holding  up  okay  and  bringing  them  back.  (Strand, 

Elizabethtown,  Ind.)  Duncan — Just  finished  this 

and  it  held  up  fine.  Plenty  of  action.  (Royal. 

Caddo,  Okla.)  Am  on  the  thirteenth  episode  of 

this  serial  and  it  has  held  up  fine.  Every  chap- 
ter has  plenty  of  action  and  an  ending  that 

brings  them  back.  (Strand,  Elizabethtown,  Ind.) 

Fair  picture  and  story,  but  it  seems  that  the  fans 

do  not  keep  up  with  it.  (Victory,  Rossiter, 
Pa.) 

FIGHTING  SCIIOOLMAEM.  THE,  Josie,  Sedg- 
2=   Good  filler,  with  plenty  of  comedy  in  it. 

(Home,  Oblong.  111.)  Fair.  (Olympic,  Forks, 
Wash.) 

FIGHT  WITHIN.  THE,  2 — Very  poor.  People 

didn’t  know  what  it  was  all  about.  (Princess, 
Chilton.  Wis.)  These  two  reel  Westerns  are  all 

good  and  are  always  bound  to  please.  Short  and 

snappy  and  plenty  of  action.  (Amuse-U,  Spring- 
field.  III.) 

FRESH  PAINT.  Neely  Edwards,  1. — Pretty 

good  one  reeler.  (Trags,  Neillsville,  Wis.)  Noth- 
ing bad,  but  would  class  it  as  a   little  vulgar. 

Too  many  bare  legs.  When  will  they  learn  that 

bare  legs,  etc.,  are  not  necessary  to  get  laughs. 

(S.  T.,  Parker.  S.  D.) 

GAME  HUNTER,  THE,  Bert  Roach,  1.— Fairly 
good  comedy  but  not  much  to  it.  Seems  as  if  all 
the  Bert  Roach  star  comedies  are  all  the  same. 

Not  much  change  in  entertainment,  but  they  make 

good  fillers.  (Royal.  Kimball,  S.  D.)  Fairly  good. 

(Community,  Noble,  111.)  An  extra  good  one 

reel  comedy.  (DeLuxe,  Spearville,  Kan.) 

GETTING  TRHVSMED,  Wanda  Wiley,  2.— Good 
two  reeler  that  has  some  real  good  stunts  in  it. 

(Ds  Luxe,  Spearville,  Kan.)  '   About  as  silly  a 
comedy  as  anyone  can  imagine.  Not  a   laugh  for 

anyone  but  the  kids.  Poor  stuff.  (Star,  Menard, 

Tex.)  A   pretty  good  comedy  that  got  quite  a 

few  laughs  from  our  audience.  It  may  not  be  the 

best,  but  it  is  good  at  any  rate.  (Rialto,  Sharon, 
Wis.)  Fair  comedy.  (Strand.  McKenzie,  Tenn.) 

A   little  bit  too  foolish  to  please  the  majority. 

(Photoplay,  Ashland,  Kans.) 

GIRL  PROBLEM.  THE,  Arthur  Lake,  1. — A   fair 

enough  one  reel  filler.  Have  seen  many  worse, 

which  may  be  a   left-handed  compliment.  (Star, 
Menard,  Tex.)  One  of  the  best  one-reel  com- 

edies I   ever  played.  (Benton  Community.  Ben- 
ton City.  Mo.) 

GREEN  EYED  MONSTER.  THE.  Arthur  Lake, 

I. — Lively  little  comedy  that  seemed  to  please  all. 
(Grand,  Rainier,  Ore.)  A   few  laughs  in  it. 
(Trags,  Neillsville,  Wis.)  This  boy  is  sure  clever 

as  they  get  them.  (Majestic.  Portland,  Ind.) 
A   fair  comedy.  (Leeds,  Leeds,  la.) 

GREENHORN.  THE.  Charles  Puffy.  L— Green- 

horn’s right.  Nothing  to  it.  (Starland,  Stock- 
bridge,  Mich.)  Just  another  one  reeler.  (Wash- 

ington, Atoka.  Okla.) 

GRIDIRON  iGERTIE,  Wanda  Wiley,  2.— Would 
class  this  an  average  comedy.  (Grand,  Rainier, 

Ore.)  Pretty  good  comedy  and  should  please  the 

foot  ball  fans.  (Halfway,  Halfway,  Mich.)  A 

dandy  comedy.  Plenty  of  laffs.  (Trags,  Neills- 
ville, Wis.)  Good.  Chuck  full  of  action.  One 

of  the  best  this  star  has  made.  (Hudson,  Ro- 
chester. N.  Y.) 

HALF  FARE,  Arthur  Lake,  1. — Not  a   laugh. 

(Hammond,  Hammond.  Wis.)  Can’t  hand  this 
much.  The  poorest  we  have  had  from  this  star. 

(Grand,  Rainier,  Ore.) 

HAPPY  GO  LUCKY.  Neely  Edwards,  1.— Pretty 
fair  little  comedy.  (Grand,  Rainier,  Ore.)  Two 

chuckles  in  1,000  feet  of  film  isn’t  enough.  I   felt 
like  taking  this  down  and  throwing  it  in  the 

furnace  after  I   got  it  through  the  machine. 

January  is  Laugh  Month,  but  how  do  they  ex- 

pect us  to  make  ’em  laugh  with  this  class  of 
junk?  (American,  Wautoma.  Wis.) 

HAREM  FOLLIES,  Bert  Roach,  2.— Just  a   slap- 
stick that  squeezed  quite  a   few  laughs  in  the 

second  reel,  due  to  the  time-honored  efforts  of  a 
darky  and  spook  stuff.  Is  there  any  company 

that  hasn't  used  that  gag  'till  it  was  in  about 
every  series  sooner  or  later?  (Star,  Menard, 

Tex.)  A   good  comedy.  Don’t  approve  of  so 
much  shimmy  daiiciqg,  even  in  a   comedy,  but 

when  you’re  beyond  that  absurdity  some  really 
funny  comedy  situations  develop.  The  colored 

gent  especially  good.  (Selk,  Scotia,  Neb.) 

HER  DAILY  DOZEN,  Wanda  Wiley,  2.— 
Fairly  good  comedy.  Clean.  (S.  T.,  Parker, 

S.  D.)  Just  a   comedy.  Not  many  laughs.  (Monti- 
cello  Opera  House,  Monticello,  Iowa.)  Very  good 

comedy  from  Universal.  (Royal.  Kimball.  S.  D.) 

HERE’S  YOUR  HAT,  Arthur  Lake,  1.— Good, 
(Strand,  Elizabethtown,  Ind.)  Good  light  com- 

edy of  the  juvenile  type.  (Grand,  Rainier,  Ore.) 

Poorest  piece  of  junk  we  have  had  for  some  time. 

To  sell  this  for  a   comedy  is  a   sin ;   it  is  just  a 

waste  of  film.  (De  Luxe,  Spearville,  Kan.)  This 
is  the  bunk.  No  more  Arthur  Lake  comedies  for 

me.  Nothing  to  it.  (Globe,  Savannah,  Mo.) 

HONEYMOON  HOTEL.  Neely  Edwards,  1.— All 
these  Bluebirds  are  going  over  good  for  us.  (Cosy. 

Strawn,  Tex.)  Pretty  good  one  reel  comedy. 

(S.  T.,  Parker,  S.  D.)  Better  than  the  average 
one  reelers  from  Universal.  (Leeds.  Leeds,  la.) 

HONEYMOON  SQUABBLE,  A,  Edna  Marian,  2. 

— A   few  laughs  in  it.  (Trags,  Neillsville,  Wis.) 
Will  pass  as  an  average  comedy.  (Grand,  Rainier. 

Ore.)  Good  enough  slap-stick,  only  the  directors 

— both  feature  and  comedy — majority  of  them, 

that  is,  think  they  must  have  pajamas  and  then 
some  pajamas.  (S.  T..  Parker,  S.  D.) 

HORSE  LAUGH.  THE,  Charles  Puffy.  L— This 
is  best  one  reeler  we  have  ever  run.  All  Blue- 

bird comedies  arc  above  average  one  reelers. 

We  are  playing  these  hot.  Puffy  has  something 
about  him  that  pleases.  I   guess  it  must  be  true, 

"every  one  loves  a   fat  man."  (Cosy.  Strawn, 

Tex.)  Charlie  is  another  of  Carl  Laemmle’s 
stars.  We  have  yet  to  hear  anyone  laugh  at  him 

or  Arthur  Lake.  If  you  can  help  yourself  do  not 

run  these.  (Lyric,  Frostburg,  Md.)  A   few 

laughs  in  it.  (Trags,  Neillsville,  Wis.) 

INTERNATIONAL  NEWS.  1.— A   news  reel  and 
a   1   reel  comedy  with  6   to  8   reel  features  makes 

a   good  balanced  program.  Two  reel  comedy 

makes  show  too  long  and  there's  too  much  story 
as  a   rule.  (Karlen,  Monticello,  Wis.)  One  reel 

always  good.  Only  fault,  International  has  too 
much  dark  photography.  (Karlen,  Monticello, 
Wis.)  Always  a   drawing  card  on  my  program. 

(Mystic,  Eureka,  Mont.)  This  news  reel  prov- 
ing very  good.  (S.  T..  Parker.  S.  Dak.)  The 

news  is  a   big  asset  to  any  theatre,  but  the  small 
town  is  at  a   disadvantage  in  getting  same  when 

it  is  new.  (Princess,  Guttenberg,  Iowa.)  Good 

as  a   rule.  (Rex,  Custer  City,  Okla.) 

ITCHING  FOR  REVENGE,  Century.  2   Just  a 

slapstick  comedy.  This  fellow  Is  quite  an  acro- 
bat. They  laughed  aplenty.  (Star,  Menard.  Tex.) 

This  Century  comedy  was  a   little  better  than 

many  of  their’s  are.  (Rialto.  Terril,  Iowa.) 

JUST  COWBOYS,  Pcc  Wee  Holmes,  2.— A   good 
comedy,  Western  featurette,  that  went  over  nicely 

on  a   short  feature  program.  (Grand,  Rainier, 

Ore.)  This  was  labeled  ns  a   Mustang  Western. 

There  was  nothing  Mustang  about  it  and  the  kids 

were  not  bashful  about  shouting  their  disapproval 

at  its  conclusion,  (Trags,  Neillsville,  Wis.)  This 

is  a   two  reel  Western  and  pleased  us  there  is 

plenty  of  action.  Went  better  than  most  com- 
edies. (Community,  Elgin,  Neb.)  I   was  told  the 

Universal  comedies,  etc.,  were  poor  but  we  find 

them  a   little  above  the  average.  This  one  good. 
Had  an  awfully  dark  print.  (Polo,  Polo,  111.) 

A   dandy  good  short  Western  with  as  many  laughs 
as  most  two  reel  comedies.  (Royal.  Newark,  Ark.) 

KICKED  ABOUT,  Eddie  Gordon,  2.— Slapstick 
most  of  the  way.  Went  over  only  as  the  average 

comedy.  Nothing  great  about  it.  Honest.  We 

did  get  more  laughs  out  of  "K  The  Unknown” 
shown  on  the  same  program.  (The  Pastime, 

Cushing,  Iowa.)  This  comedy  seemed  to  keep 

the  crowds  in  good  humor.  (Grand.  Rainier,  Ore.) 

A   dandy  slapstick.  (Trags.  Neillsville,  Wis.) 

Not  so  good.  (Photoplay,  Ashland,  Kan.)  Just 
a   comedy.  Hard  to  get  a   good  comedy  any  more. 

All  on  the  same  order.  (Strand,  Valparaiso,  Neb.) 

A   kind  of  night-mare  where  the  supposed-to-be- 
funny  men  knock  down,  smash  up  and  throw  out 

about  everything  and  everybody  they  come  in  con- 
tact with.  The  kids  liked  it.  (Palace,  Long  Pine, 

Neb.) 

KNOCKOUT  MAN.  THE.  Jack  Perrin,  2,— The 
best  two  reeler  of  this  star  yet.  Will  go  over 
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sarae  as  a   five  rcelor.  (Riverdalc.  River  View. 

Ala.)  A   very  good  little  action  Western.  Using 
these  with  short  feature  program  each  Saturday 

and  they  are  going  over  in  good  shape.  (Grand, 
Rainier,  Ore.) 

LITTLE  RED  RIDING  HOOD,  Baby  Peggy,  2. 
— I   have  waited  three  years  to  show  this  and  am 

more  than  pleased.  It  is  done  beautifully  and 

Little  Peggy  was  never  more  cute  and  pleasing. 

Coloring  is  beautiful,  wonderful  for  children  and 

all  the  grownups  were  delighted  with  it.  Will 

please  any  crowd.  (Bijou,  Beach,  N.  D.)  One 
of  the  best  and  cleanest  comedies  I   ever  ran. 

Everybody  will  like  it.  Good  to  fill  in  with  a   bad 
feature.  (Community,  Fargo,  Okla.) 

LOCKED  OUT,  Arthur  Lake,  i.~Good  one 
rccler.  (Trags,  Neillaville.  Wis.)  A   good  one 
reelcr,  (DcLuxc,  Spcarville,  Ran.)  Good  one 

reeler.  (Theatorium,  Emienton,  Pa.) 

LOOKING  DOWN.  Wanda  Wiley,  2.— Very  good 
comedy.  (American,  Scofield,  U.)  Good  comedy 

with  plenty  of  slapstick  laughs.  This  star  is  a 
Texas  girl  and  this  creates  interest  when  we  show 

her.  (Star,  Menard,  Tex.)  Good  two-reel  com- 
edy with  Wanda  doing  some  high  diszy  stunts. 

Two  reels.  (DcLuxe,  Spcarville,  Kans.)  Good 
comedy.  Two  reels.  (Royal,  Caddo,  Okla.)  Very 

good  comedy.  Will  make  them  laugh.  Two  reels. 

(Monticcllo  Opera  House,  Monticello,  la.) 

LOVE  SICK,  Edna  Marian,  2. — A   good  comedy 
which  also  was  in  bad  shape.  (Leeds,  Leeds, 

Iowa.)  Just  a   silly  puppy  love  comedy.  No 

worse  than  most  of  the  Century  brand.  (Star, 

Menard,  Tex.)  Just  a   fair  comedy.  (Monticello, 

Opera  House.  Monticello,  la.)  Another  pretty 

fair  comedy.  (Rialto,  Terril,  Iowa.) 

MARRIED  NEIGHBORS.  Edna  Marian,  2.— 
Very  poor,  as  are  most  all  Century  comedies.  No 

plot,  stars  nor  laughs.  (Minor,  Areata,  Cal.) 

Good  attendance  and  evidently  pleased  them  all. 

(Olympic,  Forks,  Wash.)  This  youngster  isn’t 
so  bad.  Far  better  than  Wanda  Wiley,  though 

it’s  just  a   comedy  filler.  (Star,  Menard.  Tex.) 
We  consider  this  a   poor  comedy.  (DeLuxe, 

Spcarville,  Kan.)  Avoid  this  one  if  you  can. 

Hardly  even  a   smile  in  it.  (Polo,  Polo,  III.) 

Nothing  much  to  it.  Pathe  single  reelers  do 

just  as  much  as  this.  (Halfway,  Halfway,  Mich.) 

Poor  stuff,  vulgar  to  say  the  least.  Concerned 

with  the  doings  of  a   group  of  inebriates  who  are 

helping  the  prospective  groom  celebrate  a   com- 

ing wedding.  (S.  T.,  Parker,  S.  D.) 

MILKY  WAY.  THE,  Charles  Puffy,  1.— Better 

than  former  comedies  from  this  star.  (Grand, 

Rainier,  Ore.)  Charles  Puffy’s  best  to  date.  (Re- 
gent. Eureka,  Kan.) 

MIND  THE  BABY,  Pal,  2. — As  usual  the  dog 
steals  the  popularity  of  our  other  stars,  This 

comedy  is  short  but  sweet.  Several  scenes  with 

the  alligator  were  nerve  wrecking  and  thrilling. 
(New  Pastime,  Cushing.  Iowa.)  This  one  is  a 
knockout  and  any  time  they  have  a   better  one 

I’d  like  to  see  it  as  it  will  keep  them  on  the 
edge  of  the  seat  from  start  to  finish  and  watch 

them  laugh.  (Royal,  Kimball.  S.  D.)  Good  two 
reel  comedy.  In  fact  it  is  one  of  the  extra  good 
ones.  Don’t  be  afraid  of  it  as  It  is  there.  (De Lu.xe,  Spcarville,  Kans.) 

MUSTANG  WESTERNS.  2   These  short  West- 
erns are  good  but  not  extra.  Will  please  about 

80  per  cent.  (Olympic.  Forks,  Wash.)  Not  liked 
in  our  town.  Was  disappointed  In  them  myself— 
too  drnggy.  Stuff  of  this  kind  in  my  opinion 
should  be  snappy  from  start  to  finish.  (Harriet. 
Hardin,  Mont.)  Have  run  several  of  these  in 
connection  with  Complete  Service  ‘‘and  most  of 
them  are  quite  acceptable  to  our  audience  as 

fillers.  Print  good.  '‘Tempest  Cody’s  Man  Hunt" 
was  one  of  the  beat  so  far.  (Hammond,  Hammond. 
Wis.)  Nothing  extraordinary  in  the  few  I   have 
played,  but  will  suffice  to  draw  and  satisfy  West- 

ern patrons  when  they  ̂ vould  not  come  to  see  the 
big  super-special.  (Tokio,  Morehouse,  Mo.) 

MY  BAB\  DOLL,  Edna  Marian,  2. — This  was  a 
very  good  comedy.  (DeLuxe,  Spearville,  Kan.) 
Absolutely  nothing  to  this  comedy.  Not  a   laugh 
in  it.  I   do  not  know  who  told  Carl.  Arthur  Lake 
was  a   comedy  man.  (Monticello  Opero  House. 
Monticello,  la.) 

NERO,  Hysterical  History,  1. — Pretty  fair  com- 
edy. Patrons  evidently  got  some  wallop  out  of  It, 

as  I   heard  numerous  laughs.  (Selk,  Scotia.  Neb.) 
Another  Hysterical  History  that  was  good.  It 
made  a   hit  and  certainly  added  some  to  the 
program  for  that  day.  (Legion.  Holyrood,  Kan.) 

NICELY  EBWARDEDf  Charlea  PnQI^  l<^Thc 
beat  we  have  had  from  this  star  bo  far.  (Grand, 
Rainier.  Ore.)  Real  good  I   reel  comedy.  We 
like  Puffy.  (Eminence.  Eminence,  Ky.)  Most  of 

Puffy  comedies  are  good,  but  this  is  punk.  Not 
one  chuckle  in  1,000  feet.  (American,  Wautoma. 
Wis.) 

NOBODY’S  DARLING.  Baby  Bcggy.  2.— Great 
stuff  for  the  kids.  Ran  it  on  serial  night,  so  it 

pleased  not  only  the  kids,  but  also  the  adults 

who  follow  serials.  (Trags,  Neillsville,  Wis.) 
Good  comedy.  Universal  makes  good  short  films 
all  the  time.  (Emmert,  Alcester,  S.  D.) 

NOBODY’S  SWEETHEART.  Wanda  Wiley.  2 — 
Very  clever  comedy  but  Universal  spoiled  same 

for  me  by  sending  rotten  print  and  no  fore- 
word on  the  starting  reel.  My  people  thought 

that  it  was  part  of  the  show  the  way  it  started 
but  found  out  different  before  it  was  over.  (Royal, 

Kimball,  S.  Dak.)  If  they  make  any  good  com- 

edies they  must  keep  them,  as  I   can’t  remem- 
ber of  a   good  comedy  I   ever  got  from  Century. 

(Reel  Joy,  King  City,  Cal.) 

NO  PLACE  TO  GO.  Arthur  Lake,  1.— A   very 
good  one  reel  comedy.  (De  Luxe,  Spearville, 

Kans.)  We  have  found  these  Sweet  Sixteen  com- 
edies very  good,  and  this  is  no  exception.  (Grand, 

Rainier,  Ore.)  Very  good  one  reeler.  (Lyric, 

Conway,  N.  H.)  Good.  Kept  them  laughing  all 
the  way  through.  (Theatorium,  Emienton,  Pa.) 

OFFICER  13,  Eddie  Gordon,  2.  Very  good 
comedy.  Sure  had  them  guessing,  on  the  edge 

of  their  seats  until  the  final  scene.  It’s  good  to 
be  put  in  prison  for  life  if  they  give  a   man  com- 

pany like  they  gave  Eddy.  (Royal.  Kimball, 

S.  D.)  Usual  Century  slapstick  comedy.  No  bet- 
ter and  no  worse  than  most.  (Star,  Menard, 

Tex.)  Not  much  to  this  one.  (Polo,  Polo,  III.) 

Good  comedy.  The  star  is  some  acrobat.  One  of 
the  best  comedies  I   have  had  from  Universal.  (Selk, 

Scotia,  Neb.)  Another  poor  Universal  comedy. 

Didn't  get  a   good  one  yet.'  (Princess,  Chilton, 
Wis.)  Funny  comedy.  (Silver  Family.  Green- 

ville, Mich.)  Very  poor  comedy.  (Lorin,  Berke- 
ley. Cal.) 

OH  BUSTER,  Arthur  Trimble,  2.  Good,  as  are 

all  Buster  Browns.  They’re  clean,  they  please 
the  kids  and  most  grown-ups,  so  what  more 
can  we  ask?  (Star,  Sumner,  Nebraska.)  Good 

comedy  that  was  used  to  bolster  up  "The  Home 
Maker."  (Lily,  Buffalo.  N.  Y.)  Seemed  to  please 
the  kids  on  my  serial  night.  (Trags,  Neillsville. 

Wis.)  All  Buster  Browns  fine.  (Starland,  Stock- 
bridge,  Mich.) 

OH  MIN,  Joe  Murphy,  2. — An  Andy  Gump  com- 
edy. Satisfactory.  (Auditorium,  Libertyville,  III.) 

Good  comedy.  (S.  'T.,  Parker,  S.  D.)  Good  com- 
edy. Some  good  laughs  in  this  one.  (Lyric,  Wal- nut, la.) 

comedy.  Don’t  see  where  they  get  the  title. 

(S.  T.,  Parker,  S.  D.)  Very  good  comedy  that 
is  worth  running  at  any  theatre.  (Royal.  Kim- 

ball, S.  D.)  This  is  just  another  lot  of  hunk 
and  a   waste  of  time  running  it.  (Rialto,  Terril. Iowa.) 

POWDERED  CHICKENS,  Edna  Marian,  2— 
An  average  comedy  that  seemed  to  satisfy  gen- 

erally. (Grand,  Rainier,  Ore.)  Good  slapstick 
comedy.  Clean.  (S.  T.,  Parker,  S.  D.)  Not  as 

good  as  Century  Comedies  usually  are.  (Eminence. 
Eminence,  Ky.)  A   fairly  good  comedy  with  quite 

a   few  laughs.  Miss  Marian  is  a   cute  little  thinu 

and  pleases  our  patrons.  (Rialto,  Sharon,  Wis.) 

Say  boys,  they  don’t  make  them  any  better  than 
this  one.  Saved  my  long  feature  and  gave  satis- 

faction to  most  of  them.  I   hardly  ever  hear  an>' 
comments  but  they  told  me  about  this  one.  (Royal, 
Kimball,  S.  D.) 

PREP  SCHOOL,  Arihur  Lako,  1.— Lake  is  a 
likeable  young  chap  that  appeals  to  our  bunch. 
This  is  a   good  one  reeler.  (Majestic,  Weiner. 

Ark.)  Faily  funny.  The  trouble  with  the  Com- 
plete Service  Contract  stuff  is  thnt  they  book  you 

the  same  bunch  of  hams  for  3   or  4   weeks  in 

“concussion"  instead  of  alternating  them  a   little. 

(Trags,  Neillsville,  Wis.) 

PRESENT  ARMS.  Wanda  Wiley,  2.— Fair  com- 
edy, not  much  to  it.  Star  lived  in  nelghborinv 

town  and  we  created  interest  on  that  score.  (Star. 

Menard,  Tex.)  A   well  produced  and  acted  com- 
edy but  failed  somehow  to  get  the  laughs.  (Grand, Rainier,  Ore.) 

QUEEN  OF  THE  ROUNDUP.  Josie  Sedgwick, 
2. — Dandy  little  Western  that  drew  good  business 
on  account  of  scenes  from  Pendleton  Roundup. 

Miss  Sedgwick  was  Queen  of  1924  Roundup 

(Grand,  Rainier,  Ore.)  A   good  two  reel  Western 
that  seemed  to  please.  No  comments  on  this  one 

either  way.  (Leeds,  Leeds.  Iowa.) 

RAISIN’  CAIN,  Century,  2. — This  comedy  meas- 
ures up  to  the  usual  standard  of  the  Centurys. 

(Grand,  Rainier.  Ore.)  Good  film.  Just  another 
comedy.  There  are  only  a   few  funny  scenes  in  it. 

but  then  it  is  silly,  so  perhaps  we  should  he  thank- 
ful for  this.  (Rialto,  Sharon,  Wis.)  Better  than 

most  Centuries.  Centuries  for  me  are  nothine 

extra  and  quite  a   few  not  worth  running,  but 

this  one  is  better  than  most.  (Star,  Sumner,  Ne- braska.) 

RIDERS  OF  THE  PASS,  2.— Not  enough  action. 
This  bird  had  better  stop  on  the  gas  if  he  wants 

to  keep  up  with  the  rest  of  the  Western  stars. 

(Majestic.  Portland,  Ind.)  Very  good  action. 
Western  fcaturette.  (Grand,  Rainier,  Ore.) 

ONE  WILD  NIGHT.  Neely  Edwards.  1.— A 
pretty  good  one-reeler  that  contains  several  laughs. 

(Royal,  Newark,  Ark.)  Good  average  short  com- 
edy. (Grand,  Rainier,  Ore.)  Above  the  average 

one  reel  comedy.  (Star,  Menard,  Tex.) 

OUR  PET,  Baby  Peggy.  2. — Good  two  reeler 
our  crowd  liked.  (DeLuxe,  Spearville,  Kan.)  Good 

kid  comedy  and  the  kids  liked  it.  Gave  the  kids 
a   free  matinee  and  of  course  had  the  house 

packed.  (Community,  Elgin,  Neb.)  Ran  it  on 
serial  night  and  proved  good  stuff  for  the  kids. 

(Trags,  Neillsville,  Wis.) 

PAPA’S  PET,  Bert  Roach,  1. — ^Above  the  aver- 
age comedy;  several  laughs  in  it.  (Benton  Com- 

munity, Benton  City,  Mo.)  A   rather  poor  com- 
c-dy.  (Grand,  Rainier,  Ore.)  A   darn  good  one 
reel  comedy.  These  Bulls  Eye  comedies  sure  hit 

the  spot.  (Olympic,  Forks,  Wash.)  Good  one 

reel  comedy.  (Gem,  Calico  Rock,  Ark.)  Awful. 

If  they  want  to  send  you  this,  kick  like  a   steer. 

(Star,  Menard,  Tex.)  A   fair  one  reeler.  (DeLuxe. 
Spearville,  Kan.) 

PACING  A   WIFE,  Al  Alt,  2.— A   real  good  com- 
edy. (Star,  Tuckerman,  Ark.)  Just  as  good  as 

many  two  reelers  from  other  distributors.  Film 

good.  (Hammond,  Hammond,  Wis.)  Very  or- 
dinary slapstick  comedy,  as  are  most  of  all  the 

Centuries  it  has  been  our  lot  to  run.  If  those 

be  comedies,  let  tragedy  be  my  choice.  (Star, 

Menard,  Tex.)  Only  fair.  (Princess,  Chilton, 

Wis.)  Good.  (S.  T.,  Parker,  S.  D.)  Good  com- 
edy, (Silver  Family,  Greenville,  Mich.) 

PIPING  HOT.  Al  Alt,  2,— A   good  comedy  that 
kept  the  laughs  coming.  (Grand,  Rainier,  Ore.) 

Can't  say  much  for  this  one.  Had  a   rotten  fea- 
ture. "After  Business  Hours,"  too.  as  all  my 

patrons  kicked.  (Grand,  Okolona,  Miss.)  Fair 

comedy.  (Silver  Family,  Greenville,  Mich.) 

PLENTY  OF  NERVE,  Century.  2.— A   dandy 
slapstick  comedy.  (Trags,  Neillsville,  Wis.)  Fair. 

Nothing  to  rave  about.  (Orpheum,  Pipestone, Minn.) 

POLO  KID.  THE,  Eddie  Gordon,  2.— Only  fair 

RIP  VAN  WINKLE.  Hysterical  History.  1.— 
Fair  one  reeler.  (DeLuxe.  Spearman.  Kan.  i 
A   little  better  than  some  of  these,  but  not  much, 

at  that.  (Benton  Community,  Benton  City.  Mo.  t 
Just  another  one-reeler.  (Legion,  Holyrood,  Kans.) 

A   good  comedy  and  seemed  to  get  over  all  right. 

(Odeon,  Chandler,  Okla.)  Best  of  these  Histories 
and  that's  not  much.  (Community,  Noble,  III  ) 

ROPING  VENUS,  THE,  Josie  Sedgwick,  2.— 
Good  action  Western  featurette.  Well  received. 

(Grand,  Rainier,  Ore.)  Good  little  two  reel 
Western,  (Trags,  Neillsville,  Wis.) 

ROUGH  PARTY.  A,  Al  Alt,  2.— (3ood  slapstick. 

(Trags,  NeillsviUe,  Wis.)  A   rather  silly  bit  of 
nothing  like  most  Century  comedies.  (Palace. Long  Pine,  Neb.) 

SAILING  ALONG.  Buddy  Messenger.  2.— Not 
so  vei-y  good.  A   rainy  or  scratched  up  print,  so 

it  hurt  everybody’s  eyes  and  was  not  liked.  The 
feature  had  to  do  it  all  this  time  and  it  did. 

(Royal,  Kimball,  S,  D.)  A   good  comedy.  Far 
better  than  most  of  the  Century  comedies.  (Odeon, 

Hardin,  Mo.)  Just  fair.  Not  much  noise  from 
the  crowd  on  this  one.  (Grand,  Rainier,  Ore.) 

SCANDAL  HUNTERS.  THE,  Al  Alt.  2,— Pretty 
good  slapstick.  (Trags,  Neillsville,  Wis.)  Good. 

(S.  T..  Parker.  S.  D.)  Can’t  say  much  for  this 
one.  A   very  ordinary  comedy.  (Grand,  Rainier. 

Ore.) 

SCARED  STIFF.  Al  Alt,  2   Not  many  laughs. 
but  took  the  kids.  (Community.  Noble,  III.)  Not 

much  to  it :   just  an  ordinary  slapstick  comedy- 

(Royal,  Caddo,  Okla.)  A   very  good  two  reel  com- edy. (De  Luxe,  Spearville,  Kans.) 

SHORT  PANTS,  Arthur  Lake,  I.— Below  the 
average  of  these  comedies.  (Grand.  Rainier,  Ore.) 
Fairly  funny.  (Trags,  Neillsville,  Wis.) 

SLEEPING  SICKNESS.  Bert  Roach, 

t«r  than  th«  a'verage  on#  reeler.  (Leedi.  Leeds, 

la.)  Better  than  the  average  of  these  comedies. 
(Grand,  Rainier.  Ore.)  A   beaner  of  a   one  reeler- (Trags,  Neillsville,  Wis.) 



SLICK  ARTICLES,  Century, 
 2 — Just  2000  feet 

f   wasted  film.  These  Century 
 comedies  are  most- 

ly all  punk  and  Carl  certainly
  should  do  some- 

thine  about  it.  Put  more  mo
ney  or  effort  into  the 

comedy  department,  os  it 
 certainly  needs  it. 

American.  Wautoma.  Wis.)  Ve
.7  good  I   have 

found  all  Century  comedies 
 good.  (Orpheum. 

Pipestone.  Minn.)  Fair.  (
Photoplay.  Ashland, 

iron  1   This  did  not  get  very  many
  laughs.  They 

don’t  seem  to  have  the  pep.  (Odeon.
  Hardin,  Mo.) 

SMASHUP.  THE,  Joe  Murphy. 
 2.— A   good  com- 

ply My  patrons  like  Andy.  This 
 one  not  as 

as  some  we  have  used  of  the  firs
t  senes. 

(Novelty.  Paris.  Idaho.)  A   good
  comedy  that  will 

draw  the  people  and  then  pl
ease  them.  (Com- 

munity. Surprise.  Neb.) 

SMOKED  OUT,  Bert  Roach.  1 — Fair
  one  reeler. 

(Theatorium,  Emlenton.  Pa.)  Pretty 
 good.  Film 

in  poor  shape.  (Theatorium.  Emlenton
,  Pa.)  Just 

a   fair  comedy.  (Leeds.  Leeds.  la.)  Fai
r  comedy, 

but  not  so  good  as  some  Arthur  
Lakes.  The 

Sweet  SLxtcen  series  are  a   little  better 
 than  most 

Universal  one-reel  comedies.  (Benton  C
ommun- 

ity, Benton  City,  Mo.) 

SPEAK  EASY.  Charles  Puffy,  1.— Onl
y  fair. 

A   few  laughs  here  and  there.  (Princess,  Chi
lton, 

Wis.)  We  consider  these  Puffy  comedie
s  the  best 

1   reel  comedies  we  have  had  for  a   long,  long  tim
e. 

Try  them.  (Eminence,  Eminence,  Ky.)  P
retty 

good.  Lots  of  laughs.  (Princess,  Eiwood.  Ind
.) 

An  average  comedy  that  will  satisfy  the  majority
. 

(Grand.  Rainier,  Ore.) 

SPEAK  FREELY,  Edna  Marian,  2. — ^Pre
tty 

good  slapstick.  (Trags.  Neillsville.  Wis.)  Rather
 

silly  and  plot  of  wife  impersonation  old  and 
 too 

often  used.  (S.  T.,  Parker,  S.  D.)  Just  the 

usual  Century  two  reeler.  Nothing  to  brag  about. 

(Star,  Menard,  Tex.) 

SPEED  BOYS,  2.— Very  good  comedy.  Sure 

made  them  laugh,  that  showed  it  was  very  well 

liked.  That's  all  we  can  ask  for.  I   think  the 
freckled  face  stole  this  comedy  from  the  rest  of 

cast.  Good.  (Royal,  Kimball,  S.  D.)  Oh  boy, 

here's  a   comedy  that  will  meet  the  Gang  comedy 
any  day.  It  is  a   bunch  of  kids  similar  to  the 

Gang.  Freckled  faced  boy,  fat  boy,  Negro  and 

all.  If  you  get  this  comedy  better  feature  it 

as  it  is  there.  (DeLuxe.  Spearville,  Kan.) 

SPEEDY  MARRIAGE,  Wanda  Wiley,  2.— Good 
comedy.  Lots  of  laughs  and  full  of  action  and 

thrills.  (Grand,  Rainier,  Ore.)  Good  slapstick. 
(Trags,  Neillsville,  Wis.) 

STEPPING  SOME,  Baby  Peggy.  2.— Better  than 
some  of  hers,  but  Peggy  has  no  following  here 

only  among  the  small  girls.  The  majority  of  the 

kids  prefer  Gang  comedies.  (Majestic,  Weiner, 

Ark.)  Pleased  the  kids  and  grown  ups  too.  Some 
good  laughs  in  this.  (Grand,  Rainier,  Ore.) 

STORM  KING,  THE.  Edmund  Cobb,  2.— A 
dandy  little  2   reel  Western.  Some  of  these  2 

reeiers  are  better  than  their  5   reelers.  (Trags, 

Neillsville,  Wis.)  Action  Western.  Featurette. 
Okay  to  fill  out  a   weak  program,  (Grand,  Rainier, 
Ore.) 

STRANDED,  Edna  Marian,  2. — Good  slapstick 

with  trick  automobiles.  A   clever  dog  and  a 

beauty  chorus.  (Hammond,  Hammond.  Wis.)  No
t 

such  a   bad  comedy.  This  young  lady  is  amusing 

and  a   cutie.  (Star,  Menard.  Tex.)  Good  comedy 

on  slapstick  order.  (S.  T..  Parker,  S.  D.)  No 

good.  (Princess,  Chilton,  Wis.) 

SWEET  DREAMS,  Wanda  Wiley.  2.— This 
 is 

another  good  comedy  in  the  Universal  product  a
nd 

seems  as  if  they  started  the  Laugh  Month  righ
t. 

Universal  is  all  right  and  they  will  treat  a   whi
te 

man  accordingly.  (Royal,  Kimball,  S.  D.)  Drew
 

but  few  laughs.  Just  an  average  comedy.  (Grand. Rainier,  Ore.) 

TAXI  WAR,  THE,  Century  2. — Fair  come
dy 

that  registered  Quite  a   number  of  laughs.  (Grand. 

Rainier,  Ore.)  No  good.  (Starland,  Stockbridge.
 

Mich.)  Poor  comedy.  (Lorin,  Berkeley,  Cal.) 

A   dandy  slapstick.  (Trags,  Neillsville,  Wis.) 

TENTING  OUT,  Bert  Roach,  1. — A   ver
y  good 

one  reeler.  (De  Luxe,  Spearville,  Kans.)  A   go
od 

one  reeler  that  carries  a   bunch  of  laughs 
 in  it. 

(Legion,  Holyrood.  Kan.)  Very  good  
short  com- 

edy. (Royal,  Caddo.  Okla.)  Pretty  good  o
ne 

reeler.  (Trags,  Neillsville,  Wis.)  Very 
 good 

short  comedy.  (Grand.  Rainier,  Ore,) 

TIRED  BUSINESS  MEN.  Century,  2 — A   g
ood 

comedy.  (Alhambra,  Garrison,  N.  D.)  Goo
d  two 

reel  comedy.  (DeLuxe,  Spearville.  Kan.) 

TOO  MUCH  MOTHER-IN-LAW.  Cent
ury.  2.— 

The  best  Century  comedy  we  have  run  s
o  far. 

If  they  were  all  as  good  as  this  we  wo
uld  have 

no  room  to  complain.  (Odeon,  Hardin,  Mo.) 
 A 

good  comedy.  Plenty  of  laughs.  All  Ce
ntury 

comedies  very  good.  (Cosy,  Strawn,  Tex.)  P
retty 

good.  (Starland,  Stockbridge,  Mich.)  Abo
ut  up 

to  usual  standard  of  these  Century  comedies.
  Just 

fair.  (Grand,  Rainier.  Ore.)  Say.  felows
,  here 

is  a   very  good  two  reeler  from  Car
l.  If  he 

would  make  ’em  all  like  that  might  do  us  so
me 

good.  (Royal.  Kimball,  S.  D.)  Just  an
  average 

comedy  and  an  old  subject.  (Princess.  Ei
wood, 

Ind.)  Good  comedy.  (Silver  Family.
  Green- 

ville, Mich.)  A   fair  comedy.  (Princess,  Chilton. 

Wis.)  This  is  real  good  and  gets  the  la
ughs. 

Plenty  of  action  as  well  as  good  comedy.  (Ol
ym- 

pic, Forks,  Wash.) 

TOURISTS  DE  LUXE,  2.— Only  fair.  G
ot  a 

few  laughs  but  they  were  too  far  apart.  (Phot
o- 

play. Ashland,  Kan.)  This  is  an  extra  good  tw
o 

reel  comedy  that  should  bring  lots  of  laugh
s. 

(De  Luxe,  Spearville,  Kans.) 

UNCLE  TOM’S  GAL,  Century,  2.— Univers
al 

comedies  are  generally  good  but  this  was^  one 

of  those  fool  things  which  shows  the  machinery 

of  the  screen  and  adds  to  the  number  of  people 

who  do  not  take  interest  in  the  screen,  because 

such  burlesque  destroys  the  glamour  of  the  screen
 

and  disenchants  others  who  are  infatuated  with
 

it.  (Elite-Kozy,  Metropolis.  III.)  Funny  comedy. 

(Silver  Family,  Greenville,  Mich.)  A   take  off  on 
"Uncle  Tom’s  Cabin.”  Would  class  it  as  just 

fair.  (Grand,  Rainier.  Ore.)  The  worst  comedy 

I’ve  had  to  look  at  for  many  a   long  day.  Not 

one  single  laugh  in  it.  This  young  lady  deserves 

better  treatment.  (Star,  Menard,  Tex.)  Good 

comedy.  (Lorin,  Berkeley,  Cal.) 

UNDER  A   SPELL,  Bert  Roach,  1. — ^Very  good 

short  comedy.  (Grand,  Rainier,  Ore.)  Pretty 

good  one-roel  comedy.  (S.  T.,  Parker,  S.  D.) 

Fair.  (Community,  Noble,  III.) 

UNIVERSAL  COMEDIES,  1   &   2.— These  are 

good  one-reel  comedies.  We  have  Quito  a   num- 

ber and  all  seem  to  go  over  very  good.  (Alham- 

bra, Garrison,  N.  D.)  These  short  subjects  are 

fair  and  some  arc  better  than  others  but  I   never 

get  all  the  film  so  have  to  say  awfully  poor 
service  from  Universal.  (Royal,  Kimball,  S.  D.) 

Good  enough  for  a   filler  if  it  Is  all  there,  but 

seems  as  if  Universal  Is  giving  mo  the  oldest  junk 

they  got  in  their  offico  in  comedy  line,  because 

there  is  no  leader  on  any  comedy,  only  about  two 

or  three  feet,  just  so  I   can  see  that  they  are 

there.  But  when  I   trade  same  I   can’t  show  any 

of  it  to  the  people  on  account  of  not  having 

enough  feet  of  film  for  introduction.  (Royal. 

Kimball,  S.  D.)  I   am  going  to  send  Universal  a 

bill  for  advertising  Smith  Bros.  Cough  Drops  in 

these  comedies.  (Chimes,  Cedarburg,  Wis.) 

WATCH  PAPA.  Joe  Murphy,  2. — Best  Gump  wo 

ever  had.  Pleased  100  per  cent.  (Community, 

Sheldon.  N.  D.)  This  comedy  might  have  regis- 

tered but  print  in  terrible  condition.  Print  was 

rainy,  misframes,  bad  patches  and  sprocket  hole.
 

(Auditorium,  Libcrtyvllle,  111.) 

WESTWARD  WHOA,  Charles  Puffy,  1.— Fine 

comedy.  As  good  as  lots  of  two  reelers.  Full  o
f 

laughs.  (Star,  Tuckerman,  Ark.)  Good  avera
ge 

short  comedy.  (Grand,  Rainier,  Ore.)  A   good 

one  reel  comedy  with  a   Western  setting.  (Princess. 

Chilton,  Wis,)  Another  good  I   reeler  from  
this 

star.  (Eminence,  Eminence.  Ky.)  A   good  one 

reeler.  Got  several  laughs  from  the  audience, 

which  is  the  best  criticism.  (Selk.  Scotia,  Neb.) 

This  is  a   crackerjack  one-reeler  and  I   had  a   lo
t 

of  ’em  tell  me  so.  (Trags.  Neillsville,  Wis.) 

Very  good  comedy  of  the  Western  typ®-  (Olympic, Forks,  Wash.) 

WINNING  PAIR,  A.  Wanda  Wiley.  2.— Wand
a 

sure  is  a   "wonda.’’  Plenty  of  laughs.  (Polo. 

Polo,  III.)  Can't  see  anything  to  Wanda  Wiley
. 

She  may  he  the  rage  somewhere,  but
  I   can’t 

get  a   laugh  out  of  my  patrons  with  her.  (Gra
nd. 

Okolona,  Miss.)  The  best  we  have  had  fro
m 

Wanda.  Plenty  of  thrills  and  laughs.  (Grand. 

Rainier,  Ore.)  An  excellent  comedy.  (Lo
rin, 

Berkeley,  Cal.)  An  extra  good  comedy.  Non
e  of 

them  have  got  a   thing  on  this  star.  Her 
 come- 

dies are  all  good.  (Silver  Family,  Greenville. 

Mich.)  This  was  about  the  best  comedy  I   ever
 

had  from  Universal  and  it  could  have  been  lot
s 

better.  (Dixie.  Winona.  Miss.)  Good  come
dy 

which  registered.  Lots  of  laughs,  (Auditorium, Libertyville.  111.) 

WON  BY  LAW.  Wanda  Wiley,  2. — A   pretty 

good  two  reeler  and  got  quite  a   few  laughs. 

(American.  Wautoma,  Wis.)  A   very  poor  com- 

edy. In  fact,  I   can’t  see  any  comedy  In  it.  There 

wasn’t  a   laugh  during  the  entire  two  reels.  (Prin- 

cess, Chilton.  Wis.)  A   very,  very  good  comedy. 

(Polo,  Polo,  111.)  Good  enough  slapstick.  (S.  
T., 

Parker,  S.  D.)  Very  good  comedy.  (Silver  Fam-
 

ily, Greenville,  Mich.)  Satisfactory.  However.  1 

do  not  hear  any  comment.  (Auditorium.  Liber
ty- 

villc.  III.) 

Read  Your 

Copy  oi  Aimoun^ment  Book  Again 

26 REASONS 

why 

1926-27 
will  he 

your  most 

profitable 

year! 
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OF  INTEREST— 

in  the  first  three  months  of  1926, 

EXHIBITORS  HERALD  carried 

more  advertising  than  any  other  mo- 

tion picture  trade  paper.  This  in- 
cludes thirteen  issues,  as  there  were 

five  issues  of  all  the  weeklies  in 

January. 

in  the  number  of  advertisers,  the 

HERALD  carried  nearly  50  per  cent 

more  accounts  than  any  other  paper. 



EQUIPMENT 

INDEX 
IfieModogc^  Reflector Aic 
%eBuiUInUnifmththeMawg^aph  Quality 

in  Buying  a   Projector  Look  for  These 
Features: 

1.  Is  the  Intermittent  Movement  double  bearing  with 

ball  bearing  end  thrust. 

2.  Is  the  tension  slide  carrying  film  shoes  instantly 

removable  for  inspection  and  cleaning. 

3.  Is  there  a   title  brake  for  slowing  up  machine  when 

projecting  short  titles. 
4.  Is  the  motor  connected  directly  to  mechanism 

eliminating  breakage  and  slippage  of  belts. 

5.  Is  mechanism  fully  enclosed,  with  obseiwation  win* do%vs. 

6.  Is  there  a   ball  bearing  take-up. 

7.  Is  the  Reflector  Lamp  feed  screw  fully  enclosed  to 

protect  it  from  carbon  dust. 

8.  Is  the  Reflector  Support  fully  insulated. 

9.  Will  the  carbon  feed  accommodate  a   full  trim  of 

two  eight-inch  carbons,  without  resetting. 

1

0

.

 

 

Is  the  condenser  and  condenser  mount  removable 

as  
a   complete  

unit. 
(Check  these  features) 

THE  MOTIOGRAPH  DE  LUXE  HAS  ALL 

THESE  FEATURES  AND  MANY  OTHERS 

ENTERPRISE  OPTICAL  MEG.  CO. 

564  W.  Randolph  St.,  Chicago,  111. 

Published  by 

theatres  Deat-Exhibitors  Herald 



hi  cMmencds 
Finest  Theatres 

It  is  only  necessary  to  confirm 

that  the  Wurlitzer  organ  is  in- 
stalled in  almost  every  one  of 

the  finest  Motion  Picture  The- 

atres in  the  country,  to  estab- 
lish without  controversy  the 

superiority  of  the  Mighty 

Wurlitzer  Organ. 

The  Wurlitzer  factories  at  North  Tonawanda,  N.  Y., and  DeKalb,  III,  are  unsurpassed  in  equipment  and 

modern  facilities.  It  is  a   matter  of  record  that  these  fac- 

tories are  pointed  out  regularly  to  European  musical  experts, 

who  visit  the  United  States  for  ideas,  as  being-  among  the 
first  few  institutions  in  America  worthy  of  inspection. 

Backed  by  the  experience  of  over  200  years  of  musical  instru- 

ment making  by  the  House  of  Wurlitzer,  and  employing  the 

greatest  personnel  of  master  musical  craftsmen  in  America, 

Wurlitzer  assures  perfect  construction  and  unapproachable 

tone  quality. 

UNIT 
ORGAN 

WVRLVrZER:— 
Mail  me  a   copy  of  your  new 

Theatre  Organ  Catalog. 

Name  of  Theatre   
Sealing  Capacity   

City    

J 
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EQ  UIPMENT 

INDEX 
A   manual  of  practical  reference  information  for  theatre  owners,  executives  and  architects  covering  subjects  of 

theatre  construction,  equipment,  maintenance,  operation  and  decoration. 

[Capyright.  1926)  All  rights  reserved] 

Editor  Harry  E.  Holquist  Eastern  Representatives  Advertising  Manager,  Charles  B.  O’Neill 
Frederick  M.  Savage — Albert  W.  Randle 

P,.hHshed  by  the  Exhibitors  Herald  Co.,  407  S.  Dearborn  St.,  Chicago.  III.,  Martin  J-  9«iK\cy,  Edi
tor  and  Publisher;  Edwin  S.  Clifford.  Managing 

Publisnea  oy  Editor;  George  Clifford,  Business  Manager.  Eastern  Office:  S6S  Fifth  Ave.,  New  York  City 

ACCOUNTING  SYSTEMS 

Bookkeeping  systems  uking  into  consideration 

specific  requirements  of  the  theatre  have  been 

developed  to  care  for  the  operation  of_  motion 

picture  houses.  These  may  be  had  either  in 

loose  leaf  form  or  in  solid  book  form  covering 

an  entire  year's  operation.  These  systems  are 

designed  to  cover  fully  receipts  and  disbursements, 

film  used,  tickets  sold,  etc.,  and  enable  the  exhibi- 
tor to  check  with  promptness  and  accuracy  tiis 

daily,  weekly  business  or  the  business  for  the 

year. 

Request  further  information  through  
“Better 

Theatres"  Information  and  Catalog  Bureau,  pages 
84-85. 

ACOUSTICS 

Proper  acoustics  is  today  a   subject  of  outstand- 
ing importance  in  motion  picture  theatres.  Briefly, 

acoustics  is  a   matter  of  sound  control.  The  au- 
ditorium that  is  faulty  in  acoustical  properties  is 

losing  much  of  the  value  of  its  organ  and  orches- 
tral music.  Where  speaking  is  done  from  the 

stage,  improper  acoustics  is  even  more  apparent, 
the  deflection  of  sound  waves  from  hard  surfaces, 

angles  and  other  factors,  and  their  untimely  clash- 
ing with  resultant  echoes,  creating  a   disturbance 

and  “jumbled”  condition  capable  of  ruining  the show. 

Proper  acoustics  today  is  achieved  through  a 

careful  study  of  the  theatre  design  and  the  appli- 
cation of  materials  which  eliminate  the  natural 

tendencies  of  sound  waves  to  swirl  uncontrolled 
as  they  radiate  from  a   given  point.  The  problem 
of  acoustics  in  theatres  has  resulted  in  special 
consideration  of  them  by  certain  manufacturers 
who  have  established  special  departments,  headed 
by  experts,  to  cooperate  with  tlie.itre  owners  and 
architects  in  the  acoustical  treatment  of  theatre 
buildings. 

ADAPTERS,  CARSON 
The  carbon  adapter,  frequently  referred  to  as 

"carbon  saver"  is  a   device  consisting  of  a   clamp 
which  fits  into  the  carbon  Jaw  and  permits  car- 

bons to  be  burned  to  within  about  one  inch  of  their 
length.  The  c.arhon  adapter  is  made  for  both 
negative  and  positive  carbon. 

For  further  information  write  “Better  Theolres” 
Information  and  Catalog  Bureau  on  pages  84-8S. 

ADAPTER,  MAZDA 
The  Mazda  lamp  adapter  is  a   device  for  con- 

verting a   projector  using  the  carbon  arc  to  the 

use  of  Mazda  projection  lamfjs.  It  can  he  in- 
stalled in  any  carbon  arc  housing  bv  fastening  it 

to  the  lower  carbon  jaw.  It  will  operate  for 
both_  pictures  and  stereopticon  slides.  The  device 
consists  of  a   bracket,  an  adjustable  arm  and  re- 

flector located  behind  the  lamp. 

For  further  information  writ©  “Better  TheBlre*” 
Information  and  Catalog  Bureau  on  pages  84-85. 

ADDRESSING  MACHINES 
Machines  of  this  type  usually  employ  metal 

plates  on  which  are  embossed  names  of  theatre 
patrons.  Plates  arc  used  for  addressing  programs, 
special  letters,  etc.,  to  regular  lists  of  theatre 
goers  in  the  community  of  the  playhouse. 

Requeei  further  information  through  “Better 

Theatre*"  Information  and  Catalog  Bureau,  page* 84-85. 

ADVERTISING  NOVELTIES 
The  thing  to  be  accomplished  through  the  use 

pt  advertising  novelties  of  one  type  of  another 
*?  Ibg  chief  consideration  in  their  selection. 
Among  the  popular  novelties,  however,  which  have 
“een  used  hv  theatres  for  stimulating  matinee 
ousineM,  building  up  juvenile  performances  or 
noistering  business  on  weak  nights  are  balloons, 
inermometers  on  which  are  imprinted  pictures 

i better i 
THEATRES 

^Jhe  only  Magazine  devo- 
ted Exclusively  to  Theatre 

Construction,  Equipment 

and  Operation,  is  pub- 
lished as  Section  II  of 

every  fourth  issue  of 

"Exhibitors  Herald" 

of  stars,  buttons,  badges,  pennants,  confections, 

etc. 
Request  further  Information  through  “Bettor 

Theatres"  Information  and  Catalog  Bureau,  page* 
84-85. 

ADVERTISING  PROJECTORS 
Exploitation  in  the  theatre  lobby  by  means  of 

an  advertising  projector  using  trailers  from  cur- 
rent or  forthcoming  attractions  is  a   means  of 

theatre  publicity  that  is  growing  in  popularity. 

Projectors  for  this  purpose  are  available  together 
with  a   trailer  service.  By  means  of  recessing 

the  screen  daylight  projection  has  been  made  pos- 
sible. Continuous  and  automatic  action  is  a   fea- 

ture of  many  of  the  advertising  projectors  now 
available. 

BequeRi  further  Information  through  “Better Theatres''  Information  and  Catalog  Bureau,  pages 

84-85. 

AIR  CONDITIONING  EQUIPMENT 
Air  entering  the  theatre  where  air  conditioning 

equipment  is  used  is  cleansed  and  humidified  by 
a   process  of  passing  the  air  through  fine  sprays 
of  water  which  removes  from  it  dust  and  otlier 

dirt  as  well  as  obnoxious  odors  and  gases.  Sys- 
tems of  this  type  are  generally  referred  to  as 

“air  washers.”  . 

The  air  is  drawn  in  from  the  outside  and  then 
passed  over  heating  coils  so  that  it  will  not  cause 
freezing  of  the  water  in  the  air  washer.  _   These 
coils  are  called  tempering  coils.  The  air  then 

passes  through  a   mist  of  water  caused  by  a   num- 
ber of  spray  nozzles  that  create  a   dense  fog, 

removing  dust,  odors,  gases,  etc.  The  air  ab- sorbs moisture  from  the  spray  and_  is  coolen 

thereby.  It  then  passes  through  a   senes  of  sheet 

iron  baffles  that  remove  all  suspended  anti  en- 

trained moisture.  The  air  next  passes  through  the 

bank  of  heating  coils  that  raise  its  tempeptu^ 

to  the  desired  degree.  From  here  it  is  distributed 

through  a   proper  system  of  ducts  to  various 

parts  of  the  theatre. 

Rcqu«*in  furlber  Informailon  iHrough 
 Belief 

Thealre*”  Information  and  Catalog  Bureau,  pages 

34-85. 

AIR  DOME  TENTS 

These  are  tents  suitable  for  housing  of  audiences 

for  amusements  and  gatherings  of  various  types, 

used  in  the  motion  picture  industry  mostly  dur- 

ing the  summer  as  open  air  shows,  the  top  of 

the  tent  being  removed. 

Requesl  further  Informotlon  through  E
xhib- 

itors” Information  and  Catalog  Bureau,  pages 

84-85. 

AISLE  LIGHTS 
Aisle  lights  should  be  installed  on  every  sixth 

chair  standard  in  zig-zag  fashion  along  aisle. 

Lights  are  placed  at  sufficient  height  from  floor 
to  properly  illuminate  same  without  disturbing  re- 

flection to  .screen  or  audience.  10-watt  lamps  arc 
generally  used,  Practically  all  theatres  today  are 

installing  aisle  lights  as  a   protection  and  con- 
venience to  patrons.  A   leading  manufacturer  of 

this  equipment  is; 

Exhibllor*  Supply  Company,  025  S.  Wabash  Ave- nue, Chicago. 

AISLE  ROPE 
A   heavy  rope  covered  with  plush,  usually  in 

green  or  red  is  used  in  theatre  lobbies,  the  rope 
being  connected  to  stationary  or  portable  brass 
posts  for  guiding  and  handling  crowds. 

RequcRt  further  Information  through  “Betfer Tltealrc*"  Informallon  and  Catalog  Bureau,  page* 0-4-85. 

ARC  REGULATORS 

As  the  name  implies  the  arc  regulator  regu- 

lates the  voltage  in  the  arc  through  automatic  ac- 
tion as  the  carbon  is  consumed  and  the  gap  be- 

tween the  carbons  increases.  The  result  of 
this  automatic  action  is  a   steady  light  on  the 

screen  pronounced  superior  to  that  which  it  is 
possible  to  produce  by  hand,  The  arc  control, 
as  it  is  frequently  called,  feeds  the  carbons  in 
an  even  manner. 

RequcHt  further  Informallon  through  "Better Theatre*”  Information  and  Catalog  Bureau,  page* 8-1-85, 

ARCHITECTURAL  SERVICE 

In  planning  a   motion  picture  theatre,  _thc  serv- 
ices of  a   competent  theatre  architect  is  recom- 

mended. Such  service  may  be  comprehensive  or 
limited  according  to  the  nature  and  size  of  the 
project.  For  example,  an  architect  may  he  called 
upon  to  furnish  complete  plans  and  specifications 
for  a   tlie.atre  and  the  work  of  building  a   house 
let  to  a   local  contractor.  In  such  cases,  where  the 

architect’s  supervision  is  not  arranged  for.  the 
cost  of  complete  plans  and  specifications  is  3   per 
cent  of  the  cost  of  the  project.  On  this  basis 
the  cost  of  plans  and  specifications  for  a   $50,000 

theatre,  for  example,  would  be  $1,500.  The  regu- 
lar architects  commission  as  established  by  the 

American  Institute  of  Architects,  in  which  the 
architect  renders  full  supervision  throughout  the 

construction  period  is  6   per  cent.  The  architects 

fee  for  plans  and  specifications,  usually  results  in 

a   saving  in  various  materials  and  labOF  which 
more  than  compensates  for  the  cost  of  the  plans, 

it  has  been  found.  His  plans  further  a   safe- 

guard against  a   building  which  might  prove  un- satisfactory from  many  angles  if  designed  py 

someone  who  is  not  familiar  with  the  special 

requirements  of  theatres.  It  should  be  remem- bered that  a   theatre  is  a   highly  specialized  type 

of  building.  Even  the  architect  who  may  he  suc- 
cessful in  designing  factories,  warehouses  and 

industrial  buildings  of  other  types  is  not  equipped 

to  give  an  understanding  to  theatre  problem* 

which  may  be  expected  of  the  architect  who  has 

given  this  particular  type  of  building  an  almost 
exclusive  attention.  The  hazard  of  trusting  the 

design  of  a   theatre  to  a   local  contractor,  there- 

fore is  readily  apparent.  He  can  usually  be  re- 

lied upon  to  perform  satisfactorily  the  construc- 
tional work  but  the  plans  for  the  theatre  retjuire 

expert  understanding  if  the  completed  job  is  to 

be  successful  and  profitable. 

ARTIFICIAL  PLANTS,  FLOWERS 

Many  otherwise  dark  and  dreary  places  in  the
 

theatre  may  profitably  be  beautified  throug
h  the 

use  of  artificial  plants  and  flowers.  The  lobby,
 

foyer,  auditorium  walls  and  organ  grill  on
er  ex- 

cellent places  for  "such  use.  Many  theatres  are 

capitilizing  the  seasonal  rejuvenation  it 
 is  pos- 

sible to  achieve  in  the  theatres  through  the  use 

of  piants  and  flowers.  Much  progress  
has  been 
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EQUIPMENT  INDEX  SECTION  OF 

LIGHT  YOUR  AISLES  WITH 

“AISLELITES” 

LIGHT  THE  WAY 

DON’T  HAVE  YOUR  PATRONS  GROPE  IN  THE  DARK 
FOR  A   SEAT 

The  question  of  adequate  aisle  lighting  in  Motion  Picture  Theatres 
has  been  answered.  Here  is  a   device  that  does  away  with  fumbling  for 

seats,  stumbling  or  collision  in  the  darkness.  Every  inch  of  the  aisle  is 

illuminated  with  a   diffused  light.  It  is  no  longer  necessary  to  have 

overhead  or  side  lights,  which  cause  glare  and  eyestrain.  The  “Aislelite,” 
especially,  does  not  detract  from  the  best  screen  effect. 

Exhibitors  Supply  Co. 
825  So.  Wabash  Ave.,  Chicago,  III. 

Minneapolis,  Minn.  Des  Moines,  la.  Denver  Colo. 

St.  Louis,  Mo.  Milwaukee,  Wis. 

Cleveland,  Ohio  Omaha,  Nebr. 

EDWARDS  SHEET  METAL  j 
MARQUEES  or  CANOPIES 

For  use  over  entrances  to  theatres,  hotels,  cafes,  store  buildings,  etc.  A   work  of  art 
and  they  have  the  massive  and  ornamental  appearance  of  cast  iron,  at  but  a   fraction  of 
the  cost.  Furnished  complete,  easy  to  erect— Made  of  galvanized  iron  or  copper  in  any 

•tySe  or  size  desired.  Shipped  in  largest  convenient  sections,  with  glass  packed  sap. 
irately.  Our  large  catalog  showing  complete  line  Marquises  or  Canopies,  Balconies,  ; 

Cornices,  Theatre  Fronts,  Signs,  Skylights,  Metal  Roofing,  Metal  Ceilings  and  Walls,  | 

etc.,  sent  free  on  request.  | The  Edwards  Manufacturing  Co. 
409>459  East  Fifth  St.  Cinemnati,  Ohio 

The  World’s  Largest  Manufacturers  of  Metal  Roofing,  Metal  Shingles, 
Metal  Spanish  Tile,  Metal  Ceilings,  Metal  Garages,  Portable 

Buildings,  Rolling  Steel  Doors,  Partidsns,  etc. 

made  recently  in  the  manufacture  of  beautiful 
artificial  flowers  of  all  kinds.  Large  plants  of 
various  kinds  have  long  been  used  in  theatre 

foyers. Request  further  informoilOD  through  “Better Theatres"  Information  and  Catalog  Bureau,  page, 

84-85. 

AUTOMATIC  SPRINKLERS 
sprinkling  system  located  in  ceiling  which  goes 

into  operation  in  case  of  fire  through  melting  of 

fusible  sprinkler  link  by  heat. 

Request  further  information  through  “Better Theatres"  laformailcn  and  Catalog  Bureau,  page, 

84-85. 

BANNERS,  HAND  PAINTED 
Due  to  improved  workmanship  and  quality  of 

product  theatre  advertising  by  means  of  hand 
painted  banners  has  gained  renewed  vogue  in 
the  past  few  years.  Banners  in  three  or  more 
colors  are  now  available  on  heavy  poster  paper, 
on  muslin  and  in  the  form  that  ts  known  as 

regular  paper  banners.  The  usual  sizes  of  these 
banners  are  32  or  36  inches  wide  by  10  feet. 
Muslin  banners  are  made  in  the  same  widfh 
running  any  length  the  cost  being  around  2S 
cents  per  foot.  The  paper  and  heavy  poster 
banners  usually  cost  about  10  cents  per  foot.  The 
muslin  banners  are  painted  in  oil  color  and  are 

water  proof.  Four  or  more  harmonious  colors 

may  be  included. In  addition  to  the  straight  lettered  banners, 
illustrated  banners  are  sometimes  desired  for  big 
attractions.  These  range  in  cost  from  35  cents 
per  foot  and  up. 

Among  the  leading  firms  specializing  in  ban- ners for  theatres  are: 

H.  Dryfhom,  742  South  Wobosh  nvotstss,  Chlesgo, 
in.;  Theatrical  Poster  Supply  Co.,  845  S.  Wabash 
Ave.,  Chicago,  IJJ. 

BLOCKS,  PULLEYS,  STAGE 
RIGGING 

"Refer  to  Stage  Hardware.” 

BLOWERS,  HAND 
A   portable  blower  operated  from  the  light 

socket  used  by  theatres  for  removing  dirt  and 
dust  from  inaccessible  places  in  grill  work,  crev- 

ices, machinery  and  the  like. 

Request  further  InformotSon  through  “BeUer Theatres"  Information  and  Catalog  Bureau,  page, 
84-85. 

BOLTS,  PANIC 
A   horizontal  lock  placed  on  the  inside  of  eiits 

doors  which  automatically  releases  on  slightest 

pressure. 
Request  farther  laformBtSon  through  “Better 

Theatres”  Information  and  Catalog  Bureau  on 

pages  34-85. 

BOOTH  EQUIPMENT, 
FIREPROOF 
Fireproof  and  fire  prevention  equipment  costs 

little  when  compared  to  the  possible  cost  of  a 
loss  by  film  fire.  It  is  one  of  the  best  possible 
investments  an  exhibitor  or  user  of  motion  pic- ture film  can  make. 

Motion  picture  film  stock  is  highly  inflammable 
and,  unJike  every  other  dangerous  material,  it 
has  an  individual  peculiarity  of  generating  oxygen 

while  burnng,  which  makes  it  almost  impossible 
to  extinguish  by  the  ordinary  means  of  portable 

fire  extinguishers.  It  also  generates  carbon  mon- 
oxide gas  when  burning  which  if  breathed  by 

anyone,  even  in  small  quantities,  is  almost  certain death. 

Protection  and  prevention  of  any  calamity  or 
loss  is  far  less  expensive  than  replacement,  for 
regardless  of  insurance  coverage  there  is  always 
the  incstimatable  losses. 

It  can  be  recalled  that  the  several  calamities 
of  nation  wide  interest  with  their  large  loss  of 
property  and  lives  were  not  caused  directly  by 

the  flames,  but  by  the  mad,  rushing,  panic  stricken 
people  or  audiences.  Insurance  will  not  replace 

your  patrons’  feeling  of  safety  and  good  will,  it 
you  happen  to  be  unfortunate  enough  to  experi- 

ence a   film  fire,  and  the  loss  of  only  a   couple 
reels  of  film  would  pay  for  your  installation  of 
modern  fireproof  and  fire  protection  equipment. 
The  modern  fireproof  equipment  offered  _   today 

not  only  givis  the  fullest  protection,  but  it  will 

also  promote  the  quality  of  projection,  for  it  sys- tematizes the  routine  work  in  the  booth. 

Check  up  on  your  equipment  and  make  a   reso- 
lution that  you  are  not  going  to  gamble  with 

fate,  for  today’s  prevention  and  protection  will 
save  you  from  tomorrow’s  sorrow. 
A   leading  manufacturer  of  this  equipment  is: 
The  E.  E.  FuItoD  Company,  3208  Cavrolli  Av«., 

Chicago,  111. 

BOOTHS,  TICKET 

Keeping  pace  with  advancement  in  theatre  de- 
sign file  box  office  has  been  developed  from  a 

rather  unsightly  necessity  to  a   thing  of  beauty, 

modernly  equipped  for  speedy  and  accurate  sale 
of  tickets.  It  is  usually  designed  in  harmony 
with  the  architectural  scheme  of  the  theatre.  For 
example,  the  specifications  of  a   ticket  booth  done 
in  the  Adams  style  shows  it  to  have  a   grill  con- 
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.,.,rted  of  oxidiied  steel.  The 
 size  of  the  office 

-   t   feet  by  3   feet  by  7   feet.  T
he  upper 

Ln  of  the  front  is  of  polished  pla
te  glass, 

hase  is  constructed  of  7   inch  20-g
auge  pol- 

It  /I'^tirass  Non-breakable  embossed  wood 
 fs 

fj?  ornamentation.  On  either  s
ide  are  at- 

tractive  curtains  and  br
ass  rods. 

While  larger  theatres  require  s
everal  box  offices 

"^1/  these  is  always  placed  as  near  the  side- 

/inS  as  possible!  This  procedur
e  is  usually 

Tied  wherronlv  one  box  of
fice  is  used  also, 

fs  rnlfcing  the  ticket  window  wi
thin  easy  access. 

^further  inlcrmotSon  throngh  Betser 

TheaW’  Information  and  
Catalog  Bmeou.  pages 

84-83. 

brass  rails 
Used  in  theatres  in  front  of  t

icket  office,  for 

Hiidding  lobby,  boxes  and  for 
 orchestra  pit,  and 

forSny  other  uses.  Plush  cove
ring  is  frequently 

,i«ad  over  these  rails. 

“   Bamiest  further  Inforroallon
  ns  to  ueos  and 

rSees  ihrough  “Bolter  The
atres”  Infermafiom  and 

Catalog  Bureau,  p
ages  84.85. 

bvilding  service—complete 
Unification  of  the  four  outstanding  

factors. in 

the  consideration  of  a   theatre  tsui
lding  financing 

-designing— erecting  and  equippin^g  is
  a   compara- 

tively new  undertaking  in  the  theatr
e  construe- 

tlon^field  but  one  which  has  proven  itse
lf  entirely 

success  ul.  Under  this  plan  cen
tralized  respon- 

^   biliiy  for  the  completed  theatre  
is  placed  with 

one  o^rganization  which  turns  over  to  
the  builder 

method  under  which  this  is  achi^eved 

may  vary  in  some  details  the  
general  scheme 

involves  an  arrangement,  with  one  
firm  tor  a 

theatre  proposition  of  a   size  and  cost  
determined 

after  due  deliberation.  The  theatre  
budding  con- 

cern at  the  conclusion  of  proper  investigation  
oi 

conditions  surrounding  and.  in  any  way  hainng 

a   bearing  upon  the  proposition  will,  if  the  
project 

has  necessary  merit  and  indicates  a   successful 

career  undertake  to  carry  the  biggest  portion 

of  the  financing  burden  and  guarantee  to  
the  ex- 

hibitor or  builder  the  completion  and  opening  of 

his  theatre  within  the  time  limit  agreed  upon. 

Plans  are  then  prepared  for  a   modem,  structure 

of  appropriate  architectural  style  and  with  proper 

consideration  given  its  construction  and  equipment 

in  all  departments.  -   ^   . 

Sharing  with  the  exhibitor  to  a   certain  extent 

possible  hazards  involved  in  the  undertaking  pro- 

posed organizations  of  this  type  maintain  experts 

effecting  the  various  lines  of  endeavor  mvolyed 

for  purposes  of  their  own  as  well  as  the. exhibi
- 

tors protection.  Obviously,  careful  attention,  re- 
sulting in  mutual  advantages  and  safeguards  is 

given  every  proposition. 

It  has  been  declared  that  theatres  constructed 

under  this  method  are  outstanding  in  that  they 

are  architecturally  uniform  and  pleasing  in  their 
appearance  and  material  savings  in  construction 

are  effected  through  a   smooth  working  arrange- 
ment during  the  building  period  in  which  the  ele- 
ment of  individual  interest  as  might  be  manifest 

by  indivduals  on  the  different  lines  of  work,  is 
eliminated  and  co-ordinated  into  a   smooth  working 
whole, 

BULLETIN  BOARDS, 
CHANGEABLE 
Changeable  bulletin  boards  which  come  under 

this  heading  involve  the  use  of  a   grooved  board 
on  which  are  placed  white  or  red  celluloid  letters 
of  various  sizes  as  may  be  desired  to  work  out 
an  attractive  announcement.  The  background  of 

the  board  is  usually  covered  with  a   dark  broad- 
cloth surrounded  by  a   frame  in  mahogany  or  other 

suitable  finish.  The  celluloid  letters  are  hung  in 
the  horizontal  grooves  of  the  board  and  the  an 
nouncement  accomplished  through  placing  of  the 
letters  in  their  most  advantageous  manner.  These 
changeable  bulletin  boards  are  made  in  various 
sizes  ranging  from  10  inches  by  6   inches  to  large 
boards  encased  in  brass  frames  and  held  by  stand- 
ards. 

Many  theatres  have  adopted  signs  of  this  type 
for  use  in  lobby  in  announcing  coming  and  pre- 

sent attractions.  In  fact  the  ease  with  which 

announcements  may  be  set  up  or  changed  gives 
these  bulletin  boards  a   wide  range  of  use  in  the 
motion  picture  house. 

A   leading  manufacturer  of  these  signs  is: 
Tablet  nnii  TSekes  Co.,  1015  W.  Adorns  St., 

Ch'.engo,  Ell. 

CABLE,  MOTION  PICTURE 
Motion  picture  cable  and  other  wires  occupy 

an  important  place  in  theatres,  being  extensively 
used  in  the  projection  room  for  the  projectors, 
for  spot,  and  flood  lights,  switchboards,  motor  and 
grid  resistance  leads  and  the  like.  The  two  im- 

portant  features  of  the  right  kind  of  wire  are 
nexibility  and  immunity  to  flame  and  heat.  Owing 
to  the  intense  heat  and  possible  danger  from  fire 
1C  ̂ ™Jsction  booths  the  conductor  must  have 
the  finest  kind  of  insulation.  Because  of  the  ne- 

ccMity  for  constant  changes  of  position  for  floods 
and  arcs  the  cable  must  be  very  flexible  and 
'***!?"  enough  to  endure  wear. 

Request  further  information  throngh  “Bolter 
Information  and  Catalog  Bureau. 

The  Cheapest  and  Most  Efficient  Form  of  Advertising  
for 

the  Theatre  Today— A   SURE-FIRE  WINNER. 

24  HOUR  SERVICE,  positively 

THEATRICAL  POSTER  CO. 

845  So.  Wabash  Ave. 
Chicago,  111. 

Sell  Year  Program  With  Color” 

Theatre 

84-85 

local  interest  are  available.  A   majority  of  these 

use  the  16  m.  m.  film  while  others  may  be 
 ob- 

tained using  standard  motion  picture  film  which 

can  be  used  in  the  regular  theatre  projectors. 

Request  doscrlplivo  mailer  of  variou
s  types 

through  “Bolter  Theatres”  Informnllon  
and  Cata- 

log Bureau,  pages  34.85. 

CANOPIES,  THEATRE 
Use  of  artistic  canopies  by  motion  picture 

theatres  is  growing  in  popularity  aniong  house
s 

of  all  sizes.  A   canopy  serves  a   number  of  prac-
 

tical purposes.  It  offers  theatres  an  excellent  ad
- 

vertising medium  while  giving  to  the  house  an 
attractive  and  inviting  entrance. 

Canopies  are  usually  constructed  of  sheet  metal 

and  may  be  obtained  in  a   variety  of  designs.  They 

arc  furnished  with  glass  roof  or  with  steel  ceilin
g 

and  metal  roof.  Numerous  interesting,  standard 

designs  have  been  developed  by  marquise  manu
- 

facturers, especially  for  theatre  use.  These  are 

easily  installed  and  are  shipped  to  theatres 
 in 

convenient  sections.  Suggestions  for  attractive 

P®®*®  designs  arc  available.  These  should  be  accom- .   A   ...  ...   aIa^  A* 

CAMERAS 
cameras  such  as  may  be  used  by 

.tre  owners  in  making  pictures  of  events  of 

UCMgllS  AlC  ATAIlut...-.  A..— ..      ;   ,   .   .   f 

panied  by  accurate  measurements  of  the  front  ol 

the  building  where  the  canopy  is  to  be  used. 

Not  only  are  practically  all  of  the  new  theatres 

being  erected  installing  marquise  but  they  ̂ e  be- 

ing  exclusively  used  in  the  remodeling  of  the  old 

houses,  because  of  the  effective  manner  in  which 

they  give  to  the  theatres  a   new  and  pleasing 

appearanc  at  small  cost. 
Leading  manufacturers  of  this  equipment  are: 

Edwards  Mfg.  Company.  Fifth  ond  Culvert  Sts., 

Cincinnati,  Ohio,  and  ProBert  Sheet  Metal  Co.,  19 
West  8ih  St.,  Covington,  Ky. 

CARBON  SHARPENERS 
A   device  resembling  a   pencil  sharpener  for 

Utilizing  the  short  broken  pieces  of  carbon  by  cut-
 ting new  points  on  them.  ,   . 

Request  further  Information  through  Ueller 
Theatres”  Informnllon  and  Catalog  Bureau,  page* 

84-85. 

CARPETS 

Because  of  the  hard  wear  to  which  the
atre  Mr- 

pets  are  subjected  it  has  been  found 
 that  there 

IS  po  saving  in  the  selection  of  cheap
  carpets. 

The  heavier  and  deeper  the  nap  the  
more  me 

may  be  expected  of  a   carpet  Gene
rally,  floor 

coverings  and  carpets  should  be  of  
a   nature  that 

rest  on  the  floor  and  give  the  i
mpression  of 

stability  and  foundation  upon  wluch  on
e  ®ay  walk 

with  security.  A   carpet  that  is  fussy,  l
ight  m 

color  and  over-decorated  has  a   tendency  to  gve 

the  impression  that  it  is  not  resting
— but  ratner 
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S.  O.  G. 
CONDENSERS 

Combine 

HEAT  RESISTANCE 

and 

OPTICAL  QUALITIES 

Non-breakable  under  norma!  conditions 

— they  defy  heat — do  not  absorb  light- 
produce  clearer  pictures  on  the  screen. 

THEY  ARE  MORE  ECONOMICAL 

GOERZ 
FILM  RAW  STOCK 

■   POSITIVE  —   NEGATIVE  —   PANCHROMATIC 

Sole  Distributers 

FISH-SCHURMAN  CORPORATION 
45  West  45th  Street  1050  Cahuenga  Avenue 

New  York  City  Los  Angeles,  Cal. 

In  Canada:  J.  A.  Canttcr  &   Co.,  200  Bay  St.,  Toronto,  Ontario 

NOISELESS 
CURTAIN 

MACHINES 

Guaranteed 

Products 

NOISELESS 

TRACKS 

A   guarantee  is  meaningless  if  the  company  back  of 
it  has  not  proven  itself  worthy  of  confidence. 

Vallen  Noiseless  Curtain  Controls  and  Tracks  are 

guaranteed  in  the  fullest  sense  of  the  word — -the 

entire  Vallen  organization  is  back  of  Vallen  in- 
stallations. 

E.  J.  VALLEN  ELECTRICAL  CO. 
AKRON  OHIO 

yoa  tei!{  aluays  find  yalian  ae  !oaie 
dn'o  step  dheddl 

floating.  Obviously  this  is  an  unfavorable  iui. 

prcssion.  Carpet  padding  used  under  the  carpet 

not  only  provides  a   softer  and  more  comfortable 
feeling  to  the  foot  but  reduces  friction  and  adds 
many  years  to  the  life  of  the  carpet  by  keeping 

it  away  front  direct  contact  with  the  hard  floor 

Requosi  further  information  through  “Betier 

Theatres”  Information  and  Catalog  Bureau,  page, 
S-i.SS. 

CARPET  CUSHIONING 
In  theatres,  where  continuous  coining  and  go- 

ing of  patrons  subjects  the  carpets  in  aisles,  stairs 
and  foyers  to  unusual  wear  a   cushioning  under  the 

carpets  has  been  found  to  add  many  years  to  their 

life.  In  addition  to  this  practical  advantage  car- 

pet cushioning  gives  a   delightful  sensation  of  rich- 
ness and  luxury  which  is  important  in  creating  a 

desirable  atmosphere  in  tlie  theatre.  Carpet  cush- 

ioning is  a   product  made  of  animal  hair,  felted 

under  pressure.  It  is  made  in  thicknesses  vary- 

ing from  1-4  to  3-4  of  an  inch. 
Bequest  further  imformatlon  through  “Belter 

Theatres"  Informolion  and  Catalog  Bureau,  page, 
84.8S. 

CHAIRS,  THEATRE 
In  the  view  of  many  exhibitors,  theatre  or 

opera  chairs  arc  merely  regarded  as  furniture. 
But  the  real  test  in  the  production  and  installa- 

tion of  theatre  seating  is  in  the  engineering  skill 
and  architectural  knowledge  rather  than  in  the 

ability  to  solely  produce  good  furniture. 

To  equip  a   theatre  properly,  the  first  require- 
ment is  a   thorough  understanding  of  the  uses  to 

which  the  building  is  to  be  put.  Having  deter- 
mined that,  a   seating  diagram  or  layout  should  be 

made  to  insure  the  maximum  seating  capacity 

consistent  with  comfort,  safety,  facility  or  en- 
trance and  exit,  compliance  with  local  or  state 

building  requirements,  proper  sight  lines,  eleva- 
tions and  other  mechanical  adaptions  and  adjust- 

ments. 

The  seating  must  be  determined  upon  the  basis 
of  the  above  things  and  also  in  conformance 

with  the  general  architectural  and  decorative 

scheme  and,  further,  in  proportion  to  the  investeii 
capital  of  the  building  as  a   whole. 

Every  patron  is  entitled  to  a   direct  and  open 
vision  to  the  stage.  Sloping  and  terracing  of  floor 
and  the  curvatures  of  the  balcony  are,  of  course, 
intended  to  facilitate  this,  but  unless  the  seats 

are  specially  made  to  meet  the  requirements  of 
each  and  every  part  of  the  house,  these  avail 
but  little.  For  so  greatly  do  theatres  vary  in  plan 

and  design  that  the  seating  construction  prob- 
lem must  be  solved  individually  in  each  instance. 

The  relative  length  of  chairs,  front  and  back 
must  be  so  adjusted  as  to  conform  evenly  to 

the  slope  of  the  floor  and  still  keep  the  chair 
in  its  normal  position.  Then  the  occupant  is 

assured  of  a   natural,  easy  and  comfortable  posi- 
tion in  sitting.  He  is  neither  tilted  too  far  for- 
ward or  too  far  back.  His  feet  and  those  of  the 

chair  should  rest  very  naturally  in  exactly  the 
same  line  or  plane. 

Where  there  are  sloping  sides  toward  the  cen- 
ter, a   two-fold  problem  presents  itself.  Not  only 

must  the  inclination  toward  the  front  be  right, 

but  there  must  be  a   mechanical  adjustment  in  the 
fastening  of  the  seats  to  standards,  so  that  the 
seats  will  be  perfectly  level  and  parellel  with 
the  natural  floor  level  and  the  sitter  will  not 
be  tilted  at  an  angle. 

The  necessary  converging  of  seats  from  the 
outer  circumference  toward  the  stage,  both  on  the 

main  floor  and  in  the  balconies,  is  another  prob- 
lem. There  must  be  no  loss  of  chair  space  and 

resultant  decreased  capacity,  but  the  symmetry 

and  a   general  pleasing  and  orderly  appearance 
must  be  preserved. 

The  placing  of  chairs  in  rows  and  the  arrange 

ment  of  the  aisles,  to  make  ingress  and  egress 

as  easy,  speedy  and  safe  as  possible  and  to  con- 
form in  every  way  with  the  building  and  fire 

ordinance  of  each  community,  is  another  impor- 
tant point  requiring  careful  thought  and  planning 

Frequently  a   very  simple  rearrangement  make.' 
possible  an  appreciable  increase  in  house  capacity, 
and  if  not  in  actual  increased  numerical  capacity, 
actual  increased  box  office  receipts  by  transform 

ing  otherwise  less  desirable  and  less  valuable  seats 
to  a   higher  grade  of  valuation  and  desirability- 

Almost  equally  as  important  as  proper  arrange- 
ment of  the  chairs  themselves,  is  the  quality,  com 

fort  and  service  they  will  give.  The  element  of 

comfort  is  an  especially  outstanding  considera- 
tion as  the  ability  to  provide  rest  and  ease  for 

the  audience  during  the  performance  augurs  for 
more  solid  enjoyment  of  the  show.  Roominess, 

correct  springs,  smooth,  well  upholstered  backs, 

correctly  placed  arm  rests,  a   perfectly  level  plac- 
ing with  the  floor,  seiwiceable  hat  holders,  smoothly 

operating  and  noiseless  seat-hinges — these  arc  but 
a   few  of  the  things  that  go  to  make  up  a   com- fortable theatre  chair. 

Strength,  stability,  durability  must  be  embodied (Continued  on  page  86) 
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YOU  CANHOT  BUY  BETTER 
BANNERS  AT  ANY PRICE/ 

STRICTLV 

RAINPROOF 

Size  32""  or  36"  x   10  Foot 

Painted  on  Heavy  Poster  Paper 

in  4   or  More  Contrasting  Colors  and  Artistically 
Air-Brushed.  The  Best  and  Most  Economical 

Advertising  Medium  for  Your  Theatre. 
Other  Prices  as  Follows 

Box-Office  Winner! 
Here  is  a   steady  attraction 

that  costs  you  nothing  after 

the  first  booking.  A   well  de- 
signed Marquise  improves 

the  entrance  of  any  theatre ; 

it  also  has  a   stimulating- 
effect  upon  the  Box-Office. 

ProBert  Marquise  are  prov- 
ing profitable  for  hundreds 

of  houses,  large  and  small. 

Write  us. 

ProBert  Sheet  Metal  Co. 

MARQUISE  ■   -   •   KALAMEiN  DOORS 

COVINGTON  KENTUCKY 

PAPER  BANNERS 
32"  or  36"  Wide,  any 

Length  Over  10  Foot,  1 

Per  Running  Foot   *   w   w 

MUSLIN  (Cloth)  BANNERS 
32"  or  36"  Wide, 

Running  Foot   mOC 

Weekly  Program  Signs  on  Paper 
Size  2   Ft,  X   5   Ft.  6   In.,  or  3x5  Ft.,  $1.75  Each. 

Use  Them  in  Your  Lobby  or  in  Conspicuous  Places  Around  Town 

Illustrated  Muslin  Banners 

Very  Effective  for  Big  Productions,  They  Never  Fail  to  O 
Attract  Attention;  Per  Running  Foot   

Send  us  your  play  date,  title  and  star.  We  do  the  rest  and  guarantee 
workmanship  and  service. 

MAIL  US 

YOUR 

TRIAL 

ORDER 

TODAY 742-44  S.WA8ASHAVE. 

THESE 
PRICES 

DO  NOT 

INCLUDE 

POSTAGE 

Fulco  Products 
Fireproof  Booth  Units — Arc  Controls — Enclosed  Re^vinds — Reels — Terminals — Bench  Rewinds — Film  Cabinets 

—Film  Cabinet  Stands — Rewind  Tables — Metal  Film  Carrying  Cases — Film  Cement — Projectionist's  Tool 

Kit — Carbon  Savers  and  Adapters— Ticket  Holders — W   aste  Cans — Exit  Boxes. 

This  cut  illustrates  but  one  of  the  five  different  types 
made. 

A   Fulco  Fireproof  Unit  will  systematize  your  booth, 
resulting  in  better  projection.  They  will  safeguard 
your  property,  and  insure  you  against  the  ever  possible 
accident  of  fire  interruption. 

Built  of  metal  entirely,  braced  and  cross-braced  so 
that  the  entire  outfit  is  very  rigid. 

Ranging  in  price  complete  from  $55.00  to  $240.00 
complete,  they  are  much  more  economical  in  the  end 
than  the  usual  makeshift  method  of  covering  wooden 
shelving  or  tables. 

Fulco  Type  S.  D.  Fireproof  Unit 
Made  Entirely  of  Metal 

^   free      Send  For      FREE 

The  new  twenty-four  page  illustrated  Fulco  Catalogue, 

I   describing  all  of  the  welt  known  Fulco  Accessories. 

I   Name   - 

^   Theatre    -   -   

'   City   -   Stale   

i   E.  E.  Fulton  Co.,  e.h. 
I   3208  Carroll  Ave., 

j   Chicago,  III. free  free 
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Better  Theatres  Information 

and  Catalog  Bureau 
Many  of  the  products  listed  below  are  advertised  by  reliable  companies  in  this  issue  of  ‘'Equipment  Index’’ 

Free  Service  to  Readers 

of  “Equipment  Index” 
£]T“Better  Theatres”  offers  on  these  pages  an  indi- 
^   vidual  service  to  its  readers  through  this  Exhibitors 

Information  and  Catalog  Bureau.  Detailed  informa- 
tion  and  catalogs  concerning  any  product  listed  on 

these  pages  will  be  sent  to  theatre  owner,  man* 
ager,  architect  or  projectionist. 

^Fill  in  the  coupon  on  the  next  page  and  mail  it  to 

J   the  “Better  Theatres”  division,  Exhibitors  Herald, 
407  S.  Dearborn  street,  Chicago. 

^Many  of  the  products  listed  by  this  Bureau  are 
^   advertised  in  this  issue. 

^We  are  glad  to  serve  you.  Do  not  hesitate  to  ask 
^   us  for  any  information  on  equipment  or  problems 

pertaining  to  the  efficient  operation  of  yoiu*  theatre. 

A 

1   Aocouating  systecos. 
2   Accoustical  Installations. 

3   Adapters,  carbon. 

4   Adding,  calculating  ma- 
cliines. 

6

 

 

Admission  
signs. 

6   Addressing  machines. 

7   Adyertislng  novelties, 
materials. 

8   Advertising  projectors. 

9   Air  conditioning  equip- 
ment. 

10  Air  dome  tents. 

11  Aisle  lights. 
12  Aisle  rope. 

13  Alarm  signals. 

14  Arc  lamps,  reflecting. 

1

6

 

 

Architectural  

service. 

16  Arc  regulators. 

17  Artificial  plants,  flowers. 
18  Art  titles. 

19  Automatic  curtain  con- 
trol. 

20  Automatic  projection  cut- 
outs. 

21  Automatic  sprinklers. 

B 

22  Balloons,  advertising. 
23  Banners. 

24  Baskets,  decorative. 

25  Bell-buzzer  signal  sys- 
tems. 

26  Blocks,  pulleys,  stage- 
rigging. 

27  Blowers,  hand. 

28  Booking  agencies  for  mu- 
sicians. 

29  Booking  agencies  (state 
kind). 

SO  Boilers. 

31  Bolts,  panic. 

32  Booths,  projection. 
33  Booths,  ticket 

34  Box.  loge  chairs. 

3

6

 

 

Brass  
grills. 

36  Brass  rails. 

37  Brokers-Theatre  promo- 
tion. 

38  Bulletin  boards,  change- 
able. 

C 

39  Gable. 

40  Cabinets. 

41  Calcium  lights. 
42  Cameras. 
43  Canopies  for  fronts. 
44  Carbons. 

4

6

 

 

Carbon  
sharpeners. 

46  Carbon  wrenches. 
47  Carpets. 
48  Carpet  cushion. 

49  Carpet  cleaning  com- 

pound. 50  Carpet  covering. 

6

1

 

 

Cases,  
film  

shipping. 

52  Cement,  film. 
63  Chair  covers. 
64  Chairs,  wicker. 
65  Chairs,  theatre. 
66  Change  makers. 
67  Changer  overs. 
68  Color  hoods. 
69  Color  wheels. 
60  Condensers. 

D 

61  Date  strips. 
62  Decorations  (state  kind). 
63  Decorators,  theatre. 
64  Dimmers. 

3

5

 

 

Disinfectants 
— perfumed. 

66  Doors,  fireproof. 
67  Draperies. 
68  Drinking  fountains. 
69  Duplicating  machines. 

E 

70  Electric  circuit  testing 
instruments. 

71  Electric  fans. 
72  Electrical  flowers. 

73  Electric  power  generat- 
ing plants. 

74  Electric  signs. 

75  Electric  signal  and  con- 
trol systems. 

76  Emergency  lighting 

plants. 77  Exit  light  signs. 

F 

78  Film  cleaners. 
79  Film  splicing  machine. 
80  Film  tools  (state  kind). 
81  Film  waxing  machine. 

82  Fire  alarms. 
83  Fire  escapes. 
84  Fire  extinguishers. 
85  Fire  hose. 

86  Fire  hose  reels,  carts. 
87  Fire  proof  curtains. 
88  Fire  proof  doors. 
89  Fire  proofing  materials. 
90  Fixtures,  lighting. 
91  Flashlights. 

92  Flashers,  Electric  sign. 
93  Flood  lighting. 
94  Floorlighte. 
95  Floor  covering. 
96  Floor  runners. 
97  Flowers,  artificial. 
98  Footlights. 
99  Fountains,  decorative, 

100  Fountains,  drinking. 

101  Frames-poster,  lobby  dis- 
play. 

102  Fronts,  metal  theatre. 
103  Furnaces,  coal  burning. 
104  Furnaces,  oil  burning. 
105  Furniture,  theatre. 
106  Puses. 

G 

107  Generators. 
108  Grilles,  brass. 
109  Gummed  labels. 

110  Gypsum  products. 

H 
111  Hardware,  stage. 
112  Heating  system,  coal. 
113  Heating  system,  oil. 

! 

114  Ink,  pencils  for  slides. 

1

1

6

 

 

Insurance,  
Fire, 

116  Insurance,  Kain. 

117  Interior  decorating  serv- 
ice. 

118  Interior  illuminated 
signs. 

J 

119  Janitors’  supplies. 

L 

120  Labels,  film  caution. 

121  Lamps,  decorative. 
122  Lamp  dip  coloring. 

123  Lamps,  general  lighting. 

124  Lamps,  Incandescent  pro- 

jection. 

1

2

6

 

 

Lamps,  reflecting  arc. 

126  Lamp  shades. 

127  Lavatory  equipment,  fur- nishings. 

128  Lavatory  fixtures. 
129  Ledgers,  theatre. 
ISO  Lenses. 

131  Lights,  exit. 
132  Lights,  spot. 

133  Lighting  fixtures. 

134  Lighting  installations. 

135  Lighting  systems,  com- 

plete. 

136  Linoleum. 
137  Liquid  soap. 

138  Liquid  soap  containers. 
139  Lithographers. 

140  Lobby  display  frames. 
141  Lobby  gazing  bails, 
142  Lobby  furniture. 
143  Lobby  decorations. 
144  Lubricants  (state  Idnd). 
146  Luminous  numbers. 

1

4

6

 

 

Luminous  
signs,  interior, 

exterior. 
M 

147  Machines,  ticket. 
148  Machines,  pop  com. 

149  Machines,  sanitary  vend- 
ing. 

160  Make  up,  boxes,  theatri- 
cal. 

161  Marble. 
162  Marquise. 
153  Mats,  leather 
164  Mats  and  runners. 

166  Mazda  projection  adapt- 

ers. 

166  Metal  lath, 

167  Metal  numbers,  letters. 158  Metal  polish. 

169  Mirror,  shades. 
180  Motor  generators. 
161  Motion  picture  cable. 
162  Musical  instruments 

(state  kind). 
163  Music  publishers. 
164  Music  stands. 

N 

166  Napkins. 
166  Novelties,  advertising. 

167  Nursery  furnishings  and 

equipment. 
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168  Oil  burners- 

169  Orcbiestral  pieces. 

170  Orcbostra  pit  fittings, 
ftirnisMngs, 

171  Organs. 

172  Organ  novelty  slides. 

173  Organ  lifts. 

174  Organ  cbamber  beaters. 

175  Ornamental  fountains. 

176  Ornamental  metal  work. 

177  Ornamental  metal  tbea-
 

tre  fronts. 

P 

178  Paint,  screen. 

179  Paper  drinking  cups. 

180  Paper  towels. 

181  Perfumers. 

182  Pboto  frames. 
183  Pianos. 

184  Picture  sets. 

185  Player  pianos. 

186  Plastic  fixtures  and  dec- 
orations. 

187  Plumbing  fixtures. 
188  Positive  film. 
189  Posters. 

190  Poster  frames. 

191  Poster  lights. 
192  Poster  paste. 
193  Portable  projectors. 
194  Pottery,  decorative. 
195  Power  generating  plants. 
196  Printing,  theatre. 
197  Programs. 
198  Program  covers. 

199  Program  signs,  illu- 
minated. 

200  Projection  lamps. 

201  Projection  machines. 
202  Projection  machine  parts. 

203  Projection  room  equip- 
ment. 

R 

204  Radiators. 
205  Radiator  covers. 

206  Rails,  brass. 
207  Rails,  rope. 
208  Rain  insurance. 

209  Rectifiers. 
210  Reconstruction  service. 

211  Redecorating  service. 

212  Reflectors  (state  kind). 

213  Refurnishing  service. 

214  Regulators,  Mazda. 
215  Reels. 

216  Reel  end  signals. 

217  Reel .   packing,  carrying 
cases. 

218  Resonant  orchestra  plat- 
form. 

219  Reseating  service. 
220  Rewinding  film. 

221  Rest-room,  equipment 
and  furnishings. 

222  Rigging,  stage. 

223  Roofing  materials. 

S 

224  Safes,  film. 

2

2

6

 

 

Scenery,  
stage. 

226  Scenic  artists’  service. 
227  Screens. 
228  Screen  paint. 
229  Seat  covers. 
230  Seat  indicators,  vacant. 
231  Seats,  theatres. 
232  Signs  (state  kind). 

233  Signs,  parking. 
234  Signals,  reel  end. 

235  Sign  flashers. 

236  Sign-cloth. 
237  Sign  lettering  service. 
238  Side  walk  machines,  corn 

poppers. 239  Slides. 

240  Slide  Ink,  pencils. 

241  Slide  lanterns. 
242  Slide  making  outfits. 

243  Slide  mats. 

244  Shutters,  metal  fire. 

245  Soap  containers,  liquid. 

246  Speed  indicators. 
247  Spotlights. 

248  Stage  doors-valances,  etc. 
249  Stage  lighting  equipment. 
250  Stage  lighting  systems. 
261  Stage  rigging-blocks, 

pulleys. 252  Stage  scenery. 
253  Stair  treads. 

2

6

4

 

 

Statuary. 

255  Steel  lockers. 
256  Stereoptlcons. 
257  Sweeping  compounds. 
268  Switchboards. 
259  Switches,  automatic. 

T 

260  Tally  counters. 
261  Tapestries. 
262  Tax  free  music. 

263  Telephones,  inter-com- municating. 
264  Temperature  regulation 

system. 265  Terra  Cotta. 
266  Terminals. 

267  Theatre  accounting  sys- tems. 

268  Theatre  dimmers. 

269  Theatre  seats. 
270  Tickets. 
271  Ticket  booths. 

272  Ticket  choppers. 

273  Ticket  holders. 

274  Ticket  racks. 

275  Ticket  selling  machines. 
276  Tile. 
277  Tile  stands. 

278  Tool  cases,  operator's. 279  Towels,  paper. 

280  Towels,  cloth. 

281  Trailers. 

282  Transformers. 
283  Tripods. 

284  Turnstiles,  register 

285  Typewriters. 

u 
286  Uniforms. 

V 

287  Valances,  for  boxes. 
288  Vases,  stone. 
289  Vacuum  cleaners. 
290  Ventilating  fans. 

291  Ventilating,  cooling  sys- 

tem. 292  Ventilating  systems, 
complete. 

293  Vending  machines,  soap, 

towels,  napkins,  etc. 
294  Vitrolite 

w 

2

9

6

 

 

Wall  burlap 

296  Wall  leather. 

297  Watchman's  Clocks. 
298  Water  coolers. 
299  Wheels,  color 

USE  THIS  COUPON 

“BETTER  THEATRES”  DIVISION 
Elsbibitors  Herald 

407  South  Dearborn  St.,  Chicago. 

Geisttlsmen  :   I   should  like  to  receive  reliable  information  on  the  items  listed  following : 

(Refer  to  Hems  by  Number) 

Remarks  :   

Theatre™..-.-.         .........City.™...™....™....™     — -™™ — 

  Seating  Capacity               

Name.     
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Good  Sign 
Ideas 

in  our  bulletin  of 

night  photos 

which  we  will  be  glad  to  mail 

you  on  request.  All  of  these 

signs  make  impressive  use  of 

Color  and  Motion 

secured  in  the  most  successful, 

practical,  economical  manner 
with  Reco  Flashers  and  Color 
Hoods. 

Flashers 
h&ra  besD 
standard  for  £0 
;aars.  tT  b   a   y 
embody  our 
own  lUrnoldfi 
Motors  and 

special  pat* 
ented  features 
developed 
through  years 
of  scpeclence. 
Thoroughly  reliable  and  low  in  upkeep. 

Color  Hoods 
are  the  most  economical  and 

successful  method  of  intart.- 
log  color  into  signs.  They  fit 

standard  size  lamps  and  are  easy  to  attach  or  re- 
move for  olsanlng.  Never  fade.  Six  rich  colors: 

ruby,  blue,  green,  amber,  opal,  canary. 

S^^rife  todfs^  for  the  new  series  of  sign 

photos  arid  “ff^hat’s  New  in  Signs’' 

2651  W.  Congress  St.,  Chicago 

Makers  also  of  Reynolds  Motors,  Reoo  Unit  Flash- 
ers, Trafflo  Controls,  Show  Window  Flaihert,  eto. 

ill  every  chair.  A   broken  seat,  while  apparently 

not  of  great  importance  in  itself,  is  neverthe- 
less, an  annoyance  that  reflects  unfavorably  on 

the  theatre  as  a   whole. 

Reqaest  further  information  through  “Belto? 
Tlieatres"  Information  and  Catalog  Bureau,  pages 

84-8S. 

CHA/R  COVERS 
In  addition  to  giving  a   pleasing  and  inviting 

appearance  to  the  auditorium  chair  covers  serve  the 

practical  purpose  of  coolness  and  sanitation.  An 
interior  otherwise  drab  may  be  transformed  into 
a   cool,  clean,  cheerful  looking  place  through  their 
use. 

Theatre  chair  covers  have  been  used  extensively 
in  dramatic  and  larger  motion  picture  houses  but 
it  is  only  recently  that  they  have  been  adopted 
on  a   greater  scale  by  smaller  houses.  No  doubt 
one  of  the  causes  has  been  the  belief  that  they 
were  an  expensive  proposition.  This,  however,  is 
not  the  case.  Recently  chair  covers  have  been 
developed  which  are  reversible,  effecting  an  im- 

portant saving  in  laundrying  costs. 
There  are  several  things  that  should  be  borne 

in  mind  in  connection  with  the  use  of  chair 
covers.  It  should  be  remembered  that  auditorium 

and  balcony  chairs  as  a   rule  require  two  distinct 
and  different  styles  of  covers.  The  auditorium 

chair  should  be  equipped  with  a   cover  which 
covers  the  entire  chair  back  while  the  balcony 
chair  back  needs  only  have  a   quarter  back.  This 
is  because  of  the  slope  on  which  balcony  chairs 

are  placed. 
Working  from  blue  prints  provides  the  most 

satisfactory  way  of  assuring  a   perfect  fit  of  the 
cover  for  each  chair. 

Request  further  inforvRatlon  through  “Better 
Theatres”  Information  and  Catalog  Biarecta,  pages 
84-85. 

CHANGE  MAKERS 
Speed  and  accuracy  are  obtained  at  the  box 

office  through  the  use  of  coin  changing  machines 
which  in  addition  to  their  time  saving  facilities 
offer  a   valuable  protection  against  annoying  mis- 

takes in  making  change  to  patrons.  With  the 

coin  changing  machine  a   light  touch  at  the  key- 
board is  all  that  is  necessary  to  deliver  the  cor- 

rect number  of  coins  to  the  patron  who  easily 
scoops  them  up  from  a   cup  at  the  side  of  the 
change  maker.  Coins  may  be  delivered  either 
from  the  right  or  left  side  and  these  automatic 
ca.shiers  as  developed  for  theatres  have  been  im- 

proved in  recent  months  until  now  they  are 
available  in  sizes  which  occupy  only  about  nine 
square  inches  of  space  in  the  box  office. 

In  the  handling  of  crowds  the  coin  changer 

plays  a   particularly  important  part  in  reduc- 
ing to  a   minimum  delay  at  the  ticket  window. 

Fumbling  of  coins  and  the  dropping  of  them  which 
is  characteristic  of  the  old  fashioned  method  is 

eliminated  and  the  coin  changer  enables  the  ticket 

purchasers  to  be  served  at  from  three  to  five 
times  as  fast  as  under  the  old  way. 

Request  further  information  through  ‘‘Belter 
Theatres”  Information  end  Catalog  Bureau,  pages 
34-85. 

CHANGE-OVERS 
A   device  for  changing  from  one  projection  ma- 

chine to  another  or  from  projector  to  stereopticon 
which  is  accomplished  by  pressing  a   button. 

Request  further  information  through  “Better 
Theatres”  Information  and  Catalog  Bureau,  pages 

84-85. 

COLOR  HOODS 

Artistic  color  effects  on  electric  signs  are  pos- 
sible by  the  use  of  color  hoods  which  are  avail- 

able in  six  colors;  ruby,  blue,  green,  amber,  opal 
and  canary.  The  color  hoods  are  made  of  fade- 

less glass  and  are  made  to  fit  any  standard  size 
lamp  where  they  are  held  in  place  by  spring 
fasteners,  and  are  readily  taken  off  and  replaced 
for  cleaning. 

In  connection  with  sign  flashers  color  hoods 
are  an  important  feature  in  achieving  life  and 
color  to  make  an  attention  compelling  display. 

Color  hoods  are  manufactured  by; 
Reynolds  Elecirio  Company,  2651  W.  CongreeS 

Si.,  Chisago,  lU. 

COLOR  WHEELS 

Wheels  to  accommodate  colored  gelatine  sheets 
for  producing  various  lighting  effects  with  spot 
lights  or  projectors. 

Request  further  inforntaiiou  through  “Better 
Theatres”  Inforznalion  and  Catalog  Bureau,  nages 
84-85. 

CONDENSERS 
Condensers  are  single  glass  lenses,  unmounted. 

They  are  made  in  various  diameters  from  2% 
inches  to  8   inches  diameter;  the  4^  inches  diame- 

ter and  the  8   inches  diameter  being  used  mostly 
in  Motion  Picture  Work.  The  condenser  is  lo- 

cated in  the  front  end  of  the  lamphouse  to  gather 
the  rays  of  light  from  the  light  source,  and  bend 
them,  or  conoense  them  into  a   spot  of  light  on 
the  aperture.  They  are  made  in  different  shapes, 
some  being  Plano  Convex,  some  Meniscus  or 
Moon  shape,  and  others  Bi-Convex. 

Condenser  breakage  and  trouble  has  been  greatly 

reduced  through  the  perfection  and  development 
of  heat  resisting  glass  which  is  tempered  and 

processed  to  withstand  extreme  changes  of  tem 
perature.  This,  it  is  declared,  has  been  accom 
pushed  without  any  sacrifice  of  light  on  the  screen and  without  impairment  to  photographic  valued 

Focal  lengths  for  motion  picture  work  are  i'll' ually  and  954  inches  5   inches-6  inchM and  8   inches  diameter  condensers  are  usuallv 

used  for  Spotlight  projection.  ^ Within  the  last  two  years  there  has  been  a   He 

velopmeiit  of  what  is  known  as  the  Parabolic  con" denser,  which  has  made  possible  the  gathcrine 
of  more  light,  and  a   sharp,  concentrated  .spot  on 
the  aperture  of  the  picture  machine.  These  Para 
boltc  condensers  have  been  developed  for  regular 
arc  projection,  high  intensity  arc  projection,  and 
mazda  projection.  They  are  a   little  more  ex 
pensive  than  the  regular  type  of  condenser,  but 
the  results  obtained  are  well  worth  the  price. 

A   leading  manufacturer  of  this  equipment  is: 

Fish-Schurmon,  45  West  4Sth  Street,  New  York 

N.  y. 

COOLING,  VENTILATING 
SYSTEMS 

Capable  of  delivering  35,000  cubic  feet  of  fresh 
air  per  minute  into  every  part  of  the  theatre 
cooling  and  ventilating  systems  are  being  adopted 
by  theatres  of  all  sizes.  Systems  of  this  type  are 
reasonably  priced,  ranging  in  cost  from  $400 

upward. They  may  be  installed  in  various  parts  of  the 
theatre,  a   common  place  being  below  the  stage. 
Under  this  arrangement  distribution  of  the  air  is 

upward,  the  air  passing  to  the  rear  of  the  audi- 
torium and  dropping  naturally  and  to  every  seat. 

In  theatres  having  an  organ  installed  at  one 
side  of  the  proscenium  the  opposite  of  the  pros- 

cenium affords  a   good  place  for  a   cooling  unit 

A   pent  house  on  the  roof  at  the  rear  of  the 
auditorium  is  another  manner  in  which  the  sys- 

tem may  be  installed  to  assure  e.xcellent  results. 
In  fact,  regardless  of  the  nature  of  the  theatre, 
cooling  and  ventilating  systems  of  this  type  may 
be  readily  adapted  to  it. 

Manufacturers  of  this  equipment  maintain  cool- 
ing and  ventilating  experts  and  offer  a   service 

of  recommending  the  most  efficient  arrangement 
for  the  complete  cooling  and  ventilating  of  a   the- 

atre. The  systems  may  be  installed  without  in- 
terruption to  the  regular  performances. 

A   leading  manufacturer  of  cooling  and  venti- 
lating systems  is: 

The  AtsiIc  Nu-AIr  Corporation,  818  State  Lake 

BMg.,  Chicago,  III. 

CURTAIN  CONTROL  MACHINES 

Few  things  leave  a   finer  impression  on  the  the- 
atre audience  than  the  smooth  and  silent  opening 

and  closing  of  the  curtain.  This  is  accomplished 

by  curtain  control  machines  which  operate  auto- 
matically. The  curtain  can  be  controlled  from  the 

booth  or  back  from  back  stage  by  the  simple  proc- 
ess of  pressing  a   button. 

Curtain  control  equipment  consists  of  track 
equipped  with  cable  and  snaps  to  which  the  curtain 
is  fastened.  In  opening  and  closing  the  curtain 

may  be  stopped  at  any  desired  point  across  the 
stage  and  may  also  be  reversed  at  will. 

The  motor  for  operating  the  curtain  is  usually 
placed  on  the  stage  or  it  may  be  placed  in  the 
grids  or  mounted  on  a   platform.  This  permits 

the  machine,  track  and  curtain  to  be  filed  in  addi- 
tion to  open  from  the  center. 

Theatres  of  all  sizes  are  now  employing  auto- 
matic curtain  control  equipment  ana  mechanism 

of  this  type  has  been  developed  to  a   high  grade 

of  efficiency,  contributing  immeasurably  to  audi- ence enjoyment  of  the  program. 
A   leading  manufacturer  of  this  company  is: 

The  E.  J.  Vsllen  Electrical  Company,  Akroa, 
Ohio. 

DATE  STRIPS 

Date  strips,  being  an  inexisensive  but  neverthe- 
less important  theatre  advertising  commodity  _   fre- 

quently frustrate  the  efforts  of  good  advertising 

through  over-use  until  they  become  dirty  and  un- 
attractive. A   few  dollars  buys  enough  date  stnps 

for  a   whole  year  for  the  average  house.  Except 
for  si>ecial  uses  date  strips  are  available  from 
stock  in  standard  sizes. 

Leading  printers  of  this  materia!  are; 

Fllmoek  Cotnpony,  738  S.  Woboah  Avo.,  ChicagOi 

end  Exhibitors  Printing  Service,  711  S.  Boorbotn 
St.,  Chicago. 

DISINFECTANTS,  PERFUMED 

The  necessity  of  eliminating  disagreeable  odors 

in  a   theatre  has  lead  to  the  development  of.  dis- 
infectants which  not  only  serve  to  eradicate 

the  odors  but  leave  in  the  room  a   delight- 
ful perfume  fragrance.  Disinfectants  of  this  kind 

are  usually  sprinkled  about  the  house  or,  they 
may  be  used  in  ornamental  cones,  placed  on  the 
auditorium  walls.  Particularly  during  the  hot 

weather  months  are  perfumed  disinfectants  used 
extensively  to  sweeten  the  air  in  the  theatre  and 
make  it  agreeable  and  comfortable. 

Request  further  informatloa  through  “Belted 
Theatres”  Information  and  Catalog  Bureau,  pai^t 

84-85. 

DRAPERIES 

Draperies  are  an  important  feature  of  theatres 
today.  They  accent  color  and  give  softness  and 
richness  to  an  interior.  Architectural  lines  of 
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ARTIC  NU-AIR  / replaces  cooUng  system 
that  cost  thousands  / 

Lie 
808  State  L^e 

CMcago. ..  ^   ^l96  MoDOR*^' 

*,«n  lir  J- 
 M.  nelto-an.

  Sale 

AtteatVon  
w- 

.. »-.s» 

^va  sbom  ill  t»r  <“■  JOOTB, 

T;CG!lS 

$185  Down 
in  twelve,  fnonthl/ 

payments 

Is  a   cooling  and  ventilating  system  that  has  become  the  talk  of 

the  whole  theatre  industry.  It  is  outstandingly  successful — as 
over  600  hundred  theatre  owners  will  tell  you. 

Arctic  Nu-Air  delivers  40,000  cubic  feet  of  fresh  air  every  minute. 

It  delivers  clean,  cool  air  to  every  seat  in  your  theatre  without 

creating  a   draft  anywhere.  Also  drives  out  stale,  poisonous  air 

during  cold  weather,  when  only  a   few  minutes’  operation  is  re- 
quired each  day. 

At  the  remarkably  low  price  you  cannot  afford  to  overlook  this 

positive  means  of  swelling  your  summer  box  office  receipts. 

Sen(2  the  coupon  for  our  illustrated  literature  and  complete  details. 

ARCTIC  NU-AIR  CORPORATION 
818-820  State-Lake  Bldg.  Chicago,  U.  S.  A. 

Arctic  Nu-Air  Corporation, 

318-820  S«nt«-Lako  Bldg.,  Chicago. 

Without  any  obligation  on  our  part,  send  full  deta
ils 

and  descriptive  catalog  concerning  the  Arctic  Nu-
Air 

Cooling  &   Ventilating  System. 

Length  of  theatre  (inside)           

Width  of  theatre  (inside)   
—   

Height  of  theatre  (inside)     -   —   — 

Have  you  a   stage?   -   — A   balcony? —   - 

Have  you  exit  alongside  of  screen?  
 —     

Name  of  theatre          
 

City  and  State-     
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door-waya  and  archways  are  usually  distinctively 
hard  and  draperies  are  the  mediums  by  whict 
these  lines  are  softened  to  give  a   pleasing  ap- 

pearance. A   drapery  scheme  usually  creates  an 
inviting,  soft  and  colorful  atmosphere.  If  the 
dr.apcry  is  in  harmony  with  the  main  color  in 
the  surroundings  and  in  proportion  to  the  rich- 

ness of  the  architecture  there  need  be  little  worry 
about  it  being  too  rich  or  elaborate. 

neqiiest  further  loformailoii  thraugh  “Belter 
Theatres'’  loformotion  and  Calaloa  Bureau,  paccfi 84-05. 

DRINKING  CVPS,  PAPER 
Refer  to  “Paper  Drinking  Cups.” 

DRINKING  FOUNTAINS 

unattractive  or  unsightly  can  be  transformed  into 

a   beauty  spot  by  means  of  an  electric  bouquet. 

Request  furiher  inforniatioa  through  “Better 
Theatres"  Information  and  Catalog  Burcou,  pages 

Ceiling  fans  are  of  a   larger  type  and  operate 
at  slower  speed.  Fans  of  this  type  usually  have 
four  wooden  blades  and  they  are  hung  from  the 

ceiling  by  an  insulated  hanger. 
While  the  importance  of  adequate  ventilation 

the  auditorium  is  generally  recognized  it  has  been 
found  that  many  theatres  have  failed  in  provid- 

ing ventilation  in  lobbies.  Air  in  the  lobby,  par- 
ticularly when  crowds  are  waiting  admission  soon 

        becomes  stagnant  and  foul  with  the  result  that 

EMERGENCY  LIGHTING  PLANTS  patrons  are  unduly  wearjed  and  placed  in  an  un- favorable  state  for  enjoying  the  entertainment. 

Request  further  information  through  “Betiei 
Theatres”  luforoiation  and  Catoiog  Bureau,  pages 

ELECTRIC  SIGNS 

Refer  to  "Signs,  Electric.’’ 

Chicago.  While  the  Uptown  is  one  of  the  coun- 

try’s  largest  houses  the  drinking  water  facilities 
provided  easily  emphasizes  the  importance  of  this 
feature  in  any  theatre. 

Drinking  fountains  should  be  placed  as  conven- 
iently as  possible  for  the  patron  entering  and 

leaving  the  theatre.  In  small  houses  at  cither 
ends  of  foyer  is  a   place  frequently  used.  Whether 
the  wall  or  pedestal  type  fountain  is  used  de- 

pends upon  space  available,  the  wall  type  being 
used  where  space  conditions  arc  more  limited. 

In  the  finer  tlieatres  drinking  fountains  form 
an  integral  part  of  the  decorative  scheme  of  the 
theatre  being  designed  in  harmony  with  the  bal- 

ance of  the  surroundings  and  in  conformity  with 
the  architectural  treatment  of  the  house. 

Request  farther  information  through  "Better 
Theatres"  Information  and  Oatulou  Bureau,  nnaes 04-05. 

ELECTRIC  FANS 
lis  term  is  used  to  designate  fans  ranging  in 
from  S   to  16  inches  which  are  usually  port- 

able  and  are  made  in  both  oscillating  and  non- 
osculating  types.  They  are  operated  by  connec- 

tion to  the  light  socket. 

ELECTRIC  FLOWERS 
V3ses  of  electric  flowers  offer  many 

possibilities  in  a   decorative  way  for  theatres.  Ar- 
tificial roses,  tulips  or  similar  flowers  are  fitted 

with  small  properly  colored  bulbs  and  the  com- 
plete bouquet  is  wired  ready  to  attach  to  the  light 

socket.  Many  a   nook  or  corner  nov 

The  financial  loss  suffered  yearly  in  theatres 
through  the  necessity  of  refunding  admissions 
when  the  electric  current  is  shut  off  and  the  fact 
that  such  conditions  are  apt  to  precipitate  a   panic 
has  led  to  the  development  of  a   lighting  unit 
which  immediately  goes  into  action  when  the  regu- 

lar supply  of  current  fails.  It  is  an  electric  power 
and  light  unit  consisting  of  a   four  cylinder  gaso- 

line engine,  direct  connected  to  a   generator.  The 
function  of  the  engine  and  generator  is  controlled 
by  an  automatic  switch  which  throws  the  plant  into 
operation  almost  immediately  the  current  is  shut 
off  and  likewise  stops  it  equally  automatically  the 
moment  regular  current  is  resumed. 

In  addition  to  its  use  as  an  emergency  lighting 
plant  the  unit  can  also  be  used  for  projection, 
according  to  the  company  which  says: 
With  the  development  of  the  low  amperage 

projector,  now  in  use  in  many  theatres,  the  unit, 
using  only  10  to  12  amperes  of  110  volt  current 
can  “throw”  a   picture  that  is  bright,  clear  and unflickering.  Theatres  equipped  with  projectors 
using  110-volt  Mazda  lamps  have  found  it  satis- factory. 

In  theatres  wliere  “power  station  current"  is  un- 
satisfactory or  expensive,  the  emergency  lighting 

plant  using  the  low  amperage  arc,  is  often  the  sole 
source  of  current.  For  this  purpose  it  has  proven 
unusually  satisfactory  because  of  the  steadiness  of 
Its  current. 

Thus,  it  will  be  seen  that  for  small  theatres  a 

FILM  CEMENT 
A   special  preparation  for  splicing  motion  picture 

film  used  in  tlieatres,  laboratories  and  film  ex- 
changes. 

A   prominent  manufacturer  is: 
Duplex  MotlcpB  Picture  ludustrUs,  Long  Island 

City,  New  York. 

FILM  CLEANERS 
A   block  containing  pads  which  arc  saturated 

with  a   film  cleaning  liquid  through  which  the  film 
IS  run,  dirt  and  grit  being  removed  from  it  in 

the  process. 

Request  further  Icfonuaticn  ilhrougii  “Better 
Theatres"  loforEnatlom  and  Catalog  Bureau,  pages 
84-85. 

FILM  SPLICING  MACHINE 
Equipment  of  this  type  is  used  mostly  in  film 

exchanges  studios  and  laboratories  for  the  purpose 
which  the  name  states. 

Thi 
size 

power  plant  of  this  type  is  capable  of  handling  ryr  fl/f  JT7 
the  whole  electrical  problem — supplying  current  for  I IL/lil  W AKINC  MACHINE 

barren  and 

DATE  STRIPS 
(Paper  and  Cardboard) 

PROGRAMS 

HERALDS 
A   complete  advertising  and 

printing  service  for  the  exhibitor 
at  prices  that  please. 

EXHIBITORS 
PRINTING  SERVICE 

711  SO.  DEARBORN  CHICAGO 

projection  operation,  lighting  the  lobby,  auditorium 
and  other  departments  of  the  theatre  as  well  as 

running  fans  and_  motors.  It  is  also  conveniently 
used  while  cleaning  the  theatre,  operating  flood- 

lights and  eliminating  the  necessity  of  using  the 

r^ular  decorative  wall  and  ceiling  lights  thereby 
effecting  a   saving  in  current  costs. 

Request  further  Information  through  “Better 

Th^jrcs"  Information  and  Catalog  Bureau,  pages 

EXIT  LIGHT  SIGNS 
Exit  light  sigps  are  required  by  law  in  all 

theatres  the  Chicago  theatre  building  ordinance 

specifying  tlieni  as  follows:  "The  word  ‘EXIT’ 
shall  appear  in  letters  at  least  six  inches  high  over 
the  opening  of  every  means  of  egress  from  a 
theatre  and  a   red  light  shall  be  kept  burning  over 
such  a 
Many  improvements  have  been  made  in  the 

manufacture  of  exit  lights  in  an  endeavor  to  make 
them  less  offensive  in  appearance  without  detract- 

ing from  their  practical  mission.  In  addition  to 
various  styles  exit  lights  may  be  obtained  built 
into  opamcntal  fixtures,  the  whole  being  placed over  the  exit  door. 

Roqueat  furihor  iuforuiaiion  through  “Better luformatlon  and  Catalog  Bureau,  pagoa 

FANS,  VENTILATING 
Fans  may  be  divided  into  two  classes,  the  port- 

able and  the  stationary.  The  latter  is  the  type commonly  used  in  theatres.  It  is  made  in  a   var- 
iety of  styles  and  sizes  and  is  used  for  drawinv 

into  the  auditorium  fresh  air  or  drawing  out  the 
loul  air.  These  fans  are  mounted  in  a   wall  open- ing  ana  in  theatres  can  advantageously  be  placed 

I   ̂   auditorium  and  in the  pbby.  The  motors  operating  these  fans  are usually  supported,  by  a   bracket  extension  of  the tan.  Ihe  motor  is  generally  enclosed  to  prevent trouble  from  dust  or  dirt. 

,   The  sizes  of  these  fans  range  from  10  to  72 inches  in  diameter. 

WHAT  EVERY  EXHIBITOR  NEEDS 

HERALDS 
WE  HAVE  A 
HERALD  ON 
PRACTICALLY 

EVERY  PICTURE 
RELEASED 

QUICK 
SERVICE 

ALL  ORDERS 
SHIPPED  SAME 
DAY  RECEIVED 
(Novelty  tiitouls  and 

Plain  Heralds) 

k   k   w   ̂ 

LET  US  MAKE  YOUR 
SPECIAL 

ANNOUNCEMENT 
TRAILERS 

DAY  THE  ORDE 
RECEIVED 

APPROPRIATE  BORDERS 
BEAUTIFUUUY COLORED 

Satnples  and  Catalog  Free 

PROGRAMS! 

PROGRAMS 
SNAPPY 

_   READING 

MATTER  AND 
SPECIALLY 
MADE  CUTS 

PRICE 

1,000  .   .   .   $3.50  ; 

ADOBTIONAU  > 
thousands  $2.50  I 
(samples  on  Request) 

730  S.Wabash  Ave.^/2w^o  Phone  Wabash.i5o4^ao6o 

,   A   device  for  protecting  the  projector  from  emul- 
green  film.  It  is  placed  between  rewinds, 

the  film  passing  through  the  waxing  machine  ana 
waxing  the  sprocket  holes  while  being  rewound. 

Request  further  laforaailOR  through  “Baiisr 

JhM^rsa"  Information  end  Catalog  Burosu,  pages 

FIRE  EXTINGUISHERS 
There  are  two  types  of  fire  extinguishers:  the 

one  quart  size,  hand  extinguisher,  containing  car- bon tetra-chlonde  and  the  2   1-2  gallon  soda  and 
acid  extinguisher.  Good  ones  of  both  types  are 
manufactured  by  many  companies.  Instructions 
from  fire  inspectors  should  be  carefully  followed 
in  distributing  these  through  the  theatre  building. 

Request  further  Information  through  “Belter 
Theatres”  InformatioR  and  Catalog  Bureau,  pages 34e8S« 

FIREPROOF  CURTAINS 
Laws  in  most  States  now  require  an  asbestos 

curtain  on  the  stage.  In  some  cases  a   combina- 
tion of  steel  and  asbestos  curtains  are  required 

by  the  law. A   leading  manufacturer  of  this  equipment  is: 
The  J.  H.  Channon  Corporation,  223  West  Erie ChIc&gOp  111. 

FLASHERS,  SIGN 
The  sparkling  life  and  motion  characteristic  of 

£0  many  theatre  signs  is  produced  by  the  use  of 
sign  flashers.  Sign  flashers  are  mad,e  in  several 
types  among  them  being  the  motor  driven,  the mercury  contact,  thermal  and  socket  flasher  type. 
The  possibilities  for  attention  getting  effects 

through  th^e  use  of  sign  flashers  is  demonstrated daily  in  thousands  of  signs  equipped  with  them, 
signs  employing  flashers  are  generally  used  in connection  with  colored  lamps  or  color  hoods,  the 
combined  flaslier  and  color  lending  itself  to  an 
almost  endless  interpretation  of  interesting  figures and  shapes. 

In  addition  to  the  interest  compelling  action 
which  the  sign  flasher  injects  in  a   sign  it  is 
stated  that  its  use  effects  a   saving  in  current  cost over  the  continuous  burning  sign. 

Among  the  manufacturers  of  sign  flashers  who 
are  prepared  to  furnish  suggestions  for  novel  sign effects  are  the  following: 

Cramblot  Engineering  Corp.,  It?  Fifth  St.,  Mll- 
^vaukoe.  Wig.  j   Rernolds  Eieetrio  Co.,  2651  W.  Con- gToss  St.,  Chicago,  111. 

FLOOD  LIGHTING 

Flood  lighting  is  accomplished  with  a   lamp 

equipped  tyith  reflector  of  parabolic  form  capable 
of  projecting  a   light  to  cover  a   wide  area  at  a 
distance.  For  night  lighting  of  theatre  buildings 

lamps  usually  range  from  200  to  1,500  watts. 
These  may  be  located  on  the  marquise  or  at  some 
other  vantage  point  opposite  or  nearly  opposite 
the  building.  The  intensity  of  the  light  is  gov- 

erned to  a   great  extent  by  the  type  of  reflector 

employed.  In  general  there  are  three  types;  the 
Mtensive,  the  distributing  and  the  concentrating. 
The  former  gives  a   wide,  smooth  distribution  of 

light,  for  close-up  work;  the  distributing  reflectors 
provide  a,  more  concentrated  beam  for  work  at 
average  distance  and  the  concentrating  reflector 
throws  a   long,  narrow  beam  of  light  for  illumina- tion at  long  distances. 

Claims  advanced  for  the  advantages  of  flood- 
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licrhtinff  aside  from  the  
obvious  advertising  value

 

fJhis  form  of  illuminatio
n,  include  a   clean  reve- 

lation of  architectural  be
auty  of  a   building 

..nmarred  by  signs  or  lamp  outl
ines.  ... 

An  idea  of  floodlighting 
 costs  may  be  obtained 

from  the  following  
example: 

Time  of  operation,  S   ho
urs  per  evening. 

ArTa  to  be  floodlighted.  SO
  ft.  long,  50  ft.  wide, 

^tent  of  floodlighted  area.
  2.500  square  feet, 

i^ojectors  used,  50
0  watt. 

Area  lighted  by  each  pr
ojector  250  sq.  ft. 

Number  of  projectors  
used,  10. 

Kilowatt  hour  consumptio
n  per  period 

10X100X25  _ 

  mo   

Cost  per  kw.  hour:  2SX
.10— $2.50. 

Cost  of  lighting  front  for  
5   hours:  $2.30. 

Floodlighting  is  also  used  in
  theatre  auditoriums 

fof  such  purpLes  as  illumina
ting  the  orchestra  pit 

vJhile  the  balance  of  the  house  is  da
rk.  _   . 

Among  the  important  compani
es  specializing  m 

floodlighting  installations 
 are: 

The  Major  Equlpmonl  C
o.,  4603  Fullorloa  Ave.

, 

Chicago,  III. 

floor  covering 

Refer  to  “Carpets”  and  “Mats  a
nd  Runners.” 

flowers,  artificial 

Refer  to  “Artificial  Plants,  F
lowers." 

footlights 

Many  types  of  footlights  are  made 
 for  the  aver- 

age thLre  They  are  designed  in  th
e  portable 

type,  disappearing  type,  and  the  
regular  kind  for 

Sanent  installation..  Footlights  can 
 be  bought 

already  wired  for  various  combina
tions  of  color 

circuits,  in  single  or  double  rows.
  . 

A   leading  manufacturer  of  this
  equipment  is: 

Major  Equipment  Co.,  4003  
Fullerlon  Avo., 

Chicago,  111. 

FOUNTAINS,  ORNAMENTAL 

Refer  to  "Ornamental  Fountains.” 

FRAMES— POSTER,  LOBBY 

Poster  and  lobby  display  frames  are  manu
fac- 

tured in  standard  sizes.  There  are  one  sheets 

to  liong  one  sheets,  with  easel  back — three 
 sheets 

to  hang  and  three  sheets  with  easel  bac
k — com- 

bination  frames  to  hang  and  with  easel  to  ac
com- 

modate a   one-sheet  and  eight  11x14  photographs. 

Another  combination  often  used  is  one  to  take 

a   22x28  photograph,  eight  11x14  photographs  and 
date  strip.  ,   j   •   .   j   j 

Photograph  frames  are  also  offered  in.stanaara 
sizes  for  five  or  six  photographs,  11x14  in  size. . 

Most  of  the  modern  theatres  are  having  their 

lobby  display  frames  and  cases  built  to  order  to 
fit  the  recesses  and  spaces  provided  for  by  the 

architect.  Manufacturers  of  frames  and  cases 

gladly  furnish  complete  drawings  and  specihca- 

tions  for  the  theatre  owner's  approval. 

Request  further  information  through  
“Better 

Thaalres"  Information  and  Catalog  Bureau,  pages 

84-83. 

FRONTS,  METAL  THEATRE 
Entire  fronts  for  theatres  made  of  sheet  metal 

and  wrought  in  a   pleasing  design  are  available 
for  the  small  house  desiring  to  change  its  ex- 

terior appearance.  These  metal  fronts  are.  made 

in  various  sizes  and  designs  and  shipped  in  sec- 
tions ready  to  be  erected.  It  is  advisable,  m 

ordering  material  of  this  type  to  have  the  building 

properly  measured  and  a   sketch  of  front  sub- mitted. 

Requesi  fiirlher  informalion  through  "Boiler 
Theatres"  Infuriiialion  and  Catalog  Bureau,  pages 
84-85. 

FURNITURE,  THEATRE 

A   number  of  factors  should  guide  the  exhibitor 
in  the  selection  of  his  furniture.  Comfort  and 
rcstfulncss  are  among  the  first  considerations. 

Upholstering  materials  offer  a   splendid  opportun- 
ity for  accents  in  the  color  scheme  of  the  room. 

Over-elaborateness  and  that  which  breathes  of 
the  gaudy  should  generally  be  avoided. 

All  furniture  depends  upon  the  finish.  A   glassy, 
varnish  finish  on  any  piece  cheapens  the  quality 
of  the  framework.  It  scratches  easily  and  shows 

dust  more  readily.  A   soft  finish  is  always  de- 
sirable, and  this  holds  particularly  true  of  gold 

furniture,  which  looks  cheap  unless  nicely  toned down. 

Furniture  for  the  men’s  room  should  always  be 
of  a   heavy  type,  giving  a   manly  and  clubby  ap- 

pearance. Leather  upholstering  is  quite  proper. 
vVomen's  rest  room  should  be  dainty  and  more 
genteel.  Cane  furniture  is  appropriate  here. 

Request  further  Information  through  "Better 

Theatres"  Informalion  and  Calatog  Bureau,  pages 84-83. 

GENERATORS,  MOTOR 
This  electrical  outfit  is  designed  to  produce 

direct  current  at  the  arc  lamp  on  the  picture  ma- 
chine— spotlighls  or  double  dissolving  stereopticon. 

CHANNON  E( JUIPMENT 
STEEL  CURTAINS  and  COUNTERWEIGHT  RIGGING 

STAGE  HARDWARE 

Asbestos-Curtains Music  Stands  and  Shades 

Belay  Pins Pin  Rails 

Blocks,  all  types Pin  Wire 
Cleats,  all  types 

Rope,  Manila  and  Wire 
Counterweights  and  Arbors Rope  Locks 
Draw  Curtain  Tracks 

Sand  Beigs 

Draw  Curtain  Machines Smoke  Pocket 

Gelatines  and  Frames Stage  Screws 

Ground  Cloths 
Trim  Clamps 

Keystones  euid  Comers 
Winches 

HttM 
333-233  W.ERIE  STREET 

GHicjnco 

The  Kingsland,  St  Louis,  Mo..  200
0  sMts.  has  both  Supreme  Heating 

 and  Coolln* 

You  Should  Investigate  SUPREME  Heating 

PThe  Big  5   Reasons  why: Quick,  uniform  heating. 

No  danger  of  freeze-up. 

Occupies  no  aisle  space. 

Excellent  Ventilation. 

Noiseless,  Dustless,  Eco- 
nomical operation. 

Supreme  Heater  &   Ventilating  Corp. 

1522  OUve  St. 
 ^t.  Lou«.  Mo. 

All  of  these  ad- 

vantages  over 

steam  at  25  to  35 

percent  lower  cost. 

Write  us  today. 

also  manufacture  complete  Cooling  Plants  andF
m^ 
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It  consists  of  an  alternating  current  motor,  di- 
rectly connected  on  a   shaft  to  a   direct  current 

generator.  Motor  generators  arc  made  for  every 
current  requirement  to  deliver  amperages  from 
20  amperes  to  200  amperes. 

There  arc  20-30  ampere  outfits  for  reflecting 
arc  lamps;  40-50  and  7S  ampere  outfits  for  the 
ordinary  arcs  and  75-100-125  and  150  ampere  gen- 

erators for  use  with  high  intensity  lamps. 
Motor  generators  arc  made  in  two  types,  the 

double  arc  generators  and  the  multiple  arc  gen- 
erators. 

The  double  arc  is  for  use  with  two  picture  ma- 
chine arcs.  It  is  so  designed  that  for  the  per- 

iod of  lime  needed  to  warm  up  the  second  pic- 
ture machine  arc,  preparatory  changing  from  one 

picture  niacliine  to  the  other,  it  will  carry  both 
arc  lamps  at  the  same  amperage  without  danger 
of  losing  the  light  on  the  arc  lamp  on  the  run- 

ning picture  machine. 
Multiple  arc  generators  arc  designed  and  built 

to  generate  direct  current  many  arcs.  They  are 
used  in  the  motion  picture  booths  where  there 
arc  two  arcs  on  the  picture  machines,  one  or 

more  spotlights  and  a   double  dissolving  slereop- 
ticon  and  effect  macliine.  The  multiple  arc  gen- 

erator correctly  built,  will  carry  the  entire  hat- 
tcry  of  arc  lamps  and  various  amperages.  The 
variance  in  amperages  is  controlled  by  the  neces- 

sary rheostats. 
There  are  a   number  of  well  known  makes  of 

motor  generators. 

ncqucil  further  Information  through  “Deiicr 

Thcatreii'’  Infurmnllun  ond  Catalog  liuroao,  pogcii 
U4.8S. 

GRILLES,  BRASS 
Grilles  in  both  brass  and  bronze  are  used  in 

box  office  windows,  organ  grille  openings  and  in 
radiator  openings  in  lobbies.  Manufacturers  of 
this  item  show  many  designs  to  select  from.  Can 
be  bought  in  standard  sectional  assembly  or  built 
to  order. 

Hequesl  further  Information  through  “Bottar 

ThcaircH'*  Information  and  Catalog  Bureau,  pages 
O'l-BS. 

HARDWARE,  STAGE 
With  the  growing  popularity  in  theatres  of  pre- 

sentation acts  a   need  is  apparent  for  equipment 
to  meet  the  varied  physical  requirements  in  the 
way  of  stage  hardware  to  accomplish  this  purpose. 
Tlic  subject  of  stage  hardware  takes  in  many 
items,  large  and  small  whicli  are  equipment  es- 

sentials in  the  stage  that  is  to  be  prepared  to 
house  a   variety  of  acts  or  talent. 
Under  the  heading  of  stage  hardware  are  in- 

cluded sucli  items  as  blocks  and  pulleys  of  all 

types,  counterweights  and  arbors,  belay  pins, 
deals,  curtain  tracks,  ke>'stones  and  corners,  pin 
rails,  pin  wire,  rope,  manila  and  wire,  rope  loclcs, 
sand  bags,  smoke  pocket,  stage  screws,  trim 
clamps,  winches.  Steel  curtains  and  counter- 

weight rigging  are  also  important  items  of  the 
equipment  in  the  modern  stage. 

A   leading  manufacturer  of  stage  hardware  and 

equipment  is: 
J.  H.  ChaonoD  CarporuSion,  223  W.  Erie  St., 

Chicago,  in. 

HEATING  SYSTEMS 
There  are  a   number  of  heating  systems  for  the- 

atres, among  them  the  direct  fired  blower  type 
heater.  This  is  a   heat  to  air  method  of  heating, 
coal  fired,  which  is  used  without  radiators,  steam 
or  water  piping.  It  provides  for  ventilation  in 
summer  and  winter  as  well  as  heating.  A   system 
of  this  type  gives  heat  uniformly  and  quickly,  it 
is  declared,  and  installation  cost  is  said  to  be  low. 
Such  a   system  occupies  small  space  and  is  noise- 

less and  dustless. 

A   leading  manufacturer  of  this  type  of  equip- 
ment is: 

Supreme  Hoaicr  &   VentllatiRg  Corp.,  1522  Olive 

Si.,  Si.  Louin,  Mo. 

HEATING  SYSTEMS,  OIL 
Heating  by  means  of  oil  is  growing  rapidly  in 

popularity  among  theatres.  Some  of  the  country's 
largest  playhouses  are  installing  oil  lieating  sys- 

tems of  various  makes  and  types.  They  are  also 
to  be  found  in  smaller  theatres.  Among  the  ad- 

vantages _   claimed  for  oil  beating  is  the  matter 
of  cleanliness  and  subsequent  savings  in  draperies 
and  redecorating  costs.  The  operation  being  auto- 

matic the  oil  burner  requires  virtually  no  atten- 
tion, effecting  a   saving  in  janitor  service.  Another 

advantage  pointed  out  is  the  fact  that  oil  burners 
give  heat  only  when  needed. 

Most  oil  burners  arc  operated  in  connection 
witli  a   thermostat  so  that  when  the  temperature 
falls  even  as  low  as  one  degree  below  the  desired 
point  the  thermostat  establishes  connection  which 
starts  the  burner  again.  When  the  temperature 
goes  above  the  desired  degree  the  beat  is  auto- 

matically shut  off. 
Request  further  information  about  oil  burner 

through  “Better  Tlioatros"  Information  and  Cata- 

log Bureau,  pages  84-85. 

INCANDESCENT  PROJECTION 
LAMPS 

Refer  to  “Lamps,  Incandescent  Projection.” 

THE  LIGHT  OF  BROADWAY 

BALLUNA  SPOT  LAMPS 
Used  wherever  dependable  spot  lighting,  flood  or 
effect  work  is  required.  Especially  adapted  for 
continuous  duty — long  distance  work. 

Made  in  two  styles — No.  1 — 100  Amperes 
No.  2 — 150  Amperes — 6"  and  8"  openings Used  by 

Capitol,  Strand,  Keith,  Loew,  Hippodrome,  Rialto,  Fox,  Para- 
mount and  the  bigger  and  better  theatrical  productions. 

Made  and  Guaranteed  by 

HENRY  MESTRUM 
817  SIXTH  AVENUE  NEW  YORK  CITY 

Balcony 

2Z<t 
Main  Floor 

55(r 
Children  Under 

12  Years  lO^ 

Style  098  T   &   T   Changeable  Sign.  Grooved 
background,  broadcloth  covered — T   &   T 

19  Scll-U-Letters.  Size  overall in-  Glass 

back.  Mahogany  finish; 
equipped  with  hangers. 

Complete  with  100  letters 
and  figures   $6,59 

One  of  the  Many 

GLO-LETR 

Electric  Sign  for  Interior  Directional  Use 

Write  for  Catalogue  XB 

The  Tablet  &   Ticket  Co. 
1015  W.  Adams  St.  Chicago 

April  10,  1926 

INSURANCE,  RAIN 
Rain  insurance  offers  to  exhibitors  a   protectinn 

against  an  empty  box  office  when  a   storm  arises 
on  the  day  or  evening  on  which  tlie  house  has 
booked  a   hie  picture  for  which  it  has  paid  nroh 
ah  y   more  than  its  usual  price.  Rain  insurance policies  are  now  an  established  feature  for  motion 
picture  houses  and  other  forms  of  amusement. 

Request  further  luformatlou  through  “1 
Theotres”  Informotlon  and  Cataloe  Buraci, 

84-85.  ’ INTERIOR  ILLUMINATED  SIGNS 
Interior  illuminated  signs  under  this  headintr 

refer  to  such  signs  as  aisle  signs,  ladies  rest  room 
signs,  lavatory  signs  and  signs  denoting  check 
room,  smoking  room,  requests  for  silence  and similar  signs  which  must  necessarily  be  neat  and 
attractive.  Details  concerning  the  construction 
and  operation  of  signs  of  this  type  are  given  un- 
der  Admission  Signs"  on  a   preceding  page. 

A   leading  manufacturer  of  Signs  of  this  type  is- 
Tablet  &   Ticket  Co.,  1015  W.  Adame  Street.  Chi. 

cago.  111. 

LAMP  DIP  COLORING 
Lamp  dips  or  lamp  colorings  are  manufactured 

by  numerous  companies,  and  can  be  obtained  in citlier  the  clear  color  or  in  an  opaque. 
There  are  three  types  of  coloring.  One  tvoe 

for  a   teniporary  dip  where  the  color  is  to  be changed  often.  For  such  changes,  incidentally  a color  remover  can  be  purchased. 
The  next  type  is  the  color  used  for  dippine 

lamps  which  It  ts  desired  to  color  for  permanenf inside  use.  This  color  should  not  be  used  for 

m^ents  
not  withstand  the  ele- 

The  third  type  is  the  outside  coloring.  This  is for  use  on  lamps  used  for  lighting  electric  signs marquees  and  other  outside  lighting.  It  is  a   verv 

to  dry*^^*"®  three  to  four  days 
Roquost  furlhcr  informolloa  thraugh  “Bstser 

84^5*^**”  information  and  Catalog  Bureau,  pages 

LAMPS,  DECORATIVE 
manufacturers  offer  a   num- 

ber  of  decorative  lamps.  There  are  two  types shaped  lamps  used  on  fixtures  wnth canuies  and  on  standing  candelabra. 
They  are  made  in  standard  base  and  in  candelabra or  miniature  base,  and  may  be  had  in  frost  or 
sprayed  colors-blue  and  red— flame  tint-¥rnber 

or Also  considered  as  decorative  lamps,  are  the standard  globular  and  pear  shaped  lamps,  which are  sprayed  m   colors  as  mentioned  above. 
Request  funhes-  Information  through  “Better 

84  05*^'*  Informotion  and  Catalog  Bureau,  pages 

LAMPS,  INCANDESCENT 
PROJECTION 
This  term  is  confusing  as  there  are  lamps  for motion  picture  projection  and  lamps  for  spotlight 

l^^'l.^stereopticon  projection  and  they  are  very  dif- 

mu  for  motion  picture  pro- 

jection. The  900  watt,  30  ampere,  30  volt  lamp 
ampere,  30  volt  lamps.  They 

ordinary  lighting  circuit 

aT  rlfni  ,   regulator  or  transformer  to  change  the ♦il  ̂    correct  amperage  and  voltage.  Such 
u”?  J**®  .other  necessary  equipment 

manufacturers^*^  
various  picture  machine 

made  in  monoplane 

lilu^  JToduce  the  most  possible 
P’'o,Jection.  They  are  the  only  practical lamps  tor  the  projection  of  pictures.  The  900 

produces  enough  fight  to  work  effi- 

f‘'°'?u  foot.  The  600 
watt  IS  used  for  throws  shorter  than  75  feet. 

projection  lamps  for  spotlight  and 
stereopticons  are  manufactured  in  tubular,  globular 

of  *^0  had  in  wattages 

of  from  200  watts  to  1000  watts  for  use  on  110 

.®‘‘o  standard  and  are 

« J/f  ̂   Spocial  lamps  of  1500  and  2000 
®re  only  made  up  on  spe- cial  order.  There  is  one  lamp  made  of  100  watt 

•   volt  line  for  motion  picture  pro- 

;   ̂‘..u®  ?A^  however,  as  practical  and  as 

cincient  as  the  30  volt  type. 

Request  further  information  through  “Better 

The^a^ros”  Information  and  CaJolog  Bureoa,  pages 

LAMPS,  REFLECTOR  ARC 
A   carbon  arc  lamp  for  motion  picture  nrojec- 

tion  using  a   reflector  for  projecting  the  light  onto the  aperture  of  the  picture  machine. 
The  complete  lamp  contains  as  a   part  of  the 

unit  an  automatic  arc  control  adjusted  to  operate 

mt,®  Pf„a  fraction  of  a   volt  at  the  arc. 
The  advantage  of  the  reflecting  arc  lamp  is  that 
It  will  operate  at  from  20  to  25  per  cent  of  the electrical  current  necessary  to  operate  the  old style  arc  lamp.  The  carbons  used  are  much 
sinaller  in  size  making  an  additional  saving.  The 
reHecting  arc  is  now  accepted  as  a   necessity,  by progressive  exhibitors  which  in  addition  to  saving 
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evenheeters 
Automatic  Electric 

 Heat  for 

YOUR  PIPE  ORGAN 

Will  protect  you  agains
t  expensive  de- 

terioration from  dampness. 

And  loss  of  tone  from  
cold  weather. 

"Evenheeter”  is  the  trade  na
me  of  our 

thermostar  controlled  el
ectric  heater  de- 

sioned  for  pipe  organ  use.
  It  is  the  only 

equipment  approved  for  t
his  purpose  by 

t^be  Fire  Underwriters  Labor
atories. 

Every  organ  manufacturer  re
commends 

tliem  and  nationally  known
  theatre  archi- 

tects  specify  them  in  their 
 plans  for  new 

theatres.  . 

An  Evenheeter  installation  quickly 
 pays 

for  itself  in  lessening  organ  
repairs,  im- 

proving action,  len^henmg  the  ifc  
of  the 

organ  and  maintaining  full  bea
uty  of  orig- 

inal tone. 

Evenheeters  are  installed  by  yo
ur  own 

electricians  in  a   few  hours  
and  do  not 

interfere  with  organ  use  durin
g  installa- 

tion They  are  ver^  reasonably  priced  
and 

we  give  full  service  in  recommend
ing  the 

proper  equipment  to  install  in  yo
ur  organ. 

Write  us  giving  the  approxima
te  dimen- 

sions of  each  organ  chamber  and  st
aic 

which  walls  including  ceiling  are  e
xposed 

or  unheated. 

Service  Free  Sign  Flashers 

Hotchkiss  ‘'Silent”  flashers 

Molor  driven  and  niolorlcBtt  typee 

Your  electric  sign  is  the  most  promin
ent 

feature  of  your  theatre.  It  sho
uld  be 

made  animated  by  live  and  colorfu
l  flash- 

ing effects. 

In  choosing  a   flasher  choose  the  type 

which  will  give  the  longest  life  toge
ther 

with  freedom  from  frequent  servicing
. 

Otherwise  your  sign  will  have  ragged
  ef- 

fects, during  a   large  portion  of  its  oper- ation. 

The  ‘'Silent”  Hotchkiss  is  designed  to 

give  the  greatest  freedom  from  servicing. 

It  requires  no  oiling  except  the  occasiona
l 

oiling  of  the  motor  itself.  The  belts  
are 

rubber  so  they  do  not  slip,  stretch  or 

break.  There  is  no  reduction  gearing,  the 

grease  of  which  gets  hard  and  slows  down 

or  sUlls  the  flasher  in  the  winter  time. 

The  most  important  feature,  however,  of 

the  Hotchkiss  "Silent”  flasher  is  its  con- 
tacts which  are  fully  covered  by  the  one 

ycflr  gu3i*antce  on  the  original  nashcr. 
In  no  other  motor  driven  flasher  can  you 
secure  this  one  year  guarantee. 

Hotchkiss  flasher  contacts  have  no  w^ear- 
ing  or  burning  and  therefore  do  not  have 
to  be  renewed  frequently  as  do  other  types 

of  contacts.  Border  chasers  and  large 
combination  flashers  of  the  Hotchkiss  types 

are  entirely  free  from  the  weekly  and 
frequently  daily  adjustment  of  contacts 

quired  on  many  makes  of  large  sign  flash- ers. 

Our  Engineers  will  be  very  glad  to  give 
wiring  diagrams  and  recommend  flashing 
effects  upon  receipt  of  specifications  of 
your  sign  and  in  many  small  type  flashers 
can  give  prompt  shipment  from  stock. 

TICKET  BOOTH  HEATERS 

Thermostat  controlled. 

The  "Portable"  Evenheeter,  is  especially 
designed  for  ticket  booth  heating  with 
thermostat  regulation  so  as  to  insure  the 
ticket  seller’s  health  as  well  as  minimum 
use  of  current  in  the  booth. 

Tlie  "Portable”  is  a   combination  of  elec- 
tric heater,  thermostat  control  and  cord 

and  plug  in  one  portable  unit  ready  to 
hang  on  the  wall  of  the  ticket  booth.  The 
thermostat  is  adjustable  to  maintain  any 
desired  temperature. 

For  the  promotion  of  health  this  heater 
in  addition  to  having  thermostat  control, 
maintaining  even  temperatures,  is  designed 
so  as  to  pull  cold  air  from  the  floor  of  the 

booth  thus  eliminating  cold  air  pock^s 
that  are  a   frequent  source  of  colds  to  the 
operator. 

Since  the  device  is  portable,  it  can  be 
removed  in  the  summer  if  desired  or  can 
be  changed  from  one  location  to  another  at will. 

It  requires  no  special  wiring  and  can  be 
installed  by  any  of  your  theatre  help. 

The  "Portable”  is  approved  by  the  Fire 
Underwriters  Laboratories.  Prompt  ship- 

ments can  be  made  from  stock. 

Cramblet  Engineering 

Corporation 
177 — 5th  Street,  Milwaukee,  Wi». 

the  lamp,  produces  a   flat  even  field  of  bright  crisp 
white  light  which  is  very  desirable  in  motion 

picture  projection. 

Request  further  information  Uirougb  “Better 
Theatres”  Information  and  Catalog  Buroou.  pages 
84-85. 

LEDGERS,  THEATRE 
Ledger  systems  for  theatres  arc  discussed  on  a 

preceding  page  under  "Accounting,  Systems, 

Theatre.” LEI^SES 
The  prime  requirement  of  a   Icnse  is  to  give  a 

bright,  well  defined  picture  on  the  screen  without 
any  distortion  or  color  rings.  There  arc  a   num- 

ber of  these  efficient  lenses  made  in  two  sizes: 

the  quarter  size  and  the  half  size;  the  quarter 
size  oeing  of  a   smaller  diameter  than  the  half 
size.  The  quarter  size  is  furnished,  as  a   rule, 

in  equivalent  foci  of  5)4  to  7^  inches.  The  half 
size  in  equivalent  foci  of  5)4  to  754  inches.  The 
sizes  mentioned  are  standard.  All  other  sizes  are 
special  except  in  shorter  equivalent  foci  in  the  half 
sizes.  It  is  not  practical  to  make  a   half  size 
lensc  of  shorter  focus  than  5)4  inches.  The  size 

is  Hct"riiiin*d  by  the  throw  and  size  of  the  pic- 
ture desired. 

Request  further  Information  through  "Better 
Theatres"  tnforniailon  and  Catalog  Bureau,  pages 
84-85. 

LIGHTS,  AISLE 

Refer  to  "Aisle  Lights.” 

LIGHTS,  SPOT 
Are  made  in  arc  and  incandescent  types  for  use 

on  stage — in  the  booth — in  cove  lighting,  and  for 
head  spotting.  Most  spotlights  on  the  market  can 
be  used  for  spot  lighting  and  for  full  flood.  The 
arc  types  are  made  in  sizes  of  35  ampere  up  to 

150  ampere.  They  come  complete  with  stand  and 
attachment  cord  and  connector.  Within  the  last 

year,  the  high  intensity  spot  has  appeared.  It 
is  an  adaptation  of  the  high  intensity  lamp  to 
spot  and  floodlighting. 

The  incandescent  spotlights  arc  in  size.s  of  from 
250  watt  to  2000  watt.  The  sizes  usually  used, 

being  250,  400,  500  and  1000  watt. 
The  small  head  spots  of  250  watt,  being  used 

for  cove  lighting  or  spotting  the  head  of  a   singer 
or  organist.  The  incandescent  spotlights  come 
either  with  floor  standard  or  pipe  hangers  for 
border  lighting  batons.  .... 

In  stage  work  spotlights  are  frequently  banked 
one  above  the  other  on  a   stand  and  used  for  flood- 

lighting from  the  wings. 

Among  the  leading  manufacturers  of  this  equip- 
ment are: 

Major  Equipment  Co.,  4603  Fullenon  Ave.,  Chi- 

cago, 111.,  ond  Henry  Mcatrum,  817  Sixth  Avo., N.  Y.  City. 

LIGHTING  FIXTVRES 
^Vhile  lighting  fixtures  constitute  one  of  the 

outstanding  features  of  the  theatre  today  their 

style  and  application  is  obviously  best  determined 

by  the  individual  treatment  of  the  theatre  and  its 

requirements.  It  is  significant,  however,  that  a 

number  of  leading  manufacturers  have  established 

special  departments  to  give  time  and  attention 

to  the  subject  of  theatre  lighting  and  fixtures. 

Roqucal  further  Information  through  ‘‘B
ailor Theatres”  Information  und  Catalog  Bureau,  poges 

84-85. 

LIGHTING,  FLOOD 

Refer  to  "Flood  Lighting.” 

LOBBY  DISPLAY  FRAMES 

Lobby  advertising  is  an  obviously  effectiv
e  busi- 

ness stimulant  and  in  this  connection  the  use  of 

lobby  display  frames  easily  ranks  fi
rst  in  im- 

portance. With  the  effective  display  frames  now 

avaikable  it  is  possible  not  only  to  obtain
  a   max- 

imum advertising  value  from  their  ««  but  aUo 

to  add  materially  to  the  appearance  of  the  lob
by_. 

The  front  of  the  theatre  may  now  be  dressed  up
 

in  excellent  fashion  with  these  frame
s.  In  the 

case  of  new  theatres  it  is  common  pra
ctice  to 

design  lobby  frames  in  conformity  w
ith  the  archi- tectural style  of  the  house.  •1..1.1- 

Artistic  lobby  display  frames  are  n
ow  available 

which  contain  mirrors  in  the  center 
 with  space 

for  lithographs  on  either  side.  Or,  display  fram
es 

in  the  form  of  corner  cases  may  be  advan
lageously 

used.  Literature  on  corner  cases  is  
visible  from 

both  the  lobby  and  street  sides.  _   ,   , 

Overcrowding  of  the  lobby  with  display 

produces  a   detrimental  effect  and  *|}'® 

It  is  necessary  that  good  judgme
nt  “ 

exercised  not  only  in  the  selection  
of  the  frames 

but  in  their  placing  as  well.  Worki
ng 

prints  or  an  accurate  diagram 

turers  to  suggest  effective  and 
 harmonious  ar 

rangements  fo?  equipping  the  
lobby  with  a   d.s- 

play  frame  scheme. 

Renue»l  further  Informollon  _   through  Belter 

Thealreii"  Informallon  and  Colalog  Bure
ou,  pages 

84-85. 

MACHINES,  POP  CORN 

Pop  corn  machines  offer  an 
 excellent  oppor- 

tunity for  theatres  to  increase  thei.r 
 revenue  ac- 

cording to  information  from  exhibitors
  who  are 

operatrng  them.  One  exhibito
r  states  that  m   one 

Pep  Up 

Your  Show 
Give  your  patrons  the 

latest  and  best  picture 

music  numbers  —   the 

snappiest,  newest  melo- 
dies along  with  their  pic- 
ture entertainment. 

Cue  With 
Filmusic 

Hundreds  of  exhibitors 

throughout  the  country 
are  doing  it. 

There  are  ten  new  Pic- 
turolls  to  be  had  every 

month  for  your  88-note 

organ  or  player  piano — 
Get  this  service — It 
GUARANTEES  lOO  per 

cent  more  melody  and  ac- 
tion out  of  your  player 

than  if  operated  by  hand. 

Filmusic  is  the  only 

complete  music  service 

for  your  show. 
Write  for  catalog  and 

lists  containing  more  than 

900  picturolls  recorded  to 
date. 

Send  for  Trial  Roll — FREE 
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week  he  cleared  $59  with  a   corn  popper  in  his 
lobby.  Figures  provided  by  another  exhibitor 
state  that  in  si.x  months  he  took  in  $967.91  out 
of  which  his  expenses  were  $296.94,  leaving  a 
profit  of  $682.91.  One  theatre  circuit  in  the  east 
IS  using  pop  corn  machines  at  five  of  its  houses. 

Pop  corn  machines  may  be  had  in  a   number 
of  sizes  and  styles  ranging  from  small  models  to 
elaborate  machines  which  also  Include  peanut 
roasting  facilities. 

Request  further  information  through  “Reiter 
Theatres'’  Information  and  CatoSog  Durcau,  pages 
64-8S. 

MACHINES,  TICKET 
A   motor  driven  device  for  dispensing  tickets 

which  are  automatically  registered  as  to  the  num- 
ber of  each  denomination  sold.  These  machines 

are  made  in  two  unit,  three  unit,  four  unit  and 
five  unit  sizes.  A   two  unit  will  dispense  two 
tickets  of  different  denominations  such  as  children 
and  adults.  Each  unit  is  controlled  by  a   scries 
of  five  buttons,  making  it  possible  to  sell  from 
one  to  five  tickets. 

A   leading  manufacturer  of  this  equipment  is: 
Automatic  Tlekoi  Register  Co.,  723  Seventh  Ave., 

Now  York  City. 

MUSIC  PUBLISHERS 
Appreciating  the  important  part  played  by  music 

in  the  theatre  several  companies  have  recently 
compiled  special  music  for  the  guidance  and  as- 
^stance  of  theatre  organists  and  orchestras. 
Twelve  compositions  have  already  been  issued  by 
a   company  headed  by  Henry  Waterson  and  it  is 
planned  by  this  organization  to  issue  subsequent 
numbers  as  regular  intervals  for  theatre  orches- 

tras. In  this  music  the  orchestral  arrangement  has 
been  so  scored  that  the  numbers  can  be  played 
with  maximum  effect  by  any  combination  of  in- 

struments, large  and  small. 

Special  books  of  organ  music  have  also  recently 
been  available.  These  comprise  classic,  modern, 
characteristic,  marches,  opera  selection  and  sacred 

valuable  addition  to  every 

MATS,  RUNNERS 
As  a   protection  to  carpets  and  as  a   means  of 

keying  the  theatre  clean  during  bad  weather  mats 
and  runners  are  used  in  theatre  lobbies  and  aisles. 

Leather  mats  arc  most  common  in  lobbies,  having 
a   mesh  for  dirt  and  slush  to  drop  through.  The 
irregular  features  of  the  leather  mac  surface  pre- 

vent slipping. 

Runners  for  aisles  and  foyer  are  usually  made 
of  a   hard  material  and  are  laid  over  carpets  as  a 
protection. 

Request  further  Information  through  “Better 
Theatres”  Information  and  Catalog  Bureau,  pages 84-85. 

MAZDA  REGULATORS 
This  is  an  electrical  device  for  changing  100 

volt  or  220  volt  current  to  30  volt  30  ampere 
current  for  use  with  900  watt  incandescent  pro- 

jection lamps.  (See  Incandescent  Projection 
Lamps.  ^ 

MOTION  PICTURE  CABLE 

Refer  to  “Cable,  Motion  Picture”  on  a   pre- ceding page. 

MOTOR  GENERATORS 
Refer  to  "Generators,  Motor.” 

Sell  Tone 
and 

Volume 

Increase 
Your 

Orchestra 

By  the  addition  of  a 
Gallagher  Resonant  Or- 

chestral Base  tone  and 
volume  will  be  increased 
20%.  There  is  a   profit 
in  that.  It  will  make  your 
orchestra  a   big  drawing 
card.  It  will  pay  you  to 
learn  more  about  this 
orchestra  feature.  Infor- 

mation costs  nothing. 

GALLAGHER 
Resonant  Orchestral 

Base  and  Music  Stands 
Seauty  is  combined  with  good  usage  in 
Gallagher  Music  Stands.  They  provide 
well  lighted  music  for  the  musicians 
but  no  spilled  to  bother  the  audience. 

Send  for  the  nexo 
Bulletin — TO  DA  Y ! 

GALLAGHER  ORCHESTRA 
EQUIPMENT  COMPANY 

3235  Southport  Ave. 
CHICAGO 

numbers,  making 

organist’s  library. 

Request  further  loformatioa  through  “Botter Information  and  Catalog  Bureau,  pages 

MUSIC  ROLLS 
It  is  quite  essential  in  these  days  of  big  pic- 

tures to  have  the  best  musical  accompaniment. 
Many  theatres  have  invested  thousands  of  dollars 
m   player  pianos  and  pipe  organs  to  give  tlie 
proper  musical  setting  to  the  picture  and  yet  do 
not  get  the  full  benefit  of  their  instruments  due 
sometimes  to  inefficient  organists.  A   good  picture 
roll  especially  selected,  arranged  and  played  for 
pictures  will  bring  out  every  good  element  of 
melody  and  action  on  an  automatic  organ  or  olaver 

piano. Of  course  there  are  good  and  bad  picture  rolls, 
but  a   pays  to  buy  the  best,  those  that  are  cut 
to  accent  the  true  pipe  organ  effects,  with  all  the 
force  and  volume  written  into  the  original  num- 

ber. Most  music  rolls  arc  so  arranged  to  bring 
out  the  hand-played  features  for  the  various  makes 
ot  players  and  also  to  synchronize  with  and  ac- 

cent every  human  emotion  pictured  on  the  screen 
A   leading  manufacturer  of  Music  Rolls  is: 
FJImaslc  Company,  5701-15  Santa  Monica  Btvd., 

KuJlywood,  Calif, 

MUSIC  STANDS 
Music  Stands  are  made  in  a   number  of  styles, 

irom  those  of  simple  design  for  smaller  houses, 
to  more  pretentious  and  ornamental  ones  for  the 
elaborate  theatres.  One  popular  style  is  that which  contains  upright  supports  on  which  are 
mounted  bdl  shaped  shades  containing  light  and 
reflector.  The  lightning  arrangement  is  designed to  eliminate  any  annoying  reflections.  The  stand 
IS  adjustable  to  allow  for  the  most  comfortable 
position  for  the  musician.  The  stands,  in  widths 
be^een  lamp  supports,  are  24,  30  and  36  inches. 

.   Ornamental  music  stands  are  designed  in  shape 
like  a   large  open  hook,  and  make  an  impressive appearance.  These  are  finished  in  gold,  having 
beautiful  designs  on  the  exterior. 
Manufacturers  of  music  stands  are  also  pre- 

pared  to  supply  conductor  stands  to  harmonize 
with  the  type  of  music  stand  used. 

Leading  manufacturers  of  this  equipment  are; 
Gallagher  Orchestra  Equipment  Company,  3235 

Southport  Avenue,  Chicago,  III. 

Liberty  MusSe  Stand  Company,  1960  East  116th 
Sireel,  Cleveland,  Ohio. 

that_  a   lengthy  discussion  of  organ  and  organ music  be  given.  It  is  in  order  to  call  attention however,  to  several  facts  m   connection  with  organs that  are  of  more  or  less  recent  development  On^ 
of  these  is  the  location  of  the  organ  grilles* 
While  these  have  been  conspicuous  in  the  nast’ usually  on  either  side  of  the  stage  ooenlna number  of  theatres  are  now  placing  the  organ 
grtJle  in  the  ceiling,  directly  in  front  of  the  center 
■   proscenium.  At  the  new  Roxy  Theatre m   New  York  the  organ  chambers  will  be  located beneath  the  stage. 
Mounting  the  organ  console  on  an  elevator  so 

that  the  organist  may  be  brought  into  full  view of  the  audience  during  a   solo  is  another  com 
paratively  recent  feature  that  is  winning  great 
vogue.  Double  consoles  are  now  used  in  a   num. 
ber  of  theatres  in  this  manner. 

In  the  purchase  of  an  organ  the  theatre  owner 
should  make  sure  that  the  instrument  is  built  for 
theatre  work. 

In  the  main,  aside  from  detail  considerations 
the  important  thing  to  bear  in  mind  in  the  jiur’ chase  of  a_  theatre  organ  is  whether  or  not  the  in- strument IS  designed  and  built  to  meet  theatre 
requirements.  Demands  upon  an  organ  to  be 
used  m   a   theatre  and  in  a   church  for  examole  are 
obviously  at  variance.  The  result  is  that  organs 
tor  theatres  are  built  along  exacting  lines  ex- 

pressly for  the  work  they  are  intended  to  per- 
form. Among  the  firms  specializing  in  organs  for 

theatres  are:  * 

Marr  &   Colton,  Warsaw,  N.  Y.,  and  Rudolph 
WurJStzw,  121  East  Fourth  St.,  Clnoinaatl,  O. 

ORGAN  HEATERS 
Reaction  upon  organ  music  and  the  instrument 

Itself  of  cold  weather  and  dampness  has  lead  to 
the  development  of  organ  chamber  heaters  which 
keep  rile  temperature  in  the  chamber  at  a   uni- form degree,  preventing  loss  of  pitch,  and  deteri- 

oration of  the  organ.  Electric  heaters  with  ther- 
njoslat  control  are  used  for  this  purpose.  Organ chambers  are  usually  tuned  at  a   temperature  of 
from  65  to  70  degrees.  If  the  temperature  is 
allowed  to  drop  10  degrees  below  the  tuning  tern- P'^rature  the  metal  pipes  become  flat  by  a   quarter 
or  half  tone.  A   10  degree  rise  above  the  tuning temperature  will  cause  the  same  pipes  to  become 
sharp  and  a   further  rise  puts  many  of  them  out of  pitch.  The  effect  of  dampness  is  to  cause  a 
swelling  and  consequent  deterioration  of  wooden chests,  pipes  and  other  parts  in  the  chambers. Since  organ  chambers  are  not  standard  in  size 
the  amount  of  heating  equipment  must  be  deter- 

mined for  each  chamber.  The  larger  the  chamber 
or  the  greater  the  area  of  exposed  outside  walls, 
the  larger  must  be  the  wattage  of  the  heater  in- 

stalled. Heaters  should  be  mounted  near  the 
bottom  of  exposed  or  outside  wall  so  that  rising warm  air  from  heater  will  counteract  the  descend- 

ing columns  of  chilled  air.  Thermostats  should be  located  at  the  point  the  best  circulation  takes 
place  and  out  of  reach  of  direct  heat  from  heaters. 

In  large  theatres  operating  noon  and  evening 
heaters  are  usually  left  in  operation  24  hours- In  smaller  houses  they  may  be  disconnected  when 
show  is  over  and  started  again  by  simply  throwing a   switch  when  needed. 

A   leading  manufacturer  of  this  equipment  is  the: 
Cromhlet  Engineering  Corp.,  177  Fifth  St.,  Mil- waukeo,  Wla. 

OIL  BURNERS 

Refer  to  "Heating  Systems,  Oil”  on 

page. ORGANS 

It  is  hardly  necessary  here  to  call  attention  to 
the  ever  growing  importance  of  organ  music  in 
theatres.  Next  to  the  film  and  projection  ma- 
clunes,  the  organ  today  is  a   recognized  necessity and  a   proven  box  office  attraction.  Virtually 
every  phase  of  the  organs  place  and  use  in  thea- 

BETTER^THEAf^s'*  
numerous  articles  in 

Space  here  will  not  permit,  nor  is  it  desirable, 

ORGAN  ROLLS 

Refer  to  "Music  Rolls,” preceding  ORGAN  SLIDES 

Refer  to  "Slides.” 

ORNAMENTAL  FOUNTAINS 
_   Ornamental  fountains  are  invariably  places  of interest  in  the  theatre.  In  addition  to  their  deco- 

rative value  they  create  a   desirable  atmosphere  of coolness  in  the  summer  time  through  the  sound 
of  the  trickling  water  as  it  falls  into  the  base ot  the  fountain. 

_   Ornamental  fountains  may  be  obtained  in  many 
sizes  and  in  many  forms.  The  water  pressure 

Newest 
and 
Best 

Tliberty 

f   MUSIC  STAND 

H   Patented 
Standard  for 
All  Purpose 

■   Send  for  Our  New 
1   Booklet 

LIBERTY  MUSIC  STAND  CO, 
I960  E.  116th  St.  CievelaKd,  O. 

6^ 

(LiiM 

Novefue? 

sn^made  to  your  order 

J.F.Ransley 
54  W.  RANDOLPH  ST.  CHICAGO 
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Get  the 

Stay-at-homes 

Out— For  eight  years  we  have 

been  printing  programs 

— that  attract  attention 

— that  arouse  curiosity 

— that  create  a   desire  to  see 

your  attractions 

— that  get  the  stay-at-homes 
out. 

For  the  results  they  get  and  the 

price  they  cost  they  are  the 

cheapest  advertising  dollar  you 

spend. 

Send  for  Samples 

THE  NATIONAL 

Poster  &   Printing  Co. 

729  S.  Wabash  Ave.,  Chicago 

New 

Designs 

Hennegan 

Program 

Covers 

Beautifully  LITHOGRAPHED 

in  Colors 

now  ready 
WRITE  FOR  SAFv^FLES 

ATTRACTSVE  PRSCES 

The  Hennegan  Company 
CINCINNATI 

PROJECTORS 

REPRESENT  MANY  YEARS  OF  PROGRESS 

For  nearly  a   quarter  of  a   century,  a   period  covering  the  entire  com- 

mercial history  of  the  motion  picture  industry,  the  products  of  the  Interna- 
tional Projector  Corporation  have  played  a   conspicuous  part  in  the  devel- 

opment of  this  field.  In  our  shops  during  the  pioneer  days  of  motion 
pictures  were  originated  and  developed  the  safety  devices,  ease  of  opera- 

tion and  light  sources  of  motion  picture  projectors  which  permit  them  to 
be  used  with  eminently  satisfactory  results  in  the  motion  picture  palaces 

of  the  world’s  greatest  cities  and  with  dependability  in  the  remote  and 
isolated  parts  of  the  globe. 

Our  sales  organization  is  well  equipped,  through  abil- 

ity, experience  and  willingness,  to  provide  service  and 

upon  request  we  will  be  pleased  to  furnish  catalogs,  full 

details  regarding  cost  of  equipment  and  any  other  infor- 
mation which  may  be  required. 

SIA\PLeX  DIVISION 

iNTeMATlOML  PROjeCTOR  CORPORATION 
90  GOLD  STReer  xew  york.x.y. 

QUALITY  SLIDES 
We  are  originators  of  the  very  latest  ideas  in  slides. 

We  furnish  announcement  slides  for  the  leading  theatres 
thruout  the  country. 

And  our  advertising  slides  are  used  by  the  largest  mcin- 
ufacturers  and  dealers. 

We  have  a   number  of  modem  organ  and  orchestra 

specialties  we  know  you  will  like.  Also  in  connection 
with  this  branch  of  service  we  manufacture  song  slides 

for  the  best  publishers. 

May  we  send  you  our  circular? 

Quality  Slide  Company 
6   East  Lake  St.,  Chicago 
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‘^‘^When  the  Crowds  Are  Coming” 

USHER  SIGNAL 
SYSTEM 

need  an  Acme  Usher  Signal  System  to  control 

seating  of  your  patrons.  Every  person  standing 
in  line  keeps  just  so  many  people  from  buying 
tickets.  There  are  often  many 

vacant  seats.  Let  your  door- 
man know  of  them  immediate- 

ly. Keeps  the  ticket  buyers 

moving — fills  your  vacancies 
for  profit.  The  Acme  Usher 

System  is  made  in  all  designs 

and  sizes  for  every  require- 
ment. Used  by  many  leading 

theatres. 

IFrite  for  details  and  estimates. 
No  cost.  No  obligation. 

ACME  ELECTRIC 
CONSTRUCTION  CO. 

407  S.  Dearborn  St,  Chicago 

The  yicme  Is  A   Mark  Of  Finislied  Shoivmanship 

developed  a   demand  for  a   higlier  class  of  advcr tising.  Offset  co^r  program  covers  are  repre- sentative of  the  efforts  of  theatre  owners  tovS and  dignity  in  their  advjS 
tising.  These  colored  program  covers  are  highly artistic  and  colorful.  The  fact  that  they  arc  « 
tensively  us^  has  enabled  production  of  program 
covers  of  this  type  at  a   very  reasonable  ̂ cost considering  their  beauty  and  effectiveness. fact  the  use  of  program  covers  has  enabled  « attain  a_  highly  desirable  Individuality 
in  this  phase  of  their  advertising.  These  proeram covers  combine  all  the  elements  of  a   proS 

'h^”«essary  distinctlve®fe" 

®   class  house  organ 

A   loadinB  printer  of  theatre  program  covets  is- 

PROJECTION  LAMPS 
Kefer  to  ‘‘Lamps,  Projection” 

page. 

on  a   preceding 

is  supplied  by  a   small  pump  operated  from  light socket  currentj  the  same  water  being  used  over again  in  most  instances. 

Request  further  information  through  “Bettor 
TOon^rce"  Information  and  Catalog  Bureau,  pages 

PAINT,  SCREEN 
A   paint  for_  refinishing  a   screen  surface.  This and  metallic.  Five 

pounds  of  flat  white  is  sufficient  to  coat  a   9x12 screen  with  two  coats. 

PAPER  DRINKING  CUPS 
Many  discriminating  theatres  are  placing  at  the of  their  patrons  paper  drinking  cups  in machines,  theatres  are  able  to 

offer  this  service  to  patrons  at  a   profit  since  the 
cups  are  obtained  by  patron  by  inserting  a   penny 

houles  whirl,"®.,  prominen^t nouscs  which  have  installed  the  sanitary  drink 
cup  service  are  the  Keith  theatres  ^   ^ usually  placed  in  foyer,  lobby 
and  retiring  rooms.  

^ 
RequoRt  further  information  through  “Bettor 

S   asT  ““d  Catalog  Bureau,  pages 

otlier  equipment  necessary  to  the 

obtahiable"  a^^stic  stage  
settings  are^ readily 

Request  further  Informctlan  through  “Better 

84-85?"  “nd  Catalog  Bureau,  pages 
PORTABLE  PROJECTORS 

Projector— a   motion  picture  projector 

room”^^  anot?  't  carried  from  one 

room  to  another  or  from  one  place  to  another. 
Request  further  information  through  “Better 

84.8°5?*  ="d  Catalog  Bureau,  pages 
POSTER  FRAMES 

Refer  to  “Frames,  Poster” 

POSTER  LIGHTS 

PROJECTION  MACHINES 
It  is  the  expressed  belief  of  theatre  owners  and projectionists  that  practically  ideal  projection  is 

rided  ft  Is  ?   available  at  prisent  pro 
Th  .u*  ®   .^3nds  of  a   competent  operator 

■"''dely  used  projectors  today  are 

Ihf  Powers  and  Simplex.  Each^is 

the  result  of  many  years  of  improvement  and 
development  to  meet  the  ever-growing  require- possible  screen  results. 
.   While  thousands  of  dollars  are  frequently  spent 
m   many  other  departments  of  the  theatre  af  ap parent  indifference  to  the  importance  of  the  best possible  projection  has  been  manifest  by  theatre 
owners  _m  the  past.  Fortunately  this  attitude  is undergoing  a   very  marked  change  and  projection 

IS  coming  into  its  o%vn.  
^j'-i.iion 

The  motion  picture  theatre,  despite  the  many trimmings  connected  with  its  construction  today, offers  to  the  public  as  its  chief  attraction  the  film story  on  the  screen.  That  it  should  be  of  the 
finest  quality  possible  to  produce  by  modern  ma- chmery  and  cn^gineermg  skill  goes  without  saying One  of  the  handicaps  to  the  securing  of  proper 
projection  m   the  past  has  been  in  the  delay  given this  phase  of  the  theatre  at  the  time  plans  for 

fnr  '"ensure  responsibility 

for  this  may  be  placed  with  the  architect  who^ m   his  desire  to  create  a   palace  of  beauty  and 
grandeur  has  apparently  failed  to  consider  that such  facilities  are  without  purpose  unless  the 
thing  which  the  public  pays  its  money  to  sec   the  picture  on  the  screen— is  of  a   quality  to  pro- duce  the  highest  type  of  entertainment. 

i,t  IS  not  the  desire  nor  the  intention  here  to 
go  into  any  technical  details  concerning  projection 
machines.  It  is  rather  aimed  in  these^  columns to  impress  upon  the  exhibitor  who  is  not  already 

K   projection  in  his  theatre 
should  have  his  keenest  attention.  The  picture on  the  screen  is  his  biggest  drawing  card  and  any 
skimping  m   detracting  from  its  quality  ultimately 
will  be  reflected  in  decreased  receipts.^  Many  in^ terestmg  and  constructive  articles  on  the  subject 
of  projection  have  appeared  in  the  pages  of  “Bet- ter  Theatres  and  to  this  the  readers  attention  is 
directed  for  additional  discussion  of  this  import- 

ant subject.  ^ 
The  MotSograph  lino  of  projectors  Is  mcnufac 

mrsd  by  iho  Eniorprlso  Optical  Manufacturing 
Company,  564  W.  Randolph  Si.,  Chicago.  Tho Simplex  and  Powers  projesiora  are  manufaoturod by  the  Imomntlonal  Projector  Corp.,  90  Gold  St., 
IMcw  aorlc  City, 

on  a   preceding  page.  PROJECTION  ROOM 

PERFUMERS 
These  are  perfume  disseminators.  There  are 

common  Pcrfume  disseminators.  The  mo« the  Perfume  Coni! 

chI  ^   dtvico  made  from  a   porous 
wh.^i,  ‘2  which  has  cavity  in  the  top  into which  may  be  poured  perfume.  The  clay  n^orbs Rradually  disseminates  ̂ he  odor 

♦   *ype  JS  the  spray  gun,  whic^h 

L   theatre  ^»^en being  cleaned.  There  are  nthee 

fn?«  *   mechanical,  and  driven  by°  mo- tors, disseminating  perfume  at  stated  interval” Requm  furlher  information  through  “Belter 

S-eT"  ““<1  Catalog  Bufeau,  pares 

PHOTOFRAMES 
standard  stock  in  sizes 

nisheVwith  S   rea??res””°‘^*’'  
Photographs  fur- 

PICTURE  SETS 
"on-Presentation  houses  are  us- 

Reflectors  to  be  fastened 

n?avT®  frame  for  illuminating  poster  dis- 

?ir  attacilini  completely  wired,  with  bracket PROGRAMS 

the  publica- 

Todav^h^^*”^®  programs  in  the  past  few  years, 
today  the  program  is  one  of  the  outstanding  ad- vertising mediums  of  the  motion  picture  house 

family.^  ‘   perused  by  the 

Lf'-lbifrin’!;'  S!„7  pi clusively  to  this  work.  Copy  provided  In  t^a^e 
programs  carries  a   well  balanced  selling  “punch" 

theatres'  programs  many 

t’r?buteThe'''pro”'*""'^  whUe'otherr'di” ffire.  patrons  as  they  leave  the ^^Prominent  concerns  specializing  in  this  work 

WabVJh°‘‘J  Priailag  Co.,  729  So 
w,.t  tYi 

PROGRAflf  COVERS 
Construction  of  bigger  and  better  theatres  has 

shmdd  projection  room 
or  h   ?id  °   .“'1  ‘^^reful  attention  of  the  architect 

plans  for  the  theatre 

tiftn  prepared.  The  cooperation  of  projec- 
ca,r  M*  rnanufacturers  or  their  distributors 

of  a   called  into  use  in  the  planning 
considering  its  equip- 

instances  are  known  where 

iTo  ®   *   ̂   the  projecuon  room,  relegated  to 

last  minute  consideration  by  the  architect  or 

hTal  necessitated  expensive  remodeling  when 

tLiff  f   fnnnd  that  beams  and  other  construe- ’   proper  projection  impossible. 

«!ai  K   ,°®®'rahle  projection  room  may  vary  in 
)wo  projectors,  it  should 

-H  ^O  Uet,  with  12  foot  ceiling, 
'^n  a   spot  light  and  sliffe 

ntov/LL  "‘^ans  should  toilet  facilities  be 

provided  and  a   shower  bath  is  highly  desirable. 

.a  ®   'nch  cement  slab is_  recommended  with  four  inch  tile  wall.  Doors, ®   casings  should  be  of  steel.  There entrances  to  the  booth.  A   room 
at  least  8   by  8   and  well 

should  be  provided  for  the  generator. 
event  of  fire  the  flame 

auditorium  and  for 

Wft,  b   aperture  on  the  front  wall  of  the 

iJli  i'ned  with  steel  and  fitted  with 

?   fV.clT  r   automatically  drop  when 

‘^at  IS  over  each  projector, 
the  aperture  covers. 

fujtlier  Information  concerning  projection f’®  made  to  articles  in 
November  7th,  Better  Theatres,  page  29-  Decem- 

plge  34  
26th  issu” 

PROJECTION  ROOM 

EQUIPMENT 
Refer  to  “Booth  Equipment,  Fireproof.” 
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Does  Your  Screen 

Pay  Its  Way? 

Figure  the  cost.  You  pay  so 
much  for  a   screen.  You  pay 

more  for  the  pictures  presented 

upon  it.  And  you  pay  more  than 
that  for  a   house  in  which  people 

sit  to  watch  the  screen.  The 

whole  thing  centers  about  your 
screen. 

Your  screen  is  either  good 

enough  to  fill  your  house  or  bad 
enough  to  keep  patronage  away. 
It  may  be  worse  than  you  think 

— so  why  not  look  into  the 
matter? 

Now  if  it  is  a   DA-LITE  Screen 

you  have,  you  know  right  away 

that  it  is  all  right.  For  DA- 

LITE’s  just  can’t  be  worn  out. 
Too  much  wear  is  built  in.  The 

surface  is  laid  by  a   secret  pro- 
cess that  resists  abuse  and  it  goes 

on  a   special  woven  backing  that 
has  extra  strength  in  every  inch. 

Don’t  you  think  it  will  pay  to 
find  out  about  this  unusually 
good  screen  right  now?  If  you 

are  not  using  a   DA-LITE 
Screen,  you  should !   Let  us  send 

you  the  free  samples  and  you 
can  find  out  why  for  yourself. 

Write  today — no  obligations  at 
all. 

There  is  a   DA-LITE  Screen 
for  every  theatre.  Send  hj 
your  requirements  —   let  us 
specify.  There  is  no  cost  in- 
volved. 

da-ute  screen  & 
SCENIC  COMPANY 

922  W.  Monroe  St. 

CHICAGO 

ISiSBil 
SUPER-C^m^j/z>V 
SCREENS 

For  the  exhibitor  who  takes  pride  in  his 

presentation,  and  who  measures  value 

by  quality,  there  is  no  alternative  but — 

«NINU/'A^ DeLuxe  Special 

Bring  your  projection  problems  to  us 

and  you’ll  find  exactly  the  screen  you 
need. 

MINUSA  CINE  SCREEN  CO. 
Bomont  at  Morgan  Saint  Louis 

FLOODLIGHTING 

Draws  Patronage 

Everything 

Electrical 

for  the Theatre 

You  can  have  a   far  more  at- 
tractive theater  by  Floodlighting. 

It  is  a   piece  of  good  showman- 
ship that  increases  attendance. 

Of  course  you  want  the  most 

light  for  the  least  money.  That 

is  just  why  MAJOR  Equipment 

is  the  type  you  should  use.  For 
“MAJOR”  on  the  job  cuts  down 

current  consumption.  And  it  is 

not  expensive  to  buy  and  install. 

Let  us  eitimate  your  job. 

norite  for  the  full  details. 
If  does  not  cost  a   cent. 

uipment  Company 
4603-19  Fullerton  Ave. 

CHICAGO 
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ARCUS 
Guaranteed 

TICKETS 
amd  Box  Office  Supplies 

One  of  America's  largest  and  oldest  ticket  industries,  with  a 
great  plant  filled  with  highly  specialized  machinery,  and  a 

force  trained  to  accuracy  and  dispatch,  in  executing  orders. 

Folded  Machine  Tickets 

To  fit  any  and  all  makes  and  types  of  machines. 

Roll  Tickets 

Reserved  Seat  Tickets 

Numbered  to  Diagram 

Supplied  in  record  time. 

Coupon  Books 

If  you're  not  yet  using  them,  let  us  show  you  how  they 
stimulate  attendance  and  add  to  your  cash  capital.  Made  up, 

5   coupons  to  the  page,  serially  numbered — any  denomination. 

Roll  Holders 

Latest  improved  designs. 

Ticket  Racks 

Wood  or  metal — stationary  and  portable. 

Ticket  Boxes 
Wood  or  metal. 

Tie  to  Arcus 

for  Complete  Satisfaction 

Send  for  Free  Samples 

THE  ARCUS  TICKET  CO. 
346  N.  Ashland  Ave.,  Chicago 

RAIN  INSURANCE 

Refer  to  “Insurance,  Rain"  on  a   preceding 
page, 

RECTIFIERS 

A   rectified  is  an  electrical  device  for  adapting 
alternating  current  to  direct  current  for  use  with 
motion  picture  projection  arc  lamps.  There  arc 
new  types  on  the  market  for  use  with  reflect- 

ing arc  lamps.  Rectifiers  arc  more  reasonable  in 
price  than  motor  generators. 

Requeal  furlher  information  through  "Better 

Tlicotree"  Information  and  Catalog  Bureau,  pages 84.85. 

REEL  END  SIGNALS 
A   mechanical  or  electrical  device  placed  on  the 

upper  magazine  of  a   picture  machine  to  warn  the 

operator  that  the  end  of  the  reel  of  film  is  near, 
takes  the  name  of  Reel  End  Signal.  They  are 
so  constructed  that  they  can  be  set  to  ring  a 
warning  at  any  disi.mce  from  the  end. 

Requret  further  Information  through  "Better 

Theatroa"  Information  and  Catalog  Bureau,  poges 

REEL  REWINDER 
A   device  for  holding  motion  picture  reels  while 

rewinding  film  from  one  reel  on  to  another. 

A   prominent  manufacturer  of  this  equipment  is; 
Duplex  Motion  Plclure*  InduRtriet,  Long  laland 

City.  N.  Y. 

REFLECTOR  ARC  LAMPS 
Refer  to  “Lamps,  Reflector  Arc." 

REFLECTORS 

Reflectors  are  made  for  Mazda  Projectors,  Re- 

flecting Arc  Lamps,  and  for  Spotlights.  Various 
sizes  are  made  with  different  spherical  curves,  as 
well  as  parabolic  curves. 

RESONANT  ORCHESTRA  BASE 
_   The  resonant  orchestra  platform  is  a   compara- 

tively new  development.  It  consists  of  box  like 
layers  made  of  the  finest  type  of  wood  of  which 
fine  violins  are  made.  These  are  placed  together 
to  form  a   pit  base  for  the  musicians,  their  in- 

struments resting  on  the  resonant  box.  It  is 
stated  that  a   resonator  platform  of  this  type  not 
only  greatly  increases  the  volume  of  the  orchestra 
but  adds  materially  to  the  beauty  of  the  music 

itself.  Orchestra  pits  of  this  type  have  been  in- 
stalled in  many  of  the  leading  metropolitan  the- 

atres. This  equipment  is  manufactured  by: 

Gollagber  OrcheRtr.-i  Equipment  Co.,  S23S  South- 

port  Ave.,  Chicago,  III. 

SCREENS 
There  are  three  types  of  screens  for  motion 

picture  projection,  metallic  surfaced,  white  sur- 
faced and  beaded  surfaced. 

The  metallic  surfaced  screens  are  built  in  va- 

rious finishes,  from  a   smooth  surface  to  a   heavy 
pebbled  surface.  The  smooth  surfaced  screen  is 
used  in  long  narrow  bouses,  the  heavy  pebbled 
surfaces  arc  used  in  wide  houses.  Metallic  sur- 

face, as  a   rule  arc  built  to  fit  the  requirements 
of  each  house. 

Flat  white  screens  in  most  cases  arc  used  witli 

high  intensity  projections  where  there  is  an 
abundance  of  light.  Screen  surfaces  are  made  to 
meet  the  requirements  of  mazda,  reflecting  arc, 
regular  arc  and  high  intensity  projection. 
Among  the  leading  manufacturers  of  screens 

are: 

Da-Lilo  Screen  Co.,  922  Wcbi  Monroe  Si.,  Chi- 

cago, and  Minusn  Cino  Screen  Co.,  Bomont  at 

Morgan,  St.  Louis,  Mo. 

SCREEN  PAINT 
Refer  to  "Paint,  Screen"  on  a   preceding  page. 

SEATS,  THEATRE 
Refer  to  "Chairs,  Theatre"  on  a   preceding  page, 

SEAT  COVERS 
Refer  to  "Chair  Covers”  on  a   preceding  page. 

SEAT  INDICATORS,  VACANT 
Refer  to  "Vacant  Seat  Indicators." 

SHUTTERS,  METAL  FIRE 
The  Port  Shutter  is  made  entirely  of  metal  with 

a   metal  sliding  shutter  suspended  on  a   cord  in 
which  is  connected  a   fusible  link.  In  case  of 
fire,  the  fusible  link  melts  and  the  fire  shutter 

automatically  drops  over  the  port  hole  in  the 
booth.  They  are  made  to  fit  standard  openings, 
such  as  projection  port  holes,  stereopticon  port 
holes,  and  spot  light  port  holes. 

Request  furlhnr  information  through  "Bcllcr 
Theatres"  Information  and  Catalog  Bureau,  pages 

84-85. 

SIGNALS,  REEL  END 
Refer  to  “Reel  End  Signals.” 

SIGNS,  ILLUMINATED 
Signs  may  be  considered  in  two  general  groups 

— those  that  are  illuminated  and  those  which  are 
etched  on  metal  or  wood  without  illumination. 
The  illuminated  signs,  which  are  highly  artistic 
in  finish  and  construction  are  made  to  read  either 
from  one  side  or  both.  The  lettering  in  the  signs 
is  chipped  into  the  glass  and  silvered,  making  it 
easy  to  read  in  daylight.  The  letters  glow  in  a 
soft  greenish  color.  Illumination  is  accomplished 
wjth  25  watt  show  case  lamps.  Signs  are  fitted 
with  lamps,  cord  and  plug  ready  for  attaching  to 
light  socket 

Features  described  above  arc  to  be  found  in 

similar  signs  such  as  signs  pointing  ladies'  rest 
room,  aisles,  requests  for  silence,  smoking  room 
and  the  like. 

A   leading  manufacturer  of  these  signs  is; 

Tablet  &   Ticket  Co.,  lOl.S  W.  Adams,  St.,  Chi- 

cago, III. 

SIGN  FLASHERS 
Refer  to  “Flashers,  Sign,  on  a   preceding  page. 

SIGNS,  ILLUMINATED 
ATTRACTION  BOARD 
These  are  metal  constructed  signs,  illuminated 

from  the  interior.  They  are  so  designed,  it  is 
possible  to  change  the  lettering  at  will,  making 
It  possible  to  announce  the  attractions  as  they 
are  changed  in  the  theatre.  Letters  are  con- 

structed from  steel,  with  an  opal  glass.  They 

can  be  purchased  in  standard  size,  or  built  to  or- 
der. Usually  used  around  canopies  or  in  a   double- 

faced  sign  extended  over  the  side  walk. 

Requtisl  further  iDformoilon  through  "Better 
Theatres"  Information  and  Cataloir  Bureau,  Daftes 
84-85. 

SLIDES 

Slides  are  divided  into  four  different  classes: 

Song  Slides,  Adertising  Slides,  Announcement 
Slides,  and  Special  Advertising  Slides.  Song 
slides  have  come  into  vogue  within  the  last  few 

years.  ‘There  are  two  types  of  these:  The  comedy 
type,  and  the  sentimental  type.  They  are  sold  or 
rented  in  complete  sets  to  be  run  in  conjunction 
with  organ  solos.  Advertising  slides:  These  are  of 

the  stock  advertising  type  in  which  may  be  inserted 
the  name  of  the  advertiser.  There  is  a   large  selec- 

tion for  every  line  of  business  artistically  drawn 
up  and  cleverly  worded.  Announcement  slides:  A 
standard  stock  selection  makes  it  possible  for  the 
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_   ♦/,  hiiv  already  made  any  announce- 

he  dSes  to  4ke.  They  can  be
  se- 

Tred  S   Ury  artistic  designs.
  Special  Advertising 

Are  those  made  from  copy  f
urnished  by 

®J'^,dvertber  from  photograph,  drawing,  or  
any 

other  materiVl  the  advertiser  m
ay  have.  In  every 

®""they  are  made  up  specially. 

“   a   leading  manufactu
rer  of  slides  is: 

litv  Slldo  Co.*  6   East  Lake
  St.»  Chicago,  III., 

and  J.'f- 
 Madison  St.,  Chicago. 

III. 

SPEED  INDICATORS 

Soeed  Indicator— an,  electr
ical  device  with 

meterr  which  can  be  located 
 m   the  booth,  on 

Se‘  orchestra  director's  table  and
  m   the  man- 

office  The  meters  or  speedo
meters  are 

aftacficd  to  the  picture  ma
chines  and  indicate 

f   what  rate  of  speed  the  film  is  b
eing  run  through 

machine.  In  modern  theatres  where 

SormTnc«  are  run  on  a   sc
hedule  with 

everything  synchronized,  spe
ed  indicators  are  a 

further  Informailon  throu
gh  “Belter 

Thoa«r“»"  Information  and  Catalog  Bureau,
  pages 

S4-85. 

SPLICING  BLOCK 
A   device  used  in  theatres  and  e

xchanges  for 
colicine  motion  picture  film.  ,   . . 

A   prominent  manufacturer  of  this 
 equipment  is: 

The  Duplex  Mellon  Picture
s  Industries,  Long 

Island  CUy,  N.  Y. 

SPOTLIGHTS 
Refer  to  ‘‘Lights,  Spot”  on  a   preceding  page. 

STAGE  LIGHTING  EQUIPMENT 

Under  the  heading  of  Stage  Lighting  Equip- 

ment, comes  strip  lights,  proscenium  strips,  
foot- 

liehts.  border  lights,  floodlights,  stage  
effects. 

There  are  so  many  details  m   connection
  with 

stage  lighting  that  we  suggest  getting  in
  touch 

with  the  manufacturers  of  such  equipment 
 tor 

specific  information.  ,   , .   . 

A   leading  manufacturer  of  this  equipment  is: 

Major  Equipmcnl  Co..  4603  Fullerton
  Avo.,  Chi 

eago,  111. 

STAGE  RIGGING 
Refer  to  “Hardware,  Stage”  on  a   preceding 

page.  
' 

SWEEPING  COMPOUND 
There  are  a   number  of  these  on  the  market 

many  of  which  are  very  efficient,  "rhey  are  made from  a   composition  impregnated  with  oil  so  .that 

in  sweeping  the  theatre  very  little  dust  is  raised. 
These  compounds  also  have  in  them  disinfecting 

material  which  disinfects  the  floor  as  it  is  swept. 
They  come  in  75  lb.  drums;  100  lb.,  200  Id., 

and  300  Ib.  barrels. 

SWITCHBOARDS 
Control  of  lighting  through  the  use  of  switch* 

boards  makes  possible  the  wonderful  lighting 
effects  achieved  in  motion  picture  theatres  today. 
Switchboards  for  this  work  arc  built  in  many  ca- 

pacities. Scenes  for  unusual  lighting  effects  may 

be  prc'Selected,  by  such  a   hoard  and  the  theatre 
flooded  with  the  appropriate  lighting  scheme  at  a 
proper  cue,  by  the  simple  methoef  of  throwing 
a   switch.  Lighting  control  systems  arc  being 
adopted  by  theatres  of  lesser  size  that  heretofore 
have  considered  such  installations  as  being  only 
for  the  larger  metropolitan  houses. 

Manufacturers  of  this  type  of  equipment  are 
glad  to  furnish  engineering  service  and  consult 
with  exhibitors  and  architects  on  various  phases  of 
these  lighting  control  units. 

Request  further  Informotloo  through  “Better 
Theatres"  Information  and  Catalog  Bureau,  pages 

84-8S 

TERMINALS 
This  is  a   rncml  device  for  fitting  on  to  the  end 

of  asbestos  wire  used  on  arc  lamps  and  spotlights. 

There  are  various  t^es  of  terminals  made  of  both 
copper  and  brass.  They  arc  also  made  in  various 
sizes  to  withstand  the  amperages  at  which  they 
are  used. 

A   le.idtng  manufacture  of  this  equipment  is: 

E.  E.  Fulton  Company,  3208  Carroll  Ave.,  Chi- 

cago, III. 

TICKETS 
Theatre  tickets  are  available  and  used  in  many 

forms  such  as  roll  tickets,  folded  tickets,  reserved 
seat  tickets,  admission  tickets,  and  ticket  coupon 
books.  Admission  tickets  of  the  more  usual  de- 

nominations are  carried  in  stock.  Tickets  arc 
sold  in  lots  of  thousands,  the  price  decreasing 
with  addition  thousands  ordered. 

Tickets  are  made  for  use  with  ticket  issuing 

machines  and  may  be  obtained  consecutively  num- 
bered. This  enables  accurate  check  of  tickets 

sold  for  each  day.  . 

A   leading  printer  of  theatre  tickets  is: 
The  Arcu*  Ticket  Company,  346  N.  Aehlond 

Ave.,  Chicago,,  III. 

TICKET  BOOTHS 
Refer  to  “Booths,  Ticket”  on  a   preceding  page. 

TICKET  CHOPPERS 
A   machine  for  mutilating  tickets  which  are 

dropped  in  box  as  patron  enters  theatre.  _   The 

ticket  chopper  safeguards  the  resale  of  tickets. 

Mutilation  of  the  ticket  consists  of  perforations 

made  on  the  ticket,  which,  however,  is  done  in  a 
manner  which  that  does  not  prevent  accurately 

checking  results.  Ticket  choppers  are  made  in 

mahogany  or  verde  antique  and  arc  of  steel  con- 
struction. 

Request  further  Informniloo  through  “Beiiar 
Thenires”  Information  and  Catalog  Bureau,  poges 84-85. 

TICKET  MACHINES 

Refer  to  "Machines,  Ticket.” 

TOOL  KITS 
Tool  kits,  or  outfits,  are  made  complete  with  a 

set  of  tools  for  use  on  the  picture  nmehine.  They 

usually  contaim  “V”  Block,  Split  Screw  Driver, 

Driver  Pins,  "Taper  Pin  Reamer,  Taper  Pin  Re- 
mover, and  Sprocket  Puller. 

A   kit  of  this  type  is  m.mufacturcd  by: 

The  E.  E.  Fulton  Co.,  3208  Carroll  Ave.,  Chi- 

rogo,  III. 

TRANSFORMERS 
Refer  to  "Motor  Generators." 

VACANT  SEAT  INDICATOR 
The  vacant  seat  indicator  system  provides  a 

sending  station  at  each  aisle,  equipped  with  num- 
eral push  buttons  that  give  any  total  of  seats  that 

aisle  might  have.  The  usher  registers  on  this  sta- 
tion the  number  of  vacant  scats  available,  which 

information  is  transmitted  to  the  floor  or  head 

usher,  depending  on  the  size  of  the  theatre.  In 
the  larger  houses  the  floor  usher  relays  the  in- 

formation to  the  head  usher.  The  head  usher 
sends  total  of  all  aisles  and  floors  to  tlic  doorman 

who  directs  the  people  to  the  different  sections  of 
the  house  where  the  vacant  scats  are  waitjng. 

This  operation  goes  on  continuously  and  rapidly 
takes  care  of  w,iiting  crowds.  The  various  stations 
can  be  furnished  in  any  finish  to  harmonize  with 
surrounding  fixtures,  at  no  additional  cost. 

A   leading  manufacturer  of  vacant  scat  indicat- 

ing systems  is: Tlio  Acmo  Elecirlo  Comitruelloo  Company.  407  S. 
Dearborn  St.,  Cltlcago,  III. 

VENDING  MACHINES 
Refer  to  "Machines,  Pop  Corn”  on  a   preceding 

page, 

VENTILATING  SYSTEMS 
Refer  to  "Cooling,  Ventilating  Systems"  on  a preceding  page. 

W'HEELS,  COLOR 

Refer  to  "Color  Wheels"  on  a   preceding  page. 

FREE  CATALOG  and  INFORMATION  SERVICE 

“Better  Theatres”  Information  and  Catalog  Bureau,  u
sed  by  thousands  of  Herald  readers  in 

obtaining  quickly  and  surely  information  on  pro
ducts  of  theatre  construction  and  equipment  i

s 

reproduced  in  this  issue  on  pages  84-85  in  connec
tion  with  the  service  offered  by  Lqmpment 

Index.” 

Many  of  the  products  Usted  in  “Better  T
heatres”  Information  and  Catalog  Bureau 

 are  adver- 
tised  in  this  issue. 

“Equipment  Index”  brings  to  theatre  owners 
 for  the  first  time  a   practical  reference  guide  o

n 

subjects  pertaining  to  theatre  construction, 
 equipment  operation  and  maintenance.  

Read  it  care- fully. 



EQUIPMENT  INDEX  SECTION  OF 
April  10,  1926 

You  Can  Depend  Upon 
Exhibitors  Herald 

— to  make  each  succeeding  Box  Office  Record  and  Equip- 
ment Index  more  valuable  to  its  subscribers. 

Each  year  sees  more  independent  theatre  owners  subscrib- 

ing to  Exhibitors  Herald,  reading  the  What  the  Picture  Did  for 

Me  .   department,  and  contributing  reports  on  the  pictures  they 
play. 

Every  new  subscriber  to  the  Herald  and  every  new  con- 
tributor to  What  the  Picture  Did  for  Me  makes  the  Box  Office 

Record  more  valuable  to  you. 

If  you  use  the  Box  Office  Record,  call  attention  to  it  among 
your  neighboring  theatre  owners. 

If  they  are  subscribers  to  the  Herald  but  do  not  contribute  to 

What  the  Picture  Did  for  Me,  urge  them  to  send  in  reports  on 
the  pictures  they  play. 

If  they  are  not  subscribers  to  Exhibitors  Herald,  urge  them  to 
subscribe. 

theatre  owner’s  organization  today  attempts  to  render you  the  service  given  you  by  What  the  Picture  Did  for  Me  and 
the  Box  Office  Record.  Both,  however,  typify  exhibitor  coop- 

eration in  its  highest  and  most  effective  form.  And  every  new 
subscriber  to  Exhibitors  Herald  is  another  exhibitor  cooperating 
for  your  and  his  benefit. 



A   posibve  essential  to 

every  theatre  and  e)(change  M   g 

'~7^e  ̂  duplex 
Fslm 
Cement 

$r-« 

1575^  v^orth  of 
quality  equipment 

Reel 
Holder 

$3SP 

$41 50 
FOB  Lon^ Island  Qfy 

This 

IS  the  first 

opportunity 

ever  gi'ven  to 
buy  "DUPLEX 

the  price  0/ just 
ordinary  equipment 

Splicing  Block  $14?P  _ 

Motion  Picture  Industriesjuc  island  aty.Newisrk 

Reel 

ReWmder 

^950 

0/ Me 
duplex  special 

w^fftec/^  check  Jbe/ou? 

—8  oz.  Bottle  Film  PeraenO 

-Reel  Holder.   □ 

— Measuring  Macliihe  Q 
— Splicing  Block.... □ 
— Reel  Rewinder..... □ 

Duplex 
^nq  Island  City,My7 

DAm. 

ydEm^??ts  Me 

The  DUPLEX  special  □ 
PLEASE  SHIP  Earns   



Rothaektt-AlUr  Lahoraiories,  Inc. 
Hollywood,  California 

Rothacker  Prints  actually  cost  less 
in  the  long  run  than  ordinary  prints. 

You  save  and  are  safe  when  you  use 
Rothacker  Prints  because: 

Rothacker  Prints  represent  all  that 
is  good  in  the  negative,  and  are  made  not  only  to 
look  better  but  to  wear  longer — 

Proper  color  values  in  tints,  tones 
and  combination  tint  -   tones  are  used  judiciously 
but  generously — 

Every  Rothacker  Print  is  made  on 
best  quality  stock  by  artistic  experts,  under  ideal 
conditions  and  skillful  supervision,  honestly  directed — 

Continuity  Sheets  furnished  free  on 
each  subject  provide  economical  and  efficient 
replacement  service — 

Every  Rothacker  Print  is  waxed;  andj 
no  extra  charge  to  Producer,  Distributor  or  Exhibitor- 

All  this,  and  more,  plus  the  screen- 
security  and  business-comfort  which  goes  with  our 
known  ability.,  reliability  and  responsibility. 

Poumdfid  19&0 Look  Better- 
Wear  Longer! Wsttcraoa  R.  Rotbaeker 



Member  Motion  Picture  Producers  and  Distributors  of  America,  Inc. — Will  H.  Kays,  President 

WILL  YOU  LOVE  HER  IN 
SEPTEMBER  AS  YOU, 

tflL  DO  IN  MAY?  ̂  

MANY  exhibitors 
BELIEVr  it  is  too  early 

TO  tie  their  theatres  up 
WITH  any  product 
PROMISED  for  1926^27. 

tVlOST  exhihitoi's 
WILL  iiist  see  what 

METRO  •Ooldwyn-M  ayer  oilers. 
THAT’S  sensible. 
THE  TALK  OE  THE  INDUSTRY 



ARTHUR  J.  LAMB 
Presents 

SALLY  RUNS  WILD  SERIES 

1.  SALI  A’  RUNS  WILD 
2.  SALLY  RUNS  THE  ALLEY 

.1  SAl.LY  RUNS  INTO  A   HUSBAND 

4.  SALLY  RUNS  THE  BALLET 

5.  SALLY  RUNS  TO  THIRD 

6.  SALLY  STILL  RUNNING 

Fast  Moving  Two  Reel  Comedies 
Direction— JOSEPH  LEVERING 

For  Further  Information  Apply 

M.  J.  CONNOLLY 
112  West  44th  Street 

Phone  Bryant  8300 

New  York  City 



CELEBRATIOH 

15  TEARS 
OF  GOJ«^INOOOS 

LFADEE^HU’OF 



KeMA. 

y. 

FIRST  VICE  PRESIUENT 
IN  CHARGE  OF 
PRO  DUCTION 

PARAMOUNT  cele- brates with  this  offer- 

ing the  Fifteenth  Anni- 

versary of  its  founding.  It 
is  with  a   deep  feeling  of 

gratitude  and  in  the  true 

humility  of  great  pride 

that  we  look  back  upon 

our  years  of  successful 
building. 

Every  step  in  that  suc- 
cess has  been  based  upon 

the  complete  box  -   office 

approval  and  entertain- 
ment value  of  Paramount 

pictures  expressed  through 
a   discriminating  public 

and  a   growing  exhibitor 
confidence. 

In  appreciation  of  that 

patronage  and  with  full 

regard  to  our  obligation 

to  the  industry,  we  have 

piled  new  values  on  old 

and  invite  you  to  Par- 

amount’s Birthday  Feast 
of  entertainment. 

PRESi  DENT 

IN  motion  picture  prod- ucing, we  cannot  pause 

long  to  celebrate  past  suc- 
cess—we  must  always  be 

advancing  with  far-seeing 

eyes  and  alert  showman- 

ship brains  toward  ever 

greater  goals  of  entertain- 
ment. 

The  15th  Birthday 

Group  of  pictures  describ- 
ed here  is  a   mighty  tribute 

to  our  producers  at  the 

studios,  Messrs.  Turnbull, 

Schulberg  and  Le  Baron 
and  their  associates.  It  re- 

flects splendid  credit  upon 

the  distinguished  stars, 

artists,  directors  and  other 

contributing  talents  en- 
rolled under  the  Par- 

amount producing  banner. 

To  them  1   wish  to  ex- 

press my  sincere  appreci- 
ation. They  have  pledged 

their  utmost  and  they  are 

making  good  a   hundred- fold. 

GiassPPB 

THOTTA 



WE,  who  sell  you  Par- 
amount pictures, 

offer  you  more  than  a 
never  failing  supply  of  the 

finest  productions  in  the 

industry;  wc  guarantee, 

back  of  them,  ever  bigger 

and  better  Paramount 
Service. 

Paramount  Service 

means  that  the  powerful 

forces  of  Paramount  ad- 

vertising, publicity  and  ex- 
ploitation will  be  working 

for  you.  It  insures  perfect 

prints,  eager  cooperation 

from  Paramount  exchang- 

es, the  best  in  showman 
ad  sales. 

We  honestly  believe 

that  Paramount’s  1926-7 
Pictures  plus  Paramount 

Service  are  the  greatest 

constructive  force  in  this 

business  today. 

SiULJ- 
GENERAL  MANAGER 

IN  this  book  you  will find  descriptions  of 

75  Paramount  Pictures 

for  1926-7,  the  15th  Birth' 
day  Group. 

You  will  read  the  de- 

tails of  45  productions 

coming  between  August 
1926  and  February  1927- 

You  will  see  announced 

at  least  ten  mammoth 

productions,  unquestion- 

ably road  show  class.  You 
will  learn  of  scores  of 

other  smashing  box  office 

offerings,  every  single  one 

of  them  ultra-modern 

showmanship  to  the  last 

degree. As  a   real  showman, 

alive  to  the  exacting  re- 

quirements of  the  day, 

you  will  recogniie  that 

the  mightiest  box  office 

product  on  the  market  is 

Paramount’s  15th  Birth- 
day Group. 

general  manager DEPARTMENT  OF 
DISTRIBUTION 



BUILDING 
TIMES  SQUARE  •   •   •   NEW  VORK.  CITV 



E5I  >tLLir^^  INLAYS  ANU  AUTHOKv 
BEAU 
GESTE SOHRO'vy^ 

i\.  cdUV.'" 

Michaell 

Arlen  I 

Smclaii 
Lewis 

P.C. Wren. 

Bordoni 
'Cinde*'*^^* 

Irene 

Haughty 
Zane

' 
Grey 

ly 
i   ^^t/REWrp*cT. . .   STOfty  0! 

CRUZE 

sr^uiNes'" 

pRooucric 

azcptLo 

,Sj?fraopoL’Un  1 Imre 
Fazekds 

Melchior 
Lengjyel 

‘•®ON  SRRot 

Monte 

iKdtterjo 

Richard 

Connell 

H.  Rider 

Haggard 

'THE  SMUWOFF 
MorManIVe 

WilbamAnth( 
M‘^Guire 

Hermdi 

THE  SHOW-OFF 

^os 

Biro 

James  Ashmore 
Creelman •1  no/LL*  kiu\ Emerson Hough 

.1 



RICHARD  DIX 

POLA  NEGRI THOMAS  MEIGHAN GLORIA  SWANSON HAROLD  LLOYD 

RAYMOND  HAHON 
BETTY  BRONSON 

WALLACE  BEERY FLORENCE  VIDOR ESTHER  RALSTON 

PARAMOUNT
 proudly  presents, 

on  these  pages,  the 

most  imposing  array 

of  stars,  stock  players 

and  other  artists,  both 

in  quantity  and  quality 

that  this  industry  has 

ever  known ! 
FORD  STERLING 

LOUISE  BROOKS JACK  HOLT LOIS  WILSON 

bach  IS  a   living 

guarantee  of  the  ster- 

ling worth  of  Para- 
mount’s 15th  Birthday 

group. 

RICARDO  CORTEZ 

LOIS  MORAN TOM  MOORE MARY  BRIAN 

DONALD  KEITM 

JOBYNA  RALSTON LOUISE  FAZENDA BUDDY  ROGERS CLARA  BOW 

EMIL  JANNII^ 

PERCY  MARMONT JOSEPH  STRIKER CHARLOT  BIRD WILLIAM  POWELL 



RAYMOND  GRIFFITH BEBE  DANIELS ADOLPHE  MENJOU DOUGLAS  Maclean 

ERNEST  TORRENCE EDDIE  CANTOR GILDA  GRAY NOAH  BEERY ALICE  JOYCE 

J^AVISHLY  en- 

riched as  the 

1926-7  Paramount 

Pictures  are  with 

the  magnificent  per- 

sonnel displayed 

here,  there  will  be 

further  important 

additions.  Xhe  ac- 

quisition of  Ronald 
Colman  to  play  the 

title  role  of  “Beau 

Geste’’  is  an  indica- 

tion  of  the  great 

box  office  news  to 

come ! 

LYA  Dl  PUTTI LAWRENCE  GRAY NEIL  HAMILTON ARLETTE  MARCHAL 

GRETA  NISSEN WARNER  BAXTER ALYCE  MILLS HARRISON  FORD 

GEORGE  BANCROFT 
GEORGIA  HALE WILLIAM  COLLIER  JR RALPH  FORBES MARGARET  MORRIS 

^^UNNE  JOHNSTON 
NORMAN  TREVOR FAY  LANPHIER DOROTHY  GISH THEODORE  ROBERTS 

1 



Worldls  Foremost 

\   Pix>ducing  bowmen 
BENJAMIN  P.  SCHULBERG JLI  ever  undertaken  is  the  vast  Paramount 

producing  organization  headed  by  Jesse 
L.  Lasky,  first  vice-president,  in  charge  of 

production. 
Three  practical  showmen  of  proven  worth 

are  in  charge  as  associate  producers  studios. 
They  are: 

HECTOR  TURNBULL.  For  ten  years 
associated  with  Mr,  Lasky  in  the  production 
of  motion  pictures.  A   keen  down-to-earth 
box  office  brain  who  has  given  you  such  suc- 

cesses as  "'Behind  the  Front”. 

BENJAMIN  P.  SCHULBERG.  As  an 

independent  producer  he  made  over  100  pic- 
tures, and,  despite  limited  resources,  turned 

out  recognized  hits.  He  discovered  and  de- 

veloped such  personalities  as  Clara  Bow. 

WILLIAM  LE  BARON.  Editor,  dra- 
matist  and  briiliant  box  office  showman.  His 

productions  from  the  Long  Island  studio  have 
already  won  him  a   big  reputation. 

Under  Messrs.  TurtEbuIl  and  Schulberg 
in  Hollywood  and  Mr.  Le  Baron  at  Long 
Island,  work  as  supervisors  the  other  well 
known  producing  minds  shown  on  this  page. 

HECTOR  TURNBULL 

WILLIAM  LE  BARON 

WlLLU} 
GOLDBECK 

TOWNSEND 
MARTIN To  facilitate  sis  mammoth  production 

activitieSf  Paramount  recently  acquired 
the  United  Studios,  at  Uollywood,  Cal., 

the  largest  and  finest  equipped  plant  in 
the  'world, 

With  this  notable  addition  and  'with 

the  giant  studio  at  Long  Island  City  and 

the  Lasky  studio  in  Hollywood,  this  gives 

Paramount  what  is  by  long  odds  the  best 

motion  picture  making  jacilities  in  the industry. 

THOMAS  J. 

GERAGHTY 

lucien 
HUBBARD 

GARRETT 
WESXOK 

KENNETH 

HAWKS 

RALPH 
BLOCK 

1^, Walter 
WOODS 

JULIAN 
JOHNSON 

I 

I 

I 



AU"Star  Box  Office 
Directors  - D.W.  GRIFFITH 

IT  has  always  been  Paramount’s  pride  and  a   vital factor  in  the  company’s  success  that  through  the 
years  Paramount  Pictures  have  been  made  by  the  best 
directorial  minds  in  the  business. 

The  line-up  of  directors  shown  on  this  page  repre- 
sents  the  strongest  staff  Paramounts  and,  we  believe, 

any  other  company  has  yet  drawn  together. 

It  announces  such  important  additions  as  Erich  von 

Stroheim,  Marshall  Neilan,  Frank  Lloyd,  Wiiliam 
Wellman,  Erie  Kenton  and  William  Beaudine. 

It  Includes  such  well-known  master-producers  as 

D.  W.  Griffith,  James  Cmze,  Herbert  Brenon,  Allan 

Dwan,  Maurice  Tourneur,  Clarence  Badger,  Sam 
Wood,  Irvin  Willat,  Dimitri  Buchowetzki,  Victor 

Fleming  and  Raoul  Walsh;  such  brilliant  young  direc- 
tors as  Malcolm  St.  Clair,  Frank  Tuttle,  Edward 

Sutherland,  and  Gregory  La  Cava;  such  picture 
makers  from  overseas  as  Herbert  Wilcox,  E.  A. 
Dupont  and  Fritz  Lang. 

AU  are  experts  in  real  audience  showmanship. 
Their  combined  strength  means  a   fortune  to  any  box 

MARSHALL 
NEILAN 

FRANK  LLOYD 

I   HERBERT! IbrenonI 

•MALCOLM  ST.CLAIR 

ICLARENCEl 

I   BADGER 
FRANK 
TUTTLE 

EDWARD  SUTHERLANO 

iWILLIAMi 
WELLMAN DIMITRI  m/i.iii  ilvLUKI 

IRVIN  'WILLAT 

VICTOR 
RAOUL  WALSH ERLE 

E.A. DUPONT WILLIAM  BEAUDINE 

S“?S4  I 



  nd  now  read  the  amazing* 
details  of  the  most  stupendous 

program  ever  announced  in 
the  histoiy  of  Motion  Pictures 

^Mmmount 
CpMures '^M926~7 

Ml 



From  tke  pla3;  John  B.  H>>mer 

and  LeRoy  Clemens  tKet  startled 

BroadvJay  for  over  a   year  !   Screen 

pla:P  by  James  Ashmore 
Creelman. 

aooiph  zukor JESSE  L   LASKY  PRESENT 

GILDA 
GRAY 
j^^ILDA  the  Golden  Girl. 

Radiant  star  of  the  Follies. 

Alluring  empress  of  the  dance. 

Already)  a   sensational  box  office 

attraction  with  the  picture  public 

as  pro%5en  by  her  recent  personal 

appearance  tour  of  i8  flm  theatres 

in  i8  ke^  centers  during  •sOhich 

she  attracted  audiences  totaling 

1,500,000  and  smashed  records  in 

every  city  / 

comes  Gilda  Gra;p’s  first 

starring  motion  picture ! 

‘"■Hoith. 

Percy  AAarmont 
<AVarner  Ba?(ter 
Julanne  Johnston 
William  Powell 

Q 
MAURICE  TOURNEUR 

(producHan, 

<2  paramount  (picture 

'AflOM 



Warner  Baxter 

\   Nuitane"  i 

Gilda  Orau 
.   j 
Aloma"  / 

i^ILDA  GRAY  as  a   tempestuous  South 

^   Sea  dancer  striving  to  fascinate  the 
man  she  loves,  knowing  his  heart  is  held 

lightly  by  a   woman  of  fashion  from 
another  world.  Gilda  doing  the  dance 

that  has  made  her  the  supreme  box  office 

attraction  of  the  stage  world.  Gilda  as 

the  heroine  of  a   throbbing  romance 

staged  amid  the  white  shadows  and  blue 

lagoons  of  the  South  Seas. 

And  what  a   supporting  cast!  Read 

again  the  names  on  the  previous  page. 

Gilda  Gray  in  “Aloma  of  the  South 
Seas” — a   luscious  slice  of  Paramount’s 
Birthday  Cake  flavored  with  the  rich 

spice  of  box  office  profits. 

i   CtQ^ammountQ>icture  j 

[veiybodii 

loves  "Aloma 

South  Sea  love 

Sqlvia’ 

'Julanne  Johnslon'bcgs 
Bob  lo  come  bacK  lo  her 

South  Sea  sirens 

^(Offfce  Glimpses  of  ALOMA  t°he  SOUTH^EM 

.   «   '■lUiramiiUiP  \Ptrliirv 
^   I# 

And  here's  the  24  sheet  / 

"Am  I   not 
attractive. 
Mister  Bob?’' 

Flashing  with 
dramatic  moments 

There's  an  echo  of  the 
Great  War  in  it  too. 
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AdolpK  Z!uKi»x. 
JrcCrf  L   Lidif  ffcunt 

REX  BEACH’g AN  ALLAN  YS^fiiSiiPTodiicuon 

^^flaming  document  of  our  times ! 
The  story  of  a   warmblooded, 

high  spirited  girl  who,  driven  from 

home  by  a   bigoted  father,  plunges 

into  the  gayeties  and  shadows  of 

Broadway  and  fights  her  way, 

through  dark  days  of  hardship  and 

temptation,  up  to  the  crest  of  the 

wave  of  fortune.  A   de  luxe  super- 

special that  packs  box  office  in 

every  scene. 

MhPAM  I   ATTICr  nDfCCrD  \TAAU  i>i?i7nv J   I1T?I  F'KT  fr^n/MIlD  r»F\ 



f   INC  MANNERS 
iiFRANIv  TUTTLE 

Ci  (paramount  Q>ictu^ 



^   GLORIA 

Swanson 
.•FINE 

MANNERS 
T   last — the  Gloria  Swanson  triumph 
the  world  has  been  waiting  for!  Gloria 

with  Eugene  O’Brien  as  leading  man 
in  a   luxury  love-drama. 

Gloria  as  a   beautiful  nobody  who  plunges  into 

the  social  whirl  in  order  to  become  a   lady  worthy 

of  the  fashionable  gentleman  she  loves.  Gloria 

wearing  the  latest,  most  breath-taking  gown  cre- 

ations from  Paris  as  only  she  can  wear  them. 

Gloria  braving  dangers,  mingling  gasps  with 

laughs  and  tears,  finallyeclipsing  in  fine  manners 

the  idol  of  her  heart — only  to  discover  that 
clothes  and  limousines  do  not  make  the  woman. 

A   Frank  Tuttle  Production 

Story  by  James  Ashmore  Creelman  and  Frank  Vreeland 

G.  Qaramount  picture 
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MORE  / 

RECORD - SMASHING 
ATTRACTIONS 

from  the  greatest 
comedy  star  in  the 

world   
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HAROLD 
New  Harold  Lloyd  Pictures 
Coming  in  1926-27  Season! 

PARAMOUNT  will  release  the  Harold  Lloyd 
comedy  productions  made  during  the  1926-27 season. 

The  pictures  will  be  produced  by  the  Harold 
Lloyd  Corporation  -   the  same  efficient  organi- 

zation that  is  responsible  for  “The  Freshman”, 
“For  Heaven’s  Sake”  and  the  other  uniformly successful  Lloyd  productions. 

The  association  of  Harold  Lloyd  and  Para- 
mount is  more  than  a   commercial  alliance.  It 

is  a   meeting  of  ideals. 

Harold  Lloyd  stands  today  as  the  foremost 
individual  exponent  in  the  world  of  good,  clean, 
wholesome  screen  comedy.  Not  a   picture  of 
his  career  that  cannot  be  seen  by  young  and 
old,  father,  mother,  sister,  brother,  without  a blush. 

Not  a   picture  that  has  not  measured  up  fully 
to  the  very  high  standards  which  Mr.  Lloyd  and 
his  organization  set  for  themselves  and  on  which 
their  reputations  rest.  Not  a   picture  but  what 
has  delivered  100  per  cent,  and  over  at  the 
box  office  and  made  a   handsome  profit  for exhibitors. 
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LLGYD 
The  Greatest  Box  Office 
Attraction  in  the  World. 

/^NE  of  the most  remarkable  figures  on  the 
screen  is  Harold  Lloyd. 

Through  this  star’s  comedy  genius  and  the uncanny  ability  which  he  and  his  organization 
have  developed  by  untiring  effort  of  gauging exactly  what  the  public  wants,  the  name  of 
Lloyd  is  today  a   more  powerful  magnet  at 
theatres  than  practically  any  road  show  ever 
produced. 

Lloyd  not  only  attracts  regular  motion  pic^ 
tmt  patrons  100  per  cent;  he  brings  out,  in 
addition,  the  crowds  that  attend  only  the  few outstanding  classics  of  the  cinema. 

Exhibitors  who  have  not  played  Lloyd  do 
not  know  their  real  cash-intake  nossibilities  ^ 
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^he  master  magician  oF 
feminine  ijouth  and  beaufq 

^^lEGFELD  is  the  magic  name  in  the  show  world. ^   His  wiratd  touch  turns  everything  into  box 
office  gold.  Ziegfeld’s  "Follies”  are  the  most  popular stage  entertainments  in  the  world.  Ziegfeld  girls  are 
the  most  beauti&l.  Ziegfeld  gowns  and  settings  are 

a4n  ALLAN  DWAN  "Production 
With  ESTHER  RALSTON 

and  Beauties 

  HB 

m   1 Jw.  H 
*   ̂3 
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FLORENZ  ZIEGFELDS 
PRODUCTION 

Four  stunning  American beauties  and  how  they 

bloomed  in  Broadway’s  garden 

of  gayeties,  heartaches  and  temp^ 
A   luxurious  love-drama tations, 

produced,  under  the  personal 

supervision  of  Florenz  Ziegfeld, 

by  the  director  who  made  ‘The 

American  Venus.” 

“Glorifying  the  American  Girl,” 
taking  its  title  from  the  slogan 

Ziegfeld  has  popularized  around 

the  world,  is  lavish  with  gorgeous 

color  beauty  scenes,  startling 

dance  numbers, marvelous  gowns 

and  settings  and  strong  drama. 

ESTHER  RALSTON 

CLARA  BOW 

LOUISE  BROOKS 

FAY  LANPHIER 
t   MIAS  AMSniCA  I 

1   ; ■   1'  ' 

GLORIFYING  THE 
AMERICAN  GIRL* AN  ALLAN  DWAN  PROD.  A   PARAMOUNT.PICTURE 



THOMAS  MEIGHAN 





ILKEN  SIREN  -   WITH  ClAWS 

iK'  I 

A   MASTER  novelist’s  tale  of  the  wild^ and  a   wild  woman.  A   soft,  velvety! 

”man  trap”  snaring  wise  and  foolish  men ' 

alike  and  then  hurling  them  at  each  other’s 
throats,  smashing  codes  and  friendships 

and  her  marriage  itself. 

w.  ̂  

t; 

SINCLAIR 
LEWIS 
—   AUTHOR  OF  — ''MAIN  STREET 

"BABBIT*-*  an 
"ARROWSMITH 

IVrv  wr    

STREET* 
IT*-*  and 

VSMITH* 

Victor  Fleming 

production  with 

Clara  Bow 

Ernest  Torrence 
Ford  Sterling  and 

Percy  Marmont 
From  the  Collier’s  Weekly 

serial  and  novel 

Q.  paramount  Qidure 
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Adolph  Zukor  and 

Jesse  L.  Lasky  present 
A   Sam  Wood  Production 

Story  by  Byron  Morgan 

With  Paramount’s  Junioj. 
Stars  of  1926 

^Cpa/umount^icture 

"FASCINATING  YOUTH” 

The  prettiest  girls  and  handsomest  youtbi in  America  —   all  new  faces! — in  a   sparkling 

comedy  cocktail  of  joyous,  dancing,  romancing 

entertainment.  A   fashion  display  of  gowns.  A 

carnival  of  sports.  A   swift,  moving  love  stoiy of  an  entirely  new  type  I 

Screen  play  by  Paul  Schofield 





Today  the  Menjou  vogue  is  sweeping  the motion  picture  world  like  a   tidal  wave.  He 

is  a   drawing  card  of  the  very  first  magnitude. 

How  the  public  —   and  especially  the  ladies — 
love  him!  How  they  will  flock  afoot  and  a- 
limousine  to  the  Menjou  starring  specials  now 
on  the  way  1 

The  union  of  Menjou,  Arlen  and  St.  Clair  in “The  Ace  of  Cads”  is  the  perfect  box  office 

event!  “The  Ace  of  Cads,”  “The  Head  Waiter,” 

two  more  starring  pictures,  and  Mr.  Menjou’s 
world-heralded  appearance  as  Satan  in  D.  W. 

Griffith’s  “Sorrows  of  Satan” — such  is  this  favor- 

ite’s program  for  1926-27! 

THE  MAN  WHO  LOVES  WITH  A   SMILE  IN  HIS  EYES 



J^EVER  has  Herbert  Brenon  undertaken  a 

more  inspiring  production  than  the  epic 

drama,  “New  York”.  Never  has  Sinclair 

Lewis,  author  of  “Main  Street”,  “Babbitt”, 

“Arrowsmieh”  and  “Mantrap”,  written  a 
more  fascinating  story. 

The  romance  of  a   fiercely  ambitious  im- 

migrant youth  and  a   millionaire’s  daughter, 

lived  vividly  amid  Manhattan’s  night  clubs 

and  night  courts,  gayeties  and  shadows,  gun- 
men and  peacock  women,  wasters  and  builders. 

A   cast  of  stars  will  be  announced. 

(X  ̂ ammountQpiclure 



Ct  Q>araniount  Q>icture 

^BOVE  is  just  a   hint  of  the  flashing  gayety  and 
brooding  shadows,  the  glowing  life  and  dramatic 

contrasts  that  Herbert  Brenon,  director,  and  Sinclair 

Lewis,  author,  are  packing  into  the  epic  production, 

"New  York”.  At  last  the  throbbing  heart  of  the  titan 

city  has  been  laid  bare  upon  the  screen. 



t   VICTORY  OVER  THE  PIRATES  / 3 

JAMES  CRUZE 
PRODUCTION 

From  the  story  by 

LAURENCE 
STALLINGS 

Adaptation  by  HARRY 
CARR  and  WALTERWOODS 

Presented  **  by 
Adolph  ZuKor  and  JesseL.IasKy 

a   paramount  (J^icture 



'^Good  bye,  , 

sweetheart 
* 

American 

in  the  Tripoli 
slave  maiKet 

MILLIONS  FOR  DE 

JAMES  CRUZE’S  mighty  road  show  production. With  Esther  Ralston,  Wallace  Beery,  George 
Bancroft,  Charles  Farrell  and  other  artists  to  be 

selected.  Story  by  Laurence  Stallings,  author  of 

“What  Price  Glory”  and  “The  Big  Parade”.  Adap- 
tation by  Harry  Carr  and  Walter  Woods.  The 

most  stupendous  undertaking  ever  planned  by 

Paramount  or  any  other  motion  picture  organ- 
ization ! 

CL  Cparamount  picture 

The  frigate  “Old  Ironsides”  is  today  a   valorous hulk  honored  by  a   nation,  but  fallen  into  sad decay. 

But  soon  the  most  celebrated  war  vessel  ia 

history,  the  blazing  symbol  of  valor  and  patriotism, 
is  to  live  again!  Beautiful  and  proud,  her  canvas 

bellied  to  the  gale,  helm  down,  “Old  Ironsides”  is 
to  sail  forever  before  the  eyes  of  the  world  across 

the  magic  of  the  silver  screen. 

Once  more  the  gallant  figures  of  Decatur,  Law 

rence,  Bainbridge,  Porter,  Sommers  and  a   hundred 

roaring  sailormen  will  man  her  tops. 



Once  more,  her  port- holes belching  fire, 

her  outclassed  crew 

swarming  over  the  ene- 

my’s decks,  “Old  Iron- 
sides” will  rid  the  seas 

of  the  villainous  Barbary 

pirates  to  whom  seven 

kings  and  two  repub- 

lics paid  money  tribute 
in  1804. 

Once  more,  six 
daredevil  sailors  from 

‘‘Old  Ironsides”  will  sail  their  frail 
ketch  over  stormy  seas  under  the 
guns  of  the  Tripoli  forts,  board  the 

ill-fated  “Philadelphia”,  kill  her 
crew  and  set  her  afire,  all  without 

losing  a   man— ‘‘the  greatest  exploit 
in  naval  history”,  according  to 
Admiral  Nelson. 

Once  more  the  stirring  story 

of  “Old  Ironsides”  will  thrill  mil- 
lions! 

Jhe  cxewof  Old wasidesattacKs 
At  close 

quartets 

^Wbrilliant 
in  Amer- 

Of  the 
Philadelphia" 

A   CENT  FOR  TRIBUTE! 



‘'OLD 
While  the  sweeping  climaxes  of  “Old 
Ironsides”  will  be  filmed  upon  a   scale 
more  spectacular  than  anything  ever 

seen  upon  the  screen  before,  the  central 
story  is  intensely  human  and  appealing. 
The  hero  is  a   farm  lad  who  runs  away 

to  sea,  fights  on  “Old  Ironsides”  under 
Decatur,  plunges  into  a   hundred  wild 

adventures,  falls  in  love  with  his  commander’s  daugh- 
ter and  recues  her  from  the  Tripoli  slave  market, 

saves  Decatur’s  life  and  finally  wins  a   beautiful  wife 

and  his  country’s  praise. 

Laurence  Stallings,  Harry  Carr  and  Walter  Woods 
have  written  a   dramatic  and  historical  masterpiece ! 

James  Cruze  is  confidently  expecting  to  produce  an 

epic  excelling  even  his  “Covered  Wagon”! 

“Old  Ironsides”  is  the  classic  and  clean-up  of  the  age! 

Q,  Q>aramount  Q>icture 
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“CONFESSION” (tenwrive) 

The  blazing  genius  of  Pola  Negri given  full  sweep  in  a   great  emo' 

tional  masterpiecel  A   torrential  love 

story  more  dramatic  than  "Madame  X”* 
more  sensational  than  "Passion”!  The 
winning  battle  of  an  alluring  woman  for 

love  against  scandal-mongering  society. 

Presented  by  Adolph  Zukor 
and  Jesse  L.  Lasky 

Ct  Q>anamount  Qiclure 
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^THE  WOMAN 

THOU  ART” From  the  novel  by  Grant  Sinclair 

'^HE  clash  of  a   wild,  colorful  Barbary  Coast 

dancer  and  the  young  millionaire  who  tried 

to  drive  her  out  of  town,  only  to  fall  madly  in 

love  with  her.  Vital,  tempestuous,  packed  with 

dramatic  dynamite! 

(X  paramount  Q>icture 
TWO  MORE  NEGRI  CLASSICS 

COMING  IN  1926-27 



FIORENZ 

JXEGiEltiS 

with 

ford  sterling 
surrounded  by  a 
cast  of  stars  and 

Ziegfeld  beauti  es 
the  luxurious  musical 

comedy  success  by 

Arthur  fVimperis 
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Bebe  is  a   captivating  college  miss 
•n  a   super  comedy  produced  in 
the  new,  lavish  Daniels  manner. 

She’s  the  snappy  sorority  sister 
with  the  magic  eyes  who  zips 
through  college  on  sheer  nerve 
and  the  way  she  hypnotizes  every- body. 

Imagine  beautiful  Bebe  flitting 

gayly  from  swimming  pool  to  ball- 
room and  startling  the  campus 

with  her  flirtations  and  her  gowns* 

Story  by  Julien  Josephson.  Directed 

by  Erie  Kenton.  Promise  the  folks 

a   perfect  blend  of  comedy  enter- 
tainment! 

Ci(pajramoiutt  (picture 



in 

''STRANDED  IN  PARIS” 
Another  smart  Daniels  comedy  handled  in  this  star’s new  Tiffany  style.  Bebe  as  a   high-spirited  New  York 

society  girl  who,  stranded  in  Paris  without  a   sou  to  her  silken 

purse,  becomes  a   professional  guide  to  American  tourists 

investigating  the  gayeties  of  Montmartre  night  life.  Her  wild 

and  festive  adventures  amid  the  artists’  studios,  colorful  cafes 

and  pleasure  palaces  of  after-midnight  Paris  will  be  filmed 

upon  a   lavish  and  ever  hilarious  scale.  Bebe  in  a   French 

comedy  five  times  as  funny  and  elaborate  as  “Miss  Bluebeard”. 

d   paramount  Q>icture 

bebe  DANIELS 

*’The  College  Flirt”  "Stranded  in  Paris”  AND 
THEN  TWO  MORE  BEBE  DANIELS  COMEDY- 

DRAMAS  ON  THE  SAME  NEW  ELABORATE 

DANIELS  SCALE- — that’s  the  ambitious  1926-7 

program  for  Paramount’s  undisputed  queen  of  comedy! 

The  screen  has  long  needed  a   feminine  comedy 

star  corresponding  in  popularity  and  high-voltage 

box  office  drawing  power  with  the  three  or  four  very 

top-notch  male  comedians.  Bebe  is  filling  the  bill 

perfectly! 

Surrounding  Miss  Daniels  is  the  same  type  of 

specially  organized  production  unit,  consisting  of 

supervisor,  picked  director,  gag  and  story  staff,  trick 

cameramen  and  expert  technicians,  that  has  been 

responsible  for  all  the  greatest  comedy  successes  of 

screen  history.  Unlimited  resources  of  time,  talent 

and  money  are  being  poured  into  the  new  type 
Daniels  pictures. 

Book  them  and  be  proud  to  say :   Yes,  sir,  that’s 

my  Bebe  I 





Other  1926-7
 

Zane  Qrey  <7
ictiires: ■‘FORLORN  RIVER”,  “MAN  OF  THE  FO

R- 

EST”, and  ■‘DESERT  BOUND”.  All  made  m 

the  super-style  that  has  put  
Paramount-Zane 

NOW 

A   de  luxe  Paramount-Zane  Grey  action- 

thriller  in  which  the  son  of  a   millionaire 

goes  West  and  wins  his  soul  and  a   girl  aga
inst 

tremendous  odds.  Filmed  amid  the  Arizona  c
rags 

and  canyons. 

I   ZANE  GREYlS 
THE 

THUNDERING 
i   HERO 

Greys  in  a   class  by  themselves. 



Edward  Sutherland 

production 

Beery,  Hniton,  Sutherland — the  trio that  gave  you  “Behind  the  Front” — offer  the  home  run  comedy  hit  of  this 

generation!  Wait  till  they  see  Beery  as 

and  Hatton  as  his  veteran 

Q.  Q>arainount  Q>icture 





"LOVE  'EM  AND 

LEAVE  ’EM" 
I   HE  American  Venus  becomes  a   star  in  a   bound' 

^   tO'please  production  of  the  popular  current 

Broadway  stage  hit  by  John  V.  A.  Weaver  and 
George  Abbott. 

A   Frank  Tuttle  Production 

Ct  0>aramount  Q^icture 

\ another  ESTHER  RALSTON  PRODUCTION COMING  IN  THIS  GROUP 





AOOLPH  zukor 

Jtsst  L   lASRY D.W. 

F   PITH’S 

by  MARIE 
CORELLI 

ADOLPHE 

Menjou 
as  SATAN 

RICARDO  CORTEZ, 
CAROL  DEMPSTER 
and  LYA  dePUTTl 

a   paramount  Qicture 

WITH 

flung  from  Heaven,  brings  (Temptation  to  the  World! 



6y  MARIE 
CORELLI WITH 

.-e-  ̂  

D.W.  , 

GRIFFITHS 
PRODUCTION 

*   . 

ADOLPHE 

MENJOU 
Satan as 





(mi 

SORROWS  OF 
\   STRICTLY  modern  epic  drama  of  love,  temptation  and 

regeneration  stupendously  conceived  and  produced  by 

D.  W.  Griffith  from  Marie  Corelli’s  book  that  has  been  read 

and  re-read  by  millions  of  people  and  translated  into  every 

language.  With  this  superb  all-star  cast: 

Prince  Lucio  Rimanez  (Satan)  .   Adolphe  Menjou 

Geoffrey  Tempest   Ricardo  Cortez 

Mavis  Claire   Carol  Dempster 

Lady  Sibyl   Lya  de  Putti 

(^Adaptation  by  John  Russell 

Screen  play  by  Forrest  Halsey 

STARTING  with  the  mighty  spectacle  of  Satan,  (hung 'from  a   high  ram- part of  Heaven  by  the  angel  host  headed  by  Michael  with  his  flaming 
sword)  hurtling  to  earth  and  bringing  temptation  to  the  sons  and  daugh- 

ters of  men,  the  production  will  abound  in  sweeping  and  startling  effects  such  as 

only  the  Griffith  of  “The  Birth  of  a   Nation”  and  “Intolerance”  can  produce. 

Yet  the  underlying  story  of  the  picture  .is  intensely  human,  ultra-modern 
and  packed  \Wth  heart  interest.  Adolphe  Menjou,  playing  the  greatest  role  of 
his  career,  appears,  except  for  the  comparatively  brief  spectacular  prologue,  as  a 
polished,  witty,  elegant,  wealthy  gentleman  of  today. 

The  lavish  and  colorful  backgrounds  of  the  story  include  great  English 

baronnial  castles,  London’s  wild  Bohemia,  the  fashionable  night  clubs  of  Picca- 
dilly, artists’  garrets  and  the  revelry  resorts  of  the  rich. 

We  can  give  but  a   faint  idea  of  the  golden  box  office  ingredients  of  this 
spectacular  offering  from  the  world’s  greatest  producer  of  road  show  entertain- 

ment. The  reputation  of  Mr.  Griffith  for  making  this  type  of  picture  supremely 
well,  the  great  box  office  cast  headed  by  Adolphe  Menjou  in  an  ideal  part,  the 
magnificent  scale  on  which  the  picture  will  be  produced,  the  millions  of  copies 
of  the  book  that  have  been  sold  —   all  these  elements  guarantee  absolutely 
SORRO^VS  OF  SATAN  ’   as  one  of  the  outstanding  road  show  attractions of  all  times! 

C£  paramount  Q>icture 

SATAN 

D.W. 

GRIFFITH  ' 

LYA,  DE  PUTTI 

RICARDO 

CORTEZ 

LPHE 

M   ENJOU 



Clarence  Badger 

Production 

'^HE  high  hat  comedian  tops  everything  he 

has  ever  done  before  in  this  sensational  nov- 

elty. From  "The  Ship  That  Sailed  to  Mars” 
by  W.  M.  Timlin.  Spectacular  effects  by  Roy 

Pomeroy.  Imagine  Raymond  racing  down  Fifth 

Avenue  to  his  wedding,  then  suddenly  off  the 

earth  to  Mars  a   paradise  of  beautiful  damsels 

and  more  fun  than  twenty  worlds  like  ours  ’ 

CC  paramount  Q^idure 
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Qhere'U  be  a   hot  time  in  the  oid  town 

VICTOR 

FLEMING 

produc
tion 

Story 

Hermann  
Hage 

presented  b
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Adolph  
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Twist  his  tail, 

you  pink  lily  A 

Greeting  the 
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OIT  for  Cuba  /   No  transports 
so  they  seized  the  ships  / 



“LOVE-THE 

MAGICIAN" From  “The  Great  Illusion"  by 
Ernest  Vajda 

Directed  by  William  Wellman 

MISS  Vidor  reveals  new  charms  in her  first  starring  picture,  in  which 

she  learns  that  women  cannot  toy  with 

the  magic  of  love. 

a   Q^ammount  Qidure 
ANOTHER  VIDOR 
PICTUKE  TO  COME 



CORTEZ  as  an  opera  star  sheik.  Betty Bronson  as  the  pretty  model  in  a 
Fifth  Avenue  gown  shop.  Arlette  Marchal, 

famous  Parisian  beauty, in  her  first  Ameri- 
can appearance.  And  Theodore  Roberts 

back!  Gowns,  gayety,  fervent  love  scenes 

— and  fast,  frisky  comedy.  By  Ernest 
Vajda.  Screen  play  by  Hope  Loring  and 
Louis  D.  Lighton.  Presented  by  Adolph 
Zukor  and  Jesse  L.  Lasky. 

Directed  by 

William  Wellman 

-   AARtETTEMAUCHAl  „ 

^tHEODOREROBIESIS  f 



RICHARD  DIX 

U 

The  Quarterback 
P^V  Red  Grange  ten  times  as  much  as  we  do  President 

oo  I   ge.  Richard  Dix  in  “The  Quarterback”  will  show  you  why! 
mside  story  of  American  colleges—sports,  fun,  fraternities, 

through  °   ̂   ̂    wiH  be  revealed.  Dix  plays  the  son  of  poor  parents  who 
evenfrK^?  /   athletic  powers  becomes  king  of  the  campus.  On  the 

®   ig  ootball  game,  he  is  accused  of  professionalism. 

Ct  Q^ammount  Q>icture 

\   \ 

Story  by  Wells  Root 

Presented  by  Adolph  Zukor 
and  Jesse  L.  Lasky 

J/U*'
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T)ARAM0UNT  is  proud  to 
^   announce  a   distributing 
alliance  with  one  of  the  real 
producing  geniuses  of  the 
screen—Erich  von  Stroheim. 

It  has  been  truthfully  said 
of  von  Stroheim  that  he 
possesses  that  which  a   few 

poets,  a   few  painters,  and  a 
fewmusicians— most  of  them 

— have  possessed, — the 
divine  spark,  the  flaming 
core  of  supreme  genius,’* 

Just  as  Shakespeare  was  the 
niaster  box-office  producer 

his  day — von  Stroheim 
^akes  masterpieces  that make 

Now  A 

Paramount 
Producer 

VON  STROHEIM’S  first 
Paramount  release  is 

“THE  WEDDING  MARCH.” 
It  is  the  picture  he  has  always 

longed  to  make.  His  own 

story  — and  he  will  both 
direct  it  and  star  in  it. 

It  is  a   riotous,  color-splashed 
romance  of  Vienna,  of  the 

parade  grounds  and  the 
dueling  fields,  the  music 

halls,  boudoirs  and  boule- 
vards. The  love  story  of  a 

prince  and  a   beautiful  no- 
body in  the  midst  of  the  gay- 

est, most  charming  and  most 
heart-breaking  aristocracy  in 

the  history  of  the  world. 



ERICH  von  STROHEIM  S 

THE  WEDDING  MARCH 

"Y^on  Stroheim’s  first  for  Paramount  and  his  master- 
piece! A   great  cast  will  be  announced  soon. 

(X  Q>aramountQ>ielure 
Von  Stroheim’s  second  Paramount  release  will  probably 
be  "HOTEL  IMPERIAL”,  starring  POLA  NEGRI. 



Girls  / 
Golf! 

Gayety! 

Oceans  of 
lo'vely 

lo've 

Pirates  ! 

LI  Lit  •   \   \   I   -   Is 
An  Edward  Sutherland  Production 

lEGFELD  girls  !   Ziegfeld  magnificence  of  gowns  and  settings !   Zieg- 
feld  personally  supervising  a   de  luxe  picturization  of  his  greatest 

musical  comedy  success,  “Kid  Boots”!  The  show  that  captured  Broadway, 
Chicago  and  every  big  city  in  America!  With  Eddie  Cantor,  star  of  the 

stage  play,  bringing  his  talents  and  popularity  to  the  screen.  Directed  by 
Edward  Sutherland,  who  made  “Behind  the  Front”. 

Story  by  William  Anthony  McGuire.  Music  by  Tierney  and  McCarthy, 
composers  of  “Irene”. 

Cl  Q>aramomt  Q^icture 

fLORENZ  ZIEGFELD'S 

Belies  of 

Ziegfeid Beauties  t 



NOW  THIS  CLASSIC  OF  ALL  TIMES 
'   IS  AVAILABLE  AGAIN  '   ̂  
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Douglas 
MacIean 

in 

“LADIES  FIRST 
Directed  by  WsHiam  Benudine 

J^OUG  MacLEAN  is  going  to  touch  off  the 
most  devastating  bombshell  of  mirth  he’s 

ever  loaded  in  “Ladies  First”.  It’s  the  merry, 
mad  yarn  of  a   millionaire  kid  who  is  a   sheik 

in  spite  of  himself.  The  more  he  tries  to  dodge 

love,  the  more  the  cutie  beautifuls  keep  hurl- 

ing their  hearts  at  him.  Until  —   ! 

(X  paramount  Q>ieture 
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! 
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{tentative  title) 

Doug  will  roll  the  clouds  away  and  the crowds  your  way  when  he  comes  to  you  in 

tWs^merry  mix-up  that  asks  why  a   pretty  girl  is 
like  an  umbrella.  Answer:  Because  the  minute 

you  leave  her,  some  guy  comes  along  and  tries 

to  steal  her!  It’s  one  of  1927’s  leading  comedy 
bets ! Ifs 

Laughing 

Lightning! G,  (paramount  (picture 



YOUR 

MAN!’ 
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CLn  tpochal  Romance  of  CLmerican  Life 

oAmu/tn. 

Based  Upon  the  Struggle 

and  Triumphs  oF  cne 

King  oF  Showmen with 

as  the  Great  Barnum 

Ficbioni^ed  From  History 
and  Adapted  For  the  Screen 

by 

MONTE  KATTERJOHN 

employing  Characteristic  In- cidents From  the  Popular 

^/oorapAw/BARNUM"  by 
M.  R.  Werner   
MiiiNTto  %r  ̂ OOLPH  ZUKOR  wf  JESSE  L   USKV 

a   Qaramoant  Qicture 



ist 

A   COLOSSAL  road  show  production  based upon  the  romantic  life  story  of  the  most] 

amazing  man  ever  bom — T.  Bamum.  Witi 
Wallace  Beery  as  the  Great  Barnum,  and  a 

sensational  announcement  of  the  director  and 

the  rest  of  the  all-star  cast  to  be  made  soonl 

For  over  three  years  Paramount  has  been  ptfr 

paring  this  extraordinary  attraction.  It  is  en- 
tertainment with  all  the  Bamum  qualities  of 

supreme  allure  and  wide  appeal,  as  golden  as  the 
Midas  touch ! 

Proudlj 

presen
te Adolph  Zu 

TesseL.  ha 



WITH  master  strokes  the  pictu paint  the  astounding  career  of  tl 

rious  Connecticut  Yankee  who  said,  “Tt 

aucker  bom  every  minute”,  only  to  lose  hi 

won  millions,  and  exclaim,  ‘‘Honesty  is  t 

policy”. 

^^tarting  as  a   roadside  peddler,  au{ 

IBamum  wins  a   beautiful  bride,  invad< 
York,  and  thence  to  fame,  fortune,  cataj 

and  immortality! 

A   story  by  Monte  Katterjohn  that 
Twain  might  have  written — but  only  Pars 
could  produce ! 



thegreatestshovoneariu 

auttN  1 

VICTORIAJ 

I 

SAftNUM'S  FAMOUS  AMERICAN  MUSEUM 
AT  BROADWAY  AND  ANN  ST.  IN  OLD  NEW  YORK 

fejm 
I4ERNAI 

aulowi 

^TER 

iBARNUMi 

In  lUMtuU 

Xt  P   -   .1 

wHaT/' 

JOLLY 

BABETTE 

■p  T.  BARNUM  is  more 
•   than  a   part  of  the  social 

history  of  the  United  States. 

He  is  the  world’s  caricature 

of  the  typical  American — a 

truly  legendary  hero  of  shirt- 
sleeve manners. 

Bamum  wrote  seven  edi- 
tions of  his  own  auto-biogra- 
phy and  sold  them  by  the 

millions.  Recently  M.  R. 

Weiner  compiled  a   new  biography  of  the  master 

showman's  astonishing  career.  It  not  only  proved 
a   best  seller,  but  was  published  day  by  day  in  more 

than  a   hundred  newspapers.  It  leaped  into  popu- 
larity in  Great  Britain,  France  and  Germany  also. 

Every  incident  in  Barnum’s  life  is  fascinating  pic- 
ture material.  For  years  this  veritable  storehouse 

of  tears  and  laughter  awaited  the  hand  of  a   master 

scenarist.  Jesse  L.  Lasky  was  the  first  to  recognize 

its  value  as  exceptional  entertainment.  Under  his 

guidance,  Monte  Katterjohn  devoted  three  years  to 

creating  the  finished  fabric  for  “The  Greatest  Show 
on  Earth”.  Now  Wallace  Beery  is 
to  play  Bamum  in  a   production 
which  Paramount  confidently  expects 

will  prove  the  greatest  road  show 
attraction  of  all  times! 

(2  Qaramount  picture 

LINCOLN  f   to  Barnum)  ‘YOU  CAN  FOOL  BOME  OF  THE  PEOPLE  ALL  OF 
THE  TIME,  AND  ALL  OF  THE  PEOPLE  SOME  OF  THE  TIME, 
BUT  YOU  CAN  NOT  FOOL  ALL  OF  THE  PEOPLE  ALLOFTHE  TIME* 

YOUNG  BARNUM  LEAVING  FOR 
NEW  YORK  AND  FAME.  BIOS 

HIS  SWEETHEART  GOOD-BYE 

UNDER  BARNUM'S  AAANACEMENT JENNY  LIND  TRIUMPHS  AT 
CASTLE  CARDEN 



AOOLPH  zukor
 

JESSE  L.  LASKY
 

PRESeXT 

The  ultimate  limit  in  box  office beauty,  gorgeousness  and  tin- 

gling romance.  Produced  from  the 

sensational  stage  success  of  New 

York, London  and  Paris— “Hassan” 

—by  James  Elroy  Flecker.  Screen 

play  by  James  T.  O’Donohoe. 

RAOUL  WALSH 
PRODUCTION 

with, 

ERNEST  TORRENCE 
GRETA  NISSEN 

WILLIAM  COLLI ERJR 
LOUISE  FAZENDA 

G   (paramount  Qicture 



What  a   24  Sheef  / 

A   RAOUL  WALSH 
pnouucTiON 

THewftjgigP 
C'RETA  NlSSE^f 

WMJAMCOlUtllJr 
■srlLCinSE  TAttNCA 

qJ  Hint  of  the  Beauties  of  "IIHI  IE  1LAID>Y  OIF  IIHI  IE 
IS  page  gives  but  a   faint  glimpse  of 

the  sweeping  lavishness,  the  golden 

magic  and  the  romantic  mystery  of 

"The  Lady  of  the  Harem." 

Imagine  Greta  Nissen  as  a   beautiful  blonde 
fascinator.  And  William  Collier,  Jr.,  as  her 

handsome  lover,  fighting  his  way  into  the 

Sultan's  forbidden  seraglio,  whither  that  wily 
ruler  has  borne  the  fair  Greta  captive. 

Imagine  the  lovers'  meeting  —   scenes  of ardent  romance  while  the  fate  of  death  and 

disgrace  hangs  dagger -like  over  the  tem- 
pestuous kisses.  Imagine  Ernest  Torrence  as 

an  adorable  rogue,  led  a   merry  dance  by 
frisky  Louise  Fazenda. 

Imagine  Oriental  settings  towering  more 

magnificently  than  anything  ever  seen  upon 
the  screen  before.  And.  amid  this  glittering 
investiture,  a   drama  of  warm  love  and  cruel 

hate,  of  greed  and  daring,  of  flashing  action 

and  gusty  humor,  of  brave  men  and  lovely 
ladies,  unfolding  to  a   colossal  climax! 



Zukor 

lasky  pre« 
a 

HERBERT  BRENON  Producti^ 

RONALD  COLMAN 



to  atoms. 

Ct  paramount  g>ictura 

The  best-seUiiig  mystery-adventure  novel  of  this generation.  A   colorful  romance  that  sweeps 

along  with  the  oower  and  magnificence  of  a   cavalry 

charge.  Wild  thrills  and  stirring  acti  >n  and,  to 

knit  the  absorbing  plot  together,  a   throbbing  love 

story. 

A   marvelous  cast;  a   lavish  production  involving 

several  regiments  of  soldiers,  hundreds  of  camels 

and  horses  and  the  entire  resources  of  the  Para- 

mount organization.  A   picture  to  fire  audiences 

to  wild  enthusiasm  and  to  smash  box-office  records 
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Sensational  as  the  success  of  “Man- nequin”  has  been,  the  new  1927  Liberty 
Maga/Jiif"  S50,OOO  Prize  Contest  Picture  — 

‘LOVL’S  greatest  MISTAKE“-has  it 
beaten  on  every  count ! 

A   GREAT  box  office  title  backed  by  an avalanche  of  publicity  and  $100,000 
worth  of  paid  advertising.  Produced  with 
the  finest  cast  imaginable!  And  a   big 
director  ! 

You  KNOW  WHAT 

'a  success 
’MANNEQUIN  WASi 

llberj^  Magazine 

^50,000 for  the 

around  this  * 
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the  dazzling  gown  and  girl  revue  of  1927! 

FOR  WOMEN 

with 

Esther  Ralston 
and  a   gorgeous  galaxy 

of  beauty  models 

Story  by  Harry  Carr 

Presented  by  Adolph  Zukor 
and  Jesse  L.  Lasky 

Ct  paramount  Q>icture 
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•fASmCNS FOR  WOMEN- 

'J*aris  lavishes  its 
neiaest  styles! 

^America  offers  its 
most  beautiful  girls! 
For  the  glorious 

fashion  parade 
romance  of  1927! 

gVERY  style  show  picture  ever 
attempted  pales  beside 

“Fashions  for  Women”!  The 
latest  creations  of  the  Parisian 
gown  wizards;  a   real  human  inter- 

est love  story  it’s  a   diamond- 
studded  knockout ! 

.   Presented  by  Adolph  Zukor 
and  Jesse  L.  I^ky 

Ct  Q^aramountQ>i€lure 



ooxOffice 
Girl 

BRITISH  NATIONAL  PICTURES,  LTO 

rofhu0ish 
(COURTESY  OF  INSPIRATION  PICTURES  INC.) 

Nell  0wyn' 
BY  MARJORIE  BOWEN 

SCENARIO  AND  DIRECTION  BY  HERBERT  WILCOX 

A   PICTURE  already  acclaimed  universally  as  one  oF  the  love masterpieces  of  all  limes.  Hailed  by  trade  press  and  showmen 

everywhere  as  a   box  office  attraction  of  the  very  high  class.  With 

Dorothy  Gish  more  beautiful,  more  fascinating,  more  appealing  than 

you  could  possibly  dreami 

G   (paramount  QLcture 



BRITISH  NATIONAL  PICTURES,  LTD.  PRESENT 

(COURTfSY  OF  INSPIRATION  W   PICTURES,  INC..) 

NELL 0WYN 
BY 

MARJORIE  BOWEN 
SCENARIO  AND  DIRECTION 
BY  HERBERT  WILCOX 

The  Love  Story  of  the  Famous  Actress 

SWEET  NELL  OF  OLD  DRURY"  —   pretty,  enticing, warm-bloodeci,  reckless,  generous  and  adorable! 
Now  the  intimate  details  of  her  life  and  love  are 
revealed  in  a   sumptuous  entertainment. 

You  see  her  selling  oranges  outside  Drury  Lane 
Theatre  in  the  rain  when  her  charms,  ill  concealed 
by  her  rags,  meet  the  roving,  amorous  eye  of  that 
merry  monarch,  King  Charles  11.  Ensnaring  her 
madcap  heart  with  his  gallantry  and  a   pair  of  silk 
stockings,  he  invites  her  to  his  palace.  There,  amid 
the  revels  and  intrigues,  flowers  the  most  ardent  royal romance  the  world  has  ever  known. 

You  have  never  seen  Dorothy  Gish  until  you  see 
her  as  “Neil  Gwyn"!  Her  dazzling  physical  beauty, her  marvelous  performance,  are  a   revelation! 

a   paramount  Qicture 

S 



EAL! andoutthrilling 
melodrama  ever  made/ 

The  astounding  camera  chronicle  of  the hair-raising  adventures  of  two  young 
American  daredevils  amid  wild  beasts  and 

men  in  unexplored  jungles  of  Indo-China. 

Presented  by  Adolph  Zukor 

and  Jesse  Li.  L,asky 

Hazards 

Jungle RECORDED  BY  MERIAN  COOPER 
AND  ERNEST  SCHOEDSACK 

CL  Qaramount  (picture 

Of 
the 

YOU  will  see  gigantic  herds  of  elephants stampede  through  native  villages  and 
demolish  them.  You  will  see  tigers  leaping 

red-throated  into  the  camera  lens;  amazing 

views  of  the  world’s  rarest  forms  of  life; 

nerve-tingling  escapes  I   AN  ENTHRALLING 
VISTAOFTHINGS  UNDREAMEDOFBEFORE! 



D1  C CL 

ANNOUNCEMENT 
EXTRAORDINAR 

Now  a 
9(irwnount 

producer: 

arshall  Neilan 
A   Marshall  Neilan 

Special  Production 
with  a   Cast 

of  Big  Names 
in  a   story  by  a   famous  author 

Coming  in  October 

A   Marshall  Neilan 

Special  Production starring 

BETTY  BRONSON 
and  a   Big  Cast 

Coming  in  December 

d   Q>ammountQ>idure (X  Q>aramountQ>iclure 



SPECIAL  ANNOUNCEMENTS 

NEGRI-VON  STROHEIM 'riiese  two  colorful  personalities  are  to 
be  united  in  a   great  special  production 

called  "Hotel  Imperial,"  from  a   sensational  new  stage  play  by  Lajos  Biro.  It  is  a   big,  flashing  love- 
melodrama  with  tiie  principal  scenes  laid  near  a   hotel  on  the  Russian  border  in  war  time. 

HAROLD  LLOYD  In  addition  to  the  production  from  tliis  king  of  comedy 
stars  in  the  list  of  the  first  six  months’  releases  of  the 

loth  Birthday  Group,  a   second  Harold  Llojd  production  is  planned  for  distribution  by  Paramount 

in  the  second  six  months  of  the  1020-7  season.  7'his  will  be  produced  by  the  Harold  Lloyd  Corpor- 
ation. 

R   U   R   An  elaborate  production  by  James  Cruze  of  the  higlily  successful  stage  play  by  Karel 
Capek  u-ill  be  released  by  Paramount  in  1020-7.  This  is  one  of  the  most  astounding 

novelty  melodramas  ever  written.  It  fascinated  hundreds  of  audiences  and  was  the  talk  of  New  York 

duiing  its  year’s  run  on  Broadway. 

WE’RE  IN  THE  NAVY  NOW  leTd  brEllJs:!;’ 
land  and  featuring  Wallace  Beery,  Raj'mond  Hatton  and  Mary  Brian  and  doing  for  the  Navy  what 

“Behind  the  Front”  did  for  the  Army.  Bound  to  be  a   smashing  success.  At  present  set  for  release 
in  December. 

GREAT  ROAD  SHOWS 

James  Cruze  epic  production  centering  around  exploits 

of  U.  S.  S.  Constitution  is  already  being  filmed  and  re- 

sults obtained  thus  far  exceed  Paramount’s  greatest  expectations. 

OLD  IRONSIDES 

GREATEST  SHOW  ON  EARTH  Ir™:!::. 
regarding  the  director  of  this  road  show  production  will  be  made  very  soon.  With  Wallace  Beery 

playing  the  leading  role  of  the  prince  of  humbugs.  P.  T.  Barnum,  and  surrounded  by  a   marvelous  cast, 

this  is  a   sure-fire,  pre-guaranteed  success. 

Watch  for  further  news  of  the 

utmost  importance  soon  about 

Q^aramount  Q>ictures 



Q^aramount  Q^ictures  1926-7 
Summary  of  Productions  Announced  in  these  Pages 

Production 

PADLOCKED 

ALOMA  OF  THE  SOUTH  SEAS 

FINE  MANNERS 

THE  SHOW-OFF 

BEAU  GESTE 

LADIES  FIRST 

FASCINATING  YOUTH 

SORROWS  OF  SATAN 

PROSPERITY't^ 

GET  OFF  THE  EARTH 

MANTRAP 

NELL  GWYN 

THE  COLLEGE  FLIRT 

THE  CAT’S  PAJAMAS 

GLORIFYING  THE  AMERICAN  GIRL 

HAROLD  LLOYD  PRODUCTION 

{Title  Coming) 

THE  QUARTERBACK 

CONFESSION* 

THE  ROUGH  RIDERS 

LADY  OF  THE  HAREM 

SO’S  YOUR  OLD  MAN* 

SPECIAL  PRODUCTION 

{Title  Being  Set) 

THE  MYSTERIOUS  RIDER 

THE  WEDDING  MARCH 

VARIETY 

THE  ACE  OF  CADS 

Director 

Allan  Dwan 

Maurice  Tourneur 

Frank  Tuttle 

Malcolm  St.  Clair 

Herbert  Brenon 

William  Beaudine 

Sam  Wood 

D.  W.  Griffith 

To  come 

Clarence  Badger 

Allan  Dwan 

Herbert  Wilcox 

Erie  Kenton 

William  Wellman 

Frank  Tuttle 

To  come 

To  come 

To  come 

Victor  Fleming 

Raoul  Walsh 

To  come 

Marshall  Neilan 

To  come 

Erich  von  Stroheim 

E.  A.  Dupont 

Malcolm  St.  Clair 

Amazing  comedy  novelty 

For  the  Box  Office 

Lois  Moran,  Louise  Dresser,  Noah  Beery, 
Helen  Jerome  Eddy.  Allan  Simpson.  Re.v 
Beach  Cosmopolitan  Magazine  story  and  novel. 

Startling  expose  of  today’s  morals. 

Gilda  Gray,  Warner  Ba.vter,  Percy  Marmont, 
William  Powell.  Julanne  John.stoii.  Rig  stage 
hit.  Gilda  doing  lier  stuff  in  tropical  love 
setting  I 

Gloria  Swanson.  Supported  hy  Eugene 

O’Brien.  A   chorus  girl’s  adventures  in  so- 

ciety. Gowns  I 

Ford  Sterling,  Louise  Brooks,  and  more  hig 
names  coming.  Great  Broadway  comedy  suc- cess. 

Ronald  Colman,  Noah  Beery,  Alice  Joyce,  Neil 
Hamilton,  Ralph  Forbes  Mary  Brian.  Best 

selling  novel.  Spectacular  super-production 
of  the  greatest  mystery  romance  in  20  years. 

Douglas  MacLean.  Fast,  clean  comedy. 

Sparkling  comedy  romance  novelty  featuring 
Paramount  Junior  Stars.  By  Byron  Morgan. 

Adolphe  Menjou,  Ricardo  Cortez,  Carol  Demp- 
ster, Lya  De  Putti.  Rood  show  calibre  pro- 

duction of  Marie  Corelli’s  immortal  classic. 

Thomas  Meighan.  (In  place  of  “The  Society 
Doctor")  Strong  drama  of  man  who  tried 
to  high  hat  New  York. 

Raymond  Griffith, 
on  lavish  scale. 

Clara  Bow,  Percy  Marmont,  Ernest  Torrence. 

Sinclair  Lewis’  new  Collier’s  Weekly  serial 
and  novel  of  the  wilds  and  a   wild  woman. 

Dorothy  Gish.  Super-special  production  of 

famous  story  of  a   King’s  sweetheart.  Al- 
ready 0   proven  triumph  1 

Bebe  Daniels.  Bebe  as  the  fair  co-ed  in  a 
special  coniedy  production. 

Ricardo  Cortez,  Betty  Bronson,  Arlette  Mar- 
chal.  Theodore  Roberts.  Fast  romance  with 

great  title. 
Esther  Ralston,  Clara  Bow,  Louise  Brooks. 

Fay  Lamphier.  ?5iegfetd  personal  supervision. 
Love  and  beauty  extravaganza. 

Harold  Lloyd  —   'luif  sod! 

Richard  Dix.  Fast  stepping  star  as  college 
football  hero. 

Pola  Negri.  Brilliant  emotional  drama. 

Spectacular  drama  of  love  and  heroism  in 

the  stirring  days  of  '98. 

Ernest  Torrence.  Greta  Nisseti,  William  Col- 
lier. Jr..  Louise  Fazenda.  Sumptuous  love 

drama. 

W.  C.  Fields.  Sensational  new  comedy  star 

in  typical  offering. 

Big  all-star  cast  in  strong  story  by  famous 

author. 

Zanc  Grey.  Outdoor  thriller  as  only  Para- mount can  make  them. 

Von  Stroheim  heads  cast  also.  Throbbing 

colorful  love  story  of  “Merry  Widow"  type. 

Emil  JunningB,  Lya  De  Putti.  Strong  lovc- melodriima. 

Adolphe  Menjou.  By  Michael  Arleii.  Perfect 
box  office  combination  of  star,  director  and 
author. 

^Tentative 



Summary  of  Pictures  Announced 
{Continued) 

Production 

FASHIONS  FOR  WOMEN 

Director 

Herbert  Brenon 

LOVE— THE  MAGICIAN William  Wellman 

LOVE  *EM  AND  LEAVE  ’EM 
Frank  Tuttle 

DANGEROUS  FREEDOM^ To  come 

WE'RE  IN  THE  NAVY  NOW 
To  come 

THE  COVERED  WAGON 
James  Cruze 

LOOIE  THE  14TH To  come 

KID  BOOTS Edward  Sutherland 

CAPTAIN  SAZARAC^ To  come 

NEW  YORK Herbert  Brenon 

STRANDED  IN  PARIS To  come 

SPECIAL  PRODUCTION 

{Title  Being  Set) 

Frank  Lloyd 

BE  YOURSELF^ To  come 

METROPOLIS Fritz  Lang 

SPECIAL  PRODUCTION 

{Title  Being  Set) 

Marshall  Neilan 

R.  U.  R.* 
James  Cruze 

THE  WOMAN  THOU  ART* To  come 

RIDERS  OF  THE  DAWN To  come 

PARADISE  FOR  TWO To  come 

THE  WILD  MAN  OF  BORNEO To  come 

LOVE’S  GREATEST  MISTAKE To  come 

THE  HEAD  WAITER* To  come 

HOTEL  IMPERIAL Erich  von  Stroheim 

CASEY  AT  THE  BAT Edward  Sutherland 

THE  THIEF  OF  DREAMS To  come 

MOON  OF  ISRAEL Michael  Courtice 

HAZARDS  OF  THE  JUNGLE Merian  Cooper 

Ernest  Schoedsack 

DESERT  BOUND To  come 

FORLORN  RIVER To  come 
*Tentative 

For  the  Box  O^ce 
Esthpr  Rnlstim  nnd  oust  of  Ijoiuity  iihkU’Im. 
DtuzHng  style  show  romnncc. 

Floreiicc  Vidor.  Stnrrinjr  dehul.  Ijove  story 
of  n   lody  with  mnitie  eyos. 

E-stUer  Ralston.  Siarrinc  dehut  in  popular 
Broadway  stage  comedy  hit.  (In  place  of 
■‘Lndie.s  of  (he  Avenue*') 

Betty  Bronson.  Star  special  with  strong  cast and  story. 

Wallace  Beery.  Raymond  Hatton  in  the  “Be- 
hind the  Frcuit"  of  the  Navy! 

Read  show  classic  of  all  times, 

Ford  Sterling  and  Ziogfold  heautios  in  com- 
edy special.  Supervised  hy  Ziegfeld 

Eddie  Cantor  nnd  Ziegfeld  lieaxilies.  Super- 

vised hy  Zicgfcld.  Made  hy  “Behind  the Front'  ’   director, 

Tliomna  Meighan.  Swnslilmckling  melodrama, 
with  big  special  director  to  he  announced. 

All-star  cast.  By  Sinclair  Lewis.  Epic  ro- 
mance of  the  titan  city, 

Behe  Daniels.  Cotnoily  special  with  Belie  aa 

American  girl  in  Pari.s  setting. 

Director  of  “The  Sea  Flawk"  makes  Para- 
mount dohnt  with  mighty  siieeial. 

Raymond  Orilfith.  Special  comedy  prodiielion 
with  the  high  hat  hit  ns  a   very  modern 

young  man, 
Amazing  super-drama  reaching  new  heights  of 

nos-elty. 

Betty  Bronson  os  star  with  liig  supporting 
cast.  Ideal  combination  of  star  and  director. 

Rond  show  calibre  melodnimn  based  upon  a 
brand  new  ideal 

Pola  Negri.  Pola  as  Barbnry  Coast  dancer  in 

llery  love  »tory. 

Zune  Grey.  Ouldoor  action-melodrama. 

Richard  Dix.  Roinntitic  action-comedy  in  a 
“SinnerH  in  Ileuven"  setting. 

W.  0.  Fields.  (In  place  of  “Arc  You  a 
Mason")  Fields  showing  wliut  makes  wild 
men  wild. 

Liberty  Magazine  $50,000  Prize  Contest  spe- 

cial. Same  gigantic  advertising  as  “Maiine- 
(luin"  got. 

Adolphe  Menjou.  Well  dressed,  clever  lovo 
comedy  of  SIcnjou  typo. 

Pola  Negri  ns  star  opposite  Von  Stroheim  in 

flashy,  colorful  classic  —   the  fans  have  been 
clamoring  for  it! 

Wallace  Beery.  Raymond  Hutton.  Mary  Brian, 
The  “Behind  the  Front"  team  in  a   baseball 
comedy  riot. 

Emil  Junuings,  Ricardo  Cortez.  Betty  Bron- 
son. Saturday  Evening  Post  story.  Ameri- 

can production. 

Spectacular  melodrainii  by  Sir  H.  Rider  Hag- 

gard. 

Smashing  entertuiniacrit  of  new  type. 

Zane  Grey.  De  luxe  outdoor  thriller 

Zone  Grey.  His  latest  novel,  now  running 
in  The  Country  Genticniaa. 

With  Many  More  to  be  Announced  Soon! 
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•tim  ^ 
LOU  MORAN  .   NeLCM  JEROME  EOOY 
ALLAH  SIMPSON,  NOAH  OEERY 

REX  BEACH 

JUST  a   glimpse  of 
the  high-powered 

theatre- packing  ad» 

vertising  aids  Para- 
mount's  ad  sales 

department  is  pre- 
paring for  you  on  the 

1 5th  Birthday  Group. 

Below  are  the  herald 

covers  of  “Aloma  of  the 

South  Seas”,  “Old  Iron- 
sides”, “The  Hough 

Riders”  and  “Lady  of 

the  Harem”.  And  ex- 
amine those  super- 

showmen 24-sheets ! 

“If  it’s  worth  run- 

ning, it’s  worth  adver- 
tising”—that’s  the 

slogan  of  every  exhibitor 

worthy  of  the  name. 

Jbesreitist  Show 

d^-  A   WAtek^£j??T!l,wir 

ttOYO 

Amer^GW 
Bt  nif,nnn(\TJoe^ 

fpara/ntH^ 

3:0  U   TIT 

SAM  WOOD 
PROOUCTSON 

YOUTI 

WITH  THE  OEBWTANTES 

THE  ACE  OF  CADS 
I   STORY  BY  MICHAEL  ARLIH 

,   A   BVALCOLM  ST.CLAIR  PBOOOCTIOH 

I   a   (parajjioant 



Paramount’s  National  Advertising  Record 
is  one  of  more  than  Ten  Years’  Leadership The  more  clearly  an  exhibitor  understands  the  impression 

that  a   national  advertising  campaign  such  as  Paramount's 
makes,  the  more  anxious  he  is  to  ride  with  it. 

»/  people  have  developed  veryfuendly  unpres.sions  of  Paramount Pictures  and  the  thenfres  that  s/ioiv  tlietn. 

Movte^ 
«hwyL 

Pirtun-, 

2»n4jAi, 

Today  Hoviancv  Hay  a   TK*pT.  Ma
rk! 

Within  a   short  distance  of  his  theatre  are  the  homes  of 
great  numbers  of  patrons  and  prospective  patrons. 

On  the  library  table  are  a   couple  of  recent  copies  of  the 
Saturday  Evening  Post  or  Liberty  or  The  Ladies'  Home 
Journal  or  other  magazines  containing  Paramount  advertis' 
mg  pages. 

Looking  at  such  interesting  advertisements  ds  these,  millions 

t — A.ouiac  uwiuiy  DLcupieu  With  their 
own  altairs  and  when  they  sit  down  to  these  magazines, whether  they  read  editorial  pages  or  advertising  pages,  they are  subconsciously  trying  to  find  out  what  all  that  world  is up  to  which  is  outside  their  own  daily  round. 

Paramount  Pictures  tell  them  what  it's  up  to  in  the  mast exciting  and  delightful  of  entertainments— and  that  is  the message  of  the  national  advertising  to  the  millions  all  the  time. 

anniesQfpei^ 
think^/s/ 
pf  the  name 

the  subject  of 
potionpictuies 
is  mentioned.^ 

pEOPLE  think  of  Paramount  first  be^ 
-L  cause  for  years  they  have  been  follow' 

ing  Paramount's  development,  not  only  on 
the  screen  but  in  the  advertising  pages  of 
their  favorite  magazines. 

In  the  theatres  they  see  the  pictures 
themselves,  but  in  the  magazines  they  read 
of  the  actual  thoughts,  ideals  and  hopes  of 

the  organization  behind  Paramount  Pic' 

tures  and  just  how  it  is  planning  all  the 
time  to  entertain  them. 

As  time  goes  on  this  impression  upon 
millions  becomes  almost  indelible. 

Nobody  can  tell  them  any  different! 

And  nobody  is  going  to  tell  them  any 

different,  in  1926,  and  that  is  the  definP 

tion  of  Paramount's  leadership. 

Turn  the  page  for 

the  schedule  of  Paramount 

Leadership  in  1926 



PARAMOUNT’S  ADVERTISING 

During  1925  Paramount  increased  its  leadership  in  national  advertising,  not  only  by 

a   development  and  continuance  of  the  regular  schedule  but  by  the  addition  of  a   farm 

paper  advertising  campaign  in  24  farm  papers.  In  1926  the  same  successful  formula  is 

being  repeated  on  a   still  larger  scale. 

I 

There  will  be  a   tremendous  wallop  in  the  great  nationally  dis' 
tributed  popular  magazines  such  as  the  Saturday  Evening  Post, 

the  Ladies’  Home  Journal  and  Liberty. 

Still  another  campaign  in  all  the  leading  fan  publications  and 
still  another  in  3 1   farm  papers  reaching  better  than  5   out  of  every 
6   farm  homes. 

Here  is  a   list  of  all  the  publications  that  will  carry  the  Para^ 
mount  message  and  an  indication  of  the  tremendous  number  of 
families  that  they  reach. 

No  exhibitor  worthy  of  the  name  of  “business  man"  can  fail 
to  grasp  the  great  value  of  all  this  advertising  scattered  right 

through  the  very  territory  which  provides  him  with  bread  and 
butter,  whether  he  is  located  in  large  city  or  small  town. 

Saturday  Evening  Post  —   more  than  2,600,000  fami' 
lies.  These  families  do  not  get  the  Saturday  Evening  Post  as 

an  ornament  for  the  living  room.  They  read  it,  cover  to  cover, 

advertisements  and  all.  Every  time  you  show  a   Paramount  Pic- 
ture and  say  so.  The  Saturday  Evening  Post  is  working  for  you 

among  the  great  number  of  possible  patrons  in  your  section  that 
you  are  not  getting  now  but  can  in  this  way. 

The  Ladies’  Home  Journal  —   circulation  more  than 

2,508,297  families.  In  this  great  number  of  homes  The  Ladies’ 

Home  Journal  is  accepted  as  the  final  authority  on  many  of  the 

most  vital  problems  of  life — rearing  babies,  education  of  children, 

conduct  or  the  home,  ethics,  morals  and  culture,  and  the  selection 
of  clean,  wholesome  and  beneficial  entertainment. 

Liberty  —   circulation  1,150,233  and  going  up.  Liberty  is  one 

of  the  most  sensational  successes  that  ever  happened  in  the  maga' 
zine  field.  It  is  edited  in  a   way  that  attracts  a   very  large  proper 

tion  of  movie  fans.  Liberty  ran  the  very  successful  motion-pic; 

ture  story  prize-competition  which  resulted  in  “Mannequin. Liberty  is  planning  another  competition  right  now. 

Country  Gentleman  —   circulation  1,300,000  farm  homes. 

Country  Gentleman  is  the  most  successful  farm  magazine  m 

the  world.  It  heads  Paramount’s  farm  paper  advertising  cam- 

paign. It  was  recently  changed  from  a   weekly  to  a   monthly, 

which  turned  out  to  be  a   very  successful  move.  It  is  the  Satur- 

day Evening  Post  of  the  farm  field  and  it  reaches  the  leader^  m agricultural  thought  and  habit. 

^hotoplay  —   circulation  536,715.  Photoplay  is  the  leading 

in  magazine.  Its  circulation  represents  the  group  of  people  num 

ering  several  millions  who  are  willing  to  pay  25c  a   month  s^  Y 

o   read  about  the  movies.  Fans  such  as  these  are  the  back-bon 
f   every  theatre’s  prosperity. 
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IS  MUKt  IJN  bVlUhNCE  EVERY  YEAR! 

Motion  Picture  Magazine 

Motion  Picture  Classic 

Screenland 

Picture  Play  Magazine 

342,664 

168,833 

150,000 

138,186 

Farmer’s  Wife  —   circulation  776,644  farm  homes.  The 

Farmer’s  Wife  is  the  only  magazine  edited  exclusively  for 
farm  women.  Its  success  is  based  upon  its  practical  help 

through  suggestions  that  improve  both  home  and  community 
life.  Motion  Pictures  are  urged  as  an  essential  part  of  this 

improvement. 

Successful  Farming  —   circulation  855,254  farm  homes. 

You  can  judge  of  Successful  Farming’s  influence  when  you 
learn  that  it  is  used  as  a   text  book  in  35,000  rural  schools. 

Editorial  influence  in  this  publication  is  strongly  behind  better 
pictures  and  better  theatres. 

Other  important  farm  papers  on  the  schedule  covering 

individual  states  or  sections  are : — 

PROGRESSIVE  FARMER   j   Coyeriug  \     455,603 
SOUTHERN  AGRICULTURIST   |   imheSouth      453,098 
SOUTHERN  RURALIST  [and  Souihuefi]  414,187 
PRAIRIE  FARMER   173,582 
OKLAHOMA  FARMER  STOCKMAN    160,107 
IOWA  HOMESTEAD.  .   153,702 
MISSOURI  RURALIST        152,079 
THE  FARMER.      142,870 

INDIANA  FARMER’S  GUIDE     140,621 
farm  &   RANCH     137,534 
AMERICAN  AGRICULTURIST      136,625 
OHIO  FARMER  ,   .       122,809 
KANSAS  FARMER  6i  MAIL  Si  BREEZE     122.549 

HOARD’S  DAIRYMAN  .     109,728 
NEBRASKA  FARMER  .   104,253 
^NNSYLVANIA  FARMER  .       98,113 
WISCONSIN  FARMER         96,799 
WCHIGAN  FARMER       88,718 
WALLACE’S  FARMER.  ..      85,738 
^KOTA  farmer  ...  .   71,205 
WISCONSIN  AGRICULTURIST  ....  57,491 
^HINGTON  farmer  50,479 

J^ERN  farm  LIFE     50,454 
pacific  RURAL  PRESS.  .   42,717 
);AL1F0RN1A  CULTIVATOR.      36.721 
OREGON  FARMER         33,551 
[^^“°PARM         30,915 

The  Farm  Papers  have  a   total  circulation  ot 6,676,495. 

The  entire  number  of  farm  homes  in  the 

■   S.  A.  is  6,428,365,  with  a   population  of 
^1.614,260  people. 

The  National  Magazines  have  a   total  circu- 
lation of  7,594,925. 

•".T  -   ■' 
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Cash  in  on  these  accumulated 

advertising’  values 

9fiab  the  paramount 

Harvest  cf '2b 
Simple  interest  is  good  but  compound  interest 

is  better.  The  great  snowball  of  compound 

public  interest  in  Paramount’s  activities  has 
been  steadily  rolling  up  since  1916. 

Paramount  has  figured  for  years  that  as  a 

leader  of  the  industry  it  was  Paramount’s  job 

to  start  new  millions  of  people  regularly  attend- 
ing  motion  picture  theatres,  regardless  of  what 

pictures  they  saw  there,  and  so  put  the  in- 
dustry on  a   plane  comparable  with  that  of 

other  great  staple  industries.  Paramount  has 
sold  the  romance  of  the  screen  to  America 

and  will  keep  selling  it. 

rr 

1 

mg  values  of  any  given  production,  however  good  it  may  be. 

They  are  sold  on  the  entertainjoent  ideals  behind  Para- 
mount.  ^ 

They  are  sold  on  the  institutioa  behind  Paramount. 

They  are  sold  on  the  exhibitor  and  the  theatre  that  shows 

Paramount.  They  know  that  the  brand  name  “Paramount" has  all  the  force  of  a   guarantee. 

They  look  for  it  because  it  means  something,  because  it 

means  good  entertainment,  and  they  don't  look  on  it  just as  an  advertising  phrase. 

Can  they  find  plenty  of  Paramount  Pictures  this  year  at 

your  theatre?  If  not,  they  will  find  them  somewhere  else. 

YOU  ARE  ENTITLED  TO  ALL  THE 

PARAMOUNT  PATRONS  IN  YOUR  SECTION 

[Go  after  them!  Get  them!] 
Announce  the  big  pictures  described  in  the  foregoing  pages 

by  brand  name  as  Paramount  Pictures  in  all  your  local  ad- 

vertising, and  you  will  have  the  biggest  year  you  ever  had ! 

People  know  that  Paramount  blazed  the  trail  and  people 

are  following  that  trail  permanently  and  persistently  to  box' 

offices  of  exhibitors  who  are  wise  enough  to  bank  on  the 

long  l^own  best  and  let  others  experiment  with  the  occa- 
sional  values  that  occur  elsewhere. 

Paramount’s  advertising  carries  on  its  broad  back  numcr^ 
ous  campaigns  within  the  main  campaign — campaigns  on 

current  pictures. 

Look  at  the  Paramount  advertising  pages  and  you  will 

see  that  many  pages  sell  current  Paramount  Pictures  by 

name.  But  dmi't  forget  that  Paramount  patrons  by  the  mih 
Jjons  are  sold  on  something  deeper  and  stronger  than  the  pass- 

T?k  QorJjm  Ptcm,  InC.,  N.  V.  C. 
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Filmed  in  the  Moit 

Terrifying  itorm  That 
Ha/  Ever  Vi5ited 

the  Pacific 

Coa/t/ 
/EENA  OWEN 

J05EPH  XCHILDKRAUT 
Pf^EfENTED  BY  JOHN  C.PUNN 

ADAPTED  BY  FINI5  FOX 

FI\OM  THE  STAGE.  PLAY  BY> FROM  TOE  STAGE.  PLAY  BY 
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April  17,  1926 
EXHIBITORS  HERALD 7 

yjany 
1926-1927 

“TIFFANY”  IN  MOTION  PICTURES  REPRESENTS 
WHAT  “TIFFANY"  STANDS  FOR  IN  PRECIOUS  JEWELS. 

7amom  cAuthors  weights .   Directors 

and  Players   oAll  7ijjany  Quality- 

cflnnouncing 

the  first  1 0 

THAT  MODEL  FROM  PARIS 
FLAMING  TIMBER 

FOOLS  OF  FASHION 
THE  TEMPEST 

ONE  HOUR  OF  LOVE 
WIVES 

SIN  CARGO 
SQUADS  RIGHT 

THE  STEEPLECHASE 
THE  TIGER 

9rmckised  and  Distributed  Nationally 

Through  D'iffany  Exchanges  Everywhere 

Tiffany  Productions , Inc. 
‘540  BROADWAY' 

M.H.  HOFFMAN. 

NEW  YORHL.N.Y. 
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% all  ablaze 

TO  MIL
LIOT^S
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CARL  LAEMMLE 
presents 

“An  Edward  Sedgwick  Directed” 
Production 

A   UNIVERSAL 
SUPER  PRODUCTION 

/ 2nd  G.W»  *•“ 

NOVJ  fsSS. 

cbLONV
 

Ne^  Vo
rU  City

 

Broadway,  f-Q 

50c.  to 
 t.3 
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April  17,  1926 

FBO  crashed  thelim 

last  season/ 

FBO  will  smash  iti' 

smithereens  if 
1926-27 



April  17,  1926 
EXHIBITORS  HERALD 

11 

xross  with  the 
winning  touchdown/ 

Up!  Up!  Up!  And  shout  the  old  College  Cheer! 

F.  B.  O.  wins  again!  Whips  across  the  decisive 

smash  of  the  year!  Straight  to  the  chin  of 

every  box-office  in  the  nation! 

Among  the  Twelve  Gold  Bond  Super-Special  Attractions 

to  be  offered  by  F.  B,  O.  during  1926-27,  will  be  TWO  of 

GENE  STRATTON- 

PORTERS 
greatest  novels,  the  stupendous  world  circulation 

of  which  guarantees  their  instant  box-office  success! 

Gene  Stratton-Porter  is  the  greatest  au- 
thor name  draw  in  the  Picture  World! 

Her  books  run  into  the  millions.  Her 

spirit  is  a   mighty  human  force  that  grips 

legions. 

“The  Keeper  of  the  Bees”  has  won  sen- 
sational success.  It  piled  high  the  profits 

of  hundreds  of  exhibitors.  Gene  Stratton- 

Porter  is  a   tried  and  tested  box-office 
name! 

What  better  news  could  you  have  than 

F.  B.  O.’s  announcement  of  TWO 

from  Gene  Stratton-Porter!* 

And  wait  till  you  hear  the  titles! % 
1560  Broadway 

New  York 
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[in  the  history  of 
blazoned  across  die 

Another  Skyrocketing 
Scoop  from 

Emory  Johnson 
riding  in  upon  the  mighty  wave  of  aviation 
publicity! 

Red  hot  from  the  studio  .   .   ,   smoking  with 
timeliness  .   .   .   sizzling  with  the  show  effects 
of  big  melodrama! 

The  greatest  world  theme  of  the  hour — 
vividly  dramatized  by  the  Master-maker  of 
Melodramas  .   .   .   picturizing,  with  the  full 
cooperation  of  the  United  States  Navy,  the 
memorable  hop  to  Hawaii  last  summer! 

Stop  Flight 
Love  and  adventure  on  the  sea  and  in  the 

^y!  Hop  to  big  money  with  “The  Non-Stop 
Flight!”  Hop and  Hop while the  World  thinks  aviation! 

Exploitation?  Nothing  else  but! 

^   Emilse  Johnson  Directed  by  Emory  Johnson 

Skiles  ̂   h^^iures  of  Nojt^Stop  Flight"  Commander  Rogers  great  seaplane  PN9  is  shown  in  many  of  the  dramatic  scenes/ 
trifle  da  man  of  the  gallant  ship,  and  Otis  Stantz,  radio  operator,  who  drifted  in  the  lashing  waters  of  the  Pacific  for 

he.fr,-  ̂    ‘appear  in  the  production  through  the  courtesy  of  the  United  States  Navy,  enacting  the  same  roles  they  played  so 
nerowally  tn  the  epic  dash  to  Hawaii! 



{   FOR  SEASON  1926  - 

1927 

“(noZzI 

William  Fox  presents 

Behind  the  Scenes  A   Riot  of  Beauty  A   Rush  of  Mere 

With  a   Successful  and  Luxury  on  Men  Not  to 

Parisian  Couturier!  The  Screen!  Get  Left! 

An  original  screen  story  by  Howard  Hawks  in 
which  a   Modern  Eve  revolts  against  love  without 

luxury  up-to-date. 

presenting 

GEORGE  O’BRIEN  OLIVE  BORDEN 
as  Adam  as  Eve 

Andre  de  Beranger — Phyllis  Haver  Scenario  by 
HOPE  LORING  and 

Howard  Hawks  fjrodtiction  louis  d.  lighton 

Previously  Announced 

1 What  Price  Glory 11 The  Grand  Army  Man 
2 Cradle  Snatchers 12 Going  Crooked 
3 One  Increasing  Purpose 

13 
A   Holy  Terror 

4 The  Family  Upstairs 

14 

The  Return  of  Peter  Grimm 
5 The  Music  Master 15 The  Monkey  Talks 
6 Pigs 

16 
A   Temperance  Town 

7 3   Bad  Men 

17 

Is  Zat  So? 

8 The  Way  Things  Happen 18 A   Milk  White  Flag 
9 Married  Alive 

19 The  Lily 

10 The  Auctioneer 
20 

Whispering  Wires 
21  The  City 

FOX  FILM  CORPORATION 
Next  Week 

No. 

23 
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Editorial 

by 

E.  W.  Hammons 

ITH  a   host  of  problems — serious  problems — fac- 
V   V   ing  the  industry  and  pressing  for  consideration, 

there  are  many  tvho  seem  to  be  betraying  lagging  con- 
fidence in  the  future  of  our  business.  We  hear  cries 

about  trustification.  We  hear  wails  about  the  encroach- 

ment of  vaudeville”  in  the  field  of  the  motion  picture. 
We  listen  to  the  echoes  of  the  “reformers”  pleading  for 
legislation  adverse  to  our  industry.  These  and  many 
other  questions  disturb  many  minds  in  all  branches  of 
the  business. 

And  yet  if  we  take  these  problems  one  by  one  and 
study  them  in  the  light  of  cold  facts,  their  gloomy 
aspects  largely  disappear,  and  we  find  just  as  much 
reason  for  confidence  in  the  future  as  the  business  has 

ever  offered— possibly  more.  The  “antis”  in  our  legis- 
lative halls,  while  still  as  loud  as  ever,  have  less  and 

less  to  show  for  their  efforts.  The  “trust”  bogey  loses 
much  of  its  fierce  aspect  when  we  realize  that  15  per 
cent  of  our  theatres  represent  the  maximum  holdings  of 
the  three  great  producing-distributing  companies  whose 
theatre  activities  are  most  frequently  pointed  to  as  a 
menace  to  the  independent. 

Perhaps  wo  might  quite  justifiably  be  a   bit  more 
concerned  over  the  encroachments  of  “vaudeville”  than 
we  are— over  the  very  widespread  interest  in  “presen- 

tations, .stage  acts  and  other  forms  of  nonpicture 
entertainment  on  which  many  exhibitors  are  putting 
so  much  effort  these  days.  Here,  surely,  is  a   situation 
that  would  seem  to  affect  first  of  all  the  type  of  picture 
in  which  we  are  most  vitally  interested,  the  Short  Fea- 

ture. And  yet,  keeping  actual  facts  and  figures  before 
us,  we  have  not  yet  been  able  to  see  in  this  condition 
any  cause  for  real  alarm. 

The  motion  picture  industry  is  selling  Entertainment 
and  nothing  else.  And  as  long  as  the  motion  picture 

continues  to  furnish  the  best  entertainment  for  the 
masses,  it  is  going  to  remain  safe  from  any  serious  in- 

roads from  any  other  form  of  amusement. 

^   NLY  the  biggest  theatres  can  afford  to  put  on  acts 
W   of  even  fair  quality.  The  average  neighborhood 
house— referred  to  so  often  as  the  backbone  of  the  in- 
dustry  that  this  has  become  almost  a   tiresome  bromide 
—can  never  hope  to  stage  acts  that  would  even  com- 

pare in  quality  with  the  average  good  Short  Feature 
picture.  The  most  mediocre  vaudeville  skit  employing 
three  or  four  persons  would  cost  it  many  times  the 
rental  of  the  finest  kind  of  two-reel  comedy,  on  which 
many  thousands  of  dollars  have  been  spent  and  in  which 
the  theatre  has  the  advantage  of  a   famous  star  whose 
name  is  a   definite  box-office  attraction.  And  even  in 

the  biggest  bouses,  where  the  best  of  talent  can  be 
employed  for  the  nonpicture  part  of  the  program,  the 
efforts  along  this  line  have  met  ivith  but  scant  encour- 
agemeut  from  the  critics. 

Cold  facts  here  again  quickly  set  at  rest  any  growiiw 
worries.  For  the  Short  Feature,  the  first  subject  to 
feel  the  effect  of  a   policy  of  this  sort,  has  just  registered 
its  biggest  year.  . 

HERE  is  only  one  thing  that  our  industry  need 
-L  have  any  fear  of;  only  one  issue  that  is  so  funda- 

mental that  it  affects  the  foundations  of  the  business. 
The  question  of  quality  entertainment  is  the  one  big 
question  that  we  ought  to  keep  before  us  always.  The 
motion  picture  has  educated  the  public  to  look  for  better 
things,  and  it  must  keep  up  with  the  procession,  or 
ahead  of  it,  if  it  is  to  continue  the  wonderful  progress 
that  has  marked  its  growth  so  far.  Anything  that 
strikes  at  the  quality  of  pictures  strikes  at  the  under- 

pinning of  the  entire  business,  whether  it  be  the  ego  of 
single  director  who,  seeking  personal  glory,  pads  a 

picture  far  beyond  its  natural  length,  or  the  policy  of  a 
group  of  exhibitors  banded  together  for  the  purpose  of 
cutting  picture  prices  below  the  level  of  possible  just 

profits. LeCs  not  kid  ourselves  about  the  matter  at  all  Every 
one  in  this  business  must  make  a   fair  profit  to  survive, 
whether  it  be  the  exhibitor,  the  distributor  or  the  pro- 

ducer. It  takes  money — big  money — to  make  good  pic- 
tures. And  there  is  only  one  place  this  money  can  come 

from,  from  a   share  of  the  exhibitor’s  box  office  receipts. 
Of  course  there  is  no  booking  combine  in  existence 

that  will  admit  that  its  purpose  is  price-cutting.  But 
if  we  are  going  to  continue  relying  on  facts  only,  the 
records  certainly  indicate  that  in  many  cases  price-cut- 

ting, by  whatever  name  it  may  be  called,  has  crept  into 
their  practice.  And  we  may  all  be  assured  of  this; 
that  no  producer  is  going  on  investing  the  large  sums 
of  money  necessary  to  produce  good  pictures  after  he 
is  aware  that  an  adequate  return  is  impossible. 

Let  s   nrush  the  suspicion  and  distrust  from  before 

our  eyes.  Let’s  all  play  fair  with  one  another.  We’re 
all  in  business  to  live  and  to  make  money.  And  the 
minute  buying  combines  make  this  impossible  for  some 
of  us  with  the  present  high  type  of  screen  entertain- 

ment, then  immediately  the  quality  of  that  entertain- 
ment is  going  to  suffer — and  here  is  the  only  thing  we 

have  to  fear.  Trusts,  “vaudeville,”  legislation — we  have 
little  to  worry  over  in  any  of  these.  But  the  quality 
of  pictures  is  paramount — unless  we  keep  it  up  we  can- not survive. 

(During  the  absence  of  Martin  J.  Quigley  who 
is  abroad  a   series  of  articles  for  this  page  is  being 
written  by  a   group  of  leaders  in  various  branches 
of  the  motion  picture  industry Q 
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Sails  for  Home 
Illinois  Exhibitor  Special  to 
L.  A.  Leaves  Chicago  May  26 

Delegations  from  Minnesota  and  Nebraska  to  National  Conven- 

tion Will  Board  Train  at  Omaha  May  27 — Stopovers 

Include  Trip  to  Summit  of  Pikes  Peak 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

Arrangements  completed  for  a   special  train  for  Illinois  Associated  Theatre 
Owners  to  the  M.  P.  T.  O.  A.  convention  at  Los  Angeles  June  1   to  5   mark 

another  development  pointing  to  the  greatest  attendance  a   national  meeting  of 
exhibitors  ever  has  experienced. 

Illinois  Special  Leaves  May  26 

The  official  special  of  the  Illinois  theatre  owners  will  leave  the  Chicago  & 
Northwestern  terminal  in  Chicago  Wednesday,  May  26,  at  11:30  p.  m.  and 

at  Omaha  the  following  day  will  be  joined  by  delegations  from  St.  Paul, 

Minneapolis,  Duluth  and  other  Minnesota  cities  as  well  as  Omaha  and  other 

Nebraska  groups.  Joseph  Hopp,  845  S.  Wabash  avenue,  Chicago,  as  trans- 
portation chairman,  reports  a   number  of  reservations  already  received. 

Special  arrangements  have  lieen  made  for  two  persons  in  a   drawing  room.  Tlic 

with  the  C.  &   N.  \V.,  Union  Pacific  and  all-expense  rale  from  Omaha  exclusive  of 

Denver  &   Rio  Grande  VVestern  lines  for  railroad  ticket  varies  from  $42.50  to  $73. 
stopovers,  sightseeing  and  entertainment  at  «   Pictures  to  Be  Debated 

the  principal  points  of  interest  en  route.  
Pictures  to  at  ueoateu 

Martin  J.  Quigley,  who  has  been
 

abroad  making  a   survey  of  condi- 

tions in  the  motion  picture  industry 

in  the  foreign  field,  sailed  from 

England  for  New  York  April  10. 

Interbuying  of 

Stock,  Rothacker 

Says  of  Big  Deal 
Watterson  R.  Rothacker,  president  of  the 

Rothacker  Film  Manufacturing  Company 
announced  this  week  that  individual  stock- 

holders in  the  Rothacker  Company  have 

acquired  stock  in  Consolidated  Film  In- 
dustries and  that  Consolidated  Film  Indus- 

tries has  acquired  stock  in  the  Rothacker 
company. 

He  stated  that  he  continues  as  president 
of  the  Rothacker  Company  and  there  will 
be  no  change  in  its  operation.  An  im- 

portant announcement  as  to  expansion 
plans  will  be  made  at  the  fifteenth  anni- 

versary meeting  of  the  company  May  10. 

In  acquiring  stock  in  the  Rothacker 
company.  Consolidated  obtains  a   minor  in- 

terest in  the  Rothacker-Aller  Company. 
Fifty  per  cent  of  the  stock  in  this  company 
is  owned  by  the  Rothacker  Company  and 

fifty  per  cent  by  Mr.  Allcr.  Mr.  Roth- 
acker continues  as  president  and  Mr.  Aller 

as  yicepresident.  There  will  be  no  change 
in  its  operation. 

Pikes  Peak  to  Be  Visited 

.Ac  Omaha,  breakfast,  luncheon  and  din- 
ner will  be  had  in  the  dining  car.  The 

train  reaches  Denver  early  Friday,  May  28, 

and  arrives  three  and  one-half  hours  later 

at  Colorado  Springs.  Special  street  cars 
will  take  the  lounsts  to  Manitou;  thence 

they  will  go  to  the  summit  of  Pikes  Peak 
and  return  via  the  Cog  Railway.  Other 

available  centers  of  interest  are  the  Gar- 
den of  the  Gods,  Cave  of  the  Winds,  Seven 

Falls.  Glen  Eyre.  Mesa  Drive  and  High 

Drive.  The  next  day  the  train  leaves  Col- 

orado Springs,  passing  through  Royal 

Gorge,  to  Eagle  River  Canyon,  Colcmado 
River  Canvon  and  over  Tennessee  Pass 

Arrival  at  Salt  Lake  City  May  30.  wiU 

be  followed  bv  a   sightseeing  trip  around 

the  city  and  a   special  organ  recital  at  the
 

Mormon  Tabeniaclc.  Leaving  Salt  Lake 

City  that  afternoon  the  train  will  pass 

through  majestic  mountains,  fertile  valleys 

and  picturesque  canyons  on  its  way  into 

Southern  California’s  orange  belt,  arn^ng 
at  Los  Angeles  on  Monday,  May  31.  the 

party  will  be  escorted  through  the  various 
studios  at  Hollywood  as  one  part  of  the 

varied  entertainment  there. 

Rates  from  Chicago  under  an  all-
ex- 

pense arrangement,  excluding  l^ach  at 

Colorado  Springs  and  meals  and  hotel 
 in 

Los  Angeles,  range  from  $136  for  each
  of 

two  persons  in  one  lower  berth  to  $1/5  e
acn 

at  Los  Angeles  Convention 
(Special  to  Uxhibitors  HcraUl) 

Los  Angeles,  .April  13. — One  day  of  the 
M.  P.  T.  O.  A.  convention  will  be  de- 

voted to  discussion  by  exhibitors  and  pro- 
ducers on  the  subject  of  the  making  of 

pictures  that  maintain  a   sustained  public 

interest  and  therefore  arc  the  greatest  fi- 
nancial successes.  The  sex  picture  will  he 

threshed  out  on  the  convention  lloor.  Cecil 

B.  DcMillc  and  other  producers  are  gath- 

ering information  to  present  at  the  meet- 
ing, as  arc  leading  exhibitors. 

High  Water  Hits  Show 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

ST.  LOUIS.  MO..  April  13.— Due  tahigh 
water  in  Central  Illinois  and  Northern 
Missouri  last  week  several  theatres  were dark. 

Two  Tlieatres  Bum  in 

Canada;  Fireman  Killed 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

OTTAWA,  ONT..  April  IS.— 

Two  of  the  leading  theatres  of 

Moncton,  N.  B..  were  destroyed 

and  a   volunteer  Sreman  was  killed 

by  the  crash  of  a   falling  wall  whe
n 

fire  swept  the  Capitol  and  Em
- press theatres.  . 

Flames  were  Erst  discovered  in 

the  Capitol  theatre,  leaping  high 

into  the  air  as  the  Ere  department 

arrived  on  the  scene.  The  E
re 

quickly  spread  to  the  Empr
ess 

theatre,  which  was  on  an  adjacen
t 

site,  and  both  houses  were  soo
n  in 

ruins.  The  theatres  were  o
per- 

ated by  Eastern  Amusement  Com
- 

panies of  Moncton.  Alexander 

Torrie,  manager  of  that  conce
rn, 

estimated  the  loss  at  more  th
an 

$200,000. 

Popularity  Wanes 

for  Summer  Time 

in  Empire  State 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

ALBANY.  N.  Y,.  April  13.— Fewer 

cities  and  villages  in  New  York  state  are 

adopting  daylight  saving  this  spring  than 

ever  before.  This  fact  means  much  to 

the  owners  of  motion  picture  theatres  in 

the  Empire  Stale,  whose  losses  through 

lessened  patronage,  due  to  daylight  sav- 

ing, have  annually  run  into  the  hundreds 
of  thousands  of  dollars,  and  in  some 

cases  crippled  theatres  to  the  extent  that 

they  have  been  forced  out  of  business. 

A   survey  of  the  situation  made  during 

the  past  week  by  the  representative  
of 

the  ExHintTORs'  Herald  shows  that  not  a 

citv  or  village  in  all  of  Northern  New 

York  has  seen  fit  this  year  to  adopt  day- 

light saving.  This  is  the  first  tune  such a   condition  has  existed  since  1918.  . 

The  village  of  Saranac  Lake,  located  m 

the  Adirondacks,  submitted  the  prop
osi- 

tion of  daylight  saving  last  \ycek,  to  its 

residents,  with  the  result  that  
it  was 

summarily  voted  down. 

The  daylight  saving  ordinance  
may 

be  repealed  in  Syracuse  as  a   
result  of 

the  bill  being  prepared  for  the  
common 

council  by  Alderman  Charles  P. 
 Griiman. 

Burke  Wins  Decision 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Her
ald) 

NEW  YORK,  April  13. — A.  Ju
lian  Bry- 

lawski.  chairman  of  the  adminis
trative  com- 

mittee of  the  M.  P.  T.  O..  represent
ed 

Thomas  H.  Burke.  Liberty  ‘^c
atre.  Cum- 

berland. Md.,  in  his  case  against  Famou
s 

Playcrs-Lasky  in  which  the  exhib
itor  won 

the  decision. 
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T^EW  YORK.— Artie  Stebbins,  seeking 
I   '   to  improve  his  golf  game,  has  dis- 

covered that  his  weakness  is  that  he  stands 

too  close  to  the  ball  after  hitting  it.  .   .   . 

Cecil  DeMUIe  arrived  in  New  York  to 

witness  the  premiere  of  his  newest  big 

one,  “The  Volga  Boatman.”  .   .   .   Ham 
Thompson,  after  many  years  in  Fox 

scenario  department,  has  resigned  and 

been  succeeded  by  H.  B.  Lipsitz.  .   .   .   "Pop 
Linton,  former  treasurer  of  the  M.  P.  T. 

0.  N.  Y.,  came  down  from  Utica  last  week 

in  connection  with  his  big  new  theatre  in 

the  upstate  city.  .   .   .   Irving  Lesser  enter- 
tained a   number  of  motion  picture  stars 

at  hia  new  Strand  theatre  in  Rock\'ille 

Center  which  was  opened  as  the  fourth  of 

the  Lesser  circuit  last  week.  .   .   .   Frank 

Conklin  is  increasing  his  activities  in  the 
picture  field  and  is  said  to  be  planning  on 
becoming  producer.  .   .   .   Harry  and  Jack 
Warner  arrived  last  week  from  the  Coast 

and  got  right  busy  on  conventions,  the  first 
opening  in  New  York  last  Saturday.  .   .   . 
Ralph  J.  Pugh,  former  First  National 
heavyweight,  who  is  about  to  become  an 
independent  producer,  is  expected  here 
from  Europe  this  week.  .   .   .   Will  H.  Hays 
who  was  laid  up  for  several  days  with  a 
bad  cold  has  recovered  and  is  back  on  the 
job.  .   .   .   M.  L.  Finkleslein  of  the  big 
Northwest  circuit  is  in  New  York  spending 
a   week  at  First  National  offices.  .   .   .   Gene 
Twiney  who  will  elevate  the  films  under  a 
Pathe  banner  left  last  week  for  Hollywood 

to  begin  his  first  picture.  .   .   .   Dave  O’Malley 
has  resigned  from  Columbia  pictures  to 
join  Lou  Baum  and  his  Elbee  productions. 
.   .   .   Harry  Pollard,  Universal  director,  who 
has  been  having  a   number  of  operations 
performed  ort  him  at  the  Lenox  Hills 
hospital  is  much  improved  in  health.  .   .   . 
Jeffrey  Bernard  arrived  from  Europe  last 
week  with  a   number  of  productions  which 
he  will  place  here  for  distribution.  .   .   . 
Joe  Basil,  Coast  director,  is  in  New  York 
and  will  stay  long  enough  to  make  a   series 
of  comedies.  .   .   .   George  Hackathorne,  one 
of  the  few  actors  who  take  a   regular  vaca- 

tion, returned  last  week  from  a   three 

weeks’  outing  at  Lake  Placid.  .   .   .   Sam 
Taylor  who  has  been  spending  a   couple  of 
weeks  in  the  East  returned  last  week  to 
the  Coast.  .   .   .   Henry  Bollman  is  back  from 
Europe  and  has  opened  a   New  York  office 
for  the  purpose  of  handling  short  features. 
.   .   .   Lou  Burman  was  up  from  Philadelphia 
last  week  looking  for  short  features  which 
he  says  exhibitors  are  clamoring  for.  .   .   . 
Gregory  LaCava  has  been  placed  under  a 
two  year  contract  by  Famous  Players.  .   .   . 
Sam  Moross  has  joined  United  Artists  as 

head  of  Hiram  Abrams’  oum  arbitration 
department,  the  idea  being  to  head  off 
differences  before  they  begin.  .   .   George 

Kann,  Henry  Ginsberg's  elongated  partner, 
is  now  on  the  briny  deep  headed  for  Europe 
and  Henry  is  carefully  reading  the  ship- 

ping news.  .   .   .   Pat  Dowling  who  looks 
after  a   loti  of  matters  for  the  Christie 
brothers  came  to  New  York  last  week  and 
immediately  got  himself  laid  up  at  the 
McAlpin  with  lumbago.  .   .   .   Felix  Feist  is 
ba^  at  his  desk  after  being  laid  up  with  a 
painful  illness.  .   .   .   Bill  Steiner  returned  to 
New  York  Saturday  after  a   long  sales 
journey  through  the  wilds  of  Europe.  .   .   . 
Al  Santell  is  back  from  the  Coast  and  wll 
soon  start  work  on  another  picture.  .   .   . 
Joe  Seider  leaves  next  Sunday  for  Pitts- 

burg to  attend  the  Western  Pennsylvania 
M.  P.  T.  O.  convention. — SPARGO. 

Roy  D'Aroy  appears  la  this  seona 
with  Marlon  Davies. Creighton  Hola  has  tho  role  of 

a   daring  feiloM  In  the  Me- 
Cuieheon  yarn. 

The  accompanying  photos  arc  from  tho  latest  picture  to 

tvltli  Marion  Dnvlos  in  tho  starring  part,  “Beverly  of  Craustark" 
which  is  a   Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer  production.  In  scene  at  lop 
arc  Miss  Davies  and  Antonio  Moreno.  Tho  latter  appears 

opposite  her. 
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OF  INTEREST 

One  of  the  surest  tests  of 
reader  interest  in  a   publication 

is  “Do  its  subscribers  renew 
their  subscriptions  upon  ex- 

piration?” Of  the  audited 
publications  in  the  motion  pic- 

ture field,  EXHIBITORS 
herald  led  in  1925  with  a 

percentage  renewal  of  61.28 
per  cent.  By  many,  this 
was  considered  a   remarkable 

figure.  Yet,  in  the  first  three 
months  of  1926,  the  renewal 

percentage  of  the  HERALD 
is  76.92.  Win  with  the  Win- 

ner in  1926. 

Williams,  Reeves,  Agans, 

Chandless,  Comstock  and 

Carty,  N*  J,  Commission 
(Spcciai  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  April  13. — Private  advices 
to  President  Joseph  M.  Seider  of  the  New 
Jersey  unit  of  the  Motion  Picture  Theatre 
0^vners  of  America,  reveal  the  commission 
of  legislators  in  whose  hands  now  rests  the 

future  of  New  Jersey's  blue  laws. 
This  commission  whose  duty  it  is  from 

now  on  until  the  next  session  of  the  legis- 
lature in  1927  to  deliberate  as  to  the  ways 

and  means  by  which  the  vice  and  immoral- 
ity acts  of  New  Jersey  may  be  properly 

modernized,  includes  three  New  Jersey 
senators  and  three  New  Jersey  assemblj-- 
men.  The  senators  are  Williams  of  Pas- 

saic county,  Reeves  of  Mercer  county  and 
Agans  of  Hunterdon  county.  The  assem- 

blymen are  Chandless  of  Bergen  County, 
Comstock  of  Passaic  County  and  Carty  of 
Hudson  County. 

U,  S.  Charges  Against 
West  Coast  Theatres 

to  Be  Heard  April  26 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

HOLLYWOOD,  April  13. — Hearings  on 

the  government’s  complaint  against  West 
Coast  Theatres,  Inc,,  charging  unfair  meth- 
ods  of  competition  will  begin  here  April 
26  before  the  federal  trade  commission. 

-   The  complaint  was  filed  originally  in 
Washington,  D.  C,  May  29,  1925,  and  was 
the  result  of  investigation  instigated  by  In- 
dependent  Theatre  Owners  of  Southern 
Lalifomia  who  stated  West  Coast  is  forc- 

ing them  out  of  business. 
A1  and 

Michael  Gore,  Sol  Lesser  and  others  inter- 
ested  m   the  West  Coast  chain  which  con- 

trols 146  theatres  in  California. 

Amos  N ew  Chairman  of 
K^C,  Arbitration  Board 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

KANSAS  CITY,  MO.,  April  13— Frank 
of  the  Westport  theatre, 

was  last  week  elected  chairman  of  the Arbitration  Board. 

the  action  Oscar  Elam, 

Turkey,  obtained  signa- 

waivA  °   ."’‘Ciphers  of  the  board  on  a 
arv  rights  to  contest  a   tempor- 
i<5nA^  order  while  the  Burkey  case 

P   nding  m   the  Missouri  supreme  court. 

Seider  Acts  to  End  Dispute 
on  Added  Contract  Clauses 

Protests  to  Hess  Against  Addition  of  Provisions  to  New  Instru- 
ment by  Distributors  without  Notifying  M.P.T.O.A. — 
M.P.P.D.A.  Counsel  Denies  Agreement 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEV\  YORK,  April  13. — Joseph  M.  Seider,  business  manager  of  the 
M.  P.  T.  O.  A.,  is  taking  steps  to  bring  about  an  amicable  adjustment  of 
producer-exhibitor  affairs  under  the  Standard  Exhibition  Contract  following 
complaints  to  national  headquarters  of  the  exhibitors’  organization  that  Metro- 
Goldwyn-Mayer  is  adding  four  clauses  to  the  contract  and  Educational  one. 
Educational  has  issued  a   denial  of  adding  such  a   clause,  declaring  the  clause 
to  which  Seider  objected  has  always  been  in  the  contract. 

Seider  Protests  to  Hess 

Seider  has  just  disclosed  communications  between  himself  and  Gabriel  L. 
Hess,  general  attorney  of  the  M.  P.  P.  D.  A.,  following  a   charge  by  J.  W. 
Walsh,  president  of  the  M.  P.  T.  O.  of  Connecticut,  that  M-G-M  without 
annoimcement  to  the  M.  P.  T.  O.  A.  was  filing  with  the  Eilm  Boards  of 
Trade  four  additional  clauses  to  the  contract  which  they  will  use. 

The  business  manager  based  his  protes- 
tations to  Hess  on  an  agreement  he  said 

was  made  at  Union  League  Club  that  be- 
fore clauses  would  be  added  to  the  accept- 

ed contract  they  would  have  to  be  pre- 
sented to  both  sides  for  presentation. 
Hess  Denies  Agreement 

Attorney  Hess  stated  in  his  reply  that  it 
was  not  understood  that  in  the  event  any 
distributor  desired  to  add  clauses  to  the 
numbered  articles  of  the  Standard  Exhi- 

bition Contract  such  clauses  would  be  first 
submitted  to  the  M.  P.  T.  O.  A.  Hess  also 
said  it  was  agreed  that  if  any  distributor 
desired  to  add  any  provisions  not  in  conflict 
with  the  new  contract  such  added  provi- 

sions would  be  specified  in  Article  First 
and  copies  would  be  sent  to  all  boards  of 
arbitration  and  all  local  exhibitor  organ- 

izations. He  said  two  letters  were  sent 
to  all  boards  of  trade  with  relation  to  the 
two  cases  at  hand. 

Seider  in  answerii^  Hess  took  issue 
with  him  as  to  the  understanding  at  the 
Union  League  Club  meeting  and  declared 
that  both  President  R.  F.  Woodhull  and 

Charles  O’Reilly  in  general  concurred  in 
his  stand. 

Calls  Clauses  Detrimental 
Seider  declared  that  with  the  exception 

of  Clause  Three  all  clauses  proposed  by 
M-G-M  and  the  one  by  Educational  were 
detrimental  to  the  exhibitors. 
The  first  of  the  M-G-M  clauses  refers  to 

the  distributors  right  to  "prerelease”  or 
“road  show”;  Clause  Two  is  on  schedule  of 
exhibition  dates;  Clause  Three  on  excluding 

from  .the  contract  "Ben  Hur,”  "The  Big 
Parade,”  “La  Boheme”  and  “Mare  Nos- 

trum Clause  Four  excludes  specials  from 
the  agreement.  The  Educational  clause  as 
cited  by  Seider  refers  to  the  executing  of 

Do  Horses  Eat  Snow? 

Why,  They  Love  It! 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

OGDENSBURG.  N.  Y.  April  13. 

— li  the  horses  hadn’t  eaten  up  the 
snow  storm  there  would  have 

been — 
Well,  it  was  like  this: 
The  Vniverial  company  uat  preparing  lo 

chool  scenes  for  “Vnelo  Tom's  Cabin.”  It 
seas  one  of  ihosa  Elisa  scenes  that  required 

a   lot  of  snoto  and  a   blissard.  Such  props 

were  difficult  lo  get  but  it  teas  discovered 

lha«  corn  flakes  would  do  the  work. 
A   carload  teas  shoveled  on  the  ground. 

The  horses  were  standing  unhitched  await- 

ing their  command.  IThile  cameramen  were 

waiting  for  the  blissard  maebino  to  be  pul 

inlo  action  the  horses  began  lo  nibble.  Be- 

fore it  was  noticed  ibe  snow  had  partially 

disappeared. 

individual  instruments  covering  iho  agree- 
ments on  rcQuest  of  the  exhibitor. 

Seider  also  said  Warner  Brothers  was 

using  "big  brother”  methods  following  a 
complaint  that  the  comi)any  threatened  to 
roadshow  "The  Sea  Beast”  unless  the 
price  agreed  upon  in  llie  original  contract 
was  increased. 

Optimism  Reflected  in 
Independent  Survey  of 

Frederick  H,  Elliott 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK.  April  13.— By  a   scries  of 
reports  from  the  Philadelphia,  Seattle,  De- 

troit, San  Francisco,  Cleveland  territories 
Frederick  H.  Elliott  general  manager  of  the 
Independent  Motion  Picture  Association, 

has  made  a   survey  of  independent  condi- 
tions throughout  the  country.  Each  report 

reveals  optimism  prevalent  among  indepen- 
dent film  men. 

The  Cleveland  report  in  part  followHi  "Indi- vidual theatre  owners  here  interviewed  by  me  on 

my  own  account  indicate  that  they  .arc  well 
pleased  with  independent  product  Rcncrnlly.  Jack 
llarwood  lias  broken  his  house  record  three  or 

four  times  this  se.ason  with  inilcpcndent  pictures.*' 

Church  and  Drama  Unite 

in  Program  Committee 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  llrrulit) 

NEW  YORK,  April  13. — Co-operation 
between  the  churches  and  the  dramatic 
field  took  another  step  forward  when 

a   program  committee  was  named  at  a 
luncheon  given  at  the  Midday  club  by 
Otto  H.  Kahn.  This  committee  is  an 
outgrowth  of  activities  of  the  drama 
committee  of  the  Federal  Council  of 
Chiirclies  of  Christ. 
The  committee  includes  Dr.  John  A. 

Marquis,  churchman;  William  Lyon 
Phelps,  educator;  Kahn  and  Frederick 

P.  KcppcI,  business  men;  Carl  K.  Milli- 
ken,  representing  the  motion  picture  in- 

dustry, and  Channing  Pollock  and  Paul 
Turner  arc  two  of  the  three  representing 
the  speaking  stage. 

Barr  Injured  and  300 
in  Panis  in  Gun  Fight 

Irving  Barr,  manager  of  the  Criterion 
theatre,  Chicago,  was  injured  in  a   gun 
fight  and  300  people  were  thrown  into  a 
panic  when  Samuel  Oliver  is  alleged  to 
have  forced  his  way  into  the  theatre  last 

week  over  Barr’s  protests.  Both  men  were 
said  to  have  exchanged  shots  and  they  were 

joined  by  H.  B.  Donnelly,  ^\'atchman. 
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Story  of  Lloyd  Differences 
with  Paramount  Denied 

^'‘Oitirageoits’''  Declares  Fraser — '^Vicious,  ’   Says  Kent — Luther  Reed 
and  Richard  Rosson  Named  FP-L  Directors 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

New  YORK,  April  13.— A   story  published  in  a   New  York  news- paper hinting  at  differences  between  Harold  Lloyd  and  Paramount 

was  branded  as  “ridiculous  and  vicious”  in  statements  issued  last 

week  by  William  Fraser,  general  manager  of  Harold  Lloyd  Corporation, 

and  Sidney  R.  Kent,  general  manager  of  Famous  Players-Lasky. 

“   r   HAVE  never  read  a   more  ovilrageous 

1   story,"  said  Fraser.  “If  this  paper  had 
taken  the  truiihlc  to  Icarti  the  truth  from 
authentic  sources  it  would  liave  discovered 
that  Harold  did  not  leave  New  York  prior 

to  iho  premiere  of  his  picture  (‘For 
Heaven’s  Sake’)  because  of  any  dissatis- 

faction with  the  picture  or  with  Paramount. 

"Harold  was  scheduled  to  depart  for  the 
Coast  several  days  before  he  did  so  that 
he  might  get  production  under  way  on  his 
next  comedy.  Mr.  Kent,  however,  induced 
him  to  remain  over  to  attend  the  Para- 

mount convention  at  Atlantic  City. 

“Our  connection  with  Paramount,  since 
its  inception,  has  represented  one  of  the 
finest  relationships  I   have  ever  seen  exist- 

ing between  star  and  distributor." 
“This  story  is  a   falsehood  made  out  of 

whole  cloth,  and  were  its  publication  not 

so  vicious  it  would  be  laughable,”  said 
Kent.  "So  far  as  the  merits  of  'For 
Heaven’s  Sake’  are  concerned  the  answer 
lies  in  the  unanimous  praise  showered  on 
it  by  critics  and  in  the  fact  that  in  nearly 
every  instance  where  it  has  opened  it  has 

broken  the  theatre’s  records,  including  pre- 
vious Harold  Lloyd  records.” 

New  Directors  Named 

At  the  same  time  announcement  was 

made  by  William  LeBaron,  associate  pro- 
ducer at  the  Long  Island  studio,  that 

Luther  Reed,  supervising  editor,  and  Rich- 
ard Rosson,  assistant  director,  will  be  made 

directors  within  a   few  weeks,  and  that 
Gregory  LaCava,  who  joined  Paramount 

directors  eight  months  ago  on  a   picture- 
to-picture  basis,  has  been  signed  to  a   two 
year  contract. 

Richard  Rosson’s  elevation  to  full  di- 
rectorship makes  him  the  second  Para- 

mount director  in  the  Rosson  family.  His 
older  brother,  Arthur  Rosson,  now  is  di- 

recting Raymond  Griffith  in  "Get  Off  the 
Earth”  at  Hollywood. 

Richard  Rosson  is  now  waving  the  mega- 
phone for  "Fine  Manners."  An  attack  of 

influenza  forced  Frank  Tuttle  to  drop  work 

on  this  picture  less  than  two  weeks  after 
starting  the  production.  Lewis  Milestone 

took  Tuttle’s  place.  Then  Gloria  Swan- 
son, the  star  of  the  picture,  was  taken 

sick.  Just  after  she  returned  Milestone 
became  ill.  Then  it  was  decided  that  Rich- 

ard Rosson  should  continue  the  production. 

Luther  Reed’s  first  picture  as  a   director 
will  be  “Love  'Em  and  Leave  ’Em,”  Esther 
Ralston’s  first  starring  picture.  La  Cava, 
who  12  years  ago  was  a   cartoonist,  will 

have  W.  (T.  Fields’  "So's  Your  Old  Man” 
as  his  first  picture  to  direct  under  his  new 
arrangement. 

First  National  Shows 

Net  Income  of  Year 

to  Jan,  2,  $1 ,951 ,485 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  .^pril  13. — A   net  income 
of  $1,951,485  is  shown  by  the  annual  state- 

ment issued  last  week  by  First  National 
Pictures,  Inc.  The  report  was  to  Jan.  2, 
1926,  after  expenses,  federal  taxes,  etc.,  had 
been  met. 

The  consolidated  income  account,  which 
includes  First  National  Productions  Cor- 

poration and  First  National  Exhibitors’ Circuit,  Inc.,  shows  income  from  operations 
as  $24,718,235,  and  a   profit  from  foreign 
subsidiaries  of  $111,041.  Royalty,  expenses, 

film  exchange,  etc.,  totaled  $16,092,891 ;   op- 
erating expenses  were  $5,613,032,  and  Fed- 

eral taxes,  $271,868.  After  payment  of  divi- 
dends on  first  preferred  stock  and  second 

preferred  Class  A   stock  there  was  a   sur- 
plus of  $1,705,519. 

Rowland  Signs  Korda 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  April  13.— Richard  A. 
Rowland  announced  today  the  signing  by 
First  National  of  Alexander  Korda,  Ger- 

man director. 

Exhibitors  Meet 

April  27  at  Elks 
Club  in  St.  Louis 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

ST.  LOUIS,  April  13. — The  annual 
convention  of  the  Motion  Picture  The- 

atre Owners  of  Eastern  Missouri  and 
Southern  Illinois  will  be  held  at  the 

Elks  Club  here  April  27. 
W.  \V.  Watts  of  Springfield,  HI.,  is 

president  and  L.  C.  Hehl  of  St.  Louis, 
Mo.,  secretary  of  the  organization. 

It  is  possible  that  the  meeting  will 
hold  over  to  the  next  day,  providing  the 

program  proves  too  lengthy  for  one  day's 
session. 

Two  Auditors,  Manager 
Arrested  in  Michigan 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

DETROIT,  MICH.,  April  13.— Two  audi- 
tors and  a   theatre  manager  were  arrested 

recently  in  theft  and  embezzlement  inves- 
tigations. Robert  L.  McHenry,  auditor  of 

the  W.  S.  Butterfield  circuit,  was  arrested 
at  Ann  Arbor  in  connection  with  the  Ma- 

jestic theatre  robbery.  He  had  reported  he 
had  been  robbed  of  $3,000  by  a   lone  bandit. 
McHenry  denied  guilt. 
Andrew  Wright,  manager  of  the  Regent, 

was  arrested  at  the  request  of  Chicago 
police  on  charge  of  defrauding  a   bank  of 
$2,000.  William  J.  Burke,  auditor  of  the 
Keith-Temple,  Detroit,  was  charged  with 
$1,500  embezzlement.  Oscar  Davis,  former 
assistant  manager  of  the  Grand  Riviera, 
accused  of  embezzling  $9,865,  was  placed 

on  tw'o  years’  probation. 

Fewer  New  Companies; 

Friend,  Inc,,  $750,000 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

ALBANY,  N.  Y.,  April  13.— While  there 
was  a   slight  decrease  in  the  number  of 

companies  incorporating  in  the  motion  pic- 
ture business  in  New  York  state  during  the 

past  week,  at  least  one  of  the  companies 
chartered  by  the  secretary  of  state  showed 
heavy  capitalization.  This  was  the  A.  S. 

Friend  Companies,  Inc.,  with  a   capitaliza- tion of  $750,000. 

Other  companies  filing  papers  of  incorporatiton 

for  motion  picture  purposes  were:  Playhouse 

Theatres,  Inc.,  $20,000;  Visual  Test  Sales  Com- 

pany of  New  York,  Inc.,  $10,000;  the  capitaliz.a- 
tion  of  the  Riissell-Fanning,  Inc.,  and  The  Vita- 
phone  Corporation  not  being  stated. 

Lindsey  to  Meet  with 

Education  Committee 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

DENVER,  April  13.— Judge  Ben  _   B. 

Lindsey  of  the  juvenile  court  was  invited 

to  appear  on  April  14  before  the  congres* sional  committee  on  education  which  will 

pass  on  bills  for  censorship  of  motion  pic- 
tures. ,   . 

Judge  Lindsey  accepted  the  invitation, but  advised  Cono-rcssman  Loring  M.  Black 

that  it  would  be  impossible  for  him  to  ap- 

pear on  April  14,  but  would  go  before  the 
committee  during  the  latter  part  of  April. 

Texas  M,P,T,0,  Meet  to 

Boost  Golf  Tournament 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

DALLAS,  Texas.  April  13.— A   gplf tournament  will  be  held  as  a 

entertainment  this  year  at  the  M-  F-  'v 

of  Texas  convention  on  May  11-12  on  on 

of  the  Dallas  courses.  Oscar  Morgan  o 

the  Pathc  Exchange  has  been  appointe chairman  of  the  golf  committee. 

WHAT  EXHIBITORS  ARE  SAYING  ABOUT- 

EXHIBITORS  HERALD 
“1  don’t  see  how  any  exhibitor  can  run  his  show  without  the 

HERALD.  Be  sure  and  send  me  the  BOX  OFFICE  RECORD.”— 
C.  M.  SOLLEY,  Solley  theatre,  Vivian,  Louisiana. 

*   *   * 

“We  certainly  couldn’t  do  without  the  HERALD.  I   wish  I   had 

had  sense  enough  to  have  saved  the  first  issues.  Wouldn't  it  be  a 

feast  to  read  them  now.” — Dr.  F.  M.  Childs,  Cozy  theatre,  Villisca, 
^   *   * 

’'The  best  thing  in  any  trade  paper  is  ‘What  the  Picture  Did  For 
Me.’  ” — L.  C.  BOLDUC,  Bijou  theatre,  Conway.  New  Hampshire. *   *   * 

’’The  HERALD  is  the  only  paper  I   take,  after  looking  over  every 
publication  in  the  field.  I   find  if  I   digest  the  HERALD  and  all  its 

departments  that  it  fills  the  bill  for  me  without  any  outside  help.” — 
HENRY  REEVE.  Star  theatre,  Menard.  Texas. 
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c   from  "The  Vision,"  hrst  of  a   series  of  two-reel  Romance  Productions,  made  from  famous 
 paintings,  which  Educa- 

tional  will  distribute. 

Two  Governors 

to  Attend  K-M 
Exhibitor  Meet 

(Sfedal  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

IC^NSAS  CITY,  MO.,  April  13.— Gov- 
ernors of  both  Kansas  and  Missouri,  Ben 

S   Paulen  and  Samuel  Baker,  respectively, 

probablv  will  attend  the  eighth  annual  con- 

vention’of  the  M.  P.  T.  0.  Kansas-Missoun 
in  the  Connor  hotel,  Joplin,  Mo.,  April 
20-21. 

Few  exploitation  men  ever  worked  harder 

on  a   campaign  than  has  C.  E.  Cook,  busi- 

ness manager  of  the  M.  P.  T.  O.  ,K-M, 
in  behalf  of  the  convention.  A   senes  of 

four  postal  cards  is  to  be  mailed  all  ex- 
hibitors and  an  attendance  of  more  than 

250  is  expected.  In  addition  to  more  de- 
tailed data  contained  on  the  cards,  which 

are  to  be  mailed  at  intervals,  the  headings, 

in  the  order  mailed,  read:  “Exhibitors’ 
Special  Train,”  “Mail  It;  Did  You?  That 
Reservation  Card,”  “Lest  You  Forget”  and 
“Final  Notice,”  the  latter  being  in  red. 

Arrangement  for  the  "Exhibitors’  Mid- 
night Frolic,”  a   special  show  to  be  staged 

at  the  Electric  theatre,  owned  by  R.  Max- 
well, have  been  completed.  Plans  also  have 

been  made  with  the  Joplin  Chamber  of 
Commerce  for  the  entertainment  and  sight- 

seeing trips  for  women  who  attend  the 
convention. 

Officers  and  directors  will  be  elected. 

**Slaves  of  Destiny/* 
Novel,  Goes  on  Sale 
(Stiecial  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  April  13.— “Slaves  of  Des- 
tiny,” Pearl  Doles  Bell’s  latest  novel,  was 

on  sale  this  week.  Critics  claim  it  to  be 

one  of  the  year’s  best  books.  The  pathos 
of  the  story  with  its  colorful  background 
and  its  unusual  tense  drama  are  said  to 
make  it  one  of  the  few  books  readily 
adaptable  to  the  screen. 

Viola  Foster  is  arranging  for  Mrs.  Bell, 
who  has  just  returned  from  Palm  Beach 
and  is  in  New  York,  for  the  sale  of  the 
picture  rights  prior  to  sailing  for  Europe 
on  an  extended  tour  to  gather  new  material 
for  her  next  book. 

Seeks  Bill  for  Mileage 

Books  at  20%  Redaction 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

WASHINGTON.  D.  C..  April  13.— Mile- 
age books  of  5,000  miles  each  at  a   reduction 

of  20  per  cent  less  than  regular  fares  will 
be  available  if  the  bill  is  passed  by  Con- 

gress which  has  been  prepared  by  Repre- 
sentative McLaughlin  of  Nebraska. 

Educational  Regional  Closes 
with  Color  Series  Announced 

Romance  Productions,  Six  Two-Reel  Pictures  Done  in  Techni- 

color, Will  Be  Based  on  Famous  Paintings — First,  ‘‘The 

Vision,”  for  Immediate  Release,  N.  \ .   Session  Told 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  April  13.— Educational’s  two-day  regional  convention  here 

closed  today  with  the  results  of  the  sessions  convincing  the  officials  that 

the  first  trial  of  the  regional  plan  of  sales  meetings  was  a   decided  success. 

Romance  Productions  Signed 

Coincident  with  the  convention  President  E.  W.  Hammons  annou
nced 

what  he  called  one  of  the  most  important  contracts  ever  arranged  
for  the 

release  of  a   series  of  short  features,  an  arrangement  to  distribute  a   group 

of  six  two-reel  pictures  done  in  Technicolor  to  be  known  as  Romance
  I   induc- 

tions. These  are  in  addition  to  the  general  announcement  of  Educational 
 s 

program  for  next  season,  as  negotiations  for  the  Romance  Pro
ductions  have 

just  been  closed. 

These  two-reel  pictures  of  which  the  first, 
"The  Vision.”  is  being  prepared  for  immedi- 

ate release,  are  being  produced  by  Romance 
Productions,  Inc.,  of  which  Eugene  H. 

Roth  is  president,  under  the  direction  of 

Arthur  Maude,  English  actor  and  director, 

who  has  been  responsible  for  such  features 

as  "The  Beggar  Maid,"  "The  Doctor”  and "The  Angelus."  Roth  is  well  known 

throughout  the  industry,  having  presented 
several  famous  feature  pictures  including 

"Hunting  Big  Game  in  Africa." 
Inspired  by  Famous  Paintings 

The  stories  to  be  told  in  the  Romance 

Productions  are  inspired  by  world  famous 

paintings.  Beautiful  settings  and  color  pho- 

tography serve  to  enrich  these  half-hour classics. 

Julanne  Johnston  and  John  Roche  pjay 

the  leading  parts  in  “The  Vision,”  which 
tells  the  tragic  story  behind  the  famous 

painting  by  Sir  John  Millais  called  Spe^, 

Speak,”  which  has  been  showing  at  the 
London  Art  Museum.  Miss  Johnston  and 

Mr.  Roche  are  supported  by  Lawrence 

Grant,  Montague  Shaw,  Hugh  Saxton  and Esther  Rhoades. 

Prints  of  "The  Vision”  are  in  prepara- 

tion now,  and  all  Educational  exchanges 

will  be  prepared  to  screen  this  subject  
for 

exhibitors  within  two  or  three  weeks.  
A 

comprehensive  array  of  accessories,  inc
lud- 

ing posters  and  lobby  display  cards  m   full 

color,  as  well  as  a   press  sneet  with
  com- 

plete exhibitor  helps,  are  being  gotten  out 

as  speedily  as  possible,  to  provide  tor 
 hrst 

run  showings  during  May. 

The  coloring  has  been  one  of  the  
out- 

standing features  of  such  recent  Educa- 

tional releases  as  the  Fables  m   Color,  in- 

cluding "The  Voice  of  the  Nightingale, 

which  won  the  Hugo  Ricsenfeld  Gold
 

Medal,  the  McCall  Color  Fashion  News  and 
"Marionettes,”  which  has  been  mentioned 

as  a   likely  candidate  for  the  second  Riesen- feld  Medal. 

Second  for  Greater  Movie  Season 

"We  are  offering  these  Romance  Produc- 

tions to  the  exhibitors,"  said  Mr.  Ham- 
mons, "with  the  firm  conviction  that  they 

will  add  beamy,  dignity  and  dramatic  en- 
tertainment appeal  to  any  program,  in  any 

theatre  in  the  land,  and  that  they  are  going 

to  walk  away  with  the  chief  honors  on  any 
program  that  does  not  include  a   decidedly 
outstanding  long  feature  production. 

“No  letter  opportunity  has  ever  been  of- 
fered to  exhibitors,  in  my  opinion,  for 

profitable  short  feature  exploitation  _ than  is 

presented  by  Romance  Productions.” Production  is  in  progress  at  the  Califor- 
nia studio  in  Los  Angeles,  to  which  Mr. 

Roth  returned  from  New  York  only  a   lew 

days  ago,  following  completion  of  the  dis- tribution arrangements  with  Educational, 

to  take  personal  charge  of  work  on  the 

succeeding  releases  of  this  scries.  It  is 

expected  the  second  picture  will  be  ready 
for  release  shortly  after  the  opening  of 

Greater  Movie  Season, 

^*Morganson*s  Finish** 
Goes  Into  Production 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  April  13.— M.  H.  Ho
ff- 

man vice-president  of  Tiffany  Productions, 

Inc.,  announces  that  “Morganson  s   Finish, 

suggested  by  the  story  by  Jack  London,  i
s 

now  in  production.  The  cast  inclu
des 

Anita  Stewart,  Mahlon  Hamilton,  Johnnie 

Walker  Victor  Polel  and  other  prominent 

players.’  The  picture  is  scheduled  for  
re- lease early  in  May. 
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“The  Deluge”  Wins  DeMille 
Picture  Title  Contest 

Six  Thousand  More  Ideas  Offered  TJmn  in  "‘Ten  Commandments'" 
Event  of  1922 — Same  Suggestion  Offered  by  157  Entrants 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

New  YORK,  April  13.— Cecil  B.  DeMille  has  chosen  The  Deluge as  the  winning  suggestion  for  his  next  special  production,  follow- 

ing the  DeMille-Los  Angeles  Times  Motion  Picture  Idea  Contest. 

First  award  was  won  by  Miss  Catherine  Comstock  of  Long  Beach,  Cal., 

for  her  able  description  of  how  to  present  the  theme  in  pictures.  There 

were  157  letters  that  suggested  The  Deluge  out  of  the  38,679  received, 

according  to  the  home  office  announcement. 

<*'^HERE  is  more  of  a   challenge 
x   wrapped  in  those  two  words — ‘The 

Deluge’ — than  in  'The  Ten  Command- 
ments,’” said  DeMille  in  New  York  last 

week. 

"I  am  especially  grateful  to  Miss  Com- 
stock because  she  not  only  gave  me  the 

idea  of  'The  Deluge,'  but  she  outlined  a 
truly  splendid  way  in  whicli  I   could 
place  this  thought  on  the  screen.  She 
did  all  this  within  the  specified  limit  of 
200  words. 

6,000  More  Ideas 

"I  sincerely  appreciate  the  splendid 
manner  in  which  this  contest  was  con- 

ducted by  the  Los  Angeles  Times.  Great 
as  was  the  contest  in  1922  which  resulted 

in  ‘The  Ten  Commandments,’  this  af- 
fair proved  immeasurably  superior.  Al- 

thougli  the  contest  was  much  harder, 

there  were  6,000  more  ideas  and  the  num- 
ber of  foreign  countries  heard  from  was 

quadrupled. 

"Certainly  there  is  a   parallel 'between 
the  Noah  era  and  conditions  of  modern 
times  which  should  make  us  all  think. 

And  surely  in  the  life  of  Noah  there  is 
an  endless  wealth  of  genuine  humanity 
and  color. 

"   ‘The  Deluge’  represents  a   tendency 
of  the  public  toward  serious  things;  to- 

ward careful  consideration  of  those  great 
fundamentals  without  which  man  cannot 

exist.  ‘The  Ten  Commandments’  was  a 
tremendous  pleasure  in  its  development, 
and  I   foresee  equal  pleasure  in  the  growth 

of  ‘The  Deluge'  into  its  final  form.” 
Beside  the  $1,000  awarded  for  the  win- 

ning suggestion  there  were  13  other 

prizes  awarded  for  meritorious  sugges- 
tions, as  follows: 

Second  prize,  $300,  won  by  Doloraf  Thomas, 
Salt  Lake  City,  Utah,  Third,  $200,  Emmett  L. 
Flynn,  Beverly  Hills,  Cal.  Fourth,  $100,  won 
by  Michael  J.  McHugh,  Providence,  R.  I.  Ten 
other  prizes  of  $50  each  were  won  by:  Mrs. 
George  \V.  Pierce,  Santa  Barbara,  Cal.;  Clara 
A.  Nash,  Soutli  Windham,  Maine;  John  J. 
Schmitz,  Los  Angeles,  Cal. ;   Mrs.  Grace  Eveline 
Purviance,  Glendale,  Cal. :   Mrs.  R.  T.  Nicholson, 
Farthings,  North  Farnham,  Surrey.  Eng. ;   Jack 
C.unpbcll,  Alhambra,  Cal.;  Arthur  D.  Hall.  Los 
Angeles;  Doctor  Ignacio  Millan,  Y.  M.,  Priva. 
de  la  Reforma  6,  Mexico  City;  Jeanne  Hilliker, 
Santa  Monica,  Cal.,  and  Jerry  Hurley,  Los 
Angeles. 

DeMille  did  not  announce  the  other  sub- 

jects. 

Florida  Women^s  Clubs 
Endorse  Better  Films 

Committee's  Efforts 
(Special  to  Exhibitorj  Herald) 

JACKSONVILLE.  FLA.,  April  13.— 

Florida  Federation  of  Women's  Clubs,  at 
its  annual  convention  endorsed  the  work 
of  the  Committee  on  Better  Films  of 

the  National  Board  of  Review  and  rec- 
ommended that  all  clubs  in  the  state 

organize  Community  Better  Films  com- 
mittees to  work  with  the  National  Board. 

Miss  Ruth  Rich,  representing  the  Na- 
tional Board,  outlined  the  work  of  the 

Better  Films  committees,  the  Exceptional 

Photoplays  committees  and  the  junior 

matinees.  “Grass”  was  shown  and  the 
clubwomen  resolved  to  take  steps  to 

have  the  picture  shown  in  their  com- munities. 

Triple  Race  Ends 
When  Brown  Signs 
M-G-M  Contract 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

HOLLYWOOD,  April  13.— A   three- 
cornered  contest  for  the  services  of  Clar- 

ence Brown,  director,  has  been  won  by 

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. 

According  to  an  announcement  from 

Louis  B.  Mayer,  the  much  sought  direc- 
tor has  signed  a   long  term  contract 

with  the  M.  G.  M.  outfit.  His  first  pic- 
ture under  the  new  affiliation  will  be 

“The  Trail  of  ’98”  for  which  he  had  been 
loaned  to  the  Culver  City  organization 

by  Joseph  M.  Schenck  to  whom  he  is 
now  under  contract.  The  Schenck  con- 

tract will  expire  within  the  next  month. 

Brown  had  been  offered  alluring  con- 
tracts from  First  National,  Famous 

Players,  and  Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.  His 
headquarters  now  established  on  the 
M.  G.  M.  lot.  Brown  expects  to  begin 

production  on  “The  Trail  of  ’98,”  which it  is  announced  will  be  made  on  a   most 

imposing  scale  as  an  epic  of  the  Klondike 

gold  rush. 

Fox  Branch  Managers 

Show  Several  Changes 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Hi  rald) 

NEW  YORK,  April  13.— Walter  J. 
Price,  former  Fox  manager  at  Charlotte, 
has  assumed  the  management  of  the 

Washington,  D.  C.,  post.  John  Fuller 
has  been  promoted  from  salesman  to 
manager  of  the  Charlotte  branch.  Both 
these  offices  and  Pittsburgh  are  under 
the  supervision  of  District  Manager 

George  W.  Fuller. 
I.  J.  Schmertz  is  the  new  manager  of 

the  Albany  exchange,  replacing  James  F. 
Dermody,  transferred  to  another  branch. 
E.  T.  Gommersal,  former  Minneapolis 
manager,  is  now  Indianapolis  chief,  with 
George  T.  Landis  going  to  another  post. 

Does  Pyle  Have  Suzanne 
Under  Film  Contract? 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  April  13. — Reports  reach- 
ing here  from  Nice,  France,  indicate  that 

Suzanne  Lenglen  will  come  to  America  to 
make  a   film  version  of  a   book  she  has 

written.  The  reports  quote  an  announce- 
ment made  by  William  H.  Pickens,  agent 

of  C.  C.  Pyle,  sports  promoter,  who  sent 
Pickens  to  Europe  to  sign  Mile.  Lenglen 
on  a   contract. 

Dose’s  pictorial  idea  ol  the  Deluge. 
Cecil  B.  De  Mille  will  make  a   motion 

picture,  "The  Deluge,"  following  his 
recent  Idea  Contest,  Pro-Dis-Co  has 

announced. 

Beulah  Livingstone  Is 

in  New  U,  A,  Position 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

LOS  ANGELES,  April  13. — Beulah  Liv- 
ingstone has  just  been  installed  by  Joseph 

M.  Schenck  as  editorial  director  of  the 

reading  depart- ment for  Norma 
and  Constance 

Talmadge,  Ru- dolph Valentino, 

John  Barrymore 
and  Buster  Kea- 
ton. 

In  this  new  po- 
sition which  is  a 

significant  promo- tion for  her  Miss 

Livingstone  will 

supervise  the  se- lection of  stories 

for  the  stars 

named,  and  these  Beulah  Livingstone 

will  include  forthcoming  Valentino,  Barry- 
more and  Keaton  productions  for  United 

Artists  Corporation  release.  Miss  Living- 
stone has  been  publicity  director  for  Joseph 

M.  Schenck  productions.  She  will  have  as 
assistant  Miss  Leda  Bauer  who  has  been 

associated  as  a   member  of  the  reading  de- 
partment of  a   large  producing  company. 

Canadian  M,  P.  D,  E, 

Elect  New  Officers 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

TORONTO,  April  13. — At  the  annual 
general  meeting  of  the  Motion  Picture 
Distributors  and  Exhibitors  of  Canada, 

held  in  the  executive  offices  of  the  or- 
ganization recently,  a   very-  strong  board  of 

officers  was  elected.  Col.  John  A.  Cooper 

of  Toronto,  able  head  of  the  association 

during  the  last  year,  was  re-elected  presi- 
dent for  1926.  Other  officers  were  chosen as  follows : 

Secretary,  Arthur  Cohen,  Regal  Filins,  Limited, 

Toronto;  treasurer.  Col.  Cooper;  direc^rs  rep- 
resenting distributors:  Clair  Hague,  CaMdiW 

Universal;  B.  F.  Lyon,  Warner  Bros.;  O.  ̂  

Hanson,  Canadian  Educational  Films;  Wilham  A. 

Bach,  First  National;  Maurice  Milligan,  F^ous- I^sky  Film  Service,  Limited:  Arthur  C^"- 

Regal  Films.  Representing  Exhibitors  are  ' 
ence  Robson,  Eastern  supervisor  of  theatres  m Famous  Players  Canadian  Corp.,  and 

thur  of  the  Regent  and  Hippodrome  theatres. 

Toronto.  Director  at  large,  J.  P.  O'Loughlin 
the  Fox  Film  Corp.;  auditor,  T.  J.  Bragg,  ah 
Toronto. 

An  important  step  was  the  adoption  of
 

the  new  Standard  Contract  for  Canada 

and  it  was  decided  to  bring  it  into  fore on  May  1,  1926. 
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Pathe’s  Divisional  Salesmanagers.  Left  to  right:  Pat  Campbell,  Eastern  division;  Stanley  B.  Waite.  Central;  W.  A.  V. 
Mack,  Midwest;  E.  Oswald  Brooks,  Southern,  and  Frank  Harris,  Western. 

HARRY  SCOTT 

General  Salesmanager  Pathe 

Radio  Fee  Dispute 

Begun  at  Hearing 

of  Copyright  Bill 
(Sl>ec\al  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

WASHINGTON,  April  13. — Disagree- 
ment of  the  committee  representing  the 

authors  and  that  representing  the  broad- 
casters regarding  the  manner  of  using 

songs  on  the  radio  was  the  feature  of  the 

opening  hearing  of  the  new  copyright  bill 
before  the  Senate  committee  on  patents. 

The  radio  representatives  admitted  their 
stations  should  pay  a   fee  but  protested 
against  the  manner  of  payment  requested 
by  the  composers. 

Issues  Birthday  Book 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

PENSACOLA.  FLA..  April  13.— A 
pretentious  36  page  souvenir  program 

•   L   elaborate  stock  and  hound 

bv  “®svy  blue  covers  was  distributed 
-r  /aenger  theatre  here  in  observance ot  >ts  first  birthday. 

Pathe  Reorganizes  Home 
and  Field  Sales  System 

Five  Divisional  Salesmanagers,  Including  Four  Home  Office 
Executives,  Become  District  Salesmanagers  May  3 

— Each  Will  Have  Assistants 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  April  13. — Pathe’s  home  office  and  field  sales  system 
has  been  completely  reorganized,  effective  May  3,  Harry  Scott,  general 
salesmanager,  announced  last  week.  The  plan  does  not  provide  for  any 

change  in  personnel  except  appointment  of  an  additional  field  sales  execu- 
tive for  the  Western  division. 

Five  Divisional  Salesmanagers 

Four  home  office  sales  executives — the  feature  salesmanager,  two-reci 

comedy  salesmanager,  serial  sales  manager  and  short  feature  salesman- 
ager— will  each  become  divisional  salesmanager  with  supervision  over  the 

sale  of  all  lines  of  product  in  the  division  to  which  he  is  assigned,  instead 
of  supervision  over  the  specific  classification  of  product,  as  indicated  by 
his  former  title,  in  the  country  as  a   whole.  There  will  be  five  divisional 
salesmanagers. 

Pathe’s  new  “personal  service  sales 
plan”  is  the  result  of  long  study  by 
Scott,  who  has  visited  practically  every 

branch  in  the  United  States  since  Decem- 

ber 1.  The  plan  is  based  on  the  prin- 
ciple that  the  exhibitor  is  entitled  to  and 

must  receive  individual  attention, 

Pat  Campbell,  feature  salesmanager, 
becomes  Eastern  division  salesmanager; 

Stanley  B.  Waite,  two-reel  comedy  sales- 

manager, is  made  Central- division  sales- 
manager; W.  A.  V.  Mack,  short  feature 

salesmanager,  becomes  Midwest  division 
salesmanager;  E.  Oswald  Brooks,  serial 
salesmanager,  will  be  sale.smanager  of 
the  Southern  division,  and  Frank  Harris, 

18  Policemen  Await 

Robbers;  None  Comes 

Eighteen  policemen  were  con- 
cealed about  the  Diversey  theatre, 

Chicago,  one  night  waiting  for  a 

robber  gang  reported  to  be  ready 
to  raid  the  house.  If  a   robbery 

had  been  planned,  something  went 

awry,  for  the  police  waited  in  vain. 
According  to  the  man  who 

tipped  off  the  police,  he  overheard 
a   telephone  conversation  in  the 
course  of  which  one  of  the  band 
went  over  with  another  details  of 

the  proposed  raid.  Police  con- 
tinued to  guard  the  theatre  until 

a   late  hour  the  next  morning. 

Western  district  manager,  is  appointed 

salesmanager  of  the  Western  division. 
Each  to  Have  Assistant 

Each  division  salesmanager  will  have 
an  assistant  division  salesmanager. 

Charles  Henschcl,  Eastern  district  man- 
ager, becomes  assistant  Eastern  division 

salesmanager;  Central  District  Manager 
Robert  Schrader  is  appointed  assistant. 

Central  division;  Midwest  District  Man- 
ager F.  C.  Aiken,  assistant,  Midwest 

division;  Southern  District  Manager  R. 

S.  Ballantyne,  assistant,  Southern  divi- 
sion. The  assistant  Western  division 

salesmanager  has  not  yet  been  named. 
All  the  division  salesmanagers  except 

the  Western  will  make  their  headquar- 
ters in  New  York  city  but  will  spend 

most  of  their  time  in  their  territories. 
The  Western  division  salesmanager  will 

probably  have  his  headquarters  at  Los 

Angeles. 
Responsible  for  All  Units 

Each  division  salesmanager  will  be 

held  responsible  for  the  selling  of  all 
units  of  Fathc  service  by  the  branches  in 

his  division  and  with  his  assistant  will 

be  authorized  to  accept  or  reject  con- 
tracts. Both  he  and  his  assistant  will 

be  as  thoroughly  conversant  with  indi- 
vidual exhibitor  problems  and  local  con- 

ditions as  are  the  branch  manager  and 
the  salesmen. 

Pathe  officials  believe  the  new  system 

far  in  advance  of  any  hitherto  devised 
for  service  to  the  exhibitor.  The  plan 

will  form  the  basis  of  many  of  the  dis- 
cussions that  will  mark  the  Pathe  dis- 

trict managers'  convention  at  the  Hotel 
Roosevelt  beginning  April  19. 
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Wampas  to  Use  Stamp  on  Copy 
as  Ethics  Guarantee 

Fox  Delegates  Arrive  on  Coast — F.  B.  O.  Convention  Over — Warners 
Go  to  I\eiv  York — Austin  Directs  Fox  Comedies 

By  RAY  MURRAY 

Hollywood,  April  is. — At  a   meeting  of  the  Wampas  held  this evening  at  the  Writers’  Club,  a   definite  code  of  ethics,  by  which 
members  of  this  association  may  be  guided  in  dealing  with  publish- 

ers, editors  and  writers  was  formulated.  Hereafter,  publicity  matter  from 

any  Wampas  member  will  bear  the  stamp  of  the  Wampas  and  it  will  stand 

behind  the  copy  of  each  member. 

Through  its  years  of  work  this  as- sociation has  gained  for  its  members 
the  confidence  of  editors  and  writers  and 

at  the  meeting  this  week  plans  were 
drawn  whereby  this  confidence  cannot  be 

violated  with  impunity  by  any  member. 

An  informal  dinner  followed  the  meet- 

ing, which  was  in  cliarge  of  the  Ethics 
committee,  composed  of  Joe  Sherman, 

chairman:  Fred  W.  Beetson,  Fritz  Tid- 
den,  and  James  Loughborough. 

*   ♦   * 

In  the  lobby  of  the  Ambassador  Hotel 
these  days  one  can  meet  exhibitors  both 

big  and  little  from  all  parts  of  the  coun- 
try. Sam  Katz  and  Barney  Balaban  of 

the  B.  &   K.  outfit,  have  been  guests  of 
the  hotel  for  the  past  week  and  S.  L. 

Rothafcl,  the  genial  "Roxy"  of  Broad- 
way, together  with  Mrs.  Rothafel,  are 

daily  seen  about  the  lobby.  "Ro.xy"  talks 
entertainingly  of  his  new  $8,000,000  the- 

atre now  being  erected. 
*   ♦   * 

Fox  Delegates  Arrive 

One  hundred  and  fifty  delegates  ar- 
rived here  Sunday  for  the  twenty-second 

annual  convention  of  that  company.  This 
is  the  first  visit  of  the  Fox  managers  to 

the  film  capital,  and  Winfield  R.  Shee- 
han, general  manager,  together  with  Sol 

M.  Wurtzel,  general  superintendent,  are 
busy  people  showing  the  men  about  the 
studio. 

*   *   * 

Following  the  departure  of  75  ex- 
change managers  who  attended  the  F. 

B.  O.  convention,  Edwin  C.  King,  vice- 
president  in  charge  of  production,  an- 

nounced the  promotion  of  four  men  on 

the  F.  B.  O.  lot.  They  are  Frank  Orm- 
ston,  now  production  editor;  James  Wil- 

kinson, supervisor  of  two  reel  comedies; 
Carroll  Clark,  art  director,  and  Lee 
Rauch,  now  superintendent  of  the  art 
department. 

♦   ♦   * 

“Tlic  Volga  Boatman”  has  been  se- 
lected by  Fred  A.  Miller  as  the  opening 

attraction  for  his  new  Carthay  Circle 
theatre. 

*   *   * 

V   Meet  Closes 

The  three  days  business  session  of  100 
exchange  representatives  of  Universal 
Film  Corporation  came  to  a   close  Wed- 

nesday at  the  Biltmore  Hotel.  Lou 

Metzger  presided  at  the  meeting  and 
outlined  the  policy  of  the  1926-27  dis- 

tribution program. 
*   ♦   ♦ 

Many  film  stars  attended  the  opening 
of  9^0  new  Balboa  theatre  Tuesday  night. 
This  is  a   new  West  Coast  house  at  87th 
and  Vermont. 

*   ♦   ♦ 

"Ben  Hur,"  the  big  M-G-M  spectacle, 
which  was  originally  scheduled  for  Grau- 

man’s  Egyptian  theatre,  Hollywood,  will be  shown  instead  at  the  Biltmore  the- 

atre in  Los  Angeles,  according  to  an 
announcement  from  A.  E.  Erlanger. 

Jack  Mulhall  has  left  for  New  York, 

where  he  will  play  the  hero  of  "Subway 
Sadie,”  which  will  be  directed  by  A1  San- 
tell.  Mr.  Santell  left  for  New  York  last 
Wednesday. 

♦   ♦   ♦ 

The  Motion  Picture  Directors  Asso- 
ciation, according  to  announcement  of 

President  Reginald  Barker,  will  preview 

important  new  pictures  at  their  weekly 
meetings. 

#   ♦   * 

Writers  Present  4   Plays 

The  Writers  presented  at  their  club 

Friday  and  Saturday,  four  clever  one  act 

plays  under  the  direction  of  Fred  J.  But- 

ler: “Mrs.  Pcckham’s  Carouse,”  "The 
Man  in  the  Stalls,"  "The  Boor”  and  "A 

Bit  o’  Stuff.” *   ♦   * 

Margaret  Livingston  has  returned 
from  Palm  Beach,  Florida.  This  was 

Miss  Livingston’s  first  vacation  since 
signing  her  Fox  contract  more  than  a 

year  ago. *   *   * 

Joseph  H.  Steele  has  been  appointed 

publicity  director  here  for  the  produc- 
tions starring  Richard  Barthelmess. 

*   *   * 

And  speaking  of  publicity  directors, 
many  friends  in  motion  picture  circles 
were  surprised  to  learn  last  week  of  the 

marriage  of  Agnes  O’Malley  to  Dr.  Ru- 
dolph Marx.  Miss  O’Malley  formerly 

was  in  charge  of  the  publicity  depart- 

ment at  Mack  Sennett’s  studio. ♦   *   ♦ 

Harold  Lloyd  returned  to  Hollywood 
after  a   visit  of  several  weeks  in  New 
York. 

*   ♦   * 

Warners  in  Netu  York 

Harry  M.  Warner,  president  of  War- 
ner Brothers,  and  Jack  L.  Warner,  in 

charge  of  production,  are  in  New  York 
attending  the  annual  sales  convention. 

They  will  attend  the  Midwest  convention 
to  be  held  in  Chicago  before  they  return 
to  Los  Angeles.  A   similar  meeting  is  to 

be  held  here  of  the  Western  represen- 
tatives and  district  managers  upon  their 

return  to  the  Coast.  Harry  N.  Lustig, 

Western  district  manager,  accompanied 
them  on  their  trip. 

*   *   * 

According  to  announcement  made  by  E. 
M.  Asher  of  the  Corinne  Griffith  Produc- 

tions negotiations  have  been  concluded  with 

Carl  Laemmle,  whereby  Svend  Gade,  Uni- 
versal director,  will  again  direct  Miss  Grif- 

fith in  another  picture. 
*   *   ♦ 

George  Marshall,  supervisor  of  comedies 

at  the  Fox  studio,  announces  that  A1  Aus- 
tin has  been  added  to  the  comedy  direc- 

torial staff. 
*   ♦   * 

William  K.  Howard  will  commence  next 

week  on  another  big  production  at  the 

Cecil  De  MiUe  studio.  "Gigolo,”  an  Edna 
Ferber  story,  has  been  chosen  for  his  ve- 
hicle. 

Re-Takes 

WELL,  we’ve  got  another  convention of  go-getters  here  this  week.  The 
Fox  exchangemen  are  here  from  all  over 
the  world.  Life  is  getting  to  be  just 
one  convention  after  another  for  us  trade 

paper  boys. *   «   * 

Last  week  the  Universal  salesmen  were 

here,  and  the  week  before  the  F.  B.  0. 
boys  from  far  and  near  were  assembled 
at  the  Ambassador. 

*   *   >i< Let  us  hope  the  weather  doesn’t  play 
pranks  on  our  present  guests.  The  F.  B. 
O.  crowd  said  our  climate  was  all  wet! 

But  they  didn’t  see  nothing.  The  day 
after  they  left  the  clouds  opened  up  and 

gave  a   perfect  imitation  of  the  Deluge. 
♦   *   ♦ 

On  the  Level 
The  Wampas  boys  are  going  to  pro- 

tect their  stuff.  All  press  matter  will 

bear  the  Wampas  stamp — 100  per  cent 

pure. 

*   *   * 

Bill's  an  Actor 

And  Bill  Keefe  waxes  facetious!  He 

sends  us  an  April  fool  message,  stating 

he’s  going  to  be  an  actor,  and  has  hired 
a   press  agent.  His  first  role,  according 

to  Bill’s  announcement,  will  be  that  of 

a   sidewalk  sheik  singing  "Show  Me  the 

Way  to  Go  Home.” 
*   *   ♦ 

Hollywood  Life 
What  this  country  needs  is  a   reporter 

who  can  cover  nine  previews  in  an  eve- 

ning. 

♦   ♦   * 

Candidate  for  Job 

I   see  they  want  to  make  provision  for 

the  care  of  composers.  Well,  we'd  like 
to  take  care  of  a   couple.  The  fellow 

who  wrote  "Who”  for  instance. 
«   *   * 

Plenty  of  Flood 

The  Fox  company  finished  “The  Johns- 
town Flood”  too  soon.  They  could  have 

saved  a   lot  of  money  by  waiting  for  the 

rainy  season  and  photographed  Los  An- 
geles during  the  past  week. 

♦   *   * 
Hurrah  for  Jimmy 

Ha!  Ha!  Jimmy  Starr’s  publisher 
sends  us  an  announcement  of  Jimmy’s 

new  book,  "365  Nights  in  Hollywood." 
and  says  "each  night  described  as  a   cock- 

tail of  emotion,  leaving  the  reader  with 

a   delightful  and  humorous  hangover." 
The  next  time  we  get  two  and  a   half 

we  don’t  know  what  to  do  with,  we’re 
going  to  fill  out  the  order  blank,  and 
go  on  a   spree. 

♦   ♦   * 

Famous  Last  Words 

“This  actor  won’t  advertise  but  he 

wants  this  story  printed  in  your  paper." 
*   ♦   ♦ 

Ho,  hum!  More  film  salesmen  in  town this  week. 

R,  M. Koerner  Now  Exhibitor 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

PORTLAND,  ORE.,  April  13.— Manager 

Charles  W.  Koerner  of  First  National’s  Ex- 
change at  Portland,  Ore.,  has  left  here  to 

enter  the  exhibition  field  in  California. 

After  six  years  as  manager  at  the  Port' 
land  and  Butte  offices  of  First  National 

and  previously  four  years  for  Universal  at 
these  cities,  Mr.  Koerner  is  making  a   new 

affiliation  with  the  American  theatre,  at 

Oakland,  Cal.  A1  Oxtoby  has  been  named to  succeed  Mr.  Koerner. 
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Stories  Told 

by 

the  Camera 

Gene  Tunney  has  signed  with  Pathe 

for  work  in  seriaS  pictures.  Left  to 

right  here  are  Elmer  Pearson,  vice 

president  and  general  manager  of 

Pathe,  Tunney  and  Billy  Gibson, 

Tunney’s  manager. 

Right:  In  elevating  Vera  Reynolds 

to  a   starring  position  in  Producers 

Distributing  Corporation  pictures 

Cecil  B.  De  Mille  stated  that  “she 
is  a   safe  investment  because  of  her 

personality.” 

Smedley  Butler  who  needs  no  introduction  to 

f *   ''**'*®^  Lillian  Gish  when  she  was  making  scenes 

^fj®  Scarlet  Letter,”  Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer  picture. 
®   child  shown  here  is  the  prodigy,  Joyce  Coad,  who  ap- 

pears in  the  picture. 

Marie  Prevost  had  been  chatting  with  AJ  and  Charlie  Christie 

when  this  picture  was  taken.  Miss  Prevost  is  making  her 

first  starring  vehicle  “Up  in  Mabel’s  Room,”  a   comedy  under 
production  by  Christies  for  Producers  Distributing  Corpora- 

tion. 
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Top  lo  bottom,  these  Metro  players 
are  George  K.  Arthur,  Karl  D2me, 

Antonio  D’Algy  and  Maurice Kaines. 

Charlie  Murray  arrived  a   few  days  ago  in 

in  New  York  to  work  in  “Mismates,”  a 
First  National  picture  produced  by  Earl 
Hudson.  Murray  plays  a   comedy  role. 

Ruth  Taylor  is  often  seen  in  the 
feminine  leads  of  comedies  made 

by  Mack  Sennett  for  Pathe  release opposite  Ralph  Graves. 

sheet.  At  the  left  is  the  birthday 
cake  tendered  to  Abrams  who  is 

president  of  the  company.  Above 
is  shown  Joseph  Schenck,  chair- 

man of  board  of  directors,  offering 
verbal  congratulations  to  Abrams. 

•congratulations- 

■SEVEN  -^tARS  ■   OLD- 

LUdCV  SEVEN 

Above  is  reproduced  the  “congrat- 
ulations” offered  to  Hiram  Abrams 

on  the  occasion  of  the  seventh  an- 

niversary of  United  Artists,  April 
2,  1926.  Names  of  United  Artists 
people  appear  on  the  declaration 
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Warner  Brothers  may  well  boast  of  some  ifood  talent  in
  its  ranks. 

Here  left  to  right  are  Louise  Fazenda,  Helene  Costello  and
  John 

Barrymore.  Louise,  you  will  see,  has  had  shears  put  on  he
r  pig- 

tails. Helene  has  recently  signed  a   long  term  contract  with  the
 

company.  Barrymore’s  latest  picture  is
  “Don  Juan.’’ 

Jerry  Mandi,  an  Italian vaudeville  actor,  has 

been  “discovered”  and 

signed  by  Hal  Roach  for 
Pathe  comedies. 

William  De  Mille  has 

resigned  his  position 

with  Famous  Players- 

Lasky  to  direct  produc- 
tions for  Pro-Dis-Co. 

Above  is  a   scene  from  “The  Wise  G
uy,”  First  National  picture. 

In  sombrero  is  Frank  Uoyd,  director  of  the  pr^uctio
n,  w^  is 

explaining  the  next  scene  to  James  Kir
kwood  who  is  ea  ur 

the  picture.  The  picture  is  now  in  p
roduction  at  the  West  Coast studios. 

It  appears  that  this  quartet  of  Warner  fo
lks  are  doing 

caleslhenics.  They  are  at  Palm  Springs,  Cal.,  pr
epar- 

ing for  Syd  Chaplin’s  next  starring  vehicle.
  Left  to 

right:  Chuck  Reisner,  director,  Darryl  Zanu
ck,  scenar- 

ist, Syd  Chaplin  and  Jack  Warner. 
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Warts,  wigs, 

welts  or  what 

have  you.  Any- 
th i   n   g   that  a 

character  player 

might  need  may 

be  devised  from 

the  material  in 

this  makeup  box 

of  Lon  Chaney’s. His  next  Metro 

picture  is  “The Road  to  Manda- 

lay.” 

Right:  Skippy  is 

the  name  of  the 

young  man 
shown  here.  He 

will  be  seen  in 

Pathe  releases. 

Left:  It  may  be 

seen  here  what 

happens  to  the 
press  agent  who 
invades  First  Na- 
t   i   o   n   a   I   studios. 

A1  Santell  is 
demo  nstrating 

the  cell. 

Charlie  Ray  declared  last  week  that  he  is  through  with 

“hick”  character  roles.  With  that  announcement  the 

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer  player  applied  gasoline  to  the  old 
garments  and  touched  a   match  to  them.  He  is  the  male 

lead  in  "Paris,”  in  production. 

Reginald  Barker,  Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer  director, 

will  begin  the  direction  within  a   few  days  of 

“The  Flaming  Forest,”  a   Cosmopolitan  produc- 
tion. Barker  is  one  of  the  directors  acquired 

in  recent  months  by  Metro. 
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Due  to  the  popularity  of  Esther  Ralston 

since  she  has  been  playing  in  the  Paramount 

stock  company  it  has  been  decided  to  star 

her.  Her  first  picture  under  the  now  ar- 

rangement will  be  "Love  ’em  and  Leave  ’em. 

Ralph  Ince  in  the  character  of  Wolf  Larsen  in  “The  Sea 

Wolf,"  the  third  production  of  Jack  London’s  famous 
story  which  will  be  released  by  Producers  Distributing 

Corporation.  Ince  directed  the  picture  in  addition  to 

playing  the  title  role. 

Harry  Buxbaum,  manager  of  Fox  Film  Corporation  exchange  
in  New 

York,  was  photographed  while  seated  at  his  desk  in  the  new  buil
ding  that 

was  built  to  house  the  operations  of  the  selling  and  distributing  offic
e. 

The  quarters  are  said  to  be  well  appointed  and  equipped  with  the  m
ost 

modem  of  fixtures  and  conveniences. 

Raymond  Hatton  and  H.  B.  Warner  investigate  ways  and  means  of
  crack- 

ing safes  while  waiting  for  Director  Rupert  Julian  to  cal!  for  their  nej^ 

»cene  in  “Silence"  which  Cecil  B.  De  Mille  is  making  for  release  through 

Producers  Distributing  Corporation. 

Marion  Davies  has  recently  comple
ted  her 

work  in  “Beverly  of  GrausUrk"  
for  Metro- 

Goldwyn-Mayer.  She  will  soon  be
gin  work 

on  “The  Red  Mill.” 
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he  Greatest 

Story  of  Profits 
Ever  Told! 

WARNER 

BROTHERS’ Announcement 
of  26 

of  the 

INDUSTRY’S GREAT 
BOXOFFICE 

Attractions 
for  the  Year 

of 

1926^27 
Sunshine  for  your  patrons 

—Prosperity  for  your  box 

office!  That’s  the  message 

of  every  page,  every  ujord 
that  this  magnificent  book 





S 

Read  How  26  Warner  Winners  Mean 
Sunshine  and  Prosperity 
to  Your  Box  Office! 

In  your  copy  of  this  great  book  is  the  greatest  story  of  box 

office  profits  ever  told.  It’s  great  news  for  every  exhibitor, 
the  finest  news  ever  printed  for  the  thousands  of  box  offices 

the  country  over,  A   whole  year  of  brighter  days,  a   whole  year 
of  greater  prosperity  based  on  the  only  sure  means  of  achieve- 

ment— better,  bigger  box  office  pictures. 

Read  Facts  About  26  Great 
Box  Office  Pictures! 

In  your  copy  of  this  book  you’ll  read  real  facts  about  every 

one  of  Warner  Brothers’  26  pictures  for  the  coming  year.  No 

hokum,  no  “ifs,”  no  ̂ *buts,”  no  ‘^maybes,”  but  the  very  things 
that  you  want  to  know  about  pictures.  Stars,  stories,  authors, 

directors,  casts — they’re  all  there.  You  will  know  in  advance, 
when  you  read  this  book,  just  what  it  is  about  each  of  these 

pictures  that  guarantees  its  box  office  success.  That’s  what  you 

want  to  know — that’s  what  you  get  in  your  copy  of  the  year’s 
most  important  announcement. 

Read  About  the  Fairest,  Squarest 
Sales  Plan  On  Which  Pictures 
Have  Ever  Been  Sold! 

It’s  the  Warner  Brothers’  plan  for  1926-27.  A   plan  founded 
on  the  belief  that  exhibitor  success  is  the  first  essential  of  pro- 

duction and  distribution.  That’s  the  spirit  of  the  entire  Warner 

organization;  that  is  the  spirit  with  which,  with  pardonable 

pride,  Warner  Brothers  send  you  this  announcement  book  of 

Warner  Pictures  and  Warner  ideals  for  the  coming  year. 

Read  your  copy  of  this  book 
from  cover  to  cover! 

^^4 

[atch 
Btfbk!  lt*i 
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manager  of  the  house  sn  opportunity  for 

an  explanation. 

“We  have  had  a   phone  call  from  our 

stars  that  they  are  just  now  leaving  New 

York  and  will  be  here  within  five  or  ten minutes, ”-he  said.  _   c   .   o., 

The  local  audience,  knowing  of  that  ^4 

miles  of  heavy  traffic  behveen  Times 

Square  and  Rockville  Center,  indulged  in 

a   hearty  laugh  and  someone  volunteered 

to  present  the  manager  with  a   map  of 
Long  Island.  *   ̂    * 

And  incidentally  our  old  time  friend  Hal 

Olver,  veteran  of  many  an  exploitation  bat-
 

tle, is  now  doing  the  publicity  and  exploi- 
tation for  the  Lesser  theatres. 

*   *   * 

Danny  is  going  to  be  missed  again  when
 

the  arrangements  are  being  made  for  the 

film  golf  tournament.  The  committee  hav- 

ing the  tournament  in  charge  will  meet 
within  the  next  week  or  so. 
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“Big  Parade”  Receipts  at  Astor 
Mount  Toward  Half  Million 

Ebetiiardt  Honored  by  Ampa  at  Me
eting— Authors  Must  Be  in 

Partnership  with  Producers,  Says  Frankau
 

By  JOHN  S.  SPARGO 

New  YORK,  April  13. — Box  office  figures  on  attendance  at  The Bie  Parade,”  King  Vidor's  picture  starrin
g  John  Gilbert,  indicate 

that  the  half-million  mark  will  soon  be  rea
ched  at  the  Astor  thea- 

tre in  New  York  where  this  Metro-Goldwy
n-Mayer  production  has  been 

playing  since  November  19,  1925,  at  a   $2  top
. 

Figures  for  the  run  including  the receipts  recorded  at  the  Astor  for  t
he 

week  of  April  4   total  up  to  $413,966,  with
 

no  lessening  of  interest  on  the  part  of 
 the 

public  in  sight,  figures  for  the  m
onth  ot 

March  just  passed,  actually  surpas
sing 

those  for  December,  1925.  This  grow
th  in 

strength  is  one  of  the  most  rema
rkable 

ever  recorded  by  a   picture. 

The  weekly  average  paid  by  fans  to  s
ee 

"Tlte  Big  Parade”  at  the  Astor  since  its 

opening  have  slightly  exceeded  
ffie  aston- 

ishing amount  of  $20,000.  Standing  room 

at  $1  has  been  the  order  at  every  per
form- 

ance, and  standees  are  still  clamoring  daily 

for  admittance.  As  many  as  219  persons 

have  bought  standing  room  for  a   sin
gle 

performance. 
Fans  Return  Often 

A   feature  of  interest  in  connection  with 

the  phenomenal  popularity  of  this 
 tvar 

time  epic  is  the  fact  that  fans  are  
return- 

ing to  see  the  picture  time  and  time  again. 

A   single  showing  apparently  fails  to  e
x- 

haust the  interest  of  innumerable  patrons 

who  purchase  seats  on  leaving  the  theatr
e 

—and  even  during  the  intermission  before 

the  performance  is  over — for  a   secon
d  in- 

spection. Many  of  the  film's  most  ardent 
admirers  have  seen  the  film  several  times. 

The  film  has  proved  equally  successful 

in  other  centers,  In  Chicago  the  picture 

has  broken  a   tradition  of  long  standing  to 

the  effect  that  no  film  could  play  to  suc- 

cess in  the  Loop  at  $2  top.  The  Big 

Parade”  has  been  playing  at  the  Garrick 

since  December  12,  1925,  at  this  figure.  It 

has  been  playing  at  Sid  Grauman’s  thea
tre 

in  Los  Angeles  since  November  5   and  is 

still  attracting  capacity  houses  there.  At 

the  Aldine  in  Philadelphia,  and  at  the  Ma- 

jestic in  Boston  the  picture  has  been  play- 

ing since  early  in  the  year,  and  is  drawing 

heavily  at  present  in  these  centers. 

King  Vidor’s  direction,  primarily,  and 

the  strikingly  brilliant  performances  con- 
tributed by  Gilbert,  Renee  Adoree  and  Karl 

Dane  are  believed  to  account  for  the  ex- 

cessive popularity  of  this  film  version  of 
the  Laurence  Stallings  story. 

Week  by  Week  figures  recorded  by  the  box- office  of  the  Astor  theatre  in  New  York  follow: 

Week  of  Nov.  IS— $3,737.48  (opened  Nov.  1^9). 
Nov.  22— $19,863.70;  Nov.  29— $19,875.00;  Dec. 
6— $19,968;  Dec,  13— $19,472;  Dec,  20— $19,767; 
Dec.  27— $21,010;  Jan.  3 — $23,733;  Jan.  10 — 
$20,700;  Jan.  17— $20,397;  Jan.  24— $20,645;  Jan. 
31— $20,524;  Feb.  7— $20,522;  Feb.  14— $21,291; 
Feb.  21— $20,385;  Feb.  28— $21,504;  March  7— 
$20,282;  March  14 — $20,236;  March  21— $20,078; 
March  28— $20,001;  April  4— $20,025. 

‘‘Hays  Prize'*  Winner  Returns 

Mrs.  Ruth  Griffith  Burnett  of  Indian- 

apolis, winner  of  the  National  Greater 
Movie  Season  Contest,  arrived  last  week 
on  the  S.  S.  Belgenland,  completing  the 
trip  around  the  world  which  she  and  her 
husband,  Jesse  Burnett,  begun  November  25. 

*   *   * 

When  Irving  Lesser  took  over  the 
Strand  theatre  at  Rock\nlle  Center,  Long 
Island,  last  week  to  add  to  his  circuit 

which  now  numbers  four  houses,  he  plan- 
ned a   gala  opening,  with  a   lot  of  stars 

billed  for  attraction.  The  stars  were  there 

— quite  a   bunch  of  them — but  they  were  a 
little  late  in  arriving,  which  furnished  the 

April  17,  1926 

“The  motion  picture  is  the  ideal  medium  for 
telling  a   story  and  it  is  only  its  ability  to  do  thii, 
tliat  makes  it  as  popular  as  it  is.  .   The  killing  of 
effects  and  the  revamping  of  atones  to  meet  the 
needs  and  cater  to  the  whims  of  stars  and  direc. 

tors  will  eventually  result  in  the  public’s  not 
going  to  motion  pictures.  If  tins  story  is  not 

interesting  there  is  no  appeal.  People  don’t  so 
to  see  acting;  they  go  to  be  held  spellbound  m 
their  seats  while  a   consecutive  story  is  being 

unfolded.” 

Relative  to  the  British  film  situation. 

Frankau  expressed  himself  as  believing 

the  proposed  quota,  limiting  the  number  of 
foreign  made  films  to  be  imported  into 

Cireat  Britain,  as  absurd. 

Commonwealth  Gets 
Franchise  for  Columbias 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  April  13. — Common- 
wealth Film  Corporation  of  New  York, 

of  which  Sam  Zierler  is  president,  has 
obtained  the  fran- 

chise for  the  1926- 
27  series  of  24 

Columbia  Pro- ductions. Joe 

Brandt,  president, 

and  Jack  Cohn, 

treasurer  of  Co- 

lumbia are  work- 

Ampa  Honors  Its  V.  P- 

They  pulled  something  out  of  the  ordi- 
nary at  the  A.  M.  P.  A.  last  week  and  if 

this  should  by  any  chance  establish  a   pre- 

cedent, future  generations  will  be  able  to 

remember  that  a   few  such  men  as  Tom 

Marshall  and  Charley  Dawes  had  some 

connection  with  national  administrations. 

The  something  out  of  the  ordinary  was 

a   testimonial  luncheon  to  a   vice-president. 

Walter  F.  Eberhardt  who  holds  the  Dawes 

job  at  the  A.  M.  P.  A.  was  the  vice  and 

the  testimonial  was  a   tribute  for  the  ex- 
cellent work  he  has  done  in  helping  make 

the  A.  M.  P.  A.  the  popular  organization it  is  today.  ,   ,   ,   .   , 

The  advance  notice  of  the  luncheon  had
  this 

“A^  vice-president  as  a   rule  is  about  as  im- 
portant as  a   cigar  band.  And  as  useless  as  the 

inside  pocket  of  a   vest.  But  there  is  an  
occa- 

sional exception.  And  we're  not  thinking  of 

any  famous  midwestern  pipe  smoker.  (Jur  
laea 

of  a   great  vice-president  is  Walter  Eberhardt. 
“In  his  modest  and  retiring  manner  Walter  has 

been  a   potent  influence  in  whatever  success  the 

A.  M.  P.  A.  has  attained  during  the  past  two 

years.  This  is  so  apparent  to  all  of  us  that 
It  has  been  decided  to  recognize  the  fact  in  a 

tangible  way.  Hence  this  note.” 

Glen  Allvine,  president,  presented  Eber- 
hardt with  a   monogrammed  silver  pitcher 

and  made  a   neat  speech  in  which  he  said 

he  hoped  the  container  would  ahvays  be 

used  for  proper  purposes. 

«   «   « 
Frankau  Speaks  at  Meeting 

Gilbert  Frankau,  celebrated  English 

author,  was  an  added  attraction  at  the 

A.  M.  P.  A.  luncheon  and  gave  the  ad- 
vertisers an  interesting  talk,  chiefly  on 

the  part  the  story  writer  plays  in  the  mak- 

ing of  motion  pictures.  He  stated  that 

pictures  will  not  be  so  good  as  the  pro- 
ducers want  them  to  be  until  the  authors 

are  taken  into  partnership. 

"With  each  pssing  year,”  e: 

Joe  Brnodl 

ing  on  a   nation- alization plan  of 
which  this  is  one 

step.  Brandt  re- 
cently returned 

from  a   two 
months’  trip  in 

which  he  outlined 

the  proposal  at Jack  Cohn 

all  exchange  centers.  Daily  conferences 

are  being  held  at  the  company’s  home office.  These  sessions  Brandt  says,  will 
unite  the  independent  groups. 

Jones  Honored  by  F.N . 

Testimonial  Dinner 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  April  13.— John  C.  Jones, 

Australasian  manager  of  First  National, 

was  the  guest  of  honor  at  a   dinner  given 

by  the  First  National  domestic  distributiOT 

department  at  the  Ritz-Carlton  hotel.  E- 

Bruce  Johnson,  manager  of  the  foreign department,  acted  as  toastmaster.  . 

Those  in  attendance  were:  Samuel  bpnng. 

R.  W.  Perkins,  A.  W.  Smith,  Jr.,  Ned  Mari?' 

Ned  E.  Depinct,  Johnny  Hines,  C.  C.  Burr,  Loui 

Brock,  Florence  Strauss,  Diana  Kane,  Ocofs 

Dembow,  Robert  J.  Dexter,  Dario  Faralla,  W.  »• 

Reynolds.  Allan  S.  Glenn.  Hugh  McCollum,  C   Ki- Steele,  Guy  Morgan  and  Joe  Fisher. 

said  Mr.  Frankau, 

"The  source  of  raw  material  is  getting  shorter 
and  shorter.  This  situation  will  not  be  remedied 
until  the  motion  picture  business  is  taken  much 
more  seriously.  When  the  sandbag  methods  em- 

ployed by  authors  in  selling  their  stories  to  pro- 
ducers are  past  and  producers  come  to  recognize 

the  value  of  the  authors’  service  we’ll  have  bet- 
ter pictures. 

MacFarland  Heads  A*  E> 

Exchange  in  Detroit (Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  April  13.— J.  W.  MacFj- land  has  been  appointed  manager  of 

Detroit  exchange  of  Associated  Exhibiii^®^ 
Other  promotions  include  the  followng:  u   ,, Kuschner  is  made  manager  of  the 

exchange;  Homer  C.  Borger  is  now  chief  
bo  k 

auditor:  W.  Z.  Porter  has  been  made 

Border;  Jack  Osserman  has  been  aPP^i”*, ager  of  the  Dcs  Moines  branch  and  rjiy 

has  been  appointed  manager  of  the  Kansas 

office. 

Schayer  Gets  Metro  Contract  ̂ 

LOS  ANGELES.— E.  Richard  Schayer,  sc<R»^ 

ist.  has  been  placed  under  a   new  contract 

Metro  by  which  he  will  work  exclusively  * 
company  for  a   long  period. 
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Pro-Dis-Co  Will  Release  41 
with  Big  Cecil  DeMille  Special 

Al  Christie 
to  Make  Two 

Long  Comedies 
PRODUCERS  Distributing Corporation  will  release  41  pro- 

ductions for  the  1926-27  season,  in- 

cluding one  big  special  to  be  person- 
ally directed  by  Cecil  B.  DeMille 

and  two  long  feature  length  Al 

Christie  comedies,  DeMille  an- 
nounced this  week. 

DeMille,  who  went  East  last  week  to  ar- 
range personally  for  completion  of  the  new 

program,  stated  that  in  making  up  the 
schedule  of  productions  special  effort  was 

directed  to  getting  the  widest  possible  va- 
riety of  entertainment  and  that  stories  and 

plays  well  suited  to  the  personalities  of  his 
stars  and  featured  players  had  been  ob- 
tained. 

22  Novels  Among  Sources 

The  schedule  of  41  pictures  will  include 
adaptations  from  22  well-known  novels, 
eight  successful  stage  plays,  four  popular 
magazine  stories,  and  six  original  scripts, 

including  the  big  DeMille  special,  “The 
Deluge,”  on  which  Jeanie  Macpherson  is 
now  at  work,  and  one  undecided  vehicle  to 

be  used  by  Al  Christie  for  his  second  com- 
edy feature. 

The  list  of  authors  includes  such  popu- 
lar writers  as  Jack  London,  Irvin  S.  Cobb, 

Willson  Collison,  Izola  Forrester,  Avery 
Hopwood,  Samuel  Merwin,  Albert  Payson 
Terhune,  Peter  B.  Kyne,  Rosita  Forbes, 
Owen  Davis,  Edgerton  Castle,  Edna  Fer- 
ber,  Zelda  Sears,  Frank  R.  Adams,  Fred 
Jackson,  Monte  Katterjohn,  Welford 
Beaton,  Charles  Brackett,  Wallace  Smith, 
Don  Marquis,  Lenore  Coffee,  Rudolph 
Lothar,  Hans  Bachwitz,  William  Slavins 
McNutt,  Agnes  Parsons,  J.  Palmer  Par- 

sons, Frederic  Chapin,  Anne  Warner, 
Denison  Clift,  A.  A.  Milne,  Lajos  Biros, 
Frank  Condon,  Mann  Page,  Aubrey  Ken- 

nedy, Henry  St.  John  Cooper,  and  Jeanie 
Macpherson,  who  in  addition  to  writing 

“The  Deluge”  will  adapt  three  other 
stories  for  screen  presentation. 
Twenty-two  productions  will  be  made 

at  the  De  Mille  Studio,  17  will  be  pro- 
duced at  the  Metropolitan  studio  and  the 

tAvo  Christie  long  features  will  be  made 
^   partly  at  the  Christie  studio  and  partly  at 

the  Metropolitan. 
Leatrice  Joy,  Rod  La  Rocque  and  Vera 

Reynolds  will  each  be  starred  in  four  pro- 
ductions, and  Jetta  Goudal  will  be  starred 

m   three  of  the  pictures  to  be  made  at  the 
De  Mille  studio.  Marie  Prevost  will  be 
starred  in  five  productions;  Priscilla  Dean 
Will  star  in  three  pictures,  and  Joseph 
Schildkraut  will  be  featured  in  two  of  the 
pictures  to  be  made  at  the  Metropolitan studio. 

.*^be  four  Leatrice  Joy  starring  vehicles 
"r  u   Clinging  Vine,"  an  adaptation 
of  Henry  W.  Savage's  musical  comedy 
success  of  the  same  title,  written  by  Zelda 

produced  under  the  direction 

of  Paul  Sloane;  “For  Alimony  Only,"  to 
be  directed  by  William  C.  de  Mille  from 
an  original  story  specially  Avritten  for 
Miss  Joy  by  Lenore  Coffee;  “Vanity,"  an- 

original  story  by  Lenore  Coffee,  AA'ill 
be  Miss  Joy’s  third  starring  vehicle;  and 

CECIL  B.  DeMILLE 

“Nobody’s  Widow,”  adapted  from  David 
Belasco’s  successful  stage  play  by  Avery 
HopAVOod,  to  be  directed  by  William  C. 
de  Mille,  Avill  be  the  fourth  nroduction  in 
the  Leatrice  Joy  series. 
The  Rod  La  Rocque  series  Avill  consist 

of  "Gigolo,”  an  adaptation  of  Edna  Ferber’s 
novel  of  the  same  title,  to  be  directed  by 

William  K.  HoAvard ;   "The  Cruise  of  Jas- 
per B,"  from  the  novel  by  Don  Marquis,  to 

be  directed  by  Paul  Sloane ;   “His  Dog,” 
from  Albert  Payson  Terhune’s  famous 
novel,  under  William  K.  Howard’s  direc- 

tion; and  “Ladies  Must  Love,"  adapted 
from  the  play  by  Aubrey  Kennedy.  No  di- 

rector has  yet  been  assigned  to  this. 

Vera  Reynolds’  Pictures  Listed 
“Sunny  Side  Up,”  adapted  from  Henry 

St.  John  Cooper’s  novel,  “Sunny  DucroAV," 
AAdll  be  the  first  starring  vehicle  for  Vera 
Reynolds.  It  Avill  be  produced  under  the 
direction  of  Donald  Crisp.  The  three  other 
starring  vehicles  selected  for  Vera  Rey- 

nolds include  “Risky  Business,"  adapted 
from  “Pearls  Before  Cecily,”  a   Saturday 
Evening  Post  story  by  Charles  K.  Brackett 

to  be  directed  by  Alan  Hale ;   "Corporal 
Kate.”  adapted  from  Zelda  Sears’  novel,  to 
be  directed  by  Paul  Sloane;  and  “The  Lit- 

tle Adventuress,"  an  adaptation  of  the  New 

York  and  London  stage  success,  “'rhe 
Dover  Road,"  by  A.  A.  Milne,  Avhich  Avill 
be  produced  under  the  direction  of  William 
C.  de  Mille. 

Jetta  Goudal’s  three  starring  vehicles 
Avill  be,  "Her  Man  O'  War,”  adapted  from 
the  stor}',  "Black  Marriage,”  bv  Fred  Tack- 
son,  Avith  Frank  Urson  directing;  “Fight- 

ing I^ve”  from  the  novel  and  magazine 
serial  by  Rosita  Forbes,  to  be  produced  un- 

der Rupert  Julian’s  direction;  and  “White 
Gold”  from  the  play  by  J.  Palmer  Parsons 
under  William  K.  HoAvard’s  direction. 

Marie  Prevost  Avill  be  starred  in  "Al- 
most a   Lady”  from  the  Cosmot’oUlan  story, 

“Skin  Deep,”  by  Frank  R.  Adams,  and  di- 
rected bv  E.  Mason  Hopper;  “For  Wives 

Only,”  from  the  play,  “The  Critical  Year," 
by  Rudolph  Lothar  and  Hans  Baclnvitz, 
under  the  direction  of  Joseph  Henabery; 

“The  Night  Bride”  from  the  story  by 

Frederic  Chapin  under  E.  Mason  Hopper’s 
direction;  "Man  Bait,”  an  original  story  to 

be  directed  by  Scott  Sidney;  ami  "Gelling 
Gertie's  Garter,”  an  adaptation  of  the  A. 
H.  Woods  stage  success  by  Willson  Colli- 

son and  Avery  1   lopAVood.  This  will  be 
directed  by  Joseph  Henabery. 
The  three  Priscilla  Dean  starring  ve- 

hicles Avill  include  “The  Speeding  Vcmis" 
from  Welford  Beaton's  story,  "Behind  the 
Wheel,”  Robert  Thornby  directing;  "West 
of  Broadway',”  from  the  Red  Book  serial, 
“New  York  West,”  by  Wallace  Smith,  to 
be  directed  by  EdAvard  Dillon;  and  "JcAvels 
of  Desire,"  from  the  stop’  by  Agnes  Par- 

sons, which  Avill  also  be  directed  by  EdAvard 
Dillon. 

Joseph  Schildkraut  Avill  be  featured  in 

“Meet  the  Prince,"  an  adaptation  of  Mtin- 
soy’s  story,  “The  American  Sex,"  written 
by  Frank  R.  Adams,  and  “The  Hwirt 
Thief,”  an  adaptation  of  the  Lajos  iTiros 
stage  play,  "The  Highwayman.”  Both  of 
these  productions  Avill  be  directed  by  Joseph 
Henabery.  Joseph  Schildkraut  Avill  also  be 
co-fcatured  Avith  his  father,  Rudolph 

Schildkraut,  in  “Yoimo'  April."  an  adapta- 
tion of  the  popular  novel  of  the  same  title 

by  Edgerton  Castle.  This  production  Avill 
he  directed  by  Donald  Crisp  and  will  be  re- 

leased as  a   Donald  Crisp  production. 
De  Mille  Motion  Picture  cornoration  Avill 

produce  five  other  specials.  These  five  suli- 

jects  Avill  embrace  "Rubber  Tires”  from  the 
story  by  William  Slavins  McNutt  and 

Frank  Woods;  “The  Yankee  Clipper,”  by 
Denison  Clift  featuring  William  Boyd,  Eli- 

nor Fair,  Junior  Coghlan  and  Waller  Long; 

and  “Turkish  Delight”  from  Irvin  S. 
Cobb’s  story.  These  three  pictures  will  be 
released  as  Donald  Crisp  productions.  The 

tAVO  others  arc  “Silk,”  from  the  novel  by 
Samuel  Merwin,  Avhich  Avill  be  a   Rupert 
Julian  production  with  Jetta  Goudal  and 
Joseph  Schildkraut  in  the  featured  roles ; 
“The  Country  Doctor,"  from  the  story  by 
Mann  Page  and  Izola  Forrester,  a   William 
K.  Howard  production  featuring  Rudolph 
Schildkraut.  Julia  Faye,  Kenneth  Thomson 
and  Sally  Rand. 

Seven  Metropolitan  Specials 

Seven  Metropolitan  .specials  are  sched- 
uled. These  include  "The  Flame  of  the 

Yukon."  featuring  Scena  Oavch  and  Arnold 
Gray  to  be  directed  by  George  Melford 
from  the  story  by  Monte  Katterjohn ; 
"Pals  in  Paradise,”  adapted  from  Peter  B. 
Kyne's  story  in  Avhich  William  Boyd,  Scena 
Owen  and  Phyllis  Haver  Avill  be  featured; 

“The  Rejuvenation  of  Aunt  Mary"  from 
the  famous  play  by  Anne  Warner  to  lie  di- 

rected by  Joseph  Henabery,  aviIIj  an  all-star 
cast  including  Harrison  Ford,  John  Doav- 
ers.  Marguerite  De  La  Mottc,  Phyllis 
Haver.  Arnold  Gray  and  Trixie  Friganza; 
“No  Control"  from  the  Saturday  Evening 

Post  story  by  b'rank  Condon,  featuring Phyllis  Haver  and  Harrison  Ford,  to  be 

directed  liy  Scott  Sidney;  “Jim.  'fhe  Con- 
queror," from  the  story  by  Peter  B.  Kync, 

featuring  William  Boyd  and  Elinor  Fair, 

directed  by  E.  Mason  Hopper;  “A  Harp  in 
Hock,"  featuring  Rudolph  Schildkraut  and 

Junior  Coghlan,  and  “The  Sea  Wolf,"  the Ralph  W.  Ince  production,  directed  by 
Ralph  Ince. 
The  first  Al  Christie  feature  will  be  "The 

Nervous  Wreck,"  adapted  from  Sam  II. 
Harris’  remarkalde  stage  success  written 
by  Oavch  Davis.  This  Avill  be  an  especially 

elalioratc  production  produced  under  the  di- 
rection of  Scott  Sidney  with  an  all-star 

cast.  The  title  of  the  second  Christie  fea- 
ture is  not  disclosed  in  the  announcement, 

but  this  production  is  promised  as  a   “sur- 

prise special." 
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ARRIVING  IN  CHICAGO  t   Tho  train  bringing  tho  dele* 
guteii  from  the  Earn  readied  Chicago  on  the  N.  Y.  C.  ut 

-I  p.  m. 

More  than  100 

Fox  salesmen 

and  managers 
were  on  the 

special  train 
leaving  Chicago 

April  8   for  the 
national  c   o   n   • 
venlion  on  the 
Coast.  While 
in  the  city  they 

were  enter- 
tnined  at  the  ex- 

change and  at 
several  hotels 

where  suites 

had  been  pro- 
vided. 

(All  “Herald” 
photos.) 

THERE  THEY  GO  I   The  apecial  train  left  Chicago  at 

8   p.  m.  Tho  Inst  man  to  board  It  as  the  pictare  testifies 

was  Truman  Tallo;,  Fox  News  editor  ond  manager. 

FRED  C.  QUIMBY, 
Fox  Short  Features 

sales  manager. 

WALTER  PRICE. 

Washington  branch 
manager. 

OISEMOARKED  TO  DRY  LAND  I   Tho  gang's  all  here.  They  slopped 
in  Chicago  for  a   breathing  spell.  Under  the  dark  overcoat  and  broad 

smile  neor  the  center  may  be  identified  Mr.  Jimmy  Grainger  who  led 

the  troupe  across  ihe  continent. 

DADDY  OF  'EM  ALL! 
That's  the  best  title  of  all 
for  George  E.  McKean,  St. 

Louis  manager. 

JAMES  R.  GRAINGER  worked 

right  through  his  four  hours In  Chicago. 

TOODLE  DC  TOOT!  TOODLE  DE  TOOT!  The  Chicago  Doily 

News  boys  did  their  stuff  with  fife  and  drum  at  the  Polk  Street 
station  before  the  train  left. 

J.  SICHELMAN,  as- sistant to  Jimmy Grainger. 

JOHN  FULLER,  Chor- 

lolle  manager. 
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Dave  Gross  Made 

New  York  Manager 

for  Pro-Dis-Co 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  April  13.— Dave  Gross 
one  of  the  best  known  film  men  in  the 
Metropolitan  district,  has  resigned  his  posi- 

tion as  salesmana- 
ger  of  Fox  New 
York  exchange  to 

accept  the  man- 
agement of  the 

New  York  ex- 
change of  Produc- 

ers  Distributing 
Corporation. 

Mr.  Gross  made 
his  advent  into  the 
industry  about 
seven  years  ago 
when  he  joined  the 
Fox  organization 
as  a   film  salesman. 
Later  he  went  to 
First  National 
where  he  remained 
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Warner  Sales  Forces  at  N.  Y 
bession  Hail  Big  Year  Ahead 
Busifes!  iTs  Theatre Business  Says  President-Full  Product  Announcement to  Be  Made  at  Chicago  April  17-19 

XTiTur  (Special  to  Exhibitors  I-Ierald) NEW  YORIC  Ai^rii  1 Cl 

board  and  Canada  attended Eastern  Sea- 

by  Warner  Brothers  at  the  convention  ever  held left  for  their 

Chicago  Convention  Opens  April  17 

to  brLTd"arthe°Congr'etCr  -concl  convention, 
lowed  by  another  gathfrW  at  the 

■24,  25  and  26.  the  Ambassador  hotel,  Los  Angeles,  April 

....v...  ..V  for  five  years,  the 
earlier  part  of  this  time  being  special  rep- 

resentative of  the  home  office  in  the  East- 
ern division  and  later  as  salesmanager  of 

the  New  York  exchange.  About  a   year 
ago  he  left  First  National  and  joined  Fox. 

Prosperous  Australia 

Wanfs  Comedies^  Says 
U,A,  Manager  on  Visit 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  April  13. — Australia  has 
had  a   prosperous  year  and  the  public 
wants  to  see  all  the  good  pictures  pos- 

able, particularly  comedies,  Ralph  R. 
Doyle,  general  manager  of  United  Ar- 

tists, Ltd.,  distributor  of  United  Artists 
Koduct  in  the  Antipodes,  told  President 
Hiram  Abrams  on  his  arrival  last  week 
to  confer  on  the  new  season's  output. 

Charlie  Chaplin’s  “The  Gold  Rush”  has 
broken  records  consistently  in  Australia, Doyle  said. 

Buster  Keaton  to  Make 

Comedy  of  ̂ 76  for  U,A. (Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

.   YORK,  April  13.— Buster  Kea- 

c   u   ̂   comedy  presented  by  Joseph 
.ri. for  United  Artists  will  be 
the  General.”  with  a   Civil  War  back- 

ground.  Devereux  Jennings  and  Bert be  the  cameramen  and  Fred 
Gaboune  technical  director. 

Moross  Will  Organize 
U,A,  Arbitration  Board 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

YORK,  April  13. — Sam  Moross, 
oimer  secretary  of  the  New  York  The- 
Rpp_  Chamber  of  Commerce,  has 

deDartm^^?*"r^^  organize  and  head  a ^'■bitration  in  United  Artists. 

Airplane  Branch 
Speeds  Coast  Mail 

HERAi'n^T^'^7?^  made  to  Exhibitor's 

between  Fit  branch  of  the  air  mail 

'vWch  i,  N'':-  ""d  Wash., 
corresnnnA  ®^^^nsion  of  the  service  for spondence  across  the  continent. 

Eighty  division  managers,  branch  man- agers and  qualifying  salesmen  from  14 offices,  as  well  as  the  four  Warner  broth- executives  were  present 
convention,  which  wound 

^   banquet  at  the  Twin  Oaks,  fol- 

Gardin^^  ̂   Winter 

^^^^^gblights  of  the  New  York  convention 
A   statement  from  President  H.  M.  Varner 

that  the  company  was  fully  reorganized  end 
me  product  hat!  won  such  respect  that Warner  Brothers  did  not  require  any  more theatres  and  was  not  in  the  theatre  bsiness. 
A   statement  from  Waddell  Catdungs  of Goldmem  Sachs  &   Company  and  a   member 

of  the  mrner  Brothers  board  of  directors anc  chairman  of  the  finance  committee  that 
he  was  satisfied  the  company  had  been 
building  solidly,  steadily  and  honestly,  had 
grater  possibilities  than  any  other  company and  his  associates  would  put  forth  every effort  to  develop  these  possibilities. 
Announcement  by  Jack  L.  Varner,  pro- 

duction  chief,  that  the  product  next  year would  consist  of  all  punch  pictures,  and 
that  as  90  per  cent  of  the  motion  picture 
goers  were  lovers  of  melodrama  and  comedy, 
the  production  department  would  turn  out 
pictures  entirely  along  these  lines,  and  that 
more  time  would  be  spent  on  each  individ- 

ual picture  than  heretofore  with  bigger  pic- 
Ires  thdn  The  Sea  Beast”  in  view. 
A   statement  from  Sam  Varner  that  the 

company  would  go  in  for  exploitation,  ad- 
vertising and  publicity  on  brooder  lines  than 

ever  and  that  the  first  gun  would  be  fired 
early  in  May  when  a   floating  radio  station 
starts  from  Los  Angeles  to  visit  every  large city  in  the  United  States. 
Abe  Varner,  treasurer,  made  known  that 

more  money  wouid  be  spent  on  the  coming 
season  s   product  than  was  expended  on  last 
year’s  Forty, 
Announcement  by  Sam  E.  Morris,  general 

manager  of  distribution,  that  the  sales  or- 
ganization next  season  would  be  placed  on 

the  block  system  with  each  salesman  as- 
signed to  an  individual  zone. 

Information  that  Warner  Brothers  in  the 
next  few  months  would  announce  contracts 
with  several  new  stars. 

VVhat  probably  gave  one  of  the  biggest 
kicks  to  the  salesmen  was  the  reading  of 

The  mon^  of  May  has  been  add- 
ed to  April  in  the  campaign  started 

by  the  men  in  the  field  of  Warner 
Brothers'  sales  organization  in tribute  to  Sam  E.  Morris,  general 
manager  of  distribution.  Now  it’s 
Sam  E.  Morris  Months. 

scores  of  sat- 

fo^r  managers  to  sign 

tor  them  for  next  season's  pictures  with- out knowing  what  the  product  would  be. 

Fv,.™  '’^^"'■'■‘LP'-esiejed  at  all  sessions. 

to  discuss  plans 

and  they  created  so  much  enthusiasm  that 

wp  sessions  as 

well  as  two  other  meetings  each  day, H.  M.  Warner  said  Will  Hays  has  done 
more  to  advance  the  industry  than  any 

came  m   for  a   high  tribute  from  his  chief. 
E.  Morris,  general  manager  of 

^   at.  length  on  the  block system  o   selling  which  he  has  organized and  which  will  be  effected  nationally  in connection  with  the  Twenty-Six  Warner Winners  for  the  1926-27  season. 
This  system  provides  a   far-rcaching  sell- 

h?  '   centralizes  and  decentralizes 
Uie  scope  covered  by  each  of  the  Warner branches.  .   A   thorough  survey  has  been 

territory 

territories  have  been  carefully 
blocked.  In  addition,  each  block  will  be zoned  with  salesmen  assigned  to  each 
zone,  according  to  the  number  of  thea- tres in  that  zone. 

Every  brancli  territory  will  be  divided 
into  component  parts,  known  as  Block 
A   Block  B,  Block  C,  and  so  on,”  Mr. Morns  said  “Each  block  will  be  operat- ed and  worked  by  the  salesman  who  will be  responsible  not  only  for  the  sales  in Ins  respective  block,  but  also  for  dates and  collections. 

‘‘It  is  our  intention  to  accord  more  im- 
^nd^^responsibility  to  salesmen. We  believe  that  every  salesman  worthy ot  our  full  confidence  should  ‘live’  in  a specific  block  and  operate  it  just  as  he 

would  his  own  business,  though  always 
responsible  to  the  branch  manager. 
“The  territories  have  been  carefully  di- vided into  blocks,  the  size  of  which  was 

determined  by  the  ability  of  the  salesmen 
to  intensively  work  them.  Boundaries 
were  determined  by  the  number  of  towns 
that  might  be  most  effectively  covered in  this  way. 

Each  block  will  be  called  upon  to  bear 
its  proportionate  share  of  the  branch  of- 

fice quota  for  sales  and  collections  in  ac- 
cordance with  its  size  and  importance. 

“Lists  of  towns  have  been  alphabeti- cally arranged  in  each  territory  and  have 
been  classed  by  state,  county,  population, 
with  the  names  of  theatres  in  each  town 
and  the  seating  capacity  of  each  theatre. 
“Each  exchange  centre  has  been  di- vided into  zones,  and  in  each  block  where 

there  is  a   large  key  city,  such  city  has (Contijiued  on  Page  41) 
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Tiffany  to  Spend  $500,000  in 

Advertising  ’26-’27  Product 
‘Twenty  Tiffany  Gems”  Will  Be  Franchised  and

  Distributed  Through 

Tiffany  Exchanges  Everyivhere,  Says  Hoffman 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

New  YORK,  April  13.— Tiffany  Productions,  Inc.,  will  spend  $500,- 000  for  advertising  in  a   concentrated  effort  to  s
ell  Ae  Tiffa^ 

product  direct  to  the  theatre-going  public, 
 Vicepresident  M   H. 

Hoffman  said  last  week  in  announcing  the  Tiff
any  program  for  1926-27. 

Twenty  Tiffany  Gems  will  be  pro- duced for  the  next  season’s  program. 

The  first  ten  are  "That  Model  From
 

Paris,’’  "Flaming  Timber,"  “Fools  of 

Fashion,”  "The  Tempest  ”   "One  Hour  of 

Love,”  "Wives,"  "Sin  Cargo,”  Squads 

Right,”  "The  Steeplechase”  and  ‘   The 

Tiger.”  The  Twenty  Tiffany  Gems  are 

to  be  franchised  and  distributed  through 

Tiffany  exchanges  everywhere. 

Greater  Outlay  Planned 

"During  1925-1926  we  conclusively 

showed  to  the  exhibitor  and  to  the  gen- 

eral public  that  the  Tiffany  organization 

did  not  stop  at  cost  and  effort  in  the 

production  of  their  pictures,”  Hoffman 
said.  "For  the  coming  year  even  a 

greater  amount  of  money  is  to  be  spent 

on  the  Twenty  Tiffany  Gems  to  make 

them  the  outstanding  productions  both 

in  the  independent  and  national  field.  We 

intend  to  make  the  name  Tiffany’  one 
to  reckon  with  in  the  motion  picture 

industry.” 

Hoffman  pointed  to  the  Tiffany  pro- 
ductions of  this  year  which  included 

such  box  office  attractions  as  "Souls  for 

Sables,”  “The  Sporting  Chance,”  ‘   Bor- 

rowed Finery,”  “Morals  for  Men^, 

“Pleasures  of  the  Rich,”  "Out  of 

Storm,”  "Morganson’s  Finish”  and  “The 
Lodge  in  the  Wilderness. 

Authors  whose  works  were  picturized  for  the
 

screen  included:  ^   .   _ 

David  Graham  Phillips,  Jack  Boyle,  Gouverncur 

Morris,  Sir  Gilbert  Parker,  Jack  London,  George 

Bronson  Howard,  Arthur  Stringer,  Harold  Mac- Grath  and  A.  P.  Younger. 

The  casts  included  such  wdl  known  screen 

players  as  Conway  Tearle,  Claire  Windsor.  Eu- 

gene O'Brien,  Dorothy  Phillips,  Lou  Tellegen, 
Agnes  Ayers,  Jacqueline  Logan,  Edmund  Burns, 
Afyce  Mills,  Eileen  Percy,  George  Fawcett,  Jack 

Mulhall,  Hedda  Hopper,  Mary  Carr,  Anita  Stew- 
art, Johnnie  Walker  and  a   host  of  others. 

"We  intend  to  further  strengthen  our 

organization  during  1926-1927,”  Hoffman 
declared,  "by  producing  Twenty  Tiffany 
Gems,  to  be  even  of  better  caliber  than 

last  year,  and  which  are  to  be  exten- 
sively advertised  in  every  conceivable 

manner. 

To  Cooperate  in  Production 

“The  advertising  campaign  will  include 
an  expenditure  of  a   half  million  dollars 

De  Sano  Finds  Youth 

Knows  Naught  About  Buggies 
CULVER  CITY.  April  13.— Al- 

though “Thanks  for  the  Buggy 
Ride"  is  widely  professed  to  be 
America’s  national  anthem  Marcel 
De  Sano  doubts  if  the  subject  mat- 

ter is  as  well  understood  as  ap- 
pearances indicate. 

When  casting  young  men  for  a 
role  which  required  a   knowledge 
of  driving  a   horse  from  a   buggy 
seat  De  Sano  who  is  the  director 

of  Metro’s  “In  Praise  of  James 
Carabine”  found  that  not  one  in 
ten  young  men  can  drive  anything 
but  a   ffiVver. 

and  the  greatest  effort  will  be  made
  to 

reach  the  public  direct.  A   nation
al  ad- 

vertising campaign,  embracing  the  lead- 

ing trade  papers,  newspapers  and  ma
ga- 

zines, has  been  arranged  for.  It  is  our 

intention  to  make  the  exhibitor  a   victim 

of  success,  through  our  efforts,  despit
e 

Hoffman  said  the  Twenty  Tiffany 

Gems  will  be  distributed  through  fr
an- 

chise holders  who  will  operate  under  the 

name  of  Tiffany  exchanges.  He  is  going 

to  California  to  cooperate  m   the  produc- 
tion of  the  Twenty  Tiffany  Gems. 

Lankford  Bill  Would 

Add  to  Vice,  Declares 

Dorr  to  Committee 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

WASHINGTON,  D.  C.,  April  
13.— 

Enactment  of  the  Lankford  Sunday  closing 

law  will  mean  an  increase  in  vice,  members
 

of  the  house  district  committee  we
re 

warned  today  by  Charles  W.  Darr  
of  the 

Washington  Chamber  of  Commerce,  argu-
 

ing against  the  legislation. 

Today’s  hearing  developed  that  members 

of  the  subcommittee  in  favor  of  the  bill  are 

becoming  restive  over  the  lengthy  hearings 

which  have  been  held  and  that  it  will  n<^ 

be  possible  to  delay  reporting  the  bill  much
 

longer.  Representative  McLeod  of  Mi
chi- 

gan, chairman  of  the  subcommittee,  h^ 

spun  the  hearings  out  as  long  as  possible 

knowing  that  the  opponents  of  the  nieasure 

are  outnumbered  and  that  a   favorable  re- 

port will  be  made  to  the  full  committee. 

It  is  probably  that  proponents  of  the  bill 

will  be  able  to  force  a   favorable  report 

through  before  the  end  of  this  month. 

Henry  Ginsberg  Makes 
New  Marketing  Deals 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  April  13.— Several  new 

deals  for  the  handling  of  Sterling  and  Ban- 

ner pictures  were  made  by  Henry  Gins- 

berg, president  of  Ginsberg-Ka.nn  Dis- 
tributing Company,  during  his  trip  to  the 

West  Coast,  from  which  he  has  just  re- turned. Other  deals  are  pending,  and  an 

announcement  of  franchise  holders  for 

Ginsberg-Kann  product  for  1926-27  is  to 

be  made  soon.  Regarding  the  situation  of 

the  independents,  Mr.  Ginsberg  said  on his  return :   . 

"My  trip  to  the  West  Coast  convinced 
me  that  the  market  for  independent  pro- 

ductions during  the  coming  season  will  be 

even  better  than  it  was  last  season.  Pro- 
duction activities  in  Holly^vood  indicate 

that  the  producers  and  distributors  of  mo- 
tion pictures  look  for  a   big  and  profitable 

year.” 

*^For  Alimony  On/y”  to 

Be  W.  De  Millers  First (Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

HOLLYWOOD.  April  13.— William  De 

Mille’s  first  picture  under  his  Pro-Dis-Co 
contract  will  be  "For  Alimony  Only.” 

A.  E.  Signs  for  4 
Graf  Comedies; 

Hopkins  Elevated 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  April  13. — Associated 
Exhibitors  has  contracted  for  a   series  of 
four  special  comedy  features  to  be  pro- 

duced by  Max 

Graf  in  San  Fran- cisco. A.  E.  has 
also  announced 

that  it  will  spon- 

sor the  screen  de- 
but of  George  Jes- 

sel.  "Finnegan’s Ball”  will  be  the 

first  of  the  Max 

Graf  series  to  be 
released. 

General  Sales 
Manager  E.  J. 

Smith  last  week 

appointed  Frank 

S.  Hopkins  divis- ional manager  of 
the  West  Coast  Territory.  Smith 

believes  that  with  the  installation  of 

Hopkins  on  the  West  Coast  he  has  an 

organization  that  will  eventually  make 

possible  100  per  cent  national  represen- tation. 

Salesman  Blazes  Trail; 

Town  Gets  First  Theatre 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

FRANKFORT,  MO.,  April  13.-Ray 
Nettemeyer,  Eastern  Missouri  salesman  for 

F.  B.  O.,  is  one  chap  who  believes  in 

“creating”  business  in  the  strictest  sense  of 
that  word.  Today  motion  pictures  are 

being  enjoyed  in  Frankfort,  Mo.,  because 
of  this  creative  spirit  of  Nettemeyer. 

A   few  weeks  ago  Ray  was  routed  via 

Frankfort  and  he  was  in  the  town  long 

enough  to  discover  it  didn’t  have  a   motion 

picture  theatre.  In  an  hour  he  had  rounded 

up  the  mayor  and  a   number  of  the  leading 
business  men.  He  then  lectured  on  the 

advantages  of  the  motion  picture  as  a community  asset. 

The  mayor  and  business  men  got  together 
and  Frankfort  is  now  enjoying  one  picture 

show,  each  week. 

Independent  Film  Buys 

Kansas  City  Standard (Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

KANSAS  CITY,  MO.,  April  13.— A   deal was  completed  last  week  whereby 

dependent  Film  Corporation  of  Kansas  City
 

purchased  the  Standard  Film  Exchange 

also  of  Kansas  City.  Joseph  Silverman 
 is 

president  of  Independent  Film  and  ” 

Bessenbacher,  manager.  The  consohdati
o 

gives  Independent  a   large  assortment 
 o independent  product. 

Mas  Graf 

Ginsberg-Kann  Exploits 

Product  with  Cigarets 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  April  13.— G
insberg-Kann 

Distributing  Corporation  is  exploi
ting  ‘ 

12  Sterling  Productions  with  the  dis^i 

tion  of  boxes  containing  12  gold  tippeo 
 g 

arets  each  bearing  the  name  of  one  oi Sterling  pictures. 

Mandi  on  Roach  Contract (Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

HOLLYWOOD,  April  13.— Jenw 

comedian,  has  been  signed  on  a   five  
y 

contract  by  Hal  Roach. 
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F-N  Announces  $10,000,000 
Program  on  Convention  Eve 

Company  Will  Make  52  Pictures  and  Six  Specials,  Says  Row- 

land— Regional  Sessions  Plan  Dropped  in  Favor  of  One 

Big  Meeting  in  Chicago  April  26  to  28 
(Special  lo  Exhibitors  Herald) 

HOLLYWOOD,  April  13— Richard  A.  Rowland,  general  manager  of 

First  National,  left  for  New  York  today  after  announcing  one  of  the  great- 
est production  programs  in  the  history  of  that  organization. 

The  company  will  make  52  pictures  besides  six  specials  during  the  corn- 
ing season  and  a   conservative  estimate  of  the  cost  of  these  productions  is 

$10,000,000.  A   partial  list  of  stories  on  hand  for  production  this  season  in- 

cludes, “Greater  Glory,”  a   June  Mathis  special,  “Sheik  of  Florida,”  "Sub- 

way Sadie,”  “Duke  of  Ladies,”  “Lady  Be  Good,”  "Charleston  Kid,”  “The 

Yes  Man,”  starring  Harry  Langdon,  "Kid  Gloves”  with  Johnny  Hines, 

"Delicatessen,”  starring  Colleen  Moore,  “Patent  Leather  Kid”  with  Rich- ard Barthelmess. 

The  majority  of  First  National’s  products  will  be  filmed  at  Burbank,  the 
new  studio  now  in  course  of  construction,  according  to  Mr.  Rowland. 

Regional  Plans  Changed  to 

One  Big  Chicago  Meet  April  26 

April  17,  1926 

Signing  the  contract.  D.  M.  (Red) 

Major  (left),  city  salesman  of  F.  B. 
0.  at  Kansas  City,  Mo.,  talks  it  over 

with  H.  H.  Barrett,  owner  of  the 

Colonial  there  and  also  a   new  900- 
seat  house.  (Photo  by  H.  E.  N.) 

Starland  Reopens  After 

Management  Is  Cleared 
of  Fault  for  Accident 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

WINNIPEG,  MAN.,  April  13.— Follow- 
ing the  collapse  of  the  ceiling  of  the  Star- 

land  theatre  during  a   recent  performance 

when  30  persons  were  injured,  an  investi- 
gation was  ordered  by  the  civic  authorities 

but  no  blame  was  attached  to  the  owners 
or  management  and  the  house  reopened. 

Day  and  Webb  Named 
for  A,  E,  Studio  Posts 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  April  13. — Captain  Rich- 
ard Day  has  been  named  art  and  technical 

director  of  Associated  Studios  and  Bobby 
Webb  has  been  named  casting  director. 

Seeks  Child^s  Earnings 
LOS  ANGELES,  April  13.  —   Little 

Muriel  Frances  Dana  who  has  appeared  in 
pictures  for  M.  G.  M.  and  other  companies, 
is  the  centre  of  a   suit  for  $150,000  filed 

by  Mrs.  Lois  Gibson,  the  child’s  mother. 
Control  of  the  child’s  earnings  is  the  basis 
of  the  suit. 

Brown’s  Company 
Welcome  in  Canada 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

OTTAWA,  ONT.,  April  IS.— 
Following  offers  of  co-operation 

made  by  the  department  of  trade 
snd  commerce  here  through  Rob- 

ert S.  Peck,  head  of  the  motion 

picture  bureau,  to  Clarence  Brown 
director,  it  has  been  concluded  by 
the  director  that  the  Canadian 

^vernment  is  eager  to  have  “The 
Trail  of  ’98"  filmed  on  Canadian territory. 

Government  agents  are  investi- 
transportation  and  bousing 

conditions  in  the  territories  which 

are  possible  locations  for  Brown's company. 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  April  13. — Unless  all  plans 

go  awry — and  they  won't — Chicago  will  be 
the  scene  of  the  greatest  First  National 
sales  convention 
held  in  the  history 

of  that  organiza- 
tion. It  was  first 

planned  to  have 
three  conventions 
in  various  parts  of 
the  country,  but 
later  this  was 

changed,  and  one 
convention  was  de- 

cided on,  to  begin 
at  the  Drake  hotel, 

April  26,  and  ex- tend over  a   period 
of  three  days. 

Definite  a   s   s   u   r-  nidiard  a.  itowiond 
ances  have  been 

received  from  leading  production  execu- 

tives, including  Richard  A.  Rowland,  gen- 
eral manager;  John  McCormick,  head  of 

West  Coast  production;  Al  and  Ray 
Rockett  and  Earl  Hudson,  producers  at  the 

Eastern  studios,  and  a   number  of  others 

engaged  in  the  making  of  First  National 

Pictures,  that  they  will  be  on  hand  to  tell 
the  salesmen  all  about  the  product  they 
will  have  to  sell. 

During  the  past  week  Ned  Narin,  West- 
ern salesmanager,  made  a   hurried  trip  to 

Chicago  to  complete  arrangements  for  the 

convention  and  as  a   result  of  conferences 

of  the  sales  cabinet,  which  comprises  Mr. 

Marin,  A.  W.  Smith,  Jr.,  Eastern  sales- 
manager, and  Ned  E.  Depinet,  Southern 

salesmanager,  the  program  for  the  three 

days  is  nearly  completed.  Every  phase  of 

distribution  for  the  new  season  will  be 

covered  by  the  speakers,  who,  in  addition 

to  First  National  distribution  and  produc- 

tion executives,  will  include  a   number  of 

Hoot  Now  Takes 

the  Megaphone 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

UNIVERSAL  CITY,  April  13.— 

Hoot  Gibson  is  diverting  himself 

with  a   Bing  at  direction.  He  is 

directing  Fred  Gilman,  a   new 

Western  star,  in  a   picture  called 

“Law  of  the  North." — 

prominent  men  in  the  motion  picture  world 
not  connected  with  First  National. 

It  is  probable  that  considerable  will  be 
made  of  the  history  of  the  company  which 
will  round  out  its  first  10  years  of  activity 
with  the  group  of  pictures  running  from 
1926  to  1927.  First  National  was  organized 

in  April,  1917,  and  Robert  Lieber,  who  con- 
tinues as  president,  has  Lecn  a   leading  fac- 

tor in  its  growth  and  prosperity  since  the 
beginning. 

Final  Steps  T aken  to 
Form  Receivers  Film 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

MILWAUKEE,  WIS„  April  H.— Final 
steps  are  being  taken  in  the  organization  of 
the  Receivers’  Film  Corporation.  Articles 
of  incorporation  are  being  quietly  drawn 

up  under  the  supervision  of  prominent  fig- ures in  local  film  circles,  and. these  will 
soon  be  filed  with  the  secretary  of  state. 
The  new  organization  plans  to  take  oyer 

the  product  of  several  defunct  distributing concerns. 

Radio  Visit  to 
Canada  Cost  $16,000 
(Special  lo  Exhibitors  Herald) 

TORONTO.  ONT.  April  13.— In  a   dis- cussion on  the  floor  of  the  legislature  a   few 

days  ago  Nixon,  a   legislator,  requested  in- formation regarding  the  expense  incurred 

upon  the  government  when  "Roxy  and  His Gan^’  visited  here  for  broadcasting  pur- 
poses. It  was  shown  that  the  cost  had  been 

approximately  $16,000. 

Robbers  Loot  Rialto  at 

Denison  Second  Time 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

DENISON.  TEXAS.  April  13.— The 
Rialto  theatre  was  robbed  recently  for 
the  second  time.  One  prisoner 

taken  after  several  shots  had  been  fired. 

A   small  amount  of  cash  was  taken.  An 

automobile  containing  a   burglar’s  kit  and 
bearing  an  Oklahoma  license  was  ̂ und. 

The  previous  robbery  netted  $1,300. 

Morris  Names  Seed 

Warner  Branch  Head 
(Special  lo  Exhibitors  Herald) 

ALBANY,  April  13.— H.  Seed  h^  been 

appointed  branch  manager  of  Warner 
Brothers  here,  by  Sam  E.  Morns,  general 

manager  of  distribution.  Austin  Inter-
 

rante  has  resigned. 
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School  Appeal  But  One  Phase  of 

“Flaming  Frontier”  Drive 
Recruiting  Office,  Radiobile,  Gold  Tickets  and  Coins,  Indians  and  Huge 

Electric  Sign  Figure  in  Rothsteins  Campaign 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

New  YORK,  April  13. — A   campaign  to  reach  every  school  child  in New  York  is  under  way  as  only  one  phase  of  the  nationwide  ex- 

ploitation drive  which  Nat.  G.  Rothstein  has  inaugurated  for  “The 
Flaming  Frontier,”  Universal’s  picture  of  the  early  West. 

SPECIAL  scouts  are  distributing  her- alds of  the  picture  at  all  schools  at 

the  noon  hour;  special  morning  perform- 
ances for  children  are  being  held  daily 

at  the  Colony 
with  special  days 
for  Girl  Scouts, 

Boy  Scouts,  and 
so  on,  and  special 

12-page  booklets 

are  being  pre- 
sented to  the  chil- 

dren at  these  per- 
formances. 

Gold  Tickets 
Issued. 

Gold  tickets 

sent  to  the  invit- 
ed audience  com- 

prised one  form 

of  the  special  ex- 
ploitation when 

the  production  opened  at  the  Colony 

April  3   at  midnight,  and  as  a   result  of 
the  hundreds  of  requests  received  at  the 
home  office  for  these  tickets  many  first 
run  theatres  will  use  them  as  souvenirs 

at  their  openings.  Gold  coins  also  were 

distributed,  having  an  Indian  head  en- 

graved on  the  face  and  “The  Flaming 
Frontier’’  on  the  reverse  side. 
One  hundred  thousand  letters  have 

been  sent  to  leading  educators  and  to 

principals  and  teachers. 
Universal  obtained  the  island  at  Forty- 

third  street  and  Broadway  and  erected 

a   recruiting  station  and  a   90-foot  sign 

reading  “Join  the  104th  Field  Artillery 
and  See  ‘The  Flaming  Frontier’  at  the 

Colony  Theatre,  Now!’’  Special  evening 
performances  are  being  given  for  field 
and  coast  artillery  units,  members  of 

whom  parade  up  Broadway  with  their 
bands  playing.  An  Indian  buggy  with 
driver,  papoose  and  squaw  is  drawn 

through  the  streets.  Throwaways  are 
being  distributed  by  four  Indians  at  the 
circus  in  Madison  Square  Garden. 

Huge  Electric  Sign 

The  huge  electric  sign  on  the  Colony 
attracts  attention,  as  do  Chief  Red  Eagle 
and  half  a   dozen  Indians  in  the  lobby. 
A   miniature  Indian  village  has  been 
erected  in  an  adjoining  store.  Colored 

flags  have  been  strung  from  the  Colony’s 
marqiiee  to  that  of  the  Hofbrau  house 
across  the  street.  Buglers  from  the  71st 
Regiment  Armory  daily  announce  the 

Another  Weir  Hero 

In  Hollywood — Dog 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

HOLLYWOOD.  April  13.— An- 
other war  hero  is  in  our  midst. 

He  is  Muro,  and  is  hailed  as  the 

world's  smartest  dog.  Besides  be- 
longing to  the  Belgian  Royal 

Police  Corps,  be  served  eighteen 
months  with  the  New  York  police 
department.  His  owner  and  trainer 
is  M.  Henri  Cbieyssal.  Muro  is 
from  the  famous  kennels  of  King 
Albert  of  Belgium. 

openings  of  the  picture.  A   balloon  above 
the  theatre  is  illuminated  with  electric 

lights  at  night. 

Universal’s  Radiobile,  a   truck  painted 
like  a   circus  wagon,  with  radio  and  cal- 

liope installed,  will  visit  cities  through- 
out the  United  States.  Once  a   crowd 

is  established  the  radio  tells  about  the 

picture.  A   24-page  press  book  contains 
a   host  of  suggestions  for  the  exhibitor. 
The  Universal  home  office  also  an- 

nounces it  has  received  word  from  Eng- 
land that  at  a   trade  showing  of  the  pic- 
ture at  the  Palace  theatre  in  London 

the  crowd  was  so  large  that  an  overflow 
show  was  held  at  the  Rialto. 

Pincus  Will  Head  New 

Department  of  Publix 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

SAN  FRANCISCO,  CAL.,  April  13.— 
Charles  Pincus,  popular  manager  of  the 
Imperial  theatre  for  the  past  two  years, 

has  been  selected  to  head  a   new  depart- 
ment to  be  created  by  Publix  and  will 

move  to  New  York  to  establish  headquar- 

ters. 
Charles  Kurtzman,  who  has  been  in 

charge  of  the  Granada’s  publicity,  will  be- 
come manager  of  the  Imperial.  Kurtzman 

was  at  one  time  chief  of  the  publicity  de- 
partments of  the  group  of  large  Market 

street  theatres,  He  has  been  connected  with 
the  California  as  well  as  the  Granada. 

Florence  Vidor  Given 

Stardom  by  Paramount 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  April  13. — Florence 
Vidor  has  been  elevated  to  stardom  for 

her  next  Paramount  picture,  “Love — 

t   h   e   Magician,’’ which  will  go 

into  work  in 

about  a   month 

under  the  direc- 
tion of  William 

Wellman.  Hector 

Turnbull,  associ- 
ate producer,  will 

be  in  charge  of 

the  new  star’s productions,  and 
this,  her  first 
starring  picture, 
will  be  made  from 

a   story  written 
especially  for  her 

by  the  Hungarian 
dramatist,  Ernest  Vajda.  Benjamin 
Glazer  and  the  author  are  now  busy  on 

the  screen  version.  Miss  Vidor’s  recent 
successes  include  “Are  Parents  People?”, 
“The  Trouble  With  Wives,”  "The  Grand 
Duchess  and  the  Waiter,”  and  “Sea 

Horses.” 

Floronca  Vidor 

Atkinson  Returns 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  April  13.— William  At- 
kinson, vice  president  and  general  man- 

ager of  Roxy  Theatres  Corporation,  has 
returned  from  a   vacation. 

GUY  P.  MORGAN 

is  the  new  general  manager  of  B   &   H 
Enterprises.  The  C.  C.  Burr  pictures 

star  Johnny  Hines  and  are  released  by 
First  National 

First  National  to  Open 

Exchange  in  Memphis 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

MEMPHIS,  TENN.,  April  13.— First 
National  will  open  a   new  exchange  here,  it 

was  announced  yesterday  by  Ned  Depinct, 

Southern  salesmanager.  W.  E.  Callaway, 
supervisor  of  the  Southern  territory,  vnW  ht 
in  charge  of  the  launching  of  the  new 
branch  and  the  installation  of  the  office 

staff. 

$200,000  Suit  Filed 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

LOS  ANGELES,  April  13.— Frederick 
A.  Todd  has  filed  suit  for  $200,000  against 

Universal  charging  “The  Phantom  of  the 
Opera”  infringed  on  Todd’s  copyright  on  a 

scenario,  “Faust,"  adapted  from  Goetlc's classic. 

Storm  and  Van  to  Roach 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

HOLLYWOOD,  April  13.  —   Jerome 
Storm,  director  and  writer,  has  been  added 
to  the  F.  Richard  Jones  staff  at  the  Roach 

Studios.  Beatrice  Van  has  also  been  as* signed  to  the  Roach  staff. 

Warners  Expand  Staff 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

HOLLYWOOD,  April  13.— Mary  0’H.ira scenarist;  Robert  Hopkins,  title  writer,  and 

Byron  Haskins,  camerman,  has  been  added 
to  the  studio  staff  at  Warner  Brothers headquarters. 

‘‘Stink  Bombs”  Worry 

Hoosier  Houses 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

TERRE  HAUTE,  IND.,  April 
13. — Thelma  McDonald,  23  years 

old  recently  was  arrested  at  the 

Lyceum  theatre,  and  sent  to  jail 
charged  with  malicious  trespass, 

following  a   complaint  made 

against  her  by  the  management. 

According  to  the  police,  the  wom- 

an is  alleged  to  have  thrown  "stink bombs"  in  the  theatre  during  the 
evening.  Many  complaints 

been  caused  by  "stink  bombs"  and sneezing  powders. 
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Warner  Sales  Forces 

at  N.  Y,  Session  Find 

Big  Season  Is  Coming 
(Continued  from  page  37) 

further  been  divided  into  zones.  We 

have  spent  a   great  amount  of  time  and 
effort  in  making  the  necessary  survey 

and  gathering  all  possible  data  to  facili- 
tate this  selling  plan,  but  we  believe  we 

have  it  perfected  now  so  it  will  be 

equally  beneficial  to  the  exhibitor  and  to 
Warner  Brothers.  We  are  in  a   position 
to  give  the  exhibitor  better  service  in 

every  way  than  we  have  ever  done  be- 

fore. and  we  expect  better  results,” Herman  Starr,  home  office  organiza- 
tion expert,  assured  the  sales  force  the 

utmost  cooperation  from  the  home  of- 
fice. 
“We  have  a   perfect  running  machine 

and  one  whose  cooperation  we  pledge 

100  per  cent  to  the  sales  organization,” 
Starr  said. 

Lloyd  Willis,  special  home  office  rep- 
resentative, said  that  under  the  new 

block  system  plan  the  men  in  the  field 
would  be  materially  aided  in  increasing 
their  sales  far  in  excess  of  anything  they 
have  accomplished  in  the  past. 
Watt  L,  Parker,  director  of  advertis- 

ing and  publicity,  outlined  at  length  the 
extensive  advertising,  publicity  and  ex- 

ploitation aids  that  would  be  effected  in 
putting  over  the  Twenty-Six  Warner  Win- 
ners. 

Albert  Sidney  Howson,  scenario  chief, 
told  how  carefully  the  Warner  product 
had  been  selected,  always  with  the  box 

office  angle  in  view,  and  of  the  excep- 
tional staff  of  writers  engaged. 

C.  W.  Bunn,  in  charge  of  special  sales, 
and  C.  C.  Ryan,  in  charge  of  purchasing, 
told  of  the  activities  of  their  depart- 
ments. 
The  following  division  managers  attended  the 

New  York  convention:  J.  S.  Hebrew,  Philadel- 
phia; H.  E.  Elder,  Boston;  Edwin  Silverman, 

Chicago:  Nat  Barach,  Cleveland;  B.  F.  Lyon,  To- 
ronto: C.  C.  Ezell,  Dallas,  and  Arthur  Abelcs, 

New  York. 

The  following  branch  managers  were  present: 
H-  Seed,  Albany;  J.  T.  Ezell,  Atlanta;  J.  N. 
Klein,  Boston;  C.  W.  Almy,  Buffalo;  Rl.  W. 
Davis,  Charlotte,  N.  C. ;   Harry  Olshan,  New 
Haven;  George  Balsdon,  New  Jersey:  Harry 
Decker,  Brooklyn;  Nat  Beier,  Manhattan;  Ralph 
E.  Binns,  Washin^on,  D.  C. ;   C.  R.  Osborn,  Mon- 

treal; Wolfe  Cohen,  St.  John,  N.  B,,  Canada; 
and  Frank  Meyers,  Toronto,  Canada. 

Salesmen  from  many  of  the  exchanges 
were  also  present. 

Newsreels  Exempt  from 

Censors;  Bill  Signed 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

ALBANY,  April  13. — Governor  .Alfred 
Smith  of  New  York  today  signed  the 
Webb-Davison  bill  exempting  newsreels 
from  censorship  in  this  state.  The  law 
becomes  effective  immediately.  In  its 
amended  form  the  bill  as  passed  and 
signed  reads  in  part : 

'All  films  exclusively  portraying  current 
events  or  pictorial  news  of  the  day,  com- 
monly  called  newsreels,  or  excerpts  from 
the  public  press  may  be  exhibited  without 
inspection  by  the  commission  and  no  per- 

mits or  fees  shall  be  required  therefor.” 

Colliding  Given  Birthday  Party 

^tlLVER  CITY. — Edmund  Goulding,  author 
ana  director,  was  tendered  a   surprise  birthday 

recently  when  he  reached  the  set  where  he 

••p  ■   fi”  "'®rking  on  the  Metro-Goldwyn  picture 

Bowes  Borrows  Talmadge  Portrait 
YORK. — A   full  length  portrait  painting 

*   J®?’®  Talmadge  has  been  lent  to  M^.  Ed- 
vara  Bowes,  managing  director  of  the  Capitol 
eatre  here  for  the  showing  of  “Kiki.” 

F-N  Reported  Invading  N.  W.; 
U   Seeking  Multnomah  Houses 

Half  Million  Universal  Deal  for  22  Capitol  Enterprises  Theatres 

Just  Closed — K.  &   F,  Adds  Five  More  in  Denver  Territory 

— -Publix  Reported  Interested  in  Cheyenne  Project 

Reports  that  First  National  is  invading  the  Far  Northwest  through  West 

Coast  Theatres  and  Universal  is  angling  for  the  Multnomah  Theatre  Cor- 
poration houses  in  Portland,  Ore.,  shared  interest  in  chain  theatre  news  of 

the  past  week  with  completion  on  Friday,  April  9,  of  the  deal  in  which  22 

theatres  of  Capitol  Enterprises  of  Kansas  City,  Mo.,  arc  takc'n  over  by  Uni- 
versal. 

Deal  Estimated  $500,000 

David  Harding,  vice-president  of  Capitol  Enterprises,  in  making  the  an- 
nouncement stated  the  deal  did  not  include  the  Liberty  of  Kansas  City  or 

theatres  in  Nebraska  or  Oklahoma.  The  estimated  value  of  the  theatres 

taken  over  by  Universal  in  this  transaction  is  almost  $500,000. 

Capitol  Enterprises  will  now  change  its 

policy  to  the  building  and  leasing  of  thea- 
tres, Harding  said.  The  Liberty,  first  run 

house,  is  now  under  lease  to  Universal. 
North  American  Theatre  Corporation 

and  Motion  Picture  Capital  Corporation 
now  own  about  150  theatres  West  of  the 

Mississippi  as  a   result  of  the  recent  $5,- 
000,000  purchase  of  the  Jensen  &   Von  Her- 
berg  circuit  of  33  theatres  in  the  Pacific 
Northwest.  Frank  R,  Wilson  is  president 
of  North  American  Theatre  Corporation 

and  also  Motion  Picture  Capital  Corpora- 
tion, which  several  months  ago  absorbed 

the  Cinema  Finance  Corporation  of  Los 
Angeles. 

Three  More  in  Dent  Chain 

From  Dallas,  Texas,  comes  the  informa- 
tion that  the  Colonial,  Opera  House  and 

Lyric  owned  by  A.  W.  Lilly  will  now  be 
affiliated  with  Dent  Theatres,  and  will  be 
called  Greenville  Theatres,  Inc. 

The  K.  &   F.  Amusement  Company  has 
added  five  more  theatres  in  the  Denver 

territory.  They  are  the  Rialto  and  Love- 
land of  Loveland,  Co!.,  and  the  Longmont, 

American  and  Isis  at  Longmont,  Col.  The 
Loveland  was  bought  from  the  D.  &   R. 

Company.  Publix  is  reported  to  be  finp- 
cially  interested  in  a   new  theatre  building 

project  at  Cheyenne,  Wyo.,  to  cost  $110,000, 
exclusive  of  furnishings.  Max  M.  Kravetz 

of  Fort  Collins,  Col.,  signed  a   lease  with 

Cheyenne  Securities  Company  under  which 
the  theatre  is  to  be  built  at  once,  to  seat 

1,200. 
Woodward  Theatre  Company  at  Detroit, 

of  which  Henry  S.  Koppin  is  president,  has 

taken  over  the  management  of  the  Rialto, 

seating  1,400.  The  house  has  lieen  operated 

by  Rialto  Theatre  Company  with  James  E. 

Ritter  managing.  The  Koppin  chain  wll  be 

increased  to  17  on  completion  of  the  Dear- 
born house  and  a   new  theatre  now  under 

construction  to  seat  2,000. 

Details  of  New  Booking 

Combine  Are  Announced 

Details  of  the  plans  of  Associated 

Cinema  Theatres  Corporation  are  con- 
twined  in  z.  booklet  issued  from  the  central 

office  at  Indianapolis,  explaining  the  aims 

of  the  national  hooking  combine  which 

Frank  J.  Rembusch,  president,  is  sponsor-
 

'^Fifty  per  cent  of  the  authorized  capital 

stock  of  100.000  shares  is  to  be  used  
“for 

such  a   distribution  to  its  officers  and  
re- 

gional directors  as  is  found  necespry  and 

advisable  for  its  effective  organization  and 

50  per  cent  for  distribution  to  exhibitor 

members.  The  board  of  regional  directors 

is  to  include  24  exhibitors.  One  share  
and 

a   fractional  part  of  one  share  is  to  be  is- 
sued to  every  affiliating  exhibitor  for  each 

$100  and  fraction  thereof  paid  as  a   retainer 
fee  by  the  exhibitor  for  ihc  services  of  the 
corporation. 
The  film  purchasing  denartmcnt  is  to 

have  direct  charge  of  all  negotiations,  bar- 
gains and  contracts  made  for  affiliated  ex- 

hibitors. A   film  reporting  department  is  to 

have  charge  of  "determining  the  merit  and 
potential  Iwx  office  value  of  all  available 

productions.”  The  contract  calls  for  a   com- 
pensation fee  equalling  5   ncr  cent  of  the 

total  picture  rental  paid  by  the  exhibitor 

during  the  life  of  the  contract,  in  addi- tion to  the  retainer  fee. 

Denial  of  a   report  printed  in  another 
publication  that  Aschcr  Brothers  is  inter- 

ested in  the  Associated  Cinema  company 
was  made  at  the  Aschcr  offices. 

Three  Managers  Named 
on  Lieber  Honor  Roll 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  April  13,— The  Lieber 
Month  drive  has  resulted  in  the  following 
names  being  placed  on  the  First  National 
list  of  honor: 
Lucas  Connor,  manager  of  New  Orleans, 

branch,  first;  Robert  Smeltzer,  m.anaRcr,  Wash- 
ington, second:  William  Gordon,  manager.  Salt 

Lake  City,  third. 

Shafer  Leaves  Fox  Post 
for  Woodward  Company 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

DETROIT,  April  13.— Walter  D.  Shafer 
who  for  eight  years  has  managed  theatres 
for  the  William  Fox  circuit  tendered  his 
resignation  and  has  assumed  his  new 
duties  a>  general  supervisor  of  theatres  for 
the  Woodward  Theatre  Company  here. 

A.  Abrose  Named  New 
U,A,  Branch  Manager 

OMAHA,  April  13.— A.  Abrose  has 
been  named  branch  manager  at  Omaha  for 
United  Artists. 

Almy  in  Warner  Post 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

BUFFALO,  April  13.— Sam  E.  Morris, 

general  manager  of  disirilmtlon  for  War- ner Brothers,  has  apnointed  C.  W.  .Mmy  to 
succeed  Paul  J.  Swin,  manager  of  the  local 
exchange.  Swift  has  been  transferred  to 
the  home  office. 

W.  J.  Sedgwick  Is  Dead 
DALLAS.  TEX.— W.  J.  Sedgwick,  father  of 

Josie  and  Eileen  Sedgwick,  Univeraal  players, 
died  here  after  a   long  illness. 
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RED  SEAL  SYSTEM  BUILDS  FAST 
Double  Comedy 
Bill  Gets  Place 

of  Long  Picture 
Keitli-Albee’s  Victory  at  Provi- 

dence Tries  out  Theda  Bara 

and  Lionel  Barrymore  Two- 
Reel  Productions  for  Patlie  as 

Headliners. 

An  innovation  in  short  feature  presen- 
tation was  tried  out  this  week  at  the  Keith- 

Albee  theatre,  the  Victory,  in  Providence, 
R.  I.,  where  the  management  is  using  two 

Pathe  two-reel  comedies,  witli  famous  dra- 
matic stars,  for  a   double  feature  comedy 

bill  and  eliminating  entirely  the  dramatic 
unit  on  the  program. 

These  comedies  are  Hal  Roach  produc- 
tions in  which  two  of  the  biggest  names 

that  could  be  brought  to  the  electric  lights 

play  the  leading  roles.  One  of  them  fea- 
tures Lionel  Barrymore  and  Clyde  Cook,  in 

“Wife  Tamers,"  while  the  oilier  is  a   pre- 
sentation of  Theda  Bara  in  “Madame 

Mystery."  Both  productions  mark  the  es- 
tablishment of  the  new  Roach-Pathe  pol- 

icy of  bringing  into  the  short  comedy  field 
dramatic  stars  whose  names  are  so  well 

known  tliat  they  really  represent  a   trade- 
mark as  a   guarantee  of  good  entertainment. 

Theda  Bara  brought  in  the  vogue  of 
screen  sirens  a   few  years  ago  and  her  name 
is  known  throughout  the  world,  while 
Lionel  Barrymore,  a   member  of  the  famous 

Barrymore  family  of  stage  and  screen  stars, 
is  one  of  the  best  known  players  on  the 
silversheet  today. 

The  Hal  Roach  comedies  have  for  the 

past  six  months  been  a   regular  feature  on 

the  vaudeville  programs  on  the  big  Keith- 
Albee  Circuit,  in  which  are  included  some 

of  the  best  knowm  houses  in  the  land,  the- 
atres like  the  Hippodrome  in  New  York, 

the  E.  F.  Alsjee  theatre  in  Brooklyn,  Keith’s 
theatre  in  Boston,  and  Keith  houses  in  half 
a   hundred  large  cities. 

Four  Pathe  Comedies  in 

One  Theatre  in  One  Week 

The  Rialto  theatre  in  Westfield,  N.  J., 
played  four  Pathe  comedies  in  one  week. 

Mack  Sennett’s  rollicking  two-reel 
comedy,  "Cupid’s  Boots,”  starring  Ralph 
Graves  held  forth  during  Monday  and 

Tuesday.  Alice  Day  in  “Tee  for  Two," 
another  Sennett  two-reeler,  added 
laughs  to  the  programs  on  Wednesday 

and  Thursday,  when  "Outings  For  All,” 
one  of  the  Grantland  Rice  “Sportlights” 
was  an  added  feature  of  the  bill.  Charlie 

Chaplin  in  “A  Dog’s  Life"  played  the 
Rialto  Friday  and  Saturday. 

DESMOND  X.  HOLDRIDGE 

J9-year-oId  explorer,  is  on  his  way  to 
British  Guiana  on  a   photographic  expe- 

dition organized  by  Kinograms,  news 
reel  released  by  Educational. 

KOKO  nUNj 
lie  Iht  (rovwls 

YOU  SnOUU)  LEASN- VHY— AT  OUR  / 

AlAEEST  DLCHM61./ 

Exchanges  at 
New  Haven  and 

Boston  Latest 
Fifteen  First  Run  Theatres  in 

Connecticut  Contract  for  Fea- 

turettes-Ascher  Brothers  Signs 
100  Per  Cent  for  104  Reels. 

Red  Seal  Pictures’  national  exchange  sys- 
tem is  building  up  fast,  true  to  the  state- 
ment made  by  Max  Fleischer,  when  he  as- 

sumed the  presidency  of  the  corporation, 

that  he  soon  would  have  distributing  cen- 
ters in  all  the  leading  key  cities. 

Twelve  exchanges  have  been  established 

already  for  Red  Seal,  the  two  latest  being 
those  at  New  Haven,  Conn.,  and  Boston, 

both  of  them  opening  April  15.  The  other 

ten  are  in  New  York  city,  Buffalo,  Cleve- 
land, Cincinnati,  Los  Angeles,  Philadelphia. 

Detroit,  Chicago,  Pittsburgh  and  San Francisco. 

The  New  Haven  exchange  will  be  oper- 
ated in  connection  with  Lester  Tobias  and 

the  Boston  exchange  with  Mr.  Tobias  and 
H.  S.  Snyder. 

Mr.  Tobias  opened  the  first  buying  ex- 
change in  New  Haven  13  years  ago  for 

Mutual  Pictures  Corporation.  He  is  the 

oldest  man  in  Connecticut  in  point  of  pic- 
ture distribution  though  young  in  years.  He 

St  various  times  held  sales  positions  with 

Famous,  First  National  and  Seiznick.  His 
New  Haven  exchange,  serving  the  entire 

state,  is  in  the  heart  of  the  distributing 
center,  at  130  Meadow  street. 

Associated  with  him  at  the  Boston  ex- 
change at  44  Church  street  is  A.  G.  Snyder, 

who  was  owner  of  Pioneer  Film  Corpop' 
tion  and  Dependable  Film  Corporation 
there.  Mr.  Tobias  will  also  handle  the  sales end  at  the  Boston  exchange. 

Mr.  Fleischer  announces  that  15  first  run 

theatres  in  Connecticut  already  have  con- 

tracted for  the  Red  Seal  featurettes,  in* 

eluding  the  Hoffman  Brothers  and  Poll 

chain.  In  Chicago,  Ascher  Brothers  has 

signed  100  per  cent  for  Red  Seal’s  104  reels, 

as  has  M.  D.  Thomas  of  the  Braumart  the- 
atre at  Iron  City,  Mich. 

Amundsen  Lecture  Tour 

Aids  Picture  of  Flight 

According  to  reports  reaching  Pathe  Ex- change from  its  field  representatives,  p 

personal  tour  of  Roald  Amundsen  is  doing 
much  to  increase  the  interest  in  the  ̂    * 
tion  picture  log  of  the  expedition,  being  0 
tributed  by  Pathe  under  tlie  title,  ̂  

Amundsen  Polar  Flight." 

Every  appearance  Amundsen  makes  m community  means  publicity  for  the 

because  of  newspaper  articles  about 

interviews  and  banquets  given  in  his  non 
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Lionel  Barrymore 

Comedy  Released 
With  the  release  on  March  28  of  “Wife 

Tamers,”  a   Pathe-Hal  Roach  two-reel 
comedy,  what  is  called  probably  the 

greatest  array  of  stars  ever  in  a   short 

feature  production  is  provided  showmen 

for  spots  in  the  electric  lights,  in  the 

lobby,  newspaper  ads  and  billboards. 

Heading  the  talent  is  ponel  Barry- 

more, a   member  of  America’s  foremost 
family  of  the  stage  and  silent  drama. 
The  distinguished  star  of  such  stage 

plays  as  “Peter  Ibbetson,"  “The  Cop- 

perhead,” and  “The  Jest”  dons  the  jest- 
er's cap  and  romps  through  this  broad 

farce  with  the  same  artistry  that  has  dis- 
tinguished his  work  in  more  serious 

paths. 
In  “Wife  Tamers  we  have  a   short 

comedy  with  one  of  tlie  country’s  great- 
est dramatic  stars  and  in  the  same  cast 

is  Clyde  Cook,  who  has  a   record  as  a 
screen  comedian  that  parallels  that  of 

Barrymore  as  a   dramatic  star,  supported 

by  such  celebrities  as  Vivian  Oakland, 
Gertrude  Astor  and  James  Finlayson. 

“In  bringing  to  the  short-comedy  field 
box  office  names  of  this  caliber,  Pathe 

has  given  the  industry  the  most  revolu- 
tionary change  in  comedy  presentation 

in  recent  years,”  said  Stanley  B.  Waite. 
“We  are  going  to  give  them  Theda  Bara 
in  a   two-reel  special  supported  by  James 
Finlayson.  And  Mildred  Harris,  Eileen 
Percy,  Virginia  Pearson  and  Anders 
Randolf  in  comedies  with  well  known 

Roach  comedians.” 

Buster  Brown  Comedy 
Heads  Sterns  Releases 

“Buster’s  Hunting  Party,”  a   new  Buster 
Brown  comedy,  is  the  feature  of  a   strong 

list  of  two-reel  comedy  releases  that  were 
put  out  by  Stern  Brothers  last  month 

through  Universal  exchanges.  This  com- 
edy recently  was  prereleased  in  New  York 

dty,  being  shown  in  the  Hippodrome  as  an 
added  attraction  in  that  Keith  vaudeville 

house.  Another  high  light  is  the  inclusion 
of  two  Wanda  Wiley  comedies. 

The  March  comedy  releases  were  “Flying 
Wheels,”  a   Wanda  Wiley  comedy,  March 
3 ;   “Al's  Troubles,"  an  A1  Alt  comedy ;   “Bus- 

ter’s Hunting  Party,”  March  17;  “Yearning 
For  Love,”  another  Wanda  Wiley  comedy, 
March  24.  and  “A  Flivver  Vacation,”  fea- 

turing Eddie  Gordon,  March  31.  Ed  Luddy 
directed  the  Wiley  comedies,  Gus  Meins 

the  Buster  Brown  comedy,  and  CTiarles  La- 
ment the  A1  Alt  two-reelers  and  Noel  Smith 

the  Gordon  picture. 

M.  A,  Chase  Is  Manager 
for  Red  Seal  at  Buffalo 

Harr>’  Bernstein,  general  salesmanager 
of  Red  Seal  Pictures,  has  obtained  Maurice 
A.  Chase  to  manage  the  newest  Red  Seal 
exchange,  Buffalo,  N.  Y.  which  opened 

A^l  1   at  257  Franklin  street. 
Chase  during  the  past  ten  years  has  been 

an  imtwrtant  factor  in  Universal  Pictures' 
sales  distribution.  With  this  great  organiza- 

tion he  covered  the  entire  country  and  was 

exchange  and  division  manager,  achieving  a 
number  of  records  in  his  field.  For  a   time 

he  was  also  Laemmle's  special  representa- 
tive in  Europe.  His  career  also  includes 

^e  general  salesmanagership  of  Selznick 
Pictures  for  a   year,  and  the  operation  of 
his  o\vn  organization.  Chase  Pictures  Cor- 

poration, throughout  the  upstate  New  York territory. 

.   ̂hsse’s  territory  for  Red  Seal  includes 
entire  state  of  New  York  West  of 

Poughkeepsie. 

Here  is  a   closeup  of  the  dozen  dinosaur  eggs  said  to  be  more  than  one  million 
years  old  that  were  discovered  by  Roy  Chapman  Andrews  on  his  third  expedition 

into  the  Mongolian  desert.  International  Newsreel,  distributed  by  Universal,  its 
current  issue  shows  exclusive  pictures  of  this  expedition. 

All  Comedy  Circus  at 

Lyceum,  Leavenworth 
At  the  Lyceum  theatre,  Leaven- 

worth, Kan.,  a   three  day  All-Comedy 
Circus,  the  first  this  house  ever  con- 

ducted, was  featured  three  days.  The 

program  consisted  of  Educaliomd 

Short  Features  exclusively,  four  two- 
reelers,  including  a   Hamilton,  Larry 

Semon,  Bobby  Vernon  and  Juvenile 

Comedy  and  "Felix  the  Cat"  animated 
cartoon  subject. 

A   regular  circus  style  broadside  in 
bright  colors,  with  heading  tvorded 

“First  Big  Educational  Pictures  All 
Comedy  Circus — Laugh  Aivay  Your 

Blues  at  the  Lyceum  Theatre,"  was distributed  liberally,  and  the  copy 

made  the  most  of  the  fact  that  during 
this  event  the  theatre  was  offering 

patrons  “Four  5hotes  for  the  Price 

of  One."  The  throw-away  also  made 
use  of  a   liberal  number  of  Educa- 

tional accessories,  one-column  star 
cuts  and  tivo-column  ad  cuts  being 

displayed  prominently. 

Palestine  Pictures  of 

Pathe  Shown  to  Pastors 

Through  the  co-operation  and  endorse- ment of  Reverend  Arthur  H.  Armstrong, 

executive  secretary  of  the  Church  Fed- 
eration of  St.  Louis,  a   private  screening 

of  four  subjects  of  Pathe’s  “A  Pilgrimage 
to  Palestine"  was  held  at  the  Third  Bap- 

tist church,  St.  Louis,  with  church  digni- 

taries in  attendance.  The  four  single-reel 

pictures  screened  were  “Bethlehem," 
"Nazareth,”  "Bethany  in  Judea,”  and 
“Gethsemane." 

Dr.  Armstrong’s  endorsement  along  with 

an  invitation  to  attend  the  special  show- 

ing of  the  four  pictures  was  sent  to  400 
members  of  the  Church  Federation  by 

Branch  Manager  J.  A.  Harris  of  Pathe  s 
St.  Louis  office. 

New  Educational  Tieup 
Educational,  Christie  and  other  short 

feature  producers  and  distributors  are  re- 

ceiving a   fine  publicity  break  because  of  the 

policy  recently  adopted  by  the  Klein  Chain 

Shoe  Repair  Shops  of  New  York  City  of 

displaying  prominently  in  their  downtown 

windows  pages  from  the  current  issues  of 

the  national  magazine  "Film  Fun.” 

Eight  Novelty  Comedies 

Will  Supplement  Fox^s 
Schedule  for  1926-27 

Eighty  novelty  comedies  will  he  added 
to  Fox  schedule  for  1926-27,  making  the 

season's  total  fifty-two  instead  of  forty- 

four.  The  Van  Bibber,  Helen  and  War- 
ren, O.  Henry  and  Imperial  comedies  will 

be  continued,  according  to  George  Marshall, 

comedy  director  general  at  the  West  Coast 
Studio. 

The  first  of  next  season’s  0,  Henry’s  will 
be  “The  Lickpenney  Lovers,”  with  (jenc 
Cameron  and  Arthur  Housman  in  the  cast 

and  the  second  will  be  “The  Complete 

Life.” 

The  first  of  the  new  Van  Bibbers  will 

be  "The  Swimming  Instructor,”  with  Earle 
Foxe  and  Florence  Gilbert  in  the  leads  and 

Frank  Beal  and  Lyim  Cowan  in  featured 
roles. 

"The  Family  Picnic”  starts  the  1926-7 

year  for  “The  Married  Life  of  Helen  and 
Warren”  and  it  lias  a   cast  that  is  unusual 

for  quality  and  quantity  in  a   two-rccicr. 
ICalhryn  Perry  and  Haliam  Cooley  have 
the  leads  and  in  featured  roles  are  Arthur 

Housman,  Belva  McKay,  Grace  Goodall. 

David  Butler,  Mickey  McBan,  Jimsy  Boud- 

win  and  Pal,  the  dog,  "Easy  Payments." with  Miss  Perry  and  Cooley  in  the  leads, 

will  follow  "The  Family  Picnic." 
“Eight  Cylinder  Bull’  starts  the  Imperial 

comedies  on  their  way  for  1926-7.  In  the 
cast  are  Jean  Arthur,  Harold  Austin,  Ralph 

Sipperly,  Fred  Walton  and  Scott  Seaton. 
This  picture  has  just  been  completed  and 
“A-1  Society”  is  now  in  the  making,  with 

Barbara  Luddy  and  Gcorgic  Harris  in  the 
leads  and  Bardson  Bard  playing  the  heavy. 

“A  Rare  Bird”  is  next  on  the  list. 

Kinograms  Reel  Tells 
Colonel  Coolidge  l/ife 

A   special  reel  of  about  300  feet  of  inti- mate views  of  Colonel  John  Coolidge, 
father  of  the  President,  was  made  up  by 

Kinograms.  the  news  reel  release  released 

by  Educational,  and  given  to  the  exhibitors 

immediately  after  the  death  of  Colonel 

Coolidge.  A   second  reel  showed  the  road 

being  cleared  of  snow  for  the  President's 
party  on  the  way  to  the  homestead.  The 

third  part  of  the  film  included  the  funeral ceremonies. 
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Comediennes  Born, 

Says  Mack  Sennett 

T^o  issues  ol  Psthe  Nev,s  were  <^ombin^Mo  ou
e  show^^ 

TreTiiclJ  .o  cP^ftis 

p!th!  trademark.  Alter  sort  declares 
 Pathe  News  rs  a   rrrost  valuable  perma

uent 

feature  in  a   small  town. 

‘Wild  West''  Scene 
Is  Duplicated  for 

Display  in  Theatre 
Taking  one  of  the  thrilling  scenes  from 

“Wild  West,’’  the  Patheserial  featuring 

Jack  Mulhall  and  Helen  Ferguson,  the 

manager  of  the  Lyric  theatre,  Rochester, 

N.  Y.,  duplicated  the  action  through  the 

use  of  poster  cutouts,  a   stripped  electric 

fan  and  motor.  Through  the  motor’s  ac- 
tion the  giant  elephant  cutout  was  raised 

and  lowered,  its  feet  poised  above  the 

form  of  a   girl,  a   cutout  blocked  on  wood, 

when  raised,  and  resting  ot  hei  when  low- 
ered. 

This  mechanical  display  was  surrounded 

by  paper  covering  "Wild  West”  anc numerous  black  and  white  stills,  giving  the 

theatre  a   front  that  attracted  many  patrons. 

A   poster  cutout  of  the  elephant  was 
mounted  on  beaver  board.  A   lath  was 

tacked  from  heels  to  head.  Then  a   back- 
ground of  beaver  board  was  adjusted  and 

the  lettering  done.  A   frame  of  light  strips 
was  built  to  stiffen  the  background  and 

give  a   solid  place  to  fasten  the  elephant’s 
heels  so  that  it  could  be  raised  and  low- 

ered. A   block  of  wood  was  tacked  to  the 

front  of  the  background  where  the  ele- 

phant’s feet  strike  when  in  low  position 
and  the  figure  of  the  girl  was  fastened  tc 
this  block. 

To  raise  and  lower  the  elephant  an  or- 

dinary electric  fan  wth  the  blades  re- 
moved and  a   reduction  gear  from  an  old 

projection  machine  was  used.  A   strip  of 
wood  was  fastened  to  the  slow  wheel  on 

the  gear,  so  that  it  would  turn  a   complete 
circle  and  the  length  of  the  stick  would  be 
a   little  more  than  the  height  to  which  the 

elephant  was  to  be  raised.  In  the  back- 

ground directly  back  of  the  elephant’s  ear 
a   small  pulley  was  placed.  A   piece  of  stout 
cord  was  fastened  to  the  lath  on  the  back 

of  the  elephant  and  the  cord  was  run 

through  the  pulley  and  fastened  to  the  end 
of  the  stick  on  the  reduction  gear. 

As  the  reduction  gear  and  the  motor  are 

back  of  the  background,  they  can  be  placed 

in  any  position  desired,  as  it  makes  no  dif- 
ference whether  the  stick  on  the  gear  re- 

volves at  right  angles  to  the  rest  of  the 

cutout  or  runs  parallel  to  it.  As  this  will 

work  very  casly,  a   small  fan  motor  served 

the  purpose. 

Long  and  Short  of  It 

A   CCORDING  to  Mack  Sennett,  pro- 

^   ducer  of  several  series  of  Pathe  come- 

dies a   comedienne  is  born,  not  made.  This 

is  one  reason  they  are  so  rare.  M
uch 

more  is  expected  of  a   girl  than  of  a  
 man 

in  comedy,  whether  it  be  slapstick,  come
dy 

drama  or  socalled  subtle  comedy.  She  mu
st 

be  funny  without  being  coarse.  She 
 must 

be  able  to  appear  in  grotesque  clothes
  with- 

out being  repulsive,  and  she  must  be  
awk- 

ward without  being  gauche.  A   certain 

quality  of  winsomeness  with  a   geni
us  for 

being  funny  makes  the  real  com
edienne. 

The  public  is  jealous  of  its  favon
ties. 

A   pretty  girl  must  be  charming  u
nder  all 

conditions— tripping  over  a   rug.  lining 

over  a   washtub  or  scrubbing  the  kit
chen 

*^°Cinderella’s  fame  didn’t  come  from  the 

fact  that  she  carried  out  the  ashes,  
nor 

because  she  had  a   dainty  foot.  
it  was 

the  combination  of  the  two.  Comedy  
is 

largely  a   matter  or  contrasts— 
the  more 

sordid  the  setting,  the  greater  foil  
for  the 

talent  and  beauty  of  the  comedienne.  
Every 

comedienne  must  be  a   Cinderella  
in  a 

sense. 

Christie  Comedy  Folk 

Busy  with  Vacations 

“IITTLE”  MONTANA  HANK,  Ring- 

L'  Hm 

The  Christie  Comedy  people  ha
ve  scat- 

tered to  the  four  winds  on  their  ann
ua 

between-picture  pilgrimages,  now 
 that  all 

the  comedies  for  the  season  h
ave  been 

filmed  and  the  last  of  them  a
re  in  the 

cutting  rooms  being  prepared 
 for  release 

by  Educational.  ,   .   .,  , 

Bobbv  Vernon  has  taken  his  w
ife  and 

small  daughter  to  Honolulu.  Bil
l  Watson, 

who  directed  Vernon’s  last  comedy
  for  the 

season,  and  Mrs.  Watson  hav
e  sailed  for 

Vancouver,  B.  C.,  whence  they
  will  drive 

home.  .   , 

Walter  Hiers  is  doing  personal  ap
pear 

ances  in  Boston,  Chicago.  Milwauke
e.  Nash 

ville,  Reading  and  Harrisburg.  
Billy  Doo 

ley  and  his  vaudeville  partner.  .Fr
ances  Lee 

who  has  also  been  in  the  Chri
stie  Produc- 

tions. have  gone  to  the  San  Fra
ncisco 

Orpheum  for  a   week. 

—   ling  Brothers  giant  featured  with 

Ko-Ko  the  Clown  in  one  of  the  Red
 

Seal  cartoon  specials,  “Ko-Ko  
in  the 

Circus,”  doesn’t  have  any  trouble  play- 

ing “London  Bridge”  with  Dave 
Fleischer  while  Charley  Schettler  turns

 

the  crank,  providing  Fleischer  does 
 the 

ducking.  And  Fleischer  doesn  t  
 even 

have  to  bend  to  stand  under  Monta
na 

Hank’s  outstretched  arm.  And  with 

Montana  Hank  almost  eight  feet  tall  a
nd 

Ko-Ko  only  three  inches  in  height  it  s   a 

real  case  of  the  long  and  short  of  it.
 

Many  unusual  things  happen  in  t
he  Ink- 

well studio  in  New  York. 

‘Voice  of  Nightingale” 
Wins  Play  at  Calgary 

Educational’s  prize-winning  one-reel  spe- 

cial feature,  “The  Voice  of  the  Nightin- 

gale," continues  to  be  accorded  more  than 

usual  attention  by  newspaper  critics  every- 
where. Another  noteworthy  example  of 

this  is  contained  in  a   recent  issue  of  the 

Calgary  Herald.  Canada.  When  the  subject 

played' the  Capitol  at  Calgary,  that  news- 

paper carried  a   story  under  a   two-column heading. 

The  fact  that  the  Capitol  made  liberal 

mention  of  the  short  feature  in  its  adver- 

tising copy  no  doubt  helped  attract  atten- 
tion to  the  fact  that  but  the  entire  bill 

was  worthy  of  consideration. 

Pathe  Neivs  Carries 

.   Exclusives  on  Sovif'ts In  a   recent  issue  of  Pathe  News, 

18,  is  presented  an  exclusive  sen
es  ot  tne 

only  motion  pictures  to  
come  out  oi 

Russia  to  this  country  in  some  tim
e.  Among 

the  new  events  are  the  scen
es  m   me 

Labor  Palace  at  Moscow,  where  the  bo
jy 

of  General  Frunze,  comman
der  ot  tne Red  army,  lies  in  state.  , 

In  addition  there  are  pictu
res  ot  tne famous  Soviet  leaders.  Kalenin,. 

of  the  Soviet  Republic;  Ale
xis  Ryko'- 

prime  minister;  Leo  Kamene
v,  chairman 

of  the  Labor  and  Defense  Coun
cil,  m 

Ivan  Stalin,  one  of  Russia’s  m
ost  powerim 

political  leaders.  These  hig
h  officials  are 

shown  bearing  the  body  of
  Gene 

Frunze  in  a   vast  procession  in 
 wlucn 

Moscow  participates.  The 
 processi 

passes  Lenin’s  mausoleum,  giving  the 
 wor 

what  is  called  the  first  glimp
se  ot  me 

great  memorial  erected  to  the
  Father 

the  Soviet  Republic.” 

Cranfield  &   Clarke  Gets 

Series  of  Air  Pictures '   Cranfield  &   Clarke,  Inc.,  has  just  conv 

pleted  a   contract  with  Colonel  Laure
nce 

Tourett  Driggs,  American  airman,  to  P   ̂ 

duce  a   series  of  aeronautic  pictures. 

title  of  the  first  series  will  be  ‘Aces 
 Wi 
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New  Unit  Show  Route  in  Formation 
^%andyland^* Called  Best 

Publix  Show 
Gus  Edwards’  Unit  Hits  During 

Opening  Week  at  Rivoli; 
All  Numbers  Good 

(Special  to  Ejehibitors  Herald) 

By  T.  E.  LEAHY 

NEW  YORK,  April  13.— “Kids 

in  Kandyland”  v/as  the  treat  served 
by  Gus  Edwards  to  the  patrons  of 
the  Rivoli  theatre  last  week,  and 
what  a   treat  it  was.  Give  a   me- 

chanic a   set  of  his  favorite  tools 

and  he  will  be  happy.  Give  Ed- 
wards a   bunch  of  kids  and  he  will 

make  everybody  happy.  “Kids  in 
Kandyland”  is  the  best  Publix  show 
yet  produced. 
The  treat  started  when  four  little  girls 

were  seen  looking  in  a   candy  shop  win- 
dow. The  salesman  (Mario  Alvarez) 

told  them  in  a   song  that  if  they  were 
good  he  would  take  them  on  a   trip  to 

Kandy-land.  Not  only  the  girls,  but  the 
audience,  then  realized  they  were  in  for 
a   good  time. 

Dance  Is  Next  Number 

The  set  divided  and  a   large  box  of 

‘Peppiness”  was  shown.  When  the 
cover  was  raised  Six  Little  Peppiness 
Bon  Sons  stepped  out  and  did  a   clever 
dance. 

Then  a   beautiful  set  of  Kandyland  is 
shown  with  Walter  Reddick  as  the 

Lamplighter.”  Reddick  is  not  only  a 
darn  good  “Lamplighter”  but  a   good eccentric  dancer  also. 

Kandy  Makers’  Quartette  (Gus 
Goodman-Mario  Alvarez-Irving  Kennedy 

Liebling)  followed  with 

^^ke  Life  Sweeter,”  after  which 
yie  following  specialties  were  intro- 

duced: “Gussie  Gumdrop”  (Berta 
a   toe  dancer;  “Marshmallow 

Mary  (Diddie  Reed)  tap  dancer;  “Polly 
(Hester  Bailey),  high  kicker; 

An  f   Mintie”  (Adeline  Seamon). All  of  the  specialties  went  over  big,  but 
4   j   Kandyland  was  this  girl 
aeiine  Seamon.  When  it  comes  to  a 
eries  of  spins  it  is  doubtful  is  there  is 

in  the  world  who  can  even 

Pproach  her.  The  audience  gasped  at her  work. 

Finale  Is  Fast 

The  next  number  was  “Take  a   Little 
iss  From  Me,”  which  was  sung  by  Ruth 

Marcott  assisted  by  the  Six  Little  Kandy 
threw  Kandy  Kisses  to 

-e  who  were  fortunate  enough  to  be (Continued  on  page  56) 

Thematic  setting  created  by  Francis 

A.  Mangan  for  the  prologue  to  “The 
Wanderer”  at  the  Plaza  theatre, 

London’s  greatest  motion  picture 

and  presentation  house. 

Zanft  Tells 

Fox*s  Stage 
Show  Plans 

Four-Theatre  Chain  Will  Be  in 

Operation  by  Fall;  ’’‘Name” Attractions  Used 

John  Zanft,  general  manager  of 
Fox  theatres  with  headquarters  at 

the  Fox,  Philadelphia,  was  in  Chi- 
cago last  week  end  in  connection 

with  the  booking  of  stage  attrac- 

tions, which  are  increasing  in  im- 
portance in  the  Fox  theatre  scheme. 

Plans  for  the  increasing  use  of 

presentations  are  in  formation,  and 

Mr.  Zanft  is  devoting  much  of  his 

time  to  this  angle  of  the  business. 

“I  believe  in  using  the  best  'name'  at- 
tractions available,”  said  Mr.  Zanft  when 

interviewed,  “stressing  such  general 
drawing  power  as  these  attractions  have 

but  keeping  their  work  above  the  vaude- 
ville level.  My  belief  is  that  in  the 

main  people  would  rather  view  the  work 
of  one  seasoned  performer  than  that  of 
a   dozen  performers  recruited  from  here 
and  there  and  hastily  routined. 

“The  Philadelphia  Fox  has  introduced 
more  'names'  to  the  motion  picture  pub- 

lic than  has  any  other  house  in  the 

country,"  Mr.  Zanft  continued,  “and, 
conversely,  has  introduced  the  motion 

picture  theatre  field  to  more  'names.' 
“Later,  when  the  stage  show  plans  for 

the  Savoy,  Brooklyn,  and  the  Audobon 
(^Continued  on  page  56) 

Ed.  M.  Morse 
Working  Out 
Circuit  Plan 

Contemplates  Homing  Big  Acts 

to  Independent  and  Otliei* 
De  Luxe  Theatres 

By  AL  BARR 
Edward  M.  Morse,  presentation 

producer  and  booker  of  Chicago, 

has  in  prospect  the  formation  of  a 
large  theatre  circuit  over  which  to 
roadshow  unit  presentations.  The 

circuit  planned  will  consist  of 
those  de  luxe  independent  and 
chain  theatres  not  in  the  Publix  or 
other  lineups. 

In  March,  1925,  before  the  Publix  unit 

show  plan  had  been  forimilale<l,  Morse 
made  a   drive  to  form  a   circuit  for  the 

showing  of  unit  presentations,  hut  because 

of  the  failure  of  the  cxhiliitors  to  cooper- 
ate the  plan  did  not  mature.  Several  ex- 

hibitors invited  to  the  192.')  conference  in 
Chicago  are  now  cither  hooking  the  Publix 

shows  or  are  connected  with  the  produc- 
tion end  of  Publix. 

In  Production  Since  1914 

Morse  is  credited  with  building  what 

probably  was  the  first  motion  picture  the- 
atre stage  show  presented  in  a   Chicago 

theatre.  In  1914  he  produced  an  atmos- 

pheric prologue  to  a   Mary  Pickford  pic- 
ture exhibited  at  the  Chateau  theatre,  an 

.'\scher  house.  Since  that  time  he  has  given 

his  best  efforts  to  presentation  production and  booking. 

Of  all  the  talent  available.  Morse  has 

always  selected  only  that  which  is  right 
for  the  presentation  stage.  Familiarity 

with  picture  house  needs  gave  rise  to  the 
consistently  large  presentation  idea,  which 
was  seen  to  be  unfeasible  because  of  cost 

unless  the  shows  could  be  put  into  a   num- 
ber of  houses. 

C.  A.  Niggemeyer  Joins  Morse 
Associated  with  Morse  in  the  gathering 

of  talent  and  the  creation  of  presentations 
is  C.  A.  Niggemeyer,  formerly  with  the 

production  department  of  Balaban  and 

Katz  and  more  recently  production  man- 
ager at  the  Newman,  Kansas  City,  with 

Bruce  Fowler.  Niggemeyer  was  produc- 
tion manager  at  McVickcrs,  Chicago,  for 

a   time  after  the  rebuilt  house  opened  un- 
der a   picture  and  presentation  policy. 

The  Morse  office  gathered  the  large  ar- 

ray of  talent  used  last  week  in  Ed.  Weis- 
feldt's  anniversary  show  at  the  Wisconsin 
theatre.  Milwaukee,  one  of  the  greatest 
stage  shows  that  house  ever  has  produced. 

(Conihiiied  on  page  56) 
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The  Sensation  of  the  Presentation  Season! 

PUBLIX  THEATRES  PRODUCTION  OF 

Gus  Edwards* 
“Kids  in  Kandyland” CONCEIVED,  COMPOSED  AND  STAGED  BY  GUS  EDWARDS 

*   Featuring 

Adelane  Seaman Berta  Claire 

Ruth  Marcotte Hester  Bailey 

Stan  BAILEY  &   BROWN  Joe 

If  You  Want  to  Become  a 

Star  of  Tomorrow 
See 

Gus  Edwards 
‘‘Star  Maker” 

227  West  45th  Street  New  York  City 

Walter  Reddick  &   Sister  Elizabeth 

Diddie  Reed Gus  Goodman 

j   Irving  Kennedy 
William  Liebling 

Mario  Alvarez  | 

PLAYING  PUBLIX  THE  A   TRES 
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Vaudeville  Battling  Presentation 
Better  Work 

and  Pay  are 

Taking  Acts 
Loss  of  Big  Money  Stars  One 

Reason  Vaudeville  Seeks 

Picture  Theatres 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  April  13. — Loss  to 

presentation  time  of  headline  acts 
with  the  draw  it  takes  to  keep  a 

big  vaudeville  house  out  of  the  red 

is  the  reason  given  by  one  of  vaude- 

ville’s leading  executives  for  his 

concern’s  sally  into  the  picture 
house  field.  Better  working  condi- 

tions in  the  picture  houses,  with 

freedom  from  petty  graft  and  an- 

noyance, are  additional  factors. 

"It’s  getting  so  we  don’t  know  where 

they’ll  be  working  next  week,”  said  the 

executive  interviewed,  adding,  "and  they 

don't  seem  to  know,  either;  but  they 

don’t  seem  to  care,  either,  so  that  doesn’t 

help  us  any.” 
No  Graft  in  Film  Field 

Performers  going  into  presentation 
work  unanimously  acclaim  the  new  field 

a   superior  plane  of  endeavor.  Freedom 

from  the  graft,  petty  and  major,  which 
all  but  stifled  even  the  upper  stretches 
of  vaudeville,  is  one  of  the  aspects  of 

the  new  work,  which  appeals  particu- 
larly to  the  professional.  Coupled  with 

the  better  working  conditions,  shorter 

jumps  and  bigger  money,  this  condition 

has  moved  many  performers  to  practi- 
cally sever  their  pre-presentation  bonds. 

A   general  “reform  movement”  as  per- 
tains to  second-story-man  fees  and  book- 

ing methods  has  made  itself  evident  even 
in  what  is  left  of  vaudeville.  With  a 

number  of  shining  examples  to  follow, 

agents  have  found  that  legitimate  meth- 
ods not  only  are  necessary  if  acts  are 

to  be  held,  but  pay  better  in  the  long 
run. 

John  Murray  Anderson 
Not  Named  in  Chicago 

Advertising  of  Shows 

Chicago  billing  of  "A  Rhapsody  in  Jazz” 
and  “Venus  in  Greenwich  Village,”  this 
week  at  the  Tivoli  and  Chicago  theatres, 

respectively,  does  not  contain  the  name  of 
John  Murray  Anderson,  producer  of  both. 
The  jazz  show  has  been  built  up  with  name 
acts  to  serve  as  the  semi-annual  Balaban 

&   Katz  Syncopation  Week  show.  The 

"Greenwich  Village”  show’s  billing  features 
Fay  Lanphier. 

Kvale  Batting  for 
Ash  at  McVickers; 

Watson  Introduces 
Albert  Kvale,  saxaphonist  nominated  by 

this  department’s  reporter  to  succeed  Paul 
Ash  at  McVickers,  is  directing  the  orches- 

tra this  week  while  Ash  vacations  in  an- 

ticipation of  opening  the  Oriental  theatre 
as  featured  director.  Milton  Watson,  vet- 

eran of  the  Ash  McVickers  shows,  is  in- 
troducing the  talent. 

Presentation 
Concerning  the  Stage  Phase 

OF  THE  FiLMSHOW  FrOM  THE 

Viewpoint  of  the  Practical 

Showrun 

  :By  WILLIAM  R.  WEAVER   

VAUDEVILLE’S  EFFORT 
DOOMED  TO  FAILURE 

VAUDEVILLE’S  effort  to  deflect  into 
’   its  coffers  some  of  the  ticket  money  go- 

ing to  the  picture  theatres  is  not  based 
upon  accurate  interpretation  of  the  situa- 

tion it  seeks  to  cope  with.  It  is  vaudeville’s 
idea  that,  by  leasing  theatres  built  for  pic- 

ture purposes  and  establishing  therein  a 
vaudeville  show  to  which  a   motion  picture 
is  added,  a   public  of  sufficient  bulk  to  pay 
the  desired  profit  can  be  attracted.  This  is 
not  in  line  with  what  has  gone  before  and 
continues  unchanged. 

Vaudeville  had  its  theatres  and  its  pub- 
lic before  motion  pictures.  The  vaudeville 

public  was  not  big  enough  to  warrant  the 

theatre  development  which  the  motion  pic- 
ture public  financed.  It  has  not  been  big 

enough  to  sustain  a   parallel  advance  on  the 
part  of  the  vaudeville  theatre  and  there  is 

no  indication  that  it  is  big  enough  to  do  so 

now.  Instead,  vaudeville’s  own  procedure 
indicates  that  it  has  dwindled  rather  than 

grotvn.  Hence  the  scramble  for  the  me- 
chanical advantages  of  theatres  built  for 

pictures,  and  the  pictures. 

It  is  vaudeville’s  policy,  in  these  theatres 
which  it  has  leased  and  otherwise  obtained, 

to  stress  the  vaudeville  phase  of  the  bill, 

tacking  on  the  picture  as  a   bid  for  the  pic- 

ture patroij’s  business.  It  is  the  picture 
patron’s  policy,  apparently  overlooked  by 
the  vaudeville  executives,  to  go  to  the  pic- 

ture theatre  for  pictures.  As  the  picture 
public  is  many  times  greater  than  any  other 

public,  the  outcome  of  vaudeville's  effort 
may  be  foreseen  by  anyone  inspecting  the 
facts. 

NAME  ACTS  NEED 
MORE  THAN  NAME 

■^AME  acts  going  into  presentation  work owe  it  to  themselves,  as  to  whoever 

may  pay  them,  to  find  out  what  it's  all about.  They  present  a   somewhat  pitiful 

case  when  they  seek  to  bring  over  without 

change  the  routine  that  has  served  them  in 
other  fields.  The  point  was  strikingly 

brought  out  by  Dave  Stamper  and  Edna 

Leedom,  personages  of  “Ziegfeld's  Follies,” in  their  undertaking  for  the  Chicago  thea- 
tre last  week. 

Stamper  and  Leedom  headlined  the  semi- 
annual Balaban  &   Katz  Syncopation  Week 

show  and  had  spot  position.  They  did  al- 
most exactly  the  act  that  was  a   riot  in  the 

“Follies”  at  the  Illinois  for  $5.50  and  better 

per  seat.  They  seemed  unable  to  under- 

stand why  the  picture  audience  didn't  warm 
up  to  them.  The  audience  was  similarly 
puzzled.  The  act  is  ultra-sophisticated  and 
the  picture  audience  is  the  reverse.  There 
was  simply  no  meeting  of  minds. 

There  is  no  profit  for  anyone  in  perform- 
ances of  this  kind.  The  theatre  loses 

through  failing  to  please  its  audience  and 
the  act  loses  through  failing  to  get  over, 

JOHN  MURRAY  ANDERSON 
VICTIM  OF  BREAKS 

JOHN  MURRAY  ANDERSON’S  name does  not  appear  in  the  billing  of  two 

Publix  shows  of  his  production  currently 

in  Chicago.  One  of  these  is  the  best  he {Continued  on  page  SS) 

Base  Try  on 

State-Lake  ^s Record  Draw 
Orpheiini  Leasing  Big  Houses  on 

Builder’s  Terms;  Looks 
Like  Panic 

Vaudeville,  led  by  Orpheum  and 

betting  the  roll  on  the  policy  of  that 

circuit’s  State-Lake  theatre  in  Chi- 

cago, has  set  out  to  battle  presenta- 
tion on  big  time  lines.  Big  houses 

are  being  sought  at  builders’  terms and  some  of  the  deals  closed  read 

like  investors’  broadsides.  Signs  in- 
dicate a   panic  with  the  picture  peo- 

ple on  the  happy  end  of  the  ill  wind. 
Vaudeville’s  season  hasn’t  been  so 

good.  Tlie  picture  year  has  been  a 
bumper.  Building  has  gone  ahead  at  a 
terrific  rate  and  big  picture  theatres  arc 

becoming  as  cominoti  •   as  Woolworth 

stores  in  the  cities.  Vaudeville  hasn’t been  building  and  the  public  swing  to 

the  presentation  houses  is  accounted  re- 
sponsible Jor  the  sudden  eagerness  to 

lease  the  big  seating  capacities  at  neck- 
breaking terms. 

Use  State-Lake  Policy 

Vaudeville’s  big  try  to  get  back  into 
the  money  is  being  based  on  the  phe- 

nomenal success  of  tlic  Orpheum  policy 

applied  to  the  State-Lake  theatre,  Chi- 
cago. This  house  lias  been  a   stand- -em-out  winner  from  the  opening  day 

with  lesser  Orpheum  acts  and  a   feature 
picture.  It  was  built  before  the  Chicago 
theatre  across  the  street  opened,  or  the 

Roosevelt  up  the  avenue,  or  McVickers 

around  on  Madison^  and  if  it  was  in  the 
cards  for  the  waiting  line  to  drop  off 

the  turn-away  from  these  picture  houses 

would  have  buoyed  it  up,  but  a   for- 
tunate location  and  a   low  admission  price 

for  the  bargain  line-up  offered  in  all 
probability  were  enough  to  sustain  the 

patronage  without  these  developments. 
What  will  happen  to  differently  lo- 

cated and  more  plentiful  playhouses 

operating  on  tlie  same  plan  remains  to 
be  seen.  Vaudeville  is  shooting  the  roll 

on  the  guess  that  a   show  of  this  type 

will  outdraw  a   standard  picture-presen- 
tation show  in  a   house  of  equal  class 

and,  in  some  cases,  in  the  neighborhoods. 
What  the  picture  people  think  of  the 

outcome  is  indicated  by  their  willing- 
ness to  give  vaudeville  as  much  rope 

as  it  will  Duy. 

Overhead  May  Determine 

Overhead  may  be  the  deciding  factor 

in  the  contest.  It’s  open-and-shut  that 
the  vaudeville  houses  will  have  to  scram- 

ble for  its  pictures.  Picture  houses  will 
not  face  a   parallel  difficulty  in  the  matter 

of  acts,  as  presentation  developments 

show.  The  combination  of  circum- 
stances will  burden  the  State-Lake  plan 

theatre  considerably. 

On  a   straight  policy  line-ut)  the  odds 

are  against  the  invader.  Chicago  sup- 

ported one  State-Lake,  and  that  a   down- town house,  while  it  was  supporting  a 

dozen  picture  houses  as  bl^  or  bigger 

spread  out  over  the  whole  city.  Vaude- ville houses  started  in  the  neighborhoods 

have  dwindled  rapidly  and  stood  idle  for 
{Continued  on  page  56) 
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All  Box  Office  Records  Broken! 

Saxe*s  Wisconsin  Theatre 
Milwaukee 

Second  Anniversary  Show 
(Week  of  April  3) 

ED.  J.  WEISFELDT,  PRODUCTION  MANAGER 

HARRY  ROSE 

“The  Broadway  Jester^’ 
Master  of  Ceremonies 

HUGHIE  O’DONNELL DEXTER  SISTERS 

JAMES  WATTS  WILL  STANTON 

LOLA  FLETCHER BOILA  DANCERS 

SKELLY  SISTERS 

SHANNON  PLAYTIME  FROLICS 

IVisconsin  Theatre  Stage  Talent  Arranged  Through 

EDWARD  M.  MORSE 
Woods  Bldg.,  Chicago 
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CURRENT  PRESENTATIONS 
Chicago  Syncopation 

Bill  “Jazz  Rhapsody” 
Working  in  Whiskers 

John  Murray  Anderson’s  “Jazz  Rhap- 
sody” was  brought  into  the  Chicago  theatre 

last  week,  spaced  out  with  added  “name 
acts”  and  advertised  as  the  semi-annual 
Balaban  &   Katz  Syncopation  Week  show. 
Neither  the  original  name  of  the  Anderson 
show  nor  that  of  its  producer  appeared  in 

the  billing,  newspaper  advertising  and  ad- 
vance screen  trailers  dwelling  on  the  Syn- 

copation Show  slant  which  used  to  line 

up  the  customers  four  deep  and  around 
the  corner  all  day  and  half  the  night.  It 

didn’t  do  quite  that  this  time  but  it  did 
boom  business  considerably. 

Undoubtedly  it  was  a   job  to  fit  the  added 
name  acts  into  the  established  routine  of 
the  show  and  undoubtedly  the  necessity 
for  doing  so  is  partially  responsible  for 
the  lukewarm  reception  the  performance  ex- 

perienced. 'The  feat  was  accomplished  by 
working  the  added  starters  in  one  between 
scenes  of  the  revue,  but  the  device  ruined 
whatever  continuity  and  tempo  may  have 
been  assets  of  the  Anderson  production. 
It  worked  to  similar  disadvantage,  of 
course,  for  the  added  starters. 

The  show  opened  with  an  announcement 

by  a   couple  of  girls  which  not  even  this 
first-row  reporter  could  distinguish.  The 
dog  act  was  next,  getting  better  returns 
than  any  dopester  would  have  anticipated. 
The  stock  market  number  of  the  Ander- 

son revue  didn't  do  so  well,  perhaps  par- 

tially because  the  significance  of  it  wasn’t 
brought  out,  and  the  section  wherein  danc- 

ing bootblacks  work  %vith  the  Banjoland 
act  had  to  depend  mainly  upon  the  dancers 
for  results,  the  pit  orchestra  blaring  its 
stuff  so  stridently  that  the  banjoists  might 
as  well  have  worked  in  pantomime. 

To  dispose  of  the  Anderson  section,  the 

stilt  Charleston  by  Robert  Stickney  got  'em. 
The  vocal  part  of  the  hula  thing  near  the 

end  was  omitted  and  the  dance  didn’t  mean 
much,  though  there  was  a   ripple  for  it. 
The  finale  in  radium  outfitting  got  an  ap- 

preciative hand  but  had  been  delayed  to 

iwrmit  a   marshalling  of  the  added  attrac- 
tions and  was  sustained  beyond  the  period 

of  its  applause.  The  impression  was  that 
the  Anderson  show  would  have  done  well 
if  not  broken  up  by  the  interpolated  acts. 
Which  is  but  dope. 

Ida  May  Chadwick  was  the  first  of  the 
added  acts  to  work,  doing  her  stuff  in  one 
before  the  plush  drop.  Nobody  knew  who 
she  was  and  her  wiggles  were  out  of  tune 
with  the  Chicago  theatre  idea  anyway.  She 
was  on  early  enough  to  get  by  with  an 
audience  which  had  come  downtown  con- 

vinced they’d  like  the  usual  B.  &   K.  jazz show. 

Rome  and  Dunn  also  worked  in  one, 
needing  not  even  that  to  get  their  stuff 
across.  Voices  are  voices  and  these  boys 
have  enough  for  an  ensemble.  Further, 
they  know  what  to  do  with  them  and  they 
did  it  in  three  numbers  that  sewed  up  the 
risitors  in  their  favor.  It  was  a   long  jump 
back  to  full  stage  and  the  interrupted  opera 
when  they  finished  against  the  protest  of 
the  people  out  front. 

Gus  Mulcay  had  a   similar  effect.  Mul- 
^y  has  worked  these  parts  before  and  they 
hked  him,  but  he’s  perfected  his  routine 
Since  then  and  this  time  they  wanted  him 
tever  to  quit.  This  young  fellow  did  with 
a   harmonica  and  a   personality  the  things 

the  show  so  badly  needed  done.  He  could 

have  worked  all  night,  but  didn't. 
The  flop  of  the  evening  was  Dave 

Stamper  and  Edna  Leedom,  who  didn't  be- 
long and  didn’t  conceal  the  fact.  They 

used  their  Ziegfcld  Follies  routine  with 

barely  a   line  changed  and  the  people  didn’t 
know  what  it  was  all  about.  Instead  of 

doing  anything  to  correct  that  deplorable 
stale  of  affairs,  Miss  Leedom  decided  to 
kid  the  audience  to  the  orchestra  with  the 
customary  result.  Getting  by  pretty  well 
wfith  her  open  flash,  she  went  from  bad  to 
worse  for  many  too  many  minutes  and 
sputtered  out  like  a   lamp.  Nothing  is  wrong 
with  the  Stamper-Lccdom  act  except  that 

it  doesn’t  belong  in  the  picture  house.  The 
same  stuff  went  big  a   year  ago  at  the 
Illinois  theatre  in  the  Follies.  As  used  at 

the  Chicago  it’s  just  an  ad  for  Ziegfcld’s 
shows  and  not  the  right  kind  at  that. 
The  show  ran  about  SO  minutes  and  the 

house  was  cooler  at  the  finish  than  in  the 

beginning.  It  had  a   lot  of  good  stuff  in 

it  but  simply  wasn’t  the  Syncopation  Week 
show  they  had  come  to  sec.  By  Thursday 
night  it  was  possible  to  get  a   good  seat 

at  8:45  without  \vaiting,  which  it  didn’t used  to  be  on  these  occasions, 

Kahn  and  Band  Do 

Best  Recent  Show 

Sans  Sartorial  Aid 

Straight  tux  dress  for  Art  Kahn  and  the 
bandmen  and  prophylactic  cleanliness  of 

performance  made  in  last  week’s  show  at the  Senate,  Chicago,  a   pleasing  contrast  to 

tlic  more  futuristic  attire  and  the  glaringly 
vaudeville  nature  of  some  otiier  recent 

Senate  presentations.  Last  week’s  offering was  not  startling  either  as  to  material,  nor 
use  of  it,  but  it  was  good  nevertheless. 
The  opening  was  quiet,  curtain  parting  on 

full  stage  with  the  band  in  two  tiers.  "Lan- 
tern of  Love”  was  the  opener.  It  was 

played  quietly  and  almost  as  well  as  Kahn's band  could  have  played  it  three  months 
ago.  Featured  in  tliis  was  a   muteil  cornet 
solo  of  one  chorus  by  that  boy  whose  work 
always  knocks  over  a   big  hand. 

Next  on  was  Ruth  Fisher,  singing  “Bur- 
gundy.” Miss  Fisher's  delivery  is  too  nasal 

to  be  really  good,  and  she  took  only  a   fair 
hand. 

Born  and  Manley,  following,  did  their 

burlesqued  classical  dance  to  Mendelssohn’s 
“Spring  Song.”  Their  stuff  is  just  so-so. 
They  worked  as  if  they  seemed  uncertain 
whether  the  house  was  going  to  like  them. 
Here  and  there  the  transitions  were  too 
obvious,  and  the  whole  offering  took  about 
the  same  as  Miss  Fisher  received. 

“I  Do,  Do  You?”  was  the  next  band 
number,  in  the  middle  of  which  the  singing 
drummer  as  the  parson,  a   clarinet  player 
as  the  blushing  one  and  the  tuba  player 
as  the  winner  of  the  ball  and  chain  did  a 
musical-comic  wedding  number,  usjng  a 
chorus  of  the  song  for  material.  This  was 
hinny  and  went  over  well. 
A   youth  introduced  as  an  usher  came  on 

over  the  foots  and  blew  a   blue  number  on 

a   clarinet  and  followed  with  a   like  num- 
ber on  an  instrument  that  seemed  a   cross 

between  a   fife  and  a   bicycle  pump.  This 
took  the  most  applause  up  to  here. 

At  the  piano  Kahn  played  “After  I   Say 
I'm  Sorry."  He  took  variation  too  far  and 
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AaroDson  Irving  and  Commander*^— 
Stafo, 

5t.  I.ouls. 

AddUon  Brolhrrr— SonalP,  Chiengo. 

Albert,  Don  and  Orelie»lra — Laoui't  Stole,  St.  Louis. 

Alonio,  Carmen — SlonJoy,  Philadelphia. 

Alvin,  Don— Tormlnal,  Chicago. 

A»h.  Pout  and  Band — Meyiehort,  Chicag
o. 

Barrie,  Stuarl^— Crand  Conlrot,  Si.  Louis
. 

Dearh,  Drlna— fiJoIlo,  Neto  York.
 

Bernier,  Peggy  Mcyickers,  Chicago.
 

Born  and  Hanley— “Sonole,  Chicago, 

Bourman,  Dake  and  Klddon^-Sirond,
  Note  York. 

Buck,  Verne  and  Band — Metropolitan,  Los  Angeles. 

“Bughouse  Cobaret”— Ulfiourl,  Si.  touli
. 

Caniinof,  nio— SlanJoy,  Philadelphia. 

Chadwick,  Ida  May— CAIfoK®.  Chicago.
 

Chaninl  Slelcre— RIcoH,  Nme  York. 
.•chJe" — Metropolitan,  Atlanta. 

Chilton  and  Thoma* — Meyiehors,  Chicago.
 

Chin.Toy  Slelere — .HHUort  Dollar,  Lot 
 Angeles. 

“'nio  Dime  Mu»onm”^Howarrf,  Atlanta. 

English.  Peggy— Mcyickers,  Chicag
o. 

Filch  and  Richter — P^lieonrln,  Milwaukee. 

Fisher,  Bnlh— Sonolfl,  Chicago. 

Ford  and  Smith — Slrand,  Milwaukee.
 

Forbeieln.  LouU  and  Bond — Royal,  Kansas
  City. 

Georgi,  Tbemy— Alhambra,  Milwaukee.
 

Glvot,  George — .»/llI/on  Dollar.  Lot  Angeles. 

CrlBtlh  and  Leninglon— Wolropolllan,  L
os  Angeles. 

How»nn,  Leeler,  Company— Meyiekert, 
 Chicago. 

Hubner,  William  Whitney— MelropoUl
an.  /illonlo. 

Hughee,  Adelaide  and  Company— Fo*.  
Philadelphia. 

Rhapsody”— Chicago,  Chicago. 

Judnlek,  Prankte—Meyiehert,  Chicago. 

Kahn,  Art  and  Band — Senate,  Chicag
o. 

Korenoff  and  Marec^lPIseontln,  Mltwau
keo. 

Kelling,  XI— Wisconsin,  Milwaukee. 

Kennedy,  Belly— Term/nol,  Chicago. 

“Klde  In  Kondyland"— Rleoll,  New  York. 

Kogen,  Horry  and  Band — Terminal,  Chi
cago. 

Leedom  and  Stamper— Chleogo.  Chicago. 

Lichter,  Jole  and  Band — Strand,  Milwauk
ee. 

Lltlau,  Joeeph  and  Orehoelra— Hoieard
,  Atlanta. 

Lica  Jane— Terminal,  Chicago. 

Lorlng  and  Ferrelll  Capitol,  New  York, 

Maslova,  Vlaela  Capitol,  New  York, 

Moaon  Dixon  Trio— .Million  Dollar,  Lot  Angeles. 

McCarthy,  Dan^— Copllol,  New  York. 

McQuarrIe,  Marie,  and  Horp  Ensemble— Slanfoy, 

Philadelphia. 

Melody  Sexlelt^— RIqIio,  Now  York. 
Miller,  Kennelh^Roynl,  Kantiit  City. 

Mies,  Doris — Capitol,  New  York. 

Norman,  Karyl^Fo*,  Philadelphia. 

Novelle  Brother*— tome's  Stale,  Lot  Angelos. 

Nylergyhaxl,  Erwin— IFIsronsIn,  Milwaukee. 

Page,  Buddy— Tormlnol,  Chicago. 
“Paradise  Isle"— IVowmon,  Kansas  City. 

Peuehee— Alhambra,  Milwaukee. 

"Plonologue  Ideo”— Loom's  Warfield,  San  Fra
n- cisco. 

►revln,  Charles  and  Orelirsiro— .M/srourl,  Si.  L
ouis, 

lomsay,  llorold — RlroK,  New  York.
 

loulh,  Bayard — Capitol,  New  York. 

lennie.  Orville— Terminal.  Chicago. 

leynolds,  Ray— Senaio.  Chicago. 

todemich,  Gene  and  Band— Crand  
Central,  St. 

loemheld,  Hoinx  and  Orchoslro —
 Alhamlira.  Mil- 

icaukeo. 
lome  and  Dunn— ^^hleago,  Chicago. 

lavage.  Sieve— Termlnol,  Chicago. 

‘Shaky  Bobo"  and  “Honey  Boy  —Mill
ion  Dollar, 

Lot  Angeles. 

•Ship  Ahoy”— Cranado,  San  rraneli
eo. 

‘Sbylarks”^Palaeo,  Dallas. 

imllb,  Jock— djrand  Central,  Si
.  Louis. 

iterUng.  Nellie  and  Daneer^Rlal
lo,  Omaha. 

rhree  Colleglone— Terminal,  Chicag
o. 

rreroolne.  Paul  ond  Bond— Libert
y.  Kansas  City. 

/alyda.  Rose— Loew'i  Slole,  Lot  
Angeles. 

Varing'e  Pennsylvanians— Metropoli
tan,  Washings 

ton.  ... 

Valson,  Mlllon — Senole,  Cnieag
o. 

IFlIllacDS,  Anne— Slrand,  Omaha. 

IVoU  Rube  end  Bend— Loiee’s  Sca
le,  Lot  Angeles. 

Wynne.  Alice — Copllel.  New  Y
ork. 

feppelU,  Mile.  Alice — Stanley,  
Philadelphia. 
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VICTOR  HERBERT  Said  of  Miss  Glanville’s  Playing: — “You  Are  the  Only 
Person  Who  Will  Ever  Make  Me  Recognize  the  Saxophone  As  an  Instrument.” 

HARRY  WATTS,  Rialto  Theatre,  Omaha,  Neb.,  Wires: — “Ruth  Glanville  Is 

Wonderful." HERB  GROVES,  Des  Moines  Theatre,  Des  Moines,  Iowa,  Wires; — “Ruth 
Glanville  Fulfills  the  Wonderful  Praise  Accorded  Her  by  Critics.  Sorry  She  Is 

Booked  Next  Week,  As  Would  Hold  Her  for  Another  Week.” 

RUTH  GLANVILLE 
Americc^s  Premier  Saxophonist 

April  11,  STRAND  THEATRE.  Waterloo 
April  18,  PRINCESS  THEATRE,  Sioux  City 
April  25,  RIALTO  THEATRE,  Fort  Dodge 

May  1,  WISCONSIN  THEATRE,  Milwaukee 

With  Fifteen  More  Weeks  to  Follow  In  America’s  Largest 
Cinema  Theatres 

RUTH  GLANVILLE Exclusive  Management 

Joe  Spiegelberg 
i^Ianta 

PHIL  TYRRELL  ATTRACTIONS 
705  Woods  Bldg.,  Chicago 

Amy  Cox Kansas  City 

concocted  a   musical  dish  that  contained 

considerably  more  sauce  than  meat.  The 

band  has  gotten  that  way  lately,  also.  Its 

rhythm  is  not  sufficiently  strong  to  carry 
the  many-colored  overlay  of  variation. 

Milton  Watson,  sometime  of  McVickers, 
was  given  a   reception  when  he  stepped  on, 

and  after  he  sang  “Always”  and  “You 
Can’t  Be  a   Good  Little  Fellow,”  Kahn 
urged  the  house  to  urge  the  singer  to 
Charleston.  Milt  did  it.  So  many  others 
do  it  so  much  better!  Yet  Watson  took 

the  best  applause  of  the  evening,  and  could 
have  done  a   couple  of  almost  legitimate 
encores. 

To  close,  the  band  swung  through  “Let’s 

Talk  About  My  Sweetie”  and  the  Addison 
Brothers,  colored,  stepped.  They  looked 

like  two  good  Charlestonians  dancing  some- 
thing they  hoped  the  house  would  not  think 

was  only  another  Charleston. 

“Ain't  It  Hot!"  Is 
Less  So  Than  Usual 

Ash-McVickers  Bill 
“Ain’t  It  Hot !”  was  the  good  name 

Paul  Ash  used  for  his  show  at  McVickers 

last  week,  and  it  wasn’t.  It  ran  a   tem- 
perature several  degrees  below  that  of  any- 

thing he’s  done  since  he  first  got  up  steam 
and  pulled  the  box  office  up  the  grade  to 

where  it  is.  If  he’d  started  out  to  do  a 
hari-kari  he  couldn’t  have  had  a   better 
idea  than  hooking  a   title  like  this  to  the 
ice  box  routine  that  made  up  more  than 
the  first  half  of  the  bill. 

Ever>'body  dressed  straight  and  there 

wasn’t  anything  meaningful  about  the  set- 
ting. The  session  opened  with  three  flat 

numbers,  one  a   love  ballad  Ash  claimed 

for  his  own  and  two  not  much  snappier. 
Song  pluggers  worked  in  these,  and  there 
are  better  ones.  The  Ash  original  has 
rnelody  and  probably  will  develop  into  a 

hit,  but  he'd  have  done  better  to  delay  its 
delivery  until  Milton  Watson  was  back  in 
the  show  to  put  it  across. 

Peggj'  English  was  a   new  face.  She 
came  on  and  sang  a   couple  of  numbers,  one 
slow  and  one  fast,  the  second  one  warm- 

ing things  up  a   bit.  Frankie  Judnick,  who’d 
had  his  trousers  pressed  and  looked  better, 
then  got  away  with  a   couple  of  accordian 
bursts,  the  orchestra  kicking  in  with  some 
comedy  that  helped.  Judnick  can  play  the 

thing  but  Ash  isn’t  helping  him  by  keeping 
him  at  the  same  old  stuff  in  the  same  old 
^\'ay. 

_   P^g>'  Bernier  was  another  hold-over, 
singing  two  new  numbers  and  an  old  one 

“by  request”  with  Ash  at  the  piano.  She 

didn’t  gyrate,  just  acted  "cute,”  and  she 
can  do  that.  She  got  a   little  less  applause 
than  the  week  before. 

Near  the  end  Ash  announced  a   trio, 

Lester  Howson  Company.  These  three  boys 

brought  the  temperature  up  to  advertised 

pitch.  One  of  them’s  a   big  fellow  with  so 
much  personality  that  Ash  withdrew  from 

the  stage  and  let  him  have  everything  with- 
out contest.  The  three  did  three  numbers, 

probably  their  vaudeville  routine,  and  all 
three  hit.  They  should  be  held  over  and 
billed.  The  big  boy  could  do  one  of  these 

Ash  things  himself. 
Chilton  and  Thomas,  amateur  colored 

dancing  team  who  were  the  hit  of  the 

preceding  week’s  show,  worked  last,  again 
rattling  the  rafters.  After  they  finished 

the  band  tacked  on  a   number  which  reg- 
istered anti-climax.  A   quiet  curtain  ended 

it. 

Don  Alvin's  Second 
Terminal  Show  Tops 

First;  Flash  Scores 
Don  Alvin  threw  a   show  at  the  Terminal, 

Chicago,  last  week  that  topped  his  first  one 
by  much,  even  though  that  one  was  good. 
Alvin,  who  not  only  staged  the  thing  but 
acted  as  master  of  ceremonies  and  guest 

conductor,  stepped  out  before  the  drape 
in  one.  He  was  given  a   big  hand  before 

he  spoke  a   word.  He  appeared  at  the 
house  for  the  first  time  the  week  preceding. 

The  show  was  fast  and  ran  along  smooth- 
ly, reaching  the  first  peak  when  Alvin 

took  the  baton  and  swung  the  band  through 

“Blinky  Moon  Bay,”  a   part  of  which  Or- 
ville Rennie  sang,  and  the  second  in  the 

work  of  Betty  Kennedy,  who  stopped  the 
show. 

Steve  Savage  did  a   dance  that  did  not 

look  good,  being  a   dope  number.  Liza 
Jane,  who  is  too  large  for  even  a   larger 
stage  than  that  at  the  Terminal,  just  got 
by  with  a   pair  of  songs.  Buddy  Page, 
pianist  who  knows  his  keyboard,  did  not 
get  as  much  as  he  had  coming  for  the  land 
of  work  he  did.  This  boy  puts  harmonies 

in  numbers  that  haven’t  any. 
The  Three  Collegians  took  a   good  hand 

for  their  numbers,  though  the  stuff  was 

old — “That  Certain  Party,”  "All  Aboard 
for  Heaven”  and  one  other.  Rennie  hit 
sour  notes  in  everything  he  offered  and  did 

not  go  so  well  as  on  previous  occasions 
at  this  house. 

The  mounting  of  the  show,  “In  Florida,” 
was  flashy  and  the  house  liked  it.  The 

bandmen  were  tricked  out  in  white  duck 

yachting  suits  and  caps  and  made,  partly 
also  because  of  arrangement,  a   much  bet- 

ter appearance  titan  ffiey  made  the  week 

before.  The  radium  grotto  drop  that  -was 
the  big  thing  in  the  flash  finale  made  the 
house  sit  up  so  as  not  to  miss  a   thing. 
The  costuming  and  mounting  was  by 
Lester,  Ltd. 

Nellie  Sterling  and 

Dancers  Given  Good 

Reception  at  Rialto 
OMAHA,  April  13. — Toe  dancing  on 

snowshoes,  big  clumsy  snowshoes, 

brought  down  the  house  at  the  Rialto 
this  week.  The  feat  was  performed  by 

Nellie  Sterling  and  a   member  of  her 

group  of  four  girl  dancers.  A   pretty 
setting  of  snow,  with  flakes  fluttering, 

added  a   great  deal  to  the  attractiveness 
of  the  entertainment. 

The  snowshoe  dance  was  only  one  of 
a   series  of  clever  and  difficult  dances  by 

Miss  Sterling  and  her  troupe.  The  five 

girls  were  comely  and  their  costumes 
neat.  Their  act  was  well  received  and 
pleasing. 

In  the  entertainment  of  the  week 
should  also  be  included  the  first  of  a 

series  arranged  by  Manager  Harry  Watts 
— the  "Music  Master”  series.  The  first 

was  a   film  of  the  life  of  George  Fred- 

erick Handle,  while  Harry  Brader’s  or- 

chestra played  selections  from  "Largo’ 
and  the  “Hallelujah  Chorus.”  The  re- 

ception of  this  series  the  first  week 
speaks  well  for  the  success  of  the  plan 
for  the  next  few  weeks.  Manager  Watts 

plans  to  alternate  the  "Music  Master 
series  with  numbers  from  the  “Famous 
Melodies”  series,  week  by  week.  The 

week’s  long  feature  was  “The  Untamed 

Lady.” 

Cansinos,  Specialty 

Dancers,  Easily  Top 

Stanley  Stage  Bill 
PHILADELPHIA.  April  13.— The  sur- 

rounding bill  at  the  Stanley  theatre  last 

week,  consisting  of  three  divertisements, 

was  an  exceptionally  entertaining  and  well 
balanced  one,  with  the  original  Cansinos, 
Elisa  and  Eduardo,  as  the  outstanding 
ture.  . . 

An  Easter  feast  of  music  opened  wtn 

the  orchestra  in  a   “Medley  of  Victor  Hu- 
bert Hits.”  Mme.  Alice  ZeppelU  sang  tu® 
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One  of  the  most  remarkable  stage  attractions  in  the  show  business 

GEORGE 
BILLINGS 

Star  of  the  photoplay  “Abraham  Lincoln” 
Presenting  his  unique  offering 

“LINCOLN  MEMORIES” 

Working  with  an  assistant,  George  Billings  puts  over  an  act  that  for 

sheer  power  and  popular  appeal  stands  in  a   class  by  itself.  Exploita- 

tion and  publicity  possibilities  are  unlimited.  A   sensational  success 
over  entire  A.  H.  Blank  and  Great  States  circuits. 
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Premier  Attractions,  Inc.,  Auditorium  Bldg.,  Chicago 
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GEORGE  BILLINGS 

Gounod  “Waltz  Song”  from  “Romeo  and 
Juliet’  in  a   charming  soprano.  She  pos- 

sesses a   splendid  voice,  perhaps  slightly 
lacking  in  flexibility,  and  has  a   magnetic 
personality. 

The  Marie  McQuarrie  Harpland  Fantasy 
was  a   beautiful  and  harmonious  preienta- 
tion.  Shuberts  “Ave  Maria,”  accompanied 
by  the  Stanley  orchestra  opened  the  act, 

followed  by  Drigo’s  “Serenade.”  Tlie  solo- 
ist, attired  in  Spanish  lace  costume,  sang 

“Charming  Bird”  from  “Pearl  of  Brazil.” 
She  possessed  a   voice  of  exceptional  limpid 
quality  and  depth  of  tone  and  her  gestures 

were  free  and  natural.  A   harp  solo,  ‘Tea 
for  Two,”  by  Marie  McQuarrie  was  well 
liked,  as  was  also  “Pomp  and  Circum- 

stance.” A   Victor  Herbert  medley  by  all 
of  the  members  closed  the  act. 
The  Cansinos,  by  their  sheer  grace,  skill 

and  technique  took  the  audience  by  storm. 
The  act  \vas  staged  to  resemble  the  interior 

of  a   cave.  “La  Capa,”  “The  Cape,”  was 
the  opening  number,  followed  by  the  “Es- 
pano  Song”  with  castanets.  “El  Sombrero” 
was  a   teasing  bit  of  humor  followed  by 

“El  Latigo”  ("The  Whip"')  in  which  the dancers  seemed  the  acme  of  grace. 

ALF.  T.  WILTON 
INCORPORATED 

t2lh  Floor  Brrant  2027>8 

1S60  BROADWAY.  NEW  YORK 

Now  Booking 
Motion  Picture  Theatres 
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Senorita  Carmen  Alonso,  Argentine 

prima  donna,  in  an  exotic  costume  of  black 

and  red  sang  “Clavelitos”  (“Carnations”), 
tossing  carnations  from  a   basket  to  the  au- dience as  she  sang. 

Spain’s  “Wonder  Dance,”  by  Elisa  and 
Eduardo,  which  closed  this  act,  was  a   mar- velous exhibition  of  artistic  dancing.  This 

dance,  aptly  named,  disclosed  the  possibili- 
ties of  dancing  and  acrobatics  combined 

and  was  repeatedly  applauded  by  the  audi- 
ence during  its  performance.  Eduardo 

seemed  to  float  in  the  air  and  Elisa 

spinning  on  one  foot  made  the  audience fairly  gasp.  c-  ..a 

The  long  feature  was  Just  Suppose,  A 

scenic  picture,  a   comedy  and  a   newsreel 
completed  the  program. 

Jack  Daly  May  Book 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

CLEVELAND.  April  13.— Jack  Daly, 
who  formerly  operated  as  a   vaudeville 
booker  in  Pittsburgh,  has  arrived  here.  He 

expects  to  open  a   presentation  booking  of- fice. 

St.  Louis  Looks  at 

“Bughouse  Cabaret” 
as  Weak  Amusement 

ST.  LOUIS,  April  13.— “Bughouse 
Cabaret”  was  the  stage  offering  at  the 
Missouri  theatre,  St.  Louis,  Mo.,  the 

week  of  April  3.  It’s  all  right  if  you  like 
that  sort  of  thing.  But  if  you  are  the 
least  bit  temperamental  or  hold  ideals 
as  to  music  and  the  exercise  of  the 

vocal  chords,  it’s  not  so  much.  But  the 
hoi  polli  got  some  kick  out  of  it. 

Picture  if  you  can  Caruso  reacliing  the 
very  zenith  of  his  wonderful  vocal  timber 
and  then  turning  a   flipfiop  like  a   barn- 

yard or  circus  brand  of  clown.  That’s the  way  the  whole  thing  goes  on.  It  is 
well  named. 

Charles  Previn  and  his  Missouri  sym- 
phony orchestra  held  the  lines  for  the 

better  things  in  music  with  a   beautiful 

overture,  “Massaniello.”  But  he  also 
burlesqued  a   popular  number  an<I  won 
much  applause  for  doing  so. 

Costumes 

Curtains 

Productions 

Furnished  or  Rented 

Never  has  there  been  anything  
as  elec- 

trifying to  audiences  as  scenes  that 

change  colors — right  before  the  e
yes  of 

the  people. 

Vio-Light  gives  this  effect.  We  
can  sup- 

ply it  in  bulk  for  you  to  apply  yourse
lf 

or  furnish  or  rent  ready  made  
curtains, 

costumes,  and  productions. 
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RUTH  GLANVILLE 

VICTOR  HERBERT  Said  of  Miss  Glanville’s  Playing: — "You  Are  the  Only 
Person  Who  Will  Ever  Make  Me  Recognize  the  Saxophone  As  an  Instrument." 

HARRY  WATTS,  Rialto  Theatre,  Omaha,  Neb.,  Wires: — "Ruth  Glanville  Is 

Wonderful." 
HERB  GROVES,  Des  Moines  Theatre,  Des  Moines.  Iowa,  Wires: — "Ruth 
Glanville  Fulfills  the  Wonderful  Praise  Accorded  Her  by  Critics.  Sorry  She  Is 

Booked  Next  Week,  As  Would  Hold  Her  for  Another  Week." 

RUTH  GLANVILLE 
Americc^ s   Premier  Saxophonist 

April  11,  STRAND  THEATRE.  Waterloo 
April  18,  PRINCESS  THEATRE,  Sioux  City 
April  25.  RIALTO  THEATRE,  Fort  Dodge 
May  1,  WISCONSIN  THEATRE,  Milwaukee 

With  Fifteen  More  Weeks  to  Follow  In  America’s  Largest Cinema  Theatres 

Exclusive  Management 

Joe  Spiegelberg 
i^lanta 

PHIL  TYRRELL  ATTRACTIONS 
705  Woods  Bldg.,  Chicago Amy  Cox 

Kansas  City 

concocted  a   musical  dish  that  contained 
considerably  more  sauce  than  meat.  The 
band  has  gotten  that  way  lately,  also.  Its 
rhythm  is  not  sufficiently  strong  to  carry 
the  many-colored  overlay  of  variation. 

Milton  Watson,  sometime  of  McVickers, 
was  given  a   reception  when  he  stepped  on, 

and  after  he  sang  “Always”  and  “You 
Can't  Be  a   Good  Little  Fellow,”  Kahn 
urged  the  house  to  urge  the  singer  to 
Charleston.  Milt  did  it.  So  many  others 
do  it  so  much  better!  Yet  Watson  took 
the  best  applause  of  the  evening,  and  could 
have  done  a   couple  of  almost  legitimate 
encores. 

To  close,  the  band  swung  through  "Let’s 
Talk  About  My  Sweetie”  and  the  Addison 
Brothers,  colored,  stepped.  They  looked 
like  two  good  Charlestonians  dancing  some- 

thing they  hoped  the  house  would  not  think 
was  only  another  Charleston. 

“AinT  It  Hot!’’  Is 
Less  So  Than  Usual 

Ash-McVickers  Bill 
“Ain’t  It  Hot!"  was  the  good  name Paul  Ash  used  for  his  show  at  McVickers 

last  week,  and  it  wasn’t.  It  ran  a   tem- 
perature several  degrees  below  that  of  any- 

thing he’s  done  since  he  first  got  up  steam 
and  pulled  the  box  office  up  the  grade  to 
where  it  is.  If  he’d  started  out  to  do  a 
hari-kari  he  couldn’t  have  had  a   better 
idea  than  hooking  a   title  like  this  to  the 
ice  box  routine  that  made  up  more  than 
the  first  half  of  the  bill. 

Everybody  dressed  straight  and  there 

wasn’t  anything  meaningful  about  the  set- 
ting. The  session  opened  with  three  flat 

numbers,  one  a   love  ballad  Ash  claimed 
for  his  own  and  two  not  much  snappier. 
Song  pluggers  worked  in  these,  and  there 
arc  better  ones.  The  Ash  original  has 
melody  and  probably  will  develop  into  a 

hit.  but  he’d  have  done  better  to  delay  its delivery  until  Milton  Watson  was  bade  in 
the  show  to  put  it  across. 

Peggy  English  ̂ N’as  a   new  face.  She 
came  on  and  sang  a   couple  of  numbers,  one 
slow  and  one  fast,  the  second  one  ^\'a^m- 

ing  things  up  a   bit.  Frankie  Judnick,  who’d 
had  his  trousers  pressed  and  looked  better, 
then  got  away  with  a   couple  of  accordian 
bursts,  the  orchestra  kicking  in  with  some 
comedy  that  helped,  Judnick  can  play  the 

thing  but  Ash  isn't  helping  him  by  keeping him  at  the  same  old  stuff  in  the  same  old 
\v^y. 

P^gy  Bernier  was  another  hold-over, 
singing  two  new  numbers  and  an  old  one 

“by  request”  with  Ash  at  the  piano.  She 
didn’t  gyrate,  just  acted  “cute,"  and  she 
can  do  that.  She  got  a   little  less  applause 
than  the  week  before. 
Near  the  end  Ash  announced  a   trio, 

Lester  Howson  Company.  These  three  boys 
brought  the  temperature  up  to  advertised 

pitch.  One  of  them’s  a   big  fellow  with  so 
much  personality  that  Ash  withdrew  from 
the  stage  and  let  him  have  everytliing  with- 

out contest.  The  three  did  three  numbers, 
probably  their  vaudeville  routine,  and  all 
three  hit.  They  should  be  held  over  and 
billed.  The  big  boy  could  do  one  of  these 
Ash  things  himself. 

Chilton  and  Thomas,  amateur  colored 
dancing  team  who  were  the  hit  of  the 

preceding  week’s  show,  worked  last,  again 
rattling  the  rafters.  After  they  finished 
the  band  tacked  on  a   number  which  reg- 

istered anti-climax.  A   quiet  curtain  ended 
it. 

Don  Alvin’s  Second 
Terminal  Show  Tops 

First;  Flash  Scores 
Don  Alvin  threw  a   show  at  the  Terminal, 

Chicago,  last  week  that  topped  bis  first  one 
by  much,  even  though  that  one  was  good. 
Alvin,  who  not  only  staged  the  thing  but 
acted  as  master  of  ceremonies  and  guest 
conductor,  stepped  out  before  the  drape 
in  one.  He  was  given  a   big  hand  before 
he  spoke  a   word.  He  appeared  at  the 
house  for  the  first  time  the  week  preceding. 

The  show  was  fast  and  ran  along  smooth- 
ly, reaching  the  first  peak  when  Alvin 

took  the  baton  and  swung  the  band  through 

“Blinky  Moon  Bay,”  a   part  of  which  Or- 
ville Rennie  sane,  and  the  second  in  the 

work  of  Betty  Kennedy,  who  stopped  the 
show. 

Steve  Savage  did  a   dance  that  did  not 
look  good,  being  a   dope  number.  Liza 
Jane,  who  is  too  large  for  even  a   larger 
stage  than  that  at  the  Terminal,  just  got 
by  with  a   pair  of  songs.  Buddy  Page, 
pianist  who  knows  his  keyboard,  did  not 
get  as  much  as  he  had  coming  for  the  kind 
of  work  he  did.  This  boy  puts  harmonies 

in  numbers  that  haven’t  any. 
The  Three  Collegians  took  a   good  hand 

for  their  numbers,  though  the  stuff  was 

old — “That  Certain  Party,”  “All  Aboard 
for  Heaven”  and  one  other.  Rennie  hit 
sour  notes  in  everythine  he  offered  and  did 
not  go  so  well  as  on  previous  occasions 
at  this  house. 

The  mounting  of  the  show,  “In  Florida,” 
was  flashy  and  the  house  liked  it.  The 

bandmen  were  tricked  out  in  white  duck 

yachting  suits  and  caps  and  made,  partly 
also  because  of  arrangement,  a   much  bet- 

ter appearance  than  they  made  the  week 
before.  The  radium  grotto  drop  that  ̂ vas 
the  big  thing  in  the  flash  finale  made  the 
house  sit  up  so  as  not  to  miss  a   thing. 
The  costuming  and  mounting  was  by 
Lester,  Ltd. 

Nellie  Sterling  and 

Dancers  Given  Good 

Reception  at  Rialto 
OMAHA,  April  13. — Toe  dancing  on 

snowshoes,  big  clumsy  snowshoes, 
brought  down  the  house  at  the  Rialto 
this  week.  The  feat  was  performed  by 
Nellie  Sterling  and  a   member  of  her 
group  of  four  girl  dancers.  A   pretty 
setting  of  snow,  with  flakes  fluttering, 
added  a   great  deal  to  the  attractiveness 
of  the  entertainment. 
The  snowshoe  dance  was  only  one  of 

a   series  of  clever  and  difficult  dances  by 

Miss  Sterling  and  her  troupe.  The  five 
girls  were  comely  and  their  costumes 
neat.  Their  act  was  well  received  and 
pleasing. 

In  the  entertainment  of  the  week 
should  also  be  included  the  first  of  a 
series  arranged  by  Manager  Harry  Watts 
— the  “Music  Master”  series.  The  first 

was  a   film  of  the  life  of  George  Fred- 

erick Handle,  while  Harry  Brader’s  or- 
chestra played  selections  from  "Largo” 

and  the  “Hallelujah  Chorus.”  The  re- 
ception of  this  series  the  first  week 

speaks  well  for  the  success  of  the  plan 
for  the  next  few  weeks.  Manager  Watts 

plans  to  alternate  the  “Music  Master” 
series  with  numbers  from  the  “Famous 
Melodies”  series,  week  by  week.  The 
week’s  long  feature  was  "The  Untamed 

Lady.” 

Cansinos,  Specialty 
Dancers,  Easily  Top 

Stanley  Stage  Bill 
PHILADELPHIA,  April  13.— The  sur- 

rounding bill  at  the  Stanley  theatre  last 
week,  consisting  of  three  divertisements, 
was  an  exceptionally  entertaining  and  well 
balanced  one,  with  the  original  Cansinos, 
Elisa  and  Eduardo,  as  the  outstanding  fea- 
ture. 

An  Easter  feast  of  music  opened  'vith 

the  orchestra  in  a   "Medley  of  Victor  Her- 
bert Hits.”  Mme.  Alice  ZeppelH  sang  the 
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Working  with  an  assistant,  George  Billings  puts  over  an  act  that  for 

sheer  power  and  popular  appeal  stands  in  a   class  by  itself.  Exploita- 
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Gounod  "Waltz  Song"  from  "Romeo  and 
Juliet’  in  a   charming  soprano.  She  pos- 

sesses a   splendid  voice,  perhaps  slightly 
lacking  in  flexibility,  and  has  a   magnetic 
personality. 

The  Marie  McQuarrie  Harpland  Fantasy 
was  a   beautiful  and  harmonious  presenta- 

tion. Shuberts  "Ave  Maria,”  accompanied 
by  the  Stanley  orchestra  opened  the  act, 

followed  by  Drigo’s  “Serenade."  The  solo- 
ist, attired  in  Spanish  lace  costume,  sang 

"Charming  Bird”  from  “Pearl  of  Brazil." 
She  possessed  a   voice  of  exceptional  limpid 
quality  and  depth  of  tone  and  her  gestures 

were  free  and  natural.  A   harp  solo,  ‘Tea 
for  Two,"  by  Marie  McQuarrie  was  well 
liked,  as  was  also  “Pomp  and  Circum- 

stance.” A   Victor  Herbert  medley  by  all of  the  members  closed  the  act. 
The  Cansinos,  by  their  sheer  grace,  skill 

and  technique  took  the  audience  by  storm. 
The  act  was  staged  to  resemble  the  interior 

of  a   cave.  “La  Capa,”  "The  Cape,"  was 
the  opening  number,  followed  by  the  "Es- 
pano  Song”  with  castanets.  “El  Sombrero” 
was  a   teasing  bit  of  humor  followed  by 

“El  Latigo”  (“The  Whip”)  in  which  the 
dancers  seemed  the  acme  of  grace. 
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Senorita  Carmen  Alonso,  Argentine 

prima  donna,  in  an  exotic  costume  of  black 

and  red  sang  "Clavelitos”  (“Carnations"), 
tossing  carnations  from  a   basket  to  the  au- 

dience as  she  sang. 

Spain’s  “Wonder  Dance,”  by  Elisa  and 
Eduardo,  which  closed  this  act,  was  a   mar- 

velous exhibition  of  artistic  dancing.  This 

dance,  aptly  named,  disclosed  the  possibili- 
ties of  dancing  and  acrobatics  combined 

and  was  repeatedly  applauded  by  the  audi- 
ence during  its  performance.  Eduardo 

seemed  to  float  in  tlie  air  and  Elisa 
spinning  on  one  foot  made  the  audience 
fairly  gasp. 

The  long  feature  was  “Just  Suppose."  A 
scenic  picture,  a   comedy  and  a   newsreel 
completed  the  program, 

Jack  Daly  May  Book 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

CLEVELAND,  April  13.— Jack  Daly, 
who  formerly  operated  as  a   vaudeville 
booker  in  Pittsburgh,  has  arrived  here.  He 

expects  to  open  a   presentation  booking  of- fice. 

St.  Louis  Looks  at 

“Bughouse  Cabaret” 
as  Weak  Amusement 

ST.  LOUIS,  April  13. — "Bughouse 
Cabaret”  was  the  stage  offering  at  the 
Missouri  theatre,  St.  Louis,  Mo.,  the 

week  of  April  3.  It’s  all  right  if  you  like 
that  sort  of  thing.  But  if  you  are  the 
least  bit  temperamental  or  hold  ideals 
as  to  music  and  the  exercise  of  the 

vocal  chords,  it’s  not  so  niucli.  But  tlie 
hoi  polli  got  some  kick  out  of  it. 

Picture  if  you  can  Caruso  reaching  the 
very  zenith  of  his  wonderful  vocal  timber 
and  then  turning  a   flipflop  like  a   barn- 

yard or  circus  brand  of  clown.  That’s the  way  the  whole  thing  goes  on.  It  is 
well  named. 

Charles  Previn  and  his  Missouri  sym- 

phony orchestra  held  the  lines  for  the' better  things  in  music  with  a   beautiful 

overture,  ’^assaniello.”  But  he  also 
burlesqued  a   popular  number  and  won 
much  applause  for  doing  so, 

Costumes 
Curtains 
Productions 
Furnished  or  Rented 

Never  has  there  been  anything  as  elec- 

trifying to  audiences  as  scenes  that 

change  colors — right  before  the  eyes  o
f 

the  people. 

Vio-Light  gives  this  effect.  We  can 
 sup- 

ply it  in  bulk  for  you  to  apply  yourself
 

or  furnish  or  rent  ready  made  curt
ains, 

costumes,  and  productions. 

Write  tor  clrcnlur 

LESTER,  LTD.,  18  W.  iJike  St.. 

Dopt.  Vio,  Chicago,  111. 
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Broadway  Presentations 
By  T.  E.  LEAHY 

Capitol  Features  Song 
Duet  and  Prologue 
NEW  YORK,  April  13. — The  “Inter- 

mezzo' from  ‘'Cavallcria  Rusticana,”  played 
by  the  Capitol  Theatre  Orchestra  last  week, 
was  very  appropriate  to  the  season.  This 
was  followed  by  Louise  Lorin"  and  Carlo 
Ferretti  singing  the  duet,  “II  Signore  vi 
Manda”  from  the  same  opera.  The  set  was 
a   church  exterior.  The  selection  and  the 
singers  were  roundly  applauded. 

The  next  number,  “Carnival  Mont- 
martre,” served  as  a   prologue  for  the  pic- 

ture "Kiki."  A   beautiful  scene  laid  in 
Montmartre  with  Vlasta  Maslova,  balle- 

rina, Doris  Niles,  Bayard  Rauth,  Dan  Mc- 
Carthy and  Alice  Wynne  as  principals,  and 

the  entire  ballet  corps  of  25  going  in  the 
^irit  of  the  occasion.  Doris  Niles  and 
Dan  McCarthy  do  an  “Apache  Dance," 
Miss  Niles  appearing  in  “Kiki”  costume. 
Mile,  Maslova,  assisted  by  Mr,  Rauth  and 
Miss  Wynne,  were  seen  in  the  colorful 

"Flirtation  Polka,”  with  Maslova  doing 
some  marvelous  toe  dancing. 

Plunkett  Builds  Prologue 

to  “The  Sea  Beeist*’ 
NEW  YORK,  April  13. — Owing  to  the 

length  of  "The  Sea  Beast”  at  the  Strand 
theatre  last  week.  Manager  Joseph  Plun- 

kett presented  a   prologue  to  his  patrons 
instead  of  the  usual  weekly  revue. 
The  scene  opened  showing  the  deck  of  a 

ship,  which  from  all  appearances  was  rid- 

ing merrily  over  the  waves.  The  Mark 
Strand  Male  Quartette,  enjoying  them- 

selves in  the  role  of  deckhands,  put  over 

several  good  numbers  as  no  “time”  aboard ship  is  complete  without  the  old  standby, 
“The  Sailor's  Hornpipe." 

Anatole  Bourman,  Nicholas  Daks  and 
George  Kiddon  appeared  on  deck  and  let 
her  go.  Then  another  number  by  the  quar- 

tette, when  a   scrim  closed  in  and  a   ship 
was  seen  passing  in  the  distance.  Then  the 
lights  faded  out  and  the  picture  faded  in. 
To  say  that  the  prologue  was  presented 

in  the  usual  Plunkett  fashion  is  enough. 

Melody  Sextette  Works 
in  Long  Film  Prologue 
NEW  YORK,  April  13. — The  Rialto  was 

another  Broadway  theatre  that  used  a   pro- 
logue instead  of  the  usual  presentation  acts 

last  week.  “For  Heaven’s  Sake,”  Harold 
Lloyd’s  latest  picture,  was  the  long  feature 
and  the  Melody  Sextette,  a   holdover  at 
this  house,  were  the  features  of  the  pro- 

logue. The  six  boys,  dressed  to  look  as 
much  like  Lloyd  as  possible,  opened  in  one 
playing  saxophones.  The  drape  parted  and 
with  other  instruments  at  their  disposal  the 
boys  got  busy.  A   number  of  specialties 
were  introduced,  the  outstanding  ones  be- 

ing a   song  by  Earl  Carpenter,  a   fast  dance 
by  Paul  Conlan  and  a   whale  of  a   dance 
by  Drina  Beach.  A   finale  number  and  then 
“ror  Heaven’s  Sake.” 

The 

HICKS  BROTHERS 
Famous 

Banjo  Syncopators 

Playing  Five-Week  Date  in  B. 
&   K.  Wonder  Theatres,  Chi- 

cago. McVickers  This  Week. 

This  Engagement  to  Be  Fol- 
lowed by  Four  Weeks  on 

Finkelstein  &   Ruben  Circuit. 

Direction : 

Mrs.  A.  K.  Bendix 
701  Seventh  Ave.,  New  York  City 

THOSE  FAMOUS 

CHANTAL 
SISTERS 
International  Pianists 

In  a   Distinct  Novelty 

“PIANO  DUET” 
Week  of  April  4th— Rlvoll,  N.  Y. 

^Veek  of  April  18th— Shea's  New  Theatre, BulTalo,  N.  Y. 

Direction  MRS.  A.  K.  BENDIX 

Columbia  Theatre  Bldg.,  New  York 

HENRY  DIXON 
UKULELE  AND  BANJO  WIZARD 

ondhis  UKULELE  CONTEST 
Bookwl  for  Four  Wet'ks  by  CRB.4T  STATES  THEATRES,  INC.,  with  More 

Time  to  Follow  In  Associated  Houses 

ExciosiTe  Management 

Sam  Bramson*s  Stage  Attractions 
CHIC.AGO,  ILL.  1408  CITY  HALL  SQUARE  BLDG.  DEARBORN  0819 

MERRIEL  ABBOTT 
SCHOOL  of  DANCING 

Capitol  Building  Suite  913 

159  North  State  Street,  Chicago,  111. 

Furnishing  dance  acts  for  the  leading  Picture  Theatres 

Howard  Patrons  Like 
First  Anderson  Show 

Better  Than  Second 

ATLANTA,  April  13. — “The  Dime  Mu- 
seum,” second  of  the  John  Murray  Ander- 

son presentations  to  be  staged  at  the  How- 
ard theatre,  was  offered  last  week  and  ̂ vas 

welcomed  as  another  delightful  divertisse- 
ment. It  lacked  the  punch  and  pep  of 

“The  Melting  Pot,”  seen  the  preceding 
week,  but  made  up  in  settings  and  lighting 
effects.  The  audiences  registered  a   slight 
let-down. 

It  is  set  in  the  waxwork  gallery  of  a 
dime  museum,  the  fibres  coming  to  life 
at  the  stroke  of  midnight.  There  is  danc- 

ing and  singing  and  two  excellent  dwarf 
tumblers.  The  ballerina  is  an  accomplished 
toe  dancer.  The  show  ran  20  minutes. 

Joseph  Littau  directed  the  Howard  or- 
chestra in  a   patriotic  overture  dedicated 

to  the  Disabled  War  Veterans.  Music  and 
picture  were  blended  in  a   sketch  of  the 
life  of  Ethelbert  Nevin,  one  of  the  Music 
Masters  series. 

The  long  feature  picture  ^vas  "For 
Heaven’s  Sake.”  The  prograni  also  in- 

cluded “Buried  Treasure,”  and  an  Inter- national Newsreel. 

“Paradise  Isle”  Is 
Good  Entertainment, 
Newman  Patrons  Find 

ICANSAS  CITY,  April  13.— John  Mur- 
ray Anderson’s  “Paradise  Isle”  proved  not 

only  to  be  good  entertainment,  but  a   novel- 
ty as  well,  at  the  Newman  theatre  the  week 

just  ended. 
The  troupe  of  16  Samoans  were  capable 

of  doing  much  more  than  their  native 
“stuff.”  Prince  Lei  Leni,  tenor,  received  a 
liberal  amount  of  applause  all  during  the 
week.  He  has  a   voice  which  is  by  no 
means  commonplace.  Then  there  was 

'Hielma  Harvey,  a   dancer  who  ̂ vas  brought 
back  for  numerous  encores,  as  well  as 
Tandy  McKenzie,  another  tenor  with  a 
voice  that  won  popularity. 
The  act  was  in  one  scene,  depicting 

Samoan  atmosphere,  and  lasted  about  30 
minutes.  A   native  dance  by  the  Samoans 

proved  a   real  feature,  creating  unusual  in- 
terest among  large  audiences  all  week.  Clad 

in  their  native  costumes  the  troupe  makes  a 
striking  appearance,  somewhat  resembling 
the  American  Indian  in  their  war  dances. 

The  long  feature  picture  was  "Beverly 

of  Graustark.” 

“Skylarks,”  Publix 
Road  Show,  Pleases 

at  Palace,  Dallas 

DALLAS,  April  13. — “Skylarks”  was  the 
latest  John  Murray  Anderson  production  to 
come  to  the  Palace.  It  was  presented  last 
week  in  connection  with  the  picture  pro- 

duction, “The  Untamed  Lady.” 
The  presentation  is  a   moonlight  scene 

and  is  fantastic  as  well  as  pretty.  The  act 
portrays  happenings  at  midnight  on  the 
rooftops,  and  the  roofs  are  all  topsy-turvy 
and  unusual  as  fairyland.  A   large  yellow 

moon  supposedly  throws  a   bewitching  sil- 
very glow  over  the  setting,  and  the  dances 

in  the  beautiful  costumes  are  unusual. 

William  Stamm  takes  the  part  of  Pierrot 

and  Almajane  Wilday,  Pierette.  Leonora’s Jewels  and  the  six  Paschas  are  good,  with 
their  dancing  and  tumbling  acts,  and  the 
string  quartette  with  the  tenor  and  soprano 
got  a   big  hand  in  their  special  number, 

“The  Old-Fashioned  Waltz.”  The  girls  in 
the  chorus  are  better  looking  than  most 
and  contribute  much  to  the  success  of  the 

presentation. 
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Presentation 

Ideas 
By  F.  LANGDON  MORGAN 
“THOUGHTS  OF  MOTHER" 

With  Mother’s  Day  near  this  is  an  ap- 
propriate presentation.  The  scene  is  laid 

in  a   park.  A   drop  showing  a   park  back- 
ground is  used.  In  front  of  this  lay 

some  grass  mats  and  a   little  to  right 
stage  is  set  a   park  bench.  Lighting  is 
in  blue  to  represent  night.  At  curtain 

a   ragged,  dirty  looking  young  fellow  is 
seen  lying  on  the  bench.  A   policeman 
walks  by,  tapping  him  on  the  soles  of 
his  shoes  and  in  pantomine  motions  for 
him  to  move  on.  Policeman  exits  and 

character  arises  from  bench  and  sings, 

“When  All  the  World  Forgets  You, 
There’s  a   Mother  Waiting  Still." 
After  singing  one  verse  and  a   chorus 

he  drops  onto  the  bench  again  and 
buries  his  head  in  his  arms  while  the 

orchestra  plays  a   chorus.  During  this 
time  a   transparent  section  on  the  left 

side  of  the  drop  is  lighted  from  behind 
and  an  old  woman  character  is  seen 
within  with  outstretched  arms  toward  the 

boy.  He  rises  from  the  bench  (near 
the  end  of  the  chorus)  and  walks  toward 

the  vision;  but  it  has  disappeared.  He 
sings  another  chorus  of  the  song,  slowly 
walking  off  the  stage  to  a   slow  curtain. 

(As  an  Organ  Novelty) 

This  same  song  can  be  used  by  your 
organist,  having  the  slides  projected  on 
a   scrim  instead  of  your  usual  screen. 
After  playing  a   verse  and  a   chorus  of 

the  song  the  organist  can  change  into  a 

chorus  of  "Mother,”  the  one  that  goes 
“M  is  for  the  million  things  she  gave 
me,”  etc.  While  the  slides  of  this  are 
on  the  scrim,  the  lights  behind  can  come 

up  (not  too  strong)  revealing  a   repro- 

duction of  the  famous  painting  “Mother,” 
by  Whistler.  Then  back  into  another 

chorus  of  "Vvhen  All  the  World  Forgets 
You,”  meanwhile  the  lights  behind  the 
scrim  having  dimmed  out. 

"A  SPANISH  FIESTA” 
A   colorful  scene  laid  in  a   Spanish  vil- 

lage, the  playground  for  native  Spanish 
singers  and  dancers.  An  old  garden  wall, 
pierced  with  a   barred  window,  stands  at 
the  left.  This  is  set  running  from  left 
stage  on  an  angle  toward  the  center 
backstage.  At  the  right  stands  another 
wall,  set  almost  to  reach  the  other  wall. 

large  gate  of  open  grillwork  joins 
the  walls  together.  Long  settees  of 

.'tone  run  along  the  walls  and  tropical 
foliage  hangs  over  the  tops  of  the  walls. 
At  the  rear  rises  a   majestic  tree  throw- 

ing its  branches  over  the  entire  garden 
and  in  the  distance,  represented  by  the 
oack  drop,  is  shown  the  valley  with 
\vhite_  tipped  mountains  and  a   mission 
reposing  in  the  foothills. 

The  curtains  open  to  introductory 
Spanish  music  by  the  orchestra  and  the 

singers  and  dancers,  a   mandolinist  and  a 

guitarist  are  grouped  about  the  stage. 
Senoritas  with  fluttering  fans  and  man- 

mlas  stroll  about,  flirting  and  teasing. 
Four  of  the  girls  immediately  go  into  a 
fast  Spanish  dance  to  the  accompaniment 
and  rattle  of  castanets  and  the  orchestral 
music. 

From  offstage  is  heard  the  voice  of  a 

male  singer,  who  sings  the  Spanish  folk 

song  “Serenade  de  Murcia,”  making  his entrance  through  the  gate  and  coming 
tOAvard  the  footlights.  At  the  end  of 
ms  song  there  is  laughing  and  cheering 
by  the  ensemble.  The  soprano  comes 
Inward  and  sings  “Habanera”  from 
f-armen.”  More  merrymaking  at  the 

end  of  her  song  and  then  a   male  and 
team  do  a   tango  to  the  strains 

m   El  Chocolo”  or  some  other  Spanish ‘^ngo  number. 

For  the  finale  the  principal  male  and 

forward  singing  the 

Ballade  from  Gomez’s  "H  Guarany” and  are  joined  by  the  entire  ensemble. 

Step  Troupe,  Five 
Singfles  Featured 

With  Short  Band 

.   band  took  the  stage 
April  Y   as  the  permanent  house  attrac- pres^tations  at  the  Capitol 
meatre,  Chicago.  The  first  program  under 
the  new  pohcy  IS  elaborate.  It  features, besides  the  band,  five  singles  and  a   group 
ot  dancers.  The  entire  stage  program  is as  follows : 

of  the  Band,’*  Earl  Rick- 

"Some^e  to  Love,"  Woods  Miller, that  Eccentric  Dancer,”  Eddie  Rosers 

"Let’s  Talk 

About  My  Sweetie,”  Melba  Cordcs  and 
Jean  Moebius.  “Want  a   Little  Lovin’," 

u'V.  Oavis  and  Rose  Kirsner. _   VShat  a   Man,”  sung  by  Lymette  Cor- 
npn;  danced  by  Lymette  Corrigan,  B'etty Rhoerback  and  Mary  Colburn 

1=  A?.’’  ̂   «rry,”  “Sadie  Green,” 
Rae  Allen. 
"Dream  of  Love,”  A1  Short  and  His soys, 

“Sweet  Child,"  Bubbles  Shelby. 
.Behind  the  Clouds,”  Earl  Rickard 
I   Never  Knew."  A1  Short  and  His 

to  30  cents,  while  week-day  evenings  re- main at  oO  cents. 

The  Wisconsin  is  the  largest  picture 
house  m   the  city,  having  nearly  double  the 
seating  capacity  of  the  next  largest  Its price  revision  may  bring  about  similar 
changes  in  opposition  houses,  which  many months  ago  followed  the  Wisconsin  in 
dropping  matinee  prices  from  50  to  25 
cents. 

Daniel  Breeskin  Is 
Doing  Film  Scores 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

.   WASHINGTON,  D,  C.,  April  U.-Dan- lel  Breeskin.  conductor  of  the  Metropolitan 
orchestra,  is  enjoying  a   partial  vacation 
during  the  engagement  of  Waring's  Penn- 

sylvanians at  the  house.  Breeskin  auto- 
niatically  is  relieved  of  the  necessity  of 
selecting  and  rehearsing  a   concert  overture, so  IS  concentrating  on  the  scores  for  the 
pictured  subjects.  The  recurrent  theme  of 
the  interpretative  score  arranged  for  the 
orchestral  accompaniment  of  “The  Sky- 

rocket," will  be  Paul  Whiteman’s  “Won- derful One,”  a   direct  cue  from  the  picture 
ihe  secondary  theme  will  be  “Someone 
to  Love,”  popular  waltz  ballad,  For  the 
exit,  “Only  a   Rose,”  from  Friml’s  “The vagabond  King,”  will  be  employed. 

Finale:  “Goodbye  Broadway,”  entire company  and  band. 

During  succeeding  weeks  Short  and  his 
band  will  be  the  big  offering  in  a   number 
of  presentations  in  which  the  music  and 
dancing  of  various  countries  will  be  fea- tured. 

Price  Rise  and  Big 
Stage  Show  Combine 

to  Set  B,  O,  Record 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

MILWAUKEE,  April  13, — Upward  re- 
vision of  prices  at  Saxe’s  Wisconsin  thea- 

tre last  week  resulted  in  the  breaking  of 
all  house  records  during  the  second  anni- 

versary show.  Eleven  acts  on  the  stage 
aided  in  the  celebration  and  packed  the 
house  at  all  performances. 
The  increase  in  admission  is  explained 

by  the  fact  that  in  the  future  the  stage 
shows  are  to  be  considerably  more  ela- 

borate than  those  in  the  past  have  been, 
while  the  choice  of  pictures  will  remain 
the  same.  Prices  for  Saturday,  Sunday  and 
holidays  have  been  increased  from  50  cents 
to  60  cents;  week  day  matinees  from  25 

Arthur  Kiuth  Held 
Over  Second  Week 

MILWAUKEE,  April  13. — Arthur 
Kiuth,  diniinutive  song  specialist,  went 
over  so  big  wlien  he  sang  incidentally  to 
the  organ  solo  at  the  Alhambra  two 
weeks  ago  that  Heinz  Roemheld,  direc- 

tor of  presentations,  immediately  held 

him  pver  for  a   spot  in  the  "Revue  in 
Blue”_  last  week.  The  youngster  justi- fied his  re-engagement  by  making  a   con- 

siderable hit  with  “Dinah,”  which  though set  a   bit  high  for  his  boy-soprano  voice 
made  a   big  it  with  the  house.  Kiuth, 
though  18  years  old,  looks,  sings  and 
acts  like  a   prodigy  of  fewer  years. 

Kvale^s  the  Name 
Alfred  Kvale  is  the  correct  name  of 

the  saxaphone  player  in  Paul  Ash’s  Mc- Vickers  orchestra  named  (mistakenly  as 
Qualley)  in  a   recent  report  of  an  Ash 
show  as  the  logical  successor  of  tiiat 
leader  at  McVickers.  The  name  is  pro- 

nounced about  the  way  it  would  be  if 
spelled  as  misprinted,  which  is  the  ex- 

planation of  how  come. 

Fashion  prologue  to  the  First  National  picture  "Irene"  staged  at  the  Burford 
theatre,  Arkansas  City,  Kansas.  This  stage  show  was  created  in  co-operation  with a   local  store. 
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Adelaide  Hughes  and 

Co.,  Karyl  Norman  on 
Big  Double  Fox  Bill 

PHILADELPHIA,  April  13.— The  sur- 
rounding bill  at  the  Fox  theatre  last  week 

admirably  presented  the  long  feature  pic- 
ture “Hell’s  Four  Hundred.” 

Adelaide  Hughes  and  Company,  in  a   fast 

moving  act,  “Keep  Dancing,”  with  Benny 
and  Western,  comedy  dancers,  received  a 
warm  welcome. 

In  "Calling  on  a   Musical  Comedy  Girl” 
Benny  and  Western  did  some  clever  danc- 

ing. The  most  popular  number  was  "In- 
terview," in  which  Adelaide  in  a   billo\vy 

cherry  colored  gown,  and  George  Whitely, 
danced  to  the  strains  of  a   jazz  orchestra. 

In  "A  Dusty  Moment"  Benny  and  West- 
ern kept  the  audience  in  an  uproar  with 

their  dexterous  use  of  wisk  brooms. 

Charles  Royalo's  solo,  "Lady  of  the  Moon," 
was  good  and  received  liberal  applause.  In 

"Reporters”  the  house  and  stage  were  dark- 
ened and  Benny  and  Western,  with  lumi- 
nous hats  and  shoes,  did  some  funny  stunts. 

This  is  an  accomplished  and  versatile 
troupe  of  dancers,  with  Adelaide  in  the 
limelight  ably  supported  by  Benny  and 
Western, 

Karyl  Norman,  the  “Creole  Fashion 
Plate,”  famous  for  the  beautiful  costumes 
he  wears  in  his  female  impersonations,  kept 
the  audience  guessing  as  to  his  sex,  as 
there  was  nothing  on  the  program  to  indi- 

cate it.  He  has  a   good  voice  and  is  accom- 
panied on  the  piano  by  Keno  Clark  and 

Bobbie  Simonds.  In  “Castles  in  Spain"  he 
appeared  in  a   stunning  flame  and  yellow 
gown  with  a   huge  fan  and  danced  a   Span- 

ish dance.  His  impersonation  of  a   flapper 
was  excruiatingly  funny.  The  act  was  well 
staged  and  original  and  was  heartily  ap- 
plauded. 

The  Fox  theatre  orchestra  added  an- 
other delightful  touch  to  the  bill  with 

"Pomp  and  Circumstance”  by  Elgar  and 
Rachmaninoff’s  “Prelude.” 

Buck  and  Orchestra 

Head  “Dutch’^  Show, 
Partington  Creation 

LOS  ANGELES,  April  13. — At  the 
Metropolitan  Verne  Buck  and  his  musical 

^^ng  appeared  in  a   colorful  presentation 
"In  Dutch.”  The  stage  setting  was  one  of the  most  artistic  seen  hereabout  this  season. 
It  presented  a   scene  in  Holland  with  three 
windmills  in  the  background  and  would  do 
credit  to  any  musical  show.  The  act  opened 
with  five  boy  and  girl  couples  doing  a 
pretty  dance,  whicli  was  followed  by  a 
quartette  singing  “Beware."  The  band, 
dressed  in  Dutch  costumes,  led  by  Verne 
Buck,  also  wearing  wooden  shoes  and 
baggy  pants,  played  selections  from  "The 
Red  Mill."  Buck  also  favored  with  a   violin solo. 

“Sweet  Child”  was  the  next  number  by the  orchestra,  which  was  followed  by  Edith 
Griffith  and  Drury  Lenington  singing  “Tu- 

lip Time."  A   colorful  touch  was  given this  number  by  an  immense  basket  of  tulips 
wth  a   girl  in  each  appearing  at  the  side. 
Verne  Buck  and  the  Metropolitan  girls  sang 
and  danced  the  “Lena”  song. 

One  of  the  most  pleasing  numbers  on  the 
bill  was  the  boyish  quartette  that  sang 
Sleepy  Time  Gal.”  ’The  act  closed  with  a 
ni^ber  called  “Tulip  Time  in  Holland." which  gathered  in  the  applause.  The  Metro- 

politan shows  are  improving  each  week  and 
Jack  Partington  is  striking  his  stride  with 
his  artistic  sets,  his  flying  stages  and  peppy music. 

'The  long  feature  was  “Skinner’s  Dress 
Suit,  <uid  nil  Aesop’s  fable,  ‘*The  Merry 
Blacksmith,”  and  an  Out-of-the-Inkavell 

cartoon  were  the  short  features.  The  Ko- 

ko  song  cartoon,  “My  Bonnie  Lies  Ov'er 
the  Ocean,”  didn’t  get  away  to  a   very  good 
start.  The  audience  didn’t  have  its  sing- 

ing voice  with  it  and  refused  to  join  in  the 
chorus  of  the  popular  old  ballad. 

Atlanta  Met  Puts 

on  Seasonal  Show; 

Steps  Are  Featured 
ATLANTA,  April  13. — “Chic,”  a   mina- ture  revue  under  the  direction  of  Nellie 

Sullivan,  was  staged  the  week  just  closed 
at  the  Metropolitan  as  a   special  Easter 
presentation,  and  was  a   pleasing  and  en- 

tertaining number. 
Nine  girls  costumed  to  represent  baby 

chickens  formed  a   skillful  pony  ballet  and 
were  led  through  a   number  of  clever  dances 
by  a   young  man  in  a   white  rabbit  costume. 
The  act  opened  with  a   solo  dance  by  the 
rabbit,  who  then  opened  the  large  chicken 
coop  erected  in  centre  stage  and  forth  came 

the  “chicks.”  They  offered  good  chorus 
dancing  and  then  each  of  the  nine  came 

fonvard  for  a   solo  dance.  'The  number 
went  strong  with  the  audiences.  It  con- 

sumed 15  minutes.  ' 
William  Whiteman  Hubner  and  his  Met 

orchestra  played  the  accompaniment  in 
splendid  fashion,  and  followed  it  with  a 
short  overture  of  popular  songs  in  medley. 

This  theatre  does  not  offer  presentations 
regularly,  but  when  it  does,  it  always  pulls 

a   good  one. 
The  long  feature  film  was  “Steel  Pre- 

ferred.” The  short  film  was  from  the 
“Adventures  of  Mazie”  series. 

Novelle  Brothers 
Are  Hits  of  Show 

with  WolFs  Band 
LOS  ANGELES,  April  13. — LoeVs  State 

theatre  offered  "The  Cat’s  Meow,”  featur- 
ing the  Novelle  Brothers,  as  last  week’s 

presentation.  The  program  opened  with  the 

overture,  "Morning,  Noon  and  Night,” 
played  by  Rube  Wolf's  band.  The  Novelle 
Brothers  gave  a   clever  dance  a-top  of  the 
roof  of  a   cottage  in  the  foreground,  both 
being  dressed  as  Felix  cats  as  pictured' 
in  the  cartoons.  Rube  Wolf  played  a   cor- 

net solo,  “Killarney,”  which  was  followed 
by  Rose  Valyda,  the  radio  girl  with  the 

two  voices,  who  sang,  “After  I   Say  I’m 
Sorry.”  Miss  Valyda  stopped  the  show 
but  refused  to  respond  to  an  encore. 

Rube  Wolf  then  imitated  Miss  Valyda 
singing  “Remember.”  The  orchestra  next 
played  "Smile  a   Little  Bit,"  with  a   pretty 
blonde  song  plugger  in  the  audience  sing- 

ing the  chorus.  “Who,”  the  next  number 
by  the  orchestra  didn’t  go  over  so  good, 
and  the  act  was  just  saved  by  a   ballet  num- 

ber with  eight  pretty  girls  and  the  Novelle 
Brothers  finishing  with  a   snappy  dance. 

The  long  feature  was  “Mike.”  A   color 
process  film  showed  Hope  Hampton  in 
many  beautiful  Parisian  gowns. 

Partington  Stages 
Show  to  Do  Honor 

to  New  Conductor 
SAN  FRANCISCO,  April  13. — As  a 

tribute  to  the  new  conductor  of  the  Gra- 
nada Synco-Symphonists,  the  management 

of  the  house  presented  an  elaborate  pre- 

'entation  last  week.  It  was  called  “Ship 
Khoy,"  and  ̂ vas  written  especially  around 
he  musician,  who  served  five  years  in  the 
iav>'  before  entering  the  show  business. 
Ship  Ahoy”  w-as  presented  in  the  setting 
if  a   modern  man-o’-war  wth  40  jacktars 
participating  in  the  usual  ceremonies  that 
unfold  with  the  arrival  in  port  of  such  a 

vessel.  The  automatic  stage  was  arranged 
so  as  to  allow  a   change  of  scenes  to  vari- 

ous parts  of  the  ship.  All  the  tars  wore 
sailor  garb  and  the  numbers  on  them  were 
red,  for  contrast,  against  the  deep  blue 
ground.  Jack  Partington  was  the  originator 
of  the  idea  and  Eddie  Peabody  was  the 
conductor. 

Louis  Forbstein  and 

Syncopators  Put  on 
Melody-Comedy  Show 

KANEa.S  city,  April  13. — Not  only  the 
audiences,  but  the  press,  as  well,  praised 
Louis  Forbstein  and  his  Royal  Syncopators 
at  the  Royal  theatre  last  week.  The  Syn- 

copators were  at  their  best  in  a   special 

skit,  "Always.”  Ken  Miller  also  was  hit- 
ting .300  vocally  and  had  a   difficult  task 

breaking  away  from  applauding  crowds. 
Many  of  the  stunts  in  the  long  Wure 

film  were  duplicated  by  the  Syncopators, 
who  judging  from  the  applause  of  the  audi- 

ence, did  a   good  job  of  it.  In  fact  a   Royal 
usher  was  even  induced  to  step  onto  the 
stage  and  show  her  ability  at  Charleston- 
ing,  so  tempting  do  the  Syncopators  play. 

Few  songs  has  Ken  Miller  sung  of  late 
that  are  better  suited  to  his  voice  than 

“Always.”  His  impression  upon  the  crowds 
all  week  was  far  above  the  average.  Most 
of  the  musical  numbers  were  reolete  with 

antics  and  corned-*'  on  the  part  of  the  musi- 
cians. The  program  lasted  30  minutes. 

The  feature  long  picture  was  "For 

Heaven’s  Sake.” 

Sid  Grauman  Stages 

Long  Film  Prologue; 

Steps,  Song  Featured 
LOS  ANGEDES,  April  13. — At  the  Mil- 

lion Dollar  theatre,  where  “For  Heaven's 
Sake”  is  holding  forth,  the  Publix  Theatres 
present — as  a   prologue — a   sketch  called 
“Thanks  for  the  Bus  Ride”  with  George 
Givot  as  master  of  ceremonies. 

The  stage  settings  represented  a   gas  sta- 
tion with  one  of  the  large  Sunset  Boule- 
vard busses  as  one  of  the  props.  There  is 

much  clo>vning  between  two  colored  gentle- 
men carrying  a   piano,  the  Chin-Toy  sisters 

and  the  Mason  Dixon  trio.  The  Qiin-Toy 

sisters  sang  charmingly,  “Sweet  Child,”  two colored  gentlemen  proved  lively  steppers 

and  four  gas  station  boys  rendered  “Moon- 
light and  Roses  Blues.” 

George  Givot  sang  two  numbers, 
“Peoria”  and  “I  Want  My  Rib”  in  a   pleas- 

ing manner.  “Shaky  Baby”  and  “Honey- 
Boy”  also  got  a   good  hand  for  their  several 
peppy  dances.  The  presentation  was 
staged  by  Jack  Partington  and  fits  in  nice- 

ly with  the  concluding  sequences  of  the  pic- ture. 

“Pianologue  Idea” 
Hit  at  Warfield; 

Large  Cast  Worked 
SAN  FRANCISCO,  April  13.— One  of 

the  most  unique  and  clever  "Ideas”  show 
on  Loew’s  Warfield  stage  by  Fanchon  & 
Marco  was  "Pianologue  Idea.”  This  was 
a   special  musical  revue  in  conjunction  wtn 

the  picture  “Infatuation.”  Seven  pianos 
were  used  on  the  stage,  and  as  they  took 

up  most  of  the  space,  it  was  found  neces- sary to  build  a   superstructure  for  30 

entertainers  who  sang  and  danced.  The 
piano  players  varied  their  offerings,  using classical  and  popular  numbers. 

The  big  kidc  of  the  act  was  the  finale, when  the  seven  pianos  were  played 

taneously  by  14  pianists,  accompanied  W 
Walter  Roesner  and  the  soloist,  while  the 
Sunkist  Beauties  and  others  performed  on the  structure  built  above  the  pianos. 
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Karenoff  and  Maree 

Top  Bill;  Pianist 
Scores  Less  Heavily 

MILWAUKEE,  April  13
— Karenoff 

and  Maree,  two  exceptio
nally  clever 

dancers  doing  a   sensatio
nal  acrobatic 

adagio,  are  the  big  feat
ure  of  an  unas- 

suSng  but  pleasing  bill
  at  the  Wiscon- 

sin this  week. 

The  act  literally  gets  off  to  a   fl
ying 

<tart  when  the  girl  leaps  f
rom  the 

fftot  high  base  of  a   sphinx  set
  into  the 

arms  of  her  partner.  Fro
m  then  on 

their  work  is  one  feat  after
  another, 

ifpeoing  up  the  standard  set  in  
the  first 

hit  of  the  routine.  At  least  thre
e  hearty 

hands  are  accorded  them  before
  the  fin- 

ish, which  again  brings  out  bount
eous 

applause. 

Erwin  Nyiregyhazi,  "celebra
ted  Am- 

oico  artist,”  plays  well  on  a   stage 
 that  is 

dark  except  for  two  baby  spots  i
lluminat- 

ing him  and  two  tall  candles  in  anot
her 

unit  further  up  on  the  bill.  Whi
le  he 

rests  his  nimble  fingers  the  Ampi
co  re- 

produces a   corresponding  section  from 

one  of  his  rolls.  This  act  should  be 
 a 

great  boost  for  player  piano  sales,  and
 

really  isn’t  a   bad  spot  on  the  bill  at  a
ll. 

Fitch  and  Richter,  presiding  at  the 

twin  consoles  of  the  organ,  play  through 

a   medley  of  classical  and  popular  songs 

in  an  attempt  to  please  everyone,  and 

finally  wind  up  by  playing  “Talking  to 

the  Moon”  in  reply  to  a   request  flashed 
on  the  screen. 

As  they  bow  for  their  applause  a   youth 

introduces  himself  to  Fitch  as  "A1  Kell- 

ing,  who  wrote  that  letter  and  song”  and confides  to  the  organist  that  he  would 

like  to  sing  the  number,  which  he  does 

with  excellent  results  from  the  audience. 

The  gag  is  well  worked  out,  with  clever 
clowning  by  Fitch. 

The  overture  is  an  original  arrange- 

ment, for  a   change,  consisting  of  ex- 
cerpts from  current  musical  comedies, 

with  a   bit  of  “Cherie”  and  "Blue”  thrown 
in  for  good  measure.  It  goes  over  bet- 

ter, if  anything,  than  the  long  line  of 

"program  overtures”  that  have  pre- 
ceded it. 
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meantime  devoured  all  the  gold  fish,  to 
come  down  off  his  perch. 

The  family  plays  well  together,  and 
eventually  Ford  and  Smith,  two  radio 
entertainers,  come  in  for  a   visit,  bringing 

their  own  ukelele  and  banjo.  Their  self- 

accompanied  songs,  “Rosie’s  Sister”  and 
"My  Pal,  Jerry,”  go  over  big. 

Joie  Lichter  and 

Band  Funny  Again; 

Song  Team  Assists 
MILWAUKEE,  April  13.— Perhaps 

the  best  comedy  act  ever  staged  by  Stan 
Brown  for  Joie  Lichter  and  His  Gang, 

billed  as  "Joie’s  Happy  Family,”  holds 
the  boards  at  the  Strand  this  week.  The 

offering  excels  in  real  laughs,  setting  and 
logical  sequence  any  of  the  more  recent 
comedy  endeavors. 

Curtain  reveals  a   rather  squalid  one- 
room  home  scene,  with  children  of  both 
sexes  and  assorted  sizes  engaging  in  a 

wide  range  of  antics.  The  mother,  clev- 
erly interpreted  by  the  bass  player,  is 

working  at  the  kitchen  sink.  The  drum- 

mer is  perched  on  top  of  the  piano  an- 

noying the  gold  fish.  A   “girl”  is  rocking 
a   cradle  containing  the  family  baby, 
which  is  a   truly  ludricous  figure  with 

rimless  spectacles  and  a   whiskey  bottle. 

Other  members  of  the  family  are  doing 

other  equally  foolish  things. 

After  much  amusing  dialogue  between 
the  mother  and  various  offenders  among 

her  brood,  the  father  appears.  This  lat- 
ter is  another  role  particularly  suited  to 

Eichter,  who  as  usual  goes  over  well. 

After  setting  several  of  the  "youngsters” 
to  practicing  their  “moosic”  lessons  he 
suggests  a   bit  of  ensemble  playing  and 
even  induces  the  drummer,  who  has 

Themy  Georgi,  Tenor, 
and  Girl  Dancer  Put 

on  Neat  Presentation 
(Special  to  Herald) 

MILWAUKEE,  April  13.— Neatness 
and  worth  are  the  outstanding  character- 

istics of  the  current  non-film  bill  at  the 
Alhambra.  Though  not  elaborate,  the 

offering  makes  up  in  quality  anything 
that  may  seem  lacking  in  quantity. 

Themy  Georgi,  late  of  the  Opera 
Comique,  gives  his  excellent  tenor  voice 
two  well  chosen  opportunities  to  win 
the  favor  it  deserves.  In  the  overture, 

which  consists  of  selections  from  Flo- 
tow’s  "Martha,”  he  sings  as  though  he 
loves  it — and  certainly  the  audience  does. 

In  another  unit  curtain  shows  him 

singing  "Cherie,”  a   delightful  ballad  by 
Lillian  Rosedale  Goodman,  better  know’n 

in  presentation  circles  as  an  artists’  rep- resentative. This  promising  new  num- 
ber is  made  the  theme  of  the  entire  act, 

Georgi  singing  it  first  to  a   girl  with  a 
fan  standing  in  a   picture  frame  upstage, 

At  the  conclusion  of  the  first  chorus, 

the  “picture”  comes  to  life,  and  “Peach- 
es,” of  the  Merriel  Abbott  Dancers,  steps 

lithely  down  the  broad  stairs  leading  to 

the  stage  floor  and  enters  into  her  fan 
dance  to  the  same  music.  As  she  again 

enters  the  picture  frame,  Georgi's  voice rises  over  the  enthusiastic  applause  for 
a   final  chorus  of  the  number. 

Fred  Beck  uses  "Autobiography”  stuff 
on  the  organ  and  goes  over  immensely, 

after  having  interested  the  patrons  suffi- 
ciently to  make  them  sing  lustily  through 

three  or  four  different  popular  numbers. 

Pennsylvanians  Put 

Pep  in  Washington 
Metropolitan  Bill 

WASHINGTON,  D.  C.,  April  13.— War- 

log's  Pennsylvanians,  although  playing 

their  fifteenth  Washington  week  as  a   spe- 
cial attraction  in  Crandall  theatres,  last 

week  scored  the  most  emphatic^  hit  they 
have  ever  registered  in  the  capital.  Not 

only  did  Fred  Waring  and  liis  boys  pack 

Crandall’s  Metropolitan  at  every  perfor- 
fance— and  they  appeared  four  times  daily 

throughout  the  week — but  the  applause  fol- 

lowing their  last  vocal  offering,  “Dinah,” was  thunderous  and  invariably  extended 

well  into  the  running  nf  the  photoplay  fea- 

ture that  immediately  followed.  An  entire- 

ly new  program  is  presented  this  week. 
Much  interest  has  been  manifested  by 

Washington  music  lovers  in  the  changes 
in  and  additions  to  the  personnel  of  the 

unit  since  its  last  engagement  in  the  house 

a   year  ago.  Nelson  Keller,  first  trumpet, 

resigned  to  enter  the  real  estate  business 

in  New  Jersey,  and  has  been  succeeded  by 
Earl  Gardner. 

Presentation 
(Continued  from  page  47) 

has  done  for  Publix.  It  should  not  be  as- 

sumed that  Mr.  Anderson  has  done  what 

is  termed  a   “flop.”  Mr.  Anderson  is  a   vic- 
lim  of  breaks  which  no  producer  could 

have  weathered  unhurt. 

John  Murray  Anderson  w-as  producer  of 
the  first  four  or  five  Publix  stage  shows 

brought  into  the  Chicago  Balaban  &   Katz 

houses  after  the  realignment  of  interests. 
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Chicago  theatregoers  were  told  that  the 

new  line-up  meant  bigger  and  better  Bala- 
ban &   Katz  stage  shows.  Chicago  theatre- 

goers have  a   very  definite  conception  of 

what  the  term  "Balaban  &   Katz  Entertain- 
ment” means  and  are  convinced  that  noth- 

ing can  be  better.  Of  necessity,  Mr.  An- 
derson’s shows  were  not  the  thing  Chicago 

knows  as  "Balaban  &   Katz  Entertainment.” 
To  Chicagoans,  therefore,  since  B.  &   K. 
shows  arc  accepted  as  the  best  in  the  world, 

Mr.  Anderson's  shows  were  inferior.  Flor- 

enz  Zieg  fold’s,  Morris  Gest’s  or  any  one 
eise’s  would  have  been  similarly  rated. 

Records  of  Mr.  .Aiulerson’s  shows  in  other 
cities  indicate  that  his  type  of  show  is 
liked.  It  may  or  may  not  be  as  good  as 
other  shows  on  the  Publix  circuit,  and 

dropping  of  his  name  from  Chicago  adver- 
tising of  them  gives  them  a   chance  to  get 

by  on  their  own.  Chicago’s  reception  of these  latter  productions  will  be  significant. 

SMALL  STAGE  HOUSES 
WILL  BE  SERVED 

Need  for  presentation  acts  capable  of working  upon  small  stages  wa^  a   topic 

of  discussion  in  this  column  recently.  A 

new  item  of  last  issue  confirms  earlier
 

announcement  of  a   New  York  concern  to 

supply  this  need.  Premier  Attraction
s  of 

Chicago  has  been  developing  a   '   Little
  The- 

atre Presentations"  division  for  the  same 

purpose.  It  is  evident  that  the  the
atres 

with  limited  stage  facilities  will  be  serv
ed 

with  suitable  productions. 

With  the  bigger  theatres  offering  at  ex
- 

tremely low  matinee  prices  and  moderate 

night  figures  a   film  and  stage  sho
w  run- 

ning better  than  two  hours  in  length,  the 

smaller  houses  liave  had  a   tough  enough 

time  of  it.  The  Charleston  contest  d
raw 

was  a   life  saver  for  many,  Imt  it  is  ta
per- 

ing off.  Discovery  Night  gives  signs  of
 

short  lived  popularity.  If  meritorious  
pres- 

entation at  a   figure  commensurate  with  ad- 

mission prices  were  not  forthcoming  then 

outlook  for  houses  not  equipped  to  han
dle 

big  stuff  would  be  dismal. 

With  definite  sources  of  specially  rou
- 

tined material  promised,  the  prospect  is 

brighter.  It  is  but  necessary  for  t
he  ex- 

hibitor to  realize  that  addition  of  one  or 

more  vaudeville  acts  will  not  do  th
e  work. 

Only  genuine  presentations  of  the 
 type  that 

are  accepted  as  part  of  the  films
how  and 

are  not  regarded  as  added  attraction
s,  will 

serve. 

FINDS  PRESENTATION 
BEST  BUSINESS  AID 

Henry  reeve,  a   veteran  reader  of and  constributor  to  this  puiilicat
ion, 

told  in  an  interesting  letter  in  _   a   late 

issue  his  experience  with  presenta
tion  acts 

over  a   period  of  three  months.
  Mr.  Reeve 

stages  his  own  acts,  using  each
  for  two 

nights  every  second  week.  He  co
mpares 

their  box  office  effect  with  tha
t  of  trick 

nights  and  other  devices”  used  by
  showmen 

to  bring  additional  revenue,  decl
aring  the 

presentation  act  to  he  more  nearl
y  perfect 

for  this  purpose  than  any  othe
r  instrument. 

From  descriptions  of  his  product
ions  sup- 

plied this  department  it  is  evident
  that 

Mr.  Reeve  has  retained  filmshow 
 unity  m 

all  his  performances.  His  sta
ge  acts  arc 

identified  with  his  pictures,  y^they 
 arc 

entertainment  in  themselves.^  This
  is  the 

perfect  recipe  for  presentation,
  currently 

followed  in  too  few  instances  f
or  the  gen- 

eral good  of  all  concerned. 

CLEANLINESS 
COMPULSORY 

Frequently  allusion  has  been  made to  the  necessity  for  avoiding  smut
  on 

the  presentation  stage.  There 
 are  40  or  50 

good  reasons  why  smut  is  out,
  reasons  in- 

volving gate  receipts,  house  prestige,  fam
- 

ily patronage,  etc.,  but  the  simpl
est  and 

adequate  one  is  that  people  wal
k  out  on the  stuff. 
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Vaudeville  Battles 

with  Presentation 
(.Continued  from  pane  47) 

great  periods.  Whether  addition  of  such 
pictures  as  can  be  obtained  will  save  the 
vaudeville  houses  is  problematical,  for 

aside  from  the  State-Lake  phenomenon 
the  combination  of  pictures  and  vaude- 

ville acts  has  not  worked  out. 

While  Orpheum  goes  ahead  with  its 
almost  reckless  making  of  heavy  leases, 

Loew  proceeds  more  cautiously,  work- 
ing out  a   circuit  of  presentation  houses 

paralleling  in  many  respects  the  Publix 
plan.  Louis  K.  Sidney  has  been  placed 

in  charge  of  this  work  and  while  no  defi- 
nite announcements  have  been  made  it 

is  indicated  that  before  long  such  a   cir- 
cuit will  be  in  operation. 

Fox  is  going  ahead  similarly,  lining 
up  a   circuit  on  a   slightly  different  policy 

plan  involving  the  use  of  name  attrac- 

tions but  avoiding  the  "vaudeville" 
badge.  Publix  continues  to  add  more 

houses  to  its  stage-show  circuit  and  in- 
dependent houses  arc  extending  warm 

welcome  to  an  independent  presentation- 
show  circuit  now  in  formation. 

Battle  to  Finish 

Circumstances  in  general  are  inter- 
preted to  mean  that  a   battle  to  the  fin- 

isli  is  under  way.  Vaudeville  faces  its 

dull  period  and  grasps  at  the  hope  of 
entrenching  itself  in  modern  theatres 
whose  equipment,  cooling  systems,  seat- 

ing capacity  and  general  atmosphere  may 
jje  sufficient  to  avert  the  drop-off.  This 
is  a   lesson  learned  directly  from  the  pic- 

ture houses,  which  have  not  been  both- 

ered by  the  warm  weather  since  equip- 
ment and  construction  have  advanced  to 

the  present  point  of  development. 
Leases  niade  for  these  houses  are 

strongly  in  favor  of  the  owners,  pic- 
ture people  in  almost  all  cases.  If  the 

vaudeville  hope  proves  well  founded,  the 
owners  have  merely  to  sit  back  and  take 

^leir  percentage  of  the  earnings.  If  it 
flops,  the  upkeep  is  guaranteed  and  so 
long  as  the  treasury  holds  out  all  is 
well.  After  that,  if  matters  go  that  far, 
arrangements  always  can  be  made  to  take 
back  the  house  and  put  it  under  the  pol- 

icy for  which  it  was  built. 

“Kandylemd”  Called 
Best  Publix  Show 

(Continued  from  page  45) 

in  the  first  few  rows.  This  number, 
which  was  well  received,  was  followed 
by  a   couple  of  dancers.  Brown  and 
Bailey,  who  went  over  In  great  shape. 
Then  the  finale,  "The  Parade  of  the 
Lolly  Pops,”  which  brought  everybody onstage,  each  carrying  a   big  lollypop.  A 
fast  dance  number  brought  to  a   close 
one  of  the  finest  treats  given  to  a   theatre 
audience.  The  costumes  are  unusually 
®ycaive.  Where  credit  is  due  the  names of  Howard  Johnson,  who  wrote  the 
lyrics,  and  Paul  Oscard,  producing  direc- 
tor,  ably  assisted  by  Johnny  Martin, should  not  be  overlooked. 

Another  bright  spot  on  the  Rivoli 
program  last  week  was  the  piano  play- 

ing of  the  Chantal  Sisters.  These  girls 
are  not  satisfied  with  one  piano;  they 
have  to  have  two.  The  synchronization 
of  their  playing  is  about  as  near  perfect as  possible. 

During  their  second  number  a   real 
surprise  was  given  the  audience.  The 
drapes  parted  and  a   picture  frame  was 
disclosed,  from  which  a   girl  stepped  forth 
and  did  a   neat  dance.  Then  a   film  show- 

ing a   girl  dancing  the  Charleston  was 
thrown  on  the  frame.  A   minute  of  this, 
then  to  the  surprise  of  all  the  girl  broke 
through  and  picked  up  the  dance  where 
the  film  left  off.  A   clever  stunt.  With 

the  girls  playing  and  the  two  girls 

dancing,  a   real  peppy  finish  was  the  re- 
sult. 

Harold  Ramsey,  Rivoli  organist,  played 

"After  I   Say  I’m  Sorry.” 

Zanft  Tells  Fox’ 
Stage  Show  Pleins 

(Continued  from  page  45) 

and  Academy,  New  York,  are  complete, 
we  will  be  in  position  to  offer  more  time 
and  shall  use,  if  possible,  still  higher 

type  acts. 
“At  present  we  book  most  of  our  at- 

tractions in  New  York,  but  use  some 

booked  from  Chicago  by  way  of  the  Fox^ 
Washington  in  Detroit.  This  week 

(April  12)  we  have  one  of  the  biggest 
attractions  in  the  business  at  the  Fox — 
the  Eight  Victor  Artists.  Last  week  we 

had  only  two  attractions,  Karyl  Norman 
and  Adelaide  Hughes  and  Company.  But 
this  show  cost  more  than  any  other  we 

have  staged.”  Reports  on  last  week’s 
Fox  theatre  attractions  will  be  found 
under  Current  Presentations  in  this  issue 
of  the  Herald. 

While  in  Chicago  Zanft  had  a   long 
conference  with  Max  and  Nathan  Asch- 

er,  of  Ascher  Brothers,  Chicago  theatre 
chain  owners  and  operators,  and  Harry 
Beaumont,  Ascher  presentation  booker. 
Some  of  the  acts  used  each  week  in 
Ascher  houses  are  booked  to  the  Detroit 

Fox-Washington  and  the  Philadelphia 
Fox.  M.  A.  Silver  of  the  Fox  theatre 

circuit,  with  headquarters  in  New  York, 
accompanied  Mr.  Zanft  from  the  East. 

Ed.  M.  Morse  Working 
Out  Circuit  Plan 

(Continued  from  page  45) 

Twelve  acts  were  combined  in  the  presen- 
tation, which  was  fully  reported  in  the 

Presentation  Acts  section  of  the  April  10 Herald. 

For  showing  in  a   number  of  independent 
houses  Morse  and  his  associates  have  in 
production  a   number  of  presentations  that 
will  embody  some  new  and  unusual  ideas. 
Not  all  the  details  have  been  made  avail- 

able yet,  but  the  work  of  building  the 
shows  is  going  ahead  at  good  speed. 

Arthur  Turrelly,  harmonica  wizard,  is 
on  a   12-week  tour  of  Middle  Western 
houses  out  of  the  Morse  office.  He  opened 
his  tour  at  the  Princess  in  Sioux  City.  A 
number  of  Morse  acts  play  the  East.  One 

of  the  largest,  Ruth  Pryor  and  her  dancers, 
played  the  Philadelphia  Fox  last  week  and 
is  in  New  York  this  week. 

Anne  Williams  Has 

Big  Week  Despite 
Lack  of  Mounting 

OMAH.\,  April  13. — Anne  Williams, 
soprano,  was  the  attraction  before  the 
footlights  of  the  Strand  this  week.  She 
had  the  privilege  of  playing  to  packed 

houses.  The  picture  "Kiki”  was  the  long 
feature  of  the  week.  At  the  same  time, 
through  force  of  circumstances,  she  had 
to  sing  amid  meagre  stage  settings,  as 
there  was  a   change  in  the  management 
of  the  theatre  and  the  new  man  at  the 

helm,  August  Herman,  did  not  have  time 
to  arrange  for  Miss  Williams  the  set- 

tings which  he  wished  to  arrange. 
Miss  Williams  made  the  most  of  her 
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opportunities  to  appear  before  large  au- 
diences and  pleased  her  listeners,  set- 

tings or  no  settings.  She  appeared  first 
in  Chinese  costume,  singing  "Chinese 
Lullaby”  from  “East  Is  West.”  In  ̂ whisk  she  changed  to  modern  American 

apparel,  singing  "Always”  and  “If  I   Had 
a   Girl  Like  You.”  Her  voice  and  ren- 

dition were  good.  She  was  accompanied 

by  Elmer  Sutton’s  orchestra. Manager  Herman  had  many  compli- 
ments upon  the  show  of  the  first  week 

of  his  management. 

Paul  Tremaine  and 
Band  Are  Held  Over 

at  Liberty  in  K.  C. 

KANSAS  CITY.  April  13.— When  Man- 
ager Samuel  Carver  of  the  Liberty  theatre 

iDooked  Paul  Tremaine's  jazz  orchestra  he 
intended  it  for  a   one-week  stand  only.  So 
great  was  the  attendance  last  week,  how- 

ever, and  so  popular  did  the  orchestra 
prove,  that  it  has  been  held  over  for  an  in- 

definite period. 

The  musicians,  14  in  number,  might  well 

be  called  an  “all-star”  aggregation,  as  each 
is  a   master.  The  program,  lasting  about 

30  minutes,  ranges  from  jazz  to  the  semi- 
classical  numbers,  striking  a   happy  medium 
in  most  selections. 

But  Tremaine’s  organization  is  composed 
of  more  than  musicians  alone.  Each  mem- 

ber of  the  company  might  well  double  for 

a   coinedian,  judging  from  the  capable  man- 
ner in  which  the  comedy  was  dispensed 

throughout  the  week,  the  opportunities  com- 
ing in  comic  lines  with  almost  every  selec- 

tion. The  attendance  was  far  above  nor- 

mal. 

The  long  feature  picture  was  "Skinner’s 

Dress  Suit.” 

Jack  Smith  Good 

Stage  Attraction 

at  Grand  Central 
ST.  LOUIS,  April  13. — Stuart  Barrit 

played  some  of  his  foot-tapping  tunes  on 
the  organ  at  the  Grand  (Central  theatre 

the  week  of  April  3   and  had  the  audi- 
ences join  the  choruses  of  the  songs.  It 

is  great  stuff. 

On  the  stage  Gene  Rodemich  and  his 
band  of  jazzers  held  forth.  They  started 

out  with  “Faust”  but  soon  drifted  into 

the  popular  stuff  via  "After  I   Say  I’m 
Sorry,”  "That  Certain  Party”  and "Who?” 

Jack  Smith,  “the  whispering  barytone” of  record  fame,  also  did  very  nicely,  his 

big  offering  being  "I  Wonder  Where  My 
Baby  Is  Tonight.”  He  renders  songs  in 
a   muted,  resonant  voice  that  reaches  to 
the  very  top  of  the  balcony. 

“Kiki”  was  the  long  feature. 

Irving  Aaronson  and 
Commanders  Held 

at  State,  St.  Louis 
ST.  LOUIS,  April  13. — Irving  Aaronson 

and  his  Commanders,  holding  over  at 

Loew’s  State  theatre,  continued  to  win 
popular  favor  at  the  big  downtown  first 
run  palace  the  week  of  April  3.  We  have 

said  they  are  good  and  have  nothing  to  re- tract in  that  respect. 

Don  Albert  and  his  orchestra  also  won 

much  applause  with  "Die  Federmaus.” 
Aaronson  and  his  Commanders  styled 

their  offering  “The  Night  Club  Revue.” 

The  long  screen  attraction  was  "The 

Bat.” 
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IE  THEATRE'! )epartment  of  Practical  Showmanship  1 

Here’s  Another  Reply  to  Roy 
Adams’ Plea  for  Small  Town 

Stunts;  Owner  of  300  Seat 
House  Says  It  Does  Wonders 
By  C.  E.  LONGACRE 

For  the  showmanship  department  I   have  an  idea  that  will  interest  some  of 
the  small  town  exhibitors.  This  is  original.  If  you  find  room  to  print  it,  it 

may  benefit  some  one. 
I   am  in  a   small  town  of  3,000  population  in  the  South  where  the  ministers 

preach  to  their  congregations  that  if  they  attend  the  theatre  they  will  go 
to  H— 1. 
Which  makes  it  very  inconvienient 

for  an  exhibitor. 

In  other  words  you  have  to  work 

every  stunt  that  you  can  think  of  to 

keep  them  coming.  So  if  you  South- 
ern small  town  exhibitors  intend  to 

make  a   show  town  out  of  your  town 

here  is  a   good  stunt  that  I   have  tried 
with  success. 

First  I   obtained  the  names  of  all  the  school  children  through  the  teacheis, 

which  in  this  town  is  something  over  800  and  as  my  seating  capacity  is  only 

300  I   cannot  accommodate  this  amount  with  a   free  show.  Therefore  I   have 

figured  out  a   way  to  accommodate  the  entire  800  each  week  without  damaging 
my  receipts  each  night. 

I   find  it  adds  prestige,  makes  fans,  brings  the  parents,  in  fact  my  receipts 
are  $50  more  each  week  since  I   started  this  stunt. 

Now  here  is  the  stunt,  I   take  the  800  names  of  the  school  children  and 

alternate  the  name  each  day  by  placing  135  names  daily  in  the  lobby  which 
I   admit  free  on  day  specified  above  names. 

The  names  are  typewritten  and  placed  in  the  lobby  specifying  the  date 

they  will  be  admitted  and  when  they  shall  call  for  their  ticket.  This  is_  placed 

in  the  lobby  one  week  in  advance  so  they  will  know  just  when  they  will  have 
to  call  for  their  tickets.  _   ,   ,   •   r 
Now  just  imagine  the  children  that  will  visit  your  lobby  daily  watching  for 

their  names  to  appear  on  the  list,  and  they  all  look  at  your  posters  to  see 
what  you  are  going  to  have  tonight. 

I   have  them  to  come  for  their  tickets  at  3:30  as  they  go  home  from  school. 

It  is  no  trouble  for  them  to  come  by  the  theatre  and  get  a   ticket.  They  usually 

take  the  ticket  home  and  induce  the  parents  to  accompany  them  to  the  thea- 
tre that  night  if  the  parents  fail  to  come  the  children  will  find  some  one  to 

come  with  them  that  will  of  course  pay  admission.  So  how  can  you  lose? 
The  best  part  of  it  is  that  it  is  every  night  business  no  matter  how  hard  it 
rains  or  how  cold  it  is  they  are  all  at  the  theatre. 
Now  to  avoid  the  expense  of  having  these  tickets  printed  which  would  be 

Quite  expensive  where  there  were  only  135  of  one  kind  printed  at  one  time, 
I   take  blank  cards  and  write : 

71 //■  R.  LONGACRE  writes  to  the IVL  "Herald''  that  "I  find  'What 

the  Picture  Did  for  Me'  is  a   won- 
derful help  to  me.  However,  I   do 

not  send  in  as  many  reports  as  I 
should.  But  I   shall  try  to  send  in 

more  later."  The  Dixie  theatre 
which  he  operates  in  Dickson, 

Tenn.,  is  a   300  seat  house  in  a 
town  of  3,000. 

admit  MABLE  WILLIAMS,  April  5   Only.  This  avoids  congestion 
when  you  need  your  seats,  if  they  do  not  use  their  tickets  on  the  night  specified 
the  ticket  is  null  and  void.  This  of  course  should  be  specified  in  your  rules 

and  regulations  when  you  start  the  stunt.  This  I   did  and  I   never  have  had 
a   ticket  offered  that  was  out  of  date.  You  will  find  this  will  help  you  in 

many  ways,  especially  in  the  South,  and  will  not  harm  the  others. 
The  attractive  phase  of  this  stunt  is  that  you  do  not  have  to  advertise  it, 

^11  you  have  to  do  is  to  tell  one  school  child  and  all  is  set. 
C.  E.  Longacre, 

Dixie  Theatre, 

Dickson,  Ten. 

Copy  Service 
For  Exhibitor 

House  Orgeins 

House  organ  or  newspaper 

publication  rights  to  this  copy 

is  granted  exhibitors  by  the “Herald”  herewith. 

PLEASANT  SURPRISES 

A   N   c.xprcssioii  commonly  heard  is  "I 
^   wisli  I   could  sec  what  the  future  has 

in  store.”  Tlie  thought  is  as  old  as 
the  hills  yet  how  futile  the  wish  and 
how  unwise. 

The  mystery  of  the  future  is  tlie  one 
thing  that  makes  life  most  worth  while. 
If  it  were  revealed  to  us  many  of  us 

would  lack  the  courage  to  face  it.  If 
we  had  the  courage  it  may  be  that  we 

should  find  the  tasks  ahead  more  un- 
pleasant than  otherwise. 

On  the  other  hand  the  pleasures  that 
come  to  us  arc  the  most  enjoyable  when 

they  come  as  surprises.  Count  back  on 

your  happy  events.  Each  was  happier 
when  it  was  unlooked  for. 

We  want  our  patrons  to  be  happy  and 

therefore  we  offer  in  each  performance 

many  pleasant  little  surprises,  The  The- 
atre, after  all,  is  a   place  where  people 

go  to  be  surprised — pleasantly, 

James  D.  Kennedy,  manager  of 
the  Apollo  theatre,  Indianapolis, 

rigged  up  a   loud  speaker  over  this 
three  sheet  board  to  attract  at- 

tention to  his  program  which  fea- 
tured "For  Heaven’s  Sake,”  Har- 

old Lloyd’s  recent  picture. 
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Mourners  Do  Charleston 
at  Funeral  of  Col.  Gloom 

Stunt  Is  Put  on  in  Denver  for  Exploitation  of  “Cohens  and  Kellys” 
Whole  Town  Invited  to  St.  Patrick’s  Day  Celebration 

Old  Col.  Nehoc  Yllek  Gloom  was  buried  in  Denver  on  St.  Patrick’s  Day 

with  joy  appropriately  unconfined.  His  “fun-eral,”  one  of  the  cleverest  ex- 

ploitation stunts  ever  seen  in  Colorado,  ushered  in  "The  Cohens  and  Kellys” 
at  the  American  theatre.  It  was  a   tieup  with  the  Denver  Post  which  devoted 

good  space  to  advance  announcements  of  the  "obsequies”  and  nearly  half 
a   page  with  "art”  to  a   description  of  the  festivities. 

But  let  Charles  E.  Lounsbury,  Universal 
exploitation  man  in  Denver  who  engineered 
the  stunt,  tell  it: 

"AH  Denver  was  invited  to  come  to  the 

Post  building  at  noon  St.  Patrick’s  Day 
to  witness  the  funeral  services  of  Gloom, 
the  idea  being  that  Denver  was  shaking  off 
depression  and  was  beginning  the  spring 
season  with  an  entirely  new  and  joyous 
aspect.  The  funeral  cortege  formed  in  the 
rear  of  the  theatre  promptly  at  11 :15.  First 
came  an  old  horsedrawn  hearse,  the  only 
one  left  in  the  city  and  barely  able  to 
navigate.  It  was  lined  with  green  and 
decorated  outside  with  huge  shamrocks, 

clay  pipes  and  "shillalies.”  The  nags  which 
drew  it,  procured  from  an  ash  hauler,  wore 
their  usual  nondescript  harness.  On  the 
seat  rode  Cohen  and  Kelly,  made  up  as 
they  were  in  the  picture,  wearing  costumes 
loaned  by  a   local  stock  manager. 

“Next  in  line  was  an  ancient  hack  which 
I   located  in  the  rear  of  a   blacksmith's  shop 
in  the  lower  part  of  the  town.  It  was 

driven  by  an  indigent  hack-driver,  red- 
faced,  wearing  his  old-time  plug  hat  and 
frock  coat,  with  a   big  green  flower  in  his 
button  hole.  A   large  sign  over  the  hack 

read:  ‘We  are  spreading  “Universal’’  joy. 
We’ll  all  be  a   long  time  dead — let’s  laugh.’ 
"Next  in  line  was  a   gravedigger,  a   boy 

six  feet  three  inches  tall,  dressed  in  a   black 
gown,  long  white  whiskers,  black  glasses, 
while  gloves  and  carrying  a   spade.  He 
was  followed  by  five  boys  with  large  signs 
ballyhooing  the  picture.  Then  came  four 
Franklin  automobiles,  lent  by  a   local 
agency.  In  the  first  was  Secretary  of  State 
Carl  S.  Millikcn,  myself  and  a   cameraman 
taking  fake  shots  of  everything  in  sight. 

On  his  camera  were  signs  advising,  ‘See 
the  Movies  of  Cohen  and  Kelly  at  the 

America.' Women  Take  Part 

“Ten  girl  ushers  from  the  theatre,  wear- 
ing their  costumes  of  knee-length  trousers, 

white  stockings  and  waists,  filled  the  next 
car  which  was  bedecked  with  large  green 

signs.  Following  them  were  the  ‘widows’ 
of  the  deceased  Colonel  Gloom  clad  in 
sombre  black  gowns  and  veils.  The  last 
car  carried  city  officials  and  heads  of 
civic  and  luncheon  clubs. 

"Tlie  cortege,  led  by  the  police,  covererl 
the  entire  downtown  section  just  at  noon. 
A   12  piece  band  from  the  theatre  playing 
Irisli  airs,  marches  and  jazz  as  we  went 
along,  struck  up  a   slow  measured  dirge 
with  muffled  drums  as  we  rounded  the 
corner  of  the  block  from  the  postoffice. 
We  moved  slowly  through  a   long  lane  of 
spectators  continuing  the  dirge  until  we 
stopped. 

“Then  in  the  hu.sh  that  followed  Secre- 
tary of  State  Milliken  arose  and  delivered 

Gloom’s  funeral  oration.  He  included 
plenty  about  the  American  theatre  and 

‘The  Cohens  and  Kellys,’  making  his  re- marks just  the  opposite  of  what  one  would 
hear  at  a   real  funeral.  He  ended  by  intro- 

ducing Cohen  and  Kelly  who  posed  for  the 

movie  camera  and  clowned  a   few  minutes. 

They  got  a   great  hand. 
Charleston  Begins 

“   ‘The  widows’,  who  had  been  standing 
apart  from  the  rest  of  the  throng,  came 

next.  At  the  first  note  of  ‘Yes,  Sir,  She’s 
My  Baby’  they  doffed  their  widow’s  weeds 
and  tore  into  a   Charleston.  Their  cos- 

tumes and  dancing  made  a   big  hit,  bring- 
ing them  a   fine  hand. 

"Then  our  usherettes,  who  had  carried 
a   thousand  bouquets  donated  by  the  Speth 

Floral  Company,  which  had  covered  an- 
other automobile  in  the  procession,  to  the 

balcony  of  the  Post  building  began  to  toss 
the  flowers  to  the  crowds  below  while  the 

band  played  ‘My  Wild  Irish  Rose.'  A 
card  tied  to  the  bouquets  advertised  Speth’s 
and  the  picture.  Small  green  paper  sham- 

rocks bearing  the  legend,  ‘After  the  fun- eral Cohen  and  Kelly  will  meet  their 

friends  at  the  America,’  were  also  dis- tributed at  this  time. 

"With  the  band  playing  ‘The  Wearin’  of 
the  Green’  we  concluded  our  program  and 
were  off  without  a   moment’s  delay.  We 
moved  about  the  city  for  nearly  an  hour. 
Business  jumped  greatly  right  after  the 

Gloom  Chasers 

After  the  funeral  ceremony  for 

"Col.  Gloom”  at  the  “Cohen  and 

Kelly’’  public  funeral  in  Denver 
on  St.  Patrick’s  Day  the  deceased 
widows  doffed  their  gowms  and 

veils  and  began  a   snappy  Charles- 
ton. It  was  a   part  of  the  exploi- 
tation program  for  the  Universal 

picture. 

People  on  Market  street,  San 
Francisco  turned  and  laughed 

when  this  pair  were  seen  exploit- 
ing "The  Cohens  and  Kellys.  The 

Universal  film  was  running  at  the 

Imperial  theatre  there. 

stunt  and  held  up  until  the  close  of  the 

run.” 

U   Film  Exploited  by 

Kings  and  Rivoli 
Practically  everyone  in  St.  Louis  was 

talking  about  "The  Cohens  and  Kellys” before  the  picture  put  in  its  appearance 
at  the  Kings  and  Rivoli  theatres.  The 

throngs  at  both  theatres  during  the  en- 
gagement were  ample  proof  of  the  effect- 

iveness of  the  widespread  publicity,  ex- 
ploitation and  advertising  campaigns  put 

on  in  connection  with  the  showing. 

For  more  than  four  weeks  in  advance 
lobbies  and  trailers,  especially  made  up  told 

of  the  coming  of  this  greatest  of  laugh- 
producers.  Then,  three  weeks  in  advance, 
through  the  efforts  of  Tommy  Charack, 
Universal  exploiteer,  and  Jack  Edwards, 
resident  manager  of  the  Rivoli  theatre,  the 
St.  Louis  Times  launched  a   Cohen  and 

Kelly  joke  contest,  as  suggested  in  the 
Universal  press  book,  in  which  more  than 
7,000  entries  were  received.  This  contest 
resulted  in  column  after  column  of  pub- 

licity about  the  picture  with  many  front 
page  and  illustrated  stories. 

Gets  Idea  from  Press  Book 

Manager  Edwards  of  the  Rivoli  took 
another  idea  from  the  press  book  in  stag- 

ing a   Cohen  and  a   Kelly  day.  On  these 
days  every  Cohen  and  Kelly  who  pre- 

sented himself  at  the  theatre  was  admitted 
at  a   special  discount.  An  announcement 
was  mailed  to  everyone  of  these  names 
listed  in  the  city  directory,  telling  them  of 
these  special  days,  and  the  IGngs  and 
Rivoli,  jointly,  sent  out  letters  to  every 
Cohen  and  Kelly  calling  attention  to  the 
engagement.  The  Cohen  letters  were 
signed  by  a   Kelly  and  the  Kelly  ones,  by a   Cohen. 

The  Jewish  and  Irish  neighborhoods 
were  heavily  “posted,"  and  especially  pre- 

pared Jewish  heralds  were  widely  dis- 
tributed. Each  theatre  put  on  a   street 

ballyhoo.  Twenty-four  sheet  cut-outs,  six- 
sheet  and  three-sheets  were  used  to 
decorate  the  marquees  of  the  theatres,  and 
a   riot  of  color  was  in  evidence.  The  news- 

paper critics  were  lavish  in  their  praise  oi the  feature. 
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“That’s  My  Baby”  Stunt 
Draws  Attention  of  N.  Y. 
Mothers,  Graphic  Tieup 
A   novel  exploitation  stunt  which  may  be 

duplicated  in  any  city  where  the  newspaper 
has  photographic  and  cut  making  facilities 

is  being  used  to  promote  the  run  of  Doug- 

las hfacLean’s  Paramount  picture,  “That’s 

My  Baby,"  at  the  Rivoli  theatre,  New 
York 

Each  day  for  two  weeks  the  photographer 
of  the  Evening  Graphic  is  snapping  10 
babies.  Mothers  identifying  the  pictures  of 

their  young  ones  when  published  in  the  pa- 
per will  be  awarded  $5  in  gold.  In  addition 

each  mother  will  receive  two  complimen- 
tary tickets  to  the  theatre. 

The  campaign  which  is  running  one  week 

previous  to  and  during  the  week’s  show- 
ing of  the  picture  is  attracting  wide  inter- 
est in  New  York.  The  pictures  of  the 

babies  are  printed  each  day  on  page  one 
of  the  Graphic.  In  a   column  story  which 
the  paper  is  also  printing  each  day  in  con- 

nection with  stunt  announcement  is  made 

regarding  the  photographer’s  activities  the following  day. 
The  campaign,  arranged  by  Leon  J. 

Bamberger,  manager  of  special  exploitation 
for  Paramount,  opened  Monday  with  pub- 

lication on  page  one  of  a   scene  from  the 
picture  and  a   column  story  inside  under  a 
page-wide  streamer. 

Stages  Style  Show  for 

“The  American  Venus” 
A   fashion  show  was  a   supplementary  at- 

traction at  the  Liberty  theatre,  Fresno, 
Cal.,  during  the  presentation  of  Para- 

mount’s "The  American  Venus.”  The 
show  tvas  a   tie-up  with  one  of  the  local 
stores  which  played  the  event  prominently 
in  all  newspaper  and  other  advertising. 

Fourteen  local  girls  were  obtained  to  act 
as  models.  Among  these  were  three  danc- 

ers who  staged  the  Charleston  and  other 
steps  during  interv'als  when  the  other 
models  were  changing  gowns.  In  staging 
the  show  a   large  book  with  the  cover  on 
hinges  held  the  center  of  the  stage.  From 
this  book  stepped  the  models  gowned  in  the 
latest  in  spring  and  evening  styles. 

Pieces  of  Gold! 

E.  F.  Cummings,  winner  of  the 

York  Evening  World's  first 
Black  Pirate”  treasure  hunt, 

counts  his  prize,  $250  in  gold.  The 

picture,  “Black  Pirate,”  is  to  be 

r^eased  through  United  Artists. 
(Post  Office  rules  were  complied with.) 

The  fire  engine  shown  above  was  lent  by  the  fire  department  of  Bridgeport, 

Conn.,  for  exploitation  on  "The  Still  Alarm”  when  this  Universal  Jewel 
played  the  Lyric  theatre. 

Old  Fashioned  Fire  Engine 

Exploits  “Still  Alarm”  in  N.  E. Three  Horses  Dratv  Antique  Equipment  Through 

Bridgeport  Streets  When  De  IF  aid  Ties  Up 
With  Fire  Chief 

“If  a   house  manager  will  exert  the  le 
tion  of  ‘The  Still  Alaim’  with  his  local  f 
est  box  office  picture  that  is  possible  to 
since  we  changed  the  policy  of  this  tin 

Wald,  manager  of  Poll's  Lyric  theatre 

ONE  week  prior  to  his  opening.  Manager De  Wald  and  Bob  Wood,  Universal 
exploitcer,  called  upon  Chief  Daniel  E. 
Johnson  of  the  Bridgeport  fire  department. 
The  picture  was  explained  to  the  chief  in 
detail  and  arrangements  were  then  made 
to  have  a   No.  2   size  horse  drawn  fire  en- 

gine parade  the  principal  streets  of  the 
city  for  three  hours  a   day  beginning  four 
days  before  the  opening. 

The  engine  called  for  three  horses,  and 
since  the  city  department  could  not  provide 
them,  Thomas  Lynch,  chief  hostler  of 

Ringling  Brothers,  Barnum  &   Bailey  Cir- 
cus, which  was  wintering  at  Bridgeport, 

was  visited.  He  willingly  lent  three 
matched  dapple  greys  and  a   man  to  drive 
them.  The  driver  was  placed  under  the 
instructions  of  Chief  Johnson  who  person- 

ally supervised  the  daily  route  of  the  en- 

gine. 
Banners  were  placed  on  each  side  of  the 

outside  horses  which  read:  “See  the  great- 
est fire  picture  of  the  age,  'The  Still 

Alarm,”  at  the  Lyric  theatre.  See  the  old 
and  the  new  apparatus.  You  are  protected 

by  the  very  latest  and  most  efficient  equip- 
ment obtainable  for  the  Bridgeport  fire  de- 

partment” 
The  engine  paraded  through  the  streets 

in  the  center  of  town  each  day  and  then 
visited  the  outlying  sections.  It  is  probable 
that  75  per  cent  of  the  population  of 
Bridgeport  saw  the  outfit  at  some  time._ 

In  return  for  the  co-operation  of  Chief 

bit  of  effort  to  tie  up  the  presenta- 

department,  we  will  have  the  great- 
obtain.  I   enjoyed  the  biggest  business 

atre  with  its  showing,"  says  J.  J.  De 
Bridgeport,  Conn. 

Johnson,  Manager  Dc  Wald  invited  every 

fireman  who  presented  himself  at  the  thea- 
tre in  uniform  to  be  his  guest  Monday  and 

Tuesday.  This  information  was  telephoned 

to  each  fire  house  from  the  chief's  office. 
The  courtesy  resulted  in  widespread  word- of-mouth  advertising. 

Opening  night,  March  7,  was  the  biggest 
Sunday  the  Lyric  has  enjoyed,  The  house 
was  filled  30  minutes  after  the  doors  were 

opened.  Monday  which  is  always  a   poor 
day  saw  a   very  big  business  and  Tuesday 
passed  everything. 

Premiere  Held  for  “Stella  Dallas" 

A   premiere  was  held  at  the  Forum  thea- 

tre, Los  Angeles,  for  "Stella  Dallas.”  Ru- pert Hughes  acted  as  master  of  ceremony 
and  introduced  Belle  Bennett,  Ronald  Col- 
man,  Lois  Moran,  Douglas  Fairbanks,  Jr., 

Alice  Joyce,  Jean  Hcrsholt,  Vera  Lewis 
and  others.  Henry  King  who  directed  the 
picture  and  Frances  Marion  who  adapted 
the  story  were  present. «   * 

Walter  Irwin  Moses  who  at  one  time  was 
connected  with  the  publicity  department  of 
the  F.  B.  O.  studios  died  at  his  home,  1214 
Laurel  Avenue,  March  29. 

«   «   * 

Agnes  Ayres  is  the  rnother  of  a   girl  bom 
at  the  Hollywood  hospital  March  25.  Maria 
Eugenia  Apollopia  Reachi  is  the  name  of the  new  baby. 
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100,000  Napkins  Serve  As 
Factor  in  Saxe  Publicity 

Had  field,  Manager,  Establishes  New  Standards  of  Adver- 
tising with  Campaign  for  Houses  Under  New 

Management 
(By  Herald  Staff  Correspondent) 

GREEN  BAY,  WIS., — New  Standards  of  exploitation  for  this  section  of 

the  state  were  established  by  Harry  Hadfield,  manager  of  the  Saxe  houses  in 

this  city,  and  Howard  Waugh,  district  manager  for  Saxe,  in  putting  over  the 
opening  of  the  Grand  and  Colonial  theatres,  recently  acquired  from  Henry 
Goldman  as  Saxe  houses. 

Several  thousand  one-sheets  and  cards 
were  plastered  over  a   radius  of  30  miles. 
Five  automobiles  were  used  with  banners 
and  streamers  announcing  the  change  in 
management  of  the  two  houses.  More 
than  100,000  paper  napkins  with  reading 
matter  were  used  in  all  the  restaurants 
and  soda  fountains  in  the  city. 

By  means  of  a   tieup  with  a   local  news 
dealer  distributing  all  out  of  town  papers 
sold  here,  a   special  insert  went  into  every 
Sundfw  paper  sold  in  this  city.  The  Green 
Bay  Press  Gazelle  got  out  a   special  six 
page  supplement  in  honor  of  the  new 
regime  at  the  theatres,  and  1,500  telegrams 
were  distributed  by  uniformed  messengers 

of  the  Postal  Telegraph  company,  as  a   re- 
sult of  another  tieup.  Not  satisfied  with 

this,  a   thousand  personal  letters  were 
mailed  to  prominent  citizens,  and  every 
rural  route  was  covered  with  a   special 
circular. 

Florist  Co-operates 
A   tieup  with  a   local  florist  landed  500 

carnations  which  were  used  as  an  early 
matinee  builder,  with  the  result  that  not 
only  the  two  houses  just  taken  over,  but 
the  Strand,  which  has  been  a   Saxe  house 
for  some  time,  enjoyed  capacity  business 
all  day  long. 

Among  the  out-of-town  guests  at  the 
opening,  were  Thomas  Saxe,  president  of 
the  Saxe  circuit;  Howard  Waugh,  district 
manager;  A.  J.  Meininger,  manager  of  the 
Saxe-Retlaw,  Fond  du  Lac,  Wis. ;   Dan 

Barton  of  the  Barton  Organ  Company: 

and  Billy  Diamond  of  the  Gus  Sun  Book- 
ing Exchange,  Chicago. 

MEININGER  PLAYS 
GODFATHER  AT  MATINEE 

(By  Herald  Staff  Correspondent) 

FOND  DU  LAC.  WIS.— A.  J.  “Happy” 
Meininger,  manager  of  the  Saxe-Retlaw 
here,  played  godfather  to  the  inmates  of 
the  Wisconsin  Industrial  Home  for  Women 
at  Taycheedah,  near  here,  by  taking  the 
entire  show  from  his  house  out  to  the  audi- 

torium at  the  home.  Members  of  the  State 
Board  of  Control  and  the  entire  roster  of 
young  women  of  the  institution  attended 

the  show  which  featured  Metro-Gold^vyn’s 
‘‘The  Devil’s  Circus.”  The  picture  opened 
at  the  Saxe-Retlaw  the  following  day,  after 
receiving  considerable  publicity  through 
the  institutional  show. 

F.  N.  Prize  Goes  to  Western  Man 

The  judges  for  the  exploitation  contest  for 
First  National  Month  which  attracted  entries  from 
exhibitors  in  all  parts  of  the  United  States, 
picked  a   winner  in  one  of  the  San  Francisco 
2onc  participants  in  Harry  E.  Brown,  manager  of 

the  California  theatre,  San  Jose.  Three  classi- 
fications of  "A,"  "B”  and  “C,”  with  first  prizes 

of  $250  each  for  the  most  complete  exploitation 

campaign  was  the  goal  incentive.  Theatre  seat- 
ing capacity  divided  the  classification.  Brown 

came  under  the  class  of  seats  from  1,000  to  1,500, 
winning  first  prize. 

WORipWlDE  CONVENTION  OF  PARAMOUNT  OPENS  SESSIONS 
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The  reproduction  shown  above  is  a   portion  of  the  front  page  of  the  Atlantic 
City  Union  printed  during  the  national  convention  of  Famous  Players-Lasky 

at  Atlantic  City  .   They  were  issued  (500  of  the  "Extras”)  by  Jay  Shreck 
and  Maurice  Henle  under  the  supervision  of  Charles  E.  McCarthy.  The 
papers  were  taken  to  Burlington,  N.  J.,  and  Philadelphia  and  delivered  to  the 
delegates  coming  to  the  convention. 

What  Showmen 

Are  Doing  to 

Get  Business 

A   phototype  survey  of  current 
exhibiter  business  effort,  with 

pictures  upon  the  accompany- 

ing pages. 

KENNEDY  PUTS  OUT  LOUD 
SPEAKER  FOR  HAROLD  LLOYD 

The  Theatre : 
Exhibitors  Herald, 

Enclose  you  will  find  some  photographs 

on  how  I   exploited  Harold  Lloyd  in  “For 

Heaven's  Sake.” The  photograph  of  the  three  sheet  board 
in  my  lobby  is  hand  painted  done  on  beaver 
board.  The  photograph  of  the  three  sheet 
board  wth  the  stills  pasted  on  was  put  in 
front  of  the  theatre  at  the  curb.  Notice 

the  megaphone  at  the  top  of  this  board.  I 
used  this  with  an  amplifier  to  carry  the 
laughs  from  inside  the  theatre  to  the 
street.  This  attracted  a   lot  of  attention. 

One  photograph  is  of  the  theatre  front 
showing  the  banner;  I   put  some  pennants 
at  the  bottom.  These  are  made  of  a   heavy 
card  board  and  made  in  different  colors 
and  makes  the  lobby  very  attractive. 

The  photograph  of  the  waste  paper  boxes 

that  I   plastered  all  over  the  downtown  sec- 
tion. 
James  D.  Kennedy,  Apollo  Theatre,  In- dianapolis, Ind. 

SPECIAL  WEEKS  BRING 
BUSINESS  SAYS  REEVE 
The  Theatre: 
Exhibitors  Herald. 

I   enclose  reports  and  also  copy  of  full- 
page  “co-op”  advertisement  that  we  ran  in 
the  local  paper  celebrating  our  3rd  Birth- 

day Anniversary  week.  Believe  me  it  pays 
to  pick  a   time  like  this  and  go  after  a 
special  week.  Biggest  business  since  last 
fall  and  some  bad  weather  thrown  in  on 
us  too. 
Ran  two  special  acts,  one  a   straight 

vaudeville  offering,  the  other  an  elaborate 

musical  presentation  act  with  “Graustark' that  scored  a   decided  hit.  Kept  our  prices 
at  the  regular  scale  and  emphasized  two 
out  of  the  ordinary  shows.  We  delivered 
what  we  advertised  and  all  our  friends  and 
a   lot  more  came  in  and  celebrated  with  us. 
Everybody  happy,  business  great,  good 
prospects  for  excellent  Spring  and  Summer season  here. 

Henry  Reeve,  Star  Theatre,  Menard,  Tex. 

All  But  Two  Juniors  Stars  Working 

Less  than  one  month  after  their  gradua- 
tion from  the  Paramoimt  Picture  School, 

all  but  two  of  the  Paramount  Junior  Stars 
are  actually  working  in  motion  picture  pro- ductions. 

Waller  Goss  is  playing  the  role  of  Buddy 
O'Toole,  brother  of  Gloria  Swanson,  in  her  Para- 

mount starring  picture,  “Fine  Manners.”  Charles 
Brokaw  is  playing  a   bit  in  the  same  picture- 
Buddy  Rogers  has  been  lent  by  Paramount  to  play 
a   leading  role  in  a   Fox  picture.  Jack  Luden, 
under  a   similar  arrangement,  has  gone  to  the 

West  Coast  to  play  leading  roles  in  F.  B.  O. 
productions.  Six  of  the  girls  and  four  boy.s 

have  been  cast  in  D.  W.  Griffith’s,  “The  Sorrows 
of  Satan,”  in  which  they  are  playing  bits.  They 
are  Josephine  Dunn,  Jeanne  Morgan,  Dorothy 
Nourse,  Iris  Gray,  Ivy  Harris,  Thelda  Kenvin. 
Robert  Andres,  Claud  Buchana,  Irving  Hartley and  Grey  Blackton. 

Of  the  two  remaining  Junior  Stars.  Mona  Palma 
is  ill  with  influenza,  and  Thelma  Todd  is  busy 

moving  herself  and  parents  from  their  home  in 
Lawrence,  Mass.,  to  New  York.  Jack  Luden  and 
Josephine  Dunn  returned  last  week  from  Pal/n Beach,  Fla.,  where  they  played  minor 

W.  C.  Field’s  first  starnng  picture,  “It's  the  (BO 

-Army  Game.” 
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BIG  YEAR 
Elaborate  List 
Prepared 
STARTING  the  1926*1927  production season  with  one  of  the  most  complete 

comedy  plants  in  the  world,  the  units  work- 
ing at  the  Educational  Studios  will  start 

work  soon  on  the  most  elaborate  produc- 

tion schedule  yet  undertaken  by  the  com- 

panies working  under  the  general  direc- 
torial supervision  of  Jack  White. 

Five  series  of  two-reel  comedies  with  a 
total  of  44  releases  and  one  series  of  single 

reel  comedies  with  24  subjects  is  the  pro- 
gram for  the  Educational  Studios,  where 

Lloyd  Hamilton,  Lupino  Lane  and  other 

famous  comedy  stars  will  be  working  dur- 
ing the  next  season. 

Eight  Hamilton  Releases 

The  constantly  increasing  demand  for 

Lloyd  Hamilton’s  pictures  has  made  ad- 
visable an  increase  in  the  number  of  pic- 

tures in  the  Hamilton  series,  in  which  there 

will  be  eight  releases  during  the  coming 
season  as  against  six  during  the  current 

year.  Hamilton  has  for  a   number  of  sea- 
sons been  one  of  the  most  popular  come- 
dians on  the  screen  and  he  is  today  at  least 

the  equal  of  any  short  feature  star  as  a 
box  office  attraction.  The  increased  facili- 

ties at  the  Educational  Studios  will  make 

possible  the  production  of  the  larger  num- 
ber of  Hamilton  Comedies  without  in  any 

\vay  curtailing  the  time  or  attention  devoted 
to  each  release.  As  a   matter  of  fact,  with 
the  longer  production  period  planned  by 

Hamilton,  the  time  devoted  to  each  sub- 
ject will  be,  if  anything,  greater  than  in 

the  past. 

Lupino  Lane,  the  former  Follies  come- 
dian and  stage  favorite  of  two  continents, 

whose  series  of  Lupino  Lane  Comedies  dur- 
ing tlie  current  year  has  included  a   num- 
ber of  the  most  outstanding  fun  subjects 

of  the  season,  has  been  re-engaged  for  an- 
other series  of  six  Lupino  Lane  Comedies. 

Lane’s  comedies  are  ‘‘something  differ- 
ent" from  the  general  run  of  laugh  pictures 

and  this  famous  English  comedian’s  work 
was  immediately  recognized  as  a   welcome 
addition  to  the  screen,  the  first  two  sub- 

jects released  this  season — "Maid  in  Mo- 

rocco" and  "The  Fighting  Dude” — having 
met  with  instant  approval  from  exliibitors, 
critics  and  the  public. 

With  a   wide  experience  on  both  the  Eng- 
lish and  American  stage,  Lane  has  proved 

to  be  one  of  the  most  versatile  screen  finds 

of  many  seasons.  His  early  training  in 
pantomime,  tumbling  and  juggling  have 
proved  of  inestimable  value  before  the 
carnera  and  in  the  fast  action  comedies  in 
which  he  has  been  starred. 

Now  Starring  Abroad 

Lane  is  at  present  abroad,  starring  in  a 
London  stage  production  which  has  proven 
one  of  the  greatest  hits  that  London  has 
seen  in  years.  He  will  return  to  America 
in  time  to  start  the  first  of  his  new  series 
early  in  the  summer. 

Educational’s  popular  series  of  fast  ac- 
tion Mermaid  Comedies  (Jack  White  Pro- 

ductions) will  be  continued  with  IS  two- 

reel  releases,  featuring,  as  in  the  past,  well 
known  dare  devil  comedians.  The  first 

two-reel  comedy  ever  released  by  Educa- 
Uonal  after  its  establishment  as  a   distribut- 

ing orranization  six  years  ago  was  a   Mer- 
maid Comedy  and  since  then  the  Mermaid 

series  have  established  an  unbroken  record 

of  laugh  successes  crammed  with  high  speed 
action  and  thrills,  as  well  as  fun.  Mer- 
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Two-reel  Subjects 

Eight  Hamilton  Comedies 

Six  Lupino  Lane  Comedies 

Eight  Bobby  Vernon  Comedies 

Six  Billy  Dooley  Comedies 

A   Six  Jimmie  Adams  Comedies 

Eighteen  Mermaid  Comedies 

Ten  Christie  Comedies 

Six  Juvenile  Comedies 

Six  Tuxedo  Comedies 

One-reel  Subjects 

Twenty-four  Cameo  Comedies 

Twenty-six  Felix  the  Cat  Car- 
toons 

Twelve  Lyman  H.  Howe’s 
Hodge-Podge 

Twenty-six  Life  Cartoon  Come- dies 

Twelve  Robert  C.  Bruce  Scenic 
Novelties 

Twelve  Curiosities — The  Movie 

Side  Show  
** One  hundred  and  four  issues  of 

Kinograms,  the  news  reel 

In  addition  to  the  subjects  listed 

in  the  announcement  Educational 

will  also  distribute  six  two-reel 
Romance  Productions  in  color. 

While  the  first  of  these  is  to  be 

released  in  May  the  others  will 

follow  after  the  new  season  begins. 

maid  Comedies  have  been  outstanding  pic- 
tures from  the  standpoint  of  breath-taWng 

stunts,  excellent  acrobatic  work  and  occa- 
sional well  directed  use  of  wild  animals. 

Sucli  pictures  as  "Fire  A^vay,’'  "Life  Cow- 
aids,”  “Hold  Your  Hat”  and  “Sky  Bound,” 
all  featuring  A1  St.  John  and  which  have 
been  released  in  recent  months,  are  typical 
of  the  action  and  thrills,  combined  with 

laughs,  which  have  made  the  name  “Mer- 
maid" so  famous. 

There  will  be  six  Tuxedo  Comedies  in 

the  new  season,  continuing  the  splendid 
stories  and  funny  situations  combined  with 
fast  action  which  have  registered  such  a 
great  increase  in  popularity  for  this  group 

of  subjects  during  the  last  year.  The  fin- 
est direction,  elaborate  settings,  humorous 

stories  and  famous  stars  have  built  up  for 

Tuxedo  Comedies  a   reputation  for  unfail- 
ing comedy  quality.  Several  of  the  Tuxedo 

Comedies  of  the  current  season,  featuring 

Johnny  Arthur,  have  been  declared  by 
critics  to  rank  with  the  greatest  short  come- 

dies ever  released. 

"Big  Boy"  in  Six  Comedies 

"Big  Boy,”  the  two-year-old  star  of 
Juvenile  Comedies,  will  continue  as  the 
featured  youngster  in  the  new  series  of 

six  Juvenile  Comedies.  Working  in  the 
cast  with  this  marvelous  baby  star  will  be 
the  finest  casts  of  children  and  adults,  such 

{Continued  on  page  106) 

Desire  to  Serve 
Declared  Aim 

By  E.  W.  HAMMONS 
President  of  Educational 

QTUDENTS  of  big  business,  observers 

of  the  progress  of  industry,  have 

been  shouting  from  the  housetops  that 

the  wholesaler  who  is  to  be  ultimately 

successful  is  going  to  be  the  one  who 

considers  himself  more  as  a   buyer  for 

the  retailer  than  as  a   seller  to  him.  This 

is  such  a   self-evident  truth  that  much 

shouting  from  the  housetops  would  seem 

to  be  unnecessary  to  impress  it  upon 

us.  And  if  there  is  any  business  in 

which  the  truth  of  this  theory  is  cor- 

rect, it  surely  is  the  motion  picture  in- dustry. 

Service  is  Requisite 

This  is  only  a   variation  of  the  truth 

that  a   desire  to  serve  is  one  of  the  pre- 

requisites to  success  for  the  distributor 

in  any  business,  and  the  desire  to  serve 

has  always  been  kept  foremost  in  Edu- 

cational’s activities — and  always  will  be. 
A   never  wavering  faith  in  the  ultimate 

recognition  of  the  Short  Feature  as  a 

real  box  office  attraction  and  constant 

efforts  to  serve  the  exhibitor,  not  only 

through  procuring  the  best  possible  pic- 
tures, but  through  doing  our  utmost  to 

help  him  make  money  with  them,  have 

brought  Education  Film  Exchanges,  Inc., 

to  the  beginning  of  its  seventh  season 

in  the  strongest  condition  in  its  history 

and  with  the  most  widespread  indica- 
tions of  exhibitor  good  will. 

The  Educational  program  for  the  com- 

ing season  is  more  than  ever  the  show- 

man’s own  program.  Every  series  on 
this  schedule  has  had  to  meet  the  strict- 

est requirements,  not  only  as  to  enter- 

tainment merit,  but  as  to  box  office  pos- 

sibilities, based  upon  our  own  long  ex- 
perience and  upon  the  judgment  of  the 

exhibitors  themselves. 

Complete  Advertising 

The  two-reel  comedy  program,  for  ex- 
ample, will  continue  from  the  same 

sources  that  have  proved  through  many 

seasons  their  ability  to  provide  comedies 

that  will  furnish  laughs  for  the  patrons 

and  extra  profits  for  the  exhibitor.  A1 

Christie  and  Jack  White  are  too  well 

known  to  theatre  men  as  consistent  pro- 
ducers of  sure-fire  comedy  to  call  for 

any  further  comment. 

And  Educational  is  prepared  this  year 

to  go  further  than  it  has  ever  gone  be- 
fore in  backing  up  its  productions  with 

the  completest  possible  advertising  and 
e.xploitation  support.  Our  new  program 

of  national  advertising,  covering  prac- 

tically the  entire  “fan”  magazine  field 
and  calling  for  a   large  number  of  full 

page  advertising  displays,  is  sufficient 

evidence  of  Educational’s  intention  to 

extend  this  exhibitor  support  to  the  ut- most. 
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Players 
in 

Educational 

Pictures 

“Dig  Doy” 

Eduealionni-Juvenile 

Lupino  Lone 

Edurallonul-Lono 

MoUy  Malone 

Educational- Adams 
Jlmtiiic  Adams 

Education  al-Adoms 
Bobby  Vernon 

Edueui  I   unal- Vernon 

Vera  Steadman 

Edurnlloniil-Clirlslle 

Yola  d’Avril 
Edueatlonal-Clirislie 

Lloyd  Hamilton 
EducalioDol-HamSltoi 

Jaek  Duffy 

Educoiional-Chrlsile 

Duooo  Tliompsoa 

Christie  Comedies 

Natalie  Joyce 

Eduralionol-Chrislie Neal  Burns 
Edueollonai-Chrlslie 

Lou  Archer 

Education  II  l-Mcrmuld 

Estelle  Bradley 

Educolionol-Merm  aid 
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Biggest  Christie 
Program 
AL  CHRISTIE’S  organization,  starting its  seventh  consecutive  year  of  produc- 

ing two-reel  comedies  for  Educational  Film 
Exchanges,  is  preparing  a   program  which 

will  be  the  largest  single  year's  work  which 
the  company  has  yet  produced.  The  de- 

mand of  the  public  for  short  laugh  films, 
which  has  lived  through  many  seasons  of 
unsettled  dalliance  with  vaudeville  and 
other  side  attractions  in  picture  theatres, 
has  made  this  enlarged  program  possible. 
The  Christie  product  will  include  10 

Christie  Comedies,  which  will  feature  such 
popular  players  as  Neal  Burns,  Jack  Duffy, 
Vera  Steadman,  Bill  Irving  and  many 
others  to  be  signed  from  time  to  time  for 

single  appearances  in  this  brand  of  come- 
dies. Scheduled  under  the  Christie  brand 

will  be  several  novelties  along  the  lines  of 

the  doggy  comedy,  “Run  Tin  Can,"  and 
the  horse  novelty  comedy,  "Whoa  Emma,” 
which  were  presented  in  the  current  sea- 

son’s program.  There  will  be  enough  lati- 
tude in  the  Christie  series  so  that  advantage 

can  be  taken  of  any  popular  and  timely 
suliject  which  turns  up  during  the  year. 

Bobby  Vernon  will  be  seen  in  eight  star 

series  comedies  next  year.  Vernon's  pop- 
ularity has  been  growing  steadily  during 

the  ten  years  which  he  has  been  in  pic- 
tures, eight  of  whicli  have  been  with  the 

Cliristie  organization,  with  the  result  that 
this  comedy  star  is  known  all  over  the 
world,  just  like  Ford  cars  and  Gillette 
razors. 

Another  star  personality  that  has  come 
to  the  front  is  Jimmie  Adams,  who  will  be 
seen  in  six  comedies.  Adams  was  in  the 

first  two-reel  comedy  ever  released  by  Edu- 
cational, a   Mermaid  Comedy,  six  years  ago. 

He  has  grown  up  through  one-reel  come- 
dies, then  Mermaids  and  Christies,  and  now 

is  in  a   “Jimmie  Adams"  series.  His  come- 
dies will  be  of  the  fast-action,  hokum  type, 

in  whicli  his  skill  in  acrobatics  and  eccen- 
tric makeups  will  be  given  full  play. 

It  is  hardly  necessary  to  mention  that 
Billy  Dooley  became  a   star  in  comedies  al- 

most overnight  When  he  was  first  dis- 
covered last  year  playing  in  his  funny  cow- 

boy-sailor  act  on  the  Orpheum  circuit,  it 
was  seen  that  he  had  comedy  possibilities 
for  the  screen.  And  in  the  Christie  Come- 

dies. “A  Misfit  Sailor,"  “A  Goofy  Gob,” 
“A  Salty  Sap”  and  “Shore  Shy,”  Dooley 
has  been  spotted  by  the  eager  fan,  with  the 

result  that  he  will  appear  in  six  “Billy 
Dooley  Comedies.” 
The  Christie  studios  are  now  going 

through  the  busiest  time  of  the  year,  when 
the  entire  staff  of  writers,  gag  men  and 
so  forth  can  concentrate  their  attention 
for  fully  two  months  with  the  sole  object 
of  finding  funny  stories  on  which  to  base 
32  comedies  which  ivill  be  produced  by 
Christie. 

Christie’s  staff  of  directors  will  include 
Scott  Sidney,  Harold  Beaudine,  and  Wil- 

liam Watson. 

Expand  Single 
Reel  Series 

O   EVERAL  new  series  of  notable  single 

reel  releases  will  be  offered  by  Educa- 
tional this  year  in  addition  to  the  single 

reel  series  which  have  become  established 

through  several  seasons  of  eminent  success. 

The  one-reel  subjects  offer  a   larger  num- 
ber and  a   greater  variety  than  in  any  pre- 

vious season. 

The  single  reel  rough  and  tumble  Cameo 
Comedies  will  continue  with  24  releases  fea- 

turing such  excellent  comedians  as  George 
Davies  and  Phil  Dunham. 

Lyman  H.  Howe’s  Hodge-Podge  has  be- 
come firmly  established  as  a   popular  novel- 

ty subject.  There  will  be  12  releases  in 
the  new  series. 

Felix  the  Cat  will  contribute  26  cartoon 

comedies.  There  is  probably  no  more  pop- 
(Continued  on  page  10^)) 

Selling  Stars  of 
Tomorrow 

QELLING  the  stars  of  tomorrow  and 
building  up  for  future  business  is  what 

the  exhibitors  arc  doing  who  advertise  the 
comedy  stars  who  are  appearing  on  their 

programs  in  two-reel  comedies,  according 
to  A1  Christie,  who  will  again  build  a   large 

program  of  short  comedies  for  Educational 
Film  Exchanges  this  coming  season. 

“It  has  been  clearly  demonstrated  in  the 

past  few  seasons,”  said  Christie,  “that  the 
fans  know  the  stars  of  the  two-reel  comedy 
business  today  as  well  as,  and  in  some  cases 
better  than  they  know  the  stars  who  head 

the  longer  feature  pictures.  Any  exhibitor 

will  realize  it  is  the  two-reel  comedy  stars 
who  are  beloved  by  children  and  grown 

people  alike,  because  they  stand  for  hap- 
(.Continiied  on  page  106) 

The  Producer 

of  Tomorrow 
By  JACK  WHITE T^VERY  year  finds  the  motion  picture 

producing  industry  more  specialized. 
Today  the  bulk  of  the  quality  comedies 

are  made  in  studios  where  nothing  else  is 
attempted.  The  result  is  comedies  of  bet- 

ter quality  than  ever  before. 

The  comedy  producer  of  today  is  a   spe- 
cialist in  comedy.  He  must  study  his  prod- 

uct and  give  it  everything  he  has  in  order 
to  keep  up  with  the  advance  in  public  tastes. 
What  of  the  producer  of  tomorrow — of 

next  year — of  the  future? 

Study  Public’s  Demands 
The  producer  of  tomorrow  will  be  not 

only  a   man  or  organization  that  specializes 
in  Short  Features,  but  one  that  also  studies 
the  demands  of  the  public  as  expressed  at 
the  box  office. 

The  charge  of  “commercialism”  has 
never  been  hurled  against  Short  Feature 

producers.  They  have  been,  and  will  con- 
tinue to  be  producers  of  pictures  for  en- 

tertainment purposes  only,  reaping  their  re- 
ward through  the  natural  desire  of  the 

public  for  comedy  entertainment. 

Structure  Changed 

It  is  safe  to  say  that  comedies  have 
changed  more  in  their  structure  than  any 
other  form  of  screen  amusement — and  are 
changing  now.  The  producer  of  tomorrow 
ivill  be  the  man  who  can  sense  these 
changes,  or  anticipate  them,  and  keep  his 

product  in  line  with,  or  ahead  of,  the  pro- 
cession. 

Hamilton  and 
White  Sign 

p   W.  HAMMONS,  president  of  Educa- tional,  has  just  announced  the  sign- 
ing of  new  contracts  for  three  years  with 

Lloyd  Hamilton  and  Jack  White — two  of 
the  outstanding  personalities  in  the  prog- 

ress of  Educational  Pictures  during  the 
last  six  years. 

When  Educational  began  to  distribute 
two-reel  comedies  six  years  ago,  Hamilton 
W'as  featured  in  Mermaid  Comedies,  and 
he  has  been  on  the  Educational  program 

continuously  since  them.  His  1926-1927 
series  of  Hamilton  Comedies  will  be  the 

fifth  series  of  star  comedies  under  Hamil- ton’s name. 

Jack  White  also  joined  the  Educational 
family  in  its  first  season,  directing  the  first series  of  Mermaid  Comedies. 
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Top  pfoturea  were  loken  on  a   visit  of  Pre»l> 
dent  E.  W.  Hammons  (o  the  Edueolional 

studio.  Left  (L.  to  R.)  :   Jack  White,  Mr. 

Hammons,  Lloyd  Hamilton  and  E.  H.  Allen. 

Right  (L.  to  R.) :   Normon  Taurog,  Me. 
Hammons  and  Lloyd  Hamilton.  Below: 

Bridal  Veil  Falls  of  the  Yosemlte,  from  tha 
Robert  C.  Bruce  Scenic  Novelties. 

Bruce  Scenic 

Novelties 
O   OBERT  C.  BRUCE,  who  has  long  been 

famous  in  every  country  of  the  civi- 
lized world  for  his  beautiful  scenic  pho- 

tography, was  one  of  the  first  producers 
allied  with  E.  W.  Hammons  in  the  early 

days  of  Educational's  career  several  years 
before  this  organization  was  enlarged  into 
a   great  national  distributing  medium.  Mr. 
Bruce  has  beeni  with  Educational  ever 

since  with  the  exception  of  one  brief 
period.  He  now  returns  to  Educational 
with  a   series  of  single  reel  subjects  that 

are  unique  in  the  field  of  scenic  produc- 
tions. 

The  Robert  C.  Bruce  Scenic  Novelties, 
of  which  Educational  will  release  12  in 

1926-1927,  offer  in  each  release  both  scenic 
effects  and  novelties  with  scenic  back- 

grounds. Several  subjects  of  a   travelogue 
character  will  also  be  included. 

Curiosities  in 

12  One-Reels 
(CURIOSITIES.  "The  Movie  Side Show,"  is  to  be  a   scries  of  12  novel- 

ty comedies,  featuring  as  the  name 
indicates,  people  and  things  that  arc  freak- 
Ksh,  odd  or  unique.  This  group  of  one- 
reel  novelties  is  being  produced  by  Put- 

ter Productions,  Inc.,  of  which  Walter 
Putter  is  president.  Each  reel  will  con- 

tain 10  to  fifteen  subjects  not  over  75 
feet  in  length  and  there  will  be  a   great 
diversity  of  subject  matter  in  each  re- lease . 

Mr.  Putter  has  gathered  together  a 
film  library  which,  in  itself,  is  a   remark- 

able curiosity.  Countless  freaks  and 
queer  odds  and  ends  from  all  corners 
of  the  world  are  pictured  in  the  tre- 

mendous amount  of  film  from  which  Mr. 
Putter  and  his  editors  are  assembling 
the  early  releases  in  the  Curiosity  scries. 

And  the  search  for  the  world’s  strangest 
oddities  is  going  on  in  every  corner  of 

the  globe  through  the  extensive  world- 
wide connections  which  Mr.  Putter  has 

etsablished. 

The  circus  side  show  is  confined  al- 
most entirely  to  a   comparatively  few 

human  beings  and  animals,  while  no  such 

handicap  confines  the  camera  and  every 
sort  of  curiosity  is  subject  matter  for 
this  interesting  new  series  of  novelty 

pictures. 

Bobby  Vernon 
To  Make  Eight 
The  demand  from  the  public  for  Bobby Vernon  Comedies  as  reflected  through 

the  theatre  box  offices  has  been  so  pro- 
nounced that  to  meet  the  exhibitor  demand, 

Educational  and  the  Christie  Studios  have 

arranged  for  a   larger  program  of  Bobby 
'   {ContiMttd  on  page  106) 

Comprehensive 

Ad  Campaign 
ONE  of  the  most  interesting  features  of 

Educational's  program  for  the  coming 
year — and  one  of  the  most  helpful  from 
the  exhibitor  standpoint — is  the  com- 

prehensive plan  for  advertising  and  ex- 
ploitation. 
For  several  seasons  Educational  Pictures 

have  been  the  only  short  features  which 

have  been  given  consistent  national  adver- 
tising backing.  This  year  Educational  is 

elaborating  on  its  magazine  advertising  and 
offering  magazine  advertising  support  that 
is  unprecedented  in  the  history  of  short 

features.  At  least  25  full  page  advertise- 
ments will  be  placed  by  Educational  in  the 

national  motion  picture  magazines  (the 

"fan"  magazines).  This  advertising  will 
begin  wth  full  pages  in  Photoplay,  Mo- 

tion Picture  Magazine  and  Motion  Picture 

Classic  early  in  August,  the  beginning  of 
the  Greater  Movie  Season.  The  schedule 

will  continue  with  full  pages  each  month 
through  May,  1927. 

An  enlarged  exploitation  staff  will  con- 

tinue at  work.  It  is  doubtful  if  a   tieup 
could  have  a   more  far  reaching  effect  than 
the  one  recently  conceived  by  Educational 
for  the  Juvenile  Comedy  series — the  har- 

monica playing  contests.  More  than  300 
contests  have  been  staged  or  are  planned. 
_   With  each  one  or  two  reel  release  there 
IS  now  being  supplied  a   generous  quantity 
of  "paper”  and  press  material. 
Educational’s  newspaper  ad  cuts  and 

mats  are  especially  deserving  of  attention. 
They  are  supplied  in  three  sizes  for  use 
with  one,  two  or  three  column  ad  layouts. 
During  the  past  year  the  use  of  these 
readymade  ads  has  sho^vn  a   very  marked increase. 

Six  Comedies 

by  Dooley 
A   FTER  one  of  the  most  remarkal 

successful  seasons  ever  achieved  b] 
new  screen  comedy  star  in  his  first  ye 
Billy  Dooley  will  be  seen  in  the  ni 
season  in  a   series  of  six  comedies  be: 
mg  his  own  name. 

Just  about  a   year  ago  A1  Christie  si 
."'irking  in  his  vaudeville  a 

the  Misfit  Sailor,”  in  Los  Angeles  a 
immediately  recognized  him  as  a   liki 
candidate  for  screen  comedy  honors, 
ms  first  screen  appearance  in  the  Christ 
Voinedy,  “A  Misfit  Sailor,"  Billy  reg immediate  hit  with  exhibito 

^nd  in  his  following  pi 
Gob,”  "A  Salty  Sa 

Shy,”  he  has  made  steai 

nf  rapid  climb  to  the  t< 
O'  me  comedy  ladder. Chrldlt  CoBoedjr  girl*,  appesrlag  In  Edneallonsl'CIirialla  comedic*,  loklog  ihclr  doJIr  doaaa. 
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Children’s  Shows  Held  When 

Rinty  Appears  “In  Person” Dog  Star  Attracts  Crowds  at  Warner  Theatre  Easter  Week — 

North  Carolina  House  Has  Birthday 

The  popularity  of  Rin-Tin-Tin  with  children  prompted  the  arrangement 
by  the  Warner  theatre,  New  York,  for  morning  matinees  during  Easter 

week.  Each  matinee  began  at  10:30  featuring  Rin-Tin-Tin  “in  person.'’ 

The  picture  “The  Night  Cry”  in  which  Rinty  appears  was  shown  also. 
Rin-Tin-Tin,  Warner  Brothers  dog 

star,  and  hero  of  some  of  the  greatest 
pictures  ever  made  with  an  animal  in 

the  leading  role,  is  there  for  the  length 
of  the  run,  which  will  probably  be 
several  weeks. 

Probably  no  motion  picture  star  has 
ever  been  accorded  a   warmer  series  of 

receptions  on  a   personal  appearance  tour 
than  has  Rinty  since  he  sped  across  the 
country  and  opened  at  the  Circle  theatre, 
Cleveland,  March  6.  He  is  a   great 
favorite  on  the  screen  with  the  children 
while  the  older  folks  marvel  at  his  al- 

most human  intelligence  and  his  ability 
as  an  actor.  He  is  frequently  referred 
to  by  Warners  as  the  John  Barrymore 
of  animal  stars. 

So  great  were  the  crowds  that  at- 

tended the  Circle  theatre,  according  to 
word  from  the  home  office  of  Warner 

Brothers,  it  was  frequently  necessary 
during  the  engagement  to  stop  selling 
tickets  and  close  the  box  office.  The 

same  enthusiastic  receptions  were  ten- 

dered Rin-Tin-Tin  and  "The  Night  Cry” 
at  the  Dome  theatre  in  Youngstown, 
Ohio,  and  the  Metropolitan  in  Baltimore, 

where  capacity  audiences  greeted  every 
appearance  of  Rinty  and  showing  of  the 
picture. 

"The  Night  Cry”  is  a   dramatic  story 
whose  action  is  laid  in  the  Nevada  sheep 
country  where  Rinty  is  accused  of  the 
unpardonable  crime  of  slaying  sheep  of 
herders  on  adjacent  ranches.  He  is 
sentenced  to  be  put  to  death  at  the  hands 
of  his  owner  and  escapes  this  fate  only 

Dooloy’s  Drug  Stor»- 
I   ,   I   II  I   I 

Nog  the Tn Mire >Th»Th^U^ 

IJUY*I.INES  UY  GEORGE  I 

f   niKr 

rArvuu 

Co  (0  UiJit  Idf4)  Rftnk  RiUUona 

The  Wolfe  City  National  Bonk 
Thr  Old 

One  of  the  pages  of  the  house  or- 

gan printed  by  R.  A.  Gill,  (Gill  No. 
1.)  of  Palace  theatre,  Wolfe  City, 

Tex.,  is  devoted  to  "Buy  Lines” 
and  the  "By  George"  humor  column 
which  have  been  carried  in  the 

"Herald's”  copy  service  depart- ment. 

by  tracking  down  the  real  slayer,  a   huge 
eagle.  They  meet  in  mortal  combat. 

Charlotte  House 

One  Year  Old 

Warner  Brothers  Broadway  theatre 
at  Charlotte,  N.  C,  under  the  extremely 
capable  managing  directorship  of  N.  L. 
Royster,  enjoyed  its  first  anniversary 
March  15  to  which  all  residents  of  Char- 

lotte were  invited.  The  event  was  per- 
haps the  most  successful  of  the  kind 

e.ver  held  in  the  South. 

The  dramatic  section  of  the  Sunday 
Observer,  one  of  the  leading  newspapers 

of  the  South,  was  devoted  almost  ex- 
clusively to  the  Broadway  anniversary, 

with  three  complete  pages  of  coopera- 
tive advertising  in  which  the  leading  in- 

dustrial concerns  in  the  city  dominated 

their  space  with  congratulatory  mes- 
sages to  the  Broadway  and  managing 

director,  Royster.  These  enterprising 
merchants  expressed  the  sentiments  of 
residents  of  the  beautiful  Southern  city 
when  in  their  ads  they  attested  the  high 

class  entertainment  offered  at  Warners’ Broadway. 

Not  only  did  the  Broadway  and 

managing  director  come  in  for  com- 
mendation, but  the  other  house  directors 

were  meted  out  praise.  Robert  E. 
Mitchell  is  the  concert  organist,  George 
R.  Fraser  the  musical  director,  Bolivar 

Hyde,  assistant  to  the  managing  director, 
and  Grover  Hill,  stage  manager. 

Biggest  Honors  Go  to 
Scandinavians  and  Irish 

in  F   &   R   Folk  Dances 
MINNEAPOLIS. — Following  up  their 

success  with  old  time  fiddlers,  Finkelstein 

and  Ruben  are  presenting  old  time  danc- 
ers for  the  second  week  at  the  Garrick 

theatre. 

The  theatre  effected  a   tieup  with  the 

Minneapolis  Daily  Star  on  the  feature  and 
it  has  held  first  page  position  since  it 
started  the  run.  Two  hundred  and  fifty 
dancers  have  signed  up  to  try  their  skill 
for  the  $200  and  a   booking  contract  over 
the  F.  &   R.  chain  of  motion  picture  houses. 
The  Swedish  and  Norwegian  population 

of  Minneapolis  has  brought  out  a   great 

many  of  the  old  Scandinavian  folk  danc- 
ers, many  of  whom  have  been  favorites  in 

neighborhood  parties  for  years  and  all  of 
their  friends  have  come  along  to  see  them 
perform.  The  Irish  are  not  far  behind 

in  numbers  and  their  jiggers  have  been  re- 
ceiving big  hands. 

Honors  have  been  about  evenly  divided 

among  men  and  women,  but  for  the  most 
part  the  contestants  have  passed  the  three 
score  mark,  and  the  Charleston-sated  au- 

diences have  received  a   great  kick  from 

the  dances  of  grandmother’s  day.  Most 
of  the  performers  have  appeared  in  cos- 

tume, some  of  which  have  occasioned  big 
laughs.  A   72  year  old  woman  played  the 
mouth  oi^an  for  her  daughter  who  did 
a   dance  in  a   hoopskirt. 

The  show  was  staged  by  Edward  (Jal- 
linagh  of  the  Finkelstein  and  Ruben  press 
department. 

For  Washday 

This  window  display  appeared 

through  the  courtesy  of  the  Gain- 

A-Day  Washing  Machine  company 

when  the  Denny  picture,  "What 

Happened  to  Jones,”  was  shown 
at  the  Million  Dollar  Grand  the- 

atre, New  York.  It  is  a   Universal 

picture. 

Film  Made  Feature  on 
Bill  of  Vaude  Theatre 

Natacha  Rambova  (the  former  Mrs.  Ru- 

dolph Valentino)  proved  a   box  office  attrac- 

tion in  Minneapolis  when  "When  Love 
Grows  Cold,"  the  Film  Booking  Offices 
Gold  Bond  production  in  which  she  starred, 

was  shown  at  the  Pantages  theatre.  Al- 
though the  Pantages  in  Minneapolis  is  one 

of  the  strongest  links  in  the  vaudeville 
circuit  and  always  has  featured  vaudeville 

over  its  pictures,  Manager  George  E.  Guise 

reversed  this  order  and  made  "When  Ixjve 
Grows  Cold”  the  leading  feature. 

Realizing  the  great  amount  of  newspaper 
publicity  the  former  Mrs.  Valentino  has 

had  throughout  the  world,  Manager  Guise 

used  the  Minneapolis  newspapers  exten- 
sively. A   Valentino  picture  was  being 

shown  in  another  Minneapolis  theatre,  so 

Guise  advertised :   “You  have  all  seen  Ru- 

dolph. Now’s  your  chance  to  see  the 
former  Mrs.  Valentino,  the  most  talked  of 
woman  in  the  world,  with  Rudolph  only 

a   block  away.” 
For  the  first  time  in  the  history  of  the 

Minneapolis  General  Electric  Company,  and 

the  Northern  States  Power  Company,  sub- 
sidiaries of  the  Edison  and  General  Electric 

companies,  tieups  were  made  with  the 
picture.  Electric  Ranges  were  shown  in  a 

big  double  window  with  a   placard  reading: 
"Love  Grows  Cold  When  Meals  Grow 

Cold.”  In  addition  enlarged  photographs 
of  Miss  Rambova  and  Clive  Brook  were 
displayed  in  30  store  windows,  nine  being 
on  Nicollet  Avenue  where  window  tieups 

are  as  scarce  as  the  proverbial  hens’  teeth. 
Cutouts  from  the  three  sheets  were  dis- 

played on  the  theatre  front  and  the  mar- 
quise, the  latter  being  illuminated  at  night. 

Manager  Guise  let  it  be  pretty  thoroughly 
known  that  Miss  Rambova’s  first  picture 

was  in  Minneapolis.  The  attendance 
throughout  the  engagement,  far  above  the 
theatre’s  average,  justified  his  efforts. 

Uses  Roulette  Wheel 

A   huge  spinning  roulette  wheel,  installed 

the  sidewalk  in  front  of  the  Royal  theatre,  down to\yn  first  run  house  of  Kansas  City,  by 

William  Jacobs,  increased  attendance  on  the  P>o- ture,  “Monte  Carlo." 
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Studio 

people  who  are  factors  in  the  produc- 
tion of  good  motion  pictures  are  rep- 

resented in  this  section  for  the  pur- 
pose of  passing  along  to  their  friends m   the  theatre,  in  the  exchmtges  and 

in  other  producing  camps  some  word 
as  to  where  they  are,  who  they  are 

iO 

STEPHE^  ROBERTS  1.  iho 
eapablo  director  who  ruokei 
comedlee  for  Educatloonl  re- iscfle. 

LLOTO  BACON  is  respocsible  for  a lot  of  the  Buesessfut  comedies  oto- 
duced  by  Maek  Sennelt  for  Pcihe distribution. 

Toductioi) 

Directors 

of  pictures  and  technicalities  of  pro- 
duction are  herewith  shown  with  the 

thought  that  those  who  are  not  work- 
ing at  the  studio  but  who  regidarly 

see  and  buy  the  product  of  their  la- 
bor may  also  have  a   glimpse  of  these 

¥ 

ABOVE:  WILLIAM  MENZIES  is  an 
director  for  ioseph  M.  Sebenek  Pro- 
duoUons,  which  ore  distributed  by 
United  Artisis. 

LEFT:  LOU  SEILER  i.  now  direct- 

j^g  Vflo  Dibber  comedies  >vriiten  br Rieliard  Harding  Davis.  They  ore 
released  by  Fo*  Film  Corporation. 
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THE  BANDIT'S  BABY:  Fred  Thon..on-I  hav« 

?   li'r^  V. '   ”1  'Thomion'.  and  found  them  Rood 

Silver  Kins  if  wonderful.  All  you  have  to  do  Is 

^   let  your  patrons  know  you  uro  solnR  to  pin, fhom«.n  and  you  will  jot  a   pnckcd  house.  Five 

•^l^-^mca  LoRiche.  Arcade  theatre.  Camden. 
^   I   — General  pnlronase 

THE  SILENT  STRANGER:  Fred  Thom..,n- of  the  best  thrill  and  fu.t  pictures  ever  made 
Thomvon  never  mndo  a   bettor  one,  doubtful  if  he 

Won  boys,  if  thi.  Thom«n  ̂ n't 
knock  them  cuckoo,  there's  sonicthinir  wronc wmewhere  Advertising  matter  of  the  best.  Be- 

'**,*°®  Silver  King  is  groat.  Wait  un- 
«l  you  henr  whnt  "Tho  Bandit's  Baby"  is  going 

Ind^"  v^® 
1   '   /   V   *   *   picture  that  Silver  seems  to  be jdmwt  human  in.)  Six  reels.— C.  Khatter.  Khai- Ur  a   theatre.  Sydney.  N.  S-  Canada.— General  pat- 

rona^e. 

ALL  AROUND  FRYING  PAN:  Fred  Thomson 
—As  good  a   picture  ns  this  star  hns  over  appeared in  and  eorUinly  pleased  our  poepic.  Thomson  Is 
one  of  our  best  beta,  quite  largely  duo  to  bis 
horse.  Silver  King.  Six  reels.— P   R.  Matson. 

'»  ®-B  »^*V  theatre,  Flandrcau.  S.  D.— General  pa 

<p.  V   .-'■nV.S-.®' 
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FREDTHOMfON 
PRODUCTION/ 

ALL  AROUND  FRYING  PAN:  Fred  Thomson 
— Ihomson  Is  always  good,  and  so  is  Silver  King. Five  reels.- L-  C.  Bolduc,  Bijou  theatre,  Conway «.— General  patronage. 

THE  BANDirS  BABY-  Pr«A  -pi.. 

are  good  and  this  is  one  of  the  best.  Pleai«A  inn 

allinTd  R^*\!  
’^''®  reels.— E.  ̂    Me’ Sw^pl-Jn^ge^’®*'-  City.  no.-Sma^ 

distributed  by  F.B.O.  of  AMERICA 
THE  MASK  OP  LOPEZ:  Fred  Thomsen— Al- 

though  this  is  pretty  old.  I   grasped  at  the. first 
chance  to  get  this  feature,  as  Fred  la  a   knockout 

every  time.  Piayed  this  feature  New  Year's  to 
big  h^ousea.  Mad  to  have  special  ushers  the  open- ing day  to  handle  the  merry  seekers.  The  kids 
nearly  put  ui  out  of  luck  when  they  wouldn't reave  the  theatre  until  the  theatre  closed.  Five 

•^*“‘***''-  KhatUr's  theatre,  Sydney, W   S..  Canada.— G«neral  patronage. 

THE  TOUGH  GUY:  Fred  Thomson — Dandy 
picture.  Pleased  all.  Plenty  of  action  and 

comedy.  Pleased  a   large  Saturday  crowd.  Six 

reels. — E.  E.  Byrne.  Columbia  theatre.  Athens. O. — General  patronage. 

Thomsit’  ’■”5  Thomson-Either 

W   **  *   ’‘®**  masses  for  us. 

-Pr^^®P^  “*  Satisfy."  Five  reeU. 
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Coast  Studios  Ahead  of  Plans- 
Spring  Speeds  Work  in  East J   1   • 

69 

Schedules  in 

Shape  Despite 

Rainy  Weather 

..  AU-.   

and  Slimmer  schedules  have  been 

whipped  into  shape  and  the  nine 
studios  on  the  West  Coast 

well  as  the  many  independ» 
ent  concerns  are  pretty  busy  places 
these  days.  Many  location  companies 
have  been  held  up,  awaiting  the  pass- 

ing of  cloudy  and  rainy 
work  inside  the  studio 

,   early  and  late.  A 
are  ahead  of  schedule,  x, 

tion  prevails  at  Universal. 
Carl  Laetnmie  now  has  ten  features  in 

the  process  of  editing  and  cutting  which 
compose  the  first  unit  of  its  1926  produc- 

tion program.  Four  features  are  working 
which  will  go  to  make  up  the  56  produc- 

tions planned  for  the  season's  schedule  of releases. 

.   The  pictures  now  in  the  cutting  rooms 
include:  Rolling  Home,”  a   William  Sel- 

ler production;  “The  Old  Soak”  which  Ed- 
ward_Slomap  directed;  “The  Whole 
towns  Talking,’  an  Edward  Laemmie 
production;  “Perch  of  the  Devil.”  a   King Baggot  feature;  “Her  Big  Night,”  "Poker 
races  and  ‘The  Phantom  Bullet.”  Art 
Acord  has  just  finished  “Flashing  Heels” 
a   Western  directed  by  A1  Rogell  with  Ena playing  the  feminine  lead, 

lake  It  From  Me”  will  be  Reginald 
Uenny  s   next  vehicle,  and  a   big  circus  pic- is  rapidly  rounding  into 

completed  “The 
Mar  Maker  which  brings  Francis  X.  Bush- 

liiriead  screen  with  Billie  Dove  playing 

Fox  Begins  First  Big  Drive 
production  forces  have  be- 

foi?  il  /I"  ^^26-27  sea- 
Huo  CosLst  studios.  With 

two  completed  for  the  new  year, 

withThZ  •   put  into  production 

Sini  ‘.'itention  that  11  will  be  in  the 
making  within  the  next  30  days. 

ZerJ’  orM  finished  “30  Below lohn  route  to  Europe. 
Fox  ^   Men”  is  the  second 
ard  for  the  screen.  How- 

■   Fig  Leaves"  well  al 

scenes  for^  made  the  first 
C   Rill  f^cad  Man’s  Gold.”  Edwin 

^ct?re  S'’,!™!"*  Mi>e  and  JoTes 
Olivf  westerns, 

featu^^l  George  O’Brien  are 

•ag  cast  inri  support- 

de  Berln^^'^^^  Haver.  Andre 

Jensen  wflllirtFA^*^  Eulalia 

Cecdii  Eva^s"  ’   Dunbar 

Gold”''ar'e'EvJT ^'•r&inia  Campeau, 

^^nk  Hag^ev  Tk  ?^‘PP  and 
Dunn?'^^’  *s  from  J.  Al- 

Thomas  Bnr-u^^l  same  name. 

a   K.  bheehan.  general  manager, '.('Ontinued  on  page  93) 

ONE  SEASON 

STUDIO  reporters  East  and West  aimounce  that  pro- 
duction goes  forward  with  no 

i^ign  of  let-up  in  anticipation  of 
what  used  to  be  the  “Summer 
slump.”  When  talking  about benefits  brought  about  by  mo- 

tion pictures,  be  sure  to  include 
the  welding  of  the  theatre  year 
into  a   single  box  office  season. 

Vaudeville  and  the  legitimate 
theatre  are  awakening  to  this 
development  this  year.  By  vari- 

ous artifices  attempt  is  being 
made  to  come  in  at  this  late 
date  upon  the  benefits  accruing 
to  the  picture  theatre  as  re- 

wards of  hard  work  and  intelli- 

gent procedure.  It  is  not  likely 
that  the  attempts  will  be  suc- 

cessful, but  they  are  definite tributes. 

* 

I^INCE  inception  of  “Tiie 
Studio  ’   picture  players 

contact  with  exhibitors.  Lead- 
ers in  this  have  profited  greatly 

by  listening  to  the  man  who 
meets  the  public  and  learns  to 
know  what  it  wants.  Exhibitors 

are  gaining  an  insight  into  pic- 
ture making  and  a   sympathetic 

understanding  of  problems  of 
which  their  previous  knowledge 
has  been  at  best  second-hand. 

This  contact  begins  in  “The 
Studio”  but  comes  into  full  flow- 

er in  the  “What  the  Picture  Did 
For  Me”  department  of  the 
Herald.  To  the  vigorous  frank- 

ness of  that  department’s  con- 
text has  been  added  a   new  note 

of  understanding.  The  result 
cannot  be  other  than  beneficial 

to  pictures  and  picture  people, 
* 

JT  is  not  necessary  to  mention 
to  studio  people  that  The 

Box  Office  Record  was  pub- 
lished as  Section  II  of  the  Her- 

ald dated  April  10.  None  who 

work  at  picture  making  with  the 

will  to  go  forward  neglect  this 
semi  -   annual  opportunity  to 
learn  all  there  is  to  learn  about 
the  box  office  value  of  their  own 

and  others’  efforts.  The  Record 
is  the  last  word  in  this  connec- 
tion. 

— W.  R.  W. 

Five  ill  Stage 
of  Production 
at  Long  Island 
Bv  .JOHN  S.  SPARCO 

NEW  YORK,  April  IL— With  the 
approach  of  spring  picture  produc- tion in  the  Eastern  studios  is  taking 
on  increased  activity.  This  is  par- 

ticularly true  of  Paramount’s  Long Island  Studio  and  the  First  National 
plant  in  the  Bronx. 
Paramount’s  Long  Island  studio  is 

operating  near  capacity  with  five  at- tractions in  production. 
Some  conception  of  the  heightened 

gained  from 

w   r   where  D. 

W   Griffith  IS  making  “The  Sorrows  of 
patan  the  crowded  condition  has  made It  necessary  to  build  one  set  within  an- 

other m   order  to  conserve  surrounding 

tio^'^'^  under  construc- 
It  is  almost  deafening  as  one  enters  the 

studio  for  the  cabinet  makers  and  car- 
penters are  keeping  up  a   constant  bar- 

rage with  their  hammers.  New  sets  are 
rising  as  old  are  demolished.  This  activ- 
^y  will  continue  indefinitely  for  the Eastern  production  schedule  is  heavier tnan  in  any  previous  year. 

"Uie  Sorrows  of  Satan,"  D,  W,  Grif- hths  production  of  the  Marie  Correlli 
story,  IS  now  the  outstanding  picture  on the  boards  at  Long  Island  studio.  This 
photoplay,  according  to  Paramount’s plans,  %vill  be  of  roadshow  calibre,  al- though It  will  not  be  released  as  such 
It  will  reach  the  screens  in  the  regular order  of  release  in  the  fall  and  winter 

program. 
noted  names,  among 

them  Addphe  Menjou.  Carol  Dempster. Ricardo  Cortez  and  Lya  de  Putti,  the 
famous  Ufa  actress  who  has  been  signed 
by  Paramount.  Iva  LcbcdcfF.  Russian nobleman.  Marcia  Harris,  Dorothy  Hughes 
and  a   large  cast  of  extras  will  also  appear m   the  attraction, 
Frank  Walsh  is  assisting  Griffith  in 

directing  the  picture  which  is  being  made 
under  the  personal  supervision  of  Wil- 
ham  Le  Baron,  Eastern  associate  pro- 

ducer. The  artistry  of  the  opus  is  en- 
hanced by  the  beautiful  photography  of 

Harry  rishbeck,  chief  cameraman,  A 
battery  of  four  cameras  is  shooting  on 
every  scene.  This  will  be  increased  on 
the  larger  scenes,  the  first  of  which  is 
being  taken  this  week. 
Among  the  spectacles  which  will  be 

seen  in  this  attraction  are  the  conceo- 
ti9ns  of  Heaven  and  Hell.  These  sets 
will  be  designed  by  Lawrence  Hitt,  art 
director  at  the  studio,  and  Norman  Bel 
Geddes,  noted  scenic  artist. 
“The  Sorrows  of  Satan”  was  adapted by  John  Russell  and  George  Hull,  with Forest  Halsey  preparing  the  screen  play. 
Also  m   production  at  Paramount's 

Eastern  plant  is  W.  C.  Fields  initial  star- 

ring picture,  “It’s  the  Old  Army  Game,” which  means  “never  give  a   sucker  an 
even  break."  This  picture  is  scheduled for  release  this  spring. 

(.Conlinued  on  page  94) 
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T   ITTLE  Mary  Louise 
•L'  Miller,  wearing  a 
dress  presented  to  her  by 
Mary  Pickford  upon  the 
completion  of  United 

Artists’  “Sparrows." 

XJ  GRACE  MILLER 
A   ̂   NEW  is  assistant 
R^eneral  manager  of  the 
Astern  units  of  First 
National  located  in  New 
York  City. 

EXHIBITORS  HERALD 

pDWARD  KULL,  chief 
of  Universal’s  camera 

shop,  sees  himself  as  others 
see  him — by  the  use  of  a 
reducing  glass. 

Photos  of  Studio  People  for  Herald  Readers 
There  are  few  photos  in  the  Studio  Section  of  the  “Herald”  that  are 

obtained  ^vdthout  the  first  rights  of  publication  as  a   result  of  the  work 

of  “Herald”  cameramen  who  make  a   particular  effort  to  supply  these  pages 
with  newsy  and  interesting  shots. 

The  photography  for  "Rocking  Moon”  ^vas  done  by Charles  G.  Clarke,  A.S.C.,  who  appears  here  second 
from  left.  Scenes  were  made  at  Mendenhall  Glacier  near 
Juneau,  Alaska.  A   few  of  the  players  appearing  in  the 
Metropolitan  picture  are  John  Bowers,  Lilyan  Tashman 
and  Laska  Winter.  Pro-Dis-Co  release. 

]y/I  ARIE  PREVOST has  begun  work  on 
the  Christie  comedy, 

"Up  in  Mabel’s  Room,” 
for  Producers  Distribut- 

ing Corporation. 

Kenneth  HARLAN  is  starred  in  "Crashing  Tim- bers,” Universal  release.  With  Harlan  are  a   few  ot 

his  pets  who  keep  him  company  on  most  of  his  automo- bile excursions  about  Hollywood. 
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ADOLPH  ZUKOR 
was  in  and  out 

very  quietly,  say- 
ing nothing  about 

theatres,  combines 
or  production  an- 
nouncements. 

f 

SAM  BRISKIN  re- 
turned to  the  Coast 

by  way  of  Chicago 
ter  spending  a 
weeks  in  New 

on  produc- 
tion conferences. 

LANG- 

pON  has  been  in 
^biMgo  again,  re- time 

,   the  Coast  where 

od,  an- 

JOSEPH  P.  KEN- 
NEDY w   h   o   now 

owns  F.  B.  0.  was 

in  Chicago  long 

enough  to  visit  his 
old  friend  John 
Hert^. 

exhibitors  herald 

WHERE  the ^   ̂ Golden 
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JAMES  R.  GRAIN- 

GER, the  world’s 
greatest  traveler, 
led  more  than  100 

Fox  men  through 
to  the  national 

meeting. 

SAM  KATZ  was 

glad  to  see  his 
home  totvTj  again 
but  not  glad 
enough  to  slay 
more  than  a   few 

hours  and  continue 

his  journey. 

F.  C.  MUNROE 
returned  to  N   e   w 

York  by  way  of 
Chicago  after 

spending  a   long 
visit  on  the  Coast. 

4 
PEGGY  JOYCE 

was  full  of  enthusi- 
asm about  a   trip 

she  might  make 

soon  to  Europe. 
“Then  again  I   may 

go  back  West,”  she said. 

State 

Limited^^ MEETS  the 
^^Twentieth 

Century^^ 
IfTHUMBNAiL  News  About 

j   Studio  People  Visiting 

I   THE  Home  of  the  Herald 
?   During  the  Month. 

N 

WILLIAM  FOX 

stopped  at  the 
Blackstone  for  a 

day’s  rest  and  then 
went  on  to  be  pres- 

ent at  the  Fox  con- 
vention  on  the 
Coast. 

HAROLD  LLOYD 
came  in  and  left 

without  being 

“caught”  by  a   sin- 

gle reporter.  He 
was  eager  to  evade 
publicity  for  a   few 
nours. 

COLVIN  BROWN 

was  in  Chicago 

long  enough  to 

visit  the  “Herald” ofBce  and  several 

friends  and  rela- 

JEANIE  MAC- 
PHERSON  who 

wrote  “Ten  Com- 
mandments” was  in the  De  Mille  party 

reluming  to  the 
Coast. 

'f 
JOHN  STOREY 
brought  the  good 

news  that  Gena 
Tuiiney  will  bo 

seen  in  pielurcs  for 
Pathe  distribution. 

BARRETT  C. 
KIESLING  was 

pepped  up  about the  Cecil  Dc  Mille 
idea  contest  ond 

the  wonderful  idea 

that  had  been  sub- 

mitted for  produc- tion. 

JANE  WINTON 

was  pleased  with 
her  new  Warner 

contract  under 

which  she  has  al- 
ready begun  to 

work.  She’s  now in  the  East. 

JOHN  FORD  was 
with  his  father,  age 

83,  ond  his  mother 
who  were  taking 
their  son  back 
home  for  a   spell, 

¥'
 . 

BUCK  JONES 
hadn’t  been  in 

town  but  five  min- 
utes before  he  was 

astride  tlie  horse 
belonging  to  the 
traffic  c   0   p   p   e   r   in 

front  of  the  Polk 
elation. 

ALMA  RUBENS 
mode  her  third 
visit  to  Chicago  in 
30  days  April  10, 

on  her  return  to 
New  York  to  join 

her  h   u   8   I)  a   n   <1, 
Ricardo  Cortez. 

MAY  McAVOY  re- 
turned to  the  CouNt 

upon  completion  of 
her  work  in  the 

East. 
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Surrounded 

By  Friends 
T   EFT:  Balboni, 

First  National  di- 
rector, spends  much 

of  his  time  when  not 

at  the  studio  in  the 

library  of  his  Holly- 
wood home. 

Right:  Ernst  Lu- 
bitsch,  who  would 

rather  read  an  intel- 
ligent book  than  eat 

a   meal,  is  working  on 

“Reveillon”  for  War- 
ner Brothers. 

'U'STELLE  TAYLOR,  who  has  the  role  of  Lucretia  Borgia  in 
“Don  Juan”  with  John  Barrymore  for  Warner  Brothers,  or- 

dered her  Great  Dane  vaccinated  against  dumb  rabies  before 
taking  him  through  San  Diego  to  the  races  at  Tia  Juana.  Dr. 
E.  J.  Bonneville  did  the  job. 

T   ITTLE  Mary  Bickford,  now  known  as  Gwynne  to 

^   avoid  confusion  with  her  famous  aunt,  is  growing 

taller  and  taller.  With  her  here  is  her  uncle  Jack  Pick- 
ford.  She  accompanied  her  aunt  when  Mary  and  Doug 
sailed  for  Etiropc  April  3.  Jack  has  just  completed  a 

role  in  “The  Bat"  for  United  Artists. 

A   ND  someone  said  a   cameraman’s  life  is  an  easy  one?  The 

photo  shows  John  W.  Boyle,  First  National  photographer, 

taking  a   racing  scene  in  a   recent  picture.  The  car  was  being 

driven  by  the  director  at  the  rate  of  35  miles  an  hour  while 

Boyle  was  shooting  (but  not  while  this  still  was  being  made). 

J 
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A   File  of  10,000  Names 
That  Works  for  a 

Casting  Director  Like 
THE  Lamp  Worked  for  Aladdin 

[Fill  iant  CohilVs  Extensive 

Files  May  Be  Made  to  Yield 

Almost  Any  Kind  of  Player — 
1,600  Extras  IF  ere  Recently 
Called  Into  Action  at  Short 

Notice  When  Four  Famous 

Players-Lasky  Units  Needed 

Supers** Like  the  silk  hat  of  the  magician,  the bulging  files  in  the  oifice  of  cast- 

^   ing  director  William  Cohill  at  the 
Paramount  Long  Island  studio  whose 
register  contains  more  than  10,000  names 

■of  persons  seeking  work  on  the  screen, 
can  be  made  to  yield  almost  any  type  of 
player — and  at  short  notice,  too. 

This  was  demonstrated  anew  during 
the  past  week  when  four  productions 
were  in  the  course  of  filming,  and  each 
of  the  units  employed  hundreds  of  minor 

players  and  extras  to  appear  in  support 
of  the  principals.  Sixteen  hundred  ex- 

tras, as  variegated  a   throng  of  persons  as 
ever  was  gathered  under  one  roof,  worked 
daily  under  the  direction  of  D.  W.  Grif- 

fith, Lewis  Milestone,  Gregory  La  Cava 
and  Edward  Sutherland 
who  officiated  at  the 
megaphone  on  the  four 

current  productions. 

“Juniors"  Appear  in Group 

Griffith,  staging  an 
elaborate  reception  giv- 

en by  Adolphe  Menjou 
as  the  Prince  Lucio  de 

Rimanez,  in  "The  Sor- 
rows of  Satan,”  supple- 

mented the  cast,  headed 
by  Menjou,  Ricardo 
Cortez,  Carol  Demp- 

ster, Lya  de  Putti  and 
Ivan  Lebedoff,  with  a 
hundred  supernumera- 
nes.  Ten  of  these  were 
Paramount  Junior  stars 
uiaking  their  first  group 
■Appearance  in  a   picture 
smee  the  completion  of 
their  screen  debut  film, 
fascinating  Youth.” 
hey  and  two  score  of  New  York’s  most 
eautiful  show  girls,  dancers  and  beauty ntest  Winners  and  an  equal  number 

portrayed  the  roles  of 
c^itertainers  at  the  party.  In 

.   ^tr.  Cohill  had  obtained  the 
^   group  of  Egyptian  inusi- 

exponents  of  oriental  dances 

1   ^   weird  note  to  the  sophisti- 

spni,^  booking  assemblage.  Others  in  this 
t,;5,  included  two  Eurasian  maids  in 

E'‘«sque  costumes,  an  exiled  Russian 
off”  Austrian  count. 

P'fferent  character  was  the  mob 

of  n   ̂   ,,^bout  the  tables  and  dance  floor 
roller  skating  rink  which  forms  the 

background  for  many  important  scenes 

in  Gloria  Swanson’s  latest  photoplay, 
"Fine  Manners,”  which  Lewis  Milestone 
was  directing  prior  to  illness.  The  ac- 

tion depicted  is  that  of  a   New  Year’s 
Eve  celebration  at  a   dance  hall  in  New 
York  situated  just  below  Times  Square. 

Office  Beseiged 

The  four  hundred  persons  required  to 
provide  an  atmosphere  of  confietti  and 
streamer  strewn  revelry  were  to  be  of 

the  middle  class  type — shop  girls,  clerks, 
factory  workers  and  office  workers  of 

both  sexes,  soldiers,  sailors  and  chauf- 

feurs— all  the  motley  crowd  that  might 
be  found  in  a   public  dance  hall.  When 

the  word  got  round,  by  the  usual  under- 

Sccne  from  “It’s  the  Old  Army  Game" 

ground  channels,  that  Cohill  was  casting 
for  a   big  scene,  hundreds  of  applicants 
beseiged  his  office  and  many  hours 
passed  before  his  assistants  were  able  to 

disperse  the  disappointed  surplus  crowds. 
Those  selected  by  the  casting  director 
and  approved  by  Lewis  Milestone  were 

given  a   week’s  work  as  background  for 
the  comic  and  dramatic  action  of  the 

three  principals  in  the  original  screen 
story  written  by  James  A.  Creelman  and 
Frank  Vreeland. 

W.  C.  Fields,  making  his  first  star- 

ring picture,  "It's  the  Old  Army  Game," 
(meaning,  “never  give  a   sucker  an  even 
break”)  under  the  direction  of  Edward 

Sutherland,  was  surrounded  by  extras  of 
a   different  stripe.  In  an  immense  set- 

ting showing  a   drug  store  where  the  ex- 
Follies  comedian  pulls  many  of  his  fun- 

niest gags.  Fields  was  surrounded  by  50 
minor  players  of  the  type  found  in  any 
small  town  in  America.  Tlierc  were  the 

volunteer  firemen,  the  town  miser,  the 

customers  for  postage  stamps,  telephone 

booth  patrons,  soda  fountain  guests  and 

drug  store  hancrers-on.  The  leading 
players  in  this  film  arc  Louise  Brooks, 
Blanche  Ring,  Mickey  Bennett,  William Gaxton  and  Mary  Foy. 

Story  of  a   Mythical  Realm 

Still  another  class  of  extras  made  up 
the  multitude  that  turned  out  to  welcome 

Richard  Dix,  pretender  to  the  throne  of 

Spezonia,  a   mythical  Balkan  kingdom 

in  which  is  laid  the  Paramount  star's 

latest  screen  comedy,  "Take  a   Chance." 
Gregory  La  Cava,  directing  Dix,  Chester 

Conklin,  Alyce  Mills  and  “Gunboat” 
Smith,  put  in  a   call  for  400  Spezionians. 
This  being  a   realm,  peopled  by  an  un- 

known race,  Cohill  racked  his  mind 
sometime  until  he  hit  upon  the  solution 

of  the  problem  by  gathering  400  men, 
women  and  children  of  the  Latin  type 
for  these  scenes.  As  Dix  enters  the 
capital  of  his  kingdom  in  triumph,  he  is 

greeted  by  cheers  from  Greeks,  Italians, 
Spaniards,  Portugese,  Bulgarians  and 
South  Americans  garbed  in  colorful  gar- 

ments combining  the  most  picturesque 
features  of  their  native  costumes.  Being 
unhampered  by  restrictions  as  to  climate 

and  location,  the  crowd  presented  an  ar- 
ray of  colors,  headgear,  boots,  capes  and 

tunics  that  did  justice  to  the  fanciful  set- 
ting in  which  they  appeared. 

This  influx  of  outside  put  such  a   strain 
on  the  dressing  room  quarters  of  the  huge 
•Studio  in  A.storia  that  it  was  necessary 
to  billet  several  hundred  minor  players 
in  a   building  across  the  street  from  the 
studio.  There  several  rooms  were  con- 

verted into  temporary  dressing  rooms 
for  the  use  of  the  conglomerate  mass  of 
extras  who  donned  their  makeup  in  one 

building,  and  dashed  around  to  the 
stage  entrance  of  the  nearby  studio, 
much  to  the  amazement  of  the  natives 
and  passersby. 

When  a   few  hundred  extras  are  re- 

quired for  a   scene  it  appears  as  miracu- 
lous to  find  them  pouring  throup'h  the 

studio  gates  as  if  Aladdin  had  rubbed his  lamp. 
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Scenes, 

Sets 

This  scene  was  a   part  of  the  picture photographed  by  John  Arnold,  A.S.C., 
when  he  contrived  the  unusual  lighting 

effects  for  "Sally,  Irene  and  Mary,”  Metro. 

T   EFT  to  right:  Carey  Wilson, 
^   Faxon  Dean,  A.  S.  C,  Alan 

Hale  while  on  the  "Good  Luck" 
set.  The  picture  is  being  made  for 
First  National  release.  (Herald 
photo.) 

1 

^LIVE  BORDEN  appears  here 
^   in  one  of  the  spring  frocks 

worn  in  "Fig  Leaves,"  which  will 
appear  under  the  Fox  Films  ban- 
ner. 

Fred  is  shown  here  tvith  a   sweet  faced young  man  known  as  Billy  Butts,  who 

helps  Thomson  and  Silver  King  make  "The 
Tough  Guy”  a   great  picture.  It’s  being 
distributed  by  Film  Booking  Offices. 

A   L   ROGELL  has  just  accepted 
his  most  important  commission 

thus  far  in  his  career  as  director. 
He  will  direct  the  super  Westerns 
which  Charles  Rogers  will  make  for 
F.  N. 

Madge  Bellamy  is  fea- tured in  “The  Black  Para- 
dise” with  Edmund  Lowe  and  Les- 

lie Fenton.  The  picture  is  made 

by  Fox  Films. 

and 

Persona  lilies 

Jack  MULHALL  a   la  comfortable  attire!  Here  the First  National  star  was  photographed  while  listening  to 
a   bedtime  rhapsody  being  played  by  Mrs.  Mulhall  in  their 
beautiful  Hollywood  bungalow. 

Lefty  FLYNN,  Film  Booking  Offices  star,  will  share  a few  honors  in  "Speed  Wild"  with  Billy  Butts.  The  pic“ ture  was  directed  by  Harry  Garson. 
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Is  There  a   Topsy 

OR 

Eva  in  Your  Town? 

Harry  Pollard  Is  the  Universal  Director 

Whose  Toughest  Assignment  Has  Been  the 

Search  for  Two  Girls  to  Play  the  Prominent 

Roles  in  ''Uncle  Tom*s  Cabin* — Charles 
Stumer y   Chief  Cameraman,  Aids  Him  in  His 

Quest. 

WHEN  Carl  Laemmie  assigned  Harry  Pollard  to find  the  greatest  talent  available  for  the  production 

of  “Uncle  Tom’s  Cabin”  with  the  instructions  that 
the  picture  be  made  into  the  greatest  boxoffice  attraction 

ever  made  the  Universal  chief  was  making  a   tough  assign- 
ment. 

Although  confined  to  his  bed  in  Lenox  Hill  hospital, 

Pollard  interviewed  several  score  applicants  for  the  impor- 

tant roles  of  Topsy  and  Eva.  Because  this  effort  aggra- 
vated his  weakened  condition,  the  director  was  compelled 

by  his  physician  to  stop  seeing  callers. HARRY  POLLARD 

To  save  time,  Pollard  arranged  for 
screen  tests  to  be  made  of  the  more 

likely  prospects,  later  viewing  the  films 
as  they  were  projected  for  him  in  the 

hospital.  Of  several  hundred  applicants 
applying  at  the  Spargo  Studios,  almost 
50  were  chosen  to  appear  before  the 
camera,  directed  bv  George  Cochrane, 
selected  by  Pollard  to  make  the  tests. 

,   Among  the  hundreds  of  potential 

Evas"  were  the  pick  of  New  York’s 
casting  rolls,  star  nupils  of  professional 

children’s  schools,  beauty  contest  and 
baby  parade  winners,  and  countless 

^^stsurs.  The  applicants  for  the  role 
of  Topsy  comprised  graduates  and  stud- 

ents of  various  dancing  and  dramatic 
schools  in  Harlem’s  Negro  section,  mem- 

bers of  the  cast  of  "Lulu  Belle,”  many 
well-known  colored  ingenues  and  scores of  novices. 

Prior  to  leaving  Universal  City  on  his 
tr^scontinental  search  for  suitable  ice 
and  snow  locations,  Pollard  had  inter- 

several  hundred  wouldbe  Evas 

Topsys  without  finding  one  meeting 
with  his  approval.  Although  every  cast- 

Emile  Cbauiard  appear  la 

,   "•*  *'  Midnight, ••  Metropolitan  prodne* Hon  for  Pro.Dl..Co  Releaie: 

ing  agency  in  Hollywood  was  impressed 
into  service,  the  Universal  director  was 
unable  to  obtain  the  required  talent. 

Among  the  New  York  applicants,  Pol- 
lard was  fortunate  enough  to  find  sev- 
eral beautiful  children  suited  to  the  Eva 

role.  Most  of  them  have  had  consider- 

able stage  experience  and  will  cause  a 
sensation  on  the  screen,  he  predicts. 
More  difficulty  was  encountered  with 

the  prospective  Topsys,  and  although  he 
has  viewed  several  dozen  tests  of  tal- 

ented Negro  children,  Pollard  has  been 

unable  to  find  one  combining  the  re- 
quisite dramatic  ability  with  gymnastic 

prowess  and  facial  requirements.  The 
role  is  an  important  one,  and  Pollard 

intends  casting  it  with  as  great  thought 
and  care  as  he  has  given  to  any  of  the 
other  outstanding  parts. 

An  amusing  incident  occurred  during 
the  shooting  of  the  Topsy  tests.  One  of 
the  many  newspaper  reporters  covering 
the  project,  after  battling  his  way  to 
the  studio  through  a   phalanx  of  dusky 

screen  aspirants,  remarked:  "I’ve  seen 
‘Tom  shows’  with  two  Topsys:  but  this 
certainly  ought  to  be  a   super,  super-pic- 

ture— I   counted  more  than  a   hundred 

Topsys.” 
During  Pollard’s  convalescence,  his  as- 

sistant director,  Frank  Messenger,  and 
chief  cameraman,  Charles  Stumar,  have 
been  searching  additional  locations. 
These  will  be  used  in  the  event  of  Platts- 

burgh being  denuded  of  snow  and  ice 

during  Pollard’s  stay  in  hospital. 

Pollard  is  making  every  eflPort  to  re- 
turn to  Plattsburgh  before  the  Spring 

thaws  render  that  location  unsuitable  for 

shooting  the  sequence  showing  Eliza,  en- 
acted by  Margarita  Fischer,  escaping 

across  the  ice.  Although  no  less  than 

31  places  were  visited  en  route  to  North- 
ern New  York,  none  offered  such  drama- 

tic and  photographic  values  as  those  near 
Lake  Champlain. 

In  addition  to  seeking  other  locations, 

the  Universal  troupe  has  been  busily 

engaged  in  filming  stock  shots  such  as 
running  inserts  and  atmosphere  scenes 

during  tlic  director’s  absence.  Rushes 
of  these  scenes  have  been  screened  in 

the  hospital,  and  Pollard  expresses  his 
satisfaction  with  the  results  obtained. 

Between  operations — he  has  had  four 
within  a   week — Pollard  confers  daily 
with  A.  P.  Younger,  Universal  scenarist, 

regarding  the  script  for  "Uncle  Tom's 
Cabin.”  As  Mr.  Laeininle  was  eager  for 
the  production  unit  to  avail  itself  of  the 
snow  and  ice  in  the  Lake  Cliamplain 
region,  Pollard  hurried  East  with  his 
company  before  all  the  Harriet  Beecher 

Stowe  story  had  been  put  into  scenario 
form.  His  enforced  confinement  to  bed 

has  enabled  him  to  complete  details  on 
the  script,  so  it  will  be  in  readiness  for 
filming  on  his  recovery. 

Dr.  Franz  J.  A.  Torek,  specialist  at- 
tending Pollard,  believes  the  Universal 

director  will  be  able  to  resume  direction 

of  the  picture  within  a   few  days.  Pollard 
has  received  many  messages  of  good 
cheer  from  his  countless  friends. 

Coa  Melna  haa  diereled  ihe  “Oualcr  Droam*' 
eomedlea  cnada  bj’  Slarn  Urolhert  for 
Univeraai. 
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Exhibitors  Herald  Production 

Directory A   Monthly  Service  Devoted 

^   to  Stars,  Directors,  Scenar- 
ists and  Cameramen  at 

Work  Upon  Pictures  in 
CoJTcnt  Production. Chicago  Office:  407  So.  Dearborn  St. 

f][  Hollywood  Representatives: Ray  Murray,  H.  £.  Nichols 

(]j  New  York  Representatives: John  S.  Spargo,  T.  E.  Leahy 

Director Star Scenarist Cameraman 

Story 

Stage 

ASSOCIATED  STUDIOS.  3800  Mission  Road.  Capitol  2120. 

Erieh  Von  Slrohalm 

L.  W.  Chaudet 

Wm.  Croft 

Noel  Smith 

Llord  Ingraham 

All-Star 

Creighton  Hale Wm.  Cody 

A1  Wilton 
Edward  E.  Horton 

Von  Stroheim 

J.  Stewort  Woodhouse 
Adele  Uuflinglon 

Oeolrie^  Van 

James  Lynch 

J.  O.  Taylor 
Geo.  Robertson 

Al  Slegler 

“The  Wedding  March’’ 
“Tardy  Tolliver" 
"The  Arixona  Whirlwind" 
"The  Flying  Mall” 

"Lord  Hokum" 

Preparing 

Preparing Shooting 
Preparing 

Shooting 

CALIFORNIA  STUDIOS.  1424  Beachwood  Dr.  Hollywood  0162. 

At  Herman 

Geo.  Jnske 

Trem-Corr 

J.  P.  McGowan 
lien  Cohen 

Jack  Nejiion 

J.  P.  McGowan 

Chat.  Delaney 
All-Star 
All-Star 

A1  Uoxie 
Uushmon-Perrln 
Wm.  Fairbanks 

Bob  Reeves 

II.  C.  Witwer 

Staff 

Sloff J.  P.  McGowan 
Staff 

Staff J.  P.  McGowan 

St.  Elmo  Boyce 

Earl  Walker 

Bob  Cline 

Bob  Cline 

(Untitled) 

(Untitled) 

(Untitled) 
(Untitled) 
(Untitled) 

(Untitled) 

(Untitled) 

Preparing 
Prep  sring 

Preparing ShooUng 

Shooting 

Preparing 

Preporing 

CHADWICK  STUDIO. 6070  Sunset  Blvd. Hempstead  4111. 

Nat  Roaa 

James  Young 

Alexander  Carr 

Lionel  Barrymore 

Zion  Myers Wm.  O’Connell 
Wni.  O'Connell 

"April  Fool*' 

"The  Bells” 

Shooting 

Preparing 

CHARLES  CHAPLIN. 1416  La  Brea.  Hempstead  2141. 

Charles  Chaplin 

Josef  von  Sternberg 
Charles  Chaplin 
Edna  Purvlance 

Staff 

Staff 

Tolherol  Wilson 

Gheller 

"The  Circus” 

"The  Sea  Call” 

Shooting 
Shooting 

CHRISTIE  STUDIO. 6101  Sunset  Blvd. Hollywood  3100. 

E.  Mason  Hopper 

II.  Deoudlne 
W.  Walson 

Groliam 

Marie  Prevost 

ilorrIsoQ  Ford 

Neal  Burns 

Bobby  Vernon 
Frances  Leo 
Walter  Hlcrs 

Duone  Thompson 

F.  McCrew  Willis 

Benedict Ilertlg 

Robt.  Hall 

Rosson  Phillips 

Peterson  Breiuner 

Phillips  Jaequemin 

Peterson  Cametl 

“Up  in  Mabel's  Room” 
"Mister  Wife” 

"Till  We  Eat  Again” 

"Mllchin  Up” 

Shooting 
Culling Cutting 

Cutting 

CECIL  B.  DeMILLE. Culver  City.  Empire  9141. 

Frank  Hrson 

Paul  Sloane 

Donald  Crisp 

Jella  Goudal 
Lealrlee  Joy 

Vera  Reynolds 

Moepherson-Fort 
Rex  Taylor 

Jack  Jevne 

Peverell  Marley 

"Risky  Business” 
"The  Clinging  Vine” 

“Sunny  Duerow" 

Preparing 
Preparing 

Shooting 

COLUMBIA  PICTURES.  1438  N.  Gower. Hollywood  7940. 

Frank  Sirayer "Remember" Preparing 

EDUCATIONAL  PICTURES.  7250  Santa  Monica  Blvd.  Hollyivood  2806. 

Steve  Robcris Cliff  Bowes 

Comedy 

Shooting 

FILMCRAFT  STUDIO .   4506  Sunset  Blvd. 
Olympia  1715. 

Worren  Millais, 

Harry  Jones 

Gladys  Roy 

All  Star 

Abe  Goldneur B.  Myers 
Frank  Cotner 

Unnomed Comedy 

Culling 

Preparing 

FINE  ARTS  STUDIO. 4500  Sunset  Blvd. 
Olympia  2131. 

Samuel  J.  Drlskln 

Horry  J*  Brown 

Hurry  J.  Brown 
Albert  Rogeli 

Spencer  Bennett 

Reed  Howes 

Billy  Sullivan 
Ken  Maynard 

Dorothy  Devore 
Allene  Ray 

Woltor  Miller 

Cullen  Landis 

Frank  Clark 

Krog  Johnson 
Marion  Jackson 

FrankiLeon  Smith 

Horry  David 
Ben  White 

Ben  White 

Sol  Pollto 

Snyder-Redmon 

"The  High  Flyer” “Stony” 

"Senor  Dorcdevil” 

Preparing Preparing 
Shooting Shooting 

Preparing 
David  Hartford David  Hartford Waller  Griffen D.  Denny “Jack  In  the  Pulpit” 

Shooting 

UNITED  STUDIOS,  Inc. 
M.  C.  LEVEE,  President 

100,000  SQUARE  FEET  OF  PROPS  GARNERED  FROM  EVERY  CORNER  OF  THE  GLOBE 

Let  us  supply  the  Props  for  your  next  production.  Our  Props  Dressed  "The  Sea  Hawk,”  "Stella  Dallas,”  "Irene,” 
"Sally,”  and  other  spectacles 

UNITED  STUDIOS,  INC.,  5341  MELROSE  AVE.,  HOLLYWOOD 
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Director Star 
Scenarist Carnsrom  an 

Story 

Stage 

C.  Cilsirom Eihlyn  Gibson 

King  Gray "Winnie  Winkle  and 

the  Kinky  Dinks" 

>hnullng 

Clifford  Vr'heeler 

All-Star 
Burrl  Tuttle 

“Let’s  Co" 

Preparing 

John  lore 

Preparing 

F.  B.  0.  STUDIO. 
780  Gower  Street. Hollywood  7780. 

David  Kirkland 
Fred  Thomson 

Silver  King  (equine) 

Wm.  E.  Wing 
Ross  Fisher 

“The  Two-Gun  Man" 

Preparing 

Harry  Cnraon 
“Lefty  Flynn 

Wm.  E.  Wing 

Jimmy  Diamond 

"Clenlsier  of  the 

Shooting 

Bess  Flowers 
All  Star J.  Grub  Alexander J.  O.  Taylor 

“Bigger  Tliun  Burnum’s" F.  Harmon  Weight Creighton  Hole Enid  Hibbard Jules  Cronjoger 
"A  Poor  Girl’s  Romance" 

Shooting 

Gertrude  Short Betty  Roberts 

Chet  WHhey Evelyn  Brent Ewart  Adamson 

Roy  KJaffkl 
“The  Impostor" 

Culling 

Ralph  Oder 
Alberta  Vaughn 

Larry  Kent 

Lowell  Marlin Phil  Tannura 
“Fighllng  Hearts" 

Shouting 

All  Star Fred  Myton Jules  Cronjoger “The  Isle  of  Relrlbullun" 

Cutting 

Seolt  Dunlop Kichard  'lalmudge 
Arthur  Staller 

Jock  Stevens  > 
“The  Better  Man” 

Shooting 

Larry  Semon 
Larry  Soinon 

“Spuds" 

Cutting 

William  Ueaudino Douglas  MacLean J.  F.  Poland Jaok  McKensle 
“That’s  My  Baby" 

Cutting 

FOX  STUDIO.  1401  N.  Western  Ave. Hollywood  3000. 

Howard  Hawks George  O'Drien 
Olive  Borden 

Lorlng-Leighlon 
Joseph  August 

“Fig  Leaves" 

Shooting 

Thoa.  Buckingham Tom  Mlx-Eva  Novak 
"Dead  Man's  Gold" 

Shooting 

Raoul  Walsh "What  Price  Glory" 

“Tlie  Pelican" 

Prepurl  ng 

Frank  Borsago 

Preparing 

Emmett  Flynn 
"Going  Crooked" 

Prepiiring 

Harry  Beaumont Virginia  Valli "The  Fomily  Upstairs" 

Preparing 

Irving  Cummings Janet  Goynor "Pigs" Preparing 

John  Ford “The  Devil's  Moster" 

Preparing 

n.  Wm.  Neill Edmund  Lowe 

Madge  Belbmy 
"Dangers  of  a   Groat  City" 

Preparing 

Albert  Roy "Pals  in  Parodise" 

Preparing 

John  Crlllllh  Wray 

*'The  Reiurn  of  Pel^r 
Preparing 

Vidor  Seherlsinger 
"The  Lily" Preporing 

MACK  SENNETT  STUDIO.  1712  Glendale  Blvd.  Dunkirk  7957. 

Cll  Pratt Raymond  MeKee Horry  Fowler 
"Smith  Family" 

Shooting 

Ruth  Hiatt 
Earl  Walker 

Lloyd  Bacon Ben  Turpin 
Earl  Stafford 

Comedy Shooting 

Earle  Rodney 
Wallace  Fish 

Del  Lord Billy  Bevon Hap  Depew Ceo.  Unhols 

Comedy 
Shooting 

Eddie  Cilno Alice  Day Vernon  Walker 

Comedy Shouting 

Eddie  Qulllon 
L.  E.  Jennings 

METROPOLITAN  STUDIO.  1040  Las  Palmas  Avenue.  Hollywood  1431. 

Corlnno  Crlffilh Carey  Wilson Harold  Wenstrom “In  Her  Kingdom" 

Shooting 

Alan  Hole Conway  Teorle Carey  Wilson Faxon  Dean 
"The  Sporting  Lover" 

Culling 

Robert  Z.  Leonard Corinne  CrilBth Adelaide  Hellbron George  Domes "Mile.  Modiste" 
Culling 

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER  STUDIO. Culver  City,  Cal. Empire  9111. 
Jno.  M.  Stahl Malcolm  MacGregor 

Lew  Cody 

Marceline  Day 

Benjamin  Glaier Art  Smith 

“Toto" 

Shoollng 

Victor  Seasirom Lillian  Gish 

Henry  Waltbal 

Frances  Marion 
Sorlov 

"The  Scarlet  Letter" 

Shooting 

Archie  Mayo Claire  Windsor 

Owen  Moore 

mil  Uonlels 
“Money  Talks" 

Culling 

Mauriiz  Sillier Antonio  Moreno 

Greto  Garbo 
Dorothy  Fomum Oersted 

"The  Temptress" 

Shooting 

Jack  Conway Jack  Piekford 
William  Haines 

A.  P.  T'ounger Ira  Morgan 
"Brown  of  Harvard" 

('ulling 

John  Francis  Dillon Antonio  Moreno 

Pauline  Starke 

Elinor  Clyn 

Jno.  Arnold 
"Love's  Blindness" 

Culling 

Kins  Dacrrnr Bessie  Love Agnes  C.  Johnston “Lovey  Mory" 

Shooting 

King  Vidor John  Gilbert Bill  Daniels "Bardelys  The  Magnlff- 

Shooting 

Reginald  Barker Charles  Roy Waldemar  Young 
"Flaming  Forest" 

Preparing 

Mareel  DeSano Renee  Adoree DeSano  &   Lewln 
lien  Keynolds 

"In  Praise  of  James 

.Shooting 

Hobart  Henley 
Ralph  Graves 

Carabine" 

Ramon  Novorro Donna  Darrell 
Percy  Hllburn "Bellamy  The  Magntfi- 

.Shooting 

Monte  Bell All-Star Alice  D.  C.  Miller 
Henry  Sharp "'nie  Boy  Friend" 

Shoollng 

Tod  Browning Lon  Chaney Elliott  Clawson "Roud  To  Mandalay" 

Preparing 

Chnsiy  Cabanne Mae  Murray Alice  D.  C.  Miller 'Altars  of  Desire" 

Preparing 

Horry  Millorde "The  Little  Journey" 
Preparing 

Hobl.  Z.  Leonard 

Clarence  Brown 

Claire  Windsor 
Lew  Cody 

F.  Hugh  Herbert 
Fredericka  Sagor 

"The  Waning  Sex” 

Preparing 

“'rroll  of  '90" Preparing 

Geo.  Hill 
E.  Richard  Schuyler 

Preparing 

Edw.  Sedgwick 
Sedgwick "Tin  Hals” 

Preparing 

Maurice  Tonrneur 
“The  Mysterious  Island" 
"Paris" 

Preparing 

Edmund  Gouldlng All-Slor 

Gouldlng 

John  Arnold 

Shooting 

Star 
Director Cen’l  StanoKcr 

Cameraman 

Story 

Sloge 

FRED  THOMSON  PRODUCTIONS. 780  Gower  Street. Holly.  7780. 

Fred  Thomson Dovid  Kirkland Milton  Gardner Ross  Fisher  A.S.  C. All  Around  the  Frying  Pan 
General  releose Fred  Ihomson Milton  Gardner Ross  Fisher  A.S.C. The  Tough  Guy Firsl-rua  release 

Fred  Thomson 
Milton  Gardner 

Ro St  Fisher  A.  S.  G. Hands  Across  the  Border 

Culling 

Fred  Thomson 
Ross  Fisher  A.  S.  C. The  Two  Gan  Man 

Shoollng 

fred  Thomson David  Kirkland Milton  Gardner Ross  Fisher  A.^.  C. Tlie  Desert  Legion 
Preparing 
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Director 
Star Seenarfsl Cameraman 

Story 

-   Sioge 

MARSHALL  NEILAN. 1845  Glendale  Blvd.  Drexel  7861 

Marshall  Nailon 

SldoPT  OIcoll 

BenJ.  Glaslcr David  Kesson (Untitled) 

Preparing 

Ulchard  Darlhclinea* 

Dorothy  Meckalll 

LlUie  Hayward Dave  Gobbart 
"Ranaon's  Folly” 

Shooting 

PARAMOUNT  STUDIOS.  1520  Vine  Street.  Hollywood  2400. 

Arlliur  Romod Raymond  CrKHtli Reginald  Morris Wm.  Marshall 
“Wet  Palm" 

Shooting 

llrrbcrl  Rrenoa 

Helen  Costello 

Alice  Joyce 

Mary  Orion 
Noah  Decry 

Ronald  Colmon 

Paul  Schofield J.  Roy  Hunt 
“Beau  Ccete" 

Shooting 

Clarence  Dadgcr 

Nell  Hamilton 
Wm.  CoUier  Jr. Hope  Loring H.  Kinley  Martin 

“The  Rainmaker'' 

Shooting 

Ernest  Torrence Louis  O.  Lighten 
Georgia  Halo 
Wallace  Beery Laurence  StaUings Alfred  Gilks “Old  Ironsides" 

Shooting 

John  Walerc 

Esther  Ralston 

George  Danorolt 
Charles  Farrell 

Jock  Holt "Bom  to  the  West" 

Shooting 

Mol  Si.  Clair 

Victor  Flonilng 

Margaret  Morris 
Polo  Negri 

Tom  Moore 
Ford  Sterling 

Ernest  Torrence 

Clara  Row 

Percy  Marmonl 

Pierre  Colllngs Bert  Glennon 
“The  Deer  Drive” 
"Good  &   Naughty 

"Mantrap” 

Shooting 

Preparing 

PICKFORD-FAIRBANKS  STUDIO. 7100  Santa  Monica Blvd.  Hollywood 7901. 

UNITED  ARTISTS 

George  Ftuniaurlee Valentino 

Vilma  Danky 
Frances  Marlon George  Barnes "Son  of  the  Sheik” 

Shooting 

JOSEPH  M.  SCIIENCK — FIRST NATIONAL  PROD. 

Clarence  Itrovin Norma  Talmadge 

Ronald  Colmon 

Constance  Talmadge 

Hons  Kraly OUver  Morsh "Klkl” 

Released 

Sldnej'  A.  Franklin 

'Hans  Kraly 

Oliver  Marsh "The  Duchess  of  Buffalo” 

Shooting 

Walter  PIdgeon 

BUSTER  KEATON  STUDIO.  1025  Lillian  Way.  HoUy^vood  2014. 

JOSEPH  M.  SCHENCK — M.  C.  M.  JPROD. 

Duster  Keaton  Buster  Keaton 

Staff 
Jennlngs-Halnes "Battling  Butler” 

Culling 

Sally  O'Neill 

HAL  ROACH  STUDIO.  Culver  City,  Cal.  Empire  1151. 

Richard  Wallace Mabel  Normand 
Floyd  Jackman 

Star  Comedy 
Shooting 

Leo  MeCarey Charles  Chose Lcn  Powers 

Comedy Shooting 

Martha  Sleeper 

Fred  Culol GUnn  Tryon Preparing 
Eva  Novak 

Bob  McGowan "Our  Gang” Arthur  Lloyd 

Comedy 
Shooting 

STERN  FILM  CORPORATION.  6100  Sunset  Blvd.  Holly^vood  0391. 

Gus  Meins 

Charles  Lamont 

Samuel  Newfield 

Scott  Pembroke 

Cue  Meins 

Francis  Corby 

Jed  Dooley 

Eihlyne  Clair 

Sid  Saylor 
Wonda  Wiley 

Chorles  King 

Arthur  Trimble 

Doreen  Tumor 

Pete 

Meins 

Lamont 

Roy  Evons William  Anthony 

Roy  Evans 

Harry  Forbes 
Wm.  Hyer 

S.  E.  Boyce 

"Newlyweds  and  Their 

Baby” 

"Let  George  Do  It" 

"Whal  Happened  to  Jane?” 
"The  Excuse  Maker" 

"Buster  Brown" 

"What  Happened  to  Jano?" 

Shooting 

Shooting 

Shooting 

Shooting 

Preparing 

Preparing 

RICHARD  THOMAS  STUDIO.  5821  Santa  Monica  Blvd. Glad.  1101. 

Richard  Thomas Mao  Busch 

Huntley  Gordon 

Albert  Shelly  LeVino Lyman  Broening "Tho  Cheating  Sox” 
Shooting 

UNITED  STUDIOS.  5341  Melrose  Avenue.  Hollywood  4080. 

Alfred  E.  Green Colleen  Moore 

Lloyd  Hughes 

William  CoDselmon Martlnolli 
"Ella  Cinders" 

Shooting 

Shooting Lambert  Ilillyer Anna  Q.  Nilsson 
Waller  Pldgoon 

Anthony  Coldewey 
John  W*  Boyle “Miss  Nobody” 

Shooting 
Frank  Lloyd Mary  Aslor Adsla  Rogers  St.  JohnsNorbert  Brodin "The  Wise  Guy” 

Belly  Compson 

Al  Sanlell Charlie  Murray 
George  Sidney 

Jack  MulhoH 

Robert  Edeion “Sweet  Daddies" 

Shooting 

Shooting 

Edwin  Corewe Lloyd  Hughes Lois  Lceson Robert  Kurrio “Pals  First” 

Dolores  del  Rio Olga  Prlntxlan 

Preparing 

Harry  Longdon Harry  Langdon 
Elgin  Leslie 

"I'ho  I'es  Mon" 

Director Star Gen'l  Manager .4ssl,  Direelor 

Story 

Stage      

FRED  THOMSON  PRODUCTIONS. 780  Gower  Street.  Holly.  7780. 

David  Kirkland Fred  Thomson Milton  Gardner Alfred  Werker All  Around  the  Frying  Pan 

General  release 

David  Kirkland Fred  Thomson Milton  Gardner Alfred  Werker 
The  Tough  Guy 

David  Kirkland Fred  Thomson Milton  Gardner Alfred  Werker Hands  Across  the  Border 

Catling 

David  Kirkland Fred  Thomson Milton  Gardner Alfred  Werker The  Two  Gun  Man Shooting 

David  Kirkland Fred  Thomson Milton  Gardner Alfred  Werker 'n>e  Desert  Legion 
Preparing 
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Stago 

XINIVERSAL  STUDIO.  Universal  City,  Cal,  Hempstead  3131. 

John  McDermott 
Norman  Kerry 

Greta  Nisten 
John  McDermott Jno.  Slutuar "The  Love  llilef'’ 

Cutting 

JLoli  Weber 
tlllUo  AJovQ Lois  Weber 

Cutting 

Cutting 

Lynn  Reynold* 
Home  Peters 

Peggy  Monlgomerr 

Chat.  Logue “Prisoners  o(  the  Storm" 

Cbff  Smith 
Hoot  Gibson 
Eileen  Perey 

Richard  Talmadgo 

Curtis  Benton Harry  Newman "The  Phantom  Bullet" 

Cutting 

Macon  Noel 
Fronk  H.  Clark Jack  Stevens 

Cutting 

Preparing 

Wm.  A.  Setter 
Reginald  Denny Harvey  Thew 

Svend  Cade 
Laura  La  Plante C.  Groham  Uaker “Beware  of  Widows” 

E,  A.  DuPont 
Mary  Phllbln 

Chas.  Whittaker 

E.  A.  DuPont 
"The  Mon  Who  Laughs" 

Preparing 

Preparing Shooting 

Harry  Pollard 
George  Slegmann 
Lueien  Littlefield 

A.  P.  Younger Chas.  Slumar 

Virgil  Miller 

“Uncle  Tom’s  Cabin" 

Arthur  r.<iniuxi<f  Car^w 

Geo.  Summerville 
.Arthur  Lake Seoii  Darling 

Jerry  Ashe 

Shooting 

Shouting 

Bay  Toylor 
Wallaoo  McDonald Geo.  11.  Plympton 

“The  Great  West  That 

Was" 

Jaeque*  Jaeeard 
Jack  Daugherty Basil  Dickey 

Leigh  Jacobson 
“The  Fire  Fighters" 

Shooting 

Frank  O’Connor 
Pat  O'Malley 
Marian  Nixon 

Leah  Baird Andre  Barlatler 

“Spangles" 

Culling 

Hoot  GIbton Fred  Gilman Wm.  Lester Earl  Jones 

Ernst  Laemulo Fred  Humes Wm,  Lester 
Harry  Newman "Duke  of  Black  Butte" 

Shooting 

WARNER  BROS.  5842  Sunset  Blvd. Hollywood  4181. 

Alan  Crosland John  Rarrymore Bess  Meredylh  Byron  Haskins “The  Tavern  Knight" 

Shooting 

Charles  Reisner Syd  Chaplin 
Doris  HiU 

Darryl  F.  Zanuck  Ed  DuPor “The  Dellor  ’Ole" 

Shooting 

J.  Stuart  Bloeklon Marian  Constance  Nick  Musurooa 
Bloeklon "The  Passionate  Quest" 

Prep  arlng 

Ernst  Lubiiseh Monte  Blue 

Patsy  Rulh  Miller 

John  Meseall “Revlllon" 

Shooting 

Roy  Del  Ruth Louise  Fazenda  Logos 1   Darryl  F.  Zonuek  David  Abel "The  Fool  Loose  Widow" 

Shooting 

WOLCOTT  STUDIOS. 6050  Sunset  Blvd.  Gladstone  8302. 

Lon  Carter 
Police  Dog  "Fearless" 

Clarence  A.  Loeon  MeMnolgol 

Shooting 

Frank  Molllson 
Police  Dog  “Sandon" 

Earl  Johneon 
"Desert  Hero" 

Preparing 

New  York 
Director 

Stop 
Scenariit Cameraman 

Story 

COSMOPOLITAN  STUDIO.  127th  Street  and  2nd  Avenue,  Phone  Harlem  9700. 

Robert  T.  Kane  Qeo  Lfoa  “The  Creot  Deception" 
Howard  lllggio 

FIRST  NATIONAL  STUDIOS.  807  East  175th  Street.  Phone  Tremont  5100. 

FIRST  NATIONAL 

Fred  Newmeyer Den  Lyon.May  McAvoy George  Folsey “Tlie  Savage" 

FIRST  NATIONAL 

George  Archolnbaud Milton  Sills 
R.  C.  Kirk Roy  Carpenter 

"Men  of  Steel" 

FIRST  NATIONAL 

Charles  Brabln Doris  Kenyon George  Folsey "Mlsmaies" 

FIRST  NATIONAL 
A)  Sanlall Dorothy  Maekolll Adelo  Comandinl "Subway  Sadie" 

FIRST  NATIONAL 

George  Arcbalnboud MIIiob  Sills John  Fish  Goodrich 
"Puppets" 

FIRST  NATIONAL 
Irvin  Wlllat Milton  Sills John  Fish  Goodrich 

“Paradise" 

FIRST  NATIONAL 
AI  SoDlell 

FIRST  NATIONAL 
Al  Sanlell 

Dorothy  Maekolll 

Ben  Lyon 

“The  Charleston  Kid” 

“'Hie  Slielk  of  Florida" 

PARAMOUNT.  Long  Island  (New  York),  Phone  Astoria  3500. 
PARAMOUNT 

D.  W.  Grlfflih 

PARAMQUNT 

Edward  Sutherland 

Adolphe  Menjou 
Forrest  Halsey Horry  FIsbbesk 

“The  Sorrows  of  Satan 

W.  C.  Fields 
LuUier  Reed Alvin  Wyekoff 

“It’s  The  Old  Army  Go 

PAR.VMOUNT 

Gregory  La  Cavn Richard  Dlx 
Ed  Cron/oger “Take  e   Chance" 

PARAMOUNT 

Erie  Kenton Bebe  Daniel* Forrest  Halsey Lee  Cormes 
"'The  Palm  Beach  Girl" 

P-VR  AMOUNT 
Dick  Rosson Gloria  SwanaoD Jemes  A.  Creelman George  Webber "Flna  Mannrre" 
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WL.  DAUGHDRILI-  visits  the  Film  Booking  Offices  studio  in  Hollywood. 
•   Left  to  right:  Lefty  Flynn,  Bess  Flowers,  W.  L.  Daughdrill.  Viola  Dana, 

and  Ralph  Lewis.  Mr.  Daughdrill  is  a   popular  exhibitor  who  owns  the  Popular- 

villc  theatre,  Popiilarvillc,  Miss.  He's  down  in  Hollywood  to  see  how  they  make 
the  pictures  he's  been  exhibiting. 

•   S' r 
'   i' L 

X?  AY  RIES,  cinematographer  for 
Action  Pictures,  is  now  shoot- 

ing “Rawhide”  and  Dick  Thorpe  is 
directing.  It  is  the  first  of  a   series 
of  Buffalo  Bill,  Jr.,  releases  made 
for  Associated  Exhibitors. 

ALTER  LUNDIN,  A.  S.  C.,  gets  a   motion  picture  of  little  Mildred  Gloria 

^   *   Lloyd  and  Mildred  Lloyd.  It  was  on  the  wedding  anniversary  of  Harold 
Lloyd,  and  Mrs.  Lloyd.  They  are  on  the  lawn  of  their  Beverly  Hills  home.  Lloyd 
has  recently  completed  another  comedy  which  is  playing  in  New  York  and  Chi- 

cago, “For  Heaven’s  Sake.” 

ly/r  AY  McAVOY  has  been  signed 
by  Warner  Brothers  to  portray 

the  feminine  role  in  “The  Passion- 
ate Quest.”  The  announcement  fol- lowed her  arrival  on  the  Coast  from New  York. 

"LJ  ARRY  LANGDON  plays  the  Romeo  in  his  forth- 
*   coming  feature  length  comedy  which  he  has  re- 

cently begun  on  the  Coast  for  First  National.  The  girl 
who  is  his  Juliet  is  Joan  Crawford,  1926  Wampas  star. 

EORGE  also  “Charlestons.”  We  speak  of  George  Sid- 

ney  who  appears  here.  He  is  one  of  the  featured  play- 
ers in  “Sweet  Daddies,”  a   First  National  production. 
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By  Herald  Representatives  at 
^   special  Assignments  Will 
^   Be  Covered  for  Exhibitors 

Upon  Request  to  Editor 
“The  Studio,”  Exhibitors 
Herald,  Chicago,  III. 

the  Studio 
Publication  Rights  Granted  Exhibitors 

^   A   Double  News  Service  In- forming the  Sho>miaii  Upon 
Studio  Events  and  Enablinf 
Him  to  Inform  His  Reader 
Patrons  in  Turn. 

New  YORK,  April  13. — I’liraniount’s Long  Island  studio  is  quite  an  im- 
posing city  in  itself  these  days  with  five 

companies  working  and  each  using  scores 
of  extras.  From  morning  until  night  these 

hundreds  are  working  before  the  kleigs  un- 
mindful of  the  world  outside.  Every  kind 

of  a   set — a   palade,  an  attic  room,  a   prison, 
etc., — stands  on  the  two  stages,  impressing 
the  observer  with  the  similarity  of  this 
make  believe  city  and  the  real  city  within 
which  it  stands. 

*   *   * 

Alyce  Mills,  Richard  Dix’s  leading woman  in  his  current  starring  vehicle. 

“Take  a   Chance,”  likes  the  atmosphere  of 
Famous  Players  very  much,  thank  you. 
And  as  most  of  the  leading  women  who 
appear  opposite  Richard  Dix  find  the  lead 
opposite  this  popular  star  a   stepping  stone 
to  stardom,  Alyce  has  no  reason  for  feel- 

ing pessimistic  nowadays. 
*   ♦   * 

Ray  Rockett,  for  several  months  past 

manager  of  First  National's  New  York 
studios,  has  been  made  a   producer.  His 

first  picture,  “Paradise,"  adapted  from 
Cosmo  Hamilton's  novel  of  the  same  title, 
is  slated  to  start  around  May  1.  Milton 
Sills  will  be  starred. 

*   4:  * 

Clara  Beranger,  noted  scenarist,  has 
turned  author  and  Pictureplay  Magazine 
will  publish  a   series  of  articles  giving  her 
impressions  of  screen  folk  beginning  in  an 
early  issue.  Miss  Beranger  recently  com- 

pleted the  script  for  “Three  Nights  of  Don 
Juan,”  for  First  National  release. 

♦   *   ♦ 

Harold  Hendee,  head  of  the  research 
department  at  the  Paramount  studio  at 

^storia,  L.  I.,  has  returned  to  his  desk 
following  an  attack  of  the  grippe.  In  the 
”i.-  Hendee  found  something  for which  he  was  not  searching. 

*   *   ♦ 

A1  Rockett  has  finished  his  first  produc- 
tion for  First  National.  It  is  “Puppets” 

from  Frances  Lightner’s  stage  play  of  the 
same  name.  Milton  Sills  \vzs  starred,  with 
Gertrude  Olmsted  as  leading  woman. 
Rockett  is  preparing  to  start  his  second 
picture  within  a   couple  of  weeks.  It  will 

be  “Subway  Sadie”  with  Dorothy  Mackaill 
and  Jack  Mulhall  in  the  featured  roles.  A1 
Santell  will  direct. 

*   *   « 

Ben  Lyon  is  taking  a   week's  vacation 
after  completing  the  title  role  of  "The 
Savage,"  and  before  beginning  work  next 
week  in  the  male  lead  of  “The  Great  De- 

ception,” which  Howard  Higgin  will  direct 
for  Robert  Kane.  This  will  be  Ben's  third 
production  under  the  direction  of  this  rising 
young  director,,  the  others  having  been 
“The  New  Commandment”  and  “The  Reck- 

less Lady.” 
*   *   * 

An  unusual  condition  exists  at  Para- 

mount’s Eastern  plant  where  five  pictures, 
“The  Sorrows  of  Satan,”  “Fine  Manners,” 
“Take  a   Chance”  (tentative),  “It’s  the  Old 
Army  Game”  and  “The  Palm  Beach  Girl,” 
are  now  in  production.  So  crowded  is  the 
floor  space  that  it  has  been  necessary  on 

the  “Sorrows  of  Satan”  stage  to  build  one 
set  within  another,  an  unique  procedure. 

♦   ♦   * 

Richard  Dix,  who  is  making  "Take  a 
Chance”  (tentative)  at  Paramount's  Long 
Island  studio,  again  uses  a   galaxy  of 

former  prize  fighters.  There  are  "Gun- 
boat” Smith,  Phil  and  George  Bloom.  Tom 

Madden,  Knobby  Clark  and  Pierre  le 
Colasse.  The  latter  is  a   Belgian  wrestler. 

♦   •   ♦ 

Earl  Hudson  is  planning  to  take  a   three- 
months’'  vacation  at  the  completion  of 
“Mismates”  which  he  placed  in  production 
April  12  at  First  National’s  New  York 
studios.  It  is  his  first  rest  in  seven  years. 

*   *   * 

Orville  Caldwell  is  back  again  in  the 

role  of  “The  White  Knight”  in  “The 
Miracle”  which  he  created  when  this 
famous  Morris  Gest  spectacle  played  New 
York  City.  Orville  left  Broadway  last 
week  for  the  West  Coast  and  joined  the 
cast  immediately  on  his  arrival  in  San 
Francisco. 

*   *   * 

Chick  Kirk,  one  of  Larry  Hitt’s  experts 
{Continued  on  page  92) 

T_T  OLLYWOOD,  April  13. — Six  blood- 
hounds,  worth  a   cool  $10,000,  accord- 

ing to  Universal's  press  agent,  have  been 
transported  across  the  continent  to  make 

scenes  for  “Uncle  Tom's  Cabin,”  Univer- 
sal’s piclurization  of  the  old  stage  classic, 

which  Harry  Pollard  is  directing.  Pol- 
lard's company  is  now  on  location  at Plattsburg,  N.  Y. 

*   ♦   ♦ 
Dan  Mason  jumped  from  the  wild  and 

woolly  West,  playing  in  “Hard  Boiled”  with 
Tom  Mix,  to  a   French  farce  on  the  War- 

ner lot  facing  directed  by  Ernst  Lubitsch. 
This  is  straight  farce  and  something  en- 

tirely different  from  this  director's  former 

pictures. 
*   *   if Charles  Stumar,  A.  S.  C.,  is  up  in  the 

snow  and  ice  of  Plattsburg,  N.  Y.,  shoot- 

ing scenes  for  "Uncle  Tom’s  Cabin,"  he writes  ns. 
*   * 

Bobby  Vernon,  Christie  comedian,  is  en- 
joying the  balmy  air  of  Honolulu  with  his 

wife  and  daughter.  Bobby  will  vacation 
for  a   month  before  starting  work  on  his next  comedy. 

*   *   * 

Jimmy  Adams,  Christie  comedian,  is  play- 
ing an  important  role  in  a   feature  produc- 
tion at  Cecil  De  Mille’s  studio,  "Her  Man,” 

with  Jetta  Goudal.  Nick  Musaraca  is  pho- 
tographing the  opus. 

.   *   *   * 

A1  Rogell,  having  finished  at  Universal, 
is  now  reading  the  script  for  his  first 
Charles  R.  Rogers  production  for  First 
National.  Ken  Maynard  will  be  starred 
with  Dorothy  Devore.  The  first  story  is 

called  “Senor  Dare  Devil.” *   *   « 

Norman  Taurog,  senior  director  for  Edu- 
cational, and  his  wife  arc  sojourning  in 

New  York  for  a   brief  vacation,  before 
starting  his  fall  and  winter  schedule. 

*   * 

Ligc  Conley  will  have  a   bit  of  news  for 
{Continued  on  page  82) 

^he  Cheating  Sex”  is  being  made  at  the  new  Richard  Thomas  studios  in  Hollywood  from  which  the  scene  at  left  is  taken.  In 
me  cast  are  Joan  Meredith,  Rosemary  Theby,  Richard  Travers  and  Ian  Keith.  Center  is  Richard  Thomas,  the  director.  Right 
*8  a   view  of  the  studio  building. 
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A   Real  Service 

for  Exhibitors 

Theatre  owners  who  for  years  have  attempted  to  con- vert their  local  newspapers  into  using  a   column  de- 

voted to  motion  pictures  regularly  have  been  met  witli  the 

question:  “Where  can  we  get  suitable  reading  matter  for 

such  a   column  which  is  not  publicity  sent  out  by  one  of  the 

producing  companies?” 

The  question  has  finally  been  answered.  A   fund  of  such 

information  is  available  in  every  issue  of  “The  Studio,”  a 

section  devoted  exclusively  to  production  news,  which  ap- 

pears in  every  fourtli  issue  of  Exhibitors  Herald. 

There  is  no  red  tape  to  go  through.  Exhibitors  Herald 

waives  its  rights  to  all  matter  printed  in  this  section.  Any 

part  of  it  can  be  reproduced  without  any  fear  of  infringing 

on  a   copyright. 

Show  this  section  to  the  editor  of  your  local  newspaper 

today.  Tell  him  tliat  every  four  weeks  you  will  have  a   copy 

of  a   similar  section  for  him.  Tell  him  to  “help  himself.” 

Remember  that  anything  said  about  motion  pictures  helps 

every  one  in  the  industry!  Don’t  attempt  to  limit  what  youi* 

local  paper  prints  to  stars  or  pictures,  which  are  to  show  at 

your  theatre.  Give  the  editor  a   free  rein.  That  Tvill  mean 

readers  for  his  column,  and  when  you  have  something  of 

importance  to  announce  in  the  column  yourself,  you  ̂ vill 

be  certain  of  a   larger  audience  than  you  would  have  otlier- 

wise. 

And  note  this:  If  your  local  paper  is  using  this  service  and 

wants  a   special  article  on  some  particular  subject  all  you 
have  to  do  is  write  Exhibitors  Herald.  We  will  see  that  he 

gets  it. 

Murray  Studio 
Notes 

(Continued  from  page  81) 

the  trade  in  a   few  weeks.  He  has  been 
with  Educational  for  several  years  and  is 

one  of  that  company’s  best  bets. *   *   * 

May  McAvoy  has  just  returned  from  the 
East  and  has  signed  with  Warner  Brothers 

to  enact  the  leading  role  in  “The  Passion- 
ate Quest/’  which  Marion  Constance  Black- 

ton  adapted  from  the  E.  Phillips  Oppen- heim  story. 
*   ♦   ♦ 

Bess  Flowers,  who  played  the  feminine 

lead  in  Fred  Thomson’s  latest  F.  B.  0. 

production,  “Hands  Across  the  Border,"  is 
now  playing  opposite  Lefty  Flynn  in  "Glen- 
ister  of  the  Mounted.”  She  has  been chosen  by  Mr.  Thomson  to  play  opposite 

him  in  his  next  vehicle  “The  Two  Gun 

Man.’’ 

*   *   * 

The  Archie  Mayo  company  has  returned 

to  the  Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer  lot  to  finish 

the  interiors  of  “Money  Talks.” 
♦   *   ♦ 

Marie  Prevost  has  made  a   flying  start  in 

the  A1  Christie  feature  comedy,  “Up  In 

Mabel’s  Room.” *   ♦   * 

George  Spear  has  started  turning  the 
crank  on  his  next  Harry  Langdon-First 

National  feature  comedy,  “The  Yes  Man.” 
♦   *   * 

Jason  Robarts  has  been  selected  for  the 

leading  role  in  Beatrice  Burton’s  newspaper 
serial,  “Footloose  Widows,”  which  Warner 
Brothers  is  producing. 

*   *   ♦ 

Undersea  photography,  by  color  process, 
will  be  employed  for  the  first  time  in  his- 

tory, in  the  filming  of  “The  Mysterious 
Island.”  Metro-Goldtvyn-Mayer  is  making 
the  adaptation  of  Jules  Verne’s  fantastic novel. 

*   *   * 

“The  Volga  Boatman,”  Cecil  B.  DeMille’s 
much  discussed  feature,  is  to  have  its 
world  premier  in  New  York  City  April  12, 
at  the  Times  Square  theatre. 

*   *   * 

Charles  R.  Rogers  has  discovered  what 
he  believes  to  be  another  great  film  star 
in  Kathleen  Collins.  She  has  played 
comedy  leads  and  parts  in  minor  features, 
but  now  has  a   five-year  contract.  She  ap- 

peared opposite  Harry  Carey  in  “Satan 

Town.” 

*   *   * 

Sam  Sax  returns  to  New  York  this  week, 

after  several  months  on  the  Coast,  con- 
ferring with  various  producers  and  heads 

of  his  various  units. 

«   *   * 

Work  has  started  at  the  DeMille  studio 
on  the  construction  of  two  new  stages  and 
several  new  office  buildings.  The  total  cost 
of  these  new  improvements  amounts  to 

$100,000. 
#   »   ♦ 

Pierre  Collins,  scenarist  for  “The  Grand 
Duchess  and  the  Waiter,”  is  preparing  the 
screen  version  of  “The  Show  Off”  for Paramount. 

*   *   # 

King  Baggot,  who  is  directing  “Lovey Mary”*  for  Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer,  everv 
now  and  then  dons  the  grease  paint  and 

plays  a   character  “bit”  in  the  picture  with Bessie  Love. 
♦   ♦   ♦ 

Another  director  who  will  score  a   tre- mendous hit  as  an  actor  as  the  heavy  m 

“Bigger  Than  Bamum”  is  Ralph  Ince  who 
has  been  “doubling"  for  several  weeks  on the  F.  B.  O.  lot. 

♦   ♦   ♦ 

Jack  Mulhall  and  his  pretty  wife  have 
departed  for  New  York  where  Jack  has 
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David  Kirkland  who  hnn  directed  al
l  of 

Fred  Thomgon’a  recent  F.  U.  O.  prodacUon*. 

been  cast  to  play  the  leading  role  in  a 
First  National  production. 

«   *   « 

Jacqueline  Logan,  now  playing  the  femi- 
nine lead  in  Warner  Brothers  production, 

“Footloose  Widows,"  is  doing  her  first 
work  as  a   free  lance.  In  her  five  years  be- 

fore the  camera  Miss  Logan  has  been 
under  contract  with  Paramount,  Goldwyn 
and  Fox. 

♦   ♦   ♦ 

F.  Richard  Jones,  director-general  of  Hal 
Roach  comedies,  waxes  enthusiastic  over 

the  daily  rushes  of  Mabel  Normand’s  fea- 
ture-comedy being  directed  by  Richard 

Wallace. 
♦   *   ♦ 

M.  C.  Levee,  producer  of  “Sweet 
Daddies,"  a   comedy  feature  for  First  Na- 

tional, expects  to  be  housed  in  his  new 
seven-story  property  building  in  60  days. 
This  structure  will  contain  100,000  square 
feet  of  floor  space  devoted  exclusively  to 
film  properties.  The  building  faces  Mel- 

rose avenue  adjacent  to  the  United  Studios, 
recently  purchased  by  Paramount.  The 
company  will  be  known  as  United  Studios, 
Inc. 

Berry  Made  Studio 

Manager  for  F.  N. 

Units  in  East 

T7  L,  BERRY,  for  the  past  three  months 
assistant  studio  manager  at  First 

National’s  New  York  studios,  has  been  ap- 
pointed studio  manager  to  fill  the  place  va- 

cated by  Ray  Rockett  who  last  week  was 
made  a   producer  by  this  organization. 

Joseph  Nadel  takes  the  post  of  Berry’s  as- sistant. 

Berry  has  had  wide  experience  in  the 
film  world.  He  started  his  film  career  \vith 
the  old  Balboa  company  in  California  back 

there  after  a   few  months 
and  was  with  Universal  for  seven  years 
doing  everything  from  the  job  of  assistant 
property  man  to  production  manager.  Then 
after  the  war  he  went  with  A1  and  Ray 
Rockett  as  business  manager  on  “Abraham 
Lincoln."  After  First  National  took  over 
that  picture  for  distribution  Berry  went 
With  this  organization  and  has  served  in 
various  capacities. 

Higgin  Begins  3rd  “Great  War^^ 
Picture  for  Kane  Productions 

New  YORK,  April  13. — In  starting  ‘’The  Great  Deception,”  this  wet'k, Howard  Higgin  is  directing  his  tltird  production  for  Boh  Kane  in 
which  the  great  war  and  continental  atinosplicre  abroad  dominate. 

“The  New  Commandment,”  and  “The 

However,  Mr.  Higgin  has  had  some respite  from  such  locales  recently,  hav- 

ing just  completed  "Tlie  Wilderness 
Woman,”  a   story  of  Alaska  and  New  York 
City  in  which  Eileen  Pringle,  Lowell  Sher- 

man and  Chester  Conklin  appear  and  which 
is  remote  from  the  war  and  Europe  in  both 
theme  and  locale. 

It  is  Mr.  Higgin’s  hope  tlial  his  next  pic- 
ture will  be  an  adaptation  of  an  American 

story  as  he  wants  to  show  what  he  can  do 
with  American  characters  in  strictly  Ameri- 

can locales  and  circumstances. 

“The  Great  Deception,”  is  a   screen  adap- 
tation of  George  Gibb's  famous  story,  “The 

Yellow  Dove,”  and  the  cast  to  date  includes 
Eileen  Pringle,  Ben  Lyon  and  Sam  Hardy. 

Incidentally,  'The  Great  Deception,"  is 
Ben  Lyon's  third  picture  with  Howard  Hig- 

gin, Ben  having  also  appeared  in  the  male 
lead  of  ‘The  New  Commandment,"  and 
“The  Reckless  Lady.” 

^^Horseboy^^  Films 

May  Be  Next  for 

Hollywood  Studios 

Genuine  horse  operas  may  shortly  be produced  in  Hollywood  if  the  plans  of 

a   group  of  Hungarian  theatre-owners  come 
to  pass.  Through  Victor  Varconi,  who 
starred  in  a   series  produced  in  Budapest 
some  years  ago,  they  arc  canvassing  the 
situation  in  Hollywood. 

“Horseboys"  are  to  Hungary  what  cow- 
boys are  to  Western  America.  The  raising 

of  horses  on  its  plains  is  one  of  Hungary’s 
greatest  industries.  In  black  satin  knickers 
and  silk  shirts  with  sleeves  which  flow  to 

their  knees,  the  “horseboys”  are  one  of  the 
nation’s  picturesque  sights.  Their  exploits, 
like  those  of  the  American  cowboy,  have 
a   romantic  interest  expressed  in  many  folk 
songs,  stories  and  plays. 

Hungary’s  industry,  destroyed  by  the 
revolutions  in  1919,  was  founded  on  the 

Wallace  MocDonold  has  signed  a   coniruel 

with  Universol  and  will  have  a   role  in  his 

&rsl  pieluro  In  which  he  enocis  the  
ei* 

ploils  of  '‘Bnffalo  Bill.” 

Reckless  Lady,”  were  the  other  two, 
picturization  of  some  of  these  plays  and 

stories.  Varconi,  Hungary's  first  film  hero, 
was  starred  in  many  of  them. 
Few  pictures  are  now  made  in  Hungary. 

Their  theatre  owners  can  only  show  plays 
with  a   foreign  locale.  They  want  to  spice 
their  program  with  something  near  the 
hearts  of  their  patrons,  So  they  are  in- 

vestigating, through  Varconi,  the  produc- 
tion of  these  folk  tales  in  Hollywood,  with 

Hungarian  actors.  Though  there  arc  only 
about  4,000  Hungarians  in  Los  Angeles, 
there  are  large  colonics  in  New  York  and 

Chicago,  with  their  own  theatres.  Varconi’s wife  was  long  on  the  stage  in  Vienna  and 
Budapest  and  it  is  possible  that  she,  or,  if 

Samuel  Golclwyn’s  consent  can  be  obtained, 
Vilma  Banky,  may  be  cast  for  the  leading 
feminine  roles. 

The  unofficial  sanction  of  the  Hungarian 
government  has  been  obtained,  and  it  is 
possible  that  the  Hungarian  tales,  made  in 
Holly\vood,  may  be  counted  as  Hungarian 
productions.  At  present,  it  is  required  that 
one  Hungarian  production  be  shown  in  the 
theatres  of  that  country  for  every  30  for- 

eign productions,  and  there  arc  no  Hun- 
garian productions  to  be  had. 

Gilbert  to  Stay 

with  Metro  Says 

Louis  B.  Mayer 

OHN  GILBERT  who  has  enjoyed  a   spec- 
tacular screen  ciircer  is  to  remain  with 

Mctro-Goldwyn-Mayer. 

Louis  B.  Mayer,  head  of  the  M-G-M 
studios,  late  last  week  announced  the  re- 

newal of  a   long  term  contract  with  Gil- 
bert, keeping  his  services  exclusively  with 

that  organization. 
While  Gilbert  had  already  become  popu- 

lar and  prominent  as  a   leading  man  a   year 
ago  it  has  been  his  work  of  the  past  year 
which  has  elevated  him  to  stardom  and 

made  him  the  most  popular  and  talked-of 
male  player  in  films  today. 

As  the  romantic  prince  of  “The  Merry 
Widow,”  Gilbert  started  Broadway  talking. 
This  big  hit  was  followed  by  stardom  in 
"The  Big  Parade."  Following  this  spec- 

tacular human  interest  story  Gilbert  played 
tile  romantic  leading  role  opposite  Lillian 

Gish  in  "La  Boheme,”  which  was  directed 

by  King  Vidor. During  the  past  week  Gilliert  has  started 
work  as  the  star  in  another  King  Vidor 

production,  “Bardelys  the  Magnificent,"  a 
colorful  story  of  adventure  and  romance  in 
France  during  the  medieval  age. 

Since  Gilbert  won  fame  as  the  Russian 

prince  in  Elinor  Glyn’s  produedon  of  “His 
Hour,”  he  has  been  steadily  rising  in  screen 

popularity. 

Owen  Moore  in  Mystery 

Role  in  Chaney  Picture 

GR.W'ITATING  between  comedy  and mystery  is  the  present  occupation  of 
Owen  Moore.  The  noted  actor,  following 

his  role  of  "English  Eddie"  in  “The  Black- 
bird,” played  a   lilting  comedy  character  in 

“Money  Talks,”  and  now  has  returned  to 

deep  mystery  again  as  "The  Admiral”  in Lon  Chanej’^s  new  feature,  “Road  to  Man- 

dalay." 
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Menzies  and  French,  Famed  Art 

Directors,  Now  in  New  Quarters 

Famous  jliroughom  tUn  motion  picture  industry  as  the  combination responsible  for  the  art  effects  and  settings  of  many  of  the  most  success* 
fill  pictures  during  the  past  few  years  are  William  Cameron  Menzies, 

United  Artists  art  director,  and  Park  French,  his  associate,  who  have  moved 

to  their  new  quarters  al  die  Pickford-Fairlianks  Studios  in  Hollywood. 

Menzies  and  French  moved  from the  United  Studios  at  the  same 

time  that  Joscpii  M.  Schenck  who  is 
chairman  of  tlie  board  of  directors  of 

United  Artists,  transferred  all  the 

Schenck  production  units  to  the  Pick- 

ford-Fairbanks  lot  and  announced  plans 
for  improvements  costing  $2,500,000  at 

the  organization's  new  home. 
Although  still  in  his  twenties,  Menzies 

is  a   veteran  of  the  picture  game.  Born 
in  Scotland  in  1896,  he  came  to  the 

United  States  as  a   youth.  His  early  edu- 
cation was  acquired  in  the  public  schools 

of  Eastern  America  and  at  Dumfries 
academy,  Scotland.  After  his  return  to 
the  United  States  he  attended  Yale  uni- 

versity and  the  Art  Students  League  of 
New  York. 

His  first  work  in  pictures  was  at  the 
age  of  20,  for  George  Fitzmaurice,  then 
a   Pathc  director.  His  success  as  an  art 
director  won  him  an  assif»nment  to  han- 

dle the  features  starring  Elsie  Ferguson. 
Later  he  went  to  London  and  took 
charge  of  the  art  department  of  Para- 

mount's British  studios.  Hollywood 
eventually  won  him,  and  he  in  turn  won 
world  fame. 

Park  French  first  saw  the  light  of  day 
in  Denver,  Col.  He  was  educated  in 

Western  schools  and  at  the  University 
of  Pennsylvania,  where  he  graduated  in 

CHARLES  (Chuck)  RIESNER 
Director 

“MAN  ON  THE  BOX” 
Starring  Syd  Chaplin 

Warner  Brothers  Release 

architecture.  After  practicing  his  pro- 
fession in  the  East,  he  turned  to  stage 

designing.  French  staged  three  success- 
ful New  York  productions.  Returning  to 

Denver,  he  took  charge  of  an  experimen- 
tal theatre  for  two  seasons. 

When  Hollywood  called,  French  be- 
came associated  with  Menzies  and 

worked  together  on  big  pictures  such  as 

Mary  Pickford’s  "Rosita,”  Douglas  Fair- 
banks’ “The  Thief  of  Bagdad,”  Miss 

Pickford's  “Dorothy  Vernon  of  Haddon 
Hall"  and  other  artistic  successes. 
Some  of  the  recent  pictures  which  re- 

flect credit  on  Menzies  and  French  are 

Rudolph  Valentino’s  “The  Eagle”  for 
United  Artists,  Roland  West's  produc- 

tion, “The  Bat,”  for  United  Artists  and 

Constance  Talmadge’s  “Her  Sister  From 

Paris”  and  Norma  Talmadge's  “Kiki”  un- 
der the  Schenck  banner.  Their  latest 

work  was  for  Valentino's  “The  Son  of 

the  Sheik,”  and  Constance  Talmadge’s 
“The  Duchess  of  Buffalo,”  now  in  pro- 
duction. 

MacDonald  No  Longer  to 

Be  A   ‘^Dying”  Character, 
Cast  in  U   Serial  Role 

X^7ALLACE  MACDONALD,  who  is 

_Vy  rapidly  acquiring  the  pseudonym  of 
“dying  fool”  is  going  to  live,  having  signed 
a   contract  yesterday  with  Universal  to 
portray  the  starring  role  in  a   serial  called 

“The  Great  West,”  which  was  written  by 
the  late  "Buffalo  Bill.” 
Heretofore,  this  handsome  juvenile 

seemed  to  impress  producers  with  a   death 
complex,  as  the  majority  of  his  assignments 
during  the  pafet  year  called  on  Wally  to 
pass  into  the  ethereal  before  the  climax 

of  the  picture.  However,  he  will  now  por- 
tray the  character  of  a   young  scout,  whose 

life  will  constantly  be  in  peril  until  the 
finishing  climax. 

It  is  stated  that  this  story  embodies  the 
trials  and  tribulations  encountered  by  the 
author,  whose  immortal  life  made  glorious 
history  for  this  country  and  blazed  the  way 
for  the  early  hardy  pioneers.  Hundreds 
of  thrilling  episodes  which  brought .   re- 

nown to  the  famous  Cody  are  to  be  de- 
picted with  the  utmost  realism  on  the 

screen,  as  he  has  incorporated  every  detail 
in  the  story  which  he  left  to  posterity. 
Under  the  tutelage  of  Col.  R.  T.  MacLeer 

of  the  U.  S.  Army,  MacDonald  is  devoting 
the  next  two  weeks  to  practice  on  the  rifle 
range  where  he  expects  to  become  as  nearly 
proficient  with  the  Winchester  as  was  the 
man  he  will  emulate 

Chase  Gets  His  Revenge 
With  Portable  Camera 

^H.\RLEY  CH.'^SE,  Hal  Roach  comedy 
star,  is  having  his  “revenge” — for  what, 

nobody  knows — on  everyone  in  the  Roach 
studios  in  Culver  City.  He  has  purchased 
a   standard  portable  camera  and  is  going 
around  the  studio  in  his  spare  time  shoot- 

ing “footage”  of  every  person  on  the  lot. He  first  starts  an  argument  with  a   wise 
crack  or  two,  then  when  he  has  his  sub- 

ject in  just  the  mood  he  wants,  he  presses 
the  button  and  the  spring  motor  runs  off 
10  or  20  feet  of  the  subject’s  expression and  actions. 

Left  lo  right:  Stevo  Roberta,  director, 

Eolello  Brodler  and  LIgo  Cooler,  at  the 

Educational  lot  In  Ilollr>vood. 

Spearing  Leaves  U   Lot 
After  Achieving  Many 

Successes  As  A   Writer 

A   FTER  three  years  at  Universal  Citj-, 
^   *   James  O.  Spearing  has  obtained  a   re- 

lease from  his  contract  and  is  now  con- 

sidering various  propositions.  During  the 
time  he  was  with  Universal  Spearing  ac- 

quired practical  experience  in  every  depart- 
ment of  picture  production. 

Classified  as  a   scenario  writer  he  wrote 

the  scripts  for  “The  Signal  Tower,”  "Dan- 
egrous  Innocence,”  “Peacock  Feathers”  and 
many  others.  He  was  frequently  consulted 

on  the  preparations  of  stories  and  super- 
vised the  editing  of  numerous  films  suffer- 

ing from  excess  footage,  sagging  plots  and 
lirnping  comedy.  He  was  so  successful  in 
this  work  of  film  doctoring  that  many  have 

advised  him  to  establish  himself  indepen- 
dently as  an  editorial  expert. 

Spearing’s  success  has  been  largely  due 
to  his  “audience  angle.”  For  five  years  he 
saw  motion  pictures  as  a   New  York  critic. 
In  this  way  he  learned  to  see  pictures  eye 
to  eye  with  the  public  and  he  has  checked 
his  work  at  Universal  by  his  knowledge  of 
what  the  public  likes. 

"Pictures.’*  he  says,  "must  succeed  at  the 

box  office,  and  they  don’t  have  to  be  trash 
to  do  it.  They  can  win  the  regard  of 

intelligent  people  and  at  the  same  time  de- 
light everyone.  What  we  want  in  a   picture 

is  honest  entertainment.  It  must  be  honest 

and  it  must  be  entertaining — and  the  more 
it  is  of  the  one  the  more  it  is  likely  to  be 

of  the  other.  Let’s  have  pictures  that  the 
public  will  clamor  for  and  even  George 

Jean  Nathan  will  respect.” 

Cossacks  in  for  Jazz 

The  bearded  deni7ens  of  Russia,  otherwise 

known  as  Cossacks,  have  gone  in  for  jazz  music. 

Svend  Cade,  who  is  directing  Corinne  Griffith 

in  “Into  Her  Kingdom,’’  declares  tliat  peppy  tones 
act  as  a   tonic  for  action  before  the  camera  and 

engaged  a   snappy  band  to  startle  the  host  of  peas- ants working  in  the  picture. 

Mary  Ann  Jackson  and  Cap,  the  dog  player. 
Both  are  in  one  of  tho  Mrie*  of  Smith 
Family  Comedlei  Paihe  prodaetion*. 
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Peggy  Prevost  is  Been  ehoMlng  Monte  Blue. 
Warner  Brothers  star,  how  to  Charleston  In 

the  Lubitseh  produetlon  now  In  the  mak- 

ing at  Warner  Brothers  studios. 

Virginia  Brown  Faire 
in  Wilson  Leading  Role 

UIRGINIA  BROWN  FAIRE  has  been 

V   secured  by  the  Ben  Wilson  Productions 
to  portray  the  starring  feminine  role  in 
"The  Wolf  Hunters.”  This  famous  novel 
by  James  Oliver  Curwood  is  said  to  be  full 
of  tense,  dramatic  action  and  is  to  go  into 
production  Monday. 

Miss  Faire  is  to  portray  the  role  of  a 
white  girl  who  is  adopted  and  raised  by 
an  Indian  tribe,  resulting  in  sanguine  bat- 

tles between  the  red  men  and  the  white 
settlers. 
Of  significance  is  the  fact  that  she  has 

achieved  a   notable  success  by  her  clever 

portrayal  opposite  "Hoot”  Gibson  in  "Chip 
of  the  Flying  U.” 

Wallace's  Cast  for  Roach 

Comedy  Boasts  2   M.  D’s 
'T'HE  variegated  list  of  professions  that 

are  included  in  the  personnel  making 
motion  pictures,  no  doubt  contains  members 
of  every  profession. 
However,  Richard  Wallace,  youthful 

director  of  Mabel  Normand,  now  being 
starred  in  a   Hal  Roach  feature  comedy, 
lays  claim  to  having  in  Floyd  Jackman  and 
Bill  Terhune,  both  members  of  his  com- 

pany, two  California  registered  physicians. 
Both  these  men  are  licensed  to  practice 

medicine  in  the  state  of  California,  but  for- 
sook this  career  for  the  one  in  which  they 

are  now  engaged. 

Dao  Maion,  put  away  that  gnat  The 

eaoee*'  It  Cuoo  Pergutoa.  They  ore  en- 
acting  a   a«eae  in  **Forbldd«B  WaUFtp**  for 
'eieaje  throQgh  Pro-DU-Co. 

HARRY 
GARSON 

Producing 

LEFTY  FLYNN 

in 

“GLENISTER 

OF  THE 

MOUNTED” 
Guy  EMPY  Story 

F.  B.  0.  Release 

ALAN  HALE 
DOUSCTOB 

“VEDDING  SONG”— Leairicc  Joy 

“BRAVEHEART”— Rod  LaRoque 

P.  D.  C.  Release 
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James  P.  Hogan  is  the  oapable  director 

who  has  made  “The  Isle  of  Hetrlbutlon*' for  F.  Ba  Oi 

Gade’s  Cast  Represents 
Five  Foreign  Languages 

SVEND  GADE,  the  Danish  director  who was  loaned  by  Universal  to  E.  M. 

Asher  to  wield  the  megaphone  on  "Into 

Her  Kingdom,"  in  which  Corinne  Griffith 
stars,  is  wondering  i£  it  was  because  of  his 

linguistic  ability  instead  of  his  directing 

capabilities,  that  the  deal  was  consummated. 

In  explaining  the  action  to  Miss  Griffith, 

it  is  necessary,  for  Gade  to  speak  his 

adopted  language.  However,  Einar  Han- 

sen, who  plays  the  male  lead  receives  his 

instructions  in  the  Swedish  dialect;  Mar- 

celle  Corday  in  French,  Charles  Crockett 
in  German  and  Meta  Sterne  in  Russian. 

When  all  were  recently  enacting  a   scene, 

Gade  felt  compelled  to  offer  some  sugges- 

tions, which  took  approximately  12  minutes. 

The  explanation  had  to  be  translated  to 

each. 

Normand  Cast  Adds  3 

CARL  MILLER,  Max  Davidson  and  Jim Finlayson  have  been  added  to  the  Mst 
in  which  Mabel  Normand  is  starred  by 

Roach  under  the  direction  of  Richard  Wal- 

lace. Thus  far  this  year,  Wallace  has 

directed  such  stars  as  Clyde  Cook,  Theda 

Bara,  Claude  Gillingwater  and  Ethel  Llay
- ton  in  feature  productions. 

laverlY  Gardner.  Mlllon  Gardne
r,  general 

•   anager  of  Fred  Thomaon 
 ProdueUons 

ibleh  are  dUtribu«ed  by  F.  B.  O
.,  ■» 

llllon,  Jr.  Mr.  Gardner  I*  oUo
  poUeo  eoxn- 

STEPHEN 
ROBERTS 

Director 

EDUCATIONAL 
COMEDIES 

LLOYD  BACON 
DIRECTOR 

With  Mack  Sennett 

•^IldlUiniMnillllliMillillillill'liriililMillllil’ 

Jack  I Mulhall  I 

Now  playing  i 
the  leading  g 

•   role  in  M.  C.  3 

Levee's  pro-  S 

\   duction.  i 

*   “Sweet  I 

Daddies”  | 
A   I 

t   Rrst  National  | 
Release  1 
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victor  Vareonl  has  been  engaged  bj-  a   long 
term  contract  to  plav  In  Cecil  B.  DoMlllo 

productions  for  Pro-Dls-Co. 

Fort  Signs  to  Remain 

with  De  Mille  Company 

^ARRETT  FORT,  special  writer  for 
Cecil  B.  De  Mille,  signed  a   new  con- 

tract with  that  producer  this  week  to  con- 
tinue writing  for  the  De  Mille  organization 

for  the  ensuing  year. 
During  his  initial  12  months  under  the 

De  Mille  banner,  Fort  contributed  two 

original  stories  and  four  adaptations,  “The 
Coming  of  Amos,”  “Made  for  Love," 
“Bachelors’  Brides,”  “The  Dancing  Man,” 
and  “The  Beloved  Enemy.” 

♦   *   * 

Otto  Matiesen,  the  well  known  Danish 
character  actor,  is  considering  a   proffered 

screen  engagement  from  one  of  England’s 
prominent  producers  which  would  require 
him.  to  leave  here  about  the  first  of  Sep- 

tember. Although  hesitant  to  leave  Holly- 
wood for  foreign  shores,  the  trip  would  al- 

low Matiesen  an  opportunity  to  visit  his 
people  in  Denmark  after  an  absence  of 
seven  years. 

Lincoln  Stedman  Is  in 

Role  of  Radio  Pest  Now 

Lincoln  stedman  is  now  emulating 
the  all-two-well-known  home  radio  pest, 

making  the  part  a   howling  and  squeaking 
comedy  role  in  the  present  Lackeye  produc- 
hon,  "The  Warning  Signal,”  which  Charles Hunt  IS  directing. 

on  Clark,  A.  S.  C..  aboard  hli,  equenlrion 
Clark  ha«  turned  the  crank  on 

P   Tom  Mia*  big  rutceniiet  released  hj 

THE  PARADOX 

The  best  booster  for 

the  silent  drama  is 

the  spoken  syllable. 

The  greatest  aid  to  the  success  of  any  film 
is  word-of-mouth  advertising. 

There’s  a   paradox  for  you! 

The  boys  are  all  saying  nice  things  about 

“TRAMP  —   TRAMP  —   TRAMP’' 
First  National  and  I   certainly  appreciate  it  I 

Lincoln  Stedman 

JUVENILE  CHARACTER 
COMEDIAN 

“MADE  FOR  LOVE” 

Paul  Sloao^— Pro.  Dl*.  Corp. 

‘•PERCH  OF  THE  DEVIL" 

Klog  Dnpgol^— Unf*er«iJ 

“RED  HOT  TIRES" 

Earle  Kenion^WarDer  Bro(. 

EDWARD  P.  MORAN 

Scenario  Writer — Title 

Writer — Gag  Man 

Wrote  story  and  scenario  of 

Tom  Mix's “SOFT  BOILED” 

Also  the  Story  and  Scenario  of 

“DARWIN  WAS  RIGHT” 
A   Sia’Rt0l  Comady  Special 

After  two  vears  with  Educational 
Pictures  as  Ga?  man  and  Title 
Writer  for  lack  White  Mermaid 
Comedies  and  Llovd  Hamilton 
Comedies  now  back  with  Wm.  Fox 
Productions. 
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JUIVE MATHIS 
ADAPTATIONS 

“BEN  HUR” “VIENNESE 

MEDLEY” 
“SALLY” 
“CLASSIFIED” 
“IRENE” 

BALBONI 
DIRECTOR ‘‘THE  FAR 

CRY” 

FIRST  NATIONAL 
RELEASE 

“Chuck”  li  (he  director  whose  more  formal 
name  is  Charles  Roisoer.  He  is  responsible 
for  such  productions  for  Warner  Brothers 
as  “The  Man  on  the  Box"  and  “Oh,  What 

o   Nurse.” 

''Long  Fliv  the  King”  Is 
Completed  by  Hal  Roach 

'PHE  most  interesting  comedy  in  the 
career  of  Charley  Chase,  Hal  Roach 

comedian,  has  been  edited  and  titled.  It  is 

“Long  Fliv  the  King,"  and  in  it  Charley 
is  a   young  man  sentenced  to  hang  for  a 
murder  he  never  committed,  in  New  York. 
Princess  Helga  of  Thermosa,  played  by 
Martha  Sleeper,  has  to  find  a   husband 
within  24  hours  or  lose  her  kingdom,  and 
she  is  in  New  York  shopping.  So  she  mar- 

ries the  condemned  man  because  it’s  “safe’’ and  she  wll  never  need  worry  about  hav- 
ing to  put  up  with  him. 

But  she  falls  in  love  with  her  husband 
and  he  is  suddenly  freed  of  suspicion, 
which  puts  him  on  the  throne  of  Thermosa 
as  the  king.  With  Max  Davidson  for  his 
righthand  man  and  Oliver  Hardy  and  Fred 
Malatesta  as  his  arch  enemies,  Charley  the 
First  has  a   tough  time  in  Thermosa. 

La  Varnie  in  Normand  Cast 

I   AURA  LA  VARNIE  or  “Mother  La 
"Varnie”  as  she  is  better  known  to  the 
industry,  has  been  added  to  the  cast  of 
Mabel  Normand’s  Hal  Roach  comedy  by 
F.  Richard  Jones,  director-general  at 
Roach’s.  “Mother”  La  Varnie  worked  for 

one  year  in  “Mickey,”  the  sensational  suc- 
cess which  first  established  Miss  Normand. 

Standing,  left  to  right:  P.  D.  Qulgtcr* 
brother  of  Martin  J.  Qulglejr,  Lefty  Flynn, 

F.  B.  O.  star,  Emory  Johnxon.  Seated: 

Harold  Quigley.  Mm.  Quigley,  and  Viola Dana.  (Herald  photo.) 
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Jimmie  Adame,  Christie  eomediaii,  and  Mrs, 

Adomii  studying  the  bugs  sad  flowers  ot 

their  Hollywood  garden.  Adams’  comedies 
are  released  by  Educational. 

Little  Danger  That  U   S. 

Films  Will  Lose  Foreign 
Popularity,  Says  Hogan 

“'T'HERE  is  little  danger  of  American 

films  losing  their  popularity  abroad,” 
avers  James  P.  Hogan,  director  of  “Capital 
Punishment,”  “Steel  Preferred”  and  other 
big  box  office  successes. 

“American  pictures  have  a   psychology 
that  is  not  found  in  many  foreign  produc- 

tions,” says  Hogan.  "This  psychology  is 
one  of  happiness  and  optimism.  The  con- 

ventional happy  ending  has  often  been  criti- 
cized as  untrue  to  life  but  we  Americans 

have  been  brought  up  with  the  belief  that 
right  will  triumph  in  the  end  and  that 
wrong  will  be  punished.  Our  literature  has 
instilled  this  principle  in  us  and  we  have 
adopted  this  wholesome  viewpoint  of  life. 

The  few  pictures  with  tragic  endings  pro- 
duced in  this  country  have  not  been  popu- 

lar with  the  public. 

“The  American  film  has  done  more  than 
any  other  agency  to  educate  the  European 
to  our  optimistic  attitude.  For  years  those 
countries  have  been  weighed  down  with  a 
belief  in  tragedy.  Their  literature,  their 
plays  and  more  recently  their  pictures  have 
fed  this  theme  to  them.  But  with  the  ad- 

vent of  the  American  films,  our  ideas  of 
^ncerfulness  have  gained  such  a   hold  on 
the  European  people  that  their  desire  for 
entertainment  and  even  their  attitude  to- 

wards life  is  becoming  more  like  our  own.” 
Hogan  is  now  supervising  the  editing  for 

^   u-  “The  Isle  of  Retribution,” which  he  completed  direction  of  two  weeks ago  for  F.  B.  0. 

Sam  Sax 

Presents 

Ethel 

Shannon 

WHO 
HAS 

JUST 
SIGNED 

A   I.ONG 
TERM 

CONTIUCT 

TO  APPEAR IN 

GOTHAM 
PICTURES 

Lefty  Flynn 
Now  Slarring  in 

"GLENIS'I’ER  OF  THE 

MOUNTED" 
For  F.  B.  O. 
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Elhcl  Shannon  has  begun  work  on  “Thru 
Thick  and  Thin"  which  is  directed  b; 
Brcexy  Eason.  She  is  under  Gotham  con* 
tract. 

Stedma  i   and  J.  F.  Dillon 

Retwning  to  F.  N.  for 

‘‘Juanas  Three  Nights"' 
'T'WO  of  First  National’s  wandering 

lambs  are  returning  to  the  fold  which 
they  deserted  for  wider  pastures,  according 
to  arrangements  just  completed  by  John 

McCormick,  general  manager  of  the  West 
Coast  units  of  the  organization. 

Myrtle  Stedman  and  John  Francis  Dil- 
lon, both  formerly  under  long  contracts 

with  that  company,  are  to  contribute  their 

respective  talents  to  the  filming  of  “Don 
Juan’s  Three  Nights"  in  which  Dillon  will 
commence  direction  next  week  with  Myrtle 

Stedman  among  the  stellar  names  enhanc- 
ing the  cast.  Thus  far  the  roster  includes 

Lewis  Stone,  Shirley  Mason  and  Malcolm 
McGregor.  The  story  is  by  Ludwig  Biro 

and  lest  you  imagine  it  a   glamorous  and 

amorous  yarn,  Henry  Hobart,  who  is  pro- 
ducing it  for  First  National,  hastens  to 

advise  that  it  is  not  a   Fifteenth  century  tale. 

Myrtle  Stedman  and  Dillon  have  been  - 
associated  in  other  distinctive  film  suc- 

cesses such  as  “Flaming  Youth,’’  “Lilies  of 
the  Field”  and  “Chickie,”  although  the  past 
year  found  their  paths  diverged,  Myrtle 
playing  in  several  of  the  other  studios  and 
Dillon  having  recently  directed  one  for 
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.  Among  her  recent 
pictures,  however,  was  one  First  National 

feature,  the  June  Mathis’  production,  “The 
Far  Cry,"  now  released  and  more  recently 
Miss  Stedman  enacted  the  role  of  the  prin- 

cess in  Pro-Dis-Co’s  release,  “The  Prince 

of  Pilsen.” 

Lloyd  Bacon,  Seaoell  director,  U   seen  work- ing  oo  the  lot  with  Beo  Turplo  in  ft two  reel  com^dj. 
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E.  L.  BERRY  has  been  newlr  appointed 

■ludio  manager  of  Firm  Matlonai's  Eaelem 
units. 

Joan  Crawford  Finds 

Clever  Way  to  Assure 

Herself  Many  Closeups 
A   FTER  several  days  at  home,  the  result 

of  a   sprained  ankle  due  to  a   strenuous 
moment  in  the  sensational  Apache  dance 
she  stages,  Joan  Crawford  has  returned  to 

ihe  cast  of  Edmund  Goulding’s  new  pro- 
duction “Paris" — but  all  they  can  take  of 

her  is  closeups. 

The  actress'  foot  is  still  heavily  ban- 
daged so  that  any  scenes  showing  her  in 

full  figure  have  to  be  postponed. 

"That’s  quite  an  idea— sprain  an  ankle 
and  get  nothing  but  closeups.”  laughs  Miss 
Crawford,  who  is  playing  the  heroine,  op- 

posite Charles  Ray,  in  the  new  picture,  a 
vivid  tale  of  the  Paris  underworld  being 
directed  at  the  Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer  stu- 

dios by  Goulding  from  his  own  scenario. 
She  and  Douglas  Gilmore  stage  a   sen- 

sational Apache  dance  in  the  production, 
and  it  was  during  this  that  she  suffered 
her  accident.  The  cast  includes  among 
others,  Mme.  Dione,  Michael  Vasaroff,  Jean 
Galeron  and  others  of  note.  Spectacular 
reproductions  of  famous  Paris  resorts  are 
the  settings  for  the  exotic  new  drama. 

i4nfAony  fo  Title  U   Film 

Walter  Anthony  has  been  chosen  by  Carl 
haemnile  to  title  “Perch  of  the  Devil,”  which 
iving  B^ggolt  directed  for  Universal.  This  marks 
trie  seventh  feature  picture  which  this  former 
newspaper  journalist  has  been  selected  to  title 
thus  far  this  year. 

Edmond  Lowe,  preparing  for  a   canter  on 
appear*  In  ••Siberia,"  Fox  film 

'»nleh  bos  jum  opened  in  Chloogo. 

NORMAN 
TAUROG 

DIRECTOR 

Has  signed  for  an- 
other series  of  But- 

ton Boaters.  Now 
on  his  fourth  year 

directing  Educa- 
tional comedies. 

Lefs  Go ! 

ALBERT  ROGELL 
DIRECTOR 

Chag.  R.  Rogers  Prod'g. 

for First  National 

LOU  SEILER 

Nou  Dlrtcllng 

“VAN  BIBBER”  COMEDIES 

BY  RICHARD  ilARDINC  DAVIS 

mf.  FOX  RELEASE 
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Marie  Prevost 

Starring  in  **Vp  in 

MaheVs  Room”  a 
Christie  Produc- 

tion to  be  released 

thru  Producers 
Distributing  Corp. 

Spargo  Studio Notes 

m   the  art  department  at  the  Lone  Island 

studio  of  Famous  Players-Lasky  Corpora^ fion.  >s  designing  two  mammoth  sets  for The  Sorrows  of  Satan.”  One  is  a   res taurant  scene  and  the  other  a   garden.  Each 
will  fill  the  entire  main  stage. 

Jplton  Sills  next  First  National  starrine 
vehicle  will  be  Cosmo  Hamilton’s  novel 
Paradise,”  which  Ray  Rockett  will  pro- duce in  New  York  with  Irvin  Willatt directing. 

*   *   * 

Dick  Rosson  is  working  on  his  first  direc- 
torial assignment.  After  two  other  direc- 

tors who  had  started  the  picture,  "Fine 
Manners,”  were  taken  sick,  Rosson  was 
selected  to  finish  this^Gloria  Swanson  opus, 

E.  L.  Berry,  for  several  months  assistant 
Ray  Rockett  at  First  National’s  New York  studios,  has  been  promoted  to  studio 

manager,  taking  Ray’s  place  when  Ray  was made  a   producer. *   *   * 

A   class  in  English  meets  every  noon  in 
the  restaurant  at  Paramount’s  Long  Island plant.  Lya  de  Putti.  a   stunning  Ufa  star 
who  has  been  signed  by  Famous,  spends 
her  lunch  hour  learning  the  language  from 
other  principals  in  the  cast  of  D.  W. 
Griffith’s  "The  Sorrows  of  Satan.” ♦   *   ♦ 

Chester  Conklin  who  came  to  the  Long 
Island  studio  of  Paramount  on  a   rush  order 
to  appear  in  the  Richard  Dix  picture  "Take 
a   Chance”  (tentative)  left  Saturday  for the  West  Coast.  Like  W.  C.  Fields  who  is 
making  “It’s  the  Old  Army  Game,”  Conk- lin cannot  confine  his  comedy  to  the  screen 
and  as  a   consequence  he  has  those  on  the 
set  laughing  constantly. *   ♦   * 

FRANCIS  CORBY 
DIRECTOR 

Edna  Marian  Comedies 

DAN  MASON 

As  “Uncle  Abner”  in  “Hard 
Boiled"  with  Tom  Mix. 

George  Archainbaud  added  Marco  Gon- 

zales last  week  to  the  cast  of  “The  Pup- 
pets” which  he  is  directing  for  First  Na- tional. Gonzales  will  be  remembered  for 

his  excellent  work  in  “Dangerous- Money," 
and  “Argentine  Love.” *   * 

Among  the  five  orchestra  leaders  now 
playing  on  the  sets  at  the  Paramount 
studio  in  Austoria  is  Alexander  Bunchuk, 
leader  of  the  Russian  Eagle  orchestra  and 
Victor  artist.  Bunchuk  has  one  prize 
possession,  a   cigarettej  case  bearing  the 
escutcheon  of  the  royal  family  of  Russia 
It  was  presented  to  him  by  the  late  czar. 

Bunchuk  is  on  “The  Sorrows  of  Satan" 
set. 

*   *   * 

Joseph  Nadel  who  served  as  business 

manager  on  location  in  Florida  with  “The 
Savage”  for  First  National  has  been  made 

assistant  studio  manager  of  this  company’s New  York  studios  at  807  East  175th  street. 
*   ♦   * 

Marion  Davies  was  a   visitor  at  the  Para- 
mount Long  Island  studio  last  week,  being 

the  guest  of  Gloria  Swanson  who  is  star- 
ring in  “Fine  Manners.”  At  the  luncheon 

table.  Miss  Darics  was  the  cynosure  of  all 
eyes,  this  being  the  first  time  that  many  in 
the  studio  had  seen  the  Cosmopolitan  star. *   ♦   ♦ 

Nat  Slott  who  for  the  past  year  has  been 

athletic  director  at  First  National’s  New 
York  studios  has  been  made  second  as- 

sistant director  on  "Mismates,”  which  Earl Hudson  is  producing. 
♦   *   * 

When  J.  M.  Gerauld,  head  of  the  pub- 
licity staff  atl  Paramount’s  Long  Island 

studio,  was  in  Florida  with  the  Bebc 
Daniels  and  W.  C.  Fields  units  he  became 
so  infatuated  with  the  beautiful  scenery 
and  climate  of  the  South  that  his  letters 
to  his  staff  were  filled  with  nothing  but 
vivid  descriptions  of  the  balmy  air  (yes. 

Jerry  described  it),  the  peaceful  surround- 
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ings,  the  palm  trees,  etc.,  etc.  His  staff 
feared  for  the  worst  on  his  return  North. 

They  feared  that  his  mind  would  be  con- 
stantly wandering  and  that  he  would  be 

unable  to  apply  himself  to  his  work.  There- 
fore, to  eliminate  as  many  heartaches  as 

possible  the  publicity  office  was  decorated 
with  palm  trees  and  pergolas.  It  saved  the 
day  and  Jerry  has  almost  forgotten  that 
there  is  such  a   place  as  Florida. 

*   *   * 

Horace  Bartlett  is  titling  First  National’s 
big  steel  special,  “Men  of  Steel.”  at  this 
company’s  New  York  studios.  He  recently 
did  the  titles  on  “Her  Second  Chance.” *   *   * 

George  Hackathorne  has  returned  to 

New  York  Cit3'-  after  a   three-weeks’  vaca- 
tion up  North  where  dogs  are  wolves  and 

the  snow  is  mostly  ice.  He  will  either 
depart  for  the  West  Coast  next  week  to 
mtike  a   picture  or  stay  on  in  New  York  to 
make  one  here.  He  has  the  choice  of  doing 
one  or  the  other.  A   print  of  his  last  pic- 

ture, "The  Sea  Urchin”  (made  abroad),  in 
which  he  was  co-starred  with  Betty  Balfour 
has  arrived  in  New  York  and  will  be  shown 
shortly. 

*   *   * 

Almost  half  of  the  stars,  principals,  direc- 

tors, technicians,  etc.,  at  Paramount’s  Long 
island  plant  are  boasting  of  their  Florida 

complexions.  Two  units,  “The  Palm  Beach 
Girl"  and  “It’s  the  Old  Army  Game,”  have 
just  returned  from  the  new  Klondike  where 
location  scenes  were  made.  And  every  last 
one  of  them  longs  to  return  to  the  South- 

ern clime.  When  you  see  them  sitting 
around  on  the  sets  with  that  faraway  look 
in  their  eyes  you  know  they  are  dreaming 
of  Florida. 

♦   ♦   * 

Charles  Brabin  is  in  New  York  directing 
"Mismates”  for  an  Earl  Hudson  unit  of 
First  National.  Doris  Kenyon  has  the 
leading  role  in  this  picture. 

*   *   * 

Nicholas  T.  Barrows  who  was  brought 
to  New  York  by  First  National  to  do  the 

“gags”  on  “The  Lunatic  at  Large,”  and 
who  stayed  to  act  in  the  same  capacity  on 

“The  Savage,"  is  "gagman"  on  “Mismates” 
which  Earl  Hudson  is  producing  with  Doris 
Kenyon  featured. 

Coast  Ahead 

of  Plans 
(Continued  from  Pace  69) 

is  to  keep  a   personal  supervising  eye  on  “What 

tiTu®  «   "'hich  Raoul  Walsh  will  direct  and 
..the  Pelican"  to  be  produced  by  Frank  Borzage. 
"I  1   scheduled  to  start  early  next  month. 

►   n'  Rcneral  superintendent  of  the 
West  Coast  studio,  will  supervise  seven  pictures. They  are: 

"Goinfr  Crooked,"  an  Emmett  Flynn  production 
..Tu  tP”  current  Bro.idway  stage  success: 
^h®  F3™'ly  Upstairs,"  a   film  version  of  the  cur- 

rent Broadway  success,  will  have  Virginia  Valli 
Ifo-  * 'm  "'ith  Harry  Beaumont  directing: 
.u  Patterson  McNutt’s  stage  success  of 
me  same  name  will  be  directed  by  Irving  Cum- 

Janet  Gaynor  in  the  feminine  lead: 

r   Peter  Grimm"  is  listed  for  John 
Gnfnth  \\ray  and  “The  Lily”  for  Victor  Schert- 
*'"5er.  Both  are  David  Belasco  plays,  the  former 

Warfield's  starring  vehicles;  “The 

^evil  s   Master"  will  be  a   John  Ford  screen  ver- 
sion of  Gerald  Beaumont's  magazine  story.  “The 

t^ras  Referee;’’  Kenneth  Hawks  is  supervising 
^0  productions  remaining  on  the  1925-6  schedule. 
Botli  arc  ready  for  the  camera.  'They  are  “Dan- 
Srlj  City,"  featuring  Edmund  Lowe, Madge  Bellamy  and  Leslie  Fenton,  under  R.  Wil- 

n'i,®  direction  and  "Pals  in  Paradise.”  a 
eter  B.  Kyne  story  to  be'handled  by  Albert  Ray. 

Warner  Prepares  Four 
***$  Warner  Brothers  studios  on  Sunset 

productions  are  well  under 
y   under  the  supervision  of  Jack  L.  \Varner  and Raymond  L.  Schrock. 

"Footloose  Widow.s,”  an  adapted  news- 
serial  bemg  directed  by  Roy  Del  Ruth; 

v.i.lfi  ‘^yern  Knight”  John  Barrymore's  starring 
r»i'5i  from  Sabatini's  clas.sic,  which  Alan 
“Tt*  n   directing:  Svd  Chaplin  starred  in 

"’hich  Charles  “Chuck"  Reisner 
.directing,  and  Ernest  Lubitsch  is  directing  the 
pr..?  »,(i*^'A‘.'Re''einon"  with  Monte  Blitc,  Patsy 

h   Miller,  Lilyan  'Tashman  and  Andre  Beranger. 

F.  B.  O.  Working  on  Seven 
*bc  F.  B.  O.  lot  seven  pictures  are 

oting  or  being  edited  for  next  year’s  program. 

^%ast  Laugh*’  A   Success 
Because  of  Illiteracy 

Abroad,  Says  Scenarist 
'T'HE  motion  picture  without  titles  may  be 

technically  perfect,  but  it  is  too  tech- 
nical for  the  American  public. 

European — German  to  be  exact — pictures 
are  made  with  a   minimum  of  titles,  some- 

times with  none,  because  the  percentage 
of  literacy  among  the  piclurcgoing  public 
of  Europe  is  small,  not  because  the  Euro- 

pean producers  and  directors  are  better 
technicians  than  the  American. 
That  is  the  somewhat  radical  opinion 

expressed  by  Lenore  J.  Coffee,  who  wrote 

the  screen  story  of  “The  Volga  Boatman," 
and  numerous  others.  “My  contention  is 
proved  by  ‘The  Last  Laugh’,”  Miss  Coffee 
pointed  out.  “Practically  everyone  con- 

nected with  the  picture  industry  saw  it, 
many  of  them  four  or  five  times.  Thai 
was  because  of  a   technical  interest.  It 
was  a   success  financially  in  Europe,  where 
the  percentage  of  literacy  among  motion 
picture  audiences  is  comparatively  small, 
but  it  was,  I   believe,  an  abject  failure  here 
because  of  its  lack  of  story  interest.  A 
story  cannot  be  told  without  titles,  prin- 

cipally spoken  titles. 

Helen  Ferguson  to  Stay 

in  Films;  Rumor  False 

Helen  FERGUSON  has  not  forsaken the  screen  nor  has  she  abandoned 

her  career.'  The  impression  was  given credence  that  this  star  had  decided  to  drop 

out  of  public  life,  subsequent  to  her  mar- 
riage to  William  Russell,  also  a   prominent 

screen  star. 
That  this  is  not  true,  is  attested  by  the 

many  offers  which  she  has  received  since 
her  return  from  New  York  several  weeks 

ago. 

RALPH  CEDER 
Director 

“ADVENTURES  OF  MAZIE” 

“FIGHTING  HEARTS” 
Has  Directed  23  Coiuecudvo  Twii-ltcel 

Episodes 

MYRTLE  STEDMAN 

‘THE  FAR  CRY" 

Sylvuiio  Bulboni-First  National 

“PRINCE  OF  PILSEN” 
Paul  Powell — Pro.  Din.  Corp. 

“DON  JUAN'S  THREE  NIGHTS” 
J.  E.  DiRon — First  Notional 

MARY  LOUISE  MILLER 

IN  “SPARROWS” WITH  MARY  PICKFORD 

A   UNITED  AnTIST.S’  RELEASE 
Phono  OLYMFIA  3422 
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GIL  PRATT 
DIRECTOR 

**Smith  Family” 

Sennett  Comedies 

As  '’UUDUl"  Id 

“THE  TOUGH  GUY” FRED  THOMSON 

F.  B.  O.  rrUoie  Phoae  Or.  667 

Ralph  Ince  is  doubling  as  both  director  and  heavy 

in  a   circus  picture,  ''Bigger  Than  Barnum,”  and 
Viola  Dana,  Ralph  Lewis  and  George  O’Hara  have 
important  roles.  Dave  Kirkland  has  just  finished 

directing  and  cutting  Fred  Thomson's  next  pro- 
duction, "Hands  Across  the  Border.”  He  will 

start  next  week  on  the  first  of  a   series  of  stories 

by  Stewart  Edward  White. F.  Harmon  Weight  is  well  along  with  the  Laura 

Jean  Libbey  romance,  “A  Poor  Girl's  Romance  " 
featuring  Creighton  Hale,  Gertrude  Short  and 
Rosa  Rudami.  Harry  Garsou  has  returned  from 
location  at  Arrowhead  where  he  shot  scenes  for 

"Glenister  of  the  Mounted”  in  which  Lefty  Flynn 
is  starred.  Chester  Withey  starts  this  week  direct- 

ing Pauline  Frederick  in  “Her  Honor  the  Gov- 
ernor” a   story  of  women  in  politics  written  by 

Hy  Daab  and  Weed  Dickinson.  Ralph  Ceder  is 

just  finishing  the  "Fighting  Hearts”  series  with 
Alberta  Vaughn,  Larry  Kent  and  Grant  Withers. 

F.  N.  Prepares  to  Move 
At  First  National  studios  work  is  progressing 

rapidly  on  four  pictures  and  many  more  are  in 

preparation,  which  will  likely  have  to  be  finished 
on  other  lots  as  Famous  Players-Lasky  takes  pos- 

session in  June.  Carpenters  and  masons  have 
already  started  building  dressing  rooms  and  office 
buildings  on  the  United  lot,  preparatory  to  roov- 

ii^  the  Vine  street  studios  to  Melrose  avenue. 
“Ella  Cinders,”  Colleen  Moore's  next  picture  is 
about  completed  and  promises  to  be  as  highly 
entertaining  and  amusing  as  the  Counsclinan- 
Plumb  comic  strip  from  which  it  was  taken.  "The 
Wise  Guy”  under  Frank  Lloyd’s  direction  is  about 

finished,  and  "Miss  Nobody,"  Anna  Q.  Nilsson’s 
next  First  National  production,  is  demandi^  the 
time  of  Director  Hillyer  day  and  night.  Edwin 

Carewc  is  shooting  on  "Pals  First'  on  the  same 
stage  with  "Miss  Nobody”  and  running  neck  and 
nccK  with  that  picture. 

Mike  Levee  has  finished  shooting  "Sweet  Dad- 
dies” under  the  direction  of  Al.  Santell  which  I 

am  told  has  about  everything  in  it  the  exhibitor 
could  wish  for.  There  are  hydroplanes,  pretty 

girls,  sea  stuff,  rum  running,  and  a   well  known 
cast  of  players  headed  by  Jack  Mulhall,  George 
Sidney,  Charlie  Murray,  Vera  Gordon,  Jobyna 
Ralston. 

E.  M.  Asher,  general  manager  of  Corinne 
Griffith  Productions  is  one  independent  producer 
who  has  little  to  say  but  is  continually  sawing 

wood.  He  has  just  completed  "Mile.  Modiste” for  First  National  and  has  engaged  Svend  Gade 

to  direct  the  fair  Corinne  in  "Into  Her  Kingdom" 
a   drama  of  Russian  life.  Carey  Wilson  has  been 
engaged  to  make  the  adaptation.  He  also  pro- 

duced "Good  Luck”  a   Drury  Lane  melodrama, 

to  be  released  as  “The  Sporting  Lover.” 
M-G-M  Busiest  in  West 

The  Metro-Goldwyn-Maycr  studios  are  perhaps 
the  busiest  in  the  West  at  the  present  time.  No 
less  than  eight  companies  are  actually  shooting  on 
this  immense  lot  and  every  studio  bristles  with 

activity. 

Mauritz  Stiller,  the  Swed'sh  director,  is  making 
“The  Temptress”  as -his  initial  American  produc- 

tion. Victor  Seastrom  is  putting  the  finishing 

touches  on  "The  Scarlet  Letter,”  and  John  M. 
Stahl  has  "Toto”  well  under  way.  King  Baggot 

is  directing  an  all  star  cast  in  "Lovey  Mary” 
which  promises  to  be  a   delightful  bit  of  screen 
fiction.  Charles  Ray  is  enacting  the  bashful 

American  youth  in  “Paris”  which  Edmund  Gould- 
ing  is  shooting  with  John  Arnold  turning  the 

crank.  Ramona  Navarro,  under  Hobart  Henley's 
direction,  is  being  starred  in  "Bellamy  the  Mag- 

nificent," a   title  which  will  be  changed  before 
the  picture  reaches  the  screen.  Tod  Browning 

is  making  "The  Road  to  Mandalay"  with  Lon 
Chancy,  and  Marcel  De  Sano  is  directing  an  all- 
star  cast  in  "In  Praise  of  James  Carabine.” 

Metropolitan  Studios  now  has  several  com- 
panies either  finishing  or  preparing  for  new  pro- 

ductions. 

Spargo  Production 
Survey 

(.Continued  from  Page  69) 

Eddie  Sutherland,  director  of  “Behind  the 
Front,"  is  handling  the  megaphone.  The  Fields 
unit  is  now  at  the  studio  where  it  arrived  a   week 

ago  after  several  weeks  spent  on  location  in 
Florida. 

Supporting  Fields  in  the  cast  are  Louise  Brooks. 
Blanche  Ring,  William  Gaxton,  Mary  Foy,  Mickey 
Bennett,  Josephine  Dunn,  Jack  Luden  and  George 
Currie.  Dunn  and  Luden  are  junior  stars. 

Tom  Geraghty  is  supervising  editor  on  the  pic- 
ture, while  Fred  Fleck  is  assistant  director.  Luther 

Reed  adapted  this  J.  P.  McEvoy  play. 

Richard  Dix  and  his  company  are  in  the  king- 
dom which  is  represented  by  a   huge  set  on  the 

lot  back  of  the  studio  and  in  the  studio  proper. 

Gregory  La  Cava  is  again  handling  the  mega- 
phone on  this  original  story  by  Luther  Reed  and 

Ray  Harris.  The  latter  with  Dick  Friel  adapted 

it  to  the  screen.  Ralph  Block  is  supervising  edi- 
tor of  the  unit,  David  Todd,  assistant  director, 

and  Ed.  Cronjager,  chief  cameraman. 

J)ix  has  several  outstanding  names  supporting 
him,  the  cast  including  Alyce  Mills  as  his  leading 
woman,  Chester  Conklin,  Gunboat  Smith,  Ida 
Watterman,  Bernard  Randall,  Paul  Porcasi  and William  Ricciardi. 

Another  company  just  back  from  Florida  loca- 
tion is  the  Behe  Daniels  unit  producing  "The 

Palm  Beach  Girl,”  under  the  direction  of  Erie 
Kenton  who,  because  of  his  likeness  to  Theodore 
Roosevelt,  is  being  considered  for  that  role  in 
"The  Rough  Riders.” 
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This  will  be  Bcbe's  second  big  comedy,  lier 
first.  "Miss  Brewster’s  Millions,”  having  just  been 
released.  "The  Palm  Beach  Girl”  is  a   wholly 
different  type  of  story,  however,  although  just  as 

fast  moving  for  the  plot  centers  around  the  motor 

boat  races  in  Southern  waters. 
The  star  has  in  her  cast  Lawrence  Gray,  Mar- 

guerite Clayton,  John  Patrick,  Josephine  Drake, 
Maude  Turner  Gordon,  Armand  Cortez  and  Roy 
Byron.  £.  Lloyd  Sheldon  is  supervising  editor, 
Lynn  Shores,  assistant  director,  and  Lee  Garmes, 
chief  cameraman.  The  story  is  an  original  by 
Byron  Morgan,  who  has  the  reputation  for  putting 
speed  and  action  in  almost  every  foot  of  film. 

Gloria  Swanson  is  in  the  midst  of  production  of 

next  season’s  product.  The  picture,  now  being 
directed  by  Dick  Rosson,  is  "Fine  Manners^’  an 
original  story  by  James  A.  Crcelman  and  Frank 
Vreeland.  .   ,   ,   .   ,   ,   . 

The  Swanson  unit  has  run  into  hard  luck  since 
tJic  day  the  picture  went  into  production.  The 
star  and  two  directors  have  all  had  the  flu  or  the 
grippe.  Frank  Tuttle  who  started  the  picture  is 
now  in  Bermuda  resting.  Lewis  Milestone  who 
relieved  Tuttle  was  taken  sick  shortly  thereafter. 
And  before  much  headway  could  be  made  Miss 
Swanson  also  was  forced  to  remain  at  her  home 

"^'kosson  Ls^ust  been  elevated  to  a   directorship. Assisting  him  is  Dan  Doran,  another  newcomer 
in  the  directorial  ranks,  although  virtually  a   pio- 

neer in  the  business. 
Supervising  production  is  Townsend  Martin. 

George  Webber  is  chief  cameraman.  Miss  Swan- 

son has  Eugene  O’Brien  as  her  leading  man. 
Walter  Goss,  another  of  the  junior  stars,  is  also 

in  the  cast.  .   .   „ 
In  preparation  at  the  Eastern  plant  is  Thomas 

Meighan’s  next  production  which  will  be  under 
way  by  May  1.  No  title  has  yet  been  selected 
for  the  picture  which  will  come  on  the  fall  and 
winter  program. 

Also  scheduled  for  the  Long  Island  studio  is  an 
Allan  Dwan  attraction.  Dwan  is  now  en  route 
East  for  conferences  with  Jesse  L,  Lasky  and 
Mr.  Le  Baron. 

Working  on  Four  at  First  National 
Three  pictures  in  tlie  cutting  room,  anothef 

starting,  and  preparations  under  way  for  the  start- 
ing of  two  more  within  a   couple  or  three  weeks, 

marks  the  production  activity  at  First  National's 
New  York  studios  where  A1  and  Ray  Rockett  and 
Earl  Hudson  are  producing  for  this  organization. 

“Men  of  Steel,”  “The  Savage”  and  ’’Puppets” 
are  being  cut,  edited  and  titled.  ‘‘Mismates’'  with 
Doris  Kenyon  in  the  featured  role,  started  April 

12,  "Subway  Sadie”  with  Dorothy  Mackaill  and 
Tack  Mulhall  featured  role,  started  April  12,  and 

Milton  Sills’  next  picture,  “Paradise”  is  scheduled to  start  around  Mav  first. 

“Mismates”  is  the  screen  version  of  Myron 
Fagan’s  stage  play  of  the  same  title.  Warner  Bax- 

ter will  have  the  leading  male  role.  In  the  cast 

•are  Philo  McCullough,  Charles  Murray  and  Sam 
Hardy.  Charles  Brabin  is  directing,  George  Fol- 
sey  is  cameraman,  Nick  Barrows  is  doing  the 

“gags,”  Zens  Smith  is  assistant  director,  and  Nate Slott  second  assistant.  This  is  an  Earl  Hudson 
production. 

"Subway  Sadie”  will  he  A1  Rockett’s  second 
production  for  First  National.  It  is  from  the 
story  by  Mildred  Cram.  A1  Santell  will  direct. 

Adcle  Comandini  is  writing  the  script.  No  an- 
nouncement has  been  made  as  to  members  of  the 

cast  except  the  featured  players.  Dorothy  Mackaill 
and  Jack  Mulhall  who  have  been  brought  on  to 
Hollywood. 

.   "Paradise”  will  be  Ray  Rockett’s  first  produc- 
tion for  First  National.  Milton  Sills  will  be 

starred.  Irvin  Willat  has  been  engaged  to  direct 
and  Betty  Bronson  has  been  borrowed  from  Fa- 

mous Players  to  play  the  leading  feminine  role. 
Gladys  Unger,  well  known  playwright  and  author 

of  ‘The  Monkey  Talks,”  is  preparing  a   treatment 
and  John  Fish  Goodrich  has  been  secured  to  write 

the  script.  “Paradise”  will  be  screened  from 
Cosmo  Hamilton’s  novel  of  the  same  title. 
Among  the  pictures  to  come  in  the  next  few 

months  at  this  studio  will  be  “The  Charleston 
K'd,  an  adaptation  of  Gerald  Beaumont’s  story, 
Even  Stephen.”  and  “The  Sheik  of  Florida,’^ 

by  George  F.  Worts.  Both  these  pictures 
will  be  A!  Rockett  productions.  Dorothy  Mackaill 
will  be  featured  with  Jack  Mulhall  in  “The 
J-ba^slon  Kid’  and  Ben  Lyon  will  be  the  sheik 

Sheik  of  Florida.”  A1  Santell  will  di- 
«■»€■  both.  Earl  Hudson  who  is  producing 
Mismates”  will  leave  for  a   three  months’  vaca- 

tion at  the  completion  of  his  picture. 

Kane  Starts  New  Group 
April  10  saw  the  start  of  Robert  Kane’s  second 

meture  of  the  new  group  he  is  making  for  First 
ivational,  'The  Great  Deception”  an  adaptation 
rom  the  novel,  “The  Yellow  Dove"  by  George 

•jiODs.  Howard  Higgin  who  only  the  week  before 
«mpleted_  the ,   direction  of  *‘The  Wilderness 
woman  is  again  Mr.  Kane's  director  in  the  cur- 

rent instance. 

♦V. Ben  Lyon  and  Sam  Hardy  are 
P””p4^J^l8  already  announced  that  head  the 

L   Great  Deception.”  Lowell  Sherman 
Tni,  appeared  as  the  heavy  but  a   stage engagement  intervened. 
,1.  Pringle  is  more  than  enthusiastic  about 

roles  that  Mr.  Kane  is  offering  her.  In  the 
'Voman'l  she  did  her  first  character 

-v-  ^   a   radical  departure  from  anything 
<^°”e  heretofore.  In  “The  Great  Decep- 

T_^®be  IS  the  center  of  a   thrilling  spy  story. 
another  good  role  in  “The  Great 

tn  afford  him  opportunity 

Oar*  capabilities  as  an  actor.  His  is  the 
P   rt  of  a   young  Englishman  who  while  bis  friends 

Ernst  Lubitsgh •   WILL 

“OUT-FARCE  FARCE!” 
WATCH  FOR  THE  TIIXE 

Production  just  started  for  Warner  Bros. 

Ann  Howe  in  1st  Screen 

Role  with  Charley  Chase 

Ann  HOWE,  “radio  mystery  girl,"  es- tablished in  the  popular  mind  by  an 
introduction  over  radio  through  Don 
Mean's  Midnite  Frolics  of  Los  Angeles 
radio  fame,  is  playing  her  first  role  for  the 

screen  at  Hal  Roach’s  in  Charley  Chase’s 
newest  comedy.  Although  the  public  has 
never  heard  her  voice  over  the  air  or  seen 

her  on  the  screen,  her  name — which  has  a 

catchy  quality  as  one  of  today’s  most  pop- 
ular expressions — was  mentioned  first  about 

II  weeks  ago  over  the  air  as  the  name  of 

a   prospeettive  screen  “find.” 
The  public  was  asked  to  help  “build” her,  with  suggestions  and  advice,  and  up 

to  date  her  radio  backers  have  received 
over  12,000  telegrams  and  many  thousand 
letters  showing  the  interest  of  the  public 
in  this  novel  introduction  of  a   new  screen 

personality. 

“Lost  Frontier”  Is  to  Be 
Finished  After  2   Year  Wait 

A   FTER  a   lapse  of  two  years,  “The  Last 
Frontier,”  the  Western  epic  which  the 

late  Thomas  H.  Ince  had  just  started  when 
his  untimely  death  occurred,  will  be  filmed 

by  Metropolitan  Pictures. 
The  Courtney  Riley  Cooper  story  was  to 

have  been  Ince’s  master  production,  and 
now  that  his  work  is’ to  be  carried  on  it 
has  been  decided  to  dedicate  “The  Last 
Frontier”  to  the  memory  of  the  noted  film 

genius. George  B.  Seitz,  who  has  been  hailed  as 

one  of  the  industry’s  best  directors  of  pic- 
tures of  this  type  through  his  direction  of 

"The  Vanishing  American”  and  other  re- 
cent screen  hits,  will  handle  the  megaphone. 

The  cast  is  now  being  selected  and  produc- 
tion will  begin  within  the  next  few  weeks. 

VINCENT  BRYAN 

TITLES  AND 

SCENARIOS 

Gladstone  9162 

HOLLYWOOD,  CAL. 
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REGINALD 

BARKER’S 
fir^  produdion 
under  his  new 

contrad  with 

METRO- 
GOLDWYN- 
MAYER 

will  be 

<<jhe 
FLAMING 

FOREST” by  James  Oliver  Curwood 

Remember 

“THE  GREAT 

DIVffiE”? 

and  countrymen  are  going  to.  the  front  plays  the 
fool  a$  a   mask  for  his  activities  in  the  secret 

service  of  his  country.  This  is  Lyon’s  fourth 
picture  for  Kane. 

Kane’s  plans  for  the  coming  year  are  not  fully 
known  in  detail  as  yet  but  there  is  small  doubt 
but  that  he  will  make  more  than  four  productions, 
his  quota  on  the  First  National  program  last  year. 

Lothar  Mendez,  German  director,  brought  to 
this  country  by  Kane  will  direct  at  least  two  pic- 

tures during  tJie  coming  year  and  Mr.  Kane  has 
plans  for  Howard  Higgiii  that  look  to  the  inclu- 

sion of  a   big  feature — one  of  special  calibre. 

Lichtman  Completes  U   Film 
A1  Lichtman  completed  this  week  the  final  cut- 

ting of  "pii,  Baby!”,  a   feature  length  comedy featuring  Madge  Kennedy,  Little  Billy,  Creighton 
Hale,  Ethel  Shannon,  Flora  Finch  anci  David  But- 

ler. The  finished  print  was  delivered  to  Univer- 
sal winch  will  be  the  distributing  outlet  for  this 

initial  production  from  Mr.  Lichtman. 

While  “Oh,  Baby!”  has  been  in  the  course  of 
editing,  the  producer  has  begun  preliminaries  for 

filming  his  next  production,  "The  Cherry  Tree  ” 
adapted  from  the  stage  success  by  Aaron  Hoff- 

^   in  the  case  of  the  first  Lichtman  re- 
lease,  The  Cherry  Tree”  will  be  produced  in 
New  York.  George  Jcssel,  star  of  “The  Jazz 
Singer,  a   current  footlight  hit  on  Broadway,  is 
slated  to  head  "The  Cherry  Tree”  cast.  The  sup- 

porting players  as  well  as  the  directors  will  be 
announced  shortly.  Camera  work  is  expected  to 
begin  the  latter  part  of  April. 

Chaney  Next  to  Appear 

in  *‘Road  to  Mandalay^’ 
lyr  ALAYS,  half-castes,  mulattoes,  and Orientals  are  mingling  in  one  of  the 
strangest  assemblages  ever  gathered  at 
even  a   screen  studio  where  strange  types 
are  the  common  custom,  in  the  making  of 

Lon  Chaney’s  new  starring  vehicle,  “Road 

to  Mandalay.” The  scenes  are  laid  in  Singapore,  melting 
pot  of  the  Orient.  Chinese,  Japanese,  Ma- 

lays, half-castes,  Portuguese  sailors,  Eng- 
lishmen, and  dozens  of  other  nationalities 

are  represented  in  a   lifelike  reproduction 
of  the  varied  population  of  the  strange 
Oriental  city. 

The  new  production,  directed  at  the 
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer  studios  by  Tod 
Browning  from  its  original  story,  is  a   dra- 

matic tale  of  a   renegade  sea  captain,  turned 
divekeeper  and  underworld  leader,  and  his 
machinations.  It  forms  a   gripping  mys- 

tery tale,  with  Chaney  as  the  half-blinded 
“Singapore  Joe,”  sinister  hero  of  the  exotic 
play.  Lois  Moran,  of  “Stella  Dallas”  fame, 
plays  the  leading  feminine  role,  and  the 
cast  includes  Henry  B.  Waltball,  Owen 
Moore,  John  George,  and  others  of  note. 

Elliott  J.  Clawson  ig  the  scenarist.  , 

MacDonald  on  Vacation 

"LJAVING  just  signed  a   contract  with 
^   Universal  to  star  in  a   serial  written 

by  the  late  Bill  Cody,  known  as  “Buffalo 
Bill,”  Wallace  McDonald  has  departed  for 
Coronado  to  enjoy  a   belated  vacation. 
During  the  past  week,  McDonald  has  prac- 

ticed rifle  shooting  on  the  range,  in  order 
to  attain  a   slight  degree  of  perfection,  con- 

fessing that  his  ability  with  this  weapon is  limited. 

HORACE 
MILLER 

NEW 

MOVING  FROM 

HOLLYWOOD 

TO 
NEW  YORK 

FIRST 

NATIONAL 

STUDIO 

Marian  Constance  Blackton 
SCENARIOS  AND  ADAPTATIONS 

CURRENT  PRODUCTION 

J.  Stuart  Blackton’s “HELL  BENT  PER 

HEAVEN*^ 

A   $25,000  Pulitzer  Prize  Story 
Warner  Bros.  Classic 

“BETWEEN  FRIENDS” 

“THE  CLEAN  HEART” 

“THE  BELOVED  BRUTE” 
“THE  HAPPY  WARRIOR” 

“THE  GILDED  HIGHWAY” 
“BRIDE  OF  THE  STORM” 

Phone  GRANITE  4515 

GUS 
MEINS 

Now  Directing  George  MacManus 

“NEWLY  WEDS  AND  THEIR 
BABY”  Series 

for 

STERN  BROS. 

UNIVERSAL  RELEASE 
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CHARLES  STUMAR— A.S.C. 
Cinam  Biographer 

‘^UNCLE  TOM’S  CABIN” 
llnlsarBnl  RpSeaiB 

PEVERELL  MARLEY 

“THE  VOLGA  BOATMAN” P-  D.  C.  ffalaose 

RAY  RIES 
CINEMATOGRAPHER 

Now  Shooting 

“RAWHIDE” 

for ACTION  PICTURES 

associated  exhibitors 
release 

DANIEL  B.  CLARK— A.S.C. 

Tptn  Afix  Producii0n$ 

Camera! 
A   Department  Devoted  to  News  and  Affairs  of 
the  American  Society  of  Cinematographers  and  Its 
Members,  Published  as  a   “Studio  Section”  Feature. 

Sharpe  Hailed  by  Fellows  for 

Color  Work  on  ''Black  Pirate'^ By  FOSTER  GOSS 

Henry  sharp,  a   member  of  the  American  Society  of  Cinemutoft- rapheM,  18  being  hailed  among  his  fellow  cinematographers  for  his 
work  in  Douglas  Fairbanks’  “The  Black  Pirate,”  on  which  Sharp  was chiet  cinematographer  and  which  was  made  entirely  in  Technicolor. 

^RITICS  are  praising  the  production, cmematographically,  not  only  be- 
cause it  is  completely  done  in  color,  but 

because  the  method  of  treatment  is  revo- 
lutionary in  this  particularly  line  of  pho- 

tographic enterprise.  Sharp’s  lightings have  produced  effects  which  are  at  once 
artistic  and  startling— artistic,  because  of 
their  atmospheric  handling  of  the  subject 
"tatter;  and  startling,  because  they  are 
said  to  be  quite  without  precedent  in  the 
field  of  color  experiment. 

The  garishness  which  in  the  past  was 
prone  to  overemphasize  attempts  in 

color  wp  eliminated  in  “The  Black 
Pirate,”  it  is  stated,  by  Sharp’s  carefully executed  methods  of  lighting  and  com- 

prehensive cinematoc^raphic  practice  gen- 
eraljy.  The  photographic  results 
attained  in  the  production  are  construed 

as  justifying  the  step  taken  by  the  Fair- 
banks organization  in  deciding  on  a   fea- 

ture  to  be  made  solely  in  color.  The  possi- 
bility of  failure  on  unproved  innovations 

reacts  more  severely  on  a   company  such 

fj®!>’hanks’  than  on  an  organization indulging  in  a   rapidfire  producing  pro- 

gram. 

It  is  known  that  before  color  was  ap- 
proved for  "The  Black  Pirate”  that  ex- haustive experiments  were  made  at  various 

times  during  the  period  of  the  past  four 
years  wherein  the  feasibility  of  different 
color  methods  was  thoroughly  investigated 
by  the  Fairbanks  cinematographic  .staff 
Before  he  entered  the  free-lancing  field, 
.Arthur  Edcson,  a   member  of  the  American 
Society  of  Cinematographers,  and  at  that 
time  chief  cinematographer  for  Fairbanks, 
conducted  intensive  research  in  the  field  of 
color,  but  it  was  decided  on  such  occa- 

sions that  the  time  had  not  j'ct  come  to 
risk  the  venture  of  an  all  color  film, 

Certrndfl  Obnslsd  ond  Al  Rooketl  Cod  one 

glass  Is  pleni7  when  701:  here  two  straws. 

Al  has  Just  finished  “Poppets,”  his  first 
production  for  First  National  with  Miss 
Olmsted  in  the  feminine  lead. 

Johyna  Ralston  Cast  to 

Play  Opposite  La  Roque 
T   OBYN.A  R.ALSTON,  who  has  risen  to 
J   screen  prominence  through  her  excel- 

lent work  in  long  feature  comedies,  is  an- 

nounced as  Rod  La  Roeque's  le£i,ding  wo- 
man in  "Gigolo,”  his  next  starring  picture, 

which  goes  into  production  shortly  at  the 
DeMilIc  studios. 

Petite  and  brown-haired,  Miss  Ralston 
will  provide  a   distinctive  contrast  for  the 
black-haired  La  Koeque,  who  towers  six 
feet  three  inches. 

Louise  Dresser  is  also  announced  as  a 

member  of  Rod  La  Roeque’s  supporting 

cast  in  “Gigolo.” 

GEORGE  SPEAR 
Clnamalograpbar 

HARRY  LANGDON  PRODUCTIONS 
Fir$t  National  Roltato 

Nick 

Musuraca 

A.  S.  C. 

Cine- matographer 

Now  Shootini 

‘Her  Man 

DeMiUe 

Studio 

for 
P.  D.  C. 
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Charles  Van  Enger 
A.  S.  C. 

Cinematographer 

“Puppets” 

First  National 

Malcolm  Stuart  Boylan 

TITLED 

“A  Woman  of  the  World” 
“Miss  Brewster’s  Millions” 

“The  Cat’s  Pajamas” 
“Sandy” 

“The  Rain  Maker” 
“The  Prince  of  Pilsen” 

“The  Danger  Girl” 
Etc. 

Management,  The 

Edward  Small  Company 

RAY  JUNE 
Cin«ranlogTaph«r 

“THE  UNKNOWN  SOLDIER” P»  D«  C* 

JACKSON  J.  ROSE,  A.  S.  C. 
CINEMATOGRAPHER 

••MIDNIGHT  SUN’* 

    Buehowettkl^UalvarMl 

“THE  OLD  SOAK”  Slomsa — Ualvenal 

‘T/ie  Deluge’’  Is  to  Be 

Cecil  B,  DeMille’s  Next 

Noah,  his  ark  and  the  Biblically  fa- mous “Deluge”  will  form  the  basis  for 
Cecil  B.  DeMille's  next  production,  which 
he  intends  to  make  the  most  imposing 
screen  offering  he  has  ever  directed. 

The  idea  for  this  picture  was  gained 

from  DeMille’s  recent  international  photo- 
play letter  contest  and  was  chosen  as  the 

prize  suggestion  from  a   total  of  38,000  re- 
plies received  from  every  state  in  the  Union 

and  from  26  foreign  countries. 
Catherine  Comstock,  a   young  Sunday 

school  teacher  of  Long  Beach,  California, 
was  awarded  the  first  prize  of  $1,000  in 
cash  for  her  letter  suggestion. 

DeMille  is  already  laying  his  plans  to 

film  “The  Deluge”  on  a   scale  as  gigantic 
as  "The  Ten  Commandments,”  which  he 
made  from  the  first  prize  idea  in  a   similar 
contest  held  four  years  ago. 

“The  Deluge”  will  be  the  only  picture 
DeMille  will  personally  direct  this  year, 
as  he  will  devote  his  entire  time  to  its 
production.  He  is  enthusiastic  over  the 

idea  and  plans  to  spend  more  Aan  a   mil- 
lion dollars  on  its  filming. 

Levee  Busy  with  Plans 

for  Independent  Studio 

Frank  Lawrence,  weii  known  film 
editor,  is  busy  cutting  M.  C.  Levee’s 

new  First  National  feature,  “Sweet  Dad- 
dies,” and  George  Marion,  Jr.,  has  been 

engaged  to  write  titles  for  the  production 
which  will  be  released  in  May. 

Actual  filming  of  the  Levee  comedy  was 
completed  early  this  week  by  A1  Santell. 

The  principals  in  the  cast  of  “Sweet  Dad- 
dies” which  was  originally  titled  “Mo- 

lasses,” are  George  Sidney,  Charlie  Murray, 
Vera  Gordon,  Jack  Mulhall,  Jobyna  Ralston 
and  Gaston  Glass. 

Levee  who  is  busy  with  plans  for  the 
erection  of  a   new  independent  studio  fol- 

lowing the  occupancy  of  the  United  lot  by 
Paramount  in  the  fall  will  continue  his  pro- 

duction activities  and  will  make  not  less 
than  two  big  pictures  per  year.  The  former 
president  of  the  United  Studios  will  main- 

tain his  present  policy  of  filming  feature 
comedies  and  for  his  next  picture  hopes  to 
film  a   current  New  York  play  for  which 
he  is  negotiating.  Levee’s  new  property building  now  being  erected  in  Hollywood 
will  be  completed  in  July. 

Comedies  Being  Titled  at  U 
Several  comedy  sensations  are  now  being  cut 

and  titled  at  Universal  under  the  supervision  of 
Sicojt  Darling,  director  general  of  comedies.  Ac- 

cording to  Darling,  an  abundance  of  new  mirth- 
provoking  situations  is  embodied  in  these  short 
length  subjects. 

CELUILES  G.  CLARKE— A.S.C. 
Cinamatographer 

“ROCKING  MOON” 
P.  D,  C.  Relaosa 

WALTER  LUNDIN— A.S.C. Cinamatographer 

FOR  HEAVEN’S  SAKE” Harold  Llojrd  Prod, 

JOHN ARNOLD 

— A.S.C. 

Clnamatogropher 

“THE  BIG 

PARADE” 

IH.-C.-H.  Raleeie 

GEORGES  BENOIT— A.S.C. Clnamaiognpliar 

“BEHIND  THE  FRONT” P,  D.  C.  Koloofo 

GEORGE  BARNES—A.S.C. 
CinamatogrspheF 

“MLLE.  MODISTE” 
Eirii  /Vallonal  Holeato 
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on  Pic'tures 
'J^HIS  department  contains  news,  information  and  gossip  on  current  productions.  It  aims  to  supply a   service  wbicb  will  assist  tbe  exhibitor  in  keeping  in  touch  with  developments  in  connection  with 
pictures  and  picture  personalities— and  wbat  these  are  doing  at  tbe  box  office.  No  prophecies  on  tbe 
entertainment  value  of  pictures  are  made.  Opinions  expressed  are  simply  those  of  tbe  author  or  of 
bis  contributors  and  tbe  reader  is  requested  to  consider  tiem  only  as  such. — EDITOR’S  NOTE. 

Your  Reporter  Reports  a   Very bad  week,  due  to  other  fault 

than  his,  and  hastens  to  explain. 

The  fault  is  really  that  of  whoever 

arranges  picture  programs  for  lead- 
ing downtown  Chicago  theatres. 

Whoever  this  may  be  put  “The 
Crown  of  Lies”  into  McVickers  and 

“Just  Suppose”  into  the  Chicago  the 
same  week.  Seeing’  one  and  then 
the  other,  both  mythical  kingdom 

stories,  there  was  nothing  to  do  but 

dedicate  the  remaining  days  of  the 

week  to  resting  this  brain  and  back- 
tracking to  normalcy. 

I   do  not  dislike  mythical  kingdom 
stories.  Some  of  the  best  pictures  I 
have  seen  contain  them.  But  two 

together,  neither  of  them  strong 
enough  to  obliterate  the  other,  leave 

me  grasping  at  straws.  I   hesitate 

about  discussing  either  lest  the 

other  encroach,  so  the  thing  to  do 
seems  to  be  to  talk  about  both. 

In  the  one  Miss  Negri  undoes  the 
good  she  did  for  herself  with  exhi- 

bitors in  “A  Woman  of  the  World.” 
After  that  picture  went  to  the  thea- 

tres, the  tone  of  exhibitor  comment 

concerning  Miss  Negri  changed  fun- 
damentally. Until  then  she  had  had 

hardly  a   good  word  spoken  for  her 
work  or  her  pictures  since  way  back 
when.  In  that  picture,  however,  she 
got  down  to  bread  and  butter  level 

and  the  sympathy  of  showmen 
swung  quickly  to  her  favor.  The 
secret  is  that  exhibitors  appreciate, 
perhaps  more  fully  than  most,  the 
value  of  her  distinctly  positive  per- 

sonality if  put  to  the  purposes  they 
consider  right.  The  record  of  “A 
Woman  of  the  World”  reads  like 
the  record  of  no  other  Pola  Negri 
picture  since  “Passion.” 

That  this  would  be  so  could  not 
be  known,  of  course,  in  time  to  give 
her  a   picture  in  kind  for  her  next, 

consequence,  here  she  is  in 

■['ne  Crown  of  Lies,”  a   story  about which  the  worst  which  may  be  said other  kind. 

Miss  Negri  is  a   housemaid  in  the 
picture  who  dreams  of  being  a   queen 
and  gets  a   supreme  chance  to  pose 
ss  one,  finally  to  be  one  if  she 
^   Beery  is  the  plotter who  brings  this  about  and  his  is  the 
no  ver}'  good  best  acting  of  the  pic- 

Regardiiig: 
“The  Crown  of  Lies” 

“Just  Suppose” 
P.vramount’s  Birthday 
Vaudeville’s  Effort 

Educational  Announces 
Warner  Color 

“Hands  Across  the  Border” 
“Mike” 

“Three  Faces  East” 
“Daisy  Bell” 

ture.  It  is  too  much  to  expect  good 

acting  of  people  asked  to  do  what 

the  script  calls  for.  Or — and  I’m 
afraid  this  is  important — so  it  seems 
to  eyes  that  have  seen  too  many 

mythical  kingdoms  in  a   day’s  travel. 
Mr.  Barthelmess  is  the  royal  per- 

sonage in  “Just  Suppose”  and  I   feel 
similarly  unqualified  to  comment  on 

his  picture.  He  is  a   rather  convinc- 
ing young  prince  but  the  trappings 

of  his  setting  do  him  no  good.  I 
shall  not  be  satisfied  until  Mr.  Bar- 

thelmess  gets  back  into  the  tattered 

regalia  of  “Tola’ble  David”  and  a 
story  like  that,  minus  perhaps  a   bit 
of  the  blood.  While  I   am  in  full 

sympathy  with  any  actor  who  seeks 
to  get  out  from  under  a   certain  type 

of  story  in  which  he  has  been  per- 
haps too  successful,  I   have  even 

greater  sympathy  for  those  picture- 
goers  to  whom  his  name  represents 
a   certain  thing  and  who  go  again 

and  again  to  his  pictures  in  the  hope 
that  he  will  give  them  what  they 
like.  As  I   am  one  of  this  great  class 

of  theatregoers,  I   feel  perhaps  more 

strongly  in  tiie  matter  than  I   should. 

At  any  rate.  “Just  Suppose”  is  an- 
other mythical  kingdom  picture  and 

for  that  reason  I   sat  through  it 

somewhat  restively.  There  is  one 

bad  thing  about  the  mythical  king- 
dom idea,  and  that  is  the  necessity 

for  creating  a   whole  world  instead 

of  merely  a   local  atmosphere.  This 
has  been  done  in  a   few  cases,  but 

not  in  many.  The  kingdom  created 

in  “Just  Suppose”  is  left  for  a   time, 
the  action  swinging  to  America,  and 
it  is  this  section  of  the  picture  which 

I   liked  best.  Had  the  picrtire  been 

allowed  to  finish  on  these  shores 

perhaps  I   should  have  finished  the 

sitting  more  happily.  .‘\s  it  was,  it 
was  just  another  mythical  kingdom 

picture. Closing  this  summing  up — one  un- 
doubtedly inadequate  for  reasons 

given — I   cannot  refrain  from  repeat- 

ing my  plea  for  leniency.  It  is  my 
job  to  sec  more  than  two  pictures 

weekly,  but  when  two  pictures  of 

identical  type  arc  the  first  to  con- 
front me  in  a   given  week  I   feel  that 

a   rest  has  been  earned.  No  doubt 

you,  reading  the  preceding  miscel- 
lany, will  believe  that  the  rest  might 

be  prolonged  indefinitely  without 

damage.  But  why  should  the  book- 
ing have  been  as  it  was? 

*   ♦   ♦ 

Famous  players  -   lasky  cor- poration  announces  its  h'ifleenth 
Birthday  Group  of  pictures  in  the 

advertising  section  of  this  week’s 
paper.  The  announcement  brings 
definite  information  about  many 

production  ])rojects  previously  men- 
tioned in  dispatches  and  many  more 

of  which  the  trade  will  have  heard 

nothing  until  this  book  makes  its 

way  through  the  mails  to  its  read- 
ers. There  is  a   great  deal  of  good 

news  in  the  announcement  and  it 

looks  as  though  the  ‘Teviewing  serv- 
ices” and  such  other  professional 

fault-finders  as  habitually  pounce 

upon  product  bulletins  will  have 
hard  scratching  to  find  substance 
for  their  chronic  bleats. 

Among  the  highlights  of  the  pic- 

ture line-up  presented  is  the  Plorcn}'. 

Ziegfeld  production,  “Glorifying  the 
American  Girl.”  The  news  is  tliat 
Esther  Ralston  is  to  be  the  featured 

performer  in  this  and  it  doesn’t  re- 
quire a   shrewd  guesser  to  forecast 

that  it  will  be  made  at  least  partially 

in  color  and  along  the  general  lines 

of  “The  .American  Venus,”  that 

same  young  woman’s  spectacular 
success  of  tile  current  market.  “Glo- 

rifying the  American  Girl”  is  not,  as 
you’ll  note,  the  most  strongly  fea- 

tured attraction  in  the  announce- 
ment, but  box  office  students  will 

single  it  out  without  guideposts. 
Definite  box  office  history  was  made 

by  “The  American  Venus.” Before  and  after  the  Ziegfeld  pro- 
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duction  are  listed  other  important 

productions,  the  Harold  Lloyds,  the 

'rhomas  Meighans,  the  Gloria  Swan- 
sons, Richard  Dixes,  Adolphe  Men- 

jous,  Bebe  Daniels,  the  directors’ 
specials,  the  supers  and  that  made- 
for-the-box  office  Gilda  Gray  vehicle, 

“Aloma  of  the  South  Seas.”  There’s 

one  to  make  bets  about,  if  you’re 
familiar  with  Miss  Gray’s  record  of 
personal  appearances  across  the 

country,  but  no  doubt  more  exhibi- 
tors will  bet  upon  it  than  about  it. 

Down  the  years  the  Paramount 

product  figures  big  in  box  office  his- 
tory. The  record  shows  a   surpris- 

ingly small  percentage  of  bad  pic- 
tures, despite  the  great  number  of 

productions  turned  out,  and  always 

in  the  final  analysis  Paramount  pic- 
tures arc  plentiful  near  the  head  of 

any  list  of  money-makers.  The  cur- 
rent announcement  is  more  promise- 

ful than  any  preceding  one. 
*   *   * 

I   AM  Quite  Sure  That  I   Am  Not a   “representative  picturegoer,” 
whatever  that  is,  but  I   am  going  to 

take  these  available  inches  of  white- 

space  to  set  down  a   complaint.  This 

complaint  is  against  the  mingling 
of  endless  vaudeville  shows  with 

first  run  pictures.  What  they  do 

with  the  second  runs  does  not  con- 

cern me  personally,  but  I   simply  do 

not  and  will  not  sit  through  seven 

or  eight  acts  of  vaudeville  to  see  any 

motion  picture  ever  made. 

Indications  are  that  vaudeville 

people,  suffering  depression  and  loss 

of  their  so-called  "name  acts,”  in- 
tend a   concerted  campaign  to  reduce 

motion  pictures  to  the  "added  at- 
traction” estate  by  adding  them  to 

their  vaudeville  bills.  I   am  quite 

certain  that  motion  picture  people 

are  not  going  to  let  them  get  away 
with  this  thing,  but  it  looks  as  if 
the  intent  were  there.  Hasten  the 

day  when  the  effort  shall  have  prov- 
en to  be  just  another  one  of  those 

things. 
it  *   ♦ 

TN  This  Issue  a   Section  is  De- 

voted  to  the  product  announce- 
ment of  Educational  Exchanges, 

Inc.  For  some  reason,  I   delight  to 
read  these  announcements  and  I   be- 

lieve that  emotion  is  general.  When 
a   film  concern  has  surveyed  the 

market,  analyzed  reports  of  business 

done  and  product  favored,  the  an- 
nouncement of  its  intentions  for  the 

ensuing  season  is  eloquent. 

Educational’s  announcement,  as 
was  true  of  Pathe’s  announcement 
in  a   recent  issue,  gives  the  showman 
who  runs  perhaps  a   bit  too  rapidly 

a   good  chance  to  read  the  handwrit- 
ing on  the  wall.  Short  features  have 

taken  on  a   new  importance.  Some 

years  ago  the  short  feature  was  a 
sort  of  little  brother  to  the  big  one. 
The  brotherhood  thought  is  less 

clearly  outlined  today.  Short  fea- 
tures in  this  theatre  era  are  just  as 

individual,  just  as  essential  and  just 

as  carefully  selected  as  long  ones. 

The  big  reason  is  that  a   long  cam- 

paign of  enlightenment  has  estab- 
lished their  box  office  productivity. 

With  that  accomplishment,  the  “lit- 
tle brother”  idea  vanished  overnight. 

*   ♦   * 

WHILE  Speaking,  in  a   Way,  of advertising,  specifically  of  the 
kind  of  advertising  I   like  to  read,  I 

cannot  pass  mention  of  the  color 
stuff  currently  representing  Warner 

Brothers’  product  in  this  paper,  The 
Box  Office  Record  and  elsewhere. 

There  is  a   considerable  technique 

governing  the  use  of  color  in  adver- 
tising and  this  seems  to  be  a   wholly 

familiar  possession  of  the  gentleman 

who  designs  the  Warner  copy. 

Utilizing  a   sunshine  idea  admir- 
ably conveyed  by  use  of  appropriate 

pigmentation,  the  Warner  spaces  lay 

upon  attention  a   claim  that  is  no 
more  to  be  denied  than  the  fiery  orb 
itself.  With  this  effective  use  of 

color  is  combined  a   fitting  economy 
of  word  matter  and  that  is  the  sort 

of  judgment  which  gets  the  busi- 
ness of  advertising  classified  as  an 

art. — T.  O.  Service. 

JAMES  FeNNIMORE  CoOPER's  STORY  OF “The  Spy”  was  once  ont  the  annual 
reading  list  given  to  high  school  children 
as  required  reading.  It  may  be  yet.  It  was 
required  because  of  its  literary  value  and 
because  of  its  perfect  plotting.  The  story 
told  by  Mr.  Cooper  was  of  a   young  man 
during  the  Revolutionary  War  who  was 
commissioned  by  either  the  Colonial  gov- 

ernment or  the  Britisli  government,  it 
wasn’t  revealed  which  until  the  last  chapter, 
to  serve  his  country  secretly.  There  were 

times  in  the  narrative  \yhen  the  reader 
was  certain  the  spy  was  in  the  employ  of 
the  crown  and  at  the  next  turn  of  events 
it  was  just  as  certain  he  was  in  the  employ 
of  George  Washington. 

Such  is  the  kind  of  story  told  in  “Three 
Faces  East.”  It  is  told  about  Jetta  Goudal 
in  the  role  of  a   secret  service  person. 

Most  intensive  effort  has  been  exercised 
in  the  execution  of  the  plot  so  that  the 
spectator  will  not  know  whether  she  be 
British  or  German. 

Although  “The  Spy”  has  always  been  my 
hope  of  a   production  to  be  made  when 
companies  picturize  this  kind  of  a   stor>' 
“Three  Faces  East”  takes  the  idea  and  de- 

velops it  in  a   manner  which  satisfies  my 
longing  to  see  the  other  story  produced. 

♦   ♦   * 

In  the  field  of  lighter  subject  and  sub- 
jects which  are  not  classed  as  pictures  there 

is  a   product  being  handled  by  Red  Seal 
Corporation  that,  measured  by  an  example 
T   have  just  seen,  is  far  in  the  lead  of  the 

procession.  I   speak  of  the  Ko-Ko-Car- 
Tunes.  “Daisy  Bell"  is  one  I   have  just 
seen  and  one  about  which  I   want  to  pass 
along  a   word. 

It  is  an  ideal  subject  where  houses  prac- 

tise community  singing.  The  old  song,  “A 
Bicycle  Made  for  Two,”  has  been  put  on  a 
reel  of  film  and  is  presented  in  such  a   man- 

ner that  the  audience  bursts  out  in  song 
whether  intended  to  or  not. 

An  audience  at  the  Chicago  theatre  for- 

got itself  while  viewing  “Daisy  Bell”  and fell  into  the  rhythm  and  spirit  of  the  song 

and  stayed  so  during  the  rest  of  the  per- 
formance.— Dongles  Hodges. 

Fred  Thomson  gives  us  something  a little  different  in  his  latest  production, 

"Hands  Across  the  Border."  It  opens  with 
a   society  horseshow  and  presents  the  pop- 

ular F.  B.  O.  star  and  his  horse  doing 
high  hurdles  and  fancy  steps  before  a   gay 
gathering.  The  kidnapping  of  a   pretty  girl 

from  the  audience  and  I’red’s  rescue  of  the 
girl  after  a   lively  chase,  finally  putting  her 
aboard  a   speeding  passenger  train,  form 

but  the  early  sequences  of  this  entertain- 
ing story. 

There  are  gay  parties  in  the  home  of 
the  pretty  Mexican  girl,  during  the  process 
of  which  plots  are  hatched  to  involve  the 
girl’s  father  in  a   counterfeiting  scheme. 
Fred  not  only  saves  the  old  man  from  dis- 

grace, but  wins  the  hand  of  his  daughter, 
with  the  aid  of  Silver  King,  who  sets  off 
a   signal  which  brings  the  Mexican  and 
American  troops  on  the  run. 

There  are  several  fights,  the  one  in  the 
bed  room  of  the  hacienda  being  especially 

well  staged,  and  the  w'ork  of  the  horse  as 
usual  is  remarkable.  Bess  Flowers  plays 

opposite  Fred  Thomson  to  excellent  ad- 
vantage. The  picture  is  marked  by  un- 

usual photography,  the  night  shots  being 

particularly  artistic.  In  Director  Kirkland’s hands  the  story  moves  along  smoothly  and 
swiftly  and  builds  up  to  a   splendid  climax 
at  the  finish.  The  titles  are  the  work  of 
Mike  Boylan  and  are  in  his  characteristic 

style. 

Depend  upon  Marshall  Neilan  for  giving 

us  something  unusual  in  pictures.  “Mike,” 
for  instance,  is  about  as  unusual  screen  ma- 

terial as  anything  you  have  ever  seen.  It  is 
full  of  gags  and  funny  little  .touches  knowni 
only  to  this  director.  It  is  pure  comedy 
for  the  most  part,  although  it  strays  into 

bypaths  of  melodrama  near  the  end. 

Sally  O'Neil  as  “Mike,”  the  daughter  of 
a   railroad  foreman,  in  charge  of  three 

O’Hara  youngsters,  gives  to  the  role  a 
charm  and  distinction  that  gets  under  the 
skin  at  the  very  start.  This  is  all  the  more 

remarkable  when  it  is  known  that  “Mike” 
is  Sally’s  very  first  picture  work.  William 
Haines  was  rather  a   stiff  hero,  but  he  is 
capable  of  doing  big  things  (he  has  done 
them  since)  and  we  can  overlook  those 

early  scenes  in  “Mike.” Charles  Murray  and  Ford  Sterling  are 

an  excellent  team  and  put  over  the  slap- 
stick of  the  picture  with  real  comedy touches. 

The  story  concerns  a   railroad  foreman 
and  his  family  living  in  a   box  car  whicli 
is  sidetracked  and  becomes  a   home  over 
the  week-end.  The  boy,  who  has  served 

a   jail  sentence  for  a   railroad  accident, 
falls  in  love  with  Mike.  He  is  discharged 
by  the  section  boss  and  leaves  for  parts 
unknowTi.  Villains  rob  the  mail  train,  the 

boy  helps  the  father  rescue  the  little  fam- 

ily rushing  to  certain  death  when  the  vil- lains shunt  the  boxcar  house  onto  the 

main  line,  and  all  ends  happily.  There  arc 
quite  enough  thrills  in  the  latter  half  of 
the  picture  to  satisfy  every'one. 

Hokum,  yes,  but  good  hokum.  “Mike went  over  big  at  Loew’s  State  theatre,  Los 
Angeles,  last  week. — Ray  Murray. 

Three  New  1-Reel  Mine 

Safety  Films  Produced 
(Special  from  Department  of  Commerce) 

WASHINGTON.  D.  C,  April  13.- Three  new  one-reel  mine  safety  filni- 
have  been  produced  by  the  Bureau  oj 
Mines  in  co-operation  with  a   laf&^  ‘-9^ 
mining  company  and  are  available 

exhibition.  Titles  of  the  pictures  are. 

“Twelve  Points  of  Safety,”  "First  Aid  to 
the  Injured,”  and  “The  Use  and  Care  o 
Mine  Rescue  Apparatus.” 
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Scene  from  “The  Devil’s  Circus,” 
a   Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer  production 
written  and  directed  by  Benjamin 

Christianson. 

The  DeviVs  Circus 
Distributor:  Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer 

Producer:  Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer 
Length:  6,750  feet 

DIRECTOR   
  BENJAMIN  CHRISTIANSON 

PLAYERS 

Mary   Norma  Shearer 
Carl   Charles  Emmet  Mack 
Yonna   Carmel  Myers 
Hugo   John  Miljan 
TYPE:  Romantic  drama. 
THEME:  Love  and  regeneration. 
LOCALE;  An  American  city. 
TIME;  The  present. 
STORY:  A   country  girl  coming  to 

^swer  a   circus  ad  falls  into  the  hands 
of  a   young  thief,  who  because  of  her 
goodness  determines  to  go  straight.  The 
girl  gets  the  circus  job  and  the  lion 
tamer  falls  in  love  with  her.  Unable  to 
wm  her  he  forces  himself  upon  the  girl, 
who  m   shame  stops  writing  to  the  young 
thief.  The  leading  woman  becomes  jeal- 

ous of  the  attentions  the  girl  receives 
irom  the  lion  tamer,  and  lowers  the 
trapese  the  girl  walks  on  over  a   den  of 
lions,  causing  her  to  fall  into  the  den. 
ine  great  war  comes  and  the  girl, 
crippled,  sells  dolls,  while  the  young  man 
IS  a   shoemaker.  They  come  together 
again  and  when  the  boy  learns  of  what 
has  happened  to  the  girl  he  sets  out  for 

tamer  totally 
ckeing  out  an  existence  as  a 

^ddler  with  the  aid  of  the  leading 
been  in  prison  five  years 

^®^^*^Jury  to  the  girl.  Satisfied,  the 

bappfness"!
"^ 

^I^ULIGHTS :   Scene  in  which  girl 
tfife/.  .   .   .   Scene  j’n  which  girl 

^   trapese.  .   .   .   Circus  scenes. 
'   •   ̂ ^seneration  of  the  thief  and  the fi'rn  .   .   .   The  reunion. 

Whispering  Canyon 
Distributor:  Ginsberg-Kann 

Producer:  Banner  Productions 

Length:  Undetermined 
DIRECTOR   TOM  FORMAN 
Author     John  Mersereau 

Adaptor   Mary  Alice  Scully 
PLAYERS 

Antonia  Lee   Jane  Novak 
Bob  Cameron   Robert  Ellis 
Lew  Selby   Lee  Shumway 
Eben  Beauregard   Josef  Swickard 
Haiwey  Haws   Eugene  Pallette 
Medbrook   James  Mason 
Gonzales   Edward  Brady 
TYPE:  Romantic  melodrama. 

THEME:  Love  and  a   fight  for  an  in- 
heritance. 
LOCALE:  Redwood  section  of  Cali- 

fornia. 
TIME:  The  present. 

STORY :   A   young  man  returns  fi*om war  to  find  his  father  murdered  and  the 
home  of  his  childhood  chum  burned.  Both 
of  them  believe  the  culprit  to  be  a   rival 

who  seeks  possession  of  the  young  man’s 
lumber  mill  and  the  girl’s  tract  of  tim- 

ber. A   kindly  tramp  character  wins  a 
lumber  contract  by  shooting  craps  for 
the  two,  and  they  buy  a   right  of  way  to 

get  the  timber  out.  Their  rival’s  lumber- 
jacks fight  with  them  and  kidnap  the 

girl,  who  is  saved  by  the  young  man. 
Both  he  and  the  rival  are  on  the  point  of 
being  killed  by  a   henchman  when  the 
tramp  overcomes  him.  The  rival  and  his 
gang  go  to  prison  and  the  young  man 
and  the  girl  are  reunited. 
HIGHLIGHTS:  Dynamiting  of  dam. 

.   .   .   The  fight  between  rival  gangs.  .   .   . 
Kidnaping  of  the  girl  and  her  rescue. 
.   .   .   The  reunion. 

Madame  Mystery 
Distributor:  Pathe 

Producer:  Hal  Roach 

Length:  Two  reels 

DIRECTORS   F. 
RICHARD  JONES;  STAN  LAUREL 

Cameraman   Floyd  Jackman 
Subtitles   H.  M.  Walker 

PLAYERS 

The  Hungry  Artist   Tyler  Brooke 
The  Struggling  Author   
  Jimmie  Finlayson 

A   Detective   Fred  Malatesta 
Madame  Mysterieux   Theda  Bara 
TYPE;  Mystery  comedy. 
THEME:  Solution  of  a   mystery. 
LOCALE:  On  board  a   liner. 
TIME:  The  present. 
STORY:  An  artist  and  an  author  by 

chance  get  some  passports  to  America. 
On  the  same  boat  is  a   mysterious  woman 
being  followed  by  detectives  who  are 
after  a   small  container  she  has.  By  ac- 

cident the  author  swallows  the  container 
and  as  it  contains  harmless  gas  he,  with 
his  artist  friend  hanging  to  him,  floats 
over  the  horizon. 

HIGHLIGHTS:  Theda  Bara  in  the 
role  of  a   comedienne.  .   .   .   Scene  in 
which  artist  and  author  Boat  away. 

Scene  from  “The  Devil's  Circus,” 
a   Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer  production 

starring  Norma  Shearer. 

A   Love  Sundae 
Distributor:  Pathe 

Producer:  Mack  Sennett 

Length:  Two  reels 
DIRECTOR   EDDIE  CLINE 

Authors    Mar- 
guerite Houghton;  Clarence  Hennecke 

Cameramen   

  Vernon  Walker;  Ernie  Crockett 
Subtitles   A.  H.  Giebler 

PLAYERS 

Tommy  Hicks   Danny  O’Shea Maudie  Parker   Ruth  Taylor 
Alice  Higgin.s   Alice  Day 
Buddy  Jones   Eddie  Quillan 
Alice’s  father   Joseph  Young 
TYPE:  Rural  comedy. 
THEME:  Romantic  love  frustrated. 
LOCALE:  An  American  town. 
TIME:  The  present. 
STORY:  A   girl  falls  for  the  village 

sheik,  who  is  vamped  away  by  a   city 
flapper.  The  girl  elope.s  with  the  soda 
clerk  but  the  sheik  and  hi.s  father  arrive 
in  time  to  break  up  the  wedding.  The 
justice  of  the  peace  tells  the  old  man  to 
take  his  kids  home. 

HIGHLIGHTS:  Old  fashioned  HaL 

lowe'en  party  and  barn  dance.  .   .   .   The 
elopement.  .   .   .   Scene  in  which  wedding 

plans  are  frustrated. 

Hayfoot,  Strawfoot 
Distributor:  Pathe 

Producer:  Mack  Sennett 

Length:  Two  reels 
DIRECTORS   

GIL  PRATT;  JEFFERSON  MOFFITT 
Cameramen   
  Ernest  Depew;  Ernie  Crockett 

Subtitles   A.  H.  Giebler 
PLAYERS 

Pete   Billy  Bevan 
Percy   Andy  Clyde 
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Scene  from  “Yellow  Fingers”  which  is 
an  Emmett  Flynn  production  for  Fox 

release. 

Noah  Fish   Kewpie  Morgan 

His  wife   Natalie  Kingston 

TYPE:  Slapstick  comedy. 
THEME:  Comical  ending  of  a   senous 

affair. 
LOCALE:  A   military  training  camp. 
TIME:  The  present. 

STORY:  Two  tramps,  sent  to  a   mili- 
tary training  camp,  have  all  manner  of 

difficulties  with  the  sergeant  and  his 

pretty  wife.  One  of  them  gets  hit  and 
dreams  he  is  Pan  in  the  midst  of  a   lot 
of  nymphs.  While  both  tramps  try  to 
escape  they  crawl  into  the  muzzle  of  a 
cannon  and  are  fired  into  space. 

HIGHLIGHTS:  Dream  sequence. 

Ukulele  Sheiks 
Distributor:  Pathe 

Producer:  Hal  Roach 

Length:  Two  reels 
DIRECTOR   FRED  L.  GUIOL 
Cameraman   Len  Powers 
Subtitles   H.  M.  Walker 

PLAYERS 
The  Boy   Glenn  Tryon 
His  father   Mack  Swain 

Freshmen   Ben  Hall;  Chui“chill  Ross 
The  Maid   Martha  Sleeper 
The  Bride-to-be   Vivian  Oakland 
Tlie  Bridegroom-to-be..Jimmie  Finlayson 
A   Fireman   Bull  Montana 

TYPE:  Romantic  comedy. 
THEME:  Burlesque  of  modern  youth. 
LOCALE:  An  American  city. 
TIME:  The  present. 

STORY :   The  boy  saves  a   bride-to-be 
when  her  car  stax’ts  up  unexpectedly,  and 
vows  his  love  for  her.  She,  however, 

marries  her  fiance.  The  couple  are  fol- 
lowed to  the  boat  by  the  boy,  and  after 

several  exciting  incidents  the  girl  finally 
convinces  the  ooy  she  really  loves  her 
husband  and  not  him. 

HIGHLIGHTS:  The  comedy  which 
occurs  in  the  boat  scenes. 

Sky  High  Corral 
Distinbutor:  Universal 
Producer:  Universal 

Length:  4,781  feet 
DIRECTOR    CLIFF  SMITH 

Author   Ral^  Cummings 
Cameraman    .Eddie  Linden 

PLAYERS 
Jack  McCable   Art  Acord 
Shasta  Hayden   Marguerite  Clayton 
Whitey  Durk    Duke  R.  Lee 
Bums    Jack  Mower 
Bill  Hayden   Tom  Lingham 
Gregg   Blackie  Thompson 
Slim   Missouri  Royer 

TYPE:  Western  melodrama. 
THEME:  Romantic  melodrama. 

LOCALE:  Western  game  preserve. 
TIME:  The  present. 

STORY:  Bill  Hayden  and  daughter, 
Shasta,  are  about  to  be  evicted  when  the 
government  declares  the  tract  a   game 

preserve.  Durk  steals  Hayden’s  cattle and  accuses  the  forest  rangers.  Jack,  a 
ranger,  saves  Hayden  and  the  girl  and 

the  
game  

px* *eserve  

law  
is  repealed. 

Shasta  announces  she  loves  Jack. 

HIGHLIGHTS:  Durk  and  pals  driv- 
ing off  the  cattle.  .   .   .   Capture  of  the 

gang. 

Yellow  Fingers 
Distributor:  Fox 

Producer:  William  Fox 

Length :   Undetermined 
DIRECTOR   EMMETT  FLYNN 
Author   Gene  Wright 
Adaptor   Eve  Unsell 
Cameraman   Ernest  Palmer 

PLAYERS 
Saina   Olive  Borden 
Capt.  Shane   -   Ralph  Ince 
Nona   Claire  Adams 

Kwong  Li   Edward  Piel 
Kebon   Otto  Matieson 
Rajah  Jagoro   Nigel  de  Bmlier 
Ernest  Devries   Amiand  Kaliz 
Toinette   May  Poster 

Pegleg  La  Forge   John  Wallace 
Mrs.  Von  Kronk   Josephine  Crowell 
Higgins   Charles  Newton 
TYPE:  Romantic  drama. 
THEME:  Romantic  love. 
LOCALE:  South  Sea  Islands. 
TIME:  The  present. 

NEWSPICTURES 
Fox  News  No.  53 

GIANT  AIRPLANES  DESIGNED  TO  CARRY  CAP- 

TAIN WILKINS’  EXPEDITION  OVER  POLE  ABE 
CHRISTENED  AT  FAIRBANKS.  ALASKA. 

* 

Fox  News  No.  54 
RESCUE  PARTT  PENETRATES  SNOW  CANADIAN 

WASTES  TO  SAVE  HELPLESS  DEER  FROM 
STARVATION  IN  DRIFTS. 

* 

Fox  News  No.  55 
LARGE  FIELD  OF  AMATEURS  RACE  FAST  MILE 

ON  SAUCER  TRACK  AT  OPENING  OF  THE 

OUTDOOR  CYCLING  SEASON  AT  NEW 

YORK  cm'. 
* 

Pathe  News  No.  29 
JACK  HORNER,  AMERICAN  OWNED  HORSE,  WINS 

GRAND  NATIONAL  STEEPLECHASE  IN  88'rH RUNNING  OF  HISTORIC  CLASSIC  AT 
LIVERPOOL,  ENG. 

* 

Pathe  News  No.  30 

CUT  THROUGH  SOLID  ROCK  TO  BUILD  WORLD'S HIGHEST  DAM  AT  SAN  FERNANDO.  CAL. 

WORKMEN  CROSS  CANTON  IN  GREAT 

BUCKETS  SUSPENDED  FROM  CABLES. 

Kinograms  No.  5175 
CARLARIS  WINS  COFFROTH  HANDICAP  BEFORE 

30,000  AT  TIA  JUANA.  MEX.  BREAKS  TRACK 
RECORDS  AND  CAPTURES  PURSE  OF  S70.700. * 

Kinograms  No.  5176 
MARY  PICKFORD  AND  DOUGLAS  FAIRBANKS 

WITH  THEIR  ADOPTED  CHILD  SAIL 

FOR  ITALY. 
* 

Kinograms  No.  5177 
NEGRO  CONVERTS  BRAVE  BAPTISM  IN  ICY 

RIVER.  EIGim’.TIlREE  MEN,  WOMEN  AND 
CHILDREN  TAKE  PLUNGE  IN  MISSISSIPPI. 

* 

International  News  No.  28 
GREYHOUND  STEEPLECHASE  RACING  SEASON 

OPENS  AT  PARIS.  FRANCE.  SWIFTEST  CA- 

NINE  SPEEDSTERS  COMPETE  IN  FIRST 
MEET  OF  THE  YEAR. 

* 

International  News  No.  29 
"FLYING  CHARLIE”  EQUALS  WORLD  SPEED 

RECORD.  PADDOCK’S  SPRINTING  FEATURE 
OF  STANFORD-LOS  ANGELES  TRACK 

MEET. 

Scene  from  “Yellow  Fingers,”  a   cur- 
rent Fox  release  starring  Olive  Borden. 

STOKY :   A   fidend  of  the  Rajah  has 
the  half-breed  daughter  of  a   dead  friend 

as  his  ward.  The  gii-l  loves  him  and  be- 
comes bitterly  jealous  when  he  falls  in 

love  with  a   white  girl  who  has  escaped 

from  the  designs  of  her  father’s  Chinese 
partner.  She  learns  the  ti-ue  story  of 
herself,  and  in  revenge  aids  the  Chinese 

lover  in  his  plans  to  i-egain  the  white 
girl.  She  relents  in  time  to  have  her 
guardian  save  the  girl,  whom  he  marries. 
Tliey  leave  the  island  leaving  the  half- 
breed  girl  there. 
HIGHLIGHTS:  Malay  dances.  .   .   . 

Scene  in  which  half-breed  attempts  to 
wash  out  her  strain  of  the  yellow  race. 

High  Steppers 
DistHbutor:  First  National 

Producer:  Edwin  Carewe 

Length:  Undetermined 
DIRECTOR    EDWIN  CAREWE 
Author   Philip  Gibbs 

Adaptor   Lois  Leeson PLAYERS 

Audrey  Nye   Mary  Astor 
Julian  Perryam   Lloyd  Hughes 
Paulette  Iffield    Dolores  del  Rio 

John  Perryam   Alec  Frances 
Janet  Pen-yam   Rita  Carewe 
Cyril  Buckland    John  T.  Murray 
Lady  Iffield   Emily  Pitzroy 
Victor  Buckland    Edwards  Davis 
Grandafther  Peri’yam   Charles  Sellon 
Major  Iffield   John  Stepplin? 
Mrs.  John  Perryam   Clarissa  Selwynne 
TYPE:  Society  melodrama. 
THEME:  Jazz  and  detective  work. LOCALE:  London. 
TIME:  Present. 

STORY :   Julian  Perryam,  ousted  from 

school  and  rebuffed  in  love,  goes  to  Lon- 
don. He  meets  Audrey  Nye,  who  has 

realized  the  futility  of  jazz-living,  and  is 
working  on  a   newspaper.  She 

lian  a   job  as  reporter.  He  discovers  that 

Cyril  Buckland,  whose  son’s  -wiles  have 
almost  conquered  his  sister,  Janet,  is 

stealing  from  a   charitable  fund.  Buck- 

land,  exposed,  is  killed  when  a   mob  d^a- 
mites  his  building.  Young  Bucklana flees.  Julian  marries  Audrey. 

HIGHLIGHTS:  Jazz  scenes.  ■   ■■ 

The  investigation.  .   .   ■   The  expose  aa death  of  Buckland. 

Her  Second  Chance 
Distributor:  First  National 

Producer:  First  National 

Length:  Undetermined 

DIRECTOR   LAMBERT  HILLW 

Author   Mrs.  Woodrow  Wilson 

.Adaptor    -Eve  unseu 
Editorial  director   June  Ma 

PLAYERS 

Mrs.  Constance  Lee   Anna  Q-  Nilsson 
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TiiflG-e  Clay  Jeffries   Huntly  Gordon 

iff  Bell  I   Charles  Murray 

Ji-m  DeVries    Mike  Donlin 

TYPE:  Romantic  melodrama. 

THEME:  Revenge  and  love. 

LOCALE;  The  South. 

TIME:  The  present. 

STORY:  Caroline  Logan  wants  revenge 

on  Judge  Jeffries,  who  had  sent  her  to  a 

r^ormatory  because  she  stole  a   horse 

to  aid  her  dying  mother.  Beachey,  a 

crooked  lawyer,  gets  her  paroled  and  she 

starts  anew  as  Mrs.  Lee.  Beachey  uses 

her  to  frame  the  judge  by  substituting 

her  horse  for  the  judge’s  in  a   race.  She 
repents  too  late  to  stop  the  race  but  gets 
the  crooks  arrested  and  exonerates  the 

judge,  whom  she  had  learned  to  love. 

HIGHLIGHTS:  Crook  scenes.  .   .   . 

The  race  to  the  track.  .   .   .   The  horse 

race.  .   .   •   The  exposure  of  the  crooks. 

Broken  China 
Distributor:  Educational 

Producer:  Christie  Productions 

Length:  Two  reels 

DIRECTOR   EARLE  RODNEY 
PLAYERS 

Bobby     Bobby  Vernon 

Betty   Frances  Lee 
Artie    William  Irving 

TYPE:  Romantic  comedy. 
THEME:  Love  determined  to  win. 
LOCALE:  An  American  city. 

STORY :   A   young  man  desii-es  to  mar- 

ry the  chief  of  police’s  daughter,  but  he 
insists  she  marry  a   policeman.  The 
young  man  dresses  as  a   policeman  to 
attend  a   masquerade,  and  is  pulled  in  a 
patrol  wagon  by  real  policemen  headed 
for  a   raid  on  Chinatown.  They  give  the 
young  man  a   section  to  patrol,  and  by 
accident  he  falls  into  an  underground 
Chinese  den.  After  knocking  out  the 
leader  of  the  gang  he  forces  them  all  to 
go  to  the  street  where  the  policemen  are 
waiting  for  them.  The  chief  of  police 
gives  the  young  man  and  his  daughter 
his  blessing. 
HIGHLIGHTS:  Chinatown  scenes. 

.   .   .   .Fight  scene  in  the  den. 

Raising  Cain 
Distributor:  Educational 

Producer:  Juvenile  Comedies 

Length:  Two  reels 

DIRECTOR . . .   CHARLES  LAMONT 

PLAYERS 
Big  Boy   Big  Boy 
Bobby   Bobby  Gordon 
Bonnie   Bonnie  Barrett 
Ginger   Harry  Spear 
TYPE:  Juvenile  Comedy. 
THEME:  Make-believe  illness. 
LOCALE:  An  American  town. 
TIME;  The  present. 
STORY :   Bobby  plays  sick  to  get  out 

of  some  work.  He  is  put  to  bed  but  dis- 
covers his  gang  playing  ball  in  a   lot  near 

ms  window.  He  is  needed  on  the  team 
so  climbs  out  the  window,  ̂ ocks  a   home 
run,  and  runs  back  to  bed.  The  doctor 
arrives,  and  noticing  his  heavy  breathing 
declares  him  to  be  very  ill.  Later  the 

again  needed  by  his  team,  and 
repeats  hjs  performance.  He  is  hit  by  a wmato  and  when  the  doctor  sees  him 
says  he  h^  the  measles.  The  entire  gang 
ome  in  the  house  to  get  their  ball,  and 

house,  with  the 
suit  that  they  cause  numerous  excit- mg  incidents. 

HIGHLIGHTS:  Scene  in  which 
o   by  plays  ball.  .   .   .Scene  in  which 

gang  is  guaratined. 

New  Picture  Publication  Dates 
A   Week-to-Week  SuM^WRY  OF  Facts  and  Figures  Pertain- 

ing TO  New  Picture  Product  Offered  the  The.vtre  Booker 

Title Producer Distributor 
Length 

WEEK  OF  FEBRUARY  7th 

Tho  Rood  To  Giorx Fox 5600 
The  Craod  Dochet*  and  The Waller  Paramount 6314 
The  Song  And  Dance  Man Paramount 

6997 

The  Mlltloo  Dollar  Handicap 
P-D-C P-D-C 

6117 
Made  For  Love 

P.D.C 

PD-C 

S700 
Under  Weitem  Sklec Universal 6452 
The  Desperate  Came Universal 

4450 

Ibaces'  Torrent 
M.G.M 

M-C-M 6769 

WEEK  OF  FEBRUARY  15th 

The  Phantom  of  The  Forest Gotham 
Lumae 5750 

Checkered  Flag Glnsberg'Kann 

Royal 

6133 
The  Vanishing  American PoramouDt Paramount 10063 

Driftin'  Thru Charles  R.  Regers 4023 
The  Beautiful  Cheat 

Universal Universal 
6503 

The  Tongh  Cu7 F.  B.  0. 
K.  U.  0. 

5446 
Borond  the  Rockies F.  n.  0. F.  B.  O. 4902 

WEEK  OF  FEBRUARY  22nd 

The  Johnstown  Flood Fox 

Fox 
6357 

Tom  Mix  in  M7  Own  Pal 

Fox 

Fox 5126 
Behind  The  Front Paramount Paramount SS5S 
Moono Paramount 

6133 
The  Devil's  Circus 

M-C-M 
Meiro-G.M 

6750 

Sky  High  Corral 
Universal Universal 

4871 

King  of  the  Turf 
F.  B.  O. 

F.  n.  o. 

6177 

WEEK  OF  MARCH  1st 

The  Speed  Limit Gotham Lumas 5675 
Monte  Carlo M.G.M M-C-M 6129 
Dancing  Mothers Paramount Paramount 7169 
A   Six  Shootin’  Romance 

Universal Unlversol 

4869 

The  Dixie  Merchant 

Fox 

Fox 5126 
Pleasures  of  the  Rich 

Ti  ffany TlUany 

6S20 
The  Cohens  and  Kellys Universal 

Universal 7774 

WEEK  OF  MARCH  8th 

Sea  Horses Paramount Paramount 6671 

The  Night  Patrol F.  B.  O. F.  B.  O. 

6000 

Oiip  of  The  Plying  U Universal Universal 6596 
The  Bar-C  Mystery C.  W.  Potion Paihe 4765 

WEEK  OF  MARCH 

15th 

Brooding  Eyes Cinsbsrg-Kann Banner  Prod. 5760 
Hearts  and  Spangles 

Oolbara 
I.umos  Field 6025 

The  Now  Klondike Paramount Poramount 7445 
Blue  Biases Universal Universal 4659 

WEEK  OF  MARCH  22nd 

Miss  Brewster's  Millions Paramount 
Paramount 6457 

Three  Weeks  In  Paris Warner 
Warner 

6050 
Combat 

Paramount Unlversol 6714 

WEEK  OF  MARCH  29th 

Lei's  Get  Married Paramount Paramount 

6000 

WEEK  OF  APRIL  4th 

The  Taxi  Mystery 
Starlight's  Revenge Woteh  Your  Wife 
Rnstler's  Ranch 

Giniberg-Konn 
Harry  Webb 
Unlveriol 
Universal 

Royal  Picture Rayart  Piet.  Corp. Universal 
Universal 

50IB 
5000 
6974 
5230 

WEEK  OF  APRIL  12th 

The  Sign  of  the  Clow 
The  Seventh  Bandit 
Skinner's  Dress  Suit 

Gothom 

Charles  R.  Rogers 
Universal 

Lumas 
Paihe 
Unlveraol 

6120 
5855 
7025 

WEEK  OF  APRIL  19tb 

Desert  Cold 
Border  Sheriff  The 

Paramount 
Universal 

Paramount 
Universal 

6900 
4440 

WEEK  OF  APRIL 19tb 

The  Ltieky  Lady 
Tho  Prince  of  Pllsen 
The  Man  from  Oklahoma 

Paramount 
Univerial 
Associated  Exb. 

Paramount 

Universal Associated  Esh. 

6900 

4-140 

WEEK  OF  APRIL 26tb 
Desert  Cold Paramount Paramount 

5942 

WEEK  OF  MAY  1st 

The  Border  Sheriff 
The  Hidden  Way 

P-D-C 

Barry  Webb  Prods. 

P-D-C 

Royari  PIcl.  Corp. 

6600 
5000 
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ATLANTA 
ATLANTA,  GA. — Emil  Bernstecker, 

formerly  a   member  of  the  house  staff  of 
the  Rivoli,  N.  Y.,  and  more  recently  of 

the  Piihlix  Theatres  Corporation  Managers’ 
Training  School,  is  now  assistant  manager 
of  the  Howard,  .   .   .   George  Garrett 
and  Vance  Marquis,  of  the  Ernada,  Bar- 
low,  Fla.,  were  in  town  recently.  .   .   . 
Charles  E.  Kcssnlch,  district  manager  for 
Metro-Goldwyn-Maycr,  is  making  an  ex- 

tended trip  west.  .   .   .   IVilliam  H.  Odom, 
of  Sandersville,  Ga.,  was  here  for  a   few 

days.  .   .   .   Leon  Rich,  special  repre- 
sentative and  auditor  from  the  New  Or- 

leans office  of  Liberty  Film  Distributing 
Corporation,  also  spent  a   few  days  here. 
.   .   .   Frank  Sands,  formerly  a   salesman 
out  of  the  Charlotte  branch  of  First  Na- 

tional, is  now  with  the  exchange  here. 
.   .   .   P.  £.  Williamson,  of  the  William- 

son, Winter  Haven,  Fla.,  was  in  town 
booking  films  for  next  season. 
George  Allison,  manager  of  the  Fox  Films 
exchange,  has  returned  from  a   flying  trip 
to  Jacksonville,  Fla.  .   .   .   William  Saal, 
from  the  booking  department  of  Publix 
Theatres  Corporation  oflices  in  New  York, 
is  here  cleaning  up  existing  contracts.  .   .   . 
John  Merrill,  of  the  Capitol,  Birmingham, 
Ala.,  was  in  town.  .   Annie  Mae 
Norton,  organist  of  the  Metropolitan  in 
Atlanta,  has  returned  to  the  keyboard  after 
a   brief  illness.  .   .   .   E.  J.  Sparks,  of 
E.  J.  Sparks  Enterprises,  is  on  his  annual 
fishing  trip,  this  time  to  Long  Key,  Fla,, 
his  party  including  R.  B.  Wilby,  of  Atlanta ; 
Judge  Mcnry  B.  Titus,  of  Daytona,  Fla.; 
W.  J.  Melvin,  Petersburg.  Fla.,  manager, 

and  Mr.  Sparks’  brothers,  from  Texas. 

MILWAUKEE 
MILWAUKEE,  WIS., — Sam  Shurman, 

manager  of  the  local  branch  of  Metro- 
Goldwyn-Maycr,  is  the  proud  father  of  a 
seven  pound  baby  boy.  .   .   .   Harvey 
Kissock  has  been  named  manager  of  the 
Fern,  operated  by  the  Silliman  Circuit.  .   .   . 
Frank  Hensler,  veteran  salesman  for 
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer,  has  been  promoted 
to  the  branch  management  at  Omaha.  .   .   . 
Jack  Lorents,  manager  for  Fox,  went  to 
Los  Angeles  to  attend  the  annual  sales  con- 

vention. previously  J^orentc  and  his  entire 
sales  force  went  to  Chicago  for  a   confer- 

ence with  C.  W.  Eckhardt,  district  man- 
ager for  Fox.  .   .   .   Giw  Radtke,  manager 

of  the  Butterfly  at  Sheboygan,  dropped  in 

for  a   visit  on  Milwaukee’s  Film  Row.  .   .   . 
Illness  has  hit  the  De  Lorenzo  family,  who 
are  prominent  in  local  film  circles.  .   .   . 
Morm  Wfwowi.T,  exploitecr  for  Metro- 
Goldwyn-Mayer  in  the  Milwaukee  and  Min- 

neapolis territories,  popped  into  Milwaukee 

for  a   couple  of  days  prior  to  doing  pro- 
motion work  at  Fond  du  Lac  and  Appleton. 

.   .   .   Miss  Anne  Poire,  formerly  with 
Pathc  and  Warner  Brothers  here,  has  as- 

sumed new  duties  as  private  stenographer 
for  Jack  Lorentz.  .   .   .   N.  R.  Schein- 
baum,  formerly  with  F.  B.  0.,  has  joined 
the  Fox  sales  force  in  the  Wisconsin  ter- 

ritory. .   .   .   Pnni  Monks,  formerly  with 

Thirst  National,  is  now  handling  the  iwster 

Philadelphia 
First  Runs 

(Week  tleginning  March  29) 

STANLEY:  “Behind  »he  From,”  Para- 

mountf  Conicdjr:  “Baby  CSothea"  (Our 

Gang)  «   News:  Stanley  Maguslne;  Over- 
ture: “Northern  RhopRody”  (HoRmer), 

Stanley  Symphony  Orchrslrn;  CampuK 

Frolic.  Waring**  Pennsylvunianet  Dance 
DivertinRemeni :   Joiieph  Hess  and  Agnrs* 

Cenolo. 

FOX:  “Too  Much  Money,"  FIrit  National; 
News:  Fox  Theatre  Screen  Mugazlnet 

Overture:  "nicnii”  (Wogner),  Fox  Thea- 

tre Grand  Orchestra  (   “Arabian  Nights 

Revue,"  Horry  Carroll  ond  Ensemble « 
Leo  Mallison  &   His  Society  Entertainers. 

STANTON:  “The  Sea  Beast,”  Warner  Brolh- 

ARCADIA :   **The  Girl  From  Montmartre,*' 
Flrtt  National. 

KAHLTON:  “The  Reckless  Lady,"  First 
National. 

PALACE:  "His  Josz  Bride,"  JParner  Broth- 

VICTORIA:  “Dance  Madness,"  Metro-Gold- 
tcyn-Mayer. 

CAPITOL:  "Sally,  Irene  &   Mary,’*  Weiro- 
Goldieyn-Mayer. 

department  for  the  Fox  branch  here.  .   .   . 
A.  J.  Meininger  has  announced  the  appoint- 

ment of  Merrill  Devine  as  his  assistant  in 

managing  the  Saxe-Retlaw  at  Fond  du  Lac. 
Devine’s  appointment  is  a   promotion. 

ALBANY 
ALBANY,  N.  Y.— Claude  Fish  of  the 

American  in  Schenectady  presided  at  the 

final  banquet  of  bowlers  held  at  the  Elks’ 
Club.  .   .   .   The  many  friends  of  Austin 
Interrante,  late  manager  for  Warner 
Brothers,  here,  extend  their  sympathy  be- 

cause of  the  death  of  his  son. 

Harry  Seed,  new  manager  for  Warner 
Brothers  here,  was  in  Buffalo  for  a   con- 

ference with  Walter  Hays  on  a   group  of 
pictures  for  the  Strand  circuit. 
Edward  Hochstini,  former  salesman  for 
F.  B.  0.,  is  now  looking  after  Warner 

Brothers’  product  along  the  Southern  tier, 
succeeding  Ben  Smith.  ...  A.  T. 
Thornton  of  the  Walden  in  Williamstown 
dropped  into  town  and  said  business  had 

been  good  throughout  the  winter.  His  vil- 
lage is  a   colloge  town.  Mac- 

Intyre, local  manager  for  Famous  Players, 
journeyed  up  to  Saratoga  Springs  and  sold 

pictures  to  U''illiam  Benton.  .   .   .   Chris 
Marx,  of  the  Rialto  and  Highland  in  Utica, 
is  recovering  from  an  operation. 
W.  H.  Linton  of  Utica  is  planning  to  open 
his  new  theatre  on  May  15,  and  has  booked 
“Three  Faces  East’’  for  the  occasion.  .   .   . 
John  Augello  of  the  Family  in  Utica,  was 
in  town.  .   .   Barney  Frank,  who  has 
been  working  at  Pathe  in  New  York,  has 
been  transferred  to  his  home  city  of  Syra- 

cuse. .   .   .   Al  Robbins  of  Syracuse,  who 
has  been  running  a   theatre  in  Ithaca,  was 
the  guest  of  his  brother  Nate  in  Utica 
last  week.  .   .   .   James  Papayanakis  of 
Gouverneur  is  recovering  from  an  attack 
of  the  grippe,  as  is  Mike  Kallett  of  Rome. 
.   .   .   Vic  Warren  of  Massena  did  some 

heavy  exploiting  in  connection  with  a   show- 
ing of  “Mike”  and  announced  he  had  estab- 

lished a   new  house  record.  .   .   .   Mrs. 

Dennis  Regan  of  the  Star  in  Greenwich 
was  along  Film  Row  dating  her  pictures. 
.   .   .   Hickey  and  Roach  have  closed  the 
Broadway  in  Schenectady  until  next  fall. 
.   .   .   The  Strand  in  Carthage,  which  is 
one  of  the  Schine  houses,  staged  an  elabo- 

rate Fashion  Show.  .   .   .   William  E. 
Benton  of  Saratoga  Springs,  N.  Y.,  owner 
of  six  or  seven  motion  picture  theatres 
along  the  northeastern  border,  gave  a 
chicken  dinner  on  the  stage  of  the  Congress 
in  Saratoga  Springs  to  employes  of  that 
house  as  well  as  his  houses  in  Glens  Falls, 
Ballston  Spa,  Granville,  Whitehall  and  Me- 
chanicville. 

PHILADELPHIA 
PHILADELPHIA.  PA.— The  Theatrical 

Ball  and  All  Star  Show  given  under  the 
auspices  of  the  Relief  Fund  of  the  Theat- 

rical Stage  Employes  Local  No.  8   was 
held  April  7.  ...  C.  W.  Anthony,  who 
for  the  past  15  years  has  been  connected 
with  various  distributing  companies,  haj 

joined  the  sales  forces  of  the  Pro-Dis-Co 
exchange.  .   .   .   Plans  are  being  drawn 
for  a   new  2,000  seat  theatre  at  Reading  for 
N.  G.  Albert.  .   .   .   Lciven  Pizor  has 
taken  a   four  year  lease  on  the  Broadway, 
which  is  owned  by  Mrs.  Dora  Pelicoss 
and  Samuel  Bell.  .   .   .   C.  S.  Trozvbridge, 

special  representative  for  Al  Christie,  for- 
merly United  Artists  branch  manager,  was 

a   recent  visitor  here.  .   .   The  Bel! 
has  been  taken  over  by  Joseph  D.  Tomar, 
formerly  with  Jack  Rosenthal.  .   .   .   Al 
Rosenberg,  formerly  on  the  sales  force  of 
Independent  Pictures,  has  taken  a   similar 
position  with  Imperial  Pictures.  .   .   • 

George  Demboiv,  former  Fox  branch  man- 
ager, who  has  just  been  appointed  general 

inanager  of  the  Robert  T.  Kane  Produc- 
tions, was  a   visitor  and  gave  a   brief  talk 

to  the  sales  force  of  First  National.  .   -   • 
William  Schwalbe,  Jr.,  formerly  a   First 
National  salesman,  has  been  appointed  sales 
manager  for  Electric  Theatre  Supply  Com- 

pany, succeeding  Ralph  Binns,  who  has  as- 
sumed the  management  of  Warner 

Brothers’  Washington  exchange.  .   ■   • 
William  Humphries,  manager,  and  Joseph 

Engel,  assistant  manager  of  the  Pro-Dis-Co 
exchange,  attended  the  annual  dance  of  the 
Jazzbo  Club,  a   social  organization  of  the 
New  York  home  office  of  Pro-Dis-Co, 
.   .   .   Felix  Mendelsohn,  for  a   number 

of  years  manager  of  the  Metro-Goldwyn- 
Mayer  exchange,  and  recently  division  man- 

ager, has  been  appointed  manager  of  the Chicago  distributing  offices.  .   .   . 

Julia  Axler  recently  purchased  the  Belle- 
vue from  Bellevue-Stratford  Amusement 

Company.  ...  A   fire  in  the  Opera  House 
building,  Easton,  did  considerable  damage 
to  the  lobby  of  the  theatre  and  destroyed 
a   store  of  theatre  supplies  belonging  to 
Wilmer  &   Vincent,  who  recently  signed  a 30  year  lease  on  the  building. 

WASHINGTON 
WASHINGTON,  D.  C.— Harry 

Crandall  spent  two  days  in  Baltimore  with 
Joseph  P.  Morgan,  general  manager,  and 
John  J.  Payette,  assistant  general  manager, 

in  the  interests  of  Stanley-Crandall  Com- 
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pany  of  Washington.  .   .   .   The  Earle 
has  reduced  its  admission  charges  to  sev- 

enty-five cents  for  loge  and  orchestra  chair 
prices.  •   •   Mrs.  Harriet  Haidey 
Locher,  director  of  the  public  service  and 
educational  department  of  the  Crandall 
theatres,  is  expected  back  soon  from  a   ten 
days  trip  to  the  Middle  West.  She  made 
important  addresses  concerning  her  work 
in  Indianapolis,  Ind.,  and  Cincinnati,  O. 

.   The  Earle  held  a   joint  celebration 

of  Easter  and  National  Vaudeville  Artists’ 
Week  by  offering  a   specially  assembled  pro- 

gram of  vaudeville  acts  and  pictures,  and 
at  the  same  time  joined  the  Keith  in  cele- 

brating the  annual  "Klown  Nile.” 

DALLAS 
DALLAS,  TEX. — A   new  second-run 

house  has  opened  in  Waco  which  will  show 
vaudeville  and  pictures.  .   .   .   The  Joy 
of  Camden,  Ark.,  has  been  remodeled  ex- 

tensively. It  is  operated  hy  M.  S.  McCord, 
of  Camden,  M.  O.  Prnniski,  of  Little  Rock, 
and  M.  A.  Lighhnan,  of  Nashville.  .   .   . 
Sam  Hefiey,  Cameron,  a   theatre  owner  and 
former  mayor  of  Cameron,  also  a   staunch 
member  of  the  M.  P.  T.  O.,  is  entering  the 
race  for  representative  from  his  district. 
,   .   .   President  H.  A.  Cole,  of  Marshall, 
has  the  editor  of  the  daily  newspaper  as  a 
campaign  manager  in  his  district.  .   .   A 
new  Majestic,  an  Interstate  Amusement 
house,  will  be  erected  in  the  near  future 
in  San  Antonio.  ...  0.  G.  Frets,  of 
Welcome,  brother  of  Rubin  Frels,  of  Vic- 

toria and  Cuero,  has  bought  the  Musical 
Movie  Theatre  at  Goliad  from  Bill  Rienu- 
ensclmeidcr  and  JV.  T.  Clay.  .   .   .   The 
new  Wright  of  Gurdon,  Ark.,  opened  with 
a   special  program.  .   .   .   The  Melba  of 
Dallas,  recently  purchased  by  Marcus 
Loew,  opened  under  the  new  management 
April  7.  ...  A   second  fire  in  the  Dixie 
at  Norphlct,  Ark,,  within  the  last  few 
weeks  destroyed  the  theatre  and  other  busi- 

ness houses.  .   .   .   The  Colonial,  Opera 
House,  and  Lyric  owned  by  A.  W.  Lilly 
will  now  be  affiliated  with  the  Dent  Thea- 

tres, Inc.,  and  will  be  called  the  Greenville 
Theatres,  Inc.  .   .   .   The  Llano  Opera 
House,  for  years  under  the  management  of 
L.  C.  Callaway  and  M.  M.  Meinnis,  has 
been  sold  to  Roy  B.  Inks,  E.  L.  Avery  and 
Mallard  Oats  of  Llano.  Their  theatre,  in- 

terests will  be  known  as  the  Llano  Ajmisc- 
inent  Company.  .   .   .   Edward  G.  Kad- 
owe,  of  Wichita  Falls,  has  purchased  the 
Gem  of  Fredericksburg,  Okla.,  from  E.  C. 
Greever.  .   .   .   E.  V.  Weaver,  of  Shil- 
der,  Okla.,  has  purchased  the  Lyric,  Paw- 

nee, from  Boh  Stafford.  .   .   .   T.  W. 
Sharpe  of  the  new  Prospect,  Little  Rock, 
Ark.,  recently  opened  his  house  with  “The 
Cohens  and  Kellys.’’ 

OTTA  WA 
OTTAWA,  ONT. — Fred  Leduc  has  once 

more  become  proprietor  of  the  Casino  here. 

Salt  Lake  City 

First  Runs 
(Week  Bi'ginning  April  3) 

AMEmCA.N:  Happened  lo  Jones,*' 

Vniveraalt  “Never  Weoken,''  A$$otiat^ 
Exhibilorai  Fox  Newt, 

KINERIA:  “TJie  Shadow  of  the  Law."  A: 

iociofed  £jchibilorj{  "Introduce  Me," 
AtsoeiatoH  Exhibilort}  Pathe  News. 

OnPHEUM:  “The  Cireie,"  Hlelro‘Gold%cyn. 

Mayer. 

PANTAGESi  “Oeverl)'  of  Grousiark,"  Metro- 
Goldteyn-Mayer. 

PARAMOUNT  EMPRESS:  “The  Untamed 

Ludjr,"  Paramount;  “A  Goofy  Gob," 
PalAo;  Pathe  News. 

VICTORY:  "Sea  Horses,"  Paramount  t 

“Charley  My  Doy,"  Pathe;  Pothe  News. 

the  house  having  been  controlled  by 
Messrs.  Fronian  and  Peligorsky  for  the 
past  18  months.  .   .   .   Pete  Kehayes, 
manager  of  the  Capital  here,  had  an  ex- 

traordinarily big  bill  during  Holy  \Veck, 
running  a   double-feature  program,  includ- 

ing second  run  of  "Tlie  Ten  Command- 
ments” and  also  “My  Brotlicr’s  Keeper." 

a   picture  released  by  the  International  Ty- 
pographical Union.  Prices  ranged  from  10 

to  25  cents.  .   .   .   Apart  from  his  duties 
as  assistant  manager  of  the  Regent  here, 
H.  F.  Kells  is  making  strides  as  an  artist, 
short  story  writer  and  sculptor.  .   .   .The 
Imperial  had  substantial  box  office  returns 
as  a   result  of  a   co-operative  arrangement 
>\'ith  a   local  organization  who  sent  members 
out  to  sell  tickets,  retaining  a   percentage 
of  the  revenue  derived.  .   .   .   Walter  F. 

Davis,  manager  of  the  Empress  at  Edmon- 
ton, Alta.,  had  spectacular  results  from  an 

unusual  stunt  for  the  presentation  of  “The 
Eagle,”  starring  Rudolph  Valentino.  He 
distributed  gold  pieces  very  similar  to  $20- 

gold  pieces,  with  “Rudolph  Valentino  in 
The  Eagle”  stamped  on  one  side,  and  on 
the  reverse  side  the  Russian  Eagle  emblem 

with  the  inscription,  “Empress  Theatre, 

Edmonton,  Alberta.” 

SALT  LAKE 
SALT  LAKE  CITY,  UTAH— Carj/cn 

Dahnkcn,  one  of  the  owners  of  the  Aane.ri- 
can,  was  here  and  left  for  Boise  with  C.  F. 
Montgomery,  manager,  in  the  interest  of 
the  new  theatre  which  F.  Dahnkcn  Com- 

pany is  to  construct  there.  .   .   .   Ma.v 
Roth,  representative  from  the  Fox  home 
office,  Tvas  here  on  his  way  to  the  Los  An- 

geles convention.  .   .   .   “For  Heaven’s 
Sake,”  Harold  Lloyd's  first  Paramount 
picture,  was  shown  at  the  Paramount  Em- 

press the  week  beginning  April  3.  .   .   . 
The  Pantages  had  an  attractive  lobby  dis- 

play in  connection  with  some  manufactur- 
ers. .   .   -•  Mathew  Aparion,  manager  of 

the  local  Universal  exchange  and  the  sales 
representatives,  attended  the  Los  Angeles 
convention.  .   .   .   George  Lindsey,  own- 

er of  the  Star  at  Eureka,  Payson  and 
Springville,  has  been  visiting  Film  Row. 

.   .   .   John  Dewsnip  of  the  Broadway, 
Deseret,  has  also  been  here.  .   .   . 
Claude  Hau’kes,  salesman  for  First  Na- 

tional, just  left  for  Souihern  Utah.  .   .   . 
C.  .M.  Stringham  of  the  Colonial  at  Ogden 
has  l)cen  visiting  Uic  local  film  mart.  .   .   . 
"Steppin’  Out,”  wliicli  opened  at  tlie  Hin- 
podrome,  is  reported  to  have  made  a 
smashing  record.  .   .   .   J.  T.  Sheffield, 
general  manager  for  Greater  Features,  is 
expected  here  about  April  20.  .   .   .Mrs. 
Dolores  Thomas  of  this  city,  won  the  sec- 

ond prize  in  the  international  contest  held 
by  Cecil  B.  DcMille  Corporation.  .   .   . 
Dave  Tracer,  Pro-Dis-Co  district  represen- 

tative, is  visiting  the  local  office.  .   .   . 
Clyde  H.  Messinger,  Educational  excliangc 
manager,  is  back  from  a   short  trip  into Southern  Utali. 

ST.  LOUIS 
ST.  LOUIS,  MO. — /7(’jiri  Chouteau,  who 

owns  the  Liberty  Theatre  Building  and  tlie 
Odeon,  and  who  plans  to  erect  a   number 
of  tlicatrcs  here,  has  been  endorsed  for  the 
Republican  nomination  for  congressman. 
.   .   .   A   fire  caused  by  an  electric  spark 
was  started  in  the  projection  room  of  the 

Majestic,  but  theatre  employees  exting- 
guished  the  flames  and  the  audience  filed 
out  in  an  orderly  manner.  Damage  was 
estimated  at  $5(30.  .   .   .   The  leading 
motion  picture  houses  here  have  reduced 
the  price  of  loge  box  scats  from  85  cents 
to  75.  .   .   .   J.  R.  Cook  has  awarded  the 
general  contract  for  his  new  house  at 
Marjwille,  Mo.  to  Henry  L.  Foster.  .   .   . 
"The  Untamed  Lady,”  the  feature  film  at 
the  Missouri  here  for  the  week  of  April  3, 
was  written  by  Fannie  Hurst,  who  was  a 

St.  Louis  girl.  .   .   .   Eberhardt  Con- 
struction Company,  Salina,  Kan.,  will  start 

work  immediately  on  the  New  Grand  at 
Moberly,  Mo.  Geo.  W.  Sparks  is  the  owner 
of  the  building.  .   .   .   Leading  theatres 
here  participated  in  the  observance  of 
Good  Friday  by  permitting  tlie  use  of  their 
auditoriums  for  noon  day  sendees.  .   .   . 

Holy  Week,  usually  considered  one  of  the 
three  poorest  show  weeks  of  the  year, 
failed  to  bring  any  material  falling  oil  in 
attendance. 

CLEVELAND 
CLEVELAND,  O.—Harland  H.  Fend, 

formerly  press  representative  of  B.  F. 
Keith's  Palace,  has  assumed  similar  duties 
with  Loew’s  Allen.  .   .   .   C.  E.  Almy,  man- 

ager of  the  Melro-Goldwyn-Maycr  branch, 
has  resigned  to  accept  the  managerial  va- 

cancy at  the  Warner  Brothers  Buffalo  of- 
fice, .   .   .   Harris  P.  Wolfberg  has  been 

appointed  manager  for  the  Metro. office, 
succeeding  C.  h.  Almy,  resigned.  .   .   . 
Roger  Ferri,  Fox  publicity  representative, 
left  for  New  York  where  he  will  work  in 
the  home  office  in  a   similar  capacity.  .   .   . 
Manager  Scott  and  City  .Salesman  Davie 
Davidson  left  Thursday  for  Los  Angeles, 

JiToken  Homes,"  a   Macfadden  True  Story  Picture,  is  a   page  from  the  simple  everyday  Hie  of  millions.  Hugh  Dierker 
directed  Gaston  Class,  Alice  Lake.  J.  Barney  Sherry,  Ruth  Stonehouse  and  fane  Jennings.  The  story  appeared  in  True  Story 

Magazine. 
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where  they  will  be  on  hand  to  attend  the 
Fox  convention.  .   .   .   Security  Pictures 
Corporation  has  purchased  the  state  rights 
on  the  new  Mutt  and  Jeff  series  as  well  as 
two  Rayart  serials.  .   .   .   Standard  Film 
Service,  with  offices  in  Pittsburgh,  Cleve- 

land, Cincinnati  and  Detroit,  has  bought 
the  rights  to  The  Charleston  pictures,  fea- 

turing Arthur  Murray  in  the  role  of  in- 
structor. .   .   .   The  B.  F.  Keith  Palace 

has  booked  The  Qiarleston  pictures  first 
run,  to  be  followed  by  a   second  run  at  the 
Circle.  .   .   .   Marlin  Prints,  who  is  in- 

terested in  the  Circle  has  returned  from  a 
vacation.  .   .   .   George  Fleischman  of 
the  World,  Toledo,  was  a   visitor  to  Cleve- 

land film  exchanges  last  week.  .   .   . 

Loew’s  Park  had  a   girl  masquerading  as 
Miss  Brewster  promenading  in  front  of  the 
theatre  when  “Miss  Brewster's  Millions” 
was  being  shown.  Anyone  recognizing  her 
was  admitted  free  to  the  theatre.  .   .   . 
T.  R.  McGrath,  home  office  auditor  for 
Warner  Brothers  is  a   visitor  to  the  local 
office  taking  an  inventory.  ...  A   fire 
in  tlie  studio  of  Tri-State  Motion  Picture 
Company,  caused  a   great  deal  of  fright  to 
the  tenants  and  very  littie  damage  to  the 
building.  .   .   .   Bill  Rosenthal  has  been 
appointed  special  key  cily  representative  by 
District  Manager  Maurice  Safier  of  United 
Artists.  .   .   .   Meyer  Fisher,  of  ITie 
Fischer  Film  Exchange,  has  bought  the 
state  rights  on  the  Lee-Bradford  version 

of  Rider  Haggard’s  “She." 
«     

Elaborate  List  of 
Productions  Prepared 

{Contimted  from  page  62) 

as  those  which  have  helped  the  current 
series  of  Juveniles  make  such  great  strides 
in  public  popularity. 

The  rough  and  tumble  single  reel  Cameo 
Comedies  will  again  offer  24  subjects  fea- 

turing George  Davies,  Phil  Dunham  and 
other  wcllknown  players.  Davies,  who, 
prior  to  his  entr}'  into  American  motion 
pictures,  was  connected  with  reviews,  mu- 

sical comedies  and  pantomimes,  having  ap- 
peared in  14  different  countries,  has  been 

doing  notable  comedy  work  in  the  Cameo 
Comedy,  Mermaid  Comedy  and  Lupino 
Lane  Comedy  series  during  the  last  year. 
Dunham  has  long  been  a   favorite  in  the 
Cameo  and  Mermaid  series. 

Jack  White  continues  as  director-in-chief 
at  the  Educational  Studio  with  Norman 
Taurog  as  senior  director.  Taurog  has 
been  responsible  for  some  of  the  greatest 
comedy  successes  in  recent  Mermaid.  Ham- 

Tuxedo  Comedy  series.  Stephen 
Roberts,  for  the  past  two  years  a   Mermaid 
director,  has  been  signed  for  another  year 
at  the  Educational  Studios.  During  the 
current  season  he  directed  Lige  Conley  in 
SIX  Mermaids  and  A1  St.  John  in  a   like 
number  of  the  same  series.  Negotiations 
are  pending  with  several  other  famous 
comedy  directors. 

•   general  management  of  the  Educa- 
tional Studios  continues  in  the  hands  of E.  H.  Allen. 

Single  Reel  Series 
Expanded  for  Season 

(Continued  from  page  64) 

ular  star  than  the  little  black  cat  from  the Pat  Sullivan  Studio. 

^Robert  C.  Bruce  returns  after  a   brief 
absence  bringing  a   series  of  12  “Scenic 
Novelties."  A   few.  will  also  include  short 
features  of  a   travelogue  character. 
There  will  be  26  Life  Cartoon  Comedies, 

produced  under  ffie  supervision  of  the  edi- 
tors of  “Life,”  including  Robert  E   Sher- wood. 

Curiosities — The  Movie  Side  Show — is 
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STATEMENT  OF  THE  OWNERSHIP,  MAN- 
AGEMENT,  CIRCULATION.  ETC.,  RE- 
QUIRED  BY  THE  ACT  OF  CON- 

GRESS  OF  AUGUST  24,  1912. 

Of  Exhibitors  Herald,  published  weekly  at  Chi- 
caifo.  IllinoiB.  for  April  1st,  1926. 
State  op  Illinois,  ) 

County  of  Cook,  )   ’ 
Before  me,  a   Notary  Public,  in  and  for  the 

State  and  county  aforesaid,  personally  appeared 
George  Clifford,  who.  having  been  duly  sworn 
according  to  law.  deposes  and  says  that  he  is  the 
Business  Manager  of  the  Exhibitors  Herald,  and 
that  the  following  is,  to  the  best  of  his  knowledge 
and  belief,  a   true  statement  of  the  ownership, 
management  (and  if  a   daily  paper,  the  circula- 

tion), etc.,  of  the  aforesaid  publication  for  the 
date  shown  in  the  above  caption,  reejuired  hy  the 
Act  of  August  24,  1912,  embodied  in  section  411, 
Postal  Laws  and  Regulations,  printed  on  the 
reverse  of  this  form,  to  wit: 

1.  That  the  names  and  addresses  of  the  pub- 
lisher. editor,  managing  editor,  and  business  man- 

agers are: 
Publisher — Blartin  J.  Quigley,  407  S.  Dearborn 

Street. 

Editor — Martin  J.  Quigley,  407  S.  Dearborn 
Street. 

Managing  Editor — Edwin  S.  (31iSord,  407  S. 
Dearborn  Street. 

Business  Managers,  George  Clifford,  James  Bee- 
croft,  407  S.  Dearborn  Street 

2.  That  the  owner  is:  (If  owned  by  a   corpora- 
tion, its  name  and  address  must  be  stated  and 

also  immediately  thereunder  the  names  and  ad- 
dresses of  stockholders  owning  or  holding  one  per 

cent  or  more  of  total  amount  of  stock.  If  not 
owned  by  a   corporation,  the  names  and  addresses 
of  the  individual  owners  must  be  given.  If  owned 
by  a   firm,  company,  or  other  unincorporated  con- 

cern, its  name  and  address,  as  well  as  those  of 
each  individual  member,  must  be  given.) 

Exhibitors  Herald  Company,  407  S.  Dearborn 
Street. 

Martin  J.  Quigley,  407  S.  Dearborn  Street. 
3.  That  the  known  bondholders,  mortgagees, 

and  other  security  holders  owning  or  holding  1   per 
cent  or  more  of  total  amount  of  bonds,  mortgages, 
or  other  securities  are:  (If  there  are  none,  so state.) 

None. 
4.  That  the  two  paragraphs  next  above,  giving 

the  names  of  the  owners,  stockholders,  and  se- 
curity holders,  if  any,  contain  not  only  the  list 

of  stockholders  and  security  holders  as  they  ap- 
pear upon  the  books  of  the  company  but  also,  in 

cases  where  the  stockholder  or  security  holder  ap- 
pears upon  the  books  of  the  company  as  trustee 

or  in  any  other  fiduciary  relation,  the  name  of  the 
person  or  corporation  for  whom  such  trustee  is 
acting,  is  given ;   also  that  the  said  two  paragraphs 
contain  statements  embracing  affiant’s  full  knowl- 

edge and  belief  as  to  the  circumstances  and  con- 
ditions under  which  stockholders  and  security 

holders  who  do  not  appear  upon  the  books  of  the 
company  as  trustees,  hold  stock  and  securities  in  a 
capacity  other  than  that  of  a   bona  fide  owner; 
and  this  affiant  has  n*  reason  to  believe  that  any 
other  person,  association,  or  corporation  has  any 
interest  direct  or  indirect  in  the  said  stock,  bonds, 
or  other  securities  than  as  so  stated  by  him. 

5.  That  the  average  number  of  copies  of  each 
issue  of  this  publication  sold  .   or  distributed, 
through  the  mails  or  otherwise,  to  paid  subscribers 
during  the  six  months  preceding  the  date  shown 
above  is..._   (This  information  is  required 
from  daily  publications  only.) Geo.  Clifford, 

Business  Manager. 

Sworn  to  and  subscribed  before  me  this  30th 
day  of  March,  1926. 

(Seal)  James  P.  Prenberoast, 
(My  commission  expires  Feb.  20th,  1929.) 

another  interesting  addition  to  the  Educa- 
tional program.  There  will  be  12  releases, 

produced  by  Walter  A.  Futter. 

Kinograms,  Educational’s  news  reel,  will, as  usual,  furnish  104  releases  during  die 
year.  Kinograms  has  registered  an  increase 
of  more  than  43  percent  in  the  number  of 
theatres  showing  this  news  reel. 

Bobby  Vernon  Makes 
Eight  for  Next  Year 

(Continued  from  page  6S) 

Vernon  Comedies  for  the  coming  season. 
The  popular  little  comedian  will  make 
eight  pictures  during  the  year. 

Eight  years  of  Bobby’s  long  screen  career have  been  spent  with  the  Christies. 
Through  several  seasons  in  Christie  Com- 

edies, Bobby  built  up  such  a   tremendous 
fan”  following  that  his  name  long  ago became  recognized  as  a   valuable  box  office 

asset.  It  was  in  recognition  of  this  popu- 
lar demand  that  the  Christies  two  years  ago 

elevated  Bobby  to  stardom  in  a   series  under his  own  name. 

Kinograms  Adds 
To  Its  Field 

X^INOGRAMS,  the  newsreel  built  like 
newspaper,  will  continue  to  serve 

exhibitors  with  efficiency,  speed  and 

quality. Kinograms  has  just  experienced  the 
most  successful  season  of  its  career  of 
seven  years.  Its  circulation  is  more  wide- 

spread than  ever  and  its  staff  has  been 
rnore  than  doubled.  Both  in  representa- 

tion and  circulation  it  can  safely  be  said 
that_  Kinograms  can  be  found  in  every civilized  country. 

For  the  season  of  1926-1927  Kinograms 
occupies  an  impregnable  position  in  the 
hearts  and  minds  of  its  friends.  Letters 
of  praise  have  been  reproduced  in  the 
advertising  pages  of  the  trade  journals 
and  have  included  testimonials  from  ex- 

hibitors such  as  Hugo  Riesenfeld,  Bala- 
ban  &   Katz,  Skouras  Brothers,  Stanley 
Company,  etc. 
Forrest  Izard  will  continue  as  man- 

againg  editor  of  Kinograms  and  H.  E. 
Hancock  as  news  and  associate  editor. 
Allyn  Butterfield  wjll  remain  as  film  edi- 

tor This  gives  Kinograms  a   main  edi- 
torial staff  of  trained  and  experienced 

news  reel  and  newspaper  men,  all  three 
of  whom  bear  enviable  records  in  the 
film  industry.  Harvey  Day  continues  as 
general  sales  manager. 

25  Life  Cartoon 
Comedies 

XPOR  six  years  the  editors  of  the  hu- 
morous  weekly,  Life,  have  been  experi- 

menting with  motion  picture  cartoon 
comedies  which  will  reproduce,  on  the 
screen,  the  brilliant  wit  that  has  made 
their  magazine  famous  throughout  the 
world.  The  results  of  their  efforts  are 
about  to  be  distributed  by  Educational; 
the  first  of  the  Life  Cartoon  Comedies 
wall  be  released  this  summer,  with  25 
more  to  follow. 

The  writing  of  scenarios,  the  titling  and 
the  editing  of  the  films  will  be  under  the 

supervision  _   of  Robert  E.  Sherwood,  the 
editor  of  Life  and  one  of  the  most  widely 
known  motion  picture  critics  in  the  country. 
His  reviews  in  Life,  in  McCalls  Magazine, 
in  Photoplay  and  in  the  papers  served  by 
a   large  newspaper  syndicate  are  read  by 
millions  of  people  every  week.  He  edited 

and  titled  such  productions  as  “The 
Hunchback  of  Notre  Dame”  and  "The 
Phantom  of  the  Opera,”  and  has  written 
original  comedy  stories  for  Buster  Kea- 

ton, Syd  Chaplin  and  Famous  Players- 
Lasky. 

Sell  Tomorrow’^s  Stars, 
Declares  A I   Christie 

(Continued  from  page  64) 

piness  and  laughter.  What  child,  does  not 
know  Bobby  Vernon? 

"And  another  indication  is  the  fact  that 
Billy  Dooley,  the  new  comedy  star,  who 

has^  only  been  seen  in  a   few  releases,  is 
beginning  to  get  heaps  of  mail  from  movie- 

goers. The  same  thing  goes  for  comedians 
like  Jimmie  Adams  and  Neal  Bums  and 
Jack  Duffy,  and  the  Christie  Girls. 

_   “Laugh  Month  demonstrated  that  adver- 
tising comedies  sells  tickets  in  theatre  box- 

offices,  and  it  is  certainly  a   fair  bet  to  go 
a   step  further  in  exhibitor  advertising,  and 
sell  to  the  public  not  only  the  title  and 
brand  of  a   funny  comedy,  but  also  the  well 

known  and  popular  players  who  are  appear- 

ing in  it.” 
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Paramount 

Gcddes  to  Design  “SaUin.”  Backgrounds 
Norma  Bel  Geddes,  designer  of  stage  and 

screen  settings,  has  been  engaged^  to  create 

the  backgrounds  for  D.  VV.  Griffith’s  “The 

Sorrows  of  Satan.” 
!\Ieighan  to  Start  May  1 
Thomas  Meighan  is  scheduled  to  start 

May  \   on  his  next  picture,  title  of  which 
is  not  yet  announced. 

Sutherland  to  Direct  “American  Girl” 
Edward  Sutherland  is  to  direct  Florenz 

Ziegfeld's  first  motion  picture  production, 
“Glorifying  the  American  Girl." 
Buchowetzki  to  Direct  Jannings 
Dimitri  Buchowetzki  will  direct  Emil 

Jannings’  first  American  picture  for  Para- mount, when  the  German  star  arrives  in 
this  country  in  the  early  autumn. 

Lloyd’s  Latest  IVins  Praise 
Both  the  press  and  exhibitors  are  prais- 

ing Harold  Lloyd’s  latest  release,  “For 
Heaven’s  Sake.” 

Chadwick 

Phillips  ivith  Barrymore 

Eddie  Phillips  has  been  cast  for  the  ro- 
mantic lead  in  “The  Bells,”  in  which  Lionel 

Barrymore  is  being  starred. 

United  Artists 

Faivcett  Added  to  “Sheik”  Cast 
George  Fawcett  has  been  added  to  the 

cast  of  Rudolph  Valentino’s  “Son  of  the 

Sheik.” 
“Sparrows”  Has  Preview 
At  a   banquet  given  in  honor  of  Mary 

Pickford  and  Douglas  Fairbanks  by  Conde 
Nast,  New  York  publisher,  prior  to  their 
departure  for  Europe,  a   preview  of  Miss 

Pickford’s  new  picture,  “Sparrows,”  which 
IS  not  to  be  a   general  release  until  Sep- 

tember, was  given  as  a   special  treat. 

Encore  for  Chaplin’s  “Oceana  Roll” 
The  Berlin  premiere  of  Charlie  Chap- 

lin s   “The  Gold  Rush”  was  marked  by  a novelty.  An  encore  was  provided  of  the 
Oceana  Roll,”  the  dance  Chaplin  does  with 

a   pair  of  rolls  stuck  on  forks.  Another 

P^°J^ction  machine  switched  on  a   repeat  of 
the  dance,  the  first  machine  being  stopped 
temporarily  to  permit  the  action. 
100  Per  Cent  V.  A.  Booking 
The  Virginia  theatre,  Atlantic  City,  has 

made  a   tentative  booking  for  their  1926 
season,  which  consists  entirely  of  United Artists  releases. 

“Bat”  Booked  for  Public  Theatres  Chain It  is  announced  that  “The  Bat”  is  to  be 
Publix  circuit  of  theatres, 

houses  several  hundred  first  run 

Warner 

“Storm  Bnde”  Draws  Praise criticisms  were  accorded  by  New 
lork  motion  picture  critics  to  Dolcres  Cos- 

Earle  Foxe  in  “The  Reporter,”  a   Fox 
production  directed  by  Lou  Seiler. 

tello  in  “Bride  of  the  Storm,”  which  opened 
at  the  Rialto. 

May  McAvoy  in  “Passionate  Quest” 
May  McAvoy  has  been  signed  for  the 

leading  feminine  role  in  “The  Passionate 
Quest,”  one  of  the  remaining  pictures  on 
the  1925-26  program. 
Conklin  Lent  to  Fox 

Heinie  Conklin,  a   contract  player,  has 
been  lent  to  Fox  for  a   comedy  role  with 

George  O’Brien  in  “Fig  Leaves.” 

Peggy  Fears  Screen  Debut  in  “Reveillon” 
Peggy  Fears,  formerly  of  Ziegfeld  Fol- 

lies, who  was  recently  signed  to  a   long- 
term contract,  has  been  assigned  a   role  in 

"Reveillon,"  in  which  she  will  make  her 
first  bow  to  motion  picture  fans. 

Rin-Tin-Tin  in  Personal  Appearances 

Rin-Tin-Tin,  canine  actor,  arrived  in 
New  York  to  make  appearances  with  his 

picture  “The  Night  Cry”  at  the  Warners theatre. 

Fox 
Alma  Rubens  Has  “Pelican”  Lead 

Alma  Rubens  returned  to  the  studio  from 

her  honeymoon  to  assume  the  lead  in  "The 
Pelican,”  which  is  to  go  into  production immediately. 

.'Vine  Scheduled  for  Release 

The  following  arc  scheduled  for  current 

release:  “Tony  Runs  Wild."  "Early  To 
Wed,”  "Shamrock  Handicap,”  "Black  Para- 

dise,” “A  Man  Four  Square,”  "Silver 
Treasurer,”  "More  Pay  ami  Less  Work,” 
“Manhood”  and  “Tiic  Gentle  Cyclone.” 

McLaglcn  Cast  in  “IF'/iat  Price  Glory” 
Victor  McLaglcn  has  been  chosen  to  play 

the  role  of  Captain  Flagg  in  the  screen 

version  of  “What  Price  Glory,”  which  is 
to  be  directed  by  Raoul  Walsh, 

Start  1926-27  Drive 
Production  forces  liave  begun  the  first 

big  drive  of  the  1926-27  season.  "30  Below 
Zero"  and  "3  Bad  Men”  liavc  been  com- 

pleted, while  "Fig  Leaves"  and  "Dead 
Man’s  Gold”  arc  in  production. 

Ten  Listed  for  Early  Production 

Tlie  following  are  expected  to  be  put  in 
production  within  the  next  thirty  days: 

“What  Price  Glory,"  "The  Pelican,”  "Going 
Crooked,”  "The  Family  Upstairs,”  "Pigs,” 
"Return  of  Peter  Grimm,”  "The  Lily,” 
“The  Devil’s  Master,”  "Dangers  of  a   Great 

City”  and  "Pals  in  Paradise.” 

Universal 

“Prisoners  of  Storm”  Completed 

Lynn  Reynolds,  who  has  been  directing 

House  Peters  in  "Prisoners  of  die  Storm,” has  completed  the  picture. 

Harlan  and  Dana  Complete  Roles 
Kenneth  Harlan  and  Viola  Dana  have 

finished  their  roles  in  "The  Ice  Flood,” 
which  George  B.  Seitz  directed. 
Three  Soon  to  Start  Work 

The  following  three  productions  are 
scheduled  to  start  work  within  a   short 

time:  “The  Affairs  of  Hanncrl,”  “Take  It 
From  Me”  and  "Butterflies  in  the  Rain.” 
Hoot  Gibson  Turns  Director 

hloot  Gibson  has  turned  director  tem- 
porarily to  direct  Fred  Gilman,  a   new  star 

of  Westerns,  in  the  first  of  two  two-reel 

Westerns,  entitled  “Law  of  the  North." 
Two  Serials  to  Go  Into  Production 

“The  Great  West  That  Was”  and  “The 
Fire  Fighters”  are  two  serials  which  are 
to  go  into  immediate  production. 

Pathe 

“Seventh  Bandit”  Release  Dale  April  18 

The  release  date  of  “The  Seventh  Ban- 
dit,” the  second  of  the  Harry  Carey  West- 
erns, has  been  set  for  April  18. 

Educational 

Lew  Archer  in  Screen  Debut 

Lew  Archer,  vaudeville  star  on  the 
Orpheum  Circuit,  will  make  his  debut  in 
motion  pictures  as  one  of  the  leading 
comedians  in  the  new  Educational-Mer- 

maid comedy  “Creeps,"  which  is  nearly 
completed. 
“Marionettes”  in  Long  Paris  Run 

"Marionettes”  has  been  reported  as  hav- 

ing been  showing  for  a   ten-week  run  at 
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the  Marivaux  Theatre,  Paris,  France.  The 
film  was  shown  there  under  the  title  “The 
Revolt  of  the  Marionettes.” 

“Lest  We  Forged*  Offered  Free 

"Lest  We  Forgot,”  a   portrayal  in  one 
reel  of  dramatic  episodes  of  America’s 
struggle  for  independence,  has  been  offered 
free  to  cxhiWtors  by  the  Executive  Com- 

mittee of  the  Philadelphia  Sesqui-Centen- 
nial  International  Exposition. 

March  27  Record  Week 

It  is  reported  that  the  week  ending 
March  27  showed  the  best  record  of  the 
year  with  the  exception  of  one  week. 

F.  B.  O. 
Ena  Gregory  is  Signed 

Ena  Gregory  has  been  signed  to  play 
the  leading  feminine  role  with  Richard  Tal- 
madge  in  his  current  production  directed 
by  Scott  R.  Dunlap. 

Adapts  Mother’s  Stories 
Jeanette  Porter  Meehan,  daughter  of 

Gene  Stratton-Porter,  has  been  engaged 
to  make  the  screen  adaptations  of  “Laddie” 
and  “The  Magic  Garden,”  the  two  Porter 
pictures  which  will  be  released  on  next 

season's  program. 

First  National 

Donlin  Signed  for  “Ella  Cinders” 
Mike  Donlin,  former  pitcher  of  the  New 

York  Giants,  has  just  been  signed  for  a 
role  in  “Ella  Cinders.” 

eSumge  Tide  of  “Desert  HealeF' 

Marion  Fairfax’s  first  effort  as  a   pro- 
ducer will  come  to  the  screen  as  "Old 

Loves  and  New,”  instead  of  as  “The 
Desert  Healer." 
Ben  Lyon  Again  Signed  by  Ksne 

Ben  Lyon  has  been  signed  by  Robert 
Kane  to  play  the  principal  role  in  his  next 

production,  “The  Great  Deception.” 
Constance  in  New  Comedy  Drama 

Constance  Talmadge  is  busy  picturizing 

“The  Duchess  of  Buffalo”  at  the  Pickford- 
Fairbanks  Studios. 

Red  Seal 
Special  Exploitation  for  Ko-Ko 

Fred  V.  Greene,  Jr.,  assistant  to  Presi- 
dent Max  Fleischer,  has  devised  a   special 

exploitation  series  of  stunts  and  tieups  with 
toy  manufacturers  for  Ko-Ko  the  clown. 

Sanford  Productions 
Schedule  Completed 

The  following  stories  complete  the  line 
up  of  screen  material  for  this  coming  sea- 

son: "The  Underworld  Virgin,”  “The 
Past,”  “Making  Men  of  Fools,”  “Under 
the  Make-up,”  “Money  Buys  Everything,” 
and  “The  Broadway  Handicap." 

Gotham 

“Golden  Web”  to  Be  First  Reelase 
"The  Golden  Web”  will  be  put  into  pro- duction for  the  first  release  of  the  coming 

schedule  of  twelve  1926-27  Gotham  pro- ductions. 

Rogers  Production 
Kathleen  Collins  Is  Signed 

Charles  R.  Rogers  has  signed  Kathleen 
Collms  to  a   five-year  contract. 

Donald  Parker  Production 
Three  Ready  for  Production 
The  scripts  on  the  first  three  Nick  Harris 

detective  stories  have  been  completed,  and 
Apnl  21  was  set  as  the  starting  date  for 
production,  to  be  supervised  by  Donald Parker. 

Fairbanks  Studios 
Neilim  To  Ireland 

Marshall  Neilan  and  an  entire  troupe 

Bobby  Vernon  is  seen  in  “Page  Me,”  a Christie  comedy  released  by  Educa- tional. 

of  actors  and  technical  staff  will  leave  for 
Ireland  in  May  where  an  original  story 
by  Neilan  will  be  made. 
New  Player  Is  Signed 

Hal  Roach  has  signed  Jerry  Mandi  to  a 
contract  covering  a   period  of  five  years. 
Gene  Tunney  Starts  Soon 

Gene  Tunney,  heavyweight  contender,  is 
to  start  soon  as  the  star  in  a   Pathe  serial. 
“Melody  Series”  Booked  for  N.  M.  W. 
Selections  from  the  “Famous  Melody 

Scenes  from  “Songs  of  Scotland”  one  of the  Famous  Melody  Series  released 
by  Pathe. 

Series”  are  being  heavily  booked  in  con nection  with  National  Music  Week,  May 

2-8. 

i?scG  Spordights  to  Be  Broadened 
Grantland  Rice  SportHghts  are  to  be 

broadened  to  include  continental  sports 
John  L.  Hawkinson,  producer  of  this  series 
left  for  Europe  to  gather  material. 

Associated  Exhibitors 

“flying  Mail”  Is  Started 

“The  Flying  Mail,”  the  first  Al.  Wilson Production  which  Carlos  is  to  present  this 
year  through  A.  E.,  has  been  put  into  pro- 

duction. ‘ Production  Begun  on  “Rawhide” 

■   "^^whide,”  first  of  six  pictures  star- ring Buffalo  Bill,  Jr.,  has  been  put  in  work. 

Work  Starts  on  “Galloping  Cowboy*’ Production  has  been  started  on  Bill 
r’s  “The  Galloping  Cowboy.” 

“Carnival  Girl”  Arrives  for  Release 
“The  Carnival  Girl,”  which  was  filmed 

under  the  studio  title  of  “The  Whip  Hand,” has  arrived  and  is  to  be  issued  as  a   May release. 

“Lord  Hokum”  Cast  Selected 

Supporting  Everett  Horton  and  Dorothy 
Devore,  who  have  the  leads  in  "Lord ^es]ys,  Otis  Harlan. 
Frank  Elliott,  Edythe  Chapman  and  Mar- 

garet Campbell. 

Pro-Dis-Co 

Varconi  Attended  “Volga”  Opening 
Victor  Varconi,  who  played  an  impor- 

tant role  in  the  "Volga  Boatman,”  at- tended the  opening  of  the  DeMille  pioture at  the  Times  Square  Theatre,  New  York, 

April  12. 
Nervous  Wreck”  Soon  on  Way 
Scott  Sidney,  director  of  the  AI  Christie 

organization,  and  McGraw  Willis,  scenario 
writer,  are  off  for  the  deserts  of  the  South- the  filming 

of  The  Nervous  Wreck.” 
“Speeding  Venus”  Goes  Into  Production 

Prisdlla  Dean  has  started  work  on  “The 

Speeding  Venus.” Jobyna  Ralston  Opposite  La  Roeque 
Jobyna  Ralston  has  been  chosen  to  play 

the  feminine  lead  opposite  Rod  La  Roeque 

m   Gigolo.” 
To  Produce  All-Negro  Picture 

The  first  motion  picture  to  be  made  with 
all  negro  actors  and  an  all  negro  story  is announced  from  the  DeMille  Studio  as  one 
of  th6  novelties  for  the  comir^g  year. 

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer 
Added  to  “Temptress”  Cast 

Armand  ICaliz  and  Roy  D'Arcy  have  been 
added  to  the  cast  of  “The  Temptress”  in which  Greta  Garbo,  Antonio  Moreno  and H.  B.  Warner  have  the  feature  roles. 

Purchases  Screen  Rights  to  “Maman” 
Screen  rights  to  the  French  stage  play 
Maman”  have  just  been  purchased. 

Simpson  Joins  “Lovey  Mary”  Cast 

Russell  Simpson,  charactor  actor,  has 

been  added  to  the  cast  of  “Lovey  Mary" 
which  King  Baggot  is  directing  with  Bessie Love  in  the  title  role. 

Added  to  “Waning  Cast 

Sally  O'Neil  and  Renee  Adoree  have 
been  added  to  the  cast  of  Nonna  Shearer's 
latest  vehicle,  "The  Waning  Sex.” 
“Road  to  Mandalay”  Being  Shot 

Hod  Browning,  director,  has  commenced 

shooting  scenes  of  Lon  Chane>^s  next  ve- 
hicle, “Road  to  Mandalay.” 
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“What  the Picture  Did  For  Me” VERDICTS  ON  FILMS  IN  LANGUAGE  OF  EXHIBITOR 

Copyright,  1926 

This  is  the  original  exhibitors*  reports  department^  established  October  14,  1916. 
Beware  of  cheap,  misleading  imitations. 

**W'hat  the  Picture  Did  for  Me**  is  the  one  genuine  source  of  exhibitor-ivritten  box  office 
information. 

Address:  *^What  the  Picture  Did  for  Me,*’ EXHIBITORS  HERALD,  407  South  Dearborn 
Street,  Chicago,  III. 

Columbia 

WHEN  HUSBANDS  FLIRT:  Special  cast— A 

dandy  little  program  picture  that  went  over  good. 

SLx  reels.   F.  E.  WilliamB,  Orpheum  theatre, 

Oelwein,  Iowa. — General  patronage. 

THE  MIDNIGHT  EXPRESS:  Elaine  Hammer- 

stein   This  is  a   sure  go-get- ’em  kid.  It  is  a 
wonder.  Lots  of  thrills  and  as  good  as  any  on 
the  market,  bar  none.  Take  my  advice,  brother, 

you  can't  go  wrong.  It’s  sure  fire.  Box  office 

pleased  100  per  cent.— D.  M.  Mangone.  Rex  thea- 
tre, Newport,  Wash. — General  patronage. 

THE  DANGER  SIGNAL:  Special  cast^A  nice 
little  railroad  story  that  pleased  our  patrons 

equally  as  much  as  did  "Tumbleweeds"  and  sev- 
eral others,  and  at  less  than  one-half  the  rental. 

Six  reels.— Gunther  &   Metzger,  Palace  theatre. 

Syracuse,  Neb. — Small  town  patronage. 

A   FIGHT  TO  THE  FINISH;  William  Fair- 
banks— A   good  action  picture  that  seemed  to 

please  a   good  crowd.  Five  reels. — F.  E.  Williams, 
Orpheum  theatre,  Oelwein,  Iowa.— General  pat- 
ronage. 

F.  B.  O. 

THE  MIDNIGHT  FLYER:  Cullen  Landis— If 
your  patrons  like  action,  speed,  pep,  give  them 

this  one.  Be  sure  your  scats  are  down  good  be- 

fore you  play  it.  Seven  reels. — J.  E.  Draginls. 
Grand  theatre.  Yoakum,  Tex. — General  patronage. 

THE  TOUGH  GUY:  Fred  Thomson— Thomson 
pictures  have  a   jinx  for  me.  Believe  I   made  a 

dollar  on  just  one  of  the  last  eight  of  his  pic- 

tures. Not  because  they  were  not’ good,  because 
they  are  splendid,  every  one  of  them,  but  for 
some  reason  I   always  hit  on  a   bad  night  with 

his  pictures.  Six  reels. — W.  J.  Shoup,  De  Luxe 

theatre.  Spearville,  Kan. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  TOUGH  GUY:  Fred  Thomson— Very  good. 
Silver  King  has  a   lot  of  fine  stunts  in  this  one 

and  the  little  kid  is  very  good.  Six  reels. — 
George  Benson.  Community  theatre,  Minneota, 

Hinn. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  TOUGH  GUY:  Fred  Thomson— This  sure 

is  a   great  picture.  The  Thomson  pictures  get 

better  each  time.  Billy  Butts,  the  small  boy,  al- 
most carried  away  the  honors  in  this  one.  Every- 

one remarked  how  well  they  liked  Billy.  He  is 

a   comer.  Good  cast  and  well  directed.  You  can't 
go  wrong  on  a   Thomson  picture.  He  Is  one  of 
my  best  bets.  Six  reels. — P.  C.  Schram,  Orpheum 
theatre,  Kalamazoo,  Mich. — General  patronage. 

THE  TOUGH  GUY:  Fred  Thomson— The  first 

of  Fred's  new  series  and  it  certainly  is  a   knock- 
out. Did  a   fine  little  Saturday  night  business 

for  us.  Will  go  over  any  place  where  they  don't 
like  tough  stuff.  Six  reels.— B.  R.  Parsons,  Grand 

theatre,  Springfield,  Minn. — General  patronage. 

WHEN  LOVE  GROWS  COLD:  Mrs.  Rudolph 

Valentino — Just  another  F.  B.  O.  gold  brick.  Did 
not  go  over  at  all  and  many  unfavorable  com- 

ments. Seven  reels. — P.  A.  Millhouse,  Star  thea- 

tre, Sumner,  Nebr. — Small  town  patronage. 

WHEN  LOVE  GROWS  COLD:  Mrs.  Rudolph 

Valentino — Was  a   better  show  than  expected.  Ex- 

something  that  a   small  town  doesn’t  want. 
F.  B.  0.  are  100  per  cent  in  prices  and  pictures. 
Seven  reels — Robert  W.  Hines,  Hines  theatre, 
Loyalton.  S.  D. — General  patronage. 

WHEN  LOVE  GROWS  COLD:  Mrs.  Rudolph 
alentino — Not  much  to  this  one.  They  came  the 

t«t  day  to  see  Mrs.  Valentino  but  stayed  away 
..  ®   next.  Seven  reels. — H.  A.  Davitts,  Dixie 

estre,  Winona,  Miss. — General  patronage. 

Special  to Contributors 

CJ.  P.  EDWARDS,  WuynewooJ •   theatre,  Waynesville,  S.  C., 

writes:  “I  think  that  if  each  exhib- 
itor reporting  on  a   picture  would 

give  the  date  of  showing  it  would  be 
more  satisfactory  and  would  give  an 

idea  as  to  when  the  picture  was 

shown.”  Mr.  Edwards  gave  playdates 

of  pictures  reported  by  him  in  last 

week's  issue  and  in  his  report  on 

“Spook  Ranch,”  published  this  week. 
His  suggestion  is  submitted  to  con- 

tributors at  face  value,  to  be  adopted 

or  discarded  as  majority  decision  dic- 

tates. Offhand,  it  seems  to  offer  cer- 
tain advantages  and  no  disadvantages. 

Anyone  else  suggestions  for  im- 

provement? 
*   •   * 

NOW  that  you’ve  seen  “The  Box Office  Record  and  Equipment 

Index,”  published  ns  Section  II  of 
last  week’s  issue,  what  do  you  think 

of  it?  It’s  your  book  and  if  it  isn’t 
as  you  want  it,  speak  up.  If  it  is, 
of  course,  we  who  put  it  together  and 

print  it  for  you  want  to  know  that, 
too. 

•   *   • 

FJ,  O’HARA  last  week  declared •   his  intention  of  going  to  the 

big  meet  at  Los  Angeles,  asking  who 

else  was  going.  His  letter  was 

printed  in  “Letters  From  Rcarders.” 
Anyone  else  going?  Ought  to  be  u nice  ride. 

«   *   • 

Next  week,  if  nothing  untoward develops  an  especially  inter- 

esting announcement  pertaining  to 

J.  C.  (otherwise  “Gran’pa”)  Jenkins 
will  be  published  in  this  department. 
Watch  for  it. 

•   *   • 

Concealed  in  one  of  the  reports in  ihis  issue  is  on  exhibitor’s 

sUtcmenl  of  choice  for  the  next  Fa-
 

vorite Star  Contest,  “if  the  ‘HERALD 

ever  stages  another.”  Anybody  else 
interested  in  another? 

•   •   • 

PHILIP  RAND  gives  his  monthly business  statement  this  week  in 

“Letters  From  Readers.”  How  is 
business  out  your  way? — W.  R.  W. 

WHEN  LOVE  GROWS  COLD:  Mrs.  Rudolph 

Valentino— Sunday  night  to  a   fair  attendance 

against  awful  weather  conditions.  This  Is  a   very 

pleasing  picture,  well  directed  and  well  acted. 

Clean  ns  a   hound's  tooth  and  can  bo  olnssod  with 
the  good  ones.  Film  in  best  of  condition.  Price 
of  the  live-and-lct-llvo  order.  It  has  everything 
to  recommend  it  to  your  booking  chart.  Seven 

reels. — P.  W.  Quinlan,  Ideal  theatre,  Chatouagay, 
N.  Y.— Small  town  patronage. 

THE  WALL  STREET  WHIZ:  Richard  TaU 

madge — Wc  must  report  this  as  not  up  to  hts 
standard.  Five  reels. — W.  J.  Shoup.  Do  Luxe 

theatre,  SpcarvlUe,  Kan. — Small  town  patronage. 

LET’S  GO  GALLAGHER:  Tom  Tylor— A   real 
good  Western  picture  with  plenty  of  notion  and 
good  comedy  intenvoven.  The  little  boy,  Frankie 
Darrow,  with  his  dog  and  pony,  certainly  adds 

the  proper  atmosphere  to  the  picture.  Our  i)a* 
trons  enjoyed  this  picture  fine.  Tom  Tyler  prom- 

ises to  bo  a   comer.  There  are  two  real  fights 

In  this  picture.  Five  big  reels. — W.  J.  Shoup, 
De  Luxe  theatre,  Sponrvllto,  Kan. — Small  town 
patronage. 

LET'S  GO  GALLAGHER:  Tom  Tylor— Tylor. 
with  Frankie  Darrow,  the  horse  and  the  dog,  was 

a   great  combination  in  this  picture.  This  pleased 
all  that  saw  It  and  did  n   fair  week  day  busi- 

ness. F.  B.  0.  has  the  classiest  Westerns  out, 
while  their  riding  scenes  are  the  best  on  the 

screen.  A   good  combination  that  should  bo  kept 

together.  Five  reels. — J,  A.  Zimmerman.  Rex 

theatre,  Aurora,  Minn. — General  patronage. 

SMOOTH  AS  SATIN:  Evelyn  Brent — A   won- 
derful picture  filled  full  to  the  very  brim  with 

good  cican  entertainment.  Evelyn  Brent  is  n 

wonderful  little  actress  who  reminds  ua  of  Norma 

Talmadgo  and  we  think  she  is  fully  as  good  ua 
Norma.  This  picture  has  a   very  good  tunnel 
cavc-in  on  a   train,  which  comes  unexpected  and 

makes  good  entertaininent.  Six  reels, — W.  T. 
Davis  &   Son,  Rialto  theatre,  Sharon,  Wla. — Gen- 

eral patronage. 

SMOOTH  AS  SATIN:  Evelyn  Brent— A   very 

good  crook  drama  which,  however,  docs  not  ap- 

peal to  our  Tuesday  audiences  as  do  the  West- 
erns which  wo  usually  show.  Tlio  tunnel  cnvo-ln 

was  thrilling.  Excellent  results  at  box  olfice.  Six 
reels, — C.  C.  Ervin,  Paramount  theatre,  Okano- 

gan, Wash. — Small  town  patronage. 

jTMAN  OF  NERVE:  Bob  Custer- Was  not  up 

to  Bob's  usual  standard.  No  action  until  the 
lost  reel.  Drew  good  business,  however.  Five 
reels. — E.  M.  Biddle,  Strand  theatre,  Paoll,  Ind. 
— Small  town  patronage. 

SPEED  WILD:  Lefty  Flynn — If  you  have  boon 

giving  them  a   Western  every  Saturday,  try  this 
for  a   change.  They  will  like  It.  Good  comedy  In 

this,  too.  Five  reels. — Mrs.  Berta  Smith,  Palace 
theatre,  Rockmart,  Ga. — Smoll  town  potronogc. 

TEARING  THROUGH:  Richard  Talmadgo— 
This  is  well  directed  and  has  a   good  story  and 

good  action,  but  neverthok-ss  there  Is  somothing 
wrong  with  the  picture.  Talmodge  U   as  good  os 
usual  and  Kathryn  McGuire  and  Arthur  Rankin 

arc  also  good.  Still  the  picture  gives  you  the 

feeling  that  It  is  not  quite  as  good  as  the  other 
Talmadgo  pictures.  Does  someone  know  what  is 
the  matter  with  It?  Five  reels.— W.  T.  Davis  & 

Son,  Rialto  theatre,  Sharon,  WIs.— General  pat- 
ronage. 

THE  FIGHTING  DEMON:  Richard  Talmadgo 
—This  Is  a   very  good  Talmadge  stunt  picture. 

Has  a   very  limited  alory.  ends  very  abruptly 

without  finishing  a   prize  fight,  and  in  so  doing 

It  did  not  please  the  men.  Six  reels. — W.  J. 

Shoup,  De  Luxe  thecatre,  Spearville,  Kan. — Small 
town  patronage. 

LADY  ROBINHOOD:  Evelyn  Brent  —   Have 

played  two  Brent  pictures  and  find  them  very 
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good.  Six  reels.— Glen  A.  Anspach,  Thornv
ille 

theatre,  Thornville.  O.— Small  town  patron
age. 

THE  WILD  BULL’S  LAIR:  Fred  Thoms
on— 

It  la  almost  usolcaa  to  report  on  Thomson 
 and 

Silver  King.  They  are  so  consbtently  good 
 that 

you  can't  make  a   mistake.  This  is  one  of 
 his 

beat.  Will  please  05  per  cent  of  Western 
 fans. 

Seven  reels.— N.  M.  Emmons,  Eagle  theatre.  Ea
gle 

Elver,  WIb.— Small  town  patronage. 

DRUSILLA  WITH  A   MILLION:  Special 
 cast 

  This  was  a   nice  little  picture  that  pleased  ou
r 

patrons.  However,  the  weather  was  cold 
 and  our 

turnout  was  not  up  to  previous  week’s 
 business. 

Kenneth  Harlan  very  well  liked  and  remain
der  of 

cast  splendid.  Seven  reels. — J.  A.  Zimme
rman, 

Rex  theatre.  Aurora,  Minn. — General  patron
age. 

GALLOPING  VENGEANCE:  Bob  Cust
er— 

This  is  a   dandy  Western.  Plenty  of  action:  go
od 

clean  picture.  Not  a   profane  word  in  
it.  A 

deplorable  fact  that  this  is  something  u
nusual 

for  a   Western.  Why  is  it?  Who  wants  al
l  this 

profanity,  and  why  necessary?  And  let  m
e  add, 

Bob  Custer  is  ono  of  the  best  looking  and  m
ost 

likeable  Western  stars.  Five  reels.— Mrs. 
 Berte 

Smith.  Palace  theatre,  Rockmart,  Ga.—
 Small 

town  patronage. 

THE  KEEPER  OF  THE  BEES:  Robert  Frazer 

  This  picture  did  a   bigger  business  than  we 
 an- 

ticipated, which  speaks  very  highly  for  it.  We 

ran  it  during  the  week  and  the  box  office  sho
wM 

tho  biggest  business  yet  this  year.  We  used 
 this 

as  u   Fourteenth  Anniversary  program  of  our 

theatre  opening  and  highly  recommend  this  pi
c- 

ture. We  did  a   lot  of  extra  advertising  and  we 

got  results.  This  picture  has  a   ready  made  aud
i- 

ence in  every  community  and  this  community  was 

no  exception.  Seven  reels — J.  A.  Zimmerman, 

Rex  theatre,  Aurora,  Minn. — General  patronage. 

THREE  WISE  CROOKS:  Evelyn  Brent— This 

Is  a   very  good  crook  drama.  Some  clever  work 

in  this.  Six  reels.— A.  O.  Lambert,  Monticello 

Opera  House,  Monticello,  la.— General  patronage. 

THE  HUMAN  TORNADO:  Yakima  Canutt— 

Very  poor  Western.  Five  reels. — Leon  C.  Bolduc, 

Bijou  theatre,  Conway,  N.  H. — Small  town  pat- ronage. 

THE  LAST  EDITION:  Ralph  Lewis— This 

should  bo  a   success  everywhere.  Good  story,  good 

actors  and  the  pictures  of  a   big  city  daily  news- 

paper office  are  Instructive  as  well  as  entertain- 

ing. Bring  tho  whole  family.  Seven  reels. — 
George  Benson,  Community  theatre,  Minneota, 
Minn.— Small  town  patronage. 

Special  to Tom  Tyler 
LET’S  GO  GALLAGHER  (F.B.O.): 

Tom  Tyler — Special  to  Tom  Tyler. 
This  was  the  first  Tyler  picture  here 

and  it  was  a   knockout  of  a   ‘Western Keep  that  boy  and  dog,  and  everybody 
will  come  to  see  you,  Tom.  When  the 

producers  eliminate  the  killings  and 

knifings  in  westerns,  then  everybody 

will  enjoy  seeing  them.  Would  appre- 
ciate an  autographed  photo.  Five 

reels.— L.  C.  BOLDUC,  Bijou  theatre, 
“Conway,  N.  H. 

THE  LAST  EDITION:  Ralph  Lewis — A   good 

picture  but  I   lost  money.  Paid  too  much  for  
it. 

The  exchange  sure  stuck  me  up.  Lay  off  it  u
n- 

less you  can  buy  it  at  your  price.  Eight  reels. — 

D.  M.  Mangone.  Rex  theatre.  Newport,  Wash
.— 

General  patronage. 

THUNDERING  HOOFS:  Fred  Thomson — My 

first  Thomson  in  over  a   year  and,  although  I 

would  rank  it  as  good  as  his  first  pictures,  ffid 

not  do  the  business  that  I   did  on  his  former  pic
- 

tures. Conditions  here  are  worse  than  a   year 

ago,  which  probably  accounts  for  lack  
of  pat- 

ronage. Thomson  is  a   safe  bet,  however,  and  I 

am  looking  forward  to  the  next.  Five  r
eels.— 

J.  A.  Zimmerman.  Rex  theatre.  Aurora,  Minn
.— 

General  patronage. 

A   GIRL  OF  THE  LIMBERLOST;  Special  cast 

—Would  have  been  mighty  good  picture  but  bad 

film  condition  almost  ruined  it  for  us.  Six  reels, 

— C.  L.  Outlaw.  Strand  theatre.  Dothan,  Ala. — 
General  patronage. 

FORBIDDEN  CARGO:  Evelyn  Brent— Pleased 

fairly  well.  Didn’t  get  much  of  a   crowd  for  it 

as  I   had  the  old  weather  man  for  competition. 

Six  reels. — S.  G.  Ihde,  Photoplay  theatre,  Ashland, 
Kan. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  SILENT  STRANGER:  Fred  Thomson-— 

Thomson  is  a   real  actor,  also  Silver  King,  his 
horse.  Mix  and  Tony  have  nothing  on  this  baby 

and  the  price  is  right. — B.  Winzler,  Liberty  thea- 

tre, Tremont,  Utah. — General  patronage. 

TRAILERS  SELL  SFAT? 
NATIONAL  SCREEN  SERVICE 

THE 

ONLY 
TRAILER  SEIWICE ■WITH    

ACTUAL 
SCENES 
FRONf  THE  NTEGATIVE 

cLica^lU.  Ncw\5)rkp5r  LosADieles,Cgl. 

6^So.mkajtAve.  i30WcSt  46^  u)?}  So.Vanuanc'Aw. 

RIDING  THE  WIND:  Fred  Thomson— Fred 
and  Silver  King  are  fine  in  this,  ns  in  all  others. 

Am  sorry  I   only  have  one  more  to  run,  but  must 

pass  them  up.  They  are  asking  too  much  for  him. 
Six  reels, — Mrs.  Berta  Smith,  Palace  theatre, 

Rockmart,  Ga. — Small  toWn  patronage. 
YANKEE  MADNESS:  Special  cast — Good  pic- 

ture for  my  house.  No  kicks  on  this  one.  Five 
reels. — W.  D.  Patrick.  Strand  theatre,  FloraJa, 

Ala. — General  patronage. 
THE  MYSTERIOUS  STRANGER:  Richard 

Talmadge — Talmndgc  always  good  with  me  and 
this  was  a   fair  average  Talmadge  picture.  Five 

reels. — W.  D.  Patrick,  Strand  theatre,  Florola, 

Ala. — General  patronage. 
BREED  OF  THE  BORDER:  Lefty  Flynn- 

Just  another  Western. — Henry  Sparks,  Grand  & 

Gem  theatres.  Cooper.  Tex. — General  patronage. 

THE  BANDIT’S  BABY:  Fred  Thomson— An- 

other one  of  those  good  ’Thomson  pictures.  There 
is  plenty  of  everything  in  this  one.  Action, 
romance,  thrills,  and  just  full  of  human  appeal. 

Mary  Louise  Miller,  the  miliion-and-a-half-dollar 
baby,  stole  this  picture.  The  ladies  went  wild 
over  her.  I   thought  she  was  great.  Woald  like 
to  SCO  her  some  more.  All  the  Thomson  pictures 

are  good.  Six  reels. — P.  C.  Schram,  Orpheum 

theatre,  Kalamazoo,  Mich. — General  patronage. 

First  National 
THE  RECKLESS  LADY:  Special  cast — This  Is 

the  kind  of  a   picture  that  tugs  at  your  heart 

strings  and  holds  them  there.  You  won’t  be 
making  a   mistake  when  you  book  this  one  and 

if  you  don’t  get  more  favorable  comments  than 
knocks  then  it  is  time  for  you  to  close  up  your 

theatre  and  go  to  Florida.  Eight  reels. — R.  E. 
Mitchell,  Plainview  theatre.  Plainview,  Tex.— 
General  patronage. 

IRENE:  Colleen  Moore — Well,  brother  exhib- 
itors, Colleen  has  knocked  them  for  a   row  again. 

There  is  not  a   dull  minute  in  the  whole  nine 
reels.  Good  story,  plenty  of  comedy  and  the 

fashion  show  in  colors  will  set  tho  ladies  wild. 
This  man  Charles  Murray  is  sure  good,  and  as 

the  leading  man  Mr.  Hughes  is  great.  Well,  kid, 

you  got  the  goods.  Make  them  give  you  the 
story  and  director  on  your  next  one.  Nine  reels. 

— J.  £.  Draginis,  Grand  theatre,  Yoakum,  Tex. — 
General  patronage. 

THE  FAR  CRY:  Blanche  Sweet— A   picture 

that  will  lend  prestige  to  your  house.  Good  story, 

well  acted,  beautifully  photographed.  LmI  reel 
in  colors. — G.  C.  Scott,  Liberty  theatre,  Pikeville, 
Ky. — General  patronage. 

BLUEBEARD’S  SEVEN  WIVES:  Blanche 
Sweet — An  entertaining  picture  which  pleased 

generally.  Business  fair.  Eight  reels.— A.  G. 
Witwer,  Grand  theatre.  Rainier.  Ore. — General 
patronage. 

BLUEBEARD’S  SEVEN  WIVES:  Ben  Lyon- 

Good  picture  and  nothing  obnoxious,  as  would  be 
suspected  from  the  title.  Could  have  been  made 

one  reel  shorter  and  not  impaired  its  entertain- 

ment qualities.  This  picture  pleased  and  should 

make  money  if  bought  right.  Seven  reels. — C. 

McDonough,  Auditorium  theatre.  Libertyvillc.  III. — Small  town  patronage. 

RAINBOW  RILEY:  Johnnie  Hines— Good  pic- 

ture. about  as  good  as  “The  Live  Wire.”  W 

your  crowd  liked  that,  this  will  do  as  well.  Title 

and  star  draw  well  here.  Paper  is  good. — ^Tom 

Murphy,  Shuler  Auditorium,  Raton.  N.  M. — Gen- eral patronage. 

THE  GIRL  FROM  MONTMARTRE:  Barbara 

La  Marr — As  good  a   picture  as  I   have  shown  from 

her  bunch,  but  she  has  never  meant  anything 

here.  Some  came  out  of  curiosity  but  I   am  glad 

this  is  her  last  one  I   have  to  play.  Eight  reels. T   TT..V.1..D  tKaafra  VinCT  CitV.  Csl. 

— Small  town  patronage. 

INFATUATION:  Corinne  Griffith— Not  np  to 

Corinne’s  standard,  but  went  over  pretty  good.— 

Henry  Sparks,  Grand  &   Gem  theatres.  Coo
per, Tex. — General  patronage. 

WHAT  FOOLS  MEN:  Lewis  Stone— Very  
good 

picture.— I.  A.  McCaskill,  Crossett  theatr
e.  Cros- sett.  Ark. — General  patronage. 

Insure  Your  Screen 
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the  new  COMMANDMENT;  Blanch
e  Sweet 

—War  scenes  are  very  real.  Work  of  b
oth  Sweet 

-nd  Ben  Lyon  deserves  credit.  Pic
ture  will 

-lease.— Henry  Sparks,  Grand  &   Gem 
 theatres, 

Owner,  Tex.— General  p
atronage. 

JOANNA:  Dorothy  Mackaill — A   program  pi
c- 

ture that  could  have  been  done  in  six  ree
ls.  Was 

it  absolutely  necessary  that  the  direc
tor  insert 

that  hackneyed  piece  of  smut  about  t
he  spilled 

«ine  and  the  dog— "Now  they’ll  blame
  me  for 

this"?  Patrons  liked  the  picture  but  sev
eral 

commented  on  the  useless  touch  of  down
right 

■vulgarity.  Eight  reels.— Pace  &   Bouma,  
Rialto 

theatre,  Pocahontas,  Iowa. — Mixed  patr
onage. 

THE  HALFWAY  GIRL:  Doris  Kenyon— It 

drew  very  well  and  pleased  the  same  
way.  In 

fact  I   was  very  much  surprised  at  the  way
  the 

people  came  in.  The  title  was  not  so  go
od.  I 

thought  but  they  sure  did  come  in.  The  
trailer 

on  this  helped  a   lot.  Give  First  National  cred
it. 

Seven  reels.— Walt  Bradley,  Moon  theatre,  Neligh, 

Nebr. — General  patronage. 

THE  HALFWAY  GIRL:  Special  cast— A   very 

good  picture  of  the  melodrama  type.  Pleased 
 our 

patrons  and  had  a   splendid  attendance,  due  i
n 

Mrt  to  co-operation  of  Eastern  Stars.  Can  re
c- 

ommend this  for  Saturday  nights.  Eight  reels.— 

C.  C.  Ervin,  Paramount  theatre,  Okanogan,  Wash. 

  Small  town  patronage. 

HER  SISTER  FROM  PARIS:  Constance  Tal- 

niadgc   No  one  but  Connie  could  have  got  this 

one  by  the  censor  board.  But  It's  a   real  one 
and  don’t  be  afraid  of  it.  It  pleased  both  old 

and  young.  The  best  business  on  it  I   have  had 

In  three  months  and  they  did  not  take  it  all  for 

film  rental.  Eight  reels.- S.  A.  Davidson,  Prin- 

cess theatre.  Neodesha,  Kan. — Small  town  patron- 

age. 

SHORE  LEAVE:  Richard  Barthelmess — A 
splendid  entertainment.  A   good  clean  comedy  that 

gave  satisfaction  to  my  patrons. — Bert  Silver,  Sil- 

ver Family  theatre,  Greenville,  Mich. — General 
patronage. 

CLOTHES  MAKE  THE  PIRATE:  Special  cast 

—Nothing  to  it.  I   pulled  it  after  matinee  show- 
ing and  sent  it  back  and  told  the  exchange  to 

keep  the  film  rental,  that  it  would  be  worth  the 

film  rental  to  keep  it  off  the  screen.  It’s  just 
as  bad  as  it  is  possible  to  make  it. — A.  Mitchell, 
Dixie  theatre,  Russellville,  Ky. — Small  town  pat- 

ronage. ^ 

THE  SPLENDID  ROAD:  Special  cast— A 
splendid  production  from  every  angle,  but  failed 

to  do  average  business  here.  Eight  reels.— A.  G. 
Witwer,  Grand  theatre.  Rainier,  Ore- — General 
patronage. 

AS  MAN  DESIRES;  Special  cost— A   good 
South  Sea  Island  picture  in  which  both  Sills  and 
Dana  do  excellent  work.  Better  attendance  than 

usual  for  a   Thursday  night,  which  is  one  of  our 

poor  nights.  Audience  well  pleased.  Eight  reels. 

— C.  0.  Ervin.  Paramount  theatre,  Okanogan, 
Wash. — Small  town  patronage. 

GRAUSTAKK:  Norma  Talmadge — This  is  one 

of  Norma's  best  in  the  part  she  had  to  play,  and 
what  I   mean  she  played  it  to  the  point.  There 
is  hardly  a   flaw  in  her  acting  the  part  of  the 
princess  and  she  looked  the  part  as  well.  Seven 

reels. — R.  E.  Mitchell,  Plainvicw  theatre.  Plain- 
view,  Tex. — General  patronage. 

A   THIEF  IN  PARADISE:  Special  cast— This 
one  pleased  those  that  saw  it,  but  few  saw  it. 

Too  much  snow.  However,  if  you  have  it  bought, 

step  on  it.  It  will  stand  up  under  heavy  adver- 
tising. Eight  reels. — Ray  Bovard,  Olympic  thea- 

tre. Utica,  Kan.— Small  town  patronage. 

A   THIEF  IN  PARADISE;  Ronald  Colman— 
This  high  class  feature  ia  priced  now  so  the 
small  town  can  use  it.  Run  at  regular  admis- 

sion, it  will  please  100  per  cent.  Has  action, 
beautiful  settings.  Used  a   Radio  Mat  slide  tell- 

ing them  of  the  picture’s  fine  points  and  they 
t«k  me  at  my  word  and  came.  Bo  sure  of  your 

picture  and  when  you  tell  them  of  it  in  this  way 
you  get  results.  Eight  reels. — Mrs.  Berta  Smith, 

Palace  theatre,  llockmart.  Ga. — Small  town  pat- 
ronage. 

CLASSIFIED:  Corinne  Griffith— One  of  the 

best  pictures  I   have  ever  run.  Boy.s,  buy  it  and 

I^st  it.  You  can  buy  it  right  and  IHrst  Na- 
tional will  treat  you  right.  100  per  cent.  Seven 

reels.— M.  M.  Emmons.  Eagle  theatre,  Eagle  Riv- 
«r,  Wis.— Small  town  patronage. 

the  KNOCKOUT:  Milton  Sills— All  seemed  to 

«njoy  this  picture,  unless  it  was  some  of  Sills' 
admirers  among  the  fair  sex  who  thought  he  was 

tw  rough  looking. — Henry  Sparks.  Grand  &   Gem 
theatres.  Cooper.  Tex. — General  patronage. 

learning  TO  LOVE;  Constance  Talmadge — 

Very  good  picture.  Not  as  good  as  some  of  hers, 
but  will  please  almost  everyone.  It  doesn’t  make 

fb*  V   ‘**ffefence  in  this  town  what  she  does,  they 
>ke  her.  Seven  reels.— Walt  Bradley,  Moon  thea- 
re,  Neligh,  Nebr. — General  patronage. 

Special  to Colleen  Moore 

IRENE  (F.N.);  Colleen  Moore— 
Special  to  Colleen  Moore.  Colleen, 
this  is  by  far  the  best  you  have  ever 

done,  even  better  ihnn  "Sally,”  but  I 

hope  your  salary  won't  go  up  in  por- 
portion  to  what  they  charged  me  for 
this  show.  Charley  Murray  and  Kate 
Price  os  the  Irish  parents  are  entitled 
to  a   lot  of  credit  for  putting  this 

over,  as  they  are  very  good.  The 
fashion  show  is  a   dazzling  knockout. 

If  you  think  "The  American  Venus” 

has  a   pretty  style  show,  wail  ’til  you sec  this  one;  it  is  beautiful  beyond 

description.  Get  the  trailer;  Nine 

reels. — H.  J.  EAGAN,  American  the- 
atre, Wautoma,  Wis. 

INEZ  FROM  HOLLYWOOD;  Lewis  Stone- 

Good  story.  No  business  on  account  of  snow  and 

roads  being  impassable.  Didn’t  take  in  enough 
to  pay  film  rental.  Seven  reels.— S.  G.  Ihdc, 

Photoplay  theatre,  Ashland,  Kan. — Small  town 
patronage. 

FRIVOLOUS  SAL:  Mae  Bush— Hero  Is  a   pic- 

ture good  for  any  theatre  and  any  small  town 
should  advertise  it  well  and  it  will  please  far 

above  average.  Lots  of  good  action,  beautiful 
outdoor  scenes  and  little  Ben  Alexander  in  the 

cast  doing  his  best  work.  Eugene  O'Brien  well 
cast.  Seven  reels.— Mrs.  Berta  Smith,  Palace 

theatre,  Rockmart,  Ga. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  SCARLET  WEST:  Special  cast— This  is 
a   great  Indian  picture,  but  lacks  something  to 

make  it  take.  Too  long,  for  one  thing,  and  con- 

tinuity not  good,  jerky.  Frazer’s  work  very  good. 
Titles  very  short,  but  print  good.  If  you  play 

it  use  plenty  of  speed.  Nine  reels. — P.  E.  Mor- 
ris, Regent  theatre,  Indianola,  Miss. — Small  town 

patronage. 

CHICKIE:  Dorothy  Mackall— Picture  just  oa 

good  as  the  book.  Pleased  96  per  cent.  Good 

acting,  good  directing,  and  all  around  good  pro- 
gram picture.  Eight  reels.— C.  E.  Longnero, 

Dixie  theatre,  Dickson,  Tenn. — General  patronage. 

SALLY:  Colleen  Moore— Pleasing  entertain- 
ment that  drew  a   few  extra  admissions.  Nine 

reels. — Glen  A.  Anspach,  Thornvllio  theatre, 

Thornville,  O. — Small  town  patronage. 

SALLY;  Colleen  Moore— This  drew  well  for 
the  roughest  March  weather  ever  experienced. 

The  picture  is  everything  the  "Hernld"  reports 
said,  and  it  pleased.  Nine  reels. — \Vm.  Martin, 
Patriot  theatre.  Patriot,  Ind. — Small  town  pat- ronage. 

SALLY:  Colleen  Moore— A   dandy.  The  beat 

that  Colleen  has  ever  done.  Came  os  near  pleas- 

ing 100  per  cent  ns  anything  I   have  over  used. 
Drew  a   record  crowd  for  Monday  and  Tuesday 

with  but  very  little  exploitation.  The  rental  is  a 

little  high  but  I’ll  say  the  picture  was  well  worth 
what  I   paid  for  it.  Had  people  drive  twenty 

miles  to  see  it.  something  that  rarely  occurs  ex- 

cept on  big  specials  that  I   advertise  ton  times  as 

heavy  as  I   did  "Sally."  I   want  to  sny  that  as  an 
actress  Colleen  is  there  and  over.  She  gets  my 

vote  if  yon  ever  run  another  most  popular  actress 

contest.  Nine  reels.- S.  G.  Ihde,  Photoplay  thea- 
tre, Ashland.  Kan.— Small  town  patronage. 

SALLY:  Colleen  Moore— One  of  the  finest  pic- 

tures  I   have  played  this  year.  My  very  first  show- 

ing of  this  popular  star  and.  while  wo  did  not 

do  any  extra  business,  everyone  enjoyed  tho  nhow 

and  asked  us  when  we  wore  showing  Colleen 

again.  This  certainly  speaks  well  for  the  star, 

nnd  we  are  looking  forward  to  the  next  one. 

Leon  Errol  was  another  new  face  that  greeted 

our  patrons  and  his  comedy  antics  drew  loud 

laughs  from  the  audience.  100  por  cent  satis- 
faction. Eight  reels.— J.  A.  Zimmerman.  Rex 

theatre,  Aurora,  Minn. — General  patronage. 

THE  LIVE  WIRE:  Johnny  Hines— A   very  dev- 

er  comedy.  Kept  the  audience  in  a   chuckle  all 

the  time.  Seemed  to  please  most  of  them. — Henry 

Sparks,  Grand  &   Gem  theatres.  Cooper,  Tex.—
 

General  patronage. 

QUO  VADIS:  Emil  Jannings — The  ministers 

and  local  educators  told  me  this  was  one  of  tho 

finest  pictures  that  they  had  ever  seen.  Personal- 

ly enjoyed  it  more  than  any  other  foreign  picture 

we  have  played.  Photography  perfect,  with  fine 

work  throughout.  First  National  got  this  to  us 

two  days  late  and  os  a   result  we  did  not  do  the 

business  that  we  would  have  done  orignally.  Nino 

reels. — J.  A.  Zimmerman,  Rex  theatre,  Aurora, 
Min.— General  patronage. 

SO  BIG :   Colleen  Moore — Colleen  is  popular 
with  our  patrons,  ns  she  well  dosorvos  to  bo.  Had 
a   fine  audience  for  Sunday  night  nnd  all  scorned 

well  pleased,  oven  though  tho  film  version  docs 

not  follow  tho  book  closely.  Not  CoHcon's  best, 
but  still  good.  The  book  has  been  rend  and  MUs 

Mooro  appreciated.  Bight  rin-’ls. — George  W.  I.iCO. 
Paramount  theatre,  Oknnognn.  Wash.— Sninll 
town  patronage. 

THE  LOST  WORLD:  Spooinl  cost— Played  this 

on  percentage,  ns  was  afraid  to  buy  It  at  prlco 
quoted  me  by  cxchango,  but  cortainly  would  Imvo 

made  money  by  paying  thorn  their  prlco.  There 
is  something  about  tills  picture  that  gets  thorn  in. 

— Henry  Sparks,  Grand  &   Gem  theatres.  Cooper, 
Tox. — General  patronage. 

DECLASSE:  Corlnno  Griffith — I   cannot  sny 

how  this  pleased  my  crowd.  I   did  not  have  any. 

Title  has  no  drawing  power  in  small  towns,  How- 
ever. I   want  to  say  that  porsonnlly  I   think  It  one 

of  tho  best  society  drnmn.s  I   over  saw.  Words 
fail  to  express  tho  wonderful  acting  of  Corinno 

Griffith.  It  Is  superb.  If  Norma  'Tnlmadgo  had 
done  this  tho  whole  indu-stry  would  bo  ringing 

its  praises.  Miss  Griffith  deserves  tho  grontost 
praise  for  her  fine  work  and  should  bo  glvon  all 
honors.  Cllvo  Brook  deserves  spcotnl  mention. 

Balance  of  cast  excellent  nnd  supiiort  MIhs  Grif- 

fith all  tho  way.  A   fine  picture.  Eight  rooln.— 

C.  H.  Moulton.  Bijou  theatre,  Bencli,  N.  D. — 
Small  town  patronage. 

DECLASSE:  Corinno  Griffith — An  extra  good 

program  picture.  Corinne  always  draws  good 

here.  Heavy  drama.  Eight  rcols. — C.  E.  Long- 

acre,  Dixie  theatre,  Dickson,  Tonn.— General  pat- ronage. 

THE  PERFECT  FLAPPER;  Colleen  Mooro— 
Wo  don't  have  to  worry  when  wo  stick  Collcon 
Mooro's  name  In  front.  This  picture  will  aurcly 

back  up  her  reputation.  A   good  program  picture. 

If  you  can  buy  It  right,  grab  It  nnd  lot  'etn  laugh. Seven  reels. — C.  E.  Longnere.  Dixie  thcwitro, 

Dickson,  Tenn. — General  patronage. 

THE  DESERT  FLOWER:  Collcon  Moore— 

This  was  our  St.  Patrick’s  Day  picture  nnd  it 
gave  general  satisfaction.  Many  of  our  patrons 

stopped  on  tho  way  out  to  tell  mo  how  much 

they  enjoyed  it.  Colleen  is  one  of  tho  players 

who  has  her  heart  In  her  work.  She  never  falls 

to  give  her  host  service  to  tho  screen.  That  Is 

what  makes  her  a   wonderful  little  star  and  gives 

her  a   place  in  tho  heart  of  tho  picture  going 

public.  I   cun  cheerfully  recommend  "Tho  Dosort 

Flower”  to  my  brother  exhibitors.  Seven  reeln.— 

P.  W.  Quinlan,  Ideal  theatre,  Chateaugay.  N.  Y. 
— Small  town  patronage. 

ONE  YEAR  TO  LIVE:  Alleeti  Pringle— A   good 

program  picture.— Oort  Silver.  Silver  Fnniily  thea- 

tre, Greenville,  Mich.— Oonoi'ul  patronage. 

Fox 
THE  FIRST  YEAR:  Special  cunt — Something 

to  rave  about.  Now  here  you  have  real  
enter- 

tainment. Clean  all  through.  .lu.st  human  stuff. 

Happens  every  day  to  you  and  I,  nnd  
that  Is 

what  counts  lilg,  ns  everyone  gets  it.  You  c
an- 

not got  bettor  stuff  for  any  class  patronage  than 

this.  Six  reels.— W.  H,  Brenner.  Cozy  theatre, 

Winchester,  Ind.— General  patronage. 

THE  FIRST  YEAR:  Matt  Mooro— I   don’t  s
ec 

why  we  have  to  iiay  big  money  for  Lloyd  when
 

wo  have  Matt  Moore.  Bcllovo  me,  this  Is  sure 

some  real  picture.  It  Is  one  of  tho  funniest  na
d 

breeziest  nnd  yet  one  of  tho  cleanest  comedies  o
f 

tho  year.  1   think  that  Mooro  Is  a   stem-wind
er. 

We  had  more  good  hearty  laughs  on  this  picture 

than  we  did  on  "The  Freshman,"  nnd  our  folks 

are  not  so  dumb,  either.  It  is  just  a   real  picture, 

nnd  I   don't  think  that  It  cost  a   million  to  make 

it,  either.  But  U   satisfied  n   lot  hetb-r  than  a
 

lot  of  the  mlllion-dollar  babies.  It  looks  to  mo 

as  if  Matt  Moore  Is  as  good  ns  tho  best  of  tho
 

comedians.  He  sure  is  with  my  patrons.  Seven 

reels.— Walt  Bradley,  Moon  theatre,  Neligh.  Nehr. — General  patronage. 

THE  FIGHTING  BUCKAROO:  Duck  Jones- 

Got  this  "hot"  with  new  print  from  Kansas  City 

exchange.  Sorry,  but  can't  give  it  much.  Som
e 

action  but  not  Western  nnd  not  the  story  for 

Buck.  Some  will  like  it  but  your  regulars  will 

say  "bunk.”  No  wonder  our  patrons  are  turning 

to  Thomson  when  Fox  is  putting  Mix  and  Jones 

in  "spike-Uils."  Please,  Mr.  Fox.  keep  them  In 

Westerns  with  the  old  time  action.  Five  reels. — 

R.  R.  Winshlp,  Majestic  theatre,  PhllHpsburg, 
Kan.— General  patronage. 

MY  OWN  PAL:  Tom  Mix— It  is  a   little  bet- 

ter than  "The  Lucky  Horseshoe,"  but  It  is  not  a 

Western  picture,  the  kind  my  patrons  like  In  see 

Tom  in.  Six  reels,— V.  G.  Sccord,  K.  P.  theatre. 

La  Rue.  Ohio. — General  patronage. 
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THE  DESERT’S  PRICE:  Buck  Jones— ThU  U 
a   corking  good  Western  and  drew  a   good  house 
and  pleased.  Buck,  old  timer,  if  you  continue 
like  this  one  you  will  make  Mix  and  Gibson  step 

to  keep  oat  of  your  way.  Six  reels. — C.  H.  Moul- 
ton, Bijou  theatre.  Beach,  N.  D. — Small  town  pat- 

ronage. 

THE  DESERT’S  PRICE:  Buck  Jones— Did  a 
wonderful  business  on  this  for  two  days  against 

rain  and  mud.  One  of  Buck's  beat  to  date. — 
Henry  Sparks,  Grand  &   Gem  theatres.  Cooper. 

Tex.— General  patronage. 

THE  DESERT’S  PRICE:  Buck  Jones— Just  a 
fair  picture  for  Buck.  Not  much  action.  Six 

reels. — A.  0.  Lambert,  Monticcllo  Opera  House, 

Monticello,  la. — General  patronage. 

THE  FIGHTING  HEART:  George  O’Brien- 
Very  good  picture.  A   good  picture  for  the  Sat- 

urday trade.  Lots  of  punch.  ’’Leather  Pushers” 
style  of  story.  Cast  very  good.  MacDonald  and 

Bert  Woodruff  great.  O’Brien  should  become  a 
real  drawing  star  in  time.  Seven  reels. — F.  K. 
Shaffer,  Lyric  theatre,  Frostburg,  Md. — General 
patronage. 

THE  GOLDEN  STRAIN:  Special  cast— Only  a 

fair  picture. — Kreighbaum  Bros.,  Chnr-Bell  thea- 

tre, ^Chester,  Ind. — General  patronage. 

THE  YANKEE  SENOR:  Tom  Mix— Western 
In  Technicolor.  Dancing  beauties.  Hero  in  white 
riding  suits.  When  the  paper  is  up  on  this  type, 

attendance  falls  20  per  cent.  Tom  gets  the  sal- 
ary and  Buck  docs  the  work,  I   guess.  Five  reels. 

— J.  S.  Walker,  Texas  theatre.  Grand  Prairie,  Tex. 
Small  town  patronage. 

.   THE  JOHNSTOWN  FLOOD:  George  O'Brien 
— A   mighty  good  picture.  Has  one  of  the  best 
flood  scenes  in  it  I   have  ever  seen.  Fox  has  some 

of  the  best  money  getters  on  the  market. — V.  G. 
Secord,  K,  P.  theatre.  La  Rue,  Ohio. — General  pat- 
ronage. 

HAVOC:  George  O’Brien — A   good  picture. 
Here  is  what  should  bo  cut  out  of  it ;   two  reels 

too  long,  plenty  of  swearing,  and  ladies  smoking 
cigarettes.  Not  good  for  Sunday.  War  scenes 

good.  Nine  reels. — A.  O.  Lambert,  Monticello 

Opera  House,  Monticello,  la. — General  patronage. 

THUNDER  MOUNTAIN:  Madge  Bellamy- 
good  ending,  but  too  long.  Our  patrons  for  and 

against  about  60-60.  Type  of  story  will  draw 
and  title  is  good.  Zasu  Pitts  should  have  had 
more  chance.  Our  price  was  fair  and  we  did  not 

lose.  Print  from  Kansas  City  good.  Eight  reels. 

— R.  R.  Winship,  Majestic  theatre,  Phillipsburg, 
Knn. — General  patronage. 

THE  GILDED  BUTTERFLY;  Alma  Rubens 

— Another  Fox  special  showing  red  on  my  cost 
sheet.  The  title  is  a   misnomer. — F.  G.  Roberts, 

American  theatre,  Ada,  Okla. — General  patronage. 

THE  OUTSIDER:  Special  cast — My  people 

don’t  like  this  kind  of  a   picture  and  they  told 
me  so.  I   thought  it  was  a   fair  picture  but  not 

for  Saturday.  Six  reels.— H.  A.  Davitts,  Dixie 

theatre,  Winona,  Miss.— General  patronage. 

THE  OUTSIDER:  Special  cast — Cheero!  An- 

other one  behind  me.  Paper  on  this  one  is  par- 
ticularly atrocious,  also  the  mats. — F.  G.  Rob- 

erts, American  theatre,  Ada,  Okla. — General  pat- 
ronage. 

THE  EVERLASTING  WHISPER:  Tom  Mix— 

Poor  for  Mix.  Beautiful  scenery,  but  who  wants 

scenery  only  in  a   Tom  Mix  picture  ?   Give  us 

some  old  time  Mix  action  pictures.  Fo  rinstance. 

Mix  in  Zane  Grey  stories.  Six  reels. — Kreigh- 

baum Bros.,  Char-Bell  theatre,  Rochester,  Ind. — 
General  patronage. 

THE  EVERLASTING  WHISPER:  Tom  Mix— 

This  is  a   fairly  good  Northern  picture  but  is  not 

up  to  the  standard  of  Mix  productions.  Had  just 
a   fair  Saturday  night  house  on  this  picture.  Six 

reels. — R.  E.  Mitchell,  Plainview  theatre.  Plain- 
view,  Tex. — General  patronage. 

THE  BEST  BAD  MAN:  Tom  Mix— Good  Sat- 

urday picture  for  small  town.  Plenty  of  action, 
good  flood  scene  in  last  reel.  Good  service  out 

of  Oklahoma  City.  Five  reels. — Geo.  Herber, 

Opera  House,  Apache,  Okla. — General  patronage. 

THE  BEST  BAD  MAN:  Buck  Jones— One  of 
the  best  Jones  pictures  I   have  played.  Six  reels. 

— V.  G.  Secord,  K.  P.  theatre,  La  Rue,  Ohio. — 
General  patronage. 

THE  IRON  HORSE:  Special  cast — One  of  the 

best  pictures  of  the  type  released  in  a   long  time, 
but  bad  weather  forced  a   flop  at  the  box  office. — 

R.  M.  Smith,  Mission  theatre.  Mis.sion,  Tex. — 
Mixed  patronage. 

KENTUCKY  PRIDE:  Special  cast— A   dandy 
race  track  story.  Some  very  exciting  horse  races 

and  a   very  clever  story. — Henry  Sparks,  Grand  & 

Gem  theatres,  Cooper,  Tex.— General  patronage. 

THE  RAINBOW  TRAIL:  Tom  Mlx—I  ran  this 

three  nights  at  a   raised  price.  Broke  all  attend- 

ance and  box  office  records.  Pleased  90  per  cent. 

Special  to William  Fox 
THE  GOLDEN  STRAIN  (Fox): 

Madge  Bellamy — This  is  an  excellent 
picture  taken  from  a   story  by  Peter 

B.  Kyne,  a   story  of  a   frontier  army 

post  in  the  Indian  days.  It  is  well 
done,  beautiful  shots  of  mountain 
scenery,  and  is  just  as  interesting  as 

Kyne's  story  was.  Kenneth  Harlan 
satisfactory,  but  what  a   story  for  Mix 
or  Jones!  Gives  us  more  of  these, 

Mr.  Fox.  Six  reels. — C.  H.  MOUL- 
TON, Bijou  theatre,  Beach.  N.  D. 

Six  reels. — O.  A.  Halstead,  Oozy  theatre,  Du- 

chesne, Utah. — Small  to\yn  patronage. 

AS  NO  MAN  HAS  LOVED:  Special  cast— A 

picture  every  boy  and  girl  ought  to  sec.  Pow- 

erful, patriotic  appeal,  taken  from  the  book  "The 
Man  Without  a   Country.”  A   little  disappointing 
to  those  who  have  not  read  the  book.  Better  fol- 

low up  with  a   Fox  comedy  on  account  of  botli 

dying  before  they  meet,  and  that’s  not  to  the 
public's  liking.  Even  though  disappointing  as  to 
ending,  you  should  book  it,  as  otherwise  it  is 

very  good.  Would  not  call  it  a   special.  Cight 

reels. — F.  K.  Jungk,  Sonora  theatre,  Sonora,  Tex. 
— General  patronage. 

THE  ARIZONA  SWEEPSTAKES:  Hoot  Gib- 

son— Another  good  one  from  Hoot.  Pleased  almost 
everyone  and  did  well  at  the  box  office.  Six 

reels. — A.  G.  Witwer,  Grand  theatre.  Rainier,  Ore. 
— General  patronage. 

LIGHTNIN’:  Jay  Hunt— Personally  I   liked 
this  picture,  but  it  must  not  have  had  any  appeal 

to  roy  patrons,  ns  it  was  a   box  office  flop. — Hen- 
ry Sparks,  Grand  &   Gem  theatres,  Cooper,  Tex. — 

General  patronage. 

LIGHTNIN’:  Jay  Hunt — Very  good  picture 
which  gave  satisfaction  and  that  is  the  kind  we 

want  to  satisfy  our  business.  It  sets  them  talk- 
ing, to  live  a   picture  while  it  is  on  the  screen. 

Play  it  up  strong.  Can’t  go  wrong,  and  price 
is  fair.  Nine  reels. — R.  Duba.  Royal  theatre, 

Kimball,  S.  D. — General  patronage. 

THE  ROUGHNECK:  George  O’Brien— Very 
good  picture.  Plenty  of  action  and  thrills.  Good 

for  a   Saturday  crowd.  Seven  reels. — Kreighbaum 

Bros.,  Char-Bell  theatre,  Rochester,  Ind. — General 

patronage. 

THE  HUNTED  WOMAN:  Special  cast— This 
one  is  crammed  with  action.  While  a   little 

rough,  they  liked  it.  From  the  novel  by  James 

Oliver  Curwood.  Five  reels. — E.  M.  Biddle, 
Strand  theatre,  Paoli,  Ind. — Small  town  patron- 

age. 
TEETH:  Tom  Mix — Had  a   good  crowd  on  this 

one,  as  Westerns  are  usually  well  patronized. 
Mix  is  popular  with  us,  as  is  Thomson.  Gibson 
and  Hoxie.  The  atldition  of  the  dog  added  to 

the  picture  in  our  opinion.  Seven  reels. — George 

W.  Lee,  Paramount  theatre,  Okanogan,  Wash. — 
Small  town  patronage. 

RIDERS  OF  THE  PURPLE  SAGE;  Tom  Mix- 

Flayed  two  nights  to  a   packed  house  at  a   raised 
price.  Box  office  grew  fat  and  the  exhibitor  wore 

a   broad  smile.  Pleased  90  per  cent.  Six  reels. — 

O.  A.  Halstead,  Cozy  theatre.  Duchesne,  Utah. — 
Small  town  patronage. 

RIDERS  OF  THE  PURPLE  SAGE;  THE 

RAINBOW  TRAIL;  DICK  TURPIN;  Extra 

good.  You  can’t  beat  this  trio  for  drawing  pow- 
er and  the  people  like  them.  You’re  not  ashamed 

to  say  good  night  when  you  show  these. — Edward 

Casey,  Casey’s  theatre.  Sterling,  Okla. — Small 
town  patronage. 

ROUGH  AND  READY :   William  Farnum— 

Only  fair  Northern  story.  Five  reels.— L.  C. 

Bolduc,  Bijou  theatre,  Conway,  N.  H. — Small 
town  patronage. 

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer 
THE  DEVIL’S  CIRCUS:  Norma  Shearer— A 

very  good  ofTcring  with  Miss  Shearer  doing  fine 
work.  Average  business.  Seven  reels. — A.  G. 

Witwer.  Grand  theatre,  Rainier,  Ore. — General 
patronage. 

SOULMATES;  Edmund  Lowe — Poorest  in  six 
months.  Nothing  to  it  and  my  crowd  showed  it. 

There  was  no  one  in  but  about  16  bachelors, 

that’s  all.  Title  no  good  and  the  picture  not 

much  belter.  Six  reels. — R.  Duba,  Royal  theatre, 
Kimball,  S.  D. — General  patronage. 

TIME  THE  COMEDIAN:  Special  cast— Thu 

is  about  the  poorest  Metro-Goldwyn  we  have  had 
this  year,  but  got  by.  Pleased  about  66  per  cent 

Several  walked  out.  Five  reels. — G.  E.  Longacre, 

Dixie  theatre,  Dickson,  Tenn. — General  patronage. 

DANCE  MADNESS:  Conrad  Nagel — A   dandy 
picture.  Good  for  any  night.  Six  reels. — A.  0. 
Lambert,  Monticello  Opera  House,  Monticello,  la. 
— General  patronage. 

MIKE:  Sally  O'Neil — Very  good  picture.  Any 
e.xhibitor  should  make  money  with  it,  but  don't 
buy  it  as  a   special.  It  is  no  better  than  the 

average  program  picture,  and  for  goodness  sake, 

don't  boost  Sally  O’Neil.  She  is  the  smallest  part 
in  it.  Charles  Murray  and  Ford  Sterling  are  the 

real  stars,  with  the  three  kids.  Seven  reels.— 
F.  K.  ShafTer,  Lyric  theatre,  Frostburg,  Md.— 

General  patronage. 

MIKE:  Sally  O’Neil — We  bought  this  picture 
in  a   block.  We  cancelled  it  later  at  their  re- 

Quest.  We  then  rebought  it  at  four  times  the 

original  rental.  We  ran  it  at  increased  admis- 
sion prices  and  lost  money  on  it  on  the  best 

nights  of  the  week.  The  picture  is  all  right  but 

nothing  extra  and  worth  no  more  than  originally 
sold  for  and  it  is  not  worth  increasing  admis- 

sion prices  and  the  patrons  said  so.  For  small 

towns  this  is  no  better  than  "Don’t,”  ’’The  Live 
Wire,”  "Hogan’s  Alley.”  Don’t  pay  more  than 

what  was  originally  asked  because  it  won't  gross 
you  any  more  now  than  it  would  then,  and  it 

has  no  more  appeal  then  above  mentioned  titles. 

Don’t  pay  anything  extra  for  this. — Tom  Murphy, 
Shuler  Auditorium,  Raton,  N.  M.— General  pat- 
ronage. 

MIKE:  Sally  O’Neil— Fair  picture,  but  not  near 
the  comedy  in  it  the  press  sheets  would  indicate. 

What  comedy  there  is.  is  good.  Seven  reels.— 
W.  F.  Weary,  Casino  theatre,  Sac  City,  la. — 
General  patronage. 

MIKE:  Sally  O’Neil — A   splendid  picture.  Good 
story.  Great  cast.  The  star  extra  good.  Fine 

comedy.  Lots  of  thrills.  Very  satisfactory  pro- 

gram that  pleased  them  all. — Bert  Silver,  Silver 

Family  theatre,  Greenville,  Mich. — General  pat- ronage. 

MIKE:  Sally  O’Neil — A   good  comedy.  Has 
some  fine  action  and  some  thrills.  Ford  Sterling 

and  Charles  Murray  are  one  fine  comedy  team. 
The  audience  was  in  a   roar  a   good  share  of  the 

time.  Sally  is  a   cute  little  trick  if  the  judgment 

of  our  males  amounts  to  anything.  Good  luck  to 

her  in  future  productions.  Six  reels. — Kreigh- 
baum Bros.,  Char-Bell  theatre,  Rochester,  Ind. — 

General  patronage. 

SALLY.  IRENE  AND  MARY:  Special  cast— 
This  is  a   fine  picture.  Good  story,  good  acting 

of  the  three  principal  actresses.  Would  rate  it 

far  above  program  feature.  Six  reels. — J.  E- 

Draginis,  Grand  theatre,  Yoakum,  Tex. — General 
patronage. 

SALLY.  IRENE  AND  MARY;  Sally  O’Neil— A 
very  good  program  picture.  It’s  worth  the  money 
that  Metro  asks.  The  life  of  three  chorus  girls. 

Six  reels. — C.  E.  Longacre,  Dixie  theatre,  Dick- 
son, Tenn. — General  patronage. 

SALLY.  IRENE  AND  RIARY;  Sally  O’Neil— 
This  is  an  A-1  story  of  back  stage  life.  Plenty 

of  pep,  with  drama  mixed  in.  Sally  O'Neil  cer- 
tainly looks  like  a   comer.  She  is  excellent  in 

this,  as  well  as  Constance  Bennett  and  Joan 
Crawford.  There  are  some  wild  parties  in  this, 

but  broadminded  people  won’t  mind  them.  R 

pleased  my  folks  ns  well  as  "Irene”  did.  Seven 
reels. — P.  E.  Morris,  Regent  theatre,  Indianola, 
Miss. — Small  town  patronage. 

SALLY.  IRENE  AND  MARY:  Sally  O’Neil- 
Very  good  program  feature.  Pleased  the  few 
that  came  out,  but  I   am  not  drawing  anyone,  as 

a   tent  show  struck  the  town  three  weeks  ago  and 

took  ail  the  coin  with  them.  Six  reels. — Leslie 

Hables,  Reel  Joy  theatre.  King  City.  Cal. — Small 
town  patronage. 

THE  MERRY  WIDOW:  Mae  Murray— Very 

good  picture,  but  not  good  for  small  town  and  I 

am  going  to  Quit  paying  big  prices  for  big  flops. 
It’s  very  good  for  better  class  of  people  and 
mostly  for  young  couples.  Not  good  for  older 

people.  Can’t  make  them  interested  and  the 

bachelors,  of  course,  come  to  see  it  but  they  don't 
like  it.  Ten  reels. — R.  Duba,  Royal  theatre,  Kim- 

ball, S.  D. — General  patronage. 

THE  MERRY  WIDOW:  Mae  Murray— From 
artistic  standpoint,  believe  all  that  has  been  said 

of  this  picture  is  true.  However,  did  not  register 
heavily  at  box  office  and  would  not  call  it^  a 

money  getter  for  a   small  town. — I.  A.  McCaskill. 

Crossett  theatre,  Crossetl,  Ark. — General  patron- 

age. 
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SUN  UP:  Conrad  Nagel — good  program 

picture  portraying  life  and  habits  of  people 
 in 

the  Carolina  mountains  during  the  World  War. 

Seven  reels. — P.  G.  Holmes,  Opera  Mouse.  Brocket. 

N.  D.— Small  town  patronage. 

SUN  UP:  Conrad  Nagel — ^This  is  a   splendid 

program  picture  and  one  everybody  liked.  How- 

ever, had  one  little  suggestive  scene  which  could 

have'  just  as  easily  been  avoided,  but  went  over 
good.  A   mountaineer  story  with  plenty  of  action. 

Seven  reels. — C.  E.  Longacre,  Dixie  theatre,  Dick- 

son, Tenn.— General  patronage. 

THE  MIDSHIPMAN:  Ramon  Novarro — A 

really  good  picture.  Lots  of  good  laughs  and  a 

picture  that  you  are  glad  to  have  seen.  It  had 

real  good  box  office  power.  It  drew  very,  very 

good.  Ran  it  on  a   bad  night,  too.  Novarro.  I 
think,  is  a   very  wonderful  actor.  His  personality 

radiates  from  the  screen.  I   don’t  know  why.  but 
he  sure  does  have  a   way  about  hina  that  grips 

you.  Eight  reels. — Walt  Bradley,  Moon  theatre, 
Neligh,  Nebr. — General  patronage. 

THE  MIDSHIPMAN:  Ramon  Novarro — Splen- 
did. Good  program  picture,  enough  comedy  to 

keep  them  in  good  humor,  and  one  they  all  tell 

you  about  on  their  way  out.  Seven  reels. — C.  E. 

Longacre,  Dixie  theatre,  Dickson.  Tenn. — General 
patronage. 

THE  MYSTIC:  Special  cast — Not  much  to  this 
picture  from  our  viewpoint.  Not  very  interesting, 
but  entertaining  in  places.  Scarcely  enough  in  at- 

tendance to  gauge  public  opinion.  Not  a   picture 

we  can  recommend.— C.  C.  Ervin,  Paramount 

theatre,  Okanogan,  Wash. — Small  town  patronage. 

OLD  CLOTHES:  Jackie  Coogan — Now,  boys, 
if  you  want  a   good,  clean,  interesting  picture, 

don't  fail  to  book  this  one.  It  will  please  100  per 

cent.  The  best  Coogan  to  date.  When  you’ve 

said  that,  you've  said  enough.  Just  tell  ’em  what 
you  have.  The  kind  that  sends  'em  home  in  a 
good  humor.  Si.x  reels — C.  B.  Longacre,  Dude 

theatre,  Dickson,  Tenn. — General  patronage. 

LIGHTS  OF  OLD  BROADWAY:  Marion 

Davies — Gotxl  picture  but  no  business.  I   could  not 
get  them  out,  somehow.  Hope  you  are  luckier. 

Seven  reels. — J.  E.  Draginis,  Grand  theatre, 

Yoakum,  Tex. — General  patronage. 

NEVER  THE  TWAIN  SHALL  MEET;  Anita 

Stewart — A   very  good  picture  but  not  as  good  as 
the  book ;   somewhat  disappointed  in  this  one. 

Eight  reels. — C.  E.  Longacre,  Dixie  theatre,  Dick- 
son, Tenn. — General  patronage. 

NEVER  THE  TWAIN  SHALL  MEET:  Anita 

Stewart — Good  picture,  but  the  island  wedding 
scene  was  rather  risque.  However,  Anita  Stewart 

was  good  to  look  at  and  this  scene  gave  enough 

of  her  to  look  at.  Yes,  I   know  that  is  poor 

grammar,  but  you  know  what  I   mean.  Eight 

reels. — Ray  Bovard,  Olympic  theatre,  Utica,  Kan. 
— Small  town  patronage. 

THE  WHITE  DESERT:  Claire  Windsor^One 
of  the  best  pictures  we  have  played  this  winter. 
Good  comments  from  all.  Seven  reels. — Glen  A. 

Anspach,  Thornville  theatre,  Thornvilte,  O. — 
Small  town  patronage. 

THE  WHITE  DESERT:  Claire  Windsor— One 

fellow  told  me  the  scenes  of  the  snow  train  alone 

were' worth  the  price  of  admission.  If  you  haven’t 
used  this,  hurry  and  get  it.  A   picture  everyone 

should  run.  Can  get  a   good  price.  However,  it 

won't  be  on  the  market  long,  as  Metro  takes  them 
ofl^  when  prints  get  bad,  don't  seem  to  make  new 
prints,  just  write  you.  All  prints  bad.  Pat 

O'Malley  Is  the  hero  and  that  counts  for  lots, 

^ven  reels. — Mrs.  Berta  Smith,  Palace  theatre. 
Rockmart,  Ga.— Small  town  patronage. 

THE  GREAT  DIVIDE :   Alice  Terry — ^Not  so 
good.  Notice  lots  of  good  reports  on  this,  but 
with  me  it  was  a   failure.  Most  of  my  patrons 
^pected  a   Western  and  were  disappointed  ;   also 
the  reported  scenes  in  the  Grand  Canyon  were 
nothing.  The  story  is  all  wrong  and  is  the  kind 
we  exhibitors  have  been  trying  to  get  away  from. 
ou  can’t  make  right  from  wrong.  The  hero Se  drunk  and  shakes  dice  with  two  other  drunks 
or  the  girl  and  wins  her,  takes  her  into  the 
mountains  and  forces  her  to  live  with  him.  She 
na  y   falls  jn  love  with  him  after  her  baby  is 

you  imagine  a   more  rotten  plot? 

_   ®   x/v®  * — Millhouse,  Star  theatre,  Sum- r,  Nebr — Small  town  patronage. 
THE  GREAT  DIVIDE:  Alice  Terry— A   splen- 

re  !   with  beautiful  scenery  and 
eai  acting  by  real  stars.  Eight  reels.— Glen  A. 

thornville  theatre,  Thornviile.  O.— 
bfflall  town  patronage. 

the  GREAT  DIVIDE:  Special  cast — This  came 

ever  ̂    picture  I 
j»-,  .   the  story  is  different  from  the  others. 

clear  and  in  good  shape.  Eight  reels. 

n,.t!  f   Dream  theatre,  Randle,  Wash.— General  patronage. 

Special  to 
Shirley  Mason 
THE  SCARLET  HONEYMOON 

(Fox):  Slyrloy  Mason — This  is  a 
cute  little  picture  which  pleases  com- 

mon everyday  people.  Good  for  any 
small  town.  We  like  you  very  much, 

Shirley,  here.  Won’t  you  please  send 
us  an  autographed  photo?  Thank 

you.  Five  reels.— L.  C.  BOLDUC, 
Conway  theatre.  Bijou,  N.  H. 

THE  MASKED  BRIDE:  Mae  Murray— Best 
Murray  in  many  moons.  Good  picture  and  liked 

by  all.  Seven  reels. — Kreighbaum  Bros.,  Char- 
Bell  theatre,  Rochester,  Ind. — General  patronage. 

THE  MASKED  BRIDE:  Mae  Murray— A   fairly 
good  program  crook  offering.  Seemed  to  please 
those  that  came  but  did  poorly  at  box  office.  Six 

reels. — A.  G.  Witwer.  Grand  theatre.  Rainier,  Ore. 
— Generol  patronage. 

HIS  SECRETARY:  Norma  Shearer — A   won- 

derful picture.  Will  please  any  audience,  no  mat- 
ter how  particular.  Metro  is  all  good,  but  this  is 

one  of  their  best  this  year.  You.  can't  go  wrong. 
Book  it.  Seven  reels. — C.  E.  Longacre.  Dixie  the- 

atre. Dickson,  Tenn.— General  patronage, 

SO  THIS  IS  MARRIAGE:  Conrad  Nagel- 

Very  good  program  picture.  Pleased  eighty-five 
per  cent.  Six  reels. — C.  E.  Longacre,  Dixie  the- 

atre, Dickson,  Tenn. — General  patronage. 

THE  NAVIGATOR:  Buster  Keaton— A   little 
old  but  1   asked  for  it  and  was  not  disappointed, 

as  it  paved  the  way  for  a   good  turnout  on  "Go 
West."  Six  reels. — P.  G.  Holmes.  Opera  House, 
Brocket,  N.  D. — Small  town  patronage. 

UTTLE  OLD  NEW  YORK:  Marion  Davies- 
Mighty  fine  play.  Historical  picture,  but  story  is 
a   dandy.  Marion  Davies  takes  the  part  of  an 

Irish  lad  until  the  end,  when  she  confesses  her 
identity,  and  she  is  certainly  mighty  appealing. 

The  historical  event  is  the  trial  trip  of  Fulton's 
steamboat,  the  "Claremont.”  There  is  an  excit- 

ing prizefight  in  this.  The  feature  is  sprinkled 
with  comedy.  We  have  to  confess  it  did  not  draw 

over  well,  but  I   have  lost  much  more  on  hundreds 

of  far  poorer  plays.  Watch  out  for  poor  print. 

Eleven  reels. — Philip  Rand,  Rex  theatre,  Salmon, 
Idaho. — General  patronage. 

THE  DIXIE  HANDICAP:  Claire  Windsor- 
One  of  those  that  is  never  old  until  it  has  been 
shown.  The  horse  race  is  a   wow.  This  picture 

comes  very  close  to  rating  100  per  cent.  Seven 

reels. — P.  G.  Holmes,  Opera  House,  Brocket,  N.  D. 
— Small  town  patronage. 

Paramount 
THE  BLIND  GODDESS:  Jack  Holt — As  fine 

a   picture  as  I   have  ever  shown,  but  I   starved  |to 

death  because  1   played  it  ahead  of  the  larger 

towns.  Lost  my  pants  on  this  one.  Seven  reels, 
— Leslie  Hables,  Reel  Joy  theatre,  King  City,  Cal. 
— Small  town  patronage. 

THE  SONG  AND  DANCE  MAN:  Tom  Moore 
— This  one  did  not  draw,  nor  did  it  have  any 

second  day  comeback.  It's  off  the  beaten  track, 

but  somehow  or  other  it  don't  hit.  Bessie  Love 
does  a   wicked  Charleston,  but  even  that  does  not 
save  it  for  small  town  folks.  Print  good  and 

advertising  accessories  very  good,  but  they  failed 

to  come  to  see  it.  Seven  reels. — P.  E.  Morris, 

Regent  theatre,  Indianolas,  Miss. — Small  town  pat- 
ronage. 

THE  GRAND  DUCHESS  AND  THE  WAITER: 

Adolphe  Menjou — When,  Oh  when,  will  the  pro- 
ducers wake  up  to  the  fact  that  the  paying  public 

does  not  care  for  counts,  dukes,  duchesses  and 

royalty  in  general?  The  customers  wanted  to 
laugh  at  something  and  they  did,  just  to  kid 
themselves  into  believing  that  they  were  having 

a   good  time.  But  when  they  passed  out  the 

door  they  remarked.  “We  thought  we  were  going 

to  see  a   good  picture!"  Six  reels. — Pace  & 
Bouma,  Rialto  theatre,  Pocahontas,  Iowa. — Mixed 
patronage. 

THE  VANISHING  AMERICAN:  Richard  Dix 
— One  of  the  outstanding  plays  of  all  times.  Tho 

greatness  of  the  theme,  the  simplicity  of  the  plot 

and  the  appealing  acting  of  nil  the  characters, 

make  it  really  "big.”  It  should  be  shown  in 
every  hamlet  in  the  United  States,  with  special 
showings  for  schools.  Tho  acting  of  Lois  Wilson 

was  one  of  the  most  appealing  bits  of  dramatiza- 
tion I   have  ever  had  the  pleasure  of  witnessing. 

Her  facial  expression,  in  her  glowing  appeal  to 

Naphnic  to  round  up  the  Indians,  and  her  emo- 

tion at  Naphaic's  death,  was  truly  a   beautiful 
work  of  living  art.  Director  Scita  showed  high 

generalship  in  his  directing  of  all  the  characters. 
Di.x  as  Naphalc  and  Beery  as  the  villain  were 

repressed  to  the  exact  point.  There  were  many 
flaws,  to  be  sure,  but  they  can  l>e  overlooked  but 

one.  The  director  or  someone  else  badly  bungled 

the  last  half  of  the  lost  reel.  If  Paramount 

would  make  over  the  last  part,  put  the  scene  of 
tho  new  Indian  agent  being  placed  into  office  a 

few  hundred  feet  before  the  end,  and  then  take 

McGregor,  the  army  captain,  out  of  tho  Inst  pic- 
ture entirely,  with  the  grand  finale  showing  tho 

dead  hero  being  carried  off  to  burini  by  the  tribo 
and  then  the  curtain  ringing  down  on  just  the 

one  character — Lois  Wilson — alone  In  her  grief, 
it  would  make  a   grand  immortal  picture,  never 

to  fade  from  the  memory  and  would  remain  a 

classic  for  every  generation. — Philip  Rand.  Rex 

theatre,  Salmon.  Idaho. — General  patronage. 

THE  VANISHING  AMERICAN:  Richard  Dix 

— ^The  greatest  box  office  bet  for  mo  since  "Tho 
Covered  Wagon."  Tho  work  of  both  Dix  and 
Lois  Wilson  Is  fine,  and  picture  pleased  100  per 

cent. — Henry  Sparks,  Grand  &   Gem  theatres. 

Cooper.  Tex. — General  patronage. 

THE  VANISHING  AMERICAN:  Richard  Dix 

—Very  good  production  and  will  stand  long  run. 

Flashback  to  late  war  helps  make  it  above  aver- 

age Zane  Grey  production.  Didn't  draw  so  well 
as  some  other  big  Paramounts  ahead  of  it,  but 

above  the  average. — R.  M.  Smith,  Mission  theatre, 

Mission.  Tex. — General  patronage. 

THE  VANISHING  AMERICAN:  Richard  Dix 

— ^Was  sick  when  this  played  my  house,  but  hear- 

ing many  favorable  reports  on  it  yet.  They  say 

it  was  a   great  and  wonderful  picture.  Sad  end- 
ing in  that  Dix  as  Indian,  gets  killed,  and  of 

course,  didn't  marry  the  girl.  Lola  Wilson  would 
not  have  been  consistent  otherwise.  Boost  It 

hard.  It’s  hard  to  sell,  but  step  on  It.  The  pic- 
ture will  back  you  up  for  all  you  can  say  good 

about  it.  We  charged  60  cents  and  10  cents. 

Ten  reels. — P.  E.  Morris,  Regent  theatre,  Indian- 
ola.  Miss. — Small  town  patronage. 

THAT  ROYLE  GIRL;  Carol  Dempster— Ad- 
vertised this  as  an  eleven  reel  serial  with  ten 

reels  of  legs  and  one  reel  of  cyclone.  They 

came  to  aeo  one  or  the  other  I   don’t  know  which. 
60  per  cent  praised  the  picture:  60  per  cent 

knocked  it. — Henry  Sparks,  Grand  &   Gem  the- 
atres, Cooper,  Tex. — General  patronage. 

THAT  ROYLE  GIRL:  Carol  Dempster— Had 
read  so  many  unfavorable  comments  on  this  in 
tho  “Herald"  that  I   was  afraid  to  bill  it  much. 

But  Oh  what  a   mistake  I   If  some  exhibitors  say 

that  this  is  rotten,  I   would  like  to  know  what 

they  run.  Will  admit  that  D.  W.  Griffith  never 
made  us  any  money,  but  must  hand  It  to  him  for 

a   real  picture.  Good  prestige  for  your  house. 
Fields  is  not  so  good,  having  no  part  in  the 

story  save  as  a   character.  Fields  Is  good  but  has 

nothing  to  work  with.  Ton  reels. — F.  K.  Shaffer. 

Lyric  theatre,  Frostburg.  Md. — General  patronage. 

THAT  ROYLE  GIRL;  Special  cast^Fair  pic- 

ture but  did  not  draw  here.  Ten  reels. — W.  E. 

Glaub,  Band  Box  theatre,  Plymouth,  Ind. — Small 
town  patronage. 

SEVEN  KEYS  TO  BALDPATE:  Douglas  Mac- 
Lean — I   think  this  without  a   doubt  one  of  the 

silliest  pictures  I   have  played  since  Raymond 

Griffith  in  "He’s  a   Prince."  Seven  reels. — V.  G. 

Secord,  K.  P.  theatre,  La  Rue,  O.— Generol  pat- 
ronage. 

SEVEN  KEYS  TO  BALDPATE:  Douglas  Mac- 
Lean — Just  a   program  picture  Not  worth  the 

money  Paramount  is  asking  for  It.  Seven  reels. 

— B.  Winzler,  Liberty  theatre,  Tremont,  Utah. — 
General  patronage. 

THE  AMERICAN  VENUS:  Esther  Ralston- 
One  of  the  prettiest  things  on  the  screen  in  a 

long  time.  The  bathing  beauty  parade  on  the 
boardwalk  and  the  style  show  which  la  done  in 

Technicolor  are  simply  beautiful.  Story  will  hold 

interest. — Henry  Sparks.  Grand  &   Gem  theatres. 

Cooper,  Tex. — General  patronage. 

THE  AMERICAN  VENUS:  Esther  Ralston— 
Several  reports  panned  this  one.  I   have  nothing 

but  praise  for  it.  Nothing  to  the  story,  but  why 
worry  about  a   story  with  on  Atlantic  City  bathing 

revue  and  stage  shows  in  natural  color?  Pret- 
tiest natural  color  photography  I   ever  saw. 

Bought  it  right  and  made  me  money.  Give  us 
more  like  it.— R.  M.  Smith,  Mission  theatre,  Mis- 

sion, Tex. — Mixed  patronage. 

THE  AMERICAN  VENUS;  Esther  Ralston— 
This  Is  the  one  "Variety"  panned  and  I   was 
afraid  of  it,  but  there  is  nothing  to  offend,  I 

put  on  a   fashion  show  with  it  and  they  both  went 
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over  biB.  Get  behind  it.  It  will
  ulease  the 

women.  And  when  you  do  that  the 
 men  will 

follow.  Eight  reels.— S.  A.  Davidson
,  Princess 

theatre,  Neodesha,  Kan. — Small  town  pa
tronage. 

MANNEQUIN;  Alice  Joyce — ^Title  killed  it  for 

me.  but  picture  pleased  all  that  I   w
as  able  to 

get  out  to  sec  it.  Little  Dolores  Costello
  is  very 

good  and  Alice  Joyce  hasn’t  forgotten  ho
w  to  act. 

—Henry  Sparks,  Grand  &   Gem  theatres.  Coo
per, 

Tex. — General  patronage. 

MANNEQUIN:  Dolores  Costello— A   very  goo
d, 

entertaining  show  but  Liberty  Magazine  
has  no 

circulation  here  to  speak  of  and  so  the  public
ity 

did  not  amount  to  much  and  it  did  not  
draw. 

Seven  reels. — H.  J.  Eagan.  American  theatr
e, 

Wautoma,  Wis.— Small  town  patronage. 

STAGE  STRUCK:  Gloria  Swanson— This 
 was 

no  good  at  box  ofTice.  Second  night  poor. 
 Seven 

reels.— W.  E.  Glaub,  Band  Box  theatre,  Plymouth.
 

Ind. — Small  town  patronage. 

STAGE  STRUCK;  Gloria  Swanson— First  part 

of  picture  is  gorgeous.  It  is  in  Technicolor,  
as 

is  the  Inst  part  of  last  reel.  The  story  is  not  a 

typical  Swanson  but  has  some  fine  comedy.  Th
e 

change  from  the  color  prologue  to  the  story  proper 

is  too  abrupt  and  not  graceful.  Eight  reels. — 

Kreighbnum  Bros.,  Char-Bell  theatre,  Rochester. 
Ind. — General  patronage. 

THE  WANDERER;  Special  cast— Fairly  good 

picture  but  nothing  to  compare  with  "The  Ten 
Commandments"  and  won't  draw  half  as  much 
at  box  office.  Practically  all  scenes  in  black  and 

white.  Think  a   little  color  would  have  improved 

production  60  per  cent.  Didn’t  draw  much  at  the 

box  office.— R.  M.  Smith,  Mission  theatre.  Mis- 

sion, Tex. — Mixed  patronage. 

LET'S  GET  MARRIED:  Richard  DLx— Very 

pleasing  comedy  drama  that  entertained  prac- 

tically one  hundred  per  cent. — ^I.  A.  McCaskill, 
Crossett  theatre,  Orossett,  Ark.— General  patron- 

age. 

THE  SPLENDID  CRIME:  Bebe  Daniels— 
Nothing  to  brag  about.  Why  put  a   good  star  in 

an  old  crook  story  that  won’t  stand  up?  Give 
her  better  stories,  more  suitable  to  her  style,  and 

she’ll  get  the  money.  This  one  didn’t.— R.  M. 
Smith,  Mission  theatre.  Mission,  Te.x. — Mixed  pat- 
ronage. 

THE  SPLENDID  CRIME:  Bebe  Daniels — This 
is  a   good  Saturday  feature  for  the  small  town 

shonunan.  Bebe  is  popular  here  and  always  draws 

good  business.  Night  scenes  entirely  loo  dark. 
Seven  reels. — E.  M.  Biddle,  Strand  theatre,  Paoli, 
Ind. — Small  town  patronage. 

A   SON  OF  HIS  FATHER:  Special  cast— We 
spent  a   little  extra  on  advertising  and  it  paid  to 

do  so.  Author’s  name  helps  and  we  paid  out 

on  our  weak  nights,  Monday-Tuesday.  Don’t  pay 
too  much  and  don’t  advance  your  prices.  Print 

good.  Seven  reels. — R.  R.  Wiiiship,  Majestic  the- 
atre. Phillipsburg,  Kan. — General  patronage. 

THE  ENCHANTED  HILL:  Jack  Holt— Title  did 

not  imply  Western  or  action,  but  there  is  plenty 
of  both  and  picture  will  satisfy  where  they  liko 

this  kind. — Henry  Sparks,  Grand  &   Gem  theatres. 

Cooper,  Tex. — General  patronage. 

THE  ENCHANTED  HILL:  Jack  Holt— Pleased 

nicely.  Seven  reels. — J.  S.  Walker,  Texas  the- 
atre, Grand  Prairie,  Tex. — Small  town  patronage. 

IRISH  LUCK;  Thomas  Moighan — Hooray  for 

Tom  and  the  Auld  Sod.  This  was  a   dandy.  Be- 
sides being  a   good  feature,  it  had  the  added 

advantage  of  being  a   wonderful  scenic.  The 

Blarney  Stone  and  Ireland  brought  right  to  your 

front  dooi’.  They  liked  it  immensely.  Seven 
reels. — E.  M.  Biddle,  Strand  theatre,  Paoli,  Ind. 

—Small  town  patronage. 

IRISH  LUCK:  Thomas  Mcighan — A   very  good 

offering.  Pleased  80  per  cent. — Henry  Sparks, 

Grand  &   Gem  theatres.  Cooper,  Tex. — General 
patronage. 

IRISH  LUCK:  Thomas  Moighan — Good  travel- 

ogue. but  Tom  didn’t  have  a   chance  to  strut  his 
stuff.  Scenery  beautiful.  Flopped  at  the  box 

office. — R.  M.  Smith,  Mission  theatre.  Mission, 

Tex. — Mixed  patronage. 

IRISH  LUCK:  Thomas  Meighan — The  scenery 

in  this  is  very  beautiful  and  it’s  a   good  show. 
Had  many  favorable  comments.  Seven  reels. — 

H.  J.  Eagan.  American  theatre,  Wautoma,  Wis. — 
Small  town  patronage. 

IRISH  LUCK:  Thomas  Meighan — While  there 

are  but  a   few  people  of  Irish  descent  here,  the 

main  interest  was  in  the  scenery  and  the  com- 

ment on  this  was  more  general  than  we  had  ever 

hoard  on  any  scenery,  but  not  all  of  the  inter- 
est was  in  the  scenery,  Thomas  Mcighan  had 

some.  This  popular  star  has  a   style  all  his  own. 

His  gestures  are  so  moderated  as  not  to  exceed 

Special  to Wallace  Beery 
BEHIND  THE  FRONT  (Para.): 

Wallace  Beery — A   conicJy  bombshell, 

just  as  big  as  Paramount  claims  and 
probably  a   little  bigger.  Our  patrons 
went  wild  over  it  and  the  second  night 

showing  increased  over  the  first. 

Business  greater  than  ‘"The  Pony  Ex- 

press,” “Charley’s  Aunt,”  “The  Fresh- 
man” and  a   good  many  of  the  bigger 

specials.  Wallace  Beery  the  whole 

show,  Raymond  Hatton  sharing  hon- 
ors. Wallace  Beery  is  due  for  a 

stream  of  popularity  and  if  some 
writer  will  head  Beery  in  another 

comedy  feature  of  some  sort  his  next 

picture  will  ouldraw  any  Harold 
Lloyd  comedy  ever  made.  Buy  it  and 

promise  your  patrons  a   real  treat. 
Good  for  any  audience  in  any  theatre 

and  as  clean  ns  a   liound’s  tooth.  Six 
reels.— GUNTHER  &   METZGER, 

Palace  theatre,  Syracuse,  Nebr. 

wrist  or  elbow  motion.  Never  the  grand  sweep. 

The  head  never  inclines  more  than  seventeen  de- 

grees, five  minutes,  thirty-two  seconds.  But  he 

is  interesting,  likeable  and  he  has  quite  a   fol- 

lowing. It  drew  me  a   moderately  good  house 

the  first  night,  which  fell  off  to  half  the  second. 

Seven  reels.— A.  J.  Gibbons,  Elile-Kozy  theatre. 

Metropolis.  III.— Better  class  patronage. 

NEW  BROOMS;  Bessie  Love — This  is  a   very 
clever  little  comedy  drama  and  will  make  you  a 

nice  little  program  offering  for  any  house.  Put 

over  by  a   very  capable  cast.  Story  isn’t  so 
much  but  you  can  promise  them  some  real  enter- 

tainment and  that  is  what  we  are  trying  to  sell. 

SLx  reels.— Crosby  &   Schwierske,  Rex  theatre, 

Colby.  Wis. — Small  town  patronage. 

A   KISS  FOR  CINDERELLA:  Betty  Bronson 

—Sweet  little  fairy  story  for  kids,  but  men  won’t 
sit  through  it  and  most  of  the  women  didn’t  like 
it.  Didn't  draw  film  rental  first  night  and  took 
it  off  second  night  altogether.  Rental  too  high. 

  R.  M.  Smith,  Mission  theatre.  Mission,  Tex. — 
General  patronage. 

A   KISS  FOR  CINDERELLA:  Betty  Bronson 

—Too  bad  Adolph  Zukor  and  Jesse  Lasky  wasted 

good  film  making  this  one.  Ten  reels. — Johnson 
&   Bangs,  Strand  theatre,  Rawlins,  Wyo.— General 
patronage. 

A   KISS  FOR  CINDERELLA:  Betty  Bronson 
^ — ^This  is  a   wonderful  feature  for  young  children. 

It  has  absolutely  no  appeal  lor  the  grown-ups. 
Failed  to  draw  and  half  of  those  that  attended 

walked  out  before  the  sixth  i-eel.  At  least  four 
reels  too  long.  Ten  reels. — E.  M.  Biddle,  Strand 
theatre,  Paoli.  Ind. — Small  town  patronage. 

WILD  WILD  SUSAN:  Bebe  Daniels— We  don’t 
ask  for  any  better  entei-tainment  in  our  house 
than  this.  It  is  about  the  best  light  comedy  we 

have  had  since  "The  Trouble  With  Wives,”  and 
really  think  this  is  the  better  of  the  two.  Keeps 

the  crowd  in  very  good  humor  and  we  had  lots 
of  very  nice  things  said  about  this  little  picture. 
You  can  feel  safe  if  you  have  it  bought :   it  will 

do  you  some  good.  Six  reels. — Crosby  & 
Schwierske,  Rex  theatre.  Colby.  Wis.— Small  town 

patronage. 

WO^LANHANDLED:  Richard  Dix— Dix  is  a 
favorite  here,  anyway,  and  with  the  help  of 

charming  Esther  Ralston,  it  brought  out  a   big 

Saturday  night  crowd.  The  picture  is  a   rib 
tickler.  The  burlesque  on  the  modern  West 

caused  gales  of  laughter.  Suitable  for  any  class 

of  patronage.  Seven  reels.— E.  M.  Biddle,  Strand 
theatre,  Paoli,  Ind. — Small  town  patronage. 

WOMANHANDLED;  Richard  Dix— Went  over 

big  with  me  as  folks  had  forgotten  "Manhan- 
dled" and  Dix  is  always  a   good  drawing  card  for 

me. — Henry  Sparks.  Grand  &   Gem  theatres. 

Cooper,  Tex.— General  patronage. 

WOMANHANDLED:  Richard  Dix— Liked  by 

everyone,  but  a   little  overdrawn  for  Texas  peo- 
ple to  take  seriously.  Imagine  a   Texas  ranch 

without  a   horse.  Drew  well  and  would  have  done 

better  had  any  of  the  photos  or  posters  shown 

any  of  the  Western  atmosphere  that  made  the 
picture  a   success.— R.  M.  Smith,  Mission  theatre. 

Mission,  Tex. — Mixed  patronage. 

WOMANHANDLED:  Richard  Dix— A   good 

comedy  burlesque  on  the  Western  cowboy.  Was 

thoroughly  enjoyed  by  our  patrons.  Seven  reels. 

— Kreighbaum  Bros.,  Char-Bell  theatre,  Rochester. 

Ind. — General  patronage. 
WELCOME  HOME;  Special  cast— A   very  good 

program  picture  with  a   poor  title.  It  must  have 
been  the  title  that  killed  it,  for  we  took  in  Be 

more  than  cost  of  film  and  it  was  reasonable 

enough  at  that.  Six  reels.— C.  C.  Ervin,  Para- 

mount theatre,  Okanogan,  Wash. — Small  town 

patronage. WELCOME  HOME:  Special  cast — In  going  over 

reports  on  this  I   see  where  some  exhibitor  panned 

this,  saying  it  had  about  as  much  amusement  in 
it  as  a   funeral  and  that  the  man  that  approved 
of  it  must  have  been  pickled.  Well,  maybe  so. 

but  on  the  strength  of  this,  I   did  not  push  it, 

to  my  sorrow,  as  what  few  came  out  found  it 
very  satisfactory.  It  has  plenty  of  comedy  and 

is  as  clean  a   little  program  as  I   would  care  to 

run.  I   myself  think  there  are  too  many  exhib- 

itors reporting  on  pictures  according  to  the 
amount  of  business  they  do  and  not  considering; 

the  entertainment  values.  I   think  it  is  better  to 

leave  heartaches  and  family  troubles  out  of  re- 

ports and  think  things  over  from  more  than  one 
angle  before  sending  in  reports,  especially  reports 

of  this  kind  on  ns  nice  a   little  picture  as  “Wel- 
come Home.”  Six  reels. — F.  R.  Meierbachlol, 

Elysian  theatre,  Elysian,  Minn. — General  pat- 
ronage. 

EVE’S  SECRET:  Special  cast— Pretty  poor. 

One  of  Paramount’s  pieces  of  junk  that  you  don’t 
want  but  have  to  take.  Nothing  to  it,  not  even 

an  interesting  plot.  Poor  house.  Seven  reels.— 
C.  C.  Ervin.  Paramount  theatre,  Okanogan.  Wash. 
— Small  town  patronage. 

COBRA:  Rudolph  Valentino — Rudolph  does  not 

go  good  here.  Personally  I   don't  think  much  of 
the  picture.  Paid  too  much  money  for  it.  Eight 
reels.   W.  E.  Gluub,  Band  Box  theatre,  Plymouth, 
Ind. — Small  town  patronage. 

HANDS  UP;  Raymond  Griffith— The  same  as 
all  Griffith  pictures,  positively  nothing  to  it 

Has  no  drawing  power  at  all,  as  one  could  ex- 
pect after  what  he  has  been  putting  out.  Five 

reels. — W.  F.  Weary,  Casino  theatre,  Sac  Cit>-, la. — General  patronage. 

HANDS  UP:  Raymond  Griffith — Just  a   pro- 

gram picture.  A   good  burlesque. — Bert  Silver. 

Silver  Family  theatre,  Greenville,  Mich. — General 

patronage. 

FLOWER  OF  NIGHT:  Pola  Negri— This  kind 

of  picture  no  good  for  this  town.  Advertising 

weak.  So  was  the  box  office.  Seven  reels.— 

W.  E.  Glaub,  Band  Box  theatre,  Plymouth,  Ind.- Small  town  patronage. 

NOT  SO  LONG  AGO:  Betty  Bronson— Just  a 

fairly  entertaining  picture.  Story  of  New  York 

in  the  'SOs.  Seven  reels. — George  Benson,  Com- 

munity theatre,  Minneota,  Minn. — Small  town  pair ronage. 

A   WOMAN  OF  THE  WORLD:  Pola  Negri-
 

A   few  years  back  I   cut  out  the  Pola  Negri  
pic- 

tures and  thought  I   would  never  run  any  mor^ 

but  after  seeing  some  reports  on  this  one  
decided 

to  run  it  and  must  admit  that  I   was  very  a
gre*- 

ably  surprised,  as  it  is  a   good  picture
. — Henry 

Sparks,  Grand  &   Gem  theatres,  Cooper, 
 Te.x  — General  patronage. 

THE  ANCIENT  HIGHWAY;  Jack  
Holt— This 

is  an  A-1  small  town  picture.  Plenty  of 
 acUon 

and  story  good.  Taken  from  James  Oliver 

wood's  story,  which  helps  pack  them  in. 

sonally  don't  care  for  Holt  and  his  acting, 

although  Miss  Dove  is  very  ea.«y  to  lo
ok  at.  st\e 

doesn’t  class  only  about  C   as  an  actress 
 in  ow 

estimation.  Maybe  she  will  look  better  ‘   . 

next  one.  This  went  over  very  good  for
  us  an 

heard  lots  of  "good  show"  remar
ks  about  n- 

Film  new.  We  find  the  Paramount
  service  oui 

of  the  Milwaukee  exchange  very  good
  and  they 

arc  very  nice  to  do  business  with»  havi
ng  n'c  ̂  

more  than  half  way  in  all  our  dealin
gs  with  them. 

Seven  reels.— Crosby  &   Schwierske, 
 Rex  theatre. 

Colby,  Wis. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  SHOCK  PUNCH:  Richa
rd  Dix— This  »s 

a   good  action  picture  and  will  p
lease  any  o'*  * 

ence.  Priced  right.  Fair  drawing
  power.  Sev^n 

reels.— F.  J.  O’Hara,  Community  thea
tre,  Elgin. Neb. — General  patronage. 

MADAME  SANS  GENE;  Glori
a  Swanson-O 

all  the  punk  pictures,  this  takes  the  cake.  ̂  

not  sec  why  they  waste  so  much  cell
uloid.  M>  a 

vice  to  you  is  to  see  it  screened  
before  you  buy  *   • 

The  only  reason  I   bought  it  was  that 

from  the  book.  Ten  reels. — C.  E.  Longne
re, 

theatre,  Dickson,  Tenn. — General  patronage-  ̂  

COMING  THROUGH:  Thomas 
 Meighnn"'^ 

very  good  picture.  Plenty  of  act
ion  but  story  " 
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uch  Seven  reele.— C.  E.  Longacr
e,  Dixie  the- 

atre. Dickson.  Tenn.— General  
patronage. 

TBE  STOBV  without  A   NAME
:  Antonio 

Moreno— Very  poor  picture.  It’s
  a   little  old.  Not 

m..ch  use  to  write  on  this  one
.  Seven  reels.— 

C   E.  Longacre.  DLxie  theatre. 
 Dickson.  Tenn.— 

General  patronage. 

tongues  of  FLAME;  Thom
as  Meighan— 

Played  this  on  Friday  and  Saturday
,  being  afraid 

run  it  as  a   special.  Attendance 
 fair.  We 

lost  due  to  high  price  of  pic
ture.  Comments 

were  not  over-Hattering.  Would  not  
advise  buying 

this  one.— Philip  Rond.  Rex  the
atre.  Salmon. 

Idaho.— General  patronage.
 

CODE  OF  THE  WEST:  Owen  Mo
ore— This 

is  a   real  picture.  Played  it  to  a  
 good  house 

and  we  made  money  on  it.  Had  many
  favorable 

comments.  Carries  lots  of  good  come
dy  and 

plenty  of  action.  Would  rank  this  up
  with  some 

of  the  so-called  specials  that  we  have  be
en  play- 

ing. Seven  reels. — Paul  B.  Hoffman.  Legion  th
e- 

atre, Holyrood,  Kan.— Small  town  patronage.
 

THE  LIGHT  OF  THE  WESTERN  STARS:
 

Jack  Holt— Oh,  but  they  did  like  this  one
!  In 

fact  it  is  one  of  the  best  that  we  have  s
hown 

for  nuite  a   while.  It  held  them  right  from  t
he 

start.  Has  all  that  a   real  picture  should  have. 

Seven  reels. — Paul  B.  Hoffman,  Legion  theatre. 

HolyroSd,  Kan.— Small  town  patronage. 

THE  BORDER  LEGION;  Antonio  Moreno— 

Oh,  boy,  one  of  Zane  Grey’s  best.  A-1  picture. 
Six  reels. — E.  C.  Bays.  Globe  theatre,  Buena 

Vista,  Va. — General  patronage. 

NIGHT  LIFE  IN  NEW  YORK:  Special  cast 

—This,  we  believe,  is  as  good  os  you  can  wish 

for  your  regular  program  pictures.  Title  really 
draws  them  in  and  they  expect  to  see  something 

a   whole  lot  different  than  they  do,  but  the  story 

is  very  good  (much  to  our  surprise)  and  a   very 

good  cast  puts  this  over.  Very  good  comedy,  in 
fine  shape,  and  we  would  class  it  about  100  per 

cent  entertainment.  Eight  reels. — Crosby  & 

Schweirske,  Re.x  theatre,  Colby,  Wis. — Small  town 
patronage. 

HE’S  A   PRINCE:  Raymond  Griffith — Rather 

amusing  burlesque,  but  not  as  good  as  "Miss 
Bluebeard"  or  "Forty  Winks."  Seven  reels. — 
George  Benson,  Community  theatre,  Minneota, 

Minn. — Small  town  patronage. 

HE’S  A   PRINCE:  Raymond  Griffith — ^Not  much 
to  this  one.  Had  lots  of  kicks  on  it  and  it  de- 

served them.— Henry  Sparks,  Grand  &   Gem  the- 

atres, Cooper,  Tex. — General  patronage. 

HE’S  A   PRINCE;  Raymond  Griffith — Raymond 
Griffith  fails  to  draw  for  me.  Personally  I   like 

him  fine,  but  he’s  never  yet  drawn  film  rental  and 
overhead. — R.  M.  Smith,  Mission  theatre.  Mission, 
Tex. — General  patronage. 

SINNERS  IN  HEAVEN;  Richard  Dix— Title 

not  the  best  in  the  world  for  a   small  town,  but 

picture  proved  to  be  a   good  one.  Story  different 

from  average  run  and  scenery  very  pretty.  Have 

a   few  old  Paramount  pictures  on  our  list  but 

price  and  condition  of  films  make  them  a   good 

bet.  Seven  reels. — Gunther  &   Metzger,  Palace 

theatre,  Syracuse,  Neb. — Small  town  patronage. 

LORD  JIM:  Percy  Marraont — We  will  have  to 

disagree  with  most  of  the  reports  we  have  seen 

on  this,  for  we  thought  this  an  excellent  picture, 

but  we  don't  want  one  every  week  like  it.  Seven 
reels. — J.  S.  Walker,  Texas  theatre.  Grand  Prairie, 

— Small  town  patronage, 

THE  PONY  EXPRESS:  Ricardo  Cortez— A 

wonderful  Western  picture  to  no  business,  but 

which  cannot  be  blamed  on  the  picture.  A   reg- 
ular blizzard  hindered  people  from  coming  and 

tied  up  traffic.  This  picture  should  draw  any 
place.  Ten  reels. — C.  McDonough,  Auditorium 
theatre,  Lihertyville,  111. — Small  town  patronage. 

A   KISS  IN  THE  DARK:  Special  cast— My 
nmily  and  I   thought  this  a   splendid  picture  with 

P   enty  of  subtle  humor.  Well  acted  and  well 
P   otoCTaphed,  though  the  film  is  ragged  in  spots. 

”   other  hand, .the  manager  and  his  wife 
thought  it  a   pretty  poor  offering,  which  would 
produce  more  complaints  than  compliments, 
owever,  the  box  office  showed  better  receipts 
an  usual  for  a   society  drama.  Six  reels. — 
wrge  W.  Lee,  Paramount  theatre,  Okanogan, 

Wash — Small  town  patronage. 

T   ^ANDERER  OF  THE  WASTELAND: 
Quito  a   few  had  reported  this  not  so 

100  understand  this.  It  pleased  here 
per  cent,  and  color  photography  was  a   change 

I*'  ̂    beautifully  done.  Some  of  the  scenes 00  od  as  though  they  were  gorgeous  oil  paintings. 
you  haven’t  used  this,  think  you  should  go 

ec  and  get  it,  as  we  so  seldom  have  an  oppor- 
ity  to  show  our  people  colored  photography, 

owever,  think  I   wouldn't  like  it  as  a   regular 

thing.  Seven  reels. — Mrs.  Berta  Smith.  Palace 

theatre,  Rockmart,  Ga. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  CITY  THAT  NEVER  SLEEPS:  Louise 

Dresser— This  girl  Louise  Dresser  is  a   real  ac- 

tress. She  is  just  as  good  in  this  as  in  "The 
Goose  Woman”  and  that's  mighty  good.  You 
can  surely  get  behind  this  one  and  boost  it  as  a 

special  that  is  a   special.  Six  reels. — John  Falk, 

Casino  theatre.  Eldorado,  III.— High  class  patron- 
age. 

OLD  HOME  WEEK:  Thomas  Meighan— This 

is  a   good  show  but  don't  pay  any  more  than  an 
average  price  as  it  is  only  a   program  picture. — 

Kerns  Spears,  Dream  theatre,  Randle.  Wash. — 
General  patronage. 

THE  THUNDERING  HERD:  Jack  Holt— An 

ideal  picture  in  every  way.  Action,  thrills,  sur- 
prise, history  and  all  such,  in  one.  We  found  this 

to  please  better  than  "The  Covered  Wagon”  at 
one-fourth  the  cost.  Seven  reels. — Wm.  Martin. 

Patriot  theatre.  Patriot,  Ind.— Small  town  pat- 
ronage. 

THE  GOLDEN  BED:  Special  cast— Had  this 

picture  put  off  from  time  to  time,  as  I   was  told 

it  wouldn’t  stand  a   raise  in  admission,  and  I   felt 
it  must  to  pay  out,  so  I   took  a   chance  and  went 
from  26c  to  35c  on  it  and  did  a   fine  business. 

Pleased  more  than  anything  since  “The  Ten  Com- 
mandments." All  small  towns  should  get  it  cheap 

now  and  can  make  some  money.  Nine  reels. — 
Mrs.  Berta  Smith,  Palace  theatre,  Rockmart,  Ga. 
— Small  town  patronage. 

Pathe 
PERCY:  Charles  Ray — Very  good  picture. 

Charles  Murray  should  be  the  leading  star,  as  he 

is  the  whole  show.  He  kept  my  audience  laugh- 

ing the  whole  picture.  Five  reels. — L.  C.  Bolduc, 
Bijou  theatre,  Conway,  N.  H.— Small  town  pat- 
ronage. 

THE  WHITE  SHEEP:  Glenn  Tryon— Another 
good  feature  length  comedy  from  Hal  Roach. 

This  is  not  quite  as  good  as  "The  Battling  Ori- 

oles,” but  it  will  get  by  good,  anyhow.  It’s  got 
a   number  of  good  laughs  and  when  they  laugh, 

you  know  they're  satisfied.  Seven  reels. — W.  T. 
Davis,  Rialto  theatre,  Sharon,  Wis.— General  pat- 
ronage. 

Principal 
THE  RE-CREATION  OF  BRIANT  KENT: 

Special  cast — A   very  well  acted  and  well  pr<> 

duced  drama  which  seemed  to  please  the  audi- 
ence, though  we  had  no  comments  either  way. 

Should  rate  it  above  the  average  and  one  that 

should  take  with  any  audience,  especially  where 

Harold  Bell  Wright’s  novels  are  read.  Seven 
reels. — C.  C.  Ervin,  Paramount  theatre,  Okanogan, 
Wash. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  MINE  FROM  THE  IRON  DOOR:  Robert 

Prazer — We  played  this  the  same  week  as  "Keeper 
of  the  Bees"  and  did  a   fairly  good  business. 

These  two  pictures,  taken  from  well  known  nov- 

els, did  a   better  business  than  any  other  two 

pictures  this  year.  With  an  exceptional  cast 

and  good  direction,  we  rate  this  as  a   very  good 

picture.  We  cannot  commend  the  photography, 

however,  which  was  not  of  the  highest  order. 

Robert  Frazer  is  another  new  face  that  our  pa- 
trons inquire  about.  His  part  was  outstanding  as 

the  Indian.  Seven  reels.— J.  A.  Zimmerman.  Rex 

theatre,  Aurora,  Minn. — General  patronage. 

HELEN’S  BABIES:  Baby  Peggy— Wish  to  re- 

port favorably  on  this  picture.  It  has  a   story, 

good  scenery  and  a   good  bit  of  comedy,  and  little 

Baby  Peggy  is  a   real  little  actress.  Six  reels. — 

W.  J.  Shoup,  DeLuxe  theatre,  Spearville.  Kan. — 
Small  town  patronage. 

Prod.  Dist.  Corp. 
THREE  FACES  EAST:  Special  cast— We  have 

not  reported  for  some  time,  but  this  picture  is  so 

good  we  want  our  fellow  exhibitors  to  know  it. 

Played  it  two  days  at  advanced  prices.  Every- 

body praised  it. — G.  C.  Scott,  Liberty  theatre, 

Pikcville,  Ky. — General  patronage. 

THREE  FACES  EAST;  Special  cast— Mystery 

story  dealing  with  the  English  and  German  Secret 

Service  in  the  late  war.  Holds  interest  to  the 

end  and  winds  up  with  a   surprising  climax. 

Very  good.  Seven  reels. — George  Benson.  Com- 

munity theatre,  Minneota,  Minn.— Small  town 
patronage. 

RED  DICE:  Rod  La  Roeque— A   fair  crook 

picture  melodrama.  Fans  will  like  it.  Seven 

j-gelg. — Kreighbaum  Bros.,  Char-Bell  theatre, 
Rochester,  Ind.— General  patronage. 

THE  MAN  FROM  RED  GULCH:  Hurry  Caroy 

— Patrons  did  not  seem  to  care  for  this  one  os 

much  us  other  pictures  of  his. — Jack  Davis,  State 

theatre,  Tawas  City,  Mich.— General  patronage. 

THE  WEDDING  SONG;  Loatrice  Joy— Not  so 
good,  just  a   fair  program  picture.  Seven  reels. 
— 'Kreighbnum  Bros.,  Char-Bell  theatre.  Rochester. 
Ind. — General  patronage. 

STEEL  PREFERRED:  Special  cast — A   new 
play  in  a   new  setting.  A   steel  mill  in  which  tho 
producer  is  so  big  that  the  cast  is  right  off  and 

the  author  is  nowhere.  But  again  in  which  the 

action  is  so  good  that  it  is  plain  that  it  takes 
an  author  and  a   cast  as  well  as  a   producer  to 

make  u   play.  Willinra  Boyd  was  easily  leading 

man.  though  all  in  this  cast  arc  good.  It  plcas^ 
everybody.  There  was  a   staccato  of  laughs  all 
over  tho  house  which  became  continuous  at  times. 
It  is  well  worth  the  money.  Run  it  any  day  in 

the  week  and  it  will  give  a   good  account  of 

itself. — A.  J.  Gibbons,  Elite-Kozy  theatre.  Metrop- 
olis. 111. — Bettor  class  patronage. 

STEEL  PREFERRED:  Special  cast— Very  good 

and  a   very  different  sort  of  a   production.  Sec- 
ond night  very  good.  Could  have  used  a   better 

title  to  advantage. — Jack  Davis,  State  theatre, 

Tawas  City,  Mich. — General  patronage. 

SEVEN  DAYS:  Lillian  Rich— The  most  non- 
sensical, idiotic  thing  I   ever  saw.  It  is  hard  to 

imagine  that  any  reputable  concern  would  put 
out  such  n   thing  and  call  it  a   picture.  70  per 

cent  of  my  people  walked  out  and  I   could  admire 

their  judgment  more  than  the  few  that  stayed. 
Seven  reels.— W.  M.  Emmons,  Engle  theatre. 

Eagle  River,  Wis. — Small  town  patronage. 

SILENT  SANDERSON:  Hurry  Carey— A   finely 

photographed  edition  of  a   splendid  little  story 

that  will  please  in  the  small  towns;  not  strictly 
a   Western,  though  it  has  much  action  and  not  a 

few  thrills.  Five  reels. — Pace  &   Bouma,  Rialto 

theatre,  Focahontos,  Iowa. — Mixed  patronage. 

STOP  FLIRTING:  Special  cast— Very  weak 

offering. — A.  Mitchell,  Dixie  theatre,  Russellville, 
Ky. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  FLAMING  FORTIES:  Harry  Carey- 
This  is  an  e.xtra  good  Western.  Print  new  but 

too  many  night  scenes  make  it  hard  to  make 
clear.  Six  reels. — Kerns  Spears,  Dream  theatre, 

Randle,  Wash. — General  patronage. 

CHARLEY’S  AUNT:  Syd  Chaplin— One  of  the 
best  comedies  ever  made.  Pleased  everyone  that 
saw  it.  Hit  a   snow  storm  with  It  on  my  Inst 

night  that  ruined  me.  Eight  reels.— S.  G.  Ihdc, 

Photoplay  theatre,  Ashland,  Kan. — Small  town 

patronage. 
FRIENDLY  ENEMIES:  Weber  and  Fields— 

Those  two  old  birds  are  sure  there  with  the 

goods  and  kept  the  house  in  an  uproar  all  through 
tho  show.  You  can  buy  it  right.  It  will  please 

your  people.  Six  reels. — F.  J.  O’Hara,  Com- 
munity theatre.  Elgin,  Nob.— General  patronage. 

BEYOND  THE  BORDER:  Harry  Corey— Mon- 

day night  to  very  good  business.  Like  all  of 

Carey's,  good  as  the  rest  of  them  in  Westerns. 

If  your  people  like  this  class  of  entertainment 
you  may  feel  assured  that  this  one  will  go  over 
good  and  please  them.  Film  condition  good, 

price  very  reasonable,  so  don't  pass  it  up.  Six 
reels.— P.  W.  Quinlin,  Ideal  theatre,  Chalenugny, 
N.  Y. — Small  town  patronage. 

United  Artists 

DON  Q. :   Dougins  Fairbanks — This  has  been 

reported  as  one  of  the  big  ones.  Can't  see  any- 
thing big  but  the  price  they  charge  for  it.  United 

Artists  got  all  the  money.  Will  please  Fair- 
banks fans.  Teen  reels.— S.  A.  Davidson,  Princess 

theatre,  Neodesha,  Kan.— Small  town  patronage. 

TUMBLEWEEDS:  William  S.  Hart— A   very 

good  picture.  Photography  not  extra.  Believe 

it  will  please  most  of  a   Saturday  night  crowd. 

We  played  this  Tuesday  and  Wednesday  but  did 

not  make  the  money  we  expected.  Roads  and 

weather  good ;   audience  appeal  DO  per  cent. 

Oren  J.  Spalti.  Strand  theatre,  Pleasantville. Iowa. — Small  town  patronage. 

TUMBLEWEEDS:  William  S.  Hart- First  part 

of  picture  moves  slowly  but  picks  up  on  the  6
th 

reel  when  the  rush  for  homesites  gets  under  way.
 

Good  picture,  pleased  small  crowd  owing  to  
snow 

storm,  but  priced  too  high  for  our  town
.  No 

more  United  Artists  for  us  unless  they  come  dow
n 

off  the  ladder.  Seven  reels. — Gunther  
&   Metz- 

ger. Palace  theatre,  Syracuse,  Neb.— Small  
town 

patronage. 

LITTLE  ANNIE  ROONEY:  Mary  Pick
ford— 

Mary  Pickford  once  more  in  the  typo  of
  picture 

that  made  her  famous.  Had  to  drive  20  
miles  for 
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film  after  6   o'clock.  Delayed  our  show  until  9:45. 
Some  waited,  a   few  went  home,  but  those  staying 

pronounced  it  her  best.  Eight  reels. — Gunther 

&   Metzger,  Palace  theatre,  Syracuse,  Neb. — Small 
town  patronage. 

LITTLE  ANNIE  ROONEY:  Mary  Pickford— 
Extra  fine.  Good  for  young  and  old.  Everybody 

pleased.  Book  it  and  boost  it  hard.  We  failed 
to  do  the  business  we  expected  because  of  scarlet 

fever  epidemic. — Philip  Rand,  Rex  theatre, 

Salmon,  Idaho. — General  patronage. 

UTTLE  ANNIE  ROONEY:  Mary  Pickford— 

We  consider  this  the  best  picture  Mary  ever  pro- 
duced. Very  good  drawing  power  and  pleased 

all.  Ten  reels. — B.  R.  Parsons,  Grand  theatre, 

Springfield,  Minn. — General  patronage. 

WILD  JUSTICE;  Peter  the  Great— This  is  a 

good  dog  picture  and  will  please.  You  can  buy 
it  right  and  it  will  make  you  some  real  money. 
This  seems  to  be  the  class  of  entertainment  that 

the  people  want.  They  are  not  so  anxious  for 

those  bedroom  scenes.  Six  reels. — ^F.  J.  O'Hara. 
Community  theatre,  Elgin,  Neb. — General  patron- 
age. 

THE  SILENT  ACCUSER;  Peter  the  Gi-eat— 
Saturday  night  to  very  good  business.  An  ex- 

ceptional picture  of  the  kind.  Peter  the  Great 

has  greater  intelligence  than  many  of  the  higher 

order.  I   feel  safe  in  calling  this  one  of  the  very 

best  in  pictures  of  this  class.  A   very  good  buy 
for  any  small  town  theatres.  Seven  reels. — P. 

W.  Quinlin,  Ideal  theatre,  Chateaugay,  N.  Y. — 
Small  town  patronage. 

SALLY  OF  THE  SAWDUST:  Special  east— 
This  is  a   real  good  picture.  Will  stand  a   raise 

in  admission.  Paper  fair.  Nine  reels. — A.  O. 

Lambert,  Monticello  Opera  House,  Monticeiio,  la. 
— General  patronage. 

THROUGH  THE  BACK  DOOR;  Mary  Pick- 

ford— Wednesday  to  very  good  business.  All  that 
is  necessary  to  say  about  this  picture  is  that  our 
Mary  is  the  star.  The  only  drawback  to  this  one 

is  that  the  film  is  in  very  poor  condition.  If 

you  can  get  a   good  print,  buy  it  and  the  picture 
will  live  up  to  the  reputation  Idiss  Pickford  has 

established  for  her  pictures.  Six  reels. — P.  W. 

Quinlin,  Ideal  theatre,  Chateaugay,  N.  Y. — Smalt 
town  patronage. 

Universal 
THE  COHENS  AND  KELLYS:  Special  cast 

— Biggest  money  getter  of  the  season.  A   Uni- 
versal super-super  special.  Grab  it. — H.  W. 

Perry,  Egyptian  theatre,  Ogden,  Utah. — General 
patronage. 

HIS  PEOPLE;  Rudolph  Schildkrnut — A   mighty 

good  picture.  Did  not  get  the  crowds  the  picture 

was  entitled  to.  Don’t  be  afraid  to  step  on  this 
one :   it  will  please  your  patrons.  Nine  reels. — 

W.  F.  Weary,  Casino  theatre.  Sac  City,  la. — 
General  patronage. 

HIS  PEOPLE:  Special  cast — Here  is  a   won- 

derful picture,  suitable  for  any  audience  in  Amer- 

ica, as  it  has  everything  in  it.  Put  a   showman’s 

title  and  showman’s  paper  with  it,  properly  ex- 
ploited, and  it  should  clean  up,  for  the  picture 

is  there.  More  favorable  comments  in  proportion 
to  attendance  than  any  picture  I   ever  showed. 

Will  build  business  from  day  to  day  and  good  will 

for  your  house.  Uncle  Carl’s  man  evidently 

didn’t  know  what  he  had  when  he  sold  and  re- 
leased this  as  an  ordinary  Jewel.— F.  G.  Roberts, 

American  theatre,  Ada,  Okla. — General  patronage. 

JUS  PEOPLE:  Special  cast — Another  dandy 

Universal. — H.  W.  Perry,  Egyptian  theatre,  Og- 
den, Utah. — General  patronage. 

THE  DEMON :   Jack  Hoxie — Good  audience. 

Times  were  hard  just  when  I   played  this  one  but 

all  those  that  saw  it  were  pleased.  None  can  go 

wrong  on  Hoxie.  He  is  making  better  pictures 
all  the  time.  Five  reels. — D.  M.  Mangone,  Rex 

theatre,  Newport,  Wash. — General  patronage. 

PEACOCK  FEATHERS:  Cullen  Landis — For 

a   small  town,  one  of  the  best,  both  society  and 

Western,  Also  good  comedy  relief.  Jacqueline 
Logan  is  good  in  this,  but  Cullen  Landis  is  the 

real  star.  He  is  always  good.  Never  worry  when 

he  is  in  a   cast ;   know  there  will  be  something 

that  will  please.  Can’t  understand  why  he  isn’t 
seen  more.  Seven  reels.— Mrs.  Berta  Smith.  Pal- 

ace theatre,  Rockmart,  Ga. — Small  town  patron- 
age. 

UNDER  WESTERN  SKIES:  Norman  Kerry — 

A   very  good  Western,  in  fact,  above  the  aver- 

age. Seven  reels. — W.  F.  Weary,  Casino  theatre. 
Sac  City.  la. — General  patronage. 

UNDER  WESTERN  SKlESs  Norman  Kerry— 

A   high  class  Western  that  pleased  all  our  patrons, 
wc  like  you  better  in  this  role  than  in  that 

of  a   lover.  Six  reels. — L.  C.  Bolduc,  Bijou  the- 

atre, Conway,  N.  H. — Small  town  patronage. 

UNDER  WESTERN  SKIES;  Norman  Kerry— 
Not  a   straight  Western,  as  one  may  think,  but 

lots  of  good  Western  stuff.  Fine  race.  Splendid 

cast.  Just  an  all  round  good  picture.  I   en- 
joyed it  myself.  So  did  everyone  else.  Seven 

reels. — Mrs.  Berta  Smith,  Palace  theatre.  Rock- 
mart,  Ga. — Small  town  patronage. 

BUS'nN’  THROUGH:  Jack  Hoxie— A   good 
one.  Many  favorable  comments  and  everybody 

pleased.  Five  reels. — F.  A.  Millhouse,  Star  the- 

atre, Sumner,  Nebr. — Small  town  patronage. 

TAMING  THE  WEST:  Hoot  Gibson— We  still 

claim  this  to  be  Hoot’s  beat  to  date.  An  ideal 
Western  to  please  the  entire  family.  Lots  of 

comedy  when  it  gets  started.  Six  reels. — Wm. 

Martin,  Patriot  theatre.  Patriot,  Ind. — Small  town 
patronage. 

TAMING  THE  WEST;  Hoot  Gibson — This  is 
a   real  show.  If  your  patrons  want  V/estern  pic- 

tures, this  is  it.  What’s  more,  the  price  is  right. 
Six  reels. — B.  Winzler,  Liberty  theatre,  Tremont, 
Utah. — General  patronage. 

TAMING  THE  WEST:  Hoot  Gibson — Good  pic- 

ture and  Hoot  always  does  draw  good  here.  All 
I   need  to  do  is  hang  out  the  Gibson  sign  and  we 

are  all  O.  K.  Five  reels. — W.  E.  Glaub,  Band  Box 

theatre,  Plymouth,  Ind. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  WHITE  OUTLAW:  Jack  Hoxie— Work 

of  both  horse  and  dog  good  in  this  offering.  Rate 

it  as  one  of  Hoxie’s  best. — Henry  Sparks,  Grand 
&   Gem  theatres,  Cooper,  Tex. — General  patronage. 

THE  WHITE  OUTLAW:  Jack  Hoxie— One  of 

the  best  Westerns  I   have  used.  Like  the  little 

personal  touch  where  he  comes  out  and  intro- 

duces his  horse  and  dog  as  stars  of  the  picture. 

Five  reels. — Mrs.  Berta  Smith,  Palace  theatre, 
Rockmart,  Ga. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  WHITE  OUTLAW:  Jack  Hoxie — A   splen- 

did Western  picture.  Beautiful  scenery. — Bert 
Silver,  Silver  Family  theatre,  Greenville,  Mich. — 
General  patronage. 

THE  WHITE  OUTLAW:  Jack  Hoxie — As  good 
a   Western  as  is  made.  Lots  of  thrills  and  his 

horse  is  sure  a   wonder.  Six  reels. — D.  M.  Man- 

gone.  Rex  theatre,  Newport,  Wash. — General  pat- 
ronage. 

THE  iGOOSE  WOMAN;  Marie  Dresser — One  of 

tho  finest  pictures  I   ever  run.  Should  have 

done  a   lot  more  business  than  I   did.  Don’t  be 

afraid  to  promise  a   lot  on  this,  for  it’s  a   big 
special  if  there  ever  was  one.  The  acting  of 
Dresser  and  Pickford  is  wonderful.  Get  this  and 

go  after  business.  Eight  reels. — Steve  Farrar, 

Orpheum  theatre,  Harrisburg.  111. — General  pat- ronage. 

THE  TEASER:  Laura  LaPIante — A   very  clever 

little  picture  that  ought  to  satisfy  the  average 

audience. — Henry  Sparks,  Grand  &   Gem  theatres. 
Cooper,  Tex. — General  patronage. 

THE  TEASER:  Laura  LaPIante — Fairly  good 

picture,  but  not  her  best.  Six  reels. — Xreigh- 

baum  Bros.,  Char-Bell  theatre,  Rochester,  Ind. — 
General  patronage. 

THE  TEASER:  Laura  LaPIante — A   very  clever 

picture.  Not  much  of  a   plot  but  will  go  over, 

especially  good  for  Sunday.  Seven  reels. — A.  O. 

Lambert.  Monticello  Opera  House,  Monticello,  la. 
— General  patronage. 

THE  TEASER;  Laura  LaPIante — A   good,  in- 

teresting comedy  drama.  A   splendid  cast  and, 

best  of  all,  Pat  O'Malley  as  the  hero.  Show  me  a 

fellow  who  couldn't  love  this  jolly  Irishman  and 
I'll  show  you  a   fellow  without  a   heart.  Who 

wouldn’t  go  home  pleased  after  seeing  him  give 
the  heroine  that  big  Irish  hug  as  a   climax  for 

their  jolly  picture?  Seven  reels. — Mrs.  Berta 

Smith,  Palace  theatre,  Rockmart,  Ga. — Small 
town  patronage. 

THE  BEAUTIFUL  CHEAT:  Laura  LaPIante 

— This  is  one  dandy  little  picture.  Of  all  the 
movie  stories,  I   think  this  the  best.  It  is  full  of 
humor  and  interesting  and  clever  and  well  done. 

Laura  LaPIante  is  most  attractive  and  is  sure 

building  up  a   following.  One  of  my  men  friends 
told  me  that  he  could  stand  to  see  her  any  time. 

Alexander  Carr  and  Harry  Myers  very  good.  If 

Carl  will  give  Laura  LaPIante  this  kind  of  story 

and  this  quality  of  support  there  will  be  no  trou- 
ble selling  her  pictures.  Seven  reels. — C.  H. 

Moulton,  Bijou  theatre,  Beach,  N.  D. — Small 
town  patronage. 

SPORTING  LIFE:  Bert  Lytel! — Just  what  the 

title  meant,  and  it's  one  of  the  best,  one  of  the 
cleanest,  best  photographed  pictures  I   ever  used. 
Some  who  seldom  comment  on  a   picture  told  me 

how  much  they  enjoyed  this.  Six  reels. — Mrs. 

Berta  Smith,  Palace  theatre,  Rockmart,  Ga.— 
Small  town  patronage. 

WHAT  HAPPENED  TO  JONES;  Reginald 
Denny— Better  than  a   Lloyd  picture  and  as  good 
as  "Sporting  Youth.”  Seven  reels. — D.  M.  Man- 
gone,  Rex  theatre,  Newport,  Wash. — General  pat- 
ronage. 
WHAT  HAPPENED  TO  JONES;  Reginald 

Denny — Another  good  one  from  Denny.  Kept  the 
crowd  laughing  throughout.  Business  just  fair 
Seven  reels. — A.  G.  Witwer,  Grand  theatre,  Raini 

ler.  Ore. — General  patronage. 
TRIPLE  ACTION:  Pete  Morrison — A   good 

Western  that  is  crammed  full ‘of  action.  Pleased the  Western  fans.  Business  fair.  Five  reels   

A.  G.  Witwer,  Grand  theatre.  Rainier  Ore,— 

General  patronage. 
THE  CIRCUS  CYCLONE;  Art  Acord— A   good 

little  Western  that  furnished  lots  of  laughs   

Henry  Sparks,  Grand  &   Gem  theatres.  Cooper, 
Te.\. — General  patronage. 

THE  CIRCUS  CYCLONE;  Art  Acord— Very 
good  little  Western.  Just  the  kind  for  smell 

towns.  I   ran  same  on  an  off  night  and  got  reg- 
ular attendance.  Not  enough  to  pay  expenses, 

but  I   should  have  run  it  two  nights  and  would 

have  made  something.  So  you  see.  it  is  my  own 

fault,  but  not  the  picture's,  that  I   lost,  h's 
good.  Five  reels. — R.  Duba,  Royal  theatre,  Kim- 

ball, S.  D. — General  patronage. 

THE  CIRCUS  CYCLONE:  Art  Acord— One  of 

Universal’s  blue  streak  Westerns  and  a   good 
one  and  one  that  will  please,  even  if  they  don’t 
like  Westerns.  One  of  the  best  we  have  had  from 

that  company  in  a   long  while.  Five  reels.— 
S.  A.  Davidson,  Princess  theatre,  Neodesha,  Kan. 
— Small  town  patronage. 

THE  MAN  IN  BLUE:  Herbert  Rawlinsoii — 
We  had  read  several  reports  on  this  picture  as 

being  a   poor  picture,  so  we  were  not  expecting 
much  from  it,  but  to  our  surprise  we  found  it 

was  a   dandy  good  picture  with  a   plot  tliat  was 
good  and  not  worn  threadbare.  It  has  good  humor 

and  lots  of  action.  We  consider  this  an  A-! 

program  picture.  Didn’t  make  expenses,  owing 
to  other  attractions,  parties,  school  play.  Six 

reels. — W.  J.  Shoup,  DeLuxe  theatre,  Spearville, 
Kan. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  MAN  IN  BLUE:  Herbert  Rawlinson- 

Extra  good,  what  we  got  of  it.  However  ,it  was 
in  terrible  condition.  Had  to  patch  it  half  a   day 
before  we  ran  it.  Also  we  failed  to  get  any  paper. 

We  fail  to  get  paper  very  often  on  some  subjects, 
out  of  New  Orleans,  quite  a   few  miss  outs  and 

very  often  the  films  come  in  bad  condition.  Five 

reels. — W.  D.  Patrick,  Strand  theatre,  Florala, 
Ala. — General  patronage. 

THE  MAN  IN  BLUE:  Herbert  Bawlinson- 
This  is  a   very  good  picture  with  a   good  plot. 

Will  hold  interest  all  the  way  through.  Seven 

reels. — A.  O.  Lambert,  Monticello  Opera  House. 
Monticello,  la. — General  patronage. 

THE  PHANTOM  OF  THE  OPERA:  Lou 

Chaney — V.ery  poor.  Not  a   small  town  picture 
and  I   have  always  made  a   mistake  when  I   lis- 

tened to  the  salesman.  Everyone  has  the  best. 

Something  different,  but  it's  a   fiop  for  me.  "The 
Lost  World,”  "Graustark,”  "The  Phantom  of  the 
Opera,"  "The  Merry  Widow.”  AH  big  ones  but 

big  flops  for  me  and  I   tell  you  that’s  enoxigh.  1 
advise  the  small  towns  to  stay  off  from  those 

big  ones.  Ten  reels. — R.  Duba,  Royal  theatre, 
Kimball,  S.  D. — General  patronage. 

I’LL  SHOW  YOU  THE  TOWN:  Reginald 
Denny — Personally  I   did  not  get  much  kick  out  of 

this  one,  but  patrons  seemed,  to  like  it.  That's 
what  counts.  Denny  can  do  much  better.  Eight 
reels. — J.  E.  Drnginis,  Grand  tlieatre,  Yoakum, Tex. — Genera!  patronage. 

I’LL  SHOW  YOU  THE  TOWN;  Reginald 

Denny — This  was  one  of  our  Saturday  night  pic- 
tures. It  was  entirely  satisfactory  to  a   good 

crowd  who  enjoyed  it  and  many  of  them  stopped 

on  the  way  out  to  tell  me  how  good  it  was.  _   I 

consider  that  one  of  the  best  recommends  a   pic- 

ture can  get.  Be  sure  and  get  "I’ll  Show  You  the 
Town”  on  your  booking  list.  Slight  reels. — P. 

Quinlin.  Ideal  theatre,  Chateaugay,  N.  Y. — Smalt town  patronage. 

I’LL  SHOW  YOU  THE  TOWN;  Reginald 
Denny — One  of  the  bast  comedies.  Everybody 

pleased.  The  women  sure  drove  Reggie  wild  ia 

this  picture.  Six  reels. — L.  C.  Bolduc.  Bijou 

theatre.  Conway,  N.  H. — Small  town  patronage. 

BUTTERFLY;  Virginia  Valli — Just  a   so-called 
Universal  Jewel.  A   very  poor  program  picture. 

The  only  ones  pleased  were  those  who  attend 

every  night  regardless.  Six  reels.— C.  E.  Long- 
acre,  Dixie  theatre,  Dickson,  Tenn.—  General 
patronage. 

BUTTERFLY:  Special  cast— This  is  one  of  th^ 

here  now  sassiety  dremtners,  with  wimmiu 
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smokin’,  plenty  of  booze  goin'  round  and  general 
rottenness.  If  this  is  the  kind  you  like,  then 

you  will  lilte  ^   ^1®!^  they’d  quit 
sendin’  ’em  to  me.  Only  a   few  folks  came  to 
see  it,  praises  be!  Seven  reels. — C.  B.  Hopkins, 

The  Hopkins,  Cotter,  Ark. — Small  town  patronage, 

SIEGE;  Special  east — ^A  fine  feature.  Could 
not  tell  about  the  draw,  as  I   had  a   vaudeville 
bunch  at  the  same  time.  Remarks  were  very 

favorable  for  feature.  Seven  reels. — Leslie  Hables, 
Reel  Joy  theatre.  King  City,  Cal. — Small  town 

patronage. 
SPOOK  RANCH:  Hoot  Gibson — March  24,  1926. 

My  first  Hoot  picture  for  a   year  and  he  didn’t 
come  back.  He  has  lost  his  pull  here.  Can’t 

give  the  picture  much. — C.  J.  P.  Bdwards,  Wayne- 
wood  theatre,  Waynesville,  N.  C. 

SPOOK  RANCH;  Hoot  Gibson — Very  good  one 

of  Hoot’s  and  I   think  it's  better  than  some  of 
his  previous  pictures.  Hoot  had  a   little  more 

life  in  him  and  was  very  quick  in  lots  of  places. 

Quick  action  and  not  much  hokum.  That’s  what 
makes  the  picture.  This  one  is  good  enough  for 

any  small  town.  Six  reels. — R.  Duba,  Royal 
theatre,  Kimball.  S.  D. — General  patronage. 

CALIFORNIA  STRAIGHT  AHEAD;  Reginald 

Denny — Packs  them  in.  makes  them  laugh  for 
all  they  are  worth,  sends  them  home  satisfied, 

and  you  will  make  money  honestly. — Tom  Murphy. 

Shuler  Auditorium,  Raton,  N.  M. — General  pat- 
ronage. 

CALIFORNIA  STRAIGHT  AHEAD;  Reginald 

Denny — One  of  the  best  of  the  year.  None  will 
go  wrong  on  any  Denny  pictures.  They  are  all 
good.  Universal  sure  makes  the  showman  real 

happy  and  keeps  him  in  business.  Uncle  Carl 

Laemmle  is  60-60  any  time.  Eight  reels. —   D.  K. 
Mangono,  Rex  theatre,  Newport.  Wash. — General 
patronage. 

CALIFORNIA  STRAIGHT  AHEAD;  Reginald 

Denny— The  kind  of  picture  that  makes  the  pub- 
lic come  again.  Comedy  drama  picture  that 

pleases  all  classes.  Good  for  Saturday’s  but  also 
any  other  week  day.  Good  print  out  of  Dallas. 

Bought  so  you  can  make  a   little  money.  Eight 
reels. — F.  K.  Jungk,  Sonora  theatre,  Sonora,  Tex. 
— General  patronage. 

CALIFORNIA  STRAIGHT  AHEAD;  Reginald 
Denny — The  best  Denny  has  made,  also  one  of  the 
best  comedy-dramas  of  the  year.  Always,  when 
possible,  use  a   Denny  picture  to  begin  a   new 
serial.  A   fine  send-off,  and  if  you  notice  my 
reports  on  serials  you  will  find  most  of  them 
kept  going.  Eight  reels.— Mrs.  Berta  Smith. 
Palace  theatre,  Rockmart.  Ga.— Small  town  pat- ronage. 

HEAD  WINDS;  House  Peters — We  have  seen 
some  knocks  on  this  picture,  but  we  must  report 
It  as  good.  The  dreams  Peters’  has  is  great 
and  It  has  a   good  storm  in  the  last  reel.  Six 
«e]s.— W.  J.  Shoup,  DeLuxe  theatre,  Spearville, Aan.— Small  town  patronage. 
SMOULDERING  FIRES:  Pauline  Frederick- 

bilm  fair.  Really  a   wonderful  picture  that  has 
e.x_ccllent  directing  and  a   good  cast.  Itliss  Fred- 
erick  IS  very  good,  as  -are  Laura  LaPlante.  Mal- 
Mlm  MacGregor  and  'Tully  Marshall.  However. acGregor  does  not  seem  to  screen  very  well  in 
this  picture.  He  looks  too  old.  The  comedy sequence  comes  just  at  the  right  time  to  relieve 

actiOT"*T  enough 

th^T'  T.  Davis  &   Son.  Rialto theatre,  Sharon,  Wis.— Genera!  patronage. 
THE  PAST  WORKER;  Reginald  Denny-This 

fuJ  t/v  an  all  'round  audience  pic- 

an  e'nri.-n.,  humor  throughout  and 
them  r*  ̂   brings  the  house  down  and  makes 

ho^ir^ri  their  friends 

Luxe  reels.— W.  J.  Shoup,  De- 

roiiage^  *'®'  Kan.— Small  town  pat- 

WORKER;  Reginald  Denny-We 

chanS  piLf  ®^t«rday  and  It  is  good  for  a 
"Reckless  comedy  but  hardly  as  good  as 
look  this  If®®  newer  ones.  Don’t  over- 

Wro  Mnrf  right.  Seven  reels. — 

town  patronaje  I"**— S'"*" 

cutter^^i^f*,„L'^.*^*  William  Desmond — ^The 

a   chance  to  A   ®n  this.  When  William  had 

fiRht  sterti^  ̂    something  it  was  cut  out.  A   big 

LombeS  MonH?  iT®  n®'**  reels.-A.  O. 

-General  S^rSgl  Montieello,  la. 

for  Sundav*^  McAvoy— A   good  one 
will  nav  rr^i  "®  people  should  see  but  few 

People  would  f   provided  the 

L.  Anderson  ®   them.  Seven  reels. — Robt. 
Small  tow^VrlSj:! 

the  on  Peters — About 
ry  House  Peters.  Some  good  scenes 

on  the  water  but  a   very  poor  ending.  Seven  reels. 
F.  A.  Millhouse,  Star  theatre,  Sumner,  Nebr.— 

Small  town  patronage. 

THE  CALGARY  STAMPEDE;  Hoot  Gibson— 
This  super-Western  is  very  good.  Make  a   lot  of 
noise  when  you  play  it.  Your  patrons  will  come 
out  with  a   smile.  Six  reels.— J.  E.  Draginis, 
Grand  theatre,  Yoakum,  Tex. — General  patronage. 
THE  TORNADO;  House  Peters — This  is  one 

of  Universal’s  best.  Thrills  from  start  to  finish, with  plenty  of  action.  Book  it,  boys,  if  you  can 
buy  it  right.  Print  in  bad  condition,  but  could 
tell  what  it  would  have  been  had  we  had  it  all. 
Seven  reels. — .C.  E.  Longacre,  Dixie  theatre.  Dick- 

son, Tenn. — General  patronage,  x 

K — ^THE  UNKNOWN;  Percy  Marmount — This 
picture  follows  the  book  very  closely.  This  is 
how  it  went  over  for  us.  We  did  §36  more  the 
second  night  than  we  did  the  first.  The  print 
out  of  Memphis  was  very  bad,  but  if  you  can  get 

a   good  trint  it’s  worth  your  time  and  efforts 
to  play  it.  Eight  reels. — C.  E.  Longacre.  Dixie 
theatre,  Dickson.  Tenn. — General  patronage. 
THE  FAMILY  SECRET:  Baby  Peggy— This 

may  get  by  if  your  audience  is  not  too  critical. 
We  did  not  have  any  luck  to  draw  an  average 
crowd,  so  it  must  not  be  a   strong  one.  Six 
reels.— Wm.  Martin,  Patriot  theatre.  Patriot.  Iiul. 
— Small  town  patronage. 

HIT  AND  RUN;  Hoot  Gibson — This  is  a   very 

good  offering.  V/hile  not  Hoot’s  best,  will  please 
the  Gibson  fans.  Hoot  seems  to  be  the  only  one 
of  the  older  stars  who  doesn't  try  to  pull  this 
society  mush  on  the  public.  Six  reels.— F.  J. 

O’Hara.  Community  theatre,  Elgin,  Neb. — General patronage. 

WINE;  Clara  Bow — If  you  wish  to  show  one 
of  the  old  style  drinking  parties,  with  plenty 
of  fast  stuff,  this  is  it.  You  can  get  a   plenty 
in  the  seven  reels  and  then  some.  I   don’t  think 
that  Uncle  Carl  ever  saw  this  or  he  would  have 

celled  it  off.  Seven  reels.— F.  J.  O’Hara,  Com- 
munity theatre,  Elgin,  Neb. — General  patronage. 

R3DIN'  THUNDER;  Jack  Hoxie — Here  is  a 
good  Western  picture  with  plenty  of  kick  in  it. 

Our  patrons  like  Hoxie  and  Gibson. — B.  Winzler, 
Liberty  theatre.  Tremont,  Ut.— General  patronage. 

OK  DOCTORS:  Reginald  Denny — One  of 

Denny’s  best.  Should  prove  to  be  a   box  office 
bet.  Seven  reels.— E.  C.  Bays,  Globe  theatre, 
Buena  Vista,  Va. — General  patronage. 

OH  DOCTOR!:  Reginald  Denny —   Comedy 
drama,  extraordinary.  Pleased  nice  business  rtvo 

days.— VA  D.  Patrick,  Strand  theatre.  Florala, 
Ala. — General  patronage. 

SECRETS  OF  THE  NIGHT;  Special  east— Very 
good  crook  drama  that  pleased  very  small  crowd. 

Six  reels. — W.  D.  Patrick,  Strand  theatre,  Florala, 
Ala. — General  patronage. 

UP  THE  LADDER;  Virginia  Valli — This  is  a 

fairly  entertaining  picture,  not  a   special  by  any 
means,  but  is  about  a   75  per  center.  Cast  all 

do  well  and  you  don’t  need  to  be  afraid  of  it. 
if  you  have  it  bought.  Needs  a   couple  of  good 

short  subjects  to  put  it  over.  Seven  reels. — Crosby 
&   Schwierske,  Rex  theatre,  Colby.  Wis. — Small 
town  patronage. 

THE  SUNSET  TRAIL;  William  Desmond— A 

good  outdoor  picture  with  a   bit  of  comedy.  The 
only  thing  we  could  find  fault  was  that  the  pic- 

ture was  very  draggy.  Too  much  posing  to  get 

their  picture  taken  and  not  action  enough.  Five 

reels. — W.  J.  Shoup,  DeLuxe  theatre,  Spearville, 
Kan. — Small  town  patronage. 

Vitagraph 

THE  LOVE  HOUR:  Special  cast — This  is  a 
right  darned  good  picture  and  pleased  my  people 
as  well  as  anything  that  I   have  shown  for  some 

time.  Had  quite  a   number  of  comments  on  it 
and  they  were  all  pleased  with  it.  Seven  reels. 

— F.  J.  O'Hara.  Community  theatre,  Elgin,  Neb. — 
General  patronage. 

THE  RANGER  OP  THE  BIG  PINES:  Kenneth 

Harlan— With  a   weak  plot  and  only  a   fair  cast,  I 
cannot  say  much  for  this  picture.  Vitagraph 
pictures  show  a   lack  of  proper  direction  and 
weak  stories.  Kenneth  Harlan  is  good  and  with 

proper  stories  should  develop  into  a   real  star. 
Our  box  office  showed  a   slight  increase  over  the 
previous  week,  however.  Seven  reels. — J.  A. 

Zimmerman,  Rex  theatre,  Aurora,  Minn. — General 
patronage. 

Warner  Brothers 
THE  NIGHT  CRY:  Rin  Tin  Tin — Even  Rln  Tin 

Tin  seems  to  be  better.  This  is  a   knockout. 

Step  on  it.  Have  just  played  "Fighting  Edge,” 
"The  Cave  Man,”  and  "Hogan's  Alley"  1926 
Warner  products  coming  to  the  front. — G.  C. 

Scott,  Liberty  theatre,  Pikeville,  Ky. — General 
patronage. 

THE  MAN  UPSTAIRS:  Monte  Blue— Oh  boy! 
Give  us  some  of  these  kind.  Monty.  I   got  more 
favorable  comments  on  this  picture  than  I   did  on 
"The  Limited  Mail”  and  I   got  Iota  of  them  on it.  Seven  reels.— R.  B.  Mitchell,  Plainview  thea- 

tre, Ploinview,  Tex.— General  patronage. 
THE  CAVE  MAN;  THE  FIGHTING  EDGE: 

Both  very  good  pictures  and  can  be  bought  right. 
Will  please  86  per  cent  of  your  people.  Seven 
reels.— N.  M.  Emmons.  Engle  theatre,  Engle  River, 
Wis. — Small  town  patronage. 

ROSE  OF  THE  WORLD:  Special  cast— Patrons 
enjoyed  this  one.  This  picture  is  very  good  as 

a   program  picture. — Jack  Davis,  State  theatre, 
Tawas  City,  Mich. — General  patronage. 

THIS  WOMAN:  Irene  Rich — Fine  picture.  Well 

played.  Holds  interest  to  the  end. — E.  W. 
Swnrthout,  Palace  theatre,  Aurora,  Ind. — General 
patronage. 

HIS  MAJESTY  BUNKER  DEAN:  Matt  Moore 

— This  picture  did  not  help  Matt’s  followers  here. 
It  is  too  silly.  Expect  to  suffer  on  the  next 

Matt  Moore  picture. — Jack  Davis,  State  theatre, 
Tawas  City,  Mich. — General  patronage. 

HOGAN’S  ALLEY ;   Monte  Blue— Has  quite  a 
few  laughs.  Too  many  close-ups  of  prize  fight- 

ers. Drew  exceptionally  well  with  usual  amount 
of  advertising.  A   few  were  not  satisfied.  Many 

said  a   fine  picture.— Tom  Murphy,  Shuler  Audi- 
torium, Raton,  N.  M. — General  patronage. 

MY  WIFE  AND  I:  Irene  Rich — Good  program 

picture.  It  pleased  the  most  of  them.  Miss  Rich 
was  very  clever  in  her  part,  and  the  supporting 

east  were  equally  as  good.  Seven  reels.— Walt 

Bradley,  Moon  theatre.  Neligh,  Nebr. — General 

patronage. 
TRACKED  IN  THE  SNOW  COUNTRY:  Rin 

Tin  Tin— Very  nice  Northern  scenery  and  n   grip- 
ping story  with  the  stunts  pulled  by  Rin  Tin  Tin. 

It  makes  a   very  pleasing  show.  The  kids  espe- 

cially raved  over  it.  Seven  reels. — H.  J.  Eagan, 
American  theatre,  Wnutoma,  Wis. — Small  town 
patronage. 

TRACKED  IN  THE  SNOW  COUNTRY:  Rin 

Tin  Tin — Here  is  the  picture  my  patrons  want. 
Pleased  everybody.  Ran  two  nights  at  raised 
prices  and  the  box  office  had  a   pleasant  look 

after  it  was  all  over.  All  Warner’s  pictures 
have  made  money  for  mo.  Seven  reels. — 0.  A. 

Halstead,  Cozy  theatre,  Duchesne,  Utah. — Small 
town  patronage. 

BAREE,  SON  OF  KAZAN:  Anita  Stewart— 

This  picture  got  me  better  attendance  than  "The 

Iron  Horse”  and  made  me  more  clear  money. 
This  is  a   picture  that  you  can  go  the  limit  on 
and  it  will  make  good  and  please  your  clientele. 
Anita  sure  does  her  stuff.  Boys,  if  you  have 
not  bought  this,  you  are  passing  up  the  best  bet 

of  the  year.  Seven  reels. — F.  J.  O’Hara,  Com- 
munity theatre,  Elgin,  Nob. — General  patronage. 

RECOMPENSE:  Marie  Prevoat — A   very  fine 

picture,  not  the  best.  Seven  reels. — E.  C.  Bays, 

Globe  theatre.  Buena  Vista,  Va. — General  pat- ronage. 

CONDUCTOR  1492:  Johnny  Hines — Johnny 

Hines  always  good  with  me. — Jack  Davis,  State 

theatre.  Bay  City,  Mich. — General  patronage. 

State  Rights 
THE  BAREFOOT  BOY:  Special  cast— This  pic- 

ture a   little  old,  but  if  you  can  get  a   good  print 

it’s  a   knockout.  Tied  up  with  schools  and  did  good 
business. — G.  C.  Scott.  Liberty  theatre.  Pikeville, 
Ky. — General  patronage. 

BIFF  BANG  BUDDY:  Buddy  Roosevelt — This 
is  a   good  Western,  This  star  has  a   pleasing 

personality  and  all  his  pictures  will  please.  Five 

reels. — Mrs.  Berta  Smith,  Palace  theatre.  Rock- 
mart,  Ga.— Small  town  patronage. 

BUMPING  INTO  HOLLYWOOD;  Good  comedy 

that  pleased  all  who  saw  it.  Two  reels. — W.  D. 
Patrick,  Strand  theatre,  Florala,  Ala. — General 

patronage. 

THE  CRACKERJACK:  Johnny  Hines— We  con- 

sidcr  this  a   better  picture  than  "Charley’s  Aunt," 
but  it  did  not  draw  at  the  box  office,  owing  to 
several  reasons.  It  will  keep  your  patrons  In  a 

good  humor  all  the  way  through.  Seven  reels. — 
W.  J.  Shoup.  DeLuxe  theatre,  Spearville,  Kan. — 
Small  town  patronage. 

DESERT  MADNESS:  Jack  Perrin — Have  found 

all  of  Jack  Perrin's  Westerns  good.  Here  is  a 
good  humor  all  the  way  through.  Seven  reels.— 
white  horse,  Starlight,  that  works  with  him. 

Five  reels. — Mrs.  Berta  Smith,  Palace  theatre, 

Rockmart,  Ga. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  EARLY  BIRD:  Johnny  Hines — This  is  a 

strictly  comedy  picture  that  kept  them  laughing 
most  of  the  time.  If  you  have  this  bought,  boost 

it  big,  as  it  will  stand  it.  Seven  reels. — W.  J. 

Shoup.  DeLuxe  theatre,  Spearville,  Kan. — Small 
town  patronage. 
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THE  FIGHTING  PARSON:  A1  Ferguson- 
Frank  Clark,  character  actor,  in  this  picture  ap- 

peared in  person  and  made  a   mighty  good  pro- 
gram Western.  Business  fair.  Five  reels.— A.  G. 

Witwer,  Grand  theatre.  Rainier,  Ore. — General 
patronage. 

MORALS  FOR  MEN:  Conway  Tearle — Just  an 

ordinary  problem  play.  These  independent  pic- 

tures don't  measure  up  to  the  old  line  com- 
panies, from  any  side  you  wont  to  argue.  Play 

it  if  you  have  bought,  but  slide  it  on  a   weak 

night.  Eight  reels. — P.  E.  Morris,  Regent  thea- 
tre, Indianolo,  Miss.— Small  town  patronage. 

THE  OVERLAND  LIMITED:  Ralph  Lewis- 

Very  good  railroad  molodrnnm.  Seven  reels. — 
George  Benson,  Community  theatre,  Minneota, 

Minn. — Small  town  patronage. 

TOP  HANDED;  Billy  Bailey — Very  clever  West- 
ern feature  that  seemed  to  please  most  of  the 

Western  fans.  Five  reels. — W.  D.  Patrick, 

Strand  theatre,  Flornla,  Ala. — General  patronage. 

Serials 
THE  ACE  OF  SPADES:  (Universal)  Special 

cast — A   good  serial  and  is  going  over  fairly  well. 
Not  the  best  wc  have  bad  but  consider  it  as 

good  ns  the  average  serial. — S.  A.  Davidson. 
Princ.os.s  theatre.  Ncodesha,  Kan. — Small  town 
patronage. 

THE  FIGHTING  RANGER:  (Universal)  A1  WiU. 

son — Very  good.  Would  like  to  see  more  of  Al 
Wilson  and  his  stunts  in  the  picture,  but  is  a 
good  avernge  serial.  Am  on  the  eighth  chapter. 

Two  reels. — F.  A.  Millhouse.  Star  theatre,  Sum- 
ner, Neb. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  FIGHTING  RANGER:  (Universal)  Jack 

Dougherty — Would  not  advise  one  to  use  this,  as 
it  is  in  fifteen  chapters.  Too  long  and  action 
too  much  the  same.  Two  reels. — Mrs.  Berta 

Smith.  Palace  theatre.  Rockmart,  Ga. — Small 
town  patronage. 

THE  GREAT  CIRCUS  MYSTERY:  (Universal) 

Joe  Bonomo — Just  a   fair  serial.  Nothing  to 
squeal  about  and  is  only  ten  episodes  long  which 

helps  some.  TSvo  reels. — -F.  J.  O’Hara,  Com- 
munity theatre,  Elgin,  Neb. — General  patronage. 

THE  GREEN  ARCHER:  (Pathe)  Special  cast— 

A   high  class  serial.  Just  us  good  as  "Sunken 
Silver."  Perhaps  a   little  better.  Am  on  the 
fifth  chapter  and  it  keeps  them  interested.  A 

mystery  serial  that  keeps  you  guessing.  Every 

kid  in  town  now  is  an  "Archer.”  See  bows  and 
arrows  everywhere.  Good  ad  for  you.  Two  reels. 

— Mrs.  Berta  Smith.  Palace  theatre,  Rockmart, 
Ga. — Small  town  patronage. 

INTO  THE  NET:  (Pathe)  Special  cast — This 
is  the  first  serial  that  we  have  played  in  over 
five  years  and  from  the  amount  of  business  done 

it  will  be  the  last  I   will  ever  run.  My  patrons 
openly  tell  me  that  they  do  not  care  to  see 

them.  If  it  wasn’t  for  F.  B.  O.’s  classy  West- 

erns our  Wednesday's  would  sure  be  a   flop.— 
J.  A.  Zimmerman,  Ro.\  theatre,  Aurora.  Minn. — 
General  patronage. 

PERILS  OP  THE  WILD:  (Universal)  Joe 
Bonomo — The  best  serial  Bonomo  has  made.  Two 

reels. — E.  C.  Bays,  Globe  theatre.  Bunea  Vista, 
Va. — General  patronage. 

PERILS  OF  THE  WILD:  (Universal)  Joe 

Bonomo— Have  run  episode  four  and  it  is  prov- 
ing very  interesting.  Some  of  the  photography 

resemblo-s  "The  Lost  World.” — G.  C.  Scott.  Liberty 
theatre,  Pikeville,  Ky. — General  patronage. 

PERILS  OF  THE  WILD:  (Universal)  Joe 

Bonomo — Fourth  chapter  holding  up  well.  Lofs 
of  animal  stuil  and  daring  feats.  Seems  to 

please.  Two  reels. — A.  G.  Witwer,  Grand  thea- 
tre, Rainier,  Ore. — General  patronage. 

THE  RIDDLE  RIDER:  (Universal)  William 

Desmond — No.  11.  Well,  we  have  reported  before 
on  this  serial,  but  as  No.  11  is  an  excellent  num- 

ber we  want  to  tell  it.  We  cannot  call  it  as  a 

whole  a   good  serial.  The  fake  spots  are  very 
crude  and  amateurish.  Cannot  understand  how 

Universal  would  turn  out  a   picture  so  crude. 

TSvo  reels.— W.  J.  Shoup,  DeLuxe  theatre,  Spear- 
ville,  Kan.— Small  town  patronage. 

THE  RIDDLE  RIDER:  (Universal)  William 

Desmond — Boys,  if  you  want  a   good  scrioi,  get 

this  one.  It’s  a   pip.  Fifteen  chapters  full  of 
entertainment.  Best  one  wc  ever  run.  and  we 

ran  oodles  of  them.  Two  reels.— J.  E.  Draginis, 
Grand  theatre,  Yoakum.  Tex. — General  patronage. 

THE  RIDDLE  RIDER:  (Universal)  William 
Desmond— Just  as  good  for  me  as  all  others  have 

reported  it.  Did  see  one  bad  report  but  evidently 

this  fellow  didn’t  have  a   serial  town  or  perhaps 
a   little  too  high  toned  for  a   Western.  He  should 

use  "Sunken  Silver”  or  "The  Green  Archer.” 

Two  reels.— Mrs.'  Berta  Smith.  Palace  theatre, 
Rockmart,  Ga. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  SCARLET  STREAK:  (Universal)  Special 

cast — A   very  good  newspaper  story  and  well  acted. 

It  didn’t  take  very  well  here,  but  it’s  no  fault 

of  the  picture.  Times  are  off  and  people  don’t 
come  out  even  if  you  give  $20.00  gold  pieces  for 

$16.00.  They  call  you  a   faker.  Two  reels. — 
D.  M.  Mangone,  Rex  theatre,  Newport,  Wash. — 
General  patronage. 

THE  SCARLET  STREAK;  (Universal)  Jack 

Daugherty — On  second  chapter  and  it  seems  to 
be  fine.  The  crowd  came  back  to  see  it.  Hope 

it  holds  out.  Two  reels. — J.  E.  Draginis,  Grand 

theatre,  Yoakum,  Tex. — General  patronage. 

THE  SCARLET  STREAK;  (UnivGr.<inl),  Jack 
Dougherty — On  the  third  chapter.  It  is  off  the 
beaten  serial  track  and  seems  to  pull  them  back. 

Each  chapter  thus  far  has  a   good  comeback 
finish.  Lola  Tood  not  so  much.  Support  up  to 

serial  standard.  Two  reels. — P.  E.  Morris,  Regent 

theatre,  Indianoln,  Miss. — Small  town,  patronage. 

THE  SHIP  OF  SOULS:  Special  cast— Nobody 
liked  this  picture.  I   did  not  see  anything  to 

it  at  all.  No  story  and  no  acting.  Five  reels. — 
L.  C.  Bolduc,  Bijou  theatre.  Conway,  N.  H. — 
Small  town  patronage. 

SUNKEN  SILVER:  (Pathe)  Special  cast— 
Use  this  as  a   Monday  booking,  when  I   have  both 
society  and  the  mill  class  of  patronage.  It 
pleased  both.  Is  high  class  full  of  action.  The 
beautiful  Florida  scenes  are  the  finest  ever  made. 

Some  of  them  look  as  though  they  were  mag- 

nificent paintings.  Two  reels. — Mrs.  Berta  Smith. 
Palace  theatre,  Rockmart.  Ga. — Small  town  pat- ronage. 

WILD  WEST;  (Pathe)  Jack  Mulhall— WTiile 

not  as  good  as  some  of  Pathe’s,  this  will  please. 
A   good  cast  that  you  enjoy  seeing  each  week. 

Once  upon  a   time  through  the  “Herald”  I   made 
an  appeal  for  all  to  especially  report  on  each 
serial  used.  Wc  need  them.  I   am  catching  up 

with  mine  in  this  i.ssuc.  Mine’s  a   serial  town. 
Use  two  a   week.  Two  reels. — Mrs.  Berta  Smith. 

Palace  theatre.  Rockmart.  Ga. — Small  town  pat- 
ronage. 

Short  Features 
EDUCATIONAL 

BANG:  Jimmy  Adams — This  was  a   bang-up 
comedy  of  the  Mermaid  brand  that  brought  down 

a   good  many  laughs.  I   find  Mermaids  are  con- 

sistently good  comedic.s.  Two  reels. — J.  A.  Zim- 
merman. Rex  theatre,  Aurora,  Minn. — General 

patronage. 

THE  CHASE:  Skijumping,  very  beautiful  and 

thrilling.  Two  reels. — A.  G.  Witwer,  Grand  theatre. 
Rainier,  Ore. — General  patronage. 

CURSES:  Al  St.  John — ^This  was  one  of  the 
best  comedies  we  have  run  here  for  some  time. 

It  is  different  from  the  regular  comedy.  Two  reels. 

— W.  E.  Glaub,  Ban  Box  thatre,  Plymouth,  Ind. 
— Small  town  patronage. 

THE  DESERT  BLUES:  This  is  a   pretty  good 

comedy  and  could  make  a   feature  length  on  the 
subject  of  the  desert  and  would  make  a   hit. 

One  reel. — R.  B.  Mitchell,  Plainview  theatre, 
Plainview,  Te.x. — General  patronage. 

EDUCATION  COMEDIES:  I   find  Educational 

comedies  about  the  best  there  is.  taken  as  a 

whole. — Henry  Sparks,  Grand  &   Gem  theatres. 
Cooper,  Tex. — General  patronage. 

EDUCATIONAL  COMEDIES:  (Generally  Good. 

— W.  E.  Glaub,  Band  Box  theatre,  Plymouth,  Ind. 
— Small  town  patronage. 

FAIR  WARNING;  Al  St.  John— This  is  one  of 
the  funniest  comedies  you  ever  saw.  Al  and  his 

pup  are  great.  Got  many  laughs  from  a   cultured 

audience.  Book  it.  you  can't  go  wrong.  Two 
reels. — P.  E.  Morris,  Regent  theatre,  Indianola, 
Miss. — Small  town  patronage. 

FELIX  FANS  THE  FLAMES:  Felix— These 
short  cartoons  seem  to  please  most  of  my  patrons. 

This  one  averages  up  with  the  rest.  One  reel. — 

Leslie  Hnblcs.  Reel  Joy  theatre,  King  City.  Cal. — 
Small  town  patronage. 

FELIX  LAUGHS  IT  OFF:  Felix— Good  cartoon. 
He  means  as  much  ns  almost  any  regular  line  of 

comedies.  One  reel. — Leslie  Hablos.  Reel  Joy  thea- 
tre. King  City.  Cal. — Small  town  patronage. 

FELIX  THE  CAT:  Going  good,  especially  with 

the  kids,  and  you’ve  certainly  got  to  please  the 
children  these  days.  One  reel. — W.  D.  Patrick, 
Strand  theatre.  Florala,  Ala. — General  patronage. 

FELIX  THE  CAT:  Personally  don’t  think 
much  of  them,  hut  they  seem  to  please  the  kids 
and  we  notice  when  we  advertise  a   Felix  wo  have 

enough  extra  kids  to  pay  for  the  Felix.  They 

make  good  fillers  and  so  are  okay  if  you  don’t 
use  them  too  often.  One  reel. — Crosby  & 
Schwierske,  Rex  theatre,  Colby,  Wis. — Small  town 
patronage. 

GOOD  SPIRITS:  Walter  Hiers — Pretty  good 
comedy  that  got  average  number  of  laughs.  TSvo 
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reels.  — Kreighbaum  Bros.,  Char-Bell  theatre 

Rochester.  Ind. — General  patronage. 
HELLO  HOLLYWOOD;  Lige  Conley — Here  is 

a   very  good  one  from  Conley.  Is  very  unusual 

for  the  fact  that  there  isn’t  a   girl  mixed  up  in 
it  to  help  make  a   story,  but  plenty  of  action  and 
some  good  stunts  that  get  plenty  of  laughs,  so 

we  consider  it  good.  Two  reels. — Crosby  & 

Schwierske,  Rex  theatre.  Colby,  Wis. — Small  town 

patronage. 
HIGH  GEAR:  Bobby  Vernon — This  is  fairly 

good  one  from  Vernon,  not  up  to  the  lost  one 

we  had  from  him,  which  was  "Bright  Lights," 
but  this  has  plenty  of  action  and  an  auto  race 
in  it  and  some  good  stunts  and  is  about  as  good 

as  the  avernge  comedy.  We  find  Educational 
service  exceptionally  good  and  their  product  rates 

with  the  best  of  them.  Two  reels. — Crosby  & 

Schwierske,  Rex  theatre,  Colby,  Wis. — Small  town 

patronage. 
HOT  DOGGIE:  Walter  Hiers— Good  as  usual. 

Educational  always  gives  you  comedies  of  merit. 

— G.  C.  Scott.  Liberty  theatre,  Pikeville,  Ky.   
General  patronage. 

HOT  FEET:  Cliff  Bowes — One  of  the  best  single 
reel  comedies  on  the  market.  As  a   rule  Educa- 

tional single  reel  comedies  are  good. — F.  K.  Shaf- 

fer, Lyric  theatre,  Frostburg,  Md. — General  pat- ronage. 

LEWIS  AND  MUNN:  Wrestling  special.  A 

good  many  of  my  patrons  were  disappointed,  as 

they  thought  they  were  going  to  see  the  bout 
where  Munn  won  the  championship.  Two  reels.— 

S.  G.  Ihde,  Photoplay  theatre,  Ashland.  Kan.— 
Small  town  patronage. 

LUNACY:  Nothing  to  this  Stereoscopies.  Some 

of  them  have  been  good  but  this  one  isn’t.— 
R.  M.  Smith,  Mission  theatre.  Mission,  Tax. — 
General  patronage. 

McCALL’S  FASHIONS:  Hope  Hampton— A   fine 
reel  for  any  house.  Lots  of  good  comments.— 
Leslie  Hables,  Reel  Joy  theatre,  King  City,  Cal. 
— Small  town  patronage. 

PAGE  ME:  Bobby  Vernon — Good  comedy.  Edu- 
cational have  the  goods,  boys,  and  the  bunch  out 

of  San  Francisco  treat  you  right  both  in  service 

and  price.  Two  reels. — Leslie  Hables,  Reel  Joy 

theatre.  King  City,  Cal. — Small  town  patronage. 

PAGE  ME:  Bobby  Vernon — Just  a   fair  Vernon 
comedy.  Has  some  good  stuff.  Two  reels. — C.  H. 

Moulton,  Bijou  theatre.  Beach,  N.  D. — Small  town 

patronage. 

SPOT  LIGHT;  Lige  Conley — A   very  funny 
comedy. — Bert  Silver,  Silver  Family  theatre. 
Greenville,  Mich. — General  patronage. 

STOP  LOOK  AND  LISTEN:  Larry  Seinon- 

Good  comedy  that  pleased  all. — E.  W.  Swarthout, 
Palace  theatre,  Aurora,  Ind. — General  patronage. 

THE  VOICE  OF  THE  NIGHTINGALE;  If  you 

have  not  this  short  subject,  by  all  means  get  it. 
You  will  surprise  your  patrons  and  please  them. 

It  is  a   wonderful,  beautiful  thing.  One  reel.— 
H.  J.  Eagan,  American  theatre,  Wautoma,  Ws. 
— Small  town  patronage. 

WEAK  BUT  WILLING;  Walter  Hiers— Good. 

E<lucational  has  very  few  lemons.  Two  reels. — 
N.  M.  Emmons,  Eagle  theatre,  Eagle  River,  Wis. 
— Small  town  patronage. 

FILM  BOOiaNG  OFFICES 

ADVENTURES  OF  MAZIE:  Alberta  Vaughn- 

No.  12.  Played  this  with  "Baree,  Son  of  Kazan" and  sure  had  some  show.  Packed  the  house  for 

four  showings,  and  that  is  out  of  the  ordinary 

here.  Two  reels — F.  J.  O’Hara,  Community  thea- 
tre, Elgin,  Neb. — General  patronage. 

BRAY  CARTOONS:  A   clever  cartoon  that  got 

a   bunch  of  laughs,  and  that  Is  what  a   lot  of  two 

reel  comedies  don’t  have.  One  reel. — J.  A.  Zim- 

merman, Rex  theatre,  Aurora,  Minn. — General 
patronage. 

F.  B.  O.  COMEDIES:  A   few  fair  ones,  but 

most  of  them  silly.  I   mean  too  silly.  No  kick 

to  them.  Makes  them  walk  on  you. — F.  K. 

Jungk,  Sonora  theatre,  Sonora.  Tex. — General  pat- ronage. 

A   FRATERNITY  hUXUP:  By  the  laughs  it 

created  it  must  have  been  extra  good.  Two  reels. 

— F.  E.  Williams,  Orpheum  theatre,  Ochvein. Town. — General  patronage. 

HOME  SCOUTS;  Fair.  Two  reels.— Leon  C- 

Bolduc.  Bijou  theatre,  Conway,  N.  H. — Small town  patronage. 

THE  COVERED  FLAGON:  George  O’Hara— 
Not  up  to  their  standard.  Two  reels. — A.  0.  Lam- 

bert. Monticcllo  Opera  House,  Monticello,  la. 
General  patronage. 

HOW  THE  GIRAFFE  GOT  A   LONG  NECK: 

Bray  Cartoon — Fine.  Make  long  programs  shorter. 

Also  used  an  Easter  greeting  from  Advance 
Trailer  Service.  One  reel. — Robert  W.  Hines. 

Hines  theatre,  Loyalton,  S.  D. — General  patronage. 

LAME  BRAINS:  Poor.  Two  reels.— L.  C. 
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Bolduc,  Conway  theatre.  Bijou,  N.  H. — General 

patronage. 

THE  PACEMAKERS:  George  O’Hara— Number 
8.  This  one  was  a   baseball  game  and  it  is  right 

up  to  the  high  standard  set  by  the  other  chapters. 
They  are  the  best  there  is  in  comedy.  Two  reels. 
  \V.  T.  Davis  &   Son,  Rialto  theatre,  Sharon,  Wis. 

  General  patronage. 

ON  THE  LINKS:  Only  ordinary.  Two  reels. — 
Glen  A.  Anspneh,  Thornville  theatre.  Thornville, 

0.   Small  town  patronage. 

THE  PACE  MAKERS:  Alberta  Vaughn — 

"Merton  of  the  Goofies.”  This  is  the  third  one 
of  the  "Pace  Makers”  and  believe  our  patrons 
are  going  to  like  them  fine.  Two  reels. — Oren 
J.  Spalti.  Strand  theatre,  Pleasantville,  Iowa. — 

Smnll  town  patronage. 

THE  PACE  MAKERS:  George  O’Hara — No.  7. 
Good  film.  Good,  the  same  as  always.  This, 

entitled  "Madume  Sans  Gin,"  shows  Alberta 
Vaughan  to  goorl  advantage.  Guard  and  Cooke 

are  also  good.  Two  reels, — \V.  T.  Davis  &   Son. 
Rialto  theatre,  Sharon,  Wis. — General  patronage. 

THE  PACE  MAKERS:  Alberta  Vaughn — Have 
just  finished  this  series  and  they  are  fine.  Built 

up  my  weakest  day  splendidly.  Hope  the  "Mazies” 
are  as  good.  Thvo  reels. — George  Benson,  Com- 

munity theatre,  Minneota,  Minn. — Small  town 

patronage. 

A   PEACEFUL  RIOT:  Very  good  comedy  which 
put  my  program  up  to  satisfaction  for  those  who 

came  out.  Good,  that's  all.  Two  reels. — R   Duba, 
Royal  theatre,  Kimball,  S.  D. — General  patronage. 

THREE  WISE  GOOFS:  Very  good.  Two  reels. 

W.  D.  Patrick,  Strand  theatre,  Florala,  Ala.   
General  patronage. 

FOX 

THE  FEUD:  Earle  Foxe— This  is  a   good  short 
comedy  and  I   believe  it  could  be  made  into  a 
feature  length  comedy.  Two  reels. — R.  E.  Mitch- 

ell, Plainview  theatre.  Plainview,  Tex. — General 
patronage. 

THE  FEUD;  Van  Bibber— Everybody  wanted  to 
know  why  I   didn’t  run  a   comedy.  Two  reels.   
F.  G.  Roberts,  American  theatre,  Ada,  Okla. — 
General  patronage. 

A   FLAMING  AFFAIR:  Imperial — Pretty  good 
comedy.  Best  Imperial  yet,  and.  at  that.  I   am 
glad  it  is  my  last  one.  Two  reels   C.  H.  Moulton 
Bijou  theatre.  Beach,  N.  '   D.— Small  town  pat- ronage, 

FOX  COMEDIES:  All  persistently  good,  not 
slapstick  but  refined.  Large  amount  of  people 
who  at  first  always  walked  out  after  the  features 
now  begin  to  remain  and  ask  for  them.  Pleases 
the  better  classes  and  roughnecks.— F.  K.  Jungk, 
Sonora  theatre,  Sonora,  Tex.— General  patronage. 
IMPERIAL  COMEDIES:  Imperials  are  all  fine. 

Two  reels.--V.  G.  Secord.  K.  P.  theatre.  La  Rue, o. — General  patronage. 

THE  MILK  BANDITS:  Quite  a   few  laughs  in 
thjs  comedy.  Two  reels— L.  C.  Bolduc,  Bijou 
theatre.  Conway.  N.  H.— Small  town  patronage. 
TV  PO^OTIX:  Very  funny  comedy. — 
Bert  SUver.  Silver  Family  theatre.  Greenville, Mich. — General  patronage. 

REPORTER;  Earle  Fox^These  all  have 
bwn  good.  ̂ -0  reels.— J.  S.  Walker.  Texas  thea- .   rand  Prairie,  Tex. — Small  town  patronage. 

^^-^READIA:  a   good  comedy. — Bert 
bilcer,  Silver  Family  theatre,  Greenville.  Mich.— i*enernl  patronage. 

Langdon  good  in  this  one.  Has  a   style  of  comedy 
all  his  own.  Lloyd  and  Chaplin  had  better  watch 
this  fellow. — R.  M.  Smith,  Mission  theatre.  Mis- 

sion, Tex. — MLxed  patronage. 

CUPID’S  BOOTS:  Ralph  Graves — I   bought  this for  a   comedy,  I   booked  it  for  a   comedy,  and  I 
ran  it  as  a   comedy,  but  if  it’s  a   comedy,  then I   m   the  King  of  England.  Never  hnvo  run  but 
one  good  Ralph  Graves  comedy.  The  rest  have 
been  terrible.  Two  reels.- Ray  Bovard.  Olympic 
theatre,  Utica.  Kan. — Small  to'vn  patronage. 
DADDY  GOES  A   HUNTING;  Glen  Tryon— On 

the  order  of  "Hold  My  Baby."  Pretty  good.  The child  in  this  is  fine.  Two  reels. — A.  G.  Witwer, 
Grand  theatre.  Rainier.  Ore.- General  patronage. 
DERBY  DAY :   Our  Gang — This  was  a   good 

comedy  but  rather  old  and  was  in  poor  condi- 
tion. The  kids  stayed  through  both  shows  and 

they  enjoyed  every  minute  of  it.  Two  reels.   
J.  A.  Zimmerman,  Rex  theatre,  Aurora,  Minn.   
General  patronage. 

DON'T  TELL  DAD:  A   good  comedy.- Bert 
Silver.  Silver  Family  theatre.  Greenville.  Mich.— 
General  patronage. 

FEET  OF  MUD:  Harry  Langdon — Langdon 
draws  well  but  they  had  better  keep  him  in  two 
reel  comedies. — R.  M.  Smith,  Mission  theatre.  Mis- 

sion, Tex. — Mixed  patronage. 

FLASHES  OF  THE  PAST:  During  Anniversary 
publication,  received  the  same  events  as  pictured 
in  this,  but  combined  in  two  solid  reels  by  itself 
it  s   n   two  reel  special.  Should  be  shown  by  all 
first  class  theatres.  Two  reels. — F.  E.  Williams. 
Orpheum  theatre,  Oelwein.  Iowa. — General  pat- ronage. 

FOR  THE  LOVE  OF  A   GAL:  Aesop  Fable- 
Good  cartoon  comedy.— A.  G.  Witwer.  Grand  then- 
tre,  Rainier.  Ore. — General  patronage. 
GOOD  CHEER:  Our  Gang — Cannot  say  much 

for  this.  No  laughs.  Two  reels.— A.  0.  Lambert, 
Monticello  Opera  House,  Monticello,  la.— General 
patronage. 

HARRY  LANDON  COMEDIES:  Good— V.  G. 

Secord,  K.  P.  theatre,  La  Rue.  0. — General  pat- 
ronage. 

HONEYMOON  HARDSHIPS:  Saved  the  show 

for  us.  Don’t  be  afraid  of  this  one.  Two  reels. 
— H.  A.  Davitts,  Dixie  theatre,  Winona,  Miss.— 
General  patronage. 

HORACE  GREELY,  JR.:  Harry  Langdon — Just 
a   little  better  than  the  other  specials  I   ran  of 

his.  A   fair  comedy  but  no  special.  Two  reels.— 

A.  O.  Lambert,  Monticello  Opera  House,  Monti- 
cello, la. — Genera)  patronage. 

HOT  HEELS:  Very  good  comedy.  Tvvo  reels. — 

N.  M.  Emmons.  Eagle.  Eagle  theatre.  Eagle  River, 
Wis. — Small  town  patronage. 

MARY,  QUEEN  OF  TOTS:  Our  Gang — An  aw- 

fully good  comedy. — Harry  Sparks,  Grand  &   Gem 
theatfes.  Cooper,  Tex. — General  patronage. 

OFFICIAL  OFFICERS:  Our  Gang— Another 

good  Gang  picture,  and  this  is  our  last  one,  as 
Pathe  have  raised  our  rates  on  the  Gang  so  much 

that  we  are  compelled  to  drop  them.  They  are 
asking  us  almost  ns  much  rental  for  two  reels 

as  we  are  paying  for  our  features.  Two  reels. — 

W.  J.  Shoup,  DeLu.xc  theatre.  Spearville,  Kan. — 
Small  town  patronage. 

ONE  WILD  RIDE:  Our  Gang — Drew  more  com- 

ments and  praise  than  the  longer  show  on  same 

program. — R.  M.  Smith,  Miasion  theatre.  Mission. 
Tex. — Mixed  patronage. 

e.xtra  good  comedy.  The  best  wo  have  had  so  for 
from  Chose.  Two  reels.- A.  G.  Witwer,  Grand 
theatre,  Rainier,  Ore. — General  patronage. 

UNIVERSAL 

ANDY’S  LlOiV  TAIL:  Joe  Murphy— Very  sat- 
isfactory comedy.— Bert  Silver.  Silver  Family  thea- 

tre, Greenville,  Mich. — General  patronage. 

BEWARE  OF  RELATIONS:  Ni-cly  Edwards— 
An  average  short  comedy.  One  reel.- A.  G.  Wit- 

wer, Grand  theatre,  Rainier,  Ore. — Genera)  pat- 
ronage. 

THE  BIG  CITY:  Edna  Marian — A   very  good 

comedy.  Drew  some  goo<l  laughs.  Two  reels. — 

A.  G.  Witwer,  Grand  theatre,  Rainier,  Ore. — 
General  patronage, 

BUSTER’S  BUST  UP:  Arthur  Trimble-Packed 

with  laughs.  It's  a   dandy.  Two  reels. — A.  G. 
Witwer,  Grand  theatre.  Rainier,  Ore.- General 

patronage. 

BUSTER’S  NOSE  DIVE:  Buster  Brown— This 
is  a   dandy  comedy.  Lots  of  trick  stud,  but  they 
will  more  than  laugh.  Two  reels. — Wm.  Martin, 

Patriot  theatre.  Patriot,  Ind. — Small  town  pat- ronage. 

BUSTER’S  NIGHTMARE:  Buster  Brown — This 
is  a   knockout  and  about  the  best  Buster  Brown 

comedy  I   have  played.  Full  of  comedy  and  tricks 

by  Tige.  That  dog  sure  is  a   smart  cuss.  Two 

reels. — H.  J.  Eagan,  American  theatre,  Wautoma, 
Wis.— Smnll  town  patronage. 

CENTURY  COMEDIES:  Not  as  good  as  they 

might  be. — W.  B.  Glaub,  Bund  Box  theatre, 

Plymouth,  Ind. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  CROOK  BUSTER:  Jack  Mower — An  aver- 
age Western  featuretto.  No  comments.  Two 

reels. — A.  G.  Witwer,  Grand  theatre,  Itainicr,  Ore. 
— Gcnernl  patronage. 

CUPID’S  VICTORY:  Ordinary  slapstick.  Two 
reels. — Robt.  L.  Anderson,  Olympic  theatre,  Porks, 
Wash. — Small  town  patronage. 

CUPID'S  VICTORY:  Wnnda  Wiley — Not  a   bad 
comedy  from  Wnnda.  Better  than  most  of  hers. 

Plenty  of  rough  stuff  for  the  kids.  Two  reels. — 

Wm.  Martin,  Patriot  theatre.  Patriot.  Ind. — Small 
town  patronage. 

DON’T  PALL:  Buddy  Messinger — Fairly  good 
two  reeler. — W.  J.  Shoup,  DeLuxo  theatre,  Spear- 

ville, Kan. — Smnll  town  patronage. 

EDUCATING  BUSTER:  Good.  Two  reels.— J.  S. 

Walker.  Texas  theatre.  Grand  Prairie,  Tex. — 
Small  town  patronage. 

THE  FAST  STEPPERS:  Billy  Sullivan— No.  1. 
This  was  very  good  for  a   change.  There  is 

some  good  horse  racing  in  each  one  of  these. 

Two  reels. — F.  J.  O’Hnrn,  Community  theatre, 
Elgin,  Neb. — General  patronage. 

THE  FAST  STEPPERS:  Billy  Sullivan— No.  2. 
This  will  please  your  people,  at  least  it  did 

mine,  and  they  told  mo  so.  Two  reels. — F.  J. 
O’Hara,  Communtiy  theatre,  Elgin,  Neb. — General 
patronage. 

THE  FAST  STEPPERS:  Billy  Sullivan— The 
last  round  was  very  satisfactory  but  cannot  soy 
much  for  the  others,  ns  the  whole  scries  did 

not  draw  a   penny  for  me.  Two  reels. — W.  D. 
Patrick,  Strand  theatre,  Florala,  Ala. — General 
patronage. 

GRIDIRON  GERTIE:  Wanda  Wiley— Just  so-so. 

and  so  are  most  of  the  Centuries.  Two  reels. — 
W.  D.  Patrick,  Strand  theatre,  Florala,  Ala. — 
General  patronage. 

PATHE 

CABLES:  Best  shorts  on  the  ma 
Old  and  young  alike  eat  'em  up.  One  re 
&-e.Khbaum  Bros..  Char-Bell  theatre,  Roche ind.-General  patronage. 

sioftS^s:^®VES:  Good.-R.  M.  Smith. 
Axit  ’   — General  patronage 

Thiy  FLIGHT:  Nothing  t 

didn’t. use  camera  on  the  return  trip 

of To  enuipment  and  camp,  ins 

Didn't  drB\  would  have  helped  s< 

Eon  progrnm.-R.  M.  Sn 

AM  Tex.— Mixed  patron 

Rood  eommr,^f  ‘   “«ybe.  Even  got  s 

funny  Tvv«,  *   is  ph Mitchell,  Plaim 

tre.  Plainview.  Tex.-General  patronage. 

«m”y  BOZO:  Ralph  Graves-G 
Should  be  in  ffT'*  tJti*  to 
fef.  Lyric  reels— F.  K.  SI 

ronage.  Frostburg,  Md. — General  ] 

*«’od  n®  ■   1?“''  All  Gangs 
tro.  Mission  « 

nnfMor.  Mixed  patronage. 
the  WOODS:  Harry  Langdo 

A   RASPBERRY  ROMANCE:  Ben  Turpin— Just 
another  Ben  Turpin  comedy.  No  worse  and  no 

better  than  the  rest  of  his  comedies.  Two  reels. — 

H.  A.  Davitts,  Dixie  theatre,  Winona.  Miss.— 
General  patronage. 

THE  RAT’S  KNUCKLES;  Charley  Chase— Just 
another  of  those  single  reel  things.  There’s  not 
much  entertainment  in  any  single  reel  comedy 

but  the  cartoon  reels  are  good.  One  reel. — 
W.  T.  Davis  &   Son,  Rialto  theatre,  Sharon,  Wis. 
— General  patronage. 

THE  RUNAWAY  TAXI:  Stereoscopic — Oh  Boy! 
Oh  Boy  I   What  a   stinging  I   did  take  on  this  series 
of  four  Stereoscopies.  I   bought  the  series  of  four 
and  was  supposed  to  be  not  Quite  a   reel  to  each, 

but  we  got  only  one  third  reel  in  each.  Oh  my. 
oh  mei  Bite,  suckers,  bite.  This  one  was  8U[v 
posed  to  be  the  best  of  the  four  but,  believe  it 
or  not.  there  was  not  a   thrill  in  the  whole  thing. 

One-third  of  a   reel. — W.  J.  Shoup,  DeLuxe  thea- 

tre. Spearville,  Knn. — Small  town  patronage. 

SOUP  TO  NUTS:  Charley  Chase — Not  much  to 

this  comedy.  — Henry  Sparks.  Grand  &   Gem  thea- 
tres, Cooper,  Tex. — General  patronage. 

UNFRIENDLY  ENEMIES:  Terrible  is  not  the 

word  to  use.  I   think  that  rotton  would  be  better. 

One  reel. — Walt  Bradley,  Moon  theatre,  Neligh, 
Neb.  General  patronage. 

WHAT  PRICE  GOOFY:  Charley  Chase— An 

HERE  HE  COMES;  OLYMPIC  GAMES:  Both 
these  comedies  arc  among  the  fairly  good  class. 

One  and  two  reels. — W.  J.  Shoup,  DeLuxe  thea- 

tre, Spearville,  Kan. — Small  town  patronage. 

HONEYMOON  HOTEL:  Neely  Edwards— 'Nuf 
sed  1   Terrible.  Have  yet  to  show  a   good  com- 

edy from  them.  One  reel. — F.  K.  ShalTcr,  Lyric 
theatre,  Frostburg,  Ma.— General  patronage. 

ITCHING  FOR  REVENGE:  Not  much  to  this 

Century  comedy.  Getting  no  better.  Two  reels. 
■ — A.  O.  Lambert.  Monticello  Opera  House,  Monti- 

cello, la. — General  patronage. 

KICKED  ABOUT;  Eddy  Corden— Pretty  good 

and  made  good  program  with  "The  Spook  Ranch.” 
Two  reels. — R.  Duba,  Royal  theatre,  Kimball,  S. 
D. — General  patronage. 

LOVE  SICK:  Century — A   very  good  comedy 

and  will  satisfy  your  people.  Two  reels. — F.  J. 

O’Hara,  Ck>mmunity  theatre,  Elgin,  Neb.— General 
patronage. 

MARRIED  NEIGHBORS:  Hod  a   misout  on  this 

one,  as  we  did  with  many  other  from  New  Or- 

leans branch.  When  we  don’t  get  a   misout,  we 
get  the  wrong  paper  or  no  paper  at  all.  Two 
reels. — W.  D.  Patrick,  Strand  theatre,  Florals, 
Ala. — General  patronage. 

NOBODY’S  DARLING:  Wanda  Wiley— Not  as 
good  as  Wanda  usually  makes.  Would  consider 

it  only  a   fair  olTering.  Two  reels. — W.  J.  Shoup, 

% 
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DeLuxo  thfatrc,  Spearville,  Kan.— Small  town  pat- 
ronage. 

OH  BUSTER:  Buster  Brown— As  good  as  can 

be  made.  It  sure  makes  the  kids  enjoy  it.  Lots 

of  laughs  and  thrills.  Two  reels. — D.  M.  Man- 

gone,  Rex  theatre,  Newport,  Wash. — General  pat- 
ronage. 

ONE  WILD  NIGHT:  Neely  Edwards— You  will 

feel  like  taking  this  down  and  throwing  it  in  the 

furnace  if  you  run  it.  One  reel. — H.  J.  Eagan. 

American  theatre,  Wautoma,  Wis. — Small  town 

patronage. 

PAGING  A   WIFE:  A1  Alt— Say,  boy.s.  here  is 

a   knockout  of  a   two  recler.  Action  and  thrills 

and  the  tangle  up  with  the  women  folks  would 

make  a   dead  horse  laugh.  Get  it  and  you’ll  have 
the  time  of  your  life.  If  Universal  sends  me 

stuff  like  this.  I   think  they  will  build  up  here. 
Two  reels.  R,  Duba.  Royal  theatre.  Kimball.  S. 
D. — General  patronage. 

THE  POLO  KID:  A   pretty  good  comedy.  Two 

].eels. — Kreighbaum  Bros.,  Char-Bell  theatre, 
Rochester.  Ind. — General  patronage. 

THE  POLO  KID;  Very  good  for  Century,  but 

we  are  getting  a   lot  of  bad  ones  from  Century 

now. — C.  L.  Outlaw,  Strand  theatre.  Dothan,  Ala. 
— General  patronage. 

PONCE  DE  LEON:  Some  liked  it  and  some 

didn’t  care  for  it.  It  was  just  a   comedy,  that’s 
all.  One  reel. — W.  J.  Shoup,  DeLuxe  theatre, 

Spearville,  Kan. — Small  town  patronage. 

PUZZLED  BY  CROSSWORDS:  Eddie  Gordon— 
A   fairly  good  comedy  but  silly  in  parts.  It  will 
please  some  and  has  a   number  of  good  laughs, 

if  your  audience  is  real  peppy.  Two  reels. — W.  T. 
Davis  &   Son,  Rialto  theatre,  Sharon,  Wis. — Gen- 

eral patronage. 

PUZZLED  BY  CROSSWORDS:  Universal  made 

a   mistake  and  sent  me  this  the  second  time.  It 

is  very  good  but  not  good  enough  to  run  twice. 
Two  reels. — F.  A.  Millhouse,  Star  theatre,  Sumner, 

Neb. — Small  town  pati-onage. 

SAILING  ALONG:  Buddy  Messinger— Just  a 

fair  two  reeler.— W.  J.  Shoup,  DeLuxe  theatre, 

Spearville,  Kan. — Small  town  patronage. 

SLICK  ARTICLES;  Century— A   very  good 

good  comedy  with  some  very  good  stunts.  Two 

reels.   F.  J.  O'Hara,  Community  theatre,  Elgin, 
Neb. — General  patronage. 

CLASSIFIED 
Advertising 
Five  cents  per  word,  payable  in  advance.  Minimum  charge

, 

$1.00.  Copy  and  checks  should  be  addressed  Classif
ied  Ad 

Dept.  Exhibitors  Herald,  407  So.  Dearborn  St.,  Chicago,  111. 

THEATRES  WANTED 

WANTED:  Picture  theatre  in  city  of  2,000  or 

more  population.  Have  cash.  Will  lea«  or  buy
. 

Quick  action.  Address  Box  701,  Exhibitors 

Herald,  407  South  Dearborn  Street,  Chicago,  III. 

THEATRE  WANTED:  To  buy,  lease  or  man- 

age. Give  full  particulars.  Mid-West  preferred. 
Address  Box  702,  Exhibitors  Herald,  407  South 
Dearborn  Street,  Chicago,  111. 

WANTED— To  rent  or  buy,  motion  picture 
theatre.  Give  full  particulars  in  first  letter. 

Mrs.  J.  B'eucher,  2880  Elston  Avenue,  Chicago, 
111. 

THEATRE  FOR  SALE 

225  SEAT  HOUSE  in  county  seat  town  of 

2500.  Only  theatre  in  county.  Owner  leaving 
town  .   Alpine  Theatre,  Woodsfield,  O. 

POSITION  WANTED 

LIVE,  HUSTLING  theatre  manager  at  liberty. 
Producer  of  presentation  novelties,  prologues  and 
novelty  musical  programs.  Up  in  special  weeks 
and  events.  Recognized  press  and  exploitation 

expert.  Managed  combination  and  two-a-day 
vaudeville  theatres  also.  Only  consider  class  A 
house.  Highest  references.  Address  Box  704, 
Exhibitors  Herald,  407  South  Dearborn  Street, 
Chicago,  III. 

WANTED  POSriTION:  As  manager’s  helper. 
Can  handle  advertising,  bookkeeping,  also  cor- 

respondence and  take  care  of  house.  Address 
Box  706,  Exhibitors  Herald,  407  South  Dearborn 
Street,  Cliicago,  111. 

SPACE  FOR  RENT 

FOR  RENT :   First  floor  room  20'x 
90'.  New  fireproof  film  building.  Fin- 

est in  Pittsburgh.  Stationary  film 
vaults ;   latest  improvements.  Rent 
reasonable.  Write  Mr.  Gore  c/o 

Washington  Real  Estate  Company, 
Pittsburgh,  Pa. 

PROJECTOR  REPAIRING 
RUDOLPH  L.  FLEISCHER,  now  located  at 

845  S.  Wabash  Avenue,  Room  612.  Expert  re- 
pairing done  on  all  makes  of  projection  machines. 

Estimates  pven  in  advance.  All  work  guaran- 
teed. Service  at  all  hours.  Shop  phone  Wabash 

9045.  Residence  phone  Mohawk  2091. 

ORGANS  FOR  SALE 
BARGAINS  in  used  Wurlitzers,  Fotoplayers, 

Cremonas,  Sceburgs,  Reproduces,  Kimballs,  Kil- 
gens,  Robert  Mortons.  Also  Grand,  player  or 
electric  pianos.  Buy,  sell  and  exchange  music 
rolls.  D’ART  RIDGE,  845  S.  Wabash  Avenue, 
Chicago,  111. 

EQUIPMENT  FOR  SALE 
THREE  REBUILT  Simplex  Type  S   motor 

driven  machines  in  guaranteed  mechanical  con- 
dition. One  rebuilt  50-50  Hcrtner  Generator; 

six  pairs  of  Peerless  Arc  Controls  in  A-1  condi- 
tion, $50  a   pair.  Also  a   big  stock  of  lobby  dis- 
play frames  on  hand.  Equipments  offered  at 

bargain  prices.  Write  Illinois  Theatre  Equip- 
ment Company,  12-14  East  9th  Street,  Chicago, 

111. 

HERE  IS  YOUR  OPPORTUNITY  to  ob- 
tain real  bargains  on  1000  brand  new  five  and 

seven  ply  veneer  chairs  at  a   big  reduction  ot 

the  original  cost.  '   300  newly  upholstered  the- 
atre chairs  and  other  lots  of  upholstered  chairs 

as  well  as  1000  used  veneer  chairs  in  A-1  con- 
dition at  bargain  prices.  Write  Illinois  Theatre 

Equipment  Company,  12-14  East  9th  Street, 
Chicago,  III. 

FOR  SALE;  .Coin  changer  machine,  ‘‘Light- 
ning.”  Factory  rebuilt.  Also  automatic  ticket 
selling  machine.  3   unit,  factory  rebuilt.  Bargain. 
Atlas  Moving  Picture  Co.,  538  S.  Dearborn  St., 
Chicago,  111. 

PEERLESS  ARC  CONTROLS,  factory  Re- 
built, absolutely  guaranteed.  Bargain.  Hcrtner 

generator.  Double  50  Amp.,  220  Volt,  3   Phase. 
Atlas  Moving  Picture  Company,  538  So.  Dear- 

born St,  Chicago,  III. 

FOR  SALE:  2   Simplex  latest  Style  Type  S 

lamphonses,  perfect  condition.  Bargain.  Atlas 
Moving  Picture  Company,  538  So.  Dearborn  St, 
Chicago,  III. 

FOR  SALE:  Approxima'tely  270  7-ply  new veneer  chairs.  Also  generator,  frames  and  used 

projecting  machines:  Bargains.  Atlas  Moving 
Picture  Company,  534  S.  Dearborn  St,  Chicago, 

III. 

WrE  BUY  AND  SELL  used  theatre  chairs, 
all  makes  of  machines,  Generators,  Frames  and 
other  theatre  equipment.  Be  sure  to  get  our 

prices  before  you  buy  or  sell.  United  Theatre 
Supply  Co.,  845  South  Wabash  Avenue, 

MOTION  PICTURE  and  ‘‘Still"  Cameras rented,  sold  and  exchanged.  Portable  lights  for 
fsale  and  for  rent  Keep  us  advised  of  your  wants. 

Ruby  Camera  Exchange,  727  Seventh  Ave.,  New 
York. 

SLICK  ARTICLES:  Just  a   fair  comedy.  Two 

reels. — A.  O.  Lambert,  Monticello  Opera  House, 

Monticello,  la. — General  patronage. 
THE  SMASHUP;  Joe  Murphy — Exceptionally 

good.  Pleased  all.  Two  reels. — A.  G.  Witwer, 
Grand  theatre.  Rainier,  Ore. — General  patronage. 

SMOKED  OUT:  Arthur  Lake — It’s  a   shame  to 
put  Arthur  Lake  before  the  public  and  charge 

them  good  money  to  look  at  him.  To  our  way 
of  looking  at  it,  he  takes  the  booby  prize  as 

a   comedy  actor.  One  reel.— W.  J.  Shoup,  DeLu.xe 
theatre.  Spearville,  Kan. — Small  town  patronage. 

SPEAK  FREELY :   Century — A   very  good  com- 

edy  and  well  taken  by  a   good  crowd.  These 
Century  comedies  are  very  good  as  a   rule,  espe- 

cially Wanda  Wiley’s.  They  are  as  good  or  beU 

ter  than  the  best.  Two  reels. — F.  J.  O’Hara. 
Community  theatre.  Elgin.  Neb. — General  pat- ronage. 

SPEEDY  MARRIAGE:  Wanda  Wiley— It  is  a 

scream.  Two  reels. — D.  M.  Mangone,  Rex  thea- 

tre. Newport.  Wash. — General  patronage. 
STEPPING  SOME:  Baby  Peggy— Here  is  a 

very  clever  comedy  that  should  make  a   hit  in 

any  man's  house. — B.  Winzler.  Liberty  theatre. 

Tremont,  Ut. — General  patronage. 

TOO  MANY  BUCKS:  Mustang  Western — Those 
Westerns  seem  to  please  fairly  well.  They  usually 

have  plenty  of  action  and  the  majority  of  the 

younger  class  of  trade  seem  to  want  that  kind  of 

stuff.  Two  reels. — F.  J.  O’Hara.  Community  thea- 

tre, Elgin,  Neb. — General  patronage. 
TOP  HAND:  Special  cast — A   good  straight  ac- 

tion Western  fenturette  that  will  get  over  wher- 

ever Westerns  go.  Two  reels. — A.  G.  Witwer. 

Grand  theatre.  Rainier.  Ore. — General  patronage. 

TUNE  UP:  Charles  Puffy — Good  one  reeler  as 
a   filler.  Charley  had  his  usual  hard  time  to  get 

a   girl.  One  reel. — R.  Duba,  Royal  theatre,  Kim- 

ball, S.  D. — General  patronage. 
UNDER  A   SPELL:  Just  a   one  reeler  with  the 

name  of  comedy  hooked  onto  it. — W.  J.  Shoup, 

DeLuxe  theatre,  Spearville,  Kan. — Small  town  pat- 
ronage. 

THE  UNDERSTUDY:  Arthur  Lake— A   good  lit- 

tle comedy.  One  reel. — A.  G.  Witwer,  Grand 

theatre,  Rainier,  Ore. — General  patronage. 
MISCELLANEOUS 

ASSORTED  NUTS:  Very  poor  comedy.  Two 

reels. — W.  J.  Shoup.  DeLuxe  theatre.  Spearvilli, 
Kan. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  LIVE  AGENT:  Al  St,  John— A   very  good 

two  reeler. — W.  J-  Shoup,  DeLuxe  theatre,  Spear- 
ville, Kan. — Small  town  patronage. 

ROB  ’EM  GOOD:  Bull  Montana— Reports  were 

divided  on  this.  Personally  I   thought  It  excel- 
lent. Three  reels. — Kearns  Spears,  Dream  thea- 

tre. Randle,  Wash. — General  patronage. 

SPOOKY  SPOOKS:  This  two  reeler  was  con- 

sidered good  by  our  patrons. — W.  J.  Shoup,  Dt- 
Luxe  theatre,  Spearville,  Kan. — Small  town  pat- ronage. 

WHEN  KNIGHTS  WERE  COLD;  Stan  Laurel 

— A   good  nonsensical  comedy.  Two  reels.— A.  C. 

Betts,  Powers  theatre.  Red  Creek,  N.  Y. — Small town  patronage. 

Film  Boom  Seen 

In  Czecho  Reports 
(Special  front  Deparhnent  of  Commerce) 

WASHINGTON,  D.  C.,  April  13- 
Czechoslovak  film  men  complain  today 

about  poor  earnings.  But  records  reveal 

their  earnings  have  developed  with  n>e 

film  industry  there.  In  1919  there  wer« 

but  58  American  films  shown  in  the  city 

of  Prague  while  in  1925  there  were  325. 

According  to  a   recent  report  Brazil  films are  chiefly  American.  •   , 

American  films  are  confronted  in  ucr- 
man3'  with  organized  opposition  accordm? to  a   statement  received  here  today. 

German  theatre  owner  will  buy  a   steady 

stream  of  American  product  because  his 

patrons  demand  that  he  show  them  Ger- man films  al  least  one-third  the  time. 

Burglars  Get  $928  in 

Home  of  Theatre  Man (Special  to  Sxhibitors  Herald)  ^ 

ALBANY,  N.  Y.,  April  13.— Vir^l 

Lappeus,  manager  of  the  Hudson  tnea 
in  Schenectady,  was  robbed  of  $928  wh 

burglars  entered  his  home  in  Schenecta  )• 
last  week,  and  made  off  with  $928,  a   porti of  the  receipts  of  the  theatre. 
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letters 
From  Readers 

A   forum  at  which  the  exhibitor 

is  invited  to  express  his  opinion 

on  matters  of  current  interest. 

Brevity  adds  forcefulness  to  any 

statement.  Unsigned  letters  will 

not  be  printed. 

Suggests  Vote 

VVAPATO,  WASH. — To  the  Editor; 
In  the  Herai.d  dated  April  3rd,  page  72, 

"Letters  From  Readers,”  I   notice  the  letter 
written  by  Mr.  F.  D.  Moore,  of  Roberts- 
dale,  Pa.,  to  our  e.xhibitor  friend  Mr.  An- 

derson. I   have  been  reading  all  of  the 
letters  printed  in  the  Herald  and  I   take  it 
for  granted  that  they  have  started  some- 
thing. 

It  seems  like  Mr.  Moore  can’t  convince 
Mr.  Anderson  that  “The  Iron  Horse”  is  a 
better  show  than  “The  Covered  Wagon.” 
Let’s  hitch  “The  Horse”' to  "The  Wagon” 
and  see  how  far  “The  Horse”  will  pull  it. 
As  both  “The  Covered  Wagon”  and  “The 
Iron  Horse”  are  go'od  shows,  I   make  a motion  to  put  it  to  a   vote,  any  exhibitor 
wanting  to  cast  his  vote,  to  send  it  in  to 
the  Herald. 

I   am  casting  my  votp  on  “The  Iron 
Horse”  because  I   believe  that  “The  Horse" 
will  pull  "The  Wagon”  as  long  as  it  isn’t 
uncovered,  and  as  long  as '"The  Horse” 
doesn’t  get  sick  and  die.  I   think  more  of 
it  than  I   do  of  “The  Wagon.” — Joe 
Bi,aschke,  Wapato  theatre,  Wapato,  Wash. 

Newcomer  Joins  Ranks 

REDGRANITE,  WIS. — To  the  Editor: 
Glad  to  receive  your  blanks  for  “What  the 
Picture  Did  For  Me.”  The  enclosed  arc 
my  first  reports  to  the  Herald  and,  now 
that  I   have  got  started,  kindly  oblige  me 
with  additional  blanks  and  I   shall  only  be 
too  glad  to  furnish  my  opinion  of  future 
pictures, 

I   am  just  new  in  the  game  but  I   certainly 

appreciate  the  idea  of  reporting  on  “What 
the  Picture  Did  for  Me,”  and  if  all  the  ex- 

hibitors feel  the  same  about  the  matter  as 
I   do.  I   am  sure  the  Herald  will  be  long- 
lived.  With  kind  and  personal  regards,  I 
am — Wm.  Wiske,  Community  theatre,  Red- 
granite,  Wis. 

Rand  Sums  Up  Business 
SALMON,  IDAHO. — To  the  Editor: 

Business  in  March  was  good,  due  to  two 
vaudeville  shows  and  fine  business  on  the 
first  three  plays  listed  below: 

.   Extra  drawing  value,  “Charley’s  Aunt,” 
The  Vanishing  American,”  “When  a   Man’s 

a   Man.” 

n   drawing  value,  “Along  Ct 
Ruth,  with  vaudeville,  "Wild  Wild  Sus< 
With  vaudeville,  and  "Little  Annie  Room 

^   Fair  drawing  value,  "The  Lucky  De\ 
Lovers  In  Quarantine,”  and  "Too  M 

Kisses," 

“Tongues  of  Flame,” 
UT-,  Monster,”  "Through  the  Dark,” 
Little  Old  New  York,”  “So  This  Is  Mar- 

and  “The  Happy  Warrior.” 
February’s  business  \vas  best  for  any history  of  the  house,  not 

v,,, ’ ,   °'y®'^€r,  to  good  average  business; 
f«i.  great  drawing  value  of  the  first four  plays  listed  below: 

Cyclone. 
Notre 

Stars.” 

Royle  _Girl,”  “The  Hunchback  of 
Dame,”  “Light  of  the  Westem 

Good  drawing  value,  ‘Conductor  1492.” 
Girl  -   value,  "The  Little  French •   twith  special  animal  pictures). 

Midnight 

is  u   Frances  Marion  pro- 
ductioii  by  Metropolitan 
and  released  by  Pro- 
Dis-Co.  Hcadini;  the  cast 
are  jetta  Coudal,  Lionel 
Barrymore,  Mary  Brian 
and  Edmund  Burns.  It 

was  adapted  from  Bal- 
zac’s novel,  "Pere  Goriot” 

and  directed  by  E.  Mason 
Hopper. 

Poor  drawing  value,  "The  White  Desert,” 
“Unseeing  Eyes,”  “Seven  Chances,”  "Youth 
and  Adventure,”  “Men  and  Women.” 
Note:  Big  basketball  tournament  re- 

sponsible for  poor  drawing  value  of  “The 
White  Desert,”  “Unseeing  Eyes,”  “Seven 
Chances,”  all  good  plays. — Philip  Rand, 
Rex  theatre,  Salmon,  Idaho. 

Albany  Board  of  Trade 
to  Elect  Early  in  May 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

ALBANY,  N.  Y.,  April  13.— The  Albany 
Film  Board  of  Trade  will  hold  its  annual 
election  of  officers  early  in  May.  Alec 
Herman,  manager  of  the  the  First  National 
exchange,  is  now  president.  It  will  be 
necessary  to  name  someone  as  treasurer 
to  fill  out  the  unexpired  term  of  Herman 
Stern,  who  recently  resigned  as  local  man- 

ager for  F.  B.  0.,  and  has  moved  to 
Brooklyn. 

Abrams  and  Grauman 

Get  Lumas  Product 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  April  13. — Budd  Rogers, 
vice  president  of  Lumas  Film  company, 
reports  that  he  has  closed  deals  with 
Jack  Grauman  of  Celebrated  Players, 
Milwaukee,  Wis.,  and  Jerry  Abrams, 
Chicago. 

In  addition  to  the  12  Gothams  Grau- 
man has  contracted  for  the  eight  Wil- 
liam Fairbanks  pictures.  Abrams  con- 

tracted for  the  entire  lineup  of  Lumas 
releases  for  Illinois  and  part  of  Missouri. 

Ramsaye  Book  Soon  Out 
Terry  Ramsaye’s  work,  "A  Million  and 

One  Nights — The  History  of  the  Motion 
Picture,”  will  be  published  by  Simon  and 
Schuster  of  New  York,  May  20.  The 
first  edition,  327  copies,  will  be  sold  at 
$75  for  each  set. 
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SI  GREIVER  stated  April  10  that  the  initial  announcement  for  his season’s  product  includes  28  pictures  for  both  the  Greiver  Produc- 
tions booking  in  Illinois  and  the  Midwest  Film  Company  booking  in 

Indiana.  He  is  president  of  the  latter  named  company. 

^   HE  output  of  the  E!bee  production 
-t  company,  which  numbers  16  subjects, 
and  the  output  of  the  American  Cinema 
Association,  headed  by  A.  J.  Moehler, 
which  numbers  12  subjects,  makes  up  the 
28.  The  16  Elbee  productions  are  melo- 

dramas directed  by  seasoned  men  and  the 
Elbee  casts  arc  reported  to  consist  of 
known  players  of  high  class  material.  The 

12  subjects  of  American  Cinema  are  “dra- 
matic specials”  carrying  well  chosen  stories 

and  produced  with  an  infinite  amount  of 
thought  and  effort.  Two  of  the  early  re- 

leases are  “Then  Came  the  Woman,”  with 
Frank  Mayo,  Cullen  Landis  and  Margaret 

Ryan,  and  “A  Jack  in  the  Pulpit,”  with 
Cullen  Landis  and  Gladys  Hulette. 
These  two  have  just  been  screened  in 

New  York  for  the  press  and  exhibitors 

with  the  report  that  “both  are  knockouts.” ♦   *   ♦ 

The  Ascher  Terminal  Theatre  Corpora- 
tion last  week  filed  a   mandamus  petition 

in  the  Cook  County  superior  court  seeking 
to  compel  the  city  of  Chicago  to  issue  a 
permit  to  operate  the  building  at  3315 
Lawrence  avenue. 

The  statement  asks  a   remedy  in  the 
amount  of  $100,000.  The  theatre,  it  is  al- 

leged, has  been  prevented  from  opening 
since  Dec.  31,  1925,  by  Fire  Commissioner 
Joseph  F.  Connery  because  of  drapes  in 
the  theatre  which  Connery  has  declared  to 
be  inflammable. 

*   *   * 

Corporation  Counsel  Francis  X.  Busch 
last  week  handed  down  the  ultimatum  on 
theatre  building  that  anybody  who  wishes 
to  put  up  a   theatre  or  other  amusement 
place  in  the  vicinity  of  a   church  where  the 
zoning  ordinance  forbids  it,  frontage  con- 

sent must  be  obtained  before  the  work  may 
go  on. 

It  was  announced  by  Busch’s  assistant, 
Hornstein,  that  the  city  may  not  refuse 
a   building  permit  but  that  because  of  the 
zoning  restrictions  the  city  cannot  issue 
licenses  for  amusement  places  even  after 
the  building  has  been  erected. 

*   *   * 

Jack  Miller,  business  manager  of  the  Illi- 
nois exhibitors’  association,  was  one  of 

the  happy  hosts  to  greet  Gene  Tunney 
when  he  arrived  in  Chicago  en  route  to 
Hollywood  to  begin  his  serial  production 
for  Pathe.  Tunney  was  given  a   cordial  re- 

ception by  James  T.  Gillick,  Chicago  ex- 
change manager,  and  Len  Ullrich. 

*   ♦   ♦ 

The  booking  situation  in  Chicago  has 
taken  on  a   new  aspect  in  the  past  ten  days. 
The  changes  have  found  Aaron  Saperstein 
now  booking  nine  theatres  instead  of  five, 
having  taken  over  the  booking  for  Hernuin 
and  Phil  Bland  of  Bland  Brothers  whose 
theatre  activities  in  the  past  few  days  have 
given  them  control  of  four  new  houses 
which  brings  their  total  to  six.  Saperstein 
has  located  in  the  office  formerly  occupied 
by  Brundhill  Brothers  from  whom  Blands 
bought  three  houses  recently.  Earle  John- 

son is  almost  daily  increasing  the  number 
of  houses  in  his  booking  circuit  whidi  has 
now  grown  to  number  eight  houses  in 
Chicago  suburbs.  Joseph  Hopp  says  he  is 
booking  for  14  houses  none  of  which  are 
located  in  Cook  county. 

♦   ♦ 

Incidentally  the  Bland  boys  declare  they 
are  always  in  the  market  for  theatres  and 
if  there  are  any  exhibitors  who  want  to 
dump  a   theatre  just  let  them  know  it. *   ♦   * 

Charles  Petiijohn,  counsel  of  the  M.  P. 
P.  D.  A.,  visited  Chicago  April  5   on  busi- 

ness with  the  Film  Board  of  Trade. 
*   *   * 

James  M.  Flinn,  special  representative  of 
Producers  Distributing  Corporation,  with 
headquarters  at  New  York,  made  a   hur- 

ried trip  around  St.  Louis,  Des  Moines, 
Milwaukee  and  Chicago  last  week  and  then 
returned  East. 

*   ♦   * 

Ma.v  Schwarts,  a   Metro  sales  ace,  will 
have  his  vacation  as  soon  as  Frank  Ish- 
imel  returns  from  New  York  and  Max 
plans  a   jaunt  to  Hollywood. 

*   ♦   * 

Two  Chicago  people  were  honored 

in^  the  contest  held  hy  Cedi  B.  De 
Mille  for  an  idea  for  a   spectacle  to 
be  produced  by  him.  They  are  Mrs. 
Grace  Evelyn  Purviance  who  is  for- 

merly of  Chicago  and  Jack  Campbell 
also  formerly  of  Chicago.  Each  was 
rewarded  with  $50. 

*   *   ♦ 

Harry  Bernstein,  general  sales  manager 
of  Red  Seal,  has  left  Chicago  after  a 
brief  visit  and  returned  to  New  York. 
While  in  the  city  he  found  the  new  ex- 

change functioning  full  force  and  business 

A   Real  Summer  Cleanup! 
To  our  friends  who  know  what  they  have  done  with  the 
Passion  Play — 

We  have  just  received  new  prints  on  the  only  complete 
Independent  5   reel  Tom  Mix  picture  on  the  market, 

^   “Single  Shot  Parker,” 
Now  taking  bookings. 

Bland  Brothers 
730  So.  Wabash  Ave.,  Chicago,  Illmois. 

Jack  MiUer,  left,  greeted  Gene  Tunney at  the  Santa  Fe  station  in  Chicago 
April  6   when  the  pugilist  arrived  in 
Chicago  en  route  to  Hollywood  where 
he  will  begin  a   serial  for  Pathe. 

booming.  .   .   .   Another  departed  guest  at 
the  exchange  is  “King”  Solomon  more  prop- erly or  formerly  known  as  Mr.  Gus  Solo- 

mon. He  has  gone  on  to  the  Coast. 
*   *   * 

Ezra  Rhodes  who  owns  the  Blackstone 
theatre,  South  Bend,  Ind.,  was  a   Chicago 

April  7,  visiting  Nvith  Joe  Lyon  at 
the  Red  Seal  exchange.  Joe,  by  the  way 
took  advantage  of  April  Fool’s  day  for his  annual  joke  with,  his  monniker.  Mrs. 
Lyon  was  one  of  his  several  victims  Joe 
suc^eded  in  persuading  to  call  Lincoln 2120  (Lincoln  Park  zool  to  inquire  if  there 
was  a   Lyon”  there  by  the  name  of  Earl. 
The  answer  obviously  was  “No,  but  we 
have  a   lion  here  by  the  name  of  ‘Leo’’” 

*   *   * 

Ernest  J.  Krug  is  to  be  the  owner  of  a 
new  theatre  built  in  the  Park  Manor  dis- 

trict of  Chicago,  69th  street  between  In- 
diana and  Prairie  avenues.  It  will  be 

built  at  an  estimated  cost  of  $700,000  and 
will  be  along  the  lines  of  colonial  archi- tecture. Work  will  be  begun  May  1 *   *   ♦ 

H.  C.  Jamigan  who  owns  the  Strand 
meatre,  Mendota,  111.,  was  a   busy  man  in 
Chicago  April  8,  stopping  in  to  see  Jack 
Howland  and  others  at  the  First  National exchange. 

*   *   # 

Ben  Rcingold,  Fox  manager  of  Omaha, 
arrived  in  Chicago  early  in  the  morning. 
April  8,  and  spent  the  day  visiting  the  boys 
at  the  exchange  before  boarding  the  special for  Los  Angeles. *   *   ♦ 

^*7/  Lyman  says  the  only  news  at  the 
Warner  exchange  is  that  the  building  had 
its  face  scrubbed  by  a   couple  of  boilermak- 

ers last  week  and  that  during  the  excite- 
ment Jane  Winton,  Warner  star,  came  in 

en  route  to  New  York  and  the  boys  at 
Warner's  had  so  much  stone  dust  in  their 
eyes  they  couldn’t  see  their  way  to  the depot. 



Good  Showmanship 

You  plan  the  program  carefully,  you  ar- 

range the  publicity  painstakingly — but  good 

showmanship  includes  one  thing  more:  check- 

ing up  to  make  sure  of  photographic  quality 

on  the  screen. 

It  takes  but  a   moment — look  in  the  trans- 

parent film  margin  for  the  black-lettered  words 

“Eastman”  and  “Kodak”,  the  identification  of 

the  film  that  carries  quality  through  to  the 

screen. 

I 

EASTMAN  KODAK  COMPANY 

ROCHESTER,  N.  Y. 



Pafhe  serial 

Directed  by  Will  Nigh 

Produced  by  the  Grey  Productions,  Inc. 
with  the  co-operation  of  The  United  States  Coast  Guard 

A   box-office  serial,  gaining  in  in- 
terest and  momentum  with  each 

episode/’  Film  Daily 

Dramatic  action,  intrigue,  thrilling 
situations,  and  well  handled  sus- 

pense . .   Looks  like  sure  fire.” 
M.  P.  Neil’S 

“Action  galore,  fast  and  furious,  with good  suspensive  interest.  Has  all  the 
appearances  of  a   sure-fire  box-office 
success.  Motion  Pictures  Today 

“High  grade  production.  Can  play 
in  higher  class  houses  than  the  aver- 

age  serial.  Full  of  action.” 

Morning  Telegraph 

An  exceptionally  good  serial  with 
an  ideal  background.”  M.  P.  World 

T   •   AO  6 



TWO  SECTIONS
 

SECTION  II 

Your  Theatre 

May  Not  Be  The 
New  York  Paramount 

have  the  same  flexible  lighting 

BU  1   you  can 
control  system  demanded  and  to  be  used  by 

this  new  modern  theatre.  The  @   Major  System 

is  of  unit  construction — there  is  a   size  to  fit  every 

requirement.  Ask  your  architect  about 
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one  (Q)  All- Matter 
Switch. 

or  write  to  us  direct  for  complete  details  and  estimates.  Tliere 

no  charge  or  obligation  in  any  manner  for  this  service. 
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ELECTRIC  COMPANY 
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WURLITZER  Art 

Grand  Pianos  are  en- 
dowed with  the  same 

unapproachable  tone 

and  quality  inherent 
in  the  Wurlitzer  Unit 

Organ.  Send  for  spe- 
cial catalog. 

mth^bur  Pictures 
  nothing  can  sway  from  Beethoven  and  Bach  to 
Modern  syncopation  so  guickly  as  the  mighty  ̂  

WuRulzEi^ 
UNIT  ORGAN 

CINCINNATI 
181  Kivst  rourtl)  St. 

DIDNVEU 

8100  Brondnii}' 

NEW  YORK  CHICAGO 
190  W.  48nd  St.  329  S.  Wttbush  Ave. 

[■  Forty-foup  Bmuvlivs  in  Tliirty-  T tlircf  cities  Ironi  Coast  to  Coast.  J 

S.\N  Flt.ANClSCO 
850  Stocliton  St. 

LOS  ANGEI.es 814  S.  Br<>a4l\vay 
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Shea's  ,^uff€do selects  {he 

BRANDT 
Shea’s  new  Buffalo  Theatre  —   costing  close  to 

$2,000,000  and  having  a   seating  capacity  of  4000 — 

typifies  everything  modern  in  the  theatre.  In  the  box 
office — where  equipment  essential  to  prompt  and  effi- 

cient service  was  carefully  selected — you  find  the 
Brandt  Junior  Automatic  Cashier,  of  course.  For 

Brandt  is  now  recognized  standard  equipment  for 

theatres  everywhere — large  or  small. 

With  the  novel  price  system  in  vogue  the  problem 

of  change  requires  especial  attention.  From  11 
A.  M.  until  1   P.  M.  admission  is  30  cents;  1   P.  M.  to 

5 :30  P.  M.,  40  cents  and  from  5 :30  P.  M.,  65  cents. 

On  Saturdays,  Sundays  and  holidays  all  seats  are  65 

cents.  With  the  Brandt  Junior  there  is  but  one-key- 

to-press— that’s  the  price  of  the  ticket — and  instantly 
— automatically — the  correct  change  is  delivered. 

Interior  oi  the  Box  Office 

Shea's  Buffalo  Theatre 
Buffalo,  New  York 

The  Brandt  Junior  is  especially  built  for  the  theatre  box 
office.  All  mental  calculations  are  entirely  eliminated  by 

the  subtracting  keyboard  and  it  never  makes  a   mistake. 

Brandt  handles  the  crowds  quickly  and  at  the  same  time 
creates  a   decidedly  favorable  impression  of  good  service 

with  the  patrons.  That’s  the  kind  of  good-will  that  builds 
bigger  receipts. 

30  Days 

Free  Trial 
/ 

/ 
/ 

/ 

/   Brandt 

/Automatic 

/Cashier  C
o., 

Departme
nt  

A, 

Watertow
n,  

Wia. 

A   Please  place  with 

/   us  on  Thirty  Days 

/Free  Trial  your  Brandt 
Junior  Automatic  Caah- 

/ier.  It  is,  of  course,  under- 
stood that  we  can  return  it 

/as  we  accept  the  trial  without 
obligation  or  expense. 

y   Please  check  whether  used  on 

rrrt  y   the  right  or  left  hand  side  of  the 

Ine  Loupon/ 
/   □   Right  □   L<ft 

Mail 

NOW  / 
/ Firm  Name    

^   Individual   
 

^ 
  Ci

ty 
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New  and 

Better 

The  New  900  IVatt 
Edison  Mazda  Lamp 

The  advantages  of  incandescent  lamp  projection 
are  now  greater  than  ever.  Improvements  made 
in  the  construction  of  Edison  MAZDA  Lamps 
insure  a   much  longer  average  life  for  the  lamps 
and  a   higher  intensity  of  light  during  the  whole 
period  of  their  life. 

In  the  new  lamp  the  filament  is  clamped  instead 

of  being  welded  to  lead-in  wires.  This  improve- 
ment overcomes  most  of  the  burn-out  difficulties 

experienced  in  the  previous  type  of  construction. 

The  filament  in  the  new  lamp  is  held  rigidly  in 

position.  It  cannot  squirm  or  twist.  The  support- 
ing bridge  work  is  strengthened  so  that  the  fila- 

ment cannot  sag.  Short  circuiting  of  the  two 
center  coils  is  practically  impossible. 

For  full  description  of  these  new  lamps  and  for 

complete  information  on  Incandescent  Lamp  Pro- 
jection— its  economies,  ease  of  operation,  im- 

provements it  makes  in  operating  conditions,  and 

its  adaptability  to  different  sizes  of  theatres — get  in 
touch  with  your  nearest  supply  dealer,  or  write 
direct  to  Edison  Lamp  Works  of  General  Electric 
Company,  Harrison,  N.  J. 

EDISON  MAZDA  LAMPS 
A   GENERAL  ELECTRIC  PRODUCT 
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What'll  they  be  sayinp- aboutyou  OTdays^Now 
Q^OMETHING  to  worry  about — 

hot  theatres  lose  friends  rapidly 
in  blistering  summer  weather.  The 

insidious  whisper  goes  around: 

“Keep  out  of  the  Smith  Movie  The 

atre — it*s  an  oven,  my  dear. Or: 

“Doris  says  they  roast  you  alive  at 

the  Plazazza — let's  go  for  a   ride,  in- 
stead."  Or: 

“It’s  too  hot  to  go  to  the  Reels  The- 
atre— I’d  rather  die  of  heat  outside.’’ 

If  they  say  that  about  your  theatre  90 

days  from  now  your  summer  profits  are 

as  good  as  shot. 

Arctic  Nu-Air  Cooling  and  Ventilating 

System  will  make  them  say,  “No  ride  to- 

night, Jim.  Too  hot.  We’ll  go  down  to 

the  Smith  Movie  and  be  cool.”  Or,  “Why 
spend  the  afternoon  in  a   scorching  house 

when  it’s  as  cool  as  a   sea  breeze  at  the 

Plazazza?”  Or,  “The  Reels  Theatre  is  the 
coolest  place  I   know.  No  more  hot  weather 

suffering  for  me.” 
Arctic  Nu-Air  is  building  hot  weather 

reputations  for  over  600  theatres.  It  will 

do  the  same  for  you  or  no  pay. 

Easy  terms  make  this  moderately  priced 

system  a   pay-as-you-profit  proposition. 

The  big  book  tells  the  story — pictures  and 

reproductions  of  exhibitors*  letters. 

Blow  2c  on  the  coupon  and  we’ll  show 
you  how  to  blow  $$  hundreds  of  $$  into 

your  theatre. 

This  is  the  book 

you  ought  to  have 

CLIP  AND  MAIL 

Arctic  Nu-Air  Corporation,  Dept.  2B 
818  State  Lake  Building, 

Chicago,  Illinois. 

Gentlemen: 
Tell  me  how  to  make  them  say  that  my  Theatre 

(seating     )   is  the  "Coolest  Place  in  Town. 

Also  explain  your  down  payment  plan  and  easy  te
rms. 

Length     

Width  _   - 

Height      Balcony? 

Yes  □   No  □ 

Name 

Theatre 

Address 

City 

-State . 
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lOO- 

Tlie  Grand  Riviera, 
Detroit’s  beautifal  new 
theatre.  John  Eberson, 
Architect.  Total  seating 
capacity,  30CO. 

Comfortable  Seats  Keep 
This  Million  Dollar 

Theatre  “Sold  Out” 
when  an  exhibitor  like  the  above 

reports  his  house  sold  out  every  day 
for  matinee  and  two  evening  shows  it  is 
equivalent  to  saying,  “Attractive,  com- 

fortable chairs  pay  big  dividends.” 

Heywood-Wakeheld  opera  chairs  are  de- 
signed from  the  box-office  viewpoint. 

They  hold  patronage  because  they  are 
built  for  rest  and  relaxation. 

They  increase  house  capacity  because 
Heywood-Wakeheld  engineers  are  backed 
by  100  years  of  seat-building  experience. 
The  counsel  of  Heyivood-Wakefield  seat- 

Chair  No.  0.  C.  417  wish 
Spanish  Leather  Spring  seat, 
Sinai  Walniit  Woodwork, 

produced  by  Heywood- 
Wakefield  for  the  Grand 
Riviera  Theatre. 

ing  experts  is  given,  without  charge,  to 
anyone  planning  or  re-seating  his  theatre. 

Balslmorc,  ^SaTy!anJ3  113  w«»i  Coowoy  Straee 
Boston  45,  Moss.  Winter  HU] 

f>  174  Portland  Ssraet Buffalo,  hew  York  Wells  and  Carroll  Streets 
Chicago,  Illinois 

Display  floor,  439 

Kansas  City,  Missouri 

S653  Arthington  Street 

Sasliaay  Exchange  Bldg. 

1310  West  Eighth  Street 

Los  Angeles,  California  801  East  Seventh  Street 

New  York.  New  York  SIS  West  S4th  Street 

Philadelphia,  Pennsylvania  244  South  Sth  Street 

Portland,  Oregon  14S  North  Tenth  Street 

San  Francisco,  California  737  Howard  Street 

St.  Louis,  Missouri  Sixth  and  O’Fallon  Streets 
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I   Ralph  H.  Fu
lton 

Ask  Manufacturers  to  Reconsider 

Plan  to  Quit  Association 

J^ALPH  H.  FULTON,  secretary  of  the 
E,  E.  Fulton  company,  motion  picture 

equipment  distributors  and  manufacturers 

of  Chicago,  died  unexpectedly  at  St.  Mary’s 
hospital  in  Chicago,  Tuesday,  April  6,  after 
an  illness  of  three  weeks.  Death  came 
after  a   valiant  battle  against  double  pneu- 

monia. It  had  been  thought  that  Mr.  Fulton 
'vas  on  the  road  to  recovery,  but  his  ebb- 

ing strength  was  insufficient  to  overcome 
a   relapse. 

Funeral  services  were  held  Friday  aft< 
noon  from  the  Methodist  church  at  E 
rlaines,  111.,^  where  a   large  number  of  1 rultons  friends  and  business  associat 
P^d  last  tribute  to  the  memory  of  o 
whose  genial  personality,  sterling  chj 
acter  and  staunch  friendship  had  won  f 
him  the  admiration  and  respect  of  all  the 
Who  were  fortunate  enough  to  claim  ev 
the  slightest  acquaintanceship. 
Ralph  Fulton  is  survived  by  his  wi' 

Lndine,  and  two  daughters,  Doris,  8   yea d   and  Betty  Jane,  5   years;  his  mothi 
annie  W.  Fulton,  and  his  brothers  C? 

Fulton,  with  whom  he  w 
sociated  m   the  business  of  the  E. 

i'uiton  company.  He  was  34  years  old. ,f.  Fulton  entered  the  motion  pictu 
^uipment  business  in  1911  with  his  fathc Elmer  E.  Fulton.  He  has  talo 

development  of  tl 

tmn  *u  this  field  and  in  1925  in  associ 
iion  with  his  brothers  Carl  and  L.  I re-establish  the  old  E.  E.  Fulti 

pany  which  his  father  had  founded. 

TJ*  OLLOWING  a   meeting  of  the  board  of 
directors  of  the  Motion  Picture  £quip° 

ment  Dealers  Association  in  Chicago  April 
5,  members  of  the  Manufacturers  Division 
have  been  asked  to  withhold  any  action  on 
their  plans  for  withdrawal  from  the  or- 
ganizotion  of  which  they  are  associate  mem- 

bers for  the  purpose  of  forming  their  own body. 

The  manufacturers  division,  at  a   re- 
cent meeting  in  New  York  went  on  rec- 

ord in  a   resolution  as  favoring  the  with- 
drawal of  their  division  and  of  organiz- 

ing to  function  as  a   national  organization 
by  themselves.  The  matter  at  that  time 
was  left  open  pending  a   vote  of  all  the 
manufacturer  members  on  the  proposi- 
tion. 

C.  D.  Struble,  president  of  the  equip- 
ment dealers  association  sent  out  the 

following  letter  to  members  of  the  manu- 
facturers division  after  the  meeting  in 

Chicago: 

“At  a   meeting  of  the  Board  of  Directon  bold 

at  the  offiro  of  the  AsuocSatSon  in  Chleago,  Monday, 

April  5,  it  wag  brought  to  the  attenlloFt  of  the 

144  ton  truss  for  the  roof  of  the  Para- 
mount theatre  building.  Times  Square,  New 

York,  lifted  120  feet  into  the  air  by  two 
cranes.  This  is  reputed  to  be  the  heaviest 
single  lift  ever  made  in  building  con- 
struction. 

Board  the  regrettable  feet  that  you  a*  a   member 

of  the  Monofaeiurers  Division  eonioniplate  with- 

drawing from  our  AsaoeSallon  for  tho  purpose  of 

organixlng  your  own  body. 

“It  1b  indeed  unforlunalo,  after  wo  have  worked 
together  thug  far  and  hove  carried  the  organisation 
from  nothing  to  It#  present  high  position,  that  the 
Associate  members  have  taken  ihl*  stand  as  we 

ore  only  now  reaching  the  place  wSiere  we  coo  do 

things  that  will  unquestionably  mean  much  to  the 

members  as  a   whole.  It  must  be  admitted  that 

all  members  probably  may  not  have  profited  di- 

rectly In  a   financial  way  but  it  is  a   recogsiaed 

fart  that  the  great  maiority  have  greatly  benefited 

by  their  association  with  and  their  membership 

connection  in  tho  orgocixallon. 

“We  ore  planning  to  put  this  question,  as  well 

os  many  other  highly  important  matters  concerning 

you  and  your  business  interests,  before  tho  entire 

membership  at  oar  neat  Annual  Convenlloc  to  be 

held  In  Detroit,  July  19-22  of  this  year  and  wo 

wish  to  ask  that  you  withhold  ony  action  towards 

a   decision  on  tho  question  of  the  withdrawal  of 

your  membership  until  that  time,  that  we  may  have 

UQ  opportunity  to  discuss  the  mailer  with  you,  the 

entire  msmborslilp  being  present,  where  a   full  and 

free  decision  eon  bo  reached  that  will  represent  the 

will  of  the  Associate  membership  body. 

“We  trust  that  you  will  consider  this  proposition 

fully  and  carefully  and  plan  to  be  with  us  In  July, 

where  wo  promise  you  the  best  convention  yei  as 

Weil  as  a   mighty  good  time." 

May  1   Is  Also  Moving 

Day  for  Equipment 
Companies 

Householders  are  not  the  only  ones  who 
will  be  packing  and  moving  on  May  1. 
Several  equipment  companies  will  locate  in 
new  quarters  on  that  date. 

The  Cramblet  Engineering  Company  of 

Milwaukee  is  moving  into  larger  offices  at 
286  Milwaukee  street  where  the  firm  will 
take  over  space  of  more  than  twice  the 
capacity  of  their  present  quarters. 

In  Chicago  the  Monarch  Theatre  Supply 

Company,  now  located  at  724  S.  Wabash 
avenue  will  move  farther  south  along  Chi- 

cago’s film  and  equipment  row  to  larger 
headquarters  at  12^  S.  Wabash  avenue. 
The  Bilt  Rite  Manufacturing  Company 

has  recently  moved  from  225  N.  Green 
street  to  a   modem  and  up-to-date  plant 
at  447  N.  Wood  street,  Chicago. 

J.  F.  Ransley,  manufacturer  of  slides,  is 

moving  into  new  offices  at  54  West  Ran- 
dolph street,  Chicago. 
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Series  of  Articles  Dealing  With  House  Proh- 

lyrODERN  equipment,  more  than  any  other  single XTi  factor  is  the  thing  which  makes  possible  profitable 
summer  operation.  This  is  proven  by  exhibitors  who 
have  successfully  tackled  the  problem  from  the  stand 
point  of  making  their  theatres  comfortable  and  inviting 

during  the  hot  weather  months.  ^ 
Obviously  .every  department  of  the  theatre  should  func 

tion  at  maximum  efficiency  at  all  times  to  assure  constant 
patrontage  but  m   considering  the  question  of  summer  at 
tendance  concentration  in  specific  directions  to  mJet 
squarely  the  natural  competitive  elements  of  the  season 
IS  a   logical  step.  A   cool  house  is  easily  the  first  requisite. 

In  meeting  the  problem  of  a   cool  and  comfortable 
theatre  the  exhibitor  has  at  his  disposal  equipment  de- 
signed  specifically  for  accomplishing  this  purpose.  Cool- 

ing systems  and  ventilating  equipment  have  been  per- 
tected  to  a   high  degree  of  efficiency  to  meet  the  exacting requirements  of  theatre  work. 

While  a   cool  theatre  is  of  paramount  importance  many 
other  parts  of  the  theatre  should  come  in  for  attention 
to  produce  an  inviting  atmosphere  during  hot  weather. Exhibitors  who  have  given  the  matter  thought  have 
evolved  numerous  ways  of  making  the  lobby  the  initial bid  lor  patronage.  Here  may  be  featured  the  modem 
ventilating  equipment  stressing  the  cool  interior.  Suitable 

21 

23 

pnate  and  productive  of  the  desired  results. 
From  the  lobby  the  atmosphere  of  coolness  and  corn- 

tort  should  be  carried  out  further  in  the  treatment  of  the 
toyer  and  the  auditorium.  In  fact,  every  part  of  the theatre  should  be  considered  and  eveiy  available  aid 
should  be  put  to  work  to  produce  a   place  that  will  prove comfortable  to  the  public.  Modern  equip- 

r'  •   1   TT      i   ivw-      o si-icssing  me  cool  intern 
lems  Covering  the  Handling  of  Crowds     19  ̂ epo^ations  suggestive  of  a   cool  atmosphere  are  appro- The  Stage  and  Its  Equipment  Back  of  the  Cur- tain  Line   

Questions  and  Answers  Department  Further 
Readers’  Questions  on  Varied  Subjects  are  An- 
swered  hy  the  “Better  Theatres”  Advisory 

Pre-Focused  Lamp  Is  Develoned  hv  the  answer  for^many  theatres.  It  has Electric  for  Small  Proiectorf  .. 

^   Played  the  Picture  “Lorraine  of  the  during  the  hot  months.  ^ 

atre,  Marshalltown,  la     26  ̂  
Theatre  Best  Medium  for  Exnloitinff  w'/  yin  i   planned  for  the  coining  meeting  of  the 
Five  New  Name.  \T  A   a   Hits.  40  1   Society  of  Motion  Picture  Engineers  in  Washington, 

iMames  Are  Added  to  the  Music  Roll  P'  contemplates  an  expansion  of  subjects  to  be  brought Exchange      before  this  body.  It  is  obviously  the  aim  of  the  Society to  touch  upon  more  of  the  phases  of  theatre  operation. Vacant  Seat  Indicator  System  Developed  hy 
Lliicago  Firm     ^ 

^^Fatrons^^  Ceiling  Brings  Injury  to  Twenty 
Reaction  on  the  Audience  and 

Theatre  Will  Cooperate  in  National  Music  Mem'- ory  Contest     ^ 

44 

49 
50 

      52 

Ne,f  “   W’  Th"'  interesting  proeedare  to  this  and  every  other  Jioe 
A   W   f   Y-  "     53  of  building  activity  is  brought  to  the  rttenti.n  of 
A   JPlan  tor  Air  Inlets  Controlled  from  Seats  Is  “Better  Theatres.”  We  refer 

  ■'  •^"Ogress   .   „   „   .   , 

the  M 

construction,  maintenance  and  the  like  than  has  been the  practice  in  the  past. 

Such  a   procedure  will,  we  believe,  result  in  many 
benefits  to  the  industry.  One  need  only  consider  the 
splendid  accomplishments  of  this  body  of  men  in  the 
past  to  appreciate  that  any  further  efforts  will  wield  an 
important  influence  in  the  progress  and  development  of the  theatre. 

Explained 

Information  and  Catalog 

Index  to  Advertisers. 

54 

56 

58 

to  the  progress  meetings”  of  contractors  and  sub-con- 
tractors of  the  Marks  Bros,  theatre  in  Chicago,  details  of 

which  are  given  elsewhere.  Other  theatre  builders  will 
unquestionably  profit  through  inauguration  of  coopera- 

tive methods  of  this  type  which  speed  up  construction  and save  time  and  money  for  all  concerned.— H.  E.  H. 
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Conifaeiors  and  sub-conjracsoM  baiJdIng  Marks  Brothers  new  Granada  theatre,  ChSeago.  nhotogratiliod at  one  of  their  weekly  progress  meetings  in  the  theatre  building.  Standing  left  to  right  are  Louis  A. 
Moms  and  Raymond  Q.  Dalton,  representatives  of  Marks  Bros.}  C.  M.  Shaw,  Robert  Johnson,  Charles 
As  Fosy  Ralph  Smilhy  £.  Koppn^eier,  IhiornBan  Panko  an<l  Charles  Krueppr.  left  lo  rights 
O.  A.  Goldlne,  C.  C.  Nichols,  N.  C.  Nussbaumcr.  Joseph  Itebener,  Joseph  Elbcl,  Henry  C.  Parsons, 
Harry  Pointer,  J.  A.  Striker,  Barney  Manswork,  E.  Johnson  and  W.  Wiseman. 

builder 
knows 

IF  the  adage,  “in union  there  is 

strength,”  applies 
to  politics  and  busi- 

ness, then  also  it 
can  be  written 

down  as  a   safe  bet 

as  a   governing  pol- 
icy for  theatre  con- 

struction. In  other 

words,  the  theatre 

whose  right  hand 

not  what  his  left  is  doing 
is  out  of  luck. 

Cooperation  is  the  slogan 
that  has  been  adopted  for 
the  huge  theatre  which 
Marks  Bros.  Theatres,  Inc., 

soon  will  open  on  Chicago’s 
great  North  'Side.  The 

Granada,  as  the  new  play- 
house has  been  named,  is 

expected  to  open  in  May. 
If  it  does,  it  will  be  because 

that  same  slogan — “cooperation” — has  been  observed  to 
the  fullest  by  the  owners  and  the  contractors,  engineers 
and  architects  who  are  responsible  for  early  completion  of the  Granada. 

*   *   * 

No  army  in  service  at  the  front  ever  worked  under 
more  perfect  liaison  than  is  the  force  of  men  who  are 
completing  the  Granada.  The  workers  form  one  force, 
at  least,  where  the  personnel  is  not  all  officers  and  no 
;^ivates.  Most  of  them  are  privates,  at  least  to  the  extent that  they  work. 

The  keynote  of  the  cooperation  perfected  among  the 
contractors  and  sub-contractors,  is  found  in  the  weekly 
meetmgs  at  which  every  phase  of  construction  and  prog- 

ress IS  discussed  and  effort  made  to  remove  every  handi- 
cap. From  these  weekly  meetings  might  be  derived  a 

service  lesson  for  every  theatre  builder.  Marks  Bros, 
es  imate  that  at  least  a   month  has  been  cut  from  the  con- 
s   ruction  time  of  the  Granada  through  these  sessions. 

nothing  conventional  or  formal  about  these 

sions,  which  were  put  into  effect  three  months  ago. 
L   strictly  for  business  purposes.  There  is  no 

r   nush.  Every  man  at  the  meeting  frankly  discusses 
Then  it  is  up  to  the  others  to  ‘ 

Contractors  ’ 
Conferences 

Cut  Costs 
CONSTKUCTiON  EiTiaENCY  GAINED  BY  WEEKLY  MEET- 

INGS OF  Contractors  Building  Marks  Brothers’ 
Granada  Theatre 

'   problems. 

eleven  o’clock  every  Wednesday  forenoon, 
in  Mvo  ”^^^etors  meeting  is  called  to  order.  They  are  neia 

^^porary  offices  of  the  Longacre  Company,  general 
arS  Granada,  located  in  the  unfinished  office 
thp-  section  of  the  structure.  A   battered  desk  serves 

irman.  A   bench  seats  the  “delegates.”  Blueprints, 

for  ready  reference 
o   n   discussions, 
cover  the  walls. 
Most  of  the  men, 

though  they  are 
contractors  and 
sub-  contractors, 
are  in  overalls 

sprinkled  with 
plaster  and  dust. 

It  develops  that  a   portion 
of  the  carpentry  work  has 
been  held  up  by  a   delay  in 

tile  laying.  Also  that  the 
ornamental  stucco  work  on 
the  interior  of  the  great 
dome  over  the  auditorium 

might  have  gone  forward 
another  day  in  its  progress 
but  for  failure  of  installa- 

tion of  some  other  part  of 
the  work.  There  are  no 

complaints  or  “kicks.” 
*   *   * 

But  from  thus  threshing  out  their  difficulties,  pointing 
out  all  the  faults,  at  times  giving  praise  for  extra  effort, 
there  has  developed  an  esprit  de  corps  which  has  made 
the  working  force  a   solid  unit.  Everyone  is  out  for  an 
individual  record.  All  are  out  to  set  a   record  for  the  en- 

tire force.  Always  in  touch  with  the  men  on  the  job  are 
representatives  of  Marks  Bros.  Usually  it  is  Raymond  Q. 
Dalton,  nationally  known  theatre  director,  who  is  engineer, 
architect  and  artist  in  one.  It  is  before  him  the  contrac- 

tors lay  their  problems  and  it  is  he  who  adjusts  them. 
From  these  meetings  at  the  Granada  has  been  drawn 

a   lesson  which  will  be  applied  to  the  other  Marks  Bros, 
theatres  now  in  course  of  construction  or  planned.  Coop- 

eration, all  have  learned,  is  the  biggest  word  in  the 
language. 

*   5K  * 

The  saving  represented  in  a   month  of  construction  time 
is  not  readily  measured  in  dollars  and  cents.  In  addition 
to  the  straight  economy  effected,  there  is  the  advancement 
of  opening  date  to  be  considered.  This  date  coincides  with 
the  beginning  of  box  office  intake  and  goes  back  to  such 
matters  as  retirement  of  outstanding  paper  and  general 
financing,  placing  the  building  organization  in  extremely 
advantageous  position. 

Similar  conferences  are  well  established  factors  in  mo- 
tion picture  production,  directors,  cutters,  executives  and 

technical  men  meeting  daily  in  the  best  regulated  studios 

to  go  over  the  day’s  work,  inspect  the  “rushes,”  settle 
points  of  difference  and  plan  expeditious  procedure.  Eli- 

mination of  waste,  cutting  down  of  overhead  and  eleva- 
tion of  production  standards  are  results  of  this  method 

of  operation. 
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“CONSTRUCTION  CLOSE-UPS” 

3 is 

Social  Contact  Room  Will 
Be  Feature  of  Utica  House 

Numerous  innovations  are  to  be  included 
in  the  New  Olympic  theatre  in  Utica,  N.  Y., 
among  them  a   room  designated  as  “social 
contact  room."  It  will  be  open  to  the  pub- lic  for  group  meetings,  card  parties  and 
similar  functions,  and  will  accommodate 
about  100  persons.  It  will  not  be  available 
Saturdays,  Sundays  or  holidays. 
The  social  contact  room  will  contain  a 

fireplace  and  be  comfortably  furnished.  A 
maid  will  be  in  attendance  at  the  service 
of  the  guests. 

will  manage  the  Olympic 
which  will  open  about  May  1. 

Five  Story  Building  Will 
House  Theatre  and  Hotel 

A   five  story  building  which  will  be  one 
of  the  finest  in  the  city  will  be  erected  in 
Newton,  la.  This  project  will  combine  a 

theatre  and  hotel,  the  hotel  occupjdng  three stories  of  the  structure.  The  theatre  will 
seat  1,000,  the  seats  being  arranged  776  on 
the  mam  floor  with  224  in  a   balcony.  Small 
shops  will  be  at  either  side  of  the  theatre The  theatre  will  be  known  as 
the  Fred  Maytag  theatre.  It  will  be  operated 
by  the  local  corporation  which  operates  the Rialto  theatre  in  Newton. 

Construction 

Close-Ups 

Construction  and  Equipment 

Developments  of  General 

Interest  Reported  by  Rep- 

resentatives AND  Readers  of 

“Better  Theatres” 

New Carthay 

Circle 
Artist’s  conception  of  the  beau- 

tiful new  Carthay  Circle  in  ex- 
clusive Wiltshire  district  of  Los 

Angeles.  This  Spanish  theatre 
is  being  erected  by  Far  West 
Theatres  of  which  Fred  Miller 
is  head.  The  Carthay  Circle 
will  seat  1,800. 

Chamber  of  Commerce  Will 

Locate  in  Theatre  Building 

The  entire  second  floor  o£  the  new  Ar- 
cadia theatre  building  being  erected  in 

Kerrville,  Texas,  at  a   cost  of  $75,000  will 
be  occupied  by  the  Kerwille  Chamber  of 
Commerce.  The  Arcadia  is  designed  in 
Spanish  architecture,  the  theatre  to  seat 

1,000. Entrance  will  be  through  an  arcade  with 
a   series  of  display  booths  lining  either 
side.  Adams  &   Adams,  San  Antonio  ar- 

chitects, designed  the  building. 

Film  Palace  to  Replace 

Former  Brewery  Stables 

Motion  picture  theatres  have  replaced 
many  types  of  buildings  in  the  last  few 
years  but  a   brewery  stable  is  a   new 
wrinkle.  In  San  Jose,  Cal.,  West  Coast 
Theatres  will  erect  a   $500,000  playhouse, 

wrecking  buildings  that  in  pre-Volstead 
days  housed  the  familiar  big  Percherons 
that  pulled  the  beer  wagons. 

Equipment  for  Presentation 
Acts  Stressed  in  New  House 

Presentations,  says  Harry  C.  Arthur, 
general  manager  of  American  Theatres, 
Inc.,  are  the  new  form  of  motion  picture 
entertainment.  The  new  Broadway  thea- 

tre which  this  company  is  building  in 

Portland,  Ore.,  will  contain  all  modern  ap- 
purtenances for  the  staging  of  presentation 

equipment  for  this  purpose  including  auto- 
matic devices  for  scene  shifting  permitting 

sixty  changes  of  scene  in  any  show,  a   bat- 
tery of  lights  consisting  of  24  1,000-^vatt 

spotlights,  30  baby  spotlights,  24  olivette 
floodlights,  two  light  towers,  four  trees 

each  equipped  with  88  lights  and  three  bor- 
der tiers.  Disappearing  footlights  are  also included. 

The  theatre  will  be  used  as  the  recruiting 

and  starting  point  for  ballets  and  musicaj 
presentations  and  the  stage  will  be  equipped 
with  telephone  connections  with  amplifiers for  use  during  directing. 
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New 
Golden 
State 

Arckkects  design  of  entrance  to 

the  recently  completed  Golden 

State  theatre  in  Oakland,  Calif., 

owned  by  Golden  State  Theatre 

&   Realty  Co.  The  seating  ca- 

pacity 28  1,200.  Mark  T.  Jorgen- 

sen of  San  Francisco  designed 

the  Golden  Stale. 

400  Seat  Theatre  Having  7 
Offices  Built  for  127,000 

Miss  Verne  Ross  is  owner  and  manager of  the  new  two-story  Ross  theatre  build- 
ing m   Toledo,  Ore.  This  structure  was 

erected  at  a   cost  of  $27,000.  The  theatre 
seats  400.  About  330  of  the  seats  are  on 
the  ground  floor  and  there  is  a   balcony  ac- 

commodating 70.  The  building  also  pro- vides for  seven  office  rooms  and  four  small 
business  rooms.  There  is  a   full  basement 
which  IS  occupied  by  a   confectionery  con- 

cern. The  building  is  50  feet  by  90  feet, bnlrance  to  the  theatre  is  on  the  corner and  leads  into  a   lobby  from  which  stairs 
lead  to  the  balconj'. 

Build  New  Loew  Playhouse 
Within  Shell  of  Old  Building 

An  unusual  building  problem  is  being solved  in  Norfolk,  Va.,  in  the  construction ot  Loews  new  Norfolk  theatre.  This  thea- 
tre is  being  built  in  the  old  Levy  building theatre  will  cost  more  than  $500,000 t   his  IS  said  to  be  about  $100,000  in  excess oi  original  expectations.  Difficulties  in 

construction  not  foreseen  when  the  plans vere  drawn  have  been  encountered  and 
S.  H!"  t-esponsible  for  a   delay  in  the in?- f   found  necessary  to  drive  pil- 
»,u-  foundation  of  the  house,  a   task 
'\hich  >\^s  made  difficult  because  the  pile 
niH  within  the  walls  of  the 
oil  The  walls  and  roof  of  the 

theatre^^^”’*^  retained  for  the 
inside  o£  the  building  has 

for  about  six  months,  steel 
the  whole  be- 

>ng  made  fireproof. 

Will  Specifies  Playhouse 
Must  Always  he  Included 

theatre  ^   housing  a   sma 

lo%ver  fi/  ̂   store  rooms  on  tl 
allevs  billiard  rooms  and  bowlin 
on  th^  second  floor  will  be  erecte 
sas  old  Gillis  theatre  in  Kar 

OlX)  anrf  structure  will  cost  $150 WU  and  the  theatre  will  seat  300. 

TroLJ^®  of  Mrs.  Mar 

the  building  must  be  a   part  o 

Imposing  Entrance  Feature 
of  Golden  State  Playhouse 

An  unusually  imposing  entrance  has 
been  designed  for  the  new  theatre  of  the 
Golden  State  Theatre  &   Realty  Corp.,  by 

.•\rchitect  Mark  T.  Jorgensen,  321  Bush 
St.,  San  Francisco.  A   view  of  the  entrance 
is  shown  on  these  pages.  The  Golden  State 
theatre  was  opened  in  Oakland,  Cal.,  in 
February.  It  seats  1.200.  The  exterior  is 
executed  in  caste  cement  with  polychrome 
embellishments.  The  dimensions  of  the 
property  are  60  by  100  with  a   40  foot  square 
grand  lobby  in  front.  There  are  stores  at 
either  side  of  the  entrance. 

Ft.  Wayne  Theatre  to  Have 

Elevating  Orchestra  Pit 

Among  the  interesting  features  of  the 
new  theatre  in  Fort  Wayne,  Ind.,  which 
will  be  operated  by  W.  C.  Quimby  will  be 
the  elevating  orchestra  pit  which  will  bring 
the  entire  orchestra  to  a   level  with  the 

stage.  This  theatre  is  now  under  feonslruc- 
tion.  It  will  have  a   seating  capacity  of 
3,400  witli  2,100  seats  on  the  main  floor; 
300  in  balcony  and  1,000  on  mezzanine. 
The  cost  will  be  $1,000,000. 

The  exterior  will  be  faced  with  terra 
cotta  and  the  entrance  will  rise  to  a   height 
equivalent  to  five  stories.  In  the  basement 
of  the  building  will  be  a   dance  hall  125  by 
150  feet.  A.  M.  Strauss  of  Fort  Wayne  Is 
architect  for  the  project. 

“Cry  Room”  to  be  Built  in 
Theatre  Seating  Only  550 

That  the  big  metropolitan  playhouses  are 
not  the  only  ones  which  incorporate  modern 
features  for  their  patrons  is  evidenced  in 
the  new  Minnie  Lusa  theatre,  Omaha, 
Ncbr.,  which,  though  having  a   seating  ca- 

pacity of  only  550  will  have  a   “cry  room” for  mothers  with  small  children.  This 
theatre  will  be  operated  by  Frank  W. 
Houston.  The  project  will  cost  $50,000. 

The  “cry  room”  will  he  enclosed  in  glass 
and  in  addition  there  will  be  retiring  rooms 
for  men  and  women. 
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The  INVENTION  of  PICTURES 
By  ATTORNEY  LEO  T.  PARKER,  Cincmnati,  0. 

The  perfection  of  the  present  day motion  picture  is  the  result  of  two 
things,  namely:  the  invention  of  the 

film  with  the  proper  kind  of  mechanism 
for  controlling  its  intermittent  movement, 
and  the  discovery  of  highly  sensitive  pho- 

tographic material.  Without  the  latter  it 
would  be  impossible  to  produce  enjoyable 
motion  pictures  irrespective  of  the  perfect- 

ed state  of  the  former. 

As  early  as  1864  a   French  inventor  by 
the  name  of  Du  Cos  experimented  with  an 

apparatus  for  producing  a   series  of  pho- 
tographic pictures  for  the  purpose  of  re- 
producing lifelike  movements  of  certain  in- 

'fiuential  and  wealthy  citizens  of  that country. 
♦   *   * 

The  invention  comprised  a   camera  con- 
sisting of  a   pair  of  lenses  placed  together 

and  focused  on  a   sensitive  plate.  An  end- 
less band  was  arranged  in  the  front  of  the 

lenses  in  such  a   manner  that  movement  of 
band  carried  its  perforated  portions  past 
the  lenses  intermittently  to  successively 
expose  the  plate.  The  apparatus  actually 
was  capable  of  making  a   series  of  pictures 
on  the  plate  at  the  rate  of  ten  every  sec- 

ond, but  the  advancement  of  photography 
w'as  not  sufficient  at  that  date  to  permit  the 
device  to  function  satisfactorily  for  pur- 

poses of  public  entertainment.  However, 
the  inventor  was  successful  in  accumulat- 

ing a   neat  sum  of  mone}'  during  this  time 
for  making  moving  photographs,  at  ex- 

travagant prices,  for  those  who  could  af- 
ford them.  The  remains  of  some  few  of 

these  crude  motion  pictures  may  be  seen in  the  French  museums. 
Two  other  early  British  inventors,  John- 

son and  Linnett,  made  various  endeavors  to 
perfect  a   motion  picture  apparatus  that 
could  be  depended  upon  to  effect  satisfac- 

tory results,  but  both  of  these  men  met 
with  failure.  Johnson  utilized  a   series  of 
pictures  that  were  intended  to  be  operated 
by  means  of  a   spring,  such  as  is  used  in 
an  alarm  clock.  A   button  had  connection 
with  the  spring  and  continuous  operation 
of  the  button  was  necessary  to  produce 
successive  pictures.  Linnett’s  invention 
consisted  simply  in  an  arrangement  of 
printed  cards,  whereby  the  cards  would  be 
presented  successively  for  the  observation of  the  spectators. 

♦   ♦   * 

On  August  12.  1S69,  a   United  States 
patent  was  issued  to  a   Mr.  Brown  for  a 
device  for  exposing  pictures  inlermittent- 
1)’.  The  invention  was  a   considerable  im- 

provement over  previous  apparatus,  but 
owing  to  its  peculiar  arrangement  of  the 
lenses  with  respect  to  the  mechanism,  it 
served  no  practical  purpose. 

In  about  1870  a   Mr.  Janssen  displayed 
superior  mechanical  genius  and  invented  an 
‘astononomical  gun”  for  the  purpose  of observing  the  last  passage  of  Venus.  A 
later  inventor  by  the  name  of  Marey  in- 

spected this  invention  and  immediately 
conceieved  a   satisfactory  motion  picture 
machine,  by  slightb’  changing  the  arrange- 

ment of  the  parts.  However,  although  the 
device  which  Mr.  Marey  produced  actually 
effected  fairly  satisfactory  results  it  was 
not  in  any  sense  of  the  word  a   practical 
apparatus  for  the  purposes  intended.  The 
machine  consisted  of  a   lengthy  tube  be- 

hind which  was  a   lens.  At  the  rear  of  the 

lens  was  a   disk  having  a   series  of  perfora- 
tions therein.  The  invention  was  rightly 

termed  a   “photographic  gun”  because  the 
disk  was  operated  by  a   trigger,  which  was 
pulled  in  rapid  succession  thereby  rotating 
the  disk  and  exposing  a   photographic  plate 
at  different  locations. 

*   *   * 

Mr.  Marey  never  intended  to  utilize  his 
invention  for  the  purpose  of  making  and 
displaying  motion  pictures  for  profit.  He 
was  intensely  interested  in  the  construction 

of  a   practical  "air  ship,”  and  went  to  the 
trouble  of  inventing  a   machine  with  which 
he  could  make  the  pictures  of  birds  in 

flight  to  study  by  photographs  th.e  opera- 
tions of  the  wings  of  the  birds.  He  ob- 

tained sufficient  information  from  the  use 

of  the  “photographic  gun”  to  enable  him 
to  build  a   heavier  than  air  machine  having 
spring  propelled  wings.  The  first  trial 
flight  of  the  machine,  however,  unfortu- 

nately proved  unsuccessful  and  resulted  in 
injury  to  the  inventor  from  which  he  never 
fully  recovered. 
In  1887  Mr.  Le  Prince  invented  and  ob- 

tained a   United  States  patent  for  a   method 
of  producing  animated  pictures.  The  cam- 

era apparatus  was  a   series  of  lenses  ar- 
ranged in  rows.  A   film  was  used  to  carry 

the  sensitive  photographic  coating,  and  the 
lenses  were  equipped  with  shutters  to  per- 

mit exposure  of  the  film  at  the  proper 
time.  Although  this  device  was  extremely 
crude,  actually  it  was  capable  of  being  op- 

erated to  project  fairly  good  motion  pic- 
tures. But  it  never  came  into  practical 

usage,  and  only  served  to  advance  the  art 
another  one  of  its  many  steps.  However, 
a   practical  and  highly  amusing  demonstra- 

tion of  its  Operation  was  given,  during 
which  it  was  noticed  that  the  wheels  of  a 

P-  C.  Sehram  (h*ft)  owner  of  theatres 
in  Kalamazoo,  Mich.,  and  Ha.sS;ngs,  was  a 
recent  visitor  in  Los  Angeles.  He  is  shown 
here  meeting  D.  L.  Dietz,  general  manager 
of  the  Fihnusic  Company  at  the  Hollywood 
plant  of  the  firm.  Apparently  Mr.  Sehram 
IS  going  to  give  his  patrons  some  new musical  treats. 

carriage  were  revolving  in  an  opposite  direc- 
tion from  the  direction  in  which  the  vehicle 

was  moving.  The  purpose  of  the  demon- 
stration was  to  interest  capital  for  invest- 

ment into  a   company  that  was  to  be 
formed.  But  when  the  peculiar  incident 
of  the  carriage  wheels  was  noticed  the 
various  spectators  became  convinced  that 
the  operation  of  the  machine  was  unde- 

pendable, and  therefore  it  was  impossible 
for  the  inventor  to  obtain  financial  assist- 

ance v/ith  which  to  carry  out  his  plans  of 
introducing  the  art  of  animated  pictures 
to  the  American  public  for  purposes  of 
entertainment.  In  later  years  tke  carriage 
wheel  incident  became  an  unimportant  one, 
as  it  is  satisfactorily  explained  as  being 
caused  by  the  relative  velocity  of  the 
spokes  of  the  v/heel,  and  the  shutter  opera- 

tion of  the  motion  picture  camera. 

*   *   * 

The  Edison  .patent  number  589,168,  filed 
August  21,  1891  relates  to  the  first  inven- 

tion that  practically  combined  the  various 
earlier  discoveries  in  such  a   manner  that 

motion  pictures  were  destined  to  become 
a   popular  means  of  entertainment.  This 
patent  was  originally  refused  as  being  sim- 

ilar in  structure  and  operation  to  Mr. 

Marey’s  “photographic  gun,"  the  patent  to 
Mr.  Le  Prince  and  on  an  article  by  Mr. 

Levison  which  was  published  in  the  Brook- 
lyn Eagle  of  June  14.  1888. 

It  is  generally  known  today  that  the  mo- 
tion picture  is  produced  by  successive  ex- 

posures of  small  pictures  through  which  the 

light  is  projected  by  the  projecting  ma- 
chine. It  is  also  common  knowledge  that 

numerous  of  these  small  pictures  follow 
each  other  and  that  each  of  them  stops 

momentarily  in  alignment  with  the  lens 
during  which  interval  a   shutter  is  timed 
to  permit  the  light  rays  to  be  projected 
throu.ch  the  picture,  and  that  immediately 
preceding  the  prearranged  moment  the  film 
is  moved  to  position  the  following  picture 
before  the  lens,  the  shutter  obstructs  the 
light  rays  from  the  screen.  The  movement 

of  the  shutter  is  so  rapid  that  the  intermit- 
tent motion  is  barely  discernible. 

The  particular  advantage  of  Edison’s  in- 
vention was  in  the  fact  that  the  apparatus 

was  capable  of  holding  the  film  motionless 
for  about  nine-tenths  of  the  time,  whereby 
the  eye  of  the  observer  is  not  seriously 
affected  when  viewing  the  pictures. 

♦   *   ♦ 

Edison  did  not  invent  the  lens,  nor  the 
camera,  nor  the  sensitized  film,  nor  the 

instantaneous  exposure,  nor  did  he  dis- 

cover the  persistence  of  the  eye  which  re- 
quires such  rapid  intermittent  motion,  but 

he  invented  means  for  taking  the  film  be- 
fore the  lens  at  the  right  speed.  He  also 

devised  a   means  for  making  the  rapid  ex- 
posures at  the  proper  tiines,  and  for  pro- 

jecting the  images  upon  the  film  at  correct 
intervals  whereby  a   line  of  successive  pic- 

tures is  made  on  a   film,  which  pictures 
are  capable  of  being  projected  upon  the screen  before  an  audience. 

It  was  by  a   combination  of  previously 
accomplished  things  that  the  invention  of 
the  motion  picture  has  come  into  existence, 

and  through  the  long  period  of  its  perfec- 
tion, almost  one  hundred  years,  many  in- 

ventors have  contributed  to  its  present state  of  perfection. 
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View  of  pxicrior  an<3  interior,  Carlton  theatre,  Brooklyn,  N.  Y. 

Auditorium  of  Brundt”:-  Carlton 

Main  foyer  of  the  Carlton  theatre. Fireplace  in  corner  of  foyer. 

The  New 

CARLTON 
Brooklyn,  N.  Y. 
Erected  at  a   cost  exceeding  .$750,000 

the  new  Carlton  theatre  in  Brooklyn, 

N.  Y.,  ranks  with  the  finest  of  the 

country's  neighborhood  h   o   ii  s   e   s. 
W   illiam  and  Harry  Brandt,  owners, 

have  eml>odied  in  their  new  play- 

house every  modern  requisite  to 

produce  the  highest  type  of  entertain* 
inent  under  the  most  comforlahle  and 

pleasing  conditions. 

The  Carlton  has  a   seating  capacity  of 

1,700. 

The  Brandt  brothers,  in  addition  to 

being  important  figures  in  exhibitor 
affairs  are  operating  six  theatres  at 

present  and  have  three  more  under 
construction. 
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The  Question  of  Lighting 
By  I.  J.  LIGHTER,  Electrical  Engineer,  Neiv  York 

(Reprinted  by  Courtesy  of  The  Architectural  Forum) 

ONE  of  the  best  known  owners  of theatres  in  one  of  our  largest  cities 
engaged  an  electrical  engineer  to 

design  his  lighting  and  wiring  system,  not 
a   great  while  ago.  The  engineer  went  at 
it  from  the  point  of  view  of  having  really 
good  illumination,  and  made  his  plans  ac- 

cordingly. After  he  had  done  this,  he 
turned  the  plans  over  to  the  otvner.  The 
owner  then  called  in  his  fixture  contractor, 
and  after  obtaining  from  him  a   list  of 
fixtures  which  would  supply  the  illumina- 

tion desired  by  the  electrical  engineer,  he 
promptly  proceeded  to  soundly  berate  the 
electrical  engineer,  who  firmly  insisted  that 
he  had  not  called  for  too  much  lighting. 
The  engineer  tried  his  best  to  technically 
convince  “Mr.  Owner”  that  he  knew  what 
he  was  talking  about.  Mr.  Owner’s  reply 
\vas  one  that  is  worth  recording:  ‘T  don’t 
question  that  we  ought  to  have  the  amount 
of  lighting  you  say,  but  will  anybody,  be- 

sides yourself,  know  it  if  we  don’t  have 
it?  If  an  architect  visits  this  building  he 
will  look  at  the  architectural  effects;  if 
the  theatre  man  visits  the  building  he  will 
look  at  the  stage;  if  the  tired  business 
man  comes  here  he  wants  a   comfortable 
seat  and  be  able  to  read  his  program,  and 
he  does  not  want  the  footlights  too  high. 
If  the  women  come  here,  they  look  at  the 
tapestries  and  the  wall  decorations,  they 
look  at  the  furnishings  and  the  trimmings, 
all  of  which  are  pleasing  to  the  feminine 
heart  and  e3'e.  The  only  one  who  is  going 
to  notice  how  much  lighting  we  have  here 
will  be  tile  electrician,  and  electricans  don’t 
fill  our  theatre!’’ 

This  brings  me  to  the  point  at  once. 
Electrical  men,  planning  theatre  illumina- 

tion, must  of  necessity  spend  a   great  deal 
of  time  and  thought  designing  that  part 
of  their  work  which  is  behind  the  stages 
or  in  the  projection  booths.  When  it  comes 
to  .'he  auditoriums  they  arc  of  necessity goiTmed  and  guided  by  others.  Nothing 
is  rjore  important  behind  the  stage,  in  the 
dressing  rooms,  in  the  booth  or  other  parts 
of  the  theatre  which  are  not  open  to  the 
pub'ic,  than  the  electrical  work,  fixtures 
for,  securing  illumination  effects,  wiring, 
ob.»' rvation  of  the  fire  laws  and  state  and muLicipal  building  code  rules.  But  in  the 
aii  orium  Mr.  Owner,  Mr.  Architect  and 
Mr.  Public  are  the  designing  and  deciding 
geniuses.  With  due  respect  and  regard  for 
these  three  deciding  factors, — inasmuch  as 
in  -.^lis  article  we  shall  speak  only  of  the auditorium  and  public  rooms, — let  us  now 
see  what  various  lighting  schemes,  designs 
and  arrangements  these  critics  favor. 

There  are  three  types  of  lighting  which 
may  successfully  and  appropriately  be 
used  in  the  auditorium  of  a   theatre,  every- 

thing else  being  in  harmony  with  the 
method  to  be  used.  First  and  oldest,  there 
is  direct  lighting,  procured  by  means  of 
chandeliers  placed  on  the  ceilings  or  lights 
on  the  side  walls,  or  both;  second,  there 
is  indirect  lighting,  which  is  secured  by 
means  of  so-called  “strip"  reflectors  placed behind  cornices  or  other  features  of  the  in- 

terior decorative  scheme;  third,  there  is 
a   combination  of  types  one  and  two. 
Naturally,  where  chandeliers  are  used  for 
ceilings  and  brackets  for  side  walls,  they 
must  of  necessity  be  harmonious  in  design 
with  the  type  of  architecture  employed. A   very  good  architect  friend  of  mine  would 
say;  “For  a   Georgian  interior,  chandeliers 

and  wall  brackets  of  silver  or  crystal  should 
be  employed;  for  a   Tudor  interior,  dull 
brass,  and  for  Italian  or  Spanish  interiors, 
fixtiu-es  of  wrought  iron,  properly  detailed, 
should  be  used,  etc.”  I   do  not  profess  to know  whether  my  architectural  friend  tvTis 
“spoofing"  or  not,  because  if  I   knew  all about  Tudor  and  Georgian  interiors,  I 
should  very  likely  try  to  hang  out  a   shingle 
as  an  architecct.  But  whatever  all  this 
means,  it  is  certain  that  when  I\Ir.  Elec- 

trical Man  has  finally  determined  upon  the 
minimum  amount  of  light  that  a   particular 
portion  of  a   theatre  should  have,  that 
quantity  of  light  is  to  be  given  from  fix- 

tures which  supply  it  from  so  many  in- 
candescent bulbs  of  so  many  watts. 

In  all  the  different  theatres  I   have  seen, 
and  in  the  various  schemes  which  I   have 
studied,  I   might  say  that  the  use  of  direct 
fixtures  gives  a   theatre  a   more  comfortable, 
intimate  and  homelike  appearance  and  re- 

quires the  use  of  fewer  lamps,  costing  less 
to  run,  than  the  electrical  equipment  neces- 

sitated by  scheme  number  two.  But  each 
year  sees  less  and  less  use  of  direct  light- 

ing, as  our  theatres  are  using  more  and 
more  the  semi-direct  forms  of  lighting.  A 
method  which  grows  more  popular  each 
year,  is  to  conceal  "strip"  reflectors  in  re- 

cesses around  the  bottom  of  the  main 
dome,  to  have  illuminated  panels  in  the 
main  ceiling,  and  in  the  balcony  soffit, 
sometimes  together  with  direct  lighting 
brackets  in  the  side  walls.  Very  often  this 
same  concealed  “strip"  lighting  is  used 
around  the  proscenium  arch,  and  in  several 
of  our  very  largest  theatres  concealed 

“strip”  lighting  is  used  to  completely  out- line the  entire  main  ceiling.  In  addition  to 
the  “strip”  lighting  used  in  the  main  dome, a   chandelier  is  often  hung  from  the  center 
of  it,  so  that  there  are  lights  below  the 

concealed  cove  lighting  of  the  dome.  From 
a   lighting  viewpoint,  I   believe  that  this 
method  of  illuminating  a   theatre  is  very 
poor,  since  a   large  percentage  of  the  light 
is  lost.  Often  decorations  that  require  a 
great  deal  of  time  and  thought  and  money 
to  design  and  construct,  are  spoiled  by  this 
type  of  illumination,  I   have  in  mind  a 
theatre  tliat  has  a   beautiful  main  ceiling, 

not  only  beautiful  according  to  my  taste' which  I   am  free  to  admit  is  not  trained 
or  dependable,  but  also  according  to  the 
judgment  of  architects,  interior  decorators 
and  others  who  have  seen  it,  and  who  are 
unanimous  in  saying  that  it  is  unusually 
fine.  The  center  of  this  ceiling,  whicli 
takes  the  form  of  a   dome,  and  the  bottom 
of  the  dome  itself,  are  illuminated  by 
means  of  concealed  “strip"  lighting.  That the  dome  itself  is  beautifully  finished  in 
gold  leaf  and  painted  in  wonderfully  har- 

monious tints,  j'ou  perceive  the  minute  the 
current  in  the  “strips"  is  turned  on.  But 
what  becomes  of  the  main  ceiling?  Ail 

of  the  lighting  from  the  dome  “strips” is  above  the  main  ceiling,  and  the  moment 
this  wonderful  dome  becomes  diffused 
with  its  soft  light,  the  ceiling  become',  a 
drab,  flat  affair.  Recently  the  management 
of  this  theatre  became  convinced  of  the 
undesirability  of  this  condition,  and  sus- 

pended a   chandelier  from  the  center  of 
this  dome,  which  hangs  sufficiently  low 
to  allow  its  bulbs  to  light  up  the  ceiling 
above  and  bring  out  the  wonderful  tints 
and  tones  in  its  decoration,  doing  it  full 

justice. 
The  theatres  which  employ  “strip"  light- 

ing, or  a   combination  of  indirect  lighting 
and  chandeliers,  arc  again  divided  into  two 
sub-divisions, — so-called  “dramatic”  houses, 
and  vaudeville  or  picture  houses.  In  the 

dramatic  houses,  whether  “strip"  lighting {Continued  on  page  34) 

This  is  said  to  be  the  largest  sign  ever  erected  on  a   theatre  in  the  West  Coast.  It 
on  the  new  Uptown  theatre,  Los  Angeles,  built  by  West  Coast  Theatres,  Inc.  Note  tn« daring  ladies  perched  about  the  sign. 
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1'  Ileorr  (loft),  special  roprcsenlatlve  of  United  Artists,  v>as  snapped  at  Omuho.  The  others  (L  to  R)  are  M.  il.  Cnrvia,  llaniillun  theatre,  Omaha; 

r!  T.  Elson,  New  theatre,  Curtis.  Neb.;  Charles  Nepadol,  Maryland  theatre,  Omaha;  J.  F.  Rredin.  Ronlrvord.  Omaho;  J.  F.  Kirk,  North  ^lor  and  (irand, 

Omaha,  ond  Horry  Walls,  manager,  Rlnnk's  Rialto,  Omaha. 

Cornhusker 

Theatre 

Builders 

By 

H.  E,  N. 

This  is  the  group  which  directs  the  destinies 

of  the  exehange  of  Producers  Distributing 

Corporation  at  Omaha,  Frank  DeLorenxo 
is  the  man  who  as  manager  makes  things 

hum. 

Eduealional’s  Omaha  forces.  <L  to  II. 

standlog)  :   C.  C.  Diamond,  Jennie  Dexter. 

Robert  Riddle,  W.  Hatch,  Peggy  Hanson. 

Lou  Levy.  (Sealed):  Esther  Davidson. 
James  Winn  (manager),  Ida  Adler. 

Fox  Omaha  staff.  (L  to  R)  Margaret  Krebs.  Swain  Madsen,  Mary 

Williams,  Gladys  Ramsdell,  Jennie  Kotx,  George  Denacci,  Stella 

Mucho,  Charles  Snyder,  R.  A.  O'Brien,  Ruth  Tlngley,  B.  B.  Rein- 
gold (manager),  Ed  Rosteriiiundl,  Loren  S.  Cooper,  Mace  Brown, 

Fuye  Gerlirk.  Clare  Silts,  Helen  Dishner.  Ben  Cuttle.  Harry  Wood. 

Here  is  a   picture  of  O.  H.  Dutton  and  his  group  of  co.workers  for 

the  Exhibitors  Supply  Company  at  the  branch  In  Omaha.  Exhibitors 

Supply  Company  Is  a   national  concern  with  bronches  throughout  
the 

I'niled  States.  Il  In  a   sales  orgunixation.  making  sales  for  a   large 

number  of  theatre  ei|Uipnkcnl  makers,  whose  product  it  handles. 

C.  H.  Sartorlue  (left),  Capitol  theatre. 

Hartley,  lowo,  meets  F.  A.  Van  Hu»en 
of  Western  Theatre  Supply,  Omaha. 

S.  W.  Filch  (right)  is  F.  B.  O.  manager  ul 
Omaha.  Mae  Folen  is  cashier  and  Howard 

Funk  is  booker. 
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LINKED  TOGETHER 

for  BETTER  BUSINESS 

By  August  20th  the  Pastime  Theatre  was  equipped  with  a 

BLIZZARD  System,  at  a   price  and  terms  that  were  right — 
and  the  empty  seats  were  filled  with  people  who  paid  their  way 

to  get  in. 

There’s  going  to  be  some  hot  weather  in  1926.  How  about 
YOUR  empty  seats? 

BLIZZARD  FANS  will  fill  them — and  full  houses  all  sum- 
mer will  more  than  pay  the  installation  cost. 

Lef’s  get  linked  together  for  better  business. 
Write  for  complete  information. 

BLIZZARD  SALES  CO.  ^ 
Valp  TliPQtie  Siiiiply 

Kansas  City.  SIo. 

United  Elccltlc  Co..  Lid. 
Vancouver.  B.  C. 

Theatre  SiippLv  Cu 
Seattle.  Wash. 

EXHIBITORS  SUPPLY  COMPANY 

Cleveland,  O. 

Omaha,  Neb. 

Chicago,  III. 
Milwaukee,  Wis. 
Denver  Colo. 

Des  Moines,  la. 
St.  Louis.  Mo. Minneapolis, 

Minn. 

Indianapolis,  Ind. 

Omaha,  Nebraska 
lilimrd  Sales  Co. 

Dollas.  Tex. 

S.  ft  S,  Film  SiiDidy  Co. 
Piltsbursh.  Pa. 

A   FEW  AVAILABLE  TERRITORIES  OPEN  FOR  REPUTABLE  DEALERS  IN  U   S   A AND  FOREIGN  COUNTRIES 

He  wanted  a   ventilating  system — QUICK. 

“Better  Theatres”  ])rovided  the  names  of  several  manufac- 
turers— and  Mr.  Kohn  chose  BLIZZARD  FANS. 

It  was  hot  as  blazes  in  Granville,  N.  Y.,  in  July,  1925 — so  hot, 
in  fact,  that  the  Pastime  Theatre  was  running  its  shows  to  a 

house  largely  full  of  empty  seats.  And  empty  seats  don’t  pay! 

That’s  when  Mr.  A.  Kohn  clipped  the  coupon  shown  above 
from  “Better  Theatres”  Information  and  Catalog  Bureau,  and mailed  it  to  Chicago. 
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Model  Theatre  Opening  Pnblicity 
Campaign  Fnrnished  Exhibitors 

Inquiries  Prompt 

Republication  of 

‘^Better  Theatres^^ 

Advertising  Copy 

TonighVs 

THE  NIGHT! 

T   HE  TIVOL!  opens  tonight! 

T 
A   ONIGHT  this  community  is 

enriched  by  acquisition  of  the 

finest  theatre  it  is  possible  to 
build. 

ONIGHT  and  henceforth 

theatregoers  of  this  community 
are  rewarded  for  discriminating 
support  of  good  entertainment 
with  convenient  access  to  the 

finest  motion  picture,  stage  and 
musical  diversion  obtainable  in 
all  the  world. 

HE  TIVOLI  is  the  perfect 
theatre  —   perfect  because  built 
with  no  other  aim  than  the  per- 

fect satisfaction  of  theatre-goers 

whose  patronage  made  its  erec- 
tion possible — made  to  order 

for  its  clientele. 

T   HE  TIVOLI  — your  theatre 
IS  ready  for  your  inspection. 

Tt 
J- 1   opens  tonight — with  a   show 
as  good  as  the  theatre. 

C   OME  early. 

The  TIVOLI  Theatre 

IN  response  to  so  many  requests that  reserve  copy  supplies  have 

been  exhausted.  “Better  Theatres” 
herewith  republishes  theatre  open- 

ing copy  originally  supplied  exhib- 
itors in  the  April  and  May  (1925) 

issues  of  this  section.  Exhibitors 

who  have  applied  this  copy,  with  and 
without  alteration  as  determined 

by  local  requirements,  are  unani- 
mous in  pronouncing  it  effective. 

In  the  column  to  the  left  of  these 

words  is  given  text  of  a   newspaper 
advertisement  which  is  seventh  of  a 

series.  Cop)’-  for  the  preceding  six 
is  given  at  the  conclusion  of  this  in- 

troduction. At  the  right  of  these 

words  is  copy  for  a   trailer  to  be  used 

on  the  screen  on  the  night  of  the 

theatre  opening,  its  purpose  being  to 

complement  and  permanently  iden- 

tify with  the  theatre  the  points  reg- 
istered in  the  newspaper  advertise- 

ments. 

The  newspaper  ads  are  cumula- 
tive in  effect  and  are  given  here  in 

proper  sequence.  Style  of  display 
is  left  to  choice,  as  is  the  size  of 

space.  In  all  copy  the  name  “Tivoli” 
is  used,  to  be  replaced  by  the  name 
of  the  theatre  to  be  represented. 

The  six  ads  terminating  in  the 

big  display,  copy  for  which  is  given 
at  left,  follow : 

A   Good  Theatre  a 

Community  Asset 
A   GOOD  theatre  is  more  than  a   well  built 

playhouse.  It  is  a   place  where  people 

go  to  have  a   good  time  together  enjoying 
good  entertainment.  People  who  go  to  such 
a   place  are  good  people. 

Good  motion  pictures,  combined  with 
good  music  in  good  surroundings  make  the 
best  entertainment  in  the  world.  Good  busi- 

ness is  one  of  the  rewards  derived  by  the 

owners  of  a   theatre  offering  such  entertain- 
ment, and  good  business  enables  them  to 

erect  better  theatres  to  house  the  better  en- 
tertainment which  is  the  sure  reward  of  the 

theatregoer. 

A   good  theatre  is  an  indispensable  factor 
in  the  social  and  business  life  of  the  modern 

community,  providing  inspiration,  incentive 
and  stimulus  to  the  population. 

THE  TIVOLI  will  be  that  kind  of  a 
theatre. 

Business  Follows 

A   Good  Theatre 

Business  goes  where  people  go.  Peo- ple go  to  the  best  places.  No  inodcni 
theatre  is  opened  today  in  any  community 

witliout  materially  increasing  the  desirabil- 
ity and  property  values  of  that  community 

to  the  residents  thereof.  Business  follows 

a   good  theatre. 
A   good  theatre  is  a   good  neighbor  for  any 

business  institution.  It  brings  people  in 

Welcome  to 

THE  TIVOLI 

The  TIVOLI  bids  you  wel- 
come. 

T 
1   O   you  who  read  these  lines 

THE  TIVOLI  owes  its  being. 

To  you  and  to  the  hosts  of  arti- 
sans who,  down  the  ages,  de- 

voted their  lives  to  develop- 
ment of  that  which  you  and  the 

hosts  gone  on  before  you  ap- 
proved. And  to  those  other 

hosts  whose  inspiration,  given 

permanence  in  expression, 

freight  that  great  incentive  and 
reward — the  Motion  Picture. 

Engineering,  Architec- 
tecture.  Invention  and  their 

train  produced  this  structure. 
Painting,  Sculpture  and  their 
allies  made  it  beautiful.  Music, 

hand-maiden  of  the  Arts,  gives 

it  life. 

RESENTLY  Science  will  lift 

you  out  of  yourselves  and  take 

you  to  far  places  where  Ro- 
mance and  Adventure  still  live, 

returning  you  anon  to  the 

happy  contentment  of  Here  and 

Now. 

H   ERE  and  now,  Y ou  are  Y ou 
and  the  Tivoli  is  THE  TIVOLI 

— made  for  you  by  countless 
generations  of  toilers  for  your 

comfort  and  pleasure,  the  glori- 
ous fruit  of  whose  labors  it  is 

our  cherished  privilege  to  de- 
liver to  you  as  the  finest  theatre 

and  entertainment  that  human 

brain  and  brawn  have  pro- 

duced. 

w   ELCOME  to  THE  TIV- 
OLI. 

crowds  from  far  anti  near  and  sends  tlicm 

away  from  its  doors  pleased.  The  shops  in 

ihc  neighborhood  of  a   good  theatre  are  well 

patronized  and  quickly  become  the  best 
^llops  of  their  respective  kinds.  Tlui',  the 
best  theatre  in  a   eommuiiity  ulwuy;.  is  found 
llie  hub  of  the  best  shopping  district. 

THE  TIVOLI  will  be  that  kind  of  a   the- 
atre. 

(Coiiliniicd  on  page  32) 

I 
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cAn  interior  view  of  the  Qrand  ’Riviera 
Theater,  Detroit,  showing  the  remarkable 
effect  created  by  means  of  clever  lighting 
control  'with  theater  dimmers.  The  impres- 

sion is  one  of  being  inan  open  amphitheater 
with  a   beautifully  lighted  sky  above. 

Major  (F.A.)  System  Switchboard. 

John  Eherson,  Architect. 

Count  the  profit  of 

lighting  control  in 

box  office  receipts 
"DEAUTIFUL  I'ghting  effects,  for  the  audi- 
-^torium  as  well  as  the  stage,  are  rapidly  be- 

coming part  of  the  program  in  modern  theaters 

everywhere.  Patrons  today  look  for  it — like  it 
and  come  back  for  more. 

C-H  “Simplicity”  Theater  Dimmers  pro- 
vide a   perfection  of  lighting  control  which  shows 

unmistakable  results  at  the  box  office  window. 

There  is  no  equipment  built  which  gives 

such  smooth,  flickerless  dimming  and  blend- 

ing of  light  —   wit/i  u?ivarying  dependability 

through  years  of  service — as  C-H  “Simplicity” 
Theater  Dimmers. 

The  CUTLER-HAMMER  Mfg.  Co. 
1237  St.  Paul  Avenue 

MILWAUKEE,  WISCONSIN 

T/ie  “puil"  of  a   teaulifully  lighted  interior 
is  indicated  by  the  -waiting  line  at  the  box 

office  -window.  The  modem  audience  -wants 

to  live  for  an  hour  or  so  in  the  "Land  of 
Make^elieve".  Modern  illumination  con- 

trol gives  them  the  surroundings  they  seek. 

The  latest  Theatre  Trimmer  ^ook, 

"Illumination  Control  For  the  Mod- 
ern Theater",  is  just  off  the  press. 
Let  us  send  you  a   copy,  free. 

CUTLER^HAMMER 
V&i^ect  Illurrvvnaiiort  Control Jor  the  “Modem  ^Theater 
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PROBLEMS  OF How  Many  Please? 

Signals,  left  to  right:  For 
I.  3.  s   and  4   seals 

Theatre  Management 
No.  1 — Seating  the 

People 

By  JAMES  D.  KENNEDY 
Manager,  Apollo  theatre,  Indianapolis 

IN  attempting  to  completely  satisfy  your  patrons  the progratfi-that  you  offer  is  far  more  important  than 
anything  else  in  your  theatre.  It  is  the  picture  that 

draws  the  crowds  and.  the  wise  manager  will  gamble  as 
little  as  possible  on  poor  pictures,  but  will  make  eveiy 
effort  to  obtain  100  per  cent  wnnners. 

Ventilation  is  of  a   great  importance  to  the  theatre  and 
this  should  be  looked  after  by  one  certain  employe,  by 

handling  it  this  way  you  are  certain  to  have  it  regu- 
lated to  the  right  temperature. 

*   *   * 

Keep  the  personality  of  your  theatre  up  to  the  stand- 
ard, by  changing  the  lighting  effect  and  the  decoration 

so  that  the  theatre  will  have  a   new  appearance.  The 

employes  of  the  theatre  should  be  carefully  chosen,  avoid- 
ing grouches  and  that  t}'pe  of  people. 

At  the  Apollo  everything  runs  on  an  exact  schedule 
and  every  employe  is  furnished  with  a   schedule  showing 
what  is  going  on  or  what  will  go  on  at  a   certain  time. 
My  employes  are  carefully  trained  and  are  always  con- 

siderate of  the  rights  of  our  patrons,  they  never  argue 
'vith  them  tmder  any  circumstances,  remembering  at  all 
times  that  the  theatre  is  operated,  primarily,  for  the 
benefit  and  convenience  of  its  patrons,  for  without  the 
patron  there  could  be  no  Apollo,  and  once  a   sharp  word 
IS  spoken  or  ill  temper  is  shown  to  a   patron,  they  will 
leave  your  theatre,  and  not  all  the  kindness  or  apologies 
of  the  entire  staff  can  atone  for  the  discourtesy  of  one 
careless  employe.  All  managers  should  remember  that 
when  a   patron  buys  a   ticket  at  his  box  office  he  becomes 
the  guest  of  your  theatre  and  it  is  up  to  you  to  make  him 
teel  that  he  is,  by  showing  him  every  courtesy  possible. 

tConlinued  ou  page  39) 
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SUPERIOR! 
BY  EVERY  COMPARISON 

DURABILITY 
Peerless  Reflector  Arc  Lamps  are  MASSIVE  in  size  and 

correct  in  mechanical  proportions  therefor  practically 

everlasting  even  under  the  most  exceptional  conditions. 

ECONOMY 
Peerless  Reflector  Arc  Lamps  are  saving  for  many  users 

as  high  as  $2,000.00  per  year  in  operating  expense  over 

other  type  arc  lamps  and  can  proportionately  do  the  same 

for  you. 

PERFORMANCE 
Peerless  performance  is  a   matter  of  actual  service  evi- 

denced by  thousands  of  installations  in  the  largest  and 

most  beautiful  theatres  in  the  country.  Not  promises  or 

predictions. 

RESULTS 
Peerless  results  are  assured  only  when  Peerless  Reflector 

Arc  Lamps  are  used.  There  is  no  substitute.  A   Peerless 

installation  entirely  eliminates  all  possibility  of  dissatis- 

faction so — 

WHY  EXPERIMENT? 

WRITE  FOR  OUR  NEW  CATALOGUE  FOR  FULL  INFORMA- 
TION ON  THE  PEERLESS 

FULL  FLOATING  REFLECTOR  HOLDER. 

ASH  TRAY  AND  OPEN  LAMP  BED  TO  OVERCOME  ACCUMU- 

LATION OF  CARBON  GRIT  ON  MACHINED  TRACKS. 

ACCESSIBILITY  OF  CARBON  HOLDER  RETAINING  SCREWS, 

FULL  VISION  NEGATIVE  CARBON  HOLDER. 

OPTICAL  CENTER  ALIGNMENT  SEPARATE  FROM  LAMP- 
HOUSE  POSITION. 

AND  MANY  OTHER  ORIGINAL  PEERLESS  FEATURES. 

The  Stereopticon  Attachment  of  No  Regrets 

Mfg.  By 

J*  E.  McAuley  Mfg*  Co* 
552-54  W.  Adams  St. 

Chicago  Illinois 
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Beliintl  iht-  curtain 

line:  View  show- 

ing full  corner- 

weight  rigging 

equipped  with 

steel  lee  bar  track, 

sliding  arbor,  ten- 

sion pulley.  lock- 

ing rail,  pipe  bat- 

ten. quick  acting 

batten  clamp?, 

chain  triminers.  in- 

dex strip,  scenery 

rail,  cables,  count- 

erweights and  op- 

erating line. 

The  Stage  and  Its  Equipment  Back 
of  the  Curtain  Line 

CONSIDERATION  o   f   the stage  and  its  equipment  is  of 
vital  importance  at  the  time 

plans  are  being  made. 

Proper  layout  of  the  stage  means 
the  installation  of  practical  equipment 
without  the  cost  of  extras  and  the 

proper  working  of  your  shows.  In 
general  the  points  to  be  considered 
are  the  grid  or  the  overhead  loft.  It 
is  essential  that  the  loft  block  and 

head  block  wells  be  set  in  the  proper 
place  both  as  to  height  and  distance 
between  each. 

The  height  of  the  grid  should  be  to 
the  underside  twice  the  height  of 
proscenium  opening  plus  two  feet. 
Distance  above  grid  should  be  at 
lease  five  and  six  feet  if  possible. 

*   ♦   ♦ 

The  loft  block  wells  are  usually 
niade  of  two  10-inch  channels  ten 
inches  back  to  back  and  are  spaced  ac- 

cording to  the  width  of  the  proscenium 
opening.  The  size  of  these  beams, 
however,  should  be  determined  by  a 
practical  engineer.  It  is  always  es- 

sential to  have  one  of  these  walls 

By  N.  C.  NUSSBAUMER 
Of  the  J.  H.  ChannoH  Corp.,  Chicago 

directly  in  the  center.  On  a   30-foot 

opening  the  two  outside  wells  should 

be  approximately  13  feet  on  centers 
from  the  center  well.  On  a   40-foot 

opening  16  feet  on  centers. 

When  the  proscenium  opening  is  as 

large  as  50  feet  there  should  be  five 

wells,  four  for  lines,  and  the  center 
one  which  can  be  used  for  trapeze 

acts  or  chandeliers.  The  two  outer 

wells  should  be  spaced  in  about  four 

feet  from  the  proscenium  side  walls 

and  the  other  two  wells  equally  dis- 

tanced apart.  When  figuring  this  dis- 
tance do  not  take  into  consideration 

the  center  wells. 

The  head  block  well  can  be  either 

parallel  or  upright  type  of  block,  and 
the  size  and  location  depends  entirely 

upon  conditions. 
*   *   * 

The  more  practical  way  of  running 

lines  is  to  have  them  come  to  the 

stage  floor  and  where  this  is  done  the 

side  wall  at  which  they  are  to  be  op- 
erated should  be  kept  as  clear  as 

possible.  Do  not  break  this  wall  with 

a   lot  of  unnecessary  doors,  etc.  The 

stage  in  width  should  be  clear  at  least 

ten  feel  on  each  side  of  proscenium 

side  wall  which  will  permit  free  work- 

ing and  allow  proper  installation  for 

stage  rigging  and  switchboard.  The 

switchboard  in  all  cases  where  possi- 

ble should  be  recessed  into  the  pro- 
scenium wall  so  that  the  face  will  be 

as  near  flush  with  said  wall  as  pos- 

sible. The  stage  side  of  the  pro- 
scenium wall  should  be  kept  flush 

from  stage  floor  to  grid  so  that  it  will 

permit  the  proper  installation  of  the 
fire  curtain  whether  steel  or  asbestos. 

On  the  stage  floor  about  in  line 

with  the  proscenium  side  wall  on  each 

side  there  should  be  from  two  to  four 

plugging  boxes  from  which  to  operate 

spots,  flood  lights,  etc.  Staggered  in 

between  these  plugging  boxes  about 

two  feet  off  the  stage  should  be  two 

anchor  pockets  for  trapeze  acts,  etc. 

On  the  border  lights  bring  the  leads 

to  the  grid,  preferably  along  the  back 
wall  to  the  center  point  of  stage,  and 

then  out  to  the  point  where  border 
lights  are  to  be  suspended.  By  doing 

this  YOU  will  eliminate  all  interfer- 
ences in  the  location  of  loft  blocks, 

and  fouling  of  line. 
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PERTINENT 

POINT 

Built  to  specification, 
means  more  than  the 

mere  showing  of  three 
or  four  different  finishes. 

It  means  that  all  project 
tion  conditions  of  the 

theatre  must  be  weighed 

carefully  and  the  screen 
then  built  to  fit.  With 

the  increasing  improve^ 
ments  in  projection,  foh 

lows  the  development 

of  new  harmonizing 
screen  surfaces.  These 

will  be  found  in  the 

SiLVERSHEEi’ 

SUPPLY  DEALERS 

There  are  still  a   few  terri- 
tories available.  Look  into 

the  advantages  of  securing 
a   Silversheet  Franchise. 

A   Mark  o£ 

Quality  and 
Distinction 

There  was  but  one  Rembrandt   there  is  but 

one  Paderewski  .....  there  is  but  one  Thomas 

A.  Edison  and  there  is  but  one  J.  Otto  Knobel 
Master  Screen  builder  of  all  times. 

To  him  projection  screen  building  is  not  a   sordid 

business  matter — it  is  an  art — and  like  all  artists 

he  is  so  super-critical  that  any  product  bearing  his 
name  is  absolutely  perfect. 

Combined  v/ith  his  extensive  knowledge  of  projec- 

tion requisites  is  his  ability  to  spread  his  finishing 

surface — be  it  rough  or  smooth — brilliant  or  sub- 

dued— with  absolute  uniformity,  so  that  no  high 
lights,  clouds  or  mottled  spots  will  appear. 

Remember  >   >   '   to  get  a   genuine 
Knobel  Built  Screen  you  must  get  a 

SILVERSHEEI 

Backed  by  a   guarantee  of  absolute  satisfaction 

AMERICAN 
915  WASH  STREET 

SILVERSHEEI' 

COMPANY 
SAINT  LOUIS,  MO, 
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Questions  and  Answers 
Replies  to  Readers’.  Inquiries  Answered  Through  the  Courtesy  of  the  “Better  Theatres’ 

Advisory  Staff. 

Herewith  “Better  Theatres”  presents  direct  answers  to  direct  business  questions submitted  by  readers.  Experts  in  their  various  lines,  members  of  the  “Better 

Theatres”  advisory  staff,  in  this  manner  make  available  to  exhibitors  accurate 
advice  pertaining  to  all  proper  and  legitimate  service  subjects. 

Readers  of  “Better  Theatres”  are  invited  to  submit  questions  of  general  interest  for 
answer  in  this  manner.  Building  problems,  construction  difficulties,  all  matters  not  by 
nature  unsuitable  for  treatment  in  these  columns,  be  discussed  under  this  heading. 

“Better  Theatres”  will  refer  to  members  of  its  advisory  staff  all  inquiries  received. In  cases  where  answers  are  of  a   generaEy  informative  and  beneficial  nature,  tlie  re- 
plies mO  be  published.  In  the  case  of  requests  for  plans,  specifications,  etc.,  matters 

which  are  most  satisfactorily  handled  hy  direct  application  to  the  proper  sources,  ap- 
plicants will  he  referred  direct  to  concerns  of  known  authority  and  responsibility. 

Will  Add  to 
Present  Theatre 

T   HAVE  one  of  those  “Turn  Aroun<! 

Houses”  where  you  go  in  the  front 
door  and  have  to  turn  around  to  see  the 

picture  as  the  screen  is  in  front  of  the 
building. 

The  building  is  25  feet  wide  and  100 
feet  long,  and  in  order  to  have  more  room 

for  more  seats  and  a   stage,  I   am  going  to 
build  25  feet  on  the  present  building  and 
would  like  to  have  you  give  me  all  the 
information  and  suggestions  you  can  on 
how  to  fix  this  house  up  without  spending 
a   lot  of  money  on  it.  When  the  building 
is  finished,  it  will  be  25  feet  wide  and  125 

feet  long  with  a   14  foot  ceiling  back  to 
where  Ihe  addition  starts,  and  then  the 
ceiling  will  be  IS  feet  high  as  per  diagram 
I   am  enclosing.  This  is  a   town  of  1,7CK3 
people,  and  only  one  theatre,  and  here  are  a 
few  questions  I   would  like  for  you  to  give 
me  a   little  information  on,  and  any  other 
suggestions  would  be  appreciated. 

Color  of  paint  to  use  on  ceiling  and walls? 

How  many  lights  to  use  on  ceiling  and 
walls? 

How  deep  to  make  the  stage? 
How  Wide  and  high  to  make  opening 

f''’r  srage? 

What  size  picture  screen  to  get? 
ANSWER:  Elmer  F.  Behrens,  theatre 

architect  of  Chicago  and  a   member  of  the 
Better  Theatres”  Advisory  Staff,  reports  as follows ; 

I   am  pleased  to  make  the  following  sug- 
gestions relative  to  R.  A.  F.’s  inquiry  for ^*^satre  under  conslderetion.  For  the 

wall  treatment  a   silk  tapestry  effect  using  a 
uif  or  tan  body  color  and  a   light  green 

5je  wiped  out  and  high 
ighted.  The  ceiling  body  color  to  be  lighter m   color  than  the  walls.  A   stenciled  orna- 
ent  of  suitable  design  similar  to  tapestry 

Picked  out  in  l^armonzine  colors  would 

ceiUng”  
surfaces  of  the 

I   would  suggest  using  indirect  co rsear  the  ceiling 
‘   that  ceiling  fixtures  were 

would  be  necessary  to  have  ten  outlets.  I 
would  also  recommend  the  omission  of  wall 

fixtures  entirely  except  exit  lights,  as  they 
interfere  with  the  projection.  The  ceiling 
fixtures  can  be  wired  so  that  emergency 

lighting  can  be  used  while  running  the  pic- 
ture and  cutting  out  the  general  illumi- nation. 

The  stage  ought  not  to  be  less  than  ten 

feet  deep  with  a   proscenium  opening  20 
feet  wide  and  IS  feet  high,  using  a   16  x   12 

screen.” 

Right  Slope 
for  Floor 

G.  A.  T.  writes :   "I  am  planning  on 
building  a   new  theatre  building  this  Spring. 
30  ft  wide  and  130  ft  long.  Lobby  14  ft 
Foyer  11  ft.  Length  seating  space  80  ft 
Stage  25  ft. 

_   “I  would  like  your  advice  as  to  what kind  of  a   floor  I   should  use.  Two  differ- 

ent styles  have  been  suggested  to  me.  One 
is  a   6   ft.  straight  slope  in  the  80  ft 

“The  other  one  is  to  start  in  a   slope  a 
little  better  than  half  way  down,  then  slope 
back  up  again.  Please  advise  me  as  to  what 
kind  of  a   floor  you  would  use  in  this  size building. 

“Would  appreciate  an  early  reply,  as 

would  like  to  get  plans  made  at  once.” 
ANSWER?  Robert  Boiler  of  Boiler 

Brothers,  theatre  architects  of  Kansas  City, 
a   member  of  our  Advisory  Staff,  replies  as 

follows:  Replying  to  this  request  regard- 
ing floor  inclines,  would  suggest  that  in- 

stead providing  either  6   foot  straight  slope, 

or  running  his  floor  level  onc-half  way  and 
sloping  the  other  half,  that  the  slope  Start 
at  the  orchestra  pit  and  increase  the  slope 
each  16  ft,  to  20  ft.,  forming  a   paralm^d. 
curve.  ^ 

F.  P.  writes :   “We  have  the  misfortune 
to  have  our  theatre  condemned  by  fire  matr 
shal,  and  we  are  considering  building.  Any 

literature  you  can  furnish  us  on  the  con- 
struction of  theatre  buildings,  please  send 

C.  0.  D.  to  us.  We  are  not  considering 
anything  elaborate. 

ANSWER:  Are  at  a   loss  as  to  how  we 

can  best  help  inasmuch  as  you  did  not  give 

any  facts  pertaining  to  the  size  of  the  house 

you  have  in  mind,  nor  any  figures  as  to  the 

dimensions  of  your  location.  You  will  note, 
in  the  March  ̂ Oth  BETTER  THEATRES 

section,  on  pages  51  and  52,  that  we  fur- 
nished through  the  courtesy  of  Advisory 

Staff  members  of  BETTER  THEATRES  es- 
timates on  the  possible  seating  capacity  of 

theatres  for  a   lot  of  given  dimensions.  We 

will  be  glad  to  have  you  take  advantage  of 
this  service,  if  you  will  send  us  the  dimen- 

sions of  your  property.  We  do  not  have 

anything  very  general  pertaining  to  con- 
struction that  we  believe  would  be  of  value 

to  you,  since  your  problem,  like  all  other 
theatre  jobs,  should  be  considered  individ- 

ually and  with  due  reference  to  factors 
which  enter  into  it. 

Wants  to  Make 

His  Own  Sci’een 
About  two  years  ago,  more  or  less,  you 

gave  in  the  Herald  details  for  building 

and  painting  a   screen.  I   clipped  it  out  at 
the  time,  but  have  since  lost  it  and  I   would 
very  much  appreciate  it  if  you  would  please 
furnish  me  with  this  information.  If  I 
remember  correctly  the  screen  you  spoke 

of  was  painted  with  aluminum  powder  and 
varnish. 

I   am  building  a   9x12  screen  and  of  course 
wish  to  have  the  best  1   can  possibly  make 

and  your  advice  will  be  very  much  appre- 
ciated. Also  how  would  you  advise  build- 

ing the  frame  for  it? 
ANSWER:  Regarding  the  making  of  your 

own  screen,  our  best  suggestion  would  be 
for  you  ta  uso  white  -   calcimine  and  after 
allowing  tliis  to  properly  dry,  cover  it  with 
some  screen  coating  which  is  obtainable 
from  motion  picture  supply  houses.  The 
frame  should  be  made  so  that  you  can 

tighten  up  the  screen  with  bolls. 
We  are  of  the  opinion,  however,  that  in 

the  making  of  such  a   screen,  you  are  in 

danger  of  spoiling  the  job.  and  if  this 
should  happen,  it  would  cost  almost  as  much 
as  buying  a   new  screen,  everything  con- 

sidered. We  believe  a   new  screen  would  be 

cheaper  in  the  long  run  and  we  suggest  your 

getting  in  touch  with  firms  who  specialize 
in  motion  picture  screens.  A   good  screen 
is  obtainable  at  about  $1.00  per  square  fool. 
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POWER’S  DISTRIBUTORS  GIVE  POWER’S  SERVICE 
THIS  ADVERTISEMENT  SUGGESTED  BY 
UTAH  THEATRE  SUPPLY  COMPANY 

Power^s  6“B  Improved  Projector 
with 

Power’s  Incandescent 
Equipment 

The  proper  equipment  for  the  exhibitor  in  the  smaller  towns.  Very  eco- 
nomical, easy  to  operate  and  successfully  used  by  many  theatres  in  this 

territory.  May  be  purchased  on  easy  payment  plan  if  desired.  Write  for 
literature  and  information. 

Utah  Theatre  Supply  Company 
Large  Enough  to  Serve  You — Small  Enough  to  Know  You E.  D.  SMITH,  Manager 

Telephones:  Office,  Wasatch  7524  Nite  Fone,  Hyland  2695 

125  East  2nd  South  St.  P.  O.  Box  1906  Salt  Lake  City,  Utah 

Power’s  6-B  Improved  Projector 
with 

Powerlite  Reflector  Arc  Lamp 
With  this  low  intensity  reflector  arc  lamp,  the  same  or  better  results  can 
be  obtained  on  the  screen  with  20  amperes  in  comparison  with  the  old  style 
vertical  arcs  at  75  amperes.  Automatic  motor  control  for  carbons  and 
many  other  features. 

Write  for  Literature  and  Prices  Easy  Terms  if  Desired 

POWER’S  DIVISION 
INTERNATIONAL  PROJECTOR  CORPORATION 

90  Gold  Street,  New  York,  N.  Y. 

POWER’S  DISTRIBUTORS  GIVE  POWER’S  SERVICE 
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BETTER  PROJECTION 
Expansion  Prog™  ̂   Lamp  Is  Developed 

Begun  By  Fox  E.  for  Small  Projectors 
Another  half  million  dollar  expansion 

program,  the  second  to  be  announced  in 
three  months,  providing  for  new  con- 

struction, rebuilding,  new  equipment  and 
replacement  is  in  progress  at  the  Fox 
Films  West  Coast  Studios  in  Hollywood 
and  Westwood,  California.  The  princi- 

pal items  are  a   new  stage,  a   new  Little 
Theatre,  a   new  stage  lighting  system 
and  additional  cameras  and  accessories. 
In  addition  to  this,  exterior  and  en- 

trances to  the  studios  have  been  entirely 
refaced  in  Moroccan  design. 
The  new  stage  and  its  lighting  system 

are  of  the  latest  possible  design.  Six 
smaller  stages  were  wrecked  to  make 
room  for  the  new  stage.  It  is  nov/  in 
construction  and  occupies  a   site  of  300 
by  190  feet  in  the  Hollywood  lot.  Along 
the  west  wall  of  this  stage  are  three 
floors  containing  88  new  dressing  rooms 
The  stage  is  the  largest  in  the  world. 
The  lighting  system  is  the  feature  of 
the  new  stage.  It  was  perfected  by  Cal- 

vin Hoffner,  electrical  engineer  at  the 
Hollywood  plant.  All  lamps  used  on 
all  sets  will  be  operated  from  overhead 
and  all  of  the  “octopi”  or  “spiders,”  with their  tentacles  of  electric  cable,  will  be 
eliminated.  Lights  will  be  under  remote 
control  by  simple  switches  similar  to 
those  used  in  dwellings  and  they  will  be 
housed  on  two  deadfront.  switch  panels m   one  of  the  walls  near  the  floor.  All 
lamps  will  shift  on  overhead  runways from  the  floor.  The  new  stage 
will  be  the  only  one  lighted  by  this  sys- 

tem. The  equipment  v/ill  cost  $16,000. 
♦   *   ♦ 

To  provide  current  for  the  new  lighting system  a   new  power  house  has  been 
constructed  and  two  new  300  kilowat 
generators  installed.  This  additional 
equipment,  with  that  formerly  in  use, provides  enough  electricity  to  supply  a 
•city  of  60,000  population.  To  distribute this  current  20,000  feet  of  million  C.  M. 
cable  has  been  laid  underground  at  a 
cost  of  $25,000.  This  underground  sys- 
eni  IS  controlled  from  two  switch  pan- 

-   latest  design.  Twenty-five 
additmnal  rotary  Ashcraft  spots  were ^dso  distributed  about  the  plant. 
.   At  the  Westwood  studio,  there  is  be- 

ing installed  another  300  kilowat  gener- 
tor  to  supply  the  electricity  necessary outdoor  stages  and  sets  which  are 

At  the  West- 
*   there  is  also  under  construc- 

n   the  world’s  largest  panorama  and on  page  35) 

A   N   IMPORTANT  problem  has  been 
solved  for  manufacturers  of  motion 

picture  and  similar  projectors  by  the  Gen- 
eral Electric  Com- 
pany which  has  de- 

veloped and  placed 
on  the  market  a 
prefocused  lamp  for 
use  in  combination 
with  a   special  sock- 

et. The  lamp  is 
manufactured  b   y 
the  Edison  Lamp 
Works  of  the  Gen- 

era! Electric  Com- 
pany at  Harrison, 

N.  J.,  and  the  sock- 
et is  a   product  of 

the  merchandise  de- 
partment of  the 

Bridgeport  works 
of  the  company. 

In  the  past,  per- 
sons unfamiliar 

with  optics  have 
been  unable,  in 
many  instances,  to 
obtain  the  best  re- 

sults from  projec- 
tors. The  brilliancy 

of  the  picture  on 
the  screen  depends 

upon  how  accurate- 
ly the  lamp  is  fo- cused. When,  due 

to  improper  focus- 
ing, the  picture  is 

not  clear,  the  pro- 
jector is  blamed. 

Using  a   lamp  with 
an  ordinary  base,  it 
is  almost  impossible 
for  the  manufac- 

turer to  be  assured 
that  his  machine  will  be  properlv  focused 
unless  his  representative  does  the  adjust- 

ing, which  is  an  expensive  procedure. 
The  new  lamp  has  a   special  base  which, 

when  used  with  the  socket,  assures  the 
filament  of  the  lamp  coming  in  exactly  the 
same  position  as  that  of  every  other  one 
of  the  same  size  and  type.  The  lamp  has 
a   collar  cemented  to  the  base  in  the  usual 

manner.  This  collar  is  inserted  in  an'.outer 
shell  which  has  a   ridge  rolled  into  the  top 
of  it,  on  which  the  inner  collar  can  pivot. 
The  collar  can  also  slide  up  and  down  in 
the  outer  shell.  In  assembling  the  base, 
the  outer  shell  is  held  in  an  optical  jig, 
and  the  lamp  with  its  base  shell  is  moved 
about  until  the  filament  is  located  at  the 

correct  point  both  as  to  light-center  length 

thi-n  The  outer  shell  is 

then  soldered  securely  to  the  inner  collar thus  making  the  lamp  ready  for  the  socket. 

In  at  the  top; 

one  of  60  deg.  spread,  the  other  of  80  deg 
making  it  possible  for  the  lamp  to  be  in- serted  m   the  socket  only  with  the  anchors 
to  the  rear,  so  as  to  avoid  the  possibility of  their  casting  shadows  oa  the  condenser lens  of  the  projector. 

to  socket,  there  is  a   large  center  con- 
''  supported  by  a   stiff  spring, 

bince  It  does  not  carry  the  current,  this spring  has  no  tendency  to  heat  and  lose  its ternper.  V\hen  the  lamp  is  inserted  in  the socket,  the  spring  forces  the  wings  on  the 
lamp  base  up  against  their  retainers  at  the top  of  the  socket  shell.  These  wide,  fiat 

“^^^"J^yurfaces  assure  the  lamp  lining  up With  this  combination,  no  focusing  de- vice is  necessary  in  a   projector.  When  a 
lamp  burns  out  and  is  replaced  by  another, the  filament  of  the  second  lamp  will  come m   exactly  the  same  position  as  that  of  the nrst  lamp,  thus  assuring  maximum  results 
trom  the  projector.  Manufacturers  of 
equipment  depending  upon  a   properlv focused  lamp  and  a   high  intensity  of  light tor  its  most  efficient  operation  will  find  in 
ttie  new  prefocused  lamp  an  answer  to  one of  their  difficulties. 

The  lamp,  together  with  the  special 
socket,  has  possibilities  for  use  in  many applications  of  this  type. 

Radio  and  “Singing  Arc” 
Used  to  Make  M-G-M  Film 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

HOLLYWOOD,  Apiil  13. — A 

"singing  arc,”  long  an  electrical 
curiosity,  has  been  put  to  use  by 

Metro-GoMwyn-Mayer  in  the  him- 

ing  of  Lillian  Gish's  starring  ve- 
hicle, "The  Scarlet  Letter.”  In 

an  effort  to  get  a   soft  light  for  a 

particular  sequence,  Henrik  Sar- 
tav.  chief  cameraman,  has  ar- 

ranged the  lighting  effects  of  the 
vibrating  arc  light  acting  through radio. 

Editor,  “Better  Theatres” 
exhibitors  herald 

407  S.  Dearhom  street, 
Chj«ago,  HBnoi, 

Sir:  Send  me  (free)  a   supply  of  your  "Better  Theatres  Stop 
Charts**  to  be  used  for  the  purpose  of  improving  motion  picture 

projection. 
Name   

Theatre                           

City...............                       

State     
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MUSIC  IN  THE  THEATRE 
How  I   Played  the  Picture — 

a 
‘Lorraine  of 

the  Lions'’ 

By 

HAROLD  J.  LYON 

Organist,  Legion  Theatre, 
Marshalltown,  Iowa 

V   „ 

Harold  1.  Lyon,  organist,  Legion  theatre, 
Marshallto^yn,  la.,  at  the  console  of  the 

Robert  Morton  organ. 

Much  has  been  written  and said  about  the  art  of 

proper  musical  interpreta- 
tion of  the  silent  drama  and  of 

course  ideas  and  style  of  playing  dif- 

fer in  every  theatre  and  at  every  con- 
sole. 

Fitting  music  to  motion  pictures 

requires  not  so  much  a   sense  of  pic- 
ture values  as  a   knowledge  of  human 

nature.  One  must  know  how  to 

create  a   mood  which  will  get  the 

most  value  out  of  a   given  picture. 

The-.'better  the  organist  can  appeal 
withimusic  to  the  particular  emotion 

of  a^b^ne  being  projected,  the  better 

the 'public  will  like  it.  Music  that 
the  audience  understands  is  the  kind 

we  must  make  our  appeal  with. 

A   short  time  ago  Norman  Kerry  ap- 
peared at  the  Legion  theatre  in  the  pic- 

ture, "Lorraine  of  the  Lions,”  the  tre- 
mendous dramatic  spectacular  novelty. 

As  many  other  organists  do,  I   received 

the  cue  sheet  and  prepared  the  organ 

accompaniment  or  rather  the  "skeleton” 
to  the  accompaniment  from  the  said  cue 
sheet.  On  playing  the  picture  for  the 
first  time  I   found  that  I   differed  ex- 

tremely from  the  writer  and  so  changed 
to  the  following  method  of  pulling 
laughs,  raising  hair,  and  making  my  au- 

diences feel  the  emotions  portrayed  by 
the  characters. 

♦   *   » 

In  this  picture  thrills  and  unusual 
situations  tumble  over  themselves  and 

blend  with  beautiful  love  scenes  in  tropi- 
cal settings  offering  the  organist  ample 

opportunity  for  a   good  variety  of  music, 
short  improvisions,  tricks,  and  use  of 
percussion  instruments. 

The  picture  opens  with  a   ship  return- 
ing from  Europe  with  a   circus  aboard  as 

well  as  young  Mr.  Livingston  with  his 
wife — an  animal  trainer — and  his  little 
daughter  Lorraine,  said  to  have  an  un- 

canny control  over  wild  animals  and  to 
be  the  youngest  animal  trainer  in  the 

world.  “Prelude  to  Romance  of  Seven 
Seas”  fits  as  an  excellent  opening,  with a   few  tympani  rolls  at  intervals  to  imi- 

tate the  roar  of  the  ocean.  As  Livingston 
reads  the  telegram  from  his  father 

change  to  the  beautiful  “Rocked  In  the 

Cradle  of  the  Deep”  with  sad  and  plead- 
ing feeling  emphasized.  The  scene  in 

which  Lorraine  is  playing  with  her  ani- 

mals offers  a   change  to  a   lighter  nature 
of  music  and  what  could  be  better  than 

our  old  “Teddy  Bears’  Picnic.” 
*   *   ♦ 

The  title,  “The  .   South  Seas  Greatest 
Menace — the  Typhoon”  is  cue  sufficient 

for  McDowell’s  “Scotch  Poem.”  Loud 
tympani  rolls  and  cymbal  crashes  are  in 
accordance  with  the  scene  and  help  to 
make  your  audience  feel  the  awful  truth 

which  is  about  to  be  realized.  Work  up 
to  a   climax  and  as  the  ship  hits  the 
derelict  get  a   good  descriptive  crash  out 
of  your  instrument.  If  the  organ  is  too 
small  to  support  a   big  crashing  climax, 

then  use  pianissimo  playing,  with  many 

examples  of  melody  over  soft  strings,  as 
the  background  and  come  uo  to  forte 
and  fortissimo  only  rarely;  scale  your 
dynamics  so  that  no  matter  how  large 
or  small,  your  organ  still  gives  contrast. 
Rolls  on  tympani  with  full  dramatic 
chords  improvised  as  the  awful  truth  is 
realized  and  as  the  ship  sinks  play 

"Nearer  My  God  To  Thee”  very  forte with  arpeggios  then  fade  to  an  echo  as 
the  shio  finally  disappears  under  the 
water. 

On  the  appearance  of  the  title,  “In  San 

Francisco   ”   play  Bendel’s  "Song 
Without  Words.”  Continue  this  number 
with  a   decided  change  in  registration  as 
Lorraine  and  animals  are  shown  on 
island.  When  cannibals  appear  play 
"Savage  Dance”  by  Berge. 

The  flashback  to  the  grandfather  look- 
ing at  picture  of  Lorraine  is  cue  for  the 

song,  "Oh  How  I   Miss  You  Tonight,” 
with  pianissimo  playing,  an  example  of 
the  millions  of  scenes  where  reality  must 
not  be  striven  for  and  where  we  must 
have  only  an  echo  as  from  a   far  distant 

story.  Let  the  music  speak  to  the  mem- 

ory and  not  to  the  ear.  This  prepares  the 
audience  for  the  pathetic  telegram  about 

to  be  received.  After  reading  the  tele- 
gram the  grandfather  imagines  Lorraine 

to  be  coming  down  the  hall  stairs  call- 

ing to  him,  “Grandaddy,  I   need  ydii.” *   ♦   * 

Back  again  to  the  jungle  and  this  time 

repeat  "Teddy  Bears  Picnic”  and  put  in 

a   few  bird  calls  and  a   little  monkey  talk 

as  Lorraine  and  Bimi  are  enjoying  them- 
selves with  bananas  and  other  eatables 

afforded  _by  the  island.  Effects,  imita- 
tions, points  of  emphasis,  should  gener- 

ally be  brought  in  against  an  underlying 
background  of  music.  It  is  surprising 
how  much  a   good  musician  can  play  with 
one  hand  and  the  pedals,  leaving  the 
other  hand  free  for  cueing  in. 

The  continuity  changes  to  twelve 
years  later  in  an  oriental  scene  where 

the  grandfather  is  still  seeking  the  inter- 
pretation of  the  strange  visitation  of 

Lorraine.  Play  the  “Song  of  India”  in 
fox-trot  rhythm.  As  the  grandfather  re- 

turns to  the  car  in  which  Hartley,  his 

nephew,  the  only  living  heir  to  his  for- 
tune, besides  Lorraine,  and  his  lawyer 

are  waiting,  continue  this  number  for  the 
introduction  of  our  hero,  Don  Mackay. 
As  Don  starts  to  leave  the  corner  catch 

at  the  precise  moment  a   blast  on  your 

auto  horn  together  with  one  heavy  dra- 
matic chord.  This  prepares  the  audience 

for  the  following  scene  of  Don  laying 

by  the  side  of  grandfather  Livingston’s 

car. 

How  often  have  you  heard  an  organ- 
ist, after  the  cue  for  a   change  has  ap- 

peared, end  the  previous  number,  rather 

indecisively,  ramble  around  in  a   few  aim- 
less chords,  fix  the  stops,  and  finally 

float  into  something  fitting  the  scene, — 
when  it  is  half  over?  More  than  one 

{Cotitimied  on  page  28) 
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OUR  ORGANS  SING  THEIR  OWN  PRAISES 

BUILT  TO  A   STANDARD 

or   

BUILT  TO  A   PRICE 

I I 

C.  SHARPE  MINOR 

nationally  famous  organ- 

ist, who  altho  approached 

by  other  builders,  se- 

lected Link  to  build  his 

ideal  ot^an. 

•y  OO  many  organs  today  are  being  built  to  a   price  rather  than to  a   standard.  For  this  bad  practice,  the  buyers  have  been 
more  to  blame  than  the  builders.  Purchasers  have  fallen  into  the 
error  of  buying  organs  like  films- — a   bargaining  process.  The 
result  has  been  for  many  builders  to  take  the  path  of  least resistance. 

must  live,  is  said.  “Therefore,  throw  them  together 
cheapest  way.  The  buyer  won’t  appreciate  the  difference 

anyhow.  Make  him  think  he  is  getting  a   lot  at  a   bargain  price, 

j   Then  with  some  high  pressure  salesmen,— we  have  nothing  to fear  from  the  quality  builder,  because  most  exhibitors  are  so 
busy  they  won  t   even  take  time  enough  to  listen  to  the  good 
builder  s   story,  let  alone  go  a   few  miles  out  of  the  way  to  in- 

vestigate his  product.” 

"So  don’t  worry  about  quality,  get  the  orders— that’s  all. Name  off  a   large  number  of  installations  and  the  rest  will  follow 
like  sheep.  Testimonials  will  be  easy  to  get.  The  buyer  will 
think  my  organ  is  a   good  one,  for  probably  he  will  never  have 
had  experience  with  a   really  good  organ.' ' 

“Put  less  money  in  the  instruments.  Put  more  in  large  display  advertisements  with  a   few 
lines  of  bunk. 

But  fortunately  there  are  still  some  ideals  left  in  this  world.  Some  honest  pride  in  honest  ac- 
complishment. And  exhibitors  are  waking  up.  More  and  more  are  coming  to  realize  that  when 

they  buy  an  organ  they  are  not  buying  films.  An  organ  should  and  can  be  as  permanent  as 
your  building.  Therefore,  first  cost  is  not  important,  but  the  quality  which  means  negligible  de- 

preciation and  low  upkeep  is  paramount.  An  organ  is  an  investment  which  must  be  bought  on the  basis  of  permanent  satisfaction. 

‘‘SIXTEEN  FACTS” 
Write  for  our  booklet— get  better  acquainted  with  our  ideals  and  our  actual  accomplishments. 

We  can  assure  you  the  contact  will  be  mutually  beneficial. 

ORGANISTS  NOTE— Write  us  about  opportunities  to  play  our  organs.  You  will  find  yourself 
accomp  ishing  results  that  you  never  hoped  to  accomplish  before  on  a   pipe  organ. 

C.  SHARPE  MINOR UNIT  ORGANS 

BINGHi^TON,  N.  Y. 
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Progressive  Exhibitors  Snapped  by  the  Cameraman 

A   trio  of  exhibitors  and  all  happy.  They 
are  C.  Vaughn  of  the  Art  theatre  at 

Kansas  City,  Kan.,  Fred  Meyn  of  the 
Pershing,  also  Kansas  City,  Kan.,  and 

J.  V.  Lynn,  New  Center,  Kansas  City. 
Mo.  (Photo  by  H.  E.  N.) 

Van  Tassel!  and  Budd  means  tbs 

Armory  theatre  at  Clarinda,  Iowa. 

George  O.  Monroe  (left)  is  identiSed 
with  Monroe  Amusement  Enterprises, 
a   new  theatre  circuit  in  Nebraska  and 
Iowa.  E.  A.  Harmes  owns  the  Rohlff, 

Apollo,  Mueller  and  Lytic  at  Omaha' Neb.  (Photo  by  H.  E.  N.) 

HOW  I   PLAYED 

THE  PICTURE 
{i'ouHnued  from  page  26) 

I’ll  venture  to  say.  Not  only  every ciiange  of  number,  but  every  effect,  cli- 
max, bit  of  business,  characteristic  or 

descriptive  shot,  everything  you  wish  to 
work  up  or  emphasize  must  be  antici- 

pated; the  audience  must  feel  that  the 

player’s  mind  is  fifty  feet  ahead  of  the 
screen  if  the  music  is  to  have  any  dra- 

matic potentiality. 
*   *   * 

In  the  following  scene  Don  is  sitting 
in  tile  parlor  of  tlie  Livingston  home 
conversing  with  the  three  occupants  of 
the  car.  The  “Broken  Melody"  played very  softly  is  well  in  keeping  with  the 
picture. 

Lorraine,  now  eighteen  years  old,  is 
.shown  deep  in  the  tropical  jungles  play- 

ing with  her  life-long  playmate,  Bimi,  the 
gorilla.  Play  “Siren  of  a   Southern  Sea,” with  bird  whistles  and  a   few  animal  imi- 

tations. This  number  was  quite  popular 
in  Marshalltown,  at  least,  about  2   years 
ago— popular  music  subjugated  in  favor 
of  intermezzos  and  other  light  types  of 
a   better  grade  of  music  is  always  wise 
because  the  folks  behind  the  pit  are  lay- 

men who  prefer  tunes  they  can  whistle, 
recognize,  and  connect  with  the  picture 
before  them.  As  the  alligator  crawls  to- 

ward Lorraine,  improvise  a   slow  sneaky 
mysterioso  working  up  to  a   climax  as  he 
swims  through  the  water  after  her. 
When  the  monkey  warns  Lorraine  you 
have  a   good  opportunity  to  get  a   bit  of 
comic  stuff  out  of  your  instrument  by 
making  the  monkey  chatter  and  rave, 
however  all  through  all  of  these  tricks 
keep  on  working  up  to  the  climax  of  this 
scene  which  is  reached  when  Lorraine 
spys  the  beast  and  narrowly  escapes 
from  his  path  as  Bimi  pounces  on  him. 

Soften  up  a   bit  now  into  a   minor  agitato 
as  Bimi  fights  and  kills  the  monster. 

Don't  fail  to  catch  the  roar  of  the  lions 

as  they  are  seen  wandering  through  the 

jungle. 
We  now  switch  back  to  the  grand- 

father who  is  still  hoping  for  some  clue 

to  find  his  granddaughter.  “Whispering 

Hope”  proves  an  excellent  accompani- 
ment to  this  scene.  As  Don  is  shown 

reading  crystal  play  Rachmaninoff's 
"Serenade."  When  he  discovers  Lor- 

raine on  island  and  informs-  grandfather 

make  your  audience  feel  what  he  does — 
surprise — hope. 

Again  we  return  to  Lorraine  and 

gorilla.  “Puck”  by  Grieg  is  not  half  bad for  this  little  scene. 

As  grandfatlier’s  ship  is  seen  play  the 
last  eight  measures  of  "A  Life  on  the 

Ocean  Wave,”  then  segue  to  Savino’s 
"Tragic  Andante." 

♦   *   ♦ 

When  Lorraine  sees  the  ship,  again 

play  “Siren  of  a   Southern  Sea”  and 
catch  lion  roars  and  Bimi’s  sulkiness. 
Continue  this  number  as  the  men  go 
ashore  and  Don  goes  into  the  jungle  to 
find  Lorraine.  As  Bimi  approaches  Don, 
who  is  talking  to  Lorraine,  play  three 
full  dramatic  chords,  then  get  a   thud  out 
of  your  organ  descriptive  of  Bimi  throw- 

ing Don  to  ground.  Make  the  organ  talk 
as  Lorraine  scolds  Bimi  and  commands 

him.  Short,  snappy,  mean  tones  can  be 

procured  from  your  instrument  if  you 
can  feel  what  she  is  feeling.  Imitate  the 
disgust  of  Bimi  as  he  leaves. 

As  the  result  of  the  blow  from  the 

gorilla,  Don  is  knocked  unconscious. 
When  Lorraine  stoops  to  his  side  play 

“Someone  to  Love.”  Bring  in  a   lion  roar as  lions  arc  seen.  In  tricks  such  as  these 

don’t  fail  to  continue  the  piece  you  are 
playing  and  bring  in  effects  incidentally. 
When  Don  asks  her  if  she  remembers 
the  circus  and  father  and  mother,  play 

Van  Al.styne’s  “Memories."  Continue 
this  number  when  she  meets  grandfather 
and  party. 

For  morning  scene  on  island  play 

Schertzinger’s  “Jolly  Buccaneers.”  For 
the  scene  in  which  the  lawyer  and  Hart- 

ley are  talking  play  “Plotting”  by Lecoco.  Catch  lion  growl.  As  Hartley 
talks  to  Lorraine  play  a   snatch  of  “Fol- 

low the  Swallow.”  When  she  asks  Don 
what  love  is.  play  “Rage,”  by  Axt,  then 

work  up  to  climax  and  break  the  music 
with  a   moment  of  silence  when  Hartley 
is  knocked  out,  which  enforces  the  point 
of  the  screen  story.  Catch  the  lion  roar, 
then  as  Don  rescues  Hartley  from  the 

animals,  play  one  line  of  "My  Hero," 
*   *   * 

It  is  well  to  relieve  the  monotony  by 

picking  a   scene  such  as  the  above  and 

leading  to  a   climax.  The  emphatic  doin  ’ 
of  a   thing  is  as  important  as  the  thing 
itself;  it  must  be  emphatic  or  it  will  not 

carry  conviction. 
As  Lorraine  is  shown  talking  with 

grandfather  play  “Intermezzo  Riisse,"  by 
Franke,  and  continue  in  a   light  carefree 
fashion  until  Hartley  sees  her.  The 
musical  atmosphere  must  then  be 

changed  to  a   sneaky  sort  until  lie  grabs 

her,  then  play  Appassionato  No.  1— 

Rapee-Axt. 

Play  the  last  line  of  “Home  For  the 
Rest  of  My  Life”  very  softly  as  an  echo 
as  Lorraine  is  shown  on  ship. 

Lorraine’s  first  formal  dinner  provides 
plenty  of  room  for  emotional  music, 

light  and  carefree,  then  a   dramatic  hair- 
raising  event.  To  begin  wdth  play  God- 

ard’s "Second  Waltz,”  a   type  of  music 
that  is  always  enjoyed  by  every  audi- 

ence and  which  fits  well  on  almost  any 

program,  as  well  as  adding  variety  to  tlie 
accompaniment.  When  she  falls  on  the 

step  get  a   laugh  out  of  your  listeners  by 

catching  the  fall  on  the  bass  drum.  Con- 
tinue the  waltz  during  the  banquet.  Bimi 

is  shown  sneaking  along  the  porch,  for 

which  I   played  a   slow  sneaky  improvi- 
sion  to  his  movements  then  returning  to 
the  waltz  on  the  flashback  to  the  party. 

Try  mocking  the  comedy  characters  at 
the  dinner  table.  Work  slowly  from  the 
light  music  into  a   heavy  andante  up  to 

a   climax,  where  the  gorilla  crashes  door. 
Break  the  music  with  an  arpeggio  and  a crash  on  the  cymbal. 

When  Lorraine  commands  Bimi  get 

commanding  tones  from  the  organ.  Make 

the  audience  feel  her  feeling.  Funny  ef- 
fects such  as,  snorts  from  the  gorilla  and 

a   bass  drum  beat  as  she  kicks  him  out  of 

the  room,  help  to  make  a   good  closing for  the  gorilla  scene. *   *   ♦ 

On  returning  to^  the  banquet  room, 

Lorraine  overhears'  a   suggestion  made 

by  the  old  lawyer  to  her  grandfathe'"' (Continued  on  page  38) 
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The  Talk  of  the  Theatre  World 

KIMBALL— ROXY 
^^Never  in  the  History  of 

Organ  Building’^ 
TaacEA’FRES  CiOitr»offltA.Tiojsr 

3S3  MAOISON  AV  E   N   U   E 

JfBw  York 

February  9th,1926. 

Kv.  W,  B.  Milner, 
W.  W.  Kimball  Co., 
507  Fifth  Ave.,  N.Y.C, 

My  dear  Mr.  Milner: 

Thant  you  very  nmoh  for  your  loTely 
letter  of  the  8th, 

1   expect  great  things  from  yon.  It  was 
only  after  careful  consideration  that  I   decided  yon  were  the 
people  to  build  our  organ,  and  I   tnow  you  are  not  going  to 
leave  any  stone  unturned  to  do  your  part  in  mating  this  the 
finest  theatre  in  the  world.  To  say  that  I   am  looking  with 
great  anticipation  toward  this  wonderful  unit,  is  putting  it 
mildly.  I   know  what  I   os  going  to  get  and  I   know  you  are  not 
going  to*  stop  at  anything  within  reason  to  make  this  a   monunant to  yourselves. 

Never  in  the  history  of  organ  building  has 
such  an  opportunity  been  offered  an  organ  builder,  and  it  Is  not 
a   qxttstion  of  money,  although  I   believe  we  are  spending  more  than 
any  other  theatre  has  ever  spent  for  an  organ.  The  mere  faot 
that  you  were  awarded  this  contraot  under  the 
tlon,  is  a   credit  to  you  and  we  wish  you 
and  you  may  expect  every  co-operation 

SLHiXK 

Every  Kimball  Organ  is  an  individual  creation 

There  is  no  Theatre  so  large  or  so  small  that 

a   Kimball  Organ  cannot  be  constructed  for  it. 

Established  1857 

Organ  Department 
Kimbal!  Hall 

Chicago 
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E.  F.  A/bee  Theatre,  Brooklyn,  N.Y. 

Each  Chair  a 

Perfect  Exampl 

of  Comfort 

1^  Our  chairs  for  the  loges are  designed  for  unusual 

beauty  and  supers  comfort 

'2^  upholstering  materials  offer wide  choice  for  selections.  Ve- 
lour, mohairs  or  tapestries  of 

exquisite  patterns  predominate 

Standards  especially  designed 

and  decorated  to  harmonize 

with  architectural  color  motif 

Tivoli  Theatre,  Newark,  N-i 

Fair  Park  Auditorium 

Dallas,  Texas 

Loew’s  State  Theatre 
St.  Louis,  Mo. 
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:e  in  Good  Seating 

C^^MERICAN  Seating  Company  Service 

— nation  wide — is  prompt,  efficient — satis- 
factory. Built  up  through  fifty  years  of 

ever  enlarging  activity.  Sustained  by 

15,000,000  chairs  in  the  leading  auditoriums 

and  theatres  from  coast  to  coast.  Further 

approved  at  the  rate  of  thousands  upon 

thousands  of  new  chairs,  sold,  manufac- 

I   tured  and  installed  every  thirty  days.  Every 

theatre,  large  or  small,  receives  appropriate 
consideration. 

American  Seating  Company 
CHICAGO 

12  E.  Jackson  Blvd. 

NEW  YORK 

121  W.  40th  St. 

PHILADELPHIA 
1211'A  Chestnut  St. 

BOSTON 
65-D  Canal  St. 

Pasadena  Community  Playhouse 

Pasadena,  Calif. 

Earl  Theatre,  Washington,  D.C. 
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25,500  SEATS 
Will  Be  Occupied  by  the  Patrons  of 

9   NEW  THEATRES 
Now  Under  Construction  in 

NEBRASKA — OKLAHOMA — MISSOURI — ILLINOIS — OHIO 

AS  USUAL 

In  Each  of  These  Theatres  the 

REYNOLDS  UNIT  HEAT-GENERATOR  SYSTEM 
OF 

HEATING  and  VENTILATING 

IS  BEING  INSTALLED 

If  you  desire  to  have  one  of  our  engineers  call  on  you  personally 
please  advise  us  or  communicate  directly  with  our  nearest 

representative. 

Tandy  L.  Jackson  Co.,  707  Mutual  Bldg.,  Kansas  City,  Mo. 
J.  U.  McCormick,  United  Film  Bldg.,  Charlotte,  N.  C 

Standard  Plumbing  &   Htg.  Co*  Walnut  Ave  &   5th  St.  S.  E.  Canton,  O. 
H.  A.  Woodworth,  1   500  Central  Nat‘1  Bank  Bldg.,  St.  Louis,  Mo. 

H.  J,  Kelly,  Louisiana  Building,  New  Orleans,  La. 
National  Blow  Pipe  &   Copper  Works 
1014  Majestic  Bldg.,  Detroit,  Mich. 

B.  F.  REYNOLDS  &   CO. 
1 18  W.  Ohio  St.  Chicago,  Illinois 

THE  SERVICES  OF  OUU  ENGINEERING  DEIWKTMENT  ARE  GRATIS 

Used  in  All  Comers 
of  the  Globe 

HEWES  2   »   1 
FILM  CEMENT 

WE  ALSO  MANUFACTURE 

DISINFECTANTS  FILM  WAX 

.   VITRO  LAMP  DIPS ULKMICIDES  All  colors-waterproof 
LENS  CLEANER  THEATRE  PERFUMES 

Our  Products  and  Prices  Are  Right 
ASK  YOUR  DEALER 

All  Products  Manufactured  and  Guaranteed  by 

Hewes  and  Company 
47  Meserole  St.,  Brooklyn,  N.  Y. 

(.Continued  from  page  17) 

A   Good  Theatre 
Pays  Its  Way 

QOOD  theatres  pay.  They  cost 

, 
other  buildings  of  similar  size,  but  nuiirni 
theatre  records  show  practically  no  then^ 
investment  failures. 

There  are  two  good  reasons  for  this* first— Human  beings  are  heir  to  aii  in, 
pulse  urging  them  to  gather  together  in  nX 
lu*  assembly  periodically  for  relaxation heco;^— The  theatre  is  the  best  of  all  mor! eni  gathering  places  and  the  motion  piciuro is  the  best  of  all  modern  means  of  relaxa. 

The  good  theatre  pays  good  dividend^  m Its  owners  and  to  those  whose  inveslmtnh 
are  represented  in  purchases  of  adinis,;,,,, 

tickets.  
" 

THE  TIVOLI  will  be  that  kind  of  u   the 
atre. 

A   Good  Theatre 
Gets  the  Best 

the  best  theatre  gets  the  best  shows A   This  IS  an  unbroken  rule.  The  exnUna. tion  IS  simple:  The  best  theatres  can  afford 
to  pay  Avhat  the  best  costs. 
More  people  go  to  the  best  theatre  Uian 

to  any  other.  The  best  theatre  represents  a 
larger  investment  than  any  other.  All  busi- 

ness pertaining  to  the  operation  of  the  best theatre  is  conducted  on  a   larger  scale  The best  theatre  is  financially  able  to  buy  the 
best  pictures;  owners  of,  the  best  pictures want  them  shown  in  the  best  theatres;  and so  the  best  is  provided. 
THE  TIVOLI  will  he  that  kind  of  a   the- atre. 

A   Good  Theatre  Is 
Built  for  Patrons 

(^OOD  shows  are  demanded  by  the  mod- ern theatregoer.  Good  music  to  ac- 
company good  pictures  is  exacted.  Bui  be- fore either  of  these,  good  surrroundine?  are essentia!. 

Today’s  modern  theatres  excel  in  archi- 
tectural efficiency,  beauty  of  design  and  fur- 
nishing, ventilation,  convenience  and  com- 

fort, all  other  classes  of  buildings.  The 
great  popularity  of  the  motion  picture  lias 
made  the  advance  culminating  in  this  superi- 

not  only  possible  but  necessary. 
The  good  theatre  is  built  for  the  thcalre- 

goer.  It  offers  every  health  anil  comfort 
contrived  by  man,  surpassing  even 

the  home  in  point  of  personal  safely.  A 
of  all  places  to  go. 

THE  TIVOLI  will  be  that  kind  of  a   the- atre. 

A   Good  Theatre 
In  Family  Life 

T'HE  good  theatre  has  become  a   major factor  in  the  daily  life  of  the  modern 
family.  It  serves  as  an  ideal  amusement 
place,  where  all  members  of  the  family  go 
together  to  enjoy  wholesome  entertainnieiii- 
It  furnishes,  in  the  wealth  of  its  tradition, 
a   conversational  topic  which  aU  members 
upproueh  on  even  terms. 

In  a   “jazz  age"’  institutions  successfully 
exerting  influence  toward  family  unity  are 
few.  Preservation  of  family  unity  is  vital 
to  personal,  community  and  national  welfare. 
A   good  theatre  is  prized  by  the  children 

as  a   favored  pastime  place,  by  the  parents 
as  a   powerful  force  for  the  proper  direction 
of  youthful  development.  It  is  second  in 
benefirinl  effect  to  no  modern  institution. 

THE  TIVOLI  will  be  that  kind  of  a   the- 
atre. 
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Vallen  Noiseless  Curtain  Controls 

are  Now  Motor  Equipped! 

The  only  equipment  of 
its  kind  which  is  sold 
under  e   REAL  guarantee. 

The  entire  Vallen  organ- 
ization Is  back  of  every 

installation. 

Vallen  Curtain  Controls  are  now  equipped  with  the  Vallen  Special 
Curtain  Control  Motor.  This  motor — the  result  of  three  years  of 
research  and  experimenting— was  designed  by  us  for  but  one  pur- 

pose— curtain  control. 

There  will  be  no  increase  in  price.  The  greater  demand  for  Vallen 

products,  as  a   result  of  this  innovation,  will  permit  a   lowering  of 
the  manufacturing  cost  per  unit  to  absorb  this  additional  cost. 

NOISELESS 

CURTAIN 

MACHINES 

NOISELESS 

TRACKS 

have  for  years  set  the  standard  of  merit  in  their  field.  Vallen  indicates  his 

faith  in  his  products  by  having  his  name  stamped  on  each. 

E.  J.  VALLEN  ELECTRICAL  CO. 
Akron  Ohio 

You  will  always  find  Vallen  at  least  one  step  ahead! 

s elect  Your  Booth,  Stage  and  Lighting Equipment  from  our  0.0^^  33 

Send  ior  a   copy  today!  It  is  a   comprehensive  outline  of  the  most  modern 

equipment  for  theatres,  temples,  school  and  institutional  stages,  etc.,  and 

will  save  you  time  and  trouble  in  making  selections. 

820-822  South  Tripp  Avenue 

CHICAGO  CINEMA  EQUIPMENT  COMPANY 
CHICAGO,  ILL. 

ROLL 
Folded  Machine 

RESERVED 
COUPON 

LARGEST  EXCLUSIVE 
AMUSEMENT  TICKET 

PRINTERS  IN  H.E.for\Syears 

BEST  QUALITY 
AND  SERVICE  — 

We  prove  it — Send  the  order 

TFimoont  R*ess 117  ALBANY 
BOSTON, 

STREET 

MASS. 
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New 

Designs 
Hennegan 

Program 

Covers 

Bmutifuliy  lithographed 
in  Colors 

now  ready 
WRITE  FOR  SAMPLES 
ATTRACTIVE  PRICES 

The  Hennegan  Company Cjncsnnati 

The  Question 

of  Lighting 
(.Continued  from  page  14) 

is  used  or  not,  a   single  color,  usually  white 
or  amber,  is  used  for  the  lighting.  In  the 
vaudeville  or  picture  houses  the  lighting 
is  usually  more  elaborate. 

Let  us  see  how  this  is  accomplished.  The 
strips  which  are  used  in  the  main  dome, 
around  the  proscenium  arch,  etc.,  generally 
consist  of  flat  strips  of  metal,  with  or 
without  reflectors,  and  on  these  strips  are 
placed  40-watt  lamps,  arranged  three  lamps to  the  foot,  the  first  lamp  in  each  case 
being  white,  tlie  second  red,  and  the  third 
blue.  Thus  you  have  throughout  these 
strips  a   succession  of  white,  red  and  blue 
lamps.  Where  illuminated  panels  occur, 
either  a   round  strip  or  a   flat  tin  pan  is 
used,  having  a   group  of  lights  divided  intc 
red,  white  and  blue.  All  of  these  units  are 
arranged  on  successive  divisions  called  cir- 

cuits, and  the  wiring  for  them  is  run  to  a 
device  on  the  stage  wliich  is  called  a   switch- 

board, and  forming  a   part  of  this  switch- 
board are  units  which  offer  varying  degrees 

of  resistance  to  the  passage  of  the  electric 
current.  These  units  are  called  “dimmers.” 
In  an  installation  such  as  would  be  made 
in  a   large  vaudeville  house,  there  various 
dimmers  are  grouped  and  controlled  by  a 
large  geared  device  having  what  is  known 
as  a   “slow  motion"  wheel.  This  wheel, having  various  dimmer  plates  properly  set, is  the  device  which  the  stage  electrician 
uses  to  give  the  wonderful  color  effects 
seen  m   our  large  theatres.  I   should  like  to 
consider  the  many  ingenious  mechanical 
contrivances  which  go  to  make  up  a   the- 

atre switchboard,  but  that  would  take  too 
much  space  and  is  foreign  to  the  subject 
matter  in  hand,  so  that  I   must  drop  the subject  at  this  time. 

With  this  “slow-motion"  wheel,  the  oper- ator can  cause  all_  the  lights  in  the  audi- 
torium to  be  white  (commercial  term), and  then  gradually  dim  them  down  until 

final  y   they  are  merged  into  the  palest  effect 
of  blue.  This  blue  then  grows  deeper  and 
deeper,  until  when  it  is  at  its  deepest 

7^  gradually  turns  into  magenta, 
gen  changes  to  purple,  and  after  that  the blue  rays  disappear  and  it  becomes  pink, finally  turning  into  the  red  of  a   brilliant and  re-blending  at  the 
will  of  the  operator  by  the  turning  of  this slow-motion  wheel. 

The  electrical  apparatus  which  produces 
gese  ganging  color  effects  is  governed by  various  authorities,  including  fire  de- 

partment, state  department,  building  de- 
partment, National  Board  of  Fire  Under- 

writers and  others.  Incidentally,  while 
speaWng  of  these  several  governing  bodies, much  credst^must  be  given  to  them  for the  great  strides  which  have  been  made  in theatrical  illumination  since  they  have 
^ken  an  active  interest  in  theatre  work. For  instance,  when  you  come  into  a   the- 

ater, you  see  “exit"  signs  over  the  various doors,  which  in  cities  like  New  York  have 
large  letters,  reading  “exit,"  and  a   num- 

ber, and  when  you  read  your  program  you 
are  instructed  to  choose  the  nearest  door, and  m   case  of  necessity  to  go  this  exit, 
ihese  exit  lights  must  be  constructed  in 
accordance  with  fixed  rules.  They  are  so 
arranged  that  the  current  with  which  they are  supplied  has  nothing  to  do  with  that 
of  any  other  wiring  in  the  building  such as  stage  wiring  or  booth  wiring.  This  also 
applies  to  the  lighting  in  lounging  rooms, 
mens  and  women’s  rooms,  lobbies,  halls, 

The  foMowing  is  a   list  of  theatres  in 
whieh  are  installed  the  complete 

PETER  CLARK 
STAGE  RIGGING 

AdoIIo  Theatre,  New  York 
Canltol  Theatre.  New  York 
Seltli’s  Portlham.  Now  York 
Keith's  Palace.  New  York 
I/lbort>'  Theotre.  New  York 
MetropoUtaa  Cpera  Kouse,  New  York 
Henry  Mller  Theatre.  New  York 
Muslo  Bo.i:  Theatre.  New  York 
New  Amsterclaiii  Theatre,  New  York 
Now  York  HlDpodronie.  Now  York 
Salwyn  Theatre,  New  York 
Times  Square  Theatre.  New  York 
Winter  Garden,  Now  York 
Keith's  Prospect  Theatre,  Brooklyn I/oew’8  Paiace  Theatre,  Brooklyn 
Proctor's  Ne-wark  Theatre.  N.  J. 
NaUonal  Opera  Rouse.  Cuha 
Alblso  Theatre,  Havana. 

Ambassador  Theotre,  New  York 
Belmont  Theatre,  New  York 
hlansfield  Theatre.  New  York 

40th  Street  Theatre,  New  Y'ork Forrest  Theatre,  New  York 
Martin  Beck  Theatre.  New  York 

Klaw  Theatre.  Now  York  ‘ Theatre  Guild.  Now  York 
niToli  Tlieatrc,  Now  York 

Colony  Theatre,  Now  Y'ork Keith's  Albee,  Brooklyn,  N.  Y. 
Brondhurst  Theatre,  New  York 
Eastman  Tlieatre,  Bocheslor.  N.  Y. 
Shea's  Bu/Talo  QTicatre.  Buffalo  New  York 
Binghamton  Theatre,  New  York 
Sheridan  Theatre,  Now  York 
Clianln  Theatre.  New  York 

Imperial  Theatre,  New  Y'ork Strand  Theatre.  EockvUle  Center.  L   I 
Palace  Theatre,  South  Bend.  Ind 
Blkhart  Theatre.  Elkhart.  Incl. 
Palaoo  Theatre.  Gary.  Ind. 
James  Theatre,  Columbus,  Ohio 
Marx  Brothers  Tlieatre,  Chicago.  Ills, 
lUvlora  Theatre,  Chicago,  His. 
Capitol  Theatre,  Davenport,  la, 
Boyal  Theatre.  Joliet,  IBs. 
Scottish  into  Temple,  Philadelphia,  Pa. 
Scottish  lUto  Temple,  New  Castle  Pa. 
State  Theatre,  Detroit,  kUch. 
iflehigan  Theatre,  Detroit,  Mich, 
ilasonlo  Temple,  Detroit,  iUch. 
Missouri  Theatre,  St.  Bouls,  Mo. 
Capitol  Theatre.  Sllaml.  Pia. 
Coral  Gables  TheaUe,  illaml,  Fla. 
Su  Petarsburs  Theatre,  Fla. 
Carolina  TJieatre.  QteenvUle.  S.  C 
Balboa  Theatre.  Santa  Barbara,  Cah 
A1  Malalkalt  Auditorium,  Los  Angeles 
Egyptian  Theatre.  Hollywood,  Calif 
Keith's  Syracuse  Theatre,  Neiv  York 
Keltli's  Cleveland  Theatre,  Ohio 
Keith’s  Dayton  Theatre,  Ohio 
Keith’s  Providence  TJjealco.  B.  I. 
Apollo  Theatre.  Chlcaeo,  Ills. 
Chicago  Theatre,  Chicago,  Ills. 

Harris  Theatre.  Chicago,  fiia MoVlckore  Theatre,  Ohicafio.  ills. 
Selwyn  Theatre.  Chicago.  Ills. 
State  Theatre.  Chicago.  Ills. 
Tivoli  Theatre,  Chicago,  Ills 
Orpheutn  Theatre,  Kansas  City,  Mo. 
Orphaum  Theatre.  Minneapolis,  Mint 
Orpheum  Theatre,  South  Bend.  Ind. 
Crpheum  Theatre.  Los  Angeles.  Cal. 
Orpheum  Theatre.  Son  Frandico 
Qraumann's  Theatre,  l,oa  Angdes 
Metropolitan  Tlieatre,  Boston.  Mass. 
St.  James  Theatre,  Boston,  Mass. 
Keith's  Theatre.  Boston 
Fos  Theatre.  PhUadolphla.  Pa. 
Earto  Theatre,  Philadelphia.  Pa. 
Logan  Theatre,  PhUadelphla.  Pa. 
Earle  Theatre,  Washington,  D.  C. 
Wardman  Theatre,  Washington,  D.  C. 
TlvoU  Theatre.  Washington.  D.  C. 
Shawnee  Theatre,  Plymouth,  Pa, 
Aanerlcan  Theatre,  Pitteton,  Pa. 
Milos  Theatre,  Scranton,  Pa. 
Pantheon  Theatre.  Chicago.  lUs. 
Senate  Theatre.  Chicago.  Ills. 
Goodman  Hall,  Chicago,  IBs. 
Balmont  Theatre,  Chicago,  His. 
Tower  Theatre,  Chicago,  nis. 
Harding  Theatre,  Chicago.  Ills. 
Art  institute.  Chicago.  IBs. 
Palace  Theatre.  Chicago,  Hi. 
Central  High  School.  Columbus,  < 
South  High  School.  Columbus. 
East  High  School.  Columbus.  Oi 
Oriental  TOeatre.  Chicago,  Ills. 
Ascher  Bros.  Thcatro.  Chicago,  nis. 
Community  Building,  Davenport,  la. 
Joliet  High  School.  JoUet.  Ills. 
Keith’s  Theatre,  Akron,  Ohio 
Keith's  Thesatro,  Y'oungstown,  Ohio 
Bonstelle  Playhouse,  Detroit.  Mich. 
Lafayette  Theatre,  Detroit,  Mich. 
Orpheum  Theatre.  St.  LotUs,  Mo. 
Palace  Theatre,  Mamphls,  Tena. 
kQamt  CoUsoum,  Mlaail,  Fla. 
'Tompa  Tncatre.  Tampa.  Fla. 
Keith’s  Theatre,  Atlanta,  Ga. 
Orpheum  Theatre,  OaMand,  Calif. 
Granada  Tlieatre.  Saa  Diego,  Calif. 
B1  Capltan,  Hollywood,  Calif. 

U. 
obus,  Ohio 
bus.  Ohio 

u.  Ohio 

Peter  Clark,  Inc. 
S34-536-S38  West  30th  St. 

New  York  Csty 
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foyers,  corridors  or  any  other  portion  of 
the  theatre  to  which  the  public  has  access, 

and  applies  to  such  lighting  in  these  por- 

tions as  in  usually  operated  during  a   per- 
formance. 

Let  us  suppose,  for  instance,  that  a   panic 

or  a   fire  should  occur  in  a   theatre,  whereby 
the  operator  at  the  switchboard  on  the 
stage  (in  dramatic  or  vaudeville  houses,  or 
in  the  bootli  of  a   motion  picture  house) 

should  become  for  any  reason  incapacitated 
or  be  away  from  his  switchboard  at  the 
time  of  a   fire ;   or  suppose  the  main  fuses 

blew  out  and  made  this  switchboard  to- 
tally inoperative ;   then  all  of  these  exit 

lights  and  the  various  other  lights  placed 
in  that  portion  of  the  theare  occupied  by 

public  would  still  continue  luminous. 
Thanks  to  our  very  wise  governing  rules, 

this  wiring  is  entirely  for  the  safety  of 
the  public,  and  is  not  controlled  in  any 

place,  excepting  one,  generally  very  near 
the  box  office. 

In  various  cities  in  this  country  legal 

requirements  differ,  being  more  rigid  in 
some  than  in  others.  For  example,  in  one 

large  city,  exit  lighting  is  entirely  done 
by  means  of  illuminating  gas,  in  another 
kerosene  or  candles  are  required,  and  in 
still  another  city  the  law  requires  that 
every  fixture  in  the  auditorium,  in  addition 
to  such  portion  of  it  as  is  controlled  from 
the  stage  switchboard,  must  have  sockets 

which  are  on  this  independent  wiring,  so 
that  it  is  impossible  for  the  switchboard 

operator  to  "blockout"  any  fixture  in  the 
auditorium,  and  in  still  another  city  it  is 
required  tliat  there  shall  be  emergency 

lighting  for  every  25  square  feet  of  au- 
ditorium. There  are  many  other  things 

required  by  various  governing  bodies  in 
different  cities,  but  this  will  give  the  reader 
some  idea  of  how  much  thought  and  study 
have  been  used  in  safeguarding  the  patrons 
of  onr  modern  theatres. 

Half  Million  Dollar 

Expansion  Program 

Begun  by  Fox 
(Continued  from  page  25) 

treadmill  with  a   sky-backing  on  a   steel 
frame.  This  alone  will  cost  $20,000. 

Along  with  the  other  details  of  the 

expansion  program  which  has  been  in 
charge,  Hoffner  has  found  time  to  su- 

pervise the  installation  of  three  new  cen- 

trifugal pumps  that  have  a   capacity  of 

^,000  gallons  of  water  per  minute.  A 
350  horse  power-2200  volt  motor  oper- 

ates the  pumps  and  water  scenes  can  now 
be  made  of  almost  any  size  without  leav- 

ing the  Hollywood  studio. 
*   *   * 

A   new  office  is  being  constructed  for 
Hofiner  at  the  Hollywood  plant. 
„   camera  equipment  for  the  Fox 

been  added  at  a   cost  of 

?50,000.  Of  this  Michael  Lesching,  head 
pt  the  department,  spent  $10,000  for  new 

,^^®se  are  the  best  that  could 
pe  tound  on  the  market.  The  investment 

and  accessories  is  now  $125,- 
uw  and  this  equipment  is  rated  as  the best  in  Filmland. 

Twenty  Bell-Howell  and  five  Mitch- 
constant  use.  In  addition  the 

X   rilms  West  Coast  studios  have  four 

..'.5^®  two  ultra  speeds.  Fifteen 
...  cameras  are  continually  in  use  on 
sets  during  productions. 

*   *   * 

^a  graduate  of  Liepsig 
m   his  tenth  year  of  serv- 
ms,  is  camera  technician 

f   the  machine  designing 
(Continued  on  next  page) 

Armin  Fried, 
University,  now 
*ce  with  Pox  Fi 
and  in  charge  c 

The  Tivoli  Theatre,  Chicago 

Balabait  &   Katz,  Oivners 

What  One  Night's  Work 
Meant  to  the  B.  &   K.  Tivoli 

IT  was  well  after  midnight  when  our  workmen  set  about  installing Gallagher  Resonant  Orchestral  Bases  in  the  orchestra  pit  of  the  Tivoli 
Theatre, 

Before  eleven  o’clock  the  following  morning,  this  work  was  finished;  they 
had  left  the  theatre  with  everything  shipshape  for  the  first  performance. 

Between  performances — overnight — the  Tivoli  had  obtained  literally  “a 
new  orchestra."  Because  the  next  performance  showed  that  equipping 
the  pit  with  Gallagher  Resonant  Orchestra  Bases  had  added  at  least 

twenty  per  cent  to  the  volume — had  enriched  and  beautified  the  tone. 

You,  too.  can  have— overnight— "a  new  orchestra,”  that  will  mean  new 
profits  every  night  and  every  day  afterward.  Simply  install  the 

Gallagher  Orchestra 

Equipment  Co. 
3235  Southport  Avenue 

Chicago 
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Loala,  Mo.,  2e08  seata, 

Heatfsig CooS!n« 

You  Should  Investigate  SUPREME  Heating 
The  Big  5   Reasons  why: 
Quick,  uniform  heating. 
No  danger  of  freeze-up. 
Occupies  no  aisle  space. 
Ehccellent  Ventilation. 
Noiseless,  Dustless,  Eco- 

nomical operation. 

Heater  &   Ventilating  Corp. 
1522  Ohve  St.  St  LouJa,  Mo. 

AU  of  these  ad- 

vantages  over 

steam  at  25  to  35 

percent  lower  cost. 

Write  us  today. 

also  manufaeture  complete  Cooling  Planu  mid  F&m 

Contrast! 

April  17,  1926 

department.  He  has  perfected  several inventions  of  vast  benefit  to  the  industry 
Ml  general  and  the  latest  of  these  is  n 
proscopic  camera  car.  This  is  a   plat- form on  four  wheels  and  with  it  the 
camera  operator  can  follow  action  from room  to  room,  upstairs  and  down,  indoors and  out  and  into  any  location  where 
actors  go.  This  gyroscopic  car  was  first 

“f;?,  I""!,  worth  in  the  filming 

of  3   Bad  Men  i-ried  is  now  construct? 
mg  m   his  studio  shop  fifteen  vignettina 

devices  of  a   new  design.  ^ With  thirty  cameras  in  continuous  use 
each  with  a   crew  of  four  men,  a   staff  of 120  camera  men  is  working  constantly 
under  the  supervision  of  Lesching. 

The  Fox  Films  Little  Theatre  on  the 
Hollywood  lot  was  opened  with  a   show- 

ing of  Yellow  Fingers,”  a   South  Sea drama  starring  Olive  Borden. 
It  is  one  of  the  world's  finest  and  best show. houses.  It  cost 

c   ^   combination  of  Italian 

fxr-ii-  designed  bv 

S   engineer  o^f 

the  West  Coast  Studio,  and  Thomas  E. Manners,  Los  Angeles  architect. 
*   *   * 

The  interior  is  59  by  25  feet,  large 
enough  to  seat  ISO  spectators.  The  sta^i^ 
IS  equipped  with  a   9   by  12  foot  screfn and  the  remainder  of  the  staee  is  artU 

ticafly  curtained  oE  It  Is  large 'Lo?. 
tor  small  performances. 

.   The  finish  is  in  darker  colors  and  18- inch  beaming  on  the  ceiling  is  used  for 
an  indirect  lighting  system.  The  theatre 
IS  heated  by  an  electrical  furnace  and 
ornamental  grilles  in  the  paneled  ceiling provide  ventilation.  The  flooring  is  a 
feature  of  construction.  An  asphalt  dia- 
phragrn  protects  from  dampness  the  lino- filing  m   the  cement. 

Will  Build  2,000  Seat 
House  in  Kankakee 

The  Kankakee  Building  Corporation  has 
leen  organized  to  build  a   theatre  and 
husincss  block  at  the  northeast  corner  of 
Dearborn  avenue  and  Merchant  street  in 

'T'he  lot  is  ISO 

tt.  by  150  ft.  and  will  contain  a   2,000  seat 
tl^atre  with  a   25  ft.  stage,  13  stores,  22 othces  and  14  apartments,  in  addition  to recreation  rooms  in  the  basement. 

been  leased  to  the  Great 
states  Theatres  Corporation  for  a   period  of twenty-five  years. 

The  Great  States  Theatres  Corporation 

theatres  in  Aurora,  El- gin, Bloomington,  Joliet,  Galesburg,  High- 

^nd  Park.  Rockford.  Sterling,  Paris, 
Qumey,  Waukegan  and  Springfield,  and are  continually  adding  new  houses. 

The  officers  of  the  Great  States  Theatres 
corporation  are:  Samuel  Katz,  president; 
Jules  J.  Rubens,  vice  president  and  general 

;   Maurice  M.  Rubens,  secretary, 
and  Barney  Balaban,  freastirer. 

See  your  Dealer  or  Write  direct  to 

KOLLMORGEN  OPTICAL  CORPORATION 
3S  Steuben  St.  BroofeSyn,  N.  Y. 

Maker$  of 

SNAPLITE  LENSES 
ALSO  SNAPUTE  JH.  LBN^  FOB  POBTABLB  MAOBXMBS 

Regizests  Government 

Film  Permit  for  Java 

WASHINGTON.  D.  C.,  April  13.— A   re- 
quest was  made  last  week  of  the  govern- 
ment for  permission  to  manufacture  and 

sell  motion  picture  films  in  java. 

Reports  from  Germany  reveal  the  joining 
of  Ernemann  Camera  Company  of  Dresden 

with  the  Interessengemeinschaft  organiza- 
tion. 
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An  Acknowledgment 

— And  a   Pledge 

The  entire  staff  of  “Better  Theatres”  takes 
this  opportunity  to  express  its  gratitude  to  the 
theatre  owners  of  United  States  and  Canada 

for  the  enthusiastic  reception  tendered  the 

first  issue  of  the  Equipment  Index. 

Those  of  you,  who  have  written  and  wired 
commendation  of  our  efforts,  will  receive 

personal  acknowledgment  of  your  messages 
but  in  the  meantime  we  want  to  publicly 
thank  you. 

Those  of  you,  who  have  written  for  addi- 
tional information  on  the  various  products 

discussed  in  the  Equipment  Index  and  have 

asked  for  other  assistance  in  meeting  your 

construction  and  equipment  problems,  may 

depend  upon  immediate  attention. 

In  closing,  permit  us  to  pledge  ourselves  to 
make  the  Fall  issue  of  the  Equipment  Index 

more  complete,  more  interesting,  more  valu- 
able to  you. 

Sincerely, 

Better  Theatres  Department 

Exhibitors  Herald 
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The  First 

Successful  Projection  Carbon 
And  Still  The  Best 

CARBONS 
For  AU  Types  of 

MOTION  PICTURE  PROJECTION 

Also  Carbons  for  every  kind  of  lighting. 

Write  for  Prices  and  Samples 

HUGO  REISINGER 
Sole  Importer  United  States,  Canada,  Mexico 

11  Broadway  New  York 

MAIL  YOUR  TRIAL  ORDER  TODAY 

'“sirictly  5?aiaproof 

Pa^&  Heavy  PdsWPap^-SzeBZVBS'xfOft^  colors . 
bea^ifully  Air-Brushed  -   Expert  workmanship —   *--  - 

and 

/BoaHs  Size2'x5’-6*~3'x5'iip#P-f =^:  OXHER  F^RICKS 

PAPS?  BANNil^  3Zy3S%7$f.  10 W   25  4 
ILLUSTOTED  MUSLIN  BANNERS 

PRICES  DO  NOT  INCLUDE  POSTAGE . 

It^s  Good 
Showmanship 
One  of  the  first  principles  of  good 
showmanship  is  to  make  the  ex- 

terior of  your  theatre  as  attractive, 
and  the  entrance  as  inviting,  as  pos- sible. 

There  is  no  other  single  feature 
that  can  accomplish  so  much  in  this 
direction  as  a   well  designed  mar- 

quise. That  is  why  you  see  them 
on  practically  all  the  new  show 

houses.  For  the  same  reason,  many ' 
theatres  are  including  marquise  in 
remodelling  plans. 

The  value  of  the  marquise  for  ad- 
vertising display  is  enormous. 

We  build  marquise  of  all  kinds. 
The  Prices  are  reasonable.  Write 

ProBert  Sheet  Metal  Co. 

MARQUISE  - 
KALAMEIN  DOORS 

HOW  I   PLAYED 

THE  PICTURE 
(^Continued  from  page  28) 

COVINGTON, KENTUCKY 

that  Bimi  be  shot.  This  enrages  her 
that  she  throws  dishes  at  the  onlookers and  tears  the  table  cloth  from  the  table This  scene  is  best  interpreted  bv  a 
scherzando  hurry  improvised  to  the movements  of  Lorraine,  filled  in  with 
crashes  and  falls  of  dishes.  Try  making 
the  dishes  whiz  through  the  air  by  usinv 

the  siren.  ® After  the  guests  have  gone  our  friends of  the  household  retire,  for  which 
Sleep  the  old  waltz  ballad  is  an  excel- lent number.  Lorraine  innocently  enters 

Don  s   bedroom  and  as  she  tickles  his 
nose,  try  getting  the  effect  on  a   hieh registration  of  the  Vox  Humana  and 
riccolo.  This  done  in  the  right  wav 
will  get  a   good  many  laughs.  When  Doii 
awakens  and  discovers  her  change  from 
Sleep”  to  Tschaikowsky’s  “Chant  Snas 1   aroles  and  continue  in  a   stern  wav 

throughout  the  hall  scene. 
Of  course  both  Bimi  and  Lorraine  had 

to  be  punished  so  we  find  Don  teaching her  Elementary  English  for  which  I 
played  “Lords  and  Ladies,”,  by  Salzer 
The  Trio  is  appropriate  for  tlie  following scene  of  Bimi  in  his  new  cage.  Play 
‘Sorneone  To  Love”  again  when  Don and  Lorraine  are  alone  in  the  room,  then 
as  he  bends  to  kiss  her  continue  this 
number  rather  dramatically.  Ease  up  as 
he  leaves  the  room. 

Open  up  the  jungle  party  episode  with 

a   popular  fox-tpt.  I   used,  "So  That’s the  Kind  of  a   Girl  You  Are.”  In  a   piece of  this  nature  I   find  it  well  to  use  the 
short  chromatic  _   glissando,  without  a 
doubt  the  ernbellishment  most  used  by 
picture  organists.  It  consists  of  running 
up  to  a   melody  note  with  the  remaining 
fingers  of  the  right  hand,  just  as  a   grace 
note  would  be  played.  It  is  easy  to 
abuse  and  I   find  it  more  advisable  to 
confine  to  popular  music  almost  entirely. 
Its  use  in  legitimate  music  is  degrading 
while  in  a   popular  melody  it  is  effective 
in  supply  rhythmic  emphasis. 

_Wjien  Don  and  Lorraine  leave  to  visit 

Bimi  play  “Golden  Dream  Girl,”  by 
Morse.  Tympani  rolls  will  depict  the 
thunder  throughout  this  scene.  As  they 

enter  house  play  "The  Storm,”  from  the 
William  Tell  Overture  and  when  Bimi 

breaks  the  steel  bars  of  his  cage  catch 

the  crash  of  the  gate.  Dramatic  chords 

^   action  as  Bimi  knocks  men  about. 
Continue  “The  Storm”  with  effects  as 
Bimi  takes  Lorraine  to  top  of  house. 
Start  leading  to  a   climax  as  he  attacks 

man  on  railing.  Short  pause  as  Don  falls 

to  awning.  Make  your  instrument  liter- 
ally rage  and  storm  as  the  fight  con- 

tinues on  the  awning.  The  climax  is 
reached  as  Don  hangs  from  awning. 
Lorraine  opens  the  window  and  rescues 
him  from  the  beast.  Stop  as  Bimi  jumps 

from  the  awning  and  get  a   good  descrip- 
tive thud  out  of  your  instrument  as  he 

hits  the  ground.  Now  play  Rachmanin- 
off’s “Prelude”  forte  at  first  and  then  as 

he  dies  calm  down  to  a   pianissimo  then 
to  only  an  echo.  Use  only  the  Largo 

part. 

*   *   ♦ 

The  title,  “Storm  and  tragedy  had  cast 
black  shadows  but  the  sun  always  shines 

again”  is  cue  for  “After  the  Storm,” 
played  andante,  softly  and  sweetly  wth 
bird  effects,  then  as  the  picture  closes 

open  up  the  organ  and  play  as  a   brilliant exit  march. 
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PROBLEMS  OF 

theatre 

management 
{Continued  from  poge  19) 

Our  ushers  are  carefully  trained  to  find 
suitable  seats  with  as  little  confusion  as 

possible.  I   use  two  ushers  for  each  aisle 
and  the  enclosed  photographs  will  explain 
our  system  for  seating  our  people  during 
a   standing  crowd.  One  usher  in  the  front 
of  the  theatre  will  signal  to  the  usher  in 
the  rear  while  he  is  holding  the  crowd. 
1   put  this  system  in  effect  about  nine 
years  ago  and  I   have  always  found  it  to 
be  very  efficient.  In  some  theatres  the 
ushers  use  flashlights,  but  I   have  found 
this  to  be  very  annoying  and  distracting 
to  the  patrons  who  are  watching  the  show. 

In  conclusion  I   wish  to  say  that  I   have 
been  in  the  theatre  business  for  the  past 
eighteen  years  and  have  always  found  it 
to  be  a   great  game.  The  manager  has 
to  be  on  his  toes  if  he  expects  to  keep 
up  with  the  rapid  advancement  that  the 
industry  is  making. 

Structural  Features  of 

Motion  Picture 

Theatres 

By  HENRY  AHRENS,  Consulting  Engi- 
neer,  N.  Y. 

(Reproduced  by  Courtesy  of  THE  ARCHITEC- 
TURAL FORUM) 

'DOOFS:  The  framing  of  the  theatre’s roof  presents  no  unusual  difficulties. 
It  is,  generally  speaking,  best  to  adopt  a 
gambrel  type  of  roof.  This  type  allows 
the  side  \valls  to  be  of  minimum  height, 
and  also  enables  the  designer  to  take  ad- 

vantage of  a   20-degree  slope  instead  of  a 
flat  deck.  Another  advantage  is  that  smaller 

,   trusses,  about  10  feet  deep  and  parallel  to 
the  axis  of  the  auditorium,  may  be  framed 
between  the  two  main  carrying  trusses  at 
right  angles  to  the  axis.  This  scheme 
obviate?  the  necessity  of  haunching  the 
lower  chords  over  the  dome,  a   very  un- 

economical method  of  framing.  The 
rafters  should  be  cantilevered  over  the 
parallel  trusses.  In  the  vicinity  of  New 
York,  cinder  concrete  slabs  are  generally 
used.  Gypsum  long-span  blocks  are  used 
quite  often,  and  have  the  advantage  of 
lightness,  and  in  addition  gypsum  is  a   non- 

conductor of  heat.  There  are  several 
patented  roof  blocks  which  also  possess  in 
a   high  degree  the  great  advantage  of lightness. 

Loft:  Live  loads  rant 
w   to  70  pounds  per  square  foot, the  smaller  houses.  It  is  unwise 
?   light  loading  for  the  front  of  tl 
iron,  since  most  of  the  drops  are le  front  part.  Three-indi  channe 
an  excellent  “slat,”  and  should  be at  not  more  than  6   or  7   inches  on 
o-mch  spacing  over  a   span  of  7   fee 
‘ . .   pounds  per  square  fo( bo  framed  of  chan 

nes  lack  to  back  and  not  fartb 
.V®”'  the  proscenium  ope 
V-'  one  cut  preferably 

u   J   bne.  The  3-inch  channels 
M   backs  flush  wth  t the  channels  of  the  cuts. 

S'/o/f;  These  come  either  side proscenium  opening,  and  should  be 
(Continued  on  page  42) 

In  the  hour  of  need 

When  the  day  comes 

around  for  which  you’ve 
booked  your  biggest  and 

highest-priced  film  of  the 

year — 
— and  the  weather 

turns  out  sizzling,  steam- 

ing, brutally  hot — 

That’s  the  time  you 
really  appreciate  your 

T)rphoon  Cooling  Sys- 
tem. 

A   snap  of  the  switch 
and  immediately  its  cool. 

refreshing  breezes  sweep 

through  the  house — 
keeping  the  crowds  cool 
and  contented,  all-forget- 

ful of  the  sweltering  heat 
outdoors,  keen  to  get 

every  ounce  of  enjoy- 
ment out  of  a   good  pic- 

ture. 

And  when  you  come 

to  count  up  the  day’s  re- 

ceipts, you’ll  be  glad — 
mighty  glad — you  had 
Typhoon  Cooling  Sys- 

tem in  your  hour  of 
need. 

Install  Typhoons  for  this  summer 

Write  for  our  Booklet  H3 

Typhoon  Fan  Company 
345  West  39th  Street,  New  York,  N.  Y. 

— -   Offices  In  Principal  Cides  — 

Palace  Theatre 

Gary,  Ind. 

Decorative  Motif  by 

Michael  Angelo  Studios, 

212  Superior  Street,  East, 
Chicago. 
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YOU  CAN 
THESE 
At  More  Than 

50%  OFF 
“GENUINE” 

AUTOMATIC 
TICKET  REGISTERS 
“GOLD  SEAL”  Latest  Model brand  new 

We  offer  these  machines  while 
they  last  and  subject  to  prior 
sale  at  the  following  prices 

2   Unit  $120.00 

NOW  BUY 

'“3  Unit  $145.00 
H   \ Jnit  $165.00 
5   1 

ISaeli  M 

Jnit  $190.00 
for  one  year 

Specify  Current  and  Voltofie 

New  York  Office 

World  Ticket  &   Supply  Co. 
1600  Broadway 

We  Also  Offer 

“SIMPLEX" 
Ticket  Machines 
S   Unit  SISB.OU 
3   Unit  $160.00 
4   Unit  $185.00 

5   Unit  $215.00 
These  Simplex  Machines  are 
factory  rebullts. 

MIDWEST  TICKET  AND 

SUPPLY  CO.,  INC. 
845  South  Wabash  Ave. Chicago 

We  are  now  en> 
tering  Into  our 
•ixteenth  y«ar  at 
one  of  the  larg- 

est mall  order 
theatre  wpply 
house*  In  the 
United  States. 

Our  catalogues 
and  merchandise 
are  found  In 
every  country  in 
the  world. 

New  M A 
Y 

Address  i 

1 223-25-27 
'^HAT'S  our  new  address  on  South  Wabash 1   avenue  after  May  1 .   We've  outgrown  the  old 
quarters  at  724.  Constant  increase  in  business 
made  it  necessary  to  seek  larger  quarters — more 
space  so  that  we  could  efficiently  carry  out  our 
policy  of  prompt  and  accurate  one  day  service. 

In  our  new  location  we  will  have  one  of  the  best 
equipped  and  up-to-date  supply  houses  in  the 
country.  It  will  permit  of  expansion  in  the  manu- 

facturing end  of  our  business  in  which  line  we 
feature  the  famous  MOTSCO  ADAPTERS  and 
MOTSCO  REGULATORS. 

Our  repair  shop  with  its  modern  equipment  guar- 
antees a   quality  work  in  the  repairing  and  re- 

building of  projection  machines — relief  heads  fur- 
nished saving  you  expense  and  inconvenience. 

If  you  have  not  receiied  one  of  our  latest 
catalogues — drop  us  a   line. 

Monarch  Theatre  Supply  Co. 
1223-25-27  So.  Wabash  Ave.  Chicago 

Leo  Grossman  is  the  manager  of  the 
Greenfield  theatre  at  Milwaukee  Wic 
(PAofo  by  H.  E.  N.) 

Theatres  Best  Medium 
for  Exploiting 

Song  Hits 
(From  The  Music  Trade  Review) 

'T'HE  photoplay  theatre  seemingly  is 
making  the  modern  dance  orchestr.i 

take  second  place  in  the  exploitation  of 
songs.  There  are  a   number  of  reason' 
for  this.  Some  of  the  most  important 
theatres  when  used  properly  are  far  more 
effective  as  exploitation  mediums  than  is 
possible  to  attain  through  a   dance  orchestra 
on  a   dance  floor. 

Photoplay  orchestras  in  years  gone  by 

have  played  a   most  important  part  in  prop- 
agating the  cause  of  good  music.  They 

have  gathered  together  wonderful  aggrega- 
tions of  musicians  who,  through  their  pro- 

grams. have  raised  the  public’s  taste  im- 
measurably. No  one  with  music’s  interest 

at  heart  will  belittle  this  work.  It  is  true, 

however,  that  the  great  majority  of  the 
American  public  can  only  assimilate  so 
much  of  the  better  type  of  music,  at  least 
at  one  sitting  or  a   series  of  sittings.  They 
have  repeatedly  shown  that  they  like  a 
well  balanced  program  and  frequently 
prefer  some  lighter  popular  selections. 

Jazz,  as  they  call  it,  is  more  or  less  Ameri- 
can music,  and  the  mass  of  the  public  thus 

far  has  not  been  lured  away  from  it  nor 
is  it  likely  to  be.  Another  reason  that 
makes  a   varied  musical  program  most 
acceptable  is  the  fact  that  photoplay 
orchestras  as  well  as  many  higher  class 
orchestras  of  the  concern  variety'  have 
played  some  of  the  old  masters  until  they 

are  all  too  familiar  and  the  public  has  be- 
come more  or  less  saturated  with  them. 

»   ♦   *  
 ■ 

The  great  bulk  of  the  American  public 
beside  these  more  familiar  works  of  the 

masters  know  nothing  else.  Therefore  it 
cannot  request  or  demand  that  which  it 
does  not  know.  In  fact,  one  would  think 
that  many  of  the  orchestra  leaders  knew 
little  else  by  the  lack  of  variety  in  pro- 

grams that  have  been  play'ed  for  the  past 

several  years  in  photoplay'  houses  and  else- 
where. 

Now  the  public  likes  popular  music  and  it 
is  the  line  of  least  resistance  to  give  it  a 
certain  amount  of  it.  To  present  real  good 
popular  airs  in  musical  presentations,  as 
has  been  done  by  the  best  photoplay  houses, 
is  a   method  of  giving  publicity  to  a   song 
that  cannot  be  duplicated  elsewhere,  fo$ 
besides  the  orchestra  rendition  the  musical 
presentation  generally  gives  solo  voices  and 
a   chorus.  A   special  background  and 
staged  effects,  illustrations  in  film  or  slide 
form  are  also  used  with  the  result  that 
the  audience  hears  the  orchestra  and  the 
voice  and  the  scenes  arc  pictiirized  to  them 
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in  one  of  several  forms.  Thus  as  many 

senses  as  are  possible  are  appealed  to,  with 
the  result  that  a   very  deep  and  lasting 

impression  of  a   worth-while  number  is 
made.  ^   ^   _ 

On  the  contrary,  the  popular  dance  or- 
chestra can  only  put  over  the  melody,  the 

rhythm  and  the  time.  Little  is  done  even 
to  bring  the  title  before  the  dancers,  with 
the  result  that  when  a   great  number  of 

fox-trots  are  played  in  an  evening,  and 
fox-trots  do  predominate,  many  of  the 
dancers  do  not  know  what  it  is  all  about. 

They  ma>{  take  a   liking  to  a   particular 
number,  but  as  they  have  no  access  to  the 

title,  the  chances  are  they  will  not  remem- 
ber it.  The  only  way  a   sale  is  created  is 

to  hear  it  so  repeatedly  that  it  finally 
dawns  upon  them,  or  if  in  repetition  they 
hear  the  song  in  vaudeville  and  are  re- 

minded of  the  particular  melody  which  had 
previously  been  heard  elsewhere. 

There  are,  12,000  motion  picture  houses 
in  the  United  States.  They  cater  to  mil- 

lions during  a   w'eek’s  showing.  It  is 
hardly  possible  that  dancers  are  in  such  a 

receptive  mood.  Dancers  are  generally  in 
the  dance  hall  to  dance  and  to  pass  the 
evening  in  good  company.  There  popular 
airs  render&l  throughout  the  evening  are 
in  competition  with  youth  itself,  youth  in 
company  which  it  has  personally  selected. 
Dancing  is  just  a   means  to  an  end,  a   case 
of  added  atmosphere. 

Ill  the  photoplay  house  the  audience  is  in 
a   more  quiet  condition  and  the  effects  the 
stage  manager  and  the  orchestra  leader 
and  others  who  are  interested  in  particular 
presentations  are  trying  to  produce  are 
appreciated.  The  possibilities  of  the  or- 

chestra, the  voices  and  the  chorus,  as  well 
as  the  staging  of  a   musical  composition, 
leave  no  question  of  the  effects  which  can 
be  produced  upon  the  minds  and  ears  of 
those  who  attend  such  performances. 

The  modern  orchestra,  of  course,  is  not 
going  to  be  supplemented  by  the  photo- 
pl^  orchestra,  ^ch  performs  an  entirely 
different  function.  Each  has  an  entirely 
dirferent  appeal  and  the  patronage  of  each 
may  continue  at  its  present  height.  But 
♦u  popular  publishers  are  concerned, 
tne  photoplay  orchestra  is  becoming  the more  dominating  influence.  For  that  rea- 

son, dealers  throughout  the  country  should 
adjust  their  conceptions  accordingly  if  they 
nave  not  already  done  so.  To  tie  up  with motion  picture  presentations  is  good  busi- 
ness  because  such  programs  are  surer  sales 
creators  than  it  is  possible  for  the  dance orchestras  to  produce. 

motion  picture  theatre 
owner  and  orchestra  leader  are  glad  to  co- 

Knf*'  music  publisher 
is  mmSr  They  know  it 
IS  mutually  advantageous.  It  is  an  arrange- a   placard  in  his 

muiST  attention  to  a   particular 
in  one  of  the  leading 

in  bouses  in  his  city  which  assists 

as  number,  as  well 

interest^®- audience  that  may  be ested  m   the  particular  presentation. 

such”L®«ff®  hook-ups  cannot  be  made  on ®   dance 

of  a   orchestra  is  only  one 
citv  playing  nightly  in  the 

intVrP.r.!!)  the  dealer  may  be 
i<5  1,0?}  during  a   particular  sales  drive is  onl4  «   a   particular  sales  drive 

be  S.H  K   or  thirty  that  will 

series:  ^^^t  individual  orchestra  or  a series  nf  u   1   orenestra  or  a 

the  evening  ‘‘“h”"®  “t?  “urse  of 
bouse  thr^i.e-  the  motion  picture 

an  indiv;H*”V^'^^  presentation  is  generally 
oSt  of  ™her  or  at  the  most  one 

continue  fn  three.  These  presentations 
trad?  and  from  them  the 

'vhich,  a<s  tri^^r^^jtration  and  repetition 
    _   concentration  and  icpcuuuu 

know '   are  ̂°^^c^^''®^tisers  ®nd  salesmen -   are  sure-fire  m   producing  sales. 

SUPER-LITE  SCREENS A   Few  Prominent  Users 

ifif  TT  Stanley  Co.  of  America  Chain  of  Theatres M.  E.  Comerford  Chain  of  Theatres,  Coal  Regions  of  Pennsylvania  and  New  York Rowland  &   Clark  Chain  of  Theatres,  Western  Pennsylvania 
Walter  Read  Chain  of  Theatres,  New  York  and  New  Jersey 

Jensen  &   Von  Herberg  Chain  of  Theatres,  Seattle.  Wash.,  and  Northwest U.  S.  Government  Motion  Picture  Service 

C.  S.  WERTSNER  &   SON 
211-221 

MANUFACTURERS 
13th  Street Philadelphia,  Pa. 

Your  Audience  is  Critical 

of  your  Projection  Ability 
Flickering  and  variation  in  projection  are  no  longer 
taken  for  granted  in  the  theatres  of  today.  They  do 
not  go  un-noticed  as  they  did  in  the  days  before  the 
advent  of  the  TRANSVERTER. 

This  equipment  in  the  more  progressive  theatres  has 
revealed  to  the  public  the  pleasure  of  steady,  clear 

and  artistic  projection.  Today,  mechanical  annoy- 
ances drive  them  elsewhere. 

If  you  show Pictures  you 

need  the 

Transverter 

Tlie  Transverter  changes  alternating  current  into 
direct  current  greatly  increasing  the  candle  power 
of  an  alternating  current  arc  of  the  same  amperage. 
It  is  especially  important  in  Mirror  Arc  Projection. 

One  of  the  secrets  of  large  box  office  receipts  will  be 

revealed  to  you  upon  the  return  of  this  coupon. 
Send  it  in,  entirely  without  obligation. 

Foremost  in 

the  Industry 

The  Herlner  Electric  Company 

Cleveland,  Ohio. 

Gentlemen : — 

Send  us  your  Bulletins  on  how  to  secure  larger  box 

office  receipts  thru  using  the  Transverter. 
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“A  Good  Picture” 
When  the  people  who  make 

up  your  audience  speak  of  "A 

good  picture”  you  can  be  sure  they 
mean  clear  cut,  brilliant  projection, 

as  well  as  tlie  story, in  the  picture  itself. 

Larger  audiences  mean  increased  profits 

and  both  follow  naturally  when  you  give  these 

folks  what  they  want.  You  can  do  it  with  the 

BAUSCH  &   LOME 

CINEPHOR  PROJECTION  SYSTEM 

U'rile  for  L'ticrafure 

BAUSCH  &   LOMB  OPTICAL  CO. 
652  St.  Paul  St.  Rochester,  N.  Y. 

New  York  Boston  Chicago  San  Francisco  London 

Theatre  Seating 
We  offer  you  a   complete  and  select 

line  of  theatre  seating  from  popular 

priced  veneer  chairs  to  high  grade 

upholstered  chairs.  Reseating  han- 
dled without  interruption. 

Ask  for  catalogue  2J. 

E.  H.  STAFFORD  MFC  CO. 

367  West  Adams  St.  Chicago^  111. 

PRINTING 
Exclusively  for 

Exhibitors 

circusTteralds 
PROGRAMS 

DATES  -   POSTERS 

EXHIBITORS  PRINTING 

SERVICE 

711  S.  Dearborn  St.  Chicago,  Hi. 

dSuaUtp 

ciiscemcStudios 
TIFFIN.  OHIO 

Everything  for  the  Stage 

Structural  Features  of 

Motion  Picture 

Theatres 
{Coniinttcd  from  page  39) 

of  18x>^-inch  plates,  bolted  to  the  brick- 
work at  not  exceeding  '6  feet  bn  centers 

with  ̂ -inch  bolts  built  in;  or  if  a   steel 
proscenium  column  is  used,  a   6-inch 
channel  should  be  placed  at  the  end  to 
form  a   smoke  shield.  The  plate  should 
extend  from  1   foot  above  the  stage  to  1 
foot  above  the  rigging  loft.  The  height 

of_  the  rigging  loft  is  generally  twice  the 
height  of  the  proscenium  opening,  plus  a 
few  feet. 

*   •¥  * 

Projeclion  Rooms:  These  are  generally 
9   or  10  feet  in  depth.  If  the  booth  is  out- 

side, that  is  outside  the  rear  wall  of  the 
theatre,  provision  should  be  made  to  in- 

sulate the  ̂ valls  and  floor.  These  walls 
are  in  general  built  of  terra  cotta  blocks 
with  stucco  finish  on  the  outside.  How- 

eve)-,  this  makes  a   very  cold  room  in  the 
winter,  to  overcome  w'hich  a   2-inch  air 
space  should  be  made  between  the  outer 
block  of  6-inch  tile  and  the  inner  of  4-incii. 
In  localities  where  severe  weather  is  en- 

countered, the  floor  should  be  insulated  or 
made  heavier  than  the  4-inch  slab  gener- 

ally used.  The  length  of  the  booth  is  de- 
pendent on  the  number  of  projection  ma- 

chines employed,  two  projectors,  one  stereo 
and  two  spots  being  the  usual  equipment. 
This  gives  a   booth  of  from  14  to  16  feet 
in  length,  to  which  should  be  added  5   feet 
for  a   rewind  room,  and  from  3   to  4   feet 
for  a   toilet  room  with  a   wash  basin.  This 
gives  a   total  length  of  24  feet  or  so,  plus 
provision  for  a   stairway  or  ladder  shaft 
from  the  booth  to  the  theatre,  at  the  bot- 

tom of  which  there  must  be  a   self-closing 
fire-door  to  secure  adequate  safety. 

*   *   « 

Organ  Lofts:  These  are  generally 
placed  adjacent  to  the  proscenium  wall,  and 
have  a   minimum  depth  of  about  8   feet. 
More  depth  should  be  given  if  possible. 
The  ceiling  should  be  10  feet  above  the 
finished  floor,  built  of  metal,  lathed  and 

plastered.  An  opening  of  ample  allow- 
ance, not  less  than  30  square  feet,  should 

be  made,  so  as  not  to  stifle  or  choke  the 
music  in  its  progress  into  the  auditorium. 

*   ♦   ♦ 

Balconies:  The  framing  of  the  balcony 
is  the  crux  of  the  entire  steel  design. 
There  are  several  methods  of  framing  in 
general  use.  One  method  is  to  carry  the 
crossover  truss  or  the  first  truss  back  of 
the  balcony  fascia  straight  across  to  the 
columns  of  piers  in  the  side  3valls.  The 
second  method  is  to  make  the  crossover 

truss  about  one-half  or  two-thirds  the  dis- 
tance across,  then  to  carry  the  ends  over 

a   short  carrying  truss,  by  means  of  a   canti- 
lever, to  the  fulcrum  truss.  This  method 

gives  a   much  stiffer  balcony  than  the  first 
method,  as  the  crossover  truss  is  rarely 
over  5   or  6   feet  in  depth.  The  radial  sys- 
tern  of  framing  has  not  been  used  for 
some  time,  since  it  is  uneconomical  and 

also  complicated  in  framing  and  detailing- 

*   *   * 

Construction:  The  stringers  are  all 

placed  parallel  to  the  center  line,  and  are 

spaced  8   feet  apart  for  cinder  concrete 
construction,  and  up  to  10  or  12  feet  when 
stone  concrete  is  used.  Use  of  the  cinder 
concrete  slab  is  very  economical,  and 
should  be  employed  where  clean,  .s^cam 

boiler  anthracite  cinders  are  obtainable. 

The  risers,  usually  about  12  or  14  inches 
in  height,  are  made  2   inches  thick;  the 
slabs  are  4   inches  in  thickness,  3   inches  o 

cinder  concrete  and  1   inch  of  cement  hn- 
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ish,  applied  before  the  3-inch  slab  has  set. 

giving  a   monolithic  finish.  This  slab  is  re- inforced with  triangular  wire  mesh,  carried 
over  haunches  resting  on  the  steel  string- 

ers and  requiring  no  steppings  or  angles 
except  at  the  crossovers.  Such  a   floor 
will  weigh,  with  a   12-inch  riser,  165  pounds 
per  square  foot.  For  stone  concrete  it  is 
advisable  to  reverse  the  methods  for  cin- 

der concrete  and  make  the  riser  the  carry- 

ing beam,  figuring  the  treads  as  a   half-tee beam.  This  will  give  a   span  of  from  11 
to  12  feet,  with  the  riser  4   inches  in  thick- 

ness at  the  center  between  the  stringers  to 
about  5   inches  at  the  supports.  Use  of 
square  reinforcing  rods  at  the  bottom  of 
the  riser  at  the  midspan  is  best.  It  is  best 
to  space  the  stringers  so  that  no  stirrups 
will  be  necessary.  The  position  of  the 
fulcrum  truss  is  generally  determined  by 
the  architectural  treatment  of  the  mez- 

zanine. As  great  a   depth  as  is  possible 
should  be  sought  after,  as  this  truss  is  the 
main  carrier  of  the  balcony.  If  the  balcony 
has  the  vomitories  at  the  sides,  carefully 
scan  the  clearance  of  the  hip  member  of 
the  truss.  If  the  vomitories  are  placed 
near  the  center,  complicated  truss  forming 
will  be  caused.  However,  a   little  shifting 
of  the  panel  points  of  the  truss  will  gen- 

erally overcome  this,  and  give  sufficient 
clearance  for  the  vomitories.  If  the  %vidth 

of  the  house  is  over  60  feet,  it  will  gen- 
erally be  found  necessary  to  dip  the  sides 

of  the  balcony  in  order  to  improve  the 
sight  lines.  A   dip  of  12  inches  is  usually 
made  in  an  80-foot  balcony,  and  about  14 
or  15  inches  for  a   balcony  of  100  feet. 
The  sight  lines  in  general  are  determined 
by  a   height  of  from  18  to  20  feet  on  the 
curtain  line  above  the  stage,  and  5   feet  or 
so  below  the  stage  for  the  slope  of  the 
balcony.  Ten  feet  is  rather  low  for  a   ceil- 

ing at  the  standee  rail,  and  it  should  pref- 
erably be  greater  to  be  satisfactory. 

*   *   ♦ 

The  proscenium  wall  above  the  opening 
is  carried  sometimes  by  a   truss  or  girder 
and  quite  often  by  a   reinforced  concrete 
girder.  One  advantage  of  the  reinforced 
concrete  girder  is  that  the  form  can  be 
built  and  the  girder  cast  in  place  before  a 
truss  could  be  shipped.  In  the  vicinity  of 
New  York,  where  cinder  concrete  is  ob- 

tainable, a   steel  truss  cast  with  about  12 
inches  of  cinder  concrete  makes  an  ideal 
form  of  construction,  combining  lightness 
and  high  fire-retarding  qualities.  The  stage 
porUon  of  the  theatre  is  always  fire-sealed 
against  the  auditorium  by  means  of  a   12- 
inch  brick  or  concrete  wll  with  only  one 
opening  from  stage  to  orchestra  floor,  this 
opening  to  have  a   self-closing  fireproof 
door  on  each  side.  The  stage  is  also  fire- 
sealed  against  the  dressing  room  section 

'if  building  by  the  same  means,  and 
the  dressing  rooms  are  similarly  sealed 
against  the  auditorium.  The  stage  floor, 
or  that  portion  of  it  which  is  back  of  the 
proscenium  opening  and  for  about  8   feet 
on  either  side  of  it,  is  always  built  of 
wood.  A   floor  of  at  least  IJ^-inch  thick- 

ness, carried  on  joists  and  supported  by 
two  rows  of  posts  w’ith  provisions  for  one 
or  more  lines  of  traps,  is  the  method  of framing  the  stage  floor. 

*   *   * 

.   R^Sarding  live  loads,  most  of  the  build- 
ing codes  require  a   loading  of  100  pounds 

per  square  foot,  and  it  is  the  loading  gen- 
^   j   ̂   ̂sed  in  the  absence  of  a   building 

codes  allow  a   lighter  live  load 
hen  fixed  seats  are  installed  and  an  in- 
eased  loading  for  the  aisles.  It  is  best, 

100-pound  loading  for 

ch  ,   mezzanine.  As  the  or- floor  is  generally  laid  directly  on 
L   ’   should  be  taken  that  backfilling 
I   •   ̂ ^iTiped  and  light  reinforcing 
fl  ^concrete  finish  to  prevent 

fill  ®   ̂ ^Sging  due  to  shrinkage  of  the 
Kc  *'^1  if  concrete  is  used,  should ^   least  2   inches  in  thickness. 

The  RET  LAW 
THEATRE,  Eon  du 
Lac,  Wis.,  Rapp  & 

Rapp,  architects. 

The  allenlion-com- 
pelling  sign  and 
canopy  are  MILNE- BUILT. 

The  bright- 
est signs  on 

Milwaukee's White  Way 

—   Saxe’s 
Wis  c   onsfn 

and  the  Or- 

pheum  —   are 

MILNE- 
BUILT. 

Spectacular! 
Attention-Compelling  Signs 

IN  Fon  du  Lac,  Wis.,  at  the  Retlaw  Theatre  and  all over  the  country,  representative  theatres  pull  in 
the  crowds  with  MILNE  effective  electrical  display 

signs. 
Let  us  improve  the  front  of  your  theatre  just  as 

we  have  done  for  others.  We  furnish  colored  sketches 
free  of  charge. 

None  too  large   None  too  small 

Send 

us  the name 

of  your 
theatre 

and  let 

us  sub- 

mit a 

colored 
sketch 

MILNE  ELECTRIC  SIGN  CO. 
189  Fifth  Street  Milwaukee,  Wis. 

MILNE 
SIGNS 

Changeable  Letter  Marquise  or  Canopies 

Programs 
Heralds 

rianslej 
STUDIOS 

Dodgers ■   in^heir  new  quarters 

TI«  NATIONAL W.  RANDOLPH 

729  S.  Wabath  Ava. 

CHICAGO,  ILL 
SLIDES 
AND  FILM  ̂  
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Five  New  Names  Are  Added  to 
the  Music  Roll  Exchange 

J.  M.  BAILEY,  Bailey  theatre, 
Waverly,  Kansas.  (Electric 
Player.) 

DR.  J.  G.  OHLWEIN,  Royal  the- 
atre, New  Boston,  111.  (Empress 

Electric.) 

F.  G.  ROBERTS,  American  the- 

atre, Ada,  Okla.  (Wurlitzer  A 
Flute  and  Photoplayer.) 

R.  H.  McFARLANE,  Liberty  the- 
atre, Burkburnett,  Texas.  (See- 

burg  “S.”) 
MAGNET  THEATRE,  Danville, 

Quebec,  Canada.  (Wurlitzer 
“O.”) 

M.  K.  HARRIS,  Liberty  theatre, 
Franklyn,  Ky.  (Reproduce.) 

J.  J.  DISCH,  Majestic  theatre, 

Cudahy,  Wis.  (Wurlitzer  “O.”) 
CHARLES  E.  BARBER,  Electric 

theatre,  Tilden,  111.  (Wurlitzer 

Style  “O.”) 
GUNTHER  &   METZGER,  Pal- 

ace theatre,  Syracuse,  Neb. 
(Gulbransen.) 

C.  H.  MUEY,  Pastime  theatre, 
Richmond,  Ind.  (Wurlitzer  “G.”) 

R.  C.  BUXTON,  Strand  theatre, 
McCracken,  Kan.  (Cremona.) 

F.  A.  FERGUSON,  Royal  theatre, 
Fairmount,  Ind.  (Seeburg  “S.”) 

WICHITA  THEATRE,  Wichita, 
Kans.  (Reproduce.) 

JESS  LeBRUN,  Cort  theatre,  De- 
catur, Ind.  (Wurlitzer  O   Du- 

plex.) 

R.  SMITH,  Palace  theatre,  Rock- 

mart,  Ga.  (Seeburg  “W.”) 
RYAN  &   KUNDERT,  Empress 

theatre,  Beresford,  Okla.  (Wur- 

litzer  Pian-Ccncert  Style  “X” 
and  Seeberg  “X”  player  piano.) 

CHAS.  HOLTZ,  Princess  theatre, 
Danforth,  Me.  (Sublima  Re- 

gina piano.) 
FRANK  HOCKING,  JR.,  Or- 
pheum  theatre,  Flora,  111.  (Re- 
produco.) 

DIXIE  THEATRE,  Olive  Hill, 
Ky.  (Electric  player,  Style  G.) 

WALTER  HOHLFELD,  Elite 
theatre,  Greenleaf,  Kan.  (Re- 
produco.) 

V.  G.  SECORD,  K.  P.  theatre,  La 

Rue,  O.  (Wurlitzer  Automatic.) 
R.  X.  LATTIN,  Strand  theatre, 
Valparaiso,  Ind,  (Gulbransen 
piano.) 

MAJESTIC  THEATRE,  Madill, 
Okla.  (Cremona  and  Harwood Electric.) 

A.  A.  SUSZNCKI,  Majestic  thea- 
tre, Mauston,  Wis.  (Link  Or- 

gan.) 
MRS.  E.  M.  REITZ.  Dreamland 

theatre,  Elk  Lick,  Pa. 

M.  ELLIOT,  Moon  &   Star 
theatres,  Vandergrdft,  Pa.  (See- 

burg Organ,  style  H   and  See- 
burg-Smith  Unified  Organ.) 

The  LMAJORJ  Line 

^'Everything  Electrical 

for  the  Theatre** 
"More  light  per  dollar  spent  foi'  light- 

ing” is  the  foundation  of  the  univer- 
sal popularity  of  the  MAJOR  Theatre 

Lighting  Equipment.  The  MAJOR 
Line  is  absolutely  complete.  Every 
unit  is  of  proven  efficiency — 
every  ‘‘spot,’*  “box,"  or  olivette 
shows  the  built  in  result  of 
years  of  experience. 

-Major  Equipment  througlioiu 
your  theatre  will  put  you, 

electrically  at  least,  in  the  "big 
theatre  class” — and  it  will  cost 
you  no  more  to  secure  the 

benefits  of  standard,  depend- 
able Major  Equipment  than  it 

would  to  pick  up,  here  and 

there,  the  hit-or-miss  variety. 
Depend  on  MAJOR  and  you 
can  depend  on  your  lighting 

effects,  everj'  time! 
The  New  Major  Bulle- 

tin describes  the  entire 

Major  Line.  There’s  a 
copy  for  you!  No  obli- 

gations at  all. 

This  is  tho 
lupu  u   J   a   m   p 

support.  There 

lire  28  fea- tures In  tlio 

Company 
4603-19  Fullerton  Ave.,  CHICAGO 

Vacant  Seat  Indicator 

System  Developed 

by  Chicago  Firm A   new  vacant  seat  indicator  system 
has  been  developed  for  motion  picture 
theatres  by  the  Acme  Electric  Construc- 

tion Co.,  407  S.  Dearborn  street,  Chi- 
cago. The  new  system  is  declared  to 

efficiently  handle  the  problem  of  seating 
under  crowded  conditions  and  has  been 

installed  in  a   number  of  metropolitan 
houses. 

The  Acme  system  is  a   push  button  and 
numeral  signal  light  transmitter  system. 
It  is  instantaneous  in  action  and  pro- 

vides a   sending  station  at  each  aisle, 

equipped  with  numeral  push  buttons  that 
give  any  total  of  seats  that  aisle  may 
have. 

The  usher  registers  on  this  station  the 
number  of  vacant  seats  available,  which 
information  is  transmitted  to  the  floor  or 
head  usher. 

The  head  usher  sends  the  total  of  all 
aisles  and  floors  to  the  doorman,  wlio 
directs  the  people  to  the  different  sec- 

tion of  the  house  where  the  vacant  seats are  waiting. 

Complete  plans  and  specifications  for 
tlie  installation  of  the  usher  signal  sys- 

tem, giving  the  size  needed,  number  of 
buttons  per  station,  number  of  stations 
required  and  other  details  for  various 
size  theatres  has  been  worked  out  bv  the 
manufacturers  of  the  system. 

Experiments  in  Light 
for  Neiv  Pictures 

Special  slndies  nnd  experiments  are  now 

being  conducted  by  Victor  Milner,  veteran 
Paramount  cameraman  whose  unusually 

beautiful  photographic  effects  are  seen  in 

“^he  Wanderer,”  “The  Cat’s  Pajamas”  and 

“The  Lady  of  the  Harem,”  on  the  actinic,  or 

photographic  value  of  carbon  light.  The  ex- 
perimenls  are  being  conducted  at  the  re- 

quest of,  and  in  cooperation  with,  the  Na- tional Carbon  company. 

Milner  is  working  to  determine  the  spec- 
trum values  of  carbon  lights,  in  order  to 

obtain  a   better  quality  of  liglit,  and  also  a 
possible  variation  in  types  of  carbon  which 

will  automatically  give  different  photo- 
grapliic  effects,  and  eliminate  Kiucli  of  the 
work  now  necessary  in  placing  lights  far shadow  and  highlight  effects. 
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Theatre  Construction 

Proceeding  at  Fast 

Pace  Reports  Show 
Constniclion  of  motion  picture  theatres 

throughout  the  country  is  at  a   high  peak, 
reports  from  various  sections  show.  All 
indications  point  to  the  biggest  year  of  the- 

atre development  the  industry  has  ever 
known.  Among  theatres  recently  announced 

or  those  on  which  work  is  under  way  arc 
the  following,  which  is  really  only  a   small 

portion  of  the  big  building  program. 

Waldron,  Ark. — W.  O.  Kemp  is  pre- 
paring plans  for  new  Gem  theatre. 

Los  Angeles,  Calif. — F.  J.  Buckley  and 
associates  have  leased  .site  at  southwest 
corner  Wilshire  boulevard  and  Preuss 

road  for  new  theatre  and  office  building. 

Los  Angeles,  Calif. — Walter  H.  Fisher 
■will  erect  theatre  at  Wilshire  boulevard 
and  Sycamore  avenue  with  seating  ca- 

pacity of  2,000,  to  cost  $350,000.  Lessee, 
West  Coast  Theatres,  Inc. 

Los  Angeles,  Calif. — Work  will  start 

within  thirty  days  on  new  Grauman’s 
Chinese  theatre,  to  be  located  at  Holly- 

wood boulevard  and  Orange  drive,  to 

cost  $1,000,000. 

San  Leandro,  Calif, — Reach  &   Kraham 

have  purchased  fotir  lots  on  East  Four- 
teenth street,  and  plan  to  erect  new  the- 

atre, to  cost  $150,000. 

Daytona  Beach,  Fla. — Frank  Jones  will 
■erect  fireproof  Spanish  type  brick  and 
stucco  moving  picture  theatre  in  King- 

ston, with  seating  capacity  of  700,  to  cost 
$30,000. 

Miami,  Fla. — Dorn  Brothers  have 
started  work  on  theatre  on  South  Miami 

avenue,  to  cost  $100,000. 

Chicago,  111. — National  Theatres  Cor- 
poration, -310  South  Michigan  avenue,  has 

plans  by  John  Eberson,  212  East  Supe- 
rior street,  for  three-story  brick  and 

terra  cotta  trim  Victory  theatre,  store 
and  apartment  building,  100  by  210  feet, 
to  be  erected  on  Cottage  Grove  avenue, 
between  91st  and  92nd  streets,  to  cost 
$750,000. 

Evanston,  III. — Broline-Nolan  Com- 
pany, 5   North  La  Salle  street,  Chicago, 

for  two-story  brick,  cut  stone  and  terra 
cotta  trim  theatre,  80  by  195  feet,  to  be 
erected  at  Church  and  Sherman  avenue 

for  Clyde  E.  Elliott  and  Ralph  Oben- 
•chain,  New  Evanston  theatre  Building, 
to  cost  $400,000. 

Pontiac,  111. — H.  A.  Opperman  con- 
templates erecting  brick  and  stone  trim 

theatre  on  Madison  street,  to  cost 
$35,000. 

Fort  Wayne,  Ind. — Buildings  are  being 

razed  to  make  way  for  new  million  dol- 
lar theatre  whicli  will  be  erected  at 

southwest  corner  of  Jefferson  and  Har- 
rison streets.  The  e.xterior  of  the  struc- 

ture will  be  faced  with  terra  cotta  and 
the  main  entrance  features  will  embrace 

a   jewelled  and  frescoed  facade,  approxi- 
mately five  stories  above  the  street  level. 

The  main  entrance  will  be  located  on 

Jefferson  street,  and  liave  a   spacious 

foyer  and  wide  lobby,  e-xtending  the  full 
length  of  the  property  in  a   north  and 
south  direction,  the  ceiling  rising  the  en- 

tire height  of  the  building.  Promenades 
will  extend  around  the  theatre  and  lead 
to  the  variotis  sections.  The  first  floor 

will  have  seating  capacity  of  2,100.  Lead- 
mg  off  the  main  auditorium  will  be  a 

nu’zzanine  floor,  witli  seating  capacity 
of  about  300,  and  the  balcony  above  will 
•iccommodate  1,000  more,  giving  the 
house  a   total  seating  arrangement  of 
3,400.  Provisions  have  been  made  for  a 

women’s  comfort  room,  commodious 
smoking  and  club  rooms  for  men.  The 

The  PERFECTION  RHEOSTAT 
Now  Used  As  Standard 

By 

LOEW’S  CIRCUIT 

KEITH’S  CIRCUIT 

The  COVERED  WAGON 
Road  Shows 

The  BIG  PARADE  Road 
Shows 

RIALTO  THEATRE,  N.  Y. 

COHAN  THEATRE,  N.  Y. 

ASTOR  THEATRE,  N.  Y. 

EASTMAN  KODAK  CO. 

SIMPLEX  DIV.  INTL. 

PROJECTOR  CORP. 

and  Others 

The  PERFECTION  RHEO- 

STAT is  the  ultimate  perfec- 
tion of  years  of  experience  in 

building  rheostats  for  projec- 
tion use. 

They  are  designed  by  Messrs.  Hoffmann  and  Soons.  formerly  in  charge 
of  Electrical  Department  of  Precision  Machine  Co.,  Inc.,  manufacturers 

of  Simplex  Projectors,  and  who  have  built  the  first  high  amperage  rheo- 
stats for  projection. 

HOFFMANN  &   SOONS 
Contracting  Electrical  Engineers 

Moving  Picture  Theatre  Electrical  Specialists 

522  First  Ave.,  New  York  City 

CHANNON  EQUIPMENT  AGAIN 

THE  STEEL  CURTAIN 

IN 

MARKS  BROTHERS 

NEW  THEATRE 

SHERIDAN  ROAD  AND  DEVON  AVENUE 

Furnished  and  Installed 

hy 
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Where  signs 

have  to  fight 

for  attention 

you  find 
elaborate  use  of 

MOTION 

and  COLOR 

h   ̂   Z 

MITACE 
i   ROOM 
iODA 

It  m   Hn_ ^MrLL[[^ 
s^O  lTERtt.-^  -miLLn •   •••-  ..  . 

.   NtW*MSTBRDAH  
‘ 

,   ̂    '■  tmEPOBUc  MM.t.CR 

dS  DINING  DANCING  ^ 

Dozens  of  Rcco  Flashers  — 

thousands  of  Reco  Color 

Hoods,  are  used  in  the  signs  vis- 

ible  in  the  above  night  scene  of 

a   New  York  Theatre  district. 

^0^  Flashers 
have  been 
standard  for 
20  years.  They 
embody  our 

Ileynolds  Mo- 
tors and  spe- 

cial patented 
features  dv- 
relopod  thru 

years  of  ex- 
perience. Thorouglily  j   ,   and  low  in  upkeep. 

Color  Hoods 
are  the  most  economical  and 
successful  mcUiod  of  Inject- 

ing color  into  signs.  They  At 
standard  size  lamps  and  are  easy  to  attach  or 
remove  for  cleaning.  Never  fade.  Six  rich  colors: 
ruby,  blue,  green,  amber,  opal,  canary. 

ELCCTWie  COM^ANV 

2651  W.  Congress  St.,  Chicago 

Makers  also  of  Reynolds  Motors,  Reco  Unit  Flaihwa. 
LTraflle  Controls,  Show  Window  Flaihers.  etc. 

newest  idea  in  lighting  effects  will  be 
included,  whereby  a   sunburst  of  colors 
to  be  changed  every  minute  into  every 
hue  of  the  rainbow.  Special  feature  will 

be  an  elevated  orchestra  pit,  which  per- 
mits the  musicians  to  come  into  full 

view  of  the  audience.  House  will  be 

equipped  with  large  and  comfortable  up- 
holstered seats,  and  the  furnishings,  dra- 

peries and  carpets  throughout  will  be 
luxurious. 

Indianapolis,  Ind. — Circle  Theatre 

Company  has  leased  site  at  128-142  West 
Washington  street,  and  has  plans  by  Ru- 
bush  &   Hunter  for  proposed  new  mov- 

ing picture  theatre,  with  seating  capac- 
ity of  4,000,  to  cost  $1,000,000.  The 

site  has  combined  frontage  of  126  feet 
on  Washington  street,  and  a   depth  of 
195  feet.  Portion  of  the  structure  will 

be  devoted  to  stores  and  the  upper  floors 
will  most  likely  be  occupied  as  offices 
or  apartments.  The  entrance  will  be 
the  east  corner,  which  is  within  195  feet 

of  the  Washington  and  Illinois  streets 
corner.  The  leases  expire  within  a   short 
time  at  which  time  the  buildings  will 
be  razed  and  construction  work  started. 

South  Bend,  Ind. — Ralph  Sollitt  & 
Sons  Construction  Company  have  con- 

tract and  e.xcavation  work  has  been 

started  on  new  moving  picture  theatre 

and  commercial  building  for  the  Mich- 
igan-Colfax  Realty  Company,  located  at 
Michigan  street  and  Colfax  avenue,  to 

be  completed  and  opened  about  Septem- 
ber 30.  New  structure  will  cost  more 

than  $1,000,000,  and  have  a   fronta.ge  of 
133  feet  on  Michigan  street  and  300  feet 
on  Colfax  avenue.  Theatre  will  have 

seating  capacity  of  3,000,  of  which  more 
than  2,000  will  be  located  in  the  main 

auditorium  on  the  ground  floor  and  the 

remainder  in  the  balcony.  The  founda- 
tion will  be  capable  of  carrying  an  eight 

or  ten  story  building,  but  at  present  the 

building  will  only  be  two-story  on  Mich- 
igan street.  The  Orpheum  circuit  has 

leased  the  theatre  for  term  of  fifteen 

years,  but  it  is  not  intended  to  use  the 

theatre  except  as  a   moving  picture  house. 

The  entrance  to  the  theatre,  which  will 

be  known  as  the  Colfax,  will  be  located 

on  Michigan  street. 

Newton,  la. — F.  L.  Maytag,  care  May- 
tag Company,  has  plans  by  H.  Raeder, 

20  West  Jackson  boulevard,  Chicago,  for 

five-story  brick,  tile  and  reinforced  con- 
crete theatre  and  office  building,  68  by 

133  feet,  to  cost  $250,000. 

Pittsburg,  Kans. — ^Josephson  Amuse- 
ment Company,  1201  Chambers  Build- 

ing, Kansas  City,  Mo.,  has  plans  by 
Boiler  Brothers,  Huntzinger  Building, 

Kansas  City,  Mo.,  for  three-story  brick 
theatre,  17  by  150  feet,  to  be  erected  on 
Broadway. 

Louisville,  Ky. — Building  at  621-23 
South  Fourth  street  is  being  razed  to 

make  way  for  new  two-story  Princess 
theatre,  to  cost  $200,000.  House  will  be 

operated  under  management  of  James 

Carragen  for  J.  C.  Kirchdorfer  and  as- 
sociates. 

Baltimore,  Md.  —   Stanley-Crandall 

Company,  934  F   street,  N.  W.,  Washing- 
ton, D.  C.,  has  purchased  Academy  of 

Music  on  North  Howard  street,  and  has 

plans  by  Hoffman-Henon  Company, 

Finance  Building,  Philadelphia,  for  mov- 

ing picture  theatre,  with  seating  capac- 
ity of  4,000,  to  cost  $2,000,000. 

Charlevoix,  Mich. — Mrs.  L.  A.  Moon, 

Petoskey,  Mich.,  has  plans  by  Charle- 
voix Abstract  &   Engineering  Company 

for  two-story  brick  and  tile  moving  pic- 
ture theatre  and  office  building,  52  by 

140  feet,  to  be  erected  on  Main  street, 
to  cost  $100,000. 

If  everybody’s  eyes 
were  on  you! 

If  everybody’s  eyes  were  on 
you  during  the  entire  per- 

formance, you’d  give  a   whole 
lot  of  thought  to  youri^.-ap- 

pearance,  wouldn’t  you?  • 

Wellj  every  eye  is 

focused  intently  on  your 

screen,  from  the  first  title  to 

the  final  “clinch” ! 

And  it’s  mighty  important 

that  your  screen  be  100%  pre- 
sentable, year  in  and  year  out. 

The  surface  must  be  put  on 

to  stay  on;  the  backing  must 

be  durability  itself.  The 'qual- 
ity of  your  projection  governs 

the  satisfaction  of  your' audi- ence. And  the  quality  of  pro- 
jection is  governed  by  the 

quality  of  the  screen. 

If  it’s  a   Da-Lite 

then  you’re  sure  of  a   perfect 
screen  now — and  years  from 
now.  Because  DA-LITE  sur- 

facing has  a   stability  that 
is  secured  by  a   secret  process. 

And  its  backing  is  the  tough- est obtainable. 

We  won’t  tell  you 

that  the  DA-LITE  is  the  best 

screen  made.  No,  we’d  pre- 
fer to  let  you  prove  it  to  your- 

self. So  let  us  send  you  some 

samples,  and  test  our  state- 
ment by  actual  comparison. 

DA  LITE  SCREEN  & 
SCENIC  COMPANY 

922  W.  Monroe  St. 

CHICAGO 

SUPER-QM<3;/iTy 

SCREENS 
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Better  Theatres 

Advisory  Staff 
in  order  to  render  its  readers 

assistance  on  various  problems 

of  equipment  and  construction 
that  arise  from  time  to  time, 
Better  Theatres  has  obtained 

ike  co-operation  of  the  individ- 
uals and  associations  listed  fol- 

lowing in  this  work. 

Through  the  co-operation  of 
this  advisory  staff  this  depart- 

ment feels  that  it  has  allied  itself 

with  sources  of  expert  knowl- 
edge on  virtually  every  phase  of 

theatre  building  and  furnishing 

and  is  able  to  offer  theatre  owfi- 
ers  a   vakiable  service  in  provid- 

ing information  and  answers  on 
a   wide  range  of  subjects  of  a 
general  nature. 

ELMER  F.  BEHRNS,  Theatre 
Architect. 

ROBERT  O.  HOLLER.  BoJIer 
Brothers,  Architects. 

A.  B.  COPPOCK,  Presentation 
Producer. 

E.  B,  CRESAP,  Secretary,  Na- 
tional Association  of  Fan  Manu- 

facturers. 

N.  E.  DURAND,  Frederick  C. 
Foltz  &   Co. 

JOHN  EBERSON,  Architect. 

G.  E.  EICHENLAUB,  Architect. 

V/.  S.  HAYS,  Secretary,  National 
Slate  Association  and  The  Na- 

tional Federation,  Construction 
Industries. 

F.  J.  HUSE,  Chief  Engineer,  Hol- 
low Building  Tile  Association. 

CLELL  JAY,  Projectionist,  New 
Theatre,  Little  Rock,  Ark. 

SAMUEL  R.  LEWIS,  Member, 
American  Society  of  Heating 
and  Ventilating  Engineers. 

A.  C.  LISKA,  Remodeling. 

E.  M.  LURIE,  Assistant  to  Com- 
missioner, Associated  Metal  Lath 

Manufacturers. 

HENRY  L,  NEWHOUSE,  Archi- 
tect. 

J.  F.  O’MALLEY,  Architect. 
GEORGE  L.  RAPP,  Architect. 

GEORGE  W.  REPP,  Service  Divi- 
sion, American  Face  Brick  Asso- 

ciation. 

HENRY  J.  SCHWEIM,  Chief 
Engineer  of  The  Gypsum  Indus- 
tries. 

R.  L.  SIMMONS,  Architect. 

HORACE  L.  SMITH.  JR.,  Thea- 
tre Engineer. 

NORMAN  M.  STINEMAN,  As- 
soc. Mem.  American  Society  of 

Civil  Engineers,  Portland  Ce- 
ment Association. 

MAX  Y.  SEATON,  Technical 
Director,  National  Kellastone 
Company. 

J.  L.  STAIR,  Chief  Engineer, 
Curtis  Lighting,  Inc. 

‘‘When  the  Crowds  Are  Coming” 

USHER.  SIGNAL 
SYSTEM 

need  an  Acme  Usher  Signal  System  to  control 

seating  of  your  patrons.  Every  person  standing 

in  line  keeps  just  so  many  people  from  buying 
tickets.  There  are  often  many 

vacant  seats.  Let  your  door- 
man know  of  them  immediate- 

ly. Keeps  the  ticket  buyers 

moving — fills  your  vacancies 

for  profit.  The  Acme  Usher 
System  is  made  in  all  designs 

and  sizes  for  every  require- 
ment. Used  by  many  leading 

theatres. 

W'rite  /or  details  and  estimates. 
No  cost.  No  obligation. 

ACME  ELECTRIC 

CONSTRUCTION  CO. 
407  S.  Dearborn  St.,  Chicago 

The  Acme  Is  A   Mark  Of  Finished  Showmanship 

.  
 

PRICES  UNTIL 
5   PM 

Balcony 22 

Main  Floor 

55<t Children  Under 
12  Years 10« 

Style  098  T   &   T   Changeable  Sign.  Grooved 
background,  broadcloth  .   covered — T   &   T 
Self-Spacing  Sell-U-Letters.  Size  owall 
12x8 — lettering  space  1054x654  in. 
front,  removable  back.  Mahogany  finish: 
equipped  with  hangers. 

Complete  with  lOG  letters 
and  figures   $6.50 

One  of  the  Many 

GLO-LETR 

Electric  Sign  for  Interior  Directional  Use 

Write  for  Catalogue  XB 

The  Tablet  &   Ticket  Co. 
1015  W.  Adams  St.  Chicago 

JHEATKJ^U 

Send  for 
J.I^LANCY>^  2yracuseN.Y 

Use 

Rosco 

.¥/  Gelatine 
Sheets 

Rosco  Sheets  are 

made  from  pure  Gela- 
tine. They  do  not 

absorb  as  much  mois- 
ture as  sheets  made 

from  glucose. 

Try  Canaryglo  for  your 

lobby 

ROSCO  LABORATORIES 
129  Third  Place  Brooklyn,  N.  Y. 
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Roth  2S-2S  Actodec- 
tor.  Also  built  in 

sizes  up  to  100*100 
amperes  double  rated, 

and  300  amperes,  sin* 
gle  rated. 

REMARKABLY  high  overall 
efficiency  and  the  features  of 
Roth  design  for  this  one 

class  of  sewce  make  possi* 
ble  better  operating  conditions  with 
a   distinct  saving  in  the  costs  for 

power. 
The  Roth  Actodector  meets  all  the 
requirements  of  modern  projection 
with  smooth,  flawless  performance. 
The  unit  has  ample  capacity  for  any 
normal  operating  conditions  and  yet 
takes  less  power  than  other  types 
of  motor*generator  sets. 

The  Standard  25-25  Actodector  sup- 
plies power  for  the  reflector  type 

arcs,  giving  a   steady,  uniform  light 
on  the  screen,  and  the  second  arc 
can  be  started  up  without  any  o^her 
attention  than  closing  the  switch. 
The  Actodector  has  ample  overload 
capacity  to  carry  both  arcs  during 
the  change-over  period. 

Send  for  bulletins  describing  the 
Roth  Actodector,  and  And  out  what 
this  unit  can  do  for  you  under  your 
own  operating  conditions. 

ROTH  BROTHERS  &   CO. 
1412  W.  Adams  Street,  Chicago,  ill. 

Roth  Brothers 

ACTODECTOR 

You’re  paying  for  this  service 
Why  not  get  it? 

E.  H.  4-17  Gray 

Shea's equipped  their 
new 

$2,000,000 

BUFFALO  THEATRE 

with 

SUPER-LITE 
LENSES 

“Sure  Proof  of  their 

Superiority” 
ASK  YOUR  DEALER 

OR 

WRITE  TO 

Projection  Optics  Co. 
Inc. 

203  State  St. 

Rochester,  N.  Y, 

Hotchkiss  Flashers 

PULL  THE  CROWD 
If  you  want  your  sign  to  havo  continuous  clear 

cut  flasliine,  install  Uie  Hotchkiss  flasUerl 
No  matter  \rliaL  size  your  sign,  the  Hotchkiss 

Plasticr  will  give  continuous  service  with  complete 
freedom  from  brusli  adjustment  or  replocement. 

Winter  or  summer  make  no  difference  with  the 
HOTCHKISS.  There  are  no  gear  rt-ducllons  or 
belts  to  give  trouble. 

The  HOTCHICISS  Elasher  mechanism  requires 
no  oiling  whatsoever.  Install  it  and  pay  no  fur- 

ther attention  to  It,  except  for  the  semi-annual 
oiling  of  the  motor. 
HOTCHKISS  FLASHEHS  aro  silent  and  create 

no  noUu  nuisance. 

Write  tts  for  prices. 

Cramblet  Engineering  Corp. 
286  Milwaukee  St.,  Milwaukee,  Wis. 

Also  raumifacturers  of  Evcnhectcrs  for 
Pliw  Organ  healing 

Maurice  West  to  Build 

$350,000  Theatre 
in  Rochester 

With  the  backing  of  prominent  Rochester 
business  men,  the  Capitol,  a   new  1350,000 
motion  picture  theatre  will  be  constructed 
at  Main  street  east  and  Illinois  street,  Ro- 

Chester,  it  is  announced  by  Maurice  West, 
Montreal  theatrical  promoter.  Ground  for 
the  new  structure  will  be  broken  early  next 
week  by  the  Vastile  Construction  company 
of  Rochester,  contractors.  Plans  have  been 
drawn  by  M.  J.  De  Angelis,  Rochester  archi- 
tect. 
The  new  theatre,  which  will  embody  the 

very  latest  in  theatrical  design  will  be  of 
fireproof  construction,  and  will  have  a   seat- 

ing capacity  of  1,600  with  1,000  seats  on 
the  ground  floor,  500  in  the  balcony  and 
100  loge  seats. 

The  site  chosen  gives  the  theatre  a   front- 
age of  80  feet  on  Main  street  east,  with  a 

depth  of  180  feet.  In  design,  both  inside 
and  out,  it  will  be  of  the  Italian  renais- 

sance period.  According  to  present  plans, 
it  will  be  completed  by  September  15,  and 
will  be  open  for  business  not  later  than 
October  1. 

One  of  the  features  of  the  house  will  be 

a   $25,000  organ,  declared  to  be  the  equal 
of  any  community  theatre  organ  in  the 

country,  A   huge  dome,  with  colored  lights 
playing  on  it,  will  be  another  feature. 
Throughout,  an  indirect  lighting  scheme 
will  be  carried  out. 

While  the  policy  of  the  theatre  will  be 

motion  pictures,  it  will  be  of  such  construc- 
tion as  to  permit  tlie  staging  of  legitimate 

shows.  It  will  have  a   large  stage.  Four 
stores  on  the  Main  street  front,  with  six 
offices  on  the  upper  floor,  are  included  in 
the  plans,  according  to  Mr.  West. 

Framework  Ready  to 

Be  Placed  for  Roxy’s Theatre  in  the  East 
The  huge  framework  for  the  Roxy  theatre 

now  in  the  course  of  construction  at  50th 
and  51st  Streets  and  7ih  Avenue,  goes  up 

this  month.  April  18  is  the  tentative  date 
set  for  installing  the  first  of  the  huge  iron 

girders  for  the  largest  theatre  devoted  to 
motion  pictures  in  the  world.  The  Roxy 
theatre  is  proceeding  according  to  schedule 
with,  up-to-date,  no  hitch  to  mar  the  prog- 

ress of  its  march  towards  completion. 

The  first  step  took  place  last  fall,  when 

130  men  armed  with  crowbars  and  dyna- 
mite were  engaged  twelve  weeks  in  the 

destructive  process  of  tearing  down  the  old 
car  barns.  These  men  were  known  as 
wreckers. 

Since  that  time,  fifty  ten  ton  trucks,  six 

steam  shovels,  and  twenty-six  compressed 
air  drills  manned  by  two  hundred  men, 
have  been  preparing  the  way  for  the  iron 
frame  work  which  goes  up  this  month,  and 
for  which  another  corps  of  worlanen  and 
4,700  tons  of  steel  will  be  employed. 

Irwin  Chanin,  of  the  Chanin  Construc- 
tion Co.,  builders  of  the  Roxy  Theatre, 

says  that  one  unforseen  contingency  could 

delay  the  completion  of  the  theatre  sched- 
uled to  be  open  to  the  public  late  next 

autumn.  As  soon  as  the  framework  is  up, 

he  says,  he  will  have  about  one  thousand 
men  at  work  on  the  actual  building. 
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Collapse  of  Ceiling 

Brings  Injury  to 

Twenty  Patrons 
One  of  ihe  worsJ  thea’re  accidenis  to  occur 

in  Canada  look  place  at  the  Stariand  Thea- 
tre, Winnipeg,  Manitoba,  during  the  evening 

show  on  April  1   when  the  ceiling  under  the 
balcony  suddenly  collapsed,  burying  the 
people  on  the  ground  floor,  causing  injury 
to  over  20  persons,  14  of  whom  had  to  be 
removed  to  the  hospitals  in  ambulances 
which  were  called  cut. 
The  mass  of  debris  fell  in  such  a   manner 

as  to  block  the  main  exits  leading  to  the 
theatre  lobby  and  there  was  immediately 
every  indication  of  a   panic.  An  emergency 
call  was  sent  in  to  police  headquarters  and 
every  available  officer  was  rushed  to  the 
scene.  The  theatre  employes  and  police 
quickly  restored  order,  however,  and  led 
the  unnerved  people  to  rear  and  side  exits 
while  others  attended  the  wounded. 

The  Stariand  is  one  of  a   group  of  three 
local  theatres  operated  by  Universal  Films 
with  Charles  A.  Meade  as  manager  in 
charge  of  all  three.  Only  a   short  time  ago 
the  Lyceum  Theatre,  one  of  the  three,  was 
visited  by  fire  which  broke  out  in  an  ad- 

jacent building  while  the  theatre  was 
crowded  and  Manager  Meade,  with  others, 
quickly  took  hold  of  the  situation  with  the 
result  that  the  patrons  were  able  to  leave 
the  theatre  in  safety. 

Erlanger  Will  Build 

1,600  Seat  House 
in  Buffalo 

A   beautiful  modern  theatre  building  is  to 
be  built  immediately  in  Delaware  avenue, 
Buffalo,  opposite  the  Hotel  Statler,  and  it 
will  be  operated  by  A.  L.  Erlanger,  it  is 
announced  by  E.  M.  Statler,  president  of 
the  Statler  Hotels  company.  Contracts  for 
wrecking  buildings  on  the  site  and  excava- 

tion work,  have  been  let  by  F.  A.  Mc- 
Kowne,  secretary  and  treasurer  of  the  com- 

pany. McKowne  has  arrived  in  Buffalo  to 
take  full  charge  of  the  work.  The  new 
theatre  will  be  rushed  to  completion  and 
will  be  ready  in  time  to  have  an  opening 
by  Christmas  of  this  year.  Warren  &   Wet- 
more  of  New  York,  are  drawing  the  plans. 
There  will  be  a   seating  capacity  of  1,600  on 
two  floors.  The  site  is  the  southwest  cor- 

ner of  Delaware  avenue  and  West  Mohawk 

street,  diagonally  opposite  the  main  en- 
trance of  the  Statler.  The  main  entrance 

will  be  in  Delaware  avenue  with  exits  in 
Mohawk  street. 

Construction  will  be  of  terra  cotta  and 

brick  to  conform  architecturally  with  the 
Statler.  The  1,600  seats  will  be  distributed 
on  the  orchestra  floor  and  balcony  and 
plans  are  in  prospect  for  a   large  lounge  to 
which  both  men  and  women  may  retire 
between  the  acts  for  refreshments  and 
smoking. 

Walter  J.  Silverberg  a 
Visitor  in  Chicago 

_   Walter  _J.  Silverberg,  owner  of  theatres 
in  Oreenyille.  Pa.,  and  Mrs.  Silverberg  were 
visitors  in  Chicago  this  week,  making  a 
Dnef  stop  at  the  Heioxld  office  in  the  com- 

pany' of  S.  E.  Rose,  sales  manager  of  the 
Kobert  Morton  organ  company.  Mr.  Sil- 

verberg is  buying  equipment  for  two  thea- 

THE  WARNER  PICTURE  MACHINE  MOTOR 

OF  A 

110  volts  S5  to 

THOUSAND  SPEEDS 
Whv  install  a   constant  speed  motor 
with  their  troublesome  friction  pulleys 
to  get  variable  speed  when  you  can  ̂ et 
a   variable  speed  motor  that  will  give 

you  any  speed  from  minimum  to  max- 
imum by  turning  on  or  shutting  off  the 

current  just  like  you  turn  on  gas  in  an 
automobile.  The  Warner  Motor  saves 
you  in  power  bills  as  the  speed,  power 
and  current  go  up  and  down  in  direct 
proportion.  Some  of  the  best  theatres 
in  the  country  are  taking  out  their 

old  motors  and  installing  ‘'Wamera". 
Why  not  you? 

Warner  Electric  Co. 
KALAMAZOO,  MICH. 

Makers  o(  Ventilntingr  Fans  and 
Vnriablo  Speed  Motors  for  Tlieotres 

LEST  THE  AUDIENCE  FALL  ASLEEP  ! 
Hov/  the  “Nu-Notch”  Air  Diffuser  Prevents  It 

There  is 
scarcely  a 

prominent  the- atre in  the 
country  from 
the  great  New 
York  Hippo- 

drome to  Pan- 
tages,  San F   rancisco, 

which  is  not 

equipped  with 
Knowles  Mush- 

room Air  Dif- 
fusers. 

.   Contented  Awllence  Is  An  Attentive  Audience 
The  New  York  Hippodrome  Equipped 

with  2,200  Knowles  Mushroom 
Air  Diffusers 

The  “NU-NOTCH"  1926  im- 
proved model  ■   mushroom  air  dif- 

fuser is  as  near  perfect  as  any 
that  can  be  procured.  The  new 
model  may  be  had  equipped  with 

*   lugs  for  anchoring  in  concrete 
floors,  thereby  reducing  the  an- 

chorage cost.  This  is  not  only 
the  best  device,  but  the  easiest 
and  cheapest  to  install. 

wide 

Open 

Tiu-Tloich ne&u&PAt  OFF. MADE  ONLY  BY 

Knowles  Mushroom  Ventilator  Co. 

202  Franklin  Street,  New  York  City 

Newest 
and 

Best 

UBERTY 
MUSIC  STAND 

Patented 

Standard  for 
All  Purposes 

Send  for  Our  Netv 
Booklet 

LIBERTY  MUSIC  STAND  CO. 

I960  E.  116th  St.  Cleveland,  O. 

THE  “BESTEROPTICON’ 

A   highly  efficient, 

low  price  stercopti- 
con.  Screen  results  are  equal  to  stereos  sell- 

ing at  much  higher  prices. 

PRICE  $26.00,  BULB  EXTRA 
— rour  Dealer  Has  TAom— 

MFC.  DY 

BEST  DEVICES  CO. 
ITL.M  BLDG.  CLEVELAND,  O. 
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Ventilation — Its  Reaction  on 
Audience  and  Box  Office 

By  F,  C.  LARGEN* 
T   T   is  a   known  fad  that  fresh  air  is  essential 

^   to  the  preservation  of  health  and  its  at- 
tendant joys.  However,  this  has,  in  the  past, 

been  a   matter  treated  with  surprising  indif- 
ference by  the  majority  of  tliose  conducting 

theatres  or  any  place  where  people  congre- 
gate in  large  numbers.  The  public  now 

demands  better  conditions  and  gradually 
refuses  to  pay  for  the  privilege  of  sitting  in 
a   contaminated  room  from  one  to  two 
hours. 

It  is  claimed  by  authorities  that  at  least 

1,000  cubic  feet  of  air  space  per  person 

is  required,  into  which  300  feet  of  fresh 

air  should  be  injected  every  hour.  Now, 

considering  a   theatre,  church,  audi- 
torium, restaurant,  or  any  place  of  public 

meetings  where  human  beings  are  con- 
gregated in  large  numbers  and  touching 

one  another,  you  realize  the  extreme 

difficulty  of  meeting  this  natural  require- 
ment. On  the  other  hand,  you  must  see 

that  the  situation  be  met  to  the  largest 
degree  possible. 

It  may  be  said,  "Oh,  an  hour  or  so 
won’t  harm  anyone.”  Absurdity  is  writ- 

ten all  over  any  such  supposition,  as 

crowd  poison,  consisting  of  exhalations 

from  the  lungs,  excretions  from  the  skin, 
offensive  breath,  etc.,  creates  a   condition 

which  no  thinking  person  would  tolerate 
for  even  one  moment. 

*   *   * 

With  less  than  250  cubic  feet  of  air 

space  for  each  person,  ventilation  can 
never  be  satisfactory  without  the  aid  of 

some  mechanical  force  -for  handling  the 
air,  taking  it  directly  from  the  outside 

through  a   selected  place,  and  distributed 
through  the  room  in  a   manner  to  avoid 
draughts  and  breezes. 

To  believe  that  this  can  be  done  cheaply 
is  ridiculous,  and  the  victim  who  tries  to 

save  in  problems  of  this  kind  will  gen- 
erally find  he  has  thrown  money  away. 

Now,  do  not  construe  this  to  mean  a 

fortune  must  be  spent;  on  the  contrary, 
the  subject  in  question  is  too  vital  to 
admit  of  anything  but  serious  and  frank 
statements,  hence  to  install  a   few  small 
exhaust  fans  and  believe  the  ventilation 

a   success  is  merely  following  the  ostrich, 
sticking  our  heads  under  cover  and 

thinking  we  have  accomplished  the  hid- 
ing of  ourselves. 

The  purpose  of  ventilation  is  to  re- 

move all  impurities  in  the  air  by  inject- 
ing fresh,  pure  air  in  such  quantities  as 

to  displace  and  entirely  expel  foul  air 
from  the  room.  To  successfully  accom- 

plish this  without  wasted  energy,  the 
laws  of  nature  must  be  taken  into  con- 

sideration. Since  nature  has  decreed  that 
cold  air  shall  contract  and  force  it- 

self downward  and  beneath  warm  air, 
it  is  advisable  to  operate  on  this  plan,  de- 

voting our  efforts  to  assist  and  accentu- 

ate this  natural  operation.  Further, 
when  cold  air  is  forced  into  a   room,  na- 

ture decrees  that  to  avoid  draughts,  the 
incoming  air  current  should  be  directed 
upward  and  allowed  to  settle  over  the 
people  through  its  own  natural  and 
gentle  method  of  operation. 

♦   ♦   ♦ 

Now  let  us  consider  the  operation  of 
a   modern  cooling  system,  bearing  in 
mind  the  foregoing.  A   first  requirement 
is  to  obtain  a   compact  and  powerful  air 
pumping  device  which  will  deliver  a 
great  volume  of  fresh  air  with  consider- 

able velocity  and  with  noiseless  opera- 
tion. This  we  have  in  the  modern  cool- 

ing fan  which  delivers  from  15,000  to 
50,000  cubic  feet  of  fresh  air  per  minute, 

according  to  the  size  of  the  fan,  attain- 

ing a   velocity  of  35  miles  per  hour  with 

quiet  operation. 

Secondly,  it  is  required  that  the  air  be 
delivered  direct  to  the  auditorium  from 

the  fan,  avoiding  pipes  and  ducts  to  con- 
duct the  air,  as  great  loss  is  sustained 

in  passing  air  in  this  manner,  causing 
waste  of  energy,  and  large  unnecessary 

expense  of  operation. 

Third  (and  of  great  importance  to 

theatres  especially),  direct  breezes  strik- 

ing the  patrons  in  the  face  must  be 

avoided,  as  the  eye  strain  in  looking  at 

the  screen  is  sufficient  without  adding 

additional  discomfort  to  the  eye  from 

the  breeze,  causing  inflammation,  water- 

ing, etc. ♦   ♦   * 

All  of  this  is  completely  taken  care  of 

in  our  modern  system  now  under  con- 
sideration. 

Now,  it  may  be  claimed  this  is  fine 
from  a   humane  standpoint,  but  it  cannot 
be  seen  where  it  is  of  advantage  to  you 

personally  and  in  a   financial  way.  Why 
is  it  that  for  the  least  cause,  all  theatres 

and  places  of  public  gatherings  are 

F.  C.  LARGEN 

promptly  closed  by  the  Board  of  Health 
in  every  community?  Simply  because  of 

lack  of  adequate  ventilation.  For  this 

reason  proprietors  of  amusement  places 
are  unable  to  raise  any  objection  when 

their  places  are  closed  by  order  of  the 

board  of  health  during  periods  of  epi- 
demic. 

Not  only  does  this  effect  your  business 
during  the  actual  period  of  inaction,  but 

Here  is  the  latest  sign  which  lays  claim  to  being  the  “world’s  largest.”  It  measures  53 
feet  high  by  43  feet  wide.  The  letters  ere  twelve  feet  high.  The  sign  was  peri  of  ihe 

exportation  program  supervised  by  Nat  RothsJein  for  “The  Flaming  Frontier”  Universal 
picture  staring  Hoot  Gibson.  The  picture  opened  April  3   with  a   midnight  preview  a* 
B.  S.  Moss’  Colony  theatre,  New  York. 
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it  arouses  in  the  public  mind  the  demon 

of  fear,  which  holds  an  alarming-  num- 
ber of  patrons  from  attending  amuse- 

ments, this  continuing  your  loss. 
You  wll  also  admit  an  immense  falling 

off  in  receipts  during  warm  weather 

through  your  inability  to  induce  the  pub- 
lic to  sit  in  a   stifling  stuffy  and  decidedly 

unhealthy  atmosphere.  At  such  times 
feverish  attempts  are  sometimes  made  to 
alleviate  these  conditions  by  installing  a 
number  of  fans,  which,  if  anything  only 
make  conditions  worse,  as  their  only 

ability  is  to  stir  up  the  foul  air  in  the 
room  and  subject  patrons  to  an  injurious 
breeze.  Or,  as  happens  in  many  cases, 

you  find  the  management  is  compelled  to 
close  their  theatres  during  the  summer 
season.  The  best  features  on  the  market 

will  not  bring  people  into  your  house 
when  your  patrons  know  they  will  have 
to  sit  in  a   hot,  stuffy  theatre. 

*   *   * 

It  is  in  your  power  to  overcome  all 
these  adverse  conditions,  enabling  you 
to  combat  the  lack  of  ventilation  claim 

of  your  board  of  health,  replace  the  pub- 
lic fear  with  confidence  and  good  will 

and  change  the  disastrous  stifling,  stuffy 

and  unhealthy  atmosphere  to  one  of  in- 
viting, vitalizing  and  refreshing  coolness 

with  the  actual  result  of  increased  re- 

turns to  yourself  with*  a   modern  cooling 
and  ventilating  system. 

•Inventor  of  the  Blizzard  fan. 

Columbia  Amusement 

Company  to  BnOd 

in  Erie,  Pa. 
The  Columbia  Amusement  company  has 

purchased  property  in  Wesleyville,  Pa., 
near  Erie,  on  the  site  of  which  ground  will 
be  broken  at  once  for  a   motion  picture 
theatre  with  a   seating  capacity  of  850.  It 
will  be  ready  for  opening  by  Labor  Day. 
The  property  is  on  the  north  side  of  Main 
street  between  the  hotel  and  post  office. 

Plans  for  the  new  theatre  have  been  ap- 
proved by  G.  E.  Newton  of  the  Columbia 

company.  They  call  for  a   modern,  fire- 
proof structure  with  every  known  modern 

convenience  and  bit  of  equipment.  George 
E.  Eichenlaub  of  Erie,  Pa.,  is  the  architect. 

The  theatre  will  be  operated  as  one  of  the 
chain  of  Columbia  houses.  While  the  plans 

call  for  only  850  seats,  Mr.  Newton  ex- 
plained that  this  capacity  will  not  include 

a   balcony.  However  the  house  will  be  so 
constructed  that  when  the  needs  of  the 

locality  call  for  a   greater  capacity,  a   bal- 
cony can  be  added. 

A   large  tract  of  land  near  the  theatre 

will  be  available  for  parking  purposes 
which,  the  owners  believe,  will  be  a   great 
help  in  attracting  patrons. 

Complying  With  the  Law  at  a   Profit 
Patrons  of  your  theatre  know  that  DIXIE 
Coin  Vending  Machines  provide  them  with 

clean,  fresh,  elass-shaped.  individual  drinking 
cups,  for  which  they  gladly  pay. 

The  actual  profit  from  DIXIE  Coin  Vendors 
in  the  foyer,  lobby  and  retiring  rooms,  is  due 

the_  theatre  owners  for  this  courtesy  of  sup- 
plying a   needed  convenience,  even  though  the 

common  drinking  glass  is  prohibited  by  law. 

The  column  of  snowy-white  DIXIE  Cups  eas- 
ily seen,  immediately  attracts  the  attention  of 

the  discriminating  patron  whose  appreciation  of 
this  health  guarding  convenience  is  reflected  in 

that  greatest  of  all  assets — good  will. 
Complete  information  upon  request. 

Your  jobber  will  be  glad  to  furnish  you  Dixies. 

If  he  doesn't  have  them  let  us  know. 
A   froth  cup  tcilfi  ecory  drink 

INDIVIDUAL  DRINKING  CUP  CO.,  INC. 
Original  Makori  of  the  Paper  Cup 

EASTON.  PA,  NEW  YORK,  N.  Y. 
With  branches  at  Philadelphia,  Chicago, 

Baltimore.  Los  Angeles 

'W^~WyL/’'W  INDIVIDUAL 

DIXIE  CUPS 
The 

RAVEN  HAn|§^E  SCREEN 

Was  Chosen  for  the  Presentation  of 

“THE  BLACK  PIRATE” 
This  choice  was  governed  by  the  fact  that  the  HAFTONE  

screen  faithfully  portrays 

colors  in  true  tones  and  emphasizes  detail  even  in  the  da
rk  shadows  of  the  picture. 

RAVEN  SCREEN  CORPORATION 

1476  Broadway 
New  York  City 

Film  to  Show  Golfers 

Error  in  Form 

A   distinctly  novel  method  of  golf  in- 

struction is  to  have  its  try-out  in  New 
York  next  week. 

Martin  Sykes,  professional  at  the  Rye 
UJuntry  Club,  and  C.  L.  Mothersele,  East 

Hampton  professional,  have  equipped  their 
school  at  41  East  42d  Street  with  all 

the  lighting  paraphernalia  of  a   motion  pic- 
ture studio,  and  have  invited  golfers  of  the 

Metropolitan  district  to  have  themselves 

photographed  in  action,  later  to  see  them- 
selves in  the  films  and  study  their  errors 

as  shown  on  the  screen.  An  expert  direc- 
tor and  a   cameraman  furnished  by  the 

manufacturers  of  the  Pathe  motion  pic- 
camera  will  be  in  charge  of  the  tests, 

and  the  two  professionals  will  advise  each player. 

A.  D.  C.  Curtain  Controls 
ccompany.  most  satisfactorily,  the 

 finest  type 

loving  picture  productions  in  th
e  country.  Con- 

rol  button  may  be  located  wherever 
 desired. 

AUTOMATIC  DEVICES  CO. 

'7  N.  7th  ST.  ALLENTOWN,  PA. 

‘‘JUST  PRESS 

A   BUTTON!" 

SMOOTH 

COMPACT 

SILENT 

ECONOMICAL 
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Check  Up! 

oUMPic 
roS 1   TOrAi Tu  Ytal  7Sc 

f 

How  many  tick- 
ets have  you  in 

stock? 

Do  you  have  to  count 
rolls  or  figure  it  out? 

Then  you  need  INVENTORY  NUM- 
BERED TICKETS  that  will  tell  you  at  a 

glance  exactly  how  many  you  have. 

We  will  gladly  send  you  samples  and  more 
information  about  them. 

Qlobe  ‘Ticket  Compcinij Specialists  in  Uckefs  and  Checks  Since  1873 

122N.  St.  Philadelphia.  Pa. 

EDWARDS  SHEET  METAL 

MARQUEES  or  CANOPIES 
For  use  ever  entrances,  to  theatres,  hotels,  cafes,  store  buildLigs.  etc,  A   work  of  art 
and  tney  have  the  massive  and  ornaaieatal  appearance  of  cast  iron,  at  but  a   fraction  of 

cost.  Furnished  complete,  easy  to  erect — Made  of  galvanized  iron  or  copper  in  any 
Btyle  or  size  desired.  Shipped  in  largest  convenient  sections,  with  glass  packed  ses- 
arateiy.  large  catalog  showing  complete  line  Marquises  or  Canopies.  BalcorJes. 
Cornices,  Theatre  Fronts,  Signs,  Skylights,  Metal  RooEng,  Metal  CeiliaKs  and  Walls, etc.,  sent  free  on  request. 

The  Edwards  Manufacturing  Co. 
409-459  East  Fifth  St.  Cincinisati,  Ohio 

The  Worlds  Largest  Manufacturers  of  Metal  Roofing,  Metal  Shingles, Metal  Spanish  Tile,  Metal  Ceilings.  Metal  Garages,  Portable 
Buildings,  Rolling  Steel  Doors,  Partitions,  etc. 

Theatres  to  Cooperate 
in  National  Music 

Memory  Contest 
A   music  memory  contest  is  to  be  con- 

ducted in  the  motion  picture  theatres  of 
America  during  National  Music  Week,  under 
the  direction  of  the  Music  Division  of  ihe 

General  Federation  of  Women’s  Clubs,  with 
the  full  co-operation  of  the  motion  picture industry. 

The  national  contest,  says  the  Music 
Trade  Indicator,  in  which  winners  of  the 
local  memory  contests  will  compete,  will  be 
held  in  Atlantic  City  during  the  biennial 
session  of  the  General  Federation  of 
Women’s  Clubs  the  first  week  in  June.  Mrs. Marx  E.  Oberndorfer  of  Chicago,  chairman 
of  the  Music  Division  of  the  General  Fede- 

ration, is  making  a   number  of  addresses 
before  local  clubs  throughout  the  country 
regarding  this  contest,  which  has  for  its 
purpose  increasing  the  general  appreciation 
of  good  music  in  the  United  States.  Mrs. 
Oberndorfer,  like  John  Philip  Sousa  and 
others,  believes  that  the  motion  picture 
theatres  have  been  most  helnful  in  increas- 

ing the  love  for  music.  It  is  here  that  the 

masses  of  the  po'pulation  of  America  are reviewed  and  music  is  now  taken  daily  to 

20,000,000  persons  by  the  theatres. 
The  radio  stations  of  America  have  been 

asked  to  cooperate  in  the  contest  and  they 
are  doing  so.  Before  the  contest  is  held, 
fifty  selections  will  be  played  at  various 
times  by  the  theatres  participating  and 

thos_e_  radio  stations  taking  part,  in  order  to 
familiarize  tlie  children  with  the  composi- 

tions that  have  been  chosen  for  the  contest. 

During  _   National  Music  Week  fifteen  of 
these  will  be  played  in  the  theatres  and  then 
the  children  will  name  the  selections  played 

and  also  write  an  essay  on  “What  Music 
Means  to  Motion  Pictures.” 

The  contest  is  being  staged  by  the  Gen- 
eral Federation  as  its  contribution  to  the 

National  Music  Week  prooram  as  arranged 
by  the  National  Music  Week  committee, 
which  is  composed  of  representatives  of 
twenty-four  national  organizations.  Full 
cooperation  of  the  motion  picture  industry 

has  been  pledged  by  Will  H.  Hays,  presi- 
dent of  the  Motion  Picture  Producers  and 

Distributors  of  America,  Inc. 

Harry  Dutton  Rallying 

After  Operation 

H.  A.  R.  Dutton,  president  of  Exhib- 
itors Supply  Company,  Chicago  is  con- 

valescing at  the  West  Suburban  hospital 
following  an  operation  last  Thursday  for 
the  removal  of  his  gall  bladder. 

Mr.  Dutton  had  been  ailing  for  several 
weeks.  The  operation  is  believed  to  have 
been  entirely  successful  and  Mr.  Dutton 
is  now  declared  to  be  on  the  road  to  speedy recovery. 

of  GelcbratSon  Goods 

containing  one-thou- eand  and  one  novelty 
features  for  every  kind 
of  celebration,  party. 

patrioticdeinonstration, 
street  fair,  carnivals,  ba- 

zaars, theatre  gifts.  nrV' works,  etc.  You  can  apt 

afford  to  be  without  it 

Write  today  for  your 

copy. 

Brazel  Novelty  Mfa.  Co.,  .SO  Ella  St--  CIb-  Ol 
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S.  L.  Rothafel,  “Roxy”  of  me  Roxy  Thea- 
tres Corp.,  and  W.  B.  Milner,  Eastern  Sales 

Agent  for  the  W.  W.  Kimball  Organ  Co., 

completing  negotiations  for  the  organ  equip- 

ment the  new  “Roxy,”  at  the  offices  of  the 
corporation  at  Steinway  Hall. 

Kimball  Given  Order 

for  Organs  in  New 

Roxy  Playhouse 
S.  L.  Rothafel  (Roxy)  has  awarded  the 

contract  for  what  is  said  to  he  the  largest 
and  finest  organ  installation  in  any  theatre 
in  the  world  to  the  W.  W.  Kimball  company, 
Chicago.  This  is  for  the  Roxy  theatre,  New 
York  City. 

Roxy’s  years  of  experience  and  study  in 
dte  staging  of  fine  feature  production.®  where 
music  plays  such  an  important  part,  and  his 
knowledge  of  the  musical  requirements  for 
these  artistic  productions  are  responsible 
for  the  design  of  these  instruments.  The 
contract  includes  three  separate  organs  for 
three  individual  purposes. 
The  special  Kimball  Unit  designed  for 

the  theatre  mil  be  installed  in  special  sound- 
proof chambers  under  the  stage,  the  sound 

coming  directly  from  the  orchestra  pit,  this 

instrument  representing  a   large  symphony 
orchestra.  Three  separate  consoles  to  be 
placed  in  the  center  of  the  orchestra  pit  on 

elevators  will  control  this  organ,  it  being 

played  by  three  organists  at  the  same  time. 
The  main  console  is  of  five  manuals  and 

pedal  with  two  separate  three  manual  con- 
soles controlling  special  divisions  of  the 

organ. 

In  the  grand  foyer,  which  is  being  de- 
signed to  accommodate  3,000  persons,  a 

three  manual  Kimball  Soloist  will  be  lo- 
cated. This  instrument  will  be  controlled 

by  an  automatic  device  operating  from  hand 

played  rolls  reproducing  the  playing  of  the 
best  musicians  in  the  country,  the  music 

rendered  as  if  by  the  artist  himself  from 
the  fingering  of  the  keys  to  the  manipuiaiion 

of  the  different  stop  combinations  and  ex- 
pression. 

With  Roxy’s  Gang  in  the  broadcasting 
room,  which  will  be  a   feature  of  the  tlieatre, 

there  \vill  be  a   special  broadcasting  organ 
designed  for  this  purpose.  This  organ  will 
be  controlled  by  a   two  manual  unit  console 
with  double  touch  on  both  manuals.  In  ad- 

dition to  the  special  percussion  instruments 
ffiere  will  be  a   Kimhali  Concert  Grand 

Piano  in  the  studio  playable  from  the  organ 
console,  this  equipment  being  used  at  all 
tunes  in  the  special  broadcasting  programs 
from  the  studio. 

These  organs  are  now  being  specially  con- 
structed and  voiced  for  their  respective  pur- 

poses by  artists  in  the  Kimball  factory. 

De  Luxe  Special 

BRASS  TACKS 
Anyone  with  an  imagination  and  a   few  lines 

of  type  can  make  claims,  but  it  takes  a   real  in- 

stitution to  warrant  and  produce  an  article  of 
character  and  distinction. 

^^Comparisons  are  always  sought  with  the  best,  but 

when  the  ferment  and  the  shouting  dies  down,  the 

real  product  is  more  solidly  entrenched  than  ever. 

Quality  and  service  are  still  determining  factors, 

hence,  Minusa  allegiance  and  Minusa  service 

will  go  on  undisturbed. 

Minusa  Cine  Screen  Co. 
2665  MORGAN  STREET 

Saint  Louis 

More  Than  Fourteen  Hundred 

High  Class  theatres  throughout  the  United  States  are 

screening  Alexander  Film  Publicity.  You  should  screen  it, 

too,  because: — 

1,  IT  PROMOTES  GOOD  WILL  FOR  YOUR 

THEATRE  IN  YOUR  COMMUNITY. 

2.  IT  MAKES  YOU  MONEY. 

Free  Booklet  Tells  You  Why! 

Mail  the  coupon — NOW!^ 

dV 

ai> 
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DONT  BLAME 

YOUR 

PROJECTIONIST 

If  you  are  not  obtaining  good 

projection — Look  over  your  equipment 

and  see  that  he  has  the  best — 

THEN— 
Your  worries  will  be  over  concerning  this  problem. 

We  are  assisting  many  theatres  in  overcoming  poor 

projection— 

We  can  improve  your  projection  with  the — 

“H  C’  HIGH  INTENSITY  LAMP 

HALL  &   CONNOLLY,  Inc. 
129  Grand  St.  New  York  City 

ADMISSION 
SATIIRBAY  EVfNINGS.  SUItOAY«r  mmm 

ADULTS  CHILDREN 
,   UlfO£H  12  YEARS 

50^  25^ 

Design  No.  T103.  Glass  size  14x9  in. 

Interchangeable  feature  permits  easy 

removal  of  sign  and  insertion  of  an- 

other, for  change  of  prices,  etc. 

Edgeglow 
Electric  Signs 

An  artistic,  legible  sign  above  your 
ticket  window  is  indispensable.  The 

Edgeglow  sign  illustrated  attracts  fav- 
orable attention  and  makes  a   pleasing 

impression. 

It  is  illuminated  with  two  25-watt 
standard  showcase  lamps  and  comes 
equipped  with  cord  and  plug. 

Get  our  bulletin,  Signs  of  Class  Made 

of  Glass.  You’ll  find  it  interesting. 

Rawson  &   Evans  Company 

710-712  Washington  Boulevard Chicago 

{3191A) 

FREE  TRIAL  OFFER 

Double 
Disc 

Shutter 
No  obligation 
— Just  send  us 

make  of  ma- 
chines used. 

GIVES 

MORE 

LIGHT- LESS 

FLICKER 
—BETTER 

PROJEC- 

TION- 

LESS  * 
VIBRA- Psleated  TION 

Tlie  Double  Disc  Shutter  Co. 
21«0  Payne  Ave.,  FUm  Bldg. 

Cleveland,  Ohio 

UNIFORMS 

AbrUshers,  Door* 

men.  Footmen, 
Orchestras, 

Sands,  etc. 

Mads  to  indioidua!  mea- 

sures, fit  guaranteed. 
Special  catalogue,  with 
correct  up-to-date  styles, 
and  samples  sent  free 

postpaid. 

WESTERN  UNIFORM  CO. 

204  So.  Clark  Street 
Cbleago.  Ill, 

A   Plan  for  Air  Inlets 

Controlled  from 

Seats  Is  Told 
TNTERESTING  features  of  air  distribution 

in  theatres  are  discussed  by  Samuel  R. 

Lewis,  consulting  engineer,  in  an  article  in 

the  Heating  and  Ventilating  Magazine  for 

April.  Mr.  Lewis,  in  his  discussion,  outlines 

a   plan  for  air  flow  which  would  be  con- 

trolled from  the  theatre  seats.  He  says: 

"We  hear  a   good  deal  of  talk  about  the 

spectacular  picture-theatre  cooling  jobs, 
using  refrigeration.  Nearly  every  possible 

point  of  entry  and  angle  of  delivery  for 
fresh  air  introduction  has  been  tried  by 
someone. 

“Upward  introduction  through  floor 

openings  under  the  seats  gives  draft  trou- 
bles, unless  the  entire  floor  area  is  occu- 
pied, since  cool  air,  pumped  up  in  areas 

where  there  is  no  human  body  to  warm  it, 

falls  down  the  slope  and  impinges  on  the 

backs  of  people  nearer  the  stage  and  causes 
draft  complaint. 

*   *   * 

“Overhead  introduction  from  the  rear  of 
the  audience  is  always  a   failure  unless  the 

ceiling  is  very  high  and  unless  the  incom- 
ing air  is  warmer  than  in  the  room. 

“Downward  ventilation,  from  overhead 

inlets  to  floor  outlets,  possibly  would  over- 
come this  trouble  if  we  could  get  enough 

inlets  and  if  these  could  deliver  the  air 

toward  the  faces  of  the  people,  hitting  no 

bald  heads.  Such  an  arrangement  physi- 

cally is  impossible  for  all  of  the  seats  in 
a   theatre,  and  we  find  as  much  howling 
from  drafts  due  to  air  entering  cooler  than 

that  of  the  room,  with  downward  systems, 
as  with  upward  systems. 

“Only  a   few  of  the  people  in  a   theatre 
can  be  served  by  a   consistent  air  supply 

from  in  front  of  them.  To  get  supph' 
ducts  under  the  balconies  at  the  fronts  of 

the  balconies  is  always  very  difficult,  for 

structural  reasons.  The  greater  part  of 

the  audience  must  be  served  by  air  from 
distant  sidewall  inlets,  necessitating  uneven 

distribution,  and  with  air  from  the  lofty 

ceiling.  This  air  will  not  come  down  un- 
less it  is  cooler  than  the  air  already  around 

the  people.  In  coming  down  it  must  dodge 
the  rising  currents  of  air  already  warmed 

by  the  bodies  of  the  people.  If  it  is  more 
than  a   very  small  degree  cooler  than  the 

air  already  around  them,  the  people  will 
feel  it  and  complain. 

4   «   « 

"The  lights,  when  there  are  any,  add  to 
the  complication  by  warming  the  incoming 

air  when  they  are  lighted,  and  by  letting 

it  tumble  down  too  cold  when  they  are 
shut  off.  A   chaotic  and  inconsistent  air 
circulation  and  distribution  results. 

“The  tendenc'^  at  present,  seems  to  be 
toward  using  a   combination  of  downward 

and  upward  introduction,  with  some  deliv- 
ery horizontally  from  side  walls.  The  bug- 

bear is  distribution  of  the  heavy  cold  air 

through  a   blanket  of  warmer  air  that  the 

seat  when  raised  closes  the  air  supply. 

Thus  the  trouble  with  cool  air  running 

down  the  hill  and  making  drafts  in  the 

lower  parts  of  the  house  will  be  stopped 

automatically.  The  fan  speed  will  be  con- 

trolled so  as  to  maintain  a   uniform  pres- 

sure, being  slowed  down  when  the  pressure 

builds  up,  due  to  any  large  percentage  of 

seats  being  emptv.  It  would  probably  be 

necessary  to  have  the  closing  dampers  on 

only  about  one-half  of  the  seats." 
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Fox,  Milwaukee.  Front  (L  to  R) :   Margaret 

Brao^,  Esther  Catlike,  Kathleen  MeUermott, 
John  Lorecstz  (manager),  Kenneth  Coone. 

Rear:  Harold  Koehler,  Elmer  Fremy,  Lee  Anger, 

L.  J.  Miller. 

Readers 

witk 

H.  E.  N. 

in 

The  emblem  behind  this  quintet  tells  the  story. 

They're  loaders  of  First  National's  staff  at  Dcs 

Moines,  Iowa.  Left  to  right;  C.  Vi'.  Ross,  C. 
Pratt,  E.  Tilden  (manager),  A.  Johnson,  Wm. 
Finler. 

IOWA, WISCONSIN 
a   n 

INDIANA 

Above  we  are  introducing  th®  sales  staff  thot  carries  Fox  Film  Corporation 

product  to  the  exhibitors  out  of  the  Fox  branch  exchange  at  Indianapolis, 

Ind.  H.  J.  Bailey,  who  shepherds  the  flock  as  the  manager  of  the  exchange, 

is  the  man  in  the  center  of  the  group,  holding  the  spectacles  and  the  others 
are  hustlers  like  Bailey. 

Motro-Goldwyn-Mayer,  Milwaukee.  Wis.  Front  row  (L  to  R)  : 

Frank  Hansler,  R.  J.  Sickles,  Joe  Inhof,  Sam  Sharman  (man- 

ager), Rosemary  Gront,  Carl  Ebert,  Sam  Stall.  Rear  row: 
Fred  Feld,  Ellen  Gruhlo,  Malinda  Falk,  Ross  Wright,  Viola 

Basch.  Hazel  Klein,  Alva  Sickles. 

Here  is  o   pSciuro  of  the  group  that  puts  Producers  Distributing 

Company  pictures  on  the  map  out  of  the  Indianapolis  branch 

exchange  of  Pro-Dls>Co.  Fourth  from  the  left  in  the  front  row 

is  Robert  E.  Cotton,  who  is  manager  for  the  division.  And  fifth 

from  the  left  in  the  same  row  is  "Dud"  Wllliston,  branch  manager. 

F.  B.  O.’s  Indianapolis  staff.  Front  row  (L  to  R)  :   Miss  C
e^l 

Scharch,  Betty  White.  Ester  Kepple.  H.  K.  Hull  (m
anager).  C.  E. 

Penrod  (Central  Eastern  divisional  satesmonuger).  
E.  W.  PcMod. 

Cecil  Hirsch.  Rear  row:  Jas.  Kritier,  Russell  
Brentlenge,  Harry 

Leive.  Gustav  L.  Heinrich.  Frances  Kinney  and 
 Josha  Sunsmers. 

Leading  off  in  this  group  (loft  to  right)  U   "Smiling  Harry”  Koch, 
proprietor  of  Dreamland,  Fowler,  Ind.;  Totnmio  Barnett,  manager, 

Indianapolis;  A1  Roberge.  Cosmo,  Merrill,  W'ls.;  Bert  Fisher,  Park, 

ti  nc  director.  Ohio  theatre.  Indiana
polis.  The  others  are  Patrick  J.  B

oy'es, 

Danville.  Ind.t  Julius  Hollander,  ma
naging  director.  Sanders  and  Souths

lde. 

raukoe,  and  A.  C.  Smead,  manager.
  Garden,  Council  Bluffs,  Iowa. 
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Better  Theatres  Information 

and  Catalog  Bureau 
Many  of  the  products  listed  below  are  advertised  by  reliable  companies  in  this  issue  of  ̂ 'Equipment  Index" 

Free  Service  to  Readers 

of  “Better  Theatres” 
^“Better  Theatres”  offers  on  these  pages  an  indi- 
^   vidual  service  to  its  readers  through  this  Exhibitors 
Information  and  Catalog  Bureau.  Detailed  informa- 

tion and  catalogs  concerning  any  product  listed  on 

these  pages  will  be  sent  to.  any  theatre  owner,  man- 
ager, architect  or  projectionist. 

^Fill  in  the  coupon  on  the  next  page  and  mail  it  to 
^   the  “Better  Theatres”  division.  Exhibitors  Herald, 
407  S.  Dearborn  street,  Chicago. 

C^Many  of  the  products  listed  by  this  Bureau  are 

advertised  in  this  issue  of  “Better  Theatres.”  See 
Advertisers  Index. 

JITWe  are  glad  to  serve  you.  Do  not  hesitate  to  ask 

^   us^  for  any  information  on  equipment  or  problems 
pertaining  to  the  efficient  operation  of  your  theatre. 

A 

1   Accounting  systems. 
2   Accoustical  installatiozis. 

3   Adapters,  carbon. 

4   Adding,  calculating  ma- 
chines. 

5   Admission  signs. 

4   Addressing  machines. 

7   AdTertislng  novelties, 
materials. 

8   Advertising  projectors, 

9   Air  conditioning  equip- 
ment 

10  Air  dome  tents. 

11  Aisle  lights. 
12  Aisle  rope. 

13  Alarm  signals. 

14  Arc  lamps,  reflecting. 

1

6

 

 

Architectural  

service. 

16  Arc  regulators, 

17  Artificial  plants,  flowers. 
18  Art  titles. 

19  Automatic  curtain  con- 
trol. 

20  Automatic  projection  cut- 
outs. 

21  Automatic  sprinklers. 

B 

22  Balloons,  advertising. 
Banners. 

Baskets,  decorative. 

Bell-buzzer  signal  sys- 
tems. 

Blocks,  pulleys,  stage- 
rigging. 

Blowers,  hand. 

Booking  agencies  for  mu- 
sicians. 

Booking  agencies  (state 
kind). 

Boilers. 

Bolts,  panic. 

Booths,  projection. 
Booths,  ticket. 

Box,  loge  chairs. 
Brass  grills. 
Brass  rails. 

Brokers-Theatre  promo- 
tion. 

Bulletin  boards,  change- 
able. 

c 
Cable. 

Cabinets. 

Calcium  lights. 
Cameras. 
Canopies  for  fronts. 
Carbons, 
Carbon  sharpeners. 
Carbon  wrenches. 
Carpets. 

4

8

 

 

Carpet  
cushion. 

49  Carpet  cleaning  com- 

pound. 50  Carpet  covering. 
61  Cases,  film  shipping. 
62  Cement,  film. 
63  Chair  covers. 
64  Chairs,  wicker. 
65  Chairs,  theatre. 
66  Change  makers. 
67  Changer  overs. 
68  Color  hoods. 
59  Color  wheels, 
60  Condensers. 

D 

61  Date  strips. 
62  Decorations  (state  kind). 
63  Decorators,  theatre. 
64  Dimmers. 

65  Disinfectants — perfumed. 
66  Doors,  fireproof. 
67  Draperies. 
68  Drinking  fountains. 
69  Duplicating  machines. 

E 

70  Electric  circuit  testing 
instruments. 

71  Electric  fans. 
72  Electrical  flowers. 

73  Electric  power  generat- 
ing plants. 

74  Electric  signs. 

7

6

 

 

Electric  
signal  

and  
con- 

trol systems. 

76  Emergency  lighting 

plants. 77  Exit  light  signs. 

F 

78  Film  cleaners. 
79  Film  splicing  machine. 
80  Film  tools  (state  kind). 
81  Film  waxing  machine. 

82  Fire  alarms. 
83  Fire  escapes. 
84  Fire  extinguishers. 
85  Fire  hose. 
86  Fire  hose  reels,  carta. 
87  Fire  proof  curtains. 
88  Fire  proof  doors. 
89  Fire  proofing  materials. 
SO  Fixtures,  lighting. 
91  Flashlights. 

92  Flashers,  Electric  sign. 
93  Flood  lighting. 
94  Ploorlights. 
96  Floor  covering, 
96  Floor  runners. 
97  Flowers,  artificial. 
88  Footlights. 

9

9

 

 

Fountains,  
decorative. 

100  Fountains,  drinking. 

101  Frames-poster,  lobby  dis- play. 

102  Fronts,  metal  theatre. 
103  Furnaces,  coal  burning. 
104  Furnaces,  oil  burning. 
105  Furniture,  theatre. 
106  Fuses. 

G 

107  Generators. 
108  Grilles,  brass. 
109  Gummed  labels. 

110  Gypsum  products. 

H 

111  Hardware,  stags. 
112  Heating  system,  coal. 
113  Heating  system,  oil. 

I 

114  Ink,  pencils  for  slides. 

1

1

6

 

 

Insurance,  
Fire. 

116  Insurance,  Rain. 

117  Interior  decorating  serv- 
ice. 

118  Interior  Illuminated 

signs. 

J 

119  Janitors'  supplies. 

L 
120  Labels,  film  caution. 

121  Lamps,  decorative. 

122  Lamp  dip  coloring. 
123  Lamps,  general  lighting. 
124  Lamps,  incandescent  pro- 

jection. 

1

2

6

 

 

Lamps,  reflecting  arc. 

126  Lamp  shades. 
127  Lavatory  equipment,  fur- 

nishings. 

128  Lavatory  fixtures. 
129  Ledgers,  theatre. 
130  Lenses. 

131  Lights,  exit. 
132  Lights,  spot. 

133  Lighting  fixtures. 

134  Lighting  instaliaticns, 

1

3
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Lighting  systems,  com- 

plete. 

136  Linoleum. 
137  Liquid  soap. 

138  Liquid  soap  containers. 
139  Lithographers. 

140  Lobby  display  frames. 
141  Lobby  gazing  balls. 
142  Lobby  furniture. 
143  Lobby  decorations. 
144  Lubricants  (state  kind). 
146  Luminous  numbers. 

1

4

6

 

 

Luminous  
signs,  interior, 

exterior. 
M 

147  Machines,  ticket. 
148  Machines,  pop  corn. 

149  Machines,  sanitary  vend- 

ing. 

150  Make  up,  boxes,  theatri- cal. 
161  Marble. 
162  Marquise. 

163  Mats,  leather 
164  Mats  and  runners. 

1

5

6

 

 

Mazda  
projection  

adapt- 
ers. 

156  Metal  lath. 
157  Metal  polish. 
158  Mirror,  shades. 

159  Motor  generators. 
160  Motion  picture  cable. 
161  Musical  instruments 

(state  kind). 
162  Music  publishers. 
163  Music  rolls. 
164  Music  stands. 

N 
166  Napkins. 

166  Novelties,  advertising. 

167  Nursery  furnishings  sod 
equipment. 
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168  Oil  burners. 
169  Orchestral  pieces. 

17©  Orchestra  pit  fittings, 
furnishings. 

171  Organs. 

172  Organ  novelty  slides. 
173  Organ  lifts. 
174  Organ  chamber  heaters. 

175  Ornamental  fountains. 
176  Ornamental  metal  work. 

177  Ornamental  metal  thea- 
tre  fronts. 

P 

178  Paint,  screen. 

179  Paper  drinking  cups. 
180  Paper  towels. 
181  Perfumers. 

182  Photo  frames. 
183  Pianos. 
184  Picture  sets. 

186  Player  pianos. 

185  Plastic  fixtures  and  dec- 
orations. 

187  Plumbing  fixtures. 
188  Positive  film. 

189  Posters. 

ISO  Poster  frames. 

191  Poster  lights. 
192  Poster  paste. 
193  Portable  projectors. 
194  Pottery,  decorative. 
196  Power  generating  plants. 
19i  Printing,  theatre. 
197  Programs. 
198  Program  covers. 
189  Program  signs,  illu= 

minated. 

2

0

0

 

 

Projection  
lamps. 

201  Projection  machines. 

202  Projection  machine  parts. 

203  Projection  room  equip- 
ment. 

R 

204  Radiators. 

205  Radiator  covers. 

206  Rails,  brass. 
207  Ralls,  rope. 

208  Rain  insurance. 

209  Rectifiers. 

210  Reconstruction  service. 

211  Redecorating  service. 

212  ReScctors  (state  kind). 
213  Refurnishing  service. 

214  Regulators,  Mazda. 
215  Reels. 

216  Reel  end  signals. 
217  Reel  packing,  carrying 

cases. 

218  Resonant  orchestra  plat- 
form. 

219  Reseating  service. 

220  Rewinding  film. 
221  Rheostats 

222  Rigging,  stage. 

223  Roofing  materials. 

S 

224  Safes,  film. 

225  Scenery,  stage. 

226  Scenic  artists’  service. 
227  Screens. 
228  Screen  paint. 
229  Seat  covers. 
230  Seat  indicators,  vacant. 
231  Seats,  theatres. 
232  Signs  (state  kind). 

233  Signs,  parking. 
234  Signals,  reel  end. 
235  Sign  fiashers. 

236  Sign-cloth. 
237  Sign  lettering  service. 

238  Side  walk  machines,  corn 

poppers. 239  Slides. 

240  Slide  ink,  pencils. 
241  Slide  lanterns. 

242  Slide  making  outfits. 
243  Slide  mats. 

244  Shutters,  metal  fire. 
245  Soap  containers,  liquid. 
246  Speed  indicators. 
247  Spotlights. 

248  Stage  doors-valances,  etc. 
249  Stage  lighting  equipment. 
250  Stage  lighting  systems. 
251  Stage  rigging-blocks, 

pulleys. 252  Stage  scenery. 
253  Stair  treads. 
254  Statuary. 
255  Steel  lockers. 
256  Stereopticons. 
257  Sweeping  compounds. 

2

6
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Switchboards. 

259  Switches,  automatic, 

T 

260  Tally  counters, 
261  Tapestries. 
262  Tax  free  music. 

263  Telephones,  inter-com- municating. 

264  Temperature  regulation 

system. 265  Terra  Cotta. 
266  Terminals. 

267  Theatre  accounting  sys- 
tems. 

268  Theatre  dimmers. 

269  Theatre  seats. 
270  Tickets. 

271  Ticket  booths. 
272  Ticket  choppers. 

273  Ticket  holders. 
274  Ticket  racks. 

275  Ticket  selling  machines. 
276  Tile. 

277  Tile  stands. 

278  Tool  cases,  operator’s. 279  Towels,  paper. 

280  Towels,  cloth. 
281  Trailers. 

282  Transformers. 
283  Tripods, 

284  Turnstiles,  register: 

2

8
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Typewriters. 

u 
286  Uniforms. 

V 
287  Valances,  for  boxes. 
288  Vases,  stone. 
289  Vacuum  cleaners. 
290  Ventilating  fans. 

291  Ventilating,  cooling  sys- 

tem. 
292  Ventilating  systems, 

complete. 

293  Vending  machines,  soap. 
towels,  napkins,  etc. 

294  Vitrolite 

w 
295  Wall  burlap 
296  Wall  leather. 

297  Watchman’s  Clocks. 
298  Water  coolers. 
299  Wheels,  color 

USE  THIS  COUPON 

“BETTER  THEATRES”  DIVISION 
Exhibitors  Herald 

407  South  Dearborn  St.,  Chicago. 

Gentlemen:  I   should  like  to  receive  reliable  information  on  the  items  listed  following: 

(Refer  to  Items  by  Number) 

Remarks    

...Theatre™-™-     — -..City_ 

    ..Seating  Capacity.-.-— — 



BETTER  THEATRES  SECTION  OF 

April  17,  1926 

Advertised  in  This 

BETTER  THEATRES  SECTION 
(If  you  desire  something  not  listed  here,  Exhibitors  Information  and  Catalog 

Bureau  on  preceding  pages  will  get  it  for  you.) 

AUTOMATIC  CURTAIN 
CONTROL 

Automatic  Devices  Co., 

17  N.  7th  St.,  Allentown,  Pa. 

E.  J.  V£dlen  Elec.  Co., 

Akron,  Ohio. 

BANNERS,  HAND  PAINTED 

H.  Dryfhout, 
744  S.  Wabash  Ave.,  Chicago. 

BUSINESS  BUILDING  SERVICE 

(Local  Merchants  Tie-up) 
Alexander  Film  Co., 

Denver,  Colorado. 

CARBONS 

Hugo  Reisinger, 
11  Broadway,  N,  Y.  C. 

CHANGE  MAKERS 

Brandt  Automatic  Cashier  Co., 

Watertown,  Wisconsin. 

DIMMERS 

The  Cutler-Hammer  Mfg.  Co., 
12th  St.  and  St.  Paul  Ave., 
Milwaukee,  Wisconsin. 

DRINKING  CUPS 

Individual  Drinking  Cup  Co., 

Easton,  Pa. 

ELECTRIC  FLASHERS,  COLOR 
HOODS 

Reynolds  Eleetxie  Co., 
2651  W.  Congress  St.,  Chicago. 

EQUIPMENT,  SUPPLIES 

Monarch  Theatre  Supply  Co., 
724  S.  Wabash  Ave.,  Chicago. 

HLM  CEMENT 

Hcwes  &   Company, 
47  Meserole  St.,  Brooklyn,  N.  Y. 

HEATING  &   VENTILATING 

B.  F.  Reynolds  &   Co., 
113  W.  Ohio,  Chicago. 

Supreme  Heater  &   Ventilating 
Co.,  1552  Olive  St.,  St.  Louis,  Mo. 

ILLUMINATED  SIGNS — INTERIOR 
Tablet  &   Ticket  Co., 
1015  W.  Adams  St.,  Chicago. 

LAMP  COLOR 

Roscoc  Laboratories, 

129  Third  Place,  Brooklyn,  N.  Y. 

LENSES 

Bausch  &   Lomb, 
Rochester,  N.  Y. 

KoUmorgen  Optical  Corp., 
35  Steuben  St.,  Brooklyn,  N.  Y. 

Projection  Optics  Co., 
203  State  St.,  Rochester^  N-  Y. 

MARQUISE,  CANOPIES 

Edwards  Mfg.  Co., 
Cincinnati,  Ohio. 

ProBert  Sheet  Metal  Co., 

19  W.  8th  St.,  Covington,  Ky. 

MAZDA  LAMPS 

Edison  Lamp  Works, 
Harrison,  N.  J. 

MOTION  PICTURE  CABLE 
Rockbestos  Products  Corp., 

New  Haven,  Conn. 

MOTORS  FOR  MOTION  PICTURE 
MACHINES 

V/amer  Electric  Co., 

319  N.  Church  St.,  Kalamazoo. 

MUSIC  STANDS 

Gallagher  Orchestra  Equip.  Co., 

3235  Southport  Ave.,  Chicago. 

Liberty  Music  Stand  Co., 
1960  E.  116th  St.,  Cleveland, 

Ohio. 
NOVELTIES,  ALL  KINDS 

Brazel  Novelty  Co., 

30  Ella  St.,  Cincinnati. 
ORGANS 

W.  W.  Kimball  Company, 

308  South  Wabash  Ave.,  Chicago. 
Link  Piano  Co.,  Inc., 

183  Water  St.,  Binghamton,  N.  Y. 

Rudolph  Wurlitzer  Co., 
Cincinnati,  Ohio. 

PROGRAM  COVERS 
The  Hennegan  Company, 
311  Genesee  St.,  Cincinnati,  O. 

PROJECTORS 

Enterprise  Optical  Co., 
564  W.  Randolph  St.,  Chicago. 
International  Projector  Corp. 
Nicholas  Power  Div. 

90  Gold  St.,  N.  Y.  C. 
REFLECTING  ARC  LAMPS 

Hall  &   Connolly,  Inc., 

129  Grand  Street,  N.  Y.  C. 

McAuley  Mfg.  Company, 
554  W.  Adams  St.,  Chicago, 

RHEOSTATS 
Hoffmann  &   Soons, 

522  First  Ave.,  New  York,  N.  Y. 

SCREENS 
American  Silversheet  Co., 

915  Wash  St.,  St.  Louis,  Mo. 
Da-Ute  Screen  &   Scenic  Co., 
922  W.  Monroe  St.,  Chicago. 

Minusa  Cine  Screen  Co., 
Morganat  Bomont,  St.  Louis,  Mo. 
Raven  Screen  Corp., 

1476  Broadway,  N.  Y.  C. 

C.  S.  Wertsner  &   Son, 

211  N.  13th  St.,  Philadelphia,  Pa. 
SEATS 

American  Seating  Co., 

14  £.  Jackson,  Chicago. 

Heywood-Wakefield  Co., 
209  Washington  St,  Boston,  Mass. 

E.  H.  Stafford  Mfg.  Co. 
367  W.  Adams  St.,  Chicago. 

SHUTTERS 
Double  Disc  Shutter  Co., 

2100  Payne  Ave.,  Cleveland. 

SIGNS— ELECTRIC 
Milne  Elec.  Co., 

189  Fifth  St.,  Milwaukee. 
Verb  Sign  Company, 

4543  W.  Lake  Street,  Chicago. 

SIGN  FLASHERS 
-   Cramblet  Eng.  Corp., 

286  Milwaukee  St.,  Milwaukee. 

SILENCE  SIGNS 
Rawson  &   Evans  Co., 

710  W.  Washington,  Chicago. 

SLIDES 
3.  F,  Ransley, 

54  W.  Randolph  St.,  Chicago. 

STAGE  UGHTING  EQUIPMENT 

Frank  Adam  Elec.  Co., 
3650  Windsor  Ave.,  St.  Louis,  Mo. 

Chicago  Cinema  Equipment  Co., 
820  S.  Tripp  Ave.,  Chicago. 

Major  £q  uipment  Co., 
4603  Fullerton  Ave.,  Chicago. 

STAGE  RIGGING,  HARDWARE 

James  H.  Channon  Co., 
223  W.  Erie  St.,  Chicago, J.  R.  Clancy, 

Syracuse,  N.  Y. 
Peter  Clark,  Inc., 

534  W.  30th  St.,  New  York,  N.  Y. 

STAGE  SCENERY 

Tiffin  Scenic  Studios, 

Tiffin,  Ohio. 

STEREOPTICONS 

Best  Devices  Co., 

Film  Building,  Cleveland. 

THEATRE  DECORATING  SERV. 

Michel  Angelo  Studios, 

212  E.  Superior  St.,  Chicago, 

THEATRE  PRINTING,  PROGRAMS 

Exhibitors  Printing  Service, 

711  S.  Dearborn  St.,  Chicago. 
The  National  Poster  &   Printing 

Co.,  729  S.  Wabash  Ave.,  Chicago 

TICKETS 

Globs  Ticket  Co., 

122  N.  12th  St.,  Philadelphia,  Pa. 
Trimount  Press,  Inc., 

113  Albany  St.,  Boston,  Mass. 

TICKET  MACHINES 
Midwest  Ticket  Supply  Co., 

845  S.  Wabash  Ave.,  Chicago. 

TRANSFORMERS 
Hertner  Electric  Co., 
Cleveland,  Ohio. 

Roth  Brothers  &   Co., 

1400  W.  Adams  St,,  Chicago,  III. 

UNIFORMS 
Western  Uniform  Co., 

202  S.  Clerk  St.,  Chicago. 
VACANT  SEAT  INDICATORS 

Acme  Elec.  Construction  Co., 

407  S.  Dearborn  St.,  Chicago. 

VENTILATING  EQUIPMENT 
Arctic  Nu-Air  Corp., 

818  State  Lake  Bldg.,  Chicago. 
Blizzard  Fan  Sales  Co., 

1514  Davenport  St.,  Omaha,  Neb. 
Knowles  Mushroom  Vent.  Co,, 

202  Franklin  St.,  New  York,  N.  Y. 

Typhoon  Fan  Co., 
345  W.  39th  St.,  N.  Y.  C. 



ROCKBESTOS 
-the  asbestos  covered  wire 

^ ire  is  important  to  you. 
The  name  ROCKBESTOS  is  important  since  it  stands  for  the  finest  motion  picture  cable, 
arc  and  spot  light  wire,  and  fixture  wires  that  carry  the  electric  current  to  important  parts 
of  your  theatre  and  studio.  ROCKBESTOS  is  important  to  you  because  it  is  so  well  made 
that  its  use  means  fewer  replacements.  Therefore  cheaper  in  the  end.  All  sizes  and  capacities, 

houses  carry  it.  Ask  them  for  it. 

ROCKBESTOS  PRODUCTS 
CORPORATION 

Sraas  Cenlril  Taw.  BiSg.  Kaw  Yaik NEW  HAVEN.  CONN. m   MidltOB  Tato.  BUg..  Cttiap 
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ciitu  wonve. 

IT'S  wonderful  how  many  big  pictures 
ARE  “promised”  for  next  year. 
M-G-M  sincerely  hopes  they’ll  all  be  great— 
THAT  helps  film  business  all  around. 

BUT  it’s  interesting  to  note  that 
WHILE  the  whole  industry  is  speechifying 
ABOUT  1926-1927 
M-G-M  keeps  turning  out  the  hits. 
DEPEND  on  it  that  next  season,  too, 

YOU'LL  get  the  hits  and  not  the  “talk”  from 

Member  Motion  Picture  Producers  and  Distributors  of  America,  Inc. — Will  H.  Hays,  President 

WHILE  OTHERS  TALK 

ABOUT  NEXT  YEAR- 



f^RCBERrMORrON 

» RmmMt 

■f:&jSimPi&gi 

jh&  slmdiiy  iacreas  'tnf  nitm^her  of  Robert  Morten  Umt  Orp^ insiaiiations  hoik  in  ike  larger  and  the  smaller  thealres  n 
evidence  thal  e^kihibors  eve/yiakere  recognize  the  Matert  Motkn 
as  an  outstanding  music  aitmciion  with  a   Direct  Bex.  Office  Vafm, 

Robert  Morton  music  gives  ioHw  picture  the  necessary  lik 
color  and  punchy  and  provides  tke  Exhibiior  wiih.  an  ad^ 
music  feature  of  Proven^  Permaneni  Drawing  Power, 

Sxclusive  processes  of  manafaciurnzgf  painslaking  care  m 
and  Struclural  Improvements  Found  in  Mo  Other  Instrumjenh 
make  ft  DisiincUg  Differmi  from  ail  other  Thmlre  Organs. 

Robert UortoiiUmi  Organ  is  the  most  powerful 

singh  factor  arty  Exhibitor  can  employ  to  provide 
a   ConttldU  Picliire  Presenicdion  Proararrb, 

WRITE  TODAV 

nWifSnUMk 

ROBERT  MORTON 
ORGAN  CO. 

c-4few  YorA^ 
IS€0  3roadioay~ 

LosJingeJes 
lyM  So.  Vernw/iv . 

G&mM€  i 
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Your  fopy  of ‘^Supshine 

Ad  P^sperity' 
s   onjlihe  Waj|f 

^aipIer  Bros,  send  yoii 

th#mGM|C  unusual  An- 

nouneiment  of  tlGieyear  I 
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take  your  copy  of  this  book, 
to  feel  its  weight,  to  realize  its 

bigness,  is  to  sense  that  Warner 

Brothers  plans  for  1926-27  are  of 

great  magnitude*  Only  a   huge 

book,  an  imposing  book  could  be 

a   worthy  and  capable  courier  of 
all  that  Warner  Brothers  will 

mean  to  the  whole  industry  with- 

in the  next  few  months.  Page 

after  page  tells  of  truly  splendid 

Warner  pictures  that  are  now  in 

production. 

As  you  study  each  great  produc- 

tion youll  credit  another  stroke  of 

master- showmanship  to  Warner 

Brothers.  As  you  read  their  plans 

for  the  year,  as  you  weigh  in  your 

mind  the  true  import  of  all  that 

this  book  contains  you’ll  agree 
that  the  one  line-up  which  you 

must  consider  is  Warner  Brothers ! 

Watch  for 
Your  Copy 

TF  YOU  haven’t  received  it  yet, 

^   you  should  get  it  any  day.  It 
has  been  mailed  direct  to  you. 

Check  up  on  your  postman,  in- 
quire at  the  post  office.  By  all 

means  be  sure  you  get  your  copy 

of  the  year’s  biggest,  most  impor- 
tant  announcement! 

Gigantic  in 
its  Significance 
to  You! 
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FBO  set  3   furious  p 
l3st  se9son  / 

FBO  will  shoot  reel 
soaring  skywa 
for  IQ?6-27/ 
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^   the  track 
with  cm  unbeatable  stride^ 

Off  with  the  crack  o£  the  pistol,  RB.O.  is  hurdling  into  next  sea- 
son with  a   zip  that  will  strain  box-offices  to  their  capacity  figures. 

Last  week  we  told  you  about  two  Gene  Stratton-Porter’s. 
THIS  WEEK  weTe  crashing  into  the  big  news  columns  with 

another  announcement  of  startling  importance! 

Among  the  Twelve  Gold  Bond  Super-Special 
Attractions  to  be  offered  by  F.  B.  0.  durins 
1926-27  will  be 

RCE  BURROUGHS' 

The  name  of  Edgar  Rice  Burroughs  is  known  and  loved  in 

every  corner  of  the  country. 

Mention  the  word  “Tarzan”  to  any  adult  or  youngster  and 
you  immediately  conjure  up  in  their  mind  a   picture  of  the  African 

jungle,  wonderful  animals  and  of  a   remarkable  he-man  who  is  the 

very  warp  and  woof  of  romance! 

Tarzan  has  become  more  than  the  name  of  a   character — it  has 

become  a   synonym  of  glorious  adventure,  the  master  key  to  the 

heart  of  every  red-blooded  human  in  the  world! 

This  latest  “Tarzan”  story  is  the  most  vivid,  virile  of  all 

this  author’s  great  stories!  It  has  a   potential  picture  audi- 
ence of  millions! 

And  this  is  just  one  more  of  the  many  big-author,  big- 

theme  pictures  F.  B.  O.  has  in  store  for  showmen  for 
1926-27! 

g h 
136©  Broodwar 

^iew  York.  N.  Y'. 
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This  Boole  BringLS  Hot  Weather 

Profits  ̂    *   Want  it?  -   -   -   -   ^ 

'*  I   ''HE  cool,  gladsome  word 
'*■  that  you  can  make  big 
money  in  hot  weather,  is  in 
this  book. 

It  has  brought  big  profits  to  hun- 

dreds of  theatres.  It  tells  you  how  to 

attract  people  o£f  the  scorching  streets,  out 

of  the  sweltering  buildings,  into  your  cool, 

pleasant,  comfortable  theatre. 

Tt  tells  about  the  Arctic  Nu-Air  Cooling 

and  Ventilating  System— the  system  that 
has  created  a   furore  in  Theatre-land, 

It  names  over  600  happy  and  enthusiastic 

users.  It  contains  a   few  of  the  hundreds  of 

letters  we  have  received,  shouting  the  praise 

of  this  system. 

Don’t  mind  what  we  say — but  give  heed 
to  the  statements  of  the  men  who  have 

licked  the  hot  weather  bogey — and  have  the 

proof  of  victory  in  their  banks. 

This  book  means  a   fortune  to  the  wide- 

awake theatre  owner  or  manager. 

Send  for  it  today;  use  this  convenient 

coupon,  or  drop  us  a   line. 

You’ll 
Book  before 

weather  comes. 

HERE'S 

THE 

HANDY 

COUPON 

ARCTIC  NU^AIR  CORPORATION,  Dept.  2 
813  State  Lake  Bldg., 

Chicago,  111. 

1   Please  send  me  the  book  that  tells  about  Hot  Weather 

House 

Length     
Width 
Height 

Balcony? 

Yes  □   No  □ 



COLUMBIA  PICTURES 
A   NATIONAL  INSTITUTION 

QA 
CokiinbiaS» 

1926-27 

FAKS  have  been  perfected  whereby  the  re^onal distributors  of  Columbia  Pictures  will  be  welded 

into  a   National  organization. 

The  unified  strength  of  the  distributing  units  hand- 

ling Columbia  Productions  and  the  producing  power 

behind  Columbia  Pictures  Corporation  have  been  con- 

solidated to  make  it  a   most  formidable  producing  and 

^distributing  organization.  ’ 

The  combination  of  brains,  money  and  the  individu- 

alities of  these  two  great  forces  guarantees  to  every 

exhibitor  twenty-four  big  attractions  of  outstanding 

and  dependable  quality. 

The  Stories  for  the  1926-27  productions  will  be  from 

the  works  of  world  famous  authors,  playwrights  and 

producers 

24 ColmnbiaS* 

1926-27 

Richard  Harding  Davis 

Irving  Berlin 

Charles  Frohman 

Alfred  Henry  Lewis 

George  Bronson-Howard 

including 

Rupert  Hughes 

Maude  Nugent 

Adolph  Philipp 

AL  H.  Woods 

Augustus  Thomas 

Montague  Glass 

Louis  Joseph  Vance 

Gertrude  Atherton 

Guy  de  Maupassant 
William  Hamilton  Osborn 

Every  Picture  Will  Have  A 
Box  Office  Cast 

Where  Columbia  Plci:-ures  
Are  maoe 
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Many 
Millions 

will 

read 

about 

THE  SATURDAY  EVEMNGJPOSl 
and  other  National  Mediums 
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Admittedly 
the  EXCLUSIVE  PRE- 

SENTATION  by 
INTERNATIONAL 

NEWSREEL  of  the  epic 

of  the  sea — the  rescue 
of  the  crew  of  the 

ANTINOE  by  the  S.  S. 
ROOSEVELT 

Admittedly 
previous  to  the  above  was 

the  widely  discussed  EX- 
CLUSIVE  PRESEN- 

TATION by  INTERNA- 
TIONAL NEWSREEL  of 

the  SIGNING  OF  THE 

LOCARNO  TREATY  only 
a   few  weeks  before 

The  Greatest  Scoop  in 

Newsreel  History — 

The  Greatest  Scoop  in 

Newsreel  History — 

jirst  tvith  the  news — ushered  in  1926  by  giving  you Thus  International  Newsreel — always 

THE  TWO  GREATEST  NEWSREEL  SCOOPS  IN  NEWSREEL  HISTORY 

Without  Extra  Cost  to  Exhibitors 

in  addition  to  the  usual  consistently  best  newsreel  on  the  marke
t 

INTERNATIONAL  NEWSREEL 
104  a   year  —   Released  thru  UNIVERSAL  —   2   per

  week 
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America  is  rin^in 
the  Great  News/ 

A   more  brilliant  array  of  stellar  talent  has  never 

been  featured  in  a   more  brilliant  list  of  really 

great  productions.  The  choicest  product  of  world- 
famous  autliors  and  playwrights— stage  successes 
and  novels  whose  titles  mean  more  to  you  than 

'anything  we  could  possibly  say  about  them. 

Poker  Faces 

^The  Ice  Flood 
;The  Runaway  Express 
(   Her  Big  Night 
)The  Mystery  Club 
bThe  Old  Soak 

The  Whole  Town’s Talking 
Perch  of  the  Devil 
The  Show  World 
Prisoners  of  the  Storm 
The  Big  Guns 
Spangles 
Savage  in  Silks 

Another  Woman’s  Life 
^Butterflies  in  the  Rain 
Down  the  Stretch 
Too  Many  Women 
Taxi,  Taxi 
The  Love  Thrill 
Beware  of  Widows 
Oh,  Baby! 
The  Texas  Streak 
Ace  High 
The  Prairie  King 
The  Buckaroo  Kid 
Hero  on  Horseback 

Ridin’  Like  Fury The  Silent  Rider 
AND  THESE  THREE 

SUPER  PRODUCTIONS 

The  Flaming  Frontier 
The  Midnight  Sun 
Les  Miserables 

AND  THE  FIRST  UNIVERSAL 
REGINALD  DENNY  PRODUCTION 

Take  It  from  Me 

BEST 

BACKED 

tures  in 

S 

EXHOlWfb" 

THE  GREATER 
MOVIE  LIST 
IS  THE  MOST 
AMAZING  GROUP 
OF  BOX-OFFICE 
PICTURES  EVER 
OFFERED  BY  A 

PRODUCER  ! 
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Publication  Values 

The  Judgment  of  the  reader  is  the 
verdict  of  the  court  of  last  resort  on 

publication  values. 

The  reader’s  judgment  is  inevitably 
echoed  in  the  action  of  advertisers  in 

determining  publication  values  for 

advertising  expenditures. 

Hence,  it  is  quite  in  the  natural  order 

that  the  HERALD,  the  preferred  pub- 

lication >vith  exhibitor-readers  every- 

where, is  also  the  preferred  publica- 
tion with  advertisers. 

NOTE:  In  the  Erst  seventeen 

issues  of  1 926 f   the  HERALD  pub~ 

lished  a   larger  volume  of  paid 

advertising  than  any  other  trade 

paper  in  the  held. 
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For  Season. 1926  —   1927 

William  Fox  presents 

A   BLACK 
SHEEP 

Another  mighty 

CHARLES  H. 

HOYT  Stage  Success 

Another  sure-fire  cleanup  from  the  pen  of  Americans 

master  of  comedy  farce.  A   wild  and  woolly  Westerner 

who  swaps  millions  for  a   stage  flappen  Ifs  a   riot  from 

beginning  to  end*  A   |>erfedl  cyclone  of  crackling  wit  and 

subtle  humor*  It  will  be  another  great  FOX  produ(3ion 

for  the  millions  of  old  HOYT  enthusiasts  and  the  mih 

lions  of  the  newer  generation  who  never  had  the  pleasure 

of  seeing  these  mighty  stage  successes* 

^   rr      
 -   ■ 

Idx  Film  Oapioiatiaa, 

Coming 

No, 

24 



Away  to  a   flying  start! 
“   Absolute  capacity  with  standing 
room  all  taken  every  show.  Audi- 

ence wildly  enthusiastic  and  proclaim 

‘The  Greater  Glory’  the  greatest! 
Box-office  concurs  most  heartily  in 

their  opinion!” 

Julia  Smith, 
Strand  Theatre,  W aterbury.  Conn. 

Richard  A.  Rowland 
prexentr 

Members  ̂    Motion  Picture  Producers  iind.  Distributors  of  America  Hays  J^uient f 



JUNE  MATWU
* 

From  EDITH  O'^MAuGH
NEW'i  novei 

"VIENNESE  MEDLEY' 

4nd 
CONWAY  TEARLE 
ANNACiNILSSON 

MAYALUiON,  IAN  KEITH 

JEAN  WEMHOLT  W   LUCY  BEAUMONT 

<J  JUNE  MATHK   ProducHon 
^   ■   ■   f.   CURT  REHFELD 

Aorf«ftee  «*«*<«■.  RAY  BOCKETT  OJtf  JOHN  iOVU,  j 

Art  0/iYC#o<'...E.J.  IWWS.T1R  /Ito  «tfor.  OEOROe.  McOU'RS.  J 
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Announcement 

ARTIN  J.  QUIGLEY,  editor  and  pub- 

lisher  of  the  HERALD,  who  has  just 

returned  from  a   tour  of  inquiry  and  observation 

in  the  film  centers  of  Europe  and  England  will 

commence  in  an  early  issue  a   series  of  articles 

on  motion  picture  conditions  abroad. 

The  articles  will  be  intended  to  acquaint  the 
trade  with  various  vital  and  interesting  features 
of  the  foreign  film  market  which  will  assist 

toward  a   better  understanding  of  conditions 

affecting  the  American  industry  and  the  prob- 
lems which  these  conditions  present. 





NORMA  SHEARER 

BENJAMIN 

CHRISTIANSON 
cyTocittetim 

•tortttcn  (iUft  £f(ret‘tc^ 
bjf 

BENJAMIN  CHRISTIANSON 

A   MESSAGE  TO 

M-G-M  EXHIBITORS 
AGAIN  the  Big  Hit 
COMES  to  you 

FROM  Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer 
IN  The  Quality  52. 
NORMA  Shearer  (what  a   star  role)  in 
“THE  Devil’s  Circus”  (what  a   title!) 
AN  exploitation  gem. 
►PECTACULAR  in  its  size. 

tRMA  in  a   den  of  lions 

IS  just  one  thrill — 
AND\love  theme  stronger  than 

“HE  W^»vQet^lapped.” WITH  every  rele! 

THE  Quality  52 
SPRINGS  a   bigger  surpme. 
HAPPY  Showmen!  exhibitors 
ARE  looking  ahead  to 
NEXT  year,  too! 

nintfK 

CHARLES  EMMETT  MACK 
and  CARMEL  MYERS 
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M.  P.  X.  O.  A.  Heads  Frown  on  Remijiisciji  Booking  Plan;  Administrative  Committee 

Members  Consider  Sponsor  Exceeded  Authority  in  Calling  Project  “Monroe  Doctrine 
of  M.  P.  T.  0.  A   ” 

Allied  States  Will  Go  to  Los  Angeles  Convention  on  Harmony  Platform;  Seider  and 

Woodhull  Accept  Steffes’  Invitation  to  Meeting  of  M.  P.  T.  0.  of  Northwest  May  4 
and  5 — -Gorman’s  “Home  Sweet  Home”  First  of  Four  for  Associated  Exhibitors, 

Publix  Buys  Half  Interest  in  22  A.  H.  Blank  Theatres ;   Universal  Controls  40  Houses  in 

Kansas  City  Territory — Pathe  Opens  Convention ;   Mayer  Goes  East  for  M-G-M  Meet ; 
First  National  Meets  in  Chicago  April  26. 

Blue  Noses  Lose  at  Hearings;  Ban  in  Quebec  Opens  August  1;  Coolidge  Opposes  Federal 

Censorship™Educational  Sales  Forces  Start  Intensive  Drive. 

Arkansas  Exhibitors  Name  Delegates  to  M.  P.  T.  0.  A.  Gathering — ^2,000  Exhibitors 

Attend  Paramount  Key  Conventions — Pro-Dis-Co  Strengthens  Sales  Force  to  Handle 

New  Product — Cecil  De  Mille  Scores  Again  with  “The  Volga  Boatman” — Fox  Prod- 
uct Announcement  Made  at  West  Coast  Meeting. 

Films  of  Doug  and  Mary  to  Follow  “The  Big  Parade”  in  Grauman’s  Egyptian — Kennedy, 
F.  B.  O.  Head,  Returns  East^ — Grauman  Speaks  Before  Eastern  Advertisers — War- 

ner Brothers  to  Produce  in  Germany. 
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Editorial 

iy 

ManinJl^Quigley 

WITH  these  lines  the  editor  of  this  publication resumes  the  privilege  of  addressing  weekly  the 

motion  picture  trade  by  means  of  this  page  of 
editorial  comment. 

Several  names,  highly  distinguished  in  the  motion 

picture  industry,  adorned  this  page  during  my  absence 

of  eight  weeks.  To  the  various  ex  tempore  authors 

whose  articles  appeared  on  this  page  I   express  gratitude 

for  the  many  interesting  and  informative  discussions 

which  were  contributed.  It  is  to  be  hoped  that  the 

reader  will  experience  no  great  shock  in  the  transition 

back  to  the  old  order  of  having  the  page  written  by  a 

plain  editor, 
*   *   • 

During  my  absence  from  the  accustomed  editorial chair  I   have  had  the  opportunity  and  privilege  of 

being  received  by  leaders  in  the  motion  picture  industry 

in  the  chief  centers  of  Europe  and  England.  I   have 

examined  carefully  into  the  broad  aspects  of  the  motion 

picture  situation  in  the  Transatlantic  countries  and  have 
accumulated  considerable  information  which  will  afford 

the  basis  for  a   series  of  articles  which  will  commence  in 

a   subsequent  issue  of  the  HERALD. 

Without  anticipating  the  information  and  opinions 

which  shall  be  set  forth  in  the  coming  series  of  articles,  it 

may  be  stated  at  this  moment  that  the  foreign  markets 

of  England  and  Europe  are  intensely  alive  with  matters 

of  vital  interest  and  concern  to  the  American  industry. 

An  outstanding  feature  of  this  chief  part  of  the  foreign 

market  is  a   very  convincing  determination  to  play  a 

greater  role  nationally  and  internationally  in  the  world 

market  of  motion  pictures.  This  determination  is  being 

backed  by  an  aggressive  and  thoroughly  intelligent 

campaign  to  reach  the  desired  objective.  Success,  in 

some  important  degree,  may  not  be  immediate,  but  it  is 

eventually  certain. 

A   most  encouraging  indication  which  is  everywhere 

evidenced  in  England  and  in  the  countries  of  the  Conti- 

nent is  a   vastly  increasing  motion  picture  public.  New 

thousands  constantly  are  becoming  motion  picture  pat- 

rons. Theatre  attendance  is  becoming  a   more  general 

practice  and  habit.  And  this  is,  of  course,  the  most 

hopeful  prospect  which  the  amusement  business,  in  any 

of  its  branches,  may  face  either  at  home  or  abroad. 
«   *   « 

I   NOTE  with  much  personal  satisfaction  the  rapidity and  decisiveness  with  which  plans  for  the  Los  An- 

geles convention  of  the  national  exhibitors’  association 
are  progressing.  The  California  meeting  should  be  an 

event  of  signal  importance,  and  it  is  gratifying  indeed 

to  see  that  every  indication  points  to  that  end. 

The  Los  Angeles  convention  will  be  held  under  aus- 

picious circumstances.  There  is  nowhere  in  America 

that  is  more  logical  for  the  scene  of  a   great  theatre 

owners  conclave.  Los  Angeles  being  the  production 

capital  of  the  world,  everyone  in  any  way  connected 

with  the  industry  has  a   natural  desire  to  inspect  the 

studios  first-handedly.  And  California  as  a   place  to 

visit  has  more  to  offer  than  any  other  locality  in 
America. 

If  it  is  within  the  realm  of  possibility  for  any  ex- 

hibitor to  attend  the  Los  Angeles  convention,  he  should 

already  have  made  up  his  mind  to  be  on  hand  for  the 

opening  session.  There  is  offered  to  him  every  reason- 

able personal  and  business  inducement  to  be  present. 

He  cannot  help  but  find  the  journey  a   pleasant  adven- 

ture and  there  are  many  convincing  assurances  that  it 

will  be  found  a   profitable  investments  for  his  business. 

There  is  a   new  order  abroad  in  the  affairs  of  the 

Motion  Picture  Theatre  Owners  of  America.  The 

leaders  of  the  organization  are  determined  that  the 

convention  is  to  be  a   sane,  orderly,  deliberate  and  con- 

structive one.  No  political  come-ons  or  alarms  are  be- 
ing resorted  to;  instead,  there  is  being  worked  out  a 

comprehensive  plan  of  procedure  with  which,  it  is 

hoped,  the  exhibitor  attending  the  convention  will  be 

given  something  that  may  justify  the  time  and  expense 
which  he  will  be  put  to. 

The  time  is  a   propitious  one  for  a   great  meeting  of 

theatre  ©■^vners.  Business  has  been  good  and  there  is 

a   prospect  of  it  being  better,  but  however  good  condi- 

tions may  be,  cooperative  thought  and  action  among  ex- 
hibitors cannot  help  but  make  them  better. 

We  want  to  see  the  Los  Angeles  convention  a   really 

representative  meeting,  both  in  numbers  and  also  with 

respect  to  the  type  of  theatre  interests  represented.  We 

urge  this  because  many  of  the  new  alignments  into 

which  the  theatre  branch  of  the  business  is  forming  call 

for  discussion  and  a   formulation  of  policy.  Failure  to 

do  this  at  this  auspicious  occasion  of  the  Los  Angeles 

convention  is  very  liable  to  bring  a   heavy  penalty. 

Go  West — to  Los  Angeles  for  the  national  exhibitors’ 
convention  opening  on  June  1. 

E   distribution  branch  of  the  industry  is  right  now 

preparing  itself  for  what  promises  to  be  the  liveliest 
selling  campaign  in  the  history  of  the  industry. 

Each  of  the  chief  sales  units,  anxious  to  be  out  ahead 

of  its  competitors,  has  moved  ahead  the  date  of  the 

opening  of  its  campaign  so  that  about  the  time  that  the 

theatre  owner,  after  a   hard  season  of  management, 

would  like  to  turn  his  thoughts  to  a   possible  attack  of 

Spring  Fever  he  ̂ vill  be  met  with  a   mass  formation  of 

charging  salesmen  which  %vill  awaken  in  the  minds  of 
ex-service  men  memories  of  gas  attacks  in  Flanders. 

But  this  season  is  not  likely  to  be  a   good  one  for  sales 

organizations  which  may  rely  on  the  hope  of  storming 

theatre  citadels  unless  ♦here  has  been  effected  the  ab- 

solutely vital  preparation  of  laying  before  the  exhibitor 
the  full  facts.  This  will  be  a   season  of  keen  and  care- 

ful buying  and  the  companies  which  are  likely  to  at- 
tain the  greatest  success  are  those  which  first,  have  the 

product  and,  secondly,  make  the  product  thoroughly 
known  to  the  exhibitor. 
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M.  P.  T.  O.  A.  Heads  Frown 
on  Rembusch  Booking  Plan 

Administrative  Committee,  Meeting  in  Conjunction  with  West- 
em  Pennsylvnia  Convention,  Considers  Sponsor  Exceeded 

Authority — ^Woodhuil  and  Seider  to  Minneapolis 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

PITTSBURGH,  PA.,  April  20. — Frank  Rembusch’s  much  talked  of 
booking-  plan  -will  not  have  the  sanction  of  the  Motion  Picture  Theatre Owners  of  America,  judging  from  the  action  of  the  administrative  com- 

mittee of  the  organization,  which  met  here  today  in  conjunction  with  the 
convention  o£  Western  Pennsylvania  exhibitors. 

Held  Exceeding  Authority 

The  Rembusch  plan  was  discussed  from  all  angles  and  the  sense  of 
the  committee  was  that  Rembusch  had  exceeded  his  authority  in  broad- 

casting the  plan  as  “The  Monroe  Doctrine  of  the  M.  P.  T.  O.  A.”  without 
first  making  sure  that  the  plan  would  meet  with  the  approval  of  the 
organization. 

Married 

T   OSEPH  M.  SEIDER,  business  manager 
J   of  the  M.  P.  T.  O.  A.,  married  Miss 
Beatrice  Balduzzi  in  New  York  Sunday. 
Rabbi  Thalberg  officiated  at  the  ceremony. 
Their  wedding  tour  will  be  to  the  Los 
Angeles  convention. 

Northwest  Meet 

May  4,  5;  Expect 

Big  Attendance 
Upon  the  announcement  of  W.  S.  StefEes, 

president  of  the  Northwest  exhibitors’  as- 
sociation, of  the  dates  for  the  annual  con- 

vention interest  was  multiplied  and  the 

prospects  of  a   large  attendance  were  dou- 
bled. The  convention  will  be  May  4   and  S. 

In  announcing  the  dates  Steffes  asked 
members  to  get  busy  at  once  in  efforts  to 
repeal  the  music  tax. 

C/.  S,  Film  Bureau  to 

Have  $15fl00;  Senate 

Refuses  $30,000  Plea 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Jtcrald) 

WASHINGTON,  D.  C.,  April  20.— 
Failure  of  the  senate  to  “stand  by  its 
guns’’  has  resulted  in  congress  giving  the secretary  of  commerce  only  $15,000  for  the 
proposed  film  division  in  the  Bureau  of 
Foreign  and  Domestic  Commerce,  instead 
of  the  $26,000  originally  asked. 

Following  consideration  of  the  matter, 
1   ®   appropriations  committee  reduced 

the  $26,000  appropriation  to  $15,000.  When 
the  bill  came  before  the  senate,  however, 

j   j   appropriations  committee  of  that  body 
added  a   like  amount,  making  ̂ 0,000.  The 
bill  was  referred  to  a   conference  commit- 

tee representing  both  House  and  Senate, 
tor  settlement  of  differences  in  the  meas- 

ure, and  the  senate  receded  from  its 
amendment  increasing  the  appropriation, 
resulting  in  the  adoption  of  the  $15,000 allotment  made  by  the  house. 

Nolan  Joins  U,  A, 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  April  20. — Warren  Nolan 
chosen  to  take  charge  of  the 

CL  ̂ .®rvice  department  under  Vic- 
«   VI-  •   ̂̂ ^Plro,  director  of  advertising  and publicity  of  United  Artists. 

Business  Manager  Joseph  M,  Seider  was 
instructed  by  the  committee  to  notify  Rem- 

busch that  the  booking  plan  had  not  re- 
ceived the  endorsement  of  the  administra- 

tion at  this  time. 

Seider  Protest  Endorsed 

The  committee  in  session  consisted  of 
Mr.  Seider,  Sydney  S.  Cohen,  Julian  Bry- 
lawski,  R.  F.  Woodhull,  Harry  Davis,  with 
Michael  K.  O’Toole  representing  M.  J. 
Comerford,  who  was  unable  to  be  pres- 

ent. Jake  Wells  of  Virginia  and  Nathan 
Yamans  of  Massachusetts,  the  other  two 
members  of  the  committee,  were  not  here. 
The  committee  endorsed  the  action  of 

Business  Manager  Seider  in  protesting  to 
the  Hays  organization  against  the  action 
of  several  of  the  distributing  companies 
in  adding  clauses  to  the  Standard  Exhibi- 

tion Contract  without  first  notifying  the 
M.  P.  T.  0.  A.,  and  also  backed  Seider 
in  his  protest  against  the  formation  and 
actions  of  the  so-called  “Credit  Committee” 
of  the  film  clubs. 

Convention  Session  on  Production 

It  was  decided  that  one  session  of  the 
Los  Angeles  convention  should  be  given 
over  to  the  discussion  of  production  mat- 

ters and  that  a   number  of  well  known  pro- 
ducers and  directors  should  be  invited  to 

address  the  convention  on  this  subject.  Mr. 
Seider  was  also  instructed  to  begin  at  once 
a   campaign  for  the  purpose  of  getting  the 
thought  of  the  exhibitors  of  the  country 
on  the  class  and  kind  of  pictures  which 
should  be  made  for  them  to  show  to  the 

public. The  committee  voted  to  invite  General 
Will  Hays  and  Mayor  James  K.  Walker  of 
New  York  to  attend  the  convention  and 
Business  Manager  Seider  was  instructed  to 
issue  the  formal  invitations. 

Another  important  matter  which  came  up 
for  attention  was  the  urgent  invitation  of 
President  A1  Steffes  of  the  Allied  States 

for  President  Woodhull  and  Business  Man- 
ager Seider  to  attend  the  Minneapolis  con- 

vention on  May  4   and  5.  The  commit- 
tee voted  the  invitation  be  accepted  and 

Mr.  Woodhull  and  Mr.  Seider  will  go  to 
Minneapolis.  The  impression  prevails  that 
this  invitation  and  its  acceptance  mark  the 
end  of  the  strife  between  the  Allied  States 
and  the  M.  P.  T.  0.  A.,  and  that  the  Los 

Angeles  convention  will  be  a   peace  meet- 
ing at  which  all  differences  will  be  buried. 

The  following  committee  was  appointed 
to  work  out  the  program  of  business  and 
the  policy  of  the  Los  Angeles  convention : 
Joseph  M.  Seider,  chairman ;   R.  F.  Wood- 
hull,  Julian  Brylawski  and  Sydney  S. 
Cohen.  _   ... 

Western  Pennsylvania  and  West  Virginia 
exhibitors  to  the  number  of  about  100  are 

in  attendance  at  the  convention,  which  is 
being  held  at  the  Fort  Pitt  hotel.  At  the 
opening  session  Henry  Gauding,  president 
of  the  Western  Pennsylvania  organization, 
presided.  Addresses  were  made  by  Presi- 

dent Woodhull,  Seider,  Brylawski,  Cohen, 

O’Toole  and  Sam  Bullock,  the  latter  of 
Ohio. 
The  convention  adopted  a   resolution  re- 

jecting the  action  of  certain  companies  in 
adding  clauses  to  the  Uniform  Contract, 
and  instructing  the  arbitration  board  not 
to  act  on  contracts  which  bear  these  added 
clauses. 

Exhibitors  Seek 

Court  Aid  to  Win 

Sunday  Show  War 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  April  20.— Suit  was  filed 
last  week  in  the  United  States  District 
Court  by  Walter  Reade,  theatre  operator, 
and  the  Paritan  Amusement  Company  of 
Perth  Amboy,  against  Prosecutor  John  T. 
Toolan  of  Middlesex  County,  Mayor  Wil- 

liam Wilson  of  Perth  Amboy,  Sheriff  Fred- 
erick of  Middlesex  and  the  City  of  Perth 

Amboy,  seeking  to  have  them  enjoined 
from  proceeding  with  indictments  now 

pending  against  the  plaintiffs  for  operat- 
ing theatres  on  Sundays. 

The  suit  also  asks  that  the  defendants 
be  enjoined  from  taking  any  other  steps 
to  close  the  theatres  in  Perth  Amboy  on 
Sundays  or  any  criminal  proceeding  based 

on  the  "act  for  suppressing  vice  and  im- 

morality.” Philadelphia  to  Start 

Daylight  Saving  April  25 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

PHILADELPHIA,  April  20.— In  spite 
of  numerous  and  vigorous  protests  on  the 
part  of  various  organizations,  daylight 
saving  will  be  observed  in  Philadelphia  this 
year  beginning  at  2   a.  m.  Sunday,  April 
and  continuing  until  the  last  Sunday  in 
September.  Council  has  taken  no  action 
in  regard  to  the  many  protests  received. 

Butler  Named  to  Aid 
Le  Baron  by  Lasky 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  April  20.— John  W.  But- 
ler was  transferred  to  the  Long  Island 

studio  as  executive  assistant  to  Associate 
Producer  William  Le  Baron,  effective 

April  12. 
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■NTEW  YORK— “Bob,"  alias  Curley 
Welch,  says  it  always  gives  him  fall- 
ing arches  to  attend  the  premiere  of  an 

11  reel  picture.  .   .   .   Bill  Goldman,  St. 

Louis  magnate,  visiting  the  big  town  last 

week,  lunched  with  the  two  Neds,  Marin 

and  Depinet,  and  no  swindle  sheet  suffered. 

.   .   .   Marcus  Loeiv,  this  week’s  A.  M.  P.  A. 
headliner,  sails  about  the  end  of  April  on 

a   two  months  trip  abroad.  .   .   .   Jesse  Gold- 
berg, now  associate  of  1.  E.  Chadwick,  is 

back  in  New  York  holding  levees  in  the 

Astor  Hunting  Room.  .   .   .   John  Griffith 

JVray,  former  Ince  director  now  with  Fox, 

is  in  New  York  making  tests  for  “The 

Music  Master."  .   .   .   Billy  Brandt,  after 

taking  a   peep  at  “The  Volga  Boatman” 
says  it  looks  like  a   million  dollars  to  him. 
.   .   .   Jack  Bachmanu  is  back  from  a   Coast 

trip.  .   .   .   Charlie  Einfeld,  after  the  annual 

income  tax  struggle,  discovered  that  the 

only  commodity  which  hasn’t  gone  up  in 
price  is  the  notary’s  fee  w'hich  is  still  25 
cents  ....  Guy  IVonders,  beaubrummeles- 
que  exhibitor  from  Baltimore  was  in  New 

York  last  week  looking  ’em  over.  .   .   .   Hal 
Modes  left  Sunday  for  a   trip  across  the 

country  visiting  short  feature  buyers  and 
the  people  who  make  them  on  the  Coast. 
.   .   .   Nat  Roihstein  who  seems  to  have  a 

mortgage  on  Times  Square  for  exploita- 
tion purposes  pulled  another  with  18 

standards,  each  bearing  a   letter  of  “The 

Flaming  Frontier.”  .   .   .   Louis  B.  Mayer 
and  Pete  Smith,  picture  making  high  guns 
from  the  Coast,  are  due  in  New  York  this 

week  for  a   short  stay.  .   .   .   Dick  Rowland 

returned  to  New  York  for  a   few  da^’s  be- 

fore going  to  the  First  National  meeting  at 
Atlantic  City.  .   .   .   E.  Bruce  Johnson  sails 

this  week  for  a   long  trip  abroad  to  ar- 
range for  First  National  production  in 

Germany'.  .   .   .   John  Bernhardt  has  bought 
out  Kenneth  J.  Bishop  and  become  presi- 

dent of  Tenneck  Films,  with  Hopp  Hadley 
still  on  the  job.  .   .   .   Mayor  Jimmy  Walker 
returns  to  the  picture  business  long  enough 
to  be  the  guest  of  honor  at  the  T.  0.  C.  C. 
installation  dinner  at  the  Ritz  next  Satur- 

day night.  .   .   .   Harry  Reichenbach  also  re- 
turns to  the  same  industrv  and  wll  be 

toastmaster  at  the  T.  0.  c.  C.  affair. 
Jeffrey  Bernard  and  Joe  Plunkett  gave  a 
premiere  of  “The  Last  Days  of  Pompeii” 
Monday  night  at  the  Plaza.  .   .   .   Peter 
Mtlne  who  recently  left  Bob  Kane  has  lo- 

cated himself  in  the  publicity  department 
of  IJriited  Artists.  .   .   .   Vic  Shapiro,  intro- 

ducing Sid  Grauinan  at  the  A.  M.  P.  A., 
says  it  always  gives  him  pleasure  to  intro- 

duce an  exhibitor  who  pla-s  United  Artists 
products.  .   .   .   Eric  Pommer  is  back  in 
New  York  after  a   hurried  trip  to  his  home 
country  and  will  soon  go  on  to  Holly^vood. 
.   .   .   Mack  Senneit  came  East  last  week  for 
some  sessions  with  Pathe  and  with  Elmer 
Pearson.  .   .   .   Herbert  Croaker  is  now  do- 
mg  the  publicity  for  the  Johnny  Hines- 
Charley  Burr  combination.  .   .   .   W.  E 
Arkinson  says  the  “Roxy”  theatre  will  not 
be  sold  to  Balaban  &   Katz,  as  per  rumor. 
.   .   .   Ben  Schwarz  has  been  appointed  man- 

ager of  Renown  exchange  to  succeed  Jack 
Bellman.  .   .   .   Myer  Le.sser,  formerly  of 
Warner  Brothers  was  here  last  week  from 
Cincinnati,  hobnobbing  with  Harry  War- 

ner. .   .   .   Cecil  DeMilie.  who  came  East 

for  the  premiere  of  “The  Volga  Boatman” has  returned  to  the  Coast. 
MARIE  PREVOST 

'Up  in  Mabel’s  Room' 
JETTA  GOUDAL 
"Risky  Business" 

m-j. 

CECIL  B.  DEMILLE 

Seven  Figeres in 

Pro-Dis-Co 

Productions 

VERA 

REYNOLDS 
"Sunny  Side 

up" 

PRISCILLA 
DEAN 

"The  Speeding 

Venus" 

ROD 
LA  ROCQUE 

"Gigolo" 

LEATRICE 

JOY 

"The  Clinging 

Vine" 

SPARGO. 
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Allied  Going  to  Los  Angeles 
on  Platform  for  Full  Harmony 

Fourth  Special  Train  Called  Likely  As  Reservations  Pile  Up  in Middlewest  and  East — State  Units  Elect  Official 
Delegates — Program  Is  Prepared 

Angeles  convention 

1   ,1'  ^   harmony  platform.  A1  Steffes  of  Minneapolis, 
leader  of  the  Allied  group,  has  stated  he  is  looking  forward  to  a   construc- 

tive and  smoothly-working  convention,  and  has  announced  that  delegates ^   Northwest  to  Los  Angeles  will  be  elected  at 
the  Minneapolis  convention  May  4   and  5.  according  to  dispatches  from 
Minnesota.  President  R.  F.  Woodhull  and  Business  Manager  Joseph  M. beider  of  the  national  organization  have  accepted  invitations  from  Steffes to  attend  the  Minneapolis  session. 

Fourth  Special  Train  Considered 

Meanwhile  reservations  are  pouring  in  for  the  three  special  trains  already 
Planned,  one  from  New  York  and  two  from  Chicago.  Several  cars  may 
be  added  to  the  Illinois  exhibitors’  special  leaving  May  23.  It  is  considered very  likely  that  still  another  train  will  have  to  be  made  up  in  Chicago  to meet  the  call  for  reservations. 

April  24,  1926 

Cooiidge  Against  U,S, 
Censorship,  Spokesman 

Says  at  White  House 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

WASHINGTON,  D.  C,  April  20.— 
President  Cooiidge  is  strongly  opposed 
to  federal  censorship  of  motion  pictures, 

feeling  that  if  censorship  is  exercised  at 
all  it  should  be  by  the  states,  it  was 

stated  today  by  a   White  House  spokes- 
man. The  president  as  a   governor  of 

Massachusetts  vetoed  a   censorship  bill, 
it  tvas  recalled.  He  has  had  no  com- 

plaint regarding  the  character  of  films  in 
recent  years,  the  administration  spokes- 

man said  and  believes  that  the  industry 
itself  is  doing  much  toward  improving 
films  in  which  connection  Will  Hays  is 
felt  to  be  a   decided  influence. 

Motion  pictures  have  beert  an  im- 

portant element  in  promoting  under- 
standing between  nations,  the  president 

feels,  and  the  pictures  we  sent  abroad 
have  done  much  to  acquaint  foreign 
countries  with  American  life.  At  the 

same  time  the  president  believes  that 
we  might  become  better  acquainted  with 

foreign  countries  by  importing  some  of 
their  films. 

Red  Seal  issues  Novel 

Spring  Edition  Year 
Book  of  1926  Product 

The  “Spring  Edition”  of  the  novel 
year  book  issued  last  week  by  Red  Seal 
Pictures  Corporation  carries  a   brief  out- 

line of  the  kind  of  product  to  be  served 

to  the  exhibitor  by  the  company  during 
1926.  Comments  of  the  trade  press  on 
a   number  of  the  short  features  are  in- 

cluded among  sketches  of  the  officials 
behind  the  guns  in  the  home  office  of 
the  company. 

Each  book  is  artistically  printed  with 
the  name  of  the  exhibitor  hand  drawn 
on  the  cover. 

Chicago  to  St.  Louis 
Air  Service  Started 

An  air  mail  service  was  begun  between 
Chicago  and  St.  Louis  last  week  when 
Charles  A.  Lindbergh  made  the  278 
miles  in  less  than  three  hours.  The 

postoffice  has  opened  a   regular  service 
between  the  two  cities. 

Great  States  Takes 

Over  Wiiiiams^  House 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

STREATOR,  ILL.,  April  20. — Great 
States  Theatres  took  over  the  Majestic 
theatre  here  recently  from  R.  C.  Wil- liams. 

Court  Changed  to  Film 
Show  in  Metro  Case 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

YORK.  April  2Q.—Tke 
l^ntted  St&tes  district  court  was 
changed  into  a   motion  picture 
theatre  here  this  week  while  Judge 
Goddard  viewed  a   him  which  was 
intended  as  evidence  in  the  case  oi 

^tate  of  Archibald  Clavering 
^nter,  author  of  the  story,  and 
Metro  -   Goldwyn  -   Mayer  Pictures 
t^orporatxon  against  a   foreign 
company  said  to  have  infringed, 
i^pon  rights  of  Metro  and  the suthor. 

The  Maryland  unit  of  the  M.  P.  T. 

O.  A.  appropriaited  $1,500  to  meet  the  ex- 
penses of  the  five  official  delegates  from 

that  state.  These  delegates  are  Messrs. 
Blum,  Schlichter,  Louis  Rome,  Frank 
Durkee,  Walter  Pacey  and  W.  W.  White- 

hurst. The  Washington,  D.  C.,  unitwill 
be  represented  by  Morris  Davis,  W.  G. 

Platt,  Emanuel  Stutz,  W.  P.  Herbst, 
A.  J.  Brylawski  and  H.  M.  Crandall.  Jo- 

seph Makover  and  Sidney  Lust  are  alter- 
nates. Other  units  are  doing  the  same. 

E.  Thornton  Kelly,  head  of  the  national 

organization’s  contract  bureau,  is  now  in 
the  Middlewest  gathering  the  names  of 
all  who  have  made  reservations  for  the 

specials. 
The  slogan  which  Glenn  Harper,  Cali- 

fornia chairman  of  entertainment,  is 

making  popular  in  Los  Angeles  is.  “You 
Can’t  Spend  a   Penny  in  Los  Angeles 

June  I   to  5.”  A   colorful  prospectus  is 
being  sent  out  by  the  California  unit. 
Meanwhile  preparation  of  the  conven- 

tion program  is  being  rushed  at  national 
headquarters  in  New  York.  One  prob- 
leni  to  be  taken  up  at  the  convention 

will  be  the  task  of  finding  a   way  to  com- 
bat encroachment  by  distributors  in  the 

theatre  chain  field,  the  headquarters  an- 
nounce. Another  matter  expected  to  be 

threshed  out  on  the  convention  floor  is 

the  question  of  overseating. 

Becomes  U.  A,  Salesman 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

BUFFALO,  April  20. — Frank  C.  Beet- 
son  of  the  American  Sugar  Refining  Com- 

pany, has  joined  the  sales  department  of 
United  .'\rtists’  Buffalo  branch. 

WHAT  EXHIBITORS  ARE  SAYING  ABOUT- 

EXHIBITORS  HERALD' 
I   wish  to  take  this  opportunity  of  commending  you  upon  the 

splendid  equipment  section  which  you  are  printing  each  month.  It 

contains  a   wealth  of  matter  that  is  of  great  value  not  only  to  the  the- 

atre owner  but  to  the  equipment  <iealer  as  well.” — C.  D.  STRUBLE, 
Pres.,  Motion  Picture  Dealers  of  America,  inc. 

Sf.  ){. 

“Enclosed  is  check  for  subscription  to  your  'Gold  Edge'  magazine, 
the  HERALD.  I   call  it  ‘Gold  Edge’  because  it  is  as  valuable  to  me 

as  Gold  Edge  Bonds.  I   call  ‘What  the  Picture  Did  For  Me’  the 

Booker’s  Guide,  because  it  has  saved  me  time  and  again  from  being 
soaked.’  ”• — B.  FERRARI,  Crown  theatre,  Cedar  Point,  Illinois. 

¥   ¥ 

“Opened  this  new  $12,000.00  theatre  last  month  and  I   could  no 
more  think  of  operating  without  your  paper  than  I   could  sail  a   ship 

without  a   rudder.” — A.  G.  MILLER,  Lyric  theatre.  Atkinson.  Ne- 
braska. 

¥   ^   ¥ 

“I  want  to  urge  you  never  to  quit  'What  the  Picture  Did  For  Me,’ 
as  that  is  the  best  thing  for  the  small  town  theatre  that  I   have  ever 

run  across.  I   have  been  using  it  for  a   year  and  have  not  had  to  play 

very  many  lemons.  More  power  to  you  and  the  industry  as  a   whole.” • — R.  E.  COOK,  Barnard  theatre,  Barnard,  Missouri. 
>(■  tp  tp 

"I  find  ‘What  the  Picture  Did  For  Me’  is  a   wonderful  help  to  me.” — 
C.  E.  LONGACRE,  Dixie  theatre,  Dickson,  Tennessee. 
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Gorman’s  ''Home  Sweet  Home” 
First  of  4   for  Associated 

Adele  Buffington  Given  Contract  to  Write  All  Six  Stories  for  Bill 

Cody — "'Galloping  CoivboyJ^  First,  Is  Completed 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

New  YORK,  April  20. — John  Gorman,  who  will  produce  four pictures  for  release  by  Associated  Exhibitors,  has  decided  upon 

“Home  Sweet  Home”  as  the  first  of  his  series.  Gorman,  producer- 
director-author,  will  direct  this  story  from  his  own  pen. 

WlOLA  VALE,  who  is  under  a   three- 

’   year  contract  to  Gorman,  will  head  the 
cast,  which  includes  Charles  Emmett  Mack, 

Huntly  Gordon,  Myrtle  Stedman  and  Lin- 
coln Stedman.  Production  will  start  in  a 

few  days. 

Adele  Buffington,  who  wrote  the  story 

of  “The  Galloping  Cowboy,”  Bill  Cody's 
first  for  Associated,  and  also  prepared  tite 
continuity,  has  been  given  a   contract  to 
write  the  other  five  stories  in  the  Cody 
series,  Emil  Offeman,  general  manager  of 
the  Associated  studio  in  Los  Angeles,  has 
announced.  The  second  story  will  be 

“Arizona  Whirlwind.” 

“The  Galloping  Cowboy”  is  now  in  the 
editorial  department  at  the  studio,  follow- 

ing the  taking  of  the  last  shots.  William  J. 
Craft  directed,  with  Florence  Ulrich  as 

feminine  lead  and  Edmund  Cobb  leading 

heavy.  The  cast  ajso  includes  Alex  Hart, 
David  Dunbar,  Richard  Cummings,  and 
Barney  Gilmore. 

Shooting  has  also  been  completed  on 

“Lord  Hokum,”  S.  S.  Hutchinson  comedy in  which  Edward  Everett  Horton  is 

starred,  under  the  direction  of  Lloyd  In- 
graham. This  is  the  second  of  the  Hutchin- 

son series  for  Associated  release.  Beatrice 
Van  wrote  the  continuity.  Dorothy  Devore 
has  the  leading  feminine  role;  other  play- 
^s  are  Otis  Harlan,  Frank  Elliott,  Edj^e 
Chapman,  Kay  Delys  and  Margaret  Camp- bell. 

Convention  ]^elegates 
Make  Ball  Park  Date 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

_   PHILADELPHIA,  April  20.— Follow- 
ing the  regular  meeting  of  the  M.  P.  T.  0. 

Mr,  and  Mrs.  Hewes 
Find  Burgling  Boys 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

KANSA  CITY,  MO.,  April  20. 
—The  best  “burglar  story”  of  the 
year  was  enacted  Monday  by  Mr. 
and  Mrs.  Fred  W.  Hewes,  own- 

ers of  the  Bonaventure  theatre  of 
Kansas  City.  For  many  nights  the 
theatre  had  been  robbed  of  various 
valuables,  ranging  from  electric 
fans  to  curtain  rods.  Mr.  and  Mrs. 
Hewes  took  a   couple  of  cots, 
placed  them  in  the  projection 
room,  and  decided  to  keep  a   watch 

for  the  burglars  until  2   o’clock. 
Many  nights  they  repeated  the 
watch. 

Then  they  spent  a   night  at  home. 
Theatre  was  robbed.  They  de- 

termined to  spend  the  entire  night 
on  watch.  About  6   o’clock  in  the 
morning  a   back  door  opened.  Mr. 
Hewes  slipped  out  of  the  projec- 

tion room  in  bare  feet.  When  in 
the  center  of  the  house  he  called, 
“Lights.”  Mrs.  Hewes  turned  on the  house  lights,  Mr.  Hewes 

quickly  raising  a   shotgun  to  his 

shoulder  and  “covering’  the  in- 

truders. _   The  “burglars”  proved  to 
be  a   pair  of  small  boys. 

of  Eastern  Pennsylvania,  Southern  New 

Jersey  and  Delaware  in  the  Hotel  Vendig 
on  April  22,  the  members  of  the  organiza- 

tion were  to  attend  in  a   body  the  American 
League  ball  game  between  Philadelphia  and 
Washington  played  in_  Shibe  Park. 
Jack  Rosenthal,  chairman  of  the  enter- 

tainment committee,  who  has  introduced 

many  innovations  in  the  way  of  entertain- 
ment, planned  attending  the  ball  game  in 

a   body  rather  than  providing  the  usual 
vaudeville  entertainment,  which  has  always 

made  up  part  of  the  program  provided  for 
the  meetings  of  the  organization. 

Warner  Brothers  Issue 

Elaborate  Press  Book 

on  N ew  Season  Product 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  April  20. — Warner 
Brothers  have  just  mailed  to  thousands 
of  American  exhibitors  an  elaborate 

beautifully  illustrated  press  book  cover- 

ing the  company’s  new  product.  The 
book  was  conceived  by  and  produced 
under  the  direction  of  Watt  L.  Parker, 
director  of  advertising  and  publicity. 
George  Willard  Bonte,  chief  of  the 
Warner  art  department,  assisted  him. 

The  book,  which  is  printed  on  a   high 

grade  of  paper  and  is  elaborately  bound, 
contains  illustrations  from  and  facts 
about  the  group  of  26  Warner  Winners 
for  the  coming  season.  No  space  has 
been  wasted.  The  book,  though  cover- 

ing 26  pictures,  contains  but  32  pages. 
Accompanying  the  book  is  a   separate 

envelope  containing  the  autographed 
photographs  of  seven  Warner  Brothers 
stars — Monte  Blue,  Louise  Fazenda, 
Willard  Louis,  Rin-Tin-Tin,  Patsy  Ruth 
Miller,  Irene  Rich  and  Dolores  Costello. 

Laemmle  Honored  When 
Hometown  Opens  Show 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  April  20. — ^Laupheim,  a 
pretty  little  town  in  Germany,  opened  its 
first  and  only  film  theatre  April  8,  Inter- 

national Laemmle  day,  to  demonstrate  its 
friendship  and  admiration  for  Carl  Laem- 

mle who  was  born  there. 

Sterns  Get  Rights  to 
^^Mike  and  Ike’*  Cartoons 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

YORK,  April  20. — Abe  Stern  an- 
nounced this  week  that  negotiations  have 

been  completed  with  Rube  Goldberg,  car- 
toonist, for  the  adaptation  of  the  strip, 

Mike  and  Ike,”  to  the  screen  for  Stern Brothers  comedies  for  Universal  release. 

Wright  to  Supervise 

All  U   Western  Films 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

UNIVERSAL  CITY,  April  20.— William 
Lord  Wright  has  been  named  to  supervise 
all  Western  productions  here. 

Rumor  of  F.  B.  O. 

and  B   &   K   Rule 

by  FP’L  Denied 
Two  rumors  going  the  rounds 

in  the  East  were  met  with  flat 
denials  last  week  in  Chicago  by 

persons  most  closely  identified 

with  the  companies  involved. 
Adolph  Zukor,  president  of 

Famous  Players-Lasky,  put  the 

quietus  on  the  rumor  that  Famous 
was  acquiring  control  of  Film 

Booking  Offices.  “There’s  nothing 
to  it,  absolutely  nothing,”  Zukor declared. 

Sam  Katz  was  even  more  em- 
phatic in  refuting  the  rumor  that 

Famous  had  obtained  majority  in- 

terest in  Balaban  &   Katz.  “We 
didn’t  consider  the  rumor  even 

worthy  of  a   statement  of  denial,” Katz  said. 

A,  FFeissman,  R,  Bishop 
Made  Exchange  Mgrs, 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

ALBANY,  April  20. — Two  new  film  ex- 
change managers  in  this  city  were  named 

last  week.  R.  E.  Bishop,  of  New  Haven, 
arnved  in  town  April  16  and  assumed 
management  of  the  Pro-Dis-Co  office, 
which  has  been  handled  temporarily  since 
Robert  Mochrie  was  transferred  to  Pitts- 

burgh by  J.  S.  McHenry,  of  New  York 

Cit}^  McHenry  has  just  ̂ en  transferred to  Dallas,  Texas,  as  district  manager  for the  Southwest. 

_Alec  Weissman,  who  has  been  connected 
with  the  Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer  office  here 
for  some  time  past,  was  made  manager  of 
the  exchange,  succeeding  Ted  O’Shea,  who has  been  transferred  back  to  Buffalo. 
Harry  Weinberg,  of  Sioux  Falls,  S.  D., 
will  arrive  in  town  May  1   to  become  man- 

ager of  the  F.  B.  0.  exchange. 

Politics  CaMed  Censor 

Board  Appointment  Aid 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

ALBANY,  April  20.  —   There 
seems  to  be  no  question  about  the 

part  politics  played  in  the  selec- 
tion of  Mrs.  Elizabeth  V.  Colbert, 

this  city,  as  one  of  the  three  mo- 

tion picture  censorship  commis- 
sioners in  New  York  state.  Mrs. 

Colbert  was  named  about  a   year 

ago.  Last  week  she  was  elected 

president  of  the  Women’s  Demo- cratic Club  of  Albany  County, 

All  three  commissioners  are  po- 
litical leaders  in  their  respective 

communities.  All,  however,  will 
lose  their  jobs  December  31,  when 
the  commission  becomes  a   bureau 

in  the  Visual  Instruction  depart- 
ment of  the  State  Department  of 

Education,  Under  the  reorganiza- 
tion program,  the  head  of  the  De- 

partment of  Education  will  have 
the  naming  of  the  one  person  who 

will  head  the  censorship  bureau. 

At  the  present  time,  the  commis- 
sion has  its  principal  o^ce  in  New 

York  City,  which  will  be  main-  j 
tained  for  the  censoring  of  £lms. 

The  other  ofhce  in  the  state  capi- 
tol,  which  is  merely  a   Sling  bu- 

reau, will  be  transferred  to  the State  Education  Building,  | 
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Levee  Becomes 

Business  Manager 

of  First  National 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

LOS  ANGELES.  April  20.
— M.  C. 

Levee  who  has  made  Levee  pro
ductions 

for  First  National  for  sometime 
 has  been 

appointed  general 
executive  busi- 

ness manager  of 
First  National 

Productions,  i   t 
was  announced 

by  Richard  A. 
Rowland  in  the 

office  of  John  Mc- 
Cormick here  be- 

fore he  left  for 
New  York. 

Levee  will  sur- 
render his  pro- 
duction activities 

upon  the  release 

M   r   of  “Sweet  Dad- ■   ■   dies,”  which  has 

been  recently  completed  for  First  Na- 
tional distribution. 

The  announcement  was  made  that 

John  McCormick  will  confine  his  efforts 

entirely  to  production  activities. 

Kennedy  Installs 

Unit  System  at 

Hollywood  Plant 
(Special  to  Exhiliitors  Herald) 

HOLLYWOOD,  April  20.— Joseph  P. 
Kennedy  last  week  announced  before 
leaving  here  for  the  East  that  the  unit 

system  has  been  placed  in  effect  at  the 
studios.  Under  the  system  the  man  in 

the  most  humble  job  may  reach  any  po- 
sition on  the  lot.  With  the  announce- 

ent  Frank  Ormston  was  appointed 

production  editor  to  assist  J.  G.  Hawkes, 

James  Wilkinson  was  appointed  pro- 
ductor  editor  in  charge  of  the  two  reel 

comedy  series,  Carrol  Clark  was  ap- 
pointed art  director  and  Lee  Rauch  was 

promoted  to  superintendent  of  the  plant. 

Special  Rates  Granted 

at  Hotel  Headquarters 
of  M.P.  r.  O.  A.  Meet 

New  York  Central  is  not  defraying 

expenses  in  Los  Angeles  on  June  1,  2,  3, 
4,  and  5,  but  the  special  rates  also  made 

by  the  Ambassador  hotel,  national  head- 
quarters, will  be  for  the  M.  P.  T.  O.  A. 

convention,  make  a   reasonable  estimate  of 

the  cost  of  the  five  days  spent  in  Los  An- 
geles as  not  exceeding  $75  a   couple.  The 

latter  figure  includes  a   room  for  two  per- 

sons and  also  meals.  The  only  meal  which 
may  be  paid  for  is  breakfast  at  the  hotel 
and  this  breakfast  is  75  cents. 

The  luncheons  and  dinners  during  the 

theatre  owners’  five  day  stay  in  the 
West  Coast  capital  will  be  of  the  most 
elaborate  kind.  Luncheon  and  dinner 

niay  be  had  at  the  Ambassador  for  $1 

and  $1.50,  respectively.  For  theatre 

owners  traveling  alone,  a   room  at  the 

Ambassador  is  $7  a   day.  A   special  scale 

assesses  two  persons  in  a   luxurious 

room  at  $9,  while  three  individuals  can 

occupy  a   room  at  a   total  of  $11. 

Publix  Buys  Half  Interest 
in  22  A.  H.  Blank  Theatres 

Universal  Now  Controls  40  Houses  in  Kansas  City  Territoiy — 
Also  Invading  Atlanta  with  Si, 000, 000  Candler  Theatre 

— Loew  Takes  Over  Empire  in  San  Antonio 
Twenty-two  theatres  in  the  A.  H.  Blank  circuit  in  Iowa,  Nebraska  and 

Kansas  became  part  of  the  Publix  Theatres  chain  last  week  in  a   deal  com- 

pleted in  New  York  whereby  one-half  of  the  interest  in  the  Blank  holdings 
was  bought  by  Publix.  The  deal  was  said  to  involve  $2,500,000.  Many 

new  theatres  will  be  built,  Blank  said,  in  confirming  the  transaction.  Addi- 
tion of  these  22  theatres  to  the  Publix  holdings  gives  the  corporation  a 

strong  hold  on  first  runs  in  those  states. 

40  U   Theatres  in  K.  C.  Territory 

Further  details  of  the  acquisition  of  Capitol  Enterprises  of  Kansas  City, 

Mo.,  by  Universal,  announced  recently,  show  the  Universal  theatre  organi- 
zation obtained  by  the  transaction  13  more  important  houses  in  the  Kansas 

City  territory  and  a   booking  arrangement  with  as  many  more,  giving  it 
40  theatres  in  that  area. 

Universal  sees  in  its  recent  deals  an 

advantage  over  all  other  circuits  in  Mis- 
souri, Kansas,  Nebraska  and  Iowa.  Phil 

H.  Ryan,  vicepresident  of  Capitol  En- 
terprises, has  become  assistant  to  Al 

Fair,  general  manager  of  Universal  Chain 
Theatres  Corporation. 

The  Capitol  houses  now  a   part  of  the 

Universal  chain  are  the  Grand  and  Pal- 
ace at  Muscatine,  Iowa;  Columbia  and 

Orpheum  at  Fort  Madison,  Iowa;  Main 

Street  and  People’s  at  Chanute.  Kan.; 
Wareham  at  Manhattan,  Kan.;  El  Do- 

rado and  Palace,  El  Dorado,  Kan.;  Lin- 
wood  and  Gladstone,  Kansas  City,  Mo.; 

Crane  and  Royal  at  Carthage,  Mo.  Oth- 
er recent  acquisitions  of  Universal  in 

the  Kansas  City  area  are  the  Beldorf  in 

Independence,  Kan.;  two  houses  in  Atch- 
ison, Kan.;  Apollo,  Kansas  City,  Mo.; 

the  new  Gilloia  in  Springfield,  Mo.;  and 

three  other  houses  in  Topeka  and  Law- 
rence, Kan.,  and  St.  Joseph,  Mo. 

Asa  G.  Candler,  Jr.,  at  Atlanta,  has 
announced  plans  for  a   million  dollar 

theatre  which  has  been  leased  to  Uni- 

versal for  20  years,  and  gives  that  com- 
pany a   foothold  in  Atlanta. 

Harry  Goldberg,  formerly  assistant  to 
Harold  Franklin  of  Paramount,  has 

joined  the  Universal  theatre  organization 
staff. 

Fox  House  to  Seat  3,500 

.“^t  the  same  time  James  R.  Grainger, 

general  salesmanager  of  Fox,  after  the 
Fox  convention  in  Los  Angeles,  repeated 

his  announcement  that  Fox  w’ill  build  in 

every  key  city  if  necessary  to  inpre  rep- 
resentation of  its  product.  Dispatches 

from  Washington,  D.  C.,  said  the  theatre 

in  the  National  Press  Building  at  the 

capital,  whi^  Fox  has  leased  for  35 

years,  will  seat  3,500. 

Marcus  Loew  has  taken  over  the  Em- 

F. B.  O.  Exchangemen 

Appear  in  Comedy 
to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

HOLLYWOOD,  April  20.— Six 

F.  B.  O.  exchange  managers  will 

appear  in  a   comedy  production 

shortly  to  be  released  by  Joe 

Rock.  The  names  have  not  been 

revealed. 

They  were  cast  while  on  their 

visit  to  the  studio  during  the  con- 
vention here  a   lew  days  ago.  As 

Director  Harry  Sweet  was  short  a 

lew  extras  he  drafted  the  visiting 

exchangemen  into  service. 

pire  theatre  in  San  Antonio.  Finkelstein 
&   Ruben  is  to  construct  three  large 
houses  in  Minot,  N.  D.,  and  Huron  and 

Aberdeen,  S.  D.  Up  Canada  way,  Fa- 
mous is  building  a   $250,000  theatre  at 

Saskatoon,  and  Ken.  M.  Leach,  proprie- 
tor of  the  Regent  at  Calgary,  has  ac- 

quired the  Strand  there,  formerly  con- 
trolled by  Famous.  Al  Kahn  of  Kansas 

City  is  preparing  to  organize  a   chain  of 
Miami  suburban  houses. 

Saxe  will  start  construction  of  the 
$500,000  theatre  at  Kenosha,  Wis.,  in  a 
month. 

Pickets  Used  in 

Stage  Employes 
Labor  Trouble 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

OTTAWA,  ONT.,  April  20.— When 
union  men  paraded  outside  the  Casino 
theatre  here  a   few  days  ago  with  signs 

reading  "The  Casino  employs  unfair  la- 
bor” the  management  of  the  house  coun- 

tered with  signs  reading  "We  employ 
honest  respectable  men,  pay  them  fair 

wages  and  they  are  satisfied  and  so 

are  we.” 

The  labor  war  here  between  the  the- 
atre and  the  theatrical  stage  employes 

has  come  to  an  interesting  state. 

The  Moving  Picture  Theatre  Mana- 

gers branch  of  the  Retail  Merchants  as- 
sociation of  Canada  held  a   meeting  here 

April  15  to  consider  the  L.  J.  Ladner 
bill  to  amend  the  Canadian  copyright  act 

which  is  now  before  the  Canadian  house 
of  commons. 

Wanted:  More  Camels 

at  Western  Studios! 
There  is  an  unexpected  dearth  of  camels 

in  Southern  California.  Not  the  kind  you 

smoke.  Every  studio  in  town  is  demanding 
camels  and  the  city  zoo  has  been  depleted. 

So  if  you  have  a   nice  pet  camel  you  can 

spare  for  a   few  days  you  can  rent  him  for 

$700  a   day,  for  that  is  the  price  of  a   first- 
class  ship  of  the  desert. 

Sterns  Sign  Beauty  Winner 

HOLLYWOOD. — Adrienne  Dore,  who  won  sec- 

ond place  in  the  Miss  America  contest  last  year 

at  Atlantic  City,  has  been  signed  for  two-reel comedies  by  Stern  Brothers. 
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Rathe  in  Convention;  Mayer 
Goes  East  for  M-G-M  Meet 

71  Metro  Writers  to  Supply  60%  of  Stories  for  Production — Two 
Ufa  Films  Announced  for  Distribution 

IOUIS  B.  MAYER  and  a   group  of  Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer  people  from the  Coast  stopped  in  Chicago  April  19  en  route  to  New  York  for  the 

^   opening  of  the  company’s  sales  convention  April  26.  On.  the  same 
day  Pathe  division  and  branch  managers  met  in  New  York  for  the  open- 

ing of  the  Pathe  sales  convention. 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

EW  YORK,  April  20. — Patheites  from 
’   all  sections  oi  the  country  piet  here 

yesterday  to  learn  from  Harry  Scott,  gen- 
eral sales  manager,  of  the  plans  of  the  sales 

staff  under  the  reorganization  announced 
last  week. 

Pearson  First  Speaker 

The  opening  address  was  made  by  Elmer 

Pearson,  vicepresident  and  general  man- 

ager. Later  bcott  spoke  on  "The  purpose 
of  the  Convention.”  Addresses  at  the 
afternoon  session  were  made  by  E.  C. 
Lynch,  chairman  of  the  board  of  directors 
of  Pathe  and  a   talk  by  Scott  followed  by 

a   get-to-gether  dinner  at  the  Roosevelt 
where  the  meetings  were  held. 
In  addition  to  the  five  newly  appointed  di- 

vision sales  managers  and  assistant  division  sales 
managers  more  than  a   score  of  branch  exchange 
managers  are  in  attendance.  Among  them  are : 
Fred  Aiken,  assistant  Midwest  sales  manager,  G. 

T.  Ames,  Albany  branch  manager,  R.  S.  Ballan- 
tyne,  assistant  Southern  sales  manager;  H.  J. 
Bayley.  Minneapolis  branch  manager;  C.  F.  Boyd, 
Memphis  branch  manager;  L.  M.  Cobbs,  Portland 
branch  manager;  R.  C.  Cropper,  Boston  branch 
manager;  J.  A,  Epperson,  Salt  Lake  City  branch 
manager;  F.  W.  Gebhardt,  Kansas  City  branch 
manager;  M.  F.  Gibbons,  Philadelphia  branch 
manager;  Frank  Harris,  Western  division  sales 
manager;  Charles  Henschel,  assistant  Eastern  sales 
manager;  W.  M.  Hughart,  Butte  branch  manager; 
L.  E.  Kennedy,  San  Francisco  branch  manager; 
H.  L.  Knappen,  New  Orleans  branch  manager; 
John  Maham  New  Haven  branch  manager;  J.  L. 
McKinney,  Oklahoma  City  branch  manager;  Oscar 
Morgan,  Dallas  branch  manager;  Roy  Pearson, 
Omana  branch  manager;  S.  B.  Rahn,  Denver 
branch  manager;  W.  E.  Raynor,  New  York,  branch 

manager;  L.  A.  Samuelson,  Seattle  branch  man- 
ager; Paul  Schmuck,  Charlotte  branch  manager; 

R.  S.  Schrader,  assistant  Central  sales  manager; 
C.  Stombaugh,  Jersey  City  branch  manager;  W. 
S.  Wessling,  Los  Angeles  branch  manager. 

Metro  to  Use  Original  Stories 

It  was  announced  l?y  Louis  B.  Mayer  in 
Chicago  that  during  the  coming  year  60 
per  cent  of  the  stories  used  in  production 
will  be  written  by  71  Metro  staff  writers 
as  original  scripts.  Up  to  this  time  the  per 

cent  of  original  scripts  used  had  not  ex- 
ceeded 30.  The  remaining  40  per  cent  of 

the  stories  chosen  will  be  from  books, 

plays  and  stories  that  have  proved  popular 
and  that  are  judged  certain  box  office 

material,  said  Mayer. 
Following  the  Metro  convention  Mayer 

will  meet  a   delegation  of  12  fire  chiefs 
from  various  parts  of  the  United  States 
representing  the  International  Order  of 
Fire  Chiefs  of  which  both  Mayer  and  Pete 
Smith,  publicity  representative  for  Metro 
on  the  Coast,  are  honorary  members. 
That  meeting  will  be  held  in  the  interest 

of  "The  Fire  Brigade,”  Metro  picture  which 
was  so  named  recently  following  a   national 

contest  in  which  the  fire  chiefs’  organiza- 
tion took  part.  It  is  hoped  by  the  producer 

that  exploitation  tieups  for  the  exhibitor 
will  be  planned  at  the  New  York  meeting. 

Announce  Two  Ufa  Films 

Further  announcements  made  by  the  pro- 
ducer included  the  first  two  Ufa  produc- 

tions for  Metro  distribution.  "A  Waltz 

Dream,”  which  has  been  adapted  from  the 
comic  opera  by  Leopold  Jacobson  and  Felix 
Doermann  which  in  turn  is  based  on  the 

novel  "Nux,  the  Prince  Consort,”  was 
directed  by  Ludwig  Berger.  The  picture 
was  completed  two  weeks  ago. 

The  other,  "Faust,”  is  now  nearing  com- 

pletion. It  is  based  on  the  Goethe  epic  and 

is  directed  by  F.  W.  Murnau.  Emil  Jan- 

nings  plays  the  role  of  “Mephisto.” On  the  transcontinental  trip  in  the  Mayer 
special  car  were  Mrs.  Mayer,  Edith  and  Irene 
Mayer,  daughters  of  the  producer,  Clarence 
Brown,  director  recently  signed^  Mrs.  Brown, 
Dave  Bershon,  Pacific  Coast  district  manager, 
Mrs.  Bershon,  Joe  Rapf,  head  of  the  wardrobe 
department  who  plans  to  buy  gowns  in  New  York, 
Pete  Smith,  Mrs.  Smith  and  son  Douglas. 

Plans  Made  for  F.  N.  Meet 

Plans  are  completed  for  the  opening  of 
the  First  National  convention  in  Chicago, 

April  26,  where  talks  will  be  made  by  Rich- 
ard A.  Rowland,  general  manager,  John 

McCormick,  head  of  West  Coast  produc- 
tion, AI  and  Ray  Rockett  and  Earl  Hud- 
son, producers  at  the  Eastern  studios, 

and  a   number  of  others  will  tell  the 

salesmen  in  convention  of  the  product 
that  will  be  listed  for  the  season. 

Levy  Promoted  by  U.  A. 
Head  to  Assist  Sales 

Head  in  Home  Office 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  April  20. — Jules  Levy  has 
been  named  assistant  general  sales  man- 

ager of  United  Artists  by  Hiram  Abrams, 
president.  Levy  will  work  out  of  the  home 

office  in  co-operation  with  the  general  sales 
managers  in  charge  of  the  three  major 
divisions. 

Film  Board  Meeting  Set 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

ALBANY,  April  20. — May  10  is  the  date 
set  for  the  annual  meeting  of  the  Albany 

Film  Board  of  Trade,  according  to  an- 
nouncements sent  out  during  last  week. 

No  exciting  contests  are  anticipated  and  it 

is  generally  conceded  that  Alec  Herman 
will  be  re-elected  president. 

Prince  Edward  Island 
to  Have  Censor  Board 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

OTTAWA.  ONT.,  April  20.— 
The  tiny  Canadian  Province  of 
Prince  Edv^ard  Island  is  to  have 

its  own  Board  of  Motion  Picture 

Censors,  although  the  number  of 
theatres  in  the  towns  of  the  Island 

is  very  small.  So  far  the  govern- 
ment of  Prince  Edward  Island  has 

accepted  al!  releases  that  have 

been  passed  by  the  Board  of  Mo- 
tion Picture  Censors  of  New 

Brunswick  for  showing  in  the 
theatres  of  New  Brunswick, 

It  is  pointed  out  by  Canadian 

exchange  managers  that  the  addi- 
tional expense  of  sending  films  to 

Prince  Edward  Island,  with  the 

censoring  delays  incurred,  would 
make  the  extra  cost  of  censoring 
there  almost  prohibitive  and  the 
exchanges  in  many  cases  might 

have  to  pass  up  that  province  in 
their  business  activities. 

Warners  to  Send 
Portable  Radio 

Station  on  Tour 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

HOLLYV/OOD,  April  20.— On  May  4 
Warner  Brothers  v/ill  start  a   portable 
radio  station  on  a   broadcasting  tour  of 

the  world  to  collect  information  on 

broadcasting  for  the  information  of  the 
radio  division  of  the  United  States  De- 

partment of  Commerce.  Besides  serving 
as  a   collector  of  data  for  the  commerce- 
department  the  station  will  serve  as  a 
means  of  exploiting  Warner  productions. 

The  trip  to  New  York  is  scheduled  to 
consume  the  time  between  May  4   and 

June  16. In  honor  of  H.  M.  Warner’s  daughter 
Betty  the  station,  6XBR,  has  been  named 

the  Betty  Warner.  It  will  be  controlled 
throughout  the  tour  by  the  main  Warner 

station,  KFWB,  of  which  Frank  Murphy 
is  the  chief. 

Tieups  with  leading  broadcasting  sta- 
tions already  have  been  effected  and  the 

portable  station  will  re-broadcast  the 
programs  of  these  stations.  Warner 

exchanges  will  cooperate  with  exhibit- 
ors on  the  arrangement  of  programs. 

The  station  will  be  set  up  in  front 

of  the  theatre  and  the  microphone  will 

be  set  up  on  the  stage.  It  is  planned 
to  make  the  longest  stops  in  the  major 
cities  between  coasts,  but  a   number  of 
smaller  cities  are  on  the  schedule. 

Revenue  from  Ad  Slides 

to  Go  to  M.  P,  r.  O.  Till 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

ST.  JOSEPH,  MO.,  April  20. — An  agree- 
ment has  been  reached  between  exhibitors 

here,  a   town  of  80,000  population,  and  C.  E. 
Cook,  business  manager  of  the  M.  P.  T,  0 

Kansas-Missouri,  whereby  the  theatre 
owners  will  run  advertising  slides,  the 

revenue  to  go  into  the  treasury  of  the  or- 

ganization. 

Victor  Hugo  Story  to 

Go  in  Work  Sept,  15 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  April  20. — Production  on 
"L’Homme  Qui  Rit,”  or  “The  Man  Who 

Laughs,”  by  Victor  Hugo  will  be  resumed 
September  15,  it  was  revealed  last  week 

by  Universal  officials.  The  Laemmle  com- 
pany will  collaborate  in  the  making  of  the 

film,  and  will  distribute  the  film  when  com- 

pleted. 

Dan  Doran  Is  Promoted 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  April  20. — ^Dan  Doran, 
who  12  years  ago  was  a   carpenter  in  the 
studios  of  a   serial  production  company,  has 

just  been  promoted  to  the  position  of 
assistant  director  at  the  Paramount  Long 

Island  studio.  His  first  assignment  is 

assistant  to  Richard  Rosson  in  the  produc- 

tion of  “Fins  Manners,"  Gloria  Swanson's 
current  production.  In  recent  years  Doran has  worked  as  a   property  man. 

F.  R,  Jones  Signs  F.  Wilson 

HOLLYWOOD. — F.  Richard  Jones,  vicepr_8si- 
dent  and  director-general  of  Ha!  Roach  Studios, 
has  engaged  Frank  Wilson,  actor,  song  writer 
and  creator  of  vaudeville  sketches,  to  writs  stones for  future  Hal  Roach  comedies. 

Edmund  Goulding's  Family  Visits 
CULVER  CITY.— Mrs.  Charlotte  Goulding. 

lyis  Goulding  and  Christopher  Goulding,  mother, 
sister  and  brother  of  Edmund  Goulding,  Metro 

director,  have  arrived  here  from  England,  their 
home,  on  their  first  visit  to  the  United  States. 
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O'F  INTEREST 

There  were  advertisements 

from  169  individuals  and  com- 

panies in  last  week’s  issue  of 
EXHIBITORS  HERALD, 

ranging  in  size  from  92  pages 

from  one  corporation  down  to 

one  inch.  This  is  the  largest 

number  of  advertisements  car- 

ried in  any  of  the  national  film 

weeklies  in  one  issue  in  years. 

In  volume  of  advertising,  the 

issue  was  the  largest  of  any  of 

national  trade  papers  since 

May,  1925.  Win  with  the  win- 
ner in  1926 ! 

Bluenoses  Lose  at  Hearing; 
Ban  in  Quebec  Opens  Aug.  1 

She^s  34  Inches  Tall; 
Wed  to  Another  Midget 
An  unusual  marriage  ceremony  wgs  per- 

formed on  the  F.  B.  0.  lot  recently 
when  Daletta  Smith  who  is  just  34  inches 

tall,  was  married  to  Elmer  E.  O’Dell,  an- 
other midget.  They  were  married  on  the 

“Bigger  Than  Barnum”  set  by  Municipal 
Judge  W.  I.  Baird  with  Viola  Dana  acting 
as  bridesmaid  and  Ralph  Ince,  director,  as 
best  man.  Joseph  P.  Kennedy,  owner  of 
F.  B.  O.,  Mcepresident  J.  I,  Schnitzer, 
and  Studio  Manager  Edwin  C.  King  wit- 

nessed the  ceremony. 

in 

Republicans  Kill  Democratic  Bill  to  Repeal  Censorship  Law  i 
New  York  State  Way  Paved  for  Sunday  Shows  at  Brook- 
held,  Mo. — Closing  Threat  at  Kansas  City,  Kan.,  Wanes 
Decisive  victory  for  opponents  of  federal  censorship  was  reported 

the  result  of  hearings  last  week  in  Washington  on  the  Swoope  and Upshaw  bills.  Other  developments  were  a   decision  of  distributors  to 
bar  filrns  from  Quebec  province,  a   vote  to  retain  the  motion  picture 
censorship  law  of  New  York  state,  paving  of  the  way  for  Sunday shows  m   Brookfield,  Mo.,  and  apparent  failure  of  the  bluenoses  at Kansas  City,  Kan. 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

WASHINGTON,  D.  C,  April  20. — Heated  arguments  for  and  ao-ainst 
censorship  of  motion  pictures  by  a   national  board,  as  contemplated  m   bills 
mtroduced  in  the  House  of  Representatives  by  Congressmen  Swoope  of Pennsylvania  and  Upshaw  of  Georgia,  were  heard  last  week  bv  the  house 
committee  on  education,  resulting,  it  is  believed,  in  a   sweeping  victory  for 
opponents  of  the  legislation. 

Three  Days  of  Misinformation 

Offered  all  the  time  necessary  to  present  their  arguments  pro  and  con,  the advocates  of  the  legislation  took  three  days  to  put  their  misinformation 
betore  the  committee,  while  opponents  took  three  hours  for  their  main 
presentation  and  in  that  brief  time  were  able  to  show  the  fallacy  of  the 
reformers’  philosophy,  the  inaccuracy  of  their  charges  and  the  futility  of censorship. 

Silken  Shackles.”  a   Warren  Brothers production  starring  Irene  Rich. 

Starting  off  with  an  exposition  of  the 
two  bills  by  their  authors,  the  Georgia  rep- 

resentative making  his  usual  assertion  that 

his  was  “not  a   blue  law,  but  a   red,  white 
and  blue  law,”  advocates  of  censorship, 
which  they  called  “regulation”  because,  as 
they  naively  explained,  compulsory  preview 
is  not  required,  threw  Mr.  Swoope  and  his 
bill  into  the  discard  because  he  did  not  go 
far  enough. 

Usual  List  of  Witnesses 

The  usual  list  of  witnesses  appeared  in 
behalf  of  the  hill,  headed,  as  usual,  by  the 
the  ubiquitous  Canon  William  Sheafe 
Ghase  of  Brooklyn.  The}'  presented  in  the 
usual  way  the  usual  arguments,  the  same 
arguments  that  they  have  used  for  a 
decade. 

Slate  censorship  has  failed,  it  was  de- 
clared, and  federal  censorship  should  be 

substituted,  although  no  assurance  could  be 
given  that  the  state  boards  would  pass  out 
of  existence.  They  said  the  industry  has 
only  itself  to  blame  for  the  necessity  for 

passing  the  Uoshaw  bill  “of  lofty  stand- 
ards.” Salacious  scenes  alleged  to  appear 

in  pictures  passed  by  the  state  boards  were 
detailed  to  an  apparently  interested  audi- 

ence; it  being  noteworthv  that  the  attend- 
ance was  never  as  large  at  succeeding  ses- 
sions as  on  the  opening  day  when  Dr.  Clif- 
ford Gray  Twombley  of  Lancaster,  Pa., 

explained  the  meaning  of  “muscle  dancing” and  other  things  he  had  seen  upon  the 
screen. 

Will  Hays’  job  is  to  defeat  all  attempts 
to  regulate  the  industry — aiul  he  gets  $300,- 
000  a   year  for  it,  the  committee  was  told. 

.■\  large  part  of  the  audience  “is  not  fit  to 
determine  for  itself  what  it  should  have,” another  witiiess  declared.  Films  have  been 

worse  in  the  past  three  years  than  ever  be- 
fore, said  one  witness.  “I  am  obliged  to 

feel  that  there  has  been  an  improvement 

in  the  last  five  yeai's,”  admitted  another. 

Called  Foes  of  Law 
Too  much  crime  is  shown  and  never  (he 

triumph  of  virtue,  it  was  declared,  l)ut  the 
witness  was  unable  to  name  the  picture  in 
which  such  was  the  case ;   the  motion  pic- 

ture industry  is  organized  lo  resist  lawful 
regulation,  its  business  ethics  are  as  bad  as 

its  morals,  and  “we  need  a   nationwide 
quarantine,”  it  was  stated. 
Advocates  of  the  bill,  until  advised  by 

Mrs.  Florence  Kahn,  representative  from 
California,  were  unaware  there  is  a   law 
on  the  statute  books  prohibiting  the  inter- 

state transportation  of  or  commerce  in  in- 
decent films,  and  refused  to  admit  there 

was  not  a   “catch”  in  the  bill. 
Any  business  that  can  amass  as  great  a 

capital  as  the  film  industry  ought  to  be  reg- 
ulated; foreign  countries  are  complaining 

of  the  low  moral  standards  of  American 
films  and  are  asking  us  to  keep  them  out; 

Secretary  Hoover  asked  Congress  for  $26,- 
000  to  investigate  these  complaints,  the  com- 

mittee Avas  misinformed,  but  received  no 
information  as  to  why  foreign  countries 

did  not  bar  such  films  if  they  didn’t  want 
them  or  that  their  complaints  were  directed 
at  the  near-monopoly  held  by  American 
films  because  of  their  superiority  and  the 

inability  of  their  owm  industries  to  com- 

pete. 

The  Up.shaw  bill  was  drafted  along  the 

lines  of  the  packers  and  stockyards  act  cov- 
ering the  production  of  meats,  and  was 

submitted  to  Representative  Haugen,  chair- 
man of  the  agricultural  committee  and  a 

fanner — not  a   law'yer — for  an  opinion  as  to 
its  constitutionality,  the  committee  was  told. 
It  was  suggested  it  be  aclminisiered  in  the 
same  way — an  inspector  could  be  assigned 
to  each  studio,  the  same  as  to  a   packing 
plant,  and  inspect  the  product  at  its  source. 
.   The  bill  may  be  unconstitutional  in  some 
respects,  said  Canon  Chase,  but  it  is  up  to 
the  committee  to  change  those  provisions, 

or,  he  suggested  as  an  alternative,  the  Con- 
.■stitution  can  be  so  interpreted  as  to  uphold 
the  legislation. 
The  requirements  for  censors  are  such 

that  not  even  President  Cnolidge  or  mem- 
bers of  the  Ihiitcd  States  Supreme  Court 

could  serve,  he  admitted;  he  also  admitted 

he  was  not  quite  sure  what  some  of  his  re- 
quirements meant.  He  was  positive,  how- 

ever, that  a   person  owning  slock  in  a   bank 
which,  in  the  regular  course  of  business, 
underwrote  a   motion  picture  company  or  a 

theatre,  had  a   financial  interest  in  the  busi- 
ness which  precluded  him  from  serving. 

What  was  meant  by  “a  knowledge  of 

youthful  psychology”  and  "the  laws  and 
{ on  Hfst  I'Oije) 
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Educational  Conventions  Start 
Salesmen  on  Greatest  Drive 

New  Yorkf  Chicago  and  Denver  Meetings  See  New  Short  Feature 

Schedule  Stimulant  to  Sales  Organization 

EDUCATIONAL’S  three-ring  sales  convention,  the  rings  being  New York,  Chicago  and  Denver  respectively  and  successively,  has  drawn 
to  a   close  with  the  far-flung  Educational  service  front  in  expectancy 

of  that  organization’s  biggest  business  year.  The  new  Educational 
schedule,  announced  last  we^,  proved  an  unprecedented  stimulant  to  sales 
forces  attending  the  various  meetings  and  the  report  of  750  new  accounts 
added  by  Educational  Exchanges  in  the  past  two  months  set  a   pace  which 
the  personnel  of  the  selling  branches  is  determined  will  be  kept. 

Espedal  emphasis  was  placed  upon  the 
new  Romance  series  of  short  features  in 

color,  the  first  of  which,  “Vision,"  was 
screened  for  those  present  at  each  of  the 
three  conventions.  (A  Service  Talk  on 

“Vision"  is  published  in  this  week’s  issue, 
pace  71.)  The  feature,  introducing  a   new 
two-reel  series,  was  welcomed  by  salesmen 
and  branch  managers  as  filling  a   need 
keenly  felt  since  the  success  of  “The  Voice 
of  the  Nightingale,”  “The  Marionettes"  and 
the  Hope  Hampton  fashion  features. 

Three  Meetings  Held 

New  York  meetings  were  held  at  the 
Hotel  McAlpin,  New  York,  April  12  and 
13.  Salesmen  from  the  Eastern  part  of 
the  country  and  from  Canada  attended. 
This  meeting  concluded,  executives  moved 
on  to  Chicago,  where  meetings  were  held 
at  the  Congress  Hotel  for  managers  from 
the  central  part  of  the  country.  April  19 
and  20  Pacific  Coast  and  Western  repre- 

sentatives met  with  home  office  officials  at 
the  Albany  Hotel  in  Denver. 

Plans  were  discussed  at  each  convention 
for  providing  exhibitors  with  special  ex- 

ploitation and  advertising  material  and  sug- 
gestions calculated  to  gain  for  the  Romance 

series  of  pictures  the  public  representation 
commonly  accorded  longer  features.  This 
has  been  accomplished  with  “The  Marion- 

ettes” and  “The  Voice  of  the  Nightingales," It  was  pointed  out,  with  results  highly  bene- 
ficial to  theatres.  Box  office  reports  from 

exhibitors  and  direct  letters  attesting  the 
reception  accorded  the?e  features  were  con- 

sidered in  this  connection. 

To  Advertise  Nationally 

Gordon  S.  White,  director  of  advertising 
and  publicity  for  Educational,  outlined 
plans  for  the  most  comprehensive  cam- 

paign of  national  advertising  for  the  bene- 
fit of  exhibitors  ever  undertaken  by  a 

short  feature  distributor.  Twenty-five  full 
pages  of  advertising  in  the  news  stand  mo- 

tion picture  magazines  were  included. 
Pat  Dowling,  representing  the  Christie 

btudios,  attended  all  three  meetings  and 
(paries  Christie,  general  manager  of  Chris- 

tie Film  Company,  as  well  as  Jack  White 
director  general  of  the  Educational  studio’ arrived  m   Chicago  in  time  to  address  the 
managers  there.  In  Ne^v  York  E   H 

Rin-Tin-Tin^s  Son 
Given  Sam  Warner 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  April  20.— Lee 
Duncan,  owner  of  Rin-Tin-Tin, 
Warner  Brothers  canine  star,  gave 
Sam  L.  Warner  head  of  Warner 

theatres,  a   son  of  the  noted  dog 
when  he  arrived  in  New  York  re- 

cently, The  pup,  which  is  four 
months  old,  was  shipped  from 
Hollywood  East  in  a   specially 
built  case.  He  arrived  in  good 
health  after  his  long  ride. 

Allen,  general  manager  of  Educational 
studios, _   was  a   speaker,  as  v/as  ̂ rroll 
Trowbridge,  New  York  representative  of 
Christie. 

Executives  Present 

Home  office  representatives  at  the  con- 
ventions were  E.  W.  Hammons,  president 

of  Educational ;   A.  S.  Kirkpatrick,  assistant 
general  manager;  J.  R.  Wilson,  acting  do- 

mestic sales  manager;  Gordon  S.  ̂ ^ite, 
director  of  advertising  and  publicity,  and 
Harvey  Day,  Kinogram  sales  manager.  Sid- 

ney Brennecke,  west  coast  representative, 
attended  the  meetings  and  R.  L.  Hoadley, 
Los  Angeles  publicity  representative,  was 

present  at  _   the  Denver  meeting.  Arthur 
Lucas,  special  southern  representative,  went 
to  all  three  gatherings. 

Bluenoses  Lose  Out 

Hearing;  Ban  Starts 

in  Quebec,  August  1 
(Continued  from  page  27) 

arts  of  dramatic  expression,”  he  left  to  the courts  to  decide. 
The  committee  was  also  told  that  the 

American  public  did  not  have  a   sufficiently 

“educated  conscience"  to  know  right  from 
wrong,  which  did  not  make  much  of  a   hit 
•with  the  members. 

Several  witnesses  appeared  for  the  op- 
position to  the  bill.  For  the  most  part, 

they  dealt  briefly  with  the  progress  being 
made  by  jhe  industry  itself  in  ihe  better- 

ment of  its  films.  The  chief  witness  was 
Charles  J.  Pettijohn,  general  counsel  for 
the  Hays  organization.  He  used  about 
three  hours  of  time,  and  in  that  short  space 
was  able  to  show  the  fallacv  of  the  argu- 

ments presented  by  the  reform  group. 
The  proposed  federal  board,  with  its 

"supermen”  censors,  would  not  do  away 
with  the  present  state  boards  or  prevent 
the  establishment  of  additional  ones,  Petti- 

john said.  But  it  would  cost  the  people 
of  the  country  over  $7,000,000  a   year,  pay- 

able in  the  form  of  higher  admissions. 

Censorship  in  Chicago,  where  it  is  as  “tight” 
as  any  place  in  the  country,  has  not  made 
the  dty  free  from  crime,  he  pointed  out. 
"More  and  more  prevalent,"  he  ex- 

plained, "is  becoming  the  pastime  of  cer- 
tain individuals  masquerading  as  uplifters 

of  humanity  and  experts^  on  all  subjects 
pertinent  to  society  and  civilization,  to  in- 

dulge in  the  assassination  of  the  character 
and  reputation  of  respectable  citizens,  both 
men  and  women,  who  refuse  to  bow  to 
their  ‘superiority  complex.’ 
“We  hold  in  supreme  contempt,  with  as 

much  dignity  as  possible,  the  morbid  and 
diseased  imagination  of  any  and  all  who 
say  here  or  in  any  other  place  that  we  ‘are 
engaged  in  a   deliberate  attempt  to  corrupt 

youth.’ 

“T^is  bill  calls  for  the  establishment  of another  political  board  or  commission  wth- 
in  the  government,  to  be  administered  by nonexistent  supermen  described  in  such 
terms  that  even  Canon  Chase  himself  has 
been  unable  to  interpret  for  your  commit- 
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tee,  but  which  he  did  say  ‘required  such 
qualifications  that  even  the  President  of  the 

United  States  could  not  measure  up  to.’  ” 
A   final  hearing  will  be  held  April  27. 

Ban  on  Quebec  Films 
Will  Start  August  1 

( Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

OTTAWA,  ONT.,  April  20.— Distribu- 
tors in  the  Province  of  Quebec  have  thrown 

down  the  gauntlet  to  the  Quebec  board  of 
censors.  At  a   general  meeting  at  Mon- 

treal it  was  decided  to  boycott  the  province 
after  August  1   next,  no  bookings  to  be 
arranged  by  the  Montreal  offices  of  United 
States  producers  and  distributors  after  that 
date.  The  meeting  was  held  under  the 
direct  auspices  of  fiie  Motion  Picture  Dis- 

tributors and  Exhibitors  of  Canada,  with 
head  offices  in  Toronto,  this  being  the  Can- 

adian branch  of  the  Hays  organization  in 
the  United  States. 

Col.  J.  A.  Cooper  of  Toronto,  president 
of  the  M.  P.  D.  E.  of  C,  in  a   statement 
said. 

“Orders  have  been  received  by  local  dis- 
tributors from.  New  York  not  to  take  any 

more  bookings  for  presentation  of  films  in 
Quebec  after  August  1.  Motion  picture 
censorship  in  Quebec  is  the  worst  in  the 
world.  For  years  the  distributors  have  been 
faced  with  the  situation  of  having  their 
films,  acceptable  anyv/here  else,  coming  up 
here  and  being  cut  by  the  censor  board. 
Quebec  represents  less  than  one  per  cent 

of  the  market  for  films  on  this  continent.” 

Censorship  to  Stay 

In  Nev/  York  State 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

ALBANY,  N.  Y.,  April  20. — Motion  pic- 
ture censorship  will  remain  for  another 

year  at  least  in  New  York  state.  The  Re- 
publican majority  in  the  state  assembly  last 

week  killed  the  Democratic  bill  to  repeal 
the  motion  picture  censorship  law,  by  a   vote 
of  90  to  50,  without  a   single  break  in  the 
Republican  ranks,  on  a   motion  made  by 
Assemblyman  Maurice  Bloch,  of  New  York 
city,  leader  of  the  Democratic  forces,  to 
discharge  the  rules  committee  in  further 
consideration  of  the  Hackenburg  bill,  call- 

ing for  censorship  abolishment. 
This  meant  the  bill  could  not  be  brought 

forth  from  the  committee. 

The  New  York  state  legislature  ad- 
adjourned  this  week.  Of  the  four  motion 

picture)  bills  introduced  in  the  legislature 
this  year,  the  only  one  to  pass  was  the 
Webb-Davison  bill,  exempting  newsreels 
from  censorship. 

Way  for  Sunday  Shows 
Paved  at  Brookfield,  Mo. 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

KANSAS  QTY,  MO.,  April  20.— Never 
in  Missouri  has  there  been  a   more  force- 

ful demonstration  of  public  disapproval  of 
the  professional  reformer  than  ffiat  which 

occurred  in  Brookfield,  Mo.,  last  week.  Re- 
cently a   two-thirds  majority  of  the  voters 

of^  the  town  banded  together  to  vote  ffie 
fair  grounds  as  outside  the  city  and  thus 
permit  Sunday  baseball.  A   motion  picture 
theatre  also  •was  linked  with  the  proposi- 

tion. Then  the  city  council,  surrounded  by 
hundreds  of  business  men,  voted  7   to  1   to 
repeal  the  Sunday  baseball  ordinance.  The 
way  now  is  paved,  exhibitors  feel  confident, 
for  Sunday  motion  picture  shows. 
The  Sunday  closing  threat,  which  loomed 

over  Kansas  City,  I^n.,  a   few  days  ago, 

apparently  has  passed  over.  The  contro- 
versy with  the  Ku  Klux  Klan,  arising  over 

the  showing  of  a   Klan  picture  in  Memorial 
Hal!,  'has  been  settled  out  of  court,  it  is 
said.  In  retaliation,  the  Klan  had  sought 
to  have  enforced  an  old  Sunday  closing 
law.  The  Rotary  Qub  and  the  Lions  Club 
of  Kansas  City,  Kan.,  invited  President  R. 
R.  Eiechele  and  Business  Manager  C.  E. 
Cook  of  the  M.  P.  T.  O.  Kansas-Missouri 
to  speak  before  those  bodies 
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Arkansas  Exhibitors  Rally  to 
M.  P.  T.  O.  A.  Convention  Call 

New  Constitution  Based  on  Texas  and  Michigan  Plans  Adopted 
at  Meeting  at  Little  Rock — Inclusion  of  Foreign- 

Made  Pictures  in  Blocks  Protested 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

LITTLE  ROCK,  ARK.,  April  20. — Fifteen  Arkansas  exhibitors  signi- 
fied  their  intention  of  attending  the  M.  P.  T.  O.  A.  convention  in  Los 
Angeles  June  1   to  5   and  seven  official  delegates  were  named  at  the  rous- 

ing meeting  which  marked  the  twelfth  semi-annual  convention  of  the  M.  P. 
T.  O.  of  Arkansas,  conducted  at  the  Hotel  Marion  here  April  11  and  12. 

New  Constitution  Adopted 

Adoption  of  a   new  constitution  based  on  that  of  Texas  and  of  Mich- 
igan, with  changes  to  meet  local  conditions,  was  one  of  the  highlights  of 

the  convention.  H.  D.  Wharton  was  chairman  of  the  committee  on  con- 
stitution and  by-laws. 

Other  outstanding  developments  of  the  meeting  were: 

They  both  look  happy  so  everything 

must  be  prospering.  W.  E.  Troug 
(left),  district  manager  of  Universal 

at  Kansas  City,  is  shown  with  E.  E. 
Webber  of  the  Broadmour  theatre  in 

the  Missouri  metropolis,  (Photo  by 
H.  E.  N.) 

“Midnight  Sun’^  of 
Universal  Given 

Colony  Premiere 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  April  20. — "The  Midnight 
Sun,”  Universal’s  spectacle  of  Russian 
court  life,  will  have  its  premiere  at  the 

Colony  theatre  Friday  night.  Though  "The 

Flaming  Frontier’’  is  said  to  be  doing  a 
record  business  at  the  Colony,  it  has  been 

found  necessary  to  withdraw  it  because 

“The  Midnight  Sun”  had  been  scheduled 
for  a   Broadway  run  the  latter  part  of  this 
month. 

Dimitri  Buchowetzki  directed  "The  Mid- 

night Sun,”  co-starring  Laura  LaPlante  and 

Pat  O’Malley.  It  is  a   dramatic  story  of 
Russian  court  life. 

Aided  by  Fanchon,  of  Fanchon  &   Marco, 

the  director  staged  an  elaborate  Ballet  of 
Jewels  as  one  of  the  lavish  scenes.  One 

set  was  a   reproduction  of  the  theatre  hous- 

ing the  Russian  Imperial  Ballet.  The  story 
was  adapted  by  A.  P.  Younger  from  the 
novel  by  L.aurids  Bruun. 

Hal  Conklin  Signed 
William  H.  Jenner,  production  manager 

of  the  Harry  Langdon  Company,  has  re- 

igned Hal  Conklin  to  collaborate  \vith 
Harr>'  Langdon  and  his  director  on  his 
next  First  National  production. 

Voting  of  a   protest  against  inclusion 
of  foreign-made  product  in  blocks  of 
pictures  sold  to  American  exhibitors  by 
American  distributors 

Protest  against  continued  making  of 

so-called  "costume  pictures.” 
Request  for  an  investigation  of  in- 

creased prices  of  parts  for  projection 

machines  by  the  Federal  Trade  Com- 
mission. 

Attack  on  guaranteed  percentage 

hookings  and  price  £xing  by  the  distrib- utors. 

Protest  against  the  action  of  Metro- 

Goldwyn-Mayer  in  adding  four  clauses 
to  the  Standard  Exhibition  contract 

permitting  withdrawal  of  certain  pic- 
tures from  groups  after  contracts  are 

signed. 

Delegates  appointed  to  represent  the 

Arkansas  organization  at  the  Los  An- 
geles convention  are  Eli  Whitney  Col- 

lins, the  state  unit’s  leader;  H.  D.  Whar- 
ton, Sidney  Nutt,  Cecil  Cupp,  E.  H. 

Butler,  F.  B.  Smith  and  F.  S.  Horton. 

Hot  Springs  National  Park  was  chosen 
for  the  October  meeting  of  the  M.  P. 
T.  O.  unit  this  year.  Jonesboro  was 

named  the  rallying  point  for  next  April's session. 

The  first  day’s  meeting  was  given  over 
to  the  screening  of  the  latest  produc- 

tions of  several  companies,  at  the  New 
theatre,  managed  by  T.  W.  Sharpe. 

Collins  at  the  second  day’s  session 
reported  on  the  national  board  meeting 
in  Detroit  and  declared  arbitration  has 

proved  most  satisfactory  in  the  terri- 

tory covered  by  the  Memphis-Little 
Rock  and  Dallas  boards.  Some  dissat- 

isfaction was  e.xpressed  regarding  de- 
cisions of  the  St.  Louis  and  Oklahoma 

boards  and  one  complaint  regarding  the 
New  Orleans  arbitration  unit. 

The  speaker  stated  three  contracts 

were  still  needed  to  fulfill  the  compro- 

mise agreement  of  the  state  exhibitors’ 
organization  with  the  music  license  so- 

ciety, but  that  the  full  number  of  con- 
tracts was  assured. 

W.  D.  Jackson,  labor  leader,  protested 
the  repeal  of  the  Arkansas  full  crew  law. 
After  luncheon  addresses  were  made  by 

President  H.  A.  Cole  and  Business  Man- 

ager Wade  of  the  Texas  M.  P.  T.  O., 
and  S.  G.  Howell.  Collins  was  toastmas- 

ter at  the  banquet  and  addresses  were 

given  by  Governor  Tom  J.  Terral  of 
Arkansas,  State  Auditor  Carrol  Cone, 

Cole,  Howell,  W.  E   Calloway  of  First  Na- 
tional, C.  E.  Hilgers  of  Paramount, 

James  Greig  of  Fox,  Saul  Davis  of  Spe- 
cialty and  other  film  executives.  A   dance 

at  the  Rainbow  Garden  wound  up  the 

meeting,  which  those  attending  agreed 
was  one  of  the  livest  in  the  history  of 

the  Arkansas  organization. 

Geraghty  Aids  Rogell 
A1  Rogell  will  have  as  assistant  on  the 

Charles  R.  Rogers  productions  for  First 

National,  Frank  Geraghty.  Rogell’s  former 
assistant.  Lew  Collins,  has  been  promoted 
to  director. 

Eisner  Works  a   While 
Then  Works  Some  More 

KANSAS  CITY,  MO.,  April 
20. — Can  some  one  recommend  an- 

other job  of  some  sort  for  Adolph 
Eisner,  manager  of  the  Circle  the- 

atre and  former  president  of  the 

^,\E.  T.  O.  Kansas  City?  In  ad- 
dition to  managing  his  theatre. 

Mr.  Eisner  recently  became  inter- 
ested in  the  operation  of  a   drug 

store,  to  which  he  devotes  several 

mornings  each  week.  He  pro- 
ceeded to  accept  a   position  as  pub- 

licity representative  of  the  Globe 
theatre.  He  still  has  a   few  super- 
duous  minutes  before  breakfast 
and  after  dinner. 

The  Liberty  theatre,  Portland,  Ore.,  exploits  the  Pathe-Hal  Roach  "Our 
Gang”  comedies  with  poster  stands  in  front. 
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Exploiting  Universal  “Flaming  Frontier” 

General  Edward  S.  Godfrey,  sur- 
vivor of  the  Custer  massacre,  was 

honor  guest  at  the  Colony  premiere. 

Buglers  announced  the  starting  min- 
utes of  the  show. 

Indian  chiefs  put  itp  their  tepee  In  the 
specially  decorated  under  Nat  C.  Rolhstein’s  supervision.  The  Indian  rue weaver  in  a   large  exhibit  of  Indian  ertcraft  in  a   store  adjoining  the  Colony drewjnany  spectators.  U   built  a   90-foot  sign  on  en  island  at  43d  street  and 
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HERMAN  WOBBER 

Herman  Wobber  Named 

to  the  Directors  Board 

of  Famous  Players 
(Sfecial  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  April  20. — On  his  return 
to  his  oftice  this  week  after  his  annual 

Spring  trip  to  Hollywood,  Adolph  Zukor 
announced  the  appointment  of  Herman 
Wobber.  Pacific  Coast  Paramount  district 

manager,  to  the  hoard  of  directors  of 

Famous  Players-Lasky  Corporation. 

Wobber  who  is  the  first  member  of  the 
Paramount  domestic  field  force  to  be 

elected  to  the  board  of  directors,  recently 
returned  from  Europe  where  he  made  a 

six  months  survey  of  distribution  condi- 
tions. .'Mthough  reluctant  to  give  up  his 

home  tics  in  San  Francisco,  Mr.  Wobber 
was  prevailed  upon  by  Zukor  to  return  to 

Europe  as  a   meml>er  of  the  executive  com- 

mittee which  will  be  in  charge  of  Para- 
niount  affairs  in  Europe.  This  committee 

is  made  up  of  John  Cecil  Graham,  chair- 
man in  charge  of  finance,  Albert  Kauf- 

man in  charge  of  exhibition  and  W'obber 
who  will  be  in  charge  of  distribution.  A'l 

three  members  of  the  European  executive 
committee  arc  members  of  the  board  of 

directors  of  Famous.  Wobber.  who  is  now 
m   San  Francisco  winding  up  his  affairs, 
will  return  to  Europe  in  a   month. 

Incorporations  Down; 
5   New  Firms  Recorded 

(S(<cctal  to  £.i7iif>ifc)ri  Herald) 

-•\LB.\NY,  .April  20. — Five  companies  i 
corporated  in  the  nrotion  picture  busine 
in  New  \   ork  state  last  week,  three  of  tl 
number  not  specifying  the  amount  of  cap 
talization  on  which  operations  will  be  co ducted. 

largest  company  was  the  Federated 

O'viicrs.  Inc.,  capitalized  at  $50(1.- 
t'OO.  Eugene  Ro<ler  Productions,  Inc.,  had 
a   capitalization  of  $10,000.  The  following 
were  formed  with  stock  at  no  par  value: 
rredonia  Thcat  res  Corporation.  Batavia; 
Kmerson  Theatre  Corporation,  Alarbom ihoalre  Corporation. 

2,000  Exhibitors  Attending 
Paramount  Key  Conventions 

Meetings  Being  Conducted  in  Thirty-Six  Cities  This  Week  to 
Explain  Details  of  Fifteenth  Anniversary  Product  to Theatre  Owners 

(Sf'ccial  to  Exhibitors  Elcrald) 

NEW  YORK.  April  20.— Twii  thousand  theatre  owncr.s  froui  41  ex- 
change territories  in  the  United  States  are  convening-  this  week  in  36  cities 

tor  tlie  ])urpose  of  having  Paramount’s  fifteenth  anniversarv  eroup  of  pro- 
ductions analyzed  for  them.  

.   i   i 
Home  Office  Executives  in  Attendance 

Ihese  meetings  held  under  the  supervisiion  of  district  and  branch  man- 
agers,  started  Sunday.  .\t  each  of  them,  home  office  executives  are  in  at- tendance. 

Paramount  officials  state  that  it  is  a 
natural  development  of  the  Paramount  con- 

ventions when  the  production  and  distribu- 
tion departments  get  together  to  analyze 

the  company’s  product,  and  the  meetings now  being  held  arc  believed  by  Paramount 
to  be  the  forerunner  of  national  gatherings 
of  theatre  men,  sales  force  and  producers 
for  the  purpose  of  bccomino-  informed  re- 

garding the  Paramount  product. 

Kent  Is  Highly  Enthused 

-At  the  meeting  last  week  in  New  York, 

Sidney  R.  Kent,  general  manager  of  Para- 
mount said: 

“To  us  men  of  Paramount  this  is  one  of 
the  most  momentous  and  significant  gather- 
ing.s  in  the  history  of  our  business.  We 
have  just  returned  from  a   marvelous  con- 

vention of  our  sales  and  production  forces 
at  Atlantic  City.  There  we  were  told  about 
the  productions  which  Paramount  will 
have  for  the  season  of  1926-27. 

“This  program  is  the  greatest  achieve- 
ment in  the  history  of  our  company  and 

it  is  the  greatest  that  this  industry  has  ever 
seen,  but  for  the  moment  I   am  not  going  to 
talk  about  our  pictures,  for  I   want  to  ex- 

plain to  3'ou  why  we  are  holding  this  meet- 
ing. This  group  of  pictures,  which  we  will 

descriiie  later  represents  an  investment  of 

$22,000, OOO — the  largest  sum  ever  turned 

into  entertainment  in  histon*.  But  it  repre- 
sents even  more  than  that.  It  is  the  result 

of  the  sweat,  agony  and  the  mental  force 
of  a   vast  organization  of  men  and  women. 
This  organization  has  put  into  the  making 
of  these  pictures  something  which  money 
cannot  buy.  and  that  is  a   fervent  devotion 

to  an  ideal — the  ideal  of  Paramount,  the 
ideal  of  quality. 

"These  men  and  women  of  the  produc- 
tion department  of  Paramount  turned  over 

lo  us  of  the  tlistribution  department  at 
our  -Atlantic  City  convention  this  group  of 

pictures  and  together,  producers  and  sales- 
men, we  sal  down  anil  analyzed  this  nrod- 

ucl  picture  by  picture. 

Calls  Plan  "One  Step  Farther” 
“Now  wc  are  carrying  our  work  one  step 

farther.  Had  it  been  possible  we  should 
ha\e  likeil  lo  have  liad  every  exhibitor  in 
America  attend  our  convention  at  .Atlantic 

t   ity,  because  more  and  more  it  is  becom- 
ing apparent  to  an  rieht  thinking  men  in 

this  business  that  the  problems  of  each  of 

llie  three — producer,  distributor  and  ex- 
hibitor— are  the  problems  of  all.  Wtveii 

Paramount’s  proiliicing  forces,  after 
monllis  of  labor,  lurned  over  to  ns  a   group 

of  piciiircs  which  represent  the  finest  thiiws 
tiial  the  screen  has  ever  seen,  it  is  not  only 
our  concern,  but  it  is  also  your  concern, 

1‘icturcs  are  the  backbone  of  your  business, 

jii:*!  as  thev  are  llie  backbone  of  our  busi- 
ness, and  you  have  a   right — in  fact,  it  is 

your  (liity-^lu  know  what  is  going  lo  be 

presented"  to  voii  for  your  screen  next  sea- son. WhetliA  you  buy  these  pictures  or 
licit  iloes  not  enter  into  this  question.  Wc 

feel  that  it  is  onr  duty  lo  tell  vou  what 

we  have  planned  to  lay  down  before  -   lu 
what  we  have  done  and  wc  arc  going to  do. 

To  Discuss  Every  Detail 

"In  the  beginning  I   said  that  this  was  a momentous  and  significant  gathering,  It 
is  significant  liccaiisc  at  last  all  three 
branches  of  this  industry  have  come  to  a 

realization  that  so  far  as  pictures  are  con- 
cerned. at  least,  we  have  a   common  bond 

and  a   common  purpose.  We  come  into  this 
meeting  with  only  one  object,  and  that  is 

to  acquaint  -ou  with  every  detail  concern- 
ing our  production  plans  and  achievements 

for  next  season.  1   think— I   know— wc 
have  got  the  finest  group  of  pictures  that 

this  industry  has  ever  seen.  W'c  are  proud 
of  these  pictures,  anil  wc  are  proud  of  the 
fact  that  we  can  come  to  you  and  meet 

you  in  a   room  like  this  and  show  you  w’hal 

you  will  have  for  your  theatre  next  year." 
Never  before  in  historv.  say  Paramount 

officials,  have  exhibitors  had  a   similar  op- 
portunity of  studying  forthcoming  prod- 

uct. Each  picture  is  being  placed  under  a 

magnifying  glass  and  dissected  for  and  by 
the  exhibitors  so  that,  according  to  execu- 

tives, they  may  have  a   thorough  knowledge 
of  the  pictures  which  will  be  offered  the 

public,  beginning  in  -August. 
In  the  opinion  of  Paramount  officials, 

these  conferences  virtually  eliminate  "bliml 

buying,”  a   practice  for  which  no  solution 
has  been  found  heretofore.  This  progres- 

sive step,  they  assert,  is  an  indication  of  a 
new  relationship  between  producer  and 

distributor,  and  exhibitor. 

Schedule  of  Executives 
Charles  E.  McGarlhy  is  handling  the 

meeting  at  New  Haven  on  .April  21  anil 

tile  joint  meeting  at  Boston  on  vpril  2i  to 
be  attended  by  the  Portland,  .Me.  group. 

Sidney  R.  Kent  and  Phil  Reisman  are 
handling  the  meeting  at  New  York  on 
\pril  19  to  be  attended  by  the  Brooklyn 
and  New  Jersey  groups. 

Phil  Reisman  and  l.ou  F.delman  are  han- 
dling the  meeting  at  Washington  on  \pril 

21 

Sidney  K.  Kent,  Phil  Reisman  and  Kiis- 
sell  Holman  are  handling  the  meeting  at 

Philadelphia  on  .April  22  to  be  altendeil  liy 
the  vvilkes  Barre  group. 

Mel  Shaner  is  handling  the  meeting  at 

\liiany  on  April  1".  ilu-  meeting  at  Buffalo 
on  .April  20. 

(i.  B   J.  i•'ravvley  anil  l.oii  iMlclniaii  are 

handling  the  meeting  at  I'liarloile  on AnnI  25. 

George  W'.  W.eeks  is  liaiulling  tlte  meet- 
ing at  .\leniphis  on  \pril  1*5,  the  meeting  at 

Atlanta  on  April  21  and  the  meeting  at 

Jacksonville  on  Anri!  22. 
Lou  Edelman  is  handling  the  meeting  at 

(.'ohimbus  on  .Aiiril  19  and  with  Duke 
Clark  is  handling  the  meeting  at  Cleveland 

on  .April  2(1. 
Eugene  Zukor  an*!  Russell  ILilmaii  are 
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Paramount  sales  executives.  Left  to  right:  Phil  Reisman,  Eastern  Divisional  Salesmanager;  Sidney  R,  Kent,  General  Man- 
ager: George  W.  Weeks,  General  Manager,  Department  of  Distribution,  and  J.  D.  Clark,  Western  Divisional  Salesmanager. 

handling  the  meeting  at  Pittsburgh  on 
April  18  and  the  meeting  at  Cincinnati  on 

April  20. 

J.  L.  Seidelman  and  Monte  Katterjohn 

are  handling  the  meeting  at  Indianapolis 
on  April  19  and  the  meeting  at  Louisville 
on  April  20. 

John  Clark  and  Claud  Saunders  are  han- 
dling the  meeting  at  Milwaukee  on  April 

20  and  the  joint  meeting  at  Chicago  April 
21  to  be  attended  by  the  Peoria  groun.  and 
the  meeting  at  Detroit  on  April  22. 

Myke  Lewi.,  and  A.  0.  Dillenbeck  are 
handling  the  meeting  at  Kansas  City  on 
April  18,  the  meetine  at  St.  Louis  on  April 

20,  the  meeting  at  Des  Moines  on  April  22 
and  the  meeting  at  Omaha  on  April  24. 

L.  Marcus  is  handling  the  meeting  at 
Salt  Lake  City  and  Denver,  and  Herman 
Webber  is  handling  the  meetings  at  San 
Francisco,  Los  Angeles,  Portland  and 
Seattle,  dates  for  which  have  not  been  set. 

Jim  Clark  and  Leon  J.  Bamberger  are 
handling  the  meeting  at  Minneapolis  on 
April  19  and  the  meeting  at  Sioux  Falls  on 
April  20. 

H.  G.  Rosebaum  and  Oscar  Kantner  are 

with  the  announcement  of  Paramount’s 
production  schedule  for  the  observance 

of  its  fifteenth  anniversary,  comes  the 

statement  that  this  program  will  have 

behind  it  advertising,  publicity  and  ex- 
ploitation on  a   scale  far  exceeding  any 

campaign  conducted  in  the  past  on  one 

group  of  pictures  by  Famous  Players- 
Lasky  Corporation. 

This  increase  in  promotional  activity, 
says  Sidney  R.  Kent,  general  manager  of 

Paramount,  is  in  accord  with  the  com- 

pany’s pledge  of  a   more  comprehensive 
service  to  the  theatre  owners. 

39  Magazines  Are  Selected 

During  the  coming  year,  says  Mr. 
Kent,  Paramount  advertising  will  be 
read  monthly  by  15,650,000  families  loca- 

ted in  the  cities,  in  the  smaller  towns, 

along  the  country-side;  in  fact,  in  every 
nook  and  corner  of  the  United  States. 

This  advertising,  he  asserts  which  will 
be  carried  in  the  Saturday  Evening  Post, 

the  Ladies  Home  Journal,  Liberty,  five 

handling  the  meeting  at  New  Orleans  on 
April  19,  the  meeting  at  San  Antonio  on 
April  21,  the  meeting  at  Dallas  on  April 
22  and  the  meeting  at  Oklahoma  City  on 

April  23. 
An  entire  day  is  being  devoted  to  each 

meeting,  with  roll  call  at  9:30  a.  m.,  fol- 

lowed by  a   complete  analysis  of  the  forth- 
coming pictures  by  the  visiting  speaker. 

Luncheon  is  being  served  at  1.  At  2   the 
exhibitors  are  asked  to  assemble  again  to 

view  a   12  reel  picture  prepared  by  the  pro- 
duction department.  Dinner  is  being  served 

at  6:30,  after  which  there  are  short  talks 

bv  theatre  men  and  company  representa- 
tives. 

In  its  12  reel  subject,  the  production  de- 
partment, according  to  officials,  has  sought 

to  present  vividly  its  plans  for  the  new 
season.  Sequences  from  new  pictures  are 

shown.  The  artists  and  directors  are  pic- 
tured in  their  completed  features  or  on  the 

sets  of  forthcoming  product.  The  picture, 

in  the  minds  of  company  executives,  pre- 
sents a   clear  and  well  defined  conception  of 

Paramount’s  enormous  plans  for  1926  and 
27,  and  its  expansive  facilities  with  which 
to  produce  these  specials. 

fan  publications  and  31  farm  papers,  will 

enable  the  exhibitors  to  tie-in  effectively 
for  local  exploitation  and  publicity. 

Paramount’s  advertising,  he  says,  is 
planned  so  that  it  may  be  localized,  es- 

pecially along  institutional  lines.  There 

is  no  better  medium,  he  says,  for  es- 
tablishing the  local  theatre  on  a   high 

plane  in  the  minds  of  the  public. 

Furnish  Circulation  Figures 

“So  that  the  exhibitor  may  reap  the 

greatest  benefit  from  our  advertising,’’ 
declares  Mr.  Kent,  “we  are  supplying 
our  managers  and  salesmen  with  a   ‘cir- 

culation work  sheet.’  Upon  request  the 
exhibitor  will  be  furnished  "with  accurate 
data  concerning  the  circulation  in  his 
locality  of  the  magazines  in  which  we 
advertise. 

“Many  theatre  men  have  written  us 
advising  us  of  the  effective  use  of  our 

national  advertising  in  their  local  cam- 
paigns. To  those  exhibitors  who  have 

never  tried  to  use  cur  national  adver- 

tising locally  I   would  suggest  that  they 

get  in  touch  immediately  with  cur  sales- 
men or  exploitation  men  for  in  not  avail- 

ing themselves  of  this  opportunity  these 

exhibitors  are  letting  thousands  of  dol- 
lars slip  from  their  box  offices.  That  is 

not  just  conversation;  it  is  an  absolute fact. 

“This  year  Paramount’s  national  ad- 
vertising campaign  will  be  the  most  far- 

reaching  that  this  industry  has  ever 
known.  More  people  will  read  about 

Paramount  pictures  than  read  about 
Cadillac  or  Buick  cars,  Hart,  Schaffner 

&   Marx  clothes  and  other  merchandise 

that  I   might  mention.  This  advertising 

appeals  to  more  people  than  have  ever 
received  our  message  before,  selling 

them  not  only  Paramount  pictures  but 
the  idea  of  attending  the  motion  picture 
theatre  more  often. 

See  Advertising  As  Big  Aid 

“Paramount  this  year  will  carry  its 
advertising  in  39  magazines.  The  actual 

monthly  circulation  of  the  national  mag- 
azines is  9,000, (XX).  The  actual  monthly 

circulation  of  the  farm  papers  in  which 
this  advertising  will  appear  is  6,650,0(}0. 

It  seems  to  ms  that  those  figures  repre- 
sent the  most  convincing  argument  that 

national  advertising  means  gold  to  the exhibitors. 

“Paramount’s  national  advertising  has 
extended  over  a   period  of  10  years.  Some 

years  ago  I   made  a   statement  relative 
to  advertising.  The  facts  presented  then 
are  as  true  today.  I   said  at  that  time: 

“   ‘It  is  apparent  that  the  picture  which 

is  going  to  be  the  biggest  success  to 
the  exhibitors  is  the  picture  that  has 
been  advertised  in  advance.  This  means 

not  only  advertising  by  the  exhibitor, 
but  also  advertising  by  the  producer.  The 

day  has  passed  when  it  is  sufficient  for 
the  producer  to  make  a   picture,  turn  it 
over  to  an  exhibitor  and  let  the  theatre 

do  all  the  work  of  selling  it  to  the  pub- 

lic. The  producer  owes  it  to  the  exhi- 
bitor as  much  as  to  himself  to  see  that 

his  productions  are  sold  to  the  public 
before  and  also  after  they  are  sold  to  the 

exhibitor.’ Wants  Exhibitors  to  Tie-in 

_   “Paramount  has  ahvays  based  its  na- tional advertising  upon  that  premise. 
It  has  always  urged  the  exhibitors  to 
tie-in  with  this  advertising  so  that  they 

might  reap  the  same  benefits  that  the 

company  does.” 

National  Advertising  Campaign  to 
Back  Up  New  Paramount  Pictures 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  April  20. — Coincident 
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Re-Takes 

I'LL  bet  the  Fox  publicity  department sighed  a   sigh  of  relief  when  the  last  of 
those  Fox  exchangemen  were  put  aboard 

the  train  Saturday  night  and  all  left  for 

San  Francisco  and  the  East. 

But  everyone  had  a   good  time,  thanks 
to  Winnie  Sheehan,  Jimmie  Grainger,  Bob 

Yost  and  the  other  members  of  the  enter- 
tainment committee.  Never  saw  such  an 

enthusiastic  bunchy of^  fellows  in  my  life. 

And  the  dinner  dance  staged  last  Tues- 

day surpassed  anything  in  that  line  that 
had  ever  been  given  in  Hollywood,  which 

is  going  some,  for  this  is  supposed  to  be 

a   town  of  lively  parties.  (See  Hergis- 

heimer's  recent  articles.) 
*   *   ♦ 

Those  boys  shouldn’t  crave  food  for 
many  days  to  come.  They  had  beef  steak 
dinners,  chicken  dinners,  barbecue  dinners, 
and  a   few  dozen  lunches  in  between.  It 

was  a   convention  of  business  and  food — 
much  food. 

*   *   « 

Last  Friday  Mr.  Fox  took  them  all  out 

to  the  “What  Price  Glory”  set  at  West- 
wood  and  had  ’em  all  shot  (by  cameras) 
so  they’d  get  the  spirit  of  the  &ing. 

♦   *   ♦ 

And  Tom  Mix  performed  a   few  stunts 

just  to  show  the  boys  acting  isn’t  all  “ap- 

plesauce.” 
* 

Get  Ready 

Suppose  there’ll  be  an  epidemic  of  “sick- 
ness” along  about  May  1   when  that  new 

health  beer  goes  on  the  market. 
*   *   * 

Now  You  Tel!  One 

“Colleen  Moore  has  received  a   peace  pipe 
as  a   present  reported  to  have  been  used 

by  the  original  Hiawatha.” — Hollywood News. 
*   *   * Help 

After  those  congressmen  get  through 
framing  a   censorship  bill  for  the  movies  I 

wish  they’d  turn  their  attention  to  or- 
chestra leaders  who  insist  on  dancing  the 

Charleston. 
*   *   * 

Both  Easy 

The  bootleggers  have  no  trouble  making 
nonrefillable  bottles  for  their  stuff,  and 

they  are  having  little  trouble  finding  non- 
refillable customers  ’tis  said. 

*   *   * 

Famous  Last  Words 

“This  story  is  true,  I’m  a   Wampas,  you 
know.” •*  *   *■ 

Chicago  is  12  hours  nearer  Los  Angeles 
now.  We  have  airmail  direct  to  Salt  Lake 
City.  Hurrah ! 

R.  M. 

Dan  Clark,  Cameraman 

for  Mix,  Heads  Society 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

HOLLYWOOD,  April  20.— At  the  an- 
nual election  of  the  American  Society  oi 

Cinematographers,  held  last  week,  th( 
following  officers  were  chosed  for  1926-27: 
Daniel  B.  Clark,  president;  Guy  Wilky 
first  vice-president;  Frank  B.  Good,  seconc 
'''^‘^^-president ;   Ira  Morgan,  third  vice- 
president ;   George  Schneiderman,  treasurer; 
Charles  G.  Qarke,  secretary. 

‘s  cameraman  for  Tom  Mix.  Wilkj 

or  the  past  several  years  has  been  chair  cinema 

‘WfPhcr  for  \yilliam  DeMille;  Good  has  held  s 
imiiar  ̂ ost  .with  the  Jackie  Coogan  company; 

Marion  Davies;  Schneiderman  is 
John  Ford  s   cameraman;  while  Charlie  Clarke  is t«eorgc  Melford’a  ace  cameraman. 

Pro-Dis-Co  Strengthens  Sales 
Force  To  Handle  N ew  Product 

Many  Promotions  Made  from  the  Ranks  and  Fifty  Salesmen  to 
Be  Added ;   Sales  Convention  to  Be  Held  in  Los 

Angeles  Early  in  May 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  April  20. — A   series  of  promotion  from  the  ranks  in  the 
sales  organization  of  Producers  Distributing  Company,  announced  at  the 
recent  meeting  of  district  managers  in  this  city,  has  keyed  up  the  entire  per- 

sonnel and  given  a   new  enthusiasm  to  the  preparations  for  the  sales  con- 
vention to  be  held  in  Los  Angeles  early  in  May. 

Clark  and  Morrow  Made  Morgan's  Assistants 

District  managers  Ralph  Clark  and  Ralph  Morrow,  have  been  made  as- 

sistant sales  managers  under  Mr.  Morgan  and  hereafter  will  make  their 

headquarters  in  the  home  office  of  Producers  Distributing  Corporation. 

George  Dillon  for  many  years  man- 

ager of  the  company’s  New  York 
Branch,  has  been  appointed  District 
Manager  covering  the  New  York,  New 

Jersey,  Philadelphia  and  Pittsburgh  ter- 
ritory, filling  the  place  made  vacant  by 

Ralph  Clark’s  promotion. 

Many  Other  Promotions 

Frank  Stuart,  who  has  been  branch 
manager  at  Detroit,  during  the  past  two 

years,  will  take  Ralph  Morrow’s  place  as 
District  Manager  in  charge  of  the  Dal- 

las, New  Orleans  and  Oklahoma  City territory. 

L.  J.  Hacking,  district  manager  in  New 
England  has  had  his  territory  expanded 
to  include  the  upper  part  of  New  York 
state  covered  by  the  Albany  and  Buffalo 
branches. 

David  Gross,  formerly  associated  with 

W.  J.  Morgan  in  First  National  activi- 
ties, and  recently  New  York  branch  man- 
ager for  Fox,  has  been  appointed  New 

York  Branch  manager  of  Producers  Dis- 
tributing Corporation,  to  fill  the  vacancy 

caused  by  George  Dillon’s  promotion. 
Robert  Wolff,  formerly  assistant  sales 

manager  of  the  New  Y’ork  Branch,  has 
been  appointed  sales  manager  of  the 
New  Jersey  territory. 

Henry  Zapp,  Indianapolis  Branch  man- 
ager has  been  transferred  to  the  man- 

agement of  the  Detroit  Branch;  a   terri- 
tory with  which  he  is  very  familiar 

through  his  former  activities  there  as  a 
salesman. 

Here  are  the  leading  lights  of  the 

United  Artists  branch  at  Kansas  City, 

Mo.  Guy  F.  Navarre  (left)  man- 

ager and  Leo  J.  Doty  is  assistant 
manager.  (Photo  by  H.  E.  N.) 

Harry  Kirchgessner,  formerly  travel- 
ling auditor  for  the  company,  has  been 

made  manager  of  the  Boston  branch. 

W.  A.  Ratz  former  Indianapolis  sales- 
man has  been  promoted  to  the  manage- 

ment of  the  Indianapolis  branch. 

John  C.  Flinn,  vice  president  and  gen- 
eral manager,  complimented  Mr.  Morgan 

on  his  reorganization  of  the  sales  force, 
and  in  a   talk  to  the  district  managers 

said:  "I  want  to  congratulate  George 
Dillon  and  Frank  Stuart  on  becoming 
District  Managers.  I   am  just  as  pleased 

as  they  are,  to  see  them  get  this  pro- 
motion; which  they  have  earned  through 

hard  work.  It  is  the  policy  of  this  com- 
pany to  promote  from  the  ranks  and 

not  to  bring  men  in  from  other  compan- 
ies. We  believe  this  is  the  way  to  build 

soundly  and  firmly. 

“I  also  congratulate  those  men  who 

have  earned  promotion  to  branch  man- 
agement and  it  is  with  a   sense  of  great 

gratification  that  I   see  Mr.  Morrow  and 
Mr.  Clark  come  into  the  Home  Office 

as  first  assistants  to  Mr.  Morgan.” 
In  addressing  the  meeting,  sales  man- 

ager W.  J.  Morgan  said  that  the  selling 
force  would  be  further  strengthened  by 
the  addition  of  about  fifty  salesmen. 
These  salesmen  are  to  be  engaged  at  the 
discretion  of  the  district  and  branch 

managers;  "but,”  said  Mr.  Morgan,  “we 
have  an  organization  of  personalities 
that  we  are  justly  proud  of,  and  we  want 

to  keep  it  so.  Therefore  I   suggest  that 
in  hiring  new  salesmen,  do  not  engage 

anyone  whom  you  would  not  want  to 

take  home  to  dinner  with  you.” 

DeMille  Pledges  Quality  Product 

F.  C.  Munroe,  president  of  Producers 

Distributing  Corp.,  talked  on  the  miracu- 
lous work  that  he  had  seen  accomplished 

in  the  studios  during  his  recent  visit_  to 

Los  Angeles,  and  then  Cecil  B.  De  Mille 
addressed  the  meeting  on  the  subject  of 

coming  production  in  which  he  pledged 
himself  to  deliver  pictures  that  would 

meet  any  and  all  competition  that  the 
sales  force  would  encounter  during  the 
coming  year. 

At  the  conclusion  of  the  two-day  meet- 

ing on  Tuesday  evening,  the  District 
Managers  attended  the  world  premiere 

of  the  Cecil  B.  De  MiUe  production  “The 
Volga  Boatman”  at  the  Times  Square 
Theatre.  Those  in  attendance  included: 

Ralph  Clark,  L.  J.  Hacking,  George  M. 
Dillon,  George  F.  Lenehan,  Ralph  A. 

Morrow,  C.  D,  Hill,  L.  W.  Weir,  Cecil 
Maberry,  Robert  Cotton,  Frank  Stuart 
and  Thomas  Brady. 
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Left  to  right:  William  Boyd.  Elinor  Fair  and  Victor  Varconi  are  the  important 

characters  in  the  cast  of  "The  Volga  Boatman."  Producers  Distributing  Corpora- 
tion picture. 

Cecil  DeMille  Scores  Again  with 

“Volga  Boatman”  Premiere Brilliance,  Dramatic  Interest  ami  Holding  Poiver  Evidenced  at  Times 

Square  Opening — Riesenfeld  Directs  Oivn  Score 

By  JOHN  S.  SPARGO 

New  YORK,  April  20. — Cecil  DeMille  has  come  through  with  another big  one,  Unless  the  judgment  of  a   lot  of  wise  film  men  is  all 

wrong,  “The  Volga  Boatman,”  which  was  given  its  premiere  last 
week  at  the  Times  Square  theatre,  will  prove  one  of  the  big  successes  of 
the  season. 

ONE  noticeable  feature  of  the  first  show- ing was  the  large  number  of  big  local 
theatre  owners  present,  and  a   canvass  of 

opinion  among  them  during  the  intermis- 
sion and  after  performance  brought  out  no 

tlissenting  voice.  All  agreed  that  the  De- 
Mille  production  should  go  over  big. 

Interest  Holding  Power 

"The  \'olga  Boatman”  rivals  in  brilliancy, 
dramatic  interest  and  interest  holding 

power  anything  that  Mr.  DeMille  has  yet 
turned  out  with  the  possible  exception  of 

“The  Ten  Commandments.” 
The  story  is  that  of  a   Volga  boatman, 

one  of  the  “human  mules”  whose  station  in 
life  is  helping  pull  a   heavy  boat  on  the 
Russian  river,  and  who  dreams  of  freedom. 

The  Russian  revolution  furnishes  oppor- 
tunity for  his  dream  to  come  true  and  he 

takes  ad\anlage  of  it  by  becoming  a   leader 

among  the  “Reds." 
.•\n  interesting  romance  is  interwoven 

based  on  his  rescue  and  love  for  a   princess, 

whose  father’s  castle  is  sacked  by  the  Red 
army.  The  betrothed  of  the  princess  is  the 
leader  of  the  White  army  forces  and  many 

interesting  and  impressive  scenes  are 
worked  out  through  the  means  of  the  two 

opposing  forces  and  the  struggle  between 
the  two  aspirants  for  the  love  of  the 
princess,  the  boatman  being  the  successful 
suitor. 

The  picture  abounds  in  fine  setting  and 

beautiful  photographic  shots  and  the  deli- 
cate DeMille  touch  is  evident  all  througli 

the  eleven  reels  in  which  it  was  shown  at 

the  premiere.  This  footage  will  likely  be 

cut  before  tbe  production  reaches  the  pic- 
ture theatres. 

Score  by  Riesenfeld 

Tile  music  score  was  prepared  by’  Dr. 
Hugo  Riesenfeld,  who  personally  directed 
and  the  pleasing  arrangement,  during  which 
the  famous  Volga  Boat  song  was  sung  a 

number  <)f  times  by  an  off  sta^^e  male 
chorus,  added  much  to  the  enjoyment  of 
tbe  entertainment. 

The  story  is  by  Lenore  J.  C'offee,  adapted 
from  Conrad  Bcrcovici’s  novel,  and  in  the 

cast  are  William  Boyd,  Elinor  Fair,  \’ictor 
\’arconi,  Julia  Faye  and  Theodore  Kosloff. 

Mr.  Boyd  takes  the  part  of  the  boatman, 
and  Miss  Fair  that  of  the  princess. 

Among  the  persons  well  known  in  motion 
picture,  theatrical  and  social  circles  who 
attended  were; 

Gloria  Swanson,  Richard  Di.v,  Fedor  Chaliapin, 

Jeremiah  Milbank,  Tlieodore  Kosloff,  Alice  Joyce' Jules  Briilatour,  Kndolph  Schildlcraut,  Antliony 
Paul  Kelly,  Anita  Loo.s,  Hope  Hampton,  Sam 
Warner,  Moe  Mark,  Walter  Haye-s,  Josepli  Plim- 
kett,  Harold  Franklin,  Major  Rowes,  Arthur 

Whyte,  John  Zanft,  David  Picker,  Messrs.  Mayer 
&   Schneider.  Sydney  Cohen,  William  Brandt. 

Charles  O’Reilly,  Cy  Fabian,  Pete  Woodhull 
Fred  Falkner,  Mr.  Frankenthal,  Waller  Readci 
^^o^t  Shea,  Commissioner  Wolrath,  Commissioner 
Levy,  James  Wolff,  Mme.  Ina  Bourskaya,  Cecil  11. 

DeMille.  John  C.  Flinii,  Fred  C.  ̂ ^un^oe.  Nathan 
Burkan,  \V.  J.  Morgan,  Walter  Hope,  Theodore 
Schulze,  Harry  A.  Richard.s,  Crosby  Gaige,  Will 
H.  Hays,  Carl  Milliken,  Alexis  Kosloff,  Raymond 
Pawley,  Nellie  Rcvell,  Hiram  Abrams,  Fannie 
Hurst,  E.  F.  Albee,  Forrest  Halsey,  Ralph  Kohn, 
Florence  L.  Straus.s,  Paul  Sturtev.mt,  Lee  Bach, 
Lieutenant  Kygcr.  Mr.  Dumont,  David  Loew, 
Charles  Levine,  Edward  Hyman,  L.  Keene,  A. 
Fanclii,  Jack  Hattem,  Messrs.  Rachmiel  &   Rins- 
ler,  Adams  Bros.,  Mike  Glinn,  Mr.  Quittner, 
Messrs.  Grobe  8:  Knobet,  A.  H.  Schwartz,  Leu 
Brecher,  Mr.  Donnelly,  Mrs.  Colbert,  Jack 
Springer,  George  Trilling,  Frank  Wilson,  Robert 
Milton.  Irvin  S.  Cobb,  Gladys  Unger.  Doris 
Keane,  Konrad  Bercovici,  John  Emerson.  Edgar 
Selwyn,  Jos.  M.  Schenck,  Maurice  McKenzie,  T. 
J.  McCarthy,  A.  H.  Sebastian,  J.  P.  Muller,  J.  J. 
Murdock,  Jules  S.  Bacbc,  Walter  Wanger,  A.  A. 
Landesco,  George  N.  Armsby,  Randolph  Warner, 
Robert  L.  Hague.  Mr.s.  Barrington  Moore,  Ar- 

nold Genthe,  Martin  C.  Ansorge.  E.  Lee  Campe, 
JIrs.  Noyes  Sierck,  Chester  Dale,  Flora  M, 
Wolfe,  Frank  G.  Allen,  Stanley  R.  Smith,  Louis 
L   Robertson,  J.saac  Alkus,  Charles  Frueauff, 
Robert  Lciber,  Mrs.  T.  L.  Onativia,  Cyril  Crini- 
inins.  Richard  Krakcur,  L.  C.  Leeds,  G.  P.  Ray- 

mond, Ralph  Clark,  L.  J.  Hacking,  George  M. 
Dillon,  George  F.  Lenehan,  Ralph  A.  Morrow, 
C.  D.  Hill,  L.  W.  Weir,  Cecil  JIaberry,  Robert 
Cotton,  Frank  Stuart,  Thomas  Brady,  Charles  J. 

Gicgerich,  Frank  J.  Wilstach,  Joseph  O'Sullivan. 
George  W.  Harvey,  Haydn  O.  Duke,  Joseph 
Burger,  G.  M.  Davidson,  Charles  Beahan,  L.  W. 
Kniskern,  Artliur  Friend.  William  Saal,  A.  E 
Fair,  Mr.  Atkinson,  F.  Buehler,  H.  Davis,  G.  Hes- and  William  Vogel. 

The  1100  seats  and  all  available  stand- 

ing room  were  occupied. 

Warners  Complete 

Deal  to  Produce 

Films  in  Germany 
(Sf'ccial  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW'  YORK,  April  iU.  —   Warner 
Brothers  have  completed  a   deal  with  ihe 
Bruckman  Film  Company,  German  firm, 
under  which  the  .American  company  will 

produce  pictures  in  Germany,  it  has  been 

announced.  The  pictures,  made  in  coopera- 
tion with  the  Bruckman  Company,  will  be 

(listribuled,  along  with  American  made  pic- 
tures, in  Germany  by  Bruckman. 

Gus  Schlesinger,  manager  of  the  Warner 

foreign  deparlmcni,  complclcd  the  arrange- 
ment as  the  result  of  negotiations  begun  by 

H.  M.  W’arner  during  bis  recent  European 
trip.  -According  to  the  terms  tif  the  con- 

tract ihc  Bruckman  Company  will  begin 
with  the  distribution  of  the  1926-27  Warner 
product.  The  first  Warner  iiicturc  to  be 

released  in  Berlin  will  be  “Tbe  Sea  Beast." 
"The  Brnckmans  are  as  jubilant  as  we 

are  over  the  arrangcmcnis.”  said  H.  M- 

Warner,  speaking  of  the  contract,  “as  they 
feel  W'arner  pictures  arc  the  best  made  b\ 
an  -American  company  and  that  they  will 

ha\e  the  same  appeal  to  (ierman  people  as 

they  ba\e  to  .Americans.” 

Swedish  Film  Company 

Curtails  !ts  Activities 
(Sf-rcial  from  J)cl'itrlmviil  of  Commrrcc) 

WASHINGTON,  D.  C..  April_  20- 
I'he  balance  sheet  of  -Aklb  Svensk  Filmin- 
dustri,  the  Swedish  film  organization,  at 
the  close  of  1925  totalled  about  three  times 
less  than  at  the  close  of  the  previous  year, 

indicating  a   decided  curtailment  in  its 
activities,  according  to  a   report  just  made 
1(1  tbe  department  of  commerce. 

Above  is  a   scene  from  "The  Volga  Boatman."  Producers  Distributing  Corporation 
picture  which  opened  last  week  in  the  East. 
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Warner  26  First  Announced 
at  Convention  in  Chicago 

Applause  Greets  Listing 
of  Product  for  ’26-’27 

Warners  ’ 
Twenty-Six 

in  Epitome 

MONTE  BLUE  in  "The  Brute.” 

IRENE  RICH  in  "My  Official 

Wife.” DOLORES  COSTELLO  in 

"The  College  Widow." 
RIN-TIN-TIN  in  "Hills  of 

Kentucky.” 
LOUISE  FAZENDA  and  WIL- 

LARD LOUIS  in  "Millionaires.” 
PATSY  RUTH  MILLER  in 

"What  Happened  to  Father.” 
DOLORES  COSTELLO  in 

“Irish  Hearts." 

IRENE  RICH  in  "The  Climb- 

ers.” MONTE  BLUE  in  "Bitter  Ap- 

ples.” DOLORES  COSTELLO  in 

"Heart  of  Maryland. 
PATSY  RUTH  MILLER  in  un- 

titled Arthur  Somers  Roche  story. 

ALL-STAR  CAST  in  "What 
Every  Girl  Should  Know.” 

MONTE  BLUE  in  “Across  the 
Pacihc.” 
IRENE  RICH  in  "Don't  Tell 

the  Wife.” 

RIN-TIN-TIN  in  "While  Lon- 

don Sleeps.” 

ALL-STAR  Cast  in  "White 
Flannels.” 

BIG  STAR  CAST  in  "Matinee 

Ladies." 

LOUISE  FAZENDA  in  "Sim- 

ple Sis.” 
GEORGE  JESSEL  in  "Private 

Izzy  Murphy.” 

MONTE  BLUE  in  "The  Black 

Diamond  Express." 
PATSY  RUTH  MILLER  in 

“The  Third  Degree.” 
UNTITLED  mystery  drama  by 

Arthur  Somers  Roche. 

DOLORES  COSTELLO  in 

“A  Million  Bid." 

LOUISE  FAZENDA  and  WIL- 

LARD LOUIS  in  "Dearie." 

RIN-TIN-TIN  in  "Tracked  by 
the  Police." 

LOUISE  FAZENDA  and  WIL- 

LARD LOUIS  in  "The  Gay  Old 

Bird.” 

“Twenty-Six  Warner  Winners”  Will  Run  Range  of Drama  and  Comedy  Fields 

First  announcement  of  the  complete  list  of  the  Twenty-six  Warner 
Uinners  tor  1926-27  was  made  at  the  Chicago  convention  of  Warner 
Brothers,  second  ot  the  three-fold  gatherings  which  constitute  the  national convention  this  )'ear. 
Announcement  of  the  productions  was  greeted  with  prolonged  applause 

from  the  large  group  of  attending  home  office  and  studio  officials  division 
and  branch  managers  and  salesmen. 

The  complete  list  of  releases  for  the 
coming  season  follows: 

Monte  Blue  in  "The  Brute,”  by  W. 
Douglas  Newton,  directed  by  Millard 
Webb. 

"My  Official  Wife,"  with  Irene  Rich  as 
the  star.  The  story  is  by  Richard  Henry 
Savage  and  will  be  directed  by  Millard 
Webb.  It  was  adapted  from  a   famous 
drama  of  a   decade  ago. 

Dolores  Costello  in  “The  College 

Widow,”  the  greatest  stage  hit  ever  writ- 
ten by  that  leader  of  humorists,  George 

Ade.  The  direction  of  this  production 
will  be  in  the  competent  hands  of  Lewis 
Milestone. 

Rin-Tin-Tin  in  Kentucky  Story 

“Hills  of  Kentucky”  is  the  apt  title  for 
the  Rin-Tin-Tin  starring  veliiclc  by  Le- 

roy Whitney,  to  be  directed  by  Herman 
Raymaker. 

"Millionaires”  is  the  temporary  title  of 
the  E.  Phillips  Oppenheim  story  in 
vvhicli  Louise  Fazenda  will  be  starred 

with  Willard  Loiii.s.  The  picture  will  be 
directed  by  Roy  Del  Ruth. 

“V\'hat  Happened  to  Father"  is  a   Patsy 
Ruth  Miller  starring  veliiclc,  and  she 
will  have  her  greatest  role  in  this  Mary 

Reform  Movement  to 
Come  Under  Discussion 
at  St,  Louis  Convention 

(■''t'^cinl  lo  E.vhihitiirs  Hnalii) 

S'T  LOUIS,  MO.,  .-\pril  20. — Discussion m   the  effort  of  the  reform  clement  to 
lorcc  national  and  state  censorship  is planned  at  the  anmial  convention  of  the 
-Motmn  Picture  Theatre  Owners  of  East- 

Southern  Illinois  .\pri]  27. 

.   "•  v\.  \Antts,  president  of  the  organiza- 
I   on,  e.v-pects  that  another  subject  for  dis- 

tio^n*^”  Sunday  closing  sitiia- 

Directors,  Steirs, 

Supporting  Players 
Directors  who  will  make  the  26 

Warner  Winners  are:  Herman 

Raymaker,  Millard  Webb,  James 

Flood,  Lewis  Milestone,  William 
Beaudine,  Roy  Del  Ruth,  Walter 
Morosco,  Paul  Ludwig  Stein  (new 

German  director),  Alan  Crosiand. 
Charles  Francis  Reisner,  J.  Stuart 

Blackton  and  Michael  Courtice, 

(new  Austrian  director). 

Among  the  stars  this  season 
Warner  Brothers  will  have  Monte 
Blue,  Dolores  Costello.  Irene 

Rich,  Louise  Fazenda,  Willard 
Louis,  Patsy  Ruth  Miller,  George 

Jessel  and  Rin-Tin-Tin. 
Supporting  these  stars  will  be 

May  McAvoy  Louise  Dresser, 
George  Sydney,  Vera  Gordon, 
Charles  Murray,  John  Patrick, 
Helene  Costello.  Doris  Hill,  Jane 

Winton,  Myma  Loy  and  Heinie 

Conklin.  Jack  Warner  stated  con- 
tracts were  also  expected  with 

other  stars  and  supporting  players. 

Roberts  Rinehart  story.  Lewis  Mileston will  direct. 

Another  of  the  Dolores  Costello  star- 

ring vehicles  will  be  "Irish  Hearts,"  a comedy-drama  of  modern  Ireland  by 
Walter  Morosco,  to  be  directed  by  Mil- lard Webb. 

Another  of  the  Irene  Rich  starring  ve- 
hicles will  be  "The  Climbers,”  a   story  of the  widest  popularity  from  the  pen  of 

Clyde  Fitch. 

Flood  to  Direct  Blue 

Bitter  .Apples,"  a   Monte  Blue  starring vehicle,  is  by  Harold  MacGrath,  the 
widely-known  author  who  was  responsi- 

ble for  "The  Man  on  the  Box."  James Flood  will  direct. 

Heart  of  Maryland,”  the  famous 
David  Belasco  play,  will  be  produced 
with  Dolores  Costello  as  the  star. 

Palsy  Ruth  Miller  will  be  seen  in  an 
Arthur  Somers  Roche  story  as  yet  un- 

titled. It  is  a   romantic  adventure  story 
that  abounds  with  action. 

"What  Every  Girl  Should  Know"  will 
be  presented  with  a   carefully  selected  all- 
star  cast,  and  will  have  the  benefit  of 
direction  by  James  Flood,  The  story  is 

by  John  Wagner. 

What  is  described  as  the  year’s  cham- 
pion thriller  will  be  “Across  the  Pa- 

cific,” a   Monte  Blue  starring  vehicle  by 
that  melodramatic  champion,  Charles  E. 

Blancy,  with  the  direction  in  the  haiuN 
of  Herman  Raymaker, 

Another  for  Irene  Rich 

“Don’t  Tell  the  Wife"  will  give  Irene 
Rich  further  opportunity  to  display  her 
talents.  K.  T.  Lowe,  Jr.,  is  the  author, 

and  Roy  Del  Ruth  will  direct, 
Rill-Tin-Tin  will  he  seen  in  that  rugged 

melodrama  of  the  Liinehouse  district  of 

London,  "W'liilc  Lomlon  .'^leei>s."  The 
story  is  hy  Darryl  Francis  Zanuck. 

"White  Flannels,"  adaiited  for  the 
screen  from  the  Saturday  Evening  Post 

story  by  Lucien  Cary,  will  be  directed  by 
William  Beaudine  with  an  all-star  cast. 

.\nother  big-star  cast  will  be  (ire'^ented 
in  "Matinee  Ladies,"  from  the  story  by 
.\lbert  S.  Howson  aiul  S,  R.  Buchinan, 
to  he  directed  by  Roy  Del  Ruth. 

Louise  Fazenda  will  have  one  of  her 

greatest  o|)portunities  in  "Simple  Sis.” 
the  tem])Orary  title  for  the  Darryl  Fran- 

cis Zanuck  story  to  he  directed  hy  Lewis 
Milestone. 

"I’rivate  Izzy  Murphy,”  starring 

George  Jessed,  the  famous  .stage  coiiie- 
(Coiilinucit  nil  [•ii/je  -to) 
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Four  Sales  Organizations  in  Session 

Right:  Clayton  Sheelian,  foreign 
manager  of  Fox  Film  Corporation, 
seated  at  desk  and,  surrounded  by 

studio  people  on  the  set  of  “Less 

Work  and  More  Pay.” 

Left:  Reading  left  to  right  are 

George  L.  Hanes,  Los  Angeles  Fox 
manager.  J.  Needham,  Cincinnati 

manager,  Max  Roth  of  the  home  of> 
fice,  and  Harry  Gibbs,  New  Haven, 
Conn.,  manager. 

Film  Booking  Offices  closed-  its  sales  convention  at  Hollywood  with  a   big  banquet  which  was  held  at  the  studios.  Names  on  the 
placecards  represented  all  branches  of  the  industry,  producers,  players,  directors,  cameramen  and  press  representatives.  The  banquet 

was  held  on  a   set  which  had  just  been  used  in  the  filming  of  “A  Poor  Girl’s  Romance.”  On  this  set  it  was  possible  for  200  guests 
to  be  seated  without  crowding.  A   surprise  program  was  presented  in  which  Lefty  Flynn  rendered  a   comedy  Chinese  song  to  his 

own  guitar  accompaniment.  Frankie  Darrow  performed  juvenile  acrobatics  and  Alberta  Vaughn  and  Viola  Dana  did  the 
Charleston. 

Above  are  the  exchange  managers  and  officials  of  the  Middlewest  who,  attended  the 
regional  meeting  of  Educational  in  Chicago  last  week.  Near  the  center  of  the  group 
is  E.  W.  Hammons,  president  of  the  company.  Mr.  Hammons  made  an  address  at 

meeting  at  the  Congress,  Chicago,  April  17,  last  convention  day.  (Herald  photo.) 

Left  is  Max  Stahl,  exchange  manager  of 
Educational  of  Milwaukee,  with  Gordon 

S.  While,  advertising  manager  of  Educa- 
tional, in  Chicago.  (Herald  photo.) 
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Chicago  and  Hollywood  Film  Men’s  Hosts 
In  Hollywood!  Left:  Reading  from 
left  to  right  are  J.  Sichelman,  assist* 
ant  to  Jimmy  Grainger,  Mr,  Grainger 

who  is  general  sales  manager  of  Fox 
Film  Corporation,  and  H.  J.  Sheehan. 
(Herald  photo). 

In  Chicago!  Right:  Reading  left  to 

right  are  Harry  Warner,  president  of 
Warner  Brothers,  Abe  Warner,  secre- 

tary-treasurer, Jack  Warner,  prodne- 
tion  chief,  and  Sam  E.  Morris,  general 

manager  in  charge  of  distribution. 
(Herald  photo.) 

The  Warner  Brothers  sales  convention  was  held  in  Chicago,  April  17,  18,  and  19  at  the  Congress  hotel.  OfScials  in  attendance  in- 
clude Harry,  Abe  and  Jack  Warner  who  head  the  company,  Sam  E.  Morris,  genera!  manager  in  charge  of  distribution,  and  Watt 

Parker,  advertising  and  publicity  director.  The  executives  may  be  seen  at  the  table  at  left,  rear.  During  the  convention  announce- 

ment was  made  in  full  of  the  season’s  product.  The  sales  staff  heard  explanation  of  the  pictures  and  received  instructions. 

Left  is  M.  E.  Montgomery  and  right  is 
A.  J.  Huesman,  office  manager.  Both 
are  Warner  Brothers  men  from  the 
Minneapolis  exchange.  (Herald  photo.) 

A   few  of  the  district  managers  and  exchangemen  were  photographed  when
  they  visited 

the  Film  Booking  Offices’  studios  and  met  John  C.  Brownell  who  
heads  the  baslem 

scenario  department,  and  J.  Leo  Meehan,  director.  Find  the  tallest 
 man  in  the  group 

and  you’ve  found  Joseph  P.  Kennedy,  president  of  F.  B.  0.  who  has 
 been  spendmg 

several  weeks  on  the  Coast. 
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Fox  Product  Announcement 
Made  at  West  Coast  Meeting 

Executives  Gathered  at  Convention  Enthusiastic  Over  Big  Pro- 

gram— Forty-Nine  Features  and  Fifty-Two  Comedies 
to  Be  Released 

By  RAY  MURRAY 

HOLL\\\'OOD,  April  20. — After  a   week  of  intensive  business  inter- 
spersed with  social  activity.  Fox  Film  Corporation’s  twent^’-third  annual 

convention  closed  at  the  Flotel  Ambassador  Saturday,  April  17  with  an 
announcement  by  William  Fox  of  the  most  remarkable  schedule  of  film 
production  in  the  history  of  the  company.  Forty-nine  feature  releases  and 
lifty-two  comedies  will  be  made  for  1926-27  exclusive  of  104  issues  of  Fox 

News  and  twenty-six  Fox  \'arieties. 
The  list  includes  some  of  the  biggest  stage  hits  in  a   decade  as  well  as 

several  of  the  leading  best  sellers  of  the  year. 

“What  Price  Glory,”  the  sensational 
stage  success  by  Laurence  Stallings  and 
Maxwell  Anderson,  heads  the  list.  It  will 

be  directed  by  Raoul  Walsh  and  will  go 
into  production  Monday  at  Fox  Films 

West  Coast  Studios.  Victor  McLaglen 
will  play  Captain  Flagg,  Edmund  Lowe 

has  been  cast  as  Sergeant  Quirk  and  Do- 

lores Del  Rio,  one  of  the  year’s  Wampas 
Stars,  has  been  assigned  the  role  of 
Charmaine  de  la  Cognac,  the  girl  who 
causes  all  the  difficulty. 

“One  Increasing  Purpose"  is  the  sec- 
ond of  five  productions  which  have  been 

designated  as  Giant  Specials.  It  is 

adapted  from  A.  S.  M.  Hutchinson's  lat- 
est novel,  which  is  heading  the  list  of 

England’s  best  sellers  and  stands  third 
in  America’s  current  literary  output. 
Frank  Rorzage  will  direct  “One  Increas- 

ing Purpose,”  making  all  the  exterior 
scenes  in  England  in  the  locale  of  the 

story’s  action.  No  cast  selections  have 
been  made. 

"3  Bad  Men”  is  John  Ford's  contribu- 
tion to  the  Fox  Giants.  It  is  a   story  of 

the  middle  west  in  the  80's  and  the  suc- 

cessor to  “The  Iron  Horse.”  Tlie  pic- 
ture, which  has  been  completed,  is  de- 

clared to  be  the  biggest  thing  of  the 

sort  ever  put  into  film.  George  O’Brien 
and  Olive  Borden  are  featured,  with  J. 
Farrell  MacDonald,  Tom  Santschi  and 

Frank  Campeau  playing  the  three  terri- 
ble hombres.  Others  in  the  cast  are 

Lou  Tellegen,  Alec  B.  Francis,  Otis 

Harlan,  Priscilla  Bonner,  and  Georgie 
Harris. 

"Seventh  Heaven,”  the  Jolm  Golden 
stage  triumph,  is  another  of  the  big  five. 
It  will  be  directed  by  Frank  Borzage 

upon  completion  of  “One  Increasing 

Pnrpo.se.” 
TIjc  fifth  will  be  "The  Music  Master.” 

the  David  W   arfield-David  Helasco  epic 
of  the  stage.  A   comprehensive  search 

of  the  stage  and  screen  worlds  is  being 
niiule  for  tlie  actor  wlio  can  put  into  pic- 

torial action  what  Warfield  gave  to  the 
stage. 

Five  other  Helasco  stage  successes  are 

included  in  the  Fox  list.  They  are  “The 

-Auctioneer.”  featuring  George  Sidney; 
"riie  Return  of  Peter  Grimm,”  to  be  di- 

rected l)y  John  Griffith  Wray  and  in 
whicli  Rndolph  Schilclkraut  will  in  all 

proljability  create  the  leading  role;  “The 

Lily.”  featuring  Belle  Hennell  and  <lirec- 

ted  by  \'ictur  Schertzinger;  “The  Come- 
dian” and  “The  Grand  .Army  Man." 

One  of  the  Fox  prodiictions  which  will 
probably  draw  a   great  deal  of  attention 

is  “Down  to  Eartli,"  from  the  novel  by 
.liilins  Perulz.  The  reason  is  that  it  will 

be  the  first  motion  picture  made  on 

.American  soil  and  with  American  facili- 

ties by  F.  W.  Murnau,  the  German  di- 
rector who  startled  the  film  world  by 

making  a   picture  without  a   sub-title, 
"The  Last  Laugh." 

Married  Alive,”  from  the  novel  by 
Ralph  Strauss  is  already  in  production, 
under  the  direction  of  Emmett  Flynn. 
Margaret  Livingston,  Lou  Tellegen  and 
Matt  Moore  are  featured. 

"Pigs”  is  another  already  in  work.  It  - is  from  the  John  Golden  stage  hit  by 
Patterson  McNutt  and  Anne  Morrison 
and  is  being  directed  by  Irving  Cum- 
mings.  Janet  Gaynor,  the  girl  who  was 
introduced  dramatically  to  the  screen 

world  in  “The  Johnstown  Flood,”  and 
Richard  Walling,  a   new  find,  are  fea- 
tured. 

Harry  Dcif’s  stage  comedy,  "The  Fam- 
’ly  Upstairs,’’  is  .still  anotlier  in  work. 
Virginia  Valli  and  J.  Farrell  MacDonald 

are  featured.  J.  G.  Blystone  is  directing. 

A   few  of  the  others  announced  for 

production  by  Mr.  Fox  are  “Is  Zat  So?” 

James  Gleason’s  comedy  hit;  “The  Holy 
Terror,”  "The  Pelican,”  the  English  and 
.Viierican  stage  success,  directed  by 

Frank  Borzage;  "Cradle  Snatchers;” 
“Going  Croked;"  "Josephine,”  an  orig- 

inal story  of  Napoleon’s  amour  by  Ben- 
jamin Glazer;  "The  City,”  Clyde  Fitch's 

daring  play;  “Whispering  Wires;’’  "The 
Way  Things  Happen;”  “The  Monkey 
Talks,”  adapted  from  the  French;  “The 
Girl  I   Left  Behind  Me”  and  "The  Story 
of  Mother  Macliree,”  a   fictional  history 
of  the  song  by  Rida  Johnson  Young. 

In  addition  to  tliese,  Fox  will  make 
seven  Tom  Mix  westerns  and  the  same 

luimber  of  Buck  Jones  features.  Mi.x  is 

now  working  on  “]!)cad  Man’s  Gold,” 
adapted  from  the  novel  by  J.  .Allan  Dunn. 

His  next  two  will  be  “Western  Society,” 

Adventists  Declare 

Against  Blue  Laws 
(Sfifcial  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

HILLSBORO.  TEX.,  April  20. 

— The  Seventh  Day  Adventist 
Church  here  has  publiciy  opposed 

Sunday  Blue  Laws  in  a   set  of  reso- 
lutions which  the  members  have 

drawn  up.  They  declare  that  sev- 
eral religious  sects  throughout  the 

United  States  are  opposed  to  the 

Blue  Laws  and  are  declaring 

themselves  opposed  to  them. 

They  declare  the  Blue  Laws  un- 
christian, unconstitutional,  un- 

American  and  partial. 

a   special  story  by  Adcla  Rogers  St 

Johns  and  “The  Silk  Hat  Cowboy'' anotlier  original  by  Gerald  Beaumont. 
Buck  Jones  completed  his  first  of  the 

year  before  going  to  Europe.  It  is  “30 
Below  Zero,”  an  original  by  John  Stont Charles  Darnton  is  adapting  the  lift  of 
Kit  Carson  for  another  Jones  starrine 

vehicle.  
^ _   The  Fox  comedy  program  will  include eight  Helen  and  Warren  comedies,  eigln 

O.  Henry  two-reclers,  twenty  Imperial 
comedies  and  eight  novelties. 
The  social  program  of  the  convention 

was  ended  Friday  night  with  a   reception 
at  Tom  Mix’s  Beverly  Hills  home  for the  one  hundred  and  fifty  sales  execu- 

tives and  their  friends.  In  the  morning 
the  delegates  were  taken  on  an  automo- 

bile tour  of  Southern  California,  ending 
at  the  Westwood  studio  of  Fox  Films. 
There  a   barbecue  was  served  by  Joe 
Romero,  following  which  the  Tom  Mix 
cowboys  staged  a   real  western  rodeo, 
Saturday  the  film  men  were  free  to 

look  over  the  country  here  and  at  7:45 
o’clock  their  special  train  departed  for San  Francisco  where  they  put  in  two 

days  of  sightseeing  prior  to  the  depar- 
ture for  the  East  and  their  respective 

homes. 

Features  of  the  Fox 

Announcement 

Fifty  slurs  un<i  foutured  pinyers  are  under 'ron- 

trucl.  and  negotiations  are  being  made  for  oihrr- 

s>hose  obiliiicH  dovetail  with  the  plans  of  the  pr,>. 

dueiion  oiliolnls.  Most  prominent  among  the  star- 

lire  Tom  Ml*  and  his  marvelous  Tony,  tlie  wonder 

horse;  (George  O'Urlen.  Buck  Jones,  Almu  Ruben.. 
Modgo  Bellaiiiy.  Margaret  Livingston.  Edmund  Lowe. 

Janet  Guynor.  Leslie  Fenton,  Olive  Borden.  Kallir)n 

Perry.  Lou  Tellegen.  J.  Farrell  MacDonald.  Earle 
Fo*e  and  Charles  Farrell. 

*   *   * 

Arrangcirtonls  have  been  concluded  for  aeNcral 

brilliuni  actresses  and  actors  for  special  prodiir- 

llon.s.  They  include  Victor  McLnglen,  who  will  do 

the  raw  and  rugged  Captain  Flagg  of  “What  Prirc 
Glory;*'  Dolores  Del  Rio,  who  will  be  "Char- 

maine'*  of  that  opus;  Belle  Bennett,  who  will  pla> 

the  title  role  in  "The  Lily"  by  ngreeiiieni  will' 
Samuel  Goldwyn;  George  S.  Sydney,  Virginia  Valli 

and  Jacqac.s  Lerner,  "The  Monkey  Man."  who  will 

ploy  In  “The  Monkey  Talks." ♦   *   * 

An  imposing  array  of  directors  embraces  John 

Ford,  Frank  Borzage,  Victor  Schcrlzingor,  Rooiil 
Wnlsh,  F.  W.  Miirnuu,  John  GrliTilh  Wray,  Howard 

Hawks.  J.  C.  Blystone.  Irving  Cumminus,  Hnrr% 

Beaumont.  Thomas  Buckingham.  It.  WiUliim  Xelll. 

Robert  P,  Kerr,  George  E.  Marshall,  Emmett  Flynn 

and  Albert  Roy.  They  were  signed  because  of  pa.i 

successes,  originality  and  promi.se  of  even  grealrr 
allninmcnls. 

*   ♦   * 

The  list  of  authors  includes  such  famous  writer- 

and  playwrights  as  Maxwell  Anderson.  Lrurcnrr 
Stallings,  II.  G.  Wells.  A.  S.  M.  Kulchinsun,  Herniiin 

Whitaker.  James  Gleason.  Richard  Taber.  WInchell 
Smith.  Charles  Klein.  Clyde  Fitch.  O.  Henry.  Rene 

Fauchuis.  Pierre  WolIT,  Gaston  Lcrou*.  Ger.ihl 

lleaumont.  A<lelu  Rogers  St.  Johns.  Harry  Dell. 
Patterson  McNutt.  Anne  Morrison.  Au.stin  Sironp. 

Charles  H.  Hoyt.  Rida  Johnson  Young.  J,  Allan 

Ihinn,  Clcmenrc  Dune.  F.  Tennyson  Je»se.  H.  M. 

Harwood,  Russell  Medcraft.  Normo  Mitchell.  Henrv 

I.eserage,  Ralph  Straii-.  EJnnr  MikkcKon.  Ilowanl 

Hawks.  Mux  Brand.  Richard  Harding  Davis,  .anil 
Paul  Leicester  Ford. 

*   *.  * 

All  pictures  will  lie  made  In  the  greater  part  ol 

the  Hollywood  Studio,  now  the  largest  and  nio»' 

modern  plant  In  the  business.  An  appropriation 
of  half  a   million  was  made  recently  to  purcliasc 

a   lOO-ucre  outdoor  location  lot.  V   new  construf- tion  and  c<|uipmenl  program  is  well  along. 

Production  plans  also  entail  scene-  to  be  made 
in  England,  France.  Alaska,  the  Philippine-  and 

various  parts  of  the  llnlicd  Stales.  A   conipan' 

will  penetrate  as  far  north  as  an  Ks<(u!mau\  village 

for  "Frozen  Justice."  Einar  Mikkelson*-  no-el  a Alaska,  which  John  Ford  will  direct. 

Miller  Opens  Lyric 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

ATKINSON,  NEB.,  April  20.— A.  *■.' 
Miller  has  opened  his  new  $12,000  Lyric 
theatre  here.  The  Miller  theatre  has  been closed. 
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Action  and  Irish  spirit  are  highlights  in  the  racing  film, 

“Shamrock  Handicap.”  Included  in  the  cast  arc  Leslie  Fen- 

ton, J.  Farrell  MacDonald,  Claire  McDowell,  Louis  Payne  and 

Janet  Gaynor. 

Stills  from  “Early  to  Wed”  showing  Kathryn  Perry,  Matt 
Moore  and  one  of  the  les^er  characters.  Moore  is  in  photo 
at  right. 

Stills  shotving  highlights  from 

the  Fox  productions, 

“Early  to  Wed”  and 
"The  Shamrock 

H   a   n   d   i   c   a   p.” 

Marion  Nixon  is  in  the  leading  feminine  role  of  “The  Sham- 
rock Handicap,”  stills  from  whicli  appear  above. 

Kathryn  Perry  and  Zasu  Pitts  do  the  chief  feminine  acting 

in  “Early  to  Wed." 

John  Ford  is  to  direct  the 
picture  from  the  Peter  B. 
Kyne  story. 

Peter  B.  Kyiie  is  the  au- 
thor of  the  story  being  pic- 

lurized  by  Fox. 

Above  are  Kathryn  Perry  and  Matt  Moore, 
 who  hove  role 

opposite  one  another  in  tiie  Fox  production
. 

The  director  of  “Early  to  Wed”  will  be  Frank  Borzag
e.  It 

is  written  by  Evelyn  Campbell. 

S'... 
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Films  of  Doug  and  Mary  Follow 

“Parade”  at  Egyptian 
fF.  Hay  Johnston  Visits  Coast  with  Leeper — Hogan  Gets  Pat

ent  on 

Radio  Device — Rowland  Given  Silver  Trowel 

By  RAY  MURRAY 

Hollywood,  April  20. — Final  negotiations  were  concluded  last week  in  New  York  between  Sid  Grauman  and  United  Artists 

whereby  it  was  definitely  settled  that  “The  Black  Pirat
e”  and 

“Sparrows”  will  follow  “The  Big  Parade”  at  Grauman’s  Egyptian  theatre. 

SUNDAY,  May  9,  has  been  an- nounced as  the  closing  date  of  “The 

Big  Parade."  The  house  will  be  dark 
for  a   few  days  preparing  for  the  big 
doubie  bill  to  open  about  the  middle  of 

May.  Grauman  is  expected  home  from 
New  York  in  a   few  weeks  to  create  the 

atmospheric  presentations  for  the  two 
United  Artists  pictures.  Each  feature 

will  be  preceded  by  a   ten  minute  pro- 
logue. Leo  Forbstein  will  arrange  the 

music  for  the  double  bill. 
*   *   * 

Johnston  on  Coast 

W.  Ray  Johnston,  president  of  the 

Rayart  Pictures  Corporation,  is  in  Holly- 

wood accompanied  by  Dwight  C.  Dee- 

per, vicepresident  of  Richmount  Pic- 
tures Corporation,  distributors  of  the 

Rayart  product  in  the  foreign  territory. 

Johnston  expects  to  remain  here  another 
week  to  complete  the  selection  of  stories, 
directors  and  supporting  casts. 

♦   *   ♦ 

James  P.  Hogan  who  recently  com- 

pleted "The  Isle  of  Retribution”  for  F. 
B.  O.  has  obtained  a   patent  on  a   new 

radio  installation  device  now  being  mar- 

keted. Hogan  studied  electrical  engineer- 
ing at  Fordham  University  and  pursued 

that  line  in  the  Army  during  the  war. 
*   *   * 

Lincoln  StedTnan  Established 

At  a   preview  of  “The  Warning  Signal" 
held  in  Hollywood  the  other  night,  Lin- 

coln Stedman’s  juvenile  characterization 
is  said  to  have  established  this  young  ac- 

tor as  a   juvenile  comedian. 
♦   *   ♦ 

One  hundred  and  fifty  Fox  exchange- 
men  left  Saturday  evening  on  special 
train  for  the  East  after  a   very  successful 
convention. 

*   *   * 

Samuel  Goldwyn  and  his  wife  arrived 

here  Friday  after  a   four  months  tour  of 
Europe. 

*   *   * 

John  McCormick,  general  manager 
production,  and  George  Landy,  in  charge 
of  national  exploitation.  First  National 
Pictures,  will  leave  Friday  for  Chicago 
to  attend  the  convention. 

*   *   * 

Rowland  Given  Silver  Trowel 

Richard  A.  Rowland,  general  manager 
of  First  National,  before  leaving  for 

New  York  last  week,  was  presented  with 

a   beautiful  silver  engraved  trowel  as  an 
emblem  of  faith  in  the  official  on  the 

part  of  those  with  whom  he  is  associated 
in  picture  producing.  John  McCormick 
made  the  presentation. 

*   ♦   ♦ 

A   special  meeting  of  the  M.  P.  T.  O. 

of  Southern  California  was  held  yester- 

day at  the  South  Olive  Street  headquar- 
ters. The  meeting  was  presided  over  by 

President  William  J.  Quinn. 
«   *   * 

A   shift  in  directors  was  made  at  the 

Fox  studio  last  week  when  Jack  Bly- 
stone  was  transferred  to  the  comedy  unit 

and  Lou  Seiler  was  appointed  director  of 
Tom  Mix. 

*   >i<  * 

Then  Jackie  Loses  Locks 

Work  will  commence  very  soon  on  an- 
other Jackie  Coogan  picture,  according 

to  Larry  Weingarten.  The  company  has 
selected  a   story  by  Gerald  Beaumont, 

called  "Johnny  Get  Your  Hair  Cut,”  and 
in  the  course  of  production  young 

Coogan  will  have  his  locks  shorn. *   *   * 

Actual  shooting  on  Harry  Langdon’s 
second  First  National  feature  comedy — 
“The  Yes  Man”  commenced  this  week 
at  United  Studios.  Langdon  is  directing 

his  own  production. 
«   *   * 

Bud  Lollier,  of  West  Coast  Theatres, 

Inc.,  has  been  made  assistant  general 
manager  to  A.  M.  Bowles. 

♦   *   ♦ 

Milton  Arthur  has  been  appointed 

booking  manager  for  the  Far  West 
Theatres  Circuit.  He  was  affiliated  with 

the  All-Star  Exchange  for  about  four 

four  years  and  recently  managed  a   thea- 
tre in  Long  Beach. 

*   *   * 

Parker  Leases  Property  for  Theatre 

A   long  term  lease  has  been  signed  by 
Donald  Parker  and  J.  J.  Kenney  of  the 
Donald  Parker  Productions  for  the  use  of 

property  owned  by  S.  D.  Yonan  at  the 
South  East  corner  of  48th  Street  and 

Western  Avenue.  It  is  proposed  to  erect 

a   2,000  seat  motion  picture  theatre  on 
this  site,  which  has  a   93  foot  frontage 
on  Western  Avenue  and  132  feet  on  48th 

Street.  The  new  theatre  will  cost  ap- 
proximately $200,000  exclusive  of  the 

furnishings.  The  building  will  also  con- 
tain six  stores  and  12  office  suites. 

♦   ♦   * 

Stour  Columbia  Studio  Manager 

George  W.  Stout  has  been  appointed 
studio  manager  of  Columbia  Pictures 

Corporation  by  Harry  Cohn,  vice-presi- 
dent of  the  firm.  Stout  assumed  his  du- 

ties at  once. 
*   *   * 

Joseph  P.  Kennedy,  chairman  of  the 
board  of  directors  of  Film  Booking 

Office,  has  returned  to  New  York. 
♦   *   ♦ 

Harry  Lichtig  is  about  to  make  an  in- 

dependent picture  called  “Hollywood  or 
Bust”  adapted  from  the  stage  play. 

♦   ♦   ♦ 

William  Beaudine  has  decided  to  dis- 
pose of  all  of  his  outside  interests  and 

will  hereafter  devote  his  entire  time  to 

directing.  Beaudine  at  various  times  has 

been  finnancially  interested  in  musical 

shows,  apartment  houses,  stores,  laun- dries and  theatres. 
*   *   * 

Normand  Film  Completed 
Richard  Wallace  has  completed  the 

direction  of  Mabel  Normand  in  her  Hal 

Roach  feature  comedy.  This  is  Wal- 
lace’s fifth  feature  comedy  for  the  Roach company. 

Twenty-Six  Winners 
of  Warners  Announced 

(Continued  from  page  35) 

dian,  will  be  a   big  picture  directed  by 

Roy  Del  Ruth. 
“The  Black  Diamond  Express"  is  an- 

other of  the  Monte  Blue  thrillers.  It 

will  be  a   bigger  thrill  than  "The  Lim- 
ited Mail.”  The  story  is  by  Darryl 

Francis  Zanuck,  and  direction  will  be  by 

Herman  Raymaker. 

Charles  Klein’s  powerful  melodrama, 
one  of  the  greatest  sensations  of  the 

past  twenty  years,  "The  Third  Degree," will  be  the  starring  vehicle  for  Patsy 
Ruth  Miller,  directed  by  Millard  Webb. 

An  untitled  mystery  drama  by  Arthur 

Somers  Roche  will  be  among  the  big 

pictures  on  the  schedule.  It  has  a   tre- 

mendous punch  finish  and  surprise  end- 

ing. 

Dolores  Costello  will  be  seen  in  “A 
Million  Bid,"  by  George  Cameron  under 
the  direction  of  Millard  Webb. 

“Dearie”  to  Be  Made 

"Dearie,”  by  Carolyn  Wells,  is  a   sen- 
sational melodrama  in  which  Louise 

Fazenda  and  Willard  Louis  will  be 

starred. 
Rin-Tin-Tin  will  be  seen  as  the  star 

in  “Tracked  by  the  Police,”  by  Gregory 
Rogers,  and  again  the  wonder  dog  will 
be  directed  by  Herman  Raymaker. 

"The  Gay  Old  Bird”  will  again  bring 
together  Louise  Fazenda  and  Willard 
Louis  in  a   story  by  Virginia  Dale,  di- 

rected by  James  Flood. 

Following  is  a   list  of  those  who  at- 
tended the  Chicago  convention: 

From  the  home  office:  H   M.  Warner,  J.  L. 

Warner,  Los  Angeles  studios;;  A.  W,  Warner, 
Sam  E.  Morris.  Louis  Warner,  Buddy  Morris, 
A.  S.  Howson,  W.  L.  Parker,  W.  C.  Murpbey, 

Lloyd  Willis,  home  office  representative;  C.  W- 
Buiin,  home  office  representative,  and  Darryl Francis  Zanuck.  . 

Division  managers:  Edwin  Silverman,  Chi- 

cago;; C.  C.  Ezell,  Atlanta;  H.  E.  Elder,  Bos- 
ton; B.  F.  Lyon,  Canada;  Harry  Lustig,  Los 

Angeles;  Nat  Barach,  Pittsburgh,  and  Joe  He- 
brew, Philadelphia. 

Branch  managers  and  salesmen:  Earl  Silver- 
man,  Chicago,  and  W.  B.  Lyman,  A.  J.  Gallas. 
I.eo  Woodyatt,  Bill  Kahl,  N.  M.  Krueger  and 
H.  Goldberg;  Jack  Stewart,  Cincinnati,  and  E- 
C.  Stewart,  M.  H.  Livingston,  J.  H.  Daly,  Link 
Davis  and  H.  Schmitken;  Norman  H.  Mor^, 

Cleveland,  and  F.  J.  Scheurman  and  R.  O. 

Flemm:  L.  B'.  Solether  and  J.  O’Coiinell;  J.  V- 
Allan,  Detroit,  and  J.  H.  Young,  R-  C.  Cl^d; 

Mr.  Silvcrberg  and  Wm.  Kent;  J.  E.  Ruey.  D^- 
las,  and  F.  E.  Hendon  and  L.  C.  Baxley;  M.  A. 

Raymond,  Oklahoma  City;  Dudley  Wilhston,  In- 
dianapolis, and  T.  L.  Perry.  C.  U.  Brinkman  Md 

B.  B.  Barber;  Joe  Levy.  Kansas  City,  and  W. 

P.  Bemfield  and  M.  C.  Sinift ;   J.  P.  Shoa. 

Omaha;  R.  T.  Smith,  Milwaukee,  and  N.  &■ 

Bieringer  and  F.  F.  Nine;  D.  Farquhar,  Winni- 

peg; Thomas  A.  Burke,  Minneapolis,  and  Wo- 

Levine,  Milton  Montgomery,  C.  Torey,  R.  Re^ 

Wilk  and  Arthur  Ruesman;  J.  N.  BVrd  and  I- 

Wildman,  Oklahoma  City;  Fred  Goodrow.  New 

Orleans,  and  H.  F.  Cohen;  Earl  A.  Boll,  Omaha. 

T.  L.  Kent,  Pittsburgh,  and  R.  E.  Caskey,  
Jo* 

Kaufman  and  Lou  Padelf;  E.  L.  Alperson,  
a   • 

Louis,  and  R.  Lolironz,  J.  Dickson  and  H.  Wal^. 

Sam  E.  Morris,  general  manager  of  
dis- 

tribution, presided.  The  delegation  left 

Monday  night  for  Los  Angeles  for 
 the 

third  convention.  April  24,  25  and  2o.  ine 

first  meeting  was  in  New  York  April  lu
 

Kaufman  and  Wildman 

Given  Warner  Posts 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  April  20.— Before,  the 

opening  of  the  Warner  Brothers  
secUonal 

convention  at  Chicago  Sam  E.  Wa
rner 

appointed  Herbert  Kaufman  ^nanager .   oi 

the  local  exchange  and  made  T.  B. 
 Wiia- 

man  manager  of  the  Oklahoma  City  branc^ 

Both  men  have  had  years  of  expenence  m 

the  distribution  end  of  the  motion  picture business. 
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Film  News 
PICTORIAL  SECTION Stories  Told 

in 

pictures 
of  Exhibitors  Herald 

Issue  of  April  24 

by 

the  Camera 

Jack  Mulhall  and  Jobyna  Ralston  were 

photographed  between  scenes  of 

“Sweet  Daddies,"  a   First  National  pic- 
ture in  which  both  appear.  It  is  an 

M.  C.  Levee  production. 

Randall  M.  White 

has  been  engaged 

in  the  advertising 

d   e   p   a   rtment  of 

Kane  productions. 

Colleen  Moore  and  Bill  Conselman  are  trying  to  think 

of  something  for  Colleen  to  act  about  now.  Her  next 

picture,  “Ella  Cinders,"  is  now  being  produced  for 
First  National  release.  The  picture  is  under  the  direc- 

tion of  Alfred  Green. 

Alfred  A.  Santell  was  photographed 
he  arrived  in  New  York  prepara- 

to  beginning  the  direcdon  of 

Subway  Sadie,"  an  A1  Rockett  pro- 
duction for  First  National  release. 

Three  Lasky  officials  visited  Marshall  Neilan  at  the
  latter’s  studio  recently  to 

welcome  the  producer-director  back  to  Paramount.
  Milton  Hoffman,  executive 

manager,  left,  Hector  Turnbull,  associate  producer
,  Benjamin  Schulberg,  associate 

producer,  next  to  Neilan,  and  Neilan,  right.  N
eilan  will  soon  begin  a   senes  of 

production  for  Famous  Players  at  his  own 
 studios. 
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While  Film  Bookings  Offices  exchange  managers  attended  meetings  of  the  organization  in  Los  Angeles  recently  their  wives 

were  entertained  at  the  company’s  studios.  The  hosts  are  seen  in  the  bottom  row,  left  to  right  from  Grant  Withers  (in 

checked  suit):  Larry  Kent,  Alberta  Vaughn,  A1  Cooke,  Kit  Guard,  Ralph  Ceder  who  directs  the  “Fighting  Hearts” 

series  and  who  also  directed  the  “Mazie”  series.  Between  Miss  Vaughn  and  A1  Cooke  is  the  daughter  of  one  of  the  ex- 
change managers  and  whose  name  the  cameraman  neglected  to  mention. 

Adolphe  Milar,  left,  and  Seymour  Beliff  invent  a   new  kind  of 

sport,  “Skounding,”  or  hound  ski  racing.  Here  are  “Haley” 

and  “Harris”  of  Universal’s  “Uncle  Tom’s  Cabin”  company 
at  the  close  finish  of  one  of  these  contests.  Both  blood- 

hounds are  said  to  be  experienced  trackers. 

Another  snow  scene.  The  frozen  North  meets  balmy  South- 

ern California.  Herman  Raymaker,  director  of  “A  Hero 

of  the  Big  Snows,”  featuring  Rin-Tin-Tin,  explains  the  plot 
to  Huntiy  Cordon  who  will  be  seen  with  Irene  Rich  shortly 

in  “Silken  Shackles,”  Warner  Brothers  production. 

We  hesitate  to  say  that  this  is  genuine  snow  but  it  passes 

for  such  in  this  set  which  appears  in  “Toto,”  Metro-Gold- 
wyn-Maycr  production.  Above  are  Marceline  Day  and 

Dorothy  Phillips,  principal  feminine  players  in  the  picture 
which  features  Lew  Cody. 

The  above  still  was  made  by  the  “Herald"  cameraman  on 

the  Coast.  It  is  a   scene  from  “Dead  Man’s  Gold”  which 

is  being  produced  by  Fox  Film  Corporation.  The  scene 
shows  Tom  Mix  who  is  starred  in  the  picture  burning  the 

papers,  incriminating  evidence  according  to  the  story. 
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Dorothy  Dwan  who  ptays  in  leading  roles  in  Pathe 

productions  poses  in  this  photograph  as  a   modem 

day  flapper  farm  maiden  at  the  grind  stone  sharpen- 

ing the  tiling  instruments  preparatory  to  the  spring 

gardening. 

May  McAvoy  engaged  in  a   bit  of  sparring.  Miss  McAvoy  has 

been  signed  by  Warner  Brothers  for  a   role  in  “The  Passionate 

Quest,”  now  being  prepared  in  Hollywood.  It  is  to  be  directed 

by  J.  Stuart  Blackton,  the  script  is  by  his  daughter,  Marian  Con- 
stance filackton,  and  camera  work  will  be  done  by  Nick  Musuraca. 

Gladys  McConell  and  Yakima  Canutt  are  but  two  of 

the  four  leading  players  in  “The  Devil  Ho
rse." 

Gladys  is  one  heroine  and  “Lady,"  appearing  at  her 

right,  is  the  other.  And  Yakima  is  one  hero  wh
ile 

“Rex,”  at  his  left,  is  the  other. 

R-  S.  Ballantyne,  assistant 
southern  division  sales- 
manager  of  Pathe  under 
the  rearranged  sales  sys- 

tem announced  last  week. 

Robert  Shrader,  assistant 

Central  division  manager 

of  Pathe  under  the  new 

sales  arrangement  which 

was  announced  last  week. 

Charles  Henschel,  assist- 
ant Eastern  division  sales 

manager  of  Pathe  who 

was  named  in  the  com- 

pany’s new  arrangement. 

As  announced  last  week  by 

Pathe  Fred  C.  Aiken  will 

hold  the  position  of  assistant 

Midwest  division  salesman- 

ager. 
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Grauman  T   alks  on  N   ew  Chinese 

Theatre  at  Ad  Men’s  Meet 
Likens  Presentation  to  Salesmanship — Relates  Early  Struggles  That 

Led  to  his  Success — Chandler  Entertains  Balboni  and  Mathis 

By  JOHN  S.  SPARGO 

New  YORK,  April  20. — If  press  agents  ever  dream — like  regular human  beings — they  were  given  a   hunch  in  that  direction  last 

Thursday  by  Sid  Grauman,  the  California  motion  picture  im- 
presario, in  his  description  of  the  Chinese  theatre  he  is  building  on  the 

Coast  in  connection  with  Joe  Schenck. 

Grauman  was  the  guest  of  honor  of  the  advertisers  and  his  talk  proved 

one  of  the  best  entertainments  since  the  day  Joe  Seider  and  Charlie  Petti- 
john  locked  horns  over  the  uniform  contract  and  other  things  at  the  same 
forum. 

This  Chinese  theatre,  Grauman  told them,  is  to  be  the  last  word  in  modern 
construction.  He  described  a   waterfall  it 
will  contain,  seven  stories  in  height,  the 
water  of  which  will  fall  in  huge  vats  as 
large  as  a   hotel  dining  room.  Control  of 
this  water  will  be  exercised  in  such  a   man- 

ner as  to  make  the  waterfall  harmonize 

with  the  musical  selections.  Stirring, 
sweeping  passages  will  be  accompanied  by 
a   heavy  waterfall,  softer  and  sweeter  ones 
by  a   lighter  flow. 

Talks  on  Presentalions 

Mr,  Grauman  also  eave  a   very  interest- 
ing and  amusing  talk  about  important 

people  in  the  industry  and  incidents  in  his 
own  life  that  led  to  his  entrance  into  the 
show  business.  Relative  to  his  ideas  on 
presentation  he  said  vaudeville  does  not 

belong  on  the  same  bill  with  motion  pic- 
tures. “Each  calls  for  a   different  type  of 

audience,"  he  declared.  “The  kind  that  at- 
tends motion  pictures  is  much  more  cul- 
tured and  intelligent  than  those  attending 

vaudeville  shows.  Moreover  the  people 
attending  pictures  want  rest.  The  motion 

picture  theatre  is  the  temple  of  rest.” 
Presentation  he  likened  to  a   form  of 

salesmanship.  “In  the  legitimate  theatres, 
service  is  given  by  gruff,  impolite  people. 
The  picture  houses  are  known  for  the 
courtesy  of  their  attendants,  their  presen- 

tations, symphonies  and  comforts.  The 
same  courtesy  of  a   great  club  is  to  be  got- 

ten out  of  premier  motion  picture  houses 
today. 

Concerning  his  early  struggles,  Mr.  Grau- 
man told  how  lie  had  gone  to  Alaska  on 

a   shoestring,  caught  typhoid  fever,  sold 
newspapers  at  a   dollar  apiece  amassing 
$6,000  only  to  have  it  taken  from  him  by 
gamblers,  and  how  he  returned  home  no 
richer  than  he  had  left  it.  He  told  how 
he  got  his  start  in  the  theatre  business  as 
a   ticket  collector  and  a   cleaner  at  $6  a 
week  for  the  Cinegraph  House  in  Los  An- 

geles. possibly  the  first  motion  picture 
theatre  there  was.  By  noting  the  first  and 
last  numbers  on  the  tickets  he  came  to  a 
realization  of  the  money  to  be  made  in 
this  new  business  and  with  his  father 
started  a   theatre  in  Los  Angeles  which 
made  $1,000  a   week  from  the  start.  Lalcr 
he  endeavored  to  form  a   chain  of  theatres 
in  New  York,  but  was  unsuccessful.  He 
was  beset  with  difficulties  when  he  tried 
to  operate  the  Family  theatre  in  East  125th 
street  but  eventually  made  it  a   paying 
proposition.  On  his  return  to  Los  Anr^eles 
his  rise  was  rapid.  He  erected  the  Im- 

perial, Hollywood,  Metropolitan,  $1,000,000 
and  Egyptian  theatres. 

.Ml  in  all,  Grauman  put  on  one  of  his 
usual  good  shows. 

ff'hut  the  Well  Dressed  Exhibitor'll  Wear 
What  the  well  dressed  exhibitor  will 

wear  is  a   question  that  has  been  agitating 
a   palpitating  world  ever  since  the  de  luxe 

trip  to  the  M.  P.  T.  O.  A.  convention  at 
Los  Angeles  was  planned. 

But  now  Tom  Waller,  publicity  and  edi- 
torial factotum  to  Joe  Seider,  has  settled 

the  problem  and  the  theatre  owners  are 

again  sleeping  some  o’nights.  Here  is  the 
edict  sent  out  by  \\’allcr.  Or  mavbe  it was  worked  out  by  Seider  himself  who  is 
somewhat  of  an  artist  on  sartorial  matters: 

"Of  no  less  importniice  is  the  list  of  things 
which  thc.nreowiiers  sliould  h.tvc  in  their  valises. 

The  following  will  be  amply  sufficient  as  main 
articles  of  clothing  for  the  entire  countrywide 

trip:  one  'medium  weight  suit;  one  golf  suit; regulation  light  summer  clothes  for  California; 
one  top  coat;  one  sweater;  one  tuxedo;  one  pair 

of  walking  shoes.  Knickers  are  worn  almost  ex- 

clusively by  men  m.sking  this  tour.” 
*   *   * 

When  Old  Kid  Webster  (Noah,  not 

Dan’l)  compiled  that  book  \^ich  changes 
the  subject  so  often,  he  did  a   pretty  good 
job.  But  he  might  have  done  a   better,  or 
more  complete  one,  if  he  had  had  the 
collaboration  of  a   present  day  press  agent. 

They  spring  them  every  day — a   lot  of  ’em that  Noah  never  thought  of. 

If  there  is  any  question  in  j’our  mind 

about  this,  take  a   peep  at  Hy  Daab's  press 
sheet  on  one  of  F.  B.  O’s  Westerns.  It reads:  Bob  Custer  in  his  tornadic  thrill 

show,  “The  Fighting  Boob.”  .\nd  if  you 
don’t  believe  that  Noah  overlooked  that 
"tornadic.”  read  the  old  kid's  book  and  see 
if  you  can  find  it. 

♦   *   * 

Our  long  lost  old  time  friend  Harry 

Sherman  who  has  apparently  been  hibernat- 
ing for  the  past  several  years  has  come  to 

life  again  in  the  film  industry',  according  to 
a   recent  announcement  made  by  Associated 
Exhibitors.  According  to  this  tho  once 
dynamic  Sherman  will  make  a   picture  here 
in  the  East  featuring  George  Jessel,  the 

comedian  of  “The  Jazz  Singer”  who  has 
proved  one  of  the  big  hits  of  Broadway 
during  the  present  theatrical  season. 

*   *   * 

Much  has  been  said  and  written  by 
British  talkers  and  writers  about  the  domi- 

Leviathan  Carries 

First  Run  Newsreels 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK.  April  20.— When 
the  Leviathan  which  is  run  by  the 
United  States  Lines  sailed  from 
here  April  10  it  carried  a   print  of 
International  newsreel  number  30 
which  was  showed  to  passengers 
on  the  trip.  It  was  put  on  the  boat 
at  the  last  moment  before  sailing 
in  order  that  the  passengers  could 
be  entertained  with  the  news  in 

pictures  at  the  same  time  that 
theatre  patrons  in  New  York  were 
being  entertained  by  the  same views. 

nance  of  American  films  in  England,  90 
percent  of  the  pictures  being  shown  there 
being  American  made  for  the  simple  reason 
that  British  theatregoers  prefer  just  that 
kind  of  entertainment. 

This  preference  has  been  the  cause  of  no 
little  worryment,  and  many  reasons,  other 
than  that  of  better  made  pictures,  have 
been  advanced  by  proponents  of  British 
made  productions.  One  of  tho  oddest 
reasons  yet  given  was  made  by  a   Dr.  H.  P, 
Newsholme,  a   medical  officer,  in  a   speech 

urging  the  playing  of  more  pictures  re- 
flecting British  sentiments  rather  than  the 

sentiments  of  other  countries.  Said  Dr. 
Newsholme : 

The  darknes.s,  concentrated  attention  and 
the  stimulation  of  one  sense  by  a   bright 

light,”  he  said,  “tend  to  prdouce  a   hypnotic condition  in  (he  audience.  Intense  Rims 

may  penetrate  to  the  subconscious  mind 
and  potently  affect  the  character  of  the 
observer. *   *   ♦ 

“Why  did  78,000  people  see  Harold  Lloyd 
at  the  Rialto  last  week?"  asks  Jack  Lusty 
in  some  Rialto  theatre  press  copy.  If  Lusty 
really  wants  the  answer  we  dope  it  out  for 
him  that  it  was  probably  because  they 
wanted  to  see  the  picture. 

*   *   * 

C,  F.  (Chan)  Chandler  was  host  Monday 
at  a   luncheon  given  ini  honor  of  June 
^lathis  and  her  husband,  Mr.  Balboni  (wc 

forget  his  front  monicker)  at  Sherry’s,  the trade  and  daily  paper  film  writers  being 
the  guests.  Miss  ilathis  and  Mr.  Balboni 
leave  shortly  for  the  Coast  to  start  on  new 
productions  for  First  National. 

Release  Dates  Set  for 

4   U,  A.  Films;  Fairbanks' Fixed  for  Sept*  12 

NEW  YORK,  April  20.— With  “Stella 
Dallas”  set  for  August  29  release  United 
Artists  has  announced  the  dates  for  the 

general  release  of  that  and  three  other 

productions  of  the  15  to  be  released  dur- 
ing the  season. 

The  others  are  Douglas  Fairbanks'  “The Black  Pirate,”  September  12;  Mary  Pick- 
ford’s  “Sparrows,”  September  19;  “The 
Winning  of  Barbara  Worth,”  September 
28;  "The  Son  of  the  Sheik”  will  also  he released  early. 

Custer  to  Make  8   in 

1927  Under  New  Pact 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

HOLLYWOOD,  April  20.— Bob  Custer 
will  make  a   series  of  eight  pictures  for 
the  coming  season,  according  to  the  terms 
of  his  contract  which  he  has  just  signed 
with  Film  Booking  Offices. 

U.  A.  Plans  to  Exploit 

Films  for  Exhibitors 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK.  April  20.— By  a   plan  an- 
nounced by  Hiram  Abrams  United  Artists 

will  offer  an  individual  advertising  and 

exploitation  campaign  for  each  of  the  I.*' 
pictures  on  the  season’s  production  list 

Wineberg  to  Albany 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK.  April  20.— Harry  Wine- 
berg  who  has  been  branch  manager  for 
F.  B.  O.  at  Sioux  Falls  has  been  placed  m 
charge  of  the  -Mliany  branch. 

Szekler  Sails  to  Rio 
( special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK.  April  20.— A1  •Szekler, 
Brazil  head  of  Universal,  sailed  last  week 
for  Rio  Dc  Janeiro  following  a   two  months visit  here. 
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FOX  TO  MAKE  52  COMEDIES 

Victory  for 
Industry 
Signing  by  Governor  Alfred 

Smith  of  the  Webb-Davison  bill 

exempting  newsreels  from  cens- 
orship in  New  York  State  is 

hailed  by  the  industry  as  a   vit- 
ally important  victory  in  the  bat- 
tle with  bluenoses  in  several 

parts  of  the  country.  It  had 
been  a   practical  certainty  that 
Govenior  Smith  would  affix  his 

signature  to  the  measure  long 
before  it  even  had  been  passed 

by  the  assembly,  but  the  actual 
signing  marked  the  culmination 
of  a   fight  that  many  believe  will 
have  a   wholesome  effect  in  many 
other  directions  and  in  even 
wider  fields  than  the  newsreels. 

Amended  so  as  to  include  ex- 
emption of  excerpts  from  the 

press,  the  measure  states  in  part : 

“All  films  exclusively  portray- 
ing current  events  or  pictorial 

news  of  the  day,  commonly 
called  newsreels,  or  excerpts 
from  the  public  press  may  be 
exhibited  without  inspection  by 
the  commission  and  no  permits 
or  fees  shall  be  required  there- 

for.” It  is  in  the  wider  application 

of  the  New  York’s  legislators’ 
decision  that  the  greatest  import- 

ance of  the  law  is  seen.  Lead- 
ers in  the  industry  see  in  it  the 

opening  wedge  for  the  elimina- 
tion of  all  forms  of  censorship 

of  motion  pictures  in  New  York 
state.  So  many  have  been  the 
cases  of  inconsistent  action  by 
censors  in  different  states  that 
^   reel  considered  perfectly 

proper  b}^  the  censor  board  in 
one  state  has  been  mutilated  by 
the  members  of  the  board  in  an- 

other state. 

_   The  public  is  speaking  in  de- 
cisive tei'ms  against  intolerance. 

Educational  Lists 

Second  Best  Week; 

Kinograins  at  Peak 
The  week  ending  March  27  was  a   week 

of  special  success  for  Educational  Pictures. 
Bookings  for  all  Educational  Pictures 
showed  the  best  record  of  the  year  with 
the  exception  of  one  week  last  fall,  and 

Educational's  news  reel,  Kinograms,  regis- 
tered the  best  week  in  its  history. 

The  last  week- in  October  saw  a   smash- 
ing record  set  up  by  Educational  Pictures, 

which,  during  this  one  period,  played  in 
almost  10,000  theatres.  The  week  of  March 
27  saw  Educational  Pictures,  without  any 
special  drive  and  in  the  regular  course  of 
business,  set  figures  surprisingly  close  to 
those  of  October’s  record  week. 

The  large  number  of  new  accounts  added 
within  the  last  few  weeks  brought  the  news 
reel,  Kinograms,  to  the  highest  peak  of  its 
history.  During  the  week  ending  March  27 
theatres  playing  Kinograms  regularly 
totalled  slightly  in  excess  of  43  per  cent 
more  than  the  number  of  accounts  on  the 
Kinograms  books  one  year  previously. 

Lew  Archer  Makes 

Bow  ivith  Educational 
Lew  .Archer,  nationally  known  as  a 

vaudeville  star  on  the  Orpheum  circuit,  will 
make  his  debut  in  motion  pictures  as  one 

of  the  leading  comedians  in  the  new  Edu- 
cational-Mermaid comedy,  “Creeps,”  which 

is  nearly  completed  and  will  be  an  early 
Spring  Educational  release.  Phil  Dunham 
will  be  co-starred,  and  the  support  will 
include  such  comedians  as  Stanley  Bly- 

stone,  Nita  Garvin  and  “Moonlight." 

KOKO LURt 
HIS  SONG  CAMUNtS 

hnd  your  Andi^Y)c^  Joir)5  in
./ 

TKc  Hit  on  Any  Pi’o^i  iin 
GOOK  THEM  AT  ONCE. 

BErOGE  YOUG 
XOMPETITOG 

BEATS  YOU" 
TO  IT. 

104  Issues  of 
Fox  News  and 

26  Varieties 
Fo.x  will  release  52  comedies  ex- 

clusive of  104  issues  of  Fox  News 

and  26  Fox  Varieties  for  1926-27  as 

a   part  of  the  most  extensive  sched- 

ule in  the  company’s  history.  '' Plans  for  the  season  were  an- 
nounced and  discussed  at  the 

tvvent3'-third  annual  convention  of 
the  organization  at  the  Hotel  Am- 

bassador, Los  Angeles.  The  session 
closed  last  Saturday  with  the  entire 

sales  force  “pepped  up”  for  what 
officers  and  salesmen  alike  are  con- 

fident will  be  the  company’s  most 
successful  year  in  short  features  as 
well  as  the  long  pictures. 

Tremendous  e.xpansion  in  the 
world  service  of  Fox  News  was 

traced  by  Truman  'J’alley,  general 
manager  and  editor  of  the  newsreel, 
when  the  Fox  convention  delegation 

was  in  Chicago  bound  for  Los  An- 

geles. 

Here  are  a   few  of  the  steps  taken 
in  development  of  Fox  News  in  the 
past  year,  as  sketched  by  Talley: 

Establishment  of  a   bureau  in 

Rome. 
New  bureau  in  Germany. 
New  bureau  in  Spain. 

Placing  of  a   Fox  News  ma.n 
in  Vienna  besides  one  in  Paris 

and  another  in  the  Scandina- 
vian countries. 

Staff  headquarters  located  in 
Atlanta,  Dallas  and  Buffalo, 

and  one  in  Sydney,  Australia. 

In  «iddition  Fox  News  has  liad  a 
staff  man  on  the  East  Coast  of 
\frica.  another  on  the  West  Coast. 
One  was  sent  to  .Alaska  and  there 
is  also  a   salaried  man  in  India. 

Sennett  Sifins  Burke 
Headliner  in  Vaudeville 

^^ack  SeiincU,  Patlie  comedy  producer, 
announces  the  signing  of  Johnny  Burke, 

big  time  vaudeville  headliner,  to  a   long 
time  contract  calling  for  his  appearances 
in  Sennett  comedies. 
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Both  Feature  and  Serial- 

Dotodiy  Phillips  m 
%iexcepHonally  Fast-> moviniWestetn  Feature 

“The  Bar-C  Mystery” — Pathe 
Feet Feahiiv  Version  of  Serial  Is  Excentionallv 

Fast-Moving  Western  with  Plenty  of  Punch 

Western 
And  Motion  Pictures  Today  says: 

“A  fine  spirited  Western  melodrama, 

1 

with  a   well  worked  out  plot,  smooth 

continuity  and  excellent  cast  .   .   Pace 

fast,  atmosphere  colorful,  suspense  to 

the  end.  A   likely  box-office  attraction.” 

SOME  tinif  dRo  r«thc  oficted  both  a icridi  dnd  d   feoiucc  vcriion  of  a   pic- 
lurt  and  the  k>mc  thing  i»  being  done 

.n  the  «ije  ol  "The  Bar  C   Myitery".  a 
>Tcrv  whi(h  a,  lU  mle  implies,  has  a   west- 

ern lorjle  This  production,  based  on  the 

.lory  ‘Jane  of  the  Waning  Glories,"  was 
directed  by  Koberi  P   Hill 

I   The  aetion  ccncdVns  a   hidden  gold  mine 

belonging  to  a   nesicrner  owner  of  the  Bar 
C   ranch  who  left  for  dead,  wills  the  secret 

«i  the  mine  <0  .lane,  a   girl  m   New  Yoric 

Oemg  west  she  meets  Robbins,  who  poses 
as  the  agent  ol  the  miner,  but  is  in  reality 

.erling  TO  get  the  mine  for  himself  and 
hw  raiiner  Mrs  Lane,  a   cabaret  owtter  A 

eeu-boy  celled  Nc.ada  romes  to  Jane's  res- 
cue and  she  discovers  he  is  really  the  sup- 

_   poserlly  dead  miner  s^o  has  shaved  off  bis 

movino  pictvue 
WOAkO 

Reriewe^  by  C.  S.  Sewell 

CAtTi 

Jane    DaPvtby  rhSUJpa 

Xevada  .   -   M’alUce'UacDould 
^Ira.    BiMI  Caytaa 
It^bbOcia  ...          Pbllo  McCananj(b 
Tovuer      Jobnsy  Pan 
WaadA    Vlalet  Scbrrnm 
CHtp        rrv4  l>«9n«« 
Qaaeil  OB  al0r>  ■■JaDle  «f  lb?  Wonlaf  CTgrica'' 

by  flaynoad  Spmra 
Sc^Bbiio  by  WUIlbba  Sb^nrOB^ 

by  notxrt  P.  ISIM 

beard  Whea  Robbins  gets  hold  ol  the  sec- 
ret of  the  mine,  Jane  and  Nevada  beat  them 

to  the  mine  and  thwart  their  attempts  to 
kill  them  by  blowing  up  the  entrance.  The 

conspirators  are  finally  arrested  and  Nevada 
wins  Jane, 

As  is  to  be  expceled,  when  the  action  of 
a   serial  is  encompassed  in  a   five-reeler.  the 

r«uIiis^_fa5l;niovinrpictijre^^Ucd^wi^ 

snap  and  action,  and  with  nev’cr  a   dull  m0;_ 
there  arc  several  thrills  and  excel- 

tenl  stunts  ol  the  type  which  are  usually 
carried  over  in  a   serial 

Dorothy  Phillips,  formerly  wcll-kqown  to 
screen  Ians,  appears  in  the  leading  femin* 

ine  role  and  gives  a   good  performance.  Wal- 
lace MacDonald  is  satisfactory  as  the  hero. 

The  cast  also  includes  Ethel  Cbyton  and 
Philo  McCullough  in  She  heavy  roles. 

ln_ils_bahjrc_^omK|^The_^ar^_^l££lp^" offers  cnlrrtainmcnt  that  should  tbqrouelily 

satisfy  western  tans  and  all  who  like. fast- 
moving  punchy  stories  of  adventure. 

FEATURE  VERSION  OP  SEE- 
lAl  MAKES  FOR  GOOD  LIVE 

ACTION  WITH  ATMOSPHERE 

OP  MYSTERY  AND  SUSPENSE 

BUILDING  TO  EFFECTIVE 

FilmDaily 
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A   Sensational  Western  Serial  With  An 

Exceptional  Cast — 10  Episodes 

There’s  action  enough  for  two  serials, 

and  enough  box-office  names  for  three. 

Produced  by  C.  W.  Patton 

Stor>’  by  Raymond  Spears 

Pafhe'serial 
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Another  Dozen 

Exchanges  for 
Red  Seal  Seen 

Another  dozen  exchanges  are  soon  to 
be  added  by  Red  Seal  so  as  to  reach  the 

entire  country.  Cleveland,  Cincinnati, 

Detroit  and  Pittsburgh,  key  cities  of  the 
Middle  West,  are  the  latest  centers  to 

be  added  to  the  growing  national  chain, 

according  to  Max  Fleischer,  president. 

Arrangements  have  been  completed 

with  Harry  Charnas  so  that  Red  Seal’s 
product  will  be  taken  over  by  him  imme- 

diately, on  an  association  basis  of  part- 
nership. 

Red  Seal  has  been  distributing  its 
product  through  these  large  cities  in  the 

past  on  a   costly  “direct  by  express”  plan. 
Such  big  first  run  houses  as  the  Allen 

of  Cleveland,  and  many  of  the  biggest 
theatre  chains  have  repeatedly  requested 
a   more  direct  service  in  their  immediate 
territories. 

Red  Seal’s  foreign  distribution  is  al- 
ready established.  The  Ko-ICo  Song 

Car-Tunes,  Out  of  the  Inkwells,  Gems 
of  the  Screen,  Marvels  of  Motion,  Film 

Facts,  Reelviews,  Searchlights  and  Ani- 
mated Hair  Cartoons  are  being  released 

throughout  Europe  and  such  remote 
points  as  South  Africa. 

Red  Seal  is  also  responsible  for  the 

distribution  of  such  pictures  as  “Crain- 
qucbille,,”  also  called  “Bill,”  "Relativity,” 
the  novel  explanation  of  the  Einstein 

theory,  and  "Evolution,”  as  well  as 
“Flirting  With  Death”  and  “The  Silvery 
Art,”  skiing  specials. 

Roach  Cojnedies  Play  Up 

on  Keith-Albee  Programs 
Reports  from  the  Pathe  field  men  in  the 

Middle  West  show  that^  the  Hal  Roach 
comedies,  now  showing  over  the  Keith- 
Alhce  and  affiliated  vaudeville  circuits,  are 

being  played  up  on  the  programs  along 
with  the  big  headline  acts. 

At  the  B,  F.  Keith  theatre,  Cincinnati, 

the  Charlie  Chase  comedy,  “The  Care- 
taker's Daughter,”  was  given  number  four 

spot  on  the  bill.  The  printed  program  car- 

ried the  line,  "You  will  sec  the  famous  Hal 

Roach  comedies  exclusively  at  Keith's. 
They  will  be  shown  each  week  as  part  of 
the  vaudeville  program,  as  a   special  extra 

treat.”  Also  included  on  the  bill  wnth 
vaudeville  headliners  like  Belle  Baker  were 

the  Pathe  News.  Aesop’s  Film  Fables  and 
Topics  of  the  Day,  billed  as  "cinema  news 

philosophy  and  wit.” 

Keith’s  theatre,  Columbus,  O.,  usually 
plays  its  Roach  comedies  in  number  three 

spot,  giving  on  its  printed  program  the 

complete  billing  for  the  comedy.  Aesop’s 

Film  Fables,  'Topics  of  the  Day  and  the 
Pathe  News  hold  down  number  one  spot 
on  this  l»ill.  At  the  B.  F.  Keith  Palace 

theatre  in  Cleveland,  the  Roach  comedies 

were  also  billed  as  a   regular  vaudeville  act 
with  a   good  spot. 

The  Roach  comedies  are,  however,  shift- 
ed around  on  the  program  like  other  acts 

and  frequently  are  close  up  to  the  headline 
spot  on  the  bill. 

The  fact  that  these  short  comedies  con- 

tinue to  be  recognized  by  the  big  vaudeville 
houses  and  are  able  to  hold  their  own  with 

the  acts  speaks  volumes  for  the  strides  be- 
ing made  by  this  product  in  recent  months. 

If  the  vaudeville  houses  feature  the  short 

product  on  their  programs  of  costly  acts, 
there  is  every  indication  tha.t  the  exhibitor 
who  confines  his  program  to  pictures  is 
bound  to  soon  recognize  the  advertising 
possibilities  in  short  comedies. 

Scenes  from  “A  Fraternity  Mix-Up,”  an 
F.  B.  O.  Blue  Ribbon,  starring  Alice 
A   r   dell. 

Anders  Randolf  Joins 
Silver  Streak  Serial 

Anders  Randolf,  the  veteran  screen  ac- 

tor, who  "fathered”  Mary  Pickford  in 

“Dorothy  Vernon  Of  Haddon  Hall,”  and 
followed  in  a   like  role  for  Douglas  Fair- 

banks in  "The  Black  Pirate,”  now  under- 
takes another  stern  parent  role  in  "The 

Silent  Flyer,”  featuring  Malcolm  Mac- 
Gregor and  Louise  Lorraine.  Silver 

Streak,  the  screen’s  newest  dog  marvel, 
makes  his  first  bid  for  fame  in  this  pro- 

duction by  Nat  Levine  and  Sam  Bischoff. 

18th  Van  Bibber  Made 

With  Seiler  Directing 
Fox  films  announce  the  completion  of 

“The  Mad  Racer,”  the  seventeenth  of  the 

\'an  Bibber  two-reel  comedies,  featuring 
Earle  Foxe,  Florence  Gilbert  and  Frank 
Beal.  It  is  directed  by  Ben  Stoloff,  under 

the  supervision  of  George  Marshall. 
The  next  of  this  series  is  being  directed 

by  Lews  Seiler  and  is  called  “Rah  Rah 
Heidelberg.”  adapted  from  a   sketch  by 
Richard  Harding  Davis.  Besides  the  three 

principals  there  are  Lynn  Cowan,  Tere  Aus- 
tin and  Edna  Marian. 

Fame  of  Comedian 

Lasts,  Says  Sennett 
“The  fame  of  the  comedian  is  the 

fame  that  does  not  die,"  says  Mack 
Sennett,  producer  of  comedies  for 
Pathe. 

“/  flare  known  of  many  other  actors 
who  have  flourished  like  that  green 
bay  tree  we  read  about;  and  they  die 
and  are  forgotten.  But  the  comedians 
hold  their  places  in  the  hearts  of  the 

fans, 

**No  one  knows  just  why  this  is. 
Probably  this  reason:  dramatic  actors 
lake  this  part  and  that;  assume  other 
personalities.  The  comedian  is  al- 
uiays  himself.  They  do  not  think  of 
him  as  portraying  other  people.  They 

just  think  of  him  as  himself.” 

April  24,  1926 

Red  Seal  Gels 
13  Comedies  in 

Series  of  ‘''Circus'^ A   series  of  thirteen  two  reel  comedies 

titled  "Carrie  of  the  Circus,”  to  be  rel leased  one  each,  every  four  weeks,  be- 
ginning next  September,  is  the  latest  ad- 

dition to  the  Red  Seal  releases,  accord- 

ing to  Max  Fleischer,  head  of  the  Ink- 
well Studios  and  president  of  Red  Seal 

Pictures. 

This  series  is  an  adaptation  of  I.  R, 
Franklyn’s  "Memoirs  of  a   Stage  Door- 

man,” wliich  ran  for  a   number  of  years 
in  Snappy  Stories.  Franklyn,  who  is  di- 

rector general  of  Majestic  Film  Com- 

pany, is  doing  his  own  production  and 
announces  he  has  also  contracted  for 

F'leischer  to  edit  and  title  this  series. 
Hazelc  Harmon  is  to  be  featured.  Ber- 

nard Gorcey,  star  of  the  “Song  of  the 

Flame,”  the  melodiously  appealing  oper- 
etta now  playing  on  Broadway,  and  Rol- 

land  Flanders  of  "The  Nest”  also  have 
some  of  the  important  roles. 

Production  is  to  begin  within  a   week 

at  the  Claremont  Studios  in  the  Bronx. 

Franklyn  will  direct  and  has  already  as- 
sembled a   number  of  technicians. 

This  series  will  be  ready  for  release 

late  in  the  summer,  at  which  time,  ac- 

cording to  present  production  plans,  the 
entire  series  will  have  been  fairly  well 

completed. 

Pathe  Starts  Issuing 

Pj-ess  Sheets  Covering 

Numbers  of  Sportlights 
In  keeping  with  its  policy  of  giving  ex- 

hibitors a   wealth  of  material  with  whicli 

to  exploit  its  short  features.  Pathe  ha> 

established  the  plan  of  issuing  press  sheet'- 
for  the  Grantland  Rice  Sportlights. 

The  new  book  contains  live  stories  for 

the  sport  pages  descriptive  of  the  material 
with  which  the  various  Sportlight  number' 
are  made  up  and  newsy  publicity  stories 

for  the  motion  picture  pages  of  newspapers. 

-Advertisements  arc  also  included.  Ont- 
page  is  devoted  to  a   pictorial  layout  of  the 
most  interesting  scenes  in  the  Sportlight> 
and  this  has  been  made  up  so  that  it  can 

be  used  by  showmen  as  a   sport  bulletin 

for  display  in  the  windows  of  stores.  When 
it  is  used  for  this  purpose,  the  publicity 

material,  printed  on  the  reverse  page  in 
the  complete  press  sheets,  is  omitted. 

Pictorial  sport  news  is  always  of  interest 

to  the  public  and  the  Sportlight  bulletin, 

arranged  to  carry  the  exhibitor’s  imprint, 
is  declared  an  accessory  that  will  draw  in 
many  patrons  for  showmen. 

There  is  an  ever-growing  interest  m 

sports  tliroughout  the  world  and  the  Sport- 
light series,  one  of  the  most  popular  short 

features,  is  keeping  pace  with  the  new  <!<?■ 
vclopments  in  the  world  of  sportdqni- 
John  L.  Hawkinson,  the  producer,  is  now 

in  Europe  gathering  new  material  for  the 

Sportlight  series  and  appointing  represen- 
tatives who  will  send  film  shots  of  Euro- 

pean stars  and  events  regularly  for  the 

various  numbers.  Mr.  Hawkinson  is  prob- 
ably the  leading  authority  in  the  country 

on  pictorial  sport  and  in  Grantland  Rice, 
who  has  been  affiliated  with  him  for  sev- 

eral years  in  producing  the  SportlighI 
series,  Mr.  Hawkinson  has  an  associate 
whose  name  is  a   by-word  among  lovers of  sport. 
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PATHE  NEWS  TO  SPAN  GLOBE 

Emanuel  Cohen,  editor  of  Pathe  News,  bidding  farewell  to  Commander  Byrd, 

heading  Arctic  Expedition.  Left  to  right:  Willard  Vanderveer.  Pathe  News  cam- 
eraman; Emanuel  Cohen,  Commander  Byrd,  George  Palmer  Putnam,  and  Robert 

Donahue,  Pathe  News  cameraman. 

Daring  Trips 

of  Exphtrers 
to  Be  Filmed 

By  Emanuel  Cohen 
Editor  of  Pathe  News  and  Pathe  Review 

The  1926-27  plans  for  Pathe News  call  for  the  carrying  on 

of  the  greatest  news  expedi- 

tions in  the  history  of  the  motion  pic- 
ture business,  covering  all  phases  of 

news,  exploration  and  scientific 
events. 

This  year  brings  forth  the  greatest number  and  by  far  the  most  daring 

exploration  efforts  ever  attempted  sim- 

ultaneously since  the  beginning  of  civili- 

zation. Never  before  have  so  many  ex- 
peditions started  to  explore  the  vast 

unknown  regions  of  the  world  at  the 
same  time. 

Blazing  vivid  new  trails  in  motion  pic- 
tures Pathe  News  will  be  actively  in  the 

forefront  with  all  of  the  most  important 

of  these  missions  of  exploration.  Al- 
ways pioneering  in  search  of  unusual  and 

vastly  interesting  material  for  its  news 

films,  Pathe  has  assigned  its  most  ex- 

pert cameraman  to  accompany  the  dar- 
ing adventurers. 

Plans  Begun  6   Months  Ago 

For  the  last  six  months,  plans  have 

been  under  way  for  this  camera  advance 
into  regions  that  have  never  before  been 
viewed  through  a   motion  picture  lens. 

The  prestige  already  attained  by  the 
Pathe  News  in  its  long  and  honorable 

career  proved  to  be  the  “Open  Sesame” 
that  made  the  Pathe  cameramen  welcome 

comrades  to  the  adventurers,  but  trans- 

portation of  camera  equipment  and  sup- 
plies in  addition  to  the  necessary  scien- 
tific instruments  and  measuring  and 

recording  devices  of  the  scientists  proved 
a   problem  that  required  much  study.  Our 
plans,  however,  were  successfully  worked 

out,  and  six  expeditions  will  be  thorough- 
ly filmed  for  the  benefit  of  millions  of 

picturegoers  the  country  over. 
Interest  this  year  centers  upon  Arctic 

exploration  in  the  unknown  wastes 
around  the  North  Pole  and  Pathe  News 

controls  the  sole  motion  picture  rights 

to  the  most  important  of  these  e.xpedi- 
tions.  These  include  the  Wilkins-De- 
troit  Arctic  Expedition  going  by  airplane 

from  Point  Barrow  to  Spitzbergen  and 
the  Byrd  Arctic  Expedition  flying  from 
Spitzbergen  to  Point  Barrow.  Another 

Northern  expedition  is  the  Harrison- 
Williams  Expedition  to  Greenland  for 
the  American  Museum  of  Natural  His- 

tory. It  will  be  recalled  that  Pathe 

showed  the  picture  log  of  the  Amundsen- 
Ellsworth  polar  flight  to  within  160 
miles  of  the  North  Pole  and  that  it  cre- 

ated a   sensation  wherever  shown. 

Air  Expeditions  Starting 

Two  record-breaking  expeditions  both 
full  of  great  interest  will  be  covered  bj' 
Uie  Pathe  News  camera — the  airplane 

flight  over  Mount  Everest,  the  highest 
peak  on  earth,  and  the  airplane  attempt 
to  fly  around  the  world  in  25  days. 

Another  expedition  that  will  be.filmed 
by  the  Pathe  News  camera  is  the  Mann- 

hmithsonian  Institute  Expedition  to Africa. 

From  a   point  of  exclusiveness  the  spe- 
cial motion  pictures  of  events  in  Soviet 

Russia  are  teeming  with  human  interest 
and  Pathe  News  will  continue  to  show 

these  exclusive  events. 

The  tfans-Polar  flight  of  the  Wilkins 
Detroit  Arctic  Expedition,  under  the 

leadership  of  Captain  George  H.  Wil- 
kins, Arctic  explorer  and  war  aviator,  is 

being  made  with  the  backing  of  the 

American  Geographical  Society  and  the 

Detroit  Aviation  Society.  Captain  Wil- 
kins was  second  in  command  to  Stefans- 

son  on  his  last  Arctic  trip.  The  purpose 

of  the  IQOO  mile  flight  is  to  prove  that 
the  natural  and  shortest  air  trade  routes 

of  the  world  are  across  the  Arctic 

wastes.  The  entire  'pictorial  record  of 
the  flight  will  be  photographed  by  Earl 
Rossman,  and  Will  Hudson,  two  camera 
experts  who  can  be  depended  upon  to 
film  scenes  of  absorbing  interest.  The 

flight  across  the  North  Polar  Sea  from 

Point  Barrow  to  Spitzbergen  will  be  at- 
tempted the  latter  part  of  this  month. 

Snowmotors,  under  the  guidance  of 

Sandy  Smith,  have  been  engaged  for 
weeks  in  transporting  supplies  and  fuel 

to  the  take  off  point.  Although  several 

planes  will  be  used  in  the  preliminary 
work,  only  one  is  e.xpected  to  make  the 

final  leg  of  the  flight.  The  scenes  pho- 
tographed from  this  plane  should  make history. 

Byrd  Expedition  Covered 

The  Byrd  Expedition  to  the  North 
Pole  is  under  the  leadership  of  Lieuten- 

ant Commander  Richard  E.  Byrd,  U.  S. 

N.,  who  was  commander  of  the  naval 
section  of  the  recent  MacMillan  Arctic 

E.xpedition.  Byrd  will  rely  upon  a   large 

Fokker  airplane,  equipped  with  tiiree  en- 
gines, two  of  which  will  keep  the  plane 

in  the  air  if  the  other  should  become  dis- 
abled. A   reserve  airship,  similarly 

equipped  is  being  taken  along.  The 

crews  are  largely  composed  of  volun- 
teers from  the  commissioned  and  enli.st- 

ed  men  of  the  Naval  Reserve. 

The  U.  S.  Shipping  Board  Steamship 
Chantier  has  been  placed  at  the  <lisposal 

of  this  expedition,  which  was  financed 

by  John  D.  Rockefeller,  Jr.,  Thomas  F. 

Ryan,  Edsel  Ford  and  V'inceiit  .‘\slor. 
Byrd  will  make  his  base  at  King’s  Bay. 
Spitzbergen,  but  will  actually  start  liis 
polar  flight  from  Cape  Morris  jesup, 

Greenland — the  northernmost  known 

point  in  the  world,  about  400  miles  from 
the  polar  ice  cap.  The  planes  will  be 

equipped  with  skids,  so  that  Byrd  can  do 
wliat  Amundsen  failed  to  do — alight  on 

the  ice  and  rise  from  it  in  safety.  Al- 

though the  planes  have  a   cruising  radius 
of  1,200  miles  the  Commander  feels  that 

the  dangers  of  the  trip  will  be  minimized 

by  altering  the  flight  into  short  laps. 

Cameramen  V'anderveer  and  Donahue 
will  film  this  expedition. 

Baffin  Bay  Exploration 

The  Harrison  Williams  Expedition  to 
North  Greenland  and  Baffin  Bay  in  June 

is  for  the  purpose  of  collecting  material 
for  the  American  Museum  of  Natural 

History.  Maurice  Kellerrnann,  Pathe 
cameraman,  will  make  a   pictorial  record 
of  the  trip.  George  Palmer  Putnam, 

publisher  and  organizer  of  the  e.xpedi- 
tion, goes  as  leader,  Captain  Robert 

Bartlett,  Captain  of  Peary’s  boat  on  his 
historic  trip  of  discovery,  will  be  master 

of  the  Greenland  Expedition  trip.  Oth- 
ers among  the  distinguished  per.sonnel 

are  Robert  Peary,  son  of  the  discoverer 
of  the  North  Pole;  Knud  Rassmussen, 
noted  Danish  .Nrctic  expert,  and  Arthur 

Young,  who  kills  big  ganjc  with  the  bow 
and  arrow.  In  its  Northward  travel  the 

expedition  will  practically  retrace 
Peary’s  steps. 

In  point  of  daring,  the  first  airplane 
flight  over  Mt.  Everest,  to  be  attempted 

by  Lt.  Callizo,  promises  to  be  the  thrill 
of  the  year.  Plans  have  been  perfected 

whereby  a   Pathe  cameraman,  Ercole, 

will  accompany  Lt.  Callizo  on  this  sen- 

sational airplane  mission.  The  Heuten- 
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ant  who  holds  the  world’s  al
titude  rec- 

ord of  39,596.47  feet  will  make  his  fli
ght 

in  a   specially  constructed  plane.  H
e  will 

attempt  to  surmount  Mt.  Everes
t  s   29,- 

141  feet. 

Many  attempts  have  been  ma
de  to 

climb  Mt  Everest.  The  recent  massacr
e 

of  a   party  of  Tibetans  transporting 
 elec- 

trical apparatus  by  mule  may  result  m 

the  abandonment  of  the  proposed  Mt. 

Everest  expedition,  which  was  set  for 
 the 

coming  summer  under  the  leadership  
ot 

Brig.  Gen.  Charles  G.  Bruce  who  led 
 the 

1922  expedition.  The  airplane  flight  ove
r 

the  mighty  mountain,  if  successful 
 will 

reveal  wonders  of  nature  never  befo
re 

seen  by  man.  All  of  the  marvels  wi
ll  be 

caught  by  the  Pathe  camera. 

Attempt  to  Girdle  Globe 

The  record  breaking  attempt  to  girdle 

the  world  in  25  days  is  a   subject
  un- 

limited in  its  film  possibilities.  This  trip 

will  be  taken  in  motion  pictures  that  are
 

sure  to  present  scenes  of  action  wi
th  hu- 

man interest  from  all  lands.  This  world- 

girdling trip  will  be  made  by  Captain 

Linton  Wells,  long  a   soldier  of  fortun
e, 

and  Edward  Evans,  Sr.,  Detroit  spo
rts- 

man. Wells  served  in  Sun  Yat  Sen  s 

Revolution  in  China  in  1912,  with  the 

Mexican  Army  of  Carranza  in  1916  a
nd 

with  the  American  Naval  Air  Force
s  dur- 

ing the  World  War.  He  was  one  of  th
e 

American  Army-Navy  Around
-t  h   e- 

World  Flyers  and  drove  an  autom
obile 

in  the  first  non  stop  continenta
l  run 

from  Los  Angeles  to  New  York  l
ast 

sunrmer  in  165  hours  and  50  minutes. 

The  Around-the-World  trip  will, be 

largely  made  in  airplanes,  but  fast  t
rains, 

automobiles,  boats  and  other  means  
of 

transportation  will  play  their  part.  Cap-
 

tain Wells  and  Mr.  Evans  are  now  com- 

pleting their  preliminary  arrangements, 

effecting  plans  so  that  no  delays  wi
ll 

arise  at  changing  points.  Tentative  plans 

call  for  the  race  against  time  to  start 

from  New  York  in  June  or  July,  whence 

the  entrants  will  fly  to  Seattle,  Wash- 

ington or  Victoria,  B.  C.  Thirty  hours 

are  estimated  for  this  leg  of  the  flight; 

eight  days  to  cross  the  Pacific,  20  hours 

from  Japan  to  Vladivostok,  four  days 

from  Vladivostok  to  Moscow,  30  hours 

thence  to  London,  from  London  to  New 

York  in  six  days.  They  hope  to  reduce 

this  total  of  21  days,  eight  hours  to  20 

days  flat,  bettering  by  almost  half  Andre
 

Jaeger-Schmidt’s  record  of  39  days,  19 

hours,  42  minutes  accomplished  in  1911. 

African  Jungle  Expedition 

The  Smithsonian  Expedition  to  the 

African  jungle  to  collect  live  wild  an
i- 

mals is  probably  the  greatest  of  its  kind 

ever  taken.  Doctor  William  M.  Mann, 

superintendent  of  the  National  Zoo,  will 

lead  the  expedition  sent  by  the  Smith- 

sonian Institute.  The  possibility  of  ob- 

taining marvellously  thrilling  scenes  is 

made  evident  in  the  object  of  the  ex- 

pedition, which  is  to  bring  back,  alive, 

for  exhibition  in  the  National  Zoological 

Park  at  Washington,  approximately  100 

species  of  wild  animals  never  before 

seen  in  America  and  other  African  ani- 

mals at  present  very  rare  in  this  country. 

Charles  Charleton,  representing  Pathe 

News,  will  make  a   complete  record  of 

the  trip  in  motion  pictures.  The  United 

States  Shipping  Board  has  placed  a   spe- 

cial boat  at  the  disposal  of  the  expedi- 

tion for  the  transporting  of  the  wild  ani- mals to  America. 

covering  this  gigantic  territory,  embrac- 

ing one-sixth  of  the  earth’s  area,  has 
been  pulled  aside  for  the  Pathe  camera, 

Our  cameramen  will  be  permitted  to  film 

big  news  events  as  well  as  other  scenes 

and  subjects  of  historic  and  enduring  in- 
terests. Already  we  have  shown  some  of 

the  first  films  out  of  Russia.  The  world’s 

greatest  collection,  the  famous  Roman- 
off crown  jewels,  priceless  historically 

and  prized  at  more  than  $260,000,000 
were  a   recent  feature. 

Pathe  News  No.  28  shows  Russian 

fliers  completing  a   long  flight  from  Mos- 
cow to  Pekin,  where  a   gala  reception 

was  given  the  adventurers,  whose  flight 

opened  up  aerial  communication  between 

Europe  and  China:  Patriotic  demonstra- 
tions are  held  throughout  Russia  on  the 

anniversary  of  the  revolution  which  ush- 

ered in  the  Bolshevik  regime;  at  Mos- 

cow, “Liberated  Russia”  files  past  the 
tomb  of  Lenin,  their  great  leader,  who 

lies  buried  near  the  Kremlin,  ancient 

fortress-palace  of  the  Czars;  in  Lenin- 

grad, thousands  more  take  part  in  the 

great  victory  anniversary. 

All  of  the  above  mentioned  expedi- 
tions are  in  addition  to  the  other  plans 

for  news  educational  pictures  that  are 

always  a   part  and  parcel  of  Pathe  News. 

Our  staff  of  men  are  stationed  all  over 

the  world  to  catch  every  happening. 

The  historical  value  of  these  scenes 
cannot  be  over-estimated. 

Exhibitors  Call 

‘‘Topics^^  and 

President  in  Florida 

Amedce  J.  Van  Beuren,  president  of 
Fables  Pictures,  Inc.,  and  Timely  Films, 

Inc.,  is  spending  a   two  months  vacation  at 

Palm  Beach,  Fla.,  where  he  is  registered  at 

the  Royal  Poinciana  hotel.  He  was  accom- 

panied by  several  other  theatrical  execu- 
tives. 

Van  Beuren’s  various  theatrical  enter- 

prises, including  “Topics  of  the  Day”  and 
“Aesop’s  Film  Fables,”  short  features  re- 

leased by  Pathe  Exchange,  Inc.,  have  re- 

quired the  executive’s  untiring  efforts  for 

the  past  year  and  he  is  seeking  a   complete rest. 

“Topics  of  the  Day”  and  "Aesop’s  Film 

Fables”  are  called  the  most  widely  distri- 

buted short  features  in  the  field.  In  addi- 

tion to  playing  in  thousands  of  motion  pic- 

ture theaters,  both  films  are  recular  attrac- 

tions in  the  theatres  of  the  Keith-Alhee  and 

other  big  and  small  time  vaudeville  circuits. 

Harmonica  Tieup 

Business  Builder 
Numerous  letters  have  been  received 

by  the  home  office  of  Educational  from 
exhibitors  who  have  been  staging  Juve- 

nile Comedy  Harmonica  Playing  Con- 
tests arranged  by  Educational  branch 

exchanges  for  exhibitors  booking  the 

Juvenile  Comedies. 
“The  interest  that  followed  was  a   great 

surprise,”  wrote  Edward  P.  Sachs,  man- 
ager of  the  Rialto,  Jamaica,  L.  I.,  who 

staged  three  of  these  contests  on  suc- 

cessive evenings.  “The  business  we  did 

for  three  days  was  most  gratifying.” 
When  Harry  G.  Black,  manager  of  the 

Park  theatre,  Caldwell,  N.  J.,  staged  a 

contest  on  the  play  date  of  “Bachelor’s 
Babies,”  he  likewise  attested  to  the  value 
of  the  stunt. 
“The  fact  that  my  receipts  for  this 

performance  were  twice  as  great  as  any 

of  my  previous  Saturday  matinees,  is  an 
attestation  that  the  contest  was  a   huge 

success  here,”  he  said. 
The  mana^'er  of  the  Park,  Rockland. 

Me.,  Cliff  A.  Schaufele,  who  conducted  a 

contest  for  four  days,  ending  with  a   b^- 
final  contest,  stated  the  success  of  this 
series  of  contests  resulted  in  staging  an 

extra  “challenge  contest.” 
“On  Thursday  night  at  the  finals  I 

pulled  the  challenge  stunt  like  this,”  he reported.  "On  Tuesday  night  a   very 

good  man  who  can  play,  did  not  do  his 

bit,  but  he  rushed  down  the  aisle  instead 

and  challenged  by  second  man,  O’Hara (35-year-old  entrant),  saying  he  would 

not  take  the  glory  from  the  younger  man 

who  won.  And  O’Hara  fell  for  it  and  we 

ran  a   special  contest  Friday  night  and 

packed  them  in  and  stood  them  up. 
“These  contests  have  not  only  proven 

a   box-office  attraction,  but  assisted  us 

materially  in  making  new  and  staunch 

friends  among  the  children  as  well  as 

their  parents,”  wrote  David  Schaefer, 

manager  of  the  Ritz  and  Roosevelt,  Jer- sey City. 

Ten  Cornerhlock  Ads  on 

Aesop^s  Film  Fables 
Following  its  policy  of  giving  the  ex- 

hibitor a   full  line  of  accessories  for  its 

short  feature  product,  Pathe  Exchange, 

Inc.,  has  just  released  a   series  of  ten  co
r- 

nerblock  ads  on  Aesop’s  Film  Fables,  the 

single  reel  novelty  produced  by  Fables  Pic- tures, Inc.  J 

These  cornerblocks  are  complete  ads  and 

have  been  made  in  a   wide  variety  of  sizes 

and  shapes  so  that  they  can  be  slipped  into 

anv  newspaper  ad  layout  or  house  pro- 

gram including  the  Paul  Terry  cartoons. 

Pictures  from  Russia 

First  motion  pictures,  with  rare  excep- 

tions, out  of  Russia  since  1917  are  now 

being  shown  and  will  continue  being 

shown  in  Pathe  pictures.  Through  offi- 

cial Soviet  order,  the  cloak  of  secrecy 

Sesqui-Centennial  Film 

Booked  by  Educatiorml 

Into  First  Run  Houses 
“Lest  We  Forget,”  a   dramatic  portrayal 

in  one  reel  of  many  of  the  episodes  ot
 

America’s  struggle  for  independence  is
  be- 

ing booked  into  first  run  houses.  It 
 has 

been  offered  to  exhibitors  free  of  any 
 ex- 

hibition charge  by  the  executive  committee 

of  the  Sesqui-Centennial  Internat
ional 

Exposition.  Among  the  first  to  show 
 it  is 

Warner’s  theatre.  New  York. 

Educational  is  distributing  this  subject
, 

which  is  issued  to  inform  theatre  goers 
 o 

the  purpose  and  details  of  the  
exposition 

be  held  in  Philadelphia  from  June
  1   to to  be  neia  in  runaucipitra  j—  -   , 

December  1   in  celebration  of  150  years 

American  independence.  Prints  and  po
ster 

are  now  in  all  Educational  
exchanges. 

Posters,  as  well  as  the  picture  itse
lt,  wiu 

be  provided  free.    

In  the  presentation  of  this  little
  teatur  , 

reviving  those  thrilling  memor
ies  ot  tne 

fight  for  independence  that  are  
so  dear  t 

the  heart  of  every  true  America
n,  tn 

Sesqui-Centennial  Executive  ,Co
mmitcec 

enjoyed  the  cooperation  of  D. 
 Vv.  Grimi  . 

“The  Sesqui-Centennial  Exposition,  _   saiu 

E.  W.  Hammons,  president  of 
 Educational, 

"is  not  a   local  event  of  interest  solely,  o
 

even  chiefly,  to  Philadelphia,  it  is_  a   gr 

national  celebration  of  public  rejoicing  
ov 

ISO  years  of  independence  to  w
hich  evw 

good  American  should  contribu
te  m   some 

way.” 

Lamonfs  Voice  Beats 

Juvenile’s  Menagerie 
Honking  geese,  quacking  clucks,  braying 

donkeys  and  a   dozen  kids  all  talking  at  once 

are  just  incidents  in  the  business  of  bein
g 

a   director  of  Juvenile  Comedies.  Charle
s 

Lamont.  shouting  at  the  top  of  his  lungs  t
o 

be  heard  over  the  tumult,  takes  it  a
ll 

coolly,  never  loses  his  temper  or  s
hows 

temperament. 
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very  noUbU  factor  of  this 
great  program  of  Short  Fea^ 

tures  is  the  large  number  of  its 
stars  whose  popularity  has  been 
firmly  established  through  several 
reasons  in  Bducathnal  Pictures^ 
AWed  to  these  are  the  pick  of  the 
comedians  who  have  made  the 
most  spectacular  advance  in  public 
favor  in  the  last  year,  while  the 
short  cartoon  and  novehy  subjects 
offer  the  greatest  variety  possible. 

Here  is  a   program  based  on  your 

own  Showman’s  judgement  as  well 
as  on  our  long  experience— *a 
line-up  of  Short  Features  of  tested 
and  proven  box-offfce  value  and 
entertainment  merit. 

Backed  by  a   new  and  greater  cam^ 
paign  of  national  advertising,  they 

mean  bigger  “added  profits'*  to 
every  exhibitor  who  books  and 

exploits  them. 





I   •   COMEDIES  ^ 
At  the  very  top  of  the  list  of  Short 

Feature  stars  stands  Lloyd  Hamilton. 

A   truly  big  box-office  attraction. 
R 

TW0^EELS 

LS^rg 

THE  SPICE  OFTHE  PROGRAM' 



TUe  big  comedy 

“find”  of  1925- 

‘Jibpino  Lane  —   a 

big  boxroffice  bet 

for  tbe  new  season. 

TWl^^EELS 

SFICB  OFTHE  PROGRAM 



Hosts  of  comedy 

lovers  call  Bobby 

Vernon  their  favor- 

ite. A   series  that 

consistently  builds 

business  for  you. 

Produced  by  Christie 



JIMMIE  ADflMlICOMEQU 

A'  staV'^of  ̂ prQve  ̂  

^erit— who  always 
•   can  be  counted  on- 

to bring  the  laughs.  : 

Jimmie  Adams  is  an 
asset  to  any  house. 

Pfocfuced  by  Christie 

"•aA; 
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THE  SPICE  OFTHE  PR
OGRAM' 
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Ghristie  Gomedies 

Comedies  that  are 

worthy  of  the  great 
name  of  Christie. 

Stars  including  Neal 

Burns,  Jack  Duffy, 
Vera  Steadman  and 

Bill  Irving,  and  the 
Christie  Girls. 



nHC  SPICK  OFTHC  PROGRAM 
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Lyai^  H*  Howe*s 
Hodge  «tPadge 

^   Some  Seme  and 
"   ■   Some  Nonsense 

Sparkling  with  humor. 

Every  reel  packed  with 
new  and  novel  ideas. 

Original  and  cleverly 
done  and  entertaining 

THE  SPICE  OPTHE  PROORAM' 
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screen  star  has 

a   greater  number  of 

enthusiastic  “fan” 
fplibwers  than  Pat 

Svdliyan’s  funny 
cartoon  cat  Felix. 

rHeavice  ofthb  prooram' 

*■'1^  *   rf»^ 
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Our  old  world’s  most 
curious  things  ainl 

evefrts.  in  a   unique 

novelty  series. 

Produced  by  Walter  A.  FmW«- 

'THE  SPICi  OP  THE  PROOPA
M 

8 



'Animated  laughs  con» 
^iocfed  by  America’s 
foremost  humorous 

writers  and  artists— 

supervised  by  the  edi* 
tors  of  its  leading  fun 

S^jnagazine. 

‘TMBiplS  OFTHE  PBQQ^ 
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V aude  Shuts  Down  Early  This  Y ear 
Vaade  House 
Has  Adopted 
Presentation 

Syncopation  Show  at  Miller  Is 

Built  on  Strictly  Picture 
Theatre  Lines 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

MILWAUKEE,  April  20.— An- 
other admission  by  vaudeville 

people  that  presentation  is  getting 

to  be  the  thing  is  seen  in  the  fact 

that  the  Miller  theatre  experimented 

with  a   typical  presentation  Synco- 

pation Show  last  week  and  found 

the  experiment  highly  successful 

from  a   box  office  point  of  view.  The 

same  thing  is  being  tried  at  the 
Rialto,  Chicago,  this  week. 
The  addition  of  a   new  house  to  the 

Loew  circuit  of  vaudeville  theatres  left  a 
gap  to  be  filled  in  the  bookings.  Managers 
Charles  Braun  of  the  Miller  here  and 
Johnny  Jones  of  the  Rialto  at  Chicago  got 
together  on  the  thing  and  decided  to  build 
a   syncopation  show  along  presentation  lines, 
to  play  both  houses. 

Jimmy  Duim  Leads  Show 
Jimmy  Dunn,  distinctively  a   presentation 

performer,  was  chosen  as  master  of  cere- 
monies and  the  entire  show  tvas  built 

around  him. 
While  an  effort  was  apparently  made  not 

to  get  too  far  from  the  vaudeville  prece- 
dent established  in  the  house,  this  feature 

seemed  to  be  rather  a   weakness  of  the 
show  and  those  portions  which  smacked 

most  literally  of  presentation  were  best  re- ceived. 

Wisconsin  Mounting  Used 
The  sets  for  the  show  at  the  Miller  were 

borrowed  from  the  Wisconsin,  Milwaukee’s 
largest  picture  house,  operated  by  the  same 
management,  the  Saxe  Amusement  Enter- 
prises. 

In  addition  to  Dunn  several  other  artists 

were  recruited  directiv  from  the  presenta- 
tion field.  The  Anderson  Brothers,  two 

colored  dancers,  were  imported  from  Mc- 
Vickers,  Chicago,  where  they  have  been 
working  under  Paul  Ash.  Gladys  Kern,  a 
blues  singer,  who  has  thrown  her  lot  with 
the  presentation  people,  was  one  of  the 
show  stoppers. 
According  to  Manager  Braun,  the  ex- 

periment was  so  successful  here  that  it  is 
to  be  repeated  at  the  earliest  possible  op- 
portunity. 

Large  Cast  is  Feature 

The  other  acts  in  the  show  included  Aus- 
tin Mack’s  Orchestra  from  the  Frolics  Inn, 

Saxe  Houses  Using 
Unit  Presentations 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

MILWAUKEE,  April  20.~Witb 

the  opening  oi  S&xe’s  new  Tower 
theatre  here  May  1   a   presentation 
circuit  that  will  eventually  spread 
over  the  entire  state  will  be  in- 

augurated. For  the  time  being  the 

acts  playing  the  Wisconsin  thea- 
tre will  iollow  their  engagement 

there  with  a   split  week  at  the 
Tower,  located  on  the  West  Side, 
and  the  new  State  at  Racine. 

Ed  J.  Weisieldt,  production 
manager  oi  the  Wisconsin,  will  be 
in  charge  oi  the  stage  shows  at  the 
three  houses.  The  shows  will  be 
oi  an  elaborate  nature  ioUowing 

the  announcement  that  the  Wis- 
consin stags  attractions  are  to  be 

bigger  and  better  than  ever  since 
the  increase  in  admissions  that 
went  into  effect  a   week  ago. 

Further  developments  oi  the  cir- 
cuit will  be  determined  by  the  suc- 
cess oi  this  tentative  arrangement. 

However,  it  is  stated  as  a   prac- 
tical  certainty  that  presentations 
are  to  be  used  in  all  the  larger 
Saxe  houses  located  in  the  key 
cities  oi  Wisconsin,  and  that  they 
will  be  moved  irom  town  to  town 
in  unit  iorm. 

Chicago:  Olga  Kane,  “blues”  singer;  Victor 
Caplin,  juvenile;  The  Laurel  Sisters,  danc- 

ers; Sammy  Williams,  colored  radio  pian- 
ist; and  six  girl  dancers. 

The  experiment  here  was  so  successful 
from  a   box  office  point  of  view,  according 

to  Manager  Braun,  that  it  is  to  be  repeated 
in  the  near  future  and  periodical  presenta- 

tion-type shows  are  likely  to  become  a   reg- 
ular feature  at  the  house. 

Frank  Clark  Dead 
Chicago  theatrical  circles  went  into 

mourning  last  Tuesday  evening  following 
the  death  of  Frank  Clark,  music  publisher, 

by  his  own  hand.  Temporary  mental  aber- ration was  assigned  as  the  cause  of  the 
suicide. 

Intimates  of  Clark  who  saw  him  a   few 

hours  before  his  death  had  no  hint  of 
his  unbalanced  condition. 

Clark  was  one  of  the  most  popular  men 

in  the  business.  All  who  knew  him  regard- 

ed him  highly.  The  friendship  bet%yeen 

him  and  his  business  rivals  was  ̂ e  cause 

of  constant  favorable  comment.  His  fune- 
ral was  attended  by  notables  from  every 

branch  of  the  entertainment  field. 

Houses  Going 

Dark;  Grind 
Policy  Grows 

Variety  Theatres  Not  Eq;uipped  to 
Combat  Summer  Heat  Lose 

Business  Chances 

NEW  YORK,  April  20.— Vaude- 
ville theatres,  which  in  the  main  are 

not  equipped  to  dispense  comfort  to 
patrons  through  the  summer 
months,  already  are  folding  up. 
Throughout  New  England  vaude 
houses  are  going  dark ;   a   number  of 
Delmar  houses  have  been  closed  and 

it  is  expected  Keith-Albee  will  shut 
off  earlier  than  usual. 

Another  indication  of  the  vaudeville 
rout  is  the  adoption  of  a   grind  policy 

in  a   number  of  houses  until  recently  num- 
bered among  the  big-time  stands.  Re- 

ports on  the  number  of  two-a-day  stands 
left  in  the  entire  country  vary  between 

twenty  and  half  a   dozen.  And  there  is 
nothing  to  indicate  that  even  these  few 
will  not  go  into  the  grind  following  the 
summer  dark  period. 

Picture  Theatres  Benefited 

Presentation  motion  picture  theatres, 
almost  all  of  which  are  equipped  to  in- 

sure audience  comfort,  already  have  ben- 
efited by  the  decline  of  vaudeville  and 

stand  to  benefit  still  more  by  the  grow- 

ing disorganization  of  variety  entertain- 
ment. More  and  better  performers  are 

becoming  available  daily,  and  patronage 
increases  as  public  taste  for  vaude  grows 
stale. 

Increase  of  the  importance  of  presen- 
tations is  illustrated  this  week  by  the 

Fox  experiment  with  unit  shows  here 
and  in  Brooklyn.  The  first  of  these  units, 

billed  as  “The  Syncopation  Frolic,”  is 
built  on  strictly  presentation  lines.  Six 

houses  are  in  the  string  these  shows  will 

play.  In  the  spring  Fox  will  have  more 
large  houses  operating  than  at  present, 
and  larger  shows  will  be  staged  in  them. 

Booking  Offices  Waking  Up 

Booking  offices  along  Broadway  arc 

awakening  to  the  new  trend  in  entertain- ment and  arc  scrambling  to  get  in  on  it. 

Only  a   few— the  smart  few— are  aware 
of  the  difference  between  motion  picture 

theatres  and  vaude  houses.  These  are 

gathering  the  kind  of  talent  that  already 

is  right  or  can  easily  be  made  so.  The 
others  still  think  they  can  sell  a   dog  and 

pony  act  as  readily  as  they  can  sell  a 
dignified  step  act.  They  are  wrong  and 

(Continued  on  pope  6S) 
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The  Following  Attractions 

Chosen  by  Joseph  Plunkett 
For  His 

ANNIVERSARY  WEEK 
AT  THE  MARK  STRAND 

Exclusive  Direction 

WILLIAM  MORRIS  AGENCY 
1560  Broadway  New  York  City 

Bryant  1637 
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Mark  Strand  Celebrates  Birthday 
Special  Bill 
for  Twelfth 

Anniversary 
Twelve  Years  Among  Broadway’s 

Leading  Theatres  and 
Still  a   Leader 

By  JOHN  S.  SPARGO 

NEW  YORK,  April  20. — Twelve 

years  among  Broadway’s  leading theatres  and  still  a   leader  is  a   record 

for  any  organization  to  be  proud  of 
and  the  Mark  Strand  theatre  at- 

tained that  record  last  week.  A 

special  program  was  arranged  in 
celebration  of  the  anniversary  of  the 

Mark  Strand’s  opening  and  Broad- 
way came  in  to  see  and  pronounced 

it  good. 
The  Mark  Strand  has  always  been  a 

leading  tlicatre.  New  houses  liave  sprung 
into  being  almost  on  every  side,  yet 

the  glory  of  Moe  Mark’s  great  play- 
house goes  on  unclimmed. 

Plunkett  Arranges  Program 

Joseph  PluriKett.  managing  director  of 
the  Mark  Strand  for  the  past  seven 

years  and  one  of  the  most  widely  known 

showmen  in  the  world,  arranged  a   spe- 
cial program  for  the  birthday  week.  It 

ran  as  follows: 

1 

—

 

 

Prelude... .Mark  Strand  Symphony  Orchestra, 

Carl  
Edouarde  

and  
Alois  

Reiser,  

conductors. 

2 

—

 

 

htark  Strand  Topical  
Review. 

3 

—

 

 

-Joseph  Plunkett’s  Anniversary  Frolic — con- 

ceived and  
produced  

by  
Mr.  

Plunkett,  

costumes 
and  

scenes  

designed  

by  
Henry  

Dreyfuss,  

ballets by  
Anntole  

Bourm.an,  

music  

arranged  

by  
Cecil Copping,  

co.stumes  

by  
Mme.  

Thompson,  

Mme. Pons  
and  

Eaves,  

Light  

effects  

by  
Display  

Stage Lighting  

Co.,  
scene.s  

executed  

by  
Gates  

&■  Morange. 
A — “A  night  in  Granada.” 

1

—

 

 
"Granada” 

— John  Quinlan,  
tenor 

2 

—

 

 
^Tango — Mile.  Klemova  and  M,  Kidden. 

3 

—

 

 

^Jota — Mark  Strand  Ballet  Corps. 

B — Return  engagement  of  BERNARDO  De- 
PACE.  mandolin  virtuoso. 

C— The  celebrated  dancers.  DcHAVEN  &   NICE. 
D — Allen  White’s  Collegians. 
E— "Our  BIRTHDAY  FINALE.” 
■4— S.Tmuel  Rork  presents  "Old  Loves  and  New,” 

a   Marion  Fairfa.x  production  of  “The  Desert 
C,  "’hi'  Lewis  Stone,  Barbara  Bedford. 

Tully  Marshall  and  others, 

_   Organ  Solo— John  Hammond,  S.  T.  O.,  and 
iTedcnck  Smith. 

Mark  Strand  Adopts 
Speery  Searchlight 

Arc  for  Projectors 
(Sficcial  to  Exhibitors  Herald} 

NEW  YORK.  April  20.— The  Mark 

Strand  theatre,  being  one  of  the  highest 
class  theatres  in  the  city  and  very  particu- 

lar about  projection  and  especially  the 
quality  of  light  on  the  screen,  did  a   great 
<leal  of  experimenting  with  various  light 
sources  until  the  most  suitable  equipment 
'vas  found. 

,   "The  house  was  the  first  one  to  try  out the  Sperry  High  Intensity  Searchlight  Arc 
on  the  projection  machines.  The  lamp  gave 
excellent  results  and  the  house  since  then 
has  been  using  some  form  or  other  of  the 
high  intensity  lamp,  replacing  the  older 
jnodel  with  new  and  improved  ones,  from 

to  time,  as  they  come  on  the  market, 
the  theatre  is  equipped  with  three  Hall  & 
Connelly  130-ampere  high  intensity  lamps. 

Moe  Mark,  president  and  general 

manager  of  Mark  Strand  t.'icatres. 

Maree  Out;  Injured; 

Jimmy  Dunn  Doubles 
MILW.AliKEE,  April  20, — Due  to  an  ac- 

cident that  occurred  to  Miss  Marec  of 
Karenoff  and  Marec  at  the  Wisconsin  last 

week  and  prevented  their  appearance  on 
the  stage  during  the  closing  davs  of  the 

engagenienl,  Jimmy  Dunn,  veteran  presen- 
tation star,  was  borrowed  from  the  Miller 

theatre,  a   vaudeville  house  under  the  same 

managcmeril,  and  doubled  for  the  balance 
of  the  week. 

The  accident  that  disabled  the  dance  team 

occurred  during  a   rehearsal.  While  held 

over  her  partner’s  head.  Miss  Marec  lost 
her  balance  and  fell  to  the  stace,  dislocat- 

ing her  hip.  Expert  care  of  a   physician 
enabled  her  to  be  on  her  feet  by  Friday 

and  the  pair  expected  to  lie  rca^v  in  fill 
their  engagement  at  the  Stale,  Detroit. 

Joseph  Plunkett,  who  for  seven  years 

has  teen  managing  director  of  the 

Mark  Strand  theatre,  New  York. 

Hamlin  Tells 

Story  of  the 
Mark  Strand 

riieatre’s  Piililicily  Director 
Reviews  Highlights  of 

Strand  History 

By  FRED  E.  HAMLIN 
Twelve  years  ago—  to  be  exact, 

April  n.  1914— the  Mark  Strand 
Theatre  was  formally  opened  to  the 
American  public  as  the  first  of  the 
great  motion  picture  theatres  which 
are  almost  commonplace  now  in 

every  American  city.  A   million- 
dollar  motion  picture  theatre,  an 
audience  of  aristocrats  and  notables 
of  stage  and  screen,  and  a   program 
of  divertisements  which  astonished 
the  critics  and  amazed  the  audience 
— that,  in  brief,  was  the  opening: 

night. 
Now,  celebrating  its  Twelfth  Anni- 

vcr.sary.  the  Mark  Strand  theatre  is  still 

recognized  as  a   iiiudcl’  for  motion  pic- 
ture palaces  and  you  will  find  an  audi- 
ence equally  aristocratic  and  democratic. 

The  slogan,  "A  National  Institution."  is 

gen  nine. Files  Disclose  History 

Memory  will  serve  many  in  the  audi- 
ences these  days,  but  there  are  thousands 

of  friends  and  patrons  who  do  not  know 

of  the  interesting  history  of  the  found- 
ing of  the  institution.  Newspaper  and 

magazine  files  of  April  twelve  years  ago 
eloquently  tell  the  story,  but  before  you 
become  absorbed  in  tiic  details  of  the 

first  night  of  the  first  million  dollar  mo- 
tion picture  theatre  you  shoulcl  know  of 

the  inspiration  and  ambitions  and  the 

obstacles  to  be  overcome  to  make  pos- 
sible the  Mark  Strand. 

Pause  a   moment  and  try  to  recall  the 

motion  pictures  of  twelve  years  or  more 

ago.  Do  you  remember  how  they  flick- 

ered, and  the  "Hearts  and  Flowers”  ac- 
companiment on  a   "tinpan"  piano  and 

drum  for  the  sad  scenes,  and  the  Yankee 
Doodle  airs  for  the  stirring  incidents 

.   .   .   the  comic  slides,  "Ladies  will 

please  remove  their  hats"  and  "One  mo- 
ment, please!"  while  the  next  reel  was 

being  threaded  in  the  clumsy  projection 
machine? 

Marks  Foresee  Future 
It  was  at  such  a   time  that  Mitchell  H. 

Mark  and  Moe  Mark,  identified  with 

Broadway  as  successful  showmen,  real- 
ized the  tremendous  future  for  the  film. 

It  was  not  a   dream,  yet  they  were  called 

dreamers:  it  was  good  sound  showman- 
ship that  led  them  to  begin  to  strive  for 

and  plan  the  first  inillion-dollar  picture 
theatre  to  lift  the  film  out  of  the  enter- 

tainment gutter  to  the  rank  of  the  opera, 

the  drama  and  music.  Instead  of  a   va- 

cant store  or  shop  converted  into  “a 
show.”  they  planned  for  a   theatre  to  ex- 

cel in  magnificence  anything  in  the  dra- 
matic world.  They  planned  a   stage  with 

clabroate  settings,  instead  of  a   bed-sheet 
for  a   screen;  they  conceived  the  idea  of 

an  orchestra  to  appeal  to  the  most  cul- 
tured audience,  and  a   program  of  divert- 

{Coatinued  on  page  65) 
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Carl  Edouarde,  conductor  of  the 

Mark  Strand  theatre  orchestra,  New 

York.  Edouarde  has  wielded  the 

baton  at  this  theatre  for  twelve 

years. 

Director  Is 
Twelve  Year 
Music  Chief 

Mark  Strand  Leader  Influences 

Motion  Picture  Music’s 
Upward  Trend 

The  twelfth  anniversary  of  the 
Mark  Strand  theatre  is  the  twelfth 

anniversary  for  Carl  Edouarde  as 

conductor  of  the  symphony  orches- 
tra of  the  theatre,  and  the  annivers- 

ary of  better  music  for  photoplay 
audiences. 

It  was  the  Mark  Strand  orchestra  that 

introduced  to  Broadway  the  higher  type 
of  music,  and  Mr.  Edouarde  has  been 

credited  by  no  less  a   musical  authority 

than  Walter  ’   Damrosch  with  having 
"done  more  to  educate  the  masses  to  bet- 

ter music  than  any  individual  I   know.” 
Orchestras  of  twelve  years  or  more 

Will  Hays  Sends 

Congratulations 
Moe  Mark,  president  and  general 

manager  of  the  Mark  Strand  thea- 
tres, received  the  following  letter 

from  Will  H.  Hays  on  the  occasion 

of  the  New  York  Mark  Strand’s twelfth  anniversary; 

My  dear  Mr.  Mark: 
It  is  fitting  that,  after  twelve 

years  of  service,  the  Mark  Strand 
theatre  should  celebrate  its 

achievements  and  upon  this  im- 
portant birthday  anniversary  I 

offer  my  heartiest  congratulations 

and  best  wishes  for  your  contin- 
ued success. 

The  Mark  Strand  is  truly  “A 

National  Institution” — an  impor- 

tant factor  in  the  business  of  fur- 

nishing proper  amusement  to  the 

public. May  you  have  many  happy  re- turns of  the  day. 

Sincerely  yours, 

(Signed)  WILL  H.  HAYS. 

ago  were  burlesques  compared  to  these 
today.  There  is  little  need  of  recalling 
the  sorry  music,  pounded  from  a   tinpan 
piano  or  emitted  from  a   squeaky  violin 

in  the  “storeroom  show." 
When  the  Mark  Strand  was  opened, 

Carl  Edouarde,  widely  known  as  a   band 

master,  was  engaged  to  carry  out  his 

original  ideas  of  “scoring”  to  music  the feature  and  other  film,  besides  giving  at 

least  one  number  from  the  classics. 

Broadway  was  astonished  that  a   mo- 
tion picture  theatre  should  attempt  to 

rival  the  Metropolitan  Opera  or  con- certs. 

The  first  night  audience,  especially  in- 
vited, was  quite  above  the  class  that 

patronized  “the  movies”  those  days.  It 

was,  as  one  critic  said,  like  "   a   Presi- 
dential reception."  But  the  masses — the 

great  American  public — unused  to  the 
operas  and  the  concerts  of  symphony 
orchestras  enthusiastically  endorsed  Mr. 

Edouarde’s  efforts. 

— for  the  twelfth  time, — extends 

heartiest  greetings  to  Mr.  Mark 
— and  to  Mr.  Plunkett  and  asso- 
ciates. 

COSTUMES 
for  the  Strand  Presentations 

and 

UNIFORMS 
for  the  Strand  house  attaches 

are  by 

BROOKS 
1437  Broadway  New  York  City 

“H  C” 

HIGH 

INTENSITY 

LAMPS 

Are  Installed 

in  the 

MARK  STRAND  THEATRE 
Broadway,  N.  Y.  C. 

and 

MARK  STRAND  THEATRE 
Brooklyn,  N.  Y. 

The  management 
realized  the  value  of  the 

light  which  the  “H  C” LAMPS  employ — 

The  New  Sperry  High 

Intensity  Arc  principle 
and  it  is  a   well  known 

fact  that  this  light 

source  gives  a   whiter 
and  more  brilliant  light 

than  any  other  source. 

HALL  &   CONNOLLY,  Inc. 

129  Grand  St.,  New  Yotk 



32  Weeks  of  First  National  Pictures 

at  the  New  York  Strand  Last  Year 

Congra  tu  la  tions 

to  the  Mark  Strand  The- 
atre for  its  twelve  years  of 

service  to  the  public! 

to  Managing  Director 
Joseph  Plunkett  for  his 

keen  showmanship  judg- 
ment in  bringing  to  the 

Strand  Theatre  the  finest 

there  is  in  screen  entertain- 
ment. 

FIRST  NATIONAL  PICTURES 
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"MORSE” 

Sia^c  Creations — Arlisls 

Special  Altraclions 

Phone:  Dearborn 

8299 

5266 

"MORSE” 

Guarantee  of  Satisfaction 

EDWARD  M.  MORSE 

Isl    rrt  151 
CHICAGO 

Bacl(  of  Every  Attraction 
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“Presenting  the  Presentation” 
Presentation 

Concerning  the  Stage  Phase 

OF  THE  FiLMSHOW  FrOM  THE 

Viewpoint  of  the  Practical 

Showman 

  By  WILLIAM  R.  WEAVER   

MORSE  CIRCUIT  IDEA 

SOUND  BOX-OFFICE 

COUND  box-office  underlies  the 
formation  by  Ed  Morse  of  an  inde- 

pendent presentation  circuit  with  head- 
(juarters  in  Chicago.  Production  over- 

head will  be  pro-rated  among  the  thea- 
tres using  tlie  presentations,  making 

possible  the  use  of  stage  shows  whicli 
otherwise  would  be  beyond  the  reach  of 
individual  theatre  owners.  Routing  out 

of  Chicago  cuts  down  transportation  ex- 
pense and  eliminates  lay-offs.  The 

proposition,  engineered  by  a   man  defi- 
nitely aware  of  the  difference  between 

presentation  and  vaudeville,  is  promise- 
ful of  great  benefits. 

In  matters  of  presentation,  as  in  all 
other  matters  of  the  theatre,  box-office 

must  govern.  The  Morris  plan  has  box- 
office  written  into  it. 

“ROXY”  GETS 
MORE  SPACE 

Q   L.  ROTHAFEL  gives  signs  of  be- 

•   coming  an  even  greater  press 
agent  than  he  is  a   showman.  Daily 
newspapers  are  giving  him  lots  of  inches 
on  his  statement  about  the  threat  of  the 

stage-show,  a   carefully  written  state- 
ment which  says  in  effect  that  any  kind 

of  stage  entertainment  save  his  own 

isn’t  so  good.  Readers  of  the  trade  jour- 
nals know,  of  course,  about  the  accom- 

modations for  presentations  of  unpre- 
cedented magnitude  built  into  his  new 

Roxy  theatre  in  New  York. 

The  show  business  needs  more  thea- 
tre heads  who  know,  as  Mr.  Rothafel 

knows,  what  to  say  for  publication  and 

when  and  where  to  say  it.  His  is  an  ef- 
fective voice  propelling  not  only  his  own 

interests  but  those  of  the  theatre  busi- 
ness generally. 

ADVERTISING 
IMPROVING 

^■EWSPAPER  advertising  of  presen- tation theatres  is  improving  a   bit. 

In  this  morning’s  paper,  the  Chicago  ad 
gives  a   motion  picture  some  five-sixths 
of  the  space  and  even  McVickers,  the 
Paul  Ash  house,  gives  a   picture  better 
than  half  the  display.  Other  spaces  in 
the  paper  are  not  so  good  but  the  Clii- 
cago  and  McVickers  are  source  houses 
and  others  probably  will  follow  along. 

The  change  is  decidedly  for  the  better. 

P*’oviously  pointed  out,  the  bigger 
public  goes  for  pictures,  picture  follow- 

the  houses,  the  stage  show  is  an 
addiiiou  and,  however  meritorious  in  it- 
selt,  must  be  subordinated  to  the  film  in 
any  sound  advertising  policy. 
SUMMER 
POLICY 

A   FEW  years  ago  showmen  figured  it 
good  business  at  this  time  of  year  to 

taper  off  the  show  in  anticipation  of  a 
summer  slump.  Discovery  that  a   mod- 
rn  theatre  can  do  not  only  as  much  but 
more  business  in  the  Summer  has 

changed  this.  Today  the  news  is  of  big- 
ger and  better  shows,  both  as  to  picture 

and  stage  content. 

Vaudeville,  accustomed  to  regarding 
the  Summer  shut-down  as  a   calendar 
event,  looks  witii  consternation  upon  the 
continued  affluence  of  the  motion  pic- 

ture theatre  and  rushes  headlong  to 
“buy  some  of  those.”  Meantime,  more and  better  acts  go  into  presentation  and 
the  picture  house  outlook  is  bright, 

"ON  THE  SCREEN” 
IS  DISCREDIT 

^^URELY  no  reason  other  than  copy 
writer’s  convenience  can  explain  use 

of  such  a   line  as  “And  On  The  Screen—" 
in  advertising  of  DeLuxe  picture  thea- 

tres. The  same  reason  some  years  ago 
explained  the  then  common  use  of  "And 

A   Comedy,”  which  disappeared  as  soon 
as  attention  is  called  to  it.  "And  On 

The  Screen — ”   discredits  the  motion  pic- 
ture and  should  disappear  also. 

Busy  executives  somehow  permit 

these  copy-writer’s  mistakes  to  go  un- 
corrected. Another  current  misuse  of 

words  describes  a   certain  type  of  stage 

show  as  "Vaudeville  Presentations,” 
which  means  nothing  and  kills  both 
words.  Plainsmen  ride  but  one  horse  at 

a   time,  keeping  always  in  reserve  a 
fresh  mount  which  may  be  used  should 

necessity  arise.  It’s  plain  sense. 

Willard  Andelin  Is 

Featured  in  Prolog 

to  “The  Sea  Beast” 
MILWAUKEE,  April  20. — One  of  the 

finest  atmospheric  prologues  ever  staged 
in  Milwaukee  holds  the  boards  at  the 
Alhambra  this  week  in  connection  with 

the  showing  of  "The  Sea  Beast." 
Due  to  the  length  of  the  picture  the 

entire  non-film  bill  is  built  into  the  over- 

ture, which  Heinz  Roemheld  wrote  es- 
pecially for  the  occasion.  .After  several 

minutes  of  tonal  synopsis  curtain  parts 

revealing  the  prow  of  a   ship  seen 
through  a   scrim,  with  an  ocean  effect 
created  with  the  aid  of  lights.  The  set 
itself  is  a   masterpiece  of  its  kind  and 
makes  a   noticeable  impression  on  the 
audience. 

Willard  Andelin,  basso,  is  seen  stand- 
ing on  a   wooden  leg  in  the  costume  worn 

by  Barrymore  in  the  picture.  As  the 
lights  reveal  his  figure  more  fully  he 

commences  to  sing  "Asleep  in  the  Deep.” 
The  whole  thing  is  almost  awe  inspir- 

ing and  its  effect  on  the  house  is  very 
noticeable. 

Eggs  ctnd  Buggy 
Rides  Are  Out 

(St'ccial  to  Exhibitors  lli-rold) 

ST.  LOUIS.  April  20.— Milton 
Slosser,  organist  for  the  Missouri 
theatre,  is  not  thanking  Gene 
Rodernich  for  the  buggy  ride  he 

was  forced  to  take  along  Broad- 
way during  the  noon  rush  hours. 

And  it  was  all  because  Milton 

thought  he  could  eat  raw  eggs  as 
well  as  he  can  play  a   pipe  organ. 
Slosser  wagered  he  could  wrap 

himself  around  10  eggs  at  a   sit- 
ting. Half  a   dozen  hen  fruit  was 

sufficient  for  him. 

Verne  Buck  Is 
Presentation  s 

Jekyll,  Hyde 
Prince  of  Pep”  Accomplished 

III  Classical  and  Modern 

Musical  Fields 

By  GARDNER  P,  WOOD 

“Prince  of  Pep,”  a   comedian  of 
rare  ability,  a   man  with  a   silver-tone 
voice,  a   clever  dancer  and  above  all 

an  exceptional  musician — take  these 
words  and  add  to  them  the  fact  that 

he  is  personable  and  has  a   pleasing- 
disposition  and  you  have  Verne 

Buck,  ptjpular  musical  conductor 

who  is  proving-  a   stage  sensation  at 
the  Metropolitan  theatre,  Los  An- 

geles. 

Although  he  has  been  in  the  southern 

city  only  a   few  weeks  he  has  virtually 
taken  the  city  by  storm.  Despite  his  tre- 

mendous success  and  lightning  rise  to 

fame,  Buck  is  still  the  quiet,  unassuming 
fellow  in  private  life  who  has  won  such 

a   following.  When  he  goes  on  the  stage 
he  is  utterly  devoid  of  self  consciousness 

and  the  unfortunate  “ego”  tliat  develops 
too  often  in  public  cliaraclcrs  who  ride  the 

high  waves  of  popular  worship. 

Past  Foreshadowed  Present 

Perhap,s  his  past  has  had  sometliing  to 

do  willi  it.  .At  any  rale  he  has  a   back- 
ground of  experience  that  would  well  fit 

any  man  who  attaches  his  future  to  life 
behind  the  footlights. 

Years  ago,  yet  not  so  many,  for  Buck 
is  now  Imt  27,  lie  chose  a   career  in  music. 
His  first  thoughts  were  of  the  classics.  He 
moved  from  his  oirlhplacc,  Wyandotte, 

Mich.,  to  Chicago,  where  he  studied  the 
violin.  For  several  years  he  was  a   pupil 

of  Harry  Dimond,  a   famed  conductor, 
whom  he  later  assisted  for  two  years  at 
the  Chicago  Metropolitan  Conservatory. 
He  also  studied  violin  with  Adolph  Weidig. 

Concert  Work  Next 

About  the  time  that  he  completed  his 

studies  he  gave  several  concerts  at  Kim- 
ball Hall  and  at  Lyon-Healy  Recital  Hall. 

Among  other  successes  he  won  the  violin 

concert  medal  of  the  Chicago  Conserva- 

tory of  Music.  He  fiad  completed  ar- 
rangements to  go  to  Europe  to  finish  his 

studies  under  Caesar  Thompson  hut  be- 
fore he  left  was  given  alluring  inducements 

to  try  his  hand  in  the  modern  music  field. 
This  new  type  of  work  proved  attractive, 

so  we  find  him  playing  in  cafes  and  the- 
atres in  Chicago.  Among  the  many  places 

where  he  conducted  his  own  hands  were 
the  Monlmarle  Cafe.  Marigold  Gardens, 
Wilsliore  Dance.  La  Salle  Hotel,  Merry 

Garden.  North  American  Cafe,  one  and  a 

half  years  at  the  State  Lake  theatre  and 
later  at  the  Palace  theatre. 

Buck  Versatile  Musician 

During  his  experiences  in  the  modern 
music  field  he  became  an  accomplished 

player  of  a   number  of  orchestra  instru- 
ments. He  prefers  the  violin,  but  when 

not  playing  that  lie  can  usually  be  found 
"tooting”  the  saxophone. 

Some  months  ago  Jack  Partington,  west- 
ern production  manager  for  Publix  Thc- 

{Continned  on  page  65) 
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CURRENT  PRESENTATIONS 
Ash  Not  Missed  When 

Kvale  Leads  Band  in 

McVickers  Stage  Bill 
McVickers’  Sheba  audience  heaved  a 

concerted  sigh  last  week  when  Milton 

Watson  announced  that  Ash  wouldn’t  be 
in  the  show,  then  forgot  all  about  th-eir 
former  idol  when  Alfred  Kvale  swung 
the  band  into  a   hot  number.  From  then 

on  it  was  his  house.  Watson  was  strat- 
egically cast  as  announcer,  but  even 

while  he  was  talking  and  had  the  spot 
the  young  things  out  front  had  eyes  for 
none  but  the  dapper  young  director. 
From  the  response  he  got  inside,  and 
from  the  line  outside  as  late  in  the  week 

as  Friday,  it  looks  as  though  Ash  can 
go  ahead  now  with  his  Oriental  didoes 

and  let  McVickers  pass  on  to  the  young- 
er generation. 

Kvale,  a   direct  opposite  of  the  Ash 
type,  gets  as  much  with  a   twitch  of  an 

eyebrow  as  most  people  get  with  a   som- 
ersault. His  gags  are  nifties,  in  con- 

trast to  the  Ash  slapstick.  He  even 

shimmied,  a   la  Ash,  whieh  he  shouldn't, 
but  the  folks  out  front  seemed  to  think 

he  was  kidding  the  old  master.  He  may 

or  may  not  have  a   voice — they  didn’t 
let  him  say  a   word — but  it’s  a   good  bet 
that  he’ll  get  by  with  or  without  one 
if  they  give  him  a   break.  And  he  can 
play  something. 

Watson,  who’s  been  in  and  out  of  the 
show  but  mostly  in  since  Ash’s  Chicago 
opening,  sang  a   couple  of  numbers  in 
his  usual  good  voice,  as  well  as  introduc- 

ing other  talent  and  band  numbers. 

Hicks  Brothers,  banjo  duo,  was  the 
best  act  on  the  bill.  They  dressed  like 
the  rest  of  the  outfit  and  pulled  chairs 
down  front  and  center  to  bat  out  a   cou- 

ple of  hot  numbers  that  hit  so  hard 

Abbott  DancerK^^'ijiiinl,  Chicago. 

Albert,  Don  and  Orchoiilra-^Loeio’i  Siote,  Si.  Louit. 
Allen,  Rae  Capitol,  Chicago, 

Andelln,  Willard— 41  Aombro,  ^lilicaukee. 

Aunt  Jeniino^Loinr'i  Slate,  Si,  Louis. 
Bnll,  Joneph^Rtroli,  Note  Vork. 

Uall,  Rae  Eleanor— Rirati,  New  York. 

Harlow,  Dave  Laeia^s  Stale,  Los  Angeles, 

Rurnun],  Hildas— Fo;(,  Philadelphia. 

Ilorrle,  Stuari-^-Crand  Central,  St.  Louis. 

Drader,  Horry  and  Orchestra— Rjallo,  Omaha. 

Butk,  Verne  and  Band^.Uolro/iofiton,  Los  Angeles, 

“Bughouse  Cabaret"^— Veicman,  Kansas  City, 
Carlo  Turney  Ballet — IPisconsin,  .Milwaukee. 

Carr,  Jimmy  Stanley,  Philadelphia. 

Clark  and  Simonde— Eos,  Philadelphia. 

Daisy  Chorus — Lome's  Slate,  Las  Angelas. 
Dlctrrich,  Boy^Srnotc,  Chicago. 

Dorotheo  and  Naida— Rivolt,  New  York. 

“Dream  Song  Idea” — IPurfield,  San  Francisco. 
English.  Pcggy^.UcFIrkorj,  Chicago. 
Eton  Boya^—Kivoli,  New  York. 

Forbsteln,  Louis,  and  Syncupators— Royal,  h'on.tas Cily. 

“The  Foursome"— Ifriropolltan,  Los  Angeles. 
Frank,  Virgino^Fox,  Philadelphia. 
‘*Cardon  of  GlrlB““^.ifissouri,  Si.  Louis. 
“Gypsy  FolUeB"^Hoirard,  4({on(o. 
Holey,  Mildred^Rii'oli,  New  York, 

Hicks  Brothers  .McVickers,  Chicago, 

Holmgren,  Ernle^— Lincoln  St^uaro,  Decatur, 

Hutchinson.  Olive — Rivoll,  New  York. 

Jean,  Norma- Rtvolt,  New  York. 

Kauffman.  Sam— .McFicfeers,  Chicago. 

Kelly,  N'rll— IFor^cId,  Son  Francisco. 
Kemp,  Hal  and  Orehesiru— .Ifolropollion,  Atlanta. 

Keystone  Serenaders— Lincoln  Square,  Decatur. 
Klein,  Miriam*— Senofe,  CAiccigo. 

Kvale.  Alfred  and  Band — HrFiefcors,  CAirogo. 
Lane,  Atarjoric^— Fox,  Philadelphia. 

Ix*lde.  Enrico  and  Orchestra- Mutropollion,  Atlanta. 
Llehter,  Jole  and  Band~^(rand,  JfilicauAeo. 

Llltau,  Joseph  ond  Oreheslra-^//oicard,  4l{anla. 
Louise,  Mile.— Riotio,  Omaha. 

they  had  to  bring  back  the  chairs  and  do 

"Clap  Hands’’  for  an  encore.  These 
boys  seem  to  have  more  fingers  on  the 
fret  hand  than  most  people  have  on  both, 

for  they’re  all  over  the  bloomin’  lyre  at 
once,  and  more  steam  than  a   calliope. 

In  addition,  they’re  3'oung,  look  just 
right  for  presentation  work  and  know 

just  what  presentation’s  all  about  and  re- 
quires. The  audience  ■went  for  ’em. 

Peggy  English,  held  over  from  last 

week,  got  rid  of  the  somewhat  stiff  man- 
ner which  had  held  her  back  previously 

and  at  the  end  of  her  second  number 

was  going  pretty  good.  Miss  English 
seems  to  have  what  it  takes  and  prom- 

ises to  crack  through  what’s  left  of  a 
somewhat  concert-ish  manner  and  find 
real  stuff  underneath. 

Sam  Kauffman,  billed  as  "40  kinds  of 

a   piano  playin’  fool,”  took  about  15 
minutes  to  exhibit  only  the  wrong  kind. 
Mr.  Kauffman  really  knows  just  about 
all  there  is  to  know  about  those  ivories, 

as  he  proved  about  a   year  ago  in  a 
Chicago  Theatre  presentation,  but  for 

some  reason  he  didn’t  play  anything  at 
McVickers.  He  convulsed  ’em  with  his 
eccentric  stuff  for  about  half  his  work- 

ing time  but  didn’t  go  into  a   number 
when  he  had  ’em  where  he  could  lock 

’em  up.  so  the  fadeout  was  dismal.  Bad 
judgment  killed  a   good  wallop  in  this 
section  of  the  show. 

Somewhere  midway  down  the  bill 
Kvale  hit  into  a   band  number  with  a 
clarinet  solo  which  was  the  last  word 

on  the  subject  of  who’s  show  it  was  and 
he  repeated  with  a   saxophone  for  the 
final  number. 

(NOTE:  This  reporter,  having  nominated  Mr. 

Kvale  for  the  leadership  he  was  given  a   success- 
ful crack  at  last  week,  adds  the  suggestion  that 

for  billboard  purposes  he  change  the  spelling  of 
his  name  and  make  it  look  like  it  sounds.  No charge.) 

Lowenslcln,  Sidney  and  Orchcstra^Sfonloy,  Phil- 
adolphia, 

“The  Madonna”^— Plasa,  London. 

Morkey.  Dorolhy— Fox,  Philadelphia. 

Malthexs,  Eddie— Senols,  CAIcogo. 

Mltclioll  Brolhers^Loou’s  Sfolo,  5l.  Louis, 
Mitchell  Brothers^— TFiiron tin,  AfiTtrouAoe. 

Monahan,  Thomas^Fox,  Philadelphia. 

Mosloy  and  Cannon— .Ifclropolilon,  Los  Angeles. 

Norman,  Koryl— -Fox,'  PAIfadelpAla. 

O'Brien  and  Brown- Slonloy,  Philadelphia. 
Ogden.  Melvin- //otcord,  dflonla. 

Ohraan,  Mac^— Sirond,  Omaha, 

Paley.  Den,  and  Orchestra— Sonolo,  Chicago. 

“Paradise  Isle”^— Pnloce,  Dalas. 

Putehouk,  F.— Rlroli,  New  York. 

Phelps  Twins— Fox,  Philadelphia, 

Pickens,  Elaine^— Ritioli,  New  York. 

Previn.  Charles  and  Ornbostra— .l/ssio>ir<,  St.  Louis. 

Reed.  Mary  Le^— Fox,  PAilodolpAio, 

lleslls  o— Slon/oy,  Philadelphia. 

Rickard.  Earl^Capilol,  Chicago, 

Rodriiilch,  Gene  and  Orchestra*— Grand  Central,  Si. 
Louis. 

Rooniliold,  Heins  and  Orchestra— dlAanibrn,  Mil- 
wuukee, 

Rogers.  Eddie  Capitol,  Chicago. 

Royal  Far  East  String  OrcheBtra^Motropalllan,  Los 
Angeles. 

Schullsc,  Corl^filaoli,  IVoto  York. 

Sebastian,  Rlla^— Rivoli,  New  York. 

Shurl,  A1  and  Bond— Capitol,  CAicago. 

Smith,  Juck^— Crond  Control,  St.  Louis. 

Spilulny,  Leopold^— CAirogo,  Chicago. 
Stafford,  Lee^RInllo,  Omaha, 

Terry,  Tom  ond  Orchostrn— Looie’s  5lalo,  St.  Louis. 
Thorne,  Adeline^— Fox,  Philadelphia, 

Tiller  Ballet — Plasa,  London. 

Tulip  Time  Ballet^— Sonata,  Chicago. 

Upham,  Jeone— Stanley,  Philadelphia, 

Valydo,  Rose— Loeie's  Slolo,  Los  Angeles. 

“Venus  In  Greenwich  VllIage”^CAirogo,  CAIeogo. 

Watson,  Donald  “Monk"— Lincoln  Stiuaro,  Docafur, 
Watson.  Mltlon-^'feFicfcars,  Chicago. 

Williams,  Ann^— Slrond,  Omaha. 

Williams.  Kenneth— Royal,  Kansas  Cily. 

“In  Tulip  Time”  Is 
Good  Show;  Singers, 

Steppers,  Featured 
“In  Tulip  Time”  was  the  presentation  at 

the  Senate  theatre,  Chicago,  the  week  just 
ended.  It  was  much  superior  in  staging 
and  dignity  to  many  recent  shows  at  that 

house,  and  the  reception  was  according. 
Drapes  parted  on  full  stage  revealing  a 

practical  windmill  at  right  stage.  Around 
the  base  were  beds  of  tulips.  Drop  was  a 

tulip  field  and  windmill  vista.  The  entire 

mounting  looked  well. 
Roy  Dieterich,  tenor,  was  first  on,  sing- 

ing "It’s  Tulip  Time  In  Holland,”  Diet- 
erich was  in  good  voice  and  his  opener 

upset  a   loud  burst  of  applause.  Then 
Miriam  Klein,  contralto,  appeared  on  the 
balcony  of  the  mill  and  sang  an  answer  to 

Dieterich’s  offering.  During  this  the  tenor 
did  a   bit  of  pantomime  that  was  good. 

.'•\t  the  conclusion  of  Miss  Klein’s  num- 
ber a   chorus  of  six,  half  dressed  as  Dutch 

girls  and  the  other  half  as  their  boy 
friends,  came  on  and  stepped  a   wooden 
shoe  dance  that  looked  better  than  most  of 

this  troupe’s  offerings.  In  scantier  attire 
these  girls,  who  have  worked  the  house 
many  times,  ordinarily  look  decidedly 

gauche  individually',  and  they  seldom  work- in  concert. 

Following  the  chorus  Eddy  Matthews,  a 

fast  eccentric  stepper,  went  through  a   rou- 
tine of  difficult  stuff  that  took  a   big  hand. 

Farther  up  on  the  bill  Willard  Andeiin, 

basso,  was  featured  in  “A  Moonlight 
Reverie.”  The  set  for  this  did  not  look 
well.  WTioever  conceived  it  could  not  de- 

cide whether  to  make  it  a   “wide  open 
space”  or  a   barnyard  set,  and  so  combined 
the  two.  The  total  effect  was  bad. 

The  overture  was  a   pop  medley  that  in- 

cluded "After  I   Say  I’m  Sorry’,”  "Always,’’ 
“Song  of  the  Vagabonds,”  "Sweet  Child” 
and  “Moonlight  and  Roses.”  in  that  order. 
The  flash  of  this  part  of  the  hill  was  Ben 

Paley’s  violin  solo  offering  of  “Moonlight 
and  Roses.”  Rose-lights  strung  about  the 
pit  and  moonlight  on  water  and  falling 
roses  effects  on  the  screen  added  much  to 
the  beauty  of  this. 

“Venus  in  Greenwich 

Village”  Draws  Them 
in  But  Puzzles  Them 

“Venus  in  Greenwich  Village”  was  the 
.stage  show  at  the  Chicago  theatre  last 
week,  billed  as  a   vehicle  for  Fay  Lanphier. 
“The  Devil’s  Circus”  was  the  picture,  billed 
as  a   vehicle  for  Norma  Shearer.  Miss 
Shearer  is  a   positive  and  growing  draw  at 

this  house,  and  Miss  Lanphier  was  heavily 

exploited  by  newspaper  hook-ups  and 

straight  advertising,  so  it’s  hard  to  say  to 

whom  credit  should  go  for  the  good  busi- 
ness enjoyed.  Anyway,  business  was  good. 

As  a   stage  show,  “Venus  in  Greenwich 
Village”  is  a   curious  mixture  of  what  is 
and  what  is  not  wanted  in  the  picture 

house.  It  has  a   dress  parade,  which  is 
wanted.  It  has  one  of  those  explanatory 

opening  songs,  which  no  one  with  less 
voice  than  McCormick  can  get  understood 
back  of  the  tenth  row  and  which  serve  the 

reverse  of  the  intended  purpose.  It  has 

some  good  dancing,  which  is  sure  fire  pic- 
ture stuff,  and  some  not-so-good  dancing 

which  isn’t.  The  Chicago  audience  sat 
through  it  alternating  between  bursts  of 

Acts  Repeurted  in  This  Issue 
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applause  at  items  which  they  understood 

and  puzzlement  at  items  which  they  didn’t. 
Lacking  the  unity  which  makes  for  punch, 

it  didn’t  crash  ’em  at  the  finish. 
For  overture  H.  Leopold  Spitalny  had 

directed  another  of  those  classical  arrange- 
ments which  he  does  as  does  no  other 

leader.  If  Mr.  Spitalny  does  not  sell  or 
othei^vise  distribute  his  arrangements 
among  hard-pressed  musical  directors  else- 

where he  is  missing  a   bet  and  so  are  they. 

Short^s  World  Tour 
Begins;  Staged  Band 

Hit;  Folks  Like  It 
A1  Short  took  his  Capitol  theatre  pit 

orchestra  on  the  stage  last  week  for  the 
beginning  of  a   world  tour  and  all  the 
oouth  Side  residents  who  could  crowd 
into  the  theatre  got  aboard.  A   good 

'vas  had  by  all  and  when  the  boat 

P^^ljcd  away  from  the  pier — as  it  very 
f,|^"stically  did — there  were  resounding 

yoyages.”  Everybody’s  to  meet 
shipload  of  entertainers  this  week  in 

hoggy  Old  London.” 

Anybody  taking  his  band  onto  the 
stage  these  days  naturally  is  suspetced 
ot  intending  to  “do  a   Paul  Ash,”  but  A1 
onort  didn’t.  Mr.  Short’s  “Symphonic 
Jazz  numbers  were  features  of  Chicago 
entertainment  long  before  Mr.  Ash’s  odd 
tame  had  reached  these  parts,  and  it  is 

which  he  features  in  his  new  order 

ri  “’'"gs.  Nobody  else  does  them  just like  Mr.  Short. 

stage  show  opened  in  one,  with 
tiarl  Rickard  talking  and.  singing  an- 

nouncements of  the  general  idea,  the  or- 

chestra members  and  Mr.  Short  himself. 
This  looked  unnecessary,  but  may  have 

been  a   good  idea  for  the  opening  week. 
Introductions  over,  the  drop  went  up  on 
a   wharf  setting  with  the  orchestra  on 

board  a   ship  which  looked  like  the  real 

thing  and  pulled  away  like  that  at  the 
finish  of  the  bill.  A   great  bit  of  stage- 

craft here,  mechanics  of  which  this  type- 
writer will  not  meddle  with. 

Eddie  Rogers  came  on  early  and  did 

a   song  and  dance  in  the  manner  of 

George  Givot,  getting  better  as  he  fin- 
ished with  neck-spins  that  clicked. 

The  eight  Abbott  dancers  were  the  big 
hit  of  the  mid-section  of  the  show,  each 

doing  a   special  bit  a   little  different  than 
the  other  and  all  hitting  hard.  These 

girls  seem  equally  capable  individually 
and  collectively,  and  extremely  capable 
at  that. 

Rae  Allen  came  along  with  "After  I 

Say  I’m  Sorry”  and  "Sadie  Green,"  hot numbers  which  went  over  like  rockets 

but  would  have  been  whiz-bangs  had  she 
not  dragged  the  tempo  down  quite  so 
near  to  zero.  A   little  later  Earl  Rickard 

sang  "Behind  the  Clouds”  in  the  manner 
of  Al  Jolson,  giving  the  impression  that 
he  should  settle  upon  a   style  of  his  own 

and  give  himself  a   chance.  He  did  well 

enough  with  the  take-off  handicap  and 
might  do  very  well  otherwise. 

"I  Never  Knew”  was  played  by  the 

band  in  its  best  style,  which  is  good  in- 

deed, and  "Goodbye  Broadway”  was 
played  bang-up  and  snappy  for  the  sail- 
away  which  ended  the  bill.  After  the 
boat  had  cleared  the  stage,  a   back-drop 
illusion  showed  it  sailing  away  as  the 
music  died  out  of  hearing, 

Mr.  Short  worked  in  a   white  captain’s 

uniform,  the  band  in  blue,  an  outfitting 

that  pleases  the  eye  as  the  music  pleases 

the  ear.  Short’s  manner  is  dignified  and 
his  announcement  voice  is  good.  For 

the  performance  viewed,  at  least,  he  di- 
vided announeements  witli  Mr,  Rickard, 

but  undoubtedly  he'll  assume  full  charge 
of  that  delicate  assignment  later.  He 
handles  It  differently  than  others  who  do 

such  things  hereabouts  and  the  folks  out 

front  would  rather  he’d  do  it. 

Novelty  Dances  and 
Unique  Staging  Are 

State  Show  Features 

LOS  ANGELES,  April  20.— The  Fan- 

chon  and  Marco  presentation  at  Loew's State  theatre  last  week  consisted  of  several 

ensemble  dancing  numbers  which  were 

unique  to  say  the  least.  The  act  was  called 
"Uancelogue  Idea”  and  worked  40  people. 

Many  beautiful  gowns  were  displayed. 

The  opening  song  number  was  "If  I Were  King.”  with  a   beauty  chorus.  Eight 

saxophone  players  rendered  "Don’t  Wake 

Me  l^p,  Let  Me  Dream,”  which  was  fol- 

lowed hy  another  number  "I’m  Knee  Deep 
in  Daisies,"  sung  by  a   fetching  blonde  with 
a   chorus  of  17  daisy  girls.  Rose  Valyda, 

the  radio  girl  from  KFI,  appearing  here 

Lr  the  second  week,  sang  “I  Never  Knc\v” 
in  a   pleasing  manner. 

Dave  Barlow  proved  to  be  a   lively  step- 
per and  introduced  several  new  features 

in  his  dance.  The  whole  presentation 
closed  with  a   dance  in  which  the  girls 
were  hidden  behind  a   black  curtain,  except 

for  one  leg,  one  arm  and  the  head  of  each. 
The  novelty  of  the  thing  got  a   good  hand. 
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Hall  and  Barr  and 

Male  Quartette  on 

Fourteen  Week  Tour 

The  National  Male  Quartette,  with  Hall 

and  Barr,  will  begin  a   l-r-weck  picture 

house  tour  May  22,  when  they  ooen  at  the 

Colorado  theatre.  Denver.  Edward  M. 

Morse,  Chicago,  booked  the  act  and  ar- 
ranged the  tour.  Nicholas  Boila,  associated 

with  'Morse,  has  recast  the  act  since  its  last 
picture  house  appearance.  It  is  now  a 

complete  presentation.  The  act  has  played 

a   number  houses  on  the  West  Coast  re- 
cently, including  some  of  the  West  Coast 

Theatres,  Inc.,  houses. 

Morse  is  bringing  the  Portia  Mansfield 

Dancers  from  the  West  Coast,  where  re- 

cently they  have  been  doing  concert  work. 

This  week  they  arc  at  the  Colorado,  Den- 
ver. Next  week  they  will  play  the  World, 

Omaha.  Morse  is  arranging  for  them  a 
lone  picture  house  tour. 
Two  other  Morse  acts  now  playing  the 

larger  Midwestern  houses  are  the  Gaud- 
smith  Brothers,  whistling  clowns  who 

have  played  a   number  of  B.  &   K.  houses,- and  Smith  and  Durrell,  late  of  the  New 

York  cast  of  “ijp  in  the  Clouds,”  The 
Gaudsmith  Brothers  will  play  the  Wiscon- 

sin, Milwaukee,  the  week  of  May  8.  This 
week  Smith  and  Durrell  are  at  the  Strand, 
Omaha. 

Ann  Williams,  Song 

Single,  Is  Held  at 
Strand  Second  Week 

OMAH.A,  April  20. — Ann  Williams  was 
held  over  for  a   second  week  at  the  Strand, 

together  with  the  picture  “Kiki.”  Cro%vds continued  to  fill  the  theater  and  to  enjoy 
the  picture  and  the  stage  entertainment. 
Miss  Williams  sings  a   variety  of  songs 
and  wears  attractive  costumes. 

Manager  .“August  Herman,  who  just  took 
over  the  affairs  of  the  Strand,  is  preparing 
for  pleasing  stage  settings  for  presentation 
acts  which  will  appear  on  the  Strand  stage. 
He  is  also  remodeling  the  box  office  and 
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manager’s  office  in  the  lobb"  to  make  it 
more  convenient  for  patrons  and  to  make 
it  easier  to  handle  big  crowds. 

Simmons  Attractions 

Preparing  New  Acts 
(S{<cciat  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK.  Aoril  20. — Simmons  At- 
tractions, Inc.,  is  rapidly  adding  new  names 

to  its  list  of  presentation  attractions.  In 
addition  to  the  novel  act  headed  by 

Charles  Dc  Roche  and  the  Carl  Fenton 
Brunswick  Recording  Orchestra,  Simmons 

Attractions  has  in  production  a   dance  re- 
vue featuring  Gaby  Leslie  and  Company. 

This  revue  has  a   diversified  program  con- 
sisting of  Hawaiian,  Oriental,  Charleston, 

ballroom  and  specialty  dances. 

The  well  known  performers  Peggy  Har- 
ris and  Carl  Hyson  also  are  under  Sim- 

mons management  and  are  arranging  a 

presentation  totur  with  the  act  which 

was  successful  during  the  recent  Euro- 

pean tour. 

Asbury  Park,  N.  J. — Reade  Theatre 
Enterprises,  Savoy  Theatre  Building, 
34th  street  and  Broadway,  New  York, 
has  plans  by  Thomas  W.  Lamb,  644 

Eighth  avenue,  New  York,  for  two-story 
brick  theatre,  100  by  1.S6  feet,  to  be 
erected  at  St.  James  street  and  Lake 
avenue. *   *   ♦ 

Harrison,  N.  Y. — Samuel  and  Jacob 
Rogowsky  have  leased  site  on  Harrison 
avenue,  opposite  the  town  hall,  and  have 
plans  by  Douglas  P.  Hall,  New  York,  for 
new  high  class  moving  picture  and 
vaudeville  theatre.  TJie  site  contains 
three  properties,  and  has  a   frontage  of 
100  feet  on  Harrison  avenue,  extending 
200  feet  to  Purdy  street.  There  will  be 
six  stores,  three  on  each  side  of  the 
lobby.  Theatre  will  have  seating  ca- 

pacity of  1,000. 
*   *   * 

Lawton,  Okla. — Trope  Building,  lo- 
cated on  D   avenue,  has  been  leased  by 

Max  Brock  of  Oklahoma  City  and  J.  A. 

Massey  of  Tipton.  Structure  will  be 
converted  into  an  up-to-date  moving  pic- 

ture house,  with  seating  capacity  of 
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about  700.  It  will  be  known  as  the 
Rialto. 

*   *   * 
A   beautiful  and  spacious  foyer  designed 

as  an  art  gallery  is  the  sight  that  will  greet 
the  eye  of  patrons  in  the  new  theatre  to 
be  erected  by  Lubliner  &   Trinz  at  Belmont 
and  Cicero  avenue,  Chicago.  Architect  Ed- 

ward P.  Steinberg  has  worked  out  this 
novel  scheme  for  this  house  which  will 

seat  2,500  and  cost  $800,000.  Another  note- 
worthy feature  of  the  theatre  will  be  the 

fact  that  all  seats  will  be  on  one  floor. 
The  architectural  style  will  be  the  Italian 
Renaissance.  The  stage  will  be  20  feet. 
There  will  be  eight  stores  and  twenty 
apartments  combined  with  the  theatre 
project.  The  dimensions  of  the  property 
are  175  by  180  feet.  A   refrigerating  sys- 

tem with  a   capacity  of  200  tons  will  be 

an  equipment  feature. 

*   ♦   * C.  'W.  Dracc  will  soon  open  his  Drace 
Theatre  in  Greenville,  S.  C,  the  modern 

equipment  being  supplied  by  Rufus  A. 
Davis,  Charlotte,  N.  C.,  representative  of 
Southern  Theatre  Equipment  Company. 

*   *   * 

Bert  Johnson,  of  the  Magnolia  theatre, 
at  Titusville,  Fla.,  has  completed  installing 
new  equipment  in  his  house. 

*   *   * 

Raymond  Comes  of  Farmersville,  Texas, 
has  purchased  a   cooling  system  for  his 
house  there. 

»   ♦   • 

Billy  Batsell  of  the  Queen  theatre,  Sher- 
man, Texas,  has  remodeled  his  house  re- 

cently. Besides  the  adding  of  a   new  stage 
and  shadow  box  for  his  picture  screen,  he 
has  purchased  some  beautiful  draperies  and 
curtain.  Mr.  Batsell  was  a   visitor  on  the 
Dallas  market  this  week. 

*   *   * 

M.  G.  Weaver,  of  Collinsville,  Ala.,  is 
dressing  his  theatre  for  Easter,  installing 
new  equipment  and  appointments. 

♦   *   * 

C.  E.  Crowell  of  the  Delta  De  Ora  The- 
atre, Raymondville,  Texas,  has  purchased 

a   cooling  system  for  his  house. 
*   ♦   * 

Dent  Theatres,  Inc.,  who  are  constructing 
a   new  theatre  at  Abilene,  Texas,  have  re- 

cently purchased  equipment  for  the  house, 
and  also  some  lobby  display  frames  for 
their  Queen  Theatre  in  that  city. 

ALF.  T.  WILTON 
INCORPORATED 

12(h  Floor  Bryan!  2027-8 

1360  BROADWAY,  NEW  Y'ORK 

Noiv  Booking 

Motion  Picture  Theatres 

Box-Office  Names 
Attractions  and 

Presentations 

Managing  Booking  Dept. 

FRED  B.  MACK 
FornierSy  bookar  with 

B.  F.  Kellh-Albee  Circuit 

ARTHUR  SPIZZI 
Bookinir  the  Better  Pictnre  Theatres 

NEW  YORK  OFFICE 

1560  BROADWAY 

The  Popular  screen  star  Charles  De  Roche 
and  Company 

Carl  Fenton  and  his  Brunswick  Recording  orchestra 

Carl  Hyson  and  Peggy  Harris  Broadway’s 
dancing  favorites 

The  most  sensational  dancing  revue  ever  presented 

Gaby  Leslie  and  her  company  of  Charleston. 
Hawaiian.  Oriental,  Shimmy  and  specialty  dancers. 

Exclusive  Management 

SIMMONS  ATTRACTIONS 
1476  Broadway,  N.  Y.  C.  Bryant  2777 

MERRIEL  ABBOTT 
SCHOOL  of  DANCING 

Capitol  Building  Suite  91S 

159  North  State  Street,  Chicago,  111. 

Furnishing  dance  acts  for  the  leading  Picture  Theatres 
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61 All  absolute  sensation  at  The  State  Theatre,  Detroit,  last  week 

— now  killing  them  at  the  Capitol,  Jackson,  Michigan — two 
weeks.  Grand  Central  Theatre,  St.  Louis,  starting  25th. 

HARRY  BARRIS 
and  his 

“BLUE  BLOWING  BABY  GRAND” 
Eleven  weeks  at  McVickers  with  Paul  Ash — watch  for  my 
return  at  the  New  Oriental,  Chicago,  with  the  King  of  Jazz 
— Mr.  Paul  Ash. 

Management 

PHIL  TYRRELL  ATTRACTIONS 
705  Woods  Bldg.,  Chicago 

SPECIAL  ATTRACTIOI^S  FOR  THE  PICTVRE  THEATRE 
HARRY  BARRIS 

Mitchell  Brothers 

Only  Professionals 
in  Wisconsin  Show 

MILWAUKEE,  April  20.— “Milwau- 
kee’s Own  Follies”  is  the  title  of  the  pre- 

sentation at  the  Wisconsin  this  week,  and 

a   goodly  show  it  is.  With  the  exception 

of  one  act,  all  participants  are  local  tal- 
ent of  professional  timber  whipped  into 

shape  by  Ed.  J.  Weisfeldt,  production 
manager. 

The  show  opens  with  the  Mitchell 

Brothers,  well  known  presentation  at- 
tractions, working  separately  from  that 

part  of  the  program  given  over  to  the 

local  hopefuls.  These  two  boys  are  ar- 
tists in  every  sense  of  the  word.  Their 

banjo  playing  is  excellent  and  their  sing- 
ing is  a   delight.  Given  the  advantage  of 

a   simple  but  suitable  set,  they  do  two 

numbers  particularly  adaptable  to  their 
talents  and  go  over  with  a   wow. 

Following  this,  the  organists  play  an 

original  arrangement  entitled  “Making 
Stars”  and  illustrated  with  slides.  This 
serves  as  a   prologue  to  the  big  act,  which 
opens  with  a   youngster  in  Eddie  Cantor 

attire  singing  and  doing  several  promis- 
ing Stunts.  He  then  introduces  two 

"local”  pianists.  These  talented  girls 

play  "Nola”  on  two  pianos  and  then  ac- 
company a   diininuitive  "blues”  singer. 

From  then  on  the  show  is  purely  and 
unmistakably  local  talent. 

Child  prodigies  are  in  the  majority 
among  the  performers.  Some  of  the 

youngsters  sing  and  some  play  instru- 
ments, but  all  of  them  dance.  Two  tots, 

one  a   boy  accordianist  and  clog  dancer 

of  tender  years  and  the  other  a   wisp  of 

a   girl  singer  can-y  off  the  honors  of  the 
kid  part  of  the  show. 

The  youngters  work  in  a   toy-house 

set,  showing  their  little  faces  at  the  win- 
dows of  the  cut-out  house  in  the  back- 

ground or  sitting  on  a   lawn  swing  when 

not  engaged  in  doing  their  stuff.  The 
only  semi-adult  aspect  of  this  portion 
of  the  bill  is  the  Carla  Torney  Ballet, 
recruited  from  a   local  dancing  academy. 

Lsing  a   separate  set  are  the  Milwau- 
kee Broadcasting  Firemen,  who  sing 

solos,  quartettes  and  play  various  homely 
instruments.  Their  offering  is  preceded 
by  a   trailer  showing  firemen  at  work  on 
big  conflagrations  and  winding  up  with 

a   fire  truck  returning  to  its  barn.  Cur- 

tain then  parts  revealing  the  inside  of 
the  station  with  five  firemen  apparently 

just  returned  from  a   fire.  At  the  con- 
clusion of  their  divertisements  the  alarm 

rings  into  the  midst  of  a   song  and  they 
all  dash  for  their  rubber  coats. 

The  show  closes  with  a   mixed  chorus 

assembled  for  the  occasion,  singing  the 

prayer  scene  from  "Cavaleria  Rusticana," which  seems  a   bit  incongruous  with  a 

"follies"  show,  but  goes  over  neverthe- 

less. 

Joie  Lichter  and 

Band  Present  Bill 

Fitting  to  Season 
MILWAUKEE,  .April  20. — A   baseball 

act  is  used  on  the  stage  at  the  Strand 

this  week,  with  Joie  Lichter  and  his 

gang  wearing  ball  players'  suits  to  good 
advantage  and  playing  numbers  in  keep- 

ing with  the  opening  of  the  baseball  sea- 
son. 

Before  the  curtain  parts  a   trailer  is 
flashed  on  the  screen  with  wise  cracks 
about  the  achievements  of  various  of  the 

band  men  on  the  diamond.  One  musi- 
cian, so  it  says,  hit  a   home  run  with  his 

clarinet,  the  drummer  “beat”  his  way 
home,  and  so  on  down  the  line. 

Eventually  a   ball  game  in  action  is 
shown,  with  the  curtain  parting  so  that 
the  diamond  in  the  film  e.xactly  fits  a 

diamond  on  the  back  drop  of  the  set. 
After  a   number  of  selections  have  been 

played  Mac  Ohman  sings  an  original 

version  of  “Tenderly.”  His  costume  is 
that  of  a   news  boy  at  the  ball  park  and 

the  words  of  his  parody  fit  the  character. 

Though  the  “gag”  is  a   difficult  one, 

the  boys  come  through  witli  flying  col- 

ors, despite  the  fact  that  their  original 

plans  were  thwarted  by  the  ill  fate  of 
the  local  ball  team  during  the  game  of 
the  week. 

South  Joplin,  Mo.— New  moving  pic- ture and  vaudeville  theatre,  120  by  1/5 

feet,  with  seating  capacity  of  800,  will 
be  erected  at  20th  and  Main  streets,  to 
cost  $50,000. 

Hastings,  Neb.— Hastings  Theatre  & 

Realty  Corporation,  care  G.  Monroe,  804 
North  33rd  street,  Omaha,  Neb.,  has 

plans  by  G.  L.  Fisher,  1437  City  National 

Bank  Building,  Omaha,  for  tlirec-story 

brick,  terra  cotta  and  reinforced  concrete 

theatre  and  hotel  building,  68  by  122  and 

120  by  154  feet,  to  cost  $150,000. 

Mangan’s  “Madonna” Creates  Stir;  Gets 
Business  Holy  Week 

LONDON,  April  20.— The  Huly  Week 
presentation  at  the  Plaza  Theatre,  London, 

constituted  a   very  inexpensive  stage  set- 
ting hut  an  extraordinary  hcauliful  one, 

While  at  the  Capitol  tiieatre,  Giicago, 

Francis  A.  Mangan  won  singular  honors 

for  the  adept  manner  in  which  he  made 

gauze  curtains  lake  on  all  the  l)eauties  of 

a   painting  through  his  clever  manipulation 
of  scenic  lighting.  -Mangan  went  Chicago 
one  better  in  arranging  the  presentation 

fnr  Holy  Week  at  the  London  Plaza, 

cheese-cloth  being  llie  predominating  scen- 

ery, whicli  combined  with  the  flimsy  gar- 
ments of  the  Tiller  Dancers  made  a   scene 

of  licauty  all  enclosed  in  the  mysterious 
web-iike  set  of  hcauliful  colored  gauzes. 

The  presentatum  was  programed  “The Madonna,"  the  scene  opening  with  the 
swaths  of  loose  hanging  material  delicately 

tinted  in  a   deep  blue,  the  dancers  coming 

through  a   gauze  veiled  trap  in  the  floor 

from  apparently  nowhere.  At  the  com- 

pletion of  the  dance  Jiey  again  disap- 

peared through  the  heavily  veiled  floor,  an 
effect  which  mystified  the  audience,  as  the 

characters  seemed  to  come  from  nowhere 

and  disappear  in  a   like  manner. 

“Bughouse  Cabaret” 
Warms  Up  Patrons  of 
Newman,  Kansas  City 

KANSAS  CITY,  .\pril  20.— "The  Bug- 

house  Caharel."  with  26  cnlerlainers,  went 

over  w’ell  at  the  Newman  theatre  last  week. 

In  such  rapid  succession  <li)  the  "stun
ts’ 

of  “The  Bughouse  Cabaret"  come  that  it 
would  lie  difficult  to  say  that  any  one,  or 

several,  for  that  matter,  members  of  the 

cast  hold  the  spotlight.  \’irtually  every- 

thing, from  jazz  dancing  to  acrobatic  feats, 

arc  combined  in  the  act,  wliich  received 

more  applause  than  some  other  shows  re-
 

cently seen  at  this  house.  It  is  a   con\pany 

without  any  outstanding  stars.  The  act  is 

in  one  setting  aiul  lasts  about  30  minutes. 

The  long  feature  picture  was  “The  U
n- 

tamed Lady." 
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“Melodies  Eternal,” 
Anderson  Unit  Show 

Slowest  Yet  Offered 

NEW  YORK,  April  20.— The  Rivoli 
theatre  was  the  only  Broadway  picture 
house  in  which  an  entirely  new  program 
was  presented  to  its  patrons  last  week. 
The  reason  for  the  odd  situation  was  that 
all  the  other  houses  presented  holdover 
programs. 

“Melodies  Eternal,’'  musical  visualiza- 
tions based  on  the  immortal  .compositions 

of  George  Frederick  Handel,  staged  by 
John  Murray  Anderson,  was  the  presenta- 

tion at  the  Rivoli,  and  let  it  be  said  right 
now  that  it  is  the  slowest  ever  offered  to 
theatre  patrons  to  date.  To  repeat  what 
has  been  said  by  this  reporter  bcLre,  if 

John  Murray  Anderson  presented  “Melo- 
dics Eternal”  for  entertainment  value  he 

failed,  if  for  costume  and  scenic  value  he 
succeeded,  for  the  costumes  and  scenes 
were  great.  Credit  here  should  be  given 
to  Herman  Rosse,  who  designed  boti. 

The  presentation  opened  with  an  en- 
semble of  musicians,  dancers  and  singers. 

The  musicians:  Rae  Eleanor  Ball,  violin; 
Carl  Schultze,  harp;  Joseph  Ball,  cello,  and 
F.  Patchouk,  flute.  The  dancers :   Dorothea 
and  Naida.  The  singers;  Norma  Jean, 
Mildred  Haley,  Elaine  Pickens  and  Rita 
Sebastian,  attired  in  Colonial  costumes. 
Very  slow  for  an  opener.  Then  Rae 

Eleanor  Ball  played  a   violin  solo,  “Lar- 
ghetto.”  Miss  Ball  made  a   wonderful  ap- 

pearance and  played  in  her  usual  fine  style, 
but  the  audience  had  not  recovered  and 
only  a   ripple  of  applause  was  heard  upon 
her  exit. 

The  first  sign  of  warmth  was  shown  by 
the  audience  when  Olive  Hutchinson, 

coloratura  soprano,  finished  singing  “Sweet 
Bird,”  Her  coloratura  notes  with  a   flute 
obligato  made  her  the  bright  single  of  the 
presentation. 

The  next  scene  was  a   scene  of  beauty, 
with  Joseph  Ball  playing  cello,  Miss  Ball 
playing  violin,  with  organ  accompanying. 
A   scrim  was  raised  and  the  interior  of  a 
church  choir  loft  was  disclosed  with  the 

figures  in  the  stained  glass  appearing  to 
come  to  life  and  singing.  This  scene  will 
long  be  remembered,  and  the  ensemble 
singing  was  excellent. 

The  only  feature  of  "Melodies  Eternal” 
that  seemed  to  linger  in  the  minds  of  a 
few  Rivoli  patrons  who  were  asked  their 
opinions  were  the  scenes  and  the  finale. 

A   couple  of  youngsters,  the  Eton  Boys, 
dressed  as  Eton  Boys  should  be,  appearing 
in  the  first  part  of  the  program  went 
through  a   routine  of  dances  during  which 
they  seemed  to  enjoy  themselves  a   great 
deal  more  than  the  audience  did  in  watch- 

ing them.  A   slow  motion  Charleston, 
danced  by  the  younger  of  the  two,  was 
fairly  well  received. 

Harold  Ramsey,  Rivoli  organist,  gave 
the  audience  a   lot  of  laughs  when  he 

played  “I  Don’t  Believe  It,  but  Say  It 

Again.” 

Conley,  Silverman 
Battle  Music  Tax 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

ST.  LOUIS,  April  20. — Larry  Conley  of 
The  Conley-Silverman  orchestra  and  presi- 

dent of  the  Larry  Conley  Music  Publishers, 
Inc.,  is  corresponding  with  unorganized 
music  publishers  throughout  the  country 
to  obtain  their  co-operation  in  the  organ- 

ization of  an  association  to  promote  the 
interests  of  tax-free  music. 

Conley,  discussing  his  tentative  plans  for 
the  new  association,  attacked  the  injustice 

of  the  exorbitant  tax  which  members  of 
tlie  American  Society  of  Composers  and 
.\uthors  exact  from  theatre  owners,  radio 
broadcasters  and  others  seeking  to  use 
their  music.  He  holds  that  the  radio 

broadcasters,  for  instance,  are  more  bene- 
ficial to  the  music  publishers  and  their 

songs  than  the  publishers  are  to  the  radio. 
And  the  same  is  true  of  the  theatres. 

He  blamed  the  Broadcasters  Associa- 
tion for  not  pushing  tax-free  music  in  pref- 

erence to  the  songs  controled  by  the  com- 
bination of  authors  and  publishers. 

Song  Quartette  Is 
Hit  of  Show  with 

V.  Buck  and  Band 

LOS  ANGELES,  .-\pni  20. — A   very  en- 
thusiastic audience  lent  encouragement  to 

Verne  Buck’s  musical  gang  at  the  Metro- 
politan theatre  last  week.  The  offering, 

set  in  a   tropical  atmosphere,  was  called 

“Hello,  Hawaii,”  and  deserved  the  applause 
it  got  because  it  was  one  of  the  most  fin- 

ished presentations  ever  staged  at  the  Met. 
The  orchestra  and  the  leader  were 

dressed  in  white  with  the  usual  leis  strung 
around  their  necks.  The  opening  number 

was  “Behind  the  Clouds,”  the  chorus  of 
which  was  sung  by  David  Percy.  The 
Royal  Far  East  String  orchestra  rendered 
several  pleasing  Hawaiian  numbers  and  the 
Lorrell  sisters,  attired  in  grass  skirts  and 

using  ukuleles,  sang  and  played  "Rose  of 
Waikiki."  Jimmy  Mosley  and  Clarice 
Gannon  sang  “Indian  Love  Call”  from 
“Rose  Marie.” 
There  were  several  chorus  numbers  by 

the  Metropolitan  girls,  and  the  song  “No- 
body's Business”  elicited  considerable  ap- 

plause. “The  Foursome,”  a   youthful  quar- 
tette, held  over  from  last  week,  proved  the 

hit  of  the  bill.  The  audience  could  not  get 
enough  of  these  tuneful  choristers. 

The  act  closed  with  a   bathing  girl  revue 
in  which  many  prettv  bathing  suits,  never 
intended  for  the  water,  were  displayed. 
The  stage  setting  was  constructed  around 
a   ukulele  tree  with  the  two  grand  pianos 
hidden  in  immense  pineapples.  Several 
novel  drops  added  the  necessary  tropical 
touches  to  the  whole. 

Harry  G.  Sandberg’s Presentation  Clicks 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

ENNIS,  TEX,,  April  20. — Harry  G. 
Sandberg,  manager  of  the  R.  &   R.  Grand 
theatre  here,  knocked  'em  all  cold  last 
week  when  he  put  on  a   clever  style  show 
as  a   presentation  in  connection  with  his 

showing  of  "Irene.”  Ennis  is  a   small 
town  of  8,000,  but  the  presentation  would 
have  been  a   credit  to  a   larger  city. 
Sandberg  states  that  while  it  is  the  opinion 

of  some  people  that  presentations  don’t  pay 
in  the  small  town,  he  believes  they  have  a 
personal  appeal  in  the  small  town  that  is 
not  present  in  the  larger  towns.  He  says 
that  whenever  he  puts  on  a   special  presen- 

tation, the  people  come  in  swarms. 

Martinez  to  Equip 
for  Presentation 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

MARTINEZ,  CAL.,  April  20, — Com- 
plete equipment  for  the  staging  of  pres- 

entations will  be  installed  in  the  new 
Martinez  theatre  here.  The  house  is  rap- 

idly nearing  completion,  and  the  opening 
announcement  is  expected  soon.  Power 
Studios  will  install  an  ARPO  counter- 

weight system  and  all  other  stage  equip- 
ment. 

“Frolic”  Show  at 
Fox  Fast,  Bright; 
Norman  Held  Over 

The  Fox  theatre  last  week  presented  a 
varied  and  entertaining  surrounding  pro- 

gram. A   gay  and  swiftly  moving  novelty 

was  Earl  Lindsay’s  “Springtime  Frolic," with  a   series  of  dances  dating  from  the 

dainty  minuet  of  our  grandmothers’  days 
to  the  fast-moving  Charleston  of  today, 
to  say  nothing  of  a   hula  hula  dance  and  a 
very  well  done  clog.  Thomas  Monahan 
exhibited  some  difficult  and  novel  steps 
and  was  ably  assisted  by  Virginia  Frank, 
Marjorie  Lane,  Dorothy  Markey.  Hilda 

Barnuin,  Phelps  Twins,'  Adeline  Thorne 
and  Mary  Lee  Reed.  The  Phelps  Twins’ 
song.  "Let’s  Talk  About  My  Sweetie,” 
which  opened  the  act,  evoked  much  ap- 

plause and  the  whole  act  was  admirably 
staged, 
A   delightful  and  colorful  number  was 

Karyl  Norman,  the  Creole  Fashion  Plate, 
with  his  ravishing  costumes  and  clever  im- 

personations of  a   variety  of  women,  from 
a   Parisian  apache  to  a   modern  flapper. 
During  his  female  impersonations  he  sin^s 
in  a   falsetto  voice  and  there  is  a   gasp  of 
surprise  when  he  appears  in  male  attire 

and  sings  “Daisy  Days,”  in  his  natural 
voice.  He  is  accompanied  on  two  grand 
pianos  by  Keno  Clark  and  Bobbie  Simonds 
and  the  perfectly  matched  tempo  observed 
by  these  two  pianists  is  remarkable.  Nor- 

man was  given  an  ovation  and  in  response 
to  continued  applause  and  man^  requests 
gave  his  famous  impersonation  of  a   mod- 

ern co-ed.  A   touch  of  mystery  about  the 
whole  act  is  decidedly  intriguing. 
The  Fox  theatre  grand  orchestra  played 

the  “Maytime”  overture  bv  Romberg. 

The  long  feature  was  “Sandy.” 

Louis  Forbstein’s Orchestra  Puts  on 

Another  Comedy  Bill 

KANSAS  CITY,  April  20. — Louis  Forli- 
stein  and  his  Royal  Syncopators  had  a 
real  workout  at  the  Royal  again  last  week. 
The  concert,  or  act,  depicts  just  about 
everything  in  the  way  of  situations  that  is 
to  be  witnessed  in  the  feature  comedy  pic- 

ture. Appearing  six  times  daily  on  the 
stage,  twice  more  than  usually  is  customary 
for  them,  the  Syncopators  pressed  the  pic- ture hard  as  a   drawing  card. 

Various  makeshift  changes  in  hats,  etc., 
enabled  the  musicians  to  inject  much  real 

humor  into  their  concert.  'The  entire  pro- 
gram was  jazz,  with  about  50  per  cent  of  it 

devoted  to  vocal  numbers. 

Kenneth  Miller  again  “registered”  as  the 
vocal  department  of  the  orchestra  and  is 
called  back  several  times  in  each  per- formance. 

The  long  feature  picture  was  "For 
Heaven’s  Sake.” 

Aunt  Jemima  with 

Mitchell  Brothers 

Featured  at  State 
ST.  LOUIS,  April  20. — Aunt  Jemima 

and  her  cheery  sayings  and  pancake  coun- 
tenance and  figure  were  among  the  chief 

stage  attractions  at  Loew’s  State  theatre 
the  week  just  ended.  Mitchell  Brothers, 

singing  banjoists,  were  also  on  the  pro- 
gram. Aunt  Jemima  was  assisted  by  some 

of  her  boys.  Flap  jacks  and  bucks. 

There  was  also  a   special  prologue  for 
“The  Barrier,”  the  main  screen  attraction. 
Don  Albert  and  his  orchestra  offered  as 

an  overture  “H  Guarany.”  Tom  Terry  also 
played  another  of  his  "oh  so  pleasing 
organ  solos. 
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Charles  Previn  and 

Orchestra,  Edwards' Revue  Split  Honors 

ST  LOUIS.  April  20.— Charles  Previn,
 

director  of  the  Missouri  symphony  
or- 

chestra. had  a   place  all  his  own  on  the 

program  for  the  week  of  April  
10. 

The  overture  for  the  week  was  Suppe’s 

“The  Poet  and  the  Peasant,”  and  it  was 

pleasing  indeed  to  see  how  the  ̂ en  re- 

sponded to  the  director’s  every  niood.  This 
masterpiece  of  the  music  world  covers  a 

wide  territory,  from  the  lowest  depths  to 

the  highest  pitches,  and  Previn  called  into 

play  not  only  his  baton  but  his  hair,  arms, 

hands,  shoulders  and  eyes. 

Then  he  offered  as  his  popular  number 

“I  Wonder  Where  My  Baby  Is  Tonight?” 
In  conducting  this  jazzy  number  he  weeps, 

silently  raves  and  tears  a   handkerchief  into 

bits,  excitedly  dancing  ala  Charleston.  It 

was’  a   very  realistic  interpretation  of  this 
piece,  and  a   new  departure  in  orchestra 
direction,  at  least  in  these  parts. 

The  stage  offering  was  Gus  Edv/ards’ 
“Garden  of  Girls,”  in  which  the  songs  of 
flowers  and  flowerlike  costumes  are  fea- 

tured. A   bower  of  flowers  formed  the 
background. 

The  scenes  are  very  pretty  and  the  sing- 
ing and  dancing  good.  The  singer  who 

got  the  most  applause  was  “The  Boy  Mc- 
Cormick,” who  went  over  big  with  “Pretty 

Kitty  Kelly.”  Four  male  choristers  in  the 
troupe  were  excellent. 

The  long  feature  film  was  “Let’s  Get 

Married.” 

Ed  Harkness  Returns  Home 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

SAN  FRANCISCO,  April  20. — Samuel 
H.  Levin  introduced  a   new  musical  feature 
at  his  Alexandria,  when  Eddie  Harkness 
and  his  orchestra  made  their  initial  appear- 

ance. Harkness  “comes  back  home”  to  take 
the  Alexandria  engagement,  having  been 
for  the  last  year  and  a   half  director  of 
the  orchestra  at  the  Olympic  hotel,  Seattle. 

Gene  Rodemich  and 

Band  Play  on  Stage; 
Smith  Is  Held  Over 

ST.  LOUIS,  April  20.— Gene  Rodemich 
and  his  jazzers  took  the  stage  once  more 
at  the  Grand  Central  the  week  of  April  10 

with  a   medley  of  “What’ll  I   Do?”  "Always” 
and  “Remember.”  These  were  treated  in 
both  symphonic  and  syncopated  manner. 
On  the  whole  the  offering  was  pleasing  and 
well  worth  hearing. 

Jack  Smith,  "The  Whispering  Barytone,” ^vas  held  over  for  a   second  week.  During 
some  of  his  numbers  the  band  and  the  audi- 

ence joined  him  in  whistling  "Some  Other 
Bird.”  Apparently  the  audiences  couldn’t 
get  enough  of  his  stuff  as  thev  kept  in- 

sisting on  more,  but  the  show  couldn’t 
be  held  up  long  enough  to  satisfy  them. 

On  the  screen  ‘’Tramp,  Tramp,  Tramp”, 
was  the  long  feature.  Stuart  Barrie  at  the 

organ  played  “A  Baseball  Phantasy,”  in 
keeping  with  the  opening  of  the  baseball 
season. 

Hal  Kemp  Orchestra 
Puts  on  Musical  Act 

at  Howard,  Atlanta 
ATLANTA,  April  20. — ^Hal  Kemp  and 

his  boys  from  the  hills,  formerly  of  the 
Carolina  Club  Orchestra,  suppli^  the  stage 
presentation  at  the  Metropolitan  theatre 
the  week  just  ended,  offering  a   tuneful 
program  from  a   repertoire  of  popular  song hits. 

Kemp,  who  plays  the  saxophone  and 

clarinet,  is  the  pivot  of  the  orchestra’s  sax 
chorus,  which  is  the  aggregation’s  chief 
feature.  The  members  make  a   good  ap- 

pearance in  gray  flannel  trousers  and  gray 
and  white  striped  blazer  coats.  All  the 
instruments  are  illuminated  and  the  lights 
blink  in  time  with  the  selections. 

The  numbers  included  "Pale  Moon,” 
“Everything  Is  Going  to  Be  Alright,”  “I 
Never  Knew,”  and  the  encore  selection 
was  “Rhythm  of  the  Day.”  The  offering consumed  about  15  minutes. 
The  overture  selected  by  Enrico  Leide 

was  Tschaikowski’s  "Nut  Cracker  Suite,” 
featuring  “The  Waltz  of  the  Flowers”  and 
“Russian  Dance.” 

The  long  picture,  “The  Dancer  of  Paris,” 
was  scored  with  Irving  Berlin’s  “Remem- 

ber,” and  several  new  tunes  from  current 
Broadway  shows  accompanied  the  showing 
of  the  short  comedy  film. 

Nell  Kelly  Heads 
Fanchon  and  Marco 

Show;  Scores  High 
^SAN  FRANCISCO,  April  20.— Nell 
Kelly,  billed  as  “the  originator  of  pep,” 
was  easily  the  star  of  Fanchon  and  Marco’s 
"Dream  Song  Idea”  at  the  Warfield.  As- 

sisted by  Walt  Roesner  she  kept  the  house 
in  an  uproar  with  her  singing,  dancing  and 
clowning.  She  and  the  others  in  the  show 

worked  against  a   mounting  that  was  color- 
ful and  elaborate. 

Miss  Kelly’s  appearance  here  was  in  the 
nature  of  a   homecoming.  Two  years  ago 
she  entered  a   talent  contest  conducted  by 
the  Bnlletm  and  adjudged  by  Marco.  Hun- 

dreds entered,  but  Miss  Kelly  won.  Since 

then  her  rise  has  been  rapid  and  Marco’s 
confidence  in  her  ability  has  been  vindi- cated. 

“Monk"  Watson  and 

Serenaders  Hit  Hard 

in  Long  Engagement 

DECATUR,  ILL.,  April  20.— “Monk” Watson  and  the  Keystone  Serenaders  are 

going  strong  at  the  Lincoln  Square  theatre 

here,  in  its  eleventh  presentation  week. 
For  a   town  of  53,000  this  draw  is  unusual. 

Last  week  the  band  and  Watson  were 

aided  by  two  acts  booked  as  soecial  at- tractions. 

Manager  Wallace  built  a   futuristic  drop 

to  mount  last  week’s  show.  The  band 
worked  against  this  and  Watson  and  the 

other  acts  worked  in  front  of  the  band. 

Ernie  Holmgren,  billed  as  “the  dancing 
violinist,”  lived  up  to  his  billin"  and  went 

over  well.  “Monk,”  as  usual,  had  several 
new  stunts  in  his  routine  and,  also  as 

usual,  pleased  all  who  came.  Ben  Kyt^  a 
member  of  the  Serenaders,  sang  Too 

Many  Parties”  and  scored  big.  A   quartette 

composed  of  Kyte.  Schaffer,  Chalk  and 

Allenbaugh  also  went  over  well. 

For  the  current  week  Manager  Wallace 

has  the  bovs  under  the  big-top  m   a   show 

titled  “At  the  Circus.”  Lester,  Ltd.  Chi- 

cago, who  costumes  the  Lincoln  Square 

shows,  has  outdone  previous  efforts  on  the
 

circus  show. 

Chaminsky  Writes  Overture 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

DALLAS,  April  20.— Hyman  Ch
arnin- 

sky,  director  of  the  Capitol  theatre 
 orches- 

tra, again  displayed  his  talent  for  oripn
al- 

ity  by  composing  an  overture  whi
ch  was 

dedicated  to  "The  Cohens  and  the  Kellys
, 

which  enjoyed  capacity  business  a
t  tne 

Capitol  last  week. 

“Gypsy  Follies”  Not 
So  Good  in  Atlanta; 

Chora!  Singing  Rusty 

ATLANTA,  April  20. — Another  John 

Murray  Anderson  presentation,  “Gypsy 
Follies,"  held  the  stage  at  the  Howard 
theatre  the  week  closing,  and  although  by 
far  the  most  colorful  of  the  series  so  far, 
it  was  rather  lacking  in  the  other  avenues 
of  entertainment,  with  the  exception  of  one 
feature. 

Teddy  Walters,  dancing  with  Roy  Ellis, 
gave  an  exhibition  that  was  new  to  this 
locality  and  the  best  of  its  kind  ever 
witnessed  in  this  city,  and  Ellis  contributed 
largely  to  the  success  of  her  work.  The 
performance  of  this  pair  carried  the 

presentation  over. 
The  gaudily  designed  settings  of  this 

offering  are  more  colored  than  any  previous 

ones  and  are  cleverly  arranged.  The  cur- 
tain rises  on  gypsy  camp.  The  tents  prove 

to  be  half  conical  and  revolve  on  a   wheel 
liase,  turn  to  the  audience  and  introduce 
the  performers  in  their  respective  groups. 
The  ensemble  singing  was  rusty  and  failed 
to  move  the  audience.  The  sketch  ran  about 
IS  minutes. 

Joseph  Littau  led  his  Howard  orchestra 

through  Von  Suppe’s  “Light  Calvary, and 
Organist  Melvin  Ogden  rendered  Kreis- 
ler’s  "Caprice  Viennoisc.” 

“The  Blind  Goddess”  was  the  long  fea- 
ture picture,  and  an  Educational  comedy 

and  a   newsreel  completed  the  program. 

“Paradise  Isle”  Is 
Hit  With  Patrons 

of  Palace,  Dallas 

DALLAS,  April  20.— "Paradise  Isle.” Anderson  production,  was  offered  at  the 
Palace  theatre  last  week.  The  act  was 

entirely  different  from  the  others  of  the 
previous  weeks,  and  was  equally  as  good. 
All  of  these  acts  are  meeting  with  de- 

mand as  well  as  approval  here.  The  act 
carries  the  audience  to  the  South  Sea 

Islands  with  all  its  romance  and  local 
color  in  song  and  dance.  The  company 
is  billed  as  The  Royal  Samoans,  and  is 

headed  by  natives  in  native  costurne. 
The  setting  was  entirely  in  keeping  with 

the  act,  and  is  colorful  as  one  would  ex- 
pect in  such  an  act. 

Tandy  McKenzie,  reputed  to  be  the 

South  Sea  John  McCormick,  received 

quite  an  ovation,  and  Prince  Lei  Leni 

proved  to  be  a   singer  of  no  mean  ability. 

Thelma  Harvey,  a   red-haired  Gilda 

Gray,  showed  unusual  ability  in  her 

dances,  and  earned  the  salvo  of  applause 

which  she  received.  Other  weird  dances 

were  well  received  for  their  unusualness and  originality. 

Leo  Forbstein  New 

Egyptian  Director 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

HOLLYWOOD,  April  20.— Leo  Forb- 
stein has  taken  active  charge  of  the  Egyp- 
tian theatre  orchestra,  replacing  Carlo  D. 

Elinor  Sid  Grauman  recently  placed  borb- 

stein  under  a   year's  contract  to  score  all 

pictures  and  lead  the  orchestra 
Egyptian.  He  is  now  busy  scoring^  1   ne 

Black  Pirate”  and  "Sparrows."  ’S
par- rows” opens  about  May  15. 

at  Kinema 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

SALT  LAKE  CITY,  April  20.— "A  'Trip 
to  the  Hawaiian  Islands,”  with  Aldrich  s 

Imperial  Hawaiians.  was  offered  as  a   spe- 

cial attraction  at  the  Kinema’  theatre  here last  week. 
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Scene  2   of  the  "Sea  Beast”  presentation  staged  during  th
e  showing  of  the  Warner 

Brothers  picture  at  the  New  Broadway,  Charlotte.  N.
  C.  The  ship  moved  across 

the  stage  and  water  and  cloud  effects  were  played  on  the  drop. 
 heatur^  in 

this  presentation  were  Claudia  Fulmer,  soprano,  Alvin
  Eley,  tenor  and  Earle 

Tanner,  barytone.  Picture  and  presentation  played  a   hol
dover  date  at  the  house. 

Mile.  Louise  and 

Lee  Stafford  Hit 

at  Rialto,  Omaha 
OMAH.^,  April  20. — The  twinkling 

feet  and  graceful  motions  of  Mile 
Louise,  dancing  partner  of  Lee  Stafford, 
former  musical  comedy  performer,  held 
the  attention  of  theatregoers  at  the 
Rialto  last  week.  Dancers  as  pleasing 

with  skill  and  grace  as  Mile.  Louise  are 
few  and  far  between.  She  was  the  cen- 

ter of  praise. 
Stafford  also  well  received,  as  was 

Shea  Vincent,  the  pianist  in  the  act. 
Stafford  danced  cleverly  opposite  ^Ille. 

Louise  and  also  sang.  Mounting,  includ- 

ing a   Chinese  setting,  and  a   Spanish  set- 
ting, showed  good  taste  throughout.  As 

a   whole,  the  trio  of  entertainers  were 

highly  pleasing.  Members  of  the  au- 
dience seemed  to  believe  the  presenta- 

tion act  one  of  the  best,  if  not  the  best, 
at  the  Rialto  for  some  weeks. 

Manager  Harry  Watts  presented  an- 

other one  of  the  "Famous  Melody” 
series.  “Songs  of  Old  England”  were  of- 

fered, including  such  old  numbers  as 

“Love's  Old  Sweet  Song,”  "The  Hunt  Is 

Up,”  "The  Lass  of  Richmond  Hill," 
"Drink  to  Me  Only  with  Thine  Eyes,” 
"Alice,  Where  Art  Thou?”  and  others. 

Harry  Rrader’s  orchestra  played.  This form  of  entertainment  seems  to  win 

favor  with  the  audiences,  probably  tired 
of  the  continuous  din  of  jazz. 

The  long  feature  film  was  Social 

Celebrity.” 

Rasch  Dance  Group, 

Restivo,  Carr  on 

Big  Bill  at  Stanley 
PHIL.XDELPHIA,  April  20.~Alhcrtina 

Kasch’s  "Dance  Reflections"  was  a   beauti- 
ful and  well-staged  production  at  tlie 

Stanley  last  week.  Jeane  Upham  opened 
the  act  with  a   solo  dance,  followed  by  a 
trio  dressed  as  chimpanzees,  grotesquely 
gyrating  to  the  accompaniment  of  the 

"Spring  Song"  by  Mendelssohn.  Restivo, 
a   .skillful  accordionist,  played  a   few  jazz 
selections  accompanied  by  the  Stanley 

symphony  orchestra.  O’Brien  and 

Brown  then  gave  an  exhibition  of  soft 
shoe  dancing,  followed  by  four  girls  in 
exotic  costumes  in  a   typical  chorus  girl 

dance.  O’Brien  and  Brown  reappeared 
garbed  in  blue  .silk  overalls  and  did  some 
ilexterous  steps.  The  act  closed  with  a 

finale  by  the  entire  cast  which  evoked 
much  applause. 

Jimmy  Carr,  tlie  "Doctor  of  Melody,” and  his  orchestra,  scored  quite  a   hit, 

playing  a   number  of  selections  in  an  or- 

iginal and  effective  manner.  "Someone 
to  Love,”  arranged  by  Carr,  was  a   popu- 

lar number  and  his  rendition  of  Kip- 

ling’s "Boots”  caused  gales  of  laughter. 
In  addition  to  directing  his  orchestra, 

Carr  sang  and  danced  and  his  mono- 
logues were  very  humorous. 

The  orchestra  played  the  "Mignon” 
overture,  by  Tliomas,  under  the  direc- 

tion of  Sidney  Lowenstein  with  skill  and 

feeling.  The  long  feature  is  "The  New 

Klondike.” Ibanez’  "Torrent”  and  Van  and 
Schenck  are  the  Stanley  attractions  this 
week. 

Cabanne  Signs  Contract 

ivith  Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer 

^HRISTY  C.^BANNE,  screen  director 
^   who  in  the  past  season  has  directed  three 

sensational  films  in  succession  in  "The 
Midshipman,”  “The  Masked  Bride,”  and 
“Monte  Carlo,”  has  been  placed  under  a 
new  contract  by  the  Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer 
studios,  according  to  an  announcement  by 
Louis  B   Mayer.  He  is  soon  to  direct 
Mae  Murray  in  her  new  starring  vehicle, 

“Altars  of  Desire.”  It  was  Cabanne  who 

directed  "The  Masked  Bride.” 
"Tile  Midshipman,"  starring  Ramon 

Novarrn,  and  laid  about  life  at  Annapolis, 
was  hailed  as  one  of  the  brilliant  screen 

works  of  the  year.  Cabanne  i.s  himself  an 
.Annapolis  man. 

Borgato  in  M-G-M  Role 

AGESTINO  borgato,  once  a   lading man  for  the  late  Italian  dramatic  im- 
mortal, Eleanor  Duse,  has  been  cast  for  an 

important  role  in  "Bardelys  the  Magnifi- 
cent,” the  Rafael  Sabatini  romance  which 

Irving  Thalberg  will  produce  for  Metro- 
Goldwynn-Maycr,  with  John  Gilbert  star- 
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ring  under  King  Vidor’s  direction  and Eleanor  Boardman  in  the  leading  feminine rule. 

Carmel  Myers  Cast  in '"Bellamy’^  with  Novarro 

^.ARMEL  MYERS  who  as  "Iras”  in  “Ben Hur”  practiced  her  wiles  on  Ramon 
Novarro,  is  again  to  be  seen  with  the  star 

in  his  new  picture,  "Bellamy  the  Magnifi- 
cent,” which  Hobart  Henley  is  directing 

at  the  Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer  studios. 

Carmel  will  be  seen  as  the  lovely  “Lady 
Enid”  who  singles  out  the  handsome  “Lord 
Jerold”  for  the  reception  of  her  affections. 
In  the  part  Miss  Myers  will  be  seen  as  a 
blonde  for  the  first  time,  and  is  bound  to 

prove  a   surprise  to  her  admirers. 

Since  completing  her  part  in  "Ben  Hur" the  actress  has  been  constantly  at  work, 

playing  in  “The  Devil’s  Circus,"  and  re- 

cently she  completed  the  role  of  "Countess 
Desane”  in  John  M.  Stahl’s  production  of "Toio.” 

An  already  notable  cast  has  been  as- 
signed to  the  Henlcy-Novarro  picture, 

which  includes  Willard  Louis,  Renev 

.Adoree,  Sally  O’Neil.  Bert  Roach.  Edgar 
Norton  and  Owen  Lee. 

40  of  "^ScandaW’  Cast 
Greet  Dorothy  Sebastian 

Forty  girls,  members  of  the  cast  of George  White's  "Scandals,”  gathered 
yesterday  at  the  Santa  Fe  station,  with  .i 
jazz  band,  to  welcome  Dorothy  Sebastian, 

formerly  one  of  the  “Scandals”  players,  on 
her  arrival  from  New  York  to  join  the 

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer  studio  organization, 

where  she  was  recently  placed  under  con- tract. 

Miss  Sebastian  first  won  fame  on  the 

stage  in  New  York,  appearing  in  the  “Scan- dals” and  other  musical  shows,  and  then 

scored  a   sensational  screen  hit  in  “Sack- 

cloth and  Scarlet.” She  later  returned  to  New  York,  where 

.she  was  placed  under  contract  to  come 
West  to  the  M-G-M  studios. 
On  news  of  her  departure  from  New 

York  her  ftirmer  associates  now  playing  in 

the  "Scandals”  at  the  Biltmore  theatre,  ar- 
ranged the  reception  at  the  train. 

IV althall  A   Derelict  of 

Tropics  in  ISeiv  Role 

AKLONDYKE  storekeeper  —   then  a wandering  Indian  captive  in  Puritan 
(lays — and  now  a   strange  nearderelict  of 

the  tropics.  This  is  the  gamut  of  the  last 
three  roles  of  Henry  B.  Walthall,  noted 
screen  character  actor,  who  has  just  started 

his  strangest  role — that  of  "The  Priest, 
a   strange  character  of  Singapore,  in  Lmi 

Chaney’s  new  starring  vehicle.  “Road  la 

^fandalay.” The  story,  a   mystery  talc  laid  in  Singa- 
pore, Mandalay  and  Bengal  Bay.  is  an 

original  by  Tod  Browning  who  is  direct- 

ing the  feature  at  the  Metro-Goldwyn- 
Mayer  studios.  Chaney  plays  “Singapore 
Joe,"  a   renegade  divekeeper  in  an  Oriental resort. 

Hawkiiison  Abroad 

to  Expand  SportUght^ 

John  L.  Hawkinson,  producer  of  da' 
Grantland  Rice  Sportlights,  distributed  I>v 

Pathe,  has  gone  abroad  to  gather  material 

for  broadening  the  scope  of  this  series  to 

include  events  and  persons  in  foreign countries. 

Mr.  Hawkinson  will  look  over  the  sport 

situation  in  France,  Italy,  England  and 

Scotland  and  while  there  will  arrange  tor 

the  photographing  of  the  highlights  o 

sport  indoors,  and  outdoors,  including  an branches  of  sporting  life. 
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Hamlin  Tells  Story 
of  N,  Y.  Mark  Strand 

(Conthtucd  from  paffc  53) 

isements  of  ballet  and  prologues  to  rival 

the  staging  of  any  dramatic  production. 
It  was  a   daring  plan,  their  scheme  to 

build  a   palatial  motion  picture  theatre. 

They  were  not  only  building  the  first 

great  motion  picture  theatre,  but  they 
were  actually  regarded  as  competing 
with  drama  and  opera  in  planning  such 

“a  national  institution.” 
The  first  program  of  the  Mark  Strand 

Theatre  will  perhaps  best  tell  the  details 

of  the  project.  It  read  in  part  as  fol- 
lows: 

“Within  the  last  few  years  it  has  been  con- 
vincingly  demonstrated  that  moving  pictures  have 
come  to  stay,  that  they  are  yet  in  their  infancy 
and  have  untold  possibilities  for  further  develop- 

ment. The  evolution  from  the  store  room  picture 
liouse  to  tlie  small  theatre  and  thence  to  the 
regular  theatre  and  fin.illy  to  palatial  buildings 
like  ‘The  Strand’  is  but  the  natural  result  of 
progress. 

“Mitchell  H.  Mark  and  Moe  Mark  in  October, 
1912,  started  to  organize  a   company  with  a   million 
dollars  capital,  which  in  a   short  time  was  in- 

corporated under  tlic  laws  of  the  State  of  New 
York  witli  Mitchell  H.  Mark  as  president,  Moe 

Mark  as  vicepresident.  Eugene  L.  Falk  as  ti-cas- 
urcr,  and  a   board  of  directors  which  included 

Walter  Hays  and  Joseph  M.  Levenson.’" 

The  site  of  “The  Strand,”  the  first  pro- 
gram continues,  was  obtained  on  a   long- 
term lease  and  the  building  covers  an 

area  of  twenty  cit}^  lots  with  a   Broad- 
way frontage  of  155  feet  and  277  feet  on 

the  47th  street  side.  There  was  only  one 

other  theatre  in  New  York  “equipped 
with  a   steel  curtain  completely  separat- 

ing the  stage  from  the  Auditorium.” 
Bright-Lights  Broadway 

The  site,  incidentally,  was  the  old 
Brewster  carriage  factory,  Broadway  and 
47th  street  had  not  been  set  ablaze  by 
the  white  lights;  the  streets  were  dark 

and  dingy  and  the  carriage  factory  itself 
had  been  abandoned.  It  was  the  build- 

ing of  the  Mark  Strand  that  really 
caused  Broadway  white  lights  to  blink 
so  far  north  on  Manhattan  Island. 

It  was  stated  in  the  first  program  that 

“from  the  first  moment  we  conceived  the 

idea  of  erecting  ‘The  Strand’  we  made 
studies  of  all  the  best  theatres  in  Europe 

and  America  ...  to  profit  by  their 

experiences.”  Thomas  W.  Lamb  was  se- 
lected by  the  founders  for  the  supreme 

task  of  making  the  studies  of  the  Euro- 
pean and  American  theatres  and  putting 

all  of  the  best  features  into  making  the 

Strand  “a  National  Institution”  which 
would  stand  for  all  time  as  the  model 

of  Moving  Picture  Palaces. 
The  first  program  continues: 

"An  innovation  in  the  architectural  construc- 
tion of  the  Auditorium  that  is  distinctly  original 

and  novel  in  New  York  City  and  which  will 
doubtless  have  a   pleasant  appeal  to  all,  is  the 
two-slory  rotunda  and  mezzanine  promenade  in 
the  front  of  the  house.  This  is  continental  in 
character  and  adds  a   social  feature  to  the  institu- 

tion that  en.ibles  the  patrons  to  meet  and  con- 
verse during  the  intermission  and  obtain  relief 

from  the  long  couhneinent  in  their  seats. 

“We  have  endeavored  to  create  an  institution 
that  will  reflect  credit  upon  our  city,  our  coun- 

try and  ourselves.  We  have  the  utmost  faith  that 
our  judgment  will  be  vindicated  by  the  results — 
the  co-operation  and  patronage  of  the  people,  not 

alone  of  Greater  New  York,  but  all  the  nation.” 

Nothing  succeeds  quite  so  well  as  suc- 
cess. Clucking  togues,  doubting  Tliom- 

ases  and  Gloomy  Guses  were  soon 

hushed  and,  in.stead  of  predictions  that 
the  bubble  would  soon  burst,  there  was 
a   rush  to  adopt  here  and  elsewhere  the 
architectural  plans  and  the  programs  of 

“The  Strand.”  More  costly  and  perhaps 
more  luxurious  theatres  for  motion  pic- 

tures have  since  been  built,  but  it  is 

"The  Strand”  from  which  they  were  pat- 
terned. They  may  have  installed  divans 

or  fine  rugs  or  tapestries,  but  their  con- 
struction plans  for  the,  theatre  building 

and  the  program  of  divertisements  are 
and  will  always  be  known  as  copies  from 

‘The  Strand — A   National  Instirution.” 

But  enough  of  that  .   .   .   let  us 

know  of  the  first  uiglu  audience  at  "The 
Strand.”  Victor  Watson,  dramatic  critic 
of  the  New  York  American  in  1914,  and 

now  an  executive  editor,  wrote  the  fol- lowing: 

“Going  lo  thv  new  Siraml  Theatre  last  ingln 
was  very  much  like  going  to  a   I’rcsidenlial  re- 

ception, a   first  night  .-it  the  opera  or  tlie  opening 
jf  the  horse  show.  It  seemeil  like  everything  m 
town  had  simultaneously  arriveil  at  the  cuncltision 
that  a   visit  to  the  luagmlicent  new  movie  play- 

house was  necessary. 

“Limousines  by  the  hniulreds  rolled  up  to  (he 
doors  and  silk  and  diamond  bedecked  women  by 
the  thousands  paraded  into  the  wonderful  lobby 
of  the  largest  structure  of  its  kind  in  the  world. 
Hid  long  before  the  time  was  set  for  the  evc- 
ling  performance  every  seat  in  the  orchestra,  the 
balcony  and  the  bo.xcs  was  occupied  and  thous- 

ands of  people  had  to  go  away  disappointed. 

“I  have  always  tried  to  keep  abreast  of  tbc 
times  and  to  be  able  to  look  ahead  a   little  way, 
but  I   must  confess  that  when  1   saw  tlie  wnnder- 
ful  audience  last  night  in  all  its  costly  tog-,,  ilic 
one  tliought  that  came  to  my  mind  was  that  if 
anyone  had  told  me  two  years  ago  that  the  time 
would  come  when  the  finest  looking  people  in 
town  would  be  going  to  the  biggest  and  newest 
theatre  on  Broadway  for  tlie  purpose  of  seeing 
motion  pictures  I   would  have  sent  them  down  to 
visit  my  friend.  Dr.  Minas  Gregory,  at  Bellevue 

Hospital.  The  doctor  runs  the  city's  hiiglniiiso, 
you  know. 

“Never  before  have  I   seen  a   bigger  or  better 
looking  lot  of  folks  in  one  crowd  and  during 
the  performance,  it  struck  me,  that  hundreds  and 
hundreds  of  them  had  been  atlr.icted  not  merely 

by  the  moving  |iicliire5,  but  by  the  wonderful 
music  that  is  given  by  the  Strand  Drchesira, 
which  today  is  one  of  the  biggest  and  best  oi- 
chestms  in  New  York.  The  music  is  exquisite 
and  every  one  of  the  musicians  is  a   master  of 
the  instrument  he  plays.  The  orchestra  is  the 
big  permanent  feature  of  the  Strand,  and  the 
Metropolitan  Opera  House  is  about  the  only  place 
in  town  that  has  anything  on  the  Strand  Or- 

chestra.” Equally  interesting  to  tlie  audiences  of 
Twelfth  Anniversary  week  of  the  Mark 

Strand  will  be  a   resume  of  the  first  pro- 

gram. “The  Spoilers.”  from  Rex  Beach's 
novel,  was  the  feature  ijicture.  William 
Farnum  was  in  the  leading  role  of  Roy 

Glenisler;  Thomas  Santschi  was  .Alex- 
ander McNamara:  Kathlyn  Williams  was 

Cherry  Malotte;  Bessie  Eyton  was 
Helen  Chester;  E.  McGregor  the  Judge 
Stillman:  Frank  Clark  played  Dextry; 
Wheeler  Oakland  was  Broncho  Kid,  and 
Marshall  Farnum  was  Lawyer  Wheaton. 

The  program  opened  with  "The  Star 
Spangled  Banner”;  next  was  an  overture, 
Hungarian  Rhapsodie  No.  2   by  the 
Strand  Concert  Orchestra,  directed  by 

Carl  Edouardc,  conductor:  “A  Neapoli- 
tan Incident,”  called  “a  collaboration  of 

tlte  motion  picture  and  song”;  "Polo- 
naise” from  “Mignon”;  Strand  Topical 

Review,  quartette  from  "Rigolctto"  by 
the  Strand  quartette  and  a   Keystone 

comedy.  Then  came  the  big  feature  pic- 
ture— a   four-reel  Selig  production. 

It  was  a   genuine  sensation,  that  first 

night  at  "The  Strand."  A   distinguished 
audience,  a   program  distinctly  original 

in  its  features  of  music  and,  most  amaz- 
ing of  ail  at  that  time,  was  the  fact  that 

the  projection  was  good.  Everyone's 
eyes  didn’t  ache  and  pain  after  viewing 
the  film.s;  there  was  not  the  incessant 

flicker  and  "one  moment,  please"  .slide 
flashed  while  the  operator  made  adjust- 

ments or  patched  the  film  by  using  a 

safety  pin  extracted  from  an  overall 

strap.  The  motion  picture  and  the  mil- 
lion dollar  theatre  had  finally  graduated 

from  tlie  empty  storeroom  class  and  The 

Strand  had  set  a   standard  in  entertain- 

ment presentation  as  “   a   national  insti- 

tution.” Van  and  Schenck  at  Stanley 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

PHILADELPHl.-V  April  20.— Van  and 

Schenck,  internationally  famous  singtng 

team,  opened  a   week  date  at  the  Stanley 

theatre  yesterday.  This  is  their  first  ap
- 

pearance at  this  house,  but  is  not  the 

first  motion  picture  theatre  date  they 
have  played. 

Vaude  Shuts  Down 

Early  This  Season 
(( oiin’iiiiril  from  page  SI) 

wiil  -stay  out  in  the  rain  until  they  learn 

the  (lifTercnce  between  the  one  a’lid  the other  kind  of  theatre, 

Bookers  and  sliowinen  of  the  Middle 
West  know  picture  house  needs  more 

tlioroughly  titan  do  their  Eastern  con- 
temporaries, with  the  result  that  ihe  Mid- 

western statulard  is  liighcr.  Chicago  is 
the  center  of  presciualioii,  principally  for 
the  reason  that  it  is  tlie  home  of  B.  &   K.. 
the  organization  that  has  developed  the 

highe't  lype  of  presentations  the  country 
knows,  and  formerly  of  Francis  .\.  Man- 
gan,  whose  shows  for  Cooney  Brothers 
were  in  the  besl  tradition. 

rile  East  is  learning,  however.  Good 

arts,  wearied  and  often  cnougli  starved, 

by  vaudeville,  arc  revamping  for  the  pic- 
ture hou.ses.  Theatre  owners  and  man- 

agers are  rapidly  learning  their  patrons 
do  not  want  vaude  and  bmikers  are 

hustling  to  line  up  the  lic-st  houses  and best  acts. 

Buck  Is  Jekyli  and 

Hyde  of  Presentation 
(Coutiniied  from  page  S7) 

alres.  heard  Buck  and  his  orchestra  at  the 
.Marigold  Gardens  and  made  him  an  oiler 

which  was  loo  good  lo  refuse.  Me  was 
taken  by  Partington  lo  San  Francisco 
where  he  was  the  stage  attraction  at  the 
Granada  theatre  until  taken  to  Los  .Angele.s, 
also  by  Partington, 

Jazz  Is  Featured So  far  Buck  has  been  devoting  his  stage 

efforts  to  jazz  numbers  ami  will  continue 
to  do  so  as  long  as  the  public  demands  it. 

But  through  it  all  he  longs  for  the  classics 
and  often  uncxpectedlv  gives  the  audience 

a   treat  hj'  picking  up  his  violin  or  some 
other  instrument  and  playing  a   concert 
solo.  When  he  finishes  the  solo  he  jumps 

hack  into  jazz  and  leads  his  "gang”  through 
“hot"  numhers  that  virtually  set  the  audi- 

ences at  the  Metropolitan  in  an  ui)roar. 
With  his  inner  desire  running  towards 

the  classics  on  one  si<le,  and  his  submis- 
sion to  popular  desire  on  the  other  side 

that  has  resulted  in  his  liecoming  nation- 

ally known  as  "The  Prince  of  Pep."  Buck 
can  well  lie  termed  the  Dr,  Jekyli  and  Mr. 

llvdc  of  stage  presentations  in  motion  pic- 
ture theatres. 

Larry  Conley  Tops 

Skouras  Radio  Bill 
(Special  lo  Exhibitors  Herald) 

ST.  LOUIS.  .April  20.— Larry  Conley 
of  the  Conley-Silvcrman  orche.slra  which 

holds  forth  at  the  West  End  Lyric  the- 

atre, was  the  headliner  of  the  Skouras 
Brothers  Sunday  Night  Clul>_  program 
broadcast  from  Radio  Station  KMOX. 

“Cryin’  for  the  Moon,”  Conley's  latest 
composition,  was  sung  by  Conley  for  the 

first  time.  He  is  among  the  country  s 
foremost  composers. 

Press  Men  Hear  New 

Ben  Black  Song  Hit 

(Special  lo  Exhibitors  Herald) 

SAN  FRANCISCO.  April  20.— One  of
 

the  features  of  the  Press  Clubs  Midni
te 

liukus  staged  at  Loew's  Warfield  -April
  17 

was  tlic  Jack  Partington  producti
on  ot 

Den  Black’s  song,  "The  Press  Club  Blues, 

a   new  composition  dedicated  to  
the  news- 

papermen of  San  Francisco.  Black  wrote 

"Moonlight  and  Roses"  which  is  sti
ll  a hit. 
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THE  THEATRE 
O^ASDepartment  of  Practical  Showmanship 

Are  Show  People  Bad  Spellers?  Misspelled 

Words  in  the  Lights  Bring  No  Good  to  Your 

Box  Office — Errors  Caused  by  Negligence 
Are  show  people  bad  spellers?  It  is  likely  that  they  are  as  a   class  higher 

in  intelligence  than  any  other  trade.  It  is  just  as  likely  that  they  are  good 
spellers.  Evidence  on  the  subject,  however,  is  misleading. 
Many  examples  of  advertising  and  exploitation  are  contributed  chiefly  to 

provoke  criticism  and  advice,  recommendation  and  approval.  In  most  cases 
the  contributions  merit  praise.  Often  the  praise  is  not  forthcoming. 

Errors  have  crept  into  copy  submitted  in  almost  every  case  where  the  con- 

tribution has  not  been  stamped  with  approval.  Corinne  Grifiith’s  name  has  been 
spelled  Corrinne  or  Corrine  or  Coreen.  The  "S”  has  often  been  omitted  from 
the  name  Bebe  Daniels. 

Such  spelling  is  usually  the  result  of  faulty  proof  reading.  But  it  reflects  on 
the  theatre  management  for  whom  the  exploitation  is  done.  It  may  spoil  the 
whole  effect. 

A   popular  Chicago  theatre  last  week  carried  in  the  lights  the  words, 

“Siberia,  Starring  Edmuned  Lowe.”  Another,  a   house  in  the  outskirts  yet 
a   large  house  advertised  in  the  lights,  “Infatuat.on,  Starring  C’rinne 
Griffeth.” 

These  errors  are  obvious.  They  are  often  the  result  of  the  employe’s  lack 
of  knowledge  and  the  employer’s  negligence  in  inspecting  the  front. 

It  is  impossible  to  keep  out  the  errors  when  working  with  type.  It  is  difficult 

for  the  “Herald”  to  prevent  errors  from  creeping  in.  The  more  the  words 
that  are  being  handled  the  more  the  difficulty  in  keeping  out  errors.  The 
fewer  the  words  then  the  less  the  difficulty.  So  in  a   publication  that  bears 
but  a   few  hundred  words  it  is  less  excusable  to  permit  errors  to  appear  than 
in  a   publication  of  hundreds  of  thousands  of  words. 

On  the  marquee  of  a   theatre  there  are  seldom  more  than  50  words.  Each 
word  is  large,  easily  seen.  The  errors  may  be  reduced  to  a   minimum.  It  is 
not  for  the  sake  of  rhetoric  but  for  the  sake  of  the  advantage  to  be  gained 
with  the  patrons  and  thus  with  the  boxoffice. 

Emig  Turns  His  Orchestra  into  a   Band 

After  having  kept  their  audience  interested  for  several  weeks  with  Dis- 
covery nights,  ending  with  a   grand  finale  by  way  of  a   Kiddies  Minstrel. 

Manager  R.  F.  Emig  of  the  Windsor  theatre,  Chicago,  decided  to  present 

again  a   “different”  offering.  He  hit  upon  the  scheme  of  taking  the  or- 
chestra out  of  the  pit  and  with  the  aid  of  George  Senescue,  musical  di- 

rector, he  transformed  it  into  a   syncopation  band. 
When  the  curtain  was  drawn  the  regular  orchestra  was  seated  on  the 

stage  rendering  syncopation  numbers  under  direction  of  Senescue.  To 

add  to  the  syncopation  effect  blue  songs  and  Charlestoning  were  inter- 
spersed between  the  numbers  from  members  other  than  those  of  the  or- 
chestra, together  with  jazz  songs  from  a   cabaret  entertainer.  These  num- 

bers, good  as  they  were,  took  up  time  that  the  audience  was  wishing  had 
been  devoted  to  Mr.  Senescue  and  his  band. 

The  only  bit  of  vaudeville  entertainment  to  receive  commendation  was 
a   Charleston  and  soft  shoe  dancing  by  Chilton  and  Thomas,  a   colored 
pair  who  do  know  the  art  of  making  their  feet  speak.  The  girl  came  out 
and  did  some  intricate  Charleston  steps,  and  was  followed  by  the  boy  who 
did  a   splendid  bit  of  soft  shoe  dancing.  The  two  then  whirled  on  the  stage 
together  in  a   Charleston,  and  whirled  off  only  to  be  called  back  several 
times. 

Had  Mr.  Senescue  and  his  men  given  their  orchestral  selection  in  the 
guise  of  a   syncopation  band  as  a   straight  number,  a   better  effect  would 
have  been  obtained.  As  it  was,  the  result  wa'i  like  a   water  faded  bit  of 
painting — toneless  and  obscured. 

Copy  Service For  Elxhibitor 

House  Organs 

House  orgaa  or  newspaper 

publication  rights  to  this  copy 

is  granted  exhibitors  by  the 
“Herald”  herewith. 

A   SONG  AND  A   DANCE— 

A   SONG  and  dance — the  story  of  two 
lovers — the  mystery  of  the  lost 

money  bags — a   joke  and  a   laugh.  Those 
are  the  fundamentals  of  all  theatrical 

productions.  In  the  city  or  in  the  coun- 
try the  showman  offers  plays  to  his 

people  woven  about  those  ideas.  Yet 
there  are  intricate  ways  in  which  those 
ideas  are  treated  that  make  each  show 

different  from  the  other.  It  requires 

skill  to  develop  the  thousands  of  dif- 
feient  shows  from  the  simple  materials 

but  our  Theatre  is  able  to  offer  its  pa- 
trons the  product  of  the  great  skill  that 

is  expended. 

THE  GREATNESS  OF  PICTURES 

IN  a   recent  editorial  written  by  Arthur Brisbane  in  the  Hearst  papers  he 

states  that  an  effort  is  being  made  to 

make  a   picture  that  will  interest  towns 
as  widely  different  as  Bangor,  Me.,  and 
Timbuctii.  It  would  be  a   great  picture, 
says  the  noted  writer. 

True  enough,  it  would  be  a   great  pic- 
ture. It  would  be  greater  than  any  stage 

play  recently  played.  Stage  plays, 

novels,  stories  and  other  narrative  ap- 

peals to  people  are  great  when  they  in- terest a   great  number  of  people. 

Many  stage  plays  are  written  to  please 
Broadway.  They  flop  in  small  towns. 
Then  they  are  not  great.  Many  picture 

plays  are  written  to  please  Broadway, 

and  other  places.  Most  of  them  do  not 
flop. 

Pictures  are  written  to  please  a   uni- 

versal public.  Mary  Pickford  is  a   fa- 
vorite in  Buck  Creek,  Ind.,  just  as  she  is 

in  Boston,  Mass.  Her  pictures  are  popu- 
lar everywhere,  Germany,  China  and 

Roumania.  The  value  of  the  motion  pic- 
ture is  not  always  duly  estimated. 

Fowler  Adopts  Sunday 

Noon  Musicales  to 
Draw  Newman  Crowds 
The  Newman  theatre,  first  run  down 

town  house  of  Kansas  City,  will  adopt  a 
new  feature,  beginning  April  25,  in  the  way 

of  a   Sunday  noon  musicale,  according  to 

Bruce  Fowler,  manager.  Widely  known  lo- 

cal singers,  pianists  and  organists  will  ap- 
pear on  the  program  from  week  to  week, 

which  will  be  from  12  to  12:45  o’clock 
featuring  only  the  highest  class  music  and barring  jazz. 
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Si,  Senorita! 

The  girl  shown  here  ballyhooed 

for  “Ibanez’  Torrent”  when  it 

played  at  the  Loew’s  Dayton  the- 
atre in  Dayton,  Ohio.  The  pic- 

ture is  distributed  by  Metro. 

House  Record  Made 
When  Lasky  Film  Is 

Shown  for  Ministers 
Letters  addressed  to  ministers,  newspa- 

per editors  and  other  prominent  persons, 
inviting  them  to  attend  a   special  showing 
of  Paramount’s  “The  Wanderer”  were  re- 

sponsible for  record  crowds  during  the  run 
of  the  picture  at  the  Tootle  theatre,  St. 
Joe,  Mo. 
The  campaign  was  conducted  by  John  D. 

De  Stefano,  who  had  the  cooperation  of 
Earl  Cunningham,  Paramount  exploiteer, 
and  so  effective  was  it  that  the  first  two 
days  receipts  equalled  the  amount  generally 
taken  in  at  the  box  omce  during  an  entire 
week. 

The  following  letter  addressed  to  one  of 
the  local  editors  is  exemplary  of  the  invi- 

tations sent  to  prominent  citizens  for  the 
special  showing: 

"I  wish  to  extend  to  you  and  the  mem- 
bers of  your  staff  a   most  cordial  invitation 

to  attend  a   private  showing  of  Paramount’s 
latest  Biblical  picture,  ‘The  Wanderer.’ 
"The  showing  will  take  place  Monday 

mornin?.  February  8,  at  10:15  o'clock. 
“If  for  any  reason  you  cannot  attend, 

won’t  you  please  advise  me  by  letter  or telephone? 

.   "I  might  say  that  many  of  the  clergymen 
m   St.  Joseph,  members  of  the  board  of 
education.  Chamber  of  '-ommerce,  Salva- 

tion Army,  Y.  M.  C.  A.,  Y.  W.  C.  A.,  and 
the  Parent  Teacher’s  Association  will  be 
present  at  the  showing.  The  picture  natur- 

ally carries  with  it  a   very  striking  moral, 
theme  the  Biblical  story  of 

the  Prodigal  Son.  It  was  produced  by 
Paramount  who  made  ‘The  Ten  Command- 

ments,’ which  is  about  all  that  can  be  said 
m   favor  of  any  picture. 

“We  will  consider  it  a   very  great  favor •t  you  will  honor  us  with  your  presence 
3t  this  showing.” 
The  letters  were  signed  by  De  Stefano. 

U   House  Organ  Begun 

/   YORK — Publication  of  a   house  o 

tr.L ‘"ll.  . Film  exchaiiKCs  has  been 
gun  with  the  issue  of  Capitol  City  Captions. 

S.R.O.  W eek  Celebrated  by  90 
Finkelstein  and  Ruben  Houses 

Pictures  Bought  for  Quality  in  Disregard  of  Cost — Spirit  of 
Competition  Enters  Among  Managers 

MINNEAPOLIS,  April  15.— “S.  R.  O.  Week.” 
This  is  what  the  managers  of  the  90  motion  picture  theatres  operated  by 

Finkelstein  an’d  Ruben  in  the  Northwest  arc  in  the  midst  of  and  their  bet- 
ter business  campaign  is  meeting  with  such  success  that  it  has  been  nec- 

essary to  hang  the  S.  R.  O.  sign  before  the  doors  of  many  of  the  theatres. 
The  managers  were  invited  by  the  cen- 

tral office  to  let  down  the  bars  and  book 
the  best  pictures  it  was  possible  to  obtain. 
Quality,  not  cost,  was  made  the  first  con- 

sideration. Tlie  Minneapolis  and  St.  Paul 
booking  offices  of  the  organization  gave  all 
the  help  they  could  and  the  advertising 
department  assisted  the  local  managers  in 
working  out  their  respective  campaigns,  al- 

lowing increased  expenditures  for  display. 

Spirit  of  Competition 
Each  manager,  as  a   result,  is  endeavoring 

to  beat  his  colleague,  although  no  prizes 
have  been  offered  for  the  best  shoAving. 
Considerable  midnight  oil  was  burned  by 
the  managers  in  working  out  their  cam- 

paigns because  it  was  up  to  the  individuals 
to  demonstrate  their  own  ideas  of  getting 
more  business. 

The  Park  theatre  in  St.  Paul  has  called 
it  Celebration  Week  and  Harry  Dow,  the 
manager,  has  conducted  a   drawing  every 
night,  the  prizes  being  furnished  by  mer- 

chants of  the  community,  Avho  joined  the 

theatre’s  campaign  for  increased  business. 
State  Holds  Venus  Contest 

The  Mounds  theatre,  St.  Paul,  had  a 

Merchants’  Night,  in  which  all  the  busi- 
ness houses  near  the  theatre  joined.  The 

State  theatre  at  Mankato,  Minn,,  held  a 
Venus  contest  in  connection  with  the  show- 

ing of  “The  American  Venus,”  and  a 
prize  will  be  awarded  Saturday  night  to 
the  young  woman  Avith  the  best  figure. 
The  Garrick  theatre,  St.  Paul,  supple- 

mented its  showing  of  "The  Cohens  and 
Kelleys”  Avith  a   Cohen  and  Kelley  revue, 
in  Avhich  12  persons  participated.  Although 
the  Aster  theatre  of  St.  Paul  has  a   small 

stage,  it  put  on  a   “synco-jazz”  revue,  with 
special  scenery  and  settings.  It  was  An- 

niversary Week  for  the  Forrest  theatre, 
St.  Paul,  and  an  enlarged  motion  picture 
program  Avas  offered. 

In  Duluth  the  Zekla  theatre  offered  as  a 

special  attraction  the  Duluth  police  chorus 
of  SO  voices,  one  of  the  most  unusual  or- 

ganizations of  its  kind  in  the  country.  At 

the  Garrick,  Duluth,  the  showing  of  “Kiki” Avas  backed  up  Avith  a   strong  advertising 
campaign. 

S.  R.  O.  Stationery 
A   marriage  ceremony  was  performed  on 

the  stage  at  the  Loring  theatre,  Minneapolis, 
as  a   special  attraction. 

For  a   monffi  prior  to  the  opening  of  the 

week  special  “S,  R.  0.”  stationery  v'as  used 
for  all  organization  correspondence.  It 
was  in  three  colors  so  that  any  manager 
was  slapped  right  betAveen  the  eyes  the 
minute  he  saw  it.  Edmund  Ruben,  gen- 

eral booking  director,  reviewed  as  many  as 
three  pictures  a   night  for  two  Aveeks  in 
order  to  have  at  his  finger  tips  just  the 
things  the  managers  called  for, 

B   &   K   Want  Ad  Galls  for 

Chicago’s  Most  Beautiful A   classified  advertisement  in  an  issue  of 
last  week’s  Herald  &   Examiner  resulted 
in  hundreds  of  brunettes  applying  to  the 
offices  of  Balban  &   Katz  for  employment. 

The  ad.  called  for  Chicago’s  most  beautiful dark  haired  girl  to  do  nothing  but  stand 
still.  The  job  begins  with  the  opening  of 
the  Oriental  theatre,  State  and  Randolph 
streets,  Avlien  a   human  statue  will  pose  in 
the  lobby  of  the  theatre. 

Sears  Stages  8   Boxing 
Bouts  as  Drawing  Card 

So  popular  has  a   boxing  bout,  as  an 
added  attraction,  proved  each  Friday  night 
at  the  Empress  theatre,  Kansas  City,  that 
Fred  Sears,  manager,  arranged  a   program 
of  eight  bouts  this  week,  several  of  them 
being  far  above  the  average.  The  house 

was  packed. 

APRIL  1   1923  APRIL  1   1926 

3   Yrs.  of  Work  &   Pleasure 
IN  (JVIMi  He.SARU  («llNTy 

CELEBRATING 

OUR 3r(],  Bifthflay  Anniversary 
Un^r'Ditf  PraMfll 

I   irtAl  io  ptnoTSAilr  thank  (ri«nd  «f  I   he  Star  'n»eatre.  ewh  on*  ef  foA.  n 
■meiliT.  ««d  bi  r*«r  frtmiiWp  »Bcl  bdpw  CTHkUm  h»»  htiptd  o»  I   r   . 

m   kbidb  tu.  U   worth  while.  Tie  b»ter»  lh»l  the  Sl»r  IVeOr  to  TVotir.  we  raerwd  or  hil  tn  V'wi  to’the  pieo- 

f>fw  hpdeniofiMM  oKh  o«  et  ,ou.  w   fritodt  Wtrooo.  m»ltr  twm  tb.  TVolrt  W.>»  plaoote  oMwrfaop  to  ft., 

roo  better  oixt  lUU  better  eolertolooMit  .l*hn.  Tbb  BIrtbdw  Week  bftoo  two  «Mt  bWw  ep^  ^ 

uttou  CM  epeelil  o>nik  to  fi.e  joo  two  e.erli>«»*f  eieefOoKCl  etOpr™*'  »•*».  will  oeOi  be  tn  Ib*
  wer  o(  *   proaloe  o(  wkel 

.0  hope  to  tb,  bert  reor  we-,,  e.e,  b.4  both  for  «.<!  tbe  TV.t™. 

Above  is  reproduced  the  top  portion  of  the  page  utilized  by  the  St
ar  theatre, 

Menard.  Tex.,  when  it  arranged  an  advertising  campaign  m   the
  celebration 

of  its  third  Birthday  Anniversary.  The  Metro  picture  '   Never  the  Iwain 
Shall  Meet”  was  featured  on  the  screen.  The  lower  section  of  the  page 

 was 
devoted  to  merchants  advertising. 
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Tune  In 

Motion  pictures  are  being  used  by  the  Chicago 
 postal  ° 

their  appeal  to  people  to  mail  their  par
cels  early.  Wilham  H.  Canavan, 

assistant  superintendent  of  mails,  and  Arthur  L
sudsr, 

are  shown  with  the  Harold  Lloyd  poster 
 which  exploits  For  Heaven  s 

Sake,”  latest  production  of  the  Lloyd  Corporati
on. 

Note  the  use  of  the  improvised 
radio  the  tv/o  small  discs  carrying 

the  words  “Royal  Theatre”  and 
the  three  larger  discs  the  words, 

one  on  each,  “First  National  Pic- 
tures.” Exploitation  used  by  the 

Royal,  Laredo,  Tex. 

sa/  first  m^ssaff^  to  you   

SANDY 
is  the  OttE  Big  Bet  of  the  year\'\ 

I've  never  mssrepresented  to  yon   

Tou  owe  it  to  your  business  to  anend  the 

jcretnings  heid-daily  in  our  projection  room, 

ijto  South  iS^obosh  ALKuue,  at  i   P.  M-  sharp. 

ECk’HrJRDT 

Fox  Films 

When  opened  the  Fox  letter 
looked  like  this.  It  was  mailed 

to  exhibitors  a   few  days  ago  from 

the  Chicago  exchange.  Note  par- 

ticularly the  type  arrangement  and 

ease  with  which  the  exploitation card  is  read. 

Above  arc  producer  and  principals  of  “Stella  Dallas,  United  Artists  
pr^uc- 

tion  as  they  appeared  in  the  cartoon  recently  appearing  in  the  
New  York 

Sun  as  a   branch  of  art  work  now  being  carried  on  by  the  newspaper  much 

to  the  delight  of  exhibitors  and  producers. 

A   gilded  key  cut  from  heavy  pa
per 

printed  with  the  title  “Up bel’s  Room”  on  one  side  and  In® 

Key  to  a   Happy  Evening”
  on  the 

other  has  been  sent  to  exhibi
tors 

as  exploitation  for  the  pict^s  no
w 

being  made  by  Producers 
 Distrib- 

uting Corporation  and  Christies
 

starring  Marie  Prevost. 
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BEAST  OPENS 

'-r.' 4 
An  electric  fan  hidden  beneath  the  canvas  painting  seen  in  the  center  caused 
the  effect  of  waves  as  a   background  for  the  ship  when  the  Warner  picture, 

“The  Sea  Beast,”  was  exploited  by  the  Warner  Cameo  theatre,  Bridgeport, 
Conn. 

Will  Charleston 

Contests  Go  on 

Broadway? 
Rialto  Puts  Over  Big  Box 

Office  During  Holy-Week 
ivith  Contestants  from  28 
States  and  Gives  Knockout 
to  Hoodoo 

PjEY!  Hey!  Charleston! 
Score  another  for  the  wriggling, 

squirming,  shuffling  and  knee-knocking 
gyration  that  during  the  last  year  has 
been  creating  a   terpsichorean  sensation 
from  Coast  to  Coast  and  from  Texas 
through  Canada. 

Coasting  along  on  the  wave  of  popu- 
lanty  that  this  eccentric  dance  has  oc- 

casioned the  Rialto  theatre  on  Broad- 

way, New  York,  rode  to  success  during 
Holy  week,  recognized  through  show 
business  as  the  toughest  week  of  the 
year.  Through  the  medium  of  an  open 
Charleston  championship,  the  Rialto 
downd  the  hoodoo  attached  to  the  week 

preceding  Easter  Sunday  and  registered 
boxoffice  returns  that  were  considered 
remarkable  from  all  angles. 

The  Rialto  Charleston  Contest  waged 
On  the  stage  of  the  theatre  marked  the 

u   time  that  such  a   contest  had  been 
held  in  a   Broadway  theatre.  And  as 
such  it  made  Broadway  sit  up  and  stand 

attention  for  one  of  the  best  box- 
onice  stunts  of  the  season. 

Realizing  the  intense  popularity  of  the 

T   oance  craze  Manager  Max  Cooper, 
Mclnerney,  exploitation  director, 

and  Publicity  Director  Louis  Lusty,  un- 
der the  direction  of  A.  M.  Botsford  and 

n-a  Ulmstead  of  the  home  office,  decided 
no  more  appropriate  time  for  such  a 
contest  could  be  found  than  Easter  week, 

a   means  of  attracting  attention  to 

the  stunt  and  gaining  newspaper  pub- 
licity leading  stars  of  the  Broadway 

stage  and  the  luminaries  of  the  night 
clubs  were  asked  to  officiate  as  judges 

of  the  contest.  These  Broadway  celeb- 
rities, all  of  whom  have  large  personal 

followings,  included  Jack  Osterman  and 

Kathryn  Ray  of  “A  Night  in  Paris”; 
Irene  Delroy,  "Greenwich  Village  Fol- 

lies”: Eleanor  WillomS  and  Ted  Claire, 
"Artists  and  Models”;  Allyn  King  and 

Ramsey  Wallace,  “Ninety  Horse  Pow- 
er": Sophie  Tucker,  the  O’Brien  Sisters, 

Lillian  Boderick,  Betty  Maurice,  Eileen 
Ray,  Grace  Fisher,  Norma  Gallo,  Sally 
Doran,  Helen  Groody  and  others. 

For  a   week  preceding  the  contest  it 
was  announced  nightly  in  such  popular 

dancing  centers  as  Roscland  Ballroom, 

the  Parody  Club,  Barney’s  Continental 
Cabaret,  the  Anatole  Club,  the  Monte 

Carlo,  the  Dover  Club  and  the  Ever- 
glades. During  this  preceding  week  elim- 
ination contests  were  held  on  the  Rialto 

stage  at  the  conclusion  of  the  regular 
evening  performance.  During  this  week 
announcement  of  the  contest  was  also 

flashed  on  the  screen  in  a   special  trailer. 

During  the  week  of  the  contest  the 
front  of  the  Rialto  was  especially  deco- 

rated for  the  occasion.  Three  pennants, 

measuring  35  feet  in  length,  waved  above 
the  marquee.  Streamers  announcing  the 
event  were  draped  below  the  marquee, 

along  with  additional  banners,  pennants 
and  other  decorations.  Confetti  strewn 

around  the  front  of  the  theatre  and  spe- 
cial frames  with  pictures  of  the  judges 

gave  the  house  an  eye-compelling  front 

that  brought  the  crowds  at  every  per- 
formance. 

The  contestants  at  each  contest,  mat- 
inee and  night,  were  limited  to  eight  so 

as  not  to  delay  the  regular  program.  The 
music  for  the  dancers  was  furnished  by 

the  Melody  sextette,  playing  the  Rialto, 

Bert  Leighton,  a   well  known  musical 

comedy  and  vaudeville  performer,  \vas 

engaged  to  act  as  master  of  ceremonies. 

A   special  feature  was  the  appearance  at 
each  contest  of  two  of  the  Rialto  page 

boys.  Appearing  in  their  house  uniforms 

the  two  little  colored  boys  brought  down 

the  house  at  every  performance. 

In  awarding  the  prizes  it  was  decide
d 

upon  to  give  Harold  Lloyd  loving  cups 
in  view  of  the  fact  that  Lloyd  in  his 

latest  picture,  "For  Heaven’s  Sake," opened  for  a   long  run  at  the  Rialto  the 
week  following.  This  idea  won  addi- 

tional newspaper  space.  The  publicity 
and  the  special  advertising  won  for  the 
contest  notice  from  every  section  of 
Greater  New  York  and  its  environs.  One 
of  the  winners  of  a   cup  came  from  New 
Jersey.  Another  winner  had  been  in 
New  York  only  six  days  and  claimed  the 
honor  of  being  the  champion  Charleston 
dancer  of  Virginia.  Still  another  came 
from  Frisco  and  virtually  stepped  from 
a   boat  on  to  the  Rialto  stage. 

All  in  all  the  contestants  represented 
28  stales  in  the  Union.  They  came  in 

both  sexes  and  in  all  shapes  and  sizes — 
but  they  came.  And  so  did  the  ticket 

purchasers. 
A   Charleston  on  Broadway?  It 

couldn't  be  done  said  the  wiseacres. 
But  the  Rialto  theatre  did  it  in  a   way 
to  make  blase  Broadway  sit  up  and  take notice. 

B   ̂   K   Tieup  Gets 
Lloyd  Posters  on 
All  Mail  Trucks 
Advertising  experts  in  Chicago  are  heap- 

ing praise  and  congratulations  upon  Post- 
master Arthur  C.  Lueder  and  Assistant 

Superintendent  of  Mail  William  H.  Cana- 
ran  of  the  Chicago  postoffice  because  of 

their  new  "mail  early"  poster  in  which 
they  break  away  from  an  old  governmental 
tradition  and  make  use  of  motion  pictures 
as  a   means  of  getting  over  their  appeal. 

The  new  poster  contains  a   very  large, 

laughing,  head  of  Harold  Lloyd  with  the 

slogan  “For  Business’  Sake,  Mail  Early!” 
This  is  the  first  time  in  the  history  of  the 

Chicago  postoffice  that  it  has  permitted  any 

unrelated  industry  to  get  into  its  propa- 

ganda advertising.  The  experiment  is  work- 
ing splendidly,  according  to  Superintendent 

Canavan,  and  bringing  many  favorable 

comments  to  the  postmaster  for  his  pro- 
gressive advertising  ideas. 

The  Harold  Lloyd  tieup  with  the  post- 

office  was  arranged  by  the  publicity  de- 
partment of  Balahan  &   Katz  in  connection 

with  the  showing  of  Harold  Lloyd  in  "For 
Heaven’s  Sake”  at  the  Roosevelt  theatre. 

The  placard,  while  not  mentioning  Lloyd's name  or  the  Roosevelt,  carried  the  theatre 

message  because  the  Lloyd  head  used  is 
the  same  as  that  appearing  on  billboards 

and  in  all  newspaper  ads.  The  make-up  of 

the  poster  also  is  like  that  of  the  adver- 
tisements in  the  newspapers,  leaving  no 

doubt  as  to  the  tieup,  This  poster  appears 
for  six  weeks  on  both  sides  of  800  U.  S. 

mail  wagons  and  trucks  and  in  addition  400 

copies  of  the  poster  arc  tacked  on  school 
blackboards  by  the  postal  authorities  to 

further  their  propaganda,  making  a   distri- 
bution of  2,000  22x28  cards. 

Davis  Uses  Souvenir 
Gold  Pieces  in  Stunt 

for  Valentino  Film 
Spectacular  results  were  achieved  by 

Walter  F.  Davis,  manager  of  the  Empress 

Theatre,  Edmonton.  Alberta,  in  a   very  un- 

usual stunt  for  the  presentation  of  "The 
Eagle,”  starring  Rudolph  Valentino.  Man- 

ager Davis  had  no  less  than  2,500  souvenir 
gold  pieces  struck  off  for  the  occasion, 
these  being  very  similar  to  $20  gold  pieces. 

The  Empress  theatre  took  on  jhe  appear- 
ance of  a   young  mint  and  immediately 

there  was  a   tremendous  rush  for  the  sou- 
venirs, which  were  distributed  only  among 

patrons. 
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aisas  to  supply 

This  department  contains  news,  iniormation  and  gossip  on  current  productions.  If »   ̂ prvice  which  will  assist  the  exhibitor  in  keeping  w   touc
h  with  developments  m 

pictures  and  picture  persona!ities~and  what  these  are  doing  at  the  bo
x  5 

entertainment  value  of  pictures  are  made.  Opsnwns  e
xpressed  are  simply  ^ 

bis  contributors  and  the  reader  ts  reguested  to  consi
der  tnem  only  as  »jch.-~EDITOR  S   hOlE. 

I   Doubt  That  Anyone  in  These United  States  is  a   more  complete 

motion  picture  “fan”  than  I.  So 

strong  is  my  preference  for  the  mo- 
tion picture  form  of  entertainment 

that  I   do  not  go  to  stage  plays  nor 
read  books.  This,  by  the  way,  is  the 

cause  and  not  the  result  of  niy  assign- 
ment to  this  desk.  I   tired  of  stage 

plays  and  books  when  the  motion  pic- 
ture came  as  a   more  expeditious  and 

complete  expressional  medium. 
Which  does  not  mean  that  the  motion 

pictures  now  being  offered  wholly  sat- 

isfy, but  rather  serves  as  an  introduc- 
tion to  what  I   believe  is  a   justifiable 

complaint. 

I   wish  to  complain  of  the  apparent 

contempt  in  which  producers  of  pic- 
tures hold  the  motion  picture.  I   be- 

lieve this  industry  is  victim  of  almost 
total  blindness  on  the  part  of  its  chief 
commercial  exponents.  Here  are  a 

few  gratuitious  observations  contrib- 
uted with  no  hope  of  welcome: 

Practically  all  motion  pictures  are 
made  from  stage  plays  or  books.  The 
big  reason  admitted  by  their  makers 
is  box-office.  A   secondary  reason  is 
writers.  Both  are  sound  enough  but 
very  surface. 

Stage  plays  are  not  adapted  from 
motion  pictures.  Books  are  not  v/rit- 
ten  from  motion  pictures.  This  is 
because  the  motion  picture  public  is 
the  major  public,  including  both  stage 
and  book  publics,  and  stage  plays  or 
books  adapted  from  motion  pictures 
would  not  sell.  The  reason  they  would 
not  sell  is  because  their  stories  have 
been  told  so  much  better  in  film,  and 
seen  by  so  many  people. 

Obviously  the  stage  play  or  book 
could  not  compete  with  the  motion 
picture  version  of  the  same  story.  Yet 

producers  force  the  screen  into  com- 
petition— tardily  at  that — with  stage 

plays  and  books.  By  sheer  superior- 
ity, the  only  wholly  substantial  ex- 

planation of  superior  popularity,  mo- 
tion pictures  do  succeed  in  spite  of 

this  handicap.  How  much  greater 

would  be  their  success  if  the  competi- 
tive element  were  removed? 

I   may  be  wrong — the  rule  of  ma- 
jority plainly  indicates  that  I   am — but 

I   believe  that  nothing  would  so  bene- 
fit the  motion  picture  as  a   concerted 

movement  on  the  part  of  producers 

Speaking  of^ — Books  and  Plays 

“The  Devil’s  Circus” 
Picture  Music 

“The  Far  Cry” 

“Three  Faces  East” 
Other  Things 

to  eliminate  adaptations  completely.  I 
believe  that  it  would  not  be  long 

after  motion  pictures  came  to  be 

known  to  the  world  as  wholly  orig- 
inal entertainment,  stories  published 

for  the  first  time  in  film  form,  until 

there  would  be  need  of  more  and  big- 

ger theatres.  I   believe  book  and  maga- 
zine readers  would  swing  over  to  the 

screen  almost  in  a   body.  I   believe  the 

stage  following  would  swing  less 

quickly  but  as  surely,  save  perhaps  for 
that  element  which  supports  undressed 
musical  comedies,  dirty  dramas  and 

Scenes  from  "The  Earth  Woman”  a 
forthcoming  Associated  Exhibitors 
release. 

burlesque.  I   am  quite  certain  that  the 
good  writers — those  with  stories  to  tell 
rather  than  fancy  words  to  tell  stories 
with — not  only  would  swing  to  the 
screen  but  would  rejoice  in  the  change. 

Out  of  this  the  motion  picture  would 
take  a   freedom  it  does  not  now  enjoy 

and  a   dignity  to  which  it  will  never 
attain  while  it  is  made  to  continue  as 
a   “re-write”  of  stage  and  novel.  It 
would  become  the  source  of  literature 

instead  of  the  catch-all  it  is  being 
made.  It  would  go  forward  to  its 

proper  destiny,  progress  toward  which 
now  is  barred  by  an  obstacle  no  ef- 

fort is  being  made  to  remove. 
There  is,  as  stated,  practically  no 

hope  that  this  change  will  come  about 

during  the  lifetime  of  at  least  the 

present  generation,  for  there  is  a   pos- 
sibility that  a   period  of  lesser  profits 

might  be  encountered  before  the  big 

pay-ofF.  It  is  not  in  the  nature  of  the 

industry  to  take  this  risk,  even  for 

the  great  reward  which  lies  beyond. 
There  are  individuals  in  the  business 

who  would  take  the  hurdle,  but  indi- 
vidual effort  would  be  futile.  Only  a 

concerted  movement  could  succeed, 

and  this  is  not  a   concerted  business. 

Which  sums  up  my  complaint  and 

gets  it  off  a   heavily  burdened  chest. 
I   will  feel  less  guilty  next  time  I   see 

a   million  dollar  picture  made  out  of  a 

catch-penny  stage  play  or  a   yellow- 
back best  seller.  I   will  feel  that,  al- 

though the  greatest  expressional  me- 
dium continues  in  the  miserable  busi- 

ness of  echoing  the  small  voice  of  a 

pathetically  under-nourished  stage  and 
a   throttled  literature,  I   have  made  at 

least  this  hopeless  effort  to  point  a 

way  out  of  the  shadows.  If  I’ve  wear- ied you  I’m  sorry. 

*   3k  * 

COUNT  Me.  If  You  Do  Count  Me, as  one  who  doesn’t  think  Norma 

Shearer  is  particularly  pretty  but  does 

regard  her  as  at  least  on  equal  terms 

with  any  other  great  actress  of  th® 
screen.  I   have  seen  her  this  week_in 

“The  Devil’s  Circus”  and  in  that  pic- 

ture she  acts.  So  little  acting  is  seen 

in  pictures  these  days  that  a   genuine 

performance  excludes  from  my  notice 
all  else  that  is  in  the  photoplay  which contains  it. 

I   have  not  a   very  clear  recollechon 

of  the  story  which  comprises  “The 
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Devil's  Circus”  but  I   do  recall  clearly 
Miss  Shearer’s  great  part  in  it.  This 
girl  in  the  picture  is  not  Norma 
Shearer  at  all  It  is  the  girl  in  the 

picture.  So  completely  does  the  ac- 
tress submerge  self,  even  art,  that 

nothing  is  left  save  the  character. 
Acting  becomes  something  more  than 
acting  at  this  point. 

The  story  is  one  about  a   girl  who 
comes  to  town  to  join  the  circus  and 

goes  on  to  the  end  of  the  picture  with- 
out looking  back.  Although  the  locale 

is  not  definitely  stated,  the  place  seems 
to  be  Germany.  She  meets  with  vari- 

ous unpleasantries  such  as  most  young 

girls  encounter  in  present-day  plots, 
being  taken  in  by  a   thief,  pursued  by 
a   lion  tamer,  all  but  killed  by  his 

jealous  mate,  etc.,  but  in  these  situa- 
tions she  acts  as  though  they  were 

real.  The  stereotyped  recoils,  pouts, 
tears,  shrieks,  tearing  of  hair,  beating 
of  brow,  none  of  these  are  gone 
through  with.  It  is  as  though  the 
play  were  being  worked  out  mentally 
and  acted  in  physical  conformity.  The 
picture  is  a   splendid  argument  that 
pictures  should  be  made  in  this  way 

— if  there  were  enough  actresses  and 
actors  to  do  the  work. 

Few  enough  people  in  this  world  get 
what  they  deserve  while  they  are 
young  enough  to  make  use  of  it,  if 
ever.  Miss  Shearer  is  an  exception. 
Not  only  is  she  a   great  actress  but  a 
great  favorite  as  well.  This  seems  al- 

most too  good  to  be  true. 

*   ̂    9^ 

A   Point  of  Considerable  Impor- tance  to  exhibitors  who  attach 

proper  importance  to  music  which  ac- 
companies their  exhibitions  is  just 

missed  by  a   therefore  unnamed  writer 

in  a   music  trade  journal.  The  writer 
almost  gets  to  the  nub  of  his  article, 

which  would  be  that  jazz  is  more  pop- 
ular than  classical  music  mainly  be- 

cause so  many  more  jazz  numbers 
are  heard  in  the  theatres.  If  the  class- 

ical library  of  the  union  musician  were 
as  large  as  it  should  be,  and  relied 

upon  for  a   properly  proportionate  sup- 
ply of  material,  no  doubt  there  would 

be  two  separate  registers  of  musical 

fare,  corresponding  to  drama  and  com- 
edy in  the  field  of  the  play  and  over- 

lapping now  and  then  with  similarly 
satisfactory  results. 

_   The  net  result  of  refonning  the  mu- 
sicians by  brute  strength,  which  would 

be  necessary  if  indeed  reforming  them 
were  possible  by  any  means,  would  be 
to  broaden  the  appeal  of  music,  al- 

ready quite  broad  enough  for  prac- 
tical purposes.  The  result  would  not 

be  a   stopping  of  the  jazz  movement, 

'^'hich  js  fundamental  and  healthy.  As 
there  is  no  human  possibility  of  en- 
torcing  the  reform,  particularly  since 
jazz  is  backed  by  highly  specialized 
and^  well  financed  exploitation  organ- 

ization, the  item  is  nothing  to  worr)" about. 

“The  Vision” 
Douglas  Hodges,  Herald  reporter, 

hands  me  the  following  t>ertaining 
lo  a   new  Educational  short  feature  — 
T.  0.  Service. 

‘'The  Vision”  was  screened  at  the 
Educational  regional  convention  last 
week  and  proved  itself  a   good  excuse 
for  the  holding  of  the  whole  meeting. 
It  is  done  entirely  in  Technicolor. 
Introductory  titles  explain  that  the 
picture  was  inspired  by  the  painting, 

“Speak,  Speak.” 
If  you  remember  “The  Voice  of  the 

Nightingale”  as  everyone  does  who 

ever  saw  that  picture,  “The  Vision” 
will  likely  remind  you  of  it  because 

“The  Vision”  is  as  beautifully  colored 
and  arti.siically  acted  and  produced  as 
the  other.  If  you  have  never  seen  the 

“Nightingale”  picture  you  have  missed 
a   great  picture,  but  this  picture  is  as 
great  as  its  predecessor. 

It  is  the  simple  little  story  of  a 

young  man  who  was  confronted  with 
a   vision  of  a   beautiful  woman.  She 

led  him  to  a   hidden  diary  wliich  re- 

vealed the  romantic  story  of  her  ex- 
perience which  caused  her  death.  He 

learns  in  the  diary  that  the  spirit  of 

the  young  woman’s  suitor  has  passed 
to  his  body.  Which  provides  the 
basis  for  a   fantastic  romance. 

The  whole  picture  is  as  delightful 

as  a   day  dream  on  a   summer  after- 
noon and  as  entertaining  as  a   harnful 

of  elephants.  It  has  as  much  plot  as 

an  eight-reel  production  of  “Uncle 
Tom’s  Cabin”  and  has  the  simplicity 
of  the  Book  of  Genesis. 

Anything  Can  Happen  at  Mc- .   Vickers  theatre  but  nothing  at 

that  place  has  more  successfully  be- 
fuddled these  senses  than  the  recep- 

tion accorded  “The  Far  Cry”  last 
week.  This  audience,  which  merely 

sits  through  the  pictures  waiting  for 

Paul  Ash  to  come  out  and  cavort,  ac- 
cepted the  photoplay  as  a   pretty  funny 

comedy  and  laughed  quite  heartily  in 
what  seemed  to  be  the  wrong  places. 

My  ancient  opinion  that  the  public 
knows  what  is  what  would  be  shaken 
if  this  had  occurred  elsewhere,  but 

here  it  makes  merely  an  interesting 

report. 
‘‘The  Far  Cry”  seems  to  me  to  be 

plainly  a   drama.  Blanche  Sweet  and 
Jack  Mulhall  are  the  leads  in  it, 
Hobart  Bosworth  and  other  good 

names  appearing  in  the  cast.  It’s  a 

L.  lo  R.  Phil  Tannura,  eam«-rnmart.  Rul
l>li 

Coder,  dlrcclor  of  entire  
•erlos  '‘Maale’’ 

and  now  working  on  “Fighting  Heart*
”  for 

F.  B.  O.  Ralph  appears  to  bo  planning
 

his  lOOlh  scone  nt  the  end  of  a   day. 

Story  about  Paris,  Venice  and  Amer- 
icans who  go  there  to  live,  involving 

a   love  that  stands  up  under  sound 

and  sundry  wallops.  It’s  staged  and acted  somewhat  in  the  Robert  W. 
Chambers-James  Montgomery  Flagg- 
Cosmopolitan  Magazine  style  of  a   few 
years  back,  but  the  acting  is  sincere 
and  there’s  nothing  in  the  film  deserv- 

ing laughter  save  the  well  designated 
comedy  relief. 

A   high  point  is  reached  when  Mr. 
Mulhall,  insanely  jealous  of  Miss 
Sweet,  works  himself  into  a   frenzy 
and  walks  into  a   close-up  with  hair 

flying  and  eyes  blazing.  He  seems 
about  to  do  things  to  the  supposed 

villain’s  well-being,  but  this  McVick- 
ers  audience  screamed  at  it. 

I   doubt  that  the  picture  is  what 
this  behavior  would  indicate  in  an- 

other theatre.  I   do  not  think  it  is  a 

great  production,  but  I   know  of  no 
picture  made  during  the  last  decade 
that  merited  this  reception.  I   think 
the  fault  is  with  the  audience. 

t   *   * 

At  Last  I   PIave  Found  Out  the ^   reason  for  Clive  Brooke's  impor- 
tation. It  is  to  do  such  things  as  he 

does  in  ‘‘Three  Faces  East.”  Until 
I   had  seen  this  excellent  thriller  I   did 
not  believe  Mr.  Brooke  was  an  actor. 

In  this  he  proves  that  he  is  an  actor 
who  needs  but  the  proper  assignment 

to  prove  it. 
Jetta  Goudal  is  the  other  important 

person  in  “Three  Faces  East”  and  she also  is  nearer  the  work  for  which  she 

is  fitted.  Miss  Goudal  has  an  ex- 
tremely strong  personality  which  has 

not  been  framed  properly  in  some  of 

her  past  appearances.  She  is  almost 
perfectly  cast  this  time  and  she  makes 
her  extremely  melodramatic  role  a 
convincing  thing. 

The  story  is  about  the  war  and  the 

spy  system,  as  you  know  if  you  re- 
call the  play  from  which  it  is  taken. 

It  is  full  of  trick  switches,  deft  de- 
vices, shifts,  turns  and  surprises,  as  a 

good  spy  stor}^  should  be.  Also,  it 
displays  such  war  stuff  as  it  displays 
without  whitewashing  anybody  con- 

cerned. And  it  contains  an  important 

death  at  precisely  the  point  where  a 
less  commonsense  and  more  faint 

hearted  producer  would  have  staged 

one  of  those  “only  a   flesh  wound” things. 

I   think  I’m  no  more  bloodthirsty 
than  most  of  us.  but  I   do  like  a   good 

war  pictiu'e.  Think  this  or  that  of 
the  war,  it  remains  the  great  inci- 

dent of  this  century  to  date  and  I’m 
glad  the  picture  makers  finally  have 
gone  to  using  it  in  their  pictures  and 
the  exliibitors  to  letting  their  war  pic- 

tures be  known  as  such  to  ticket  buy- 
ers. I   have  argued  for  a   couple  of 

years  that  to  do  so  is  good  judgment 
and  am  sorry  I   do  not  know  that  my 
arguments  brought  all  this  to  pass  and 
all  this  nice  new  money  into  the  box office. 
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Scene  from  “The  Dixie  Merchant,”  a 
recent  Fox  release  with  Jack  Mulhall 
and  Madge  Bellamy  in  the  leading  roles. 

The  Dixie  Merchant 
Distributor:  Fox 

Producer:  William  Fox 

Length:  Undetermined 
DIRECTOR   FRANK  BORZAGE 
Author   Barry  Benefield 
Adaptor.   Kenneth  B.  Clark 
Cameraman   Frank  Good 

PLAYERS 
Jimmy  Pickett   Jack  Mulhall 
Adia  Fippany   Madge  Bellamy 
Jean  Paul  Fippany..J.  Farrell  MacDonald 
Josephine   Claire  McDowell 
Baptiste   Harvey  Clark 
Eph   Onest  Conly 
Minnie  Jordan   Eveljm  Arden 
John  Pickett   Edw.  Martindale 
TYPE:  Domestic  drama. 

THEME:  Young  romance;  domestic 
troubles. 
LOCALE:  An  American  city. 
TIME:  The  present. 

STORY :   A   family  is  dispossessed  be- 
cause the  father  does  nothing  but  exer- 

cise his  trotter.  He  is  offered  a   job  of 
trainer  by  a   young  man  in  love  with  the 
daughter,  who  loves  him  but  dislikes  his 
reputation  with  women.  The  wife,  tired 

of  her  husband’s  laziness,  takes  her 
daughter  and  leaves  home.  The  husband 
sells  his  trotter,  sends  the  money  to  his 
wife,  and  goes  away  filled  with  remorse. 
He  goes  to  the  races  when  he  hears  that 
his  horse  is  entered,  and  finding  the 
driver  whipping  the  horse,  oveiTJOwers 
him  and  drives  the  horse  to  victory. 
There  is  a   reunion  at  the  finish  of  the 
husband  and  wife,  and  the  girl  accepts 
the  young  man. 
HIGHLIGHTS:  Trotting  races.  .   .   . 

Scene  in  which  wife  and  daughter  leave 
home.  .   . .   Scene  in  which  husband  drives 
horse  in  race.  .   .   .   The  reunion. 

Good  and  Naughty 
Distributor :   Paramount 

Producer:  Famous  Players-Lasky 
Length:  Undetermined 

DIRECTOR    MALCOLM  ST.  CLAIR 
PLAYERS 

Germaine  Morris   Pola  Negri 
Gerald  Gray   Tom  Moore 

Bunny  West    Ford  Sterling 
Thomas  Fenton    Stuart  Holmes 
Claire  Fenton   Miss  du  Pont 
Chouchou  Rouselle    Marie  Mosquini 
“Bad  News”  Smith   Warner  Richmond 
TYPE:  Dramatic  comedy. 
THEME:  From  an  ugly  duckling  to  a 

beautiful  swan. 
LOC.\LE:  Florida. 
TIME:  The  present. 

STORY :   An  unattractive  girl  is  se- 
cretly in  love  with  her  employer  who  is 

courting  the  wife  of  one  of  his  patrons. 
The  wife  invites  him  on  a   yachting  trip. 

To  allay  suspicions  the  employer’s  friend 
arranges  for  a   chorus  girl  to  go  along 
with  them  as  his  fiancee.  The  latter  is 
unable  to  go,  and  the  girl  employed  by 
the  man  tells  his  friend  she  will  take  the 
place  of  the  chorus  girl.  She  boards  the 
yacht  suddenly  revealed  as  a   woman  of 
amazing  loveliness.  Her  employer,  his 
friend,  and  the  husband  of  the  wife  all 
fall  in  love  with  her.  The  employer  ar- 

ranges a   reconciliation  between  the  hus- 
band and  wife,  and  incidentally  arranges 

things  between  him  and  his  former  em- 

ployee. HIGHLIGHTS:  Scenes  aboard  the 

yacht.  .   .   .   Scene  in  which  unattractive 
girl  transforms  into  a   beautiful  woman 
....  Scene  in  which  the  wife  reveals  to 
her  husband  her  courtship  by  another 

man.  .   .   .   The  fight  scene.  .   .   .   Recon- 
ciliation  between  wife  and  husband.  .   .   . 

Employer’s  proposal  to  his  employee. 

Hands  Across  the  Border 
Distnbutor:  F.  B.  0. 

Producer:  F.  B.  0. 

Length:  Undetermined 
DIRECTOR   David  Kirkland 

PLAYERS 

Fred  Drake   Fred  Thomson 
John  Drake   Tyrone  Power 
Ysabel  Castro   Bess  Flowers 
Grimes    William  Courtwright 
Don  Castro   Clarence  Geldert 
Breen      Tom  Santschi 
TYPE:  Horse  riding  drama. 
THEME:  Romantic  love;  adventure. 
LOCALE:  Mexico. 
TIME:  The  present. 
STORY:  A   wealthy  man  sends  his  son 

Scene  from  “Hands  Across  the  Border,” 
an  F.  B.  O.  release  starring  Fred 

Thomson. 

A   scene  from  “The  Little  Irish  Girl,” 
a   Warner  Brothers  production  in  which 
Dolores  Costello  and  John  Harron 

appear. to  the  Mexican  border  to  find  out  about 
some  smuggling  that  is  going  on  through 
his  property.  Previous  to  this  the  young 
man  has  saved  a   Mexican  girl  and  aided 
her  to  catch  her  train  to  Mexico.  He 
meets  her  in  Mexico  and  again  saves  her. 
Impersonating  the  messenger  of  the 

smugglers  he  gains  access  to  their  lodg- 
ing. He  is  discovered,  and  both  he  and 

the  girl  are  about  to  be  shot,  but  are 

saved  by  a   L'oop  of  Mexican  and  Ameri- 
can cavalry  who  have  been  summoned 

by  a   prearranged  signal. 
HIGHLIGHTS :   Scene  in  which 

hero  gallops  through  street.  .   .   .   Res- 
cue of  Mexican  girl  by  hero.  .   .   . 

Scene  in  which  hero  masquerades  as 

smugglers'  messenger.  .   .   .   Scene  in 
which  hero  and  girl  are  saved  by  cav- 

alry. .   .   .   Acting  of  Silver  King. 

The  Little  Irish  Girl 
Distributor:  Warner  Brothers 

Producer:  Warner  Brothers 

Length :   Seven  reels 

DIRECTOR    ROY  DEL  RUTH 

Author   C.  D.  Lancaster 
Cameramen   Lyman  Browning; 

Willard  Van  Enger 
PLAYERS 

Dot  Walker    Dolores  Costello 

Johnny   John  Harron 
Gertie    Dot  Farley 

Jerrv  Crawford   Mathew  Betz 
Mr.  Nelson   Lee  Moran 

Granny   Gertrude  Claire 
Captain  Dugan   Joseph  Dowling 
TYPE;  Crook  comedy. 

THEME:  Outwitting  of  crooks. 
LOCALE:  An  American  city. 
TIME:  The  present. 

STORY:  A   gang,  who  have  a   beauti- 
ful girl  as  their  decoy,  seek  to  swindle 

an  old  lady  of  a   hotel.  The  old  lady 

proves  too  clever  for  them  and  beats 
them  at  their  own  game.  Her  grandson 

marries  the  beautiful  girl  who  reforms. 

HIGHLIGHTS:  Meeting  of  girl  and 

boy.  .   .   .Scene  in  which  gang  overhears 

framed  conversation  and  are  led  to  be- 
lieve railroad  wants  property  they  hold- 

.   .   .   Marriage  of  girl  and  boy  and  her reformation. 
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A   scene  from  “Monte  Carlo,”  a   Metro- 
Goldwyn-Mayer  current  release  directed 

by  Christy  Cabanne,  with  Gertrude 
Olmsted  and  Lew  Cody  in  the  leading 

roles. 

Monte  Carlo 
Distnbutor:  Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer 

Producer:  Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer 

Length:  6120  feet 

DIRECTOR    CHRISTY  CABANNE 
Author   Carey  Wilson 
Cameraman    William  Daniels 

PLAYERS 

Tony    Lew  Cody 
Sally   Gertrude  Olmsted 

Prince  Boris    Roy  D’Arcy 
Doorman   Karl  Dane 

Hope   Zasu  Pitts 

Flossie    Trixie  Fi'iganza 
Count  Davigny   Cesare  Gravina 
TYPE:  Romantic  comedy. 
THEME:  Romantic  love. 
LOCALE:  Monte  Carlo. 

TIME:  The  present. 

STORY :   Three  small  town  girls  win 
a   popularity  contest  and  a   trip  to  Monte 
Carlo.  One  of  the  girls  meets  a   New 
Yorker  who  is  posing  as  Prince  Boris 

to  escape  his  ci'editovs.  He  declares  his 
love  for  the  girl,  but  is  an*ested  as  an 
imposter.  He  is  released  through  the  ef- 

forts of  the  real  prince,  and  leaves  for 
home  v/ith  the  girl. 

HIGHLIGHTS :   Hero  masqueraded 
as  the  Prince.  .   .   .   His  declaration  of 
iove.  .   .   .   His  arrest.  .   .   .   Fashion  Show 

scene  in  natural  colors.  .   .   .   Arrival  on 
scene  of  real  Prince.  .   .   .   The  reunion. 

Mile,  Modiste 
Distributor:  First  National 

Producer:  First  National 

Length:  Undetermined 

DIRECTOR   ROBERT  Z.  LEONARD 
PLAYERS 

Fifi   Corinne  Griffitli 

Etienne    Norman  Kerry 

Hii'am  Bent    Willai'cl  Louis 
Mrs.  Hiram  Bent   Dorothy  Gumming 
Mme.  Claire   Rose  Dione 

Marquise  de  lar  mar   Paulette  Duval 

Willard  Louis  and  Corinne  Griffith  in 

a   scene  from  “Mile.  Modiste”  a   First 
National  production. 

Capt.  Morof   Tony  Merlo 
Maharajah   Mario  Carillo 

The  Marquise’s  friend.. ..Dorothy  Dunbar TYPE:  Romantic  drama. 
THEME:  Romantic  love. 
LOCALE;  Paris. 

TIME:  The  present. 

STORY :   A   wealthy  St.  Louis  hatter 
falls  victim  to  the  sales  ability  of  a   girl. 
He  buys  the  modiste  establishment, 
makes  her  proprietor,  and  exploits  her 
as  Mile.  Modiste.  The  St.  Louis  man 
arranges  a   fashion  revue  in  which  the 

girl  auctions  her  garments  Aom  behind 
a   screen.  Her  sweetheart  comes  in  just 

as  a   man  bids  for  the  screen,  and  believ- 
ing her  to  be  improperly  clad  he  leaves. 

When  the  man  goes  up  to  claim  the 
screen  the  girl  steps  out  dressed  in  a 
new  frock.  She  is  broken-hearted  at 
the  attitude  taken  by  her  sweetheait;  and 

goes  to  a   popular  resort  with  her  em- 
ployer and  his  wife.  She  meets  her 

sweetheart  and  tells  him  she  is  married 

to  her  employer.  The  wife,  however,  tells 
the  truth  to  the  sweetheart  who  proposes 
to  the  girl  and  is  accepted. 
HIGHLIGHTS :   Fashion  revue  scene 

....  The  auction.  .   .   .   Scene  in  which 

girl  states  she  is  married.  .   .   .   Scene  in 
which  sweetheart  learns  the  truth.  .   .   . 

The  proposal. 

Tom  Tyler  in  his  new  F.  E.  O.  picture 

“Wild  to  Go,”  in  which  Eugenie  Gilbert 

is  supporting  him. 

Harry  Langdon  in  the  First  National 

release  "Tramp,  Tramp,  Tramp,"  which 
was  directed  by  Harry  Edwards. 

in  time.  The  young  man  frees  himself 
and  rescues  the  girl. 

HIGHLIGHTS :   Scene  in  which 

young  man  is  shanghaied.  .   .   .   Scene  in 
which  he  and  the  girl  are  kidnaped.  .   .   . 
Scene  in  which  the  young  man  escapes 

and  rescues  the  girl.  .   .   .   Scene  in  which 

the  young  brother  arrives  with  money  to 

pay  for  the  mortgage. 

Tramp,  Tramp,  Tramp 
Distributor:  First  National 

Prodiu:er:  First  National 

Length:  Seven  reels 
DIRECTOR    HARRY  EDW.4.RDS 

PLAYERS 

Harry  Logan   Harry  Langdon 
Betty  Burton   Joan  Crawford 
Nick  Kargas   Tom  Murray 
John  Burton    Edwards  Davis 

Amos  Logan   Alec  Francis 
Taxi  Driver   Brooks  Benedict 

TYPE:  Romantic  comedy. 

THEME:  Romantic  love. 
LOCALE:  An  American  town. 

TIME:  The  present. 

STORY:  The  son  of  a   shoemaker  en- 
ters a   walking  race  because  the  daughter 

of  the  sponsor  of  the  race  is  a   poster 

girl  he  has  fallen  in  love  with.  Numerous 
exciting  incidents  occur  to  aid  the  young 
man  in  winning  the  race  and  the  girl. 
HIGHLIGHTS:  Scene  in  which  boy 

falls  from  precipice.  .   .   .   Scene  in  which 
he  is  arrested.  .   .   .   Jail  break  scene.  .   .   . 

Scene  in  which  cyclone  blows  him  to 
victory.  .   .   .   The  marriage. 

Wild  to  Go 
Distnbutor:  F.  B.  0. 

ProdMcei':  F.  B.  0. 

Length :   Undetermined 
DIRECTOR   ROBERT  DE  LACY 

PLAYERS 

Tom  Blake    Tom  Tyler 

Frankie  Blake    Frankie  Darro 

Simon  Purdy    Fred  Burns 
Jake  Trumbull   Ethan  Laidlaw 
An  accomplice    Earl  Haley 

Marjorie  Felton   Eugenie  Gilbert 

Sitting  Bull   Himself 
TYPE;  Western  drama. 
THEME:  Romantic  love.  Fight  to  pay 

off  mortgage. 

LOCALE:  An  American  Western  city. 
TIME:  The  present. 

STORY:  A   young  man,  on  his  way  to 

t   money  to  pay  off  a   mortgage  on  his 

ss’  land,  is  intercepted  by  the  foreman 
of  the  man  who  holds  the  mortgage,  and 

shanghaied.  He  swims  ashore  to  a   girls’ 

school  where  he  meets  his  boss’  daughter. 
The  foreman  kidnaps  the  young  man  and 

the  gii'l  and  forces  the  man  to  state 
Where  he  left  the  check.  The  young 

man’s  brother  slips  off,  gets  the  check, 

and  delivers  it  to  his  brother’s  boss  just 

The  Nut-Cracker 
Distnbutor:  Associated  Exhibitors 

Producer:  Associated  Exhibitors 

Length:  5780  feet 
DIRECTOR    LLOYD  INGRAHAM 

PLAYERS 

Horatio  Slipaway   Edward  Horton 

Edward  Everett  Horton  and  Mae  Busch 

in  a   scene  from  “The  Nut-Cracker,” 
which  is  an  Associated  Exhibitors  re- 

lease. 
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New  Picture  Publication  Dates 
A   Week-to-Week  Summary  of  Facts  and  Figures  Pertain- 

ing TO  New  Picture  Product  Offered  the  Theatre  Booker 

Title Producer Distributor Length 

WEEK  OF  MARCH  29th 

Let'i>  Gel  Married Paramount Parani  ount 6800 

WEEK  OF  APRIL  4th 

The  Taxi  M^elory Glnsberg-Kann Royal  Picture 5018 

Slarllghl’e  Revenge Harry  Webb Rayari  Piet.  Corp. 5000 
Watch  Your  Wife Universal Univorsol 

6974 
Rusder’*  Raneh 

Universal Universal 5230 

RuBlUng  For  Cupid Fox Fox 

4835 

Raisin'  Cain JackWhlle Educational 

200 

Felix  the  Cat  Uses  Ilia  Head Bijou  Films Educational 

1000 

Nobody's  Business Lloyd  Hamilton Educational 

2000 

The  Merry  Blacksmith Timely  Filins Pathe 
2/3  reel 

Dog  Shy Hal  Roach 
Pathe 

2   reels 
Hooked  at  the  Alter Mack  Sennett 

Pathe 2   reels 

Happy  Hunting  Grounds Graotland  Rico  Spoi Pathe I   reel 

Sandy 

Fox 

Fox 7850 
Brown  of  Harvard 

M-G-M 
M-C-M 7941 

The  Runaway Paramount Paramount 6271 

For  Heaven's  Sake Paramount Param  ount 5356 

That’s  My  Baby Paramount Paramount 

6805 

Tho  Volga  Boatman P-D-C 
P-D-C 10300 

The  Earth  Woman Associated  Exhibitors Associated  Exhibitors 5753 

The  Big  Show Associated  Exlilbiiors Associated  Exhibitors 5385 
Tho  Hurricane Standard  Cinema F.  B.  O. 2   reels 

Dinky  Doodle  in  Egypt 

Bray 

F.  B.  O. 1   reel 
Sir  Lumberjack F.  B.  O. F.  B.  O. 

5144 
Whispering  Giorus F.  B.  O. 

F.  B.  O. 
1896 

Klkl First  National First  Nationol 8299 

WEEK  OF  APRIL  12th 

The  Sign  of  the  Claw Gotham Lumas 
6120 The  Seventh  Bandit Charlas  R.  Rogers Pathe 5353 

Skinner's  Dress  Suit Universal Universal 7025 
Tho  Shamrock  Handicap Fox 

Fox 

SSCS% 

Tonight’s  the  Night Jack  White Educational 1000 
Broken  China Christie Educational 

2000 

Tho  Bie  Hearted  Fish Timely  Films Pathe 
2/3  reel The  Old  War  Horse Hal  Roach Pathe 1   reel 

Ukulele  Sheiks Hal  Roach 
Pathe 

A   Love  Sundae Mack  Sonnell Pathe 2   reels 
Wild  To  Go F.  B.  O. F.  n.  O. 

4570 

Tho  Impostor F.  B.  O. F.  B.  O. 5457 

Tho  Fighting  Boob F.  B.  O. F.  B.  O. 45-19 

Honeymoon  Feet F.  B.  O. F.  B.  O. 

King  of  Tho  Beasts Standard  Cinema 
F.  B.  O. 

2   reels 
Miko M-C-M M-C-M 6755 
Tho  Blind  Goddess Paramount 7363 
The  Crown  of  Lies Paramount 5020 
Paris  at  Midnight P-D-C 

P-D-C 
6995 

Among  Those  Present Associated  Exhibitors 

2877 

Tom  Mix  In  Tony  Runs Fox Fox 

5477% 

WEEK  OF  APRIL  19th 

Desert  Gold Paramount 6900 
Border  Sheriff  The Universal Universal 

4440 

The  Lucky  Lady Paramount Paramount 
6900 

TTie  Prince  of  Pllsen Universal 
4440 

Tho  Man  from  Oklahoma Associated  Exh. Assoclolcd  Exh. 
Silence P-D-C 

P-D-C 
6168 

Felix  the  Cat  Misses  tho  Cue 
Tho  Tin  Ghost 

Bijou  Films 
Jack  While 

Educational 2000 

Hearts  and  Showers Timely  Films 

%   reel 

Madame  Mystery Hal  Roach 
Paths 

2   reels 

Hay  foot,  Strawfoot Mack  Sennett Pathe 

The  Inside  Dope Granlland  BUs  Sport- 

lights 

Pa  tho 
1   reel 

The  Hidden  Way Associated  Exhibitors Associated  Exhibitors 5900 

The  Lightning  Slider F.  B.  O. 
F.  B.  O. 

1911 
Isle  of  Retribution F.  B.  O. F.  B.  O. 

6338 

WEEK  OF  APRIL  26th 

Desert  Gold Paramount Paramount 

5942 
The  Lucky  Lady Paramount Paramount 

5942 
Somebody’s  Wrong Jock  White Educational 1009 
Shore  Shy Christie Educational 

2000 

Fresh  Faces Chrlsllo Ed  ueutlonni 
2000 

Neptune’s  Domain Lyman  H.  Howe 
Educational 1000 

‘Rough  and  Ready  Romeo Timclj  Films Pathe 
2/3  reel The  Uncovered  Wagon Hal  Roach Pathe 

1   real 

Baby  Clothes Ho!  Ro-ach Pathe 2   reels 

Tho  Bar-C-Mysiery Pathe  (Serial) 

WEEK  OF  MAY  1st 

TIse  Border  Sheriff 
P-D-C 

P-D-C ^600 
The  Hidden  Way Harry  Webb  Prods. Rayari  Piet.  Corp. 

5000 
Flntnes Associated  Exhibitors Associated  Cxhlbliors 5888 
Tho  Prince  of  Pllsen 

P-D-C 
P-D-C 6600 

The  Man  From  Oklahoma Harry  Wohb Rayart 5000 
Mr.  Cinderella Goodwill  Comedies Educational 2000 

FoUx  the  Cat  Braves  the  Briny Bijou  Films 
Educational 1000 

Farm  Hands Fables 
Pathe 

2/3  reel 
Scared  Stiff Hcl  Roach 

Pathe 

Nervous  Moments Granlland  Rico  Spurt- 
Pathe 

1   reel 

lights 

Art  Acord  and  Marguerite  Clayton  have 

the  leads  in  “Sky  High  Corral,”  West- 
ern released  by  Universal. 

Maratha  Slipaway    Mae  Busch 
Oscar  Briggs   Hany  Myers 
Isaac  Totten    Thomas  Ricketts 
Julia  Totten    Martha  Mattox 
Saki    George  Kuwa 
Senor  Gomez    George  Perioket 
Senor  Gonzales   Albert  Priscoe 
TYPE:  Farce  comedy. 
THEME:  Domestic  difficulties. 
LOCALE:  An  American  city. 
TIME:  The  present. 

STORY :   A   henpecked  husband  is  im- 
posed on  by  a   scheming  g^rl  who  pre- 

tends she  is  in  need  of  assistance.  His 
wife  finds  him  with  the  girl  who  theatens 
breach  of  promise.  The  husband  goes 
away  in  a   dazed  condition  and  meets 
with  an  accident,  and  feigns  loss  of  mem- 

ory. He  dabbles  in  stocks  which  bring 
him  wealth.  His  wife  finds  track  of  him 
and  sets  out  to  win  him  all  over  again. 
She  stages  a   fake  operation  and,  thor- 

oughly frightened,  her  husband  falls  over 
and  conveniently  recovers  his  memory. 
The  husband  and  wife  are  reunited. 
HIGHLIGHTS:  Scene  in  which  wife 

discovers  husband  with  girl.  .   .   .   Scene 
in  which  husband  feigns  loss  of  memoiy 
....  Scene  in  which  husband  masquer- 

ades as  a   Peruvian  capitalist.  .   .   .   Stag- 
ing of  fake  operation.  .   .   .   The  reunion. 

International  News  No.  30 

FRANCE  SHIPS  CONVICTS  TO  “'DEVIL’S  ISLAND." CRIMINALS  BOARD  FLOATING  PRISON  TO 
SPEND  REMAINDER  OF  LIVES  IN 

LONELY  COLONY  IN  GUIANA. 

* 

International  News  No.  31 

820.000,000  BLAZE  SWEEPS  IMMENSE  TANK 
"FARMS”  IN  GREATEST  OF  OIL  FIRES  AT 

SAN  LUIS  OBISPO,  CAL. 

* 

Pathe  News  No.  31 

ALL  OF  NATION’S  CRACK  BICYCLE  RIDERS  TAKE 
PART  IN  LONG  DISTANCl^  RACE  AT 

VERSAILLES,  FRANCE. 
* 

Pathe  News  No  .32 

LATEST  CALIFORNIA  GOLD  STRIKE  REVIVES 
DAYS  OF  ’49.  FRENZIED  PROSPECTORS 

BRAVE  INTENSE  HEAT  OF  MOJAVE  DESERT. 
* 

Fox  News  No.  S6 

UNIVERSITY  OF  PENNSYLVANIA  CREW 
LAUNCHES  AND  CHRISTENS  A   NEW  EIGHT- OARED  SHELL  FOR  USE  tN 

COMING  SEASON. 
* 

Fox  News  No.  57 

LUTHER  BURBANK,  WIZARD  OF  PLANT  CUL- 
TURE, DIES  IN  CALIFORNIA  HOME  AT ACE  OF  77. 

'   * 

Kinograms  No.  5178 

RED  sox  AND  BRAVES  MEET  IN  CITY  SERIES IN  BOSTON  OPENING  LOCAL  BASEBALL 
SEASON  BEFORE  BIG  CROWD 

OF  ROOTERS. 
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SALT  LAKE 
SALT  LAKE  CITY,  UTAH.— The  As- 

sociated First  National  Exchange,  managed 
by  W.  F.  Gordon,  won  the  third  prize  in 
the  sales  drive  which  just  closed.  .   .   . 
Harry  Krciter,  formerly  connected  with 
Pro-Dis-Co,  has  gone  to  Los  Angeles  where 
he  is  reported  to  have  made  connections 
with  one  of  the  film  companies.  .   .   . 
The  Paramount  Empress  is  doing  excep- 

tionally good  business  with  Harold  Lloyd’s 
"For  Heaven’s  Sake.”  .   .   .   R.  F.  Enger 
has  been  added  to  the  sales  force  of  Metro- 

Goldwyn-Mayer  out  of  the  local  exchange. 
-   .   .   Giis  Broivn,  owner  of  the  new  Lib- 

erty which  he  just  built  in  Mackay,  Idaho, 
has  been  lining  up  some  business.  .   .   . 
/.  W.  Simmons  of  the  Orpheum,  Oakley, 
Idaho,  was  an  exhibitor  vistor,  as  was  At 
Hager  of  the  Rex,  Idaho  Falls.  .   .   . 
IV.  E.  Shipley,  manager  of  the  Gem  and 
Empire,  with  P.  C.  Peterson,  his  assistant 
manager,  returned  from  an  extended  trip 
to  Florida  and  Cuba.  .   .   .   Harmon  and 
Lou  Peery  of  the  Egyptian,  Ogden,  were 
visiting  the  film  mart.  .   .   .   E.  J.  Smith, 
general  sales  manager  for  Associated  Ex- 

hibitors, is  visiting  the  local  exchange, 
which  is  managed  by  R.  D.  Boomer.  .   .   . 
Frank  Hopkins,  district  manager  for  Asso- 

ciated Exhibitors,  was  also  here. 
/.  A.  Epperson,  Pathe  branch  manager 
here,  is  contemplating  making  a   trip  to 
New  York  the  end  of  this  month  to  attend 
a   sales  convention  there.  .   .   .   Eddie 
IFa/toti,  formerly  branch  manager  for 
Greater  Features,  has  accepted  a   position  in 
sales  force  of  Pro-Dis-Co.  .   .   .   Dave 
Frazer,  Pro-Dis-Co  district  representative. 
IS  now  in  the  Salt  Lake  office. 
L   IV.  JVeir,  division  manager  for  Pro- 
Dis  Co,  was  also  here  on  his  way  to  New York. 

DENVER 
DENVER.  eOLO.— H.  W.  Braly,  mana- 

ger of  the  Ip'cal  Paramount  office,  was  to  be host  to  a. large  number  of  exhibitors  on 
April  20 .and  21.  These  exhibitors  were  to 
be  invited  to  Denver  by  Paramount  who 
was  to  pay  their  transportation  e^enses. 
•   •   .   .   Kenneth  Hodkiitso-n.  district  man- 

ager of  United  Artists,  spent  several  days 
here  with  Jack  Krum,  manager  of  the  local 
exchange.  .   .   .   Recent  exhibitor  visitors 
here  were  /.  E.  Tompkins,  owner  andman- 

pSer  of  the  America  of  'Colorado  Springs ; 
p   H.  Hoppen,  of  the  America,  Longmont, 
Colo. :   B.  P.  McCormick,  operating  the 
Libe^y  of  Florence  and  the  Jones  of  Can- 

non City,  Colo.;  C.  A.  Mtilock  of  the  Iris, 
Ihermopolis,  Wyo.,  and  Frank  Fairchild. 
Lync,  Fort  Collins.  Colo.  .   .   .   E.  L. 

fl^oH  has  resigned  as  manager  for  Great- 
er reatures  to  accept  a   position  as  sales 

representative  for  Pro-Dis-Co  of  Salt  Lake 
,   *y-  •   •   .   It  is  reported  that  the  Denver ranch  of  Greater  Features  will  be  in 
charge  of  J.  T.  She^eld,  who  will  also 
operate  the  branch  office  in  Salt  Lake  City. 
■   r   ■ ,   •   Steivart,  advertising  manager 
t   the  Pubiix  Theatres  Corporation,  visited local  Pubiix  theatres  which  are  the 

San  Francisco 

First  Runs 
(Week  Boginning  April  20J 

ST.  FRANCIS:  "Kikl,”  Fir.t  National. 
WILKES :   “Black  PSrosa,”  United  ArtiMts, 

GRANADA:  “Tiio  Untamed  Lady,”  Para- mount. 

LOEW'S  WARFIELD :   “Mike,**  Metro- 
Go  Idteyn-.Mayer, 

CALIFORNIA:  “Sandy,"  Fox. 

IMPERIAL :   “Fcf  Heeven'g  Soke,”  Para- 

CAMEO:  “Thank  Yon,"  Fox. 
GOLDEN  GATE:  “Time.  The 

Meiro-Goldwyn-Mayer. 

UNION  SQUARE:  “Wolf  Blood, 

Rialto  and  Victory.  .   .   .   The  new  Broad- 
way in  Pueblo,  Colo.,  is  to  have  its  grand 

opening  very  shortly.  .   >   .   Charles 
Lounsbury,  publicity  manager  for  Univer- 

sal, engaged  two  aeroplanes  to  distribute 
cards  from  the  air  which  admitted  the 

finders  to  the  America  where  “Skinner’s 
Dress  Suit”  was  playing.  A   tie-up  with  a 
local  newspaper  and  a   local  real-estate 
concern  made  the  stunt  a   complete  success. 

OTTA  WA 
OTTAWA,  ONT. — George  A.  Baldson, 

for  many  years  with  Vitagraph  in  Canada, 
has  gone  from  Toronto  to  Montreal  to 
become  general  manager  ior  Vital  Ex- 

changes of  Canada,  Ltd.  .   .   .   E.  D.  War- 
ren has  been  appointed  manager  of  the 

Toronto  Vital  branch,  and  James  Anderson 
has  been  made  manager  of  the  branch  at 
St.  John,  N.  B.  .   .   .   Charles  Lalnmiere 
of  Montreal,  former  general  manager  for 
Pathe  and  now  head  of  DeLuxe  Films, 
has  announced  the  opening  of  a   branch 
office  at  Toronto  under  the  management 
of  James  A.  Kirkpatrick,  who  has  been 
with  Canadian  Universal  for  years.  Mr. 
Lalumiere  announces  that  his  company  has 
25  releases  ready  for  immediate  booking. 
.   .   .   Miller  Stewart,  formerly  identified 
with  exchanges  in  Winnipeg,  Manitoba,  is 
now  located  in  Los  Angeles,  where  he  has 
established  a   theatre  ticket  brokerage  busi- 

ness. .   .   .   David  Farquar,  former  Van- 
couver, B.  C,  branch  manager  for  Warner 

Brothers,  has  been  transferred  to  the  Win- 
nipeg office.  .   .   .   M.  G.  Peebles,  former 

manager  of  the  Dauphin  at  Dauphin,  Man- 
itoba. has  joined  the  Winnipeg  sales  staff 

of  United  Artists.  .   .   .   Micky  Iscman 
of  Le  Pas,  Manitoba,  is  now  a   salesman 
with  Canadian  First  National  at  Winnipeg. 
.   .   .   Manager  Walter  F.  Davis  of  the 
Empress,  Edmonton,  Alberta,  gained 
considerable  goodwill  recently  when  he 
announced  to  local  pastors  and  service 
clubs  that  he  would  place  the  theatre  at 
the  disposal  of  the  local  religious  bodies 
for  a   series  of  noon-hour  services  for 
down-town  workers.  Manager  Davis  also 
secured  the  co-operation  of  the  Retail 
Merchants  Association  of  Edmonton  in 

requesting  business  houses  to  allow  em- 
ployes an  extra  half  hour  at  midday  for 

the  purpose  of  attending  the  services.  As 

a   result  he  has  been  dubbed  the  “Billy 
Sunday  of  the  Movies,”  and  quite  a   few 

news  items  have  been  published  regard- 
ing the  services.  .   .   .   G.  A.  Matthews 

for  some  time  manager  of  the  Crescent. 
Winnipeg^  and  at  one  time  manager  of the  Allen  at  Brandon,  Manitoba,  has  joined 
the  office  staff  of  First  National  at  Winni- 

peg. .   .   .   The  Famous  Players  Social 

xf  Club  has  been  organized. Membership  is  limited  to  companies  affili- 
ated with  Famous  Players,  including  desig- 

^ted  theatres.  -   .   .   The  Temple  at Hamilton,  a   long  established  downtown 
house,  re-opened  April  5   under  the  direc- tion of  Eddie  Ford  with  a   combined  policy 
of  pictures  and  vaudeville. 

PHILADELPHIA 
PHILADELPHIA,  PA— M.  J.  McCool 

has  been  added  to  the  staff  of  I^Iotion  Pic- 
ture Censors  for  the  State  of  Pennsylvania, 

and  \vill  make  his  headquarters  here. .   .   .   Dove  Stockman,  of  the  Standard 
Film  exchange,  and  Louis  Groner  have 
incorporated  the  Colored  Players  Film 
Company,  and  are  now  engaged  in  making 
a   series  of  six  pictures  with  colored  players. 
.   .   .   Tom  Bible,  who  joined  the  sales 
force  of  Associated  Exhibitors  a   short  time 
ago,  has  resigned  and  will  affiliate  with 
the  Keystone  Film  Corporation. 
Green  and  Altman  are  making  tentative 
preparations  for  the  remodeling  of  the 
Jefferson.  The  improvements  will  consist 
of  a   new  balcony  and  the  addition  of  sev- 

eral stores.  .   .   .   Sidney  R.  Kent,  gen- 
eral manager  of  the  Famous  Players- 

Lasky,  and  William  Frazer,  general  man- 
ager for  Harold  Lloyd,  were  recent  vis- 

itop  at  the  Paramount  exchange.  .   .   . 
William  R.  Steele,  who  has  been  manager 

of  the  Stanley  Company’s  Keystone,  has 
been  transferred  to  the  Orpheum,  succeed- 

ing Walter  Jacobs,  who  is  seriously  ill. 
.   .   .   John  Boyd  who  has  been  managing 
the  Arcadia  in  Wilmington  is  succeeding 
William  Steele  at  the  Keystone,  while  Wm. 

Anderson,  formerly  manager  of  Grauman’s Million  Dollar  Theatre  in  Los  Angeles,  is 

now  managing  the  Arcadia.  .   .   .   “Ben 
Hur,”  which  was  originally  scheduled  to 
open  al  ihe  Garrick  on  April  19th.  was 
switched  to  the  Forrest  for  an  indefinite 
run.  It  is  probable,  in  view  of  the  Sesqui 
Centennial,  that  the  picture  will  be  retained 
the  entire  summer.  .   .   .   The  General 

of  Ephrata.  formerly  operated  by  H.  Es- 
sciigcr  under  a   lease,  will  in  the  future 

be  operated  by  H   Crist.  .   .   .   The  Pal- 
ace at  Schuylkill  Haven  has  been  closed 

down  indefinitely  following  the  transfer  of 
the  lease  from  Charles  Sharadin  to  a   new 
lessee  whose  identity  has  not  been  learned. 

The  house  is  owned  by  Edward  Zimmer- 
man. 

ALBANY 
ALBANY,  N.  Y. — Fred  Horn  who  came 

here  from  Des  Moines- to  become  manager 
of  the  Pro-Dis-Co  exchange,  and  Joseph 
S.  McHenry,  district  representative,  is  now 
handling  the  exchange  for  the  time  being. 
.   .   .   Ted  O’Shea  who  has  been  manager 
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of  the  Metro-Gold\vyn-Mayer  exchange  £or_ 
the  last  year,  is  scheduled  to  return  to 
Buffalo  to  succeed  Henry  W.  Kahn  whose 
health  forces  him  to  reside  in  the  West. 
.   .   .   Art  Goldsmith,  former  salesman  at 
the  Pro-Dis-Co  exchange,  has  been  trans- 

ferred to  the  Pittsburgh  office. 

C.  H.  Buckley,  owner  of  the  Leland  and 
the  Clinton  Square,  journeyed  to  Utica  and 
a   report  started  that  he  was  looking  for 
another  theatre.  .   .   .   IV.  R.  Seanujn  sold 

his  house  in  Highland  to  the  United  Tri- 
angle Corporation  of  New  York.  .   .   . 

JVilliam  Smalley  of  Cooperstown,  head -of 
a   chain  of  a   dozen  theatres,  took  over  the 

Grand  in  Johnstown  owned  by  Charles  Se- 
sonske.  .   .   .   George  Roberts,  former 
manager  of  the  Berinstein  houses,  has  been 
named  manager  of  the  Playhouse  and 
Rialto  in  Hudson.  .   .   .   Mike  Kallet 
of  the  Madison  in  Oneida  is  confined  with 

the  grippe.  .   .   .   Bob  Pierce  of  Ilion 
visited  Film  Row.  .   .   .   Alec  Herman, 

local  manager  for  First  National,  is  plan- 
ning to  leave  for  Chicago  to  attend  the 

First  National  convention.  .   .   .   Patrick 

Quinlan  of  the  Ideal  in  Chateaugay  is  plan- 
ning to  open  for  an  additional  two  nights 

a   week.  .   .   .   Hobart  A.  Rowe  will  open 
his  house  in  Stone  Ridge  on  May  12. 
.   .   .   Dick  Melvin,  former  Fox  salesman, 
is  now  with  Pro-Dis-Co  covering  northern 
New  York.  .   .   Austin  Interrante 
opened  the  Astor  in  Troy  and  presented 
all  patrons  with  handsome  souvenirs. 
.   .   .   Jake  Rosenthal  of  the  Rose  in  Troy 

observed  the  theatre’s  third  anniversary  by 
using  vaudeville  with  pictures  each  night. 
.   .   .   Because  of  a   heavy  all  day  rain 
business  dropped  off  at  the  Leland.  Alex 
Sayles,  manager,  ran  an  extra  show  on 

Saturday  night  beginning  at  10:30  o’clock 
to  make  up  the  loss  due  to  the  rain. 
With  the  exception  of  election  night  and 
News  Year’s  Eve  such  shows  as  Mgr. 
Sayles  put  on  are  unknown  here.  The 
extra  show  was  liberally  patronized. 
.   .   .   Motion  picture  exchanges  are  slated 
to  move  May  1   to  the  new  Film  Exchange 
building,  however,  the  building  has  yet  to 
be  enclosed. 

ST.  LOUIS 
ST.  LOUIS,  MO.~The  Lyric,  Bragg 

City,  has  been  taken  over  by  Y.  IV .   Yarbro. 
.   .   .   Great  States  Theatres,  Inc.,  is  the 
new  owner  of  the  New  Paris,  Paris,  111. 
.   .   .   John  Kizer  has  sold  the  Kozy,  Po- 

cahontas. Ark.,  to  Robert  Sanders.  .   .   . 
Theatres  reported  closed  include  Auxvasse 
Public  School,  Auxvasse ;   Jolly,  Columbus, 
Ky. ;   Gayety,  Freeburg,  111. ;   Bond,  East  St 
Louis;  Jacksonville,  Jacksonville;  Gem, 
Leachville,  Ark ;   Braswell,  Marion,  Ky. ; 
Nason,  Nason,  111. ;   Grand,  Odin,  III. ; 
Ozark,  Ozark,  111. ;   Rex,  Pittsburgh,  111. ; 
Lyric,  Salem,  Mo.,  and  Hidalgo,  111.  .   .   . 
Houses  that  have  opened  recently  or  are 
about  to  re-open,  are  the  Hobo,  Shawnee- 
town.  111.;  Amusu,  Dupo,  111.;  Okaw, 
Findlay,  111.  .   .   .   The  Senate  held  its 

grand  opening  and  many  of  the  film  ex- 
change men  and  other  exhibitors  were  the 

guests  of  the  owners,  Charley  Goldman 
and  Julius  Laventhal.  .   .   .   The  South- 

ampton, which  has  been  under  the  manage- 
ment of  Inger  and  Fishman,  has  closed. 

Their  new  Palm  will  open  shortly.  .   .   . 
Charley  Hamilton  is  said  to  contemplate 
re-opening  the  Marshall  in  Maplewood. 
.   .   .   The  Palace,  Springfield,  111.,  is  again 
under  the  management  of  Gus  Wycoff. 
.   .   .   Charley  Ferris  has  sold  his  Photo 
Play,  Lovtington,  111.,  to  R.  B.  Maxwell, 
who  also  operates  the  Illinois.  Ferris  in 
turn  takes  over  the  Garden,  Arthur,  111., 
which  his  brother,  Earl  Ferris,  has  been 
operating.  .   .   .   Joe  Ireland,  who  for- 

merly operated  the  Jefferson,  Sullivan,  111., 
has  organized  a   local  stock  company  to 
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erect  a   new  theatre.  .   .   .   George  Wag- 
ner and  Tommy  Tobin  took  charge  of  the 

Reese,  Cairo,  111.,  the  Palm,  Mound  City, 
111.,  and  the  Lyric,  Mounds,  111.  .   .   . 
R.  J.  Hershfield  has  added  the  Rodelia, 
Bland,  Mo.,  to  his  string  of  houses.  .   .   . 
Exhibitors  seen  along  Film  Row  were 

Green  Luttrell,  Jacksonville,  111. ;   S'.  E. 
Perlle,  Jerse3rville,  111. ;   Jimmy  Clayton, 
West  Frankfort,  111. ;   A.  L.  Crichlow, 

Temple,  Alton  III. ;   Rex  Barrett,  Cozy,  Co- 
lumbia, Mo.;  Robert  Curran,  Buckner,  111.; 

W.  L.  Muhlenbeck,  West  Frankfort,  111. ; 
Harry  Mueller,  Idle  Hour,  Festus,  Mo. 
.   .   .   Clayton  T.  Lynch  has  succeeded 

William  Sculley  as  manager  of  the  Metro- 
Goldwyn-Mayer  exchange.  .   .   .   William 
Sculley  is  returning  to  his  old  post  as  man- 

ager for  New  Haven,  Conn.  .   .   .   Harry 
Saunders,  formerly  with  First  National, 
has  returned  to  the  Universal  Sales  organi- zation. 

SAN  FRANCISCO 
SAN  FRANCISCO,  CALIF.— F.  How- 

ard Butler  has  left  Pathe  to  fill  the  va- 
cancy at  First  National  made  by  A1  Ox- 

toby’s  appointment  to  manager  of  the 
Portland  branch.  .   .   .   Jack  Bettencourt  and 
Chester  Roeder,  Paramount  salesmen,  have 
been  elected  for  the  second  ‘time  to  the 
One  Hundred  Percent  Club,  and  each  will 
be  presented  with  a   check  for  $750.00.  .   .   . 
P.  L.  Carroll,  personal  representative  for 
Mack  Sennett,  visited  Film  Row.  .   .   .   M. 
Blumenfeld  has  let  contracts  for  the  erec- 

tion of  the  new  Mill  Valley  to  be  built  for 

his  circuit,  which  is  to  be  ready  for  open- 
ing in  the  early  summer.  .   .   .   Henry  Duffy 

of  the  Alcazar  and  the  President,  has  taken 
on  another  theatre,  and  now  its  musical 
comedy  at  the  Casino.  ...  A   cigar  box  with 
$93  was  stolen  from  the  box  office  of  the 
Haight  Street  Theatre.  .   .   .   Frank  S.  Hop- 

kins, West  Coast  Division  Manager  for 
Associated,  spent  several  days  here.  .   .   . 
0.  B.  Atkisson  has  taken  over  the  Rialto 
at  Oakdale  formerly  conducted  by  Fisher. 
.   .   .   J.  M.  McClure,  formerly  manager  of 
the  Franklin  at  Oakland,  has  been  ap- 

pointed manager  of  the  Alexandria.  .   .   . 
Thomas  H.  Tucker,  late  of  the  Temple, 
and  recently  associated  with  Mutual  Film 
exchange,  left  to  assume  the  managerial 
duties  at  the  Bijou,  Fresno,  for  M.  L. 
Markowitz.  .   .   .   George  Knowles  has  re- 

signed from  his  position  as  two-reel  com- 
edy salesman  for  Pathe,  and  is  succeeded 

by  W.  G.  Seib,  formerly  exchange  manager 
at  Salt  Lake  City.  .   .   .   Howard  Butler  tq- 
signed  from  Pathe  sales  force  to  join 
First  National.  .   .   .   George  J.  Roy,  man- 

ager of  the  Nevada  at  Reno,  was  a   visitor 
in  Film  Row. 

DALLAS 
DALLAS,  TEX.— A.  M.  Patereau  of  the 

People’s  in  Beaumont,  has  sold  his  house 
to  a   real  estate  firm  who  will  lease  the 

house  to  the  Jefferson  Amusement  Com- 

pany. .   .   .   F.  C.  Mtinroe,  president  of  Pro- 
Dis-Co,  paid  his  first  visit  here  at  the  local 
exchange.  .   .   .   Bert  E.  Graetz,  former  film 
salesman,  has  taken  over  the  distribution 
and  booking  of  the  National  Screen  Serv- 

ice. .   .   .R.  V.  Anderson,  salesmanagerof  the 
International  News  Reel  Corporation,  was 

here  on  a   visit  to  the  Universal'  exchange. 
.   .   .   Blanche  Bray,  booker  for  Southern 
Enterprise  for  the  Southern  District,  was 
married  to  Mr.  Boyles  of  New  York  City, 

who  is  also  'connected  with  their  office  in 
that  city.  .   .   .As  a   result  of  the  Dallas 
Theatres  Luncheon  Club  which  was  re- 

cently organized,  thirty  theatres  are  to 

co-operate  in  a   “Guess  Who”  contest All  of  these  theatres  will  show  the  film 
of  that  title  put  out  by  Specialty  Film 

Company,  and  will  make  a   publicity  tie- 
up  with  the  city  newspapers.  ...  A   new 
suburban  house  is  now  under  construction 
in  Trinity  Heights.  .   .   .   The  Victory  at 
Timpson  has  been  foreclosed  and  sold  to 
C.  D.  McElfactrick  who  will  operate  the 
show.  .   .   ,   R.  C.  Price  of  the  Enterprise 
Distributing  Corporation  has  been  sent  to 
Charlotte  as  assistant  manager  of  the  As- 

sociated Elxhibitors  exchange.  .   .   .   E.  C. 
Leaves  has  been  appointed  to  take  the 
place  of  Diaz  Callahan,  branch  manager  of 
Pro-Dis-Co  who  resigned.  .   .   .   H.  C.  Hous- 

ton of  the  Gem,  Sherman,  has  been  re- 
modeling his  house.  .   .   .   Max  Fox  of  the 

Strand  has  also  purchased  the  Fox  from 
C.  R.  Singer.  .   .   .   Joe  Clemmons,  head  of 
the  Jefferson  Amusement  Company  of 
Beaumont,  was  a   visitor  here. 

ATLANTA 
ATLANTA,  GA.— L.  B.  Butler  will  be 

the  new  Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer  representa- 
tive for  the  Alabama  territory,  taking  the 

place  of  Clarence  Diehl. .   .   .   Earl  E.  Griggs, 
Universal  director  of  publicity,  was  the 

guest  of  J.  B.  Jones,  manager  of  the  Fair- 
fax, LaGrange,  Ga.  .   .   .   W.  E.  Drumbar, 

manager  of  the  Riviera,  Knoxville,  Tenn., 

played  “The  Phantom  of  the  Opera”  which 
proved  a   box  office  success  despite  a   week 
of  inclement  weather.  .   .   .   N.  W.  Sherrill, 
late  hardware  man  of  Hickory,  N.  C.,  made 
his  first  venture  into  the  show  business 

opening  his  new  theatre  in  Lenoir,  N.  C. 
.   .   .   Jack  Marcus,  manager,  and  H.  J.  Pa- 

radis, president  of  the  Eiastern  Carolina 
Theatres,  Inc.,  have  announced  the  pur- 

chase of  the  Temple,  Sanford,  N.  C., 

which  was  formerly  owned  by  Joseph  Wal- 
ters, and  also  the  Wanda,  at  Stanford, 

owned  by  Doriety  and  Crabtree. 

WASHINGTON 
WASHINGTON,  D.  C.—H.  A.  Doman, 

manager  of  Crandall’s  Apollo,  Central  and 
Strand  in  Martinsburg,  W.  Va.,  was  a 

visitor  to  the  executive  offices  of  the  Stan- 

ley-Crandall  Company.  .   .   .   Crandall’s  Met- ropolitan has  donned  a   canary  colored 
baronet  satin  proscenium,  exit  and  lobby 

draperies  heralding  Spring,  and  have  dis- 
carded their  heavy  plum  colored  winter 

velours.  .   .   .   Crandall’s  Ambassador  re- 

cently held  a   “Music  Memory  Contest” demonstration  under  the  auspices  of  the 

motion  picture  and  music  committees  of 

the  General  Federation  of  Women’s  Clubs. 
Harriet  Hawley  Locher,  director  of  the 
Public  Service  and  Educational  Depart- 

ment of  the  Crandall  theatres,  is  chairman 
of  the  motion  picture  committee. 

INDIANAPOLIS 
INDIANAPOLIS,  IND.  — The  Araby 

Theatre  Corporation  has  been  incorporated 
at  Ft.  Wayne,  Ind.,  with  a   capital  stock 
of  $25,000  for  the  purpose  of  operating 
theatres  and  amusement  parks.  .   .   .   The 

(_Continutd  on  page  104) 
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At  a   preview  of  "The  Isle  of  Retribu- 
tion” the  work  of  Director  James  P.  Ho- 

gan received  high  commendation. 

Max  Fleischer  will  shortly  increase  his 
special  technical  and  art  staff  to  assist  him 
in  editing  and  titling  a   number  of  new 
series  of  special  releases  scheduled  for 
next  fall. 

Director  Edward  LeSaint  has  finished 

photography  on  “The  Millionaire  Police- 
man,” the  last  picture  of  the  present  sea- 

son to  be  made  by  Banner  Productions  for 
Ginsberg-Kann. 

Molly  Malone  Signed  For  '^Rawhide” 
Molly  Malone  has  been  engaged  to  play 

^^e  female  lead  to  Buffalo  Bill,  Jr.  in 
“Rawhide”  now  being  filmed  on  the  Coast. 
^'Haunted  Lad'/*  is  Purchased 

Paul  J.  Brady  has  selected  “The  Haunted 
Lady,”  an  Adela  Rogers  St.  Johns  novel,  as 
the  first  of  the  four  special  productions  he 
will  make  for  release  during  the  coming 
year. 

“Flashing  Heels”  for  Cody 
“Flashing  Heels”  is  the  title  of  the  se- cond picture  in  which  Bill  Cody  is  to  be 

starred  by  Western  Star  Productions 
through  A.  E. 

Rawhide”  Cast  is  Announced 

Supporting  Buffalo  Bill  Jr.  in  “Raw- 
mde  are  Molly  Malone,  Harry  Todd,  Joe 
Rsckson,  Charles  Whitaker,  Ruth  Royce 
and  A1  Taylor. 

Willmm  J.  Craft  has  been  engaged  to 
direct  Bill  Cody  in  "Flashing  Heels.” 

The  first  four  productions  of  the  coming 
senes  of  twelve  will  be  released  in  the 
n/  u   Pirst  comes  “The  Golden 
vveb,  already  announced,  then  "The  Si- 

Power,”  "The  Final  Extra,”  and Money  to  Burn.” 

Film  Corporation  has  sect 
r   the  territory  of  Oregon,  Washing 

Northern  Idaho  the  foil 
Pictures :   “The  Sporting  Chan 

I   Sables,”  “Borrowed  Fine 
for  Men,”  “Pleasures  of 

RN  •   V..  ^^0  Storm,”  ‘‘Morgans( 
“The  Lodge  in  the  “Wile 

'Stop,  Look  and  Listen,”  in  which  Larry Semon  makes  his  debut  as  a   star  under 
the  Pathe  banner. 

Tom  McNamara  has  been  engaged  by 
Cecil  B.  DeMille  to  work  on  the  adaption 
of  “The  Clinging  Vine.” 
Varconi  Under  Long  Contract 

Victor  Varconi  has  been  placed  under 
a   long  term  contract  by  Cecil  B.  DeMille. 

New  “Yukon”  Version  Filmed 

George  Melford  is  directing  a   new  ver- 
sion of  “The  Flame  of  the  Yukon,"  which 

the  late  Thomas  H.  Ince  produced  nine 
years  ago.  Seena  Owen  is  portraying  a 
leading  role. 

Louise  Dresser  In  “Gigolo” 
Louise  Dresser  has  been  signed  for  a 

featured  role  in  support  of  Rod  La  Roeque 

in  “Gigolo.” 

“Siifmy  Side”  Cast  is  Selected 
Vera  Reynolds  will  be  supported  in  her 

first  starring  picture  “Sunny  Side  Up," 
directed  by  Donald  Crisp,  by  Edmund 
Burns,  Zasu  Pitts,  George  K.  Arthur,  Ethel 
Clayton  and  Louis  Natheaux. 

Samuel  Goldw^m  left  for  California 
where  he  will  put  his  two  new  pictures 

for  next  season's  release  into  production, 
which  are  "The  Winning  of  Barbara 
Worth”  and  "Beauty  and  the  Beast." 

Keaton  in  “The  General” 
“The  General”  will  be  Buster  Keaton’s 

first  comedy  presented  by  Joseph  M. 

Schenck  for  U.  A.,  and  it  will  have  a   his- torical background. 

Fairbanks  Have  Novel  Invitation 

The  government  of  New  Zealand,  has 
sent  a   three  reel  picture  displaying  the 
scenic  beauties  of  New  Zealand,  as  an 
invitation  to  Mary  Pickford  and  Douglas 
Fairbanks  to  visit  that  country  as  its 

guests. Chaplin  Imposters  in  Germany 

For  the  third  time  since  Charlie  Chaplin's 
comedy  "The  Gold  Rush”  was  released  in 
Germany,  a   fake  "personal  appearance”  of 
the  star  has  been  billed  as  an  added  attrac- 

tion. An  injunction  was  obtained  pro- 
hibiting further  appearances  of  imposters. 

Paramount 

Miss  Dupont  in  “Mantrap” 
Miss  Dupont  has  been  cast  in  an  import- 

ant role  in  “Mantrap,”  Victor  Fleming's 
production  of  Sinclair  Lewis’  latest  novel. 

Badger  Cutting  “Rainmaker” 
Clarence  Badger  having  returned  from 

filming  the  final  scenes  of  "The  Rain- 
maker” is  now  cutting  and  titling  this  pro- 

duction. 

“Born  to  the  (Vest”  in  Production 

Zane  Grey’s  "Born  to  the  West”  is  now 
being  produced  with  Jack  Holt,  Margaret 
Morris,  Raymond  Hatton,  Arlette  Marchal 
and  George  Seigmann  in  the  cast. 

Baxter  is  Lent 

Warner  Baxter  has  been  lent  to  First 

National  for  the  leading  role  in  "Mis- 
mates,”  to  be  directed  by  Charles  Brabin. 
“Ironsides"  Leads  Announced 

B.  P.  Schulberg  announced  the  leading 

players  signed  to  appear  in  "Old  Ironsides” are  Esther  Ralston,  Wallace  Beery,  George 
Bancroft,  Charles  Farrel,  and  Johnny 

Walker. 

Chadwick 

“April  Fool”  Nears  Completion 

"April  Fool,”  adapted  from  the  stage 

play  “April  Showers,”  is  now  being  com- 
pleted and  will  be  released  as  the  first  of 

the  twelve  Chadwick  specials  of  the  new 
season.  It  is  being  directed  by  Nat  Ross. 

“DeviTs  Islan<T’  Being  Filmed 

Immediately  u^n  filming  the  last  scene 
of  “Spangles”  which  Arthur  F.  Beck,  presi- 

dent, made  for  Universal,  Frank  O'Connor commenced  filming  the  first  scenes  for 
"Devil's  Island,”  with  Pauline  Frederick 
in  the  lead. 

Warner  Brothers 

Roburds  in  “Footloose  IVidotvs” 
Jason  Robards  has  just  been  signed  for 

a   leading  position  in  the  cast  headed  by 
Jacqueline  Logan  in  the  production  of 
“Footloose  Widows,”  being  directed  by 

Roy  del  Ruth. 
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Jacqueline  Logan  Free-Lahcing 

Jacqueline  Logan  has  become  a   free- 

lance and  \vill  perform  in  about  six  pic- 

tures a   year.  She  is  now  enacting  the  title 

role  of  “Footloose  Widows.” 

Edward  Clark  is  Signed 

:   Edward  Clark  has  been_  signed  on  a   long 
term  contract  as  a   scenarist. 

“Hell  Bene'  h   Highly  Praised 

“Hell  Bent  Fer  Heaven”  was  previewed 
before  the  Writers  Club  in  Los  Angeles 

and  is  reported  to  have  been  highly 
praised. 

“Beau  BrummeV’  Back  on  Broadway 

“Beau  Brummel,”  John  Barrymore  s   first 

starring  picture  for  Warner  Brothers,  has 

been  booked  for  a   revival  showing  at  the 
Cameo.  New  York. 

Pathe 

Turpin  Starts  Second  Comedy 

Ben  Turpin  has  started  his  second  com- 
edy following  his  return  to  the  films,  and 

is  being  supported  by  Madeline  Hurlock, 

Andy  Clyde,  Thelma  Hill,  Marvin  Lobach, 

Dave  Morris,  William  McCall,  Irving  Ba- 
con and  Louise  Carver. 

Pivieit  Oakland  With  Chase 

Vivien  Oakland  has  been  selected  to  play 

opposite  Charley  Chase  in  his  next 

following  “Long  Fliv  the  King,”  which has  been  completed. 

Another  “Smith”  in  Production 

Raymond  McKee  and  Ruth  Hyatt  are 

making  another  of  “The  Smiths”  comedies, directed  by  Gil  Pratt. 

Sevan  in  Two-Reeler 

Billy  Bevan  is  in  the  midst  of  a   new 
Sennett  two-reeler,  under  the  direction  of 

Del  Lord,  and  is  supported  by  Vernon 

Dent,  Thelma  Parr  and  Barbara  Tennant. 

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer 
Lois  Moran  Opposite  Chaney 

Lois  Moran  has  been  chosen  for  the 

feminine  lead  in  Lon  Ohane/s  new  star- 

ring vehicle  “Road  to  Mandalay”  now  in 
the  course  of  production  under  the  direc- tion of  Tod  Browning. 

Elaborate  Settings  for  “Temptress" 

Many  elaborate  settings  for  the  ne\v 

Cosmopolitan  production  “The  Temptress” dot  the  studio  grounds.  Mauritz  Stiller 

is  directing  Greta  Garbo  and  Antonio  Mor- eno in  the  leading  roles. 

Nagel  To  Play  Opposite  Shearer 
Conrad  Nagel  has  been  chosen  to  pjay 

opposite  Norma  Shearer  in  “The  Waning 
Sex,”  directed  by  Robert  Z.  Leonard. 
Six  Soon  in  Filming 

Six  important  productions  will  be  started 

during  the  present  month.  They  are  “The 

Waning  Sex,”  “Altars  of  Desire.”  “The 
Flaming  Forest,”  “The  Red  Mill,”  “The 
Mysterious  Island,”  and  the  big  fire  pic- 

ture under  the  direction  of  William  Nigh. 

“Bardelys"  Cast  is  Completed 
George  K.  Arthur,  Theodore  Von  Eltz, 

Fred  Malatesta  and  Emile  Chautard  have 

been  added  to  the  cast  of  “Bardelys  the 
Magnificent,”  whi^  completes  the  roster 
of  players. 

First  National 

“Greater  Glory”  IPins  Honor 

“The  Greater  Glory”  has  been  selected 
by  the  National  Board  of  Review  for  the 
Exceptional  Photoplay  list. 

“Paradise"  Cast  is  Selected 
Milton  Sills  has  the  starring  role  in 
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Tramp,  Tramp, Tramp 

The  accompanying  stills  were 

made  of  Harry  Langdon’s  First  Na- 
tional comedy  by  Harry  Nichols  for 

“Exhibitors  Herald.”  In  the  first, 

Langdon  is  shown  in  the  streets  of 

the  town  just  before  the  cyclone 

strikes.  The  next  three  show  him 

as  he  hesitates  and  then  makes  an- 
other approach  to  the  new  found 

community.  In  the  last  view;  “Ah, 
a   breeze!”  he  sighs  as  the  first  touch 
of  the  cyclone  is  felt. 

The  picture  is  being  prepared  for 

general  release  soon.  William  Jen- 

ner  is  Langdon’s  business  manager 
who  has  been  greatly  instrumental 

In  the  success  of  the  production. 

“Paradise,”  Ray  Rockett's  first  production 
for  F.  N.,  and  is  supported  by  Betty  Bron- 

son, Charlie  Murray  and  Kate  Price. 

Four  Added  to  “Nobody"  Cast 
With  production  on  “Miss  Nobody”  now in  the  fifth  week,  Lambert  Hillyer  has 

added  four  characters  to  his  cast  to  sup- 
port Anna  Q.  Nilsson.  They  are  Anders 

Randolph,  Oleta  Otis,  Claire  Du  Bray,  and 
Lulu  Warrenton. 

Universal 

“Cherry  Tree”  Rechrisiened 
“The  Cherry  Tree”  has  been  rechrist- 

ened for  picture  purposes  to  the  title  of 

“George  Washington  Cohen,”  and  camera 
work  will  begin  shortly. 

“Hannerl"  Has  Title  Changed 

“The  Affairs  of  Hannerl”  which  is  to 
be  made  for  the  coming  year  is  to  be 

called  “Love  Me  and  the  World  is  Mine,” 
to  be  produced  as  a   super-Jewel. 
Polish  Actor  Joins  U 

Edouard  Regino,  stage  and  screen  actor 
of  Poland  arrived  at  Universal  City  where 
he  will  make  his  first  appearance  on  the 
American  screen. 

Contest  JFtnner  Opposite  Lake 

Dorothy  Kitchen,  winner  of  Universai’s beauty  contest  in  New  York  City,  is  to  play 

opposite  Arthur  Lake  in  “Sweet  Sixteen” comedy  series. 

Helen  Ferguson  is  Signed 
Helen  Ferguson  has  been  signed  to  play 

the  leading  feminine  role  in  “The  Fire 
Fighter,”  a   ten-episode  serial  which 
Jacques  Jaccard  is  to  direct. 

Fox 

“Pigs”  is  in  Production 

With  the  casting  of  Richard  Walling 
in  the  featured  male  role,  Irving  Cum- 

mings began  production  on  the  screen 

version  of  “Pigs.” 
Archaeologist  Aids  in  “Fig  Leaves” 

Frederic  Smith  V^ebster,  formerly  as- sociated with  the  Smithsonian  Institute  in 
Washington,  had  a   prominent  part  in  the 

technical  development  of  “‘Fig  Leaves, 

working  out  many  unusual  features  in  con- 
nection with  the  Garden  of  Eden  sequen- ces. 

Borzage  To  Sail  for  England 

Frank  Borzage  will  sail  for  England 

the  latter  part  of  May  to  begin^  produc- 
tion on  the  screen  version  of  “One  In- 

creasing Purpose.” “A-l  Society”  is  Completed 

Ben  Stoloff  has  just  finished  directing “A-l  Society,”  a   Kosher-Killamey 

with  George  Harris  and  Barbara  Luddy in  the  leading  roles. 

“Black  Paradise”  is  Under  Way 

The  cast  for  “Black  Paradise”  has  been 
completed  with  Madge  Bellamy,  Edmun 

Loew  and  Leslie  Fenton  in  the  leading 

roles,  and  production  is  well  under  way- 

Educational 

May  Releases  Announced 

May  releases  have  been  announced  as follows :   A   Tuxedo  and  Felix  th^e  Ca 

Comedy  for  the  week  of  May  2;  a   Caniw. 

Jimmie  Adams  and  Mermaid  Comedy  * 
the  week  of  May  9;  a   Felix  the  '-'^1 Lupino  Lane  Comedy  for  the  week  ̂    ^ 

16:  a   Juvenile,  Cameo  and  Hodge-roag 
for  the  week  of  May  23 ;   a   Christie,  Fe 

the  Cat  and  Mermaid  Comedy  for  t 
week  of  May  30. 
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F-N  Offers  52  in  Banner 

Group  and  7   Specials  for  ’26-’27 

ROBERT  LIEBER  RICHARD  A.  ROWLAND 

President  ■   General  Manager 

Ten  Years  of  Growth, 
Declares  Lieher 

WITH  the  Banner  Group  of  productions,  First  Na- tional rounds  out  ten  years  of  growth.  In  May. 

1917,  we  opened  our  first  office  in  two  small 

rooms  with  a   staff  numbering  four.  Today  First  Na- 
tional serves  thousands  of  exhibitors  from  branches  op- 

erating in  all  parts  of  the  world. 

It  seems  incredible  that  nearly  a   decade  has  passed 

since  a   small  group  of  exhibitors  under  the  name  of 

First  National  Exhibitors  Circuit  visioned  an  organiza- 
tion based  on  an  idea  and  an  ideal — the  idea  of  mutual 

benefit,  the  ideal  of  service. 

As  I   look  over  these  years  I   cannot  but  feel  an  honest 
pride  in  the  achievement  of  the  men  who  had  the  vision 

to  see  the  essential  unity  of  the  three  vital  parts  of  our 

industry.  They  had  the  vision  to  accept  the  wisdom 

of  close  co-operation  between  producers,  distributors 

and  exhibitors.  They  realized  that  every  organism  must 
work  harmoniously  and  that  in  the  final  analysis  the 
motion  picture  business  is  a   unit,  each  part  depending 
upon  the  other. 

The  house  of  First  National  was  made  large  enough 

to  accommodate  producers,  distributors  and  exhibitors 
and  was  built  upon  a   rock. 

All  who  have  been  closely  identified  with  the  industry 
during  the  past  decade  know  that  there  have  been 

storms  aplenty.  Companies  have  risen  and  flourished 
{Continued  on  page  92) 

Tested  Values  Given, 

Says  Rowland 

I   AM  confident  that  the  Banner  Group  of  pictures with  the  seven  specials  to  be  issued  during  the  sea- 
son of  1926-27  will  outsell  at  the  box  office  any 

earlier  First  National  program. 

This  confidence  rests  on  tested  facts — the  facts  of 

actual  values  as  they  have  been  found  to  exist. 

Insofar  as  it  is  humanly  possible,  we  have  eliminated 
the  element  of  chance  in  the  preparation  of  the  Banner 

Group.  On  the  basis  of  the  unit  producing  system,  pro- 
ducers and  directors  will  be  given  every  encouragement 

to  exercise  their  originality  and  genius  to  the  full.  And 

they  will  be  working  with  guaranteed  values  in  the 
show  world. 

It  is  conceded  that  the  public  is  first  of  all  attracted 

by  the  name  of  a   star.  Consider  then  the  drawing 

power  of  Norma  Talmadge,  Colleen  Moore,  Constance 

Talmadge.  Corinne,  Griffith.  Milton  Sills,  Richard  Bar- 
thelmess,  Harry  Langdon,  Johnny  Hines  and  Leon Errol. 

All  of  these  stars  are  represented  in  the  Banner  Group 

and  they  are  more  valuable  today  than  they  ever  have 
been  in  the  past  because  of  cumulative  prestige  gained 
from  a   succession  of  fine  pictures. 

Any  exhibitor  carries  box  office  insurance  in  these 

names.  Player  values,  secondary  only  to  that  of  the 

stars,  are  offered  in  an  impressive  array  of  featured 
{Continued  on  page  92) 
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First  National  Banner  Group 

at  a   Glance 

BANNER  GROUP  PICTURES 

Norma  Talmadge  in  a   series. 

Colleen  Moore  in  a   series  including  “Twinkletoes” 

and  “Naughty  But  Nice.” 

Constance  Talmadge  in  a   series  including  “Silky 

Ann.” 
Corinne  Griffith  in  a   series  including  “Ashes.” 

Milton  Sills  in  a   series  including  “Men  of  the 

Night”  and  “Paradise.” 

Richard  Barthelmess  in  a   series  including  “The 

Amateur  Gentleman”  and  “The  Four  Feathers.” 

Harry  Langdon  in  a   series  including  “The  Yes 

Man.” 

Johnny  Hines  in  a   series  including  “Kid  Gloves.” 

Leon  Errol  in  a   SCTies  including  “The  Lunatic  at 

Large.” 

“The  Crystal  Cup”  with  Dorothy  Mackaill. 

“The  Sheik  of  Florida”  with  Ben  Lyon. 

“Subway  Sadie”  with  Dorothy  Mackaill  and  Jack 
Mulhall. 

“The  Duke  of  Ladies”  starring  Conway  Tearle. 

“Bed  and  Board”  with  Doris  Kenyon. 

“Lady  Be  Good.” 

“The  Charleston  Kid.” 

‘“The  Daring  Venus.” 

“The  Shock  Absorber.” 

“Don  Juan’s  Three  Nights”  with  Le^vis  Stone, 
Shirley  Mason,  Malcolm  McGregor  and  Myrtle 
Stedman. 

“Forever  After”  with  Mary  Astor  and  Lloyd 
Hughes. 

“Hell’s  Kitchen.” 

“French  Dressing”  with  Aileen  Pringle,  Ben  Lyon, 
Lowell  Sherman  and  Sam  Hardy. 

“Out  of  the  Ruins.” 

“Riders  of  the  Wind.” 

“The  Masked  Woman”  with  Anna  Q.  Nilsson. 

“Peacocks  of  Paris”  with  Ben  Lyon,  Dorothy  Mac- 
kaill, Lowell  Sherman  and  Sam  Hardy. 

“Purple  and  Fine  Linen”  with  Le^vis  Stone  and 
Anna  Q.  Nilsson. 

“The  Hat  of  Destiny.” 

“My  Wife’s  Friend.” 

“Hounds  of  Spring.” 

“Here  Y’  Are,  Brother.” 

“The  Blonde  Saint.” 

“Prisoners.” 

“Midnight  Lovers.” 

“The  Desperate  Woman.” 

“Jail-birds,  Inc.” 

“Mike  Donovan  of  Ireland.” 

“Senor  Daredevil.” 

“Gun  Gospel.” 

“The  Unknown  Cavalier.” 

“The  Flame  of  the  Border.” 

SPECIALS 

Milton  Sills  in  “Men  of  Steel.” 

“The  Greater  Glory,”  a   June  Mathis  production. 

“September  Love.” 

“Sinners  in  Paradise.” 

Two  Kane  Specials. 

Another  Special  to  he  announced. 
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FIRST  NATIONAL  SALES  CABIP^ET 

Ned  E.  Depinet,  Manager,  Southern  Territory;  Ned  Marin,  Western;  A.  W.  Smith,  Jr.,  Eastern. 

Sales  Cabinet 
AidsExhibitors 

By  SAMUEL  SPRING 

Secretary-Treasurer 

That  the  sales  cabinet method  marks  a   distinct 

advance  over  earlier 

plans  of  distribution  organiza- 
tion is  proved  by  the  record  of 

the  past  six  months  during 
which  a   triumvirate  of  First 

National  sales  executives  has 
functioned. 

After  the  most  thoughtful 
consideration,  it  was  decided 
last  fall  to  divide  the  United 
States  into  three  territories, 

Western,  Eastern  and  South- 
ern, and  to  place  one  executive 

in  charge  of  each,  granting  full 
authority  and  responsibility. 
At  that  time  the  sales  cabinet 
was  formed  with  Ned  Marin  in 

charge  of  the  West,  A.  W. 
Smith,  Jr.,  of  the  East  and  Ned 
E.  Depinet  of  the  South.  The 

results  sought  by  the  new  ar- 
rangement are  being  more  than 

realized. 

Personal  contact  with  exhib- 
itors, branch  managers  and 

salesmen  in  the  field  is  the  first 

objective  —   a   closer  contact 
than  is  possible  when  the  ter- 

ritory to  be  covered  is  too  ex- 
tensive for  one  man  to  handle 

properly.  Figuring  that  there 
are  approximately  20,000  thea- 

tres in  the  United  States  show- 
ing pictures  selected  from  the 

ofX)  or  more  features  released 

yearly,  and  taking  into  consid- 
eration the  rapid  growth  of 

theatre  circuits  and  the  pooling 
buying  power,  it  is  obvious 

that  distribution  problems  have 

SAMUEL  SPRING 

Secretary-Treasurer 

become  bigger  and  more  involved  than  ever 
before. 

When  the  sales  cabinet  was  formed  it  was 
decided  that  each  of  the  three  managers  should 

spend  half  of  his  time  in  the  field,  meeting  ex- 
hibitors and  conferring  with  branch  managers 

and  salesmen  whenever  problems  needing  con- 
sideration arise.  This  plan  has  been  followed 

with  the  result  that  there  never  has  been  a 
time  when  home  office  executives  were  so  close 
to  conditions  in  the  field. 

Messrs.  Marin  and  Depinet  have  devoted 
many  weeks  to  extended  trips  through  the 
West  and  South  and  Mr.  Smith  has  spent- 
much  of  his  time  visiting  Eastern  cities.  In 
consequence,  the  spirit  of  understanding  and 
co-operation  which  First  National  has  always 
fostered  has  been  materially  promoted. 

What  the  sales  cabinet  has  been  able  to  ac- 
complish during  the  first  six  months  of  its 

operation  is  only  an  indication 
of  the  still  greater  things  in  the 

way  of  exhibitor  helpfulness 
that  will  be  realized  during  the 

coming  year.  The  wheels  are 
now  running  smoothly  and  the 
entire  sales  organization  has 

been  geared  to  function  at  its 
highest  capacity. 
A   close  study  is  being  made 

of  each  territory  with  a   view  to 

bettering  our  service  to  exhibi- 
tors wherever  there  appears  to 

be  an  opportunity  for  improve- 
ment. When  new  branches  are 

needed  to  meet  the  demands  of 

our  growing  business,  they  will 

be  opened,  as  in  the  recent  in- stance of  Memphis,  Tenn., 
where  Mr.  Depinet  found  that 
the  territory  being  covered  by 

existing  exchanges  was  too  ex- 

pansive. The  production  department 

is  supplying  us  with  the  great- 
est array  of  pictures  ever  es- 

sembled  under  the  First  Na- 
tional trademark.  Every  man 

in  the  organization  is  thor- 
oughly sold  on  the  quality  of 

our  product  for  1926-27  and  it 

only  remains  for  the  distribu- 
tion organization  to  market  the 

Banner  Group  to  exhibitors 
who  are  looking  for  pictures  of 
assured  box  office  value. 

Every  man  on  the  sales  force 
realizes  that  the  only  deal 

worth  making  is  the  deal  that 

will  net  a   fair  profit  to  the  ex- hibitor. He  knows  that  only  a 
satisfied  customer  can  make 

good  the  slogan  “Once  in 

Never  Out.” 
The  sales  cabinet  has  brought 

the  morale  of  the  field  force  to 

the  top  notch.  It  is  inspired 

by  a   spirit  of  loyalty,  deter- mination, confidence.  This  is 
efficiency  plus. 

L 
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NORMA  TALMADGE  COLLEEN  MOORE 

Nine  Stars  Appear  in  Banner  Group 

For  the  season  1926-27,  First  National  Pictures,  Inc.,  announces  fifty-two  productions  in  the  Banner  Group  and seven  specials.  It  is  confidently  asserted  by  the  production  executives  of  the  company  that  this,  array  of  feature 
photoplays  will  surpass  in  box  office  power  and  artistic  value  any  group  of  releases  assembled  by  the  company 

in  past  seasons. 

Assured  drawing  cards  are  of- .   fered  in  the  nine  First  National 

stars  included  in  the  Banner  Group. 
Norma  Talmadge  promises  something 

that  will  surpass  even  “Kiki,”  her  lat- 
est box  office  triumph ;   Colleen  Moore, 

whose  popularity  is  increasing  every 

year,  will  lead  off  with  “Twinkletoes,” 
to  be  followed  by  other  big  produc- 

tions; Constance  Talmadge  is  to  be 
seen  in  a   series ;   also  Corinne  Griffith, 
Milton  Sills,  Richard  Barthelmess, 
Harry  Langdon,  Johnny  Hines  and 
Leon  Errol. 

With  this  list  of  stars  as  a   backbone 

of  the  Banner  Group  program.  First 
National  enters  the  field  with  product 
of  certain  appeal.  Also  it  may  be 
noted  that  the  lineup  of  stories  thus 
far  announced  is  a   particularly  strong 
one,  many  of  them  being  adaptations 
of  phenomenally  successful  novels 
and  plays. 

IT  appears  that  First  National  will adhere  to  the  unit  system  of  pro- 
duction, the  value  of  which  has  been 

proven  during  the  past  year.  Joseph 
M.  Schenck  will  continue  to  contrib- 

ute to  the  program  ;   John  McCormick 

will  present  Colleen  Moore  features ; 

Robert  Kane  will  supply  two  big  spe- 
cials; whereas  June  Mathis,  C.  C. 

Burr,  Earl  Hudson,  A1  Rockett,  Ray 
Rockett,  Sam  Rork,  C.  R.  Rogers,  E. 
M.  Asher,  B.  P.  Fineman,  J.  Boyce 

Smith  and  Henry  Hobart  all  will 
make  pictures  for  the  Banner  Group. 

Recognizing  the  increasing  impor- 
tance of  special  productions,  First 

National  promises  seven  of  the  most 
noteworthy  pictures  ever  turned  out 
by  that  company  in  points  of  story, 
production  and  cast.  Titles  of  the 

specials  are  “The  Greater  Glory,” 
“Men  of  Steel,”  “Sinners  in  Para- 

dise,” “September  Love,”  two  pic- 
tures to  be  made  by  the  Kane  organ- 

ization as  yet  unnamed,  and  another 
special  to  be  announced. 

In  support  of  the  stars  to  appear 
in  these  pictures  will  be  featured  play- 

ers numbering  many  of  the  most  pop- 
ular actors,  and  actresses  on  the 

screen,  such  as  Anna  Q.  Nilsson. 
Lew'is  Stone,  Lloyd  Hughes,  Mary 
Astor,  Ben  Lyon,  Doris  Kenyon, 
Dorothy  Mackaill,  Barbara  Bedford, 
Charlie  Murray,  Jack  Mulhall,  Philo 
McCul  lough,  Victor  McLaglen 

Blanche  Sweet,  Conway  Tearle,  Mae 

Allison,  Myrtle  Stedman,  Aileen  Prin- 
gle, Walter  Pidgeon,  Norman  Kerry 

and  James  Kirkwood. 
A   new  feature  of  the  First  National 

program  and  one  that  promises  to  be 
keenly  interesting  to  exhibitors  is  the 
series  of  four  Western  adventure  pro- 

ductions starring  Ken  Maynard  with 

his  horse,  Tarzan.  This  innovation 

series,  as  it  is  called,  is  being  pro- 
duced by  Charles  R.  Rogers,  with  AI 

Rogell  directing.  The  pictures  will 
offer  fast  action  from  start  to  finish 

in  the  development  of  stirring  stories. 

To  back  up  the  Banner  Group  and 
the  seven  specials.  First  National  has 
mapped  out  an  advertising,  publicity 

and  exploitation  campaign  that  will 
cover  the  entire  country,  utilizing  all 

mediums  and  benefiting  exhibitors 
both  small  and  large.  Every  channel 
will  be  used  in  helping  the  exhibitor 
to  sell  his  product  to  the  public. 

Norma  Talmadge  Promises 
Her  Greatest  Picture 

Something  bigger  than  “KikiA “Graustark,”  “Secrets,”  “The  Lady, 
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“Smilin’  Through”  or  any  of  her  previous 
productions  is  promised  by  Norma  Tal- 
madgc  for  the  1926-27  group.  The  Schenck 
star  has  proven  her  versatility  in  handling 
supremely  well  comedy  as  well  as  dramatic 
roles  and  is  now  looking  for  a   story  in 
which  she  will  be  able  to  reveal  to  the 
fullest  her  varied  talent. 

A   number  of  subjects  are  under  con- 
sideration and  a   decision  will  be  made  as 

soon  as  Miss  Talmadge  and  Mr.  Schenck 
are  convinced  that  they  have  found  the 
best  possible  material.  They  will  be  con- 

tent only  with  something  that  makes  pos- 
sible the  excelling  of  any  earlier  achieve- 

ments. 

Colleen  Moore  Announces 
First  Two  of  Her  Series 

With  every  picture  designed  to  be  of 
special  caliber,  Colleen  Moore  and  John 
McCormick,  who  will  present  her  in  a 
series  of  Banner  Group  productions,  have 
decided  upon  Thomas  Burke’s  “Twinkle- 
toes"  and  “Naughty  But  Nice,”  ari  adapta- 

tion of  “Daphne  Grows  Down,”  as  the 
first  two  productions  for  the  coming  year. 

“Twinkletoes,”  by  the  author  of  “Broken 
Blossoms,”  deals  with  the  life  of  a   girl 
in  the^  famous  Limehouse  district  of  Lon- 
don.  “Twinkletoes"  is  the  nickname  which she  acquires  in  childhood  and  which  clings 
to  her  through  a   life  of  sorrow  and  de- 
spair,  touched  by  the  flame  of  an  irresisti- 

1   ̂   gladness.  “Twinkletoes”  is  a lovable  character,  pathetic,  appealing  and 
humorous  by  turns— just  the  sort  of  a 
character  to  inspire  Miss  Moore. 

.   ‘‘Naughty  But  Nice,”  the  screen  title  for Daphne  Grows  Down,”  a   novel  by  Hetty 
opiers  and  Langford  Reed,  is  in  lighter 
vein  and  will  afford  Miss  Moore  ample 
scope  for  a   clever  impersonation.  She  will 
P   ay  the  character  of  Daphne,  an  attractive 

"’■^o  must  pretend  to  be  a 

^ool  girl  of  twelve,  home  on  a   vacation. 
IS  subterfuge  is  brought  about  by  her 

mother,  a   young  widow,  who  wishes  to 

appear  young  in  the  eyes  of  an  army  offi- 
cer whom  she  plans  to  attract.  Daphne 

masquerades  as  a   child  successfully,  but 
complications  develop,  particularly  when  a 
young  naval  officer  appears  on  the  scene 
and  is  captivated  by  the  make-believe 
school  girl.  The  story  has  abundant  ac- 

tion and  amusing  comedy  situations. 

Constance  Talmadge 

Stars  in  “Silky  Anne” 
Constance  Talmadge’s  initial  production 

in  the  Banner  Group  will  be  “Silky  Anne," 
a   story  by  Edward  Clark.  It  is  a   melo- 

dramatic comedy  unfolding  a   series  of  ad- 
ventures calculated  to  keep  an  audience 

guessing. 
A   newly  married  couple  is  idyllically 

happy  until  the  wife’s  suspicions  are 
aroused  by  the  husband's  claiming  that  he 
will  be  detained  downtown  by  an  urgent 
meeting  of  the  board  of  directors  of  his 
company.  The  wife  follows  to  the  tryst, 
as  she  supposes,  but  in  reality  the  husband 
is  meeting  a   pair  of  blackmailers  who  are 

attempting  to  fleece  him.  The  wife  over- 
hears the  exposal  of  the  blackmail  plot; 

the  pair  of  criminals  make  a   break  for 
freedom,  and  in  the  resulting  confusion 
ffie  wife  is  knocked  unconscious,  amnesia 

resulting.  When  she  regains  conscious- 
ness she  finds  herself  in  an  empty  apart- 
ment with  a   pocketbook  belonging  to  the 

woman  “bait”  of  the  blackmailers.  The 
wife  assumes  the  identity  of  the  woman 

crook  until,  after  a   series  of  exciting  ad- 
ventures, she  receives  another  blow  on  the 

head,  which  restores  her  normal  state  of 
mind. 

Corinne  Griffith 

Lreads  with  “Ashes” 
Emotional  drama  of  the  tensest  sort  will 

be  found  in  the  adaptation  of  Reginald 

Goode’s  stage  play  “Ashes,”  in  which Corinne  Griffith  is  to  be  starred.  It  is 

doubtful  if  any  of  Miss  Griffith’s  previous 
pictures  have  afforded  such  scope  for  a 

display  of  feeling.  “Ashes”  should  sur- 

pass even  the  wide  appeal  of  “Classified” and  “Mile.  Modiste.” 
The  story  concerns  an  American  actress 

who  is  playing  the  small  towns  of  England 
with  her  husband,  Rupert  Best,  and  re- 

luctantly sends  their  child  to  an  aunt  at 
the  seashore  to  be  cared  for.  Three  yea« 

later  the  actress’  name  appears  in  electric 
lights  in  New  York.  She  has  been  joined 
by  her  sister  Grace,  to  whom  her  husb^d 
is  paying  undue  attention  without  arousing 
the  suspicions  of  his  wife.  During  the 
opening  performance,  among  the  many 
telegrams  of  congratulations  comes  a   cable 
from  the  aunt  announcing  that  the  child 
has  been  drowned.  The  mother,  though 
tortured  by  an  agonizing  grief,  carries  on 
her  career  with  ever  increasing  success, 

until  she  learns  of  the  affair  between  her 
husband  and  sister.  Out  of  this  situation 

there  develops  a   human  interest  drama  of 

intense  appeal  to  the  sympathies.  The 
character  of  the  actress  sounds  the  depths 

of  a   woman’s  soul. 
Miss  Griffith  is  considering  other  equally 

notable  stories  for  the  remainder  of  her 
Banner  Group  series. 

Big  Special  for Milton  Sills 

What  promises  to  be  a   most  startling 

human  picture,  having  the  steel  industry 

as  a   background,  will  be  Milton  Sills’  fi«t special  on  the  coming  program.  It  is  the 

much  talked  of  “Men  of  Steel,”  suggested 

by  R.  G.  Kirk’s  story  "United  States Flavor”  and  adapted  for  the  screen  by  Mr. 

Sills. 

Many  weeks  were  spent  in  perfecting 

this  elaborate  production,  which  strikes  to 
the  core  of  American  life,  as  it  reacts 
upon  foreign  material. 
“Men  of  Steel”  is  an  Earl  Hudson  pro- 

duction directed  by  George  Archainbaud, 
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with  Doris  Kenyon  featured  in  support  of 
the  star.  In  order  to  attain  correctness 
in  all  technical  details,  the  co-operation  of 
Judge  Gaxy  of  the  United  States  Steel 
Corporation  was  obtained  and  scenes  were 

made  at  the  steel  mills  in  Birmingham, 
Ala.  The  production  promises  to  be  a 
smashing  spectacle,  but  more  than  that  it 
possesses  the  true  human  qualities  without 
which  a   picture  is  lacking  in  the  thrill  of 
life. 

“Men  of  the  Night”  has  been  selected 
as  the_  first  of  a   series  of  big  productions 
in  which  Mr.  Sills  will  be  starred  follow- 

ing “Men  of  Steel.”  It  is  a   thrilling  drama of  the  Foreign  Legion. 

Mr.  Sills  also  will  be  starred  in  “Para- 
dise,” the  first  Ray  Rockett  production 

adapted  from  a   story  by  Cosmo  Hamilton 
entitled  "Prisoners  of  Hope.”  This  story 
had  a_  wide  sale  in  novel  form  and  offers 
Mr.  Sills  unusual  opportunities  in  portray- 

ing the  leading  character. 

Barthelmess  Is  Well 

Supplied  with  Stories 

Richard  Barthelmess,  the  Inspiration 
star  whose  productions  for  First  National 
have  been  one  of  the  biggest  drawing  cards 
on  the  program  for  a   number  of  years, 
has  the  strongest  lineup  of  his  entire  ca- 

reer for  the  coming  season. 

Since  the  unforgetable  “Tol’able  David," 
which  placed  Barthelmess  in  the  first  rank 
of  stars,  this  young  actor  has  passed  from 
one  success  to  another,  displaying  remark- 

able versatility  in  presenting  a   wide  variety 
of  dissimilar  characterizations.  During  the 
coming  season  he  will  add  to  his  list  of 
unique  screen  portrayals. 

After  a   careful  consideration  of  the  best 
available  material.  Inspiration  Pictures  de- 

cided on  "The  Amateur  Gentleman,”  by Jeffrey  Farnol,  as  the  first  of  the  Barthei- 
mcss  productions.  This  story  has  proven 
its  popularity  with  many  thousands  of 

readers  and  offers  ideal  material  for  the 
screen.  Preparations  are  now  being  made 
for  the  filming  of  the  picture. 

A   second  Barthelmess  production  that 

promises  great  appeal  is  A.  E.  W.  Mason's 
"The  Four  Feathers,”  which  will  follow 
“The  Amateur  Gentleman.”  In  these  pro- 

ductions and  others  to  come  the  Inspiration 
star  is  well  supplied  with  material  for  the 
new  season. 

Langdon  Offers  Comedy 

Novelty  in  "The  Yes  Man” 
Harry  Langdon  has  a   way  of  keeping 

details  of  his  stories  secret  until  they  are 
revealed  on  the  screen.  He  did  this  in  the 

case  of  “Tramp,  Tramp,  Tramp,”  his  first 
feature  length  picture  for  First  National 
which  immediately  carried  him  to  the  fore- 

front of  screen  comedians.  And  in  the 

instance  of  “The  Yes  Man,”  the  first  of 
his  series  of  feature  comedies  for  the  Ban- 

ner Group,  he  is  preserving  the  same  re- 
ticence. 

Langdon  believes  in  developing  comedies 
scene  by  scene  without  being  bound  too 
strictly  to  a   prearranged  continuity.  Just 

as  “Tramp,  Tramp,  Tramp”  marked  a   de- 
parture in  feature  length  comedies,  so  will 

“The  Yes  Man,”  according  to  reports  from 
the  Coast,  become  a   distinct  novelty  in 
character  of  story  and  method  of  presen- 

tation. It  is  promised  that  the  public 
which  the  comedian  has  created  for  him- 

self through  “Tramp,  Tramp,  Tramp”  will 
be  more  than  satisfied  with  his  second  con- 
tribution. 

Johnny  Hines  Starts 

With  "Kid  Gloves” 

No  comedian  on  the  screen  has  been 
advancing  more  rapidly  than  has  Johnny 
Hines,  the  C.  C.  Burr  star,  since  his  asso- 

ciation with  First  National.  Starting  with 
“The  Live  Wire”  and  following  through 

MILTON  SILLS 

with  “Rainbow  Riley”  and  “The  Brown 
Derby,”  Hines  has  scored  a   steady  run  of 
successes  and  greatly  increased  his  follow- 

ing throughout  the  country. 
“Kid  Gloves”  is  the  title  of  his  initial 

offering  in  the  Banner  Group.  This  is  a 
story  of  the  prize  ring  in  which  Johnny 
plays  a   pugilist  of  an  unusual  sort.  The 
plot  allows  for  plenty  of  action  and  thrills; 
also  an  abundance  of  natural  comedy  in 
following  the  career  of  the  irrepressible 
fighter. 

“Kid  Gloves”  will  be  released  early  in 
the  new  season  and  will  be  followed  by 
other  pictures  declared  of  strong  box  office 

appeal. 
Leon  Errol  Stars  in 

"The  Lunatic  at  Large” 

The  choice  parts  of  three  books  by  J. 
Storer  Clouston  went  into  the  making  of 

“The  Lunatic  at  Large,”  the  Earl  Hudson 
production  starring  Leon  Errol,  the  unique 
comedian  of  the  stage  who  is  equally  funny 
in  pictures.  Ever  since  Errol  made  his 

debut  in  “Sally”  in  support  of  Colleen 
Moore,  exhibitors  and  the  public  have  been 
waiting  for  his  next  appearance.  They 
v/ill  find  the  comedian  at  his  best  in  the 

screen  version  of  the  famous  “Lunatic  at 
Large”  stories,  produced  under  the  super- visioh  of  Earl  Hudson  and  directed  by Fred  Newmeyer. 

The  action  transpires  in  a   private  sani- tarium where  Errol  is  mistaken  for  a 

wealthy  patient.  The  laughs  are  continu- ous from  start  to  finish  of  the  picture  with 

Errol  making  the  most  of  the  embarrass- 
ing predicament  in  which  he  finds  himself- 

Dorothy  Mackaill  and  Kenneth  McKenna are  featured  in  the  cast. 

"The  Greater  Glory,” 
An  Inspiring  Special 

Probably  no  picture  resulting  from  the 

war  approaches  “The  Greater  Glory'"  in 
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its  true  reflection  of  war  conditions  in 

Europe  during  the  conflict  and  afterwards. 
Adapted  for  the  screen  by  June  Mathis 

from  the  novel  by  Eidith  O’Shaughnessy, 
the  story  is  a   sincere,  poignant  and  unfor- 

gettable revelation  of  the  tragedy  of  the 
conflict,  brightened  by  the  glory  of  human 
sacrifice  and  courage. 

Many  months  were  spent  in  the  making 
of  this  picture  in  order  to  have  it  accur- 

ate in  every  detail  in  the  matters  of  char- 
acterization and  settings.  There  is  a   faith- 

ful depiction  of  events  during  the  years 
of  conflict  as  they  influence  the  lives  of 
those  caught  in  the  holocaust.  But  instead 
of  being  depressing,  as  most  pictures  deal- 

ing vvith  the  war  have  been,  “The  Greater 
Glory”  inspires  a   new  confidence  in  the 
inherent  courage  and  heroism  of  human 
nature. 

One  of  the  greatest  casts  ever  assembled 
w   a   photopla'''  is  seen  in  “The  Greater 
Glory,”  including  Anna  Q.  Nilsson  and 
Conway  Tearle  in  the  featured  roles,  wth 
Mae  Allison,  Ian  Keith.  Jean  Hersholt  and 
Lucy  Beaumont  among  others  carrying 
conspicuous  parts. 

Best  Seller  by 
JC  ranees  Hodgson  Burnett 

T   of  story  value,  “September 
Love '   is  one  of  the  most  noteworthy  of pictures  oiTered  in  the  Banner  Group, 
that  is  the  title  selected  for  a   novel  by 

Hodgson  Burnett,  “The  Head  of 
me  House  of  Coombe,"  which  for  years 
has  held  a   place  among  the  best  sellers. 
With  rare  skill  the  author  has  developed 

Several  leading  characters  and  placed  them 
in  a   position  whereby  a   story  of  dramatic 
conflict  is  naturally  worked  out  as  the  re- 

sult of  conflicting  emotions  and  ambitions, 
in  the  role  of  “Feather,”  Mrs.  Burnett 
nas  created  a   woman  who  stands  unique 
in  nction  and  one  that  offers  an  exceptional 
opportunity  for  an  unusual  screen  por- 

trayal. Other  figures  in  the  story,  which 
is  a   genuine  prize  for  motion  pictures,  are 
equally  vital. 

Two  Specials 
from  Robert  Kane 

The  current  year  has  brought  no  more 
sensational  success  than  that  of  Robert 

Kane  as  a   producer  for  First  National 

Pictures.  Working  quietly  and  systemati- 
cally and  without  a   great  flourish  of  pre- 

liminary boosting,  Mr.  Kane  first  startled 

the  trade  with  his  “New  Commandment” 
following  through  with  what  is  conceded 
to  be  one  of  the  best  comedies  of  the 

year,  “Bluebeard’s  Seven  Wives,"  then 
“The  Reckless  Lady”  and  “The  Dancer  of 
Paris”  and  finally  “The  Wilderness 
Woman”  just  completed.  By  actual  box 
ofiice  reports  these  pictures  have  proven 
to  be  among  the  best  money  makers  on 
the  First  National  program. 

For  1926-27  Mr.  Kane  is  now  engaged  in 
the  initial  preparations  for  t^vo  elaborate 
specials  which  bid  fair  to  excel  even  the 
most  popular  of  his  preceding  productions. 
Because  they  contain  ideas  which  Mr.  Kane 
feels  it  best  not  to  disclose  at  the  present, 
details  concerning  the  coming  specials  are 
withheld.  Full  information  will  be  forth- 

coming in  due  time.  It  is  understood  that 
the  producer  has  obtained  two  of  the  most 
sought  after  stories  of  the  day  and  that 
several  of  the  biggest  box-office  names  on 
the  screen  will  be  numbered  in  the  casts. 

“Sinners  in  Paradise” 

June  Mathis  Special 

June  Mathis,  now  acting  as  a   producer 
for  First  National  in  addition  to  her  edi- 

torial work,  has  selected  a   thrilling,  color- 

ful and  supremely  dramatic  story  in  “Sin- ners in  Paradise,”  an  adaptation  of  a   story 
by  Clarence  Buddington  Kelland,  originally 

called  “Nazareth.”  The  locale  of  “Sinners 

in  Paradise"  passes  all  the  way  from  the 
low  dives  of  a   city  to  the  flaming  deserts 

of  Arabia,  where  Rhoda  Fair  and  the  man 
she  loves  find  an  adjustment  to  themselves 
and  the  truths  of  life. 

Into  the  story  there  comes  a   very  wise 
old  man  who,  in  the  course  of  time,  tells 
them  that  he  is  the  Wandering  Jew,  the 
man  who  was  condemned  by  Christ  to 
wander  over  the  face  of  the  earth  until 
Christ  comes  again.  He  had  the  wisdom 
of  the  ages  which  he  imparts  to  these 

young  people.  Through  his  influence 
Rhoda  sees  the  light  and  renounces  a   career 
of  crime  and  Paul  is  made  to  believe  in 
the  existence  of  a   God.  As  in  the  case  of 

“The  Greater  Glory,"  also  a   June  Mathis 

production,  “Sinners  in  Paradise”  will  be 
produced  on  a   lavish  scale. 

“The  Crystal  Cup”  to 
Feature  Dorothy  Mackaill 

Gertrude  Atherton  has  outdone  her  sen- 

sationally successful  “Black  Oxen”  in  “The 
Crystal  Cup,"  a   searching,  analytical  study 

of  sex  psychology,  picture  rights  to  which 
have  been  obtained  by  First  National. 

Loathing  men  and  resentful  of  her  sex, 
Gita  Carteret  finally  consents  to  marry 

Eustace  Bylant,  a   novelist,  merely  for  the 
intellectual  companionship  which  she 

craves.  Presently,  Eustace  tires  of  the 
loveless  existence  and  one  night  when  he 

seeks  entrance  into  his  wife’s  room,  she 
shoots  him,  mistaking  the  intruder  for  a 

burglar.  It  develops  that  Gita  has  formed an  emotional  attachment  for  the  young 

physician  who  saves  her  husband’s  life. Out  of  this  triangle,  Mrs.  Atherton,  with 
her  intuitive  sense  of  feminine  reactions, 

has  developed  a   story  unusual  as  it  is  sig- 
nificant and  pertinent  to  life  of  the  day. 

This  will  be  an  Earl  Hudson  production 

featuring  Dorothy  Mackaill  in  the  role  of 
the  mystifying  Gita  Carteret. 

L 
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Ben  Lyon  as 
A   Florida  Sheik 

Ben  Lyon  is  a   new  sort  o£  sheik  in  “The 
Sheik  of  Florida,”  adapted  from  a   story 
by  George  F.  Whorts.  The  popular  First 
National  leading  man  is  only  a   mechanic 
in  a   garage,  but  with  carefully  oiled  hair 
and  an  ingratiating  manner  he  manages 
to  make  an  impression  on  the  girls  of 
Miami,  particularly  a   society  beauty  whom 
he  rescues  from  the  water.  He  finds  that 

Annie  has  a   tract  of  coast  property,  her 
only  legacy  from  her  father  and  that  an 
unscrupulous  real  estate  operator  is  schem- 

ing to  get  it  away  from  her.  Then  it 
develops  that  the  impecunious  garage  at- 

tendant makes  a   fortune  out  of  an  in- 

vestment he  had  almost  forgotten  and  once 
more,  this  time  financially,  he  comes  to 
the  rescut  of  Annie. 

“The  Sheik  of  Florida”  offers  snappy 
comedy  and  engaging  romance  against  the 
colorful  background  of  Miami. 

“Subway  Sadie/’ 
Story  of  New  York 

Everyone  who  has  lived  in  New  York, 
visited  New  York  or  read  about  New  York 

will  be  interested  in  “Subway  Sadie,”  a 
story  as  true  to  the  atmosphere  of  the 
metropolis  as  0.  Henry  at  his  best. 
Sadie  Hermann,  employed  in  a   New 

York  fur  store,  is  ambitious  to  progress 
and  being  a   pretty  girl,  she  has  opportu- 

nities of  one  sort  or  another.  But  one 
night,  in  a   subway  jam,  she  is  catapulted 
into  the  arms  of  Herbert  McCarthy,  sub- 

way guard.  It  is  love  at  first  sight  and 
Sadie  is  preparing  to  give  up  her  ambition 
for  a   business  career  when  a   chance  comes 
to  visit  Paris  as  a   representative  of  her 
firm.  She  tells  Herb  that  she  cannot  be 

a   poor  man’s  w'ife  after  all,  and  is  about 
to  go  abroad  when  she  learns  that  her 

former  fiance  has  been  seriously  injured 
and  sent  to  a   hospital.  Immediately,  love 
for  Herbert  becomes  her  one  dominant 
emotion.  She  rushes  to  his  bedside  and 
the  Paris  trip  is  indefinitely  postponed. 

Dorothy  Mackaill  and  Jack  Mulhall  will 

be  featured  in  "Subway  Sadie,”  an  Alfred 
Santell  production  made  under  the  produc- 

tion management  of  A1  Rockett. 

In  "Bed  and  Board,”  the  author,  Lenore 
Coffee,  handles  with  uncompromising  di- 

rectness some  of  the  questions  most  per- 
tinent to  marriage.  It  is  a   dynamic  theme 

and  one  that  will  have  particular  appeal 
to  women. 

Polly  Fosdick,  after  three  years  of 
pampered  luxury  as  the  wife  of  a   pros- 

perous business  man,  rebels  at  things  in 
general  because  she  has  nothing  to  occupy 
her  mind.  Gleaning  from  a   book  on  the 

subject  of  women’s  bondage  the  idea  that 
she  herself  belongs  to  an  army  of  married 
martyrs,  she  leaves  her  husband  and  joins 
forces  with  several  divorcees  who  lead  a 
dissatisfied  existence  in  a   fashionable  New 
York  apartment.  This  situation  is  pre- 

liminary to  the  experiences  which  aw^en 
Polly  to  a   realization  of  what  freedom 
actually  is. 

Doris  Kenyon  is  ideally  cast  in  the  role 
of  Polly. 

Conway  Tearle  in 

Oppenheim  Thriller 

Flash,  dash,  color,  the  glamour  of  a   race 
track  and  the  nerve-tingling  thrill  of  Monte 
Carlo  are  found  in  E.  Phillips  Oppenheim’s 
story  “The  Duke  of  Ladies”  to  be  presented 
by  Robert  Kane  with  Conway  Tearle  in  the 
stellar  role. 

This  engrossing  novel  is  made  to  order 
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for  picture  treatment  in  its  rush  of  inci- 
dents and  wealth  of  characterization.  With 

the  debonnaire  Mr.  Tearle  in  the  role  of 

the  duke,  Mr.  Kane  is  now  selecting  a   sup- 
porting cast  of  players,  temperamentally 

and  physically  suited  to  the  romantic  na- 
ture of  the  story.  Howard  Higgin  will 

direct  from  a   scenario  by  Julie  Herne. 

A   bubbling  comedy  to  rank  with  "Irene” 
and  “Sally”  will  be  “Lady  Be  Good,” 
adapted  from  the  musical  play  by  Guy 
Bolton  and  Fred  Thomson,  which  during 
a   long  run  on  Broadway,  achieved  lasting 
fame  with  a   vast  audience  of  theatre 

patrons.  The  success  “Lady  Be  Good”  en- 
joyed in  New  York  was  duplicated  on  the 

road.  Therefore,  there  is  a   ready  made 
audience  for  the  picture  version  which 
will  be  replete  with  comedy  situations  and 
enlivened  by  the  atmosphere  of  gaiety 
which  contributed  so  largely  to  the  triumph 
of  the  stage  version  of  the  play. 

Santell  to  Produce 

“The  Charleston  Kid” 

Under  the  provocative  title  of  “The 
Charleston  Kid,”  “Even  Stephen,”  a   story 
by  John  Beaumont,  will  be  produced  by 
Alfred  Santell.  The  story  was  published 
in  Red  Book  where  it  attracted  attention 
because  of  its  unusual  possibilities. 

The  plot  concerns  the  close  friendship 
of  two  young  gangsters  and  their  love  for 

the  same  girl,  which,  strangely  enough,  in- 
stead of  separating  them,  brings  them 

closer  together.  Gambling  houses,  amuse- 
ment parks  and  cheap  lodging  house  rooms 

provide  most  of  the  locale  for  the  story 
in  which  the  characterizations  run  true  to 
form.  But  through  all  the  sordidness  there 
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shines  a   light  of  friendship  and  love  that 
has  an  ennobling  and  redeeming  influence. 

“The  Daring  Venus,” 
Circus  Sensation 

Helga  Peterson,  professionally  known 

as  "Venus,”  one  of  the  “Five  Daring  Peter- 
sons,” tired  of  being  continually  pointed 

out  as  a   freak  because  of  the  spectacular 
stunts  which  she  has  performed  since  child- 

hood, determines  to  break  away  from  her 
family  and  begin  life  anew.  She  applies 
for  the  position  of  companion  and  nurse 
to  a   young  man  of  an  aristocratic  family 
who  has  been  shell  shocked  during  the 
war  and  has  lapses  of  memory.  Soon  she 
marries  her  patient  with  consequences  at 
once  dramatic  and  unexpected. 

This  situation  was  developed  with  in- 

genious skill  in  “The  Daring  Venus,”  an 

adaptation  of  “The  Swinging  Goddess,”  a novel  by  Marjorie  Chalmers  Carleton, 
which  will  be  enacted  by  a   cast  comprising 

a   number  of  First  National’s  most  popular 
players. 

West  Meets  East 

in  “Shock  Absorber” 

Two-fisted,  hard-riding  cowboys  of  the 
western  plains,  doublecrossing  politicians  in 
New  York  and  an  aggressive  woman  who 
knows  how  to  beat  men  at  their  own  game, 

figure  in  “The  Shock  Absorber,”  a   story 
by  William  Dudley  Pelley,  whose  writings 
have  been  productive  of  some  of  the  best 
pictures  of  the  past  few  years.  The  theme 
of  “The  Shock  Absorber”  is  up  to  the 
moment  in  interest  and  the  characters  are 

sharply  drawn,  individual  enough  to  make 
them  distinct,  yet  typical  of  varying  phases 
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of  American  life.  As  it  is  planned  for  pro- 

duction by  First  National,  “The  Shock  Ab- 
sorber” will  offer  unusual  variety  in  set- 

tings and  action,  all  the  while  developing 
a   theme  to  its  logical  conclusion. 

Dilion  Will  Produce 

“Don  Juan’s  Three  Nights” 

With  amusing  cleverness,  Ludwig  Biro 

depicts  the  irony  of  life  in  “Don  Juan's 
Three  Nights,”  the  title  of  his  novel  which 
will  be  produced  as  a   picture  by  John 
Francis  Dillon.  A   strong  cast  includes 
Lewis  Stone,  Shirley  Mason,  Malcolm  Mc- 

Gregor and  Myrtle  Stedman. 

Ninette,  a   quaint  and  unusual  child,  be- 
comes acquainted  with  John  Aradi,  a   great 

tenor  and  the  idol  of  women.  Aradi  ap- 

points himself  the  child’s  guardian  and having  instilled  in  her  principles  calculated 

PHILO  McCullough BLANCHE  SWEET 
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to  make  an  ideal  woman,  finds  a   husband 
for  her.  After  she  is  married,  he  tries  to 
assume  the  role  of  lover  and  then  discovers 

what  a   perfect  job  he  has  made  of  trans- 
formation in  the  girl.  His  overtures  are 

met  with  the  assurance  that  she  loves  her 
husband  and  proposes  to  remain  faithful 
to  him. 

Mary  Astor  and  Hughes 
in  “Forever  After” 

Mary  Astor  and  Lloyd  Hughes,  one  of 
the  most  popular  combinations  on  the 
screen,  will  have  roles  calculated  to  bring 
out  their  most  likable  qualities  in  the  screen 

version  of  “Forever  After,”  the  popular 
stage  play  by  Owen  Davis.  It  will  be  pro- 

duced by  B.  P.  Fineman. 

The  spirit  of  college  life  and  the  self- 

sacrificing  heroism  and  idealism  of  youth 
are  found  in  this  appealing  story  of  two 
young  people  who  start  on  the  road  to 
happiness  together  and  find  unexpected  ob- 

stacles m   their  path.  Many  of  the  scenes 
transpire  in  a   college  environment  where 
one  of  the  big  climaxes  of  the  storv  re- 

volves around  the  outcome  of  a   college 
boat  race  with  the  hero  as  one  of  the  crew 
Just  before  the  crews  are  called,  Ted  re- 

ceives a   telegram  announcing  that  his 
father  has  died,  but  Jennie  persuades  him 
to  go  through  with  the  race.  After  he  has 
done  his  part,  he  returns  home  where  he 
finds  finances  to  be  in  bad  shape  and  his 
mother  ill.  Accepting  the  job  of  a   drug 
store  clerk,  he  decides  to  sacrifice  his  love 
for  Jennie.  Then  comes  the  war  in  which 
Ted  is  wounded  and  nursed  back  to  health 
by  his  devoted  sweetheart  who  does  not 
care  whether  he  is  rich  or  poor. 

Vivid  Story  of 

New  York  Underworld 

The  underworld  of  New  York  with  all 
its  romance  and  thrill  and  glamour  wall  be 

depicted  in  “Hell's  Kitchen”  by  John  A. 
Morosco,  a   Robert  Kane  production.  Be- 

cause of  his  conspicuous  success  with  pre- 
vious pictures,  Mr.  Kane  has  selected 

Howard  Higgin  to  direct  this  intensely 
dramatic  story.  George  M.  C.  Fowler  is 
writing  the  scenario. 

Sir  Philip  Gibbs,  who  is  pre-eminently 
the  authoritative  author  of  post-war  stories, 
wrote  “Out  of  the  Ruins”  which  first  ap- 

peared in  Cosmopolitan.  Wlule  the  army 
forms  the  background  for  this  story,  it  is 
distinctly  a   personal  drama  in  whidi  the 
love  element  is  the  dominant  motive.  With 
his  customary  fidelity  to  character,  Sir 

CONWAY  TEARLE MAE  ALLISON 
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Philip  Gibbs  has  conceived  interesting  fig- 
ures for  the  central  roles  in  a   plot  that  is 

highly  novvl. 

Two  Kane 
Productions 

“French  Dressing,”  one  of  the  Robert 
Kane  productions  scheduled  for  the  Ban- 

ner Group,  will  satirize  the  cloak  and  suit 
industry  in  somewhat  the  same  fashion 

that  “Bluebeard's  Seven  Wives”  satirized 
the  making  of  motion  pictures.  Mr.  Kane 
is  planning  a   production  based  on  a   highly 
original  comedy  treatment  of  characters 

and  conditions  that  will  be  generally  fam- 
iliar to  the  American  picture  going  public. 

The  cast  will  include  a   number  of  those 

who  scored  conspicuously  in  “Bluebeard’s 
Seven  Wives,”  including  Ben  Lyon  and 

Sam  Hardy.  Others  already  selected  are 
Lowell  Sherman  and  Aileen  Pringle. 
Another  Robert  Kane  production  will 

be  “Peacocks  of  Paris,”  a   brilliant  presen- 
tation of  the  colorful  life  in  the  French 

metropolis.  The  cast  includes  Ben  Lyon, 
Dorothy  Mackaill,  Lowell  Sherman  and Sam  Hardy. 

At  the  age  of  seventeen,  when  Alexandra 
Marley  looked  upon  marriage  as  a   Great 
.A.dventure,  she  became  the  wife  of  a   man 
twice  her  age.  Ten  years  of  domestic 
struggle  pass  with  Alexandra  praying  for 

a   chance  to  “ride  the  winds  of  adventure.” 
The  last  of  her  Viking  line,  with  the  blood 

of  daring  sea  rovers  in  her  veins,  the  con- 

stricted life  in  a   gloomy  Bloomsbury 

manor,  overloaded  with  family  traditions, 
is  far  from  satisfying.  Just  at  this  critical 
moment  an  artist  comes  into  the  life  of 

Alexandra  with  consequences  as  disturbing 
as  they  are  interesting.  Elswyth  Thane  is 

the  author  of  “Riders  of  the  Wind,”  which 
will  be  adapted  into  a   spectacular  romance. 

This  Play  Strong 
in  Feminine  Interest 

“The  Masked  Woman”  is  a   play  by  Kate 
Jordan  based  on  the  French  by  Charles 
Mere.  It  was  successfully  presented  by 
A.  H.  Woods  at  the  Eltinge  theatre  wth 
a   cast  that  included  Lowell  Sherman  in 
the  principal  role.  The  story  offers  plenty 
of  action  and  emotional  conflict  well  suited 
to  screen  interpretation. 

WALTER  PIDGEON 
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The  unquenchable  urge  of  mother  love 

is  the  theme  of  “Purple  and  Fine  Linen," 
a   story  by  May  Edginton  which  first  ap- 

peared in  Colliers.  It  offers  a   wonderful 
opportunity  for  the  actress  in  the  leading 
role  who  finds  herself  destitute  in  the 
streets  of  London.  She  steals  a   wallet 
from  a   man  she  meets  by  chance  and 

spends  the  money  on  an  expensive  ward- 
robe in  order  that  she  may  appear  to  ad- 

vantage when  she  meets  her  daughter.  The 
ensuing  happenings  carry  a   heart  rending 
appeal  before  the  lonely  woman  finds  pro- 

tection and  comfort. 

A   story  of  quite  a   different  character 
and  one  that  is  no  less  true  in  its  study 

of  feminine  psychology  is  “The  Hat  of 
Destiny"  by  Mrs.  T.  P.  O’Connor,  which 
will  be  a   June  Mathis  production. 

Popular  Play 
and  Best  Seller 

“My  Wife’s  Friend”  is  the  title  selected 
for  a   play  by  Sir  Patrick  Hastings,  en- 

titled “The  River.”  It  presents  some  new 
twists  to  the  domestic  triangle  at  the  points 
of  which  stand  an  English  army  officer, 
his  beautiful  young  wife  and  the  inevitable 
lover.  Much  of  the  action  in  this  intense 
drama  is  laid  on  the  west  coast  of  Africa. 

Another  story  with  an  English  back- 

ground is  “Hounds  of  Spring,”  a   best  sell- 
ing novel  by  Sylvia  Thompson  which  opens 

a   short  time  before  the  Great  War  and 
carries  the  characters  through  the  hectic 
years  that  follow.  The  wide  popularity 
of  the  book  in  this  country  as  well  as  Eng- 

land has  given  the  picture  advance  adver- 
tising of  inestimable  value. 

“Here  Y’  Are,  Brother” 
and  “The  Blonde  Saint” 
The  power  of  the  simple  virtues  of  life 

to  triumph  over  the  greed  of  wealth  is 
sympathetically  revealed  in  a   story  by 

Dixie  Wilson,  entitled  “Here  Y’  Are, 
Brother.”  It  goes  to  show  how  strangely 
lives  are  crossed  and  how  they  all  may  be 
woven  into  the  same  pattern.  A   wealthy, 

middle-aged  man,  who  has  been  accustomed 
to  buying  everything  he  wants,  decides  to 
purchase  the  love  of  a   young  girl  who  has 
attracted  him.  For  a   time  it  appears  he 

may  be  successful  until  the  influence  of  a 
kindly  and  unselfish  clerk  who  honestly 
loves  the  girl  exerts  itself. 

"The  Isle  of  Life.”  a   novel  by  Stephen 
French  Whitman,  is  the  basis  for  a   picture 

NORMAN  KERRY JAMES  KIRKWOOD 
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entitled  “The  Blonde  Saint,”  who  is  none 
other  than  Ghirlaine  Bellamy,  the  dauehter 
of  an  aristocratic  New  York  family.  Her 

beauty,  charm  and  fortune  make  her  a 

prominent  figure  in  social  circles  in  Europe 

as  well  as  America.  But,  strange  to  say, 

she  has  remained  unmoved  by  the  atten- 
tions of  men.  She  still  believes  that  there 

must  be  but  one  man  for  one  woman  and 

the  story  goes  to  show  how  she  tests  her 

theorj'. 

Best  Seilers  of 

Popular  Authors 

Ferenc  Molnar  is  the  author  of  “Pris- 

oners,” a   novel  translated  from  the  Hun- 
garian. The  central  character  is  a   young 

girl  from  a   provincial  town  in  Hungary 

who  goes  to  Budapest  to  reform  after  a 
lurid  career.  Employed  as  a   \vaitress  in 

a   pastry  shop,  she  soon  yields  to  tempta- 
tion and  steals  from  the  cash  register. 

Her  defense  is  undertaken  by  a   young 

student  lawyer  and  there  begins  a   friend- 
ship that  has  far  reaching  results  in  the 

working  out  of  the  drama. 

“Midnight  Lovers,”  a   dramatic  story 

with  army  life  in  England  for  its  back- 
ground, is  an  other  subject  that  prom- 

ises much  on  the  screen. 

“The  Desperate  Woman”  is  strictly 
modern  in  theme,  dealing  with  the  ef- 

forts of  a   young  woman  to  fight  her 

meddlesome  and  conventional  family's 
determination  to  get  her  married. 

In  “Jailbirds,”  W.  H,  Clifford  has  writ- 
ten an  amusing  comedy  telling  how  the 

son  of  a   multimillionaire  makes  good 

both  in  love  and  in  business  when  thrown 
on  his  own  resources. 

In  “Mike  Donovan  of  Ireland,”  by  Guy 

Fletcher,  a   handsome  Irishman,  by  pro- 
fession an  exhibition  boxer,  sets  out  to 

win  fame  and  fortune  in  the  prize  ring. 
Then  he  falls  in  love  with  a   designing 

young  woman  and  between  his  love  and 
his  fighting,  Mike  Donovan  experiences 
no  end  of  trouble. 

Ken  Maynard  in 
Innovation.  Series 

Ken  Maynard,  the  cowboy  actor  whom 
First  National  obtained  for  a   feature 

series,  bids  fair  to  become  one  of  the  big 

attractions  during  the  coming  year.  The 

Maynard  pictures  will  be  Western  in 
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character  but  it  is  promised  they  will 
mark  a   great  advance  over  the  conven- 

tional Western,  both  in  story  substance 
and  treatment. 

The  purpose  of  C.  R.  Rogers,  who  is 
producing  the  Maynard  pictures,  is  to  in- 

troduce a   virile  type  of  thrilling  out-of- 
door  story  that  will  be  as  suitable  to  the 
largest  theatres  as  it  is  to  the  smaller 

ones,  where  audiences  are  partial  to 
Western  productions. 

Maynard,  with  his  famous  horse  Tar- 

2an,  is  now  working  on  the  first  of  his 

Innovation  Series,  a   picture  entitled 

"Senor  Daredevil.”  This  will  be  followed 
by  “Gun  Gospel,”  a   fast  working  story 
by  W.  D.  Hoffman,  ‘‘The  Unknown  Cav- 

alier” and  “The  Flame  of  the  Border.” 
The  Maynard  series  brings  a   new  ele- 

ment of  entertainment  to  the  First  Na- 
tional program. 

Ten  Years  of  Growth 

Are  Traced  by  Lieber 
{Continued  from  page  79) 

for  brief  periods  and  then  been  swept 
away.  Reputations  have  been  won  and 
lost.  It  has  been  a   period  of  destruction 
and  creation,  tearing  down  the  old  and 
erecting  the  new.  This  is  all  an  in- 

evitable part  of  the  evolution  through 
which  any  great  business  must  pass. 
Tile  poliqr  of  First  National  has 

been  and  continues  to  be  adaptable  in 
the  sense  that_  it  is  flexible  in  meeting 
changing  conditions.  Our  organization 
has  grown  with  the  industry.  It  has 
played  a   leading  part  in  furthering  that 
growth  and  in  promoting  a   true  under- 

standing between  producers  and  distrib- 
utors on  the  one  hand  and  exhibitors  on the  other. 

We  have  sought  the  finest  pictures 
made  in  order  to  give  exhibitors  a   con- 

sistent service  week  by  week,  knowing 
that  an  exhibitor’s  success  depends  not 
upon  an  occasional  sensation,  but  upon 
a   reliable  supply  of  high  class  entertain- ment. 

That  First  National  has  lived  and  pros- 
pered  and  grown  so  magnificently  during the  decade  that  will  come  to  a   close  with 
the  Banner  Group,  is  proof  of  the  sound 
sense  behind  its  policies.  Speaking  for 
my  associates,  I   am  gratified  when  I 
look  at  the  record  that  is  written  for  all to  read. 

When  I   look  to  the  future  of  the  great 
organization  that  First  National  has  be- 

come—an  organization  embracing  such 
a   wonderful  array  of  producers,  direc- 

tors, stars  and  supporting  players,  I   am 
confident  that  the  coming  years  will  sur- 

pass even  our  brightest  dreams. 

Tested  Values  Given^ 
Says  Richard  Rowland 

{Continued  from  page  79) 

actors  and  actresses  including  a   long  list of  popular  favorites.  Then  there  will  be 
a   new  type  of  production  in  what  we 
^rm  the  innovation  series,  presenting Ken  Maynard  in  thrilling  pictures  of  the West. 

When  it  comes  to  stories  of  tested  pop- 
ular appeal.  First  National  offers  in  the 

Banner  Group  a   list  of  titles  represent- 
ing the  most  successful  novels  and  plays 

of  the  day.  That  there  is  a   public  for 
these  books  and  plays  is  already  proven 
and  it  merely  remains  for  the  exhibitor 
to  attract  this  public  to  his  theatre  by 
advertising  the  motion  picture  version 
along  with  the  name  of  a   favorite  star. 
In  story  value,  First  National  has  never 
been  so  richly  supplied  as  it  is  for  the 
coming  year. 

To  handle  this  star  and  story  material, 

we  have  enlisted  the  services  of  leading 
producers  and  directors,  who,  operating 
under  the  unit  system,  will  concentrate 
on  one  picture  at  a   time.  The  past  sea- 

son has  proven  beyond  question  the  prac- 
tical value  of  this  method  of  production. 

On  these  three  counts — star,  story, 
production — First  National  offers  what 
I   have  already  termed  tested  values. 
They  assure  the  exhibitor  a   return  on 
his  investment  week  by  week.  They  en- 

able him  to  conduct  his  theatre  on  a 
sound  business  basis.  They  give  him 
that  comfortable  feeling  of  security  that 
is  born  of  a   guarantee  of  success. 

The  Banner  Group  of  pictures  is  the 
crowning  achievement  of  First  National 

after  ten  years  of  progress  toward  'the goal  of  an  ideal  service  to  exhibitors. 

Texan  Utilizes  Radio 

to  Exploit  GrifRtHs 
First  National  Film 

Texas  is  Corinne  Griffith’s  home  state 
so  when  Manager  Rowley  of  the  Royal 

at  Laredo  showed  this  star  in  “Declasse” 
he  played  up  this  fact  to  his  public.  In 
the  center  of  a   large  signboard  of  bright 
yellow  background  appeared  a   small  cut- 

out of  the  star  and  in  the  upper  left- 
hand  corner  there  was  painted  a   radio 

set,  done  in  natural  mahogany  color 
with  dials  of  black  with  white  markings. 
The  smaller  volume  and  battery  dials 

were  lettered  in  white — "Royal"  and 
“Theatre”  respectively  while  the  larger 
first  and  second  radio  stage  and  antenna 

dials  were  lettered  “First,”  “National,” 
"Pictures.” 

In  large  mahogany  black  shaded  let- 
ters to  the  right  of  the  radio  set,  ap- 

peared the  words,  “Tune  in,  we  are 
broadcasting  in  here.”  Above  and  below 
the  center  cutout  the  star’s  name  and 
title  of  the  picture  were  done  in  black, 
white  shaded  letters.  Black  lettering  on 

either  side  of  the  signboard  read  “Co- 
rinne Griffith — Our  Own  Texas  Girl  in 

Her  Best  Photoplay”  and  “Corinne  Grif- 
fith in  Play  Made  Famous  by  Ethel  Bar- 

rymore.” 

The  signboard  itself  was  flanked  on 
both  sides  with  stands  of  framed  pictures 
with  a   lithograph  set  back  about  a   foot 
for  a   background. 

Schade^s  ** Infatuation** 
and  Affection  Campaign 

H e Ip s   F-N  Picture 
Before  “Infatuation,”  a   First  National 

Picture  starring  Corinne  Griffith,  was  of- 
fered at  the  Schade  theatre,  Sandusky, 

Ohio,  George  J.  Schade,  owner  and  man- 
ager, stirred  up  quite  a   bit  of  discussion 

as  to  the  difference  between  infatuation 

and  affection  through  women’s  clubs  and 
newspapers. 

By  means  of  cleverly  written  essays 

“planted”  so  that  they  reached  the  woman's 
club  membership  and  eventually  the  public 

through  the  newspaper,  Schade  stirred  up 
a   lot  of  interest  in  the  picture  and  profited accordingly. 

Pincus  Honored  Upon 

T aking  Famous  Position 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

_SAN  FRANCISCO,  April  20. — Before 
Charlie  Pincus  left  the  Imperial  theatre 

for  his  new  position  with  Famous  Players- 

Lasky  in  New  York,  he  \vas  given  a   mid- 
night luncheon  by  the  orchestra  members 

and  others  of  this  house. 
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African  Expedition  is  on 

Way  Home  to  Denver; 
Brings  Film  Chronicle 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

DENVER,  April  20.-After  spending 
nearly  a   year  m   Africa,  the  Denver  Afri- can Expedition,  consisting  of  Dr.  C   E 
Cadle,  scientist  and  anthropologist,  Paul 
Hoefler,  cameraman,  and  Dr.  John,  phy- 

sician to  the  party,  is  returning  home  by 
way  of  London,  arriving  in  New  York  on 
the  Majestic  yesterday.  Dr.  Cadle  has 
made  a   scientific  study  of  the  various 
African  bushman  tribes,  which  work  has 
been  done  in  cooperation  with  representa- 

tives from  the  Cape  Town  University  and 
the  Cape  Town  Museum.  They  have  suc- 

ceeded in  filming  this  native  life,  as  well  as 
immense  herds  of  wild  animals. 
With  the  aid  of  government  officials  the 

expedition  accomplished  in  a   few  months 
what  otherwise  would  have  required  years. 
In  one  section  of  the  country  they  were 
held  up  many  times  during  a   day  for  ten 
to  fifteen  minutes  at  a   time  to  permit  herds 
of  animals  to  sweep  past.  In  one  case 
they  made  pictures  of  what  is  reported  the 
largest  herd  of  wild  animals  ever  seen, 
estimated  to  number  fifteen  thousand  head! 

Fifty_  thousand  feet  of  motion  picture 
negative  was  used  in  recording  scenic  films, 
animal  features  and  bushman  life. 
The  expedition  was  financed  by  H.  E, 

Ellison  and  a   group  of  Denver  business 
men.  H.  E.  Ellison  has  been  associated 
with  the  motion  picture  industry  in  the 
Denver  territory  for  several  years  and 
will  be  remembered  as  the  former  man- 

ager of  the  Rialto  and  Victory  theatres here. 

Rice  Builds  B»0,  Firmly 

With  Charlestons  and 

Discovery  Night  Shows 
It  is  one  thing  to  ballyhoo  a   crowd 

into  your  theatre  but  it  is  another  thing 

to  keep  them  interested  enough  to  re- 
main. 

Manager  D.  E.  Rice  of  the  Jackson 
Fark  theatre.  Chicago,  has  been  going 

.'•trong  on  Chaileston  contests  and  dis- 
covery nights  with  the  result  that  to 

the  observer  a   marked  improvement  in 
patronage  has  occurred. 

A   note  of  interest  here  is  that  the 

management  did  not  bask  idly  in  the 

glory  of  a   crowded  house  but  presented 
better  offering.s  than  they  had  hitherto done. 

When  the  contests  are  no  longer  lield 
this  theatre  plans  not  to  have  that 

empty  boxoffice  sensation  that  results 
from  the  loss  of  patronage.  The  people 

have  gained  faith  in  the  standard  of 
pictures  the  management  offers. 

Roxy  to  Use  Films  of 

All  Companies,  He  Says 
■( special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  April  20.— "I  shall  not 
affiliate  myself  with  any  one  film  com- 

pany,” said  Samuel  Rothafel  this  week 
relative  to  the  building  of  his  new  theatre, 
"I  shall  have  pictures  from  all  the  big 

companies,  and  I   shall  play  no  favorites. 

Peppiatt  Heads  C/.  A*s 
N ew  Office  in  South (Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

CHARLOTTE,  N.  C.,  April  20.— A   new office  of  United  Artists  corporation 

been  established  here  with  C.  E.  Peppwtt in  charge. 
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“What  the  Picture  Did  For  Me” VERDICTS  ON  FILMS  IN  LANGUAGE  OF  EXHIBITOR 
Copyright,  1926 

This  is  the  original  exhibitors*  reports  department,  established  October  14,  1916. 
Beware  of  cheap,  misleading  imitations. 

*^What  the  Picture  Did  for  Me”  is  the  one  genuine  source  of  exhibitor-written  box  office 
information. 

Address:  ^Wkat  the  Picture  Did  for  Me”  EXHIBITORS  HERALD,  407  South  Dearborn 
Street,  Chicago,  III 

Associated  Exhibitors 

INTRODUCE  KEs  Douglas  MacL«an — This 
was  a   good  comedy.  Is  worth  running  in  any 
theatre  and  print  was  la  good  shape.  It  was 
well  liked  by  every  one  and  a   good  clean  pic- 
t-jce. — Charles  Lee  Hyde,  Grand  theatre.  Pierre, 
S.  D. — General  patronage. 

NORTHSTARs  Strongheart — A   fairly  good 
dog  picture  which  failed  to  draw.  Six  reels. — 
Wilcox  and  Miller,  Lake  View  theatre.  Lake  View, 
la. — General  patronage. 

NEVER  WEAKEN  s   Harold  Lloyd — A   very 

good  comedy.  Harold  Lloyd’s  name  alone  draws 
them  in.  Two  reels. — Robert  Kessler,  Benn  the- 

atre, Philadelphia. — General  patronage. 

KEEP  SMILING:  Monty  Banks— Monty  Banks 
proves  that  he  is  a   comedian  in  this.  Far  better 
than  any  of  his  two  reelers.  A   few  more  like 
this  will  make  him  a   favorite.  If  your  patrons 

like  a   good  comedy  play  it.  Six  reels. — L.  N. 
Vickers,  Liberty  theatre,  Hardin,  Mont. — General 
patronage. 

THE  YANKEE  CONSUL:  Douglas  McLean 
— Here  sure  is  a   fine  pictxire.  As  good  a   comedy 
drama  as  I   have  ever  had  the  pleasure  to  run. 
Get  it  and  step  on  the  advertising  and  you  are 
sure  to  make  good.  Will  please  100  per  cent. 

'Nuf  sed.  Seven  reels. — Earl  Somerville,  Opera 
House,  Raymond,  Minn. — General  patronage. 

Chadwick 

I   AM  THE  KAN:  Lionel  Barrymore — A 
dandy  picture  and  pleased  all.  Film  good.  Seven 
reels. — W.  A.  Doerschlag,  Strand  theatre.  Ransom, 
Kan. — Small  town  patronage. 

Columbia 

THE  MIDNIGHT  EXPRESS:  Elaine  Hammer- 
stein — ^A  good  picture,  but  the  print  I   had  con- 

tained extremely  dark  night  scenes.  Drew  and 
pleased  on  bad  night.  Six  reels.— H.  C.  Mauler. 
Liberty  theatre,  Pleasanton,  Ncbr. — Small  town 
patronage. 

the  FIRE  PATROL;  Special  cast— My  pa- 

gans like  this  state  right  stuff  as  well  if  not 
Mtter  than  some  of  the  other  product.  This  was 
first  class  entertainment.— R.  B.  Maxwell,  Ill- 

inois theatre,  Sullivan,  III. — Small  town  patronage. 

F.  B.  0, 

WHEN  LOVE  GROWS  COLD:  Natacha 
ambova — I   don't  blame  it  for  freezing  if  this 
ady  13  in  on  the  deal.  Hate  to  knock  a   new- 

comer to  the  screen,  but  this  is  awful  and  I 
giess  iPs  no  secret  to  anybody.  Seven  reels. — 
enry  Reeve,  Star  theatre,  Menard,  Tex. — Small town  patronage. 

WHEN  LOVE  GROWS  COLD:  Natacha 
mbova  A   very  good  picture.  Laura  Jean  Lib- 
inn.  played.  Natacha  Rambova  has 

athing  out  of  the  ordinary  to  offer.  You 
I®”  It  to  your  best  people.— W.  B.  Franke, d   theatre,  LuVerne,  Iowa. — General  pat- 

♦nnn  tiave  had.  Every  inch  a   goo 

A   100  per  cent.  Seven  ree' 
tfiwn  Star  theatre,  Sumner.  Neb.— town  patronage. 

Special  to 
Contributors 

exclusively  announced  last  week 
in  this  column,  a   big  story  about 

J.  C.  Jenkins  is  published  upon  a   sub- 
sequent page  of  this  issue.  Read  it 

and  cheer! 

“Daddy”  Jenkins  always  did  seem 

like  one  of  the  “Herald”  family,  and 
now  he’s  that  in  full  fact. 

He’ll  be  in  to  see  you. 
• 

p   ORTRAIT  gathering  seems  to  have become  the  principal  pastime  of 

exhibitor-contributors.  It’s  a   worthy 
pastime  with  a   business  side.  Ex- 

hibitor favorites  are  their  patrons’  fa- 
vorites. An  autographed  photo  of  the 

favorite  in  the  lobby  is  good  for  ex- 
hibitor prestige  and  the  box  office. 

The  more  progressive  stars  are  prov- 
ing themselves  so  by  complying  \vith 

requests.  A   good  time  is  being  had 

by  all  and  a   long-desired  bridge  is 
being  erected  between  studio  and 
theatre. 

* 

■pr  OW  many  “Herald  Only”  Club -*■  -*■  members  are  still  among  those 

present?  Several  have  left  the  thea- 
tre business  and  the  roster  has  not 

been  printed  recently  for  that  reason. 

Want  to  check  up  on  the  member- 
ship? If  so,  drop  a   line,  answering 

“Here”  to  this  blanket  roll  call  and 
it  shall  be  done. — W.  R.  W. 

FLAMING  WATERS:  Malcolm  MacGregor- 
Real  good  production  which  indirectly  shows  up 
the  would-be  oil  fakirs.  Exciting  finish  with  big 
oil  lake  fire.  Pleased  Sunday  business.  Pauline 

Garon  good  in  support.  Seven  reels. — P.  G. 
Estee,  S.  T.  theatre,  Parker.  S.  D. — Small  town 
patronage. 

KEEPER  OF  THE  BEES:  Special  cast— Fol- 
lowed the  story  but  left  out  one  of  the  important 

incidents.  Good  entertainment.  Patrons  well 

pleased.  Business  satisfactory.  Seven  reels. — 
S.  I.  Goodwin,  Royal  theatre,  I,ehi,  Utah.— Gen- 

eral patronage, 

KEEPER  OP  THE  BEES:  Special  cast— Oh, 
if  we  could  only  get  pictures  like  this  one  every 

day,  for  drawing  them  in.  If  you  haven't  played 
this,  do  so  at  once.  Seven  reels. — E.  D.  Luna, 
Cozy  theatre.  Wagoner,  Okla. — Small  town  pat- 
ronage. 

BEYOND  THE  ROCKIES:  Bob  Custer— Pa.- 
trons  liked  this  one  which  happened  to  be  our 
first  Custer  and  if  they  are  all  this  good,  then 

hunky  dorey  and  another  worry  over.— ^ack  Da- 
vis. State  theatre,  Tawas  City,  Mich. — General 

patronage. 

IF  MARRIAGE  PAILS:  Special  cast— Drew 
out  all  the  young  people  and  also  yoxing  married 

people.  A   society  play.  Good  crowd.  Seven 
reels. — C.  C.  Bisbee,  Columbia  theatre,  Poynette, 
Wis. — General  patronage. 

THE  TOUGH  GUY:  Fred  Thomson— This  is 

much  better  than  some  of  Fred's  later  pictures. 
Lots  of  good  comedy.  Thanks  for  the  picture, 
Fred.  We  had  a   lot  of  people  wanting  to  steal 
it  from  us.  Six  reels. — Wilcox  and  Miller,  Lake 
View  theatre,  Lake  View,  la.— General  patronage. 

THE  TOUGH  GUY;  Fred  Thomson— This  pic- 
ture is  certainly  great  entertainment.  Fred,  Sil- 

ver Kiixg  and  that  kid  great.  Cast  all  fine.  Story 
better  than  the  average  of  Westerns.  100  per 
cent  satisfaction. — Bert  Silver,  Silver  Family  the- 

atre, Greenville,  Mich. — General  patronage. 

THE  TOUGH  GUY:  Fred  Thomson — One  of 
the  best  Westerns  we  ever  had.  Silver  King  is 
there  with  the  stuff.  This  star  is  now  our  best 
bet  for  Saturdays.  Six  reels. — E.  D.  Luna,  Cozy 
theatre.  Wagoner,  Okie. — Small  town  patronage. 
THE  HUMAN  TORNADO:  Yakima  Canutt— 

Just  the  ordinary  program  type  of  picture.  It’s a   Western  with  all  the  usual  thrills  and  rescues 

but  the  story  and  continuity  was  bad.  It’s  not 
a   picture  that  we  would  urge  any  exhibitor  to 
play,  as  it  will  not  do  you  any  particular  good 

and  if  they  are  not  of  some  value  what’s  the 
use  of  playing  them?  This  is  our  last  Canutt. 
Five  reels. — W.  T.  Davis  &   Son,  Rialto  theatre, 
Sharon,  Wis. — General  patronage. 

THE  HUMAN  TORNADO:  Yakima  Canutt— 

Good  Western.  Not  as  good  as  "White  Thunder" 
but  a   picture  that  pleased. — C.  E.  McClain,  Lib- 

erty theatre,  'Tryon,  Okla. — General  patronage. 

THE  RIDIN’  STREAK:  Bob  Custer— Nice 
little  Western.  Five  reels. — Wm.  E.  Tragsdorf. 

Trags  theatre,  Neillsville,  Wis. — Small  town  pat- 
ronage. 

THUNDERING  HOOFS:  Fred  Thomson— A 
very  good  program.  Six  reels. — E.  H.  Brechler, 
Opera  House,  Fennimore,  Wis. — General  patron- 

age. 

WHITE  THUNDER:  Yakima  Canutt— Great 
picture.  Business  good. — C.  E.  McClain,  Liberty 
theatre,  Tryon,  Okla. — General  patronage. 

WHITE  THUNDER:  Yakima  Canutt— Can- 
not give  this  much.  No  action  at  all.  Nothing. 

Five  reels.- A.  O.  Lambert,  Monticetlo  Opera 
House,  Monticello,  la. — General  patronage. 

THE  mONIGHT  FLYER;  Cullen  Landis— 
This  is  a   fair  picture.  Too  much  feud  in  it  to 

make  it  please  our  patrons. — Wilcox  and  Miller. 
Lake  View  theatre.  Lake  View,  la. — General  pat- ronage. 

LAUGHING  AT  DANGER:  Richard  Talniadge 
— One  of  those  pictures  they  yell  at  and  then 

wonder  what  they  yelled  at.  Six  reels. — Giacoma 
Bros.,  Crystal  theatre.  Tombstone,  Ariz.— Gen- eral patronage. 

THREE  WISE  CROOKS:  Evelyn  Brent— A 
good  filler.  Crook  dramas  don’t  ring  in  every 
box  office.  Seven  reels.— N.  H.  Emmons,  Eagle 

theatre.  Eagle  River,  Wis. — Small  town  patron- 

age. LET’S  GO  GALLAGHER:  Tom  Tyler— As 
good  a   Western  as  you  could  ask  for.  The  kid, 
dog  and  old  man  gives  you  plenty  to  laugh  over. 
Book  it,  Tom  Tyler  is  a   good  one.  All  pleased. 
Five  reels. — C.  C.  Bisbee,  Colun»bia  theatre.  Poy- 

nette, Wis. — General  patronage. 

THE  COWBOY  MUSKETEER:  Tom  Tyler— 
This  ain't  so  worse,  as  a   boy  told  me  after  play-  ̂  
ing  it.  I   believe  that  Tyler  will  make  a   pretty 
good  drawing  card,  but  just  as  soon  as  we  get 
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so  that  he  will  basin  to  amount  to  s^niethins  as 
a   drawtns  card  the  price  will  jso  up  just  the 
same  as  Thomson.  Then  we  will  have  to  break 

in  some  other  star  who  will  repeat.  Yep,  Tyler 

don’t  look  so  worse,  and  he  has  action.  This  is 

his  first  here.  Five  reels. — F.  J.  O'Hara,  Com- 
munity theatre,  Elgin,  Neb. — Small  town  patron- 

age. 
THE  MYSTERIOUS  STRANGER:  Richard 

TalmadgO — ^Played  to  pleased  audience  on  a   Satur- 
day night.  To  me  it  was  not  quite  up  to  some 

of  his  former  shows  but  it  pleased  those  that  fol- 
low him  so  what  more  can  you  want  ?   We  should 

have  had  better  prints.  Five  reels. — C.  A.  Angle- 
mire,  Y.  theatre,  Nazareth,  Pa. — General  patron- 
age. 

A   BROADWAY  LADY:  Evelyn  Brent— 
Evelyn  Brent  will  draw  as  well  as  any  action 

star  I   have  under  contract,  and  I   fill  my  the- 

atre every  time  I   use  her  picturesi — R.  B.  Max- 
well, Illinois  theatre.  Sullivan,  111. — Small  town 

patronage. 

O.  U.  WEST;  Lefty  Flynn — Only  fair.  Flynn 

doesn’t  seem  to  be  made  for  Westerns.  Have  con- 
tracted for  the  new  Flynns,  which  seem  to  be 

proving  okay  by  the  “Herald.”  Five  reels. — 
H.  C.  Mauler,  Liberty  theatre,  Pleasanton,  Nebr. 

— Small  town  patronage. 

TRIGGER  FINGERS;  Bob  Custer— You  small 

towTi  fellows  who  have  a   “blood  thirsty”  Satur- 

day night  audience  to  show  to.  give  ’em  this. 
Plenty  of  action.  Five  reels.— H.  C.  Mauler, 

Liberty  theatre,  Pleasanton,  Nebr. — ^Small  town 
patronage. 

RIDIN’  THE  WIND;  Fred  Thomson— Mr. 
Thomson  surely  has  it  over  Mr.  Mix.  Pleased  an 

average  crowd.  Too  bad  I   haven’t  any  more  of 

Fred’s  to  play.  Six  reels. — Peter  Bifarella,  Fam- 
ily theatre,  Attica,  N.  Y. — General  patronage. 

DRUSILLA  WITH  A   MILLION:  Mary  Carr 

— This  is  a   very  good  picture  but  did  not  draw 
any  extra  business.  We  expected  big  business  on 

this  but  they  failed  to  show  up. — R.  K.  Lattin, 

Strand  theatre.  Valparaiso,  Neb. — General  pat- 
ronage. 

THE  WILD  BULL’S  LAIR:  Fred  Thomson- 

Here's  more  hokum  and  gypum  stuff  and  we’re 
glad  to  have  a   day  off  of  this  kind  of  junk,  which 

won't  bear  criticism  but  which  pleases  those  who 

don’t  know  or  don't  care.  Five  reels. — Giacoma 

Bros.,  Crystal  theatre,  Tombstone,  Ariz. — General 
patronage. 

O.  U.  WEST;  Lefty  Flynn — Fine  picture. 
Kids  in  an  uproar  all  the  time.  Negro  Pullman 

porter  supplies  plenty  of  comedy.  Any  small 
town  exhibitor  can  show  this  and  know  he  has 

given  his  patrons  good  entertainment.  Five  reels, 

— Mrs.  L.  M.  Blerman,  Palace  theatre,  Seadrift, 
Tex. — General  patronage. 

THE  LAST  EDITION;  Ralph  Lewis— This 

fell  flat  for  us.  The  show  isn’t  so  bad  but  the 

paper  on  photos  doesn’t  draw.  The  poorest  of  the 
Bonds  I’ve  played.  Seven  reels. — J.  W.  Ryder, 
Jewel  theatre,  Vemdale,  Minn. — Small  town  pat- ronage. 

THE  CLOUD  RIDER:  A1  Wilson— Nice  little 

program  picture.  The  little  girl  is  a   sweet  little 
thing.  Five  reels. — Mrs.  L.  M.  Bierman,  Palace 

theatre,  Seadrift,  Tex. — General  patronalge. 

WHITE  FANG:  Strongheart — A   good  dog 
picture  and  did  a   big  business.  E.  H.  Brechler, 

Opera  House,  Fennimore,  Wis. — General  patron- 

age. 
WHITE  FANG;  Strongheart — Good  picture. 

Six  reels. — Mrs.  L.  M.  Bierman,  Palace  theatre, 

Seadrift,  Tex. — General  Jatronage. 

ON  THE  STROKE  OF  THREE:  Kenneth 

Harlan — Another  good  picture  wherein  flaws  are 
hard  to  find.  With  Madge  Bellamy  and  Mary 

Carr  to  make  it  hard  to  beat.  Seven  reels. — 

Pioneer  Pete,  The  Pioneer  theatre,  Amasa,  Mich. 
—Small  town  patronage. 
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THE  FAR  CRY:  Blanche  Sweet— A   porfett 
print  and  a   perfect  production.  The  Technicolor 
in  the  last  reel  was  beautiful.  Good  Saturdao 

night  program.  Eight  reels.— Peter  Bifarella 
Family  theatre,  Attica,  N.  Y. — General  patronage 
KIKI:  Norma  Talmadge — ^Played  Easter  Sun. 

day.  Very  good.  A   special.  Pleased  90  per  cent' If  you  can  buy  it  right,  boost  it  to  the  limit,  as 
it  has  enough  comedy  to  suit  the  small  towns  aa 
well  as  the  large  cities.  Personally  I   think  this 
is  her  beat  picture  up  to  date.  Eight  reels,— a. 
Tanner.  Palace  theatre.  Pana,  III. — General  pet- 
ronage. 

CLOTHES  MAKE  THE  PIRATE:  Special  cast 

— A   good  comedy  picture.  Gave  good  satisfaction 

as  a   program  picture. — Bert  Silver,  Silver  Fam- 
ily  theatre,  Greenville,  Mich. — General  patronage, 

IRENE:  Colleen  Moore — Boys  this  U   a   real 

ace  high  trump.  It’s  about  the  best  we  have 
had  from  Moore  and  the  style  show  at  the  end  Is 

^reat.  Had  a   great  many  good  comments.  Eb. 
peclaliy  on  the  style  show.  Business  held  up  for 
three  days,  at  advanced  prices.  Nino  reels.— 

Wilcox  and  Miller,  Lake  View  theatre.  Lake  View, 
la. — General  patronage. 

IRENE:  Colleen  Moore — Real  good  one.  You 
can  step  on  it  and  he  able  to  back  it  up.  The 

style  show  feature  is  simply  beautiful  and  is  sure 
to  please.  Also  a   good  lot  of  comedy  mixed  in 

with  it.  Nine  reels. — S.  and  M.  Amusement  com- 

pany, Iris  theatre,  Terrill,  Tex. — General  patron- 

age. IRENE:  Colleen  Moore — A   real  tonic  for  the 

box  office.  The  women  raved  over  the  style  show, 

while  the  men  enjoyed  the  story.  Colleen’s  best 

since  “Sally.”  A   real  special.  Nine  reels.— 
W.  W.  O.  Fencty,  Gaiety  theatre,  Fredericton, 
N.  B.,  Canada. — General  patronage. 

IRENE:  Colleen  Moore— Picture  went  over 

with  a   bang.  Our  patrons  were  delighted.  Una 

entertainment.  Don’t  see  how  they  can  find  a 
better  type  of  picture  for  her.  It  suited  her !   she 
suited  us.  Come  again,  Colleen,  you  sure  have 

our  number.  The  operator  said  it  was  nine  reals. 

Didn’t  seem  over  five. — S.  1.  Goodwin,  Royal  the- 
atre, Lebi,  Utah. — General  patronage. 

WE  MODERNS:  Colleen  Moore — Colleen  Moore 
always  draws  well  for  this  theatre.  Frankly  my 

patrons  did  not  consider  this  equal  to  “Sally." 
Many  reels. — R.  B.  Maxwell,  Illinois  theatre,  Sul- 

livan, 111. — Small  town  patronage. 

WE  MODERNS:  Colleen  Moore — A   fair  iiie- 
ture.  Colleen  always  good  but  consider  this  the 

poorest  picture  she  has  made  for  some  time,  but 

worth  showing. — B.  H.  Brechler,  Opera  House, 
Fennimore,  Wis. — General  patronage. 

GRAUSTARK :   Norma  Talmadge — “Graustaik" brought  the  best  crowd  we  have  had  in  a   long 

time  for  a   regular  progi-am.  The  picture  was 

good  in  every  respect.  Seven  reels. — Roy  B, 

Mitchell,  Plainview  theatre,  Plainview,  Tex.— General  patronage. 

GRAUSTARK:  Norma  Talmadge— A   mighty 

fine  picture  that  is  a   distinct  credit  to  all  con- 
cerned in  its  production.  Right  here  I   wish  to 

compliment  the  star,  the  director  and  the  pro- 
ducer in  turning  out  a   picture  of  this  type  in  a 

reasonable  footage — Seven  reels.  Not  a   draggy 

moment,  not,  a   superfluous  scene,  just  the  meat 

of  good  entertainment.  It  only  goes  to  show 

that  more  pictures  could  be  handled  in  similar 

manner  and  dra^gged  out  to  eight  or  nine  reels- 
Yes,  business  was  great.  Seven  reels. — Henry 

Reeve,  Star  theatre,  Menard,  Tex. — Small  town patronage. 

CLASSIFIED:  Corinne  Griffith— Had  more 

good  comments  on  this  picture  than  any  I   1’®'™ 
played  for  a   long  time.  Step  on  this  when  you 

play  it.  Eight  reels. — E.  H.  Brechler,  Opera 
House,  Fennimore,  Wis. — General  patronage. 

MEMORY  LANE;  Special  cast- Very  fi®* 
picture.  My  patrons  well  pleased.  Drawing  power 
fair.  Better  known  stars  would  have  made  thu 

a   better  box  office  attraction.  Eight  reels.—'’' 
O.  Fenety,  Gaiety  theatre,  Fredericton.  N.  «•’ Canada, — General  patronage. 
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TO  ANNA:  Dorothy  Mackaill— Star  
and  story  ; 

wh  very  good.  Pisture  pleased 
 large  crowd.— 

Wilcox  and  Miller.  Lake  View  th
eatre.  Lake  View, 

ja, — General  patronage. 

SALLY:  Colleen  Moore— A   108  per
  cent  pic- 

ture that  will  ring  in  any  community.
  Eight 

reels.- N.  M.  Emmons.  Eajgle  th
eatre.  Eagle 

Bivar,  Wis.— Small  town  patr
onage. 

THE  GIRL  FROM  MONTMLARTBE:
  Barbara 

La  Marr— Good  program  picture.  B
elieve  it  the 

best  Barbara  ever  made.  Drew  a   ni
ce  crowd  and 

did  not  have  to  advertise  very  much
.  Play  it. 

It  will  please  them.  Eight  reels.
 — S.  and  M. 

Amusement  Company,  Iris  theatre.  Ter
rill.  Tex. 

  Small  town  patronage. 

SHORE  LEAVE;  Bichard  Barthel
mess— This 

picture  did  much  better  than  his  other
  late  pic- 

tures His  poor  pictures  have  killed  him  in
  this 

town.— Wilcc.x  and  Miller.  Lake  View  thea
tre, 

Lake  View,  la.— General  patronage. 

THE  UNGUARDED  HOUR:  Milton  
Sills — 

Only  fair.  It  is  not  a   typical  Sills  pictu
re.  It 

did  not  get  us  any  business. — Wilcox  and  M
iller, 

I.ake  View  theatre,  Lake  View,  la. — General
  pat- 

ronage. 

CLASSMATES:  Richard  Barthelmess — First 

part  went  over  okay  but  failed  to  hold  up.  C
on- 

tinuity poor.  Left  too  much  to  the  imagination. 

Fair  program  picture.— S.  I.  Goodwin,  Royal  the-
 

atre,  Lehi,  Utah.— General  patronage. 

THE  BEAUTIFUL  CITY:  Richard  Barthel- 

njess   Very  good  combination.  Pleased  a   big 

Sunday  audience.  I   think  it  suitable  for  any 

house.  Many  good  comments.  Seven  reels. — 

Jack  Cairns,  Brooklyn  theatre,  Detroit,  Mich. — 
General  patronage. 

THE  BEAUTIFUL  CITY:  Special  cast — 

Ordinary  tgood  program  picture,  no  special  draw- 
ing power.  Just  paid  rental.  Seven  reels.— H. 

Karlen,  Karlen  theatre,  Monticello,  Wis. — Gen- 
eral patronage. 

THE  SPLENDID  ROAD:  Anna  Q.  Nilsson- 
Just  fair.  Story  weak.  Pleased  about  sixty  per 
cent.  Patrons  look  for  bigger  productions  from 

Frank  Lloyd  after  “The  Sea  Hawk.”  Kght  reels. 
— W.  W.  O.  Fenety,  Gaiety  theatre,  Fredericton, 

N.  B.,  Canada. — General  patronage. 

THE  ENCHANTED  COTTAGE:  Richard 

Barthelmess — Had  several  walk  out  on  this  and  a 

few  went  to  sleep.  No  comments.  Draw  your 

own  conclusion.  I   have.  Seven  reels. — R.  K. 

Lattin,  Strand  theatre.  Valparaiso,  Neb.— Gen- 
eral patronage. 

RAINBOW  RILEY:  Johnny  Hines— The  pro- 

duction of  this  picture  was  a   sad  mistake.  In- 
stead of  being  a   comedy  as  intended  it  is  a 

bloomer.  It  is  the  first  one  that  I   have  to  re- 
port walk  outs  on  in  some  time.  The  thing  does 

not  get  anywhere.  Johnny  Hines  good  as  ever 

and  trying  hard  all  the  way  through  to  put  it 

over.  Seven  reels. — W.  H.  Brenner,  Cozy  theatre, 

Winchester,  Ind. — General  patronage. 

THE  SCARLET  WEST;  Special  cast— A   fair 

picture  with  a   misleadinjg  title.  Plenty  of  West 
but  I   missed  the  scarlet  part.  Saturday  or  Sun- 

day, no.  Nine  reels.— R.  B.  Maxwell,  Illinois 

theatre.  Sullivan,  III. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  SCARLET  WEST;  Special  cast— Some- 
one forgot  to  use  the  shears.  Should  have  been 

five  reels  instead  of  eight.  Ran  it  two  nights, 

lost  on  the  second  night. — W.  B.  Franke,  Strand 
theatre,  LuVerne,  Iowa. — General  patronage. 

THE  LIVE  WIRE:  Johnny  Hines — This  pic- 
ture went  over  very  good.  Johnny  Hines  always 

seems  to  please. — Wilcox  and  Miller,  Lake  View 
theatre.  Lake  View,  la. — General  patronage. 

THE  LIVE  WIRE :   Johnny  Hines — A   good 
comedy  program  full  of  action.  V.'m  satisfy 
your  patrons.  Seven  reels.— D.  M.  Powell,  Grand 
heatre,  Williamsburg,  Ky. — General  patronage. 

LIVE  WIRE:  Johnny  Hines — Comedy. 

II  seemed  well  pleased.  Person- 
al **  ®   humorous  and  clever 

P   ay.  Wiil  hold  the  attention  of  the  crowd  from 
eginninjg  to  end.  Eight  reels. — Peter  Bifarella, 
ams  y   theatre,  Attica,  N,  Y. — General  patronage. 

f   live  WIRE;  Johnny  Hines — A   good 
drama  but  not  the  big  thing  they 

believe.  Six  reels.— N.  M.  Em- 

to^’ patron  
Wis.— Small 

WIRE:  Johnny  Hines — A   little 

davR  “''y  audience.  Played  two 

c7L.  %   ̂    business.  Seven  reels.^ack 
theatre.  Detroit.  Mich.— General 

man  a   great  many  repor 

/.  C.  Jenkins  Joins  ̂ ‘Herald^^ 
Staff  as  Field  Representative 

J.  C.  Jenkins  has  joined  the  “Herald”  staff! 

Tuesday,  April  12,  ̂ Gran’pa”  Jenkins,  as  he  is  familiarly  known 
throughout  the  picture  in- 

dustry by  reason  of  his 

hearty  participation  in  the 
affairs  of  this  and  other 

“Herald”  departments  and 
in  State  and  National  or- 

ganization matters,  drove 
out  of  Neligh  upon  a   tour 
of  the  United  States  as 

Special  Field  Representa- 
tive of  this  paper. 

Mr.  Jenkins  %vill  he  in 

to  see  you.  It  may  take 
him  some  time  to  reach 

your  city,  as  his  route 
threads  the  48  States  of 

the  Union,  and  not  even 
he  can  be  in  more  than 

one  of  them  at  once;  but 

one  day  or  another  he  will 
drive  up  to  your  front 

door,  spank  the  road  dust 
out  of  his  Nebraska  som- 

brero and  ask  you,  “How’s 

business?” In  his  capacity  as  Spe- 
cial Field  Representative 

Mr.  Jenkins  will  observe 
business  conditions  and 

theatre  heeds  for  the  bene- 

fit of  “Herald”  readers,  reporting  regularly  to  this  paper  in  his  o^vn 
inimitable  style  his  findings  along  the  way.  His  long  years  of  experi- 

ence in  the  theatre  business  superbly  equip  him  for  this  work,  and 

upon  his  reports  this  paper  ivill  base  expansion  and  development  of 

its  service-to-exhibitors  departments. 

“The  Sage  of  Neligh”  was  one  of  the  first  exhibitors  to  send  box  office 

reports  to  “What  the  Picture  Did  for  Me,”  beginning,  if  memory  serves, 

in  1917,  and  continuing  as  a   “star  reporter”  until  his  relinquishment 
of  the  Auditorium  theatre,  Neligh,  in  1925  to  become  Nebraska  State 

Game  Warden,  a   post  recently  resigned.  During  these  years  he  has 

been  a   leading  spirit  not  only  in  the  strictly  business  phase  of  the 

report  department  but  also  in  the  humorous  and  sometimes  heated 

exchanges  of  personal  pleasantries  among  exhibitor-contributors.  He 

is  a   charter  member  of  the  “Herald  Only”  Club  and  figured  prominently 
in  the  gro^vth  of  that  highly  successful  organization. 

Hang  out  the  latch-string  for  “Daddy”  Jenkins.  He’ll  be  in  to  see 

you.  Talk  things  over  ivith  him — including  the  matter  of  what's  right 
and  what’s  ^v^ong  wth  this  paper — and  depend  upon  him  to  see  that 
what  can  be  done  about  everything  will  be  done. 

Watch  for  “Gran’pa”  Jenkins. — W.  R.  W. 

/.  C.  JENKINS 

was.  Satisfied  a   big  audience.  Seven  reels. — 
Jack  Cairns,  Brooklyn  theatre,  Detroit.  Mich. — 
General  patronage. 

BORN  RICH:  Special  cast — A   good  picture 
but  very  poor  business.  First  National  pictures 
the  poorest  drawing  cards  I   have.  X^sst  money 

on  the  last  twenty-four  pictures  from  them.  Seven 

reels. — R.  Pfeiffer,  Princess  theatre,  Chilton.  Wis. 
— Small  town  patronage. 

THE  HEART  OF  A   SIREN:  Barbara  LaMarr 

— A   very  weak  story  but  good  acting.  Seven 
reels.— R.  Pfeiffer,  Princess  theatre,  Chilton,  Wis. 
— Small  town  patronage. 

LEARNING  TO  LOVE:  Constance  Talmadge— 
This  is  a   splendid  comedy  entertainment.  Star 

always  good  and  a   splendid  cast.  Satisfaction, 

“yes.” — Bert  Silver,  Silver  Family  theatre.  Green- 
ville, Mich. — General  patronage. 

THE  DARK  ANGEL:  Ronald  Colman — Was  a 
little  disappointed  in  this  picture  after  seeing  so 

many  good  comments  on  this  picture.  Do  not 

agree  with  the  exhibitors  on  it  being  a   big  pic- 
ture. Ronald  Colman  and  Vilma  Banky  fine  but 

they  did  not  have  much  plot  to  work  on.  Plot 
very  weak.  War  scenes  very  good  but  do  not 

call  it  a   picture.  Seven  reels. — Schaghtlcoke 

Amusement  Assn,,  Odd  Fellows  Hall,  Schaghti- 
eoke,  N.  Y. 

THE  BAD  MAN;  Holbrook  Blinn — This  plo- 

ture  should  be  named  "The  Good  Bad  Man.”  You 
will  like  it  and  so  will  your  patrons.  It  has  a 

Mexican  border  background  and  is  full  of  honest 
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fun  under  conditions  that  are  ordinarily  tragic. 

Seven  reels. — Pioneer  Pete,  The  Pioneer  theatre, 

Amasa,  Mich. — Small  town  patronage. 

A   THIEF  IN  PAKADISE;  Doris  Kenyon- 
Very  good  picture.  Parts  of  it  in  colors.  Eight 

reels. — Wm.  E.  Tragsdorf,  Trags  theatre,  Ncills- 
ville,  Wis. — Small  town  patronage. 

I   WANT  MY  MAN:  Milton  Sills— Pleased 

everyone.  Many  good  comments.  Seven  reels. — 
Wm.  B.  Tragsdorf,  Trags  theatre.  Neillsville,  Wis. 

— Small  town  patronage. 

HIS  SUPREME  MOMENT:  Blanche  Sweet— 
Although  considerable  of  this  was  in  Technicolor, 
they  are  still  wonderiztg  what  the  title  had  to  do 
with  the  picture.  Colman  is  in  it  and  his  stoppy 

love  making  is  enough  to  give  you  a   pain  in 

the  stomach.  Eight  reels. — Wm.  E.  Tragsdorf, 

Trags  theatre,  Neiilsville,  Wis. — Small  town  pat- 
ronage. 

THE  LADY  WHO  LIED:  Lewis  Stone— Not 

80  good.  Picture  did  not  take  very  well. — ^Wilcox 

and  Miller,  Lake  View  theatre.  Lake  View,  la. — 
General  patronage. 

THE  TALKER:  Anna  Q.  Nilsson— A   very 

good  picture  but  did  not  draw.  Eight  reels. — 

E.  H.  Brecbler,  Opera  House,  Fennimore,  Wis. — 
General  patronage. 

ASHES  OF  VENGEANCE:  Norma  Talmadge 

— A   story  of  France  showing  the  St.  Bartholomew 
Massacre  of  French  protestants.  Wallace  Beery 

in  it.  Good  picture.  Should  have  special  appeal 
to  folks  interested  in  history  althoi«gh  it  contains 

some  serious  inaccuracies.  Ten  reels. — Pioneer 

Pete,  The  Pioneer  theatre,  Amasa,  Mich. — Small 
town  patronage. 

THE  DANGEROUS  AGE:  Lewis  Stone— Im- 
possible to  put  over  society  drama  here  and 

mighty  hard  to  buy  without  getting  some  of  it.. 

Eight  reels. — R.  E.  Cook,  Barnard  theatre,  Bar- 
nard. Mo. — Small  town  patronage. 

GALLOPING  FISH ;   Syd  Chaplin— A   fair  pic- 

ture for  children.  Rather  a   poor  comedy  for  gen- 

eral public.  Would  not  recommend  it. — H.  B. 

Osborn,  Community  theatre.  Mount  Hope,  Kan. — 
General  patronage. 

Fox 
YELLOW  FINGERS:  Olive  Borden— A   dandy 

picture  but  a   shade  too  hot  for  this  little  burg. 

Played  the  Texas  Woman’s  College  Dramatic 
Club  of  Fort  Worth  and  made  a   killing.  A   good 

picture  that  will  stand  a   pretty  good  boost  in  a 

town  over  4000.  Seven  reels. — R.  W.  Montgomery, 

Palace  theatre,  Wortham,  Tex. — Small  town  pat- 
ronage. 

YELLOW  FINGERS:  Special  cast — Poor  name 
for  a   fine  picture.  Pleased  a   big  Sunday  evening 

crowd. — Geo.  E.  Fuller,  The  Playhouse,  Fairhope, 

Ala. — General  patronage. 

THE  JOHNSTOWN  FLOOD:  George  O'Brien 
— A   very  good  picture.  Ran  this  April  3rd.  A 
snow  plow  was  stalled  in  a   drift  two  blocks  from 

theatre.  Believe  it  would  draw  if  weather  per- 
mitted. Print  perfect.  Janet  Gaynor  deserves 

especial  mention  in  this  one.  This  little  girl  is 

a   comer.  Six  reels. — E.  W.  McClelland,  Rex  the- 

atre, Gilman  City,  Mo. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  JOHNSTOWN  FLOOD:  George  O’Brien 
— This  is  a   very  good  picture  and  pleased  my 
patrons.  My  patrons  like  George  and  like  to 
see  him  strut  his  stuff  in  his  battles.  This  will 

please  the  biggest  majority  of  fans.  This  is  the 
best  flood  scene  that  I   have  ever  seen  in  any 

picture.  There  is  plenty  of  excitement  in  this 
picture.  Good  prints.  Good  for  Saturday.  Six 

reels. — Roy  E.  Mitchell,  Plainview  theatre,  Plain- 
view,  Tex. — Better  class  patronage. 

THE  JOHNSTOWN  FLOOD;  Special  cast— 
This  is  a   real  show.  It  has  as  much  drawing 
iwwer  as  any  special  we  played  in  six  months 
and  did  not  cost  iialf  as  much.  The  flood  scene 

is  wonderful.  The  little  star,  Janet  Gaynor  who 
rides  the  Paul  Revere  deserves  much  credit.  Too 

bad  she  was  killed  in  the  flood.  It’s  the  only 
part  of  the  story  that  you  will  not  like.  Fox 

has  good  pictures.  Six  reels. — H.  Karlen,  Karlen 
theatre.  Monticcllo,  Wis. — General  patronage. 

THE  COWBOY  AND  THE  COUNTESS:  Buck 

Jones — Everyone  had  a   good  time.  No  one  panned 
the  picture  and  the  entertainment  value  of  the 

picture  equals  the  box  office  value. — R.  B.  Max- 

well, Illinois  theatre,  Sullivan,  HI. — Small  town 
patronage. 

MY  OWN  PAL:  Tom  Mix — Best  Mix  in  many 

moons  and  he  sure  needs  a   few  good  ones,  for  he 

is  slipping  with  me.  Fox  gets  the  money  and  we 

get  the  experience.  Six  reels. — ^N.  M.  Emmons. 
Eagle  theatre,  Eagle  River,  Wis. — Small  town 
patronage. 

■   '   "■ 

Special  to 
Colleen  Moore 

IRENE  (F.  N.):  Colleen  Moore— 
Speci&I  to  Colleen  Moore  and  First 
National.  You  have  certainly  made 

a   box  office  picture  as  well  as  you 

I   have  made  a   picture  that  pleases  the 
public’s  demand  for  entertainment. 
This  one  is  the  best  that  1   have 

played  this  season.  When  the  ex- 

hibitor says  that  this  picture  isn’t  a 
special  I   tvould  like  to  know  what 
he  wants  for  a   special.  I   received 

more  favorable  comments  on  this  spe- 

cial than  any  picture  since  I   ran  “The 
Iron  Horse.”  Second  night  was  a 
little  weaker  than  the  first  on  account 

of  weather  conditions.  I   cannot  say 

enough  for  this  production.  A   won- 
derful supporting  cast  and  one  that 

will  please  the  harder  houses.  All 
we  need  is  more  like  this.  Colleen, 
you  are  wonderful  in  this  picture. 

Good  print.  Eight  reels. — ROY  E. 
MITCHELL,  Piam^^ew  theatre.  Plain- 
vle^v,  Tex. 

THE  YANKEE  SENOR:  Tom  Mix — No  more 

Mix  unless  I   can  get  a   substantial  reduction  in 

price.  His  drawing  power  is  on  the  wane  here. 

— R.  B.  Maxwell,  Illinois  theatre,  Sullivan,  III. — 
Small  town  patronage. 

THE  EVERLASTING  WHISPER;  Tom  Mix 

— Wednesday  to  a   house  full  of  excited  Mix  fans 
who  almost  raised  the  roof  off  the  house  with 

their  appreciative  greeting.  It  would  be  only 
a   waste  of  time  to  write  anything  more  in 

praise  of  the  picture  or  the  star.  Six  reels. — 

P.  W.  Quinlin,  Ideal  theatre,  Chateaugay,  N.  Y. 
— Small  town  patronage. 

LAZYBONES:  Buck  Jones — So  Charles  is  an 

actor  is  he  ?   You  know  Fo.x  said  he  was.  Well, 

maybe  he  is,  but  I’ll  be  dad  burned  if  I   could  see 
just  where  it  came  in  at.  He  sure  did  stall 

through  this  in  a   manner,  but  would  you  call 

that  acting?  I   reckon  that  he  played  the  lazy 
part  all  right.  Maybe  it  came  to  him  kinda 
natural  like.  But  the  show  as  an  entertainment 

is  the  bunk.  It  did  not  please  one-half  of  the 
audience  and  they  roasted  me  a   plenty.  Are  they 

going  to  ruin  good  old  Buck  as  they  did  Mix? 

Eight  reels. — F.  J.  O’Hara,  Community  theatre, 
Elgin,  Neb. — Small  town  patronage. 

WHEN  THE  DOOR  OPENED;  Special  cast 

— One  of  those  kind  that’s  better  than  expected. 
Had  several  patrons  stop  at  box  office  as  they 

passed  out  and  remarked  what  a   good  picture  it 

is,  and  you  know  when  they  do  this,  it  is  some 

recommendation  as  to  a   picture’s  entertainment 
value.  Well  produced,  interestinig  story  and 

should  please  any  motion  picture  audience.  Seven 

reels. — W.  H.  Brenner,  Cozy  theatre,  Winchester. 
Ind. — General  patronage. 

TEE  LUCKY  HORSESHOE;  Tom  Mix— Good- 

bye, Tom,  you  are  on  your  way  fast.  That  hat 
with  that  long  feather  in  it  has  put  the  skids 

under  you.  Even  the  kids  don't  know  you.  The 

exhibitors  won't  know  you  next  year. — John  Mat- 
tice,  Novelty  theatre,  Middleburgh,  N.  Y. — Gen- 

eral patronage. 

THE  LUCKY  HORSESHOE:  Tom  Mix— I’ve 

run  Mix  pictures  before  but  I'm  proud  to  say 
that  the  box  office  was  the  busiest  place  on  the 
street  for  2   solid  days.  I   do  not  hesitate  to 

say  all  showmen  should  run  this  big  money  getter. 

Seven  reels. — Frank  J.  Sutter.  Lincoln  theatre, 
Milwaukee,  Wis. — General  patronage. 

LIGHTNIN’s  Jay  Hunt — Pretty  good  show, 
but  not  worth  more  than  program  stuff.  The 

Fox  Milwaukee  branch  are  sure  fine  people  to  do 

business  with.  Eight  reels. — H.  Karlen,  Karlen 

theatre,  Monticello,  Wis. — General  patronage. 

THE  FIGHTING  HEART:  George  O'Brien — 
George,  you  arc  too  good  to*  be  wasted  on  such 
trash  as  this  one.  It  looked  as  though  the  director 

made  this  up  as  he  went  along.  Our  patrons  all 

like  O’Brien  but  Fox  sure  has  a   weak  selection 
of  stories  for  him.  Seven  reels. — Pace  &.  Bouma, 

Rialto  theatre,  Pocahontas,  la.— Mixed  class  pat- 
ronage. 

THE  FIGHTING  HEART:  George  O’Brien- 
Dandy  picture  that  drew  them  in  and  pleased. 

Star  very  good.  Six  reels.— S.  D.  Luna,  Cozy 

theatre.  Wagoner,  Okla. — Small  town  patronage.^ THE  FIGHTING  HEART:  Special  cast-Gay, 
excellent  satisfaction  to  cur  patrons.  Six  reels 
— Giacoma  Bros.,  Crystal  theatre,  Tombstone 

Ariz. — Genera!  patronage.  ' THE  MAN  WHO  CAME  BACK:  George 
O'Brien — This  is  a   poor  picture.  The  print  was 
in  terribia  shape  and  proved  the  most  unsatisfat- 
tory  show  I   have  had  this  year.  I   am  sure  I   would 
not  have  used  it  if  I   had  seen  it  first  and  am 
sure  that  I   would  not  have  run  any  picture,  no 
matter  how  good  it  was,  with  the  print  in  as 
poor  shape  as  this  one  was,  as  the  breaks  were 
continuous. — Charles  Lee  Hyde,  Grand  theatre 
Pierre,  S.  D. — General  patronage. 

THE  GOLDEN  STRAIN;  Special  cast— A 
fairly  entertaining  picture.  Not  a   special.  No 
comment  either  way.  Did  not  draw  regular 
business. — E.  V/.  KcCelland,  Rex  theatre,  Gilman 
City,  Mo. — Small  town  patronage, 

THE_  GOLDEN  STRAIN;  Special  cast-A good  picture  of  the  kind.  The  old  type  of  stuff 

is  getting  old  to  my  patrons.  Have  had  so  many. 
Six  reels. — E.  D,  Luna,  Cozy  theatre.  Wagoner 
Okla.— Small  town  patronage. 

THE  DESERT’S  PRICE;  Buck  Jones— Good 
Western  to  good  business.  Stay  in  these.  Buck, 

you  are  doing  your  stuff.  Six  reels.— E.  D.  Luna! 
Cozy  theatre,  Wagoner,  Okla.— Small  town  pat! 
ronage. 

OH  YOU  TONY:  Tom  Mix — A   very  good  pic- 
ture and  satisfied  most  who  saw  it — F.  Sheperd. 

Majestic  theatre,  Biggar,  Sask,  Canada. — Small 
town  patronage. 

THE  IRON  HORSE:  Special  cast— Saturday 

night  to  very  good  business.  This  is  a   picture  of  un- 
usual merit.  If  I   were  asked  to  class  it,  I 

would  call  It  one  of  the  screen’s  greatest  pro- 
ductlons.  Some  of  its  comedy  touches  would 

put  the  best  effort  of  Lloyd  In  the  shade.  I   would 

advise  every  exhibitor  to  run  "The  Iron  Hor=e.'* 
Eleven  reels.— P.  W.  Quinlin,  Ideal  theatre, 

Chateaugay,  N.  Y. — Small  town  patronage. 

DICK  TURPIN :   Tom  Mix— This  picture  ap- 

peared to  please  but  prefer  him  in  Western?.— 
F.  Shepherd.  Majestic  theatre,  Biggar,  Sask, 
Canada. — Small  town  patronage. 

DICK  TURPIN ;   Tom  Mix — This  seemc:!  to 

please  ’em  regardless  of  costume,  although  think 
Mix  should  let  costume  alone.  Seven  reels.— 

H.  C.  Mauler,  Liberty  theatre,  Pleasanton,  Nebr. 
— Small  town  patronage. 

THE  BEST  BAD  MAN;  Tom  Mix — A   fair 

Western  but  not  up  to  Mix's  standard.  Nothing 
to  it  except  the  last  reel.  Gara  Bow  is  okay  in 

this  one.  They  like  her  here  and  so  do  I.  Five 

reels. — H.  A.  Davitts,  Dixie  theatre.  Winons, 
Miss, — General  patronage. 

THE  BEST  BAD  MAN:  Tom  Mix— Not  up  to 

Mix's  standard.  This  star  is  just  failing  for  me.  No 
more  high  prices  will  I   pay  for  Mix.  Five  reel?. 

— E.  D.  Luna,  Cozy  theatre.  Wagoner,  Okla.- Small  town  patronage. 

_THE  BEST  BAD  MAN:  Tom  Mix— A   little 
high  brow  for  the  usual  Mix  fans,  but  pleased 

the  majority  and  drew  well.  Seven  reels. — Geo. 

E.  Puller,  The  Playhoxise,  Fairhope,  Ala. — General 
patronage. 

KENTUCKY  PRIDE:  Special  easte-The  best 
race  horse  story  I   ever  saw.  It  drew  well  and 
pleased  in  spite  of  home  talent  show  and  bad 

weather.  This  is  a   real  picture,  boys.— S.  H.  Rich. 

Rich  theatre,  Montpelier,  Idaho.— Rural  patron- 

age. 
THE  FOOL;  Edmund  Lowe— Very  fair  of  its 

kind.  Nothing  to  howl  much  about  but  will  fr«t 

by  if  you  don’t  offer  too  much.  Ten  reels. — N. 

M.  Emmons,  Eagle  theatre.  Eagle  River,  Wis.-" Small  town  patronage. 

THE  FOOL:  Special  cast — A   special  that  will 

please  them  if  you  can  get  them  in.  It’s  a   won- 
derful picture,  well  produced.  Nine  reels. — E. 

Luna,  Cozy  theatre,  Wagoner,  Okla. — Small  tows 
patronage. 

DRAG  HARLAN:  William  Farnum — This  is 
a   re-issue  but  they  don’t  make  any  better  West" 
erns  than  this  one.  Five  reels. — E.  M.  Biddle, 

Strand  theatre,  Paoli,  Ind. — Small  town  patron- 

age. 

GOLD  HEELS:  Special  cast— Very  good  rac- 
ing picture  and  satisfied  the  Saturday  crowd. 

Seven  reels. — F.  Shepherd,  Majestic  theatre,  Bl?- 
gar,  Sask,  Canada. — Small  town  patronaee. 

THE  PAINTED  LADY:  Special  cast-A 

fairly  good  picture  but  not  a   special. — F.  Shep- 
herd, Majestic  theatre,  Biggar,  Sask,  Canada.— 

Small  town  patronage. 
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TKE  EESERT  OUTLAW:  Buck  Jones — This 
was  a   wonderful  picture.  Buck  does  hla  stuff  in 

this  one.  Good  for  Saturday.  Six  reels.— A.  O. 

Lambert,  Monticello  Opera  House,  Monticello,  la. 
  General  patronage. 

THE  TORRENT:  Richard  Cortez — This  one 
will  stand  any  night.  Great  flood  scenes.  Good 

story.  Paper  no  good.  Seven  reels,— A.  O. 
Lambert,  Monticello  Opera  House,  Monticello, 

la. — General  patronage. 

THE  BLACKBIRD:  Lon  Chaney — Patrons 
liked  Chaney  in  this  role.  Drew  better  than  aver- 

age. Interest  well  sustained.  Good  production. 

It  pleased.  Seven  reels. — W.  W.  0.  Fenety. 

Gaiety  theatre,  Fredericton,  N.  B.,  Canada. — Gen- 
eral patronage. 

THE  MASKED  BRIDE  s   Mae  Murray — ^Hot 
dog!  Mae  Murray  again  at  her  beat.  While 
this  feature  is  of  light  entertainment  it  will 
please  the  averaige  picture  theatre  patron,  as  it 
is  crammed  full  of  real  artistic  stuff.  Mae  Mur- 

ray, you  must  never  consent  to  appear  in  a   pic- 
ture unless  you  dance.  A   good  picture  well  done 

by  very  capable  cast  with  interesting  story. 
Six  reels. — W.  H.  Brenner,  Cozy  theatre,  Win- 

chester, Ind. — General  patronage. 

THE  GREAT  LOVE:  Viola  Dana — Not  much. 
The  elephant  tickles  the  kids  and  you  can  prom- 

ise something  (Afferent.  We  used  it  one  night 
only  and  think  this  plenty.  Was  sold  right  so 
we  did  not  lose.  Print  fair.  Six  reels. — R.  R. 
Winship.  Majestic  theatre,  Phillipsburg,  Kan. — 
General  patronage. 

THE  AUCTION  BLOCK:  Charles  Ray — A 
dandy  picture.  Charles  Ray  at  his  best.  Good  for 

any  night.  Six  reels. — A.  O.  Lambert,  Monti- 
cello  Opera  House,  Monticello,  la. — General  pat- 
ronage. 

MIKE;  Sally  O’Neil — "Mike”  is  a   good  pic- 
ture but  not  what  the  exchange  would  make  you 

believe.  Is  not  a   special  by  far  and  should  never 

be  bought  for  such.  First  five  reels  shows  noth- 
ing but  little  sketches  with  no  plot.  Last  two 

reels  has  some  excitement  but  nothing  unusual. 
Seven  reels. — Jack  Davis,  State  theatre,  Tawas 
Miss. — General  patronage. 

HIS  SECRETARY;  Norma  Shearer — Here  is 
an  honest  to  goodness  picture.  Drew  well  and 
pleased  all.  Norma  always  good.  I   like  her 
best  of  all.  Buy  it  and  boost  it.  Will  go  over 
anywhere.- H.  A.  Davitts.  Dixie  theatre,  Winona, 
Miss. — General  patronage. 

HIS  SECRETARY;  Norma  Shearer — Say, 
brother  exhibitors,  here  is  a   picture  you  can  bank 
on.  It  sure  is  there  with  bells  on  and  you  can 
boost  it  to  the  skies  and  know  it  will  back  up 
everything  you  say  about  it.  Had  many  report 
it  was  about  the  best  picture  they  had  seen  in 
a   long  time.  The  acting  of  Norma.  Willard 
Louis  and  Lew  Cody  was  exceptionally  good  and 
Karl  Dane  brought  down  the  house.  Due  to 
worst  weather  of  the  year  we  lost  a   little  on 
it,  but  it  sure  was  not  the  fault  of  the  picture. 
Seven  reels. — Ross  &   Miller,  Community  theatre. 
Surprise,  Neb. — Country  patronage. 

GO  WEST;  Buster  Keaton — Buster,  after 
some  very  poor  attempts  in  the  past  to  put  out 
good  comedy,  you  have  finally  delivered  the  goods. 

In  "Go  West,"  you  have  one  of  the  best  things 
that  has  been  offered  the  screen  in  quite  some 
time  and  it  makes  fools  laugh  and  cry  out  loud 
and  they  just  don’t  care  who  sees  or  hears  them. 
Seven  reels. — V/.  H.  Brenner,  Cozy  theatre,  Win- 

chester, Ind. — General  patronage. 

THE  DIXIE  HANDICAP;  Special  cast— One 
of  the  best  pictures  I   have  run  yet.  It  pleased 
my  patrons  100  per  cent.  It  is  a   good  bet  for 
any  town.  Plenty  of  action  and  some  comedy. 
We^  could  stand  one  like  this  every  once  in  a 
while.  It  takes  the  taste  out  of  our  mouth  from 
some  other  kind  we  get.  The  only  kick  we 
have  is  that  we  get  too  many  poor  ones  to  get 
one  of  these  good  ones,  but  I   guess  it  is  our 
bad  luck  for  standing  for  it.  Seven  reels. — 
ames  A.  Banks,  Lyric  theatre,  Saratoga,  Wis. — 

General  patronage. 

LIGHTS  OP  OLD  BROADWAY;  Marion  Da- 
?,  ̂    very  good  Irish  picture.  Everybody  liked 
It  Md  sure  did  have  some  good  fights  In  it.  Ten 
res  9.— Robert  Kessler,  Benn  theatre,  Philadelphia. — Genera!  patronage. 

THc,  MERRY  WIDOW:  Mae  Murray— A   very 
pmture  but  it  did  not  do  a   handful  of  busi- 

being  advertised  very  hard. — Wilcox 
Miller,  Lake  View  theatre,  Lake  View,  la. — General  patronage. 

'I'HE  MIDSHIPMAN:  Ramon  Novarro— A 

THE  GOLDEN  STRAIN  (Fox): 

Special  cast — Now,  fellow  exhibitors, 
we  can  tell  you  considerable  about 
this  picture  for  the  reason  that  it  was 

made  near  here  and  its  coming  was 
looked  fonvard  to  with  great  interest 

by  oar  people  and  we  stood  ’em  up 
the  other  day  when  we  thretv  it  on 

the  screen.  First,  it  is  not  a   special, 
but  it  will  prove  one  of  the  best 

regular  program  features  you  have 
ever  played.  It  is  six  reels  of  real 
staff.  In  book  form  Peter  B.  Kyne 

caEed  it  “The  Thoroughbred.”  It  is 
mostly  outdoor  stuff,  in  which  the 
famous  Fighting  Tenth  (colored)  Cav- 

alry, now  located  at  Fort  Huachuca, 
was  used.  The  Huachuca  Mountains 

form  the  locale  and  the  canyons  form 

the  reservation  for  real  Apache  In- 
dians (four  hundred)  used  in  the 

production.  While  the  theme  is  old, 
it  is  put  over  with  a   punch  that  sets 
well  with  any  audience.  It  is  devoid 
of  any  hokum  and  the  photography  is 
excellent.  The  comedy  element  clean 
and  wholesome,  the  cast  is  superb, 
and  not  a   flaw  can  be  found  in  the 

work  of  any  of  the  cast.  The  indi- 
vidual work  of  the  bigger  roles  of 

both  the  Indians  and  the  negro  sol- 
diers go  over  well.  A   big  surprise  is 

in  store  for  your  audience  in  the 

sixth  reel.  It’s  a   regular  program 
picture  made  by  real  soldiers,  Indians 
and  actors  in  the  foothills  of  real 

mountains  in  Arizona. — GIACOMA 

BROS.,  Crystal  theatre.  Tombstone, 
Ariz. 

mighty  good  picture  that  drew  extra  business  for 
us.  Metro  has  the  pictures. — ^H.  A.  Davitts, 
Dixie  theatre,  Winona,  Miss. — General  patronage. 

THE  MIDSHIPMAN;  Ramon  Novarro — Satur- 
day night  to  good  business.  I   consider  this  a 

very  fine  production.  Clean  as  a   hound's  tooth, 
entertaining  to  the  greatest  possible  degree.  It 
was  enjoyed  by  young  and  old.  On  the  way  out 
they  called  at  the  bo.x  office  in  droves  to  tell  me 
how  good  it  was.  That  is  the  greatest  recommend 

a   picture  can  get.  Ei,ght  reels. — P.  W.  Qxiinlin, 
Ideal  theatre,  Ghateaugay,  N.  Y — Small  town 
patronage. 

THE  MIDSHIPMAN :   Ramon  Novarro — An- 
other ripping  good  picture  from  Metro-Goldwyn. 

Ramon  Novarro  is  fine,  the  story  is  interesting, 

and  there  is  lots  of  comedy  and  action.  Every- 
body said  fine  picture  and  it  pleased  our  patrons 

as  well  as  "Charley’s  Aunt,”  which  is  sure  say- 
ing a   lot.  You  can’t  go  wrong  on  this  one.  Eight 

reels.— Ross  &   Miller,  Community  theatre.  Sur- 
prise, Neb. — Country  patronage. 

THE  MIDSHIPMAN:  Ramon  Novarro — Not 
enough  to  pay  film  rental.  Just  a   program  pic- 

ture. Had  very  poor  film.  Not  fit  to  run  but 
Metro-Goldwyn  are  too  hard-boiled  to  make  any 
adjustments.  Seven  reels. — H.  Karlen,  Karlen 
theatre,  Monticello.  Wis. — General  patronage. 

NEVER  THE  TWAIN  SHALL  MEET;  Anita 
Stewart — Mighty  good  picture  that  drew  well  and 
really  satisfied  those  who  had  read  the  book.  A 
bit  too  long,  could  have  been  a   reel  shorter  and 
been  benefited  thereby.  Eight  reels. — Henry 
Reeve,  Star  theatre,  Menard,  Tex. — Small  town 
patronage. 

NEVER  THE  TWAIN  SHALL  MEET:  Anita 
Stewart — Very  good  picture,  played  by  a   strong 
cast,  but  is  not  a   small  town  picture.  Fair 
business. — W.  B.  Franke,  Strand  theatre,  Lu- 
Verne,  Iowa. — General  patronage. 

OLD  CLOTHES:  Jackie  Coogan — Here  is  a 

picture  that  everybody  will  like.  It’s  good  all 
through.  Gave  a   matinee  in  afternoon  for  kids 
and  they  sure  filled  the  house  at  night.  Most  of 
them  came  back  and  brought  their  folks.  Six 
reels. — J.  W.  Ryder,  Jewel  theatre,  Verndale, 
Minn. — Small  town  patronage. 

SEVEN  CHANCES;  Buster  Keaton— Sure  a 
great  comedy.  Every  time  I   advertise  Buster 

Keaton  I   get  the  money,  and  this  one  is  the  best 
yet.  Six  reels.— F.  A.  Millhouse.  Star  theatre, 
Sumner,  Neb.— Small  town  patronage. 
THE  SILENT  ACCUSER;  Peter  The  Great— Another  one  of  them  human  dog  pictures.  Some 

liked  it  better  than  "Wild  Justice”  but  I   like 
the  Northern  pictures  for  that  reason.  I   might 
say  "Wild  Justice”  suits  me  a   little  the  best  but 
don’t  be  afraid  to  run  either  one  or  both  of  them. Pine  for  any  day  in  any  theatre.  I   would  like 
to  get  more  of  these  dog  pictures.  Six  reels.   
James  A.  Banks,  Lyric  theatre,  Saratoga,  Wyo.   General  patronage. 

EXCUSE  ME:  Conrad  Nagel— -Gave  satis- 
faction. Brought  many  laughs.  Cast  all  favorites 

here.  Is  a   high  class  clean  comedy  but  by  no 
means  a   special.  Goes  over  for  a   regular  pro- 

gram picture  and  no  more.  Follows  the  book  to 
some  extent.  Six  reels. — Giacoma  Bros.,  Crystal 
theatre.  Tombstone,  Ariz. — General  patronage. 
THE  RAG  MAN;  Jackie  Coogan — A   rattling 

good  program  picture.  Not  what  you  could  call 
big  but  a   picture  that  sends  them  away  satis- 

fied. The  picture  will  draw  them  in  and  as 
Metro-Goldwyn  sells  it  to  you  right,  it  should 
make  you  money.  Six  reels.— Ross  &   Miller, 
Community  theatre.  Surprise,  Neb.— Country  pat- ronage. 

THE  NAVIGATOR:  Buster  Keaton— This 
was  a   real  good  one  and  pleased  most  of  them, 
only  the  ones  that  are  about  as  sober  as  the 
comedian  himself.  My  patrons  always  enjoy  a 
good  comedy  of  this  kind.  Don't  be  afraid  to 
buy  this  kind  for  the  right  price.  I   am  paying 
plenty  but  will  be  through  with  them  soon.  Six 
reels. — James  A.  Banks,  Lyric  theatre,  Saratoga, 
Wyo. — General  patronage. 

THE  PRAIRIE  WIFE:  Special  cast— This 
appeared  to  please  the  farmers  and  was  well 
received. — F.  Shepherd,  Majestic  theatre.  Bigger, 
Sask,  Canada.— Small  town  patronage. 

THE  BANDELERO :   Rene  Adorce— Made  a 
very  satisfactory  regular  program  picture.  Six 
reels. — Giacoma  Bros.,  Crystal  theatre.  Tombstone, Ariz. — General  patronage. 

THE  MONSTER:  Lon  Chaney — The  folks 
that  enjoy  a   gruesome  thrill  will  like  this  sub- 

ject. The  others  will  not.  The  beet  way  to  ex- 
ploit this  is  to  challenge  your  people  to  see  it 

and  test  their  nerves  to  ait  through  it.  In  this 
way  you  can  get  them  out  by  exciting  their 
curiosity.  It  has  no  other  angle  from  the  stand- 

point of  exploitation.  Seven  reels. — Pioneer  Pete. 
The  Pioneer  theatre,  Amasa.  Mich. — Small  town 
patronage. 

CHU  CHIN  CHOW:  Betty  Blythe — This  is 
a   story  of  Ali  Baba  and  the  40  thieves  from 
the  Arabian  Nights  tale.  For  those  who  remem- 

ber the  story  and  enjoy  this  doss  of  reading, 
the  picture  is  okay.  Tell  your  people  what  it  is 

so  that  they  won’t  be  mislead  by  the  title.  It  is 
well  done.  Six  reels. — Pioneer  Pete.  The  Pioneer 
theatre,  Amasa,  Mich. — Small  town  patronage. 

Paramount 

FOR  HEAVEN’S  SAKE:  Harold  Lloyd— For 
heaven’s  sake  where  does  Paramount  get  the  idea 
this  is  a   special?  Lloyd  is  the  name  you  are 
paying  for,  as  this  film  does  not  compare  with 
his  former  output.  Not  one  outstanding  feature 
in  it.  In  fact,  it  is  decidedly  tame,  and  they 

even  had  a   checker  on  the  job.  Pleased  fifty- 
fifty.  Six  reels. — Pace  &   Bouina,  Rialto  theatre. 
Pocahontas,  la. — Mixed  class  patronage. 

FOR  HEAVEN’S  SAKE:  Harold  Lloyd — A 
very  good  Lloyd  picture.  Lloyd's  pictures  are  not 
worth  the  money  he  wants  for  them.  Ali  patrons 
remark  the  cost  of  bis  productions  do  not  warrant 

the  box  office  charge.  Six  reels. — W.  F.  Weary, 
Casino  theatre.  Sac  City.  la. — General  patronage. 

FOR  HEAVEN’S  SAKE:  Harold  Lloyd— There 
are  numerous  moments  in  this  picture  which  are 
very  hilarious  and  I   believe  everyone  will  enjoy 

it,  but  it  doesn’t  rank  with  "The  Freshman.” 
I   had  a   good  many  patrons  tell  me  the  same 
thing.  Jobyna  Ralston  is  again  the  leading  woman 
for  Lloyd  and  she  is  delightful  In  this  picture. 
Five  reels.— Jas.  D.  Kennedy,  Apollo  theatre. 
Indianapolis.  Ind. — Down  town  patronage. 

THE  RUNAWAY:  Clara  Bow— Our  hats  off 
to  William  DeMille.  This  is  the  bijfeest  surprise 

we  have  had  from  Paramount  this  season.  Noth- 
ing stupendous  but  a   real  story  made  Into  a 

real  picture  that  pleased  100  per  cent.  Paper  is 
rather  misleading.  Acting  excellent.  The  cast 
including  Warner  Baxter,  who  gives  an  exacting 
portrayal  of  a   Kentucky  mountaineer.  Clara 
Bow  outdoes  herself.  Seven  reels. — Pace  & 
Bouma  (G.  A.  D.)  Rialto  theatre.  Pocahontas. Iowa. — Mixed  patronage. 
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BEHIND  THE  FKONTs  Wallace  Beery— We 

have  been  told  that  this  is  a   btirlesQue  on  "The 
Big  Parade."  We  have  seen  both  and  in  their 
class  one  is  as  great  as  the  other.  Beery  in  this 

picture  is  as  great  as  John  Gilbert  in  "The  Big 
Parade.”  This  picture  is  what  Beei-y  told  the 

little  French  girl,  "The  cat’s  ear  muffs,"  on  any 
screen.  It’s  a   great  comedy  and  wa  are  still 
laughing  at  what  we  did  at  the  box  office.  We 

hope  you  do  as  well.  Six  reels. — Clark  &   Ed- 

wards, Palace  theatre,  Ashland.  O. — General  pat- 
ronage. 

MANNEQUIN?  Dolores  Costello — Very  good 
program  but  failed  to  get  any  business.  Title 
DO  good.  Pleased  what  few  saw  it.  Seven  reels. 

— E.  D.  Luna,  Cozy  theatre.  Wagoner,  Okla. — 
Small  town  patronage. 

MANNEC^UIN:  Dolores  Costello — This  is  one 
of  the  best  in  the  Paramount  forty.  A   wonder- 

ful story  with  an  ideal  cast.  Dramatic  suspense 

had  them  on  the  edge  of  their  seats.  When  Miss 

Costello  was  declared  "not  guilty"  of  murder  by 
the  jury  the  bouse  ranjg  with  salvos  of  applause. 
It  takes  some  picture  to  have  a   thing  like  that 

happen  in  this  burg.  Drew  good  Saturday  crowd. 

Seven  reels. — E.  M.  Biddle,  Strand  theatre,  Paoli, 
Ind. — Small  town  patronage. 

MANNEQUIN ;   Dolores  Costello — Title  punk. 
However,  if  you  have  it  coming  bill  it  like  a   circus 

and  it  will  please  100  per  cent.  My  patrons 

tried  to  get  me  hold  it  over  a   day,  but  lost  money 

the  first,  so  didn’t  feel  lucky.  The  court  scenes 
are  wonderful.  Seven  reels. — R.  W.  Montgomery, 

Palace  theatre,  Wortham,  Tex. — Small  town  pat- 
ronage. 

THE  SONG  AND  DANCE  MANS  Tom  Moores 

Everj-body  enjoyed  this  picture.  People  were  saying 
that  it  was  the  best  picture  they  have  seen  in 

months.  Eight  reels. — Robert  Kessler,  Benn  the- 

atre, Philadelphia,  Pa. — General  patronage. 

THE  SONG  AND  DANCE  MANs  Tom  Moore— 

Not  so  good  on  the  box  office,  but  t^d  better  on 

the  pleasing  than  I   thouight  it  would.  Exchange 

switched  pictures  and  I   had  no  advertising.  Eight 

reels. — R.  W.  Montgomery,  Palace  thatre,  Wor- 
tham, Tex. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  WANDERER:  Greta  Nissen — A   wonder- 

ful picture  but  had  to  pay  the  exchange  all  I 
made.  Ernest  Torrence  came  up  to  his  usual 

standard.  Ten  reels. — ^R.  W.  Montgomery,  Pal- 
ace theatre,  Wortham,  Tex.— Small  town  patron- 

age. 

THE  GRAND  DUCHESS  AND  THE  WAITER: 

Adolphe  Menjou — A   very  good  comedy.  Was  well 
liked  by  all.  Menjou  at  his  best.  Eight  reels. — 

Robert  Kessler,  Benn  theatre,  Philadelphia,  Pa. — 
General  patronage. 

THE  GRAND  DUCHESS  AND  THE  WAITER: 

Florence  Vidor — Very  splendid  high  class  farce 

comedy  but  not  good  in  small  towns  on  Saturday 

night.  Seven  reels. — Clark  &   Edwards,  Palace 
theatre,  Ashland,  O. — General  patronage. 

SEA  HORSES :   Special  cast — Don't  care  for 
this  one.  Only  a   fair  story  and  a   little  mild 

comedy.  Seven  reels. — Jas.  D.  Kennedy,  Apollo 

theatre,  Indianapolis,  Ind. — Down  town  patronage. 

SEA  HORSES:  Jack  Holt— Fair.  Very  good. 
Hie  most  realistic  typhoon  ever  screened,  ^ven 

reels. — Clark  &   Edwards,  Palace  theatre,  Ash- 
land, O. — General  patronage. 

THE  VANISHING  AMERICAN;  Richard  Dix 

— Here  is  one  of  the  best  pictures  this  season. 
Did  good  business  for  three  days.  Comments 

were  very  good.  Ten  reels. — Wilcox  Miller,  Lake 

View  theatre.  Lake  View,  la. — General  patronage. 

THE  VANISHING  AMERICAN:  Richard  Dix 

— A   very  good  picture  but  does  not  add  any 

prestige  to  the  American  in  the  foreigners’  eyes 
as  to  the  way  the  Indian  is  treated  in  the  big 

Republic  in  this  picture. — F.  Shepherd.  Majestic 
theatre,  Biggar,  Sask.,  Canada. — Small  town  pat- 
ronage. 

THE  VANISHING  AMERICAN:  Richard  Dix 

—One  of  the  beat.  A   few  of  my  patrons'  com- 

ments are  as  follows;  “Anyone  that  cannot  be 

entertained  seeing  'The  Vanishing  American’  Is  a 
nut.”  Another  said  there  was  nothing  in  that 
picture  but  what  could  have  been  possible.  The 

minister's  wife  said,  "I  never  expect  to  see  a 
better  picture."  Another  said,  "Noah  Beery  was 
so  mean  that  I   loved  him,"  and  many  other  good 
words  for  the  picture  and  no  criticisms.  What 
more  can  be  said?  Ten  reels. — A.  J.  Stcggall, 
Cozy  theatre,  Fayette,  la. — General  patronage. 

THE  VANISHING  AMERICAN:  Richard  Dix 
— Richard  Dix  was  at  his  beat  and  also  had  a 
wonderful  cast.  People  sure  did  like  it.  Much 

better  than  "The  Covered  Wagon."  Ten  reels.   
Robert  Kessler.  Benn  theatre,  Philadelphia,  Pa.— 
General  patronage. 

Special  to Esther  Ralston 
THE  TROUBLE  WITH  WIVES 

(Pare.):  Florence  Vidor — ^This  was 
a   fine  comedy  of  married  life.  Boys, 
I   am  for  Miss  Ralston  end  am  looking 
in  the  mails  every  day  for  an  auto- 

graphed photo  from  her.  Everybody 
here  in  this  to’,vu  are  for  her.  Ster- 

ling’s work  as  tlie  comedian  was  very 
good.  Seven  reels. — C.  A.  ANGLE- 
MIRE,  Y.  theatre,  Nazareth,  Pa. 

THE  VANISHING  AMERICAN:  Richard  Dix 

— One  of  the  finest  pictures  of  all  time.  I   had 
people  in  my  house  on  the  second  night  that  have 
never  been  to  the  place  before  and  a   good  second 

night  crowd  which  shows  that  others  liked  it  as 
well  as  I   did.  It  is  a   high  class  production  and 

should  be  handled  on  the  same  basis  as  "The 

Wanderer"  and  "The  Iron  Horse.” — Charles  Lee 

Hyde,  Grand  theatre,  Pierre,  S.  D. — General  pat- 
ronage. 

THE  THUNDERING  HERO:  Special  cast — 
One  of  the  best  pictures  1   have  ever  run  and 

pleased  100  per  cent.  Was  talked  about  for  a 

long  time  and  I   had  several  compliments  for 
running  such  good  pictures  as  that  in  this  small 

and  out  of  the  way  place.  Don’t  be  afraid  to 
run  this  one.  Seven  reels.— James  A.  Banka. 

Lyric  theatre,  Saratoga,  Wyo. — General  patron- 
age. 

THE  CROWDED  HOUR:  Bebe  Daniels— A 
pretty  good  picture  with  some  fine  battle  scenes. 
Did  not  suit  our  patrons  very  well,  though,  and 

could  only  rate  it  about  60  per  cent.  Bebe 

Daniels  not  very  strong  here,  which  may  account 

for  picture  not  registering  better.  Personally 
thought  this  was  a   pretty  good  picture.  Seven 

reels. — Ross  &   Miller,  Community  theatre.  Sur- 
prise, Neb. — Country  patronage. 

THE  LIGHT  OF  WESTERN  STARS:  Jack 

Holt — It’s  a   migh^  good  show  but  we  small  town 
fellows  must  run  pictures  with  the  larger  cities 
to  get  their  publicity,  which  means  half  more 

box  office  than  if  you  run  them  too  old.  Ei^ht 

reels.— H.  Karlen,  Karlen  theatre,  Monticello, 
Wis. — General  patronage. 

THE  LIGHT  OF  WESTERN  STABS:  Jack 

Holt — Good  picture  but  not  any  better  than  the 
other  Zane  Greys  that  I   bought  for  less.  Lost 

money. — C.  E.  McClain,  Liberty  theatre,  Tyron, 
Okla. — General  patronage. 

THE  AMERICAN  VENUS:  Special  cast— 

The  most  wonderful  technicolor  I've  ever  seen.  An 
honest  to  goodness  entertaining  picture.  Pleased 

all  that  saw  it.  Don’t  be  afraid  of  this.  Adver- 

tise it.  It’s  worth  it. — Peter  Bifarella,  Family 
theatre,  Attica,  N.  Y. — General  patronage. 

THE  AMERICAN  VENUS:  Special  cast— It 

contains  all  those  elements  which  make  for  a   suc- 

cessful picture.  Action,  comedy,  pathos,  thrills. 

They’re  all  included.  Patrons  well  pleased.  Pic- 
ture clean  as  a   whistle.  Eight  reels. — W.  W.  O. 

Fenety,  Gaiety  theatre,  Fredericton,  N.  B.,  Can- 
ada.— General  patronage. 

THE  AMERICAN  VENUS:  Esther  Ralston — 

A   very  beautiful  picture.  Cast  fine,  story  thin, 
as  a   special  in  a   city  you  could  put  it  over  but 

in  town  of  6000  can’t  be  done  with  a   dollar  left  for 

you. — Bert  Silver,  Silver  Family  theatre,  Green- 
ville. Mich. — General  patronage. 

THE  AMERICAN  VENUS:  Esther  Ralston — 
Here  is  a   dandy.  The  colored  photography  and 
the  fashion  show  the  beat  I   have  seen.  It  drew 

well  end  pleased.  Step  on  it. — S.  H.  Rich.  Rich 

theatre,  Montpelier.  Idaho. — Rural  patronage. 

IRISH  LUCK:  Thomas  Meighan — Good.  Played 

this  Saint  Patrick's  Day  with  Harold  Lloyd  in 
"Never  Weaken."  Thomas  Meighan  is  sure  a 
box  office  bet  for  our  town.  Seven  reels. — Peter 

Bifarella.  Family  theatre,  Attica,  N.  Y. — Gen- 
eral patronage. 

IRISH  LUCK:  Thomas  Meighan — A   good  Irish 
story.  Those  that  saw  it  well  pleased,  but 

Meighan  is  slipping  very  rapidly.  Can’t  get  them 
in  on  his  pictures.  Eight  reels. — W.  W.  O. 

Fenety,  Gaiety  theatre,  Fredericton,  N.  3..  Can- 
ada.— General  patronage. 

IRISH  LUCK;  Thomas  Meighan — Not  much 
to  this  picture.  Too  slow  and  no  action.  Failed 

to  draw  average  business.  Meighan  no  good  to 

me  any  more.  Seven  reels. — E.  D.  Luna,  Cow 
theatre.  Wagoner.  Okla. — Small  town  patmnasT 
THE  ENCHANTED  HILL:  Jack  Holt— Tho 

new  West.  This  is  a   dandy  that  pleased  an 
average  week  end  crowd.  It  is  fit  to  go  into 
any  house  and  will  please  all  who  see  it.   S,  B 
Rich,  Rich  theatre,  Montpelier,  Idaho. — Rumj 
patronage. 

SEVEN  KEYS  TO  BALDPATE;  Douglas  Mac- 
Lean- Just  a   program  picture.  Will  please  if 
they  are  not  expecting  too  much.  Seven  reels  — 
E.  H.  Brechlcr,  Opera  House,  Fennimore,  Wis   
General  patronage. 

A   KISS  FOR  aNDERELLA:  Betty  Bronson- 
Another  picture  where  a   lot  of  money  has  been 
wasted.  Fairy  stuff  not  wanted.  More  walkouts 
on  this  than  any  I   have  shown  in  a   long  while. 
Ten  reels. — F.  Shepherd,  Majestic  theatre,  Biggari 
Sask.,  Canada.— Small  town  patronage, 

COBRA:  Rudolph  Valentino— Very  ordinary. 
Valentino  poses  but  does  not  act.  He  used  to 
be  quite  an  attraction  here  but  ho  is  fading 
away.  You  have  to  pay  Paramount  but  you  don't 
get  much  back  in  return.  Eight  reels.— Peter 
Bifarella.  Family  theatre,  Attica,  N.  Y.— Gener.il 
patronage. 

COBRA:  Rudolph  Valentino— A   genuine  lemon 
for  us  on  a   two  day  run.  Nbt  the  type  of  story 
that  they  want  in  this  little  town.  Very  poor 
and  hazy  photography  in  this  show.  I   believe 

they  must  have  picked  up  some  cheap  photogra- 
pher to  shoot  this  show.  A   very  unsatisfactory 

show.  Seven  reels.— C.  A.  Angiemire,  "Y"  the- 
atre, Nazareth,  Pa. — General  patronage. 

MISS  BREWSTER’S  MILLIONS:  Bebe  Dan- 
iels— Siaptsick  pure  and  simple,  mostly  simple. 

Advertise  it  as  a   hokum  comedy  and  your  pa- 
trons won’t  come  out  saying  it  was  terrible 

Seven  reels. — Pace  &   Bouma,  Rialto  theatre,  Po- 
cahontas, la,— Mixed  class  patronage. 

LOVERS  IN  QUARANTINE;  Bebe  Danieli:- 
Patrons  were  well  pleased  with  this  picture.  A 

good  comedy  drama.  Seven  reels. — Peter  Bifa- 
rella, Family  theatre,  Attica,  N.  Y.— General 

patronage. 

LOVERS  IN  QUARANTINE:  Bebe  Daniel<:- 
Pleased  our  patrons  and  many  sent  their  friends 
the  second  night.  Just  the  type  of  story  and 
action  for  Bebe.  Harrison  Ford  and  balance  of 

cast  good.  Print  fair.  Seven  reels.— R.  R.  Win- 

ship,  Majestic  theatre.  Phillipsburg,  Kan.— Gen- eral patronalge. 

LOVERS  IN  QUARANTINE:  Bebe  Danieis- 
Good  little  program  picture.  Average  business. 

Six  reels. — E.  D.  Luna,  C-ozy  theatre.  Wagoner, 
Okla. — Small  town  patronage. 

A   WOMAN  OF  THE  WORLD;  Pola  Negri- 
This  is  entirely  different  from  the  other  Negris  1 

have  run.  It’s  a   comedy  drama  and  Chester 

Conklin  runs  aw^y  with  the  show.  Makes  ideal 
entertainment  for'  the  small  town.  Drew  better 
than  average  business.  Seven  reels. — E.  M.  Bid- 

dle, Strand  theatre,  Paoli,  Ind.— Small  town  pat- ronage. 

NOT  SO  LONG  AGO:  Betty  Bronson — A   very 
nice  little  program  picture  with  Betty  Bronson, 

who  is  very  easy  on  the  eyes  to  look  at.  She  is 

liked  by  most  everybody  here.  We  had  an  excel- 
lent print  on  this.  Seven  reels. — C.  A.  Angiemire, 

"Y”  theatre,  Nazareth,  Pa. — General  patronage. 

WILD  HORSE  MESA:  Jack  Holt— This  is  n 

very  good  Western  picture,  as  all  Zane  Grey's stories  are.  Bight  reels. — E.  H.  Brechlcr,  Opera 
House,  Fennimore.  Wis. — General  patronage. 

EMPTY  HANDS:  Jack  Holt— We  are  a   little 
late  showing  this,  no  doubt  the  reason  business 

poorest  for  yeai's.  Not  enough  to  pay  half  fil™ 

rental,  but  a   mighty  nice  picture.  Seven  reels.— 
H.  Karlen,  Karlen  theatre,  Monticello.  Wis-— General  patronage. 

THE  HUMMING  BIRD:  Gloria  Swanson— A 
very  entertaining  picture.  Many  who  are  not 
friendly  to  this  star  like  this  picture  and  it  is 

above  the  average  of  her  productions.— Charles 

Lee  Hyde,  Grand  theatre,  Pierre,  S.  D.— General 
patronage. 

WOMANHANDLED;  Richard  Dix— A   fine 
comedy  drama.  Story  good.  Star  and  cast  fine. 
Satisfied  them  all. — Bert  Silver,  Silver  Family 
theatre,  Greenville,  Mich. — General  patronage. 

PATHS  TO  PARADISE;  Raymond  Griffith- 

Good  comedy  drama.  Much  better  than  "He's  s 
Prince."  Seven  reeis.— P.  G.  Estee,  S.  T.  theatre, Parker.  S.  D. — Small  town,  patronage. 

A   SON  OF  HIS  FATHER;  Special  cast— Here 
is  a   box  office  bet.  A   Western  with  some  fins 

comedy  relief.  It  satisfied  at  Increased  admission. 
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Seven  reels. — Hunstad  &   Becker,  Princess  theatre, 

Guttenberg,  Iowa. — General  patronage. 

STAGE  STRUCK:  Gloria  Swanson — ^Played 
this  with  a   good  comedy  and  got  us  by  very 
nicely.  Very  good  coicring  on  first  1500  feet. 
Will  please  any  audience.  Seven  reels. — Hunstad 
&   Becker,  Princess  theatre,  Guttenberg,  Iowa. — 
General  patronage. 

A   MAN  MUST  LIVE:  Richard  Dix — Don’t 
understand  why  this  picture  received  the  knocks 
it  has.  It  carries  a   worthwhile  story  well  acted. 
Good  for  American  Legion  and  should  be  of 
interest  to  them  although  it  has  no  war  scenes. 

It's  good.  Seven  reels. — H.  C.  Mauler,  Liberty 
theatre,  Pleasanton,  Nebr. — Small  town  patron- 

age. 
THE  STORY  WITHOUT  A   NAME:  Antonio 

Moreno— Very  good.  A   little  wild  in  spots  but  a 
very  good  picture.  Will  suit  the  men  better  than 
the  women.  A   great  picture  for  radio  bugs. 

Seven  reels. — Schaghtlcoke  Amusement  Ass'n., 
Odd  Fellows  Hall,  Schaghticoke,  N.  Y. — General 
patronage. 

TONGUES  OF  FLAME;  Thomas  Meighan — 
Pretty  fair  picture.  Program,  no  special.  Thomas 
Meighan  always  draws  well  here.  Seven  reels.' — ■ 
Schaghticoke  Amusement  Assn.,  Odd  Fellows  Hall, 

Sheghticoke,  N.  Y. — General  patronage. 

EMPTY  HANDS;  Jack  Holt^Pretty  good  pic- 
ture but  not  much  drawing  power.  Six  reels. — 

Schaghticoke  Amusement  Assn.,  Odd  Fellows  Hall, 
Shaghticoke,  N.  Y. — General  patronage. 

WILD  WILD  SUSAN;  Babe  Daniels— A   good 
picture.  Drew  well  and  liked  by  all.  Six  reels. 
— H.  A.  Davitts,  Dixie  theatre,  Winona.  Miss. — 
General  patronage. 

THE  BORDER  LEGION:  Special  cast — This  is 
a   good  Western  that  will  please  any  Wetsern  fan. 
Seven  reels. — W.  M.  Powell,  Grand  theatre,  Wil- 

liamsburg, Ky. — General  patronage. 

WILD  KORSE  MESA;  Jack  Holt — A   very 
good  picture  for  the  week  end  and  should  suit 
the  outdoor  fans.  Seven  reels. — F.  Shepherd. 
Majestic  theatre.  Biggar,  Sask.,  Canada. — Small 
town  patronage. 

THE  CHARMER;  LOVERS  IN  QUARAN- 

TINE; EVE'S  SECRET;  WELCOME  HOME; 
THE  CROWDED  HOUR:  Special  cast— All  these 
are  first  class  pictures  and  satisfied  all  who  saw 

them. — F.  Shepherd,  Majestic  theatre,  Biggar, 
Sask.,  Canada. — Small  town  patronage. 

OLD  HOKE  WEEK:  Thomas  Meighan — A   good 
picture  which  went  over  in  good  shape.  Had  a 
few  say  they  did  not  like  it  very  well,  but  most 
of  the  reports  were  favorable.  It  will  please  the 
majority  of  your  patrons  and  is  a   good  bet  for 
the  small  town  exhibitor.  Seven  reels. — Ross  & 
Miller,  Community  theatre.  Surprise,  Neb.— 
Countiy  patronage. 

NEW  BROOMS:  Special  cast — A   very  good 
picture  for  a   program  picture.  Well  liked.  Six 
reels. — F.  Shepherd,  Majestic  theatre,  Biggar, Sask.,  Canada. — Small  town  patronage. 
NIGHT  LIFE  OF  NEW  YORK:  Special  cast— 

A   dandy  picture.  Run  this  on  Sunday-Monday 
with  satisfactory  results.  Eight  reels.- Frank  J. 
Sutter,  Lincoln  theatre.  Milwaukee,  Wis.— Gen- eral patronage. 

-   WINKS:  Special  cast — Just  a   fa 
program  picture.  No  plot  to  it  and  a   litt 
Mmedy  at  times.  Had  a   bad  print  from  F.  : 
♦vf  time.  Did  average  business  wi’ mis  one.  Draw  from  small  farmers’  town.  Sev« 
ree.s.— Carl  Anderka.  Cozy  theatre,  Oranj Grove,  Tex. — Small  town  patronage. 
The  air  MAIL:  Douglas  Fairbanks,  Jr. — / a   picture  as  ever  flashed  on  the  screen  at 

♦«*  iuT*  them.  You  can’t  over  adve Be  s   one.  Scenery  and  photography  excellen feels.— Pioneer  Pete.  The  Pioneer  theatr 
esa,  Mich. — Small  town  patronage. 

ON  TOP  OF  THE  WORLD:  Anna  Q.  Nilssc Nice  httU  picture.  Seven  reels.— Wm.  1 
theatre,  Neillsville.  Wis   Sma town  patronage. 

forty  WINKS:  Viola  Dana-Nice  little  con 

atre  wifii  E.  Tragsdorf.  Trags  the Isville,  Wis. — Small  town  patronage. 

Pathe 

Special  cast— 1 

reels  w   n   e**tertainment  in  comedy  line. 

S   u   \   theatre.  Calico  R •   Small  town  patronage. 
— A   very  fine  : 

Rex  ia  TO  Saturday  night.  The  hi 
We  did  is  trained  to  perfect 

®   "“t  receive  any  too  good  a   print  on 

show.  Six  reels.— C.  A.  Angtemire.  ''Y'  theatre, 
Nazareth,  Pa. — General  patronage. 

Prod.  Dist.  Corp. 
THE  MILLION  DOLLAR  HANDICAP;,  Vera 

Reynolds — Good  race  horse  story.  Step  on  it. 
Will  satisfy  if  you  can  pull  the  public  in. — S.  I. 
Goodwin,  Royal  theatre.  Lehi,  Utah.— General 
patronage. 

THE  ROAD  TO  YESTERDAY:  Vera  Reynolds 
— Nothing  to  it  to  interest  anyone.  Paid  high 
for  it.  Put  out  lots  of  advertising  and  then 
had  to  hide  out  when  the  show  was  over  to  keep 
from  hearing  the  cussing.  Raised  admission 
trying  to  come  out  on  it  and  still  feel  the  effect. 
Pleased  about  60  per  cent.  Ten  reels. — S.  and  M. 
Amusement  Company,  Irish  theatre,  Terrill,  Tex. 
— General  patronage. 

HELL’S  HIGHROAD:  Special  cast — This  play 
was  booked  for  Saturday  on  account  of  the  garish 
title  and  it  drew  well  though  little  advertised. 
That  title  ought  to  draw  anything.  The  play 
proved  entertaining.  It  was  crowded  with  inci- 

dent, dazzling  in  spots  and  brilliant  at  times. 
I   had  seen  adverse  criticisms  of  this  play  in 

"The  Chicago  Tribune’’  and  was  agreeably  sur- 
prised. If  the  people  get  no  work  they  need  not 

regret  their  money. — A.  J.  Gibbons,  Kozy  theatre. 
Metropolis,  111. — General  patronage. 
ROCKING  MOON:  Lilyan  Tashman — Good 

program  picture.  Nothing  extra,  as  P.  D.  C. 
would  have  you  believe.  Played  two  days  and 

just  barely  got  over.  Don’t  seem  to  be  able  to 
get  them  in  on  a   P.  D.  C.  product.  Some  very  pretty 
scenes  of  Alaska  but  all  nearly  the  same.  Bight 
reels. — S.  and  M.  Amusement  Company,  Iris  the- 

atre, Terrill,  Tex. — General  patronage. 

SIMON  THE  JESTER;  Lillian  Rich— Good 
show.  Guess  the  title  tiueered  it.  Sounds  like 
a   story  from  the  court  of  a   king.  Failed  to 
bring  them  in.  Seven  reels. — S.  I.  Goodwin, 
Royal  theatre,  Lehi,  Utah.— General  patronage. 

CHARLEY’S  AUNT:  Syd  Chaplin— A   cork- 
ing good  farce  that  will  please  as  near  100  per 

cent  as  you  can  get  them.  It  will  make  any 
exhibitor  some  money  and  will  more  than  please, 
so  why  ask  for  more?  Eight  reels. — Ross  & 
Miller,  Community  theatre,  Surprise,  Neb. — 
Country  patronafe. 

BEAUTY  AND  THE  BAD  MAN:  Special  cast 

— Two  questions:  Who  made  this?  Why?  Six 
reels. — R.  B.  Maxwell,  Illinois  theatre,  Sullivan, 
III. — Small  town  patronage. 

RAMSHACKLE  HOUSE:  Betty  Compson — A 
nice  little  picture  and  well  liked.  Six  reels. — F. 
Shepherd,  Majestic  theatre,  Biggar,  Sask.,  Canada. 
— Small  town  iiatronage. 

THE  TEXAS  TBAJL:  Harry  Carey — A   fairly 
good  Western  but  too  slow  in  places.  Star  makes 
you  feel  sometimes  that  you  wish  you  might 
help  him  along. — F.  Shepherd,  Majestic  theatre, 
Biggar,  Sask.,  Canada. — Small  town  patronage. 

WITHOUT  MERCY:  Vera  Reynolds— Pretty 
good  program  picture.  Six  reels. — Wm.  E.  Trags- 

dorf, Trags  theatre,  Neillsville,  Wis. — Small  town 
patronage. 

THE  CRIMSON  RUNNER:  Priscilla  Dean— 
Not  very  much  to  this  picture.  Think  Priscilla 
Dean  too  old  to  take  leading  part  in  pictures. 

Very  poorly  directed.  Had  "Sundown  Limited," 
a   Gang  comedy,  with  it  and  helped  carry  It 
through.  Five  reels. — Schaghticoke  Amusement 
Assn.,  Odd  Fellows  Hall,  Schaghticoke.  N.  Y. — 
General  patronage. 

United  Artists 
THE  EAGLE:  Rudolph  Valentino — ^This  Is  an 

extra  good  picture.  Drew  well  for  us  two  days. 
— H.  A.  Davitts,  Dixie  theatre,  Winona.  Miss. — 
General  patronage. 

THE  EAGLE:  Rudolph  Valentino— This  is  a 
very  good  big  town  picture.  Should  be  popular in  all  big  cities  and  foreign  countries.  It  did an  average  business  for  me.  I   believe  this  to  be 
the  best  Mr.  Valentino  has  made  since  his  return 
to  the  screen,  for  we  are  living  in  a   small  town, 
so  did  not  "knock  ’em  dead,’’ — S.  H.  Rich.  Rich theatre,  Montpelier,  Idaho. — Rural  patronage. 
TUMBLEWEEDS;  William  S.  Hart— A   pic- 

ture of  the  old  Oklahoma  land  rush  to  the  gov- 
ernment protected  Cherokee  strip.  The  old  Hart 

fans  liked  this  one  and  the  small  house  that 
turned  out  in  a   hard  blizzard  seemed  to  think  it 
was  worthwhile.  Personally  I   think  the  picture 
IS  okay  and  Is  well  worth  playing,  although  we 
lost  money  on  it.  Seven  reels. — Pioneer  Pete, 
The  Pioneer  theatre,  Amasa,  Mich.— Small  •   town 
patronage. 

TUMBLEWEEDS:  William  S.  Hart — Best  Hart 
picture  we  ever  played.  Pleased  100  per  cent. 
Eight  reels. — W.  M.  Powell.  Grand  theatre,  Wil- 

liamsburg, Ky. — General  patronage.  • 
TUMBLEWEEDS:  William  S.  Hart— Who 

said  Bill  was  a   dead  one?  He  never  made  a 
better  picture.  If  your  patrons  like  Westerns 
don  t   overlook  this.  We  consider  it  among  the 
l»st.  That’s  the  kind  we  “aim”  to  play.  A 
Covered  Wagon”  picture  at  program  price. — S.  I.  Goodwin,  Royal  theatre,  Lehi,  Utah.— Gen- eral patronage. 

TUMBLEWEEDS:  William  S.  Hart— Bill  Hart 
lost  his  draw  with  me  years  ago  and  I   hesitated 
in  playing  this.  However,  it  drew  much  better 
than  of  old  and  the  picture  was  universally  liked. 
It  s   one  instance  of  few  I   know  of  where  a   star 
came  back.— Joe  Hewitt,  Strand  theatre,  Robin- 

son, ni.— General  patronage. 

DON  Q:  Douglas  Fairbanks — This  is  a   great 
production.  In  my  opinion  it  is  just  as  good  as 
any  of  Doug’s  former  pictures.  The  paper  just 
fair.  Eleven  reels.— A.  O.  Lambert.  Monticello 
Opera  House,  Monticello,  la. — General  patronage. 

DON  Q;  Douglas  Fairbanks — Splendid  produc- 
tion from  all  angles.  Ten  reels.— P.  G.  Estee. 

S.  T.  theatre,  Parker,  S.  D. — Small  town  pat- ronage. 

LITTLE  ANNIE  ROONEY:  Mary  Pickford— 
Here  is  the  kind  that  we  like  to  grind  through 
the  old  Powers  and  let  the  patrons  look  at.  It 
pleased  ell  that  saw  It  and  that  was  a   good  part 
of  what  I   have  to  draw  from.  This  is  a   good 
picture  for  any  class,  young  or  old.  I   would 
like  to  sec  more  of  such  pictures  on  the  market. 
Lots  of  real  life  of  the  average  family.  Ten  reels. 
— James  A.  Banks,  Lyric  theatre,  Saratoga,  Wyo. — General  patronage. 

THE  GOLD  RUSH:  Charles  Chaplin — A   very 

good  show.  Those  who  don’t  like  it  admit  that 
they  are  prejudiced  against  Charlie  and  those 
who  are  friendly  to  him  all  think  It  is  fine.  I 

liked  it  a   lot  myself.  It  i^dn’t  do  half  the  busi- 
ness I   expected  of  it. — Charles  Lee  Hyde.  Grand 

theatre,  Pierre,  S.  D. — General  patronage. 

LOVING  LIES:  Monte  Blue — A   real  good  pic- 
ture. One  that  will  please  all  classes.  Plenty 

of  action  and  a   good  story  well  told.  Monte 
Blue  at  his  best.  Give  us  more  as  good  and 
we  should  worry.  Seven  reels. — Earl  Somerville. 
Opera  House.  Raymond,  Minn. — Genera]  patron- 

age. THE  THIEF  OF  BAGDAD:  Douglas  Fair- 
banks— A   wonderful  picture  but  fairy  stories  are 

not  wanted  nowadays.  A   vast  amount  of  money 
must  have  been  spent  on  this  picture  but  the 
public  does  not  appear  to  want  it.  Twelve  reels. 
— F.  Shepherd,  Maejstlc  theatre.  Biggar.  Sask., 
Canada. — Small  town  patronage. 

LITTLE  LORD  FAUNTLEROY:  Mary  Pick- 
ford — Ran  this  as  a   special  between  regular  show 
nights  at  slightly  advanced  prices.  It  drew  a 
good  sized  audience  and  pleased  them.  It  is  a 
dandy  clean  show  of  the  kind  that  we  are  proud 
to  have  shown  in  our  bouse.  Mary  is  just  as 

much  America’s  sweetheart  as  ever.  Ten  reels. — 
C.  E.  Hopkins,  The  Hopkins  theatre.  Cotter.  Ark. 
— Small  town  patronage. 

WILD  JUSTICE:  Special  cast — A   dandy  pic- 
ture for  any  theatre.  Pleased  all  that  saw  it  and 

that  was  a   good  crowd.  ‘That  dog  is  sure  a 
wonderful  actor.  Better  than  lots  of  our  human 
ones.  He  is  about  as  near  real  human  as  a   dog 

can  get,  I   think.  Give  us  more  like  them.  Six 
reels. — James  A.  Banks.  Lyric  theatre,  Wyo. — General  patronage. 

DOROTHY  VERNON  OF  HADDON  HALL: 
Mary  Pickford — Consider  thb  one  of  the  beat  of 
the  year  so  far  and  certainly  pleased  all  who 

had  the  pleasure  of  seeing  It.  Eleven  reels. — 
F.  Shepherd,  Majestic  theatre,  Biggar,  Saak., 
Canada   Small  town  patronage. 
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THROUGH  THE  BACK  DOORs  Ma
ry  Pick- 

ford— We  fear  Mary  is  not  as  good  a   d
rawing 

power  as  formerly.  With  all  conditions
  favorable 

she  did  not  stand  'em  up  as  of  old.  This  p
icture 

is  fair  and  our  audience  seemed  rath
er  disap- 

pointed rather  than  highly  pleased.  Eight  reels.
 

— Giaeoma  Bros.,  Crystal  theatre.  Tombst
one. 

Ariz. — General  patronage. 

Universal 

CHIP  OF  THE  FLYING  U:  Hoot
  Gibson — 

This  picture  is  very  good.  Had  qu
ite  a   few 

come  back  the  second  night  to  see  th
e  picture 

again.  Clean  and  the  comedy  in  this  i
s  great. 

Equal  to  many  of  Reginald  Denny’s
,  which  are 

always  good.  Seven  reels. — A.  J.  Stegg
all,  Cozy 

theatre,  Fayette,  la. — General  patronage
, 

TWO  FISTED  JONES:  Jack  H
o>de — ^We  re- 

peat, as  Mae  Tinee  says:  "There  should  be 
 hope 

for  every  would-be  screen  star."  No  sto
ry  to  this 

that  has  any  appeal,  though  it  may  app
eal  to 

the  small  town  farmer  class.  Five  re
els.— Pace 

ds  Bouma  (G.  A.  D.),  Rialto  theatre, 
 Pocahontas. 

Iowa. — Mixed  patronage. 

blue  BLAZES:  Pete  Morrison — This 
 is  good 

enough  of  its  type  and  will  fill  in  for  a   Sa
turday 

program  all  right,  A   peppy  five  reel  W
estern.— 

Charles  Lee  Hyde.  Grand  theatre.  Pierre,  S
.  D.— 

General  patronage. 

WATCH  YOUR  WIFE:  Virginia  ValH—
 Right 

clever  comedy  drama  that  pleased  a   Sund
ay 

crowd.  Seven  reels.— P.  G.  Estee.  S.  T.  theatre
. 

Parker,  S.  D. — Small  town  patronage. 

UNDER  WESTERN  SKIES:  Norman  
Kerry- 

Only  an  average  Wetsem,  although  sold 
 as  a 

Jewel.  Same  old  story,  just  as  the  ladies
  cut 

cut  cookies.  A   wasteful  son,  a   mortgage  or 

^ager  and  the  race.  This  showed  careles
s  direc- 

tion also.  Seven  reels. — P.  G.  Estee,  S.  T.  theatre, 

Parker,  S.  D. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  COHENS  AND  THE  KELLYS:  Special 

cast— As  near  100  per  cent  as  I   ever  hope  to  see. 

That  is  for  real  entertainment.  More  laujcdis 

than  “Charley's  Aunt.”  ^me  pathos,  too. 

George  Sidney,  Charles  Murray,  Kate  Price  and 

Vera  Gordon  perfect  in  their  parts  and  Olive 

■Hasbrouch,  graduated  from  W^terns.  showed 
■well.  Seven  reels. — P.  G.  Estee,  S.  T.  theatre, 

Parker,  S.  D. — Small  town  patronage. 

HIS  PEOPLE:  Rudolph  Schildraut — Showed 

this  Easter  to  good  business  in  a   snowstorm. 

It’s  one  of  the  big  ones.  Don't  pass  it  up.  Film 

fine.  Nine  reels.— I.  R.  Gavin,  Hammond,  the- 
atre. Hammond,  Wis.— Small  town  patronage. 

THE  GOOSE  WOMAN:  Louise  Dresser — I   had 

more  good  comments  on  this  picture  than  any  I 
have  had  for  some  time.  I   say  great.  Seven 

reels.— A.  O.  Lambert,  Monticello  Opera  House, 

Monticello,  la. — General  patronage. 

WHAT  HAPPENED  TO  JONES:  Reginald 

Denny— Another  knockout  comedy.  It  had  my 

patrons  laughing  from  start  to  finish.  Reginald 

Denny  at  his  best.  Seven  reels. — Robert  Kessler, 

Benn  theatre,  Philadelphia,  Pa. — General  patron- 

age. 

THE  GOOSE  WOMAN:  Louise  Dresser — An 
exceptionally  good  picture.  Special,  no ;   Sunday, 

yes.— R.  B.  Maxwell.  Illinois  theatre,  Sullivan, 
111. — Small  town  patronage. 

BUSTIN’  THROUGH:  Jack  Hoxie — Drew  good 

business  but  picture  didn’t  come  up  to  expecta- 
tions. Universal  Westerns  way  below  average 

this  year.  Played  six  and  there  wasn’t  a   good 
one  in  the  entire  bunch.  According  to  Carl’s 
press  books  you  would  think  that  you  were  getting 

a   lot  of  "Covered  Wagons."  Five  reels. — ^R. 
Pfeiffer,  Princess  theatre,  Chilton,  Wis. — Small 
town  patronage. 

SPORTING  LIFE:  Special  east— If  all  of 

Universal’s  White  List  are  like  this  one,  I   think 
Universal  will  come  to  the  front.  This  was  an 

extraordinary  good  prize  fight  and  race  horse  pic- 
ture. Drew  well  for  me  end  pleased  90  per  cent. 

Good  print  and  good  photography.  This  is  the 

first  Universal  I   have  run  of  the  regular  pro- 

gram type  that  pleased  me,  so  I   can’t  help  but 
boost  it.  Step  on  it.  Seven  reels. — R.  W.  Mont- 

gomery, Palace  theatre,  Wortham,  Tex. — Small 
town  patronage. 

OH  DOCTOR:  Reginald  Denny — I   see  most 

everyone  gave  this  one  a   big  boost.  In  our  opin- 

ion it  is  Denny’s  poorest.  Looks  like  some  cellu- 
loid wasted,  especially  for  the  first  four  reels. 

Seven  reels. — B.  Wood,  Gem  theatre,  Calico 
Rock,  Ark.— General  patronage. 

OH  DOCTOR;  Reginald  Denny — A   good  com- 

edy with  a   good  star.  Don’t  believe  this  pleased 

my  patronage  quite  as  well  as  "I’ll  Show  You 
the  Town,"  but  nevertheless  they  all  got  their 

money’s  worth  In  laughs  and  all  were  satisfied. 

' 

Special  to Rin  Tin  Tin 

BELO"^  THE  LINE  (Warner) ;   Rin 
Tin  Tin— Weal  by  golley  aye  tazik  | 
fas  ban  fay  bast  sbo  wbat  aye  sane  | 
fnr  same  fame!  Bae  yimminey  fat 

dang,  bae  bane  same  coet  feller!  Eac 

mayke  tay  peples  laf  lake  bal  tay  brak 
hup  mae  sets  soo  aye  baft©  git  tame 
fix  pnrta  sonel  Aye  tank  cf  som 
uf  lose  fellers  whet  geet  soo  mutch 

munaeys  fur  tare  aktin  wuld  sae  tas 

daug  aktin  tay  wuld  no  som  tings 

purta  quek.  Seven  reels. — F.  J. 
O’HARA,  Community  theatre,  Elgin, Neb. 

Seven  reels.— Jos.  W.  Springer,  Strand  theatre, 

Elizabethtown,  Ind. — General  patronage. 

WHERE  WAS  17  Reginald  Denny — A   good 
comedy  drama  but  not  as  big  as  Carl  makes  you 

think.  Drew  good  business  but  many  patrons 

don't  like  Denny  in  these  parts.  He  should  leave 
comedy  dramas  to  Lloyd  and  Chaplin  and  play 

roles  like  George  O’Brien  or  like  "The  Abyssmal 
Brute.”  Pictures  like  this  will  fit  him  to  a   T. 

Seven  reels.— R.  Pfeiffer,  Princess  theatre,  Chil- 
ton, Wis. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  CALGARY  STAMPEDE:  Hoot  Gibson— 
A   red  hot  Western,  roping,  riding,  bucking, 

bronco  bustin’  avalanche.  Full  of  action  and 
interest.  Not  a   dull  moment.  Hoot  and  Mix 

about  sixes  here,  with  Gibson's  stock  on  the 
ascendancy. — S.  I.  Goodwin,  Royal  theatre,  Lehi, 
Utah. — General  patronage. 

THE  PHANTOM  OF  THE  OPERA:  Lon 
Chaney— Considered  a   good  production  by  our 

patrons.  Some  thought  too  weird,  etc.  Not  so 

much  BO  in  our  opinion  as  "The  Hunchback.” 
Drew  as  well  as  average  special  at  40  cents. 
Ten  reels. — P.  G.  Estee,  S.  T.  theatre,  Parker. 
S.  D. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  ACQ,UITTAL:  Norman  Kerry— Only  fair 
picture  of  the  mystery  type.  My,  there  are  so 

many  pictures  that  are  so  much  better,  so  would 

say  lay  off  this  one.  Seven  reels. — R.  E.  Cook, 
Barnard  theatre,  Barnard,  Mo.— Small  town  pat- 
ronage. 

A   ROARING  ADVENTURE:  Jack  Hoxie — 
Don’t  know  what  is  the  matter  with  Jack.  He  is 
not  there  any  more.  Drew  well  but  failed  to 

please. — H.  A.  Davitts,  Dixie  theatre,  Winona. 
Miss. — General  patronage. 

A   ROARING  ADVENTURE:  Jack  Hoxie— 
This  was  a   fair  picture.  There  is  some  good 

action  in  it  but  it  disappointed  our  patrons  be- 
cause Hoxie  was  not  dressed  cowboy  fashion. 

They  do  not  feel  acquainted  with  this  new  Hoxie. 

But  he  will  always  draw  a   good  crowd  and  is  a 

safe  bet  for  any  exhibitor.  Five  reels. — G.  3. 

Orne,  Willey  Memorial  Hall,  Cabot,  Vt. — General 
patronage. 

THE  TEASER:  Laura  La  Plante — A   good  pic- 

ture. One  everybody  enjoyed.  Seven  reels. — P.  S. 

Wanamaker,  Columbia  theatre.  Lincoln,  Wash.— 
Small  town  patronage. 

RIDIN’  THUNDER:  Jack  Hoxie — ^This  was  an 
extra  good  Western  picture  with  a   good  amount 
of  action  and  beautiful  scenery.  It  was  taken 

from  the  B.  M.  Bower  novel,  "Jean  of  the 
Lazy  A.”  Hoxie  is  good  and  Katherine  Grant 
plays  in  support.  The  film  on  this  was  only 
fair.  Five  reels. — W.  T.  Davis  &   Son,  Rialto 

theatre,  Sharon,  Wis. — General  patronage. 

THE  TURMOIL:  Special  cast — I   did  very 

well  with  this  picture.  Showed  In  three  differ- 
ent towns  and  got  good  crowds.  My  patrons  are 

enthused  over  the  family  pictures  and  so  I 

advise  other  exhibitors  to  book  this  one  and 

please  the  people.  Seven  reels. — G.  B.  Orne, 
Willey  Memorial  Hall,  Cabot,  Vt. — General  pat- ronage. 

THE  SIGNAL  TOWER:  Virgina  Valli— This 
was  a   good  picture.  I   believe  it  pleased  the 
best  of  any  Universal  picture  I   have  run,  for 

there  is  not  very  often  one  of  theirs  that  I   can 

say  much  for.  Poor  lighting  and  not  much  story 
to  them  and  I   would  like  to  see  some  of  our 

exchanges  get  some  repair  help  in  their  shops 
that  would  send  out  a   good  print  once  in  a   while. 

No  good  splices  and  some  of  the  prints  have  no 

titles  to  star  with  at  all.  Seven  reels. — James  A. 

Banks,  Lyric  theatre,  Saratoga,  Wyo. — General 
patronage. 

HIT  AND  RUN;  Hoot  Gibson — Good  comedy. 

Hoot  always  good.  Six  reds. — C.  3.  McClain, 

Liberty  theatre,  Tryon,  Okla. — General  patronage, 
THE  PRICE  OF  PLEASURE:  Virginia  Valli 

— It  drew  only  a   email  crowd  but  It  ought  to 
have  had  a   full  house,  for  It  is  a   dandy  picture. 

Louise  Fazenda  furnishes  the  comedy  touches  end 

just  about  walks  off  with  the  show.  Seven  reels. 

— C.  E.  Hopkins,  The  Hopkins  theatre.  Cotter, 

Ark. — Small  town  patronage. 

TEE  RED  RIDER:  Jack  Hoxie — Jack  takes  the 
part  of  an  Indian  and  it  turns  out  to  be  a   good 

little  picture  for  Saturday. — Five  reds. — Wm,  E. 
Tragsdorf,  Trags  theatre,  Neillsville,  Wis. — Small 
town  patronage. 

SMOULDERING  FIRES:  Pauline  Frederick- 

Seemed  to  please.  Seven  reels. — Wm.  T.  Trags- 

dorf,  Trags  theatre,  Neillsville,  Wis. — Small  town 
patronage. 

STRAIGHT  THROUGH:  William  Desmond- 
Very  poor.  Seemed  to  have  no  entertainment 

value.  Five  reds. — ^Wm.  S.  Tragsdorf,  Trags 

theatre,  Neillsville,  Wis. — Small  town  patronage, 

SIEGE:  Virginia  Valli — Sunday  night  to  light 
business,  owing  to  unfavorable  conditions  of 
roads.  I   would  consider  this  a   high  class  program 

picture  but  not  entitled  to  the  name  of  Jewel. 

Seven  reels. — P.  W.  Quinlin,  Ideal  theatre.  Chateau- 

[goy,  N.  Y. — Small  town  patronage. 
SIEGE:  Special  cast — A   good  picture.  Many 

so  stated  as  they  went  out.  Seven  reels. — P.  S. 
Wanamaker,  Columbia  theatre,  Lincoln,  Wash. — 
Small  town  patronage. 

LET  ’ER  BUCK:  Hoot  Gibson— Great.  The 
best  Gibson  thus  far.  The  riding  is  fine  and  the 

chariot  race — well,  if  there  is  as  good  a   one  in 

"Ben  Hur”  they  will  have  to  go  some.  Hoot 

is  becoming  very  popular  here.  He  is  gradually 

taking  the  place  of  Tom  Mix  as  the  latter  falls 

behind.  Here’s  hoping  that  Hoot  continues  the 
good  work.  Six  reds. — Jos.  W.  Springer,  Strand 
theatre,  Elizabethtown,  Ind. — General  patronage. 

LET  ’EM  BUCK:  Hoot  Gibson — Played  this 

one  on  Easter  Sunday  and  broke  all  house  rec- 
ords. People  said  I   had  a   100  per  cent  show 

and  that’s  enough  said.  Hoot  is  well  liked  here. 

Pleased  100  per  cent.  Six  reels. — Carl  Anderka, 

Cozy  theatre,  Orange  Grove,  Tex. — Small  town patronage. 

THE  TURMOIL:  George  Hackathorne — Guod 

picture  from  one  of  the  best  stories  Booth  Tark- 
ington  ever  wrote.  Your  people  will  like  this 

regardless  of  who  they  are.  Again  I   say  photog- 

raphy excellent.  This  is  particularly  noticeabU-  in 
Universal  pictures  for  some  unexplained  reason. 
Seven  reels. — Pioneer  Pete,  The  Pioneer  theatre, 
Amasa,  Mich. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  CALGARY  STAMPEDE:  Hoot  Gibson- 
Very  good  Western.  Good  plot,  photography  okay. 

Crowds  were  well  satisfied.  Brought  me  in  nice 

business. — W.  B.  Franke,  Strand  theatre,  Lu- 
Verne,  Iowa. — General  patronage. 

CALIFORNIA  STRAIGHT  AHEAD:  Reginald 
Denny — This  is  a   fine  picture.  Everybody  sure 

felt  better  after  having  seen  this  one.  They  are 

still  talking  about  it  and  are  looking  forward  to 

another  Denny  picture.  Eight  reels. — P.  S.  Wan- 
amakcr,  Columbia  theatre,  Lincoln,  Wash. — Small town  patronage, 

CALIFORNIA  STRAIGHT  AHEAD:  Raginald 
Denny — 1   consider  this  the  best  thing  that  Denny 

has  ever  appeared  in.  It  is  a   real  comedy  drama 

and  my  audience  ate  it  up.  Get  it.  step  on  it. 

and  you’ll  do  business.  Seven  reels. — 0.  b. 

Turner,  Orpheum  theatre,  Harrisburg,  111. — Gen- eral patronage. 

LOVE  AND  GLORY:  Special  cast— Drew  ̂  

average  crowd  and  pleased  them  very  w®"' 

Would  class  it  as  a   good  ordinary  program  pic- 
ture. Seven  reels. — C.  E.  Hopkins,  The  Hopkins 

theatre.  Cotter,  Ark. — Smell  town  patronage. 

THE  TORNADO:  House  Peters— Pleased  100 per  cent.  Excellent  entertainment.  Storm 

good  and  realistic.  Good  drawing  power.  Al 

Universal  Jewels  O.  K.  and  can  be  bought  rigbt- 
Seven  reels. — Carl  Anderka.  Cozy  theatre,  Orange 
Grove,  Tex. — Small  town  patronage. 

IN  EVERY  WOMAN’S  LIFE:  Virginia  V
alli-' 

Thursday  to  fair  business.  In  the  category  ® 

program  pictures  this  one  need  not  feel  nsham 
of  its  place.  Seven  reals. — P.  W.  Quinlin, 

theatre.  Chateaugay,  N.  Y. — Small  town  patron
- 

age. 
Vitagraph 

STAMPEDE  THUNDER:  Pete  Morrison
— Talk 

about  wild  west  bunk,  these  Morrisons  are  t 
limit.  I   cannot  see  how  he  ever  got  into 

movies  to  start  with  and  how  he  ever  aW? 

there  since  he  did  get  there.  The  kids  even  ms 
fun  of  the  stampede  of  a   few  old  dairy  co 
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Tliis  is  the  last  one  of  a   series  of  eight,  thank 

heavens.  I   was  forced  to  out  the  admission  price 

to  get  rid  of  them.  Exhibitors,  iay  off  of  these. 

Five  reels. — James  A.  Banks,  Lyric  theatre,  Sar- 

atoga, Wyo.— General  patronage. 

BAEEB  SON  OF  KAZAN:  Special  cast:  Good 

dog  picture.  Always  please  our  people.  Seven 
yeels.   R.  E-  Cook,  Barnard  theatre,  Barnard, 

Mo.— Small  town  patronage. 

Warner  Brothers 

THE  NIGHT  CRY;  Rin  Tin  Tin — It  is  a   typi- 
cal Rin  Tin  Tin  and  sure  to  please  those  who 

like  action.  He  always  draws  a   good  crowd  for 
us.  A   special  feature  of  this  one  is  the  vulture 

that  is  in  it.  Everyone  wonders  how  they  got 

that  buzzard  to  act  in  a   picture.  Seven  reels. 
  S.  and  M.  Amusement  Company,  Iris  theatre, 

Terrill.  Tex. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  BRIDGE  OF  SIGHS:  Dorothy  Mackaill — 

Pretty  good  picture.  Seven  reels. — Wm.  E. 

Tragsdorf,  Trags  theatre,  Neillsville,  Wia. — Small 
town  patronage. 

KIS  JAZZ  BRIDE:  Special  cast — Good  title 

and  that's  all.  No  story,  no  nothing.  Matt  Moore 
means  as  much  to  your  theatre  lobby  as  a   small- 

pox sign.  Why  does  Warner  keep  on  putting  out 
pictures  with  him  in  it?  If  you  have  this  bought 

leave  it  in  the  can.  Bight  reels. — S.  and  M. 

Amusement  Company,  Iris  theatre,  Terrill.  Tex. — 
General  patronage. 

LADY  WINDERMERE’S  FAN:  Irene  Rich— 
The  censors  killed  this  picture.  It  was  almost 

shot  to  pieces.  My  patrons  liked  the  stars 

mostly.  Seven  reels. — Robert  Kessler.  Benn  thea- 

tre, Philadelphia,  Pa. — General  patronage. 

LADY  WINDERMERE’S  FAN;  Irene  Rich— 
A   very  good  picture.  Just  fair  for  Sunday.  Seven 

reels. — A.  O.  Lambert,  Monticello  Opera  House, 

Monticello,  la. — General  patronage. 

LADY  WINDERMERE’S  FAN:  Irene  Rich— 
Ernest  Lubitsch  certainly  knows  how  to  produce 
a   picture.  With  this  cast  it  is  sure  to  draw 

most  anywhere.  Pleased  most  who  saw  it  and 

drew  good.  Eight  reels. — S.  and  M.  Amusement 
Company,  Iris  theatre,  Terrill,  Tex. — Small  town 
patronajge. 

HOGAN’S  ALLEY:  Monte  Blue— There  is  all 
the  comedy  you  wish  in  this  and  then  some. 

This  is  real  entertainment.  You  can’t  go  wrong 
on  this  and  it  has  pretty  Patsy  Ruth  Miller  and 
she  does  some  real  stuff  in  this.  If  you  want  to 

hear  them  roar,  slip  this  to  them.  Seven  reels. — 

F.  J.  O'Kara,  Community  theatre,  Elgin,  Neb. — 
Small  town  patronage. 

THE  MAN  ON  THE  BOX;  Syd  Chaplin— Syd 

Chaplin  was  good  in  “Charley's  Aunt"  but  is  bet- 
ter in  "The  Man  on  the  Box."  Lots  of  new 

comedy  gags  and  the  fun  starts  in  the  first  reel 

Md  ends  when  it’s  over,  but  you’ll  laugh  about 
it  for  months  whenever  you  think  about  it. 

Can't  be  praised  too  much.  It's  a   real  dinger. 
More  fun  than  a   barrel  of  monkeys.  Play  it  if 

your  patrons  like  real  comedy.  Seven  reels. — 

L.  N.  Vickers.  Liberty  theatre,  Hardin,  Mont. — 
General  patronage. 

<   'THE  MAN  ON  THE  BOX:  Syd  Chaplin— 
This  is  another  good  comedy  and  pleased  for  me. 

but  not  worth  what  they  ask  for  it.  Eight  reels. 

— W.  T.  Biggs,  Unique  theatre,  Anita.  Iowa. — 
General  patronage. 

THE  MAN  ON  THE  BOX:  Syd  Chaplin— 
comedy  drama  on  the  market. 

Did  very  good  business.  Biggest  matinee  in  the 
history  of  the  theatre.  Every  seat  filled.  Adults 
and  children  enjoyed  it  immensely.  Warner  Bros, 
pictures  alw^s  please  and  make  good  money. 
Every  exhibitor  should  play  the  Syd  Chaplin 

wm^y  dramas.— R.  Pfeiffer.  Princess  theatre, 
hilton,  Wis. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  MAN  ON  THE  BOX;  Syd  Chaplin— A 

fiT**  picture  but  not  near  the  picture 
•   A   Aunt"  was.  I   boosted  this  and raised  admission  and  had  plenty  of  kicks.  Played 

w   naif  the  business  done  by  “Charley’s  Aunt." 
>g  reels. — E.  K.  Erechler,  Opera  House,  Fen- nlmore.  Wis.-General  patronage. 

ICE:  Matt  Moore — A   dandy  little 
Mook  meller.  Seven  reels.— Wm.  B.  Tragsdorf, 

theatre.  Neillsville,  Wis. — Small  town  pat- ronage. 

fighting  EDGE;  Kenneth  Hi 

^   f''  Saturday  and  pleased  well.  Pie 

S   to  please  any  Saturday  crowd.  . 
EJsht  reel8.-S.  a 

Generarpatr^n’S"''’ 
— north  BEGINS;  Rin  T 

Picture  and  seemed  to  please.  Prin 

Seven  reels. — R.  E.  Cook,  Barnard  theatre,  Bar- 
nard, Mo. — Small  town  patronage, 

THE  LIGHTHOUSE  BY  THE  SEA;  Rin  Tin 
Tin — Created  no  tidal  wave  in  attendance  or  en- 

thusiasm but  did  not  fall  down.  Those  who 
came  stayed  end,  of  course,  that’s  a   credit.  In 
these  days  it  has  to  be  fair  to  keep  them  in 
their  seats  clear  through.  Seven  reels.— Giacoma 
Bros.,  Crystal  theatre,  Tombstone,  Ariz. — General 
patronage. 

THE  LIGHTHOUSE  BY  THE  SEA:  Rin  Tin 

Tin — A   very  good  picture,  which  pleased  90  per 
cent.  Rin  Tin  Tin  is  sure  fine  but  the  balance 
of  the  cast  did  not  take  so  well.  Some  did  not 
like  to  see  Collier  get  captured  or  licked  so  often, 
but  as  he  got  the  best  of  it  in  the  end  most 
of  them  were  satisfied.  Did  not  draw  as  well  as 
we  expected  and  we  paid  more  for  it  than  we 
should  have,  so  consequently  we  lost  on  it.  But 
the  picture  is  good  and  you  need  not  be  afraid 
to  boost  it.  Seven  reels.— Ross  &   Miller.  Com- 

munity theatre.  Surprise,  Neb. — Country  patron- 
age. 

BELOW  THE  LINE:  Rin  Tin  Tin — A   good 

picture  that  drew  well  for  us  Saturday  night. 
Seven  reels.- H.  A.  Davitts,  Dixie  theatre,  Wi- 

nona. Miss. — General  patronage. 

COMPROMISE:  Irene  Rich — Very  good.  Won- 
derful cyclone  scene.— R.  Pfeiffer,  Princess  thea- 

tre. Chilton,  Wis. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  MARRIAGE  CIRCLE :   Monte  Blue — Some- 

what old  but  it  is  a   wonderful  production.  Keeps 

you  gueBsin;g  all  through.  An  all  star  cast  any 

everybody  works  hard.  Nine  reels. — Jack  Cairns, 
Brooklyn  theatre,  Detroit.  Mich.— General  patron- 

age. 

State  Rights 
THE  LOST  BATTALION:  Special  cast — Some 

thought  this  good  but  I   thought  it  the  bunk.  Poor 
direction  and  poor  acting.  Drawing  power  nil. 

Lost  money.  Six  reels. — W.  A.  Doerschlag,  Strand 

theatre.  Ransom,  Kan. — Small  town  patronage. 

LOVER’S  OATH;  Ramon  Novarro — Very  beau- 
tiful settings.  Story  fairly  good.  Played  two  days 

to  fair  business.  Eight  reels. — Jack  Cairns,  Brook- 

lyn theatre,  Detroit,  Mich. — General  patronage. 

NOTORIETY;  Special  cast — Everything  all 

okay  but  the  star.  Patrons  liked  the  story  but 

couldn’t  rave  over  the  star.  Eight  reels. — R.  B. 
Maxwell,  Illinois  theatre,  Sullivan,  111.— Small 
town  patronage. 

SILENT  SHELDON:  Jack  Perrin — Not  so  bad 

neither  is  it  so  good.  Will  please  60  per  cent  and 

goes  well  with  good  comedy.  Film  good.  Five 

reels. — W.  A.  Doerohlag,  Strand  theatre.  Ransom, 
Kan.— Small  town  patronage. 

SOMEBODY’S  MOTHER:  Mary  Carr — An  hon- 

est to  goodness  picture.  You  won’t  go  wrong  In 

booking  this  feature.  Wonderful  story  and  I’m 
glad  I   run  it.  Capacity  business,  600  seats  and 

had  'em  standing.  Six  reels. — Frank  J.  Sutter, 
Lincoln  theatre,  Milwaukee.  Wis.— General  pat- ronage. 

SPEED:  Vera  Reynolds — A   corkinsr  good  one 
with  action  and  a   lot  of  comedy.  If  you  can  get 

them  in  this  will  please.  Film  good.  Six  reels. — 
W.  A.  Doreschlag,  Strand  theatre.  Ransom,  Kan. 
— Small  town  patronage. 

THE  SPEED  SPOOK:  Johnny  Hines— I   find 
that  all  the  Johnny  Hines  pictures  are  very  good. 

All  have  good  clean  comedy  in  them.  A   variety 
of  most  everything  in  this  one,  from  bathing  pool 

to  auto  race  and  using  an  army  to  free  him  from 

his  place  of  capture.  A   good  show  and  will  please. 

— W.  T.  Biggs,  Unique  theatre,  Anita,  Iowa.— 
General  patronage. 

STARLIGHT  'THE  UNTAMED:  Jack  Perrin— 
A   very  good  action  Western  but  no  drawing 

power.  Film  good.  Five  reels. — "W.  A.  Doerschlag, 
Strand  theatre,  Ransom,  Kan. — Small  town  pat- 
ronage. 

SURE  FIRE  FLINT:  Johnny  Hines — Johnny 

Hines  sure  packed  ’em  in  for  me.  I   had  all  I 
could  do  to  take  care  of  1,700  children  at  two 

performances.  My  seating  capacity  is  600.  Six 

reels. — Frank  J.  Sutter,  Lincoln  theatre.  Milwau- 
kee, Wis. — General  patronage. 

of  continuing  as  a   railroad  picture,  they  are spending  all  their  time  in  the  city  getting  caught m   burning  buildings,  etc.  Two  reels.- Wm.  E 
tragsdorf,  Trags  theatre.  Nelllaville.  Wis.— Small town  patronage. 

n   L   ^   vwuiveiaHi;  special 

cast— ^apter  9   and  going  good.  Nothing  very exceptional  about  this  serial  but  it  seems  to  be  a 
brings  them  back— P. 

A.  Millhouse,  Star  theatre,  Sumner,  Neb.— Small town  patronage. 

GALLOPING  HOOFS:  (Pathe)  Johnny  Walker the  way  through. 

— F.  Shepherd,  Majestic  theatre.  Bigger,  Sask, Lanaun. — Small  town  patronage. 

INTO  THE  NET:  (Pathe.)  Special  cast — This  is 
surely  a   good  serial  and  my  patrons  were  sorry 

It  is  so  far  ahead  of  "The  Riddle 
Rider  that  it  will  never  catch  up.— James  A. 
Banka,  Lyric  theatre.  Saratoga.  Wyo.— General patronage. 

PERILS  OF  THE  WILD:  (Universal.)  Joe 
Bonomo— I   have  run  six  chapters  of  this  and  it  is 
liked  very  much  by  the  people  that  like  serials 
at  all  and  by  some  that  didn’t  like  other  serials. 
Full  of  jungle  life  and  animals.  Very  thrilling, 
^vo  reels.— G.  B.  Orne,  Willey  Memorial  Hall. Cabot,  Vt. — General  patronage, 

THE  RIDDLE  RIDER:  (Universal.)  William 
Desmond— This  was  a   very  poor  serial.  Too  much 
the  same  thing  over  all  the  time  and  too  much 
exaggerated,  and  impossible  stuff.  No  comparison 
at  all  with  the  "Into  the  Net.’’— James  A.  Banks. Lyric  theatre,  Saratoga,  Wis.— General  patronage. 
THE  SCARLET  STREAK;  (Universal.)  Have 

just  finished  the  second  episode  of  this  serial  and 
it  promises  to  be  a   dandy.  It  has  action  galore 
and  a   good  looking  hero  and  heroine.  Two  reels. 
—Jos.  W.  Springer,  Strajid  theatre,  Elizabeth- 

town, Ind.— General  patronage. 

THE  SCARLET  STREAK:  (Universal.)  Jack 
Daugherty — Not  a   bad  serial  but  none  of  them 
are  worth  while  for  us.  so  we  are  cutting  them 
out  when  this  is  finished.  Two  reels. — Henry 
Reeve.  Star  theatre.  Menard.  Te.x.— Small  town patronage. 

WOLVES  OF  THE  NORTH:  (Universal)  Will- 
iam Duncan — Just  started  it.  Run  one  chapter. 

Looks  like  it  will  be  a   good  one.  Some  say  it 

^11  be  the  best  serial  we  have  run.  Hope  so.  If 
it  is  we  will  be  satisfied.  Two  reels. — James  A. 

Banks,  Lyric  theatre,  Saratoga,  Wyo. — General 
patronage. 

WOLVES  OF  THE  NORTH:  (Universal.)  Will- 
iam Duncan — Chapter  3.  This  is  proving  very 

good.  It  is  a   Hudson  Bay  serial  which  treats  of 

trappers  and  trapping.  Dog  sleighs,  crooks  and 

everything  that  goes  to  make  a   serial.  Not  half 

bad  so  far.  Two  reels. — F.  J.  O’Hara.  Community 
theatre,  Elgin,  Neb. — Small  town  patronage. 

Short  Features 
EDUCATIONAL 

AGGRAVATIN’  PAPA;  Personally  thought  it 
was  very  ordinary  but  most  of  them  reported 

pretty  good,  so  I   guess  that  will  have  to  be  the 
verdict.  Two  reels. — Ross  &   Miller,  Community 

theatre.  Surprise,  Neb. — Country  patronage. 

BABY  BLUES:  Juvenile — This  is  a   very  funny 

comedy. — Bert  Silver,  Silver  Family  theatre. 
Greenville,  Mich. — General  patronage. 

BEWARE:  Lige  Conley — This  was  a   knockout. 
The  slapstick  stuff  in  this  was  a   riot.  Had  more 

laughs  on  this  comedy  than  any  for  a   long  time. 

Two  reels. — C.  A.  Angtemire,  Y.  theatre,  Naza- 
reth, Pa. — General  patronage. 

BROTHERLY  LOVE:  Cliff  Bowes— This  had 
some  fair  laughs  in  it  that  helped  some  as  we 

had  a   very  poor  feature  to  follow  it.  Print  was 

in  excellent  shape.  One  reel. — C.  A.  Anglemlre, 
Y.  theatre,  Nazareth,  Pa. — General  patronage. 

THE  CLOUD  HOPPER;  Larry  Semon— Boys, 
here  is  a   dandy.  I   happened  to  get  hold  of  a   bad 
print  but  this  one  is  full  of  laughs  and  plenty 

of  action.  The  aeroplane  scene  is  fine.  Two  reels. 

— Carl  Andcrka,  Cozy  theatre,  Orange  Grove,  Tex. 
— Small  town  patronage. 

THOSE  WHO  JUDGE:  Special  cast — A   very 
good  picture  and  will  please  if  you  get  them  in. 

Six  reels. — W.  A.  Doerschlag.  Strand  theatre, 
Ransom,  Kan. — Small  town  patronage. 

THREE  KEYS:  Special  cast — Very  good  and 

pleased.  Film  good.  Seven  reels. — W.  A.  Doersch- 

lag. Strand  tlieatre.  Ransom,  Kan. — Small  town 
patronage. 

Serials 
THE  FAST  EXPRESS;  (Universal)  William 

Duncan — Seems  to  have  run  off  the  track.  Instead 

THE  CLOUD  HOPPER;  Larry  Semon— A 
corker.  One  of  the  best  Semon  comedies  I   have 

ever  run.  The  crowd  simply  went  wild  over  it. 
Just  ate  it  up  with  a   laugh  every  two  minutes. 

Two  reels. — G.  B.  Orne,  Willey  Memorial  Hall. 
Cabot,  Vt. — General  patronage. 

FAILURE:  This  is  a   good  comedy  for  those 

who  do  not  like  slapstick. — H.  A.  Davitts.  Dude 
theatre,  Winona,  Miss. — General  patronage. 

FAIR  WARNING:  Mermaid— A   fair  comedy. 

Two  reels. — Robert  Kessler,  Bean  theatre,  Phila- 

delphia. Pa. — General  patronage. 
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FARE  PLEASE:  A1  St.  John — One  of  the  com- 
edies we  have  had  for  a   long  ̂ me.  Two  reels. 

Wilcox  and  Miller,  Lake  View  theatre,  Lake  View, 

la.— General  patronage. 

FELIX  THE  CATs  I   believe  that  Felix  gets 

more  laughs  than  the  average  two  reel  comedy. 

All  the  kids  come  to  see  him. — Roy  E.  Mitchell, 

Plainview  theatre,  Plainvsew,  Tex. — Mixed  patron- 

age. 

FIKE  AWAY:  Al  St  John— This  is  funny.  A 

good  comedy. — Bert  Silver,  Silver  Family  theatre. 
Greenville,  Mich. — General  patronage. 

FIRE  AWAYs  Al  St.  John— A   dandy  comedy 

when  it  got  stai-ted.  The  second  reel  was  great 
and  had  our  audience  in  a   continual  uproar.  Two 

reels.  C.  A.  Anglemire.  Y.  theatre,  Nazareth,  Pa. 
— General  patronage. 

A   GOOFY  GOB:  Billy  Dooley — A   good  comedy. 
—Bert  Silver,  Silver  Family  theatre,  Greenville, 

Mich. — General  patronage. 

HELLO — GOODBYE:  Lige  Conley — A   fair  two 

reeler.  Didn't  get  any  more  laughs  than  we  paid 
for.  Two  reels. — Wilcox  and  Miller,  Lake  View 

theatre,  Lake  View,  la. — General  patronage. 

HELLO  HOLLYWOOD:  Lige  Conley — A   real 
good  comedy.  Plenty  of  action  and  lots  of  air. 
Not  hot  air  altogether.  But  anyhow  it  is  good. 

Two  reels. — James  A.  Banks.  Lyric  theatre,  Sara- 

toga. Wyo. — General  patronage. 

HIS  FIRST  CAR:  This  one  will  help  a   week 

featxure.  A   great  comedy.  Two  reels. — Hunstad 

&   Becker,  Princess  theatre,  Guttenberg,  Iowa. — 
General  patronage. 

HOOKED:  Lloyd  Hamilton — ^Very  good  comedy. 
One  of  Hamilton’s  best  I   have  run.  All  of  Edu- 

cational's two  reel  comedies  are  good,  but  cannot 
say  as  much  for  the  one  reelera.  Two  reels.— 
James  A.  Banks,  Lyric  theatre,  Saratoga,  Wyo. 
— General  patronage. 

KID  SPEED;  Larry  Semon — Very  good  comedy 
with  a   lot  of  action.  A   real  auto  race  and  lots 

of  action  all  the  way  through.  Two  reels. — James 

A.  Banks,  Lyric  theatre.  Saratoga,  Wyo. — Gen- 
eral patronage. 

THE  MOVIES:  Lloyd  Hamilton — A   very  good 

comedy.  Two  reels. — Robert  Kessler,  Benn  thea- 

tre, Philadelphia,  Pa. — General  patronage. 

THE  MOVIES:  Lloyd  Hamilton — This  was  a 
dandy  two  reeler  comedy  that  made  quite  a   few 

laughs  during  its  showing.  Two  reels. — C.  A. 
Anglemire,  Y.  theatre,  Nazareth,  Pa. — General 
patronage. 

MOONLIGHT  AND  NOSES:  Clyde  Cook— 

Another  good  comedy  from  Pathe. — H.  A.  Da- 
vitts,  Dixie  theatre.  Winona,  Miss. — General  pat- 
ronage. 

OFF  HIS  BEAT;  Walter  Hiers— Better  than 
his  last  one.  It  had  some  funny  love  ticklers  in 

it.  They  told  iis  at  the  exchange  that  his  shows 

were  going  to  be  better.  Two  reels. — C.  A.  Ang- 

lemire, Y.  theatre,  Nazareth,  Pa. — General  patron- 

age. 
OH  TEACHER:  One  of  the  best  comedies  I 

have  had.  It  kept  the  house  in  a   roar  all  the  way 

throxigh  the  show.  All  said  the  best  show  we 

had  for  a   long  time.  Ban  "The  Thundering  Herd" 
with  this  comedy.  A   good  combination.  Two 

reels. — James  A.  Banks,  Lyric  theatre,  Sarato{ga, 
Wyo. — General  patronage. 

RAISIN’  CAIN :   This  one  is  a   riot.  These  kids 
sure  are  actors.  Everybody  will  enjoy  it.  Two 

reels. — Jas  D.  Kennedy,  Apollo  theatre,  Indian- 

apolis, Ind. — Down  town  patronage. 

SLIPPERY  FEET:  Bobby  Vernon— A   very 
good  Vernon  comedy  with  an  abundance  of  laughs 

in  it.  I   consider  it  one  of  his  best  for  quite  a 

long  time.  Two  reels. — C.  A.  Anglemire,  Y.  the- 

atre, Nazareth,  Pa. — General  patronage. 

THREE  STRIKES:  A   very  funny  comedy.  Was 

enjoyed  very  much  by  my  patrons.  Two  reels. — 
Frank  J.  Sutter,  Lincoln  theatre,  Milwaukee,  Wia. 

— General  patronage. 

WAKE  UP;  Very  good  comedy  for  a   one  reel. 

Plenty  of  action  and  some  rough  stuff  fills  in  on 

the  program  to  start  on.  One  reel. — James  A. 

Banks,  Lyric  theatre,  Saratoga.  Wyo. — General 
patronage. 

FILM  BOOKING  OFFICES 

THE  ADVENTURES  OP  MA2IEi  Alberta 

Vaugn — No.  12.  This  was  fine.  About  the  best 

of  the  series,  hut  they’re  not  up  to  the  "Pace 

Makers"  series.  Two  reels.— J.  W.  Ryder,  Jewel 
theatre,  Vemdale,  Minn. — Small  town  patronage. 

ALICE  BLUE  DAYS:  A   very  good  comedy, 
well  played,  good  scenes  and  gave  the  crowd  a 

Wck. — ^W.  B.  Franke,  Strand  theatre,  LuVerne. 
Iowa.— General  patronage, 

BRAY  CARTOONS:  Good  but  don’t  run  them 
too  often.  Good  to  run  with  extra  long  feature. 

One  reel. — K.  C.  Mauler,  Liberty  theatre,  Plea- 
santon, Nebr. — Small  town  patronage. 

DINKY  DOODLES:  Cartoon— These  single 
reefers — half  cartoon  and  half  acted  by  the  artist 

— are  pleasing.  Better  than  ordinary  comedies 

and  can  be  bought  right.  One  reel. — P.  G.  Estse, 

S.  T.  theatre,  Parker,  S.  D. — Small  town  patron- 

age. 
FIGHTING  HEARTS:  Alberta  Vaughn— “Roli 

Your  Own.”  This  series  starts  good,  Cooke  and 
Guard  are  fine  in  this  one.  Two  reels. — J.  W. 

Ryder,  Jewel  theatre,  Verndale,  Minn. — Small 
town  patronage. 

THE  PACE  MAKERS:  George  O’Kara — No.  9. 

Another  good  one  entitled  "The  Merry  Klddo.” These  have  all  been  very  good  with  many  good 

laughs  in  each  chapter.  Two  reels. — "W.  T.  Davis 
S   Son,  Rialto  theatre.  Sharon,  Wis. — General 
patronage. 

FOX 
BLUE  BLOOD:  Imperial — Very  good.  Two 

reels. — H.  C.  Mauler,  Liberty  theatre,  Pleasanton, 
Nebr. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  BUTTERFLY  MAN:  A   fairly  good  com- 
edy. Not  as  good  as  some  we  have  had.  Two 

reels. — ^H.  A.  Davitts,  Dixie  theatre,  Winona,  Miss. 
— General  patronage. 

FOX  NEWS:  The  poorest  news  on  the  mar- 
ket. Too  much  foreign  stuff  and  nothing  local  of 

interest.  Patrons  crab  every  time  we  run  it.  The 

only  time  it  ever  went  over  was  the  week  the 

Chicago  Charleston  contest  was  shown.  One  reel. 

— Pace  &   Bouma,  (G.  A.  D.)  Rialto  theatre,  Poca- 
hontas, Iowa. — Mixed  patronage. 

LOVE  AND  LIONS:  A   Fox  comedy  is  always 

good.  Two  reels. — R.  B.  Maxwell,  Illinois  theatre. 
Sullivan,  III. — Small  town  patronage. 

A   SCIENTIFIC  HUSBAND:  Thomas  Edison 

isn’t  in  it  with  the  young  inventor  in  this  com- 

edy. It's  another  Fox  Imperial  comedy.  They’re 
always  good.  Two  reels. — L.  N.  Vickers,  Liberty 

theatre,  Hardin,  Mont. — General  patronage. 

SWEET  MARIE:  Good.  Two  reels.— R.  B.  Max- 

well, Illinois  theatre,  Sullivan,  HI. — Small  town 
patronage. 

UP  ON  THE  FARM:  Lee  Moran — This  com- 
edy is  a   knockout.  Harold  Lloyd  has  nothing  on 

this  guy :   Two  reels.. — A.  O.  Lambert,  Monticello 

Opera  House,  Monticello,  la. — General  patronage. 

WHITE  PAPER;  These  are  exceptionally  in- 

teresting offerings  and  have  taken  hold  very  well 

here.  Mighty  well  done.  One  reel. — Henry  Reeve, 

Star  theatre,  Menard,  Tex. — Small  town  patron- 

age. 
PATHE 

AESOP’S  FABLES;  "Aesop’s  Fables"  also  are 
very  funny. — Frank  J.  Sutter,  Lincoln  theatre. 

Milwaukee.  Wis. — General  patronage. 

AESOP’S  FABLES:  "Aesop's  Fables”  are  in 
my  opinion  just  what  the  public  enjoy. — Frank 
J.  Sutter,  Lincoln  theatre,  Milwaukee,  Wis. — .Gen- 

eral patronage. 

AESOP’S  FABLES:  About  as  consistent  enter- 
tainment as  can  be  found.  However,  we  have  run 

these  for  some  time  and  think  our  patrons  tire 

of  them.  Will  lay  off  a   while  and  see  what  the 

verdict  is.  One  reel. — R.  R.  Winship,  Majestic 

theatre,  Phillipsburg,  Kan. — General  patronage. 

ASK  GRANDMA:  Our  Gang — One  of  the  best 
Our  Gang  comedies  for  some  time.  They  are  ail 

good.  Two  reels. — B.  D.  Luna,  Cozy  theatre, 
Wagoner,  Okla. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  BIG  SHOW:  Our  Gang — Always  good. 
Two  reels. — R.  E.  Cook,  Bernard  theatre,  Bernard, 
Mo. — Small  town  patronage. 

BOOBS  IN  THE  WOODS:  Harry  Langdon— 
This  comedy  very  good.  It  has  some  new  gags 

that  sure  get  the  laughs.  Two  reels. — Wilcox  and 
Miller,  Lake  View  theatre.  Lake  View,  la. — Gen- 

eral patronage. 

BOTTLE  BABIES:  Spat  Family— I   bought  all 
my  short  stuff  from  Fatho  for  a   year.  The  bal- 

ance of  the  "Spat”  comedies  will  be  paid  for  but 
not  shown.  Two  reels. — R.  B.  Maxwell,  Illinois 

theatre,  Sullivan,  111. — Small  town  patronage. 

BOYS  WILL  BE  JOYS:  Our  Gang— Not  as 
good  as  some  of  the  Gang  comedies  but  not  bad 

at  that.  Two  reels. — H.  A.  Davitts,  Dixie  theatre, 

WIjnona,  Miss. — General  patronage. 

BURIED  TREASURE:  Our  Gang— This  one 
noted  for  plenty  of  laughs.  Two  reels. — A.  0. 
Lambert,  Monticello  Opera  House,  Monticello,  la. 
—General  patronage. 

THE  COBBLER:  Our  Gang — Another  good  one 
that  pleased.  If  you  are  not  playing  Our  Gang 

better  buy  them.  Very  few  poor  ones  among  them. 

Two  reels. — B.  E.  Cook,  Barnard  theatre,  Barnard, 
Mo. — Small  town  patronage. 

COLD  TURKEY:  Middlin’,  Two  reels.— B.  B. 
Maxwell,  Illinois  theatre,  Sullivan,  111. — Small 
town  patronage. 

COMMENCEMENT  DAY:  Our  Gang— Right 
good  as  usual.  Two  reels. — R.  B.  Maxwell,  Illi- 
ncis  theatre,  Sullivan,  III. — Small  town  patronage. 

CIRCUS  TODAY :   Billie  Bevan — A   great  com- 
edy. This  one  will  keep  them  laughln^g  all  the 

time.  Two  reels. — Jas.  D.  Kennedy,  Apollo  the- 

atre, Indianapolis,  Ind. — Down  town  patronage. 

CUCKOO  LOVE;  Good  comedy.  Two  reels. — 

B.  B.  Maxwell,  Illinois  theatre,  Sullivan,  HI. — 
Small  town  patronage. 

DON’T  BUTT  IN:  Good  filler.  Heard  no  kicks. 

One  reel. — R.  R.  Winship,  Majestic  theatre,  Phil- 

lipsburg,  Kan. — General  patronage. 

FINS  AND  FEATHERS:  Sportlight^-GIve  the 
]>atrons  a   Sportlight  and  enough  said.  They  al- 

ways seem  to  ilka  this.  One  reel. — Robert  Kess- 

ler. Ben  theatre,  Philadelphia,  Pa. — General  pat- 
ronage. 

FLIP  FLOP:  Sennett — Very  good.  Two  reels. 
H.  C.  Mauler,  Liberty  tlieatre,  Pleasanton,  Nebr. 
— Small  town  patronage. 

GEE  WHIZ  GENEVIEVE;  Will  Rogers— Punk. 
No  laughs,  no  nothing.  Just  a   plain  fizzle.  Two 
reels. — Ross  &   Miller,  Communis  theatre.  Sur- 

prise, Nebr. — Country  patronage. 

GOOD  CHEER;  Our  Gang — Another  dandy 

from  Our  Gang.  It’s  a   Christmas  story  but  should 
make  a   great  hot  weather  hit  on  account  of  idie 
snow  and  ice  scenes. — S.  H.  Rich,  Rich  theatre, 

Montpelier,  Idaho. — Rural  patronage. 

GOOD  CHEER:  Cur  Gang — Only  fair.  Not 

much  comedy  to  it.  Would  be  okay  for  a   kid’s 
Christmas  Matinee.  Two  reels. — R.  Pfeiffer,  Prin- 

cess theatre,  Chilton,  Wis. — Small  town  patronage. 

HIGH  SOCIETY:  Our  Gang— Like  all  Gang 

comedies,  very  good.  Two  reels. — Schaghticoke 
Amusement  Assn.,  Odd  Fellows  Hall,  Schaghti- 

coke, N.  Y. — General  patronage. 

HIS  WOODEN  WEDDING:  Charley  Chase- 
Just  a   whole  lot  of  fun.  Two  reels. — R.  B.  Max- 

well, Illinois  theatre,  Sullivan,  111. — Small  town 

patronage. 

HORACE  GREELY,  JR:  Harry  Langdon — This 

is  an  extra  good  comedy. — Bert  Silver,  Silver 

Family  theatre,  Greenville,  Mich. — General  pat- ronage. 

IT’S  A   BEAR:  Our  Gang — Started  with  a 
chuckle  on  the  back  row  and  ended  with  a   cyclone 

on  the  kid  row.  Two  reels. — E.  W.  McClelland, 

Rex  theatre,  Gilman  City,  Mo. — Small  town  pat- 
ronage. 

LAUGHING  LADIES:  Just  a   good  comedy. 

Lots  of  laughs.  Ihvo  reels. — A.  O.  Lambert,  Mon- 

ticello Opera  House,  Monticello.  la. — General  pat- ronage. 

LION  AND  MONKEY:  A   good  one.  One  reel. 
— Wm.  £.  Tragsdorf,  Trags  theatre,  Neillsville, 
Wis. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  LION  AND  THE  SOUSE;  Very  good. 

Gets  a   few  good  laughts.— .®.  D.  Luna,  Cozy  the- 
atre, Wagoner,  Okla. — Small  town  patronage. 

LODGE  NIGHT:  Our  Gang— Have  not  found 

a   poor  one  yet.  Draw  as  much  as  our  feature. 

Keep  up  the  good  work.  Two  reels. — R.  E.  Cook, 
Barnard  theatre,  Barnard,  Mo. — Small  town  pat- 
ronage. 

MEET  THE  MSSUS;  Glen  Tryon— An  extra 

good  comedy.  Glen  is  coming.  TSvo  reels. — H.  A. 
Davitts,  Dixie  theatre,  Winona,  Miss. — General 
patronage. 

NO  NOISE:  Our  Gang — One  of  the  best  com- 
edies we  have  had  the  pleasure  of  showing.  Two 

reels. — Hunstad  &   Becker,  Princess  theatre,  Gut- 
tenberg, Iowa. — General  patronage. 

OFF  HIS  TROLLEY:  Just  a   fair  comedy. 

Nothing  to  rave  about.  Two  reels. — ^Frank  J.  Sut- 
ter, Lincoln  theatre,  Milwaukee,  Wis. — General 

patronage. 

OFFICIAL  OFFICERS:  Our  Gang— Another 
knockout  for  Our  Gang.  Two  reels. — Wilcox  and 

Miller,  I*ake  View  theatre.  Lake  View,  la. — Gen- eral patronage. 

ONE  WILD  BIDE:  Our  Gang— A   good  comedy 

and  Farina  at  his  best.  Two  reels. — ^Robert  Kres*' 

ler,  Benn  theatre,  Philadelphia,  Pa. — General  pat- ronage. 

ONE  REEL  HAL  ROACH  COMEDIES;  Good. 
V/s  consider  a   one  reel  comedy  is  better  than  a 

two  reel.  They  have  too  much  story. — H.  Karlen, 

Karlen  theatre,  Monticello.  Wis. — General  pat- 
ronage. 
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PA  THE  NEWS:  Always  necessary. — H.  B. 
Wood,  Gem  theatre.  Calico  Rock,  Ark. — Small 
town  patronage. 

PATHE  NEWS?  AESOP’S  FABLES:  Always 
good. — H.  Karlen,  Karlen  theatre,  Mcnticello,  Wis. 
  General  patronage. 

PICKING  PEACHES:  Harry  Langdon — Lang 

don  is  good  and  I’ve  had  many  favorable  com- 
ments. Some  good  laughs  In  this  one  and  would 

call  it  a   first  rate  comedy.  Two  reels. — Ross  & 
Miller,  Community  theatre.  Surprise,  Neb. — Coun- 

try patronage. 

RADIO  MAD;  The  Spat  Family — A   flop  from 
pretty  near  every  angle  except  photography, 

which  was  good.  ’Two  reels. — Pioneer  Pete,  The 
Pioneer  theatre,  Amasa,  Mich. — Small  town  pat- 
ronage. 

ROMEO  AND  JULIEIT:  Ben  Turpin — Fair 

comedy  which  some  liked  and  some  didn’t.  Per- 
sonally would  rate  It  not  so  good.  Two  reels. — 

Ross  &   Miller,  Community  theatre.  Surprise,  Neb. 
— Country  patronage. 

SHANGHAIED  LOVERS:  Harry  Langdon — A 
very  good  comedy.  Two  reels. — E.  W.  McClelland, 
Rex  theatre,  Gilman  City,  Mo. — Small  town  pat- 
ronage. 

SHOOTING  AT  TIME:  Sportllght — They  seem 
to  be  running  out  of  new  material.  This  one  is 
a   rehash  of  a   lot  of  stuff  I   have  shown  many 

times  before.  One  reel. — Wm.  E.  ’Tragsdorf, 
Trags  theatre,  Nelllsvine,  V/is. — Small  town 
patronage. 

SHOOTIN'  INJUNS:  Our  Gang — Another  good 
Gang  comedy  from  Pathe.  They  always  draw 
good  for  us.  Two  reels. — H.  A.  Bavitts,  Dixie 
theatre,  Winona,  Miss. — General  patronage. 

SHOULD  SAILORS  MARRY:  Clyde  Cook— 
This  comedy  got  a   iot  of  laughs.  Two  reels. — ^Wil- 
co.x  and  Miller,  Lake  View  theatre,  Lake  View, 
la. — General  patronage. 

SUNDOWN  LIMITED:  Our  Gang — One  of  the 
best  Gang  comedies  we  have  run  so  far.  Train 
of  cars  run  by  the  Gang  made  quite  a   hit.  Two 
reels. — Schaghticoke  Amusement  Assn.,  Odd  Fel- 

lows Hall,  Schaghticoke,  N.  Y. — General  patron- 
age. 

THERE  GOES  THE  BRIDE:  Mild.  Two  reels. 

— R.  B.  Maxwell,  Illinois  theatre,  Sullivan,  111. — 
Small  town  patronage. 

WINDOW  DIVING;  Good.  It’s  really  funny, 
something  hard  to  get  these  days.  Two  reels. 
Jack  Cairns,  Brooklyn  theatre,  Detroit,  Mich. — 
General  patronage. 

UNIVERSAL 

AFTER  A   REPUTATION;  Edna  Marian— Just 
two  reefs  of  junk.  No  humor.  Comedy  in  name 
only.  Two  reels. — ^Henry  Reeve,  Star  theatre.  Me- 

nard, Tex. — Small  town  patronage. 

ANDY  IN  HOLLYWOOD:  Slim  Somerville- 
Poor  Slim  Somerville  cannot  play  the  part  of 
Andy.  We  cut  out  part  of  each  reel  the  second 
night  and  got  by  much  better  than  to  bore  the 
people  with  2   reels.  Two  reels.— A.  J.  Steggall, 
Cozy  theatre.  Fayette,  la. — General  patronage. 
BIG  GAME.  Good  two  reel  Western. — P.  G. 

Estee.  S.  T.  theatre.  Parker,  S.  D.— Small  town patronage. 

FINANCIALLY  EMBARRASSED:  Arthui- Lake 
—A  few  laughs  in  it.  One  reel.— Wm.  E.  Tiags- 
dorf,  Trags  theatre,  Neillsville,  Wis. — Small  town patronage. 

GOING  GOOD;  Wanda  Wiley — Foolish  but 
laughable.  Two  reels.— I.  R.  Gavin,  Hammond 
theatre.  Hammond,  Wis.— Small  town  patronage. 
INTERNATIONAL  NEWS;  Usually  good. — 
Karlen,  Karlen  theatre.  Monticello,  Wis.— Gen- eral patronage. 

PUSHERS:  Reginald  Benny— 
Ahe  Widow’s  Mite.”  This  is  fair  but  did  nol ^   right  good  comedv 

j»°'k  „ '’®  sot.  This  is  the  second  ”I,eather rusners  I   have  ever  played  and  I   am  not  sc 
•erwy  about  them  as  I   thought  1   would  be.  1 one  of  them  about  two  years  ago  and  I   liked 

'veil,  but  unless  they  get  better  I   shall 

m   ̂em  out.  Two  reels.— F.  J.  O’Hara.  Com- 

ag7^  ̂   Elgin.  Neb.— Small  town  patron- 

BABY  DOLL:  Edna  Marian — Pretty  good. 

NeillsS' wfs"LsS WIS. — Small  town  patronage. 

TROUBLES:  Edna  Marian-Only 

BOQti  of.  Ir  seem  to  make  two  reels  of  real 
same  comedy.  Thvo  reels. — P. 

town  n   J   Parker,  S.  D. — Small town  Patronage. 

OH  BUSTER:  Buster  Brown — This  is  a   good 
comedy  for  children.  Went  over  fair.   H.  A. 
Bavitts,  Dixie  theatre,  Winona,  Miss.   General 
patronage. 

THE  PHONEY  EXPRESS:  Charles  Puffy— This 
is  a   dandy  comedy.  One  reel.— Wm.  E.  Trags- 

dorf. Trags  theatre,  Neillsville.  Wis.— Small  town 
patronage. 

PIPING  HOT:  A1  Alt — There  Is  nothing  to  this 
but  time  wasted,  also  perfectly  good  film.  This  is 
a   Century.  Unless  you  have  nothing  else,  run  it 
(I  mean  the  nothing).  You  will  save  the  time 
and  a   lot  of  pain  for  your  audience.  Two  reels. 
— F.  J.  O’Hara,  Community  theatre.  Elgin,  Neb.— Small  town  patronage. 

PIPING  HOT :   A1  Alt — First  reel  good,  second 
mediocre.  'Two  reels.— P.  G.  Estee.  S.  T.  theatre, Parker  S.  D. — Small  town  patronage. 

PUTTING  ON  AIRS:  Edna  Marian — Just  a 
Century  comedy  that  is  not  very  good.  Almost 
silly  in  parts.  The  film  was  only  fair  out  of 
fiHlwaukee.  ’Two  reels. — ^W.  T.  Davis  &   Son, 
Rialto  theatre,  Sharon,  Wis. — General  patronage. 

RAISIN'  CAIN :   Just  a   fair  comedy.  Two  reels. 
— A.  O.  Lambert,  Monticello  Opera  House,  Mon- 

ticello, la. — General  patronage. 

RIDERS  OP  THE  NORTHWEST:  Mustang 
Westerns — These  are  pretty  good  for  a   change.  I 
play  them  every  “Tuesday.  The  kids  seem  to  like 
them  and  soma  of  the  older  kids.  Two  reels. — 

F.  J.  O’Hara,  Community  theatre,  Elgin,  Neb. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  ROAD  FROM  LAXIGO:  If  you  can  use 
these  two  reelers,  you  will  find  most  of  them  very 

good.  They  don’t  waste  from  five  to  ten  reels  in 
telling  a   story  that  can  easily  be  told  in  two. 
“Two  reels. — Wm.  E.  Tragsdorf,  Trags  theatre, 
Neillsville,  Wis.— Small  town  patronage. 

SAY  IT  WITH  LOVE;  Just  a   comedy.  Noth- 
ing good.  Nothing  bad.  “Two  reels. — F.  A.  Mill- 

house,  Star  theatre,  Sumner,  Neb. — Small  town 
patronage. 

SO  THIS  IS  PARIS:  Neely  Edwards— Fair  one 
reeier. — ^Wm.  E.  Tragsdorf,  Trags  theatre,  Neills- 
ville,  Wis.— Small  town  patronage. 

UNCLE  BIM’S  GIFT:  Andy  Gump  Comedy — 
“These  comedies  take  fairly  well  but  not  as  good 
as  the  Gang  of  Larry  Semons,  “Two  reels.   
Schaghticoke  Amusement  Assn.,  Odd  Fellows  Hall, 
Schaghticoke.  N.  Y. — General  patronage, 
YEARNING  FOR  LOVE:  Another  one  spoiled 

by  legs  and  bed  room  scenes.  It  would  be  a 
dandy  comedy  without  these  but  I   would  have 
been  better  off  if  I   had  left  it  in  the  can.  'The 
only  thing  that  saved  me  was  the  feature.  Buster 
Keaton  In  "Seven  Chances.”  and  they  laughed 
so  hard  they  forgot  all  about  the  rotten  comedy. 
“Two  reels. — F.  A.  Millhouse,  Star  theatre,  Sum- ner, Neb. — Small  town  patronage. 

MISCELLANEOUS 

FIRE  FLIES,  HEY  FELLERS:  One  of  the  kid 
comedies  but  not  near  as  good  as  Our  Gang.  They 

try  to  copy  Our  Gang  without  much  success.  “Two 
reels. — Schaghticoke  Amusement  Assn.,  Odd  Fel- 

lows Hall,  Schaghticoke,  N.  Y. — General  patron- 

age. HITTING  HARD:  Benny  Leonard — A   dandy 
comedy.  Fighting  picture.  Two  reels. — W.  A. 
Doerschlag,  Strand  theatre.  Ransom,  Kan. — Small 
town  patronage. 

KRAZY  KAT:  The  best  cartoon  comedy  I   ever 

used.  Far  better  than  Aesop’s  Fables.  One  reel. 
— W.  A.  Doerschlag,  Strand  theatre,  Ransom. 
Kan.— Small  town  patronage. 

MAMMA’S  BABY  BOY:  Sid  Smith— If  you've 
booked  this  one  pay  for  it  and  let  them  keep  it. 

Supposed  to  be  a   comedy  but  it’s  just  junk.  The 
only  thing  funny  about  it  is  why  did  they  ever 
release  a   thing  so  rotten  and  waste  so  much  film 

for  prints.  I   don’t  think  they'll  need  any  new 
prints  on  it  because  it  won’t  be  used  enough. 
Most  theatres  would  run  it  after  they  got  it. 
Two  reels. — L.  N.  Vickers.  Liberty  theatre,  Har- 

din, Mont. — General  patronage. 

THE  MASKED  MARVEL:  As  good  as  the 

Pathe  Our  Gang.  Two  reels. — W.  A.  Doerschlag. 
Strand  theatre.  Ransom,  Kan. — Small  town  pat- ronage. 

CLASSIFIED 
Advertising 
Five  cents  per  word,  payable  in  advance.  Minimum  charge, 
$1.00.  Copy  and  checks  should  be  addressed  Classified  Ad 
Dept.  Exhibitors  Herald,  407  So.  Dearborn  St.,  Chicago,  111. 

POSITION  WANTED 

"Violinist  leader:  Experienced,  schooled musician.  Excellent  library.  Reliable.  Elbert 
Akin,  807  Cherry  Street,  Kansas  City,  Mo. 

THEATRES  WANTED 
WANTED :   To  rent  or  purchase  theatre  SOO  or 

600  seats.  Country  preferred.  Would  consider 
house  partly  run  down.  Give  full  particulars. 
Address  Box  70S,  Exhibitors  Herald,  407  S. 
Dearborn  St.,  Chicago,  III. 

WANTED — To  rent  or  buy,  motion  picture 
theatre.  Give  full  particulars  in  first  letter. 

Mrs.  J.  B'eucher,  2880  Elston  Avenue,  Chicago, 111. 

ORGANS  FOR  SALE 
BARGAINS  in  used  WurliUers,  Fotoplayers, 

Crenionas,  Seeburgs,  Reproducos,  Kimballs,  Kil- 
gens,  Robert  Mortons.  Also  Grand,  player  or 
electric  pianos.  Buy.  sell  and  exchange  music 
rolls.  D’ART  RIDGE,  S4S  S.  Wabash  Avenue, 
Chicago,  111. 

EQUIPMENT  FOR  SALE 
THREE  REBUILT  Simplex  Type  S   motor 

driven  machines  in  guaranteed  iiiechanica!  con- 
dition. One  rebuilt  50-50  Hertner  Generator; 

six  pairs  of  Peerless  Arc  Controls  in  A-1  condi- 
tion, $50  a   pair.  Also  a   big  stock  of  lobby  dis- 
play frames  on  hand.  Equipments  offered  at 

bargain  prices.  Write  Illinois  Theatre  Equip- 
ment Company,  12-14  East  9th  Street,  Chicago, III. 

HERE  IS  YOUR  OPPORTUNITY  to  ob- 
tain  real  bargains  on  1000  brand  new  five  and 
seven  ply  veneer  chairs  at  a   big  reduction  of 
the  original  cost.  300  newly  upholstered  the- 

atre cU.airs  and  other  lots  of  upholstered  chairs 

as  well  as  1000  used  veneer  chairs  in  A-1  con- 
dition at  bargain  prices.  Write  Illinois  Theatre 

Equipment  Company,  12-14  East  9tb  Street, Chicago,  111. 

FOR  SALE:  Coin  changer  machine,  “Light- 
ning.” Factory  rebuilt.  Also  automatic  ticket 

selling  machine,  3   unit,  factory  rebuilt  Bargain. 
Atlas  Moving  Picture  Co.,  S38  S.  Dearborn  St, 
Chicago,  III. 

PEERLESS  ARC  CONTROLS.  Factory  Re- 
built, absolutely  guaranteed.  Bargain.  Hertner 

generator.  Double  50  Amp.,  220  Volt,  3   Phase. 
Atlas  Moving  Picture  Company,  538  So.  Dear- 

born St,  Chicago,  HI. 

FOR  SALE;  2   Simplex  latest  Style  Type  S 
lamphoiises,  perfect  condition.  Bargain.  Atlas 
Moving  Picture  Company,  538  So.  Dearborn  St. 
Chicago,  111. 

FOR  SALE;  Approximately  270  7-ply  new 
veneer  chairs.  Also  generator,  frames  and  used 
projecting  machines:  Bargains.  Atlas  Moving 
Picture  Company,  534  S.  Dearborn  St,  Chicago, 
111. 

FOR  SALE:  D.  C.  wall  fans  .and  S   H.  P. 
double  cylinder  electric  light  Cushman  engine; 
new  priced  to  sell.  Address  A.  L.  Hepp.  Greeley, 
Neb.  (31). 

FOR  S.A.LE:  One  35  Ampere  Motor  Generator, 
220  volt  single  phase.  Good  condition.  $200.00 
F.  O.  B.  San  Marcos,  Texas.  (Palace  Theatre). 

WE  BUY  AND  SELL  used  theatre  chairs, 
all  makes  of  machines.  Generators,  Frames  and 
other  theatre  equipment.  Be  sure  to  get  our 
prices  before  you  buy  or  sell.  United  Theatre 
Supply  Co.,  S4S  South  Wabash  Avenue, Chicago.  111. 
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(Continued  from  page  76) 
new  management  of  the  Palace  at  Crown 
Point,  has  announced  that  special  bookings 
of  First  National,  Paramount,  Metro-Gold- 
wyn-Mayer  and  United  Artists  releases  are 
being  made  and  will  be  featured  at  the 
theatre  shortly.  .   .   .   Fifty  dollars  in  gold 

will  be  paid  to  the  person  selecting  a   suit- 
able name  for  the  new  theatre  to  be  erected 

on  the  South  Side  of  South  Bend,  by  the 
South  Bend  Theatre  Corporation.  All  con- 

testants must  submit  a   150-word  paragraph 
on  the  sort  of  shows  they  like  to  see  and 
a   suitable  slogan  for  the  theatre,  which 
expects  to  open  about  May  I.  ...  A 
large  audience  attended  a   fashion  show 
at  the  Tivoli  in  Mishawaka  when  the 
Economy  department  store  showed  a 
spring  line.  The  store  and  the  theatre 
held  the  show  for  three  nights  with 
amateur  models,  and  each  night  two 
prizes  were  given  for  the  best  liked 
models.  .   .   .   E.  Gomersall  of  Cincinnati, 
O.,  has  taken  the  position  as  manager 
for  the  Fox  branch,  taking  the  place  of 
George  Landes  who  has  been  made  a   spe- 

cial agent.  .   .   .   National  offices  of  the  newly 
organized  Associated  Cinema  Theatres 
Corporation  were  established  in  the  Illinois 
Building.  ...  A   new  theatre  to  be  known  as 
the  Ritz,  a   2,000  seat  house,  will  soon  be 
started  here  by  Oscar  Markum  &   Son 
Company,  which  owns  four  other  neigh- 

borhood houses  here. 

KANSAS  CITY 
KANSAS  CITY,  MO. — Members  of  the 

Kansas  City  Film  Board  of  Trade  at- 
tended a   midnight  frolic  in  their  honor  at 

the  Apollo.  .   .   .   Among  the  out-of-town 
exhibitors  in  Film  Row  were  Ensley  Bar- 

bour, Barbour  Circuit,  Springfield,  Mo. ; 
S.  E.  Wilhoit,  Princess,  Springfield,  Mo. ; 
George  Shook,  Rex,  Joplin,  Mo.;  H.  Kel- 
lermeyer,  Electric,  Glasgow,  Mo. ;   Lee 

Jones,  Sedalia,  Mo.;  “Curley"  IVilson, 
Casino,  Elxcelsior  Springs,  Mo. ;   C.  R.  Wil- 

son, Liberty,  Liberty,  Mo. ;   C.  M.  Pattee, 
Pattee,  Lawrence.  .   .   .   Jack  Flannery, 
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer  salesman,  helped 
out  on  a   sales  drive  at  the  Des  Moines. 
.   .   .   Many  exhibitors  attended  a   special 

pre-view  of  “Brown  of  Harvard,”  a   Metro- 
Goldwyn-Mayer  production.  .   .   .   Earl  Cun- 

ningham, Paramount  exploiteer,  left  for 
Indianapolis,  where  he  was  assigned  to 
some  special  work.  .   .   .   William  Haines, 
Universal  salesman,  has  been  promoted  to 
special  representative  in  the  key  towns. 
.   .   .   Paul  Bush  has  been  named  Associated 
Exhibitors  branch  manager  succeeding 
Frank  Cassil,  who  has  been  assigned  to 
special  sales  work.  .   .   .   When  the  Royal 
was  showing  Harold  Lloyd’s  “For 
Heaven’s  Sake,”  there  was  such  an  over- 

flow of  crowds  that  it  was  necessary  to 
change  the  entire  time  schedule.  Instead 
of  four  shows  daily,  six  were  shown.  .   .   . 
J.  E.  Yancey  of  Smithville,  Mo.,  purchased 
the  Circle  from  Adolph  Eisner,  former 
president  of  the  M.  P.  T.  O.,  Kansas  City. 
Mr.^^  Eisner  has  been  buying  and  building 
up  “rundown”  houses,  only  to  sell  them  al a   good  profit.  .   About  400  seats  will  be 
added  to  the  Roanoke.  .   .   .   The  new  Grand 
at  Moberly  being  built  by  the  American 
Theatres  Company,  will  be  completed  bj 
August  1.  .   .   .   The  Ellsworth  has  been  re- 

opened by  D.  W.  DeCamp. 

CLEVELAND 
CLEVELAND,  O. — C.  C.  Stewart,  for- 

merly of  Pittsburgh,  has  opened  a   non- 
theatrical  film  exchange  here.  .   .   .   Joe 
Barth,  formerly  owner  of  the  Cozy  and 
later  the  Majestic,  has  bought  the  Glenn 
from  Nat  Gerson.  .   .   .   Al  Atkinson,  who 
resigned  a   few  months  ago  from  the  Uni- 

versal sales  force  to  manage  the  Indian- 
apolis Associated  office  is  back  on  his  old 

Philadelphia 
First  Runs 

(Week  Begtnnirsg  April  S) 

STANLEY:  “Junl  Suppose,”  Firtt  National{ 
Overture:  Viator  Herbert  Medley,  Scouie, 

Slnnlcy  Syotphony  Orshastrai  Voenl  Di* 

verslsssRtomt :   “NVall*  Song”  from  ‘‘Komoo 

&   JulSot”  (Gounod),  Mmo.  Allse  Zep- 
polilt  Musical  Divertissemost :   Mario  Mac* 

Quarric  Harpland  Fantasy,  Doaco  Diver- 
tissentoat  ;   The  Original  Caneinos,  Elisa 

and  Eduardo. 

FOX:  "Hell’s  Four  Hundred,"  Fo*{  Over- 

tures:  "Prelude”  (RcehmanincS),  "Pomp 

and  Circumstance"  (Eiger),  Fox  Theatre 

Grand  Orchestra?  Karyl  Noraion,  “The 

Creole  Fashion  Plato?”  Dance  Diverilsso* 

nionl;  "Keep  Dcneing,”  Adelaide  Hughes 
&   Company,  with  Bonny  &   Western. 

STANTON :   "The  Ujttacsed  Lody,”  Para- 
mount. 

ARCADIA:  “The  Girl  from  Montmartre, " 
Firtt  National, 

KARLTON :   “Let’s  Get  Married,"  Para- 

mount. 

PALACE:  "Behind  the  Front,"  Parorreouni. 

VICTORIA:  “Three  Faces  East,"  Pro-Dis- 
Co. 

CAPITOL:  “Miss  Brewster’s  Millions,” 
Paramount, 

lobby  displayist,  has  moved  into  larger 
quarters  in  the  Film  Exchange  building  to 
accommodate  his  steadily  increasing  trade. 

.   .   .   Jack  Flannagan  of  the  Tri-State  Mo- 
tion Picture  company  has  arranged  with 

the  Press_  for  a   tie-up  in  making  a   novel 
local  motion  picture.  .   .   .   Chester  Loewe 
special  representation  for  Pro-Dis-Co  for 
Cleveland,  Pittsburgh,  Cincinnati,  Detroit 
and  Indianapolis  was  a   visitor.  .   .   .   H.  J. 
Walters  is  now  operating  the  Opera  House, 
Burton  O. ;   Temple,  Orwell,  0.;  Mantua^ 
Mantua,  O.,  and  the  Andover,  Andover,  0. 

LETTERS 

From  Readers 
A   forum  at  which  the  exhibitor 
Is  invited  to  express  his  opinion 
on  matters  of  current  interest. 
Brevity  adds  forcefulness  to  any , 
statement.  Unsigned  letters  will 

not  be  printed. 

job  again  with  Universal.  .   .   .   Nat  Gerson, 
former  owner  of  the  Glenn  and  the  Ger- 

son Film  Service  is  now  city  salesman  for 
the  Skirboll  Gold  Seal  Feature  Exchange. 
.   .   .   The  Majestic  has  been  changed  to  a 
program  of  pictures  only,  at  ten  and  twenty 
cents.  J.  Nyenges,  the  owner  of  the  build- 

ing will  operate  the  theatre.  .   .   .   The  Col- 
umbia, one  of  the  Columbia  Burlesque 

Wheel  theatres,  will  show  pictures  during 
the  summer  at  ten  and  twenty  cents.  Roy 
Browm  will  manage  it.  .   .   .   George  Langan, 
formerly  of  Syracuse,  has  been  appointed 

manager  of  the  Loew’s  Allen  theatre.  .   .   . 
Ike  Silverman  of  Silverman  Brothers,  Al- 

toona, Pa.,  who  own  the  Strand  and  a 
chain  of  other  theatres  in  and  around  that 

city,  was  a   visitor  to  the  offices  of  the 
Ohio  Amusement  Co.  .   .   .   IVilliam  Schallitt 
has  been  appointed  manager  of  the  local 
United  Artists  office.  .   .   .   C.  D.  Snyder, 

"Moving  Day,"  a   Fox  presentation  based 
on  Mabel  Herbert  Urnsr’s  "The  Mar- 

ried Life  of  Helen  and  Warren,”  di- 
rected by  Albert  Ray. 

Wants  Extra  "Record” MANILA,  ARK. — To  the  Editor;  Just 
received  the  Box  Office  Record  and  thank 

you  very  much  for  same.  If  it  weren’t for  it  and  the  Herald  we  exhibitors  would 
have  a   much  harder  time  trying  to  make 
our  business  go.  I   am  not  taking  the 
Herald  at  Monette,  Ark.,  but  intend  to  as 

soon  as  my  subscription  expires  on  another 
trade  paper  I   am  taking.  I   want  a   Box 
Office  Record  for  there  and  if  you  Avill 
sell  me  one,  I   will  certainly  appredate  it. 
— C.  W.  Tipton,  New  theatre,  Manila,  Ark. 

Knockers  Become  Boosters 

MAYVILLE,  WIS.— To  the  Editor: 
Through  the  courtesy  of  Henry  A.  Staab, 

executive  secretarj''  of  the  Motion  Picture 
Theatre  Owners  of  Wisconsin,  I   did  more 
good  for  my  theatre  than  anything  I   ever 
undertook  along  this  line. 

On  April  6,  Mr.  Staab  gave  a   lecture  on 

motion  pictures  to  the  VVoman’s  Club  of 
this  city.  Before  this,  I   had  more  or  less 
trouble  with  some  of  these  so-called  re- 

formers, but  since  Mr.  Staab  delivered  his 
lecture  they  have  learned  a   great  deal 
about  motion  pictures  and  also  see  that  the 
exhibitor  is  not  as  much  to  blame  as  they 

formerly  thought.  It  made  boosters  out  of knockers. 

In  connection  with  Mr.  Staab’s  lecture, 
I   showed  the  picture,  “Grass,”  which  made 
such  an  impression  that  I   showed  it  again 
by  special  request  on  April  15  and  16.  I 
have  invited  all  the  clergjTnen  and  edu- cators to  come  and  see  it. 

I   think  every  secretary  of  the  Motion 
Picture  Organizations  in  the  different  states 
should  take  as  much  interest  in  this  work 
as  Mr.  Staab  does  and  deliver  lectures  in 
every  theatre  in  the  Union.  It  surely 

would  be  a   great  help  to  all  concerned,  pro- 
ducers, distributors  and  exhibitors. — C.  _W. 

Docter,  Studio  and  May  theatres,  MayviUe, Wis. 

Five  Acres  Added  to 

Educational  Plant  Area 
Educational  Studios,  where  Mermaid, 

Hamilton,  Lupino  Lane,  Tuxedo,  Juvenile 
and  Cameo  Comedies  are  made,  is  now  on® 

uf  the  finest  comedy  plants  in  the  world. 

The  new  studios,  which  were  compleleo 
late  in  the  season  just  closed,  were  acquired 
from  Principal  Pictures  Corporation.  Ine 

stage  space  was  increased  by  250  per  cent-- 
froin  12,000  feet  to  40,000  feet  of  covered 

stage  .space  and  additional  space  ^vas  ac- quired which  increased  the  area  of  in plant  to  five  acres. 
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THEATRE  BEHERMENT 
A   Weekly  Extension  oV^ettertlheatres” 

A   cordon  of  police  was  necessary  to  handle  the  crowds  which  turned  out  for  the  recent 
opening  of  the  new  Stanley  theatre,  Camden,  N.  J.  The  Stanley  was  opened  under  aus- 

picious circumstances  on  February  18  with  officials  of  the  Stanley  Company  of  America, 
including  president  Jules  E.  Mastbaum,  on  hand  for  the  ceremonies. 

F.  &   R.  Will  Build  Three  New 
Houses  and  Decorate  Four 

Finkelstein  and  Ruben  of  Minneapolis,  who  now  are  operating  a   chain 

of  90  motion  picture  tlteatres  in  Minneapolis,  St.  Paul  and  other  cities  of 

the  Northwest,  have  just  announced  the  most  extensive  expansion  program 

in  the  history  of  their  organization.  The  program  as  announced  by  T   F. 
Cubherley,  director  of  out-of-town  theatres,  probably  will  exceed  $250,000, 
and  includes: 

Construction  of  three  new  motion  picture theatres. 

Redecoration  of  four  other  theatres. 
mstallation  of  five  new  pipe  organs. 
1   he  new  houses  will  be  built  in  Minot 

tjT  Aberdeen,  S.  D. 
.i”®  Aberd^n  house  will  have  a   seating 

1,500  and  the  Huron  and  Minot 
theatres  each  will  seat  1,200. 

-^^P^^^^ction  work  on  the  three  houses 
^0  days.  Plans  for 

1 snd  Aberdeen  houses  are  being 

^pleted  now  by  the  firm’s  architects. 
Ians  are  also  completo  and  will  be 

f   contractors  in  the  next  two  weeks 

firL  ■   ̂   P^^^dng  in  of  a   modern  stage  and 
rooms  in  the  Grand  theatre  at 

d   Forks,  N.  D.  The  house  will  also 
redecorated  and  refurnished  and  the 

seating  capacity  will  be  enlarged  by  the 
addition  of  loges  to  the  present  baIcon3'. 

Negotiations  are  under  way  for  the  en- 
larging of  the  Eltinge  theatre  at  Bis- 

marck, N.  D,,  which  will  double  the  seat- 
ing capacity  of  the  house,  as  well  as  the 

building  of  a   modern  stage.  The  work  will 
be  done  durin"  the  summer  months. 

*   *   * 

Plans  have  been  completed  for  the  re- 
decoration  and  remodeling  of  the  Lawler 
theatre,  Rochester,  Minn.,  to  make  it  one 
of  the  most  attractive  houses  in  southern 
Minnesota.  The  State  theatre,  Winona. 
Minn.,  also  is  included  in  the  refurnishing 
and  redecorating  program. 

In  keeping  with  the  Finkelstein  and 
Ruben  policy  of  furnishing  its  patrons  with 
the  best  in  motion  picture  music,  new  pipe 
organs  have  been  purchased  and  will  be 

installed  in  their  theatres  in  Rochester  and 
Winona,  Minn.,  Huron  and  Minot,  N.  D.; 
and  Aberdeen,  S.  D. 

♦   =(<  # 

Several  of  the  houses  acquired  by  Finkel- 
stein and  Ruben  in  the  cities  of  the  North- 
west were  erected  in  the  earlier  day§  of 

motion  pictures,  when  seating  arrange- 
ment and  other  factors  making  for  greater 

comfort  of  patrons  had  not  been  seriously 
considered  by  architects.  It  will  be  the 
effort  in  the  remodeling  program  to  bring 
these  houses  as  near  possible  to  the 
standards  of  the  recently  constructed 
theatres. 

Silversheet  Official 

Visits  Chicago 

A.  M.  Pollack,  secretary  and  general 

manager  of  the  American  Silversheet  Com- 
pany. manufacturers  of  Silversheet  screen, 

was  a   visitor  in  Chicago  last  week  return- 
ing from  a   tour  of  the  east  during  which 

he  called  upon  leading  motion  picture 

equipment  distributors. 
Mr.  Pollack  reports  conditions  facing  the 

motion  picture  industry  as  being  very- 
bright.  He  reports  closing  arrangements 
for  the  handling  of  the  .American  Silver- 
sheet  with  four  prominent  distributors. 

New  Installations  Are 

Announced  by  Kilgen 
Contracts  for  new  Kileen  organs  have 

been  placed  for  installation  in  the  follow- 
ing theatres,  the  company  announces. 

Tlie  Vogue  theatre,  Chicago,  a   large  three 
manual  unit;  the  Mermac  theatre.  West  Bend, 
VVisconsin,  a   two  manual;  the  Broadway,  Gary, 

Ind.,  and  the  Jayhawk,  Topeka,  Kansas,  both 
three  manuals,  the  Brumms  theatre,  North  Mil- 

waukee, the  Metropole,  Chicago,  the  Kenwood 
theatre,  Chicago  and  the  Palace  at  Canton,  Ohio, 
all  two  manual  units. 

The  Goldberg  circuit  has  contracted  for  large 
Kilgen  units  for  three  of  their  new  houses,  lo- 

cated in  Freemont,  Nebr.  and  two  in  Omaha,  and 
the  Interstate  Amusement  Company  of  Dallas, 
Texas  has  ordered  their  eleventh  Kilgen  for  the 
new  Rilz  theatre  at  Birmingham. 

Installs  Marr  &   Colton 
The  Elks  theatre,  Mahanoy  City,  Pa.,  has 

installed  a   New  Marr  &   Colton  Organ 
which  is  one  of  the  finest  in  the  city.  It 

was  designed  and  constructed  b-  the  Marr 
&   Colton  Company  of  Warsaw,  N.  Y. 

Detroit,  Mich. — J.  S.  Holden  Company, 
200  Huron  Building,  has  plans  by  Wil- 

liams &   Coughlan,  801  Kresge  Building, 
for  one-story  brick  theatre,  75  by  130 
feet,  with  seating  capacity  of  1,250,  to 
be  erected  at  Seventeenth  street  and 

Myrtle  avenue. 

Saginaw,  Mich. — Elf  Khurafeh  Temple, 
Nobles  of  the  Mystic  Shrine,  will  erect 
handsome  new  theatre  and  clubhouse  at 
Washington  avenue  and  Tuscola  street, 
to  be  completed  in  fall  of  1927,  and  to 
cost  about  $650,000.  Structure  will  have 
a   frontage  of  140  feet  on  Washington 
avenue,  constructed  in  two  sections. 
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CHICAGO  PERSONALITIES 
--  =   By  D.  H. 

TWO  conventions  and  a   special  car  from  Hollywood  brought  more than  175  visitors  to  Chicago  last  week  In  the  special  car  which 
arrived  April  16  on  the  Santa  Fe  were  about  25,  some  of  whom  were 

going  home  to  New  York,  some  of  whom  were  coming  home  to  Chicago, 
and  some  of  whom  were  on  pilgrimages  of  various  kinds. 

PROMINENT  in  the  group  were 
Adolph  Zukor,  head  of  Famous  Play- 

ers-Lasky;  R.  A.  Rowland,  general  man- 
ager of  First  National;  Sam  Katz  of  Bal- 

aban  &   Katz,  and  Barney  Balaban  of  the 
same  company;  Jack  Pickford,  William 
Collier,  Jr.,  Watterson  Rothacker,  A.  H. 
Blank,  Herbert  Lubin  and  Mrs.  Lubin, 

Lou  Metzger,  Joe  Friedman,  Pat  O’Mal- 
ley whose  family  of  Mrs.  O’Malley  and 

three  children  were  with  him  and  Jack 
Allicothe. 

Among  those  who  attended  the  Educa- 
tional convention  which  was  held  at  the 

Congress  hotel  April  15,  16,  17  were 

E.  W.  Hammons,  president;  A.  S.  Kirk- 
patrick, general  sales  manager;  Harvey 

Day,  sales  manager  of  Kinograms;  Gor- 
don S.  White,  publicity  director;  Jack 

White,  director  general  of  production, 
and  Pat  Dowling,  publicity  director  in 
the  interest  of  Christie  productions. 

Among  those  who  attended  the  War- 
ner Brothers  convention  at  the  Congress 

hotel  April  17,  18,  19  were  the  brothers 
Harry,  Abe  and  Jack  Warner  who  head 
the  company.  Others  at  the  meeting 
were  Sam  Morris,  general  manager  in 

charge  of  distribution;  W.  L.  Parker,  ad- 
vertising and  publicity  manager:  W.  C. 

Murphey,  assistant  publicity  director; 
Louis  Warner,  Buddy  Morris,  A.  S. 
Howson  and  Daryl  Francis  Zanuck. 

#   *   * 

A   third  convention  went  into  session 

April  17  late  in  the  evening  when  Jerry 
Abrams  announced  the  Gotham  exchange 

convention  would  go  into  its  big  annual 
meeting.  Included  among  executives  were 
Mr.  Terry  Abrams,  Marie  Abrams  and  Pal. 

*   *   * 

Spring  does  funny  things.  Now  there’s 
Walter  Brown  whom  everyone  thought  an 
extremely  rational  fellow:  and  Walter  went 

and  got  married  Saturday.  Well,  congratu- 
lations to  you,  Walter,  and  best  wishes  to 

you,  Mrs.  Brown  nee  Gromberg.  .   .   . 
Among  out-of-town  guests  was  Cohia 
Brown,  big  brother  of  Walter,  who  has  just 
returned  from  the  F.  B.  O.  convention  on 
the  Coast. 

*   *   * 

Other  returning  F.  B.  O.  conventioneers 
of  the  week  were  Cleve  Adams,  division 

manager  of  Middlewest,  and  Jack  Samp- 
son, branch  manager,  Hy  Daab,  advertising 

manager,  who  stopped  in  to  say  “hello" 
with  Edivard  McNamee,  publicity  and  ex- 

ploitation manager. 
*   t   * 

E.  J.  Smilh,  general  salesmanager  of  As- 
sociated Exhibitors,  reached  Chicago  April 

16.  He  is  on  a   return  trip  from  the  Coast. 
*   *   * 

John  Painter,  Fox  news  cameraman,  and 

Charles  IV.  O’Connor,  air  pilot,  were  in 

“Custer’s  Last  Fight” 
5   REELS 

— the  greatest  wild  west 
show  feature  ever  filmed — 

Chicago  last  week  with  the  new  Fox  air- 
plane that  is  making  a   visit  to  many  of  the 

key  cities  in  the  interest  of  the  newsreel. 
They  were  given  rare  Chicago  hospitality 

by  J'yilliam  Stars,  Fox  newsreel  sharp- 
shooter, while  in  town. 

*   *   * 

Waller  Nay  of  the  Chicago  branch  of 

Pathe  Elxchanges,  Inc.,  is  one  of  the  suc- 
cessful comedy  salesmen  who  received  $25 

from  the  New  York  office  last  week  for 
his  achievement  in  two  reel  comedy  sales. 
In  the  contest  which  included  150  entries 
in  the  United  Stales  ten  men  were  chosen 

.   .   .   Among  other  news  items  at  the 
Chicago  Pathe  office  Wilbur  Robinson  has 
a   new  sport  model  Oakland,  Len  Ullrich 
has  a   new  Paige  and  Fred  Aiken  has  a 
new  position  as  assistant  Midwest  division 
manager.  .   .   .   James  GUHck  or  more 
formally  Mr.  J.  S.  Gillick  is  being  regarded 
as  one  of  the  big  contenders  at  the  golf 
tournament  this  spring  due  to  his  indoor 
training  with  the  clubs  the  gang  presented 
him  several  weeks  ago. 

*   *   * 

"Issy”  Sparher  of  the  Red  Seal  home 
office,  who  has  been  in  Chicago  eight  weeks 
has  returned  to  New  York. 

*   *   * 

Cecil  Maberry,  district  manager  of  Pro- 
ducers Distributing  Corporation,  with 

headquarters  in  Chicago,  returned  home 

April  16  from  the  district  managers  con- 
vention at  New  York. 

*   *   * 

Gus  Constan  of  the  Avon  theatre,  Deca- 
tur, 111.,  was  in  Chicago,  April  IS. 

*   It!  * 

Charlie  Raymond  who  was  several 
months  ago  connected  with  the  publicity 
staff  of  Balaban  &   Katz  returned  last  week 
from  the  Coast. *   ♦   ♦ 

A.  P.  Desormeaus  of  the  Strand  thea- 
tre, Madison,  Wis.,  has  been  in  Chicago 

visiting  and  buying  film. 

Fritzie  Wagoner  (left)  is  branch  man- 
ager for  Paramount  at  Indianapolis, 

Ind.  Charlie  Reagan  is  divisional 
manaeer.  (Photo  by  H.  E.  N.) 

The  Fox  news  airplane  arrived  in  Chi- 
cago last  week  on  its  maiden  trip 

around  the  country.  Charles  W. 

O’Connor,  left,  is  pilot  of  the  craft. 

John  Painter,  next  to  O’Connor,  is  the 
Fox  cameraman  with  the  expedition. 
Right  is  Harold  Loeb  of  the  Chicago 
exchange  and  with  him  is  Cameraman 
William  J   .Storz.  (Herald  photo.) 

Dan  Roche  who  is  about  as  well  known 
in  film  circles  as  any  publicity  man  in  this 
country  of  ours,  was  among  the  film  men 
who  attended  the  screening  this  week  of 
the  motion  pictures  brought  back  from 
abroad  by  Joe  Grein.  Grein  whose  name 
is  associated  with  the  Grein  malt  extract 

company  has  just  returned  from  an  ex- 
cursion around  the  world.  In  India,  China, 

Japan  and  several  other  Eastern  places  he 
made  3,800  feet  of  motion  pictures  which 
are  said  to  reveal  the  native  customs  and 

personalities. 
*   *   * 

Charles  Lundgren  who  is  the  “wheel 
horse"  of  Red  Seal's  activities  in  the  Chi- 

cago territory  has  just  come  back  from  a 
several  days  trip  to  Milwaukee. 

Haines  Thought  He  Knew 

Football;  Now  He  Knows 

He  Knows  Football 

\^ILLIAM  HAINES  declares  that  no ’   *   man  knows  anything  about  football 
unless  he  has  played  the  game. 

Haines  thought  he  knew  everything  about 

the  game,  though  he  had  never  played  it 
but  when  he  started  playing  the  football 

sequence  in  "Brown  of  Harvard,”  in  which 
he  plays  the  title  role,  he  found  that  he 
knew  nothing  at  all. 

For  several  days  however  he  played  with 
the  University  of  Southern  California  and 
now  with  several  bruises  and  black  and 
blue  marks  knows  considerably  more 

about  it. 

Jack  Conway  is  directing  “Brown  of 
Harvard"  for  Mctro-Goldwyn-Mayer.  Jack 
Pickford,  Mary  Brian,  Ernest  Gillen,  Fran- 

cis X.  Bushman,  Jr.,  Edward  Connelly. 
Guinn  Williams,  Mary  Alden  and  David 
Torrence  arc  in  the  cast. 



Good  Showmanship 

You  plan  the  program  carefully,  you  ar- 

range the  publicity  painstakingly — but  good 

showmanship  includes  one  thing  more:  check- 

ing up  to  make  sure  of  photographic  quality 

on  the  screen. 

It  takes  but  a   moment — look  in  the  trans- 

parent film  margin  for  the  black-lettered  words 

“Eastman”  and  “Kodak”,  the  identification  of 

the  film  that  carries  quality  through  to  the 

screen. 

EASTMAN  KODAK  COMPANY 

ROCHESTER,  N.  Y. 



Keep  them  laughing 

and  youil  keep  them coming 

Yowll  dohothlf^u  show 

CK  Sennett  Comedies 
TWO  REELS 

Current  Attractions 

••Wandering  Willies,**  with  Billy  Bevan,  Ruth 
Hiatt  and  Andy  Clyde; 

A   typical  Mack  Sennett  Comedy,  fast  moving, 
funny. 

••Hayfoot,  Strawfoot/*  with  Billy  Bevan,  Andy 

Clyde,  Kewpie  Morgan  and  Natalie  Kingston. 

Getting  fun  out  of  getting  into  the  army. 

••Fight  Night/*  with  Billy  Bevan  and  Natalie 
Kingston. 

It^s  a   wise  wife  that  knows  where  her  husband 

Charlestons.  It*  a   wise  husband,  who  if  he  wants 

to  cut  up  on  the  sly,  stays  away  from  a   restau- 
rant that  broadcasts.  This  one  is  a   natural. 

Pafh^comecb^ TRADE  MARK 



in  the  Foreign  Field 
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Ot' hundreds  of 

EXHIBITORS  who  have  written 

TO  tell  us  that 

METRO-Goldwyn-Mayer 

IS  the  logical  bet  next  season 

WE  say:  “Thank  you,  gentlemen, 
YOU  will  be  very  glad,  indeed, 

THAT  you  did  not  tie  yourself  up 

WE  make  this  prophecy  now: 

M>G’IVI  showmen  will  have 

THEIR  biggest  year  in  1926-27! 
Member  Motion  Picture  Producers  and  Distributors  of  America,  Inc. — Will  H.  Hays.  President 

.   *tttder  tiu  act  ef  ilaocK  S. 

Singit  eatutt,  2S  etmit. 
Bmtttmi  lu  uiond-elajt  matttr,  August  20,  1917,  at  tkt  port  Ofitt  al  ykiruf^/ii^, 
1279.  Publithtd  wttkly  at  407  South  Dtarbarn  St.,  Chic  ago.  Subicnftum May  1,  1926 
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of  THE  EXHIBITOR 
WHO  WAITED  TOO  LONG 

There  was  an  exhibitor 

Who  listened  to  fast  and  loose  talk 

Who  thought  that  one  star  made  a   milky  way 

That  a   few  good  pictures  made  a   big  season 

That  something  else  could  compete 

With  15  years  of  constructive  leadership 
So  when  Paramount  announced 

The  greatest  program  of  pictures  ever  known 

Stars,  stories,  directors,  casts — the  cream  of  the  world! 

75  smashing  attractions  for  1926-7 
The  15th  Birthday  Group 

This  exhibitor  thought  he  was  “wise” 
He  didn’t  sign 
The  leading  showmen  of  the  country,  by  the  thousands 
Got  their  names  on  contracts  at  record  speed 

Everywhere  it  was  in  the  air: 

“Nothing  to  it  but  Paramount  this  fall— get  ’em  quick!” 
Then  this  “wise”  exhibitor  hesitated 
He  got  a   little  panicky 
He  rushed  to  the  Paramount  salesman 

“Sorry,”  said  the  salesman,  “but  your  opposition  got  ’em.” 
And  now  this  “wise”  exhibitor 
Is  kicking  himself  all  over  town 

He  can’t  sleep  nights 

He  has  nightmares  in  which  his  opposition’s  lights  keep  flashing: 

HAROLD  LLOYD  and  “OLD  IRONSIDES”  and  “SORROWS  OF 

SATAN” And  “BEAUGESTE”  and  “THE  ROUGH  RIDERS”  and  “GLORIFY- 

ING THE  AMERICAN  GIRL” 

And  crowds  pour  into  the  opposition  house 

The  “wise”  exhibitor  keeps  moaning,  “I  waited  too  long— too  lo
ng. 

And  it’s  all  very,  very  sad. 
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Member  Motion  Picture  Producers  and  Distributors  of  America,  Inc.— Will  H.  Hays,  President 
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TMs  Is  a   liooii  **do&ars  and 
l^nts^  ba:^  facts.  Every 

Word  means  ni«Hwey  yonr  liox 
.'L  "x  ed^ee!  .-T 

^   Study  It  now  tor  S9Zb>a7V 



Read  the  details  of 

this  great  line* up 
in  your  copy  of  the 

WARNER  BROS. 

Announcement 

Book! 

26  WARNER  WlNNERS-tli 
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Authors 
The  pick  of  the  world’s  fi- 

nest novelists,  playwrights 

and  screen  specialists ! 

DAVID  BELASCO 

ARTHUR  SOMERS  ROCHE 

DARRYL  FRANCIS  ZANUCK 

RICHARD  HENRY  SAVAGE 

GEORGE  ADE 

E.  PHILLIPS  OPPENHEIM 

MARY  ROBERTS  RINEHART 

CLYDE  FITCH 

HAROLD  MAC  GRATH 

CAROLYN  WELLS 

CHARLES  E.  BLANEY 

VIRGINIA  DALE 
W.  DOUGLAS  NEWTON 

LUCIAN  CARY 

LEROY  WHITNEY 

ALBERT  S.  HOWSON 

S.  R.  BUCHMAN 
CHARLES  KLEIN 

GEORGE  CAMERON 
EDWARD  CLARK 

JOHN  WAGNER 
WALTER  MOROSCO 
GREGORY  ROGERS 

-T 

Of, 

ld y 
^^ce! 

MONTE  BLUE in 

“ACROSS 

THE  PACIFIC” A   champion,  record-breaking  thriller 
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£o, 

Uirectors 
whose  records  speak 

for  their  appreciation 
of  box  office  and  dra^ 
nmtic  values! 

Matinee 
LADIes^^ 

WM.  BEAUDINE 

MILLARD  WEBB 

LEWIS  MILESTONE 

ROY  DEL  RUTH 

JAMES  FLOOD 

Herman  Haymaker 

WALTER  MOROSCO 

PAUL  STEIN 

Michael  Courtice 

Louise
 

26  WARNER 
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After  i’eadiiid 

the  book  I   “ lm<5v  all  about 

^reat  i 
pictures/ 

2S 

Read  your  copy  of  Warner  Bros.  Announcement 

for  1926-2?!  It  is  full  of  dollars  and  cents  box  office 

facts-^just  the  things  you  want  to  know  and  must  know 

when  you  book  pictures.  Study  the  line-up  of  story- 

star-director  combinations!  Every  picture  stands  on  its 

own  intrinsic  box  office  values;  every  picture  challenges 

comparison  with  the  finest  product  ever  produced. 

Compare  stories!  Compare  stars!  Compare  directors! 

Compare  the  Warner  Bros,  standard  of  production  val- 

ues with  any  other  product  offered— then  you’ll  know 
that  the  theatre  that  has  the  26  Warner  Winners  as 

the  backbone  of  its  service  for  the  new  season  has  the 

finest  kind  of  profit  insurance!  Insure  your  profits  with 
26  Warner  Winners! 

GREAT 

AUTHORS? 

BOX"  OFFICE READY-i^ADE AI^IENC^ 

pERSONAi^"^ 

^i^aranteed 
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YOU WANT  IT 
Your  years  of  experienc 

want  for  your  box  offici 

producer  and  in  dealing  wii 

you  want.  That’s  why,i 
list  of  pictures  that  giv^ 

YOU  WANT  a   high  class  comedy  picture  with  a   powerful 
box  office  star. 

YOU  GET  IT  in  every  picture  Reginald  Denny  makes! 

YOU  WANT  a   gleaming,  glittering,  spectacular  super- 

production. 

YOU  GET  IT  in  “The  Midnight  Sun”  starring  Laura  La Plante. 

YOU  WANT  an  epic  melodrama  which  will  be  the  t
alk 

of  the  town. 

YOU  GET  IT  in  “The  Flaming  Frontier.” 

YOU  WANT  an  automobile  picture  of  racing,  love  
and 

excitement. 

YOU  GET  IT  in  Byron  Morgan’s  story  “
The  Love  Thnll.” 

YOU  WANT  a   heart  interest  picture  with  a   famous  title. 

YOU  GET  IT  in  “The  Old  Soak”  and  you  g
et  it  with  2 

vengeance. 

YOU  WANT  a   novelty  picture  with  a   brand  nei? personality
.  

, 

YOU  GET  IT  in  “Oh  Baby!”,  the  laughing  novelty  of 

year. 

UNIVERSAL’S  GREATER  MOVl 
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you  GET  IT! 
lave  taught  you  what  you 

Ay  years  of  experience  as  a 
ou  have  taught  me  what 

old  blood,  1   have  planned  a 

tou  exactly  what  you  want —Carl  Laemmle 

YOU  WANT  a   horse  race  picture  better  than  you’ve  ever seen,  before. 

YOU  GET  IT  in  “Down  the  Stretch.” 

YOU  WANT  a   smashing  big  picture  of  circus  life. 

YOU  GET  IT  in  N ellie  Revell ’s  wonderful  story  “Spangles.” 
YOU  WANT  a   smashing  navy  story  with  all  the  nec- 

essary action  and  thrills. 

YOU  GET  IT  in  “The  Big  Gun”  and  it’s  simply  a   whale! 
YOU  WANT  a   railroad  melodrama  packed  with  punch and  kick. 

YOU  GET  IT  in  “The  Runaway  Express,”  a   real  record- wrecker  ! 

YOU  WANT  a   flashy,  sparkling  picture  of  show  life. 
YOU  GET  IT  in  “The  Show  World!” 

You  WANT  a   snow  picture  as  great  as  “The  Storm.” 
You  GET  IT  in  “Prisoners  of  the  Storm.” 

You  WANT  variety  and  punch  in  sure-fire  box-office pictures. 

You  GET  IT  in  Universal’s  Greater  Movie  List! 

IS  MADE  TO  FIT  YOU! 
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Here  they  come!  Sizzling  into  next 
 season  with  cannonball 

speed— with  unerring  box-office  accur
acy! 

F.  B.  O.  Comedy  Attractions  Will  Rock  The  Wori 

F.  B.  O.  will  present  a   Gold  Bond  Comedy 
 Super-Special  based  on 

A   Tremendous  Stage  Success  Of  Last  Sea
son: 

Its  stupendous  and  timely  Irish-Jewish  the
me  is  making  millions  laugh! 

The  title  alone  will  pull  the  most  per
sistent  stay-at-home  from  his 

fireside! 

F.  B.  O.  will  also  present  another  Gold  Bond  C
omedy  Super-Special, 

written  by  the 

Greatest  Of  All  American  Humorists 

Comedy  Big  Berthas — both  of  them--
th 

shoot  straight  to  the  heart  of  your  public. 

F.  B.  O.  promises,  in  addition,  two  series  of  featurettes, 
 of  twelve 

chapters  each! 

^^Bill  Grimm’s  Progress” 
Current  in  Colliers’,  and 

“WiSECRACKERs” 

now  appearing  in  Cosmopolitan  Mag- 
azine. Both  written  by  the  Crown 

Prince  of  Laugh-Distillers 

H.  C.  WiTWER 

Still  another  big  surprise!  A   series  of 
 comedies,  without  dou 

The  Most  Novel  Ever  Conceived: 

Laughter  keeps  box-offices  in  the 

F.  B*  O.  will  serve  it  in  giant  doses  in  1926-27. 

SOME  MORE 
BIG  ONES 

12-2  Reel 

Standard  Comedies 

26-1  Reel 

Krazy  Kat  Comics 

26-1  Reel 

Alice  Comedies 
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FBO  made  lecords  last  season/ 

FBO  will  bust  fem  to  pieces  in 

1926-27 
L 
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^reat  thrill  'Western the  star  who  is  making 
last<nies'  ° 

%ncmiNG 
BOOB 

blazes  a   brand  new  trail  in  Western  characterization!  He  plays 
a   dual  role — two  startlingly  different  impersonations — of  a   type 
that  will  hit  every  red-blooded  fan  right  where  he  lives ! 

This  fast-stepping  young  star  is  coming  like  a   cool  million! 

He  s   setting  a   pace  that  is  putting  him  right  up  among  the 
leaders  of  the  Western  field ! 

His  *‘No  MAN'S  LAW  ”   “THE  RIDIN'  STREAK,” 

“man  RUSTLING”  and  “BEYOND  THE  ROCKIES”  have 
built  for  him  a   popularity  that  v;ise  exhibitors  are  turning  into box-office  dollars! 

This  latest  picture  will  add  to  this  popularity  tremendously ! 

Produced  by  Jesse  J.  Goldburg 
I^irectcd  by  Jack  Nelson — Under  Supervision  of  Jesse  J.  Goldhurg 
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Film  Booking  Offices  of  America 

\vill  present  next  week  a   product 
announcement  which  ndll  be  of  vast 

and  vital  interest  to  every  theatre 

owner  in  the  United  States  and 

Canada. 

This  announcement  will  be  pub- 

lished exclusively  in 

Exhibitors  Herald 

Watch  for  next  week’s  issue  of  the 

HER4LD  containing  F.  B.  O.^s  great 
list  of  box-office  attractions! 

iiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiininiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHHHiiMiiiiiHiiiiiiHiiininiiiiiiiniHiiiHiiniiiinaititiHtiitittitiiniiiniiiiiniiniiiiiuiiiiiaiii
iniitiiuaiiiiMiiniiiii'”’'” 
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A   PROMINENT  figure  in  t!ie  motion  picture  busi- ness recently  remarked  that  money  no  longer 

means  much  with  respect  to  the  exhibition  branch  of 

the  industry  because  so  much  of  it  is  available  for  thea- 

tre development  and  because  there  are  so  many  people 
on  the  outside  who  want  to  buy  their  way  into  the 

theatre  business,  even  at  an  exorbitant  price. 

But,  it  may  be  noted,  cheap  money  is  not  a   complete 

blessing  in  business.  While  money  for  theatre  develop- 
ment is  now  available  in  huge  sums  every  dollar  that  is 

invested  ^vill  be  expected  to  earn  a   reasonable  return. 

In  the  face  of  tlie  excesses  that  are  being  practiced  in 

certain  localities  in  theatre  development  this  return  may 

prove  to  be  conspicuously  absent. 
*   *   * 

PRESIDENT  COOLIDGE  has  made  very  plain  his 

attitude  on  federal  censorship.  He  wants  noninter- 
ference on  the  part  of  the  federal  government  in  such 

a   matter  as  censorsliip  of  motion  pictures. 

In  making  known  his  attitude  on  federal  censorship 

the  President,  fortunately,  let  some  of  his  thoughts  on 

motion  pictures  and  the  motion  picture  business  become 
known. 

The  President’s  opinions  represent  an  encouragement 
and  an  inspiration  for  the  industry.  He  sees  no  occasion 

for  any  particular  criticism  of  motion  pictures  and,  on 

the  contrary,  he  realizes  that  the  industry  is  fulfilling 

a   real  service  to  the  country  not  only  at  home  but  also 
abroad  in  all  of  the  civilized  countries  of  the  world. 

One  point  registered  by  the  President  will  be  carefuUy 
noted  and  enthusiastically  received  in  Europe  and  in 

England.  He  expresses  the  hope  that  more  foreign  pic- 
tures %viU  be  shown  in  the  United  States  in  order  that 

the  public  may  learn  more  of  the  outside  world  in  the 
way  that  the  world  beyond  our  boundaries  is  learning 

about  America  from  the  pictures  we  are  sending  abroad. 

This  expression  of  the  President  relative  to  foreign 

pictures  is  likely  to  accomplish  a   great  deal  for  the 

industry  in  making  known  abroad  that  there  is  a   de- 
mand in  the  United  States  for  meritorious  productions 

from  foreign  countries.  This  word  from  the  Chief 

Executive  will  assist  materially  in  substantiating  the  as- 
surance that  have  frequently  been  extended  by  the 

American  trade  to  the  motion  picture  industry  abroad. 
*   *   « 

Mr.  SID  GRAUMAN  in  Chicago  announces  that  he is  negotiating  a   lease  for  a   theatre  which  he  in- 
tends conducting  in  association  with  Mr.  Joseph  M. 

Schenck  as  a   long-run  feature  house.  He  adds  that  the 
leased  theatre  mil  be  only  a   temporary  arrangement 

pending  the  completion  of  a   new  theatre  which  he  says 
is  to  be  built. 

This  appears  as  the  first  definite  step  toward  the  es- 
tablishment of  a   chain  of  long-run  theatres  in  various 

of  the  principal  cities.  Mr.  Schenck  and  Mr.  Grauman 

have  on  various  occasions  indicated  an  intention  of  pro- 
ceeding with  such  a   plan. 

Editorial 

‘ly 

Maitinj  Quigley 

If  the  Grauman  long-run  theatre  in  Chicago  becomes 

a   reality  and  if  there  is  added  to  this  original  one — 

together  with  the  Hollywood  theatre — a   nation-wide 
chain  operating  under  such  a   policy,  there  will  be 

created  a   distinctly  significant  development.  Such  a 

development  would  be  at  variance  with  several  import- 

ant aspects  of  the  trend  that  the  theatre  situation  has 

been  taking  during  recent  months. 

♦   *   * 

The  re-election  of  Mr.  Robert  Lieber  as  president  of First  National  Pictures,  Inc.,  while  not  an  unex- 

pected development  is  still  one  of  general  interest.  Mr. 

Lieber  as  president  of  First  National  since  its  inception 

has  been  a   tremendous  factor  in  the  progress,  develop- 

ment and  stability  of  that  organization.  He  is  a   man 

of  sterling  character  who  has  the  full  confidence,  not 

only  of  his  associates  hut  of  everyone  who  comes  in 
contact  with  him. 

First  National  is  particularly  fortunate  at  this  time 

ill  having  the  continued  counsel  and  guidance  of  Mr. 
Lieber. 

•   «   * 

PRODUCTION  has  just  been  undertaken  abroad  on  a picture  which  will  feature  a   person  who  recently 

figured  in  a   notorious  newspaper  incident.  Nothing  else 

seems  to  have  commended  this  person  for  assignment 

to  the  principal  role  in  a   motion  picture. 

In  this  matter,  as  in  many  other  motion  picture  mat- 

ters, our  trade  contemporaries  seem  intent  upon  ignor- 

ing the  experience  of  American  producers.  The  time 

is  now  definitely  past  in  the  United  States  when  a   person 

whose  reputation  is  of  a   notorious  character  has  any 

reasonable  chance  of  employment  in  motion  pictures. 

If  the  reputation  rests  almost  exclusively  on  such  a   basis 
— then  the  attitude  of  both  the  trade  and  the  public  is 
weil-kno^vn. 

Further  experience  abroad  doubtlessly  will  teach  the 

foreign  producer  the  lesson  that  has  been  learnt  here. 

The  general  public  the  world  over  react  in  very  much 

the  same  w'ays  and  it  will  be  found  elsewhere — as  it  has 

been  found  here — that  the  public  does  not  want  notori- 
ous characters  enthroned  as  motion  picture  players. 

Adolphe  MENJOU,  an  actor  with  brains,  recenUy >-  started  in  to  discuss,  “What’s  wrong  with  the  pic* 

ture  business?”  But,  after  having  uttered  the  question 

and  before  attempting  to  supply  the  answer,  caught  him- 

self and  exclaimed  that  in  the  first  place  there  could  be 

nothing  wrong  with  any  business  which  supplied  the 

opportunities  for  making  money  that  are  supplied  by 

the  picture  business. 

Mr.  Menjou’s  attitude  might  well  be  taken  to  heart 

by  many  captious  critics  of  the  picture  business  if  the
> 

would  stop  and  ask  themselves  in  what  other  line  the) might  have  prospered  as  well. 
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state  Gatherings  Enthused 
by  Los  Angeles  Convention 

Plan  for  Active  Part 
at  National  Meeting 

Biecheie^  Ke-elected^.  is  Directed  to  Represent  K-M 

Body  at  Coast  Sessions — Other  Units  Convening 

Convention  Briefs 

LOS  ANGELES — Mayor  George  E. 
Greyer  will  serve  as  chairman  of  the 
committee  on  welcome  and  will  have 
associated  with  him  the  executive  officers 
of  all  of  the  leading  organizations  in  the 

city  as  well  as  prominent  individuals. 
♦   *   * 

SAN  FRANCISCO— Thomas  D.  Van 
Osten,  business  manager  of  Allied 
Amusement  Industries  of  California  and 

Pacific  Coast  States,  has  issued  an  offi- 
cial statement  urging  members  to  attend 

the  Los  Angeles  convention.  The  Allied 

Amusement  Industries  has  not  partici- 
pated in  M.  P.  T.  O.  A,  affairs  since  the 

Chicago  convention. 

Cannons 

•’orn  at  pound  baby  boy  was 
14.  to  Mr  Los  Angeles.  April 
parents  are  xJln  Cannon.  Both 

under  screen  writers,  Cannon 
is  better  Universal.  The  mother 

setter  known  m   film  circles  as  Fanchon  Royer. 

LOS  ANGELES — Theatre  owners  at- 

tending the  convention  June  1-5  should 
really  bring  an  empty  suitcase  along,  to 
fill  with  souvenirs.  A   handsome  gold- 
dipped  spoon  bearing  the  symbol  of  the 

state  of  California;  a   brief  case  bearing 
the  seal  of  the  National  Organization  in 

gold  and  containing  all  of  the  programs, 
invitations,  etc.;  elaborate  convention 

badges;  Redwood  boxes  containing 
cigars  and  cigarettes,  and  many  other 
gifts  are  already  .prepared.  In  addition, 
studios  and  individual  stars  are  planning 
to  have  souvenirs  for  the  conventionees. 

*   ♦   ♦ 

NEW  YORK — By  eliminating  the  re- 
turn trip  through  Canada  originally 

planned  for  the  Eastern  special  conven- 
tion trains,  the  time  has  been  cut  from 

32  to  20  days  and  the  expense  about  $175 
per  person.  The  specials  will  now  go 
from  Los  Angeles  Lu  San  Francisco  and 
men  Eastward  with  brief  stopovers  at 
Ogden,  Omaha  and  Chicago.  The  sav- 

ing in  time  and  expense  has  given  new 
impetus  to  the  rush  for  reservations. 

*   *   * 

ANGELES — ^Thirty  or  forty 
^les  of  materials  will  be  used  by  the 
Western  Decorating  Company  in  dec- 

orating the  main  thoroughfares  of  Los 
Angeles  for  the  theatre  owners’  con- 
ention.  Hundreds  of  miles  of  paper streamers  v/ill  be  provided  to  festoon banquet  tables  in  all  of  the  studios. 

*   *   ♦ 

SYEGATE,  MONT.-Xlosed  for  10 
aays  Owners  attending  Theatre  Own- 

Convention  at  Los  Angeles.”  is  the theatre  In  this 

when  G.  F,  Rediske.  the 

Angeles  the  latter 
*   *   * 

— Ohio  expects 

d«iegation  of  theatre 

Angeles  than  has  repre- 

the  Af  a^y  convention  since 

numhL  While  a   large 

leavinsr  special  trains 

\rin  S   Chicago,  there 

grouT^A  o.f  leaving  ahead  of  time  in groaps  of  two  or  three. 

Overshadowing  all  questions  of  local  interest,  the  Seventh  Annual  con- 
vention of  the  Motion  Picture  Theatre  Owners  of  America  to  be  held  at 

Los  Angeles  June  1   to  5   is  the  one  absorbing  topic  of  discussion  at  the  state 

and  regional  exhibitor  conventions  now  in  progress  in  many  sections  of  the country. 

Last  week,  the  M.  P.  T.  O.  of  Western  Pennsylvania  and  West  Virginia 
convened  at  Pittsburgh.  National  executives  were  present  to  discuss  the 

plans  for  the  Los  Angeles  gathering  with  them.  Simultaneously,  the 

M.  P.  T.  O.  of  Kansas  and  Missouri  met  at  Joplin.  Mo.,  and  after  re-electing 
R.  R.  Biechele  president  directed  him  to  represent  the  organization  at  Los 
Angeles. 

The  Iowa  M.  P.  T.  O.  held  its  one-day  Spring  session  at  Des  Moines 
April  27.  The  Northwest  exhibitor  association  will  meet  at  Minneapolis 
May  4   and  5,  and  President  Steffes  has  announced  that  President  Wood- 

hull  and  Business  Manager  Seider  of  the  M.  P.  T.  O.  A.  will  attend.  The 
M.  P.  T.  O.  of  Texas  convenes  May  11  and  12, 

pressing  business  at  their  respective 
Capitols.  Senator  Capper  of  Kansas  was 
commended  for  his  stand  against  federal censorship. 

The  officers  elected: 

R.  R.  Biechele,  president;  Jay  Means, 
Prospect  theatre,  Kansas  City,  first  vice 
president ;   Harry  McClure,  Strand,  Em- 

poria, Kan.,  second  vice  president;  Charles 
Bull,  Holland.  Wichita,  Kan.,  third  vice 
president;  S.  E.  Wilhoit,  Jefferson,  Spring- 
field,  Mo.,  fourth  vice  president;  Fred 
Meyn,  Pershing,  Kansas  City,  Kan.,  treas- 

urer; Edward  J.  Peskay,  Penn,  St.  Joseph, 

Mo.,  recording  secretary.  Board  of  direc- 
tors: C.  R.  Wilson  Liberty,  Liberty,  Mo.; 

Barney  Dubinsky,  Tootle  theatre,  St. 
Joseph,  Mo. ;   Ben  Levy,  Hippodrome,  Jop- 

lin, Mo.;  Jack  Truitt,  Sedalia,  Sedalia, 
Mo.;  L.  J.  Lenhart,  Roanoke,  Kansas  City; 
L.  M.  itiller,  Miller,  Wichita,  Kan. ;   G.  L. 
Hooper,  Orpheum,  Topeka,  Kan.;  E.  E. 
Frazier,  Strand,  Pittsburgh  Kan.;  R.  G. 
Liggett,  Gaunticr,  Kansas  City,  Kan.;  A. 
F.  Baker.  Electric,  Kansas  City,  Kan. 

R.  R.  BiecheSs 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  HcraldJ 

K.^NSAS  CITY.  MO.,  April  27.— The 
eighth  annual  convention  of  the  M.  P.  T. 
O.  Kansas-Missouri  in  Joplin,  Mo.,  April 

20  and  21,  repre- 
sented another 

notch  higher  in 
progress  along 

the  path  of  pro- 
motion of  har- 

mony within  the ranks  of  industry, 

as  did  the  seven 

conventions  pre- 

ceding it.  In  re- electing R.  R. 
Biechele,  •   manager 

of  the  Osage  the- 
atre, Kansas  City, 

Kan.,  president 
for  the  third  time, 
the  association  set 

a   precedent  in  showing  its  faith  in  the 
man  who  has  been  at  the  helm  for  two 

years. A   new  constitution  was  adopted,  but  the 
changes  were  merely  minor  and  technical. 
The  Connor  hotel,  the  scene  of  the  con- 

vention, was  a   mass  of  four-sheets. 

At  an  open  meeting  of  exchange  repre- 
sentatives and  exhibitors,  the  exploitation 

men  came  forth  with  the  offer  to  co-oper- 
ate with  theatre  owners  at  all  times, 

whether  the  picture  being  shown  was  one 

of  their  company’s  or  not.  This  action was  lauded.  The  convention  moved  that 
President  Biechele  attend  the  M.  P.  T. 
O.  A.  convention  in  Los  Angeles.  The 
resolutions  adopted  were  few,  the  ones 
of  most  importance  being  the  approval  of 

accepting  managers  of  producer-owned 
theatres  as  members  of  the  M.  P.  T.  0. 

K-M  and,  the  approval  of  the  M.  P.  T.  0. 
K-M  directors  in  having  a   counsel  attend 
arbitration  board  meetings  when  technical 

points  of  law  are  involved.  Both  Gover- 
nor Paulen  of  Kansas  and  Governor  Baker 

of  Missouri  were  forced  to  decline  in- 
vitations to  attend  the  convention,  due  to 

W.  PENN.-W.  VA. 

By  JOHN  SPARGO 
PITTSBURGH.  April  27.— W’hat  is  con- 

ceded to  be  the  most  constructive  conven- 
tion of  the  sixth  annual  sessions  held  by 

the  Motion  Picture  Theatre  Owners  of 
Western  Pennsylvania  and  West  Virginia, 
closed  last  Tuesday  night  with  a   banquet 
at  the  Fort  Pitt  hotel.  Governor  Pinchot 
and  a   number  of  members  of  the  national 

organizations  were  the  guests  of  honor, 
and  upwards  of  three  hundred  exhibitors 
and  their  wives  were  in  attendance. 

An  excellent  orchestra  had  been  pro- 
vided and  as  the  governor  arose  to  speak 

after  being  introduced  at  great  length  by 

Michael  J.  O’Toole,  the  orchestra  struck 
up  “How  Dry  I   Am.’’  The  governor  dealt 
out  a   quick  comeback: 

“I  like  that  tune,’’  said  he.  “I  am  so 

dry  that  I   am  bone  dry,  and  I   want  every- 

one to  know  it.’’ After  announcing  that  he  was  a   motion 
(CcHtiHiicJ  oil  page  32) 
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New  YORK— Howard  Deitz  tried  to look  unconcerned  like  when  Marcits 

Locw  paid  him  some  high  compliments  at 
last  week’s  A.  M.  P.  A.  luncheon.  .   .   .   Ed 
McNaniee  says  he  likes  New  York  because 
it  doesn’t  often  rain  here  for  five  days  in 
succession  as  it  did  at  Los  Angeles  when 

he  was  there  at  the  F.  B.  O.  convention. 
.   .   R.  C.  Cochrane  says  Anim  Nichols 

Abie’s  Irish  Rose-Cohens  and  Kellys  $3,- 
000,000  suit  is  a   big  publicity  stunt,  but 

doesn’t  say  for  whom.  .   .   .   Elmer  Pearson 
took  time  out  at  the  Pathe  convention  to 

discuss  a   little  golf  now  and  then.  .   .   . 

Latiis  B.  Mayer  got  in  from  the  Coast  last 

week,  chaperoned  by  Pete  Smith  and  this 

time  Pete  is  chaperoned  by  Mrs.  Pete.  .   .   . 

Joe  Fisher  leaves  next  week  for  the  Dutch 

East  Indies  to  open  exchanges  for  First 
National.  .   .   .   Bert  Freese  has  been  placed 
in  charge  of  the  Albany,  New  Jersey  and 

Long  Island  territories  for  Renown  Ex- 
change. .   .   .   Nathan  Hirsch  and  golf  clubs 

left  last  week  for  a   month’s  sojourn  on 
the  Coast.  .   .   .   E.  Bruce  Johnson,  foreign 

manager  of  First  National,  sailed  last  week 

on  a   long  trip  abroad.  .   .   .   Joe  Schenck 
and  Sid  Grauman  went  to  Chicago  last 
w'eek  in  connection  with  their  first  run 
theatre  chain  plans.  .   .   .   C.  C.  Burr  has 

gone  into  the  wholesale  hat  business,  tak- 
ing 50  brown  derbies  to  the  Atlantic  City 

convention  and  passing  them  out  among 
franchise  holders  who  might  be  interested 

in  Johnny  Hines’  “The  Brown  Derby.’’  .   .   . 
S.  L.  Rothafel  arrived  from  the  Coast  in 
time  to  spike  a   rumor  that  IVilliam  Fox 
had  become  a   part  owner  in  the  Roxy 
theatre.  .   .   .   Nick  Schenck  thinks  so  well 

of  his  brother  Joe’s  pictures  that  he  has 
booked  all  of  the  United  Artist  releases 
into  the  Loew  theatres.  .   .   .   Lou  Jacobson 

spent  a   couple  of  days  in  Atlantic  City 
attending  the  First  National  meeting,  and 
says  it  is  a   good  place  to  leave  from  for 
New  York.  .   .   .   Major  H.  C.  S.  Thomson 
denies  that  the  general  offices  of  F.  B.  0. 
will  be  removed  to  the  Coast.  .   .   .   FJarry 
Pollard,  who  came  to  New  York  to  hunt 

talent  for  “Uncle  Tom’s  Cabin”  and  spent 
his  entire  time  in  a   hospital,  has  recovered 
sufficiently  to  return  to  the  Coast.  .   .   . 
Harry  Reichenbach,  Florida  realtor  de 
luxe,  who  has  returned  to  New  York  for 
the  summer,  spent  part  of  last  week,  in- 

cluding the  week  end,  hobnobbing  with  the 
First  National  bunch  at  Atlantic  City.  .   .   . 
Ernie  Warner,  for  the  past  14  years  with 

the  Otis  Lithograph  Company,  has  trans- 
ferred his  labors  to  Morgan  Lotho.  .   .   . 

Major  Abe  Warner  is  the  way  he  must  be 
addressed  now  that  he  has  received  a   com- 

mission in  the  Reserves  of  the  U.  S.  Army 
Signal  Corps.  .   .   .   Paul  Lazarus  left  last 
week  on  a   sales  trip  through  the  Southern 

territory.  .   .   .   Ludwig  Berger,  UFA  direc- 
tor, is  here  from  Berlin  and  will  visit  the 

Coast  studios.  .   .   .   Peter  J.  Brady,  eminent 
banker  and  friend  of  a   multitude  of  film 
persons,  has  returned  from  a   vacation  on 
the  Coast.  .   .   .   Herbert  Lubin,  who  has  been 
spending  the  winter  in  California,  has  re- 

turned to  New  York  and  will  keep  busy 
with  the  Roxy  theatre  in  which  he  is  one 
of  the  prime  movers.  .   .   .   Hal  Roach  ar- 

rived in  New  York  last  week  to  attend  the 
Pathe  convention.  .   .   . 

SPARGO. 
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Abroad  in  the  Foreign  Field 
By  Martin  J.  Quigley 

Because  of  tKe  complex  nature of  the  business  of  motion  pic- 
tures the  question  of  overseas  distri- 

bution is  one  of  gigantic  importance. 
It  is  to  be  noted  that  under  the 

present  structure  of  the  industry  in 
the  United  States  the  foreign  market 

does  not  present  merely  an  opportun- 
ity for  additional  sales;  instead,  it 

represents  an  outlet  which  the  Amer- 
ican industry  is  geared  to  serve,  and 

which  it  must  serve  if  it  is  to  be  able 

to  exist  as  presently  constituted. 

The  entire  scheme  of  production  in 

the  United  States  is  based  on  a   pre- 
mise of  catering  to  a   world  market. 

Only  a   very  limited  percentage  of 
the  output  of  American  studios  for 

many  years  past  could  have  been 

financed  or  presented  if  there  had 

not  been  in  view  the  prospect  of  sub- 
stantial revenues  from  overseas  dis- 

tribution. Through  the  ideal  and 

vision  of  the  American  producer  the 
so-called  American  motion  picture 
has  been  builded  into  an  inter- 

national product  with  an  inter- 

national appeal.  While  the  American 

picture  is  in  reality  an  output  of  an 
American  studio  it  still  has  about  it 

many  distinct  international  character- 
istics, because  the  entire  world  has 

been  searched  for  any  artist,  any 
story  and  any  locality  that  may  add 
to  its  world-wide  appeal. 

It  is  apparent,  then,  that  the  Amer- 

ican motion  picture  is  utterly  de- 
pendent upon  substantial  revenues 

from  the  foreign  market  and  it  is 
likewise  apparent  that  should  there 

be  any  material  change  in  the  exist- 
ing situation  the  American  picture  as 

we  know  it  today  in  all  of  its  strength, 
beauty,  interest  and  general  entertain- 

ment value  would  no  longer  be 
possible. 

So  the  continuance  and  the  de- 

velopment of  the  foreign  market  has 
not  only  the  usual  economic  signifi- 

cance but  it  also  controls  the  very 
existence  of  the  accepted  type,  scope 
and  calibre  of  American  motion 
pictures. 

*   *   * 

I   HE  general  situation  in  the 
A   Transatlantic  countries  at  this 

tune  is  that  the  several  nations,  hav- 
ing successfully  weathered  tlie  terrific 

social,  political  and  economic  tests  of 
post-war  readjustment,  have  lately 
oome  into  a   comparative  calm  which 
has  afforded  an  opportunity  for  an 
analysis  as  to  where  they  stand  in  a 

jnotion  picture  sense.  The  analysis 
has  nowhere  produced  satisfactory  or 

{The  first  of  a   series  of  three  arti- 
cles on  the  foreign  market  and  cotidi- 

tions  observed  on  a   recent  journey abroad.) 

developing;  the  public  is  going  to  the 
theatres  in  greater  numbers  and  more 
classes  of  society  are  being  repre- 
sented. 

reassuring  conclusions.  Instead,  it 
appears  to  have  indicated  the  neces- 

sity for  the  adoption  of  heroic 
measures  if  the  film  industry — with 
respect  to  production — is  to  be  estab- 

lished, re-established  or  rehabilitated 
in  the  various  countries. 

This  has  not,  as  yet,  led  to  any 

significant  progress  toward  the  de- 
sired objective.  It  has,  however, 

created  a   very  apparent  determina- 

tion to  gain  a   place  in  the  motion 
picture  sun  and  while  results  may 
still  be  said  to  be  highly  problemat- 

ical, eventually  there  will  be  results 
and  important  ones. 

The  foreign  film  case  is  greatly  ag- 

gravated by  the  national  considera- 
tions involved.  In  addition  to  the 

usual  economic  interest  there  is  in  the 

matter  of  motion  pictures  the  ques- 
tion of  social  and  political  influence. 

Every  country  is  naturally  desirous 

of  having  its  oivn  nationalism  empha- 
sized and  exploited  on  the  screen 

ivdthin  its  o^vn  boundary  lines  and  is 

naturally  apprehensive  —   frequently 
more  in  theory  than  actually — about 

a   too-intense  and  too  consistent  depic- 
tion of  the  nationalisms  of  another 

country,  whether  they  be  those  of  the 
United  States  or  of  any  other  nation. 

This  phase  of  tlie  situation  prac- 
tically dictates  that  all  of  the  more 

important  nations  should  sooner  or 

later  exert  every  possible  effort  to 

])e  represented  to  some  extent  in  pro- 
duction lists.  This  eventuality  may  be 

depended  upon. 
*   «   • 

The  exhibition  interests  of  Europe and  England  are  developing,  pro- 

gressing and  prospering.  In  the  thea- 
tre field  a   situation  is  developing  that 

is  not  unlike  the  condition  in  the 

United  States  of  several  years  ago. 

There  is  generally  a   lack  of  theatre 

accommodations,  both  as  to  the  suit- 

ability of  the  halls  and  also  as  to  the 
number  of  seats. 

General  economic  conditions 

abroad  do  not  admit  of  any  speedy 

adjustment  of  these  deficiencies  but 

plans  and  projects  are  under  way 
which  shall  gradually  bring  about  a 

better  condition.  It  is  significant 

that  everywhere  in  the  Transatlantic 

countries  the  theatre-going  habit  is 

Taking  the  American  theatre  as  a 
standard  there  is  much  room  for  de- 

velopment every^vhere  abroad.  It 
may  be  expected,  of  course,  that  thea- 

tre development  across  the  seas  is  not 
likely  to  follow  the  exact  lines  of  the 
American  theatre  but  there  are  still 
fundamentals  which  apply  every- 

where that  have  not  yet  been  adopted 
abroad.  In  Italy,  for  instance,  the 
entire  show  is  compressed  into  one 
and  one-half  hours,  irrespective  of 
whether  the  picture  is  an  ordinary 
program  feature  or  whether  it  is  one 

of  the  great  specials.  Elsewhere, 
even  in  the  very  best  theatres,  pro- 

pams  are  allowed  to  run  to  almost 
interminable  lengths  without  any  re- 

gard to  the  arrangement  of  an 
integral  and  diversified  program. 

The  niceties  of  comfort  and  atten- 

tion to  patrons  that  are  characteristic 
of  the  best  American  theatres  have 

not  yet  come  into  prominence.  Only 

very  limited  efforts  on  theatre  adver- 

tising and  exploitation  are  being 

pursued. The  position  of  the  American  pic- 

ture abroad  is  plain  and  unmistak- 
able. The  standards  that  American 

producers  have  achieved  have  set  an 

entertainment 'value  upon  American 
pictures  to  which  the  public  on  the 
Continent  and  in  England  respond  in 

a   very  emphatic  manner.  There  is, 

however,  a   very  natural  leaning  to- 
ward the  occasional  nationally  pro- 

duced picture  that  comes  along,  pre- 

senting stories  and  scenes  that  are 
close  to  the  hearts  of  the  people  of 

the  particular  country. 

There  is  no  popular  agitation 

against  American  motion  pictures. 

The  public  going  to  the  theatre  for 
entertainment,  and  not  at  the 

moment  worrying  about  any  of  the 
abstract  considerations  of  the  motion 

picture  question,  are  satisfied  and  de- 
lighted with  American  pictures. 

They  consider  the  admission  price 

well  spent  and  they  return  to  the 

theatre  again  as  soon  as  the  occasion 

permits. 

*   *   * 

There  is  an  agitation  against American  pictures — but  it  is  not 

popular.  Further,  it  is  not  a   con- 

spiracy, nor  a   plot,  nor  any  other 

melodramatic  situation.  The  agita- 

tion that  exists  is  partly  patriotic  and 
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partly  economic  and  it  is  confined  al- 
most exclusively  to  those  who  are 

either  looking  out  for  the  interests 
of  the  state  and  the  more  remote 

phases  of  public  policy  or  to  those 
who  are  pursuing  the  natural  and 

proper  course  of  a   business  man  in 
looking  out  for  his  own  pocketbook. 

And  no  appreciable  part  in  the 

agitation  in  any  respect  is  being  taken 
by  the  theatreman  because  with  his 

records  before  him  he  may  well  recog- 

nize the  fact  that  the  American  pic- 

ture has  been  the  outstanding  influ- 
ence in  enabling  him  to  build  and 

develop  his  exhibition  interests.  It 

is  kno^vn  and  recognized  that  wth- 
out  the  American  picture  there  would 

have  been  no  industry  of  any  im- 
portance to  speak  of  abroad.  The 

constant  and  regular  flow  of  Amer- 
ican pictures,  growing  stronger  and 

more  attractive  from  year  to  year,  has 
been  the  foundation  upon  which  the 

foreign  theatres — and  consequently 

the  foreign  industry — have  existed 
for  more  than  ten  years. 

The  supremacy  of  the  American 

picture  is  acknowledged  and  even  the 
most  optimistic  do  not  look  for  any 

comparative  lowering  of  the  Amer- 
ican picture  in  the  years  just  ahead. 

With  this  thought  in  mind  there  is 

generally  an  ambition  to  link  up  in 
one  way  or  another  with  American 

production  interests.  Unfortunately, 

in  most  instances  the  proposed  part- 

The  overseating  problem  which  is  gen- 
erally looked  on  as  one  of  the  most  im- 

portant in  the  curriculum  of  the  theatre 
owners,  came  in 
for  some  interest- 

ing d   is  cu  as  i   on. 
This  was  brought 
about  by  Nathan 
Burkan,  general 
counsel  of  the 
T.  O.  C.  C.  who 

put  the  matter 
squarely  up  to 
a   number  of  the 

executives  of  dis- 
tributing compa- 

nies who  control 
theatres. 

Harry  Reichen- 
cboriei  o’ReiU?  hach  was  toast- 

master and  intro- 
duced Mr.  Burkan  as  the  first  speaker. 

Singling  out  Adolph  Zukor,  Sam  Katz, 
Marcus  Loew  and  John  C.  Flinn,  who 

nership  would  not  seem  to-  be  on  any- 

thing very  nearly  like  a   fifty-fifty 
basis.  Unquestionably,  the  old  world 
has  much  to  offer  to  the  American 

producer  but  most  of  this  comes  from 

its  literature,  its  history,  its  scenic 
locations  and  not  from  what  the 

foreign  motion  picture  industry  itself 
is  now  able  to  offer. 

The  foreign  situation  with  respect 
to  the  American  industry  is  in  no  way 

acute  nor  alarming,  yet  it  requires 
the  best  thought  of  the  best  brains  in 

our  industry  because  while  there  is 

every  reasonable  hope  of  maintaining 
a   favorable  condition,  there  is  at  the 

same  time  a   pressing  necessity  for 

the  administration  of  our  foreign 

activities  in  such  a   way  as  to  promote 

a   better  spirit  of  good  will  and 
friendly  cooperation.  The  rights  and 

prerogatives  of  the  industry  abroad 
must  be  recognized  and  respected.  In 
markets  where  so  cordial  a   reception 

has  been  accorded  our  product  it  de- 

volves upon  us  to  offer  every  reason- 

able help  and  cooperation.  Produc- 
tion abroad  will  be  established  and 

maintained  upon  a   sound  basis  either 

^vith  our  help  or  in  spite  of  our  re- 
fusal of  help,  but  if  help  is  withheld 

it  will  be  done  so  at  the  sacrifice  of 

much  good  will  which  might  easily 
be  retained. 

In  a   subsequent  article  I   shall  refer 

specifically  to  the  conditions  observed 
in  Europe  and  England. 

were  among  the  guests,  and  calling  them 
bj'  name,  Mr.  Burkan  said  in  part : 
“More  confidence  would  result  in  the  industry 

generally  and  no  exhibitor  conventions  would  be 

needed  if  the  theatre  situation  were  cleared  up. 
Exhibitors  view  chain  expansion  with  alarm.  They 
need  assurances  that  you  would  not  willingly  hurt 

any  man,  woman  or  child.” 
Katz  in  Accord  With  Burkan 

In  reply  Sam  Katz,  said: 

“T  am  in  accord  with  Mr.  Burkan’s  ideas  for 
a   close  trinity  in  all  branches  in  tlic  industry.  So 

much  so,  in  fact,  I   can't  help  but  feel  that 
Publix  is  accomplishing  that.  Publix  has  the 
interest  of  the  exhibitor  and  producer  as  its  aim. 

Out  of  it,  I   am  sure,  will  grow  what  Mr  Burkan 

wants.  As  to  expansion,  it  is  not  Publix's  tend- 
ency to  accumulate  numbers  of  theatres  but 

rather  theatres  of  a   character  which  will  help 

everyone.  Publix  is  a   hope  for  the  better  opera- 
tion of  theatres — ours  as  well  as  others — and  by 

its  example  hopes  to  foster  better  operation 

everywhere.  I   don’t  see  any  conflict  with  any- 
body with  a   policy  such  as  that.  The  question 

is  one  of  progress  solely.” 
Among  the  other  speakers  were  Mr. 

(Co7iHnucd  on  page  43) 

Re-Takes 

Another  preview,  with  eats.  How we  love  ’em.  The  picture  is  usually 
■   better  than  the  food.  Which  proved 

to  be  the  case  with  “The  Old  Soak.’’  At 
the  Writers’  Club,  Hollywood,  last  Thurs- 

day night. *   *   * 

Edward  Sloman  directed  "The  Old 
Soak”  and  he  was  host  to  the  100  odd 
guests  invited  to  see  his  picture.  He’s  a 
good  director  and  a   charming  host  also. 

It  wasn’t  his  fault  the  chicken  was  tough, 
*   *   * 

But  every  one  had  a   good  time,  especially 
us  hungry  newspaper  representatives.  A 
share  meal  now  and  then  makes  life  worth 
living.  Especially  if  somebody  else  pays 
for  it. 

*   ♦   ♦ 

Which  brings  us  to  the  picture  in  ques- 
tion. With  Jean  Hersholt  playing  the  Old 

Soak  better  than  it  was  plaj'ed  on  the 

stage.  You’ve  got  to  say  this  for  Jean.  He 
knows  his  stuff.  He  never  over-plays.  His 
unique  character  studies  stand  out  like 
cameos,  and  the  Old  Soak  is  his  best  to 

date.  He  was  great  in  "Flames,”  but  he’' 
superb  in  “The  Old  Soak.”  And  he  had  a 
lot  of  good  support.  Louise  Fazenda,  June 
Marlowe,  George  Lewis  and  others.  They 
all  got  a   great  hand,  and  deserved  it. 

*   *   * 

Spring’s  Here 
If  you  don’t  believe  it  read  this:  Indian 

seal  hunters  off  Washington  Coast  report 
seeing  a   sea  monster  that  had  eyes  as  big 
as  dish  pans  and  snapped  the  lids  open  and 
shut  much  like  green  shutters  on  a   white house. 

*   *   * 

Things  I   Love  to  See 

T   love  to  see  district  attorneys  in  pic- 
tures who  spend  their  time  in  jail  corridors 

and  get  awfully  excited  when  a   prisoner 

escapes.  Did  you  notice  it  in  “Let's  Get 

Married  ?” 

*   *   * 

In  Our  Neighborhood 

They  tell  this  one  on  a   well-known  Hol- 

lyvyood  actor.  His  wife  was  cleaning  hi'- suit  with  gasoline  and  the  ironing  board 
caught  fire.  The  w.  k.  actor,  dressed  in 
his  bath  robe,  ran  up  and  down  the  room 

tearing  his  hair,  shouting,  “You’re  burninc my  house  down,  my  God  where  are  my 
friends?”  to  which  the  wife  cried:  "Fer 
god’s  sake  quit  your  acting  for  once  and 

get  a   pail  of  water  and  put  this  fire  out.” *   ♦   ♦ 

Cal  Won 

I   see  where  an  owl  whose  vocabulary 

was  limited  to  "who”  outtalked  President 
Coolidge  in  his  own  home  last  week. 

*   ♦   * 

Today’s  Biggest  Whopper 

“He  made  a   fortune  selling  hats  in 

Hollywood.” 

*   *   * 

Downright  Dumb 

Jack  Townley,  who  is  the  Hollywood 
News  movie  editor,  writes  from  Noo  ya^yk 

(lucky  dog)  “The  People  here  arc  so  pic- 
ture dumb  they  think  “Padlocked"  is  a 

prohibition  enforcement  film.” *   ♦   ♦ 

Famous  Last  Words 

“I’ll  park  double  if  I   want  to  and  I’m 
going  to  vote  “No”  on  the  Policeman  s 

raise  question.” 
*   ♦   * 

Ho  Hum.  Ain’t  it  warm. 

T.  O.  C.  C.  Installs  O’Reilly  in 
Office;  Discuss  Overseating 

Nathan  Burkan  Starts  Discussion — Other  Speakers  Include  Loew, 

Flinn.  Zukor  and  Mayor  IFalker 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

New  YORK,  April  27. — -Charles  L.  O’Reilly  was  inducted  into  the office  of  president  of  the  Theatre  Owners  Chamber  of  Commerce 

for  the  fourth  consecutive  term  last  Saturday  night  at  an  installa- 
tion dinner  at  the  Ritz  which  took  on  more  of  the  nature  of  a   business 

session  than  any  similar  previous  event. 

R.  M. 
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50,000  Entries  Made
 

in  Metro  Contest  to 

Name  Fire  Production 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald)
 

LOS  ANGELES,  April  27.— More 

than  50.000  entries  were  made  in  the
 

contest  among  firemen  by  Metro-Gold
- 

wyn-Mayer  in  an 
effort  to  obtain  a 

name  for  the  fire 

picture  previous- 
ly known  as 

“Flames.” 
“The  Fire  Bir- 

gade”  has  been 
selected  as  the 

tentative  title.  It 
was  suggested  by 
Joseph  F.  Barker, 
New  York,  who 
won  the  first 

prize. The  picture  will 
be  directed  by 
William  Nigh  and 

with  a   continuity  by  A1  Cohn.  Charles 

Ray  and  Tom  O’Brien  are  in  important 
roles  in  the  picture. 

ChorieR  Rar 

Japanese  Houses  Gain 

Popularity  While  Loss 

Is  Noted  by  Foreigners 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

TOKYO,  April  3   (by  mail). — ^Japanese 
picture  houses  are  getting  far  better  re- 

sults than  the  houses  operated  by  foreign 
companies.  Audiences  tiring  of  foreign 
productions  have  begun  to  be  enchanted 
with  the  recent  Japanese  pictures. 

Up  to  recently  the  gross  income  in  the 
Japanese  picture  houses  has  been  lower 
than  that  of  foreign  picture  houses.  But 
the  golden  age  when  foreign  exchanges 
here  earned  5,000,000  yen  has  passed  away 
as  a   dream. 

Positive  Film  T rade 

of  U.  S.  Totals  Near 

$500,000  in  F ebruary 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

WASHINGTON,  D.  C.,  April  27.— Our 
foreign  trade  in  positive  motion  pictures 
in  February  totaled  nearly  $500,000,  it  is 
shown  by  a   report  just  issued  by  the 
bureau  of  foreign  and  domestic  commerce. 
Shipments  during  the  month  totaled  IS,- 
666.218  feet,  valued  at  $485,779. 

Exports  of  negatives  during  February 
amounted  to  495,929  feet,  valued  at  $78,064, 
and  of  unexposed  film  to  2,810,758  feet, 
valued  at  $65,851. 

Portland,  Me,,  Paper 
Praises  Hiram  Abrams 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  April  27. — Hiram  Abrams, 

I^es^ent  of  United  Artists,  was  lauded  by 
the  Portland,  Me.,  Evening  Express  when 
United  Artists  celebrated  its  seventh  an- 

niversary. Abrams  began  his  business 
_in  Portland.  This  fact  was  made 

the  basis  of  the  paper’s  tribute  to  his  rise. 

Grauman  Says  He  Will  Build 
Chicago  Presentation  House 

Confirms  Reports  That  He  and  Joseph  M.  Schenck  Will  Operate 

Nationwide  Theatre  Circuit  with  Houses  in  Every  Key 

City — Returns  to  Coast  for  a   Few  Weeks 
Sid  Grauman  vtdll  build  an  elaborate  theatre  in  Chicago,  he  stated  in  an 

exclusive  interview  to  the  Herald  April  22  before  leaving  for  the  Coast 
He  confirmed  reports  that  he  and  Joseph  M.  Schenck,  chainnan  of  the 

board  of  directors  of  United  Artists,  will  soon  operate  a   nation-wide  theatre 
circuit  with  a   house  in  each  key  city  in  the  United  States. 

To  Lease  Temporary  House  During  Construction 

He  spent  three  days  in  diicago  in  conferences  after  a   three  weeks’  visit 
in  New  York.  Within  60  days  he  will  return  to  open  a   Chicago  house  which 

will  be  operated  by  him  and  Schenck,  while  another  house  is  being  constructed. 

He  is  seeking  a   location  in  Chicago’s 
loop,  it  is  generally  believed,  although 
he  would  not  commit  himself  to  that  ex- tent. 

Each  theatre  of  the  new  circuit  will 
be  operated  in  regular  Grauman  vogue. 

The  general  rule  will,  be  two  perform- 
ances daily  at  $2  top.  Picture  and  pres- 

entation will  compose  each  performance. 

To  Change  Policy 

Relative  to  his  plans  for  his  Egyptian 
theatre  and  others  on  the  Coast  he  said, 

“I  am  going  to  change  the  policy  in  all 
my  houses  immediately  upon  my  re- 

turn. I   .shall  run  no  less  than  four  pic- 
tures a   year,  according  to  my  future 

plan.  And  the  longest  run  any  picture 

will  be  permitted  will  be  16  weeks.” 
While  in  Chicago  he  disengaged  him- 

self from  business  conferences  long 

enough  to  visit  several  large  theatres 
incognito.  At  the  Balaban  &   Katz 
Uptown  theatre  he  had  been  in  his  seat 
but  a   few  minutes  when  he  learned  he 
had  been  recognized  by  the  ushers.  He 

was  asked  to  step  into  the  manager's office.  While  there  75  employes  of  the 
B   &   K   Roosevelt,  Chicago  and  Uptown 
theatres  were  summoned  within  a   half 

hour.  And  Grauman  was  asked  to  ad- 
dress them  impromptu. 

Tells  of  Chinese  Theatre 
He  told  them  of  his  theatre,  his  plans 

for  the  new  Chinese  theatre  in  Holly- 

wood and  his  career  as  a   showman  dat- 

ing back  to  the  time  when  he  was  mana- 
ger of  a   shooting  gallery  several  years 

ago,  then  as  an  operator  of  a   newsstand 
in  Alaska  where  he  sold  6,000  news- 

papers at  one  time  for  a   dollar  apiece. 

Schenck  and  Hiram  Abrams,  presi- 

James  R.  Grainger  (1)  took  advantage 

oi  a   iew  moments’  visit  with  Syd 
Grauman  to  tell  him  of  the  virtues  of 

“Three  Bad  Men.”  Fox  Bm.  The  gen- 

tlemen met  at  the  Blackstone  hotel  in 

Chicago.  (Herald  photo.) 

dent  of  United  Artists,  had  accompanied 
Grauman  as  far  west  as  Chicago  April 
19  but  had  gone  on  to  the  Coast  the following  day. 

11  Multnomah  Houses 

Acquired  by  Universal 
Closing  of  the  deal  by  which  Universal 

gets  a   half  interest  in  the  11  Multnomah 
houses  at  Portland,  Ore.,  a   warning  against 
overseating  at  Detroit  as  sounded  by 
Business  Manager  H.  M.  Richey  of  the 
M.  P.  T.  0.  of  Michigan,  indications  of  a 
move  for  extensive  increase  in  the  hold- 

ings of  the  Koppin  interests  in  Michigan 

and  a   reported  btg  amal^mation  of  Fa- mous and  Shea  interests  in  Toronto  were 
highlights  of  theatre  alignments  of  the 

past  week. 
The'  $750,000  Universal  deal  gives  that 

corporation  control  of  suburban  Portland, 
and  it  also  has  the  Columbia  for  first  runs 
and  according  to  William  Cutts,  Universal 
representative,  the  company  intends  to  build 
a   1,800  seat  theatre  in  the  Portland  suburbs. 
Jffiiversal  also  has  completed  a   deal  in 
Omaha  Lr  a   site  for  a   $1,500,000  theatre 
to  be  called  the  Nebraska. 

Richey  called  a   special  meeting  in  De- 
troit to  consider  means  of  preventing  over- 

seating and  warned  that  plans  are  under 
way  for  25  theatres  totaling  45,000  seats  to 
•be  built  in  that  city  tliis  spring  . 

Wood\vard  Theatre  Company,  of  which 
Henry  S.  Koppin  is  president,  expects  hy 
fall  to  have  25  houses.  He  has  retaken 

possession  of  the  Comique,  Rosebud,  Kop- 
pin and  Garden,  so  that  he  now  has  ahout 

15  theatres.  He  has  lust  bought  the  White 
Star.  His  new  2,500  seat  theatre  will  be 
called  the  Uotoum  and  he  will  reopen  his 
Romona  Park  Dance  Palace  May  14.  T.  C. 
Rilev  has  been  named  manager  of  his 

Courtesy  theatre,  while  S.  L.  Bacher  has 
been  transferred  from  the  Courtesy  to  the Rialto. 

The  Uptown.  Hippodrome  and  Shea's, 
niring  in  the  Toronto  deal,  have  a   com- 

ned  capacity  of  9,500  seats.  The  trans- 
■tion  involves  the  taking  over  of  the  Up- 

wn  from  the  Marcus  Loew  interests, 

imous’  shows  in  the  Hippodrome  are  to 

j   transferred  to  the  Uptown  this^sum- 
er  and  shows  now  nlaying  at  Shea  s   are 
,   be  shifted  to  the  Hippodrome. 

In  New  York  State  the  William  
Bern- 

ein  Estate  has  taken  over  the  two 
 thea- 

es  in  Dunkirk,  and  Southwestern  N
e\v 

ork  Theatres  Corporation  has  purchased
 

,e  Palace  and  taken  a   long  lease  on 
 the 

/inter  Garden  in  Jamestown.  The  Sta^ 

V   Company  has  obtained  a   site  for  a  
 Z.iW. 

•at  theatre  in  Philadelphia.  Southern
  bn- 

rprises  in  Texas  has  kased  a   t
heatre 

jilding  in  Houston  for  25  years  for 
 $1.- 

lOOOO.  Karl  Hohlitzelle,  general  manage
r 

f   'interstate  Circuit,  is  completing  plans 

)r  a   $500,000  house  in  Little  Rock,
  Ark. 
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New  Sales  Plan  Acclaimed 

at  Pathe’s  Convention 
Profits  of  Past  Year  Most  Gratifying,  Says  Pearson — Jacques  Pathe 

Attends  Producers  Dinner  at  New  York  Sessions 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

New  YORK,  April  27. — -General  Salesmanager  Harry  Scott’s  new divisional  salesmanager  plan  was  acclaimed  as  the  most  practical 

sales  policy  ever  devised  to  market  a   product,  at  Pathe’s  greatest 
sales  convention  conducted  at  the  Hotel  Roosevelt  last  week.  Pathe  sales 

executives  from  all  sections  attended  as  well  as  the  Pathe  producers. 
l^NTHUSIASM  rail  iiigh  from  the 

'   opening  session  Monday,  April  20, 
until  the  closing  meeting  on  Friday,  and 
every  home  office  and  field  sales  execu- 

tive present  promised  to  make  the  new 
season  a   banner  one  for  the  house  of 
Pathe. 

Elmer  Pearson,  vice  president  and  gen- 
eral manager,  in  his  opening  address 

stated  the  profits  accruing  the  last 
twelve  months  had  been  most  gratifying, 
After  stating  his  hearty  approval  of  the 
new  sales  organization  plan,  Pearson 
outlined  the  product  to  be  distributed 

during  the  coming  year  and  prophesied 
an  even  greater  volume  of  business. 

Efficient  Handling  Seen 

Scott  emphasized  that  with  the  new 

plan  of  division  salesnianagers,  business 
problems  in  the  individual  branch  centers 

can  be  more  efficiently  handled.  A   gen- 
eral discussion  followed. 

The  Monday  afternoon  session  was 

opened  by  Paul  Fuller,  Jr.,  president, 
followed  by  an  address  by  E.  C.  Lynch, 
chairman  of  the  Board  of  Directors. 

John  C.  Ragland,  general  sales  manager 
of  the  Harold  Lloyd  Corporation, 
greeted  the  visitors  in  the  name  of  his 

principal.  The  meeting  then  was  turned 
oyer  to  Scott  for  an  exhaustive  discus- 

sion of  future  sales  policies.  In  the  eve- 

ning, the  Patheites  attended  a   "Get  To- 
gether Dinner”  at  the  Roosevelt. 

Tuesday’s  sessions  were  devoted  to  a 
detailed  discussion  of  the  Pathe  product. 
In  the  morning,  E.  Oswald  Brooks  spoke 
on  Patheserials  and  W.  A.  V.  Mack  dis- 

cussed short  features.  At  the  afternoon 

period,  Pat  Campbell  talked  upon  long 
features  and  Stanley  B.  Waite  dealt  with 

two-reel  comedies.  Dinner  and  a   thea- 
tre party  followed. 

Parsons  Outlines  Plans 

On  Wednesday  morning,  the  first 
speaker  was  J.  T.  Richards,  manager  of 

the  supply  department.  Next  was  Mrs. 
Elizabeth  Richey  Dessez,  manager  of  the 
educational  department.  Her  talk  was 
followed  by  a   general  discussion.  S. 

Barret  McCormick,  director  of  exploita- 
tion and  publicity,  spoke  and  P.  A.  Par- 

sons, advertising  manager,  outlined  the 
advertising  plans. 

The  afternoon  session  was  opened 
with  an  address  by  George  Gray,  editor 

of  the  Pathe  Sun.  Harry  Lewis,  man- 
ager of  the  art  department,  delivered  an 

address  on  the  place  of  art  in  film  ad- 
vertising and  exploitation.  Emanuel 

Cohen,  editor  of  Pathe  News  and  Pathe 
Review,  delivered  an  informative  talk. 
A   sales  discussion  followed.  W.  C. 

Smith,  controller,  discussed  “Cutting  the 
Overhead.”  L.  S.  Diamond,  manager  of 
the  sales  statistical  department,  delivered 
a   talk  on  branch  operation. 

Thursday  morning’s  activities  con- 
sisted of  addresses  by  Fuller,  Lynch, 

Pearson,  John  Humm,  treasurer,  and 
Lewis  Innerarity,  secretary. 

Mack  Sennett  delivered  an  interesting 
inside  talk  in  the  afternoon  on  the  mak- 

ing of  comedy  films.  He  was  followed 

by  Peter  L.  Carroll,  his  Eastern  repre- sentative. 

Producers’  Dinner  Given 

The  “Producers’  Dinner”  at  the  Hotel 
Roosevelt  Thursday  evening  was  a   social 
highlight  of  the  convention.  Fuller  was 
toastmaster.  Jacques  Pathe,  nephew  of 
Charles  Pathe,  came  from  France  for  the 

gathering.  Others  who  spoke  were  Hal 

Roach,  Mack  Sennett,  Amedee  J.  Van- 
Buren,  James  A.  Fitzpatrick,  Peter  L. 
Carroll,  Oscar  Price,  Pearson,  Scott  and 

Arthur  James.  Congratulatory  tele- 
grams were  read  from  Governor  Miriam 

A.  Ferguson  of  Texas,  J.  E.  Storye,  as- 
sistant general  manager,  and  E.  F.  Al- 

bee.  Frank  Harris,  Western  division 

salesmanager,  made  a   presentation 

School  Children 

Compete  in  Film  Contest 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

BIRMINGHAM,  April  27.  ~ 
Winners  in  the  annual  motion 

picture  essay  contest  held  in  the 
public  and  private  schools  here 
under  the  auspices  of  Mrs.  M.  W. 

Snell,  city  amusement  inspector, 
and  the  Birmingham  Better  Films 

commiteee,  with  the  cooperation 
of  the  school  officials  and  theatre 

managers,  are  Lois  Butler,  Chris- 
tine Morrow,  Bert  Long,  Herbert 

Collen,  Clara  Pritchett,  Ethel 

Hoskins,  Ira  Kaetz,  Burgess  Ru- 

dolph, and  Emmett  Smith. 
Essays  were  written  about  the 

motion  picture  which  was  liked 
best  by  the  school  boy  or  girl,  a 

list  of  fifty  recent  pictures  shown 
in  that  city  being  marked  for  use. 

speech  when  a   platinum  watch,  chain  and 
knife  were  given  to  L.  S.  Diamond. 
On  Friday  morning,  the  convention 

visited  the  studios  of  Fables  Pictures. 
Inc.,  and  also  the  editorial  offices  of. 

Timely  Films,  Inc.,  producers  of  Topics 
of  the  Day.  Afterward  addresses  were 

made  by  George  Byrnes  on  Topics  of 

the  Day  and  by  Charles  MacDonald  on 

Aesop’s  Film  Fables.  Other  speakers 
were  James  A.  Fitzpatrick,  producer  of 
the  Famous  Melody  Series;  Oscar  Price 
and  Grantland  Rice. 

Hal  Roach,  the  first  speaker  Friday 
afternoon,  explained  how  and  why  he 

had  brought  feature  stars  to  the  two-reel 

comedy  films.  He  was  followed  by  W'. B.  Frank,  vicepresident  and  Eastern 
representative  of  the  Roach  Studios. 
From  the  field:  F.  C.  Aitken,  G.  T.  Ames,  K 

S.  Ballantyne,  H.  J.  Bayley,  C.  F.  Boyd,  L.  M. 
Cobbs,  R.  C.  Cropper,  J.  A.  Epperson,  F.  W. 
Gebhardt,  M.  F.  Gibbons,  Frank  Harris,  Charles 
Henscliel,  Wm.  M.  Hughart,  L.  E.  Kennedy,  H, 
L.  Knappen,  John  Mahan,  J.  L.  McKinney,  Oscar 
Morgan,  Roy  Pearson,  S.  B.  Rahn,  W.  E.  Raynor, 
L.  A.  Samuelson,  Paul  Schmuck,  R.  S.  Shrader, 
C.  W.  Stombaugh,  and  W.  S.  Wessling. 

From  the  Pathe  home  office:  Paul  Fuller,  E 
C.  Lynch,  Bernard  Benson,  E.  R.  Pearson,  Le\vi> 
Innerarity,  John  Humm,  \V.  C.  Smith,  Harry 
Scott,  Pat  Campbell,  L.  S.  Diamond,  Stanley  B 
Waite,  E.  Oswald  Brooks,  W.  A.  V.  Mack,  S. 
Barrett  McCormick,  P.  A.  Parsons,  Harry  Lewis, 
George  Gr^,  Mrs.  Elizabeth  R.  Dessez,  Emanuel Cohen,  G.  L.  Chanicr  and  J.  T.  Richards. 

Producers  and  producers'  representatives:  Geo. 
Byrnes,  Peter  L.  Carroll,  Tames  A.’  Fitzpatrick, 
W.  B.  Frank,  J.  Irving  Greene,  Charles  Mac- 

Donald, Charles  Merrill,  Oscar  Price,  John  Rag- 
land, Grantland  Rice,  Hal  Roach,  Mack  Sennett 

and  A.  J.  Van  Buren. 

A   spirited  address  by  Scott  closed  the convention. 

AT  PRODUCERS’  DINNER  of  Pathe  at  Hotel  Roosevelt,  New  York,  April  22.  The  dinner  was  a   social  highlight  of  the 
Pathe  convention. 
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Above  is  the  advance  guard  that  was  in 

Chicago  the  week  preceding  the  First 
National  sales  convention.  Left  is  L. 

H.  Stormont;  right,  L.  R.  Brager. 

They  arranged  for  accommodations 
and  publicity  for  the  big  meeting. 
(Herald  photo.) 

30th  Birthday  of 
M.  P.  to  Be  Part 

of  “Movie  Season  ” 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  April  27. — ’The  thirtieth 
birthday  of  the  motion  picture  will  be  ob- 
sen-ed  this  year  throughout  the  United 
States  in  the  second  Greater  Movie  Season 

celebration,  sponsored  by  the  Motion  Pic- 
ture Producers  and  Distributors  of  America 

of  which  Will  H.  Hays  is  president. 
The  Greater  Movie  Season  celebration  is 

to  be  repeated  upon  the  demand  of  the 

thousands  of  exhibitors  who  took  part  last 

year. 

Growth  of  Industry 

Due  to  Ability  and 

Public,  Says  Milliken 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

FORT  WAYNE.  April  27. — Iniprove- 
inent  in  the  motion  picture  from  every 
viewpoint  is  due  to  two  things :   Develop- 

ment within  the  industry  of  men  and 
women  with  the  ability  to  tell  a   story  on 
the  screen  and  the  growing  appreciation 
of  the  public  for  the  truly  good,  accord- 

secretary  of  the 
Motion  Picture  Producers  and  Distributors 
of  America,  Inc. 

Governor  Milliken  was  a   speaker  at  the 
f   session  of  the  Indiana  Indorsers 

ot  I   hotoplays  in  Fort  Wayne,  Ind. 

Fox  to  Sign  Trio  of 
Noted  Directors,  Report 

^‘^Por’ted  in  Chicago  that  the  Fox 
film  Corporation  will  have  an  important 
announcement  to  make  shortly  with  refer- 

^   world  famous  directors 

ft  enlisted  under  the  Fox  banner, 
the  report  materializes — and  it  is  un- 

aerstood  that  contracts  are  about  to  be 
mean  one  of  the  most  im- 

P   rtant  shifts  of  directorial  ability  and reputation  in  recent  years. 

l^uritime  Theatre  Burns 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

B.,  April  27.— The  Acadia 

tn  E-  H.  Cady,  was  burned 

nirhitn  recently,  this  being  the  third 
house  to  be  destroyed  by  fire  in  the ime  Provinces  in  recent  weeks. 

Stanley-Strand-Fabian  Merger 
Talked  at  First  National  Meet 

Stanley  and  Marie  Strand  Amalgamation  Said  to  Be  Definitely 
Decided — Barney  Balaban  Succeeds  Katz  on  Board 

— Lieber  Re-elected  President 

By  JAMES  BEECROFT 
NEW  YORK,  April  27. — One  of  the  most  discussed  subjects  in  the  inner 

circles  of  the  personnel  of  the  First  National  franchise  holders  and  execu- 
tives at  the  Atlantic  City  meeting  last  week  was  the  reported  amalgamation of  the  Stanley,  Mark  Strand  and  Fabian  theatre  interests. 

Deal  Believed  All  Set 

While  there  was  nothing  officially  to  be  had  from  anyone  on  the  re- 
ported consolidation,  it  is  pretty  widely  believed  that  the  deal,  or  at  least 

the  major  portion  of  it,  is  all  set.  The  part  said  to  be  definitelv  decided  on 
is  the  amalgamation  of  the  Stanley  and  Mark  Strand  interests.  It  is  be- 

lieved the  Fabian  interests  will  also  be  included,  but  the  impression  is  that 
this  is  not  as  near  a   conclusion  as  the  other. 

Tlie  talk  of  this  consolidation  revives 

the  rumor  which  has  bobbed  up  at  in- 
tervals during  the  past  year  that  the 

theatres  of  the  First  National  franchise 
holders  were  to  be  centralized  in  their 
control  in  the  hands  of  about  five  or  six 

companies.  The  reported  amalgamation 
of  the  Stanley,  Mark  Strand  and  Fabian 
interests  is  looked  on  by  many  as  the 
first  real  move  in  this  direction. 

Constructive  Work  Done 

The  First  National  meeting  closed  Fri- 
day at  noon  after  a   brief  morning  ses- 

sion. The  entire  meeting  was  hamonious 
in  the  extreme  and  much  in  the  way  of 
constructive  work  was  done. 

Three  changes  were  made  in  the  per- 
sonnel of  the  board  of  directors.  Harry 

Schwalbe’s  resignation  was  accepted 
after  many  efforts  were  made  to  have 

him  remain  on  the  board,  and  John  Mc- 
Guirk,  of  the  Stanley  Company,  was 

elected  in  his  stead.  Barney  Balaban 
was  elected  to  succeed  Sam  Katz,  as  has 

been  expected  ever  since  Mr.  Katz  be- 
came head  of  the  Publix  Theatres.  Rich- 

ard F.  Hoyt,  of  Hayden  Stone  &   Co., 
Boston,  was  chosen  to  succeed  Sol 
Lesser. 
The  new  board  of  directors  includes 

Robert  Lieber,  Indianapolis:  Richard  A. 

Rowland,  New  York;  Fred  Levy,  Louis- 
ville; Harry  M.  Crandall,  Washincton, 

D.  C.;  George  W.  Trendle,  Detroit;  E.  V. 
Richards,  New  Orleans;  Barney  Balaban. 

Chicago;  Moe  Mark,  New  York;  M. 

Fabian,  Newark;  I.  H.  Ruben,  Minneap- 
olis: A.  H.  Blank.  Des  Moines;  John 

McGuirk,  Philadelphia;  Richard  F.  Hoyt 

of  Hayden,  Stone  &   Co.,  New  York  City. 
The  executive  committee  is  comprised 

of  A.  H.  Blank.  Harry  Crandall,  A.  M. 
Fabian.  Richard  A.  Rowland,  George  W. 
Trendle  and  E.  Y.  Richards, 

Lieber  Re-Elected  President 

Officers  for  the  coming  year  are- 
Robert  Lieber,  president;  Richard  A. 
Rowland,  first  vicepresidcnl  and  general 

manager;  Jacob  Fabian,  second  vicepresi- 
dent;  John  H.  Kunsky.  third  vicepresi- 

dent, and  Samuel  Spring,  secretary-treas- 
urer. 

Mr.  Lieber  struck  the  keynote  of  the 
convention  in  his  opening  addres.s  which 

stressed  the  close  co-operation  now  ex- 
isting among  the  guiding  heads  of  First 

National.  He  said  that  in  all  his  associa- 
tion with  the  company,  which  dates  back 

to  the  beginning  nine  years  ago,  he  never 
knew  of  a   time  when  such  harmony  pre- 

vailed or  when  the  prospects  for  the 

future  appeared  more  brilliant. 
Mr.  Rowland  outlined  in  detail  the  big 

production  program  for  the  coming  sea- 

son, emphasizing  the  great  value  repre- sented in  the  stars  and  stories. 

Among  the  speakers  were  Ned  E. 
Depinet,  southern  salesmanager;  Ned 
Marin,  Eastern  salesmanager;  R.  W. 

Perkins,  head  of  the  legal  department; 
C.  F.  Chandler,  advertising  and  publicity 

director,  and  Mrs.  Florf-nce  Strauss, scenario  editor. 

Those  present  included  Robert  Lieber, 
Richard  A.  Rowland,  M.  Finkelstein,  I. 

H.  Ruben,  A.  Hamm,  Harry  Crandall, 
Abe  Fabian,  Jacob  Fabian,  Moe  Mark, 

Spyros  Skouras,  Charles  Skouras,  Mrs, 
Florence  Strauss,  J.  B.  Clark,  Wattersoii 
R.  Rothacker,  John  Kunsky,  George 

Trendle,  R.  D.  Graver,  A.  F.  Sams,  Abe 
Blank,  Sam  Katz,  Ben  Stapleton,  Dr. 
A.  H.  Giannini,  Harry  T.  Nolan,  Tom 

Boland,  Harry  Schwalbe,  John  McGuirk. 
E.  Mandelbaum,  Phil  Gleichman,  Sam 

Spring,  Robert  Perkins,  A.  \V.  Smith. 
Tr.,  Ned  Depinet,  Ned  Marin,  Stanley 

Hatch,  C.^  F.  Chandler,  F.  E.  Cahill,  F. 
Ferrandini,  W.  P.  Dewees,  Tom  Saxe, 

Barney  Balaban,  R.  Hoyt,  Guv  Morgan, 
C.  C.  Burr,  Walter  Hays,  Eugene  Falk, 
June  Mathis,  Balboni,  Oscar  Brachman 
and  Miss  Mary  McCaffrey. 

Largest  Sales 

Meeting  of  F-N 
Opens  in  Chicago 

First  National  opened  its  largest  sales 
convention  Monday,  April  26,  at  the  Drake 

hotel,  Chicago,  with  three  days  of  prepara- 
tion of  the  force  for  selling  the  new  prod- 

uct in  prospect.  The  entire  third  floor  of 

the  Drake  was  reserved  and  one  of  the 
features  was  a   surprise  each  day  for  the 

delegates  occupving  each  room.  More  than 2'iO  were  scheduled  to  attend,  including 

home  office  officials  and  representatives, 

branch  managers,  salesmen  and  bookers 

from  33  exchanges.  The  Eastern  delega- 
tion arrived  Sunday  in  a   special  car  and 

President  Robert  Lieber  came  Monday 

noon.  A   parade  headed  by  six  motorcycle 

policemen  followed  from  the  station  to  the 

Drake.  Richard  A.  Rowland  was  to  arrive 
Tuesday  morning. 

The  first  two  days  were  to  he  pwriy 

business  conferences,  while  part  of  the 

third  dav  was  to  be  devoted  to  screening, 

followed  l)v  a   l>anquet  Wednesday  night 

The  pictures  are,  "Men  of  Steel,  The 

Greater  Glorv,"  and  "Tramp,  Tramp. 

Tramp."  The  advance  group  which  madi- 

local  preparations  for  the  sessions  included 

Allan  Glenn.  L.  R.  Brager,  L.  R   Stormont 

and  Walter  Lindlar,  all  of  New  York.  Six 

stars  scheduled  to  arrive  Wednesday  were 

Milton  Sills.  Anna  Q.  Nilsson.  Dons  Kcn-
 

{Continued  on  paffc  4n 
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52  Pictures  with  11  Specials 

Announced  at  M-G-M  Meeting 
Twenty-five  Per  Cent  Increase  Made  in  Studio  Equipment,  100 

Per  Cent  Growth  in  Organization  Personnel — 37 
Directors,  50  Stars  and  Stock  Players 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

New  YORK,  April  27. — Fifty-two  Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer  pictures, including’  :i  “special  eleven’’  for  showing;  in  so-called  legitimate 
theatres  at  at  least  $1.50  top,  were  announced  at  the  national  sales 

convention  which  opened  at  the  Hotel  Pennsylvania  yesterday,  as  a   pro- 

duction program  to  have  a   big  industrial  elTect  on  the  theatrical  entertain- 
ment business  throughout  the  world. 

The  program  is  regarded  as  marking a   new  stage  in  the  development  of 
the  motion  picture  theatre  from  tlie 

penny  arcade  of  about  a   score  of  years 

ago  and  launched  by  the  company  or- 
ganized in  April,  1924,  with  the  merger 

of  Metro,  Goldwyn  and  Louis  B.  Mayer, 

by  Louis  B.  Mayer,  who  himself  began 

with  a   penny  arcade  and  now  is  celebrat- 
ing his  twentieth  anniversary  as  a   show- 

man. 

Mctro-Goldwyn-Mayer  this  past  sea- 
son has  had  five  pictures  on  Broadway 

at  $2  top.  “The  Merry  Widow”  ran 
seven  months  at  the  Embassy.  “Ben 
Hiir,”  “The  Big  Parade,”  “Mare  Nos- 

trum" and  “La  Boheme”  are  now  all 
showing  at  top  prices  on  Broadwaj' — a 
record  never  before  approached  in  the 
history  of  the  industry. 

Physical  Equipment  Increased 

In  order  to  meet  this  ambitious  sched- 
ule of  picture  production,  officials  at  the 

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer  studio  in  Culver 
City,  have  just  finished  a   program  of 
improvements  and  expansion,  involving 

an  increase  of  25  per  cent  in  the  physi- 
cal equipment  and  an  increase  of  nearly 

100  per  cent  in  organization  personnel, 
according  to  announcement  made  at  the 
convention  by  Louis  B.  Mayer,  vice 

president  in  charge  of  production. 

The  company  carried  a   staff  of  20 
directors  a   yeag  ago;  now  it  has  37.  It 
has  50  stars  and  stock  players  now  as 
compared  with  28  twelve  months  ago. 

The  list  of  writers — novelists,  play- 

wrights, short-story  writers  and  scenar- 
ists— has  been  increased  from  less  than 

two  dozen  to  70.  These  men  will  create 

three-fourths  of  the  output  directly  for 
the  screen. 

The  staff  of  producing  executives  has 
been  increased  from  two  to  five. 

Another  outstanding  feature  of  plans 

is  to  continue  production  in  co-opera- 
tion with  the  United  States  government. 

It  already  has  made  "The  Midshipman,” 
and  now  has  “Tell  It  to  the  Marines,” 

"The  Fire  Brigade”  and  other  such  fea- 
tures under  way. 

Eleven  Specials  Named 

The  special  11  pictures  for  national 

distribution  will  include  “La  Boheme” 
and  “Mare  Nostrum.”  The  others  will 
be: 

“The  Mysterious  Island.”  which  is 
planned  to  be  the  greatest  picture  ever 
made  dealing  with  undersea  adventures. 
It  will  be  done  in  Technicolor,  with  the 
submarine  scenes  described  by  Jules 

Verne,  directed  by  J.  E.  Wililamson,  and 
will  be  directed  in  the  whole  by  Maurice 
Tourneur. 

"The  Scarlet  Letter,”  starring  Lillian 
Gish,  directed  by  Victor  Seastrom. 

“Annie  Laurie,”  starring  Lillian  Gish. 

“The  Cossacks,”  starring  John  Gilbert, 
for  which  a   company  of  250  Cossacks 
will  be  imported. 

“Tell  It  to  the  Marines,”  starring  Lon 
Chaney,  a   tale  of  the  famous  U.  S. 
Marine  Corps. 

Rex  Ingram’s  “The  Magician.”  from 
the  story  by  Somerset  Maugham,  with 
Alice  Terry  and  Paul  Wegener. 

“The  Trail  of  ’98,”  adapted  from  the 

novel  by  Robert  W.  Service,  to  be  di- 
rected by  Clarence  Brown,  with  Karl 

Dane,  Tully  Marshall  and  Pauline  Starke 
already  selected. 

“The  Fire  Brigade,”  made  in  co-oper- 
ation with  thousands  of  fire  chiefs  of 

the  United  States  and  Canada,  directed 

by  William  Nigh,  with  Charles  Ray, 

Lionel  Barrymore,  Tom  O’Brien,  Mar- 
celine  Day,  Bert  Woodruff  and  also 
Irene  Butler  and  Joyce  Coad. 

“Old  Heidelberg,”  starring  Roman 
Novarro,  a   glamorous  and  swaggering 
romance. 

The  burden  of  M-G-M  program  will 

emphasize  the  company’s  outstanding 
stars,  Lillian  Gish,  Roman  Novarro, 
Marion  Davies,  Lon  Chaney,  Norma 

{Continued  on  page  43) 
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AT  THE  PITTSBURGH  CONVENTION  oi  the  M.  P.  T.  O.  of  Western  Penn- 
sylvania and  Western  Virginia.  Left  to  right:  Henry  Gauding,  Joseph  M.  Seider, 

Julian  Brylawski,  Harry  Davis  and  R.  F.  Woodhall. 

Chicago  Time  Set 

Up;N.  Y.  Showmen 
Count  Heavy  Loss 

Nearly  all  the  suburban  communities  in 
Cook  county  changed  to  daylight  saving 
time  April  25  when  Chicago  set  up  the 
clock.  The  railroads  which  serve  many  of 

the  suburbs  issued  time  cards  which  show 

changes  in  the  time  of  the  local  trains  to 

accommodate  the  Chicago  commuters. 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

ALBANY,  April  27. — Nearly  all  of  the 

cities  in  New  York  state  adopted  the  day- 
light saving  ordinance  on  Sunday,  April  25, 

with  the  result  that  motion  picture  the- 
atres will  lose  tens  of  thousands  of  dollars 

in  these  cities  during  the  next  few  months 

to  come. 

Daylight  saving  now  prevails  in  New  York, 

Albany,  Amsterdam,  Beason,  Buffalo,  Cohoes. 

Fulton.  Glen  Cove,  Glens  Falls.  Cloversville,  Hud- 

son, Johnstown.  Kingston,  Lackawanna,  Little 

Falls,  Long  Beach,  MecUanicville,  Middletown. 
Mount  Vernon,  Newburgh,  North  Tonawand.i, 

Rensselaer,  Port  Jervis,  Poughkeepsie.  Rome, 

Saratoga.  Sherrill,  Troy,  Tonawanda,  Watcrvliet. 

White  Plains,  Yonkers  and  New  Rochelle. 

Schenectady  will  have  daylight  saving  a   week 

later,  while  Oneida  starts  May  31,  Oswego.  Juno 

14;  Syracuse,  June  IS;  Rochester,  May  29,  and 
Utic.a  the  first  Sunday  in  June. 

Gregory  May  Die 
from  Attack  of 

Theatre  Bandits 
S.  J.  Gregory,  Chicago  exhibitor,  may  die 

as  a   result  of  injuries  received  at  the  hands 

of  bandits  April  26  at  the  Parthenon  the- atre. The  Berwyn  house  is  owned  by  him 
and  Ben  J.  Bernasek. 

The  outlaws  tied  nine  men  prostrate  in  a 

row  on  the  stage  of  the  theatre  early  m 

the  morning  as  a   part  of  their  scheme  to 

rob  the  safe.  When  Gregory  appeared  at 

9   a.  m.  they  clubbed  him  in  an  effort  to  ol
>- 

tain  the  combination  of  the  safe.  He  put  up 

a   game  fight. 

A   passerby  turned  in  an  alarm  when  h
e saw  the  men  clubbing  Gregory. 

Chicago  Daily  News 

Lauds  Film  Censorship 

Stand  of  Pres.  Cooiidge 

The  Chicago  Daily  News  last  week  de
- 

voted a   good  portion  of  its  editorial  col- umns to  the  recent  informal  remarks  _oi 

President  Cooiidge  in  stating  his  opposition 

to  federal  censorship  of  motion  pictures. The  editorial  said  in  part: 

Mr.  Cooiidge  takes  the  position  that  
states  and local  communities  are  better  fitted  than  a   | 

commission  would  be  to  supervise  the  
se  ■ branches  of  the  rapidly  expanding 

industry.  Any  community  that  thinks 

ship  desirable  can  provide  it.  Federal  st
andarci  • 

tion  of  pictures  would  stunt  and  cripple  a   g
f  • 

.ind  progressive  art  and  would  paralyze  • 

local  effort  in  tlie  direction  of  reasonable  supc 
vision. 

While  there  has  been  justifiable 

against  certain  vulgar  and  salacious^  films, 
trend  in  the  moving-picture  industry  is 

upward.  The  public  now  demands  good  qua  ) 

Morris  Saifer  Tours  Branches 

NEW  YORK— Morris  Saifer,  United  
ArtU's 

district  manager,  covering  Cleveland,  Cinclnna  • 
Detroit,  Indianapolis  and  Chicago  is  on  a   t 
of.  the  branches  in  those  cities  in  connect 
with  his  company’s  recent  expansion  policy. 
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10  Million  a   Year 

in  Film  Royalties 
(Sfccial  from  Department  of  Commerce) 

WASHINGTON.  D.  C.  April  27.— 

Royalty  payments  received  by  the  Amer- 
ican motion  picture  industry  from  its 

foreign  business  have  been  climbing  at 
the  rate  of  approximately  $10,000,000  a 

year  for  the  past  five  years,  it  is  esti- 
mated by  the  department  of  commerce. 

In  a   report  on  “The  Balance  of  Inter- 
national rayments  in  1925,"  prepared  by 

Franklin  W.  Ryan,  assistant  chief  of  the 
finance  and  investment  division,  it  is  de- 

clared that  in  the  past  six  years  our 
receipts  from  this  source  have  been  not 
less  than  $300,000,000,  and  probably  well 
in  excess  of  that  sum.  On  the  other 

hand,  our  royalty  payments  to  foreign 
prodticers  in  that  period  have  probably 
not  exceeded  $1,000,000. 

Urbana  Votes  Sunday 
Shows  Down  and  Church 

Votes  Chorister  Out 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

1’RBAN.-\,  ill.,  .-Xpril  27. — Sunday  mo- 
tion pictures  were  vote<l  down  in  a   city 

election  here  last  week  following  a   heated 
campaign  in  which  the  film  question  was 
by  far  the  greatest  issue  involved. 

During  the  campaign  Charles  F.  Bas- 
sett, a   member  of  the  First  Presbyterian 

church  choir  here,  took  such  active  interest 

in  the  theatremen’s  side  that  he  was  ejected 
from  the  choir  by  the  churchmen. 

Reorganization  Bill 

Will  Destroy  Picture 

Commission^ s   Identity (Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

ALBANY,  N.  Y.,  April  27. — Passage  of 
me  reorganization  bill  in  the  New  York 
State  Legislature  last  week,  and  the  assur- 

ance that  Governor  Smith  will  sign  it, 
makes  it  certain  that  the  New  York  State 
Motion  Picture  Commission  will  lose  its 
identity  January  1,  1927,  as  a   separate,  dis- 
tmet  body,  and  will  become  a   bureau  in 
the  department  of  education. 

City  F ather^s  T ax  Idea 
Would  Make  City  Rich 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

xxr^'  April  27. — Alderman  Samuel 
\Mmei-,  has  presented  a   bill  to  the  board 
ot  aldermen  to  tax  amusement  receipts  for city  purposes.  Restaurants  and  hotels 
would  be  taxed  on  cover  charges.  Wimer substitute  a   tax  of  one  mill  on 
cacn  5U  cents  of  gross  admissions  for  the 
present  flat  tax  of  $150  a   year  charged 
theatres  regardless  of  seating  capacitv.  He wUmates  his  measure  will  net  the  city  $50.- iHJO  annual  additional  revenue. 

Borzage  on  First  Cap 
of  Journey  to  Europe 

tlirector,  is  cn  route 

Now'v'  ^   ̂ cw  days  visit  in 
land  borzage  will  sail  for  Eng- 

SL  where  he  will  make  ex- 

Inrr,.  ?^t)ts  on  the  production  of  "One 

Heaxen"®  and  "The  Seventh 

-Engages  Designer 

been  Lcni.  "film  arcliilect,' 

at  Univ^f‘r^ ^   Laemmic  to  desigi ‘   City.  He  has  left  Europe. 

Sydney  Cohen  Will  Retire 
at  Los  Angeles  Convention 

Says  He  Will  Decline  Official  Position  in  M.  P.  T.  0.  A.  and 
Devote  Efforts  to  His  Own  Theatres — Predicts 

“Battle  of  Giants”  in  1927-28 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  April  27. — Sydney  S.  Cohen  will  definitely  retire  from  all 
active  participation  in  exhibitor  organization  affairs  at  the  Los  .-\ngelcs 
convention.  This  announcement  was  made  by  Mr.  Cohen  in  an  adilress 
to  the  delegrates  at  the  convention  at  Pittsburgh  last  week,  and  reiterated after  his  arrival  in  New  York. 

To  Devote  Time  to  Business 

“This  is  no  new  idea  with  me.”  said  Mr.  Cohen.  “I  gave  my  most  earnest effort  and  practically  all  of  my  time  for  a   number  of  )-ears  to  the  work,  and 
finally  decided  it  was  time  to  devote  my  time  and  efforts  to  tlie  advance- 

ment of  my  own  business  by  paying  attention  to  mv  own  theatres  and other  interests. 

".‘\t  the  Los  Angeles  convention  I 
shall  retire  from  the  chairmanship  of  the 
board,  which  is  the  only  position  I   now 
hold,  and  shall 
not  even  be  a 
member. 

“Although  it  is 

my  firm  intention 
at  the  Los  Ange- 

les convention  to 
retire  from  all 

official  positions 
in  the  M.  P.  T. 
O.  A.  and  to 
serve  it  only  as  a 
member  in  the 

ranks,  its  inter- ests will  still  be 

as  paramount  to 
me  as  when  I   had 
thehonorof 

leading  the  organization  as  president. 

"I  will  be  .glad  for  this  as  it  will  free 
me  from  the  business  restrictions  and 
limitations  that  were  itnposed  on  me 
while  serving  in  an  official  capacity  of 
this  service  organization,  and  thus  allow 

me  to  develop  business  within  the  indus- 

try on  a   par  with  any  other  individual.” 
Predicts  "Battle  of  Giants" 

In  his  Pittsburgh  address  Mr.  Cohen 
dwelt  on  the  problems  whicli  face  the 

industry  and  pointed  out  that  what  lie 
considered  the  greatest  of  these  would 

be  fought  out  in  the  season  of  1927-1928. 
This  he  termed  the  “Battle  of  the 
Giants."  He  said  in  part: 

“The  ‘Battle  of  the  Giants’  in  which 
a   half  dozen  of  the  film  companies  are 

engaged  with  the  acquiring  of  theatres, 
strengthening  of  their  financial  position 
and  the  enlarging  of  their  production 

activities.  Thus  far,  only  the  skirmish- 

ing has  been  done.  The  real  battle  will 

be  fought  in  the  season  of  1927-1928, 
after  which  there  will  be  a   meeting  of 

the  representatives  of  each  of  these 

Stratton-Porter  Group 

Incorporates  in  Indiana 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

INDIANAPOLIS,  April  27.— 
The  Gene  Stratton-Porter  memor- 

ial association  has  Sled  articles  of 

incorporation  with  the  Secretary 
of  State.  The  association  was 

formed  to  raise  $50,000  to  pur- 
chase the  Porter  home  at  Rome 

City.  Ind.,  for  a   state  park  as  a 
memorial  to  the  author.  Two  of 
her  novels  have  been  bought  by 

F.  B.  O.  "Laddie"  and  "Magic 

Carden." 

forces  to  draw  up  ibe  'Treaty  of  Peace, ' 
ill  which  they  will  try  to  parcel  par- 

ticipating interests  in  various  territories 
throughout  the  world. 

“Capital,  when  it  fights  as  it  is  now, 
only  does  so  for  better  terms  and  condi- 

tions and  understandings,  not  to  destroy, 

and  it  is  essential  that  the  Motion  Pic- 
ture Theatre  Owners  of  America  be  vig- 

orously and  aggressively  conducted 

along  lines  that  will  prevent  the  anihila- 

tion  of  all  of  the  'dough  boys’  in  the 

ranks  when  the  'generals’  meet. 
"The  Motion  Picture  Theatre  Owners 

of  America  through  its  organization  ac- 
tivities during  the  past  five  years  has 

been  of  inestimable  assistance  to  theatre 

owners,  as  well  as  to  producers  and  dis- 
tributors. It  has  served  the  purpose  of 

holding  back  the  one  company  which 
was  acquiring  theatres  through  virtually 
no  investment  of  money.  Fifty  per  cent 
interests  in  theatres  were  being  taken 
over  through  coercive  methods,  etc. 

Theatre  Values  Soar 

"At  the  present  time  through  the  re- 
sistance offered  by  the  M.  P.  T.  O.  A. 

(until  the  reinforcements  had  come  up 

in  the  shape  of  other  film  companies 

offering  competition  with  regard  to  thea- 
tre purciiasing  and  the  making  of  quality 

films),  the  theatres  of  the  country  are 
worth  more  today  than  ever  before  in 
the  history  of  the  Industry.  Real  money 
must  now  be  paid  (and  is  being  paid) 
to  theatre  owners  for  their  theatres  and 

investments,  and  through  organization 
activities  this  situation  must  be  and  can 
be  maintained. 

“This  actual  happening  is  really  far 
more  important  than  the  tremendou.s 
savings  afforded  theatre  owners  through 
the  succes.sfiil  efforts  of  the  M.  P-  T.  O. 
A.  in  the  elimination  of  the  5   per  cent 

film  rental,  seating  and  admission  taxes." In  outlining  some  of  the  work  that 

should  be  taken  up  at  the  Los  .'\ngeles 
convention,  Mr.  Cohen  enumerated: 

"The  need  for  the  separation  of  pro- 
diiccr-di.stributor-exhibitor  m   c   in  b   c   r   s 

from  direct  membership  in  the  Motion 
Picture  Theatre  Owners  of  .America, 
which  should  consist  only  of  theatre 

owners  who  are  without  producing  affili- 
ations or  not  controlled  financially  by 

producin.g  organizations. 
“The  Motion  Picture  Theatre  Owners 

of  -America  should  not  become  a   subsidi- 

ary of  the  producers  organization.  Con- tact sliould  be  established  between  a 

committee  of  theatre  owners  not  affili- 

ated with  producing  interests  to  meet 

with  a   committee  of  tlieatre  owners  who 

arc  to  cooperate  on  all  mutual  problems 

in  so  far  as  the  public  and  legislative 

affairs  are  concerned." 
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The  sales  department  of  the  Famous  Players-Lasky  corporation  last week  completed  a   notable  product  presentation  arrangement. 

Simultaneously  in  thirty-six  cities  throughout  the  United  States  con- 

ventions of  exhibitors  were  held,  presided  over  by  home  office  representa- 

tives, at  which  Paramount  product  for  tlie  coming  year  was  presented 

and  analyzed  for  the  theatre  owners. 

Even  in  an  industry  which  is  accustomed  to  extraordinary  sales  and 

ser>'ice  undertakings  this  effort  stands  out  as  a   distinctly  notable  con- 

tribution. Even  in  the  record  of  the  Famous  Players-Lasky  corpora- 

tion. which  is  high-lighted  with  a   multitude  of  far-visioned  and  extra- 

ordinary sales  efforts,  this  plan  of  holding  thirty-six  product  conferences 

— which  were  attended  by  about  2,000  exhibitors — simultaneously 

throughout  the  country  is  an  achievement  of  signal  interest — M.  J.  Q. 

Synchronized  Music  Invention 
Announced  by  Warners 

Aimed  to  Make  Every  Performance  in  Theatre  Deluxe  with  Full 

Orchestral  Accompaniment  JFithout  Regard  to  Size  of  House 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

New  YORK,  April  27.-— Scientific  developments  aimed  to  revolution- ize the  presentation  of  motion  pictures  in  the  largest  metropolitan 
theatres  as  well  as  the  smallest  theatres  in  the  little  tov/ns  have 

just  been  announced  as  perfected  by  the  Western  Electric  Company  and 
Warner  Brothers.  These  developments  are  the  result  of  years  of  research 

in  Bell  Telephone  Laboratories,  the  research  laboratories  of  the  American 

Telephone  and  Telegraph  Company  and  Western  Electric  Company.  They 
involve  a   system  for  synchronization  of  motion  pictures  with  reproduced 

sound  having  a   degree  of  naturalness  never  before  attained. 

'^HIS  invention  brings  to  audiences  in every  corner  of  the  world  the  music 

of  the  greatest  symphony  orchestras  and 

the  vocal  entertainment  of  the  most  pop- 
ular stars  of  the  operatic,  vaudeville  and 

theatrical  fields.  The  system  is  avail- 
able to  all  motion  picture  producers  for 

synchronization  for  presentation  of  any 
film  that  they  produce.  It  will  also  be 

available  for  use  in  the  educational,  com- 
mercial and  religious  fields  as  well  as 

that  of  amusement. 

Corporation  Formed 

This  system  is  considered  by  scientist’^ 
a   distinct  advance  not  only  in  the  mo- 

tion picture  field  but  in  that  of  voice 
communications  as  well.  Experiments 
which  proved  the  practicability  of  the 
invention  were  conducted  for  many 
months  at  the  studio  and  laboratories  in 

Brooklyn  of  Warner  Brothers  and  at  the 
Warner  theatre  in  Broadway,  the  home 
office  says.  The  invention  is  to  make 

every  performance  in  motion  picture  the- 
atres a   deluxe  performance  with  full  or- 

chestration accompaniment  to  the  pic- 
ture regardless  of  the  size  or  character 

of  the  house.  A   corporation  has  been 
formed  to  record  the  synchronization  of 
music  for  motion  picture  producers  all 

over  the  world  and  to  distribute  the  in- 
vention among  the  theatre  owners. 

The  apparatus  is  no  more  complicated 
from  the  standpoint  of  operation  than  an 
ordinary  motion  picture  projector.  No 
special  skill  or  technic  is  required  of  the 
operator.  If  the  film  breaks,  there  is 
no  interference  with  the  accuracy  of 
synchronization.  The  sound  record  is 
not  controlled  by  the  film  itself. 

The  system  represents  successful  com- 
bination and  conversion  to  motion  pic- 

ture use  of  three  major  research  develop- 
ments. The  first  of  these  is  the  electrical 

system  of  recording.  This  method  em- 
ploys a   high  quality  microphone  of  an 

improved  type,  electrical  amplifying  ap- 

paratus, and  a   record-cutting  mechanism. 

Recording  may  be  carried  on  at  consid- 
erable distance  from  the  source  of  sound 

so  that  the  actors  may  be  grouped  nat- 

urall)''  in  any  scene  in  a   studio,  a   num- 
ber of  microphones  may  be  suspended 

out  of  the  camera  range  at  a   distance 

from  the  amolifvinc'’  and  recording  ap- 
paratus to  which  they  are  connected  by 

wire. 

Electrical  Reproducer  Used 

The  second  essential  feature  is  an  elec- 
trical reproducer  which  converts  the 

movements  of  a   needle  in  the  grooves  of 
a   sound  record  into  electrical  vibrations. 
The  electrical  currents  from  this  device 

pass  into  an  amplifier  and  then  onerate 

a   high  quality  loudspeaker  of  an  im- 
proved type. 

The  third  development  is  the  link  be- 
tween the  reproducer  and  the  audience. 

An  adaptation  of  the  public  address  sys- 
tem makes  it  possible  to  pick  up  elec- 

trical vibrations  from  the  reproducer, 

amplify  them,  and  by  means  of  properly 

Exhibitor,  Merchants 

Unite  on  House  Opening 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

LOWVILLE,  N.  Y.,  April  27.— 
In  connection  with  the  reopening 

of  the  Opera  House  here,  the  busi- 
ness men  of  the  town  are  planning 

to  cooperate  with  the  management 
in  making  it  an  event  long  to  be 
remembered.  The  merchants  are 

planning  a   springtime  sales  event 
in  conjunction  with  the  opening  of 

the  house,  enabling  persons  to 

come  to  the  village  and  shop  dur- 
ing the  day  and  enjoy  the  theatre 

at  night. 

Warners  Complete 

Three  Sectional 

Sales  Conventions 
(Special  lo  Exhibitors  Herald) 

Niiw  York,  April  27. — Warner  Brothers 
have  completed  their  three  sectional  con- 

ventions, the  first  held  at  the  Pennsylvania 
hotel  in  New  York,  April  10,  11  and  12.  the 
second  at  the  Congress  hotel  in  Chicago, 

April  17,  18  and  19,  and  the  third  at  the 
Ambassador  hotel  in  Los  Angeles,  April 

24,  25  and  26. 

located  loudspeaking  telephones  trans- 
form them  into  sound.  The  loudness  is 

so  regulated  as  to  "ive  the  illusion  that 
the  source  lies  in  the  actors  whose  pic- 

tures appear  on  the  screen.  In  the  case  of 

musical  programs  a   specially  construct- 
ed loudspeaking  telephone  insures  the 

correct  volume  and  naturalness. 
Both  the  film  and  the  sound  device 

are  set  in  their  respective  machines  with 

a   given  marker  in  the  proper  place  and 
the  two  machines  arc  then  speeded  up 

from  rest,  together,  by  the  simple  device 
of  having  them  coupled  to  the  opposite 
ends  of  the  same  motor. 

For  taking  the  pictures  with  these 
markers  on  the  original  film  and  record 
two  motors  are  used,  one  to  drive  the 

camera  and  one  to  drive  the  sound  re- 

cording machine.  An  ingenious  electri- cal device  has  been  developed  whereby 
the  two  machines  can  be  started  from 

rest  and  maintained  in  synchronism  not 

only  after  they  are  up  to  speed  but  dur- 
ing the  period  while  the’’  are  speeding 

up. Two  Machines  Alternated 

It  was  necessary  to  perfect  a   inethod 
of  making  sound  records  which  will  run 

at  least  fifteen  minutes  without  distor- 
tion either  of  the  high  or  of  the  low 

notes.  Through  the  use  of  two  produc- 
ing machines  alternately,  there  will  be 

no  interruption  to  the  accompaniment 
just  as  reels  of  film  are  changed  at  the 

present  time.  Reproduction  in  the  the- 
atre preserves  the  correct  relationship 

of  each  sound  to  the  others,  the  inten- 
sity varying  in  the  same  proportion  as 

in  the  enacted  scene  or  musical  program. 

An  important  use  of  the  new  svstem 
will  be  in  providing  musical  programs 

for  motion  pictures  alreadv  taken.  This 

is  accomplished  by  projecting  the  pic- 
ture in  the  usual  way  and  recording  tlie 

music,  as  previously  cued,  in  synchron- ism with  the  projection  instead  of_  m 

synchronism  with  the  photographing- 

Any  picture  which  has  ever  been  pro- 
duced can  be  orchestrated  and  synchron- 
ized. The  sound  synchronization  's  not 

dependent  on  recording  at  the  time  of 
the  exposure  of  the  film. 

The  new  process  of  electrical  record- 
ing makes  it  possible  to  make  faithful 

reproductions  at  a   distance  from  the source  of  sound. 

The  most  difficult  part  was  the  repro- 
duction of  music  or  speech  from  the  ap- 
paratus in  such  a   manner  that  it  would 

be  as  loud  as  music  or  speech  from  a 

real  performance  and  at  the  same  time  a faithful  copy  in  all  respects. 

Dix  at  Work  After  Injury 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  April  27.— Richard  Dix 
who  was  compelled  10  days  ago  to  suspeno 

work  on  “Say  It  A^in”  because  of  a 
broken  hand  received  in  a   fight  scene  was 
able  to  resume  at  the  Paramount  Long Island  studio  last  week. 
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Exhibitors  V   ote  FP-L  Thanks 
For  Key  City  Meeting  Series 

Telegraph  General  Manager  Kent  to  Make  Sessions  Annual  or 
Semi-annual  Events — Call  Birthday  Parties  Mutual 

Benefit — Mutual  Problems  Discussed 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

^   NEW  YORK,  April  27.— An  innovation  which  marl<,s  the  most  progres- 
sive step  ever  taken  toward  the  ideal  of  a   perfect  accord  between  exhibitor 

and  producer  and  distributor. 

,That  expresses  the  composite  opinion  of  nearly  2,000  theatre  men  who 
wired  their  congratulations  to  Sidney  R.  Kent,  general  manager  of  Para- attendance  last  week  at  the  exhibitor  meetings 
which  Paramount  held  in  36  key  cities  of  the  country. 

Mutual  Problems  Discussed 

These  meetings  brought  together  exhibitors,  home  office  representatives 
of  the  producing  and  distributing  company,  as  well  as  district' and  branch 
managers,  exploitation  rnen  and  salesmen,  for  a   discussion  of  mutual  prob- 

lems and  for  an  analysis  of  Paramount’s  fifteenth  anniversary  group  of 

pictures.  
■   ^ 

Associated  Cinema 

Explains  Position 
in  Communication 

Cox,  Welliver  and  Walsh,  Indianapolis 
attorneys  associated  with  Frank  J.  Rem- 
busch  in  Associated  Cinema  Theatres  Cor- 

poration, have  written  Exhibitor's  Herald 
stating  they  consider  an  article  appearing 
in  die  April  24  issue  of  the  Herald  as 

“unfair.” 
They  state  that  in  their  understanding 

the  Administrative  Committee  of  the 

M.  P.  T.  O.  A.  does  not  “frown”  on  the 
“Rembusch  Plan,”  but  simply  took  no  ac- 

tion “due  to  lack  of  information.”  They 
state  their  corporation  is  operated  for 
purely  business  purposes. 
With  their  communication  is  enclosed  a 

carbon  of  a   letter  written  to  Joseph  M. 
Seider,  business  manager  of  the  M.  P.  T. 
0.  A.,  stating  that  the  use  of  the  phrase 
“The  Monroe  Doctrine  of  the  Motion  Pic- 

ture Theatre  Owners  of  America”  was 
not  intended  as  using  the  national  exhibi- 

tor organization's  name  in  promotional 
work,  pointing  out  that  “motion  picture 
theatre  owner”  is  now  generally  used  in 
place  of  the  word  “exhibitor.”  They  offer 
to  drop  the  use  of  the  phrase  if  objection- 

able to  the  M.  P.  T.  0.  A. 

“We  ask  you  not  to  oppose  the  plans,” 
is  one  of  the  concluding  sentences  of  the 
letter  to  Mr.  Seider. 

Ginsberg  Announces 
Deals  with  Important 

Exchanges  for  26-27 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  April  27.— Henry  Gins- 
erg,  president  of  Ginsberg-Kann  Distribut- 

ing Corporation,  announced  this  week  that 
he  has  signed  many  of  the  most  important 
independent  exchanges  in  the  country  to 
handle  his  12  Sterling  and  six  new  Banner 
productions  for  the  season  of  1926-27. 
The  newly  signed  franchise  holders  are; 
Hollywood  Pictures  Corporation,  serving 

Greater  New  York  and  Northern  New  Jersey; 
Twentieth  Century  Film  Company,  Philadelphia; 
Independent  Films,  Inc.,  Boston;  Premier  Films, 
Inc.,  Chicago;  Celebrated  Players  Film  Corpora- 

tion, Milwaukee;  Favorite  Film  Company,  De- 
troit; St.  Exiuis  Film  Exchange,  St.  Louis;  Trio 

Productions,  Inc.,_  Washington.  D.  C.;  All  Star 
bea^res  Distributing  Corporation,  Los  Angeles, 
Lahf.i  De  Luxe  Feature  Film  Company,  Seattle; 
rum  De  Luxe  Corporation,  Montreal,  Canada; 
rranemses  have  been  sold  to  two  exchanges  dis- 
Inbuting  pictures  in  South  America:  Argcntiiie- 
American  Film  Company,  New  York  City:  So- 
ciedad  General  CiuematografiL"',  New  York  City. 

The  one  thought  conveyed  to  Mr.  Kent 
in  the  hundreds  of  telegrams  received  from 
theatre  owners  was:  “Our  hats  off  to  you 
for  this  new  departure  in  dealing  with 
exhibitors.  Your  idea  of  direct  contact  is 

tyelcomed  and  is  two  years  ahead  of  the 
times.  Only  Paramount  could  have  con- 

ceived it  and  carried  it  out.” 
So  enthusiastic  were  the  exhibitors  that 

they  have  urged  Mr,  Kent  to  hold  similar 
meetings  at  least  once  every  year  and  semi 
annually  if  possible.  Such  meetings  as 

these,  said  one  prominent  exhibitor,  “dem- 
onstrate the  wonderful  position  your  or- 

ganization holds  in  the  industry.” 
Called  Boon  to  Exhibitor 

The  benefits  to  be  derived  from  these 
meetings  are  far-reaching  to  the  exhibitor, 
one  Middle  West  theatre  owner  declaring: 

“Your  birthday  party  a   great  idea.  It 
helps  us  sell  Paramount  to  the  public,  gives 
us  a   better  idea  of  what  we  will  get  in 
the  block  and  is  particularly  a   boon  to 
the  exhibitor  who  cannot  see  every  pic- 

ture before  he  books  it.” 

Supporting  the  Iowa  exhibitor's  opinion is  this  statement  from  a   Kansas  theatre 

owner :   “Plan  of  getting  exhibitors  to- 
gether in  territories  bears  out  the  progres- 

sive exhibitors’  opinion  that  your  methods 
are  at  all  times  original.” That  Paramount  has  blazed  the  trial  is 
indicated  in  the  following  telegrams ; 

fNpiANAPOLIS — We  the  undersigned 
exhibitors  of  the  Indianapolis  territory 
wish  to  extend  our  hearty  congratulations 
on  this  new  and  progressive  idea  of  hold- 

ing joint  exhibitor  and  producer  meetings. 
Kansas  city — May  I   express  my 

appreciation  of  the  effort  of  Paramount 
in  bringing  to  the  exhibitors  some  realiza- 

tion of  the  trials  of  the  producer  and  your 

effort  to  understand  the  exhibitor's troubles. 

NEW  HAVEN — We,  the  undersigned 
ej^ibitors  of  the  New  Haven  territory, 
wish  to  express  our  sincere  congratulations 
and  thanks. 

NEW  ORLEANS — Your  often  ex- 
pressed ideal  of  including  exhibitors  as 

delegates  to  Paramount  conventions  had  a 
most  successful  tryout  today  when  the  un- 

dersigned exhibitors  in  the  New  Orleans 
territory  responded  to  the  invitation  of 
Paramount’s  exchange  manager,  Harold 
Wilkes. 
MEMPHIS — We  exhibitors  of  the 

Memphis  territory  wish  to  e.xtend  con- 

gratulations. PITTSBURGH  — Exhibitors  of  the 
Pittsburgh  territory  send  greetings  to 
Paramount  executives. 

DETROIT — Twenty-five  Michigan  ex- 
hibitors representing  over  100  theatres  have 

attended  Paramount’s  fifteenth  birthday 
party  held  in  Detroit  today. 

(Continued  on  page  32) 

EXHIBITORS  at  Paramount's  New  York  zone  meeting  at  Hotel  Astor  April  19. 

L 
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Exhibitors  from  the  Chicago  and  Peoria  territories  who  attended  the  15th  Birthday 
Party  of  Paramount  at  the  Drake  hotel,  Chicago,  April  SI. 

State  Gatherings  Are 

Enthused  by  ̂ 26  Meet 
{Centtiiiued  from  fas/c  Jl) 

picture  fan  himself,  the  governor  launched 

into  a   tribute  to  the  memory  of  the  late 

Senator  John  P.  Harris,  brother  and  busi- 
ness partner  of  Denny  Harris,  president 

of  the  organization  and  one  of  the  best 
known  showman  of  Pennsylvania. 
At  the  final  session  of  the  convention, 

held  in  the  afternoon  before  the  banquet, 
the  following  officers  were  elected : 

D.  A.  Harris  of  Pittsburgh,  elected 
president;  Harry  Davis,  Pittsburgh,  vice 
president,  to  succeed  Michael  Rosenbloom, 

Charleroi ;   M.  B.  Nadler,  Ambridge,  re- 
elected treasurer,  and  Fred  J.  Herrington, 

re-elected  secretary.  John  M.  Alderdice, 
Dormont,  and  H.  B.  Kester,  East  Liberty, 

succeed  themselves  for  another  three-year 
term  on  the  Board  of  Managers. 

NORTHWEST 

(Sf>eciol  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

MINNEAPOLIS,  April  27. — Advance- 
indications  arc  that  the  convention  of  the 
Northwest  exhibitors  to  be  held  in  this 

city  May  4   and  5   will  be  second  in  im- 
portance only  to  the  national  gathering 

at  Los  Angeles  in  June. 

Not  only  will  the  president  and  business 
manager  of  the  M.  P.  T.  O.  A.  be  pres- 

ent, but  it  is  also  expected  that  all  the 
leaders  of  the  Allied  States  organization 
and  a   delegation  from  Canada  will  be  here. 

It  will  really  be  the  first  time  that  the 

Northwest  has  been  in  hearty  accord  with 
the  M.  P.  T.  0.  A.  since  the  break  at  the 

Chicago  convention.  A   complete  delega- 
tion is  to  be  chosen  for  the  Los  Angeles 

convention  and  keen  rivalry  for  positions 
is  expected. 

IOWA 

(Slfecial  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

DES  MOINES,  lA..  April  27.-The  Mo- 
tion Picture  Theatre  Owners  of  Iowa  are 

meeting  today  at  Newton,  la,,  in  their 

usual  one-day  Spring  session. 
Election  of  officers,  a   complete  change 

of  the  by-laws  of  the  association  and  the 
cut  in  dues  to  a   nominal  figure  are 

among  the  things  scheduled.  A   headquar- 
ters office  is  to  be  established  in  Des 

Moines  and  a   business  manager  chosen. 
Representatives  to  the  national  convention 
at  Los  Angeles  will  be  named. 

TEXAS 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

DALLAS,  TEX.,  April  27.— The  .\f.  P, 
T.  O.  convention  of  Texas,  which  will  be 

held  in  Dallas,  May  11-12,  is  scheduled  to 
be  one  of  the  most  unusual  ever  pulled 

off.  On  May  10,  the  day  before  the  con- 
vention opens,  a   golf  tournament  will  be 

held  on  one  of  the  most  popular  golf 
courses  of  Dallas. 

Oscar  Morgan,  who  has  charge  of  the 
golf  tournament,  urges  every  exhibitor  to 
attend  early  to  get  in  on  this  festivity. 
He  further  states  that  prizes  will  be 

awarded  the  night  of  the  ball,  but  that 
the  novice  at  the  game  will  have  an  equal 
chance  at  the  prize  with  the  sharks,  as 

ability  to  play  the  game  will  not  count. 
.Another  thing  in  regard  to  the  tournament 

he  will  not  divulge,  but  he  promises  some- 
thing unique  and  fun  for  everybody. 

Plenty  of  cars  will  be  at  the  Baker  Hotel 
to  take  anybody  who  wants  in  on  the  fun 

to  the  golf  course  at  12:30,  and  excite- 
ment is  in  the  air  everywhere. 

All  are  expecting  the  time  of  their  lives, 

and  the  officials  are  predicting  a   huge  con- 
vention, saying  they  have  already  heard 

from  numbers  of  exhibitors  who  declare 
their  intention  of  attending. 

Exhibitors  Vote  FP-L 
Thanks  for  Meet  Series 

(Couliiiiied  from  page  31) 

Des  Moines 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

DES  MOINES,  IOWA,  April  27.— The 
Paramount  exhibitors  convention  in  Des 

Moines  April  22  was  attended  by; 

-A.  W.  Nicolls,  (lisirict  manaser  R.  F.  Craw- 
ford,  branch  manager,  Des  Moine.s;  Elmer  Bur- 

gher, exploitation  representative,  Des  Moines  and 
Omaha;  C.  H.  McClintic,  hooking  manager;  Jack 
Curry,  .ad  sales  manager;  R.  M.  Conuland,  H.  H. 
Savereide,  P.  W.  Robbins,  W.  E.  Barker,  E,  R. 
Rushing,  sales  representatives,  and  the  following 
exhibitors:  P.  D.  Alleman,  Strand,  Clinton;  1>. 
B.  B.iker,  Circle,  Ottumwa;  H.  D.  Barne.s,  Rialto, 
Burlington;  Chris  Behrens,  Garden,  Davenport; 
Wes  Booth,  Strand,  BelUplaine;  Ludy  Boston, 
Amuzu,  Muscatine;  K.  V.  Breeding,  Strand, 
Mystic;  Roy  Brown,  Rialto,  Boone;  Ted  Bryant, 
Eastern  Iowa  Tlieatre  Conytany,  Oelwein;  G.  A. 
Cecil,  Rialto,  Bedford;  J.  C.  Collins,  Rex,  Perry; 
E.  O.  Cummings,  Fort  Armstrong,  Rock  Island, 
III.;  A.  R.  Cunningliam,  Capitol,  Des  Moines;  F. 

W.  Curtis,  People'^s,  Rodfield;  H.  L.  Davidson, 
Strand,  Cetl.ar  Rapids;  Albert  Davis,  Garden.  Iowa 

City;  Jess  Day,  Strand,  Des  Moines;  Wayne  Dut- 
ton, Plaza,  Manchester;  A.  L.  Easterly,  Rialto, 

Clinton;  J.  1!.  Gerhracht,  Ames  Theatre  Com- 
pany.  Ames;  D.  R.  Golden,  American,  Cherokee; 
H.  D.  Grove,  Des  Moines;  G.  W.  Haiglit,  Opera 
House,  NortliWood;  J.  M.  Heffner,  Palace  Bijon, 
Mason  City:  L.  D.  Hendrix,  Strand,  Mt.  Vernon; 
F.  C.  Hinds,  Cre.sco,  Cresco;  W.  H.  Hoffman, 
Orplieiiin,  Fairfield;  John  D.  Howard,  Capitol. 
Davenport;  G.  P,  Hiindling,  Rialto,  Newton:  E. 
B.  Johnson.  Crescent,  Audubon:  Ardeth  Normen, 
Kneck  Hildretli  Opera,  Charles  City:  A.  R.  Kremer, 
Princess,  Mt.  Ayr;  Ted  Larson,  Star,  Lake  City; 
J.  A.  Liercke,  Empire,  Storm  Lake:  Joint  Maclay, 
Grand  Opera  House,  Dubuque;  Elmer  Metzger, 
Strand,  Creston;  J.  E.  Michael,  Idle  Hour,  Tama; 

J._  H.  Micli.-iel.  Strand,  I.con;  Harry  Mitcitnick, 
Lincoln  .and  Strand,  Chariton:  E,  E.  Morris, 
Princess,  Eagle  Grove;  C.  L.  Niles,  Eastern  Iowa 
Theatre  Company,  Anamosa;  Cliarles  Peter.son, 

Windsor,  Hampton;  Walter  Peterson,  Empres 

Rockwell  City:  E.  C.  Potter,  Fireman's,  New 
Hampton;  N.  C.  Rice,  Opera  House,  Algotta;  H 
H.  Russell,  Opera  House,  Humboldt;  A.  C 
Scinineman,  Iris,  Webster  City;  George  Schwen- 
nckcr.  Garden,  Guthrie  Center;  F.  0.  Slcnkcr. 
Spencer  Siiuarc,  Rock  Island,  111.;  H.  Stanley) 
American,  Corning;  A.  C.  Stoltc,  Blank  Entcr- 

prise.s,  Des  Moines;  Ray  Swan,  P,-ilacc,  Cedar 
K.ipids;  P.  R.  Touney,  Rialto  and  Majestic,  For: 
Dodge;  M.  R.  Totirneur,  Iowa  Tlieatre  Company, 
.M.ason  City:  H.  S.  Waldorf,  Grand,  Esthcrvillc; 

John  Waller,  Lyric,  Osceola;  H.  S.  Ward,  Cry- 
stal, Waterloo;  Byron  Watson,  Grand,  Knoxville; 

W.  T.  Waugh,  King.  Alhia;  W.  F,  Weary, 

Casino,  Sac  City;  Harry  Weinberg.  Blank  Enter- 
Iirises,  Des  Moines;  A.  E,  Weld,  Strand.  Water- 

loo; F.  C-  Williams,  Garden,  Marion;  William 

Youngclans.  Strand,  Jeffer.son. 

Minneapolis 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

MINNEAPOLIS,  MINN.,  April  27.- 
Seventy-two  exhibitors  and  theatre  man- 

agers were  the  guests  of  the  Paramount 
exchange  April  19.  Attending  were: 

Leon  J.  Bamberger  and  James  A.  Clark  of  the 
home  office;  Bob  Henkel,  Cando,  N.  D.;  Williani 
Kncid,  Granite  Falls,  Minn.;  Glen  Harding,  Ik 
midji,  Minn.;  Theodore  Hays,  general  managir 
of  Finkelslein  and  Ruben,  Minneapolis;  Sol 

Lebedoff,  Homewood  tlieatre.  Minneapolis;  W.  M. 

Millcr,  Leb,  Cloi|nct,  Minn.;  H.  J.  Peterson, 
Dper.a  House,  Jamestown,  N.  D.;  John  Filler, 
Piller,  Valley  City,  N.  D.;  E.  R.  Ruben,  bookini; 
director  of  Finkelstein  and  Kiiben;  A.  Anderson. 

State,  Detroit,  Minn.;  W.  J.  Benffeld,  Grand, 
Gracevillc,  Minn.;  H.  E.  Billings,  Garrick,  Vir- 

ginia, Minn.;  Fred  Boll,  Majestic,  Stillwater. 
-Minn.:  H.  Biichanaan,  Peoples,  Superior,  Wis, ; 
B.  Clifford,  Garrick,  St.  Paul;  J.  B.  Clinton, 
l«yccum,  Duluth:  M.  C.  Cooper,  Grand,  Grand 
Forks,  N.  D. ;   William  Crouse,  Irleal.  Bloomer, 
Wis.;  C.  Daigler,  Regent,  Evelcth,  Minn.;  E. 
Dilley,  Grand,  Northfield,  Minn.;  T.  Force, 
Fargo,  Fargo,  N.  D. ;   Anton  Gilles,  Gilles  Oper-i 
House,  Wahpeton,  N.  D. ;   Will  Glaser,  Graini, 

Faribault.  Minn.;  Billy  Gowan,  Orpheum,  Ortoii- 
ville,  Minn.;  Ed  Haus,  Slate,  Eau  Claire,  Wis.; 
Sid  Heath,  State,  Wells,  Slinn. ;   W,  R.  Hiller. 

Lyceum,  Braincrd,  Minn.;  .Al  Kavool,  State,  Man- 
kato. Minn.;  F.  W.  Kohnen,  Re.x,  Chippewa  Falh, 

Wis.;  F.  Koppelherger.  LaCrosse,  Theatres  Co.. 
LaCrosse,  Wis.;  Fred  Larkin,  Sherman,  St. 
Cloud,  hfinn. ;   Orrin  Laron,  Grand,  Herman. 
Minn.;  J.  Lein,  Strand,  Grafton,  N.  D. ;   H.  J 
I.a)ngaker,  Howard,  Alexandria,  Minn.;  Gene  Me 
Cnrtliy,  Orpheum,  Fergus  Falls,  Minn.;  W.  F. 
NfcCallor,  Park,  Austin,  Minn.;  L.  L.  McMillan. 
Princes-S,  Winnebago,  Minn.;  Si.  Maycm,  Aslor, 
St.  Paul;  Archie  Miller,  Grand,  Devils  Lake,  N. 
I).;  George  Miner,  Majestic,  Rice  Lake,  Wis.: 
Harold  Nathan,  Princess,  St.  Paul;  E.  Nelson, 

State.  Waseca.  Minn.;  E.  Norecn,  Rex.  Hutcliiii- 
^on,  Minn.;  H,  J.  Peterson,  Opera  House,  Jamc- 
town,  N.  D. :   \V.  G.  RezaCj  Slate,  Hihbing,  Minn  ; 
Mrs.  M,  Riggs,  Metropolitan,  Owatonna,  Minn.: 
1^.  Roesner,  Colonial,  Winona,  Minn.;  E.  Shoeing. 
Lawler,  Rochester,  Minn.;  H.  A.  Schwahn,  Em 
Claire  Theatres  Co.,  Elan  Claire,  Wi.s.;  Simon 
Dale,  Eltinge,  Bismarcli,  N.  D.;  William  Smith, 
Orpheum,  Mcnomonie,  \\Ts. ;   J.  C.  Snyder,  Grand, 
Williston,  N.  D. ;   A.  SosnoLsky,  Philo,  Chisholm, 
Minn.:  J.  ̂ f-  Wilson,  Orpheum.  Stinol,  N.  D. : 
Oscar  Wemper,  Dreamland,  Willmar,  Minn.:  -Art 
.\belson.  A1  Allard,  Tames  Bell,  John  Branton. 
B.  C.  Ferris,  Harold  Finkelstein,  Edwin  Galliiiagli. 
Bert  Goldman,  Theodore  Hay.s,  E.  R.  Riihen,  all 
of  F.  &   R..  Minneapolis;  Charles  Wincliell  and 
M.  Kelly,  of  F.  5i  R.,  St.  Paul;  Ben  Friedman, 
.\merican  Amusement  Co.;  H.  E.  Gilbert;  Henry 
Green,  Lake  Street;  Fred  Holzaphcl,  Broadway: 
Sol  Lebedoff,  Homewood;  B.  McElliot,  Lyric,  C. 

Perry,  State,  all  of  Minneapolis:  A.  W.  NicolP. 
district  manager;  A.  B.  Leak,  branch  manager; 

Luther  Putnam,  Fred  B.  Benno,  ''^rank  W- Thayer,  Tames  S.  Cobh,  E,  T.  Lovelett,  T.  M 
Farkert,  Charles  J.ackson.  A.  R,  Anderson,  E.  D 
Nash  and  E.  J.  Frace. 

Philadelphia 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

PHILADELPHIA,  I'A,.  April 27.— More 
than  LSO  exhibitors  attcnrieil  the  Paramount 

meeting  here,  Sidney  R.  Kent,  Eugene 
Zukor,  Phil  Rcisman  and  Russell  Holman 

attended.  Frank  W.  Biihlcr,  managing  di- 
rector of  the  Stanley  Company,  wa.s  toast- 

masler  in  the  evening.  Speakers  included : 
H.  J.  Schad,  president  of  the  M.  P.  T.  O-  A 

of  Eastern  Peiina.,  Southern  N,  J.  and  Delaw.are; 
M.  Walker,  representing  the  Comerford  Circuit; 

Harry  L.  Kna^ip,  ch.iirmnn  of  the  Pennsylvania 
Board  of  Motion  Picture  Censors;  Jacob  Fox. 

Jersey  theatre  cliain  controller;  Sam  Stiefel,  of 
the  Poplar:  Henry  Starr  Rirlinrd.sDii,  nicniher  of 
the  censor  hoard:  Harlan  Woehrlc,  Easton;  Wd 

liam  Hunt,  Hiiiit’.s  Theatres,  Inc.,  Wildwooil,  k- 
T..  Marcus  Benn  of  tlie  Stanley  Conip.aiiy,  and Kent. 
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Associated  To  Release  Six 

Starring  Sandow,  Dog  Actor 
Fifty  to  Sixty  Pictures  to  Be  Made  at  Los  Angeles  Studio  by 

Eight  Producing  Companies,  Says  E.  J.  Smith,  After 

Tour — Several  Action  Series  Listed 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  April  27. — President  Oscar  Price’s  declaration  that  "action 

pictures  that  entertain”  described  the  bulk  of  Associated  Exhibitors’  pro- 
gram for  the  coming  year  is  further  supported  by  the  announcement  that 

negotiations  have  just  been  cjmipleted  for  a   series  of  six  pictures  starring 
Sandow.  the  dog,  to  be  released  by  Associated.  Van  Pelt  Brothers,  owners 

of  Sandow,  produce  for  Chesterfield  Productions.  • 

"Code  of  Northwest”  Completed 

Sandow’s  first  starring  vehicle  for  Associated  is  "Code  of  the  Northwest,” 
already  completed  and  well  received  at  a   preview  by  executives.  Tom 
London  and  Lorraine  Lamont  play  leading  roles,  with  Jack  Richardson  and 
Bill  Franey  in  support.  Frank  S.  Mattison  did  the  continuity  and  direction. 

Morris  Gest 

Producer  of  **Miracle” 
Becomes  Member  U,A, 

by  Deal  with  Schenck 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  April  27.— Morris  Gest 
lias  contracted  to  make  motion  pictures 
for  United  Artists  Corporation  release. 
.Vter  eleven  montlis  of  negotiations,  Mr. 
Gest  accepted  the  invitation  of  Joseph 
M.  Schneck,  chairman  of  the  board  of 
directors  of  Ignited  Artists,  to  make  six 
special  films  in  as  many  years.  These 
will  be  known  as  Morris  Gest  Spectacles. 
The  first  of  them  will  be  a   screen  version 

of  “The  Darling  of  the  Gods,”  the  ro- 
mantic drama  of  old  Japan  by  David 

Belasco  and  John  Luther  Long,  pro- 
duced on  the  stage  nearly  25  years  ago. 

Sax  Transfers  Units 

from  Metropolitan  to 

Universal  City  Lot 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  April  27.— Sam  Sax  yes- 
terday announced  that  Gotham  product 

which  is  released  through  Lumas  will  he 

made  at  Jlniversal  City.  Tw'o  of  the  Wil- 
liam Fairbanks  pictures,  which  were  made 

by  Camera  Pictures,  Inc.,  at  Universal 
City,  have  been  completed.  The  reason 
for  the  transfer  of  production  units,  said 
Sax,  is  that  he  will  require  more  space 
than  formerly. 

Geraghty  and  Halsey 
Renew  FP-L  Contracts 

(Special  to  E.vhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  April  27.  — Thomas  J. 
Geraghty,  supervising  editor  at  the  Long 
Island  studio  of  Paramount,  and  Forrest 
Halsey,  scenario  writer,  have  just  renewed 
long  term  contracts  with  Famous  Players- 
Lasky  Corporation. 

Milton  Sills  Is  Announcer 

NEW  YORK — Milton  Sills  recently  acted  as 

H>e  announcer  in  the  Actor's  Equity  performance 
•'t  the  Metropolitan  Opera  House.  Sills  is  here 
'vaiimp  for  profliicliou  of  ‘Taratlisc’*  to  begin. 

Other  action  pictures  now  in  work  at 
Associated  Studios  include  AI  VVilson, 
airplane  stuntist,  in  eight  .\be  Carlos 

productions;  Buf- 
falo Rill,  Jr., 

Wally  Wales  and 
Buddy  Roosevelt, 

being  starred  in 
18  Westerns,  and 

Bill  Cody  in  six 

Westerns. 

E.  J.  Smith, 

general  salesman- 
ager,  just  back 
from  a   Western 

tour,  to  establish 

greater  coordina- 
tion of  effort  be- 

tween exchanges 
and  the  home 
office  and  to  help 

formulate  plan.s  for  the  coming  season  s 

product,  says  the  year’s  program  “marks 
the  most  important  stride  made  by  Asso- 

ciated Exhibitors  in  the  history  of  the 

organization.” “Between  50  and  60  pictures  arc  to 

he  produced  at  the  Los  Angeles^  studios 

l)y  eight  producing  companies,”  
Smith 

said.  "Among  these  will  be  three  S.  S. 

Hutchinson  comedies  starring  Edward 

Everett  Horton,  the  first  of  which,  ‘Lord 

Hokum,’  has  just  been  completed,  The 

Galloping  Cowboy’  is  the  first  of  Bill 

Cody’s  six.  John  Gorman  is  to  contri- 

bute four,  with  ‘Home  Sweet  Home'  as the  first.  Four  pictures  each  will  also 

be  made  by  Paul  J.  Brady  and  S.  E.  V. 

Taylor.  Brady’s  first  will  be  Ine 

Haunted  Lady.’  Lester  Scott's  organi- 
zation, Action  Producers,  will  have 

units,  each  making  six  for  us,  with  
Buf- 

Operator Burned 

Battling  Through  Fire 

(Speeial  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

FRUITVALE,  CAL..  April  27. 

— Battling  his  way  through  a   ring 

of  leaping  flames,  Ronold  Abbey, 

motion  picture  operator  at  t
he 

Liberty  theatre,  suffered  sev
ere 

burns  and  is  in  a   serious  condition
. 

The  fire  in  the  theatre  caused  
a 

near  panic,  probable  loss  
of  life 

and  injury  being  prevented  by  
the 

presence  of  mind  of  Patrolman  
W . 

Hewitt  of  Oakland.  The  
hre 

broke  out  in  the  metal-lined  
opera- 

tor’s room  when  thousands  of  feet 

of  motion  picture  him  caught  
hre, 

cutting  off  Abbey’s  escape. 

falo  Bill,  Jr.,  Buddy  Roosevelt  and  Wally 
Wales.  And  in  addition  there  will  be 

eight  airplane  features  by  Al  Wilson. 
I   am  also  conferring  on  production  of 

four  to  six  specials.” W.  S.  Van  Dyke  has  begun  production 

of  "The  Totem  Pole  Beggar’’  (working 
title),  to  be  released  by  Associated.  The 

H.  (i.  Weaver  Productions,  Tacoma- 

made,  will  have  in  the  cast  Wanda  Haw- 
ley. Anne  Cornwall,  Gareth  Hughes, 

Tom  Santschi  and  Dan  Mason.  A   num- 
ber of  exteriors  will  be  made  on  the 

slopes  of  Mt,  Tacoma,  others  in  the  city 

of  Seattle,  where  stands  one  of  the 
famous  .Maska  Indian  totem  poles. 

U.  S.  Commission  Holds 

First  Quiz  in  Alleged 
Pacific  Coast  Trust 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

HOLLYWOOD,  April  27.— The  fed- 
eral trade  commission  held  its  first  hear- 

ing Monday  in  the  investigation  of  the 
alleged  Pacific  Coast  Motion  Picture 

Theatre  trust.' West  Coast  Theatre,  Inc.,  and  its  al- 
lied interests  appeared  to  answer  the 

accusations  of  independent  theatreman 

of  unfair  trade  practices.  Government 
attorneys  are  assisted  in  the  probe  by 

several  lawyers  representing  Indepen- 
dent theatre  owners. 

Doc  Solomon  Is  Named 
Warner  and  Vitagraph 

Studio  Superintendent 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

HOLLYWOOD.  April  27.— Doc  Sol- 

omon, head  of  Warners’  property  de- 
partment has  been  appointed  by  Jack 

L   \Varncr  as  studio  superintendent  of 

the  Warner  as  well  as  the  old  Vitagraph 
lot. 

Solomon  first  joined  the  Warner  or- 

ganization ten  years  ago  as  a   salesman 

at  Jack  Warner’s  exchange  in  San  Fran- cisco. 

G.  Sidney,  V,  Gordon 

Sign  with  Warner  Bros, 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

HOLLYWOOD,  April  27.— Warner 
Brothers  have  signed  George  Sidney  and 

\'era  Gordon  for  a   series  of  pictures  to 

be  started  soon.  The  title  of  the  first 

picture  will  be  announced  this  week,  at 

the  conclusion  of  the  W'arner  convention. 
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Warners  Hold  Coast  Meetings 

and  Celebrate  Anniversary 
H'esf  Coast  Theatres,  Inc.,  Opens  Mesa — Levee  Presents  Key  to  Lasky 

— Wobher  Arrives  on  Coast  to  Assume  Duties 

By  RAY  MURRAY 

Hollywood,  April  27. — Wamer  Brothers  held  an  important  ses- sion of  their  National  Sales  Convention  at  the  Ambassador  Hotel, 

Saturday,  Sunday  and  Monday.  It  included  delegates  from  Denver 

West,  and  the  Warner  Brothers’  executives,  headed  by  Harry  M.  Warner, 

president;  Harry  N.  Lustig,  Western  division  manager;  Sam  E.  Morris, 

general  manager  in  charge  of  distribution;  Jack  L.  Warner,  production 

chief;  Albert  and  Sam  Wamer,  sales  and  distribution  heads ;   Herman  Starr, 

C.  C.  Ryan,  Watt  L.  Parker,  Lloyd  Willis  and  C.  W.  Bunn. 

'T'HIS  w'as  the  final  session  of  the  triple 
convention  which  opened  in  New  York 

City  several  weeks  ago.  Warner  Brothers 
celebrated  their  twenty-third  anniversary 
in  conjunction  with  the  business  meetings. 
The  opening  address  was  by  Jack  L.  War- 

ner, and  on  Saturday  he  announced  for  the 
first  time  titles  of  the  films  for  the  season 
of  1926-27.  Mr.  Morris  outlined  to  the  di- 
\ision  managers  and  salesmen  the  sales 
policies  to  be  effective  this  season,  together 
with  the  general  plans  for  distribution. 

*   *   * 

Clarence  Brown's  first  picture  for  M.  G. 
M.  will  be  an  adaption  of  Herman  Suder- 
man's  "The  Undying  Past."  He  will  make 
"Trail  of  ’98”  as  his  second. 

*   *   * 

Ralph  Ince  will  direct  one  picture,  "Lone 
Wolf  Returns”  for  Columbia  Pictures,  star- 

ring Bert  Lytell. 
*   *   * 

West  Coast  Opens  Mesa 

West  Coast  Theatres  opened  the  newest 
of  its  chain  of  houses,  the  Mesa,  at  Mesa 
Drive  and  Slauson  Avenue,  Wednesday 
night.  The  formal  opening  was  attended  by 
all  of  the  West  Coast  officials  and  L.  R. 
Rice-Wray,  chairman  of  the  Lincoln 
Square  Civic  Club.  Many  stars  were  pres- 

ent and  the  feature  was  the  Marshall 

A   Big  “Special 

to  Fred  Thomson*^ (Special  to  Exhihitors  Herald) 

HOLLYWOOD,  April  27.— Mil- 
ton  Gardner,  production  manager 
of  the  Fred  Thomson  unit,  has  just 

completed  an 
unusual  test  of 

the  star’s  pop- 
ularity with 

extremely  in- 

teresting T   e   • 
suits.  Gardner 

made  a   com- 

p   r   e   b   e   n   - 
sive  survey  of 

exhibitors’  re- 
ports,  gath- 

ered over  a 

period  of  60 

days,  and  em- 
bracing every 

section  of  the  Krr<l  Tl.om*oit 

country,  from 
the  largest  cities  to  a   town  of  only 
three  hundred.  Out  of  a   total  of 

512  reports,  313,  or  a   trifle  more 
than  61  per  cent,  named  Thomson 
as  their  oustanding  Western  star, 

judging  solely  on  box  office  re- 
turns. 

The  remainder  of  the  reports 
split  about  evenly  between  two 
other  highly  advertised  actors  who 
specialize  in  Western  roles. 

Neilan  production,  "Mike."  The  program also  included  a   film  fashion  show,  current 
news  events,  comedy  and  orchestral  effects. 

*   *   * 

M.  C.  Levee,  former  owner  of  the 

United  Studios,  presented  Jesse  L.  Lasl^' 
of  Famous  Players-Lask>',  with  a   key  to 
the  new  Paramount  Studio  on  Melrose 
Avenue  last  week.  Work  is  progressing, 
rapidly  at  the  United  plant,  and  an  entire 
rearrangement  of  the  lot  is  being  made 
by  the  Lasky  company. 

*   ♦   * 

Wobber  Arrives  in  Hollywood 

Herman  Wobber,  former  district  mana- 
ger of  Paramount  on  the  Pacific  Coast 

and  recently  appointed  member  of  the 
Board  of  Directors,  Famous  Players- 
Lasky  Corporation,  arrived  here  this  week 
from  San  Francisco  to  take  up  his  duties 

in  the  company's  offices  here. 
*   ♦   * 

Lay  Carthay  Cornerstone 
Impressive  ceremonies  marked  the  laying 

of  the  cornerstone  of  the  new  Carthay 
Circle  theatre,  Saturday.  The  dedication 
was  under  the  auspices  of  Ramona  Parlor, 
Native  Sons  of  the  Golden  West,  and 
officers  of  that  organization,  William  R. 

Traeger  and  Herman  Litchenberger.  Hon- 
orable Frank  G.  Tyrell  delivered  an  ad- 
dress. The  Circle  theatre  is  to  be  a   tribute 

to  the  pioneers  of  early  California,  and  rep- 
resents the  outcome  of  a   long-desired 

dream  of  J.  Harvey  McCarthy.  Fred  Mil- 
ler has  leased  the  house  for  a   term  of 

Foreign  War  Yets  Visit  Fox  Set 

French  consular  representatives  for  Los 
Angeles  with  a   contingent  of  French  war 
veterans  paid  a   visit  to  the  Fox  Westwood 
Studios  on  Saturday  and  inspected  the  war 

sets  being  used  in  the  production  of  “What 
Price  Glory.”  Sunday,  members  of  the 
American  Legion  Post  of  Los  Angeles  and 
Holly\vood  inspected  the  battle  sets. 

*   nt  * 

Mar-Cal  to  Open 

The  new  Mar-Cal  theatre  on  Hollywood 
boulevard  will  be  formerly  opened  Friday, 

May  14,  with  “Skinner’s  Dress  Suit”  as the  attraction.  This  new  house  will  play 

week  stands  with  evening  shows  only,  ex- 
cept Saturday  and  Sunday.  It  is  owned  and 

controlled  by  the  Holly-Mar  Theatres,  Inc. *   «   * 

Billy  Quirk,  comedian  of  the  old  Bio- 
graph company,  and  well  known  in  both 

theatrical  and  film  circles,  died  at  the  Vir- 
ginia Rest  Home,  Hollywood,  Tuesday 

night.  He  had  been  ill  about  two  years. *   *   * 

Pola  Negri  left  Friday  for  a   vacation 
trip  in  Paris  and  Berlin.  She  will  return 
Tune  8. 

#   *   * 

Fox  Signs  Consclinan 
William  Conselman,  having  finished  work 

Among  Other  Games 
Is  the  Shell  and  Pea 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

ST.  LOUIS,  April  27.— Motion 

picture  theatre  owners  in  co- 

operation with  the  Setter  Busi- 
ness Bureau  and  the  Real  Estate 

Exchange  have  barred  "free  /of” schemes  from  their  houses.  Daily 

newspapers  of  the  city  have  also 
agreed  to  use  advertising  for  such 

land  promotion  schemes. 
Until  the  system  was  exposed 

many  theatre  owners  believing 
that  the  deals  were  on  the  square 

had  permitted  agents  for  the  real 

estate  promoters  'to  pass  out 
coupons  at  their  houses  to  which 

the  patrons  signed  their  names  and 
address  for  the  purpose  of  pos- 

sibly being  selected  to  receive  a 
free  lot.  Later  all  who  received 

coupons  were  told  ffieir  coupon 
was  the  winner,  and  were  asked  to 

pay  $47  or  so  to  cover  cost  of  title. 
When  they  visited  the  subdivision 

to  view  ffieir  lot  it  was  found  so 

undesirable  it  wasn’t  worth  the 
$47.  An  effort  was  then  made  to 
induce  them  to  trade  this  lot  in 

on  another  much  larger  at  a   price 

much  higher  than  more  desirable 

lots  could  be  bought  elsewhere. 

on  "Ella  Cinders”  at  First  National  stu- 

dios, has  signed  a   contract  with  William 

Fox,  to  write  originals  and  continuities. 
His  first  assignment  is  in  collaboration  with 

Director  Harry  Beaumont  on  "Woman 

Gene  Tunney  is  meeting  all  comers  at  the 
Fine  Arts  Studio  where  he  is  appearing  in 

a   production  for  Pathe.  Red  Grange  is 

expected  shortly,  and  will  be  featured  in  a 
picture  for  another  producing  company  at 
the  Fine  Arts  Studio. 

«   *   * 

Sunset  Productions  is  planning  an  elab- orate summer  schedule,  according  to  A. 
Zydias,  president  of  the  company. 

«   *   >i> Schrock  Engages  Baker 

Raymond  L.  Schrock,  associate  executive 
of  Warner  Brothers,  has  added  Graham 

Baker,  veteran  scenario  writer,  to  the  War- ner’s writing  staff. 

♦   *   ♦ 

“Park”  J.  Ries  of  Ries  Brothers,  com- 
mercial photographers,  announces  that  the 

official  opening  of  their  new  $75,000  office 

and  store  building,  located  at  Western  and 
Virginia  avenues,  wiW  take  place  May  1. 

The  building,  which  is  of  ornamental  Span- 
ish design,  is  one  of  the  most  beautiful  on 

Western  avenue.  It  contains  19  large  of- 
fices and  eight  ground  floor  store  roorns. 

Ries  Brothers  entire  photographic  equip- 
ment, including  a   complete  film  laboratory, 

storage  vaults  and  an  extensive  motion  pic- ture camera  rental  department,  are  also housed  in  the  building. 
*   >K  * 

Mctro-Goldwyn-Mayer  is  about  to  make 

a   Jewish-Irish  play,  having  purchased  “The 
Callahans  and  the  Murphys,”  _   Kathleen Norris’  new  book  of  short  stories. 

*   *   * 
Alice  Calhoun  is  to  become  a   free  lance 

player.  Her  contract  with  Warner  Broth- ers expires  on  May  5. 

*   *   * 

Al  Rogell’s  horse,  Angel,  was  second 
prize  at  the  Universal  Rodeo  staged  m 
honor  of  the  visiting  exchange  men. 
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Film  News 

in 

Pictures 
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of  Exhibitors  Herald 

Issue  May  1 

Stories  Told 

by 

the  Camera 

RIGHT 

Adolph  Zukor,  president  cf  Famous 

Piayers-Lasky,  was  in  Chicago  a   few 
days  ago  on  his  return  to  New  York 

after  a   two  weeks  visit  on  the  Coast 

with  Eastern  officials.  (Herald  photo.) 

LEFT 

M.  C.  Levee  is  the  new  business  man- 

ager of  First  National,  it  was  an- 
nounced last  week  in  the  office  of 

John  McCormick,  Coast  production 

executive,  by  R.  A.  Rowland. 

Dick  Barthelmess  is  the  proudest  Daddy  in  the  world  now  that 

little  Mary  Hay  Barthelmess  has  arriv^  in  Hollywood  to  visit 

him.  In  a   statement  to  the  press  she  declared  she  would  re- 

main in  the  studios  with  him  during  the  summer  and  learn 
how  First  National  films  are  made. 

Winfield  R.  Sheehan,  genera!  manager  of  Fox  Film  Cor- 

poration, is  supervising  production  on  the  Coast.  He 

^oU  an  active  part  in  the  executive  doings  at  the  big 
Fox  convention  which  was  recently  held  in  Los  Angeles. 

Y”®  special  train  carrying  the  delegates  returned  to the  East  April  23. 

Rin  Tin  Tin,  Warner  Brothers  dog  star,  was  the  entert^ning 

host  to  the  trade  and  newspaper  writers  who  visited  him  in  his 

suite  at  the  Roosevelt  hotel  in  New  York  during  his  engage- 

ment for  personal  appearances  at  the  Warner  theatre  in  con- 

nection with  “The  Night  Cry.”  Lee  Duncan  is  shown  putting 
him  through  his  tricks. 
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H.  J.  Bailey  who  is  seen  taking 

it  easy  here  is  branch  manager 
for  Fox  at  Buffalo.  He  attended 

the  Coast  convention.  (Herald 

photo.) 

Bessie  Love  plays  the  title  role  in  “Lovey  Mary,” 
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer  picture.  The  picture  has 

been  adapted  from  the  Alice  Hegan  Rice  novel 

by  Agnes  Christine  Johnston.  In  the  leading 

male  role  is  William  Haines. 

With  J.  Siehelman,  assistant  to 

James  Grainger,  is  a   young  man 

who  needs  no  introduction. 
“Tom”  was  with  the  boys  for  a 

visit  at  the  Fox  meet. 

I 

I 

I 

Crowds  were  watching  W.  C. 

Fields  making  scenes  for  Para^ 

mount’s  “It’s  the  Old  Army 

Game”  when  a   calcium  flare 
exploded.  None  was  hurt. 

Roger  Ferri,  Fox  publicity  man  sitting 

on  topotheworld  at  the  national  con* 
vention  of  Fox  Film  Corporation. 
With  him  are  two  branch  managers- 
(Herald  photo.) 

R.  Werth  who  hails  from  the  St. 

Louis  office  of  Fox  Film  Cor- 

poration was  snapped  by  H.  £. 

N.  of  the  “Herald”  while  at- 
tending the  Fox  convention. 

Can  you  find  a   double  for  Theodore  Roosevelt  in  this  group?  Each  of  the  men 

wearing  the  rough  rider  hats  believe  they  bear  some  resemblance  to  the  original 
rider.  In  the  light  suit  is  Victor  Fleming,  director,  and  at  extreme  right  is 

Hagedcra  who  is  the  official  biographer  of  Roosevelt.  They  are  frequently  stopp^ 

players  who  would  like  the  role  of  Teddy  in  the  Paramount  picture  “The  Rough  Riders. 
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The  above  scene  is  from  “The  Im- 

postor,” a   Film  Booking  Offices  pro- 
duction starring  Evelyn  Brent.  Shown 

with  Miss  Brent  is  Jimmy  Quinn  who 

appears  in  the  film  also. 

“Get  out  and  bring  in  those  contracts,” 
says  Bill  Cody.  The  Western  star  was 

visited  by  £.  J.  Smith,  general  sales 

manager  for  Associated  Exhibitors, 

Inc.,  when  the  latter  was  on  the  Coast. 

George  Lewis  is  the  extra  boy  who 

rose  to  fame  overnight  by  his  re- 

markable characterization  in  “His 

People,”  Universal  production.  He 

will  appear  in  “The  Old  Soak.” 

Left  to  rights  Joe  Rock,  comedy  producer,  an  exhibitor  friend 

who  is  visiting  Hollywood;  Paul  H.  Tessier  of  New  Orleans; 

Kewpie  Ross;  J.  L.  Franconi  of  Memphis,  Tenn.;  Fatty  Alex- 

ander; Harry  Wineberg  of  Albany,  N.  Y.;  and  Fat  Karr. 

The  photo  was  taken  during  the  F.  B.  O.  convention  on  the 
Coast: 

The  above  photograph  was  not  made  at  the  opening  of 

“The  Flaming  Frontier,”  according  to  Nat  Rothstein  who 
has  engineered  a   gigantic  advertising  campaign  for  the 

Universal  picture,  but  shows  the  crowd  which  has  waited 

daily  for  the  performance  since  the  opening  at  the  B.  S. 

Moss’  Colony,  New  York. 

Umveraal  home  office  executives  and  members  of  the  sales  force  m   the  East  as
sembled  at  the 

Avenue,  New  York,  for  the  first  of  a   series  of  regional  sales  conventions  held 
 to  launch  the 

1926-27  product.  Meetings  were  held  later  at  Detroit,  Chicago,  New  Orleans  a
nd  Los  Angeles.  Lou  M®‘^ser.  V^stem 

iivmotx  manager  Earl  Kramer,  Eastern  division  manager, 
 and  Ralph  Williams,  Southern  division  manager  atte

nded  the "meetings. 
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Loew,  Guest  of  Honor,  Speaks 
Before  Advertising  Men 

A,  M.  P.  A.  to  Duplicate  Honor  Next  Week — Golf  Tourney  Set  for 
June  8   at  JFinged  Foot — Sales  Staff  Gives  Moi  ris  Rug 

By  JOHN  S.  SPARGO 

New  YORK,  April  27. — Marcus  Loew  did  some  interesting  reminis- cing on  his  early  days  in  the  motion  pictures  when,  as  guest  of  honor 
of  the  Associated  Motion  Picture  Advertisers,  Inc.,  he  was  called 

upon  for  a   speech  at  a   luncheon  given  at  Janssen’s  Hofbrau-Haus  in  New 
York  April  22. 

,T  OEW  said  that  lie  was  moved  to  en- 
-L-'ter  the  film  exhibitors  field  in  New 
York  18  years  ago  after  attending  one  of 
the  early  day  cinemas,  an  additional  fea- 

ture of  which  was  the  voluntary  perform- 
ance of  a   negro  porter  of  the  house. 

During  intermissions,  he  said,  the  porter 

would  offer  either  to  sing  or  do  a   "con- 
tortionist" act.  The  audience  showed  a 

great  preference  for  the  “contortionist 

act.”  And  so  the  negro  stood  on  bis 
head,  which  comprised  the  sum  total  of 
his  exhibition. 

That  act  and  the  film  itself  decided 

Loew  that  there  was  money  in  the  pic- 
ture business,  so  he  acquired  an  old  the- 
atre on  125th  Street,  where  at  five  cents 

admission  he  made  more  profit  than  he: 
did  for  a   long  while  after  in  more  ambi-: 

tious  ventures.  Of  course,  the  film  he; 
showed  then  was  only  60  or  80  feet  long, 
and  with  a   corps  of  bouncers  rushing  the 
audience  out  after  each  unreeling,  he  was 
enabled  to  give  from  50  to  ̂    shows  a 
day,  providing  of  course  that  the  film 

didn’t  break  too  often  and  that  the  pro- 
jection machine  was  not  too  unruly. 

Mr.  Loew,  who  is  now  one  of  the  most 
important  theatre  owners  in  the  United 

States,  was  introduced  by  Jack  Wilson, 

vaudeville  headliner,  wh'o  claimed  he  was 
“willing  to  talk  on  -any  subject  \vith 
which  his  hearers  were  not  acquainted 
and  so  elected  to  discuss  motion  pic- 

tures.” He  said  that  one  thing  he  could 

"talk  about  perfectly  is  Loew’s  country estate  because  I   have  never  been  invited 

out  there.” 
Louis  B.  Mayer  will  be  guest  of  honor 

at  next  week’s  luncheon  gathering  of  the 
A.  M.  P.  A.  Pete  Smith,  president  of 
the  Wampas,  will  bring  greetings  from 
the  Western  brotherhood  to  the  mother 
order  of  press  agents  in  New  i   ork. 

*   ♦   ♦ 

Sales  Falk  Give  Morris  a   Rag 

Sam  Morris  of  Warner  Brothers  is  the 

proud  possessor  of  a   handsome  Saruk 

rug,  the  gift  of  the  sales  department  as 
a   token  of  the  esteem  in  which  the  genial 
sales  head  is  held  by  the  men  who  sell 
Warner  film.  Down  on  the  South  Shore 

of  Long  Island,  where  we  live  among 

the  clam  diggers,  we  don’t  know  just 
what  a   Saruk  rug  is,  but  judging  from  the 
name  it  must  be  something  pretty  fine, 
and  Sam  says  it  is. 

*   *   * 

Golf  at  Winged  Foot  Again 

At  last  we  will  be  able  to  sleep  o’ 
nights.  The  date  of  the  Spring  Film 
Golf  Tournament  has  been  set  and  the 

place  we  will  all  try  to  play  the  ancient 
and  noble  game  has  been  determined. 
The  decision  was  reached  last  week  to 

hold  the  classic  again  at  the  Winged 
Foot  Golf  Club,  Mamaroneck,  and  the 
day  set  for  the  carnage  is  June  8. 

After  drilling  around  for  several  years 
at  various  clubs,  good,  bad  and  indiffer- 

ent, the  tournament  last  year  went  to 
Winged  Foot,  which,  by  the  way,  is  an 
adjunct  of  the  New  York  Athletic  Club. 

This  proved  the  best  bet  yet,  in  the  esti- 
mation of  those  who  took  part  in  the 

tourney  and  the  committee  is  coming  in 
for  a   lot  of  felicitations  in  having  again 
obtained  Winged  Foot. 

*   ♦   # 

George  Jessel  is  a, good  comedian.  He 

proves  it  every  '   evening  (matinees Wednesday  and  Saturday)  at  the  Cort 

theatre  by  his  eiccj^l'ent  work  in  “The 
Jazz  .-.Singer”  whicS^!  has  been  running 
thei*e  for  the  bet^^r  ̂ ^rt  of  the  past  year. 

Incite  of  the'^i^^nd  otherwise  hunt^. 
that  every  -film  cOrr^^any  is  supposed  tp' 
be  conducting  fo^-.-tsew  faces  for  the 
screen,,,  and  also  •il^;.5pite  of  the  many 
many  thousands’  who  saw  Jessel’s  work 
and  commended  'it,  '^it  is  only  recently that  the^  discovery  %'as  made  that,,  he 
was  good  screen  material. 

And  as  sometimes  happens,  the  dis- 

covery was  made  by  several  of  the  big- 
ger producing  companies  at  the  same 

time  and  a   scramble  started  for  his  serv- 
ices. Several  announcements  were  made 

of  the  signing  up  of  the  popular  come- 
dian by  various  companies,  and  a   whole 

lot  of  guessing  was  done  as  to  where 
he  would  finally  land. 

The  straight  dope  on  the  matter  seems 
to  come  in  an  announcement  last  week 

by  Albert  Lewis  and  Sam  H.  Harris,  Jes- 

sel’s  managers  in  the  legitimate  field,  that 
he  will  make  but  one  picture  this  sum- 

mer and  that  one  will  be  made  for  War- 

ner Brothers  who  start  “Private  Patrick 

Cohen”  with  Jessel  in  the  name  part some  time  in  June. 

“Pompeii"  Has  Premiere 

Every  once  in  a   while — usually  a   great 
while — someone  brings  in  a   foreign  film 
which  appears  worthy  of  consideration 

at  the  hands  of  theatre  goers  here. 

Usually  these  productions  don’t  get  very 
far,  but  .sometimes  they  should. 

Dr.  M.  Mauro-Cottone 

Gives  Annual  Recital 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK.  April  27.— Dz. 
Melchiorie  Mauro-Cottone,  chief 
organist  of  the  Capitol  theatre, 

gave  his  annual  recital  at  the  the- 
atre April  24.  The  concert  was 

held  under  the  auspices  of  the 

American  Guild  of  Organists,  Na- 
tional Association  of  Organists, 

and  Society  of  Theatre  organists. 
Organists  from  various  parts  of 
the  United  States  and  Canada  at- 

tended the  concert,  which  was  de- 
signed to  demonstrate  the  wide 

possibilities  of  theatre  organ 
music.  Dr.  Mauro-Cottone,  who  is 

acknowledged  as  he  leading  expo- 
nent of  this  type  of  music,  is  also  { 

a   composer  of  much  notable  organ  } 
music.  I 

Such  a   one  is  “The  Last  Days  of 
Pompeii,”  which  was  given  its  premiere 
last  week  at  the  Hotel  Plaza  by  Jeffrey 
Bernard  who  brought  the  Italian  made 

picture  to  this  country.  The  presenta- 
tion, which  was  handsomely  done  was 

arranged  by  Joe  Plunkett,  and  a   large 
and  representative  film  gathering  was  in 

attendance. 

The  production  abounds  in  huge  and 
magnificent  settings  and  the  destruction 

of  these  by  the  eruption  was  decidedly 
impressive.  In  fact,  if  any  criticism  must 

be  made,  it  is  that  so  much  attention  and 

footage  was  devoted  to  these  settings 
that  there  was  not  sufficient  left  for  the story. 

^toward  HSggfn  who  directed  “The  WUdernts.- 
^'oioian**  for  Hob  Kano  wao  inotruettag  a   pretty 

girl  in  B   piece  of  btisirtess  for  that  pSolure  a 

week  OP  no  ago  up  at  the  Cosmopolitan  Studio. 

Sho  had  done  the  scene  once  but  not  salisfae- 

torily.  Therefore  Howard  prepared  for  c   retake. 

The  girl  was  oil  attention  and  Howard  had  ju«i 

gotten  over  iho  idea  of, the  scene  to  her  whea 

Ernie  Heiicr.  eameramoQy  eidied,  “How  shall  we 

finish,  Howard?*' 
Not  turning  toward  Holier  but  with  an  eye  still 

on  the  girl  Howard  answered: 
“Fade  otil." 

The  girl  was  flubbergpsled.  She  grasped  How. 

ord's  hand.  “Please  give  sne  another  chance,’* 

sho  begged,  “I’ll  do  belter  nest  time.’* And  then  Howard  expisined. 
*   *   * 

153,800  See  Lloyd  Film  al  RUilto 

With  the  beginning  of  the  third  week 

of  -“For  Heaven’s  Sake”  at  the  Rialto, 
the  statistical  clepartment  figured  the 

dope  on  the  Harold  Lloyd  opus.  One 

himded  fifty-three  thousand  eight  hun- 

dred people  saw  “For  Heaven’s  Sake’” in  the  first  15  days  it  was  at  the  Rialto. 

And  with  a   population  of  6,000,000  peo- 

ple in  the  city  of  New  York — not  includ- 

ing its  suburbs — Harold  Loyd's  first  Par- 
amount release  was  held  over  to  give 

part  of  the  remainihg  5,896,200  New 

Yorkers  an  opportunity  to  enjoy  Lloyd's 
comed3'. 

*   *   ♦ 

Ben  Schwartz  has  been  appointed  man- 
ager of  the  New  York  Exchange  of  Re- 
nown Pictures,  Inc.,  by  M.  H.  Hoffman, 

vicepresident  of  the  company,  to  take 

place  of  Jack  Bellman,  who  resigned  to 

open  an  independent  exchange  of  his own. 

*   *   * 

Flovd  St.  John  of  the  Co-operative 
Film  Exchange  of  San  Francisco  and 

Los  Angeles  was  in  New  York  last  week. 

Seitz  to  Complete  Ince 

Film,  ̂ ^Last  Frontier** 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

HOLLYWOOD,  April  27. — George  B. 

Seitz,  director  of  "Wild  Horse  Mesa,” “Desert  Gold”  and  “The  Vanishing 

.American”  has 

been  signed  to  di- 
rect the  long  antic- 

ipated -production. 
"The  Last  Fron- 

tier.” Seitz  is  now 

on  a   location  ex- 
pedition in  the 

Mojave  Desert 
and  other  places 

in  the  West  where 
there  are  Indian 
tribes  as  well  as  a 

few  herd  of  buff- alo. It  is  expected 

that  upon  his  re- turn to  the  studio 

filming  will  start  Ceorg®  B.  Sell* 
immediately.  .   . 

“The  Last  Frontier”  was  acquired 

from  the  Thomas  H.  Ince  Corporationi 
by  Metropolitan  several  months  ago. 
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Receptions  for  Quigley  Abroad 

Photograph  taken  at  luncheon  tendered  to  Martin  J.  Quigley  at  Hotel  Continental, 
Paris.  The  luncheon  was  attended  by  representatives  of  leading  cinematographic 

interests  in  France  and  prominent  representatives  of  the  stage  and  the  press. 

Meets  Leaders  of 

Foreign  Film  Fieidf 

Inspects  Properties 

Cuest  at  Trade  Meetings  Held  in 

Berlin,  Vienna,  Paris,  London 
and  Rome 

During  a   recent  trip  abroad  Martin 

j   Quigley,  editor  and  publisher  
of  the 

Herald,  was  graciously  received  by 

leaders  in  the  film  industry  in  the 

chief  cities  on  the  Continent  and  in 

England  and  was  given  an  oppor- 

tunity to  meet  with  persons  of  out- 
standing importance  in  the  foreign 

field  and  to  inspect  leading  motion 

picture  properties. 
In  Berlin  a   luncheon  attended  by  the 

chief  factors  in  the  German  motion  pic- 

ture industry  was  tendered  to  Mr. 

Quigley  at  the  Hotel  Bristol  by  Alfred 

Weiner,  editor  of  The  Film  Kurier. 

The  following  report  of  the  luncheon 

was  published  in  The  Film  Kurier  of 
March  27:  (Translation) 

“Last  Saturday  Mr.  Alfred  Weiner, 
•editor  of  The  Film  Kurier,  gave  a   lunch 

in  honor  of  Mr.  Martin  J.  Quigley,  pub- 
lisher of  the  Exhibitors  Herald,  staying 

in  Berlin  at  the  present  time. 

“The  affair,  of  an  intimate,  informal 
nature,  proved  to  be  a   great  success,  and 
may  prove  to  be  of  great  assistance  to 
the  German  film  industry  to  further  the 
support  of  an  influential  American  trade 

paper. 

“Among  those  present  were  Major 
Alexander  Grau,  UFA,  Erich  Pommer, 

Carl  Bratz,  the  directors  Borchert,  Fell- 

ner,  Dr.  Kahlenberg,  Levy,  Melamer- 
son,  Meinert,  Rosenfeld;  the  president 
of  the  Central  Committee  of  Film  Dis- 

tributors, Director  Graf,  the  representa- 
tive member  of  the  State  Organization  of 

Theatre  Owners  Dr.  Schueller,  Director 
Gutmann,  President  of  the  Berlin  Or- 

ganization, also  Mr.  Tintner. 

“Others  were  the  directors:  Joe  May, 
Carl  Grime,  Friedrich  Zelnik;  also  the 
attache  of  the  American  embassy,  Mr. 

Miller,  who  took  the  opporunity  to  dis- 

cuss in  detail  the  commercial  coopera- 
tion of  both  countries  with  leading  men 

of  the  German  film  industry.  The  rep- 
resentative of  the  Spitzen  organization, 

the  lawyer  Dr.  Plugge,  was  also  present. 

“Many  of  the  representatives  of  the 
domestic  and  foreign  newspapers  were 

there — Dr.  E.  Blass,  Berliner  Tageblatt, 

Egon  Jacobson,  B.  Z.  am  Mittag,  Eugen 
Ezatmary,  8   Uhr  Abendblatt,  Albert  A. 

Sander,  Editor-in-Chief  Schrei-ber,  F.  W. 
Korbner,  Lincoln  Eyre,  New  York 

Times,  S.  D.  Weyer,  International  News, 
Miss  S.  Schulz,  Chicago  Tribune,  Mr. 

Kuh,  United  Press,  Miss  Neubeisser, 
Mr.  Lauret,  Matin  and  Comoedia,  Mr. 

Blum,  Le  Journal,  Paris. 

Franz  Lehar,  Alderman  Brick  and 
Hermann  Haller  also  attended  the 
luncheon. 

“Mr.  Alfred  Weiner  greeted  those 
present  in  the  following  words: 

'“It  is  a   great  pleasure  to  greet  my 

colleague  from  the  other  side  of  the 
ocean,  Mr.  Martin  J.  Quigley,  publisher 
of  the  far-reaching  and  recognized 
American  film  trade  paper  Exhibitors 
Herald,  and  to  acquaint  you  with  him. 

“   ‘The  recognized  trade  paper  is  well 

known  to  us  and  we  are  pleased  to  con- 
firm anew  that  the  publisher  of  the 

Exhibitors  Herald  has  given  space  in  his 

paper  for  the  discussion  of  the  world 

interests  of  the  film  industry  and  espe- 

cially the  situation  in  Europe  and  Ger- 

many, 

‘“We  are  very  pleased  that  we  now 

have  an  opportunity  to  meet  Mr.  Quig- 

ley personally. “   ‘The  Americans  and  Germans  have  a 

lot  to  say  to  one  another  and  a   lot  to 

learn  from  one  another,  since  the  Ger- 
man and  American  film  industry  has,  we 

are  pleased  to  say,  become  more  closely 
connected  on  both  sides. 

‘“We  therefore  appreciate  the  per- 

sonal contact  the  publisher  of  one  of  the 

recognized  trade  papers  of  America  has 
established  with  us  today.  Let  the  hours 

pass  in  unhemmed,  mutual  discussion 
and  assist  to  a   mutual  understanding, 

and  thereby  be  of  service  to  the  Ameri- 

can-German film  interests.’ 
“Egon  Jacobson  addressed  our  col- 

league from  Chicago  in  Germany. 
“In  an  amusing  speech  in  his  best 

'Adlon-Bar-English'— to  use  his  own  ex- 

pression—Carl  Bratz  greeted  the  repre- 
sentatives of  the  German  film  industry 

present  and  also  the  guest  of  honor.  Carl 

Bratz  e.xpresscd  his  gratification  that 
another  influential  representative  of  the 

film  industry  had  found  his  way  to  Ger- 
many and  expressed  the  hope,  that  the 

German-American  connections  already 

begun  might  become  closer  and  of 
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grealer  value  for  all  concerned  and  that 

Mr.  Quigley  would  work  for  this  iipon 
his  return. 

“Mr.  Quigley,  publisher  of  the 
Exihibitors  Herald,  replied  to  the  speak- 

ers most  earnestly.  But  a   few  days  ago, 
he  said,  he  had  stood  at  the  statue  of 

Johann  Gutenberg  in  Vienna  and,  upon 
looking  at  this  monument,  stronger  than 
before  he  was  possessed  with  the 

thought  that  the  motion  picture  *   was 

really  the  continuation  of  Gutenberg’s  in- 
vention, telling  a   story  in  pictures  in- 

stead of  in  types,  thus  leading  to  an 
international  understanding.  Films  speak 

a   language  which  is  not  confined  to  cer- 
tain races  and  countries.  Its  language 

is  understood  in  all  parts  of  the  world. 

Observing  this,  he  was  especially  thank- 
ful for  the  honor  accorded  him  in  Berlin, 

not  only  a   personal  honor  but  one  for 
the  whole  American  film  industry  and 
therefore  he  wished  to  express  the 
thanks  of  the  whole  industry.  In  his 

speech  he  also  expressed  the  wish  that 
the  film  industry  of  the  United  States 

and  Germany  become  more  closely  con- 
nected and  reach  a   better  understand- 

ing.’’ Welcome  Club  of  Austria 
Gives  Dinner  in  Vienna 

In  Vienna  the  Welcome  Club  of 
.Austria  tendered  a   dinner  at  the  Grand 

Hotel.  Among  the  guests  were  the 
following: 

Mayor  Karl  Seitz. 

Johann  Schober,  former  federal  chan- 
cellor and  now  chief  of  police. 

Dr.  Karl  Bifresch,  governor  of  Lower 
Austria. 

Vicemayor  Georg  Emmerling. 
Count  Sascha  Colowrat. 

Dr.  Bela  Balas,  editor  of  the  Tag. 
Dr.  Friedrich  Lorenz,  editor  of  Neuen 

Wiener  Journals. 
Frau  Trebitsch,  editress  of  Neues 

Wiener  Tagblatt. 
Former  Minister  Heinl. 

Friedrich  Tilgner,  president  of  the 

Chamber  of  Commerce,  Trade  and  In- 
dustry. 

General  Secretary  Alexander  Fenyo, 
general  representative  of  North  German 
Lloyd. 

Floyd  Gibbons  of  the  Chicago  Tribune. 
Director  Alexander  Hess. 

Mr.  and  Mrs.  Bela  von  Strasser. 

Dr.  Constantin  von  Dumba,  former 
ambassador  and  now  president  of  the 
Austrian  National  League. 

Dr.  Rudolf  Ramek,  federal  chancellor. 

Dr.  Michael  Hainisch,  president  of 
the  Republic  of  Austria. 

Dr.  Hans  Schurff,  federal  minister  of 
commerce  and  traffic. 

Vicemayor  Franz  Hoss. 

Dr.  Josef  Kollmann,  federal  minister 
of  finances. 

Dr.  Emil  Schneider,  federal  minister 
of  ecclesiastical  and  educational  affairs. 

Dr.  Walter  Breisky,  former  vicechan- 
cellor and  now  president  of  the  Federal 

Department  of  Statistics. 
Lawrence  Groves,  attache  of  the 

American  legation. 

Dr.  Alexander  Salkind,  president  of 
‘‘Wikug.’’ 

Leo  Mancll,  president  of  the  Union  of 
Correspondents  of  the  Foreign  Press. 

Dr.  Adolf  Lippe  of  the  General  Tele- 
graph Office. 

Franz  Peter,  general  secretary  of  for- 
eign affairs. 

Karl  Hans  Strobl,  president  of  the 
Austrian  Writers  Association. 

Dr.  Ernst  Benedikt,  editor-in-chief  of 
the  Neuen  Frcicn  Presse. 

Dr.  Cleve,  editor  of  the  Neuen  Freien 
Presse. 

Stefan  Skrein,  editor-in-chief  of  the 
Neuen  Wiener  journals. 
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Dr.  Funder,  editor-in-chief  of  the 
Peichpost. 

Max  Schreier,  editor-in-chief  of  the Tag. 

Dr.  Ludwig  Ullman  of  the  Elbemuhl- blatter. 

Dr.  Fuchs,  ministerial  counsellor  in  the 

federal  chancellor's  office. 
Dr.  Edmund  Wengraf,  president  of 

Concordia. 
Minister  Franz  Ludwig,  manager  of 

the  Federal  Press  Service. 
Friedrich  Porges,  author. 

Hans  Liebstockl  of  “Buhne.” Karl  Ullstein,  publisher. 
Mrs.  Susanne  Schey. 
Director  Spielmann. 
Dr.  Paul  Ivoretz. 
Dr.  Waiter  Nagelstock. 
State  Director  Friedrich  Gartner. 

Mrs.  Pia  Gartner,  state  director. 

Miss  Dr.  J.  Granitsch. 
Dr.  Oito  von  Bohler. 
Heinrich  Montell. 
Mrs.  Helene  Granitsch. 

Luncheon  in  Paris 

At  Continental  Hotel 

Among  the  guests  at  a   luncheon  given 
in  Paris  at  the  Continental  Hotel  were 
the  following; 

J.  L.  Croze,  president  of  the  Associa- 
tion Professionnelle  de  la  Press  Cinema- 

tographique  and  editor,  “Comoedia.” 
G.  Michel  Coissac,  honorary  president 

of  the  Association  Professionnelle  de  la 

Presse  Cinematographique. 

Paul  Souillac,  Journal  Le  Clneopse. 

Mr.  Desclaux,  Journal  “Mon  Cine." 
Henri  LePage,  general  secretary  of  the 

Association  Professionnelle  de  la  Presse 
Cinematographiqu  e. 

Raymond  Wiliette,  critique  cinema- 
tographique, Journal  Le  Gaulois. 

Mr.  de  Reusse,  director.  Journal 
Hebdo  Film. 

Mr.  Fouquet,  director  of  Filma. 

Fortune  Paillot,  critique  cinema- 
tographique, Journal  La  Volonte. 

Paul  Ferret. 
Lucette  Derain. 

Raymond  Berner,  critique  cinema- 
tographique, La  Presse. 

Mis.s  Renee  Braisier,  New  Vork 
Herald. 

Henry  G.  Wales,  Chicago  Tribune. 
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.

 

 

de  Beauplan,  
“Illustration.” 

C.  Guilhamou,  director,  "Tout  Cinema.” 
Mrs.  Robert  Spa,  critique  cinema- 

tographique, Journal  Le  Figaro. 
Mr.  Offenstadt,  editor  of  Joiirnaux 

Cinematographiques. 

Pierre  Gilles  Weber,  critique  cinema- 
tographique, Le  Matin. 

Chas.  Le  Fraper,  director  of  Journal 
le  Courrier  Cinematographique. 

Harold  Hinton,  New  York  Times. 

Mr.  Harle,  director  of  Cinema- 
tographic Francaise. 

Laurence  Hills,  New  York  Herald. 

P.  Sarlat,  critique  cinematographique, 
Paris  Soir. 

Jean  Stellj’,  critique  cinematographique, 
du  Monde  Illustre. 

Mr.  Didier,  New  Press  Association. 
R.  Ginct. 

Lucien  Doublon,  director  of  Cinemas, 
Cameo  and  Artistic. 

Mr.  De  Lobcl,  manager  of  Clichy Palace. 

Mr,  Cornaglia. 
Mr.  Dalloz. 

F
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Aron,  
director  

of  Salic  
Marivaux. 

F.  Weill,  Pathe. 
Mrs.  F   Weill. 

Mrs.  Charrot  of  the  Socicte  Lutetia 

Wagram. 
Mr.  Tavano. 

_Mr.  Nalpas,  director  of  Soclete  Des 
Cines  Romans. 

Mr.  Delac,  director  of  Film  D’Art. 
Leonce  Ferret. 

G.  C.  Smith,  LInited  Artists. 

R.  Schleiss,  First  National, 
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Mr.  Lawrence,  Gaumont-Metro-Gold- 

wyn. 

Mr.  Germaine  Dulac. 
J.  Demaria,  president  of  Chambre 

Syndicale  De  La  Cinematographic. 
Raymond  C.  Miller,  commercial  at- 

tache of  the  American  embassy. 

J.  P.  Ryan,  Fox  Film. 
J.  Bavetta,  Fox  Film. 

In  London  a   notable  luncheon  was 

given  for  Mr.  Quigley  at  which  he  was 
accorded  an  opportunity  to  confer  with 
leaders  in  the  industry  in  England,  repre- 

senting all  branches  of  the  business,  the 
film  press  and  the  daily  newspapers.  The 
chairman  of  the  luncheon  was  W.  Nh 

Blake,  president  of  the  Cinema  Ex- 
hibitors Association.  Addresses  were 

made  by  Rev.  Dr.  R.  C.  Gillie,  moderator  of 
the  Presbyterian  church  in  England ;   Ernest 
W.  Fredman,  editor  of  the  Film  Renter; 

Sir  William  Jur>’:  G.  A.  Atkinson  of  the 
London  Daily  Express  and  H.  Gordon!  Self- 

ridge, the  London  merchant  who  was  for- 
merly of  Chicago. 

.Among  the  guests  were  the  following: 
W-  N.  Blake,  president,  Cinematograph 

Exhibitors'  Association  of  Great  Britain 
and  Iredand. 

Sir  Walter  Gibbons,  proprietor,  Capi- 
tol theatre. 

Major  A.  J.  Gale,  O.  B.  E.,  J.  P.,  Trus- 

tee, Cinematograph  Exhibitors’  Associa- 
tion. 

R.  A.  Thompson,  theatre  proprietor. 

H.  Underwood,  theatre  proprietor. 

Captain  A.  Davis,  theatre  proprietor 
S.  Duckworth,  theatre  proprietor. 

R.  Sumner  Jones,  theatre  proprietor. 
T.  Dawes,  general  manager,  Tivoli theatre. 

A.  Clavering,  theatre  proprietor. 
J.  Clavering,  theatre  proprietor. 

J.  H.  Dovener,  theatre  proprietor. 
W.  E.  Gillespie,  secretary,  Theatre 

Enterprises. 

Sidney  L.  Bernstein,  theatre  pro- 

prietor. J.  Cabourn,  managing  director  and 
editor,  The  Bioscope. 

Bruce  Allen,  editor,  The  Kineinato- 
graph  Weekly. 

Sam  Harris,  proprietor  and  editor.  The Cinema. 

E.  W.  Fredman,  editor  and  managing 
director.  Film  Renter. 

W.  G.  Faulkner,  proprietor,  Film  Re- 
view. 

H

.

 

 

Mason,  proprietor.  
Impartial  

Film 

Report. 
A.  Jympson  Harman,  film  correspond- ent, London  Evening  News. 

G.  A.  Atkinson,  film  correspondent, London  Daily  Express. 

C.  S.  Hallinan,  correspondent,  .Asso- ciated Press  of  America. 

J.  S.  Steele,  London  correspondent, Chicago  Tribune. 

A.  Anderson,  film  correspondent,  Lon- don Daily  Telegraph. 

H.  C.  Robbins,  manager,  Press  Asso- 
ciation. 

H.  K.  Reynolds.  International  News 
Service. 

W.  B.  Wells,  New  York  Herald Tribune. 

M.  Goldman,  general  salesmanager, Famous  Players-Lasky. 

James  V.  Bryson,  managing  director, 
European  Motion  Pictures  Co.,  Ltd. 

Sir  William  Jury,  managing  director, Metro-Goldwyn  Pictures,  Ltd. 

Frank  Brockliss,  managing  director, First  National  Pictures,  Ltd, 

M.  Silverstone,  general  manager,  Al- lied Artists  Corporation.  Ltd. 

John  Pearson,  general  manager,  \   ita- 

graph  Co..  Ltd.  ,, 

T.  C.  Elder,  managing  director,  Stoll Film  Co.,  Ltd. 
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Lieut.-Col.  A.  C.  Bromhead,  C.  
B   E. 

managing  director.  Gaumont
  Film  Hire 

^^Regfiiald  C.  Bromhead,  secretary  Gau^ 
mont  Film  Hire  Service. 

Sydney  Garrett,  film  expor
ter. 

A   George  Smith,  general  manager,
 

Producers’  Distributing  Corporation, 

^"prank  Hill,  secretary,  Kinematograph 
Renters  Society. 

W.  R-  Fuller,  secretary,  Cinemato-
 

graph Exhibitors’  Association  of  Great Britain  and  Ireland. 

J.  D.  Williams,  managing  director, 

British  National  Pictures,  Ltd. 

H   Bruce  Woolfe,  film  producer. 

Walter  Gibbons,  Jr. 
Rev.  Dr.  R.  C.  Gillie. 

J.  L.  Roye  Mitchell,  managing  direc- 
tor. Midland  Bank. 

Edward  O’Brien,  author. 
Cecil  A.  H.  Harrison,  director,  Brit- 

ish National  Pictures,  Ltd. 

Mr.  Gordo,  manager,  Australasian 

Films,  Ltd. 

T.  H.  Scott,  theatre  proprietor. 

H.  Gordon  Selfridge,  managing  direc- 
tor, Selfridges,  Ltd. 

Sir  Albert  Gray,  K.  C.  B.,  K.  C. 
Captain  T.  Windier. 
Hilaire  Belloc,  author. 
Harry  B.  Ham. 
James  Veitch. 

Edgar  Jepson,  chairman,  Incorporated 
Society  of  Authors. 

Walter  J.  Hutchinson,  managing  direc- 
tor, Fox  Film  Co.,  Ltd. 

Report  of  a   luncheon  in  Rome  which 
was  tendered  to  Mr.  Quigley  by  leaders 
in  the  Italian  industry  was  published  in 
a   previous  issue  of  the  Her.\ld. 

Exhibitors  and  Film  Men 

Pay  Tribute  to  Wobber 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

SAN  FRANCISCO.  April  27.— 
Not  many  years  ago  Herman  Wob- 

ber was  selling  newspapers  on  the 
streets  of  San  Francisco.  Now  he 

is  preparing  for  a   journey  to  Eu- 
rope, as  director-general  of  op- 

erations of  Famous-Lasky  produc- 
tions. 

Webber  leaves  his  native  city 
with  expressions  of  esteem  and 

congratulation  from  scores  of  boy- 

hood friends  ringing  in  his  ears. 
These  expressions  came  at  a   tes- 

timonial banquet  given  in  his 
honor  and  attended  by  motion  pic- 

ture exhibitors  and  officials  from 
all  sections  of  California. 

First  National 

Meeting  Opens 
(Continued  front  page  27) 

yon,  Ben  Lyon,  Mary  Aslor  and  Colleen 
Moore. 

A.  W.  Smith,  Jr.,  Eastern  salesmanagcr, 
opened  the  convention  with  an  address  of 
welcome.  Others  scheduled  to  address  the 

meeting  were  Lieber,  Rowland,  Spring,  Dc- 
pinet,  Martin,  A1  and  Ray  Rockett  of  the 
production  department,  S.  W.  Hatch  and 
Charles  M.  Steele  of  the  sales  department, 
C.  F.  Chandler,  Allan  S.  Glenn.  Gayne 

Dexter,  Lynde  Dcnig  and  Robert  Hage  of 
the  advertising  and  publicity  department. 
A   list  of  those  scheduled  to  attend  the 

convention  follows : 

Letber,  Rowland,  Spring,  Marin,  A.  W.  Smith, 
Jr,,  Ned  E.  Depinet,  Mrs.  F.  L.  Strauss.  Stanley 
\V.  Hatch,  Charles  M.  Steele,  Warren  C.  Boothby, 
R.  W-  Perkins.  C.  F.  Chandler,  Lynde  Denig, 

Gayne  Dexter,  Allan  Glenn,  Robert  Hage,  J.  M. 
Loel),  A1  Barlow,  Ralph  M,  Wilson,  Edward 
Rowell,  D.  J.  McGowan,  James  C.  Cuniff,  Fred 
Crosbie,  Charles  Kemke,  Sterling  Wilson,  Charles 

A.  Baily,  Joseph  Kelly,  AI.  Rockett,  Ray  Rockett. 
District  Managers:  W.  E.  Callaway,  New  Or- 

leans; L.  O-  Lukan,  San  Francisco;  W.  A.  Bach, 
Toronto. 

Eastern  District:  Albany — \.  J.  Herman,  S.  E. 

Feld,  F.  C.  Robke.  Al.  J.  Marchetti;  Boston— 
Thomas  B.  Spry,  Adelhert  P.  Bibber,  J.  Maganii. 
N.  Ross,  Max  Berman,  J.  Byrne,  F.  Vine,  E. 
Anderson,  Harry  L.  Spingler,  Miss  Carolyn  C. 
Jones;  Buffalo — F.  J.  A.  iMcCartliy,  J.  G.  Fater. 
M.  L.  Pincus,  B.  A.  Inderbitzen,  E.  C.  Walsh, 
F.  R.  Powers;  New  Haven — M.  Kelelier,  J. 

Pavone,  John  C.  Bullwinkle,  Miss  Theresa  Spera- 
lore;  New  jersey — J.  C.  Vergesslich,  S.  J.  Ull- 
maii,  Harry  Humniell,  A.  Gen-^hwin,  Win.  O.s- 
boriie,  Sol  H.  Kravitz:  New  York — A.  W.  Smitli, 
Jr.,  Clive  R-  Waxman,  E.  C.  Bullwinkle,  H.  Levy, 
H-  Goldman,  W.  G.  Roosevelt,  W.  Benson,  \\ .   G. 
Sliields.  A.  F.  Hickox,  Sam  Leffcowitz;  Philadel- 

phia— W.  j.  Hcenan,  F-  Loftus,  W.  G.  Man- 
sell, W.  C.  Cook,  F.  J-  Leonard,  F.  F.  Duffy. 

T.  N.  Noble:  Washington— Robert  Smeltzer,  G. 
N.  Payette,  Jr.,  W.  Busch,  F.  L.  Creenhalgli, 
H.  J.  Lego,  Fred  J.  Stevens. 

Southern  District:  Atlanta — C.  R.  Beacham, 
G.  C.  Almon,  L.  W.  Carter.  W.  C,  McCorvey. 
P.  A.  Strachan,  Frank  T-  Sands,  J.  M,  Young. 
L.  H.  Andrews;  Charlotte — Frank  P.  Bryn,  Dean 

S.  House,  Phelps  Sasseen,  Ernest  E.  Ned- 
man,  jack  London:  Cincinnati — Roy  H. 
Haines,  Maurice  White,  Jack  Covington. 

Maurice  Strauss.  John  Eifert,  G.  P.  Leather- 

bury,  Foster  Egner.  Miss  Leonore  Schmidt; 
Cleveland — Gradwcll  L.  Sears,  Milton  A.  Mooney, 
Walter  Forster.  Adolph  F.  Braeiinig,  Herbert  J. 
Ochs.  H.  F.  McCarthy,  Walter  J.  Brandt,  L.  F. 
Weinez,  E.  A.  Catlin:  Dallas— Leslie  Wilkes, 
Douglas  P.  Rathbonc,  George  E.  Welch,  Albert 

M.  Avery,  Harry  A.  Shaw,  Hiram  D.  Parks, 

Ralph  L.  McCoy.  Roy  V.  Litsey.  Theo.  Routt: 
Indianapoli.s— Floyd  Brown,  Joe  Neger.  Homer 
Knox,  Robert  Boland,  Dewey  Taute,  Filbert 

lones.  Miss  Dorothy  McManamon:  K.insas  Cuy— 

T.  O.  Byerle,  W'm.  Warner,  H.  L.  Cass.  H.  L. 
Scliiller.  J.  J.  Curran,  T.  J.  McCarthy,  R.  .J. 

Heft,  W'.  A.  Burke,  Edwin  Behrhorst;  Louis- 

ville— Paul  E.  Krieger,  Max  Blick,  Lee  W'-  Mof- 
fitt.  Henry  S.  Bowm.m,  Verner  W^  Castleberry: 
.New  Orlean.s — Lucas  Conner,  Samuel  J.  Slockard. 

-Milton  C.  White,  Fred  C.  Vaeth,  Jr.;  Okahoma 

  Eugene  D.  Brewer,  William  C-  Blackstone, 

March  Woo.l,  L.  Roy  Berry.  C..  H   Hill,  Walter 

A.  Dolin;  Pitlshurgh — R.  S.  W   ehrle.  A.  Pfr^e. 

H.  P.  Underwood.  E.  M-  Lynch,  _C.  .A.  Molte, 

Joseph  P.  Lefkc.  E.  W’.  Elder.  Miss  Hild.i 
 M. 

Lissiiiann:  St-  Louis— Harry  Weiss,  Lester  J- 

LUNCHEON  at  Sherry’s.  New  York,  in  honor  of  June  Mathis  and  Balboni. 
Hress  representatives  and  First  National  production  and  distribution  executives 

attended.  General  Manager  Richard  A.  Rowland  acted  as  toastmaster. 

Bona.  Harry  L.  Pitiier,  Henry  Sanders.  James 
Hill,  Harry  M.  Moure,  jlr.^.  Frances  Murphy. 

Western  District:  Chicago — Roy  C.  Scery,  J. 

N

.

 

 

Howland,  C.  M.  l..eserinan,  E.  C.  Herman, 

W’.  C.  Brimmer,  T,  R.  Cilliam,  J.  M.  Schwarts, 1-  M.  Duncan,  I.  R.  Parnass.  J.  E,  Armgardt, 
N.  H.  Norvell,  G.  W\  Taif,  Harry  Balaban,  E.  C. 

White,  A.  C.  Paizlaff;  Denver — J.  H.  Ashby,  R. J.  Morrison,  B.  L.  Reynolds,  Clayton  Parker,  Tom 
Wickham,  C.  A.  Larson;  Dcs  Moines — E,  J,  Til- ion,  C.  A.  Pratt,  W^  C.  Finter,  Lou  Elman,  W.  L 

Hackman,  
Arthur  Johnson;  

Detroit — Fred  E. 
North,  W'alter  H.  Collins,  Sidney  D.  Chapman, 
Sydney  Hackford,  R.iy  P.  Harper,  Fred  Wilson, 
Fred  J.  Ui.xon;  Los  Angeles — N.  H.  Brower,  Geo. Bourke,  A.  S.  Bailey,  C-  E.  Buchanan,  

Fred 
McClellan,  

Mrs.  B.  H.  Bogart;  Milwaukee — L.  J. 
McCarthy,  

E.  L.  Wiesnerj  F.  J.  WMlct,  C.  K. 
Olson,  Elmer  Huhnke;  Minneapolis 

— Thomas  A. Bilrke,  L.  K   Davis.  Ernest  Hill,  J.  C.  Heywood, 
W.  H.  Joliiison,  H.  L.  Conway,  H.  W.  Helmhold, 
E.  W.  Jensen,  Carl  Michel,  Arthur  Anderson; 
Om.aiia — J.  G.  Bower,  Fritz  W.  Friend,  F.  L. 
Hershorn,  

B.  J.  McCartliy,  
Leon  Mendelson; 

Portland-  -Al  Oxtoby,  B.  R.  Keller,  C-  \V.  Hud- 
son, Wayland  T.-iylor  Sidney  S.  Schubach;  

Salt 
Lake  City — \Vm.  F.  Gordon.  John  J.  Harrington, 
Vote  Steward,  Claude  Hawkes,  C.  L.  Marcroft; 
San  Fr.mcisco — Chas.  H.  Muehlman,  

Newton  Levi, 
Ger.ikl  Hardy,  F.  H.  Butler,  V-  Preston;  Seattle 
— Fred  G.  Sliter,  P.  C.  Hurst,  A.  A.  Bruce,  H. 
W-  Boehine.  A   C.  Raleigh,  J.  W-  Parry. 

The  banquet  was  to  be  at  the  Drake 

hotei- 

** April  FooV*  Finished 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

HOLLYWOOD.  April  27.— Chadwick 
Pictures  Corporation  has  finished  its  first 

special  production,  “April  Fool,"  under  the 
direction  of  Nat  Ross.  Such  well  known 

players  as  Mary  Altlen,  Duane  Thomp- son, Raymond  Keane,  Baby  Peggy  and 
Snitz  Edwards  are  in  the  cast. 

Bert  Lytell  Signs 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

HOLLYWOOD,  April  27.— Bert  Lytell 
has  been  signed  for  two  pictures  by  Harry 

Cohn,  vice  president  of  Columbia  ̂   Pic- 

tures. The  first  of  these  will  be  "The 

Lone  Wolf  Returns." 

Fred  Thomson  Busy 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

HOLLYWOOD,  April  27.— Fred  Thom
- 

son started  shooting  last  week  on  his  first 

Stewart  Edward  White  picture,  “The  Two
- 

Gun  Man,"  on  the  F.  B.  0.  lot.  David 

African  Picture  Fans 

Favor  Adventure  Stories 

(Special  from  Dc/>(ir/uicii<  of  Commerce
) 

WASHINGTON.  D.  C..  April 

27. — That  the  motion  picture  him 

is  reaching  remote  trade  spots  of 

the  world  is  indicated  by  a   report 

received  by  the  Department  of 

Commerce  from  Trade  Commis- 
sioner R.  A.  May,  Alexandria, 

Egypt,  bearing  on  the  film  tr
ade 

in  the  Sudan,  who  in  his  report 

states  that  American  adventure 

films  are  most  popular. 
In  the  southern  part  of  Egypt 

natives  are  entertained  by  two  mo- 

tion picture  theatres.  One  is  called 
the  "Cinema  Skating  Rink  and 

Theatre."  at  KAartoum,  and  the 

other,  the  "Cinema  Omdurman." at  Omdurman.  Both  are  open  air 

theatres.  The  first  has  a   seating 

capacity  of  approximately  500  and 
the  latter  of  about  200. 

There  is  a   small  market  in  the 

Sudan  for  the  distribution  of  films 

to  private  organizations,  such  as 

the  British  garrison  in  the  Sudan, 

and  the  various  church  organiza- 

tions, principally  the  Coptic 

Church  at  Khartoum.  Mr.  May 

states.  Films  are  usually  only 

rented,  rentals  generally  ductuaf- 

I’ng  between  $25  and  $50,  accord- 

ing to  the  picture  and  its  popu- 
larity. 
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U’s  “Midnight  Sun  ” 
Is  Given  Premiere 

NEW  YORK,  April  27. — Universal’s 
“The  Midnight  Sun,"  which  has  been 
billed  in  much  publicity  as  one  of  the 

"big”  pictures  of  that  company’s  output, 
was  given  its  premiere  last  Friday  night 

at  the  Colony  theatre,  replacing  “The 
Flaming  Frontier”  which  ran  for  three 
weeks  less  one  day.  That  “The  Mid- 

night Sun”  is  "big”  from  the  viewpoint 
of  money  spent  on  its  production  is 

self  evident,  but  whether  it  will  be  "big” 
in  the  matter  of  general  popularity  will 
only  be  known  when  the  picture  gets 
into  motion  picture  theatre  distribution. 

The  picture  is  based  on  a   novel  by 
Laiiridas  Braun  and  was  adapted  to  the 
screen  by  A.  P.  Younger.  The  plot  is 

built  around  the  adventures  and  mis- 
adventures of  an  American  dancing  girl 

in  Russia  before  the  upheaval  and  be- 
fore St.  Petersburg  became  Petrograd. 

A   prince  and  a   millionaire  are  in  love 
with  her  and  much  of  the  old  time  serial 
thriller  stuff  is  worked  into  the  chase  for 
her  hand  and  affections.  Neither  wins 

out,  the  victor  being  a   brilliantly  uni- 
formed military  aid  to  the  prince.  Laura 

La  Plante  takes  the  part  of  the  Ameri- 
can dancer  and  at  times  shows  some  real 

talent.  Pat  O’Malley  and  George  Seig- 
man  are  respectively  the  prince  and  the 
rich  man. 

Among  those  present  were:  Judge 
Otto  A.  Rosalsky,  Senator  Royal  S. 
Copeland,  Nellis  Revell,  B.  S.  Moss, 
R.  H.  Cochrane,  P.  D.  Cochrane,  E.  H. 
Goldstein,  Paul  Gulick,  Fannie  Hurst, 
Sigrid  Holmquist,  Jules  Brulatour,  Hope 

Hampton,  James  Wolfe,  Beatrice  Fair- 
fax, George  Walsh,  Alexis  Kosloff,  Mark 

Hellinger,  Paul  Leni,  Robert  E.  Welsh, 
Oscar  A.  Price,  Fania  Marinoff,  Lya 
De  Putti,  Sax  Rohmer,  Billie  Dove  and 

Irwin  Willat,  Lee  Shubert,  Hugo  Riesen- 
feld,  Josiah  Zuro,  Albertina  Rasch,  W.  C. 
Fields,  Eddie  Dowling,  Fritzi  Scheff, 
Hedda  Hopper,  A1  Jolso.n,  Ray  Dooley, 
Flora  Le  Breton,  and  the  stars  of  the 
production,  Laura  La  Plante  and  Pat 

O’Malley,  with  Mrs.  O’Malley,  and  his 
little  daughter. 

Rittenberg  Resigns  Ad 
Position  with  Fulton 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

JERSEY  CITY,  N.  J.,  April  27.— Arnold 
S.  Rittenberg,  secretary  of  the  A.  M.  P.  A. 
and  theatre  advertising  expert  of  several 

years  standing,  has  resigned  from  the  Ful- 
ton Theatre  Company,  to  take  effect  May 

15.  Since  the  company’s  inception  five 
years  ago,  Rittenberg  has  distinguished 
himself  in  the  manner  in  which  he  has  han- 

dled its  every  phase  and  detail  of  public 
contact. 

Also  effective  on  May  15,  is  his  resigna- 
tion as  treasurer  of  the  Culmerit  Theatre 

Company,  an  affiliated  interest  for  the  past 

three  years.  Future  plans  are  as  yet  un- 
decided. 

Hoffman  Announces  10 

Tiffany  Gem  Exchanges 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

New  York,  April  27.— M.  H.  Hoffman 
this  week  announced  the  establishment  of 

ten  Tiffany  exchanges  comprising  the  ter- 
ritories of  New  York,  Buffalo,  Chicago, 

Indianapolis,  Boston,  New  Haven,  Pitts- 
burgh, Cleveland,  Cincinnati  and  Detroit. 

Each  will  handle  the  20  Tiffany  Gems  for 
1926-27. 

Universal  Super-Jewel  production, 

was  given  its  world  premiere  at  the 
Colony  April  23.  Laura  LaPlante 



UP 
September  JQ26  -   September  ig27 

52  HITS and 

7   SPECIALS 



First  National  Calls 
do  all  showmen.  Industry,  Art,  Business— those  terms  are 

right  enough  for  motion  pictures  when  you  talk  for  public  i. 

tion;  but  when  the  crowds  rock  your  box-office  and  the  cashie  s 

are  calling  for  more  change,  when  your  ushers  are  hopping  ar  i 

your  house  is  packed  from  the  front  row  right  back  to  the  doc  s 

— then  it’s  The  ShoiV'Qame! 

And  First  National  knows  it  from  the  ground  up,  becau  e 

First  National  is  the  name  that  the  keenest  exhibitors  in  Ameri  a 

io  by. 

Now  — we  speak  between  showmen  with  FIFTY' TW(  ) 

PICTURES  AND  SEVEN  SPECIALS  to  put  to  the  bo  . 
office  test  between  September  1926  and  September  1927. 

They  come  as  a   Group;  you  play  the  a 

one  by  one.  You  can  estimate  how  much  t   e 

stars  draw -and  FIRST  NATIONALS 

STARS  HOLD  TOP-RECORES 

ABSOLUTELY,  JUST  AS  FIRST 

NATIONAL’S  SPECIALS  MEA  ^ 
MUCH  BUSINESS  AS  YOL  L 

WILL  HOLD. 



IT  THE  Show- Game 
You  figure  your  profits  over  the  year,  but  every  week  counts  in 

the  grand  total.  Right  there  First  National  has  won  exhibitor- 

confidence  finally  and  indisputably. 

By  every  test  of  performance  First  National’s  groups  in  pre- 
ceding years  have  contained  not  only  the  biggest  individual  hits, 

but  have  maintained  the  HIGHEST  AVERAGE  OF 

DRAWING-POWER,  GIVING  YOU  THE  HIGH- 
EST PERCENTAGE  OF  PROFIT,  against  all  competition. 

Grouping  the  greatest  stars,  producers  and  directors,  these 

pages  tell  the  story  for  1926-1927.  No  group  has  been  stronger,^ 
none  more  commercially  sound,  none  so  positive  of  profits,  none 

so  studded  with  box-office  certainties.  It  is  made  to  make  money. 

Applying  experience  and  show-sense.  First 

National  has  eliminated  speculation.  -i 

First  National  is  set!  The  Banner  Groitp 

is  planned  definitely,  wisely,  thoroughly.  It 

is  complete  and  yet  elastic,  as  this  Shoie-Qame 

demands;  for  First  National’s  production 
policy  is  keyed  to  every  opportunity  for  sane 

showmanship  that  each  new  turn  of  public 

taste  creates. 
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O^miaQtlnuulM 
pratfitedbif.  Joseph  M.8CHENCK  # 

continues  hei  triumplis} 
First  Natioi^  I 

WITH  “Kiki”  established  among  this  season’s^®  fi particular  successes,  every  effort  of  Joseph  M. 

V   Schenck’s  studio  organization  is  now  turned  to  the 
preparation  for  Norma  Talmadge  of  a   production 
that  truly  crowns  her  unparalleled  career. 

“VTO  announcement  could  mean  as  much  to  exhibi- 
tors  as  that.  It’s  news!  Mighty  glad  news  to  open 

nfith.  Theorganization,whereinplayersand  executives 

st^nd  unsurpassed  in  their  respective  lines  of  motion- 
picture  making,  has  pledged  itself  to  one  definite  goal: 

to  “present  Norma  at  her  greatest  during  1926-27 





^winkldoei-i/ie  one  iri^  iufht  qfjuneha 
HE  flitted  through  the  slinking 

streets  like  a   streak  of  Jiapph 

ness;  and  not  a   man,  white  or 

yellow,  but  realized  that  there  was 

something  “holy”  about  Twinkle^ toes. 

She  led  the  chorus  at  a   cheap 
music  hall.  Her  feet  danced;  her 

heart  danced.  Queer  how 

those  strange  denizens  of  / 

Limehouse  loved  her!  -M  yiMt 

Q. , ,   ,   .   V   no)«on  ai ueercr  still  how  she  A\pi€turM 

pinned  her  love  to  one  man*^^S|pA|^ 
—how  he  failed— and  then  ' 

how  the  shadows  sobbed  after 

Twinkletoes — “Poor  Limehouse 
kid!  Poor  Limehouse  kid!  Going 

the  way  that  the  rest  of  them  did!” 

It’s  a   masterpiece  for  Colleen 
Moore  in  the  colors  of  life,  comedy 
and  dramatic  poignancy,  by  the 

man  who  wrote  “Broken  Bios- 

soms!” 

Directed  by  Charles  Brabin. 

I   And  that*s  just  the  first 
'     of  her  distinctive,  original, irresistible  roles  for  the 

Banner  Group. 





H   M.$CHENCK.9^tAt{ 
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^^^Plays! 
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Asher,  Small  and  Rogers  present: 

CORINNE 

GRIFFITH 
IN  A   BANNER  SERIES.  THE  FIRST  IS 

ASHES 
HIS  year  Corinne  Griffith 
reaches  her  zenith.  Superb 

>ries  have  been  chosen  for  her, 

Quailing  ̂ ^Ciassified**  and  “Mile. 
Modiste*’  in  magnetic  attraction. 

Imagine  her  in  the  dramatic  glory 

with  which  “Ashes”  surrounds 
her:  the  Cleopatra  of  Broadway, 

applauded  for  the  splendor  of  her 

love  on  the  stage — but  behind  the 

scenes,  a   married  cast-off.  Regi- 

nald Goode’s  stage  success  fur- 

nishes that  role  — a   role  which 

Miss  Griffith  lifts  radiantly  into 

a   straight-out  box-office  certainty. 

And  in  addition  there’s  a   com- 
plete series  of  productions  to 

secure  to  yoi|  EVERY  DOLLAR 
THAT  CORINNE  GRIFFITH  CAN 

DRAW. 

Pictures  to  the  Banner  Qroup 



^   araina,sP  
ao 

tbrob  o
i  a   ®   ® josUfy  tbe  

special 
plan  and  pf  VasU  evet 

The  hugest  scr  
of 

the  and 



Men  of  Steel 
with 

ORIS  KENYON 
[ft.  MIITOW  SILLS  _ 

'   by  R,C,Kirlts  Story  "Untud States  Flavor 

J^irectedby  GEORGE  ARCHAINBAUD 

^PRODUCED  UNDER  THE  SUPERVISION 
OF  EARL  HUDSON 





mSHR/mOH  HCniHES  INC 
presents  j 

A 

G^ueman 
Jeffery  FarnoFs  World-Famous  Novel  is  the  Big 

September  Extra  ...  A   SIDNEY  OLCOTT  Production 

WHAT  a   wallop  Richard  Barthelmess 
packs  as  "The  Amateur  Gentleman” — 

the  gamest  fighter  who  ever  battled  in  the 

old  Coi’inthian  ring;  the  pluckiest  horseman 
who  ever  cleai’ed  the  walls  and  ditches  of  a 

steeplechase;  <piick  on  the  trigger  in  a   duel; 

daring  the  world  for  a   woman’s  smile! 
In  ̂ 'The  Amateur  Gentleman.”  Inspiration 

Pictures,  Inc.,  has  secured  the  perfect 

Barthelmess  story  —   picturesque,  vivid  in 

action  and  romance.  Here  is  his  strongest 

role.  More  than  that!  Measured  by  every 

standard,  here  is  the  greatest  production  
in 

which  Barthelmess  has  been  presented-  
cre- 

ated with  the  power  and  appeal  that  ensure extended  runs. 

\ / Richard  Barthelmess  in  "Four  
Feathers^^ 

I. 



9   GREATEST  STARS 
INNI

NERE
CORE

- 

SMASH
ING  

SERIE
S 

—   all  combined  in  the  yearns 
predominating  Banner  Qroup 

(Considered  altogether,  or  one  by  one,  First  National’s  s   irs 
have  risen  to  unassailable  supremacy. 

Spectacular  advertising,  a   single  and  unrepeated  hit,  the  lut  Ky 

breaks  of  the  show-game  have  played  no  part  in  their  succ  iS. 

No!  They  have  built.  Each  production  has  created  a   still  lar,  er 

audience  for  the  next.  Your  profit  and  their  prestige  have  gro  n 

side  by  side,  and  the  box-office  records  of  theatres  by  the  thous?  id 

prove  it. 

Here  are  undeniable  Performance  Facts  to  guide  you  ! 
1926-1927. 

First  National  Stars 

—   play  more  time  in  more  theatres  to  bigger  business, 

—   are  chosen  from  the  vast  amount  of  quality  offer- 

ings by  more  exhibitors  for  new-theatre  openings, 

“   are  held  over  for  more  extended-runs, 

—   deliver  more  consistently  and  register  a   greater 
number  of  extraordinary  hits 

—Than  Any  Other  Stars 

or  Qroup  of  Stars 



^^HEY  have  only  their  own  records  to  beat. 

Presenting  each  in  a   series  means  that  the  box-office  pulls  with 

the  accumulative  force  of  their  constantly  increasing  drawing- 

power.  Play  Each  Series  and  Pyramid  Business! 

The  Banner  Qroup  assures  you  the  widest  variety  of  entertain- 

n   eat.  Six  of  First  National  stars  rule  the  fields  of  drama,  comedy 

d   rama,  romance  and  virile  action;  while  three  more  constitute 

the  Strongest  Line-Up 
of  Star  Comedians Ever  Presented 

Under  one  Banner 



I AUGH  witfi  Langdon,  Everybody's  got  the  habit  since  j 

the  forefront  of  Big-Time  Comedians,  What*  s   his  secret? 

gags  and  roars — yest  Bat  underneath  is  the  current  of
  pathos  that 

sent  the  whole  country  wild  about  Harry,  Backing  him  with  n
ation-^ 

exploitation  and  presenting  him  in  full  length  feaiureSf  First 

Showmanship  sets  exhibitors  right  in  line^for  business  
that  sky-racn 

with  every  comedy  Langdon  makes. 



years Comedy 
Sensation! 



Cciptut'cd!  That’s  the  word;  for  Leon Errol  is  the  prize  everybody  went  after. 
Since  First  National  brought  this  famous 
stage  comedian  into  the  pictures  the 
world  has  rocked  at  each  bend  of 
his  crazy  legs. 

Watch  for  him  in  “The  Lunatic 
at  Large.”  The  wows  start  right at  the  title — the  best  of  bets  for 
comedy  exploitation.  Think  of 
the  stunts  it  suggests. 

And  the  picture  is  thcVQ 
—   there  with  all  the  fun  that 
LeonErrolcanfindinamad- 

house;  with  Dorothy  Mackaill  and  Kt 
MacKenna  adding  the  romance;^) 
Newmeyer  winning  new  laurels  as  r. 

edy-director. 
“The  Lunatic  at  Large’ Errol's  Banner  4^ 

Series  off  to  a   flying  ■_ 

Gertainly  there’s  a   series. ,( 
astarthepublicwantsiiTp 

after  picture,  and  souiicl 
ness  exhibitors  sens^; 

\   want  the  loW,- 







PLAYERS 

Every  Name  Among  First 

Nationars  Featured  Players  Is  a 

Name  to  Play  In  Electric  Lights 

AIXIKI!)  \uaSi  ahr  Intx-oflirt-  IsSlrt.  «tf 

l3io  Banner  Cironp.  Shesi*  fa^nriles 

form  nn  arresisiibie  romlnnnlion.  F%ery 

soasoBi  and  (lirlnre  Isave  broadened  (hear 

jmpnlnrSty.  enSeasieed  Ihear  ^al(ne.  made 

them  she  nsos!  eR«erl\  ^oia/;hi  jsSayers  oss 
she  sereesj. 

FirsS  NatioasaE  pre^eiiSs  ihean  aaoS  merely 

one  lo  a   paeSssre,  bias  siiree,  fonr  and  five 

aS  a   siaiie.  so  lhaS  every  east  laneles  She 

audiesiees  shas  each  pinyea'  roaaamnnds, 

and  in  every  pa-orfueSioia  She  latmosS  ini 

drasnaSae  ar!  as  giaaranSeesl 

/pis  Momn. 



Stars,  Star-Producers,  Star-Autkors  at  the 
Zenitli  of  Their  Popularity  Have  Put  Box- 
Office  Genius  Into  These 

SPECIALS 
^‘THE  GREATER  GLORF’  ‘‘MEN  OF  STEEL 

“SINNERS  IN  PARADISE”  “SEPTEMBER  LOVE 

“THE  PATENT  LEATHER  KID” 

AND  TWO  GIGANTIC  PRODUCTIONS 
BY  ROBERT  KANE 

ARSHALLING  its  huge  production  resources,  Fir: 

LVl.  National,  after  months  of  selection,  analysis  an^ 

preparation,  has  arranged  an  array  of  Specials  that  wif 

eclipse  the  standards  established  by  “The  Sea  Hawk, 
“The  Lost  World”  and  “Abraham  Lincoln,” 

These  Specials  possess  the  extra  impetus  of  Star-^powei 

Rupert  Hughes,  Frances  Hodgson  Burnett,  Clarence 

Budington  Kelland,  Edith  O’Shaughnessy,  authors  wbo 

command  readers  in  millions,  have  supplied  their  strong' 
est  material:  stories  magnificent  in  drama,  romance,  the 

spectacular  heights  and  vivid  depths  of  life.  And  the 
production-brains  of  First  National — producers,  directors, 

scenarists  wbo  have  given  the  screen  its  finest  Specials  to 
date — have  shaped  this  wealth  of  talent  into  Seven 
Towering  Triumphs ! 



ROBERT  KANE 

Different  producers  employ  different 
tactics  in  making  pictures  of  such  size 
as  to  warrant  release  as  Specials. 

Some  bdlieve  in  telling  everything  ir 
advance.  Robert  Kane  tells  nothing. 

is“inside  stuff.” 

Kane  has  started  work  on  the  two 
most  ambitious  productions  he  has  yet 

undertak^^a  huge  task,  considering 
the  long  unbroken  line  of  successes 
already  to  his  credit. 

They  are  Specials  too  original  in  theme, 
too  unusual  in  production  treatment  to 

permit  detailed  announcements.  , 

Kane’s  reputation  for  accurate  judgment  ^ is  staked  upon  them.  . 

Rumars  win  gaiheir;  the  industry  will  FEEL  two  big 

picttire^^  in  the  air.  But  nothing  more  will  be  revealed 

abo^t  ROBERT  KANE’S  2   SPECIALS  FOR  1926- 
1 S27  until  they  are  actually  ready  for  presentation. 



>\ 

Bufe 
producers  hav- 

' hook. 

.   ike  puhiir  ha< 
pnetk 

lu  salfift  jel  publishing  rcco^^ 

Critig^^^rtl  ii  a%  I'l'ance^  Hb Rurff!^  fim^at  achhnement 
hoM-  equalled  h( malic,  lace. 

A   rmZBfOR  MOTION 
if  ever  tliEQ;  was  ouc. 

.\nd  First  Nalional  Iw  wd 

production  on  a   jealc-  worig 

pmtiion  anti  with  the  him 
tl&l.  hoA  cnthrallcti  iDorc^ 

linn  ihc  lea  nexl-bt>l-scll^ 

past  yesrt. 

Sfiiiiual  is  uriltcn  rt/J 

'‘September 

l\L- 



Pom  EDITH  O'SmAUGHNEWV^ 

Viennese 

Preisnhd  bif .   .   .   RICHARD  A.  ROWLAND 

Wrinen  for  /Ae  screen  bi^   JUNE  MATH  |J“ 

CONWAY  TEARLE 

'ANNAQNILSSON 
snd a   caiHiidtidinq  MAY  ALLISON,  SAN  KESTH 
JEAN  HER^HOLT  aiid  LUCY  5EAUMONT 
c4  JUNE  MATHI^   Production 
Directed  bq   CURT  REHFELD 

ROCKETT  C/»W  C//,rmj/og«^e,  JOHN  BOYIE 

A//  0*f«er..,E.j.  ^HUITER  Wm  Crf/Zo/^  CCOBCE  McCUIRE 

THE  LAST  WORD 
IN  DRAMATIC  / 
ACHIEVEMENT/ 



'   J   pRODUCn
ON 

Again  June  Mathis  ̂ corJ 
Txr*  V » With  a   Stupendous  SpeciaU 

rr  SWEEPS  from 
underworld  alleys 

to  tlie  burnished 

East;  from  furtive 

dives  to  the  throb- 

bing purples  of  desert 
night. 

Her  mother  a   crooks 

Rhoda  Fair  adven- 
tures through  the 

molten  horizons.  In 

her  own  tumultu- 
ous nature  burns 

her  mother’s  law- less ness  ;   and 

where  the  dawn 
comes  up  like 
thunder  she must 

choose  between  t\y 
men— one  standing  fr 
respectability,  th 
other  for  the  msd  m 

of  life. Stirring,  exotic,  kev&i 

to  emotion’f  - 

pitch. 

“Sinners  in  Pay-idisg’^ 

a   title  that’s  a; gold.  The  pr<  aucer- 
June  Mathis, name  is  syno  ymous 

for  specials.  Ti  et' 

—   develope 

breath-taking 
against  back{'  ro^aiis made  for  love.  \Qdtit 

whole  produc  d 
the  bigness  and 
of  success  tha, 
terizes  First  N 

Specials, 

chErac- 



fitieti  nf  (leizit 
^inu 

DOROTHY 

MACKAILL 

I   PRODUCED  UNDER  THE 
I   SUPERVISION  OF 

EX('JTEDL\  us  ihis  hook  liiis  been (iisi'tisscil,  Iht*  screen  vcixioii  will 

iU'oiisc  far  wider  coiuineiil.  Prodiiccil 

under  Earl  Hudson's  supervision,  wiib 
Doi'olliy  Mnckaill  us  Cila  Girterel,  ihe 

presenlalion  of”Tlu*  Crystal  Cup”deiu- 
onsirates  First  Nalional's  euiiiiuaiid  of 

the  story  lunrkel,  bringing  you  the  best- 
sclDei'swhiic  readei'-iiilerest  runs  at  its 

heiirhl ! 

m   HUDSON 

NO  wonder  Gita  Carteret  is  Ihe  most discussed  wonsaii  of  lictiois  today ! 

Nowondcr  the  furore  that  "Black  Oxen” 

created  is  outdone  by' Gertrude  Atliei- 

Ion’s  latest  novel,  "The  Crystal  Cup.” 
She  has  dared  to  make  her  fieroine  a 

haler  of  her  own  sex:  a   girl  refusing 

marriage  until  she  must  — and  then 
under,  the  most  surprising  rundilious 

t’crncd  husbasid  and  wife. 



Sacfte* 
Wmildred  cram 

Doro 

“M IGOSH !   A   girl  ain’t  got  a   chance for  a   decent  ride  these  days  since  the 

sheiks  has  taken  to  grabbin’  the  seats 
and  tradin’  ’em  fer  dates.  Somebody 

says,  ‘Gentlemen  prefer  blondes’ — but  take  it  from  me:  Blondes  also 

prefer  gentlemen.  And  these  subway 

chasers  don’t  hang  a   hat  alongside 

of  my  Harold.  Dearie,  he’s  simply 
divine— ain’t  every  day-a  workin’  girl 

gets  a   glad  eye  from  a   guy  like  him.” 

That’s  Sadie,  She  talks  for  herself— 
one  of  a   million  you  meet  every  day. 

This  is  her  picture— every  girl’s  pic- 
ture set  in  the  atmosphere  they  know 

—   the  kind  they’ll  understand.  And 
there’s  a   thrill  climax  to  make  them 

your  friends  for  life. 

.   AN  ALFRED  SANTELL  PRODUCTION 

^mdudion(M(uuu)enmtA  L.  ROCKETT 

(jcamio bif  ADtii:  COMANDINI 





ROBERT  KANE  presenb 



AU/9!t<jU£l|(o4lORIDA 
A 

e o 
leave  h 

im 

Hattonol  PictureA  Inc  g>nsenlf 

f   ^he  de/efl-  would 
cold.  Buf  he  burned 

i/caqne  ^ 

Only  a   garage  mechanic,  but vvhenheoiledhishairinsteadof 

his  hands  he  put  the  I   AM  in  Miami. 

Heiresses  petted  him  under  the 
palms,  but  his  palms  petted  only 
twenty  dollars  on  pay-day.  And  he 
didn’t  like  heiresses  either. 

■   comedy-it  works  faster  than  a 
beauty  chasing  a   million- 

aire. l^Horida’s  ransacked  for  fun 
and  Be^J^on  starts  a   new  boom  in laughter  a?^he  stoney-broke  sheik 

the  starci^^d'shirt  style. 

iy^GEORptF.WORJS 

“^BEN  L70N 
'nmampnai  AL.RPCK^TT 

A   BOOM  JormnfSOK-OWC^I 



eductio
ns 

WEST— over  the  range;  away  where the  ranches  end  and  Painted  Des- 

ert stretches  into  a   grand  adventure. 
Along  the  hills  where  raiders  ride. 

Prairies  and  peaks;  echoing  hoofs  and 

lariats  reaching  lurther  than  the  law. 

That’s  West;  and  today  its  lure  surrounds 
big-theatre  audiences  as  well  as  small. 

First  National’s  Outdoor  Dramas  meet  a 
unanimous  demand. 

Ken  Maynard  has  forged  to  the  head  of 
adventure  stars.  Now  he  comes  to  you 

in  thrilling  action  roles,  in  stories  by 

writers  famous  for  dramatic  pace,  pro- 
duced with  the  thoroughness,  spirit  and 

knowledge  of  popular  taste  that  exhibi- 
tors everywhere  expect  of  First  National. 

‘Senor  Daredevil” 
"Gun  Gospel  ’ 
"Hame  ofthz  Border' 
“Tik  UiduiQwnC^vdier 

Directed  by  A1  Rogell 

II  ̂ 
•1  IjI 





i 

I '1 

THET  SEIZED  THE 
WOMAN  AND  MADE 

HER  A   GODDESS/ 
took  the  man  3$ 

her  living  sajoriticej 

That  startling  new  no  el by  Elswyth  Thane  ac  ds 

strikingly  to  the  unlimi 
variety  of  entertainment  f- 
forded  by  the  Banner  Gro  p. 

“A  romance  which  cl  1- 

lenges  comparison  with  a   y* 
thing  of  Kipling*  Stevensoi 

Rider  Haggard,”  says  the  N   w 
York  Times. 

Ideal  screen  material  lie^  m 

the  love-drama  of  two  fugiti  ss 

from  civilization— a   man  ar  a 
woman  who  masqueraded  a 
man  until  the  tribal  priest  )f 

India  saw  in  her  the  rein<  r* 
nation  of  their  lost  godd*  s. 



I   WH WHAT  PLAT  IS  THE 
CONTINENT  GPAZT 
ABOUT? 

om  Paris  / 

THERE'S  only  one  an- swer—“The  Masked 

Woman.”  They  talk 
about  it  on  the  boulevardes. 

So-o-o  extraordinary! 
Such.. ..moments!  And.... 
that. ...woman ! 

This  show  that  set 

boulevardes  buzzing  is  a 
gold  mine  to  the  screen. 

You  get  it!  The  reigning 
sensation  of  the  conti- 

nental stage  is  another 
First  National  prize. 



3tret-Thed 

V   »uh  ‘h'  ghosts 
llusi  ••-.me  ,1. 

drj  ma.  A   high -power] 

■   filing  iltle,  too,  toi"  a   vi« 
romance  of  the  circus  tfJ 

plays  right  into  a   sho^ 
man'i  hands!  I 





ationa 

AnnaQN 

you  were 

and  Lewis  Stone! 
outdo  in  dramatic  excellence  all 

those  splendid  performances  of  the  1 

past  that  have  made  them  the  screens  'j 

most populai' combination. 

<W0  HOURS 

ago  you  were 
begging  on  the  street. 
You  stole  to  dress  yourself 

in  purple  and  fine  linen.  You 

were  dressed  like  that  when  1   divorced 

you  — before  your  daughter  was  old 

enough  to  know  what  kind  of  mother 

You  have  waited 
years  to  see  her:  now 

you  have  come  back  to  ap- 

pear beautiful  before  her... She 

is  behind  this  curtain   Dead! 

FINE 

SECiCETi 



-!  \\  ,•  in  it'’  ti-rrur  well 

kI<>0.  l5”“  "ritlcn  tiu*  unfo 
i'  ib 

(hcN  skulk  in  abandoni^l  du;;* 

i   -’O. liiili-  in  the  u\\r^.  ./..u 

•N  the  barr.iL-ri  .   u^od  tt» 

ler  the  warl  IVrrifie  in  truth  is 

i-j-  ture  of  (lauvudan  suppo.-edlv 

i:i  tor  desertion,  yet  li^in^^  beneath 

-:;tltlefiel(i-  of  Arras  -   dead  to  all 

V.  luld  !'.eepl  Yv<mne.  pi(|uant 

■   atu  •-•.ho  ;   "on  mu'^t  l»e  somehi»d> 

Cosmopolitan  Magazine  /fory 

iu  SIR  PHILIP  GIBBS 



Teu  thousand  feet — fulling  in  flames.  Lights 

laughter  ofConey  Island ’way  below.  Rip. 
througli  the  sky,  a   plane  with  a   red 

t’s  tail  of  disaster  spread  behind, 

idience  stiiflf?  It’s  the  kind  of  scene  that 
house-staff  looks  at,  every  show, 

le  story  is  vivid  with  tinselled  life,  with 

leston  steppers,  with  the  flotsam  caught 

in  with  the  glare  and  bustle  of  carnivals  and 

drifting  caravans.  It  will  hold  your  patrons 

in  their  seats;  and  that  thrill-flnish  will  lift 

them  to  their  feet— whooping! 

Inc 



—All  the  puU3^0ui 
boK-cffice  \vants 
in  Owen 

cJriother  15roadwayJi^~StarJiit  presented  ̂ irstjfational .   • 

“"MartAstor  an^  LLOTD  Hughes 
^cdudufncMit^^fnmi  B.  P.  FINEMAN 



Into  jail  without  a   cent;  out 
of  it  with  a   million. 

He  struck  a   gold-mine  in  the 

rock-pile,  and  crowds  will 
clamor  for  their  shares  of  joy 

in  “Jail  Birds  Inc.” 

By  WUtiam  H.  Clifford 



against  allcomers.  He’s  a   win- 

ning, grinning,  fighting  fury  — 

and  his  story  pulses  with  the 

thrill  of  canvas  tents  and  roped 

arenas. 

by  Guy  Fletcher 

VEN  if  First  Nationars  Ban- 

ker Group  had  not  the  ter- 

selling  value  of  the  greatest 

,   directors  and  authors,  it 

would  rank  first  with  exhib- 

on  the  strength  of  its  titles 



Jibts  know  ib  -i  cajuldrlDn 

stirring  with  the  throb  oP 
brief-  happiness  or  swiPt  des- 

behind ;   those  strange  Faces  / 
that  Flicker  in  its  steam. 

OpictefiM liOWARi 
MtGGIN  I 

Scenario 

GEORGE  M.C 
FOWLER 

JOHN  A. 
MOROSO 

Presented  hq 
ROBERT 
KANE 



Titst  National  Picture?  Inc 

presenif 

in  a   ?uperb  adaptation  of 

RAY  ROCKETT 



iQHNntANasmiiON 
'   P^pDUCnON 

Jtoryi’y  'Ludwig  BilO 
Jce/mrioi^QudBci'dngCr 

TlMt 

Hationol 
ncturu 

I 



wm 



The  prize  story  from  Good  House- 

keeping Magazine.  “Money  will 
buy  anything”— there's  the  theme 
of  this  heart-drama  of  poor  men’s 
wives. 



r!F/£  pick  of  current  fiction  and  dra- matic vogues,  combined  with  the  un- 

called popularity  of  First  NationaFs 

players. 

bu  9TEPWEN 

/   FRENCH '   WHITMAN 

“JirAt  national  Vicinrek  Inc 
V   r   ̂resefUs  □ 

That  amazing  play  by 
Molnar  that  has  startled 
two  continents  with  its 
message. 





DIRECTORS 

1^0  MORE  striking  evitlence  of  how  First 

’   IValiouaS  has  equipped  its  new  product 

with  the  sinews  of  success  could  be  given  than 

this  nsseinblage  of  pro<lucers  and  directors  af- 

fords. Like  ttse  stars,  their  reputations  arc 

founded  on  utifaiSing  performance.  What  does 

the  pubiic  ̂ vant?  They  know!  Their  produc- 

tions catch  tosuorrow's  vogue  today  and  set  a 

pace  that  others  cannot  foliow.  Their  back- 

groiusd  is  crowds  —   crowds  responding  to  the 

lure  of  emotions  or  ainazemeut  for  ns  many 

years  as  there  have  been  motion  pictures. 

To  the  creations  of  famous  stars  and  authors 

they  have  added  the  licket-§e!Sing  motive  that 

makes  First  National’s  Banner  Group  aaid 

Speciais  more  than  ever  a   showman's  buy! 

Santell 



REAL  PICTURES, 
box-office  perfect  in  star- 

strength,  story-power, 

showmanship  and  produc- 

tion values,.  Their  titles  ring 

like  cash  on  the  counter! 

NORMA  TALMADGE3  GREATEST 

COLLEEN  MOORE  in  “TWINKLE  TOES^’ An4  a   a«rle5 
“NAUGHTY  BUT  NICE*' 

Adapted  from  “Daphne  Crow«.  Dpwn*^ 

CONSTANCE  TAUWADGE 

in  “SILKY  ANNE” An^  a   series, 

CORINNE  GRIFFITH  in  “ASHES” 
AMtf  0   series 

MILTON  SILLS  in  “MEN  OF  STEEL” 
Special  with  Doris  Kenyon 

Afid  &   series  irteiadiii'g 

“MEN  OF  THE  NIGHT” 

RICHARD  BARTHELMESS in 

“THE  AMATEUR  GENTLEMAN” 
“FOUR  FEATHERS” 

HARRY  LANGDON  in  “THE  YES  MAN” 
And  a   series 

JOHNNY  HINES  in  “KID  GLOVES” And  n   series 

LEON  ERROL  in  “LUNATIC  AT  LARGE” And  a   series 

“THE  GREATER  GLORY”- SPECIAL 
Ccmway  Tearle,  Anna  Q.  Nilsson 

Jiine  Mathis  Production 

“SEPTEMBER  LOVE”-  SPECIAL 

From  Frances  Hodgson  Burnettes 
“The  Head  ̂    the  House  Cooinbe” 

“SINNERS  IN  PARADISE”-- SPECIAL 
June  Mathis  Production 

TWO  STUPENDOUS  SPEClM 

By  ROBERT  KANE  H 

CRYSTAL  curm 
By  Gerlirnde  Atherton.  With Dcrolh 

SHEIK  OF  floridH 
With  Ben  Lyon  fl| 

^"SUBWAY  SADIE”  S 

With  Dorothy  Mackaill  and 

“THE  DUKE  OF  LAW® 

Starring  Conway  Teatle^H 

“BED  AND  BOARD”  W 
With  Doris  Kenyon  W 

“‘LADY  BE  GOOD”  3 

The  musical  comedy  with  rec®  | 

that  parallel  “Sally”  and  “Ire 

“THE  CHARLESTON  KIL 

By  Gerald  Beaumont.  . 
Alfred  Sante^  Producti;^ 

“TOE  DARING  VENUST  , 
The  Circus  Sensalwn  ̂  

“TOE  SMOCK  ABSORBERI 

It  lifts  the  lid  off  New  Y®rf^ (TVt^  I 

“DON  JUAN’S  THREE  NIGHT^ 

With  Lewis  Stone)  Shirley  Ma3(o%hl 
MacGregor,,  and  Myrtle 

John  Francis  DiHos  Productto® 

“FOREVER  AFTTR”  . 
Mary  Astor  and  Lloyd 

one  of  Broadway’s  bigg'^^ 



SPECIALS seven  more 

Peasons  why  First  National 

leads,  and  why  exhibitors 

rely  on  First  National  for 

their  big  weeks,  top  months, 

and  their  very  best  year ! 

‘-HELL’S  KITCHEN 
A.  Morose.  A 

Four  more  stage  hits  and  popular  stories 

with  titles  that  tell  at  the  box-offiee: — 
‘-MIDNIGHT  LOVERS” 

“THE  DESPERATE  WOMAN” 
‘   JAIL-BIRD’S  INC.” 

“MIKE  DONOVAN  OF  IRELAND” 

KEN  MAYNARD  m“SENOR  DARE-DEVIL' 
And  the  thriving  innovation  Series 

of  Outdoor  Dramas,  inclttding 

“GUN  GOSPEL” 

“THE  UNKNOWN  CAVALIER” 

“THE  FLAME  OF  THE  BORDER” 

"'FRENCH  DRESSING^’ 
AUeen  Priii|fie,  Bei*  Lyon, 

Lowelt  Shermaii,  Sa®n  Har4y 

“OUT  OF  THE  RUINS” 
By  Sir  Phil^  Gibbs 

-TUDERS  OF  THE  WIND” 
Sp  tlpaogtajr  romance  by  Elswyth  Thane 

“THE  MASKED  WOMAN” 
he  cra^e  of  the  Continental  Stage. 

■   rost  Anna  Q.  Nilsson  and  George  Sidney 

*lPEACOCKS  OF  PARIS” 
/ilh  Be®  Lyon,  Dorothy  Mackaill, 
L&w^  Sherman  and  Sam  HardV 

“PURPLE  AND  FINE  LINEN” 
h   Le^is  Sto'ne  an4  Anna  Nilsson 

‘THE  HAT  OF  DESTINY” 
%   Mrs.  T.P.  O’Connor. 

I   inoe  Mathis  Prodnction 

I   “MY  WIFE’S  FRIEND” 
Patfloh  Hasting’s  drama  of  Congo  love 

"‘MCRJNDS  OF  SPRING” 
The  season’s  best-seller 

*^E^  Y’ARE,  BROTHER” ■*^de  W^soii’s  famous  stm‘y 

"^‘THE  BLONDE  SAINT” ®®ther  stage  success,  scr€en«4 
by  a   cast  of  stars 

notional 
Pictures . 

September I9'17 
September 

TRISOneES” 
'he  vtvwj  play  by  Ferenc  Moinar 



^TTZELL,  Bill,  ‘what  do  you 

think  of  First  National’s 

line-up?” 

"Man,  it’s  WONDERFUL 

CoAnd  that*s  'why  theyWe  booking the  BANNER  GROUP  everywhere 
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52  Films,  11  Specials 

on  Metro^s  Schedule 
(Continued  from  page  28) 

Shearer,  John  Gilbert,  Buster  Keaton 

and  Mae  Murray. 
Following  are  the  pictures  completed, 

in  production  or  scheduled  to  start  soon; 

Ramon  Novarro  in  “Romance,”  a   novel  by 

Joseph  Conrad;  Norma  Shearer  in  “The  Waning 
Sex,”  front  the  play  by  Frederic  and  Fanny 

Hatton,  directed  by  Robert  Z.  Leonard,  Norma 

Shearer  also  will  appear  in  “Free  Souls,”  by 
Adela  Rogers  St.  John,  directed  by  John  M. 

Stahl-  in  “Polly  of  the  Circus,”  by  Marpret 

Mayo,  directed  by  Tod  Browning;  and  in  ‘Up- 
stage ’   a   story  of  vaudeville  life  by  Walter  ae 

Leon';  Mae  Murray  will  appear  in  “Puppets,”  by 
Benjamin  Glazer;  “Altars  of  Desire,”  by  Mane 
Thompson  Davies,  directed  by  Christy  Cabanne, 

and  in  “Show  Business”  by  Thyra  Samter  Win- 
slow as  well  as  “Laurels,”  by  Ernest  Pascal; 

John  Gilbert  will  star  in  “Twelve  Miles  Out”; Lon  Clianey  to  star  in  three  pictures  to  be 

selected;  Buster  Keaton  starring  in  “Battling 
Butler.”  directed  by  Buster  Keaton,  with  Sally 

O'Neil:  Marion  Davies  starring  in  “The  Red 
Mill,”  famous  operetta,  music  by  Victor  Her- 

bert, adaptation  and  continuity  by  Frances 

Marion;  Marion  Davies  in  “Naughty  Marietta,” 
from  the  stage  play:  Marion  Davies  in  "Polly 
Preferred,”  by  Guy  Bolton;  and  “Mary  of  Vas- 

sar.” Other  Cosmopolitan  Productions  besides  those 

starring  Miss  Davies  will  be:  “The  Flaming  For- 
est," from  the  novel  by  James  Oliver  Curwood, 

continuity  by  Waldemar  Young,  directed  by  Rem- 
nald  Barker;  “The  Understanding  Heart,”  by 
Peter  Kyne;  “Captain  Salvation,”  by  Frederick William  Wallace. 

All  Star  Pictures:  “The  Little  Journey,”  by 
Rachel  Crothers,  directed  by  Harry  Millarde; 

“The  Boy  Friend,”  adapted  from  John  Alexander 
Kirkpatrick's  play,  “The  Book  of  Charm,”  directed 
by  Monta  Bell,  with  Marccline  Day  and  John 

Harron;  “Blarney,”  adapted  from  the  story  “In 
Praise  of  James  Carabine”  by  Don  Byrne,  adap- 

tation by  Albert  Lewin,  directed  by  Marcel  de 
Sano,  with  Renee  Adoree  and  Ralph  Graves: 
“There  You  Are.”  based  on  the  novel  by  F. 
Hugh  Herbert,  directed  by  Jess  Robbins,  with 
Conrad  Nagel,  Edith  Roberts  and  George  Fawcett; 

“Ordeal,”  a   novel  by  Dale  Collins;  "I  Can  Do 

It,”  an  original  by  Max  Marcin;  "Heaven  on 
Earth,”  directed  by  Phil  Rosen,  with  Renee 

Adoree,  Conrad  Nagel  and  Antonio  D’Algy: 
"Women  Love  Diamonds,”  by  Carey  Wilson, 
adaptation  and  continuity  by  Willis  Goldbeck,  di- 

rected by  Monta  Bell;  "Frisco  Sal,”  an  original 
by  Edmund  Golding;  “Three  Twins,”  by 
Charles  Dicksen,  directed  by  Lew  Lipton;  “Tin 
Hats,”  an  original  by  Edward  Sedgwick,  directed 
by  Sedgwick,  with  Owen  Moore,  Bert  Roach  and 

Claire  Windsor;  “Shadow  Lane,”  written  and 

directed  by  Edmund  Goulding;  "The  Gay  De- 
ceiver,” adapted  by  Benjamin  Glazer,  based  on 

Leo  Dietrichstein’s  stage  success,  “Toto,”  adapted 
from  “Patachon,”  written  by  Maurice  Hennequin 
and  Felix  Duquesnel,  directed  by  John  M.  Stahl, 

with  Lew  Cody,  Carmel  Myers,  Roy  D’Arcy, 
Dorothy  Phillips  and  Marceline  Day:  "Love’s 
Blindness,”  an  Elinor  Glyn  production,  story, 
scenario  and  personal  supervision  by  Elinor  Glyn, 
with  Pauline  Starke,  Antonio  Moreno,  Lilyan 
Tashman,  and  Sam  de  Grasse;  “Twelve  Miles 
Out,”  from  the  play  by  William  Anthony  Mc- 
Quire;  “The  Callahans  and  the  Murphys"  from 
the  story  by  Kathleen  Norris.  ' 

UFA  Productions:  "A  Waltz  Dream,”  adapted 
from  the  famous  comic  opera  by  Leopold  Jacob- 
sohn  and  Felix  Doermann,  music  by  Oscar 
Straus  and  from  the  novel  “Nux,  the  Prince  Con- 

sort,” by  Dr.  Hans  Mueller,  directed  by  Ludwig 
Berger,  with  Mary  Christians.  Willy  Fritsch  and 
Xenia  Desni;  “Faust,”  based  on  Goethe’s  Epic 
Drama,  directed  by  F.  W.  Murnaii,  with  Emil 
Jannings.  Gosta  Ekmann,  Camilla  Horn  and 
1   vette  Guilbert. 

Directors  are  in  alphabetical  order; 
Tod  Browning,  Reginald  Barker,  Dimitri 
Buchowetzki,  Monta  Bell,  Kdng  Baggot, 
Clarence  Brown,  Christy  Cabanne,  Ben- 

jamin Christianson,  Jack  Conway,  Mar- 
cel de  Sano,  H.  D’Abbadie  D’Arrast,  Ed- 

mund Goulding,  Hobart  Henley.  George 
Hill,  Rex  Ingram,  Robert  Z.  Leonard, 
Lew  Lipton,  Harry  Millard,  Archie 
Mayo,  Fred  Niblo,  William  Nigh,  John 
S.  Robertson,  Alfred  Raboch,  Jess  Rob- 

bins, Phil  Rosen,  John  Stahl,  Victor 
Seasirom,  Mauritz  Stiller,  Edward  Sedg- 

wick, Sam  Taylor,  Maurice  Tourneur 
and  King  Vidor, 
-Other  players  in  the  permanent  stock  company 

01  Metro-Goldwyn-hfayer  are  in  alphabetical 
order:  Renee  Adoree,  George  K.  Arthur,  Lionel 
“arrynmie,  Eleanor  Boardnian,  Mae  Busch,  Lew 
Oody,  Estelle  Clarke,  Joan  Crawford,  Frank  Cur- 

Edward  Connelly,  Roy  D'Arcy,  Karl  Dane, 
Marceline  Day,  Antonio  D’Algy,  Greta  Garbo, 
iJouglas  Gilmore,  William  Haines.  Lars  Hanson, 
Cecil  HolUnd,  Gwen  Lee,  Owen  Moore,  Carmel 

•   Oonraa  N.agcl,  Sally  O’Neil,  Gertrude  Olm- 
Aileen  Pringle,  Dorothy  Phillips,  Charles 

Ray,  Bert  Roach,  Dorothy  Sebastian,  Pauline 
Starke,  and  Claire  Windsor. 

Major  executives  at  the  convention 
from  the  home  office  are  Marcus  Loew, 
Nicholas  K.  Schenck,  vice  president  and 
general  manager;  David  Loew,  vice  presi- 

dent; J.  Robert  Rubin,  vice  president  and 
counsel,  and  Major  Edward  Bowes,  vice 
president,  while  Mayer  represents  the 
West  Coast  studios. 

Other  officials  of  the  home  office  participating 
are  Felix  F.  Feist,  W.  F.  Rodgers,  Paul  Burger, 
E.  W.  Aaron,  J.  S.  MacLeod,  E.  M.  Saunders, 

T.  J.  Connors,  Sam  Burger,  A.  F.  Cummings, 
F.  E.  McRoy,  Howard  Dietz.  C.  K.  Stern,  Charles 
Sonin,  E.  A.  Schiller,  W.  R.  Ferguson,  S.  Sead- 
ler  and  Frank  Roehrenbeck.  Pete  Smith,  pub- 

licity director  of  the  West  Coast  offices,  rein- 
forces the  Culver  City  delegation. 

District  managers:  Samuel  Eckman,  Jr.,  George 

A.  Hickey,  J.  £.  Flynn,  David  Bershon,  Samuel 
Shirley,  C.  E.  Kessnicli  and  Seth  Perkins. 

Resident  managers:  L.  Amacher,  Portland;  W. 
C.  Bachmeyer,  Cincinnati;  W.  E.  Banford,  Des 

Moines;  R.  Berger,  Washington;  L.  Bickel,  Dal- 
las; C.  J.  BrianL  New  Orleans;  A.  H.  Fischer, 

Minneapolis;  R.  J.  Garland,  Denver;  C.  E.  Greg- 
ory, Kansas  City;  J.  W.  Hanlon,  Atlanta:  F.  C. 

Hensler,  Omaha;  C.  M.  Hill,  SeatUe:  W.  H. 
Kahn,  Memphis:  A.  B.  Lamb,  Los  Angeles:  Robt. 
Lynch,  Philadelphia;  Jay  Emanuel,  Philadelphia; 
C.  T.  Lynch,  St.  Louis:  J.  J.  Maloney,  Pitts- 

burgh; F.  Mendelssohn,  Chicago:  E.  K.  O'Shea, Burtalo;  G.  C.  Parsons,  San  Francisco;  F.  C. 

Pollock,  Charlotte:  D.  Rosengarten,  New  York; 
J.  Samuels,  Salt  Lake;  W.  A.  Scully,  New  Haven: 
S.  Shurman,  Milwaukee;  L.  Sturm,  Detroit; 

Alex  \Wissman,  Albany;  W.  W.  Willman,  In- 
dianapolis; M.  N.  Wolf.  Boston;  H.  P.  Wolf- 

berg,  Cleveland;  W.  B.  Zocllner,  Oklahoma. 
From  Canada,  representing  Regal  Films,  Ltd.: 

Arthur  Cohen,  Phil  Kauffman,  Henry  L.  Nathan- 

son,  Henry  O’Connor,  Maurice  Davis,  T.  J. 
Gould,  A.  E.  Smith,  A.  B.  Cass,  C.  C.  Kenning, 
B.  R.  Kauffman. 

Foreign  department:  Morten  Spring,  H.  F. 
Krecke,  .-Vrthur  Feidelbaum,  David  Lewis,  Joseph 
Freeman,  David  Blum. 

Special  representatives:  Herbert  Hayman,  E.  J. 
Mclvor,  Carl  Sonin,  Seymour  Stone,  W.  H. 

Worltman,  Joseph  Wolf.  • 
All  sessions  are  at  the  Pennsylvania 

hotel. 

O^Reilly  installed  as 
T,  O.  C.  C.  President 

(Continued  from  page  24) 

Loew,  Mr.  Flinn,  Mr.  Zukor,  Mayor  James 

J.  Walker  and  Mr.  O’Reilly.  The  latter 
pointed  out  that  there  were  now  building 
in  Greater  New  York  new  theatres  to  the 
number  of  47,  and  that  38  of  these  were 
being  sponsored  by  members  of  the  T. 
0.  c.  c. 

Mr.  O’Reilly  was  presented  with  a   hand- 
some chest  of  silver  by  the  members  of 

the  organization.  The  other  officers  of  the 
T.  O.  C.  C.  installed  with  the  president  are 
Sol.  Raives,  1st  vice  president;  Joseph 
Jame,  2nd  vico  president ;   Samuel  Schwartz, 
treasurer;  AI  Friedlander,  sergeant-at- 
arms  ;   James  Matthews,  secretary. 

E.  R.  Behrend,  Max  Barr  and  Bernard 
Crob  compose  the  finance  committee. 

Board  of  directors :   Lee  A.  Ochs,  chair- 
man; David  Kaiserstein,  Hy.  Gainsboro, 

John  Manhcimer,  Rudy  Sanders,  William 

Landau,  Harry  Suchman,  A.  H.  Eisen- 
sladt,  Louis  Blumenthal.  Benjamin  Knobel. 
Leon  Rosenblatt  and  Hyman  Rachmil. 

Grainger  to  Hold  5 

Regional  Sales  Meets 
Under  the  direction  of  James  R. 

Grainger,  general  sales  manager  of  the 
Fox  Film  Corporation,  two-day  regional 
sales  conferences  will  be  held  commencing 
on  Saturday,  May  1,  in  Chicago,  New 
York,  Washington,  Memphis  and  Kansas 
City.  The  conferences  will  be  attended  by 
branch  managers,  salesman  and  bookers. 

McQuigg  Engages  Press  Agent 

Harry  R.  Knudson  has  resigned  as  direc- 
tor of  publicity  of  the  Ambassador  theatre 

company,  Chicago,  to  join  the  amusernent 
staff  of  the  Chicago  Evening  American, 
under  Frederick  Willis  McQuigg. 

Gauthier  Invites 

Quebec  Film  Ban 
in  Public  Speech 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

Monthe.4L,  April  27. — The  threatened  ban 

on  Quebec  by  members  of  the  Hays  organ- 
ization was  discussed  hy  His  Grace,  Arch- 
bishop Gauthier,  Apostolic  Administrator 

of  the  Archdiocese  of  Montreal,  April  23, 
publicly.  He  invited  the  ban. 

He  said  in  part:  “How  happy,  you  are  dear 
citizens  of  St.  Vincent  Ferricr,  not  to  have  a 
cinema  in  your  neighbliorhood.  If  you  had  one, 
the  films  shown  would  have  to  be  closely  super- 

vised that  you  might  keep  the  souls  of  your 
dear  children  free  from  all  stain.  I   deny  the 
right  of  the  Americans  to  come  and  speculate  on 
our  morals.  If  they  are  not  satisfied  with  the 
censorship  which  we  exercise  today  in  our  Prov- 

ince in  regard  to  films,  let  them  keep  out.” 

Pro-Dis-Co  Men 

Leave  for  Coast 

Meeting  May  3-8 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

New  York.  April  27. — Company  execu- 
tives and  home  office  officials  of  Producers 

Distributing  Corporation  will  leave  here  to- 
morrow for  Los  Angeles,  where  the  na- 

tional sales  convention  begins  May  3,  and 
continues  until  May  8. 
The  delegation  from  the  East  will  meet 

other  delegations  in  Chicago  April  29  and 
all  will  board  three  special  cars  which  have 
been  arranged  by  the  Santa  Fe,  A   stop 
will  be  made  for  sightseeing  in  Grand 

Canyon.  The  last  two  days  of  the  con- 
vention will  he  given  to  visiting  DeMille, 

Christie  and  Metropolitan  studios. 

Postal  Chief  Attends 

Private  Screening  of 

Fox  Air  Mail  Films 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

WASHINGTON,  D.  C,  April  27.— 
Harry  S.  New,  postmaster  general,  with  his 
assistants  and  officials  of  the  post  office 
department,  attended  a   private  screening 
of  the  air  mail  pictures  here  last  week  that 
were  released  in  Fox  News  No.  58. 

Motion  Pictures  Do  No 

Harm  to  Eyes,  Medical 
Men  Report  in  Meeting 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

DALLAS,  April  27. — Motion  pictures  do 

not  injure  the  eyes  of  patrons  it  \yas  de- 
clared in  reports  by  Dr.  A.  Ray  Irvine  and 

Dr.  M.  F.  Weyman  of  Los  Angeles  pre- 
sented before  the  American  Medical  as- 

sociation in  convention  here  last  week.  If 
one  can  read,  write  or  work  without  eye 
fatigue  there  is  no  harm  done  in  attending 
motion  picture  shows. 

Elaborate  Pressbooks 

Given  FP~L  Delegates 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

LOS  .\NGELES,  April  27. — Paramount’s convention  of  executives  and  exchange- 
ment  on  the  Coast  was  held  at  the  Bilt- 
more  last  week,  with  a   banquet  for  the 

delegates  on  Friday  night.  Each  one  at- 

tending was  presented  with  a   book  con- 
taining reprints  of  the  insert  recently  used 

in  the  Heralp.  The  whole  was  beautifully 

bound  in  gold  embossed  covers. 
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RED  SEAL  EXPANDS  PRODUCT 
13  Comedies 

of  Franklyn 

Are  Acquired 
The  forthcoming  season  will  see  Red 

Seal  as  one  of  the  biggest  distributors  of 
short  features  in  the  business,  says  Max 

Fleischer,  head  of  this  strictly  “shorts”  dis- 
tributing body,  who  is  also  head  of  the 

Inkwell  Studios,  creator  of  Ko-Ko  the 
Clown,  and  other  novelties. 

The  latest  addition  to  the  Red  Seal 
product  is  a   series  of  13  two-reel  comedies 
which  I.  R.  Franklyn  is  about  to  produce. 

This  series,  “Carrie  of  the  Chorus,”  is 
based  on  his  own  published  stories,  “Mem- 

oirs of  a   Stage  Doorman.”  Hazele  Har- 
mon, Rolland  Flanders  and  a   number  of 

others  who  are  known  to  stage  and  screen 
audiences  are  already  selected  for  the  im- 

portant role. 

The  Inkwell  cartoons,  which  are  being 
directed  by  Dave  Fleischer,  will  continue 
with  at  least  as  many  releases  as  the  past 
season.  This  also  holds  true  for  the  Ko- 
Ko  Song  Car-Tunes;  and  the  other  six 
series  will  likewise  continue  to  be  produced. 

There  are  a   number  of  other  comedy 
series,  both  two  reelers  and  single  reels, 
which  will  be  either  purchased  or  produced 
within  the  next  few  months.  And  as  for 
cartoons,  Fleischer  is  planning  on  several 
new  series  quite  different  from  the  divert- 

ing pranks  of  Ko-Ko. 

In  line  with  the  increase  in  product,  Red 
Seal  contemplates  from  10  to  15  new  ex- 

changes before  the  hot  weather  sets  in. 
Already  such  key  points  as  New  York.  Chi- 

cago, Philadelphia,  Los  Angeles,  San  Fran- 
cisco, Buffalo,  Boston,  New  Haven,  Cleve- 

land, Detroit,  Cincinnati  and  Pittsburgh  are 
functioning  in  this  capacity.  The  majority 
of  these  exchanges  have  been  established 
within  the  past  month,  in  keeping  with  a 
promise  made  by  Fleischer  at  the  beginning 
of  this  year  when  he  assumed  the  presi- 

dency of  Red  Seal,  the  distributing  body. 

Grant  Withers  Will 

Play  in  2   Series 
from  Witwers 

Grant  Withers,  who  has  been  an- 
nounced by  Film  Booking  Offices  as  the 

leading  juvenile  in  “Bill  Grimm's  Prog- 
ress,” the  first  of  the  two  series  of  12 

featurettes  based  on  the  H.  C.  Witwer 
stories  for  the  coming  season,  will  also 

play  the  leading  role  in  “Wisecrackers,” the  second  series.  It  is  planned  by 
Edwin  C.  King,  A'ice-president  in  charge 
of  production,  to  keep  the  cast  intact  for 
the  two  series,  so  far  as  is  possible. 
Gertrude  Short  will  have  the  leading 
feminine  role,  and  A1  Cooke  and  Kit 
Guard,  comedians  who  have  aided  enor- 

mously in  making  the  “featurettes”  popu- 
lar short  features,  will  continue  in  the 

new  series. 

Grant  Withers  is  not  a   new  comer  to 
the  Witwer  stories.  He  appeared  as 
the  “villain,”  the  idle  son  of  rich  parents, 
in  "Fighting  Hearts,”  the  series  just 
being  completed,  witlf  Alberta  Vaughn 
as  the  heroine  and  Larry  Kent  as  the 
hero.  Next  season  Withers  will  be  the hero. 

Mabe!  Normand  Keeps 
Two  Directors  Busy 

Mabel  Normand’s  troupe  at  the  Ha! 
Roach  studios  has  divided  itseU  into 
two  units,  working  within  SO  feet  of 
each  other  on  adjoining  sets.  Richard 
Wallace  is  handling  the  scenes  directly 
involving  Miss  Normand,  while  his 
director,  Stan  Laurel,  is  taking  scenes 
with  Car!  Minner,  Alta  Allen.  Laura 
La  Varnie,  Max  Davidson  and  others 
nearby.  Miss  Normand  has  signed  a new  contract. 

The  story  was  prepared  by  Jones' 
staff  under  his  personal  supervision 
after  wires  were  received  from  New 
York  announcing  the  completion  of 
negotiations  with  Miss  Normand. 

Sport  Films  of 
Pat  he  Prepare 

Way  for  Tieups 
Sport  fans,  attenlionl 
Pathe  says  exhibitors  will  find  among  its 

serials  and  other  short  features  plenty  of 
opportunities  for  tieups  with  school  and 
league  baseball  teams  and  sport  goods 
houses. 

Among  the  productions  timely  for  show- 
ing during  the  spring  months  and  early 

summer  is  “Play  Ball,”  serial  written  by 
John  J.  McGraw,  manager  of  the  New 
York  Giants,  with  Allene  Ray  and  Walter 
Miller.  Also  included  in  the  cast  are  such 
well  known  diamond  stars  as  Artie  Nehf, 
the  famous  Giant  pitcher;  Frankie  Frisch, 
who  came  to  the  Giants  from  Fordliam 

University ;   George  Kelly,  heavy-hitting 
first  baseman  and  the  team’s  most  versatile 
player;  Hank  Gowdy',  catcher  and  World 
War  hero,  and  called  the  only  private  citi- 

zen to  have  an  army  field  named  after  him; 
Travis  Jackson,  20-year-old  shortstop; 
Hugh  McQuillan,  Young,  Meuse!,  Groh. 
Snyder  and  others. 

The  Pathe  press  book  on  “Play  Ball” 
gives  the  exhibitors  a   wealth  of  exploita- 

tion material  to  work  with,  including  base- 
ball paraphernalia,  for  the  youngsters,  a 

marquee  score  board,  scorfe  cards,  contests and  miniature  souvenir  stills, 

"The  Battling  Orioles,”  a   Hal  Roach 
feature  comedy  with  Glenn  Tryon,  goes 
back  to  the  bush-league  days  of  1874,  the 
heyday  of  the  luxuriant  sideburn,  when  a 

catcher’s  mask  and  shin  guards  were  un- known factors. 

“The  Yanks  vs.  the  Giants"  is  ari  “Our 
Gang”  comedy,  with  the  rascals  lining  up 
in  a   neighborhood  game,  in  which  Farina, 

Freckles,  Johnny  Downs  and  Jackie  Con- 
don arc  stars,  with  Joe  Cobb,  the  barrel- 

shaped  youngster,  the  Babe  Ruth  of  (he .sand  lot  game. 

In  “Butter  Fingers,"  a   Mack  Sennett 
two  reel  comedy  with  Billy  Bevan,  th'^ 
showmen  have  a   comedy  that  brings  the 
baseball  season  indoors.  Bevan  is  a   sheik 
pitcher  with  only  one  weakness,  and  thats the  women. 
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Sth  Buster  Brown 

Releasedi  Booked 

in  Publix  Houses 
Abe  Stern,  Eastern  representative  of 

the  Stern  Film  Corporation,  makers  of 
Stern  Brothers  Comedies  for  Universal 
release,  last  week  announced  the  offer- 

ing of  a   new  Buster  Brown  Comedy  for 

peneral  release.  It  is  “Buster's  Sky- 
rocket,” a   two-reeler  made  with  little 

Arthur  Trimble  as  Buster,  Pete  the  dog 
comedian  as  Tige  and  Doreen  Turner  as 
Mary  Jane. 

“Buster’s  Skyrocket”  is  the  eighth 
Buster  Brown  Comedy  to  reach  the 
screen.  The  series,  scheduled  for  one 
release  monthly,  began  last  August. 

“Buster’s  Skyrocket”  was  booked  pre- 
release into  the  Rialto  theatre,  New 

York,  several  weeks  ago.  It  also  was 
shown  pre  release  in  other  Publix  houses, 
being  the  first  of  the  series  to  win  this 
distinction. 

Gus  Meins  directed  this  comedy  which 
has  just  been  set  into  the  Palace  theatre, 

Montreal,  following  “Buster’s  Nose 
Dive,’  and  "Buster’s  Hunting  Party.” 
Similar  reports  on  the  growing  de- 

mand for  this  two-reeler  series  come 
from  other  parts  of  the  country.  Four 
more  of  the  first  series  of  Buster  Brown 
Comedies  remain  to  be  released  this  sea- 

son. They  are  “Buster's  Mix-up”  for 
May  release  and  “Buster’s  Heart  Beats” 
for  June.  There  will  be  Buster  releases 
in  July  and  August,  the  titles  of  which 
have  not  yet  been  announced. 

For  next  season,  the  Buster  Brown 
Comedies  will  be  released  as  Universal- 
Jewel  Comedies.  They  will  be  made  on  a 
greater  scale,  with  almost  double  the  pro- 

duction cost,  and  will  be  backed  by  an 
.idvertising  and  exploitation  campaign  of 
exceptional  power. 
Work  on  the  new  series  is  now  under 

way  at  the  Hollywood  studios  of  the  Stern 
Brothers,  under  the  personal  supervision  of 
Julius  Stern,  president.  The  facilities  of 
the  plant  have  been  materially  increased 
and  its  personnel  augmented. 

International 

Gets  Shots  of 
Bernard  Shaw 

George  Bernard  Shaw,  famous  dram- 
atist, philosopher  and  satirist,  has  at 

last  made  his  bow  to  the  motion  picture 
camera.  Always  cynical  about  motion 
pictures,  as  of  other  things,  Shaw  has 
been  the  bane  of  the  cameraman’s  ex- 

istence. On  one  or  two  occasions  when 
intrepid  cameramen  attempted  to  make 
pictures  of  him,  Shaw  flew  into  such  a 
rage  as  precluded  all  thought,  for  that 
particular  photographer,  of  ever  getting 
him  before  the  camera. 

It_  was  a   coincidence  that  while  the 
British  Parliament  was  discussing  ways 
and  means  whereby  England’s  position 
>n  the  film  world  would  be  improved, 
Shaw  unexpectedly  agreed  to  pose.  These 
first  pictures  of  him  are  being  shown 
exclusively  by  International  Newsreel  in 
the  current  issue  No.  32  at  leading  mo- 

tion picture  theatres  throughout  the 
country,  says  an  announcement  from 
Universal,  which  distributes  the  news- reel. 

The  screen  shows  a   different  Shaw 
than  that  with  which  the  public  is  so 
familiar.  Often  there  is  a   kindly  glint 
m   his  twinkling  eyes  and  there  are  one 

Scenes  from  the  Educ&tional-Bobby 

Vernon  comedy  "Broken  China," 
which  was  produced  by  Christie. 

or  two  rare  shots  which  show  him  laugh- 
ing gleefully — a   kindly,  lovable,  loving 

man,  quite  different  from  the  perpetual 

grouch. Not  the  least  unusual  in  these  first 
motion  pictures  of  Bernard  Shaw  is  a 
scene  which  shows  him  writing  this  mes- 

sage to  motion  picture  fans:  “Think 
kindly  of  me;  I   am  a   harmless  and  hard- 

working creature  trying  to  put  things 
straight  for  you  and  amuse  you  a   little 

at  the  same  time.” 
The  pictures  were  made  in  the  home 

of  Shaw  in  England. 

Fleischer  Speaks 

from  Two  Stations 
in  Same  Evening 

The  head  of  the  Inkwell  Studios  and  Red 
Seal  Pictures,  Max  Fleischer,  famed  as  the 
creator  of  Ko-Ko  the  Clown  and  other 
screen  novelties,  is  so  much  in  demand 

by  the  different  radio  broadcasting  sta- 
tions throughout  tlie  countVy  he  recently 

discovered  that  he  had  to  make  two 

radio  speeches  on  tho  same  evenin'^ — in 
the  same  territory. 

He  .spoke  for  fifteen  minutes  over  sta- 
tion WFBH,  Hotel  Majestic,  New  York 

City,  on  a   number  of  entertainingly  in- 
teresting phases  of  the  problems  of  a 

producer  of  cartoon  motion  pictures. 

Three  hours  later  he  “pulled”  a   humor- 
ous bit  of  dialoo'iie  with  Emo,  announcer 

of  WGRS,  at  Gimbel  Brothers’  great store. 

During  the  past  two  years  Max  has 
spoken  for  radio  audiences  from  one  end 
of  the  country  to  the  other,  the  bigger 
stations  in  such  key  cities  as  Chicago, 
Philadelphia,  San  Francisco  and  even 
New  Orleans  have  requested  his  services. 

V   Serial  Based  on 

Buffalo  BilFs  Career 
Started  by  McDonald 

Scenes  which  will  take  more  than  a 
month  to  film  and  will  involve  the  use 
of  several  hundred^  extras  were  started 
last  week  by  the  Universal  company  film- 

ing The  Great  West  That  Was,"  the  serial 
production  based  on  “Buffalo  Bill”  Cody’s autobiography.  The  scenes  will  be  made 
at  Lasky-Mesa,  about  70  miles  north  of 
Universal  City.  Scenes  of  Indian  wars, 
attacks  of  wagon  trains  and  prairie  fires 
will  be  filmed. 

Wallace  McDonald  heads  the  cast  of  the 
serial, _   with  Elsa  Benham  in  the  leading 
feminine  role.  The  supporting  cast  in- 

cludes Edmund  Cobb,  Grace  Cunard,  How- 
ard Truesdell,  Cuyler  Supple  and  others. 

Ray  Taylor  is  directing  the  serial  under 
the  super\'ision  of  William  Lord  Wright, 
head  of  Universal  chapter-play  units. 
The  company  will  take  more  than  two 

months  to  make  the  picture,  and  at  least 
half  of  this  time  will  be  spent  in  making 
the  big  outdoor  scenes.  Two  hundred  ex- 

tras have  been  engaged  to  work  in  the 
scenes  for  the  first  week. 

Jack  Daugherty  Starts 

New  Universal  Serial 

Production  of  the  first  episode  of  “The 
Fire  Fighters,”  a   chapter-play  with  Jack 
Daugherty  in  the  starring  role,  started  last 
week  at  Universal  City.  The  picture  is 

based  on  John  Moroso’s  well-known 
stories,  “Cap  Fallon,”  and  chronicles  the 
adventures  of  the  fire  fighters  of  a   great 
city. 

Helen  Ferguson  is  playing  opposite  the 
star  in  the  feminine  leading  role,  with  Wil- 

bur McGaugh,  Lafayette  McKee,  A1  Hart 
and  others  in  the  cast,  Jacques  Jaccard  is 
directing  the  picture  under  the  supervision 

of  William  Lord  Wright,  head  of  Uni- 
versal’s serial  units. 

Tivo  Separate  Endings 

in  New  Acord  Picture 

An  unusual  feature  of  Art  Acord’s  new 
picture,  “Riding  Honor,”  will  be  two  sepa- 

rate endings.  One  ending  will  be  the  regu- 
lar release  finale  while  the  other  will  be 

one  leading  up  to  the  personal  appearance 
of  the  star  and  his  leading  woman,  Louise 

Lorraine.  Upon  completion  of  "Riding 
Honor,”  the  two  will  embark  for  South 
America  and  the  Latin  countries  of  Europe 

to  make  personal  apearances  with  the 

production. 
Willy  Wyler,  Universal’s  newest  director, 

has  been  selected  to  direct  Acord’s  new  pic- 
ture. Wyler’s  work  in  his  previous  Acord 

production,  “Lazy  Lightning.”  elicited  such 
praise  that  he  was  unanimously  chosen  for 
the  new  production. 

"Riding  Honor”  is  a   racing  story  adapted 
from  “The  Grappler,”  by  Charles  A. Logue. 

International  Shoivs 

Mussolini  Pictures 

The  attempt  upon  the  life  of  Premier 
Mussolini  makes  particularly  timely  the 
remarkable  motion  pictures,  being  exhibited 
exclusively  in  the  current  issue  of  Interna- 

tional Newsreel,  of  a   great  celebration  in 
Rome.  These  pictures  show  the  strength  of 

Italy’s  power  behind  the  throne. Tfie  occasion  was  the  celebration  of  the 

seventh  birthday  of  Fascism.  Vast  multi- 
tudes of  “Black  Shirts”  turned  out  and 

marched  through  the  Eternal  City  and 
then  gathered  in  one  great  mass  of  human 
beings  to  tender  a   mighty  ovation  to  Mus- solini. 
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10  WEEKS  OF  RECORD  BUSINESS 

INIMITABLE 

“MONK”  WATSON 
“THE  MERRY  MIMIC” 

AND  HIS 

KEYSTONE  SERENADERS 
THAT  MERRY  MAD  GANG 

AT  THE 

LINCOLN-SQUARE  THEATRE DECATUR 

(A  BALABAN-KATZ  MIDWEST  HOUSE) 

16  Weeks  Rialto  Theatre,  Omaha, 
for  HARRY  WATTS, 

the  Man  Who  Found  Me 

Exclusive  Management 

Phil  Tyrrell  Attractions 
Woods  Theatre  Bldg. 

Chicago 

I 

KEYSTONE  SERENADERS 

Ray  McConnell,  Director 
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PRESENMONACIS 
Vaude  House  Puts  on  Presentation 

Presentation 
Concerning  the  Stage  Phase 

OF  THE  FiLMSHOW  FrOM  THE 

Viewpoint  of  the  Practical 

1   

Showman 

By  WILLIAM  R.  WEAVER 
  1 

VAUDEVILLE  STILL 
IS  VAUDEVILLE 

WAUDEVILLE  still  is  vaudeville.  Last 

*   week  a   Chicago  vaudeville  house  as- 
sembled a   bunch  of  acts,  employed  a   “mas- 

ter of  ceremonies”  to  announce  them,  in- 
stead of  using  the  regulation  announcement 

cards,  and  the  result  was  still  a   vaudeville 
show.  The  various  acts  did  their  complete 
routines,  working  separately  save  for  a 
hurried  get-together  at  the  finish,  and  the 
show  was  up-and-down-hill  as  vaudeville 
shows  are.  This  sort  of  thing  cannot  be 
sold  as  presentation. 
Presentation  is  governed  by  a   few  simple 

rules.  It  can  permit  a   performer  to  do 
only  his  best  stuff.  It  must  be  clean.  The 
whole  must  possess  unity  and  should  not 
posses  plot  or  story.  For  complete  success 
the  presentation  must  be  subordinated  to 
the  motion  picture  in  the  theatre  and  in  the 
advertising.  There  are  other  rules,  but 
these  are  basic. 

VHAT  TO  DO  WITH 
MeVICKERS  NEXT 

TT’S  quite  impossible  to  find  out  definitely 
“   what  will  be  done  with  McVickers  after 
Paul  Ash  transfers  his  peculiar  rites  to 
the  new  Oriental.  A   screen  trailer  at  Mc- 

Vickers announces  a   “Big  Surprise"  for  the 
week  of  the  switch,  but  inquiry  as  to  what 
It  may  be  gives  rise  to  the  impression  that 
not  even  those  who  direct  the  house  are 
certain  what  will  be  next.  There  is  good 
reason  for  uncertainty. 
.   Transplantation  of  an  attraction  like  Ash 

IS  a   problem  in  itself.  It’s  easy  to  find 
those  who’ll  bet  that  his  rough  stuff  doesn’t 
click  in  the  rich  surroundings  of  the  new 
temple.  It's  easier  to  find  those  who’ll  bet 
that  McVickers  could  run  on  indefinitely 
Without  the  “Rajah  of  Jazz,”  as  it  has  for 
a   little  more  than  two  weeks  at  this  time. 
Its  more  difficult  to  find  folks  with  prac- 

tical suggestions  for  a   McVickers  policy 
after  the  present  one  is  cut  away.  Mean- 

while, the  24-sheet  boards  are  screeching 
that  Ash  is  to  open  the  Oriental  and  the 
newspapers^  print  the  funny  story  about  the 
aye-year  million  dollar  contract  which  pro- 

hibits Ash’s  having  his  face  lifted. 
Altogether,  it’s  quite  an  interesting  sit- 

uation, with  the  most  interesting  aspects 
not  revealed  to  public  gaze,  but  the  best 
of  all  bets  about  it  is  that  Balaban  &   Katz 
Will  get  around  the  thing  without  disaster, 

ihat’s  always  the  best  bet  in  the  Chicago theatre  situation. 

LEO  TERRY 

Terry  Quits  Capitol 
Console;  Will  Go  on 
Guest  Organist  Tour 

Leo  Terry,  solo  organist  of  the  Capitol 
theatre,  Chicago  has  resigned  that  post  to 
make  a   tour  of  the  country  as  guest  or- 

ganist. Mr.  Terry  had  been  in  the  em- 
ploy of  the  National  Theatres  Corporation 

for  two  years,  appearing  previously  at  the 

Tiffin  and  other  prominent  Chicago  the- atres. 

Mr.  Terry  was  the  first  to  introduce  the 
novelty  of  singing  at  the  organ  while  play- 

ing his  own  accompaniment  and  is  posses- 
sor of  a   splendid  lyric  tenor  voice.  While 

other  organists  were  following  up  this  lead, 
he  expanded  the  idea  to  include  costume 
impersonations  of  Eddie  Cantor,  Eddie 
Leonard  and  other  popular  characters,  a 

feat  which  has  “stumped”  the  majority  of 
his  imitators.  Original  slides  and  lyrics  for 
his  weekly  organ  solos  have  distinguished 
his  long  and  uniformly  successful  career 
as  premier  Chicago  solo-organist. 

In'  addition  to  being  one  of  the  best 
known  and  most  popular  of  Chicago  the- 

atre organists,  Mr.  Terry  has  been  presi- 
dent of  the  Chicago  Society  of  Organists 

for  the  past  three  years,  building  that  or- 
ganization into  one  of  the  most  active  and 

progressive  bodies  of  its  kind  in  the  world. 

Doris  Morrow  at  D.  C.  Met. 
(Special  to  Exiubilors  Herald) 

WASHINGTON,  D.  C.  April  27.— 
Doris  Atkinson  Morrow,  soprano,  is 
making  her  local  theatrical  debut  this 
week  at  the  Metropolitan.  Miss  Mor- 

row was  in  “The"  Chiffon  Girl”  company 
during  its  Broadway  run. 

Rialto  Tries 

Stage  Show 
of  Jazz  Type 

Bill.  Though  Wrong  for  Picture 

Theatre,  Indicates  New 

Amusement  Trend 

That  vaude  houses  are  inclining 
more  and  more  to  the  presentation 

style  show  was  indicated  once  again 

by  the  type  show  staged  at  the 
Rialto,  Chicago,  the  week  just 
closed.  But  that  vaude  houses  still 

do  not  know  what  it’s  all  about  was 
indicated  by  the  same  show.  The 
vaudeville  theatre  showing  pictures 
has  much  more  to  learn  than  has 

the  picture  theatre  that  is  offering 
stage  shows  as  supplements  to  the 
screen  bill. 

Mechanically  the  show  was  pure  pres- 
entation. The  talent  consisted  of  a   gag- 

ging master  of  ceremonies,  three  or  four 
singles,  singers  and  dancers,  a   chorus,  a 
dance  team  and  a   band.  The  band  was 

not  so  good,  the  chorus  did  nothing 
but  pose  and  the  master  of  ceremonies 
was  an  unadulterated  vaudevillean.  But 
in  spots  the  customers  were  watching  a 
presentation  type  show. 

Pianist  Best  on  Bill 

The  best  thing  on  the  bill  was  the 
playing  of  a   colored  male  pianist.  This 
boy  knew  his  ivories  and  could  make 
his  way  in  any  presentation  house.  Since 
he  favored  the  black  keys  his  stuff  would 
fit  well  into  most  band  acts. 
The  chorus,  had  it  had  a   real  dance 

routine,  would  have  gone  well.  But  the 
girls  worked  with  such  dissociation  from 
the  remainder  of  the  bill  that  they 
seemed  not  to  belong  at  all.  Farther 

up  on  the  bill  was  a   ̂rl  dance  team 
that,  with  some  alterations  of  routine, 

would  go  well  enough  in  picture  houses 
whose  audiences  are  not  too  particular. 
The  brand  of  patter  purveyed  by  the 

master  of  ceremonies  is  too  blue  for  the 
picture  time,  but  the  boy  impressed  as 

being  clever  enough  to  alter  his  line  to 

suit. Show  Cut  to  House  Needs 
The  show  was  run  off  in  a   house  in 

which  pictures  are  secondary.  Had  it 
been  booked  in  toto  into  a   house  in 

which  pictures  have  first  consideration 
it  undoubtedly  would  have  looked,  and 
impressed,  differently.  Running  time 
would  have  been  cut  and  bits  offensive 
to  the  family  audience  would  have  been 
eliminated,  of  necessity.  The  dignity  of 
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Capitol  Theatre  Patrons 
Made  These  Remarks 

Overheard  by  Employees  Each  Monday  Night  and 
Included  in  Their  Reports: 

Week  Nov.  30 
“He  sure  makes  it  talk" 

“I  like  this  melody" 
“Very  pretty” 

“I  like  to  hear  popular  songs  on  an  organ" 
"Fair” 
“Not  so  bad" 

“This  is  a   fine  organ  solo" 

Week  Dec.  14 
“I  never  heard  of  an  organist  singing  before” 
“Leo  Terry  is  the  only  organist  I   ever  heard 

singing  at  the  organ" 

Week  Jan.  11 
"I  would  rather  hear  popular  music  than 

classical  music  although  that  one  that  he 

played  was  good” 
"Very  good” 
“The  organ  seems  to  almost  talk" 
“Good” 

“Very  good” 
“Leo  Terry  was  better  last  week” 
Week  Feb.  8 
“Comical" 

“Terry  is  quite  clever  when  it  comes  to 

writing  songs  to  amuse” 

"Very  good” 
“Cute" 

“A  man  said  he  thought  we  had  twin 
organs,  but  the  one  we  have  was  about 

the  best  he  ever  heard” 
Week  March  1 
"Good  setting” 
“Novel  organ  solo” 
“I  like  Terry’s  playing” 
"Very  pretty  stage" 
"The  scenic  effect  was  good” 
"Good” 

"Quite  a   scenic  effect  for  a   solo" 
Week  March  22 
"It  was  fine” 
"The  organist  has  beautiful  teeth” 
"Very  good" 
"Too  long,  wasn’t  it?” "He’s  all  right’ 

“Terry  is  good” 
Week  April  5 
“Very  good” 
“Fine” 

“That  sure  was  good” 
“The  best  I’ve  seen  for  a   month” 
“Pretty  unique” 

Exhibitors  Herald  Reported  the  Following: 
Jan.  30  Issue: 
"Leo  Terry,  who  rigs  up  organ  novelties 

better  than  most,  added  to  the  festivities 
with  a   number  having  to  do  with  the 
building  of  the  theatre  and  working  the 

community  angle” 
March  20  Issue: 
“Leo  Terry,  most  consistent  of  the  stellar 

organists,  mads  them  roar  at  this  point 

with  a   special  number” 
Marc^  27  Issue; 

“Leo  Terry  on  the  organ  played  “Where  the 

This  Praise  Was  For  Merit,  Earned  by  Big  Applause 

LEO  TERRY Concert  Soloist 
Vocalist 
Composer 

Originality 
Personality 

Solo  Organist  showmmtship 
Who  Originates  Organ  Solo  Novelties  and  Whose  Song  Slide  and  Singing  Numbers 

Are  a   Hit  on  Any  Bill 

Two  Years  wiA  National  Theatres  Corporation,  Chicago 

BOOKING  “GUEST  ORGANIST”  ENGAGEMENTS 
FOR  A   LIMITED  TIME 

Address:  Leo  Terry,  252  Wrigley  Bldg.,  Chicago 

River  Shannon  Flows.”  On  the  screen 
during  this  were  flashed  slides  of  scenes 

actually  photographed  in  Ireland.  'Terry 
then  faced  about  in  the  spot  and  sang  a 
verse  and  chorus  of  the  song.  His  earn- 

ings came  in  the  form  of  long  applause” 

April  10  Issue: 
"After  a   film,  Leo  Terry  played  "The  Palms," 

an  appropriately  Easter-ish  number,  but  on 
account  of  the  terrific  snow  storm  the 
crowd  was  veay  small  and  applause  was 

naturally  spotty.” 

the  motion  picture  theatre  would  have 
on  the  performers  the  effect  of  making 
them  more  dignified. 

Last  week’s  Rialto  show  was  more 
suggestive  of  the  new  amusement  trend 
than  anything  seen  in  a   Chicago  theatre 
in  months.  And  for  those  who  did  not 
know,  it  also  was  a   splendid  example 
of  many  of  the  things  that  are  wrong 
with  presentation. 

Lee  Evans  Heads 

Shows  at  Temple 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

TOLEDO,  April  27.— Next  Saturday 
Lee  Evans  goes  into  his  third  week  as 
master  of  ceremonies  at  the  Temple  here. 
With  him  this  week  arc  Rose  Veniere, 
Virginia  Ray,  Jack  Hilfinger  and  Ashback 
and  Nelson.  In  next  week's  show  will  be 
Eddie  Matthews,  Stanley  and  Savage  and 

the  Banjo  Monarchs.  Bookings  for  the 
house  are  made  by  Sam  Bramsons  Attrac- 

tions, Chicago. 

Lincoln  Square  Goes 
Into  Two- Act  Policy 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

DECATUR,  ILL.,  April  27. — Concur- 
rently with  “Monk”  Watson’s  closing  at 

this  house  it  was  announced  the  new  prolicy 
for  the  stage  will  be  two  acts  of  vaude- 

ville, changed  twice  a   week.  Phil  Tyrrell, 
Chicago,  continues  to  book  the  house. 

Eddie  Peabody  Meets  Buddies 
SAN  FRANCISCO,  April  27. — Eddie 

Peabody  of  the  Granada  stepped  out 
with  his  former  buddies  of  the  American 
Legion  at  the  weekly  dance  of  Golden 
Gate  Post  No.  40  at  the  Golden  Gate 
ballroom  recently. 
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Mangan  Uses  Color 
Lavishly  and  Well 

in  Song  Cycle  Act 
LONDON,  April  27. — One  of  the  most 

pleasing  presentations  yet  offered  by  Fran- 
cis A.  Mangan  at  the  Piazza  was  a   cycle 

of  three  "Indian  Love  Lyrics,”  which 
were  staged  with  an  eye  to  brilliant  color 
harmony  rather  than  story  authenticity 
“The  Kashmiri  Song,”  "Till  I   Awake"  and 
"The  Temple  Bells”  were  the  lyrics. 

“The  Kashmiri  Song"  led  the  cycle.  The 
costume  of  the  soloist— a   barytone— was 
a   combination  of  magenta  and  purple, 
which  formed  a   striking  contrast  to  the 
bright  green  in  which  the  interpreting 
tableau  were  swathed.  The  tableau  was 
set  in  an  immense  lily  leaf,  with  the  body 
of  a   girl  growing  gradually  up  through  a 

lily  bud  set  in  its  center.  "I'he  girl's  hands appeared  just  as  the  singer  reached  the 
words  “pale  hands.”  Her  body  then 
slowly  rose  as  the  song  mounted  to  its 
conclusion. 

"Till  I   Awake,”  next  in  the  cycle,  fea- 
tured a   soprano  soloist.  Her  costume  was 

of  pale  blue.  The  tableau  was  in  brilliant 
red,  the  scene  representing  an  Indian  prin- 

cess on  a   couch,  dead,  with  her  lover  at  her 
feet.  Over  the  body  of  the  girl  a   golden 
drape  was  thrown.  The  richness  of  the 
scene  was  magnificent. 

Arthur  Turelly  and 

Beauties  at  Strand; 

Week^s  Business  Big 
OMAHA,  April  27. — The  combination  of 

a   good  presentation  act,  a   beauty  contest 
and  "The  Blind  Goddess”  kept  the  seats  of 
the  Strand  filled  all  last  week.  Credit 
probably  should  be  divided  among  the 
three. 

Arthur  Turelly  was  the  stage  entertainer 

of  the  week,  going  over  well  with  his  har- 
monica and  whistling  act.  He  appeared 

dressed  in  tuxedo  and  looked  well  in  front 
of  the  new  drop  curtain  which  Manager 
August  Herman  has  just  installed.  Mr. 
Turelly  did  not  confine  himself  to  popular 
music,  but  offered  many  classical  numbers 
which  were  well  applauded. 

The  beauty  contest  put  on  by  the  Strand 
and  the  Daily  News  drew  well  during  the 
week.  Manager  Herman  held  contests  at 
3 :30  and  9   p.  m.  every  day,  with  finals 

Friday  at  9   p.  m.  for  the  selection  of  "Miss 
Nebraska”  for  the  International  Pageant 
of  Pulchritude  at  Galveston,  Texas,  May 
15  to  17. 

Ted  Doner,  Steppers, 

Are  Featured  in  Hour’s 
Show  at  L.  A.  State 

LOS  ANGELES,  April  27.— At  Lowe’s State  theatre  last  week  Ted  Doner  and 
eight  Sunkist  Beauties  were  the  features 
of  the  bill.  Ted  danced  and  sang  his  waj' 
into  the  hearts  of  the  Angelenos  by  giving 

them  a   generous  portion  of  his  former  mu- 
sical comedy  successes.  Another  novelty  at 

this  house  was  two  pretty  girls  doing  a 
buck  dance  on  their  toes.  Bobbie  Thompson, 
a   Fanchon  and  Marco  find,  proved  to  be 
a   lively  stepper  but  not  much  of  a   vocalist. 

She  sang  "No  Man’s  Mamma,”  and  “This 
Little  Girl  Can  Kick  and  Dance,”  and this  seems  to  be  her  forte. 

Rose  Valyda,  the  girl  with  the  two 
voices,  sang  “Pretty  Little  Baby,”  and,  as 
in  previous  weeks,  received  a   generous 
share  of  the  applause.  Joey  Ray,  another 

songster,  offered  Irvin  Berlin’s  “Always. 
The  hour’s  musical  entertainment  pre- 

ceding the  picture  closed  with  Ted  Doner 
and  his  girls  contributing  several  lively 
dance  numbers.  Rube  Wolf  and  his  or- chestra furnished  incidental  music. 
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“Presenting  the  Presentation” 
Phil  Tyrrell 
Is  Lining  Up 
More  Talent 

Name  Acts  from  Productions  Are 

Booked  to  Tour  Motion 

Picture  Theatres 

Phil  Tyrrell,  Chicago,  booking 

representative  for  the  A.  H.  Blank 

circuit,  Finkelstein  &   Ruben,  Skou- 

ras  Brothers  and  Kunsky  Enter- 

prises, has  closed  contracts  with 

several  musical  comedy  stars  for 

tours  of  the  motion  picture  theatres 

he  represents.  Some  are  already  on 
tour. 

The  Barr  Twins,  featured  in  “The  Pass- 
ing Show”  of  1924-25,  are  just  closing  a 

successful  10-week  engagement  for  the  A, 
H.  Blank  and  F.  &   R.  theatres.  The  Ben- 

nett twins  from  A1  Jolson’s  “Bomho” 
and  "Big  Boy,”  Cogert  and!  Motto — the  “hu- 

man jazz  band" — from  “Sweetheart  Time,” 
the  Wainwright  Sisters,  from  the  “Music 
Box  Revue,”  and  Francis  Renault,  “The 
Slave  of  Fashion,”  one  of  the  best  female 
impersonators  on  the  American  stage,  are 
now  on  tour  of  motion  picture  houses 
booked  by  Tyrrell. 

Sissle  and  Blake,  of  "Shuffle  Along”  and 
“Chocolate  Dandies”  fame,  have  been booked  by  Tyrrell  for  an  extended  tour  of 
the  Blank  and  F.  &   R.  houses. 

Tyrrell  Signs  Colletta 

_   Tyrrell  has  just  signed  Colletta  and  her 
'   J?zzornania  Revue”  for  a   12-week  tour  of 
Middle  West  picture  houses.  The  act 

^ened  last  week  at  the  Capitol  theatre, 
Davenport.  The  manager  of  the  house 

reports  Colletta's  as  one  of  the  best  sing- 
ing and  acts  ever  to  play  on  the  Capitol 

stage.  She  is  booked  for  a   return  engage- 
lu^t  at  the  Capitol  in  June. 

Sissle  and  Blake,  brought  back  from 
London  by  Tyrrell,  are  at  the  Garrick,  Du- 

luth, this  week.  This  act  broke  house  rec- 
ords on  the  F.  &   R.  circuit  last  year. 

rrancis  Renault  opened  at  the  Circle, 
Indianapolis,  last  Sunday  for  a   week.  Fol- 
wwing  this  he  goes  into  the  Lincoln 
oquare,  Decature,  111.  These  hookings  were 
arranged  through  the  Tyrrell  office. 

CHARLES  DE  ROCHE 
the  International  motion 

picture  favorite  and 

company  on  tour 

Exclusive  Managemeni 

Simmons  Attractions,  Inc. 'Villium  O.  Smith.  ll<K)lsltut 

1476  Broadway,  New  York.  N.  Y. 
Bryant  2777 

Met  “Jazz  Week”  Act 
Features  Variety  of 

Singers  and  Steppers 
LOS  ANGELES,  April  27. — The  week 

beginning  April  16  was  “Verne  Buck's 
Jazz  Week”  at  the  Metropolitan  theatre, 
and  Verne  and  his  gang  certainly  jazzed 
it  up  with  the  assistance  of  Jack  Parting- 

ton, the  Metropolitan  girls,  the  snappy 
Foursome  Quartette,  David  Percy  and 
others. 

Buck  and  his  musicians  were  dressed  in 
colorful  clown  regalia,  the  leader  being 
decked  out  in  a   yellow  jacket  and  a   funny 
little  straw  hat.  The  opening  number  got 
a   tremendous  hand.  It  was  called  “Some- 

body Is  Waiting  for  Someone.”  The  Met 
girls,  dressed  in  fetching  green  costumes, 
followed  with  a   dance,  which  also  pleased. 
Another  song  number  that  got  a   good 

hand  was  "Say  It  Again,”  sung  by  David 
Percy.  A   novel  dance  number,  introduc- 

ing many  new  steps,  was  followed  by  a 

guitar  solo  and  song,  "Whether  or  Not." 
The  crowd  just  couldn’t  get  enough  of this  number. 

Jimmy  .Mosely,  Joe  Graumann  and 
Verne  Buck  than  introduced  a   novel  num- 

ber, “Let’s  Talk  .About  My  Sweetie,” 
with  the  Novell  Sisters  introducing  a   lot 
of  pantomime,  which  scored  heavily.  The 
silver  curtain  parted  at  the  back  disclos- 

ing the  Jlet  girls  dressed  in  white  and 
lavender  doing  the  jazziest  of  jazz  dances. 

The  Foursome  Quartette  sang,  “I  Love 
ily'  Baby,”  and  as  an  encore,  “Who.” 

New  Rembusch  House 

to  Have  Large  Stage 
(Speciol  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

SHELRYVILLE.  IND.,  April  27.— 
Stage  facilities  ample  for  the  showing  of 
large  presentations  will  be  a   feature  of 
the  new  hou.se  to  be  erected  here  by  the 
Frank  J.  Rembusch  Enterprises,  Inc. 
.According  to  present  plans  the  house 
will  have  a   .stage  40  feet  wide  and  25 
feet  deep. 

Daincing  School  Will 
Cooperate  on  Prologs 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

SALT  LAKE  CITY,  April  27— Chris- 
tensen School  of  Dancing  ha.s  moved 

into  new  quarters  at  the  American  Dan- 
sante,  and  according  to  Dave  Scliayer, 

publicity'  manager  for  the  American 
theatre  here,  he  and  L.  P.  Christensen, 
noted  dancing  master,  intend  arranging 
some  special  prologue.s  for  this  house. 

Pennsylvanians  Are 
at  Tivoli  This  Week 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

WASHINGTON,  D.  C,  April  27.— 
Waring'.s  Pennsy'lvanians  are  at  the 
Tivoli  theatre  this  week,  the  concluding 
week  of  their  Washington  engagement. 
Scotty  Rates  is  still  with  the  unit  and 
going  strong.  The  Pennsylvanians  are 

doing  their  “Canipii.s  Frolics"  act  at  the Tivoli. 

Judnick  Booked  Northwest 
Frankie  Judnick,  accordionist  who  has 

been  featured  with  Ash  at  McVickcrs 
and  other  Chicago  houses,  has  lined  up, 

through  Sam  Rrainson's  Attractions, 
Chicago,  a   number  of  dates  in  the  North- 

west. May  8   he  opens  a   week's  date  at the  Garrick,  Minneapolis,  to  be  followed 
by  a   week  at  the  Duluth  Garrick. 

Monk  ̂    Watson 
Hangs  Up  Ten 
Week  Record 

Musician-Comedian  Puts  Decatur 

Definitely  on  Amusement  Map 
with  New  Type  Shows 

Donald  "Monk”  Watson,  musi- 
cian-comedian, and  the  Keystone 

Serenaders,  directed  by  Ray  Mc- 

Connell, closed  a   highly  successful 

10-week  date  at  the  Lincoln  Square 
theatre,  Decatur,  111.,  last  week. 

Watson  was  a   big  favorite  in  the 
downstate  city,  and  patrons  of  the 

Lincoln  Square  were  loath  to  see 

him  go.  Last  week  was  a   round  of 

special  theatre  parties  staged  for 

him  by  members  of  various  clubs. 
During  a   part  of  the  Lincoln  Square  run 

Watson  took  complete  charge  of  presenta- 
tion affairs,  including  staging  and  lighting. 

The  shows  were  his  in  the  fullest  sense.  As 
master  of  ceremonies  he  kept  them  moving 
at  lop  speed  and  he  consistently  went  over 
well  as  a   soloist,  whether  with  patter  or musically. 

Policy  Change  Considered  Unwise 
Throughout  the  trade  in  the  Middle 

West  the  feeling  prevails  that  it  was  unwise 
to  alter  the  policy  of  the  Lincoln  Square 
in  view  of  the  tremendous  draw  the  Wat- 

son presentations  have  been  at  the  house. 
Watson  was  booked  into  the  Lincoln 

Square  from  the  Omaha  Rialto,  where  he 
had  been  featured  for  16  weeks  and  drew 
heavily.  Phil  Tyrrell,  Chicago,  has  Watson 
under  long-term  contract,  and  it  has  been 
hinted  he  will  open  cither  in  Toledo,  Ohio, 
or  Newark,  N.  within  the  next  few 
weeks. 

For  the  present  Watson  and  the  Key- 
stone Serenaders  arc  playing  a   few  dance 

dates  in  Decatur  and  Bloomington,  filling 
in  until  the  next  picture  house  date  is  set. 

“Skylarks,”  Created 

by  J.  M.  Anderson, 
Goes  Well  at  Howard 

.ATL.ANTA.  .April  27.— Colorful  and 
zestful  "Skylarks.”  John  Murray  Anderson 
revue,  laid  in  a   setting  of  futuristic  house 
tops,  proved  a   successful  presentation  at 
the  Howard  theatre  last  week. 

This  offering  rank.s  with  the  best  of  the 
scries  so  far,  the  dancing  and  tumbling 

numbers  bringing  forth  plenty  of  apprecia- 
tive applause.  The  sketch  moves  at  a   rapid 

pace,  closing  with  the  whirlwind  finish  of 
the  six  .Arab  acrobats.  Good  support  was 

given  by  Mildred  Haliiclay,  solo  dancer- Lenora’s  Jewels,  the  Publix  Quartet,  and 
the  Publi.x  corps  de  ballet. 
The  overture  for  the  week  by  the 

Howard  orchestra,  under  the  ilirection  of 

Joseph  Littaii,  was  “Richanl  Wagner,”  one of  the  Famous  Music  Masters  scries.  Mel- 
vin P.  Ogden  played  an  organ  solo  on 

titled  “Spring,”  which  was  illustrated  on the  screen.  . 

The  long  feature  picture  was  '   .A  Social 
Celebrity.”  The  program  also  includcil  a 

showing  of  the  pla.stex  film  novelty,  “Man or  Illusion?"  as  wifll  as  an  Education  com- 

edy and  a   newsreel. 
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CURRENT  PRESENTATIONS 
“Fountain  of  Gold” 

Optically  Impresses 

Chicago’s  Audience 
John  Murray  Anderson’s  “Fountain  of 

Gold”  impressed  Chicago  theatre  audiences 
last  week  by  the  splendor  of  its  trappings 
and  merit  in  its  dances.  It  was  handi- 

capped, however,  by  the  explanatory  mat- 
ter spoken  and  sung  at  intervals  through- 

out. These  oral  things  are  total  losses  in 
houses  as  big  as  the  Chicago,  where  they 

can’t  be  heard  more  than  ten  rows  back, 
and  work  a   hardship  upon  performers  as 
well  as  auditors. 
The  plot  of  this  seems  to  be  the  Ponce 

de  Leon  storj'.  It  opens  with  the  enuncla- 
tors  in  one,  goes  to  full  for  a   group  of 
dances,  back  to  one  for  more  rhymed  ex- 

planation, then  to  full  for  Indian  dances 
by  a   girl  chorus,  a   snake  dance  by  a   male 
dancer,  jiu  jitsu  stuff  b-  Ponce  de  Leon 
and  male  Redskins,  terminating  in  a   tableau 
through  the  back  drop.  The  fast  stuff  at 
the  finish  and  the  tableau  got  a   hand. 

Earlier,  Melva  Moore  had  sung  “Lo, 
Hear  the  Gentle  Lark,”  in  one.  She’s  got  a 
great  voice  and  knows  what  to  do  with  it, 
but  her  stance  is  against  her. 
To  open  the  show,  Joesph  Koestner  had 

led  the  orchestra  in  selections  from  “The 
Bohemian  Girl.”  Mr.  Koestner  is  a   ”000"- 
ster  among  Balaban  &   Katz  directors  but 
he  gets  a   lot  out  of  his  men  and  the  folks 
like  his  manner,  as  indicated  by  rousing  ap- 

plause accorded  this  well  worn  overture. 

(Milton  Charles’  extraordinary  organ 
number  is  reported  on  another  page.) 

Ash  Idolaters  Go  for 

Kvale;  Ticket  Line  Is 
Held  for  Second  Week 

Those  thousands  whose  idolization  of 
Paul  Ash  has  made  the  McVickers  the 
most  talked  of  American  theatre  during 
the  past  year  knew  last  week  that  the  24- 

sheeted  “Rajah  of  Jazz”  wouldn’t  be  in  the 
show,  but  they  came  to  see  Alfred  Kvale 

and  Milton  Watson  as  though  it  didn’t matter.  The  same  old  ticket  line  was  out 
in  front  and  the  same  boisterous  good  time 

was  had  by  all  inside.  Mr.  Ash’s  absence 
was  denoted  by  a   trailer  repeated  from  the 
preceding  week  and  by  two  or  three  men- 

tions by  Watson,  but  the  crowd  went  for 

Kvale’s  stuff  independently  and  with  gusto. 
By  audience  reaction  he’s  the  answer  to 
that  what-to-do-with-McVickers-next  rid- 

dle, but  the  "Rajah”  probably  will  take  him 
along  to  the  Oriental  as  indispensable  or 
something. 

After  the  repeat  trailer,  the  band,  dressed 

tux  throughout,  played  “Lantern  of  Love” 
with  a   voice  like  Milton  Watson’s  singing 
a   chorus  offstage.  Then  Watson  came  on 

and  announced  “Who’s  Who  Are  You” 
with  a   plug  for  the  Columbia  record  of 
the  same  made  by  Ash  and  placed  on  sale 
that  week.  (The  price  was  not  mentioned 
this  time.)  The  band  played  it  in  great 
shape,  Kvale  kidding  a   little  in  his  semi- 
Harry  Langdon  manner,  and  it  got  a   good 
hand. 

Then  John  McDowell  did  an  Indian  acro- 
batic dance  that  got  better  and  better  taking 

a   bow  or  two  in  lieu  of  an  encore  they 
wanted. 

At  this  point  Watson  announced  a   harp- 
ist whose  name  sounded  like  Leo  (Dheeko, 

playing  “Mighty  Lak  a   Rose,”  Watson  ask- 
ing for  applause  on  the  basis  of  hot  jazz 

which  the  artist  had  in  reserve.  This  re- 
serve stuff  proved  to  be  his  best,  for  he 

strums  a   lilting  lyre  and  it  took  three 
stretches  of  jazz  to  ease  the  audience  crav- 

ing for  more. 
Another  reminder  of  Ash  here,  by  Wat- 

son, who  announced  and  sang  Ash’s  new 
song,  “Let  Me  Spend  the  Journey’s  End 
With  You.”  Watson  did  it  in  his  usual 
good  voice  and  manner,  finishing  with  a 
Charleston  sold  them  by  Kvale  in  panto- 

mime. (Kvale’s  pantomime  is  more  elo- 
quent than  most  folks’  broadcasts.)  “I’d 

Climb  the  Highest  Mountain”  was  next, 
punctuated  by  apparent  song  pluggers  of 
the  not-so-good  variety. 
Then  it  was  time  to  mention  Ash  again 

and  Watson  brought  on  as  his  “latest  dis- 
covery” Mildred  LaSalle.  She’s  a   Peggy 

English-Peggy  Bernier-Lydia  Harris  type 
of  blues  singer  apparently  bothered  with 
bronchitis  on  this  particular  Friday,  but 

Kvalc’s  cooperative  pantomiming  lifted  her 
over  if  she  needed  lifting.  She  got  through 

"I’d  Rather  Be  Alone,”  "I  Certainly  Could” 
and  “Bundle  of  Love.” 

Here  they  brought  up  the  elevator  piano 
and  Kvale  brought  out  his  sax  to  play 

“Talking  to  the  Moon”  with  Hank  Wins- 
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Llckler,  Joie  and  Band— Strand,  Miluaukco. 

Lowry,  Ed— Sennfo,  Chicago. 
MrDowell,  John— .WcFicJtora,  Chicogo. 
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ton,  of  the  band,  at  the  keyboard.  There 
may  be  a   better  saxophone  soloist  in  the 
world  but  if  so  these  considerably  exper- 

ienced ears  haven’t  caught  him.  Kvale 
panic-ed  ’em,  and  Winston  went  along  all 
the  way.  This  finished,  and  the  piano 
lowered,  the  applause  kept  up  until  Watson 
announced  that  Kvale  would  swing  his 

clarinet  on  “Tiger  Rag"  for  the  next  num- 
ber. which  he  did  with  devastating  effect 

for  the  curtain.  Folks  didn’t  want  to  leave, 
but  that’s  all  there  was. 

Senate  Stage  Show 

Spotty ;   Some  Song, 
Band  Numbers  Score 

“A  Spring  Tonic,”  Chicago  Senate  pre- sentation the  week  just  ended,  was 

spotty,  and  slow  In  spots.  Between 
opening  and  closing  there  were  several 
good  musical  and  vocal  numbers,  how- 

ever. The  gagging  was  slightly  tinged 
with  blue. 

Curtain  parted  on  stage  in  one. 
Frankie  Judnick  walked  on,  pushing  Tim 

Marks,  the  patient,  in  a   W'hecl  chair.  Ed 
Lowry  was  the  physician.  Following  a 
stretch  of  gagging  stage  went  to  full. 
The  King  Sisters,  as  the  nurses,  helped 

put  the  patient  on  liis  feet.  The  band- men  were  dressed  in  mortar  boards  and 

gowns.  Evidently  physicians’  aprons 
were  not  available  at  the  costumer’s. 
“Nothing  Else  to  Do”  was  the  band 

opener.  This  was  followed  by  "Talking 
to  the  Moon,”  leading  to  which  was  a 

Columbia  record  plug  by  Kahn.  “We  are 
going  to  play  it  just  exactly  as  we  played 

it  for  Columbia,”  quoth  Kahn.  (Here's  a suggestion:  In  the  lobby  set  up  a   booth, 
attended  by  a   pretty  girl,  who  will  sing 

out  as  the  customers  leave,  “Get  the  hit 

of  the  show  here,  ‘Talking  to  the  Moon,' 
recorded  by  Kahn's  orchestra.  Only  so- 
and-so  much.”  That’ll  make  the  sequence complete.) 

Frankie  Judnick  was  next  on,  tearing 

off  two  numbers  on  his  accordion.  “Some 
of  These  Days”  he  played  without  band 
accompaniment.  He  took  an  encore. 
The  King  Sisters,  next  on,  opened 

with  a   novelty  number  that  hit.  “Tie 
Me  to  Your  Apron  Strings  Again”  was 
their  next.  It  panicked  ’em.  They  closed 
with  another  novelty  number.  The  girls 
have  good  voices  in  harmony,  and  are 
sufficiently  demure  to  look  well  in  the 
juvenile  costumes  they  wear. 

Tim  Marks,  whistling  comic,  blew  a 

part  of  “Let  Us  Waltz,  etc.”  through 
his  fingers  and  the  remainder  of  it 
through  his  thumbs.  Then  he  went  into 

his  dance,  a   tap  eccentric,  to  “I  Never 

Knew.” 

Through  all  this  Ed  Lowry  strolled 

on  and  off  cracking  wise  in  an  unin- 
spired manner.  Finally,  following  “Ta- 

miami  Trail”  by  the  band,  he  came  on 

with  the  heavy  stuff.  He  sang  “Behind 
the  Clouds.”  Then  he  went  into'  his dance.  His  next  line  featured  a   clarinet. 
He  played  with  rather  than  on  it.  Ed 
is  a   personable,  smiling  faced  young  man 
who  has  possibilities.  But  he  wasn  t 

properly  appraised  of  the  difference  be- 
tween a   cafe  and  a   neighborhood  picture 

house  crowd  and  therefore  swung  into 
a   line  about  the  well  known  red  necktie. ’Twas  all  wrong. 

The  show  closed  with  the  band  doing 

“Spring  Is  Here,”  which  was  broken  up 

by  a   storm. 
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Coon-Sanders  Band 
Takes  Wisconsin  by 

Storm,  Vocal  Music 

MILWAUKEE,  April  27. — Coon-Sand- 
ers  Original  Nightliawks  held  complete 
sway  on  the  stage  at  the  Wisconsin  this 
week,  and  it  can  literally  be  said  of  them 
that  they  came,  saw  and  conquered. 
Worthy  as  they  may  have  been,  none  of 
the  acts  that  have  played  this  large  house 
in  the  last  several  months  can  boast  of 
having  aroused  the  audience  to  such  a 
high  pitch  of  audible  enthusiasm  as  this 
aggregation  of  syncopators. 
Complete  masters  of  presentation  play- 

ing, these  bandmen  deport  themselves  with 
such  finished  showmanship  that  one  read- 

ily acclaims  them  one  of  the  finest  stage 
orchestras  available  for  picture  houses. 
The  repertoire  is  skillfully  chosen  to 

meet  the  best  traditions  of  presentation 
and  the  rendition  of  the  many  numbers  is 
superb. 
Curtain  reveals  a   mammoth  radio  re- 

ceiving set  with  an  announcer  telling  the 

world  that  KYW’s  favorite  entertainers 
are  about  to  go  on  the  air.  The  front  of 
the  box  then  opens  to  show  the  band  in 
action  on  a   platform  which  slides  out  to- 

ward the  front  of  the  stage.  From  that 
moment  on  the  act  is  good  entertainment. 
The  pianist  and  the  drummer  relieve  any 

possible  instrumental  monotony  by  burst- 
ing into  song  at  the  psychological  mo- 

ments. The  pianist,  who  announces  im- 
pending numbers  through  a   microphone 

on  his  piano,  puts  over  “Just  a   Little 
Drink”  better  than  this  reporter  has  ever 
heard  it  done  before.  Finesse  comes  closer 
than  any  other  word  to  describing  his 
artistry.  Later  the  drummer  sings  a   num- 

ber, the  composition  of  which  is  credited 
to  the  painist,  and  his  work,  too,  is  ex- 
cellent. 

Even  when  dignity  is  apparently  put  on 
the  shelf  while  the  bandmen  rise  and 
group  to  the  center  of  their  platform  to 
wax  torrid  there  is  an  undivorceable  at- 

mosphere of  class  to  their  work. 
After  numerous  numbers  have  been 

played,  each  one  seemingly  better  than 
the  preceding,  the  platform  slides  back 
into  the  radio  box  and  curtain  closes  in. 
Then  the  fun  begins.  Five  encores  were 
played  Sunday  night,  and  only  considera- 
lion  for  the  folks  standing  in  line  in  the 
lobby  would  justify  the  refusal  of  a   sixth 
and  seventh  in  the  face  of  such  applause, 
which  continued  well  into  the  early  foot- 

age of  the  picture  which  followed. 

“Lullabies,”  Song 
Show  Working  Five 
Performances,  Clicks 

ST.  LOUIS,  April  27. — Loew’s  State 
theatre  has  a   pleasing  musical  and  vocal 
program  to  round  out  an  excellent  bill 

by  the  long  feature  film,  “Stella 
Dallas.” 
The  stage  number  was  “Lullabies.”  The 

W’ork  of  the  performers  in  this  was  well 
received.  Bernard  Ferguson,  barytone, 
^ng  some  of  the  better  known  lullabies ; 
nelen  Newitt  gave  a   Chinese  lullaby  that 
was  e^eptionally  pleasing.  “Eli,  Eli,”  by 
p   Blank,  “Mighty  Lak  a   Rose,"  by  Gail 

Hedley,  and  “Songs  of  Long  Ao-o,”  by 
rtelen  Phillips  were  other  good  numbers. 
Uon  Albert  and  his  orchestra  offered  as 

heir  overture  "In  An  Old-Fashioned  Gar- 
den, during  which  Ferguson  and  Miss 

rip, ""‘If  sang  “Son'T  of  Love"  from lossom  Time."  In  the  other  orchestral 
Umber,  “Kingdom  Come,”  each  member  of e   organization  was  given  an  opportunity *or  some  solo  work. 

N-ell  Kay,  Classicist, 
Okays  Short  Show;  How 

They  Flock  to  Capitol 
Nell  Kay,  whose  real  name  is  big  time 

in  symphony  circles,  batted  for  this  re- 
porter in  covering  A1  Short’s  Capitol  the- atre show  last  week  and  turned  in  the  fol- 
lowing report.  Being,  as  st>'led.  a   classic- 

ist through  and  through,  Miss  Kay  quite overlooked  the  matter  of  names.  She 
promises,  however,  that  this  will  not  oc- 

cur again.  Her  report,  as  submitted, reads ; 
Street  scene — London. 

1.  Orchestra:  "Limehousc  Blues.”  ilan  sines to  girl.  Jap  grabs  girl. 
2.  Dancer  (contortionist),  very  good. 
3.  “Honeybunch” — orchsetra — very  good. 
4.  "Don’t  Wake  Me  Up,  Let  Me  Dream"— 

male  singer,  very  good — girl  appears  as  in  dream. 
5.  Lccentnc  dancer — good. 

7.  Symphonic  arrangement  of  "Sleepy  Time 
A   rare  delicacy  in  music.  Artistic  jaz*. 

One  type  of  jazz  that  appeals  to  the  old  school. 
More  demanded. 

8.  Beautiful  lady  singing  "Beautiful  Baby.' 
Three  curtain  calls.  Personality  plus. 

9.  Three  colored  chaps — s.ime  size,  weight, 
color.  Wear  hats,  carry  canes,  do  a   little  fast 
stepping  and  singing.  Then  work  single,  each 
dancing.  Big  hit  with  audience. 

10.  Newsie  from  Halsted  Street — about  10  years 

old.  Hat  Coogan  style.  Son.  "Lonesome  and 

Sorry.”  Very  fine  voice.  Excellent  rhythm. 
Encore — "Dinah,”  very  good. 

11.  Orchestra  —   "Horses" — Snappy  tune— good 
singer — second  time  worked  with  two  fast  step- 

pers in  comic  horse  makeup,  convulsing  house. 

12.  Orchestra — "I  Love  My  Baby" — Ensemble- Curtain.  Ovation. 

Crowds — crowds — crowds.  Forty-five  minute 
wait  and  then  crowds  lined  down  street,  six 
abreast,  then  more  crowds. 
One  criticism — A1  Short  should  be  above  such 

stuff  as  "Here’s  a   little  newsie  for  whom  I   pre- 
dict a   ̂ reat  future,"  "Here's  some  very  good 

symphonic  Jazz,”  etc.  Show  too  good  for  that. 
Sjmiphonic  jazz  by  Short  and  orchestra  real 

stuff,  real  music  by  real  musicians.  Excellent 
arrangements,  by  one  of  two  great  pianists  who 
work  with  orchestra  throughout.  Result  is  all 
the  pep  the  rough-and-tumble  bands  generate,  plus 
the  merit  of  real  music.  Unlimited  possibilities. 

“Bughouse  Cabaret” 

Fails  to  Panic  ’Em 
During  Dallas  Date 

DALLAS,  April  27. — “Bughouse  Cab- 
aret” is  the  first  John  Murray  Anderson 

presentation  act  of  a   comic  nature  to  come 
to  the  Palace,  but  in  this  one,  not  a   serious 
moment  appears.  It  could  be  named  noth- 

ing more  appropriate  than  “Bughouse 
Cabaret,”  for  it  is  “bughouse”  in  every 
detail,  even  to  the  mounting,  which  con- 

sists of  huge  alarm  clocks.  Pullman 
berths,  tables  and  chairs  on  stilt  legs,  and 

“an  eggproof  asbestos  curtain.”  The  cos- 
tumes are  equally  as  ridiculous  and  helped 

to  put  over  the  dances,  singing,  and  tumb- 
ling acts. 

The  biggest  hit  of  the  act  was  the 

“Trivoli  Girls,”  six  girls  who  have  a   good 
dancing  turn.  Frank  Lislie,  titled  "the 
world’s  worst  baritone,”  was  clever  and 
made  a   hit.  Herman  and  Seaman  did 
some  gymnastic  stunts  and  were  well  re- 

ceived. Although  the  act  was  well  re- 
ceived, it  was  not  so  generally  appreciated 

as  the  previous  presentations,  and  received 
less  applause. 

Eight  Victor  Artists 
Have  Successful  Week 

at  Philadelphia  Fox 
PHILADELPHIA,  April  27.— An  inter- 

pretation of  the  overture,  “William  Tell” 
by  Rossini  with  scenic  effects,  the  excellent 
and  varied  entertainment  afforded  by  the 
Eight  Victor  .Artists,  playing  a   return  en- 

gagement, and  a   screen  adaptation  of  Peter 
S.  Kyne’s  “Rustling  for  Cupid”  were  well received  at  the  Fox  last  week. 
The  Rossini  overture  was  presented  as 

a   novelt}',  with  a   visualization  of  the mountainous  beauty  of  Switzerland,  with 
Its  sudden  changes.  The  stage  setting showed  a   mountain  scene  with  distant  peaks 
tipped  with  light.  As  the  overture  pro- ceeded  the  scene  changed,  the  distant  peal ot  thunder  was  heard  and  lightning  played 
over  the  peaks.  The  storm  increased  in 
fup'  and  ram  beat  down.  As  the  music subsided,  the  sun  struggled  through  the 
clouds,  a   rainbow  appeared  and  finally  the flooded  with  sunshine. 

The  eight  Victor  artists  were  given  an enthusiastic  return  reception  and  each 
m^ber  was  fittingly  introduced  in  rhyme 
and  song.  The  “Peerless  Quartette,"  com- posed of  Burr,  Mathieu,  Stanley  and 

Baughman,  sang  “Lantern  of  Love,”  “Good Night’  and  'Til  See  You  in  the  Morning," so  well  that  the  audience  demanded  an  en- 
core. Perhaps  the  most  amusing  is  Monroe 

bilyer  and  his  famous  "Cohen’s  Chats,” which  kept  the  audience  in  continuous 
laughter  Henry  Burr  sang  several  tenor 
solos.  His  voice  has  that  appealing  qual- 

ity so  well  suited  to  such  songs  as  "Al- 
ways’ and  “Carry  Me  Back  to  Old  Vir- 

ginny.’ 

The  speed  of  Sam  Herman’s  xylophone solo  amazed  the  house  and  the  Peerless 
Quartette’s  songs  suggestive  of  the  pre- Volstead  age,  before  an  imaginary  bar 
hterally  brought  down  the  house.  Billy 
Murray’s  interpretation  of  “Mrs.  Murphy's Chowder”  and  a   piano  solo  by  Frank  Banta completed  this  entertaining  performance. 
At  Its  close  the  audience  applauded  loud and  long. 

Orchestral  Number 

Is  Hit  of  Buck’s 

Met  act,  “Blossoms” LOS  ANGELES,  April  27. — Spring  is 
here!  There  can  be  no  doubt  of  it  after 

viewing  this  week's  show  at  the  Metropoli- tan. for  they  sing  about  spring,  the  stage 
is  decked  in  spring  flowers  and  the  whole 
thing  bears  unmistakable  signs  of  the  time 
of  flowers,  bees,  hay-fever  or  what  have 

you. 

Jack  Partington  has  an  unique  set  for 
the  background  of  his  show,  which  he  calls 
"Blossoms,”  a   pretty  scene  witli  an  old  mill 
and  an  immense  water  wheel  in  the  fore- 

ground, which  revolves  slowly.  “The  pro- 
gram opens  with  the  Foursome  quartette 

singjng  "Down  by  the  Old  Mill  Stream,” 
Verne  Buck,  dressed  in  natty  lavender  over- 

alls and  his  musical  gang  in  green,  make  a 
striking  appearance.  They  give  more  musi- 

cal numbers  than  usual,  although  the  bill 
only  runs  35  minutes  this  week. 

Wilbur  Johnson,  a   tenor,  sings  "Dream- 
ing of  Castles  In  the  Air,"  which  is  fol- 

lowed by  the  12  Met  girls  dressed  in  white 
summer  dresses  doing  a   novel  dance,  while 

the  Park  Sisters  sing  their  "No  Foolin’” 
song.  The  sisters  received  a   general  hand 
when  caught  and  deserved  it.  A   solo  on 
a   French  horn  goes  over  big  also.  Steffani 
and  Imbru  prove  versatile  artists  in  a   fan- 

tastic dance  number  and  Mary  Louise 
Marshall  in  pleasing  voice  sings  with  the 

Met  girls. 
Verne  obliges  with  a   song  number,  “A 

Cup  of  Coffee,  a   Sandwich  and  You,”  as- 
sisted by  Miss  Marshall,  the  number  end- 

ing with  both  sitting  in  a   restaurant,  made 
of  cut  outs. 

The  hit  of  the  bill  this  week  is,  “I  Know 
Spring  Is  Here”  by  the  orchestra  and  a 
soloist.  The  Foursome  quartette  sings  two 
numbers  that  draw  plenty  of  applause. 

“Back  Home”  and  “I  Never  Knew."  Er- 
nest Morrison  and  Miss  Marshall  close  the 

bill  with  "The  Song  of  Love.”  A   novel 
effect  was  arranged  by  Partington  as  the 
closing  stunt,  when  the  wheel  of  the  old 
mill  revolves  and  the  Met  girls,  in  pink 
costumes,  are  drawn  to  the  top  of  the 
wheel. 
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Plans  Are  Made  for 

More  Seats,  Larger 

Stage  at  Des  Moines 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

DES  MOINES,  April  27.— Since  the 

sale  by  the  A.  H.  Blank  circuit  of  a   half 

interest  to  Publix  Theatres  plans  for  in- 
creasing the  seating  and  the  stage  space 

of  the  Des  Moines  theatre  have  been 

made.  The  plans,  still  tentative,  call  for 
the  addition  of  about  1,300  seats  to  the 

1,700  the  house  now  has  and  the  re- 
modeling of  the  stage  in  such  manner 

that  elaborate  presentations  may  be 
shown  in  the  house. 
Unit  shows  have  a   large  part  in  the 

new  plans  of  the  Blank  and  Publix  in- 
terests. Officials  stated  that  the  pur- 

chase of  from  50  to  80  motion  picture 
theatres  in  Nebraska  and  Kansas  within 
the  year  will  make  Des  Moines  the 
center  of  the  largest  chain  of  houses  in 
the  Middle  West. 

Milton  Charles  Organ 
Solo  Announces  Coming 

Film  Attraction;  Hit 

Milton  Charles'  organ  solo  on  lost  week’s 
Chicago  theatre  bill  was  a   two-day  knock- 

out. At  the  point  in  the  show  where  the 

"Monday  and  All  Next  Week”  trailer  is 
run,  it  was  simply  stated  "Milton  Charles 
Will  Tell  You  About  It  Later.”  He  did — 
and  how. 

"You  Ought  to  See  Sally’s  Sister”  was 
the  title  (paraphrasing  the  "Susie”  song) 
and  lyrics,  excellently  written  and  rhymed 
ones  by  the  way,  told  all  about  Colleen 

Moore’s  picture,  "Irene,"  treating  it  as  a 
sioter  picture  to  "Sally.”  The  thing  went 
off  bang-bang-bang,  slides  alternating  with 
film  sections  from  the  Technicolor  fashion 
show  in  the  picture,  with  music,  slides  and 
film  clicking  like  a   clock. 

Marajah  Holds  Stage 
at  Strand ;   Lichter, 

Band,  Go  Back  to  Pit 
MILWAUKEE,  April  27.— A   new 

kind  of  "note  reading”  is  being  intro- 

ALF.  T.  WILTON 
INCORPORATED 

12th  Floor  Drrani  2027>8 
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duced  to  Strand  patrons  this  week,  for 

Joie  Lichter  and  his  gang  have  retired 

to  the  pit  for  a   rest  after  weeks  of  sen- sational success  in  their  various  stage 

appearances,  and  a   mystic  has  taken 

their  place  on  the  stage  for  the  time being.  . 

“The  Great  Marajah”  is  the  name  of 

the  telepathist  who  reads  the  “Notes’ this  week,  and  his  long-distance  mind 
reading  is  not  a   bit  slow.  Answering 

questions  which  have  been  collected 
from  the  audience  in  sealed  envelopes 

and  placed  on  an  open  table  on  the  stage, 
he  introduces  several  novel  gags  that 
completely  mystify  the  house. 

In  several  instances  the  envelopes, 
which  have  been  deliberately  kept  before 

everyone’s  eyes  right  along,  are  called 
for  by  the  numbers  on  the  envelope  and 

returned  to  the  original  questioners  be- 

fore and  while  they  are  “read”  to  the house. 
In  addition  to  his  four  daily  shows 

Marajah  undertakes  to  answer  all  ques- 
tions in  people's  minds  in  an  oriental tent  erected  at  the  front  of  the  house. 

Here  he  adds  to  his  prestige  by  calling 
all  visitors  by  name  as  they  enter  the 
tent  flap. 

Starting  comparatively  slow  on  Satur- 

day, the  mystic’s  fame  had  spread  suffi- 
ciently by  Sunday  to  bring  packed 

houses,  and  big  business  seems  to  be 
assured. 

Wainwright  Sisters 
Put  on  Topping  Act 

at  Rialto  in  Omaha 

OMAH.A,  April  27. — London  contributed 
the  entertainment  offered  at  the  Rialto  this 
week,  in  the  persons  of  Muriel,  Madge  and 

Mary  Wainwright.  The  three  M’s,  which 
stand  for  “Merry  Musical  Maids”  as  well 
as  for  the  three  names,  are  an  excellent 
harmony  trio.  One  of  the  girls  also  strums 
a   ukulele.  They  sang  a   number  of  songs 
and  also  dance,  attired  in  kiddie  dresses, 
Their  act  was  well  received. 
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“By  permission  of  Irving  Berlin,”  said 
their  announcement,  recalling  that  they 

were  formerly  in  the  “Music  Box  Revue." 
'Htey  have  also  been  with  Raymond  Hitch- 

cock in  "Hitchy  Koo”  and  with  Al  Jolson 
in  “Bombo.”  They  came  from  England 

four  years  ago. Manager  Harry  Watts  put  on  another  of 
his  music  master  stories,  this  one  depicting 
the  life  of  Stephen  Foster  on  the  screen, 
with  songs  by  this  American  composer  by 

Harry  Brader’s  orchestra.  Although  Fos- 
ter's life  story  was  pathetic,  the  audience 

watched  the  screen  and  listened  to  the 
music  intently  and  applauded  heartily  at 

the  conclusion  of  the  feature. 

Song  and  Dance  Show 
Features  Holland  and 

Barry,  Van,  Schenck 
PHILADELPHIA.  April  27.— Seldom 

does  a   theatre  oresent  simultaneously  three 
such  extraordinary  attractions  as  were 
shown  at  the  Stanley  last  week  in  the  long 

feature,  Ibanez’  “Torrent,”  and  the  two 
divertisements,  Van  and  Schenck.  the  inter- 

national stars,  and  Jack  Holland  and  Jean 
Barry  with  their  Troubadours,  who  played 
a   return  engagement. 

The  Stanley  Symphony  Orchestra  played 
Gomez’  “111  Guarany,”  a   Spanish  theme  m 
keeping  with  the  long  feature:  the  Spanish 
atmosphere  was  also  carried  out  in  the 
dances  of  Holland  and  Barry. 

Perfection  in  artistic  dancing  and  stage 

settings  appears  to  have  been  attained  in 
the  dance  divertisement  of  Jack  Holland 
and  Jean  Barry  and  their  Troubadours. 
The  very  simplicity  of  the  mounting  adds 
to  its  effectiveness.  A   gorgeous  Spanish 
shawl  formed  the  back  drop  for  the  act, 
with  three  troubadours  stationed  at  the 

right  playing  a   tango  on  banjos.  Barry  and 
Holland,  in  Spanish  costume,  the  former 
with  a   magnificent  Spanish  shawl,  gave  a 
marvelous  and  artistic  interpretation  of  the 
tango.  Then  the  three  Troubadours  in  blue 
spot  played  the  Giarleston  in  brilliant  and 
snappy  style.  Following  this,  tvvo  of  the 
Troubadours  played  while  the  third  gave 
a   fine  exhibition,  of  soft  shoe  dancing. 

In  the  final  dance,  with  the  Troubadours 
and  the  Stanley  Orchestra  playing  Sousas 

“Stars  and  Stripes  Forever,’  ’in  rapid  tem- 
po, Holland  and  Barry  danced  a   whirling 

number  and  amazed  the  audience  by  tlieir 

skill.  Barry  spins  and  gyrates  on  one  foot 
so  rapidly  and  at  such  length  that  the 
audience  frequently  broke  into  applause 
and  as  a   climax  Holland  held  her  over  his 

head  and  whirled  around  until  it  was  amaz- 
ing that  either  could  stand  erect.  Applause 

that  was  loud  and  long  stopped  the  act. 

Gus  Van  and  Joe  Schenck,  billed  as  the 
“Pennant- Winning  Battery  of  Songland. 

hit  the  bull’s  eye  of  popular  approval  with 
a   number  of  new  songs  delivered  in  tJieir 
own  inimitable  style,  with  Schenck  at  the 

piano  plajang  in  just  the  proper  manner  to 
bring  out  Van’s  voice.  The  opening  song 
was  “Dinah,”  followed  by'  “Hooray  for 
Irish,”  and  “There  Never  Was  a_Pal  Like 
My  (Dwn  Gal.”  Van’s  impersonation  of  ao 
Italian  in  “Fie  Must-a  Have-a  Da  Wine, 
and  of  a   farmer  in  “I’d  Rather  Be  Down 
on  the  Farm,”  explain  why  these  two  have 

risen  to  the  top.  “Spinach,”  an  original 
and  clever  song,  and  "My  Home  Tovvn 

made  a   great  hit.  The  audience  avas  loath 
to  let  them  go  and  kept  them  on  the  stage 

after  the  expiration  of  the  20  minutes  al- 
lotted to  the  act. 

ARTHUR  SPIZZI 
Booking  the  Bettor  Picture  Theatre# 

NEW  YORK  OFFICE 

1560  BROADWAY 
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Gilda  Gray  Follies 
Shows  to  Capacity 

Business  at  Circle 

INDIANAPOLIS,  April  27.— One  of 
the  most  pretentious  specialty  acts  ever 
essayed  by  a   local  picture  house  was  pre- 

sented last  week  at  the  Circle  theatre, 
where  Gilda  Gray,  former  Ziegfeld  star, 

with  a   cast  of  six  former  “Follies  girls,” 
all  charming,  were  the  big  attraction. 
The  act  is  a   brilliant  and  spectacular 
syncopation  number  set  off  by  dazzling 
costuming  and  settings  and  by  a   colorful 
musical  background.  The  house  charged 
the  usual  prices  and  did  capacity  busi- 

ness during  the  entire  week. 

In  solo  dances  Miss  Gray  exhibits 
the  three  numbers  which  she  has  made 

famous,  the  Charleston,  the  "shimmy” 
and  the  Hawaiian  “hulu.”  She  is  surperb 
as  one  of  the  leading  exponents  of  re- 

fined jazz  and  her  production  as  to 
artistry  and  beauty  is  a   revelation. 

Excellent  support  of  the  star  was  given 
by  the  six  girls  composing  the  cast. 
Their  work  was  a   fine  exhibition  of  the 
jazz  dance.  A   word  of  praise  is  due  the 
settings  before  which  Miss  Gray  and  her 
dancers  work.  There  are  several  changes, 
all  of  them  colorful  and  elegant,  and 
like  the  rest  of  the  act,  subdued  to  the 
point  of  real  art.  The  Circle  orchestra 
provided  the  musical  background  in 
fitting  manner. 
While  in  the  city  Miss  Gray  gave  a 

special  show  at  the  theatre  Tuesday 
^o^ryjng  for_  the  children  of  the  James 
Whitcomb  Riley  Memorial  hospital,  with 
a   special  program  of  songs  and  dances for  them. 

Louis  Forbstein’s 
Orchestra  Puts  on 

Another  Funny  Act 
fy\NSAS  CITY,  April  27. — Louis  Forb- 

stem  and  his  Royal  Syncopators  were  put lo  the  acid  test,  as  far  as  their  powers  of origination  were  concerned,  this  week.  The 
long  feature  picture,  “For  Heaven’s  Sake,” served  as  the  foundation  upon  which  the 
pyncopators’  performance  and  concert  was ouiJt,  When  the  picture  was  held  over  a 
second  week  it  was  not  so  difficult  to 
Change  and  find  new  stunts,  but  when  the third  week  came  it  was  not  so  easy. 
However,  Forbstein,  despite  the  fact  that 

e   IS  supposed  to  be  director  of  an  orches- 
ra  instead  of  a   stage  director,  performed ns  task  admirably.  New  farcial  stunts ''ere  arranged,  the  makeshift  hats  and 

which  served  to  produce 
‘   ghter  for  two  weeks  being  supplanted clothing  for  the  Synco- 

lari»k^  change  to  quickly.  Just  as  many ughs  were  forthcoming  as  during  the weeks.  The  concert  lasted 
the  attendance  was  about 

ttxieland/’  Singing 
Act,  Near  Flop;  Poor 

Staging  Contributory 
Ap’’’*  27.— “Dixieland,”  in- 

a   ni2ir^iA' doubie  male  quartet  in setting,  was  a   mediocre 

tbp  Metropolitan  theatre 
closed,  and  drew  only  fair 

soiifA«  ̂ ^spite  the  outfit’s  repertoire  of iT^elodies.  Their  singing  of 
strnnrv’  he  expected,  won 
Clip  but  the  clog  dancing  of 
of  '"embers  was  the  real  hit O'  the  performance. 

'nmuature  log  cabin  set  up  on  one 

side  of  the  small  stage  crowded  the  per- lormers  and  bales  of  real  cotton  on  the 
opposite  side,  although  lending  realism, also  pressed  the  singers  for  space.  The backdrop  represented  a   field  of  cotton with  an  incandescent  moon  above.  This 
was  effective,  except  for  the  racing 
clouds  projected  from  a   camera  behind 
the  drop.  They  moved  too  rapidly  for 
the  tempo  of  the  presentation  and  de- 

tracted from  all  e.xcept  the  clog  dancing number.  The  act  ran  15  minutes. 
Director  Enrico  Leide  again  resorted 

to  Irving  Berlin  numbers  for  his  over- 
ture, leading  his  orchestra  through  a   se- 

lected group  including  “Always,”  “Re- 
member” and  “I'd  Climb  the  Highest 

Mountains  if  I   Knew  I'd  Find  You." 
The  long  feature  picture,  “The  Reck- 

less Lady,  ’   was  scored  with  the  tuneful 
waltz  ballad,  “While  We  Danced  Till 
Dawn.”  A   Hal  Roach  comedy  "The 
Wages  of  Tin,”  and  the  Metropolitan news  completed  the  program. 

‘^Garden  of  Girls,” 
Edwards  Road  Unit 

Goes  Well  in  K.  C. 
KANSAS  CITY.  April  27.-Gus  Ed- 

ward s   Garden  of  Girls,”  a   Publix  presen- 
tation, at  the  Newman  theatre  last  week 

had  just  about  all  the  girls  one  would  care 
to  see  in  one  performance.  And  the  mem- 

bers of  the  cast  were  much  more  than 
something  of  beauty  to  look  at.  Virtually 
each  member  is  a   finished  dancer,  although 
there  are  two  or  three  young  men  whose 
part  is  so  minor  that  one  wonders  why 
they  are  carried. 

The  act  is  in  one  scene,  representing  as 
could  be  expected,  a   flower  garden.  Each 
girl  is  dressed  to  represent  a   flower  in  the 
garden  in  a   pretty  stage  setting.  The  act IS  woven  through  with  a   number  of  old 
time  song  hits,  but  is  interspersed  with  new 
medleys  that  offer  a   pleasing  contrast. 
There  are  no  outstanding  stars,  the  entire 
act_  functioning  as  clockwork  with  each 
artist  fitting  into  his  or  her  role  with  per- 

fection. The  performance  lasts  30  minutes. 
“The  Garden  of  Girls”  compares  well  with 
any  of  the  previous  Publix  presentations 
and  the  attendance  all  week  was  good. 

Cambrians  Operatic Presentation  Hits 
Hard  in  St.  Louis 

ST.  LOUIS,  April  27.— "Great  Moments 
from  Grand  Opera,”  the  Frank  Cambria stage  presentation  featured  at  the  Missouri ffieatre  the  week  of  April  17-23  was  an  am- 

bitious stage  offering  for  a   motion  picture house,  and  be  it  said  a   very  pleasing  one. 
Somewhat  heavier  than  the  usual  bill-of- tare  for  picture  palace  patrons,  it  is  so 

well  done  it  is  easily  digestible.  It  is  well 
costumed,  pleasingly  set  and  the  singing and  acting  is  of  high  standard.  A   well balanced  offering. 

Three  "Great  Moments  From  Grand 
(^era  are  given— the  prayer  scene  from Uavallcria  Rusticana.”  the  “Miserere”  duet Trovatore”  and  the  trio  from 
haust.  The  last  aroused  the  most  cn- 

thusiam  genuine,  spontaneous.  whole- hearted enthusiasm,  well  deserved. 
Charles  Previn  and  his  Missouri  Sym- 

phony orchestra  gave  as  their  overture 
mimber  Thomas  “Mignon,”  during  which the  harpist  was  given  some  solo  moments, t   revin  concluded  his  offering  with  a   jazz 
number  in  which  he  directs  without  baton, using  his  arms  in  a   daily  dozen  manner. 

Slosser  at  the  organ  played  ‘T 
Wish  I   Had  My  Old  Girl  Back  Again" assisted  by  Rudy  Baie,  vocalist.  Mary Karnes  and  Mildred  Cady,  radio  singers 
did  very  well  with  “I  Love  My  Baby.” 

Max  Oolin  Introduces 
His  Own  Composition 

(Sf’eciol  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

SAN  FRANCISCO,  April  27.— Pat- 
rons of  the  California  were  pleasantly 

surprised  when  that  theatre’s  popular orchestra  leader.  Max  Dolin,  played  his 
own  composition,  “Spanish  Dances,"  on his  violin.  In  his  concert  Dolin  was 
compelled  to  play  another  number,  for 
humor  was  introduced  with  the  presenta- 

tion of  “A  Musical  Tale,”  especially  ar- 
ranged for  the  California  orchestra.  Se- 

lections from  “Carmen”  were  also  part 
of  Dolin’s  program. 

Managing  Director  Edward  L.  Hyman  of  the  Brooklyn  Mark  Strand  theatre  staged 

a   very  realistic  presentation  to  Warner  Brothers  “The  Sea  Beast”  during  the  rxin 
of  the  picture  at  that  house.  Earl  K.  Smith,  bass-barytone,  was  featured.  During 

the  prologue  the  scene  changed  from  a   beautiful  moonlight  night  to  a   night  of 

storm;  thunder,  lightning  and  cloud  effects  added  to  the  realism  of  the  scene. 
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THE  THEATRE 
Q^ASDtpartmmt  of  Practical  Showmanship 

House  Organs  Provide  Free  Advertising 
Regularly  When  Merchants  Buy  Space; 

Blair  Paper  Enters  Exchange  List 
A   form  of  advertising  for  motion  picture  theatres  that  has  become  popu- 

lar is  the  circulation  of  house  organs.  Exhibitors  have  learned  quickly 
that  house  organs  are  far  less  of  phenomena  than  of  common  sense  and 
effort. 

Not  every  theatre  has  a   house  organ  now.  Neither  does  every  theatre 

make  organized  effort  of  any  kind  in  advertising.  But  the  House  Organ 
Exchange  List  printed  regularly  in  this  department  is  evidence  to  readers 

that  the  percentage  of  theatre  publishers  is  high.  The  list  has  grown  from 

a   handful  several  months  ago  to  a   number  exceeding  the  half  a   hundred 

mark.  And  that  list  reveals  only  the  names  of  those  publishers  who  have 

expressed  a   desire  to  exchange  papers  via  the  mailing  list. 

Nevertheless  it  is  an  indicator  of  the  growing  popularity  of  one  form  of 
advertising. 

*   *   * 

Small  Sheet  Highly  Popular 
In  the  hundreds  of  theatre  papers  that  come  to  the  Herald  regularly  it 

is  easy  to  note  important  characteristics  about  them  which  if  passed  on 
prove  helpful  to  exhibitors  who  are  eager  to  put  the  ideas  into  use. 

Two  sizes  of  papers  are  popular.  The  most  popular  is  the  five  and  one- 
fourth  by  eight  inch  folder  of  four  pages.  Its  size  is  such  that  it  goes  into 
a   wrapper  or  envelope  with  but  one  fold  of  the  mailer. 

Other  of  its  virtues  are  that  it  is  easily  handled  by  the  reader.  A   patron 
places  it  comfortably  into  a   pocket  and  reads  it  at  leisure.  It  is  not  bulky. 
It  contains  a   number  of  brief  items  pertaining  to  the  theatre  and  to  studio 
news.  Brief  items  are  readable. 

The  larger  size  which  is  second  in  popularity  among  theatre  publishers 
is  10^  by  \Ay^  inches,  a   four  page  folder.  Although  it  is  less  easily  handled 
by  a   reader  it  permits  much  more  space  for  advertising  than  the  former  size. 

It  provides  more  space  for  news  of  local  and  Hollywood  film  doings.  A 
greater  display  is  allowed  for  the  “playing”  of  stories  and  art. 

Each  size  has  its  good  points.  The  larger  paper  may  succeed  in  com- 
munities where  the  smaller  one  would  not. 

*   *   * 

Sells  25%  of  Space  to  Advertisers 

.An  important  item  in  publishing  the  paper  is  the  advertising  space  sold 
to  local  merchants.  “Movie  Chatter”  whose  circulation  is  2.000  and  which 
is  published  in  Frostburg,  Md.,  by  the  Palace  Theatre  Company,  has  been 
running  but  a   short  time,  yet  appears  to  be  on  a   paying  basis.  Its  adver- 

tising in  its  April  5   issue  approximated  23  column  inches.  Its  four  pages  of additional  text  rneasured  but  an  approximate  75  column  inches;  Its  adver- 
tising in  its  April  19  issue  approximated  49  column  inches.  In  that  issue 

its  size  had  been  increased  and  its  entire  space  measured  approximately 180  column  inches. 

It  is  logical  then  to  conclude  that  this  paper  which  is  still  a   new  one  is 
selling  25  per  cent  of  its  space  to  advertisers.  Which  should  mean  it  is 
being  compensated  greatly  for  the  effort  of  printing  the  paper. 

s)e  *   >|t 

One  Style  of  Type  Predominant 
In  another  column  Charles  Raymond,  of  Kansas  City,  discusses  the  se- 

lection of  type  for  advertising  copy. 
The  importance  of  typography  in 

house  organs  is  brought  to  mind 
with  the  contribution  by  M.  1. 

Blair,  of  San  Francisco,  of  a   new 

paper  called  the  St.  Francis  New.s, 
Mr.  Blair  knows  a   thing  or  two 

about  type.  He  knows  enough  about 
it  to  execute  a   style  of  type  display 

in  the  St.  Francis  News  which  seek' 

its  equal  in  theatre  publications. 

The  first  rule,  we  suspect,  that  he 

has  been  governed  by  is  that  one 

style  of  type  must  dominate.  He 
has  chosen  a   bodoni  with  bodoni 

italic.  It  is  a   pretty  face  type  and 

proves  for  him  a   beautiful  answer 

toi  his  need.  And  for  the  sake  of 

variety  he  has  chosen  italics  for  his 

body  type  in  the  editorial  position. 

Another  hint  coming  from  the  pa- 

per printed  by  Blair  is  that  two  or 

three  engravings,  halftones,  dress 

up  the  appearance  of  his  paper  and 

add  greatly  to  the  inviting  quality 

of  its  pages.  Blair  uses  the  smaller 

size  for  his  paper  yet  he  finds  it  pos- 

sible to  arrange  his  material  in  such 

a   way  that  the  engravings  fit  in 
neatly  to  his  layout. 

A   banner  nine  stories  high  ex- 

ploited Harold  Lloyd's  “For Heaven’s  Sake,”  Paramount  pic- 
ture. The  banner  may  be  seen 

fixed  on  the  side  of  the  Lehman 

building  in  Peoria,  111.  The  film 

was  showed  in  the  Apollo  theatre. 
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Copy  Service 
For  Exhibitor 

House  Organs 

House  organ  or  newspaper 

pubileation  rights  to  this  copy 

is  granted  exhibitors  by  the 

“Herald”  herewith. 

CLOUDS  OF  BLUE 

'T'HE  American  Medical  Association  in 
session  recentli'  at  Dallas,  Tex.,  heard 

reports  of  physicians  who  said  that  mo- 
tion pictures  had  no  serious  effects  on 

the  ej'cs  of  cinema  fans. 
If  one  can  read,  write  or  work  without 

eye  fatigue,  there  is  no  harm  in  attending 
motion  pictures,  L)r.  Ray  Irvine  and  Dr. 
M.  F.  Weyman  of  Los  Angeles  conclud- 

ed in  a   paper  giving  data  on  a   series  of 

experiments.  “The  smoking  of  a   single 
cigar  perhaps  lessens  the  vision  more 

than  a   long  period  at  the  movies.” 
So  there  goes  another  cloud  formed 

by  untruthful  words  of  people  who  un- 
justly criticize  motion  pictures.  People 

who  solemnly  declare  “something  should 
be  done  for  the  sake  of  motion  pictures” 
are  often  people  who  are  untruthful 
when  they  pretend  to  be  working  for  the 
good  of  pictures;  they  are  misleadino"  the 
public  when  they  declare  thev  have  any 
affection  in  their  regard  for  motion  pic- 

tures. Instead  the”  are  emitting  clouds 
of  superheated  oxygen  that  are  intended 
to  draw  some  attention  to  themselves  in 
their  self  righteousness.  The  clouds  are 
blue  in  color  and  are  flimsy  when  con- 

fronted with  such  evidence  as  comes 
forth  in  Dallas. 

HELPS  CHILD  HEALTH  PLAN 

motion  picture  industry  cooper- 
ates \yith  the  American  Child  Health 

■y^ociation  and  the  General  Federation 
of  Women’s  Clubs  this  year  in  the  ob- 

servance of  National  Child  Health  Day. set  for  May  1. 

_   Slides  have  been  prepared  by  the  Mo- 
tion Picture  Producers  and  Distributors 

ot  America,  Inc.,  and  will  be  distributed 
lor  use  in  any  motion  picture  theatre  of 

country  desiring  them.  Mrs.  Walter 
McISab  Miller,  of  New  York  City,  Chair- 
nian  of  the  department  of  public  welfare 

ri  u   ̂   General  Federation  of  Women’s 
Unbs,  will  direct  the  campaign  for  child 
uealth  in  the  latter  association. 

This  Idea  Is  Inexpensive 

for  Denny^s  U   Production 
When  Reginald  Denny  in  “What  Hap- 

pened  to  Jones”  played  the  Hyland 
tneatre  in  Homewood,  Pa.,  a   suburb  of 
t   ittsburg,  Lon  B.  Ramsdell,  Universal  ex- 

ploiter, put  on  a   campaign.  Through  the 
co-operation  of  the  police  he  was  per- 

muted to  deposit  on  one  of  the  main 
streets  an  automobile  wreck  with  cards 
reading:  '“What  Happened  to  Jones’  when ue  Ignored  the  traffic  rules.  See  what  this 
wreck  did  to  the  Jones’  at  the  Hyland, 
April   ” 

On  another  street  he  placed  a   load  of  I' 
banners  bearing  the  legend :   i 

•ihercs  a   barrel  of  laughs  in  ‘What  Hap-  |! 
Pened  to  Jones’  at  the  Hyland.”  In  the winclow  of  a   real  estate  office  a   card  an-  i 
nounced:  “Goodness  knows,  nothing  would  ! 
ave  happened  to  Jones  had  he  owned  one  j 
t   our  homes.  As  he  did  not,  see  ‘Wliat  r 
appened  to  Jones’  at  the  Hyland  theatre.  I. 

House  Divided  in  London 

for  “Cohens  and  Keliys” 
A   novelty  was  provided  at  the  trade 

showing  of  “The  Cohens  and  Kellys”  in 
I^ndon  by  dividing  the  house  into  two  sec- 

tions. On  one  side  sat  the  Cohens  and  on 
the  other  the  Kellys— theoretically. 
The  invitations  sent  out  for  this  show- 

ing asked  the  guests  to  indicate  on  an 
enclosed  card  which  family  they  wished  to 
sit  with,  Cohen  or  Kelly.  For  the  pro- 

logue the  stage  was  set  with  two  rooms. 
In  one  was  the  Cohen  family  and  in  the 
other,  the  Kellys.  After  a   short  act.  'a 
chorus  of  Tiller  girls  dressed  as  American 

cops  ’   captured  the  stage. 

The_  ushers  were  all  dressed  as  police- 
men— "to  keep  order  and  prevent  fatali- 

ties,” writes  James  V.  Bryson,  managing director  of  the  European  Motion  Picture 
Company,  distributors  of  Universal  prod- 

uct in  the  LInited  Kingdom. 

Human  Fly  in  Flaming 

Robe  Exploits  “Phantom” 
Abe  Kraft,  who  owns  and  manages 

the  Lyceum  and  New  Royal  theatres  in 

Findlay,  Ohio,  obtained  a   “human  fly”  to 
climb  the  outside  of  the  New  Royal  the 

night  “The  Phantom  of  the  Opera”  opened. 
The  “fly,”  dressed  in  red  Phantom  robes, 
was  on  the  street  Saturday  and  Monday 
distributing  long  red  cards  announcing  that 

he  was  the  “Phantom  of  the  Opera”  and 
would  climb  the  New  Royal  Monday  night. 
He  drew  a   crowd  of  1,000  and  his  stunt 
was  given  a   good  space  in  the  local 

papers. 

What  Showmen 
Are  Doing  to 

Get  Business 

A   phototype  survey  of  current 
exhibiter  business  effort,  with 

pictures  upon  the  accompany- 

ing pages. 

BLAIR  BRINGS  NEW 
ENTRY  TO  H.  O.  LIST 

The  Theatre: 
Exhibitors  Herald. 

Enclosed  is  the  first  revised  edition  of 
the  St.  Francis  Theatre  News  which  I 

wish  to  enter  on  your  exchange  list.  I 

am  also  mailing  a   copy  to  each  exchange- 
ite  in  your  issue  of  April  10. 
The  St.  Francis  being  a   long  run 

house,  makes  it  difficult  to  incorporate 

a   “News  Along  the  Rialto”  column  be- 
cause items  that  would  be  of  some  inter- 

est on  the  day  of  publication  would  es- 
sentially decrease  whatever  spark  of 

character  the  issue  contains  during  tlie 
fourth  or  fifth  week  of  a   picture. 
The  St.  Francis  is  the  newest  of  the 

Publix  theatres  in  San  Francisco  and 
likewise  tlie  newest  first  run  house  in  the 

city.  Ed  Smith  is  managing  director, 

coming  with  the  Paramount  staff  from 
the  State  theatre  in  Oakland  last  Octo- 

ber. 
Respectfully,  M.  J,  Blair,  Publicity,  St. 

Francis  Theatre,  San  Francisco,  Cal. 

•   Exhibitors  House  Organ  Exchange 
Entry  of  name  in  this  list  signifies  willingness  to  exchange  theatre  publications 

with  other  theatre  publishers  for  mutual  benefit. 

E.  E.,  Falls  theaus,  Cajohoga  Falls,  O. 

BLAIR,  Kt.  J.,  St.  Fraocls  tLeatro,  Saa  Fran- 
ciseo,  Cal. 

BENBEE,  A.  R.,  Olrmpla,  CUvetaod,  Okla. 

BENTLEY,  FLOYS  E.,  Kelso  Aniusesient  Co., 

Kelso,  Wesls'. 
BROWNELL,  OSSIE,  Carthage  theatres,  Gtorers- 

villo,  N.  Y. 

BROWNING,  HARRY,  Olympia,  Nevf  Eavon, 

Cosn. 
BOBERT,  E.  R.,  Kelropolltas,  Morgantown, W.  Va. 

BURNS,  FRANK  H.,  Orlando  Enterprises,  Or- 
lando, FEa. 

CHRISTENSEN,  C.  R.,  Twin  City,  O.ehatls, 
Wash. 

COX,  E5>.  F..  Princess,  Bristol,  Colo. 
DALEY,  THOMAS  S.,  SshSne  Amusement  Co., 

GSoversville,  N.  Y. 

EVELAND,  EARLE,  Twin  Qly  Opera  Souse, 
MeConnelsvlUe,  O. 

FAWKS,  E.  L.,  Photo  Phone,  Crarord,  Tea. 

GARDNER,  HUGH  T.,  Orphenm,  Neoeho,  Mo. 

GAULT.  J.  C.,  American,  Oakland,  Cal. 

GILL,  R.  A.  Strand,  Honey  Grove,  Tex. 

GLASER,  WELL  J.,  Grand,  Ferihaolt,  Mina. 
HAMHURCER,  P.  M.,  Circle,  Portland,  Ore. 

HARLEY,  ALONZA,  Valenllne,  DeBamee.  Ohio. 

JUDD,  FORREST  E.,  Prospect,  Kansas  City,  Mo. 

KOGLEN,  M.,  Scout,  Oakdale,  La. 

KRAMER,  LOUIS  P.,  LublSner  &   Trlnx  The- 
atres. 

Sne.,  SG7  North  Michigan  Ave.,  Chieego,  lU. 

LITTLE,  T.  L.,  Majestic,  Camden,  S.  C. 

LUKACHIE.  A.  J.,  Hcuher.  Camden.  Ark. 

MasLEOD,  M.,  Wolverine,  Saginaw,  Mich. 

MASSEY,  EARL  D.>  Texas,  Killeen,  Tex. 

MILLER,  CARL  F.,  Miller  theatre,  Fremont, 

Ohio. 

MOCK,  CARL  F.,  S6ih  Street,  Philadelphia,  Pa. 

MOSS,  EDGAR  A.,  Marlon  Theatre  News,  Glass 
Block,  Marion,  lad. 

MURPHY,  HAROLD  S.,  Woodlawn,  Chleogo. 

NICKOLS,  DON,  Durham  Amniement  Company, 

Durham,  N.  C. 

O'ROURKE,  JACK,  Lanrel,  Lanrel  Springs,  N.  ]. 

OLSON,  K.  C.,  Majestie  theatre,  Reedsbnrg, 
Wls. 

GSTENBERG,  J.  H.,  Orpheora,  Seollsbluff,  Neb. 

PAYNE,  EARLE  HALL,  Kenineky,  Leolaglon Ky. 

PIERCE,  HOWARD  O.,  Kunsky  Theatrical  Ent.. 

Detroit,  Mich. 
POPE,  CLEM,  T.  &   D.,  Oakland,  Cal. 

RANDALL.  E.  H.,  Liberty,  Condon,  Ore. 

RIVERS.  EDWIN  B.,  1?13  South  Main  street, 

Boyol  Theatre,  Los  Anseles,  Cei. 

SACHS.  S.  M.,  Masonle,  Clifton  Forgs,  Va. 
SCHWIE,  F.  F.,  Duluth,  Duluth,  Minn. 

SHARPE,  PHILIP  B.,  Sirond  Theatre  PubUshlng 

Co.,  Portland,  Me. 
SNYDER,  E.  A.,  Rialto-Virginlo,  Champaign,  III. 
SOLOMON,  R.,  Strand,  McComb,  Miss. 

SORG,  J.  H.,  JeSTcrson,  Fort  Wayne,  Ind. 
STIEFEL,  S.,  Roxhoro,  Philadelphia,  Pa. 

STILES,  J.  R.,  The  Dallec  Amusement  Co., 
The  Dalles,  Ore. 

WALLACE,  H.  JIM,  Lincoln  Sqanre,  Decatur, 
lU. 

WEINBERG,  I.,  New  and  Lyrie,  Lexington,  Va. 
WHEELER,  ED  A.,  Ohio,  Cleveland,  O. 

WHITBECK,  FRANK.  West  Coast  Theatres,  Ine., 
134  Leavenworth  St.,  San  Francisco,  Cal. 

WILSON,  T.  S.,  Seetye,  Abilene,  Kan. 

WOODWARD,  KENNETH  V.,  Penn-Stote  Amnse- 
meni  Co.,  Unlonlown,  Pa. 

(Exhihitos-)          j 
(Theatre)      J 

(City)    Slate     j 
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Red  Haired  Clevelanders  Compete 

in  Fox  Stunt  for  “Sandy’*  Film 
The  premiere  opening  in  Cleveland  of  “Sandy,”  the  Fox  screen  adaptation 

of  Elenore  Meherin’s  novel,  was  ushered  in  at  the  Loew’s  State  theatre  with 
an  exploitation  campaign  that  contained  a   number  of  novel  ideas  which  at- 

tracted considerable  attention. 

Added  interest  was  aroused  by  a   Red 
Head  competition  run  by  the  Cleveland 
News.  This  competitiori  was  inspired 

by  the  fact  that  “Sandy,”  now  satisfied 
witli  having  made  a   sensation  on  the 
screen,  insists  that  Venus  de  Milo  was 

red-haired.  And  red  heads  are  inciden- 
tally not  only  the  most  shapely,  but  also, 

most  beautiful  girls  in  any  community. 
This  competition  later  developed  into 
two  contests;  one  for  the  most  perfectly 
formed  redhaired  girl,  and  the  otlier  for 
the  most  beautiful  titian  haired  damsel. 

Photographs  and  physical  measurements 
of  competitors  were  published  daily  in 
the  Cleveland  News.  The  semifinal  win- 

ners were  introduced  upon  the  stage  of 
the  State  theatre  and  two  winners  were 
picked  by  popular  applause. 

School  Blackboards 

The  campaign  opened  two  weeks  in 
advance  of  the  release  date.  It  con- 

sisted of  mailing  5,000  State  Newsettes, 
a   house  organ  distributed  to  patrons. 
The  lobby  was  decorated  with  ten  school 

blackboards  upon  which  were  painted  in 
water  colors  fullsized,  fluffy  sketches  of 

“Sandy.”  This  transformed  the  lobby 
into  a   splendid  study  in  black  and  white. 

Another  effective  tie-up  was  arranged 
with  radio  broadcasting  station  WEAR, 
whereby  the  Ohioans,  famous  local  radio 
orchestra,  specialized  in  playing  nightly 

the  song:  “Hello  Sandy,”  the  music 
score  dedicated  to  the  photoplay.  Ar- 

rangements were  also  effected  with  all 
other  bands  in  Cleveland  to  play  the 
song  nightly.  Cards  were  supplied  each 
band,  reading: 

“   ‘Sandy’ — dedicated  to  ‘Sandi',’  now  at 
the  State  theatre.” 

Three  special  snipes,  printed  black  on 
yellow,  car  cards  as  well  as  fifteen  U.  S. 
recruiting  boards  placed  in  some  of  the 
important  corners  of  the  city  were  also 
used  to  good  advantage. 

Beauty  Parlors  Help 

Exploit  “Sandy” 
Manny  Mandelbaiim,  the  live  wire 

showman  of  the  Temple  theatre  in  To- 
ledo. Ohio,  lined  up  more  than  100 

harber  and  beauty  parlors  within  a   radius 
of  20  miles  to  help  him  broadcast  the 
‘Sandy”  Bob. 
Each  shop  contained  a   window  card 

and  photographs  of  Madge  Bellamy 

showing  her  new  “Sandy”  Bob.  The 
constant  repetition  of  these  cards  and 
photographs  in  so  many  shops  proved  a 
valuable  asset  to  the  box  office. 

Another  tieup  which  assisted  in  gain- 
ing considerable  attention  for  the  pic- 
ture was  arranged  with  the  U.  S.  re- 

cruiting office.  Twenty  three  boards 
were  used  with  the  following  copy: 

"Sandy” 
The  1926  Flapper 

Is  A   Booster  For  The 
U.  S.  Army 

See William  Fox’s  Picture 
“Sandy” 

Temple  Threatre  Now 
And  Then 

Join  The  Army 

Two  weeks  before  the  opening  of  the 

picture,  the  manager  had  placed  inside 
the  theatre,  above  the  heads  of  the  au- 

dience, a   special  flasher,  reading: 

“Watch  Out  For  ‘Sandy,’  She’ll  be  here 

soon.” 

Cards  announcing  the  picture  were 

also  placed  in  many  of  the  leading 
hotels. 

Owl  Drug  Ties  Up 
with  Publix  for 
20,000  Lloyd  Dolls 
The  Owl  Drug  Company  of  Los 

Angeles,  which  has  more  than  300 
stores  in  Southern  California,  used 

page  advertisements  announcing  the 
distribution  of  Harold  Lloyd  dolls  free. 
They  distributed  10,000  of  these  the  first 
week  which  were  supplied  by  the  Publix 
theatres  and  the  second  10,000  by  the 
drug  company. 

They  are  supplied  at  about  one-half 
cent  apiece.  The  drug  company  sells  a 
piece  of  cotton  to  fill  the  doll  for  20 
cents.  The  scheme  worked  out  so  suc- 

cessfully here  that  General  Manager 
Head  of  the  Owl  company  has  an- 

nounced a   similar  tieup  will  be  made 

with  any  theatre  in  any  part  of  the 

country  with  the  Owl  Drug  Company. 

Margarita,  Fischer  is  “Eliza”  in "Uncle  Tom’s  Cabin,”  now  being 
made  by  Harry  Pollard  for 
Universal. 

Local  Band  Boosts 

“The  Johnstown  Flood” 
To  usher  in  the  premiere  showing  of 

“The  Johnston  Flood,”  the  Fox  Film 
special  at  the  Grand  theatre  in  Massillon, 

Ohio,  Manager  Norkin  made  a   ten  point 

strike  when  he  tied  up  with  the  Mas- 
sillon band.  This  band  represents  the 

leading  club  of  the  city,  and  is  so  much 
the  toast  of  the  towm,  that  last  year 

the  city  fathers  .set  aside  an  appropria- 
tion for  the  band.  This  year  they  were 

overlooked. 

Manager  Norkin  solved  the  problem 
for  the  crowd.  He  arranged  to  have  the 
band  go  on  parade  every  day  during  the 

engagement  of  the  picture,  and  also  to 

play  in  front  of  the  theatre  three  times 
a   day;  once  in  the  afternoon  and  twice 
in  the  evening.  For  this  the  musicians 
received  a   certain  percentage  of  the  box 
office  receipts,  which  were  used  toward 

getting  the  band  new  instruments  and 
uniforms.  This  resulted  in  a   splendid 
ballyhoo. 

The  Massillon  Independent  also  tied 
up  with  the  band.  This  newspaper  ran 

many  daily  stories  about  the  picture, 
urging  the  folks  to  turn  out  and  help 

buy  new  uniforms  for  "their  boys.” 
As  a   further  stimulant  to  the  box 

office,  2500  letters  announcing  the  en- gagement, were  sent  out. 

And  Bedell’s  Exploitation  Banner 
Reached  Nigh  Unto  the  Heavens 

'^HE  12  story  Lehmann  building  dominates  the  main •L  street  in  Peoria,  111.  Its  walls,  which  stand  10 
stones^  higher  than  surrounding  buildings,  offer  the 
advertiser  display  space  of  inestimable  value. 

C.  W.  Bedell,  manager  of  the  Apollo  theatre,  took 
^vantage  of  this  and  a   week  prior  to  the  opening  of 
Harold  Lloyd  in  “For  Heaven’s  Sake,”  a   Paramount 
release,  he  was  given  permission  to  hang  a   banner  nine 
stones  high  on  which  was  painted  merely  the  title 
of  the  picture.  This  aroused  comment  and  curiosity throughout  the  city. 

On  the  day  of  the  opening  a   second  banner  was  hung 
.   the  second  one  reading,  “Apollo 
All  Week.  Harold  Lloyd.” 

A   Grand  and  Glorious  Feeling 

by  Briggs 

WKSM  vouti  Wt»E  TARES  YOU  TO  TnC  PlCTOHei    AMO 

Vow  expecT  to  sit  through  twclwe  reels  op  ceep 

STOfF  —   AMD  VOORt  WOHpeRlNG  IP  THE  CmAIHS  will 
SS  SORT  EHOUGH  TOSLEEP  IN~ANp 
ALl  Of  A   SUODEN  VOW  SEE  HARPy 

IAN6D0N  FLASHED  OH  THE  SCREEN 
FOR  THE  WHOLE  SHOW  — 

AiN'T  IT  A   S-R-aANa 
mo  SLORtous  fselin'  ? 

Famous  laugh  makers  are  ieeding 

the  laughs  at  HARRY  LANGDON’S first  for  First  Natooal,  ‘^Trarap,  Traujp, 

Tramp”. The  above  ad  was  carried  on  the  back  of  a   plain  post- 
card to  exploit  the  First  National  comedy,  "Tramp. 

Tramp,  Tramp.”  The  postcards  were  sent  out  to  ex- hibitors and  exchangemen. 

A 
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Make  Your  Copy  Appeal  to  Y   our  Patron 
N   writing  ad  copy  for  your  theatre 
it  should  be  remembered  that  the 

majority  of  your  patrons  are 
women  and  that  the  ads  should  appeal 
to  them.  There  are  theatres  where 
this  rule  does  not  apply  because  the 
pictures  showed  are  most  appealing 
to  the  masculine  patron. 
A   number  of  other  rules  have  been 

set  down  for  copywriters  of  theatres 
by  Charles  Raymond  in  a   recent  ar- 

ticle in  the  Close-Up,  a   Publix  the- 
atre institution.  Raymond  was  at  one 

time  with  Balaban  &   Katz  in  Chicago 
from  where  he  went  to  Kansas  City 
with  the  publicity  staff  of  the  New- 

man and  Royal  theatres.  He  is  now 
managing  a   presentation  act. 
Amusement  copy  differs  from  all 

others  because  it  is  written  faster.  Com- 

mercial copy  is  prepared  in  agencies  by 
a   staff  of  experts  who  specialize  in  one 
particular  part  of  the  ad.  In  the  theatre 
the  press  agent  is  the  layout  man,  copy 
writer  and  in  many  cases  the  artist.  In 
many  instances  the  ad  must  be  written 

and_  ordered  in  to  make  the  Sunday 
editions  in  a   day  or  two.  If  the  average 
agency  man  were  asked  to  prepare  a   piece 
of  copy  in  that  period  of  time  he  would  be 

helpless,  yet  it  is  an  everyday  occur- 
ence with  the  amusement  copy  writer. 

This,  however,  js  not  a. fact  to  extol,  on 
the  contrary  it  is  to  be  regretted.  Since 
this  condition  cannot  be  corrected  the 
next  best  thing  to  do  is  adapt  a   means 
of  being  sure_  the  copy  prepared  in  so 
^hort  a   time  is  adaptable  to  immediate 
consumption  by  the  reader  and  that  it 
has  sufficient  story  to  create  a   desire 
in  the  mind  of  the  reader  to  attend  the 
show  advertised. 

Obvious  appeals  for  action  are  many 
times  the  surest  but  there  is  now  a   new 
school  of  advertisers  who  say  the  sub- 

conscious appeal  is  the  strongest.  Its 
adaptability  to  commercial  copy  is  ap- 

parent. Whether  it  can  be  applied  to 
amusement  copy  with  successful  results 
IS  problematical.  Many  of  the  principals 
are  of  a   typographical  and  make-up 
nature.  _   These  of  course  are  applicable 
to  all  kinds  of  advertising  and  especially 
that  of  the  theatre,  since  there  are  often 
so  many  different  appeals  to  make  in  the 
same  ad,  this  all  tending  toward  slovenly 
composition  and  make-shift  typography. 
I   he  well  balanced  ad  will  carry  sub- 

consciously, the  message  of  a   well  bal- 
anced program.  All  art  work,  of  course, 

oiHst  be  well  done,  since  illustrations 
carry  more  subconscious  influence  than 
Written  copy.  On  the  illustration  rests 
the  responsibility  of  inducing  the  reader 

*°^can  the  rest  of  the  ad. 
Black  12-point  rules,  so  often  u.sed  by 

advertisers  to  get  attention,  carry  the 
wrong  message  when  the  eye  has  been 
arrested,  due  to  their  association  with 
death  notices.  Broad  welts  of  black 
catch  tile  eye  by  shock,  not  by  attrac- 

.They  do  not  compel  attention,  for 
attention  means  reading,  and  that  is  the 
last  thing  the  troubled  eye  and  mind  can 
do.  The  new,  broad  fat  brood  of  types 
can  be  placed  in  the  category  with  12- 
P°'dt  rules.  Photoplay  copy  is  written 
With  a   direct  appeal  to  women  and  sub- 

consciously as  well  as  consciously,  all 
w^en  are  opposed  to  fatness. ine  amount  of  descriptive  copy  to 
f   important  item.  The  title 

d‘  the  picture  and  the  stars’  and  players' 
dames  must  be  used  but  the  kind  and 

i'^^dnt  of  copy  used  to  describe  them 
lUist  be  given  every  consideration.  Too 

Women  Are  Your  Readers — 

The  Majority  of  Your  Patrons 

Are  Readers — Select  the  Type 

They  Admire — Refrain  from 

Negative  Suggestions — Appeal 
to  the  Unconscious 

little  copy  often  indicates  that  there  is 
nothing  to  say;  too  much,  that  there  is 
an  effort  to  oversell  and  the  possibility 
that  it  will  not  be  read.  It  is  well  to 

avoid  ponderous,  fist-pounding  aggress- 
iveness, this  being  associated  in  our 

minds  with  a   weak  case.  Long  simple 
columns  of  narrow  type  body  create  an 
impression  of  thinness  and  weakness. 
All  italics  or  a   predominance  of  italics 

influences  the  thought  of  strained  em- 

phasis, a   reflection  on  the  readers’  in- 
telligence. Underlined  copy  awakens  in 

the  reader  the  thought  he  is  regarded  as 

thick-headed  and  dull  of  comprehension. 
Excessive  decoration  displays  an  in- 

sincere straining  for  effect. 
The  influence  of  colors  on  posters  for 

lobby  display  must  not  be  overlooked. 
Red  exhibits  aggression,  but  equally 

warmth,  vitality  and  pleasurable  excite- 
ment, Blue  associates  with  truth,  sin- 
cerity, coolness,  dignity;  in  its  darker 

shades  with  solitude  and  repose;  in  its 

lighter  shades  with  youth  and  out-of- 
doors.  Yellow  associates  with  gold,  sun- 

light and — by  slang  connection — cow- 
ardice. The  latter  association,  being 

wholly  by  metaphor,  has  no  deeply 
determining  value.  Pink  associates  with 
beauty  and  femininity.  Green  associates 
with  strength,  masculinity  and  safety; 
white  with  purity;  gray  with  dignity  and 
repose;  black  with  finality,  elegance, 
death;  purple  with  richness  and  lavender 
with  sentiment. 
Of  letters  and  numbers  there  are 

many  associations  that  are  well  to  be 

considered  in  design  and  make-up.  M 
standing  for  Mother;  F   for  Father  and 

Family  and  H   for  home.  The  numeral 

i   IS  a   universal  power  symbol  hence 
a   favorite  number,  being  associated  with 

the  Trinity,  with  the  family  complex  of 
Father,  Mother  and  Self.  The  numeral  5 
is  a   favorite  number,  its  significance  arising 
from  the  number  of  fingers  on  the  liancl, 
with  which  comes  the  first  ability  to 

grasp  and  hold  things.  It  is  also  an 
important  number  in  our  monetary  sys- 

tem. Women  as  a   group  show  a   marked 
fondness  for  2,  the  smybol  of  mating. 
For  7   the  symbolism  is  sacredness,  the 
number  having  deep  significance  in 
religion. 

The  subject  of  association  is  important 
and  when  copy  is  being  prepared,  it  is 
well  to  analyze  what  conscious  effect 
will  stimulate  the  response  desired;  in 
other  words,  what  copy  will  create  in  the 
conscious  mind  of  the  reader,  with  the 

help  of  unconscious  suggestion,  a   desire 
to  see  your  show.  Suggestion,  to  be 
.supremely  effective,  must  stimulate  an 
effect  that  will  dominate  all  adverse 

thoughts  about  the  show  advertised, 
thereby  dominating  the  conduct  and 

assuring  the  theatre  a   patron.  These  im- 
pulses, it  is  true,  are  really  primitive  and 

instinctive  and  all  have  a   cultural  or 

economic  check.  The  primitive  desire 
to  have  a   handsome  house,  better  clothes 

or  a   faster  car  than  one’s  neighbor  meets 
the  cultural  or  economic  resistance  of 

expense,  or  self-criticism. 
Let  us  apply  this  principle  to  the 

theatre,  using  “The  Wanderer"  for  an example.  First  of  all,  a   person  sold  by 

persuasion  is  only  half  sold  and  is  more 
than  likely  to  be  dissatisfied.  Instilled  in 
all  of  us,  in  some  more  than  others,  is 

a   certain  religious  superstition.  “The 
Wanderer”  could  be  sold  on  this  basis. 
We  might  frighten  people  into  attending 

it,  but  it  would  be  by  compulsion  which 
would  more  than  likely  work  a   reaction 
that  would  be  detrimental  to  the  theatre. 

On  the  other  hand,  if  this  picture  were 

sold  on  its  worth  as  a   spectacle  and  as 

a   reproduction  of  one  of  the  classics  of 
^Continued  on  page  59) 

Johnny  Hines'  driverless  car  climbed  the  courthouse  steps  at  Atlanta.
  Ga., 

where  the  hidden  driver  was  greeted  by  the  mayor  during  the  cross  count
ry 

tour  exploiting  C.  C.  Burr’s  First  National’s  “The  Live  Wire,  Rainbow 

Riley,”  and  "The  Brown  Derby.” 
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Man  on  Stretcher  with  “Cracked”  Sides 
Exploits  Lloyd’s  “For  Heaven’s  Sake” 

When  Miller  Meriwether  of  the  Auditorium  theatre,  Winston-Salem 
Mass.,  exploited  “For  Pleaven’s  Sake,”  Harold  Lloyd’s  initial  picture  for Pammount  release  so  effective  was  the  stunt  that  great  crowds  stopped 
traffic,  even  though  an  April  rain  was  flooding  the  streets.  The  Twin  City Sentinel  tells  the  story  of  the  stunt  as  follows: 

“A  madly  dashing  ambulance,  running 
full  speed  with  exhaust  whistle  screaming 
and  all  horns  blowing,  attracted  attention 
of  the  business  section  about  2;30  this  aft- 

ernoon. Clearing  its  way  through  traffic,  it 
dashed  up  Liberty  street  and  made  a   flying 
stop  in  front  of  the  Auditorium  theatre. 

Stretcher  Bearers  Arrive 

"White-coated  attendants  jumped  from 
the  ambulance,  grabbed  a   stretcher  and 
rushed  into  the  theatre.  Half  way  down 
the  aisle  they  found  a   man  lying  on  the 
floor.  He  was  loaded  onto  the  stretcher, 
the  whole  outfit  was  placed  in  the  ambu- 

lance and  away  it  went — somewhere. 

"The  incident  attracted  a   tremendous 
crowd  of  curiosity  seekers.  The  streets 

were  blocked  by  folks  who  forgot  all 
about  the  rain  running  down  their  necks 

and  didn’t  give  a   thought  to  the  water 
in  which  they  were  standing.  Everyone 

wanted  to  know:  'What’s  happened?’ 
Lloyd  Film  Does  It 

“According  .to  theatre  folks,  the  fea- 
ture film  of  Harold  Lloyd  in  ‘For  Heav- 
en’s Sake,’  was  the  cause  of  the  commo- 

tion. A   spectator  witnessing  the  first 
showing  had  been  laughing  long  and  loud 
at  the  man’-  funny  situations  in  the  film. 
He  almost  went  into  hysterics  and  par- 

ties sitting  near  him  noticed  that  he  had 
difficulty  retaining  his  seat,  so  greatly  did 
the  humor  affect  him.  They  were  all 
laughing,  too,  but  it  seemed  to  have  an 
especial  effect  upon  him.  Finally,  giving 
a   long  screech,  he  grabbed  his  side  and 
toppled  out  into  the  aisle. 

“Manager  Barber  of  the  theatre  rushed 
to  the  man  and  found  that  he  was  ap- 

parently in  a   serious  condition.  He  im- 
mediately summoned  an  ambulance  from 

the  Voder  establishment. 

"As  the  stretcher  was  carried  from  the 
building  the  crowd  had  its  curiosity  sat- 

isfied. Banners  attached  to  each  side  an- 

^unced  that  the  man  had  laughed  at Harold  Loyd  to  such  an  extent  that  he 
had  cracked  his  side. 

"It  was  an  advertising  stunt  arranged by  Miller  Meriwether  of  the  theatre  and 

It  certainly  served  its  purpose." 

Kelsall  Ties  Up  on  Wreck 
Publicity  to  Exploit  Film 
Casey  of  the  Coast  Guard 

Opportunity  had  to  knock  but  once  for 

Ray  Kelsall,  manager  of  the  Garden  thea- 
tre. Burlingame,  Cd.,  when  the  Patheserial, 

Casey  of  the  Coast  Guard,”  with  George O   Hara  and  Helen  Ferguson,  was  being 

greened  at  his  house.  “Casey  of  the  Coast 
Guard”  is  bound  up  with  the  thrilling deeds  of  the  Coast  Guard  in  its  efforts 
to  keep  smugglers  of  rum,  narcotics  and 
jewels  from  landing  contraband  on  our 
shores.  During  its  run  at  the  Garden,  a 
rum  boat  was  wrecked  on  the  Coast  a 
few  miles  from  the  town  and  local  citizens 
believed  that  it  was  all  a   publicity  stunt 
which  would  focus  attention  on  the  serial. 

In  a   special  story  printed  in  black  type 
and  boxed  with  the  heading  “Kelsall  De- 

nies Rum  Wreck  Was  a   Publicity  Stunt,” 
the  _   Burlingame  Advance  prints  the  fol- 

lowing story  showing  how  Manager  Kel- 
sall cashed  in  on  the  wreck: 

"Residents  of  Grange  road  were  thrown 

George  Senescue,  conductor  of  the 
V/indsor  theatre,  Chicago.  Mr. 
Senescue  has  been  of  material  aid 

in  the  presentation  of  novelty  of- 
ferings at  this  theatre. 

into  a   highly  agitated  state  of  excitement 
this  morning  when  Ray  Kelsall,  manager 
of  the  Garden  theater,  leaped  from  his 
bed  and  went  to  the  front  porch  of  his 
home,  and  let  it  be  known  in  a   voice 

shaky  from  influenza  that  the  wreck  of 

the  rum  boat  at  Half  Moon  Bay  this  week 

was  not  a   publicity  stunt  in  connection  with 

the  thrilling  serial,  'Casey  of  the  Coast 

Guard,’  now  playing  at  the  Garden.  Kel- 
sall had  been  accused  by  many  residents 

of  Burlingame  of  causing  the  excitement 

Half  Moon  Bay  as  a   means  of  adver- 

tising the  great  serial,  so  he  braved  the 
results  of  exposure  this  morning  to  tell  the 

Grange  road  residents  that  this  wasn't  so. 
Latest  reports  from  his  bedside  state  that 

he  is  quite  weak  from  his  rash  act,  but 

no  serious  set-back  is  expected !” 

Teaser  Campaign 

Exploits  “Million 

Dollar  Handicap’' 
Richard  Mitchell,  director  of  publicity  of 

the  Forum  theatre,  Los  Angeles.  Ca!., 
planned  a   great  teaser  advance  campaign 

for  the  showing  of  the  Metropolitan  pro- 

duction, “The  Million  Dollar  Handicap." The  first  advertisement  featured  the  head 

of  a   galloping  horse  entering  the  copy 

from  the  right  with  type  “Coming”;  this 
was  followed  up  next  day  with  more  of 

the  horse  and  copy  reading  "Coming  to 

the  Forum.  Thoroughbreds  and  Thrills." 
The  third  day’s  copy  showed  three- 

quarters  of  the  horse,  the  j'oekey  and  front 
hoofs  of  a   second  horse,  with  the  legend, 

“Coming  to  the  Forum.”  “The  Greatest 
Horse  Race  Ever  Filmed." 

_   The  fourth  day  copy  was  a   horse  and 
rider  full  in  copy,  and  more  horses  enter- 

ing the  ad  space.  "Tomorrow  at  the 
Forum.”  “The  Million  Dollar  Handicap.' 

Vera  Reynolds  in  Metropolitan  Turn  Clas- 
sic. “Greatest  Horse  Race  Ever  Filmed." 

Saturday  and  Sunday  copy  carried  credits and  a   thrililng  horse  race  scene. 

Milligan  Stages  Tieup 

Noble  Milligan,  director  for  publicity  for 
Liberty  Film  Corporation,  Philadelphia; 

successfully  put  over  the  "Guess  Who 
tieup  with  the  Philadelphia  Inquirer  and 
the  Stanley  Company  of  America. 

A   mechanical  display  is  shown  above  for  “The  Johnstown  Flood,”  Fox  pic- ture,  when  it  was  showed  at  Ft.  Worth,  Tex.  It  was  placed  in  the  window 
ot  the  most  prominent  furniture  store  in  town.  The  water  was  painted  on 
a   belt  which  revolved  about  two  drums,  one  placed  at  each  end.  Bill  Hart, 
manager  of  the  Majestic  theatre,  stands  at  right. 
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Meyer  Exploits 

“His  People”  with Personal  Letter 
Fred  S.  Meyer  contributes  the  follow- 

ing letter  which  he  printed  and  distrib- 
uted among  thousands  of  Hamilton, 

Ohio,  fans  recently  to  exploit  Universal’s 
‘‘His  People.” 
Dear  Friend: 

This  is  a   personal  letter  to  YOU,  even 
though  it  is  printed.  Please,  as  a   special 
favor  to  me,  read  it  throucrh,  and  then 
you  can  throw  it  away  or  destroy  it. 

Last  week  he  had  a   picture  here  at 

the  Palace  called  “THE  COHENS  & 
KELLiS.”  I   am  sorry  that  some  of  our 
Jewish  people  missed  this  and  only  hope 
that  our  bookings  may  permit  a   return 
engagement  later  on,  so  that  ALL  can 
enjoy  this  rare  treat. 

The  object  of  this  letter  is  to  person- 

ally tell  you  about  “HIS  PEOPLE.”  It 
comes  to  the  Palace  theatre  next  Sunday, 
and  will  be  here  for  four  days,  March  28 
to  31,  inclusive. 

I   would  feel  amiss  in  my  duty  to  my 
fellow  Jews  were  1   to  neglect  this  per- 

sonal message  to  you.  If  you  never  see 

another  picture  for  the  rest  of  --our  life, 
don’t  miss  “HIS  PEOPLE.” 

Pretty  strong?  I   only  wish  that  I   pos- 
sessed the  words,  the  vocabulary,  the 

ability  to  tell  you  about  “HIS  PEO- 
PLE.” 
Some  pictures  are  for  masses,  some 

for  classes.  Some  films  appeal  to  the 
children,  others  to  flappers,  etc.  “HIS 

PEOPLE,”  while  it  will  delight  every- 
body, young  and  old,  Protestant  and 

Catholic,  is  decidedly  a   Jewish  picture. 

_A  Jewish  boy,  from  the  Ghetto,  due  to 

his  father’s  sacrifice  and  devotion,  be- 
comes a   promising  young  attorney.  In 

order  to  “get  in”  with  the  elite,  he  denies 
his  father,  his  mother,  his  family,  ̂ n 
you  picture  this  climax? 

“HIS  PEOPLE”  are  real!  They’re 
yours,  mine,  every  Jew’s.  I   only  wish 
that  our  Temple  bad  the  facilities  to  pre- 

sent “HIS  PEOPLE”  to  every  Jew  in the  country.  Since  this  is  impossible,  I 
am  doing  the  only  thing  I   feel  capable 
of,  namely,  (to  invite  and  urge  you  to  see 
HIS  PEOPLE”  at  the  Palace  theatre. 
And  believe  me,  Messrs.  Turberg,  Sil- 

ver and  myself  consider  it  an  honor  that 
are  privileged  to  present  to  you  and 

all  Hamilton — “HIS  PEOPLE,”  starting Sunday! 

Sincerely  yours.  Managing  Director, 
Palace  Theatre,  Hamilton,  Ohio. 

Carver’s  Music  Store 
Tieup  Nets  Ad  Expenses 
Samuel  Carver,  manager  of  the  Liberty 

theatre,  first  run  house  of  Kansas  City, 
not  only  lopped  off  a   big  part  of  his  adver- 

tising expenses  on  a   large  ad  this  week, 
but  greatly  increased  the  attendance. 

Through  a   tieup  with  a   large  downtown 
rnusic  store,  a   popular  song  was  adver- 
fised  in  a   large  display  ad,  equal  space 
being  devoted  to  the  fact  that  the  song 

gas  being  played  at  the  Liberty  theatre  by 
Paul  Tremaine’s  orchestra,  which  was  ap- 

pearing as  a   novelty  number. 

Increases  Capacity  3,S00 
As  a_  result  of  increased  attendance  at  the  Gra- 

nada since  the  beginning  of  tlie  new  season  the 
nianagement  has  introduced  a   new  system  of  pro- 

grams. Henceforth,  the  upper  Market  Street  film 
palace  will  offer  six  complete  shows  on  Saturday. 
By  giving  six  complete  sliows  the  Granada  esti- 
fflates  it  can  play  to  fully  3,500  film  lovers  each day. 

Mack  Truck  and  Zenith  Radio 
Company  Affords  U   Publicity 
^'Skinner's  Dress  Suir  Receives  Public's  Attention  in Several  Cities  as  Result  of  Triple  Tieup 

The  exploitation  staff  of  Universal  Pictures  Corporation  has  reported degree  of  success  has  been  attained  in  efforts  to  ex- 
ploit Skinners  Dress  Suit  for  exhibitors.  A   big  tieup  with  the  Zenith 

A   triple  tieup  between  the  Mack  com- 

pany, the  Zenith  company  and  "Skinner’s 
Dress  Suit,”  playing  the  Granada  theatre, 
San  Francisco,  sent  out  a   ballyhoo  which 
stopped  traffic  along  Market  street. 

A   giant  six-wheel  truck,  built  to  carry 
nearly  four  tons,  carrying  a   double  loud 
speaker  radio  outfit,  was  driven  up  and 
down  the  street  by  a   tall  man  in  evening 
clothes.  Banners  on  the  side  proclaimed 
that  “This  Zenith  Radio  was  used  in 
Reginald  Denny’s  newest  picture,  ‘SkinneFs 
Dress  Suit’  at  the  Granada  theatre.”  The 
radio  set  was  so  powerful  that  it  could  be 
heard  even  above  the  din  of  Market  street. 

On  Sunday  the  truck  went  out  to  the 
beach  where  a   crowd  in  excess  of  30,000 
was  gathered,  and  attracted  the  same  atten- 

tion that  it  did  on  Market  street. 

Whether  it  w-as  the  ballyhoo  or  the  word 

o£_  mouth  advertising  which  this  picture  re- 
ceived, the  Granada  did  a   heavy  business 

in  spite  of  the  fact  that  it  was  Holy  Week. 

“Skinner”  Asks  Saginaw  Men 
For  Loan  of  Dress  Suit 

Charles  Carlisle,  of  the  Mecca  theatre, 
Saginaw,  Mich.,  and  the  Universal  ex- 
ploiteer  in  the  Detroit  exchange,  F.  Raoul 
Cleaver,  worked  out  a   stunt  for  Reginald 

Denny’s  “Skinner’s  Dress  Suit.”  A   post 
card  was  sent  out  to  all  the  men  in  town 

A   Radio  Movie  Drama 
•Vy  i/f/  /o  l//in  'ersa/i  BigthC 

A   Rcttfol  Few  Momenta  Between  Aeta 

'Skinner’s  Dress  Suit ' 

Approximately  50,000  of  these 
window  posters  were  mailed  to 
Zenith  dealers  through  a   tieup 
with  the  Zenith  radio  company  to 

exploit  the  Universal  picture, 

“Skinner’s  Dress  Suit.”  Bruce 

Godshaw  and  Joe  Weil  were  re- 
sponsible for  the  tieup. 

nve  flays  beiore  the  showing  of  the  picture, which  read : 
"Dear  Sir: 

"I  am  going  to  work  all  iie.st  week  at  the Mecca  for  Charlie  Carlisle,  but  to  make  good 
on  the  job  I   ve  got  to  dig  up  a   dress  suit  some- 
where.  Charlie  says  that  you  arc  about  my  size 
and  if  you  will  be  kind  enough  to  loan  me  your dress  suit  for  next  week  he  will  give  you  a   pass to  tlie  show  so  that  you  can  see  me  work. 

"Yours  truly,  U.  C.  Skinner." 

Three  days  later  this  advertisement  ap- 
peared in  the  newspapers: 

NOTICE 

To  Whom  It  May  Concern: 
If  you  have  been  approached  by  a 

Mr.  “U.  C.  Skinner”  with  a   request 
that  you  loan  him  your  dress  suit  to 
fill  an  engagement  at  this  theatre, 
please  ignore  the  request. 

This  man  is  not  authorized  to  use 

my  name  in  this  matter,  and  further- 
more, if  you  have  already  loaned  him 

a   dress  suit,  please  take  notice  that  I 
will  not  be  held  responsible  in  any 
way  and  I   will  not  give  out  any 
passes  under  tliis  arrangement. 

It  is  expressly  stated  in  my  con- 
tract with  the  Universal  Pictures 

Corporation  that  Mr.  Skinner  is  to 
furnish  his  ovm  dress  suit, 

(Signed)  Charles  Q.  Carlisle, 
Mecca  Theatre,  Saginaw,  ilich. 

Make  Your  Copy 

Appeal  to  Your  Patrons 
(Continued  from  page  57) 

the  oldest  literature  extant,  there  could 

be_  no  criticism  and  the  fact  that  it  is 
being  played  at  regwlar  prices  would 
preclude  the  possibility  of  economic 
resistance. 

With  the  deeper  “wish-feelings”  clearly 
in  mind,  make  a   wide  analysis  of  the 
associations  that  will  stimulate  them.  It 

is  not  always  possible  to  do  so  by  un- 
conscious suggestion  but  search  for  an 

unconscious  influence  will  often  lead  to 
a   better  conscious  sales  talk  than  could 
otherwise  be  attained. 

We  writers  of  amusement  copy  are 

prone  to  use  negative  suggestions  too 
often.  Constant  reference  to  the  opposi- 

tion by  saying,  for  instance,  “The  Best 
Shows  Are  at  the  Palace,”  or  “Compare 
Our  Program  With  What  You  Get  Else- 

where for  the  Same  Price,”  lias  a   pre- 
sumption in  it  that  the  entire  industry  is 

in  a   conspiracy  to  defraud  the  public. 
Moreover  the  blatant  statement,  or  even 

the  mere  inference,  that  “wc  alone  are 
on  the  level”  doesn’t  convince  anyone. 
Another  negative  mistake  which  I   have 

made  many  times  myself  is,  “Ask  Some- 
one- Who  Saw  It.”  This  intimates,  that 

the  writer  is  to  be  doubted  and  that  all 

advertising  from  the  theatre  is  conse- 
quently misleading.  Negative  sugges- 

tion is  a   marked  tendency  of  many  copy 

writers,  especially  those  who  have  a   dis- 
position toward  argument,  It  is  the 

outlet  of  an  ego  complex,  hence  the  in- 
clination to  set  up  imaginary  adversaries 

and  then  annihilate  them,  This  last 
statement  is  an  analysis  of  the  writer  by 
himself. 
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^   HIS  department  contains  news,  information  and  gossip  on  current  productions.  It  aims  to  supply 
*   a   service  which  will  assist  the  exhibitor  in  keeping  in  touch  with  developments  in  connection  with pictures  and  picture  personalities— and  what  these  are  doing  at  the  box  office.  No  prophecies  on  the entertaininent  value  of  pictures  are  made.  Opinions  expressed  are  simply  those  of  the  author  or  of his  contributors  and  the  reader  is  requested  to  consider  them  only  as  such.   EDITOR’S  NOTE. 

kk  THIRST  NATIONAL  CALLS  IT 
^   the  show-game,”  is  a   quote  from 

that  concern’s  announcement  of 
new  product  in  this  issue.  Fifty-two  pro- 

ductions and  7   specials  comprise  the  Banner 
Group  announced  and  the  news  about  them 
is  told  in  text  and  pictures  conforming  to 
that  introductory  statement.  The  tone  of 
address  is  strictly  box-office  and  the  60 
pages  of  the  announcement  fairly  scream 
showmanship, 
This  shirt-sleeves  parlance  jibes  snugly 

with  the  phraseology  of  exhibitors  writing 
box  office  reports  of  First  National  pic- 

tures to  “^^ffiat  the  Picture  Did  For  Me.” 
For_  several  months  showmen  using  First 
National  product  have  been  referring  to  it 
as  "the  pictures.”  In  the  present  announce- ment the  concern  talks  to  its  customers  in 
their  o\vn  language— the  language  of  the show  business. 

Just  as  stilted  elaboration  is  avoided  in 
the  text  of  the  announcement,  so  is  delicacy 
of  color  and  shading  superseded  by  a broad  lithographic  style  in  pictorial  matter. 
First  National  tells  its  story  with  the  di- 

rect simplicity  of  an  inter-office  memoran- 
dum ^and  the  flashing  force  of  a   24-sheet, 

fiat’s  the  way  exhibitors  talk  and  like  to be  talked  to — and  what  a   story  this  new 
line-up  of  First  National’s  is! 

* 

OX  FILM  CORPORATION  HAS 
taken  “Sandy,"  the  somewhat  sensa- tional  story  of  the  new  generation 

which  proved  a   reader-interest  riot  when 
run  serially  in  the  Hearst  newspapers,  and made  it  a   real  motion  picture.  It  is  no 
simple  thing  to_  picturize  these  leaping chronicles  and  Director  Harry  Beaumont’s 
photo_  goes  up  a   notch  in  my  wall  frame 

work  on  this  one.  Simultaneously, 
Madge  Bellamy’s  portrait  takes  a   new  posi- tion _m  the  top  row. 

Miss  Bellamy  didn’t  impress  me  when 
brought  out  as  a   'comer”  some  few  years back.  In  the  years  between  she  has  bettered 
her  initial  rating  somewhat,  particularly  in pictures  preceding  this  one,  but 
m   Sandy”  she  proves  the  foresight  of  the man  (Was  it  Thomas  H.  Ince?)  who 
brought  her  into  focus.  She  does,  in 
Sandy,”  much  the  sort  of  thing  Clara Bow  has  done  in  so  many  pictures,  and does  It.  if  I   may  say  so,  better  than  Miss 
Bow.  In  fact,  I   believe  no  one  could  have 
made  quite  so  good  a   "Sandy.” I   had  not  read  the  story,  of  course  but 
almost  everyone  else  in  Chicago  had’  and ”iost  of  them  were  at  the  Monroe  theatre 

r   their  mental  imagine 
of  the  emotion-tossed  young  heroine merged  with  the  personality  of  Miss 
Bellamy.  They  sat  all  around  me  and  dis- 

cussed the  picture  with  expert  air.  It  is 
practically  impossible  to  satisfy  an  au- dience  of  this  character,  but  this  audience 
raved  its  satisfaction  with  “Sandy.”  Better than  that  cannot  be  said  of  it. 

* 

IF  HAROLD  LLOYD  HAS  SAID  TO himself.  “Well,  now  that  ‘The  Fresh- man has  set  me  a   mark  I   cannot  reason- 
ably expect  to  pass.  I   wonder  what  I   can 

Regarding: 
Firt  National’s  Banner  Group 

“Sandy” 
“For  Heaven’s  Sake” 

Warner’s  Sunshine 

“Felix”  vs.  “Aesop” 
“Let’s  Get  Married” 

“The  Ghost  of  Folly” 
“That’s  My  Baby” 

“Giuseppe  Verdi” 

“The  Unknown  Soldier” 
“The  Bat” 

“The  Devil’s  Circus” 

“Just  Suppose” 

“Bluebeard’s  Seven  Wives” 
I   

do  to  keep  them  talking  about  me,”  he 
could  not  have  thought  out  a   better  plan 
than  to  make  “For  Heaven’s  Sake.”  It has  made  him  the  most  talked  about  comed- 

ian in  the_  business.  Not  all  the  talk  is  so 
good,  but  it  isn't  so  bad  as  it  was  reasonable to  expect  it  might  be. 

Pictures  like  “The  Freshman”  pay  heavy profits  but  impose  heavy  penalty.  As  their 
popularity  grows,  as  they  cease  to  be  pic- tures  and  become  to  all  practical  purposes 
traditions,  it  becomes  all  but  impossible  to 
make  the  next  picture  better.  It  must  be 

or  it  is  regarded  as  not  so  good. 
(There  is  no  just-as-good  in  motion  pic- 

tures.) If  it  is  not  so  good  as  the  tradi- 
tion, hy  some  quirk  of  psychology  it  is 

pronounced  very  bad.  All  this  is  unjust and  unreasonable,  of  course,  but  that  is 
the  way  the  thing  works  out  and  that  is  the 
reason  so  many  stars  who  attain  great 
prominence  put  great  gaps  between  their 
pictures.  For  not  doing  this — for  coming 
right  back  with  a   picture  which  he  must 
have_known  would  not  surpass  “The  Fresh- — Mr.  Lloyd  deserves  a   vote  of  thanks. 

T   Heaven’s  Sake”  is  not  a   bad  picture, indeed,  it  is  a   very  good  one.  It  does  not 
do  to  audiences  the  things  "The  Fresh- 

man” did,  but  it  does  things  which  not  one other  picture  in  twenty  or  thirty  accomp- 
Ijshes.  I   saw  it  during  dinner  hour  at the  Roosevelt,  with  not  many  present, and  It  made  them  laugh  as  packed  houses 
laugh,  heartily  and  without  restraint.  Thin audiences  do  not  do  that  as  a   rule. 

Exhibitors  are  discussing  “For  Heaven’s 
Sake_  pro  and  con.  Early  reports  on  it say  it  isn  t   making  the  big  money  its 
predecessor  did,  but  the  picture  is  not 
flayed  as  it  would  be  if  genuinely  bad. Beneath  the  important  comment  about  box 
office  results  runs  a   vein  of  defense  for 
Lloyd,  probably  set  up  by  various  fake 
stones  concerning  the  picture  printed  in 
irresponsible  journals.  This,  mingling  with 
continued  objection  to  Mr.  Lloyd’s  policy of  sending  a   checker  with  each  print,  sums 
up  ®   uulk  of  discussion  which  the  comedian could  have  obtained  in  no  other  way  save 

by  making  a   better  picture  than  “The 
Freshman,”  an  almost  impossible  thing  as 
pointed  out,  or  by  taking  a   long  vacation, 
which  would  have  got  him  v/hat’s  called  a 
"beautiful  panning.”  Altogether,  Mr.  Lloyd 
has_  proved  himself  as  wise  in  business  as 
he  is  funny  in  film,  which  is  very  wise  in- 
deed. 

* 

ARNER  BROTHERS’  REMARK- 
able  advertising  of  what  the  com- 

_   pany  calls  “Sunshine”  is  somethin? new  in  trade  publicity.  Three  pages  de- 
voted to  it  in  last  week's  issue  are  decidedly 

different  copy.  There  are  few  original 
ideas  in  any  year’s  trade  advertising  but Warners  seem  possessed  of  a   real  one here. 

"Sunshine,”  it  seems,  is  a   book  supple- 
menting their  trade  paper  advertising  and 

being  given  to  showmen  for  the  purpose  of 

telling  them  about  the  company’s  new  pic- 
tures. It  is  referred  to  as  “the  year’s  big- 

gest, most  important  announcement.”  The 
method  of  distribution  was  devised  by  Watt 
Parker,  Warner  Brothers  director  of  ad- vertising and  publicity. 

* 

These  cartoon  comedies (which  is  not  a   very  accurate  name 
for  them)  are  running  a   good  race. 

One  exhibitor  writes,  "Aesop’s  Fables  do 
better  for  me  than  Felix”  and  another 
writes  exactly  the  reverse.  There  seems 
to  be  about  equal  division  of  votes  and,  as 

in  the  case  of  "The  Covered  Wagon”  and 
“The  Iron  Horse,”  each  is  good  enough  to 
take  an  occasional  wallop  without  damage. 
Certainly  there  is  market  enough  for  both 
and  the  competition  cannot  be  other  than beneficial. 

Last  week  I   saw  Felix  in  “Felix  Fans  tlie 
Flames”  within  an  hour  after  I   had  seen 
“Farm  Hands,”  the  Fable,  and  I   made  an 
honest  effort  to  convince  myself  that  one 
was  better  than  the  other.  Failing  to  gel 
a   spontaneous  reaction  designating  either 

as  superior  I   tried  analysis,  which  is  al- 
ways disastrous.  On  the  one  hand  I   weighed 

the  incomparable  studied  strut  of  Pat  Sulli- 
van’s Felix  and  balanced  it  against  the  rib- 

tickling  “Moral” :   which  Paul  Terry  tacks 
to  the  ends  of  his  stories.  Peculiarly,  this 
operation  not  only  dissipated  any  hope  of 

deciding  upon  a   "best”  but  took  me  en- 
tirely away  from  the  point  and  up  to  the 

reflection  that,  since  Mr.  Sullivan  does  not 
lift  Mr.  Terry's  “Moral:”  and  Mr.  Terry 
does  not  lift  Mr.  Sullivan’s  strut,  as  either 
could  do  very  readily,  the  gentlemen  are 
artists  to  a   degree  rendering  comparison ridiculous. 

For  this  excellent  reason  I   am  not  going 
to  worry  more  about  which  is  the  better, 
and  I   suggest  that  readers  of  this  column 
(if  any)  adopt  my  sterling  example. 

* 

FFROM  TIME  TO  TIME  I   HAVE mentioned  Edna  May  Oliver's  peculiar 
style  of  character  acting,  observed  in 

various  Paramount  pictures.  I   have  no 
urge  to  become  known  as  a   discoverer  of 

talent,  but  this  lady’s  perLrmance  in  **Let  s 
Get  Married”  proves  that  somebody  did 
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detect  the  abundant  humorous  resources 
which  are  hers  and  the  results  are  side- 
splitting. 

"Let’s  Get  Married”  goes  along  slowly 
until  Richard  Dix  meets  Miss  Oliver  and 
takes  her,  or  is  taken  by  her,  to  a   night 
club.  She  is  in  the  picture  only  for  this 
stretch  of  perhaps  two  reels,  but  while  she 
is  in  it  she  is  the  picture.  The  McVickers 
audience  wept  hysterically  after  laughing 
had  become  too  painful,  and  if  there  were 
no  more  to  the  picture  than  this  section  it 
still  would  'be  a   feature  product. 
There  is,  however,  more.  There  is  Dix, 

doing  a   light  comedy  thing  better  than 
ever.  There  is  Lois_  Wilson,  whom  I   sug- 

gest be  kept  with  Dix  from  now  on.  And 

there’s  Gunboat  Smith,  who  doesn’t  need 
that  name  to  warrant  the  comparatively 
slight  footage  of  which  he  makes  a   circus. 

“Let’s  Get  Married”  is  from  the  play 
called  “The  Man  from  Mexico”  and  I 
count  this  titular  change  one  of  perhaps 
half  a   dozen  in  memory  which  was  well 
Justified. 

Mack  SENNETT  continues  su- preme in  his  very  definite  division  of 
slapstick  comedy.  Alice  Day  is  fea- 

tured in  his  “The  Ghost  of  Folly”  but  she 
does  not  overshadow  the  wavering  succes- 

sion of  incidents  which  is  the  hallmark  of 
Sennett  production. 
So  many  ghost  comedies  have  been 

made  by  so  many  producers,  including  Sen- 
nett, that  I   despaired  of  this  one  from  the 

flash  of  the  first  title.  It  didn’t  seem  pos- 
sible the  idea  had  another  laugh  in  It,  but 

it  had.  Without  using  the  colored  boy  who 
turns  white,  even  once,  Sennett  has  turned 

out  two_  reels  of  rapid  action  humor.  I’d 
have  said  it  couldn’t  be  done,  and  that’s 
\vhy_  I   say  hir.  Sennett  continues  supreme 
in  his  sphere. 

* 

OUGLAS  MacLEAN  SEEMED 

very  funny  to  me  in  “That’s  My 
Baby.”  And  he  did  not  remind  me 

of  Douglas  MacLean  in  “The  Hottentot” 
or  any  other  picture.  I   have  an  idea  that 
Paramount  has  found  the  key  to  this  young 
man’s  resources  and  I   expect  more  good entertainment  from  the  combination. 
There  was  almost  no  reason  for  calling 

this  “That’s  My  Baby,”  unless  the  song 
angle  be  credited.  The  title  does  serve, 
however,  as  well  as  another.  I   merely 
question  the  general  advisability  of  tacking 
jazz  song  titles  to  feature  pictures,  and 
my  thought  is  mainly  for  the  exhibitor  who 
will  run  the  picture  six  months  old.  The 
song  will  be  pretty  dead  by  then. 

In  this  romp  Mr.  MacLean  is  a   young 
broker  in  love  with  the  daughter  of  a   busi- 

ness competitor  who  objects  strenuously. 
All  get  together  at  a   charity  bazaar  and 
evm'thing  happens,  including  a   chase  finish 
with  new  angles.  Only  in  this  latter  sec- 

tion does  MacLean  get  back  to  the  sort  of 
thing  he  used  to  do,  and  he  does  it  better. 

♦ 

[AMES  FITZPATRICK’S  MUSIC J   Master  series  was  continued  by  the  Chi- 
cago theatre  this  week  after  a   consider- 

able break.  I   should  not  be  surprised  if 
the  management  had  received  numerous 
letters  asking  for  more  of  these  features, 
for  the  Chicago  theatre  audience  relishes 
them  and  it  is  the  sort  of  audience  that 
^ycues  letters  to  the  management. 
Giuseppe  Verdi”  was  the  composer 

whose  career  the  very  able  Mr.  Fitzpatrick 
brought  into  close-up  last  week.  The  Chi- 

cago theatre  orchestra  does  a   splendid  job 
of  cooperating  with  the  producer  in  ex- 

hibiting these  features  and  the  audience  sits 
m   v/rapt  silence  until  the  finish,  when  a 
round  of  applause  more  substantial  and 
Sincere  than  greets  almost  any  other  type 
of  offering  goes  up.  There  is  deep  ap- 

preciation of  these  pictures  and  they  are 
worth,  so  far  as  I   and  apparently  the  wide 
world  are  concerned,  their  weight  in  gold. 

HERE  ARE  A   NUMBER  OF  Pic- ture reports  filed  with  me  by  other 
members  of  the  Herald  staff,  which 

I   relay  to  you  with  the  signatures  of  their 
authors  duly  attached: 

I   have  seen  “The  Unknown  Soldier,” 
Renaud  Hoffman’s  latest,  and  it  surpasses 
all  his  previous  efforts  at  lachrymose 
drama.  At  the  preview  held  in  Hollywood 
the  other  evening  there  were  old  ladies 
weeping  at  the  right  of  me  and  at  the  left, 
in  front  and  behind  me,  when  Ethel  Wales 
held  up  the  little  baby  shoes  and  the  little 
baby  shirt.  The  whole  thing  is  cast  in  a 
very  drab  tempo,  and  although  enacted  by 
sucii  sterling  players  as  Charles  Emmett 
Mack,  Henry  B.  Walthall,  Claire  McDow- 

ell, Marguerite  de  la  Motte,  Ethel  Wales 
and  others,  their  efforts  went  for  naught  in 
the  dismal  proceedings. 
With  such  a   title  and  such  a   story  to 

build  from  it  is  regrettable  that  a   more 
impressive,  pleasing  screen  play  was  not 
forthcoming.  It  concerns  an  American 
youth  who  goes  to  France,  meets  and  mar- 

ries a   girl  from  his  home  town  and,  on  the 
day  he  called  to  the  front,  his  wife  dis- 

covers their  marriage  was  not  legal,  having 
been  performed  by  a   soldier  spy  disguised 
as  a   chaplain.  He  learns  of  the  birth  of 
their  baby  and  volunteers  to  undertake  a 
dangerous  mission  to  reach  his  wife  in 
Louvre.  The  town  is  bombed  as  he  reaches 

there  and  he  is  reported  lost.  The  daugh- 
ter returns  home  but  her  father  turns  her 

away  from  his  door  when  she  insists  upon 
keeping  the  baby.  She  makes  her  home 

with  the  bo3’’s  mother.  Finally  the  boy 
returns,  having  been  confined  in  a   hospital 
for  several  years,  and  there  is  the  usual 
ending. 

Many  stock  scenes  of  American  soldiers 
going  to  and  returning  from  war  are  used 
and  the  funeral  of  the  unknown  soldier  at 
Arlington  is  used  at  length. 

The  camera  work  throughout  is  excellent 
and  especially  the  unique  shots  in  the 
church.  Ray  June  turned  the  crank.  Charles 
Emmett  Mack  made  the  most  of  his  role 
as  the  unknown  soldier. — Ray  Murray. 

♦ 

“The  Bat”  attracted  large  and  enthusiastic 
crowds  to  Loew’s  State  theatre  all  last  week 
and  proved  quite  as  mysterious,  although 
devoid  of  the  funny  lines  that  made  the 
stage  play  so  delightful,  as  the  original 
Rinehart-Hopwood  drama.  Louise  Fazenda 
scores  as  the  frightened  servant  and  it  is 
due  to  her  work  in  large  measure  that  the 
picture  Is  the  success  that  it  is. 

It  was  a   difficult  thing  to  put  “The  Bat” on  the  screen.  The  various  scenes  are  so 
confusing  when  scattered  all  over  a   studio 
lot.  On  the  stage  your  attention  was  cen- 

tered on  one  room,  or  one  scene  and  the 
mystery  took  place  before  your  eyes.  In 
the  picture  you  have  to  jump  around  men- 

tally as  agilely  as  the  Bat  himself  and  it 
becomes  quite  tiresome. 

Jack  Pickford  didn’t  distinguish  himself 
as  the  accused  bank  employe.  He  appar- 

ently didn’t  know  what  it  was  all  about. 
The  same  applied  to  the  other  players  ex- 

cept, Emily  Fitzroy,  who  knitted  her  way 
through  the  piece  and  was  quite  unper- 

turbed when  dead  men  fell  at  her  feet  or 

shots  rang  out  in  every  room.  Eddie  Crib- 
bon  as  the  low-brow  detective  pulled  his 
usual  comedy  stuff  and  garnered  a   few 

laughs.  There  isn’t  tlic  thrill  nor  the  kick 
to  the  screen  version,  possibly  due  to  the 
fact  that  you  do  not  feel  the  danger  nor 
the  personal  element  that  put  the  characters 
over  on  the  stage.  It  was  too  bad  the 
humor  of  the  original  piece  was  left  out. 
The  lighting  throughout  is  very  dark, 

probably  with  a   view  of  making  it  more 
mysterious.  It  certainly  made  it  more  dif- 

ficult on  the  eye. — Ray  Murray. 
* 

Norma  Shearer’s  latest  picture  to  play 
at  the  Chicago  theatre  is  “The  Devil’s  Cir- 

cus,” which  for  its  type  is  a   splendid  pro- 

duction. Miss  Shearer  in  the  role  of  a 
sVanger  in  a   strange  city  puts  her  usual 
effort  forth  in  her  acting  and  wins  much 
achniration  among  her  followers. 

Opposite  Miss  Shearer  is  Charles  Em- 
met Mack,  whose  work  as  the  self  reformed 

culprit  is  characteristically  well  done.  He 
is  the  real  type  of  player  for  roles  opposite 
Miss  Shearer,  for  fans  who  like  him  are 
nearly  always  fans  who  like  her.  The  rule 
works  vice  versa. 
And  here  may  I   confess  that  I   do  not 

care  for  the  type  of  pictures  in  which  Miss 

Shearer  plays.  So,  if  “The  Devil’s  Circus" did  not  prove  entertaining  to  me,  it  was 

merely  because  the  picture's  humor  was 
scarce;  its  telling  was  dominated  with  un 
pleasant  views  and  unpleasant  characters. 
Beauty  In  the  picture,  where  the  star  her- 

self is  not  present,  is  wanting.  Drab  scenes 
and  distasteful  thoughts  take  the  place  of 
comedy  and  color. 

What  there  is  in  it  of  brightness  is  sup- 
plied by  Carmel  Myers  in  the  role  of  the 

circus  performer  who  is  jealous  of  her  lion 
laming  husband.  Each  of  her  entrances 
marks  a   spark  of  enthusiasm  and  each  exit 
a   sorrow. 

But,  as  I   say,  for  its  type  it  is  a   splendid 
production. — Douglas  Hodges. 

•   * 

Perhaps  my  faculty  for  thinking,  or  my 
fund  of  imagination,  is  at  fault,  but  I   can- 

not even  suppose  what  the  title,  “Just  Sup- 
pose” of  Richard  Barthelmess’  latest  pic- 

ture is  representative  of. 

True,  I   should  not  allow  that  to  over- 
weigh the  good  qualities  of  the  picture. 

Therefore — I   did  enjoy  the  acting  of  Rich- 
ard Barthelmess.  Somehow  the  characteri- 

zations of  this  young  man  always  seem  to 
be  imbued  with  that  sincerity  that  wins 
favor  from  the  most  hardened  cinema- 
goer.  I   will  also,  at  any  time,  cast  my 
ballot  for  Lois  Moran. 

When  I   first  saw  Miss  Moran  in  a   pic- 
ture I   thought  her  intrinsic  value  and  ap- 
peal would  be  her  sweetness,  and  I   won- 

dered if  too  much  saccharine  would  be  di- 
gested by  the  public.  She  is  not  only  good 

to  feast  the  eyes  upon,  but  there  is  a   qual- 
ity of  depth  to  her  beauty  and  her  acting 

which  I   never  suspected.  I   had  imagined 
her  Nvistful  sweetness  would  be  in  demand 
as  a   means  of  decorating  a   picture,  but 
now  I   am  anxious  to  see  her  cast  in  a 

role  which  calls  for  more  emotional  act- 

ing than  she  has  hitherto  appeared  in.  I’ll wager  she  wll  do  it — not  with  writhing  and 
grimacing,  but  quietly  and  with  a   dignity 
which  will  tug  at  the  heartstrings. 

As  to  the  story  proper.  I   did  not  care 
particularly  for  it.  It  was  not  distasteful. 

It  w'as  not  a   story  for  a   story’s  sake,  but  a 
story  just  for  the  purpose  of  having  some- 

thing to  put  the  players  in — like  a   potato 
sack,  a   thing  of  no  beauty,  but  very  con- 

venient for  holding  potatoes. — Fanchon Kauders. 
* 

G-gosh!  b-b-but  T   d-clitl  like  B-ben  Lyon 
in  “B-b-blue-b-beard’s  S-s-even  Wh-wives.” 
Not  only  his  lips  and  tongue,  but  his  eyes 
stuttered.  His  acting  in  this  picture  is  one 

of  the  most  delightful  bits  of  characteriza- tions I   have  seen  for  some  time. 
Lois  Wilson  is  a   pillar.  She  is  always 

splendid,  fresh  and  charming,  as  are  the 
roles  she  portrays. 
The  story  offers  ample  opportunity  for 

Ben  Lyon  to  display  his  versatility.  Wlio 
could  imagine  sleek  Ben  Lyon  as  the 
floundering,  blundering,  stuttering,  mussed- 
up  hair,  be-spectacled  young  man !   As  the 
dashing,  magnetic  sheik  he  is  moce  like 
himself,  until  he  tells  Mary  (Lois  WilsOn) 
that  when  he  kissed  fervently  as  the 
camera  clicked  he  pretended  the  girl  in  his 
arms  to  be  her,  and  that  when  the  director 
shouted,  “Cut!”  he  immediately  released  his 
victim  with  a   suddeness  that  catapulted  her 
to  terra  firma  minus  all  aid  and  tenderness 
from  him!— Fanchon  Kauders. 
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The  Imposter 
Distrihutor:  F.  B.  0, 

Producer:  P.  B.  0. 

Length: 
DIRECTOR   

Undetermined. 

  CHET  WITHEY 
PLAYERS 

Judith  Gilbert   Evelvn  Brent 
Dick  Gilbert   Carrol  Nye 
  Jini  Morrison 

De  Momoff   Frank  Leigh 
E^ity   Jimmy  Quinn 
Moms    Carlton  Griffin 
Ann  Penn   Edna  Griffin 
TYPE:  Crook  drama. 

THEME:  Outwitting  crooks. 

LOCALE;  An  American  city. 

TIME:  The  present. 

STORY:  A   society  girl  disguises  her- 
self as  a   street  gamin  in  order  to  obtain 

a   jewel,  which  her  father  holds  as  se- 
curity for  a   Count,  and  which  was  stolen 

by  a   man  hired  by  her  dissipated  brother 
to  get  money  for  him  to  pay  his  gambling debts.  Exciting  incidents  occur  with  the 
girl  pretending  she  too  is  a   thief.  Learn- 

the  jewel  has  been  sold  to  a   social 
climber,  who  sees  a   chance  to  increase 
her  social  standing  with  the  girl’s  family, 
the  girl,  disguised  as  a   thief,  offers  to 
impersonate  herself  at  a   garden  party, 
at  which  the  woman  returns  the  jewel. 
Alter  several  interesting  occurrences,  the 
girl  manages  to  get  the  jewel  in  the  safe 
in  time.  The  brother,  not  knowing  this, 
confesses.  The  thief  breaks  in  attempt- 

ing again  to  get  the  jewel,  but  the  girl covers  him  with  a   gun.  The  brother  is 
forgiven  and  a   reporter  who  has  been 
followmg  the  girl  thief,  desirous  of 
rnarrying  her  to  make  an  honest  woman 
of  her,  learns  her  identity,  and  the  girl tells  him  he  still  has  a   chance. 
HIGHLIGHTS:  Scene  in  which 

jewel  IS  stolen.  ...  The  girl  posing  as a   thief.  ...  Her  impersonation  of  her- 
self at  a   garden  party.  .   .   .   Scene  in 

which  girl  locks  thief  in  room.  .   .   .   His 
escape.  .   .   .   Reporter's  motorcycle  chase .   .   .   Reappearance  of  thief.  .   .   .   His  ar- 

rest. .   .   .   Revelation  of  the  girl’s  identity to  reporter. 

Scene  from  “The  Imposter,”  starring Evelyn  Brent.  This  is  an  F,  B.  O.  cur- 
rent production. 

Sandy 

Distributor:  Fox 
Producer:  Fox 

Length:  7850  feet 

DIRECTOR   HARRY  BEAUMONT 
PLAYERS 

Sandy  McNeil    Madge  Bellamy 
Douglas  Keith    Leslie  Fenton 
Ramon  Worth    Harrison  Ford 
Judith  Moore    Gloria  Hope 
Ben  Murillo    Bardson  Bard 
Angus  McNeil    David  Torrence 
Isabel  McNeil    Lillian  Leighton 

Tjmmy    Charles  Farrell 
Alice  McNeil   Joan  Standing 
TYPE;  Romantic  drama. 

THEME:  Results  of  defying  conven- tion. 

LOCALE:  An  American  city. 
TIME:  The  present. 

STORY :   Because  of  a   compromising 
position  a   jazz-mad  girl  marries  a 
wealthy  man.  Her  husband’s  cruelty  re- sults in  the  death  of  their  baby.  The  girl 
goes  away  for  a   rest  and  meets  an  archi- 

tect, becoming  so  infatuated  that  she  dis- 
cards convention  and  lives  with  him  hap- 

pily  until  a   woman  with  whom  he  had 
an  affair  appears.  She  leaves  and  goes 
to  her  cousin,  and  soon  has  her  cousin’s 
sweetheart  in  love  with  her.  The  archi- 

tect appears  and  when  the  girl  refuses 
to  return  kills  himself  and  tries  to  kill 
her.  The  cousin’s  sweetheai-t  takes  the blame  and  is  tried  for  murder.  The  girl 
learning  of  this,  gets  out  of  a   sick  bed 
to  go  to  court  and  confess.  She  re- 

unites her  cousin  and  sweetheart  and 
then  dies,  as  the  excitement  was  too  much for  her  strength. 

highlights  :   Marriage  of  girl  to 
wealthy  man  as  a   result  of  automobile 
accident.  .   .   .   Her  infatuation  with  the 
^chitect.  .   .   .   Scene  in  which  she  leaves 
him.  .   .   .   Infatuation  of  her  cousin's 
sweetheart  for  her.  .   .   .   Reappearance 
of  the  architect   Death  of  the  archi- 

tect and  his  attempt  to  kill  her. 
Scene  in  which  her  cousin’s  sweetheart takes  the  blame  for  the  murder.  The 
girl’s  confession.  .   .   .   Scene  in  which she  reunites  her  cousin  and  sweetheart 
■   .   .   .The  girl’s  death. 

Kiki 
Distributor:  First  National 
Producer:  Clarence  Brown 
Length:  Undetermined 

DIRECTOR   CLARENCE  BROWN 
PLAYERS 

Kiki    

Renal   
Paulette    
Baron  Rapp    
Adolphe    
Brule   
Jo!y   
Pierre    

Pastryman   

  Norma  Talmadge 
  Ronald  Colman 

  Gertrude  Astor 
  Marc  MacDermott 

  George  K.  Arthur 
  William  Oriamond 
  Ei'win  Connelly 
  Frankie  Darro 
  Mack  Swain 

TYPE;  Comedy  drama. 
THEME:  Rival  love. 

LOCALE:  Paris. 

TIME:  The  present. 
STORY:  A   Paris  street  gamin  be- 

comes a   chorus  girl  and  incurs  the  en- 
mity of  the  manager’s  sweetheart,  who conspires  to  humiliate  her.  The  man 

ager  feels  pity  for  the  waif  and  falls  in love  with  her.  The  jealous  sweetheart 
plots  with  a   Baron  to  get  rid  of  her 
rival,  but  the  chorus  girl  discovers  the 
plot  and  pretends  she  has  a   case  of 
catalepsy.  The  Baron  loses  interest  in 
her  at  this  point,  but  the  manager’s  love 
deepens.  Realizing  she  has  thoroughly 
won  his  love  the  girl  stops  feigning  cata- 

lepsy and  lets  her  rival  hear  the  exchange 
of  vows  over  the  telephone. 
HIGHLIGHTS:  Kiki  as  a   chorus 

girl.  .   .   .   Scene  in  which  Kiki  becomes 
intoxicated.  .   .   .   Plot  to  have  Kiki  elope 
with  the  Baron.  .   .   .   Scene  in  which  Kiki 
feigns  catalepsy.  .   .   .   Exchange  of  vows 
over  the  telephone. 

Born  to  the  West 
DistHbutor :   Paramount 

Producer:  Famous  Players-Lasky 
Length:  Undetermined 

PLAYERS 

Children  in  the  Prologue   Billy 

Aber,  Joe  Butterworth,  Jean  Johnson 
Dare  Rudd   Jack  Holt 
Bate  Fillmore   Bruce  Gordon 

Jim  Fallon   Raymond  Hatton 
Jesse  Fillmore   George  Seigmann 

Nell  Worstall   Margaret  Morris 
Belle  of  Paradise  Bar....Arlette  Marchal 

Nell’s  Father.   William  A.  Carroll 
Dinkey  Hooley   Tom  Kennedy 
TYPE:  Western  drama. 

THE.ME:  Rival  love. 

LOCALE:  The  American  West. 

TIME;  1875;  the  present. 

_ STORY:  Two  schoolboys  fight  over  a 
girl,  and  when  the  conflict  ends  both 
boys  bear  scars  for  life.  Years  later 

^ey  meet  in  the  West  and  again  fight. 
The  one  man  loves  his  schoolgirl  sweet- 

heart dearly,  and  learns  her  father  is  in 
jail  on  a   trumped  up  charge  made  by 

his  rival,  and  that  the  girl  has  consented 
to  marry  him  to  save  her  father.  The 

James  Morrison  and  Evelyn  Brent  >n 
"The  Imposter,”  an  F.  B.  O.  production 

which  is  nov/  in  the  cutting  room. 

J 
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Lige  Conley  assumes  the  posture  of  an 
affluent  financier  in  this  scene  from  the 

Educational-Mermaid  comedy  “The  Tin 
Ghost,”  a   recent  release  directed  by 

Stephen  Roberts. 

rival  with  his  gang  try  to  get  rid  of  this 

man,  who  is  saved  by  his  pal.  After  sev- 
eral exciting  incidents  in  which  the  girl 

is  forced  to  marry  the  rival,  the  dancing 
girl  knifes  him  after  he  strikes  her,  and 
the  girl  escapes.  The  fight  between  the 

minei's  and  their  rivals  then  ensues  and 
the  feud  between  the  two  rivals  is  ended 

in  an  interesting  manner. 

HIGHLIGHTS:  Fight  between  the 

two  boys  at  school.-  .   .   .   Fight  in 

dance  hall.  .   .   .   it^’an’s  rescue  of 
girl’s  father  from  jail.  .   .   .   Combat 
between  miners  and  rival  gang.  .   .   . 
Ending  of  the  feud. 

Thrilling  Youth 
Distributor:  Rayart 

Producer:  Kayart 

Length:  5000  feet 

DIRECTOR   GROVER  JONES 

Author    Gi'over  Jones 
Cameraman    George  Crocker 

PLAYERS 

Billy  Davis    Billy  West 

Mai*y  Bryson   Gloria  Grey 

Billy’s  Father   George  Bunny 
Thomas  Bryson   Charles  Clary 

Bryson’s  Secretary   John  J.  Richardson 
Detective    Span  Kennedy 
Vallman    Joseph  Smith 

TYPE:  Comedy  drama. 

TEEPdE:  Business  rivalry;  romantic 
love. 

LOCALE:  An  American  town. 

TIME:  The  present. 

STORY :   A   boy  returns  from  college 
and  finds  his  dad  in  financial  trouble.  He 

woi*ks  to  make  their  bakery  business  a 
success.  Meanwhile  he  is  in  love  with 

the  daughter  of  a   big  competitor.  This 

competitor’s  secretary  bribes  the  boy’s 
foreman  to  put  cement  in  the  bread. 

Forewarned  by  the  girl,  the  boy  i-eveals 
the  trick  to  his  customers  by  an  airplane 
sky-written  message.  The  competitor 
denounces  his  secretary  for  underhand 
plotKng  and  the  romance  of  the  girl  and 
the  boy  ends  happily. 

highlights  :   Boy’s  return  home 
•   •   .   .   Scene  in  which  girl  warns  boy  to 
the  cement  trick.  .   .   .   The  airplane  sky- 

-wuting  stunt.  .   .   .   The  boy’s  £ght  with 
his  compefifor's  secretary.  .   .   .   The 
happy  conclusion  of  the  boy  and  girl 
::omanc€. 

The  Fighting  Boob 
Distributor:  F.  B.  0. 

Producer:  Independent  Pictures  Corp. 
Length:  Undetermined 

director   JACK  NELSON 
PLAYERS 

The  Tiger*   Bob  Custer 

Clayton    

Timothy  Steele   
Jaspar  Steele   
Helen  Hawksfay   

Old  Man  Hawksby..., 
Jack  Randall   
Bowers    
Dolores   
Bobby    

  Frank  Whitson 
  Sherrill  Tansy 

  Hugh  Saxon 
  Violet  Palmer 
....Andrew  Arbuckle 

  Sam  Lufkin 
  Thomas  Bay 

  Joan  Meredith 

  Bobby  Nelson 
..Artie  Ortega 

TYPE;  Western  drama. 

THEME:  Thwarting  of  plots  to  ob- 
tain property. 

LOCALE:  The  American  West. 
TIME:  The  present. 

STORY:  A   border  rider  impersonates 
his  buddy  who  has  been  gassed  in  the 
war.  Numerous  exciting  incidents  occur 
as  he  sets  out  to  foil  plots  to  kidnap  a 
girl  and  to  obtain  certain  propei-ty.  The 
result  is  that  he  saves  the  property  and 

HIGHLIGHTS :   ..Impersonation  of 
the  border  rider  as  his  wounded  buddy. 
.   .   .   Knife-throwing  scenes.  .   .   . 
Mexican  scenes.  .   .   .   Scene  in  which 
rivals  attempt  to  kidnap  border  rider. 
.   .   .   Scene  in  which  border  rider  pre- 

vents signing  over  of  property.  .   .   . 
Kidnaping  of  the  two  ranchers  and  the 
girl,  .   .   .   Rescue  of  them  by  border 
rider.  ,   .   .   Scene  in  which  couple  re- 

ceive grandfather’s  blessing. 

The  Tin  Ghost 
Distributor:  Educational 

Producer:  Jack  White  Productions 

Length:  Undetermined 
DIRECTOR   STEPHEN  ROBERTS 

PLAYERS 

Lige   Lige  Conley 
Estelle    Estelle  Bradley 
Her  Father       Phil  Dunham 
Otto    Otto  Fries 

TYPE:  Romantic  comedy. 

THEME:  Outwitting  the  villain. 

LOCALE:  An  American  town. 

TIME;  The  present. 

STORY:  An  inventor  asks  the  man- 
ager of  a   newspaper  to  send  some  men 

out  to  witness  a   demonstration  before  a 

group  of  capitalists  of  an  automaton  he 

has  invented.  The  manager  sends  a   re- 
jrorter  out  on  the  story,  meanwhile  plot- 

ting to  steal  the  invention  himself.  The 
manager  arrives  and  disarranges  the 
wires  of  the  automaton  so  when  the  in- 

ventor demonstrates  it  before  the  men 

it  does  not  work.  The  reporter  attempts 
to  help  him  and  hides  himself  in  the 
machinery  of  the  mechanical  man  but  is 
discovered.  He  manages  to  get  it  fixed 
and  it  marches  into  the  house,  grabs  the 
conspirators  and  throws  them  out,  and 

the  reporter  and  the  inventor’s  daughter set  their  wedding  day. 

highlights :   Actions  of  the  me- 

chanica!  man.  .   .   .   Manager’s  at- 
tempt to  steal  the  invention. 

Reporter’s  attempt  to  hide  himself  in 
machinery  of  automaton  to  make  it 
work.  .   .   .   Scene  in  which  he  is 

discovered.  .   .   .   His  fixing  of  the 
automaton  which  throws  out  the  con- 

spirators. 

The  Palm  Beach  Girl 
DistHhutor :   Paramount 

Producer:  Famous  Players-Lasky 

Length :   Undetermined 

DIRECTOR    ERLE  KENTON 

PLAYERS 

Emily  Bennett    Bebe  Daniels 
Jack  Trotter   Lawrence  Gray 

Aunt  Jerry   Josephine  Drake 
Julia    Marguerite  Clayton 
Herbert  Moxon   John  Patrick 

Discovered!  That  is  what  appears  to 

have  befallen  Lige  Conley  in  this  scene 

from  "The  Tin  Ghost,"  an  Educational- 
Mermaid  comedy  directed  by  Stephen 

Roberts. 

Tug  Wilson   Armand  Cortes 
Sheriff   Roy  Byron 
Aunt  Beatrice   Maude  Turner  Gordon 

TYPE:  Boat  racing  comedy. 

THEME:  Gawkish  small  town  gml  be- 
comes social  success. 

LOCALE:  Florida. 

TIME:  The  present 

STORY:  A   small  to\vn  girl  comes  to 
visit  her  aunts  who  try  to  make  a   social 

impression.  The  girl  discovers  some  boot- 
leggers transferring  a   cargo  into  a 

friend’s  speed  boat.  She  interferes  and 
is  pushed  into  the  boat,  and  later  set 
adrift.  The  boat  must  be  back  the  next 

day  for  the  races,  and  she  has  an  excit- 
ing time  endeavoring  to  manipulate  the 

craft.  She  gets  back  in  time,  operates 
the  boat  in  the  race,  and  wins  it  and  the 
man  who  owns. the  boat. 

HIGHLIGHTS :   Scene  in  which  she 
is  mistaken  for  a   negro.  .   .   .   Scene  in 

which  she  attempts  to  christen  speed 
boat.  .   .   .   Her  wild  ride  with  the  boot- 

leggers. .   .   .   Her  amateurish  efforts  to 
get  the  boat  back  for  the  race.  .   .   .   The 
aeroplane  scenes.  .   .   .   The  train  wreck 
.   .   .   .   Beautiful  Florida  scenic  effects 

.   .   .   .   The  racing  scene  ....  Scene  in 
which  girl  wins  the  race  and  the  man. 

Ifs  the  Old  Army  Game 
Distributor:  Paramount 

Producer:  Paramount 

Length:  Undetermined 
DIRECTOR....EDWARD  SUTHERLAND 

PLAYERS 

Elmer  Prettywillie   W.  G.  Field.s 
Mildi*ed  Mai'shall   Louise  Brooks 
Tessie  Overhold   Blanche  Ring 

George  Delevan   William  Gaxton 
Sarah  Pancoast   Mary  Foy 

Mickey   Mickey  Bennett 

Society  Bathers    
  Josephine  Dunn,  Jack  Luden 

An  Artist   George  Currie 
TYPE:  Farce  comedy. 

THEME;  Florida  real  estate  boom 
turned  backwards. 

LOCALE:  Country  town  in  Florida. 

TIME:  The  present. 

STORY:  A   go-getter  in  a   small  Flor- 
ida town  tries  to  sell  New  York  lots  to 

Floridians.  He  rents  mndow  space  in  a 

drug  store,  in  which  there  is  a   beautiful 
clerk,  and  increases  business  for  the 
owner  and  for  himself.  A   detective 

bursts  the  bubble  and  the  go-getter  de- 
parts for  New  York  in  a   hurry.  The  pro- 

prietor goes  to  New  York  also  and  finds 
the  office  of  the  go-getter  in  the  hands 
of  the  police.  He  returns  to  his  old 
home  to  discover  that  the  go-getter  has 
returned  with  handsome  profits.  The 

go-getter  is  married  to  the  clerk. 
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New  Picture  Publication  Dates 
A   Week-to-Week  Summaht  of  Facts  and  Figures  Pertain- 

ing TO  New  Picture  Product  Offered  the  Theatre  Booker 

This Producer Distributor Length 

WEEK  OF  APRIL  12th 

Th*  Sign  of  the  Claw 
The  Seventh  Bandit 

Skinaer’i  Dreai  Suit 

The  Shamrock  Hoedicnp 
Silken  Shackles 

Tonight’s  the  Night 
Broken  China 

The  Big  Reortod  Fish 
The  Old  War  Rone 

Ukulele  Sheiks 

Old  Loves  and  Now 
A   Love    

Wild  To  Go 

The  Impostor 

The  Fighting  Boob 
Honeymoon  Feet 

Xing  of  The  Boasts 
Mike 

The  Blind  Goddess 

Tllte  Crown  of  Lies 

Paris  at  Midnight 

Among  Those  Present 

Tom  Mis  in  Tony  Rui 

Colham 

Charles  Ri  Rogers 
Universal 

Fox 
Wnraer 

Jack  White 

Christie 
Timaly  Films 

Hal  Roach 
Hq]  Roach 

First  Natlonol 
Mack  Scnnell 
F.  B.  O. 

F.  B.  O. 
F.  B.  O. 

F.  B.  O. 
Standard  Cinema 

M-G-M 
Paramount 

Paramount 
P-D-C 

Associated  Exhibitors 

Fox 

Lumas Pothe 

Universal 

Werner 

Fox 

Edueotional 
Educational 

Patho 

Pathe 

Pathe 

First  National 
Pathe 

F. O. F.  B.  O. 
F.  B.  O. 

F.  B.  O. 

F.  B.  O. 

M-G-M 

Paramount 
Paramount P-D-C 

Associated  Exhibitors 

Pox 

6120 
SSSS 

7025 

6061 

5865% 

1090 

2009 

2/3  reel 
1   reel 

2   reels 

7A32 2   reels 

4570 

54ST 
4549 

2   reels 
2   reels 

6755 7363 

5020 

6995 

2877 

5477% 

WEEK  OF  APRIL  19tb 

Desert  Cold 

Border  Sheriff  The 

The  Lucky  Lady 
The  Prince  of  Pilasn 

The  Man  from  Oklahoma 

Silence 

Felix  the  Cat  Misses  the  Cuo 

Tho  Tin  Ghost 

Hearts  and  Showers 

Madame  Mystery 

Hayfoot,  Strawfoot 

Tho  Insido  Dope 

The  Hidden  Way 

The  Lightning  Slider 
Isle  of  Retribution 

Paramount 
Universal 

Paramount 

Universal 

Associotsd  £xh« 
P-D-C 

Bijou  Films 

Jack  While 
Timely  Films 
Hal  Roach 

Mack  Sennott 

Crantlnnd  Rice  Sport- 

lights Assoeialcd  Exhibitors 
F.  B.  O. 
F.  B.  O. 

ParamouBt 
6900 

Unlreraal 

Poramouitt 
Univerial 

Aasoeiated  Exb. 
P-D-C 

6168 

EducalloDol 
2000 

Patho 

%   reel 

Pathe 

Patbe Pathe 
1   reel 

Aaao  elated  Exhibitora 

5900 

F.  B.  O. 
1911 F.  B.  O. 
6388 

WEEK  OF  APRIL  26th 

Desert  Gold 

The  Lucky  Lady 

Somebody’s  Wrong 
Shore  Shy 
Fresh  Faces 

Neptune's  Domain 
Rough  and  Ready  Romeo 

Tho  Uncovered  Wagon 

Baby  Clothes 

Tho  Bar-C-Mystery 

Paramount 

Paramount 

Jack  White 

Chrisllo 
Christie 

Lyman  H.  Howe 
Timely  Films 
Hal  Roach 
Hal  Roach 

Patho  (Serial) 

Paramount 

Paramount 
Educational 

Educational 

Educational 
Educational 
Patho 

Patho 

Patho 

WEEK  OF  MAY  1st 

TJio  Border  Sheriff 

Tho  Hidden  Way 
Flames 

The  Prince  of  Pllsen 

Tho  Man  From  Oklahoma 
Mr.  Cinderella 

Felix  the  Cat  Braves  the  Briny 
Farm  Hands 

Scared  Stiff 

Nervous  Moments 

P-D-C 

Harry  Webb  Prods. 

Assoclotcd  Exhibitors 
P-D-C 

Horry  Webb 

GoodwlU  Comedies 

Bijou  Films 
Fables 

Hal  Roach 

Crantlacd  Rise  Sport- 

lights 

Associated  Exhibitors P-D-C 

Rayart Educational 

Educational 

Pathe Pathe 

Patho 

5888 

6609 

5000 
2000 

1900 

3/3  reel 
2   reels 
1   reel 

COOS 

P-D-C 

Rayort  P!et.  Corn- 

Who's  Boss 

Gimme  Strength 

Going  Crazy 

Tho  Shootin’  Fool 
Tho  Noon  Wliistle 

Mum's  tho  Word 
Say  It  Wth  Babies 

Tho  Ghost  of  Folly 

Fight  Night 

Early  to  Wed 

Whispering  Canyon 
Racing  Blood 

The  Big  harode 

Honda  Across  the  Border 

Tho  Alpine  Flapper 

The  Planting  Season 

Dinky  Doodle's  Wild  West 
The  Heavy  Parade 

The  Social  Highwaymen 
The  Rainmaker 

Galloping  Cowboy 

WEEK  OF  MAY  9th 

Jock  White 
Christie 

Jack  White 
Fables 

Hal  Roach 
Hul  Roach 

Hal  Roach 

Mack  Sonnelt 

Mack  Sonnett 

Fox 
Bonner 

Gotham 
F.  B.  O. 
F.  B.  O. 

Timely  Films 

Groutland  Rico  Snort- 

lights 

Bray 

Standard  Cinema Warner 

Paramount 

Associated  Exhibitors 

Educational 

Edueotional 
Educational 

Patho 

Pathe 

Pathe 

Patho 

Pathe Patho 

Fox 
Cinsborg-Knnn 

F.  B.  O. 
F.  B.  O. 
Patho 

Patho F.  B.  O. 

F.  B.  O. 

Warner 
Paramount 

Assoeloied  Exhibitors 

1000 
2000 

2000 

2/3  reel 
I   reel 

2   reels 

2   reels 
2   reels 2   reels 

5912 5662 

5975 2   reels 

5367 

2/3  reel 
1   reel 

i   reel 

1   reel 

6000 
6131 

6900 
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The  Millionaire 
Policeman 

'DistHhutor:  Ginsberg-Kann Producer:  Banner  Productions 
Length:  Undetermined 

DIRECTOR   EDWARD  LE  SAINT 

Cameramen....Harris  Davis,  Max  Stengler PLAYERS 

Mrs.  Wallace   Lillian  Langdon 
TYPE:  Romantic  drama, 
THEME:  Cowardice  overcome  bv  de- 

vDtion  to  duty.  ^ 
LOCALE;  An  American  city. 
TIME:  The  present. 
STORY:  A   young  millionaire  shows the  white  feather  when  the  horse  his 

girl  companion  is  riding  runs  away  He 
joins  the  police  force  in  a   distant  city to  learn  how  to  be  brave,  as  the  girl  had 
been  rescued  by  a   mounted  policeman. 
He  falls  in  love  with  his  landlady's daughter  and  becomes  engaged  to  her. 
The  girl’s  worthless  brother,  the  idol  of nis  mother,  breaks  open  a   safe  and  is arrested  by  the  policeman  despite  his ®   attempting  to  escape the  brother  overturas  a   lamp,  sets  fire 
to  the  house  and  falls  to  his  death  The policeman  rescues  the  girl  and  her mother,  and  marries  the  girl  and  receives a   medal  for  bravery. 

^^tGHLIGHTS :   Exhibition  of  mil- 
lionaire s   cowardice.  .   .   .   Arrest  of 

his  sweetheart’s  brother  by  policeman. •   -   .   His  rescue  of  the  girl  and 
mother  from  a   burning  building.  . 
His  learning  of  bravery  by  devotion  to 
his  duty. 

Kinograms  No.  5179 

GIRLS  INVADE  ANOTHER  PROFESSION.  PEGGY 
WOMAN  TO  TOUR  COUNTRY 

AS  MEMBER  OF  MALE  BASEBALL  TEAM. 

• Kinograms  No.  5180 

WEST  POINT  CADETS  IN  FIRST  BRILL  OF  YEAR. 
IMPRESSIVE  SIGHT  AS  FUTURE  OFFICERS 

MARCH  ON  DRESS  PARADE. 

• Kinograms  No.  5181 

JOHN  MILES,  la-YEAR-OLD  MINER  FRdM  NOVA 
SCOTIA,  BREAKS  RECORD  IN  WINNING MARATHON. 

m Fox  News  No.  58 

UNIVERSITY  CREWS  FIGHT  FOR  PACIFIC  COAST 

TITLE.  WASHINGTON  WINS  FROM  CALI- 
FORNIA BY  5   LENGTHS. 

• Fox  News  No.  59 

TOURISTS  GATHER  IN  FLORENCE,  ITALY  TO 

SEE  ODD  RELIGIOUS  CEREMONY,  THE  LIGHT- 
ING OF  FIREWORKS  BEFORE  CATHEDRAL 

DOORS. 

• 
Jjifernat/ona/  News  No.  32 

CARDINALS  CONQUER  PIRATES  IN  SEASON'S 
FIRST  BATTLE.  HORNSBY’S  HARD-HIT- 

TING COHORTS  GET  OFF  TO  FLYING 
START  WITH  7-6  VICTORY. 

• 

International  News  No.  33 

BOSTON  TECH’S  GOES  THROUGH  ANNUAL  BOOK 
RUSH  WHICH  IS  ROUGHEST  EVER — TEAR  CAS  USED. 

• 

Paths  News  No.  33 

MEXICO  CITY  HOLDS  FETE  “TO  BURY  BAD 
HUMOR,’’  FOR  FIRST  TIME  IN  25  YEARS, 

IN  COLORFUL  SETTING. 

• 

Paths  News  No.  34 

“NINE  SIXTY’’  WINS  HUNTINGTON  SPRI^^C 
DERBY.  NOTED  THOROUGHBREDS  RACE 
AT  HIGH  SPEED  IN  FEATURE  EVENT. 



A   “Green  Archer”  ball,  in  which  the 
dancers  resembled  the  mystery  archer  in 

the  Pathe  serial  “The  Green  Archer,”  was 
recently  staged  in  the  Winter  Garden  at 
Butte,  Montana. 

Eva  Novak  Joins  Hal  Roach 
Eva  Novak  is  one  of  the  latest  feature 

players  to  join  the  Hal  Roach  list  of  ce- 
lebrities playing  in  two-reel  comedies. 

Kathleen  Collins  Is  Signed 

Charles  R.  Rogers,  producer  of  Harry 

Carey’s  Pathe  Western  features,  has  signed 
Kathleen  Collins  to  a   five-year  contract. 

Miller  Opposite  Allene  in  New  Serial 

Walter  Miller,  leading  man  of  the  Pathe 

serials  “Sunken  Silver,”  "Play  Ball,”  and 
"The  Green  Archer,”  is  playing  opposite 
Allene  Ray  in  a   new  serial  entitled 
“Snowed  In." 

Diversified  Program  for  May  2 

“Songs  of  the  Northern  States,"  one  of 
the  Famous  Melody  Series ;   “Scared  Stiff,” 
a   Hal  Roach  two-reeler  with  Clyde  Cook; 

“A  Yankee  Doodle  Duke,"  a   Mack  Sennett 
two-reel  comedy  with  Ralph  Graves,  and 
“Nervous  Moments,”  a   Grantland  Rice 
Sportlight  add  diversity  to  the  Pathe  short 
feature  program  for  the  week  of  May  2. 

Lang  to  Direct  “Golden  Web” 
Walter  Lang  has  signed  a   contract  to 

direct  "The  Golden  Web,"  the  first  of  the 
1926-27  productions. 

Irving  and  Hauer  in  “Mabel”  Cast 
Bill  Irving  and  Phyllis  Haver  have 

joined^  the  cast  in  "Up  in  Mabel’s  Room,” 
in  which  Marie  Prevost  stars. 

Director  Assigned  Role 
Frank  Reicher,  director  and  actor,  has 

been  assigned  to  a   featured  role  in  sup- 
Jetta  Goudal  in  “Her  Man  O' 

War." 

Million  Dollar  Handicap”  W'ins  Praise 
,,  the  press  and  the  public  praised 

-/he  Million  Dollar  Handicap,"  featuring 
Vera_  Reynolds,  which  had  its  west  coast 
premiere  at  the  Forum.  Los  Angeles. 

Preparatory  IFork  on  “Deluge”  Started 

,.,.^^®Paraitory  work  has  been  started  on 
Ihe  Deluge,”  which  it  is  expected  will 

take  an  entire  year  for  filming.  The  theme 
ot  this  production  was  the  winning  sug- 

gestion in  De  Mille’s  international  letter contest. 

Schildkraut  in  “American  Sex” 
Schildkraut  will  be  featured  in 

the  American  Sex,”  production  of  which 
as  already  begun  under  the  direction  of 

{?*®Ph  Henabery.  Marguerite  De  La 
Vera  Stedman  are  supporting 

Scenes  from  “Rsnson’s  Folly”  which  is 
now  being  shot.  This  is  an  Inspira- 

tion production  for  First  National  dis- 
tribution with  Dorothy  Mackaill  and 

Richard  Barthelmess  in  the  leading 
roles. 

Universal 

Betty  Compson  in  “Love  Me” 
Betty  Compson  has  been  signed  for  an 

important  role  in  "Love  Me  and  the  World 
Is  Mine,"  which  E.  A.  DuPont,  director, 
has  started  production  on.  Mary  Philbin 
and  Norman  Kerry  are  playing  co-starring roles. 

Denny  Starts  “Take  It  From  Me” 
Reginald  Denny  has  commenced  work 

on  “Take  It  From  Me,”  under  the  direc- 
tion of  William  A.  Seiter,  with  Blanche 

Mehaffey  in  the  feminine  lead. 

“Four  Flusher”  Is  Purchased 

The  screen  rights  to  “The  Four  Flusher” 
has  just  been  purchased  to  be  adapted  as 

a   Reginald  Denny  production  for  the  com- 
ing scr.sc:i. 

“Star  Maker”  Is  in  Cufing 

The  Star  Maker,”  Lois  Weber’s  first directorial  effort  since  she  returned  to 
Universal,  is  now  in  the  cutting  stage. 
Biilie  Dove  and  Francis  X.  Bushman  have the  leading  roles. 

Broion  Titling  “Her  Big  Night" 
Melville  Brown,  having  completed  the 

direction  and  editing  of  “Her  Big  Night,” is  now  writing  the  titles  for  the  picture. Embassy 

Complete  “Devil’s  Island” “Devil’s  Island,”  the  first  of  four  Pau- 
line Frederick  pictures,  has  just  been  fin- ished. 

Columbia 

Name  Twenty-four  for  Coming  Season 

The  following  pictures  have  been  listed 

for  coming  season  releases :   "The  Lost 
House,"  “Remember,”  "The  Price  of  Hon- 

or,” “The  Lightning  Express,”  “Sweet 
Rosie  O’Grady, "   "Pleasure  Before  Busi- 

ness,” “Birds  of  Prey,”  "The  Wreck," “Poor  Girls,”  “The  Sidewalks  of  New 
York,”  “Stolen  Pleasures,”  “The  Tragedy 
of  a   Snob,”  “The  False  Alarm,”  “Adele, 
The  Belle  of  Broadway,”  “The  Truthful 
Sex,”  "Wandering  Girls,”  "Meet  the 
Wife,”  “The  Clown,”  “For  Ladies  Only," 

“Obey  the  Law,”  “Paying  the  Price,"  “The 
Girl  Who  Smiles,”  “The  Better  Way,” 
“The  Romantic  Age,”  and  “When  the 

Wife’s  Away.” 

Sanford  Productions 

“Sacrifice”  Is  Completed 

"Her  Sacrifice”  has  been  completed  un- 
der the  direction  of  Wilfred  Lucas,  with 

Herbert  Rawlinson,  Gladys  Brockwell, 
Gaston  Glass  and  Bryant  Washburn  in  the 
cast. 

Warner  Brothers 

Head  “Reveillon”  Cast 
Monte  Blue  and  Patsy  Ruth  Miller  are 

the  leads  in  Ernst  Lubitsch’s  production 
"Reveillon.”  They  appeared  together  in 
“Red  Hot  Tires”  and  “Hogan’s  Alley.” 

Louis  in  “Quest”  Cast 
Willard  Louis  has  been  assigned  to  one 

of  the  most  important  roles  in  “The  Pas- 
sionate Quest,”  which  is  scheduled  to  go 

into  production  shortly. 

Ruymaker  Re-signed 
Herman  Raymaker  has  been  re-signed  to 

a   long  term  directorial  contract,  and  will 
start  direction  of  a   comedy  scheduled  for 
the  1926-27  program. 

“Honeymoon  Express”  Title  Changed 

The  title  of  “The  Honeymoon  Express,” last  of  the  1925-26  schedule  still  to  be 

made,  is  to  be  released  as  “The  Social 

Highwayman.” George  Jessel  Signed 

George  Jessel,  star  of  “The  Jazz  Sing- er,” Broad^vay  musical  comedy  hit,  has 
been  signed  as  a   Warner  star. 
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Two  Added  of  '‘Sheik”  Cast 
Montagu  Love  and  Bull  Montana  have 

been  added  to  the  cast  of  “The  Son  of  a 
Sheik’’  in  suppoft  of  Rudolph  Valentino. 

“Black  Pirate”  Is  Praised 

“The  Black  Pirate’’  has  received  praise 
from  the  San  Francisco  press,  where  it  is 
in  the  midst  of  an  extended  engagement 
at  the  Wilkes  theatre. 

“Yellow  Fingers”  is  an  Emmett  Flynn production  for  Fox  release,  starring 
Olive  Borden. 

Fox 

Mary  Brian  Is  Borrowed 

Mar3-  Brian  has  been  borrowed  for  the 
leading  feminine  role  in  “More  Pay,  Less 
Work,’’  which  has  gone  into  production under  the  direction  of  Albert  Raj'. 

Praise  “Sandy”  Production 
Praise  is  received  on  the  success  of 

Sandj',’’  in  which  Madge  Bellamy  stars. The  picture  is  being  held  over  a   second 
week  at  the  Monroe,  Chicago. 

Another  Kyne  Picture  Stsrled 

“No  Shennanigans.’’  the  fourth  Peter  B. 
Kj’ne  story  to  be  filmed  this  season,  has been  put  into  production. 

“Family  Upstairs”  Being  Filmed 
The  initial  scenes  in  “The  Family  Up- 

stairs’’ have  been  filmed  by  J.  G.  Blystone. Virginia  Vallie  and  J.  Farrell  Macdonald 
have  the  leading  roles. 

Mass  Arrives  in  HoUytoood 

Ernest  Mass  arrived  in  Hollywood  from New  York  to  take  up  his  duties  as  a   su- 
pervisor of  productions.  He  is  the  thir'S 

production  supervisor  appointed  last  month 
the  others  being  Edwin  C.  Hill  and  Ken- netli  Hawks. 

United  Artists 

Commend  “Stella  Dallas” 

Samuel  Goldwyn’s  “Stella  Dallas,’’  play- 
ing at  the  Forum,  Los  Angeles,  has  re- ceived high  commendation. 

Books  All  U,  A.  Releases 

Marcus  Lowe  circuit  has  closed  for  the 
showing  of  ail  United  Artists’  new  re- 

leases over  the  entire  circuit. 

Bat”  Booked  for  Chicago 
Balaban  and  Katz  have  booked  Roland 

Wests  production  of  “The  Bat’’  for  their Chicago  theatre,  Chicago,  the  week  of May  17. 

First  National 

“Senor  Daredevil”  Cast  Completed 
Witli  the  addition  of  several  minor  mem- 

bers required  by  a   switch  to  interior 
scenes  on  account  of  weather,  the  cast  of 
“Senor  Daredeviil,’’  the  first  Charles  R. 
Rogers  production  for  First  National,  is 
now  complete. 

“Duchess”  Cast  Also  Complete 
With  the  signing  of  Rose  Dione  and 

Chester  Conklin,  the  cast  in  Constance  Tal- 

madge's  latest  comedy-drama,  “The  Duch- 
ess of  Buffalo,’’  now  is  complete. 

Peters  Films  “Brown  Derby” 
George  Peters  has  succeeded  Charles 

Gilson  as  cameraman  for  the  filming  of 

the  Remaining  scenes  of  “The  Brown  Der- bj',’’  the  new  Johnny  Hines  comedy. 

Dorothy  Seastrom  Is  Re-signed 
Dorothy  Seastrom,  who  was  forced  to 

abandon  the  screen  for  a   time  because  of 
ill  health,  has  completely  recovered  and 
has  been  re-signed.  Her  first  role  will  be 
in  “Delicatessen,”  in  support  of  Colleen Moore. 

“Mismates”  Now  in  Prodetion 

“Mismates,”  with  Doris  Kenyon,  War- ner Baxter,  Philo  McCollough,  and  Mae 
Allison,  has  been  put  into  production. 

Carminati  Opposite  Constance 
lullio  Carminati,  Italian  stage  and  screen 

actor,  has  been  chosen  to  play  opposite 
Constance  Talmadge  in  “The  Duchess  of 

Buffalo.” 
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer 

Begin  Filming  of  “Red  Mill” 
Filming  has  started  on  Marion  Davies’ 

next  Cosmopolitan  picture,  “The  Red  Mill,” to  be  produced  under  the  leadership  of 
Irving  G.  G,  Thalberg. 

Two  U.  F.  A.  Pictures  to  Be  Released 

“Faust”  and  “The  Waltz  Dream,”  both 
produced  by  U.  F.  A.,  will  be  included 
among  the  special  features  to  be  distrib- 

uted this  coming  season. 

Bell  Completing  “Boy  Friend” 
Monta  Bell  as  now  completing  his  latest 

production,  “The  Boy  Friend,”  in  which Marceline  Day  has  the  leading  feminine role. 

“Temptress”  Cast  Trek  Into  Desert 

Roy  D’Arcy,  Antonio  Moreno,  and  sev- eral male  members  of  the  cast  in  “The 
Temptress,”  including  Director  Mauritz Stiller,  left  to  take  up  a   location  in  the 
Mojave  Desert  near  Barstow. 

“Annie  Laurie”  for  Lillian  Gish 
Lillian  Gish’s  next  production  will  be 

“Annie  Laurie,”  to  be  directed  by  John  S. Robertson. 

Jack  Hoxie  stars  in  “Looking  for  Trou- 
ble,” which  is  a   Universal  production. 

Cnnlor  to  Start  “Kid  Boots” 
Eddie  Cantor  is  soon  to  make  his  screen 

debut  in  his  musical  comedy,  “Kid  Boots.” 
“Tin  Gods”  to  Be  Meigkan’s  Next 

“Tin  Gods,”  the  stage  play  by  William 
Anthony  McGuire,  has  been  purchased  for 
the  next  picture  for  Thomas  Meighan,  to be  directed  by  Allan  Dwan. 

“Palm  Beach  Girl”  Is  Completed 

“The  Palm  Beach  Girl,”  Bebe  Daniels’ latest  comedy  which  Erie  Kenton  directed, has  been  completed. 

Lois  Wilson  in  “Show-Off” 
i^ois  Wilson  has  been  assigned  the  lead- 

ing feminine  role  in  "The  Show-Off,”  sup- 
porting Ford  Sterling,  and  directed  by Malcolm  St.  Clair. 

Paramount 

Sherman  Cast  in  Vidor  Picture 

Lowell  Sherman  has  arrived  in  Holly- 
wood to  play  a   featured  role  in  Florence 

Vidor’s  first  starring  picture  for  Para- 
mount, which  is  as  yet  untitled. 

F.  B.  O. 

Bowers  and  Flowers  in  “Lassie” 
John  Bowers  is  to  play  the  title  role  in 

‘Laddie,”  which  is  to  be  one  of  the  Gold 
Bond  Productions  for  the  cormng  season, with  Bess  Flowers  supporting  him. 
To  Make  Elks  Picture 

A   picture  called  “Hello  Bill”  has  been 
included  among  the  1926-27  Gold  Bond 
productions. 

0*Hara  Joins  F.  B.  O,  Stock  Company 

George  O’Hara  has  been  signed  on  a 
five-year  contract  as  a   member  of  the 
regular  F.  B.  O.  star  stock  company  for next  season. 

“Magic  Garden”  to  Be  Screened 

“The  Magic  Garden,”  Gene  Stratton- 
Porter’s  last  novel,  will  be  screened  as  a 
Gold  Bond  production  during  the  coming season. 
Beatrice  Van  Is  Signed 

Beatrice  Van,  scenarist,  has  been  en- 
gaged to  write  the  scripts  for  the  new 

H.  C.  Witwer  series  of  two  reel  comedies. 
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Facts 
as  to  tKe  enterprise  of  the 

path£  n   e   ws 
1.  Wilkins  Expedition  to  the  North  Pole  by  Airplane 

Capt.  Geo.  H.  Wilkins,  backed  by  the  Detroit  Aviation  Society,  will  attempt  to  reachl 
the  North  Pole  by  airplane,  from  Alaska.  Newspaper  rights  controlled  by  the  North! 
American  Newspaper  Alliance  serving  many  large  dailies.  Already  receiving  much| 
newspaper  publicity.  Pathe  News  has  the  sole  and  exclusive  motion  picture  rights- 

2.  Byrd  Expedition  to  North  Pole  by  Airplane  From  Spitzbergen 

Commander  Richard  E.  Ryrd,  U.  S.  N.,  backed  by  John  D.  Rockefeller,  Jr,  Edsel 
Ford,  Vincent  Astor,  Thomas  Fortune  Ryan  and  others  will  attempt  to  fly  to  the  NovtlS 
Pole  from  Spitzbergen.  Newspaper  rights  controlled  by  the  New  York  Times.  SolJ 

and  exclusive  rights  to  motion  pictures  controlled  by  Pathe  News,  " 

3.  Smithsonian  Institution  Expedition  to  Afiica 

This  expedition,  headed  by  Dr.  Wm.  Mann,  will  seek  to  discover  new  species  of  wild 
animals,  and  to  capture  interesting  specimens  for  the  zoos  of  the  United  States.  Solf 
Film  rights  to  Pathe  News. 

4.  Callizo  “Ceiling  of  the  World”  Airplane  Flight  Over  Mt.  Everest 

Jean  Callizo,  holder  of  the  world’s  altitude  record  by  airplane — 39,586  feet,  will  try  to 
reach  the  ceiling  of  the  world  by  flying  over  unconquered  ISIt.  Everest  in  the  Himala- 

yas, the  highest  mountain  in  the  world,  29,002  feet.  Pathe  News  has  exclusive  film 

rights. 

5.  American  Museum  of  Natural  History  Expedition  to  Greenland 

Under  the  leadership  of  George  Palmer  Putnam,  the  Harrison  Williams  Expedition  I’f 
the  American  Museum  of  Natural  History  will  retrace  in  Greenland  the  .steps  of 

Robert  Peary,  the  man  who  reached  the  North  Pole.  With  the  expedition  will  1’^ 

Capt.  Bob  Bartlett  who  accompanied  Peary  and  Peaiy’s  own  son,  Robert.  Pathe 
has  exclusive  film  rights. 

6.  The  Round-the-World  Record  Breaking  Trip  of  Lt.  Wells 

Jules  Verne’s  hero  went  around  the  world  in  eiglity  days,  then  considered  impossibk 
Lieut.  Wells,  U.  S.  N.,  one  of  the  Navy’s  round  the  world  fliers,  will  try  by  steanisliipi 
fast  train,  automobile  and  airplane  to  go  round  the  world  faster  than  man  has  evei 
gone  before.  Pathe  News  has  exclusive  film  rights. 

7.  Soviet  Russia  Revealed 

Since  1917  Soviet  Russia  has  been  closed  by  censoi'ship  to  the  world.  Now  Pathe 
is  selected  to  give  to  the  screen  the  sole  and  exclusive  pictures  of  the  Russia  of  today 

As  Always  You  Qet  the  Best  and  Biggest 
in  Pathe  News  i 
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INDIANAPOLIS 
INDIANAPOLIS,  IND, — When  con- 

ductors and  motormen  of  the  Indianapolis 
Street  Railway  Company  complete  thirty 
working  days  giving  100  per  cent  service 
during  that  period,  they  receive  two  tickets 
to  B.  F.  Keith’s  theatre,  under  the  rules 
of  a   “courtesy  campaign”  being  conducted 
bv  the  company.  .   .   .   R.  A.  Branson  will 
build  a   $30,000  motion  picture  theatre  with 
a   seating  capacity  of  800,  to  be  known  as 
the  Tivoli.  .   .   .   fFi//  H.  Hays  is  listed  as 
one  of  the  incorporators  of  the  new  Indiana 
Coal  Company  at  Sullivan,  Ind.  ...  A   very 
successful  performance  was  held  at  the 
Palace  at  the  midnight  frolic  of  the 
N.  V.  A.  benefit  for  the  sick  fund.  ...  In 
response  to  a   questionnaire  sent  out  by  the 
Indiana  Council  of  Women  on  the  present 
state  of  motion  pictures  as  entertainment, 
answered  by  Indiana  women,  Mrs.  David 
Ross,  national  president  of  the  Indorsers 
of  Photoplays,  reported  that  it  was  con- 

ceded that  motion  pictures  are  becoming 
more  popular,  that  comedies  are  the  most 
satisfactory  entertainment,  and  that  the 
length  of  a   kiss  in  filmdom  seems  to  be 
getting  longer  and  has  ruined  some  splen- 

did pictures.  .   .   .   Word  has  been  received 
of  the  death  of  Richard  IP.  Case,  a   theatre 
promoter  at  Phoenix,  Ariz.  .   .   .   Friends  of 

George  B.  RHbcn.\-,  president  of  the  Royal 
Amusement  Company,  celebrated  his  56th 
birthday.  .   .   .   /.  Roland  Duvall,  treasurer 
of  the  Palace,  who  recently  announced  his 
candidacy  for  nomination  on  the  Repub- 

lican ticket  for  congressman,  has  filed 
notice  that  he  will  withdraw  from  the  race. 
In  a   statement  issued  he  said  another  can- 

didate was  the  logical  candidate  for  the 
place,  and  urgcd_  all  who  would  support 
him  to  lend  their  support  to  this  other 

■   ‘i  a   top  as  heavy  as  many 
ot  the  legitimate  attracions  last  winter, 
bnglish^s  theatre  hit  strong  with  “The  Big 
rarade,  which  called  for  words  of  praise 
trom  the  critics.  So  great  was  the  pulling power,  that  it  was  held  over  for  another 
week.  .   .   Police  received  a   report  that 
someone  had  entered  the  Lincoln  Square 
and  escaped  with  the  lens  of  a   motion  pic- 

ture machine  valued  at  more  than  $100.  .   .   . Uthcers  were  elected  for  the  Indiana  In- 
Photoplays  in  session  at  Ft. 

t   ^lillikcn,  former  governor 
o-  and  now  secretary  of  the  Motion 
Picture  Producers  and  Distributors  of America  was  one  of  the  speakers,  and  de- 

?®^s°on  no  school  would  be  well 
equipped  without  a   projection  machine. 

SAN  FRANCISCO 
wa^/V^  FRANCISCO,  CAL.— William  Fox 
thLr  plans  for  a   $1,500,000 
theatre  which  he  will  lease  for  25  years, t   is  reported  the  lease  will  run  to  $3,500,- 
$1000  nnn  ̂ “‘’"'shings  alone  will  cost 
produrJ^’  ‘   ■   •   Corper.  theatrical 
term^u  ’   negotiating  for  a   long 
0   "'hich  he  plans 

Los  AnL"  ,‘=°"JtmcUon  with  the  Majestic  in 
as  h'  '   Allen  has  resigned 
Us  An«  1°^  Pro-Dis-Co.  .   .   .   Jack  Brower. Angeles  manager  of  First  National,  to- 

Philadelphia 

First  Runs 
(Jf'ask  Beginnins  .■ipril  16) 

STANLEY :   “The  New  Klondike,'*  Pora- 
mount;  Nevra,  Stanley  Magazine;  cartoon. 

“Hearts  and  Showers";  overture,  “Mignon’’ 
(Thomas)  5   novelty  divert!s->emcnl,  “Donee 

Reflecllons,’*  Albertina  Rasch  Ballot:  tnusieal 
divertissement,  Jimmy  Carr  and  his  orches- 
tra. 

FO.X :   “Sandy,"  Foxi  news,  Foz  Theatre 

Screen  ntagazine:  overture.  "Maytimo" 

(Romberg)  :   “The  Tuneful  Song  Shop.” 
Karyl  Norman  assisted  by  Keno  Clark  and 

Bobbie  Simons:  “Springtime  Frolic,*'  Earl 
Lindsay  and  Company. 

STANTON:  “The  Untamed  Lady,”  Para- 
mount. 

ARCADIA:  “The  Sea  Beast,"  ITorner 
Brothers. 

KARLTON:  “Tlie  Runaway."  Paramourtl. 

PALACE:  “Monto  Carlo,”  ^felro‘Go!d. 

tryn-(/oj-er. 
VICTORIA:  “The  Girl  from  Monlmarlro.” 

First  Nnlional. 

CAPITOL:  "Soul  Mates.”  Motro-Gold- 

teyn-Mayert  added,  "Dog  Shy.” 

gethei*  with  his  wife,  was  a   visitor  on  Film 
Row.  .   The  Granada  management  has 
Introduced  a   new  system  of  programs  for 
Saturdays  because  of  the  increase  in  at- 

tendance. In  the  future  they  will  offer  six 
complete  shows,  estimating  they  can  play 
to  fully  3,500  extra  motion  picture  lovers 
on  a   single  daj'.  .   .   .   Two  presentations  of 

the  Swedish  picture,  “The  Land  of  Sun- 
light Night,”  were  given  at  the  Scottish 

Rite  Auditorium.  ...  A   film  called  “The 
Former  Glory  of  Imperial  Russia,”  repre- 

senting a   collection  of  newsreels  made  in 
the  course  of  years  under  the  supervision 
of  the  Minister  of  the  Court,  was  flashed 

on  the  screen  at  the  Native  Sons’  Hall. 
.   .   .   San  Francisco’s  position  as  a   world 
premiere  city  has  been  guaranteed  by 
Carl  Laemmle  on  his  arrival  here  for  a 

visit.  “This  San  Francisco  of  yours,”  he 
said,  “is  second  to  none  as  a   world 
premiere  city.  What  is  accepted  by  San 
Francisco  will  be  accepted  anywhere  as 
good  entertainment.  We  are  convinced 
that  the  opinion  of  San  Francisco  is  quite 
as  good  as  that  of  New  York,  the  center 

of  things  theatrical.” 

ATLANTA 
ATLANTA,  G.A. — Jack  Elwell,  manager 

of  the  local  branch  of  Liberty  Film  Distri- 
buting Corporation,  has  left  on  a   business 

trip  to  Memphis  and  Nashville.  .   .   .   /.  IF. 
Cramer,  of  the  Rainbow,  Opelika,  Ala., 
was  in  town.  .   .   .   IFaltcr  Brandenburg,  of 
the  Franklin,  Fort  Valley,  O   J.  ll^ells,  of 
the  Ozark,  Ozark.  Ala.,  and  R.  T.  Hill,  of 
the  Fairfax,  La  Grange,  Ga.,  were  in  the 
city  arranging  bookings.  .   .   .   G.  R.  Lyons, 
of  Lamison,  Ala.,  was  in  buying  films  for 
his  theatre.  .   .   .   Fannie  Groodsinsky,  secre- 

tary to  Ben  y.  Caniniack,  branch  manager 
for  Universal,  is  recuperating  from  an 

operation  at  a   local  sanitarium.  .   .   .   Chris- 
tine Lewis  is  now  connected  with  Universal 

here,  assuming  the  vacancy  made  by  the 
resignation  of  Miss  Passmore,  who  has 
left  for  Miami.  Fla.  .   .   -   Earle  E.  Griggs, 
director  of  exploitation  for  Universal  with 

headquarters  in  .\tlanta.  has  left  for 
Winston-Salem  and  Charlotte,  where  he 

will  conduct  a   “Phantom  of  the  Opera" 
campaign.  .   .   .   M.  IK.  Smith,  booker  for 
the  U.  S.  Army  Motion  Pictures  Theatres, 
was  in  town  arranging  bookings  for  the 
circuit.  .   .   .   John  Ezell,  manager  of  the 
Warner  Brothers  exchange,  and  Salesmen 
L.  S.  Hollingsworth,  Jimmy  Hicks  and 
I/-’.  B.  Fulton  attended  a   convention  in 
New  York.  .   .   .   North  Side  Theatre  Com- 

pany, IVillis  J.  Davis  and  C.  D.  S'wint,  is 
building  a   new  400-seat  house  to  be  called 
the  Northside.  .   .   .   IK.  B.  Fulton,  formerly 
salesman  for  Universal,  and  more  recently 
involved  in  the  Florida  real  estate  boom, 
has  lined  up  with  Warner  Brothers,  cover- 

ing the  Florida  territory'.  .   .   .   T.  J.  Coiniors, 
assistant  tn  the  general  manager  of  Metro- 
Goldwyn-Mayer,  arrived  with  District 
Manager  Charles  E.  Kessnich  after  visiting 
Sl  Louis,  Oklahoma  City,  Dallas  and  New Orleans. 

WASHINGTON 
WASHINGTON,  D.  C.  — Although 

recognized  as  one  of  the  most  attractive 
downtown  theatres  devoted  to  motion 

pictures,  the  Metropolitan  is  to  have  im- 
provements made  during  the  summer  to 

cost  approximately  $50,000.  .   .   .   Life  for 
the  members  of  the  Crandall  executive 
organization  will  be  just  one  formal 
dedication  after  another  during  the  en- 

suing months.  Crandall’s  new  Colony will  be  ready  for  opening  in  the  very 
near  Riture;  ground  is  now  being  broken 
for  the  new  house  in  Frederick,  Md.,  and 
the  razing  of  the  historic  old  Academy 
of  Music  in  Baltimore,  Md.,  to  make  way 
for  a   new  4,000-seat  house  is  about  to 

begin.  Moths  won’t  have  a   chance  at 
the  Stanley-Crandall  dinner  jackets  this 

year! MINNEAPOLIS 
MINNEAPOLIS,  MINN.— M.  L.  Finkel- 

stein  and  Edmund  Ruben,  of  the  firm  of 
Finkclslein  and  Ruben,  Northwest  motion 
picture  exhibitors,  have  returned  from  their 
annual  trip  to  New  York  where  they 
looked  over  the  new  offerings.  .   .   .   J.  F 

Cubberley,  director  of  out-of-town  theatres 
for  the  F.  &   R.  circuit,  conferred  with 
Fred  Larkin,  manager  of  the  Sherman,  St. 
Cloud :   Pola  LaPage  of  the  Grand,  St. 
Cloud :   F.d.  Hass  of  the  State,  Eau  Claire, 
Wis. :   Will  Glaser  of  the  Grand  and  Sun, 
Faribault,  Minn. :   Ray  Niles  of  the  State. 
Sioux  Falls,  S.  D.,  and  IK.  F.  McKallor 
of  the  Park  and  State,  Austin.  .   .   .   Harry 
Billings  of  the  Garrick,  Virginia,  turned 
his  house  over  to  the  clergy  for  their 
noonday  Lenten  services.  .   .   .   Twin  City 
theatre  managers  are  getting  ready  for 
their  kitten  ball  season.  .   .   .   Jim  Stroud. 
manager,  and  Blake  Sherman,  drummer,  of 
the  Park.  St.  Paul,  have  organized  a   drum 
and  bugle  corps,  composed  of  60  boys 
living  in  the  vicinity  of  the  picture  house. 
.   .   .   Edtvin  Galliiiagh  of  the  publicity  de- 

partment of  Finklestein  and  Rubin,  is  be- 
coming a   budding  impresario,  having 

directed  a   show  recently  given  by  the 
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Junior  League,  written  lyrics  and-manu- 
script  for  a   production  by  a   Jewish  wel- 

fare organization,  and  is  now  head  over 
heels  with  a   show  being  given  by  the  wo- 

men of  the  Zuiirah  Shrine  for  the  beiiefit 
of  a   hospital  for  crippled  children. 

OTTA  WA 
OTTAWA,  ONT. — J.  B.  Barron,  man- 

ager of  the  Palace.  Calgary,  Alberta,  adopt- 
ed a   unique  policy  for  his  house.  Two  acts 

of  Pantages  vaudeville  are  being  presented 
every  day  except  Saturday,  when  pictures 
only  will  be  shown.  The  vaudeville  will 
change  Mondays  and  Wednesdays  while 
the  picture  portion  of  the  program  will 
change  Saturdays  and  Wednesdays,  as  be- 

fore. On  Saturdays,  the  general  admission 
will  be  45  cents  as  before,  but  on  days 
when  the  vaudeville  is  an  extra  attraction, 
the  general  admission  is  50  cents.  This 
house  has  a   permanent  symphony  orchestra 
of  22  musicians.  .   .   .   During  the  recent 
presentation  of  “The  Million  Dollar  Handi- 

cap” by  Manager  George  Stroud  of  the 
Pantages,  Hamilton,  Ont.,  the  feature  was 
g;iven  a   private  showing  at  the  Mountain 
Sanitarium  for  the  entertainment  of 
patients  there.  .   .   .   The  Colonial,  an  inde- 

pendent house  of  Winnipeg,  Manitoba, 
which  is  manager  by  Jack  Swartz,  has  been 
redecorated  and  the  lobby  improved.  .   .   . 

After  three  weeks  of  “For  Heaven’s  Sake,” 
starring  Harold  Lloyd,  Manager  D.  C. 
Bro'ixni  of  the  Regent,  Toronto,  opened  an 
unlimited  engagement  of  “The  Sea  Beast,” 
with  John  Barrymore.  Features  have  a 
habit  of  playing  from  two  to  five  weeks  at 
this  house.  .   .   .   Manager  E.  P.  Fields  of 
the  Capitol,  Moose  Jaw,  Sask.,  has  been 
elected  chairman  of  the  special  community 
committee  which  has  been  formed  to  ar- 

range for  the  local  observance  of  Dominion 

Day,  July  1,  Canada’s  National  holiday. 

DALLAS 
DALL.-^S,  TEX. — Ralph  Morrow,  for 

nine  years  with  Pro-Dis-Co  here,  and  for 
the  last  year  office  manager  and  district 
manager,  has  left  for  New  York  to  be 
assistant  to  IV.  J.  Morgan,  general  sales 
manager  of  Pro-Dis-Co.  .   .   .   Robb  and 
Rowley  Enterprises  are  remodeling  their 
biggest  house  m   Cisco,  and  will  redecorate 
It  and  the  new  theatre  in  Palestine  as  soon 
as  It  is  completed.  .   .   .   Howard  K   Allen 
former  manager  of  the  Queen,  Fort  Stock- 
^n.  has  resigned  and  been  replaced  by 
Gene  Hughes  of  Sanger.  ...  The  Crystal, 
.Tenmngs,  Okla..  has  been  sold  to  T.  S 
Mitchell  of  Lone  Wolf.  .   .   .   Theo.  Pole- 
manakos,  manager  of  the  new  Ritz  at 
Houston,  which  has  been  under  construc- 

tion since  last  fall,  announces  that  it  will 
be  opened  in  the  near  future.  .   J   N 
Gutce  of  Ft.  Worth,  has  bought  '   the Orpheum  from  Mrs.  Bessie  Rutledge. 
H.  L.  Skinner  of  Lockesburg,  Ark.,  has leased  his  theatre  and  equipment  in  that 
town  to  Ottice  Sellers  of  Ashdown.  . 
^hot  S.  Foreman,  who  has  been  managing the  Palace  at  Houston,  has  returned  to  the 
Lewing  Wilcox  interests  at  New  York 
Frank  Whitney  of  Albany,  Tex.,  has changed  the  name  of  his  theatre  from  the 
Albany  to  the  Ritz   The  new  film  build- 

ing under  construction  in  Oklahoma  City IS  now  almost  completed,  and  will  be  occu- 
Pied  immediately.  .   .   .   The  new  Dunkin, 
owned  by  Hiram  Dunkin,  has  been  formally 
opened  in  Cushing,  Okla.,  with  J.  F.  Bink- 

ley as  house  manager.  .   .   .   Norman  Bucklin 
formerly  with  King  Scenic  Company,  has been  employed  by  Jack  Underwood  as 
booker  in  the  Dallas  office  of  Enterprise Distributing  Corporation.  .   .   .   The  next 
N   ,?-  convention,  to  be  held  on  May 
11-12  at  the  Baker  Hotel,  will  be  the  big- gest convention  ever  held,  according  to *nose  in  charge  of  arrangements. 
Manager  Rook  of  the  Liberty,  Watona, 

San  Francisco 
First  Runs 

(freek  Beginning  4prtl  17) 

GR-INADA :   “That’ii  IWy  Baby,”  Psira- 
mount. 

C1.LJFORNIA:  '‘The  Ba«,”  Vnited  ArsUts. 

ST.  FRANCSS:  “KSki”  (Conllnuod), 
First  National. 

LOEWS  WARFIELD:  “The  Greasop 

Glory.”  First  National. 

IMPERIAL:  “For  Heaven's  Sake”  (3pd 
week).  Paramount. 

^TLKES:  “Black  Pirate”  (Srd  week), I'nilctl  Artists. 

CAMEO :   “Durrand  of  The  Bad  Land,” Fox. 

UNION  SQUARE:  “Where  The  Worst 

RcRlns.”  All  Star. 

GOLDEN  G.ATE:  “Thunder  Mountain,” 
Fox. 

Okla.,  has  installed  a   new  organ  in  his 
house.  .   .   .   Bruce  Anderson  of  the  Victory, 
Carthage,  has  added  a   number  of  improve- 

ments to  his  house. 

ALBANY 
ALB.\NY,  N.  Y. — J.  H.  ilaclntyre  and 

the  local  Paramount  force,  played  the  part 
of  hosts  at  a   dinner  at  the  Hotel  Ten  Eyck 
to  which  many  exhibitors  were  invited.  .   .   . 
Bill  Benton  put  on  a   fashion  show  at  the 
Rialto  in  Glens  Falls,  but  the  weather  was 
rather  against  a   display  of  the  latest  spring 
attire.  .   .   .   Howard  Morgan,  manager  for 
Educational,  and  Harry  Seed,  new  man- 

ager for  Warner  Brothers,  were  both  in 
New  York  lately.  .   .   .   C.  H.  Buckley,  who 
already  owns  three  theatres,  denied  that 

Scenes  from  '’Hell  Bent  fer  Heaven/’ 
which  is  a   Warner  Brothers  produc- tion. 
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his  trip  to  Utica  was  for  the  purpose  of 
possibly  annexing  another.  .   .   .   Thomas  H Martell,  who  books  the  pictures  for  the 
army_  camps,  tvas  in  town  placing  orders for  pictures  to  be  shown  at  summer  train- 

ing camps.  ,   .   .   Louis  Cappa,  >vho  recentiv took  over  the  Rialto  in  Schenectady  may 
dispose  of  it  in  the  very  near  future  in 
w’hich  case  he  will  reopen  the  Dreamland here.  .   .   .   Juhus  Byck,  of  Tannersville  will 
open  his  theatre  at  Haines  Falls  on  June  1 
but  will  not  operate  the  one  at  Hunter  this 
year.  .   .   .   Mike  Freedman,  formerly  a   mo- 

tion picture  theatre  manager  in  Schenec- 
tady, is  now  handling  a   house  in  the  Bronx .   .   .   The  Pludson  in  Schenectady  closes 

about  June  1   and  Harry  Bond,  the  man- 
ager, will  lake  a   vacation  of  a   month  or 

so.  .   .   .   With  the  close  of  burlesque  at  the 
VanCurler  in  Schenectady,  Frank  Brev- 
niaier  will  henceforth  devote  his  entire  at- 

tention to  the  Bareli,  which  plays  pictures 

only.  .   .   .   Mrs.  Mary  O’Melia  is  the  new booker  at  the  Bond  exchange.  .   .   .   Schine 
Brothers  will  open  their  theatre  at  Sacan- 
daga  Park  on  May  20.  .   .   .   Motion  pic- 

ture shows  in  place  of  carnivals  as  bene- 
fits to  various  organizations,  are  now 

being  advocated  in  several  of  the  cities 
in  New  York  state,  and  have  the  support 
of  the  Chamber  of  Commerce.  .   .   .   Father 
Blais,  who  has  been  running  a   theatre  in 
Schroon  Lake,  N.  Y.,  for  the  last  few 
months,  while  H.  L.  Richardson,  owner, 
was  in  Florida,  may  devote  his  entire  at- 

tention to  his  parish,  as  Mr.  Richardson 
has  notified  him  that  he  intends  to  return 
in  May,  and  will  probably  take  back  the 
theatre.  .   .   .   The  main  business  street  in 
Schenectady,  N.  Y.,  is  to  be  widened  this 
coming  summer,  and  as  a   result,  three  and 
one-half  feet  will  be  lopped  off  the  mar- 

quee of  the  Strand.  This  will  be  the  only 
motion  picture  house  to  be  affected. 

DENVER 
DENVER,  COLO. — Sam  Dembow,  Jr, 

who  has  full  charge  of  booking  for  Publix 
theatres,  is  visiting  the  Publix  houses  in 
Denver,  Colorado  Springs  and  Pueblo,  and 
is  assisting  in  establishing  the  district 
booking  office  headquarters  in  the  Rialto 
theatre,  Denver,  which  will  be  in  charge  of 
Al  Vincent.  .   .   .   T.  Y.  Henry,  United 
Artists  district  manager  for  Omaha,  St. 
Louis,  Kansas  City  and  Minneapolis,  is  due 
here  for  two  weeks  of  a   much  needed  rest. 
.   .   .   S.  B.  Rahn,  manager  for  Pathc,  left 
to  attend  the  annual  sales  convention  for 
district  managers  and  managers  held  in 
New  York,  and  expects  to  return  not  later 
than  May  1.  .   .   .   For  the  first  time  in  many 

years  the  regional  convention  of  a   national 
producing  company  was  held  here  when  all 
Western  managers  for  Educational  met  at 
the  Albany  Hotel.  .   .   .   Alamosa  Theatre 
Corporation  was  organized  for  the  purpose 
of  operating  the  new  .American  Legion, 
which  is  to  open  about  the  middle  of  June. 

.   .   .   George  H.  Thomas,  personal  repre- 
sentative of  Mary  Pickford,  spent  a   few 

days  visiting  Jack  Krum,  United  .'Artists 
manager,  and  newspaper  representatives, 
chiefly  in  the  interests  of  "The  Sparrows. 
.   .   .   Barney  B.  Kean,  long  connected  with 
the  film  industry,  but  more  recently  a   ijal 
estate  broker  from  Florida,  has  accepted  a 

position  as  sales  representative  with  As- sociated Exhibitors.  .   .   .   Barney  Rose, 

formerly  a   Universal  salesman  from  tins 
territory,  has  accepted  the  same  position 
in  Salt  Lake  City.  .   .   .   L.  J.  Darinour, 
special  representative  for  F.  B.  O.  comedies, 
is  visiting  with  Sidney  Weishaum.  bra^nch 
manager.  .   .   .   Exhibitor  visitors  were  Fred 
Besold,  Lotus,  Sheridan,  Wyo. ;   Messrs. 
Lucy  and  Wilkinson  of  the  new  Broadway. 
Pueblo,  Colo.;  Jim  Lynch,  president _   ot 

Wyoming  Theatre  Managers  Association. 
Laramie,  Wyo.;  0.  J.  Thomas  of  Raton, 
N.  M.,  and  Tom  Love,  operating  theatres 
in  Hanna,  McGeath  and  Superior,  Wyo. (Continued  on  page  80) 
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“What  the  Picture  Did  For  Me” VERDICTS  ON  FILMS  IN  LANGUAGE  OF  EXHIBITOR 
Copyright,  1926 

This  is  the  original  exhibitors*  reports  department,  established  October  14,  1916. 
Beware  of  cheap,  misleading  imitations. 

**What  the  Picture  Did  f   or  Me**  is  the  one  genuine  source  of  exhibitor^written  box  office 
information. 

Address:  *What  the  Picture  Did  for  Me,**  EXHIBITORS  HERALD,  407  South  Dearborn 
Street,  Chicago,  III. 

Associated  Exhibitors 
NORTH  STAR:  Stronsheart — Seemed  to  satis- 
fy majority  of  patrons.  Personally  think  it  best 

Associated  yet  delivered  to  us,  but  that  doesn't 
mean  it’s  a   special.  Five  reels. — F.  E.  Williams. 
Orpheum  theatre.  Oelwein,  Iowa. — General  patron- 
age. 

NORTH  STAR;  Strongheart — Fair  picture. 

Not  much  to  story.  Dog  good.  Five  reels. — S.  C. 
Goldson,  Plaza  theatre,  Chicago,  111. — General  pat- 
ronage. 

MANHATTAN  MADNESS:  Jack  Dempsey— A 
good  mystery  drama  which  holds  interest  from 

start  to  finish.  Six  reels. — Earl  Somerville,  Opera 
House,  Raymond,  Minn. — General  patronage. 

INTRODUCE  ME;  Douglas  McLean — Good  pic- 
ture that  should  please  anywhere.  Had  the  rot- 

tenest  print  on  this  we  ever  had  in  the  house. 

Exchange  men  should  be  shot  without  prayers  for 

sending  out  prints  like  this  one.  Seven  reels. — 
C.  H.  Studebaker.  Elk  theatre,  Worland,  Wyo. — 
General  patronage. 

KEEP  SMILING:  Monty  Banks — Fine  comedy 
drama.  Pleased  a   good  house,  so  we  should 

worry.  Six  reels. — Earl  Somerville.  Opera  House, 
Raymond,  Minn. — General  patronage. 

Columbia 
THE  GAMBLING  FOOL;  Special  east — A   nice 

and  favorable  Western  with  a   comedy  touch  in  it. 

Five  reels. — Julius  Schmidt,  Grand  theatre,  Breese, 
111. — General  patronage. 

PERILS  OF  THE  SEA;  Elaine  Hammerstein — • 

A   fair  story  with  plenty  of  action.  Seven  reels. — 

W.  A.  Clark,  Jr.,  Castle  theatre,  Havana,  III. — 
General  patronage. 

WHEN  HUSBANDS  FLIRT:  Dorothy  Revier— 

Here’s  the  cutest  little  comedy  drama  you  would 
ut-  Something  doing  every  minute. 

Old  Tom  Rickets  carries  the  show  away  from  the 
rest  of  the  east.  Six  reels.— W.  A.  Clark,  Jr., 
Castle  theatre.  Havana,  111.— General  patronage. 

F.  B.  0. 
THE  NON  STOP  FLIGHT:  Special  cast— Sat- 

"'Bht.  Very  good  business.  This  is  one  of 
the  Gold  Bonds.  Fairly  good.  Not  as  good  as 

w   u   Bonds.  Don’t  call  it  a   special  or  you "111  be  kidding  yourself  and  the  public.  Just 
say  good  program  picture  and  you  said  it  all. 
^ven  reels-P.  w.  Quinlin.  Ideal  theatre,  Cha- augay,  N.  Y, — Small  town  patronage. 

PLIGHT:  Emory  Johnson— 

mar,  exception,  about  which  I   had 
S   they  make  an  e.x- 

50  this  and  spoil  it  with  about 

am  setneohe's  rotten  idea  that  nude  women scene  shows  our  aviators 

bathimr  they  surprise  the  girl 
caho/i  f   altogether  unnecessary  and  un- 

cannnr  ̂    for  the  balance  of  the  picture.  I 
it  and  -..I  ̂ 2?  2t  and  my  advice  is  book 

you  can  hnl  something 

thcaZr  A.  Millhouse,  Star 
•   Summer,  Neb. — Small  town  patronage. 

®?OWS  COLD:  Mrs.  Rudolph 

they  camTt^*^  Patrons  told  me 
Not  the  ^“®t  out  of  curiosity. 

reels   R   t>^  ̂ ry  for  small  town.  Seven 

hurg'  ^^fijestic  theatre.  Phillips- — General  patronage. 

"as  Maurice  Flynn— This 

t>y  all  through.  It  was  liked 

H«haka  “^^tbruget.  Union  Hall. *'8.  Mmn.— General  patronage. 

Personal  to 

Contributors 

SOME  50  or  60  reports  received  re- cently have  not  appeared  in  print 
for  the  reason  that,  while  the  text  of 
them  indicates  complete  authenticity, 
signatures  were  omitted.  Here  is  one 

group  from  a   single  contributor,  for 

instance,  received  in  a   defaced  en- 
velope: 

Headlines — Marriage  Whirl — Pace  That 
Thrills  —   Talker  —   Enticement  —   Thief  of 
Paradise — Scarlet  West — White  Monkey — 
One  Way  Street — Shore  Leave — Camille  of 
the  Barbary  Coast — Manhattan  Madness — 
Flame  Fighters. 

This  notification  is  made  for  the 

purpose  of  preventing  any  and  all 

misunderstandings  relative  to  non-ap- 
pearance in  print  of  athentic  reports 

sent  to  this  department.  While  these 
occurrences  are  extremely  rare,  this 

explanation  is  published  at  intervals 
for  the  benefit  of  new  contributors. 

This  week  J.  C.  Jenkins  begins  a series  of  letters  dealing  with  his  ex- 

periences as  Special  Field  Representa- 
tive of  this  paper.  Turn  a   page  or 

two  and  read  “J.  C.  Jenkins — His  Col- 
yum.”  You’ll  find  it  in  about  that 
same  position  every  week  and  if  you 
like  you  can  address  to  him  in  that 
space  such  messages,  comments  and 
remarks  as  may  motivate  your  pen  or 

typewiter.  And — ^reraember — “he'll 
be  in  to  see  you.” 

— W.  R.  W. 

NO  MAN’S  LAW:  Bob  Custer — Poor  on  mid- 

week. Not  the  best  of  Bob's  but  it’s  good  just 
the  same.  Lots  shorter  than  any  of  his  previous 

pictures.  Bob  was  drawing  better,  but  something 
must  have  happened.  This  one  fell  below  average 
business.  Five  reels. — R.  Duba,  Royal  theatre, 

Kimball,  S.  D. — General  patronage. 

FLAMING  WATERS:  Special  cast — A   very 
good  picture.  Lots  of  good  acting;  photography 

okay.  Two  nights  run;  customers  well  satisfied 
and  had  a   nice  business.  Book  it :   there  is 

money  in  it  for  you. — W.  B.  Franke.  Strand 
theatre,  LuVerne,  Iowa. — Small  town  patronage. 

FLAMING  WATERS:  Special  cast- Rating  90 
per  cent.  Film  good.  This  show  just  holds  you 
in  a   trance.  The  fire  is  best  and  most  intense. 

Seven  reels. — J.  W.  Ryder,  Jewel  theatre.  'Vern- 
dale.  Minn. — General  patronage. 

THE  TOUGH  GUY:  Fred  Thomson— It  is 
always  a   pleasure  to  report  a   Thomson  picture. 

If  weather  and  roads  are  good  he'  will  always  pull 
us  out  of  the  hole  after  some  of  the  so-called 
specials.  This  is,  I   think,  the  best  Thomson  yet. 
Action  every  minute  and  Silver  King  carries  off 
the  honors.  Play  this  two  days  sure,  as  your 

patrons  will  advertise  it  for  you.  Six  reels. — R. 
R.  Winship,  Majestic  theatre,  Phillipsburg,  Kan. — 
General  patronage. 

THE  TOUGH  GUY:  Fred  Thomson— Ran  this 

picture  on  Tuesday  to  the  largest  Tuesday  night 

business  of  the  year.  The  crowd  went  wild  over 
it.  Fred  and  Silver  King  hold  first  place  in  the 

hearts  of  our  fans  and  in  their  particular  line  of 
endeavor  they  are  entitled  to  it.  In  the  galaxy 
of  Western  stars  Fred  holds  a   itosition  at  the 

very  apex  and  Silver  King  is  the  master  in  his 
line.  There  is  no  more  to  ask  for  they  have 

reached  the  acme.  All  you  little  exhibitors  take 

my  advice  and  buy  “The  Tough  Guy.’’  Six  reels. 
— P.  W.  Quinlin,  Ideal  theatre,  Chateugay,  N. 
Y. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  TOUGH  GUY;  Fred  Thomson — Gave  gen- 
eral satisfaction.  Business  above  the  average  on 

Friday  and  Saturday  night.  Six  reels. — A.  J. 

Steggall.  Cozy  theatre,  Fayette.  la. — General 

patronage. 
LOVE’S  BARGAIN;  Special  cast — A   very  good 

picture  with  a   splendid  cast.  Elntertaincd  the 

audience  very  well.  Six  reels. — C.  0.  Peterson, 
Royal  theatre,  Saxon,  Wis. — Small  town  patron- 

age. 
IF  MARRIAGE  FAILS:  Special  cast^The  fel- 

low that  reported  this  picture  as  being  bad  made 
a   mistake.  It  is  one  of  the  best  society  dramas 

I   ever  ran.  I   did  not  step  on  it.  due  to  the  bad 

reports  of  others,  so  did  not  make  any  money. 

Don’t  make  the  mistake  I   did.  Step  on  this  one. 

The  women  folks  particularly  will  like  it.  It’s 
good. — S.  H.  Rich,  Rich  theatre.  Montpelier,  Idaho. 
— Small  town  patronage. 

THE  ARIZONA  STREAK:  Tom  Tyter—A  nice 
Western  on  which  nobody  raved  or  kicked.  Should 

please  where  Westerns  go.  Five  reels. — M.  J. 
Aley,  Regent  theatre.  Eureka,  Kan.— General 

patronage. 

BEYOND  THE  ROCKIES:  Bob  Custer— This 
Custer  is  somewhat  better  than  the  last  we  have 
been  receiving  and  went  over  In  pretty  fair  shape. 

Bob,  you  had  better  stick  in  a   little  more  comedy 
and  a   little  more  whirlwind  action  or  you  are 

liable  to  be  one  of  the  "hasbeens.’’  Five  reels. — 
M.  J.  Aley.  Regent  theatre.  Eureka.  Kan. — Gen- 

eral patronage. 

LADY  ROBINHOOD:  Evelyn  Brent— Don’t 
raise  your  admission.  Si.x  reels. — N.  M.  Emmons, 
Eagle  theatre.  Eagle  River.  Wis. — Small  town 

patronage. 
HIGH  AND  HANDSOME:  Lefty  Flynn— This 

is  Lefty’s  best  to  date,  as  it's  a   picture  with 
plenty  of  action  and  comedy,  plus  a   good  plot. 
Six  reels. — C.  0.  Peterson,  ̂ yal  theatre,  Saxon, 
Wis. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  LAST  EDITION:  Ralph  Lewis— A   Gold 
Bond  special,  not  in  it  with  the  other  Emory 

Johnston's  specials.  Many  newcomers  in  the  cast, 
some  good,  others  not  so  good. — J.  Winninger, 

Palace  theatre,  Waupaca,  Wis. — General  patron- 

age. 
THE  LAST  EDITION:  Ralph  Lewis— Per- 

sonally I   liked  this  picture  but  it  proved  to  be  the 

poorest  box  office  attraction  I   have  run  for  some 
time.  Weather  was  good  and  roads  were  good 

but  the  attendance  went  way  down  on  this  one. 
Seven  reels- — A.  J.  Steggall.  Cozy  theatre,  Fayette, 
la. — General  patronage. 

LET’S  GO  GALLAGHER;  Tom  TVIer— Wow. 
we  ran  this  on  our  anniversary  day  and,  say 

fellows,  it’s  a   sure  fire  dandy.  This  is  the  second 

of  this  boy's  pictures  we  have  run  and  if  the 
rest  are  as  good,  we  won't  kick.  Everybody,  men 
and  women  and  children,  liked  this  one.  hankie 

Darro  and  the  dog  exceptionally  good. — S.  H. 
Rich,  Rich  theatre,  Montpelier,  Idaho. — Small  town 

patronage. 

LET’S  GO  GALLAGHER:  Tom  Tyler- Pretty 
good  picture  but  too  much  old  stuff  in  it.  When 

will  some  of  the  directors  learn  that  a   man  can't 
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ride  a   horse  down  hills  as  steep  as  they  are  in 
the  pictures  on  the  gallop  7   Five  reels. — C.  H. 

Studebaker,  Elk  theatre,  Worland,  Wyo. — General 
patronage. 

LET’S  GO  GALLAGHER;  Tom  Tyler— Thurs- 
day night  to  very  good  business.  This  was  my 

first  picture  of  Tom’s  and  I   think  from  the  re- 
ception it  received  that  Tyler  is  going  to  be  okay 

here.  The  boy,  Frankie  Darro,  is  very  good.  If 
the  others  are  as  good  as  the  first  I   will  be  well 

pleased  with  them.  Five  reels. — P.  W.  Quinlin, 
Ideal  theatre,  Chateaugay,  N.  Y. — Small  town 
patronage. 

SMOOTH  AS  SATIN;  Evelyn  Brent — A   fair 

little  crook  story  which  should  please  the  average 

movie  fan.  Also  ran  Bob  Custer  in  “No  Man's 

Law,"  which  was  below  Bob’s  average.  Come  on, 
Bob.  I’m  for  you  and  Evelyn.  Six  reels. — ^W.  A. 
Clark,  Jr.,  Castle  theatre.  Havana,  111. — General 
patronage. 

KING  OF  THE  TURF:  Special  cast— Very- 
fine  racing  drama.  Gave  good  satisfaction. — H. 

W.  Perry,  Perry's  Egyptian  theatre,  Ogden,  Utah. 
— General  patronage. 

THE  WYOMING  WILDCAT :   Tom  Tyler— Good 

Western  picture.  The  boy,  dog  and  pony  help 
make  this  picture  good,  as  they  appeal  to  the 

women  and  children,  while  there  is  enough  rough 
stuff  to  please  the  men.  Five  reels. — W.  J.  Shoup. 
DeLu.xe  theatre,  Spearville,  Kan. — Small  town 
patronage. 

ALL  AROUND  FRYING  PAN:  Fred  Thomson 

— Another  good  Thomson  picture.  Plenty  of  kick 
in  this  one  and  they  will  eat  it  up.  Keep  up  the 
good  work,  Tom,  and  many  thanks  for  the  pic- 

ture you  sent  us.  We  have  it  sticking  right  up 
in  the  lobby.  Six  reels. — W.  A.  Clark,  Jr..  Castle 
theatre.  Havana,  III. — General  patronage. 

ALL  AROUND  FRYING  PAN:  Fred  Thomson 

—Very  good.  Thomson  could  go  to  sleep  and 
Silver  Ring  would  carry  through.  Six  reels. — 

N.  M.  Emmons.  Eagle  theatre,  Eagle  River,  Wis. 
— Small  town  patronage. 

ALL  AROUND  FRYING  PAN:  Fred  Thomson 

— A   very  good  picture.  Will  please  100  per  cent. 
You  are  doing  fine.  Fred;  just  remember  it  is 

the  small  town  exhibitor  who  put  you  over  and 
should  have  a   little  credit  for  your  success  and 

don’t  let  F.  B.  O.  use  you  for  a   lever  like  Fo-x 
uses  Mix.  The  last  F.  B.  O.  salesman  that  called 
on  me  said  I   would  have  to  buy  some  gold  bunk 

specials  to  get  your  next  picture  and  that  your 

pictures  would  cost  me  more  than  heretofore,  so 

watch  your  step.  Fred.  Six  reels. — Walter  Hohl- 

feld,  Elite  theatre,  Greenleaf,  Kan. — General  pat- 
ronage. 

ALL  AROUND  FRYING  PAN;  Fred  Thomson 

— This  is  good,  but  nothing  extra.  Six  reels. — 
Julius  Schmidt.  Grand  theatre,  Breese,  111. — Gen- 

eral patronage. 

ALL  AROUND  PRYING  PAN;  Fred  Thomson 

—Good  picture  but  the  director  must  have  been 
asleep  when  it  comes  to  breaking  a   real  broncho 
wild  horse.  Seems  as  if  it  is  impossible  to  ride 
a   wild  horse  once,  and  then  he  turns  tame  and 

human  just  as  quick  as  his  rider  gets  off.  An- 

other one  that’s  impossible  is  the  moment  when 
Silver  starts  a   chain  of  several  cars  loaded  with 

cattle  without  even  trying  to  pull  hard,  just 
starts  to  walk  and  the  train  seems  to  follow  him. 
Mr.  Director,  you  must  make  these  scenes  real 

and  you  will  sure  add  to  the  value  of  productions, 
but  as  long  as  you  make  these  impossible  moments 

in  pictures  they  don't  amount  to  two  hoops. 
Fred's  acting  well  done  and  if  the  two  moments 
I   mentioned  above  were  made  more  real  they 
could  have  had  a   knockout  by  adding  one  more 
reel  to  show  how  they  educated  the  horse  and 

how  they  started  the  train  in  some  way  that  is 
possible.  First  night  fair  and  second  night 

punk,  and  too  many  kicks.  Six  reels. — R.  Duba, 

Royal  theatre,  Kimball,  S.  D. — General  patronage. 

KEEPER  OF  THE  BEES:  Special  cast— 100 

per  cent  picture.  Sure  brought  in  people  who 
seldom  attend.  Play  it  now  while  the  public  is 

talking  about  it.  Seven  reels. — Hubert  Punke, 
Auditorium  theatre,  Fountain  City,  Wis. — Gen- 

eral patronage. 

KEEPER  OF  THE  BEES:  Special  cast — Some 

gave  it  the  razz,  but  the  ones  that  i-ead  the  story 
seemed  to  like  it.  Print  dirty  from  Memphis 
office.  If  you  analize  this  picture  after  seeing  it, 

you  won't  give  it  much.  Pulled  very  good  at  box 
office  but  1   was  glad  when  the  engagement  was 
over.  Not  a   high  class  production  by  any  means. 
This  report  will  probably  seem  inconsistent  after 
so  many  good  ones  on  it,  but  that  is  the  way  I 
see  it.  Seven  reels.— P.  E.  Morris,  Regent  theatre, 
Indianola,  Miss. — Small  town  patronage. 

KEEPER  OP  THE  BEES;  Special  cast — A   pic- 
ture, due  to  the  popularity  of  the  book,  that  will 

pack  your  house.  And  the  main  thing,  it  will 
please  them  after  they  get  in.  A   good  bet  for 

any  house.  Seven  reels.— W.  A.  Clark,  Jr.,  Castle 
theatre,  Havana,  111. — General  patronage. 
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ELE-ci'iiis  uf  -lae  BEES:  Special  east  -n.' 
picture  is  a   real  magnet  at  the  box  office  it  1’ 
most  broke  our  record,  but  the  sad  part’of  it  • that  It  is  a   disgrace  to  the  name  of  Gene  Strattn.* Porter.  This  great  author  always  tried  to  uIa 
did)  write  beautiful  clean  stories,  of  which  th- story  is  one.  But  the  picture  does  not  convey  th! meaning  this  authoress  wrote  into  the  storv  anit 
I   am  sure  if  she  had  been  alive  when  this  wa- made,  she  would  not  let  it  get  by  as  it  is  now 
being  shown,  but  would  have  demanded  that  •. change  be  made  to  convey  the  meaning  she  wmi. 
through  her  stories.  Too  many  pictures  are  mad! and  advertised  as  being  such  and  such  an  au 
thor's  works  but  the  picture  does  not  follow book  at  all,  and  that  is  what  is  making  people disgusted.  This  picture  has  a   smutty,  immoral 
strain  from  start  to  finish,  and  if  anyone  can 
show  me  a   moral  to  this  picture,  I   want  to  know 
where  it  is.  We  couldn’t  find  it.  Seven  reels  — W.  J.  Shoup,  DeLuxe  theatre,  Spearville,  Kan  — 
Small  town  patronage. 
DANGER  AHEAD:  Richard  Talmadge— This 

picture  is  a   very  good  Talmadge  offering.  Has  a 
better  story  than  most  of  his.  Five  reels.— W.  J 
Shoup.  DeLuxe  theatre,  Spearville,  Kan.   Small 
town  patronage. 

RIDING  THE  WIND:  Fred  Thomson— Here  is 
one  that  we  can  write  with  all  sincerity.  A 
wonderful  Western  show,  loaded  with  personality, 
a   clean  show.  Tone  and  photography  okay.  4n 
empty  ticket  spool  and  a   full  cash  drawer.  Book 
the  Thomsons,  brother,  and  you  will  agree— \V. 
B.  Pranke,  Strand  theatre.  LuVerne,  Iowa.— Small 
town  patronage. 

RIDING  THE  WIND:  Fred  Thomson — Here  i; 
another  dandy  from  Fied  and  Silver  King.  All 
we  have  to  do  is  to  let  our  patrons  know  we  have 
a   Thomson  and  then  pack  the  house.  Thank  you 
for  the  photograph  you  sent  as  of  yourself.  Wc 
greatly  appreciate  this.  Six  reels.— Mr.  and  Mrs. 
E.  Fox,  Princess  theatre,  Obion,  Tenn.— Small 
town  patronage. 

THE  COWBOY  MUSKETEER:  Tom  Tyler- 
This  was  our  first  picture  starring  Tom  and  his 

pals  _and_  will  say  that  it  pleased.  Believe  this combination  of  man,  boy  and  animal  stars  will  go 

big.  Five_  reels. — C.  O.  Peterson.  Royal  theatre, 
Saxon,  Wis. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  COWBOY  MUSKETEER;  Tom  Tyler- 
The  Tyler  combination  is  working  its  way  into  my 

crowd  and  is  gaining  ground  rapidly.  This  “Cow- 
boy Musketeer"  has  a   lot  of  good  clean  action 

and  will  draw  also.  Show  your  crowd  a   goo<i 
time. — W.  B.  Franke.  Strand  theatre,  LuVerne. la. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  GIRL  OF  THE  LIMBERLOST:  Gloria 

Grey — This  was  pretty  good,  although  it  could 
have  followed  the  book  more  closely  in  places. 

The  east  was  all  well  suited  to  their  parts.  This 
is  very  old  but  it  will  still  draw  for  you  if  you 

haven’t  played  it.  The  author  means  quite  a   bit 
to  the  general  public.  Six  reels. — W.  T.  Davis  & 
Son,  Rialto  theatre,  Sharon,  Wis.— General  pat- ronage. 

SILK  STOCKING  SAL;  Evelyn  Brent — A   good 

program  picture  with  Miss  Brent  doing  fine  work. 
Plenty  of  action  and  heart  interest  to  put  it 

over.  Six_  reels. — C.  O.  Peterson,  Royal  theatre, 
Saxon,  Wis. — Small  town  pati'onage. 

THE  MASK  OF  LOPEZ;  Fred  Thomson- 
After  playing  the  later  series  this  one  is  very 
tame,  but  is  good  at  that.  One  can  see  that  the 
movies  are  getting  bigger  and  better  fast.  Five 

reels. — J.  W.  Ryder,  Jewel  theatre,  Verndale, Minn. — General  patronage. 

THE  RIDIN’  COMET:  Yakima  Canutt— I   found 
this  to  be  a   real  good  Western  and  will  please  if 
you  want  a   Western  feature.  Five  reels.— W.  T. 

Biggs,  Unique  theatre,  Anita,  Iowa. — General  pat- 
ronage. 

JIMMIE’S  MILLIONS;  Richard  Tnlmadg^ 
Here  we  have  an  old  story  with  lots  of  action 

which  pleases  the  kids  and  those  who  require  en- 
tertainment that  does  not  require  brains  to  ac- 

cumulate. If  one  cared  to,  he  or  she  could  find 

many  inconsistencies  in  this  play  of  absurd  ac- 
tion. Many  things  too  exaggerated  for  those  who 

think,  but  good  for  the  uuii-critical  or  tnose  who 

can  eat  prunes  seven  days  each  week.  Six  reels. — 
Glacoma  Bros.,  Crystal  theatre.  Tombstone,  Ariz. — General  patronage. 

_LILIES  OF  THE  STREET;  Virginia  Lee  Cor- 
bin— Excellent  picture  of  its  kind.  Good  moral 
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and  one  that  everyone  should  see.  Seven  reels. — 

C.  H.  Studebaker,  Elk  theatre,  Worland,  Wyo.— 

General  patronage. 

First  National 
KIKI;  Norma  Talmadge — This  proved  to  be 

the  best  picture  for  use  from  this  star  since 

"Smilin’  Thru."  Patrons  seemed  to  like  it  very 

much  and  it  certainly  got  the  laughs.  It's  a   very 
good  picture.  Could  have  been  two  reels  shorter. 
Film  in  first  class  shape.  Nine  reels. — Wilcox- 
Miller,  Lake  View  theatre.  Lake  View,  la. — Gen- 

eral patronage. 

THE  FAR  CRY:  Blanche  Sweet — Will  not  go 
with  most  small  houses.  My  people  do  not  care 

for  foreign  stuff,  and  oh  what  a   name.  As  one 

of  my  people  said,  "What  in  hell  does  it  mean?" 
— N.  M.  Emmons,  Eagle  theatre.  Eagle  River, 

Wis. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  RECKLESS  LADY;  Belle  Bennett— 
Monte  Carlo,  lavish  sets,  beautiful  gowns ;   a   good 
cast:  will  read  novel,  but  direction  weak.  Pleased 

about  60  per  cent.  Eight  reels.— W.  W.  O. 
Fenety,  Gaiety  theatre,  Fredericton.  N.  B.  Canada. 

— General  patronage. 

THE  RECKLESS  LADY :   Special  cast — Must 
have  expected  too  much  of  this  show.  It  did  not 

come  up  to  my  expectations  at  all,  although  it  is 

a   very  good  production. — C.  M.  Vail.  Blende 
theatre.  Benton,  Wis. — General  patronage. 

IRENE:  Colleen  Moore — A   picture  that  should 
go  over  anywhere.  As  usual,  we  had  a   few 
kicks,  hut  many  praised  the  picture.  The  fashion 
show  makes  up  for  any  other  weakness  in  the 
picture  and  we  got  by  with  a   ten  cent  raise  in 

admission.  Nine  reels. — M.  J.  Aley.  Regent  theatre. 
Eureka,  Kan. — General  patronage. 

IRENE:  Colleen  Moore — Great.  Showmen,  here 
is  a   picture!  Fine,  good  comedy,  not  a   dull  mo- 

ment. Appeals  to  all  classes  and  suits  all  classes. 

Colleen  at  her  very  best  with  excellent  support 

of  Charles  Murray.  Colored  style  show  just  great. 

Nine  reels. — C,  H.  Sartorlus,  Capitol  theatre. 
Hartley,  la. — General  patronage. 

JUST  SUPPOSE:  Richard  Barthelniess — Very 
good.  Great  picture  for  high  class  audience. 
That  boy  Barthelmess  can  act  if  given  the  proper 
type  of  story.  It  certainly  pleased.  Eight  reels. 
W.  W.  O.  Fenety,  Gaiety  theatre,  Fredericton, 

N,  B.  Canada. — General  patronage. 

MEMORY  LANE:  Special  cast — Not  a   great 
picture  but  damn  sweet  and  clean.  It  pleased 
some  of_  my  lady  patrons  better  than  “The 
Manneouin."  which  by  the  way  is  some  show. 
Seven  reels.— Postville  theatre,  Postville,  la.- 
General  patronage. 

THE  BEAUTIFUL  CITY:  Richard  Barthelmess 
—This  pleased  my  bunch.  Dick  is  not  a   drawing card  here,  as  he  appears  abused  too  much  all  the 
time  for  my  bunch.  This  one  got  over  nicely, 
however.  Eight  reels.— Leslie  Hables,  Reel  Joy 
theatre,  King  City,  Cal. — Small  town  patronage. 
GRAUSTABK:  Normal  Talmadge — This  star 

has  gone  the  Gloria  route  for  me.  Has  ceased  to 
be  ^   a   drawing  card.  Picture  much  over  rated. 
Print  we  had  did  not  include  the  duel.  Stage  at- 

tempts to  be  frivolous  did  not  register,  but  de- 
tracted  from  the  offering.  Also  ran  Pathe  News 
and  Educational  subject,  “Magical  Movies,"  a 
Uyman  Howe  Hodge  Podge.  Six  reels.— E.  J. 
Lnllahan,  Auditorium  theatre,  Crockett,  Tex.— nighclass  patronage. 

^^^AT  fools  ken  :   Lewis  Stone— A   very 
good  pictui'e  adopted  from  the  novel,  "Joseph Green  and  His  Daughter.”  Patrons  liked  it. 
business  slightly  better  than  average.  Eight reels.— A.  G.  Witwer.  Grand  theatre.  Rainier, — General  patronage. 

WMIKI,;  Coriane  Griffith — 
some  unfavorable  comments  on  this  one 

•   Old  not  know  just  exactly  what  to  e.xpect,  but 
,ln  and  they  said  so  and  they 
uo  not  hesitate  to  tell  us  the  truh.  Picture  has 
a   good  lesson_  and  we  think  will  rank  very  favor- 
  "   Corinne’s  other  productions.  Eight  reels. muhleman  &   Koontz,  Lincoln  theatre.  New 
Mnrtinsville.  w.  Va.-General  patronage. 
the  MARRIAGE  WHIRL:  Corinne  Griffith- 

^   fine  Picture.  The  star  and  cast  splendid.  This 
in  a   **  ’'Psnial  and  too  big  for  program  picture 

town.— Bert  Silver.  Silver 

ronage  Greenville,  Mich. — General  pat- 

nnd    ■   Gorinne  Griffith — Not  so  good 

runni^sr,  divided  and  smooth 

— O   juf^  iJ**  theme  is  threadbare.  Seven  reels. 
er«r  J**:  blende  theatre.  Benton,  Wis.— Gen- ‘-rni  patronage. 

Special  cast — Rotten  scenes,  sugges- 

scenD  ̂    I   parties  and  degenerate  dog 

choc,.  ,   ** ,   worst  pictures  I   ever 
Sorwo  iL-  good  will  of  the  better  class, 

les  walked  out  when  the  bathing  party 

J.  C.  Jenkins — If  is  Colyum 

...  my  statement  of  intentioni.. 
I   took  me  road  on  the  13th  of  the  month. 
A   great  many  people  would  not  start 
any  new  enterprise  or  a   journey  on  the 
13th,  but  13  is  my  lucky  number.  I 
once  placed  13  cents  on  number  13  on 
the  13th  day  of  the  month  and  won 
S13,  so  you  can  see  how  strong  I   am 

I   bought  me  a   new  car — I   sai 
not  a   fiivver — and  she  is  a   pippin,  a 
Chevrolet  Coach  Model  V.  Just  what 

the  V   stands  for  I   don't  know,  but  pre- 
sume it  stands  for  Viola,  so  I   have  named 

her  Viola  because  she  acts  so  nice  and 

behave?  so  respectable.  We  didn't  get 
along  very  well  on  the  start,  for  she 
would  refuse  to  hack  up  until  I   had  done 
certain  things  and  then  when  I   wanted 
her  to  go  ahead  she  would  balk  and  re- 

fuse to  go  until  I   had  done  certain  other 
things  and  pulled  certain  levers,  but  we 
have  become  quite  well  acquainted  now 
and  are  getting  to  be  quite  chummy. 

I   called  on  C.  V.  Anderson,  manager  of 
the  Oak  theatre  at  Oakdale,  and  found 

him  behind  the  bank  counter  figuring  in- 

terest. but  didn’t  find  out  whether  he  was 
figuring  interest  on  profits  or  losses. 
However,  from  appearances  I   would  say 
the  loss  item  does  not  enter  into  his  cal- 

culations to  any  great  e.Ktent,  for  he  seems 
to  be  able  to  pick  the  kind  of  amusement 
his  patrons  enjoy  and  therein  lies  a   tale 
a   rod  long.  C.  V.  takes  the  HERALD. 

If  you  ever  happen  to  be  in  Stanton 
and  want  to  see  one  of  the  prettiest  the- 

atres in  the  state  you  want  to  call  on 

C.  J.  Kreamer,  the  manager,  who  will  be 
glad  to  show  you  over  the  place  and 
otherwise  make  your  visit  an  enjoyable 
one.  C.  J.  contemplale.s  making  certain 
improvements  to  further  beautify  the 

place,  but  I   have  my  doubts  about  this, 
for  it  seems  to  me  tliat  it  is  about  as 

beautiful  now  as  it  is  possible  to  make  it. 

He  persuaded  me  to  stay  over  and  attend 
a   luncheon  mth  him  given  by  Chamber 

of  Commerce — of  which  he  is  president 
— uith  the  promise  that  I   would  not  be 
called  upon  to  make  a   talk.  Well,  you 
know  how  that  kind  of  promise  always 
turns  out.  but  I   had  a   most  enjoyable 
feed  and  met  a   lot  of  royal  good  fellows, 
so  I   have  forgiven  him  for  not  keeping 

his  promise. 
St  Point  I   met  my  old  friend 

Brazda,  who  is  the  same  con- 
      ..udolph  as  always.  He  is  not 
only  County  Clerk  of  Cummtng  County 
but  is  the  leader  of  one  of  the  best  bands 
in  Nebraska.  The  band  built  a   beautiful 
auditorium  in  which  road  shows  are 

played  as  well  as  pictures  and  I   under- 
stand the  auditorium  is  paid  for  and  is 

a   paying  proposition. 
If  you  can  find  a   more  congenial  man- 

(Note:  Hcrcwlh  the  Herald  fruits  the  first  report  from  J   C   Jenkins  Sbeeiol 
Field  Representative,  whose  appointment  zvas  announced  in  last  week's  ̂issitc 

and'Ml  observations  will  be  chronicled  under  this  heading  each  week 

ager  than  Micky  Larson  at  Oakland  I 
don't  know  where  you  would  go  to  find him.  Micky  introduced  me  to  a   friend 
of  his  who  wanted  to  know  if  we  would 
go  up  to  his  rooms  and  help  him  move 
a   piano.  Of  course  we  would,  and  he 
told  us  to  be  seated  for  a   few  minutes 
and  soon  came  back  with  the  funniest 
looking  piano  1   ever  saw.  It  was  about 
the  size  of  a   gallon  measure  and  had  a 
handle  on  one  side  of  it  and  the  next 

time  I   visit  Oakland  I'm  going  to  find  out 
if  he  doesn’t  have  another  piano  to  move. 
Judging  from  appearances  Micky 

stands  ace  high  with  Oakland  and  com- 

munity, as  is  evidenced  by  the  hearty 
support  they  give  his  theatre,  whidu  by 
the  way,  would  be  a   credit  to  a   town 
twice  the  size. 

M.  C.  Freed,  manager  of  tlie  Thelma 
theatre  at  Pender,  is  not  only  a   100  per 
cent  manager  but  a   mechanic  as  well,  for 
I   found  him  fixing  some  kind  of  a   din- 

kus  on  his  car.  He  o\vns  and  operates 
theatres  at  Pender,  Emerson  and  .Allen 
and  assured  me  that  business  was  good 
and  he  had  no  complaint  to  register. 

I   found  Bancroft  a   nice  live  little  place, 

made  so  largely  by  the  up-to-date  meth- 
ods of  L.  W.  Splichal.  manager  of  tile 

Empress,  who  works  overtime  trying  to 
give  the  people  the  best  in  amusements. 
From  Bancroft  I   headed  Viola  toward 

Wayne.  I   knew  when  I   got  to  Wayne 
that  the  manager  of  the  Crystal  theatre 
would  understakc  to  feed  me  some  of 
his  fish  stories,  which  he  did  as  soon  as 
I   arrived. 

He  has  a   picture  of  a   string  of  bass 
posted  in  his  box  office  window  with  him- 

self holding  the  string,  but  since  I   claim 

to  be  a   sportsman  myself  and  know  how 

he  got  this  picture  I   will  not  comment 
further  upon  it,  but  I   want  it  understood 

that  Gailey  can't  get  away  with  this  fish 
story  stuff  with  me. 

From  conditions  in  and  around  Crystal 
I   am  free  to  admit  that  Elmer  is  some 

showman,  as  everything  had  an  up-to-the- 
minute  appearance.  Dr.  Weber,  who  pre- 

sides at  the  piano  and  directs  the  orches- 
tra, reminds  one  of  Paderewski  in  his 

performance  on  the  ivories  and  it  cer- 
tainly is  a   delight  to  hear  him  play. 

Elmer  wanted  to  drive  a   real  car  once, 
so  I   told  him  to  take  Viola  and  he  drove 
me  around  the  town  for  a   spell  and  when 

he  left  me  to  go  on  my  way  Viola  balked 

and  acted  just  something  scandalous, 
didn  t   want  to  go  at  all,  and  I   have  con- 

cluded that  she  wanted  to  stay  wtUi 
Gailey.  But  that  is  the  way  it  goes.  If 
any  of  the  film,  stars  ever  play  the  Crystal 

you  just  can't  get  tliem  to  leave.  They 
just  won't  do  it.  that's  all. 

J.  C.  JENKINS. 

and  jail  scenes  aupeai-ed.  Had  two  good  people 
visit  my  office  just  to  tell  me  how  sorry  they 
were  because  they  had  to  admit  to  friends  that 

they  were  among  those  present, — F.  W.  Zimmer- 

man. Palace  theatre,  San  Marcos.  Tex. — Family 

patronage. 

THE  SCARLET  SAINT:  Special  cast— Not  a 
good  attraction  for  the  small  towns.  Will  please 

the  highbrows  only.  Business  very  poor  hero. 

Seven  reels. — A.  G.  Witwer,  Grand  theatre,  Rain- 
ier. Ore. — -General  patronage. 

A   THIEF  IN  PARADISE:  Ronald  Colraan — A 

good  entertaining  program  picture.  Not  a   special. 
—Bert  Silver.  Silver  Family  theatre.  Greenville. 
Mich. — General  patronage. 

THE  DARK  ANGEL:  Special  cast — One  of  the 
best.  Good  for  any  class  of  theatre.  Direction 
of  the  very  highest.  Eight  reels. — John  Walkin- 
shaw,  Kenogrami  theatre,  Kenogrami,  P.  Q. 
Canada. — General  patronage. 

MADONNA  OF  THE  STREETS:  Special  cast 

— Another  very  good  drama  but  it  is  beginning 
to  show  its  age.  While  the  theme  is  old,  it  is  one 

that  generally  pleases.  Eight  reds. — C.  M.  Vail, 
Blende  theatre.  Benton.  Wis. — General  patronage. 
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BLUEBEARD’S  SEVEN  WIVESt  Ben  Lyon— 
They  failed  to  sec  the  funny  side  of  this  one. 

Too  long  and  overdone.  While  I   didn’t  see 

"Clothes  Ma’Ke  The  Pirate,”  would  from  other  ex- 
hibitors reports  put  it  in  the  same  class.  A   pic- 

ture you  won’t  be  sorry  for  not  showing. — E.  J. 
Callahan,  Auditorium  theatre.  Crockett,  Tex. — 
Highclass  patronage. 

THE  LADY;  Norma  Talmadge — Did  not  see 
this  but  everyone  I   spoke  to  that  did  sec  it  said 

it  was  an  excellent  production.  Eight  reels. — 
Leslie  Hables,  Reel  Joy  theatre.  King  City,  Cal. — 
Small  town  patronage. 

THE  DARK  ANGEL;  Vilma  Banky — A   picture 
that  was  well  liked  but  did  not  draw  as  well  as  it 

should.  Ronald  Colman  and  Vilma  Banky  are 
fine  and  pleased  those  that  came.  They  make  a 

fine  pair. — Jack  Greene,  New  Geneseo  theatre, 

Geneseo,  III. — Small  town  patronage. 

CLASSMATES ;   Richard  Barthelmcss — Way  late 

in  playing  this  but  I   svant  to  report  it’s  some 
show.  Everybody  well  pleased  and  business  very 
good.  The  ending  could  have  been  improved  upon 
but  it  is  unimportant  that  a   change  should  have 

been  made.  Eight  reels. — Postville  theatre,  Post- 
ville.  la. — General  patronage. 

ENTICEMENT;  Mary  Aston — Thursday  night 

to  the  smallest  night’s  business  of  the  year.  There 
were  several  reasons  why,  bad  roads,  cold  weather, 
big  dance  and  other  doing.  The  picture  was  very 
good,  well  worth  using  on  any  program.  Seven 

reels. — P.  W.  Quinlin,  Ideal  theatre.  Chateaugay, 
N.  Y. — Small  town  patronage. 

FLAILING  YOUTH;  Colleen  Moore — We  played 
this  here  some  time  ago  and  it  sure  was  good. 
Colleen  Moore  was  very  good.  They  seem  to  all 

love  her  on  the  screen. — O.  Midtbruget,  Union 
Hall,  Hanska.  Minn. — General  patronage. 

MY  SON:  Nazimova — A   fairly  good  show  that 
pleased  most  everyone.  Worked  hard  to  get  the 
mothers  in  to  see  it  and  did  not  succeed  very 
highly.  Those  who  would  enjoy  this  picture  would 

not  come — too  many  parties.  Eight  reels. — Post- 
ville  theatre,  Postville,  la. — General  patronage. 

SALLY:  Colleen  Moore — Played  this  very  late 
but  it  sure  brought  in  the  customers.  And  did  it 

please?  Oh  boy,  it  pleased  so  well  that  a   bigger 

crowd  came  to  see  Colleen  in  "The  Desert 
Flower.”  “Sally”  is  by  far  the  best  picture  of  its 
type  I   have  ever  seen.  Nine  reels. — Postville 

theatre.  Postville,  la. — -General  patronage. 

SUNDOWN;  Special  cast — Was  late  in  playing 
this  and  wish  I   had  never  played  it  at  all.  No 
punch  and  no  story  to  it.  The  cattle  drive  alone 

does  not  entertain.  Ten  reels. — Postville  theatre, 
Postville,  la. — General  patronage. 

HER  SISTER  FROM  PARIS;  Constance  Tal- 
madge — A   real  box  office  attraction.  I   had  a   bald 
headed  row  first  night.  Plenty  of  snap  and  zip 
to  it,  but  how  they  like  it  once  in  awhile.  Good 
bet  if  you  use  the  trailer  service.  Seven  reels.     
Postville  theatre.  Posville.  la. — General  patronage. 
THE  SILENT  WATCHER;  Glenn  Hunter- 

One^  of  the  most  impossible  stories  ever  put  into 
a   picture. — Ray  Bovard.  Olympic  theatre,  Utica, 
Kan. — Small  town  patronage. 

WHEN  A   MAN’S  A   KAN;  John  Bowers- 
Very  good.  Drew  extra  on  this  one,  on  account 
of  so  many  have  read  the  book.  What  a   fine  actor 
is  John  Bowers.  To  my  notion  he  can  take  just 
such  a   part._  If  you  have  not  played  this  one  be 
sure  to  get  it.  It's  old  but  very  good  and  good drawing  power.  Eight  reels.— Mrs.  C.  Paul; 
Pepperwood  theatre,  Pepperwood.  Cal.— General 
patronage. 

FRIVOLOUS  SAL;  Mae  Bush — This  is  a   little 
old.  This  won  praise  from  the  majority  of  those 
who  saw  it.  A   dramatic  tale  of  a   mining  camp 
in  the  West.  Seven  reels.— George  Benson,  Com- 

munity theatre,  Minnesota,  Minn.— Small  town patronage. 

THE  HALFWAY  GIRL;  Doris  Kenyon — First 
National  trailer  service  gets  more  business  than 
any  other  form  of  advertising.  A   full  house  and 
it  IS  good.  You  tell  'em  I   am  beginning  to  be- lieve more  and  more  each  day  that  First  National 
have  the  pictures.  Eight  reels.— Postville  theatre. Postville,  la. — General  patronage. 

Fox 

THE  DIXIE  MERCHANT:  Madge  Bellany- 
Farrel  MacDonald  scores  again  and  Madge  E 
lamy  does  the  most  wonderful  work  of  her  care 
An  unusually  good  picture.  It  packed  them 
and  pleased  verybody.— J.  C.  Patrick,  Patric 
theatre.  Crescent.  Okla.— General  patronage. 
THE  TIMBER  WOLF:  Buck  Jones-Ca 

fiwre  It  out,  but  we  starved  to  death  on  this  o 
Picture  not  bad  at  all.— 0.  Korm.  Rialto  theat Fecos,  Tex. — General  paronage. 
THE  TIMBER  WOLF;  Buck  Jones-Good  S 

urday  offering’  plenty  of  action.  Getting  to  be well  hked  as  Mix  and  will  beat  the  latter  if 

Personal  to 

Norma  Shearer 
A   SLAVE  OF  FASHION  (M.G.M.): 

Norma  Shearer — Norma,  you’re  there 

in  a   thousand  ways.  You  don’t  hap- 
pen to  have  a   photograph  of  yourself 

laying  around  you  don’t  need,  do you?  If  necessary  I   can  send  my 

fountain  pen  to  you  so  you  can  sign 
your  name  on  it.  This  picture  proved 
a   box  office  success  and  it  pleased, 

especially  myself  and  the  women. — 
RAY  BOVARD,  Olympic  theatre, 

Utica,  Ken. 

doesn’t  get  Western  stories.  Also  ran  “Cloudy 
Romance.”  a   Fox  comedy,  and  "Beasts  of  Borneo," 
an  Educational  novelty,  worthy  of  a   showing 

anywhere.  Five  reels. — E.  J.  Callahan,  Auditor- 
ium theatre,  Crockett,  Tex. — Genera!  patronage. 

THE  TIMBER  WOLF;  Buck  Jones— The  best 
Jones  I   have  ever  shown  and  I   have  played  them 

all  since  "Firebrand  Trevison.”  Elinor  Fair  is 
excellent  in  her  role.  The  work  of  director  Van 

Dyke  is  especially  commendable  in  this  one.  He 
understands  the  universal  language,  of  the  cinema 
and  tells  a   thrilling  story  with  pictures.  Five 

reels. — J.  C.  Patrick,  Patrick’s  theatre,  Crescent, 
Okla. — General  patronage. 

THE  TIMBER  WOLF;  Buck  Jones— A   real 
good  show.  Use  it  Saturday.  Five  reels  and  you 

can  get  them  out.  Lots  of  action.  Can’t  com- 
plain. Jones  is  a   good  drawing  star.  Five  reels. 

— F.  K.  Shaffer,  Lyric  theatre,  Frostburg,  Md. — 
General  patronage. 

THE  JOHNSTOWN  FLOOD;  George  O’Brien 
— Full  of  interest  all  the  way  through.  Flood 
scene  fine.  Seven  reels. — Mr.  and  Mrs.  E.  Fox, 
Princess  theatre,  Obion,  Tenn. — Small  town  pat- ronage. 

THE  FIGHTING  BUCKAROO:  Buck  Jones- 
Good  Western  for  children  and  farmers  on  Sat- 

urday night.  Five  reels. — Pace  &   Bouma,  Rialto 
theatre,  Pocahontas.  Iowa — Mixed  patronage. 

THE  FIGHTING  BUCKAROO:  Buck  Jones — A 

fine  action  picture.  All  of  his  pictures  are  satis- 

factory.— Bert  Silver,  Silver  Family  theatre, 
Greenville,  Mich. — General  patronage. 

THANK  YOU;  Special  east — -A  100  per  cent 
audience  picture.  Any  other  company  but  Fox 
would  charge  three  times  what  was  asked  us  for 

this  picture.  Get  your  clergy  in  on  this  one. — O. 

Korn,  Rialto  theatre,  Pecos.  Te.\. — General  pat- 
ronage. 

KENTUCKY  PRIDE:  J.  Farrel  MacDonald — 

Say,  boys,  here  is  a   100  per  cent  entertainment 
for  small  towns,  especially,  and  big  towns  will 
get  more  than  the  time  of  their  life.  Sport  and 

real  human  action  by  some  of  the  world’s  best 
race  horses.  It  seems  as  if  the  horses  were  just 
as  smart  as  many  of  us  people  or  smarter.  No 
hokum  but  real  stuff  and  lhat  is  what  the  movie 

fans  want.  Step  on  it.  Seven  reels. — R.  Duba, 
Royal  theatre,  Kimball.  S.  D. — General  patronage. 

WHEN  THE  DOOR  OPENED:  Special  cast — 

A   very  fine  picture  that  held  interest  all  through. 
Was  well  liked  here.  Good  outdoor  story  by 
Curwood. — Jack  Greene,  New  Geneseo  theatre. 
Geneseo,  III. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  FIGHTING  HEART:  Special  cast — Failed 

to  draw,  ordinary  program  picture. — O   Korn, 
Rialto  theatre,  Pecos,  Tex. — General  patronage. 

THE  ROAD  TO  GLORY;  May  McAvoy — Fine 
picture.  Great  cast.  Unusual  story.  Drew  good 
and  pleased  capacity  house.  Everybody  liked  May 
McAvoy’s  wonderful  portrayal.  She  is  a   star  of 
the  first  magnitude.  This  is  one  of  Fox’s  best 
this  year  and  you  should  exploit  it  to  the  limit. 

Six  reels. — J.  C.  Patrick,  Patrick’s  theatre.  Cres- 
cent, Okla. — General  patronage. 

THE  IRON  HORSE;  George  O'Brien — Here  is 
a   good  one,  as  you  all  know  by  this  time.  Only 
fault  I   had  to  find  with  it  was  the  tinting  in 
blue,  it  made  it  look  like  a   news  reel  or  a   Sport- 
light.  It  has  great  action  all  through.  Plot  was 
great!  acting  was  of  the  best.  Will  not  say  a 

thing  in  comparison  with  "The  Covered  Wagon" 
only  that  they  were  both  great,  “The  Wagon” 
drawing  about  five  times  as  many  patrons  as 
The  Horse.  —Jack  Greene,  New  Geneseo  theatre, 

Geneseo,  III, — Small  town  patronage. 

II  HE  BEST  BAD  MAN ;   Tom  Mix — Just  fair. 
So  far  we  have  found  that  Mix’s  pictures  do  not 
measure  up  to  expectations.  We  hope  the  next 
three  are  better.  Five  reels.- Muhleman  &   Koontz, 
Lincoln  theatre,  New  Martinsville,  W.  Va.   Gen- 

eral patronage. 
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ina  OUOA  DtLU  OlAN  ;   Mom  Miv   i   i   , picture.  Pleased  them  all.-Bert  Silver 
Family  theatre,  Greenville,  Mich.— GenJ.,  " 

ronage.  
general  pau 

THE  LUCKY  HORSESHOE;  Tom  Mix-Aa 
dience  opinion  was  that  it  was  about  the 
Mix  to  date.  Too  much  costume  stuff— 
Rialto  theatre.  Pecos,  Tex.-Genera!  palroLv  ' THE  LUCKY  HORSESHOE;  Tom  MLx-Pive 
short  reels  of  applesauce.  Big  rental.  Second night  a   complete  flop.  Figure  it  out  for  yourself 
Rve  reels.-Walter  Hchlfeld.  Elite  theatre  Si; 
loaf,  Kan. — General  patronage. THE  FOOL;  Edmund  Lowe— A   pretty  good 
story  that  did  not  attract.  Lacks  movie  naiZ that  mean  something  at  the  box  office.  Edmund 
Lowe  WES  good  but  not  known  in  big  features 
From  box  office  point  of  view  a   dismal  failure  — 
Ben  L.  Morris,  Temple  theatre,  Bellaire,  0.— Ge7 
eral  patronage. 
THE  FOOL;  Edmund  Lowe— Good  picture 

with  good  moral  but  just  a   little  too  long  drawn out.  Not  a   suggestive  scene  in  the  whole  picture 
and  that  helps.  So  far  we  have  found  Fox  pro- 

ductions better  this  year  than  last.  Ten  reels  — 
Muhleman  3s  Koontz,  Lincoln  theatre.  New 
Martinsville,  W.  Va. — General  patronage. 
DURAND  OF  THE  BAD  LANDS:  A   splendid 

entertainment. — Bert  Silver,  Silver  Family  theatre, 
Greenville,  Mich.— General  patronage. 
WINNER  TAKE  ALL:  Buck  Jones — This  is 

good.  Five  reels.— Julius  Schmidt,  Grand  theatre, 
Breese,  HI, — General  patronage. 
THE  YANKEE  SENOR;  Tom  Mix— Good  pic- 

ture but  my  people  do  not  care  to  see  Tom  Mix 

in  any  garb  but  that  of  a   cowpuncher.  Picture 

will  please  if  the  advertising  doesn't  keep  them 
out.  Fox  paper  is  generally  poor.  Six  reels.— C. 
H.  Steudebaker,  Elk  theatre,  Worland,  Wyo.— 
General  patronage. 

WAGES  FOR  WIVES;  Special  cast— Here  is  a 

very  nice  one.  Lots  of  good  laughs :   picture  well 
put  together.  Did  not  like  title :   think  it  kept  the 

fans  away,  as  we  did  poor  business. — Jack  Greene, 
New  Geneseo  theatre,  Geneseo,  HI.— Small  town 

patronage. 

WAGES  FOR  WIVES;  Special  cast— Most  un- 
usual  type.  Cast  dandy.  Consistent  story.  You 

can  go  strong  as  you  like.  Not  a   big  special,  but 

a   real  picture  that  will  go  over  big. — 0.  Korn. 
Rialto  theatre,  Pecos,  Tex. — General  patronage. 

THE  WHEEL;  Special  cast — Good  picture  but 

didn't  draw  for  us. — 0.  Korn,  Rialto  theatre, 
Pecos,  Tex. — General  patronage. 

AS  NO  MAN  HAS  LOVED:  Special  cast- 
One  of  the  real  good  pictures  that  does  not  have 

movie  appeal.  Can  only  be  put  over  by  special 
campaigns  to  schools  or  something  of  that  type. 

Almost  got  film  rental  out  of  this  one.— Ben  L. 

Morris,  Temple  theatre.  Bellaire,  O. — General  pat- ronage. 

AS  NO  MAN  HAS  LOVED:  Edward  Haines— 
A   splendid  picture  and  a   box  office  failure. 

People  talk  about  better  pictures  and  then  fail  to 
patronize  them  when  they  are  shown.  We  felt 
that  this  picture  should  have  been  seen  by  every 

school  boy  and  girl  but  they  thought  otherwise. 
Ten  reels. — Muhleman  &   Koontz,  Lincoln  theatre. 
New  Martinsville,  W.  Va. — General  patronage. 

AS  NO  MAN  HAS  LOVED:  Pauline  Starke— 
Here  is  a   dandy  picture.  Should  be  shown  in 
every  theatre  for  all  school  children  to  see. 

Eight  reels. — Mr.  and  Mrs.  E.  Fox,  Princess 
theatre,  Obion,  Tenn. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  WINDING  STAIR:  Special  cast— An  ex- 
tremely interesting  French  foreign  legion  picture 

that  will  please.  Our  people  were  very  well 
pleased  with  it.  Six  reels. — C.  H.  Studebaker, 
Elk  theatre,  Worland,  Wyo. — General  patronage. 

THE  LAST  OF  THE  DUANES;  THE  RAIN- 
BOW TRAIL;  Tom  Mix— Booked  these  two  Mix 

pictures  from  reports  in  the  "Herald.”  Even  though 
I   have  been  handicapped  with  terrible  prints,  the 

pictures  have  drawn  well  and  pleased  the  Western 
crowd,  TTie  other  crowd  stays  away,  which  makes 

it  somehow  discouraging. — Postville  theatre,  Poat- 
ville,  la. — General  patronage. 

EAST  LYNNE;  Edmund  Lowe— Failed  U> 
draw.  We  expected  something  better  and  It 
seemed  our  patrons  were  wiser  than  we.  for  they 

did  not  come  out.  Story  does  not  follow  book 
and  for  that  reason  disappointed  the  few  who 
came.  Nine  reels. — Muhleman  &   Koontz.  Lincoln 

theatre.  New  Martinsville,  W.  Va.— General  pat- 

ronage. 

EAST  LYNNE;  Special  cast— People  do  not 
care  to  see  this  kind.  Many  bring  in  a   few  cf 
the  old  folks  who  are  familiar  with  book  or  play* 

Certainly  did  not  please  them.  Nine  reels.- 
Walter  Hohlfeld.  Elite  theatre,  Greenleaf,  Kan.— 

General  patronage. 

GOLD  HEELS;  Special  cast— A   good  race 
horse  picture.  Five  reels. — Julius  Schmidt,  Grsna theatre.  Qresae,  HI. — General  patronage. 
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PORTS  OF  CALLS  Edmund  Lowe — Just
  a   fair 

mid-week  picture  for  which  we  recei
ved,  how- 

ever favorable  comment.  Film  In  poor  conditio
n. 

Six  '   reels.— C.  C.  Ervin,  Paramount  theatre. 

Okanogan,  Wash.— Smalt  town  patron
age. 

the  first  years  Matt  Moore — Domes
tic 

drama  that  will  please  tie  average.  Prospecti
ve 

brides  and  grooms  will  get  a   kick  out  of  i
t  if 

only  for  the  reason  that  the  situations  a
re  ex- 

aggerated to  make  comedy.  Six  reels.— Pace  & 

Bouma.  Rialto  theatre.  Pocahontas,  Iowa.— Mixe
d 

patronage. 

OH  YOU  TONYs  Tom  Mix — This  has  every- 

thing. Western,  society  and  comedy,  and  its  all 

good.  Seven  reels. — Julius  Schmidt,  Grand  theatre, 
Breese,  III. — General  patronage. 

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer 
MIKE:  Sally  O'Neill — Mickey  Neilan  has  done 

a   neat  job.  Better  than  average  draw  at  box 
office,  but  cannot  rate  it  as  a   special.  Not  a 

knockout  but  pleased  generally.  Seven  reels. — 
W.  W.  O.  Fenety.  Gaiety  theatre.  Fredericton,  N. 

B.  Canada. — General  patronage. 

THE  BARRIER:  Lionel  Barrymore — A   wonder- 
ful picture.  Barrymore  and  Walthal  both  fine. 

Storm  scene  and  crushing  of  ship  in  monster 
ice  does  best  ever  shown  here  and  my  patrons 

were  100  per  cent  in  praise  for  this  picture. 

Seven  reels. — Chas.  R.  Smith,  Prescott  theatre, 
Prescott.  Kan. — Small  town  i>atronage. 

TORRENT:  Ricardo  Cortez — An  excellent  show. 
Had  a   sad  ending  but  it  seemed  to  please  here 
notwithstanding.  Think  this  will  make  a   hit 

where  good  shows  are  appreciated.  Seven  reels. — 
Leslie  Hables,  Reel  Joy  theatre.  King  City,  Cal. 

— Small  town  patronage. 

TORRENT:  Special  cast — The  biggest  flop  at 
the  bo.x  office  we  have  had  this  winter,  and  we 
failed  to  find  among  those  who  came  anyone  who 
liked  it.  There  is  no  question  but  what  this  may 

be  a   work  of  art,  but  it’s  a   darn  poor  entertain- 
ment. If  your  patrons  like  these  foreign  authors 

and  these  foreign  stories  they  should  like  this  pic- 
ture, but  it  seems  to  be  the  sentiment  of  mine 

that  they  wish  to  see  America  first.  Around  here 

a   very  few  care  what's  going  on  in  the  old  world 
and  fewer  still  will  pay  to  see.  Seven  reels — M.  J. 

Aley,  Regent  theatre.  Eureka.  Kan.' — General  pat- 
ronage. 

SALLY,  IRENE  AND  MARY;  Special  cast— 

A   splendid  offering  taken  from  the  musical 
comedy.  Everyone  seemed  to  like  it  and  business 
was  fairly  good.  Six  reels.— A.  G.  Witwer,  Grand 
theatre,  Rainier,  Ore. — General  patronage. 

SALLY,  IRENE  AND  MARY;  Special  cast — 
This  is  pretty  fast  stuff  for  small  town  audiences. 

It  is^  well  played  by  the  trio  of  girls ;   Sally 
0   Neil  made  a   hit. — J.  Winninger.  Palace  theatre, 
Waupaca,  Wis.— General  patronage. 

_   THE  AUCTION  BLOCK:  Charles  Ray— This 
«   a   splendid  program  picture.  Not  a   special. 
My  can  act  if  the  steory  fits  him. — Bert  Silver, 
Silver  Family  theatre.  Greenville.  Mich.— General patronage. 

THE  AUCTION  BLOCK:  Charles  Ray — Pretty 
gc^  program.  Good  plot  and  good  cast  well  re- 

ceived by  small  attendance.  Too  many  doings 
keep  the  dollars  rolling  the  other  way.  So  I 
have  to  be  satisfied  with  what  I   get.  Seven 
reels.— R.  Duba,  Royal  theatre,  Kimball,  S.  D.— tieneral  patronage. 

COMEDIAN:  Special  cast — Lights 

,   ■   hshts  on;  another  audience  leaving.  Some 
‘   others  seemed  pleased.  Just  about 

a   nfty-fifty  picture  for  a   mid-week  show  is  all  I 
can  report  on  this.  Average  attendance.  Five 
reels,— C.  C.  Ervin,  Paramount  theatre.  Okanogan, wash. — Small  town  patronage. 

TIME  THE  COMEDIAN:  Special  cast — Fellows, 
m   my  estimation  this  is  one  of  those  we  like  to 

any  other  place  but  at  the  door  when  the 
mv  goes  home. — W.  B.  Franke,  Strand  theatre, 
ode,  Iowa. — Small  town  patronage. 
THE  EXQUISITE  SINNER:  Special  cast— 

mJk*’  ”   great  mystery ;   that  is,  why 
Metro  ever_  released  it  and  why  Von  Sternberg 
tft  excellent  cast  of  players 

nftTu  /   his  direction.  I   am  looking  at  it 
-Ji  second  time  and  I   can't  figure  out 

niAh.  *   *   about,  and  I   have  been  looking  at 
Pictures  for  twenty  years.  I   didn’t  play  "The Hunters"  but  I   know  it  couldn’t  be 

'‘"suitable  for  entertainment  pui- 

fndev  
H   this  is  an 

from  pictures  that  we  may  expect 

otho~  t   German,  Austrian.  Swedish  and 
thorn  directors,  then  I   for  one  say  "Let 

the  ”   Europe."  American  audiences  in 
faro  this  sort  of  film 

  t   had  known  what  this  was  like  it 

ci-pi.r».  t   have  gotten  into  my  house  under  any 
an^  played  it  before  there  were 

?   reports  :n  the  trade  papers  and  all  I   could 

find  out  was  that  Conrad  Nagel  and  Renee  Adoree 
were  in  the  east  and  this  information  was  gotten 

from  a   slide.  Metro  couldn’t  or  didn't  furnish 
press  sheet  or  music  cue  with  it.  My  advice 
would  be  to  pass  this  one  up  by  all  means.  I 

don't  exactly  like  to  pan  a   picture,  especially 
from  a   company  like  Metro  who  have  been  de- 

livering so  consistently,  but  they  should  never 
have  let  this  leave  the  studios.— P.  E.  Morris. 

Regent  theatre.  Indianola,  Miss. — Small  town  pat- ronage. 

THE  MYSTIC:  Rileen  Pringle — A   good  novelty 

program.  Gave  satisfaction  as  a   program  picture. 
— Bert  Silver,  Silver  Family  theatre,  Greenville, 
Mich. — General  patronage. 

THE  MYSTIC;  Eileen  Pringle — Didn’t  mean  a 
thing  here.  Passed  us  up  on  this  one.  This 
mystery  stuff  is  the  bunk.  Fair  picture  only. 

Seven  reels.— W.  A.  Clark,  Jr.,  Castle  theatre, 
Havana,  111. — General  patronage. 

EXCHANGE  OF  WIVES:  Special  cast — Very 
entertaining  comedy  drama.  Business  poor  due 
mostly  to  exceptionally  warm  spell.  Seven  reels. 

— A.  G.  Witwer.  Grand  theatre.  Rainier,  Ore. — 
General  patronage. 

EXCHANGE  OF  WIVES;  Special  cast — Seven 
reels  of  laughs.  The  title  should  bring  out  women 

as  well  as  the  men,  and  it  is  entertaining  too.  A 

good  bet.  Seven  reels. — W.  A.  Clark,  Jr.,  Castle 
theatre,  Havana,  111. — General  patronage. 

THE  CIRLE:  Special  cast — Just  so  much  film 

and  that’s  all.  Knew  it  was  weak,  so  spliced 
same  with  another  feature.  Seven  reels. — 'W.  A. 

Clark,  Jr.,  Castle  theatre,  Havana.  111. — General 
patronage. 

THE  MIDSHIPMAN :   Ramon  Novarro — A   pic- 
ture that  has  a   lot  of  nice  things  in  it.  Your 

crowd,  regardless  of  type,  will  find  something 
entertaining  in  it.  A   little  comedy  in  it.  Made 

me  some  money. — W.  B.  Franke,  Strand  theatre, 
Bode,  Iowa. — Small  town  patronage. 

DON’T;  Sally  O'Neill — A   good  entertainment 
as  a   program  picture. — Bert  Silver.  Silver  Family 
theatre,  Greenville,  Mich. — General  patronage. 

THE  BLACKBIRD:  Lon  Chaney — An  excellent 
show  of  its  type  and  Lon  Chaney  is  certainly  to 
be  recommended  as  a   character  actor.  He  plays  a 
dual  role,  both  as  a   crook  and  as  the  part  of  his 
brother,  a   crippled  disjointed  bishop.  They  show 
scenes  clearly  where  he  changes  from  one  charac- 

ter to  the  other.  Lots  of  them  told  me  they  did 
not  care  for  the  show,  but  enjoyed  the  acting, 
especially  admirers  of  Lon  Chaney.  Seven  reels. 

— C.  H.  Sartorius,  Capitol  theatre.  Hartley.  la. — 
General  patronage. 

OLD  CLOTHES:  Jackie  Coogan — This  is  really 

a   sequel  to  his  other  picture,  "The  Rag  Man.” 
Good  picture.  Did  not  draw  as  well  as  "The  Rag 
Mau.” — J.  Winninger,  Palace  theatre.  Waupaca, 
Wis. — General  patronage. 

OLD  CLOTHES:  Jackie  Coogan — To  my  mind 
the  best  picture  shown  here  in  months.  Will 

please  any  audience.  The  director  here  deserves 
a   special  word  of  praise.  Six  reels. — John  Walk- 
inshaw,  Kenogrami  theatre,  Kenogrami,  P.  Q., 
Canada. — General  patronage. 

A   SLAVE  OF  FASHION;  Norman  Shearer- 

Good,  neat  program  picture.  Bert  Silver,  Silver 

Family  theatre,  Gi-eenville,  Mich. — General  pat- ronage. 

THE  SILENT  ACCUSER:  Peter  the  Great— 

It's  good  but  nothing  extra.  Six  reels. — Julius 
Schmidt,  Grand  theatre.  Breese,  111. — -General  pat- 
ronage. 

GO  WEST;  Buster  Keaton — Good.  Ran  this 

Thanksgiving  night  to  a   packed  house.  I   see 
that  some  have  panned  it,  but  it  was  a   decided 

hit  here.  It  is  absolutely  necessary  that  you  play 
comeda  dramas  on  your  best  night  if  you  want  to 

do  big  business.  Seven  reels. — Postville  theatre, 
Postville,  la. — General  patronage. 

ROMOLA:  Gish  Sisters — Too  long,  too  long, 
too  long !   This  is  a   beautiful  picturization  of  a 

well-known  but  little  read  novel.  Everything 

about  the  picture  was  well  done.  In  the  writer’s 
opinion  it  is  a   superb  picture  from  every  angle 
and  holds  the  attention  of  most  of  the  audience 
in  spite  of  its  length.  But  some  became  restless 

and  went  out,  though  admitting  they  liked  the 

picture,  but  had  "had  enough.”  Any  picture  over 
nine  reels  is  too  long  for  our  patrons.  Short 
pictures  are  desired.  Twelve  reels. — George  W. 

Lee,  Paramount  theatre.  Okanogan.  Wash. — 
Small  town  patronage. 

SUN  UP;  Conrad  Nagel — Nothing  to  rave 
about  and  yet  not  to  be  condemned.  Conrad 
Nagel  is  a   fine  actor  but  this  is  hardly  the  kind 
of  picture  that  draws  out  his  best  efforts.  About 

the  usual  Saturday  night  attendance. — C.  C.  Er- 
vin, Paramount  theatre,  Okanogan,  Wash.— Small 

town  patronage. 

LITTLE  ROBINSON  CRUSOE;  Jackie  Coogan 

—Don’t  be  afraid  of  this  ©na  j   it’a  ali  okay.  Six 

FIGHTING  FISH  PATROL  THE 
WATERS  OF  ADVENTURE  LAND 

Glacier 
NATIONAL  PARK 
on  the  GREAT  NORTHERN 

Open  June  IS  to  Sept.  IS 

/“'OLD  all  Summer  are  the  surface 
waters  of  the  lakes  and  streams  of 

Glacier  National  Park.  Voracious  trout, 

frequently  of  giant  size,  rise  to  your  bait 
in  the  still  as  well  as  the  rapid  waters. 

Come  out  and  match  your  skill  against 
this  wily  foe. 

Hike,  ride  horseback,  climb,  explore.  Tour 
in  motor  coaches  and  motor  launches. 

Sleep  in  the  open,  in  quaint  log  chalets, or 
i   n   the  completely  equipped,  modern  hotels. 

Generous  portions  of  excellent  food  will 
curb  your  eager  appetite.  Go  as  you  please 
tours  or  Burlington  Escorted  Tours  at 

fixed  costs  with  all  details  arranged — 
Alaskan  Tours. 

But  do  not  postpone  your  arrangements  to 
visit  Glacier  National  Park.  Mail  the  cou- 

pon now.  Low  Round  Trip  Summer  Fares 

to  thePacificNorthwest— Spokane, Seattle, 

Portland,  Tacoma  and  Vancouver— in- 
clude liberal  stop-off  at  Glacier  National 

Park  going  or  returning.  Inquire  today. 

NEW  ORfENTAL 
LIMITED 

de  luxe  train— no  extra  fare 

Dickinson.  Room  712,  Greac  Northern  EH-S-lT 

I   ̂ilway,  St.  Paul,  Minn. 

I   Send  me  free  books  about  Glacier  National  Park  and  cost from  this  point  of  a   day  slay  in  the  Park  for  a   party 

iof     I   am  Mrticularly  interested  in □   General  Tour  of  Park  □   Burlington  Escorted  Tour 
.   O   Pacific  Northwest  Coast  Tour  O   .Alaskan  Tour 

Nome .. 

Address 

a   dependable  railway 
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reels. — Julius  Schmidt,  Grand  theatre.  Brcese,  111. 
— General  patronage.  /’ 

THE  UNHOLY  THREE:  Lon  Chaney — One 

of  Metro's  best.  Should  go  well  anywhere.  Went 
fine  with  me.  SLx  reels.— E.  C.  Bays.  Globe 
theatre,  Buena  Vista,  Va. — Gendiail  patroifngt;,  „ 
THE  UNHOLY  THREE:  Lon 

rather  peculiar  picture  to  report  on.  Those’  ̂ at 
liked  it  were  very  enthusiastic  about  it  and  those 

that  didn't  like  it  were  equally  enthusiastic  in 
their  adverse  criticism.  Personally  I   thought  it 
was  great.  Seven  reels. — Ray  Bovard,  Olympic 
theatre,  Utica,  Kan. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  GREAT  LOVE:  Special  cast — This  one 
was  supposed  to  be  funny.  The  material  was 

there  but  for  some  reason  it  failed  to  register  as 
a   comedy  or  drama.  A   few  kids  thought  it  was 
funny  but  the  grownups  did  not  say  a   word 
either  way.  just  wondered  when  the  show  was 

going  to  start. — Jack  Greene,  New  Geneseo  thea- 

tre, Gencseo,  111. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  GREAT  LOVE;  Speical  cast — Someone 

had  a   start  for  a   fine  idea  but  it  didn't  hold  up. 
Small  business;  no  good.— W.  B.  Franke,  Strand 
theatre.  Bode,  Iowa. — Small  town  patronage. 

LIGHTS  OF  OLD  BROADWAY:  Marion 

Davies — It  is  good  but  don't  let  them  tell  you 
how  big  it  is.  A   good  program  picture,  nothing 
more*  Davies  is  a   real  drawing  star,  but  give  her 
better  stories.  Nagel  at  his  best.  Seven  reels. — 

F.  K.  Shaffer,  Lyric  theatre.  Frostburg,  Md.— 
General  patronage. 

LIGHTS  OP  OLD  BROADWAY:  Marion 

Davies — Poorest  this  winter.  Very  good  picture 
which  is  a   pleasure  to  run  but  being  it  was 
Easter  it  did  not  draw  because  of  big  church 
doings  in  school  auditorium.  Would  have  made 

some  money  on  any  other  Sunday.  Well,  it's 
gone  and  if  you  got  it  bought,  some  of  you  fel- 

low exhibitors,  don't  be  afraid  of  it.  Good  for 
Sunday,  yes,  any  day.  Seven  reels. — R.  Duba, 

Royal  theatre,  Kimball,  S.  D. — General  patronage. 

THE  WHITE  DESERT;  Claire  Windsor— 

Here’s  a   real  novelty.  The  snow  scenes  are  mar- 
velous. Plenty  of  action,  thrills  and  comedy. 

Better  get  this,  fellows.  It  can  be  bought  right 
and  will  make  you  a   nice  profit.  Best  out-of- 
door  action  picture  this  Spring.  Seven  reels. — 
Postviile  theatre,  Postville,  la.— General  patron- 
age. 

NEVER  TH^-'TWAIN  SHALL  MEET:  Anita 
Stewart — Pleased  our  patrons :   however  the  end- 

ing did  not  suit.  Not  in  any  sense  a   special, 
just  a   pleasing  picture.  Eight  reels. — E.  J.  Cal- 

lahan, Auditorium  theatre,  Crockett,  Te.v. — Gen- 
eral patronage. 

THE  UNINVITED  GUEST:  Special  cast— Bad 
night  but  had  a   fairly  good  house.  This  is  a 

good  pictm-e  for  any  small  town  to  book,  as  it 
is  different  from  the  usual  line.  Technicolor  work 
fine.  My  crowd  was  well  pleased.  It  is  worth 

more  than  they  ask  for  it.  Seven  reels.— Isbell 

and  Suits,  Casino  De  Luxe  theatre,  Kiowa,  Colo. 
— General  patronage. 

THE  MERRY  WIDOW:  John  Gilbert— One  of 
the  big  ones  which  cost  a   lot  of  money  to  make. 
We  put  it  over  here  but  do  not  know  what  it 
would  do  in  the  small  town.  A   great  picture. 
You  can  use  your  own  judgment.  Ten  reels. — 

W.  A.  Clark,  Jr..  Castle  theatre,  Havana,  111.   
General  patronage. 

JANICE  MEREDITH;  Marion  Davies— One  of 
the  best  pictures  we  ever  run.  Pleased  100  per 
tent.  Fellow  exhibitors,  if  you  have  not  run 
this  picture  buy  it  at  once.  Metro  puts  out  real 

pictures  and  don’t  rob  you.  Good  prints  and 
service  out  of  Washington.  Eleven  reels.   
H.  E.  J.  Oates,  Bridge  theatre,  Petersburg,  W. 
Va. — General  patronage. 

THE  TOWER  OP  LIES;  Lon  Chaney— Per- 
sonally like  the  picture.  Was  one  of  the  few 

that  did.  Showed  in  fine  weather  on  one  of  the 
best  days  of  the  week  to  the  poorest  bu.siness  in 
months.  Am  at  a   loss  now  to  know  how  to  rate 
a   Chaney  picture.  Think  "The  Phantom"  and 
“Hunchback”  was  enough  of  Chaney  to  satisfy 
the  rank  and  file.  Also  ran  “Topics  and  Fables.” 
— E.  J.  Callahan.  Auditorium  theatre.  Crockett, 
Tex. — High  class  patronage. 

Paramount 
DANCING  MOTHERS:  Florence  Vidor — Very 

good  feature.  Another  one  that  did  not  have  a 
happy  ending  but  pleased  the  most  of  them.  Any- 

way did  not  make  any  money  with  it,  as  the 
weather  played  havoc  with  the  attendance.  Eight 
reels. — Leslie  Hables,  Reel  Joy  theatre,  King  City, 
Cal. — Small  town  patronage. 

BEHIND  THE  FRONT:  Special  cast— Drew 
fajr  first  night.  Second  night  poor.  Can’t  figure it,  as  this  is  a   dandy  comedy  of  the  late  war. 
Six  reels. — Leslie  Hnbles,  Reel  Joy  theatre,  King City,  Cal. — Stn&l!  town  patronage. 
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Special  to 
Conventioneers 
THE  WHITE  DESERT  (M.G.M.): 

Special  cast — dandy  picture  to  a 
very  small  crowd.  Eiave  been  shut 

•   down  most  of  the  winter.  Not  enough 
left  in  this  part  of  the  State  So  make 

a   go  of  it.  Think  I   will  close  up  and 
take  on  the  Big  Convention  at  Lo§ 

Angeles  in  June.  Looks  like  every- 

body is  going  to  be  there. — G.  F. 
REDISKE,  Star  theatre,  Rycgate, Mont. 

THE  SONG  AND  DANCE  MAN:  Tom  Moore 

— Well  done,  but  only  average  drawing  power  at 
box  office.  Show  people  eat  it  up  but  public 

wonder  whnt  it’s  all  about.  Eight  reels. — W.  W. 
O.  Fenety,  Gaiety  theatre,  Fi'edericton,  N.  B. 
Canada. — General  patronage. 

FOR  HEAVEN’S  SAKE:  Haroid  Lloyd— Very 
good  but  our  customers  said  not  quite  as  good  as 

“The  Freshman.”  Nice  clean  picture  but  we  have 

our  doubts  as  to  “the  funny  side  of  religion," 
going  over  in  a   big  way  in  the  smaller  towns. 
It  is  worth  running.  Five  reels. — Clark  &   Ed- 

wards, Palace  theatre,  Ashland,  O. — General  pat- 
ronage. 

THE  AMERICAN  VENUS;  Esther  Ralston- 

Pleasing  picture,  well  liked  and  a   surprisingly 

good  show.  Also  ran  “Topics  and  Fables.”  Eight 
reels. — E.  J.  Callahan,  Auditorium  theatre,  Croc- 

kett, Tex. — High  class  patronage. 

THE  AMERICAN  VENUS:  Special  cast— It’s 
short,  kind  of  slow,  but  gets  better  as  it  goes. 
Some  fine  sets,  good  comedy.  Plenty  of  thrills 
at  finish.  Well  liked  by  all.  Eight  reels. — S.  C. 

Goldson,  Plaza  theatre.  Chicago.  III. — General  pat- ronage. 

THE  WANDERER;  Special  cast — One  of  the 

best  productions  of  the  year.  Undoubtedly  ought 
to  make  any  exhibitor  happy.  Boost  it  to  the 

limit.  Nine  reels. — John  Walkinshaw,  Kenogrami 

theatre.  Kenogrami.  P.  Q.  Canada. — General  pat- ronage. 

THE  GRAND  DUCHESS  AND  THE  WAITER: 

Adolphe  Menjou — Very  entertaining  picture  which 
fits  Menjou  like  a   glove.  The  bobbed  hair  gang 
ate  it  up.  Florence  Vidor  very  human  and  easy 
to  look  at.  This  picture  will  stand  the  acid  test. 

Seven  reels. — W.  W.  O.  Fenety,  Gaiety  theatre, 
Fredericton,  N.  B.  Canada. — General  patronage. 

ARE  PARENTS  PEOPLE?:  Betty  Bronson- 
Had  quite  a   few  favorable  comments  on  this  one. 

— Muhleman  &   Koontz,  Lincoln  theatre.  New 
Martinsville,  W.  Va. — General  patronage. 

THE  TROUBLE  WITH  WIVES:  Special  cast 

— Good  clean  comedy  drama.  Everybody  liked  it. 
Had  a   good  crowd,  although  I   think  most  of  them 

came  on  account  of  curiosity.  Very  good  pic- 

ture. _   though.  Seven  reels. — Postville  theatre, 
Postville,  la. — General  patronage. 

MANNEQUIN:  Dolores  Costello — Very  good 
picture.  Was  surprised  at  the  amount  of  business 
it  drew.  Everyone  lavish  in  their  praise  of  it. 
Cut  out  the  half  page  ad  from  Chicago  paper 
and  used  it  as  a   poster.  I   believe  it  helped  get 
them  in.  Seven  reels. — Postville  theatre,  Post- 

ville, la. — General  patronage. 

WILD  HORSE  MESA:  Special  cast — Sold  at  a 

super-special  price  but  is  about  the  same  calibre 

as  the  other  Zane  Greys.  “The  Code  of  the 

West”  pleased  as  well.  Lost  money.  Seven  reels. 
—Postville  theatre,  Postviile.  la.— General  pat- ronage. 

SEVEN  KEYS  TO  BALDPATE;  Douglas  Mac- 
Lean — A   good  entertainment.  I   call  it  a   program 
picture  in  small  towns.  The  star  and  cast  fine. 

Story,  well,  after  you  have  seen  it,  "tell  me.”   
Bert  Silver,  Silver  Family  theatre,  Greenville, 
Mich. — General  patronage. 

MANHATTAN :   Richard  Di.x — A   dandy  picture 
with  Richard  at  his  best.  Has  some  good  comedy 
and  action.  Seven  reels. — Mr.  and  Mrs.  E.  Fox, 
Princess  theatre,  Obion,  Tenn. — Small  town  pat- ronage. 

MISS  BLUEBEARD :   Bebe  Daniel  s   Fine 
comedy.  Small  town  exhibitor,  it  was  a   riot,  get 
it.  Pleased  all.  Give  us  more  like  it.  Seven 
reels. — Mr.  and  Mrs.  E.  Fox,  Princess  theatre, 
Obion,  Tenn. — Small  town  patronage, 

A   WOMAN  OF  THE  WORLD;  Pola  Negri- 
Surprised  everybody.  A   mighty  good  small  town 
picture.  Very  clever  titles  and  comedy  situations. 

>Vhy  not  give  Negri  some  more  stories  like  this? 
Seven  reels.— C.  M.  Vail.  Blende  theatre,  Benton, 
Wis. — General  patronage. 

THE  ANCIENT  HIGHWAY;  Jack  Holt- A 

p-eat  show  to  poor  business,  though  we  did  nm lose  much  on  it.  It  is  the  best  lumber  loggfnl picture  I   have  seen  in  a   long  time.  Step  on 
hard.  It’s  all  there.  Seven  reels.-PostvilU  X, 
tre,  Postville,  la.-Gensral  patronage 
THE  ANCIENT  HIGHWAY:  Special  cast-A 

fairly  good  story  of  the  lumber  camps  along  the St.  Lawrence  River.  Pictures  of  the  log  drive 
jam  very  interesting.  Seven  reels.— George  Ben 
son.  Community  theatre,  Minneotn,  Minn— Smaii 

town  patronage.  
’   “   ‘ 

TRE  SPLENDID  CRIME:  Bebe  Daniels-Good 
picture.  Bebe  is  great  and  Hamilton  is  alwa^ 
goc^.  Was  afraid  of  this  one.  due  to  so  ma^ bad  reports.  Didn’t  pay  too  much  for  it  and  bm 
a   nice  ̂ ofit.  Six  reels.— F.  K.  Shaffer,  Lyric theatre.  Frostburg,  Md.— General  patronage 
A   XING  ON  MAIN  STREET:  Adolphe  Menjou 

-Poor  business  and  it  should  be  poor.  Absolutely 
not  the  type  of  picture  for  a   small  town.  Par«- mount  has  some  very  good  pictures  but  they  have 
plenty  of  lemons  that  they  try  to  make  you  buy 
Seven  reels. — Postville  theatre,  Postville,  la  —Gen- 

eral patronage. 

IRISH  LUCK:  Thomas  Meighan — The  only 
Meighan  that  has  ever  drawn  any  business  for 
me.  Not  as  good  as  some  of  his  other  picture^ 
but  all  the  Irish  in  town  came.  Its  scenic  values 
are  very  good.  If  you  have  any  Irish  in  your 
community  you  should  do  well.  Seven  reels  — 
Postville  theatre,  Postville,  la.— General  patron- age. 

LORD  JIM:  Percy  Marmont — Just  another  pic- 
ture. Some  pronounced  it  fine,  but  the  ending  is 

rather  depressing.  Seven  reels.— George  Benson, 
Community  theatre.  Minneota,  Minn.— Small  town 
patronage. 
THE  DRESSMAKER  FROM  PARIS:  Leetrice 

Joy— Very  good  picture.  Well  acted.  Ernest  Tor- 
rence fine  in  his  part.  Fashion  show  will  please 

the  ladies.  Sight  reels.— C.  H.  Studebaker,  Elk 
theatrej  Worlandj  Wyo. — Genera)  patronage. 
THE  DRESSMAKER  FROM  PARIS:  Leatrice 

Joy — A   very  good  production  with  plenty  of  small town  atmosphere.  Eight  reels.— C.  M.  Vail, 
Blende  theatre.  Benton,  Wis.— General  patronage. 
A   SON  OP  HIS  FATHER;  Special  oast — A 

rather  poor  picture  from  the  Harold  Bell  Wright 
story — J.  Winninger,  Palace  theatre,  Waupaca. 
Wis. — General  patronage. 

A   SON  OF  HIS  FATHER:  Special  cast— I 
struck  bad  weather  on  this  and  did  not  do  much, 
but  it  pleased  and  the  author’s  name  helped  some. Walter  Kohifeld,  Elite  theatre,  Greenleaf,  Kan. — General  patronage. 

WILD,  Wild  SUSAN:  Bebe  Daniels — Fine  en- 
tertainment. Daniels  and  La  Roeque  make  a 

dandy  team  and  a   story  like  this  suits  them  to  a 

T.  Seven^  reels. — George  Benson,  Community 
theatre.  Minneota,  Minn. — Small  town  patronage. 

A   KISS  FOR  CINDERELLA:  Special  cast — 
For  a   big  picture,  and  Paramount  sell  this  as 
one.  well,  all  we  can  say  is  do  not  bite.  As  big 
a   lemon  as  some  others  Paramount  has  released 

as  special.  Bronson  likes  to  pose  in  this  one. 
Ten  reels. — F.  K.  Shaffer,  Lyric  theatre.  Frost- 

burg, Md. — General  patronage. 

WILD  HORSE  MESA:  Jack  Holt— A   good 
Western.  All  Westerns  by  Famous  Players-Lasky 
seem  to  be  good.  Seven  reels.- M.  H.  McDonnell, 

Badger  Opera  Houe,  Merrill,  V/is. — Neighborhood 
patronage. 

MISS  BREWSTER’S  MILLIONS:  Bebe  Daniels 

Mighty  good  program  picture.  Did  nicely  on 
the  two  poor  days  of  the  week.  Six  reels. — 
Clark  &   Edwards,  Palace  theatre,  Ashland.  0. — General  patronage. 

THAT  ROYLE  GIRL:  Carol  Dempster — Barely 
broke  even.  Would  have  made  a   good  profit  if 

Famous  hadn't  forced  me  to  overload  with  paper. 

I   11  bet^  they  don't  do  it  again,  though.  It's  a great  picture  and  should  do  better  business  than 
many  of  the  so-called  specials  now  running.  Ten 

reels.— Postville  theatre,  Postville,  la.— General patronage. 

THE  LUCKY  DEVIL:  Richard  Dix — Dix  never 

fails  to  please.  If  you  haven't  played  it  yet  you 

are^  passing  up  a   chance  for  real  profit.  Lots  of 
action  and  comedy.  Everyone  pleased.  Seven 

reels.- Postville  theatre,  Postville,  la.— General patronage. 

NEW  BROOMS;  Special  cast — Nice  picture  to 
go  to  sleep  on.  Not  bad  and  not  good.  Just 

6.000  feet  of  film.  Don’t  T>lay  it  if  you  can  help 
it.  Another  one  of  Paramount’s  lemons.  Six 
reels. — Postville  theatre,  Postville,  la. — General patrohage. 

HANDS  UP:  Raymond  Griffith — Was  awfully 
sorry  to  see  this  flop.  My  patrons  like  Griffith 

immensely  but  they  just  couldn’t  enjoy  this.  Too 
.silly  to  be  funny.  Here’s  hoping  he  gets  better 
material  next  time.  He  has  been  a   good  draw- 

ing card  heretofore.  Six  reels.- Postville  theatre. 
Postville,  la. — General  patronage. 
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KANDS  UP  i   Raymond  GriiSth — Was
  out  of 

town  when  this  was  shown  and  glad  of
  it.  Have 

not  heard  a   single  good  report.  Not  hav
ing  seen 

the  picture,  this  is  all  I   can  go  by.  but
  this  is 

clenty.  Lay  off  or  play  it  on  an  off  n
ight.  Six 

reels.— R.  R-  Winship,  Majestic  theatre,  Phill
ips- 

burg,  Kan. — General  patronage. 

SACKCLOTH  AND  SCARLET  j   Alice  Terry— 

The  boys  who  reported  this  to  be  a   flivver  kn
ew 

what  they  were  talking  about.  Poor  plot.  Six
 

yeels   Muhleman  &   Koontz.  Lincoln  theatre,  New 

Martinsville,  W.  Va.— General  patronage. 

HANDS  UP:  Raymond  Griffith— Well,  this  was 
a   Paramount.  Nothing  to  brag  about,  but  they 

didn't  sell  it  as  a   special  and  it  wasn't.  But  will make  money  if  you  buy  it  right.  Good  comedy 
and  has  lots  of  action.  Griffith  is  there  as  a 

comedian.  Seven  reels. — F.  K.  Shaffer,  Lyric 

theatre,  Frostburg,  Md. — General  patronage. 

WELD,  WELD  SUSAN:  Bebe  Daniels — Good, 
clean  end  clever  comedy  drama.  Good  bet,  as  a 

program  picture  only.  Seven  reels. — Postville 
theatre,  Postville,  la.— General  patronage. 

THE  BEST  PEOPLE:  Esther  Ralston — Every- 
body. even  the  wild  cowboys,  liked  this  picture.  I 

wish  the  super-specials  were  as  entertaining. 

This  is  a   very  good  comedy  drama. — S.  H.  Rich. 
Rich  theatre.  Montpelier,  Idaho. — Small  town  pat- 
ronage. 

THE  CROWDED  HOUR:  Bebe  Daniels— A 
very  good  picture  and  will  please  any  audience. 
Book  it  and  boost.  Seven  reels. — W.  A.  Doersch- 

lag.  Strand  theatre,  Ransom,  Kan. — Smalt  town 
patronage. 

THE  GOOSE  HANGS  HIGH:  Special  cast— 

This  has  been  spoken  of  as  a   "perfect  scream 
comedy.”  Personally  I   don't  see  it  that  way,  as 
there  is  more  pathos  than  humor.  Much  of  it  is 
all  too  true,  more  is  the  pity.  However,  it  is 
well  produced  and  well  acted  by  a   competent  cast. 
Had  better  than  an  average  Sunday  night  house 
and  most  of  the  patrons  seemed  pleased.  But 

why  carry  an  inappropriate  title?  Seven  reels. — 
George  W.  Lee,  Paramount  theatre,  Okanogan, 
Wash. — Small  town  patronage. 

FLOWER  OF  NIGHT;  Pola  Negri- A   very 
pleasant  surprise  in  this  one.  A   very  good  and 
entertaining  story  with  Pola  doing  very  nicely  in 

it.  It  will  please  where  they  like  a   mining  story. 

— Jack  Greene.  New  Geneseo  theatre,  Geneseo,  III. 
— Small  town  patronage. 

LOVERS  IN  QUARANTINE:  Bebe  Daniels— 

The  best  Bebe  Daniels  to  date.  It  pleased  for  me 
and  is  a   good  clean  comedy.  Ran  it  on  Sunday 
and  Monday  to  a   good  house.  Bebe  Daniels  is 

liked  here  by  my  patrons  and  I   always  enjoy  her 

shows.  Seven  reels.— W'.  T.  Biggs,  Unique  thea- 
tre, Anita,  Iowa. — General  patronage. 

THE  CHARMER:  Pola  Negri— Best  Negri  we 
have  shown  so  far.  Had  many  favorable  com- 

ments from  better  class.  Six  reels. — Muhiman  & 
Koontz,  Lincoln  theatre,  New  Martinsville,  \V.  Va. 
— General  patronage. 

THE  LIGHT  OF  WESTERN  STARS;  Jack 
A   very  good  Western  that  made  the  box 

office  smile  and  pleased  good  sized  audiences  for 
two  nights.  Whether  it  was  the  stars :   Zane 
Grey,  the  author:  the  title  or  the  producer  that 
Stave  such  satisfactory  results,  we  cannot  say :   but 
It  was  a   pleasure  to  show  such  a   picture.  Plenty 
of  and  enough  comedy  for  relief.  Seven 
rwis.— C.  C.  Ervin,  Paramount  theatre,  Okanagon, >\ash. — Small  town  patronage. 

STAGE  STRUCK:  Gloria  Swanson — After  v 
mg  the  first  report  on  this  we  held  it  off  ns 

w   **  o"  ^   “Take-a-Chn 
U   .   it  is  terrible  and  pat 

Apparently  Parami 
Gloria's  following  before  she  wen 

her  sphere  is  in  slaps 

shl  '"hich  she  was  graduated  bee made  a   first-class  clothes  horse.  Seven  r 
?°“ma.  Rialto  theatre.  Pocahor Iowa.— Mixed  patronage. 

altbmL?  “   '“^he  Covered  Wagon," 
and  scenes.  Full  of  action 
twmirVk  reels.— Hubert  Funke.  Audi- 

ron^S  ^°“«tRin  City.  Wis— General  pat- 

CLUB;  Raymond  Griffith— G 

no  inJu  melodramatic  farce.  Hava 
^   luck  with  Griffith’s  Pictures.  Business  i General 

®GANDAL:  Gloria  Swanson — 

bIppc^  Schmidt.  Grand  t ’   ese.  111. — General  patronage. 
WATER  TOWER:  G 

He  wbb  **  mis-cast  player  I   ever  i 
Grand  feels.^ulius  Schn 
■•end  theatre.  Breese,  Ill.-General  patronag 

Special  to 
Exchange  Men 
THE  GOLDEN  PRINCESS  iPara.): 

Betty  Bronson — Here  is  a   picture  that 
we  got  in  time  for  showing  by  the 
akin  of  our  teeth.  Paramount  sent 

“The  Untamed  Lady”  in  error.  Found 
this  out  at  9:30,  day  of  showing. 

Called  Mr.  Hilgers,  Paramount  man- 
ager in  Memphis,  and  told  him  my 

troubles.  He  jumped  into  his  car 
immediately  and  drove  to  Cleveland, 
Miss..  35  miles  north  of  here,  where 

I   met  him  and  got  “The  Golden  Prin- 
cess” and  showed  it  to  my  folk.s  as 

scheduled.  That  puts  a   feather  in 

Paramount’s  hat  as  far  as  I’m  con- 
cerned. The  picture  is  well  worth 

a   showing.  It  is  a   clever,  sweat  little 

story  and  Betty  Bronson  is  as  pretty 
as  a   flower. — R   E.  MORRIS,  Regent 
theatre.  Indianola,  Miss. 

Pathe 
THE  FRESHMAN:  Harold  Lloyd— Good  busi- 

ness and  everybody  happy,  even  the  operator  (and 

that's  me).  Pathe  didn’t  get  all  the  "grapes" 

either.  Thanks  to  reports  in  the  "Herald,''  I 
was  able  to  get  a   good  buy.  Seven  reels. — Post- 

ville theatre,  Postville,  la. — General  patronage. 

BLACK  CYCLONE;  Rex — A   fairly  good  pic- 

ture. Having  played  "King  of  Wild  Horses."  I 
perhaps  expected  too  much.  Run  it  on  Saturday 

with  a   good  comedy  and  it  should  do  big  busi- 

ness, but  don’t  pay  too  much  for  it.  Those  who 
like  sti-ong  plot  will  complain  a   little.  Six  reels. 
— Postville  theatre,  Postville,  la. — General  pat- 
ronage. 

WHY  WORRY:  Harold  Lloyd— The  kids  liked 

this  one  but  the  adults  didn’t  seem  to  fall  for  it. 

It’s  a   kind  of  a   joke  anyway,  as  most  of  Lloyd's 
pictures  are.  If  they  take  his  supporting  cast 

away  from  him.  he  wouldn’t  have  a   handful  to 
see  his  pictures.  Jobyna  Ralston  and  the  giant 

were  good  in  this.  It  will  get  laughs  from  the 

kids.  Six  reels — '\V.  T.  Davis  &   Son,  Rialto  thea- 
tre. Sharon.  Wis. — General  patronage. 

Principal 
THE  MINE  WITH  THE  IRON  DOOR;  Special 

cast — It's  good.  Seven  reels. — Julius  Schmidt, 
Grand  theatre.  Breese,  111.— General  patronage. 

THE  MINE  WITH  THE  IRON  DOOR;  Special 

cast : — Whenever  you  want  a   little  spending 

money,  hang  up  plenty  of  paper  on  this  one. 
Bought  it  at  a   good  honest  price  and  made  a 
little  money.  A   good  bet  any  time  and  anywhere. 

Eight  reels. — Postville  theatre,  Postville.  la. — ■ 
General  patronage. 

THE  RECREATION  OF  BRIAN  KENT;  Special 

cast — Didn't  pull  like  it  should,  but  is  nevertheless 

a   good  picture.  You  won’t  make  a   mistake  play- 
ing it.  Seven,  reels. — W.  A.  Clark,  Jr.,  Castle 

theatre.  Havana.  III. — General  patronage. 

Prod.  Dist.  Corp. 
ROCKING  MOON:  Special  cast— Very  good. 

Scenery  splendid,  acting  fine.  A   sure  fire  box 
office  attraction.  Seven  reels. — I.  T.  Brisco, 

Princess  theatre.  Elwood.  Ind. — General  patron- 

age. 

MADAME  BEHAVE:  Julian  Eltinge— A   very 

good  picture.  Many  laughs  and  gave  good  satis- 

faction. Six  reels. — H.  W.  Perry,  Perry’s  Egyp- 
tian theatre,  Ogden.  Utah. — General  patronage. 

BRAVE  HEART :   Rod  La  Roeque— A   few 
years  ago  this  picture  would  have  been  fine  but 
today  they  do  not  care  for  this  kind  of  a   picture. 
We  cannot  put  over  Indian  pictures  here  to  any 
degree.  Fine  acting :   scenery  fine.  Everything 

but — that's  the  question.  Eight  reels. — W.  A. 

Clark,  Jr.,  Castle  theatre,  Havana,  HI. — General 
patronage. 

THREE  FACES  EAST;  Special  cast— The  best 
mystery  picture  of  the  year.  Played  it  ahead  of 
Des  Moines  and  made  mention  of  the  fact.  It  did 

well  at  the  box  office  and  it  should.  Give  Pro- 

ducers a   break;  they’ve  got  some  real  pictures. 
Seven  reels. — Postville  theatre,  Postville.  la. — 
General  patronage. 

THREE  FACES  EAST:  Jetta  Goudal— Very, 
very  good.  Makes  great  movie.  Even  better  than 

the  play.  It  suits  a   Canadian  audience  to  a   T. 

My  patrons  tickled  pink.  Should  go  over  big  any- 
where. Seven  reels. — W.  W.  O.  Fencty,  Gaiety 

theatre,  Fredericton,  N.  B.  Canada. — General  pat- 
ronage. 

THREE  FACES  EAST:  Jetta  Goudnl— Jetta 
Goudal  sure  made  a   hit  here.  Everybody  liked  her 

acting.  The  picture  is  excellent  and  holds  atten- 
tion from  start  to  finish.  Seven  reels. — H.  A. 

Woodward.  Woodward  Kali,  Hill,  N.  H. — High 
class  patronage. 

THREE  FACES  EAST:  Jetta  Goudal— This  la 

a   real  picture  and  my  hat’s  off  to  Rupert  Julian 
for  its  direction,  and  also  Jetta  Goudal.  The 

best  thing  that  she  has  done  up  to  date.  The 

only  thing  we  have  against  P.  D.  C.,  is  that  their 
titles  are  weak  and  their  posters  are  under  aver- 

age. Have  always  been  since  the  days  of  Hodkin- 
son.  Seven  reels.— W.  A.  Clark,  Jr.,  Castle  thea- 

tre. Havana,  III. — General  patronage. 

SEVEN  DAYS;  Special  cast — Wednesday  night 
to  fair  business.  This  is  a   delightfully  nice 
comedy.  One  that  anybody  can  enjoy.  Get  it  on 

your  booking  chart.  It  will  give  you  results. 

Seven  reels. — P.  W.  Quinlin,  Ideal  theatre,  Cha- 
teaugay,  N.  Y. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  PEOPLE  VS.  NANCY  PRESTON:  Pris- 

cilla Dean — Just  another  of  those  court  house  pic- 
tures rehashed.  Put  this  in  on  double  program 

with  Harry  Carey  in  "Texas  Trail."  Was  aver- 
age Western.  Six  reels. — W.  A.  Clark,  Jr.,  Castle 

theatre,  Havana,  111. — General  patronage. 

WITHOUT  MERCY:  Special  cast — 'A  real  pic- 
ture that  will  hold  the  interest  of  anyone  if  you 

can  get  ’em  in  on  the  title.  Had  a   fair  come- 

back on  second  day’s  showing.  Six  reels.— W.  A. 
Clark,  Jr.,  Castle  theatre,  Havana,  III. — General 
patronage. 

THE  TEXAS  TRAIL:  Harry  Carey — A   western 
that  is  above  average.  Some  good  action  and 
comedy.  Pleased  a   Saturday  night  crowd.  Six 

reels. — Walter  Hohifeld,  Elite  theatre,  Grcenleaf, 
Kan. — General  patronage. 

SOFT  SHOES:  Special  cast — A   good  crook 
play.  Five  reels. — Julius  Schmidt,  Grand  theatre, 
Breese,  III. — General  patronage. 

THE  LIGHTNIN’  RIDER:  Harry  Carey— I 
call  this  affair  Western.  Six  reels. — Julius 

Schmidt,  Grand  theatre,  Breese,  111. — General  pat- ronage. 

CHARLEY’S  AUNT:  Syd  Chaplin— I   don’t 
know  where  they  all  came  from.  Two  packed 

houses  and  all  I   can  say  is  that  it  is  some  draw- 

ing card  and  a   "wow”  of  a   picture.  More  busi- 
ness than  I   had  on  "The  Freshman"  by  far. 

Eight  reels.  — Postville  theatre,  Postville,  la. — 
General  patronage. 

United  Artists 
PARTNERS  AGAIN;  Special  cast— A   good 

thrill  comedy.  The  two  Jews  as  salesmen  a 
scream  when  demonstrating  the  Schenckman  Six. 

Runaway  in  airplane  thrilling  and  exciting.  Pic- 
ture probably  will  not  please  the  very  refined. 

100  per  cent  but  do  not  be  afraid  of  it.  O.  K. 
for  Sunday.  Film  rental  too  high  for  me.  SLx 

reels. — C.  H.  Sartorlus,  Capitol  theatre.  Hartley, 
la. — General  patronage. 

THE  GOLD  RUSH:  Charles  Chaplin — I   hardly 
know  what  to  say  on  this  picture.  It  pleased 

some  people  and  disappointed  others.  The  story 
is  pretty  thin.  Patrons  were  afraid  they  should 
see  some  of  his  old  time  slapstick  stuff.  It 

appears  as  though  Charlie  had  lost  his  drawing 
power.  People  have  forgotten  him  and  10  reels 
is  too  long  for  such  a   flimsy  story.  It  has  only 

a   little  more  drawing  power  than  the  average 
so-called  special.  Do  not  pay  too  much  for  this 

this  one.  It  is  not  worth  it.  Ten  reels. — Walter 

Hohifeld,  Elite  theatre,  Grcenleaf,  Kan.— General 

patronage. 
LITTLE  ANNIE  ROONEY:  Mary  Pickford— 

Best  she  has  made  since  “Tess  of  the  Storm 
Country.”  Everybody  liked  it  that  saw  it.  but 
very  light  business  for  Mary  Pickford.  Anyway. 

Mary.  give  us  the  rest  of  the  same  kind  and 

you'!]  never  lose  your  charm. — -O.  Korn.  Rialto 
theatre,  Pecos,  Te.x. — General  patronage. 

LITTLE  ANNIE  ROONEY;  Mary  Pickford— 
A   very  good  picture;  will  please  100  per  cent. 

Played  this  on  St.  Patrick's  Day  to  very  good 
business.  Mary  is  good  in  this  kind  of  a   picture, 

though  the  gang  of  kids  almost  steal  the  picture. 
Ten  reels. — Walter  Hohifeld.  Elite  theatre.  Green- 
leaf.  Kan. — General  patronage. 

LITTLE  ANNIE  ROONEY;  Mary  Pickford— 
First  Pickford  in  several  years  and,  although  it 

is  a   very  good  picture,  it  failed  to  draw.  Would 
be  better  in  eight  reels.  Ten  reels.— C.  M.  Vail, 
Blende  theatre.  Benton,  Wis. — General  patronage. 

SALLY  OF  THE  SAWDUST;  Special  cast— 
This  is  a   fine  circus  picture.  Both  stars  are 

good.  Field  is  great  In  this  picture.  Satisfied 
them  all. — Bert  Silver.  Silver  Family  theatre. 

Greenville,  Mich. — General  patronage. 
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THE  MOLLYCODDLE:  Douglas  Fairbanks — 

Positively  the  pooi-est  thing  we  ever  played  or 

ever  saw  Doug  in.  It  wns  a   complete  ‘'fluke” 
for  us.  Six  reels. — Glacoma  Bros.,  Crystal  the- 

atre, Tombstone,  Ariz. — General  patronage. 

THE  LOVE  LIGHT:  Mary  Pickford— I   have 
njy  first  poor  picture  to  see  of  this  star.  All  her 
pictures  are  fine  and  this  one  is  no  exception. 
Had  a   full  house  and  pleased  100  per  cent  and 

believe  me  that  is  going  some.  Brother  exhibi- 
tors. if  you  are  passing  up  this  star  you  are 

making  a   big  mistake.  United  Artists  will  treat 

you  right  as  to  prices  and  prints  and  they  sure 

have  the  big  ones.  Sight  reels. — Earl  Somerville, 
Opera  House,  Raymond,  Minn.— General  patron- 
age. 

THE  LOVE  LIGHT:  Mary  Pickford— One  of 
the  best  Pickford  pictures  I   have  seen.  Pleased 

all  who  saw  it.  A   little  old,  like  all  U.  A.  pictures, 

but  good.  Seven  reels. — H.  A.  Woodward,  Wood- 

wai'd  Hall,  Hill,  N.  H. — High  class  patronage. 

WAY  DOWN  EAST:  Special  cast — The  story 
was  okay  hut  titles  so  short  you  could  not  reed 
them.  Hope  no  one  gets  this  just  after  me. 

Eleven  reels. — Julius  Schmidt.  Grand  theatre. 
Breese,  III. — General  patronage. 

Universal 
CHIP  OF  THE  FLYING  U:  Hoot  Gibson- 

Good  fast  picture.  Lots  of  good  comedy  and 

thrills.  Well  liked  by  all.  Seven  reels. — S.  C. 
Goldson,  Plaza  theatre,  Chicago,  HI. — General 
patronage. 

CHIP  OF  THE  FLYING  U:  Hoot  Gibson— 

Went  over  in  grand  style  and  people  liked  it  very 
much.  This  is  the  kind  for  Hoot.  Six  reels. — 

1.  T.  Brisco,  Princess  theatre,  Elwood,  Ind.- 
General  patronage. 

COMBAT:  House  Peters — Regular  old  melo. 
Okay  for  week  end  audience.  First  stuff  well 

done.  Would  classify  as  little  bit  above  program 
type.  Eight  reels. — W.  W.  O.  Fenety,  Gaiety 
theatre.  Fredericton,  N.  B..  Canada. — General 
patronage. 

THE  COHENS  AND  THE  KELLYS:  Special 

cast — Another  dandy  Universal  picture.  Used  it 
the  night  of  the  big  snow  storm  and  did  very 
poor  business.  Will  play  a   return  engagement. 

Eight  reels. — C.  M.  Vail,  Blende  theatre.  Benton, 
Wis. — General  patronage. 

THE  COHENS  AND  THE  KELLYS;  Special 

cast — This  was  a   positive  knockout  here.  The 
best  pleased  crowd  I   have  had  in  three  months 

and  it  drew  well.  Get  behind  this  one,  as  it 
ought  to  go  over  anywhere.  Raised  my  price  and 

no  kicks.  Eight  reels.— Leslie  Hables,  Reel  Joy 
theatre.  King  City,  Cal. — Small  town  patronage. 

PEACOCK  FEATHERS:  Special  cast — A   100 

per  center  here.  Is  a   story  and  production  hard 

to  bear.  They  liked  it  better  than  Chaney's  spe- 

cial for  Universal,  "The  Phantom  of  the  Opera.” 
— O.  Korn,  Rialto  theatre,  Pecos,  Tex. — Genera! 
patronage. 

WESTERN  PLUCK:  Art  Acord — Very  medi- 

ocre V'estern.  Five  reels.— A.  G.  Witwer,  Grand 
theatre,  Rainier.  Ore. — General  patronage. 

HIS  PEOPLE:  Rudolph  Schildkraut — We  had 
seen  a   number  of  reports  on  this  picture,  all  of 
them  favorable,  so  we  stepped  on  it  hard  and, 
while  we  did  not  do  anything  big,  yet  it  pleased 
all  who  saw  it  and  that  means  a   lot  these  days. 
— Muhleman  &   Koontz,  Lincoln  theatre.  New 
Martinsville,  W.  Va. — General  patronage. 

WHERE  WAS  I?;  Reginald  Denny — They  just 
ate  it  up.— 0.  Korn,  Rialto  theatre,  Pecos,  Tex. 
— General  patronage. 

SKINNER'S  DRESS  SUIT:  Reginald  Denny- Very  good  feature.  Denny  well  liked  here.  This 
picture  does  not  have  quite  as  many  laughs  ns 
the  other  pictures  he  has  made,  but  it  gave  good 
satisfaction.  Seven  reels.— H.  W.  Perry,  Perry's 
Egyptian  theatre,  Ogden,  Utah.— General  patron- age. 

SKINNER’S  DRESS  SUIT:  Reginald  Denny- One  of  the  best  this  year.  Seven  reels. — John- 
son and  Bangs,  Strand  theatre.  Rawlins,  Wyo.— General  patronage. 

TWO  FISTED  JONES:  Jack  Hoxie— Very  good 
Western.  No  complaints.  Several  favorable  com- 

ments. Five  reels.— F.  A.  Millhouse,  Star  theatre, 
Sumner,  Neb. — Small  town  patronage. 
THE  OUTLAW'S  DAUGHTER:  Josie  Sedg- 

wick— Nice  little  Western.  No  need  of  knocking Jt  too  much,  because  some  people  like  this  kind  and 
others  don't.  Fair  for  small  town.  Five  reels.   R.  Duba,  Royal  theatre,  Kimball.  S.  D.— Gen- eral patronage. 

WHAT  HAPPENED  TO  JONES:  Reginald 
Denny — Here  is  by  odds  Denny's  best  picture.  It 
made  the  folks  chuckle  with  glee;  tho  men  espe- 

cially seemed  to  enjoy  it  very  much  and  that’s 
not  saying  that  the  ladies  didn’t,  for  they  did. If  Denny  is  popular  wtih  your  folks,  then  sell 

Special  to Frank  Tuttle 
THE  AMERICAN  VENUS  iPara.): 

Esther  Ralston — Boys,  here’s  the  best 
picture  I   have  seen  for  many  a   moon. 
Everything  to  make  you  like  it.  I   say 
hats  off  to  Frank  Tuttle.  Give  us 

more  like  it.  (Bed  weather  kept  down 

the  attendance.) — POSTVILLE  THEA- 
TRE. Postville,  la. 

this  as  his  best  and  don't  forget  to  let  them 
know  that  you  have  it  on.  Marion  Nixon  lends 

charm  to  it,  but  has  very  little  to  do.  Otis 

Harlan  overacts  a   great  deal.  Seven  reels. — 
P.  B.  Morris,  Regent  theatre.  Indianola,  Miss. — 
Small  town  patronage. 

WHAT  HAPPENED  TO  JONES:  Reginald 

Denny — Another  good  one  from  Universal. 
Pleased  a   fair  crowd  and  I   think  he  will  build 

up  here.  He  has  no  following  here  yet,  as  I   was 

off  the  Jewels  for  two  years.  Seven  reels. — 
Leslie  Hables,  Reel  Joy  theatre.  King  City,  Cal. — 
Small  town  patronage. 

THE  GOOSE  WOMAN  s   Louise  Dresser — ^The 

character  of  "The  Goose  Woman”  as  played  by 
Louise  Dresser  is  wonderful  and  the  production 

is  A-I.  May  want  to  play  this  again.  Had  it 
only  for  one  day ;   will  stand  two  in  small  towns. 

— J.  Winninger,  Palace  theatre,  Waupaca,  Wis. — 
General  patronage. 

A   WOMAN’S  FAITH:  Special  cast— Didn't 
draw  here. — 0.  Korn,  Rialto  theatre,  Pecos,  Tex. 
— General  patronage. 

MONTANA  OF  THE  RANGE:  Josie  Sedg- 

wick— Good  average  Western  featurette.  These 
go  over  fine  for  us  on  a   short  subject  program 

each  Saturday.  ISvo  reels. — A.  G.  Witwer,  Grand 
theatre.  Rainier,  Ore. — General  patronage. 

THE  RED  RIDER;  Jack  Hoxie— The  best 
Hoxie  picture  we  ever  ran.  Our  people  like  Jack 
and  all  were  well  pleased  with  this  picture. 

Some  exhibitors  pan  this  boy  but  when  he  is 
given  a   good  story  and  good  support  he  always 
delivers.  Universal  product  uniformly  good. 

Five  reels. — C.  H.  Studebaker,  Elk  theatre,  Wor- 
land,  Wyo. — General  patronage. 

THE  RED  RIDER:  Jack  Hoxie— This  is  a 
good  picture  of  the  frontier  days.  Indians  and 
Indian  fights  and  the  pioneer  wagon  trains.  A 

story  of  1840-1860.  Five  reels. — W.  J.  Shoup. 
DeLuxe  theatre,  Spearville,  Kan. — Small  town 
patronage. 

BUSTIN’  THROUGH:  Jack  Hoxie— They  didn’t 
like  it.  Too  weak. — 0.  Korn,  Rialto  theatre, 
Pecos,  Tex. — General  patronage. 

HIT  AND  RUN:  Hoot  Gibson— A   good  base- 
ball picture  that  will  take  where  there  is  any 

interest  in  the  national  game.  The  last  reel 

brings  them  to  their  feet.  Like  a   real  game. 
Six  reels. — Isbell  and  Sultz,  Casino  De  Lu.xe  the- 

atre, Kiowa.  Colo. — General  patronage. 

STELLA  MARIS;  Mary  Philbin — Terrible. — 

L.  P.  Charles,  Grand  theatre,  Chetek,  Wis. — 

General  pati-onage. 
LORRAINE  OF  THE  LIONS:  Special  cast— If 

you  want  a   novelty  picture  this  might  give  you 
a   lift.  I   played  it  on  Saturday  night  and  it 

kept  business  sway.  Don’t  waste  much  money 
on  it. — W.  B.  Franke,  Strand  theatre.  Bode,  Iowa. 
— Small  town  patronage. 

THE  CALGARY  STAMPEDE:  Hoot  Gibson— 

Another  good  one  from  Carl  with  popular  Hoot 
Gibson.  Book  it  and  boost  it.  Six  reels. — C.  M. 

Vail,  Blende  theatre,  Benton,  Wis. — General  pat- ronage. 

OH  DOCTOR:  Reginald  Denny — Oh,  boy,  what 

a   picture  this  one  is.  We  are  late  about  playing 
it  but  are  glad  we  did  play  it.  We  have  been 
looking  forward  to  this  picture  and  expecting  to 
make  some  money  on  it  but  we  ran  up  against 
the  worst  blizzard  this  winter  and  the  result  was 
a   blank  at  the  box  office.  If  you  have  this  one 

coming  advertise  it  as  a   knockout  of  a   comedy 

and  don't  be  afraid  to  talk  it  up,  as  it  will  back 
up  any  kind  of  advertising  you  can  give  it. 

Seven  reels. — W.  J.  Shoup,  DeLuxe  theatre, 
Spearville,  Kan. — Small  town  patronage. 

DANGEROUS  INNOCENCE:  Laura  LaPlante 

— Good  picture  that  pleased  good  house. — 0.  Korn, 
Rialto  theatre,  Pecos,  Te.x. — General  patronage. 

THE  TEASER:  Laura  LaPlante— Sunday  night 
to  good  average  business.  Uncle  Carl  need  have 
no  regrets  for  presenting  this  one  to  tho  public, 
as  it  stands  head  and  shoulders  over  many  of 

the  loudly  proclaimed  features.  Universal  com- 
plete service  is  a   good  buy  for  the  little  fellows. 

May  I,  1926 

taugay,  N.  Y.— Small  town  patronage. THE  BUTTERFLY:  Special  cast — Fair  protn-an, 

picture— O.  Korn.  Rialto  theatre,  Pecos 

General  patronage,  
’ 

I’LL  SHOW  YOU  THE  TOWN: Denny--One  of  the  best  comedies.  My  pftrons 
asked  for  more  of  this  kind.  Eight  reels  —Hu bert  Funke,  Auditorium  theatre.  Fountain  Ciiv 

Wis. — General  patronage.  '' 
UNDER  WESTERN  SKIES:  Norman  Kerry 

Good  story  woven  around  the  famous  Pendleton 
Roundup.  Did  fairly  well  for  us.  Seven  reels  — 
A.  G.  Witwer,  Grand  theatre,  Rainier.  Ore- 

General  patronage. THE  DEMON:  Special  cast— Just  a   fair  pro- 
gram. Playing  one  a   week  on  Universal  pro- 

gram and  these  Westerns  are  too  much  alike  — 
J.  Winninger,  Palace  theatre,  Waupaca.  Wh!— 
General  patronage. 
SPOOK  RANCH:  Hoot  Gibson— The  poorest 

Gibson  we  have  had  to  date.  A   couple  like  these 
and  he  will  lose  his  drawing  power  here.   0 
Korn,  Rialto  theatre.  Pecos.  Tex.— General  pau 

I'onage. 

THE  CIRCUS  CYCLONE;  Special  cast — Just 
an  ordinary  semi-Western. — 0.  Korn,  Rialto  the- 

atre. Pecos,  Tex. — General  patronage. 
THE  STORM  BREAKER:  House  Peters- 

Failed  to  draw.  Ordinary  program  picture.— 

O.  Korn,  Rialto  theatre,  Pecos,  Tex. — Genera! 

patronage. 
THE  PHANTOM  OF  THE  OPERA:  Lon 

Chaney — Scared  people  away  from  the  theatre. 

If  it  wasn’t  the  picture  I   don’t  know  what  else 
it  could  be.  There  was  no  business.  Chaney 
well  liked  here  but  not  in  such  pictures  as  this 
and  ‘‘The  Hunchback.”  All  in  all,  it  did  not 
please  and  did  not  draw.  Story  too  much  like 
a   Nick  Carter  story. — Jack  Greene,  New  Geneseo 

theatre,  Geneseo,  111. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  PHANTOM  OF  THE  OPERA:  Lon 

Chaney — Oh,  boy !   One  of  the  best  pictures  yet. 
Everyone  should  play  it.  Ten  reels. — E.  C.  Bays, 

Globe  theatre,  Buena  Vista,  Va. — General  patron- 

age. THE  HUNCHBACK  OF  NOTRE  DAME:  Lon 

Chancy — This  is  one  of  the  best  shows,  if  not 
the  best,  we  ever  ran.  Although  old.  it  got  them 

out.  Boys,  if  you  haven't  played  it  you  are 
making  a   mighty  mistake.  It  will  get  the  busi- 

ness regardless.  We  buckled  a   big  four  day 

basket  ball  tournament.  Eleven  reels. — W.  A. 

Clark.  Jr.,  Castle  theatre,  Havana,  III. — General patronage. 

SECRETS  OF  THE  NIGHT:  Special  cast— An 
e.xcellent  picture  of  the  mystery-comedy  order. 

Ran  on  Saturday  night  instead  of  a   Western  and 
pleased  all.  Had  many  good  comments  on  the 

story  and  the  acting.  Seven  reels. — C.  H.  Stude- 
baker, Elk  theatre,  Worland,  Wyo. — General  pat- ronage. 

DON  DARE  DEVIL:  Jack  Hoxie— Hoxie  is 
getting  more  popular  with  our  patrons  who  like 
his  type.  We  try  to  run  a   Western  with  our 
serial  and  find  that  the  two  go  well  together. 

This  is  one  of  Ho.xie's  best  and  pleased.  Uni- 
versal has  some  poor  Westerns  with  Acord  and 

Sedgwick,  but  we  usually  find  Hoxie  draws  and 

pleases  almost  as  well  as  Gibson.  FHve  reels.— 
Muhleman  &   Koontz,  Lincoln  theatre,  New  Mnr- tinsville,  W.  Va. — General  patronage. 

K— THE  UNKNOWN:  Special  cast— Old  but 
they  liked  it. — O.  Korn,  Rialto  theatre,  Pecos,  Tex. — General  patronage. 

THE  MAN  IN  BLUE:  Special  cast— Consid- 
erable  action  but  didn’t  do  any  business  on  it. 

O.  Korn,  Rialto  theatre,  Pecos,  Tex. — General  pat- 

ronage. 

Vitagraph 

STEELE  OF  THE  ROYAL  MOUNTED:  Bert 
Lytel! — I   never  have  been  able  to  make  money 

on  this  company's  product,  although  many  and 
practically  all  of  them  that  I   have  played  were 

quite  good.  This  makes  n   great  Saturday  night 
show.  Six  reels. — Postville  theatre,  Postville.  la. 
— General  patronage. 

Warner  Brothers 

THE  CAVE  MAN:  Special  cast— Good  picture 
and  pleased  all.  However,  lost.  Did  not  profit. 
No  business.  Seven  reels. — -S.  C.  Goldson,  Plozs theatre,  Chicago.  111. — General  patronage. 

THE  MAN  UPSTAIRS:  Monte  Blue— A   very 

good  mystery  story  that  is  spoiled  because  of  poor 
title.  This  is  by  same  author  as  ‘‘Seven  Key» to  Baldpate.”  Flay  that  up  and  you  may  ̂  
them  in.  Several  grueome  scenes  makes  it 

sirable  for  children.  Seven  reels. — Walter  Hoh 

feld.  Elite  theatre,  GrecnEssf.  Kan.— General  pat- 

ronage. 
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BBiBE  OF  THE  STOHMs  Dolores  Costello- 

Fair.  Nothing  to  go  wild  about  but  a   fair  pic- 
ture. Seven  reels. — N.  M.  Ekrimons,  Eagle  theatre. 

Eagle  Elver,  Wis. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  NIGHT  CBYs  Rin  Tin  Tin — Here’s  a   pic- 
ture you  can't  flop  on.  It's  the  kind  that  keeps 

you  in  business  and  make  for  more  show  patrons. 
Comments  most  favorable.  Ideal  Saturday  picture 

for  us.  Also  ran  a   Fox  comedy.  Seven  reels. — 
E.  J.  Callahan,  Auditorium  theatre,  Crockett, 

Tex. — High  class  patronage. 

THE  CLASH  OF  THE  WOLVES:  Rin  Tin 

Tin — These  Rin  Tin  Tin  pictures  go  over  big  for 
me.  They  contain  iots  of  comedy  and  old  hokum, 

but  make  good  entertainment. — J.  Winninger, 
Palace  theatre,  Waupaca,  Wis. — General  patron- 

age. 

LADY  WINDERMERE’S  FAN:  Irene  Rich— 

You  can't  fail  to  please  a   high-class  audience 
with  this  offering.  Worth  an  advance  in  price. 
We  ran  it  at  regular  prices :   sorry  now.  Feel 
that  Ronald  Coltnan  is  miscast  after  seeing  his 

previous  efforts.  Irene  Rich  is  wonderful.  Ex- 

hibitors, don’t  overlook  Warner's  pictures.  Fair 
rentals,  good  prints,  and  real  pictures.  Also  ran 

Pathe  News.  Eight  reels. — E.  J.  Callahan,  Audi- 
torium theatre.  Crockett,  Tex. — High  class  patron- 

LADY  WINDERMERE’S  FAN;  Irene  Rich — 
One  of  the  best  directed  pictures  of  the  year. 
My  patrons  liked  it  immensely.  Real  high  class 

offering  which  registered  at  the  box  office.  Eight 
reels. — W.  W.  O.  Fenety,  Gaiety  theatre.  Fred- 

ericton, N.  B.,  Canada. — General  patronage. 

ROSE  OF  THE  WORLD:  Patsy  Ruth  Miller 

— Read  two  or  three  very  good  reports  on  this 
and  set  it  up  for  special  showing  and  it  proved 
the  biggest  disappointment  of  the  season.  Picture 

is  slow  and  draggy  and  at  no  time  convincing. 
Excellent  east  of  players  do  their  best  with  the 
material.  Poorest  two  days  of  season. — Ben  L. 

Morris,  Temple  theatre,  Bellaire,  O. — General  pat- 
ronage. 

ROSE  OF  THE  WORLD:  Special  cast — A   fair 
program  picture.  Nothing  to  draw  them  in.   J. 

Winninger,  Palace  theatre,  Waupaca.  Wis. — Gen- 
eral patronage. 

HOW  BAXTER  BUTTED  IN:  Matt  Moore— 
Lots  of  comedy  to  this  one.  but  I   would  title  it 

"How  Baxtcr  Was  Butted  Out.”  It  failed  to  get them  in.  No  fault  of  the  picture.  Bad  weather. 
Seven  reels. — Mrs.  C.  Paul.  Pepperwood  theatre. 
Pepper  wood,  Cal. — General  patronage. 

THE  WOMAN  HATER:  Special  cast — Not 
much  to  this  one.  Five  reels.— Julius  Schmidt, 
Grand  theatre,  Breese,  III. — General  patronage. 
SEVEN  SINNERS:  Special  cast — Would  class 

this  a   crook  comedy.  Good  entertainment  and 
lots  of  far  fetched  comedy. — J.  Winninger,  Palace 
theatre,  Waupaca,  Wis. — General  patronage. 

HOGAN’S  ALLEY;  Special  cast— Here's  a 
picture  that  will  get  the  dough.  It  is  well  acted 
and  directed  and  has  a   story  that  appeals  to 
every  class.  I   haven’t  seen  many  pictures  that 
are  any  better.  Eight  reels.— M.  Bailey,  Strand 
theatre,  Dryden.  Ont.,  Canada.— Small  town  pat- ronage. 

_   THE  NARROW  STREET:  Matt  Moore— Here 
IS  a   picture  that  went  over  100  per  cent  with 
our  patrons.  Everyone,  young  and  old,  seemed 
to  have  been  thoroughly  satisfied  and  that’s  going 
some  in  this  day  of  weak  pictures.  Six  reels. — 
Giacoma  Bros.,  Crystal  theatre.  Tombstone,  Ariz. — General  patronage. 

the  PLEASURE  BUYERS:  Special  cast— A 
soon  mystery  picture,  well  directed  and  well 

Play^  by  a   clever  cast.  Consider  title  poor.— J-  Winninger,  Palace  theatre,  Waupaca.  Wis.— General  patronage. 

FIND  YOUR  MAN;  Rin  Tin  Tin— While  the 
Picture  IS  not  as  good  as  "Tracked  in  the  Snow 
ountry,”  it  was  a   very  good  picture  which  was own  to  as  good  a   Friday  night  audience  as 

t   k   “'ll  ^   seems o   be  the  most  popular  dog  actor  we  show.  We 
can  heartily  recommend  this  as  not  only  a   pleas- picture  but  one  that  will  satisfy  the  box 

— C.  C.  Ervin,  Paramount  the- 
e,  Okanogan,  Wash. — Small  town  patronage. 

your  MAN:  Rin  Tin  Tin— This  dog  is 
great  but  dog  pictures  fail  to  register  with  my this  type  of  pictures 

f   .   I’®*'*' ^   same.  See  one  and  you  see  all 
win  reels.- Postville  theatre,  Post- >lle,  la. — General  patronage. 

^   LOVER;  Irene  Rich — Just  one  good 
reels.— E.  C.  Bays.  Globe  theatre, 

na  Vista,  Va. — General  patronage. 

YHE  BOX:  Syd  Chaplin— Very 

J   11  comedy  that  brought  in  a   few  extra 
oonars  and  seemed  to  please  very  much.  Gets round  of  laughs  all  the  time  it  Is 

he  screen.  Chaplin  is  a   very  likeable  star 

Personal  to 

Reginald  Denny 
CALIFORNIA  STRAIGHT  AHEAD 

(TJ.):  Reginald  Denny — Say,  Regin- 
ald, if  you  keep  this  up  I   will  sure 

have  to  sue  you  for  damages.  Had 

’em  laughing  so  hard  it  rocked  the 
house  from  top  to  bottom.  Vhal  are 

you  going  to  do  about  it?  Well,  just 
keep  up  the  good  work.  You  have 

’em  going.  I’m  not  much  on  throwing 
flowers,  but  this  is  some  picture.  W. 

A.  CLARK,  JR.,  Castle  theatre,  Ha- 
vana, III. 

in  this. — Ben  L.  Morris,  Temple  theatre,  Bellaire, 
O. — General  patronage. 

THE  MAN  ON  THE  BOX;  Syd  Chaplin— Very 
good  picture.  People  nearly  went  into  hysterics 

laughing  at  this  fellow.  Eight  reels. — M.  H.  Mc- 
Donnell, Badger  Opera  House,  Merrill,  Wis. — 

Neighborhood  patronage. 

THE  MAN  ON  THE  BOX;  Syd  Chaplin— The 

best  this  year.  You  can’t  go  too  far  boosting 
thi.s.  Better  than  the  book  or  stage  play. 

"Charley's  Aunt”  a   tragedy  beside  this  one. 
Eight  reels. — C.  H.  Studebaker,  Elk  theatre,  Wor- 
land,  Wyo. — General  patronage. 

COMPROMISE:  Special  cast — This  picture 
pleased.  Irene  Rich,  Pauline  Garon  and  Clive 
Brook  do  the  best  work.  Did  not  draw. — J.  Win- 

ninger, Palace  theatre,  Waupaca.  Wis. — General 
patronage. 

SATAN  IN  SABLES:  Lowell  Sherman — ’Very 
good  and  well  liked  by  all  our  people.  This  story 
ran  serially  in  our  local  paper.  We  have  not 
had  a   poor  picture  in  this  group  from  Warner 

Bros.  yet.  Seven  reels. — M.  H.  McDonnell, 
Badger  Opera  Mouse,  Merrill,  Wis. — Neighborhood 
patronage. 

SATAN  IN  SABLES:  Lowell  Sherman— This 

is  a   fair  program  picture. — Bert  Silver,  Silver 

Family  theatre,  Greenville,  Mich. — General  pat- 
ronage, 

THE  MAN  \yiTHOUT  A   CONSCIENCE:  Spe- 
cial east — Not  much  to  this  one.  Five  reels. — 

Julius  Schmidt.  Grand  theatre.  Breese,  III. — Gen- 
eral patronage. 

THE  LIGHTHOUSE  BY  THE  SEA:  Rin  Tin 

Tin — Very  good  feature.  The  dog  is  always  good 
and  draws  well  but  here  was  a   little  weak.  Win. 

Collier,  Jr.,  plays  that  role.  Louise  Fazenda  Is 
always  good.  Boost  this  one  you  will  get  them  in. 
Paper  was  fine.  Also  the  print  was  good.  Seven 

reels. — Mrs.  C.  Paul,  Pepperwood  theatre,  Pepper- 
wood,  Cal. — General  patronage 

BELOW  THE  LINE;  Rin  Tin  Tin— Extra 

good.  Drew  big  crowd  as  he  always  does.  Can't 
go  wrong  on  this  one.  Seven  reels. — C.  H.  Stude- 

baker. Elk  theatre.  Worland,  Wyo. — General  pat- 
ronage. 

TRACKED  IN  THE  SNOW  COUNTRY:  Rin 

Tin  Tin — First,  last  and  only  dog  picture  (it  looks 
that  way  now),  that  drew  big.  I   consider  this 
the  best  dog  picture  on  the  market.  The  sus- 

pense is  drawn  out  in  a   very  clever  manner  and 

keeps  you  on  the  edge  of  your  chair  throughout 
the  latter  part  of  the  picture.  Seven  reels. — 

Postville  theatre,  Postville,  la. — General  patron- 

age. 
HOW  TO  EDUCATE  A   WIFE:  Monte  Blue— 

This  is  good,  boys,  but  nothing  extra.  Six  reels. — • 
Julius  Schmidt,  Grand  theatre,  Breese,  III. — Gen- 

eral patronage. 

State  Rights 

THE  EARLY  BIRD:  Johnny  Hines — It’s  good, 
boys,  but  nothing  extra.  Six  reels.— Julius 

Schmidt.  Grand  theatre.  Breese,  III. — General  pat- 
ronage. 

FIGHTING  YOUTH:  William  Fairbanks — 
William  has  pleased  our  patrons  very  well.  The 

story  was  good  for  our  Saturday  audience.  Lots 

of  action. — Jack  Greene,  New  Gcncseo  theatre, 
Geneseo,  111.— Small  town  patronage. 

HIS  LAST  RACE;  Special  ca.st — This  is  a   very 
good  program  picture:  some  real  thrills  and  good 

race,  but  lacks  something.  Five  reels. — W.  A. 
Doerschlag,  Strand  theatre.  Ranson,  Kan. — Small 
town  patronage. 

THE  LURE  OF  THE  YUKON:  Special  cast— 

Bought  this  to  got  the  Hines  picture.s,  so  I   didn't 
e.xpeet  much,  nor  was  I   surprised.  It  will  get 

by,  however,  with  a   good  two  reel  comedy.  Can't 
give  It  much.  Six  reels. — Postville  theatre,  Post- 

ville, la.-.General  patronage. 

THE  PERFECT  CLOWN :   Larry  Semon — 

Pleased  a   "Family  Night"  crowd  and  that’s  what 
we  get  them  in  for.  Slapstick,  with  tense  mo- 
menU.  Six  reels.— E.  J.  Callahan,  Auditorium 
theatre,  Crockett,  Tex.— General  patronage. 

RIDIN'  WILD;  Kit  Carson — A   Western  full 
of  action.  Pleased  the  Western  crowd  fine. 

Dandy  business.  Five  reels. — I.  T.  Brisco.  Prin- 
cess theatre,  Elwood,  Ind. — General  patronage. 

A   RODEO  MIXUP;  Edmund  Cobb — This  is  a 

very  good  Western  picture.  A   good  bit  of  action, 
some  comedy.  If  your  patrons  like  Western 
pictures  and  are  not  very  critical  you  will  be 

able  to  get  by  with  this  one.  Five  short  reels. — 

W.  J.  Shoup,  DeLuxe  theatre,  Spearvilic,  Kan. — 
Small  town  patronage. 

THE  SILENT  PAL:  Special  cast — Very  good 

dog  picture.  Will  please  all  except  the  most 
critical  and  they  are  very  fine.  The  work  of  the 

dog  Is  good.  Six  reels.— S.  H.  Rich.  Rich  theatre, 
Montpelier,  Idaho. — Small  town  patronage. 

SPEED  MAD:  William  Fairbanks — Excellent 

program  feature.  Pleased  100  per  cent.  Has 

interesting  story  and  some  fast  motor  racing. 
Will  suit  any  audience  that  likes  a   picture  full 
of  action.  Five  reels.— H.  A.  Woodward.  Wood- 

ward Mall,  Hill,  N.  H. — High  class  patronage. 

THE  SPEED  SPOOK:  Johnny  Hines— Here’s 
a   good  bet  in  my  town.  This  is  not  a   knock- 

out but  a   peppy  comedy  that  will  go  over  nicely. 
Hines  has  a   good  personality,  the  type  that 
pleases  the  small  town  audience.  Sevci  reels. — 
Postville  theatre,  Postville,  la. — General  patron- 

age. 

SPORTING  CHANCES:  Special  cast — No  spe- 

cial but  a   fair  program  picture.  The  sight  of 
the  ladies  smoking  cigarettes  is  disgusting  and 
uncalled  for.  The  less  we  have  of  this  the  bet- 

ter for  the  industry  in  general.  Eight  reels. — 
M.  Bailey,  Strand  theatre,  Dryden,  Ont.,  Canada. 
— Small  town  patronage. 

THE  WRONG  DOERS:  Lionel  Barrymore — A 
True  Story  magazine  film  cheaply  directed  with  a 

poor  cast. — J.  Winninger.  Palace  theatre.  Wau- 
paca, Wis. — General  patronage. 

Serials 
THE  ACE  OP  SPADES:  (Universal)  Special 

cast — Just  finished  and  was  a   disappointment  to 
all.  Even  children  gave  it  the  razz.  Two  reels. — 

S.  C.  Goldson,  Plaza  theatre,  Chicago,  III. — Gen- 
eral patronage. 

CASEY  OF  THE  COAST  GUARD:  (Pathe) 

Special  cast — Fairly  good  serial  but  my  people 

don’t  want  serials  any  more.  Even  kids  are 
staying  away.  Two  reels. — S.  C.  Goldson,  Plaza 
theatre,  Chicago,  III. — General  patronage. 

THE  GREEN  ARCHER:  (Pathe)  Walter  Mil- 

ler— Great  picture.  Everyone  interested.  Two 
reels. — I.  T.  Brisco,  Princess  theatre.  Ehvood,  Ind. 
— General  patronage. 

THE  GREEN  ARCHER:  (Pathe)  Special  cast 

— No.  8.  This  serial  failed  to  hold  business.  Too 

many  mysteries  involved.  Patrons  say.  "It  goes 
round  and  round.” — E.  J.  Callahan,  Auditorium 
theatre,  Crockett.  Tex. — General  patronage. 

INTO  THE  NET:  (Pathe)  Special  cast — Ran 
this  serial  a   few  months  ago.  Patrons  said  it 
was  the  best  ever  shown  in  our  town.  Have 

been  showing  ttvo  serials  a   year.  Brother  ex- 
hibitors, book  it  if  you  want  to  give  your  patrons 

a   real  treat.  Twenty  reels. — Hubert  Funke,  Audi- 
torium theatre.  Fountain  City.  Wis. — General  pat- ronage. 

INTO  THE  NET:  (Pathe)  Jack  Mulhall— We 
finished  this  serial  quite  a   while  ago  but  we  want 
to  add  our  vote  to  the  almost  unanimous  opinion 

of  other  exhibitors  in  voting  this  one  of  the  best 
serials  we  have  ever  run.  It  will  hold  your  at- 

tendance as  well  as  anything  we  have  seen  and 

that  is  what  counts.  Two  reels. — Muhlemnn 
&   Koontz,  Lincoln  theatre.  New  Martinsville, 
W.  Va. — General  patronage. 

THE  RIDDLE  RIDER;  (Universal)  William 

Desmond — If  you  want  a   good  serial,  book  this. 

It’s  a   pip.  Thirty  reels. — Hubert  Funke.  Audi- 
torium theatre.  Fountain  City.  Wis. — General  pat- ronage. 

THE  RIDDLE  RIDER:  (Universal)  William 

Desnoond — This  serial  is  going  over  all  right  and 
attendance  is  keeping  up.  Personally  we  think 

it  is  pretty  thin  but  if  it  pleases  our  patrons,  we 
should  worry.  Two  reels. — Muhleraan  &   Koontz. 

Lincoln  theatre.  New  Martinsville,  W.  Va. — Gen- 
eral patronage. 

Short  Features 
EDUCATIONAL 

CLEANING  UP:  One  of  the  funniest  we  have 

had  for  some  time  and  by  far  the  first  of  this 

series.  'r\vo  reels. — George  Benson.  Communitj- 
theatre,  Minneota,  Minn. — Small  town  patronage. 
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THE  DOME  DOCTOR?  Larry  Semon— Another 
good  one  from  Educational.  These  two  reel  com- 

edies are  going  over  big  here.  Show  this  one  and 

have  them  laugh.  Two  reels. — H.  A.  Woodward. 
Woodward  Hall.  Hili,  N.  H. — ^High  class  patron- 
age. 

FAILURE:  Good  comedy. — Bert  Silver,  Silver 

Family  theatre,  Greenville,  Mich. — General  patron- 
age. 

FARES  PLEASE:  A1  St.  John — This  one  sure 

brought  out  the  laughs.  One  of  the  best  come- 
dies I   have  shown.  TSvo  reels. — H.  A.  Woodward, 

Woodward  Hall,  Hill,  N.  H. — General  pati-onage. 

FELIX  ON  THE  JOB:  Good  filler.  One  reel. 

— R.  R.  Winship,  Majestic  theatre.  Phillipsburg, 
Kan. — General  patronage. 

FELIX  THE  CAT ;   These  are  dandy  on  any 
program.  Made  excellent  short  subjects.  One 

reel. — H.  A.  Woodward,  Woodward  Hall,  Hill, 

N.  H. — High  class  patronage. 

FELIX  WEATHERS  THE  WEATHER:  Felix- 
Good  for  Felix.  He  seems  to  get  better  all  the  time. 

One  reel. — Leslie  Hables,  Reel  Joy  theatre,  King 
City,  Cal. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  FIGHTING  DUDE:  The  best  comedy  I 

ever  saw. — Bert  Silver,  Silver  Family  theatre, 
Greenville,  Mich. — General  patronage. 

THE  FIGHTING  DUDE:  Lupino  Lane — Good 
clean  comedy.  Lots  of  action  and  laughs.  Two 

reels. — L.  P.  Charles,  Grand  theatre,  Chetek,  Wis. 
— General  patronage. 

FRAMED :   Lloyd  Hamilton — This  is  a   real 

comedy. — Bert  Silver.  Silver  Family  theatre. 
Greenville.  Mich. — General  patronage. 

LOW  TIDE:  A   good  action  comedy  but  film  in 
very  bad  condition  as  are  most  of  them  from 

Seattle  exchange.  Thvo  reels. — A.  G.  Witwer, 
Grand  theatre,  Rainier,  Ore. — General  patronage. 

PARIS  CREATIONS:  Hope  Hampton— This 
is  a   reel  that  your  lady  patrons  will  like.  One- 

third  reel. — W.  J.  Shoup,  DeLuxe  theatre,  Spear- 
ville,  Kan. — Small  town  patronage. 

SAVAGE  LOVE;  Jimmie  Adams — Very  good: 
out  of  the  ordinary  comedy.  Had  good  story  and 
is  e.xtremely  well  done.  Two  reels. — C.  H.  Stude- 

baker.  Elk  theatre,  Worland,  Wyo. — General  pat- 
ronage. 

SLOW  DOWN:  Cliff  Bowes — Educational  as  a 

rule  are  always  good.  One  reel. — F.  K.  Shaffer. 

Lyric  theatre,  Frostburg,  Md. — General  patronage. 

THE  STORY  TELLER:  A   dandy  one  reel 
novelty  subject.  Lots  of  very  good  stuff  in  this 

one.  One  reel. — Leslie  Hables,  Reel  Joy  theatre, 

King  City,  Cal. — Small  town  patronage. 

WATCH  OUT:  Funny?  Yes. — Bert  Silver,  Sil- 
ver Family  theatre,  Greenville,  Mich. — General 

patronage. 

WEDDING  SHOWERS;  Old,  but  good.  Two 

reels. — R.  R.  Winship,  Majestic  theatre.  Phillips- 
burg, Kan. — General  patronage. 

WILD  BEASTS  OF  BORNEO:  Best  ever  made 
in  its  class.  Interesting  and  entertaining  for  all 
classes.  In  fact,  wonderful.  Two  reels. — Clark  & 
Edwards,  Palace  theatre.  Ashland.  O. — General 
patronage. 

YES._  YES  BOBETTE:  Well  liked.  In  fact  all 
Educational  comedies  go  good.  Two  reels. — S.  C. 

Goldson,  Plaza  theatre.  Chicago,  111. — General  pat- 
ronage. 

FILM  BOOKING  OFFICES 

THE  ADVENTURES  OF  MAZIE:  Alberta 

t   aughn — Good  subjects. — E.  J.  Callahan,  Audi- 
torium theatre.  Crockett.  Tex. — High  class  patron- 

age. 

THE  ADVENTURES  OF  MAZIE:  Alberta 

Vaughn — We  played  first  of  these  escapades  this 
week  and  while  it  was  not  any  too  great  it  was 
good  enough  to  make  us  believe  that  it  will  make 

good.  If  it  goes  over  as  well  as  “The  Pace 
Makers”  we  will  say  "Amen”  and  we  have  a 
hunch  that  we  will  see  it  do  that,  as  the  cast 
are  favorites  with  our  patrons.  Two  reels.   
Giacoma  Bros.,  Crystal  theatre,  Tombstone.  Ariz. 
— General  patronage. 

THE  ADVENTURES  OF  MAZIE:  Alberta 

Vaughn— First  chapter  not  as  good  as  "The  Go 

Getters”  but  good  enough  to  replace  any  kind of  coinedy.  Hope  they  get  them  a   little  peppier 
next  time.  Two  reels.— -R.  Duba,  Royal  theatre, 
Kimb.all,  S.  D. — General  patronage. 

BOOK  BOZO:  Jimmie  Aubrey — No  change. 
These  comedies  are  sure  the  bunk.  I've  got  one 
more  and  then  farewell.  Stan  and  Jimmie.  Two 
reels. — J.  W.  Ryder,  Jewel  theatre,  Verndale, 
Minn. — General  patronage. 

ELITE  OF  HOLLYWOOD:  A   fair  comedy 
causing  a   few  laughs.  Two  reels.   C.  O.  Peter- 

son. Royal  theatre,  Saxon,  Wis. — Small  town  pat- ronage. 

ETIQUETTE:  Jimmy  Aubrey — Jimmy  and  his 
school  of  etiquette.  This  was  rather  simple  and 

foolish  but  the  kiddies  enjoy  them  much.  Two 

reels. — J.  W.  Ryder,  Jewel  theatre,  Verndale, 
Minn. — General  patronage. 

FIGHTING  HEARTS;  Alberta  Vaughn — No.  2. 
Rating  80  per  coat.  Film  good.  This  is  a   new 
series  and  promises  to  be  exceptional.  We  all  like 

these  comedies.  Two  reels. — J.  W.  Ryder.  Jewel 
theatre,  Verndale.  Minn. — General  patronage. 

A   FRATERNITY  MIXUP:  A   fair  comedy  that 

got  a   few  laughs.  Tv/o  reels. — M.  J.  Aley,  Re- 
gent theatre,  Eureka.  Kan. — General  patronage. 

THE  GO-GETTERS:  Alberta  Vaughn — No.  12. 
Our  finish  of  this  good  comedy  series  and  will 

say  they  pleased.  We  begin  "The  Pacemakers” 
with  the  same  cast  next  week.  Two  reels. — 

C.  O.  Peterson,  Royal  theatre,  Saxon,  Wis. — 
Small  town  patronage. 

HALF  A   MAN :   Stan  Laurel — A   good  slap- 
stick comedy  and  will  get  the  laughs.  Two  reels. 

— W.  T.  Biggs,  Unique  theatre,  Anita,  Iowa. — 
General  patronage. 

HEEBIE  JEEBIES:  Jimmy  Aubrey — Can’t  see 
a   thing  to  these  myself  and  most  of  my  patrons 

think  the  same.  'Ihvo  reels. — C.  H.  Studebaker, 
Elk  theatre.  Worland,  Wyo. — General  patronage. 

LAME  BRAINS:  Good  comedy  but  a   little 

raw  in  spots.  Not  adapted  to  Sunday  nights. 

Two  reels. — C.  H.  Studebaker,  Elk  theatre,  Wor- 
land, Wyo. — General  patronage. 

ON  THE  LINKS:  Very  good  comedy  and  it 

sure  hit  some  of  the  highbrows  that  follow  the 

golf  game  right  square  between  the  eyes.  It's 
good  and  you  can  bank  on  it  that  it  will  satisfy. 

Two  reels. — R.  Duba.  Royal  theatre,  Kimball, 
S.  D. — General  patronage. 

THE  PACE  MAKERS:  Alberta  Vaughn — No.  1. 
Our  first  of  this  series  and  believe  that  they 

will  go  over  well.  Two  reels. — C.  O.  Peterson, 

Royal  theatre,  Saxon,  Wis. — Small  town  patron- 

age. 

THE  PACEMAKERS:  George  O'Hara— No.  10. 
These  are  about  the  best  short  subjects  which 
we  have  ever  used.  Two  reels. — W.  T.  Davis  & 

Son,  Rialto  theatre.  Sharon,  Wis. — General  pat- 
ronage. 

THE  PERFECT  RIOT:  Slim  Summerville- 

Just  a   fair  comedy.  Nothing  but  what  was  very 

ordinary.  Two  reels. — A.  J.  Steggall,  Cozy  the- 
atre, Fayette,  la. — General  patronage. 

SALUTE:  Alice  Ardell — About  the  poorest  we 
ever  got  from  F.  B.  O.  Absolutely  nothing  to  it. 
No  one,  not  even  a   kid,  stayed  to  see  it  the 

second  time.  Two  reels. — C.  H.  Studebaker,  Elk 
theatre.  Worland,  Wyo. — General  patronage. 

SAVING  A   SAFE:  Jimmie  Aubrey — This  one 
pleased  comedy  fans,  causing  quite  a   few  laughs. 

Fine  photography  and  a   good  print  added  to  the 

comedy.  Two  reels. — C.  O.  Peterson,  Royal  the- 
atre, Saxon,  Wis. — Small  town  patronage. 

FOX 

ALL  ABOARD:  Kathryn  Perry — These  Helen 
and  Warren  comedies  are  only  medium.  Not 

many  laughs,  but  story  right  clever.  Will  do 
for  a   change  from  the  slapstick.  Two  reels. — 
P.  E.  Morris,  Regent  theatre,  Indianola,  Miss.— 
Small  town  patronage. 

A   BIG  GAME  HUNTER:  Earle  Fox— Very 

pleasing. — Jack  Greene.  New  Geneseo  theatre, 
Geneseo,  111. — Small  town  patronage. 

CONTROL  YOURSELF;  Imperial — Say,  fel- 
lows, this  is  a   corker.  Really  high  class.  I 

hardly  know  how  to  report  Fox  comedies  this 

year,  but  so  far  I   have  found  them  good. — S.  H. 

Rich,  Rich  theatre,  Montpelier,  Idaho. — Small  town 
patronage. 

CUPID  A   LA  CART:  Good  comedy. — Bert 
Silver,  Silver  Family  theatre,  Greenville.  Mich. — 
General  patronage. 

THE  HEARTBREAKER:  Excellent,  Have  just 

begun  to  use  the  Fox  comedies  and  are  finding 

them  good.  Two  reels. — C.  H.  Studebaker,  Elk 
theatre.  Worland,  Wyo. — General  patronage. 

THE  HEART  BREAKER:  Very  good  comedy 
and  not  slap  stick  variety.  Fox  comedies  are  not 

ns  good  as  they  usefl  to  be  but  this  one  should 

please.  Two  reels. — Muhleman  &   Koontz,  Lincoln 
theatre,  New  Martinsville, .   W.  Va. — General  pat- ronage. 

HIS  OWN  LAWYER;  Helen  and  Warren— 
My  patrons  told  me  they  like  this  comedy.  Fox 
has  put  out  a   new  kind  of  comedy  that  gets  by 

okay. — S.  K.  Rich,  Rich  theatre.  Montpelier, 
Idaho. — Small  town  patronage. 

LOVE  AND  LIONS:  Good  comedy.  The  lion 

was  good. — Bert  Silver,  Silver  Family  theatre, 
Greenville,  Mich. — General  patronage. 

ON  THE  GO:  Jimmy  Smith — Good  fast  mov- 
ing comedy  of  a   mail  carrier  on  his  vacation.  A 

laugh  in  every  foot  of  it.  Two  reels. — C.  H. 
Studebaker,  Elk  theatre,  Worland.  Wyo. — General 
patronage. 

May  1,  1926 

THE  PEACE  MAKERS:  A   thoroughly  enjoy 

able  comedy  based  on  the  “Married  Life  of  Helen and  Warren.”  Good  story  and  very  good  acUne Far  better  than  the  average  slapstick,  T\v-o 
reels. — C.  H.  Studebaker,  Elk  theatre,  Worland 

Wyo. — General  patronage. 
THE  PEACE  MAKERS:  Helen  and  Warren- 

Very  light.  If  you  e.\peot  much  you  will  be  di? 
appointed.  Two  reels.— N.  M.  Emmons.  Eagle 
theatre,  Eagle  River,  Wis. — Small  town  patron- 

age. 
THE  PEACE  MAKERS:  We  find  that  Fox 

comedies  are  not  pleasing  ns  well  as  formerly 
and  this  is  no  exception.  Two  reels.— Muhleman 
&   Koontz,  Lincoln  theatre,  New  Martinsville,  W. 
Va. — General  patronage. 
THE  SKY  JUMPER:  Earle  Foxe— An  excep- 

tional comedy.  Lots  of  thrills  and  the  the  same 

time  produced  many  laughs.  Two  reels.   J.  C. 

Patrick,  Patrick’s  theatre.  Crescent,  Okla.   Gen- 
eral patronage. PATHE 

AESOP’S  FABLES:  So,  so.  One  reel.   E.  M. 
Emmons,  Eagle  theatre.  Eagle  River,  Wis. — Small 

town  patronage. 

BOYS  WILL  BE  JOYS:  Our  Gang   A   very 

satisfactory  comedy. — Bert  Silver,  Silver  Family 
theatre,  Greenville,  Mich. — General  patronage, 

THE  BUCCANEERS:  Our  Gang — A   fair  Gang. 

TSvo  reels. — Julius  Schmidt,  Grand  theatre. 

Breese.  111. — General  patronage. 

IN  FAST  COMPANY:  Our  Gang — Again  \ye 

say  the  best  comedies  on  the  market.  Always 
bill  as  a   feature  and  it  gets  them  in.  Two  reels. 

— F.  K.  Shaffer,  Lyric  theatre,  Fi-ostburg,  Md.— 
General  patronage. 

FEET  OF  MUD;  Harry  Langdon — We  feel 

sorry  for  the  exhibitors  that  have  to  buy  Langdon 
from  First  National  as  a   star.  This  comedy  was 

terrible :   one  man  comedy.  Two  i-eels. — F.  K. 
Shaffer,  Lyric  theatre.  Frostburg,  Md. — General 
patronage. 

FLICKERING  YOUTH:  Harry  Langdon — Thi'; 
is  a   good  one.  Two  reels.— Julius  Schmidt. 

Grand  theatre.  Breese.  III. — General  patronage. 

HERE  COMES  THE  BRIDE:  Very  good  comedy. 

Brings  the  laughs. — I.  T.  Brisco,  Princess  thea- 
tre, Elwood,  Ind. — General  patronage. 

HIT  THE  HIGH  SPOTS:  A   fair  comedy.  Two 

reels. — Julius  Schmidt,  Grand  theatre,  Breese,  III. — General  patronage. 

HONEYMOON  HARDSHIPS:  Just  a   comedy. 

— Bert  Silver,  Silver  Family  theatre,  Greenville. 
Mich. — General  patronage. 

HUG  BUG:  A   fairly  good  comedy.  Some  liked 
it.  Some  not.  Two  reels, — S.  C.  Goldson.  Plaza 

theatre.  Chicago.  111. — General  patronage. 

IN  BAD  THE  SAILOR;  A   good  one.  Two 

reels. — Julius  Schmidt,  Grand  theatre.  Breese,  III. — General  patronage. 

JULY  DAYS:  Our  Gang — It’s  good.  Two  reels. 

— Julius  Schmidt,  Grand  theatre,  Breese,  III.— Gen- eral patronage. 

LOOiaNG  FOR  SALLY;  Charley  Chase— Just 
a   fair  comedy.  Not  many  laughs  in  it.  Two 
reels. — A.  G.  Witwer,  Grand  theatre.  Rainier. Ore. — General  patronage. 

LOVE  AND  KISSES:  Alice  Day— Entertain- 
ing; got  a   few  laughs. — Jack  Greene,  New  Gen- 

eseo theatre,  Geneseo,  III. — Small  town  patronnge- 

MARY  QUEEN  OP  TOTS;  Our  Gang— One 
of  the  best.  They  are  all  good.  The  kids  must 

see  them  and  the  kids  bring  the  adults,  so  there 
you  are.  Two  reels. — C.  H.  Studebaker.  Elk 
theatre,  Worland,  Wyo. — General  patronage. 

OFF  HIS  TROLLEY:  Ralph  Graves— This  is 

okay.  Two  reels. — Julius  Schmidt.  Grand  thea- tre, Breese,  III. — General  patronage. 

PATHE  NEWS;  As  good  as  the  best. — Julius 

Schmidt,  Grand  theatre,  Breese,  111. — General  pat- 

ronage. 

PATHE  REVIEW:  Used  one  of  these  and  the 
film  was  bad  on  same.  This  was  not  even  a   p»l 
filler.  One  reel. — W.  T.  Davis  &   Son,  Rialto 
theatre,  Sharon,  Wis. — General  patronage. 

ROMEO  AND  JULIET;  Ben  Turpin— A   fair 

comedy.  Two  reels. — Julius  Schmidt,  Grand  thea- tre, Breese,  111. — General  patronage. 

SCARED  STIFF:  Clyde  Cook— It  made  thm 
laugh  and  scream.  Must  have  been  very  good- 
Two  reels.— C.  M.  Vail,  Blende  theatre,  Benton, Wis. — General  patronage. 

SHOOTIN’  INJUNS:  Our  Gang— Extra  good 

comedy.  Two  reels., — A.  G.  Witwer.  Grand  thea- tre, Rainier,  Ore. — General  patronage. 

STOP,  LOOK  AND  LISTEN;  Larry  Semon- 
Very  gooil.  Would  say  it  is  one  of  the  best  o* 
feature  comedies.  Good  business.  Six  reels.  1- 

T.  Brisco,  Princess  theatre,  Elwood,  Ind. — General patronage. 

TELL  IT  TO  A   POLICEMAN;  All  okay.  Two 
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j.ggl3.   Julius  Schmidt,  Grand  theatre,  Breese,  111. 

—General  patronage. 

three  foolish  WEEKS:  Ben  Turpin — Just 
fair.  Two  reels. — Julius  Schmidt,  Grand  theatre, 

Breese,  111. — General  patronage. 

THE  UNEASY  THREE:  Very  good. — Jack 
Greene,  New  Geneseo  theatre,  Geneseo,  111. — Small 
town  patronage. 
WAGES  OF  TIN:  This  is  a   good  one.  Two 

,.eels.   Julius  Schmidt.  Grand  theatre,  Breese,  III. 
—General  patronage. 

UNIVERSAL 

ANDY  TAKES  A   FLIER:  The  Gumps — Good 
comedy.  Two  reels. — E.  K.  Shaffer.  Lyric  theatre, 
Frostburg.  Md. — General  patronage. 

BROADWAY  BEAUTIES:  Edna  Marian — Good 
comedy  that  seemed  to  please.  Universal  comedies 

seem  to  give  general  satisfaction.  Two  reels. — 
C.  K.  Studebaker,  Elk  theatre,  Worland,  Wyo. — 
General  patronage. 

BUSTER’S  HUNTING  PARTY:  Good  comedy. 
Dog  extra  good  to  look  at.  Have  had  three  of 
these  comedies  and  I   think  they  rank  with  the 

bast  comedies  on  the  market.  Two  reels. — Leslie 
Hables.  Reel  Joy  theatre.  King  City.  Cal. — Small 
town  patronage. 

THE  CALL  OF  HAZARD:  Special  cast — Good 
average  Western  featurette.  No  comment,  aver- 

age business.  Two  reels. — A.  G.  Witwer,  Grand 
theatre.  Rainiei-,  Ore. — General  patronage. 

CAPTAIN  SUDS:  A   better  than  average  Cen- 
tury comedy.  Some  good  laughs  in  it.  Two  reels. 

— A.  G.  Witwer.  Grand  theatre.  Rainier,  Ore. — 
General  patronage. 

CHESTER’S  DONKEY  PARTY:  ‘The  Gumps— 
A   very  funny  comedy. — Bert  Silver,  Silver  Family 
theatre,  Greenville.  Mich. — General  patronage. 

DELIVERING  THE  -GOODS:  Good  two  reeler. 

— W.  J.  Shoup,  DeLuxe  theati'e,  Spcarville,  Kan. — 
Small  town  patronage. 

FAINT  HEART:  Charles  Puffy — Very  good 
short  comedy.  One  reel. — A.  G.  Witwer,  Grand 
theatre.  Rainier,  Ore. — General  patronage. 

FLYING  WHEELS;  Wanda  Wiley — Seriously  I 
did  not  think  much  of  it.  But  most  of  the  au- 

dience thought  it  extra  good.  It  will  please  the 
youngsters  and  part  of  the  old  folks.  Two  reels. 

— Isbell  and  Sultz,  Casino  De  Luxe  theatre, 
Kiowa,  Colo. — General  patronage. 

FRESH  PAINT:  Neely  Edwards — Pretty  good 
one  reeler  from  Universal  which  did  not  register 
at  the  box  office  anything  e.xtra.  One  reel. — R. 

Duba,  Royal  theatre.  Kimball,  S.  D. — General  pat- 
ronage. 

GOING  GOOD:  Wanda  Wiley — Good  thrill 
comedy.  Kept  the  kids  in  an  uproar.  Thvo  reels. 

— A.  G.  Witwer,  Grand  theatre,  Rainier,  Ore. — 
General  patronage. 

THE  HORSE  LAUGH:  Charles  Puffy — A   fair 

wmedy  that  got  by. — M.  J.  Aley,  Regent  theatre. 
Eureka,  Kan. — General  patronage. 

IN  THE  BIG  CITY :   Edna  Marian — This  took 
Well.  The  Universal  comedies  are  winners  from 
the  fact  that  you  can  give  them  such  a   variety 
and  they  are  only  foolish  enough  to  be  good. 

— Isbell  and  Sultz.  Casino  De  Luxe 
theatre.  Kiowa,  Colo. — General  patronage. 
HONEYMOON  HOTEL:  Neely  Edwards— Just 

a   fair  comedy.  One  reel.— A.  G.  Witwer.  Grand 
theatre.  Rainier,  Ore. — General  patronage. 

LIFE’S  GREATEST  THRILLS;  Of  all  the nerve  Universal  has  it.  Charge  me  rental  for 
ttus  advertisement  of  its  News  service.  Nothing 
nut  robbery.  Anytime  they  sell  me  another  one 
Ike  this,  I   will  take  a   good  swing  at  the  sales- 
man.  Two  reels.— Leslie  Hables,  Reel  Joy  thea- 

0,  King  City,  Cal. — Small  town  patronage. 
DOG:  Arthur  Lake — Good  one 

dog’s  love  and  how  a   dog  cured  a 
bnsk  and  bringing  her  three  little 

Un  
theatre.  Kim- “11,  S).  D. — General  patronage. 

h«f  n   Buster  Brown— Good  coi 

,j-„  .tister  doesn’t  draw  many  extra  kids. 

T   !i'.  ‘'“Is.— P.  B.  Morris,  R ro.  Indianola,  Miss. — Small  town  patro 

sti^»^A  Arthur  Lake— Same "”hur  Lake.  Have  yet  to  see  a   good 
k„-_  K.  Shaffer,  Lyric  theatre,  I 
oarg.  Md.— General  patronage. 

“Custer’s  Last  Fight” 5   REELS 

— ^the  greatest  wiM  west 
feature  ever  filmed — 

LilHan  Gish  and  Lars  Hanson  in  a   scene 

from  “The  Scarlet  Letter,"  which  is 
now  being  directed  by  Victor  Sea- 
strom  for  Metro-GoMwyn-Mayer. 

PREP  SCHOOL:  Arthur  Lake — Fair  short 

comedy.  One  reel.— A.  G.  Witwer,  Grand  thea- 
tre, Rainier,  Ore. — General  patronage. 

PRESENT  ARMS:  Wanda  Wiley — Very  good 

comedy,  as  are  all  of  Wanda’s.  Two  reels.— C. 

H.  Studebaker.  Elk  theatre,  Worland.  Wyo.— Gen- eral patronage. 

ROBINSON  CRUSOE;  Went  over  O.  K.  as  a 
single  reel  comedy.  One  reel.— G.  F.  Rediake.  Star 
theatre,  Ryegatc,  Mont. — Small  town  patronage. 
SMOKED  OUT:  Arthur  Lake — Have  found  all 

of  this  star’s  good.  One  reel.— F.  A.  Millhousc. 
Star  theatre,  Sumner,  Neb. — Small  town  patron- 

age. A   SPEEDY  MARRIAGE:  Wanda  Wiley— 
Good  action  comedy.  The  star  is  a   hard  worker. 

—Bert  Silver.  Silver  Family  theatre.  Greenville. Mich. — General  patronage. 

TRAILING  TROUBLE:  Buddy  Messenger — A 
good  two  reel  comedy.  Nothing  to  go  wild  over 

but  will  please  most  of  your  patrons.  Two  reels. 
— W.  J.  Shoup.  DeLuxe  theatre.  Spearville,  Kan. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  WINKING  IDOL:  William  Desmond — Very 

good.  Crowd  seemed  to  like  it.  Two  reels.   I. 
T.  Brisco.  Princess  theatre.  Elwood.  Ind. — Gen- 

eral patronage. 

VITAGRAPH 

TRAPS  AND  TANGLES:  Larry  Semon — 
These  re-issue  Semons  seem  to  please  the  kids 
and  some  of  the  grownups  more  than  some 
modern  comedies  that  we  are  running.  Two  reels. 

— M.  J.  Aley.  Regent  theatre,  Eureka,  Kan.— 
General  patronage. 

MISCELLANEOUS 

THE  GOLD  RUSH:  Extra  good.  One  reel. — 

R.  R.  Win.ship,  M.ajestic  theatre.  Phillipsburg, 
Kan. — General  patronage. 

THE  NEW  TEACHER:  Not  much  for  enter- 

tainment. Two  reels. — W.  A.  Doerschlag,  Strand 

theatre.  Ransom.  Kan. — Small  town  patronage. 

MUTT  AND  JEFF  CARTOON:  Used  but  one 

as  a   try  out  but  didn’t  seem  to  go  over.  Only 
brought  one  laugh.  The  rest  might  be  okay.  One 

reel. — H.  C.  Mauler.  Liberty  theatre.  Pleasanton, 
Nebr. — Small  town  patronage. 

ONE  GLORIOUS  FOURTH:  Another  good  kid 

comedy.  Two  reels. — W.  A.  Doerschlag,  Strand 
theatre,  Ransom,  Kan. — Small  town  patronage. 

SOFT  MUSCLES:  Benny  Leonard — The  third 

of  this  series  and  all  good.  Two  reels. — W.  A. 

Doerschlag,  Strand  theatre,  Ransom,  Kan. — Small- town patronage. 

CLAS  SIFIED 
Advertising 
Five  cents  per  word,  payable  in  advance.  Minimum  charge, 
$1.00.  Copy  and  checks  should  be  addressed  Classified  Ad 

Dept.  Exhibitors  Herald,  407  So.  Dearborn  St.,  Chicago,  111. 

POSITION  WANTED 
'THEATRE  ORGANIST:  W.mts  permanent 

position  either  in  small  or  large  town.  4   years 
experience.  Large  library.  Will  play  on  short 
notice.  Reasonable  salary.  Address  Box  709,  Ex- 

hibitors Herald,  407  South  Dearborn  Street,  Chi- 
cago, III. 

ORGANS  FOR  SALE 
BARGAINS  in  used  Wurlitzers,  Fotoplayers, 

Creoionas,  Seeburgs,  Reproducos,  Kimballs,  Kil- 
gens,  Robert  Mortons.  Also  Grand,  player  or 
electric  pianos.  Buy,  sell  and  exchange  music 

rolls.  D’ART  RIDGE,  84S  S.  Wabash  Avenue, 
Chicago,  111. 

EQUIPMENT  FOR  SALE 
THREE  REBUILT  Simplex  Type  S   motor 

driven  machines  in  guaranteed  mecnanical  con- 
dition. One  rebuilt  SO-SO  Hertner  Generator; 

six  pairs  of  Peerless  Arc  Controls  in  A-1  condi- 
tion, $50  a   pair.  Also  a   big  stock  of  lobby  dis- 
play frames  on  hand.  Equipments  offered  at 

bargain  prices.  Write  Illinois  Theatre  Equip- 
ment Company,  12-14  East  9th  Street,  Chicago, 

III. 

HERE  IS  YOUR  OPPORTUNITY  to  ob- 
tain real  bargains  on  1000  brand  new  five  and 

seven  ply  veneer  chairs  at  a   big  reduction  of 
the  original  cost.  300  newly  upholstered  the- 

atre chairs  and  other  lots  of  upholstered  chairs 
as  well  as  1000  used  veneer  chairs  in  A-1  con- 

dition at  bargain  prices.  Write  Illinois  Theatre 
Equipment  Company,  12-14  East  9lh  Street, 
Chicago,  HI. 

FOR  SALE:  Coin  changer  machine,  “Light- 
ning.” Factory  rebuilt.  Also  automatic  ticket selltng  machine,  3   unit,  factory  rebuilt  Bargain. 

Atlas  Moving  Picture  Co.,  538  S.  Dearborn  St, Chicago,  Hi. 

PEERLESS  ARC  CONTROLS,  Factory  Re- 
built, absolutely  guaranteed.  Bargain.  Hertner 

generator,  Double  50  Amp.,  220  Volt,  3   Phase. 
Atlas  Moving  Picture  Company,  538  So.  Dear- 

born St,  Chicago,  IlL 

FOR  SALE:  2   Simplex  latest  Style  Type  S 
lamphoiises,  perfect  condition.  Bargain.  Atlas 
Moving  Picture  Company,  538  So.  Dearborn  St., 
Chicago,  III. 

FOR  SALE:  Approximately  270  7-ply  new 
veneer  chairs.  Also  generator,  frames  and  used 
projecting  machines:  Bargains.  Atlas  Moving 
Picture  Company,  534  S.  Dearborn  St,  Chicago, 
HI. 

FOR  SALE:  D.  C   wall  fans  and  8   H.  P. 
double  cylinder  electric  light  Cushman  engine ; 
new  priced  to  sell.  Address  A.  L.  Hepp,  Greeley, Neb.  (21). 

FOR  SALE:  One  35  Ampere  Motor  Generator, 
220  volt  single  phase.  Good  condition.  $200.00 
F.  0.  B.  San  Marcos,  Texas.  (Palace  Theatre). 

WE  BUY  AND  SELL  used  theatre  chairs, 
all  makes  of  machines.  Generators,  Frames  and 
other  theatre  equipment  Be  sure  to  get  our 
prices  before  you  buy  or  sell.  United  Theatre 

Supply  Co.,  845  South  Wabash  Avenue, 
Chicago,  111. 
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Third  Street  and  College  Avenue,  Green- 
ville, 111. 

Scenes  irom  Wainei  Brothers  "The  Lit- 
tle Irish  Girl,”  with  Dolores  Costello and  John  Harron. 

KANSAS  CITY 
KANSAS  CITY,  MO. — Billy  Andlauer, 

Aewman  theatre  and  Pathe  cameraman, made  what  is  believed  to  be  record  time 
on  the  opening  game  of  the  baseball  sea- 

son here.  On  the  night  of  the  day  of  the game  Andlauer  had  prints  in  four  Kansas 
Lity  theatres,  the  feat  being  worth  a   story m   all  daily  newspapers.  .   .   .   Midland  Cir- 

°rt,  has  purchased  the  Colonial and  Klock  of  Pittsburg,  Kas.,  from  Pitts- 
burg Amusement,  according  to  M.  B.  Shan- 

oerg,  general  manager  of  the  Midland  cir- 
cuit. .   .   Among  the  out-of-town  exhibitors 

were  Frank  Weary.  Farris.  Richmond,  Mo. ; 
V   Columbia,  Coffeyville,  Kas.; 
L.  Briienninger,  Lawrence  Amusement 
Lompai^',  Topeka,  Kas.;  Mr.  and  Mrs. ntigli  Gardner,  Orpheum,  Neosho,  Mo.; 
Curley'  Wilson,  Casino,  Excelsior  Springs, Mo.;  Roy  Fuhrcr.  Temple,  Yates  Center, Kas.;  t   A.  Robinson.  Whiteway,  LeRoy, 
Kas.;  Charles  Goodell.  Pastime,  Ottawa, 
c   V   i.Vl\  Elite,  lola,  Kas.; 

^^’*^ott,  Jefferson,  Springfield,  Mo. ■   .   .   A   new  theatre  is  to  be  constructed  on 
the  ̂te  of  the  present  Novelty.  ...  A   Kan- sas  City  branch  of  the  West  Coast  Studios 
will  be  opened  up  about  May  15.  .   .   .   C.  A. 
hchults,  Pro-Dis-Co  branch  manager,  held a   sales  meeting  of  his  staff   His  Circle 
having  been  sold,  Adolph  Eisner  took  the cashier  and  general  manager,  Mrs.  Eisner 
on  a   vacation  to  Chicago.  .   .   .   Samuel 
Carver,  manager  of  the  Liberty,  did  suc- 

cessful business  through  a   tie-up  with  a large  downtown  music  store. 

ST.  LOUIS 
ST.  LOUIS,  MO. — Downtown  Theatre 

Company,  recently  organized  by  Skouras 
interests,  has  announced  the  signing  of leases  on  the  Downtown  Lyric  and  the Capitol  irom  Buland  Amusement  Com- 
^ny.  .   .   .   Al  Boswell,  formerly  cashier  for hox,  assumed  his  new  duties  as  assistant manager  of  Associated  Exhibitors.  . 
c   Greater  Gravois,  which  will 
^at  Z,000,  IS  rapidly  progressing.  .   .   R   W Hickman  plans  to  erect  a   new  house  at 

MIL  WA  UKEE 
MILWAUKEE,  WIS. — Funeral  services 

for  Hugo  Langhcinrich,  38  years  old,  man- 
ager of  the  Burleigh,  were  held.  Lang- 

heiprich  died  as  the  result  of  a   fall 
while  he  was  visiting  at  the  home  of  a 
friend.  .   .   .   Sam  Abrams,  manager  of 
F.  B.  O.,  visited  exhibitors  in  points 
throughout  the  territory.  .   .   .   Manager 
Smith  of  the  Paramount  exchange,  and  his 
sales  and  executive  staff,  were  hosts  to  ex- 

hibitors invited  here  from  various  towns 
and  cities  in  the  territory  adjacent  to  Mil- 

waukee. The  gathering  was  both  a   busi- 
ness and  a   social  success.  .   .   .   Motion 

picture  managers  who  were  visitors  along 
film  row  included  Frank  Steffen  of  Racine. 
Wis. :   Harvey  Hanson,  manager  of  the 
Palace  at  Antigo,  Wis.,  and  Suftis  Olson, 
manager  of  the  Pastime  at  Delavan,  Wis. 
•   •   •   Roberts,  assistant  manager  of 
F.  B.  O.,  has  recovered  from  an  attack  of 
influenza  which  confined  him  to  his  home. 
.   .   .   Plans  have  been  announced  for  the 
construction  of  a   new  motion  picture  thea- 
tre  on  the  South  Side  of  Milwaukee  by 
Auioft  Atoiishoff,  the  owner.  .   .   .   The  voting 
son  of  /.  G.  Frackman,  manager  of  the 
ocal  office  of  Progress  Pictures,  who  has 
been  suffering  from  an  attack  of  illness, 
IS  reported  to  be  much  improved.  .   .   .   John 

DeLorenzo,  a   popular  figure  along  Film 
Row,  has  been  confined  to  his  home  with 
illness  for  some  time,  but  his  condition  is 
rnuch  iniproved.  .   .   .   Sam  Tberion,  owner 
of  the  Bijou  at  Green  Bay,  took  possession 
of  his  new  house,  the  Comfort,  formerly 
owned  by  Ed.  Mertz.  .   .   .   Sam  Abrams, 
manager  of  _F.  B.  O.,  returned  to  the  city after  amending  the  national  convention  of 
r.  B.  0.  at  the  Ambassador  hotel,  Los 
Angeles.  ■   ■   ■   Art  Roberts,  assistant  man- 
ager  of  F.  B.  O.,  who  was  in  charge  of affairs  at  the  oflice  during  the  absence  of 
Alanager  Abrams,  is  confined  to  his  home 

Renee  Adoree  and  Conrad  Nagel  are 
shown  above  in  a   scene  from  "The 
Escape."  being  directed  by  Phil  Ro- sen for  Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, 

by  attack  of  illness.  .   .   .   George  Herzog 
of  Manitowoc,  manager  of  the  Strand  and 
Orpheum  there,  was  among  exhibitors  to 
visit  local  exchanges.  .   .   .   Reports  received 
here  announce  the  appointment  of  Frank 
Hensler,  former  Milwaukee  film  man.  as 
new  manager  of  the  Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer exchange  at  Omaha.  Neb. 

DES  MOINES 
DES  MOINES,  I.-\, — Executives  at  the 

Blank  office  said  that  the  sale  of  a   half- 
interest  in  the  A.  H.  Blank  chain  of  motion 
Pjclurcr  houses  in  Iowa,  Nebraska  and 
Kansas,  to  Famous  Players-Lasky,  will 
probably  mean  that  the  $1,000,000  cinema 
palace  announced  several  months  ago  by 
Blank  will  not  now  be  erected.  .   .   .   Beverly 
Roync  was  the  headline  attraction  at  the 

Orpheum  recently,  and  created  much  in- 
tcre.st  when  she  appeared  during  the  noon 
hour  in  one  of  the  stores  as  the  principal 

attraction  in  a   “make-up”  demonstration 
put  on  by  a   manufacturer  of  cosmetics. 
•   •   •   L.  H.  Stormounl,  representing  First 
National,  was  here  in  the  interest  of  the 

new  Harry  Langdon  picture,  “Tramp, 
Tramp,  Tramp,”  shown  at  the  Capitol; 
-   .   .   A.  G.  .'italic,  former  time-manager  of 
the  Capitol,  was  made  head  booker  for 
A.  H.  Blank  Enterprises,  and  was  succeeded 
by  Arlhur  Cunningham,  Lrmerly  of  the Strand. 

Gertrude  Astor,  and 

Ronald  Caiman  in  "Kiki,”  a   First  Na- 
tional release,  which  has  broken  rec- ords at  the  Capitol.  New  York. 

Costumers  for  Bartkelmess  Signed 

HOLLYWOOD— J.  Boyce  Smith,  Jr.,  general 
manaer  of  Inspiration  Pictures,  has  signed  con- 

tracts with  United  Costumers,  a   new  concern, 
to  design  and  furnish  costumes  for  Richard 

BartheJmess’  next  production,  "The  Amateur Gentleman,"  which  will  be  released  by 
National. 

First 

Brownell  Back  to  East 

HOLLYWOOD,  April  27.— John  C.  Brownell has  returned  to  New  York  to  resume  his  worK m   tile  Eastern  oHlices  of  F.  B.  O. 
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By  D,  H, 

D 
AN  B.  LEDERMAN  resigned  his  position  with  Associated  Ex- 

hibitors effective  April  24.  He  left  immediately  for  Indianapolis 
to  transact  some  business  after  which  he  plans  to  go  to  New  York. 

LEDERMAN  has  been  with  Associated Exhibitors  since  November,  1925,  where 
he  has  acted  as  Western  sales  director  with 
territory  between  Chicago  and  Denver 
and  South  to  the  Gulf  of  Mexico. 

His  immediate  plans  will  be  to  sell  a 
number  of  theatres  he  owns  in  Western 
towns.  After  June  1st  it  is  likely,  he 
stated  to  the  Herald  that  he  will  return 
to  Chicago  to  open  a   short  features  ex- 
change. 
Mr.  Lederman  was  with  Universal  Pic- 

tures Corporation  for  17  years  before  join- 
ing Associated  Exhibitors.  In  1924  he  re- 

turned from  South  America  where  he  had 
spent  more  than  three  years  opening  Uni- 

versal exchanges.  During  his  time  with 
that  company  he  filled  various  executive 
positions. 

*   ♦   * 

Aaron  Sapcrstcui  announces  that  he  is 

now  located  in  the  Bland  Brother's  head- 
quarters at  730  South  Wabash  avenue  con- 

trary to  a   report  that  he  would  move  to 
845  South  Wabash  avenue. 

*   *   * 

Dan  Roche,  publicity  and  exploitation 
representative  of  the  Chicago  office  of  Pro- 
ducers  Distributing  Corporation,  returned 
to  Chicago  April  2   after  turning  a   barrel 
of  tricks  with  the  merchants  and  picture 
fans  of  Madison,  Wis. 

*   ♦   * 

Chicago  has  been  the  breathing  place  of 
a   lot  of  film  people  in  the  past  few  days. Conventioneers  have  paid  the  town  a   visit 
gladly  af^r  spending  from  three  to  five aays  on  Pullman  cars  in  which,  as  Jack 
^awpson  says  you  eat  your  head  off  then go  to  bed  and  toss  around  all  night. 
♦t,  u   ■   of  the  visitors  at 
the  Herald  office.  He  had  bought  a   little stock  in  a   Chinese  curio  shop  in  San  Fran- 

cisco and  IS  giving  samples  away. Awiwy  Gratnger  made  good  use  of  his 
anH  Grauman  in  Chicago 
and  telling  him  all  about  “Three  Bad  Men.” 

wood^^^  go  pretty  well  in  Holly- 

and  L.  H.  Stormont  of  New 
York  were  in  Chicago  all  week  preceding 
the  convention  of  First  National  which  be- 

gan April  26.  They  busied  themselves  with 
advance  publicity  and  arrangements  for  the 
300  men  who  are  here  this  week. 

«   ♦   * 

the  funny  man  in 

Sally  and  “Clothes  Make  the  Pirate”  and who  is  under  First  National  contract  is  at 
the  St.  Luke’s  hospital  with  an  injured ankle  as  the  result  of  a   fall  he  received 
while  doing  his  stuff  in  the  stage  show 
Louie  the  14th.” *   *   ♦ 

Henri  Ellman  is  back  in  Chicago  after  a 
trip  to  New  York  where  he  was  made  a 
Columbia  executive.  Charlie  Pyle  and Juhns  Singer  made  the  trip  to  Gotham 
with  him  April  16. 

*   ♦   * 

Harry  Pollard  whose  success  in 

making  scenes  for  “Uncle  Tom’s 
Cabin”  is  only  exceeded  by  his  per- severence  was  in  Chicago  April  22 
with  his  company  en  route  to  Univer- 

sal Chy  to  shoot  interiors.  So  far 
Mr.  Pollard  has  a   fractured  jaw  bone 
and  is  recovering  from  blood  poison- 

ing resulting  of  exposure,  infinenza. 
a   questionable  dental  job  and  other 
factors  coincident  with  the  making  of 
snow  scenes  at  Plattsburgh,  N.  Y.  In 
the  party  ivere  Margarita  Fischer 
(“Eliza”),  Arthur  Edmund  Careivc, 
Lucien  Littlefield,  J.  Gordon  Russel, 

Seyrnour  ZelifJ,  and  Adolf  Mitar.  A 
special  Pullman  and  baggage  car  were 
used  by  the  company  for  its  equip- ment and  supplies. *   *   * 

Police  investigated  the  invasion  of  Re- 
nown exchange  April  21  at  11  p.  m.  to  find it  was  A.  H.  MacLaughlin  trying  to  open his  safe. *   *   * 

jl/rj.  Marie  Abrams  who  helps  Jerry  run 
the  Gotham  exchange  was  guest  of  honor 
at  a   birthday  party  at  the  Rainbow  April  21 

*   *   ♦ 

Harry  Bernstein  Red  Seal  Corporation 
executive,  left  Chicago  April  18  for  St 
Louis  to  spend  a   few  davs.  From  there  he 

goes  back  to  New  York. 
*   ♦   * 

After  spending  three  days  in  Chicago 
Grauman  said  he  believed  it’s  one  of  the greatest  motion  picture  towns  in  the  world. 
Among  other  comments  he  stated  that  the 
Capitol  theatre  is  a   knockout. 

Si  Crcivcr  of  Greiver  Productions  re- 
turned to  Chicago  April  24,  after  a   short 

visit  to  Indianapolis. ♦   *   ♦ 

_   Ray  Morfa  has  left  the  Pathe  organ- 
nation  to  join  the  sales  organization  of  a Chicago  bond  house.  George  Collins  was 
given  a   sales  block  April  26.  He  has  been 
head  booker  at  Pathe  in  Chicago  for  some time. 

♦   *   * 

Lou  Metsger,  sales  director  of  Universal, 
was  in  Chicago  for  a   few  days  last  week, 
coming  from  New  York  en  route  to  West- 

ern key  cities. 
*   ♦   * 

“In  the  Spring  a   young  man’s  fancy 
lightly  turns  to  golf.”  With  that  as  their device  James  S.  Gillick,  Lcn  Ullrich  and 
Jiarry  Gra/ia»i  have  formed  the  Allied 
Amusement  company,  it  is  reported  by  Bob 
MacDonald  whose  golf  emporium  is  located 
m   the  Leiter  building. 

MOTHER’S  DAY  TRAILER Shipped  Same  Day  Order  Is  Received 
ILLUSTRATED 

APPROPRIATE 
SENTIMENTAL 

POEM 

SUITABLE  FOR 

ANY  SIZE 
THEATRE 

FILMACK  CO. 
730  S.  Wabash  Ave.,  Chicago 

Produears  o/ 

FILMACK  TRAILERS  &   HERALDS 
$3.00 Complete 

35  Feet 

Watch  This  Space  for  Important  Releasing  Announcements 

For  1926-27 
Louife  Baum,  m   conjunction  with  EIIBee  Pictures  Corporation,  of  which  he  is  President, wui  proauce  sixteen  Melo-dramas,  each  one  big  and  assured  box-office  hits. 
Look  at  this  Line-up!  Titles,  Stars,  Authors  and  Producing  Brains 

race  wild 
roaring  fires 

PURSUED
  --  -   - 

the  lightning  REPORTER 
the  warning  signal 
DUTY’S  REWARD 

THE  PAY  OFF 

HAZARDOUS  VALLEYS 
RIDING  TO  FAME 

FRENZIED  FLAMES 
FOREST  HAVOC 

DEFEND  YOURSELF 

BURNING  GOLD 

THUNDERING  SPEED 
FIRE  AND  STEEL 

ACCUSED 

For  Indiana 

For  Illinois 

GREIVER  PRODUCTIONS 
  831  S.  Wabash  Ave.,  Chicago 

INDIANA. INDIANA 

SlSWimmerBuildin^ 
INDIANAPOLIS 
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I THEATRE  BETTERMENT 
A   Weekly  Extension  of  ̂ etter'ZIheatres’ 

Quiinby  Will  Operate 
New  Million  Dollar 

Fort  Wayne  House 
Negotiations  have  been  completed 

whereby  W.  C.  Quiinby,  owner  of  a 
number  of  theatres  in  Fort  Wayne,  Ind., 
will  take  over  the  lease  of  the  new 

$1,000,000  theatre  being  erected  in  that 

cit3’  by  the  Fox  heirs  and  Charles  M. 
Niezer,  president  of  the  First  National 

bank.  The  new  playhouse  is  being  built 
at  Harrison  and  Jefferson  streets.  Plans 

have  been  prepared  by  A.  M.  Strauss, 
architect  of  Fort  Wayne. 
The  exterior  will  be  faced  with  terra 

cotta  and  the  main  entrance  features  will 

lift  a   jeweled  and  frescoed  facade  ap- 
proximately five  stories  above  the  street 

level.  The  main  entrance  will  be  on 

Jefferson  street  and  from  a   spacious 

foA'cr  one  enters  into  a   wide  spacious 
lobby  extending  the  full  length  of  the 
property  in  a   north  and  south  direction 
and  ceiling  height  of  the  entire  theatre 
building.  Promenades  will  extend 

around  the  building  and  lead  on  to  the 
various  floors  of  the  theatre.  The  first 

floor  will  be'  provided  with  approxi- 
mately 2,100  seats,  and  leading  off  from 

the  main  floor  will  be  the  mezzanine 

floor,  which  will  have  a   seating  arrange- 
ment of  approximately  300.  The  balcony 

above  this  mezzanine  will  seat  approxi- 

matcb'  1,000,  making  a   total  seating 
capacity  of  approximately  3,400  people. 

*   *   * 

Another  innovation  will  be  the  cos- 

metic rooms  which  will  be  provided  on 
the  various  floors  and  in  which  Miss 

Fort  Wayne  will  have  every  facility  to 
take  care  of  her  personal  wants.  Com- 

modious smoking  and  clubrooms  will  be 
provided  on  the  various  floors  for  men. 

The  very  newest  in  lighting  effects 
have  been  included  in  the  plans, 
whereby  a   sunburst  of  colors  will  be 

changed  every  minute  into  every  hue  of 
the  rainbow. 

A   special  feature  of  the  new  theatre 

will  be  the  elevating  orchestra  pit,  which 
permits  the  musicians  to  come  into  full 
view  of  the  audience  at  the  overture. 
Another  feature  of  the  new  theatre  will 

be  a   gigantic  organ,  which  will  also  be 
elevated  with  the  orchestral 

The  latest  word  in  cooling  systems 
will  be  provided  for  making  the  theatre 

: BETTER i 
THEATRES 

93^  only  Magazine  devo- 
ted Exclusively  to  Theatre 

Construction,  Equipment 

aitd  Operation^  is  pub- 
lished as  Section  II  of 

every  fourth  issue  of 

"Exhibitors  Herald" 

comfortable  during  the  summer  months 
and  a   ventilating  system  will  provide  a 

complete  change  of  air  at  all  times  dur- 
ing all  seasons. 

♦   *   * 

The  new  theatre  will  be  equipped  with 
large  and  comfortable  upholstered  seats 
and  the  furnishings,  draperies,  carpets 
throughout  will  be  luxurious  and  in 

accordance  with  the  general  character 
of  the  building. 

Work  on  the  theatre  will  be  pushed 
to  completion  as  rapidly  as  possible,  it 
being  the  intention  of  the  operators  to 
have  the  theatre  ready  for  opening  hy 
the  holidays. 

In  addition  to  the  theatre  and  store- 
rooms, there  will  be  provided  in  the 

basement,  a   dance  hall  approximatelj' 
150  feet  by  125  feet. 

Doug  and  Mary  in  Rome 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald} 

ROME,  April  27. — Doug  and  Mary  upon 
arriving  here  last  week  were  given  a   gala 
reception.  The.v  are  now  at  Montecome 
for  a   rest. 

Butterfield  Interests 

Announce  Three  New 

2,000  Seat  Houses 
The  Butterfield  interests  in  Michigan 

have  completed  their  Spring  plans,  in- 

suring the  construction  of  the  three  new 
theatres  that  were  decided  upon  at  the 

January  meeting  of  the  board  of  di- 
rectors. 

Contracts  have  been  signed  with  John 

Eberson,  Chicago  architect,  for  this 

work. 
The  Saginaw  theatre  will  be  called  the 

Capitol,  and  will  be  located  at  Baum 
and  Federal  streets.  It  will  have  a 

seating  capacit}'  of  2,000. 
The  new  Flint  theatre  will  also  be 

called  the  Capitol  and  will  be  located  at 
Harrison  and  Second  streets.  It  will 

have  a   seating  capacity  of  2,200. 

The  new  Kalamazoo  theatre  will  be 
called  the  State  and  will  be  located  at 
Lovell  and  Burdick  streets.  It  will  have 

a   seating  capacity  of  2,000. 

There  will  be  some  commercial  space 

in  the  new  buildings  and  the  theatres 
will  open  early  in  1927. 

The  contracts  were  signed  upon  the 

return  from  Florida  of  W.  S.  Butter- 
field, president  of  the  company. 

I.efi  lo  riplic  Charlie  Murrar  telL«  a   funoy 

Htory  lo  Hurry  Strickland,  Unllod  Artlalii 
salesmen  from  Si.  Louis.  Jack  Mulhal!, 

First  National  player,  is  starring  in  “Sweet 

Daddies.'' Editor,  “Better  Theatres” 
EXHIBITORS  HERALD 

407  S.  Dearborn  street, 

Chicago,  Illinois 

Sir:  Send  me  (free)  a   supply  oi  your  “Better  Theatres  Stop 

Charts”  to  be  used  for  the  purpose  of  improving  motion  picture 

projection. 
Name   

Theatre   

City   — 

State     - 



Box  office  value 

When  the  picture  is  printed  on 

Eastman  Positive  Film,  good  pho- 
tography in  the  negative  means  good 

photography  on  the  screen — the  art 
of  director  and  cinematographer  is 

saved  for  your  patrons  to  enjoy. 

And  photographic  quality  has  real 

box  office  value — the  house  expects  it. 

Prints  on  Eastman  have  the  black-lettered 

identification  ^^Eastman”  and  “Kodak”  in 

the  transparent  margin.  Look  for  it. 

EASTMAN  KODAK  COMPANY 

ROCHESTER,  N.  Y. 



MACK  SENNET! 
present.  ALICE  DAY 

in 

‘THE  GHOST  OF  FOLLT Tivo  Reel  Comedy 

This  is  your  Day,  I 
It  will  be  a   good  day  for  you  if,  vvhc 
and  as  you  play  it. 

For — 

it’s  the  best  Day  yet. 

Two  real  estate  men  try  to  persiuuicA 

bedridden  house  owner  to  sell  his  hou 

by  making  him  think  it’s  hauntc 

Alice  is  the  nurse  and  what  a   nurse 

She  could  make  a   dummy  do  tli 
Charleston. 

Story,  star,  cast,  gags,  producfior 

laughs, — all  are  there. 



1   rams  Planned  f or 

DID  YOU  MISS  OUT 
LAST  YEAR? 

METRO-  GOLDWYN-  MAYER 
Member  Motion  Picture  Producers  and  Distributors  of  America,  Inc.— Will  H.  Hays,  President 
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Why  didn't  I heat  him  to 
Wiieve’s  that 

Salesnaan
 

t>0  IT  NOW/ 
YOU’VE  Studied  Paramount’s  announce- ment of  75  pictures  for  1926-7. 

It  s   sensational.  No  other  company  can 
possibly  touch  it  for  quality  or  quantity — 
that’s  evident ! 

You  know  the  big  money  next  season  will 

be  made  with  “Old  Ironsides,  ’   ’   ‘   ‘Beau  Geste,  ’   ’ 
Harold  Lloyd,  “Sorrows  of  Satan,  ”   Ziegfeld’s 
“Glorifying  the  American  Girl,  ’   ’   ‘   ‘The  Rough 
Riders,”  Von  Stroheim’s  “The  Wedding 
March,  ’   ’   and  the  scores  of  other  big  numbers 
of  Paramount’s  Birthday  Group. 
You  know  what  leading  showmen  the 

country  over  ^are  doing.  They’re  signing 
1926-7  Paramount  contracts  by  the  thou- 

sands— today  !   Insuring  their  big  profits  for 
next  season.  Getting  the  jump  on  their 
opposition.  Acting  quick !   That’s  why 
they’re  leading  showmen. 
Your  business  sense  tells  YOU  what  to  do; 
Sign  with  Paramount  and  DO  IT  NOW! 
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R y MAWAf 
"Ivitih  CLARA  BOW 

WARNER  BAXTER 
GEORGE  BANCROFT 
WILLIAM  POWELL 

Member  Motion  Picture  Producers  and  Distributors  of  America,  Inc.-Will  H.  Hays.  President 
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Mave  y<ni  received  your  copy  of  tbe  book  that  exhibitors 

Wery^liere  are  reading  and  talking  about— the  yearns 
greatnt  announcement  —   xb  Warner  Winners!  If .   you 

havwt,  wi^te  Warner  Bros.  Pictures^  Inc«,  iboo  Broad* 
wajR  N.  Y.,;or  your  own  l^tagraph  Exchange! 
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•   Z   si*** 

EXHIBITORS  HERAT 

jof*  Exhibitors 

oring  the  ̂ ^unshine 
imd  Proshfii^ty^  Smile  -   the 

i*t  Come  OSS! 

■-‘S 

[Tbey  are  reading  their  copy  oS  WARNER  BROS.  Great  Announcement  Book!] 

SL  linO'ii] 

a   clean-i 
for  1926-17/ 
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HARRISON  FORD 

phyllis'’‘'haver 
The  Collison-Harbach  play  was  one  of  A1  Woods^ 
greatest  stage  hits,  breaking  records  in  all  the  cities 
where  it  played.  The  screen  version  is  a   hih 
arious  comedy,  made  as  only  A1  Christie,  the 
master  of  farce,  can  produce. 

Directed  by  E.  mason  hopper. 

PRODUCERS  DISmiBUTINC  CORPORATION 
PrBdttcers  intt-rn^mnal  Corporation  i30  West  46th  Street  New  York,' N.  Y. 
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A   UNIVERSAL  SUPER  PRODUCTION 

Presented  by  Carl  Laemmle 
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'rWO  CONTINENTS  HAIL  THIS 
GLITTERING,  GORGEOUS, 

ROMANTIC  SPECTACLE! 
“GOOD  BOX-OFFICE.  HAS  ALL  THE  IN- 

gredients  which  satisfy  at  the  till,” 

“   ‘THE  MIDNIGHT  SUN’  IS  DELIGHTFUL. 
Go  to  the  Colony  and  see  it.”  ̂    ,,  Herald-Tribune 

“LOT  OF  SUSPENSE.  THE  CUSTOMERS 
.vUl  like  it.”  ^ 

“HAS  BRILLIANT  BOX-OFFICE  FUTURE. 

Has  everything.” 

“HANDSOME  TO  LOOK  UPON.” 
N.  Y.  Sun 

^‘SWEEPING  ENTERTAINMENT.  TAKES 
the  pubMc  by  storm.”  t   j 

‘TIRST  RATE  BOX-OFFICE  PROPOSI- 

tion.  Entertainment  for  everybody.” 
Kine  Weekly — London 

“A  BOX-OFFICE  ATTRACTION  OF  HIGH- 
est  order.”  p.f^  Renter— London 

“A  SHOWMAN’S  PICTURE.  GENUINE  BOX- 
office  attraction.  Don’t  miss  it.” 

All  Films  Revieiv — London 

“FIRST  RATE  FEATURE  FOR  ALL 
classes.  impartial  Film  Report — London 

iiiiiiiintiiiniHiiiiniiiitHiimitmiiiiiiiiiHiHuiiiii 
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“ — the  theatre  owners  have  plenty  of  material  to  fight 
with  provided  they  are  in  earnest  and  sincerely  rally  to 

the  support  of  their  leaders,** 

Read — 

*^The  Music  Tax  Bugaboo** 
By  Harry  Sigmond 

Mr.  Sigmond  is  general  manager  of  American  Composers,  Inc.  In  his  article  is 
reviewed  the  whole  music  tax  situation  and  the  writer  points  out  what  he  considers 

the  exhibitor’s  “salvation.”  Legal  relief  is  a   forlorn  hope — he  points  another  way  out. 

In  ̂ Better  Theaters** 
out  next  week 

and  other  articles  that  cannot 

fail  to  make  you  a   better  showman 

Compulsory  Building  Inspection 

Did  you  know  there  was  a   movement  underway 

to  compel  inspection  of  public  buildings  while 

under  construction  at  the  owner’s  expense?  An 
authority  on  engineering  explains  the  details  of 
and  benefits  to  be  derived  from  such  a   system. 

Theatre  Personnel 

Here  is  an  article  dealing  with  the  human 

equation.  How  do  you  settle  problems  arising 
among  your  employes?  The  efficiency  of  your 
operating  staff  depends  a   great  deal  on  personal 
contentment. 

Pointers  on  Theatre  Design 
and  Construction 

H.  Robins  Burroughs,  theatre  engineer,  avoids 

the  technical  and  puts  into  plain  language  informa- 
tion an  exhibitor  should  have  on  this  subject.  It 

could  well  be  titled  “What  Every  Exhibitor  Should 
Know  about  Theatre  Construction.” 

Period  Architecture 

Architects  have  delved  deeply  into  ancient  art 
for  the  modem  theatre.  This  article  illustrates 

detailed  ornamentation  and  design  for  Egyptian, 
Mission,  Indian,  French  Renaissance  and  Italian 
designs  as  expressed  in  recently  completed  theatres. 

Problems  of  Theatre 

Management 

This  is  the  second  of  a   series  by  James  D.  Ken- 
nedy of  the  Apollo  theatre,  Indianapolis.  If  you 

read  the  first  article  you  are  waiting  for  the  second. 

If  not — start  now — Mr.  Kennedy  has  solutions  for 
many  problems  that  arise  in  the  successful  conduct 
of  a   theatre. 

An  Exemplary  Small  Town 
Theatre 

The  author  has  in  mind  a   town  of  approximately 
10,000.  This  is  of  particular  interest  to  the  small 
town  exhibitor.  Costs  will  be  dealt  with  largely— 
how  to  avoid  costly  mistakes  particularly. 

Motion  Picture  Theatre  Progress  in  Small  Towns  and  Rural  Communities 
Few  are  in  a   better  position  to  observe  tendencies  and  progress  in  smaller  theatre  construction  than  Harry  E. 

Holquist,  editor  of  BETTER  THEATRES.  This  is  a   reprint  of  a   paper  prepared  by  Mr.  Holquist  at  the  re- 
quest of  the  Society  of  Motion  Picture  Engineers  and  read  at  their  convention  in  Washington,  D.  C.,  this  week. 

Better  Theatres  is  published  every  fourth  week  as  a   second  section  of  Exhibi- 
tors Herald  and  goes  to  all  paid  subscribers.  To  keep  in  step  with  theatre  con- 

struction, operation  and  maintenance  you  must  read  BETTER  THEATRES. 
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Maitinj/Ouigley 

This  is  the  season  of  product  atmouncements.  Be* 
cause  of  this  it  is  a   period  of  unequalled  importance 

to  every  factor  in  the  motion  picture  business. 

Producers  are  now  placing  before  exhibitors  the  re- 

sults of  their  arduous  efforts  to  prepare  subjects  that 
will  enliven  the  box  office.  With  the  announcements 

that  already  have  been  published,  together  with  others 

which  we  have  seen,  it  may  be  safely  stated  that  there 
never  previously  has  been  offered  the  exhibitor  such  a 

great  array  of  pictures  that  appear  to  be  great  box 
office  attractions. 

However,  tbe  nature  of  the  business  is  such  that  fre- 

quently even  the  best  laid  plans  for  production  do  not 

result  in  the  type  of  subject  that  is  hoped  for.  So  it 
will  only  be  in  the  natural  order  that  various  of  the 

pictures  included  in  current  announcements  mil  not 

measure  up  to  expectations.  But  in  the  face  of  the 

effort,  brains,  experience  and  money  that  have  been 

put  in  on  the  product  that  is  intended  to  make  the 

theatres  prosperous  during  the  next  year,  it  may  con- 
fidently be  expected  that  there  will  be  no  lack  of  sub- 

jects of  a   type  that  will  keep  the  public  coming. 

Tbe  coming  season  will  be  marked  with  frenzied  sales 

effort.  And  even  despite  this  there  are  a   great  many 
pictures  that  cannot  hope  for  anything  better  than  very 
limited  distribution.  The  reason  for  this  is  that  if 

anything  like  the  number  of  pictures  that  are  being 
planned  are  actually  produced  there  will  be  a   great 
over-supply  on  the  market. 

This  is  an  unfortunate  situation  because  over-supply 
means  an  economic  waste  and  every  economic  waste 
tolerated  within  the  industry  does  greater  or  lesser  harm 
to  the  whole  business. 

The  vast  quantity  of  pictures  that  is  to  be  available 

makes  the  exhibitor’s  booking  problem  an  extremely 
difficult  one.  It  is  the  opinion  of  some  that  an  over- 

supply  of  pictures  is  an  unmixed  blessing  for  theatre 
owners.  This  is  not  true.  Such  a   condition  intensifies 
the  difficulties  of  selecting  product  and  rather  increases 
than  decreases  the  cost  of  pictures  because  the  pictures 
that  are  sold  must  help  to  carry  the  loss  of  those  that 
remain  unsold. 

Although  it  has  been  repeatedly  urged  that  the  quan- 
tity of  product  made  be  kept  consistent  with  the  actual 

volume  of  demand,  the  industry  seems  to  be  making  no 
progress  in  that  direction. 

'l^HE  industry  is  confronted  with  a   dangerous  situa- tion  with  respect  to  story  selection. 

It  is  now  an  almost  general  practice  to  give  preference 
to  a   story  which  has  definite  and  attractive  selling  points 
about  it.  If  the  story  is  a   good  one  and  still  has  these 
sought-after  selling  points,  then  it  is  ideal.  But,  gen- 

erally, persons  responsible  for  tbe  selection  of  story 
material  will  testify  that  frequently  stories  that  have 

these  sellings  points  and  which  are,  in  reality,  weak 
ones  will  be  selected  in  preference  to  better  stories 
which  do  not  possess  these  selling  points  which  are  so 
valuable  in  the  marketing  of  pictures,  with  the  exhib- 

itor and  with  the  public. 

It  is,  of  course,  recognized  that  a   motion  picture  is  a 
commercial  commodity  and  that  stories  selected  for 
production  should  be  ones  which  offer  opportunities  for 
ready  sale.  But  fundamentally  the  greatest  responsibil- 

ity of  the  industry  is  concerned  with  the  matter  of 
improving  constantly  the  quality  of  its  product.  This 
must  be  done  both  to  hold  present  patrons  and  to  obtain 
new  ones. 

The  producer,  therefore,  is  facing  conflicting  influ- 
ences. On  one  hand  he  is  impelled  with  the  necessity 

of  obtaining  stories  with  selling  points — that  have  the 
box  office  ring.  On  the  other  hand  he  faces  the  responsi- 

bility of  introducing  to  the  screen  better  and  finer stories. 

It  is  a   difficult  and  trying  situation.  The  solution 
seems  to  be  that  while  no  producer  may  be  expected 
to  refrain  from  seeking  to  have  his  pictures  as  easily 
saleable  as  possible  from  the  start,  yet  he  must  realize 
that  finer  pictures  mean  better  stories  and  every  good 
story  is  entitled  to  receive  fullest  consideration  even 
though  it  has  not  been  a   best  seller,  a   famous  magazine 
serial  or  by  an  author  with  a   great  name. 

Although  we  have  not  witnessed  a   demonstration, •   we  can  see  marked  possibilities  in  tbe  invention 
announced  by  Warner  Brothers  in  association  with  the 

Western  Electric  company  which  promises  a   synchroni- 

zation of  music,  performed  at  a   distance,  and  pictures. 
It  is  assured  that  the  music  will  be  of  natural  and  proper 
tonal  quality. 

The  announcement  distinctly  states  that  the  invention 

does  not  involve  a   talking-picture  proposition  and  this 
feature  of  the  announcement  warrants  a   consideration 

to  which  it  certainly  would  not  be  entitled  if  the  objec- 

tive sought  was  a   synchronization  of  the  voice  and  pic- 

tures. This  latter  is,  we  think,  simply  a   novelty  ar- 
rangement which  can  never  contribute  in  any  important 

way  to  the  motion  picture  because  it  serves  to  destroy 

the  integral  nature  of  the  motion  picture  and  make  it  a 
cheap,  imitative  thing. 

But  any  scientific  development  which  would  enable 

smaller  theatres  to  participate  in  elaborate  and  well- 
rendered  musical  programs  would  be  a   tremendous 

boon  to  these  theatres  and  would  contribute  •materially 

to  the  advancement  of  pictures  as  entertainment  because 

with  the  only  type  of  music  that  many  of  the  smaller 

theatres  are  now  able  to  give,  the  pictures  are  at  a 
severe  disadvantage. 

Progress  toward  a   practical  application  of  the  an- 
nounced invention  will  be  watched  with  much  interest. 
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carried  ftiore  advertising  in 

the  first  four  months  of  1926 

than  it  did  in  the  first  four 

months  of  1920,  the  “boom” 
year.  Neither  of  the  other  two 

national  weekly  film  trade  pa- 

pers carried  50  per  cent  of  the 

amount  of  advertising  in  the 

first  four  months  of  this  year 

that  they  contained  in  the 

same  period  in  1920. 

U.  A.  Completes 

Deal  to  Release 

Films  In  Germany 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  May  4. — Hiram  Ab-- 
rams,  president  of  United  Artists 
Corporation,  has  just  announced  that  a   con- 

tract has  been  signed  by  Ifa  Film  Verleih, 
U.  A.  German  subsidiary,  and  Phoebus 
Film  Company  of  Germany  under  which 
United  Artists  pictures  will  be  given 
pre^rence  in  the  1,200  Piioebus  theatres 
in  Germany.  At  the  same  time  Abrams 
announced^  he  wiU  go  to  Germany  in  July 
to  super\'ise  details  of  operation  from Berlin. 

Wide  distribution  is  assured  by  the 
new  deal,  as  the  Phoebus  Company  has houses  not  only  in  the  capital  and  the 
larger  cities,  but  also  in  the  smaller  cities and  towns. 

Commenting  on  the  deal,  Joseph  M. 
ochenck,  chairman  of  the  U.  A   direc- 

said  in  part:  “The  standard 
ot  the  i   hoebus  houses,  which  is  pre-emi- 

nent as  to  quality  and  quantity,  will  very well  be  maintained  by  the  United  Art- 
ists releases  they  exhibit.” 

Censorship  Indicates 
Weakness  of  Spirit 

Says  St,  Paul  Paper 
DotVy  Neii)s  in  an  editorial 

April  issue  relating  to  motion  picture 
cenprs  says :   “Congress  considers  a   lot  of 
h?v  k   spends  time  on  a 

which  calls  for  a   federal  censorship  of 
the  movies  it  wastes  our  money  to  an alarming  extent. 

becoming  a   people  of  ineffec- 

smin.  to  stand  the 
wnn  li  temptation,  a   bunch  St.  Peter 
hav<>  r   to  recognize  because  we 

us  decent”'*  somebody  to  keep 

loseph  Mogler  to  Run 
for  State  Senatorship 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

nrlT^Jr^y^?’  ¥^y.  3.— Joseph  Mogler, 
Leapii^"^  ^^ption  Picture  Exhibitor 
his  ran^fi  St.  Louis,  Mo.,  has  announced 
the  Rpn.  State  Senator  subject  to 
wouM  ̂    primaries  of  August.  He 
Ber  the  Thirty-fourth  District. 
State  L   ®   of  the  Republican 

U.  S.  Exhibitors’  Interest 
Centers  on  Minneapolis  Meet 

Leaders  of  M.  P.  T.  O.  A.  and  Allied  Sit  Down  Together  to Iron  Out  Few  Remaining  Differences  and  Assure 
Harmony  at  Los  Angeles 

By  ERNEST  A.  ROVELSTAD 
(News  Editor,  Exhibitors  Herald) 

MINNEAPOLIS,  MINN.,  May  4. — This  city  became  the  center  of m   exhibitor  circles  today,  when  leaders  of  the  M.  P.  T.  O.  A.  and 
the  Allied  States  Organization  sat  down  together  to  iron  out  the  few 
remaining  difterences  between  them,  so  as  to  assure  harmony  at  the  Los Angeles  convention  m   June. 

Gabriel  Hess,  representing  the  M.  P.  P.  D.  A.,  arrived  at  noon  with  a   mes- sage  trom  Will  H.  Hays. 

WoodhuU  and  Seider  Cordially  Welcomed 

The  warmth  of  the  welcome  extended  “Pete”  Woodhull,  president,  and Seider  business  manager  of  the  M.  P.  T.  O.  A.,  by  A1  StefFes  and 
other  Allied  leaders,  indicated  that  there  was  little  left  to  argue  about And  what  was  even  more  significant,  the 
rank  and  file  of  the  Northwest  Exhibitor 
organization,  which  three  years  ago  with- 

drew from  the  Chicago  convention  and 
since  has  viewed  with  suspicion  most  of  the 
activities  of  the  M.  P.  T.  0.  A.,  was  even 
more  cordial  than  its  leaders. 
The  gathering  here  is  officially  the  annual 

convention  of  the  Northwest  Exhibitors, 
but  the  conference  between  the  national 
leaders  completely  overshadows  the  local 
gathering. 

Business  Is  Emphasized 
National  officers  here  reiterated  the 

plea  sent  out  from  New  York  by  Busi- 
ness Manager  Seider  to  exhibitors  to  re- 
frain from  signing  any  new  film  contracts 

until  after  June  5.  Seider  based  his  warn- 
ing on  reports  to  him  that  pictures  of  the 

past  season  are  being  resold  as  new  proT 
net. 
They  called  attention  also  to  the  warn- 

ing in  the  Official  Bulletin  that  “At  no 
time  in  the  history  of  motion  pictures  has 
the  contract  situation  been  in  such  a   der- 

elict state.”  In  this  they  contend,  how- 
ever, that  the  exhibitors  have  the  whip- hand. 

The  National  Organization  has  issued 
bulletins  on  the  Metro-GoldwjTi-Mayer, 
Educational,  F.  B.  O.,  United  Artists  and 
Pathc  contracts  and  expects  to  follow  with 
information  on  other  contracts. 

More  than  225  Midwestern  theatre  own- 
ers have  already  signified  their  intention 

of  attending  the  Los  Angles  convention, 
and  many  more  are  expected  to  sign  up 
within  the  next  ten  days,  according  to 

official  reports  received  at  the  national' headquarters  of  the  M.  P.  T.  O.  A. 
E.  Thornton  Kelly,  head  of  the  Contract 

Bureau  of  the  association,  has  just  com- 

pleted a   tour  of  the  Central  States.  He 
reported  the  Midwest  solidy  in  back  of 
Business  Manager  Seider,  and  much  more 
concerned  over  protective  measures  to  be 
taken  at  the  convention  than  over  what 
officers  are  to  be  elected. 

Official  Chicago  Special 
Officers  of  the  M.  P.  T.  0.  of  Illinois 

have  decided  to  have  their  own  “official 
special”  and  have  placed  Jack  Miller,  busi- ness manager,  in  complete  charge. 

Already,  two  special  coaches  are  assured 
and  the  notices,  mailed  to  exhibitors 
throughout  the  state,  have  just  been  placed 
in  the  mail. 

The  Chicago  train  will  go  over  the  Chi- 
cago, Rock  Island  and  Pacific  and  will 

make  record  time  both  ways.  It  will  not 
leave  until  Wednesday  noon,  May  26,  and 
the  party  will  be  back  in  Chicago  four 
days  after  the  Los  Angeles  convention 
closes.  Stopovers  at  Colorado  Springs  and 
Salt  Lake  City,  just  long  enough  to  rest 
and  see  the  important  points  of  interest, 
have  been  arranged. 

Milwaukee  Planning  Special 

Plans  for  a   special  train  from  Milwaukee 
include  a   little  more  elaborate  trip  with 
■brief  stopovers  at  Kansas  City  and  Denver, 
and  longer  stays  at  Colorado  Springs  and 
Salt  Lake.  This  special  will  leave  Monday 
afternoon,  May  24,  and  will  arrive  at  Los 
Angeles  the  following  Saturday. 
Two  Pullman  coaches  have  already  been 

reserved  and  a   third  is  expected  to  be assured. 

Sam  Wood  Would  Use 

Bush  League  System 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NSW  YORK,  May  4. — Sam 
Wood  stated  here  yesterday  that 

be  has  a   plan  that  would  change 
the  entire  casting  system  of  actors 

in  motion  pictures.  It  is  in  a   way 
like  the  bush  league  sysfem  for 
baseball  players,  he  said. 
He  would  select  persons  with 

unusual  talent  and  personality. 
Then  be  would  develop  their  act- 

ing knowledge  until  they  were  fin- 
ished actors.  The  development 

would  require  several  years  of training. 

Delay  Loew  Opening 

at  Request  of  K,  K,  K, 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NORFOLK,  Va.,  May  4. — At  the  re- 
quest of  the  Ku  Klux  Klan  the  open- 

ing of  Loew’s  State  Theatre  here  tvas 
postponed  from  May  3   to  May  10. 
The  postponment  was  authorized  by 

E.  A.  Schiller,  general  manager  repre- 
senting the  Loew  interests,  on  petition 

of  Norfolk  Klansmen  in  order  that  there 
be  no  interference  with  the  opening  of 

"The  Awakening,"  Ku  Klux  Klan  pro- 
duction, at  the  Academy  of  Music  the 

same  week. 

Dorothy  Farnum  Signs 

to  Stay  with  M-G-Af 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

LOS  ANGELES,  May  4.— Metro- 
Goldwyn-Mayer  last  week  signed  Doro- 

thy Farnum  on  a   new  contract. 
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"^EW  YORK. — Paul  Mooney  attended last  week’s  A.  M.  P.  A.  session  and 
was  mistaken  for  Sid  Grauman  and  Harry 
Reichenbach.  .   .   .   Hy  Daab  is  back  from 
a   Chicago  trip  and  says  a   good  time  was 
had  by  all.  ...  A.  ].  Balaban  is  here 
from  Chicago  on  a   hunt,  still  and  other- 

wise, for  presentation  talent.  .   .   .   John 
Murray  Anderson  sails  next  month  to  pre- 

sent “The  Bughouse  Cabaret”  in  Paris. 
.   .   .   Adolph  Zukor  is  said  to  have  en- 

gaged Leo  Diegcl,  one  of  the  best  pros 
in  the  game,  to  teach  him  the  finer  points 
of  golf.  .   .   .   Joe  Seider  and  Pete  Wood- 
hull  are  addressing  Al  Sieffes  theatre 
owners  in  Minneapolis  on  the  benefits  of 
M.  P,  T.  0.  organization.  ...  P.  A. 
Powers,  who  has  spent  most  of  the  winter 
on  the  West  Coast,  returned  to  New  York 
last  week.  .   .   .   Herman  Robbins  has  gone 
into  intensive  training  for  the  film  golf 
tournament  next  month  and  says  he  will 
win  a   prize  or  cuss  out  his  caddy.  .   .   . 
Jacques  Kopstein  has  resigned  from  his 
position  as  general  manager  of  Bray  Pro- 

ductions to  enter  the  producing  field  on 
his  own.  .   .   .   Jeffrey  Bernard  has  re- 

turned to  the  other  side  after  placing  the 
Steve  Donohue  racing  pictures  with  Pathe. 
.   .   .   Jack  Cohn  is  back  from  a   Midwest 

trip  and  says  that  the  salesman  who  finds 
business  bad  is  the  one  whose  pictures  are 
of  the  same  nature.  .   .   .   Carl  Laemvile 
arrived  last  week  from  the  Coast,  but  will 
return  in  time  for  a   big  testimonial  dinner 
the  exhibitors  have  planned  for  him  at  the 
M.  P.  T.  0.  A.  convention,  .   .   .   Jack 
White,  managing  director  of  Educational 
studios,  has  returned  to  Hollj^vood  to  begin 
work  on  a   lot  of  short  features.  .   .   . 
Sam  Sax,  urbane  and  dapper  as  usual,  has 

taken  his  regular  luncheon  seat  in  Nick’s 
Hunting  Room.  .   .   .   Mike  Connelly  has 

discontinued  his  casting  bureau,  but  hasn’t 
billed  his  next  activity.  .   .   .   Pele  Smith 
plans  on  buying  a   cowbell  to  take  West 
\vith  him  to  sub  for  the  Wampa  gavel. 
.   .   .   Frank  Cambria  has  arrived  from 
Chicago  to  take  charge  of  the  Rivoli 
presentations  for  the  summer.  .   .   .   Hal 
Olver  is  a   busy  bird  looking  after  publicity, 
advertising  and  exploitation  fon  Irving 

Lesser’s  growing  chain  of  theatres.  .   .   . 
Marcus  Loew  sailed  Friday  on  the  Levia- 

than for  a   European  sojourn  which  will 
last  until  some  time  in  July.  .   .   .   David 
Selsnick  is  back  from  Florida  and  is  said 
to  be  planning  a   chain  of  motion  picture 
theatres.  .   .   Howard  Diets  has  a   hundred 
dollar  bill  given  him  by  Nick  Schenck  and 
is  seeking  suggestions  as  to  what  to  do 
with  it.  .   .   .   Joe  Schnitser  got  in  from 
the  Coast  last  week  and  must  have  been 
hungry  for  the  F.  B.  0.  bunch  hurried  to 
give  him  a   dinner  at  the  Twin  Oaks.  .   .   . 
Eddie  Carrier  sailed  Friday  for  London 
to  pave  the  way  for  the  Metro-Goldwyn- 
Mayer  trackless  train  which  will  tour 
Europe.  .   .   .   H.  E.  Dodge,  president  of 
Goodwill  Pictures,  is  here  from  the  Coast. 

.   .   A.  M.  Botsford,  after  a   long  trip 
through  the  South,  says  42nd  and  Fifth 
avenue  looks  natural  and  good.  .   .   . 
J.  G.  Bachmann  has  organized  a   new  pro- 

ducing company  which  he  calls  Famous 
Attractions.  .   .   .   Henry  Ginsberg  has  so 
much  room  in  his  new  offices  that  he  is 
thinking  of  employing  a   guide  to  show 
him  about.  .   .   .   Herbert  Brenon  is  here 
with  “Beau  Geste”  which  he  made  for 
Paramount.  .   .   .   Hal  Hodes  returned 
last  week  from  a   Midwest  trip  and  says 
exhibitors  are  just  waking  up  to  the  value 
of  short  features.  SPARGO. 

‘Herald”  Camera  Ever  Alert 

When  Cl3$-toii  P.  Sheehan,  general  manager  of  she  foreign  deportmenl  of  Fox  Film 
Corporasion,  arrived  in  Chicago  April  28  he  woe  greeted  by  Clyde  Eskhardt,  dintriri 
manager  of  she  Midwees,  and  Landon  Burks,  pubiislly  represonialive.  Four  ofHclaLi 

from  ibo  Fox  organization  abroad  occompanied  Sheehan.  Loft  to  right:  Eekhardl. 

Julius  Aussenberg,  In  ch.arg©  of  Berlin  and  Central  Europe,  Clayton  P.  Sheehan,  genarol 

manager  of  the  foreign  depcrinicnt,  F.  Andcreon,  Stockhoim,  who  repreaonig  Fox  in 

Sweden  and  Norway,  L.  Groen,  Holland  representative  with  oiTiCes  in  Amsterdam,  Landon 

Burks,  George  Forman  who  Is  located  in  Manila,  in  charge  of  Philippines  and  China. 

Laura  La  Plante  posad  patiently  for  two  photographs  when  she  was  In  Chicago  ni  t**® 
BSaekslone  hotel.  She  was  en  route  West  to  begin  another  Universal  produetion. 

Frank  Borzage,  Fox  director,  had  a   regu- 
lar Chicago  complaint  when  he  got  o 

cinder  In  kis  eye  and  Mrs.  Borzage  came 
to  the  rescue. 

Mcbe!  Normand  was  in  Chicago  two  hours 

en  route  to  New  York  for  two  weeks. 

She  hos  recently  completed  a   picture  for 
Roach  to  he  distributed 'by  Patho. 
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Abroad  in  the  Foreign  Field 
By  Martin  /.  Quigley 

The  question  of  motion  picture production  in  England  presents 
a   decidedly  interesting  problem;  it 

is  interesting  in  a   trade  sense  and  it 

is  also  generally  interesting  because 

of  various  psychological  attitudes 

which  are  presented. 

England  is  determined  to  get  on 

in  motion  picture  matters,  partly  be- 
cause of  economic  considerations  and 

partly  because  the  more  general  ex- 
hibition of  British-made  pictures 

throughout  Great  Britain  is  regarded 

as  advisable  and  even  necessary  for 

the  purpose  of  furthering  Empire 

policies. 
Lack  of  adequate  finance  has  been 

and  remains  a   serious  hindrance  to 

the  speedy  progress  of  England  in 
motion  picture  production.  There 

also  exists  a   multitude  of  practical 
difficulties,  due  in  one  way  or  another 

to  the  lack  of  adequate  facilities. 

And  added  to  these  obstacles  there 

is  a   peculiar  and  difficult-to-under- 

stand  antagonism  against  the  accep- 
tance of  policies  and  formulae  which 

have  led  else%vhere  to  successful  pro- 
duction. The  typical  English  pro- 

ducer adopts  a   theme  and  a   method 
of  treatment  which  pleases  him  and 
be  does  this  without  regard  to 
whether  the  resultant  picture  is  to 
be  acceptable  in  the  markets  out- 

side of  England  or  not.  Then, 
strangely  enough,  after  the  picture 
is  completed,  and  is  obviously  not 
suited  to  the  world  market,  the  pro- 

ducer seems  utterly  at  a   loss  to  un- 
derstand why  his  subject  is  not  in demand. 

The  typical  English  producer 
seems  to  have  talked  a   great  deal about  the  world  market — and  to  have 
thought  very  little  about  it.  He  starts 
a   production  wth  the  thought  in 
tuind  that  if  the  picture  proves  ac- 

ceptable to  the  British  market  he 
yiu  be  satisfied.  Immediately  that 
1   IS  finished  he  becomes  dissatisfied 
«   It  18  not  acceptable  in  the  world aiarket. 

T^HERE  are  two  distinct  facto: in  the  English  trade  and  the  e; 
istence  of  these— which  are  not  ii 
J^requently  working  more  or  less  i OSS  purposes — has  been  an  infli 

retarding  production.  On 
profitable  distributio 

marketing  of  foi 
j®  naturall 

tK  deveiopmen 
fullest  poi 

ies  of  these  connections.  It  i 

{The  second  of  a   series  of  three 
articles  on  the  foreign  market  atid 
conditions  observed  on  a   recent  jour- 

ney abroad). 

not  suggested  that  the  connections 
of  this  factor  invoke  even  a   trace  of 
disloyalty  to  home  industry,  yet  the 
existence  of  these  connections  exerts 

an  influence,  consciously  or  uncon- 

sciously, upon  the  principals. 
The  factors  comprising  the  oppos- 

ing camp  are  singly  and  solely  inter- 
ested in  British  production.  They 

are  regarded  as  the  extremists  in  the 

present  case. 

An  ally,  formally  or  informally,  of 
the  former  faction  are  the  exhibition 

interests.  The  theatre  corners  have 

found  from  actual  experiment  that 

foreign-made  pictures — and  these  pic- 
tures of  American  origin  almost  ex- 

clusively— have  been  the  basis  upon 
which  they  have  built  and  main- 

tained their  theatres.  There  is  no 

doubt  in  the  mind  of  the  English 
exhibitor  as  to  where  his  public 

stands  on  the  question  of  American 
pictures.  His  box  office  answers  this 

question  for  him,  regularly  and  con- 
vincingly. He  has  a   natural  desire, 

of  course,  to  exhibit  more  pictures 
of  British  origin  but  he  realizes  that 
as  far  as  he  is  able  to  see  he  shall 

continue  to  require  a   generous  sup- 

ply of  productions  from  California 
and  New  York  studios. 

England,  as  the  basic  fatherland 
of  the  United  States,  naturally  has 

a   somewhat  patronizing  attitude 
toward  the  younger  state  on  this  side 
of  the  Atlantic.  In  motion  picture 
matters  this  attitude  is  particularly 
noticeable  because  even  in  full  view 

of  what  the  American  motion  pic- 
ture industry  has  accomplished  there 

is  still  in  England  an  inclination  to 
see  the  industry  here  as  a   young 

colt  kicking  up  his  heels  in  the  field 

and  not  yet  settled  down  to  business- 
like ways.  This  inclination,  coupled 

with  the  traditional  attitude  of  the 

British  people,  has  caused  the  trade 

in  England  to  refrain  from  follow- 

ing the  steps  of  the  American  in- 
dustry in  many  essential  production 

policies,  despite  the  fact  that  these 
steps  have  led  to  the  one  and  only 

great  success  in  the  making  of  mo- 
tion pictures  for  the  world  market. 

In  a   trade  that  calls  for  the  greatest 

possible  spirit  of  progressiveness  the 

English  trade  is  decidedly  reaction- 
ary. It  is  intolerant  and  mentally 

hostile  to  advice  and  suggestion  and 

it  practically  ignores  the  advice  ex- 
emplified in  the  practices  and  poli- 

cies of  the  American  industry. 
*   *   * 

A   CURIOUS  instance  of  the  at- 
titude of  the  English  trade  is 

to  be  found  with  respect  the  firm  of 
British  National  Pictures,  Ltd.,  or- 

ganized by  Mr.  J.  D.  Williams,  an 
American,  but  exclusively  financed 

by  British  capital.  In  being  organ- 
ized by  an  American  on  the  basis 

of  knowledge  of  motion  pictures 
ained  in  the  United  States,  the 

ritish  National  picture  firm  appar- 

ently did  not  follow  what  was  con- 
sidered the  accepted  method  of  pro- 

cedure. Hence,  one  is  told  fre- 
quently in  London  that  the  company 

does  not  amount  to  much,  that  it 

never  will  and  that  talk  of  the  great 

studio  it  is  building  is — just  talk. 

The  daily  press  and  the  trade  press 
have  practically  ignored  the  plans 

of  this  company.  Even  the  sale  of 

“Nell  Gwynn”  to  an  American  com- 

pany excited  more  criticism  than 

approval. Yet  British  National  Pictures, 

Ltd.,  is  at  this  moment  just  about 

the  most  hopeful  spot  in  the  British 

production  field.  If  those  in  the 

English  trade  who  are  still  skeptic 

about  the  proposed  studio  building 
would  take  a   twenty  minute  ride  out 

of  London  they  would  see,  near  com- 

pletion, two  of  the  largest  and  most 
substantial  stages  I   have  seen,  and 
I   think  I   have  seen  all  the  great 
ones. 

One  would  think  that  any  respon- 

sible, well-financed  and  expertly  di- 
rected production  effort  in  England 

would  receive  enthusiastic  co-opera- 
tion from  all  sources.  This  would 

seem  to  be  expected  in  the  face  of 
the  obviously  determined  and,  at 

times,  almost  desperate  agitation  for 

a   rehabilitation  of  British  produc- 
tion. But  to  the  outside  observer 

the  situation  presents  many  difficult- 
to-understand  complexities. 

Outside  of  the  facilities  in  course 

of  construction  by  British  National 

Pictures,  Inc.,  England  offers  very 

little  in  the  way  of  suitable  accom- 
odations for  motion  picture  produc- 

tion. Some  of  the  studios  were  built 

apparently,  before  the  requirements 
for  modern  picture-making  were 

known;  others  do  not  afford  facili- 
ties for  tlie  production  of  big  sub- 

jects. There  are,  however,  adequate 
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technical  facilities  for  present  con- 

tingencies. 

There  appears  to  he  a   need  for 

much  theatre  building  in  England, 

both  to  supply  adequate  seating  fa- 
cilities and  also  to  supply  halls  of  a 

more  suitable  character.  An  exten- 

sive program  in  this  connection 

seems  destined  to  come  about  in  the 

near  future  but  at  this  time  construc- 

tion is  very  costly  and  very  slow. 

A   casual  observer  would  note  a 

very  high  type  of  executive  owning 

and  operating  the  English  hails. 

Great  progress  in  exhibition  methods 

has  been  made  during  the  past  few 

years.  In  the  matter  of  theatre  op- 
eration it  appears  that  the  example 

of  American  showmen  has  been 

carefully  observed  and  acted  upon. 

*
 

 

*

 

 

*
  
 * 

The  public’s  dissatisfaction  rela- tive to  American  motion  pictures 

in  England  is  very  much  like  the 

dissatisfaction  that  is  felt  and  ex- 

pressed here.  The  routine,  hack- 

neyed type  of  picture  is  no  better 
liked  there  than  it  is  liked  here.  The 

demand  there  is  the  same  as  it  is 

here — for  better,  finer  and  more 

faithful  motion  pictures.  To  con- 
tinue to  satisfy  the  English  public 

the  American  producer  must  not 

only  keep  up  but  accelerate  his  pres- 

ent rate  of  progress  in  making  pic- 

tures of  a   more  legitimate  and  com- 

manding standard  of  entertainment. 

While  no  general  solution  of  the 

British  production  problem  appears 

in  sight,  there  are  nevertheless  un- 
mistakable indications  that  out  of  the 

presently  confused  situation  a   new 

deal  for  British  production  will  be 
created.  Notions  of  an  American 

boycott  have  practically  disappeared 
and  in  disappearing  have  cleared  the 

atmosphere  and  permitted  of  a   more 
accurate  view  of  the  problem  as  it 

actually  exists.  The  almost  general 
view  now  is  that  when  pictures  which 

the  American  public  will  patronise 

are  available  a   place  ̂ vill  be  found 
for  them  in  the  American  market. 

The  feeling  is  now  abroad  there  that 
the  American  trade  realises  its  re- 

sponsibility, recognises  the  fact  that 

England  can  and  will  make  success- 
ful pictures  for  the  world  market 

and  is  prepared  to  reciprocate  at 
every  reasonable  opportunity. 

*   *   « 

IN  FRANCE  the  general  economic situation  has  been  a   controlling 

factor  in  retarding  the  development 

of  production.  Under  the  difficult 
conditions  that  have  been  encount- 

ered only  the  most  meagre  resources 
have  been  available.  There  has  been 

not  only  a   lack  of  adequate  finances 
but  there  has  been  besides  a   scarc- 

ity in  experienced  and  qualified  per- 
sonnel for  production.  Besides,  there 

continues  a   marked  tendency  to  pro- 

duce subjects  of  a   distinctly  nation- 

alistic aspect  which  have  a   very  lim- 

ited appeal  in  the  world  market. 
Without  attempting  to  take  into 

account  the  many  good  reasons  for 
the  condition — all  of  which  France 

and  the  French  trade  cannot  -be 

blamed  for — the  typical  French  pro- 

duction of  today  is  considerably  be- 
hind best  standards  in  construction, 

development,  direction  and  acting 

as  it  is  expected  in  the  United  States, 

at  least.  The  intellectual  acumen 

and  artistry  for  which  the  French 

people  have  been  celebrated  for 

ages  are  not  being  impressed  upon 

the  pictures  that  are  now  being  made 

in  France.  French  production  is  not 

receiving  the  many  great  contribu- 
tions to  the  cinematic  art  which 

France  is  capable  of  giving.  It  may 
be  that  sufficient  time  has  not  as  yet 

assed  since  the  prostration  of 

ranee  to  permit  of  its  forces  being 

assembled  and  directed  to  the  end 

of  gaining  for  French  production  a 

consistent  place  in  the  world  market. 
But  whatever  may  be  the  present 

cause  of  accountability,  there  are 

no  grounds  whatsoever  for  any  ap- 

prehension that  the  condition  will 

long  continue.  The  French  indus- 
try is  earnestly  seeking  and  striving 

after  a   betterment  of  its  production 

to  the  point  of  world-wide  appeal 

and  with  the  many  valuable  contri- 
butions that  French  art,  story  and 

histrionic  ability  are  capable  of  giv- 

ing, its  day  certainly  come. 

The  French  production  interests 

are  inquiring  on  the  point  of  why 
there  is  not  a   demand  in  the  United 

States  for  French  productions.  If  this 
attitude  is  to  be  interpreted  simply 

as  an  indication  of  their  desire  to 

be  represented  in  the  American  mar- 

ket, it  is  quite  understandable.  If, 

however,  they  feel  that  their  typical 

production  of  today  meets  with  the 

requirements  of  this  market,  then  it 
would  seem  that  a   more  careful  study 

of  the  present  standard  of  motion 

picture  required  by  the  American 

public  would  be  in  order. 
In  Paris  a   trade  authority  politely 

demanded  to  know  why  certain 

French  pictures  were  not  exhibited 
in  America.  Before  attempting  an 

answer  I   asked  to  be  shown  some  of 

the  pictures  which  he  believed  to 
be  suitable  for  this  market.  I   viewed 

two  of  his  recommendation.  While 

I   do  not  pretend  to  be  able  to  say 

precisely  what  the  American  public, 

or  any  other  public,  will  accept  in 
entertainment,  this  case  left  practi- 

cally no  grounds  for  doubt. 
The  American  picture  appears  to 

be  gaining  steadily  in  favor  with  the 

French  public.  They  are  widely  ex- 
hibited to  good  attendance.  Theatre 

accomodations  outside  of  the  large 

centers  are  very  inadequate  but  in 

the  metropolitan  cities  there  are 

many  spacious  and  attractive  houses 
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that  are  well  and  energetically  man- 

aged, 

France  is,  and  is  likely  to  continue 

as,  a   very  valuable  market  for  Amer- 
lean  pictures.  In  keeping  with  the 
only  sensible  and  proper  policy  for 
the  American  trade  every  meritori. 

OU3  picture  that  comes  out  of  France 
should  be  given  an  opportunity  in 
the  American  market  to  earn  all  that 

it  is  entitled  to  earn.  This  certainly 
is  all  that  the  French  industry  wH 
ask,  and  this  it  is  eminently  entitled 

to  receive. 

Re-Takes 

Gosh,  we’re  having  a   regular  epidemic 
pof  movie  conventions  this  spring, 

'   This  week  it’s  P.  D.  C.’s  turn  to  use 

the  bunting  all  around  its  studios.  And  they 
brought  their  exchangemen  from  all  over 

the  country,  too,  just  like  Fox  and  F.  B.  0, 
*   *   * 

Well,  that's  one  way  to  keep  ’em  happy, 
Show  ’em  the  way  the  darn  pictures  are 

made  and  if  necessary  let  ’em  look  at  the 
cost  sheets. *   *   * 

Lots  of  folks  think  its  a   simple  thing  to 

make  a   movie.  It  does  look  simple.  But 

when  you  see  it  on  the  screen  you  don't  see 
the  crew  of  electricians,  carpenters,  black- 

smiths and  whatnot  that  has  to  be  on  the 
set  every  time  a   scene  is  shot. 

♦   »   » 

Not  to  mention  the  art  director,  technical 

experts,  assistant  directors,  cameramen, 
first  and  second,  old  man  props,  the  grip, 

and  a   few  dozens  of  others.  Yep,  it  takes  a 

lot  of  dough  to  make  a   good  picture,  even 

though  it  is  only  a   homely  story  of  home 
sweet  home. 

*   *   * 

What  Do  Yuh  Say 

DeMille  is  going  to  make  “The  Deluge, I   see.  Sounds  all  wet  to  us. 

*   *   * 

Stung 

Everj^  wrong  number  in  Los 
 Angeles 

costs  telephone  subscribers  five 
 cents  these 

days,  thus  going  to  prove  
“mistakes  a 

costlv.” 

♦   *   * 

We  Wonder 

Everybody  is  wondering  wheth
er 

combination  of  talking  motion  picture 

take  the  place  of  the  patron 
 who  readb  me 

titles  out  loud. 

*   »   * 

A   Fairy  Story 

Once  upon  a   time  a   beautiful  ino\^
 

avc  a   luncheon  to  a   lot  of 

lirsty  newspaper  boys,  and 
 sne reak  the  18th  amendment. 

*   ♦   * 

It’s  the  Truth If  you  live  in  ̂ ^o^^y'T°^WarneTBrOS. 

Lish  dirt  go  over  to  the  
War 

tudio.  There’s  a   
sign  outside  the  !, 

/hich  says  “Good  Dirt  Free. 

♦   *   ♦ 

Strange  to  Say 

Well,  we  passed  t
hrough  Nation?! 

)ay,  last  Saturday, 
 without  mee  s 

♦   ♦   * 

All  out,  end  of  the  line. 

R.  M. 
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Eckhardt  Presides 

I   at  Regional  Meet 
of  Fox,

  
Chic

ago 

Thirty-five  men  attended  the  regional 

meeting  at  the  Drake  hotel,  Chicago,  May 

1   one  of  six  such  conventions  announced 

by  Fox  Film  Corporation  April  26.  Clyde 
Eckhardt,  district  manager,  presided  at 

both  morning  and  afternoon  session  after 

which  he  took  the  men  to  Madame  Galli’s 
restaurant  for  the  famous  spaghetti  din- 
ner. 

Among  those  attending  the  convention  were: 

John  Lorentz,  Paul  Schultz,  N.  R.  Schienbaum, 
R.  Koehler,  John  Nolan,  manager,  Milwaukee; 

E   T   Gomersali,  manager,  Indianapolis;  G.  Lan- 
dis, R.  Friedman,  A.  Richardson,  R.  Kinsler,  L. 

Du’nwoodie,  J.  Grady,  Indianapolis;  S.  Abol,  man- 
ager, Minneapolis;  F.  Hollowcll,  W.  Adams,  F. 

Mantzkc,  J.  Roper,  R.  Stewart,  W.  Lydick,  D. 

Nairn,  Minneapolis;  C.  W.  Eckhardt,  district  man- 
ager, Chicago;  E.  Grohe,  F.  Flaherty,  S.  Mont- 

gomery, H.  Loeb,  R.  Miller,  L.  Dreher,  G.  Ben- 
son, A.  Mitchard,  A.  Parker,  A.  Rosecan,  R. 

Alberts,  J.  Heilman,  A.  L.  Burks,  R.  M.  Wilkin- 
son, Chicago. 

The  men  attended  the  Selwyii  theatre  in  the 
evening  where  Irene  Bordoni  is  playing  in 

"Nanghly  Cinderella.” 

Jack  Bellman  Enters 

Distribution  Field; 

David  Lustig  Assists 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

HOLLYWOOD,  May  4, — Jack  Bellman, 
prominent  exchange  executive,  has  entered 
the  distribution  field  at  the  head  of  his  own 

company,  Hollywood  Pictures  Corporation. 
Assisting  him  as  press  representative  and 
exploitation  manager  is  David  J.  Lustig. 
The  company’s  offices  are  at  729  Seventh avenue. 

Among  the  pictures  in  the  organization's 
lineup  for  1926-27  are  “The  Golden  Web," 
^   Who  Did  Not  Care,"  “Money 

to  Burn,’’  “Quarantined"  and  eight  other ureater  Gotham  pictures ;   six  Banner 
Specials;  eight  William  Fairbanks  pictures; 
and  twelve  Sterling  Superfeatures. 

Fire  That  Razed 
Theatre  Believed 

to  Be  Incendiary 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

SAPULPA,  OIvLA.,  May3. — Fire  that  re 
cently  razed  the  Isis  theatre  here  is  believet 
to  have  been  of  incendiary  origin.  Indica uons  that  kerosene  was  poured  over  th< 

^   of  the  structure  wer; 
after  the  blaze.  Police  have  mad( Do  arrests. 

20  Hurt  When  Ceiling 
Crashes,  One  May  D\ 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

turi  L   theatre,  a   motion  p 

inp  yesterdav,  inji 
"’ho  "’cre  attending  t 

One  manre. 

Minnesota  Towns  Voi 
Both  Ways  for  Sun 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

ing^  o^^m  ■3.— Sunday two  pictures  won  and  1 
citi^inc  in  Minnesota.  At  Edgert 

Benson  shows,  w 

“SainB.'SundaJ'flS" 

Federal  Censorship  Bill  Is 
Put  Away  Until  Next  Fall 

Members,  Aroused  by  Misstatements  of  Canon  Chase,  Put  Blue- 

noses’  Leader  on  Grill,  Force  Him  to  Admit  Exaggera- tions— Final  Hearing  Conducted 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

WASHINGTON,  D.  C.,  May  4. — Closing  arguments  on  the  question  of federal  censorship  were  heard  last  week  by  the  House  education  commit- 
^e,  and  after  a   brief  hearing  today  at  which  Congressmen  Swoope  of Pennsylvania,  and  Upshaw  of  Georgia,  authors  of  the  bills  before  the 
committee,  were  given  a   chance  to  meet  criticisms  which  have  been  raised, 
the  committee  voted  to  lay  the  measure  on  the  table  until  next  Fall  This  is 
regarded  as  practically  “killing”  it. 

Unconstitutional,  Says  Pettijohn 

Charles  C.  Pettijohn,  representing  the  Motion  Picture  Producers  and 
Distributors.^  arguing  against  the  legislation,  devoted  most  of  his  time  to 
reiterating  his  charges  that  the  Upshaw  bill  was  unconstitutional  by  rea- 

son of  its  confiscatory  provisions  under  which  the  proposed  censorship 
commission  could  take  over  the^istributiop  jOf  films,  fix  prices  to  be  paid 

by  exhibitors,  and  so  forth.  “   " 
Twenty-five  miles  of  feature  film  are 

produced  each  week,  he  said,  and  the 
commission  would  be  physically  unable 
to  review  these  productions  and  such 
scenarios  as  might  be  submitted  and  at 
the  same  time  take  care  of  all  the  other 
work  which  would  come  before  it. 

Confiscation  Charged 

The  bill,  he  declared,  would  not  only 
set  up  a   censorship  commission,  but 
would  set  aside  laws  controlling  the  In- 

terstate Commerce  Commission,  the 

Federal  Trade  Commission,  and  the  De- 

partment of  Justice.  “It  is  an  attempt 
to  do  nothing  more  or  less  than  confis- 

cate the  motion  picture  industry,”  ilr. 
Pettijoim  charged. 
Members  of  the  committee  questioned 

the  witness  regarding  block  booking, 

chain  theatres  and  tendency  toward  ex- 
hibitor monopoly. 

The  "misstatements  of  opponents  of 
the  bill”  was  the  theme  of  most  of  Canon 

Chase’s  argument,  but  he  nevertheless 
found  time  to  become  embroiled  with 

the  committee  over  his  constant  refer- 

ence to  the  “movie  trust."  Questioned 
by  Representative  Robison  as  to  the 
basis  for  his  use  of  that  term,  the  Canon 
submitted  the  argument  of  the  Federal 

Trade  Commission's  counsel  in  the 
Famous  Players  case,  declaring  it  to  be 

“absolute  proof”  of  the  trust’s  existence, 
but  failed  to  announce  there  was  also 

an  argument  filed  by  the  counsel  for 
Famous  Players,  until  asked  specifically 
regarding  the  matter  by  Representative 
Black.  He  then  admitted  there  has  never 

been  any  official  decision  from  any 
source  that  there  is  a   trust  in  the  film industry. 

Interpreting  President's  Views 
Another  difficulty  arose  when,  after 

Representative  Douglass  read  the  news- 

paper report  of  the  President's  attitude {Coutinued  on  page  26) 

BOTH  SIDES  of  the  censorship  fight  at  the  national  capital.  (L  to  R)  Charles  C. 

Pettijohn,  general  counsel,  M.  P.  P.  D.  A.:  Edward  McGrady,  American  Federa- 
tion of  Labor;  Representative  Florence  Kahn  of  California:  Jack  S.  Connolly, 

Washington  represenfaf/Ve,  M.  P.  P.  D.  A.;  and  Jason  S.  Joy.  public  relations 
committee.  M.  P.  P.  D.  A.,  pose  with  Canon  William  Sheafe  Chase  of  Brooklyn, 
(in  clerical  garb),  who  is  conducting  a   losing  fight  for  a   federal  gag  on  the  industry. 
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Pro-Dis-Co 

Heads  at 

Coast 
Convention 

Protlucei-s  Distributing 
Corporation  held  its  first 
intornatioiial  convention 

in  Los  Angeles  during 
tlu*  week  beginning  May 

3.  Heading  the  delega- 
tion was  F.  C.  Munroc, 

president,  right.  More 
than  100  executives,  in- 

cluding sales  managers, 
exchange  managers  and 
foreign  representatives, 
reached  the  Coast  May  1. 

A   l)anquet  was  scheduled 
for  Wednesday  at  the 
Ambassador.  Among  the 
officials  to  welcome  the 

delegates  was  Cecil  B.  De 
Mille,  left.  He  figured 

also  in  making  a   num- 
ber of  news  announce- 

ments relative  to  produc- 
tion at  the  De  Mille. 

Metropolitan  and  Chris- 
tie studios. 

A1  Christie,  of  Christie  Brother.-; 
was  one  of  the  hosts  who  wel- 

comed the  Producers  Distribut- 

ing Corporation  delegates. 

Charles  Christie  of  Christie 

Brothers  aided  in  the  welcoming 

of  the  100  delegates  to  the  con- 
vention. 

William  Sistrom,  general  man- 
ager of  Cecil  B.  De  Mille  and 

Metropolitan  studios. 

William  J.  Morgan,  general  sales 

manager,  was  one  of  the  officials 
who  headed  the  delegation  to  the 
Los  Angeles  convention. 

William  Vogel,  general  manager 
of  Producers  International  Cor- 

poration. 

Carroll  S.  Trowbridge,  general 

representative  of  Christie  Broth- ers. 
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PROMOTIONS  MADE  BY  PRODUCERS  Distributing  Corporation  include  the  following:  Ralph  Morrow,  left,  was  ap- 
pointed assistant  sales  manager  under  W.  J.  Morgan;  Ralph  Clark,  center,  was  appointed  assistant  sales  manager  under 

IV.  J.  Morgan;  George  Dillon  was  promoted  from  branch  manager  to  district  manager. 

Daylight  Saving 
Has  Cut  Down  Box 

Office  Receipts 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

PHILADELPHIA.  May  4.— Daylight 
saving,  effective  here  only  since  April 

25,  already  has  adversely  affected  busi- 
ness. Stanley  Company  officials  report 

good  business  up  to  the  time  daylight 
saving  went  into  effect.  The  decline 

of  box  office  receipts  is  «-eneral  in  this 
territory. 

In  New  York  state  more  than  7,000,- 
000  persons  live  in  cities  that  have 

adopted  daylight  saving.  No  great 
amount  of  figuring  is  necessary  to  com- 

pute the  losses  motion  picture  theatres 
will  suffer  during  the  next  few  months. 

A   survey  of  theatres  in  the  Albany  ter- 
ritory during  the  first  week  of  daylight 

saving  revealed  that  almost  every  house 
ran  from  10  to  15  per  cent  below  the 
preceding  week  in  receipts. 

Fire  Destroys  Film 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

OKLAHOMA  CITY.  May  4.— Fire  de- 
stroyed five  reels  of  film  in  the  projection 

^om  of  the  Capitol  theatre  here  last  week. 
Ihe  operator  escaped  without  injury. 

Pro-Dis-Co  Convention  Opens 
After  Rousing  Trip  to  Coast 

Entire  Delegation  from  Special  Cars  Turn  into  Volga  Boatmen 

at  Kansas  City  and  Pull  200-Foot  Cable  Through 
Streets  While  Brass  Band  Plays 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

Hollywood.  May  4. — Producers  Distributing  Corporation  is holding  its  first  international  convention  here  this  w^eek  after  a 
rousing  cross-country  trip  which  included  a   brass  band  parade  at 

Kansas  City.  This  makes  the  sixth  large  convention  to  be  held  on  the 

Coast  this  year.  More  than  100  executives,  including  salesmanagers,  ex- 
change managers  and  foreign  representatives,  arrived  Saturday.  Heading 

the  delegation  were  President  F.  C.  Munroe;  Vicepresident  and  General 

Manager  John  C.  Flinn.  and  General  Salesmanager  William  J.  Morgan. 

Elaborate  Entertainment  Given 

The  DeMille,  Metropolitan  and  Christie  studios  have  arranged  an  elab- 

orate program  of  entertainment,  which  will  be  combined  with  the  impor- 
tant business  sessions  of  the  convention.  A   number  of  news  announce- 

ments concerning  production  from  these  three  studios  will  be  made  at  the 
conclusion  of  the  convention,  May  S. 

One  of  the  brightest  bits  of  the  entire  met  by  a   brass  band  and  the  entire  party 

trip  in  the  special  cars  was  the  reception  became  \   olga  boatmen,  parading 

at  Kansas  City.  The  55  delegates  were  through  the  main  streets  and  d.ragging (Continued  on  next  page) 

Above  are  seven  branch  managers  affected  by  the  change  in  personnel  of  the  sales  force  of  Pro-Dis-Co.  Left  to  right:  David 

Gross,  now  manager  of  New  York  exchange;  Bob  Wolff,  now  branch  manager  of  New  Jersey  exchange ;   Henry  Zapp,  now 

manager  of  Detroit  branch;  Clarence  Eiseman,  now  manager  of  the  Washington  branch;  R.  E,  Bishop,  now  manager  of 

Albany  branch;  W.  A.  Ratz,  now  manager  of  Indianapolis  branch;  Frank  Drumm,  now  district  representative  for  Pro- 
Dis-Co  in  New  York  territory. 
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Greater  Movie  Season  Assured 

Newspapers’  Full  Support 
Last  Year’s  Campaign  Increased  Publications’  and  Exhibitors’  Business 

Ad  Clubs’  President  Finds  in  Survey 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

New  YORK,  May  4. — The  Greater  Movie  Season  Campaign  of  1926 will  be  v/elcomed  by  the  newspapers  of  the  United  States,  and 

their  support,  which  helped  greatly  in  making  the  1925  campaign 

a   success,  will  be  as  strong,  if  not  stronger,  than  it  was  last  year. 

This  is  to  be  gathered  from  a   letter written  to  Will  H.  Hays,  president 
of  the  Motion  Picture  Producers  and 

Distributors  of  America,  by  C.  K.  Wood- 

bridge,  president  of  the  Associated  Ad- 
vertising Clubs  of  the  World.  Mr. 

Woodbridge  conducted  a   survey  through 

the  330  clubs  which  make  up  his  mem- 
bership in  this  country  and  learned  that 

the  newspapers,  large  and  small,  had 

found  that  the  1925  Greater  Movie  Sea- 
son substantially  increased  their  business 

as  well  as  the  business  of  the  theatre 

owners.  Many  frankb'  asked  for  an- 
other season  this  year. 

Following  are  extracts  from  some  of 
the  letters  received  by  Mr.  Woodbridge 
from  newspaper  executives  whom  he 
asked  to  express  opinions  on  the  value 
of  the  season : 

San  Francisco — C.  H.  House,  assistant 

advertising  manager,  San  Francisco  Ex- 
aminer: The  advertising  space  devoted 

to  motion  picture  theatre  advertising 
showed  a   substantial  increase  on  the 

part  of  the  large  theatres. 

Davenport,  Iowa — Donald  S.  McCand- 
less,  secretary  Advertising  Club:  The 

advertising  and  attendance  increased  al- 
most twice. 

Wichita,  Kan. — L.  J.  Van  Laeys,  Wich- 
ita Beacon:  The  Greater  Movie  Season 

campaign  proved  a   great  success  for  the 

Beacon  .   .   .   from  an  advertising,  news 
and  circulation  point  of  view. 

Louisville,  Ky. — M.  F.  Aronhine,  ad- 
vertising manager,  Courier  Journal  and 

Louisville  Times:  The  advertising  space 

usually  devoted  to  motion  picture  thea- 
tres showed  a   considerable  increase. 

St.  Paul,  Minn. — M.  W.  Thompson, 
advertising  manager,  Daily  News: 

Greater  Movie  Season  considerably  in- 
creased the  volume  of  advertising  and 

.   .   .   the  attendance  at  local  theatres. 

St.  Louis,  Mo. — F.  X.  Bick,  photoplay 
advertising,  St.  Louis  Post-Dispatch: 
The  success  of  the  campaign  from  the 

exhibitors’  standpoint  should  encourage 
them  to  go  In  for  the  thing  on  a   larger 
scale  next  year. 

Cincinnati,  Ohio — R.  S.  Eastman,  ad- 
vertising manager,  CommerciaLTribune: 

We  believe  this  co-operative  idea  is  a 
good  one. 

Portland,  Ore. — C.  W.  Meyers,  adver- 
tising manager,  Portland  News:  It  was 

a   good  thing  on  the  whole  for  the  news- 
papers as  well  as  the  motion  picture 

houses. 

Memphis,  Tenn. — John  M.  Heutel, 
business  manager,  News-Scimitar:  By 
all  means  let  us  have  an  annual  reminder 
that  the  movies  are  better  and  more 

worthy  of  patronage  and  a   stronger  and 
nobler  appeal  for  better  citizenship  and 
good  entertainment. 

Houston,  Tex. — E.  J.  Barnett,  theatre 
department,  Chronicle:  The  idea  behind 

the  movement  is  good  and  worthy  of 
support. 

Seattle,  Wash. — J.  Fred  Braid,  adver- 
tising manager,  Seattle  Times:  We  car- 

ried quite  a   bit  of  space  on  Greater 
Movie  Season  Campaign  ,   ,   ,   one  double 

page  spread  advertising  eight  of  our 
local  theatres. 

Harry  F.  O’Mealia,  president  of  the 
Outdoor  Advertising  Association,  writes: 

I   wish  you  every  success  in  your  com- 
ing Greater  Movie  Season  Campaign. 

Pro-Dis~Co  Meet  Opens 

After  Trip  to  Coast 
{Continued  from  page  25) 

a   four-inch  cable  200  feet  long  while  the 

band  played  “The  Volga  Boatman.” 
Munroe,  Flinn,  Morgan  and  Charles 
Christie  were  given  an  ovation. 

At  Chicago  there  was  a   dinner  party 

at  the  Congress  hotel,  following  which 
the  delegation  boarded  special  cars  on 
the  California  Limited.  A   whole  day  was 

allotted  to  sightseeing  in  the  Grand 

Canyon. 
The  home  office  party  includes;  F.  C-  Munroe, 

John  C.  Flinn,  W.  J.  Morgan,  H.  0.  Duke,  R.  H. 

Clark,  R.  A.  Morrow,  Geo.  W.  Harvey,  James 
M.  Flynn,  J.  N.  Naulty,  Frank  Pope,  and  Frank 
Wilstach. 

Thomas  Brady  and  Phil  Kaufman  are  the  rep- 
resentatives from  Canada,  and  the  divisions  of 

the  United  States  are  represented  in  the  follow- 

ing order: 
District  No.  1 — L.  J.  Hacking,  C.  W.  Sawin, 

Harry  Kirchgessner,  Boston;  Harry  I.  Goldman, 
New  Haven;  R.  E.  Bishop,  Albany;  Fred  Zim- 

merman, Buffalo. 
District  No.  2— George  M.  Dillon,  Frank 

Drumni,  Dave  Gross,  New  York;  Robert  Wolff, 
New  Jersey;  W.  G.  Humphries,  Philadelphia: 
Robert  Mochrie,  Pittsburgh. 

District  No.  3 — George  F.  Lenehan,  L.  F.  Rib- 
nitzki,  C.  Eiseraan,  Washington;  Wm.  F.  Lene- 

han, Charlotte;  Thomas  A.  Little,  Atlanta. 
District  No.  A — Robert  Cotton,  Chester  J. 

Loewe,  G.  W.  Erdman,  Cleveland;  J.  E.  Beck, 
Cincinnati:  Harry  Zapp,  Detroit;  W.  A.  Ratz, 
Indianapolis. 

District  No.  S — C.  E.  Maherry,  Fred  H.  Knis- 
pel,  Harry  Lorch,  Chicago;  Daniel  Roche.  Chi- 

cago; Frank  De  Lorenzo,  Milwaukee;  J.  E. 
O'Toole,  Minneapolis. 

District  No.  6— C.  D.  Hill,  R.  L.  McLean,  L. 
A.  La  Plante,  St.  Louis:  C.  A.  Schultz,  Kansas 
City:  Albert  Danke,  Omaha;  L.  I.  Phillipps,  Des 
Moines. 

District  No.  7 — Frank  E.  Stuart,  J.  S.  Mac- 
Henry,  E.  C.  Leeves,  Dallas;  G.  C.  Brown,  New 
Orleans;  E.  C.  Oldsmith.  Oklahoma  City. 

District  No.  8 — L.  W.  Weir,  Donald  Smith, 
J.  S.  Stout,  Jas.  C.  Quinn,  S.  W.  Whitehead.  J. 
W.  Drum,  M.  Hossfeld,  Los  Angeles;  M.  E. 
Cory,  Frank  Galvin,  Harry  Carney,  Jack  Rue, 
H.  M.  Hollandsworth,  San  Francisco;  Harry 

Percy,  W.  A.  Adamson,  R.  C.  Hudson,  Portland: 
Dave  Frazer,  E.  S.  Wagner,  A.  Stngclow,  Seattle; 

Allen  O’Keefe,  C.  C.  McDermond,  D.  Barnholtz, 
Salt  Lake  City:  C.  R.  Wade,  Butte;  A.  G.  Ed- 

wards, G.  W.  Whitney,  Denver. 

In  the  party  from  New  York  April  28 

were  also  Carroll  Trowbridge,  represen- 
tative of  the  Christie  Brothers;  A.  H. 

Sebastian  of  Belasco  Productions  and 

William  Flynn  of  the  Globe  theatre, 
Kansas  City. 

Meeting  Held  to  Hear 

U,  S.  Censorship  Plea 
{Continued  from  page  23) 

on  censorship,  Canon  Chase  asserted: 

“It  is  evident  that  the  President  either 
has  not  seen  the  bill  or  that  it  has  been 

misinterpreted  by  someone  representing 

the  movie  trust.”  Several  members 
asked  point  blank  whether  he  thought  it 

fitting  that  he  should  attempt  to  inter- 

pret the  President's  views. 

The  block-booking  section  of  the  bill 
the  Canon  told  the  committee,  was  writ- 

ten by  “one  of  the  foremost  men”  in  the motion  picture  industry,  but  he  refused 

to  divulge  his  name  because  of  "fear” 
of  the  mythical  "movie  trust”  and  failed 
to  bring  him  to  Washington  as  a   wit- 

ness, he  admitted,  because  he  has 
changed  his  mind  about  censorship.  The 
Canon  also  claimed  the  bill  had  been 

approved  by  the  Federal  Trade  Com- 
mission; pinned  down  to  actual  facts,  it 

developed  he  discussed  the  bill  three 

years  ago  with  one  member,  no  longer 
on  the  commission. 

Canadian  Premiers  Confer 

on  American  Film  Ban 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

OTTAWA,  ONT.,  May  4. — An  impor- 
tant conference  was  held  at  Quebec  City 

between  Premier  Taschereau  of  Quebec 
and  Premier  G.  Howard  Ferguson  of 
Ontario  on  the  censorship  question  and 

the  proposed  ban  by  American  distrib- 
utors. 

Premier  Taschereau  has  received  a 

cable  from  Dr.  L.  J.  Lemieux,  Quebec 

agent  in  London,  as  follows: 

“In  view  of  the  proposed  boycott  of 
distribution  of  American  films  in  Quebec 

Province,  picture  producers  of  London 
are  ready  to  furnish  to  the  cinemas  of 
Quebec  Province  large  quantities  of  very 

good  modern  moving  picture  films.” 
The  Quebec  premier  declared  the  time 

had  come  to  get  some  good  British  and 
French  films  for  the  Province.  Premier 

Ferguson  of  Ontario  also  said  that  "if we  can  increase  the  use  of  British  films 

in  Canada,  we  are  very  anxious  to  do  it.” 
The  suggestion  for  a   Canadian  system 

of  moving  picture  censorship  will  be 

discussed  at  a   conference  of  representa- 
tives from  all  provincial  governments  in 

Ottawa,  June  7. 

No  Complaints  on  Film 
Reaching  Coolidge;  Is 

Pleased  with  Progress 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

WASHINGTON,  May  3.— President 
Coolidge,  discussing  pictures  with  repre- 

sentatives of  the  press,  states  that  no 

complaints  against  pictures,  such  as  were 
know'll  a   few  years  back,  have  been 

reaching  him  for  some  time.  He  be- 
lieves their  cessation  is  due  to  the  re- 

forms voluntarily  introduced  by  produc- 
ers and  the  general  influence  of  Will  H. Hays’  generalship. 

The  President  believes  that  pictures 

are  improving  steadily  and  sees  them 

serving  a   highly  useful  purpose  in  ac- 
quainting Americans  ivith  peoples  ana 

customs  of  other  lands  as  well  as  tea^' 
ing  other  people  about  America.  He 
feels  that  the  screen  has  been  instru- 

mental in  promoting  a   better  under- standing between  nations. 

President  Coolidge  stated  as  his  be- 
lief that  the  government  ought  to  en- 

courage and  promote  the  industry  m every  legitimate  way. 

Barrymore  Confirms 

Agreement  with  U.  A* (Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

LOS  ANGELES,  May  4.— John  Bar- rymore  made  definite  announcement  las 

night  that  he  and  Joseph  M.  Schenc ' 

have  made  arrangements  for  the  produc- tion of  pictures  for  United  Artists. 

announcement  was  made  in  brief  oV 

Schenck  a   month  ago.  Cropland  wu 

direct  the  first  production  ivhich  WiB  ue begun  in  ten  weeks. 
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Sidelights 

Despite  his  injured  leg,  Leon  Errol 

hobbled  to  the  banquet  hall  of  the  Drake 

where  he  acted  as  toastmaster.  He 

gave  the  boys  a   lot  of  laughs  introduc- 

ing First  National  notables. 
*   ♦   * 

The  three  musketeers,  Marin,  Depinet 

and  Smith,  blossomed  forth  as  head- 
liners in  the  brilliant  regalia  of  officers 

in  the  Continental  Army,  high  boots  and 

all.  They  sang  a   song  and  recited 
verses  and  contributed  to  an  impromptu 
sextet  with  three  cute  cabaret  girls. 

*   #   JX 

A   high  spot  of  the  evening  came  when 
President  Robert  Lieber  joined  in  a 
dance  witli  his  three  musketeers. 

#   *   # 

There  was  a   speakers’  table,  but  no 
set  speeches:  Everybody  seemed  to  be 

having  too  good  a   time  to  settle  down. 
Among  those  at  the  table  beside  Leon 
Errol  were  Robert  Lieber,  Richard  A. 
Rowland,  Samuel  Spring,  Ned  Marin, 
A.  W.  Smith,  Jr.,  Ned  Depinet,  Charles 
M.  Steele,  Florence  Strauss,  June 
Mathis,  Balboni,  Martin  J.  Quigley,  S. 
W.  Hatch,  Ray  Rockett,  Spyros 
Skouras,  Watterson  R.  Rothacker,  A1 
Rockett  and  Barney  Balaban. 

Puhlix  to  Show 

Metro’s  Entire 
1926-27 Product 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  May  4. — Metro-Goldwyn- 
Mayer  has  just  announced  that  Publix 

Theatres  will  exhibit  the  company’s  entire 
new  season’s  product.  A   wire  from  Sam 
Katz,  president  of  Publix,  to  Nicholas  M. 

Schenck,  M-G-M  vice-president  and  gen- 
eral manager,  read  in  part: 

“Please  permit  me  to  tell  you  how  en- 
thusiastic we  are  because  of  having  se- 

cured all  your  product  for  all  our  theatres 
for  next  season.” 
From  the  West  Coast  it  is  announced 

that  in  a   deal  involving  more  than  a   quar- 
ter of  a   million  dollars  the  Forum  the- 

atre, Los  Angeles,  vzill  exhibit  several  out- 
standing M-G-M  productions  during  the 

coming  season.  First  on  the  list  will  be 
La  Boheme.” 

James  Townsend  Injured 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  HcraUi) 

HOLLYWOOD,  May  4. — James  Town- 
send, prodtiction  manager  of  Schenck  pro- 

ductions, is  in  the  Hollywood  hospital  being 
treated  for  bruises  received  last  Thursday 
near  Yuma,  Ariz.,  when  he  and  a   film  com- 

pany of  2.T  were  caught  in  a   desert  storm. 

Sterling  Sues  Altamount 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

LOS  ANGELES,  May  4.— Lionel  Sterl- 
S,  director,  has  sued  Altamount  Pictures 
rporation  for  $101,500,  charging  breach relative  to  an  alleged  engage- 

"tent  for  an  expedition  to  Japan. 
rom  Reed  Is  Father 

v<.rs.u  Tom  Reed,  publicist  for  Uni- 
a   bal>v  on  the  arrival 
a   baby  g.rl  at  Sylvia  I-odgc- hospital. 

Praise  for  Lieber  Winds  Up 

First  National’s  Convention 
Starts  Tenth  Year  as  President  with  Appeal  at  Sales  Meeting  in 

Chicago  to  Make  Season  Greatest  in  Company’s 
History — 300  Attend  Sessions 

Praise  of  Robert  Lieber's  leadership  as  president  of  First  National  for 
the  tenth  year  w'as  the  h.ig'hlight  of  the  four-day  enthusiastic  sales  conven- 

tion which  closed  at  the  Drake  hotel  in  Chicago  Friday,  April  30.  Inspira- 

tional talks  were  g-iven  to  the  300  assembled  delegates,  including 
supervisors,  branch  managers,  bookers  and  salesmen  from  First  National’s 
39  branches  in  the  United  States  and  Canada. 

Lieber  Asks  Greatest  Year 

After  Richard  A.  Rowland,  general  manager,  and  representative  of  the 
production  units  had  guaranteed  that  the  Banner  Group  and  specials  would 

surpass  any  group  ever  issued  by  the  company.  President  Lieber  brought 
the  formal  sessions  to  a   close  Wednesday  noon  with  an  appeal  to  the 
sales  force  to  make  the  tenth  year  of  First  National  the  greatest  in  its history. 

Leon  Errol  was  toastmaster  at  the 

banquet  Wednesday  night.  The  follow- 
ing forenoon  the  salesmanagers — A.  W. 

Smith,  Jr.,  Eastern;  Ned  E.  Depinet, 
Southern,  and  Ned  Marin,  Western — 
conducted  divisional  meetings. 

Banner  Group  Detailed. 

A.  W.  Smith  presided  at  the  opening 

session  Monday,  April  23.  Franeix  X. 

Busch,  Chicago,  corporation  counsel, 
welcomed  the  delegates.  Sam  Spring 

headed  the  reception  committee  that 

greeted  Lieber  at  the  station  in  the  aft- 
ernoon. At  the  convention  hall  Lieber 

declared  the  franchise  holders’  meeting 
at  Atlantic  City  had  shown  First  Nat- 

ional to  be  in  an  impregnable  position.  Sam 

Spring  detailed  the  Banner  Group  and 
stars.  Other  speakers  were  Depinet, 

Marin,  S.  W.  Hatch  and  Gayne  Dexter, 
who  read  a   report  from  C.  F.  Chandler, 
director  of  advertising  and  publicity. 

Milton  Sills  and  a   delegation  of  New 

York  production  executives  arrived  on 

the  second  day.  Speakers  at  the  after- 
noon session  were  Marin,  Rowland, 

Sills,  Florence  Strauss,  Harry  Wilson, 

representing  John  McCormick,  A1  and 
Ray  Rockett,  Balboni,  Floyd  Brockell 
of  Publix,  George  Dembow  representing 
Robert  Kane,  E.  C.  Jensen  representing 

Joseph  Schenck,  Harry  Nolan  of  Den- 
ver, and  Joe  Skirboll  representing  Frank 

Lloyd. 

Among  Wednesday  morning’s  speak- ers were  Depinet,  Spring,  George  Landy 

of  the  West  Coast,  Guy  Morgan  repre- 
senting Johnny  Hines,  and  Allen  Glynn. 

Screenings  included  Frank  Lloyd’s  “The 

Wise  Guy,”  and  “Ranson’s  Folly,”  “The 
Wilderness  Woman,”  “Ella  Cinders”  and 
the  first  Ken  Maynard  Production.  A 

sightseeing  tour  on  busses  was  the  aft- 
ernoon program. 

Fire  Starts  Backstage; 

Theatre^ s   Loss  $75,000 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

ST.  CATHERINES,  .ONT.,  May  4,— 
Fire  almost  completely  destroyed  the 

Grand  theatre  here  April  29,  the  loss  be- 
ing estimated  at  $75,000,  with  insurance 

of  $35,000,  Tile  house  had  been  leased 

last  January  to  Famous  Players  Can- 
adian Corp.,  Toronto,  by  the  estate  of 

the  late  L.  H.  Gardner.  About  a   year 

ago  the  theatre  had  been  completely 
renovated  and  largely  rebuilt  at  a   cost 

estimated  at  $80,000.  All  that  is  left  of 

tlie  auditorium  is  the  four  walls.  Fire- 
men saved  the  entrance,  offices  and  row 

of  stores  on  the  street  front.  The  fire 

originated  in  the  property  room  back 

stage  and  had  gained  considerable  head- 
way when  discovered  at  an  early  hour 

in  the  morning. 

Macfadden  Soon 

to  Announce  Big 

Campaign  Details 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  May  4.— What  is  pur- 

ported to  be  one  of  the  most  important 

independent  announcements  of  the  cur- 
rent season  to  the  trade  will  be 

forthcoming  within  a   fortnight  from  the 
Bernarr  Macfadden  True  Story  Pictures 

office,  it  is  said. 

A   powerful  and  effective  sales  cam- 
paign has  been  under  consideration  by 

Maefadden’s  organization,  and  it  is  felt 
that  the  plans  have  pretty  well  reached 

a   point  of  perfection  whereby  e.xhibitor, 
state  franchiser,  producer,  and  even  the 

vast  army  of  fans,  will  be  the  ultimate 

gainers. 

James  Fitzgerald  Is 

Building  Studios  On 

North  Carolina  Site 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

ASHEVILLE.  May  4.— James  A.  Fitz- 

egrald,  producer  of  “The  Wives  of  the 
Prophet”  and  other  pictures,  has  ac- 

quired a   tract  of  land  13  miles  from  this 

city  on  which  he  will  erect  a   plant  for 

the  production  of  motion  pictures.  Back- 
ing the  enterprise  is  a   dosed  corporation 

of  North  Carolina  and  ̂ 'irginia  capi- 
talists. 

Bandit  Gets  $300 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

IRON  MOUNTAIN.  MICH.,  May  4. 

— masked  bandit  robbed  Jessie  Col- 

burn, cashier  of  the  Rraumart  theatre 

here,  .April  30  of  $300.  The  money  rep- 
resented the  day’s  theatre  receipts. 
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Thp  Chicago  Motor  Coach  Company  sup- 
plied transportation  facilities  for  the  300 

delegates  during  the  week.  Bus  service 

began  April  25  and  continued  with  regu- 
larity until  April  29.  (Herald  photo.’ 

Above  are  executives  from  First  National  headquarters  who  attended  the 
meet  at  the  Drake.  Third  from  left  is  President  Robert  Lieber.  On  his 

right  is  Sam  Spring,  Secretary-Treasurer  and  head  of  sales  rabincl  which 

is  represented  by  Ned  Marin,  left,  Ned  Depinel,  at  Lieber's  left,  and  A. 
W.  Smith,  Jr.,  at  Depinet’s  left.  (Herald  photo.’ 

Here  are  the  men  from  Des  Moines.  Left  to  right:  C.  A.  Ray  Rockett,  left,  Bidboni,  center  and  A1  Rockett  were 

Pratt,  Art  Johnson,  Bill  Finter,  E.  J.  Tilton,  Lou  Elman  in  Chicago  for  the  convention.  They  liked  the  town  hut 
and  W.  J.  Hackman.  (Herald  photo.)  liked  New  York  a   little  better.  (Herald  photo.) 

The  big  banquet  was  a   great  success.  It  was  held  on  Wednesday,  the  last  day  of  the  big  sessions.  Milton  Sills,  First 
National  contract  player,  represented  the  histrionic  part  of  the  company,  as  well  as  Leon  Errol.  Look  carefully  and  you  H 
find  a   number  of  other  familiar  faces.  Errol  was  toostmu.ster. 

First  National  Holds  Convention 
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The  above  views  were  made  when  the  entire  Western  delegation  posed  in  front  of  the  Drake  hotel.  Approximately  125 
men  were  in  the  two  stills.  (Herald  photos.) 

to  ri 

E.  Welch,  Leslie  Wilkes, 
M.  Avery,  R.  L.  McCoy, 

P.  Rathbone. 
V.  Litsey.  G. 

V.  E.  Callaway,  A. 
and  H.  D.  Parks 

.'\Ilan  Glenn,  left,  was  responsible  for  the 
exploitation  for  the  Chicago  convention. 
And  Ned  Marin,  member  of  the  sales  cab- 

inet, was  responsible  for  much  of  the 

meeting’s  success.  (Herald  photo.) 

The  Salt  Lake  City  crowd  would  not  pose 
without  June  Mathis,  writer  and  production 
head  of  First  National,  who  hails  from  their 

tovm.  Left  to  right:  Clyde  Marcoft,  John  L. 
Harrington,  Miss  Mathis,  William  F.  Gordon, 
and  Claude  Hawkes.  (Herald  photo.) 

San  Francisco  sent  a   fine  delegation.  They 
are,  from  left  to  right,  Newt  Levy,  Charles 
Muehiman,  Gerald  Hardy,  V.  F.  Preston,  and 
Howard  Butler.  (Herald  photo.) 

The  cowpuncher  country  of  which  Denver 
i.s  the  leading  community  sent  these  six 

rough  riders.  Left  to  right:  Tom  Wick- 
hant,  C.  A.  Larson.  J.  H.  Ashby,  R.  J. 

Morrison.  C.  H.  Parker  and  B.  L.  Raynolds. 
I   Herald  photo.) 

June  Mathis  and  Balboni,  director,  were 

in  every  one  of  the  sessions  and  became 
acquainted  with  every  delegate.  She  is 
also  Mrs.  Balboni.  (Herald  photo.) 

1.  Rowland, 

general  manager* 

made  one  of  the  im- 

portant addresses  of 
the  convention.  (Her- 

ald photo.) 
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Melro-GoJdwyn-Mayer  sales  convention  held  in  New  York  City  last  week.  Louis  B.  Mayer,  vice-president  in  charge  of  produc- 
tion. was  the  principal  speaker. 

Mayer’s  Address,  Hearst’s 
Message,  Close  M-G-M  Meet 

Tribute  to  Marcus  Lociv  Final  Act  of  Assembly — ^^Primary  Aim  of 

Pictures  Is  to  Entertain.^'  Says  Hearst,  ‘"''But  They 
Can  Elevate  While  Entertaining 

New  YORK,  May  3. — Louis  B.  Mayer,  vice-president  in  charge  of production  for  Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer,  wound  up  the  organization’s 
National  Sales  Convention  at  the  Hotel  Pennsylvania  in  New  York 

last  week  by  outlining  every  detail  of  the  studio  organization.  He  con- 

veyed to  the  sales  organization  with  eloquent  effect  the  spirit  of  immense 
enthusiasm  which  pervades  the  entire  Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer  organization. 

_   Mr.  Mayer  wtis  accorded  a   signal  ova- 
tion on  concluding  his  address,  the  demon- 

stration lasting  thirty  minutes.  The  dele- 
gates pledged  100  per  cent  loyally  to  the 

company,  which  they  believe  is  the  fore- 
most and  best  in  the  industry. 

Hearst  Message  Read 

A   message  from  William  Randolph 
Hearst  to  Nicholas  M.  Schcnck,  executive 
vice  president  and  general  manager,  was 
received  with  applause.  Mr.  Hearsts’  mes- 

sage follows : 

“It  will  give  me  great  pleasure  to  see 
all  your  folks  together  and  speak  a   word 
to  them. 

“I  would  like  to  tell  them  how  happy 
I   am  in  mj’  association  with  your  organi- 

zation, how  much  T   have  enjoyed  every 
hour  since  aligning  myself  with  you. 

“I  would  like  to  tell  them  how  delight- 
ful it  is  to  h.ave  this  pleasant  association 

and  to  find  it  a   profitable  one  in  addition. 

“I  have  a   great  confidence  in  the  Metro- 
Ooldwyn-Mayer  organization  because  I 
have  great  confidence  in  the  men  who  arc 
at  the  head  of  it  and  in  the  men  they  have 
selected  to  work  with  them. 

“No  Better  Friends” 

“I  know  Mr.  Loew,  I   know  you,  I   know Mr.  Mayer,  I   know  Mr.  Thalberg  and  Mr. 
Rapf ;   and  I   have  not  any  better  friends, 
or  men  that  1   admire  more  or  respect  more 
among  my  whole  circle  of  acquaintance. 

“It  is  gratifying  to  know  how  high  the 
ideals  of  you  gentlemen  are,  and  conse- 

quently how  good  must  be  the  pictures 
yovi  produce,  and  how  beneficial  wll  be 
their  influence  upon  the  community. 

“Of  course,  the  primary  object  of  pic- tures is  to  entertain,  but  if  Uicy  can  also 
instruct  and  elevate  while  entertaining, 

how  great  is  the  benefit  which  they  con- 
fer upon  the  country. 

“We  can  expect  great  achievements  and 
good  moral  results  as  long  as  we  have 
great  men  and  good  men  at  the  head  of 
this  organization.  We  have  them  now, 
and  I   earnestly  hope  they  will  long  be 
spared  to  continue  the  splendid  work  that 
they  have  undertaken.  I   do  not  u'ant  this 
to  sound  like  a   sermon.  They  all  look 
particularly  well  and  healthy  to  me,  and 
I   guess  they  will  continue  that  way  if 
they  come  out  to  California  occasionally. 

“Speaking  of  Los  Angeles” 
“You  will  remember  the  man  who  tooK 

every  occasion  to  say  a   few  words  about 
Los  Angeles.  I   guess  I   am  the  man. 

“Let  me  conclude  with  my  greetings  and 
best  wishes  and  hearty  thanks  for  all  you 
have  done  for  my  pictures,  and  congrat- 

ulations on  the  wonderful  success  of  this 
big  company  in  which  we  are  all  asso- 

ciated.” 
The  Convention  closed  t\-ith  a   fitting  and 

touching  tribute  to  Marcus  Loew,  presi- 

dent of  Loew’s,  Inc.,  and  of  Metro-Gold- 
wyn-Mayer, who  in  turn  spoke  in  so  heart- 

felt a   manner  that  every  man  present  was 
visibly  moved. 

The  conference,  one  of  the  most  un- 
portant  held  in  the  history  of  the  company, 
clo.sed  ufith  vociferous  cheers  for  the  or- 

ganization and  for  the  brilliant  array  of 
productions  formulated  for  1926-27. 

Weissman  New  Chief 

of  Metro  Office,  Albany 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORIC,  May  4. — .Alexander  Weiss- 
man has  been  appointed  manager  of  the 

Metro  Albany  office ;   E.  K.  O’Shea  has been  transferred  to  the  Buffalo  office  as 
manager;  Henry  Kahn,  present  manager  of 
the  Buffalo  exchange,  will  manage  the 
office  recently  established  in  Memphis;  W. 
A.  Scully  has  been  reappointed  manager  of 
the  New  hlaven  office. 

Supreme  Court  Denies 

Showman  Writ  Against 

Board  of  Arbitration 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

KANSAS  CITY,  May  3.— The  Missouri 
state  supreme  court  haS'  denied  W.  0. 
Burkey,  owner  of  the  Admiral  theatre, 
Kansas  City,  a   writ  of  prohibition  against 

the  Kansas  City  Joint  Board  of  Arbitra- 
tion. The  case  grew  out  of  the  burning  of 

a   film  in  Mr.  Burkey’s  theatre  and  an  ar- 
bitration board  case  involving  Paramount and  Mr.  Burkey. 

Pending  the  application  for 'the  writ  be- 
fore the  supreme  court,  Mr.  Burkey  ob- 

tained the  signatures  of  members  of  the 
arbitration  to  a   petition,  which  virtually 
amounted  to  waiving  a   hearing  on  the  case 
until  a   supreme  court  decision.  Then  came 
the  “pow  wow”  of  the  season  Tuesday, 

following  the  supreme  court’s  decision.  For 
hours  the  case  was  argued  before  the  arbi- 

tration Itoard,  but  no  decision  was  forth- 
coming. Exhibitors  on  the  board  were  lined 

solidly  against  exchange  members.  Finally, 
in  desperation,  it  was  agreed  to  call  it  a 
“hopeless”  day. 

Three  members  of  the  board  were  named 
to  select,  in  a   most  unusual  manner,  a 

seventh  person  to  sit  on  the  board  to  de- cide the  case.  The  trio  closed  their  eyes, 

after  having  taken  telephone  directories 
and  turned  to  the  classified  section  of  law- 

yers, ran  pencils  down  the  list  and  stopped 

at  certain  points.  The  lawyer’s  name  upon 
which  the  pencil  stopped  determined  who 
should  be  called  in  on  the  case.  Of  course 

there  were  three  lawyers  “marked,”  but 
the  arbitration  members  who  did  the  “se- 

lecting” were  numbered  1,  2   and  3.  Ac- 
cordingly, the  lawyers  chosen  will  be  asked 

fir.st,  second  and  third  to  sit  on  the  board, 
the  second  to  be  asked  should  be  the  first decline. 

Olga  Petrova  Has  Party 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

ST.  LOUIS,  May  4.— Olga  Petrova,  well 
known  to  stage  and  screen,  took  lime  off 
from  her  work  at  Loew’s  Stale  last  week 

lo  give  a   tea  party  on  the  mezzanine  prom- enade of  the  house, 
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Associated  Will  Release  80; 
5   Division  Sales  Meetings 

Associated’s 
First  and 

Second  Twelve 

Following  are  listed  “The  First 
Twelve”  and  “The  Second  Twelve”, 
to  be  released  as  part  of  Association 

Exhibitors’  product  in  the  coming season. 

“The  First  Twelve” 

“FLAMES” — Eugene  O’Brien,  Virginia  Valli, 
Jean  Hersholt.  Forest  fire  melodrama  produced 
by  Lewis  H.  Moomaw  in  Oregon. 

“LORD  HOKUM” — Edward  Everett  Horton 
and  Dorothy  Devore  heading  a   strong  cast.  Fast 
moving  comedy  drama.  An  S.  S.  Hutchinson 
Production. 

"CODE  OF  THE  NORTHWEST”— Sandow, 
the  international  police  dog  in  a   Mounted  Police 
thriller.  This  dog,  recently  imported,  will  be  a 
sensation.  Jack  Richardson,  Billy  Franey,  Tom 
London  and  a   strong  supporting  cast. 

“GRANDMA'S  BOY" — -Harold  Lloyd  picture 
re-issued.  Full  feature  length. 
“FINNEGAN’S  BALL"— First  of  a   series  of 

Max  Graf  comedy  specials.  Charles  Murray  prob- 

ably starred.  A   “Charley’s  Aunt”  and  "The 
Cohens  and  the  Kelleys”  rolled  into  one.  One 
of  the  best  remembered  of  stage  hits. 

"HOME  SWEET  HOME”— Vola  Vale,  Charles 
Emmett  Mack,  Huntly  Gordon,  Myrtle  Steadman 
included  in  the  cast.  A   John  Gorman  Produc- 
tion. 

_   “THE  TOTEM  POLE  LADY”— Tentative 
title — Wanda  Hawley,  Anne  Cornwall,  Gareth 
Hughes,  Tom  Santschi,  Dan  Mason,  Violet  Pal- 

mer in  the  cast.  An  K.  C.  Weaver  Production. 

“THE  POWER  OF  THE  WEAK’’— With  re- 
markable cast.  To  be  made  by  producers  of 

“Headlines."  Title  tentative. 
“CALL  OF  THE  WILDERNESS"— Second  of 

the  Sandow,  police  dog,  features.  Supporting 
cast  to  be  approved  by  Associated. 

"THE  RAW  COUNTRY”~An  H.  C.  Weaver 
Production.  Star  and  cast  to  be  approved  by 
Associated.  The  lure  of  the  Yukon,  Alaskan 
dance  halls,  all  the  audience  stuff  of  the  snow 
melodrama — made  in  Tacoma. 

"SECOND  GRAF  COMEDY  SPECIAL”— A 
surprise  comedy  drama  of  the  same  type  as 
“Finnegan’s  Ball." 

“THE  FANGS  OF  ALASKA”— Third  in  the 
senes  of  Sandow,  police  dog. 

“The  Second  Twelve” 

“COME-ON  CHARLEY”— Edward  Everett 
Horton  and  Dorothy  Devore.  An  S.  S.  Hutch- 

inson Comedy  Production. 

“TWO  GRAF  COMEDY  SPECIALS"— Well 
known  and  remembered  hits  of  the  American 

stage  of  the  “Finnegan’s  Ball”  type. 

•A  BROADWAY  DRIFTER”— Cast  and  pro- 
duction by  John  Gorman,  producer  of  "Home 

Sweet  Horae.” 

“LURE  OF  THE  YUKON”— An  H.  C.  Weaver 
^   Made  at  Tacoma,  Wash. 

TAILOR  Made  MAN" — 'rius  revival  will 
come  on  the  heels  of  "Grandma’s  Boy.”  Many 
critics  argue  which  of  the  two  is  Lloyd’s  great- 

“THE  VANISHING  BREED”— Sandow,  tlie 
P   with  a   strong  surrounding  cast. 

“THE  HAUNTED  LADY"— Paul  J.  Brady 
Production  from  novel  by  Adela  Rogers  St.  Johns, 

of  "The  Skyrocket"  in  Cosmopolitan. 
SPEEDY  EDDY” — Tentative  title.  Edward 

Everett  Horton  and  Dorothy  Devore  in  an  S.  S. 
Hutchinson  comedy  drama  special. 

“THE  VOICE  OF  HIS  MATE”— Sandow.  the 
P°j'Ce  dog  with  a   strong  supporting  cast. 

LOST  AT  SEA” — ^The  surprise  special  of  the 
year.  The  tense  human  drama  of  “The  Sea 

Beast"  combined  with  the  society  atmosphere  of 
Lying  Lips.”  Cast  and  producer  to  be  an- nounced. 

“BEHIND  THE  LINES”— The  most  ambitious 

Production  in  the  list  starring  Sandow,  police 

First  Session  Opens 
in  New  York  May  23 

First  and  Second  Groups  of  Twelve  Pictures  An- 

nounced— 32  in  ̂ ^Whiz-Bang*^  Action  Series 
NEW  YORK,  May  4. — Associated  Exhibitors  announces  approximately 

80  releases  for  the  coming  year,  coincident  with  a   statement  by  General 
Salesmanager  E.  J.  Smith  that  the  annual  sales  convention  will  take  the 
form  of  five  divisional  meetings  so  that  the  sales  conferences  will  not  inter- 

fere with  the  vigorous  selling  campaign  now  in  progress.  Each  di\nsion 
will  stage  a   sectional  conference  for  salesmen  associated  with  exchanges 
grouped  together  in  a   particular  territory. 

Smith  Presides  at  Meetings 

These  divisional  meetings  will  be  presided  over  by  Mr.  Smith.  All  sales- 
men, branch  and  district  managers  of  each  division  will  assemble  in  the 

city  specified  as  the  meeting  place  for  their  particular  district  and  in  addi- 
tion to  acquainting  themselves  with  forthcoming  A.  E.  product,  will  dis- 
cuss local  problems  with  the  heads  of  their  organization. 

The  personnel  of  the  Southern  divi- 
sion exchanges  will  gather  in  New  Or- 

leans; the  Central  and  Western  forces 

will  assemble  in  Chicago;  Los  Angeles 
is  the  convention  seat  for  those  affiliated 

with  the  Pacific  Coast;  and  the  Eastern 
division  meets  in  New  York.  Oscar  A. 

Price,  president  of  Associated,  will  pre- 
side at  the  Eastern  convention.  Robert 

E.  Welsh,  director  of  advertising  and 
publicity,  will  also  be  in  attendance  at 

this  conference,  as  will  Carl  J.  Goe,  as-”^ 
sistant  general  salesmanager. 

Powers  and  Offeman  in  West 

On  the  West  Coast,  P.  A.  Powers  and 

Emil  OfFeman,  West  Coast  representa- 
tive and  general  manager  of  the  Asso- 

ciated Studios,  will  preside  with  Mr. 
Smith.  Ben  Westland,  director  of  studio 

publicity,  will  attend. 
The  New  York  divisional  conference 

opens  May  23  at  the  Biltmore  hotel; 

Chicago,  May  27,  at  the  Drake;  New 
Orleans,  May  30,  at  the  Roosevelt;  Los 

-Angeles,  June  4,  at  the  Ambassador. 
The  Los  Angeles  conference  will  take 

place  while  the  M.  P.  T.  O.  A.  is  in  con- vention there. 

On  his  recent  visit  to  the  Associated 

Studios,  Mr.  Smith  helped  to  formulate 

complete  details  for  next  season's  prod- 

uct. This  information,  together  with  the 

future  selling  •   policies  of  the  organiza- 
tion, will  be  revealed  by  Mr.  Smith  at 

each  divisional  gathering.  He  looks  with 

a   most  optimistic  eye  at  the  largely  in- 
creased sales  quotas  set. 

Action  Pictures  Form  Bulk 

Approximately  eighty  pictures  will  be 

released,  including  pictures  of  all  varie- 
ties for  use  in  every  type  of  theatre. 

.Although  “action”  pictures  form  the 
bulk  of  this  product,  sufficient  of  the 

regular  type  of  features  are  listed  to 
insure  the  Associated  product  ranking 
with  the  best. 

Among  the  producers  who  will  con- tribute to  the  A.  E.  lineup  are  John 

Gorman,  S.  S.  Hutchinson,  Paul  J. 

Brady,  Max  Graf,  Lewis  Moomaw,  H.  C. 
Weaver,  Lester  F.  Scott,  Van  Pelt  Bros., 

Abe  Carlos,  etc.  All  of  these  have  es- 
tablished reputations.  With  the  techni- 

cal facilities  of  the  Associated  Studios 

and  the  resources  to  aid  and  supervise 

their  productions,  confidence  is  ex- 
pressed that  the  output  of  these  pro- 

ducers for  the  coming  year  will  be  of 
'Outstanding  worth  from  every  angle. 

Each  production  on  the  A.  E.  list  will 
be  of  first  run  caliber  and  with  the  ex- 

{Continxied  on  page  34) 

PRODUCERS  for  Associated  Exhibitors.  Left  to  right:  H.  C.  Weaver,  Lewis 

Moomaw  and  Max  Graf.  All  will  be  represented  in  Associated  s   product  f
or  the 

coming  season. 
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Paramount  Holds  36  Meetings 

New  England  exhibitors  appearing  above  attended  the  Paramount  convention  held  last  week  in  Boston.  It  was  one  of 
the  36  exhibitor  meetings  which  Paramount  held  throughout  the  country  for  a   discussion  of  mutual  problems  and  for  an- 

alysis of  Paramount’s  15th  birthday  group  of  pictures. 

St.  Louis  also  had  its  Paramount  exhibitors’  meeting,  and  this  group  of  Missouri  showmen  turned  out. 

This  group  of  exhibitors  representing  Eastern  Pennsylvania  and  Southern  New  Jersey  gathered  at  tlie  Paramount  meeting  in 
Philadelphia  last  week. 
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Hundreds  of  Exhibitors  Attend 

Exhibitors  in  this  group  gathered  at  Pittsburgh  last  week  at  the  meeting  held  for  them  by  Pornmouni. 

Meeting  in  Pitbbiirgh.  Left  to  riglit:  Pittsburgh  police 
chief;  Denny  Harris,  exhibitor;  Harry  Dodge,  Paramount 
district  manager;  J.  E.  Fontaine.  Pittsburgh  branch  man- 

ager; Eugene  Zuknr;  Russell  Holman,  advertising  head. 

Exhibitors  who  gathered  in  San  Francisco  last  week  at  the  Paramount  exhibitors’  meeting  held  simultaneously  with  others 
in  other  parts  of  the  country. 

Exhibitors  who  attended  the  Paramount  meeting  at  At- 
lanta, Ga.,  last  week.  Names  of  the  persons  in  the  group 

will  be  found  on  page  34  of  this  issue  under  head  “Exhibi- 
tors attending  FP-L  Atlantac  meeting.” 
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Harper  Committee  to  Welcome 
Exhibitors  En  Route 

M.  P.  T.  O.  Receptions  Scheduled  for  Points  in  New  Mexico,  Colorado 

and  JFyoming — U.  S.  Ends  Hearing  of  West  Coast  Theatres  Case 

By  RAY  MURRAY 

Hollywood,  May  4. — The  reception  committee  of  the  M.  P.  T.  O. A.  convention  to  be  held  here  June  1   to  5,  headed  by  Glenn  Harper, 
will  meet  incoming  delegates  at  points  in  New  Mexico.  Colorado 

and  Wyoming  and  will  present  the  visiting  exhibitors  with  fruits  and 
flowers  to  give  the  true  California  atmosphere. 

'^HE  New  York  delegation  will  be given  a   banquet  at  Mission  Inn,  San 
Bernardino,  May  29,  according  to  Mr. 
Harper. 

Delegates  will  also  be  presented  with 
a   novel  souvenir  of  Southern  California 

in  the  shape  of  a   box  containing  a   com- 
bination of  cigars  and  cigarettes  bear- 

ing the  seal  of  the  M.  P.  T.  O.  of  A. 
The  boxes  are  made  of  redwood  from 
the  famous  redwood  trees  of  California. 

Handsomely  designed,  badges  have  also 
been  made  up  for  the  visiting  exhibitors. 

*   *   * 

West  Coast  Hearing  Ends 

The  United  States,  through  the  Fed- 
eral Trade  Commission,  ordered  a   dis- 

continuance of  its  hearing  last  Tuesday 
in  the  proceedings  charging  West  Coast 

Theatres,  Inc.,  and  others  with  activi- 
ties in  restraint  of  trade.  The  action 

is  regarded  as  a   sweeping  victory  for 
West  Coast  Theatres,  Inc.  The  hear- 

ing was  called  off  on  receipt  of  a   tele- 
gram from  John  W.  Bennett,  who  has 

been  acting  as  chairman  of  the  commis- 
sion in  the  proceedings  in  the  South. 

The  government,  according  to  Attorney 

Frank  S.  Hutton,  representing  West 
Coast,  was  unable  to  sustain  the  major 

portion  of  the  allegations  in  its  com- 
plaint. 

*   *   * 

Universal  Defaults  in  HolaJi.  Case 

The  unusual  action  of  Universal  Pic- 
tures Corporation  in  letting  a   $55,000 

damage  suit  go  by  default,  after  having 
entered  two  demurrers  to  the  action 

which  were  sustained,  so  aroused  the 
curiosity  of  Presiding  Judge  Albert  G. 

Stephens  that  he  called  Universal’s  at- 
torneys into  court  for  an  explanation. 

C.  E.  Holah  in  the  suit  charged  breach 
of  contract.  He  asserted  he  was  to 

manage  an  automobile  tour  of  the  United 
States,  taking  pictures,  which  were  to 

be  released  as  a   film  entitled  “Seeing 
America  First."  Universal  attorneys 
state  there  was  a   verbal  agreement 
whereby  the  plaintiff  was  not  to  enter 

default  proceedings  until  after  the  de- 

fendant’s answer  was  filed,  and  they 
were  awaiting  an  affidavit  from  Carl 
Laemmle. 

«   *   * 

Hal  Roach,  sole  owner  of  the  Hal 
Roach  Studios,  Inc.,  has  dissolved  the 

old  corporation  originally  incorporated 
for  $10,000,  and  has  filed  new  papers  of 
incorporation,  capitalizing  the  Hal  Roach 
Studios,  Inc.,  at  $1,500,000. 

♦   *   ♦ 

Laemmle  Goes  East 

Carl  Laemmle,  president  of  Universal 
Pictures,  has  gone  to  New  York  on  a 
business  trip,  which  will  probably  keep 
him  in  the  East  for  several  weeks. 

Laemmle  may  make  another  trip  abroad 
in  July  to  confer  with  the  officials  of 
Societe  Generalc  des  Films  of  Paris,  on 
the  proposed  production  of  Victor 

Hugo’s  story,  “The  Man  Who  Laughs.’’ 

"What  Price  Glory”  went  into  pro- 
duction last  week  under  the  direction 

of  Raoul  Walsh  at  the  Fox  Westwood 
Studios. 

*   *   ♦ 

Dorothy  Dunbar,  a   new  .screen  find, 

has  been  signed  by  J.  Boyce  Smith,  gen- 
eral manager  of  Inspiration  Pictures,  to 

appear  opposite  Richard  Barthelmess  in 

“The  Amateur  Gentleman."  Miss  Dun- 
bar was  lent  to  Inspiration  Pictures  by 

F.  B.  O. 
♦   ♦   ♦ 

Pauline  Frederick  and  Allan  Brooks 

appeared  in  a   one-act  satire  on  love  en- 

titled “Too  Perfect,”  at  the  last  meeting 
of  the  Wampas.  ISarrett  Kiesling  was 
chairman  of  the  meeting,  and  had  one 
of  the  largest  turnouts  of  the  year.  A 

very  enjoyable  .program  was  given. 
*   *   * 

Richard  Wallace  has  severed  his  con- 
nection with  the  Hal  Roach  Studios. *   *   * 

Jacqueline  Logan  tendered  the  scribes 

of  the  trade  papers  and  Los  Angeles 
newspapers  a   buffet  luncheon  last  Thurs- 

day at  the  Ambassador  Hotel. 
*   *   * 

Hogan  Busy  on  Original 

Director  James  P.  Hogan  is  working 
on  the  adaptation  of  an  original  story, 
the  theme  of  which  is  the  present  day 

anti-prohibition  agitation,  and  is  nego- 
tiating with  a   large  production  company 

to  direct  the  screen  version. 
*   *   * 

Lincoln  Stedman  has  contributed  the 

comedy  relief  to  each  of  the  four  pic- 
tures in  which  he  has  appeared  during 

the  current  year.  He  is  now  playing  the 

Exhibitors  Attending 

FP-L  Atlanta  Meeting 

The  following  exhibitors  appear  in 

the  photograph  on  page  33  which  was 
taken  at  the  Paramount  meeting  of  ex- 

hibitors in  Atlanta,  Ga. 
Flrs«  Row:  R.  B.  Wilbniiks.  Ail.inlni  C.  J.  Raley, 

.yianlas  H.  C.  Farley.  Monleonicry,  Ala.j  Monty 
Salmon,  Mnron.  Ga. s   Coorito  W.  Weeks,  Now  York) 

Mrs.  Anna  Aiken  Pallerson,  Atlanta;  H.  G.  Bni- 

liinco,  Atlanta «   M.  S.  Hill,  Alliinia;  J.  11.  Wolbuurn, 

Aiken,  S.  C. :   Jo©  Steed,  Enslcy,  Ala.;  D,  Prince, 

Alianiu;  J.  W,  Peck,  Birmingham;  Monty  Semon, 
Atlanta. 

Second  Row;  E.  M.  Morrison,  Atlanta;  Louis 

Rosenbaum,  Florence,  Ain.;  Tony  Siidokum,  Noslf 

vlile;  T.  F.  Thompson.  Ccilcrlown,  Ga.;  John 

Riiglun,  N.  y.;  J.  G.  Evans,  Savannah;  K.  C. 

Cowells,  Atlanta;  C.  A.  Cruto,  Huntsville,  Ala.;  J. 

V.  Snyder,  Bessemmer,  Ala.;  Cuss  Crist,  Atlanta; 

W.  W.  Caldwell.  N.  Y.;  C.  O.  E.  Felder,  Atlanta; 
Frank  Miller,  Augusta,  Ga. 

TlUrd  Row:  T.  M.  Clomenls,  Dublin.  Co.;  Phil 

Longdon,  Atlanta;  W.  T.  Murray.  Atlanta;  W.  L. 

Brundeaburg,  Fl.  VoUcy,  Ca,;  Hugh  Manning,  Eto- 

wah. Tcnn. ;   W.  T.  Yarborough,  IliirkwcU,  Ga. ; 

J-  T.  Freeman,  CrifTin,  Ca.;  F.  Ilaygood,  Waync- 
burough.  Ca. 

Fourth  Row:  O.  H.  Macon,  Vldalln,  Ga.;  C.  H. 

Powell,  Moultrie,  Ga. ;   Duster  Miller.  Monterumit, 

Gh.;  J.  I.  Sims,  Orangeburg,  S.  C.;  M.  L.  Curry, 

Mllledgevllle,  Ca.;  G.  W.  Wink,  Dalton.  Go.;  J.  D. 

Campbell,  Atlanta;  J.  T.  Monnler,  DemopoUs,  Alu.; 

W.  J.  Davis,  Allanlo;  J.  C.  Whitlock,  Ailania;  O.  L. 
Freeman,  Atlanta;  C.  S.  Smith,  Newman,  Go. 

Alay  8,  1926 

featured  juvenile  role  with  many  novel 

comic  angles  in  “Dame  Chance’’  whirl, the  David  Hartford  Company  is  makinS 
for  the  newly  organized  American 
Cinema  Association. *   *   * 

Ben  Bard  has  refused  an  attractive 
offer  from  Flo  Ziegfeld  to  return  to  the 
New  York  stage  after  his  contract  with 
box  Films  expires  next  month.  Bard 
will  continue  in  his  screen  work. 

Associated  to  Release 
80;  Hold  Sales  Meets 

(Conlinticd  from  page  31) 

ception  of  the  32  pictures  in  the  “Whiz 
Bang"  action  series,  will  be  released  in 
groups  of  twelve. 

Several  Specials  Planned 

Besides  “The  First  Twelve”  and  “The 
Second  Twelve,”  listed  elsewhere  in  this issue,  negotiations  are  in  progress  on 
features  which  will  add  many  pictures  to 
those  listed  above.  Several  specials  will 
also  be  on  the  schedule. 

Bill  Cody  will  make  si.x  features  for  Action 
Pictures— "Tlie  Galloping  Cowboy,"  "Flashing Heels,'  "Lawless  Valley,”  "The  Arizona  Whirl- 

wind,’ "The  Phantom  Ranger,"  "The  Border 

Thunderbolt.” Lester  F.  Scott's  trio  of  Western  stars— Buf- 
falo Bill,  Jr.,  Wally  Wales,  and  Buddy  Roose- 

velt— will  make  a   total  of  18  pictures  for  Asso- 
ciated release,  titled: 

Buffalo  Bill,  Jr. — "Rawhide,”  "Blazing  Cour- 
age” (tentative),  "The  Wildcat  Kid"  (tentative), 

"Ride  'Em  Rough”  (tentative),  "Cyclone  Sato" 

(tentative),  "Cowboy  Grit”  (tentative). 

Buddy  Roosevelt — "The  Dangerous  Dub,”  "The 
Flaming  Fury”  (tentative),  "The  Riddle  Ranch" 
(tentative).  “The  Outlaw  Broncho”  (tenative), 
“The  Two-Gun  Terror”  (tentative),  "The  Rip 
Roaring' Rider”  (tentative). 

Wally  Wales — "Twisted  Triggers,”  "Tornado 
Jones"  (tentative),  "Against  the  Wall"  rienta- 
tive),  “Bull  Dog  Luck”  (tentative),  “The  Bandit 
Buster”  (tentative),  "The  Walloping  Wildcat" (tentative). 

Eight  pictures  in  the  "action”  group  will  be 
made  by  Abe  Carlos  with  that  intrepid  screen 

aviator,  A1  Wilson,  starring.  Titles  are  “The 
Flying  Mail.”  "The  Sky  Peril,”  "King  of  the 
Air,”  "No  Speed  Limit,”  "The  Phantom  Flyer,” 

"B.mdits  of  the  Air,”  "Sky  High,”  and  "The 

Flying  Fool.” Although  the  Associated  product  will 
have  a   production  value  second  to  none 

in  the  industry,  the  keynote  of  its  prod- 

uct for  the  coming  year  will  be  “enter- 
tainment above  all,” 

;/.  /.  Schnitzer  Back 

from  Coast;  Welcomed 

at  Home  Office  Lunch 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK.  May  3.— J.  1.  Schnitzer, 
Senior  Vicepresident  of  Film  Booking 

Offices,  who  has  just  returned  from  an  ex- 
tended stay  at  the  Hollywood  studios,  got 

a   rousing  welcome  home  on  Friday 

by  a   group  of  the  home  office  staff.  They 
made  Mr.  Schnitzer  the  guest  of  honor  at 
a   dinner  in  the  Twin  Oaks  restaurant  in 
the  basement  of  the  home  office  building  at 1560  Broadway.  .. 

There  were  no  set  speeches,  but  Charlie Rozenzweig,  who  acted  as  master 

monies,  did  say  a   few  words  to  tell  tne 
guest  of  honor  what  it  was  all  about,  ana 

Lou  Baum,  president  of  Ellbee  Pictures, 

who  was  a   guest,  poked  a   little  fun  at everj'body  in  sight  that  he  knevy.  . 

Those  present  at  the  dinner,  in  addition 

to  Mr.  Schnitzer,  were:  A1  Mayer,  presi- dent of  the  Photo  Repro  Co.,  Harry  Heppe. 

of  the  EIco  Geletone  Co.,  Lou  Baum,  presi- 
dent of  Ellbee  Pictures;  Dave  0   Malky. 

treasurer  of  Ellbee  Pictures,  Charlw  Ko- 
senzweig,  Leo  Quanclii,  Harry  ̂ ^‘7’ 

James  Farrah,  Dave  Strumpf,  Hyatt  Daa  . 

Harry  Osborne,  Edward  McNamee.  “ Hodes,  A1  Tuchman,  Joe  Nolan, 

Brownell,  Leslig  Jordan,  Ed  Horn,  ̂  

Nolan,  Gus  Meyer,  Manfred  Lee  and  vva 
lace  Ham. 
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RIDIN’  AND  RARIN’  AT  THE  RODEO 

Above;  Tom  Mix  was  host  to  a   group  of  foreign  rep* 
resentatives  during  the  rodeo  which  was  held  during 

the  Fox  Film  Corporation  convention.  In  the  center 

photo,  left  to  right,  are  Raoul  Walsh,  director  of  "The 

Pelican’ll  WinBeld  R.  Sheehan,  general  manager  of 
Fox  Films,  and  James  R.  Grainger,  general  sales  man- 

ager. In  the  photo,  upper  right,  is  a   section  of  the 

Left:  Tom  Mix  and  Tony  exhibited  a   few  tricks  of 

The  gentleman  seated  with  Driver  Tom  Mix 

m   Fox,  head  of  the  Fox  company. 

(Herald  photos.) 

*®gfried  Laemmle,  center,  famous  Continental  art  dealer 

^^8  greet^  by  his  brother  Carl,  right,  and  his  brother  Louis, 
®n»  on  his  visit  to  Los  Angeles.  Louis  Laemmle  is  Chicago 

^®®?®8er  of  the  Universal  Pictures  Corporation  of  which t-ar!  IS  president. 

Lya  De  Putti  is  in  the  role  of  Lady  Sybil  in  D.  W.  Griffith’s 
“Sorrows  of  Satan,"  which  is  being  made  in  Paramount’s 
Long  Island  studio.  In  the  leading  male  role  is  Adolphe 

Menjou.  Forrest  Halsey  adapted  the  story  and  prepared 

the  scenario. 

L 
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Amelita  Galli-Curca,  noted  grand 

opera  singer,  congratulated  Peggy 

Shaw,  Pathe's  Famous  Melody  girl 
for  her  work. 

Watterson  R.  Rothacker  of  the  Rothacker  Film  Manufacturing  company  return^ 
to  his  home  in  Chicago  a   few  days  ago  from  Hollywood  where  he  went  immediately 

upon  his  return  from  England.  He  was  abroad  several  weeks.  The  photo  was 

taken  when  he  arrived  at  his  desk  in  Chicago  to  find  work  piled  high  awaiting  him. 
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David  Gross  has  recently  been 

appointed  manager  of  the  New 
York  Branch  of  Producers 

Distributing  Corporation. 

Lois  Moran,  who  brought  unusual 

credit  to  herself  in  “Stella  Dallas”  is 

in  a   leading  role  in  “The  Road  to 

Mandalay,”  Metro  film.  At  left: 
Eleanor  Boardman. 

Paulette  Duval,  who  is  a   Me- 

tro -   Goldwyn  -   Mayer  contract 

player  appears  in  costume  for 

her  part  in  “Blarney.”  Renee Adoree  is  featured. 

Monte  Blue  is  the  featured  male  player  in  “Reveillon,”  which  Ernst  LubitscK  is  com- 
Warner  Brothers.  He  appears  here  with  Peggy  Prevost  doing  an  advance 

harleston  step  which  she  has  taught  him.  Patsy  Ruth  Miller  plays  opposite  Monte  in 
®   picture.  Photography  is  handled  by  John  Meseail. 

Jackie  Combs  is  the  child 

actor  featured  in  support  of 

Bessie  Love,  who  has  the  title 

role  in  “Lovey  Mary”  for 
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. 
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Right;  Brig.  Gen.  Edward  S.  Godfrey,  85, 
is  the  oniy  survivor  of  the  Custer 

Massacre.  He  was  guest  of  honor  at  the 

world  premiere  of  "The  Flaming  Frontier,” 
Universai’s  epic  of  the  West. 

Bull  Montana  in  his  costume  for 

his  role  in  the  Metro-Goldwyn- 

Mayer  production,  “In  Praise  of 

James  Carabine.”  It  is  being  di- 
rected by  De  Sano. 

Anna  Q.  Nilsson  appears  toasting  marsh- 

mallows for  her  gang  making  “Miss  No- 
body” for  First  National.  Second  from 

right  is  John  W.  Boyle  whose  recent  inven- 

tion of  a   camera  device  brought  him  note. 

Miss  Nilsson  is  in  foreground  wearing  a 

boy’s  attire. 

Alan  Hale  and  his  cast  for  “The  Sporting 
Lover"  “look  pleasant”  for  their  picture. 
Above  are  Ward  Crane  and  Arthur 

Rankin.  Seated  on  table,  1.  to  r.;  Conway 

Tearle,  Barbara .   Bedford,  Director  Alan 

Hale  and  George  Ovey.  Below:  John  Fox, 

Jr.,  and  Charles  McHugh.  First  National 
release. 
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Mar$hall  Neilan,  who  is  now  making  pictim>s  for  Para- 

mount, was  a   visitor  to  the  Del  Coronado,  Cah,  location, 

where  Pola  Negri  and  her  company  were  making  scenes 

for  “Good  and  Naughty,”  her  latest  starring  vehicle. 

W.  C.  Fields  figured  in  a   wreck  that  was  not  called  for  in  the 

script  while  making  scenes  for  “It’s  the  Old  Army  Game,” 
his  first  starring  picture  for  Paramount.  Eidward  Sutherland 

is  directing  the  picture  which  was  scenarized  by  Luther  Reed. 

.anlc  Borzage  and  Mrs.  Borzage  were  in  Chicago  April 
F   to  New  York  to  sail  for  England,  where  the 

W'fp  will  make  “One  Increasing  Purpose”  for 
*   Fox.  The  story  Is  from  A.  S.  M.  Hutchinson’s 

Vicepresident  Charles  G.  Dawes  turns  over  the  stone  from  the 

old  section  of  the  U.  S.  Capitol  to  Senator  Wadsworth  to  be 

presented  to  Famous  Players-Lasky  for  the  hall  of  nations  in 
the  new  Paramount  Broadway  building.  The  senator  turned 

the  stone  over  to  Russell  B.  Moon. 
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Mayer  Proves  Spellbinder  in 

M-G-M  and  Ampa  Speeches 
Discusses  Percentage  Playing  at  Advertising  Club  Meeting  Says 

Damning  of  One  Faction  by  Another  Is  Unnecessary 

By  JOHN  S.  SPARGO 

New  YORK,  May  4. — Louis  B.  Mayer,  besides  being  one  of  the best  picture  makers  in  the  business,  has  develoed  into  a   spell- 

binder of  parts.  He  proved  this  last  week  at  the  Metro-Goldwyn- 

Mayer  sales  convention,  and  again  at  the  A.  M.  P.  A. 

A   SPELL-BINDER  is  a   speaker  who holds  his  audience  spell  bound.  Mr. 

Mayer  spoke  at  the  convention  for  two 
hours  and  15  minutes,  and  again  at  the 
A.  M.  P.  A.  for  50  minutes,  and  if  he 

didn’t  hold  both  audiences  spell-bound 

it  was  so  good  an  imitation  that  the 
difference  was  not  noticeable  to  the 

naked  eye.  He  had  planty  to  say  and 
he  said  it. 

At  the  A.  M.  P.  A,  luncheon,  where 

Mr.  Mayer  was  the  guest  of  honor,  he 

talked  strongly  on  two  subjects  import- 
ant to  everyone  in  the  film  industry. 

One  of  these  was  our  old  friend  which 

has  long  been  the  sloc^an  of  reformers: 

“What  Is  Wrong  With  The  Movies," 
and  the  other  was  the  question  of  play- 

ing pictures  on  percentage. 
The  only  thing  wrong  with  pictures, 

Mr.  Mayer  declared,  was  the  lack  of  an 
honest,  earnest  get  together  spirit  and 
better  understanding  between  producers, 
distributors  and  exhibitors. 

“The  producers  and  distributors  damn 
the  exhibitors  and  the  exhibitors  damn 

the  producers  and  distributors.”  Said 
he,  “in  the  minds  of  each  the  others  are 
all  wrong  and  dishonest.  And  there  is 
a   lot  of  truth  in  it  from  both  sides.  If 

they  were  all  honest  there  wouldn’t  be anything  wrong  with  anybody. 

No  Cause  for  Damning. 

“Make-  it  pay  to  be  honest,  and  the 
problem  is  solved.  There  is  no  reason 

why  each  faction  should  be  damnin"  the 
other,  no  reason  why  the  producer 
should  try  to  make  the  exhibitor  fear 
him  and  it  is  nossible  for  all  to  get 

'round  the  table  and  thrash  things  out 
so  that  all  will  be  amicable.  Our  old 

orthodox  religion  taught  fear  and  trem- 
bling. Christian  Science  is  based  on 

love  and  a   little  more  love  and  less  hate 

is  what  is  needed.” 
"Wlien  we  can  reach  a   point,  which  we  will, 

where  we  inculcate  less  fear  and  hate  and  more 

live  and  let  live  trustfulness  into  our  business, 

most  of  our  trouble  of  this  nature  will  be  over.” Mr.  Mayer  declared  the  time  is  coming  when 

nil  will  become  franchise  holders  and  share  auto- 

matically in  a   more  equal  distribution  of  the  fi- 
nancial rew.ards  of  good  pictures.  This  will  be 

brought  about  by  the  playing  of  all  good  pictures 
on  a   percentage  basis,  he  said,  and  predicted  that 
this  is  in  the  not  far  distant  future. 
“There  will  always  be  good  pictures  and  there 

will  always  be  some  bad  ones,”  he  said.  “But (he  time  is  coming  when  the  financial  returns 
on  the  good  ones  will  enable  the  producer  to 
shelve  the  bad  ones. 

“Advance  selling  is  a   curse  to  the  industry 
and  the  cause  of  ill-feeling  between  producers 
and  distributors  and  exhibitors.  Pictures  should 
be  played  on  a   percentage  basis!  This  is  the 
only  solution  of  the  problems  in  .the  path  of  har- 

monious buying  and  selling  of  films. 

“It  does  not  pay  either  the  producer  or  the 
exhibitor  to  play  a   had  film  in  a   theatre,  and  a 
good  picture  should  receive  enough  rew.ard  to 
enable  producers  to  shelve  the  bad  ones,  or  give 

them  to  the  vaudeville  houses,  which  doesn’t 

matter.” >ti  *   * 

Dietz  Lauded  by  Mayer. 

Howard  Dietz  says  there  is  notliing 
like  having  a   good  press  agent,  and 
what  does  he  mean  a   good  press  agent? 

At  the  A.  M.  P.  A.  session  of  week 

before  last  Marcus  Loew  was  the  guest 

of  honor  and  in  an  otherwise  interest- 
ing speech,  eugolized  Howard  as  the 

boy  wonder  of  the  age  in  the  matter  of 
advertising  and  publicity. 

At  last  week’s  A.  M.  P.  A.  luncheon 
the  modest  Howard  slid  away  down  in 
his  seat  and  hid  his  blushes  behind  a 

trembling  hand  when  Louis  B.  Mayer 
spent  several  minutes  of  his  talk  telling 
of  the  wonderful  work  Dietz  and  Pete 

Smith  had  done  in  putting  over  Metro- 

Goldwyn-Mayer  and  the  company’s 

product. After  the  luncheon  the  suggestion  was 
made  to  Dietz  that  Nick  Schenck  be 

made  the  headliner  of  this  week’s  A.  M. 
P.  A.  luncheon  program,  and  thus  make 
a   clean  sweep. 

P.  S.  Pete  Smith,  being  a   member  of 

the  Wampas,  didn’t  blush  at  Mr. 
Mayer’s  glowing  words  of  praise. ♦   ♦   ♦ 

Jay  Shreck  crosses  his  heart  and  says 

this  is  on  the  level.  The  month’s  prize 
fan  letter  comes  from  a   dealer  in  rags, 
bottles  and  old  metal  in  Davenport,  la., 
and  was  addressed  to  James  Cruze, 
Paramount  director. 

The  epistle,  in  part,  reads: 
"I  see  by  the  papers  you  are  going  to  maxe 

a   film  play  called  ‘Old  Iionsides.'  I   am  glad  of that.  I   have  watched  film  plays  immortalizing 
the  American  policeman,  the  fireman  and  the 
mailman,  but  no  one  has  before  ever  made  one 

about  the  American  junk-man.” *   ♦   ♦ 

Larry  Busts  a   Bronco. 
Like  a   voice  from  the  Molasses 

Spreader’s  Union,  Local  No.  1,  comes  a 
letter  from  Larry  Weingarten,  who  has 
been  silent  so  long  that  some  of  his 

friends  here  in  New  York  feared  (we’re 
not  mean  enough  to  say  hoped)  that 

Jackie  Coogan’s  elomxated  boy  friend 
had  been  bogged  down  in  some  of  the 

saccharine  depths  of  Mike  Levee’s  pic- 
ture. However,  he’s  out  again  and 

writes  thusly: 

As  you  know  I   was  “loaned  out”  just  like  a 
ham  actor  to  Mike  Levee  for  a   campaign  on  his 
picture  taking  care  of  Coogan  at  the  same  time. 
I   finished  with  Mike  and  ’am  pretty  tired.  Ran 
down  to  the  Coogan  ranch  near  the  Mexican 

Pass  Up  Dinner  to 
See  State  Show  Again 

SIOUX  FALLS.  May  3.~The 
new  State  theatre,  opened  recently 

by  Finkelstein  and  Ruben,  knows 
that  it  has  at  least  two  enthusias- 

tic patrons. 
The  other  evening  about  10 

o’clock  a   frantic  mother  appeared 
af  the  door  looking  for  her  two 
children  who  bad  left  home  early 
in  the  afternoon  to  attend  the 
show. 

She  was  allowed  to  look  through 
the  house  and  in  a   few  minutes 

appeared  with  a   smiling  hopeful 
on  either  side.  As  she  went  out 

she  confided  to  the  manager,  "You 
might  be  interested  in  knowing 
that  my  two  boys  liked  your  show 
so  much  that  they  have  been 
watching  it  continuously  since  3 

o’clock  this  afternoon  without 

anything  to  eat." 
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border  for  a   few  daya-  rest  and  rode  a   rlo 
snortin'  bronco— never  been  on  a   horse  before 
I’ll  be  all  healed  up  soon.  They  now  call  nie 
"Hoot”  Weingarten  the  only  Hebrew  cow-Oov 

West  of  Hoboken.  ^ Incidentally  Larry  voices  the  unspoken  thourtii 
of  many  men  in  the  publicity  game,  in  a   P, 

says  Larry:  
'   ' 

“Wliat  this  country  needs  is  more  pay  for 
press  agents  and  fewer  letters  from  the  home 

office.” 

If  any  press  agent  disagrees,  now  is  the  time 
to  speak  up. 

*   *   * 

Turnbull  Seeks  Stories. 
Hector  Turnbull,  Associate  Paramount 

producer,  has  arrived  in  New  York  in 
searcit  of  rare  manuscripts  that  can  be 

converted  into  screen  hits,  The  quest 
for  exceptional  ideas  will  last  tliree 

weeks,  and  will  take  him  into  the  re- 
treats of  famous  writers  and  the  offices 

of  publishers  to  look  at  unpublished 
manuscripts  on  which  Famous  Players- 

Lasky  may  want  options. 
*   *   * 

“For  Heaven’s  Sake”  continues  to 
break  records  at  the  Rialto  and  has  been 

kept  over  for  the  fifth  week  and  from 
all  indications  is  good  for  a   few  more. 
An  interesting  program  begins  with  the 

overture  “Morning,  Noon  and  Night  in 
Vienna”  by  Von  Suppe  with  Maximilian 
Pilzer  conducting  the  Rialto  orchestra. 

Del  Castillo,  organist  extraordinaire, 

plays  a   Wurlitzer  solo  called  "I  Won't 
Go  Home  Tonight.”  “Sons  of  the  Surf,” 
a   Bruce  Educational  Scenic  of  surf  rid- 

ing in  Waikiki  precedes  a   prologue 
divertissement  suggested  by  the  feature 
film. 

*   *   * 

Virginia  Morris  has  been  appointed 

by  J.  G.  Rachmann  to  direct  advertN- 
ing  and  publicity  for  the  new  Famous 
Attractions  Corporation. 

*   *   * 

Some  time  in  May,  Gilda  Gray  in 

"Almona  of  the  South  Seas,”  her  first 
motion  picture  production  will  have  its 

premier  at  the  Rialto  theatre.  Mi>' 

Gray  will  make  personal  appearances 
with  every  presentation  of  the  feature 
film. 

♦   ♦   ♦ 

W.  C.  MeGeehan,  sporting  editor  of 
the  Nciv  York  Herald-Tribune  and  writer 

of  the  syndicated  feature,  “Down  the 
Line,”  has  been  engaged  to  write  the 

story  of  Richard  Dix’s  next  picture, 
"The  Quarterback.” *   *   * 

Ginsherfi’Kann  Moves. 

The  Gin.sberg-Kann  Distributing  Cor- 
poration has  sent  out  neat  cards  an- 
nouncing tlie  removal  of  its  offices  from 

1540  Broadway  to  1650  Broadway,  New York  City. 

♦   *   ♦ 

Frank  Tuttle,  Paramount  director,  ha> 

returned  from  a   month’s  stay  in  Nassau, 
where  he  has  been  recuperating  from  a 
severe  attack  of  influenza  that  forced 

him  to  resign  the  directorship  of  Gloria 
Swanson’s  "Fine  Manners.”  Shortly 

after  his  arrival  in  New  York  he  de- 
parted for  the  Coast  to  take  iip  his  next 

assignment  which  is  “Kid  Boots.” 

Jessel  Under  Contractf 

Declare  Warner  Chiefs 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  May  4.-Gcorge  Jf 

sel,  despite  all  contradictory  statements, 

say  Warner  Brothers  officials,  is  tinder contract  for  Warner  piclure.s. 

Fox  Adds  Follies  Girl 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

HOLLYWOOD,  May  4.— Winfield  K . Sheehan,  general  manager  of 

added  Rcita  Hoyt  a   Follies  beauty 

the  Fox  payroll.  She  will  first  appe in  “The  Lily.” 
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Irving  Lesser 
Builds  Chain  of 

Seaboard  Houses 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  May  4. — When  the  West 
Coast  Theatres,  with  its  252  houses,  was 
sold  a   few  months  ago  k   marked  the  cli- 
nmx  of  one  of  the 
most  remarkable 

feats  of  organiza- 
tion building  in 

the  history  of  the 

show  business.' Two  compara- 
tively young  men, 

Sol  and  Irving 
Lesser,  were  im- 

portant factors  in 
the  building  up  of 
the  West  Coast 
circuit,  and  when 
the  sale  was  made 
Sol  Lesser  was 
announced  as  re- 

tiring from  busi- 
ness with  all  the  money  he  needed. 

Nothing  was  said  about  any  retirement 

for  Irving  Lesser,  for  Irving  didn’t  retire. 
Instead  he  kept  himself  busy  acquiring  the 
nucleus  of  a   chain  of  theatres  which  some 
day  may  grow  to  be  here  in  the  East  what 
the  West  Coast  was  out  there. 
His  first  purchase  was  the  Playhouse, 

at  Great  Neck,  Long  Island,  which  he  pro- 
ceeded to  make  the  real  playhouse  of  that 

section  of  the  island.  This  was  followed 
by  the  acquisition  of  houses  at  Beacon, 
where  he  obtained  the  Memorial  theatre. 

Then  the  Capitol  at  Haverstraw  was  pur- 
chased and  taken  into  the  chain. 

Rockville  Center,  one  of  the  most  thriv- 
ing towns  on  the  South  Shore  of  Long 

Island  boasted  a   fine  theatre,  but  the  sev- 
eral managements  had  never  been  able  to 

put  it  over.  Lesser  recently  purchased  this 
and  under  the  shownmanship  methods 
which  he  installed,  the  business  is  going 
great  guns.  While  no  official  notification 
has  been  obtainable  it  is  kno\vn  that  Les- 

ser has  deals  on,  which  will  likely  be 
closed  within  the  next  month,  for  four 
more  theatres.  And  these,  say  those  fa- 

miliar with  his  plans,  are  but  a   starter 
for  what  he  will  have  under  his  control 
within  the  next  year. 

F,  B,  O.  Sales  Staff 

Holds  Rousing  Meeting 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  May  4. — Last  Friday 
the  local  F.  B.  O.  staff  held  an  enthusi- 

astic sales  meeting  at  the  Hotel  Astor. 
attended  by  the  F.  B.  O.  home 

omce  executives  and  was  presided  over 
o   t   Schnitzer,  first  vicepresident. 
^narl«  Rosenzweig,  manager  of  the iNew  York  exchange,  made  the  arrange- 
m^ts  for  the  gathering. 
Rousing  addresses  were  made  by 

^hnitzer,  Colvin  Brown,  Lee  Marcus, y   Daab,  Edward  McNamee  and  E.  J. O   Leary. 

Irving  M.  Leaser 

Confine  Theatre  Fire 
to  Booth;  House  Calm 

p   (Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

May  3. — A   fire  in  the  pro- 
New  American  theatre, 

Anrii  Barton  streets,  St.  Louis,  Mo., 
^   which  did  damage 

to  ^,000.  The  fire  was  confined 

werp  Although  there 
all  theatre  at  the  time 

film  i   r   in  safety.  A   defective 
believed  to  have  caused  the  mishap. 

Missouri-Illinois  Exhibitors 
Body  Votes  Booking  Combine 

Fred  H.  Wehrenberg  of  St.  Louis,  Elected  President,  Pushes 
Association  Project — Sixteen  Delegates  to 

Los  Angeles  Chosen 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

ST.  LOUIS,  MO.,  May  4. — The  ̂ lotion  Picture  Theatre  Owners  of 
Eastern  Missouri  and  Southern  Illinois  unanimously  voted  at  their  annual 
convention  at  the  Elks  Club  here  April  27  in  favor  of  a   plan  to  brincr 
every  one  of  the  863  exhibitors  of  the  territory  into  a   booking  combination 
that  will  enable  them  to  purchase  film  more  advantageously  and  to  work 
in  concert  to  combat  aggressions  by  any  national  distribution  organization 
that  seeks  to  plant  rival  theatres  in  the  districts  already  adequately  served 
by  existing  motion  picture  houses. 

Wehrenberg  Elected  President 

The  plan  will  be  put  into  immediate  effect  and  Fred  H.  Wehrenberg  of 
St.  Louis,  who  was  elected  president  of  the  exhibitors  organization,  will 

appoint  a   field  man  to  organize  the  exhibitors  of  the  territory.  An  ’effort will  also  be  made  to  bring  the  membership  to  100  per  cent. 

Wehrenberg, _   who  owns  the  Melba,  Cher- 
okee, Red  Wing,  Michigan,  Ivory,  Lidel 

and  Marguerite  theatres  in  St.  Louis  is  an 
aggresive  leader. 
For  many  months  30  independent  ex- 

hibitiors  of  St.  Louis  have  been  using  a 
joint  booking  arrangement  similar  to  the 
plan  suggested  for  the  entire  St.  Louis  ter- ritory. 

Education  Tax  Denounced 

The  Missouri  and  Illinois  exhibitors  also 
decided  they  will  vigorously  fight  Governor 

Sam  A.  Baker’s  plan  of  levying  a   special 
tax  on  amusement  admission  to  finance 
the  public  educational  system  of  the  state. 
The  question  of  a   proposed  change  in  the 

licensing  of  theatres  in  St.  Louis  was  left 

to  the  local  exhibitors’  organization. Other  officers  elected  are: 
Vicepresidents  \V.  W.  Watts,  Springfield,  III.; 

I.  W.  Rodgers,  Cairo,  111.;  John  F.  Rees,  Wells- 
ville,  Mo,;  J.  C.  Hewitt,  Robinson,  111.;  and 
Charley  Goodnight,  De  Soto,  Mo.;  secretary,  L, 
C.  Helil,  St.  Louis;  treasurer,  Oscar  C.  Lehr,  St. 

Louis,  and  Sergeant-at-arms,  G.  M.  Luttrell,  Jack- 
sonville, III.  Executive  committee:  Joseph  Mog- 

ler,  Sl  Louis,  chairman;  W.  0.  Reeves,  St.  Louis; 

J.  C.  Hewitt,  Robinson,  111.;  T.  E.  Yemm,  Du- 
quoin.  111.;  W.  W.  Watts.  Springfield,  III;  Lee 
A.  Bernstein,  Springfield,  III.;  Charley  Goldman, 
St.  Louis:  Maurice  Stahl,  St.  Louis;  I.  W. 

Rodgers,  Cairo,  111.,  and  Hector  M.  E.  Pasme- 
2oglu,  St.  Louis. 

This  year  for  the  first  time  two  aitern.ite  ex- 
hibitor members  of  the  arbitration  board  were 

named  so  that  at  all  times  there  will  be  three 
exhibitors  available.  The  regular  members  will 
be  Oscar  C.  Lehr,  St.  Louis;  W.  O.  Reeves,  St. 
Louis,  and  Clarence  Kaiman,  St.  Louis,  and  the 
alternates  Fred  Wehrenberg  and  Joe  Mogler. 

The  convention  also  selected  sixteen  dele- 
gates for  the  national  convention  in  Los 

Angeles  June  1   to  5.  The  delegates  named 
are:  Fred  Wehrenberg,  St.  Louis;  Gus 
Kerasotes,  Springfield,  111.;  Tommy  James, 
St.  Louis;  I.  W.  Rodgers,  Cairo,  111.;  L.  C. 
Hehl,  St.  Louis;  G.  M.  Luttrell,  Jackson- 

ville, 111. ;   Hector  M.  E,  Pasmezoglu,  St. 
Louis;  L.  A.  Laventhal,  St.  Louis;  Sam 
Horwich,  St.  Louis;  Charley  Goldman,  St. 
Louis :   James  N.  Drake,  St.  Louis ;   T.  E. 
Yemm,  Duquoin,  111.;  W.  W.  Watts, 
Springfield;  Chris  Efthim,  St.  Louis,  and 

R.  C.  Cluster,  Johnston  Cit)-,  111. 
At  the  banquet  at  noon,  attended  by  200, 

John  H.  Brod  of  St.  Louis,  director  of 

public  safety,’  urged  exery  exhibitor  and 
employe  to  constitute  himself  a   safety  in- 

spector. George  McKean,  manager  of  the 
Fox  exchange,  also  spoke. 

At  the  opening  of  the  convention  R.  S. 
Rauschkolb  on  behalf  of  the  St.  Louis 

Chamber  of  Commerce  welcomed  the  dele- 
gates. The  convention  also  received  let- 

ters from  Congressman  Cleveland  A.  New- 
ton and  Albert  H.  Vestal  in  connection 

with  the  fight  against  the  music  tax. 

Van  Dyke  Re-elected 

By  Iowa  Exhibitors 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

DES  MOINES,  IOWA,  May  4.— B.  I. 
Van  Dyke,  manager  of  the  Royal  theatre 
in  Des  Moines,  re-elected  president  of  the 
Iowa  Al.  r.  T.  0.  at  the  annual  one  day 
session  at  Newton  April  27,  is  preparing 
for  a   big  year.  E.  P.  Smith  of  Newton, 
was  elected  treasurer  and  business  man- 

ager and  was  chosen  to  represent  the  or- 
ganization at  the  national  convention  in 

Los  Angeles. 

The  association  decided  to  maintain  a 
permanent  office  in  the  Iowa  building,  Des Moines. 

The  board  of  directors  includes :   Leo 

Moore,  Centerville;  Thomas  Brown,  low'a 
City;  John  Waller,  Osceola;  N.  C.  Rice, 
Algona;  Harry  Hierstiener,  Des  Moines. 

Express  Service  Plays 

Trick  on  “Doc”  Cook 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

KANSAS  CITY.  MO.,  May  4.— Ex- 
press proved  to  be  slow  transportation  for 

C.  E.  “Doc”  Cook,  business  manager  of  the 
M.  P.  T.  O.  Kansas-Missouri.  Following 

the  convcnticjii  in  Joplin,  Mo..  “Doc"  de- 
cided it  would  be  too  burdensome  to  lug 

the  records  and  registration  book  under 
his  arm,  so  had  them  expressed.  The  ̂ oks 
arrived  late.  Those  registering: 

MISSOURI  EXHIBITORS  — E.  S.  Maggs, 
Monett;  S.  Elbcrliart,  Jefferson  and  Powers, 

Springfield:  Ensley  Barbour,  Landers,  Springfield; 
Jay  Means,  Oak  Park,  Kansas  City:  Ben  Levy, 
Hippodrome,  Joplin;  William  Parsons,  Pershing. 
Joplin;  G.  E.  Shillkctt,  Rex,  Joplin;  G.  W.  Bays. 
Crane,  Carthage;  Jack  Gross,  Carthage:  Barney 
Diibinsky,  Jefferson,  Jefferson  City;  Ed  Pesfcay, 
Rivoli  and  Penn,  St.  Joseph;  T.  D.  Block,  Dixie, 
Odessa;  R.  Ma.\well,  Electric,  Joplin;  J.  T.  Wil- 

son, Bancroft  Kansas  City;  George  Leathers, 
Mount  Vernon;  Frank  Amos,  Westport.  Kansas 

City:  L   C.  EIRoy,  Forty-fifth  street,  Kansas  City; 
Hugh  Gardner,  Fotosho,  Neodasha;  D.  Donnici, 

Palace,  Kansas  City;  C.  R.  Wilson,  Liberty,  Lib- 

erty. 

KANSAS  EXHIBITORS— Mr.  and  Mrs.  Fred 
Meyn,  Pershing,  Kansas  City:  Tom  McGnider, 

Elite,  lola;  Mr.  and  Mrs.  E.  D.  Larson,  Peoples’, 
Moran;  T.  M.  Steel,  Whiteway  and  Orpheum, 
Fredonia;  Frank  S.  Davidson,  Royal,  Chcrryville: 
Mr.  and  Mrs.  Charles  A.  Bull,  Holland  and 

Novelty,  Wichita;  S.  A.  Davidson,  Princess,  Neo- 
dasha; M.  D.  Frazier,  Empress,  Arraa;  R.  G. 

Liggett,  Gaunlier,  Kansas  City;  D.  Filoiza,  Em- 
press. Fort  Scott;  W.  G.  Gabel,  Beloit;  Harry 

McClure,  Strand,  Emporia;  Roy  Burford,  Rex. 
Arkansas  City;  R.  R.  Blechele,  Osage,  Kansas 

City;  L.  Breimninger,  Lawrence  Amusement  Com- 
pany. Topeka:  C.  M.  Pattec,  Pattee  theatre.  Law- 

rence: O.  K.  Mason,  Regent.  Newton:  C.  L. 
Hooper,  National  Amusement  Company,  Topexa; 
W.  D.  Fite,  Phototorium,  Kansas  Cit^  C.  L. 

MeVey,  Royal,  Hcrington:  William  L.  Schenkel- 
brrgcr,  Kansas  City;  H.  L.  Stout,  Liberty,  Fort 

Scott;  Mr.  and  Mrs.  E.  E.  Frazier,  Grand,  Pitts- 
burg; James  K.  Kershman,  Liberty,  Pittsburg. 
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Nine  Warner  Specials  to  Use 
Synchronized  Music  Device 

Two  by  John  Barrymore,  Three  with  Syd  Chaplin  and  Two  Lubitsch 

Productions  Included — Three  to  Play  Broadway  at  One  Time 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

New  YORK,  May  4. — Nine  specials  will  be  released  by  Warner Brothers  in  1926-27  in  addition  to  the  Twenty-six  Winners,  Presi- 
dent H.  M.  Warner  has  just  announced,  and  to  each  will  be 

applied  the  new  device  for  synchronizing  the  musical  score  with  the 

production.  The  invention,  controlled  by  Warner  Brothers,  was  per- 

fected by  the  Western  Electric  Company,  American  Telegraph  and  Tele- 
phone Company  and  the  Bell  Laboratories. 

'T'HE  nine  specials,  which  Warner 
Brothers  says  will  be  $2  attractions, 

will  be  sold  individually.  They  include 

two  by  John  Barrymore,  “Don  Juan” 
and  “Manon  Lescaut;”  three  by  Syd 

Chaplin,  the  first  being  "The  Better 
’Ole;”  two  Lubitsch  productions  as  yet 
untitled;  “Black  Ivory,”  Polan  Banks 
story,  and  “Noah’s  Ark.” 
Three  of  the  specials  will  be  playing 

simultaneously  on  Broadway  this  sum- 
mer, each  using  the  synchronization  de- 

vice. “Don  Juan,”  already  completed, 
and  "The  Better  ’Ole”  are  two  of  the 
three. 

"Don  Juan”  has  been  previewed  at 
the  home  office  and  executives  empha- 

size the  love  scenes,  sword  fight,  mas- 
sive sets  and  photography.  Mary  Astor 

is  the  leading  woman.  Alan  Crosland 

directed  from  Bess  Meredyth’s  scenario. 
In  "The  Better  ’Ole”  Syd  Chaplin  has 

the  role  of  “Limy,”  Old  Bill  Busby, 
Bruce  Bairnsfather’s  cartoon  character. 
Doris  Hill  has  the  leading  feminine  part 

under  Chuck  Reisner’s  direction.  The 
screen  adaptation  was  by  Reisner  and 
Darryl  Francis  Zanuck. 
First  scenes  have  been  taken  for 

"Manon  Lescaut”  with  Dolores  Costello 
playing  opposite  Barrymore.  It  was 

written  by  The  Abbe  Prevost  and  adapt- 
ed by  Bess  Meredyth. 

“Black  Ivory”  was  published  only  a 
few  months  ago  and  is  already  in  its 
fourth  edition.  Jean  Lafitte  is  the  chief 

character.  “Noah’s  Ark”  is  a   story 
brought  from  Europe  by  Albert  Warner. 
The  two  Lubitsch  productions  are  to  be 

spectacles  on  the  order  of  “Passion.” 
Lubitsch  is  now  working  on  “Reveillon.” 

To  Begin  Work  on 

Huge  Loetv  House 

Within  60  Days 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

KANSAS  CITY,  May  4. — Actual  con- 

struction of  Loew's  Midland  theatre, 
Kansas  City,  to  be  the  third  largest  in 
the  United  States,  will  start  within  60 
days,  it  was  announced  by  M.  B.  Shan- 
berg  who  will  be  managing  director. 
Additional  plans  of  the  structure,  which 
will  seat  4,000  persons,  call  for  a   15- 
story  office  on  the  Main  street  side  of 
the  building. 

Rob  and  Rowley  have  purchased  half 

interest  in  the  Princess  theatre,  Del  Rio, 
Tex.,  from  J.  J.  Poag.  Poag  will  re- 

main as  manager  of  the  house.  The 
Palace  theatre,  McAllen,  Tex.,  has  been 
purchased  this  week  by  the  Dent  The- 

atre Interests.  H.  S.  Federer,  formerly 
of  Tyler  and  Amarillo,  is  the  local  man- 

ager. Fitzpatrick  &   McElroy  are  com- 
pleting their  third  million  dollar  theatre, 

apartment  and  office  building  in  Chicago. 

This  latest  achievement,  the  Hi°-hland 
building,  erected  at  a   cost  of  $1,750,000, 
the  Highland  building  contains  a   2,500 

seat  theatre,  to  be  known  as  the  High- 
land, and  will  be  operated  by  Ascher 

Brothers.  Kenneth  S.  Fitzpatrick  and 

Blair  McElroy  at  present  are  the  man- 
aging officers  of  firms  operating  45  the- 
atres located  in  Michigan,  Illinois,  In- 
diana and  Wisconsin. 

Plans  for  a   new  Capitol  theatre  in 
Ames  and  for  a   new  theatre  to  take  the 

place  of  the  Iowa  Cit”  house  destroyed 
by  fire  a   few  months  ago  have  just  been 

completed  by  Vorse,  Kraetsch  and 
Kraetsch  of  Des  Moines.  The  architects 

say  that  the  Ames  house  will  be  de- 
voted to  pictures  only  and  will  cost 

about  $50,000.  Joseph  Gerbrecht  is  the owner. 

MILWAUKEE,  Wis.,  May  4.— Ed. 
Tundstall  has  been  appointed  to  succeed 

0.  J.  Wooden  as  manager  of  the  Garden. 
Simultaneously  with  this  chancre  of 

management  came  reports  from  a   re- 
liable source  stating  that  negotiations 

said  to  be  in  progress  for  the  purchase 
of  the  theatre  by  Saxe  Amusement  En- 

terprises had  been  practically  completed 
if  the  deal  had  not  been  finally  closed. 

Harry  Warner  to 

Launch  European 

Production  Units 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

LOS  ANGELES,  May  4. — Harry  M. 
Warner,  president  of  Warner  Brothers, 
announced  at  the  conclusion  of  the  com- 

pany’s convention  in  Los  Angeles  that 
he  would  sail  on  August  7   for  Europe, 
where  he  would  remain  three  months  to 

launch  production  plans  in  France,  Eng- 
land and  Germany. 

With  the  announcement  Warner  de- 
parted for  the  mountains  for  a   week  of 

rest  following  three  strenuous  company 
conventions. 

There  was  a   general  scattering  of  the 
Warner  executives  for  brief  periods  of 
rest  at  the  conclusion  of  the  Los  An- 

geles meeting.  Sam  E.  Morris,  general 
manager  of  distribution,  whose  work  in 

conducting  the  convention  brought  warm 
words  of  approval  from  all  sides,  left  at 
once  for  Coronado  to  remain  a   week  or 
ten  days. 

Jack  L.  Warner,  production  chief, 
seemed  to  thrive  on  the  excitement  at- 

tendant upon  the  conventions  and  has- 
tened immediately  to  the  studio  to  con- 

tinue work  on  the  splendid  program  that 

has  been  mapped  by  Warners  for  the 
1926-27  season. 

Watt  L.  Parker,  advertising  and  pub- 
licity director,  whose  plan  book  for  the 

coming  season  brought  him  much  well 
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merited  commendation,  remained  over  at 
the  studio  where  he  will  spend  the  next 
month  or  so  discussing  advertising  and 

publicity  plans  for  the  season.  Lloyd 
Willis,  special  home  office  representa- 

tive, and  Clarence  Bunn,  in  charge  of 
special  sales  returned  immediately  to  the 
home  office  to  plunge  into  the  busy  sell- 

ing campaign  ahead. 

Metro  Signs  Chaney  to 

Long  Term  Contract 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  May  4.— Metro-Gold- 
wyn-Mayer  last  week  announced  through 
Irving  G.  Thalberg,  associate  producer, 

that  the  company 

has  signed  Lon 
Chaney  to  a   new 

long  term  con- tract. 
Chaney,  who 

has  been  with 

the  Metro-Gold- 

wyn-Mayer  com- 
pany for  the  past 

year  and  three months,  has 

played  during 
that  time  in  his 
most  successful 

vehicles,  “The 

Unholy  Three,” 
and  “The  Black 

Bird.”  He  is  now  working  under  Tod 

Browning,  in  the  latter’s  production  of 
“Road  to  Mandalay."  Other  successful 
pictures  in  which  Lon  Chaney  has  been 

starred  are  “The  Hunchback  of  Notre 
Dame,”  and  “The  Phantom  of  the 

Opera,”  in  which  he  acted  for  other 
companies. 

Incorporation  Record 
Hit  in  Eastern  Slump 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

ALBANY,  May  4. — Fewer  companies  en- 
gaging in  the  motion  picture  business,  in- 

corporated in  New  York  state  during  last 
week  than  during  any  similar  period  of 

time  thus  far  this  year.  There  were  but 

three;  two  of  these  did  not  state  their 

capitalization  when  incorporating.  The  rea- 
son for  the  apparent  slump  is  not  known, 

except  that  perhaps  it  occurred  in  the  or- 
dinary run  of  business  and  next  week  will 

bring  the  usual  number  of  such  companies 
incorporating.  The  three  companies  that 
received  charters  last  week,  were:  Covent 
Theatre  Corporation,  capitalized  at  $150,000, 

Solroc  Pictures,  Inc.,  and  Amusement  Pic- tures Corporation. 

Hays  to  Pathe  Office 

When  Ames  Is  Moved 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

ALBANY,  May  4. — Another  change  oc- curred along  film  row  here  last  week, 

when  George  Ames,  manager  of  the  Pathe 
office,  was  transferred  to  the  New  Haven 

exchange.  Employes  gave  him  a   farewell 

party.  Edv/ard  J.  Hayes  who  one  time 
handled  the  First  National  exchange  in 

Buffalo,  succeeds  Ames  in  Albany.  Paul 
Smith  has  been  transferred  to  New  Haven, 

while  Edwin  Melhado,  resigned  to  enter 

an  Albany  bond  house.  Leon  Medem  is 

back  in  Albany,  and  plans  to  open  an  ex- 

change where  he  will  represent  several  in- 
dependents. 

Graf  Pleads  for  Meet 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

SAN  FRANCISCO,  May  4.— Max 

Graf,  former  head  of  Graf  Productions, 

Inc.,  has  brought  action  in  the  Superior 

Court  to  compel  the  directors  of  tn 

company  to  hold  their  1926  annual  mee
t- 

ing. 



announcement 
OF  PRODUCT 

1926- 1927 

Holding  aloft  the  Torch 
of  Showmanship  to  light 

the  way  to  greater  profits 

for  Exhibitors,  F.  B.  O.  announces 

its  attractions  for  1926-27. 

F.  B.  O.  made  definite  promises  as 

to  Quality  of  Product  in  1925-26 
and  carried  its  pledges  to  fulfill- 

ment. F.B.O.  attractions  achieved 

an  amazing  record  of  box-office 
Performance!  F.  B.  O.  PROM- 

ISED AND  F.  B.  O.  DELIV- 
ERED ! 

Upon  this  rock-ribbed  platform  of 
Performance,  F.  B.  O.  comes  forth 

again — proud  of  its  progress  in 

the  season  now  passing — to  offer 

a   truly  great  array  of  box-office 
attractions  for  1926-27! 



Mighty  Array  of  Authors,  Stories  and  Stars! 

F.  B.  O.’s  Matchless  Box-Office  Line-up! 
'F  'R  O   reached  towering  heights  of  Showmanship  in  its  pro- 1   .   U.  for  1926-27. 

In  stories,  authors,  stars  and  directors  F.  B.  07s  new  product  will  coni' 
pletely  eclipse  any  group  of  attractions  ever  sponsored  by  F.  B.  O. 

Every  story  and  star — every  author  represented  on  the  program-yhs§ 
been  chosen  on  the  sure-hre  basis  of  box-office  values — by  the  unfailing 
gauge  of  actual  PERFORMANCE! 

Practical  showmanship  is  the  keynote  of  the  entire  program. 

There  will  be  TWELVE  Gold  Bond  Specials — greater  even  than  the 
twelve  of  last  season!  Each  of  the  Gold  Bonds  embraces  tremendous 
attraction  value.  Each  is  exploitable.  Each  is  founded  on  a 
show  idea. 

Each  possesses  at  least  one  outstanding  SHOW  ANGLE — or  “handle 
of  which  a   showman  may  take  hold  to  sell  his  public!  Each  title  is  big 

with  SHOW  FLASH!  Each  rings  the  box-office  bell  with  venge^ce- 
Analyze  each  Gold  Bond  with  the  keen  eye  of  showmanship,  dhen book  them  all! 

F,  B.  O.  has  w'on  the  confidence  of  hundreds  of  exhibitors  through  tbe 
PERFORMANCE  AND  DIVERSITY  of  its  product! 

The  new  line-up  of  T welve  Gold  Bonds  will  shatter 
all  records  of  the  past! 



Greata^  Frofiis  Program 
Stars!  F.  B.  O.’s  own  box-office  stars!  Action! 

And  the  greatest  short  subjects  in  the  industry! 

Fred  Thomson,  greatest  of  Westem  stars  and  his miracle  horse,  Silver  King,  again  illumine  the  F.  B,  O. 

program  in  four  super-Westem  specials! 

EVELYN  BRENT,  fresh  from  brilliant  conquests,  will 

achieve  even  greater  heights  in  SIX  action  melodramas — 

geared  flush  for  the  box»office! 

GEORGE  O’HARA,  virile  young  hero  of  “Fighting 
Blood,”  “Pacemakers”  and  other  F.  B.  O,  successes,  will 
make  his  debut  as  an  F,  B.  O.  star  in  SIX  action  melo- 

dramas spiced  with  comedy! 

ALBERTA  VAUGHN,  darling  of  Jazz  and  young 

romance,  will  take  her  well-earned  place  among  F«  B.  O.’s 
constellation  of  box-office  stars!  In  SIX  comedy  dramas! 

RANGER,  famed  police  dog  winner  of  many  blue-rib- 
bons, in  FOUR  outdoor  melodramas  spurred  with  fast 

action! 

BOB  CUSTER,  in  EIGHT  whizzing  Westerns,  bigger 
and  better  than  ever!  Hov/  he  has  PERFORMED! 

TOM  TYLER  AND  HIS  BOUNDING  GANG,  the 

kid,  the  horse  and  the  dog  in  EIGHT  WESTERN 
MELODRAMAS! 

And  the  Greatest  Line  of  Short 

Subjects  in  the  Industry! 

H.  C.  WITWER’S  “BILL  GRIMMS  PROGRESS,” 

current  in  Colliers’!  Twelve  riotous  chapters! 

H.  C,  WITWER’S  “WrSECRACKERS,”  current  in 
Cosmopolitan!  Twelve  bull  roars! 

TWELVE  WHIRLWIND  COMEDIES  (gales  of 

laughter)  starring  the  invincible  comedy  find,  Charley 
Bowers. 

TWELVE  STANDARD  COMEDIES.  None  better! 

TWENTY-SIX  KRAZY  KAT  COMICS. 

TWENTY-SIX  ALICE  COMEDIES. 

•   B,  O.  has  the  greatest  group  of 
practical  showmen  in  Hollywood  at 
work  in  its  splendid  studios,  turning 
out  box-office  shows  for  YOU  ! 





An  idea  of  the  amazing  popular- 

ity of  Gene  Stratton-PorteAs 
novels  may  be  gleaned  from  the 

astonishing  fact  that  if  the  SOLD 

copies  of  her  books  ivere  piled 
one  upon  another  they  would 

toiver  1,600  times  as  high  as  the 

cloud-piercing  Woolworth  Build- 
ing in  New  York  City,  the  tallest 

building  in  the  tvorld!  Imagine 

ivhat  that  means  to  your  box- 

The  industry  KNOWS  by  the  gauge  of  ACTUAL 
PERFORMANCE  that  Gene  Stratton-Porter  is  the 
MIGHTIEST  AUTHOR  NAME  DRAW  OF  THE HOUR! 

The  stupendous  circulation  of  her  books  .   .   the 
astonishing  success  of  “The  Keeper  of  the  Bees”  and 
other  productions  from  her  novels,  attest  the  unex- 

ampled grip  of  Gene  Stratton-Porter  on  the  hearts of  millions! 

It  is  with  high  pride,  F.  B.  O.  announces  as  one  of 
her  contributions  to  its  program  for  1926-27,  a   pic- tunzation  of  one  of  her  greatest  novels. 

LADDIE 
Read  by  uncounted  legions  “Laddie’’  proj- 

ects the  spirit  that  made  Gene  Stratton-Porter 
one  of  the  great  figures  of  literature.  Its  circu- 

lation has  climbed  into  millions.  Into  its  devel- 
opment the  author  poured  the  last  ounce  of  her genius. 

Already  John  Bowers,  little  Gene  Stratton, 
grand-daughter  of  the  author  and  other  dis- 

tinguished players,  have  been  engaged  for  the 
cast,  

°   ̂  

me  GARDEN 
Will  be  Gene  Stratton-Porter’s  second  centribu- 
tEon  to  the  F.  B.  O.  program. 

Her  inost  recent  novel,  acclaimed  by  critics  as 
^   published  serially  in 

_   c   ail  s   Magazine  in  time  for  exhibitors  to  cash 
™   ots  the  smashing  circulation. 

Doubleday,  Page  and  Co.,  great  publishing 
Ouse,  will  bring  out  the^ovel  at  the  same  time! Stratton-Porter  attractions 

be  advertised  nationally  on  a   huge 
,   An  audience  of  truly  colos- 

th  will  be  waiting  eagerly  to  see 

*   U. 

SIMTTON- PORTER Adjectives  are  feeble.  .   .   ballyhoo  puerile  for  Gene  A Stratton-Porter.  M 



A   PATH  Of  GLITTERING  COL 

BOX-OFFICE  VALUE 
DEFINITELY  GUARANTEED 
BY  THE  TRIUMPHANT  RUNS 
IT  SCORED  IN 



HT^MGIIT  TO  YOIR  BOX  OrrO 

From  the  play  by  LEON  DE  COSTA 

my 
New  York  Comedy  Stage 

Hit!  A   Laughing  Riot! 

Another  smash  money  bet  to  which  the  fans  will  fiy  as 

steel  to  a   magnet! 

The  Irish-Jewish  theme  is  irresistible — proven  so  by  the 

astounding  siiccesses  of  other  attractions  of  this  warmly 
human  fiavorl 

Its  vogue-^ — now  at  its  height — will  never  wane! 

Ever  alert  to  choose  the  best  box-office  materia!  at  the 

precise  instant  of  its  highest  popularity,  F.  B.  0=  invaded 

the  story  market  and  plucked  “Kosher  Kitty  Kelly  ’ 

against  the  spirited  bidding  of  other  companies! 

What  a   show  you’ll  get!  What  laughs!  What  thrills! 

What  human  sentiment!  A   great  New  York  legitimate 

success  brought  gloriously  to  the  screen  with  every 

ounce  of  F.  B.  O.’s  vast  resources  of  showmanship  put 

into  the  production! 

The  cast  already  includes  Viola  Dana,  V era  Gordon 

and  Nat  Carr 



PEERLESSLY  PRODUCED! 

Great  4-Ring 

Box-Office  Cast 

VIOLA  DANA 
RALPH  LEWIS 

GEORGE  O'HARA 
RALPH  INCH 

This  way  to  the  BIG 
TENT! 

Streaming  Banners ! Prancing  Stcek\ 

Monumental  and  Mag- 
nificent Manifestations 

of  Nature  never  before 
seen  in  one  Mammoth 

Eliptical  Arena!  Dens 
of  Strange  and  Curious 
Zoological  Rarities! 
Museums  of  Human 
Oddities  Augmented  by 

Singular  and  Incompar- 
able Specimens  Calculat- 

ed to  Stop  the  Breath... 
Curl  the  Hair. ..and 
Freeze  the  Blood! 



the  Show  World  on  Parade  / 
BJarin^  Bands  ! 

Hoaying  Beasts  of  the  Juncjle,/  Tanibliiicj  Clowns  / 

HAN 

Elephants...  Pumas,..  Tigers 
Lions.,.Wildcats...Blood-Sweat- 

ing  Behemoths  —   so  Ferocious 
a   single  glint  of  their  eyes 
would  send  Strong  Men  into  a 
Cataleptic  Trance! 

Some  show  is  RIGHT  I 

A   Ralph  Ince  Production 

Story  by  Arthur  Guy  Empey 

PRESENTED!  CRASHINGLY  CAST! 
i. 



,Ull. 
supefi-  wesTCPM 
SPeci/JLS 

starrln 
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FRED 

And  His  Miracle  Horse 

SILVER  KING 
With  glorious  achieve- 

ments behind  him,  Fred 

moves  ruggedly  on  to 

greater  conquestsi 
Fred  and  his  miracle  ) 

steed,  Silver  King,  have 

become  more  than  dick- 

ering shadows  on  the 
screen.  They  embody  a 

monumental  ideal  en- 

shrined in  the  hearts  of 

thousands! 

Never  in  the  annals  of  the  screen  has  a   star 

received  such  praise  as  exhibitors  have  be- 

jy  stowed  upon  Fred  and  Silver  King  in  “What 
the  Picture  Did  for  Me.”  Bigger  Stories  and 

Bigger  Attractions!  is  Fred’s  platform  for  the coming  campaign! 

Stewart  Edward  White,  world-famed  author 

of  adventure  detion,  will  contribute  TWO  of 

Fred’s  FOUR  super-Westem  features;  “The 

Desert  Legion”  and  “Arizona  Nights.”  The 

third  will  be  “Silver  Comes  Through”  and 
the  fourth  “A  Regular  Scout.” 

“A  REGULAR  SCOUT”  Glorifying  the  Boy  Scouts  of 



STALWART  IDOL  OF  OUR 

YOUTH!  PEERLESS  APOSTLE 

OF  GLEAN  ENTERTAINMENT! 

'^orld,  will  be  an  exploitation  sweep  of  stunning  proportions! 



Ipwerm^  castles  of  Good- 
Fellowsliip  -   -   the  Great  World 
of  Hkdoin   from  whicli 
will  sur^e  a   Jubilant  Anny  of 
Americans  to  help  you  dlor- 
ify  the  Mighty  Spirit  of 
Brotherhood  / 

NEWAKH^ 

Whoop®6  / 

(ji-eat  Guys 

Reglai’  fellers 



ticm  Bestiidinff  the 
km  Picture  World 

Compared  with  which  all  tie-up  propositions  of  the 

past  are  dwarfed  and  made  puny!  F.  B.  O.  has 

given  exhibitors  many  a   mammoth  exploitation  ve- 

hicle but  never  such  an  all-embracing  box-office 

sweep  as  this  stupendous  jubilee  attraction,  glorify- 

ing the  greatest  fraternal  organization  on  the  face 
of  the  earth! 

One  million  two-fisted  Elks  are  ready  to  stand  on 

tip-toe  and  shout. 

r# 

Proudly  dedicated  to 
the  Elks  of  the  world 

Analyze  the  unprecedented  show 
background  of  this  truly  amazing 

proposition!  The  snuggest  of  tie- 
ups  with  everything  in  sight!  The 
Elks  Magazine  and  its  circulation 
of  many  thousands!  With  every 

Elks  Lodge  and  its  teeming  leg- 

ions of  boosters!  The  Elks  Or- 

ganization itself  from  top  to 
bottom! 

A   campaign  of  showmanship 

transcending  anything  ever  at- 

tempted in  the  industry  before! 

If  you  have  an  Elks  Lodge  in  your 

town  or  within  fifty  miles,  here  is 

one  show  you  simply  have  to  play ! 

A 





fvlac^  /   Thrill 

C   WiTWE 
de  L«xe  Comedy  Action  Super- Featui-e 

piodueed  on  a   Sumptuous  Scale 

Ha  Father 
Said  NO 

//  Scattered  millions  draw  their 

daily  laugh  from  Witwer.  A   ban- 
ner showman's  name  that  spells 

gobs  of  jolly  jack! 

Magazines,  newspapers,  syndi- 
cates carry  his  daily  Barrage  of 

Joy  into  thousands  of  homes ! 

Another  show  with  a   great  big 

handle!  How  you  can  sell  Witwer! 

How  you  can  sell  his  booming 
comedy ! 

With  a   prodigious  cast]  of  all-star 

comedians,  including  the  in- 
imitable A1  Cooke  and  Kit  Guard 

who've  made  millions  laugh  in 

‘^Fighting  Blood",  "Pacemakers" "Go-Getters"  and  other  big 

Witwer  two-reel  successes ! 



I 

20,000,000  Women  Voters 

await  this  monumental 

drama  of  the  woman 

in  poitics/ 

THE  GOVB Starring 

VauUne  jrida 
Ferguson  and  Nellie  Ross,  Governors  j 

of  Texas  and  Wyoming,  have  brought  the  | 

American  woman  definitely  into  the  whirl-  I 
ing  arena  of  national  politics*  , 

America’s  most  distinguished  actress,  ' 
Pauline  Frederick,  as  the  Governor  of  her  , 

State — harassed  by  the  forces  of  corrup- 

tionstanding  supreme  before  the  whirl- 
wind! 

Story  by 

Hystt  Daab  and  Weed  Dickinson 

Directed  by  Chet  Withey 

Adaptation  by 

Dorit  Anderion 



A   Mother  and  Son  Drama 

aimed  flush  at  the  stal- 

wart heart  of  Womankind ! 

And  how  it  hits !   Tie-ups 

with  thousands  of  wo- 

men’s political  clubs! 

They’ll  swarm  to  your  aid ! 
Endorsements  by  every 

man  and  woman  of  note 

in  the  land!  A   show  back- 

ground of  truly  colossal 

magnitude!  An  Idea 

Show  in  the  nick  of  time  I 

Built  directly  for  exploit- 
ation 1 





Loyal  Readers  are  Primed 

EDGAR  RCE  BURROUGHS' 

Another  great  author  joins 

F.  B,  O^s*  galaxy  of  noted 
writers !   Edgar  Rice  Burroughs 
has  written  dozens  of  best  sell- 

ers! His  name  is  one  with  which 

to  conjure  in  world  literature! 

More  than  lO,OOOjOO0  copies 
of  his  novels  have  been  sold! 

Many  more  millions  have 
read  and  re-read  them! 

Tarzan  is  a   glamorously  romantic  figure 
known  the  world  over!  A   smashing  char' 
acter  of  the  South  African  jungles! 

You  know  what  a   PERFORM- 
ANCE SUCCESS  Tarzan  has 

been  on  the  screen  and  stage 

The  way  is  paved  for  you  with 
gold!  Tarzan  will  be  produced 
in  lavish  fashion  with  an  all- 

star  cast !   A   booming  out-door 
adventure  melodrama  with 

box-office  writ- 
ten all  over  it! 

// 

COLOSSAL 
MLIODRAMA 

OF  THE 

SOUTH  AFRICAN 
JUNGLES 



uM^u 

VMJkJ^K' .. 
 '' ll^BSillK^  \   ,j.,1[]^| 
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ins  of  PEIERBXIH 
Ifdodrama 

Still  aHother  univeisally 
read  author  contiibutes  to 
FBO  V   atitaxin#  program 

forl926"1927 

/ 

What  a   treat  for  alert  showmen! 

What  a   boon  to  box-offices  that  cry  for 
vigorous,  knife  -   edged  melodrama 
turned  out  with  distinction! 

Peter  B.  Kyne  is  a   MONEY  name 

towering  to  the  high  heavens!  A   name 

backed  by  reader  circulation  of  posi- 
tively astounding  volume  the  world 

over! 

Peter  B.  Kyne  turns  out  the  best  melo- 

drama on  the  screen  today.  “Breed  of 
the  Sea,”  with  its  glamorous  sweep  of 
the  open  waters,  the  two-fisted  punch 
of  its  dramatic  conflict,  is  one  of  his 

greatest  yarns! 

Here  you  have  author  value  at  its 
highest  peak  .   .   .   reader  value  that 

actually  means  money  in  your  till  .   ,   . 
and  a   rousing  big  show  from  the 

worId*s  greatest  writer  of  melodrama! 
All  in  the  typical  F.  B.  O.  manner! 



An  FBO  Melodrama d 
with  the  Vivid  Arl 

THE 

CITY 

^"T^HE  crackling  genius  o£ 

Mary  Roberts  Rine- 
hart whipping  through 

every  smashing  sequence! 

Her  millions  of  loyal  read- 

ers-™gripped  in  the  magic 

spell  of  her  art — ready  to 

pile  into  your  theatre! 

Melodrama  as  only  Mrs. 

Rinehart  knows  how  to 

turn  it  out!  Melodrama 

that  gets  right  down  to 

brass  tacks  and  plunges  its 

story  home  with  a   wallop 

in  either  list!  A   great  big 

show  aimed  flush  at  the 

solar-plexus  of  your  box- office! 

b-
 

F.  B.  O.  MELODRAMAS 

FOR  1926-27  WILL  ECLIPSE 
ALL  OTHERS  FOR  DOWNRIGHT 
BOX-OFFICE  VALUES  ! 

■h 



I 

ejibook  ims  rank  Mary  Rob- 

grts  Rhi^&  right  now  one 
the  sM^osfr  widely  readk 

^   tauthom\m  the  ̂ ^rldl 
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tolbO'S juthors 
Another  author  of  sweeping  popu- 

larity and  the  greatest  of  human 

themes — “MOTHER.”  A   story 
of  terrific  dramatic  power  ■ —   of 

soul-tingling  pathos — of  comedy — 
of  action  and  delicious  sentiment! 

A   great  novel  already  read  and  re- 
read by  countless  thousands! 

The  way  to  money  is  wide  open 
with 

(Itsa  grand  old  name) 

A   stalwart  exploitation  proposition  with 
dozens  of  tie-ups  already  arranged.  Songs, 
novelties,  organization  contacts — a   show  back- 

ground of  truly  staggering  proportions ! 

Pf  all  the  mighty  exploitation  vehicles  offered 
m   the  past  by  F,  B.  O,  none  has  had  bigger  pos- 
milths  of  profit  than  “MOTHER”! 



A 
WHITE 
L!LY 
ROOTED  IN  A 
DARK  BOG  OF 

SQUALOR.  / 

EVER  STRUGGLING 
TOWARD  THE  SUN/ 

The  poiind-pound-pound of  terrific  drama!  The  rip 

and  tear  of  smashing  action! 

The  tingling  thrill  of  senti- 
ment that  reaches  deep  down 

into  the  soul!  Are  vivid  ele- 

ments of  “Rose  of  the  Tene- 

ments!” 
A   beautiful  girl  doomed  to 

poverty!  Fighting  her  w'ay 
through  the  murk  of  the 

slums!  Caught  in  the  onrush 

of  a   cruel  Destiny  and  strug- 
gling through  to  triumph  in 

one  of  the  greatest  melodra- 
matic climaxes  ever  flung: upon  the  screen! 

What  a   theme!  What  box- 
office  flash!  What  red  meatoi 

showmanship !   And  a   smash- 
ing line  of  accessories  to  push it  over! 

F.  B.  O.’s  superW 

poured 
melodrama  of 

BOSEd 
melodrama  of 

staggering  magnitude 
limned  again  sf  the 
Trillion  Dollar  Skylim 

of  the  world’s  Meiropok- 
-bedaiiUng  pbygromi 

of  Saints  and  Satans 



JOHN 
MOROSO! 

k   F,  B.  O,  AND  Melodrama/ 

I   A   Peerless  Money  Combination! 

Based  on  Mr.  Moroso's  widely 

read  novel  “F he  Stumbling  Herd” 

Love  Unbridled 
in  Greenwich 

Village! 

T’  W'orld  Championship 

Fight  in  Madison 

Square  Garden! 

resources 
glamorous 
York  Life! 





/ 
mt,  . 
Oali^a/uc  • 

/ 

EVELYN 

Standing  solidly 

on  a   rock-ribbed 

foundation  of 

BOX-OFFICE 

PERFORMANCE! 

in  SIX  ACTION  MELODRAMAS 

illumined  with  young 

romance  and  booming 
comedy! 

Superb  and  scmtillating  little  artiste  .   .   . 

alive  with  the  spark  of  a   Raquel  Meller 

o   .   .   athrob  with  the  power  of  a   Kath- 

erine Cornell,  and  yet  as  individual  as 

the  flaming  personality  she  is! 

Her  platform  is  PERFORMANCE— 

pressed  in  terms  of  money  in  the  tills  of 

hundreds  of  contented  box-ofiices! 

Melodrama,  swift  and  concise,  softened 

with  just  the  right  degree  of  sentiment 

and  comedy,  will  be  the  keynote  of  her 

six  great  attractions  to  come! 

Here  are  the  titles — brisk  with  the  vigor 

of  showmanship  and  downright  box- 
office  allure! 

THE  NIGHT  SIREN 

LIMEHOUSE  LOU 

THE  GLORIOUS  GAMBLE 

1 
1 1^1 

..d 

LARCENY  LIMITED 

THE  SILVER  MASK 

PLEASURE  HIGHWAY 

k 



Lifted  gloriously  to  the 
Crest  of  Stardom  by  the 
verdict  of  Exhibitors 
themselves! 

Vivid  embodiment  of  the 

Spirit  of  this  Rushing  Era! 
Vibrant,  whole-souled, 
devil-may-care  little  mad- 

cap whose  ascent  to  Fame 
is  the  talk  of  the  industry ! 

Exhibitors  made her  a   star! 

Exhibitors  may 

NOW  reap  the 
harvest! 



A   blazing  addition  to  F,  B.  O.^s  con- 
stellation of  stars!  What  a   box-office 

bet  she  is.  With  millions  acclaiming 

her  in  “The  Go-Getters”,  “Pace- 
makers”, “Adventures  of  Mazie”,  and 

“Fighting  Hearts” ! 

An  established  box-office  personality 
headed  for  still  greater  heights  I 

Six  whizzing  Bombshells  of 
Youth!  In  love  ,   ,   .   at  play 
.   ,   ,   on  the  high  road  to  ad- 
venture! 







e   Magic  Ihnd  of  FBO  presents  a 
New  Blue  Ribbon  Dog  Star 

Touched  with  the  star-making  wiz- 

ardry of  F.  B.  O.  a   new  Wonder 
of  the  Screen  bursts  forth  in 

RANGER  —   Stalwart  Prince  of 

Dogdom — Proud  winner  of  Count- 
less Blue  Ribbons  the  nation  over! 

F.  B.  O.  has  the  knack  of  introduc- 

ing new  stars  and  putting  them 

across  to  the  gratification  of  thou- 
sands of  exhibitors! 

Watch  for  RANGER!  In  four 

thundering  outdoor  stories  with 

the  smash  of  vivid  melodrama  and 

the  zip  of  fast  comedy  to  light  ’em 

up! 

F.  B.  O.  searched  the  whole  bark- 

ing W^orld  of  Oogdom  and  chose 
RANGER — for  his  courage,  his 

nobility  of  character,  his  skill  as  an 

actor!  Nail  RANGER  AND 

NAIL  HIM  FAST!  HE’LL  KEEP 

THE  WOLF  FROM  YOUR 
BOX-OFFICE! 

FOU 
TORNADIC 
OUT  DOOR. 

/   MELODRAMAS 

-j 



Majestic  Monarch 
of  a   Hundred 

Dog  Show  Arenas 



itting  pretty 
on  the 

golden  crest 
One  amshim  seasonol 

PERFORMANCE 
beltiitd  liiiti ! 
On  the  threshold  of  im 
and  greater  Ukiinpljs  / 

Produced  by 

JESSE  J.  COLDBURG BI6HT  WALLOPING 
action  WESTERNS 

Shattering  PERFORM AISCE  records  with  all  the  concen- 

trated wallop  of  a   pump  gun  blazing  away  on  the  Somme. 

Bob  Custer  stands  today  one  of  the  sweetest  box-office  bets 
in  the  Western  field! 

But  his  record  for  the  year  now  gone  will  be  dwarfed  by 
his  achievements  through  the  season  to  come! 

Bigger  stories!  Bigger  casts!  Adroit  direction!  And  the 

addition  of  a   marvelous  dog  as  a   permanent  feature  of  the 
BOB  CUSTER  ATTRACTiONS! 

All  eight  of  his  stories  have  been  chosen  with  a   sharp  ey^ 

to  their  box-office  value!  All  eight  of  the  titles  are  read) 

for  you  as  well! 

TWO-GUN  M’COY 
HAIR-TRIGGER  BAXTER 
CRASHING  HOOFS 

DESERT  WHIRLWIND 

CACTUS  TRAILS 
BULLDOG  PLUCK 

GALLOPING  THUNDER 
TERROR  OF  THE  BAR  X 



A   WHIRLWIND  star  in a   whirlwind  rush  to 

popularity! 

In  a   single  year  Tom  and 

his  Pals — brand  new  idea  in 

Western  showmanship  — 

have  landed  solidly  in  the 

money! 

F-  B,  O.  has  made  elaborate 

plans  for  the  EIGHT  new 

Tyler  shows! 

Greater  stories — brisk  with 

action  and  comedy! 

And  the  lovable  little  gang 

to  provide  just  the  right 

degree  of  sentiment! 

Here  are  the  titles!  How 

they  hum! 

Bare  fisted  o’brien 
tom  and  his  pals 
red  hot  hoofs 
lightning  lariats 
CYCLONE  OF  THE  RANGE 
battling  BUCKAROO 
splitting  the  breeze 
TOM’S  GANG 

AND  HIS  PALS 
T he  Kid,  T he  Horse, The  Dog 

IN  EIGHT  WESTERN  SMASHERS 



PROVEN  box-office  author  name  value! Greatest  short  subject  array  of  established 

Money  Stars  in  the  industry  ! 

National  magazine  reader  circulation  reaching  mil- 
lions! 

At  last  the  memorable  “   Fighting  Bloods  ”   and 

“Pacemakers”  have  been  gloriously  eclipsed  by  the 

very  organization  that  made  them  ! 

Proof  again  of  F.  B.  O.’s  unparalleled  record  in  the 
short  subject  field  ! 



^litan  and  Colliers^  Magazines  RIGHT  NOW! 



See  Dozens  of  Other  Smashing  Surprises  in  Comedies  Destined 
to  Mark  an  Epoch  in  Comedy  Production 



bursting  with  fun/ 
Teeming  with  laughs!  Sparkling 
with  novelty!  Spilling  over  with 

happiness! 

Twelve 

STANDARD  COMEDIES  WILL  PUT  THE  PATRON-PULLING  LAUGH  IN  YOUR  PROGRAMS! 

COMEDIES 
Twelve  two-reel  hilarious  high- 

lights— with  a   dazzling  gleam  of 
newness  in  their  makeup!  Stand- 

ard Comedies  have  won  their 

place  in  the  sun  as  gloom-dis- 
pellers!  Exhibitors  know  they 

have  a   very  consistent  box-office 
value!  This  year  they  will  be 
stronger  than  ever ! 







Showmen’s  Accessories  That  Bring  ’Em 
in  with  Flash  and  Novelty! 

Show  P osters  —Aflame  with  the  smash  of  big  action !   Loaded 
to  the  hiit  with  the  flash  that  reaches  out  and 
drags  them  to  the  box-office  with  eager  money 
for  YOU  ! 

Exploitation  — ^Practical,  far-reaching,  efective!  Noshooting- 
at-the-moon  stunts  but  sound,  practical  ideas  that 
click  and  don’t  eat  up  your  profits! 

Press  Books  — F.  B.  O.  press  books  have  long  been  the  talk  of 
the  industry!  F.  B.  O/s  advertising  experts— 
showmen  all— are  out  to  set  new  SERVICE 
records ! 

F.  B.  O.  gets  back  of  its  product  with  all  the  con- 
centrated smash  of  a   Jack  Dempsey  knockout! 

We’ll  thrill  you  to  your  showman’s  heart  with 
F.  B.  O.’s  service  for  1926-27! 

The  insert  ends  and  the  cheering  begins! 
F.  O.  hits  a   clean  home  run  with  the  bases  filled 
and  every  showman  worth  his  salt  KNOWS  IT  ! 
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F.  B*  O*  Announces  Company's  Policy 
and  Full  Product  for  Coming  Year 

PROMULGATING  the  greatest  array  of  pictures  in  its  history,  fifty-four  feature  entertainments headed  flush  at  the  box  office,  vibrant  with  interest  and  exploitable  to  the  nth  degree,  Film  Book- 
ing Offices  steps  into  the  forefront  of  progressive  producers  with  its  annual  announcement  for 

the  season  of  1926-27,  For  the  first  time  in  its  history,  too.  Film  Booking  Offices  makes  a   complete 
and  comprehensive  statement  covering  both  policy  and  product,  even  to  the  names  of  the  various  star 

series  which  wOi  make  up  the  bulk  of  its  program — thereby  jumping  into  a   commanding  lead  over 
that  vast  field  of  motion  picture  makers  who  have  no  titles  to  give  out  and  no  knowledge  of  what 

Ivehicles  they  will  use  for  their  stars. 

^PRODUCT
ION policy  shaped, 

geared  and  polished 
for  sales,  with  a 

sensitive  finger  on 

the  public  pulse  and 
a   keen  eye  trained  to 

exhibitor  needs,  is  con- 
tained in  the  F.  B.  O. 

announcement. 

Shakespeare  once  said, 

“The  play’s  the  thing,” 
and  if  the  Avon  prodigy 

had  been  writing  of  the 

picture  business  he 
could  not  have  i^se- 

cracked  more  pertinent- 
ly or  to  the  point.  With 

F.  B.  O.  the  show  ^vill 

be  the  thing,  Senior 
Vicepresident  J.  I, 

Schnitzer  expects — and 
the  show  so  moulded 
that  it  will  have  a 

definite  theme  of  broad 

appeal — an  exploitable 
quality  which  will  halt 
the  passerby  in  front  of 
the  theatre  lobby  and 

drag  him  into  the  house 

protesting  volubly  to 

himself  that  he  “really 
ought  to  be  at  work, 

but   ” 
Twelve  Gold  Bond 

Specials  head  the  list  of 
productions  for  release 

during  the  coining  year. 
Names  like  Mary 
Roberts  Rinehart,  Peter 

B,  Kyne,  Gene  Stratton- 
Porter,  Kathleen  Norris, 

Arthur  Guy  Empey, 
Edgar  Rice  Burroughs, 
Stewart  Edward  White, 

John  Moroso,  H.  C. 
Witwer  and  others  that 

are  names  to  conjure 
with,  stand  out  in  bas- 
relieh 

“Bigger  Than  Bar- 

num’s,'” 
Gold 

year, 
with 

The  story  is  by  Arthur 

Guy  Empey,  and  a   sea- 

Film  Booking  Offices 
Gold  Bond  Productions 

for  Season  1926-27 
“LADDIE.”  The  biggest  selling  novel  of  Gene 

Stratton-Porter,  author  of  “The  Keeper  of  the 

Bees.” 

“THE  MAGIC  GARDEN.”  Mrs.  Porter’s  last 
novel,  completed  just  before  her  death. 

“KOSHER  KITTY  KELLY.”  Adapted  from  the 
Broadway  comedy  success  by  Leon  De  Costa. 

“TARZAN  AND  THE  GOLDEN  LION.”  By 
Edgar  Rice  Burroughs. 

“HELLO  BILL.”  An  original  story  witten 
around  the  great  fraternal  organization,  the 
Elks. 

“HER  FATHER  SAID  NO.”  A   feature  comedy 

by  H.  C.  Witwer,  author  of  “Mazie,”  “Fight- 
ing Blood”  and  other  featurettes. 

“BIGGER  THAN  BARNUM’S.”  A   big  circus 
story  by  Arthur  Guy  Empey. 

“HER  HONOR  THE  GOVERNOR.”  By  Hyatt 
Daab  and  Weed  Dickinson.  Starring  Pauline 
Frederick. 

“ROSE  OF  THE  TENEMENTS.”  A   big  city 
melodrama  by  John  Moroso. 

“MOTHER.”  A   novel  by  Kathleen  Norris. 

“BREED  OF  THE  SEA.”  Adapted  from  Peter 

B.  Kyne’s  Saturday  Evening  Post  story,  “Blue 

Blood  and  Pirates.” 
“THE  CITY  OF  SHADOWS.”  Adapted  from 

Mary  Roberts  Rinehart’s  novel,  “The  Lark.” 

the  first  of  the 

Bonds  for  the 

is  a   circus  story 

any  features. 

sational  fire  sequence  ^vinds  up  an  unusual  story  of  power 

and  heart  appeal.  Ralph  Lewis,  Viola  Dana,  George 

O’Hara  and  Ralph  Ince  play  the  four  principal  roles — a 
cast  which  could  hardly  be  improved  for  box-office  value 
and  all  around  excellence. 

“Her  Honor  the  Governor,”  with  Pauline  Frederick  in 

the  leading  role  and  a   sterling  cast  headed  by  Charles  Cole- 

man in  support,  is  a   thundering  melodrama  of  woman’s 
great  place  in  American  politics  today,  and  %vill  in  all 

probability  he  dedicated  to  our  first  women  governors  in 

this  country — Mrs.  Nellie  Ross  of  Wyoming  and  “Ma” 
Ferguson  of  Texas.  The  authors,  Hyatt  Dazffi  and  Weed 
Dickinson,  wrote  the  story  with  Miss  Frederick  in  mind, 

and  it  has  a   strong  emotional  role  for  this  talented  actress. 

“Laddie”  and  “The 

Magic  Garden,”  both 
from  the  pen  of  the 

world’s  popular  author. 
Gene  Stratton-Porter, 
are  the  two  productions 
that  will  be  filmed  by 

the  late  novelist’s  son- in-law,  J.  Leo  Meehan, 
for  F.  B.  O.  release.  The 
former  has  had  a   sale 

over  a   number  of  years 

seldom  if  ever  equalled 

in  the  annals  of  litera- 

ture, and  it  is  consid- 
ered one  of  her  finest 

works.  The  latter  will 

be  published  next  Fall in  McCalls  Magazine, 

guaranteeing  it  a   reader 
circulation  of  more  than 

10,000,000,  and  the  book 

will  be  put  out  simul- 
taneously with  the  re- 

lease of  the  picture  by 

Douhleday,  Page  &   Co., 

backed  by  tremendous 
national  advertising  and 

exploitation.  •   The  rec- 
ord of  “Limberlost”  and 

“The  Keeper  of  the 

Bees,”  previous  Gene 
Stratton-Porter  pictures, 

to  a   very  high  rank  for 
these  two. 

“Hello  Bill!”  a   melo- 
drama dealing,  as  its 

name  would  imply,  with 

the  Elks,  will  be  one  of 

the  outstanding  produc- 
tions of  the  coming  sea- 

son. “Hello  Bill”  will 
lend  itself  wonderfully 

to  Elks  support  through- 
out the  nation,  and  is 

Eindoubtedly  a   “natural” for  exploitation  values. 
“Tarzan  and  the  Gol- 

den Lion,”  the  latest 
Edgar  Rice  Burroughs 
Tarzan  story,  deals  with 

this  internationally- 
kno^vn  fiction  character 

in  a   spectacular  series 
of  new  adventures.  It  is 

only  necessary  to 
{Continued  on  next  poae) 
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Aim  to  Retain 
Goodwill 

By  JOSEPH  P.  KENNEDY 
Chairman  of  Board 

I   HAVE  the  natural  hesitancy  of  a   new  comer  into any  industry  of  expressing  an  opinion  which  may 
be  construed  by  the  man  who  made  this  industry 

successful  as  a   statement  which  must  be  superficial  on 
its  face.  I   can  say  this,  however,  with  assurance,  that 
Film  Booking  Offices  prides  itself  on  its  reputation 
which  it  has  achieved  amongst  the  exhibitors  of  this 
country  and  it  is_  going  to  be  our  policy  to  continue  to 
regulate  the  affairs  of  this  corporation  so  that  it  will 
continue  to  merit  the  goodwill  of  the  exhibitors  of  this 
country. 

We  realize  that  Film  Booking  Offices  must  furnish 
entertainment  for  the  exhibitors’  customers  at  a   price with  which  the  exhibitor  can  make  a   profit.  Film 
Booking  Offices  has  done  this  in  the  past  and  it  will 
continue  to  do  this  in  the  future. 

In  addition  to  the  foregoing,  we  are  developing  our 
production  operations  to  enable  us  to  offer  vastly 
superior  product  to  anything  Film  Booking  Offices  has offered  the  exhibitors  heretofore. 

F.  B,  O*  Announces  Policy 
(.Contintted  from  Page  87) 

remind  exhibitors  of  the  success  of  Tarzan  pictures  in  the 
past  to  realize  that  the  men  who  guide  the  production 
destinies  of  F.  B.  O.  again  have  made  a   ten-strike  in 
lining  up  this  production. 

Her  Father  Said  No”  will  be  a   rattling,  rapid-fire 
gature  comedy  by  H.  C.  Witwer,  with  an  all-star  cast  of 
Hollywood’s  famous  comics  carrying  the  surging  and (.Continued  on  Page  98) 

Contribution 

to  the  Industry 
By  MAJOR  H.  C.  S.  THOMSON 

President 

The  most  marked  characteristic  of  F.  B.  O.’s place  in  the  motion  picture  industry  is  its  insist- 
ence upon  the  rights  and  needs  of  the  small 

exhibitor.  We  have  consistently  tried  to  establish  an 
immovable  contact  with  him,  and  each  succeeding  year 
more  and  more  of  the  smaller  exhibitors  turn  to  us 

for  their  product.  While  not  neglecting  or  jeopardiz- 
ing the  harmonious  business  relations  we  have  been 

able  to  cultivate  and  promote  with  first  run  houses 

and  big  circuit  buyers,  we  have  come  to  regard  this 
smaller  film  buyer  as  peculiarly  and  particularly  our 
own ;   to  be  served,  fostered  and  catered  to  by  us. 

That  there  is  a   definite  need  for  at  least  one  large 

producing  organization  to  minister  to  this  clientele  is 

amply  attested  to  by  the  enormous  amount  of  business 
recorded  on  our  books  which  is  credited  to  the  smaller 

towns.  As  a   matter  of  fact  the  bulk  of  the  entire 

industry’s  support  comes  from  the  small  straggling 
town,  the  village,  the  smaller  city,  and  the  more  con- 

gested parts  of  the  large  metropolis  where  the  influence 
and  prices  of  the  big  theatres  do  not  reach — in  fact, 
where  the  smaller  exhibitor  flourishes. 

This  man  being,  therefore,  the  solid  sifpport  of  the 
motion  picture  producer,  we  feel  that  in  arranging  a 

type  of  product  suitable  principally  for  his  require- 
ments, we  are  doing  not  only  a   service  to  ourselves 

and  to  him,  but  to  the  entire  industry.  That  F.  B.  O.’s 
product  is  the  substance  upon  which  the  smaller 
exhibitor  subsists,  is  proverbial,  and  the  mainspring  of 
this  product  is  entertainment  value.  I   believe  that  epic 

(Continued  on  Page  101) 
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By  J.  L   SCHNITZER 
Senior  Vicepresident 

WITH  greatly  increased  capital behind  us,  and  the  moral  as 

well  as  financial  support  of  Joseph 
P.  Kennedy  and  the  group  of 
financiers  he  represents,  Film  Book- 

ing Offices  looks  forward  with  un- 
troubled vision  to  a   year  which 

should  be  far  and  away  the  great- 
est in  the  history  of  the  company. 

The  past  season  has  in  many 
ways  been  remarkable.  But  that  of 

1926-27  undoubtedly  will  eclipse  it 
in  every  way.  The  influx  of  new 
capital  will  enable  us  to  enlarge 
every  feature  in  the  making  of 
F.  B.  O.  pictures  and  will  put  us 
in  a   position  second  to  none  for 
uniform  boxoffice  quality  of  our 
product.  Studio  equipment  and 
production  facilities  will  all  be  en- 

larged, to  the  end  that  F.  B.  O.  may 
turn  out  a   diversified  product  of  the 
broadest  possible  appeal,  made 
along  showmanly  lines  and  with  a 
thorough  knowledge  and  under- 

standing of  the  needs  and  require- 
nients  of  the  exhibitor. 

Plans  already  are  in  preparation 
for  additions  to  the  studio,  both 
stage  and  office  space,  to  handle  the 

coming  year’s  program  of  fifty-four 
pictures.  Headed  by  such  a   magic 
name  as  that  of  Gene  Stratton- 
Porter,  than  whom  perhaps  no 
greater  box  office  force  ever  lived 

or  wrote  for  the  great  mass  of  the 
public,  and  containing  the  world- 
known  names  of  such  literary 
%ures  as  Mary  Roberts  Rinehart, 
Kathleen  Norris,  Peter  B.  Kyne, 
Stewart  Edward  White,  H.  C. 
Witwer,  John  Moroso  and  Edgar 
Rice  Burroughs,  F.  B.  O.  feels 
secure  in  the  selection  of  the  ma- 

terial for  its  output.  These  are  all 
{Continued  on  Page  lOS) 

By  COLVIN  W.  BROWN 
Vicepresident  in  Charge  of  Distribution 

JN  the  final  analysis,  film  produc- 
tion is  largely  a   matter  of  sup- 

port by  that  great  audience,  the 
public,  expressed  or  withheld 
through  its  representative,  the  ex- 

hibitor. The  natural  aim  of  every 

producer  is  to  make  pictures  that 
will  appeal  to  as  wide  a   class  as 

possible,  and  the  public’s  reactions 
to  these  pictures  can  be  taken  as  a 
barometer  with  which  to  determine 
future  policies. 

It  is  the  good  fortune  of  Film 
Booking  Offices  to  have  a   sales  and 
distribution  force  in  closer  touch, 

perhaps,  with  the  exhibitor,  and 
through  him,  the  public,  than  that  of 

any  other  film  company,  and  it  is 
largely  due  to  this  nearness  of  con- 

tact that  our  last  year’s  program 
was  so  uniformly  successful,  both 
for  the  exhibitors  and  for  ourselves. 

Co-operation,  desirable  in  any  busi- 
ness, is  particularly  essential  in  the 

film  industry,  and  it  is  with  real 
gratitude  that  I   look  back  on  the 
splendid  assistance  and  constructive 

suggestions  embodied  in  the  reports 
and  letters  from  theatre  owners 

throughout  the  country. 

Based  in  large  part  on  careful  and 

thorough  analysis  of  popular  de- 
mand, our  54  picture  program  for 

the  1926-27  season  is  certain  to  es- 

tablish even  higher  levels  of  achieve- 
ment, and  to  be  even  more  profitable 

to  exhibitors  everywhere.  It  has 

been  definitely  proven  by  the  experi- 
ence of  other  film  organizations  that 

lavish  expenditure  in  production 

means,  in  the  majority  of  cases,  dis- 
tinct loss  to  the  theatre  man ;   the 

(Continued  on  Page  108) 

Edwin  C.  King 

Digs  in  at  Studio 
Edwin  C.  king,  who  recently joined  the  Film  Booking  Offices 

organization  and  became  vicepresident 

in  charge  of  production,  now  is  work- 

ing under  full  speed  at  the  Holly- 
wood studios. 

Mr.  King  came  to  F.  B.  O.  from 

Famous  Players-Lasky,  where  for 
several  years  he  was  general  manager 
of  the  Long  Island  studios. 

Already  he  has  established  himself 
at  the  Hollywood  studio  as  a   regular 
fellow  as  well  as  a   more  than  capable 
official,  which  augurs  well  for  the 

esprit  de  corps  which  will  be  mani- 
fested in  the  new  productions. 

Mr.  King  was  born  in  an  Indian 
camp  near  Council  Bluffs,  Iowa,  and 
at  an  early  age  went  with  his  parents 

to  Chicago.  In  1910  he  was  gradu- 
ated from  the  Armour  Institute  of 

Technology  in  civil  engineering  and 
architecture,  a   training  which  has 
stood  him  in  good  stead  in  his  motion 

picture  work. 
After  following  engineering  work 

for  some  time  he  went  to  New  York 

for  the  American  International  Cor- 
poration but  at  the  beginning  of  the 

world  war  he  was  assigned  to  the 
American  International  Shipbuilding 

Corporation  at  Philadelphia  as  assist- 
ant general  manager. 

In  1920  he  joined  the  Famous  Play- 
ers-Lasky Corporation  as  assistant 

studio  supervisor  during  the  construc- 
tion of  the  huge  building  at  Astoria, 

Long  Island,  and  when  it  was  com- 
pleted went  to  the  home  office  in  New 

York  as  assistant  to  Jesse  Lasky. 

In  June,  1922,  he  became  general 
manager  of  the  studio,  which  position 
he  continued  to  occupy  until  a   few 

months  ago  when  he  resigned  to  ac- 
cept a   similar  position  with  F.  B.  O. 
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Marcus  Sees 

Big  Year 

By  LEE  MARCUS 

Gancral  Salesni.inagcr 

F^RANKLY  speaking,  I   am  so  enthu- 
*   siastic  about  our  new  line  up  that  it  is 
impossible  for  me  to  commence  this  ar- 

ticle without  saying  that  1926-27  will  wit- 
ness F.  B.  O.  zooming  across  a   bunch  of 

product  that  is  absolutely  the  greatest 

line  up  ever  offered  an  exhibitor  by  any 
company. 

Our  12  Gold  Bonds  for  the  coming 
season  are  going  to  be  the  talk  of  the 

industry.  And  our  four  super-Thomsons 
are  going  to  elevate  this  popular  star 
onto  a   plane  of  dignity  and  supremacy 
not  shared  by  any  Western  star  in  the 
business. 

Authors  Listed 

We  invite,  nay,  we  challenge  compari- 
son with  any  company  in  the  business  on 

the  quality  of  author’s  names  and  works 
represented  in  our  Gold  Bonds.  This 

group  has  given  universal  satisfaction  in 

the  past,  and  so  jealous  are  we  of  the 

tremendous  popularity  these  productions 
have  earned  for  themselves,  that  F.  B.  O. 
is  unconditionally  sold  on  the  proposi- 

tion, that  there  is  no  subject  or  author 

available  too  prominent  or  too  expensive 
of  acquisition  for  this  group. 

If  you  are  skeptical  in  the  slightest  as 
regards  the  foregoing  statement,  I   here- 

with present  to  you  a   list  of  the  authors' 
names  behind  the  new  Gold  Bonds : 

Mary  Roberts  Rinehart,  Peter  B.  Kyne, 
Kathleen  Norris,  Edgar  Rice  Burroughs, 

H.  C.  Witwer,  Gene  Stratton-Porter, 
John  Moroso,  Arthur  Guy  Empey  and 

others.  You  don’t  have  to  be  a   dyed-in- 
the-wool  book  worm  to  realize  that  here 
we  have  the  most  tremendous  aggrega- 

tion of  big  names  ever  grouped  together 
by  any  producing  company  under  the 
sun.  Not  alone  that,  but  in  the  character 
of  the  productions  offered,  we  have  as 
well  the  greatest  diversity  of  subjects 
ever  tendered  an  exhibitor.  Each  pro- 

duction as  distinctly  individual,  and  as 
different  from  the  others  as  they  can 
possibly  be  made.  The  new  Gold  Bonds 
have  but  one  uniformity  of  resemblance. 
Ihey  will  go  to  the  trade  with  a   con- 

tinuous booming  of  big  box  office  titles, 
borne  of  these  titles  have  been  changed 
as  many  as  12  times,  with  the  best  show- 

{Cotibinued  on  Page  103) 

Derr  Sees  Big 

Progress 
By  E.  B.  DERR 

Treasurer 

T   HAVE  come  back  to  the  motion  pic- 
ture  business  after  an  absence  to  find 

amazing  progress. 

No  business  in  the  world  has  ever 

moved  forward  as  rapidly  as  this  in- 

dustry. Its  progress  is  not  only  amaz- 
ing but  fascinating.  The  progress  I   note 

is  not  only  an  advance  in  production  and 
distribution,  but  an  advance  in  business 
methods. 

In  Film  Booking  Offices  I   see  re- 

markable progress  in  the  last  two  years, 
and  a   more  certain  substantial  progress 
in  the  future. 

Kennedy  Changes 
Promotion  Policy; 
Gives  All  Chance 
of  the  first  acts  of  Joseph  P.  Ken- 

nedy, the  new  owner  of  Film  Book- 
ing Offices,  upon  assuming  control  of 

the  organization,  was  the  announcement 
of  a   new  policy  of  promotion  under 
which  the  humblest  artisan  at  the  stu- 

dios, or  employe  in  other  branches  of 
the  company,  is  eligible  to  the  highest 
office  that  can  be  bestowed.  Mr.  Ken- 

nedy, in  making  the  announcement, 
pointed  out  that  Charles  Schwab  started 

as  a   puddler  and  became  president  of 
Bethlehem  Steel,  and  Andrew  Carnegie 
and  a   score  of  other  men  of  national 

reputation  started  at  the  very  bottom  of 
the  organizations  which  they  afterwards 
controlled. 

"I  am  heartily  in  favor  of  adopting  a 
policy  which  I   believe  will  do  much  to 
foster  and  encourage  the  esprit  de  corps 
which  is  so  valuable  in  the  success  of  any 
concern,”  said  Mr.  Kennedy.  “I  want 
every  man  in  Film  Booking  Offices  to 
feel  that  the  chance  awaits  him,  and  so 
long  as  I   am  in  command  that  opportun- 

ity will  be  awaiting  any  man  who  proves 

his  worth.” Coincident  with  the  statement  by  Mr. 
Kennedy  came  the  announcement  by  Ed- 

win C.  King,  who  recently  was  made 
vice  president  in  charge  of  production,  of 
several  promotions  at  the  Hollywood 
studios. 

Frank  Ormston,  formerly  art  director 
(Continued  on  Page  95) 

■DEALIZING  the  unquestioned  box 
office  appeal  of  noted  writers  whose 

works  have  nation-wide  circulation,  Film 
Booking  Offices  has  lined  u^  an  imposing 
list  of  authors  in  connection  with  the 

1926-7  schedule,  authors  whose  works  not 

only  are  widel)'  known,  but  which  also 

possess  the  dramatic  and  spectacular  quali- 
ties so  necessary  to  meet  film  require- 

ments. These  stories  are  being  adapted  by 

F.  B.  O.’s  scenarists,  John  C.  Bro\vnell 

(above)  is  head  of  F.  B.  O.'s  Eastern scenario  department. 

The  late  Gene  Stratton-Porter’s  “The 
Keeper  of  the  Bees"  was  the  sensation  of 

last  year’s  production,  and  two  of  her 
greatest  works,  "Laddie”  and  “The  Magic 
Garden,"  are  to  be  filmed  this  season. 
Laddie,”  regarded  as  one  of  the  biggest 

selling  novels  of  all  time,  will  begin  pro- 

duction shortly,  and  “The  Magic  Garden,” 
which  was  Mrs.  Porter's  last  and  finest 

story,  is  to  appear  serially  in  McCall's  this 
fall,  with  a   circulation  of  two  and  a   half 
millions,  and  the  film  will  be  released 
simultaneously  with  the  last  installment,  at 
which  time  Doubleday,  Page  &   Co.  wll 

bring  out  the  book,  thereby  assuring  a   tre- 
mendous amount  of  publicity. 

Rinehart  Mystery  Story 

Mary  Roberts  Rinehart,  one  of  the  most 
widely  known  of  contemporary  writers, 
will  be  represented  on  the  Gold  Bond  list 

by  “The  City  of  Shadows,”  a   stirring 
mystery  story.  Mrs.  Rinehart  has  been 

uniformly  successful,  whether  writing  for 
the  stage  and  screen  or  as  a   novelist,  and 

in  obtaining  the  screen  rights  to  her  story 

Film  Booking  Offices  has  further  sub- 
stantiated its  claim  that  only  pictures  by 

the  greatest  authors  and  playwrights  would 
be  offered  as  its  1926-7  Gold  Bonds. 

Peter  B.  Kyne  is  another  famous  author 

who  will  be  represented  by  a   Gold  Bond 
production,  the  motion  picture  rights  to 
one  of  his  most  successful  novels  having 

been  acquired  by  Film  Booking  Offices. 
This  will  be  presented  under  the  title  of 

Breed  of  the  Sea."  Mr.  Kyne  is  kno^vn 

ffie  country^  over  for  his  clever  “Cappy 
Ricks"  stories,  which  have  reached  both 
ffie  stage  and  screen  with  great  success, 

‘^reed  of  the  Sea”  is  a   Saturday  Evening Post  story,  having  been  published  as  a 

serial  under  the  title  of  "Blue  Blood  and 
Pirates."  It  bears  no  relation  to  the 

(Continued  on  Page  95) 

Imposing 

Author  List 
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Founded  on 

Showmanship 
By  HYATT  DAAB 

Director  of  AdverliHtng  and  Sales  ProtnoiiOD 

CHOWMANSHIP — keen,  fast,  practical 
showmanship — is  the  beginning  and  end 

of  our  business. 

F.  B.  O.'s  line  of  product  for  the  new 
season  is  the  most  showmanly  array  of 
box  office  material  in  the  history  of  the 
organization. 

Product  Saleable 

It  may  be  thus  ranked  because  it  con- 
forms precisely  to  the  conditions  of  show- 

manship confronted  by  hundreds  of  exhib- 

itors scattered  the  country  over.  F.  B.  O.’s 
product  is,  first  of  all,  saleable.  Each  of 

our  twelve  Gold  Bonds  is  a   “handle  prop- 
osition." By  that  I   mean  it  carries  a   def- 

inite show  angle  of  which  the  exhibitor 
may  take  hold,  on  which  he  may  base 
his  campaign  of  exploitation — real  meat 
into  which  he  may  sink  his  teeth  of  show- 

manship. There  is  not  a   single  “just  a 
picture"  in  the  lineup.  In  this  respect 
F.  B.  0.  has  accomplished  what  very  few 
organizations  in  this  business  have  ever 
achieved. 

Take,  for  example  the  two  Gene  Strat- 

ton-Porter  productions,  “Laddie"  and  “The 
Magic  Garden.”  Performance  is  the  back- 

ground of  both.  The  tremendous  popu- 
larity of  the  author,  the  publication  of  her 

stories  in  McCall's  at  the  very  time  the  pro- 
duction is  being  shown,  all  heighten  the  tre- 

mendous value  of  a   Gene  Stratton-Porter 

production.  "The  Keeper  of  the  Bees”  shat- 
tered records  everywhere  last  season. 

Sees  Exploitation  Angles 

Analj'ze  each  of  the  F.  B.  O.  Gold  Bond 
attractions  and  you  find  definite  exploita- 

tion angles  that  give  the  alert  showman 
a   basis  on  which  to  work. 

“Her  Honor  the  Governor”  appeals  di- 
rectly to  more  than  20,000,000  women 

voters, 

“Hello  Bill”  has  a   readymade  audience 
of  more  than  1,000,000  Elks,  all  of  whom 
will  aid  in  the  widespread  campaign  of 
exploitation. 

So  it  is  with  every  Gold  Bond  on  the 
list. 

The  entire  program  has  been  framed 

for  practical,  down-to-the-ground  show- 
manship— aimed  flush  at  the  heart  of  the 

box  office. 

Service  to 
Exhibitor 

By  EDWARD  McNAMEE 
Director  of  Publicity  und  Sales  Promotioo 

■^OWADAYS  an  unleashing  of  cellu- ’   luoid  opuses  without  appropriate  pub- 
licity support  is  about  as  much  de  rigeur 

as  a   gentleman  attending  a   formal  full- 
dress  function  without  his  pants  on. 
Therefore  we  propose  to  louden  hugely 
during  the  next  theatrical  semester  on 
what  S.  R.  O. — pardon  me — F.  B.  0.  has 
in  the  way  of  seat-filling  merchandise. 
We  are  going  to  shoot  the  whole  works 

on  the  new  group,  and  lay  down  a   bar- 
rage of  printer’s  ink  that  will  spatter  to the  farthest  confines  of  the  hinterland.  It 

will  really  pay  you  gentlemen  who  operate 
theatres  as  money-making  institutions  to 

keep  your  best  orb  trained  on  the  trade 

papers,  and  squander  a   squint  or  two  on 

our  house  organs  as  well.  Then  you  won't come  around  crying,  in  the  cold  gray  dawn 
of  the  morning  after,  and  say  that  you 
weren’t  warned. 

Especial  care  will  be  exercised  to  give 
you  the  lowdown  on  all  release  dates,  and 
to  slip  you  all  the  dope  on  how  certain 
exhibitors  are  putting  the  pictures  over. 
For  on  looking  over  the  fine  illustrated 

proceedings  we  have  stacked  against  the 

impending  season,  we  realize  that  now  it 
is  every  man  for  himself,  and  our  big  idea 

is  to  give  every  buyer  an  even  break. 
The  exploitation  incidents  contiguous  to 

our  play  dates  will  be  fully  chronicled  and 
meticulous  care  will  be  taken  to  pass  along 

stunt  data  to  all  the  brethren.  Knowing 

as  we  do,  that  we  have  garnered  together 

a   stock  of  goods,  from  every  item  of  which 

the  showman’s  handle  protrudes  like  the 

proverbial  sore  thumb,  exploitation  glean- 
ings will  not  be  difficult  of  attainment.  In 

fact,  the  moment  our  Gold  Bonds  with 

their  wealth  of  exploitational  and  showman- 

ship angles  arrive  on  the  exhibitor’s  door- step we  know  they  are  going  to  inveigle 
his  fanciest  exploitational  faculties. 

We  further  pledge  you  that  F.  B.  O.  will 

positively  not  have  recourse  to  the  ladle 

that  administers  the  well-known  apple- 

sauce. With  the  stuff  we've  got  to  mer- 
chandise, we  don’t  feel  it  at  all  necessary 

to  “hoke"  any  exhibitor  into  a   padded  cell. 
We  promise  that  we  will  not  bootleg  any 

highly  explosive  publicity  at  you.  under 
false  and  misleading  labels.  At  the  risk 

of  letting  a   whole  flock  of  highly-stand- 
ardized superlatives  pass  into  the  Limbo  of 

lost  lingo,  we  purpose  only  to  toss  up 

at  you  those  words  that  will  honestly  con- vey our  message. 

2   More  from 
“Bees”  Author 

By  J.  LEO  MEEHAN Direclur 

“T^HE  KEEPER  OF  THE  BEES.” 
■^our  last  Gene  Stratton-Porter  pro- 

duction, has  been  variously  described  as 
a   box  office  knockout,  a   mortgage  lifter, 
a   shekel  magnetizer  and  a   puller  of  new 

business.  In  Exhibitor's  Her.\ld  list  of 
the  105  best  box  office  attractions  of 

last  year  the  Gene  Stratton-Porter  pic- 

tures "batted”  1,000  per  cent;  for  ‘“A 

Girl  of  the  Limberlost”  and  _   “The 

Keeper  of  the  Bees"  were  both  in  the list,  and  well  up. 

As  the  producer-director  of  the  Por- 
ter pictures,  I   am  happy  to  announce 

that  the  F.  B.  O.  program  for  the  com- 
ing season  will  carry  two  more  of  these 

guaranteed  money  makers.  Based  upon 

past  experience,  there  is  no  question  but 

that  they  will  give  the  exhibitors  of  the 

country  two  of  their  best  opportunities 

to  “cash  in”  and  get  ahead  of  the  sheriff. 

The  first  will  be  "Laddie,"  which  \vill 
be  released  in  the  fall,  and  upon  which 

production  is  now  under  way.  There  are 
less  than  a   dozen  stories  in  all  modern 

literature  which  have  had  the  sale  en- 

joyed by  this  book.  It  has  been  a   con- sistent best-seller,  not  for  six  months  or 

a   year,  but  for  fifteen  years.  As  many 

copies  of  “Laddie”  were  sold  last  year 
as  are  sold  of  the  average  new  novel. 

The  great  publishing  house  of  Double- 

day. Page  &   Company  regards  it  as  one 

of  the  most  popular  books  of  all  time. 

Long  Island  and  Italy 

The  second  Gene  Stratton-Porter  pic- 

ture for  next  .season  will  be  “The  Magic 
Garden."  This  is  a   gorgeous  romance, 

laid  on  Long  Island  and  in  Italy,  and  the 

last  work  completed  by  Gene  Stratton- 

Porter  before  her  death.  It  will  be  pub- 
lished serially  in  McCalls  next  fall,  with 

a   monthly  circulation  of  more  than  2,- 

500,000  copies  behind  it.  And  backed  by 

a   Doubleday,  Page  &   Company  national 

advertising  campaign,  the  book  will  be 

released  at  the  same  time  the  picture  is 

released,  immediately  following  the 

serialization. 

I   submit  these  two  pictures  on  the 

records  of  **  A   Girl  of  the  Limberlost 

and  “The  Keeper  of  the  Bees."  and 
unon  the  unparalleled  record  of  Gene 

Stratton-Porter  as  the  world’s  most 
popular  author.  I   predict  that  they  will 
be  recorded  as  among  the  twenty  best 

box  offic.'  attractions  of  the  1926-27  sea- 
son. 
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“I  conelder  the  1926> 

27  P.  B,  0>  line-up 
one  of  sSie  beat  buys 

on  the  tnorS£ot.”““W. 
A.  SlelTcsi  Proaldoni 

M.  P.  T.  O.  of  NoPlh- weal. 

“The  F.  B.  O.  picture* 

I've  exhibited,  par- 
ticularly the  Cold 

Bonds,  have  been 

grotlfyln^  box  oiHcc 

nltraellons  with  strong 

audience  appeal.  I’m 
glad  of  this  oppor- 

tunity to  tell  you 

they've  been  profit- 

able Invesimenifl.''— 
Robert  D.  Hutchinson. 

Liberty  theatre,  Okla- 
homa City. 

*‘Vour  product  has 

met  with  the  approval 

of  our  mony  patrons 

throughout  the  United 
Stoles  and  combined 

with  Pontages  Vaude- 
ville, it  has  given  the 

ultimate  in  pleas- 

ing entertainment,'*—^ Alexander  Pantages, 

manager,  Pantages 

Cirenit  of  Vaudeville 

theatre,  Los  Angelas. 

“We  have  used  F.  B. 
O.  pictures  since  their 

Inception  and  expect 
to  continue.  F,  B.  O. 

product  has  always 
proved  its  worth  for 

U8."‘~E.  C.  Beatty, 
general  manager.  Bi- 

jou Theatrical  Enl. 

Com  p   a   n   y,  Detroit, 
Mleh. 

“F.  B.  O.  has  been  an 
undisputed  success  as 

a   distributor  of  inde- 

pendent pictures  and 

I   hope  they  will  con- 

linao  to  progress  in 
the  future  as  they 

have  in  the  past.”— = 
J.  H.  Goldberg,  Book- 

ing Mgr..  Weal  Coast 
Theatres,  Inc.,  Los 

Angeles. 

“Using  F.  B.  O.  pic- 
tores, "-^Emll  Stern, 

vleepresldeni  and  gen- 

eral manager,  Lub- 
liner  and  Trinz  Uliea- 

Ires,  Inc.,  Chicago. 

“F.  B.  0>  pictures  we 

hove  played  in  Capllol 
theatre  hove  been 

eonslslenily  good  pic- 

tures, keen  box  ollicc 
attractions  with 

punch.”  —   Simon 
Chornlnsky,  tnoneger, 

Capitol  theatre,  Dal- 
las. Tex. 

Inquiring 

Reporter 

^NE  of  the  sweetest  assignments  to  a 
^   member  of  F.  B.  O.’s  staff  is  that  of 

stepping  out  into  the  territory — figura- 
{CoMtinued  on  page  108) 

“Will  soy  that  1   have  been  very  pleased  with  both 

Gold  Bonds  and  your  program  pictures.”— G.  E. 
Willloms,  manoger  Pork  theotre,  Omaha,  Nebr. 

“All  buying  F.  B.  O. 

pictures.”— A1  Boyd, 

vleoprcBidcnt  of  Stan- 

ley Co.;  Frank  Bcuh- 
ler,  general  manager, 

Stonley  Co.;  Wm.  H. 
Cadorei,  of  Stanley 

Co. 

A]  Boyd 

Wm.  H.  Cadoret 

Group  plctura  of  Comerford  Amusement  Cos 

E.  Luca,  J.  R.  Cadorei,  G.  P.  Morris,  M.  O.  Comer- 
ford,  Wm.  Cosgrove,  Arthur  James. 

“Every  year  since 
your  beginning,  your 

pictures  have  been 
better  and  b   e   t   t   er 

which  gives  me  confi- 

dence that  this  year's 
product  will  be  very 

good.”~— F.  J.  Rem- 

busoh,  directing  man- 

ager, P.  J.  Rembusch 
Enterprises,  Indianap- 

olis, Ind. 

“My  interest  in  “Girl 

of  the  Limberlosl" and  “Keeper  of  the 
Bees”  was  immediale 

upon  announcemcni 

of  prospect  of  pro- 
duction. After  run- 

ning those  pictures  1 
was  delighted  with 

my  fortunate  fore- sight. Give  us  more 

pieturea  like  this.”— Alva  G.  Talbot,  man- 

aging director.  Bis- hcp-Closs  Colo  rado theatre,  Denver. 

“Gold  Bands  are  sure- 

fire  at  my  box  office. 
Picture  for  picture,  I 
don’t  think  F.  B.  O. 
can  bo  beat  by  any 

0   o   m   p   a   n   y." — H.  E. Rehfield,  manager, 

Boyai  theatre,  Sioux 
Falls,  S.  D. 

“I  have  played  F.  B. 

O.'s  Gold  Bonds  fin  all 

my  houses  end  have 
been  successful  with 
them."— M   ox  Asoher, 

Ascher  Brothers,  Chi- 

cago. 

"I  sincerely  wish  you 

the  Buccesa  which  you 

so  richly  deserve  with 

the  production  and 
distrlbalion  of  your 

1926-27  prod-jcl."— Rodney  H.  Pantages, 

Pontages  Circuit. 
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New  Western 

Series  Awaits 

Fred  Thomson 
From  comparative  obscurity  to  star- dom, the  rise  of  Fred  Thomson  has 
been  meteoric,  and  for  the  coming  season 
he  will  be  seen  in 
a   series  of  Film 

Booking  Offices' Westerns  that  will 
eclipse  even  his 
previous  remark- 

able successes. 
Stewart  Edward 

White,  the  noted 
novelist  and  tra- 

veler, is  the  author 
of  three  produc- 

tions Thomson 
will  make  and 
stories  by  equally 
famous  autliors 

are  under  consid- 
eration for  others. 

The  first  “The  Two-Gun  Man,”  is  now  m 
production  and  promises  to  be  the  biggest 
box  office  attraction  the  Western  star  has 

yet  had. 
From  hundreds  of  reports  from  theatre 

owners  all  over  the  country  it  appears 
certain  that  Thomson,  with  his  famous 

white  horse,  Silver  ICing,  is  in  point  of 

popularity  one  of  the  greatest  Western 
stars  on  the  screen.  His  extraordinary 

dramatic  ability,  his  mastery  of  horseman- 

ship, and  his  appealing,  magnetic  person- 
ality, are  assets  of  incalculable  value  to 

the  box  office.  Under  the  capable  guidance 

of  Milton  Gardner,  production  manager  of 

the  Thomson  unit,  and  with  the  genius 

and  ability  of  David  Kirkland  and  A1 
Worker  as  director  and  assistant  director, 

the  overwhelming  success  of  Fred  Thom- 
son for  the  coming  year  is  assured. 

Evelyn  Brent 

Gets  Several 

New  Stories 
Dynamic,  dramatic  Evelyn  Brent, with  her  dark  beauty  and  her  genius 
for  emotional  roles,  has  soared  to  swift 

heights  in  the  past 
year  as  a   delinea- 

tor of  colorful 

characters  —   ac- 
tresses, darlings  of 

the  underworld, 
Secret  Service 
agents  and  other 
picturesque  roles 
which  treat  of  the 
outskirts  of  con- 

ventional life  and 

show,  as  only  mo- 
tion pictures  can, 

how  the  other  half 
lives. 

During  the  past 

year  Miss  Brent's 
Film  Booking  Offices  productions  have 

been  just  one  success  after  another.  She 

has  had  such  outstanding  thrilling,  tense 

melodramas  as  “Silk  Stocking  Sal,  Mid- 

night Molly,"  “Three  Wise  Crooks,  a^nd 

more  recently  “Secret  Orders”  and  The 

Imposter,”  which  has  just  been  completed. 

But  it  is  expected  that  these  will  be  over- 
shadowed by  the  stories  laid  out  for  her 

during  the  new  season. 

Evelyn  Brent 

Alberta  Vaughn 

Will  Make  Six 

Long  Features 

FtyttiC/  Alberta  Vaughn,  the 
the  "million  dollar  figure,’ 

glil  Wllll will  be 

starred  by  Film  Booking  Offices  in  feature 
dramas  during  the 
coming  season. 
She  will  be  sup- 

ported by  the  best 
casts  obtainable 

and  given  the 
most  alluring, 

amusing  and  hilar- ious comedies  that 

the  scrivening  tal- 
ent of  the  film 

world  knows  how 
to  write. 

The  exhibitors 
who  have  played 
Alberta  Vaughn  in 

many  a   series  of 
two-reel  "featur- 
ettes”  in  the  past  know  that  she  will  mean 
something  to  them  in  the  box  office.  In 
her  several  years  under  F.  B.  0.  Miss 
Vaughn  has  established  herself  definitely 
in  the  hearts  of  the  public  for  her  dainty 
attractiveness,  winsome  personality  and 

clever  acting,  especially  in  the  "The  Tele- 
phone Girl,”  “The  Pace-Makers;”  "The  Ad- 

ventures of  Mazie”  and  the  "Fighting 
Hearts”  series. 

Alberlo  Vaughn 

Bob  Custer 

Appears  in 7   Westerns 

Among  the  group  of  Western  stars that  is  rising  over  the  film  horizon 

none  shows  greater  promise  than  Bob  Cus- 

ter, whose  con- 
sistently excellent 

work,  hard-riding 
achievements  and 
all  around  talent 
are  winning  him 

the  support  of 
thousands  of 
screen  fans  and 

enthusiastic  re- 

ports from  exhibi- tors everywhere. 

Practically  un- known two  years 

ago,  Custer  now 
is  an  actor  who 
must  be  reckoned 
with  in  any  con- 

sideration of  the  outstanding  players  of 
Western  drama. 
A   series  of  eight  smashing  Westerns  has 

been  lined  up  by  Jesse  Goldburg,  Custer’s 
producer,  for  the  1926-7  season,  featuring 
him  in  roles  wherein  he  can  display  his 

ability  to  the  best  advantage.  These 
stories  have  been  selected  from  the  works 

of  the  best  writers  of  Western  drama  ob- 

tainable, and  are  to  be  titled:  "The  Double- 

Handed  Bandit,”  "Hair  Trigger  Barton,' 
"The  Avenger,”  “Branded,"  “Two  Gun 

McCoy,”  "The  Fighting  Ranger,”  “Crash- 

ing Hoofs,"  and  “The  Desert  Whirlwind.” These  releases  are  all  packed  with  action 

and  promise  to  boost  Custer’s  reputation 
many  notches  above  even  his  present  high 

level. 

Dob  Cualer 

DeLacey  Guides 

Tom  Tyler  in 
New  Westerns 

'^OM  TYLER  and  his  pals — Flash,  his famous  horse:  little  Frankie  Darrow, 
who  is  going  to  be  a   star  himself  one  of 
these  days  and 
F   r   a   n   k   i   e 's  dog. 
Beans,  will  be  seen 
in  a   new  series 

of  Westerns  dur- 
ing the  coming 

season.  The  in- 
separable quartet 

have  been  making 

history  in  the 

Western  field.  Re- cently they  made 
“Let’s  Go,  Galla- 

gher,” “Up  and 
At  ’Em,”  "Wild  to 
Go,”  and  many 
others  that  have 
met  with  great 

popular  favor.  They  have  a   flavor  and 

zip  all  their  own. 
Ably  guided  by  Robert  De  Lacey,  who 

has  handled  him  ever  since  Film  Booking 

Offices  discovered  this  stellar  “find”  by 
exhaustive  and  painstaking  research  cover- 

ing more  than  a   thousand  candidates,  Tom 
Tyler  is  fast  mounting  to  a   high_  place  in 

the  film  firmament.  The  “Surprise  Star* 
announced  by  F.  B.  O.  last  year  has  turned 

out  to  be  a   “Sensational  Star.” 

A   splendid  list  of  stories  has  been  ob- tained for  Tyler  for  the  coming  season. 

Show  titles,  all  of  them,  and  all  typically 

Western:  “Riding  ’Em  Ragged,”  "Cyclone 

of  the  Range,”  “Lighting  Lariat,”  ’Cow Punchin’  for  Cupid,”  “Galloping  Thunder. 

"Splitting  the  Breeze,”  “The  Wyoming 

Whiz,”  and  "Red  Hot  Hoofs.” 

Gertrude  Short 
in  Two  Series, 

One  Long  Film 

WITH  the  new  season  Gertrude  Short comes  into  her  own.  For  some  time 

past  she  has  been  appearing  with  great 
success  in  F.  B. 
O.’s  "featurettes” 
made  from  the 
stories  bv  H.  C. 
Witwer  and  in 
which  Alberta 
Vaughn  has  been 
the  featured 

player.  In  the  new series  for  the 
coming  season, 

“Bill  G   r   i   m   m 's 

Progress”  and “W  i   s   e   crackers,” 
Miss  Short  will 

play  the  leading 
role.  Miss  Vaughn 

having  transferred 
her  activities  to  feature  length  subjects. 

Gertrude  Short  is  one  of  the  most 

capable  comediennes  on  the  screen  and  un- 
der a   new  contract  she  will  be  under  the 

F.  B.  O.  banner  for  the  next  five  years. 

She  possesses  that  highly  desirable  attri- 
bute, a   natural  sense  of  comedy,  which 

enables  her  to  get  the  most  out  of  the  sit- 

uations. 

Oerirude  Short 
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Hawks,  Heath 

Editing  Chiefs 
with  Brownell 

Film  booking  offices,  with  j. G.  Hawks  and  Percy  Heath  at  the 
West  Coast  studios  and  John  C.  Brownell 
in  the  home  offices,  has  a   triumvirate  of 

scenario  editors  unsurpassed  in  the  coun- 

try. Both  the  Hollywood  men  are  com- 

parative new  comers  to  the  F.  B.  O.  or- 
ganization, but  have  had  extensive  and 

varied  training  in  their  field  as  well  as 
in  dramatic  and  newspaper  work. 

“Jack”  Hawks,  after  his  graduation 
from  the  Leland  Standford  Jr.  Univer- 

sity, took  a   two  years  course  at  Mechanic 
Arts  institute  in  San  Francisco.  He 

served  in  the  Spanish-American  war  and 
was  in  the  expeditionary  force  which 
went  to  the  relief  of  Peking.  Then  he 

made  three  voyages  before  the  mast  be- 
fore his  literary  and  dramatic  ambitions 

took  him  to  New  York  where  he  served 

three  years  under  David  Belasco.  He 
went  West  again,  this  time  as  a   stage 
director,  and  quite  naturally  drifted  into 

the  motion  picture  field,  first  with  Pathe, 
in  1912  and  1913. 

Like  many  men  in  the  scenario,  pub- 

licity and  advertising  end  of  motion  pic- 
tures, Percy  Heath  began  his  career  as  a 

newspaperman. 

2   More  Novels 

of  Mrs.  Porter 

are  Picturized 
Following  the  splendid  success  of 

“The  Keeper  of  the  Bees,”  adapted 
from  the  novel  by  Gene  Stratton-Porter, 
Film  Booking 
Offices  is  making 

plans  for  an  elab- 
orate production 

of  “The  Magic 
Garden,”  her  last 
novel  before  her 

death  in  an  auto- 
mobile accident. 

The  novel  was 

completed  but  a 
few  days  before 

Mrs.  Porter’s 
death  and  the  cor- 

rected manuscript 
was  found  soon 

afterwards.  This  Stration-Poner 
will  be  the  sec- 

ond of  the  Gene  Stratton-PortePs  novels 
to  be  produced  as  a   Gold  Bond  special 
by  F.  B.  O.  during  the  coming  season. 

The  other,  “Laddie,”  in  which  John 
Bowers  will  play  the  title  role,  will  be 
one  of  the  early  productions. 

Many  of  the  important  magazines 

made  bids  for  “The  Magic  Garden,”  but 

the  prize  went  to  McCall's,  which  pub- 
lished “The  Keeper  of  the  Bees”  and  to 

which  Mrs.  Porter  had  been  a   contribu- 

tor for  several  years.  McCall's  will  be- 
gin publishing  the  story  as  a   serial  next 

fall  and  the  final  chapter  will  be  printed 

just  at  the  time  the  picture  version  is 

released  by  F.  B.  O.  Doubleday,  Page 
&   Co.  will  bring  out  the  story  in  book 
form  coincidentally  with  the  release  of 
the  picture. 

Miss  Frederick 

Plays  Lead  in 

Governor  Film 

pAULINE  FREDERICK  one  of  the 
-*•  foremost  dramatic  artists  of  the  stage 
and  screen  today,  will  have  the  leading  role 

in  Film  Booking 

Offices’  remarkable 
picture  of  the 
woman  in  politics, 
“Her  Honor  the 

Governor,”  one  of 
the  big  highlights 
of  the  coming 

season’s  Gold 
Bond  specials. 
The  authors  of 

this  gripping 

theme,  Hyaltt 
Daab  and  Weed 

Dickinson,  had 
Miss  Frederick  in 

mind  as  the  ideal 

type  when  they 
wrote  the  story,  and  her  acceptance  of  the 
role  came  only  after  she  had  read  the  script 
and  expressed  herself  as  enthusiastic  over 
its  possibilities. 

Pauilcse  Fradarick 

Viola  Dana  to 

Lead  in  New 

Circus  Picture 
WIOLA  DANA,  one  of  the  best  known 

^   stars  in  filmdom,  will  have  the  lead- 

feminine  role  in  “Bigger  Than 

mg 

Barnum’s”  one  of 
the  twelve  Gold 

Bond  productions 
on  Film  Booking 

Office’s  schedule 
for  the  coming 

year. Miss  Dana’s reputation  and 
ability  are  too 
well  known  to 
need  comment, 
but  her  work  in 

this  picture  is 
sure  to  add  much 
to  her  laurels,  as 

her  role  as  a   cir- 
cus  performer  is 
a   particularly  appealing  one. 

Large  Following 

for  Fred  Thomson 
In  order  to  make  a   definite  test  of 

Fred  Thomson’s  standing  in  the  field  of 
Western  drama,  a   comprehensive  survey 
of  exhibitor  reports  was  collected  by 
Milton  Gardner,  production  manager  of 
the  Thomson  unit  for  Film  Booking 

Offices,  with  extremely  interesting  re- 
sults. 

Out  of  a   total  of  512  reports,  gathered 

over  a   period  of  sixty  days,  and  embrac- 
ing exhibitors  in  every  section  of  the 

country,  from  the  largest  cities  to  a 
town  in  Arkansas  with  a   population  of 
less  than  three  hundred,  the  surprising 
number  of  313,  or  a   trifle  more  than  61 

per  cent,  named  Thomson  as  their  out- 
standing Western  star,  judging  solely  on 

box  office  returns. 

Ralph  Ince  Will 

Play  as  Viliam 
and  Direct  Too 

"DLAYING  the  role  of  Ravelle,  the  vil- 
lain,  and  directing  the  production  as 

well,  Ralph  Ince  is  doubly  featured  in 

Film  Booking 

Offices’  extraor- 

dinary circus  pic- 
ture, “Bigger 

Than  Barnum’s” 
one  of  the  great- est Gold  Bond 

specials  for  the 
coming  season  of 

1926-7. 
Mr.  Ince  pos- 

sesses in  a   re- markable degree 
the  dual  ability  to 

act  and  direct, 
something  very 

rare  in  the  screen 
world  and  which 

is  so  splendidly  exemplified  in  his  recent 

picturization  of  Jack  London’s  “Sea 

Wolf.” 

Bolph  Inca 

In  “Bigger  Than  Barnum’s”  this  ability 
is  revealed  to  the  utmost  and  will  have 

much  to  do  with  making  the  film  one  of 

the  outstanding  productions  of  the  year. 

Ralph  Lewis 
Returns  with 

Film  of  Circus 
C^NE  of  the  outstanding  favorites  in 

Film  Booking  Offices’  pictures  in  the 
past,  and  admittedly  one  of  the  most 

sincere  and  able 
actors  in  motion 

pictures,  Ralph 
Lewis  returns  to 
the  screen  this 

this  year  with Viola  Dana, 

Ralph  Ince  and 

George  O’Hara  in “Bigger  Than 

B   a   r   n   u   m’s”  the first  of  Film 

Booking  Offices’ Gold  Bond  pro- 
ductions for  the season.  R„iph  Lo>.u 

Mr.  Lewis  is 
known  for  his 

splendid  performances  in  many  of  the 

Emory  Johnson  successes,  such  as  “The 
Mailman,”  “Westbound  Limited,”_  “The 
Third  Alarm”  and  “The  Last  Edition, 

and  his  name  is  called  of  real  significance 
as  a   box  office  bet.  The  role  of  the  old 

high-wire  circus  performer  in  "Bigger 
Than  Barnum’s”  gives  him  a   splendid  op- 

portunity to  display  the  brilliant  emo- 
tional talent  and  the  heart-stirring  per- 

formance for  which  he  is  noted. 

12  Standards  Issued 

Film  Booking  Offices,  through  ar- 
rangements with  the  Standard  Cinema 

Corporation,  will  distribute  a   series  of 
twelve  two-reel  comedies  under  the  gen- 

eral title  of  Red  Ribbon  Standard  Com- edies. 
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Al  Cooke  and  Kit  Guard,  right,  are  to 
continue  with  the  F.  B.  0.  comedy 

organization. 

Al  Cooke  and 
Kit  Guard  in 

Comedy  Films 
'^HE  riotous  team  of  comedy  stars  on 
■I  the  screen,  Al  Cooke  and  Kit  Guard, 

will  continue  right  on  the  F.  B.  O.  lot 

during  the  coming  season.  Comics  par 

excellence,  “Cookie  and  Kit.”  as  the  in- 
separables are  affectionately  known  to 

hundreds  of  thousands,  have  wound 

themselves  around  the  agitated  risibles  of 

the  picture-going  public. 

Through  their  clever  work  in  the  “fea- 
turettes”  based  on  the  H.  C.  Witwer 

short  stories,  particularly  “The  Adven- 

tures of  Mazie”  and  “Fighting  Hearts,” 
which  were  presented  during  the  past 

year,  they  have  become  one  of  the  best 

known  comedy  teams  on  the  screen. 

Not  only  v/ill  they  appear  in  two  new 

series  of  the  Witwer  stories,  "Bill 

Grimm’s  Progress,”  and  “Wisecrackers” 
during  the  coming  season,  but  they  will 

be  prominently  cast  in  “Her  Father  Said 

No,”  a   long  feature  also  written  by  H.  C. 
Witwer. 

O’Hara  Chosen 
as  Leading  Man 

for  “Barnum’s” TDETURNING  to  the  Film  Booking 

Offices  lot,  where  he  achieved  his 

first  fame  in  the  old  “Fighting  Blood” 
series  of  "featur- 
ettes”  made  from 
the  stories  by  H. 
C.  Witwer,  Geo. 

O’Hara,  now  rec- 
ognized as  one  of 

the  leading  young 
actors  of  the 

screen,  will  have 

the  leading  mem- 

ber role  in  “Big- 
ger Than  Bar- 

num’s,”  the  first 
Gold  Bond  pro- 

duction cn  Film 

Booking  Offices 

schedule  for  the  Georg®  O’Hcro 
coming  season, 
besides  a   number  of  other  pictures. 

In  "Bigger  Than  Barnum’s,”  O’Hara 
will  play  opposite  Viola  Dana,  and  with 
him  in  the  cast  will  be  Ralph  Lewis  and 

Ralph  Ince,  thus  affording  him  one  of 

the  biggest  opportunities  in  his  career  to 

display  the  emotional  power  he  pos- sesses so  abundantly. 

Grant  Withers 
Is  Elevated  to 
Hero  in  Series 

(THANT  WITHERS,  who  made  an 
enormous  hit  in  the  "Adventures  of 

Mazie"  and  “Fighting  Hearts”  series  of 
“featurettes,”  will 

play  the  leading 
man  role  in  the 
new  series  which 
will  be  presented 

during  the  com- 
ing season.  As 

heretofore,  these 

will  be  based  on 

the  magazine 
stories  by  H.  C. 
Witwer  and  will 

be  called  "Bill 
Grim  m’s  Prog- 

ress” and  “The 

Wisecrackers.” Withers  has  Gram  waiters 
been  playing  a 

leading  role  in  the  past  series,  the  good- 
looking,  idler  son  of  rich  parents  who 
tries  to  win  the  heroine  by  fair  means  or 
foul.  His  excellent  work  has  won  for 

him  a   much  merited  promotion  and  now 

he  will  appear  as  the  hero  who  thwarts 
the  villain  and  wins  the  girl. 

26  Pictures  in 

Krazy  Kat  and 
“Alice”  Comics 

Film  booking  offices  will  have two  series  of  one-reel  pictures  on  its 

1926-7  schedule,  "Krazy  Kat"  cartoons 
and  “Alice”  com- 

edies. There  will 
be  twenty  six  in 

each  series,  as- 

suring one  re- lease a   week. 

The  former  are 

the  work  of  “Bill” Nolan,  one  of  the 

pioneers  in  the 
animated  cartoon 
field,  and  already 
have  a   national 
reputation.  They 
will  be  produced 

under  the  direc- tion o   f   M.  J. 
Winkler  and  will  , 

be  the  subject  of  a   country  wide  
adver- 

tising and  exploitation  campaign. 

The  “Alice”  comedies,  also  produced 

by  Mr.  Winkler,  are  a   combination  
of 

live  character  and  cartoon,  the  latter  
be- 

ing drawn  by  Walt  Disney. 

Promotion  Policy  Is 

Altered  by  Kennedy 
(^Continued  from  page  90) 

at  the  studio,  has  been  made  production 

editor,  to  assist  J.  G.  Hawks  and  t^o  re- 
lieve that  executive  of  some  of  his  heavy 

duties.  Mr.  Ormston  will  supervise  the 

making  of  some  of  Film  Booking  Offices 
Gold  Bond  productions. 

James  Wilkinson  has  been  appointed 

production  editor  of  the  two-reel  comedy 

series,  and  in  addition  will  supervise  the 
cutting  room. 

The  position  of  art  director  has  been 
given  to  Carrol  Clark,  and  complete 
charge  of  the  carpenter  shop,  miniature, 

scenic  and  property  departments,  to- 
gether with  yard  labor,  has  been  trans- 

ferred to  Lee  Rauch,  who  will  be  super- 
intendent of  the  plant. 

Mr.  King  also  announced  that  the  unit 
system  has  been  put  into  effect  at  the  F. 
B.  O.  studios.  The  introduction  of  the 
unit  system,  he  said,  marked  another 

milestone  in  the  passing  of  the  old  pro- 
duction order,  and  places  F.  B,  O.  in 

line  with  other  companies  which  have 

tried  the  system  and  found  that  it  func- 

tioned splendidly,  notably  Metro-Gold- 
wyn-Mayer  and  Famous  Players-Lasky, 
from  which  latter  company  Mr.  King  re- 

signed to  join  the  F.  B.  O.  organization. 

Imposing  Author  List 
on  1926-27  Schedule 

(Continued  from  page  90) 

“Gappy  Ricks”  stories  and  is  splendidly 
adaptable  to  the  screen. 

Kathleen  Norris  is  a   prolific  writer,  but 
a   most  successful  one.  Her  novels  reach 

the  “best  seller”  class,  some  of  the  best 

known  being  “Mother,”  "Certain  People  of 

Importance,”  “Little  Ships,”  and  “The 
Black  Flemings.”  “Mother,"  a   virile  story 

contrasting  quiet  home  life  and  mother- 
hood with  the  life  of  the  idle  rich  in 

society,  is  the  Kathleen  Norris  story 
acquired  for  Gold  Bond  production. 

White’s  Stories  Start 

Stewart  Edward  White,  whose  reputa- 
tion as  a   novelist,  traveler,  and  big-game 

hunter  is  world-wide,  has  been  signed  up 
for  Fred  Thomson,  and  material  for  three 

pictures,  “Arizona  Nights,”  “The  Two-Gun 
Man"  and  "The  Desert  Legion,”  has  been 
obtained.  Production  already  has  started. 

Edgar  Rice  Burroughs,  noted  author  of 
the  “Tarzan”  stories,  has  sold  the  picture 

rights  to  his  latest  novel,  "Tarzan  and  the 
Golden  Lion,”  to  Film  Booking  Offices,  and 
the  screen  version  will  be  one  of  the  Gold 

Bond  specials  for  the  coming  season.  The 
earlier  “Tarzan”  stories  to  reach  the  screen 
were  box  office  successes  and  it  is  pre- 

dicted that  “Tarzan  and  the  Golden  Lipn” 
will  be  even  a   bigger  box  office  attraction. 

John  Moroso  is  known  to  hundreds  of 
thousands  through  his  stories  which  have 
reached  the  screen  with  great  success.  One 

of  his  biggest  stories  was  “Rose  of  the 
Tenements,”  a   pulsating  portrayal  of  life 
in  the  congested  sections  of  a   big  city. 

This  will  be  one  of  F.  B.  O.’s  Gold  Bond 
productions  in  the  new  season. 

Two  Witwer  Stories 

H.  C.  Witwer,  whose  stories  in  the 
Saturday  Evetiiug  Post,  ColliePs  and  the 
Cosmopolitan  have  made  him  one  of  the 
foremost  humorists  in  the  country,  will  not 

only  have  two  series  of  “featurettes,”  “Bill Grimm’s  Progress”  and  “Wisecrackers,”  in 
the  new  season’s  releases,  but  also  is  the 

author  of  “Her  Father  Said  No,"  which 

F.  B.  O.  will  adapt  from  “Charlotte’s Ruse,”  a   Collier's  Weekly  story,  as  a   Gold 

Bond  special.  This  probably  is  one  of  the 

most  unique  and  original  stories  Witwer 
ever  has  written ;   an  appealing  comedy 

along  entirely  new  lines. 
Arthur  Guy  Empey,  the  famous  short 

story  writer  whose  “Over  the  Top”  was  the 
most  popular  book  on  the  World  war,  will 

be  represented  on  the  Gold  Bond  list  with 

“Bigger  than  Barnum’s,”  a   striking  circus 
tale.  Ralph  Ince  will  direct  this  picture, 

which  already  is  in  production,  as  well  as 

play  one  of  the  leading  roles.  Viola  Dana 

will  be  starred  and  George  O’Hara  and 

Ralph  Lews  are  prominent  in  the  cast. 

Leon  DeCosta,  a   highly  successful  play- 

wright, is  the  author  of  “Kosher  Kitty 
Kelly,”  the  clever  comedy  which  had  a 

season’s  run  in  the  Times  Square  theatre. 
New  York  city. 
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riotous  Witwer  action  along.  A1 
Cooke.  Gertrude  Short.  Kit  Guard 

and  other  fun-making  celebrities  will 
be  featured.  Much  of  the  humor 
takes  place  in  a   health  resort,  run 
by  the  young  college  boy  who  has 
turned  prize  fighter  and  who  dares 
to  aspire  to  the  hand  of  a   wealthy 
girl  to  the  choleric  indignation  of 
reformer-father. 

A   big  prize  fight  scene  and  a   background 
of  sport  and  society  make  this  an  out- 

standing production  idea. 

“Kosher  Kitty  Kelly,”  adapted  from  the the  same  name,  will  be  one  of 
the  Gold  Bond  productions  in  lighter  vain. 
As  a   stage  production  it  enjoyed  a   full 
sunimer’s  run  at  the  Times  Square  theatre m   New  York  City  and  then,  after  an  ex- 

tended run  m   Chicago,  had  the  unique  dis- 
tinction of  returning  to  the  metropolis where  it  duplicated  its  previous  success  at 

UaVs  theatre.  For  a   year  past  it  has 
been  touring  the  principal  cities  throughout the  country,  playing  to  enthusiastic  audi- 

success  of  ‘‘Kosher  Kitty 
Kelly  was  greatly  due  to  its  rapid  action It  offers  splendid  material  for  screen adaptation. 

Moroso  Novel  Adapted 

"Rose  of  the  Tenements”  is  an  adap- tation  of  John  Moroso’s  startling  slice  of life  in  the  congested  section  of  a   big  city published  as  a   novel  under  the  title  of  “The 
Herd.”  and  of  which  more  than 

JW,UUU  copies  were  sold.  Mr.  Moroso, whose  stories  always  have  been  sure-fire 
screen  material,  wrote  this  novel  on  a   big subject  in  a   big  way  and  it  is  predicted 
that  It  will  be  one  of  the  big  pictures  of the  year. 

Mother  is  one  of  the  best  stories  by 
the  popular  Kathleen  Norris  and  on  the 
screen  will  present  a   theme  entirely  differ- other  Gold  Bond  productions. 
Urigmally  published  as  a   novel  by  Double- 

day Page  &   Co.,  it  has  been  issued  in  popu- 
lar price  form  by  Grosset  &   Dunlap,  and has  been  enjoyed  by  hundreds  of  thousands ot  readers.  It  is  a   story  of  contrasts— the 

happy  mother  of  a   large  family  with  her daily  cares  and  household  duties  on  the  one 
hand,  and  care-free,  bored  “Society”  on the  other,  with  the  discontented  daughter 
tasting  the  joys  and  sorrows  of  both  to 
find  that  true  happiness  lies  in  motherhood and  home. 

Kyne  Story  to  Be  Used 

“Breed  of  the  Sea.”  Peter  B.  Kyne, 
whose  "Cappy  Ricks”  stories  fairly  took 

the  country  by  storm,  is  the  author  of  this 
unusual  novel  which  ran  in  the  Saturday 

Evening  Post  under  the  title  of  "Blue 
Blood  and  Pirates.”  Although  entirely  dif- 

ferent in  theme  and  treatment  from  the 

“Cappy  Ricks”  stories,  which  reached  both 
the  stage  and  screen  with  tremendous  suc- 

cess, “Breed  of  the  Sea”  is  splendid  motion 
picture  material  and  has  every  element  that 
goes  for  box  office  value. 

“The  City  of  Shadows.”  Mary  Roberts Rinehart  is  a   name  to  conjure  with.  Prob- 
ably no  other  writer  has  been  so  con- 

sistently successful,  whether  writing  for  the 
stage,  screen  or  reading  public.  The  best 
stories  by  the  most  popular  and  widely 
known  writers  has  been  the  promise  of 
F.  B.  0.  executives  for  the  coming  season, 
and  in  obtaining  the  picture  rights  to  “The 
City  of  Shadows,”  which  was  published 
under  the  title  of  "The  Lark,”  the  source 
of  the  best  screen  material  has  been  reached. 

Four  Fred  Thomson  super-specials  head 
the  list  of  feature  releases.  Swinging  along 
on  the  crest  of  a   popularity  wave  which 
has  seldom  if  ever  been  equalled  in  the 
picture  business  for  the  short  time  it  has 
taken  any  star  to  reach  the  heights,  the 
Thomson  productions  are  bringing  to  the 
screen  some  of  the  works  of  Stewart 

Edward  White — “The  Two  Gun  Man,” 
"Arizona  Nights”  and  “The  Desert  Legion." 
The  next  three  Thomson  productions  will 
all  be  Stewart  Edward  White  material.  It 
is  distinctly  a   feather  in  the  cap  of  this  star 
that  he  should  have  stepped  out  of  the 
realm  ordinarily  scoured  for  Western  mate- 

rial and  invaded  that  of  a   nationally  cele- 
brated author  whose  knowledge  of  Western 

lore  and  fame  as  a   novelist  are  second  to 
none. 

_   Eight  pictures  featuring  Tom  Tyler  and 
his  pals,  will  be  made,  with  the  following 
stories,  all  handpicked  to  suit  a   star  who  is 
rapidly  rising  to  a   top-rung  position  on  the 
popularity  ladder,  and  to  suit  as  well  his 

pals,  the  horse,  the  do^  and  little  Frankie 
Darrow,  the  boy:  “Ridin’  ’Em  Ragged.” 
“Cyclone  of  the  Range,”  "Lightin’  Lariat,” 
"Cow  Punchin’  For  Cupid,”  “Galloping 
Thunder,”  “Splitting  the  Breeze,"  “The 
Wyoming  Whiz,”  and  “Red  Hot  Hoofs.” 

Eight  for  Bob  Custer 

Eight  starring  vehicles  for  Bob  Custer, 
third  member  of  F.  B.  O.’s  triumvirate  of 
Western  luminaries,  have  been  selected  in 

"The  Double  Handed  Bandit,”  "Hair-Trig- 
ger Barton,”  "The  Avenger,”  “Branded,” 

"Two  Gun  McCoj',”  “The  Fighting  Ranger,” 
"Crashing  Hoofs,”  and  "The  Desert  Whirl- 

wind.” 

With  her  widespread  drawing  power  in 
the  two  reel  field,  in  which  she  has  re- 

peatedly demonstrated  her  popularity,  pe- 
tite Alberta  Vaughn  is  this  year  graduated 

into  a   full  fledged  star.  Six  feature  pro- 

ductions starring  the  vibrant  girl  with  the 

“million  dollar  figure”  will  be  made,  the 
stories  from  among  the  following  box- 

office  wallops,  “Ou,  La !   La !”  "Such  a 
Little  Pip,"  “The  Heart  Collector,”  “See 
If  I   Care !”  “Next  Year’s  Model,”  "Whose 
Baby,”  "The  Thrill  Chaser,”  “The  Merry 
Kiddo,”  “Funny  Face,”  and  “The  Chic 

Chick.” 

Six  by  Evelyn  Brent 

Evelyn  Brent’s  place  in  the  film  firma- 
ment is  as  fixed  as  that  of  Betelgeuse.  Her 

star  is  riding  high — and  handsome.  The 
versatile  ability  which  has  stamped  her  as 
one  of  the  best  emotional  actresses  on  the 

screen,  will  be  seen  at  its  best  in  six  smash- 

ing shows:  “The  Glorious  Gamble,”  "High 
Stakes,”  “Larceny,  Ltd.,”  "Limehouse  Lou,” 
"The  Night  Siren,"  “The  Mad  Girl  of 
Moscow,”  “Pleasure  Highway”  and  "The 
Girl  Who  Dared,”  have  been  purchased 
for  Miss  Brent  and  her  series  will  be 
selected  from  these  stories. 

George  O'Hara,  one  of  the  leading 
young  actors  of  the  screen,  has  returned 
to  the  F.  B.  0.  fold  and  will  make  a 

series  of  six  feature  pictures  for  the  com- 
ing season.  O’Hara  achieved  his  first  fame 

in  the  old  "Fighting  Blood”  series  of 
“featurettes,”  and  is  now  playing  a   leading 

role  in  "Bigger  Than  Barnum's,”  one  of 
the  Gold  Bond  productions  for  the  coming 
season,  having  progressed  greatly  since  his 
short  subject  days.  The  screen  rights  to 
“Crooks  Tours,”  a   three-act  play  by  James 

Henry  O’Brien,  has  been  obtained  for  one 
of  O’Hara’s  early  productions,  and  other 

pictures  will  include  “Get  Set — Go !”  "The 
Bigger  They  Are — ,”  “Irish  Eyes,”  "Tor- 

nado Terry,”  "Going!  Going!  Gone!”  and 
"The  Lightning  Chaser.” 

There  also  will  be  four  dog  pictures  for 
the  coming  season,  featuring  Ranger,  one 

of  the  industry’s  newer  canine  stars,  but 
one  equally  as  talented  as  any  of  his  four- 
footed  rivals.  Ranger  is  a   veritable  screen 
find  and  the  production  built  around  him 

will  be  in  keeping  with  his  undoubted  his- trionic talents. 

Hundred  Short  Features 

Thoroughly  convinced  that  short  sub- 
jects are  steadily  gaining  in  popularity  and 

that  they  are  worthy  the  best  efforts  of 
producers  to  raise  the  standard  to  the 

highest  possible  point.  Film  Booking  Offices 
will  lay  particular  stress  on  this  form  of 
motion  picture  entertainment.  Definite 

plans  already  have  been  made  and  con- 
tracts signed  for  short  subjects  consider- 

ably exceeding  the  number  released  on  the 
1925-6  schedule,  and  the  high  standard  set 
in  the  past  will  be  maintained. 

The  impetus  given  short  subject  produc- 
tion last  season  through  the  “National 

Laugh  Month”  campaign  undoubtedly  was 
effective  in  creating  increased  interest  and 
the  results  were  far  reaching.  Anticipating 

that  the  demand  for  "featurettes”  and  short 
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Peter  B.  Kyne  is  tiie  author  of  "‘Breed  of 
the  Sea,”  one  of  the  pictures  on  F.  B.  0.*8 schedule  for  next  season. 

comedies  will  be  greater  than  ever,  F.  B.  0. 
is  preparing  to  meet  the  demand.  An  even 
hundred  shprt  features  have  been  con- 

tracted for  to  date  and  it  is  possible  that 
this  number  will  be  increased. 

The  “featurettes”  based  on  the  short 
stories  by  H.  C.  Witwer,  undoubtedly  one 
of  the  most  popular  and  widely  known 
series  in  short  features  in  the  history  of 

the  industry,  will  be  continued  in  the  com- 
ing year.  The  season  just  closing  pre- 

sented two  series  of  the  inimitable  little 

gems,  "The  Adventures  of  Mazie”  and 
"Fighting  Hearts,”  which  did  much  to  in- 

crease the  prestige  not  only  of  the  pictures, 
but  of  Alberta  Vaughn,  A1  Cooke,  Kit 
Guard,  Larry  Kent  and  Grant  Withers,  who 
appeared  in  both  of  them.  With  the  ex- 

ception of  Miss  Vaughn,  who  will  appear 
in  a   series  of  feature  length  productions, 

the  same  players  will  be  seen  in  the  com- 
ing series.  Gertrude  Short,  who  has  ap- 

peared with  great  success  in  many  of  the 
"featurettes,”  and  who  has  won  an  enthusi- 

astic following,  will  succeed  Miss  Vaughn 
in  the  leading  feminine  role. 

"Bill  Grimm’s  Progress” 
The  first  of  the  new  series  of  “fea- 

turettes” will  be  released  under  the  gen- 
eral title  of  "Bill  Grimm’s  Progress.” 

Each  of  the  twelve  two-reel  episodes  is 
based  on  a   Witwer  story  appearing  in  Col- 

lier’s Weekly,  and  each  is  a   complete 
picture  in  itself.  The  second  series,  “Wise- 
crackers,”  will  be  adapted  from  the  Witwer 
short  stories  now  current  in  the  Cosmo- 
politan. 

F.  B.  0.  will  offer  something  brand  new 

in  the  “Whirlwind  Comedies,”  a   series  of 
twelve  of  which  will  be  produced  by 

Charley  Bowers.  These  two-reel  “gales  of 
laughter”  are  absolutely  unique — there  is 

noting  like  them.  After  years’  of  ex- 
perimental work  Mr.  Bowers  has  per- 

fected the  “Bower’s  Process,”  by  which 
anything  is  possible  on  the  screen  with 
either  animate  or  inanimate  objects.  The 
process,  which  is  kept  secret,  employs 
neither  double  exposure  nor  superimposing, 
and  the  results  are  extraordinary.  These 

will  be  produced  at  the  new  studio  Mr. 
Bowers  has  built  in  Long  Island  City 
especially  for  the  purpose. 

Contracts  have  been  signed  with  the 

Standard  Cinema  Corporation  for  a   series 

of  two-reel  comedies  which  will  be  known 

as  Red  Ribbon  Standard  Comedies.  These 

will  be  produced  under  the  supervision  and 
direction  of  Joe  Rock  and  among  the 
favorites  who  will  be  seen  are  Jimmy 

Aubrey,  Chester  Conklin,  “Slim”  Summer- ville, Lee  Moran  and  Mr.  Rock. 

JAMES  WILKINSON 

CHIEF  CUTTER 

LAURENCE  CREUTZ 
CUTTER  FOR 

TOM  TYLER 

EDWARD 
H. 

SCHROEDER 

PRODUCTION  EDITOR 

“BILL  GRIMM’S  PROGRESS”  SERIES 

F.  B.  O.  STUDIOS 

PANDRO  S.  BERMAN 

CUTTER  FOR 

EVELYN  BRENT 

T.  J.  CHEESMAN 

CUTTER  FOR  THE 

"FIGHTING  HEARTS” 
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A   100%  Box  Office  Record 

J.  LEO  MEEHAN 
Producer-Director  of  “A  Girl  of  the  Limberlost”  and 

“Keeper  of  the  Bees,”  both  of  which  were  among  the  100 
Best  Box-office  Attractions  of  1925,  as  listed  in  The 

Exhibitors  Herald,  and  based,  not  upon  distributors’  enthu- 
siasm, but  upon  the  cold-blooded  reports  of  Exhibitors. 

For  1926-27,  Mr.  Meehan  will  provide  for  the 

F.  B.  0.  program  two  more  of  these  Gene  Stratton-Porter 
money-makers.  They  will  be 

“LADDIE”  and  “THE  MAGIC  GARDEN” 
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Special  to 
Tom  Tyler 

LET’S  GO  GALLAGHER  (F.B.O.) : 

Tom  Tyler — Special  to  Tom  Tyler. 
This  was  the  first  Tyler  picture  here 
and  it  was  a   knockout  of  a   Western. 

Keep  that  boy  and  dog,  and  everybody 
will  come  to  see  you,  Tom.  When  the 
producers  eliminate  the  killings  and 
knifings  in  westerns,  then  everybody 

will  enjoy  seeing  them.  Would  appre- 
ciate an  autographed  photo.  Five 

reels.— L.  C.  BOLDUC,  Bijou  theatre. 

Conway,  N.  H. 

TOM  TYLER 

PRODUCTIONS 

Making  “Different” 
Westerns 

FOR 

F.  B.  0.  RELEASE 

Special  to 
Tom  Tyler 

LET’S  GO,  GALLAGHER:  Tom 
Xyler — This  is  best  Western  for  some 

time.  Tom,  I   say  you  are  a   comer  al- 
ready here.  The  dog  and  boy  are  also 

fine.  Six  reels. — A.  0.  LAMBERT, 

Monticello  Opera  House,  Monlicello, 
la.— General  patronage. 

TOM  TYLER 

Stur 

Special  to 

Tom  Tyler 
BORN  TO  BATTLE  (F.B.O.) : 

Tom  Tyler — If  you  want  to  put  in  a 

balcony,  book  this  picture  and  let 

your  patrons  raise  the  roof  with  joy. 
— F.  E.  WILLIAMS,  Orpheum  theatre, 
Oelwein,  la. 

ROBERT  DeLACY 
Dlraelor 

LET’S  GO  GALLAGHER?  Tom  Tyler 
—   A   real  Rood  Western  picture  with 

plenty  ol!  action  and  good  comedy  Inter- 
woven. The  little  boy,  Frankie  Darro. 

with  his  dog  and  poiny,  certainly  adds 

the  proper  atmosphere  to  the  picture. 

Our  patrons  enjoyed  this  picture  fine. 
Tom  Tyler  promises  to  be  a   comer. 
There  are  two  real  fights  In  this  picture. 

Five  big  reels. — W.  J.  Shoup,  De  Luxe 

theatre.  Spearvllle.  Kan. — Small  town 
patronage. 

iOHN  LEEZER 
Clnemalograpber 

F,  B,  O/s  Contribution 

to  Industry  Is  Cited 
{Continued  from  page  88) 

or  superpictures,  while  they  serve  the 

pose  of  satisfying  the  more  sophisticated 

cravings  of  city  people,  are  not  nearly 

so  successful  in  small  towns  as  regular 

program  pictures — the  sort  of  films  in 

which  Fred'  Thomson,  Evelyn  Brent, 

Lefty  Flynn,  Bob  Custer,  Tom  Tyler 
and  others  of  our  stars  appear. 

I   believe  too  in  the  importance  of 

the  short  feature  for  the  smaller  towns, 

and  to  that  end  we  have  created  what 

I   dare  say  is  one  of  the  strongest  short 

feature  schedules  in  the  business — with 

our  episode  pictures  —   pictures  like 

"The  Adventures  of  Mazie"  and  the 

"Fighting  Hearts”  series  heading  the 
list.  While  these  short  features  _   present 
no  vague  complexities  of  narrative,  the 
fact  that  they  are  amusing  tales,  simply 

and  straightforwardly  told  and  with  an 
up-to-the-minute  background,  makes 

them  an  ideal  medium  of  entertainment 
for  this  field. 

Geld  Bonds  Prepared 

For  those  exhibitors,  however,  who 

must  select  their  programs  with  more 

meticulous  care,  we  have  also  an  effec- 
tive medium.  Every  year,  we  distribute 

a   specified  number  of  Gold  Bond  pro- 
ductions— special  pictures  out  of  the 

Ordinary  which  hold  an  element  of  wide 

interest  for  the  general  public.  These 
special  pictures  are  built  always  with  a 

definite  exploitation  angle  well  in  evi- 
dence. We  select  ideas  for  films— 

exploitable  ideas.  We  take  especial 
care  that  these  specials  possess  such  a 

number  of  productive  emanations  that 

all  the  exhibitor  need  do  is  select  the 

picture’s  foremost  advertising  angle  as 
explained  in  our  press  sheets  and 

appropriate  the  same  to  his  fullest 
advantage. 

In  endeavoring  to  achieve  a   class  of 

output  adjusted  at  once  to  the  fullest 

business  getting  possibilities  of  both  the 

small  and  large  towns,  we  are  ever  mak- 

ing obeisance  to  the  simplest  principles 

of  showmanship.  It  has  been  our  ex- 

perience that,  regardless  of  how  pains- 
takingly a   production  may  be  made,  of 

how  elaborate  a   budget  may  be  drawn 

up,  if  the  resulting  picture  does  not  at 

once  suggest  one  great  outstanding 

showmanship  angle,  the  result  of  such 

production  is  extremely  hazardous. 
Showmanship,  therefore,  we  may  very 

well  designate  as  the  very  foundation 

of  our  production  ideas. 

Free  Service  Aimed 

The  ability  to  give  the  exhibitor,  large 

and  small,  the  sort  of  product  which 

lends  itself  at  once  to  the  greatest  popu- 

larity is  not  always  the  easiest  matter 

of  achievement,  and  yet  I   dare  say  the 

industry  will  concede  that  F.  B.  O.  has 

scored  regularly  with  pictures  made  on 

this  premise. 

Service  is  regarded  by  F.  B.  O.  as 

important  as  the  pictures  we  distribute. 

Appreciating  the  tremendous  amount 
 of 

good  will  that  has  characterized  o
ur 

relations  with  the  trade  during  the  past 

several  years  and  which  has  reached  its
 

fullest  crystallization  during  the  past 

years,  we  are  endeavoring  to
  lift 

F.  B.  O.’s  service  up  to  a   standard  of 

cooperative  efficiency  that  will  fu
rther 

solidify  our  standing  with  the  buyer
  of films.  •   ,.  » 

We  are  making  steady  consiste
nt 

efforts  to  rectify  and  improve  the  petty 

annoyances  of  business  dealings  which 
contribute  so  much  to  irritation  and  loss 

of  confidence  with  the  exhibitor.  Of 

what  use  would  be  the  greatest  picture 

of  the  year  to  an  exhibitor  if  the  print 
arrived  at  his  theatre  too  late  for  the 

advertised  performance.  Of  what  avail 

is  the  most  artistic  press  book  ever  com- 
piled, if  it  contains  not  one  substantial 

suggestion  for  successfully  putting  over 

an  "ngagemenl.  Such  abuses,  trivial  as 

they  may  seem,  are  in  direct  contraven- 
tion to  F.  B.  O’s  standard  of  service,  and 

while  mistakes  will  creep  into  the  most 

perfect  human  system — nobody  is  in- 

fallible— I   will  wager  that  F.  B.  O.’s 
service  is  fully  meeting  the  require- 

ments of  the  trade  at  the  present  time. 

Support  Pledged 

This  point  is  being  vividly  brought 

home  to  us  by  the  unprecedented  num- 
ber of  letters  we  are  receiving  from  ex- 

hibitors in  the  field  who  write  to  us 

commending  our  service  and  pledging 

their  support.  It  is  trite,  but  one  of  the 

soundest  of  business  maxims  is:  "Please 

the  man  you  are  selling  to.  Please  him 

sincerely  and  legitimately.  Give  him  a 

square  deal.  Give  him  fair  play- 

Therefore,  when  I   read  in  the  exhibitor 

reports  of  the  various  trade  publica- 
tions that  "F.  B.  O.  treats  you  nght, 

I   am  proud  of  our  company  and  feel 

that  we  are  fulfilling  our  purpose  in  the 

trade.  Goodwill  spells  profits,  and  m 

this  business  if  you  forfeit  goodwill, 

quite  naturally  you  will  forfeit  profits.
 , 

The  fact  that  we  are  just  closing  the 

most  tremendous  sales  season  since  th
e 

inception  of  this  organization  is  amp
le 

substantiation  that  our  premise  is  j 
correct. 
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GEORGE  O’HARA 

SIGNED  UNDER  A   LONG-TERM  CONTRACT  TO 
STAR  IN  A   SERIES  OF  FEATURE  PICTURES 

FOR  F.  B.  O. 
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Lee  Marcus  Sees 

Big  Product  Year 
{Continued  from  page  90) 

manship  brains  of  F.  B.  O.  carefully 

weighing  and  analyzing  every  business- 
getting  element  contained  in  the  titles, 
and  with  every  element  of  chance  or  mis- 

understanding eliminated. 

Thomson  Suparspeoials 

The  Fred  Thomson  productions  will 

be  superspecials  to  the  fullest  extent  of 

the  term,  with  every  advantage  of  liter- 
ary, directorial  and  production  brains 

fused  into  making  them  ideal  offerings 
for  any  first  run  theatre  in  the  land.  Big 

authors’  names  will  also  be  the  rule  with 
these  productions,  three  of  which  will 
carry  the  name  of  Stewart  Edward 
White.  The  meteoric  rise  of  this  star  and 
his  Lmous  horse  during  the  past  few 

seasons  is  one  of  the  screen’s  greatest 
business  romances,  and  F.  B.  O.  intends 

to  safeguard  Thomson’s  and  Silver 
King’s  glorious  arrival  in  the  front 
ranks  by  supporting  them  to  the  absolute 

limit  with  every  sure-fire  production  fa- 
cility. 

Not  alone  are  we  satisfied  to  merely 

launch  a   series  of  Gold  Bonds  cornpris- 

ing  some  of  the  greatest  names  in  litera- 
ture, but  as  an  earnest  of  our  endeavor 

to  present  the  largest  possible  variety  of 

subjects,  we  have  turned  to  the  Broad- 
way stage  for  one  of  our  productions, 

namely  “Kosher  Kitty  Kelly.’’  Herein 
we  have  a   production  that  for  strength 

of  title,  and  assured  popular  appeal,  can 
hold  its  own  with  any  group  of  picture 
subjects,  no  matter  how  powerful. 

Two  Stratton-Porter  Stories 

In  "Laddie”  and  “The  Magic  Garden,” 
our  two  Gene  Stratton-Porter  subjects, 

We  are  merely  coming  to  the  trade  pre- 

senting big  box  office  returns  on  a   silver 

platter.  Everybody  knows  of  the  tre- 
mendous reception  accorded  “Girl  of  the 

Limberlost”  and  "Keeper  of  the  Bees,” 
and  the  only  difference  existing  between 
the  two  new  subjects  and  the  two  we 
have  made,  is  that  the  two  new  stories 
are  better  known.  Mrs.  Porter,  aside 

from  being  one  of  the  most  gifted  novel- 
ists of  the  age,  had  an  uncanny  knack  of 

writing  perfect  “box-office”  as  well.  With 
“Laddie”  and  “The  Magic  Garden,”  we 

are  going  to  give  the  boys  who  broke 
records  with  her  first  two  pictures,  the 

two  most  logical  attractions  to  shoot  at 
their  old  records  with. 

The  same  showmanship  basis  that  F. 

B.  O.  laid  down  as  its  fundamental  rea- 
son for  making  pictures  last  year  will 

prevail  in  the  making  of  its  54  features 

this  year.  The  George  O’Haras,  Evelyn 

Brents,  and  Alberta  Vaughns  will  be  fab- 

ricated along  definite  safe-and-sane  ex- 
ploitational  angles.  As  a   reward  for  his 

noteworthy  performance  at  the  box  of- 

fice during  the  current  season.  Bob  Cus- 
ter will  go  to  bat  in  the  new  line  up 

with  a   highly  improved  series  of  West- 
erns, to  which  will  be  added  a   distinct 

novelty  in  the  way  of  Western  produc- 
tions. Tom  Tyler  and  His  Pals  will 

continue  in  just  the  type  of  stories  that 

have  made  this  group  one  of  the  biggest 
assets  among  novelty  Westerns. 

Four  Dog  Pictures 

We  will  also  make  four  dog  pictures 

during  the  new  season  around  one  of 

the  industry’s  newer  canine  stars,  but 
one  equally  as  talented  as  any  of  his 
four-footed  screen  rivals.  The  dog  is 

Ranger,  a   veritable  screen  find,  and  the 

productions  built  around  him  will  be 

commensurate  with  this  dog's  outstand- 
ing histrionic  talents. 

The  very  peak  of  our  endeavors  m   the 

short  feature  field  will  find  exemplifica- 

tion in  the  1926-27  line  up.  Heading  the 

list  will  be  two  series  of  12  two-reel  sub- 

jects, each  from  the  pen  of  H.  C.  Wit- wer.  One  will  be  a   serialization  of  the 

“Bill  Grimm’s  Progress”  stories,  now 

appearing  in  Collier’s  with  A1  Cooke, 
IGt  Guard,  Grant  Withers  and  Ger- 

trude Short  providing  the  fun.  The 

second  series  will  consist  of  12  two  reel- 
ers  called  “Wisecrackers,”  based  on  H. 
C.  Witwer’s  stories  appearing  in  the  Cos- 

mopolitan. Gertrude  Short  will  appep 

in  the  leading  feminine  role.  There  will 
be  12  “Whirlwind”  Comedies,  consisting 

of  single  reels  made  under  the  direction 
of  Charlie  Bowers.  We  will  also  have 
12  Standard  Comedies,  the  product  of 

the  Standard  Cinema  Corporation.  There 
will  also  be  two  cartoon  comedy  series, 

consisting  of  26  Krazy  Kat  Cartoons  and 

26  Alice  Cartoons,  the  latter  featurettes 

being  a   combination  of  cartoons  and  real life  characters. 

In  conclusion  I   wish  to  state  that 

never  at  any  time  since  the  inception 

of  F.  B.  O.  have  there  been  so  mahy  ad- 
vance inquiries  from  our  exhibitor 

friends,  as  to  what  F.  B.  O.  would  have 

to  offer  for  a   new  season,  as  there  are 

at  the  present  time.  We  realize  that  this 
condition  exists — and  exists  only  because 

F.  B.  O.  made  good  last  year — 100  per 
cent.  , 

We  are  enormously  gratified  that  in 

return  for  this  exhibition  of  good  will 

from  our  friends,  we  can  invite  them  to 

sit  down  now  and  carefully  analyze  our 

product,  picture  for  picture.  And  the 

thought  must  be  forcibly  brought  home 

to  them,  that  F.  B.  O..  not  unmindful  of 

the  generous  patronage  accorded  them_  in 

the  past  year,  is  determined  that  during 

the  coming  season,  its  exhibitor  friends 

will  make  more  money  than  ever  before. 

With  a   man  like  Edwin  C.  King  super- 

vising production,  F.  B.  O.’s  friends  are 
assured  of  steady  quality  in  our  pictures. 
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“BIGGER  THAN  BARNUM’S” 
A   RALPH  INCE  PRODUCTION 

F.  B.  O.  GOLD  BOND  SPECIAL 

HANDSOME  JACK  RAVELLE 
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names  to  conjure  with.  They  will  be 

backed  up  by  the  best  casts,  the  most 

able  directorial  brains,  and  the  best 

adaptors  obtainable;  and  with  every 

story  carefully  checked  to  make  certain 

of  its  box-office  values,  we  are  in  a   posi- 

tion, I   believe,  to  promise  instead  of 

merely  hope  for  performance  for  the 

theatre  owner. 

Our  Gold  Bond  Specials  for  the  com- 

ing season  give  us  a   degree  of  pardon- 

able satisfaction.  "Laddie”  and  "The 

Magic  Garden”  unquestionably  are  two 
of  the  surest  successes  we  ever  had 

scheduled.  I   expect  each  of  them  to 

eclipse  “The  Keeper  of  the  Bees”  in 

point  of  popularity.  From  the  exploita- 
tion standpoint  we  have  selected  several 

picture-ideas  which  will  mean  tre- 
mendous things  for  the  exhibitor.  There 

are  countless  fraternal  orders  in  the 

United  States,  one  of  the  most  powerful 

being  the  Elks;  and  F.  B.  0.  is  making 

rtH  Elks  picture.  It  is  called  "Hellp,  Bill,” 
the  good  will  watchword  of  this  order; 

and  no  exhibitor  should  hesitate  to  take 

advantage  of  this  absolutely  original 

idea  in  exploitable  pictures.  In  "Her 

Honor  the  Governor”  and  “Bigger  Than 

Barnum's"  we  have  two  stories  of  power 

and  great  show  value.  Here  again  ex- 

ploitation possibilities  are  the  keynote— 

the  first  being  the  story  of  the  Ameri- 

can woman  in  politics,  the  second  a 

vivid  tale  of  the  circus.  “Tarzan  and
 

the  Golden  Lion”  assures  the  exhibitor 

of  a   widespread  patronage,  due  to  the 

name  of  Edgar  Rice  Burroughs  and  the 

record  of  his  Tarzan  books  and  films. 

The  news  that  George  O’Hara  has 

been  signed  to  a   five-year  contract  with 

F.  B.  O.  is  very  good  news  for  every- 

body concerned.  This  versatile  player, 

whose  phenomenal  performance  oppo-
 

site John  Barrymore  in  “The  Sea  Beast 

has  been  adjudged  one  of  the  best  of 

the  year,  is  certain  to  bring  not  only 

prestige  to  F.  B.  O.  but  fundamentally 

solid  picture-popularity  as  well.  We 

have  pursued  the  policy  of  taking  ad- 

vantage of  circumstances;  we  have  taken 

Alberta  Vaughn,  whose  name  has  be
- 

come a   byword  in  short  subjects,  and 

put  her  into  feature  productions  with 

a   whimsical  entertaining  touch.  Wit- 

ness, too,  the  overwhelming  popularity 

of  Fred  Thomson,  Tom  Tyler  and  Bob 

Custer,  our  Western  stars,_  in  the 

phenomenally  short  period  of  time  wliidi
 

has  elapsed  since  they  took  the  F.  B.  U. 

rostrum.  Fred  has  accumulated  more 

real  popularity,  on  the  basis  of  actua
l 

bookings,  than  other  Western  actor
s 

dream  of.  Tom  Tyler  and  his  Gang  are 

reaching  new  heights.  Bob  Custer  s 

always  virile  personality  has  made  itself 

felt  all  over  the  theatrical  map.  And 

these  boys  will  all.  be  with  us  next  year. 

For  the  big  H.  C.  Witwer  comecl^y  en- 

titled "Her  Father  Said  No,”  I   arn 

anticipating  a   phenomenal  success,  l^sed 

not  only  on  the  power  of  the  authors 

name  but  on  the  human  glamor  of  the 

story  itself.  "Kosher  Kitty  Kelly,  a 

great  New  York  stage  hit,  needs  no introduction. 

We  can  go  all  through  the  list  in  thi
s 

manner  and  analyze  entertainment  possi- 

bilities without  finding  a   "weak  sister. 
That  is  as  it  should  be,  for  this  is  a 

poor  day  for  weak  sisters!  Last  year
 

we  promised  and  delivered,^  and  we 

promise  and  guarantee  to  deliver  again 

this  year.  I   strongly  advise  that  no 

exhibitor  commit  himself  to  any- 

one’s product  without  first  becoming 

thoroughly  familiar  with  our  lineup. 
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A   Camera-Chronicle  of  a 

Day  at  the  Hollywood  Stu- 
dio of  Film  Booking  Of- 

fices of  A   m   e   ric  a. — by H.  E.  N. 

H.  H   N. 
Shoots  Up 

F.  B.  O, 

STEP  RICHT  UP,  FaEks.  (I’vo  been  wasch- 
ing  F.  B.  O.  make  “Bigger  Tnan  Bamum's" 
and  sa  thin  is  going  to  be  a   cireU8-7  yarn) 

and  «ee  what’s  going  on  in  the  four  great 
rings  eoraprising  this  great  show.  Follow 

me  closely,  for  eelenro  has  proven  that  the 

hand  is  quicker  than  the  eye.  Now»— 

ON  THE  LEFT  (top)  wo  have  Joseph  P. 

Kennedy,  new  owner  of  F.  B.  O.  Studios, 

inspsetlDg  the  lot.  Mr.  Kennedy  stood  for 
the  lees  but  stands  for  no  foolishness  in 

the  making  of  F.  B.  O.  pictures. 

NEXT  (second  from  lop)  wo  have  Direc- 
tor Ralph  Inee  showing  W.  L.  DanghdrlU. 

exhibitor  from  Poplsrviile,  Miss.,  through 

the  big  top  used  in  “Bigger  'lltan  Bar- 

nutn’s.” 

J.  LEO  M££H\N,  director  Gene  Stratton- 
Porter  stories,  and  little  Gene  Stratton,  who 

will  be  seen  in  the  next  Porter  production, 

“Laddie,”  are  next  seen  visiting  with  Exhib- 

itor Daughdrill.  (F.  B.  O.  folks  make  visit- 
ing showmen  feel  at  home.) 

A   FLASH  of  the  big  lop  itself  Is  shown  at 

bottom,  left.  “Bigger  Than  namum's”  will 
bo  a   Gold  Bond  special  starring  Viola  Dona, 

Ralph  Lewis  and  George  O'Hara.  Ralph 
Ince  is  directing. 

NOW,  on  the  right  at  she  top,  Cbet  Wlshey, 

who  will  direct  “Her  Honor  the  Governor," 
another  GoM  Bond,  is  seen  dlaeuesing  the 

script  wish  Wood  Dickinson,  studio  publiolly 

manager  and  co-author  with  Hyatt  Daab, 

F.  B.  O.  director  of  advortislag  and  pub- 

licity, of  the  story. 

NEXT,  moving  downward,  we  catch  Robert 

DsLeey,  director  of  the  Tom  Tyler  produc- 

tions, explaining  so  Tom  a   scene  In  “The 
Masquerade  Bandit,”  which  is  in  work. 
Exhibitors  are  saying  they  like  the  picture* 

made  by  the  DeLacy-Tyler  combination. 

AND  who's  this  in  the  cast  scene?  None 

other  than  Viola  Dana,  starring  in  “Bigger 

than  Bamum's”  and  S^fty  Flynn,  whom 
everybody  knows  is  none  other  than  Miss 

Dana’s  o^-the-screen  husband  as  well  as  one 

of  F.  B.  O.’s  o»-tke-8creen  stars.  (He's 

wearing  that  suit  in  “Glcnister  of  the 

Mounted.’’) 

THEN  look  who’s  hero!  If  it  isn't  Al 
Cooks  and  Kit  Guard,  the  guaranteed 

laugh  makers  featured  in  ths  F.  B.  O. 

“Fighting  Hearts”  series  directed  by  Ralph 
Coder.  (Kit  and  Al  really  are  a   oiroas  in 

themselves,  in  film  or  out,  but  we'U  move 
over  now  to  the  next  big  stage  on  your 

Immediate  right  and  see  whot's  happening.) 
This  way,  Ladles  and  Gentlemen,  right  this 
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THE  NEXT  ACT  (third  piature,  left)  a 

trio  comprUing  (he  slaS  of  the  F.  B.  O- 

produelSoQ  itaff.  Ceister,  Roger  Mannicg, 

cnanagers  left,  E,  J,  McCord,  right,  Lou 

Roasome,  assisiaut  oiaaager.  (I’d  (ell  70U 
all  the  things  these  people  do  if  this  wore 

u   week-end  stay  instead  of  a   mere  “person- 

ally conducted,”  but  there  are  so  many  of 
the  things  that  ITI  have  to  defer  their 
annotation.) 

THEN  (getting  back  into  tho  circus)  we 

have  D.  Mckaracko  and  his  protege,  Elena 

Wortova,  who  appear  together  in  the  big 

Gold  Bond  special  “Bigger  Than  Barnnoi’s.” 
By  this  time  you'll  havo  the  idea  that  this 
is  a   great  big  picture  and  that’s  the  right 
idea.  I'm  only  sorry  otic  camera  Isn't 
enough  to  give  you  a   really  four-segoare 
flash  of  that  big  lop. 

AH'^horo  we  are— —and  hero’s  Ralph  Lewis, 

veteran  player  in  F.  B.  O.  pictures  and  one 

of  tho  stars  in  “Bigger  Than  Baraum’s,” 
the  show  now  going  on.  Mr.  Lewis  is  de- 

lected here  in  the  act  of  encouraging  one 

of  the  younger  generation  of  performers 

who  will  take  part  in  the  big  Cold  Bond 

special,  (Your  attention  loft,  please.) 

THE  LITTLE  LADY  on  the  left  (second 

picture)  is  Gertruda  Short  (you  remember 

what  a   riot  she  was  in  “The  Telephone  Girl”) 
and  those  kindly  looking  folks  chatting 

with  her  are  her  properly  proud  parents. 

Miss  Short  has  just  completed  “A  Poor 

Girl’s  Romance"  as  her  first  starring  picture 

for  F.  B.  O.  (Won’t  the  folks  who  read 
the  theatre  ads  be  glad  to  know  that). 

NOW  STOP  over  to  the  right  a   bit  and 

see  Director  Frank  'Hall  Crane  (top  picture) 

talking  over  details  of  “The  Jade  Cup.” 
which  he's  directing,  with  Gene  Lowery,  his 
assistant,  and  Frank  Ormsion,  production 

editor.  (These  pro-prodaetion  conferences 

are  based  on  Davey  Crockett’s  well  known 
advice  and  you  see  in  the  completed  pictures 

Iiow  usuch  it  pays  to  be  sure  you’re  right 
before  you  go  ahead.) 

THE  NEXT  oonferenco  is  being  conducted 

by  “Dick”  Pine,  center,  the  scenarist,  with 
David  Kirkland,  Fred  Thomson,  director, 

and  Chet  Withoy.  (This  Is  just  a   between- 

pictures  conference  and  tho  boys  aren’t 
discussing  anything  very  serious,  but  no 

lour  of  the  lot  is  complete  without  them.) 

AND  THIS  (third  picture)  is  not  merely  a 

oonferonce.  This  photo  shows  Carroll 

Clark,  art  director  (center)  and  his  assist- 
ants, Wesley  Frosk  left  and  Stan  Rogers 

right,  who  eostprise  the  art  direetorial  staff 

for  the  F.  B.  O,  Gold  Bond  Specials.  (It's 

an  art-industry,  you  know,  but  don’t  ever 

get  the  Idea  that  there  isn't  a   lot  of  indus- 
try tied  up  In  the  art  department  of  it.) 

NOW,  for  the  finale,  I   present  n   rare  pic- 

ture. Edward  Tanner  Is  chief  sUll  photog- 

rapher of  the  F.  B,  O.  studios.  Naturally, 

a   still  photographer  Isn’t  often  photo- 
graphed and  this  Is  your  (and  my)  good 

fortune.  If  yon  want  to  know  what  a   still 

photographer  does,  try  to  figure  out  what 
the  business  would  do  without  him. 
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GERTRUDE  SHORT 
Starring  in 

“A  POOR  GIRL’S  ROMANCE’’ 
F.  B.  0.  Release 

ROGER  J.  MANNING 

PRODUCTION  MANAGER 

F.  B.  O.  Studios 

LOUIS  G.  RANSOMS 
ASST.  PRODUCTION  MANAGER 

E.  J.  McCOURT 
ASSISTANT 

Edgar  Rice  Burroughs  wrote  “Tarzan  and 
the  Golden  Lion,”  one  of  the  F.  B.  0.  re- 

leases for  next  season. 

Sales  Force  in  Close 

Touch  with  Exhibitors 
(Continued  from  page  89) 

rental  rnust  of  necessity  be  so  high  that 

all  possibility  of  adequate  return  to  the 
exhibitor  is  automatically  forbidden.  By 

a   high  degree  of  efficiency  in  the  studio, 

the  negative  cost  of  even  our  most  pre- 
tentious and  spectacular  offerings  has 

been  held  down  to  a   comparatively  rea- 
sonable sum,  and  the  result  is  extremely 

gratifying  to  everyone  concerned. 
The  same  policy  will  be  carried  out  in 

the  coming  schedule.  Every  picture  has 

beep  gone  over  in  minute  detail,  with  es- 
pecial regard  to  making  a   film  that  is  not 

not  only  as  thoroughly  satisfactory  as 

possible  to  the  great  screen-loving  pub- 
lic, but  which  also  can  be  produced  at  a 

cost  that  will  admit  of  a   fair  and  honest rental  price. 

The  outlook  for  the  coming  season, 

the  fourth  in  our  history,  is  most  prom- 

ising. With  a   more  compact  organiza- 
tion, with  control  transferred  from  Brit- 

ish to  American  interests,  with  a   no- 

table list  of  stones  from  the  country’s 
best-known  authors,  with  an  even  better 
and  more  efficient  distributing  system, 

the  F.  B.  O.  production  schedule  is  cer- 
tain to  be  a   gold  mine  for  the  exhibitor, 

and  the  advertising  line,  “S.  R.  O.  with 
F.  B.  O.”  a   fact  as  well  as  a   slogan. 

F,  B,  O.  Reporter 

Gets  Exhibitor  O.K. 
(Continued  from  page  92) 

tively  speaking — and  having  a   heart-to- heart  talk  with  some  of  the  men  who  are 
regular  users  of  F.  B.  O.  product,  with 

a   view  to  determining  what  manner  of 
reception  would  be  accorded  the  new 

product. 
For  in  the  last  analysis,  of  what_  avail 

is  the  most  powerful  group  of  picture 
productions  based  on  the  timeliest  of 
coincidences,  the  absolute  ultimate  in 
contrasts,  and  with  the  greatest  number 
of  stirring  scenes,  if  that  product  has  not 
already  had  its  way  shot  through  by 

past  performances  of  the  same  com- 
pany’s product  at  the  box  office. 

Capitulating  the  results  of  the  interview- 
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CINEMATOGRAPHER 

“LADY  FROM  HELL” 
With  Blanche  Sweet 

‘SOME  PUMPKINS” 

‘SWEET  ADELINE” 
With  Chas.  Ray 

‘MAIZIE  SERIES” 

‘FIGHTING  HEARTS” 

“BILL  GRIMM’S 

PROGRESS” 
F.  B.  O.  STUDIOS 

DANIEL  MAKARENKO 
As  the  Innkeepef  io 

“SILVER  TREASURE” 
Latest  Releases 

"Silver  Treasure” — Fox. 
"The  Outsider” — Fox. 
"Devil's  Circus”— M.'G.-M. 
“The  Wanderer” — Famous  Players. 

"Sweet  Daddies" — First  National. 
“The  Imposter” — F.  B.  O. 

"Bigger  Than  Bamum"— F.  B.  O. "Siberia” — Fox. 

Phone  HO  S717 

WM.  E.  WING 
ORIGINALS  AND 

ADAPTATIONS 

WRITING  FOR 
FRED  THOMSON 

LEFTY  FLYNN 

TOM  TYLER 

GEORGE  O’HARA 
F.  B.  O.  Release 

ing  endeavors,  F.  B.  O.  feels  like  para- 

phrasing Oliver  Hazard  Perry's  stirring 
declaration  into  “We  have  met  the  ex- 

hibitors and  they  are  ours.”  In  substan- 
tiation of  this  statement  F.  B.  O.  pre- 

sents herewith  the  net  results  of  its  in- 

terviewing, in  order  that  he  who  runs 

theatres)  may  read  what  his  exhibitor 

brothers  think  of  F.  B.  O.  and  the  kind 

of  pictures  that  company  makes. 
On  another  page  are  testimonials  from 

the  very  biggest  brains  in  American 

showmanship,  men  who  by  their  excep- 

tional business  sagacity  and  keen  per- 
ception of  real  entertainment  values, 

know  this  business  of  exhibiting  motion 

pictures  from  the  ground  up.  The  his- 

tory of  American  showmanship  cannot 
be  written  without  the  inclusion  of  each 

and  every  one  of  their  names.  Their 

kindly  feelings  toward  this  company  s 
line  of  merchandise  constitute  _F.  B. 

O.’s  greatest  asset — an  asset  too  gigantic 

to  fit  into  the  largest  vault  ever  con- structed. 

J.  Leo  Meehan  Forced! 
to  Build  Farm  Set 

(Special  to  BxMbitors  Herald) 

HOLLYWOOD,  May  4.— J.  Leo 
Meehan  has  despaired  of  find- 

ing a   farmhouse  and  barn  suffi- 
ciently resembling  a   Middle  West- 

ern homestead,  so  is  forced  to 
build  a   complete  set  in  a   secluded 

spot  in  Laurel  Canyon  for  scenes 
for  the  coming  production  of 

“Laddie,”  which  he  is  making  for 
F.  B.  O.  The  structures,  which 
are  the  real  thing,  and  not  the 
usual  skeleton  sets,  will  be  turned 
over  to  the  owner  of  the  property 

when  the  picture  is  completed. 

Action  Characters  Lack 

Marks  of  Struggle  in  Their 
Roles,  Says  Jennings 
The  Studio : 

Exhibitor’s  Herald. 

Referring  to  pictures  and  the  kind  best 

for  productions,  when  it  comes  to  action 
and  outdoor  production  where  there  are 

fights,  automobile  and  locomotive  collisions 
and  all  of  these  necessary  things  why 

shouldn’t  the  character  provide  gr»se  paint 
to  show  some  sign  of  blood,  bruises,  and 
skinned  up  markings?  They  look  cheap 
and  unfinished. 

I   personally  laugh,  and  hold  it  against 
any  producer  and  even  the  star.  The 
formula  Lr  this  was  axle  grease  in  1900 

to  1907.  At  the  present  time,  automobile 

grease  from  under  the  hood  is  always  avail- 
able on  locations. 

Ray  L.  Jennings, 

Colonial  theatre,  Hondo,  Tex. 

Liberty  Hets  100 
Per  Cent  F.B.O.  Week 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

MILWAUKEE,  WIS.,  May  4. 

— With  the  exception  ol  one  day 

the  program  of  the  Liberty  theatre 

for  an  entire  week  here  was  made 

of  F.  B.  O.  pictures.  They  in- 

cluded '‘The  Midnight  Flyer," 

“The  Mysterious  Stranger,’ 

“When  Love  Grows  Cold,"  "Ad- ventures of  Mazie,  and  The 

Cowboy  Musketeer,"  and  “SiBootb 

as  Satin." 
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F.  B.  O.  GOLD  BOND 
SPECIALS 

DIRECTING 

EVELYN  BRENT 

ID 

“THE  JADE  CUP” 

F.  B.  O.  Release 

John  Bowers  is  one  of  the  well-known  play- 
ers who  ivill  be  seen  in  F.  B.  0.  prodnctions 

the  coming  season. 

Bowers  Process 

Used  In  Series 

of  ̂ Whirlwinds^^ Undoubtedly  a   most  surprising  inno- 
vation in  short  subjects  during  the  com- 

ing season  will  be  the  “Whirlwind 
Comedies,”  produced  by  Charley  Bowers 
and  distributed  by  Film  Booking  Offices. 

Animated  drawings  surprised  the  mo- 
tion picture  fans  when  they  first  were 

introduced,  and  they  are  still  with  us,  but 
they  were  only  a   forerunner  of  what 
Mr.  Bowers  has  accomplished  with  real 
objects  and  persons,  without  the  aid  of 
a   single  drawing.  The  Bowers  comedies 
are  not  animated  cartoons. 

Charley  Bowers  has  been  working  for 

years  on  the  “Bowers’  Process,”  and 
now  he  has  it  perfected.  Although  he 
does  not  use  double  exposure,  superim- 

posing nor  drawings  he  is  able  to  make 
both  animate  and  inanimate  objects  do 

any  conceiveable  thing  on  the  screen. 
What  this  means  to  comedy  is  apparent. 
No  one  else  knows  the  process.  No  one 
else  can  make  such  pictures.  And  no 
one  but  F.  B.  O.  will  distribute  them. 

Mr.  Bowers  built  a   studio  in  Long 
Island  city  and  made  one  two-reel 

comedy,  employing  his  secret  process  for 
strange  effects.  The  comedy  was  shown 
to  all  the  distributors.  They  all  wanted 
it.  A   London  distributor  offered  to  pay 
the  entire  cost  of  the  production  for  the 
British  rights.  One  of  the  biggest  Ameri- 

can producers  offered  a   million  dollars 
if  Mr.  Bowers  would  take  himself  and 

his  process  over  to  their  organization 
and  produce  feature  pictures,  F.  B.  O. 
announces,  but  Bowers  decided  to  stick 
to  the  short  comedy  field,  and  F.  B.  O. 
got  the  plumb  because  Mr.  Bowers  likes 
F.  B.  O.  and  its  methods. 

Imagine  the  Leviathan  sailing  up 
Broadway  or  the  Statue  of  Liberty 
walking  down  the  same  street;  Jack 

Dempsey  palling  with  Harry  Wills;  a 
Ford  hatching  little  Fords,  or  an  ele- 

phant^ balancing  on  his  trunk  atop  the 
Washington  monument,  or  any  thing 
your  fancy  can  conjure  and  you  have 
some  idea  what  Mr.  Bowers  can  and  is 

doing.  Comedy?  Nothing  else  but. 
Film  Booking  Offices  has  adopted  the 

slogan  "Gales  of  Lau«yhter”  for  the 
“Whirlwind  comedies.” 

Albert  (Al)  Cooke 

KIT  and  AL’S 

84 
“FIGHTING  BLOOD” 

“TELEPHONE  GIRL” 

“GO  GETTERS” 

“PACE-MAKERS” 

“FIGHTING  HEARTS” 

Will  Announce  Future 
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100  F.  B.  O.  SHORT  FEATURES 
Program  Linked 

with  Result  of 

^Laugh  Month^^ 
One  hundred  Short  Features  will 

be  released  by  Film  Booking  Offices 

the  coming  season  as  the  greatest 

project  ever  attempted  by  that  com- 

pany. The  enlarged  prograrn  is 

closely  linked  with  the  success  of  
“Na- 

tional Laugh  Month”  as  the  home  of- 

fice announces  the  plans  for  increased 

output  as  anticipation  of  increased 

demand  following  the  Laugh  Month 

campaign. 

Here  are  the  100  in  a   nutshell,  and 

F.  B.  O.  says  the  number  may  be  in- creased : 

Twelve  two-reel  “featur- 

etfes”  from  H.  C.  Witwer 

stories  to  be  celled  Bill 

Grimm's  Progress/^ 

Twelve  more  Witwers  un- 

der the  title  of  ’‘Wisecrack- 

ers.” Twelve  Whirlwind  Com- 

edies to  be  produced  by  Char- 

ley Bowers,  each  one  reel. 

Twelve  Red  Ribbon  Stand- 

ard Comedies.  Two  reels. 

Twenty-six  “Krazy  Kaf
” 

cartoons,  of  one  reel  each. 

Twenty-six  ‘*Alice^^  C
om- 

edies. One  reel. 

Alberta  Vaughn,  AI  Cooke  Ki
t 

Guard,  Larry  Kent  and  Gran
t  With- 

ers appeared  in  the  two  Witwer  
se- 

ries of  the  closing  season.  All  these 

will  be  in  the  two  new  series  except
 

Alberta  Vaughn,  who  goes  over  to 

long  features  and  is  succeeded  by 

Gertrude  Short.  The  “Bill  Grimm  s 

Progress”  series  will  be  from  the 

Witwers  in  Collier’s.  The  series  of 

“Wisecrackers”  from  ̂   the  Witwer 
stories  in  the  Cosmopolitan. 

Charley  Bowers  will  employ  his 

own  new  process  for  trick  photo^a- 

phy  in  the  V/hirlwind  Comedies
. 

Joe  Rock  will  supervise  and  direct 
the  Blue  Ribbon  Standard  Comedies. 

EORT  FEATURES  are  to  the  balanced  motion  picture  program  what  salt  U   to 

salt  herring.  It  wouldn’t  be  the  same  without  them.  Short  Features  have  won 

their  place  in  the  sun  and  let  it  shine  on  the  box  office. 
*   *   « 

Happy  patrons  are  those  who  are  given  complete  entertainment.  Thai’s  what the  theatre  is  for  and  Short  Features  are  an  integral  factor. 

*   «   « 

OPEN  your  patrons’  eyes  occasionally  with  an  All-Short  Features  bill.  Many a   customer  goes  only  to  see  the  short  reels  anyway. 

*   *   * 

Run  your  theatre  on  a   progressive  policy.  Exhibitors  testify  to  the  fact  that a   change  of  pace  pulls  patronage. 
*   *   * 

Try  an  All-Comcdy  Bill  once  in  a   while.  All  the  world  likes  laughs  and Short  Features  comedies  abound  in  them. 
*   •   « 

*   «   * 

Find  out  what  your  patrons  want  and  then  give  it  to  them.  Serve  hot  and print  the  menu  in  full  in  your  newspapers,  in  ads  and  any  other  kin
d  of  copy. *   «   « 

Exploit  your  short  Features.  Give  them  the  play  they  deserve  in  space  and ideas  and  two  birds  will  fly  into  the  theatre  instead  of  one
. 

*   «   * 

Advertise  the  Shon  Features  just  as  carefully  and  completely  as  the  long L   ones.  A   tidbit  tastes  just  as  toothsome  as  whalem
eat. 

«   *   • 

Thousands  of  exhibitors  have  discovered  the  value  of  the  Short  Feature  as a   business  buUder.  It’s  a   short  haul  to  a   happy  theatregoin
g  public. 

*   «   * 

UNDERSTANDING  the  patrons’  likings  is  the  first  prerequisite  of  successful exhibiting.  There  is  an  unlimited  field  for  exper
iment  m   Short  Features. 

•   *   * 

Running  a   theatre  is  like  running  an  auto,  A   valve  is  just  as  important  as  a wheel.  The  two  of  them  working  together  ma
ke  the  ride. 

•   *   • 

EJCPERIMENT  is  the  groundwork  of  discovery.  Experiment  with  various  com- binalions  of  Short  Features  wth  the  long  brings
  discovery  of  patrons  wishes. 

•   ♦   • 

Surprise  is  one  of  the  best  agencies  of  attracting  patronage  There  is  abundant opportunity  to  work  out  surprise  prog
rams  with  Short  Features. 

Stoloff  Signs  to  Direct  Two 

Years  More  for  Fox  Films 
Director  Ben  Stoloff,  who  has  just 

completed  “A-1  Society,”  his  eighteenth 

Fox  Films  comedy,  has  signed  a   two 

year  Fox  contract.  Stoloff’s  first  picture 
under  the  new  contract  has  not  yet  been 
announced. 

Stoloff  joined  the  Fox  comedy  dir^- 

torial  staff  two  and  a   half  years  ago.  He 

first  gained  recognition  as  a   dire
ctor 

while  making  the  lion  comedies.  
Mr. 

Stoloff  directed  six  lion  pictures  an
d  sev- 

eral Fox  Imperial  comedies. 

“A-l  Society”  is  the  fourth  of  the  new 

“East  Side,  West  Side”  Irish-Jewish
 

comedy  series  to  be  directed  by  
Ben 

Stoloff  in  which  Georgie  Harri
s  and 

Barbara  Luddy  are  being  featured. 
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Theda  Bara  is  shown  above  in  Hal 

Roach’s  “Madam  Mystery,”  her  £rst 
two  reel  Paths  comedy. 

Brochure  Prepared  on 

^^Carrie  of  the  Chorus’* 
1.  K.  Franklyn,  who  is  producing  a   series 

of  13  two-reel  comedies,  “Carrie  of  the 
Chorus,”  for  Red  Seal  Pictures,  based  on 
his  own  stories,  “Memoirs  of  a   Stage 
Doorman,”  is  preparing  an  intimate  book 
with  a   new  angle  in  its  makeup.  This  bro- 

chure will  cover  the  series  and  stars  with 
a   number  of  beautiful  reproductions  of 
some  beauties  already  signed  for  his  pro- 
duction. 

Fleischer  Buys  Reelview 
and  Searchlight  Material 

Max  Fleischer,  president  of  Red  Seal 
Pictures,  made  an  outright  purchase  from 
Urban-Kineto  for  a   considerable  cash  sum 

of  the  Reelview  and  Searchlight  series’ 
material,  together  with  existing  contracts 
with  the  former  owner’s  cameramen 
throughout  the  world.  The  Reelview  and 
Searchlight  series  each  include  13  distinct 
releases  which  Max  Fleischer  will  continue 

to  edit  and  title  for  this  season’s  release. 

^^Fables*’  on  Marquee 
of  Sheridan  Theatre 

“Aesop’s  Fables,”  set  in  colored  lights, blazes  forth  nightly  from  the  front  of  the 
huge  marquee  of  the  Sheridan  theatre  in 
Greenwich  Village,  New  York,  calling  the 

patrons’  attention  to  this  cartoon  comedy 
conceived  and  animated  by  Paul  Terry 
and  released  by  Pathe. 
Edwin  T.  Emery,  a   thoroughly  trained 

and  experienced  showman,  is  the  manag- 
ing director  of  the  Sheridan. 

Wallace  Making  Rapid  Progress 
Richard  Wallace,  who  is  directing  Mabel  Nor- 

maod  in  her  present  Hal  Roach  feature  comedf* 
u   making  rapid  progress  with  the  picture. 

Sennett  One  of 

Few^  Brought  Up 

in  Producing  End 
Mack  Sennett,  Pathe  comedy  producer, 

was  brought  up  in  the  business  of  making 
motion  pictures.  Most  of  the  others  came 
to  pictures  from  some  other  business. 

Carl  Laemmle  was  in  the  clothing  busi- 
ness. Louis  B.  Mayer  was  an  ej^ibitor 

and  small  theatre  owner.  Joseph  Schenck 
was  originally  a   druggist  and  became  a 
motion  picture  producer  through  owning 
an  amusement  park  where  there  were 
penny  arcades.  Irving  Thalberg  was  a 
cotton  exporter.  Adolph  Zukor  was  in  a 
fur  business,  Jesse  L.  Lasky  a   vaudeville 

performer,  Sam  Goldwyn  a   glove  manufac- 
turer, the  Warner  brothers  a   vaudeville 

team. 
With  the  exception  of  the  late  Thomas 

H.  Ince,  Mack  Sennett  is  one  of  the  very 
few  producers  to  come  from  the  acting 
end.  After  a   short  experience  in  the  old 

Biograph  studio  in  New  York,  he  scram- 
bled together  all  the  money  he  could  get 

hold  of  and  went  to  California  to  make 
his  own  comedies. 
On  a   rented  lot  in  what  were  then  the 

suburbs  of  Los  Angeles,  he  put  up  a   little 
wooden  shack  which  still  stands  in  his 
studio,  and  began  making  comedies.  He 
was  the  director  and  chief  actor  in  the 
comedies.  After  everybody  went  home,  he 
stuck  around  and  did  his  own  film  cutting. 
In  fact  he  was  everything  from  star  to 
telephone  girl  and  night  watchman. 

Throughout  his  career,  Sennett  has  al- 
ways been  known  as  a   shrewd  picker  of 

actors.  In  these  days,  Sennett  confines  his 
attention  mostly  to  the  general  supervision 
of  a   big  studio ;   it  is  like  being  the  head 
of  an  immense  factory. 
Occasionally,  however,  he  still  directs  a 

scene.  Once  in  a   while,  a   director  strug- 
gling with  a   difficult  comedy  situation  be- 
comes conscious  of  a   spectator  who  is  not 

pleased.  Once  in  a   long  time,  Sennett  will 
take  the  magaphone  (metaphorically  speak- 

ing, for  in  fact  he  never  uses  one)  and 
directs  the  scene  himself. 

He  makes  up  most  of  the  gags  after  he 
actually  gets  the  actors  in  front  of  the 
camera. 

Jed  Dooley*  s   Illness 

Delays  ̂ ^Newlyweds** Production  on  the  two-reel  comedy 

series,  “The  Newlyweds  and  Their  Baby,” which  the  Stern  Brothers  are  to  make 
from  the  George  McManus  cartoons,  for 
1926-1927  release,  has  been  temporarily 
held  up  due  to  the  illness  of  Jed  Dooley, 
the  vaudeville  star,  engaged  to  play  the 
role  of  Mr.  Newlywed. 

Dooley  was  signed  up  in  New  York  sev- 
eral weeks  ago.  On  his  way  to  the  Coast 

he  contracted  a   severe  case  of  bronchitis 
which  has  kept  him  in  bed  ever  since  his 
arrival  in  Los  Angeles. 
In  the  meantime,  Ethlyne  Clair,  the 

Southern  beauty  signed  by  the  Sterns  for 
the  part  of  Mrs.  Newlywed,  will  appear 

opposite  Charles  King  in  the  -next  two- 
reeler  of  “The  Excuse  Maker”  aeries,  one 

of  the  series  of  twelve  two'-reelers  being turned  out  by  the  Sterns  for  Universal 
release  in  1926-1927. 

Bernstein  in  West 
Sales  Manager  Harry  Bernstein  of  Red 

Seal  Pictures  is  on  a   trip  around  the  Mid- 
west states  to  visit  Red  Seal’s  Chicago, 

and  most  recently  opened  exchanges  in 
Cleveland,  Cincinnati,  Detroit  and  Pitts- 

burgh. 

“Caught  in  the  Net,”  the  tenth  chapter 
of  the  Patheserial  “Casey  of  the 
Coast  Guard,”  with  George  O’Hara and  Helen  Ferguson. 

First  of  Twisted  Tales 
Gets  First  Run  Showing 

Simultaneous  first  runs  are  being  given 

to  Short  Films  Syndicate’s  release  “The 
Choice,”  the  first  of  the  Twisted  Tales 
series.  This  subject  is  being  shown  in  con- 

junction with  the  new  Harold  Lloyd  pic- 
ture “For  Heaven’s  Sake.”  “The  Choice” 

is  being  shown  at  the  Rialto,  Broadway, 
New  York;  at  the  Metropolitan  in  Boston, 
at  the  Stanley  in  Philadelphia  and  at  At- 

lantic City.  The  Twisted  Tales  are  heavily 
dramatic  for  the  greater  part  of  their 
length,  winding ,   up  with  a   reverse  twist 
which  converts  them  into  farces. 

Hal  Hodes,  president  of  Short  Films 
Syndicate,  reports  these  subjects  have  .al- 

ready been  sold  to  the  Hal  Hodes  Short 
Film  Exchange  for  Greater  New  York  ter- 

ritory; the  Standard  Film  Service  Com- 
pany for  Cleveland,  Detroit,  Pittsburgh 

and  Cincinnati;  to  the  H.  &   W.  Distribut- 
ing Corporation  for  the  eleven  Southern 

States  and  to  the  Liberty  Film  Corpora- 
tion for  Eastern  Pennsylvania,  Southern 

New  Jersey  and  Delaware. 

^^Marionettes**  in  Paris 

“Marionettes,”  the  Educational  Pictures 
single  reel  special  in  Technicolor  featuring 

Hope  Hampton,  has  been  reported  by  a 

correspondent  of  the  New  York  Herald- 
Tribune  as  having  been  showing  for  a   tffi- 
week  run  ait  the  Marivaux  theatre.  Pans, 
largest  picture  palace  in  the  French  capi^l* 
The  film  was  shown  there  under  the  title 
“The  Revolt  of  the  Marionettes.” 
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SECOND  BIG 
ALL  COMEDY 

CIRCUS 
AtThePhotoplay 

ASHLAND,  KANSAS 

Wednesday  and  Thnrsd. 

March  17  and  18 
Sc  grab,  your  bat  acd  start  a   ruasia  cause 

here  s   another  big  iua  festival.  Guaranteed 

to  produce  quivers  of  joy  and  gales  of  laugh- 

ter. 

Two  big  days  for  Icids  from  8   to  88. 
To  AM  ^   aWw  Cnfufr 

“Keep  Trying'^ ^   (I'a  •   WIH«t<inFI« 

•non— 

CET  UA»r  TO 

TSEAT  TOlm  SLUES 
HOUCK  WKV)  THU 

OWESTAim— fftos 
WORE  LAUCK9  THAN 

Aff  UvX'ro^  FBAS 
vr»Aneeo«9(i 

Larry  Semon  sa  "Her  Boy  Frtead' 
ThDMEulljyi.|«~ET  f*n  aM*  k-i  rMr..  R«^  M   UafU.  Ji  Ml 

P«*  UE  a   ligM.  IVB  W   *   vU  Hi.  A   <ar  >v 
1U>,  »   Hi  I   ,   [ 

•   Me  REELS  OF  FUR 

FUSES  WELL  BE  !«•  »• 

This  is  the  way  S.  G.  Ihde  of  the  Photo- 
play theatre  at  Ashland,  Kan.,  spread 

the  word  about  his  second  A//-CoiD- 

edy  Circus.  The  pictures  played  were 

Bobby  Vernon’s  Sducafiona/,  "High 
Gear”:  an  Educational-Tuxedo,  ”The 
Iron  Mule”  with  Al  St.  John,  and 

Larry  Semon  in  ”Her  Boy  Friend.’’^ 
“Park  yourself  early  and  hold  tight,” 
Ihde  advised  kis  patrons. 

Secondhand  Flivvers 

Solve  Jackman  Problem 
Automobiles  play  an  important  part 

in  motion  picture  production,  but  ac- 

cording to  Fred  Jackman,  director  of 

Ha*!  Roach’s  Pathe  feature  picture,  “The 

Devil  Horse,”  it  is  the  cheap  secondhand 
car  bought  on  or  near  location  that 

solves  the  problem  of  transportation  best. 

Director  Fred  Jackman  carried  several 

automobiles  and  trucks  to  Montana  and 

Wyoming,  where  he  filmed  the  Hal 

Roach  production,  “The  Devil  Horse. 

But  in  a   nearby  city  he  bought  one  in- 

expensive car,  decidedly  antique  ̂   in 

model,  which  he  again  sold,  on  leaving 

location.  This  new  method  of  purchas- 

ing equipment  near  the  vicinity  of  loca- 

tion is  now  being  employed  extensively 

by  the  Hal  Roach  staff. 

Beatrice  Van  Writing 

First  “GHmm”  Script 
Beatrice  Van,  one  of  the  most  widely 

known  scenarists  in  the  motion  picture 

industry,  is  busy  preparing  scripts  for 
the  new  H.  C.  Witwer  series  of  two  reel 
comedies  for  F.  B.  O.  Miss  Van  has 
started  on  the  first  of  the  new  series, 

which  will  be  known  as  “Bill  Grimm's 
Progress.”  “Fighting  Blood”  was  but 
one  of  the  series  turned  out  by  Miss  Van 
from  Witwer  stories. 

Production  will  be  begun  as  soon  as 

Ralph  Ced,er  finishes  directing  the 

“Fighting  Hearts"  featurettes,  of  which 
the  twelfth  episode  is  now  being  com- 

pleted. 

Bowers  to  Use 

Secret  Process 

in  ‘^Whirlwinds^^ 
Imagine  the  Leviathan,  a   ferryboat 

and  tug  playing  leapfrog  up  the  Hudson 
river!  Think  of  Jack  Dempsey  and 

Harry  Wills  as  pals.  Or  the  Washing- 
ton monument  bowing  every  time  the 

President  passes,  or  anything  one  can 

conjure  up  that  seems  impossible,  and 
one  has  an  idea  of  the  nature  of  the 

Whirlwind  Comedies  which  Film  Book- 

ing Offices  will  present  during  the  com- 
ing season,  says  the  home  office.  Real, 

honest-to-goodness  people  and  objects 
are  made  to  do  the  seemingly  impossible 

through  the  “Bowers  Process,”  perfect- 
ed by  Charley  Bowers,  producer. 

Bowers  has  been  working  for  years 

on  his  process.  He  says  he  does  not 
use  double  exposure,  superimposing  or 

drawings,  but  is  able  to  make  both  ani- 
mate and  inanimate  objects  do  unusual 

things. 

Starting  hi.'!  career  at  the  age  of  6, 
when  he  was  shanghaied  by  a   circus  and 

kept  until  he  was  9,  Bowers  has  had  a 
unique  and  busy  life,  finally  becoming 

a   newspaper  cartoonist.  Then  he  be- 
came an  actor  and  later  stage  director. 

Naturally  he  got  into  motion  pictures, 
as  actor,  director  and  scenarist,  and  all 
the  time  he  has  been  working  on  his 

process.  When  it  was  perfected  he  built 
his  own  studio  in  Long  Island  city  and 

made,  for  one  of  the  biggest  oil  opera- 
tors in  the  country  a   six  reel  history 

of  the  oil  industry,  using  his  process  for 
gushers  and  other  surprising  effect. 

NOW  BOOKING 

4— SINGLE  REEL 
LESSONS  IN  THE 

BALLROOM 

CHARLESTON 
Featuring 

NED  WAYBURN 

And THE  FOLLIES  GIRLS 

Cranfield  &   Clarke,  Inc. 

729  Seventh  Avenue,  N.  Y.  C. 

Exhibitor  Works 
Varied  Tieups  for 

Polar  Flight  Film 

Timing  the  playing  of  Pathe’s  “The 
Amundsen  Polar  Flight”  with  the  first 
lap  of  the  journey  of  the  dirigible,  which 
is  to  carry  Amundsen  and  Ellsworth 
over  the  North  Pole  this  spring,  Louis 

Santikos,  owner  of  the  Palace  theatre, 

San  Antonio,  put  over  an  exploitation 

campaign  which  included  a   number  of 
novel  and  effective  stunts. 

A   tieup  was  made  with  the  Lone  Star 
Ice  Company,  which  delivers  ice  to  6,000 
persons  daily  with  60  trucks,  whereby 
6,000  cards  announcing  the  showing  of 

the  picture  were  delivered  to  each  custo- 
mer. The  cars  of  the  Yellow  Taxicab 

Company  carried  on  their  spare  tires  or 

discs  a   placard  reading  "The  Yellow 
Taxi  will  carry  you  even  to  the  North 
Pole  with  Amundsen  in  this  famous 

flight.”  These  signs  were  on  60  ma- 
chines. Three  police  dogs,  muzzled, 

were  used  as  a   street  ballyhoo,  with  signs 

reading,  “We  were  with  Amundsen  on 
his  famous  dash  to  the  North  Pole;  see 

us  at  the  Palace  theatre.”  These  dogs 
were  led  by  a   man  dressed  after  the 
fashion  of  North  Pole  explorers.  An 
airplane,  roped  off  and  guarded  by  two 
soldiers,  was  placed  in  the  Alamo  Plaza, 

bearing  a   placard  reading,  “This  is  a model  of  the  plane  Amundsen  used  on 

his  dash  to  the  North  Polar  region,” 
with  data  on  the  showing. 

The  front  of  the  theatre  was  dressed 

up  to  represent  the  North  Polar  region. 

A   small  place  was  included  In  the  dis- 
play, lighted  at  night  with  a   flasher 

which  gave  it  the  appearance  of  actually moving. 

In  the  San  Antonio  papers  a   big 

double  column  ad  was  used  with  a   cut 

of  an  automobile,  reading,  “Amundsen 
will  use  this  type  of  machine  on  his 
next  dash  to  the  North  Pole,  as  far  as 

civilization  will  permit.”  This  was  used 
in  conjunction  with  a   big  automobile 
show  held  in  San  Antonio. 

Famous  Melody 

Subject  on  U   S. 
Issued  by  Pathe 

“Songs  of  the  Northern  States,”  one 

of  the  Famous  Melody  Serie.s;  “Scared 
Stiff,”  a   Hal  Roach  two-reeler  with 

Clyde  Cook;  “A  Yankee  Doodle  Duke," a   Mack  Sennett  two-reel  comedy  with 

Ralph  Graves;  and  “Nervous  Moments," 
a   Grantland  Rice  Sportlight  add  di- 

versity to  the  Pathe  short  feature  pro- 
gram for  the  week  of  May  2nd,  which 

also  lists  “Perilous  Paths,”  a   chapter  of 
the  Patheserial  “The  Bar-C  Mystery  ; 

“Farm  Hands,”  one  of  Aesop’s  Film 
Fables ;   Topics  of  the  Day  No.  18 ; 

Review  No.  18  and  two  issues  of  Pathe 

News. 

“Songs  of  the  Northern  States”  is  die 

first  of  two  subjects  in  the  Famous  Mel- 

ody Series  devoted  to  the  United  Sates. 

Peggy  Shaw  is  featured  in  these  Pathe 

pictures  produced  by  James  A.  Fitzpatrick. 

Songs  used  in  this  release 

"Jingle  Bells,”  "Come  Where  My  Love 

Lies  Dreaming,”  “When  You  and  I 

Were  Young,  Maggie,”  “Home,  Sweet 

Home.”  “Pop  Goes  the  Weasel,”  “Seeing 

Nellie  Home.”  and  “Old  Dan  Tucker.” 
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Chicago  Trade  Watches  2   Houses 
Junior  Stars 
Go  on  Rivoli 

Stage  May  9 
Graduates  of  Paramount  Picture 

School  Will  Tour  Major 
Pnblix  Theatres 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  May  4.— Under  the 
new  contracts  signed  by  the  Para- 

mount Junior  Stars  the  first  assign- 
ment of  the  Juniors  will  be  a   three 

months’  personal  appearance  tour 
of  the  Publix  theatres  in  nine  cities. 

In  a   John  Murray  Anderson  act 

called  “Getting  Into  The  Movies” 
they  will  appear  with  their  screen 

debut  picture,  “Fascinating  Youth,” 
which  they  completed  in  February 

from  Byron  Morgan’s  story  under 
direction  of  Sam  Wood. 

The  act  will  open  at  the  Rivoli  theatre, 
New  York,  May  9.  Week  stands  in  Boston, 
Buffalo  and  Detroit  and  three  weeks  in 

Chicago  will  follow.  After  a   short  lay- 
off, the  act  will  reopen  in  St.  Louis  on 

July  3,  and  then  make  week  stands  in  Kan- 
sas City,  Dallas,  Memphis  and  Atlanta, 

closing  August  8. 

Another  Picture  Follows 

The  Juniors  will  return  to  New  York 

after  the  Atlanta  engagement,  and,  accord- 
ing to  tentative  plans,  begin  at  once  on 

production  of  another  Paramount  picture 
featuring  the  entire  group. 

All  the  former  students  have  been  used 

in  Paramount  pictures  since  their  gradua- 
tion in  bits  and  small  parts,  while  one, 

Walter  Goss,  is  playing  an  important  role 

in  Gloria  Swanson’s  “Fine  Manners." 
Charles  Rogers  and  Jack  Luden  have  been 
loaned  for  leading  roles  to  Fox  and  F.  B. 
O.  respectively. 
Three  months  contracts  awarded  March 

1   to  the  Junior  Stars  on  their  graduation 
from  the  Paramount  Picture  School,  Inc., 
have  been  renewed,  it  has  just  been  an- 

nounced by  William  LeBaron,  associate 
producer  at  the  Paramount  Long  Island 
studio.  The  new  contracts,  which  stipulate 
an  increased  salary,  will  run  for  six  months 
from  June  1.  All  the  16  Junior  Stars  have 
signed. 

Henry  Dixon  at  Fox 
Henry  Dixon,  ukulele  and  banjo  artist, 

opened  at  the  Fox  theatre,  Aurora,  yester- 
day. He  will  conduct  his  ukulele  contest 

at  the  house  all  week.  Sam  Bramson’s 
Attractions,  Chicago,  arranged  the  lx>ok- 
ing  for  this  house  and  for  others  in  near- 

by towns. 

George  Lyons,  Strand 
Newcomer,  Is  Hit  of 

J.  Plunkett  “Frolic’' 
NEW  YORK,  May  4. — Joe  Plunkett, 

manager  of  the  Mark  Strand,  came  through 
again  last  week  with  another  of  his 

"Frolics,”  which  in  point  of  beauty  and 
originality  is  a   step  ahead  of  anything  he 

has  done  before.  And  the  general  impres- 
sion was  that  Plunkett  had  been  making 

them  about  as  good  as  they  could  be  made. 

The  “Frolic”  opened  with  Edward  Al- 
bano  seated  on  a   pedestal  before  a   black- 

drop  singing  “Punchinello,”  which  he  did 
in  his  usual  effective  manner.  The  curtain 

opened  and  six  members  of  the  ballet, 
two  men  and  four  girls,  emerged  and  last 
of  all  Mile.  Klemova.  \^ile  all  the  cos- 

tumes are  particularly  fetching  in  their 
architecture  and  colorings,  that  of  Mile. 
Klemova  stood  out  with  unusual  daintiness. 
She  did  a   dance  which  was  conceded  to  be 

one  of  the  most  effective  she  has  yet  shown 
to  Strand  audiences. 

The  next  act  brought  out  a   new  comer  in 

the  person  of  George  Lyons,  a   harpist 
whose  excellent  work  brought  him  into  in- 

stant favor.  Lyons  played  two  numbers 
and  was  the  recipient  of  such  applause  that 

he  came  back  with  "Just  a   Cottage  Small” 
as  an  encore.  In  this  he  handed  the  au- 

dience a   surprise.  The  first  verse  of  the 

song  he  played  as  an  ordinary  harp  solo. 
The  second  verse  he  played  in  syncopation 
and  concluded  the  number  by  singing  the 
third  verse  to  his  own  accompaniment. 
Lyons  was  easily  the  hit  of  the  show. 

Rita  Owin  was  next  with  a   novelty  act 

which  went  over  with  a   bang.  Attired  in 
a   grotesque  costume  she  did  an  eccentric 
dance  which  brought  her  several  rounds 
of  applause. 

Following  this  Plunkett  sprung  a   15-foot 
high  hoopskirt,  made  of  silk,  lace  and 
flowers.  On  the  top  of  this  was  Kitty 

McLaughlin,  singing  “Kiss  Me  Again.” 
She  remained  atop  the  hoopskirt  while 

“The  Button  Boys,"  Jack  Clifford  and 
Thomas  Healy,  attired  as  bell  boys,  did 
some  clever  soft  shoe  dancing.  Miss 
McLaughlin  then  disappeared  from  her 
position  on  the  hoopskirt  and  reappeared 
in  dancing  costume  doing  an  acrobatic 
specialty. 

The  gigantic  hoopskirt  then  revolved  and 
became  a   flower  trimmed  bower  from 

which  a   dozen  dainty  little  ladies  stepped 
out  and  into  a   dance  with  the  entire  com- 

pany for  the  closing  number. 

Charlotte  to  Play  Wisconsin 
Charlotte  and  her  Imperial  German  fee 

ballet  of  30  girls  have  been  booked  to  the 
Wisconsin  theatre,  Milwaukee,  for  the 

week  of  May  8.  Edward  M.  Morse,  Chi- 
cago, is  the  booker.  The  ballet  was  brought 

from  Berlin  by  Morse. 

New  Policy 
Framed  for 

Me  Vickers 
Ash’s  Move  to  Oriental  Leaves 

Old  Stand  with  Money-Making 

Reputation  to  Uphold 

Chicago  amusement  circles  are 

watching  two  new  things  in  the 

motion  picture  field  this  week — 
McVickers  under  a   new  policy,  and 

the  Oriental,  latest  B.  &   K.  house, 

slated  to  open  Saturday  with  Paul 

Ash  and  the  flying  stages  to  draw. 

McVickers  gets  a   break  of  almost 
a   week.  How  much  steam  will  be 

generated  between  Monday  and 
Saturday  remains  to  be  seen. 

In  a   sense  McVickers  was  left  to  go 

it  alone  during  the  last  three  weeks  of 
the  Ash  band  incumbency,  as  Ash  was 

out  of  the  show  during  that  period.  Mil- 
ton Watson  performed  the  functions  of 

master  of  ceremonies  and  A1  Kvale,  fea- 
tured musician,  conducted. 

Givot  Heads  Show 

At  McVickers  George  Givot,  long  at 
that  and  other  B.  &   K.  houses  and  more 

recently  on  the  West  Coast,  will  be  mas- 
ter of  ceremonies.  He  is  well  billed  in 

the  news  daily  ads  for  the  house  but 
Ash  has  the  24-sheet  stands  crowded. 

On  the  stage  is  Henri  Gendron  and  his 
jazz  unit.  The  symphonic  stuff  will  be 
dealt  by  Walter  Davidson.  With  Givot 

on  the  bill  are  Hazel  Green,  Li'l  Esther, 
Covan  and  Ruffin,  and  Jason  and  Harri- 
gan.  In  the  ads  the  picture  has  a   some- 

what bigger  play  than  pictures  at  Mc- 
Vickers have  been  given  for  the  last  half 

year. 

Ash  will  take  Milton  Watson  with  him 

to  the  Oriental.  Peggy  Bernier  also  is 
in  the  lineup.  Watson  has  been  with 
Ash  since  the  latter  opened  in  Chicago 

and  Bernier  has  played  a   number  of 
weeks  with  him  at  McVickers,  The 

Hicks  Brothers,  banjo  syncopators,  have 
been  held  in  Chicago  following  five 
weeks  with  B.  &   K.  and  L.  &   T.  to  play 
a   two-week  date  with  Ash. 

Staging  Flexibility  Assured 

The  flying  stages,  adapted  from  the 
stages  invented  by  Jack  Partington, 
but  improved,  will  make  for  staging 

flexibility  at  the  Oriental  that  in  all  like- 
lihood will  be  greater  than  that  enjoyed 

by  any  other  Chicago  theatre.  Rapid 
{Continued  on  page  118) 
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Presentation  Wins  for  Showmen 
Presentation 

Concerning  the  Stage  Phase 

j   OF  THE  FiLMSHOW  FrOM  THE 
Viewpoint  of  the  Practical 
Showman 

=By  WILLIAM  R.  WEAVER  ==! 

NEWSPAPER  ADS 
BACK  TO  NORMAL 

Following  a   period  of  misplaced emphasis  not  inexplicable  in  view  of 

presentation’s  sensational  development  dur- 
ing the  past  year,  newspaper  advertising  of 

leading  DeLuxe  theatres  in  Chicago  swung 
back  to  normalcy  this  week  with  the  film 
side  of  their  respective  programs  given  top 

position  and,  in  most  cases,  the  big  break 
as  to  agate  lines.  Three  important  angles 
of  the  switch  should  be  considered : 

First,  more  people  are  interested  in  pic- 
tures than  in  any  other  form  of  entertain- 

ment— wherefore  the  picture-first  adver- 
tisement produces  biggest  return. 

Second,  pictures  built  the  biggest  theatres 
and  nothing  save  pictures  seems  destined 
to  build  bigger  ones. 

Third,  billing  the  picture  program  does 
not  kill  presentation,  but  in  fact  makes  its 
development  and  expansion  possible  by 
bringing  in  the  required  funds. 

SONG  PLUGGERS 
NOT  SO  GOOD 

MUSIC  publishers  display  good  judg- ment in  supplying  song  pluggers  to 

picture  theatres  for  use  in  presentations. 

Music  is  made  popular  mainly  in  the  pic- 

ture theatres.  One  “hit”  pays  for  a   lot  of 
song  pluggers. 
Publishers  should  consider  the  thing  on 

the  basis  of  efficiency,  however,  and  real- 
ize that  most  of  their  hired  men  are  mur- 

dering their  numbers  instead  of  boosting 

them.  The  type  of  singer  commonly  em- 

ployed for  song  plu^ng  doesn't  measure up  with  the  professionals  with  whom  he 

shares  stage  time  The  plugger’s  number 
suffers  by  the  comparison.  Undoubtedly 
better  talent  will  be  forthcoming  from  this 

source  if  presentation  producers  ask  for  it. 
For  the  general  good  of  the  show  business 
they  should  do  so. 

BETTER 

MUSIC 

IT’S  pretty  generally  conceded  now,  by  the best  in  both  divisions,  that  upon  middle 

ground  where  the  jazz  and  the  classic 
(CoJitiHiierf  cn  page  113) 
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Thrse-column  ad  by  F.  K.  M.  Plessner, 

Reading,  Pa.  (Story  herewith.) 

HENRY  REEVE,  Star  theatre, 

Menard  Texas,  who  makes  presenta- 
tion pays  big  in  a   small  town.  (Story herewith.) 

Adolphe  Dumont  and 
Orchestra  Go  Onto 

Stage;  Medley  Clicks 
Adolphe  Dumont,  one  of  the  first-line 

B.  &   K.  conductors,  put  his  orchestra  on 

the  stage  of  the  Chicago  theatre,  Chi- 

cago, the  week  just  ended,  and  the  pa- trons of  the  house  went  for  it.  The 

musicians  were  arranged  in  classic  sym- 
phonic order.  The  orchestra  numbers 

were  broken  by  two  song  numbers,  one 

by  an  unprogrammed  singer  sitting  with 
the  musicians  and  the  other  by  Bobby 

Burns,  working  down  front.  The  mount- 

ing was  a   combination  cutout-transpar- 
ency cyclorama  of  the  color  of  pale  jade. 

Dumont’s  offering  ran  through  a   pop- 
ular medley  and  arrived  at  a   military 

finale  by  way  of  Kreisler’s  "Caprice 
Viennois.”  The  pop  stuff  included  such 

as  "Lantern  of  Love,”  "Tamiami  Trail,” 
etc.  About  halfway  down  the  unpro- 

grammed singer  broke  in,  and  later 

Burns  sang  “Let’s  Talk  About  My 
Sweetie.”  He  had  an  encore  coming,  but 

probably  because  of  the  time  element, 
did  not  take  it. 

The  house  seemed  about  equally  di- 
vided in  favor  between  the  popular  num- 
bers and  the  Kreisler  number,  which 

was  excellently  played.  Loud  applause 
followed  the  military  finale. 

Presentation  Policy 

to  Follow  Vaude  Flop 

at  Chicago  Stratford 

National  Theatres  Corporation’s  news- 

paper ads  for  the  Stratford  theatre,  neigh- 
borhood house  splitting  good  pictures  with 

bad  vaudeville,  carry  the  line:  "Coming 
Soon.  The  Stratford  Syncopators.  On  the 

Stage.  Thev’ll  Be  the  Talk  of  the  Town.' The  Stratford,  located  at  63rd  street,  16 

blocks  from  the  same  concern’s  Capitol, 
where  A1  Short  and  his  stage  band  are 

going  great,  has  been  a   problem  of  Cooney 
Brothers  since  opening  of  the  big  house. 

It’s  in  precisely  the  right  location  to  click 

with  a   bang  under  the  new  arrangement. 

Letters  Say 

Box  Offices 
Show  Profit 

Wright,  Plessner  and  Reeve  Get 
Satisfactory  Results  with 

Stage  Shows 
Letters  and  illustrations  pub- 

lished herewith  show  the  box  office 

effect  of  picture  presentation  in 
other  than  the  big  theatres  of  the 
metropolitan  areas.  Reading,  Pa., 
Port  Arthur  and  Menard,  the  latter 

two  Texas  cities,  are  the  centers 
covered. 

F.  K.  M.  Plessner,  Wilmer  &   Vincent 

theatres,  Reading,  writes  as  follows: 

"If  you  wish  to  pass  on  two  other 
houses  a   sure  fire  business  builder  tell 

them  to  stage  their  local  High  School 
Orchestra.  We  did  it  three  weeks  ago 

and  packed  them  in  on  a   poor  drawing 
card  for  a   feature.  Forty  pieces  under 

the  direction  of  a   22-year-old-musicaI 
genius  they  have  here  in  Reading  as 
musical  instructor  in  the  schools. 

“The  parents,  friends  and  thousands 
of  others  turned  out  to  hear  these  40  16- 

year-old  boys  put  many  an  older  or- 
chestra of  40  to  shame.  I   staged  it  with 

school  banners  and  novel  lighting  ef- 

fects.” 

Home  Talent  Angle 

Mr.  Plessner’s  experience  combines 
with  that  of  other  showmen  to  indicate 

that  it  is  possible  in  some  cases  to  em- 
ploy local  talent  successfully  for  stage 

work.  Jack  Wright,  Jefferson  Amuse- 
ment Co.,  Port  Arthur,  Texas,  writes: 

"Noticing  you  reprint  ads  and  differ- 
ent angles,  I   am  going  to  start  mine  on 

the  way  from  now  on.  We  have  been 
using  small  town  talent  for  prologues 

and  find  they  go  over  big.  Am  enclos- 

ing ad  on  one  of  them.” Two  ads  enclosed  by  Mr.  Plessner  are 

reproduced  herewith. 
Reeve  Still  Winning. 

Henrv  Reeve,  Star  theatre,  Menard, 

Texas,  two  of  whose  presentations  have 
{Continued  on  page  118) 
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Two-column  ad  by  F.  K.  M   Plessner, 

Reading.  Pa.  (Story  herewith.) 
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Newspaper  Advertising  Revised 
Screen  Gets 

Top  Space  in 
Chicago  Ads 

Reproduction  of  Chicago  Spaces 

Shows  Influence  of  ‘‘Herald” 

Campaign  on  Policy 

DeLuxe  picture  theatres  in  Chi- 
cago, the  center  of  presentation,  this 

week  completed  revision  of  news- 
paper advertising  to  give  the  picture 

side  of  the  filmshow  top  space  as 
advocated  by  tdiis  department  of  the 

“Herald.”  Reproduction  /of  the 
Monday,  May  3,  newspaper  ads.  for 

the  Chicago,  Capitol,  Tivoli,  Up- 
town and  McVickers  theatres  is 

made  in  adjacent  columns.  Monday 
is  opening  day  for  the  shows  at 
these  theatres. 

Revision  of  newspaper  copy  to  fea- 
ture the  picture  end.  of  the  program  has 

been  gradual  since  this  paper-  began 
calling  attention  to  the  evils  of  sub- 

ordinating. film  attractions.  Balabana  & 

Katz -and  Cooney  Brothers  were  first  to 
begin  the  shift  back  to  logical  box  office 
policy  and  these  concerns  now  have 

come  all  the  way.  Lubliner  &   Trinz, 
with  a   personality  draw  alternating  be- 

tween two  theatres  complicating  its  ad- 
vertising problem,  is  making  slo^ver 

headway  with  the  switch.  Cooney 
Brothers  (National  Theatres  Corp.) 
have  placed  the  film  in  top  position 
even  in  the  ads  of  their  picture  vaude- 

ville houses,  the  Stratford  and  the 
Jeffery. 

Analysis  of  Spaces. 

The  Chicago  theatre  ad  gives  "The 
Barrier"  about  seven-eighths  of  the  line- age used.  This  is  the  ace  B   &   K   house 
and  the  Chicago  opening  for  Publix 
sta^e  shows.  The  Tivoli,  second  Publix 
stand,  gives  "Irene"  everything  but  a dozen  six-point  slugs  at  bottom  center 

the  stage  show.  The  Uptown,  third 
Publix  week,  gives  about  the  same 
amount  of  space  to  the  stage  show  and 
drapes  the  type  around  a   cut  illustrat- 

ing ‘Let’s  Get  Married." 
The  Capitol,  National  Theatres  best 

house  with  A1  Short  and  his  orchestra 
recently  moved  to  the  stage  after  a 
whirlwind  campaign,  splits  its  space 

{Continued  on  page  118) 

Opening  ad,  Capitol  theatre,  Chicago, 
Week  of  May  3.  (Story  herewith.) 

NGRMiyiKEftRY 
H,B.  WALTHALL 

Mention  cn(erlninin«n(  to 
anyone,  and  youns  and 

old-  will  answer,  "Let'j 

go  10  the  Chicago."  ’O'.ia 
week’s-  program  shows 
why.  Ii  is  a   blend  of 
-virile,  adventure  -drama, 
fantastic,  deliglulul  siape 

splendor,  gorgeous  music, 
just  the  thing  lot  n'us  ol 
sii  and  lixly-six. 

Rex  Beach’s  Stirring  Epic  of Arctic  Seas  and  Wilderness  Heroes  ,, 

&BAR.RIEPsi, 
Containing  a   Surprising  C'itnax— 
A   Crert  Ship  Slowly  Crushed -   I   Giant  Icebergs. 

EDWARsO  S' 
Slagc  Confection  of  Rainbow  Colors  ^ 

GUS 
-taffc  Confec 

Opening  ad,  Chicago  theatre.  Week  of 

May  3.  (Story  herewith.) 

“Bridal  Veil”  One 
of  Best  Shows  by 

John  M.  Anderson 
NEW  YORK,  May  4.— John  Murray 

Anderson’s  presentation  at  the  Rivoli 
last  week  was  probably  as  well  done 
and  as  good  entertainment  as  any  of  the 
many  he  has  put  on  since  taking  charge 
of  this  work  for  Publix  Theatres.  Pro- 

grammed as  “The  Bridal  Veil,"  the  act 
is  shorter  than  his  usual  run,  being  on 

but  14  minutes,  but  getting  over  well 
with  an  audience  that  is  being  educated 
into  critical  moods. 

Fourteen  people  are  used  in  "The 
Bridal  Veil,”  and  in  their  exposition  of 
the  bridal  costumes  ranging  from  1450 
to  1890  are  strikingly  garbed,  all  of  the 
costumes,  of  course  being  white.  From 
1890  this  bridal  course  jumps  to  the 
present  day  and  in  the  beautiful  costume 
of  the  young  woman  who  represents  the 
modern  bride  there  is  no  hint  of  the  jazz 

age  in  which  we  are  supposed  to  be  liv- 
ing. Nor  in  the  music. 

Anna  Ludmila,  sometimes  called  a 

second  Pavlova,  is  the  central  figure  in 

"The  Bridal  Veil,"  and  her  partner  in 
some  wonderful  dancing  is  Leon  Barte, 
once  a   partner  of  Pavlova  and  the  man 

who  staged  Gertrude  Hoffman’s  first  bal- 
let. Their  dance  goes  over  with  a 

smash,  and  it  is  safe  to  say  that  Rivoli 
audiences  would  like  to  see  a   lot  more 
of  the  work  of  this  clever  pair. 
Miss  Ludmila  was  formerly  premier 

danseuse  of  the  Chicago  Civic  Opera 
Company,  and  was  one  of  the  first  Amer- 

ican dancers  to  perform  in  South  Amer- 
ica. She  is  not  at  all  difficult  to  look  at 

and  dances  with  grace  and  abandon, 
which  readily  accounts  for  the  manner 

in  which  she  is  greeted  by  Rivoli  pa- 

trons', who  are  somewhat  hard-boiled. 

Jack  Arthur  Goes  Home 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald)  ' 

TORONTO,  May  4. — Jack  Arthur, 
director  of  presentations  for  Famous 
Players  Canadian  Corporation,  has  gone 
to  his  home  in  the  British  Isles  for  a 

long  vacation.  His  associates  here  gave 
liim  a   dinner  in  his  honor  before  he  left. 

//.  Franklin 
Tells  Publix 
Stage  Policy 

CojTtpany  Works  to  Build  Shows 
Worthy  of  Showing  from 

Coast  to  Coast 

NEW  YORK,  May  4. — An  inter- 

esting exposition  of  the  views  of  the 

powers  that  be  in  Publix  Theatres 
on  the  subject  of  presentations  is 
contained  in  an  article  by  Harold  B. 

Franklin  in  the  current  issue  of 

“The  Close-Up,”  the  official  house 

organ  of  Publix  Theatres.  Mr. 
Franklin  says  in  part : 

There  has  been  considerable  discus- 
sion among  exhibitors,  newspapers  and 

trade  magazines  concerning  the  Publix 

stage  presentations  at  our  de  luxe  the- 
atres. The  gist  of  some  of  the  expressed 

opinions  is  that  Publix  considers  stage 
presentations  necessary  to  the  successful 
operation  of  motion  picture  theatres. 
This  is  an  erroneous  inference.  The 

Publix  presentations,  will  be  shown  only 
in  the  de  luxe  type  of  theatre,  where 

stage  divertissements  have  become  a 
permanent  policy,  and  it  is  the  purpose 
of  the  Publix  production  department  Jo 
establish  a   standard  in  the  creation  of  its 

presentation  units  that  will  measure  up 

with  the  fine  feature  pictures  shown  at 

these  theatres.  It  is  our  purpose  to  or- 
ganize the  resources  of  our  finest  de  luxe 

theatres  so  that  we  may  create  produc- 

tions that  will  be  worthy  of  a   coast-to- 
coast  showing.  In  the  past  practically 

every  de  luxe  theatre  supported  an  inde- 

pendent production  department  which 

was  limited  in  its  efforts  because  of  ex- 

pense and  also  because  it  was  next  to 

impossible  to  create  worth-while  presen- tations for  fifty-two  weeks  each  year. 

Cost  Is  Divided 

Under  the  Publix  plan  each  presenta- 

tion is  produced  on  a   scale  which  com- 
pares favorably  with  the  best  seen  any- 

where, being  evolved  by  the  best  crea- 
tive brains’  and  staged  with  the  finest 

talent  obtainable.  No  one  theatre,  no 

matter  how  big,  could  afford  to  pay 

the  production  cost  of  a   Publix  presen- tation. 

Opening  ad.  Uptown  theatre.  Chicago. 
Week  of  May  3,  (Story  herewith.) 
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CURRENT  PRESENTATIONS 
Third  A1  Short  Show 

Best  Yet;  Director’s Lines  Freed  of  Bunk 

“Under  Venetian  Skies,”  A1  Short’s 
third  stage  show  for  the  Capitol,  Chi- 

cago, proved  ;even  better  than  those  pre- 
ceding it  in  the  estimation  of  Nell  Kay, 

symphonic  critic  who  again  covered  the 
bill  for  this  reporter  and  permits  him 
to  brand  her  with  that  alias  for  the 

purposes  of  these  columns.  Mr.  Short’s 
lines  this  time  were  free  of  the  “predict 

a   great  future,  etc.,”  bunk  and  he  further 
improved  upon  the  established  technique 
of  stage  directors  by  absenting  himself 
from  the  stage,  for  long  intervals  to 

allow  the  orchestra  and  artist  full  op- 
portunity to  garner  glory  for  themselves. 

This  generosity  is  almost  unheard  of  in 

presentation  shows  of  this  type,  but 
then,  Mr.  Short  is  a   wholly  different  type 
of  director. 

Miss  Kay’s  report  of  the  show,  written 
in  the  style  she  must  have  acquired 

through  her  long  concentration  upon  the 
musical  mode  of  expressions,  follows: 

Opening — Venetian  scene — honeymooners  with 

guide.  Guide  tells  of  ghost  of  gondolier  wing- 

ing— ghost  appears  singing  “The  Prisoner’s  Song. 

Curtain  is  drawn  and  A1  Short  and  Bos^  be- 

gin with  novel  treatment  of  Offenbach’s  “Barca- 
rolle,” a   change  and  a   treat. 

More  syncopation. 

Four  Spanish  maidens  dance — nothing  new  nor 
necessary. 

More  symphonic  jazz — uniformly  good. 

Earl  Rickard  singing  "In  My  Gondola,”  orches- 

tra assisting  vocally  as  well  as  instrumentally. 

Accordionist  in  popular  tunes,  “Here  Comes 
Charlie.”  etc.,  to  good  reaction  from  crowd. 

Woods  Miller  in  gondola  with  girl  sings  Al- 

ways,” gondola  moving  along  stage.  Miller  has 

good  voice.  Girl  does  nothing. 

Billy  Bitner  in  “Show  That  Fellow  the  Door 

with  orchestra’s  help.  Interesting  lighUng  effects 

Charlie  Wilkins,  pantomime  dancer,  great.  Aj 

had  the  boys  give  him  a   chord  and  what  h
e  did 

with  that  chord  was  worth  waiting  around  for
. 

Orchestra  helped  and  Wilkins  convulsed  audienc
e 

with  facial  contortions. 

Louise  Bonnard — "The  Beautiful  Lady  — sings 

“Somebody’s  Lonely.”  Miss  Bonnard  has  ordi- 

nary voice  but  excellent  stage  presence  and  abil- 

ity to  put  her  songs  across.  Kids  with  the  boys 

and  they  can’t  be  blamed  for  liking  it. 
Hit  of  the  performance — little  Dorothy  Johnson. 

Wisp  of  grace  and  beauty.  Trips  down  aisle 

passing  out  roses.  Reaches  stage.  Hands  rose 

to  Al,  who  gives  her  a   saxophone.  Plays  it  to 

death.  Opens  with  “Let  Me  Call  You  Swee^ 
heart,”  encores  with  jazz  tune,  again  with 

“Dinah,”  finally  begs  off,  displaying  fine  speaking 
voice.  Child  is  a   genius  and  a   gem. 

Sam  Kauffman  next — Paderewski  combined  with 

Chaplin— he’s  a   keyboard  wizard  but  doesn’t  play 
anything — makes  people  laugh  but  could  be  worth 

twice  as  muefi  to  the  show  if  he’d  play. 
Remarks:  Great  improvement  over  London 

show.  Short  getting  better  and  better— as  ts  band
. 

•   Suggestion:  Why  not  one  classic  for  variety? 

Why  not  a   symphonic  arrangement  of  Rach
mani- 

noff’s Melody  in  E?  This  orchestra  can  do  it 
and  it  should  be  a   wonder. 

Fiddle  Meet  Draw 

Is  on  Down  Grade 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald; 

FORT  WAYNE,  May  4.— Although  the 

finals  of  a   long  drawn  out  old  fiddlers  con- 
test at  the  Indiana  here  packed  the  house 

the  pulling  power  of  this  kind  of  contest  i
s 

on  the  down  grade.  Eleven  old-timers  par- 
ticipated in  the  Indiana  finals. 

King  Sisters  in  Winnipeg 
•   The .   King  Sisters,  harmony  duo,  have 

been' booked  to  the  Capitol'  theatre,  Win- 

‘nipeg,  for  a   four-week  date.  '   Phil  TyrreU, 
Chicago' handled  the  botoking. 

Acts  Reported 
in  This  Issue 

Albano,  Edward“.Varl£  Strand,  Neie  York. 
Anderson  Brotbors — VfPiefcora,  Chicago. 

Beban,  George,  and  Compooy'—'-VeJropoli- 
toR,  Lo$  /ingeles. 

Beek,  Fred—ASkamhra,  Milteaukce. 
Biitncr,  Billy— Copilol,  Chicago. 

Bonnard,  Louise — Capitol,  Chicago. 

“Bridal  Veil,  The”  (Anna  Lodmila,  Leon 
Barle)— fiipoli.  Now  York. 

Back,  Verne  and  Orchesira— WofropoJJlon, 
Los  Angeles. 

B-arns,  Bobby^-CWcago,  Chicago. 

Cansinos,  The— Toiocr,  A/iitcaufcee, 

Chico— Toiccr,  Milwaukee. 

“The  Chinese  Plaio"  (Marie  Herron,  Ed- 

ward Davies,  Bulh  Alperi)^— CAicago, 
Chicago. 

Cli^ord  and  Hoaly— — .Work  Strand,  New 

York. 
Cole,  Lionel— Granada,  San  Francjjeo. 

Co  wham,  Bernard— —Toicer,  Milwaukee. 
“Daaccland"  (Muriel  Kaye,  Mildred  Burns, 

Eight  Dancing  Rockets) — -Stanley,  Phila. 
iSslpHioe 

Dosmont*  Adolphe,  and  Orchestra- — 
Chicago, Chicago. 

Evans,  Wynne — Loew’s  Slate,  Los  Ange
les. 

Fagan.  Ray,  and  Orchestra — Fox,
  Philadeh 

Forbsleln,  Louis,  and  Syncepotors— 
Royal, 

Kansas  City. 

Foursome  Quarleue — Metropolitan,  Los- 
An- geles.  
, 

Gibson  Si8Ser^=WetropoIitnn,  Los  Ange
les. 

eraser  and  Regal— Loetc’i  .Stale,  Lo
s  An- 

Glanviile,  Rulh — Wisconsin,  Milwa
ukee. 

“Great  Moments  from  Grand  Opera 

(Georges  Du  Franne,  Cesare  Nesl,  
Freda 

Weber,  Lonora  Cori,  Margaret  Bin
go, 

Arturo  Imperato)  IVeicnian,  Ko
nsas City.  .   _ 

CrllBth,  Edith— Granada,  San
  Froneuco. 

Hines  and  Smith — tlhambra,  Milwaukee. 

House,  Edward  K.— Chicago,  Chicago-^ 

Imperial  Quortelte— Fo*,  Ph
iladelphia. 

Johnson,  Dorolhy— Capitol,  Chica
go. 

Johnson,  Howard— Loesc’s  St
ate,  Los  An- 

geles. 

Kauffman,  Jack— Capitol.  ChiVogo. 

Kelly.  Nell— tow’s  Warfield,  
Son  Frcncifco. 

Klomova,  Mile. — Mark  Strand,
  New  York. 

Ktue  Arlhuc— McFieicrj,  Chicago.
 

Kopp,  Rudolph,  and  Orch
esira— Wisconsin, 

Milsoauheo
.  

. 

Kvcle,  Al,  and  Band — MeVicke
rs,  Chicago. 

Langon,  Aline— toew’*  Warfiel
d,  Son  Fran- 

cisco. .   „   c 

Lennlnglon,  Drurj   Granda,
  San  Francisco. 

Llltau.  Joseph,  and  Orche
stra— f/o»ord,  At- 

ho^^ensUln,  Sidney— Stonley.  Phila
delphia. 

LyznoD,  Sfale,  Los  Angeles. 

Lyons.  George — Mark  Stran
d,  New  York. 

MeLaughlir..  Kitty— Vork  S
trand.  Vw  York 

Miller,  David,  and  Orches
tra— Tosexjr,  rttil- waukee. 

Miller,  Kpnnoth — Royal,  Konsas
  City. 

Miller,  Woods — Capitol,  Chicago. 

Morrison,  Ernest — Metropoli
tan,  Los  Anga- 

Kotlonal  Male  Qucrlette. 
 with  Hall  and 

Miheauhoe. 

Ogdon.  Melvin  P. — Howard, 
 Atlanta. 

Owln.  Rito — -Mark  Strand,  New
  York. 

“Paradlso  Isle”— Hoicard,  dtlanlo. 

Peabody,  Eddie,  and  Ba
nd— Granada,  San 

Francisco
.  

, 

Blehlor  and  FiSefi — ITisconsm, 
 .Vifjcaufcoa. 

Rickard,  Earl— Capitol.  Chicag
o. 

Rile  Brothers— Slonley,  Philarfelph
ia. 

Roosner,  Walt,  and  Orehesir
a— tome  s   War- 

field,  San  Froncisco. 

Romo  and  Dunn — JTiseonsin, 
 Milwouftea. 

$hor3»  Al.  Buncl-~Capi<ol,  Cnicago. 

Special,  Johnny— VcFiehers, 
 Chicago. 

Stanley,  Ruth— Granda.  San  
Francisco. 

“Sunklst  Beauties”— tome’s  H   arfic
ld,  .son 

Francisco. 

“Ukulele  Ike” — Fox,  Philodclphia. 

Valyda,  Rose— tome's  Stole,  Los  A
ngeles. 

Waggoner  and  Ilcrri-^— tome's  War
field,  San 

Francisco. 

Watson,  Milton — MeVickers,  Chicago. 

Weems.  Walter— •toeto’s  Stole,  tos  .-Ingoles. 
Wilkins.  Chnrllt^— Capitol,  Chicogo. 

Wolf,  Rube,  and  Band — loesr’s 
 Stale,  tos 

/Ingeles. 

‘‘Chinese  Plate”  and 

“Pierrot’s  Serenade” 
Hit  Hard  at  Chicago 

Small,  sharp,  beautiful,  two  jewels  of 
the  presentation  art  devised  and  staged 

by  Frank  Cambria  held  the  stage  at  the 
Chicago  theatre,  Chicago,  last  week  and 

are  at  Tivoli,  Chicago,  this  week.  "The 
Chinese  Plate”  was  the  larger  of  the 

two,  but  the  other,  “Pierrot’s  Serenade.” was  a   hit  number  also. 

An  outstanding  feature  of  "The 
Chinese  Plate”  is  the  simplicity  of  the 
mounting,  simplicity  combined  with 

great  beauty  of  color.  Three  authentic- ally oriental  set  pieces  stand  half  way 

down  front  as  Ruth  Alpert  dances.  Per- 
fection of  composition  is  obtained  here 

by  the  hanging  of  a   lantern  about  half 

way  from  center  to  left  stage.  Miss  Al- 
pert’s  number  is  brief,  but  good.  Thin 
applause  followed  her  dance,  because 
the  Chicago  theatre  patrons  were  too 

intelligent  to  spoil  the  transition  into 

the  song  numbers  of  Marie  Herron  and 

Edward  Davies,  which  immediately  fol- 
lowed. 

Miss  Herron’s  song,  "Chinese  Lulla- 
by,” was  immediately  followed  by 

Davies’  “The  Cherry  Blossom.”  The 

song  closed  as  a   duet.  Their  work  was 

roundly  applauded  at  the  conclusion  of 

the  performance  this  reporter  caught. 

Farther  up  on  the  bill  was  Julius  Fish- 
er in  “Pierrot's  Serenade.”  Fisher  plays 

a   one-stringed  instrument  called  a   cello- 
phone.  It  is  well  named,  as  it  uniquely 
combines  the  tones  of  a   cello  and  a   sax. 

The  mounting  for  the  number  is  a   house- 

top silhouette  that  is  the  best  these  eyes 

ever  have  seen.  Fisher.  In  Pierrot  cos- 

tume, sits  atop  a   chimney,  half-lighted, 

and  quiet  excepting  for  the  movements 

entailed  by  fingering  and  bowing.  His 

opener  was  followed  by  a   dog-and-cat 

fight  imitation  during  which  those  an^ 

mals,  with  electric  eyes,  did  their  stuff 

on  an  adjacent  roof.  Appropriately. 

“Sittin’  on  Top  of  the  World”  was  his 

closing  number.  The  whole  took  a   crash- 

ing hand. 

Francis  Renault  Does 

Three  Days  In  Decatur 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

DECATUR,  ILL.,  May  4.— Following  a 

week  date  at  the  Circle  theatre,  Indian
- 

apolis, Francis  Renault,  internationally  fa- 
mous female  impersonator,  played  a   first 

half  date  at  the  Lincoln  Square  theatre 

here,  closing  today.  Phil  Tyrrell,  Ch
i- 

cago, booked  the  house. 

Phil  Tyrrell  Moves 

to  Larger  Offices 
Phil  Tyrrell,  Chicago  presentation  

book- 

er, has  moved  into  larger  oftices  in  
the 

Woods  Theatre  building.  His  busi
ness 

has  expanded  to  such  an  extent  in 
 recent 

months  that  more  room  became  neces
sary. 

Gene  Austin  at  D.  C.  Met 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

WASHINGTON,  D.  C.  May  4.— Ge
ne 

Austin,  popular  tenor  and  well  k
nown  \   ic- 

tor  recording  artist,  is  being  featured  
at  the 

Met  here  this  week.  The  date  is  for
  only one  week. 
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Patrons  of  Newman 

Enthusiastic  Over 

Grand  Opera  Show 
KANSAS  CITY,  May  4.— Although, 

as  a   rule,  grand  opera  in  motion  pic- 
tures in  Kansas  City  does  not  excite 

audiences  to  a   frenzied  state,  Frank 

Cambria’s  Great  Moments  from  Grand 

Opera”  at  the  Newman  found  the  con- 
clusion of  the  presentation  bringing 

voluminous  applause  from  audiences. 
In  the  company  of  25  are  artists  who 

well  could  step  into  "big  time”  grand 
opera  tomorrow  and  bring  equal  or  more 
applause  than  was  forthcoming  at  the 
Newman.  Especially  is  this  true  of 
Georges  DuFranne,  Cesar  Nesi,  Freda 
Weber,  Lenora  Cori,  Margaret  Ringo 
and  Arturo  Imperato,  all  experienced 
veterans  of  the  grand  opera  stage.  They 
are  supported  by  a   singing  ensemble  of 
unusual  merit,  while  the  settings,  three 
in  number,  are  elaborate. 
The  presentation  lasts  30  minutes  and, 

in  the  opinion  of  the  Newman  theatre 
management,  the  Publix  production  was 
responsible  for  an  increase  in  the  aver- 

age weekly  attendance. 

Letters  Say  Box 
Offices  Show  Profit 
(.Continued  from  page  115) 

been  the  subject  of  comment  in  previous 
issues,  writes: 

“At  the  risk  of  doing  it  too  often,  I 
have  to  send  in  another  instance  of  what 
a   presentation  act  has  done  for  me.  I 

played  one  with  ’Mike’  last  week  and  it 
almost  seemed  to  be  the  best  one  yet. 
Two  days  of  exceptional  business  was 

the  result,  and  with  a   Mutt  &   Jeff  show 
here  under  canvas  the  first  night,  not  to 

mention  a   traveling  revivalist  in  a   tent.” 

Mr.  Reeve’s  presentation  act  routine 
is  published  herewith  for  the  guidance 
of  others  who  will  wish  to  prologue  that 
picture  when  they  play  it.  It  was  called 
"Oh  Mike.” 

Scene  1 — Exterior  set,  all  dark  except  for  log 
fire  downstage  R,  around  which  are  seated  4   girls, 
2   boys,  in  overalls,  etc.  Curtain  rises  as  first 

song  is  sung.  Red  spot  takes  singer  as  song 
starts,  after  short  crossfire. 

ALF.  T.  WILTON 
INCORPORATED 

12lh  Floor  Brraci  2027.8 

1S60  BROADWAY,  NEW  YORK 

Now  Booking 

Motion  Picture  Theatres 

BoX’O^ce  Names 
Attractions  and 

Presentations 

Managing  Booking  Depf. 

FRED  B.  MACK 
Formerly  bookar  with 

B.  F.  Keitb.AIbea  Circuit 

Opening  ad,  McVickers  theatre,  Chi- 
cago, Week  of  May  3.  (Story  on  page 

116.) 

Scene  2 — Bright  dance  set — blue  and  silver  eye 
drop-Orthophonic  Victrola  plays  loud  dance  num- 

ber— all  boys  and  girls  dancing  togethen  Two 
short  Charlestons  by  individual  girls  at  bits,  with 

boy  in  burlesque  Charleston  for  a   laugh.  When 
all  but  Mike  leave  stage,  lights  die  out  and  then 

song  “Sometime”  starts  she  sits  on  Victrola  un- 
der white  baby  spot.  Verse  of  song  sung  off- 

stage. Singer  joins  Mike  as  chorus  begins.  At 
finish  of  song  music  keeps  on  and  girl  dances 
one  chorus  as  solo  ballet.  At  end  of  dance, 

lights  on  full,  all  jazz  and  Cliarleston  to  “Dixie” 
for  fast  finale. 

(NOTE:  ConipEoto  script,  wish  lines  oad  busi- 
ness, has  been  supplied  by  Mr.  Reeve  end  will  be 

mailed  free  to  exlilbilors  upon  request  addressed 

to  “Prsentation  Acts,”  EXHIBITORS  HERALD,  407 
South  Dearborn  St.,  Chicago,  111.) 

New  Policy  Is 
Framed  for  McVickers 

Continued  from  page  114) 

changes  of  setup  are  provided  for  by  the 
new  stages. 

Ash  will  work  a   chorus  of  12  girls 

during  the  opening  weeks,  and  probably 
as  a   permanent  feature  of  the  house. 

For  the  opening  show  they  are  billed  as 

"Paul’s  Harem-Scarems.”  The  first  show, 
playing  on  the  name  and  type  of  the  house, 

is  billed  as  “Insultin’  the  Sultan,” 

Presentation 
(Coftlinvcd  from  page  116) 

musical  forms  shall  combine  in  helpful 
compromise  the  better  music  of  the  future 

ARTHUR  SPIZZI 
Booking  the  Better  Picture  Theatres 

NEW  TOBK  OFFICE 

1560  BROADWAY 

MERRIEL  ABBOTT 
SCHOOL  of  DANCING 

Capitol  Boilding  Suite  913 

159  North  State  Street,  Chicago,  III. 

F urnishing  dimes  acts  for  the  leading  Picture  Theatres 
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shall  be  born.  Several  light  operas  re- 

cently brought  out  utilize  jazz  ideas  effec- 

tively and  such  jazz  organizations  as  A1 

Short’s  and  Paul  Whiteman’s  are  experi- 
encing splendid  success  with  devices  previ- 

ously held  to  be  inviolably  classic. 
This  middle  ground,  whence  another  gen- 

eration will  trace  its  music,  is  the  motion 

picture  theatre  pit  or  stage.  Putting  the 
orchestra  on  the  stage,  as  Mr.  Short  has 

done,  probably  expedites  progress,  at  least 

focusses  attention  upon  it. 

Screen  Gets  Top 
Space  in  Ads 

(Co7itinued  from  page  116) 

(which  is  drawn)  but  gives  “Oh  What 
a   Nurse”  top  position. 

McVickers,  forsaken  by  Paul  Ash  and 

forced  to  boom  George  Givot  and  a   new 
stage  show  in  the  hope  of  preventing  a 

nose  dive,  gives  "High  Steppers”  better 
than  a   third  of  the  space  notwithstand- 

ing. Until  now  a   microscope  was 
needed  to  find  out  the  name  of  the  Mc- 

Vickers picture. 

Policy  Is  Sound. 
As  pointed  out  in  preceding  issues, 

picture  theatre  advertising  must  give 

the  picture  side  of  the  show  first  posi- 
tion to  satisfy  (hence  draw)  the  bigger 

public,  the  picture  public  that  made  the 
building  of  the  theatre  possible.  The 

example  set  by  Chicago,  center  of  pre- 
sentation, undoubtedly  will  be  followed 

by  the  industry  at  large. 

Edward  K.  House  Is 

Week’s  Best  Maker 
of  Fun  at  Chicago 

Dignity  was  laid  aside  at  the  Chicago 

theatre,  Chicago,  last  week  so  far  as  the 
organ  end  of  the  bill  was  concerned,  and 

good  fun  was  substituted.  Edward  K 

House,  who  is  rapidly  building  into  a   first- 
line  B.  &   K.  console  artist,  was  the  funster, 

and  his  offering,  “Spring  Is  Here,”  went across  well. 

Under  white  spots  both  consoles  were 
elevated.  The  organ  began  to  play,  but  no 

one  was  to  be  seen  playing.  This  was  good 
for  a   murmur  of  wonderment  from  the 

house.  Then  from  offstage  left  House  sang 

the  “I'm  coming”  section  of  "Old  Black 
Joe,”  at  the  conclusion  of  which  he  stepped 
out,  attired  in  golfing  togs  and  sat  down  at 
one  of  the  consoles.  Without  prelude  he 

swung  into  the  “Spring  3s  Here”  song,  the slides  of  which  were  straight. 

Ruth  Glanville  and 

Rome  and  Dunn  Split 

Honors  at  Wisconsin 
MILWAUKEE,  May  4.— Two  meri- 

torious units  compose  the  presentation 

program  at  Saxe’s  Wisconsin  this  week. 

They  are  Ruth  Glanville,  “Americas 
Premier  Saxophone  Soloist,”  and  Kome 

and  Dunn,  “Aristocratic  Harmonists.’ Both  live  up  to  their  jjilling. 

Ruth  Glanville  holds  the  first  spot  on 

the  bill.  Working  in  front  of  a   plain 

but  well  chosen  drop  she  keeps  the  at- 
tention of  the  entire  house'  riveted  on 

her  dexterity  with  the  instrument  she 

has  so  thoroughly  mastered.  The  con- 
clusion of  each  of  her  well  chosen  num- 

bers is  the  occasion  for  a   hearty  hand 

frorn^  the  audience,  \vhich  obviously 
considers  her  “there." 

Rome  and  Dunn  strut  their  stuff  be- 
fore a   more  elaborate  mounting.  Cur- 

tain reveals  a   back  drop  with  an  ela- 
borate elevator  door  built  into  it.  The 

shadowy  outline  of  the  descending  eleva- 
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tor,  heralded  by  an  indicator,  is  seen 
through  the  frosted  glasswork  of  the 
doors,  which  eventually  open.  A   page 

boy  steps  out  and  bows  for  the  two  ar- 
tists as  they  step  forth,  in  dress  attire. 

“I  Never  Knew,”  “So  Does  Your  Old 
Mandarin,”  and  "Dinah,”  interspersed 
with  clever  comedy  and  bantering  com- 

prise their  routine.  These  chaps  are 
highly  talented  as  harmony  singers  and 
are  further  gifted  with  a   penchant  for 

high-hat  comedy  effects. 
Arthur  Richter  and  Edmund  Fitch, 

engineer  the  twin  organ  through  a 

diverting  solo  with  slides  entitled  "Sweet 
Adeline,”  featuring  that  old-timer  in  the 
finale  in  which  the  audience  is  invited 

to  sing.  The  "March  Procession  of 
Bacchus”  is  used  as  an  overture  under 

Rudolph  Kopp’s  direction. 

Brief  Musical  Turn 

Featuring  Jazzing 

Props  Best  of  Bill 
LOS  ANGELES,  May  4.— The  musical 

portion  of  the  Metropolitan  theatre  bill 
this  week  is  the  shortest  on  record.  It  is 

called  "Jazz  Village”  and  is  cliaracterically 
peppy  as  well  as  jazzy.  Verne  Buck  and 
his  lively  organization  come  in  for  many 

a   hand;  the  individual  members  of  his  or- 
chestra draw  a   goodly  portion  of  the  ap- 

plause for  solo  numbers. 

The  bill  opens  with  a   tuneful  bit  of  syn- 
copation with  the  band  in  a   booth  before  a 

gold  drop.  Eva  Gibson  of  the  Gibson 
Sisters,  proved  a   lively  tap  dancer  and  was 

Allowed  by  Ernst  Morison  singing,  "by 
popular  request,”  “The  Prisoner’s  Song.”  It 
did  not  stir  the  audience  to  wild  enthusiasm, 

although  it  was  well  sung  in  a   pleasing 
tenor  voice. 
The  Gibson  Sisters  contributed  several 

unique  steps  with  Verne  Buck  and  his  mu- 
sical gang  helping  out  with  catchy  music. 

The  Foursome  Quartette,  here  for  their 
final  week,  were  generous  with  their 

numbers,  singing  “Sleepy  Time  Gal," 
“Mighty  Lak  a   Rose,”  and  “Sandman 

Lullaby.” The  curtain  at  the  back  of  the  orchestra 

is  lifted  and  discloses  a   funny  little  village, 
with  a   statue  in  the  foreground.  Verne 
Buck  announces  he  will  show  what  the 
Charleston  has  done  to  Charleston,  N.  C. 

and  all  the  lamp  posts,  houses,  fences,  and 
the  statue  swing  into  the  Charleston.  An 
unique  number,  staged  by  Jack  Partington, 
and  one  that  got  a   good  hand. 

The  long  feature  is  “The  Loves  of  Ri- 
cardo,” with  George  Beban  and  his  com- 

pany of  27  players,  putting  on  a   25-minute 
sketch  in  connection  with  the  film. 

Heinz  Roemheld  and 
Hines  and  Smith  Do 

Comic  Musical  Show 
MILWAUKEE.  May  4.— Perfect  co- 

herence with  the  feature  picture  charac- 
terizes the  non-film  portion  of  the  bill  at 

the  Alhambra  this  week.  The  overture, 

an  original  arrangement  by  Heinz  Roem- 

held, is  named  "The  Cohens  and  Kel- 

lys,” after  the  picture,  and  Hines  and 
Smith  in  another  spot  do  their  own  in- 

terpretation of  Cohen  and  Kelly. 
The  overture  deserves  mention  not 

only  because  it  is  a   good  overture  well 
played,  but  also  because  it  introduces  a 

rather  unusual  featuring  of  instrumen- 
tation insofar  as  everything  is  built 

around  a   stringy  quartette  consisting  of 
two  violins,  a   viola  and  a   cello. 

Encouraged  no  doubt  by  past  success- 
ful experience  with  the  expedient,  Roem- 

held starts  the  overture  off  with  a   bit 

of  a   speech  in  which  he  tells  the  audi- 
ence just  what  it  is  they  are  about  to 

listen  to.  This  seems  to  assure  the  sue- 

What  “Herald’’  Means  to 
Presentation  People 

LONDON,  ENGLAND,  April  19.  1926. 

EXHIBITORS  HERALD, 

407  South  Dearborn  St., 

Chicago,  111. 

U.  S.  A. 

GENTLEMEN: 

To  be  a   stranger  in  a   strange  country  far  away  from 

home  sometimes  becomes  very  irksome,  but  to  feel  that 

one  is  able  to  pick  up  EXHIBITORS  HERALD  and, 

by  glancing  at  its  pages,  be  informed  of  all  the  doings 

in  the  trade  at  home  relieves  the  tension  of  that  con- 

tinual gnawing  for  news. 

This  has  been  my  experience  since  coming  to  England 

for  the  Publix  Theatres  and  I   am  very  candid  in  my 

opinion  when  I   say  that  EXHIBITORS  HERALD  has 

its  finger  on  the  pulse  of  this  vast  industry  for  the  rea- 
son that  it  not  only  covers  the  angle  of  picture  making 

and  distribution  but  the  proper  presentation  of  the  pic- 
ture to  the  public  as  well. 

I   am  of  tlie  opinion  that  the  “Presentation  Acts”  sec- 

tion of  the  HERALD,  together  with  its  supporting  sec- 

tions, is  doing  more  to  inform  the  big  and  little  exhibi- 

tor of  what  is  necessary  for  tlie  proper  arrangement  of 

the  diversified  program  than  any  of  its  contemporaries. 

The  reports  and  criticisms  are  fair  and  un-biased  and 

the  knowledge  unfolded  tlirough  its  columns  is  much  to 

be  appreciated  by  those  whose  business  it  is  to  entertain. 

Yours  very  truly, 

FRANCIS  A.  MANGAN, 

Plaza  Theatre, 

Piccadilly  Circus, 

London,  England. 
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cess  of  the  offering,  which  consists  of  a 

very  clever  blending  of  favorite  Jewish 
and  Irish  melodies  and  goes  over  well. 

In  a   later  spot  on  the  bill,  the  news 
reel  and  a   scenic  having  meantime  been 

disposed  of,  Roemheld  announces  that 
the  orchestra  will  next  play  a   medley  of 
Irish  airs.  After  the  first  few  measures 

a   rather  burlesqued  Jew  down  near  the 
front  row  creates  a   mild  disturbance 

among  his  neighbors  by  objecting  to  the 
discrimination  in  favor  of  the  Irishers. 

Without  stopping  the  musicians  Roem- 
held signals  an  officer  in  the  rear  of  the 

house  to  throw  the  disturber  out. 

The  argument,  however,  grows  to 
house-wide  proportions  when  the  officer 
standing  in  the  aisle  tries  to  order  the 

displeased  auditor  from  his  seat.  Roem- 
held then  stops  and  asks  the  two  just 

who  it  is  that  is  supposed  to  be  holding 

the  house’s  attention.  After  a   three- 
cornered  argument  the  officer  and  the 
Israelite,  none  other  than  Hines  and 
Smith,  mount  the  stage  and  take  charge 
of  a   piano  that  is  wheeled  onto  the  stage 
for  them.  Back  drops,  lights  and  other 
essentials  are  built  up  for  them  in  rapid 
order  before  the  view  of  the  audience 
and  their  act  is  on. 

After  singing  three  or  four  songs  with 
pleasing  harmony  the  duo  leaves  the 
stage  for  the  showing  of  the  feature 
picture  and  leave  behind  them  a   decided 

impression  of  having  done  their  nonsen- 
sical little  bit  extremely  well.  They  are 

a   pair  of  versatile  boys  with  plenty  of 
presentation  possibilities. 

Fred  Beck  takes  the  audience  on  a 

“Trip  Through  the  Organ’’  in  which  he 
shows  off  the  comparatively  new  Wur- 
litzer  to  very  good  advantage. 

Saxe’s  Tower  Opens 
with  Stage  Bill  of 

3   Outstanding  Acts 

MILWAUKEE,  May  4.— Saxe’s  Tow- 
er theatre  was  dedicated  Saturday  eve- 

ning with  perhaps  the  smoothest  running 

opening  show  this  city  has  ever  wit- 
nessed. Located  half  a   block  north  of 

Grand  Avenue  some  twenty  blocks  due 

west  of  the  "loop”  district,  the  new 
house  will  set  a   pace  for  neighborhood 
theatres  of  Milwaukee. 

The  stage  activities  are  under  the  per- 
sonal supervision  of  Ed.  J.  Weisfeldt, 

production  manager  of  the  Wisconsin, 
standard  bearer  of  the  Saxe  circuit,  and 

the  various  opening  activities  were  under 
the  respective  direction  of  department 
heads  at  the  Wisconsin. 

The  program  opened  with  a   nove- 

elty  overture  consisting  of  “Bits  of 
Hits”  played  by  David  Miller  and  his 
small  but  efficient  pit  orchestra.  “Talk- 

ing to  the  Moon,”  "Sorry,”  “Cherrie”  and 
“Let’s  Talk  About  My  Sweetie”  were 
included  in  the  menu.  A   short  bit  of 

vocalism  by  the  banjoist  tended  further 
to  spice  the  offering. 

After  Mayor  Daniel  Hoan  had  briefly 
said  the  things  Mayors  are  supposed  to 
say  on  such  auspicious  occasions  the 

program  returned  into  the  hands  of  pro- 
fessional entertainers.  Chico,  the 

syncopating  harpist,  was  given  the  first 

spot.  This  young  fellow  does  things  to 
a   harp  that  few  of  his  contemporaries 

could  successfully  attempt.  “Mighty 
Lak  a   Rose”  was  well  received  by  the 
opening  crowds,  but  “One  of  These 
Days,”  followed  by  a   medley  of  snappy 
pop  tunes  went  over  like  a — well,  it  went 
over  plenty. 

Bernard  Cowhan,  who  was  transferred 
from  the  Modieska  on  the  South  Side 
to  preside  at  the  Tower  console,  scored 

heavily  with  "Let’s  Get  Acquainted,”  an original  number  with  slide.s,  in  the  midst 
of  which  he  face  the  audience  and  re- 

lieved himself  of  a   speech  that  “sold” him  well. 

The  big  act  on  the  bill  was  in  keep- 
ing with  the  standards  established  at 

the  downtown  houses.  It  was  called  “A 

Melody  l^ainting”  and  in  it  were  fea- 
tured the  National  Male  Quartette  with 

Hall  and  Barr,  and  the  Cansinos. 
Curtain  revealed  a   Spanish  drop  before 

which  the  Cansinos,  two  capable  Span- 
ish dancers,  did  their  stuff.  At  the  con- 

clusion of  their  first  number  the  drop 
was  raised  to  reveal  another  in  the  form 

of  a   huge  picture  frame  around  a   scrim 

depicting  a   painting  of  Spanish  life.  The 
National  Male  Quartette,  supplemented 

by  Hall  and  Barr,  two  girl  vocalists, 
were  singing  behind  the  scrim,  which 

gradually  faded  out  to  reveal  the  singers 
behind  it  an  animation  of  the  picture. 
The  Casinos  returned  in  the  midst 

of  the  song  numbers  and  executed  a   fast 
and  fantastic  Spanish  dance  that  went 
over  well,  and  continued  to  dance 

through  the  finale,  “Marcheta,”  in  the 
course  of  which  the  scrim  again  hid 
the  singers,  leaving  only  tlie  picture. 

The  entire  bill,  without  a   single  ex- 
ception. was  on  a   par  with  the  best 

program  shows  staged  in  any  of  the 
downtown  picture  houses  of  the  city. 
According  to  the  published  and  spoken 
word  of  the  management  this  policy  is 
lo  be  continued  and  at  least  one  of  the 

three  weekly  shows  will  be  taken  bodily 
from  the  Wisconsin. 

Wynne  Evans,  Regal 
and  Grazer  Hits  of 

Bill  at  L.  A.  State 

LOS  ANGELES,  May  4. — A   novel  open- 

ing greeted  the  patrons  at  Loew’s  State 
theatre  last  week.  This  consisted  of  eight 

pretty  girls’  heads  thrust  through  a   scrim 
drape,  which  extended  down  over  the  or- 

chestra. Before  this  curtain  three  tall  girls 

with  black,  green  and  blue  plumed  head- 
dresses sang  and  danced,  at  the  conclusion 

of  which  the  curtain  was  lifted,  revealing 

Rube  Wolf’s  band  and  the  Eight  Sunkist 
Beauties  on  a   crescent  terrace  in  the  back. 

The  band  pla3'ed  selections  from  “The 
Student  Prince,”  and  Myrtle  Lyman  proved 
a   sweet  songstress  with  her  “Sweet  Child.” 
One  of  the  hits  of  the  bill  was  Wynne 

Evans  and  "The  Red  Riding  Hood  Girls,” 
ten  pretty  maidens  dressed  in  red  capes  and 
hoods.  The  music  of  this  number  was  by 
Howard  Johnson,  and  it  got  an  enthusiastic 

hand.  W’altcr  Weems,  an  English  com- 
edian, gave  a   pleasing  10-minute  skit,  with 

an  improvised  scenario,  .\rnold  Grazer 

and  Victoria  Regal  got  a   good  hand  with 
their  dance  number,  and  Grazer  was 
forced  to  take  two  bows.  Rosa  Valyda 

sang  "I'd  Find  L)u,’'  accompainied  by  the 
band.  This  is  her  final  week  at  Loew’s 
State,  where  she  has  proved  an  unusually 
popular  attraction.  The  finale  consisted  of 
a   dance  by  the  entire  company  of  40. 

Opening  ad,  Tivoli  theatre,  Chicago, 

Week  of  May  3.  (Story  on  page  116.)  ■ 

Too  Tame  to  Afford 
Howard  Patrons  Kick 

ATLANTA,  May  4.— “Paradise  Isle” 

John  Murray  Anderson  presentation  laid  i’n a   South  Sea  island  setting,  was  offered  at 
the  Howard  theatre  the  week  closing,  and 
although  the  idea  was  novel  despite  its Hawaiian  influence,  it  failed  to  supply  the 
"kick”  that  has  been  characteristic  of  the 
Publix  presentations  which  have  preceded 
it. 
Thelma  Harvey’s  dancing  of  the  siva- 

siva,  no  doubt  the  Samoan  term  for  "hula- 
hula,”  was  excellent  and  went  over  with  a 
bang.  The  remainder  of  the  action  in  the 
sketch  was  supplied  by  the  native  cere- 

monial dances  and  drills,  prestented  by  the 
16  Samoans  led  by  their  chief  tan.  Several 
native  songs  were  rendered  to  good  effect 
by  Prince  Lei  Leni  and  Tandy  McKenzie. 
The  chief  feature  of  the  offering  was 

the  elaborate  setting,  which  followed  out 

the  Samoan  idea  with  native  de.signs  that 
were  colorful  and  grotesque.  The  South 
Sea  island  effect  is  obtained  as  the  curtain 

rises,  as  the  opening  number  is  partially  ob- 
scured by  a   semitransparent  curtain  of 

green  gauze  upon  which  are  painted  silver 
palm  trees.  This  curtain  is  dropped  on  the 
closing  scene. 

An  echo  of  “Grand  Opera  Week”  was 
offered  in  the  overture  which  comprised  se- 

lections from  “Aida,”  by  Verdi,  and  was 
rendered  in  excellent  style  by  Joseph  Liltau 

and  his  Howard  orchestra,  ^[elvin  P.  Og- 

den chose  “Tamiami  Trail”  for  his  organ 
solo.      

Nell  Kelly  Is  Top 

Draw  of  Fast  Show 

by  Fanchon-Marco 
S.‘\.N  FRANCISCO,  May  4. — “Madcap 

Nellie  Kelly”  presentation  act  bj’  Fanchon 
and  Marco  at  Loew’s  Warfield,  was  one  of 
the  most  attractive  “ideas”  shown  at  this 
tiieatre  this  year.  Nell  Kelly  contributed 
10  whirlwind  minutes,  featured  iby  her  jazz 

singing  and  dancing  with  Walt  Roesner, 

the  orchestra  leader,  who  certainly  mater- 

ially aided  this  jazz  queen.  A   pair  of  nim- 
ble footed  Cbarlestoners,  Waggoner  and 

Harris,  and  the  “Sunkist  Beauties,”  who 
sang,  also  knocked  off  a   good  share  of  the takings. 

Another  feature,  “The  Peacock  Girl,” 
Arlinc-  Langon,  was  also  on  this  program. 
Arline  is  well  named  for  there  is  a   strut 

in  some  of  her  work  that  brings  to  mind 

the  iridescent  splendor  and  graceful  move- 
ments of  the  beautiful  bird.  This  was  en- 

hanced by  a   series  of  acrobatic  steps  and  a 

slow  backward  turn,  ihc  quintessence  of  el- 
egance and  agllitj'.  She  worked  in  peacock costume. 

on  for  Stage  Act 
OMAHA,  May  4.— That  local  talent  can 

be  utilized  to  good  advantage  was  demon- 
strated last  week  by  Mana.gcr  Harry  Watts 

of  the  Rialto  theatre.  He  brought  the 

Council  Bluffs  high  school  band  across  the river,  and  the  unit  was  a   hit. 

The  sixty  young  musicians  from  the 
nearby  Iowa  town  are  not  ordinary  players, 

it  is  true,  for  they  have  won  many  cham- 

pionships under  the  direction  of  Lee  Lock- 
hart, conductor.  The  little  kettle  drummer 

can  hardly  be  seen  behind  his  big  tom- 
toms :   the  base  drummer,  by  his  side  is  in 

the  same  fix.  The  girls,  who  play  clarinets, 
cornets  and  even  a   monster  tuba,  are  highly 

ornamental,  but  when  they  swing  into  "Wil- 
liam Tell”  like  professionals  it  is  realized 

that  despite  their  tender  years  they  are  first 
class  players  and  natural  musicians. 
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EDITORIAL  FOR  LOCAL  PAPERS 

Copy  Service 
For  Exhibitor 

House  Organs 

House  organ  cr  newspaper 

publication  rights  to  this  copy 

is  granted  exhibitors  by  the 

“Herald”  herewith. 

A   PICTURE  FOR  EVERYONE 

There  are  more  than  16,000  theatres in  the  United  States  which  show  mo- 
tion pictures  regularly.  There  are  more 

than  118,000,000  tickets  sold  to  these  the- 
atres each  week.  Since  the  last  census 

shows  110,000,000  people  in  the  United 
States  it  appears  that  there  is  better  than 
one  admission  sold  for  each  person  in 
the  United  States  each  week  if  averages 
are  considered. 

It  is  the  day  of  the  motion  picture. 

The  picture  theatre  is  intended  for  the 
accommodation  of  everybody.  No  class 
distinction.  No  special  favors.  Nothing 
for  one  that  is  not  for  all. 

The  calibre  of  pictures  is  good  enough 
for  the  president  of  the  United  States 
but  not  too  good  for  his  footman. 

The  comedies  are  humorous  enough  to 

make  Ring  Lardner  laugh  and  the  melo- 
dramas are  exciting  enough  to  give  Gen- 

eral Pershing  a   thrill. 

NO  FEAR  OF  SUMMER 

T   N   days  gone  by  when  in  many  com- 
munities  the  only  kind  of  theatre 

maintained  was  the  vaudeville  house  this 

time  of  year  was  looked  upon  with  re- 

gret by  theatre  lovers.  At  this  time  of 

year  the  vaudeville  houses  closed  for 

the  warm  weather.  Due  to  popular  d,e- 

mand,  improving  air-cooling  systems  and 

a   show  that  comes  in  a   can  this  se^on 
holds  no  fears  for  a   theatre  lover.  The 

picture  theatre  goes  right  along  the 

around  unless  for  a   period  of  a   few  days 

the  decorators  are  plying  their  paint 
brushes. 

Airplane  on  Chassis  of 

Auto  Exploits  F.  B.  0.*s 

“Non  Stop  Flight”  Film 
A   small  airplane,  mounted  on  an  autom

o- 

bile chassis,  and  advertising  “The  Non- 

Stop  Flight.”  Film  Booking  Offices  Gold 

Bond  production,  with  the  famous  attempt 

of  the  U.  S.  Navy  to  By  an  airplane  from 

the  West  Coast  to  Hawaii  as  an  impoidant 

feature  has  been  attracting  crowds  in  Cen- 

tral New  York  during  the  past  two  weeks. 

The  ballyhoo  was  in  connection  wtb  the 

showing  of  the  picture  at  Loew’s  State theatre. 

Editorial  of  Rockford  Paper 

Becomes  Big  Aid  to  Exhibitors 
An  editorial  from  the  Rockford  Republic,  Rockford,  111.,  of  April 

27  tells  a   number  of  big  facts  about  the  motion  picture  industry  that 

every  exhibitor  ought  to  know. 

Did  you  know  tliat  $1,500,000,000  is  invested  in  the  motion  picture 

industry?  Did  you  know  that  more  than  700  feature  pictures  ̂ vill  be 

produced  this  year? 

Such  items  fill  the  editorial  relative  to  the  motion  picture  industry.  Although 

there  is  no  statement  from  the  exhibitors  of  Rockford  regarding  the  editorial 

it  is  possible  that  the  facts  for  the  editorial  were  provided  by  them. 

It  is  suggested  that  other  exhibitors 
show  the  editorial  to  their  local  news- 

paper-publisher with  the  suggestion  that 
some  kind  of  co-operation  be  given  in 

a   similar  editorial  to  the  one  that  fol- 
lows: 

Thirty  years  ago  today,  at  Roster  &   Bial's music  hail  in  New  York  city,  the  first  moving 

picture  ever  exhibited  for  profit  was  thrown 
on  a   screen  at  the  close  of  a   variety  program. 

The  first  reel  shown  was  a   patchwork  of  short 

sequences — Annabelle  Moore  in  a   serpentine 

dance,  a   scene  from  Charley  Hoyt's  farce,  A 

Milk  Wliite  Flag,  a   dance  by  Mae  Lucas  and 
some  bits  of  scenery. 

Gradually  the  pictures  came  to  be  exhibited  m 

available  nooks  such  as  old  store  buildings  await- 

ing a   satisfactory  tenant.  Admission  was  5   cents 

and  some  of  the  places  provided  chairs.  It  was 

several  years  before  the  first  story  was  told  m 

pictures,  which  honor  goes  to  The  Great  Tra
in 

Robbery,  800  feet  long  and  running  10  minutes. 

20,233  Theatres 

There  are  20,233  theatres  in  the  United  States 

today  showing  moving  pictures.  They  seat  
18,- 

.'i54,859.  The  total  patronage  exceeds  the  popu- 

lation of  the  United  States  each  week— some  of 

us  go  twice.  There  arc  300,000  men  and  wom
en 

regularly  employed  in  making,  distributing  
or 

showing  films.  The  investment  is  $1,300,000,000. 

There  will  he  over  700  feature  pictures  produced 

this  year  and  about  l.SOO  comedies  and
  other 

short  subjects.  To  keep  up  with  production  
an 

observer  would  have  to  take  in  two  features  e
very 

day. 

The  moving  picture  industry  ranks  fourth  
among 

the  great  business  industries  of  Ameri
ca.  There 

are  11,316  stockholders  in-  the  six  
larger  com- 

panies, and  thousands  of  small  investors  see
king 

a   foothold. 

Enthusiastic  predictions  as  to  the  great 

of  the  moving  picture  made  in  thi
s  column  fif- 

teen or  twenty  years  ago  have  been  more
  than 

justified.  The  moving  picture  not  
only  has  be- 

come one  of  the  great  industries  of  Americ
a,  but 

America  has  claimed  the  unquestioned 
 leadership 

after  lagging  through  the  earlier  
years  of  devel- 

opment. The  same  pictures  arc  shown  in  
New 

York.  Rockford,  Gopher  Prairie,  
Singapore,  tal- 

ciuta,  Vienna.  Berlin,  Paris  and  
London.  Europe 

does  not  like  to  show  American  
pictures,  and 

many  restrictions  are  made  again
st  our 

to  encourage  home  manufacture,  
but  the  Holly- 

wood product  circles  the  world  and 
 sells  Amer- 

ica to  every  race. 

Today  on  the  30th  anniversar
y  of  this  new  en- 

tertainment and  educational  force  it  is  inter
esting 

to  note  the  real  contribution  o
f  the  moving  pic- 

ture to  modern  life,  a   contributi
on  not  to  be 

estimated  only  by  investment,  employment  or  paid 

admissions.  The  moving  picture  is  x\mericaniaing 

the  world,  penetrating  into  remote  corners  with 
American  ideas  and  preparing  a   demand  for 

American  goods.  This  is  not  a   mere  statement; 

it  has  the  backing  of  extensive  research  and 

authority.  No  less  a   roan  than  President  Coolidge 

declared  within  the  last  week  that  the  Amer- 
ican films  have  been  of  great  advantage  in  bring- 

ing our  life  and  customs  before  the  world,  and 

of  aid  to  our  trade  relations  and  the  understand- 

ing between  nations. 
This  statement  was  made  at  Washington  on 

April  20  when  the  president  was  quoted  against 

national  censorship  as  opposed  to  state  control. 

President  Coolidge  believes  that  the  character  of 

films  has  improved  within  the  past  few  years  and 

that  there  is  little  complaint  against  them  today. 

Films  Aid  Commerce 

The  first  general  information  given  to  the  coun- 

try at  large,  outside  of  the  film  industry,  of  the 

tremendous  influence  of  American  films  abroad 

was  in  a   Saturday  Evening  Post  article  by  Edward 

G.  Lowry,  published  Nov.  7,  192S,  under  the 

caption  Trade  Follows  the  Film.  Mr.  Lowry 

made  it  clear  th.at  the  films  exported  and  shown 

around  the  world  are  bringing  large  orders  for 

American  goods  and  establishing  America  as  the 

key  nation  of  tlie  world. 

Other  nations  fear  our  power  af  pictorial  propa- 

ganda, as  evidenced  by  the  statement  of  Lord 

Newton  in  the  British  house  of  lords,  quoted  in 

Mr.  Lowry’s  article. 

“It  has  become  practically  impossible  for  British 

production  to  compete  with  American.’’  
declared 

Lord  Newton.  "Americans  realized  almost  sim
ul- 

taneously with  the  cinema,  the  heaven  sent  method 

of  advertising  themselves,  their  country,  metho
ds, 

wares,  ideas  and  even  language,  and  they
  seized 

on  it  as  a   method  of  persuading  the  whole
  world 

that  America  was  really  the  only  country
  that 

counted." 

The  chances  are  that  early  American  
producers 

were  not  actuated  by  motives  entirely 
 patriotic, 

but  the  results  are  the  same.  The  A
merican  made 

film  is  our  ambassador  with  a   sample 
 case  and  a 

friendly  smile.  .   .i,. 

It  is  a   trifle  difficult,  however,  to  k
eep  that 

smile.  Great  Britain.  Germany,  Austr
ia,  are  only 

a   few  of  the  countries  which  have 
 taken  arbitrary 

action  to  discourage  the  use  of  
American  films, 

and  here  at  home  there  is  an  
active  organized 

effort  to  limit  the  income  and  
weaken  the  drama 

of  the  silver  sheet.  Much  of
  whatever  incohcr- 

ence  and  weakness  remains  in  t
he  pictured  drama 

is  due  to  the  restrictions  of  r
eformers  in  certain 

states  which  producers  cannot 
 afford  to 

Most  of  the  censorship  rules  
are  silly,  and  force 

ridiculous  evasions  in  order  
to  tell  the  iMst  ordi- 

nary story.  Practically  all  the  worl
d  s   classics  m 
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drama  and  liceratitrc  arc  barred,  as  written,  from 

the  screen  by  the  necessity  of  conforming  to  in- 
fanlilo  standards.  Naturally  foreign  races  must 

be  amused  at  evidences  of  American  hypocrisy. 

Films  Cleaner  Than  Stage 

“Tlie  movies  are  100  per  cent  cleaner  than  the 

legitimate  stage,”  declared  R.  F.  WoodhuII,  presi- 
dent of  the  ̂ Iotion  Picture  Theatre  Owners'  asso- 

ciation, before  a   congressional  committee  recently 

in  resisting  attacks  of  an  opposed  group.  Anyone 
who  attends  the  theatre  knows  tliis  to  be  true. 

The  United  States  department  of  commerce  an- 
nounced in  a   review  of  the  film  industry  last 

February  that  American  pictures  arc  carrying  to 
virtually  every  foreign  country  the  commerce, 

styles  and  customs  of  our  land.  This  department 
recognizes  the  spread  of  our  influence  as  of  more 

economic  importance  than  the  export  business  ' in 
films. 

Women,  world  over,  are  demanding  American 
products  from  tlieir  shops,  explained  Robert  S. 

Thornburgh,  I.  N.  S.  correspondent  from  Wash- 

ington, in  commenting  upon  the  department’s 
findings  early  this  year.  “The  American  movie 
has  become  a   powerful  international  advertising 
medium  for  everytliing  American.  Paris  and 
London  will  soon  drop  as  standard  makers  for 

clothes  unless  the  artists  devise  emergency  meth- 

ods of  beating  the  American  movie  influence.” 

Canada  Follows  U.  S. 

“In  Canada  motion  picture  theatres  offer  vir- 
tually the  same  programs  as  appear  in  the  Amer- 

ican show  houses.  In  England,  Australia,  Latin 
America  and  the  far  east  the  programs  are  90 

per  cent  American,  while  Germany  and  Scandi- 
navia offer  programs  80  per  cent  of  pictures 

filmed  in  the  United  States.  In  France  offerings 

are  75  per  cent  from  this  country.” 
And  now,  on  the  30th  birthday  of  the  motion 

picture  as  an  entertainment,  we  find  the  fourth 

largest  American  industry  preforming  a   free  ad- 
vertising mission  around  the  world  of  American 

goods  and  fighting  the  attacks  of  foreign  producers 
and  American  enemies.  We  find  130,000,000  resi- 

dents of  the  United  States  paying  each  week  for 
the  privilege  of  the  new  entertainment  which 

brings  the  same  stars,  the  same  productions,  to 

the  prairie  hamlet  as  to  the  metropolitan  center, 

and  operates  as  the  strongest  single  influence  of 
the  century  toward  rapid  Americanization  and  dif- 

fusion of  information.  We  find  this  great  in- 

dustry performing  a   service,  patriotic,  educational, 

commercial,  without  subsidy  and  solely  on  its  own 

earnings  as  entertainment.  We  find  among  our 
own  people,  bitterness,  envy,  criticism  and  at- 

tack where,  in  the  interests  of  our  country  and 

its  industries,  there  should  be  the  most  hearty 
co-operation. 

The  moving  picture,  above  all  other  material 

influences,  is  Americ.-i’s  greeting  and  introduction 
to  the  entire  world.  Steadily  we  are  reaching  a 

higli  standard  of  drama,  artistry  and  truth,  show- 

ing ourselves  as  friendly  human  beings  with  tra- 
ditions, skill,  ideals  and  unconquerable  strength. 

In  this  avenue  of  approach  we  lead  all  peoples, 

and  it  behooves  the  nation  and  the  states  to  assist, 
rather  than  retard,  what  a   British  rival  so  aptly 

characterizes  as  our  “heaven  sent  method”  of  ad- 
vertising ourselves,  our  wares,  our  land,  our  ideas 

and  our  methods  to  the  world. 

“His  Secretary” 
Dancehall  Stunt 
Arouses  Interest 

Two  stunts  of  a   highly  sensational 

nature  were  the  features  of  an  exploita- 
tion campaign  for  the  showing  of  Metro- 

Goldwyri-Mayer’s  “His  Secretary,”  when 
it  played  at  the  Orpheum  theatre,  Scotts- 
bluff,  Neb. 

These  two  stunts  were  originated  by 

Hal  Elias  and  W.  H.  Ostenberg,  thea- 
tre manager,  and  caused  a   sensation  as 

each  was  a   distinct  surprise,  and  as  both 

tied  up  to  the  title  and  sequences  of 
the  picture.  The  first  stunt  was  pulled 
in  the  popular  Danceland  dance  hall.  At 

the  height  of  the  Saturday  night  dan- 
cing, when  the  floor  was  packed  solid 

with  entwined  couples,  a   girl  burst  in, 

seemingly  very  agitated,  and  began  asking 
whether  anyone  had  seen  her  husband. 

The  music  stopped  playing,  and  every- 
one paused  to  watch  her  search  for  her 

husband.  She  came  to  a   halt  before  one 

couple,  claimed  the  man  as  her  husband, 
and,  after  mauling  him  about,  dragged 
him  out  of  the  dance  hall.  The  girl  he 

was  dancing  with  fled  to  the  musicians’ 
platform,  and  when  public  attention  was 
attracted  to  her  she  unfurled  a   banner 

that  read,  "I  am  ‘His  Secretary’ — Meet 
Me  at  the  Orpheum.”  The  crowd  was 
completely  bluffed,  and  at  this  clever  de- 

nouement burst  into  laughter. 

This  six-whee!  truck  driven  by  a   man  in  evening  clothes  was  sent  out  on 
me  street  m   San  Francisco  in  a   triple  tieup  between  the  Granada  theatre,  the Zenith  radio  station  arid  the  Mack  truck  company.  A   loud  speaker  radio  set was  tixed  inside  which  could  be  heard  above  the  din  of  the  traffic.  The 
exploitation  was  for  the  Universal  film,  “Skinner’s  Dress  Suit.” 

What  Showmen 
Are  Doing  to 

Get  Business 

A   phototype  survey  of  current 
exhibitor  business  effort,  with 

pictures  upon  the  accompany- 

ing pages. 

VAN  NOY  SUBMITS  AN 
IDEA  THAT  WORKS  IN  INDIANA 

The  Theatre: 
Exhibitors  Herai.d. 

We  tried  something  new  here  and  I 
think  it  will  be  new  in  a   lot  of  Indiana 

cities.  It  is  a   home  talent  minstrel  show 

of  13  people.  The  end  men  in  green  with 

purple  strips  on  pockets  and  two  black  face 

men,  next  to  the  end  men,  in  red  with  pur- 
ple strips.  Then  three  choruses.  Then 

the  interlocutor  opening  the  show  with  a 

song.  Then  a   gag.  This  proved  to  be  one 
of  the  best  money  getters  we  ever  had  and 
turned  them  away  on  a   night  when  it 
started  to  rain  at  6   p.  m.  and  lasted  all 

night.  We  also  broadcast  this  program  and 
we  had  many,  many  calls  on  this. 

Our  musical  director,  Mr.  Wayne  Rit- 
tenour,  rehearsed  them  and  selected  the 
songs  and  gags. 

The  next  step  now  will  be  a   ladies  black 
face  minstrel  and  I   think  this  will  prove 

a   big  stunt  and  will  try  and  have  a   photo- 
graph taken  of  ladies  and  send  you  one. 

Harry  Van  Noy,  Riviera  theatre,  An- 
derson, Ind. 

Glenn  Competes  with 
Chapman  Hanging  for 

Langdon  Film  Publicity 
Allan  S.  Glenn,  director  of  exploitation 

for  First  National,  reports  the  toughest 

assignment  yet  covered  by  his  force  was 
the  exploitation  in  Hartford,  Conn.,  of 

“Tramp,  Tramp,  Tramp,"  Harry  Langdon’s 
initial  First  National  comedy  The  hang- 

ing of  Gerald  Chapman  was  the  competi- 
tion for  public  interest — and  the  gruesome 

drama  had  the  call  in  the  newspapers  and 

in  all  public  discussions  to  the  exclusion 

of  all  other  forms  of  "entertainment"  for the  time  being. 

Despite  the  temporary  greater  attraction 
of  the  events  preliminary  to  the  gallow|s 

drama,  the  exploitation  on  Langdon’s 
“Tramp,  Tramp,  Tramp”  was  so  varied  and 
vigorous  that  it  managed  to  surmount  pub- 

lic indifference  to  the  motion  pictures,  with 

the  result  that  the  First  National  com- 

edy opened  up  with  a   bang  that  rever- berated all  week  at  the  box  office. 

The  Hartford  Times  gave  first  page  stor- 
ies to  a   special  morning  show  for  its  news- 

boys; the  Hartford  Courant  ran  a   double 
page  of  co-operative  advertising;  an  old 
shoe  contest  for  the  footgear  that  had 

tramped,  tramped,  tramped  most  made  the 
lobby  the  talk  of  the  town ;   co-operaflon 
with  the  Marine  Corps  Recruiting  office 
obtained  the  use  of  their  corner  boards; 

and  a   walking  contest  staged  in  the  win- 
dows of  one  of  the  principal  stores  under 

the  auspices  of  the  Hartford  Courant  at- 
tracted a   never  ending  audience  that 

blocked  traffic  every  day  for  a   week  prior to  the  opening  date. 

These  stunts  plus  several  outdoor  bally- 
hoos  all  combined  to  send  Harry  Langdon 

off  with  a   flying  start  and  the  popular 
comedian  did  the  rest,  chalking  up  new  box 
office  records  for  the  Princess  theatre. 
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CLARK  MUNSON  FINDS 
the  WORLDS  CHAMP 
THEATREGOER 

Clark  Munson 

Bert  Thompson  Has  Not  Missed 

A   Film  Show  at  the  Robey  The- 

atre in  20  years — Jim  Campbell 

Is  A   Runnerup  with  A   Record 

of  Seven  Years — Gold  Medals 

for  Both  Champs 

Berl  Thompson 

SOME  champions  are  made  in  10  minutes  and  some are  made  in  10  rounds.  It  all  depends  on  the  length
 

of  the  contest. 

There  are  beauty  contests  that  last  a   day  and  s
ome  en- 

dure through  a   summer.  About  the  shortest  contest  i
s  the 

undei-w'ater  swimming  contest. 

One  of  the  longest  contests  recptly  reported  is  one  h
eld 

down  in  Spencer,  West  Virginia,  that  so  far
  has  run 

nearly  20  years. 

It  hasn’t  ended  yet.  For  although 

the  champion  of  Spencer  has  been 

declared,  he  now  hurls  a   challenge  to 

the  wide  world  to  determine  whether 

he  is  only  the  champion  of  Spencer 

or  the  champion  of  the  world.  And 

until  he  is  challenged  and  beaten  by 

a   better  record  he  shall  maintain  the 

title  of  “World  Champ.” 
Clark  Munson,  publicity  director  of 

the  Robey  theatres,  discovered  the 

two  champions.  Bert  Thompson,  the 

undisputed  champion  of  the  world 
has  attended  the  Robey  theater  at 

Spencer,  every  night  it  has  been  in 
operation  since  it  opened  early  in 

1907,  a   period  of  nearly  20  years. 

The  Robey  is  owned  and  operated  by 

H.  H.  Robey,  veteran  theatre  man  of 

West  Virginia,  who  is  close  ̂   to  a 
champion  himself,  having  been  in  the 

motion  picture  exhibition  business  for 

the  past  20  years,  controlling  several 
houses  in  the  state. 

Mr.  Thompson’s  record  is  a   re- markable one  when  it  is  considered 

that  he  has  attended  with  never  fail- 

ing regularity,  each  night  ̂   (except 
Sunday,  no  Sunday  shows  in  West 

Virginia)  for  nearly  a   fifth  of  a   cen- 
tury.  The  Champion  usually  sits  in  the  same 

night ;   in  fact  there  is  a   sort  of  unwritten  law  at  the  Robe
y 

that  no  one  shall  occupy  Mr.  Thompson’s  favorite  sea
t. 

In  this  long  period  of  time  the  champion  has  seen 
 an 

almost  miraculous  change  and  development  in  motion  pic- 
tures. From  the  hazy  one  reel  drama  to  the  present  day 

super  multiple  reel  spectacle.  He  has  seen  many  stars  r
ise 

and  fall,  some  shining  brilliantly  for  a   while,  then  drop
- 

The Theatre : 

Exhibitors  Herald. 

The  prominence  given  the  champion 

and  runnerup  would  not  have  been  pos- 

sible without  the  excellent  cooperation 

given  me  by  our  local  papers-  T
he 

"Roane  County  Reporter."  edited  by  W. 

M.  (Mike)  Taylor,  cooperated  
to  the 

fullest  extent,  and  the  Times-Reco
rd. 

through  its  editor,  Edward  D. 
 Wood- 

yard,  gave  hearty  support  and 
 front 

page  position. 

A   gold  medal  or  loving  cup  will 
 be 

pre'sented  to  the  champion  and  r
un- nerup. 

The  Box  Office  Record  is  better  
than 

ever  and  the  Equipment  Index  i
s  the 

most  complete  I   have  seen  and  a
nswers 

a   long  felt  want.  Congratulations
. 

With  best  wishes  to  the  Herald,  I   am, 

Very  truly  yours, 

Clark  Munson,  Publicity  Director, 
 The 

Robey  Theatres. 

ping  into  sudden  oblivion.  He  has  no  particular  favorite, 

but  is  a   real  “dyed-in-the-wool”  fan.  rain  or  shine,  fair 
or  foul.  He  likes  stories  of  the  sea  best.  It  makes  no 

difference  if  the  picture  is  a   “program”  feature  or  a   “Spe- 

cial DeLuxe-Super  Production.”  Mr.  Thompson  is  al- 
ways found  camping  at  the  box  office  when  the  theatre 

opens.  He  is  superintendent  of  the  Spencer  Water,  Ice 

and  Electric  Company,  which  supplies  the  city  of  Spencer 

with  these  very  necessary  commodities. 

Mr.  Thompson  assisted  Mr.  Robey 

in  wiring  the  first  “store”  show  in 
Spencer  in  1907  and  the  picture  germ 

that  got  into  his  blood  at  that  early 
date  has  lived  and  thrived  through 

the  years  and  will  apparently  stay  for 

many  more  to  come.  The  entire 

Thompson  family  are  faithful  fans, 

though  not  quite  as  consistent  as  the 

“Daddy  of  them  all.” 
Mr.  Jim  Campbell,  has  not  missed 

a   night  at  the  Robey  in  the  past  seven 

years,  since  he  came  to  Spencer.  Mr. 

Campbell  takes  the  honors  as  the  run- 
ner-up, unless  a   longer  record  can  be 

established  by  some  other  contender. 

Mr.  Campbell  is  owner  and  manager 

of  the  Spencer  Steam  Laundry  and 

does  his  part  in  keeping  the  city 

clean.  He  is  a   “buddy  of  Buit 

Thompson’s.  They  can  be  seen  any 

night,  any  week,  any  month,  sitting 
in  their  usual  places,  side  by  side,  the 

champion  and  his  runner-up. 

One  of  the  fruits  of  Munson’s  dis- 
covery was  the  publicity  it  brought  to 

the  Robey  theatre  due  to  the  stories 

carried  by  the  newspapers  about  the 
two  men.  One  paper  carried  a   page 

wide  streamer  with  a   column  and  a 

half  devoted  to  the  story.  Engravings  were  ma
de  of  the 

champions  and  were  given  good  plaw 

It  is  quite  incidental  that  H.  H.  Robey  is  building
  a   new 

modern  structure  on  the  present  site  of  the
  Auditorium 

theatre.  The  large  stage  has  just  been  flo
ored  and  the 

brick  walls  will  reach  skyward  as  fast  as  the 
 bricklayers 

can  work.  There  will  be  no  interruption  in  the
  showing 

of  pictures  for  some  time. 
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HE  SHOWS  FILMS  IN  A   SMALL 
TOWN  AND  HE  FILLS  THE  HOUSE 

Interior  view  of  Iowa  Falls  theatre. 

Mr,  Ellsworth  Offered  ̂ ^Ten 
Commandments^*  for  Only  15 
Cents  Admission — Iowa  Falls 

Has  But  5,000  Inhabitants  and 

His  House  Seats  900  But  He 

Fills  the  Seats — One  of  the 

Features  of  the  Theatre  Which 

Attracts  Attention  from  Pat- 
rons Is  an  Unusual  Collection 

of  Firearms  in  the  Lobby. 

The  problem  of  keeping  a full  theatre  on  every  night 
of  the  week  has  been  solved 

by  Ernest  &   Ellsworth  of  the 

Metropolitan  theatre,  Iowa  Falls, 

Iowa — to  his  satisfaction,  at  least, 
by  putting  on  the  best  of  pictures 
at  a   minimum  charge. 

Although  the  Metropolitan  is 
one  of  the  most  attractive  theatres 
in  Iowa,  Mr.  Ellsworth  never 
charges  more  than  a   IS-cent  ad- 

mission fee  for  motion  pictures 
and  among  his  offerings  has  in- 

cluded such  films  as  “The  Thief  of 
Bagdad”  and  “The  Ten  Command- 

ments.” His  house  has  a   seating 
capacity  upward  of  900  people  and 
it  is  no  small  problem  to  keep  this 
full  in  a   city  of  5,000  with  two 
other  motion  picture  theatres  run- 

ning in  competition.  Mr.  Ells- 

worth, however,  guarantees  every 
picture  he  shows  and  as  a   result 
people  drive  from  surrounding 
towns  to  see  his  shows  because 
they  know  they  are  getting  the  best. 

Built  for  Suge  Shows 

The  Metropolitan  was  built  by 
Mr.  Ellsworth’s  father,  who  was  a 
very  public  spirited  man  and  pro- 

vided Iowa  Falls  with  a   college, 
a   hospital,  and  large  public  park, 
not  to  mention  the  show  house, 
which,  at  the  time  of  its  erection 
in  1899,  was  considered  one  of  the 
wonders  of  Iowa.  It  has  a   stage 
worthy  of  the  large  theatres  in  the 
cities  and  its  interior  decorations 
are  unusually  artistic.  Although 

designed  for  the  “legitimate”  stage,  in 
recent  years  it  has  been  largely  de- 

voted to  motion  pictures. 

Firearms  Draw  Attention 

One  of  the  features  of  the  theatre  which 
always  attracts  special  attention  from 
strangers  is  the  collection  of  firearms  in 
the  lobby.  This  collection  is  the  property 
of  Matt  Kickels,  for  years  the  stage  man- 

ager, and  is  one  of  the  largest  collections 
of  its  kind  in  the  world.  Every  nation  is 
to  be  found  represented  among  the  guns 
on  display.  One  of  the  most  interesting 
items  are  the  duelling  pistols  used  by 
Joseph  Jefferson  in  his  production  of  “The 
Rivals.”  The  collection  is  so  large  that 
the  cases  containing  it  all  but  fill  all  avail- 

able space  in  the  lobby. 

Uses  Presentation  Acts 

Mr.  Ellsworth  supplements  his  motion 
pictures  with  occasional  stage  acts,  and 
here  again  he  demands  the  best.  He  has 
provided  good  music  for  the  house  so 

that  his  patrons  know  that  they  are  see- 
ing the  best  of  everything.  He  prefers  to 

take  an  occasional  loss  rather  than  ex- 

hibit anything  that  is  not  up  to  the  “Met" 
standard.  However,  despite  his  low  ad- 

mission fees,  Mr.  Ellsworth  is  a   good 
business  man  and  he  runs  his  theatre  on 

strictly  business  principles  and  is  able  to 
show  a   good  profit  at  the  end  of  each  year. 

Stars  Invited  to  Mechanics  Ball 

NEW  YORK. — Among  stars  who  are  listed 
to  attend  the  Motion  Picture  Studio  Mechanics 

ball  at  the  Hotel  Commodore  by  Local  52  are 
Bebe  Daniels,  Gloria  Swanson,  Carol  Dempster, 

Adolphe  Menjou,  Ridiard  Di.'c,  Ricardo  Cortez, 
W.  C.  Fields,  Doris  Kenyon,  Mae  Allison,  Tom 
Meighan  and  Milton  Sills. 

Spear  Puts  Over  K.  C.  Stunt 

When  Eddy  Brown,  violinist,  appeared  at  the 

Orpheum  theatre,  Kansas  City,  Fred  Spear,  pub- 
licity manager  of  the  house,  lost  no  time  in 

“cooking  up”  a   newspaper  campaign,  whereby 
Brown  would  give  free  violin  lessons  to  a   limited 
Slumber  of  talented  local  youngsters,  The  stunt received  much  newspaper  space. 

Detailed  view  shewing  portion  of  stage  at  left  and  lobby  at  right. 
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Bros’  Saturday  Children’s 
Club  Boosts  B.  O.  Receipts 
2,000  Members  Already  Enrolled  in  Organization  Sponsored  by 

Finkelstein  &   Ruben  House — Buttons  for  Children  Bring 

Enthusiastic  Requests  of  Parents  for  Their  Children 

MINNEAPOLIS. — The  Lagoon  Kiddies  Matinee  Club  is  one  of  the  latest 

as  well  as  the  most  popular  organizations  in  Minneapolis.  It  already  has 
2,000  members,  with  a   wailing  list  that  is  rapidly  mounting. 

Saturday  Matinees  Long  Popular  wdth  Children 

The  matinee  club  is  the  idea  of  Bob  Bros,  who  graduated  recently  from 

leader  of  the  Lagoon  orchestra  to  manager  of  the  house.  The  theatre  which 

is  owned  by  Finkelstein  and  Ruben  is  located  in  the  heart  of  the  best  resi- 
dential and  apartment  center  of  Minneapolis.  Its  Saturday  afternoon  shows 

have  for  years  been  very  popular  with  the  youngsters  and  especially^  with 

parents  who  did  not  care  to  have  their  children  go  to  the  downtown  district alone. 

Jim  Campbell 

9   9 

“How  You  Gonna 

Keep  Him  Away 

from  the  Farm' Adin  Harper,  of  Marion,  Ohio,  is  65, 

ail  ex-farmer  and  the  winner  of  the  Ohio 

State  Fiddling  Contest,  organized  by  Fox 

Film,  And,  by  Crickey,  that  isn’t  the 
half  of  it.  The  boys  came  home  from 

the  war  singing  “How  y’  gonna  keep  'em 

down  on  the  farm  after  they’ve  seen 
Paree?’’  but  Adin.  he  has  a   new  version, 

he  has.  It  goes:  “How  y’  gone  to  keep 
'em  awake  on  Broadway  if  they  re  born 

down  on  the  farmr” 
The  fiddling  contest  was  part  of^  the 

exploitation  work  for  Fox  films.  The 

Golden  Strain."  a   Peter  B.  Kyne  story 

featuring  Madge  Bellamy.  It  is  not  clear 
whether  Adin  found  not  enough  gold  in 

the  strain  or  too  much  strain  in  the  gold, 

but  anyhow  the  championship  brought 
with  it  a   vaudeville  contract  at  $250  a 

week.  But  after  Adin  Harner  heard  that 

Mellie  Dunham,  Henry  Ford’s  four  cyl- 
inder fiddler  got  $1,000  a   week  he  balked. 

“I’m  just  as  good  as  Mellie,”  said  Adin, 
“and  1   ought  to  get  as  much  as  he  does. 
The  manager  argued  and  argued  only 

to  discover  that  you  can  lead  a   Harper 

to  vaudeville,  but  you  can  t   make  lurn 

fiddle  “not  for  no  mere  two  hundred  and 

fifty  dollars.”  Talk  got  the  manager  no- 
where. Adin  vowed  he  wouldn  t   fiddle 

for  Old  King  Cole  himself  at  under 

$1,000,  “Besides,”  he  added,  "I  don  t   like 
this  here  theatre  business  anyway.  It 

doesn’t  agree  with  me.  It  keeps  me  up 
late  and  after  it  gets  daylight  I   can  t 

sleep.  It’s  harder  than  living  down  on 
the  farm.”  They  threatened  him  with 
trouble  for  breaking  a   contract,  but  Adin 

Harper  had  learned  a   thing  or  two  and 

walked  out,  whistling  Eva  Tanguays  old 

hit,  “1  don’t  care.” 

Hart  Exploits  ‘‘Sandy” with  Press-Contest  Tieup 

William  Hart,  manager  of  the  Majestic 

theatre.  Fort  Worth,  Tex.,  with  the  co-op- 
erative aid  of  the  Fox  exploitation  start 

and  the  Fort  IVorIh  Press,  got  behind  the 

William  Fox  screen  version  of  the  popular 

novel  “Sandy"  and  put  over  a   huge  exploi- 
tation campaign  that  had  every  girl  in  town 

rushing  to  the  photographers. 

Bros  as  orchestra  director  has  been  very 

popular  with  the  children,  so  when  he  took 
over  the  management  of  the  house  he  de- 

cided to  get  even  closer  to  liis  little  friends 
and  consequently  increase  his  Saturday  at- 

tendance. He  spent  some  little  time  m 

selecting  pictures  which  would  be  of  in- 
terest to  the  youngsters,  without  smacking 

of  the  usual  type  of  “kiddie"  show  and 
containing  nothing  that  parents  could  voice 

any  objections  to.  Special,  peppy  music 
was  selected  and  when  all  arrangempts 

were  made  he  announced  the  club  idea 

which  captured  the  children  immediately. 

Children  Clamor  for  Admission 

One  thousand  buttons  bearing  the  name 

“Lagoon  Kiddies  Matinee  Club”  were 
given  out  almost  as  soon  as  they  were  off 

the  press,  and  Bros  was  beseiged  by  swres 
of  children  clamoring:  for  admission.  Even 

mothers  stopped  in  on  the  street  or  called 

him  at  the  theatre  to  request  buttons  for 

their  children.  It  was  necessary  to  have 

another  thousand  printed  which  went  like hot  cakes.  .   c   , 

One  of  the  special  features  of  each  Sat- 

urday afternoon  program  is  a   talk  by  Mr. 

Bros,  in  which  he  gives  them  a^few  briet 

pointers  on  conduct,  such  as  no  rough 

housing,”  keeping  quiet  during  the  musical
 

parts  of  the  program  and  care  not  t
o  lose 

their  hats,  gloves  and  other  posspsions.
 

This  is  followed  by  three  cheers  for  
the 

club  and  three  cheers  for  Finkelstein  a
nd 

Ruben.  Some  enthusiastic  member 
 then 

suggesls  a   cheer  for  Bros  which  
usually 

brings  down  the  house. 

Prizes  Given  Weekly 

Two  or  more  special  prizes,  such  as  ball 

bats  for  the  boys,  arc  given  ,   away  each 

Saturday,  every  youngster  having  
a   num- 

ber on  his  button.  In  addition  10  numbers 

are  drawn  and  the  holders  of  these  
get 

free  admissions  on  the  following  week. 

A   large  replica  of  the  button  is  pl
aced 

in  the  lobby  each  Saturday  afterno
on  so 

that  the  children  know  that  it 
 their 

show.  The  lobby  also  contains  a  
 barrel 

in  which  all  lost  articles  are  placed  by 
 the 

finders.  However,  Bros  has  reduce
d  the 

number  of  calls  for  lost  possession
s  by 

giving  the  children  an  opportunity  a
t  the 

close^of  the  program  a   chance  to  mak
e 

sure  they  have  everything  they  ca
me  m with.  „   ,   .   • 

Parents  Entliusiastic 

Parents  have  become  among  the  mo
st 

enthusiastic  boosters  for  the  matinee 
 cluE 

They  have  learned  that  their  chil
dren  are 

seeing  good  shows,  that  they  are  b
eing  w-ell 

taken  care  of  and  that  to  and  fr
om  the 

theatre  they  are  not  running  the  da
ngers 

from  traffic  that  would  he  theirs  were
  they 

to  attend  a   downtown  show.  Spe
cial  po- 

lice protection  has  been  given  so  that  the 
children  are  safeguarded  in  crossing  the 

busy  intersections  near  the  theatre. 
Bros  understands  child  nature  and  that 

children  like  to  belong  to  something  and 
the  button.s  he  gave  them  are  among  their 

most  cherished  possessions.  The  result  has 
been  that  he  has  doubled  his  Saturday 

business.  The  theatre  has  maintained  the 
ten  cent  admission  charge  despite  the  added 

features  provided. 

“Cash-for-Ideas” 
Scheme  Aids  F   &   R 

MINNEAPOLIS.— Cash-for-Ideas  is  a 

feature  maintained  in  the  Finkelstein  and 

Ruben  organization  in  Minneapolis,  which 

brings  in  some  very  profitable-  ideas  for 

the  organization  and  the  employees  as  well. 
A   committee  is  maintained  to  receive  all 

suggestions  and  employees  who  furnish 
ideas  which  can  be  put  into  practise  are 

rewarded  for  their  efforts. 

As  a   result  one  of  the  workers  suggested 

a   method  by  which  operators  could  
save 

carbons  in  the  running  of  their  machines
. 

Another  alert  worker  called  attention  
to 

probable  savings  to  be  effected  by  r
eceiv- 

ing competitive  bids  on  printing,  i   he  op
- 

portunity for  leaders  of  large  orches- 
tras in  the  Finkelstein  and  Ruben  theatres 

to  help  out  leaders  of  small  orchestr
as  with 

suggestions  of  value,  was  contained 
 in  an 

“idea”  letter.  ,   ,   , 

One  employee  suggested  month  
y   meet- 

ings for  groups  of  workers  m   the 
 same 

lines,  such  as  a   school  for  janito
rs  which 

the  proper  use  of  soap  comp
ounds  and 

modern  cleaning  methods  could
  be  cx 

plained.  The  value  of  an  instru
ction  book 

so  that  each  man  in  the  organiza
tion  could 

have  one,  was  another  suggestion
. 

A   full  stop  on  the  screen  be
tween  sep- 

arate film  subjects,  was  one  suggest
ion. 

Mil  anoSer  wL  for  a   separa
te  sw.tch  on 

the  box  for  alley  lights  
Fire  drills  and 

directions  for  the  use  of  fire
  apparatus  in 

the  theatres  was  urged  by  o
ne  employee. 

Street  Railway  Men 

Get  Keith  Tickets  for 

100  Per  Cent  Service 

When  conductors  and  moto
rmen  of  ̂ be 

Indianapolis  Street 

plcte  30  working  days  givin
g  100  per  cent 

Service  during  that  period,  th
ey  receive  two 

tirkets  to  B.  F.  Keith’s  thea
tre  m   Indian- 

apolis. This  is  provided  under
  *-uks 

of  a   "courtesv  campaign  being
  inducted 

bv  the  company.  Approximately
  300  niot^- 

men  and  conductors  have  suc
cessfully  com- 

^Sed  the  first  30-day  rvork.
ng  period  of 

perfect  service  and  have  rece
ived  tickets. 
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o   n   Picture  s   ) 
'T^HIS  department  contains  news,  information  and  gossip  on  current  productions.  It  aims  to  supply 

ll  *   a   service  which  will  assist  the  exhibitor  in  keeping  in  touch  with  developments  in  connection  with 

pictures  and  picture  personalities — and  what  these  are  doing  at  the  box  office.  No  prophecies  on  the 
entertainment  value  oi  pictures  are  made.  Opinions  expressed  are  simply  fiiose  of  the  author  or  of 

his  contributors  and  the  reader  is  requested  to  consider  them  only  as  such. — EDITOR’S  NOTE. 

REGARDING: 

F.  B.  O.’s  Announcement 

“Two  Can  Fish” 

“Irene” 

“Three  Weeks  in  Paris” 
“Sandy” 

“Gimme  Strength” 

“The  Luck  Lady” 

“Plane  Jane” 
“Siberia” 

FILM  BOOKING  OFFICES  tells  the 

big  story  of  its  new  product  in  some- 
thing more  than  fifty  pages  of  announce- 
ment published  to  the  trade  exclusively 

in  this  issue  of  the  Herald.  There  are 

about  as  many  good  reasons  for  read- 
ing it  as  there  are  pages.  This  company 

has  made  mighty  history  in  the  past 

year. 

To  think  of  Film  Booking  Offices  is 

to  think  of  Fred  Thomson.  Exhibitors’ 
writings  to  the  report  department  of  this 

paper  reveal  Mr.  Thomson  as  the  spec- 
tacular figure  among  the  professionals. 

His  advance,  which  cannot  be  mentioned 
to  an  exhibitor  without  mention  also 

;   of  the  phenomenally  popular  Silver  King, 
has  been  so  rapid  as  to  focus  upon  him 
the  attention  of  trade  and  public  in  a 

degree  not  paralleled  since  the  early 
days  of  skyrocketing  screen  personalities. 
The  news  about  his  forthcoming  pictures 
will  be  an  extremely  well  read  part  of 
the  F.  B.  O.  announcement. 

Mr.  Thomson’s  great  success  is  not, 
however,  the  biggest  item  in  recent 

F.  B.  O.  history.  In  all  probability  not 

even  the  concern's  printed  advertising 
(not  yet  perused)  will  bring  out  the 
fact  that  in  the  past  twelve  months  the 

number  of  box  office  reports  appearing 

in  “What  the  Picture  Did  For  Me’’  un- 

der this  company’s  caption  has  grown 
by  leaps  and  bounds.  Growth  in  the 

number  of  box  office  reports  upon  pic- 
tures of  a   given  company  invariably  in- 

dicates corresponding  increase  in  distri- 
bution, which  is,  in  turn,  invariable  re- 

flection of  exhibitor  favor  and  product 
quality. 

*   *   * 

"TWO  CAN  FISH”  is  the  name  of  an 
extraordinary  short  feature  used  by 

the  Chicago  theatre  last  week.  It  may 
be  a   reel  long  but  seemed  like  less.  The 
cast  consists  of  one  small  boy  and  a   dog, 
with  a   fish  doing  a   bit  at  the  finish.  The 
boy  is  good  and  the  dog  is  wonderful. 

The  plot  concerns  a   dog  who  wanted 

a   boy  to  go  fishing,  the  boy’s  capitula- 
tion to  his  persuasion  and  the  events 

following.  Doesn’t  sound  like  much  of 
a   drammer — but  see  it  if  you  can.  It’s  a 
Red  Seal  product. 

“IRENE”  has  been  so  thoroughly  re- 

ported to  “What  the  Picture  Did  For 
Me”  that  little  remains  to  be  said  of  it 
in  this  space.  Although  the  picture  has 
been  shown  pretty  generally  throughout 
the  country,  it  opened  in  Chicago  only 

last  week,  sharing  in  its  premier  a   tardi- 
ness general  in  this  city  on  account  of 

a   bad  and  apparently  hopeless  downtown 

first-run  situation.  All  the  good  news 

appearing  in  exhibitors’  reports  is  sec- onded herewith  and  the  following  notes 
added: 

Subtitles  in  “Irene”  are  worth  the 
study  of  all  caption  writers — George  K. 

Arthur’s  impersonation  of  “Madame 
Lucy”  is  a   characterization  worth  the 
study  of  actors  generally — John  McCor- 

mick does  the  “presenting”  on  the  main 
title  and  the  subtitles  occasion  wonder 

as  to  whether  he  didn't  subject  them  to 
the  test  of  that  Irish  wit  which  is  his 

— Charles  Murray’s  comedy  is  flawless — 
Colleen  Moore  has  stepped  past  the  top 

rung  of  the  ladder  and  somehow  keeps 

going  up  and  up  as  though  she'd  never stop.  Even  the  extravagant  praise  of 

exhibitors  in  their  reports  didn’t  pre- 
pare me  for  the  treat  the  picture  is. 

*   *   * 

“THREE  WEEKS  IN  PARIS”  is  dif- 
ferent. It  is  a   practically  slapstick 

comedy,  even  going  for  the  mechanical 

laugh-getters  at  times,  and  it  is  extreme- 
ly funny.  It  was  all  over  Chicago  last 

week  and  the  crowd  at  the  Chatham 

laughed  at  it  heartily,  although  shown 
on  the  heels  of  a   Charleston  contest, 

when  anything’s  got  to  be  funny  indeed 

to  get  'em. Matt  Moore  does  another  of  his  dumb- 

bell impersonations  and  makes  it  over- 
shadow the  not  bad  but  too-familiar 

grirnaces,  etc.,  of  the  rotund  Willard 
Louis.  Dorothy  Devore  and  Helen 

Lynch  are  the  prominent  feminine  play- 
ers, the  latter  making  most  of  her 

chances  and  the  former  having  less  to  do. 

The  yarn’s  about  an  interrupted  honey- 
moon, a   big  bridge  contract,  various 

duels  done  in  Mack  Sennett  manner  and 

a   sea  voyage.  Just  good  fun  spun  out 
to  considerable  but  not  too  great  length. 

«   *   * 

“SANDY”  is,  as  stated  in  this  column 
last  week,  considerable  picture  for 

many  good  reasons.  In  addition  to  those 

previously  stated  now  may  be  added  the 
fact  that  the  picture  was  on  exhibition 

simultaneously  in  two  “loop”  theatres 
last  week.  This  happens  every  two  or 
three  decades.  It  takes  a   real  picture  to 

get  onto  one  “loop”  screen — it  takes  a 
“Sandy”  to  get  onto  two  of  them. *   *   « 

“GIMME  STRENGTH”  is  a   two  reel 
Educational  Christie  comedy  featuring 

Jimmie  Adams.  It’s  about  a   newspaper 
reporter  sent  to  get  a   photo  of  a   doctor 
and  about  as  funny  as  anything  this  very 

funny  young  comedian  has  made. 
Four  supposed  doctors  take  turns  in 

Norma  Talmadge  is  seen  here  in  a   scene 

from  “Kiki,”  a   First  National  release 
which  opened  in  all  the  key  Cities  on 

Easter  Sunday. 

treating  Jimmie,  who’s  mistaken  to  be  a 
famous  crook,  to  cure  him  of  criminality. 
He  survives  everything  from  steam  to 
static  and  gets  the  photo,  meanwhile 
creating  a   roar  tliat  shook  the  rafters  of 
the  auditorium  in  which  the  picture  was 
viewed. 

Mr.  Adams  gets  better  and  better. 

+   *   * 

“THE  LUCKY  LADY”  is  a   rickety  yarn 
about  another  princess  who  wants  to 

marry  for  love,  etc.  (An  exhibitor  writes 

that  “This  has  been  a   Balkan  Kingdom 

year”  and  wonders  what  next  year  will 
be.  It  has,  indeed.)  Greta  Nissen  is  the 

princess,  here  confirming  the  hunch  that 

the  best  thing  about  her  is  her  resem- 
blance to  Anna  Q.  Nilsson.  Lionel  Bar- 

rymore is  the  dissipated  nobleman  she 

doesn’t  marry  after  all  and  lie’s  all  right 
for  the  job.  Marc  McDermott  is  the 

impressive  power-behind-thc-throne,  do- 
ing it  in  his  usual  brilliant  style,  and 

William  Collier,  Jr.,  does  as  well  as  a 

boy  of  his  inches  and  ability  could  be 

expected  to  do  with  the  light  heroics 
involved. 

The  thing’s  not  funny  enough  to  be  a 
really  good  comedy  and  not  dramatic 
enough  to  be  a   drammer.  It  takes  such 
a   whale  of  a   story  to  put  over  one  of 
these  mythical  kingdom  things  that  it 

seems  odd  Paramount  should  have  de- 
voted to  this  one  the  good  time  and 

money  involved. *   *   ♦ 

“PLANE  JANE”  is  one  of  the  “Fighting 
Hearts”  series  of  F.  B.  O.  comedies. 

It  is  dominated  by  A1  Cooke  and  Kit 

Guard,  those  irrepressible  and  inimitable 
purveyors  of  rough  and  tumble  humor. 
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and  spins  along  at  breakneck  speed  for 
two  good  fast  reels. 

There's  a   plot  to  put  the  county  quarry 
out  of  commission  so  that  certain 
crooked  politicians  can  get  their  feet 
into  the  local  treasury  trough,  but  the 

boys  break  up  the  doity  woik  and  every- 

body’s satisfied  when  it’s  over. 
These  boys  should  have  one  of  these 

series  things  all  to  themselves. 
*   «   * 

“SIBERIA”  gives  theatregoers  a   com- 

plete and  welcome  change  of  diet.  It’s 
a   grim  recital  of  the  Russian  situation 

prior  to,  briefly  during  and  more  partic- 
ularly after,  the  big  argument.  The  ac- 

tion begins  in  Imperial  Russia,  moves 
to  Siberia  and  continues  there  under  the 

Czar's  regime  until  word  of  the  revolu- 
tionists’ success  is  brought,  whereupon 

it  goes  on  with  even  greater  speed  and 
vigor. 
Edmund  Lowe  and  Alma  Rubens  are 

the  principals,  although  the  cast  includes 
many  good  players  whose  work  is  of 
ace-high  calibre.  The  picture  presents 
an  unfamiliar  and  highly  dramatic  phase 
of  world  history  but  continues  to  be  a 

human  .story  from  beginning  to  end. 

There  are  big  scenes  throughout  the 

picture,  struggle  dominating  the  whole, 
but  the  race  over  the  snow  and  the  bat- 

tle with  wolves  which  immediately  pre- 
cedes the  ending  is  the  breath-taking 

episode.  There  is  need  for  much  more 
film  of  this  character. 

FELLOW  MEMBERS  of  the  Herald 

staff  who  have  seen  pictures  present 

their  opinions  of  them  in  the  following 
paragraphs: 

The  title,  “Infatuation,”  makes  one  tliink 
what  a   wealth  of  material  must  lie  in  a 

picture  based  on  that  subject.  At  least, 
thus  I   thought  when  I   heard  Corinne 
Griffith  was  playing  in  such  a   film.  This 
actress  having  at  one  time  been  a   special 
favorite  of  mine,  I   eagerly  anticipated 
viewing  the  picture. 

Before  I   tell  you  that  I   was  not  a   bit 

infatuated  with  “Infatuation,”  my  con- 
science demands  I   confess  that  I   saw  the 

picture  at  a   cheap-atmosphere  neighbor- 
hood house.  The  kind  where  no  matter 

the  day  or  hour,  children  who  come  for 

rollicking  comedies  and  breath-taking  ser- 
ials seem  to  filter  in  between  a   sparse 

number  of  adults,  to  jeer  and  hoot  at 

close-ups  denoting  great  emotion,  and  at 
the  love  scenes,  in  a   vain  effort  to  have 

the  operator  cut  the  feature  and  put  on 
their  brand  of  entertainment.  Also  let 

me  add,  as  my  conscience  dictates,  that  for 
the  better  part  of  the  show  there  was  no 
music,  which  has  a   tendency  to  make  a 
picture  appear  flat.  When  the  organ  was 
played,  such  weak  gaspy  tones,  like  the 
meows  of  a   dying  cat,  issued  forth,  that  I 

waited  impatiently  for  “the  old  cat  to 

die.” Now  that  my  confession  is  over,  I   can 
take  a   deep  breath  and  say  that  I   iionestly 
think,  despite  my  surroundings,  that  this 
picture  was  the  poorest  I   have  seen  Miss 
Griffith  in.  Why  was  it  set  upon  the  screen? 
The  star  did  no  exceptional  nor  very  good 
acting.  Her  supporting  players  were  able 
to  put  half  their  effort  into  their  work,  as 

their  acting  and  that  of  the  star  was  on  a 
par. 

Allow  me  to  put  in  a   word  of  commenda- 
tion for  Percy  Marmont.  Although  he 

had  nothing  much  to  do,  the  little  he  did 

was  done  with  as  much  perfection  as  pos- 
sible. 

To  continue  knocking — there  was  noth- 
ing to  the  story.  Husband,  although  ar- 

dently in  love  with  his  wife,  devotes  his 
attention  to  his  occupation,  with  the  result 

that  wife  becomes  infatuated  with  hus- 
band’s friend.  When  husband  is  in  danger 

wife's  love  for  him  engulfs  her,  etcetra 
and  etcetra.  Such  an  old,  weary,  totter- 

ing theme ! — Fanchon  Kauders. 

■New  Picture  Publication  Dates 
A   Week-to-Week.  Summary  of  Facts  and  Figures  Pertain- 

ing TO  New  Picture  Product  Offered  the  Theatre  Booker 

Title Producer Distributor Length 

WEEK  OF  APRIL  12th 

Honeymoon  Foot 

King  of  Tho  Beasts 
Mika 

Tho  Blind  Goddess 
Tho  Crown  of  Lies 

Parle  ot  Midnight 

Among  Thoso  Present 
Tom  Mix  In  Tony  Runs 

F.  B.  0. 

Standard  Cinema 

M-G-M Paramount 

Paramount 
P-D-C 

Associated  Exhibitors 
Fox 

F.  B.  0. 
F.  B.  O. M-C-M 

Paramount 

Paramount 
P-D-C 

Associated  Exhibitors 

Fox 

2   reels 

2   reds 
6755 

7363 

5020 

6995 

2877 

S477V4 

WEEK  OF  APRIL  19th 

Dfiflert  Got^ 
Dordar  Sheriff  Tba 
The  Liick^  Lady 

Tlio  Prince  of  Pllscn 

Tha  Man  from  Oklahoma 
Silenco 

Felix  iho  Cal  Misses  ihe  Cue 
Tho  Tin  Ghost 

Hearts  and  Showers 
Madame  Myalcr; 

Hayfool,  Straw  foot 
Tho  Inside  Dope 

Tho  Ridden  Way 

Tho  Lightning  Slider 
Islo  of  Retribution 

Paramount 
Universal 

Paramonnt 
Universal 

Associated  Exh. 
P-D-C 

Bijou  Films 
Jack  While 

Timely  Filins 

Hal  Roach Mack  Sennell 

Grantland  Rice  Sport- 

bglits Associated  Exhibitors 

F.  B.  O. 
F.  U.  O. 

Paramount 

Universal 

Paramount 

Universal 

Associated  Exh. 

P.D-C 

Educational 

Paths 

Pathe 

PntUo 

Pathe 

Associoled  Exhibitors 
F.  n.  O. 

F.  B.  O. 

6900 

4440 

6900 

4440 

6168 

2000 

^   reel 

2   reels 

2   reels 

1   reel 5900 

1911 

6388 

Desert  Gold 
Tho  Lucky  Lady 

Somebody's  Wrong 
Shore  Shy 

Fresh  Faces 

Nepluno's  Domain 
Rough  and  Ready  Romeo 
Tho  Uncovered  Wagon 

iinby  Clothes 
Tho  Bar-C-Myslery 

WEEK  OF  APRIL  26th 

Paramount 

Paramount 

Jack  White 
Clirislio 
Christie 

Lyman  H.  Howe 
Titnoly  Films 
Hal  Roach 

Hal  Roach 
Pathe  (Serial) 

Paromount 
Para  mount 
Educational 

Educational 

Educational 

Educational Pathe 

Paihe 

Pathe 

5942 5942 

1000 

2000 

2000 

1000 

2/3  reel 

1   reel 

I   reels 

Hell  Bent  For  Heaven 

Money  Tolks 
Tlio  Border  Sheriff 

Tito  Hidden  Way 

Flames 
Tlio  Prince  of  Pilson 

Tlio  Man  From  Oklahoma 

Mr.  Cinderella 

Felix  tho  Cal  Braves  tho  Briny 

Farm  Hands 
Scored  Stiff 

Nervous  Moments 

WEEK  OF  MAY  1st 

Warner 

M-G-M 

P-D.C 

Harry  Webb  Prods. 
Associated  Exhibitors P-D-C 

Harry  Webb 
Goodwill  Comedies 

Bijou  Films 
Fables 
Hal  Roach 

Grantland  Rico  Sport- 
lights 

6578 M-C-M 
COSO 

Associated  Exhibitors 

SDSS 

P-D-C 
6600 

Uayort 

5000 
1000 

2/3  red 

2   reds 

Pathe 1   reel 

P-D-C 6600 

Rayart  Plcl.  Corp. 

5000 

Who’s  Boss 

Gimme  Strength 

Going  Crazy 

Tlio  Shootin’  Fool 
Tho  Noon  Wltlstlo 

Mum's  the  Word 

Sny  It  With  Babies 
The  Ghost  of  Folly 

Fight  Night 

Early  to  Wed 
Whispering  Canyon 

Racing  Blood 
Tho  Big  harado 
Honds  Across  the  Border 

Tho  Alplno  Flapper 

Tho  Plontlng  Season 

Dinky  Doodle's  Wild  West 
The  Heavy  Parado 

Tho  Social  Highwaymen 

Tlio  Rainmaker 
Cniloping  Cowboy 

Jack  White 
Christie 

Jack  White 
Fables 
Hal  Roach 

Hal  Roach 

Hal  Roach 

Mack  Sennell 

Mack  Sonnolt 

Fox Banner 

Gotham 
F.  B.  O. 

F.  B.  O. 

Timely  Films 

Grantland  Rico  Sport- 

lights 

Bray 

Standard  Cinema Warner 

Paramount 
Associated  Exhibitors 

WEEK  OF  MAY  nth 

1000 2000 

2000 

2/3  reel 

1   reel 

2   reels 

2   reels 
reels 

reels 
S912 
5662 

5975 

2   reds 

5367 2/3  reel 
1   reel 

1   reel 

1   reel 

6000 
6131 

Associated  Exhibit
ors  6000 

WEEK  OF  MAY  9th 

Educational 
Educational 

Edueotional 

Pathe 

Pathe Pathe Pathe 

Pathe 

Pathe 
Fox Glnsberg-Kann 

I.utnas 
F.  B.  O. 

F.  B.  O. Pathe 

Pathe 

F.  B.  O. 

F.  B.  O. 

Warner 
Paramount 

Up  And  Wooing Where’s  My  Baby 

Boy  Scout  Loyohy 

Playing  the  Swell 
Tho  Tin  Brone 

Felix  the  Cat  in  a   Tale  of  Two  MlU
es 

His  Private  Life 

Boar  Cats 

What  A   Life 
From  A   to  Z   Tltru  Filmdom 

Liquid  Dynamite 
Don  Key  (Son  of  Burro) 

F.  B.  O. Blue-Bird  Comedy 

Am  Adventure  Picture 
Stem  Bros.  Comedy 

A   Mustang  Picture 

Bijou  Films 
Lupino  Lane  Comedies 

Jack  White 
Jack  White 

Lyman  H.  Howe 
Timely  Films 

Hal  Roach 

F.  B.  O. 

Universal Universal 

Universal Universal 

Educational 

1968 
1   red 

2   reels 

2   reels 
2   reds 1000 

2000 
Edueotional 

Educational 2000 

Educational 1600 

Edueallonal 

1000 

Pathe 2/3  red 
Pathe 2   reds 
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Harry  Carey,  the  two-gunner,  is  shown 
in  this  scene  from  his  latest  release, 

“The  Seventh  Bandit,”  a   Bathe  picture. 

The  Seventh  Bandit 
Distributor:  Pathe 

Producer:  Charles  E.  Rogers 
Length:  Five  reels 

DIRECTOR   SCOTT  H.  DUNLAP 

PLAYERS 

David  Scanlon   Harry  Carey 
Paul  Scanlon   James  Morrison 
Dr.  Shirley  Chalmette.Harriet  Hammond 

Anna  Drath   Trilby  Clark 
Ben  Goring   Walter  James 
Jim  Gresham   John  Dillion 

Patty  Pettingill   Charles  McHugh 
TYPE:  Western  melodrama. 

THEME:  Revenge, 

LOCALE:  The  American  West. 

TIME:  The  present. 

STORY :   Two  brothers  work  indus- 

triously on  a   farm,  but  the  younger 
craves  adventure.  He  goes  to  the  scene 
of  a   gold  rush,  where  he  falls  in  love 

with  a   dance-hall  girl.  He  is  killed  by 
the  proprietor,  and  the  other  brother  ar- 

rives for  revenge.  With  the  aid  of  the 
sheriff  he  pretends  to  be  a   pursued  bad 
man  and  is  taken  in  by  the  proprietors 
gang  providing  he  takes  part  in  a   big 
haul,  which  he  does.  He  is  wounded  and 
a   girl  doctor  who  is  in  love  with  him 

Scene  from  “The  Seventh  Bandit,"  a Pathe  release  with  Harry  Carey  in  the 
leading  role  supported  by  Harriet  Ham- 

mond. 

ti’eats  him,  and  is  shocked  to  believe 

him  a   bandit.  _With  the  aid  of  the  dance- 
hall  girl  he  tricks  a   confession  fi'om  the 
proprietor.  While  covering  the  latter 
with  a   gun  until  the  sheriff  arrives  the 

man’s  sight  leaves  him  and  a   gun  fight 
follows  in  which  the  proprietor  is  killed. 

Under  the  girl  doctor’s  ministx*ations  his 
sight  returns  and  he  wins  the  girl’s heart. 

HIGHLIGHTS;  Killing  oi  younger 

brother.  .   .   .   Stagecoach  holdup.  .   .   . 
Scene  in  which  lady  doctor  is  led  to 
believe  man  a   bandit.  .   .   .   Confession 

of  the  proprietor.  .   .   .   Loss  of  sight  of 
the  man.  .   .   .   Gun  £ght  with  one  man 
blind.  .   .   .   Killing  of  proprietor.  .   .   , 
Return  of  eyesight. 

The  Skyrocket 
DistHhutor:  Associated  Exhibitors 

Producer:  Associated  Exhibitors 

Length:  Undetermined 

DIRECTOR   MARSHALL  NEILAN 
THE  PROLOGUE 

Rose  Kimm   Gladvs  Brockwell 

Edward  Kimm   Charles  West 
Sharon  Kimm   Muriel  McCormac 

Mickey      Junior  Coughlan 
PLAYERS 

Sharon  Kimm   Peggy  Hopkins  Joyce 
Mickey  Reid   Owen  Moore 
Lucia  Morgan   Gladys  Hulette 
Mildred  Rideout   Paulette  Duval 

Ruby  Wright   Lilyan  Tashman 
William  Dvorak   Earle  Williams 
Sam  Hertzfelt   Bernard  Randall 
Stanley  Craig   Arnold  Gregg 
Peter  Stanton   Benny  Hall 
Vladmir  Strogin   Nick  Dandu 

Type:  Romantic  drama, 

THEME:  Love  killed  by  wealth  and reborn. 

LOCALE:  California. 

TIME:  The  present. 

STORY :   A   girl  and  boy  of  the  tene- 

ments ai'e  childhood  chums  until  they are  separated.  A   few  years  later  the 
girl  becomes  a   bathing  girl  on  a   comedy 
lot,  but  because  she  attracts  the  director 
the  star  causes  her  to  be  discharged. 
Dark  days  follow  for  her  and  her  chum 
who  is  endeavoring  to  become  a   scenario 
viriter.  The  girl  attracts  a   world-famed 
director  and  rises  like  a   skyrocket  to 
fame  and  position.  Her  love  for  her 
childhood  chum  is  given  a   shock  by  the 
effects  of  flattery  upon  her.  At  the 
height  of  her  luxurious  and  exotic  life 
the  skyrocket  bursts  and  descends. 
Through  her  suffering  the  real  woman 
m   her  is  born  and  true  love  bursts  forth. 
There  is  a   happy  ending  for  the  girl  who 
has  learned  her  lesson. 

HIGHLIGHTS :   Tenement  scenes. 
.   .   .   Separation  of  the  pals.  .   .   .   Girl 
discharged  from  comedy  lot  because  of 
star  s   jealousy.  .   .   .   Her  meeting  with 
world-famed  director  and  consequent 
rise  to  fame,  .   .   .   Effects  of  Mattery 
upon  her  and  her  love.  .   .   .   Her  sudden 
fall  from  fame,  .   .   ,   Girl’s  realization 
of  her  love.  .   .   .   Happy  ending  for  the 
gsri  who  learns  a   lesson. 

Scene  from  “The  Shamrock  Handicap,” 
which  is  a   John  Ford  production  re- 

leased by  Fox. 

The  Shamrock  Handicap 
Distributor:  Fox 

Producer:  Fox 

Length:  Undetermined 
DIRECTOR   JOHN  FORD 

PLAYERS 

Lady  Sheila  Gaffney   Janet  Gaynor 
Neil  Ross   Leslie  Fenton 

Dennis  O’Shea   J.  Farrell  MacDonald 
Sir  Miles  Gaffney   Louis  Payne 

Molly  O’Shea   Claire  McDowell 
Martin  Finch   Willard  Louis 

Chesty  Morgan   Andy  Clark 
Benny  Ginsberg   Georgie  Harris 
Puss    Eli  Reynolds 
Michael    Thomas  Delmar 

The  Solicitoi-   Brandon  Hurst 
TYPE:  Race-track  drama. 

THEME:  Turf  bravery;  romantic  love. 
LOCALE;  Ireland;  America. 

STORY:  To  meet  pressing  bills  the 

landlord  of  an  estate  sells  his  horses  ex- 
cept one.  The  riding  of  the  young  man 
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Walter  Hiers  and  Duane  Thompson  in 

a   scene  from  “Fresh  Faces,”  a   Christie- 
Educational  comedy. 

showing  the  horses  impresses  the  buyei-, 
who  takes  him  to  America  as  his  jockey. 

The  boy  becomes  a   turf  sensation  and 
sends  money  to  the  landlord  and  his 

daughter  and  servants  to  come  to  Amer- 
ica with  the  one  horse,  which  he  is  sure 

is  a   race-track  wonder.  V/hile  they  are 
on  the  way  over  the  boy  is  crippled 

through  a   trick  of  a   rival.  The  family 

arrive  and  they  are  unable  to  procure 
a   jockey  for  their  horse,  so  the  Doy  in- 

sists upon  being  tied  to  the  horse  and 
rides  him  in  the  race  and  wins.  With 

the  money  received  he  is  restored  to 
health  and  the  whole  party  returns  to 

Ireland  where  the  boy  marries  the  land- 

lord’s daughter. 
HIGHLIGHTS:  Sale  of  tbe  horses. 

.   ,   .   Boy  taken  to  America,  where  he 
becomes  turf  sensation,  .   .   .   Fight 
with  bis  rival.  .   .   .   Scene  in  which  boy 

is  crippled,  .   .   .   Turf  races.  .   .   .   Ar- 
rival of  landlord  and  family  with  horse. 

.   .   .   Scene  in  which  crippled  boy  rides 

in  race  strapped  to  tbe  horse.  ,   .   .   Se- 
cret efforts  of  entire  family  to  raise 

money.  .   .   .   Winning  of  race.  .   .   . 
Curing  of  boy.  .   .   .   Return  to  Ireland 

and  marriage  of  boy  and  landlord's daughter. 

Two  Can  Play 
Bistributor:  Associated  Exhibitors 

Producer:  Associated  Exhibitors 

Length:  Undetermined 
DIRECTOR   NAT  ROSS 

PLAYERS 

John  Kammis   George  Fawcett 

James  Radley   Alan  Forrest 

Dorothy  Hammis   Clara  Bow 

Robert  MaeForth   V/ allace  MacDonald 

Mimi  Allen   Vola  Vale 

TYPE;  Romantic  drama. 

THEME:  Romantic  love. 

LOCALE;  An  island. 

TIME:  The  present. 

STORY :   An  incorrigible  flirt  is  at  last 

engaged.  Her  uncle,  believing  the  man 

a   cad,  decides  to  show  the  girl  his  true 

character.  He  engages  a   dare-devil  pilot 

to  take  them  for  a   ride,  pi-etend  engine 
trouble  and  make  a   forced  landing  on  a 

deserted  island.  Here  the  girl’s  sweet- 
heart shows  his  true  colors  which  are  far 

from  villianous,  for  he  proves  himself 

courageous.  The  girl,  however,  has  suc- 

cumbed to  the  pilot’s  charms  and  snubs 

her  sweetheart.  A   raging  storm  breaks 
over  the  island  and  the  pilot,  victimized  by 
a   recurrence  of  shell  shock,  steals  into 

the  girl’s  room.  Her  sweetheart  hears 
the  struggle  and  engages  the  pilot  in  a 
flght,  nearly  killing  him  before  the  girl 
says  he  came  in  with  her  consent..  The 
sweetheart,  disappointed,  dashes  into  the 
storm  alone,  followed  by  the  girl  who 
is  aware  she  has  misjudged  him  and  can 
never  be  happy  without  him.  The  uncle, 
having  discovered  that  the  man  and  wife 
ha  had  stationed  on  the  island  were 

called  into  town,  arrives  to  see  the  recon- 
ciliation between  the  sweethearts. 

HIGHLIGHTS:  The  airplane  ffight 
and  consequent  landing  on  island.  .   .   . 
The  storm.  .   .   .   The  fight.  .   .   .   Tbe 
reconciliation. 

Fresh  Faces 
Distributor : Educational 

Producer: Christie 

Length: Two  reels 

DIRECTOR   HAROLD  BEAUDINE 
PLAYERS 

The  Judge     Walter  Hiers 
  Duane  Thompson 

  Yola  D’Avril   Natalie  Joyce 

Dora’s  Steady     Eddie  Baker 

TYPE:  Romantic  comedy. 

THEME;  Complexities  of  a   beauty 

contest. 

I-OCALE:  An  American  town. 

TIME;  The  present. 

STORY:  The  last  day  of  the  beauty 
contest  arrives  with  the  sweetheait  of 

the  young  man  who  acts  as  judge,  the 

village  vamp,  and  the  sweetheart  of  an- 
other man  tying  for  fix'st  place.  The 

judge  promises  his  sweetheart  she  will 
win,  the  other  man  that  his  sweetheart 
will  win,  and  the  father  of  the  village 

vamp  that  his  daughter  will  win.  He 
manages  to  have  his  sweetheart  crowned 
despite  the  protests  of  her  rivals.  Just 

then  the  man  i*ecounting  the  votes  an- 
nounces that  the  girl  crowned  is  the 

x'ightful  winner,  as  she  had  one  more 
vote  than  the  others. 

HIGHLIGHTS;  Scene  in  which 

young  man  promises  all  three  they  will 
win  the  beauty  contest.  .   .   .   Scene 
of  tbe  crowning.  .   .   .   Final  count. 

Shore  Shy 

DistHbutor:  Educational 

Producer:  Christie 

Length :   Two  reels 
DIRECTOR   WILLIAM  WATSON 

PLAYERS 

The  Gob   Billy  Dooley 
The  Givi   Natalie  Joyce 

Billy  Dooley  is  featured  in  “Shore 
 Shy, 

a   current  Educational  release  produc
ed 

by  Christie  and  directed  by  Wil
liam 

V/atson. 

“Fresh  Faces”  is  a   recent  Educational- 
Waiter  Kiers  release,  made  at  the 
Christie  studio.  Walter  Hiers  and 

Duane  Thompson  are  shown  above. 

Aunt  Emma   Maud  Truax 

Uncle    Lincoln  Plumer 
TYPE;  Sailor  comedy. 

THEME;  A   sailor’s  visit  to  land. 
LOCALE;  An  American  town. 

TIME:  The  present. 

STORY:  A   sailor  is  invited  to  his 

aunt’s  home  for  a   visit.  When  he  ar- 
rives evei'ything  has  been  fixed  up  in 

nautical  style  so  he  won’t  be  homesick 
for  the  navy.  When  he  finds  he  must 

sleep  in  a   hammock  the  climax  is 
reached,  and  he  leaves. 
HIGHLIGHTS:  Manner  in  which 

house  is  fixed  up  in  nautical  style. 

Mr.  Cinderella 
Distributor:  Educational 

Pi-oducer:  Educational 

Length:  Two  reels 
DIRECTOR   NORMAN  TAUROG 

PLAYERS 

Johnny   Johnny  Arthur 

George   George  Davis 

The  Fairy   Elle  McKenzie 'rVDE'.  tnlA  I'ftmAriv. 

THEME:  Burlesque  on  Cinderella 
story. 

LOCALE:  An  American  town. 

TIME,  The  present. 

STORY:  A   step-son  is  bullied  by  his 

two  brothers,  and  one  of  them  takes 

his  clothes  and  two  tickets  he  had  to  the 

Motorman’s  Ball.  The  step-son,  unable 

to  go  to  the  ball,  falls  asleep  while  lis-
 

tening to  a   bedtime  story  from  the  radio. 

He  dreams  a   fairy  appears  as  in  the  tale 

of  Cinderella,  dresses  him  in  beautiful 

clothes,  from  a   pile  of  tin  cans  makes 

a   fliv\'er,  and  with  a   footman  and  driver 

he  drives  to  the  ball.  The  fairy  has  told 

him  he  must  return  by  twelve,  and  in 

the  midst  of  a   fight  he  sees  it  is  two 

minutes  to  twelve,  and  races  to  the 

coach,  which  dissolves  into  tin  cans.  
He 

regains  his  chair  at  home  just  as  his 

brothers  return  from  the  ball,  and  wakes 

in  time  to  hear  the  announcer  say  good- 

night. 

HIGHLIGHTS:  Tbe  dream.  .   .   . 

Scene  in  which  fairy  transforms  
bis 

clothes  and  creates  a   chariot  from  
tin 

cans.  ...  The  fight.  .   .   .   Scene  in 

which  chariot  dissolves  and  bis  cloth
es 

leave  him.  ...  The  awakening. 
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The  Night  Cry 
Distributor:  Warner  Brothers 

Producer:  Warner  Brothers 

Length:  Undetermined 

DIRECTOR   HERMAN  RAYMAKER 

Cameraman   Ed  DuPar 
PLAYERS 

Rin-Tin-Tin      Rin-Tin-Tin 
John  Martin   John  Harron 

Mrs  John  Martin   June  Marlowe 

Miguel  Hernandez   Gayne  Whitman 

Tony    Heinie  Conklin 
Pedro    Bon  Alvarado 
The  Martin  Baby   Mary  Louise  Miller 

TYPEi  Dog  melodrama, 
THEME;  Heroism  of  a   dog. 

LOCALE:  California  sheep  ranch. 

TIME:  The  present. 

STORY:  Shepherds  lose  their  sheep 

in  a   mystei'ious  manner,  and  believe  the 
offender  to  be  a   dog  belonging  to  a 
neighboring  family.  The  dog  knows  the 
gmlty  one  is  a   predatory  bird  with  a 
weird  call.  The  dog,  retuniing  home 
covered  with  blood,  is  suspected  even  by 
his  master,  who  agrees  to  shoot  him. 
Just  as  the  shot  is  ready  to  be  fired  the 
baby  of  the  family  runs  to  the  dog  and 
pats  him.  The  family  decide  to  hide  the 
dog  from  an  angry  shepherd  who  locks 
up  the  wife  and  engages  in  a   fight  with 
the  dog.  Meanwhile  the  sheriffs  and 
ranchers  discover  the  guilty  bird,  who 
swoops  down  and  picks  up  the  baby.  The 
dog  escapes  and  captures  the  bird  and 
the  baby,  and  returns  to  the  happy  fam- 
ily. 

HIGHLIGHTS:  Master’s  attempt  to 
shoot  the  dog.  .   .   .   Shepherd’s  Bght 
with  dog.  .   .   .   The  baby  in  the  vul- 

ture’s talons.  .   .   .   Rescue  of  baby  by 
dog.  .   .   .   Return  to  family. 

The  Gilded  Highway 
Distributor:  Warner  Brothers 

Producer:  Warner  Brothers 

Length:  Undetermined 

DIRECTOR   J.  STUART  BLACKTON 
Author.   W.  B.  Maxwell 
Cameraman   Nick  Musuraca 

PLAYERS 

Jack  Welby   John  Harron 
Primrose  Welby.   Dorothy  Devore 
Irene  Quartz   Myma  Loy 
Jonathan  Welby.   Macklyn  Arbuckle 
Amabel  Price   Andree  Tourneur 
Mrs.  Welby   Florence  Turner 
Uncle  Nicholas  Welby.   Sheldon  Lewis 
Adolphus  Faring   Tom  Mills 
Hugo  Blythe   Gardner  James 
Sarah   Mathilde  Comont 
TYPE:  Domestic  drama. 

THEME:  The  curse  of  wealth. 

LOCALE:  An  American  town. 

TIME — The  present. 

STORY:  A   middle  class  family  are 
hard-working  and  happy,  and  the  two 
gP'own  children  are  in  love  and  thinking 
of  maiTying.  Word  comes  from  a   rich 
uncle  that  he  will  leave  them  all  his 
wealth  if  they  take  him  in.  When  the 
uncle  dies  they  rush  into  lavish  expendi- 

ture. Jealousy  and  friction  come  into 
their  lives  and  the  two  children  give  up 
their  former  loves.  The  family  servant 
of  a   generation  is  discarded  and  treated 
as  a   stranger.  Finally,  their  money  lost 
through  speculation,  the  mother  and 
father  are  forced  to  go  to  the  poorhouse, 
where  they  are  later  turned  out.  The 
former  servant  takes  them  in  her  board- 

ing house  and  all  manner  of  hardships 
befall  the  entire  family.  Enough  money 
is  retrieved  by  their  attorney  to  get 
themselves  a   home  again,  and  the  pic- 

Scene  from  “The  Night  Cry,”  a   Warner 
Brothers  release  said  to  be_  arousing 

much  praise,  with  Rin-Tin-Tin,  canine actor,  starring. 

tore  ends  with  them  all  back  where  they 
started  and  happy  again. 
HIGHLIGHTS:  Arrival  of  the  uncle. 

.   .   .   Death  of  the  uncle.  .   .   .   Lavish 
expenditure  of  money.  .   .   .   Loss  of 
wealth  through  speculation.  .   .   .   Mother 
and  father  in  poorhouse  from  which 
they  are  turned  out.  .   .   .   Aid  given 

them  by  old  servant.  .   .   .   Son’s  mar- 
riage to  former  sweetheart.  .   .   .   Scene 

in  which  they  get  back  to  a   home  again. 

When  Love  Grows  Cold 
Distributor:  F.  B.  0. 
Producer:  F.  B.  0. 

Length :   Undetermined 
DIRECTOR   HARRY  0.  HOYT 

PLAYERS 

Margaret  Benson   Natacha  Rambova 
Jerry  Benson   Clive  Brook 
Jerry,  Jr   Russell  Griffin 
Alec  Clark   Johnny  Gough 
Vera  Clark   Kathlene  Martin 
William  Graves   Sam  Hardy 
Gloria  Trevor   Kathryn  Hill 

TYPE:  Domestic  drama. 
THEME:  Domestic  difficulties. 

LOCALE:  New  York  City. 

TIME:  The  present. 

STORY:  A   struggling  inventor  is  so 

nervous  in  presenting  his  invention  be- 
fore an  engineer’s  committee  that  he 

does  not  impress  them.  His  wife,  loyal 

and  sure  of  her  husband’s  genius,  forces 
an  entrance  and  presents  the  formula  so 
strikingly  that  the  invention  is  accepted. 
Within  a   few  years  they  feel  the  curse 
of  wealth.  The  husband  is  infatuated 

with  an  actress  whom  one  of  the  en- 
gineers has  commissioned  to  lure  him 

away  from  his  wife.  One  night  the  hus- 
band returns  with  the  chorus  girl  who 

manages  to  have  herself  invited  to  stay 
the  night.  She  is  caught  attempting  to 
put  the  husband  in  a   compromising  posi- 

tion, by  the  wife,  husband,  how- 
ever, sides  with  her  in  the  scene  which 

ensues,  and  the  wife  leaves.  The  chorus 

girl  reveals  the  en^neer’s  duplicity  and 
the  husband,  realizing  his  wife’s  loyalty, returns  in  time  to  save  their  child  from 

being  run  over*,  and  a   reconciliation  fol- lows: 

HIGHLIGHTS:  Wife’s  presentation 
of  invention.  .   .   .   Husband’s  infatua- 

tion with  chorus  girl.  .   .   .   Chorus 

girl’s  revelation  of  engineer’s  duplicity. 
.   .   .   Husband’s  return  home.  ,   .   . 
Scene  in  which  he  saves  his  daughter. 
.   .   .   The  reconciliation. 

North  Star 
Distributor:  Associated  Exhibitors 
Producer:  Associated  Exhibitors 

Length:  Undetermined 
DIRECTOR   PAUL  POWELL 

PLAYERS 
North  Star   ..Strongheart 

Marcia  Gale   Vii’ginia  Lee  Corbin 
Dick  Robbins   Stuart  Holmes 
Noel  Blake   Ken  Maynard 
Wilbur  Gale   Harold  Austin 
Archie  West   Clark  Gable 
Wayne  Connor   William  Riley 

TYPE:  Dog  drama. 
THEME:  Dog’s  instinct  and  loyalty. 
LOCALE:  Outskirts  of  an  American 

small  town. 
TIME:  The  present. 

STORY:  A   man  annoys  his  friend’s 
sister.  In  the  fight  which  ensues  be- 

tween the  brother  and  the  man  the  latter 

strikes  his  head  against  a   marble  col- 
umn. Believing  him  dead  the  brother 

flees.  His  dog  hides  in  the  rear  seat  of  the 
car  unknown  to  his  master,  who  pushes 
the  car  over  a   cliff  into  a   lake  to  hide 

his  traces.  The  dog  escapes  from  drown- 
ing and  is  found  by  two  tramps  who 

abuse  him,  and  is  saved  by  a   man  fishing 

near  by.  The  tramps  knock  out  the  lat- 
ter and  are  chased  by  the  dog.  The 

fugitive’s  sister  is  inveigled  by  a   ficti- 
tious note  from  her  brother’s  supposedly 

best  friend  to  go  with  him  to  a   town 
to  find  her  brother.  Hearing  of  a   strange 
man  with  a   dog  in  the  same  town  the 
supposed  friend  surmises  that  the  dog 
and  his  real  master  are  there,  and  sends 
a   blackmail  note  to  the  man.  The  girl 

goes  to  the  man’s  cabin  and  falls  in  love 
with  him.  They  discover  the  hiding 
place  of  her  brother  and  arrive  as  the 
brother  is  forced  to  sign  a   check.  The 
blackmailer  is  routed  after  confessing  no 
murder  had  been  committed.  The  pic- 

ture ends  with  the  girl  and  her  brother’s 
rescuer  in  a   loving  silhouette  on  the  hill- 
top. 

HIGHLIGHTS:  The  fight  and  con- 
sequent flight  of  the  brother.  .   .   .   Act- 

ing of  Strongheart.  .   .   .   Scene  in  which 
car  and  dog  are  pushed  over  cliff.  .   .   . 
Arrival  of  girl  and  blackmailer  in  town. 

.   .   .   Girl’s  meeting  with  the  dog’s  new friend.  .   .   .   Scene  in  which  they  find 
brother.  .   .   .   Death  of  the  black- 

mailer after  confession. 

International  News  No.  34 
BOSTON  BRAVES  DEFEAT  PHILLIES  2 — 1   !N 

FIRST  HOME  CAME  OF  YEAR.  SPEEDY 
PLAYING  GIVES  FANS  PLENTY 

OF  THRILLS. 
» 

International  News  No.  35 
LEADING  COLLEGE  STARS  APPEAR  IN  STIRRING 

COMPETITION  FOR  FIELD  AND  TRACK 
HONORS  AT  PHILADELPHIA. 

Kinograms  No.  5182 
HAKOAH  PLAYERS  WIN  FIRST  SOCCER  GAME. 

ALL  JEWISH  CHAMPION  TEAM  FROM 
VIENNA  OVERWHELMS  U.  S. 

ALL-STAR  RIVALS. 
♦ 

Kinograms  No.  5183 
SILVER  FOX  CAPIURES  85,000  STAKE  IN  PAU- 

MONOK  HANDICAP  AT  JAMAICA,  N.  Y. 
« 

Fox  News  No.  60 

MARINE  UNIT  ATTACHED  TO  BATTLESHIP  AR- 
KANSAS IS  BATED  THE  BEST  FANCY  DRILL 

TEAM  OF  ANTION’S  MILITARY. 
* 

Fox  News  No.  61 

TWICE  A   WEEK  THOUSANDS  SHOP  AT  OUT- 
DOOR “STAMP  STOCK  EXCHANGE"  IN 

PARIS,  FRANCE 
* 

Pathe  News  No.  35 

CHARLES  HOFF,  WORLD’S  POLE  VAULT  CHAM- 
PION,  SHOWS  FINE  FORM  IN  KANSAS  RE- 

LAYS. CLEARS  BAR  AT  13.4  FEET. 
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DALLAS 
DALLAS,  TEX.— The  M.  P.  T.  O.  con- 

vention at  Little  Rock  was  a   big  success. 
Questions  of  extreme  interest  to  all  ex- 

hibitors were  discussed  and  the  general 

routine  followed.  .   •   .   .   A   new  $25,000 
theatre  will  be  constructed  in  Raymond- 
ville  in  the  near  future.  .   .   .   Adams 
Amusement  Company  of  Palestine,  Tex. 

has  sold  the  Lilly  to  R.  S’  R.  Enterprises 
of  Dallas,  who  also  own  the  Best  and 
Star.  .   .   .   Max  Brock  of  Oklahoma  City 
and  /.  A.  Massey  of  Tipton,  Okla.  have 
leased  the  Trope  building  in  Lawton  and 
will  open  a   modern  theatre,  after  exten- 

sive improvements  and  remodeling,  under 
the  name  of  the  Rialto.  .   .   ,   Twenty-two 
Dallas  theatres  are  co-operating  to  put 
over  a   “Guess  Who’’  contest  in  connection 
with  the  Specialty  Film  Company's  one- 
reel  installment  contest.  .   .   .   H.  T.  Hodge 
of  Abilene  will  open  a   new  theatre  in 
Eastland  soon,  to  be  managed  by  his  son, 
J.  H.  Hodge.  .   .   .   The  Iris  at  Sapulpa, 
Okla.,  whi^  was  recently  burned,  was  set 
on  fire  it  is  believed.  Coal  oil  was  found 
poured  over  the  floor  after  the  fire  ̂ vas 
extinguished.  .   .   .   P.  J.  Poag  of  the 
Princess,  Del  Rio,  has  just  returned  from 
San  Antonio  where  he  has  been  consult- 

ing with  architects  in  reference  to  im- 
proving and  remodeling  his  house.  .   ..  . 

The  Palace  at  Fort  Smith,  Ajk.,  is  being 
extensively  remodeled  and  redecorated. 
■   .   .   J.  B.  Tate,  owner  of  the  Grand 
Opera  House,  Perry,  Okla.,  is  planning  to 
remodel  his  house  extensively.  .   .   .   George 
Burgess  of  Chicasha,  Okla.,  is  going  to 
install  a   new  theatre  in  a   building  owned 
by  him,  and  expects  to  open  it  around 
July  1.  .   .   .   The  Queen  at  Alice,  Tex., 
owned  and  operated  by  A.  and  L.  Miller, 
has  been  formally  opened.  .   .   .   First 
National  will  open  a   branch  soon  in  Mem- 

phis, Tenn.  to  relieve  congestion  in  St. 
Louis,  Dallas  and  New  Orleans.  A   new 
film  exchange  building  will  be  erected  and 
is  expected  to  be  ready  for  occupancy  in 
90  days.  .   .   .   Phipps  &   Layton  of  Child- 

ress, Tex.  has  their  plans  drawn  for  their 
new  Gem.  .   .   .   The  new  theatre  at  Kerr- 

ville  has  been  named  the  “Arcadia"  by 
popular  vote.  .   .   .   L.  M.  Rideout,  man- 

ager of  the  Rialto,  Denison,  has  bought 
the  building  and  furnishing  of  the  theatre 
from  the  stockholders  of  Rialto  .Amuse- 

ment Company  who  have  been  leasing  the 
house  to  him,  ...AC.  Sialcnp  of  Ok- 

mulgee, Okla.  has  reopened  the  Orpheum 
of  that  city. 

ALBANY 
ALBANY,  N.  Y.-C.  F.  Aldrich  has 

opened  his  theatre  in  St.  Regis  Falls  and 
will  run  it  through  the  summer.  .   .   .   Sol 

Kaplan  will  open  a   new  house  in  Gouver- 
neur  in  about  eight  weeks.  ...  At  Her- 

man, local  manager  for  First  National  and 
Leon  Sanschagrin  of  Saranac  Lake  were 
here.  .   .   .   The  new  film  building  has 
not  been  completed  to  the  extent  that 
Universal.  Metro  -   Goldwyn  -   Mayer  and 
Warner  Brothers  could  move  in  on  May 

I 

Salt  Lctke  City 
First  Runs 

(Wcfk  B^ginnini;  April  JO) 

AMERICAN:  “Joanna.”  Firji  /Valionol; 

“Moviog  Day,”  Fox}  Fos  News. 

KIN'EMA:  “The  Fighting  Buekeroo,”  Fox; 
“Nobody  Workg  But  Father,"  Fox; 

“Sporllng  Armor,”  Pathe;  International 
News. 

ORPHEUM:  "Time,  the  Comedian,”  A/efro- 
Goldxcyn•^^a3rer. 

PANTACES:  “Sandy,”  Fox. 

PARAMOUNT  EMPRESS :   “For  Heaven’* 

Sake,"  Paramount;  “Fire  Away,”  Educo. 
lional;  Pathe  New*. 

VICTORY:  “Let’s  Get  Married,”  Para- 

mount; “One  Wild  Ride,”  Paihe;  Pathe 
New*. 

1   as  planned.  .   .   .   John  Garry,  manager 
of  the  Empire  in  Glen  Falls,  is  having 
so  much  success  with  his  Charleston  con- 

tests that  ho  may  continue  them  well  into  the 
summer.  .   .   .Alec  Sayles  of  the  Leland, 
and  Tony  Peiller  of  the  Mark  Strand,  both 
former  newspapermen,  are  now  handling 
the  advertising  for  their  respective  chain 
of  houses.  .   .   .   Charles  Sesonske  who 
recently  sold  his  house  in  Johnstown  is 
planning  to  handle  a   road  show.  .   .   .   L. 
J.  Hacking,  the  new  district  manager  for 
Pro-Dis-Co  was  a   visitor  here.  .   .   .   Film 
Row  received  a   visit  from  Grossman  and 
Freeder,  who  recently  took  over  a   couple 
of  houses  in  Hudson,  and  who  are  build- 

ing some  theatres  in  New  York  City.  .   .   . 
Uly  S.  Hill,  manager  of  the  Strand  group 
of  houses  here  and  in  Troy,  placed  an 
order  for  new  uniforms  for  his  ushers 
in  all  theatres.  .   .   .   Among  exhibitors 
in  town  were  IVilliam  Donovan  of  Tupper 
Lake;  Dave  Seymour  of  Saranac  Lake; 
Claude  Fredericks  of  Pittsfield;  IVilliam 
Smalley  of  Cooperstown,  and  Pete  Dana 
of  Gloversville.  ...  H.  E.  Elder,  dis- 

trict manager  for  Warner  Brothers,  drop- 
ped off  here  on  his  way  back  from  Chi- 

cago. .   .   .   Julius  Berinstein,  operating 
the  Colonial  and  Hudson  here,  figured  in 
an  automobile  accident.  .   .   .   Mrs.  I.  M. 
Arquette,  an  exhibitor  in  Parishville,  is 
black  from  a   vacation  in  Washington  and 
New  York  Gty. 

PHILADELPHIA 
PHILADELPHIA.  PA.  —   The  Film 

Board  of  Trade  has  appointed  the  follow- 
ing exchange  men  to  serve  as  members 

of  the. General  Arbitration  Board  for  the 

month  of  May;  Jay  Emanuel  of  Metro- 
Goldwyn-Mayer'.  Jerry  Saffron  of  F.  B.  0., 
and  Joseph  Hebrew  of  Warner  Brothers. 
,   .   .   The  Oxford,  Oxford,  Pa.,  formerly 
occupied  by  Tom  Larkin,  is  now  being 
run  by  Harry  A.  Goren.  .   .   .   The 
"Guess  Who’’  Film  Star  contest  spon- 

sored by  the  Philadelphia  Inquirer,  has 

been  ado.pted  by  some  thirty  odd  the- 
atres here  and  all  report  splendid  busi- 
ness. More  publicity  is  being  given  this 

than  any  similar  motion  picture  exploi- 
tation stunt  ever  attempted  in  this  ter- 

ritory. .   .   .   The  Casino  closed  for  a 
period  of  several  weeks,  and  the  manager, 

Robert  M.  Simons,  is  having  new  seats 

installed.  .   .   .   ‘‘The  Big  Parade,”  played 
at  the  Aldine,  has  eclipsed  the  record  for 
length  of  run  for  any  picture  ever  shown 
here.  .   .   .   Joseph  Hebrew,  branch  man- 

ager of  Warner  Brothers,  has  returned 
from  a   sAving  around  the  country.  .   .   . 
Mike  Stiefel,  head  of  Sfiefel  Amusement 
Company,  operators  of  a   large  chain  of 
theatres,  sailed  recently  with  Mrs.  Stiefel 
for  a   several  months  stay  in  Europe.  .   .   . 
Charles  Delevan,  one  of  the  field  staff  of 

Pathe  News,  has  been  assigned  perma- 
nently to  the  local  office  under  Miles  Gib- 

bons, branch  manager.  .   .   .   Dave  Miller, 
who  has  been  a   member  of  the  sales  force 

of  the  Universal  exchange,  has  been  trans- 
ferred to  Buffalo  to  assume  management 

of  that  office.  .   .   .   Officials  of  the  Stanley 
Company  of  America  have  declared  that 
the  present  season  is  proving  to  be  one 
of  the  most  prosperous  in  the  history  of 
the  organization. 

ATLANTA 
ATLANTA.  GA.— 7.  H.  Butner,  man- 

ager of  the  Educational  exchange,  and 

G.  T.  Wilby,  formerly  booker  in  the  Char- 
lotte exchange  and  now  manager,  have 

returned  from  Educational's  New  York 
convention.  .   .   .   Arthur  Lucas,  head  of 
the  Educational  exchange  in  this  territory, 

went  on  to  Chicago  for  the  Central  Divi- sion sessions  and  from  there  to  Denver, 

Col.,  for  the  Western  Division  meeting. 
.   The  Atlanta  contingent  returning 

from  Warner  Brothers’  sales  convention 
in  New  York,  included  John  Ehell,  man- 

ager of  the  local  branch,  and  L.  S.  Hol- 
lingsworth, Jimmy  Hicks  and  W.  B.  Ful- 

ton, salesmen,  all  of  whom  are  enthusias- 
tic over  product  for  new  season.  .   .   . 

C.  E.  Peppiatt,  manager  of  the  United 
Artists  Charlotte  exchange,  which  opened 

recently,  has  announced  his  intention  of 
transporting  his  salesmen,  J.  S.  Carscallen 
and  Bill  Harwell,  from  Atlanta.  .   .   • 

Rufus  Day,  manager  of  the  Charlotte  Lib- 
erty office,  paid  a   brief  visit  here.  .   .   . 

A.  M.  Botsford,  director  of  publicity  for 
Publix  Theatres  Corporation,  stopped  over 
in  Atlanta  for  a   few  hours  last  week  en 
route  to  Florida  on  an  inspection  tour 
of  Publix  houses.  .   .   .   Jim  Reynolds. 
manager  of  the  Charlotte  exchange  of 
Educational,  was  to  leave  that  connection 
to  become  affiliated  wth  Donal  M.  Eaves 

Circuit  with  headquarters  in  South  Caro- 
lina. G.  T.  Wilby,  former  booker  in  that 

exchange,  succeeds  Mr.  Reynolds. 

OTTAWA 
OTTAWA.  ONT.— Walter  F.  Davis, 

manager  of  the  Empress,  Edmonton,  Al- 
berta, has  been  appointed  manager  of  the 

Metropolitan,  Winnipeg.  .   .   .   Harold 
Bishop,  manager  of  the  Metropolitan,  has 
been  placed  in  charge  of  the  Edmonton 
Empress.  .   .   .   The  new  Amherst.  Mon- 

treal, Quebec,  now  has  a   policy  which  pro- 
vides for  complete  changes  of  the  picture 

and  vaudeville  bill  twice  weekly.  .   .   • 
Manager  H.  M.  Thomas  of  the  Capitol, 
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Winnipeg.  Manitoba,  staged  a   big  beauty 

contest  for  unmarried  Winnipeg  girls  be- 
tween the  ages  of  16  and  25  years  to  select 

“Miss  Winnipeg’  to  represent  the  city  at 
the  annual  bathing  girl  review  at  Galves- 

ton, Tex.  .   .   .   The  second  annual  ban- 
quet of  the  Montreal  Theatrical  Bowling 

League  was  held  at  the  Mount  Royal 
Hotel,  Montreal,  with  over  250  people 

present.  The  winning  theatres  for  the  sea- 

son were  the  Papineau  of  which  J.  E.  Led- 
dcn  is  manager,  and  the  Imperial  took 

second  position,  of  which  the  manager  is 
Howard  Conover.  .   .   .   G.  Denoid  of 

Toronto  has  been  appointed  assistant  man- 
ager of  the  Tivoli,  a   large  downtown 

house,  under  manager  Thomas  Daley.  .   .   . 

James  Qnarriugtott,  manager  of  the  Bea- 
ver, Toronto,  has  returned  to  his  post  of 

duty  after  a   strenuous  siege  of  illness. 
.   .   .   Announcement  was  made  by  Hon. 
W.  H.  Price  that  time  and  consideration 
would  be  given  to  the  appointment  of  a 
member  to  the  Ontario  Board  of  Moving 
Picture  Censors  to  fill  the  vacancy  caused 
by  the  death  of  Major  A.  S.  Hamilton, 
chairman  of  the  board   Fihn  de 
I.u.re,  Ltd.  of  Montreal,  has  been  granted 
a   Federal  company  charter  under  the  laws 
of  the  Dominion  of  Canada. 

INDIANAPOLIS 
INDIANAPOLIS.  IND.— Joseph  H. 

Gavin,  veteran  theatre  manager,  died  re- 
cently after  a   short  illness  of  heart 

disease.  At  the  time  of  his  death  he  \vas 
associated  with  the  Zaring.  .   .   .   Billy 
Conners,  manager  of  the  Indiana  at  Mar- 

ion, has  completed  several  changes  in  his 
house.  ...  A   sidewalk  sign  in  front  of 
the  Apollo,  recently  went  amuck  during  a 
windstorm.  One  woman  was  struck  but 
not  seriously  hurt.  .   .   .   T.  J.  Conners 
of  the  Home  office  of  Metro-Goldwyn- 
Mayer,  visited  the  local  branch  of  the  com- 

pany .   .   .   Charles  Olsen,  manager  of 
the  Lyric,  has  returned  from  Hot  Springs, 
Ark.  .   .   .   Reports  from  Terre  Haute, 

Ind.,  where  "The  Big  Parade”  is  showing 
at  the  Grand,  indicate  the  picture  is  draw- 

ing as  well  there  as  it  did  here,  when  it 

was  shown  for  two  weeks  at  English’s 
Opera  House.  .   .   .   E.  0.  Branson  plans 
to  erect  a   motion  picture  house  which  will 
be  a   neighlwrhood  house,  and  will  cost 
about  $30,000.  .   .   . 

KANSAS  CITY 
KANSAS  CITY,  MO. — Film  Row  was 

saddened  to  learn  of  the  death  of  Bert 
Klock,  veteran  Pittsburg,  Kan.  exhibitor, 
who  was  one  of  the  owners  of  Pittsburg 
Amusement  Company.  .   .   .   Bob  With- 

ers, manager,  has  been  named  as  president 
of  Enterprise  Film  Coropration  of  Mis- 

souri. .   .   .   The  Hippodrome,  Joplin, 
operated  by  Ben  Levy,  is  to  undergo 
$40,000  worth  of  improvement  work.  .   .   . 
The  Princess,  North  Topeka,  has  been 
taken  over  by  A.  Ulapmerl.  .   .   .   George 
Hartman  has  opened  the  new  Capitol, 
North  Kansas  City.  .   .   .   R.  V.  Turner 
has  purchased  the  Panama,  Burlingame, 
from  D.  Beverly.  .   .   .   Among  Film 
Row  visitors  were  Harry  McClure,  Strand, 
Emporia;  L.  Bruenninger,  Cozy,  Topeka; 
0.  K.  Mason,  Regent  and  Zim,  Wnfield; 
Myers  Bors,  Slater,  Mo. ;   W.  P.  Cuff, 
Strand,  Chillicothe,  Mo. ;   Frank  Weary, 
Farris.  Richmond,  Mo. ;   D.  Smith,  Pres- 

cott, Kans. ;   H.  E.  Ulrich,  Midland  theatre 
circuit.  Hutchinson;  H.  M.  Wells,  Star, 
Altoona;  C.  M.  Pal  tee,  Lawrence.  .   .   . 
Fred  Savage,  Hutchison  exhibitor,  is  now 
a   salesman  for  Associated  Exhibitors. 
...  A   state  charter  has  been  granted  the 
Jayhawk  Theatre  Company  of  Topeka. 
The  Jayhawk  now  is  under  construction  in 
connection  with  a   large  hotel  of  the  same 
name.  .   .   .   Among  the  exchange  man- 

PhiladeSphia 
First  Runs 

(Vfavk  of  April  IQ) 

STANLEY :   “Ibanos'  Torrent, ”   Moiro-GohS' 
wyn-Mayeri  News:  Stanley  MagaaSaei 

Scenic:  SaigcQ,  French  lado.Ghlaa,  Fothn; 

Overture:  “II  Guarony"  (Gomez):  Dance 
Divertissement :   Jack  Holland  and  Joan 

Barry  with  their  Troukadoarsi  Attraction 
Extraordinary:  Van  and  Schenek. 

FOX:  “Rustling  for  Cupid,”  fox;  News: 
Fox  Thoairo  Screen  Maguzlne;  Overture: 

“William  Tell”  (Rossini);  Eight  Victor 

Artists. 
ARCADIA:  “The  Sen  Beast,”  Warner  Broth- 

KARLTON:  “Skinner's  Dress  Suit,”  t/nieor- 
sal. 

VICTORIA:  “Tony  Runs  Wild.”  Fox. 

CAPITOL:  “Ralnbovr  Riley,”  First  National. 

PALACE:  “Just  Suppose,”  First  Notional. 

STANTON :   "For  Heaven’s  Soke,”  Para- 

mount; Added  Atiraciicn:  “Crass.” 

agers  who  attended  the  M.  P.  T.  O.  Kan- 
sas-Missouri  convention  in  Joplin  were 
E.  C.  Rhoden,  Midwest;  Ben  Blocky, 
Paramount:  Roy  Churchitill  F.  B.  0. : 
William  Warner,  First  National;  C.  E. 

Grego  r y,  Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer;C.  A. 
Scimllc,  Pro-Dis-Co;  C.  A.  Jones,  Educa- 

tional. .   .   .   Eddie  Green  and  Lou  Na- 
thanson,  Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer  salesmen, 
won  trips  to  the  convention  in  winning  a 
recent  sales  contest 

CLEVELAND 
CLEVELAND,  O. — Phoenix  Investment 

Company,  Swetland  Building,  are  instru- 
mental in  puting  up  a   building  for  a   new 

theatre  here.  .   .   .   The  new  million  dollar 
Keith  Palace,  Akron,  has  opened  under 
the  management  of  Frank  R.  Hines.  .   .   . 
Talks  on  reforestation  and  films  on  for- 

estry were  shown  in  several  east  side 

theatres  during  "Forest  Week.”  .   .   .   Jack 
Seiglewiis,  city  salesman  for  Standard,  has 
been  transferred  to  the  Pittsburgh  office 
of  the  company.  .   .   .   The  old  Carlyon  has 
been  torn  clown  and  will  he  replaced  b)'  a 

“Buster’s  Nose  Dive,”  a   Buster  Brown 
Comedy  made  by  Stern  Brothers,  for 
release  by  Universal. 

building  which  will  house  the  Cosmopolitan 

Savings  Company.  .   .   .   Loew’s  State  has 
launched  a   new  version  of  the  old  amateur 
night  every  Thursday,  which  they  are 

calling  “Discovery  Night.”  .   .   .   Remwebber 
Theatre  Company  has  been  launched  in 
Akron,  0.  The  officers  are  John  H.  Rich- 

ard, Jr.,  Robert  R.  Rennvebber,  Walter  M. 
Sommers  and  E.  G.  Staley.  .   .   .   ike  anti 
Jake  Silverman,  operators  of  several  West- 

ern Pennsylvania  theatres,  have  formed  the 
Silverman  Ohio  Theatres  Company.  Be- 

sides the  two  named  above  the  others  in 
the  organization  are  A.  H.  Adler,  M.  L. 
Foivler  and  William  B.  Quinn.  ,   .   .   Jack 
Shearer,  head  shipping  clerk  at  Warner 
Brothers,  is  one  of  the  veterans  in  local 
film  circles.  Jack  has  been  with  Vitagraph, 
before  their  amalgamation  with  Warners, 
ever  since  Vitagraph  started  business.  .   .   . 
Peter  G.  Theophclos,  formerly  an  exhibitor 
in  Pittsburgh,  Alliance  and  Lorain,  is  now 
located  ai  the  Castle  of  Paris  restaurant. 
Pete  is  looking  for  a   good  theatre  to  buy. 
.   .   .   Amateur  nights  will  be  launched  at  the 
New  Broadway  on  Wednesday  night,  De- 

troit on  Tuesdays  and  the  Sunbeam  on Saturday. 

MILWAUKEE 
MILWAUKEE,  WIS.— Roy  C.  Wheeler, 

until  recently  manager  of  the  Tivoli,  has 
accepted  the  appointment  of  distributor  of 
Arctic  Air-Cool  systems  in  the  Wisconsin 
territory.  .   .   .   Sam  Abrams,  manager  of  the 
F.  B.  0.  exchange,  has  returned  to  the  city 
following  five  days  spent  on  a   business 
trip  to  the  Northern  Michigan  territory. 
.   .   .   Exhibitors  in  this  territory  are  opti- 

mistic over  prospects  for  a   heavy  business 

during  the  coming  months.  .   .   .   Saxes’ Tower  theatre  held  its  formal  opening  the 
week  beginning  May  1.  The  theatre,  said 
to  be  a   $1,000,000  house,  has  a   seating 
capacity  of  about  1,700,  and  is  the  first 
theatre  built  on  this  scale  in  Milwaukee 
outside  of  the  business  district.  .   .   .   Steve 
Bauer,  manager  of  the  Avenue,  has  been 
confined  by  an  attack  of  rheumatism.  .   .   . 
Out-of-town  exhibitors  who  were  seen 

along  film  row  during  the  past  week  in- 
cluded Frank  Wolcott,  manager  of  the 

Majestic  at  Racine;  M.  Peterson,  manager 
of  the  Strand  at  Kenosha,  and  Frank 
Oasis,  manager  of  the  Grand  at  Racine. 
.   .   .   Sain  Sherman  of  the  local  Metro- 
Goldwyn-Maj^er  exchange  has  attended  the 
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer  sales  convention. 

.   .   .   Jack  Lorenls,  manager  of  the  Fox  ex- 
change here,  has  returned  from  the  Fox 

convention  held  on  the  Pacific  Coast.  .   •   • 
Sam  Miller  of  Chicago,  buyer  for  the 
Fisher  theatres,  was  a   recent  visitor  and 
transacted  business  in  behalf  of  his  com- 

pany. 

SAN  FRANCISCO 
SAN  FRANCISCO,  CAL.— M.  M.  Stern, 

who  has  been  connected  with  Wurlitzer 
Company  over  a   long  period,  has  resigned, 
and  is  now  connected  with  the  local  Rob- 

ert Morton  Organ  Company.  .   .   .   After 
spending  six  years  as  First  National  branch 
manager  in  Portland  and  Butte,  Charles 
W.  Koerner  has  affiliated  himself  with  Rex 

Midgeley  in  the  American,  Oakland.  .   •   • 
Recent  visitors  to  Film  Row  were  Roy 

Boomer,  formerly  manager  of  the  Cameo 
and  now  manager  of  the  Clcmmer  in  Spo- 

kane; Jim  Reilly,  formerly  of  the  local 
Universal  exchange  and  now  manager  of 
the  Butte  branch.  .   .   .   Plarry  Hollands- 
worth,  booker  for  Pro-Dis-Co,  is  back 
after  a   ten  days’  vacation.  .   .   .   Ben  Fisher, 
of  Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer,  stopped  in 
Fresno  on  his  first  trip  through  the  San 

Joaquin  Valley.  .   .   .   G.  F.  Madson.  Educa- 
tional, signed  up  a   number  in  the  San  Joa- 

quin Valley   Branch  Manager  Fred 
Voigt  was  host  to  General  Sales  Manager 
E.  J.  Smith  of  Associated  Exhibitors,  who 
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San  Francisco 
First  Runs 

(If'eek  BogSnninB  April  24) 

CBANADA ;   “A  Sociul  CoJcbrily,”  Para- 
mount. 

CALIFORNIA!  “The  Now  CommondmenS,” 
First  Nalionai, 

LOEW’S  WARFIELD:  “Monso  Cap!®,”  Wol- 
rO’Goldicyn-Hfayar. 

IMPERIAL!  “Sjolio  DalSaii,''  United  Arliiit. 

ST.  FRANCIS:  “Kiltf  (-ish  week).  First 
National. 

WILKES:  “Block  Pirata”  {oonUnaed),  Unit. 
ed  Arlislt. 

CAMEO:  “Keep  Sn:i!Sn6,“  /iMocinfcd  Ex- 
hibitors. 

UNION  SQUARE:  “Rond  8o  HoEiywood." 
E   L   C 

GOLDEN  GATE:  “Tho  Only  Thing,”  .Ifelro- 
Cotdicyn-Mayer. 

was  on  a   flying  trip  calling  on  the  Western 
division  exchanges.  .   .   .   Fox  magnates, 
managers  and  actors  were  entertained  as 
the  guests  of  Mayor  James  Rolph,  Jr.,  and 

Chief  of  Police  Daniel  J.  O'Brien.  .   .   .   Te.v 
Comb's,  of  Theatre  Equipment  Supply 
Company,  has  extended  his  travels  to  the 
Eastern  cities.  .   .   .   BUI  Mead  of  Associated 

Exhibitors  took  away  a   number  of  con- 
tracts from  Fresno.  ...  A.  Broden  is  con- 

structing a   new  theatre  at  Menlo  Park 
which  will  seat  500  people.  .   .   .   Thomas  H. 
Tucker,  manager  of  the  Bijou,  Fresno,  was 
a   visitor  here. 

SALT  LAKE 
SALT  LAKE  CITY.  UTAH.— George 

E.  Carpenter,  manager  of  the  Paramount 
Empress,  is  planning  to  make  extensive 
improvements  this  spring  in  the  way  of  re- 

decorating. reseating  part  of  the  house  to 
be  able  to  accommodate  more  patrons,  and 
in  putting  in  a   new  box  otlice.  .   .   .   Eddie 
Diamond,  manager  of  the  Pantages,  an- 

nounced that  “Sandy,”  the  Fox  production 
which  was  run  recently  in  a   local  news- 

paper, is  drawing  exceptionally  big  busi- 
ness. .   .   .   IV.  H.  Burt,  owner  of  the  Rialto. 

Twin  Falls,  Idaho,  has  been  lining  up  new 
business  for  his  house.  .   .   .   Gordon  Thorn- 
herg,  one  of  the  owners  of  the  Orpheum 
at  Milford,  was  visiting  Film  Row,  and  is 
reported  to  be  the  proud  daddy  of  a   lovely 
baby  daughter.  .   .   .   Colvin  Brozen,  vice 
president  of  F.  B.  0.,  stopped  off  for  a   day 

on  his  way  back  to  the  East  from  the  con- 
vention. ...PC.  Taylor,  Canadian  Di- 

vision manager  for  F.  B.  O.  and /.  7.  5‘a»i/>- 
son,  Chicago  branch  manager,  also  stopped 
here  on  their  return  trip.  .   .   .   Frank  Hop- 

kins, West  Coast  Division  manager  for 
.Associated  Exhibitors,  has  left  for  Seattle 
and  Portland.  .   .   .   IV.  F.  _   Gordon,  First 
National  branch  manager,  with  Clyde  Mar- 
crof,  booker,  and  all  of  the  sales  repre- 

sentatives were  at  the  convention  which 
was  held  in  Chicago.  .   .   .   IV.  H.  Rankin. 
manager  of  Warner  Brotliers  exchange, 
and  all  of  the  salesmen  of  this  office,  at- 

tended the  regional  convention  in  Los 
Angeles.  .   .   .   Schaycr  has  arranged  a   very 
attractive  display  in  the  lobby  of  the  Amer- 

ican in  connection  with  their  baby  show, 
which  is  drawing  unusually  large  crowds. 

.   .   Kenneth  Hodkinson,  district  manager 
for  United  Artists,  spent  a   week  at  the 
local  exchange  with  Sales  Manager  IVallcr 
S.  Rand.  ...  A   preview  of  Mary  Pick- 
ford’s  new  release,  “Sparrows,”  has  been 
arranged  here  for  all  of  the  local  exhibi- tors. .   .   .   £.  L.  Walton  has  arrived  from 
Denver  to  assume  his  new  duties  as  sales- 

man in  the  Idaho  territory  for  Pro-Dis-Co. 
■   .   .   Al  O’Keefe,  branch  manager  for  Pro- 
Dis-Co,  is  leaving  with  IValfon  immedi- 

ately for  Idaho.  .   ,   .   Recent  exhibitor  visi- 
tors were  Y-  B.  Sleek,  owner  of  the  Ly- 

ceum at  Ogden ;   John  Rtigcr,  of  the  Or- 
pheum and  American  at  Park  City;  T.  ̂ i. 

Chc.sler,  of  the  Gem  and  Princess  at_  Bing- 
ham; J.  E.  Ryaii,  of  the  Liberty,  Brigham, 

and  Walter  Mendenhall,  of  the  Boise 
Theatre  Company,  Boise,  Idaho. 

ST.  LOUIS 
ST.  LOUIS,  MO. — Urbana,  111.,  voted 

2427  to  1925  against  Sunday  motion  pic- 
tures. .   .   .   W.  Vannah  Taylor,  manager  of 

the  Orpheum,  in  an  address  before  the 

Women's  Advertising  Club,  declared  that 
newspapers  are  the  best  media  for  theatre 
advertising,  but  stated  most  theatre-goers 
do  not  take  newspaper  entes  seriously.  .   .   . 
T.  B.  Moss,  85  years  old,  an  inmate  of  the 
Masonic  Home,  w'on  the  Fiddlers  Contest 
at  the  Missouri,  and  will  represent  St. 
Louis  in  the  Missouri  State  Fiddlers  Con- 

test at  Paris,  Mo.  .   .   .   Henri  Chonteau. 
owner  of  the  Lilierty,  has  announced  his 
candidacy  for  the  Republican  nomination 

Lr  Congress.  .   .   .   “In  Struggle  for  Free- 
dom,” the  film  story  of  the  bitter  strife 

resulting  from  the  bloody  Russian  Revolu- 
tion, featuring  Jacob  P.  Adler,  was  shown 

at  the  Odeon.  .   .   .   The  new  Hartford, 
Hartford,  111.,  opened  to  the  public.  .   .   . 
Visitors  in  Film  Row  included  Mrs.  I.  IV. 
Rodgers  of  Poplar  Bluff  and  Cairo  and 
Jim  Reilly  of  Alton,  III.  .   .   .   Moving  pic- 

tures of  the  West  Indies  cruise  of  the  St. 
Louis  Chamber  of  Commerce  Good  Will 
delegation  were  shown  at  the  regular 

weekly  luncheon  of  the  Chamber  of  Com- 
merce. 

MINNEAPOLIS 
MINNEAPOLIS,  MINN. — Don  Nairn, 

assistant  manager  of  the  Fox  exchange, 
has  just  returned  to  the  office  after  a 
week  at  home  with  the  flu.  .   .   .   S.  E.  Abel, 
district  manager,  and  S.  D   Slezeart,  sales 

representative  of  Fox,  attended  the  na- 
tional convention  of  their  company.  .   .   . 

"Hell’s  Four  Hundred"  is  a   Fox  release. 
Margaret  Livingston  and  Harrison 
Ford  play  the  leading  roles. 

Los  Angeles 
First  Runs 

(Week  Beginning  .•Ipril  24) 

CHAUMAN'S  EGYPTIAN:  “The  Big  Parade” 
(2S:h  week),  .tfasro-Goldieyn-.Uayer. 

CRITERION:  "The  EsquUilc  Sinner,”  .i}ei- ro.Goldieyn..Mayer. 

FIGUEROA:  “The  Skyrocket,”  Pro.Dl$-Co, 
FORUM:  "Stella  DoHas"  (fourth  week). 

United  /Irtarfr. 

LOEWS  STATE:  ‘'Beverly  of  Craustark,” 
^Setro-Goldwyn-.tSayer, 

MILLION  DOLLAR:  “For  Heaven'e  Sake” 
(fifth  week).  Paramount, 

METROPOLITAN:  “Let’s  Get  Married," Paramount, 

H.  J.  Bailey,  branch  manager  for  Pathe, 
was  in  New  York  attending  his  company’s 
convention.  .   .   .   B.  C.  Marcus  is  the  new 
assistant  manager  of  the  F.  B.  0.  ex- 

change, having  come  from  Omaha  to  take 
his  new  position.  .   .   .   The  F.  B.  0. 
exchange  reports  the  following  exhib- 

itors: At  Peterson,  Grand,  International 

Falls;  Mr.  yoioi^,  Rex,  Chisholm;  Fred 
Boll,  Majestic,  Stillwater;  Benny  Bergerm, 
Strand,  Grand  Forks,  N.  D. ;   Louie 
Deutsch  and  Mr.  Adelstein,  Garden,  Hih- 
bing;  R.  A.  Volk,  Opera  House,  Strass- 
burg,  N.  D. ;   A.  Behrnet,  Cozy,  Cambridge; 
A.  Joffe,  Kenyon;  Berty  Beyerstedt, 
Apollo,  Winona;  Otto  Parlitz,  Crystal, 
Glencoe;  H.  E.  Macaulcy,  Opera  House, 
Glencoe;  L.  F.  Hertzig,  State,  Belle 
Plaine ;   A.  T.  Page,  Sioux  Falls,  S.  D.  .   .   . 
F.  A.  Bargnist  has  reopened  the  Lincoln  at 
Stanhope,  Iowa,  according  to  word  re- 

ceived here.  .   .   .   Recent  theatre  sales  re- 
ported include  the  Crystal  at  Glencoe  and 

the  Crj'stal  at  Norwood  by  Otto  Parlits  to 
C.  J.  Novak.  .   .   .   Wikhtnd  and  Freed  have 
just  remodeled  their  recently  purchased 
Princess  at  New  England,  N   D.,  and  have 
changed  its  name  to  the  Grand.  .   .   .   Spring- 
field,  Minn.,  is  to  have  a   new  theatre,  con- 

tracts having  been  let  by  B.  R.  Parsons, 
owner  of  the  Grand.  .   .   .   Bennie  Berger. 
who  operated  the  Metropolitan  and  Strand 
at  Grand  Forks,  N   D.,  has  just  puchased 
the  Orpheum.  .   .   .   C.  H   Moulton,  owner  of 
the  Bijou  at  Beach,  N   D.,  and  one  of  the 
pioneers  in  motion  picture  theatre  v/ork  in 
North  Dakota,  died  recently  from  heart 
trouble. 

WASHINGTON 
WASHINGTON,  D.  C.— Clara  Kimball 

Young  will  furnish  the  headline  attraction 
at  the  Earle  in  a   dramatic  playlet.  This 
playlet  is  unique  in  that  it  employs  only 
one  character  and  no  off-stage  voices  or 
sounds.  .   .   .   Harry  M.  Crandall  returned 
from  the  annual  convention  of  franchise 
holders  in  First  National  held  at  the  Ritz, 

Atlantic  City,  N.  J.  .   .   .   Waring’s  Penn- sylvanians completed  their  final  week  in 

Washington  this  season  at  Crandall’s 
Tivoli.  Their  original  act,  “Campus 
Frolics,”  was  used  as  a   prologue  to  the 

first  presentation  of  Harold  Lloyd’s  “The 
Freshman”  on  the  Coast.  ...  In  place  ot 
the  customary  single  concert  overture, 
the  Metropolitan  offered  a   miniature 
concert  as  its  special  contribution  to  the 

General  Federation  of  Women’s  Clubs in  their  nation-wide  observance  of  a 

“Music  Memory  Test  Week.”  .   .   . 
A.Utlcy  Abendschein.  formerly  assistant 

manager  of  Crandall’s  Metropolitan,  as- 
sumed his  duties  as  manager  of  Crandall’s 

Savov,  where  he  succeeds  Le  Roy  Sher- 
man,' promoted  to  the  managership  of  the 

new  Colony.  .   .   .   The  assistant  manager- 
ship of  the  Metropolitan  was  filled  by  pro- 

motion of  Nelson  Smith,  formerly  captain 
of  the  floor  staff,  to  the  post  in  association 
with  Fallas  Brochc.  manager.  .   .   .   The 

newly  organized  baseball  team,  represent- 
ing the  ifiirle  Theatre,  defeated  the  Parks 

senior  team  by  a   score  of  13  to  4. 

L 
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Warner  Brothers 

Midnight  Shoios  of  “Sea  Beast” 
“The  Sea  Beast”  w'as  so  popular  in  Pitts- 

burgh that  Manager  Howard  Foerste  of 
the  State  theatre  inaugurated  a   midnight 

Sunday  show,  which  proved  a   sell-out,  as 
did  tLee  subsequent  Sunday  midnight 
shows. 

“Silken  Shackles”  Has  Preview 
Warner  Brothers  executives  witnessed  a 

preview  showing  of  “Silken  Shackles,”  a 
current  month’s  release,  with  Irene  Rich 
and  Huntly  Gordon  featured. 

Neto  Story  for  Rin-TituTin 

The  next  picture  in  which  Rin-Tin-Tin 
will  be  seen  is  titled  “A  Hero  of  the  Big 
Snows,”  written  by  Ewart  Adamson.  Her- 

man Raymaker  will  again  direct  this 
canine  star. 

Fazenda  in  “Quest”  Cast 
Louise  Fazenda  has  been  assigned  one 

of  the  featured  roles  with  May  McAvoy, 

Willard  Louis  and  Gardner  James  in  “The 
Passionate  Quest,”  which  J.  Stuart  Black- 
ton  is  now  producing. 

Mattison  Productions 
Three  in  Current  Production 

“Thanks  for  the  Buggy  Ride”  is  the 
working  title  of  an  original  screen  story 
by  Cecil  Burtis-Hill  which  is  already  in 

production.  “The  Old  Age  Handicap,"  a 
short  story  by  Tod  Underwood,  and  “His 
Last  Alarm,”  a   magazine  story  by  Fire 
Chief  Winchell  Kennedy,  are  scheduled  for 
early  production. 

Columbia 

“Lone  Wolf'  to  Replace  “Wife” 
Screen  rights  to  “The  Lone  Wolf  Re- 

turns," by  Louis  Joseph  Vance,  have  been 
secured  and  is  listed  on  this  season’s 

William  H.  Jenner  was  photo- 

graphed by  Harry  Nichols,  ’’Herald” 
staff  representative  on  the  Coast,  be- 

side his  new  car.  Jenner  is  general 

manager  of  Langdon  Productions 

which  began  “The  Yes  Man”  for 
First  National. 

schedule  in  place  of  the  previously  an- 
nounced release  “Meet  the  Wife.” 

Tiffany 

“Morgunson’s  Finish”  Nears  Completion 
“Morganson’s  Finish,”  from  the  story  of 

the  same  name  by  Jack  London,  is  nearing 
completion  under  the  direction  of  Fred 
Windemere. 

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer 

Tearle  to  Play  Opposite  Murray 
Conway  Tearle  has  been  signed  to  play 

opposite  Mae  Murray  in  “Altars  of  Desire,” upon  which  work  has  already  commenced. 

Gilbert  and  Garbo  Lead  in  “Devil” 
John  Gilbert  and  Greta  Garbo  are  to 

have  the  leads  in  “The  Flesh  and  the 
Devil”  which  is  to  be  directed  by  Clarence Brown. 

“Get  Your  Hair  Cut”  for  Jac&ie  Coogan 

“Johnny  Get  Your  Hair  Cut”  is  to  be  a 
new  Jackie  Coogan  picture.  The  story  was 
written  by  Gerald  Beaumont,  writer  of  race 
track  novels,  specially  for  Jackie. 

Patricia  Avery  in  “Bellamy”  Cast 
Patricia  Avery,  newly  signed  stock 

player,  will  play  her  first  screen  role  in 
Hobart  Henley’s  production  of  “Bellamy 
the  Magnificent”  in  which  Ramon  Novarro is  starring. 

“Battling  Butler”  is  Completed 

“Battling  Butler,”  Buster  Keaton  newest 
Joseph  M.  Schenck  production  has  been 
completed. 

Pro-Dis-Co 
“Meet  the  Prince”  is  Storied 

“Meet  the  Prince,”  with  Joseph  Schild- 
kraut  in  the  leading  role,  has  been  put 

into  production  under  the  direction  of 
Joseph  Henabery. 

Boylan  to  Title  “ShipwreckeiT' 
Malcolm  Stuart  Boylan  has  been  signed 

td  title  “Shipwrecked,”  the  new  Metro- 
politan production  in  which  Seena  Owen 

and  Joseph  Schildkraut  are  featured. 

“Yukon”  Cast  Returns  from  Location 

George  Melford,  director,  Seena  Owen, 
featured  player,  and  the  cast  and  producing 

staff  of  “The  Flame  of  the  Yukon,”  have 

Charles  Hsy  in  “Sweet  Adeline"  directed  by  Jerome  Storm and  distributed  by  Chadwick.  For  the  coming  season 
Chadwick  has  announced  a   production  policy  oi  special  at- 

tractions exclusively. Scene  from  “The  Cohens  and  Kellys,"  a   Universal  produc- 
tion which  recently  had  its  premiere. 
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Norma  Shearer  and  Lew  Cody  in  '‘His 
Secretary."  a   Metro-Coldwyn-Mayer 
current  release  directed  by  Hobart 
Henley. 

returned  to  the  studio  from  Mammoth 
Lakes,  in  the  Sierras. 

Kay  Deslys  Signed  for  "Man  O'fKar^' Director  Frank  Urson  has  signed  Kay 
Deslys  to  share  the  comedy  relief  with 

Jimmie  Adams  in  “Her  Man  O’  War,” featuring  Jetta  Goudal. 

"Gigolo"  Cast  is  Completed 
Director  William  K.  Howard  has  com- 

pleted the  cast  of  “Gigolo,”  in  which  Rod 
LaRocque  is  to  be  star. 

Gotham 

Second  Fairbanks  Picture  in  fPork 

"Through  Thick  and  Thin,”  the  second 
subject  in  a   series  of  eight  productions 
featuring  William  Fairbanks,  has  been_  put 
into  production.  Reeves  Eason  will  direct 
this  picture. 

United  Artists 

Karl  Dane  in  "Sheik”  Cast 
Karl  Dane  has  been  engaged  for  the  role 

in  Rudolph  Valentino’s  fortlKoming  vehicle, 
"Son  of  the  Sheik,”  which  had  been  alloted 
to  Mack  Swain. 

“Circits”  to  be  Fall  Release 

Charlie  Chaplin’s  new  film  “The  Circus” 
is  being  prepared  for  a   fall  release. 

"Stella  Dallas”  Has  Half  Year  Run 
"Stella  Dallas”  has  completed  the  first 

half  year  of  its  continuous  run  at  the 
Apollo  theatre,  N.  Y.,  and  as  yet  no  date 
has  been  announced  for  its  departure. 

"Gold  Rush”  to  Million  Dollar 

“The  Gold  Rush,"  with  Charlie  Chaplin, 
which  ran  for  nineteen  weeks  at  the 

Egyptian  theatre,  Holb'avood,  has  opened  at 
the  Million  Dollar  theatre,  Los  Angeles. 

Thirty-three  Revival  Weeks  of  U.  A.  re- 

leases on  Mary  Pickford,  Charlie  Chaplin, 
Douglas  Fairbanks  and  D.  W.  Griffith 
productions  have  been  arranged  in  Phila- 

delphia. Some  of  the  pictures  offered  to 
exhibitors  at  lower  prices  with  emphasis  on 
appeal  to  young  patrons  who  did  not  see 

the  originals  are  "Pollyanna,”  “Tess  of  the 
Storm  Country,”  “Rosita,”  “Mark  of 
Zorro,”  etc. 

Associated  Exhibitors 

"Dangerous  Dub”  for  Buddy  Roosevelt 
Lester  F.  Scott,  Jr.,  producer  of  the 

Buffalo  Bill,  Jr.,  Buddy  Roosevelt  and 
Wally  Wales  series  of  Western  features 
for  A.  E.,  announced  he  has  purchased 

the  screen  rights  to  “The  Dangerous  Dub,” 
to  go  into  work  immediately  as  a   Buddy 
Roosevelt  feature  under  the  direction  of 
Richard  Thorpe. 

No  Firearms  in  "Galloping  Cowboy” 
Contrary  to  tradition  Bill  Cody,  starring 

in  “The  Galloping  Cowboy,”  will  not  be  a 
“two-gun”  hero,  blit  will  use  the  Australian 
stock  whip  as  his  only  weapon. 

"Rawhide”  is  in  Cutting 

“Rawhide,”  in  which  Buffalo  Bill,  Jr.,  is 
featured  directed  by  Thorpe,  is  now  in  the 

cutting  and  will  be  released  immediately. 

Pathe 

"Snowed  In”  New  Mystery  Serial 

"Snowed  In”  is  the  title  of  an  outdoor 

mystery  serial  which  will  follow  “The Bar-C  Myster>'”  on  the  release  schedule. 
Allene  Ray  and  Walter  Miller  will  head 
the  cast  which  will  be  directed  by  Spencer 
Bennet. 

"Madame  Mystery"  Wins  Praise 

Previews  of  “Madame  Mystery”  in  which 
Theda  Bara  heads  the  cast,  have  been  held 
in  several  cities,  and  the  criticisms  have 
heralded  the  Roach  innovation  of  bringing 
real  dramatic  stars  into  two  reel  comedies. 

Announce  Releases  for  May  16 

The  following  compose  the  releases  set 

for  the  week  beginning  May  16:  “The 
Bar-C  Mystery,”  “The  Alpine  Flapper” 
which  is  an  Aesop  Fable,  “Say  It  With 
Babies”  a   Hal  Roach  two  reel  comedy. 

Dolores  Costello  and  John  Harron  in 

"Bride  of  the  Storm,”  released  by 
Warner  Brothers. 

Scene  from  "Whispering  Smith,”  a 

Metropolitan  production  for  Pro-Dis- 
Co  release  directed  by  George  Mel- 
ford. 

one  Sportlight  picture,  Pathe  News  Review 
and  Topics  of  the  Day. 

Universal "Old  Soak”  in  Cutting 

“The  Old  Soak,”  directed  by  Edward 
Sloman,  is  now  in  the  cutting  stage  and 
soon  will  be  ready  for  previews. 

Six  Talinadge  Pictures  Lined  Up 

The  following  six  pictures  have  been 

lined  up  for  Richard  Talmadge  produc- 
tions: “Look  Who’s  Here,”  “The  Speed 

Boy,”  "Cheating  Danger,”  “The  Hurry-up 
Man,”  “Up  and  At  ’Em”  and  “The  Flash 

Kid.” 

“Phantom  Bullet”  Nears  Completion 

“The  Phantom  Bullet,”  directed  by  Cliff 

Smith,  Hoot  Gibson’s  latest  picture,  is  now in  the  cutting  stage. 

"Take  It  From  Me”  in  Work 

Reginald  Denny  has  started  work  on 
“Take  It  From  Me,”  his  latest  starring  pro- 
duction. 

Acord  to  Start  World  Tour 

Art  Acord  will  start  on  a   tour  of  the 

world  which  will  take  more  than  eight 

months  upon  the  completion  of  “Riding 

Honor.” 

Paramount 

Blanche  Sweet  in  "Diplomacy  ’ 

Following  the  announcement  that  Mar- 
shall Neilan’s  first  production  on  his  new 

contract  will  be  "Diplomacy,”  comes  word 
that  Blanche  Sweet  is  to  be  starred  m   this drama. 

Brenon  Ciitlmg  "Beau  Gesle” Camera  work  having  been  completed  on 
“Beau  Geste,”  Herbert  Brenon.  director,  is 

now  editing  and  cutting  this  production. 

"Take  a   C/»ance”  Title  Changed 

"Say  It  Again”  has  been  selected  as  the 
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Start  “Forever  After**  Production 
Work  on  “Forever  After,”  from  the  stage 

play  by  Owen  Davis,  has  started  under  the 
direction  of  B.  P.  Fineman.  Lloyd  Hughes 
and  Mary  Astor  have  been  selected  for  the 
leading  roles. 

“Lady’s  Virtue'*  lo  be  Screened 

Screen  rights  of  “A  Lady’s  Virtue, ”   the 
play  written  by  Rachel  Crothers,  have  been 

purchased  and'  will  be  produced  in  the  near future. 

“Amateur  Gentleman*’  in  Production 

Richard  Barthelmess  has  started  “The 
Amateur  Gentleman,"  an  Inspiration  Pic- 

ture being  directed  by  Sidney  Olcott. 

F.  B.  O. 

Vera  Gordon  is  Signed 

Vera  Gordon  has  been  engaged  for  an 

important  role  in  “Kosher  Kitty  Kelly,” 
production  of  which  will  commence  as  soon 
as  the  remainder  of  the}  cast  has  been 
selected. 

title  for  Richard  Dix’s  picture  previously 
announced  under  the  name  of  “Take  a 
Chance,”  now  in  production. 

“So’s  Your  Old  Man*’  Starts  June  7 

W.  C.  Fields  iS"  scheduled  to  begin  work 

on  his  second  starring  picture,  “So’s  Your 
Old  Man,”  on  June  7,  directed  by  Gregory 
LaCava. 

Renee  Adoree  in  “Tin  Gods** 
Renee  Adoree  has  been  signed  to  play 

opposite  Thomas  Meighan  in  his  next  star- 
ring picture,  “Tin  Gods,”  to  be  directed  by 

.•Mian  Dwan. 

Fox 

Complete  “Glory”  Cast 
The  final  selection  of  players  in  the  cast 

of  “What  Price  Glory”  has  been  made,  and 
is  as  follows;  Victor  McLaglen,  Dolores 

Del  Rio,  Edmund  Lowe,  J.  Farrell  Mac- 
Donald, Leslie  Fenton,  Ted  Moore  and 

Barry  Reid. 

Ben  Stoloff  is  Signed 

Director  Ben  Stoloff  who  has  just  com- 

pleted “A-1  Society,”  his  eighteenth  Fox 
Comedy,  has  signed  a   two  year  contract 
with  this  company. 

Belle  Bennett  in  “The  Lily" 
Belle  Bennett  has  been  borrowed  from 

Samuel  Goldwyn  for  the  title  role  in  “The 

Lily.” 
“Black  Paradise"  is  Completed 

“Black  Paradise,”  with  Madge  Bellamy 
and  Edmund  Lowe  in  the  feature  roles,  has 
been  completed. 

Short  features  Completed 

Short  products  recently  completed  for 

presentation  in  this  season  are  “Lafayette, 
W’here  .Are  We?”  and  “A  Rare  Bird,” 
Imperial  Comedies,  and  an  0.  Henry  adap- 

tion, “The  Lickpenny  Lover." 

“Poor  Girl's  Romance"  Nears  Completion 
"A  Poor  Girl’s  Romance”  has  now- 

reached  the  cutting  stage,  and  with  its 
completion  F.  B.  0.  will  have  made  its 
final  Gold  Bond  special  production  for  the 

screen  of  1926-27. 

“Masquerade  Bandit**  is  Finished 
Tom  Tyler  has  completed  his  next  pic- 

ture. “The  Masquerade  Bandit.”  This  is 
the  seventh  of  the  series  of  eight  Western 
pictures  which  Tyler  is  making  on  this 

year's  schedule,  directed  by  Robert  DeLacey. 

“IVkirlwind  Comedies”  to  be  Produced 

F.  B.  O.  will  present  “Whirlwind  Come- 
dies” which  will  be  a   series  of  comedies 

in  which  people  and  things  do  the  seem- 
inglj'  impossible  through  what  is  to  be 
known  as  the  Bowers  Process,  perfected  by 

Charley  Bowers. 

Samuel  Goldwyn  Has 
Two  New  Addresses 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  May  4. — Samuel  Gold- 
wyn has  announced  his  address  here  as 

729  Seventh  avenue  and  his  West  Coast 

address  as  the  Cecil  B.  De  Mille  studios, 
Culver  City. 

At  the  Dc  Mille  studios  Goldwyn  has 

“The  Winning  of  Barbara  Worth,”  for 
United  .Artists  release,  in  prodnciion. 

Henry  King  is  directing. 

Belasco  Lauds  Bowes 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  May  4.— After  attend- 
ing a   performance  at  the  Capitol  theatre 

here  David  Balasco  last  week  wrote  a 

congratulatory  letter  to  Major  Edward Bowes. 

Mary  Brian,  William  Haines,  and  Jack 

Pickiord  in  “Brown  of  Harvard,”  di- 
rected for  Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer  by 

Jack  Conway. 

Purchase  “Breed  of  the  Sea"  Rights 

Screen  rights  have  been  purchased  to 

Peter  B.  Kyne’s  “Breed  of  the  Sea"  which 
appeared  originally  as  a   serial  under  the 
title  of  “Blue  Blood  and  Pirates.” 

“A  Winning  Pair,”  Wanda  Wiley’s latest  Century  comedy,  released  by 
Universal,  which  was  directed  by 
Charles  Lamont. 

“The  Wilderness  Woman"  with  Aileen 
Pringle  and  Lowell  Sherman.  This 
is  a   First  National  release. 

First  National 

Four  Added  to  “Don  Juast”  Cast 

With  the  Henry  Hobart  production  “Don 
Juan’s  Three  Nights"  in  production  a   full 
week,  four  players  have  been  added  to  the 
cast.  The  new  players  are  Mario  Cariilo, 
Kala  Pasha,  Betty  Francisco  and  Jed Prouty. 

“Brotvn  Derby"  is  Completed 

Camera  work  on  “The  Brown  Derby,”  a 
Johnny  Hines  comedy,  has  been  completed 
under  the  direction  of  Charles  Hines. 
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“What  the  Picture  Did  For  Me” VERDICTS  ON  FILMS  IN  LANGUAGE  OF  EXHIBITOR 

Copyright,  1926 

I 
This  is  the  original  exhibitors*  reports  department,  established  October  14,  1916. 
Beware  of  cheap,  misleading  imitations. 

**What  the  Picture  Did  for  Me**  is  the  one  genuine  source  of  exhibitor-written  box  office 
information. 

Address:  *What  the  Picture  Did  for  Me,*^  EXHIBITORS  HERALD,  407  South  Dearborn 
Street,  Chicago,  III. 

Chadwick 
SWEET  ADELINE;  Charles  Ray — This  pic- 

ture pleased  exceptionally  well  and  drew  fair 
business.  While  of  the  country  boy  type,  it  is 
not  ns  silly  as  some  of  his  other  releases.  Six 

i-eels. — M.  J.  Aley,  Regent  theatre.  Eureka.  Kan. 
—General  patronage. 

THE  WIZARD  OF  OZ;  Larry  Semon — Did 

not  ring  the  bell. — H.  R.  Cromwell,  Bedford  the- 

atre. Bedford,  Pa. — Small  town  patronage. 

Columbia 
PERILS  OF  THE  SEA:  Special  cast— I’ll  say 

iTOod  picture  for  small  town.  We  did  a   good 
business  and  our  patrons  seemed  to  like  it.  Six 

reels. — A.  F.  Affelt.  Liberty  theatre,  St.  I/)uis. 
Mich.. — General  patronage. 

WHEN  HUSBANDS  FLIRT;  Special  cast^A 

knockout  for  any  house.  An  unusually  good 

comedy. — H.  R.  Cromwell,  Bedford  theatre.  Bed- 
ford, Pa. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  DANGER  SIGNAL:  Special  cast — A   pic- 
ture that  drew  a   good  Sunday  night  business. 

Not  a   big  one  but  will  please.  Boost  it.  Six 

reels.— A.  F.  Affelt,  Liberty  theatre,  St.  Louis, 

Mich. — General  patronage. 

THE  LURE  OF  THE  WILD:  Jane  Novak- 
Played  to  good  Saturday  night  business,  better 

than  the  average.  A   first  class  program  picture 
for  small  town.  No  doubt  a   good  many  of  you 

exhibitors  have  played  Rin  Tin  Tin  and  Thunder, 

the  “Wonder  Dog."  1   have  seen  both  and  can 

frankly  say  that  "Lightning.”  the  dog.  has  it 
over  both  of  them  in  this  picture.  Lightning 

and  the  baby  offered  considerable  comedy  which 

everyone  seemed  to  enjoy.  Six  reels. — William 

Wiske,  Community  theatre.  Red  Granite,  Wis. — 
Small  town  patronage. 

F.  B.  O. 
THE  BLUE  STREAK;  Richard  Talmadge— A 

uood  picture  full  of  pep  and  action. — L.  M.  Jones, 
Arcadia  theatre,  Vandergrift,  Pa. 

THE  TOUGH  GUY:  Fred  Thomson— Fairly 
good  picture  but  for  some  reason  Fred  is  a   poor 

drawing  card  for  me  and  after  my  contract 
runs  out  I   think  I   will  bid  him  goodbye.  The 

exchange  overrated  this  picture  and  I   sunk  so 

deep  I   was  two  weeks  getting  out. — Martina 

Brothers,  Star  theatre.  Dansville,  N.  Y. — Gen- 
eral patronage. 

THE  TOUGH  GUY:  Fred  Thomson— An- 
other knockout  from  Fred  and  Silver  King.  We 

had  the  S.  R.  O.  sign  out  and  25  people  paid  to 
come  in  and  stand  up  in  the  aisles  to  see  this 

show.  Silver  King  has  lots  to  do  in  this  pic- 
ture and  does  it  fine  and  the  young  kid.  Buddy, 

is  also  fine.  Six  reels. — H.  J.  Eagan,  American 

theatre.  Wautoma,  Wis. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  TOUGH  GUY:  Fi-ed  Thomson — Good 
picture  that  flopped  the  second  night. — H.  R- 

Cromweli,  Bedford  theatre,  Bedford,  Pa. — Small 
town  patronage. 

PARISIAN  NIGHTS:  Elaine  Hammerstein — 

Book  It.  Love,  thrills  and  fights.  Lou  is  a   won- 
derful actor.  First  time  we  have  had  him.  Seven 

reels. — C.  C.  Blsbce,  Columbia  theatre,  PoyneLte. 
Wis. — General  patronage. 

PARISIAN  NIGHTS  :   Elaine  Hammerstein— 

Just  a   good  regular  program  picture,  no  more,  no 
less,  v/aa  the  verdict  of  our  patrons.  Six  reels. 

— Giacoma  Bros.,  Ci'ystal  theatre.  Tombstone, 
Aris — General  patronage. 

Special  to Contributors 

JAMES  D.  KENNEDY,  Apollo  the- atre, Indianapolis,  will  have 
another  of  his  extremely  interesting 

articles  in  the  “Better  Theatres”  sec- 
tion of  next  week’s  “Herald.”  This 

is  just  a   foreword — obviously  super- 
fluous— indited  for  the  purpose  of 

preventing  anybody’s  missing  his contribution. 

And  now  why  don’t  YOU  contrib- ute an  article  to  that  section? 

JC.  JENKINS  continues  his  Iri- •   umphai  conquest  of  Nebraska  and 
writes  about  it  in  his  own  exclusive 

column  upon  a   subseqent  page.  Lots 
of  the  boys  have  written  in  to  say 

how  glad  they  are  that  “Jaysee”  has 
become  a   full  fledged  member  of  the 
staff  and  one  of  these  days  we  may 

print  their  writing.  For  the  nonce, 

they  are  \vithheld  lest  his  deadly 
come-back  annihilate  the  inditers.  (If 

you  fathom  these  English.) 

Today  the  Cabs  (othermse  Chi- cago Nationals)  play  the  St.  Louis 

Cardinals  (likewise  —   naturally —   Na- 
tionals) and  at  this  point  Harry  E. 

Holquist,  “Better  Theatres”  editor, 
came  in  to  say  that  we  should  attend 
this  ceremony.  Wherefore  all  good 

picture  exhibitors  and  baseball  fans 
no  doubt  will  pardon  the  undersigned 

for  writing  no  more  of  these  funny 
notes. — W.R.W. 

THE  WYOMING  WILDCAl’:  Tom  Tyler- 
Torn  is  a   good  drawing  coid  for  us.  The  kid 
and  the  pony,  as  well  as  the  dog,  offered  goo<l 
entertainment  for  the  kids.  Adults  enjoyed  it 

equally  as  well.  Believe  that  picture  deserves 
R   better  title.  However,  as  a   box  office  bet  for 
a   midweek  entertainment,  better  than  the  average. 
Five  reels. — William  Wiske.  Community  theatre, 

Red  Granite,  Wis. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  WYOMING  WILDCAT:  Tom  Tyler- 
Dandy  for  your  Western  fans  and  good  for  all 
classes  of  fans,  excepting  of  course  the  elite, 

and  they  don’t  butter  your  bread  in  the  small 

towns.  Drew  better  than  my  first  ‘Tyler.  Film 
in  excellent  condition  and  served  at  a   small  town 

price.  Five  reels. — H.  G.  Selk,  Selk  theatre. 
Scotia.  Neb. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  WYOMING  WILDCAT:  Tom  Tyler— 
Fi-ankio  Darro.  dog  pony  and  horse  are  all  good 

and  Tyler  and  Virginia  Sothern  do  very  well. 
However.  Frankie  and  the  dog  are  tlie  whole 

show  and  probably  Tyler  will  go  good  if  he 
keeps  these  two  with  him.  Tyler,  however,  will 

have  to  get  some  better  before  his  pictures  will 

come  up  to  the  Fred  Thomson  productions.  Five 

reels.— W.  T.  Davis  &   Son,  Rialto  theatre.  Sharon. 
Wis. — General  patronage. 

DRUSILLA  V/ITK  A   MILLION  Mary  Can-— 

A   good  clean  picture  that  will  lend  prestige  to 

any  hoxise.  Women’s  Missionary  Society  spon- 
sored this  picture  and  all  were  well  pleased.— 

G.  A.  Anspach,  Thornville  theatre,  Thornville, 
Ohio. — Small  town  patronage. 

DRUSILLA  WITH  A   MILLION  Mary  Carr- 

Very,  very  good.  Did  not  draw  so  well,  but 

certainly  pleased  those  who  came  to  see  it. — 
S.  G.  Ihde,  Photoplay  theatre,  Ashland,  Kans. — 
Small  town  patronage. 

A   MAN  OF  NERVE:  Bob  Custer— Just  an 
average  Western  picture.  Nothing  extra.  Five 

reels. — Robert  W.  Hines,  Hines  theatre,  Loyalton, 
S.  D. — General  patronage. 

A   MAN  OF  NERVE:  Bob  Custer— Plenty  of 
action  for  those  that  like  Westerns.  Showed  it 

with  a   three  reel  trip  through  Hollywood  given 

up  by  Metro-Goldwyn.  Very  good  for  the  kind. 
Five  reels. — C.  C.  Bisbee.  Columbia  theatre.  Poy- 

nette,  Wis. — General  pati'onage. 

TEARING  THROUGH:  Richard  Talmadge — 

This  is  a   whirlwind.  If  you  can’t  please  them 
with  this  ono  there  is  no  use  trying.  Dick  is 

growing  more  in  favor  here  with  every  picture. 
Tone  fine.  Six  reels. — A.  B.  Sharer,  Globe  theatre. 

Savannah,  Mo. — General  patronage. 

THAT  MAN  JACK:  Bob  Cusler— Here’s  a 
dandy  little  picture  with  some  very  clever  horse- 

manship. ’ITiis  star  is  doing  fine  for  me  al- 

though the  picture  did  not  draw  on  mid-week.  It 
is  not  the  fault  of  the  picture.  If  your  patrons 

like  Westerns,  book  it.  Five  reels. — F.  R.  Meier- 
bachtol,  Elysian  theatre,  Elysian,  Minn. — General 
patronage. 

THE  MIDNIGHT  FLYER:  Cullen  Landis— 
A   real  railroad  thriller  for  any  night  if  they  like 

railroad  stories.  Seven  reels. — John  Steichen. 

Aurora  theatre,  White  Lake,  S.  D. — Small  town 

patronage. 
SIR  LUMBER  JACK:  Lefty  Flynn— Just 

fair.  Six  reels. — L.  Deyo,  Miers  theatre,  Scho- 
harie, N.  Y. — General  patronage. 

WEST  BOUND  UMITED:  Ralph  Lewis— I 
would  call  this  an  A-1  picture.  Action  and 

thrills  galore.  Should  pleas©  any  audience.  Seven 
reels.— A.  E.  Sharer.  Globe  theatre.  Savannah. 
Mo. — General  patronage. 

THE  NIGHT  PATROL:  Richai-d  Talmadge— 

A   pretty  good  picture.  Why  did  F.  B.  O.  let 

Universal  get  Talmadge  away  from  them? — L. 

Deyo,  Miers  theatre,  Schoharie.  N.  Y. — General 

patronage. 
WHEN  LOVE  GROWS  COLD:  Mrs.  Rudolph 

Valentino — The  poorest  “gold  brick"  from  F.  B. 
O.  that  we  have  used. — H.  R.  Cromwell,  Bedford 

theatre,  Bedfoi-d,  Pa.— Small  town  patronage. 

FLAMING  WATERS:  Mary  Carr— Just  a 

good  picture  for  any  theatre  and  should  appeal 

to  any  audience.  Boost  it.  Eight  reels. — A.  F. 

Affelt,  Liberty  theatre.  St.  Louis.  Mich.— General 
patronage. 

LET’S  GO  GALLAGHER:  Tom  Tyler— If 

this  is  a   good  sample  of  Tom  Tyler’s  pictures,  he 
will  be  a   big  winner.  Our  fans  sure  ate  this 

ono  up.  Little  Frankie  Daro  and  the  dog  were 

sure  great  too.  Send  us  more  like  this  one, 
Tom.  Five  reels.  A.  B.  Sharer.  Globe  theatre. 

Savannah.  Mo. — General  patronage. 

BROKEN  LAWS:  Special  east— We  played 
it  with  the  local  schools  but  fear  that  they  got  the 

idea  that  it  was  a   tiresome  preachment  and  the 

grownups  stayed  away  in  spit©  of  extra  billing. 
This  is  a   dandy  picture  and  you  can  piny  it  up 

big  anywhei-e.  Should  please  100  per  cent. — O. 

Korn.  Rialto  theatre.  Pecos.  Tex.— General  pat- ronage. 

QUEEN  OF  DIAMONDS:  Evelyn  Brent— 
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Good  picture.  Fair  drawinp  power.— L.  k. 
 Jones, 

Arcadia  theatre,  Vandergrift,  Pa. 

WHITE  FANG:  Strongheart— Not  much  to  th
is 

one.  The  poorest  dog  picture  that  we  have  
run. 

Played  ‘‘Lure  of  the  Wild”  Uiree  weeks  ago  to  a 

packed  hou.se.  featuring  "Lightning”  another  d
og. 

which  I   consider  the  best  yet.  "White  Fang  is 

not  the  class  of  entertainment  that  F.  B.  0. 

would  lead  you  to  believe  that  it  is.  Poor  story 

and  after  it  is  all  over  you  wonder  what  it  is  all 

about.  A   lot  of  kicks.  Seven  reels.— William 

Wiske,  Community  theatre,  Red  Granite.  Wis. — 
Small  town  patronage. 

ALL  AROUND  FRYING  PAN:  Fled  Thomson 

— What  more  praise  can  be  added  for  these  good 
Westerns?  I   have  run  them  all  and  every  one 
has  drawn  extra  business,  no  matter  what  the 
weather  conditions  were.  This  beautiful  and 

wonderfully  trained  horse  has  brought  people  into 

my  house  that  were  never  there  before.  Tliat’s the  kind  of  pictures  we  smalt  town  men  must 
have — those  that  make  us  additional  patrons  and 

friends.  Six  reels — E.  M.  Biddle,  Strand  theatre, 

Paoli,  Ind. — Small  town  patronage. 

ALL  AROUND  FRYING  PAN:  Fred  Thomson 

— Book  this  one.  for  it  will  please  you  and  your 

patrons.  Plenty  of  action,  and  a   good  clean  West- 
ern. You  can  stand  in  your  lobby  as  your  patrons 

pass  out  and  you  don't  need  to  ask  them  how 
they  liked  the  picture ;   they  will  tell  you.  At 
least  mine  did.  I   had  more  comments  on  this  one 
than  I   have  had  for  some  time  (and  say.  Fred, 

you  pulled  me  48  more  admissions  than  I   had  on 
the  last  Mix  I   ran  some  time  ago).  Give  me  more 

picture-s  like  this  one. — C.  E.  Barber.  Electric 
theatre.  Tilden.  III. — Small  town  patronage. 

LADY  BOBINHOOD;  Evelyn  Brent— This  little 
picture  gave  entire  satisfaction ;   with  some 
comedy  and  action  this  should  go  over  anywhere. 

Six  reels. — F.  R.  Meierbachtol,  Elysian  theatre. 

Elysian,  Minn. — General  patronage. 

THE  ISLE  OF  HOPE:  Richard  Talmadge— A 
very  good  show  for  us  on  a   Saturday  night.  It 
was  sent  to  us  in  fine  shape  and  we  had  our  best 

print  from  the  Philadelphia  exchange  on  eight  of 

the  Talmadge  pictures,  which  made  it  a   success- 
ful showing  for  us.  Six  reels. — C.  A.  Anglemire. 

y.  theatre,  Nazareth,  Pa. — Better  class  patronage. 

THE  LAST  EDITION:  Ralph  Lewis— An  ex- 

cellent picture  that  pleased  our  patrons.  Some- 

thing doing  all  the  time.  Fair  attendance. — G.  A. 
Anspach,  Thomville  theatre,  Thornville,  Ohio. — 
Small  town  patronage. 

KEEPER  OF  THE  BEES:  Special  cast — Very 

good  picture  and  has  excellent  drawing  power, 

no  doubt  because  of  Gene  Stratton  Porter's  popu- 

larity and  evidently  “McCall's  Magazine”  has  a 
wide  distribution.  I   made  a   mistake  by  not 

playing  it  two  nights  and  at  advanced  admission. 

It  will  stand  a   boost  in  admission.  It’s  a   regu- 

lar sei-up,  tnilor-mado  for  box  office,  so  don't 
make  the  same  mistake  I   made.  Film  excellent. 

Seven  reels. — H.  G.  Selk,  Selk  theatre,  Scotia, 

Neb. — Small  town  patronage. 

KEEPER  OF  THE  BEES:  Special  ca.st— Very 

good.  Gene  Stratton  Porter  sure  draws  at  the 

box  office.  Seven  reels. — John  Steichen,  Aurora 

theatre,  White  Lake,  S.  D   Small  town  patron- 

age. 

KEEPER  OF  THE  BEES:  Special  cast— Here 
is  one  that  went  over  big  with  us.  Gave  99  per 

cent  plus  satisfaction.  We  had  big  business  and 

every  one  satisfied.  Seven  reels. — Giacoma  Bros., 

Crystal  theatre.  Tombstone,  Ariz. — General  pat- 
ronage. 

MIDNIGHT  MOLLY;  Evelyn  Brent — Evelyn 
Brent  is  100  per  cent.  Always  her  beauty  and 

her  stories  pack  ’em  in.  Six  reels. — Robert  W. 
Hines,  Hines  theatre.  Loyalton,  S.  D. — General 

patronage. 

JIMMIE’S  MILLIONS;  Richard  Talmadge — An- 
other rapid  action  picture  for  Dick,  with  a   little 

better  story  than  some  he  has  had.  Good  Satur- 

day biz  and  seemed  to  please. — Roy  W.  Adams, 
Pastime  theatre,  Mason,  Mich. — General  pat- 
ronage. 

THE  MIDNIGHT  FLYER:  Special  cast— Oh 
Boys.  What  a   wonderful  picture.  I   ran  a 
trailer  and  sold  my  seats  to  capacity  business. 
An  F.  B   O.  Gold  Bond.  Sure  is  a   thriller.  Holds 

them  on  the  edge  of  their  seats.  Admission  20 
and  40  cents.  Seven  reels. — Robert  W.  Hines, 

Hines  theatre,  Loyalton,  S,  D. — General  patron- 

age. 
THE  BANDITS  BABY;  Fred  Thomson— Fred 

and  Silver  King  never  fail  me.  While  this  didn't 
draw  quite  as  well  as  some  of  his  others,  which 

was  no  doubt  due  to  our  inclement  weather.  It’s 
a   great  picture.  Has  everything  that  appeals  to 
an  audience.  Plenty  of  suspense,  action,  thrills, 

comedy,  and  Silver  King  has  two  bags  full  of 

tricks  in  this  one.  Don’t  pass  it  up  ;   you  can’t 
miss  on  it.  Five  reels. — H.  G.  Selk,  Selk  theatre, 

Scotia,  Neb. — Small  town  patronage. 

First  National 
OLD  LOVES  FOR  NEW:  Lewis  Stone — 100 

per  cent  entertainment.  Fi-om  the  Hull  story, 
"The  Desert  Healer,"  and  Hull  is  the  author  of 

"The  Sheik,"  so  you  needn't  be  hesitant  about  ex- 
ploiting this  ns  one  of  the  best  pictures  of  the 

year  thus  far.  We  had  the  premier  showing  of 
this  in  Iowa,  as  the  print  came  direct  from  the 

laboratory,  and  patrons  congratulated  us  on  hav- 

ing a   picture  that  has  a   real  story  together  with 
the  most  beautiful  scenery  seen  for  some  time. 

Eight  reels. — Pace  and  Bouma,  Rialto  theatre. 

Pocahontas,  Iowa. — Mixed  patronage. 
WE  MODERNS:  Colleen  Moore — A   cracking 

good  offering,  with  a   right  up  to  date  stoi-y  which 
serves  as  real  good  entertainment.  Colleen  Moore 
docs  her  usual  fine  performance  and  while  this 
cannot  be  classed  as  one  of  her  best  ones,  it  is 

mighty  good.  Seven  reels. — W.  H.  Brenner,  Cozy 
theatre.  Winchester,  Ind. — General  patronage. 

THE  RECKLESS  LADY;  Belle  Bennett— A 

very  good  picture.  One  that  you  can  step  on  and 
it  will  not  fail  you.  86  per  cent.  Seven  reels. 
— N.  M.  Emmons,  Eagle  theatre.  Eagle  River, 
Wis. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  FAR  CRY:  Blanche  Sweet— This  picture 

pleased.  Drew  a   good  crowd.  Seven  reels. — C. 
McDonough.  Auditorium  theatre,  Libertyville.  111. 
— Small  town  patronage. 

THE  FAR  CRY:  Blanche  Sweet— Fair.  Lots  of 
technicolor. — C.  M.  Hartman,  Liberty  theatre, 

Carnegie.  Okla. — General  patronage. 

TOO  MUCH  MONEY:  Lewis  Stone — No  busi- 
ness to  an  only  fair  picture.  Business  did  not 

hold  up  the  second  night  by  half.  About  50  per 

cent  of  the  audience  satisfied.  Seven  reels. — C. 
McDonough.  Auditorium  theatre,  Libertyville,  III. 
— Small  town  patronage. 

THE  UNGUARDED  HOUR:  Milton  Sills— It 
did  not  get  us  any  business  only  fair.  It  Is  not 

a   typical  Sills  picture.  Seven  reels. — W.  M.  Pow- 
ell, Grand  theatre.  Williamsburg,  Ky. — General 

patronage. 
CLOTHES  MAKE  THE  PIRATE:  Special  cast 

— Here  you  have  the  greatest  comedy  made  this 
year,  and  if  you  can  devise  some  way  to  get  your 

folks  sold  on  it  in  a   big  way.  then  the  success 

of  the  showing  of  "Clothes  Make  the  Pirate”  is 
assured.  Leon  Errol  is  great  and  does  some 

mighty  fine  work.  His  conception  of  the  role  is 
wonderful.  Balance  of  cast  right  up  to  standard 

and  production  is  first  class.  Nine  reels. — W.  H. 
Brenner,  Cozy  theatre,  Winchester.  Ind. — General 
patronage. 

K!S  SUPREME  Mtf?^NT:  Ronald  Colman— 

A   good  program  piefpre. — Bert  Silver,  Silver 
Family  theatre,  Greepyille.  Mich — General  pat- 

ronage. ' 

THE  HALFWAY  •GIRL;  Doris  Kenyon— I 

played  this  on  a   Sunday  night  and  it  didn’t  seem 
to  please  the  Sunday- night  crowd.  Had  many TRAILERS  SFI I   ffATC 
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tell  me  they  didn’t  like  it.  The  women  said  too 

wild  and  lough.  I   should  have  played  it  on  some 

other  night  and  believe  it  would  have  gone  over 

better.  Seven  reels. — H.  J.  Eagan,  American 

theatre,  Wnutoma.  Wis.— Small  town  patronage. 

SHORE  LEAVE;  Richard  Barthelmess — This 

picture  did  much  better  than  his  other  late  pic- 
tures. Seven  reels. — W.  M.  Powell,  Grand  theatre, 

Williamsburjj,  Ky. — General  patronage. 

WNDS  OF  CHANCE:  Special  cast — This  listed 

as  one  of  First  National's  super  specials.  Can’t see  where  the  super  comes  in.  I   would  class  it 

as  an  ordinary  program  feature.  Nine  reels. — 
M.  J.  Babin,  Fairyland  theatre.  White  Castle,  La. 
— General  patronage. 

HER  SISTER  FROM  PARIS:  Constance  Tal- 
madge — All  my  high  brow  trade  turns  out  to  see 
Miss  Talmadge  and  they  were  not  disappointed  in 
this  picture.  There  is  much  comedy  in  it  and 
keeps  the  crowd  smiling  all  thp  while.  Eight 

reels. — R.  W.  Montgomery,  Palace  theatre.  Wor- 
tham, Tex. — Small  town  patronage. 

SALLY:  Colleen  Moore — Best  play  I   ever  ran. 
It  is  absolutely  a   knockout.  The  story  is  keen  : 
direction  flawless ;   cast  superb.  Every  foot  is  a 

laugh  or  a   heart  throb  and  Leon  Errols  ankles 

produce  more  joy  than  Charley  Chaplins  feet. 
Cnllccn  is  a   darling.  I   have  lost  my  heart  to 

her  completely.  Gosh — I   didn’t  know  any  woman 
living  could  roll  her  eyes  like  that,  and  to  think 

that  I   left  California  for  Idaho’s  icy  mountains. 
Guess  I’ll  go  back.  If  any  exhibitor  has  not 
played  this,  buy  it  today  and  boost  it  to  the 
gj;5eg. — Phillip  Rand,  Rex  theatre,  Salmon,  Idaho. 

— General  patronage. 

SALLY:  Colleen  Moore — This  is  our  first  Col- 
leen Moore  picture  and  it  was  one  of  the  finest 

pictures  that  we  have  had  the  pleasure  of  throw- 
ing on  the  screen.  Pleased  100  per  cent.  Give 

us  more  like  "Sally.”  Eight  reels. — ^William 
Wiske.  Community  theatre.  Red  Granite.  Wis. — 
Small  town  patronage. 

SALLY:  Colleen  Moore — Old  but  good,  and  I 

don’t  think  you  will  be  sorry  if  you  run  it.  Seven 
reels. — O.  O.  Troyer.  Rialto  theatre,  Dickinson, 

N.  D. — General  patronage. 

AS  MAN  DESIRES:  Milton  Sills— Excellent 
South  sea  island  story.  Part  of  the  native  dance 

could  have  been  left  out  and  it  would  have  im- 

pi'oved  the  picture. — S.  G.  Ihde,  Photoplay  theatre, 
Ashland.  Kans.— Small  to%vn  patronage. 

NEW  TOYS:  Richard  Barthelmess — Paid  for 
the  privilege  of  running  this  lemon.  Had  several 

walkout  and  didn’t  have  but  very  few  walk  in 
to  begin  with. — S.  G.  Ihde,  Photoplay  theatre, 

Ashland,  Kans. — Small  town  patronage. 

RAINBOW  RILEY:  Johnny  Hines— Believe  it 

is  a   shade  better  than  "The  Live  Wire.” — C.  M. 
Hartman.  Liberty  theatre,  Carnegie,  Okla. — Gen- 

eral patronage. 

HER  HUSBAND’S  SECRET:  Mary  CaiT — 
Never  saw  this  one  but  had  a   number  of  favorable 

comments  on  it. — S.  G.  Ihde,  Photoplay  theatre, 

Ashland,  Kans. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  NEW  COMMANDMENT:  Blanche  Sweet 

Very  good.  Another  good  one  from  the  company 
that  has  the  good  ones,  this  year.  If  you  have 

this  coming  go  out  and  tell  them  about  it,  for 

it’s  a   big  picture  in  every  way.  Has  everything, 
comedy,  drama,  pathos  and  the  acting  of  all  the 
cast  is  perfect.  Pleased  and  drew  e.xtra  well  on 

special  advertising  that  %ve  did.  Seven  reels. — 
Steve  Farrar.  Orpheum  theatre,  Harrisburg,  III. — 
General  patronage. 

SO  BIG:  Colleen  Moore— Some  great  acting  in 
this,  but  who  in  thunder  wants  to  see  a   pretty 

kid  like  Colleen  impei-sonating  an  old  woman?  It 
drew  well  on  the  reputation  of  the  book  and  went 

big  with  the  ladies. — Roy  W.  Adams,  Pastime 

theatre.  Mason,  Mich. — General  patronage. 

Fox 
SANDY:  Madge  Bellamy — One  of  the  outstand- 

ing pictures  of  the  year.  Used  extra  exploitation 
and  had  a   very  good  business.  We  had  first  run 
in  this  section  and  also  a   brand  new  print  and 

you  don’t  have  to  mortgage  your  theatre  to  buy 
it,  so  get  down  and  buy  it.  There  are  a   very 

few  any  better. — Martina  Brothers,  Star  theatre, 
Dansville,  N.  Y. — General  patronage. 

MY  OWN  PAL:  Tom  Mix — A   good  Mix. — C. 

M.  Hartman,  Liberty  theatre,  Carnegie.  Okla. — 
General  patronage. 

THE  SILENT  PAL:  Tom  Mix — A   very  good 
Saturday  picture.  Dog  very  intelligent  and  does 

some  real  acting.  You  can’t  go  wrong  on  this 
one.  Six  reels. — Marlon  P.  Bodwell,  Paramount, 

theatre,  Wyoming,  111. — General  patronage. 

TONY  RUNS  WILD:  Tom  Mix— As  usual, 
pleased  00  per  cent  of  Western  fans.  Have  seen 
him  in  much  better  but  Tony  is  fine.  Seven 

J.  C.  Jenkins — His  Colyum 
McCook,  Neb.,  April  25,  1926. 

Dear  HERALD: 

You  no  doubt  remember  reading  in  the  old  geographies  about  the  sand  storms 

on  the  “Great  American  Desert.”  Well,  they  still  have  them,  and  in  driving  over 
here  from  North  Platte  yesterday  Viola  and  I   encountered  one  of  them,  and  it  sure 

was  one  helluva  storm.  Sometimes  I   couldn’t  see  two  rods  ahead  of  tlie  car. 
Nebraska  is  awfully  dry— both  ways — there  has  been  no  rain  to  speak  of  since 

last  fall  and  I   haven’t  seen  a   bootlegger  since  I   left  Neligb,  and  he  was  in  jail. 
Viola  is  behaving  fairly  decent  now,  although  she  gets  a   little  obstreperous  at 

times.  She  had  one  of  her  fits  at  Grand  Island  the  other  day.  I   had  parked  her  in 
front  of  the  First  National  Bank  and  when  I   undertook  to  back  her  out  she  climbed 

the  curb,  but  I   got  her  stopped  finally.  There  was  a   man  standing  there  looking 

on  and  I   said  to  him,  “Mister,  is  that  building  a   garage”?  and  he  laughed  and  re- 

plied, “No  sir,  that’s  the  First  National  Bank.”  Then  I   pushed  the  lever  into  reverse 
and  Viola  climbed  down  off  tlie  curb,  and  after  we  got  going  I   said  to  her,  “Why, 
we  didn’t  have  any  money  in  that  bank  Viola,  what  in  thunder  did  you  want  to  go 

in  there  for?” After  we  once  get  going  you  ought  to  see  that  baby  cat  up  the  highways.  There 
is  nothing  that  passes  us  but  Fords,  and  when  they  do  they  sound  like  they  would 
rattle  themselves  to  pieces. 

If  “Fishy”  Phil  Rand  didn’t  live  so  far  from  nowhere  I   would  like  to  drive  out 
there  and  give  him  a   ride  in  a   regular  car-  I   have  been  told  that  he  named  his 

fiiwer  Ben  Turpin  for  the  reason,  no  doubt,  that  one  can't  tell  from  looking  at  her 

which  way  she  wll  go  when  she  starts,  but  it  may  be  lliat  Phil  wanted  to  compli- 

ment Ben  for  giving  him  the  decision  in  that  beauty  contest,  but  then,  Ben  never 
could  see  very  straight  anyway. 

I   have  met  some  mighty  fine  fellows  in  my  wanderings  the  past  hvo  weeks,  but 

from  this  on— after  they  have  read  Bill  Weaver's  announcement  in  the  last  issue 

of  the  HERALD,  they  will  probably  be  looking  for  me  with  a   stack  of  brickbats 
in  the  box  office. 

Frank  O’Hara,  the  Rabbi  at  Elgin,  said  business  was  fine  and  was  getting  better. 

He  seemed  to  be  feeling  unusu.illy  good,  but  whether  it  was  due  to  business  condi- 

tions or  bis  “wine  bees”  I   am  unable  to  state.  I   note  by  his  report  in  the  last  issue 

of  the  HERALD  that  he  is  attempting  to  bamfoozel  the  public  by  protendmg  to  be 

a   Swede.  I   don’t  blame  him,  I   would  do  the  same  thing. 

C.  B.  Marks  of  the  Rex  at  Albion  was  a   very  busy  man  but  had  time  to  show  me 

over  the  place.  He  has  a   beautiful  show  house  which  is  well  kept  and  in  which
  the 

public  can  see  the  best  productions  obtainable.  Mr.  Marks  promised  me  a  
 picture 

of  his  place  later  on.  Hope  we  get  it. 

I   had  a   nice  visit  with  mv  old  friend  Oscar  Boettner  at  Madison.  Oscar 
 oivns 

his  theatre  building,  which  is  a   large  two  story  building  made  of  brick  a
nd  stone 

and  is  a   credit  to  the  town.  He  reported  business  satisfactory  and  I   judge  U   wa
s 

from  the  attendance  while  I   was  there.  „   „   3   t   3 

The  managers  at  Platte  Center,  Leigh.  Clarkson  and  Howell,  all  seemed  g
lad  to 

see  me  and  they  all  said  they  simply  H.\D  to  have  the  HERALD,  that  s 
  all.  Couldn  t 

get  along  without  it.  ,   .   ,   ,1  1   u   . 

At  Schuyler  I   met  Jack  Rousek,  manager  of  the  Dome,  who  is  probably
  the  oldest 

exhibitor  in  point  of  service  in  the  state.  Jack  began  exhibiting  pictur
es  away  back 

in  the  days  when  they  used  to  shoot  fifteen  or  twenty  bold,  bad  men
  and  hold  op 

a   couple  of  stages  before  breakfast.  He  operates  the  Dome  
theatre  and  also  has 

an  airdomc  which  be  uses  during  the  hot  season.  Jack  is  a   good  
scout  and  I   would 

advise  anybody  who  can  do  so  to  make  his  acquaintance. 

I   also  met  another  old  timer  in  the  person  of  0   Van  Housen  who  
operates  Uie 

Favorite  theatre.  Van  lias  lived  in  Nebraska  so  long  that  he  has  
become  to  believe 

that  the  Platte  river  is  the  dividing  line  between  the  United  States  and
  Omaha,  he 

recounted  some  thrilling  experiences  in  “bull-whacking”  in  the  ea
rly  days  at  my 

own  home  to\m  of  Neligh,  V.an  knows,  and  he  has  been  handling  
the  bull  ever  since, 

but  he  has  a   nice  house  and  enjoys  the  respect  and  esteem  of  the
  entire  community, 

and  that  counts  for  a   lot.  ,   ,   /-.  1   l   •   ,   1.. 

Bill  Jewell,  the.  manager  of  the  Swan  and  North  theatres  at  C
olumbus,  >s  not  only 

a   ringer  in  the  show  business,  but  is  an  old  time  friend  of
  mine.  I   knew  Bill  when 

he  clipped  %vhiskers  in  the  davlime  and  played  the  trap  drum
s  at  night  m   INeligh 

and  I   am  mighty  pleased  to  see  him  in  the  position  he  now
  occupies,  and  if  work 

and  close  attention  to  business  is  what  his  employers  wa
nt  Bill  will  more  than 

satisfy,  is  my  guess.  ^   .   .   f   1   j 

I   found  the  boys  all  along  the  Lincoln  highway  feeling  fin
e  m   spite  of  the  dry 

wcatlser,  and  of  the  universal  opinion  tliat  they  could  not 
 get  along  without  the 

old  reliable.  .   .   ,   ,i,„ 

At  Lexington  I   met  the  dandicst  couple  I   ever  hope  to  
meet,  the  nianager  of  the 

two  theatres  and  his  wife,  but  I   have  lost  my  memoran
da  and  for  the  life  of  me 

I   can’t  think  of  their  names,  won’t  somebody  please  speak  it?  . 

The  manager  was  busy  re-modeling  the  front  of  one  of  his
  houses  and  he  promised 

to  send  us  a   picture  as  soon  as  he  gets  it  finished.  H
e  is  the  fellow  who  runs  a 

“tin  can”  week  every  year  and  last  year  he  had  three  full  ha
yrack  loads  of  tin  cans 

gathered  up  by  the  boys  and  the  pile  must  have  made  some  s
how.  I   "’•sn  J   could 

remember  this  manager’s  name,  gosh  durn  it.  but  I   can’t,
  but  some  day  I   hope  to 

call  on  him  again,  for  he  and  his  esteemable  wife  are  a   coupl
e  of  ̂al  ones. 

I   missed  G   W.  Morgan,  manager  of  the  Lake  at  Gothen
burg.  He  had  just  gone 

to  Beaver  Lake  bass  fishing.  Just  think  it,  gentle  reade
r,  a   theatre  man  gone  bas-^ 

fishing  and  me  not  with  liim.  Can  you  imagine  a   grea
ter  calamity,  f   cant. 

If  oil  managers  I   meet  are  as  nice  and  pleasant  as  th
ose  from  Schuyler  to  North _   — .   ...  .   .1"  !i   1   .1.....  mnl-a  nnv  npllpr. 

Platte  I   ivill  certainly 

a   happy  individual,  for  tliey  don’t  make  em 
 any  belter. “GRAN’PA”  JENKINS. 

P.  S.  Who  started  that  “Gran’pa”  stuff  anyivay?  Show  me 
 the  guy. 



Think  of  the  best  Western 
you  have  ever  seen  - 
then  compare  it  with  this! 
Hard  riding,  thrills, 
romance,  suspense, 
excitement  galore. 

It’s  a   corker! 

Pathepicture 
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reels. — N.  M.  Emmons,  Eaple  theatre,  Eagle 

River,  Wis. — Small  town  patronage. 

WHEN  THE  DOOR  OPENED;  Jacqueline 

Logan — We  disposed  of  several  Fox  pictures  with 

a   “bargain  week”  and  this  one  was  included, 
though  it  would  stand  up  as  an  ordinary  program 
feature,  containing  a   few  new  unusual  situations 
and  a   corking  climax.  Walter  McGrail  is  a 

good  leading  man  who  has  slipped  our  attention 
before.  Seven  reels. — Pace  and  Bouma,  Rialto 

theatre,  Pocahontas,  Iowa. — Mixed  patronage. 

WHEN  THE  DOOR  OPENED;  Special  cast — 
Failed  to  draw  for  us.  Played  it  on  Saturday  to 

the  lightest  business  of  the  season. — 0.  Korn, 
Rialto  theatre,  Pecos,  Tex.— General  patronage. 

A   FIGHTING  BUCKAROO:  Buck  Jones- 
Complete  satisfaction  again  from  Buck.  Not  a 

Western,  but  action  in  every  frame  and  comedy 

enough.  Paper  good.  Five  reels. — J.  S.  Walker, 
Texas  theatre,  Grand  Prairie,  Tex. — Small  town 
patronage. 

SIBERIA:  Special  cast— Failed  to  draw  here. — 
O.  Korn,  Rialto  theatre,  Pecos,  Tex. — General 
patronage. 

THE  COWBOY  AND  THE  COUNTESS:  Buck 

Jones — A   real  good  picture  for  Saturday  night. 

Buck  always  good.  Draws  better  than  Mix  for 

us.  Six  reels. — H.  A.  Davitts,  Dixie  theatre,  Wi- 
nona, Miss. — General  patronage. 

THE  ROAD  TO  GLORY:  May  McAvoy— This 
picture  is  all  right,  but  it  had  no  drawing  power 

at  all.  Six  reels. — J.  S.  Walker.  Texas  theatre. 

Grand  Prairie,  Tex. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  TIMBER  WOLF:  Buck  Jones— A   first 
class  picture  in  every  way.  Fox  certainly  has 

got  good  pictures. — L.  Deyo,  Miers  theatre,  Scho- 
harie, N.  y. — General  patronage. 

JOHNSTOWN  FLOOD:  Special  cast— One  fine 

picture.  Flood  scenes  exti-a  good  but.  like  all 
Fox  pictures,  it  did  not  ring  the  bell  at  the  box 

office.  But  you  need  not  be  afraid  to  boost  "The 
Johnstown  Flood,'  for  it’s  a   good  one. — Hugh  Mc- 
Cullah,  Orpheum  theatre.  Marion,  111. 

THE  FOOL;  Edmund  Lowe — A   wonderful  pic- 
ture. Should  be  played  in  every  theatre.  Gave 

100  per  cent  satisfaction.  The  star  great,  cast 
and  direction  fine.  The  story  will  do  you  good. 

— Bert  Silver.  Silver  Family  theatre,  Greenville. 

Mich. — Genera!  patronage. 

THE  OUTSIDER:  Lou  Tellegen— You  will 
wish  it  had  been  kept  outside.— J.  S.  Walker. 
Te.xas  theatre,  Grand  Prairie,  Tex.*— Small  town 
patronage. 

THE  FIGHTING  HEART;  George  O'Brien— A 
wonderful  picture.  It  should  please  any  audience 
anywhere.  This  is  the  kind  of  pictures  that  an 

exhibitor  can  feel  proud  of.  Fine  print.  Seven 

reels. — L.  Deyo,  Miers  theatre,  Schoharie,  N.  Y. — 
General  patronage. 

THE  BEST  BAD  MAN;  Tom  Mix — Too  much 
plot  for  the  kids,  but  went  over  fair.  Starts  too 

slow  but  gets  better  each  reel.  Five  reels. — Geo. 
E.  Fuller,  The  Playhouse  theatre,  Fairhope,  Ala. 

— Small  town  patronage. 

THE  BEST  BAD  MAN;  Tom  Mix— Who  ever 
heard  of  a   Western  troubadour  in  a   white  outfit 

and  wearing  Boul'  Mich  gloves  while  picking  a 
guitar  1   Ls  it  fair  to  foist  such  impossible  stuff 
on  us,  together  with  a   horse  that  is  not  Tony? 

Tom  is  losing  out  here  with  his  attempts  at  high- 
brow trash  and  this  picture  does  not  appeal  to 

children  and  farmers  who  crave  excitement  on 

Saturday  night.  Five  reels. — Pace  and  Bouma. 
Rialto  theatre,  Pocahontas,  Iowa. — Mixed  patron- 
age. 

THE  GOLDEN  STRAIN:  Special  cast— A   fine 

outdoor  picture,  but  no  pulling  power. — C.  M. 
Hartman,  Liberty  theatre,  Carnegie,  Okla. — Gen- 
er:^l  patronage. 

KENTUCKY  PRIDE;  Special  cast — A   dandy 
picture.  Race  track  scenes  fine.  First  class 

print. — L.  Deyo.  Miers  theatre.  Schoharie.  N.  Y. 
— General  patronage. 

THE  EVERLASTING  WHISPER:  Tom  Mix— 
A   fair  entertainment.  Pleased  them  all. — Bert 

Silver,  Silver  Family  theatre,  Greenville,  Mich. — 
General  patronage. 

EAST  LYNNE:  Special  cast — A   fine  picture. 
It  made  better  for  me  than  I   thought  it  would. 
My  patrons  were  well  pleased  and  so  was  I.  Pew 
pictures  are  as  good  as  this  one. — Martina  Broth- 

ers, Star  theatre,  Dansvllle,  N.  Y. — General  pat- 
ronage. 

EAST  LYNNE;  Special  east — Went  over  big. 
Much  favorable  comment  on  comedy  touch  at  end 
which  took  the  sling  out  of  the  pathos.  Well 

RIDERS  OF  THE  PURPLE  SAGE:  Tom  Mix 

— Packed  them  in  like  sardines.  1   am  sorry  to 

say  it,  but  this  \a  Tom's  farewell  in  my  house, 

and  he  is  one  of 'my  bwt  bets,  too.  I   can’t  buy 
him  without  takjng  the  entire  Fox  output,  so 
goodbye,  Tom,  take  good  care  of  yourself.  Six 

reels. — £.  M.  Biddle,  Strand  theatre,  Paoli,  Ind. 
— Small  town  patronage. 

THE  YANKEE  SENOR:  Tom  Mix— If  Tom 

Mix  don’t  get  back  on  the  old  shoot  'em  up  stuff 
he  will  ruin  himself  here  and  I   will  have  to  tell 

Fox  I   had  rather  have  Pi'ed  Thomson.  He  is 
doing  to  himself  what  William  S.  Hart  did  by 

getting  on  the  dress-up  stulf.  He  had  a   good  run, 

as  we  had  a   Trade's  Day  and  oodles  and  gobs 
of  people  were  in  town.  Five  reels. — R.  W.  Mont- 

gomery. Palace  theatre,  Wortham,  Te.\. — Small 
town  patronage. 

THE  DEADWOOD  COACH;  Tom  Mix — -Believe 
I   am  safe  in  saying  tliis  is  the  best  Western  1 
have  ever  seen,  and  we  had  lots  of  our  patrons 

report  the  same  thing.  It  has  "Wild  Horse 
Mesa”  beaten  forty  ways.  The  scenery  is  beau- 

tiful and  the  picture  just  teems  with  action  and 

tense  situations.  Lucien  Littlefield  gives  the  pic- 
ture some  splendid  comedy  relief,  in  fact  he 

nearly  runs  away  with  the  picture.  You  can  boost 
this  to  the  sky  and  your  Western  fans  will  eat 

it  up.  Seven  reels. — Ross  &   Miller,  Community 

theatre.  Surprise,  Neb. — Country  patronage. 

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer 
BEVERLY  OF  GRAUSTARK;  Marion  Davies— 

A   very  good  picture  but  a   disappointment  to 
those  who  have  read  the  book.  Good  humor 

throughout  and  clever  acting.  Beautiful  clothes 
and  scenes.  Last  reel  is  colored  reel  which  is 

especially  beautiful.  Film  in  excellent  condition. 

Seven  Reels. — Thompson  &   Krueger,  Pastime 
theatre,  Stratford,  S.  D. — General  patronage. 

THE  DEVIL’S  CIRCUS:  Norma  Shearer— One 

of  Norma’s  best.  Every  exhibitor  should  show 
this  one.  Our  patrons  were  well  pleased  and  they 

told  us  so.  Metro-Goldwyn  is  making  good.  Let's 
hope  that  they  continue. — Martina  Brothers,  Star 

theatre,  Dansvllle,  N.  Y. — General  patronage. 

THE  BARRIER:  Special  cast — A   very  fine 

program  picture. — Bert  Silver.  Silver  Family 
theatre,  Greenville,  Mich. — General  patronage. 

LADY  OF  THE  NIGHT:  Norma  Shearer- 

Terrible. — O.  O.  Taylor,  Rialto  theatre,  Dickinson, 
N.  D. — General  patronage. 

THE  TOWER  OF  LIES;  Lon  Chaney — Acting 
of  Chaney  and  Miss  Shearer  is  about  all  that 

can  be  said  of  this  picture.  Story  very  depressing 

and  failed  to  please  majority. — I.  A   McCaskill, 
Crossett  theatre,  Crossett,  Ark. 

DON’T:  Sally  O'Neill — A   scream  of  a   comedy 
drama,  fai'  better  than  the  title  leads  one  to  think 
it  is.  I   made  a   mistake  in  running  it  but  one 

night — would  have  had  a   real  crowd  had  I   used  it 

two  nights. — C.  G.  Ihde,  Photoplay  theatre,  Ash- 
land. Kans. — Small  town  patronage. 

LIGHTS  OF  OLD  BROADWAY:  Marion 

Davies — This  was  a   great  picture,  but  was  a   little 
disapointed  at  the  box  office.  It  was  as  good  as 

“Little  Old  New  York,"  but  as  for  drawing 
power  it  meant  nothing  to  me. — Martina  Broth- 

ers, Star  theatre,  Dansvillc,  N.  Y. — General  pat- 
ronage. 

THE  MIDSHIPMAN;  Ramon  Novarro— A   real 

good  picture.  Plenty  of  good  laughs  and  one 

that  you  can  look  ’em  all  straight  in  the  face 
when  it’s  all  over.  Hooked  up  with  the  high 
school  on  this  one  and  did  a   wonderful  business 

on  an  off  night. — William  Wiske,  Community 
theatre,  Red  Granite,  Wis. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  MIDSHIPMAN;  Ramon  Novarro — The 

high  brows  came  out  and  liked  it.  Only  thing 
that  I   disliked  about  it  was  the  print.  Was  a 

shade  rotten  in  spots.  'Nuf  SedT  Seven  reels. — 
R.  W.  Montgomery,  Palace  theatre,  Wortham, 
Tex. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  MERRY  WIDOW:  Mae  Murray— This 
picture  is  one  that  we  class  as  an  excellent  pro- 

duction. Erich  Von  Stroheim  certainly  did  some 
wonderful  work  in  this  picture.  Those  who  are 
educated  enough  to  seo  through  it  said  it  was 

the  beat  picture  we  have  shown  here  in  the  past 

year.  Ten  reels — B.  R.  Parsons,  Grand  theatre, 
Springfield,  Minn. — General  patronage. 

THE  MERRY  WIDOW:  Mae  Murray — Good 

picture  and  from  an  artistic  standpoint  the  pic- 
ture is  all  that  has  been  said  about  it.  Did  good 

business  the  first  night,  but  oh  boy  I   What  a 

flop  the  second  night.  Personally  I   would  not 
call  it  a   money  getter  for  a   small  town.  Ten 

reels. — Wm.  Wiske,  Community  theatre.  Red 
Granite,  Wis. — Smalt  town  patronage. 

THE  MERRY  WIDOW;  Mae  Murray — High 
class  picture  for  sophisticated  audience,  of  which 

we  were  short. — H.  R.  Cromwell,  Bedford  theatre, 
Bedford,  Pa. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  MERRY  WIDOW ;   Mae  Murray — Beauti- 
fully done  picture  that  seemed  to  please  the 

greater  percentage. — 0.  Korn,  Rialto  theatre, 
Pecos,  Tex. — General  patronage. 

SUN  UP:  Conrad  Nagel — A   very  interesting 

picture.  Good  entertainment. — Bert  Silver,  Silver 
Family  theatre,  Greenville,  Mich. — General  pat- 
ronage. 

SUN  UP:  Conrad  Nagel — With  one  exception 

a   very  fair  picture.  When  the  man  drags  the 
star  into  his  shack  in  the  woods  hurts  the  picture. 

Why  will  producers  use  such  scenes  when  it  can't 
possibly  help  the  picture,  but  harms  it?  Seven 
reels.  N.  M.  Emmens.  Eagle  theatre,  Eagle 

River,  Wis. — Small  town  patronage. 

TIME  THE  COMEDIAN ;   Special  cast — Just  a 

good  love  picture.  Not  many  thrills.  The 
comedian  was  something  different  and  made  a 

little  fun.  Five  reels. — C.  C.  Bisbee,  Columbia 

theatre,  Poynette,  'Wis. — General  patronage. 
THE  SILENT  ACXJUSER:  Peter  the  Great— A 

ripping  good  dog  picture  which  will  draw  a   good 

crowd  and  please  them.  Better  than  “The  Light- 
house by  the  Sea,"  because  of  better  story.  No 

differcnca  in  the  two  dogs.  Haven’t  had  a   poor 
picture  from  Metro-Goldwyn  yet.  Get  on  and 

ride,  boys,  the  water’s  fine.  Six  reels. — Ross  & 
Miller,  Community  theatre.  Surprise,  Neb. — Coun- 

try patronage. 

THE  SILENT  ACCUSER:  Peter  the  Great- 
Wonderful.  Pleased  100  per  cent.  Not  a   kick. 
Give  us  more  like  this  one  and  our  troubles  arc 

over.  Film  okay.  Six  reels. — Lester  N.  Leek. 

Club  House  theatre,  Jackson,  Wyo. — General  pat- ronage. 

BRIGHT  LIGHTS:  Charles  Ray— Too  long. 

Very  draggy.  Not  the  type  story  for  these  stars 
and  your  patrons  will  not  like  it.  More  comedy 
and  some  cutting  would  make  this  a   fair  program 

offering.  Our  people  like  Charles  Ray  and  we 

are  hoping  “The  Auction  Block"  will  be  better. 
If  you  have  “Bright  Lights"  bought,  set  a   strong 
comedy  to  close.  Seven  reels. — R.  R.  Winship, 

Majestic  theatre,  PhilUpsburg,  Kan. — General  pat- ronage. 

A   SLAVE  OF  FASHION;  Norma  Shearer— We 

pa,sse<l  this  one  up  some  time  ago,  but  after  play- 

ing "His  Secretary"  we  went  back  anti  got  this 
one  and  it  is  just  as  good.  Play  it.  Norma  Ls 
my  favorite.  She  always  draws  well  for  us.  Si.x 
reels. — H.  A.  Davitts,  Dixie  theatre.  Winona,  Miss. 
— General  patronage. 

DANCE  MADNESS:  Conrad  Nagel— Poor  pic- 
ture for  small  town.  Good  comedy  part  played 

by  Nagel,  but  too  mushy  for  older  fans.  Film 
in  excellent  condition.  Seven  reels. — Thompson 

&   Krueger,  Pastime  theatre,  Stratford.  S.  D. — 
General  patronage. 

THE  CIRCLE:  Eleanor  Boardman — Here  is 

another  flop  coming  from  Metro-Goldwyn.  Tlic 

second  in  a   week’s  time.  Used  it  on  n   Sunday 

and  it  being  so  poor  it  ruined  me  on  the  re- 
maining shows.  Six  reels. — M.  J.  Babin,  Fairy- 

land theatre.  White  Castle,  La. — General  patron- 

age. 
THE  GREAT  LOVE:  Viola  Dana— If  there 

ever  was  a   flop,  this  is  one.  One  of  the  poorest 
Metro-Goldwyn  features  I   have  ever  use<l  for 

quite  a   while.  It  might  do  for  a   children's  piny 
entertainment.  Seven  reels. — M.  J.  Babin,  Fairy- 

land theatre.  White  Castle,  La. — General  patron- 

age. 
SHERLOCK,  JR:  Buster  Keaton — A   very  good 

comedy  with  Keaton  doing  his  best.  Roads  im- 
passable so  took  in  less  than  film  rental.  Five 

reels. — Lester  N.  Leek,  Club  House  theatre. 
Jackson,  Wyo. — General  patronage. 

EXCUSE  ME:  Conrad  Nagel — Just  a   fair  pro- 
gram picture.  Nothing  to  rave  about.  Will  go 

over  if  you  don't  promise  too  much.  Six  reels- 
— Marion  F.  Bodwell,  Paramount  theatre,  Wyom- 

ing, 111. — General  patronage. 

ALONG  CAME  RUTH;  Viola  Dana— One  dandy 

good  comedy  drama.  What  people  like.  Six 

reels. — W.  M.  Powell,  Grand  theatre,  Wil'liams- 
burg,  ICy. — General  patronage. 

THE  NAVIGATOR:  Buster  Kenton—  Machine 
still  on  the  blink,  which  hurts  business,  and  also 

our  patrons'  opinion  of  the  picture.  Some  few 
reported  no  good,  which  I   do  not  think  they 

would  have  done  had  the  pictui'e  been  well 
screened.  Most  of  them  reported  good  comedy, 

while  still  others  reported  it  as  too  silly.  Per- 
sonally I   think  it  is  a   darn  good  picture  and 

ought  to  please  everybody  except  a   few  who  don't like  Keaton,  I   like  him  better  than  Lloyd.  Six 

reels. — Ross  &   Miller,  Community  theati'e,  Sur- 
prise. Neb. — Country  patronage. 

THE  MASKED  BRIDE:  Mae  Murray— A   very 
good  attraction  with  Mae  Murray  doing  some 

fine  acting.  Registered  okay  at  the  box  office. 
Mae  Murray  liked  hero.  Would  like  to  have  her 

autograpiicd  photo  for  my  lobby.  Six  reels. — 

A.  Davitts,  Dixie  theatre,  Winona,  Miss. — Gen- eral patronage. 

THE  MYSTIC:  Special  coat— Fair  picture,  poor 
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paper  and  small  attendance. — L.  M.  
Jones,  Ar- 

cadia theatre.  Pnndergrift,  Pa. 

A   BOY  OF  FLANDERS:  Jackie  Coognn 
— 

Pleased  the  kids  and  most  of  the  adults.  1
,000 

splices  in  the  first  reel.  Other  six  reels
  much 

better.  Seven  reels. — Lester  N.  Leek,  Club  House 

theatre,  Jackson,  Wyo.— General  patronage.
 

THE  UNHOLY  THREE:  Lon  Chaney— This  is 

ono  of  the  best  pictures  we  have  played  for  some 

lime.  Acting  of  Chaney  is  great.— G.  A.  A
ns- 

pach,  Thornville  theatre,  Thornville.  Ohio. — Sm
all 

town  patronage. 

OLD  CLOTHES:  Jackie  Coogan — A   fair  Coo- 

gnn.  Got  mors  children  in  the  house  on  this 

picture  than  we  have  had  for  a   long  time. 

Coogan's  partner  played  a   very  good  part  and 

gave  some  veiy  goo<l  laughs.  This  pictm-e  should 

go  well  in  any  house.  I   can’t  see  but  what  it's  as 

good  a   comedy  as  Lloyd’s.  Six  reels. — Martina 

Brothers,  Star  theatre,  Dansville,  N.  Y. — General 

patronage. 

Paramount 

DANCING  MOTHERS:  Conway  Tearle — Once  in 

a   great  while  we  get  a   picture  that  on  its  merits 

goes  out  and  gets  the  business  without  any  trick 

publicity.  Such  a   film  is  “Dancing  Mothers.” In  my  opinion  this  is  ono  of  the  best  pictures  of 

the  year  and  our  patrons  seemed  to  agree. — I.  A. 
McCaskill.  Crossett  theatre,  Crossett,  Ark. 

DANCING  MOTHERS:  Alice  Joyce— Good  story 
well  east  and  splendidly  acted.  A   moral  for 

everybody.  Six  reels. — Clarke  &   Edwards,  Palace 

theatre,  Ashland,  O. — General  patronage. 

THE  CROWN  OF  LIES:  Pola  Negri — A   good 
picture  but  a   threadbare  subject.  This  has  been 
a   Balkan  kingdom  year.  I   wonder  what  next 

year  will  be.  Five  reels. — C.  S.  Watson,  Electric 
theatre,  Caldwell.  Kan. — General  patronage. 

THE  CROWN  OF  LIES:  Pola  Negri— Just  an- 
other bunch  of  typical  bunk  that  seems  to  be 

Pola's  portion  when  it  comes  to  giving  her  a 
story.  Maybe  we  could  put  her  over  if  they 
would  forget  this  mythical  kingdom  stuff,  but 

guess  it’s  hopeless. — I.  A.  McCaskill,  Crossett 
theatre,  Crossett,  Ark. 

THE  NEW  KLONDYKE:  Thomas  Meighon — 

Very  fair  picture  but  didn't  click  very  loud  for 
U3.  Si.v  reels. — Clark  &   Edwards,  Palace  theatre, 

Ashland,  O. — General  patronage. 

THE  NEW  KLONDYKE:  Thomas  Meighan— 
A   dandy  picture  in  every  way  and  certainly 
pleased  the  patrons.  One  of  the  best  Meighan 

pictures  I   have  ever  played  but  I   just  couldn’t 
got  the  people  in.  Meighan  has  lost  his  drawing 

power.  I   lost  money  on  it.  Eight  reels. — C.  S. 
Watson,  Electric  theatre,  Caldwell,  Kan. — General 
patronage. 

LET’S  GET  MARRIED:  Richard  Dix— Richard 
Dix  is  some  fast  stepping  boy.  He  has  come  to 
the  front  ranks  of  my  box  office  stars  in  about 
three  or  four  months  and  is  in  the  same  class 

with  Meighan.  Sills,  Fairbanks  or  who  have  you? 
This  comedy  is  honest-to-goodness  fun.  beautifully 

staged,  and  our  patrons  went  out  of  their  way 
for  several  days  afterward  to  tell  us  how  they 

enjoyed  it.  He  and  several  other  stars  I’ll  tell 
you  about  elsewhere  are  making  us  forget  that 

Lloyd  and  Chaplin  preferred  not  to  bother  with 
the  small  town  business. — Kenneth  Richardson, 

Richardson  theatre,  Seneca,  S.  C. — Small  town 
patronage. 

BEHIND  THE  FRONT;  Wallace  Beery— 
Neither  the  glorious  nor  seamy  side  of  the  great 
war.  but  a   really  humorous  side  of  it.  Well  done 
with  so  much  comedy  that  the  house  was  in  a 
continuous  uproar.  Pleased  05  per  cent  and,  as 
the  other  five  per  cent  expected  to  sec  a   drama, 

it  was  just  human  nature  to  crab.  Six  reels. — 
Pace  and  Bouma,  Rialto  theatre,  Pocahontas, 
Iowa. — Mixed  patronage. 

BEHIND  THE  FRONT:  Wallace  Beery — This 

drew  three  times  as  many  patrons  as  "For 
Heaven's  Sake”  did.  Many  came  back  a   second 

time,  which  is  very  unusual  for  me.  Not  hilari- 
ously funny,  but  creates  one  wave  of  laughter 

after  another  from  start  to  finish.  It  was  sold 

to  me  at  a   fair  let  live  price.  Six  reels.^ — J.  S. 

Walker,  Texas  theatre,  Grand  Prairie.  Tex. — 
Small  town  patronage. 

THE  VANISHING  AMERICAN:  Richard  Dix— 
Thanks  to  Paramount  and  Richard  Dix  for  this 

picture.  It  is  a   picture  like  this  that  makes  the 

movie  the  world’s  greatest  form  of  amusement. 

The  week  before  we  run  "Foors  Highway”  and 
it  is  one  of  the  worst  I   have  ever  seen  and  the 

people  had  a   lot  of  fun  kidding  mo  about  it,  but 

they  came  back  to  seo  “The  Vanishing  Ameri- 
can” and  it  certainly  won  them.  Acting  of 

Richard  Dix  is  splendid.  Ten  reels. — American 
Legion  theatre,  Broadlands.  111. — Small  town 
patronage. 

THE  VANISHING  AMERICAN:  Richard  Dix— 
A   good  picture  all  right  but  the  exchange  got  the 

cream  on  the  first  price.  Book  it  and  bill  It. 

Ten  reels. — R.  W.  Montgomery,  Palace  theatre. 

Wortham.  Tex. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  VANISHING  AMERICAN:  Richard  Dix— 
We  gave  this  a   special  showing  at  increased 

prices  for  three  days.  It  is  a   wonderful  show 

and  pleased  everybody,  young  and  old.  The  third 

night  attendance  was  very  poor.  I   personally 

thought  that  it  should  have  held  up  better.  Ten 

reels. — C.  A.  Anglemhe,  Y.  theatre,  Na2areth,  Pa. 
— Better  class  patronage. 

THE  VANISHING  AMERICAN:  Richard  Dix— 
Not  near  the  picture  we  were  looking  for.  Some 

mighty  poor  directing  and  it  showed  up  plain. 

Better  see  it  before  you  book  it.  so  you  won't 
get  stung  on  it.  Ten  reels. — O.  O.  Troyer,  Rialto 

theatre,  Dickinson,  N.  D. — General  patronage. 

THE  VANISHING  AMERICAN:  Richard  Dix— 

Excellent  picture  that  was  liked  by  everyone. — 
H.  R.  Cromwell,  Bedford  theatre.  Bedford.  Pa. — 
Small  town  patronage. 

THE  VANISHING  AMERICAN:  Richard  Dix— 
One  of  the  best  pictures  I   ever  played.  Well 

staged  and  put  together.  Paramount  has  failed 
to  sell  it  to  the  public.  You  will  have  to  do  the 
selling  yourself.  The  people  will  enjoy  it  when 

you  once  get  them  in.  Ten  reels. — C.  S.  Watson. 
Electric  theatre,  Caldwell,  Kan. — General  patron- 

age. 

HE’S  A   PRINCE:  Raymond  Griffith— A   fairly 
good  program  picture,  not  nearly  so  good  as 

others  by  this  star.  Did  not  draw. — S.  G.  Ihde. 
Photoplay  theatre,  Ashland,  Kans. — Small  town 
patronage. 

MANNEQUIN:  Dolores  Costello— A   jim  dandy 

picture,  but  won’t  draw  the  hat  off  your  head. — 
C.  M.  Hartman,  Liberty  theatre.  Carnegie,  Okla. 
— General  patronage. 

MANNEQUIN:  Dolores  Costello— Good  picture. 
No  special  by  any  means,  but  a   picture  you  will 

be  glad  that  you  ran. — O.  O.  Troyer,  Rialto 
theatre.  Dickinson,  N.  D. — General  patronage. 

FOR  HEAVEN’S  SAKE;  Harold  Lloyd— Hardly 

consider  this  up  to  the  standard  of  "The  Fresh- 
man," but  has  lots  of  laughs  and  will  give  general 

satisfaction. — I.  A.  McCaskill,  Crossett  theatre. 
Crossett,  Ark. 

FOR  HEAVEN’S  SAKE:  Harold  Lloyd— Our 
report  on  this  is  the  same  as  90  percent  of  the 
other  exhibitors.  Six  reels. — Clark  &   Edwards. 
Palace  theatre.  Ashland.  0. — General  patronage. 

FOR  HEAVEN’S  SAKE:  Harold  Lloyd— Since 
it  is  Mr.  Lloyd,  people  come  prepared  to  laugh 

at  things  they  would  pass  up  entirely  if  they  had 
never  Ireard  of  Lloyd.  Forgetting  the  price  you 

paid  and  the  admission  you  have  to  charge,  it 
will  strike  you  as  the  caliber  and  length  of  a 

three-reel  slapstick  comedy  such  as  you  use  sev- 
eral times  a   week.  Six  reels. — J.  S.  Walker,  Texas 

theatre,  Grand  Prairie,  Tex. — Small  town  patron- 

age. 
FOR  HEAVEN’S  SAKE:  Harold  Lloyd— Just 

finished  Lloyd  engagement.  Worst  he  ever  made. 

Killed  himself  completely  in  my  town.  People 

have  ahvaj’s  boasted  of  cleanliness  of  Lloyd's 

pictures,  but  now  they  say  why  did  he  have  to 

show  .all  those  drunks?  Why  do  they  not  cut  out 

cabarets  and  drinking  when  the  whole  country  is 

dry?  Brother  exhibitors,  if  you  haven’t  bought 
this,  leave  it  alone.  No  good  for  small  town, 

or  I   might  say  any  size  town. — Mrs.  B.  A.  Tyo. 

Tyo  theatre.  Wray.  Colo. — Small  town  patronage. 

FOR  HEAVEN’S  SAKE:  Harold  Lloyd— Very 

good  comedy,  but  patrons  did  not  consider  this 

Lloyd’.s  best.  Not  as  good  as  "The  Freshman" or  "Girl  Shy."  Drew  about  the  same  patronage 

if  not  a   little  more  than  “The  Covei-ed  Wagon.” 

Packed  them  in  for  three  days.  Don’t  know 

where  they  all  came  from  but  nevertheless  they 

were  hero  and  that  is  what  we  want.  A   100  per 

cent  box  office  attraction.  Six  reels. — Marion  F. 

Bodwell,  Paramount  theatre.  Wyoming,  III.— Gen- 
eral patronage. 

THE  WANDERER;  Special  east — Bible  story 

or  no  Bible  story,  it  isn't  worth  a   d     for  small 

towns.  If  it  wasn't  taken  fron>  the  Bible  they 

no  doubt  would  run  an  exhibitor  out  of  to
wn 

for  showing  it.  The  women  had  hardly  anything 

on.  I   consider  it  a   disgrace  to  show  it  to  
the 

young  children.  Better  see  it  before  you  b
ook 

it.  Nine  reels.— 0.  O.  Troyer,  Rialto  theatre, 

Dickinson,  N.  D. — General  patronage. 

THE  WANDERER:  Special  cast— This  is  
as 

good  as  "The  Ten  Commandments”  but  it  fa
iled 

to  please  and  was  a   flop  at  the  box  office.
  Paid 

a   good  price  for  this  one  and  barely  broke
  even. 

It  may  be  all  right  for  the  city  but  you  fe
llows 

in  the  small  towns  lay  off.  If  I   had  it  to
  do 

over  again  would  pay  them  for  it  and  let  th^ 

keep  it  and  put  on  a   good  program  p
icture  in- 

stead Would  do  just  as  much  businees  and  wou
ld 

please  50  per  cent  better.  It  takes  more  than 

the  Paramount  trade  mark  to  put  a   picture  of 

this  type  over.  Even  the  advertising  matter  was 

punk.  By  all  means,  don't  promise  too  much. 
Showed  eight  days  and  only  got  one  church  mem- 

ber out.  Eight  reels. — Mai-ion  F.  Bodwell,  Para- 
mount theatre,  Wyoming,  111.— General  patronage. 

THE  WANDERER;  Special  cast — Good  picture, 

but  did  not  go  over  well.  Censors  had  mutilated 
It  in  this  state. — ’H.  R.  Cromwell,  Bedford  theatre, 

Bedford,  Pa. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  WANDERER:  Special  cast— Well  pro- 
duced, well  cast,  good  photography  and  will  please 

certain  classes.  Not  a   box  office  picture  and  you 

will  have  to  work  hard  to  get  them  in.  Worth 
the  advance  admission  Paramount  insists  on  but 

they  will  not  pay  it.  Would  make  a   wonderful 
church  benefit  and  this  is  the  way  it  should  be 

handled.  Nine  reels. — R.  R.  Winship,  Majestic 

theatre,  Phillsburg,  Kan. — General  patronage. 

SEA  HORSES:  Jack  Holt— Well  acted  and  well 

staged,  but  a   darn  poor  picture  as  far  as  draw- 
ing the  people  in.  I   lost  money  on  it.  Seven 

reels. — C.  S.  Watson,  Electric  theatre,  Caldwell, 
Kan. — General  patronage. 

THE  AMERICAN  VENUS:  Esther  Ralston— 

A   very  good  picture,  containing  some  vei'y  good 
Technicolor  fashion  scenes.  The  picture  is  clean 

and  will  get  by  without  criticism.  Action  and 
suspense  keep  up  the  weak  plot.  A   plus  picture. 

Eight  reels. — 'C.  McDonough.  Auditorium  theatre, 

Libertyville,  111. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  AMERICAN  VENUS;  Esther  Ralston— 
Prom  diflerent  sources,  was  afraid  of  this  for  a 

small  town,  so  ran  it  through  before  showing, 
but  there  was  nothing  in  it,  at  least  the  print  I 

had.  to  offend.  Drew  better  than  a   lot  of  Para- 
mounts,  Eight  reels. — C.  M.  Hartman.  Liberty 

theatre,  Carnegie.  Okla. — General  patronage. 

THE  PONY  EXPRESS:  Special  cast — A   flop 
with  us.  If  this  picture  is  in  the  same  class 

with  "The  Covered  Wagon,”  as  some  hove  re- 

ported, then  we  and  our  people  don’t  know  pic- 
tures. Ten  reels. — H.  M.  Face  &   Sons,  Elmae 

theatre.  Maple  Rapids,  Mich. — Small  town  pat- 
ronage. 

DESERT  GOLD:  Harry  Carey — Very  high 

grade  Western  picture.  Typically  Zane  Grey.  We 

did  very  well  with  it.  Seven  reels. — Clark  & 
Edwards,  Palace  theatre.  Ashland.  0. — General 

patronage. 
THE  LIGHT  OF  WESTERN  STARS;  Jack  Holt 

— Drew  well  and  pleased — S.  G.  Ihde,  Photoplay 

theatre,  Ashland,  Kans. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  MAN  WHO  FOUND  HIMSELF:  Thomas 

Meighan — Very  good,  but  did  not  draw  as  well  as 
it  should  have.  Meighan  seems  to  have  lost  his 

pull  for  me. — S.  G.  Ihde,  Photoplay  theatre,  Ash- 
land. Kans. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  ENCHANTED  HILL:  Jack  Holt— A   good 

Western  and,  while  not  big,  it  will  entertain 

those  that  care  for  Westerns.  Seven  reels.— H. 

J.  Eagan,  American  theatre.  Wautoma,  Wis. — 
Small  town  patronage. 

THE  ENCHANTED  HILL:  Jack  Holt— A 

classy  rip  snortin’  Western,  if  there  ever  was  one. 
This  will  stand  up  with  the  Paramount  Zane 

Grey’s  and  that’s  going  some,  you’ll  have  to  ad- 
mit. Seven  reels. — E.  M.  Biddle.  Strand  theatre. 

Paoli,  Ind. — Small  town  patronage. 

MARRY  ME:  Special  cast- Didn’t  get  to  see 
this  one.  but  from  all  reports  that  I   received  it 

went  ovei*  in  pretty  fair  shape.  Seemed  to  please 

the  majority  of  those  present, — ^Paul  B.  Hoflnian. 

Legion  theatre,  Hollyrood.  Kan. — Small  town  pat- 
ronage. . 

THE  BORDER  LEGION:  Special  cast— Good 

Zane  Grey  Western.  Tony  Moreno  is  featured  i
n 

the  cast,  but  Rockcliffe  Fellows  runs  away  with 

the  picture.— Roy  W.  Adams.  Pastime  theatre
. 

Mason.  Mich. — General  patronage. 

A   WOMAN  OF  THE  WORLD;  Pola  Neg
ri— A 

very  good  picture.  Was  surprised  to  k
now  tiiat 

this  stai-  had  really  turned  out  a   good  pictur
e. 

No  box  office  attraction :   no  drawing  power  what- 

ever. Showed  only  one  day  and  the  box  offi
ce 

receipts  were  only  S5.25.  If  you  can  g
et  them 

in.  It  will  please.  Just  enough  good  
comedy  to 

satisfy  any  audience.  Six  reels. — M
arion  F.  Bod- 

well. Paramount  theatre,  Wyoming,  III.—
 General 

patronage. 

HANDS  UP:  Raymond  Griffith — 
Griffith  has 

been  a   great  favorite  here  but  t
his  one  took  an 

awful  flop.  Don’t  know  what  t
he  trouble  was. 

They  just  didn’t  seem  to  “ge
t  it. '   A   great 

many  walked  out  on  it,  and  on
  a 

too  Oil  Seven  reels.— B.  M
.  Biddle.  Strand 

theatre.  Paoli.  Ind.— Small  »wn 
 patronage. 

THAT  ROYLE  GIRL:  Carol 
 Dentpstet— While 

this  picture  pleased  a   few  of  our  iw^
ns  ve^ 

much,  the  overwhelming  maj
ority  voted  it  inde- 

cent and  a   discredit  to  the  reput
ation  have 

gained  by  five  years  of  har
d  work  of  showing 

only  clean,  wholesome  pictur
es.  We  would  advise 
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every  small  town  exhibitor  to  see  it  before  he 
shows  it.  The  most  objecUonal  scenes  could  be 

removed  without  impairing  the  story. — Kenneth 

Richardson,  Richardson  theatre,  Seneca,  S.  C. — 
Small  town  patronage. 

THE  THUNDERING  HERD:  Special  cast— 
Very  good,  although  picture  a   little  old  to  do  a 
bumper  business  on,  but  it  is  well  worth  playing 
at  that.  A   wonderful  lesson  in  this  should  go 

good  where  Izaak  Walton  League  is  strong  as 
it  teaches  us  a   le.sson  wasting  of  wild  game. 
Seven  reels. — F.  R.  Meierbachtol.  Elysian  theatre, 

Elysian,  Minn. — General  patronage, 

THE  STREET  OF  FORGOTTEN  MEN:  Percy 

Marmont— A   mighty  picture,  one  that  deserves 

first  clas-s  presentation  everywhere.  I   believe  this 

offering  has  universal  appeal  and  will  entertain 
all  classes  of  patronage.  Percy  Marmont  does 
the  finest  bit  of  acting  that  has  been  offered  in 

any  picture  for  some  time  and  Mary  Brian  plays 
her  part  just  as  it  should  be.  Others  in  the  cast 

deserve  special  mention.  Seven  reels. — .   H. 
Brenner,  Cozy  theatre,  Winchester,  Ind. — General 
patronage. 

THE  TOP  OF  THE  WORLD:  Anna  Q.  Nilsson 

— Nice  little  picture.  Seven  reels. — ^W.  M.  Powell, 
Grand  theatre,  Williamsburg,  Ky. — General  pat- 
ronage. 

ANY  WOMAN:  Special  cast — This  one  was  not 

very  well  liked.  Didn't  have  much  in  the  way 
of  a   story  to  it  and  the  action  was  rather  slow. 

Also  were  having  a   little  trouble  in  the  projec- 
tion room,  which  undoubtedly  made  it  a   little 

hard  to  hold  interest  of  the  audience.  Six  reels. 
  Paul  B.  Hoffman,  Legion  theatre,  Hollyrood. 

Kan. — Small  town  patronage. 

MANHATTAN:  Richard  Di.x — Just  a   program 
picture.  Not  up  to  Dick  standard.  Tone  okay. 

Seven  reels. — A.  E.  Sharer,  Globe  theatre,  Savan- 
nah, Mo. — General  patronage. 

THE  LUCKY  DEVIL:  Richard  Dix— All  they 

claim  for  it,  an  all  around  well  balanced  pro- 

gram. Pleased  beyond  a   doubt.  Seven  reels. — 
L.  R.  Ledou,  Home  Town  Airdome,  Isabel.  Kan. 

— Small  town  patronage. 

THE  SPLENDID  CRIME;  Bebe  Daniels— Not 
much. — C.  M.  Hartman.  Liberty  theatre,  CarncCTe. 
Okla. — General  patronage. 

SEVEN  KEYS  TO  BALDPATE;  Douglas  Mc- 

Lean— I   tied  up  with  the  local  Woman's  Club  on 
this  one  and.  as  they  put  on  a   hot  ticket  cam- 

paign, we  had  good  business.  Received  lots  of 
laughs  and  seemed  to  give  satisfaction.  Seven 
reels. — E.  M.  Biddle,  Strand  theatre.  Paoli,  Ind. 

— Small  town  patronage. 

STAGE  STRUCK;  Gloria  Swan.son — Poorest  at- 
tendance that  we  ever  had  on  a   Swanson.  Too 

.'lapstick. — H.  R.  Cromwell.  Bedford  theatre,  Bed- 
ford, Pa. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  SPLENDID  CRIME:  Bebe  Daniels— 

Not  much. — C.  M.  Hartman,  Liberty  theatre, 

Carnegie,  Okla. — General  patronage. 

THE  CITY  THAT  NEVER  SLEEPS:  Special 

cast — ^Here  is  a   dandy  picture  with  a   poor  title. 

It  did  not  di-aw  for  me,  but  pleased  all  who  did 
turn  out.  Don't  be  afraid  of  it.  Six  reels. — F.  R. 
Meierbachtol,  Elysian  theatre,  Elysian,  Minn. — 
General  patronage. 

THE  ENCHANTED  HILL:  Jack  Holt— Good 

incture. — H.  R.  Cromwell,  Bedford  theatre,  Bed- 
ford. Pa. — Small  town  patronage. 

WOMANHANDLED :   Richard  Dix — Good  lively 
picture  with  plenty  of  humor  and  action. — H.  R. 
Cromwell.  Bedford  theatre.  Bedford,  Pa. — Small 
town  patronage. 

THE  GOLDEN  PRINCESS:  Betty  Bronson — 
Nice  little  Western  picture  that  pleased  our  peo- 

ple.— O.  O.  Troyer,  Rialto  theatre,  Dickinson,  N. 
D. — General  patronage. 

CONTRABAND:  Lois  Wilson — Very  good  pro- 
gram picture.  Seven  reels. — John  Steichen,  Au- 

rora theatre.  White  Lake,  S.  D. — Small  town  pat- 
ronage. 

MERTON  OF  THE  MOVIES;  Glenn  Hunter— 
Everyone  must  have  read  the  book,  for  the  pic- 

ture did  a   little  extra  business.  It  gets  the  story 

over  pretty  well. — Roy  W.  Adams,  Pastime  thea- 
tre, Mason.  Mich. — General  patronage. 

THE  TEN  COMMANDMENTS:  Special  cast— 
Vety  bad  weather.  Bu.^>ness  not  so  good.  It  is 

sure  one  fine  big  picture. — Roy  W.  Adams,  Pa.s- 
time  theatre,  Mason.  Mich. — General  patronage. 

THE  SHOCK  PUNCH:  Richard  Dix — Dix  is  100 

per  cent.  He  made  you  hold  your  breath  on  the 

20-story  building.  Plenty  of  comedy  and  lots  of 
thrills.  100  per  cent  appeal.  Six  reels. — Robert 

W.  Hines,  Hines  theatre,  Loyalton,  S.  D. — Gen- 
eral patronage. 

A   KISS  FOR  CINDERELLA:  Betty  Bronson — 

The  reports  had  me  "wised  up"  so  I   gave  this 
thing  away  to  local  organization.  They  get  the 

old  folks  and  the  kids  in.  Tlie  regulars  didn't 

come,  so  everybody  is  happy.  I   just  tost  my  two 

nights’  dates.  Ten  reels. — J.  S.  Walker,  Texas 
theatre.  Grand  Prairie,  Te.x. — Small  town  patron- 

age. 
PATHS  TO  PARADISE:  Raymond  Griffith— 

This  was  a   mighty  entertaining  picture  The 
action  is  fast  and  the  work  of  this  pair  was 

clever.  It  was  well  liked  by  all  and  the  last 
two  reels  kept  them  right  up  on  their  toes. 

Seven  reels. — Paul  B.  Hoffman,  Legion  theatre, 

Hollyrood,,  Kan. — Small  town  patronage. 

FORTY  WINKS:  Raymond  Griffith — The  name 
of  Theodore  Roberts  always  draws,  but  he  had  a 
minor  part.  A   good  comedy  that  should  please 

them  all.  Seven  reels. — W.  M.  Powell.  Grand 

theatre,  Williamsburg,  Ky. — General  patronage. 

THE  ENEMY  SEX:  Betty  Compson — This  pic- 

ture was  fairly  well  liked  here.  Betty  Compson’s 
playing  very  good.  Tone  fair.  Eight  reels — A.  E. 
Sharer,  Globe  theatre,  Savannah.  Mo. — General 
patronage. 

COBRA:  Rudolph  Valentino — Failed  miserably 
here.  Not  for  small  towns. — H.  R.  Cromwell, 

Bedford,  Theatre,  Bedford,  Pa. — Small  town  pat- ronage, 

OLD  HOME  WEEK;  Thomas  Meighan — Fine 
appeal  from  older  groups.  Not  much  appeal  from 
younger  ones.  Personally  I   liked  the  picture. 

Seven  reels. — Robert  W.  Hines,  Hines  theatre, 

Loyalton,  S.  D. — General  patronage. 

THE  SHOCK  PUNCH;  Richard  Dix — This  is  a 

very  clever  picture  that  pleased  the  few  that  saw" 
it,  but  no  fault  of  the  star  or  the  picture,  as 
money  is  scarce  this  time  of  the  year  and  too 

much  going  on.  Six  reels. — F.  R.  Meierbachtol. 
Elysian  theatre.  Elysian,  Minn. — General  patron- 

age. 

Patlie 

DRIFTIN’  THROUGH:  Harry  Carey— A   real 
good  Western  picture.  Harry  Carey  good  and, 

wow,  what  a   good  print  Pathe  gave  me.  Cer- 
tainly like  to  run  prints  that  Pathe  puts  out. 

Never  have  received  a   bad  one  yet.  Five  reels. — 
H.  B.  Wood,  Gem  theatre.  Calico  Rock.  Ark. — 
Small  town  patronage. 

THE  BATTLING  ORIOLES:  Special  cast— Very 
unusual  picture,  pleasing  most  everybody.  Would 

class  as  good  comedy  feature.  Six  reels. — Lester 
N.  Leek,  Club  House  theatre.  Jackson,  Wyo. — 
General  paironage. 

THE  BATTLING  ORIOLES— Fair  picture  foi 
children,  jis  they  like  the  action,  but  older  people 

did  not  care  for  it.  Seven  reels. — H.  B.  Osborn. 
Community  theatre.  Mount  Hope,  Kan. — Small 
town  patronage- 

HOT  WATER:  Harold  Lloyd— Pleased  very 
well,  but  cost  me  too  «niueh.  Print  in  poor  con- 

dition. Five  reels. — Le.ster  N.  Leek.  Chib  Hou.se 

theatre,  Jack.son,  Wyo. — General  patronage. 

THE  WHITE  SHEEP:  Glen  Tryon — Very  good. 
Pleased  95  per  cent.  Star  does  fine  work.  Film 

okay.  Seven  reels. — Lester  N.  Leek,  Club  Hoilsc 

the.atre,  Jackson,  Wyo. — General  patronage. 

THE  WAY  OF  A   MAN:  Special  cast — While 
this  one  pleased  fine,  it  is  too  much  of  a   serial 
to  be  rated  above  a   program,  but  has  a   good 

story  and  sequence.  Seven  reels. — Lestev  N.  Leek. 
Club  House  theatre.  Jackson,  Wyo. — General  pat- 
ronage. 

Prod.  Dist.  Corp. 

THREE  FACES  EAST:  Jelta  Goudal— Very 
strong  picture,  well  cast,  well  acted.  Seven  reels. 

— Clark  &   Edwards,  Palace  theatre,  A.shland,  O. 
— General  patronage. 

THREE  FACES  EAST:  Jetta  Goudal — Very  fine 
picture  of  English  and  German  spy  system  with 
World  War  background.  100  per  cent  clean.  The 

type  of  picture  that  mother,  dad,  the  kiddies  and 
the  family  minister  can  witness  and  enjoy.  You 
can  boost  it  and  it  will  support  your  claims.  Seven 

reels. — H.  G.  Selk,  Selk  theatre,  Scotia,  Neb. — 
Small  town  patronage. 

THE  COMING  OF  AMOS:  Rod  LaRoegue — A 

good  picture. — Roy  W.  Adams,  Pastime  theatre, 
Mason,  Mich. — General  patronage. 

BRAVEHEART:  Rod  LaRoeque — A   wonderful 
picture.  My  patrons  rated  this  picture  higher 

than  some  of  the  great  productions.  Don't  get 
stuck  on  trademarks  go  after  the  good  pictures. 

That’s  what  we  want. — James  Martina,  Star  thea- 
tre, Danville,  N.  Y. — General  patronage. 

THE  TEXAS  TRAIL:  Harry  Carey— The  poor- 
est Carey  picture  I   have  ever  played.  The 

director  sure  made  a   dumbell  cut  of  Carey  in 
this  picture.  The  audience  panned  it  hard.  Five 

reels. — C.  S.  Watson,  Electric  theatre,  Caldwell, 
Ivan. — General  patronage. 

WITHOUT  MERCY;  Special  cast — A   little 

slow  at  the  start  but  after  it  gets  under  way  it's 
a   very  absorbing  drama. — Roy  W.  Adams,  Pas- 
time  theatre.  Mason,  Mich. — General  patronage, 

SEVEN  DAYS:  Special  cast — Very  good 
comedy  drama.  You  can  blow  your  horn  on  this 
and  it  will  satisfy  00  per  cent.  My  audience 

got  a   lot  of  kick  out  of  this  one.  It's  good 
enough  for  a   three-day  run  in  small  towns.  1 
had  it  two  days,  second  night  much  bigger  than 
first.  Eddie  Gribbon  is  a   scream,  balance  of  cast 

extra  good.  Film  excellent.  Seven  reels. — H.  G. 

Selk,  Selk  theatre,  Scotia,  Neb. — Small  town  pat- 
ronage. 

FRIENDLY  ENEMIES:  Weber  and  Fields- 

Some  said  not  so  good  and  othei-s  said  good.  1 
thought  it  was  a   good  feature  comedy.  It  should 
go  across  where  comedies  are  popular.  Seven 

reels. — C.  A.  Anglemire,  Y.  theatre.  Nazareth, 
Pa. — Better  class  patronage. 

PARIS  AT  MIDNIGHT:  Special  cast— A   very 
lavish  picture  which  pleased  a   nice  crowd.  Seven 
reels. — I.  T.  Brisco,  Princess  theatre,  Elwood.  Ind. 
— General  patronage. 

WELCOME  STRANGER;  Special  cast — Our 
machine  started  to  buck  and  the  picture  was  put 

on  very  poorly.  Crowd  small,  due  to  rain,  for 
which  we  were  thankful.  Pretty  good  picture  if 

properly  presented.  Not  one  to  do  much  boosting 
on  but  one  that  will  get  by  for  those  who  come. 

No  drawing  power.  Seven  reels. — Ross  &   Miller. 

Community  theatre,  Surprise,  Neb. — Country  pat- 
ronage. 

SIMON  THE  JESTER:  Eugene  O’Brien— First 
class  picture  that  pleased  my  crowd.  Seven  reels. 

— L.  Deyo,  Miers  theatre,  Schoharie,  N.  Y. — Gen- 
eral patronage. 

^VHISPERING  SMITH:  H.  B.  Warner— A   very 
good  Western.  Different  from  any  other  I   ever 

saw.  Very  interesting.  Pleased  all  who  came  to 

tee  it. — Martina  Brothers,  Star  theatre,  Dansville. 
N.  Y. — General  patronage. 

United  Artists 

THE  GOLD  RUSH:  Charles  Chaplin— Don't  let 
anyone  tell  you  this  is  not  a   good  picture.  It 

is  good  enough  for  any  size  house,  but  Oh  how 
they  hold  you  up  for  it.  We  paid  about  twice 
as  much  as  this  town  should  pay.  If  you  can 

buy  it  right,  get  it.  Never  again  will  we  pay 
IhU  price  for  any  picture.  Pleased  nearly  all 

who  came  out.  Ten  reels. — H.  A.  Davitts,  Dixie 

Ihe.alre.  Winona,  Miss. — General  patronage. 

A   THIEF  OF  BAGDAD:  Douglas  Fairbanks — 
Attaboy  Dougl  You  knocked  out  a   four  bagger 
this  time  up.  Even  the  cowboys  sat  enthralled 

for  ten  reels  without  leaving  to  "roll  a   iiill”  and 
lhat’s  going  some.  I’ll  say.  Of  course  we  know 
that  it  was  "some"  show  but  we  did  not  know 
that  it  had  a   good  story,  packed  full  of  human 
interest :   neither  did  we  dream  that  we  would 

pack  them  in.  But  we  did.  and  here’s  a   barrel 
of  congratulations  on  producing  a   wonderful  sue- 
ce-ssful  picture  that  will  go  over  in  spite  of  its 

being  a   costume  picture.  More  power  to  youl — 

Philip  Rand,  Rex  theatre,  Salmon.  Idaho. — Gen- 
eral patronage. 

SUZANNE:  Mabel  Normand — It  seemed  mighty 

good  to  see  Mabel  Normand  once  again.  People 
turned  out  very  well  for  this.  Tho  play,  of  course, 
is  an  old  one,  but  is  well  directed  and  gives  a   fine 

representation  of  the  old  Spanish  California  days. 
Not  a   comedy  knockout  at  alt,  but  a   pleasing 

drama  with  a   little  comedy.  A   good  plot  and  not 

over  much  action. — Philip  Rand,  Rex  theatre,  Sal- 
mon. Idaho. — General  patronage. 

LITTLE  ANNIE  ROONEY:  Mary  Pickford— 
Ran  this  ns  a   school  benefit  to  a   fairly  large  and 

well  pleased  audience.  Ten  reels. — J.  W.  Lump- 

kin, Cupid  theatre,  Miles,  Texas. — General  patron- 

age. THROUGH  THE  BACK  DOOR:  Mary  Pickford 

— It’s  an  old  timer.  We  showed  it  two  days  to 
fairly  satisfied  crowds.  It  shows  its  age  very 

plainly  by  the  dreases  and  the  acting.  There 
certainly  has  been  a   great  deal  of  improvement 
ill  the  last  five  years  in  picture  production.  Seven 

reels. — C.  A.  Anglemire,  Y.  theatre,  Nazareth, 
Pa. — Better  class  patronage. 

THE  IRON  TRAIL;  Special  cast — As  a   picture 
it  did  not  keep  step  with  the  book  and  our 
patrons  were  somewhat  disappointed  in  the  screen 

version.  Seven  reels. — Giacoma  Bros.,  Crystal 

theatre.  Tombstone,  Ariz. — General  patronage. 

LOVING  LIES:  Monte  Blue — A   real  good  pic- 

ture. Plenty  of  action.  Seven  reels. — W.  M. 

Powell.  Grand  theatre,  Williamsburg,  Ky. — Gen- 
eral patronage. 

PARTNERS  AGAIN:  Alexander  Carr— We  re- 
ceived many  compliments  on  this  picture,  but 

personally  I   think  that  "Potash  and  Perlmuttsr" 
make  their  pictures  too  much  alike.  Five  reels. 

• — B.  R.  Parsons,  Grand  theatre,  Springfield. 
Minn. — General  patronage. 
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CHIP  OF  THE  FLYING  U:  Hoot  Gibson — This 
is  a   knockout.  I   sat  in  the  box  office  and  counted 
lietween  the  laughs  and  can  say  that  every  ten 

seconds  they  laughed  and  then  half-way  between 

they  gave  a   good  snickei*.  Everyone,  almost,  has 

read  the  book  and  those  who  haven't  will  hear 
about  it  from  those  who  have.  Book  it  and  bill 

it.  Seven  reels. — W.  R.  Montgomery,  Palace 
theatre.  Wortham,  Tex. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  COHENS  AND  THE  KELLYS:  Special 
— Greatest  atraction  this  theatre  ever  played. 

The  title  puts  it  over.  They  begin  to  laugh  as 

they  buy  their  tickets.  Capacity  business  at  in- 

creased admission  turned  ’em  away  every  night 
for  a   week.  Eight  reels. — Joe  Conway.  Cedar  thea- 

tre. Philadelphia.  Pa. — General  patronage. 

STELLA  MARIS:  Mary  Philbin — For  some  rea- 

son this  didn’t  draw  at  all  and  those  who  did 
come  were  not  pleased.  The  star  does  some 

good  acting  but  it  does  not  "get  over"  and  enlist 
the  sympathy  of  the  audience.  There’s  a   little 
too  much  of  the  gruesome  to  make  a   pleasant  en- 

tertainment.— Kenneth  Richardson.  Richardson 

theatre.  Seneca,  S.  C. — Small  town  patronage. 

STELLA  MARIS:  Mary  Philbin — A   very  well 
done  production  of  remakable  acting  and  dual 
character  work  supreme,  with  a   story  that  does 
not  seem  to  plea.se.  The  second  picture  in  a   year 

that  any  number  got  up  and  left  before  the  show 
was  over  and  the  rest  told  us  in  plain  language 

that  they  didn’t  care  for  it. — 0.  Korn,  Rialto 
theatre.  Pecos,  Tex. — General  patronage. 

COMBAT:  House  Peters — ’Title  and  star  killed 
the  drawing  power  of  this  picture.  However,  the 
patron.s  that  attended  were  very  well  satisfied. 
With  a   star  of  better  drawing  power  this  picture 

would  be  a   bo.x  office  attraction.  Seven  reels. — 
C.  McDonough,  Auditorium  theatre,  Libertyville. 

III. — Small  town  patronage. 

HIS  I*EOPLE:  Rudolph  Schildkraut — It  is  a 
plea-sure  to  report  on  a   picture  like  this.  Every 
Koo<l  thing  that  you  have  read  about  it  is  true 

and  then  some.  The  directing  and  acting  is 
marvelous.  The  spectator  forgets  that  it  is  a 

picture.  The  characters  live  before  his  eyes.  It 
is  rich  in  human  appeal  and  is  .sure  to  help  the 
reputation  of  any  house  that  shows  it.  More  of 

this  nature  and  the  screen  would  be  thought 

moi'c  of.  Congratulations  to  the  producer,  direc- 
tor and  stars. — H.  M.  Face  &   Sons,  Elmac  thca- 

ti-e,  Maple  Rapids,  Mich. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  HOME  MAKER:  Alice  Joyce— Another 
good  Jewel. — Roy  W.  Adams.  Pastime  theatre. 
Mason,  Mich. — General  patronage. 

THE  HOME  MAKER:  Alice  Joyce— A   different 

type  of  story  but  audience  didn’t  .seem  to  care 
for  it.  Acting  good. — O.  Korn.  Rinlto  theatre. 
Pecos,  Tex. — General  patronage. 

LET  ’ER  BUCK:  Hoot  Gibson— This  was  the 
best  Gibson  that  we  have  used  for  some  time. 

He  is  good  in  this  and  so  is  Josie  Sedgwick  and 
Fred  Humes  in  support.  But  wo  do  not  think 
much  of  Marian  Nison  as  a   star.  She  is  not 

very  convincing.  The  Pendleton  Roundup  scenes 

were  very  good  and  on  the  whole  this  is  a   very 
good  Western.  Six  reels. — W.  T.  Davis  &   Son. 

Rialto  theatre,  Sharon.  Wis. — General  patronage. 

WHAT  HAPPENED  TO  JONES:  Reginald 

Denny — Good  comedy  drama  and  enjoyed  vei-y 
much  by  my  patrons.  The  inspector  mast  have 
been  all  covered  up  when  he  looked  this  over,  as 
in  several  places  the  film  was  reversed,  upside 
down  and  what  not.  Otlierwise  very  good  subject. 

Seven  reels. — H.  G.  Selk,  Selk  theatre,  Scotia, 

Nob. — Small  town  patronage. 

WHAT  HAPPENED  TO  JONES:  Reginald 

Denny — Good  picture  and  pleased.  Not  up  to 

"California  Straight  Ahead,”  but  will  appeal  and 
prove  a   box  office  attraction  just  the  same,  and 

your  patrons  will  call  for  more.  Seven  reels. — 
C.  McDonough,  Auditorium  theatre,  Libertyville, 
111. — Small  town  patronage. 

WHAT  HAPPENED  TO  JONES:  Reginald 

Denny — Not  so  much  action  and  tearing  around  as 

usual,  but  it's  full  of  laughs  from  start  to  finish. 
— Roy  W.  Adams.  Pn.stime  theatre.  Mason,  Mich. 

—General  patronage. 

WHAT  HAPPENED  TO  JONES:  Reginald 

Denny   I'll  have  to  put  shock  nbsorbera  on  my 

seats  if  Denny's  pictures  keep  getting  funnier  at 
the  same  rate  they  have  in  the  past.  Otis  Harlan 
is  a   splendid  foil  for  Denny  and  my  patrons  are 
beginning  to  ask  about  him.  Hope  they  will  have 
them  together  again  soon.  Marian  Nixon  will 

bear  watching  also.  1   notice  that  Laemmle  is 
going  to  release  only  one  with  Denny  in  his  new 

block.  Hope  we  are  not  svorking  up  a   star  just  to 

have  him  taken  away  from  us  and  hold  over  our 

heads  as  they  have  done  with  Lloyd. — Kenneth 
Richardson,  Richardson  theatre,  Seneca.  S.  C. 
Sm.all  town  patronage. 

WHAT  HAPPENED  TO  JONES:  Reginald 

Denny — Above  the  average  on  Tuesday  and 

Wednesday  night.  My  audience  enjoyed  this  pic- 

ture much  more  than  "The  Man  on  the  Box," 
which  we  ran  about  a   week  ago.  Syd  Chaplin 

fell  flat  here  and  we  paid  a   big  price  and  lost 

money.  You’re  just  buying  Syd  Chaplin.  If  he 
is  not  a   drawing  card  in  your  town  pay  no  more 

than  your  regrular  program  price.  Seven  reels. — 
A.  F.  Affelt,  Liberty  theatre,  St.  Louis,  Mich.— 
General  patronage. 

WHAT  HAPPENED  TO  JONES:  Reginald 

Denny — This  is  the  first  Denny  we  have  played 
for  a   long  time :   it  went  over  good  and  pleased 

evc:-ybody  that  saw  it,  although  we  didn't  do  a 
rushing  business.  Seven  reels. — B.  R.  Parsons. 

Grand  theatre,  Springfield,  Minn. — General  pat- 
ronage. 

SPOOK  RANCH:  Hoot  Gibson— This  is  just 
what  the  name  implies.  Plenty  of  spooks  and 

thrills.  The  negro  in  this  almost  stole  the  pic- 
ture. Six  reels. — A.  E.  Sharer,  Globe  theatre. 

Savannah,  Mo. — General  patronage. 

SPOOK  RANCH:  Hoot  Gibson — I   raved  about 
this  one  before  but  have  another  story  to  tell 

now.  Brought  it  back  for  second  run  in  the  small 
hoase  and  did  more  business  than  first  time. 

What  do  I   care  if  one  or  two  "e.xhibs"  didn’t 
like  it? — C.  M.  Hartman,  Liberty  theatre,  Carne- 

gie. Okla. — General  patronage. 

SPOOK  RANCH:  Hot  Gibson — Not  up  to  Gib- 

son's other  productions.  Without  the  negro,  pic- 
ture would  have  been  a   dud. — H,  R.  Cromwell. 

Bedford  theatre.  Bedford,  Pa. — Small  town  pat- 
ronage. 

SKINNER’S  DRESS  SUIT:  Reginald  Denny— 
Several  said  this  was  best  picture  they  ever  saw. 

Personally  liked  it  immensely.  Starts  slow  but 

gets  better  every  reel.  I   put  this  on  with  Charles- 

ton contest  and  couldn't  have  hit  it  better.  Regi- 
nald Denny  is  a   knockout  in  every  picture  he 

plays.  Step  on  “Skinner's  Dress  Suit.”  Seven 
veels. — Geo.  E.  Puller.  The  Playhouse  theatre. 

Fairhope.  Ala. — Small  town  patronage. 

I'LL  SHOW  YOU  THE  TOWN:  Reginald  Denny 
— A   little  above  the  average  attendance.  Picture 

and  print  good.  Eight  reels. — J.  W.  Lumpkin, 
Cupid  theatre.  Miles,  Tex. — General  patronage. 

FIFTH  AVENUE  MODELS:  Mary  Philbin— 
Was  agreeably  surprised.  Some  adverse  reports, 

but  it  pleased  my  patrons.  Seven  reels. — H.  G. 
Selk,  Selk  theatre,  Scotia,  Neb. — Small  town  pat- 
ronage. 

LORRAINE  OF  THE  LIONS:  Patsy  Ruth 

Miller — One  of  the  best  Jewels  %ve  have  played 
in  a   long  time.  Patsy  Ruth  Miller  and  Norman 
Kerry  wonderful  in  this.  Has  action,  thrills, 
comedy,  heart  interest  and  everything  that  goes 

to  make  a   good  picture.  Tone  excellent.  Seven 
reels. — A.  E.  Sharer.  Globe  theatre.  Savannah. 
Mo. — General  patronage. 

THE  CALL  OF  COURAGE:  Art  Acord— Here 
is  a   good  little  Western  with  plenty  of  action. 

Seemed  to  please.  Five  reels. — A.  E.  Sharer.  Globe 
theatre.  Savannah,  Mo. — General  patronage. 

THE  OUTLAW'S  DAUGHTER:  Josie  Sedg\vick 

— A   snappy  Western. — Roy  W.  Adams,  Pastime 
theatre.  Mason,  Mich. — General  patronage. 

THE  DEMON:  Jack  Ho.xie— Good  Western  that 

will  please.  Did  a   rushing  business  and  was 
glad  that  Universal  puts  out  good  films,  ns  I   had 
to  have  operator  put  them  through  pretty  fast. 
Five  reels. — R.  W.  Montgomery.  Palace  theatre. 

Wortham,  Tex. — Small  town  patronage. 

TAMING  THE  WEST:  Hoot  Gibson— It's  there 
and  over  as  an  entertainment  program.  Some 

very  good  comedy,  some  good  rodeo  stuff  and  all 

in  all  a   very  satisfactoi’y  offering.  Rate  this 
80  per  cent.  Six  reels. — H.  G.  Selk,  Selk  theatre, 
Scotia,  Neb. — Small  town  patronage. 

TAMING  THE  WEST:  Hoot  Gibson— This  is 

the  first  Universal  pictm-e  I   have  i-un  in  many 
years  and  it  was  a   delightful  surprise.  The  fans 
raved  about  it.  I   have  been  doing  a   Rip  Van 
Winkle,  but  since  I   woke  up,  I   have  signed  up 

for  the  Complete  Service  Contract.  Six  reels — 
E.  M.  Biddle.  Strand  theatre,  Paoli,  Ind. — Small 
town  patronage. 

THE  PHANTOM  OF  THE  OPERA:  Lon 

Chaney — A   50-50  production  for  a   amnll  town. 

Most  of  them  .said  they  were  glad  they  saw  it. 

but  didn't  like  it.— H.  R.  Cromwell,  Bedford 
theatre.  Bedfoi'd.  Pii.— Small  town  patronage. 

TURMOIL:  Si>eeial  cast— Seemed  to  please  and 

drew  good  house.— O.  Korn.  Rialto  theatre.  Pecos, 

Tex. — General  patronage. 

WHERE  WAS  17:  Reginald  Denny— A   gootl 

comedy,  not  uuite  up  to  “California  Stra
ight 

Ahead.”  but  pretty  fair  entertainment. — Roy  W. 

Adams.  Pastime  theatre.  Mason,  Mich.— Ge
neral 

patronage. 

THE  CALGARY  STAMPEDE:  Hoot  Gi
bson— 

Audience  generally  thought  it  was  not 
 up  to  "Let 

'er  Buck,"  but  liked  it. — H.  R.  Cromwell,  Bed- 
ford theatre,  Bedford,  Pa. — Small  town  patron- 

age. THE  FAST  WORKER:  Reginald  Denny — Good 

Denny  subject,  but  some  of  the  others  were  liked 

best.  Seven  reels. — J.  W.  Lumpkin,  Cupid  thea- 
tre, Miles,  Tex. — General  patronage. 

THE  MEDDLER:  William  Desmond — A   Blue 
Streak  Western  that  went  only  fair.  Five  reels. 

— John  Steichen,  Aurora  theatre.  White  Lake,  S. 
D. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  RECKLESS  AGE:  Reginald  Denny — Drew 
well  and  pleased  still  better.  For  us  it  was  a 

dandy  picture.  Seven  reels. — C.  E.  Hopkins,  The 
Hopkins  theatre,  Cotter,  Ark. — Small  town  pat- ronage. 

K— THE  UNKNOWN:  Virginia  Valli— A   good 

program  picture.  Bight  reels. — John  Steichen, 
Aurora  theatre.  White  Lake.  S.  D. — Small  town 
patronage. 

THE  FIGHTING  AMERICAN;  Pat  O’Malley— 
Drew  fairly  well  and  pleased  much.  It  is  a   better- 
than-ordinary  program  picture.  Six  reels. — C.  E. 

Hopkins,  The  Hopkins  theatre.  Cotter.  Ark. — 
Small  town  patronage. 

THE  MAD  WHIRL:  Special  cast — Picture  fair 
with  very  good  moral  lesson.  Nine  out  of  ten 

prints  1   get  from  Memphis  branch  are  bad.  so 
maybe  the  ninth  report  after  this  one  I   will  tell 

you  about  getting  a   fair  print.  Eight  reels. — H.  B. 
Wood,  Gem  theatre,  Calico  Rock.  Ark. — Small 
town  patronage. 

HEAD  WINDS:  House  Peter.s — Seemed  to  have 

no  drawing  power  but  pleased  those  who  came  to 
see  it.  Would  class  it  as  an  extra  good  program 

picture.  Six  reels. — C.  E.  Hopkins.  The  Hopkins 
theatre.  Cotter.  Ark. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  RED  RIDER:  Jack  Hoxie — Very  good  pic- 

ture. Hoxle  liked  in  this  one.  Five  reels. — H.  B. 

Wood,  Gem  theatre.  Calico  Rock,  Ark. — Small 
town  patronage. 

THE  STILL  ALARM;  Special  cast — Used  this 

on  a   Saturday  night  and  it’s  a   wonderful  fea- 
ture with  a   100  per  cent  entertainment  value  to 

it.  If  you  haven't  used  it.  u.^e  it.  Seven  reels. — 
M.  J.  Babin,  Fairyland  theatre.  White  Castle,  La. 
— General  patronage. 

RAFFLES:  House  Peters — Just  so-so.  No  en- 
thusiasm; no  kicks. — Roy  W.  Adams,  Pastime 

theatre.  Mason,  Mich. — General  patronage. 

THE  GOOSE  WOMAN:  Louise  Dresser— This  is 
one  fine  picture,  e.xceptionally  well  handled,  that 
drew  well  considering  the  weather,  and  held 

everybody's  attention. — Roy  W.  Adams.  Pastime 
theatre.  Mason,  Mich. — General  patronage. 

SPORTING  LIFE:  Bert  Lytell — A   good  lively 

action  picture,  but  didn't  do  much  here  for  some 
reason. — Roy  W.  Adams.  Pastime  theatre.  Mason 
Mich.— General  patronage. 

SPORTING  LIFE:  Special  cast — Very  good  pic- 

ture. This  picture  should  satisfy  any  crowd.  It's 
full  of  thrills  and  vei-y  good  plots.  Eight  reels. 
— D.  M.  Mangone.  Rex  theatre.  Newjwrt,  Wa.sh. 
— Small  town  patronage. 

THE  iVLAN  IN  BLUE:  Herbert  Rawlinson — 

One  of  Uncle  Carl’s  Jewels  I   wouldn't  rate  Quite 
a   Jewel,  but  it’s  a   very  good  program.  Some 
very  good  character  interpretations.  Comedy. 
path(K  and  action.  My  patrons  well  pleased.  Six 

veels.— H.  G.  Selk.  Selk  theatre,  Scotia,  Neb.— 
Small  town  patronage. 

Warner  Brothers 

OH!  WHAT  A   NURSE:  Syd  Chaplin- -Much 

better  than  "Man  on  the  Box"  as  a   picture,  and 

also  bigger  at  the  box  office. — J.  B.  Weddle.  Wal- 

nut theatre,  Lawrenceburg,  Ind. — General  pat- 
ronage. 

THE  MAN  UPSTAIRS:  Monte  Blue — A   picture 

which  contained  all  the  good  Qualities  and  ap- 

l>ealed  to  our  patrons.  Cannot  say  too  much  about 

entertainment  value  of  this  picture.  This  feature 

contains  suspense,  mystciy  and  action,  and 

enough  of  these  qualities  to  put  the  picture  over 

with  a   ’’bang."  Seven  reels. — C.  McDonough. 

Auditorium  theatre.  Libertyville.  III. — Small  town 

patronage. 
THE  LITTLE  IRISH  GIRL:  Dolores  Costello- 

Just  a   picture.  All  acting  seemed  forced.  Seven 
reels.   N.  M.  Emmons,  Eagle  theatre,  Eagle 

River,  Wis   Small  town  patronage. 

BRIDE  OF  THE  STORM:  Dolores  Costello- 
Good.  Can’t  call  this  a   special,  but  a   mighty 

good  program  picture. — J.  B.  Weddle.  Walnut 

theatre,  Lawrenceburg.  Ind.— General  patronage. 

THE  NIGHT  CRY:  Rin  Tin  Tin— Rin  Tin  Tin 

scores  again  at  the  box  office.  Hail  more  eoni- 

menls  on  this  than  any  other  picture  I   have  ever 

run.   J.  B.  Weddle.  Walnut  theatre.  Lawrence- 

burg. Ind. — General  patronage. 
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ROSE  OF  THE  WORLD:  Special  cast — Good 

picture  for  my  personal  taste  and  those  who 

came  mostly  liked  it,  but  did  not  draw  the  usual 

crowd  for  the  day  of  the  week  played.  Guess 

the  public  were  not  attracted  by  the  name  or  the 

paper.  It  seems  to  be  the  style,  no  matter  what 

the  picture  is.  for  all  the  producers  to  give  us  a 
one  sheet  showing  a   man  and  a   woman  looking 

at  each  other  or  loving.  People  are  sick  of  that. 

  L.  M.  Jones,  Ai-cadia  theatre.  Vandergrift,  Pa. 

HOGAN’S  ALLEY:  Monte  Blue — This  is  one  of 
the  best  Warner  pictures  we  have  shown  this 

year.  This  picture  has  a   comedy-drama  that 

appeals  to  all  classes.  Seven  reels. — B.  R.  Par- 

sons, Grand  theatre,  Springfield,  Minn. — General 
patronage. 

THE  DARK  SWAN;  Marie  Prevost — Our  pat- 
rons placed  the  stamp  of  approval  on  this  as  a 

regular  first  class  picture  from  every  angle.  Seven 

i-eels. — Giacoma  Bros.,  Crystal  theatre,  Tomb- 
stone, Ariz. — General  patronage. 

TRACKED  IN  THE  SNOW  COUNTRY;  Rin 

Tin  Tin — Very  good  picture  and  that  ain’t  all. 
Draws  like  a   mustard  plaster  here.  Can  always 

make  some  money  on  Rin  Tin  Tin.  Wish  all  pic- 
tures would  draw  as  consistently.  What  a   sweet 

business  this  would  be.  As  clean  a   picture  as  it  is 

possible  to  produce.  Give  use  more.  Nix  on  the 

sex  stuff  for  me.  Seven  reels.' — H.  G.  Selk,  Selk 
theatre.  Scotia,  Neb. — Small  town  patronage. 

HIS  MAJESTY  BUNKER  BEAN:  Matt  Moore 

— If  you  have  this  one  bought,  you  had  better 
pay  for  it  and  let  the  e.xchange  keep  it,  and  save 
expenses.  Nothing  to  it  at  all  and  what  a   title 
for  a   picture.  No  one  but  a   real  bunker  bean 

would  invest  a   quarter  to  see  such  a   picture,  and 
an  exhibitor  who  would  undertake  to  put  it  over 

is  worse. — C.  W.  Tipton,  New  theatre,  Manila, 
Ark. — General  patronage. 

State  Rights 
EASY  MONEY,  BLOOD  BLOOD,  HIS  LAST 

RACE — These  dramas  and  Specialties  Westerns 
with  Buffalo  Bill,  Jr.,  and  Buddy  Roosevelt  please 
my  patrons  as  well  as  any  I   can  get.  Six  or  seven 

reels. — J.  W.  Lumpkin,  Cupid  theatre.  Miles,  Tex. 
— General  patronage. 

GO  STRAIGHT:  Special  cast — A   crook  drama 
with  good  enough  cast,  but  spoiled  by  a   poor  di- 

rector.— J.  Winninger,  Palace  theatre,  Waupaca, 
Wis. — General  patronage. 

Serials 
THE  ACE  OF  SPADES:  (Universal)  Special 

cast — We  just  don't  have  any  luck  with  serials, 
but  if  ever  there  was  one  that  starts  off  good, 

with  the  kind  of  stuff  our  people  like,  this  should 

certainly  go  good. — 0.  Korn.  Rialto  theatre, 
Pecos,  Tex. — General  patronage. 

CASEY  OF  THE  COAST  GUARD:  (Pathe) 

George  O’Hara — Played  third  chapter.  Personally 
I   don’t  think  much  of  this  serial  and  so  far  it 
has  not  had  any  drawing  power.  Saw  quite  a 

good  many  fair  reports  on  this  but  I   don’t  see 

where  they  get  it.  O’Hara  seems  to  be  lost  and 
acts  as  if  he  were  waiting  for  someone  to  tell 
him  what  to  do.  Paid  Pathe  double  what  it  is 

worth.  Two  reels. — Wm.  Wiske,  Community 

theatre.  Red  Granite,  Wis. — Small  town  patron- 
age. 

THE  FAST  EXPRESS;  (Universal)  William 
Duncan — 'Have  just  finished  this  serial.  Would 
class  it  as  very  ordinary.  Did  not  seem  to  draw 

especially  well  nor  create  any  great  amount  of 
interest.  In  my  opinion  our  folks  here  are  bored 

with  aerials.  However,  we  will  try  "The  Riddle 

Rider”  next. — C.  E.  Hopkins,  The  Hopkins  thea- 
tre, Cotter,  Ark. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  FAST  EXPRESS:  (Universal)  William 

Duncan — Just  played  the  last  chapter.  This  serial 

did  not  draw  for  us  like  "The  Riddle  Rider."  Too 
long  and  too  drawn  out.  Loses  interest  toward 

the  last,  but  the  fiftenth  chapter  has  a   pretty 
fair  ending.  Would  consider  it  fair  if  cut  down. 

Too  much  the  same  thing  after  the  tenth  chapter. 

Two  reels. — William  Wiske.  Community  theatre. 
Red  Granite,  Wis. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  FIGHTING  RANGER:  (Universal)  Jack 

Daughtery — A   little  above  the  average.  Two  reels. 
— J.  W.  Lumpkins,  Cupid  theatre,  Miles,  Tex. — 
General  patronage. 

THE  GREEN  ARCHER:  (Pathe)  Special  cast — 
The  best  serial  I   have  played  in  a   long  time.  I 

have  run  four  episodes  and  the  crowds  keep  com- 

ing.— C.  S.  Watson,  Electric  theatre,  Caldwell, 
Kan. — General  patronage. 

THE  GREEN  ARCHER:  (Pathe)  Allene  Ray— 
We  have  run  several  serials  and  can  truthfully 
say  we  believe  this  to  be  the  best  one  yet.  Dark 
mystery,  thrills,  and  action.  Have  played  seven 

of  the  ten  chapters  and  going  strong. — A.  E. 

Sharer,  Globe  theatre.  Savannah,  Mo. — General 

patronage. 

THE  HAWKS  TRAIL:  King  Baggot— Old,  but 
film  in  fair  condition.  Ran  entire  serial  and  five 

one-reel  comedies  in  five  nights  and  made  some 

money.  Try  a   serial  straight  through  and  you'll 
see  they  like  it.  and  Midwest  will  give  you  a 

chance  to  make  some  money  for  youi'self.  Two 
reels;  fifteen  episodes. — J.  W.  Lumpkin,  Cupid 

theatre.  Miles,  Tex. — General  patronage. 

THE  PHANTOM  POLICE — I   am  on  the  seventh 

episode:  holding  up  pretty  good  considering  con- 
ditions here.  The  two  monkeys  seem  to  be  the 

biggest  attraction  for  children,  who  go  crazy 
about  them.  Two  reels. — Arthur  Blcnkin,  Family 

theatre,  West  Frankfort,  111.' — General  patronage. 

THE  BIDDLE  RIDER:  (Universal)  William 

Desmond — Personally  would  call  this  a   very  poor 
serial,  but  seems  to  be  holding  up  very  good. 

Just  finished  chapter  13  and  they  are  still  follow- 
ing it.  Would  have  been  much  better  in  ten 

chapters  than  in  fifteen.  Two  reels. — Marion  F. 
Bodwell,  Paramount  theatre,  Wyoming.  III. — Gen- 

eral patronage. 

Short  Features 
EDUCATIONAL 

COURT  PLASTER:  Christie — Pretty  fair  is  all 
I   can  say  for  it. — G.  G.  Ihde.  Photoplay  theatre, 

Ashhand,  Kans. — Small  town  patronage. 

DOG  DAZE;  Cliff  Bowes — It  got  some  laughs. 
One  reel. — J.  S.  Walker,  Texas  theatre.  Grand 

Prairie.  Tex. — Small  town  patronage. 

FELIX  TRIFLES  WITH  TIME — This  was  some- 
thing new  to  our  patrons  and  it  seemed  to  please 

them  fairly  well.  I   thought  it  very  good.  One 

reel. — C.  A.  Anglemire,  Y.  theatre,  Nazareth,  Pa. 
— Better  class  patronage. 

THE  FIGHTING  DUDE:  Lupino  Lane— This 
was  our  first  from  Lane.  They  laughed  until  the 

roof  shook,  at  the  fight  in  this  one.  I   am  hop- 

ing that  the  rest  of  Lane’s  comedies  will  be  as 
good  as  this  was.  Two  reels. — C.  A.  Anglemire, 
Y.  theatre,  Nazareth,  Pa. — Better  class  patronage. 

HIS  HIGH  HORSE:  Mermaid — Good.— S.  G. 

Ihde.  Photoplay  theatre,  Ashland,  Kans. — Small 
town  patronage. 

HOT  AND  HEAVY:  Special  cast — Plenty  of 

slapstick;  not  so  much  comedy. — S.  G.  Ihde,  Pho- 
toplay theatre,  Ashland,  Kans. — Small  town  pat- 

ronage. 

KEEP  TRYING;  Cliff  Bowes — Just  an  ordinary 
Cameo  comedy.  We  have  had  better.  We  use 

them  as  a   fili-in  with  our  big  feature  shows  that 

have  big  footage.  One  reel. — C.  A.  Anglemire, 
Y.  theatre,  Nazareth.  Pa. — Belter  class  patron- 

age. 
LAUGH  IT  OFF;  Felix — Felix,  the  cat.  goes 

good  here  and  as  I   am  running  right  behind  re- 
lease dates  I   get  extra  good  prints.  Three- 

fourths  reel. — R.  W.  Montgomery,  Palace  thea- 

tre, Wortham.  Tex. — Small  town  patronage. 

OH  BRIDGET:  Walter  Hiers — I   must  give  this 

special  mention.  It  kept  my  audience  in  an  up- 
roar. All  more  than  pleased.  Hiers  works  hard 

and  always  pleases.  Two  reels. — Jack  Cairns, 
Brooklyn  theatre,  Detroit,  Mich. — General  patron- 

age. 
ON  EDGEl — A   good  one.  Tnvo  reels. — J.  S. 

Walker,  Texas  theatre,  Grand  Prairie,  Tex. — ■ 
Small  town  patronage. 

QUICK  SERVICE:  Special  cast — Average  one- 
reeler. — S.  G.  Ihde,  Photoplay  theatre,  Ashland. 
Kans. — Small  town  patronage. 

SCRAMBLED  EGGS — Very,  very  ordinary.  One 
reel. — J.  S.  Walker.  Texas  theatre,  Grand  Prairie, 
Tox. — Smalt  town  patronage. 

SLIPPERY  FEET:  Bobby  Vernon — Good.  Two 
reels. — J.  S.  Walker,  Texas  theatre,  Grand  Prairie, 
Tex. — Small  town  patronage. 

SLOW  DOWN:  Special  cast — Just  another  one- 
reeler. — S.  G.  Ihde,  Photoplay  theatre,  Ashland, 
Kans. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  TOURIST — Good  comedy. — Bert  Silver, 

Silver  Family  theatre,  Greenville,  Mich. — General 
patronage. 

WAITING  ON  TIME:  Felix— These  are  very 

good  short  subjects.  One  reel. — H.  G.  Selk.  Selk 
theatre,  Scotia,  Neb. — Small  town  patronage. 

FILM  BOOKING  OFFICE 

ADVENTURES  OF  MAZIE;  Alberta  Vaughn 
This  class  of  comedy  has  always  been  a   success 
here.  Good  comedy  for  both  young  and  old.  Two 

reels. — 'Thompson  &   Krueger,  Patsie  theatre, 

Stratford,  S.  D. — General  patronage. 

ADVENTURES  OF  MAZIE:  Alberta  Vaughn 

— Fine  two-reel  comedy.  Vaughn  will  be  good  in 
feature  lengths.  Two  reels.— Robert  W.  Hines, 

Hines  theatre,  L,oyalton,  S.  D. — General  patron- 

age. 

ADVENTURES  OF  MAZIE;  Alberta  Vaughn 

Have  only  played  two  chapters  of  this  series  and 
it  is  starting  out  fine.  We  predict  this  will  be  a 

winner.  Two  reels. — A.  E.  Sharer,  Globe  theatre, 

Savaniiali,  Mo. — General  patronage. 
ADVENTURES  OF  MAZIE:  Alberta  Vaughn 

No.  6.  I   consider  the  beat  yet.  However,  they  are 

all  good  and  offer  first  class  entertainment.  You 

will  make  no  mistake,  book  them. — William 
Wiske,  Community  theatre.  Red  Granite,  Wis.   

Small  town  patronage. 
ADVENTURES  OF  MAZIE:  Alberta  Vaughn 

— The  second  shot  of  this  short  reels  stuff  hit  the 

bull's  eye  way  up  yonder  and  produced  scream 
after  scream  of  laughter.  Two  reels. — Giacoma 

Bros.,  Crystal  theatre,  Tombstone,  Ariz. — General 

patronage. DINKY  DOODLE  CARTOON — These  one-reel- 
ers  sure  make  good  fillers  and  the  children 

rave  about  them.  One  reel. — John  Stoichen,  Au- 
i-ora  theatre.  White  Lake,  S.  D. — Small  town  pat- ronage. 

ETIQUETTE;  Jimmie  Aubrey — A   silly  two- 
reelor.  Not  much  appeal. — Robert  W.  Hines. 

Hines  theatre,  Loyalton,  S.  D. — General  patron- 

age. 
A   FRATERNAL  MIX-UP;  Alice  Ardell — Best 

comedy  so  far  o£  the  Blue  Ribbon  group.  Two 
reels. — Robert  W.  Hines,  Hines  theatre,  Loyalton, 

S.  D. — General  patronage. 

HOLD  TIGHT;  Alice  Ardell — Good  clean 

comedy  with  the  average  amount  of  laughs. — G. 
A.  Anspach,  Tliornville,  theatre,  Thornville,  Ohio. 
— Small  town  patronage. 

THE  PACE  MAKERS;  George  O'Hara— No.  11. 

This,  entitled  "Don  Coo  Coo,”  was  as  good  as  the 
rest.  They  have  all  been  very  good.  George 

O’Hara  and  Alberta  Vaughn  are  good.  Two  reels. 
— W.  T.  Davis  &   Son.  Rialto  theatre,  Sharon, 
Wis. — General  patronage. 

POLLY  VOO;  Jimmie  Aubrey — Not  very  good. 
Two  reels. — L.  Deyo,  Miers  theatre.  Schoharie,  N. 
y. — General  patronage. 

LEOPARD  SPOTS;  Bray  cartoon— One  of  the 

best  ones  that  I   have  run  so  far.  They  please 

the  audience.  One  reel. — C.  S.  Watson,  Electric 

theatre,  Caldwell,  Kan. — General  patronage. 
FOX 

BIG  GAME  HUNTERS— Elephants,  savages  and 

plenty  of  action  put  this  over  big  with  both  kids 
and  grownups.  Two  reels. — Geo.  E.  Fuller,  The 

Playhouse  theatre,  Fairhope.  Ala. — Small  town 

patronage. 
CLOUDY  ROMANCE— Good  comedy.  Plenty 

of  thrills  in  chase  on  structural  steel  of  sky- 
scraper. Two  reels. — Geo.  E.  Fuller,  Fox  theatre, 

Fairhope,  Ala. — Small  town  patronage. 

ELSIE  IN  NEW  YORK— It’s  a   good  comedy. 
— Bert  Silver,  Silver  Family  theatre,  Greenville. 
Mich. — General  patronage. 

FAILURE:  O’Henry — Best  named  comedy  I 

ever  ran.  It  is  a   sure  failure  anywhere.  Don’t 
pay  over  5   cents  for  it.  Two  reels. — N.  M.  Em- 

mons, Eagle  theatre.  Eagle  River,  Wis. — Small town  patronage. 

THE  HOUSE  OF  FLICKERS— Just  a   fair 

comedy.  A   few  laughs  in  it.  TSvo  reels. — H.  A. 
Davitts,  Dixie  theatre,  Winona,  Miss. — General 
patronage. 

THE  MYSTERIOUS  STRANGER— Very  funny. 
Pleased  ’em  all.  Two  reels. — W.  M.  Powell,  Grand 
theatre,  Williamsburg,  Ky. — General  patronage. 

STOP,  LOOK,  WHISTLE— Just  a   fair  comedy. 

— H.  A.  Davitts,  Dixie  theatre,  Winona,  Miss. — 
General  patronage. 

UP  ON  THE  FARM:  Lee  Moran— A   real 
knockout  in  the  comedy  line.  The  best  comedy  we 

have  ever  shown.  The  kids  just  about  raised  the 

roof  and  the  grownups  weren't  far  behind.  If  you 
have  a   weak  feature  just  book  this  comedy  and 

it  will  pull  you  through  with  flying  colors.  T\vo 

reels. — Ross  &   Miller,  Community  theatre.  Sur- 
prise, Neb. — Country  patronage. 

PATHE 

ACTION:  Sportlight — Very  good  for  a   change. 
Some  favorable  comments.  One  reel. — Lester  N. 

Leek,  Club  House,  Jackson,  Wyo. — General  pat- 

ronage. 

ARE  PARENTS  PICKLES?:  Charley  Chase— 
This  at  one  timo  was  a   pretty  fair  ono-rcel 

comedy,  but  print  was  bad,  etc.,  etc.  One  reel. — 

M.  J.  Alcy,  Regent  theatre.  Eureka,  Kan. — Gen- eral patronage. 

BAD  BOY:  Charley  Chase — Nice  little  comedy. 
Some  better,  some  worse.  Two  reels. — F.  K. 

Meierbachtol,  Elysian  theatre,  Elysian.  Minn.— General  patronage. 

BUCCANEERS:  Our  Gang— Good.— S.  G.  Ihde, 

Photoplay  theatre,  Ashland,  Kans. — Small  town patronage. 
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THE  CANNON  BALL  EXPRESS:  Mack  Sen- 
ngtt   Heie  U   a   real  good  comedy  that  kept  them 

laughing  alt  the  way  through. — H.  A.  Davitts, 

Dixie  theatre.  Winona,  Miss. — General  patronage. 

CHANGE  THE  NEEDLE:  Arthur  Stone — Pretty 

fair  comedy.  A   little  silly  in  places,  but  made 

a   great  hit  with  the  kids.  Two  reels. — William 

Wiske,  Community  theatre,  Red  Granite,  Wis. — 
Small  town  patronage. 

FLICKERING  YOUTH:  Harry  Langdon — Fairly 

good  comedy.  Pleased  the  kids  very  much.  Two 
reels. — William  Wiske,  Community  theatre.  Red 

Granite,  Wis. — Small  town  patronage. 

FUNNY  MOURNERS;  Ralph  Graves — This  is 
one  of  the  very  best  comedies  I   have  used  for 

quite  a   while.  Class  A-1.  Two  reels. — M.  J. 
Babin,  Fairyland  theatre.  White  Castle,  La. — 
General  patronage. 

GOOSBLAND — This  one  looked  good  to  me.  I 
rather  think  it  pleased  all  who  saw  it.  Seven 

reels. — M.  J.  Babin,  Fairyland  theatre.  White 

Castle,  La. — General  patronage. 

HIS  MARRIAGE  VOW:  Harry  Langdon — Pat- 
rons did  not  think  very  much  of  this  one.  Two 

reels. — M.  J.  Babin,  Fairyland  theatre.  White 

Castle,  La. — General  patronage. 

LIZZIES  OF  THE  FIELD— Here’s  one  of  the 
best  two-reel  comedies  I   have  ever  run.  Buy  it 
and  tell  your  patrons  you  have  a   treat  for  them. 

It  is  clean  with  not  a   vulgar  scene  in  it,  so  don’t 
pay  any  attention  to  title.  T\vo  reels. — F.  R. 
Melerbachtol,  Elysian  theatre,  Elysian,  Minn. — 
General  patronage. 

NO  FATHER  TO  GUIDE  HIM:  Charley  Chase 

— A   crackerjack  of  a   comedy,  as  good  as  any  we 
have  had  yet.  Lots  of  laughs  and  quite  a   bit 
different  from  the  usual  run  of  comedies.  Two 

reels, — Ross  &   Miller,  Community  theatre.  Sur- 

prise, Neb. — Country  patronage. 

OUB  GANG — All  ”Our  Gang”  comedies  are 
good.  Have  run  quite  a   good  many  and  gave 
better  satisLactlon  than  the  average.  Two  reels. 

— Wm.  Wiske,  Community  theatre.  Red  Granite, 

Wis. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  PLUMBER — Just  a   comedy  Very  poor 

filler.  Two  reels. — N.  M.  Emmons,  Eagle  theatre, 

Eagle  River.  Wis. — Small  town  patronage. 

ROMEO  AND  JULIET;  Ben  Turpin.  Good 

comedy  which  seemed  to  please  young  and  old. 

— Philip  Rand,  Rex  theatre,  Salmon,  Idaho. — Gen- 
eral patrdnage. 

ROUGHEST  AFRICA:  Stan  Laurel — Poor 
comedy.  We  have  been  showing  pathe  comedies 

with  Metro-Goldwyn  features  and  have  only  had 
one  good  one  so  far.  Pathe  may  have  comedies, 

but  they  are  certainly  managing  to  hang  on  to 

them  as  far  as  we  are  concerned.  Two  reels. — 
Ross  &   Miller,  Community  theatre.  Surprise,  Neb. 

— Country  patronage. 

A   SAILOR  PAPA:  Glen  Tryon — The  only  bad 
ones  we  get  from  Pathe  are  this  star.  Have  had 
them  better  than  this  one.  Very  few  laughs  In 

it.  Two  reels. — H.  A.  Davitts.  Dixie  theatre,  Wi- 
nona, Miss. — General  patronage. 

SHOOTIN’  INJUNS:  Our  Gang— All  the  Gang 
comedies  please  here,  as  I   have  many  kid  patrons. 

Two  reels. — R.  W.  Montgomery.  Palace  theatre, 
AVorthnm,  Tex.— Small  town  patronage. 

TELL  IT  TO  A   POLICEMAN:  Glen  Tiyon— 
No  comedy  about  it.  Just  simply  awful.  Even 

the  kids  couldn't  get  any  kick  out  of  it.  Two 
reels. — C.  S.  Watson,  Electric  theatre.  Caldwell. 

Kan. — General  patronage. 

THE  UNEASY  THREE:  Charley  Chase — A   60- 

BO  one.  Nothing  to  brag  about.  Two  reels. — M. 
J.  Babin,  Fairyland  theatre.  White  Castle,  La. — 
General  patronage. 

UNIVERSAL 

ANDY’S  LION  TALE;  Joe  Murphy— This  is  my 
first  Gump  and  if  the  rest  are  as  good  I   am  satis- 

fied. This  had  them  roaring  most  of  the  time. 

IVo  reels. — H.  J.  Eagan,  American  theatre,  Wau- 
toma,  Wis. — Small  town  patronage. 

BADLY  BROKE:  Charles  Puffy— The  best  he 
has  done.  One  reel. — J.  S.  Walker,  Texas  thea- 

tre. Grand  Prairie.  Tex. — Small  town  patronage. 

CLEAR  THE  WAY;  Buddy  Messinger— This 

Was  a   pretty  good  comedy.  We  have  seen  Messin- 
Ker  in  better  comedies  than  this,  but  it  will  get 

by.  Century  comedies  have  not  been  very  good 

as  many  are  quite  silly.  TSvo  reels. — W.  T.  Davis 
&   Son.  Rialto  theatre,  Sharon,  Wis. — General  pat- 
ronage. 

CUPID’S  VICTORY:  Wanda  Wiley— Good.  TSvo 
reels. — J.  S.  Walker,  Texas  theatre.  Grand 

Prairie,  Tex. — Small  town  patronage. 

DYNAMITE:  Gump — Funny  comedy. — Bert  Sil- 

ver, Silver  Family  theatre,  Greenville,  Mich. — Gen- 
eral patronage. 

FAST  STEPPERS:  Billy  Sullivan.- Good.  Pa- 
trons are  enjoying  these  race  track  featurettes. 

Two  reels. — H.  G.  Selk,  Selk  theatre.  Scotia,  Neb. 
— Small  town  patronage. 

FRESH  PAINT;  Neely  Edwards — Just  spoiled 
film.  One  reel. — J.  S.  Walker,  Texas  theatre, 
Grand  Prairie,  Tex. — Small  town  patronage. 

GETTING  TRIMMED:  Wanda  Wiley— Just  a 
fair  comedy.  Two  reels. — John  Steichen,  Aurora 

theatre.  White  Lake,  S.  D. — Small  town  patron- 

age. 
HAPPY  GO  LUCKY:  Neely  Edwards — Good. 

One  reel. — J.  S.  Walker,  Texas  theatre.  Grand 
Prairie,  Tex. — Small  town  patronage. 

JUST  IN  TIME:  Wanda  Wiley — Very  little 

comedy  to  it. — S.  G.  Ihde,  Photoplay  theatre, 
Ashland.  Kans. — Small  town  patronage. 

LOVE  MY  DOG:  Arthur  Lake — A   mess.  One 

reel. — J.  S.  Walker,  Te.xas  theatre,  Grand  Prairie, 
Tox. — Small  town  patronage. 

MIN’S  HOME  ON  THE  CLIFF:  Joe  Murphy- 
First  reel  a   little  slow,  but  oh  boy  I   The  second 

reel  kept  ’em  in  a   howl.  It  wasn’t  only  funny, 
but  very  thrilling.  This  comedy  pleased  100  per 

cent.  Two  reels. — A.  E.  Sharer.  Globe  theatre, 

Savannah,  Mo. — General  patronage. 

MIN’S  HOUSE  ON  THE  CLIFF:  Joe  Murphy— 

Poorest  Gump  ever  made,  at  least  I   don't  see  how 
they  could  make  a   poorer  one.  Absolutely  noth- 

ing to  it.  Two  reels. — Ross  &   Miller,  Community 
theatre.  Surprise,  Neb. — Country  patronage. 

MOVING  DAY:  Charles  Puffy — Good  one-reel 
comedy.  Got  a   number  of  hearty  explosions. 

Played  with  ’’Keeper  of  the  Bees."  One  reel — H. 
G.  Selk,  Selk  theatre,  Scotia.  Neb. — Small  town 

patronage. 

ONE  WILD  NIGHT — I   note  that  someone 

roasted  this  in  a   late  issue  of  the  “Herald,”  but 
it  is  a   lot  better  than  many  of  the  one-reel 
comedies  we  get  and  we  would  class  it  as  pretty 

fair  comedy.  One  reel. — C.  E.  Hopkins,  The  Hop- 

kins theatre.  Cotter,  Ark. — Small  town  patronage. 

PIPING  HOT:  A1  Alt — If  you  think  you  would 

like  to  show  a   very  mediocre  comedy  with  scenes 

of  a   naked  woman  and  a   naked  little  girl,  then 

buy  this.  My  people  don't  relish  such  filth, 
especially  when  it  Is  not  necessary.  Two  reels.— 
J.  S.  Walker.  Texas  theatre.  Grand  Prairie,  Tex. 
— Small  town  patronage. 

THE  POLO  KID:  Wanda  Wiley — The  regular 
run  of  slapstick  comedy  which  drew  the  usual 

amount  of  laughs.  Two  reels, — C.  McDonough, 
Auditorium  theatre.  Liberty\’ille.  111. — Smalt  town 

patronage. 

THE  ROUGH  PARTY— Just  a   filler.  No  audi- 
ence response  to  it.  Two  reels. — C.  McDonough, 

Auditorium  theatre.  Libertyville,  111. — Small  town 

patronage. 

SMOKED  OUT :   Arthur  Lake — Fair  comedy ; 

better  than  lots  of  one  reelers. — H,  G.  Selk,  Selk 

theatre.  Scotia,  Neb. — Small  town  patronage. 

TIGHT  CARGO:  Charles  Puffy — This  is  a   good 
short  reel  of  a   fat  man  selling  silk  hats  in 

Africa.  Okay.  One  reel. — R.  W.  Montgomery, 

Palace  theatre,  Wortham,  Tex. — Small  town  pat- ronage. 

UNCLE  TOM’S  GAL:  Edna  Marian — Utter  rot. 
Two  reels. — J.  S.  Walker,  Texas  theatre.  Grand 

Prairie,  Tex. — Small  town  patronage. 

A   WINNING  PAIR:  Wanda  Wiley— Good.  Two 
reels. — J.  S.  Walker,  Texas  theatre,  Grand 

Prairie,  Tex. — Small  town  patronage. 

MISCELLANEOUS 

CURED  HAMS — The  comedies  I   receive  from 

this  company  are  the  bunk.  Never  more  for  me. 

They  still  hang  with  the  pie  throwing.  Two 

reels. — R.  W.  Montgomery,  Palace  theatre,  Wor- 

tham. Tex. — Small  town  patronage. 

HOT  SHEIKS:  Carter  DeHaven — A   dandy. — S. 

G.  Ihde,  Photoplay  theatre,  Ashland.  Kans. — Small 
town  patronage. 

ONE  GLORIOUS  FOURTH— Good.  Two  reels. 

— J.  S.  Walker.  Texas  theatre,  Grand  Prairie, 
Tex. — Small  town  patronage. 

CLASSIFIED 
Advertising 
Five  cents  per  word,  payable  in  advance.  Minimum  charge, 

$1.00.  Copy  and  checks  should  be  addressed  Classified  Ad 

Dept.  Exhibitors  Herald,  407  So.  Dearborn  St.,  Chicago,  111. 

POSITION  WANTED 
MANAGER  &   ORGANIST:  Experienced  the- 

atre manager  and  wife  a   graduate  organist  de- 

sire position  in  first  class  theatre.  Best  of  refer- 
ences. Wire  or  write  Jos.  W.  Springer,  Box 

No.  60,  Columbus,  Indiana. 

AT  LIBERTY,  theatre  manager,  nine  years 

experience,  have  just  sold  theatre:  reference,  box 
office  statements  and  bank  deposits;  can  operate 

any  make  of  projector,  also  experienced  electri- 
cian. Will  go  anywhere.  Address  Box  100,  Ex- 

hibitors Herald,  407  South  Dearborn' Street,  Chi- 
cago, III. 

ORGANS  FOR  SALE 
BARGAINS  in  used  Wurlitiers,  Fotoplayers, 

Cremonas,  Seeburgs,  Reproduces,  Kimballs,  Kil- 
geos,  Robert  Mortons.  Also  Grand,  player  or 
electric  pianos.  Buy,  sell  and  exchange  music 
rolls.  D’ART  RIDGE,  845  S.  Wabash  Avenue, 
Chicago,  III. 

EQUIPMENT  FOR  SALE 
THREE  REBUILT  Simplex  Type  _S  motor 

driven  machines  in  guaranteed  mechanical  con- 
dition. One  rebuilt  50-50  Hertner  Generator; 

six  pairs  of  Peerless  Arc  Controls  in  A-1  condi- 
tion, $50  a   pair.  Also  a   big  stock  of  lobby  dis- 
play frames  on  hand.  Equipments  offered  at 

bargain  prices.  Write  Illinois  Theatre  Equip- 
ment Company,  12-14  East  9th  Street,  Chicago, 

III.  
_ 

HERE  IS  YOUR  OPPORTUNITY  to  ob- 

tain real  bargains  on  1000  brand  new  five  and 

seven  pfv  veneer  chairs  at  a   big  reduction  of 
the  original  cost.  300  newly  upholstered  the- 

atre chair#  and  other  lots  of  upholstered  chairs 

as  well  as  1000  used  veneer  chairs  in  A-l  con- 
dition at  bargain  prices.  Write  Illinois  Theatre 

Equipment  Company,  12-14  East  9th  Street, 
Chicago,  HI. 

FOR  SALE:  Coin  changer  machine,  "Light- 
ning.” Factory  rebuilt  Also  automatic  ticket 

selling  machine,  3   unit,  factory  rebuilt  Bargain. 
Atlas  Moving  Picture  Co.,  538  S.  Dearborn  St, 
Chicago,  III. 

PEERLESS  ARC  CONTROLS.  Factory  Re- 
built, absolutely  guaranteed.  Bargain.  Hertner 

generator,  Double  50  Amp.,  220  Volt.  3   Phase. 

Atlas  Moving  Picture  Company,  538  So.  Dear- 
born St,  Chicago,  III. 

FOR  SALE:  2   Simplex  latest  Style  Type  S 

lamphoiises,  perfect  condition.  Bargain.  Atlas 
Moving  Picture  Company,  538  So.  Dearborn  St, 
Chicago,  111- 

FOR  SALE;  Approximately  270  7-p!y  new 
veneer  chairs.  Also  generator,  frames  and  used 

projecting  machines:  Bargains.  Atlas  Moving 
Picture  Company,  534  S.  Dearborn  St,  Chicago, 111. 

FOR  SALE:  D.  C   wall  fans  and  8   H.  P. 

double  cylinder  electric  light  Cushman  engine: 

new  priced  to  sell.  Address  A.  L.  Hepp,  Greeley, 
Neb.  (21). 

^VE  BUY  AND  SELL  used  theatre  chairs, 

all  makes  of  machines,  Generators.  Frames  and 

other  theatre  equipment  Be  sure  to  get  our 

prices  before  you  buy  or  sell.  United-  Thea
tre 

Supply  Co.,  845  South  Wabash  
Avenue, 

Chicago.  111. 

FOR  SALE:  One  35  j^pere  Motor  Generator. 

20  volt  single  phase.  Good  condition.  $200.00 

0   B.  San  Marcos,  Texas.  (Palace  Theatre). 
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LETTERS 
From  Readers 

A   forum  at  which  the  exhibitor 

is  invited  to  express  his  opinion 

on  matters  of  current  interest. 

Brevity  adds  forcefulness  to  any 
statement.  Unsigned  letters  will 
not  be  printed. 

Wants  "What  the  Exchange  Did  For 
Me"  Page 

MILES,  TEX.— To  the  Editor:  When 
is  a   film  peddler  not  a   film  peddler? 
Ans.;  When  he  becomes  a   bore  (boar). 

My  two  pet  nuisances  are  film  ped- 

dlers and  C.  O.  D.’s.  I   love  a   man  that 
can  hear  me  the  first  time  I   say  no,  and 
not  argue  the  matter  for  a   couple  oi 
hours.  I   have  had  trouble  several  times 

with  bookings  and  it  has  all  been  book- 
ings that  were  given  traveling  men  and 

not  by  mail.  Some  of  them  (a  very 
few)  are  real  nice  boys,  but  the  majority 

— Oh,  well,  it  makes  you  feel  like  you 

had  to  attend  your  grandmother’s  funer- 
al when  you  see  them  coming. 
And  why  it  is  necessary  to  stick  a 

C.  O.  D.  on  every  little  package  of 

advertising  I   can’t  see.  They  don’t  all 
do  it,  but  most  of  them  do.  I   patronize 

the  ones  that  don’t,  mostly. 
I   stated  once  before  that  I   thought  a 

page  telling  “What  the  Exchange  Did  for 
Me’’  would  be  valuable  to  exhibitor.s.  I 
still  think  so,  as  I   have  found  there  is 

quite  a   difference  in  exchange  manage- 
ment. 

My  records  showed  a   loss  of  over 

$200  on  one  serial  from  Univcr.sal 

through  an  error  of  theirs  which  they 
refused  to  make  good,  only  a   few  dol- 

lars’ worth  of  advertising,  so  I   just  let 
that  go  on  the  manager’s  watch.  Uni- 

versal has  good  pictures,  and  I   would 

like  to  continue,  but  not  under  the  pres- 
ent management.  My  case  might  have 

been  an  exception.  Hope  it  was. 

I   have  done  more  business  with  Spe- 
cialty Film  Co.  than  any  other  and  have 

never  failed  to  get  a   square  deal  and 
have  had  good  big  differences  but  thev 
come  clean  every  time.  Several  others 
have  come  clean  but  I   have  not  done 
much  business  with  them  and  have 
no  cause  for  complaint.  Vitagraph  Ex- 

change wanted  me  to  pay  $120  for  two 
reels  of  film  somebody  else  tore  up,  but 
I   didn’t  tear  it  up  or  pay  the  $120.  Spe- cialty has  been  my  friend.  They  have 
helped  me  when  I   needed  it  and  their 
Sweet  Sixteen  and  Sunset  Specials  and 
Westerns  are  good  enough  for  any  small 
theatre’s  regular  program. 
Now  let’s  have  that  page.  What  say? Then  if  an  exchange  manager  treats  us 

bad  enough  and  we  holler  loud  enough, 
maybe  the  company  will  make  a   change 
Here’s  hoping.— J.  W.  LUMPKIN,  Cu- pid theatre,  Miles,  Tex. 
(NOTE:  Suggestions  for  new  departments  are 

always  welcome  and  when  reader  demand  is 
shown  to  be  sufficient  the  suggestion  is  complied 
with.  But  wouldn't  S   oz.  gloves  or  Big  Berthas 
at  4S  paces  afford  satisfaction  more  expediently? 
The  chair  awaits  a   second  of  the  motion  and — 
if  a   second  be  forthcoming — subject  matter  for 
the  new  department. — W.  R.  W.) 

Special  to  Warner  Brothers 

PITTSBURGH,  PA. — To  the  Editor: 

Special  to  H.  M.,  Albert,  S.  L.  and  Jack 
Warner:  There  is  only  one  suggestion 
I   can  offer  if  you  continue  making  pic- 

tures as  great  and  as  big  box  office  at- 

tractions as  “The  Sea  Beast"  and  "Oh 
What  a   Nurse."  I’ll  either  have  to 
have  a   larger  theatre  or  have  this  one 
enlarged  to  about  four  times  its  present 

size,  because  I   haven’t  anywhere  near 

Henry  King,  director  and  George 
Barnes,  can7eraman,  shooting  difficult 

scenes  for  Samuel  Goldwyn’s  "Part- 
ners Again — with  Potash  &   Perlmut- 

ter,"  United  Artists  release. 

room  enough. — H.  W.  FOERSTE,  State 

theatre,  Pitt.sburgh.  J’a. 

Disappointed  in  “Wanderer” 
AMASA,  MICH. — To  the  Editor:  In 

making  this  report  on  “The  Wanderer  ‘ I   wish  to  warn  all  small  town  exhibitors 

not  to  over-exploit  this  picture.  It  you 

"Yes,  Yes,  Babette,"  an  Educational- 
Bobby  Vernon  comedy  made  ai  the 
Christie  studios. 

get  behind  it  and  tell  your  people  tlia: 

it  is  better  or  just  as  good  as  “The  Ten 
Commandments”  you  are  making  a 
serious  mistake  in  my  opinion. 

Before  showing  "The  Ten  (jomniar.d- 
ments”  at  the  Pioneer  last  year,  I   made 
it  a   point  to  see  this  picture  and  in  git- 
ting  out  and  boosting  it  stronger  than 

anything  we  ever  played  before.  I   knew 
beforehand  that  there  would  be  no  re- 

grets and  that  our  fans  appreciated  be- 

ing urp-ed  to  see  it  by  advertising  and 
personal  solicitation  to  those  who  rarely 
go  to  the  movies.  If  you  have  already 

booked  “The  Wanderer”  go  easy  on 

making  any  comparison  with  “The  Ten 
Commandments”  because  there  ain’t  no 
sech  animal. 

It  was  a   mistake  for  Paramount  to 

make  “The  Wanderer”  after  “The  Ten 
Conimandments.”  “The  Wanderer”  has 
a   good  theme  but  it  is  too  narrow  in  its 
scope  to  draw  out  nine  reels  of  film. 

If  you  haven’t  booked  this  picture  yet, 
don’t  sign  on  the  dotted  line  for  more 

than  half  of  what  you  paid  for  "The  Ten 
Commandments."  Then  play  as  an  ex- 

ceptional program  picture  but  not  as  a 

special  to  be  compared  with  “The  Ten 
Commandments.”  If  you  do  you  will  re- 

gret it. 

It  would  interest  me  to  know  how 

many  other  exhibitors  who  have  played 
this  picture  feel  the  same  way  about 

this.  The  producers  didn’t  blow  mucli 
on  costumes.  Wallace  Beery  and  Tor- 

rence were  about  the  only  ones  who 

were  not  imitating  September  Morn. 

“The  Wanderer”  comes  to  an  abrupt 

close  which  kind  o’  gives  you  a   jolt 
and  altogether  you  come  away  from  this 
picture  with  a   sense  of  feeling  that  you 

liave  been  gypped  of  both  time  and 
money.  I   am  really  tickled  that  we  did 
not  get  half  the  attendance  on  this  that 

we  did  on  "The  Ten  Commandments.” 
I   wonder  if  Walsh  would  have  done  as 

good  a   jx)b  with  "The  Ten  Command- 
ments” as  DeMille  did?  (I’m  feeling 

first  rate  and  have  no  axe  to  grind  with 

Paramount  or  their  organization.  The 

above  report  is  an  honest  and  unbiased opinion.) 

We  played  a   six  reel  Metro  comedv 
the  night  before  on  which  we  cut  the 

price  to  25  and  10  cents.  From  an  enter- 

tainment standpoint  if  “The  Wanderer” 
is  worth  50  cents  a   throw  this  com- 

edy, "Don’t,”  was  worth  a   dollar. 
Without  being  blue-nosed  or  posing  as 

a   moralist  I   would  suggest  to  all  brother 
and  sister  exhibitor  that  you  give  your 

fan  friends  whose  patronage  you  value 

the  impression  that  you  don’t  care  to 
have  their  youngsters  see  "The  Wander- 

er,” because  it  contains  no  small  amount 
of  footage  which  plays  up  sensual  orgies 

more  or  less  needlessly.  I   cannot  under- 
stand why  it  should  be  necessary  in 

making  a   picture  of  a   simple  subject  that 
carries  a   moral  to  bring  out  a   lot  of 
scenes  of  immorality.  Of  course,  we 

know  that  these  things  exist,  have  ex- 
isted and  will  perhaps  always  e.xist,  but 

that  is  no  excuse  for  crowding  the  dead- 
line of  downright  obscenity  and  forcing 

it  upon  the  unwilling  eyes  of  your  pa- 

trons. In  “The  Ten  Commandments” 
this  was  given  scant  attention  because 
there  was  something  bigger  and  better 

to  hold  your  attention,  while  in  "The 
Wanderer"  it  was  made  the  chief  dish. 

I   dunno,  maybe  I’m  just  a   poor  hick 
that  needs  a   little  education  along  the 
lines  of  what  makes  good  entertainment, 
but  I   will  take  my  chance  without  such 

"spectacles”  as  "The  Wanderer.” — 
Pioneer  Pete.  The  Pioneer  thea- 

tre, Amasa,  Mich. 

LOS  ANGELES. — Gustnv  von  Seyfiertitz  has 
been  siffned  by  Marshall  Neilan  to  play  the  Icad- 

inj?  heavy  role  in  the  latter’s  production  of “Diptomacy"  for  Paramount. 
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r   THEATRE  BETTERMENT ' A   Weekly  Extension  of  ̂ Better'Jheatres” 

Professor  Impressed 

by  the  Efficiency  in 

Handling  Crowds 
One  afternoon  a   patron  was  observed  at 

the  box  office  of  a   theatre  making  inquiry' 
about  seats  he  wished  to  purchase  for  that 

evening’s  show,  this  being  a   house  where 
the  checking  policy  was  followed.  Nat- 

urally his  inquiry  was  about  the  best  seats 
then  to  be  had.  The  young  woman  behind 
the  window  gave  him  the  information  in  a 
very  nonchalant  way — there  were  no  seats 
to  be  had  except  far  back  in  the  house. 

“Is  that  the  best  you  have?"  was  the 
rather  grieved  question  from  the  patron. 
Perhaps  it  was  a   rather  senseless  query 
in  view  of  the  information  Just  given  him, 
but  not  to  be  wondered  at  in  view  of  his 
disappointment  at  not  being  able  to  obtain 
a   better  location. 

"I  told  you,  Mister,  that  was  the  best 
I   had,”  was  the  very  sarcastic  and  cutting 
reply  of  the  woman  in  the  box  office,  as 
she  turned  to  attend  to  other  duties. 
This  incident  did  not  occur  in  a   small, 

one-horse  theatre,  but  in  a   big  house  ca- 
tering to  the  best  clientele  of  a   large  city. 

*   ♦   ♦ 

How  different  was  the  experience  of 
an  observer,  invited  but  unobserved,  who 
visited  the  State  theatre,  the  largest  mo- 

tion picture  house  in  Minneapolis,  where 
everyone  from  the  manager  to  the  boy 

fartherest  down  on  the  ushers’  list  is 
schooled  thoroughly  in  the  value  of  kindli- 

ness and  courtesy  to  patrons  and  works 

upon  the  principle  that  the  ‘‘patron  is  al- 
ways right”  no  matter  how  wrong  the 

employees  may  know  him  to  be. 
The  result  of  the  observation  tour  of 

Professor  R.  H.  Lemma,  psychologist,  was 
printed  in  the  last  issue  of  the  F   &   R 

Family  Close-ups,  house  organ  of  Finkle- 
stein  and  Ruben,  motion  picture  exhibitors 
of  Minneapolis. 

"It  is  indeed  grntifying  to  tsalk  into  a   place 
and  rciiliao  thoso  in  charge  to  bo  unconjctoux  of 

your  purpose.  I   nifonrferf  ifio  Swfo  theatre  re- 

ronfjj'  for  the  o*prcj*  purpose  of  observing  tha 
service  rendered  the  theatre-going  public  as  a   mass, 

and  I   tens  greeted  teitk  n   very  high  degree  of  'Efji- 
eionev,'  as  foliates: 

“On  approaching  the  box  office,  I   said  to  the 

young  lady  in  charge,  'Tiro  lic/cets,  piooio.’  Sho 
hoard  me,  but  did  not  make  a   move,  just  smiled, 

and  !   quickly  realised  that  in  order  to  get  a 

ticket  I   must  lay  doten  tho  money  first.  I   dretc 

out  a   five  dollar  hill,  end  sho  quickly  said,  'flote 
many,  pfonio?'  The  ttco  tickets  leoro  inimodiatoly 

ru8  and  change  deftly  niado  teitk  a   polite  'Thanh 

you.’ 
"!  observed  that  she  teas  tcell  able  to  tako  care 

of  largo  eroteds,  and  at  the  same  time  protect  her 

employer,  their  guest,  and  herself  against  loss  or 
CO  nfusion. 

"!  next  approached  the  doorman,  teko  has  a 
very  commanding  military  appearance  dressed  in 

an  immacutata  easy-fitting  uniform,  not  gracing  it 
as  a   stick  tcould  appear  if  dressed  up  the  same 

tsay,  but  as  a   frasnecC  man  representing  a   part  of 

a   great  organisation,  and  one  that  can  play  his 

part  teell.  He  said,  'Thank  you’  as  I   passed  in 
and  missed  no  one. 

‘‘/is  I   passed  on  the  inside  !   teas  pleasantly 
greeted  by  a   trained  head  usher  whose  duty 
seemed  to  bo  that  of  directing  tha  guest  to  the 

various  entrances.  Ho  seemed  to  be  doing  it 

so  easy  and  pleasantly.  As  you  reached  tha  point 
to  which  you  were  directed  you  are  greelerf  by 

{be  cultured,  refined,  trained  asiislanls  who  mar- 
shall you  to  the  place  that  can  accommodate  you 

with  either  single,  double  or  party  seats. 

"The  ushers  that  work  on  the  interior  of  the 

house  aro  polite,  cooi,  intelligent  and  calm,  never 
allowing  the  aisles  to  be  blocked,  using  great  care 

in  scaling  everyone,  which  is  very  refreshing.  ! 
would  say  in  character  analytical  parlance  that 

each  young  man  that  I   had  the  pleasure  of  meet- 

ing on  that  evening  has  tho  making  of  an  ‘ex- 
ecutive manager’  in  him  because  he  is  so  amen- 

able to  minor  training. 

"Tho  next  thing  that  attracted  my  attention 
was  the  orchestra,  that  had  been  selected  no  doubt 

with  the  greatest  of  care,  evidently  expense  teas 
not  considered. 

*Tho  ne.ct  thing  to  be  considered  is  the  or* 
tistic,  masterful  oioctrieol  effects.  The  electrical 

department  in  this  institution  is  under  the  con- 

trol of  a   wisard  beyond  a   doubt.  On  the  par- 

ticular night  that  I   was  in  this  house,  a   duel 

composing  part  of  the  overture  teas  presented 
as  a   living  picture.  Color  effects  produced  by 
tha  electrician  had  the  appearance  of  a   beautiful 

oil  painting.  The  interior  looked  to  be  a   room 

in  on  ancient  palace,  and  in  the  cut-out  on  the 
icaii  had  the  appearance  of  a   framed  picture, 

/i  violinist  appeared  end  piayed  the  last  accom- 
paniment to  the  song  the  two  were  singing.  It 

teas  the  most  artistic  thing  that  I   ever  saw. 

"The  show  as  a   ichole  icas  very  beouli/ully 

conducted.  I   found  the  house  to  be  well  ven- 
tilated and  sanitary.  fverything  that  I   came  in 

contact  with  had  the  appearance  of  a   superior 

resident  management.  I   picture  the  resident  man- 
ager of  this  house  as  I   would  the  colonel  of  a 

crack  regiment,  tcieh  his  captains  and  lieutenants 
tcell  instructed,  and  each  of  them  carrying  out 
his  instructions  to  the  letter, 

**/  will  close  tsith  a   Biblical  quotation,  'ITalic 
yet  circumspectly,  and  be  careful  tshen  ye  thinh 

ye  stand,  lest  ye  fall.‘  Because  you  do  not  know 
when  the  ‘l/nobserved,  observer’  may  come  along." 

$500,000  Indianapolis 
Theatre  Announced 

by  W.  He  Griffin Plans  are  being  drawn  and  construction 
soon  will  begin  on  a   new  theatre  to  cost 
$500,000  and  to  be  located  at  Thirtieth  and 
Illinois  streets^  Indianapolis,  on  part  of  the 

estate  of  the  late  Charles  Warren  Fair- 
banks, former  vice  president  of  the  United 

States.  The  announcement  was  made  by 

William  H.  Griffin,  manager  of  the  Gar- 
rick theatre.  Plans  for  the  theatre  call 

for  one  of  the  most  modem  and  beautiful 
neighborhood  theatres  in  Indiana. 

♦   +   ♦ 

The  new  theatre  will  replace  the  present 
Garrick  theatre  and  will  be  locate.!  three 
doors  south  of  the  present  theatre.  It  will 
have  a   main  entrance  facing  Illinois  street, 
with  an  auxiliary  entrance  and  office  facing 
Thirtieth  street  for  the  convenience  of  per- 

sons who  wish  to  drive  to  the  theatre. 
Parking  space,  ample  for  100  automobiles, 

is  to  be  provided  free  adjacent  to  the  the- atre grounds.  The  concrete  parking  space 
will  have  entrance  and  exit  driveways. 
A   number  of  features,  novel  in  theatre 

construction,  making  the  new  house  the 
equal  of  downtown  theatres  in  the  larger 
cities  of  the  country,  are  planned.  The 

building  will  have  a   frontage  on  Illinois 
street  of  102  feet  and  a   depth  of  300  feet. 
It  will  seat  between  2,500  and  2,800. 

*   +   ♦ 
Mr.  Griffin  for  the  past  eleven  years  has 

owned  and  managed  the  Garrick  theatre. 

Chicago  architects  are  working  on  the 

plans.  The  name  of  the  house  has  not been  selected. 

9he  only  Magazine  devo~ 
ted  Exclusively  to  Theatre 
Comtmetion,  Equipment 

and  Operatlorij  is  pub- 
lished as  Section  II  of 

every  fourth  issue  of 

'Exhibitors  Herald  ' 

Editor,  “Better  Theatres*' 
EXHIBITORS  HERALD 

407  S.  Dearborn  street, 

Chicago,  lilinois 

Sir:  Send  me  (free)  a   supply  of  your  '"Better  Theatres  St
op 

Charts’’  to  be  used  for  the  purpose  of  improving  motion  picture 

projection. 
Name   

Theatre   

City         ■' 

State   
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CHICAGO  PERSONALITIES 
I'  By  D.  H.  * 

The  net  earnings  of  Balaban  &   Katz  Corporation  were  $1,503,690  for the  year  ended  January  3,  1926,  equivalent  after  preferred  dividends 
to  $4.94  a   share  on  the  264,206  shares  of  common  stock  outstanding. 

Herbert  L.  stern,  president,  ex- plained to  stockholders  April  29  that 
net  earnings  decreased  from  those  of  last 

year  because  of  large  expenses  due  to  ex- 
pansion. He  also  explained  that  the  gross 

business  increased  $408,280  over  the  pre- 
ceding year. 

The  net  earnings  for  the  year  ended 
January  3,  1925,  were  equivalent  to  $5.39 
a   share.  The  money  put  into  expansion 
this  year  should  be  reflected  in  increased 
profits  in  future  years,  said  Stern. 

The  report  shows  current  assets  of  $485,- 
247  as  against  current  liabilities  of  $2,926,- 
234.  A   year  ago  current  assets  were  $425,- 
165  and  current  liabilities  were  $959,544. 

♦   *   * 

Laura  La  PlaiUe  Honor  Guest 

Laura  La  Plante  was  guest  of  honor  at 
a   luncheon  in  the  dining  room  of  the 
Blackstone  hotel,  Chiego,  April  29.  Uni- 

versal Pictures  Corporation  was  the  host. 

Twenty-five  people  attended.  No  speeches 
were  made  and  no  photographs  were  taken. 
The  chief  business  was  divided  between 
paying  honor  to  Miss  La  Plante  and  eating. 

The  Universal  star  who  arrived  on  the 
Century  after  spending  a   month  in  New 
York  following  the  opening  of  her  latest 

picture,  “The '   Midhi^t  Sun,”  said  she liked  Chicago  and  had  no  wish  to  leave  for 
the  Coast  in  any  great  hurry.  Thereupon 
she  sent  a   telegram  to  Universal  City  ask- 

ing permission  to  stay  over  24  hours,  using 
the  excuse  that  she  wished  to  attend  a 

performance  of  “Centlemen  Prefer 
Blondes.”  (Negotiations  have  been  under 
way  for  some  time  to  cast  Miss  La  Plante 
in  the  feminine  lead  of  the  stage  play 
upon  its  New  York  opening.)  The  excuse 
failed  to  get  her  a   furlough. 
Among  the  guests  were  Le  Roy  Alex- 

ander, assistant  sales  director  of  the  West, 
Lou  Metzger,  sales  director  of  the  West, 
W.  W.  Bnunberg,  Chicago  U   branch  man- 

ager. Louis  Laemmle,  Bruce  Godshaw, 
Clayton  Bond,  of  B   &   K   Midwest  Circuit, 
Ted  Schlanger,  George  Levine.  Milwaukee 
U   exchange  manager,  F.  .M.  Brockell,  of 
B   &   K   Midwest  Circuit.  Marie  Armstrong 

Hecht,  molioit  piclure  editor  of  Chicago 
Evening  Journal,  Genevieve  Harris,  Chi- 

cago Evening  Post,  Hazel  Flynn,  Chicago 
Evening  American,  John  Joseph,  Chicago 
Herald  &   Examiner,  Jeanne  Hane,  Jack 

Baker  and  “D.H.”  of  the  Herald.  (Pic- 
tures on  page  20.) 

*   *   * 

I.  Maynard  Scinvartz  announced  April 

30  that  he  will  operate  a   booking  depart- 
ment for  presentation  acts  in  conjunction 

with  his  Short  Subjects  Exchange.  “The 
Charleston  Wedding”  has  been  received 
with  such  success,  he  said,  that  he  is  cer- 

tain he  is  secure  in  the  expansion  of  his 

company.  “Jazzmaniacs”  is  the  name  of 
the  act  he  began  booking  May  1. 

*   *   * 

W.  S.  JVessling,  Pathe  branch  manager 
of  Los  Angeles,  stopped  in  Chicago  last 
week  on  his  return  trip  to  the  Coast  from 
the  New  York  convention.  Other  Pathe 

visitors  were  Frank  Harris,  Western  dis- 
trict manager,  L.  S.  Diamond,  sales  sta- 
tistical manager.  , 

*   *   * 

Fox  Film  Corporation  held  a   regional 
meeting  at  the  Drake  hotel  May  1   with 
35  attending.  Clyde  Eckhardt,  district  man- 

ager, directed  the  big  doings  and  that 
means  he  not  only  made  some  big  an- 

nouncements but  that  he  gave  the  boys  a 
taste  of  Chicago  entertainment.  The  stage 

play,  “Naughty  Cinderella,”  at  the  Selwyn 
was  one  of  the  attractions  on  the  conven- 

tion program. *   *   * 

The  Pathe  regional  meeting  will  be  held 

May  8   at  the  Drake.  It’s  too  early  to  tell 
now  what  will  happen  but  it’s  likely  that 
something  will  be  smd  about  the  product. 
James  S.  Gillick,  Chicago  exchange  man- 

ager, will  be  there.  Others  from  Chicago 
will  be  Fred  C.  Aiken,  assistant  Midwest 
district  sales  manager,  M.  A.  V.  Mack, 
Midwest  district  sales  manager,  Harry 

Graham,  double  “I”  manager,  and  a   num- ber of  salesmen. 

While  we’re  at  it  we’ll  pass  along  the 
word  that  Tom  North  has  been  appointed 

C.  P.  Cohen,  right.  Fox  director  of  ex- 
ploitation was  a   guest  of  the  Herald 

when  he  stopped  in  Chicago  on  bis 
return  from  the  Coast  convention. 
With  him  is  the  Chicago  publicity 

representative,  Landon  Burks.  (Her- 
ald photo.) 

Midwest  division  representatiive  of  Timely 
Films  which  consists  of  Aesops  Fables  and 
Topics  of  the  Day.  And  Bud  Grove  has 
been  transferred  to  the  Central  division, 
St.  Louis. 

«   «   * 

Bud  Rogers,  vice-president  of  Lumas, 
was  in  Chicago  a   few  days  last  week  from 
New  York. if.  *   * 

Joe  Klein  of  Chesterfield  Pictures  Cor- 
poration has  gone  to  the  Coast  and  stopped 

in  Chicago  en  route. 
*   *   * 

E.  G.  Newman  of  the  Majestic  theatre. 
La  Salle,  111.,  spent  a   couple  of  days  in 
Chicago  last  week  booking  pictures. 

♦   ♦   ♦ 

Sam  Bischoff  who  makes  pictures  in 
Hollywood  was  in  Chicago  last  week  for 
a   day  and  then  went  on  to  New  York. 

*   *   * 

David  Heilman  is  out  of  the  hospital, 
and  is  on  a   diet  of  lambchops  and  lettuce. *   *   * 

We’ll  let  you  in  on  a   secret:  The  ad  on 

this  page  last  week,  althout^h  we’ve  been instructed  not  to  tell  a   soul,  is  being  run 
by  Bland  Brothers  who  have  already  sold 

state  rights  for  the  picture  in  Ohio,  Minne- 
sota, the  Dakotas,  West  Virginia,  Kentucky, 

Tennessee,  Illinois,  Indiana,  Colorado, 
Arizona,  Wyoming,  Utah,  New  Mexico, 
Washington  and  Oregon. 

Watch  This  Space  for  Important  Releasing  Announcements 

For  1926-27 
In  addition  to  the  16  Kllbee  Melodramas,  we  will  release  by 
arrangement  with  Harry  Rathner,  president  of  the  Astor  Dis- 

tributing Corporation 

A   LOVER’S  OATH 
with 

Ramon  Navarro 

Kathleen  Key 

THE  SHINING  ADVENTURE 
with 

Percy  Marmont 
Mabel  Ballin 
Ben  Alexander 

ONLY  THREE,  BUT  THEY  ARE  “ASTORS” 
For  Illinois 

BUSINESS  OF  LOVE 
with 

Edward  Everett  Horton 
Barbara  Bedford 
Zasu  Pitts 

GREIVER  PRODUCTIONS 
831  SOUTH  WABASH  AVENUE 

CHICAGO,  ILL. 
218WimmerBui!dlm^ 

IND1A.NAPOUS 



Box  office  value 

When  the  picture  is  printed  on 

Eastman  Positive  Film,  good  pho- 

tography in  the  negative  means  good 

photography  on  the  screen— the  art 
of  director  and  cinematographer  is 

saved  for  your  patrons  to  enjoy. 

And  photographic  quality  has  real 

box  office  value — the  house  expects  it. 

Prints  on  Eastman  have  the  black-lettered 

identification  ‘^Eastman”  and  ̂ ‘Kodak”  in 

the  transparent  margin.  Look  for  it. 

EASTMAN  KODAK  COMPANY 

ROCHESTER,  N.  Y. 



HAL  ROACH 
presents 

U 

MONKEY  BUSINESS” 
The  reviewers  are  laughing  yet. 

Their  opinion  is  unanimous  that 

^‘Monkey  Business”  is  one  of  the  ver 
best  ‘^Gangs”  that  has  been  produced.] 
Pathe  thinks  so,  too. 

Farina  adopts  a   very  remarkable  monke 
and  the  panic  is  on. 

If  your  audiences  can  see  this  one  withoi 

actually  yelling,  what  can  make  themJ 

5   \   *hcy  ̂  

y   Robert  McGowan 
F.  RicKard  Jones,  Supervising  Director 

Pafhecomedy 
TRADt  ~w  MARK 

nment  is  well  susiai 

“Monkey  Busines. 
Pathe 

Monkey  Shines 
Type  of  production.... 2   reel  comedy 

Farina  springs  a   new  one  by  bring- 

ing a   monkey  into  the  gang.  '   They 
■decide  to  capitalize  the  monkey's 
tricks  by  running  a   show.  Wliile  they 
are  busy  with  the  prepamtions  the 
monk  goes  off  ori  a   scouting  expedi- 

tion through  a   neighboring  house.  His 
tricks  are  probably  about  the  clever- 

est ever  performed  by  a   simian  be- 
fore the  camera.  At  last  he  lands  in 

the  cellar  and  fills  himself  up  with 
home  brew.  His  pantomime'  of  a 
drunk  is  a   scream.  Then  he  goes  on 
a   rampage  through  the  town  with  the 
whole  police  force  after  him.  “Our 
Gang”  has  little  to  do  in  this  offering. 

r 

The  rnonkey  is  the  whole  show.  But 
*■  '   -   ■   ■   iu3t- he  is  funny  enough  to  keep  any  au3i~ epee  keyed  up  t^o  the  merriment  which 

‘>iur^   j 

h 

/ 



WHO 
SAID 

LILLIAN  GISH 

JOHN  GILBERT 
in 

KING  VIDOR’S LA  BOH^ME 

A   A   WEEK 
EMBASSY 

NEW  YORK 

REX  INGRAM’S MARE 
NOSTRUM 

(OUR  SEA) 

By  IBANEZ ALICE  TERRY 
ANTONIO  MORENO 

4  
 th 

MONTH 

CRITERION 

ROAD-SHOWS? 
IT  takes  more  tlian  just  good  intentions 
TO  produce  road'shoW'Size  attractions. 
WHEN  the  other  companies  tell  you 
ABOUT  their  road-shows  for  next  year 
REMEMBER  that  M-G-M  is  the  only  company 
THAT  is  showing  four  $2  top  attractions 
ON  Broadway  right- now,  made  by  the  producers  of 
The  Parade  of  Hits  —   Metro-Goldwyn-<Mayer 

Member  Motion  Picture  Producers  and  DUtributors  of  America,  Inc. — Will  H.  Hays,  President 



To  the 
Exhibitors 
of  America 

We  present  herewith  the  new  Rayart  Program.  In  planning 
for  the  new  season  you  cannot  afford  to  overlook  this  brilliant 
aggregation  of  pictures. 

FEATURES 
Eight  Harry  J.  Brown  Productions,  starring  Reed  Howes,  acknowledged the  greatest  discovery  in  pictures  the  past  season. 

Eight  speedy  Comedy-Dramas,  produced  by  Duke  Worne  Productions starring  the  popular  favorite,  Billy  Sullivan. 

^   three  pals.  Jack  Perrin, Starlight,  the  Wonder  Horse,  and  Rex,  the  Movie  Collie. 

Eight  Rayart-Superior  Melodramas.  Casts  of  popular  favorites,  in  action stones  directed  by  the  screen’s  foremost  directorial  talent. 

FIRST  RELEASE,  “THE  WOLF  HUNTERS” by  James  Oliver  Curwood 

Bmv  4?;^  Comedy-Dramas,  featuring  the  world-known  comedian, Billy  West,  m   his  first  feature-length  photoplay. 
starring  Richard  Hatton  and  eight  starring 

Ben  Wilson.  Produced  by  Ben  Wilson  Productions. 

SHORT  SUBJECTS 

4Tdu7ed  t 

ofTe  “esenX''*’"'’*"'  ^-ectors 

RAYART  PICTURES  CORPORATION W.  RAY  JOHNSTON,  Pres. 

723  Seventh  Avenue,  New  York 

Foreign  Distributors,  RICHMOUNT  PICTURES,  INC. 

P.  S. —We’ve  just  sig^d  Ben  Alexander  as  the  star  of  “SCOTTY  OF 
I   HE  SCOUTS,  the  first  Rayart  Serialplay. 
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Here^s  an  Exhibitor  Wire  from  Chicago: 
“Chicago  and  Peoria  exhibitors  in  attendance  at  Paran.«, 
Birthday  Party  join  in  delivering  to  you  our  personal 

gratulations  not  only  upon  the  smashing  array  of  winnerl 

birthday  group  as  proven  in  your  advance  showing  of  prodffl 
but  particularly  do  we  want  to  emphasize  our  endorsemi 

of  the  get-together  spirit  displayed  in  this  meeting  whl 
imposes  an  obligation  on  all  parties  to  undertake  from  3 
day  a   closer  understanding  of  common  problems  and, 

strength  reliance  upon  everyone’s  intentions  to  carry  onto! 
common  prosperity  and  progress.” 

What  31  Pittsburgh  Exhibitors  Say: 
“Exhibitors  of  Pittsburgh  territory  attending  15th  Birth! 
Celebration  all  very  enthusiastic  about  Birthday  GroJ 

Marvelous  lineup  of  stars,  directors  and  stories.  TrailJ 
indicate  lavish  productions  of  great  box  office  power,  IVj 
congratulate  Paramount  and  wish  many  more  such  anS 

versaries  with  a   continuation  of  such  products  as  birth 

group.” 

39  Indianapolis  Exhibitors  Wired: 
“Exhibitors  of  Indianapolis  territory  extend  hearty  congrat 
lations  on  this  new  and  progressive  idea  of  holding  joi^ 
exhibitor  and  producer  meetings.  We  have  never  before  1 

sold  so  thoroughly  on  any  product  as  on  I   Sth  Birthday  Gr 

A   Message  from  Michigan  Exhibitors: 
“Twenty-five  Michigan  exhibitors  representing  over  oni 
hundred  theatres  are  undivided  in  gratitude  for  the  high  i 

of  quality  and  cooperation  sounded.  Your  idea  of  dh 

contact  is  a   most  welcome  step.  We  appreciate  the  1 

which  has  prompted  the  development  of  a   new  era  in  pic 

history.  Coming  season’s  product  certainly  fulfills 

hopeful  expectation.” 

Read  what  Connecticut  Exhibitors  Said: 

“Paramount  product  outlined  at  our  meeting  is  one  of  th 
most  heartening  and  inspiring  things  in  history  of 

industry.  Paramount  once  more  shows  its  superiority  s*' 

lives  up  to  its  name  of  Paramount.” 

Exhibitors  of  Qle'veland  Territory  Wired: 
“Cleveland  exhibitors  congratulate  Famous  Players, 

the  fine  cooperation  and  the  wonderful  line-up  of  stars,  stori| 
and  directors,  this  year  will  be  the  greatest  clean-up 

ever  enjoyed.” 

scnisr®  ‘’“Si* 
■«■=  WM  0, 
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4   S .   R .   K   E   N   T   (continued) 

Wire  from  Washington,  D.  £•  Exhibitors: 

“We  exhibitors  of  Washington  territory  desire  to  thank  the 

Paramount  organization  for  the  inspiring  meeting.  Para- 

mount again  proves  itself  Paramount.  Forthcoming  pro- 

ductions most  formidable  array  of  screen  entertainment  ever 

offered  exhibitors.  This  is  truly  the  greatest  birthday  party 

in  history  of  industry  and  another  milestone  of  progress  in 

our  business.” 

Wisconsin  Exhibitors  Association  Wires: 

“Undersigned  exhibitors  representing  39  theatre  owners  of 

Wisconsin  not  only  solidly  certify  the  great  line  up  in  store 

this  Fall  but  want  to  endorse  in  strongest  language  the 

revolutionary  policy  here  inaugurated.  It  deserves  the  united 

thanks  and  support  of  every  theatre  owner  in  the  nation.” 

Here^s  one  from  (Cincinnati  Exhibitors: 
“Paramount  is  deservant  of  great  credit  for  unprecedented 

idea  of  arranging  meeting.  Box  office  plans  as  well  as  pro- 

duction department  picture  have  been  a   great  inspiration  to 

us  all.” 

thank  you  —   each  and  every  exhibitor  who 

attended  these  meetings  —   for  the  part  you  played 

in  making  them  the  sweeping  success  that  they  were. 

We  thank  you  for  listening  courteously  to  our  story, 

for  presenting  freely  and  frankly  your  problems. 

In  return  we  pledge  that  the  spirit  of  cooperation 

between  us,  fostered  by  these  gatherings,  will  be 

carried  out  by  us  to  the  letter  in  our  future  dealings 

with  you.  We  pledge  that  no  effort  will  be  spared 

to  make  the  Fifteenth  Birthday  Group  of  pictures, 

which  you  so  generously  praise,  The  Greateit  Source 

o/  Profit  for  Exhibitors  This  Business  Has  Ewer  Known, 

Q^aramount  Q^ictures 

I   3.*
^ 

»?»» 

Member  oi  Motion  Picture  Producers  and  Distributors  of  America,  Inc., 
H.  Bays,  President 
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6 EXHIBITORS  HERALD 

J.G.BACHMANN 
PRESENT 

Now  Shooting 

A   new^eries 
PREFERRED ; 
PICTURES 

  1 
I 

To  be  followed  by: 

Lew  Tyler’s  Wives 
SHENANDOAH 

By  Bronson  Howard 
By  WALLACE  IRWIN 

Directed  by  HARLEY  KNOLES 

THE  ARISTOCRAT 

By  Larry  Evans With 

FRANK  MAYO 

RUTH  CLIFFORD 
HEDDA  HOPPER 

HELEN  LEE  WORTHING 

LEW  BRICE 

STUDIES  IN  WIVES 

By  Mrs.  Belloc  Lowndes 

THE  WORST  WOMAN 

By  Larry  Evans 
DANCING  DAYS 

ByJ.J.  Bell HORSES  AND  WOMEN 

By  L.  B.  Yates 

In  Preparation 
EDEN’S  FRUIT 

By  John  Goodrich 
The  Romance  of  a 

Million  Dollars 
By  ELIZABETH  DEJEANS 

A   great  box-office  story  of 
American  fortunes  based  on 

a   big  best-seller 

SHOPWORN 

By  Patricia  Wetherill 

EXCLUSIVE  RIGHTS 

By  Evelyn  Campbell 

SHAMEFUL  BEHAVIOR? 

By  Mrs.  Belloc  Lowndes 

HIS  NEW  YORK  WIFE 

By  John  Goodrich 

Preferred 
Pictures 

Famous  Hffracfioris 
Corporation 

dO.BACHMANN 
D£NT 

S.,lc  l.VTER-OCEA X   I-'II.M  COUP.,  Macy  W.  Kastne.-,  /V„„  2IS  Wet  42„,1  S,.,  Xcw  Y 

ork  t-iiy 



^fore  You  Turn  This 
Page  Get  Y our  Copy  o£ 
ThatBigWamerBros. 
Announcement  Book 

In  Front 

of  You! 

% 
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May  15,  192(j 

Fewer  and  Better 
Pictures — 26  1 
Individually  Speciatized 
Box  Office  Attractions 

for  1926—27 
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The  finest  line-up  in  the 

industry!  Every  picture 
has  everything!  Story, 

cast,  direction  plus  the 

Warner  Bros,  standard 

of  production  !   Unbeat- able! For  example,  read 

in  your  copy  of  the  big 
announcement  book  the 
facts  that  are  making 
**The  Brute”  a   whale  of 

a   box  office  bet!  26 

Warner  Winners  foTl926! 



Exdusive  Foreign  Dltflrlbutors. 

R.-C  Export  Corporation 

PaO  PMiuic*  GHAH. 
ZUPrVin&nMC  BaiVn. 

Sttainy 

SuocM  Anonw  dtt  RlatpaQ 
rjutainStHom  Paju 



^anks 
1 

Th aai 
I’m  watching  the  trade  reports  on  “what  my  pic- 

tures did  for  you.”  They’re  great!  Your  commen- 
dation peps  me  up  like  a   pullet  with  a   worm! 

Makes  me  feel  like  going  out  and  making  the  best 

yet!  That’s  exactly  what  I’ve  done  in 

s/ 

tf'ibuted  by 

E 
h 

You’re  going  to  like  this  picture!  Your  public’s 

going  to  eat  it  up!  I   play  three  phases  of  one 

i-Q|e — a   rich  man’s  son,  a   hobo  and  a   lumberjack! 

Each  phase  kept  me  on  my  toes!  Modesty  for- 

bids me  saying  how  good  I   am!  I   ve  a   great  leading 

lady— a   fine  cast  and  the  story  rings  the  bell!  It’s  a 

big  money-getter  sure  as  you’re  born!  Hop  to  it! 

f560  Broadway 

York,  N.  Y. 

■CHANGES  EVERYWHERE 



"One  Big  Box  Office  Bet 

UNIVERSAL  JEWEL 
A   TOD  BROWNING  PRODUCTION 

^^Has  broken  house  record  for  Saturdaysrj 

**Breaking  all  existing  popular  admission  price 
Turned  away  over  five  hundred  admissions. 

^^Opened  to  largest  number  of  admissions  any  pictiir^ 

The  Sensational  I 



Starring  PRISCILLA  DEAN 

Supported  by  LON  CHANEY 

Business  exceeded  all  expectations.” 
Criterion  Theatre 

Los  Angeles,  Cal. 

records.  Holding  for  second  week.” Detroit,  Kiich. 

Patrons  enthusiastic.  Look  for  big  week. 
yy  Liberty  Theatre 

Kansas  City,  Mo. 

Ilaying this  house  iast  fourteen  months.” 
 "   ' '   "   ' Lon?  Bench,  Cal. 

Summer  Smash ! 
L 



Dooley) 

1 
BOBBY  VERNON  COMEDIES 
The  whole  family  gets  a   kick  out  of  a   Bobby  Vernon 

Comedy. 

There’s  just  enough  clean  slapstick  to  set  the  kids 

howling  with  glee,  and  enough  plot  to  please  the 

grownups.  Line  up  for  the  coming  series  of  eight. 

They  made  him  a   comedy  star  overnight  •   now 

heading  his  own  unit  by  popular  demand.  There  will 

be  only  six  Billy  Dooley  Comedies  this  season  —   but 

you  can  bank  on  these  six. 

Vernorv 

BILLY  DOOLEY  COMEDIES 

GET  THESE  CURRENT  RELEASES  NOW  BOOKING 

BOBBY  VERNON  -   -   Broken  China;  Till  We  Eat  Again 

BILLY  DOOLEY  -   -   A   Salty  Sap;  Shore  Shy 

JIMMIE  ADAMS  -   -   Whoa  Emma;  Gimme  Strength 

NEAL  BURNS   Run  Tin  Can;  Papa’s  Pest 

WALTER  HIERS--  Wireless  Lizzie;  Fresh  Faces 

JACK  DUFFY   Dancing  Daddy 

CHRISTIE  FILM  COMPANY,  Inc. 
Member,  Metlen  PkSure  Produseirs  and  Distributor* 

®l  America,  Irsc.  WiSI  H.  Hays,  pMsident 



is  Like  Siei*Iing  on  Silver 

cJimmie 

A   dams 

iXGaL 

Bupns 

CHRISTIE 
COMEDIES 
Take  a   regular  shot  at 

the  public’s  funny  bone 

with  sparkling  Christie 

Comedies.  They’re  headed  by  feature 

casts,  including  such  popular  players 

as  Neal  Burns,  Jack  Duffy.  Bill  I
rving 

and  backed  by  the  Christie  Beauties. 

Book  the  coming  scries  of  ten. 

Released  Through 

m   fter  ten  years  of  leadership  in  the  comedy  field, 

Christie  will  again  this  year  present  an  outstanding  group  of  supreme 

laugh-makers.  Comedies  produced  by  Christie  have  become  a   standard  all 

over  the  world  because  they  are  consistently  clever,  funny  and  clean. 

They  will  again  be  the  brightest  spots  on  the  varied  programs  of 
BEST  THEATRES  EVERYWHERE/ 

All  the  world  loves  a   laugh  and  Christie  is  deliverini 

them  in  each  Jimmie  Adams  Comedy.  There  will  b 

six  new  fun  films  headed  by  this  popular  favorite. 

JIMMIE  ADAMS  COMEDIES 
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t   tear  your  hair  / 
Don’t  sputter,  fuss  and  fume  when hot  weather  drives  the  fans  to  parks 
and  beaches! 

Lick  the  heat  to  a   frazzle  with 

F.B.O/s  GIANT  GROUP  OF  SPRING  AND 
SUMMER  BOX-OFFICE  HITS 

all  produced  for  warm  weather  exhibition ! 

Wie  Non- 
Stop  Flight 

^   smash  every^vhere 

the  co-operation  of  with 

the  memorable  Hawaiian  h7p  of 

^   summer! 

V   '"T- 1-*-™  /r.„. ,, horavs  /tf  ts.  »j  ^ttn  an  aUmv/ni^  «   .   .   '   .   o 
/   the  flnttaiian  ^ 

AN  F.  B.  O.  GOLD  BOND 

The  Isle  of 
Retribution 

domain!  Off  f   ’   bJalilgItan"'’'"’' 

Harris! 

AN  F.  B.  o.  GOLD  BOND 

The  King 

H 

ttlie  Turf marks  to  the 

A   geeat  bi„  .BoCrr! 
ate  foliowfng  the  hor'st  of  Americans "-/on.  c„,, 

AN  FB.O.  GOLD  bond"" 

A   Poor  Girl’s 

V.,*..,  **
®***aMce

 
name!  '’'"®  Jean  Libbey’s 

the  greatest  writer  of  h*^  Womankind history  of  literature!  ̂    the 

sensation  of  the  trade 

Amazing  record  of  box-office  performance 

i 
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Oh  Man!  What  a   Woman! 

From  the  rocky  fastness  of  Alaska  to 

the  shocky  fastness  of  Broadway,  from  the 

wolves  of  the  north  to  the  bears  of  Wall 

Street.  Her  father  made  a   million  dollars 

with  a   pick  and  she  helped  him  spend  it 

with  a   shovel.  She  may  drink  her  coffee 

from  a   saucer,  but  remember  there  are 

hundreds  of  fellows  who’d  die  for  a   chance 

to  buy  the  coiffee. 

Robert  Kane  has  made  another  great 

comedy  to  surpass  even  the  remarkable  suc- 

cess of  “Bluebeai'd’s  Seven  Wives.”  It’s 
one  of  the  finest  and  funniest  comedy 

dramas  ever  produced.  Another  example 

of  the  big  pictures  First  National  is  deliv- 

ering summer  and  winter. 

^iiWUdeniess 
^   Woman 
Aileen  Piingle,  Lowell  Sherman 

and  Chester  Conklin 

I 

i 
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Martin  J.  Quigley,  Publisher  Editor 

N.  W.  Meet  Insures  Complete  Attendance  at  Los  Angeles;  Wipes  Out  Last  Trace  of 

Exhibitor  Differences;  Woodhull,  Seider  and  Hess  Speak  at  Harmony  Session;  Con- 
tract Ultimatum  Voted. 

Abroad  in  the  Foreign  Field,  by  Martin  J.  Quigley;  The  Last  of  a   Series  of  Three  Articles 
on  the  Foreign  Market  and  Conditions  Observed  on  a   Recent  Journey  Abroad. 

Stanley  Gets  Mark  Strand,  Fabian  and  R.  &   C.  Theatres;  Deal  Also  on  to  Add  Levy  Chain 
to  Combine;  Called  Part  of  Move  to  Mobilize  Houses  Controlled  by  First  National 
Franchise  Holders. 

Keith-Albee  Circuit  Buys  Half  Interest  in  Pro-Dis-Co;  400  First  Class  Houses  Are  Affected 

by  Deal;  Guarantees  Theatres  High  Class  Productions;  Opens  First  Run  Situation 
for  Producers  Distributing  Corporation. 

Warner  Specials  Have  Riesner  and  Crosland,  Directors,  and  Bess  Meredyth,  Scenarist — 
Nation’s  Executives  Endorse  Greater  Movie  Season  Plans;  Eight  Cabinet  Officers 

and  21  Governors  Approve  Project  in  Letters  to  Will  Hays — Coolidge’s  Congratula- tions Last  Year  Recalled. 

Fox  Sales  Forces  at  Regionals  Pledge  Greatest  Season — United  Artists  to  Release  Six- 

teen in  1926-27;  Gloria  Swanson,  Equal  Owner  in  United,  Will  Produce  Two;  John 

Barrymore,  Buster  Keaton,  Samuel  Goldwyn  and  Morris  Gest  New  Producing 
members. 

Famous  Attractions  Starts  on  Thirteen  Preferred  Pictures^ — Buglers  Will  Call  Exhibitors 

to  Sessions  at  Los  Angeles;  They  May  Sleep  Through  Reveille  but  Mess  Call  Will 

Bring  Them  on  the  Gallop — Carl  Laemmle,  Jr.,  to  Make  Own  Short  Feature  Series. 

DEPARTMENTS 

Short  Features   48 

Presentation  Acts   122 

The  Theatre   130 

Service  Talks  on  Pictures   -   134 
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Editorial 

‘L 

MaitinJ.Quigley 
V   / 

The  industry  witnessed  two  great  and  significant developments  during  the  past  week: 

The  Keith-Albee  and  Producers  Distribut- 

ing corporation  combination. 

The  Eastern  theatre  merger  under  the  banner 

of  the  Stanley  Company  of  America. 

Either  of  these  transactions  would  have  made  the 

week  a   notable  one;  coming  at  the  same  time  they  make 

the  period  one  that  will  long  he  remembered. 

The  former  transaction  marks  the  welding  into  the 

motion  picture  industry  of  the  great  vaudeville  inter- 

ests. "^'ith  motion  picture  theatres  drifting  somewhat 
into  vaude^dlle,  we  now  see  vaudeville  taking  a   bold 

and  decisive  step  into  motion  pictures. 

The  entry  of  the  Keith-Albee  firm  and  their  associated 

interests  into  the  motion  picture  business  is  a   decidedly 

promising  and  significant  development.  These  inter- 
ests have  been  a   great  and  substantial  factor  in  the 

show  world  and  in  their  hands  vaudeville  has  been 

tremendously  elevated,  both  as  a   business  and  also  as 

a   form  of  public  eutertaimnent.  They  will  contribute 

a   sound  and  stable  influence  to  the  motion  picture 
business. 

By  virtue  of  the  transaction  the  Producers  Distribut- 

ing corporation  moves  forw'ard  into  a   considerably  more 
favorable  position.  A   long  list  of  splendid  theatres 

throughout  the  country  %vill  now  be  open  to  the  P.  D.  C. 

product.  There  wall  be  a   development  and  an  expan- 

sion of  the  motion  picture  market,  probably  at  some 

sacrifice  to  vaudeville.  Although  the  trend  has  for 

some  time  been  indicated,  it  is  now  quite  plain  that 

motion  pictures  are  to  play  a   greater  part  in  the  pro- 

grams of  these  vaudeville  theatres  and,  depending  upon 

the  attitude  of  the  public,  many  of  these  houses  may 

become  distinctly  motion  picture  theatres. 

But  the  Keith-Albee  and  Orpbeum  Circuit  interests 

will  do  more  than  merely  supply  playing  time.  They 

represent  vast  experience  and  knowledge  in  theatrical 

affairs  and  in  showmanship.  The  motion  picture  indus- 

try is  now  in  a   position  to  benefit  generously  from  all 
of  this. 

In  a   more  practical  sense  the  purchase  of  an  interest 

in  the  Producers  Distributing  corporation  means  for  the 

vaudeville  concerns  a   protection  on  a   supply  of  good 
product.  It  means  a   hand  and  a   voice  in  the  motion 

picture  industry. 

»   *   * 

The  theatre  combination  brought  about  by  the Stanley  Company  of  America  looms  extremely  im- 

portant in  the  light  of  the  situation  that  exists  in  the 

theatre  field.  The  devcdopmeiit  is  taken  by  many  as  the 

initial  step  in  bringing  together,  under  one  arrange- 

ment or  another,  various  groups  of  First  National 
houses. 

The  combination  represents  one  of  the  most  impor- 

tant theatre  transactions  in  the  history  of  the  industry, 

both  with  respect  to  the  kind  and  number  of  theatre 

properties  involved  and  also  with  respect  to  political 

alignments.  In  the  face  of  this  and  other  developments 

that  have  been  taking  place  in  the  theatre  field  the 

indications  of  any  possibility  of  the  theatre  market 

being  tied  up  into  one,  two  or  three  great  combinations 

are  slight  indeed.  The  Stanley  Company,  as  the  result 

of  this  deal,  stands  out  as  a   great,  powerful  and  inde- 
pendent theatre  company.  It  is  now  in  a   position  to 

offer  great  revenues  to  any  distributor  wdio  is  able  to 
offer  acceptable  product. 

And  it  may  now  be  noted,  with  reference  to  the 

Stanley  company  and  its  policies  and  practices,  that 

although  it  has  long  since  been  in  a   practically  com- 

manding position  it  has  dealt  with  distributors  in  a 

manner  that  has  maintained  good  will  and  friendship. 

Many  sales  managers  have  declared  within  the  hearing 

of  the  winter  that  despite  the  strategic  position  which 

the  theatre  company  enjoyed  it  has  uniformly  dealt  with 

a   high  degree  of  fairness  and  equity  in  bargaining  for 

product. 
«   *   « 

The  Minneapolis  convention  of  exhibitors  held  last week  was  an  interesting  and  constructive  prelim- 

inary to  the  coming  national  conclave  to  be  held  in  Los 

Angeles.  It  was  orderly  and  serious  in  its  procedure 

and  the  spirit  abroad  throughout  the  sessions  promises 
much  for  the  national  gathering. 

The  various  chief  factions  and  factors  in  the  organi- 
zation are  now  working  harmoniously  together.  The 

spectre  of  political  manipulation  that  has  been  abroad 

on  many  previous  occasions  just  before  national  con- 
ventions is  now  conspicuously  absent. 

The  prospect  is  now  extremely  hopeful  and  all  who 

have  conscientiously  labored  in  the  cause  of  setting 

aright  the  affairs  of  the  organization  have  good  reason 

for  feeling  gratified  at  this  time. 

«   «   « 

PRODUCERS  of  stage  plays  in  New  York  seem  to  be trying  very  hard  to  bring  about  a   play  censorship. 
Unless  some  restraining  influence  is  placed  upon  them 

in  the  form  of  sane  counsel  from  among  their  o^vn  num- 

bers there  is  little  doubt  that  they  w'ill  get  what  their 
efforts  have  been  inviting. 

One  play  after  another  has  been  put  upon  the  boards 
in  New  York  City  which  has  been  noted  for  nothing  but 

its  obnoxiousness.  There  may  be  an  excuse  for  a   good 

play  with  objectionable  features  but  the  plays  that  are 

dragging  the  reputation  of  the  New  York  theatre  into 

the  gutter  are  not  plays  that  have  been  produced  be- 
cause of  their  merits  but  because  of  their  salacious 

appeal.  Even  the  language  employed  shows  that  the 
effort  being  made  is  not  for  dramatic  effect  but  rather 

for  the  purpose  of  shocking  the  audience. 
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N.W.  Meet  Insures  Complete 
Attendance  at  Los  Angeles 

R.  F.  WoodhuU  (left),  president  of  the 
M.  P.  T.  O.  A.,  was  a   guest  at  the 

Minneapolis  convention,  as  was  H.  M. 
Richey,  business  manager  of  the  M.  P. 
T.  0.  of  Michigan.  (HERALD 

photo). 

WoodhuU  Will 

Accept  Another 
Term  If  Asked 

For  the  first  time  in  the  history  o£  the 
Motion  Picture  Theatre  Owners  of  Amer- 

ica, there  has  been  little  or  no  flurry  over 

the  question  of  who  will  be  elected  presi- 
dent for  the  coming  year,  although  the  con- 

vention opens  within  three  weeks. 
There  are  a   dozen  able  men  who  have 

an  honest  ambition  to  become  the  chief 

executive  officer  of  the  exhibitor  associa- 
tion, but  none  wants  to  seek  office  at  the 

price  of  harmony  within  the  organization. 

“WoodhuU  would  accept  another  year  as 
president  if  convinced  the  organization  is 

anxious  that  he  serve,”  declared  a   person 
close  to  the  present  president  of  the  M.  P. 

T.  O.  A.  “But  you  can  bet  that  Pete  will 
not  force  himself  back  in,  and  would  not 
accept  the  office  under  any  circumstance 
unless  he  was  positive  it  was  for  the  best 

interests  of  the  organization.” 
Julian  Brylawski  of  Washington  has  been 

mentioned  as  a   presidential  possibility 

along  with  several  of  the  outstanding  lead- 
ers in  the  Central  West.  No  heated  con- 

test is  expected,  however,  and  many  pre- 
dict that  whoever  is  chosen  will  be  named 

by  acclamation. 

Hays  Will  Attend 

Los  Angeles  Meet 
Will  H,  Hays,  president  of  the  M.  P.  P- 

D.  A.,  will  attend  the  Los  Angeles  con- 
vention of  the  Motion  Picture  _   Theatre 

Owners  and  will  address  the  exhibitors  at 
one  of  the  sessions. 

Projectionist's  Leap 
Saves  Life;  Film  Lost 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

MINNEAPOLIS,  May  11-— -V  film  fire 
m   the  booth  of  the  Ludeke  theatre  at  St. 
Peter,  Minn.,  caused  damage  to  the  extent 
of  $1,000.  The  fire  Avas  confined  to  the 

booth,  the  operator  saving  himself  by  div- 
ing through  a   window.  The  theatre  is  op- 

erated by  H.  J.  Ludeke. 

Wipes  Out  Last  Traces 
Of  Exhibitor  Differences 
Woodhullf  Seider  and  Hess  Speak  at  Minneapolis 

Harmony  Session — Contract  Ultimatum  Voted 

By  ERNEST  A.  ROVELSTAD 
(Nc’i's  Editor,  Ex^hibitors  Herald) 

(Jne  hundred  percent  attendance  at  the  national  convention  of  exhibitors 

at  Los  Angeles  June  1   to  5   was  made  a   certainty  at  the  annual  meeting  of 
the  M.  P.  T.  O.  of  the  Northwest  in  Minneapolis  May  4   and  5   at  which  were 

blotted  out  the  last  traces  of  differences  which  flared  up  at  the  Detroit  meet- 

ing of  the  board  of  directors  of  the  M.  P.  T.  (j).  A.  last  August.  Complete 

harmony  was  reflected  in  the  addresses  before  the  2CK)  convening  at  the 
Nicollet  hotel. 

WoodhuU,  Seider  and  Hess  Speak 

Addresses  by  R.  F.  WoodhuU.  president  of  the  M.  P.  T.  O.  A.,  Joseph  M. 
Seider,  business  manager  of  the  National  Organization,  and  Gabriel  L.  Hess 

of  the  M.  P.  P.  D.  A.,  attested  to  the  full  spirit  of  co-operation  and  the 

importance  with  which  the  convention  was  regarded  by  the  national  exhib- 
itors’ body  and  producers  and  distributors  alike. 

Then,  too,  there  were  pledges  of  har- 
mony from  presidents  and  business  man- 

agers of  other  state  units  which  represent- 
ed a   cross  section  of  practically  the  entire 

Allied  States  organization.  There  were 
H.  M.  Richey,  business  manager  of  the 
M.  P.  T.  O.  of  Michigan;  R.  R.  Biechele, 

president  of  the  M.  P.  T.  0.  of  Kansas- 
Missouri;  Jack  Miller,  business  manager 
of  the  Oiicago  and  Illinois  organization; 
Frank  J.  Rembusch,  president  of  the  M.  P. 
T.  0.  of  Indiana,  and  Henrv-  Staah,  execu- 

tive secretary  of  the  Wisconsin  unit.  F.  R. 
Poffer  of  Iowa  and  Henry  Morton,  presi- 

dent of  the  Winnipeg  organization,  were 
also  present. 

Following  are  a   few  of  the  high  spots 
touched  at  the  convention : 

"Gate”  Hess  brought  the  message  that 

Will  H.  Hays,  president  of  the  M.  P. 

P.  D.  A.,  "hopes  this  northwest  organi- 
zation will  double  in  strength  so  as  to 

be  held  up  as  an  example  to  exhibitors 

in  every  state  to  organize,  as  he  believes 

that  in  national  organization  of  exhibi-^ 

tors  the  industry  is  bound  to  advance.” 

Hess  praised  W.  A.  Steffes,  president 
of  the  M.  P.  T.  0.  of  the  Northwest, 

for  his  "splendid  co-operation.” 
Seider  declared:  "I  appreciate  the 

support  this  organization  has  given  the 

National  Organization.” 
Pete  WoodhuU :   "We've  been  differ- 

ent politically  many  times,  but  at  heart 

we  have  been  one.” To  a   wire  to  Hays  from  the  conven- 

tion leaders  suggesting  that  be  cal!  a 

meeting  of  the  advisory  committee  on 

clauses  added  to  the  Standard  Exhibi- 

tion Contract  by  distributors.  Hays  re- 
plied to  Steffes  by  telegram  that  he 

would  be  pleased  at  any  time  to  discuss 

the  matter  "with  you  and  the  others.” 
The  M.  P.  T.  O.  Northwest  by  reso- 

lution "directed  the  exhibitor  members 
of  the  Board  of  Arbitration  to  refuse  to 
arbitrate  such  contracts  as  contain 

added  clauses  to  tie  so-called  Standard 
Exhibition  Contract  unless  approved  by 

the  advisory  committee.” The  convention  voted  to  urge  all 
(Cautiniicd  on  page) 

UNDER  ONE  FLAG  at  the  Minneapolis  conventi
on  Rear  row  Wy®  righO 

R   R.  Biechele.  president  of  the  Kansas-Misso
un  M.  P.  T.  O..  Frank  J.  Rem 

busch  president.  Indiana;  Theo.  L.  Hays,  g
eneral  manager  of  F.  &   R.,  A.  A. 

Sanf secretary  of  the  P^^.  O.-N.  W.;  the 

the  Illinois  organization,  and  Al  Steffes.  pres
ident  of  the  M 

Northwest  Middle  row:  H.  M.  Richey,  business  ma
nager  of  the  M.  P-  9* 

of  Michigan  -   Pete  WoodhuU.  national  president,  and  Joe  Se
ider,  national  bust 

n   manager  Front  row:  Oliver  Rowe  of  the  
State.  St.  Paul:  Joseph  Fried- 

man. Tower,  St.  Paul;  John  Piller,  Valley  City.  N.  D.:
  Henry  Staab.  Milwaukee. 

(HERALD  photo.) 
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Four  of  the  leaders  of  the  Allied  States  organization  who  took  part  in  the  Minne- 
apolis convention,  led  by  W.  A.  Steffes  (left).  The  others  are  (left  to  right) 

Jack  Miller,  business  manager  of  the  Illinois  organization;  R.  R.  Biechele,  presi- 
dent of  the  Kansas-Missouri  M.  P.  T.  O.,  and  Frank  J.  Rembuscb,  president  of 

the  Indiana  organization.  (HERALD  photo). 

N.  U.  Convention  Insures  Complete 
Attendance  at  Los  Angeles  Meet 

{Continued  from  Preceding  Page) 

members  to  operate  their  theatres  at  a 
high  standard,  to  keep  in  close  contact 
in  civic  matters,  to  meet  with  individ- 

uals and  organizations  in  their  commu- 
nities and  discuss  constructively  such 

problems  as  censorship. 

A1  Steffes  was  re-elected  president;  Otito 
N.  Raths,  So.  St.  Paul,  vicepresident;  A. 
A.  Kaplan,  secretary,  and  Harry  Dryer, treasurer. 

The  following  were  chosen  directors: 
Jos.  Friedman,  Harvey  Buchanan,  R.  V. 
Baasen,  H.  J.  Ludeke,  Roy  McMinn,  L.  R. 
Stacy,  H.  A.  Brummond,  E.  G.  Anderson, 
H.  B.  Smoots,  John  Filler,  E.  J.  Benfield, 
Oliver  Rowe,  W.  A.  Cameron,  W.  d! 
Gowen,  L.  Blackmore,  and  Theo.  L.  Hays. 
Members  of  the  executive  committee  and 
the  delegates  to  the  national  convention 
are  to  be  named  by  the  advisory  board. 

St^.  Paul,  Minn.,  will  be  the  scene  of  next 
year's  national  convention  if  the  exhibitors at  Los  Angeles  act  favorably  on  the  invi- 

tation which  Frank  M.  Moore,  convention 
secretary  of  the  St.  Paul  association  of 
Public  and  Business  Affairs,  said  he  will 
place  before  the  M.  P.  T.  0.  A.  gathering. 
Moore  also  invited  the  Northwest  organ- 

ization to  meet  in  St.  Paul  next  year.  Ex- 
hibitors were  urged  to  make  every  effort 

to  attend  the  Los  Angeles  convention  by 
Arthur  W.  Warnock  of  Los  Angeles, 
newspaper  man  and  publicist,  who  spoke at  the  luncheon  which  opened  the  Minne- 

apolis meeting. 

Day  Given  to  Contract  Question 
The  first  day’s  session  was  devoted  al- most  entirely  to  the  contract  question. 

Wednesday  the  exhibitors  met  at  10  a.  m. 
and  continued  in  session  until  the  winding up  of  business  in  the  middle  of  the  after- 

noon. A   banquet  in  the  Nicollet  ballroom 
closed  the  convention. 

Censorship  came  in  for  a   number  of 
attacks.  Cheers  greeted  Joe  Seider’s  an- 
nouncement  at  the  banquet  that  the  Upshaw 
bill  for  federal  censorship  had  just  been 
lolled  in  committee  at  Washington,  largely 
through  the  “definite  and  courageous  stand taken  by  the  President  of  the  United States. 

Mayor  George  E.  Leach  of  Minneapolis, candidate  for  governor  of  Minnesota,  de- 
clared that  in  his  five  years  as  mayor  he 

“hadn’t  stopped  a   picture  and  wouldn’t  in 

50  years.’’ 

“There  are  a   class  of  people  on  whom 
there  ought  to  be  an  open  game  season,’’ 
said  the  mayor.  “I  can’t  understand  these 
people  who  want  censorship.  I   have  confi- 

dence in  the  men  of  the  motion  picture business  and  will  let  them  be  their  own 
censors.  If  they  don’t  show  the  public the  pictures  it  wants,  they  will  play  to dark  houses.  I   live  in  the  greatest  Swede 
town  in  the  United  States  and  I   know  you couldn  t   sho^v  the  of  ̂    Swede 
here.  Each  district  has  its  own  conditions. 
I   was  out  of  town  yesterday  but  when  I 
looked  over  the  police  docket  ithis  morning there  was  nothing  to  show  there  was  a 
motion  picture  convention  in  town.’’ 

“Right  will  always  prevail  over  might,’’ said  Woodhull.  “We  name  our  children after  St.  Paul  and  our  dogs  after  Nero. 
Even  women’s  clubs — the  best  organiza- tions in  the  world  for  welfare— can  be  led 
astray  by  long-haired  reformers  and  high- salaried  hypocrites  who  think  they  must 
reform  something.’’ 

Industry’s  Standards  Praised 
Warnock  declared  that  it  is  the  experi- 

ence of  people  living  in  Los  Angeles  that 
the  movie  people  are  just  as  decent-mind- 

ed as  any  people  could  be.”  He  said  the 
standard  of  management  in  the  industry 
has  improved,  leaders  are  learning  more 
what  the  public  wants,  and  the  people  like 
better  things.  “I  get  terribly  fed  up  on tins  censorship  thing,’’  Warnock  asserted. 
The  proper  place  for  censorship  is  in  the home. 

Five  state  units  have  now  declared 
against  arbitrating  any  contracts  which  in- 

clude added  clauses,  Seider  announced  fol- 
lowing protest  against  the  action  of  sev- 

eral companies.  Here  is  the  telegram drawn  up  in  collaboration  with  convention 
leaders^and  sent  to  Hays  by  Hess: 

At  convention  of  M.  P.  T.  O.  of  the  North- 
west  after  long  detailed  discussion  and  criticism of  clauses  proposed  to  he  added  to  Standard  Con- 

tract by  several  distributors  it  was  suggested  th.it 
the  question  whether  or  not  such  clauses  or  any ot  them  abrogate  the  provisions  of  the  Standard 
Contract  be  submitted  to  you  and  the  advisory 

(Woodhull,  Richards,  Steffes  and 
u   Keilly)  and  it  was  also  suggested  that  you  call 
meeting  of  that  committee  to  convene  at  earliest 
date. 

Mr.  Hays’  reply,  addressed  to  Steffes : 
Will  be  pleased  of  course  at  any  time  to  dis- 

cuss with  you  and  the  others  any  question  rela- tive to  whether  or  not  any  additions  by  any  of 

May  15,  1926 

contract  are  in  conflict  with  or  amend  or  nullify 
either  the  letter  or  the  spirit  of  the  sbnl!i  j c   auses  which  were  agreed  to.  Glad  to  see always  on  tins  or  any  other  matter. 
“Applesauce,’’  was  Seider’s  comment  on the  reply.  Later  in  convention  Richey  pre dieted  that  the  Michigan  organization 

would  take  the  same  stand  as  the  Minne- 
apolis convention  against  arbitratine  rnn tracts  containing  additions. 

Gabriel  Hess  entered  upon  a   long  ex- 
planation of  provisions  of  the  contract  at the  first  session  zHev  Otto  Raths  of  South St.  Paul  had  been  elected  convention  chair- 

,   complimented  Seider  and Steffes  for  their  part  in  drawing  up  the contract. 

Discussion  was  interrupted  while  Mr Mrs.  Dan  Eselin  escorted 

Woodhull  to  the  chair.  In  his  opening statement  the  M.  P.  T.  O.  A.  president 
declared  that  “to  come  out  and  talk  to  you fellows  of  the  Northwest,  who  have  such a   fine  organization,  on  how  to  run  an  or 
gamzation  would  be  the  limit  of  nerve’’ 

Woodhull  Protests  Additions 
Woodhull  then  launched  into  the  con- 

tract question  with  the  words,  "I’m  deeply soriy,  after  the  meeting  in  New  York  and 
seeing  that  fine  bunch  get  together  on  the 
contract,  that  any  member  of  their  organ- ization would  see  fit  to  put  in  any  clause 
that  would  nullify  that  contract.  After 
four  years  of  work  they  should  have  all 
gone  down  the  line  on  it  for  at  least  a 
year.”  Woodhull  also  attacked  the  over- 
siting  problem,  which  Seider  later  re- affirmed will  be  a   main  problem  before  the 
Los  Angeles  convention,  and  the  “fly-by- 
night  theatre  organizers.’ Exhibitors  will  be  in  a   common  unit 

from  coast  to  coast,”  he  declared.  “It’s got  to  come  because  there  are  more  and 
more  emergencies.  Keep  vour  organization, 
build  It,  make  it  stronger.  We’re  all  going 
to  get  around  a   common  table  and  there’ll 
be  one  great  organization  marching  on  for 
the  one  common  good.  Conservation  of 

independent  theatre  can  be  accom- 
plished only  when  we  get  to  a   convention, 

fight  it  out  in  the  open  and  then  leave  the 
convention  still  members  of  the  national 

organization.” Seider  predicted  a   new  era  for  exhib- 
itors through  the  administrative  commit- 

tee and  stated  Steffes  was  the  one  who 
started  the  move  to  place  that  committee 
on  a   business  basis.  “A1  Steffes  is  red- 
blooded  and  calls  a   spade  a   spade,”  Seider declared.  He  emphasized  the  value  of  the 
reductions  obtained  as  a   practical  remedy 
for  the  music  tax,  which  Paul  R.  Sum- 

mers of  Indianapolis  later  explained  from 

the  _   standpoint  of  the  music  publishers. 
(Minnesota’s  compromise  tax  is  three  cents 

seat.)  Seider  also  urged  exhibitors  to 
sign  for  no  pictures  until  the  contract 
problem  has  been  threshed  out  at  Los Angeles. 

Free  shows  also  came  in  for  various 
onslaughts.  Dues  were  increased  25  per cent. 

The  resolution  committee  included  Chairman 
Theo.  L.  Hays,  John  Pillcr,  H.  B.  Smoots,  Henry 

Greene  and  Roy  T.  McMinn.  On  the  rules  com- 
mittee were  Harvey  Buchanan,  chairman,  and 

H.  A.  Brummond,  H.  J.  Ludeke  and  Oliver 
Rowe.  The  audit  committee  consisted  of  Joe 
Friedman,  chairman,  and  Anton  Gillea  and  R.  V. 
Baasen. 

Following  is  a   list  of  those  who  regis- 
tered : 

Ernest  M.  Cowles,  Pelican  Rapids, 
Minn.;  H.  A.  Brummond,  Thief  River 
Falls,  Minn.;  E.  Halverson,  Bridgewater, 
S.  D.;  Cora  W.  Thompson,  Dodge  Center, 
Minn.;  Mr.  and  Mrs.  Jack  DeMarce,  Ben- 

son, Minn. ;   R.  A.  Palmer,  Sleepy  Eye, 
Minn.;  Frank  J.  Ujka,  Larimore,  N.  D. ; 
R.  E.  Barnard,  Maclclock,  N.  D. ;   B.  J.  Ben- 

(Coiilhiiicd  on  I’aae  13S) 
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Harmony  Session  at  Minneapolis 

Serious  discnssion  of  exMbitor  problems  ran  a   dead  beat  with  merriment  at  the  
convention  banquet  May  5   in  the  Nicollet 

hotel  Minneapolis.  At  the  speakers  table  (left  to  right)  were  Joe  Friedman,  K  
 R.  Biechele,  Joe  Seider,  Pete  Woodhdl, 

Al  Steffes  Tbeo.  L.  Hays,  Mayor  George  E.  Leach,  Jack  Miller,  H.  M.  Richey,  F
rank  J.  Rembusch  and  Gabe  l^ss.  The 

food  was  excellent  and  the  speeches  were  also  full  of  meal  and  wit.  Henry  Sta
ab,  executive  secretary  of  the  Wisconsin 

M   P   T   0   was  also  a   speaker.  Below  center:  Joseph  M.  Seider  (right),  M.  P.  T.  0.  
A.  business  manager,  is  sbo^  with 

Henrv  Staab  (left),  executive  secretary  of  the  Wisconsin  organization,  and  
Theo.  L.  Hays,  general  manager  of  F.  &   R. 

(L  to  R)  Charles  Lyons,  Moveum, 

Aitkin,  Minn.,  and  William  Cam- 
eron, Summit,  St.  Paul,  and  John 

Piller,  of  the  Filler  theatre,  at 
Valley  City,  N.  D. 

Active  in  convention  were  (L  to  R) 
Harvey  G.  Thorpe,  Peoples,  Crosby, 

Minn.;  Anton  Gilles,  of  the  Gilles, 

Wahpeton,  N.  D.,  and  Crockett 
Brown,  Grand,  Nashwauk,  Minn. 

This  happy  quartet  includes  (left  to  right)  Jay  Gould,  of 

the  Eagle  theatre,  Montevideo,  Minn.;  R.  V.  Baesen, 

Arcade,  Minot,  N.  D.;  Harvey  Buchanan,  Peoples  theatre, 

Superior,  Wis.,  and  A.  A.  Kaplan,  New  Arion,  Minneapolis. 

Roy  McMinn  (left)  operates  the  Capitol  theatre 
 al  Supe- 

rior, Wis.,  and  the  Royal  at  Virginia,  Minn.  With  h
im 

(left  to  right)  are  Joseph  Friedman  of  the  Tower
,  St. 

Paul,  and  Syd  and  H.  A.  Blackmore,  Orpheum,  
Dulutli. 

Jack  DeMarce  (left),  of 

she  Viking  at  Benson, 
Minn.,  was  snapped  with 
B.  J.  Benfield,  Strand, 

Morris.  Both  are  success- 
ful Minnesota  exhibitors. 

Women  exhibitors  were  much  in
  evidence.  Here  are 

Mrs.  Fannie  Watson,  Happy  Hour
s,  Excelsior  Mmn., 

Mrs.  Cora  Thompson,  Opera  House,  
Dodg^e  Center,  Mis. 

George  Benson,  Community,  Mmneot
a;  Mrs.  Riggs,  Re-  - 

Owamnna;  Mrs.  Jack  O’Brien,  Colo
nial,  Tracy,  and  Mr=. 

M.  E.  Chambers.  Opera  House,  Ki
rkhoven. 

hotos  by  Nortou  &   Peel
,  for  Exhibitors  Herald) 

Left  to  right:  B.  R.  Parsons, 

Grand,  Springfield,  Rlinn.; 
Otto  N.  Ratlis,  Ideal,  South 

St.  Paul,  and  Oliver  A. 

Rowe,  State  theatre,  St.  Paul. 
Ruth  is  vicepresident. 
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NE\^'  YORK. — Charlie  Cohen,  lookintr 
al  a   picUirc  of  the  two  Metro  publicity 
aces  handling  money,  inquired  where  Pete 
S}nitli  gets  all  the  money  that  Howard  Deits 
gets.  .   .   .   Paul  Gnlick  says  his  golf 
is  SO  bad  that  even  his  wife  can  beat  him 

and  hopes  she  doesn’t  see  this. 
Mart  Shaw  sa^'s  he  knows  some  picture 
executives  who  are  movie  maggots  worm- 

ing their  way  through  the  industry.  .   .   . 

Harry  M'arner  plans  going  abroad  in  Au- gust  to  launch  production  in  several  for- 
eign countries,  according  to  press  dope. 

-   .   .   A'al/mn /fiVjf/i  and  golf  outfit  returned 
last  week  from  the  coast  fit  to  play  the 
game  of  his  life  at  the  film  tourney  next 
month.  .   .   .   Jack  Bellman  gave  a   reg- 
iilar  party  last  week  to  celebrate  the  open- 

ing of  his  new  exchange  at  729.  .   . 
Aoeberl  Lusk  has  quit  the  Telegraph  to 
become  editor  of  Picture  Play  Magazine. 
.   .   .   Loit  Jacobson  denies  that  he  is  writ- 

ing a   scenario  for  a   Universal  Jewel  and 
says  it  must  be  another  fellow  name<l 
Leigh  Jacobson.  .   .   .   Fred  Bcctsou 

didn’t  like  some  of  the  stories  being  printed about  his  casting  bureau  so  returned  to  the 
Coast  last  week.  .   .   .   Nat  Bregstein  has 
joined  _F.  B.  0.  as  a   film  salesman  and 
will  give  you  three  guesses  that  he's 
working  m   the  Bronnix.  .   .   .   Jesse 
I.asky,  after  talking  nventj-  minutes  at  the 
A.  M.  P.  A.,  informed  his  hearers  that  he 
hadri  t   said  anything  yet.  ...  A.  H.  Se- 

bastian, of  Belasco  Productions,  is  here 
^om  the  Coast.  .   .   .   Howard  Dietz  and 
Pete  Smith  left  Sunday  for  Buffalo  to  at- 

tend a   scries  of  Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer 
sales  meetings.  .   .   .   Sam  Morris  and 
1/  alt  Porker,  two  Warner  Brothers  heavy- 

weights are  expected  back  from  the  Coast 
early  this  week  full  of  wim  and  winegar after  looking  over  their  productions. 
F,fh  Aschcr  is  here  with  Corinne  Griffith 
to  make  exteriors  for  “Tin  Pan  AIlcv.” .   .   .   Nathan  Gordon,  of  Boston,  returned 
last  week  from  an  eight  months’  trip abroad,  much  improved  in  health.  . 
Ivan  Abramson  plans  to  take  a   compaiivof 
American  players  to  Germany  to  make  a 
series  of  pictures.  .   Arthur  Loew 
IS  expected  back  this  week  from  a   Euro- 

pean trip.  .   .   .   Harry  Sherman,  who 
claims  to  have  discovered  George  Jesscl  as 
a   picture  possibility,  has  sued  Jessel  and 
Warner  Brothers  for  making  a   contract 
without  letting  him  in  on  it.  ,   .   .   Har- 

old Finkelsicin,  of  Finkelstein  &   Ruben, 
Minneapolis,  who  \yas  operated  on  here  for 
appendicitis,  is  getting  along  nicely  and  will soon  be  able  to  return  home.  ...  E   V 
Richards  spent  a   few  days  in  New  York  on 
his  return  from  Europe  and  then  left  for 
Ins  home  m   New  Orleans.  .   .   .   Victor 
Shapiro  says  he  is  going  to  be  lonesome 
with^  Stella  Dallas"  and  “The  Black  T>i- 
rate’’  both  closed  and  no  press  agents  ask- ing for  passes.  .   .   .   Sam  Sax  brought 
Lon  Young  a   couple  of  new  golf  clubs 
irom  the  Coast  and  now  Lon  is  framing himself  up  to  win  a   prize  at  the  tourna- ment. .   .   . — Spauco. 

F Urns  to  Re  Made  frotn 
Originals,  Says  Hawks 

fSfreial  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

HOLLYW^OOp.  May  ll.—Ninety  per cent  of  the  motion  pictures  made  in  a 
few  years  will  be  made  from  original 
scripts,  J.  G.  Hawks,  F.  B.  c3.  production editor  stated  today. 

Acconipunylng  alillB 
are  from  Leftjr 

Flynn’s  recent  pro- 
duclion  for  Film 

Booking  OHicei, 
“Glonnlsier  of  the 

Mounted."  Opposite 

Flynn  appears  Bosh 
Flowers,  whose  work 
In  “Irene"  proved 

quiite  a   screen  hit. 

The  picture  will  be 
eniiroly  coniplelcd 
«o«n.  I 

directed 

Giirson. 

Harry 
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Abroad  in  the  Foreign  Field 
By  Martin  /.  Quigley 

A   LTHOUGH  England  and  Axis- 
/V  traiia  afford  tlxe  chief  foreign 

\   markets  for  xlmerican  motion 

pictures,  Germany  occupies  a   position 
xvhich  is  hardly  less  important.  The 

market  itself  is  a   substantial  one  and 

there  is  in  addition  the  fact  that  Ger- 

many is  the  chief  factor  of  inffuence 

in  Central  Europe.  Germany  pre- 
sents at  this  time  distinct  features  for 

consideration  both  in  production  and 
also  in  exhibition. 

Under  existing  conditions  Germany 

is  in  the  secondary  position  next  to 
the  United  States  in  the  matter  of 

production  for  the  world  market. 

The  production  industry  in  Germany 
as  it  no%v  exists  is  traceable  back  to 

governmental  action  during  the  war 
xvhen  the  authorities  for  purposes  of 

home  propaganda  and  entertainment 
lent  their  aid  to  the  establishment 

and  unification  of  production  inter- 
est?. With  facilities  and  resources 

available  for  production  and  with  the 

country  closed  against  the  importa- 
tion of  foreign  product  for  several 

years,  producers  had  an  opportunity 

to  experiment  and  learn,  and  out  of 
this  has  come  a   qualified  and  expert 

producing  industry. 

Generally  considered  it  may  now 
l)e  said  that  the  German  producing 

industry  is  chiefly  qualified  xxdth  a 

fine  technical  knowledge  and  chiefly 

hindered  by  a   natural  insistence  upon 

making  a   type  of  stor)--  that  has  not 
regularly  proved  popular  elsewhere. 

Under  the  so-called  kontingent  ar- 
rangement, which  has  existed  for 

some  time,  it  is  required  of  distribu- 

tors that  for  each  foreign-made  pic- 
ture issued  one  pictxxre  must  either 

be  produced  in  Germany  or  pxxr- 
chased  for  distribution  from  a   Ger- 

man producer.  Under  this  artificial 

stimulus  the  weaker  production  con- 

cerns have  been  kept  alive — at  prob- 
ably some  sacrifice  to  the  average 

fjuality  of  the  production  of  the 
country.  The  stronger  concerns,  nat- 

urally, do  not  need  the  assistance  of 

this  protective  legislation  and  in  the 

case  of  these  it  pi'obably  has  acted  to 
their  disadvantage  in  crowding  the 
home  market  and  in  discouraging  a 
cooperative  spirit  among  the  motion 
picture  interests  in  other  markets. 

There  exist  in  Germany  at  this 

tune  adequate  facilities  for  the  mak- 

^ng  of  product  that  could  gain  a 
Prominent  position  in  the  world 

Financing  represents  a   most 
<iifiicult  problem  both  because  of  the 
general  condition  of  the  country  axxd 

{The  last  of  a   scries  of  three 
articles  on  the  foreign  market  and 

conditiojis  observed  on  a   recent  jour- 
ney abroad). 

also  because  of  a   considerable  list  of 
unsuccessful  ventures  that  exists. 

*   *   * 

ECHNICALLY  the  German  in- 

dustry has  contributed  much  to 
the  advancement  of  the  motion  pic- 
txire  and  there  is  every  indication 

that  these  contributions  will  con- 

tinue. Leading  German  producers 
and  directors  are  characterized  xvith  a 

fine  imagination,  a   driving  spirit  of 

enterprise  and  a   courageous  disre- 
gard of  simply  doing  things  in  the 

way  they  have  been  done.  In  matters 
of  the  treatment  of  motion  picture 

subjects  there  is  every  reason  to  ex- 
pect great  and  continued  originality 

from  German  studios.  Production 

technic,  in  many  ways,  closely  re- 
sembles that  which  is  practiced  in 

American  studios  but  at  the  same 

time  there  appears  a   more  insistent 

striving  after  subtle  and  minute  tech- 
nical refinements. 

A   casual  instance  of  this  was  noted 

in  the  tTA  studio  in  Berlin  where 

Mr.  F.  W.  Murnau,  who  is  to  direct 

for  the  Fox  Film  corporatioix  in 

Amei-ica,  is  jxist  completing  an  elab- 

orate production  of  “Faust.”  For years  American  directors  and  others 

have  simply  accepted  the  unnatural 

photographic  effect  which  results 

upon  the  screen  when  a   figure  enters 

back-stage  axid  walks  toxvard  the 

camera.  I’endering  the  appearance  of 

climbing  a   stage  floor  xvhich  is  tilted 

upxeards.  To  solve  this  difficulty  Mr. 

Murnau  employs  the  very  simple  de- 

vice of  having  the  floor  of  the  set, 

xvhere  sxich  an  action  takes  place,  in- 
clined downxvards  toward  the  camera. 

The  result  is  an  absolutely  natural 

reprodxiction  of  xvhat  the  eye  xvoxxld 
see  in  reality. 

*   *   « 

From  the  viexvpoint  of  xvhat  may be  expected  in  the  xvay  of  pic- 

tures for  the  world  market  fronx  Ger- 

many there  appears  the  grave  ques- 

tion involved  iii  Uentral  Europe  s   in- 

sistence xipoii  iixaking  a   type  of  story' 

that  has,  indeed,  an  especial  appeal 

for  Ixer  own  people,  bxxt  is  ot  ex- 

tremely limited  interest  elsexvhere. 

The  problem  thus  presented  admits 

of  no  easy  solution  becaxise  the  Texy 

tonic  people  are  ixot  catholic  in  their 

tastes.  The  general  run  of  pictures 

that  they  xvant  are  not  likely  to  bo 

xvaiited  elsewhere  and,  of  course,  the 

German  prodixcer  is  confronted  witlx 
the  necessity  of  making  product  that 

will  please  the  home  market.  Dur- 

ing my  recent  visit  there  the  most 
sxiccessful  picture  of  the  time  was  one 

that  would  be  considered  about  third- 

rate  in  the  world  market,  bxxt  it  is 

done  in  a   manner  and  has  a   themt- 

that  brings  it  very  close  to  the  Ger- 

man people.  This  picture  was  ob- 

taining greater  revenues  in  the  mar- 
ket than  any  subject  of  American  or 

any  other  origin,  yet  it  xvould  not  re- 

ceive a   single  representative  show- 

ing in  the  United  States. 

However,  an  occasional  great  sub- 

ject may  be  expected  out  of  Germany. 

In  this  result  there  will  be  the  some- 

xvhat  accidental — -and  fortunate — 
selection  of  a   theme  which  happens 

to  have  xvorld-wide  appeal.  We  say 

“accidental”  because  in  the  face  of 

the  situation  that  exists  such  a   selec- 

tion would  be  more  casual  than  deter- 

mined by  virtue  of  the  fact  that  the 

typical  German  producer  enjoys  lit- 

tle xmiversality  of  tastes  and.  in  ad- 
dition, he  is  influenced  by  a   public 

xvhich  insists  that  their  own  national- 

ism be  exploited  in  pictures  of  Gei- man  origin. 

At  this  time  in  Gennany  the  trade 

is  driving  forward  energetically  and 

enthusiastically.  There  is  much  opti- 
mism abroad.  American  pictures  are 

popular  xvith  the  public  and  profit- 
able for  the  theatres.  Product  from 

our  stxxdios  becaxise  of  its  general 

entertainment  quality,  personality  ap- 

peal and  fine  ci-aftsmanship  is  secure- 
ly c   ixtrenched  and  is  not  likely  to  l)e 

dislodged  materiixlly  if  the  interests 

of  the  American  industry  are  intelli- 

gently presided  ovei*. 
*   *   « 

There  exists  a   strong  and  active propaganda  against  America
n 

pictures.  Alike  with  other  shuila
r 

cases  the  propaganda  is  being  in- 

dulged in  exclusively  by  the  trade: 

the  public  is  obviously  content  and
 

satisfied  xvith  the  entertainment  bar- 

gain that  the  American  pictxxre  ot- 

fers.  A   particularly  objectionable 
 fea- 

ture of  the  propaganda  is  that  it  is 

leveled  against  the  quality  of  Ameri- 

can pictures.  Many  senseless  and  un- 

justifiable assertions  are  made  against 

the  quality  of  our  pictures  and  the
y 

are  made  so  clumsily  that  it  becouies 

quite  obvious  that  it  is  the  popularity 

and  not  tlie  quality  of  the  pictures 

that  is  being  resented.  In  the  light 

of  this  it  is  difficult  to  understand 
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the  appeals  for  encouragement  and 

support — principally  support — from 
the  United  States. 

Opinions  on  recent  American  deals 
with  German  interests  appear  divided 
in  the  trade  there.  In  some  quarters 

these  deals  are  interpreted  as  a   mani- 

festation of  the  international  co-op- 
eration that  has  been  pleaded  for;  in 

others  they  are  declared  to  be  simply 

private  arrangements  which  are  not 

calculated  to  serve  the  trade  at  large, 

but  merely  private  interests.  Other 
and  more  radical  opinions  also  are  to 
be  encountered. 

In  Berlin  and  in  other  large  cen- 
ters the  motion  picture  theatre  has 

developed  along  lines  that  are  inti- 

mately suggestive  of  the  progress  that 
has  taken  place  in  the  United  States. 

Berlin  offers  several  fine,  large  and 
well-conducted  theatres.  Practices 
that  resemble  American  sho^vman- 

ship  methods  are  employed  and  there 

are  evidences  that  the  motion  picture 

public  is  constantly  increasing  nu- 
merically. 

With  proper  methods  employed  by 
the  American  industry  Germany 
should  long  continue  as  a   great  ex- 

port market.  As  a   customer  for 

American  pictures  the  German  trade 

is  entitled  to  co-operation  and  a   prac- 
ticable economic  accord.  But  the 

conditions  of  the  moment  require 
both  study  and  action.  The  unrea- 

sonable propaganda  against  Ameri- 
can pictures  that  has  been  going  on 

has  apparently  been  misunderstood 

or  ignored.  It  is  growing  into  greater 
strength  in  the  absence  of  the  right 
kind  of  effort  to  put  it  do^vn. 

In  the  face  of  what  Germany  wants 
from  the  American  trade — and  is  en- 

titled to  receive — it  might,  very  prop- 
erly,  be  set  forth  that  the  American 
trade  also  wants  something  and  this 
It  IS  similarly  entitled  to  receive. *   *   * 

PRODUCTION  in  Italy  is  at  a 
standstill;  yet  there  are  many 

schemes  and  projects  in  the  making. 
Practically  all  of  these  more  or  less 
depend  upon  some  form  of  support 
and  co-operation  from  American  pro- ducers. 

The  Italian  situation  is  important 
and  will  continue  to  grow  more  im- 

portant. Italy  is  rapidly  building into  the  dominating  power  of  the 
Mediterranean  and  with  this  is  com- 

aggrandizement  that 

wiU  have  very  definite  significance  in motion  picture  matters. 
From  only  a   casual  observation  of 

the  production  situation  there  at  this 
time,  we  have  formed  no  conclusions 
as  to  what  may  be  expected  imme- 

diately, other  than  the  thought  that 
out  of  the  present  struggle  for  a   re- 

habilitation of  the  production  indus- 
try some  results  must  come  sooner 

or  later.  Leading  factors  in  the  trade 
®PP®3ling  for  negotiations 

which  might  lead  to  co-operative  pro- 

duction between  American  and  Ital- 

ian production  interests.  A   leading 
inducement  offered  is  a   domestic 

market  which  is  rapidly  becoming 

solidified  and  thoroughly  organized 

and  wfiich  very  soon  ivill  offer  sur- 

prising revenues. 
An  outstanding  current  develop- 

ment is  a   circuiting  of  theatres  which 

is  proceeding  rapidly  and  decisively. 
Already  there  is  a   single  circuit  of 
first-ruu  houses  in  all  of  the  principal 
cities.  This  effort  is  being  promoted 

by  tbe  strongest  interests  in  the  trade 
there,  and  there  are  indications  that 

before  long  this  circuit  will  be  a   for- 
midable power. 

In  tbe  theatre  field  there  is  an  ob- 

vious need  for  building  and  renovat- 
ing. Just  bow  soon  this  could  be  un- 

dertaken on  a   big  scale  without  for- 
eign capital,  is  doubtful.  But  the 

Italian  public  are  natural  motion  pic- 
ture fans  and  it  may  safely  be  con- 

cluded that  Italy’s  significance  in  the 
world  motion  picture  market  will 

shortly  take  on  greater  importance. 
*   «   * 

An  outstanding  conclusion  of  vital concern  to  American  companies 
with  reference  to  the  Transatlantic 

markets  is  that  the  personnel  of  the 
American  representatives  is  a   matter 

of  gravest  importance.  Various  un- 
fortunate selections  in  the  past  have 

worked  almost  permanent  injury  to 
the  American  industry  and  its  possi- 

bilities of  privilege  and  profit.  Some- 
thing more  than  a   salesman  or  a   sales 

manager  is  required.  The  foreign 
branch  manager  is  considered  both  as 

the  representative  of  the  parent  con- 
cern and  the  American  trade.  His 

responsibility,  therefore,  is  very  great 
and  in  his  selection  there  should  be 

employed  the  greatest  possible  dili- 
gence and  care. 

Broadly  speaking,  the  only  popular 
dissatisfaction  with  Aumerican  pic- 

tures that  is  encoimtered  abroad  has 
the  same  basis  as  the  dissatisfaction 
that  exists  here.  The  routine,  hack- 

neyed and  worn-out  type  of  picture  is 
no  more  welcome  abroad  than  it  is 
at  home.  There  is,  over  there,  the 
same  popular  insistence  for  better 
and  finer  pictures  that  is  a   daily  man- 

ifestation at  home.  Only  the  best 
that  the  Ainerican  studio  can  produce 
will  serve  to  keep  open  the  world 
market. 

There  is  a   pressing  necessity  for 
American  producers  better  to  famil- 

iarize themselves  with  the  tastes  and 
requirements  of  the  foreign  markets. 
Not  all  of  the  output  of  the  American 
studios,  of  course,  could  ever  be  con- 

ceived to  be  suitable  for  all  of  the  for- 
eign countries,  but  where  a   particular 

subject  has  any  possibility  of  being 
acceptable  at  all  in  a   particular  for- 

eign market,  just  a   little  study  and 
care  in  its  making  can,  in  many  cases, 
insure  for  it  a   vastly  more  successful career  abroad. 

American  pictures  cannot  be  made 

exclusively  for  the  foreign  market 

but  they  should  be  made  with  strict 

regard  for  the  fact  that  they  are  in- 
tended to  sell  in  the  foreign  market. 

The  treatment  of  pictures  that  are 

more  or  less,  involved  in  war  stories 

requires  adroit  handling.  Various 

subjects  that  have  been  sent  across 

suggest  that  their  producers  had  a 
very  remote  understanding  of  the 
state  of  mind  that  exists  in  the  va- 

rious countries  abroad  toward  the 

great  war.  Serious  war  stories  ate 
not  only  not  wanted  but  they  are 

heatedly  resented.  And  this  is  wholly 
despite  whatever  particular  nationals 

may  he  depicted  as  heroic  and  tri- 

umphant. 

Strike  Paralyzes 

British  Industry 

Says  Cran field 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  May  11.— W.  F.  Clarke  of 
Cranfield  &   Clarke,  Inc.,  has  just  received 

cabled  information  from  President  Cran- 
field, who  is  now  in  charge  of  the  London 

offices,  that  he  has  volunteered  and  is  driv- 
ing a   milk  lorry  in  an  effort  to  aid  in  the 

strike  crisis.  The  London  theatres  are 

doing  no  business,  he  said,  and  the  entire 
motion  picture  industry  in  Britain  is 

paralyzed. 
A   few  of  the  suburban  houses  are  having 

fair  patronage. 

Vista  Cranfield,  his  daughter,  who  is  in 

charge  of  the  scenario  and  play  depart- 
ment is  also  doing  government  work. 

Fingerprints  Taken  In 
Theatre  Arrest  Inquiry 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

ST.  LOUIS,  MO..  May  11.— Finger- 
prints found  on  exit  doors  of  the  Colum- 

bia theatre  have  been  photographed  by  Ber- 

tillon  experts  of  the  St.  Louis  police  de- 
partment to  strengthen  their  case  against 

Harry  Gray  and  Louie  Mondell,  who  were 

surprised  with  three  other  men  at  the  thea- tre at  4:30  a.  m.  May  3. 

Patrolmen  Kountz  and  Arnold,  who 

made  the  arrests,  said  they  saw  five  men 

drive  up  to  the  theatre  in  three  roadsters. 

A   burglar’s  jimmy  and  sledge  hammer were  found  in  the  car  occupied  by  Gray 

and  Mondell,  police  declared.  A   mark  on 
the  door  of  the  theater  corresponded  m 
size  to  the  jimmy,  the  police  said. 

Compson  and  Lytell 

Sign  with  Columbia (Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  May  11. — Columbia  Pic- tures Corporation,  through  Vicepresident 
Harry  Cohn,  announces  that  Betty 

Compson  and  Bert  Lytell  have  signed, 
contracts  to  appear  in  Columbia  pictures 

to  be  made  during  the  1926-27  season. 
The  announcement  further  states  Colum- 

bia is  negotiating  to  sign  several  more well  known  stars. 

Other  players  who  have  signed  with 
Columbia  are  Mary  Carr,  Bobby  Agnew, 

Ann  Pennington,  Johnnie  Harron,  Lionel 
Barrymore,  Priscilla  Bonner,  Forrest 
Stanley,  Tom  Ricketts,  Ralph  Lewis, 
Katherine  MacDonald,  George  Fawcett, 

Arthur  Hoyt  and  George  O’Hara. 
Dorothy  Revier  is  also  a   Columbia 
player,  her  contract  still  has  some months  to  run. 
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Stanley  Gets  Mark  Strand, 
Fabian  and  R.  &   C.  Theatres 

Deal  Also  On  to  Add 

Levy  Chain  to  Combine 
Called  Part  of  Move  to  Mobilize  Houses  Controlled 

by  First  National  Franchise  Holders 

By  JOHN  S.  SPARGO 

NEW  YORK,  May  11.— Enlai^ement  of  the  Stanley  Company  of  Amer- 
ica by  acquisition  of  the  Mark  Streind  theatres  and  the  Fabian  Circuit  of  New 

Jersey,  which  was  the  subject  of  much  discussion  and  many  conferences  at 

the  First  National  convention  at  Atlantic  City,  as  told  in  the  '^Exhibitors 
Herald*^  of  May  1,  is  now  a   closed  deal. 

Purchase  of  the  Mark  Strand  and  Fabian  interests  by  the  Stanley  Com- 
pany was  made  last  Wednesday,  and  at  the  same  time  a   deal  was  closed 

which  brings  the  Rowland  &   Clark  (Pittsbrirgh)  theatres  into  the  com- 
bination. A   total  of  $80,000,000  and  225  theatres  are  involved  in  the 

entire  deal. 

60  Per  Cent  Cash,  40  Per  Cent  Stock 

According  to  John  J.  McKeon,  New  York  representative  of  the  Stanley 
Company,  the  terms  of  the  sale  were  60  per  cent  cash  and  40  per  cent 
stock,  with  no  further  stock  issue  being  planned  at  this  time. JULES  E.  MASTBAUM,  president  of 

Stanley  Company  of  America,  which  has 
acquired  the  Mark  Strand  theatres  and 
the  Fabian  circuit  of  New  Jersey. 

Pathe  Re-Elects 
All  Offices  and 

Board  Members 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  May  11.— All  Pathe  offi- 
cers and  board  members  were  re-elected  at 

the  annual  meeting  of  the  directorate  here. 
Paul  Fuller,  Jr.,  was  re-elected  president; 
Edmund  C.  Lynch,  board  chairman,  Elmer 
Pearson,  vice  president  and  general  man- 

ager; Bernhard  Benson,  vice  president; 
Lewis  Innerarity,  secretary;  John  Humm, 
treasurer,  and  W.  C.  Smith,  assistant  treas- 
urer. 

The  re-elected  board  includes  Edmund 

C.  Lynch,  Paul  Fuller,  Jr.,  Elmer  Pearspn, 
Bernhard  Benson,  Lewis  Innerarity, 
Charles  Pathe,  G.  L.  Chainer,  Jansen  Noyes 
and  William  Fellowes  Morgan. 

Expect  Powers 
to  Remain  in 

A.  E.  Company 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  May  11. — A   statement  is 
expected  this  week  from  P.  A.  Powers  to 
set  at  rest  rumors  that  he  is  leaving  Asso- 

ciated Exhibitors. 

Munroe  Back  in  N,  Y . 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

HOLLYWOOD,  May  11.— F.  C.  Mun- 
roe, president  of  the  Producers  Distrib- 

uting  Corporation,  returned  to  New  York 
yesterday  after  a   history  making  conven- 

tion, which  closed  Saturday. 

In  addition  to  the  acquisition  of  the  Mark 

Strand,  Fabian  and  Rowland  &   Clark  in- 
terests, a   deal  is  also  on  and  will  likely  be 

completed  shortly  which  will  bring  the  40 
odd  theatres  of  the  Fred  Levy  chain  (Lou- 

isville) into  the  combination. 

Amalgamated  in  New  Group 

The  amalgamation  of  the  above  named 
circuits  is  generally  looked  upon  as  the 
putting  into  operation  of  a   plan  decided 
on  some  time  ago  to  mobilize  all  the  cir- 

cuits controlled  by  First  National  franchise 
holders  into  a   few  groups,  controlled  and 

operated  by  four  or  five  separate  corpora- 
tions, but  all  working  in  harmony. 

According  to  general  belief  the  coming 
into  control  by  the  Stanley  Company  of 
the  other  circuits  will  make  no  immediate 
change  in  the  operations  of  the  chains.  It 
is  generally  believed,  although  no  official 
statement  can  be  had,  that  the  management 
of  the  theatres  of  the  different  chains  will 
continue  for  the  present  to  be  handled  by 

the  incumbents,  as  was  done  with  the  Cran- 

Bluenoses Have  No 

Eye  for  Beauty 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

SCHENECTADY.  N.  Y.,  May 

11. — When  the  Farash  Theatres 
here  decided  to  put  on  a   beauty 

contest  this  year  to  pick  the  young 
woman  who  would  represent  the 

city  at  the  Atlantic  City  Pageant 
next  September  they  failed  to 
reckon  with  the  bluenoses.  No 

sooner  did  it  become  known  that 

such  a   contest  was  contemplated 

than  a   delegation  of  ministers 

called  on  Mayor  Blessing  and  de- 
nounced the  idea  as  being  against 

public  decency.  It  now  looks  as 

though  the  girls  of  Schenectady 

would  never  get  an  opportunity 

of  displaying  their  beauty  in  com- 
petition with  other  cities  in  the country. 

dall  circuit  at  Washington,  when  the  lat- 
ter was  obtained  several  months  ago  by 

the  Stanley  Company. 

Same  Personnel,  Says  Moe  Mark 

The  only  statement  in  this  connection 
was  issued  by  Moe  Mark,  who  said: 

“All  of  our  houses  will  be  operated  as 
heretofore  and  under  the  same  board  of 
directors,  including  Walter  Hays,  Eugene 
Falk,  Joseph  Levenson,  Morris  Sharaf  and 

myself.  Each  and  every  one  of  our  the- 
atres will  retain  the  entire  management 

and  personnel." 
With  this  merger  the  Stanley  Company 

of  America  now  has  an  unbroken  (^ain 
of  theatres  extending  from  Massachusetts 

through  New  York,  Northern  and  South- ern New  Jersey,  Pennsylvania,  Maryland, 
Washington,  and  up  to  and  including  East 
and  West  Virginia.  With  its  immense 
chain  of  theatres,  the  organization  places 
Philadelphia  on  the  map  as  the  leading 
factor  in  the  industry. 

Added  to  Stanley  Directors 

The  principals  in  the  negotiations  were 

Jules  E.  Mastbaum,  president -of  the^  Stan- 

ley Company,  Jacob  and  A.  M.  Fabian  of 
the  Fabian  circuit;  Moe  Mark  of  the  Strand 

(drcuit,  and  James  B.  Clark  of  the  Rowland 
&   Clark  interests.  Edward  B.  Smith  and 

Company  of  New  York  and  Philadelphia, 
fiscal  agents  of  the  Stanley  Company,  were 

represented  bv  Clifford  B.  Hawley. 
Not  one  of  the  Fabian  houses  has  a 

seating  capacitv  of  less  than  2,000  and  they 

range  up  to  SidOO.  The  Stanley  Company 

has  115  and  the  Rowland-Clark  theatres  of 

Pittsburgh  number  19,  two  of  them  now  m 

construction.  These  houses  alone  cost  in 

the  neighborhood  of  $6,000,000.  The  Cran- 

dall Company  also  announces  two  new  the- 
atres being  constructed;  one  in  Baltimore, 

which  will  seat  4,000,  and  another  m   Fred- 
cri^sburg,  W.  Va. 

Messrs.  Fabian,  Mark  and  Clark  will  be 

added  to  the  board  of  directors  of  the  Stan- 

“It  is  most  gratifying  to  me  that  the  ne- 

gotiations consummating  this  merger  have 

been  finally  completed."  Mastbaum  said. "The  theatres  involved  are  well  known  and 

(Continued  on  page  46) 
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(L.  lo  R.)  Harry  Lorch.  Ch{ca<?o ;   Jos.  S.  McHenry.  Dallas;  J.  E. 

O'Toole,  Mlnncapotls;  Cecil  Maberry.  Chicago,  and  J.  M.  De- Lorenzo,  Milwaukee. 

(L.  to  R.)  G.  C.  Brown.  New  Orleans;  E.  S.  Olsiiiith.  Oklahoma 

City;  E.  C.  Lceves.  Dallas;  J.  S.  McHenry.  Dallas,  ami  Frank  Slu.arl. 
district  manager.  Dallas. 

P-D-C  Closes  Best  Convention 
fl’holos  of  the  ronit’n lion  shotrn  boloir  tjro  hy  Harry  E.  .ViVJiol.s  o/  lliv  HF.R.iLD'S  Los  Angeles  oSiee) 

HOLLYWOOD.  May  11. — Producers  Dielribusinji  Corporalion's  iuternutioiial  roiivenliou.  in  session  for  a   week  at  the  Ambussinlor 
hotel,  w-as  brought  to  a   close  last  Saturday  after  the  most  interesling  and  enthusiastic  series  of  meetings  ever  held  by  the  P.  1)  (. organization.  The  week  was  marked  by  many  side  trips-  to  the  studios  and  a   banquet  Wednesday  night  in  the  Fiesta  room  of  the 
Ambassador,  where  announcement  of  the  Keith-Albee  deal  was  made.  About  500  attended  the  banquet  and  cheered  the  news  of 
the  iinportam  hooking  deal  when  read  by  Cecil  B.  DcMille.  Tliose  who  addressed  the  gathering  were  F.  C.  Munroe,  president- 
•A!  and  Charles  Christie;  W.  J.  Morgan;  Cecil  B.  DcMille;  General  Sales  manager;  William  Sistrom,  gem-ral  manager  of  Metro' politan  and  DcMille  studios.  Barrett  C.  Kicsling  was  toastmaster. 

Many  stars  were  introduced,  including  Jack  Hoxie.  Loatrice  Joy,  William  Boyd,  Mitchel  Lewis,  Priscilla  Dean,  Vera  Reynolds. 
Jelta  Coudal,  Rod  La  Roeque,  Sally  Rand,  Marguerite  de  la  Moite  and  Elinor  Fair.  An  elaborate  program  was  provided  duriii" 
the  banquet,  including  Sol  Hopi  s   Hawaiians,  fashion  show,  Koslolt  dancer?.  Sully  Rand  and  Harvey  Karrells. 

President  F.  C.  Munror 

greetetPhy  Lillian  Rich. 
(L.  to  R.)  Al  E.  Christie;  Geo.  Erdnian.  Cleveland;  Blily  Lcyser. 
publicity  director.  Mclrnpolitan ;   Rupert  Julian  (behind  Leyser) 
and  E.  C.  Leeves.  Dallas. 

Marie  PrcvoRi  and  Harrison 

Ford,  iilayors. 
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Keith-Albee  Circuit  Buys 

Half  Interest  in  Pro-Dis-Co 

Exceptions  Bill 

Filed  with  Trade 

Body  by  Famous 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

WASHINGTON, _   May  11.— A   bill  of 

exceptions  comprising  290  typewritten 

pages  has  been  filed  with  the  Federal 

Wde  Commission  by  counsel  for  Fam- 

ous Players-Lasky,  in  conformity  with 

the  order  issued  last  month  by  the  com- 

mission, reopening  the  case  and  per- 

mitting the  respondents  to  bring  up 

again  the  decisions  of  the  trial  examiner 
to  which  exceptions  are  taken. 

More  Rigid  Inspection 

of  Theatre  Buildings  is 

Urged  by  Commissioner 
More  rigid  and  efficient  inspection  of 

theatre  and  other  public  buildings 
throughout  the  country  was  proposed  by 

Edward  C.  Kerth,  for  12  years  commis- 
sioner of  buildings  of  Evansville,  Ind., 

in  an  address  before  the  Twelfth  Annual 

Building  Officials’  Conference  April  27 at  Columbus.  O.  Mr.  Kerth  submitted 

a   proposition  under  which  public  build- 

ings would  be  under  the  constant  atten- 
tion of  special  representatives  who  would 

vouch  for  their  structural  safety.  The 

cost  of  this  inspection  would  be  borne 

by  the  owner  and  would  be  conducted 
under  the  direction  of  the  city  building 

department. 

In  his  address  Mr.  Keith  mentioned 

specifically  the  Knickerbocker  theatre 

disaster  of  several  years  ago.  Full  de- 
tails of  the  new  inspection  plan  and  its 

relation  to  motion  picture  theatre  con- 
struction are  explained  in  this  issue  of 

the  "Better  Theatres”  of  the  Her.xlp. 

Industry  Placed  on 
Cash  Basis  by  Film 

Renters  in  N,  S,  W. 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

SYDNEY.  AUSTRALIA,  May  U.— 
Resolutions  to  place  the  industry  on  a   cash 
basis  were  adopted  at  a   meeting  attended 

by  representatives  of  all  exchanges  operat- 
ing in  New  South  Wales. 

One  resolution  reads  in  part: 

"All  film  hire  and  printing  accounts  must 
be  paid  for  within  seven  days  from  the 

first  authorized  exhibition  date ;   and  acces- 
sories he  paid  for  within  the  week  of 

delivery. 

"I  am  confident.”  said  the  secretary  of 
the  N.  S.  W.  Film  Renters  Association, 

"that  the  cooperation  of  exhibitors  will  be 

extended  to  exchanges  in  this  direction.” 

Several  Houses  Close 
(Special  to  F-rhibitors  Herald) 

ST.  LOUIS.  May  11.— The  following 
theatres  have  been  closed  ; 

Brigliton  Hilt.  Brighton,  111.;  Eiiiialiiy,  HI.. 
Strand:  Liberty.  Freiuanspiir.  III.;  Logan,  Joppa, 

•   ill.;  Dixon,  Di.xoii,  Mo.;  Ur, and,  Odin,  111.: 
Star,  Omaha,  111.;  Rives  .■\mu.sBment  Company, 
Rives,  Mo.;  Lyric.  Salem,  Mo.:  Standard,  South 

Standard,  111,;  Liberty,  Willisville.  111.;  and  Em- 
pire, Moberly.  Mo. 

400  First  Class  Houses 

Are  Affected  by  Deal 
Guarantees  Theatres  High  Class  Productions — Opens 

First  Run  Situation  for  Producers  Distributing 

By  JOHN  S.  SPARGO. 

NEW  YORK,  May  11. — One  of  the  biggest  deals  ever  made
  in  the 

motion  picture  industry  was  closed  last  week  when  contracts 
 were  signed 

which  give  the  Keith-Albee  Circuit  a   half  interest  in  Producers  D
istributing 

Corporation. 

For  some  time  the  gigantic  deal  has  been  in  the  making  and  
early  last 

week  the  final  details  were  ironed  out  and  the  contracts  signed  on  
May  5. 

Edward  F   Albee  acted  for  the  ICeith-Albee  and  Orpheum  inter
ests,  and 

John  C.  Flinn  represented  the  P.  D.  C..  Cecil  B.  DeMille, 
 Jeremiah  Mil- 

bank.  the  Cinema  Corporation  and  its  subsidiaries. 

Four  Hundred  Theatres  Affected. 

Approximately  four  hundred  theatres  of  the  first  c
lass,  in  a   chain  that 

extends  from  Coast  to  Coast  and  throughout  the  Dominio
n  of  Canada,  are 

affected  by  the  affiliation. 

It  guarantees  these  theatres  an  inexhaus- 

tible supply  of  high-class  productions  and 

on  the  other  hand  it  opens  wide  the  first- 

run  situation  for  Producers  Distributing 

releases  and  assures  their  proper  presenta- 

tion by  the  greatest  aggregation  of  expert 

showmen  ever  assembled  in  any  one 

amusement  enterprise. 

Vaudeville  Policy  Unchanged 

Throughout  America  Keith-Albee  and 

Orpheum  Circuits  operate  and  are  af
filiat- 

ed with  hundreds  of  theatres  m   which  mo
- 

tion pictures  form  a   part  of  the  regulai 

program.  Many  of  the  theatres  of  
these 

circuits  now  presenting  vaudeville  ex
clu- 

sively are  in  no  way  affected  by  this  affilia- 
tion as  the  vaudeville  policy  of  these  houses 

will  not  be  altered. 

The  theaters  of  these  circuits  now  will 

be  assured  a   definite  and  important  pro
- 

gram of  motion  pictures  which  heretofore 

have  been  impossible  because  many  of  th
e 

film  producers  now  have  theatres  of 
 their 

E.  F.  ALBEE 

JOHN  C.  FLINN 

own  Ui  which  preference  of  their  own  
pic- 

tures is  naturally  given. 

The  theatre  outlets  for  the  DeMille  pic
- 

tures which  this  affiliation  accomplishes 

preclude  the  necessity  of  theatre  buil
ding 

hv  the  DeMille  Corporation  except  m 
  such 

towns  where  no  outlet  is  available  
eithoi 

ihrough  the  vaudeville  circuits  or
  other 

theatres  in  the  town. 

The  Keith-.Mbee  and  Orpheum  circuits 

are  the  only  big  institutions  in  the  
country 

in  the  amusement  business  that  have
  not 

heretofore  engaged  in  some  manner  
m   the 

picture  producing  business.  The  
trade  has 

been  expecting  some  move  on  their
  part 

for  the  last  two  years. 

“Having^  been  interested  in  building  up 

the  B.  F.  Keith  organization  of  vaudeville, 

1   have  been  anxious  to  see  that  pict
ure 

patrons  of  our  theatres  receive  th
e  same 

consideration  as  far  as  that  product  
is  con- 

cerned," Mr.  Albee  said.  “In  all  my  years 

of  experience  in  developing  the  Keith
  name 

it  now  holds  in  vaudeville  I   have  neve
r  tak- 

(CoMtoiiii'ii  on  page  46) 

L 
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Tbirty-Bve  Fox  exchangemen  including  salesmen,  branch  managers,  and  exchange  managers  met  at  the  Drake  hotel,  Chi- 
cago, May  1   where  Clyde  Eckhardt  discussed  the  plans  for  the  season.  The  men  were  from  Chicago.  Minneapolis,  Milwau- 

kee and  Indianapolis.  (Herald  photo.) 

I 

Warner  Specials  Have  Riesner, 
Crosland,  Bess  Meredyth 

Reisner  Completing  Syd  Chaplinas  **The  Better  — Crosland  Di- 
reeling  John  Barrymore  From  Meredyth  Scenario 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

New  YORK,  May  11.— Chuck  Riesner  and  Alan  Crosland,  directors, and  Bess  Meredyth,  scenarist,  are  three  of  the  busiest  folk  on  the 

Warner  West  Coast  studio  premises,  preparing  nine  specials  and 

also  devoting  considerable  attention  to  a   number  of  the  Twenty-Six  Win- 
ners. 

"D  lESNER  is  now  completing  “The  Bet- 
Av  ter  ’Ole,”  starring  Syd  Chaplin,  as  one 
of  the  first  of  the  specials.  It  is  expected 
that  the  Chaplin-Reisner  combination  will 
be  maintained  throughout  the  making  of 
the  three  Syd  Chaplin  specials. 

Reisner  to  Direct  Jessel 

George  Jessel,  musical  comedy  and  vau- 
deville headliner,  will  also  be  directed  by 

Riesner  in  Jessel’s  first  picture  for  War- 
ners under  his  new  contract.  “Private  Izzy 

Murphy,”  the  first  Jessel  production,  will 
go  into  work  about  the  first  of  next  month. 
Alan  Crosland  is  at  the  megaphone  for 

John  Barrymore’s  “Manon  Lescaut,”  in 
which  Dolores  Costello  will  have  the  lead- 

ing feminine  role.  Crosland  directed  Barry- 

more in  “Don  Juan,”  another  of  the  specials for  next  season. 

Directed  Barrymores  and  Costellos 

Crosland  is  given  the  distinction  of  being 
the  only  director  of  both  the  Barrymore 
brothers  and  the  Costello  sisters.  He  di- 

rected Lionel  Barrymore  in  “Enemies  of 
Women,”  John  Barrymore  and  Helene  Cos- 

tello in  “Don  Juan”  and  is  directing  John 

Barrymore  and  Dolores  Costello  in  “Manon 

Lescaut.” 
Bess  Meredyth,  one  of  the  best  known 

scenarists  in  the  industry,  is  responsible 
for  the  two  new  John  Barrymore  specials, 
“Don  Juan”  and  “Manon  Lescaut.”  She 
also  prepared  “The  Sea  Beast”  for  the 
screen.  Miss  Meredyth  has  also  been  as- 

signed to  do  the  scenario  for  "The  Heart 
of  Maryland,"  which  will  be  the  next  star- 

ring vehicle  for  Dolores  Costello. 

De  Luxe  Convention 
Termed  Inspiring  by 

Sam  Sax,  Lumas  Head 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  May  11. — “I  have  attend- 
ed every  kind  of  convention'  in  the  motion 

picture  industry  during  the  last  ten  years, 
but  I   publicly  take  my  hat  off  to  Oscar 
Neufeld  and  the  De  Luxe  Film  Company 
for  the  most  constructive,  business-like  af- 

fair of  this  kind  I   have  ever  attended,”' 
said  Sam  Sax,  president  of  Lumas  Film 

WHAT  EXHIBITORS  ARE  SAYING  ABOUT- 

EXHIBITORS  HERALD' 
I   could  no  more  think  of  operating  without  your  paper  than  I   could 

sail  a   ship  without  a   rudder.'* — A.  G.  MILLER,  Lyric  theatre,  Atkin- son, Neb. 
tp  }f. 

Tickled  to  death  to  hear  that  J.  C.  Jenkins  is  back  with  us.  Shall 

be  glad  to  see  him.”— E.  W.  SWARTHOUT,  Palace  theatre. Aurora,  Ind. 

Murray  and  >ncho!s.  in  charge  of  your  West  Coast  office,  are  two 

uc-D  Ai  certainly  furnishing  the 

Hh^LD  wth  the  most  interesting  news  and  pictures  coming  from 
Hollywood.  —JAMES  D.  KENNEDY,  Apollo  theatre,  Indianapolis Indiana. 

Corporation  and  producer  of  Gothem  Pro- 
ductions, on  his  return  from  the  De  Luxe 

convention  at  Atlantic  City, 
The  convention  was  attended  by  about 

20  persons,  principally  sales  and  produc- 
ers’ representatives.  Oscar  Neufeld  pre- 

sided. Milton  Simons,  representing  Ray 
Johnson  and  Rayart  Pictures,  addressed  the 
opening  meeting.  The  first  session  closed 
last  Friday.  The  principal  sales  meeting 
was  held  Saturday  morning.  At  this  meet- 

ing every  sales  representative  was  given 
absolute  charge  of  his  zone.  This  system 
of  zone  coverage  is  calculated  to  eliminate 

delay  in  closing  contracts  and  delivering. 
The  convention  closed  Saturday  aLernoon. 

Mr.  Neufeld  plans  to  hold  similar  meet- 
ings at  regular  intervals  in  future  and  to 

call  an  enlarged  joint  convention  with 
other  regional  distributors  next  year. 

Shamray  Promoted;  Now 
Weaver  Studio  Head 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  May  11. — Peter  L.  Sham- 
ray,  for  many  3’ears  one  of  the  foremost 

technical  and  lab- oratory experts  in 
moving  pictures, 
has  been  elevated 

to  the  post  of 

Production  Man- ager for  the  H.  C. 

Weaver  Produc- tions at  Tacoma, 
Washington. 

When  H.  C. 

Weaver  complet- ed his  Tacoma 
motion  picture 

producing  studio in  “The  Lumber 

Capital  of  Amer- ica” a   little  over  a 
he  included  in  the  equipment  one 

of  the  best  arranged  and  most  modern  lab- 
oratories to  be  found  in  the  industry.  This 

was  done  because  of  the  remoteness  of  the 
studio  from  efficient  commercial  labora- 

tories, and  the  apparent  need  of  California 
companies  on  location  in  the  Pacific  North- 

west for  a   nearby  place  where  they  could 
have  their  “rushes”  properly  developed. 

Peter  L.  Shamray,  widely  known  to  the 
profession  as  one  of  its  most  skillful  lab- 

oratory experts,  was  engaged  to  take  com- 
plete charge  of  the  Weaver  developing 

plant  and  arrived  in  Tacoma  prior  to  its 
construction.  He  personally  designed  the 
layout,  and  superidsed  the  installation  of 
equipment. 

Poier  Shoir.ray 

Universal  Signs  Title  Writer 

UNIVERSAL  CITY. — Frank  X.  Finnegan, 
well-known  short  story  writer,  has  been  signed by  Universal  as  a   title  writer. 
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WELL,  another  banquet  has  come and  gone.  Life  for  us  Hollywood 

reporters  is  just  one  clean  shirt 

after  another.  This  time  it  was  Pro-Di
s- 

Co  and  a   young  lady  writer  on  the  Los 

Angeles  Times  wanted  to  know  who  was 
it.  

^ 

She  is  used  to  interviewing  stars  and 

writing  pieces  for  her  paper  about  Val- 

entino, but  hadn’t  covered  a   convention 

banquet  before  and  didn’t  know  one 
company  from  another. *   *   * 

But  everyone  had  a   good  time,  includ- 

ing the  y.  1.  from  the  Times.  There  were 

the  usual  speeches,  but  even  these  were 

brief  and  to  the  point,  a   good  show,  and 

good  music.  And  California  lived  up  to 

its  name  and  gave  the  P.  D.  C.  boys  a 

perfect  sample  of  sunny  weather. 
♦   *   ♦ 

The  Limit 

Speaking  of  hard  luck,  (which  we 

weren’t)  how’d  you  like  to  run  a   theatre 
in  London,  Eng.,  and  have  a   coal  strike 

tie  up  transportation,  electric  light,  and 
what  not. 

♦   ♦   ♦ 

Those  Struggling  Authors 

How  times  have  changed.  Here’s  an 
author,  by  the  name  of  Lewis,  turning 
down  a   thousand  dollars,  as  a   prize  for 
a   book  he  wrote. 

♦   ♦   ♦ 

Could  Use  It 

I   see  Uncle  Joe  Cannon  had  a   birth- 
day last  week  with  90  candles  on  his 

cake.  Suppose  anyone  thought  to  give 
him  a   cigar. 

«   «   * 

Fuzzy  Photography 

Those  first  photos  of  violence  in  the 
British  strike  look  as  though  somebody 
kicked  the  camera  leg  about  the  time  it 
was  snapped. 

♦   ♦   ♦ 

Hurrah  for  M.  P.  T.  O.  A. 

Los  Angeles  is  getting  all  set  for  the 

big  convention  June  1-5.  All  the  electric 
lights  and  bunting  in  town  will  be  called 

into  play  to  give  the  occasion  a   gala 
appearance. 

«   «   * 

Look  us  up  at  the  Ambassador  Hotel. 

Get  your  copy  of  the  Convention  num- ber of  the  Herald  and  let  our  official 

photographer  snap  your  picture  for  your 

grandchildren’s  album. 
♦   *   ♦ 

Horrors! 

Just  as  though  King  George  didn’t have  enough  trouble,  I   see  where  the 
Prince  of  Wales  is  learning  to  play  the 
ukulele. 

*   *   * 

Famous  Last  Words 

“Can’t  I   sell  you  some  stock  in  my 
Movie  School,  Mr.  Hays?” 

*   *   * 

All  aboard  for  Los  Angeles. — R.  M. 

Nation’s  Executives  Endorse 
Greater  Movie  Season  Plans 

Eight  Cabinet  Officers  and  21  Governors  Approve  Project  in 

Letters  to  Will  Hays — Coolidge’s  Congratulations 
Last  Year  Recalled 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  May  11. — Many  leaders  among  the  nation’s  executives 
have  pledged  their  co-operation  to  Will  H.  Hays  for  furthering  Greater 

Movie  Season,  which  this  year  commemorates  the  thirtieth  anniversary 

of  the  first  theatre-showing  of  motion  pictures. 

Eight  of  President  Coolidge’s  cabinet  officers  and  21  governors  already 

have  voiced  their  endorsement  of  the  project.  Coolidge  himself  congratu- 

lated Hays  last  year  on  Greater  Movie  Season,  saying  that  “the  progress 
that  has  been  made  in  both  education  and  entertainment  in  this  tremen- 

dous enterprise  (meaning  the  industry)  is  an  outstanding  achievement  of 

the  opening  years  of  this  century.” 

Village  Band  Out  for 

Opening  of  Theatre 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

ALBANY,  N.  Y.,  May  11.— Talk  about 
a   village  co-operating  with  a   theatre 
o\yner!  Seldom  has  there  been  anything 

like  the  reopening  of  the  theatre  in  Low- 
ville,  N.  Y.,  last  week.  Every  one  in  town 
got  back  of  the  owner. 

.   Even  the  village  band  turned  out  and  did 
Its  share  towards  stirring  up  additional 
enthusiasm  if  such  was  needed. 

Great  value  is  seen  for  exhibitors  in  the 

approval  of  Greater  Movie  Season  by  men 

leading  in  public  affairs.  Not  only  do  they 

increase  enthusiasm  by  making  everyone 

in  the  industry  prouder  of  it  than  ever, 

but,  since  they  are  open  letters,  they  may 

be  quoted  from  in  announcements  
and 

advertisments.and  used  to  keep  the  public 

reminded  of  how  important  motion  pic-
 

tures have  become  in  their  30-year  life. 

Kellogg  Sends  Congratula
tions 

Following  are  extracts  from  some
  of  the letters  from  the  statesmen :   ,   f.,  , 

Frank  B.  Kellogg,  Secretary  of  
State.— 

I   desire  on  the  occasion  of  the  
thirtieth  an- 

niversary of  the  moving  picture  industry 

to  congratulate  you  and  all  c
oncerned  on 

the  progress  the  industry  has  ma
de,  and  to 

say  that  the  Greater  Movie  Seas
on,  which, 

I   understand,  will  be  a   feature
  of  the  cele- 

bration of  that  anniversary,  is  worthy  ot 

cordial  support. 

Dwight  F.  Davis,  Secretary 
 of  War.— 

The  War  Department  and  the
  Army  are 

among  those  most  deeply  i
n  debt  to  the 

motion  picture.  ...  It  has  p
roved  one  o 

the  most  valuable  means  of  co
nveymg  to 

the  public  the  military  info
rmation  which 

they,  as  owners  of  the  Arm
y,  ought  to 

have.  ...  The  motion  pictur
e  has  been  a 

source  of  entertainment  for, 
 and  a   means 

of  raising  morale  in  the  milita
ry  fojees 

of  the  United  States,  scatt
ered  as  they 

are,  many  in  isolated  places 
 and  practically 

out  of  reach  of  other  visua
l  means  ot  en- 

Wilbur,  Secretary  of  the 

Navy.— The  motion  picture  h
as  a   practical 

monopoly  on  naval  vessels
  and  naval  sta 

tions....Any  movement  whi
ch  encourages 

the  public  to  support  the  b
est  pictures  will 

cause  the  theatres  .to  exhi
bit  only  the 

best  pictures,  thus  increasi
ng  their  mtlu 

ence  for  good  on  the  grea
t  army  of  mo- 

tion picture  patrons. 

Hoover  Endorses  Seas
on 

Herbert  Hoover.  Secreta
ry  of  Com- 

merce.—It  gives  me  great  pleasu
re  to 

endorse  the  second  Greater 
 Movie  Season, 

whi(A  I   understand  is  being
  held  in  con- 

nection with  the  thirtieth  anniversa
ry  of 

the  motion  picture  industr
y.  ...  I   want 

to  assure  you  of  the  co-
operation  of  the 

Department  of  Commerce 
 m   the  move 

ment.  ...  and  I   wish  you  
every  success. 

Hubert  Work,  Secretary  o
f  the  Interior. 

  I   am  interested  in  the  thirtieth
  anmyer 

sary  celebration  of  the  m
oving  picture 

industry,  and  extend  my  
best  wishes  for 

the  success  of  your  Greater 
 Movie  Season. 

We  in  the  Interior  Department,
  hay- 

ing’so  much  to  do  with  the  governme
nt  s 

educational  activities,  realize 
 the  value  of 

motion  pictures  in  visual  e
ducation. 

Harry  S.  New.  Postma
ster  General.-- 

The  stimulation  of  greater
  interest  in  bet- 

ter pictures  is  a   most  laudabl
e  work,  and 

I   heartily  endorse  this  Greater  Movie  Sea- son. 

James  J.  Davis,  Secretary  of  Labor. — The  institution  of  a   Greater  Movie  Season 

in  commemoration  of  the  thirtieth  anni- 
versary of  the  industry  is  an  evidence  of 

the  high  ideals  which  are  being  fostered. 
Better  pictures,  better  plays,  better  players, 
all  contribute  to  greater  service  to  the 

public  in  recreation  and  education. 
W.  M.  Jardine,  Secretary  of  Agriculture. 

—In  this  period  (30  years)  motion  pic- 
tures have  received  perhaps  the  most  phe- 

nomenal public  approval  that  has  ever 

been  extended  to  any  form  of  entertain- 
ment. I   wish  you  the  best  of  success. 

King  Assigns  Hawks 
and  Ormston  to  F.  B,  O. 

Production  Schedules 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

HOLLYWOOD,  May  11.— Edwin  C. 

King,  vice-president  in  charge  of  produc- 
tion here,  has  announced  the  divisions  of 

the  schedule  for  1926-27  under  the  super- 

vision of  J.  G.  Hawks  and  Frank  D.  Orm- 
ston,  F.  B.  0.  production  editors. 

Hawks  will  be  production  editor  of  the  Eve
lyn 

Brent  series  of  six,  the  O’Hara  senes  of  epc
  and 

the  eight  Tom  Tyler  pictures,  together  w
ith  sw 

of  the  Gold  Bond  producUons:  Bigger 
 Than 

Bamum’s,"  “Laddie^’’  “Breed  of  ?“•„ 

“Hello  Bill,”  “The  Magic  Garden  and  Mother. 

Ormston  will  act  in  the  same  capacity  fo
r  the 

series  of  six  in  which  Albem 

the  four  featunng  “Ranger  and  the  ̂ Id  Bond 

productions,  “Her  Honor  the  Governor,  Ko
sher 

Kitty  Kelly,”  "Rose  of  the  Tenem«ts,  Ta
raan 

and  the  Golden  Lion,”  “Her  Father  Said  
No. 

and  “The  City  of  Shadows. 

to  Be  Made 

as  Roadshow  Picture 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  May  11.— Jesse  L.  Lasky
 

has  just  announced  that  Famous  P
lay 

ers-Lasky  plans  to  film  a   production 
 for 

road  showing  having  as  its  thern
e  the 

part  aircraft  played  in  the  worl
d  v/ar. 

It  is  to  be  made  from  “Wings,  an 

inal  story  by  John  Monk  Saunde
rs.  Pro- 

duction is  scheduled  to  start  July  15. 

To  date  only  one  player  has  be
en  cast. 

This  is  Clara  Bow.  who  tyill  h
ave  the 

faminine  lead.  William  Well
man  will direct. 

Johnson  to  Cambridge 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

CAMBRIDGE,  O.,  May  M-— 

Johnson,  for  the  past  two  and  
a   half  years 

director  of  the  Weller  theatre  
at.  Zanes- 

ville, took  charge  of  the  Colonia
l  and 

Strand  theatres  here  May  3,  for  
the  C.  « 

M.  .Amusement  Co. 
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The  HERALD  publishes  this  week  the  twenty-third  annual  produc
t  an- 

nouncement of  the  Fox  Film  corporation. 

This  announcement  represents  a   high-light  in  the  news  of  the  year,  it 

presents  a   list  of  product  of  unusual  significance  to  the  box  office. 

Among  the  leading  attractions  announced  is  “Is  Zat  So,”  one  of  the
  most 

conspicuous  comedy  stage  successes  of  recent  years.  A   strenuous  contest
 

for  the  motion  picture  rights  fcr  this  play  took  place  among  leading  pro- 
ducers. Fox  finally  succeeded  in  landing  this  prize  at  a   price  which  was 

reported  to  be  in  the  neighborhood  of  $110,000.  “The  Lily”  with  Belle 

Bennett  who  attained  a   tremendous  individual  success  in  “Stella  Dallas”; 

“3  Bad  Men”;  “The  Cradle  Snatchers,”  a   raging  success  of  the  present 

theatrical  season  in  New  York,  and  “Pigs”  are  among  other  interesting  at- 
tractions listed. 

Included  in  the  announcement  are  “What  Price  Glory”  and  “The  Seventh 
Heaven” — two  attractions  that  are  among  the  best  knovm  plays  of  the 

generation.  Also  to  be  noted  are  the  famous  Belasco  plays,  “The  Auction- 
eer,” "The  Music  Master”  and  “The  Return  of  Peter  Grimm.” 

These  are  but  a   few  of  the  items  of  particular  interest  which  leap  at  the 
reader  from  the  pages  of  this  announcement  which  is,  itself,  an  extraordinary 

piece  of  advertising  composition  and  display. 

Fox  Sales  Forces  at  Regionals 
Pledge  Greatest  Season 

New  York  Meeting,  Presided  Over  by  Grainger  and  Quimby,  Sets  Pace 

for  Five  Other  Territorial  Sessions 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

New  YORK,  May  11. — Personal  pledges  of  the  Fox  sales  forces  to provide  100  per  cent  co-operation  toward  making  1926-27  the 

greatest  year  of  the  company  are  being  carried  into  action  fol- 
lowing the  six  regional  conventions  of  the  25  exchange  centers,  recently 

concluded 

A   LL  meetings  were  conducted  on  the 
basis  of  the  New  York  meeting  in  the 

Hotel  .^stor,  at  which  James  R.  Grainger, 
general  salesmanager,  and  Fred  C-  Quimby, 

short  features  sales  executive,  both  presid- 
ing, set  the  pace  for  their  assistants  in 

procedure  at  the  five  other  meetings. 

Detailed  explanation  was  made  of  each 

long  feature,  directors  and  players.  The 

Grainger  system  of  fair  dealing  and  “go- 
getting”  was  emphasized. 
Forenoon  and  afternoon  sessions  on  Sat- 

urday and  general  discussion  during  auto- 
mobile tours  and  at  lunches. 

At  the  New  York  meeting,  besides 
Grainger  and  Quimby,  were: 
ALBANY — I.  J.  Schmertz,  manager;  Vincent 

Fisher,  assistant  manager  and  booker:  James  T. 
Bailey.  Jas.  Dermody,  L.  Frieberg,  student.  NEW 

H.AVEN — Harry  Gibbs,  manager;  R.  Cohen,  as- 
sistant manager;  S.  Germain,  booker;  B.  Simmons. 

NEW  YORK — H.  H.  Buxhaum,  manager;  Morris 
Sanders,  booker:  George  G.  Blenderman,  booker: 
Miss  .K.  Zeiring,  booker;  L.  Goldstein,  hooker; 
A.  Mendelson,  booker:  J.  J.  Lee,  assistant  man- 

ager; E.  Schweitzer,  J.  Schwartz,  B.  Scholtz,  C. 
Kenneth,  F.  Walsh,  B,  Gutman,  J.  Hearney,  R. 
Glcdhill.  M.  ^^eye^so^,  N.  L.  Gerber.  PHILA- 
DELPHI.\ — Edgar  Moss,  manager:  Chas.  Za- 
grans,  assistant  manager:  Francis  J.  Kelly,  book- 

er; G.  Fleischman,  booker;  Leon  Leopold,  A. 
Davis,  N.  P.  Fleischer. 

At  the  meeting  in  the  Hotel  Washington 
in  the  national  capital,  District  Manager 

George  F.  Fuller  presided,  with  the  follow- 
ing present : 

District  Manager  George  W.  Fuller,  Assist^‘nt 
Sliort  Features  Salesmanager  George  Roberts.  Su- 

pervisor Fox  Varieties  Ray  Hall.  CHARLOTTE 

— John  W.  Fuller,  manager;  E.  Byers,  assistant 
manager  and  hooker:  R.  R,  Garger,  Lowell  E. 
Denman,  PITTSBURGH— W.  J.  Kupper,  man- 

ager: Aldcn  W.  McCormick,  assistant  manager: 
Joseph  B.  Harna,  booker;  J.  Zeiders,  assistant 
hooker:  C.  Bodenstein,  assistant  booker;  Frank  C. 
Bonistall,  George  E.  Moore,  Frank  Wndstein,  C. 
Kellenberg,  H.  A.  Rieff,  E.  Booth.  WASHING- 

TON— ’Walter  J.  Price,  manaeer:  George  McKen- 
ney,  assistant  manager:  F.  M,  Boucher,  booker: 
V.  S.  Goldberg,  assistant  hooker. 

•At  Chicago  the  follfAving  were  in  attend- 

ance • CHIC.^GO — Harold  Loch,  assistant  manager; 
Louis  A.  Drelicr.  hooker;  Geo.  Benson,  assistant 
hooker;  A.  W.  Miichard.  office  assistant:  A.  W. 
Parker,  A.  P.  Grohe.  F.  J.  Flaherty.  T.  Montgom- 

ery, A,  Rosecran,  Jack  Heilman.  R.  A.  Alberts, 
J.  H.  Lorentz.  INDIANAPOLIS— E.  B.  Gomer- 
sall,  manager;  James  J.  Grady,  assistant  manager: 

L.  Dunwoodie,  booker;  H.  E.  Richard«on,  Robert 

Fridman,  George  Landis,  Ralph  Kinsler.  MIL- 
WAUKEE— J.  Nolan,  manager;  H.  Koehler, 

booker;  P.  Scholtz.  L.  Miller,  R.  Shinebaum. 
MINNEAPOLIS — S.  E.  Abel,  manager;  Donald 
J.  Narin,  assistant  manager:  W.  Lydick,  booker: 
E.  Swan,  assistant  booker;  F.  G.  Hallowell,  W.  E. 
.\dams.  R.  D.  Stewart.  Frank  M.antzke,  Jack 

Raper. 

E.  C   Grainger  was  in  charge  of  the  con- 
vention at  the  Hotel  Statler,  Cleveland, 

with  the  following  present: 
BUFFALO — H.  J.  Bailey,  manager:  J.  Barons, 

assistant  manager;  C.  Fahrenholz,  hooker;  George 
Blackman,  W.  C.  Rowell,  George  E.  Dickman,  E. 

Doninger,  student.  CLEVELAND — Ward  E. 
Scott,  manager;  Miss  E.  Epstein,  assistant  man- 

ager; F.  I.  Hunt,  booker;  T.  C.  Alley,  assistant 

booker;  D.  S.  Davidson,  John  F.  Bruce,  A.  Gold- 
man, David  Klein.  H.  O.  Bartels.  CINCINNATI 

— Rudolph  Knoepfle,  manager;  J.  B.  Neff,  hooker; 
J.  Murphy,  J.  C.  Needham,  A.  S.  Junghans,  Tory 
Klotz.  DETROIT — Frank  D.  Drew,  manager;  A. 
Van  Dyke,  assistant  manager;  F.  Bradford,  hook- 

er; F.  A.  Kenney,  assistant  booker;  A.  D.  Knapp, 
N.  H.  Widger,  C.  W.  Schweitzer,  J.  G.  Mason, 
G.  A.  Ranshaw,  H.  Keep,  student. 

At  the  Hotel  Muelbach,  Kansas  City,  the 
following  were  present : 
KANSAS  CITY — Morton  A.  Levy,  manager: 

Wm.  J.  Kubitzke,  assistant  manager;  M.  A.  Tan- 
ner, booker;  Stanley  J.  Mayer,  Henry  Murdock, 

F.  M.  Baxter.  OMAH.A — Benjamin  B.  Reingold, 

manager;  Raymond  A.  O'Brien,  assistant  man- 
ager; Swain  A.  Madson,  booker;  Chas.  Snyder, 

assistant  booker;  R.  Melcher,  C.  F.  Chapman,  J. 

Dickson,  A.  T.  Wiederliold.  ST.  LOUIS— George 
E.  McKean,  manager:  Joseph  A.  Feld,  assistant 
•tanager:  F.  Parks,  booker;  E.  Balsom,  assistant 
hooker;  Lewis  V.  Stephens,  Robert  F.  Werth,  G. 
Ware,  W.  Light. 

District  Manager  Lou  Rcmy  supervised 

the  convention  at  Memphis,  with  the  fol- 
lowing in  attendance : 

ATLANTA — George  R.  Allison,  manager; 
France  C.  Groover,  assistant  manager  and  booker: 
Richard  H.  Ford,  assistant  hooker;  Paul  Bryan, 
B.  Wilkes.  A.  J.  Border.  DALLAS— P.  K.  John- 

ston, manager:  William  S.  Miller,  hooker;  J,  H. 
Alexander,  assistant  booker;  J.  H.  Gniben,  D.  W. 
Scott.  B,  Broyles,  W.  0.  William.son.  MEM- 

PHIS— C.  W.  McKean,  manager;  M,  Powers, 
hooker;  J.  Greig,  J.  Shannon.  NEW  ORLEANS 
— B.  L.  Dudenhefer,  manager:  Ernst  J.  Lan- 
daiche,  assistant  manager  and  hooker:  C.  W.  Me- 
Millin,  F.  Dudenhefer.  OKLAHOMA  CITY— 
W.  Anthony  Ryan,  manager;  W.  J.  htaloney, 
assistant  manager;  R.  J.  Clark,  booker;  V.  Skel- 

ton, assistant  booker:  W.  D.  Boob,  B,  Welsh. 

Salesmen  and  bookers  were  given  ample 

lime  to  place  their  problems  before  their 
chief. 
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*‘Fox  DynamOf^  Organ 
Edited  by  Ferri,  Is 

Newcomer  in  Industry 
Fox  Dynamo  is  the  name  of  a   breezy 

and  well-balanced  newspaper — a   Fux 

Film  Corporation  organ — which  has  just 
made  its  bow  to  the  industry.  It  is 

edited  by  Roger  Ferri  and  published  in 

New  York  “every  week  by  Fox  Film 
Corporation  for  and  in  the  interest  of 

sales  promotion,”  as  the  heading  states. 
The  first  issue,  of  four  pages,  carries 

on  the  first  page  several  lively  articles  on 
Fox  sales  and  exchange  activities  and 
editorial  comment  by  James  R.  Grainger, 

general  salesmanager. 
On  the  second  page  Ferri  in  his  edi- 

torial column  makes  every  salesman  an 

associate  editor.  There  is  also  a   car- 
toon. Comment  from  Fred  C.  Quimby, 

short  features  salesmanager,  appears  on 

the  third  page,  while  standings  of  ex- 
changes in  general  sales,  short  features 

sales,  billings  and  sales  of  accessories  are 
printed  on  the  last  page. 

Chadwick  Transfers 

Advertising,  Publicity 

Offices  to  Hollywood 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

HOLLYWOOD.  May  II.— I.  E.  Chad- 

wick, president  of  the  Chadwick  Pic- 
tures Corporation,  has  transferred  the 

advertising  and  publicity  departmetit  of 

his  company  from  New  York  to  Holly- 
wood. Mr.  Chadwick  believes  that  the 

most  effective  exploitation  service  for 
exhibitors  can  be  rendered  by  those  in 
intimate  touch  with  the  picture  during 
the  course  of  its  production.  All  posters, 

press  books,  exhibitors’  aids,  and  other 
advertising  matter  will  be  made  up  here 

under  the  direction  of  E.  Lanning  Mas- 
ters. The  move  on  the  part  of  the 

Chadwick  organization  follows  closely 

upon  a   similar  decision  by  Producers 
Distributing  Corporation,  which  recently 

made  Barrett  Kiesling  head  of  its  na- 
tional advertising  department,  at  the  De 

Mille  Studios,  Culver  City. 

Hays  W^arns  Public 
Against  Schemes  of 
Fake  Film  Companies 

(Shcetiil  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK.  Mav  11.— Will  H.  Hays, 
president  of  the  M.  P.  D.  D.  A.,  yesterday 

issued  a   warning  to  the  public  against  get- 
rich-quick  schemes  involving  the  good 

name  of  the  film  industry’.  He  pointed 

out  many  ways  that  the  producers  and 
distributors  association  is  working  .with 

the  Associated  Advertising  Club  of  the 
World  and  with  Better  Business  bureaus 
to  protect  tha  public. 

He  referred  to  the  promoters  of  fake 
film  schools  and  fake  companies. 

Exhibitors  of  Poland 

Favor  American  Films 
(Special  from  Department  of  Commerce.) 

WASHINGTON,  D.  C..  May  11.— Dur- 
ing 1925  the  Polish  Ministry  of  the  In- 

terior registered  1,169  films  totaling  1.386,- 
130  meters,  of  which  629  were  American 

products,  according  to  a   report  to  the  De- 
partment of  Commerce  from  Commercial 

••kttache  Allen  at  Warsaw.  The_  total 

length  of  the  American  films  registered 
during  the  y'car  was  743,893  meters.  • 

France,  with  a   total  registration  of  2S3 
films,  followed  the  United  States  as  a 
source  of  the  motion  picture  imports  of 
Poland  in  1925;  Germany  ranked  third 

with  130  films  registered;  Austria  sup- plied 81  films  to  the  total. 
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United  Artists  to  Release 

Sixteen  in  Coming  Season 
Gloria  Swanson,  Equal  Owner  in  United,  Will  Produce  Two — 

John  Barrymore,  Buster  Keaton,  Samuel  Goldwyn 

and  Morris  Gest  New  Producing  Members 
(Special  (o  Exhibitors  Herald) 

New  YORK,  May  11. — Sixteen  pictures  will  comprise  the  United Artists  releases  for  the  coming  season.  The  artists  and  producers 

are  Mary  Pickford,  Gloria  Swanson,  Charlie  Chaplin,  Douglas  Fair- 
banks, Rudolph  Valentino,  John  Barrymore,  Buster  Keaton,  Joseph  M. 

Schenck,  Samuel  Goldwyn  and  Morris  Gest. 

Gloria  Swanson  to  Produce  Two. 

Gloria  Swanson,  who  by  an  agreement  recently  concluded  becomes  an 
equal  owner  with  Miss  Pickford,  Chaplin,  Fairbanks  and  Schenck,  will 

produce  two  pictures  each  year,  her  first  for  1926-27  being  “Personality.” 
Maurice  Cleary,  executive  head  of  the  Swanson  organization  and  vice 

president  of  United,  will  have  on  his  staff  leading  directors  and  writers. 

Clarence  Brown  Opens 

M-G-M's  Radio  Club 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald} 

NEW  YORK,  M&y  ii.— D/rec- 
toT  Clarence  Brown  opened 

M-C-M’s  "Movie  Radio  Club" 
here  last  week  with  a   speech 
broadcast  from  station  WHN. 

The  club  is  one  of  several  estab- 
lished throughout  the  country  and 

operating  from  key  centers  under 

the  direction  of  M~G-M’s  ex- 
ploitation manager,  William  R. 

Ferguson. 

I‘T  am  a   motion  picture  director 
by  day,  but  at  night  I   like  to  eat 

hsh,"  said  Brown,  opening  his  ad- 
dress. His  talk  consisted  of  the 

parallel  between  preparing  a   cat- 
fish for  the  table  and  directing 

a   picture.  Brown  recently  com- 

pleted "Kiki"  and  will  soon  begin 
work  on  "The  Trail  of  ’98." 

Bellman  Names  Staff 

for  Eastern  Exchange 

of  Hollywood  Pictures 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  He.ald) 

NEW  YORK,  May  11. — Jack  Bellman 

opened  the  New  York  exchange  of  Holly- 
wood Pictures  at  729  Seventh  avenue  last 

Wednesday.  His  staff  comprises  Nat  Beicr, 
supervisor  for  New  Jersey;  Fred  Meyers, 
manager  of  Brooklyn;  Richard  Perry: 
.-Vdolph  Pollack,  vice-president ;   David  J. 
Lustig,  publicity  representative;  Ida  Mar- 
shon,  secretarj';  and  Manny  Rosenblum.  in 
charge  of  film  and  shipping. 

Bellman  was  host  to  a   group  of  exhib- 
itors at  an  informal  luncheon  at  the  ex- 

change on  the  opening  day.  Souvenirs  and 
a   copy  of  Hollywood  Pictures  year  book 
were  given  to  all  in  attendance. 

Thirty-eight  pictures  are  in  the  product 
lineup  for  the  season.  The  list  includes  12 
Gothams;  12  Sterling  Featureplays,  six 
Banners  and  eight  William  Fairbanks  stunt 
pictures. 

Rowley  Says  $300fl00 
Will  Go  Into  Better 

Theatres  for  R,  &   R. 

Approximately  $300,000  will  go  into  re- 
modeling, redecorating  and  building.  Ed 

Rowley  of  the  R.  &   R.  circuit  announced 
in  Dallas  last  week,  The  plan  includes 
two  new  houses  in  San  .Angelo,  one  in 
Corpus  Christie.  Tex.,  one  in  Kingsville, 
and  one  in  Hillsboro. 

The  Stanley-Crandall  Company  ,   in 
Washington,  D.  C.,  will  have  12  theatres 

there  with  the  opening  of  the  new  Colonj* 
theatre  on  Georgia  avenue. 

Theatre  activity  in  the  South  is  also 
marked  by  the  opening  of  the  new  Rialto 
theatre  in  Orlanda,  Fla.,  in  April  and  the 
opening  of  the  Ritz  theatre  In  Tulsa,  Okla., 
May  11, 

Exhibitor  Thwarts  Fire 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

ALBANY,  N.  Y.,  May  11.— Fred  A.  Per- 

'■y.  of  Watertown,  N.  Y.,  starred  last  week 
as  a   volunteer  fireman,  and  saved  his  city 
from  Avhat  might  have  been  a   serious  con- 

flagration. Perry  handles  the  Liberty 
theatre  and  when  he  looked  out  across  the 
stfect,  and  saw  a   blaze  in  one  of  the  blocks, 
he  seized  a   fire  extinguisher  and  put  out 
the  blaze  before  the  fire  department 
reached  the  scene. 

John  Barrymore  will  make  two  pictures, 
Buster  Keaton  two,  Samuel  Goldwyn  three 
and  Gest  one.  The  others  on  the  schedule 

are  Mary  Pickford’s  “Sparrows”  and  an- 
other yet  to  be  made;  Charlie  Chaplin  in 

“The  Circus”:  Douglas  Fairbanks,  now 

abroad  with  ilary  Pickford,  has  made  “The 
Black  Pirate,”  which  will  be  shown  gen- 

erally at  popular  prices  next  September, 
and  is  considering  material  for  another  pro- 

duction; Rudolph  Valentino,  supported  by 

Vilma  Banky,  will  be  seen  in  “Son  of  the 
Sheik,"  from  an  E.  M.  Hull  novel,  and 
another  with  a   Spanish  locale. 

Barrymore  in  “Vagabond  Lover” 
Barrymore's  first  will  be  “The  Vagabond 

Lover."  His  second  will  be  an  adaptation 

of  a   famous  stage  play.  Buster  Keaton's 
“The  General”  will  have  a   Civil  war  back- 

ground. 
The  Goldwyn  productions  are  “Stella 

Dallas,”  a   Henry  King  picture  which  has 
completed  a   six  months  special  run  in 
New  York  and  will  be  released  in  the  fall; 

“The  Winning  of  Barbara  Worth,”  also  a 
King  production,  and  “Beauty  and  the 
Beast,”  George  Fitzmaurice  production. 

“Stella  Dallas"  brings  Ronald  Colraan, 
Belle  Bennett,  Alice  Joyce  and  Lois  Moran 
together  in  the  cast,  while  Ronald  Colman 

and  \qima  Banky  will  be  in  “The  Winning 
of  Barbara  Worth,”  from  the  Harold  Bell 

gloria  SWANSON 

Wright  novel.  These  two  also  will  be  seen 

in  “Beauty  and  the  Beast,”  based  upon  the 
Delineator  series  of  Kathleen  Norris. 

“The  Darling  of  the  Gods,”  David 
Belasco  success,  will  be  made  into  a   motion 
picture  by  Morris  Gest,  as  the  first  of  six 
Gest  productions  to  be  made  in  as  many 

years. 

Additions  to  the  corps  of  producers  and 

stars  will  be  made  from  time  to  time,  ac- 
cording to  Joseph  AI.  Schenck,  chairman 

of  the  board  of  United  Artists. 

Columbief  s   National 

Franchise  Plans  Are 

98  Percent  Complete 
(Special  to  Exhibitor^  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  May  11.— Arrangements 

for  Columbia  Picture  Corporation’s  na- 
tional franchise  plan  is  98  per  cent  com- 
plete, according  to  an  announcement  just 

made.  The  two  per  cent  open  is  ex- 
pected to  be  closed  this  week. 

In  almost  all  instances  competitive 
bids  for  franchises  were  taken,  and  the 

men  or  groups  deemed  best  fitted  on  the 
basis  of  business  ability  and  financial 
soundness  were  chosen  to  handle  the 

product. When  the  arrangements  are  completed 

Columbia  will  have  a   coast-to_-coast  co- 

operative releasing  organization  com- 
posed of  units  situated  in  the  key  cities 

of  the  country. 

Radiator  Falls  on  Boy; 

He  Wins  $20,000  in  Suit 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

ST.  LOUIS,  MO.— For  injuries  suffered 

when  a   radiator  fell  on  him  in  the  Mont- 

gomery tlieatre,  Edw'ard  McCloskey,  13- vear-oid  son  of  Mrs.  Margaret  McCloskey, 

was  awarded  $20,000  damages  by  a   jury  m 

Circuit  Judge  Hamilton’s  court.  The_  judg- 
ment was  against  Sam  and  Harry  Kopiar, owners.  ,   .   ,   j 

The  radiator  had  been  disconnected  and 

placed  against  the  wall  in  the  balcony^  of 

the  theater.  The  l>oy  said  it  fell  against 

him  as  he  passed  through  the  aisles.  The 

management  contended  that  a   short  time 

before  the  accident  it  had  been  placed  in  a 

place  of  safety. 

Morris  in  N,  Y . 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Hemld) 

NEW  YORK.  May  11.— Sam  E.  Morris, 

general  manager  of  distribution  for  War- 
ner Bros.,  has  returned  to  the  home  ofhee 

in  New  York  following  a   five  weeks’  visit 

to  the  coast,  durint^  which  timc_Mr.  Mor- 
ris presided  over  three  conventions. 
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Famous  Attractions  Starts  on 
13  Preferred  Pictures 

Bachman,  President  and  General  Manager,  Will  Personally  Supervise 
Production  and  Direct  Sales  Policy 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

New  YORK,  May  11. — Famous  Attractions  Corporation  is  starting work  on  thirteen  Preferred  Pictures  which  will  be  made  under  the 

personal  supervision  of  J.  G,  Bachman,  president  and  general  man- 
ager, who  will  also  direct  the  sales  policy  of  the  new  organization. 

'C'OLLOWING  are  the  thirteen  Pre- J-  ferred  Pictures  for  1926-27: 

“Lew  Tayler’s  Wives,”  from  Wallace 
Irwin’s  novel 
published  serially 
in  Pictorial  Re- 

view; “Shenan- 
doah,” Civil  War 

spectacle  by 
B   r   o   n   s   on  How- 

ard; “The  Ro- 
mance of  a   Mil- 

lion Dollar  s,” 
from  the  Eliza- 

beth D   e   j   e   a   n   s 

story;  “Horses 

and  W   om  e   n,” 
from  the  Satur- 

day Evening  Post 

serial,  "The  Au- 
tobiography of  a 

Race  Horse;”  “Studies  in  Wives,”  based 
on  Mrs.  Belloc  Lowndes’  book;  “The 
Aristocrat,”  Larry  Evan’s  story  in 
Hearst’s;  “Shopworn,”  Patricia  Wetherill 

novel;  “Exclusive  Rights,”  original  by 
Evelyn  Campbell,  scenarist;  “Shameful 
Behavior?,”  Mrs.  Belloc  Lowndes; 
“Eden’s  Fruit,”  John  Goodrich  original; 
“The  Worst  Woman,”  Larry  Evans; 
“Dancing  Days,”  J.  J.  Bell  novel;  and 
“His  New  York  Wife,”  John  Goodrich. 

Camera  work  is  beginning  on  “Lew 

Tyler’s  Wives.”  first  of  the  thirteen,  all 
of  which  will  be  made  in  the  East.  Eu- 

gene Clifford,  who  wrote  “The  Savage,” 
forthcoming  First  National  release,  has 

completed  the  script.  Harley  Knoles  is 

directing.  Knoles  directed  Universal’s 

“Oh,  Baby,”  comedy  drama.  “The  Ro- 
mance of  a   Million  Dollars”  will  Lllow. 

Franchise  rights  for  the  thirteen  have 
been  disposed  of  to  independent  ex- 

changes, in  most  cases  to  exchanges 
which  have  handled  the  Preferred  prod- 

uct heretofore. 

“While  the  corporate  name  is  new,  the organization  and  product  are  the  ones 
which  theatre  owners  know  and  have 
come  to  depend  upon  during  four  years 
of  profitable  seasons  of  Preferred  Pic- 

tures,” said  Bachmann.  “We  will  make wellknown  stories  and  plays  the  basis 
of  our  releases,  entrust  them  to  capable 
directors  and  endow  them  with  box 
office  casts.” 
The  Famous  Attractions  office  is  at 

117  West  45th  street.  New  York. 

Pathe  Divisional 

Sales  Managers  in 
District  Meetings 

General  Sales  Manager  Harry  Scott’s 
new  personal  contact  sales  plan  inaugu- 

rated at  the  recent  convention  of  Pathe 

Exchange,  Inc.,  when  five  divisional  sales 
managers  were  appointed,  went  into  active 
work  this  week  when  the  divisional  sales 
managers  left  the  Home  Office  for  the  field 

where  they  will  hold  special  sales  meet- 
ings in  those  exchanges  that  were  not 

represented  at  the  New  York  convention. 
Eastern  Division  Sales  ^^anage^  Campbell  was 

the  first  into  the  field  and  he  conducted  a   special 
sales  meeting  at  the  Pathe  Boston  branch  on 

j^ril  30lh  and  May  1st.  Ross  Cropper  is  Branch 
Manager.  A   meeting  was  held  in  Philadelphia, 
where  Miles  Gibbons  is  in  charge,  on  May  2iid 
and  3rd.  On  May  8th  and  9th  Mr.  Campbell 
conducted  a   meeting  at  the  Washington  Branch, 
aided  by  his  assistant,  Charles  Henschel. 

Central  Division  Sales  Manager  Waite  opened 

his  two-day  convention  at  the  Hotel  Statler,  Cleve- 
land, on  May  8th.  Those  in  attendance  included 

Branch  Managers  J.  A.  Harris  of  St.  Louis,  Bert 
Moran  of  Pittsburgh,  Stanley  C.  Jacques  of  Cin- 
cinnatn  Oscar  J.  Ruby  of  Cleveland,  A.  W.  Plues 
of  Indianapolis,  and  Basil  Brady  of  Buffalo,  to- 

gether with  the  whole  sales  force  of  the  Cleveland 
Branch.  On  May  10th  Mr.  Waite  and  Mr. 
Jacqu«  held  a   sales  meeting  at  the  Cincinnati 
pranch.  At  the  same  time  branch  sales  meet- 
mgs  were  held  at  St.  Louis  by  Assistant  Central 
Division  Sales  Manager  Schrader  and  Branch 
Manager  J.  A.  Hams,  at  Buffalo  by  Branch 
Manager  Brady,  at  Indianapolis  by  Branch  Man- 

ager Plues  and  at  Pittsburgh  by  Branch  Manager 
Moran.  These  will  be  followed  by  special  meet- 

ings to  be  conducted  in  these  branches  by  Mr. 

Waite.  ^ .Sales  Manager  M.  A.  V. 
Mack  opened  his  two-day  sales  convention  at  the 
Drake  hotel,  Chicago,  on  May  8th.  Those  in 
attendance  ii^luded  Branch  Managers  James  S. Graham  of  the 

Double  I.  ̂    V.  Nolan  of  Milwaukee,  Walter Liebmann  of  Des  Moines,  and  Oscar  Hanson  of Detroit  The  Bookers  and  Salesmen  of  the  Chi- 
cago, Double  "I  and  Milwaukee  Branches  were also  present.  The  day  following  the  Chicago 

vision,  holding  meetings  in  Milwaukee  May  10th. Minneapolis  May  lUh.  Des  Moines  May  I2th; Omaha  May  13th  and  will  hold  sales  meetings 

v   on, May  14th,  ISth  and  16th. Chicago  convention  Assistant 

Mid-West  Di^vision  Sales  Manager  F.  C.  Aiken left  for  Omaha,  where,  with  Branch  Manager  Roy 

Vr  conducted  a   sales  meeting.  On 

con^uefe^  Branch  b^nager  Liebmann 
conducted  special  meetings  at  Des  Moines. 

Southern  Division  Sales  Manager  E.  Oswald 
Brooks  conducted  a   sales  conference  at  the  At- 

Branch 
Manager  W   W.  Anderson  and  the  entire  sales 

^   attendance..  On  May  10th,  11th  and 12th  Mr.  Brooks  visited  the  territory  Nashville. Birmingham  and  Chattanooga,  accompanied  by  his 

ittk'W’  ̂    S.  Ballantyne.  On  May  13,  14^and ‘J’®  Charlotte  territory 

hac  M   ̂‘'''?'0n  Sales  Manager  Frank  Harris 
has  already  arrived  in  Los  Angeles  and  is  start- 

Open  Club  for  Extras 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

HOLLYWOOD. — The  Hollywood  Studio  Cli 
for  _   e-xtra  girls  was  formally  opened  by  C.  ; Christie,  Cecil  DeMille,  Elinor  Glyn  and  Mr.  ar JUrs.  Alec  B.  Francis. 

Solons  Thank  Show 

Folk  for  Clean  Films 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

ATLANTA,  May  !J.~~At  the 
close  of  its  recent  special  session, 
the  legislature  in  Georgia  adopted 
resolutions  praising  the  character 
of  entertainment  furnished  by  the 
motion  picture  theatres  in  Atlanta 
and  thanking  the  theatres  for  the 
courtesies  extended  members  of 
the  assembly. 

The  reeofiullonti  la  part  road:  ^*We  com.- 
mend  the  high  character  of  entertainment 

fumlcbed  by  these  inatitutloca  as  being 

cultural,  eduecllonnl,  ontertaloing,  cad  lend- 

ing toward  the  mcrol  end  soeioi  uplift  of 

our  stale,  and  their  policies  of  management 

os  idea!." 

Warner  Portable  Radio 

Car  Readies  Oakland 
(Special  lo  Exhibitors  Herald) 

OAKLAND.  May  ll.~When 
the  Warner  Brothers  portable 

radio  station  arrived  here  on  the 
first  lap  of  its  cross  country  tour 

a   large  audience  was  on  hand  to 

greet  it  at  the  State  theatre.  At 
once  the  apparatus  was  set  up  and 
the  sfafion  began  broadcasting  the 

program. 

Ernest  T orrence  Leaves 

FP-L  Early  Next  Month 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

HOLLYWOOD,  May  11.  — Ernest 
Torrence,  Famous  Players-Lasky  Corpo- 

ration’s well  known  heavy,  is  leaving  that 

company  early  in  June.  Torrence  de- cided not  to  renew  his  contract  with 

Paramount,  but  instead  will  enter  the 
free-lance  field  where  he  feels  there  is 

greater  opportunity  in  featured  character roles. 

Mr.  Torrence  appears  in  “Mantrap" and  this  will  be  his  last  picture  after 

four  year’s  service  with  Famous.  He 
expects  to  take  a   trip  to  Scotland,  sail- 

ing from  New  York  June  2,  and  will 

spend  several  months. 

Novo  Odeon,  Seating 

IflOO,  Opens  In  Rio (Special  from  Department  of  Commerce.) 

WASHINGTON,  D.  C,  May  11.— Rio 

de  Janeiro’s  newest  motion  picture  theatre, 
the  Novo  Odeon,  recently  opened,  seats 

1,000  and  is  modern  in  every  detail  of 

equipment  and  appointment,  according  to 
Assistant  Trade  Commissioner  R.  C.  Long, 
located  in  the  South  American  city. 

The  Novo  Odeon  is  owned  and  operated 

by  the  Compania  Brazil  Cinematografica, 
which  owns  a   circuit  of  theatres  in  the 

republic.  A   recent  innovation  In  some  of 
these  houses  is  the  staging  of  prologues 

and  stage  presentations. 

Organize  Frank  Mattison 

Productions;  Independent 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

LOS  ANGELES,  May  11.— Frank  Mat- tison Productions  is  the  name  selected  for 

the  new  producing  and  distributing  organ- 
ization recently  formed  in  Hollywood  by 

Frank  S.  Mattison  for  the  purpose  of  pro- 
ducing and  distributing  six  special  pictures 

for  the  independent  market.  Business  of- 
fices have  been  established  at  1442  Beach- wood  Drive. 

C.  E,  Meinnis  Signs 

Acts;  Exhibitors  Scoivl 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

KANSAS  CITY,  May  11.— C.  E.  Me- 
innis, manager  of  Fairmount  Park,  and 

Jolly  Jones  of  the  Orpheum-B.  F.  Keith 
circuit,  have  signed  a   contract  under  which 

Orpheum  acts  will  be  provided  as  free  at- 
tractions at  the  park.  News  of  the  deal 

caused  a   scowl  to  spread  over  the  faces of  all  exhibitors  in  the  city. 

King  Says  F.  B,  O.  Will 

Break  Precedent  in  ̂ 27 (Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

HOLLYWOOD.  May  11.— Film  Booking 

Offices  will  break  precedent  in  picture  pro- 
duction this  year,  according  to  Edwin  C- 

King. 
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this  week  carries  advertising 
from  170  companies  and  in- 

dividuals. Of  this  number,  74 
are  represented  in  the  pages 

of  “Better  Theatres,”  printed 
as  Section  Two.  This  situa- 

tion is  in  sharp  contrast  with 
the  trade  papers  of  a   few  years 
ago,  which  were  compelled  to 
look  to  only  a   score  or  two  of 
advertisers  for  all  of  their  ad- 

vertising revenue.  It  refiects 
the  tremendous  prestige  which 
the  HERALD  has  attained  in 
its  field  and,  at  the  same 

time,  it  is  a   guarantee  of  the 

publication’s  independence. 

95  Per  Cent  of  Film 
Shown  in  Australia 
in  1925  Made  in  U.  S. 

{Special  from  Department  of  Commerce) 

WASHINGTON,  D.  C.  May  11.— Dur- 
ing 1925,  1,763  films,  comprising  6142  reels 

and  5,572,932  feet  were  imported  into  Aus- 
tralia, according  to  a   report  to  the  Depart- 
ment of  Commerce  by  Trade  Commis- 

sioner E.  G.  Babbitt,  Sydney.  The  total 
importation  for  all  copies  was  24,021,708 
feet,  and  the  total  value  was  181,678 
pounds. 
United  States  film  easily  led  all  others 

in  this  trade,  and  during  the  year  under 
review,  it  supplied  171,491  pounds  worth, 
or  95  per  cent  of  the  total  imports.  The 

United  Kingdom’s  share  was  valued  at 
6,875  pounds. 
Censors  passed  unconditionally  1,324 

films  during  the  year,  approved  371  after 
some  slight  eleminations  had  been  made, 
and  rejected  68.  They  were  concerned 
principally  with  feature  or  dramatic  films, 
and  of  the  721  of  that  nature  imported, 
674  came  from  the  United  States,  and  25 
from  Great  Britain. 

$20,000,000  Estimated 
by  Grauman  for  Project 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

LOS  ANGELES,  May  11.— Sid  Grau- 
man, back  from  the  East,  said  $20,000,000  is 

to  be  used  on  the  new  theatre  project,  which 
will  make  this  city  a   production  and  dis- 

tributing point  for  entertainment  for  22  of 
the  principal  cities  of  the  country.  The 
first  theatres  of  the  chain  will  be  con- 

structed in  San  Francisco,  Oakland,  Port- 
land, Seattle,  Denver,  Salt  Lake  City  and 

Los  Angeles. 

Discusses  Mackay  Bill 
at  New  Jersey  Meeting 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

.ATLANTIC  CITY,  May  11.— The  sig- 
nificance of  the  Mackay  measure  was  one 

of  .the_  high  lights  of  a   report  on  local 
legislative  accontplishments  at  a   meeting  of 
40  members  of  the  New  Jersey  unit  of 

P.  T.  0.  A. 

The  men,  members  of  the  board  of 
directors,  went  on  record  at  the  urge  of 
Joseph  M.  Seider  as  unanimously  opposed 
to  signing  contracts  with  any  added  clauses 
Until  such  contracts  are  approved  by 
national  headquarters. 

Buglers  Will  Call  Exhibitors 
To  Sessions  at  Los  Angeles 

They  May  Sleep  Through  Reveille  But  Mess  Call  Will  Bring 

Them  on  the  Gallop — More  Units  Name  Delegations — 
Milwaukeeans  to  Go  in  Solid  Unit 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  May  11. — “I  can’t  get  ’em  up,  I   can’t  get  ’em  up,  I   .   .   .” 
But  they  will  get  them  up  this  time,  and  a   squad  of  United  States  Army  buglers 
will  sound  reveille  promptly  at  9   a.  m.  on  June  1   to  5   at  Los  Angeles.  At 
9 :45  the  cheering  mess  call  will  summon  the  hundreds  of  conventionees  of  the 
M.  P.  T.  O.  A.  to  the  dining  room  of  the  Ambassador  hotel.  An  hour  later 
the  assembly  call  will  be  blown  and  the  business  sessions  of  the  seventh  annual 
convention  will  start. 

Seider  Sponsors  Innovation 

Joseph  M.  Seider,  business  manager,  is  sponsor  for  the  application  of  mili- 
tary procedure  to  the  national  convention,  following  its  successful  use  at  the 

New  Jersey  unit's  last  state  convention.  One  call  that  will  be  omitted,  how- 
ever, will  be  taps. 

In  tune  with  the  convention  is  receipt 
by  the  national  headquarters  of  a   check 
for  $1,500  from  Western  Pennsylvania 
unit  of  the  M.  P.  T.  0.  A.  This  check 

completes  that  unit's  full  quota  of  $4,0(X), 
representing  every  theatre  owner  in  that 
territory  as  a   100  per  cent  member  of  the 
national  organization. 

More  Units  Name  Delegates 

Word  also  comes  to  national  headquar- 
ters that  the  directorate  of  the  New  Jersey 

organization  has  designated  its  official 
delegates  to  the  Los  Angeles  convention. 
These  delegates  will  be  headed  by  Seider 
and  include  Woodhull,  Rosenblatt,  Kelly, 
Fox,  Austin,  Adams,  Stiefel,  Samuelson 
and  Lisker. 

At  the  same  time  national  headquarters 
received  a   dispatch  from  its  unit,  including 
Eastern  Missouri  and  Southern  Illinois, 

which  at  its  convention  named  the  follow- 
ing as  Los  Angeles  delegates :   Messrs. 

Wehrenberg,  Rodgers,  Kerosatos,  Pasmez- 
oglu,  Luttrall,  Goldman,  Yemm,  Drake, 
Watts,  Hehl,  Laventhal,  Bumstein,  James, 
Horvich,  Efthim,  Cluster. 

Coincidentally  with  those  announce- 
ments comes  another  dispatch  from  the 

M.  P.  T.  0.  of  Milwaukee  which  an- 
nounces its  members  will  go  to  Los 

Angeles  in  a   solid  unit.  Their  schedule 
calls  for  leaving  Milwaukee  May  24  and 
arriving  in  Los  Angeles  May  29.  They 
will  tour  through  the  Northwest  on  their 
return  trip,  arriving  at  Milwaukee  the 
morning  of  June  14. 

Royal  Trip  Assured 
Illinois  Exhibitors 

Assurance  of  a   royal  trip  for  exhibitors 
going  to  the  Los  Angeles  convention  on 
the  official  special  train  of  the  Illinois  M. 
P.  T.  O.  and  Exhibitors  Association  of 

Chicago  is  given  in  a   circular  sent  to  Mid- 

Walling  Is  Camerauman, 

Then  He’s  a   Star 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

HOLLYWOOD.  May  11.— In 
line  with  other  players  who  have 
become  famous  over  night  is  Rich- 

ard Walling  who  plays  the  serious 
minded  Tommy  Atkins  in  the  Fox 

picture,  “Pigs.’'  Young  Walling 
was  cAosen  for  the  part  by  Irving 
Cummings  while  the  former  was 
doing  his  bit  around  the  studio  by 
taking  still  photographs. 

western  theatre  owners  last  week  over  the 

signature  of  Jack  Miller,  business  man- 
ager. A   number  of  reservations  already 

have  been  received. 

“As  this  is  the  only  train  that  is  officially 
sponsored  by  the  Illinois  exhibitors,  it  is 
to  your  advantage  and  pleasure  to  join 

us,”  says  the  circular.  “The  train  equip- 
ment is  of  the  latest  design  and  we  are 

told  by  the  company  that  nothing  will  be 

left  undone  to  add  to  our  comfort.” 
This  special  will  leave  Chicago  May  26 

at  11:10  p.  m.  over  the  Rock  Island  rail- 
road. 

John  Cooper  Tells  of 
Fire  Prevention  Work 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

OTTAWA,  May  11. — “Fire  hazards 
have  been  greatly  reduced  through  in- 

creased protective  measures,  and  in  most 
provinces  of  Canada,  particularly  On- 

tario, there  is  a   good  set  of  regulations 

for  the  safety  of  theatres,”  declared 
John  A   Cooper,  Toronto,  president  of 
the  Motion  Picture  Distributors  and 

Exhibitors  of  Canada,  in  an  address  be- 
fore the  Dominion  Fire  Prevention  As- 

sociation at  the  Chateau  Laurier  here 

April  29. Col.  Cooper  declared  that  every  effort 

is  being  made  by  his  association  to  pre- 
vent films  getting  into  the  hands  of  un- 

licensed users.  Showing  of  films  in  hos- 
pitals, private  homes  or  halls  is  being 

checked  in  this  way  as  much  as  possible. 
Col.  Cooper  declared  that  film  exchanges 
in  Canada  have  greatly  increased  their 

fire  protection,  until  today  they  are  rea- 
sonably safe. 

Fox  Signs  Stoloff  on 
Contract  for  2   Years 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

HOLLYWOOD.  May  11.— Director  Ben 

Stoloff  who  has  just  completed  “A-1  So- 
ciety,” has  si^ed  a   two  year  Fox  contract. 

Buchowetzki  Abroad 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

HOLLYWOOD,  May  11.— Dimitri.  Bu- 
chowetzki, Russian  director,  left  recently 

for  an  extensive  tour  of  Europe.  While 

abroad  he  will  make  “The  Man  Who 
Laughs.”  it  is  said  for  Universal,  He  re- 

cently signed  a   contract  with  Metro-Gold- wyn-Mayer  and  \vill  direct  a   picture  for 
that  concern  upon  his  return  in  September. 
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Carthay  Circle  Opens  May  18; 
Fred  Miller  Named  Manager 

Alice  Calhoun  JFeds — Cummings  Completes  Fox’  "'Pigs” — Prod
uction 

Starts  on  Columbia  24 — F.  B.  O.  Player  Breaks  Contract 

By  RAY  MURRAY. 

Hollywood,  May  ll. — Next  week  v/ill  mark  the  opening  of  the beautiful  Carthay  Circle  theatre  at  Carthay  Center,  between  Holly- 
wood and  Beverly  Hills.  This  new  house  will  seat  1,600  and  the 

forrnal  opening  will  take  place  May  18. 

The  Far  West  house  which  is  under the  management  of  Fred  Miller  will 
have  for  its  opening  attraction  Cecil  B. 

DeMille’s  “The  Volga  Boatman."  The 
Carthay  Circle  theatre  is  equipped  with 
the  latest  designed  seats  and  a   Wurlitzer 

organ. *   *   * 

A1  Rogell  is  not  letting  the  grass  grow 

under  his  feet  on  his  new  B'irst  National 
contract,  having  completed  “Senor  Dare- 

devil” with  Ken  Maynard,  the  new  West- 
ern star.  Director  Rogell  has  signed  with 

Sterling  Pictures  Corporation  to  direct 

“Men  of  the  Night.” 
•*  *   * 

Carey  Wilson,  scenario  writer,  is  the 
proud  father  of  a   nine  pound  boy,  who 
arrived  at  the  Good  Samaritan  Hospital, 
Mav  4. 

*   *   ♦ 

Alice  Calhoun  Weds 

Alice  Calhoun,  motion  picture  star,  and 
Mendel  B.  Silverburg,  an  attorney,  were 
married  Wednesday  evening  at  the 

bride’s  home  by  Judge  Harry  Hollzer. 
The  couple  left  immediately  on  a   honey- 

moon. to  take  them  to  Europe.  As  was 

announced  in  the  Herald  Miss  Calhoun's 
contract  with  Warner  Brothers  expired 
May  5. 

*   *   * 

Jacqueline  Logan,  having  just  finished 

her  role  in  “The  Footloose  Widow”  for 
Warner  Bros.,  left  last  Wednesday  with 
her  husband,  Bob  Gillespie,  for  a   vaca- 

tion trip  to  New  York  and  the  Kentucky 
Derby.  They  expect  to  be  gone  one 
month. 

#   *   ♦ 

“Pigs"  Completed 

Irving  Cummings’  has  completed  his 
production  of  “Pigs,”  the  Fox  Films 
version  of  the  stage  play,  adapted  by  AI 
Cohn. 

*   *   * 

Jess  Robbins  has  been  signed  by 
George  E.  Marshall,  supervisor  of  Fox 

Comedies,  to  direct  “Babes  in  the 

Jungle.” 
♦   ♦   ♦ 

F.  Richard  Jones,  vicepresident  and 
general  director  of  the  Hal  Roach 

Studios,  is  supervising  extensive  prepara- 
tions for  the  Helene  Chadwick  Company, 

which  goes  into  production  this  week. 
*   *   ♦ 

Production  on  Columbia  Pictures’  in- 
itial 24  features  started  last  Monday  at 

the  new  studios  on  Gower  Street. 
*   *   * 

Camera  work  began  last  week  on 

Harry  Carey’s  “Burning  Bridges”  which 
Charles  R.  Rogers  is  producing.  James 
P.  Hogan  is  directing. 

*   *   * 

Dan  Mason  will  play  the  role  of  Peg- 

leg  in  “The  Fire  Brigade.” *   *   * 

Gertrude  Short  Leaves  F.  B.  O. 

Gertrude  Short  has  severed  her  con- 
nections with  F.  B.  O.  after  making  one 

picture  under  her  recentlv  signed  five 
year  contract.  She  is  at  present  playing 
one  of  the  featured  roles  in  the  Fox  pro- 

duction, “The  Lilv.” *   *   * 

According  to  present  plans,  Pat.sy 

Ruth  Miller  will  have  one  of  the  big 

roles  in  “Broken  Hearts  of  Hollywood,” 
in  which  Warner  Brothers  will  use  vir- 

tually all  their  contracted  plaj'crs.  Miss 
Miller  is  now  in  the  final  scenes  of 

"Reveillon,”  starring  for  Ernst  Lubitsch. *   *   * 

Lefty  Flynn  this  week  began  work  on 
his  next  starring  vehicle  at  F.  B.  O. 
under  the  direction  of  Harry  Garson.  It 

is  “Mulhall’s  Great  Catch.” *   *   * 

John  Arnold,  M-G-M’s  ace  cinemato- 
grapher, has  been  assigned  to  photo- 

graph “The  Fire  Brigade,”  the  big  fire 
spectacle  now  under  way  at  Culver  City. 

*   *   * 

On  account  of  the  sudden  illness  of 

Mauritz  Stiller,  Swedish  director,  Fred 
Niblo  has  been  called  in  to  finish  the 

Cosmopolitan  production,  “The  Tempt- 
ress,” at  the  M-G-M  studio. «   *   * 

Director  J.  Leo  Meehan  and  his  com- 

pany filming  “Laddie”  have  gone  on  lo- 
cation in  San  Fernando  Valley. 

*   ♦   * 

F.  N.  Sales  Meet  on  Coast 

First  National  will  hold  its  next  an- 

nual sales’  convention  in  Los  Angeles, 
according  to  announcement  of  John  Mc- 

Cormick. general  manager  of  production 
on  the  Coast. 

♦   ♦   ♦ 

Marshall  Neilan  plans  to  go  to  Ireland 

next  month  to  make  “Blarney.” *   *   * 

Several  hundred  per.sons  attended  the 

preview  of  “The  Show  World”  at  The 
Writer’s  Club  last  Thursday  night. 

*   *   * 

“Reveillon”  Clmnges  Title 

“So  This  is  Paris”  has  been  chosen  by 
Ernst  Lubitsch  as  the  title  of  liis  farce 
for  Warner  Brothers. 

♦   ♦   * 

George  W.  Riley,  former  manager  of 
the  Metropolitan  theatre  who  last  Feb- 

ruary took  over  the  management  of  a 
chain  of  theatres  in  the  Hawaiian  Is- 

lands, returned  last  week. 

Constantin  Bakaleinikolf 

Travels  to  Meet  Brother 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald)  j 

INDIANAPOLIS,  May  11.— 
After  a   separation  of  eight  years, 
Constantin  Bakaleinikofl,  director 

of  the  Circle  theatre  orchestra,  re- 
cently was  united  with  his  brother. 

Vladimir,  at  Cincinnati,  O.  Vladi- 
mir was  appearing  as  director  of 

the  Moscow  Art  Theatre  opera 
company  at  the  Shubert  theatre 
there  and  his  brother,  with  several 

friends,  made  the  trip  to  Cincin- 
nati for  the  reunion.  They  had 

not  seen  each  other  since  they 

fought  side  by  side  in  the  Russian 
army  during  the  world  war.  Both 
resumed  their  musical  careers  fol- 

lowing their  release  from  the 
army. 
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George  W,  Stout  Made 
Columbia  Studio  Head; 

in  Business  14  Years 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  May  11.— George  W. 
Stout  has  been  appointed  studio  man- 

ager of  Columbia  Pictures  Corporation 

by  Harry  Cohn,  vicepresident  of  the 
organization.  He  will  assume  his  new 

position  at  once. Mr.  Stout  has  been  identified  with  the 

industry  for  the  past  fourteen  years, 

serving  with  such  companies  as  Univer- 
sal, the  late  Thomas  H.  Ince  and  was 

for  five  years  general  manager  of  Mack 
Sennett  Company.  He  was  associated 
with  George  Beban  for  several  pictures 
and  then  with  Sessue  Hayakawa,  the 

Japanese  star,  for  19  features.  Later,  he 
became  affiliated  with  Sol  Lessor  when 

he  was  producing  pictures  featuring 

Jackie  Coogan.  Of  late  Mr.  Stout  lia-i 
been  engaged  in  an  executive  capacity 

with  the  distributing  end  of  several  film 

companies,  with  offices  in  New  York 

City. 

In  appointing  Stout  as  studio  manager 
of  Columbia  productions,  Mr.  Cohn  feels 
that  he  has  gained  an  executive  that 
knows  all  angles  of  the  business,  both 

from  the  production  standpoint  as  well  as 
to  distribution. 

Ginsberg-Kann  British 

Rights  Deal  Near  Close 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  May  11.— Negotiations 
between  Ginsberg-Kann  Distributing 
Corporation  and  a   prominent  London 
distributor  for  the  British  rights  to  the 

American  company’s  pictures  are  nearing 

completion,  according  to  an  announce- 
ment just  released.  Under  the  contract 

that  will  be  signed  the  British  company 

will  handle  the  18  Ginsberg-Kann  re- 
leases for  1926-27  in  England,  Scotland, 

Ireland  and  Wales.  The  list  comprises 

12  Sterling  productions  and  six  Banner 

pictures. 

Rogers  Closes  for  All 
Lumas  Product  in  South 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  May  11.— Budd  Rogers, 
vice-president  of  Lumas  Film  Corporation, 

now  making  a   tour  of  exchange  centers  in 
the  South  and  West,  wires  that  he  has 
closed  distribution  contracts  for  the  1- 

Gotham  productions  and  eight  Camera  Pic- 
tures featuring  William  Fairbanks  witli 

Jack  Adams  of  .the  Home  State  Film  Com- pany of  Dallas,  Texas. 

F.  N,  Moves  2   Units 

to  Fine  Arts  Studios 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

HOLLYWOOD,  May  11.— First  National 
moved  two  units  to  the  Fine  Arts  studios 

this  week,  under  John  McCormick,  general 

manager  of  production  of  West  Coast 
units.  Colleen  Moore  and  Anna  Q.  Nilsson 
will  work  at  the  Sunset  boulevard  plain 
until  the  Burbank  studios  are  completed. 

Acquits  McKinstry 
(Special  to  E.vhibitors  Herald) 

KANSAS  CITY,  May  11.— William  Wc- 

Kinstry,  president  of  the  motion  picture  op- erators’ union  here,  was  acquitted  by  a   jury 

last  week  of  a   charge  of  malicious  destruc- 
tion in  connection  with  the  bombing  of  the 

World-In-Motion  theatre,  Kansas  City. February  6. 
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Marcus  Loew,  president  of  Loew’s,  Inc
.,  and 

of  Metr«>-Goldwyn.Mayer,  welcomed  deleg
ates 

to  M-G-M’s  national  sales  convention,  April 

6,  in  New  York.  The  Southern  an
d  Middle 

West  sales  convention  closed  May  12  in  Ch
i- 

cago with  a   banquet. 

/hen  Sid  Grauman  recently  return
ed  to  Los  An^geles  from  Chicago 

 and 

ew  York  two  beautiful  pirates,  
representing  Doug  Fairbanks  m  

 The 

lack  Pirate,"  resented  the  hard  
hat  he  brought 

,rauman  with  Joseph  M.  Sche
nck,  chairman  of  the  boat^  

of  United 

.rtists,  announced  that  they  wil
l  build  a   chain  of  presentation 

 houses  t 

Mae  Murray  is  back  in  Hollywood.  Here  ss 

hep  photograph  on  arrival  with  the  luggage 

that  accompanied  her  on  her  trip.  She  is  to 

be  seen  shortly  in  "Altars  of  Desire"  with 
Conway  Tearle.  It  is  a   Metro  film. 

Here  are  two  photogr^
hs  of 

Marion  Davies  who  accor^
ng  to 

reports,  scored  a 

"Beverly  of  Graustark,”
  which 

she  made  for  M-G-M. 



I 
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Above:  A   group  of  notables 

Monta  Bell  gives  Greta  Garbo  some  advice 

as  to  the  flood  sequence  in  “The  Torrent,” 
which  he  directed.  In  photo,  extreme 
right  she  is  visiting  with  Lieut.  Nelson, 
Round  the  World  Flyer.  At  near  right 
she  is  practicing  for  a   new  Metro  role. 

Lewis  Stone,  First  National  player,  is  the 
subject  for  the  cameraman  here  who  hap- 

pens to  be  National  Commander  John  R. 
McQuigg  of  the  American  Legion.  Photo 
taken  on  F.  N.  set. 

attended  the  “Producers  Din- 

ner” during  the  R€:ccnt  Pathe 
convention  in  New  York. 

Left  to  right!  (FroDt  row),  Horry 

Scott,  general  soles  motsogert  John 

Humtn,  treasurer;  Paul  Fuller,  Jr.; 

Mack  Ssunott;  Charles  MaoDotialii, 

editor  of  Topics  of  the  Day;  Hal 

Roach.  (Rear  row),  Mark  Leuscher; 
Charles  E.  Merrill;  Jaequss  Pathe  of 

France;  Bernard  Bsaaon,  vlcepresi- 
denl  of  Pathe;  James  A.  Fitzpatrick; 

Amedee  J.  Van  Beuran;  Emanuel 

Cohen,  editor  of  Pathe  News;  Ed* 

mund  C.  Lynch,  chairman  of  hoard 

of  directors ;   Elmer  Pearson,  vlee* 

president  and  general  manoger. 

Right:  Trixie  Friganza  is  in- 

spired with  a   particularly 
humorous  idea,  it  appears 

from  the  expression  on  the 

face  of  Edward  Everett  Horton. 

Both  appear  in  Universal’s 

“The  Whole  Town’s  Talking.” 
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Louis  B.  Mayer,  HgKt,  Greta  Garbo,  and  Clarence  Brown 

were  in  New  York  for  the  past  several  days  during  the 

Metro  convention.  Brown  has  just  signed  a   contract  with 

M-G-M.  Mayer  was  a   prominent  figure  in  the  Southern 

and  Middle  West  sales  convention  this  wcjek  in  Chicago. 

Henry  Major  is  shown  doing  a   portrait  of  Gertrude  Olmsted 

who  has  just  returned  to  the  Coast  to  resume  her  work  at 

the  Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer  lot  after  a   several  weeks  stay  in 

New  York.  Major  is  a   well  known  caricaturist  who  will 

make  portraits  of  a   number  of  film  stars. 

John  S.  Robertson  is  now  in  Holly- 

wood. The  director  and  Mrs.  Robert- 
son arriv^  a   few  days  ago  to  work 

under  Metro-Goidwyn  contract  on 

“The  Red  Mill,”  starring  Marion 
Davies.  The  film  is  from  the  operetta. 

In  all  his  glory!  Lon  Chaney
  has  on 

the  satins  and  silks  of  his  
character- 

istic costumes  in  his  newest  pi®«
® 

of  work.  “The  Road  to  Mand
alay. 

Tod  Browning,  director,  
is  at  left. 

It  is  a   Metro  film. 

Sally  Rand  is  the  young  woman  an
d 

Harvey  Karrells  the  young  man  who 

enact  a   colorful  dance  sequence  in 

“Sunny  Side  Up”  which  Producers 

Distributing  Corporation  is  making  on 

the  Coast. 
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Famous  writers  appear  in  this  still.  Norman  Kerry  was  host  to  them  on  the  set 

of  “The  Love  Thief”  at  Universal  City.  Left  to  right;  Grantland  Rice,  Mrs. 
Rice,  Norman  Kerry,  Universal  star;  Mrs.  Ring  Lardner,  Miss  Rice  and  Ring  Lard- 

ner.  The  director  of  the  film  which  has  just  been  completed  is  John  McDermott 
and  the  cameraman  is  John  Stumar. 

Left  to  right:  Edward  Gomersall, 

Georgia  Harris  and  Tom  Jennings  of 

Fox  Films.  Georgie  measures  only  58 

inches.  Gomersall  is  manager  of  the 

Indianapolis  exchange. 

Amedee  J.  Van  Beuren,  president  of 

Timely  Films,  Inc.,  producers  of  Top" 

ics  of  the  Day  and  Aesops  Fables, 

Pathe  short  features.  The  company 

is  celebrating  its  7th  anniversary. 

Mary  Alden,  as  “Mrs.  Wiggs  of  the 

Cabbage  Patch,”  plays  in  “Lovey 

Mary,”  Metro  film  in  which  Bessie 
Love  is  featured. 

Charley  Chase,  Pathe  star,  did  some 

local  broadcasting  on  the  Ha!  Roach 

lot  during  Music  Week.  Martha 

Sleeper  rlays  opposite  Chase  in  his 
newest  film. 

Tyler  Brooke,  Pathe  comedy  star, 

played  second  fiddle  to  no  one  dur- 

ing Music  Week,  according  to  this 
still. 

Owen  Moore  is  being  seen  in  many 

roles  these  days.  Here  he  is  in  cos- 

tume for  his  part  in  the  Metro-Gold- 

wyn-Mayer  vehicle,  “The  Road  to 
Mandalay.”  Lois  Moran  is  also  in  it. 

Henry  3.  Walthal  is  the  benevolent 

priest  in  “The  Road  to  Mandalay,”  a 
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer  picture  which 
stars  Lon  Chaney. 



Phyllis  Haver  has  signed  a   long  term 
contract  with  Metropolitan  Pictures. 

She  appears  in  a   featured  role  in 

Pro-Dis"Co’s  “Up  in  Mabel’s  Room” 
starring  Marie  Prevost. 

Anne  Coj-nwall  has  signed  a   Christie 
contract  under  which  she  will  be 

featured  in  comedies  for  Educational 

release.  She  will  alternate  her  com- 

edy work  with  other  engagements. 

Patrica  Avery  is  the  secretary  on  the 

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer  lot  who  is  now 

learning  the  art  of  acting  under  the 
direction  of  Hobart  Henley.  She  is 

in  “Bellamy  the  Magnificent.” 

A1  Cohn  recently  completed  the 

adaption  of  “Pigs”  which  is  now  in 

production  at  the  Fox  studio  in  Holly- 
wood. Janet  Gaynor  is  the  featured 

player. 

Jimmy  Grainger,  sales  manager  of 

Fox,  tells  Richard  Walling,  who  plays 

the  leading  juvenile  role  in  “Figs"  that 
the  film  should  bring  home  the  bacon. 

Dick  says  it’s  “the  ham  what  am.” 

J.  G.  Bachmann,  president  and  gen- 

eral manager  of  Famous  Attractions 

Corporation,  recently  organized,  will 

produce  13  Preferred  Pictures  this 
season. 

Rudolph  Schildkraut  becomes  asso- 
ciated with  the  same  company  with 

which  his  son,  Joseph,  is  engaged  by 

a   contract  he  signed  last  week  to  play 

in  P.  D.  C.  films. 

FVed  NibSo  and  Mrs.  Kihlo  are  w
elcomed  back  m 

Mave’*  Edith  and  Irene  Mayer  gr
eeted  the  noted  director  of  Ben  

Kur  bis 

^fe  (Enid  Bennett)  after  Niblo’s 
 tour  of  the  world  which  foUowed

  lus  completion 

of  the  Lew  Wallace  spectacle  for
  Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer,  The  pic

ture  has  been 

inning  in  tre  Cohan'iheatr.,  New
  York,  and  the  Woods  theatre.  Ch

icago. 

L 
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Squeeze  Bunk  Out  of  Film  Ads, 
Says  Lasky  in  East 

Addresses  Advertising  Men — Dr.  W.  E.  Shallenberger  Forms  Film 
Company — Word  Received  of  Harrison’s  Death 

By  JOHN  S.  SPARGO. 

New  YORK,  May  11.— Jesse  L.  Lasky  who  knows  as  much  about making  pictures  as  any  other  man  in  the  industry,  and  modestly 
admits  that  he  ought  to  know  something  about  it,  declares  the  time 

has  come  to  debunk  the  business. 

A   LONG  these  lines  he  gave  the  mem- 

bers  pf  the  A.  M.  P.  A.  a   fund  of 
good  advice  at  last  week’s  luncheon  of 
the  organization,  which  he  attended  as 

guest  of  honor  and  one  of  the  12  “im- 

mortals” selected  by  the  advertisers. 
That  “immortal”  stuff  had  Mr.  Lasky a   little  puzzled  but  after  he  had  asked  a 

pertinent  question  in  regard  to  it,  the 
matter  was  made  clear  to  him. 

“I’m  not  so  sure  about  this  immortal 
stuff,”  said  he.  “In  my  mind  the  word 
is  usually  associated  with  someone  who 

is  dead  Before  I   go  any  farther  I 
would  like  to  inquire  whether  by  classing 

me  as  an  immortal,  you  figure  that  I’m 
a   dead  one.” 
Debunk  the  Industry 

“When  I   say  'debunk.’  don’t  misunder- 
stand me.  This  is  what  I   mean :   You 

must  help  us  and  help  the  public  to  main- 
tain a   proper  sense  of  values,  I   do 

not  think  it  is  good  publicity  to  over- 
exploit  a   picture,  a   star,  a   director — or 
even  a   producer.  The  public  today  is 
picturewise.  You  can  nut  on  the  great- 

est ballyhoo  ever  seen  since  the  days  of 
Barnum,  but  if  your  picture  does  not 
stand  up  on  the  screen  that  ballyhoo  is 
not  only  wasted,  but  it  is  harmful  to  us 
and  to  the  public. 

“Do  not  feed  pap  to  the  newspapers and  magazines  about  our  stars.  It  does 

not  make  them  any  greater  artists  if  you 
tell  the  public  that  they  like  pink  lemon- 

ade for  breakfast,  or  that  they  have  to 
have  their  limousines  scented  with  in- 

cense. What  the  public  is  interested  in 

today  is  not  the  star,  not  the  director, 
but  the  amount  of  real  entertainment 
given  on  the  screen. 

“I  said  a   moment  ago  that  the  public is  picturewise.  By  that  I   mean  that  at 
least  the  public  has  been  educated  up  to 
the  point  where  it  simply  demands  good clean  entertainment  in  return  for  the 
money  it  pays  at  the  box  office.  I   am 
convinced  the  public  does  not  care  who 
IS  in  the  picture  so  long  as  the  picture 
Itself  tells  an  interesting,  dramatic  story 
and  the  actors  do  their  jobs  competently. 

“Let  me  illustrate:  Aside  from  the roadshows  of  this  last  season  the  two 
outstanding  hits  were  “The  Cohens  and 

Je  Kellys”  and  "Behind  the  Front.” These  two  pictures  were  not  overex- 
ploited, and  they  had  in  their  casts  no 

great  stars.  Yet,  they  were  good  pic- 
tures and  the  public  supported  them.  On 

the  other  hand  I   could  mention,  if  I 
cared  to,  several  pictures  which  are 
merely  vehicles  for  stars,  and  these  pic- 
tures  pleased  neither  ourselves,  the  ex- 

hibitors, nor  the  public. 

“The  same  applies  to  big  stage  hits, well  known^  books.  Overexploitation  of 
these  titles  is  merely  harmful  unless  the 
pictures  themselves  are  good. 

“Overexploitation  of  a   star  means  that we  as  well  as  our  star  get  a   false  idea  of 
his  or  her  value.  We  have  to  pay  him  a 
greater  salary  than  the  box  office  tells 
us  he  is  worth.  We  have  to  put  up  with 
a   great  deal  of  nonsense  that  runs  into money. 

•   along  the  line  this  overexploita- 
tion, this  false  idea  of  value,  costs  us money. 

^ "Names!  Names!  Names!  The  ex- hibitor demands  names,  the  distributor 
demands  names,  but  these  names  cost 

money — and  I   don’t  think  that  the  public 
wants  names.  They  want  entertainment. 

"So  what  I   would  like  to  leave  with 
you  men  today  is  the  thought  that  you 

have  got  to  help  us  to  squeeze  <the  hot 
air  and  bunk  out  of  these  balloonlike 
costs.  Tell  the  truth  about  your  wares. 

Heaven  knows  you  have  the  most  in- 
teresting and  variable  story  in  the  world 

to  tell.  No  advertising  men  have  such 

opportunities  to  write  the  interesting 
copy  that  you  have.  But,  as  I   said  in 
the  beginning,  we  have  grown  up,  we 
are  responsible,  and  responsibility  de- 

mands truthfulness  and  a   proper  sense  of 

values.” 

*   *   * 

Flinn  Proves  a   Co-Ge.tter 

John  Flinn  has  proved  himself  one  of 

the  greatest  go-gebters  in  the  film  in- 
dustry, which  is  not  a   surprise  to  a   lot 

of  people  who  have  been  watching  the 
work  of  that  hustler  for  the  past  sev- 

eral years.  First  Flinn  brings  about  the 
acquisition  of  Cecil  DeMille  to  the  Pro- 

ducers Distributing  Company,  and  now 
engineers  a   deal  whereby  the  Keith- 
Albee  circuit  buys  a   half  interest  in  P. 

D.  C.  giving  the  latter  a   remarkable 
theatre  outlet  for  its  pictures.  All  of 
which  is  going  some  for  one  young  man. 

♦   ♦   ♦   
■'6. 

Shallenberger  Wished  Well 

The  many  friends  of  Dr.  W.  E. 
Shallenberger  are  gratified  to  learn  that 
he  has  formed  a   new  company  and  gone 

into  business  again  on  his  own.  'I^e 
genial  doctor  is  known  as  one  of  the 
ablest  and  most  likable  individuals  in 
the  industry.  There  are  few  who  will 

not  wish  Dr.  Shallenberger  the  best  that 
can  come  his  way. 

«   *   * 

When  Eddie  Carrier  who  has  had 

charge  of  Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer’s  track- less train  left  for  the  other  side  to  pave 
the  way  for  the  novel  exploitation  stunt 
in  Europe,  Howard  Dietz  gave  him  some 

parting^  advice: 
"Eddie, ’’  said  Howard,  "remember  you 

are  going  into  countries  where  Volstead 
is  known  chieflv  for  the  number  of  pad- 

locks he  has  made  possible  for  Broad- 
way, and  that  some  day  you  are  coming 

back  again.  So  bear  this  in  mind  and 

conduct  yourself  accordingly.” 
^   And  probably  Eddie  is  still  wondering 
jUst  what  Dietz  means. *   *   * 

Get  Word  of  Harrison’s  Death 
A   caWegram  v/as  received  last  week  by 

E.  E.  Shauer,  general  manager  of  the 
Paramount  foreign  department,  announc- 
mg  the  death  in  London  Sun^y  of  Saul 
Harrison,^  assistant  manager  of  the  Lon- 

don district  of  the  Paramount  sales  or- 
ganization. Harrison’s  death  followed an  operation  for  an  ulcerated  stomach 

He  IS  survived  by  his  widow  and  one 
daughter  and  a   brother,  Philip  who  until 
recently  was  manager  of  the  Paramount 

ex^ange  at  Manchester. Harrison  was  well  known  in  British 
him  circles  and  was  identified  with  the 
Paramount  organization  for  a   number  of 

years  as  rnanager  of  its  Leeds  branch 
office.  Early  m   1925  his  health  became 
so  poor  that  he  came  to  the  United 
States  to  spend  several  months  as 
member  of  the  sales  force  of  the  Para 
mount  Los  Angeles  exchange  where  he 
mad.e  many  friends. 

Burial  services  were  held  on  Monday 

Beefsteak  Dinner  for  Golfers 
One  of  the  highlights  of  the  Spring 

Golf  Tournament  which  will  be  held  at 
the  Winged  Foot  Golf  Club,  Mama 
roneck,  N.  Y.,  on  June  8   will  be  a   beef- 

steak dinner  instead  of  the  usual  course 
dinner  which  has  been  a   feature  of  the 
semiannual  tournament  to  date. 
Many  of  the  old  standbys  who  appear 

year  in  and  year  out  at  the  various 
tournaments  are  busy  these  week-ends 
getting  their  golf  in  trim  in  general  and 
preparing  for  the  tourney  in  particular 

Sell  Florida  Theatre; 
Locate  in  Los  Angeles 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

MIAMI,  May  11. — Dunklee  and  Wagner 
have  sold  their  Ojus  theatre,  Ojus  Fla built  in  December,  and  left  May  1   for  Los 
Angeles,  where  they  will  locate.  The  the- atre is  a   stucco  structure  seating  750. 

Heavyweight  to  Appear 
in  Hercules  Picture 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  May  11. — Hercules  Film 

Pr^uctions,  Inc.,  has  obtained  the  services of  George  Kotsonaros,  heavyweight  fighter, 
to  appear  in  “The  Fighting  Doctor.” 

Moxley  Hill  in  Toronto 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  May  11.— Moxley  Hill, 
general  sales  manager  of  the  Eastern  di- 

vision of  United  Artists  has  left  here  for 
Toronto  in  the  interest  of  the  company’s 
policy  of  expansion.  His  visit  is  chiefly 

concerned  with  “Sparrows,”  "Stella  Dal- 
las, The  Black  Pirate,”  “TJie  Winning  of 

Barbara  Worth”  and  "Son  of  the  Sheik.” 

Neilan  Signs  Landi 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

HOLLYWOOD,  May  11. — Marshall 
Neilan  has  signed  Linda  Landi  to  play  the 
maid  in  “Diplomacy.” 

Morosco  Resting 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

LOS  ANGELES,  May  II. — Walter  Mo- 
rosco, Warner  Brothers  director,  is  spend- 

mg  a   vacation  in  New  York  with  his  wife, Corinne  Griffith. 

Films  Aid  to  Island 
Immigrants,  Says  Day 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  M&y  11.— Motion 
pictures  are  helping  in  the  Ameri- 

canization work  as  well  as  in 

lightening  the  hours  for  detained 
immigrants  at  Ellis  Island. 

Through  the  courtesy  of  the  mo- 

tion^ picture  industry,  pictures  are 
exhibited  on  the  Island  every  Fri- 

day night. 

High  praise  for  the  class  of  pic- 
tures being  shown  and  for  the 

good  that  is  being  wrought  by 

pictures  for  the  immigrants  was 
voiced  by  Benjamin  M.  Day,  com- 

missioner of  immigration  in  a   let- 
ter to  Will  H.  Hays,  president  of 

the  Motion  Picture  Producers  and 
Distributors  of  America,  Inc. 
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Sidney  Katz 

Assistant  Salesmanager 

of  Film  Booking  OfRces 
Enthusiastic  After  Tour 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK.  May  11.— Sidney  Katz, 
assistant  general  sales  manager  for  Film 
Booking  Offices,  has  just  returned  from  an 
extended  trip  covering  exchanges  of  Film 
Booking  Offices  in  the  West  and  Middle 
West  and  reports  that  he  found  the  out- 

look particularly  bright  wherever  he  went. 
Mr.  Katz  did  not  return  with  the  other 
F.  B.  O.  executives  and  branch  managers 
from  the  annual  sales  convention  held 
early  last  month  in  Los  Angeles,  but  took 
advantage  of  his  presence  at  the  West  coast 
to  visit  many  of  the  branches. 

“The  reaction  from  the  convention  has 
been  splendid,’’  said  Mr.  Katz.  “Not  only 
was  it  the  most  successful  in  the  organi- 

zation’s history  but  it  outlined  a   policy 
and  planned  a   schedule  for  the  next  season 
that  could  not  but  enthuse  every  branch 
manager  and  salesman.  Added  to  this  is 
the  feeling  of  optimism  felt  in  the  indus- 

try in  all  sections  of  the  country.  It  cer- 
tainly will  be  a   great  year  and  Film  Book- 

ing Offices  will  be  right  on  the  top.” 

Mack  Speaks  on 
Pathe  Manual  at 

Chicago  Meeting 
W.  A.  V.  Mack,  Midwest  district  sales 

manager,  addressed  24  men  of  the  sales 
staff  at  the  Drake  hotel  May  8   and  9   in 
Chicago  on  the  “Pathe  Manual”  and  the 
Pathe  product. 
Following  the  Chicago  meeting  he  went 

^   Milwaukee,  Minneapolis,  Omaha  and 
Des  Moines.  He  was  scheduled  ^o  hold  a 
meeting  in  Detroit  May  IS  and  16.  Fred 
C.  Aiken  also  held  a   sales  meeting  in 
Omaha  May  11,  12. 

At  the  Chicago  meeting  were;  J.  S.  Gillick, 

^hicago  manager;  H.irry  Graham,  Illinois  and 
indiana  manager;  W.  Liebmann,  Des  Moines 

^lanager;  Oscar  Hanson,  Detroit  manager,  and 
V.  Nolan,  Milwaukee  m.maeer;  Wilbur  Rob- 

mson,  George  Collins,  J.  Woodward,  O.  E. 
Florme,  Walter  Nay,  L.  A.  Ulrich,  Ted  Ferrand, 
unicago;  E.  P.  Vollendorf,  B.  K.  Louthian, 
w.  A,  Aschmann,  Herman  A.  Wolfgram,  Ross 
paldw--  --1--  't.-j 

«na  rjick  Hntnm,  Illinois  and  Indiana  branen, 
rred  Aiken,  Midwest  assistant  division  sales  man- 
®8er,  and  Mr.  Mack. 

Carl  Laemmle,  Jr.,  to  Make 
Own  Short  Features  Series 

Universal  Pictures  President’s  Son  Will  Pick  Directors  and 
Casts  for  Group  to  Be  Produced  from  Plays  Written 

by  Himself — ^Will  Head  Unit 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  May  11. — Carl  Laemmle,  Jr.,  son  of  the  president  of  Uni- 
versal Pictures  Corporation,  has  written  a   series  of  motion  picture  plays  which 

will  be  produced  as  short  features  during  the  coming  season.  The  author  will 
also  have  charge  of  the  units  making  the  pictures. 

Will  Pick  Casts  and  Directors. 

“Junior,”  as  the  son  of  President  Laemmle  is  called  on  the  lot,  will  not  only 
prepare  the  stories  but  will  also  select  the  casts  and  directors  and  will  handle 

the  production  end. 
It  is  expected  that  the  leads  will  be 

played  by  Arthur  Lake,  Raymond  Keane, 
George  Lewis  and  Matty  Kemp,  all  juve- 

niles under  contract  to  Universal. 

It  was  also  announced  that  large  crowds 
at  the  Colony  greeted  the  opening  of 

“Outside  the  Law”  Sunday.  Universal  has 
announced  a   national  revival  of  the  pic- 

ture which  had  a   successful  revival  at  the 
Cameo  in  Pittsburgh  several  weeks  ago. 

The  picture  has  been  re-cut  and  retitled 
and  is  spotted  after  an  elaborate  atmos- 

pheric presentation  at  the  Colony.  Lon 
Chaney  and  Priscilla  Dean  are  co-starred. 

“Steel  King  Abducts  Beautiful  Dancing 
Girl,”  was  the  flaring  headline  on  an  eight- 
page  tabloid  newspaper,  “The  Midnight 
Sun,”  which  recently  appeared  on  Broad- 

way. The  front  page  bore  photographs 
of  the  dancing  girl  and  a   mysterious  grand 
duke  of  Russia.  This  was  the  opening 

gun  in  Universal’s  nationwide  campaign  on 
the  Dimitri  Buchowetzki  production  which 
had  its  world  premiere  at  the  Colony  April 
23. 

The  second  page  carried  cuts  of  stills, 

the  third  had  an  “Inquiring  Reporter” column  with  biographies  of  Laura  La 

Plante,  Pat  O’Malley,  Raymond  Keane, 
George  Siegmann  and  the  director.  The 
Ballet  of  Jewels  was  depicted  on  the 
fourth  page.  Thousands  of  copies  of  the 
tabloid  were  distributed  by  newsboys. 

Six  Superproductions  Listed 

Six  superproductions,  double  the  nurn- 
ber  released  in  any  other  season  by  Uni- 

versal, are  on  the  schedule  for  the  coming 
year,  President  Laemmle  announced  on 
his  arrival  in  New  York  from  Universal 

City.  The  six  are  “The  Flaming  Frontier,” 
“The  Midnight  Sun,”  “Les  Miserables,” 
“Michael  Strogoff,”  “Love  Me  and  the 
World  Is  Mine,”  and  “Uncle  Tom’s 
Cabin.”  All  but  the  last  two  have  been 

completed.  “Les  Miserables”  and  “Michael 
Strogoff”  are  foreign-made  pictures. 

Unit  at  Ontario 

Seeks  Fund  to  Get 

M.  P.  T.  O.  A.  Meet 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

TORONTO.  ONT.,  May  11.— A   huge 
Charleston  contest  was  staged  in  Massey 

hall,  Toronto’s  largest  music  hall,  recently 
under  the  direct  auspices  of  the  Ontario 

Division  of  the  M.  P.  T.  0.  for  the  pur- 

pose of  starting  a   fund  to  obtain  tne  1927 

National  Convention  of  the  National  M.  P. 

T.  0.  to  Toronto,  it  is  announced. 

The  Ontario  M.  P.  T.  O.  has  appointed 

eight  delegates  for  the  1926  convention  at 

Los  Angeles  June  1   to  5   and  this  delega- 

tion is  to  make  an  official  bid  for  the  next 

exhibitors’  congress  for  Toronto. 
Those  appointed  to  the  Ontario  delega- 

tion include  J.  C.  Brady,  proprietor  of  the 
Madison  theatre,  Toronto,  and  president 
of  the  Ontario  M.  P.  T.  O. ;   H.  Alexander 
of  the  Park  theatre,  Toronto;  J.  C.  Cohen, 
Classic  theatre,  Toronto;  H.  Ginsler,  lola 
theatre;  Sam  Lent,  Dundas  Playhouse; 
George  Lester,  ICing  theatre;  Sam  Bloom 
of  the  Danforth,  LaPlaza  and  Christie 
theatres,  and  Ray  Lewis,  all  of  Toronto, 
the  last  named  being  secretary  of  the  On- tario Division. 

Metro  Plans  for 

150  Exhibitors  at 

Chicago  Banquet 
More  than  ISO  exhibitors  were  expected 

to  attend  the  Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer  ban- 
quet May  12  at  the  Drake  hotel,  Chicago, 

where  a   like  number  of  salesmen,  ex- 
change managers  and  company  executives 

have  planned  an  all  day  meeting. 
Metro  representatives  from  the  Middle 

West  territory  came  from  exchanges  be- 
tween Minneapolis  and  the  Gulf  and  from 

Indianapolis  to  Kansas  City.  The  sales 
sessions  were  to  be  devoted  chiefly  to  a 
discussion  of  the  production  methods  of 
the  company  while  the  exhibitors  at  the 
banquet  were  to  hear  Louis  B.  Mayer,  pro- 

duction head,  detail  the  studio  side  of 
Metro-Goidwyn-Mayer.  No  sales  talks 
were  to  be  made  during  the  visit  of  the 
exhibitors. 
Other  officials  to  attend  were  Major 

Edward  Bowes,  vice  president  of  Metro 
and  director  of  the  Capitol  theatre,  New 
York;  Felix  Feist,  general  sales  manager; 
Nicholas  Schenck,  executive  vice  president 
and  general  manager;  E.  M.  Saunders, 
Western  general  sales  manager,  and  Pete 
Smith,  director  of  Coast  publicity. 

Exhibitor’s  Fight  on 
Censorship  Commended 

By  Atlanta  Film  Board (Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

ATLANTA.  GA..  May  11.— Atlanta  Film 
Board  of  Trade  unanimously  adopted  res- 

olutions thanking  Willard  C.  Patterson, 
manager  of  the  Metropolitan  theatre,  for 
his  efforts  on  behalf  of  the  motion  picture 

industry,  especially  his  activities  as  exMb- 
itor  member  of  the  committee  on  legisla- 
tion. Mr.  Patterson  did  much  to  offset  the 

propaganda  spread  by  proponents  of  the 
federal  censorship  bill  sponsored  by  Con- 

gressman W.  D.  Upshaw,  Fifth  District, 
Georgia. 
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Stanley  Company  Gets 

Mark  Strand,  Fabian 

and  R,  <&  C,  Theatres 
(CiwitwHied  from  page  29) 

influential  in  their  respective  localities. 

Every  one  taken  over  is  of  the  most  mod- 
ern type  in  every  detail.  Those  now  in 

course  of  erection  are  of  the  finest  con- 
struction. The  ones  in  operation  now  arc 

all  financially  successful  and  have  attained 

a   ̂ \’arm  place  in  the  hearts  of  amusement 
lovers  in  the  main  cities  in  which  they  are 

located.  I   consider  this  transaction  one 

of  the  most  constructive  developments  that 

has  ever  taken  place  in  the  motion  picture 
industry.  .   . 

"Another  fact  that  is  important  m   this 

merger  is  that  the  majority  of  the  theatres 

involved  are  in  close  proximity  to  each 

other,  covering  a   most  important  area,  and 

making  it  possible  to  quickly  ser\-e  the  sev- 
eral communities  wth  dispatch.  Our  plans 

for  these  houses  will  include  the  presenta- 

tion of  the  Stanley  standard  of  entertain- 

ment.  I   might  also  add  that  negotiations 

are  pending  to  add  to  our  organization  that 

chain  of  theatres  owned  and  operated  by 

Colonel  Fred  Levy  of  Louisville,  Ky.” 
Followdng  are  the  theatres  which  are  now 

merged  under  the  Stanley  control: 

Stanley  Company 
DELAWARE 

Wilmington — Majestic  and  Queen. 

DISTRICT  OF  COLUMBIA 

Washington — Ambassador,  Benn,  Earle,  Colney. 

Keystone,  Grand,  Orpheum,  Palace 
 and  Wil- liam Penny.  _ 

NEW  JERSEV 

Atlantic  City — Ambassador,  Central,  Earl
e, 

Steel  Pier  and  Stanley. 

PENNSYLVANIA 

Allentown,  Pa. — Regent. 
Berwick — Palace. 
Bristol — Forest  ,   ,   ,   ,,,  v 

Chester— Grand,  Lloyd.  Washburn  and  
Wash- 

ington. _ 

Conshohocken — Opera  House. 
Easton — Colonial  and  Third  Street. 

Harrisburg — Victoria. 
Lancaster — Grand. 
Norristown — Grand  and  Garrick. 

Northampton — Lyric. 

Philadelphia — Alhambra.  Allegheny,  iMdme,  Ai- 

cadia,  Baltimore.  Broad  St.,  Casino,  Broadway. 

Capitol.  Cross  Keys,  Colonial,  Gem.  Darby,  Em- 

press Family,  58th  St.,  Franklin,  Globe.  Great 

Northern,  Imperial  60th  St„  Imperial  2nd  bt.. 

Lehigh  Palace,  Logan.  Palace.  Princess  Regent, 

Auditorium,  Globe,  Stanton,  Star  Iris,  Harrow- 

gate  Ridge,  Manheilh,  Lafayette,  Rivoli.  Ruby. 

Savoy.  Sherwood,  Somerset,  Stanley,  Strand,  Vic- toria. Karlton. 

Plymouth — B’road. Reading — Capitol. 
South  Bethlehem — Grand  Opera  House  and 

Palace. 

Shenandoah — Arcade. 
Scranton — Strand. 
West  Chester — Grand,  Idle  Hour  and  Rialto. 
Wishart — West  Allegheny. 

Mark  Strand 
MASSACHUSETTS 

Three  theatres  in  Lynn,  three  in  Quincy  and 
the  Strand  at  Worcester.  One  just  taken  over 
in  Everett. 

NEW  YORK 

Albany — Regent,  Strand  and  one  in  construc- tion. 

Brooklyn — Mark  Strand. 
Buffalo — Victoria  and  one  in  construction. 

New  York  City — Mark  Strand. 
Syracuse — Strand  and  three  others. 
Troy— American,  Lincoln  and  Troy. 
Utica — Strand  and  four  others. 
Watertown — Strand  and  three  others. 

Fabian  Circuit 
NEW  JERSEY 

Hackensack — Oritani. 

East  Orange — Harrison. 
Newark — Brandford,  Goodwin,  Rialto,  New 

Roosevelt,  -Hawthorne  and  Mosque. 
Orange — Embassy. 
Paterson — Fabian,  Garden  and  Regent. 
Passaic — Montauk,  Playhouse  and  Capitol. 
Pompton  Lakes — Colonial. 
Ridgewood — Opera  House  and  Playhouse. 

Rowland  &   Clark 
Pittsburgh — Arcade,  Arsenal,  Belmar,  Bl.tck- 

stone,  Liberty,  Manor,  Plaza,  Regent,  Savoy  and 

Peggy  Joyce  on  Stage; 
^‘Sk3T*ocket’^  on  Screen 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

DETROIT,  M&y  11.— Peggy 

Hopkins  Joyce,  siar  of  Associ- 
ated Exhibitors’  “The  Skyrocket,” will  make  a 

personal  ap- 
pearance at 

the  Capitol 
theatre  here 
in  conjunction 
with  the 
showing  of 

the  picture. 
This  will  be 
her  hrst  stage 

appearan  c   e 
since  she  be- 

gan film  work. 

Miss  Joyce's appearance  is being  strongly 
billed,  and 

record  business  for  Kunsky’s  Cap- 
itol is  expected.  Kenneth  Hamil- 

ton of  Associated  Exhibitors'  ex- 
ploitation staff  is  here  to  handle 

publicity  for  the  showing  and  also 
to  assist  in  the  stage  presentation. 

State  and  a   $4,000,000  project  building. 

Indiana  (Pa.) — Ritz. 
Erie — Perry,  Strand  and  State. 
Braddock — Capitol. 
New  Kensington — Liberty  and  Star. 
Punxsutawney — Jefferson  and  Strand. 

Ridgeway — Strand. 

Keith-Albee  Buys 

Half  Interest  in 

Producers  Distributing 
(Conlimied  from  page  31) 

en  any  step  after  more  careful  thought  and 
study  of  conditions  in  the  amusement  world 
than  the  association  we  are  now  making. 
For  more  than  two  years,  scores  of  my 
business  associates  and  men  at  the  head  of 
onr  vaudeville  affiliated  interests,  have 
urged  me  to  take  a   decisive  move  into  the 
motion  picture  business  by  entering  the 
producing  and  distributing  field. 

‘‘We  have  exhibited  motion  pictures  in 
our  theatres  since  the  earliest  pictures  were 
produced.  We  have  not  heretofore  been 
interested  in  feature  photoplay  producing. 
Hundreds  of  theatre  operators  with  whom 
we  are  not  now  interested  through  our 
vaudeville  booking  office  have  also  urged 
me  to  make  a   motion  picture  affiliation  or 

actually  engage  in  the  business  of  produc- 
ing pictures.  Having  become  convinced  on 

my  own  investigation  that  the  occasion  was 
now  at  hand  to  make  such  an  affiliation  I 
have  done  so. 

"The  present  management  of  the  com- 
pany, of  which  John  C.  Flinn  is  general 

manager,  will  be  continued.  There  will  be 
no  change  in  the  corporate  organization 
and  the  film  distribution  will  continue 

through  the  subsidiary  companies  with  of- 
fices in  thirty-one  American  cities  and  Pro- 

ducers Inlernational  Corporation  with  es- 

tablished distribution  in  foreign  countries.” 
Of  the  long  list  of  theatres  owned  or 

controlled  by  the  Keith-Albee  and  Orpheum 
Circuits,  it  is  problematical  at  this  time  as 
to  how  many  will  be  available  for  P.  D.  C. 
pictures,  but  it  is  generally  believed  that  a 
sufficient  number  of  them  will  be  convert- 

ed to  a   straight  picture  policy  to  give  the 

distributing  company  strong  first  run  rep- 
resentation in  every  section  of  the  country. 

Following  is  a   list  of  the  Keith  houses : 

NEW  YORK 

New  York  Cily — Proctor's  Fifth  Avc,,  Proctor’s 

58tli  St.,  Proctor’s  23rd  St.,  Proctor's  125th  St,, 
Keith's  Hippodrome,  Moss’  Broadway,  Moss’  R«! 

fent,  Keith's  Hamilton,  Moss’  Coliseum,  Keith’s alace,  Keitli’s  Riverside,  Keith's  81st  St.,  Keitli’.s 

Jefferson. Brooklyn — Moss’  Flatbiish,  Keith's  Rivera. 
Keitli’s  Orpheum,  E.  F.  Albee,  Keith’s  Bushwick! 

Keith's  Prospect,  Keith’s  Greenpoint. 
Bronx — Moss’  Franklin,  Keith's  Royal,  Keilli'!, 

Fordliam. 

Coney  Island — Moss’  Tilyou. 
Far  Rockaway — Moss’  Columbia. 

Mount  Vernon — Proctor’s. 

Albany — Proctor's. Amsterdam — Rialto. 

Buffalo — Shea’s. Rochester — Keith’s  Temple. 

Schenectady — Proctor's. 

Syracuse — Keith's. 
Troy — Proctor’s. CALIFORNIA !•  resno — White. 

Los  Angeles — Hillstreet,  Orplieutn. 
Oakland — Orpheum. 

Sacramento— State. 
San  Francisco — Orpheum,  Golden  Gate, 

COLORADO— 1 Denver — Orpheum. 

DELAWARE— 1 
Wilmiiiirton — Garrick. 

DISTRICT  OF  COLUMBIA— 1 

Washington — Keith’s. 

GEORGIA— 1 
Atlanta — Lyric. 

ILLINOIS— 12 Chicago — Riviera,  Tower,  Uiversey,  Palac-: 
Music  Hall,  Majestic,  State-Lake,  Lincoln  Hippu- 
drome,  American,  Englewood. 

Champaign — Orpheum. Rockford — Palace. 

Springfield — Majestic. 

IOWA— 3 Davenport — Columbia. 
Dcs  Moines — Orpheum. 
Sioux  City — Orpheum. 

INDIANA— t Evansville — Grand. 

Indianapolis — Palace,  Keith’s. South  Bend — Palace. 

KENTUCKY— 1 Louisville — Keith’s  Rialto. 

LOUISIANA— 2 
New  Orleans — Palace,  Orpheum. 

MAINE— 1 
Portland — Keith's. 

MARYLAND— 1 Baltimore — Maryland. 

MASSACHUSETTS— 2 
Boston — Keith’s. 
Lowell — Kcitli’s. 

MICHIGAN— 2 Detroit — Keith’s  Temple. 

Grand  Rapids — Keith's  Empress. 

MINNESOTA— 3 
' 'inneapolis — Seventh  St.,  Hennepin  Orpheuiii- St.  Paul — -Palace  Orpheum. 

MISSOURI— I 
St.  Louis — Grand  Opera,  St.  Louis  Orpliemn 
Kansas  City — Mainslreet,  Orpheum. 

NEBRASKA— 1 Omaha — Orpheum. 

NEW  JERSEY— 6 
Jersey  City — Keith’s,  Keith's  State. 
Newark — Proctor’s. New  Brunswick — State. 

Paterson — Fabian’s. Trenton — Keith's  Capitol. 
Union  Hill—Capitol. 

OHIO— 9 

Akron — Keith-Albee. 

Cincinnati — Keith’s,  Palace. 

Cleveland — Keith’s  lOSth  St.,  Keith’s  Palace. 

Columbus — ^Keith’s. 

Dayton — Keith’s. Toledo — Keith’s. 
Youngstown — Keith-Albee. 

OREGON— 2 
Portland — Heilig. 
Seattle — Orpheum. 

PENNSYLVANIA— 3 

Philadelphia — Nixon’s  Grand  Opera  House, 

Keith's. 

Pittsburgh — Davis. 

RHODE  ISLAND— 1 Providence — E.  F.  Albee. 

VIRGINIA— 1 Richmond— Lyric. 

WISCONSIN— 3 ftladison — Orpheum. 

Milwaukee — Majestic,  Palace  Orpheum. 

CANADA— 7 Calgary — Grand. Montreal — Princess,  Imperial. 

Ottawa — Keith's. 
Toronto — Shea’s. Winnipeg — Orpheum. 
Vancouver — Orpheum. 

Fro-Dis-Co  announced  it  could  not 

out  a   list  of  houses  of  North  American theatres  at  this  time. 
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years  ago  this  organization  was 
established  by  IVattersoti  R.  Rothackcr, 

-every  where—Rothacker 
Prints  are  recognized  as  the  utmost 

in  screen  brilliancy  and  security. 

Look  Better- Wear  Longer 
Founded  1910 

by 

Wutterson  R.  Rothuckec 
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RED  SEAL  REGIONALS  OPEN 
Thirteen  Magic 
Pictures  Added 

to  Year  Product 
CLEVELAND,  May  11. — Harry  Bern- 

stein, general  salesmanager  of  Red  Seal 
Pictures,  is  opening  the  first  of  a   series 
of  regional  con- 

ventions today  in 
Cleveland.  Sales 

representatives 
of  Red  Seal 

exchanges  in 

Chicago,  Cincin- 
nati, Pittsburgh, 

Detroit  and 

Cleveland  are  at- 

tending the  ses- 
sion here  and 

Berstein  is  out- 

lining the  selling 
features  of  the 

Fleischer  product 
and  the  newer 

product  which 

Red  Seal  is  preparing  for  the  coming 
year. 
Thirteen  magic  pictures  in  single 

reels  comprise  the  latest  addition  to  the 
Red  Seal  releasing  schedule.  These  will 
be  titled  “Keeping  ’Em  Guessing.” There  will  also  be  eight  series  of  thir- 

teen releases  of  the  following:  Ko-Ko 
Song  Car  Tunes,  Out  of  the  Inkwell 
cartoons,  Reelviews,  Searchlights,  Mar- 

vels of  Motions,  Gems  of  the  Screen, 
Animated  Hair  Cartoons  and  Film 
Facts.  Other  specialty  series  and  spe- 

cial individual  featurettes  also  will  be 
distributed,  all  made  under  President 
Max  Fleischer’s  personal  supervision. 

Edited  by  Morrie  Ryskind 

.   Several  reels  of  the  "Keep  ’Em  Guess- 
ing series,  which  Morrie  Ryskind  will 

title  and  edit,  have  already  been  com- 
The  series  is  being  made  with 

the  Magicians  Club  of  America  and 
under  the  direction  of  Floyd  Buckley. 
Frank  Zuker  is  chief  cameraman. 

“The  underlying  note  is  entertain- 
ment, exposing  parlor  tricks  and  magi- 

aan  stunts,”  Fleischer  has  announced. Ihere  are  5,000  magic  clubs  in  the 
States  and  they  represent 

100,000  members,  many  of  whom  have 
sent  in  suggestions.  The  series  fea- 

tures several  well  known  New  York 

®^tor^  including  Henry  Whittemore  of 
the  Cocoanuts,”  John  Kane  and  Martin Madison. 

Coast  Exchanges  Open  Next 
Immediately  after  the  convention  here 

Bernstein  will  leave  for  the  Pacific 
Coast  to  open.^  several  more  Red  Seal 
exchanges,  he  'announced.  Red  Seal 

Harry  Bernsteilt 

already  has  exchanges  in  Los  Angeles 
and  San  Francisco. 

The  latest  exchange  to  open  was  one  at  606 

Broadway,  Albany,  operated  by  Maurice  A. 
Chase  of  Buffalo  and  opened  in  associa- 

tion with  Fleischer.  Chase  has  his  own 

exchange,  Chase  Pictures  Corporation,  in 
Buffalo,  and  now  has  started  Red  Seal 

Film  Exchange,  Inc.,  in  Albany  to  dis- 
tribute Ko-Ko  and  other  Red  Seal  fea- 

turettes. Leon  Medem,  formerly  Albany 
manager  for  Pathe,  has  been  named 

manager  of  the  new  exchange.  Jim 

Savage  was  appointed  manager  of  the 
Buffalo  office  by  Chase. 

F.  B.  O.  Fills  Cast  for 

“Bill  Grimm’s  Progress” 
The  cast  for  12  pictures  in  ‘‘Bill  Grimm’s 

Progress,”  first  of  two  new  series  of  fea- 
turettes based  on  the  magazine  stories  by 

H.  C.  Witwer,  has  been  completed  by 
F.  B.  0.  with  Jack  Luden  and  Margaret 
Morris  seletced  for  the  roles  of  the  boy 
and  the  girl.  Margaret  Morris,  who  played 
the  leading  role  opposite  Douglas  MacLean 
m   his  latest  long  feature,  will  have  the 
leading  feminine  role,  a   part  played  in  pre- 

vious Witwers  by  Alberta  Vaughn,  who 
will  star  next  season  for  F.  B.  0.  in  a 
series  of  six  long  features.  Jack  Luden 
will  play  the  hero,  the  role  assumed  by 
Larr>'  Kent  during  the  past  season. 

Gertrude  Short,  who  has  appeared  in 
many  of  the  short  features  in  the  past,  will 
portray  the  role  of  -Pansy  in  the  new  series 
and  Grant  Withers,  who  has  been  the  heavy 
in  the  “Fighting  Hearts”  series  which  is now  nearing  completion,  will  have  a   sim- 

ilar role  in  “Bill  Grimm's  Progress.” A1  Cooke  and  Kit  Guard  complete  the 
cast  for  “Bill  Grimm’s  Progress.”  These two  comedians  have  become  part  and  par- cel of  these  featurettes. 
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Exhibitors  Give 

Short  Feature 
Due  Rank  in  Ad 
Exhibitors  gradually  are  coming  to 

the  point  where  short  features  are  re- 
ceiving proportionate  space  in  their 

newspaper  advertising,  in  their  display 
ads  and  their  theatre-front  displays. 
One  reason  given  for  this  increased 

recognition  is  the  growing  availability 
of  material  for  making  up  this  advertis- 

ing. Pathe  points  to  a   number  of  letters 
from  e.xhibitors  substantiating .   these statements. 

“I  think  it  will  be  only  a   question  of 
a   little  while  before  the  exhibitors 

throughout  the  country  will  be  making 

use  of  your  short  subject  accessories,” 
writes  John  S.  Schwalm,  president  of 
Jewel  Photoplay  Company,  Hamilton,  0. 

“In  the  past  it  has  not  been  customary 
to  play  up  the  comedy  part  of  the  pro- 

gram to  any  extent,  but  I   notice  that 
recently  theatre  owners  are  making 
more  use  of  the  exploitation  material  on 
comedies  than  heretofore  and  no  doubt 
it  is  because  mats  and  readers  are  now 

available.” 
Featured  in  Lights  on  Canopy 

“It  has  been  and  is  the  writer’s  habit 
to  feature  comedies  wherever  star  or 

stars  or  title  warrant  same,”  S.  L.  Segel- 
baum,  manager  of  the  Garrick  theatre, 

Minneapolis,  says,  “Further  than  this, 
we  feature  the  comedies  in  lights  on  the 

canopy.  Your  cleverly  written  press 
books,  mats  and  comedy  paper  are  not 

only  attractive  to  the  public,  but  I   be- 
lieve them  an  immense  power  in  selling 

to  the  exhibitor.” 

“I  quite  agree  with  you  that  theatre 
programs  can  be  helped  a   great  deal  by 

properly  advertising  each  unit,”  W_.  J- Rezac  of  the  State  theatre,  Hibbing, 
Minn.,  declares. 

_E.  C.  Beatty,  general  manager  of 
Bijou  Theatrical  Enterprise  Company, 
Detroit,  Mich.,  wrote: 

“We  are  taking  advantage  in  all  our 
houses  of  the  opportunity  to  advertise 
the  comedies  and  instructions  have  been 

issued  to  each  and  every  manager  to  be 
careful  to  get  his  comedies  properly 

advertised  in  all  his  ads.” 
Advertised  Equally  Here 

"Am  advertising  the  comedies  the 

same  as  the  feature,”  says  Ben  A.  Neit- zel,  of  the  Lyric,  Little  Falls,  Minn. 

D.  F.  Sink  of  the  Wayne  theatre, Greenville,  O.,  says: 

"We  wish  to  advise  you  that  we  appre- 
ciate your  service  on  short  comedies  and 

iConlinued  on  next  page) 
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Rank  in  Advertising 
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we  use  it,  including  the  music_  cues. 

Whenever  we  use  an  ad,  we  Uke 

advertise  the  comedy  along  with  it._ 

“We  use  the  cornerblock  ads  which 

your  furnish  on  your  comedies  as  well 

as  the  press  sheet  and  music  cues, 

according  to  D.  C.  Shiarella,  manager  of 

the  Virginian,  Charleston,  W.  Va.  “Thi
s 

material  is  just  as  important  to  us  as 

the  material  on  our  regular  feature  and 

we  feel  that  it  should  be  treated  that 

way.”      

Players  Catalogued  for 
Interview  by  Dick  Jones 

Interviewing  dozens  of  well-known  play- 
ers every  day,  some  of  them  with  box  office 

standing  of  the  first  order,  is  no  “easy 
snap,”  according  to  F.  Richard  Jones,  di- 

rector-general of  the  Hal  Roach  studios, 
and  Mollie  Thompson,  casting  director,  and 
Louis  Foster,  assistant  to  Jones. 

Because  of  the  new  policy  of  Hal  Roach 

to  engage  the  best  feature  standard  play- 
ers for  Pathe  comedy  roles,  new  lists  are 

compiled  each  week  of  prominent  players, 
with  the  location  of  their  current  engage- 

ment, its  probable  termination  date  and 

such  details  as  salary,  home  or  agent’s 
addresses,  type  qualifications  and  costume 
requirements.  This  in  itself  is  a   task  of 
no  small  character,  but  it  facilitates  the 
work  of  casting  the  right  players  at  the 

right  time  in  Hal  Roach  comedies.  ' 

Fleischer  Shoots  fFreck 
Then  Loses  His  Camera 

An  over  enthusiastic  crowd  caused  Dave 
Fleischer,  director  of  the  Inkwell  studios 

to  chalk  up  the  value  of  a   camera  to  nega- 
tive costs  last  week.  Fleischer  took  his 

technical  staff  and  a   number  of  actors  from 

the  New  York  office  to  “the  nearby  town” of  Ozone  Park  where  he  shot  a   railroad 
wreck  which  is  to  be  the  climax  of  an 

“Out  of  the  Inkwell”  comedy. 
The  throng  crowded  dangerously  near 

the  tracks  to  see  an  actor,  "disguised”  as 
Ko-Ko  the  Clown,  who  was  riding  on  the 
cowcatcher  of  a   Long  Island  locomotive. 
A   too  curious  woman  humped  one  of 
the  c^eras  which  Charley  Schottler  was 
cranking.  The  camera  flopped  over, 
striking  a   steel  rail  and  was  smashed.  The 
camera  which  Sidney  Glenar  was  grinding 
was  unmolested  and  the  wreck  was  saved. 

The  Vision,”  first  of  Education&Vs  new 
.Romance  Productions  in  techni-color, 

inspired  by  World  Famous  paintings. 

TIA  JUANA-MEXICO!  | 
The  Land  of  Mystery  and  Vague  Rumor 

The  front  pages  of  every  big  newspaper  in  America  have 
been  covered  with  sensational  stories  of  suicides,  murders 

and  intrigues. 

Is  It  the  “CesspooF’  of  amSa? 
Tia  Juana  has  been  termed  by  the  press  the  “Cesspool”  of 
crime  and  iniquity;  it  has  been  painted  with  the  brush  of 

rottenness,  its  gambling  halls,  beer-saloons  and  so-called  dens 

have  been  written  up  with  all  the  venom  known  to  a   pub- 

licist’s pen,  and  yet,  behind  it  all  lies  a   land  with  fertile  soils 
and  greater  possibilities  than  any  in  our  own  United  States. 

I   DEHED  THE  GOVERNOR 

I   defied  the  Governor  of  Baja  California,  Mexico,  to  permit 

me  to  go  without  molestation,  into  his  domain,  and  film  those 

points  that  were  pictured  the  blackest,  and  I   have  made  a 

two-reel  feature  that  will  pack  any  theatre  in  America  to 

the  doors.  I   have  made  a   film  that  not  only  shows  this  coun- 

try in  its  true  light,  but  one  that  will  hold  your  interest  to  the 

very  last  foot,  and  with  it  all  I   believe  it  to  be  un-censorable. 

THE  TITLE  SPELLS  BOX-OFFICE 

THE  TRUTH  ABOUT 
TIA  JUANA 

AND 

THE  MEXICAN  BORDER 

2   Reels 

State  Right  Buyers — This  Is  a   Clean-Up 

WRITE  —   WIRE  —   QUICK 

M.  H.  “MIKE”  NEWMAN 
5823  Santa  Monica  Boulevard 

HOLLYWOOD,  CALIF. 
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Saturday  Morning  Children’s  Matinees  are  the  "dernier  cri"  at  the  West  Coast 
Boulevard  theatre,  Los  Angeles,  with  a   selected  program  for  the  youngsters  each 
Saturday.  Recently  the  children  were  treated  to  personal  appearances  by  the 

Educational  Juvenile  comedy  cast,  headed  by  "Big  Boy"  in  his  meandering  shoes 
and  "kelly." 

Superstitious  Natives  Battle 

Pathe  Cameraman  in  Palestine 

STRANGE  experiences  rangin,';  from  opposition  based  on  a   superstition that  a   place  would  disappear  if  photographed  a   number  of  times,  to  a 

fight  with  a   mob  because  the  bully  leading  the  natives  demanded  the 
cameraman  make  a   photograph  of  his  friends  and  deliver  the  picture  instantly 
without  developing  it,  were  reported  by  the  camera  crew  that  photographed 

Pathe's  “A  Pilgrimage  to  Palestine,' HoI\  Land. 

OX'E  of  the  chief  difficulties  met  was  the superstition  of  the  natives  that  if  a 
place  were  photographed  a   number  of  times 
it  would  disappear,  and  so  they  made  every 
effort  to  prevent  the  taking  of  pictures. 
Others  applied  to  photographs  the  com- 

mandment forbidding  “taking  unto  thyself 
graven  images.” 
The  first  pictures  began  with  a   survey 

of  Judea  at  Bethlehem,  the  village,  the 
shepherd’s  field  and  the  field  of  Boaz. 
These  were  taken  from  the  home  of  an 
aged  woman,  a   Christian,  who  when  in- 

formed of  the  mission  of  the  party  cried, 

■‘Welcome,  my  darlings,”  and  in  true  Bibli- 
cal style  feasted  them  on  ripe  figs,  saying, 

“Be  ye  refreshed.” 
According  to  Biblical  history,  Esau  sold 

his  birthright  to  Jacob  for  a   mess  of  pot- 
tage at  Beer-Sheba,  and  in  after  years  cast 

his  lot  with  the  Ishmaelites,  marrying  a 
daughter  of  his  kin,  and  from  that  day  on 
the  sons  of  Ishmael  have  been  sworn  ene- 

mies of  the  sons  of  Jacob. 

“We  had  not  been  in  Beer-Sheba  ihirtx- 
minutes  before  we  observed  a   great  com- 

motion,” says  the  report  of  the  camera 
crew.  “It  was  a   son  of  Ishmael  and  a 
son  of  Jacob  fighting  over  a   bag  of  grain. 
Today  the  new  government  maintains  mil- 

itary police  more  to  keep  peace  between 
the  sons  of  Ishmael  and  Israel  than  for 

anj'  other  purpose.” 
One  of  the  strangest  incidents  happened 

when  tfiey  were  taking  pictures  on  the 
plain  of  Esdraelon.  A   native  bully  sug- 

gested that  the  camera  man  make  a   pho- 

20  one-reel  features,  filmed  in  the 

tograph  of  his  friends  and  deliver  it  im- 
mediately. The  cameraman  explained  it 

would  be  impossible.  The  bully  answered 
that  his  mob  would  disable  the  car  and 
force  the  camera  crew  to  walk  hack  to 
Nazareth.  The  cameramen  dissembled  the 

tripod,  and  placing  one  end  in  the  hands 
of  the  chauffeur  and  one  with  another 
member  of  their  party,  they  decided  to 

NOW  BOOKING 
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Cratifield  &   Clarke,  Inc. 
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await  the  attack  with  the  third  end.  The 
crowd  swarmed  closer,  when  suddenly  a 
voice  called  out  in  Arabic,  “These  are 
Americans,  you  shall  not  harm  them" The  rescuer  was  one  Mohamed  Ali,  who 
had  sailed  with  the  camera  party  from 
New  York  on  the  Aquitania  a   few  weeks 
earlier.  For  years  he  had  peddled  linens 
in  the  I'nited  States  and  was  a   naturalized citizen. 

Topics  and  Fables  Run 
Dead  Heat  in  This  Race 

Editors  of  Pathe  releases,  Topics  of  the 

Day  and  Aesop’s  Film  Fables,  ran  a   “race” the  other  clay  to  see  which  was  mentioned 
more  often  in  exhibitor  advertising  in  the 

newspapers  of  the  I’nited  States,  and  the 
race  ended  in  a   dead  heat. 
From  the  morning  mail  received  at  the 

Topics  office,  eight  newspapers  were  se- 
lected at  random.  They  were  Bethlehem 

(Pa.)  Globe  Times,  Washington  (D.  C.) 
Evening  Star,  Kansas  City  (Mo.)  Star, 
New  Castle  (Pa.)  News,  Detroit  (Mich.) 
Free  Press,  Philadelphia  (Pa.)  Enquirer, 
Camden  (N.  J.)  Courier,  and  Pittsburgh 

(Pa.)  Gazette-Times. 
The  papers  were  first  read  by  tlie  edi- 

tors of  Aesop’s  Film  Fables  and  then  hand- 
ed to  the  Topics  staff  for  their  scrutiny. 

Both  .'\esop’s  Film  Fables  and  Topics  of 
the  Day  were  each  mentioned  24  times. 

Beauties  Selected  for 

^“^Carrie  of  the  Circus  ' 

Max  Fleischer,  head  of  the  Inkwell 

Studios  and  president  of  Red  Sea!  Pic- 
tures, has  selected  a   number  of  beauties 

frcjm  such  choruses  as  “Artists  and  Mod- 
els” and  “Vanities”  to  play  chorus  roles 

in  his  forthcoming  series  of  13  two-reel 
comedies  to  be  released  as  “Carrie  of  the 

Chorus.” 

This  selection  was  recently  made  in  the 
vestry  of  the  Pinion  Church  of  which 
Reverend  Robert  J.  Harrison  is  pastor. 

Hazele  Harmon  has  been  signed  for  the 

leading  role  and  Rolland  Flanders  of  "The 
Nest”  will  have  the  leading  male  role. 
Voncla  Case  and  Ruth  Florence  will  have 
important  roles. 

Fleischer  announces  a   number  of  scripts 
are  completed  and  the  camera  is  starting  to 

grind. 
Pathe  Claims  Scoop  on 

Films  of  Charley  Hoff 
Pathe  News  photographers  claimcil  a 

scoop  in  getting  pictures  of  Charley  Hoff, 
Nonvegian  pole  vaulter  who  holds  the 
world’s  championship,  during  the  Drake 
relays  in  Des  Moines,  Iowa.  The  pictures 
were  taken  by  W.  W.  Jennings,  Des 
Moines,  and  C.  T.  Chapman.  Chicago,  the 
cameras  having  been  concealed  in  the 
children’s  section  of  the  stadium,  it  was 
said  after  the  meet  had  been  ocnciuded. 

Hoff  had  declared  that  he  would  not 
perform  if  there  were  motion  picture 
cameras  on  the  ground,  because,  as  he 

said,  he  did  not  want  his  style  analyzed. 

Car-Tune  at  Capitol 

Major  Edward  Bowes’  Capital  theatre 

on  Broadway  plaj-ed  Max  Fleischer's 
Ko-Ko  Song  Car-Tune  special,  “Sweet 
Adeline,”  this  week.  This  old  time  melody 

which  still  bestirs  the  tonsils  of  barber- 
shop barytones  was  directed  by  Dave 

Fleischer  of  the  Inkwell  Studios,  which 

makes  all  its  pictures  for  Red  Seal  release. 



ZS"**  Annual  Announcement 
SEASON  1926-1927 

COURAGE  and  CONFIDENCE 

'J^hrougfioiit  the  history  of  the  world,  courage  has  in- 
spired confidence.  Only  by  courage—and  the  confi- 

dence it  has  created — has  the  world  moved  forward.  Civili- 

zation is  simply  the  chronicle  of  those  leaders  ivho  have 

possessed  the  courage  of  their  convictions  and  who  have 

won  therefrom  the  confidence  of  their  felloiv-men. 

The  first  quarter  of  the  Uventieth  century  has  wit- 

nessed the  foundation  and  development  of  many  im- 

perishable institiUions,  The  motion  picture  is  one— and 

it  has  been  perfected  by  the  courage  of  pioneers  and 

perpetuated  by  the  confidence  of  the  public. 

Fox  Film  Corporation,  setting  the  pace  of 

progress  for  nearly  a   quarter  of  a   century  in  '/notion 

pictures,  still  clings  to  the  courage  of  its  first  convic- 

tions—independence,  strength  and  fair  dealing. 

With  the  accompanying  announcement  of  our  23rd 

season,  we  wish  to  express  our  appreciation  of  the  con- 

fidence bestoived  upon  FOX  FiLM  CORPORATION 

by  the  industry  and  the  public. 



Dull  Care  Ta 

BRING-’EM-INJ BOX-OI 

William  Fox  Stages  a   Screen 

Battle  of  Wits  and  Fists 

Still  packing 
’em  in  after 

2   years’  coiv tinuous  run 

on  Broadway* 

With  Beauty  and  Fortua® 

as  Prizes — 
With  a   cast  including 

VIRGINIA  VALLI 
Scenario  by  Bradley  King 



s   the  Count! 
t 

Y   gets  decision  over 

E   BLUES 

9 

A   whirlwind 
success  on  tour! 
The  sensation 
of  the  London 
stage! 

Known  to  You  All  as  the 

International  Stage  Success 
James  Gleason  and 

Richard  Taber. A   Pug  and  His  Pal 

in  the  Seats  of  Society — 
With  Two  Peaches  on  the  Side! 



THE LILY 
The  Soul  of  the  Spiastei 

Revealed  by  Great  Frend 

Dramatists — A   David  Belasco  Stage  Success 

WILLIAM  FOX  presents  Pierre  Wolff  and  Gaston.  Leroux^s  Drama 

of  Passion  Repressed  and  Revealed — Adapted  by  David  Belasco 

with 

EDMUND  LOWE  BELLE  BENNETT  LOU  TELLEGEN 
By  Arrangement  with  Samuel  Goldwyn. 

Scenario  by  Eve  Unsell 

VICTOR  SCHERTZINGER  Production 



WILLIAM  FOX  announces 

JOHN 

FORD’S 
Supreme 

Achievement — 
A   Year 

in  the  Malang! 3   BAD  MEN The  Latest,  Greatest  and  Most  Elaborate 

of  All  Epic  Pictures  of  the  West!  Destined  to 

Make  History  in  Theatre  Box-Offices. 



WILLIAM  FOX  presents 

The  romance  of  a   girl  in  the  land  of  promise— Civilization  marches 

West — ^Homeseekers  in  search  of  gold,  liberty  and  happiness. 

Cast  of  25,000 
with 

GEORGE  O’BRIEN  OLIVE  BORDEN 
J.  FARRELL  MACDONALD  TOM  SANTS  CHI  FRANK  CAMPEAU 

LOU  TELLEGEN  ALEC  B.  FRANCIS 

PRISCILLA  BONNER  and  the  Prairie  Beauties 

JOHN  FORD  Production 



I 



Based  on  the  novel  by 

RALPH  STRAUS A   WILLIAM  FOX  Picture 

with 

EDMUND  LOWE,  MARGARET  LIVINGSTON, 
OLIVE  BORDEN,  FLORENCE  GILBERT, 

KATHRYN  PERRY 
Scenario  by  L.  G.  Rigby 

HOWARD  HAWKS  Production 

HE  BOUGHT  WEDDING  RINGS 

BY  THE  CARLOAD  i 

WOMEN,  WOMEN,  WOMEN — here’s  a   picture  full  of  charmers! 
The  Average  Man  Cannot  Say.  “No”  to  a   Pretty  Woman! 

This  Man  Said  “Yes”  to  Many  Females  and  Found  Himself 

MARRIED  ALIVE 



;   A   THRILLER  FOR  JADED 

,   THEATRE-GOERS! 

Science — u   Crook 

I   and  a   Qirl  Compound 

I   a   Revenge  Mystery! 

ivith 

OLIVE  BORDEN 

LOU  TELLEGEN 

JANET  GAYNOR 
EARLE  FOXE 

HALLAM  COOLEY 

i   IRVi Prnduction 



WILLIAM  FOX  announces 

WHAT 
PITICE 
GLOR.Y 

B>’  Maxwell  Anderson  and 

Laurence  Stallings 

Scentirio  by  J.  T.  O’Donohiio 

On  the  Screen  as  a   Supreme 

BoX'OfHce  Attraction 

Wsth  tfirtie  grmc  artists  «>• 
Captain  Flagg 

Charmaiiie,  the  French  girl 

Sergeant  Quirt 

RAOUL  WALSH 
Froditctiort 

The  Sdtis/action  of  Packed 

Houses  Will  he  the 

Ansu’er  to 

“WHAT  PRICE  GLORY” 



An  18-Karat  Attraction! 

Something  Neio/ 

Really  Startling! 

Tlie  Naked  Truth  About 

War  and  WomenI 

WHAT  PRICE  GLORY' 



England's  greatest  writer 
tears  the  veil  from  the 

marriage  mystery! WILLIAM  FOX 

presents 

with 

EDMUND  LOWE 
LA.RGARET 

KATHRYN  PERRY 

Scenario  by  Eve  Unsell 

JOHN GRIFFITH 
WRAY 
Production 

Aroused  to  Primitive 

Passions,  a   Woman 

Fights  for  Her  Mate! 

WEDIDCK 
Based  on  the  novel  **Marriage^* 

by  H.  G.  WELLS 



'   love,  hate  and  the  LAW-in  the  ARCTIC  CIRCLE! 

JoCki 

n\(en 

JOHN  FORD Production 

There  is  Box-Office  Bigness  in  This 

Powerful  Story  of  White  Man*s 
Vice  and  an  Icelanders  Answer 

FROZEN 
JUSTICE 

An  Epic  Story  of  the  Great  Ice  Floes 

A   William  Fox  Outstanding  Attraction 

Photographed  ia  Alaska 
From  the  novel  by  Ejnar  Mikkelsen 

With  Thousands  of  Reindeer 

Hundreds  of  Dog  Sleds 

Several  Villages  of  Esquimaux 

and 

A   Cast  of 
American 
Favorites 

■   •   /• 



-rx  iJrlAl  WIlH^ 
THE  LADIES  and  BRING  GALES  of  LAUGHTER MALE  AUDIENCE 



pLEAbib 

from  your 

The  William  Fox  screen  version  of  this 

season^s  huge  stage  hit  by 
Russell  Medcraft  and  Norma  Mitchell 

The  Smartest  and  Sauciest  Drama  of  To-day— 

cMakcs  everp 

the 

flapper  Qasp! 

SNATCHERS 
How  the  Wife  of 

To-day  Cures  Her 
Wayward  Husband 

AN 

EARTHQUAKE 

OF 
LAUGHS 

HOWARD  HAWKS 
Produedon 

Scenario  hy  EVE  UNSELL 



Theatre  Audiences  Everywhere 

Are  Waiting  for  This  Creation! 

Europe’s  greatest  director 
reveals  his  mastery  in  an 

All-American  production 

WILLIAM  FOX  announces 
The  First  Motion  Picture  to  bemade  in  America 

by 

E   W   MURNAU 
l. 

The  flower  of  directorial 

genius  adjusts  his  art  to  the 

needs  of  American  photo- 

play audiences — backed  by 
American  equipment, 

unlimited  resources 

An  All-American  Cast  Selected  Especially 

for  this  Production  by  Mr.  Murnau. 

Scenario  by 

Dr.  Karl  Meyer 

r IS 

[r 
iI’m 

r'  ̂   3 

No  director  has  been  so  greatly  praised  by 

photoplay  critics  as  F.  W.  Murnau — your 
patrons  will  be  eager  to  see  this  greatest  of  all 

European  directors  at  his  best  in  an  All- 

American  production. 
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Fig  Leaves 

Scejiano 

by 

Hope  Loring 

and 

Louis  D.  Lighton. 

A   riot  of  Beauty 

and  Luxury  on 

the  Screen! 

A   riot  of  Women 

at  Your  Box-Office! 

An  original  screen  story  by* 
Howard  Hawks  in"  wlitcli  a 
Modern  Eve  revolts  against 
love  without  luxury  up-to- date. 

presenting 

GEORGE  O’BRIEN 
as  Adam 

OLIVE  BORDEN 
as  Eve 

Andre  de  Beranger  —   Phyllis  Haver 

L   HOWARTI  hawks  PROniJCTION 

The  WILLIAM  FOX  novelty  offering  which  takes  you 

Behind  the  Scenes 

With  a   Successful 

Parisian  Coutourier! 

A   rush  of  Mere 

Men  not  to 

get  left! 



I 

A   WILLIAM  FOX  BOX-OFFICE  ATTRACTION 

from  the  story  by  HOWARD  HAWKS 

BORDEN  as  Evei 
HOWARD  HAWKS 

PRODUCTION 



WILLIAM  FOX 
announces 

THE 

CITY 
Based  on  the  play  by 

CLYDE 
FITCH 

A   Drama  of 
Life  Today  and 
Its  Frenzy! 



The  Lure  of  Love  and 

Ambition  in  the  Whirl 

of  Modern  Progress — 

For  City,  Neighborhood  and  Country  Patronage! 

CLYDE  FITCH,  Leading  American  Playwright,  Wrote 

THE  CITY 
A   WILLIAM  FOX  SCREEN  ATTRACTION 

EDMUND  LOWE 

MARGARET  LIVINGSTON 

Leslie  Fentoti 

Florence  Gilbert 

Hallam  Cooley 

Scenario  by 

Robert  Lord. 

JOHN  GRIFFITH  W
BA 

Production 



%cnmc  MASTER 
In  this  WILLIAM  FOX  attraction  your  patrons  will 

See  on  the  screen 

the  complete  life 

of  The  MUSIC 

MASTER — from 

the  days  of  his 

early  triumphs — 

scenes  only 

hinted  at  on 

the  stage. 

Scenario  by 

Eve  Unsell 

Victor 

SCHERTZINGER 
Production 

Learn  from 

“The  Music  Master” 
the  tune  of  busy 

ticket  choppers 



1 

Welcomed  to  the 

Screen  by  a 

Thousand  Press 

W   riters 

when 

WILLIAM  FOX  announced 
he  had  bought 

MUSC  MASTER 
The  Qreatest  Drama 

In  50  Years 

DAVID 

WARFIELD 

DAVID 

BELASCO 

Triumph ! 

A   Drama  That  Touched  the  Heartstrings  of  the  World 



A   LITTER  of  LAUGHS  I 
— ^aid  John  Golden, 

who  produced  the 

stage  play. 

A   BREEDER  of 

dollars  I 

— says  the  Box* 

of5ce  Barometer. 

Hoiv  a   boy  brought  home  the  bac
on,  and  won 

love  and  success! 

From  the  play  by  Anne  Morris
on  and  Patterson  McNutt with    

KATHRYN  PERRY 

J.  FARRELL  MacDONALD 
JANET  GAYNOR 
LESLIE  FENTON 

Scenario  by  Louis  D.  Lighten  a
nd  Hope  Loring 

IRVING  CUMMINGS  PROD
UCTION 



C   VftP 

r 
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After  Years  of  Waiting  for 

JOHN  GOLDEN’S  Greatest  Success  of  All  Time! 
WILLIAM  FOX  presents 

HEAVEN 
Austin  Strong’s  drama  of  spiritual  awakening  through  love  and  courage — An 

inspired  story  of  the  Paris  underworld — One  of  the  world’s  truly  great  plays — 
Now  in  the  fourth  season  of  its  popularity  with  theatre  audiences  everywhere. 

Exterior  scenes 

photoKraphed  in  France 

Studio  scenes  in 

Hollywood,  California 

Cast  of  American 
box-office  favorites 

Scenario  by  Frances  Marion 

FRANK  BORZAGE  Production 

WILLIAM  FOX  BRINGS  “7th  HEAVEN”  TO  THE  BOX-OFFICE! 



<^CO/»  C.C. 
C->c.uc<«c 

They  it  out  in  the  parish  gym — 

The  Michigan  Kid  and  Roughdiouse  Ti«i- 

Fou^ht  for  the  girl,  luith  none  to  see 

But  the  DeviVs  Master — their  referee! 

THE 

D   EVI L’  S 
MASTER 

With 

GEORGE  O^BRlEN 
OLIVE  BORDEN 

Alec  B.  Francis  Florence  Gilbert 

Frank  Beal  Charles  Farrell  ' 

Scenario  by  Agnes  Leahy 

JOHN  FORD 

The  William  Fox  screen  ver- 

sion of  Gerald  Beaumont’s 

magazine  story  “The  Lord’s 

Referee.” 

BY  EVERY  TEST— HERE^ 
A   STORY  WITH  REAL  lOO  Pi 
CENT.  AUDIENCE  VALUE! 

A   Heart-twister 

for  Every  Man 

and  His  Girl! 

Production 



WILLIAM  FOX  presentation 

FRANK 
BORZAGE 

Production 

TKe  story  of  a   mother  who  sacrificed  love  and 

happiness  to  establish  a   career  for  the  son  she  adored 

on  the  new  play  success 

hy  F.  Tennyson  Jesse  and 

H.  M.  Harwood 

with 

ALMA  RUBENS 
LOU  TELLEGEN 

LESLIE  FENTON 

9#*^  PELICAN 



in  the  WILLIAM  FOX  screen  prescntatiw 

Based  on  the  new  play  success  by 
F.  Tennyson  Jesse 

and 
H.  M.  Harwood 

with 

“An  old  legend  has 
it  that  the  female 

Pelican  will  pluck 

her  breast  to 

feed  her  young 

with  her  own 

blood” 

PELICAN 

It  is  a   beautiful 

young  woman 

who  rivals — 

FRANK  BORZAGE 

ALMA  RUBENS 
LOU  TELLEGEN 

LESLIE  FENTON 

Production 



WILLIAM  FOX  presents 

RETURN 9f 

From  the  play  by 

DAVID  BELASCO 

s. PETER 

GRIMM 
Sensationally  Debated 
When  First  Presented 

by  David  Belasco — An  Even  Greater  Play 

Theme  for  Today’s Audiences. 



Tiic  RETURN  of 

-> 

PETER  GRIMM 
A   love  story  with  an  unseen  sta From  the  play  hy 

DAVID  BELASCO 
Sceiuirio  by  Bradley  King 

JOHN  GRIFFITH  WRAY 
Production 

The  return  of 
Peter  Grimm  to 

the  world  of  enter- 
ment  in  the 

William  Fox  screen] 

production  marks 

another  great  achieve' 
ment  in  the  field 

of  motion  pictures. 

^an  the  dead  return 
0   commune  with 

he  living  7 



FOR  A   STRAIGHT 
STEER  TO  GOOD 
ENTERTAINMENT 

play 

JOHN  GOLDEN’S  COMEDY  HIT 
Presented  on  the  screen  by  William  Fox 

Based  on  the  play  by  Winchell  Smith, 

William  Collier  and  Aaron  Hoffman 

The  story  of  a   young  pair 

who  got  mixed  up  in  a   great 
international  mystery 

ft  ii'ith 

I   VIRGINIA  VALLI EARLE  FOXE  J 

I   KATHRYN  PERRY  I) 
l\  Scenario  by  Bradley  King  /   f   ? 

II  EMMETT  FLYNN  / 4/ 
/   Prodnction  /   d   > 

'   i   - 



ONE 
INCREASING 
PURPOSE 

The  Best  Selling  Novel 

by  a   Modern  Master  of 
Fiction!  Presented 

as  a 

WILLIAM  FOX 
screen  attraction 



A.  S.  M.  HUTCHINSON’S 
Latest,  Greatest  and  Most 

Debatable  Story 

Bigger  Than 

IF  WINTER  COMES 
Exterior  scenes  photographed  in  England 

Studio  scenes  in  Hollywood,  California 

Cast  of  American  favorites 

Li/e  baffled  him  Scenario  hy  Kenneth  Clarke out  love  showed 

kim  the  u,a,  FRANK  BORZAGE 
Production 



Sensational  stage 

triumphs  of  yesterday 
now  a   tower  of 

box'office  strength! 

A   TEMPERANCE  TOWN 
A   MlUL  WHITE  FLACT 

A   BLACK  SHEEP 

Charles  H.  Hoyt’s 
A   TEMPERANCE  TOWN 

Prohibition  and  petticoats 

served  with  pep  a   la  Hoyt 

A Charles  H,  Hoyt's 
MILK  WHITE  FLAG 

How  society’s  pets  fought  it  out  with 
champagne  corks  and  powder  puffs. 



Fox  Resources  and  Fox  Enterprise  Bring  to  the 
Screen  Its  First  Presentation  of  the  Celebrated 

Charles  Jf.  Jfoyt  "plays 
Again  the  laugh-stirring  genius  of  Charles 
H.  Hoyt  rocks  the  world  with  mirth.  The 

crackling,  sparkling  wit  and  humor  of 

America’s  greatest  writer  of  farce-comedy  vis- 
ualized on  the  screen  for  the  entertainment 

of  millions. 

Charles  H.  Hoyt’s 
A 

black 
SHEEP 

^   roaring  comedy  success 
wild  westerner  who 

millions  for  a 

stage  dapper. 

J   oc\\\\>,y.r\ 

Directorial  Supervision  of 

GEORGE  E.  MARSHALL 



JOHN  GOLDEN’S  PLAY  OF  THE  VIRGINIA  HILLS 
in.  which  Love  Tames  a   Fighting  Two-Gun  Man 

WILLIAM  FOX  presents 

A   HOLY  TERRO  R Based  on  the  play  hy  WincKell  Smith  and  George  Abbott 
with  MARGARET  LIVINGSTON 

LESLIE  FENTON  JANET  GAYNOR 
Frank  Beal  Gladys  McConnell  Charles  Farrell 

Scenario  hy  J,  T.  O'Donohue 

RAOUL  WALSH 
Production 



No  Blarney— This  Gem  WILLIAM  FOX  dnnoitnces 
from  the  EMERALD  ISLE! 

7he  STORY  »/ 

MOTHER 
MACHREE 

From  the  Novelette  by 

Rida  Johnson  Young 

The  Touching  Story 

of  a   Mother’s  Love 
and  Self-Denial 

with 

GEORGE  O’BRIEN 
JANET  GAYNOR 

PEGGY  O’REILLY 

HANNAH  SULLIVAN 

MOLLY  MACSWEENEY 

J.  FARRELL  MACDONALD 
SHAMUS  DUFFY 

ELLEN  CASEY 

and  a   cast  of  Irish  Beatifies 

JOHN  FORD  Production Scenario  by  PATRICK  BURKE 





will  he  presented  by 

WILLIAM  FOX 

s 

Western  Dramas  DeLuxe 

^   
including 

;   DEAD  MAN^S  GOLD Fro7n  the  novel  by  J.  Allan  Dunn 

Thomas  Buckingham  Production 

SILK  HAT  COWBOY 
B>'  Gerald  Beaumont 

J.  G.  Biystone  Production 

WESTERN  SOCIETY 
By  Adela  Rogers  St.  Johns 

Thomas  Buckingham  Production 

TOM  MIX  and  TONY 
the  surest  box-office  bet! 

IT  T4KT^  YEARS  OF 

EXPMlBl^E^O  MAKE 

GREAT  ‘#E§TERNS” 

OX  HAS  THE  WESTERNS! 

TONY 
the  Wonder  Horse 



ItlE  AUCTION  EEP: 
The  William  Fox  screen  presentation 
of  the  DAVID  BELASCO- 

DAVID  WARFIELD  stage  triumph 

Beloved  by  all— 

the  charm  of 

his  wonderful 

character  spread 

from  the  democratic 

atmosphere  of 

the  Bronx  through 

the  gates  of  exclusiveness  : 
of  Riverside  Drive. 

From  the  play 

hy  Charles  Klein 
and  Lee  Arthur 



THE  AUCTIONEER 
with    

GEORGE  SIDNEY 
as  the  Auctioneer 

and  a   noted  cast  including 

MADGE  BELLAMY 
JANET  GAYNOR  J- FARRELL  MacDONALD  /it 
CHARLES  FARRELL  GLADYS  McCONNELL  " 

Tsi 

> 
K 

Masst 

A 1926  Version 

of  a   great 
American  Char- 

acter Drama 



^   A   Sensational  Dramatic  Novelty  Hit in  New  York,  London  and  Paris! 
WILLIAM  FOX  presents 

A   Screen  elaboration  of  the  international  stage  success 

T>''MONKEY  mKS Rene  Fauchois 

Monkey  or  Man- — love  was  bis  ruling  passion! 

•with 

Edmund  Lowe  Olive  Borden  J.  Farrell  MacDonald 
and  JACQUES  LERNER 

impersonator-first  appearance  on  the  screen- 
creator  of  the  title  role  in  the  New  York,  London  and  Paris  stage  productions. 

^   Adapted  by  Gladys  Unger  RAOUL  'WALSH. Scenario  by  J.  T.  O^Donohue  Production 



It’s  Different!  It’s  a   New  Thrill! 

Three  Big  Shows  Rolled  Into  One ! 

The  Romance  of  the  Circus  Ring! 

The  Glamour  of  the  Folies  BergeresI 

The  Mystery  of  the  Monkey  who  talked! 



FOR  HIS  VAST  FOLLOWING  OF  FANS 

including 

DARK  ROSALEEN 
Max  Brand’s  latest  novel 

30  BELOW  ZERO 
By  John  Stone 

R.  WILLIAM  NEILL  Production ROBERT  P.  KERR  Production 

The  BRONCHO  TWISTER  DESERT  VALLEY 
_   Novel  by  Jackson  Gregory 

THOMAS  BUCKINGHAM  Production  R.  WILLIAM  NEILL  Production 

It  Takes  Years  of  Experience  to  Make  Great  ̂ 'Westerns’'  j 



EVER-INCREASING  IN  NUMBERS 

A   Series  of  7 
Virile  Western  Stories 

Starring 

Scene 

from 

^^30  Beloic 

Zero*^ 

ES 
FOX 

Has  the 

WESTERNS! k 



ke  gave 

nith,  beauty 

nd  all  life 

zld  ,   ,   .   ,   , 

►   save  the  man 

le  loved! 

R.  WILLIAM  NEILL 
Production 

with 

MADGE  BELLAMY 

LESLIE  FENTON 

and 

LOU  TELLEGEN 

Here’s  a   picture  will  start  many  a   controversy! 
Was  the  girl  right!  Your  audience  will 

lot  to  say  about— 

THINGS 
HAPPEN 
As  presented  by 

WILLIAM  FOX 

Based  on  the  play 
}jy 

Clemence  Dane 

Scenario  by 

L.  G.  Rigby 



PYodiictiQn 

A   Celebrated  Novelist  Mixes 

Higli  Society  in  the  Drama 

of  a   Hold-up— 

Paul  Leicester  Ford*s 

Love  and  Mystery  Romance 

A   NEW  NOTE  IN  WESTERN 

THRILLERS  ON  THE  SCREEN! 

Scenario  by  Bradley  King 

IRVING  CUMMINGS 

The 

GREAT  /i| 

TRAIN  ROBBEPy * 
is  presented  by 

WILLIAM  FOX 

A   breath-taking  tale  of  looted 

mails  and  stolen,  hearts 

I 

V 



1   HEY’RE  ALL  IN  THE  AUDIENCE! 
You  screen 

your  patrons  in 

FAM I LY 
UPSTAIRS 

The  WILLIAM  FOX  Picture  from 

the  play  by  Harry  Delf 

Shows  How  the  Family  Skeleton 

Stepped  Between  the  Family  Hope 

and  Her  Boy  Friend 

Scenario  by 

EVE  UNSELL 

VIRGINIA  VALLI 

J.  FARRELL  MacDONAl LESLIE  FENTON  | 

HARRY  BEAUMOI| 
Production  i 

What  Happens  Behind the  Closed  Doors  of 

Half  the  Homes 
in  America.    j 



SCREEN  JOURNALISM,  or  the  recording  of  the  course  of  human events  in  motion  pictures,  is  today  a   world-wide  institution- 

performing  an  indispensable  service  for  all  mankind  and  con- 

stituting one  of  the  great  factors  of  the  horizons  of  modem  civilization. 

The  public  today  depends  upon  the  newsreel  for  a   timely,  truth- 

ful and  entertaining  pictorial  summary  of  the  world’s  current  events. 

The  public  today  relies  upon  the  newsreel  for  the  straight-forward, 

unbiased  presentation  of  visual  fact  and  information  which  enables 

it  to  shape  a   clear  and  honest  opinion  of  the  world  at  work  and  at  play. 

With  a   keen  sense  of  these  responsibilities  and  with  a   deep  apprecia- 

tion of  its  ever  increasing  patronage  of  thoughtful,  intelligent  people, 

FOX  NEWS  is  endeavoring  consistently  to  fulfill  the  obligations  a 

newsreel  owes  the  public — honesty,  impartiality ^   enterprise  and  enter- 

tainment 



Fox  Varieties 
THE  WORLD  WE  LIVE  IN 

From  the  far  corners  of  the  earth, 
from  our  own  great  land,  and 

perhaps  just  around  the  comer 

from  you,  our  cameramen  have 

been  bringing  material  to  make 

this  great  series  of  single  reel  pict- 

ures* Here  are  just  a   few  of  the 

twenty-six; 

DOWN  TO  DAMASCUS 

Wandering  through  bi'ways  charged  with 
the  spirit  and  mystery  of  the  Orient. 

AROUND  THE  WORLD  IN 

TEN  MINUTES 
A   novelty  picture  that  took  five  cameramen 
a   year  to  photograph. 

THE  AUSTRIAN  ALPS 

A   visit  to  one  of  Europe’s  most  out-of-tlic- 
way,  yet  beautiful  spots. 

A   SPANISH  HOLIDAY 
Unique  and  thrilling.  Filled  with  laughing, 
cheering  crowds  of  merrymakers. 

TRAVELS  IN  TOYLAND 
A   novelty  for  the  youngsters  to  enjoy,  and  a 
smile  for  their  elders. 

AN  INLAND  VOYAGE 
Sailing  over  our  own  great  inland  seas  on 

a   voyage  of  pictorial  discovery. 



FOX  HAS 
the  comedies 

William  Fox 

announces  that  the  huge  FOX 

SHORT  SUBJECT  PROGRAM 

for  1926-1927  will  include  a   new 
series  to  be  known  as  the 

rox  JNIMJIL 
COMEDIES 

8 
Ingenious,  unusual,  sparkling 

laugh-makers  with  animals  of 

all  descriptions  composing  the 

[casts. 

This  means 

52 

BOX-OFFICE  FOX 

COMEDIES  for  the 

SEASON 

ONE  POPULAR 

FOX  COMEDY 

every  week 

during 

1926- 
1927 

f 



vv  presents 
A   new  series  of  8   Hvo^reel  comedies  based  on 

1 

'-  •M' MARRIED  LIFE 

Supervised  by 

GEORGE  E.  MARSHALL 

RALPH 
lllCAh 

FOX 

HASTHE 
COMfiBIES 

By  Mabel  Herbert  Umer 

Now  running  serially  in 

500  daily  newspapers 

Including 

EASY  PAYMENTS 
BACK  TO  MOTHER 

NOT  TO  BE  TRUSTED 

THE  MOTHER-IN-LAW 
THE  LAST  WORD 

iV'itk 

KATHRYN 

PERRY 

HALLAM 

COOLEY 

America’s  fecst known  couple 

8^  HELEN  WARREN' 



‘fox 
AS  THE 

COMEDIES 

WILLIAM 

FOX  presents 

A   new  series 

20  for  1926 

fe. 

NO  ^ 

m   p   t   r   I to 
Each  Laden  With  Laughter,  Beautiful  Girls 

and  the  Screen’s  Best  Laugh  Makers Heading  the  list  are 

KING  OF  THE  KITCHEN  and  MONEY  SCREAMS 
Supervised  by 

GEORGE  E.  MARSHALL 



ruA  liiJbUUMliDllibl 

WILLIAM  FOX  presents 

EARLE  EOXE 
The  Adventures  of 

in.  a   Hew series  of  8 

two-reel 
comedies 

VAN BIBBER 
in  Society 

based  on  stories  by 

RICHARD 

includmg 

THE  CLOWN 
and 

THE  SWIMMING 
INSTRUCTOR 

oupervisea  ay 

GEORGE  E.  MARSHALL 

HARDING 
DAVIS 



FOX  HAS  THE  COMEDIES! 
WILLIAM  FOX 

presents  a   new  series  of 

8   two-reel  comedies 

based  on  stories  by O.  HENRY 

from 
Babes 

in  the 

Jungle 

from 
Diamond 

of  Kali 

America’s 
greatest short 
story 

writer 

from 

Masiers 

of  Arts 

including — 
Babes  in  the  Jungle 

The  Caliph,  Cupid  and  the  Clo
ck 

Complete  Life  of  John  Hopkins 

Diamond  of  Kali 
Girl 

Marry  Month  of  May 

Masters, of  Arts 

Psyche  and  the  Pskyscraper 

Fast  Action  is  Their  Keynote!
 

from 

Marry  Month of  May 
Supervised  by 

GEORGE  E.  MARSHALL 



FOX  PRODUCT 
for  1926-1927  will  be  composed  of 

49  Dramatic  Productions 
35  HIGH-POWERED  MONEY  MAKERS  INCLUDING 
WHAT  PRICE  GLORY 

THE  MUSIC  MASTER 

THE  MONKEY  TALKS 

A   TEMPERANCE  TOWN 

THE  DEVIL*S  MASTER 
WHISPERING  WIRES 

THE  STORY  OF 
MOTHER  MACHREE 

CRADLE  SNATCHERS 

ONE  INCREASING  PURPOSE 

IS  ZAT  SO? 

FIG  LEAVES 

THE  LILY PIGS 

THE  CITY 

THE  RETURN  OF 
PETER  GRIMM 

A   BLACK  SHEEP 

WEDLOCK 

THE  PEUCAN 

7th  HEAVEN 

Based  on 

Marriage” 

3   BAD  MEN THE  AUCTIONEER 

A   MILK  WHITE  FLAG 
THE  WAY  THINGS  HAl  PE^ 
One  Production  Staged  by 

F.  W.  MURNAU 
MARRIED  ALIVE 

A   HOLY  TERROR 
THE  FAMILY  UPSTAIRS 

GOING  CROOKED 
FROZEN  JUSTICE 

and  14  mighty  Westerns  including 

7   TOM  MIX  Pictures — Screen’s  greatest and  most  popular  Western  star. 7   BUCK  JONES  Productions — Whirlwind  pic tures  of  the  West  with  a   mighty  star  at  his  best. 

SHORT  SUBJECTS 
LITTLE  GIANTS  OF  THE  SCREEN 

52  TWO-REEL  COMEDIES 

8   of  those  popular  comedies  starring  EARLE  FOXE as  VAN  BIBBER,  the  diverting  character  created 

by  RICHARD  HARDING  DAVIS. 

8   New  Brand  comedies,  to  be  known  as  FOX  ANI- MAL Comedies.  The  best  and  funniest  of  their 

hind  ever  produced. 

8 

8 

of  the  big-selling  comedies  based  on  the  MART.IE^ 
LIFE  OF  HELEN  AND  WARREN  by  Mabel  de 

bert  Urner,  with  Kathryn  Perry  amd  Hallam  Cc  At 

of  the  captivating  comedy  dramas  based  on 

of  fiction  by  O.  HENRY,  greatest  of  all  short  to writers. 

IMPERIAL  COMEDIES  whose  reputation  for 
being  the  greatest  laugh  makers  on  the  market 
is  an  established  fact 

FOX  VARIETIEIS — Those  wonderful  single  reel  subjects 
which  bring  delightful  romance  from  all  the  far  places 
of  the  earth  to  your  screen,  in  great  demand  everywhere. 104 

FOX  NEWS 
The  leader  in  screen  journalism 

FOX  FILM  CORPORATION 
Head  Office — 850  Tenth  Avenue,  New  York  City 
Studios—Hevf  York  City  and  Hollywood,  California 

BRANCHES 

THROUGHOUT  THE  W0KLm| 

York  1 

Printed  in  U.S.A. 
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Announces 

Product 

for  1926-27 

WINFIELD  R.  SHEEHAN 
VlceprcBident.  Caneral  Manager 

JACK  J.  LEO 
Vicepresident 

SAUL  E.  ROGERS 
Yipepro>>ident.  General  Counsel 

JOHN  C.  EISELE 
Treasurer 

49  Long  Features 

14  Westerns 

TWENTY-TWO  years  of  experimentation, progress  and  achievement  have  placed  Fox 
Film  Corporation  on  the  threshold  of  what 

undoubtedly  will  prove  the  greatest  year  in  its 
history. 

Virtually  since  the  birth  of  the  industry  Fox 
Films  has  marched  ahead,  leaving  its  line  of 
accomplishments  as  milestones. 

For  the  season  of  1926-27  it  is  evident  that  this 
company  plans  its  greatest  individual  step  up  the 
ladder  of  achievement.  For  more  than  two  years, 
the  entire  official  organization  of  Fox  Films  has 
been  at  work,  constructing  the  most  solid  foun- 

dation for  a   season’s  output  of  motion  picture attractions. 

It  has  conducted  a   spectacular  raid  on  the 
stage  hits  of  the  country.  The  cream  of  the 
mightiest  works  of  fiction  from  the  pens  of  the 

world’s  most  widely-known  authors  has  been 
purchased  for  the  new  season’s  screen  material. 
Original  screen  stories  by  the  best  writers  of 
popular  stories  in  America  today  also  will  con- 

tribute their  share  of  the  scenarios  for  the 
1926-27  film  entertainments. 
With  the  purchase  of  some  of  the  biggest 

theatrical  hits  on  Broadway,  and  a   number  of 
the  best  known  and  most  widely-read  novels  by 
the  most  renowned  writers,  the  Fox  company 
has  laid  the  solid  basis  for  its  production  plans 
of  the  coming  season.  Since  that  time  every 
official  of  the  organization  has  been  hard  at 
work  to  build  up  from  the  foundation  laid  by 

Goceral  Salecmimiig«r 

the  purchase  of  the  plays  and 
books  mentioned. 

With  the  acquisition  of 
James  R.  Grainger  as  general 
sales  manager,  W.  R.  Sheehan, 
vicepresident  and  general 
manager  of  Fox  Films,  was 
able  to  transfer  his  activities 
to  the  West  Coast  studios 

where  he  could  personally  su- 
pervise the  making  of  the  pro- ductions. For  nearly  a   year, 

he  has  been  devoting  his  time 

almost  exclusively  to  the  mak- 

ing of  the  new  season's  pic- 
tures, injecting  his  showman- 

ship ideas  and  the  benefit  of 
his  long  experience  in  the  pro- 

duction of  every  new  screeu 

play. Surrounding  himself  with 
men  whose  ability  and  expert- 

52  of  Two  Reels, 
26  Fox  Varieties, 

104  Fox  News 
ence  is  known,  not  only  throughout  the  motion 
picture  industry,  but  by  the  press  and  public  as 
well,  Mr.  She^an  has  developed  his  production 
units  along  lines  that  are  considered  by  many  the 
most  efficient  the  photoplay  has  ever  known. 

Sol  M.  Wurtzel  continues  in  his  capacity  of 
general  superintendent  of  the  Fox  West  Coast 
studios  and  as  one  of  the  dominant,  guiding 
hands  in  the  staging  of  all  special  production 
with  the  added  facilities  now  at  his  command,  he 

expects  to  surpass  any  previous  season’s  pictures from  the  Fox  studios. 

Edwin  C.  Hill,  formerly  head  of  the  scenario 
department  and  previous  to  that  time  a   foremost 
newspaper  writer,  has  been  placed  in  charge  by 
Mr.  Sheehan  of  all  Fox  Western  productions, 
which  includes  all  the  Tom  Mix  and  all  the 
Buck  Jones  releases.  Although  Fox  always  has 
claimed  leadership  in  the  production  of  Western 
dramas,  there  can  be  no  question  but  thaf,  during 

the  coming  season,  this  reputation  will  be  en- 
hanced. The  works  of  the  greatest  writers  of 

virile  outdoor  stories  in  America  have  been 
purchased  for  both  Mix  and  Jones  and  added 
facilities  will  make  it  possible  to  achieve  the 
absolute  utmost  from  these  stories  produced. 

George  E.  Marshall,  a   foremost  comedy  pro- 
ducer, has  been .   appointed  by  Mr.  Sheehan  as 

super\'isor  of  all  comedies.  The  superiority  of 
(Continued  on  page  119) 
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J   ®"  ’*'«9«ent  avenue  in  the  heart  of  the  Hollynood  dletrlet  and  located  in  a   beautiful,  natural  netting  with  the  Holly- wood Hills  1“  ‘he  batltground.  The  two  sindioB  ore  on  both  sides  of  Western  avenue,  which  is  shown  running  through  the  center  of  the  drawlna  Within  the  two puhlle  view  by  decorated  walls  and  buildings,  the  varied  units  involved  in  the  production  of  Foa  Filifs  arc  housed  These 
k   1— 'The  new  reception  room  and  departments  occupied  by  the  auditor,  cashier  and  their  staiTs  No 

wftt  e   r   ̂   huilding.  No.  3— The  attractive  bungalows  in  which  the  various  star,  are  quartered.  No.  4— The  Lw  preview  iLatre  seatlna  30o' where  with  orchestra  accompaniments,  executives  preview  Fox  nlctures.  No.  S-— Ons  nf  ih*        m   !■  .   l>roviow  ineaire  seating  ouu, 

Here  is  one  of  the  proofs  of  the  improvements 
made  at  Foxs  studio  on  the  West  Coast.  The 
imposing  entrance  to  the  studio  is  shown  in  the 
drawing  above.  The  early  Spanish  type  of  archi- 
teettm  was  adhered  to  in  the  remaking  of  the phmt  etrueluees.  The  main  entrance  la  arched 
and  massive  and  follows  the  plan  of  buildings at  the  studio,  of  uniform  style.  Half  a   million 
dollars  recently  was  appropriated  for  Improve- 

ments at  the  studios.  One  of  the  first  things  done was  to  build  a   new  administration  structure. 

hhrhwiV.  it  t   !   .A  k®*  produces  its  groat  outdoor  scones.  It  has  on  elohorato  syslotn 
aiS.  .k  t   “=**  •’’*  Santa  Monica.  It  comprises  sevorat  hundred 

ttnJai!!  oxelaslvo  Beverly  HlMs  retldentia!  district.  No.  1— Stu- pendotta  o“‘<3oor  seta  used  In  SmERlA.  A   eaaiplele  reproduetlon  of  u   village  and  at  the  top  a   siraam 

Irl.ritri,.ti“  N*  2— A   reproduetlon  of  a   factory  district.  No.  S— An si  m   ”   Outpost,  whore  Barit  Jones  niBlsiiolas  his  corrals,  stables  and  dog  kennels. 
»reat  sky-baeklng  so  esacntlai.  No.  6— Exact  reproduction,  of  a   Siamese  village  and  temple. 

Tb«  L   Ml  n“^k  village  to  be  used  In  the  makfag  of  “What  Price  Glory.”  No.  S-- 
irt..  if Tk  sorrab,  etabUs,  kennels  and  other  equipment.  No.  9 — The  sky-boeking  and 

nfori.,l4..!,’»alk  ■   I   i^® — R®plloa  of  an  oncleet  Axteo  Temple  in  Mexico.  No.  11 — Maaalvo  sots  used  in producing  “Siberia.”  Inset  is  of  Sol  M.  Wurl.ol,  superintendent  of  Fox  West  Const  studios. 
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Productions  and  Titles 
Studios  Ready 
for  Big  Task 

Ten  years  ago,  at  Sunset  boulevard  and Western  avenue  in  Hollywood,  there 
stood  a   small,  glass-covered  stage,  built 
into  a   structure  which  housed  a   few  unpre- 

tentious offices,  dressing  rooms  and  a   lab- 
oratory. A   modest  sign  above  its  entrance 

Scenes  from  “3  Bad  Men" 

proclaimed  it  the  William  Fox  Studio.  The 

neighbors  thought  it  a   great  bother  be- 
cause it  gave  a   flavor  of  industrialism  to 

the  pastoral  harmony  of  their  winding 
gravel  streets,  orange  groves  and  vegetable 
gardens. 

The  studio  is  now  among  the  largest  and 
most  modern  motion  picture  plants  in  the 
world ! 

Since  1916  it  has  so  increased  its  capacity 
to  meet  greater  and  greater  demands  for 
Fox  pictures  that  it  now  occupies  thirteen 
and  one-half  acres  in  the  heart  of  the 

rapidly-growing  business  district  it  has 
fostered. 

In  addition  to  this,  an  appropriation  of 
a   half  million  dollars  was  made  recently 
for  the  purchase  of  a   four-hundred-acre 
outdoor  location  lot  in  Westwood,  and  an 
extensive  program  of  reconstruction  and 
equipment  on  the  Hollywood  site. 
Among  the  first  things  to  be  built  at  the 

old  studio  lot  was  a   fine  new  administra- 
tion building  to  contain  the  offices  of  the 

directors  and  other  executives.  In  another 
new  building  are  the  reception  room  and 

departments  of  the  auditor  and  the 

In  _a_  third  are  the  casting  offices 
the  publicity  department. 

■   lA  architecture  is  of  the  early  Span- 
ish type.  The  main  entrance,  arched  and 

massive,  might  well  have  cast  its  curving 
Shadow  upon  some  band  of  conquistadors 
With  gay  pennants  fluttering  from  their lances. 

Stately  pillars  guard  the  door  of  the 

mam  ̂ sting  office,  wth  the  colorful  ar- 

them°*  ®^^dio  types  that  drifts  between 
All  the  old  buildings  have  been  cefaced 

‘0  harmonize  with  the  new,  and  each  de- 

(Continued  on  page  112) 

Familiar  to 
the  Public 

W   ALl^  to  the  nth  degree  is  represented m   the  dramatic  production  and  short 
subjects  to  be  released  by  Fox  Films  dur- 

ing the  1926-27  season.  The  public  is  famil- 
iar "with  the  title  of  virtually  every  feature attraction  to  be  released  while  the  short 

subject  groups  are  tied  up  with  names  and 
titles  which  are  bywords. 
There  wl!  be  49  feature  length  releases, 

35  of  them  being  regular  dramatic  pro- 
ductions and  14  Westerns. 

The  short  subject  releases  will  be 
divided  as  follows:  Fifty-two  two-reel 
comedies,  26  one-reel  Fox  Varieties  and 
104  issues  of  Fox  News.  The  two-reel 
comedies  include  eight  of  a   new  series  of 

the  popular  Van  Bibber  comedies,  another 
series  of  eight  O.  Henry  comedies,  a   new 
series  of  eight  Helen  and  Warren  Married 
Life  comedies,  20  Imperial  Comedies,  and 
eight  Fox  Animal  comedies,  bringing  to  the 
screen  comic  productions  which  can  hon- 

estly be  classified  as  "different.” 
"Three  Bad  Men,”  "What  Price  Glory,” 

“One  Increasing  Purpose,”  “Wedlock," 
from  H.  G.  Wells’  “Marriage,”  “The  Story 
of  Mother  Machree,”  “Is  Zat  So?”  “Cradle 
Snatchers,”  the  John  Golden  plays  and  the 
Belasco- Warfield  triumphs  are  only  some  of 
the  closely-matched  stage  successes  and 
stories  from  which  one  would  have  to 

select  the  “outstanding"  ones. Then  there  are  the  following  plays, 

novels  and  ori^nals  to  make  the  selector’s 
task  more  difficult:  "Dark  Rosaleen,” 
“Dead  Man’s  Gold,”  "Desert  Valley,”  “The 
Devil’s  Master,”  “The  Family  Upstairs," 

“Fig  Leaves,”  “Frozen  Justice,”  “The 
Great  K   &   A   Train  Robbery,”  “The  Lily,” 
“Married  Alive,”  "The  Monkey  Talks,” 
"The  Pelican,”  “30  Below  Zero,”  “The  Way 

Things  Happen,”  "Western  Society,”  and 
“Whispering  Wires.” 
One  production,  the  title  as  yet  not 

chosen,  will  be  handled  by  F.  W.  Mumau, 
the  noted  German  director. 
There  will  be  seven  Western  productions 

starring  Tom  Mix  and  his  Tony.  These 

(Continued  on  page  119} 

Seea«9  from  “Fig  Laavoa" 
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Authors  and  Scenarists  of  Fox 

Strong  Writing  Staff, 
Known  Directors 

H.  G.  WELLS 

'T'HE  array  of  authors  and  playwrights,  whose  brain  children 
will  be  put  on  the  screen  by  Fox  Films  during  the  1926- 

1927  season,  contains  names  that  are  bywords  with  the  motion 
picture  devotees.  Equally  prominent  in  their  fields  are  the 
directors  and  scenarists,  who  will  take  the  literary  and  stage 
successes  and  fashion  them  for  film  production. 

Among  the  celebrated  authors  and  playrights  whose  names 
are  attached  to  the  forthcoming  Fox  product  are :   H.  C   Wells, 
A.  S.  M.  Hutchinson,  David  Belasco,  Laurence  Stallings,  Max- 

well Anderson,  Herman  Whittaker,  Clyde  Fitch,  James  Glea- 
son, Wmchell  Smith,  Clemence 

Richard  Harding  Davis,  John 

FRANCES  MARION 

Men”  is  adapted  from  “Over the  Westland. 

Dane,  Pierre  Wolff,  0.  Henry, 
Stone,  Gaston  Leroux,  Charles 
Klein,  Lee  Arthur,  Rida  John- 

son Young,  Harry  Delf,  Mabel 

Herbert  Urner,  Russell  Med- 
craft,  Norma  Mitchell,  Austin 
Strong,  Patterson  McNutt, 

Anne  Morrison,  Kate  McLau- 
rin,  Henry  Leverage,  F.  Ten- 

nyson Jesse,  H.  M.  Harwood. 
Gerald  Beaumont,  Adela  Rog- 

ers St.  Johns,  Jackson  Gregory, 
Max  Brand,  Paul  Leicester 

Ford,  Ejnar  Mikkelsen,  J.  Al- 
lan Dunn,  Ralph  Strauss,  Rene 

Fauchois  and  Gladys  Unger. 

Wells  contributes  "Wed- lock,” based  on  his  novel, 
"Marriage.”  Hutchinson,  re- 

membered for  his  “If  Winter 

Comes,”  is  represented  by  “One 

Increasing  Purpose,”  "3  Bad 
e   Border,”  Whittaker’s  epic  of 

The  Anderson-Stallings  team  is  responsible  for  "What  Price 

Glory,”  while  Gleason  and  Taber  produced  “Is  Zat  So?”  The 
former  was  put  in  scenario  form  by  J.  T.  O’Donohue  while 
Bradley  King  will  prepare  the  scenario  for  the  latter.  “The 
City”  is  by  Clyde  Fitch. 

“Pigs”  is  the  litter  of  laughs  by  McNutt  and  Morrison,  while 

“Cradle  Snatchers.”  by  Medcraft  and  Mitchell,  and  “The  Peli- 
can,” by  Jesse  and  Harwood,  are  other  collaborations. 

Beaumont,  the  masterly  fictioneer,  has  done  "The  Devil’s 
Master”  and  "Silk  Hal  Cowboy,”  among  others.  “The  Hol^’ 
Terror”  comes  from  Winchell  Smith  and  George  Abbott. 
Smith  also  collaborated  with  William  Collier  and  Aaron  Hoff- 

man on  “Going  Croqked.”  Wolff  and  Leroux  did  “The  Lily,” 
a   Belasco  hit  of  other  days.  Belasco  himself  is.  represented 

by  “The  Return  of,  Peter  Grimm.” 
BRADLEY  KING  JOHN  STONE  (Conthiued  opfositc  page) 

NED  HOLMES EVE  UNSELL 
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Directors  Prepare  for  Season 

ROBERT  P.  KERR WILLIAM  NEILL THOMAS  BUCKINGHAM EMMETT  FLYNN 

Fox  Directors  Named 
(Continued  from  opposite  Page) 

Mikkelsen,  the  Dane,  contributed  “Frozen  Justice;’’  Strong, 
“7th  Heaven;’’  Miss  St.  Johns,  “Western  Society;’’  Paul 
Leicester  Ford.  “The  Great  K   &   A   Train  Robbery;”  Ralph 
Strauss,  “Married  Alive;”  Fauchois,  “The  Monkey  Talks,” 
adapted  by  Gladys  Unger;  Brand,  "Dark  Rosaleen;’’  Greg- 

ory, “Desert  Vallej';”  Hawks,  “Fig  Leaves;”  Leverage  and 
McLaurin,  “Whispering  Wires;"  Dane.  “The  Way  Things 
Happen Stone,  “30  Below  Zero ;”  Young,  “The  Story  ot 
Mother  Machree;”  Dunn,  “Dead  Man’s  Gold;”  0.  Henry, 
comedy  series;  Richard  Harding  Davis,  Van  Bibber  com- 

edies; Urner,  “Married  Life  of  Helen  and  Warren”  series. 
The  scenario  writers,  whom  Fox  has  aligned  to  work- 

under  the  direction  of  Scenario  Editor  Ned  Holmes,  are 
(Continued  on  page  J18) HARRY  BEAUMONT IRVING  CU.MMINGS 

HOWARD  HAWKS J.  S.  BLYSTONE JOHN  GRIFFITH  WRAY F.  W.  MURNAU 

JOHN  FORD FRANK  BORZAGE VICTOR  SCHERTZINGER RAOUL  WALSH 
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Western  Facilities  Are  Expanded 
Mix  and  Jones 

Make  7   Each 

The  lower  half  of  the  photo  ahowa  the  Mix  Racscho  at  Fox  lUUs,  Westwood,  Cal.  The  upper 

half  Is  the  Buck  Jones  “Outpost."  The  pielure  shows  the  corrals,  stables,  kennels,  boms  and 
sheds. 

ECOGNIZING  that  the  'Western  has maintained  its  peculiar  audience  appeal, 
which  is  exhibitor  security  from  Maine  to 

Mexico,  Fox  Films  has  launched  an  am- 
bitious Western  production  program  of  14 

pictures  for  next  season,  starring  the  two 
outstanding  cowboy  personalities  of  the 
screen — Tom  Mix  and  Buck  Jones. 

Facilities  at  the  Tom  Mix  Rancho  and 

the  Buck  Jones  Outpost  at  Fox  Hills  have 

been  expanded.  The  care  Fox  is  lavish- 

ing on  the  next  season’s  program  is  indi- 
cated by  the  fact  that  Edwin  Q.  Hill,  skilled 

interpreter  of  what  the  public  \vants,  has 
been  made  supervisor  of  all  Tom  Mix  and 
Buck  Jones  pictures. 

Further  evidence  of  Fox  showmanship 
is  contained  in  the  list  of  virile  Western 

stories  by  wellknown  authors  to  be  con- 
verted into  pictures  by  the  Western  direc- 

tor, with  big  casts  rich  in  names. 
Analysis  of  what  makes  Tom  Mix  a 

surest  bet  is  not  difficult.  The  answer  is 
that  this  star  embodies  those  qualities  of 
physical  strength  and  human  sympathy 
which  are  inseparably  linked  In  the  public 
mind  with  the  ideal  hero  of  the  great  and 

enduring  American  West.  He’s  the  idol  of 
millions  of  American  boys.  The  whole 
vast  outdoors  is  his  stage.  And  Tom  Mix 
is  more  than  a   great  horseman.  He  is  a 
picture  expert. 

Supplementing  the  keen  interest  which 
Mix  personally  has  contributed  to  the 

making  of  his  pictures  are  technical  facili- 
ities  called  without  parallel.  •   A   substantial 
fortune  has  been  spent  in  building  the  Tom 
Mix  Rancho.  The  ranchhouse,  the  stables, 

the  corrals,  the  kennels,  the  Western  town 

complete  in  every  detail,  fulfill  a   two-fold 
purpose;  they  create  for  Mix  the  Western 

atmosphere  and  provide  a   perfectly-ap- 
pointed location  spot  where  it  is  possible  to 

film  at  least  a   portion  of  each  starring 
vehicle  in  which  he  appears. 

This  Western  colony  set  down  in  the 
midst  of  the  big  Fox  lot  in  Westwood  is 
the  home  of  50  dyed-in-the-wool  cowboys 

who  make  up  Tom's  permanent  staff  and 
of  Tony  and  the  other  horses  and  dogs 
used  in  Mix  pictures.  A   machine  shop  and 
a   blacksmith  establishment  are  maintained. 

All  the  equipment  necessary  for  making  a 
long  feature  is  kept  in  a   special  production 
shed.  There  are  no  hurried  calls  to  the 

Los  Angeles  studio  when  a   Mix  film  is  in 
the  making. 
The  winning  personality  of  Buck  Jones 

has  gained  for  him  a   vast  following  of 
fans,  ever  increasing  in  numbers.  It  is 

not  merely  that  Buck  is  a   superb  horse- 
man skilled  in  feats  of  daring,  but  he  has 

demonstrated  that  he  is  a   real  actor. 
Not  far  from  the  Tom  Mix  Rancho  lies 

The  Outpost,  Buck  Jones’  ranch.  Here  is 
the  bustling  center  of  activity  that  brings 
together  authors,  directors  and  technical 
experts  in  the  preparations  of  the  seven 
pictures  which  Jones  will  contribute.  The 
rambling  red-hoofed  hacienda  houses 

Buck’s  2^  cowpunchers,  the  good-natured rivals  of  the  Tom  Mix  crew.  Recently 
the  stables  and  kennels  have  been  ex- 

panded to  shelter  the  increasing  number  of 
horses  and  dogs  that  are  the  companions 
of  Silver  Buck  and  White  Eagle.  Here, 

too,  is  a   complete  plant,  with  everything 
required  to  make  Westerns. 

The  units  producing  Fox  Westerns  don’t 
work  by  a   time  clock  or  a   restricted  sched- 

ule. The  same  care  is  applied  to  their  tech- 
nical perfection  as  is  given  the  most  pre- 

tentious super-special.  A   staff  of  location 
experts  travels  52  weeks  in  the  year. 
Backed  by  twelve  years  of  supremacy  as 

the  acknowledged  leader  in  supplying 
westerns  for  profit,  Fox  Films  is  going 
ahead  with  its  plans  for  even  greater 
Westerns  next  season. 

Reconstructed 

(.Continued  from  page  109) 

partment  has  befen  remodeled  and  fitted 
with  the  best  equipment  obtainable. 

In  the  new  carpenter  and  machine  shop 
is  made  everything  necessary  to  scenes. 
In  the  property  and  wardrobe  rooms  arc 
originals  or  replicas  of  articles  in  use  in 
all  parts  of  the  world,  dating  from  the 
reign  of  the  Pharaohs. 
The  technical  department  has  a   corps  of 

experts,  while  a   huge  research  library  pro- 
vides data.  Recently,  a   group  of  prehis- 
toric monsters  was  made  for  use  in  the 

Garden  of  Eden  sequences  of  “Fig  Leaves" 
from  detailed  plans  supervised  by  Frederic 

Smith  Webster  of  the  Smithsonian  Insti- tution. 

One  of  the  highlights  in  the  new  con- 
struction program  is  an  enormous  stage, 

300x100  feet  and  fitted  vrith  every  technical 
accessory.  Upon  this  will  be  produced  all 
the  big  indoor  scenes.  Six  ordinary  stages 
were  wrecked  to  make  way  for  this  vast 

structure,  called  the  largest  stage  in  ex- istence. 

Its  lighting  system  was  devised  by  Calvin 
Hoffner,  and  is  the  first  of  its  kind.  All 
the  lamps  are  operated  overhead,  thereby 

eliminating  the  “octopi”  or  “spider”  fuse- boxes  which  have  formerly  cluttered  studio 
floors  with  their  tentacles  of  electrical 

cables.  They  are  handled  by  remote  con- 
trol from  simple  switches,  and  shift  on 

overhead  runways  operated  from  the  floor. 
Mr.  Hoffner  has  gradually  perfected  tbs 
new  system  through  'years  of  engineering 
experience. 

Along  the  west  wall  of  the  stage  are 
three  tiers  containing  83  dressing  rooms 
which  supplement  the  bungalow  dressing 
rooms  assigned  to  the  stars  and  featured 

players. 
Other  interesting  details  of  the  new 

studio  equipment  include  three  centrifuga 

pumps  with  a   capacity  of  forty  thousand 
gallons  of  water  a   minute,  operated  by  a 

350-horsepower  motor.  These  are  for  use 

in  the  taking  of  elaborate  %vater  scenes, 

which  previously  have  had  to  be  made  out- 
side the  studio. 

New  cameras  were  installed  and  the  old (Continued  on  Page  US} 
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TOM  MIX  EDWIN  C.  HILL  BUCK  JONES 

Tom  Mix  Plans 

Big  Program 
Tom  mix,  super-Western  star  of  the screen,  -will  be  presented  during  the  com- 

ing season  in  seven  Western  dramas  de 

luxe  surpassing  anything  the  king  of  cow- 

boys has  done  heretofore  for  Fox  Films. 

During  the  last  season,  Mix  has  not  only 

maintained  his  position,  but  has  broken 

his  own  previous  record.  This  Western 

star  plays  the  leading  first  run  houses 
throughout  the  country. 

Assured  this  is  due  to  his  great  por- 

trayals of  two-fisted  Western  characters, 

the  Fox  organization  announces  Ae  Mix 

productions  for  the  new  season  will  all  be 

rarin’,  tearin’  westerns  of  the  outdoors, 

written  by  well  known  authors  and  filled 

with  thrills,  suspense  and  romance. 

As  usual  Tony,  the  wonder  horse  wll 

appear  in  all  the  Fox  star’s  productions 
and  at  least  one  picture  will  give  the  horse 

a   role  second  in  importance  only  to  that  of 
Tom. 

The  seven  productions  scheduled  include 

“Dead  Man’s  Gold,’’  romantic  story  of  the 
search  for  hidden  treasure  in  Arizona, 

adapted  to  the  screen  from  the  novel  by 

J.  Allan  Dunn.  Thomas  Buckingham  wll 

direct  this  production  with  Eva  Novak  in 

the  leading  feminine  role  opposite  Tom 
Mix  and  a   cast  of  such  players  as  Frank 

Campeau,  Mickey  Moore,  Forrest  Taylor, 
Harry  Cripp  and  Malcolm  Waite. 

Another  presentation  production  heralded 

as  a   high  class  Western  will  be  "The  Great 
K   &   A   Train  Robbery,"  based  on  the  novel 

by  Paul  Leicester  Ford,  American  novel- 
ist and  historian.  The  story  is  a   mystery 

of  looted  mails  and  stolen  hearts  with  a 

new  type  of  train  holdup.  Irving  Cum- 
mings will  direct  from  adaptation  by  Brad- 

ley King. 

A   picture  which  will  feature  Tony  in  an 

unusually  important  role  vrill  be  "Western 
Societ3'”  with  Thomas  Buckingham  again 

handling  the  direction.  “Western  Society" 
is  an  original  story  written  for  Tom  Mix 
by  Adela  Rogers  St.  Johns,  interviewer  and 
novelist,  whose  long  connection  with  the 
motion  picture  industry  has  given  her  a 
valuable  knowledge  of  showmanship  angles. 
It  features  Tom  as  a   Westerner  who  ven- 

tures in  Long  Island  society  and  wins  the 

Edwin  C.  Hill 

Supervises 
Westerns 

Edwin  C.  hill,  supervisor  of all  Fox  Films  Western  produc- 

tions, is  one  of  the  most  widely- 
known  newspaper  men  in  the 
United  States.  For  the  last  year  and 
a   half  he  has  been  scenario  editor  of 
Fox  Films. 

Prior  to  that  Mr.  Hill  was  identi- 
fied with  the  Fox  corporation  in 

New  York.  Characterized  by  the 

Saturday  Evening  Post  as  “the  best 
all-around  newspaper  man  in  Amer- 

ica,” Mr.  Hill,  as  a   member  of  the 
staffs  of  the  New  York  Sun  and  the 

New  York  Herald,  had  enjoyed  -svide 
experience  in  world  affairs. 

Mr.  Hill’s  first  work  with  Fox 
Films  was  as  editor-in-chief  of  Fox 
News.  Following  a   tour  of  Europe 

and  America,  he  installed  a   system 

whereby  airplanes  became  a   vital  fac- tor in  film  news-gathering. 

Mr.  Hill  has  ahvays  felt  that 

Western  pictures,  with  men  like  Tom 

Mix,  Buck  Jones  and  other  popular 

stars,  must  fill  an  increasingly  large 

part  of  the  amusement  schedule  of 

men,  women  and  children.  For  this 

reason,  he  feels  a   keen  and  appre- 
ciative interest  in  his  new  position 

as  supervisor  of  Western  production. 
News  and  better  stories,  broad  and 

more  elaborate  settings  and  a   livelier 

interest  in  these  productions  as  a 

whole  will  be  the  keynote  of  his  new 
activities. 

polo  championship  for  America  from  the 
visiting  foreign  team. 

Another  one  of  the  “Big  Seven”  will  be 
"The  Silk  Hat  Cowboy,"  also  an 
story  written  especially  for  Tom  Mix  by 

Gerald  Beaumont,  magazine  short  story 

writer.  This  will  also  be  a   fast-movmg 
story  of  the  outdoors. 

The  remaining  three  productions,  which 

cannot  be  announced  at  the  present  time, 

have  all  been  chosen  with  a   vie%y  to  their 

portrayals  of  the  real  West  and  to  the 
story  quality. 

Buck  Jones  in 
Latest  Series 

■p  OX  films  will  present  Buck  Jones ^   the  athletic  cowboy  star,  in  a   series  of 
seven  Western  stories.  Every  one  of  the 

seven  stories  has  been  selected  for  its  box 

office  appeal.  Each  will  give  the  popular 

Buck  new  opportunities  to  display  his  skill 

in  thrilling  feats  of  daring.  Fox  show- 

manship also  is  shown  in  the  list  of  direc- 
tors and  supporting  casts  selected  for  the 

genial  ace  of  the  great  outdoors. 

The  pictures  announced  by  Fox  provide 

plenty  of  chances  for  wild  riding  and  fight- 

ing to  cheer  the  hearts  of  Buck’s  host  of 
men  and  boy  admirers.  And,  although  tliey 
are  all  real  Westerns  they  also  give  the 

handsome  cowboy  star  plenty  of  romantic 

scenes  for  the  entertainment  of  his  many 

feminine  fans.  Buck  has  established  the 

fact  that  he  is  not  only  a   superb  horseman, 

but  a   real  actor. 

Before  he  sailed  for  a   vacation  in  Eur- 

ope, Buck  completed  his  first  picture  for 

next  season,  “30  Below  Zero.”  This  is  an 
original  screen  story  by  John  Stone,  m 

which  Buck  finds  new  uses  for  his  cowboy 

skill.  “30  Below  Zero"  is  a   real  knockout. 

One  sequence  takes  Buck  up  into  the  Far 

North  with  new  opportunities  for  thrilling 

stunts.  One  of  the  sensations  is  a   thunder-
 

ing avalanche. 

Supporting  Buck  in  the  leading  feminine 

role  is  Eva  Novak,  and  Harry  Woods  is 

the  villain.  The  other  principal  parts  are 

taken  by  E.  J.  Ratcliffe,  Frank  Bu
der, 

Paul  Panzer,  Fred  Walton,  Henry  Mur
- 

dock and  Vincent  Howard.  Robert  P.  Kerr 
directed.  ,   _ 

Buck  has  a   role  to  his  liking  m   Dark 

Rosaleen,”  his  second  for  the  new  season. 

It  is  based  on  the  novel  by  Max  jBrand. 

It  combines  the  appeal  of  the  West
ern 

ranch  country  and  the  race  track.  B
u« 

portrays  the  role  of  a   cowpuncher  w
ho 

rescues  a   racing  filly  and  later  guides  he
r 

to  victory.  There’s  romance  here,  too. 

The  third  picture  listed  for  the  season 

is  “Desert  Valley,”  based  on  the  celebrated 

novel  by  Jackson  Gregory.  This  mas
ter 

teller  of  Western  stories  must  have  vi
sua- 

lized Buck  Jones  when  he  wrote  this  thril- 
ler With  a   romantic  love  story,  hard  rid- 

ing and  fighting,  this  will  win  new  friends 
for  tlie  Fox  star. 

I 

1 
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HALLAM  COOLEY BARBARA  LUDDY 

Big  Short  Features  Program  Ahead 

O.  HENRY 

Another  series  of  eight  comedies  will 

be  made  from  the  0.  Henry  stories. 
Each  0.  Henry  story  is  a   condensed 
novel  emphasizing  a   satirical  note, 
while  not  the  least  factor  in  their  suc- 

cess in  pictures  is  the  fact  that  there 

is  action,  with  surprise  climax,  and  a 
mirroring  of  life. 

MABEL  HERBERT  URNER 

The  series  of  comedies  of  “The  Mar- 

ried Life  of  Helen  and  Warren,”  re- 
leased in  the  closing  season,  was  based 

on  the  newspaper  stories  of  Mabel 
Herbert  Umer.  There  will  be  another 

series  of  eight  Helen  and  Warren  com- 
edies the  coming  year.  Each  is  a 

miniature  farce  of  domestic  problems. 

RICHARD  HARDING  DAVIS 

The  whimsical  stories  by  Richard 

Harding  Davis  that  found  their  way 
to  the  screen  this  season  will  have  a 

parallel  in  a   new  series  of  eight  V   an 
Bibber  comedies  from  Fox.  Earle 

Foxe,  who  brought  Van  Bibber  to  the 
picture  world  as  the  star,  will  appear 

again  in  the  coming  season’s  series. 

Players  Seen  in  Fox  Short  Features 

IN  ANIMAL  COMEDIES 

GLADYS  McConnell FLORENCE  GILBERT 

GEORGIE  HARRIS 

FOXE 



FRED  C.  QUIMBY  GEORGE  E.  MARSHALL  TRUMAN  H.  TALLEY  RAY  HALL 
Short  Sobjeol  SoiastnanDger  Soparvisor,  Pox  ComedScf  Editor  of  Fox  News  Fox  Varieties  Head 

Comedy  Force 

Reorganized 
WITH  the  comedy  production  depart- ment of  Fox  Film  West  Coast  studio 

completely  reorganized  under  the  super- 
vision of  George  E.  Marshall,  comedy  di- 

rector-general, everything  is  in  readiness  to 
carry  out  his  announced  policy  for  the 

1926-27  season  of  “more  and  better  com- 

edies.” 
A   notable  array  of  directors  has  been 

assembled  by  Marshall  for  the  making  of 
comedies.  The  roster  includes  Bunny  Dull, 

Benjamin  Stoloff,  Albert  Ray,  Max  Gold, 
Andrew  Bennison,  Lewis  Seiler,  Lloyd 
Bacon,  Lex  Neal  and  Alfred  Davis. 
Even  the  ablest  directors  must  have  good 

material  with  which  to  work,  and  with 
the  works  of  such  authors  as  0.  Henry, 

Richard  Harding  Davis,  Mabel  Herbert 
Urner,  and  the  best  humorous  brains  of  the 
world  supplying  original  screen  tales,  it  is 

easily  understood  that  Fox  again  is  pre- 
pared to  lead  the  way. 

The  whimsical  stories  of  O.  Henry  and 
the  corking  Van  Bibber  tales  by  Richard 
Harding  Davis  are  admirably  adapted  to 

the  screen.  Every  0.  Henry  tale  is  a   con- 
densed novel  in  which  satire  is  the  domin- 

ant note.  There  is  plenty  of  action,  a   sur- 
prise climax  and  best  of  all,  “they  hold 

the  mirror  up  to  nature.” 
Earle  Foxe,  the  droll  young  man  who 

brought  Van  Bibber  to  life  on  the  screen, 
will  continue  in  the  part  and,  in  the  new 
series,  promises  to  be  funnier  than  ever. 
The  manner  in  which  the  Van  Bibber  com- 

edies are  produced  compares  favorably 
with  the  biggest  feature  productions. 

Incidentally,  the  excellence  of  Fox  short 
comedies  won  a   lengthy  review  in  a   recent 
^sue  of  Liberty,  and  a   well  known  New 
York  critic  declared  he  preferred  them  to 
many  feature-length  productions,  pointing 
out  that  the  entertainment  value  of  a   pic- 
hire  is  not  determined  by  its  length. 
The  success  of  the  Helen  and  Warren 

married  life  scries,  based  on  the  news- 
paper stories  by  Mabel  Herbert  Urner,  was 

assured  from  the  first  picture.  Each  is  a 
miniature  farce  in  which  the  everyday  prob- 

lems of  domestic  life  are  humorously 
treated.  The  role  of  Helen  is  filled  by 
h-athryn  Perry  and  Hallam  Cooley  is  a 
very  convincing  husband. 
In  addition  to  the  three  series  already 

described,  there  is  the  Imperial  brand. 
Ihesc  are  much  broader;  however,  Mr. 

(Co-ntiuncd  on  pnije  3 IS) 

Fox  News  In 

Rank 
J 

CLAIMS  of  Superiority  in  any  estab- ished  field  mean  nothing  unless  they 
are  backed  by  irrefutable  statistics.  The 
only  standard  of  measurement  in  which  the 
exhibitor  has  confidence  is  the  yardstick 
of  results.  When  Fox  News  adopted  as 

its  slogan  “Mightiest  of  AH”  it  was  a   truth- 
ful and  purposeful  phrase. 

Broadway  and  Main  Street  may  and  do 
differ  as  to  the  vagaries  in  the  value  of 
various  dramatic  screen  enterl^nments. 
But  preference  for  stars  and  stories  of  big 

city  and  small  town  audiences  are  not  re- 
flected in  the  newsreel  because  “visual 

journalism”  deals  with  the  actualities  of life. 

Almost  every  exhibitor  takes  one  of  the 
(Continued  on  page  119) 

Wide  Selection 

In  Varieties 

The  schedule  for  Fox  Varieties  pictures for  1926-7  has  been  very  _   carefully 

arranged  to  give  the  widest  possible  selec- 
tion of  subjects  for  the  year  and  to  better the  product  in  every  way.  .   . 

Not  only  has  Fox  Films  continued  its 

policy  of  foreign  expeditions  which  re- sulted in  so  many  pictures  on  last  years 

program,  but  a   special  effort  this  year  is 

being  made  to  obtain  pictures  of  excep- tional interest  from  the  United  States.  _ 

The  pictures  from  the  foreign  field  in- 
clude travel  and  adventure  material  from 

Syria,  France,  Austria,  Spain,  Norway, 

Turkey,  Greece,  Portugal  and  South 

America.  Other  pictures  are  composed  of 

scenes  made  in  a   score  of  other  countries 

combined  to  show  a   single  phase  of  life 

or  a   single  feature  of  activity. 

To  gather  material  for  this  years  pro- 
gram, a   Varieties  cameraman  is  mushing 

through  the  snows  of  Alaska  in  search  of 

pictorial  novelty  from  the  Arctic  Circle. 

Another,  who  has  been  basking  in  the 

sunny  lands  of  Spain,  has  just  set  sail  for 

a   trip  which  will  carrj'  him  into  every 
country  in  South  America,  a   trip 

means  thousands  of  miles  by  sea  and  by 

the  crude  means  of  inland  transportation 

of  countries  of  the  South,  and  which  will 

twee  carry  him  across  the  heights  of  the 

Cite  Record  in 

Short  Features 

The  last  word  about  Fox  Films  produc- tions for  1926-27  has  not  been  said  until 
the  virtues  of  the  short  subject  product 
it  will  release  have  been  expounded.  Never 
in  the  annals  of  the  industry  has  any  pro- 

ducing company  put  on  the  market  a   more 
extraordinary  series  of  short  subject  re- 

leases, including  Fox  Comedies,  Fox  Varie- ties and  Fox  News. 

In  their  own  reports  exhibitors  coined 

the  phrases  “Fox  Has  the  Comedies,”  “Fox 
News  is  Mightiest  of  AH”  and  “Fox  Varie- 

ties Are  One  Reel  Gems.” 
In  producing  and  distributing  short  sub- 

jects, Fox  Films  lavishes  the  same  care 
that  it  does  upon  its  Supreme  Attraction 
releases. 

In  making  its  comedies  the  works  of  the 
best  of  humorous  writers  have  been  ob- 

tained for  a   basis.  Locations,  sets,  casts, 

title  writers  and  directors  of  these  “Little 
Giants  of  the  Screen”  are  considered  as 
carefully  from  every  showmanship  angle 
as  the  dramatic  releases. 
Fox  News  represents  in  the  film  world 

a   pictorial  organization  with  representa- tives in  every  part  of  the  globe  comparable 

with  any  of  the  great  news-gathering 
agencies  for  the  written  word. 
Fox  Varieties,  presenting,  as  they  do, 

the  world  we  live  in,  is  another  producing 

unit  of  the  main  organization  which  con- 
siders no  country  so  far  away  as  not  to  be 

part  of  its  territory.  From  the  far  cor- 
ners of  the  earth  Fox  Varieties’  camera- 
men have  been  gathering  material  to  make 

a   great  series  of  single  reel  pictures  to  be 
released  during  the  1926-27  season. 

So  again  the  Fox  short  product  may  be 

expected  to  stand  as  the  backbone  of  the 

programs  of  the  most  discriminating 
showman. 

Ande§.  It  \vill  require  months  to  complete 
this  journey.  ,   ,   ,, 

Scenes  made  far  underground,  as  well 

as  on  ihe  highest  peak  of  our  own  Roi^y 

Mountains;  scenes  showing  real  lightning 

manufactured  by  man ;   scenes  showing  how 

a   chemist  with  a   test  tube  in  his  laboratory 

moves  a   mountain,  are  a   few  of  the  things 

which  the  Varieties  program  will  bring 

from  the  United  States.  Quaint  interest 

and  amusing  bits  of  life  from  evers-where have  been  selected  to  make  up  four  units 

of  a   distinct  noveltv  type.  Throughout  the 

whole  program  the  same  quality  of  beauty 

and  wonderful  photography,  characteris- 

tics of  Varieties  series,  has  been  main- 

tained. 

f 

I 
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LOU  TELLEGEN 
MARGARET  LIVINGSTON 

LOWE LESLIE ALMA  RUBENS 
GEORGE  O’BRIEN 

Fox 

Roster 

of 

Stars 
OLIVE  BORDEN JANET  GAYNOR MADGE  BELLAMY 

A   N   unprecedented  array  of  stars  and  featured  players  is 
enrolled  under  Fox  Films  banner  for  1926-27.  For  group 

value  of  players,  any  producer  might  well  be  proud  of  the 
well-balanced  assemblages.  New  faces  to  win  new  friends, 
familiar  appearances  which  are  known  the  wide  world  over — 
all  these  are  gathered  together  at  the  Fox  West  Coast  Studios 
to  give  the  public  what  it  wants. 
Leading  the  list  is  the  one  and  only  Tom  Mix.  His  horse- 

manship, virility  and  strength  have  won  for  him  the  admira- 
tion of  fans  in  every  country  of  the  civilized  world,  and  seven 

stories  by  the  most  successful  of  Western  screen  writers  will 
be  transformed  into  films  by  him  to  please  the  huge  audience 
he  has  never  disappointed.  The  first  pictures  selected  for  Mr. 

Mix  are  “Dead  Man's  Gold,”  from  the  novel  by  J.  Allen  Dunn, 
“A  Silk  Hat  Cowboy”  a   Gerald  Beaumont  story,  and  “Western 
Society,”  an  original  by  Adele  Rogers  St.  Johas. 

Fascinating,  colorful  Alma  Rubens  will  continue  to  bring 
to  the  screen  under  the  Fox  direction  her  convincing  and  accur- 

ate interpretations  of  difficult  portrayals.  Her  drawing  power 
is  taken  for  granted  at  the  box-office,  where  her  splendid  work 

draws  the  great  fan  'following  she  has  so  richly  earned.  Her 
refined  and  unusual  type  of  beauty  qualifies  her  for  many 
roles  that  few  other  living  actresses  could  portray.  She  is  the 
real  "aristocrat  of  the  films."  Miss  Rubens’  first  1926-27  re- 

lease will  be  based  on  "The  Pelican,"  international  stage  suc- 

cess. * Charles  (Buck)  Jones  will  further  surprise  film  devotees  and 

Jones  will  do  straight  out-door  action  pictures  to  satisfy  their 

followings.  Jones  has  won  his  way  to  stardom  by  his  manli- 
ness and  athletic  ability  on  horseback  and  off.  “30  Below 

Zero,”  which  he  completed  before  he  sailed  for  Europe  on  a 
two-months’  vacation  tour,  will  be  Buck’s  first  1926-27  re- 

lease. This  will  be  followed  by  “Dark  Rosaleen”  from  a   story 
by  Max  Brand;  “Desert  Valley,”  by  Jackson  Gregory,  and 
“The  Broncho  Twister.” 

Madge  Bellamy  is  known  as  one  of  the  loveliest  of  all 
screen  actresses.  With  each  succeeding  picture  her  ability  and 
popularity  increase  and  she  has  never  had  a   failure, 

of  the  great  leading  characterizations  of  the  schedule  will  fall 
to  her  capable  hands.  Some  of  the  pictured  in  which  she  wH 

play  the  leading  roles  are  "The  Way  Things  Happen,” 

the  stage  play  by  Qemence  Dane  and  "The  Auctioneer,”  the Belasco-Warfield  triumph. 

George  O’Brien,  the  smiling  and  athletic  native  son  of  Cali- 
fornia, will  further  increase  his  popularity  with  the  film  fol- 
lowers in  the  magnificient  roles  he  will  have  with  the  coming 

year.  O’Brien  has  one  picture  to  his  credit  even  at  this  'wrd- 
ing,  and  it  is  one  of  the  biggest  on  Fox  release  schedule, 
namely,  "3  Bad  Men.”  Others  in  which  he  will 

"Fig  Leaves."  now  in  work,  "The  Devil’s  Master”  and  "Whis- 

pering Wires.” The  new  style  attractive  temptress  is  epitomized  in  the  dainty 
(Conlinned  on  page  119) 
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PHYLLIS  HAVER MATT  MOORE GEORGE  C.  SIDNEY 

Known  Players 

Acquired 
A   LTHOUGH  wedded  to  the  wise  policy 

of  maintaining  a   line  of  stars  ut^er 
contract  for  its  numerous  productions,  Fox 

Films  does  not  hesitate  to  step  out  and  em- 

ploy unattached  players  when  circum- stances make  it  necessary  to  do  so,  nor  do 

they  hesitate  about  borrowing  stars  from 

other  producing  organizations  under  such 
circumstances.  Within  the  past  few  months 
Fox  executives  have  signed  up  for  special 
work  Victor  McLaglen,  Belle  Bennett 
(borrowed  from  Sam  Goldwyn),  Dolores 

Del  Rio,  George  Sidney,  Virginia  Valli  and 

Jacques  Lerner,  among  others,  in  order  to 
insure  topnotch  production. 
The  role  of  Captain  Flagg  in  the  screen 

version  of  “What  Price  Glory”  was  given 
to  McLaglen  because  he  fits  the  part  so 
perfectly.  His  success  in  the  leads  of 
“Winds  of  Chance”  and  Fox  Films  “The 
Fighting  Heart”  was  _   recommendation 
from  the  professional  point  of  view,  and 
his  life  as  an  adventurer  and  lieutenant  of 
the  Roj'al  Irish  Fusileers  in  France,  as  well 
as  his  physique,  recommended  him  from 
the  general  point  of  view.. 

Filling  the  feminine  lead  for  “The  Lily’ was  solved  by  borrowing  Belle  Bennett 

from  Sam  Goldwyn  on  the  strength^of  her 
remarkable  work  in  “Stella  Dallas.” 

George  Sidney  was  selected  to  play  *'The Auctioneer"  after  a   search  covering  the 
whole  film  industry.  Very  few  of  the  pres- 

ent generation  of  stars  are  as  competent 

to_  handle  the  highly  specialized  role  of 
this  old  Warfield  creation  as  is  Sidney, 
who  gave  a   hint  of  his  dramatic  powers  in 
the  Potash  and  Perlmutter  pictures. 

Virginia  Valli  has  few  peers  in  her  pro- 
fession on  the  basis  of  finished  work  and 

she  was  therefore  signed  to  play  the  fem- 

.4rrocsB®™®''* wUh  Samuel  Goldwyn 

inine  leads  in  three  of  Fox  Films’  import- 

ant pictures  during  the  coming  season— 

“Is  Zat  So?,”  “The  Family  Upstairs”  and 

“Going  Crooked,”  three  big  stage  hits. 

No  other  actor  but  Jacques  Lerner  w'as 
considered  to  play  the  part  of  the  monkey 

in  the  screen  version  of  the  play  m   which 

his  acting  was  such  an  important  factor, 

“The  Monkey  Talks.”  Lerner,  the  clever- 

est “animal  impersonator"  in  the  show 
business  of  Europe  and  America,  will  now 

have  a   chance  to  give  his  art  permanent 

recording  on  celluloid. 

Tom  Satschi,  who  played  one  of  the 

title  trio  in  “3  Bad  Men,"  as  well  as  two 
other  heavies,  Frank  Campeau  and  Frank 

Beal,  will  be  used  in  Fox  productions  dur- 

ing the  season,  having  been  signed  for 

special  parts,  as  have  Alec  B.  Francis,  pop- 

ular and  lovable  character  actor,  and  An- 

dre deBeranger,  who  gives  up  directing  to 

play  leading  masculine  roles.  On  the 
 fem- 

inine side  Priscilla  Bonner.  Phyllis  Haver 

and  Eva  Novak  have  also  been  signed  for 

specific  parts. 

on  Fox  RoU 

Name  the  leading  stage  producers  who are  putting  out  successes  year  after 
year — David  Belasco,  John  Golden,  Sam  H. 
Harris,  the  Shuberts,  Arch  Sehvyn,  A.  H. 

Woods  and  Arthur  Hopkins — the  makers 
of  hits  and  the  makers  of  money.  Fox 

Films  has  purchased  for  production  dur- 
ing the  1926-27  season  the  most  successful 

plays  of  these  outstanding  sho^vmen. 

Those  bought  from  Belasco  include  the 

three  plays  in  which  David  Warfield  won 

the  applause  of  the  Nation,  "The  Music 
Master,”  “The  Auctioneer,”  and  The  Re- 

turn of  Peter  Grimm,”  as  well  as  the  _Bel- 

asco  adaption  of  the  French  play,  ‘‘The Lily.”  They  have  scored  m   New  York 

and  on  tour;  their  revivals  received  as 

profitable  a   welcome. 

The  John  Golden  hits  include  “Pi
gs,” 

“7th  Heaven,"  “A  Holy  Terror”  and  “Go- 

ing Crooked.”  “7th  Heaven”  is  now  run- 
ning in  its  fourth  successful  season  onjotir 

after  a   strong  New  York  run.  Pigs, 

after  t\vo  seasons  in  New  York,  has  been 

going  great  guns  on  tour.  A   Holy
  Ter- 

ror" and  “Going  Crooked"  were  purchased 

because  of  their  unusual  picture  possi
bil- ities. 

“The  Cradle  Snatchers,”  a   Sam  Hams 

hit,  has  been  running  in  New  York 
 since 

last  August.  It  has  a   good  story,  the  
mod- 

ern angle  of  the  marriage  situation,  sauce 

for  the  goose  being  applesauce  for  thepn
- 

der,  comedy  to  spare  and  just  a   da
sh  or 

college  boy  love.  The  punches  com
e  fast 

and  often.  Another  comedy  produced  by
 

Sam  Harris  is  “The  Family  Upstairs, 

which  presents  the  amusing  side  of  
Amen- 

(Continued  cn  Pogt  118) 
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Stj  ong  W riting  Staff 

of  Authors^  Scenarists; 
Directors  Well  Known 

(Continued  from  Page  111) 

Eve  Unseli,  Bradley  King,  Julian  LaMothe, 
John  Stone,  Adela  Rogers  St  Johns,  J.  T. 

O’Donohue,  Patrick  Burke,  Robert  Lord, 
L.  G.  Rigby,  Alfred  A.  Cohn,  the  team  of 
Hope  Loring  and  Louis  Lighton,  Agnes 
Leahy  and  Kenneth  Clark. 

^Frances  Marion  will  be  represented  with 
“7th  Heaven,”  already  completed. 

John  Stone  will  be  responsible  for  “3 
Bad  Men,”  “30  Below  Zero,”  “Dead  Man’s 
Gold”  and  “Dark  Rosaleen.”  J.  T.  O’Don- 

ohue will  do  “What  Price  Glory,”  “A  Holy 
Terror”  and  “The  Monkey  Talks.”  Brad- 

ley King  has  been  assigned  "Whispering 
Wires,”  “The  Return  of  Peter  Grimm,” 
“The  Great  K   &   A   Train  Robbery”  and 
"Is  Zat  So?”  Julian  LaMothe’s  first  work 
is  “Western  Society.” 
Eve  Unsell  has  the  difficult  task  of 

“Wedlock,”  “The  Music  Master,”  “The 
Lily”  and  “Cradle  Snatchers.”  Patrick 
Burke  will  have  "The  Story  of  Mother 
Machree,”  and  L.  G.  Rigby,  "The  Way 
Things  Happen”  and  “Married  Alive.” 
The  team  of  Loring  and  Lighton  have 

already  contributed  the  scenario  on  “Fig 

Leaves.” 
Cohn  has  “Pigs;”  Robert  Lord  “The 

City”  and  “Desert  Valley,”  and  Agnes 
Leahy,  “The  Devil’s  Master.” 
The  directors  under  contract  to  Fox 

Films  to  wield  the  megaphone  over  the  Su- 
preme Attractions  for  the  coming  season 

are  John  Ford,  Raoul  Walsh,  Emmett 
Flynn,  Robert  P.  Kerr,  Irving  Cummings, 
Thomas  Buckingham,  Victor  Schertzinger, 
J._  G.  Blystone,  Frank  Borzage,  R.  William 
Keill,  John  Griffith  Wray  and  Howard 
Hawks. 

Ford  has  been  assigned  many  important 
pictures  for  next  season's  release.  He 

^already  has  completed  a   Western  epic. 

Tom  Mix.  ■   Dead  ManV  Gold” 

“3  Bad  Men,”  and  is  to  work  on  “The 
Devil’s  Master,”  "Frozen  Justice”  and  “The 
Story  of  Mother  Machree.”  Wray  will  do 
“The  Gt}'-,”  “The  Return  of  Peter  Grimm” 

and  “Wedlock.” 
Hawks  is  now  working  on  “Fig  Leaves,” 

and  is  scheduled  for  “Cradle  Snatchers” 
and  “Married  Alive.”  Buckingham,  now  di- 

recting Tom  Mix  in  “Dead  Man’s  Gold,” 
also  will  have  “Western  Society,”  another Mix  starring  vehicle. 

Walsh,  along  with  “What  Price  Glory,” 
on  which  he  is  working,  will  have  “A  Holy 
Terror”  and  “The  Monkey  Talks.”  Cum- 

mings will  direct  “Pigs,”  “The  Great  K   & 
Train  Robbery”  and  “Whispering 

Wires.”  Borzage  starts  with  “The  Pelican.” 
after  which  he  will  go  to  England  to  di- 

rect the  outdoor  sequences  of  “One  In- 
creasing Purpose.”  He  is  also  scheduled 

to  do  “7th  Heaven,”  which  will  take  him 
to  France. 

Flynn  has  been  given  "Going  Crooked.” 
Schertzinger  will  be  kept  busy  with  “The 
Lily”  and  “The  Music  Master.”  Kerr  will 
have  “30  Below  Zero,”  Blystone,  “The 
Family  Upstairs,”  and  Neill,  “The  Way 

Things  Happen.” 

Reconstructed  Studios 

Are  Ready  for  Large 

Task  of  New  Season 
(Continued  from  page  112) 

cameras  were  re-equipped  so  thoroughly 
that  Fox  may  now  claim  the  best  photo- 

graphic department  in  the  industry.  Thirty 
cameras,  of  various  types,  are  in  constant 
use,  employing  120  cameramen. 
A   gyroscopic  camera  car,  designed  by 

Armin  Fried,  was  first  used  in  making 
“3  Bad  Men.”  It  is  a   platform  on  wheels, 
so  constructed  that  the  operator  can  fol- 

low action  from  room  to  room,  upstairs 
and  down,  and  into  any  outdoor  location 
where  actors  can  go. 
Like  a   miniature  of  an  old  California 

mission  is  the  new  Little  theatre,  designed 
for  the  previewing  of  pictures  by  the  ex- 

ecutives of  the  company.  Its  interior  is 
.S9x25  feet,  and  large  enough  to  seat  300 
spectators.  It  is  finished  in  dark  colors 
and  beautifully  decorated.  The  beamed 
ceiling  conceals  the  indirect  lighting  sys- 

tem, and  ornamental  grills  provide  ventila- 
tion. All  electrical  furnace  supplies  the 

heat.  .-Ml  films  are  presented  with  or- 
chestra accompaniment,  and  under  the 

same  conditions  that  exist  in  a   regular 
theatre. 

In  the  courtyard  of  this  unique  little 
theatre  is  a   fountain  of  special  interest 
because  it  marks  the  site  of  a   home  built 

in  1888  by  W.  C.  Frye,  one  of  Hollywood’s 
pioneer  settlers.  A   hundred  yards  south 
lii'es  Thomas  Dixon,  the  author  of  “The 

Birth  of  a   Nation."  When  the  first  studio was  built  on  the  property,  the  old  houses 
were  maintained  for  a   time  as  office  build- 

ings. Eventually,  they  had  to  give  way  to 
a   new  laboratory  and  the  first  open  air 
stage  for  the  making  of  comedies.  These 
structures,  in  their  turn,  gave  way  before 
more  adequate  building  plans.  The  increas- 

ing market  of  Fox  pictures  presented  a 
constant  problem,  and  no  expansion  project 

previously  attempted  was  extensive  enough 
to  meet  it. 

With  the  purchase  of  the  400-acre  site 
in  Westwood,  it  seems  that  ample  provision 

for  the  most  prosperous  future  has  at  least 
been  made. 

Located  there  are  the  Mix  Rancho  and 

the  Buck  Jones  “Outpost”  with  kennels, 
corrals  and  stables  for  thoroughbreds, 
There,  also,  are  barns  and  sheds  for  hous- 

ing the  old  stage  coaches. 
The  great  outdoor  stages  are  lighted  by 

the  same  system  installed  at  the  Holly- 
wood studio,  and  equipped  with  the  same 

modern  accessories. 

There  is  a   huge  sky  backing  erected  on 
a   steel  frame,  and  there  is  a   treadmill, 
called  the  largest  in  the  world,  for  use  in 
outdoor  action  scenes. 

The  location  has  an  elaborate  system  of 
intersecting  highways,  and  a   beautiful 
stream  of  water  winds  its  way  through  the 
whole  property.  This  stream  was  used 

most  effectively  on  the  “Siberia”  sets. 
Outstanding  features  of  the  new  location 

are  a   Spanish  village,  a   factory  district,  a 

Siamese  village  and  temple,  an  Irish  vil- 
lage, an  Aztec  temple  in  Mexico,  a   replica 

of  the  .^rc  de  Triomphe  and  an  exact  re- 
production of  a   typical  French  village  for 

use  in  the  making  of  “What  Price  Glory.” 
The  output  of  the  current  season  is  20 

times  greater  than  it  was  ten  years  ago. 
However  insatiable  the  demand  of  the  next 
ten.  Fox  is  now  thoroughly  equipped  to meet  it. 

Leading  Producers  on 

Fox  Films'  Roster (Coyitinued  from  page  117) 

can  home  life  and  the  cnleriainiiig  high 
lights  that  surround  an  engaged  couple, 
Arthur  Hopkins  has  produced  many 

plays,  but  if  the  only  offering  he  ever 

staged  was  “What  Price  Glory?”  that would  have  been  achievement  enough  to 

place  him  in  the  front  rank.  If  the  amuse- ment world  remembers  that  one  play,  the 

rest  may  be  forgotten ;   for  that  single  pro- 
duction will  go  down  as  a   high  wave  crest in  theatrical  history. 

Arch  Selwyn  produced  “The  Monkey 
Talks,”  in  New  York  after  its  e.xccpt- 
tional  success  in  Paris  and  London.  The 
screen  will  give  the  play  added  scope  for 
the  unusual  treatment  demanded  by  its theme. 

A.  H.  Woods,  long  a   producer  box 

office  hits,  staged  "The  Pelican"  and  "The 

Way  Things  Happen,”  both  of  them  start- ling dramas  that  seethe  with  suspense. 

Comedy  Production 

Forces  Reorganized (Continued  from  page  115) 

Marshall  and  his  staff  are  determUiecl,  so 

far  as  possible,  to  eliminate  slapstick  and 
substitute  humor  of  a   more  refined  sort. 
A   small  army  of  gagmen  is  constanily  at 
work. 
The  newest  addition  to  the  Fox  list  is 

a   series  of  animal  comedies,  which_  makes 
in  all  52  two-reel  laughing  films  for  the 
season  of  1926-27,  with  a   range  wide enough  to  dcli.ght  every  taste. 
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four  national  news  reels.  Naturally,  he 

wants  the  best.  Truman  H.  Talley,  Fox 
news  editor-in-chief,  is  prepared  to  give 
him  the  best. 

The  larger  houses  on  Broadway  contract 

for  all  four  reels  from  which  they  select 

subjects  to  make  one  composite  reel,  hi 

the  period  from  March  1,  1925,  to  March  1. 

1926,  New  York’s  palaces  making  up  a   com- 
posite newsreel  presented  a   total  of  1,787 

subjects.  One-third  of  that  total,  654  hy 
actual  count,  were  selected  from  Fox 

News.  In  addition  to  the  number  of  sub- 

jects used  the  slogan  of  “Mightiest  of  All’’ is  supported  on  a   footage  basis.  Fox  News 
leadership  in  subjects  selected  was  even  ex- 

ceeded on  a   straight  footage  basis.  Fox 

News  was  represented  by  155  more  sub- 
jects than  its  nearest  competitor  and  182 

more  that  the  third  in  the  standing. 

Fox  on  Threshold  of 

Firm’s  Greatest  Year 
(Continued  from  page  107) 

Fox  short  subjects  during  .the  past  sea- 
son has  been  a   recognized  fact,  but,  with 

the  new  plans  proposed  by  Mr.  Marshall 
for  the  coming  season,  it  is  a   certainty  that 
all  his  previous  efforts  will  be  excelled. 
Ned  Holmes,  well-known  both  in  the 

iheatrical  profession  and  in  the  motion  pic- 
ture business  as  a   showman  of  the  highest 

caliber,  has  succeeded  Mr.  Hill  as  head  of 
the  scenario  department.  He  is  ably  as- 

sisted by  the  best-known  scenario  writers 
obtainable,  men  and  women  holding  envi- 

able records  for  adapting  plays  and  books 
to  the  screen. 
Mr.  Sheehan  has  contracted  for  the 

services  of  more  than  twenty-five  noted 
directors  to  produce  the  attractions  for  the 
new  season,  men  whose  records  of  stag- 

ing successes  are  unsurpassed. 
Ten  well  knotvn  comedy  directors  already 

are  also  working  under  the  Fox  banner 
and  additions  undoubtedly  will  be  made 
from  time  to  time. 

Nearly  fifty  noted  stars  and  featured 
players  already  have  been  cast  for  forth- 

coming Fox  releases,  and  negotiations  are 
under  way  for  the  signing  of  numerous 
other  well  knowm  players,  whose  names 
spell  success.  Further  announcements  in 

this  respect  are  expected  from  Mr.  Shee- 
han in  the  near  future. 

Stars  and  Featured 
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person  of  Margaret  Livingston,  who 
has  come  far  up  the  ladder  of  screen 
success  in  the  last  year.  Many  important 
roles  are  scheduled  for  Miss  Livingston 
and  Ui  date  she  is  cast  in  the  following 
pictures  on  the  Fox  1926-27  schedule, 

“Married  Alive,”  “The  City”  and  “Wed- 
lock.” 
Edmund  Lowe  has  become  one  of  the 

best-known  and  best-liked  of  the  leading 
men  in  filmdom  and  he  is  cast  in  many 
suitable  parts  in  the  1926-27  releases.  Some 
of  the  films  in  which  he  will  appear  are 

‘The  Monkey  Talks,"  “The  City,”  “Wed- 
lock” and  “What  Price  Glory.” 

Janet  Gaynor  is  one  of  the  new  stars, 
^   sweet  and  unsophisticated  girl  with  a 

great  talent  for  subtle  and  delicate  charac- 
terization. One  of  the  Wampas  choices, 

her  work  in  several  of  the  big  Fox  smashes 
will  hear  close  watching.  Siic  will  be  seen 

m   “The  Story  of  Mother  Machree,”  “A 
Holy  Terror.^’  “Pigs”  and  “Whispering 
Wires.” 

Buck  Joaea,  “30  Below  Zero" 

Leslie  Fenton  is  rapidly  becoming  the 

screen's  finest  juvenile.  He  is  a   very  high- 
ly-regarded young  man,  and  will  find  many 

opportunities  for  his  honest  and  convinc- 

ing work  in  "A  Holy  Terror,”  “The  City,” 
“Pigs,”  “The  Way  Things  Happen”  and 
“The  Pelican”  and  “What  Price  Glory.” 

Olive  Borden  is  another  of  the  new  faces 

brought  to  the  screen  in  starring  roles  by 
Fox  Films.  Miss  Borden  will  be  seen 

next  season  in  “Fig  Leaves,”  “3  Bad  Men,” 
“Married  Alive,”  “The  Monkey  Talks,” 
“The  Devil’s  Master”  and  “Whispering 

Wires." 
J.  Farrell  Mac  Donald’s  keen  and  clever characterizations  have  made  him  famous. 

The  pictures  in  which  he  will  be  seen  next 

season  are  “3  Bad  Men,”  “What  Price 
Glory,”  and  “The  Monkey  Talks.” 
Kathryn  Perry  has  become  the  acknowl- 

edged type  of  young  American  wife.  In 
addition  to  playing  the  role  of  Helen  in  the 
Mabel  Herbert  Urner  Married  Life  Com- 

edies she  has  been  cast  for  parts  in  the 

following  feature  productions:  “Married 
Alive,”  and  “Wedlock.” 

Earle  Foxe,  handsome,  tall,  and  very 
capable,  is  one  of  the  standard  bearers  of 
Fox  comedies.  He  will  also  be  seen  in 

“Going  Crooked"  and  “Whispering  Wires,” 
supreme  attractions. 

Florence  Gilbert  is  another  of  the  lead- 
ing women  of  Fox  comedies  who  will  be 

seen  in  feature  film  roles.  She  has  been 

cast  in  “Married  Alive,"  and  “The  Devil’s 

Master." 

Hallam  Cooley  has  acted  with  success 

opposite  Kathryn  Perr3’  and  will  continue 
to  work  in  the  clever  domestic  comedies 

and  also  in  the  following  features:  "The 
City”  and  “Going  Crooked.” 

Gladys  McConnell  is  still  another  of  the 

comedy  women  who  will  work  in  the  fea- ture films.  She  has  been  assigned  a   role  in 

“The  Holy  Terror.” 
Georgie  Harris,  pint  size  Fox  Films  com- edian, imported  from  England,  required 

but  a   short  time  to  come  to  the  recognition 
of  the  American  public. 

Barbara  Luddy  is  the  little  Irish  girl 
who  plavs  opposite  Mr.  Harris  with  such 
effective  results.  She  is  cute  and  winsome, 
with  a   confiding  smile. 

Sid  Smith  is  a   comedian  who  continual!}’ 
faces  a   scries  of  embarrassing  situations. 
His  methods  of  extrication  are  productive 
of  wholesale  laughter  from  any  audience. 

Of  the  heavies.  Lou  Tellegen  has  swept 
into  tremendous  prominence. 

Paul  Panzer,  versatile  character  actor, 

under  contract  to  Fox  will  be  seen  in  30 

Below  Zero,”  and  other  Fox  supreme  at- 
tractions. 

For  other  roles.  Fox  has  aligned  a   splen- 

did group  which  iticlmles  some  of  the  best- 
known  names  in  the  work!  of  ibo  films 

Value  in  Productions 
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will  include  “Dead  Man’s  Gold.”  the  novel 

by  J.  .-Mian  Dunn ;   “A  Silk  Hat  Cowbo}',” 
by  Gerald  Beaumont,  and  “Western  So- 

ciety.” by  Adela  Rogers  St.  Johns. 

Buck  Jones  will  he  seen  in  seven  West- 

ern stories,  among  them  “Dark  Rosaleen,” 
by  Max  Brand ;   “Desert  Valley,”  by  Jack- 
son  Gregory,  and  “30  Below  Zero,”  by  John Stone. 

Belasco  Plays 

During  the  coming  season  Fox  Films 
will  transfer  to  the  screen  four  successful 

plays  which  were  produced  on  the  stage  by 

David  Belasco.  Three  of  them  were  star- 

ring vehicles  for  David  Warfield:  “The 
Music  Master,”  “The  Auctioneer”  and 

“The  Return  of  Peter  Grimm.” 

The  fourth  is  “The  Lily”  in  which 
Nance  O’Neil  had  the  featured  role  on  the stage. 

“The  Music  Master” 

“The  Music  Master"  is  a   drama  of  a 

heart  hungry  man.  It  was  this  play  that 

immortalized  David  Warfield.  It  was  wrh- 

ten  bv  Charles  Klein.  Eve  Unsell  of  the 

Fox  scenario  staff  has  been  assigned  to 

write  the  script  for  the  motion  picture  ver-
 

sion winch  will  be  produced  under  the  di- 
rection of  Victor  Scliertzmger.  Ihe  Fox 

picture  will  show  the  lifp  of  the  music 

master  from  the  davs  of  his  early  triumph, 

scenes  only  hinted  at  on  the  stage,  pom 

this  point  the  dramatic  development  
be- 

comes increasingly  more  gripping  and  it  is 

fair  to  expect  that  as  a   completed  pro
duc- 

(Continued  o'l  Page) 
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Benjamin  Sioloff  directing  one  of  the  nevr  Animal  Comedies  for  Pox. 
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tion,  “The  Music  Master”  will  be  one  of 
the  memorable  screen  dramas. 

“The  Auctioneer” 
This  Belasco  play  set  a   new  style  and 

started  a   new  epoch  on  the  American 
stage.  The  Fox  production  will  be  a   1926, 
up-to-date  story  and  characterization.  The 
location  has  been  changed  from  the  East 

Side  to  a   typical  present-day  section  of  the 
Bronx  and  Riverside  drive.  George  C.  Sid- 

ney will  enact  the  title  role  whidi  brought 

fame  to  David  Warfield.  “The  Auctioneer” 
was  written  by  Charles  Klein  and  Lee  Ar- 

thur. After  a   sensational  New  York  Run, 
it  played  to  enthusiastic  audiences  all  over 
the  country.  It  has  been  revived  a   number 
of  times  to  meet  a   tremendous  public  de- 

mand. Fox  Films  intends  to  duplicate  the 

success  of  the  play  with  the  film  produc- 
tion. Featured  with  Mr.  Sidney  in  the 

cast  will  be  Madge  Bellamy,  Janet  Gay- 
nor,  Charles  Farrell,  J.  Farrell  MacDonald 
and  Gladys  McConnell  will  play  important 
roles. 

“The  Return  of  Peter  Grimm” 
This  play  was  sensationally  debated  when 

first  presented  by  David  Belasco,  present- 

ing fte  theory  of  the  soul’s  immortality. David  Warfield  won  new  laurels  in  the 
role  of  Peter  Grimm,  a   cultivator  of  rare 
flowers,  who  dies  yet  lives.  With  the  case 
of  spiritualism  a   great  deal  more  in  the 
public  eye  than  it  was  in  the  days  when 
Warfield  was  acting  on  the  legitimate 
stage,  it  is  easy  to  see  that  the  film  play 
will  cause  a   greater  stir.  David  Belasco, 
himself,  is  the  author  of  this  play.  Bradley 
King  will  adapt  it  to  the  screen  and  John 
Griffith  Wray  will  direct  its  production. 
The  play  breathes  a   spirit  of  happiness  in 
spite  of  its  dealing  with  death  and  no- 

where does  the  morbid  enter. 

“The  Lily** 
Belle  Bennett  (by  arrangement  tvith 

Samuel  Goldwyn),  fresh  from  her  triumph 

in  “Stella  Dallas,”  has  been  selected  by 
Fox  Films  to  play  the  tremendous  role  of 
Odette  de  Maigmy,  created  on  the  stage  by 
Nance  O’Neill. 

This  play  was  adapted  from  the  French 
success  by  Pierre  Wolff  and  Craston  Le- 
roux  by  David  Belasco.  Eve  Unsell  will 
adapt  it  to  the  screen  and  Victor  Schertz- 

inger  is  the  director  selected  to  film  it. 
Ian  Keith,  Reata  Hoyt,  John  Sainpolis  and 
Gertrude  Short  are  in  the  supporting  cast 
Edmund  Lowe  and  Lou  Tellegen  originally 
were  cast  tvith  Miss  Bennett  but  were  en- 

gaged in  other  productions.  One  of  the 

greatest  outpourings  of  a   woman’s  pas- sion ever  seen  marks  the  climax  of  the 

dramatic  high  point  of  “The  Lily.”  This 
is  a   strong  “straight”  drama  of  men  and 
women,  love  and  life,  selfishness  pitted 
against  self-denial — it  will  be  a   Fox  film 
with  great  appeal  to  both  sexes. 

The  Golden  Plays 

Four  John  Golden  plays  are  being  pro- 
duced for  the  screen  by  Fox  Films  during 

the  coming  season— ‘7th  Heaven,”  “Pigs,” 
“A  Holy  Terror”  and  “CJoing  Crooked.” 

“7th  Heaven” 
This  is  John  Golden’s  greatest  success. 

It  is  a   drama  of  the  spiritual  awakening 
of  love  and  courage  by  Austin  Strong.  The 
scenario  will  be  the  work  of  Frances 
Marion  and  Frank  Borzage  is  scheduled 
to  direct  The  exterior  scenes  of  this  pro- 

duction will  be  photographed  in  France 
and  the  studio  scenes  at  the  Fox  West 
Coast  studio  in  Hollywood.  A   cast  of 
American  box-office  favorites  will  play  the 
important  roles  in  the  Fox  screen  version. 
After  playing  to  capacity  business  in  New 
York  for  more  than  two  seasons,  road 
shows  have  been  piling  up  additional  pres- 

tige for  ‘7th  Heaven”  throughout  the  coun- try for  the  last  two  years. 
“Pigs” 

New  York  is  still  chuckling  from  mem- 
ories of  this  delightful  comedy  by  Anne 

Morrison  and  Patterson  McNutt  about  how 
a   boy  brought  home  the  bacon,  and  won 
love  and  success.  Alfred  A.  (john  has 
completed  the  scenario  to  be  used  by  Irv- 

ing Cummings  who  will  direct  the  picturi- 
zation.  Hope  Loring  and  Louis  D.  Ligh- 
ton  were  originally  assigned  as  scenarists. 

“Pigs”  is  now  duplicating  its  New  York 
success  on  the  road.  The  cast  selected  for 
this  production  includes  Richard  Walling, 
son  of  William  Walling;  Janet  Gaynor, 
Gladys  McConnell,  George  Irving,  Gene 
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Cameron,  Arthur  Kousman,  Herbert 
Prior,  Doris  Lloyd  and  Tempte  Pigott 
Kathryn  Perry,  J.  Farrell  MacDonald  and 
Leslie  Fenton  had  been  assigned  to  the 
cast,  but  they  were  too  busy  on  other  pro- 
ductions. 

“A  Holy  Terror” 
This  is  a   drama  of  a   feud  in  the  coal 

mining  district  of  West  Virginia  in  which 

love  tames  a   fighting  two-gun  man.  Win- 
chel!  Smith  and  George  Abbott  are  the 
authors.  Raoul  Walsh  will  direct  this  pro- 

duction from  the  scenario  by  J.  T.  Dono- 
hue. This  picture  promises  to  keep  an 

audience  in  suspense  and  laughter. 

“Going  Crooked” 
Winchell  Smith,  William  Collier  and 

Aaron  Hoffman  collaborated  in  the 

writing  of  this  John  Golden  stage  hit. 

Here’s  a   mystery  picture  that  combines 
drama,  excitement  and  comedy.  As  the 
plot  thickens  the  fun  quickens.  Emmett 
Flynn  will  direct  this  story  of  a   young  pair 

who  become  involved  in  a   great  interna- 
tional mysteiy,  from  a   scenario  by  Bradley 

King.  Virginia  Valli,  Earle  Foxe  and 
Kathryn  Perry  head  the  cast. 

Other  Productions 

“What  Price  Glory” 
This  is  the  play  that  caused  a   veritable 

cyclone  of  comment  because  of  its  strong 
language  and  stronger  situations.  When  it 
was  first  produced  it  took  New  York  by 
storm.  Maxwell  Anderson  and  Laurence 
Stallings  collaborated  in  the  writing  of  this 
realistic  drama.  Raoul  Walsh  is  the  direc- 

tor selected  to  bring  it  to  the  screen.  The 

scenario  was  prepared  by  J.  T.  O’Donohue. 
Probably  no  picture  in  recent  years  has 

given  producers  as  much  trouble  in  select- 
ing a   cast.  After  months  of  searching, 

however,  the  right  players  were  obtained. 
To  play  the  bombastic  Captain  Flagg,  Vic- 

tor McLaglen  was  engaged.  Edmund  Lowe 
of  the  Fox  company  \vill  play  the  part  of 
the  case-hardened  Sergeant  Quirt.  For  the 

only  featured  feminine  role,  that  of  CJhar- 
maine,  Dolores  Del  Rio  was  chosen.  J. 
Farrell  MacDonald,  Leslie  Fenton,  Ted 
McNamara,  Barry,  Norton,  Phyllis  Haver, 
Emily  Barrie  and  Matilda  Comont  make 
up  the  balance  of  the  cast  selected  to  date. 
The  Fox  Films  production  will  not  deviate 
a   hair  in  telling  the  truth  about  the  life  of 
the  fighting  Americans  on  the  front  and 
in  the  French  villages  back  of  the  line, 
“What  Price  Glory”  as  a   screen  production 
will  tell  the  naked  truth  about  war  and 
women  and  it  will  answer  the  question 
asked  in  the  title  more  vividly  than  did  the 

play. 
“3  Bad  Men” 

This  John  Ford  production  is  one  of  the 
most  pretentious  offerings  to  be  released 
by  Fox  Films  during  the  coming  season.  It 
is  based  on  Herman  Whittaker’s  novel, 
“Over  the  Border.”  The  plot  is  based  on 
the  romance  bf  a   girl  in  the  land  of 
promise.  It  has  a   cast  of  25, (XX),  includ- 

ing such  box  office  names  as  George 
O’Brien,  Olive  Borden,  J.  Farrell  MacDon- 

ald, Tom  Santschi,  Frank  Campeau,  I^u 
Tellegen,  Alec  B.  Francis  and  Priscilla Bonner. 

The  high  point  of  this  stirring  filni 
drama  is  the  land  rush  when  the  hordes  of 

settlers  thunder  into  newly-opened  terri- 
tory. All  of  them  were  land  hungry.  In 

this  graphic  sequence,  the  frenzy  of  the 
pioneers  to  obtain  choice  sections  of  land, 
the  battle  for  possession,  the  tricks  ot 
sharpers  to  cheat  honest  folk  out  of  their 
claims,  is  revealed  in  this  great  drama  of 
the  old  West.  Beating  in  time  to  this 
strong  pulsing  rythm,  the  love  story  is 
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woven  into  the  rest  of  the  tale  with  charm
 

and  interest  John  Ford  directed. 

“One  Increasing  Purpose” 

Based  on  A.  S.  M.  Hutchinson’s  latest, 

greatest  and  most  debatable  story,  this  pic- 
ture Fox  Films  officials  promise,  will  be 

bigger  than  the  sensational  success,  
“If 

Venter  Comes.”  The  exteriors  of  this 
oroduction  will  be  shot  in  England,  but  the 

interiors  will  be  made  at  the  Fox  Holly- 

wood studios.  The  difficult  task  of  adapt- 
ing this  story  to  the  screen  has  fallen  to 

Kenneth  Qarke.  Frank  Borzage  will  di- 
rect. An  all-star  cast  will  be  selected  for 

this  production. 

“Is  Zat  So?” 

A   pug  and  his  pal  in  the  seats  of  society 

with  two  peaches  on  the  side — that’
s  "Is 

Zat  So?”  James  Gleason  and  Richard 
Taber  are  the  authors.  Bradley  King  will 

>vrite  the  scenario.  Virginia  Valli  is  in  the 
cast. 

“Cradle  Snatchers” 

Right  from  its  first  night  on  Broadway, 

“Cradle  Snatchers”  was  a   stage  success.  It 
hit  folks  where  they  lived  and  the  doorbell 

rang  for  a   bull’s  eye.  People  laughed  and told  their  friends  how  funny  the  play  \vas ; 

the  friends  saw  “Cradle  Snatchers”  and 
passed  along  the  joyful  news.  Fox  Films 

purchased  the  screen  rights  to  the  Sam  H. 

Harris  production  because  it  had  the  popu- 
lar brand  of  surefire  humor  that  theatre- 

goers pay  to  see.  The  play  was  written  by 
Russell  Medcraft  and  Nonna  Mitchell. 
Howard  Hawks  will  direct  the  picture 

from  a   scenario  by  Eve  Unsell. 

“Frozen  Justice” 
There  is  bigness  in  this  powerful  story 

of  white  man’s  vice  and  an  Icelander’s answer.  Fox  Films  has  determined  to 
make  this  production  one  of  the  biggest  of 

the  season.  John  Ford  will  take  a   com- 
pany to  Alaska  to  make  this  a   photoplay 

of  epic  proportions,  with  all  the  dynamic 
conflict,  masterful  narrative  and  tremen- 

dous dramatic  power  which  the  author, 
Ejnar  Mikkelsen,  created  in  his  book. 

“The  Story  of  Mother  Machree” 
“The  Story  of  Mother  Machree,”  which 

has  become  a   byword  in  America  through 
its  popularity  as  a   song,  %vas  the  subject  of 

a   short  novel  by  Rida  Johnson  Young,  pub- 
lished in  the  M^umey ,Magacine.  This  story 

of  a   mother’s  love  and  self  denial  will  be 
produced  during  the  coming  season  by  Fox 
Films.  John  Ford  will  direct  the  picture 
from  a   scenario  by  Patrick  Burke.  The 

cast  includes  George  O’Brien,  Janet  Gay- 
nor,  the  recent  find  made  by  Fox,  J.  Farrell 

MacDonald,  Peggy  O’Reilly,  Shamus  Duffy, 
Hannah  Sullivan,  Ellen  Casey  and  Molly 
MacSweeney. 

“Married  Alive” 
Based  on  the  novel  by  Ralph  Straus, 

“Married  Alive”  will  attempt  to  prove  that 
the  average  man  cannot  say  “No”  to  a 
pretty  woman.  The  hero  in  this  picture  is  a 

man  who  said  “Yes”  to  many  charmers. 
Howard  Hawks  will  direct  this  production 
from  the  scenario  by  (^rtrude  Orr  with 
Margaret  Livingston,  Matt  Moore,  Lou 
Tellegen,  Claire  Adams  and  Gertrude 
Claire. 

This  is  the  story  of  what  goes  on  in  90 
^r  cent  of  the  homes  of  America.  Sam  H. 
Harris  produced  the  stage  play.  Being 
^pical  it  met  with  a   popular  reception  and 
Fox  Films  will  further  that  popularity  on 
the  screen.  It  is  a   story  of  how  the  family 
skeleton  stepped  between  the  family  hope 
|nd  her  boy  friend.  Virginia  Valli,  Allan 
bimpson,  J.  Farrell  MacDonald  have  been 
selected  for  some  of  the  important  roles  to 

L.  G.  Rigby  will  do  the  scenario  and 
J*  G.  Blystone  will  direct.  Harry  Beau- 

mont originally  had  this  assignment,  but 

Don  MaaoD  (Sefs)  has  the  role  of  “Unele 
Abaer"  Id  Tom  Mix’s  latest  prodaellon, 
“HarU  Boiled,”  io  work  at  the  West  Coast 
sradics.  Dan  Clark,  A.  S.  C.,  is  at  the 

camera  on  the  Fox  pletnre.. 

was  switched  to  another  production.  It  has 
a   theme  that  hits  home  and  hits  hard. 

“The  Monkey  Talks” 
Jacques  Lerner,  animal  impersonator, 

who  created  the  role  on  the  stage,  has 
been  obtained  to  portray  the  talking 
monkey  in  the  screen  production.  Edmund 
Lowe,  Olive  Borden  and  J.  Farrell  Mac- 

Donald have  important  roles.  Raoul 
Walsh  will  direct  from  a   scenario  written 

by  J.  T.  O’Donohue.  “The  Monkey  Talks" 
is  by  Rene  Fauchois  and  was  adapted  to 
English  by  Gladys  Unger.  It  combines 
the  romance  of  the  circus  ring,  the  glamor 
of  the  Follies  Bergeres  and  the  mystery  of 
the  monkey  who  talked. 

“The  City” 

Because  of  his  last  play.  “The  City,” 
Clyde  Fitch  was  favorably  compared  by 
foremost  critics  >vith  outstanding  play- 

wrights of  the  caliber  of  Henrik  Ibsen. 

The  prominent  players  are  Edmund 

Lowe,  Margaret  Livingston,  Florence  Gil- 
bert, Hallam  Cooley  and  Leslie  Fenton. 

The  director  will  be  John  Griffith  Wray 
and  the  scenarist  Robert  Lord. 

“Dead  Man’s  Gold” 
“Dead  Man’s  Gold,"  the  first  Tom  Mix 

picture  to  be  released  by  Fox  Films  during 
the  coming  season,  is  adapted  from  a   novel 
of  the  same  name  written  by  J.  Allan 
Dunn.  Thomas  Buckingham  will  direct 
the  production. 

"The  Great  K   &   A   Train  Robbery” 
This  is  another  Tom  Mix  starring 

vehicle  and  the  celebrated  Western  star  and 
his  wonder  horse  Tony  will  be  right  at 
home  in  this  one.  It  is  a   mystery  of  looted 
mails  and  stolen  hearts  and  is  adapted 
from  the  novel  by  Paul  Leicester  Ford. 

This  is  a   Thomas  Buckingham  produc- 
tion in  which  Tom  Mix  stars,  supported 

by  Tony,  the  wonder  horse.  It  is  from  an 

original  story  written  for  Mix  by  Adela 
Rogers  St.  Johns. 

“The  Devil’s  Master” 
“The  Devil’s  Master,”  adapted  from 

Gerald  Beaumont’s  story,  “The  Lord's Referee,”  which  was  published  in  the 
Book,  is  a   thrilling  tale  of  an  underworld 

feud,  which  will  be  released  by  Fox  Films. 

The  cast  includes  George  O’Brien,  Olive 
Borden,  Alec  B.  Francis,  Florence  Gilbert, 
Frank  Beal  and  Charles  Farrell. 
John  Ford  will  direct  the  picture,  for 

which  Agnes  Leahy  wrote  the  scenario. 

“30  Below  Zero” 
This  Buck  Jones  starring  vehicle  is  a 

knockout.  It  takes  the  Ace  of  Western 
stars  up  into  the  far  North  and  affords 
him  numerous  opportunities  for  new  and 
thrilling  stunts.  It  has  a   crashing  climax 
in  a   thundering  avalanche.  It  is  an  original 
story  written  especially  for  Buck  Jones  by 
John  Stone.  Robert  P.  Kerr  directed.  Sup- 

porting the  star  in  this  production  are  Eva 
Novak,  E.  J.  Radcliffe,  Frank  Butler,  Paul 

Panzer,  Harry  Woods,  Fred  Walton,  Vin- 
cent Howard  and  Henry  Murdock. 

“Dark  Rosaleen” 
This  is  a   Western  racing  story  adapted 

from  Max  Brand’s  novel  of  the  same  name. 
It  is  a   romance  of  the  ranch  country  and 
the  race  track.  A   prison  also  plays  an  im- 

portant part  in  this  picture.  The  hero  role 
could  not  be  better  fitted  for  Buck  Jones  if 
it  were  written  with  him  in  mind.  Along 
with  action  the  role  calls  for  acting. 

“Desert  Valley” 

Jackson  Gregory  is  the  author  of  this 
Buck  Jones  starring  vehicle.  His  novel  of 
the  same  name  was  one  of  the  best  sellers. 

"The  Pelican” 

F.  Tennyson  Jesse  and  H.  M.  Harwood 
collaborated  on  the  play  which  had  suc- 

cessful runs  in  England  and  the  United 
States.  Bradley  King  will  write  the  screen 
adaptation  and  Frank  Borzage  will  direct 
Alma  Rubens,  Lou  Tellegen,  Leslie  Fenton 
are  scheduled  for  leading  roles. 

“Fig  Leaves” 
An  unusual  screen  story  is  “Fig  Leaves.” It  was  witten  by  Howard  Hawks,  who 

will  also  direct  it.  George  O’Brien  and 
Olive  Borden  have  the  leading  roles  in 
this  produotion,  supported  by  Phyllis 

Haver,  Andre  de  Beranger,  Eulalie  Jen- 
sen, William  Austin,  Dorothy  Dunbar, 

Chester  Conklin  and  J.  Clifford  Rice.  The 
scenario  is  by  Hope  Loring  and  Louis 

Lighten. 

“Wedlock” 

Of  all  the  productions  on  Fox  Films’ schedule  for  the  coming  season,  there  is 
none  that  will  excite  as  much  comment  as 

"Wedlock”  based  on  the  novel,  “Marriage,” 

by  H.  G.  Wells,  England’s  foremost  novel- ist. In  “Wedlock”  the  veil  is  torn  from 
the  marriage  mystery.  Wells  is  one  of  the 

most  gifted,  best-liked  of  living  authors. 
His  name  alone  will  prove  a   heavy  attrac- 

tion with  theatre-goers.  John  Griffith  Wray 
•will  direct  this  production  from  a   scenano 

by  Eve  Unsell  -with  an  all-star  cast  which includes  Edmund  Lowe,  Kathryn  Perry 
and  Margaret  Liringston. 

“Whispering  Wires” 
High-powered  mystery  drama,  filled  wiffi 

excitement  and  suspense  'vvill  feature  this 
Fox  Films  production.  It  is  from  the  play 

by  Kate  McLaurin  based  on  the  novel  by 

Henry  Leverage.  Science  gives  an  unusual 
twist  to  this  powerful  drama.  Bradley 

King  wll  \vrite  the  scenario  for  the  screen 

production  which  will  be  directed  by  Irv- 

ing Cummings.  A   cast  of  stellar  propor- 
tions will  be  headed  by  Olive  Borden,  Janet 

Gaynor.  Earle  Foxe,  Hallam  Cooley  and Lou  Tellegen. 

“The  Way  Things  Happen” 
Picture  audiences  will  have  a   lot  to  say 

out  “The  Way  Things  Happen,  which 
based  on  the  successful  stage  play  by 

emence  Dane.  L.  G.  Rigby  vnll  do  the 

mario.  It  will  be  an  R.  Wlham  Neill 

oduction  with  a   cast  headed  bv  si^  fa- 

rites  as  Madge  Bellamy,  Leslie  Fenton d   Lou  Tellegen. 
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Paul  Ash  Opens  B.  &   K.  Oriental 
Pre-Opening 
Old  Masters 

Day  of  Days 
“■Rajah  of  Jazz”  Royal  Host  to 

Trade  Guests — ‘■‘Insultin’ 

the  Sultan,”  Show 

Paul  Ash,  presentation’s  “old 
master,”  opened  the  new  Balaban 

&   Katz  Oriental  theatre  to  a   ca- 

pacity invitation  audience  Friday 

evening,  May  7.  Newspaper  and 
billboard  billing  of  the  event  was 
divided  between  Oriental  and  Ash, 

with  the  newly  titled  “Rajah  of 
lazz”  getting  the  preponderance  of 
the  publicity.  In  reciprocation,  the 

popular  potentate,  aided  by  his 
good  man  McDermott,  threw  the 

biggest  stage  show  he  has  done  for 

Chicago,  “Insultin’  the  Sultan.” 
Like  all  good  theatre  openings,  this 

one  had  its  hitches.  The  flying  stages 

didn’t  fly  so  well  as  they  will  later;  the 
orchestra  was  late  getting  into  place  and 

crabbed  Mr.  Ash’s  introductory  speech; 

some  of  the  drops  didn’t  drop  and  divers 

details  didn’t  dovetail  as  planned — but 
Ash’s  ready  wit  supplied  his  nimble 
tongue  with  nifties  that  got  him  out  of 
these  bunkers  with  the  giggles  all  on  his 
side  of  the  scorecard. 

Show  Runs  Long 

The  show  ran  long,  naturally,  there  be- 
ing nothing  else  to  do  for  the  evening  but 

have  a   good  time  and  give  everybody  as 
many  breaks  as  they  could  take.  It  was 
cut  considerably  for  the  official  opening  on 

Saturday,  after  which  five  and  six  per- 
formances daily  are  scheduled  until  such 

a   time  as  fewer  can  be  given  without  dis- 
appointing the  multitude.  (The  multitude, 

by  the  way,  jammed  the  house  Saturday 

morning  at  opening  lime  and  has  made  it 
difficult  to  close  up  each  night  since.) 

Among  those  present  were  various  nota- 
bles of  the  theatre  world,  music  composers 

and  publishers,  actors,  newspaper  represen- 
tatives, film  people  and  Sid  Smith  (creator 

of  Andy  Gump),  who  did  a   cartoon  spe- 
cialty midway  down  the  bill.  Families  of 

workmen  who  had  part  in  the  building  of 
the  theatre  filled  the  remainder  of  the 

seats  and  the  hungry  common  herd  gath- 
ered outside  the  portals  without  a   chance 

of  getting  in, 
Run  of  the  Show 

Here’s  the  run  of  the  show,  later  cur- 
tailed : 

Low  instrumenlal  rceti  mii.sic  on  organ  prior  to 
opfning  of  show. 

Organ  and  band  playing  “Star  Spangled  Ban- 

ner.” 

Newsreel  to  “Washington  Post  March.” 
■•Ballet  Egyptian,”  by  Luigini,  Henri  Keates  on 

organ. 
Keates  plays  one  of  those  “Hello  Everybody 

leads  to  a   songfest  in  which  most  participated, 

the  piece  de  resistance  being  Berlin’s  “Always.” 
Screen  scenic,  “Neptune’s  Domain.” 
Oriental  ballet  did  a   tableau  number  that  looked 

litirrieilly  routined.  No  doubt  will  improve. 
all  good  lookers  and  beautifully  costumed.  Two 
colored  men  naked  excepting  for  loin  cloths 

standing  behind  the  girls  did  not  look  so  good. 
-Vsli  carried  in  on  litter,  costumed  as  a   Rajah. 

He  shed  the  textile  props  and  stood  up  in  tux 

for  the  opening  speech.  Great  reception  for  him. 
After  some  stalling  the  drapes  parted  on  the 

band  mounted  on  the  flying  stage.  “Road  to  Man- 
dalay” opens  the  musical  end  of  the  bill- 

Next  up,  Milton  Watson  sang  Berlin's  “At 
Peace  with  the  World.”  Encored  with  “My 
Heart  Will  Tell  You  So." 

Ash  and  band  play  Ash’s  latest,  “Just  a   Little 

Dance.” 

Peggy  Bernier,  next  up,  sang  “Tonight  s   My 

Night  with  Baby." Sid  Smith,  pulled  from  audience,  did  three 
c.irtoons,  one  of  Ash  and  the  last  one  Andy Gump. 

Hicks  Brothers,  banjo  syncopators,  did  a   fast 
opener  and  two  encores. 

Hazel  Kennedy,  juvenile,  looked  more  like  Fan- 
ny Brice  than  Fanny  does  while  singing  My 

Man”  and  doing  some  Brice  clowning,  and  threw 
in  a   Leon  Errol  for  good  measure.  She  slopped 
the  show  and  could  have  kept  it  stopped  for  how 
long.      

Band  played  “That’s  Wiiy  I   Love  \ou,  a   girl 
singing  the  chorus  of  it. 

For  the  finale  the  ballet  paraded  in  approved 
revue  fashion  tricked  out  in  elaborately  bizarre 
costumes.  The  Hicks  Brothers  appeared  in  the 

huge  elephant  bead  upstage  above  the  band.  The 
band  grew  hotter  as  the  final  number  progressed 
and  finished  in  a   crash  of  harmony. 
Then  the  flowers. 

H.  A.  Gourfain  to 

Use  Stodards  Band 

in  Unit  Stage  Show 
Arrangements  have  been  completed 

whereby  Harry  A.  Gourfain  will  use 

Stodards  “Streets  of  New  York”  band  in 
an  elaborate  revue  offering  built  around 
his  own  standard  act.  The  band  will  be 

enhanced  by  a   company  of  artists,  and 
the  unit  will  be  pretentious  in  costuming 

and  mounting.  Announcement  of  the 

opening  date  of  the  unit  will  be  made 
later. 

Memphis  Five  on  Tour 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  May  11.— Jack  Horn  of 
the  Alf  T.  Wilton  office  has  arranged  a 

tour  for  the  Original  Memphis  Five  to  run 
through  the  month  of  June.  The  Wilton 
office  has  booked  Peterson  and  Charlotte, 

dance  team,  into  the  Brantford  theatre, 
Newark. 

Sissle  and  Blake  to  Rialto^ 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

OMAHA.  May  11. — Sissle  and  Blake, 
internationally  famous  music  and  song 
team,  will  open  at  the  Rialto  here  May  IS. 
They  have  been  booked  for  a   long  run  in 
this  territory  by  Phil  Tyrrell,  Chicago. 

Gus  Edwards 
Publix  Deal 
Satisfactory 

Gus  Edwards  Presentations  Is 

Separate  Creating  Unit — 
New  Sliows  Planned 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK.  May  11.— Gus 
Edwards’  office  here  has  issued  a 

report  in  denial  of  the  rumor,  cur- 
rent for  some  time,  that  the  Ed- 

wards-Publix  affiliation  has  been 
discontinued. 

Edwards’  current  contract,  for  the  prn- 
duction  of  three  Publix  presentations,  ends 

with  the  creation  of  the  “Gingham  Revue,” 
which  opens  at  the  Rivoli  June  6   and  then 

plays  12  more  weeks  over  the  Publi.x  route. 
But  he  is  still  on  favorable  terms  with Publix. 

Position  Good 

The  success  of  “Kids  in  Kandyland”  has 
put  Edwards  in  position  to  go  on  his  own 

as  a   presentation  producer.  The  result  is 

the  organization  of  Gus  Edwards  Presen- 

tions.  Through  this  organization  Edwards 

will  produce  presentations  independently  of 

his  Publix  connection.  To  date  eleven 

bookings  have  been  set,  and  Edwards  ex- 

pects that  in  a   short  time  he  will  have  2t) 
houses  lined  up.  , 

The  Stanley-Keith  Clompany  has  engage<l Edwards’  services,  and  one  of  his 

tions  is  soon  to  be  staged  at  the  Philadel- 
phia Earle. 

Independence  Maintained  . 

Edwards  wants  it  to  be  known  that  he 
 is 

free  to  produce  for  anybody  and  is 
after  the  various  circuits  in  a   big  way. 

is  the  only  independent  producer  who 
 >s 

showing  presentations  over  the  Publi
x  cir 

cuit.  _   .   .   „ 

Gus  Edwards  Presentations  is 
 casiin,- talent  for  ftiturc  shows,  and  an 

lineup  of  presentations  is  being  framed 
 i 

the  following  months  of  the  season. 

Ray  Shannon  Hits 

in  Picture  Prolog (Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 
ROCK  ISLAND,  ILL..  May 

Shannon,  tenor  who  bears  a   close 

to  William  Collier.  Jr.,  was  the  hit  
ot  tnc atmospheric  prologue  built  to  . 

“The  Wanderer”  by  E.  R.  QumminRS  , 

the  Fort  Armstrong  theatre,  Rock  • 

111.  Shannon  portrayed  the  role  ot 

prodigal  son,  the  role  portrayed  by  lo 
in  the  picture.  He  was  booked 

house  by  International  Booking  um 

Chicago. 
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Picture  Theatres  Use  Most  Music 

Concerning  the  Stage  Phase 
OF  THE  FiLMSHOW  FrOM  THE 

Viewpoint  of  the  Practical 

Showman 

[=By  WILLIAM  R.  WEAVER  =i 

KEITH-ALBEE 
COMES  IN 

KEITH-ALBEE,  in  many  ways  most progressive  of  the  vaudeville  interests, 

has  bought  its  way  into  pictures.  Alin- 
ing itself  with  Producers  Distributing 

Corporation,  it  ceases  to  be  an  opponent 
of  film  and  puts  itself  in  a   fair  way  to 
make  a   deft  switch  from  the  straight  vau- 

deville platform  to  a   pictures-presentation 
policy.  This  is  directly  in  line  with  the 
drift  of  box  office  events  chronicled  in 
this  department  recently. 

Keilh-Albee  is  first  of  the  big  vaudeville 
concerns  to  act  upon  the  frequently  pub- 

lished fact  that  the  picture  public  is  the 
biggest  of  all  box  office  publics.  It  will 
be  a   simple  matter  for  men  with  not  only 
the  perception  to  realize  this  fact  but  the 
courage  and  initiative  to  act  upon  it  to  re- 

vamp their  extensive  talent  along  presen- 
tation lines.  Out  of  such  revision  should 

arise  a   chain  of  presentation  houses  taking 
immediate  rank  with  the  greatest  in  the 
country. 

SUMMER  TIME 
PROSPERITY 

Dl'SIXESS  gets  better  instead  of  worse for  the  deluxe  theatres  in  summer  time. 

E.xccutives  of  two  leading  theatre  organ- 
izations state  that  in  many  instances  net 

profits  of  summer  weeks  equal  gross  wn- 
ter  takings.  In  explanation  they  point  out 
that  the  modern  theatre  is  the  sole  retreat 

of  the  humidity-oppressed  multitude.  Cou- 
pled with  elimination  of  heating  bills  and 

other  winter  items,  this  circumstance  makes 
summer  the  really  big  box  office  season. 

Consequently,  “name  acts”  continue  to 
seek  presentation  bookings.  Shutting  down 
of  vaudeville  and  production  brings  a   great 
array  of  talent  within  the  range  of  the 
presentation  picture  house.  Such  of  these 
acts  as  conform  to  presentation  needs, 
really  learning  the  presentation  business, 
undoubtedly  will  remain  in  presentation 
work  permanently. 

PAUL  ASH 
triumphs 

Paul  ash,  whose  Ufe  story  reads  like 
a   Horatio  Alger  talc,  scored  a   leal  tri- 

umph last  week  in  opening  Baiaban  &   Katz’ 
new  Oriental  theatre,  Chicago.  Mr.  Ash’s 
advance  to  24-sheeC  prominence  was  no 
simple  treading  of  open  paths  upward.  His 
record  is  a   tribute  to  the  power  of  show- 
manship. 

Mr.  Ash  is  not  a   great  musician.  He 

plays  the  piano  only  fairly  well.  He  em- 
ploys an  arranger  to  individualize  his  or- 

chestrations and  a   production  expert  to 
routine  and  stage  his  shows.  It  is  Paul 
Ash,  however,  who  gets  out  in  the  spot 
and  does  what  needs  to  be  done  with  un- 
Hagging  zeal.  It  is  his  sense  of  audience 
reaction,  his  minute-to-minute  grasp  of  the 
situation  beyond  the  foots,  that  makes  the 
public  demand  ever  more  and  more  of  his stuff. 

Mr.^  Ash,  beginning  as  pianist  in  a   Chi- 
cago shooting  gallery”  years  and  years  ago, 

might  have  pursued  the  high  lanes  of  mu- 
sical endeavor  without  attracting  notice. 

Instead  he  chose  to  follow  the  fancy  of  the 
multitude,  giving  his  auditors  what  he 
knows  is  liked  by  the  greatest  number  and 
giving  it  to  them  straight.  As  a   result, 
he  becomes  a   national  figure  with  the  open- 

ing of  the  Oriental.  You  may  or  may  not 

like  his  stuff — it’s  something  like  Wool- 
worth’s — but  if  you  are  in  the  show  busi- 

ness you  credit  his  salesmanship.  Like 
that  of  the  nickel  and  dime  store,  it  piles 
up  profits  which  defy  criticism. 

Presentation 
Has  Swelled 

Sales  Total 
Pit,  Console  and  Stage  Share 

Importance  As  Outlets  for 
Musical  Product 

PRESENTATION 

STAGE-LINES 

QTAGE  lines  spoken  by  presentation 
masters-of-ceremonies  are  without  his- 

tory and  their  speakers  sometimes  show 
signs  of  thoughtlessness,  at  least.  Of  late 
it’s  been  rather  common  to  hear  an  im- 

pending act  announced  as  one  “thoroughly 
qualified  for  the  Orpheum  Circuit  or  a 

big  stage  production.”  That’s  a   good  deal 
like  saying  a   certain  college  student  ought 

to  do  well  in  high  school.  It’s  a   knock rather  than  a   boost. 

The  fact  is  that  almost  any  successful 
presentation  act  can  dictate  terms  to  big 
time  vaudeville  or  production.  The  pic- 

ture house  audience  is  the  best  judge  of 

entertainment.  Incidentally,  it  isn’t  inter- 
ested in  an  act’s  vaudeville  or  production 

qualifications. 
STAGE 
BANDS 

UNION  rules  pertaining  to  pit  and  stage orchestras  are  due  for  revision.  Dif- 
ficulties are  being  encountered  in  Chicago 

and  elsewhere,  some  of  them  important. 

It  is  good  business  for  people  in  position 
to  do  so  to  meet  and  straighten  out  this 

tangle,  Musicians  and  exhibitors  %vill 

profit  by  agreement. 

Moving  of  the  orchestra  to  the  stage  for 

a   part  of  the  deluxe  picture^  performance 

is  not  merely  a   gesture.  It  is  a   fact  that 

pit  orchestras  of  the  personnel  commonly 

employed  by  the  larger  theatres  practically 

Idll  the  singer  who  works  back  of  the 

foots.  Very  few  voices  carry  over  the  bar- 

rage of  sound  thrown  up  by  an  orchestra 

which  plays  for  pictures  during  most  of 

the  show.  The  proper  place  for  an  or- 
chestra accompanying  a   singer  in  these  big 

houses  is  upon  the  stage,  back  of  the  vo- calist. 

There  is  material  for  a   first  rate  scrap 

in  the  present  disagreement.  It  would  be 

silly  to  permit  such  a   battle  to  materialize. 

The  commonsense  road  to  a   mutual  under- 

standing for  mutual  gain  is  the  one  to  be 
followed. 

Simmons  Opens 
London  Branch 

(S('ccial  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK.  May  11.— Owing  to  its 

increasing  business  in  Europe,  Simmons 

Attractions.  Inc.,  is  opening  an  office  in 

London  to  handle  this  and  other  European 

affiliations.  The  office  at  35  Piccadilly 

Mansions  will  be  in  charge  of  Miss  Vista 

Cranfield. 

At  present  Simmons  .Attractions,  Inc., 
has  in  production  what  is  considered  the 

biggest  dancing  revue  of  the  season — Miss 

Gaby  Leslye  presenting  her  Hawaiian,  Ori- ental and  ballroom  specialties,  surrounded 

by  a   company  of  dancing  specialists  who 

portray  every  known  type  of  dancing. 

By  AL  BARR Classical,  semi-classical  and  pop- 
ular music  finds  a   larger  outlet 

through  the  nation’s  motion  picture 
theatres  than  through  any  other  en- 

tertainment medium,  and  with  the 

total  of  picture  houses  steadily  in- 
creasing the  importance  of  the 

outlet  is  increasing  accordingly. 

Pit,  console  and  stage  share  im- 
portance as  music  releasing  chan- 

nels. 

Motion  picture  theatres  in  the  larger 
theatres  vie  with  each  other  in  introducing 
new  music  to  the  motion  picture  public, 
the  largest  of  all  amusement  publics. 
Young  music  writers,  whether  working  in 
•the  classical  or  popular  field,  find  picture 
theaitre  musical  directors,  organists,  orches- 

tra conductors  and  jazzmen  always  willing, 
even  eager,  to  give  them  a   chance,  and 
publishers  find  these  houses  the  greatest 
of  their  aids. 

Wide  Field  Covered 
Presentation  reports  published  under 

Current  Presentations  in  the  following 
pages  of  this  issue  show  the  following 
music  and  song  numbers  in  use  in  picture 

theatres  during  the  week  just  closed.  Pop- 
ular music,  which  has  the  greatest  mass 

appeal,  is  preponderant,  as  is  to  be  e.x- 

peoted : 
Rockaby  Baby  Days 

WTio 
1   Wish  I   Had  My  Old  Girl  Back  Again 
Tamiami  Trail 
Let’s  Talk  About  My  Sweetie 

Lonesome  and  Sorrj- 
Behind  the  Oouds Road  to  Mandalay 

Maple  Leaf  R.ig  (rearranged) 

Annie  Laurie 
Butterfly  Caught  in  the  Rain 

Suppose  I’d  Never  Met  You Slinky  Moon  Bay 

Marche  Slave 

In  My  Gondola 

Song  of  the  V'olg.a  Boatmen 
Song  of  tlie  Vag.aboiids 

No  Foolin’ 

Sweet  Child 

Ida  I   Do 
If  I   Were  King 

Peoria 
I   Certainly  Could 

Liebestraum 
Punchinello 
Indian  Love  Call 

Caprice  Viennoi-. 

Orpheus The  Prisoner's  Song 
Swett  and  Low 
.\t  Peace  with  the  World 

A   C^ottage  Small  by  a   Waterfall 
I   Want  My  Rib 
I   Want  a   Woman 

Sittin’  on  Top  of  the  World 
I   Passed  by  Your  Window 
Northern  Rhapsody 

Chanson  Bohiemenne 
Rondo  Capriccioso 

Wonderful  W.atcrs In  the  Middle  of  the  Night 

Gimme  a   Little  Kiss 

.After  I   Say  I’m  Sorry 

Dinah I’d  Climb  the  Highest  Mountain 

Horses Somebody 

Call  ’Em  Off 
(Continued  on  I’lioe  129) 
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Stanley  to  Offer  30  Weeks  in  Fall 
Acts  Will  Be 
Offered  Long 
Eastern  Runs 

Deal  with  Fabian.  Strand  and 

Rowland  and  Clark  Results 
in  New  Show  Lineup 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  May  11— Accord- 

ing to  reports  from  John  J.  Mc- 
Keon  of  the  Acme  booking  office, 

a   subsidiary  of  the  Stanley  office,  30 
theatres  of  the  Stanley  Company  of 

America  will  be  booking  presenta- 
tion acts  by  fall. 

Fourteen  dieatres  are  now  pla5ang  acts 
and  as  a   result  of  Stanley  taking  over  the 

Fabian,  Mark  Strand  and  Rowland  and 
Clark  theatres  expansion  is  on  the  way. 

The  Brooklyn  and  tNew  York  Strand  thea- 
tres will  be  part  of  the  presentation  circuit. 

Presentation  Time  Grows 

A   new  Academy  of  Music  is  being  erect- 
ed by  Stanley  in  Baltimore.  Presentations 

will  be  used  there.  Under  the  sole  direc- 
tion of  Harry  Crandall  the  Metropolitan 

has  been  showing  presentation  acts  and 
this  fall  will  return  to  the  same  program. 

Pittsburgh  is  to  have  a   new  4,000-seat 
house  now  under  construction  by  Rowland 
and  Gark.  There  is  some  talk  that  the 

Logan  in  Philadelphia  will  be  swung  over 

to  the  presentation  policy  and  this  will  add 
to  the  Stanley  theatres  in  that  city  running 

on  this  policy.  The  Philadelphia  Stanley 
is  staging  presentations  now. 

More  Time  in  Prospect 

The  Stanley  in  Atlantic  City  and  the 

new  Stanley  in  Camden  will  probably  be 
new  additions.  There  is  little  doubt  that 

the  Mark  Strand  theatres  in  Troy,  Albany 

and  Buffalo  will  join  the  line-up. 
In  many  ways  this  circuit  will  become 

equal  to  that  of  Publbc,  for  it  can  offer 
acts  30  weeks  in  and  around  New  York, 

not  causing  them  to  run  across  the  coun- 
try. 

Fabian,  in  all  probability  will  be  able  to 

supply  five  weeks  for  the  presentation 

bookings — a   new  house  now  in  construc- 
tion in  Paterson,  the  Mosque  and  the  Bran- 

ton  in  Newark,  the  Capitol  in  Passaic  and 
the  Ritz  in  Elizabeth. 

Renoff  and  Renova 

Returning  from  West 
Phil  Tyrrell,  Chicago  booker  of  pres- 

entation talent,  is  bringing  Renoff  and 
Renova,  noted  dance  team  from  the  West 
Coast,  where  they  have  been  featured  in 
big  presentations  for  20  weeks.  They  will 
open  at  the  Capitol,  Des  Moines,  May  30. 
The  National  Male  Quartette,  with  Hall 

and  Barr,  will  play  the  Capitol  the  week 
beginning  May  9. 

Fond  Du  Lac  Garrick 

to  Use  Stage  Shows 
Arnold  Hirseh  of  the  International 

Booking  Offices,  Woods  Bldg.,  Chicago, 
has  made  arrangements  to  furnish  stage 
talent  to  the  Garrick  theatre  here.  Film 

exhibition  will  continue  to  have  precedence 

in  Jhe  house.  Benson  and  Novak,  harmony 
singing  team,  will  play  the  house  next 
week. 

Cleveland  Showmen  Still 
Draw  with  Charleston 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

CLEVELAND.  May  11.— Show- 
men here  still  Bnd  the  Charleston, 

in  contest  form,  a   great  business 
booster.  Contests  are  a   regular 

thing  at  a   number  of  bouses,  and 
there  are  no  signs  of  diminution 
of  popularity.  Monday  is  the  day 
for  the  contests  at  the  Cordon 

Square  and  the  Lucier;  Tuesday 
at  the  Ridge,  the  Madison,  the 

Ritz.  and  the  Lexington;  Wednes- 

day at  the  Rialto;  Thursday,  Ce- 
dar-Lee; Friday,  New  Broadway, 

Kinsman  and  Detroit;  Saturday, 

Superior,  Ambassador,  Sunbeam 
and  Homestead. 

Mangcui  Show  Is 
Added  to  Revue 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

LONDON,  May  II. — After  Charles  B. 
Cochrane,  who  is  the  Ziegfeld  of  England, 

saw  Francis  A.  Mangan’s  presentation  of 
“Changing  Venus”  at  the  Plaza  theatre  he 
immediately  made  overtures  to  the  Plaza 
management  for  securing  the  number  in 
its  entirety  for  the  new  Cochrane  revue 

which  is  due  to  open  at  the  London  Pa- 
vilion this  month.  This  bit  of  staging  has 

created  considerable  furore  and  has  been 

acclaimed  a   most  artistic  piece  of  stage- 
craft. It  has  been  transfered  from  the 

Plaza  to  the  Theatre  Royale  in  Manchester 
where  it  is  doing  a   two  week  run,  after 
which  it  will  nestle  in  among  all  of  the 
Parisian  novelties  which  Cochrane  has 

brought  over  from  Paris  for  his  new  show. 

The  lyrics  to  “Changing  Venus”  were 
written  by  Mangan  and  the  music  by  Frank 
Tours,  who  was  with  Irving  Berlin  before 
coming  to  London  to  take  charge  of  the 
Plaza  orchestra. 

Charleston?  Mitzi  Says 

“Eet  Ess  Tres  Terrible** (Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

INDIANAPOLIS,  May  11.— 
Mitzi,  famous  European  dancer, 

with  her  royal  dance  troupe,  were 
the  stage  attraction  at  the  Lyric 

theatre  in  Indianapolis  recently. 
Now  Mitzi  is  through  with  the 
Charleston.  She  suffered  a   severe 

sprain  of  the  right  ankle  while 

executing  her  interpretation  of 
this  dance,  which  is  an  encore  to 

the  act.  Mitzi  is  internationally 
known  for  her  interpretations  of 

Spanish  and  strenuous  Russian  ac- 
robatic steps.  She  said  she  took 

up  the  Charleston  only  on  advice 
of  some  who  said  American  audi- 

ences demanded  it  of  a   dancer. 

She  says  that  while  Americans 
may  be  able  to  do  the  dance,  she 
is  free  to  admit  she  is  through 
trying  it. 

"You  hop  on  one  foot,  then  on 
the  other.  Then  you  scratch  like 
chicken,  and  kick  like  mule.  Oh, 
eet  ees  terrible.  And  to  think  that 
I   should  come  to  Indianapolis  and 

get  hurt  doing  such  a   clown  of  a 

dance." 

Mangan  Puts  Levee 
Scene  and  Prologue 

on  Stage  of  Plaza 

LONDON,  May  11. — Elaborate  is  the 
word  that  explains  the  Plaza  show  for  the 

week  of  May  2,  for  such  is  the  way  it  is 

presented  from  the  time  the  curtain  goes 

up  on  the  overture  until  it  descends  for 

the  picture  “The  American  Venus.” Frank  Tour’s  orchestra  was  set  in  a   beautiful 
bower  of  lilaca,  the  setting  being  remarkable  as 

a   color  study  in  purple  and  white.  The  overtun; 
consisted  of  selections  from  Gilbert  and  Sullivan’s 
operas  and  was  played  in  a   manner  that  struck 

home. 

Following  the  "Plaza  Last  Minute  News"  ,) 
typical  American  scene  of  the  old  South  was 

presented.  The  number  was  programed  “On  the 
Levee"  and  utilized  the  services  of  "The  Har- 

mony Kings,”  a   colored  quartette  which  played 

for  over  four  years  in  "Shuffle  Along”  in  the 
United  States,  and  a   fast  dancing  team  of  colored 
boys,  Williams  and  Taylor.  The  crinoline  girls 
were  16  Tiller  dancers,  with  Miss  Vera  Devna  as 

the  prima  donna.  The  scene  represented  a   moon- 
light night  on  the  Mississippi,  with  an  old  steamer 

tied  to  the  wharf. 
The  "Four  Harmony  Kings”  were  discovered 

seated  on  the  bow  of  the  boat,  and  after  two 

effective  harmony  numbers  Miss  Devna,  accom- 
panied by  her  coterie  of  crinoline  girls,  made  an 

appearance  in  holiday  spirit  to  the  strains  of 
"Swance  River.”  Miss  Devna  sang  this  number 

sweetly  and  came  in  for  an  immense  round  of 
applause.  During  the  rendition  of  a   number  by 
the  "Harmony  Kings”  offstage  a   Mississippi 
steamboat  in  miniature  was  seen  slovrly  gomR 

downstream.  This  effect  was  so  soft  and  touch- 
ing that  it  always  brought  forth  big  applause 

The  Tiller  troupe  at  this  moment  did  a   crinoline 

dance,  a   dance,  by  the  way,  that  is  entirely  new to  London. 

Williams  and  Taylor  jumped  in  at  this  point 

and  put  over  the  fastest  eccentric  stepping  I’il old  London  has  seen  in  many  days.  _   They  tore 

the  house  down.  "Bandana  Days,"  with  the  har- 

mony by  the  "Harmony  Kings"  and  syncopation 
by  the  Tiller  ballet,  with  Wiliams  and  Young 
doing  a   characteristic  negro  strut  as  the  old 
steamboat  moved  slowly  away  from  the  wharf, 

brought  the  greatest  applause  the  Plaza  has  yet 

heard. 
The  next  stage  number  was  tlie  prologue  to 

"The  American  Venus,"  called  "Chanmng  Ve- 

nus,” the  lyrics  of  which  were  written  hy  Fran- 

cis A.  Mangan  and  the  music  by  Frank  Tour*- 
It  utilized  the  staging  of  three  delicate  and 
beautiful  tableaux.  The  number  was  sung  by 

Murray  Stewart,  young  Scottish  tenor,  who  is 
at  present  making  a   sensational  hit  throughout the  British  Isles. 

The  scene  opened  as  an  artist’s  studio,  tie 
centr.a!  figure  of  which  was  the  statue  of  Venus 
de  Milo.  An  immense  frame  the  exact  size  of 

the  projection  screen  is  center  stage.  Within 
this  frame  were  displayed  the  three  mbleaux  as 

the  song  progressed,  the  words  of  which  explain 
that  though  all  women  try  to  be  Venus  they  are nevertheless  women  to  man. 

The  first  tableau  is  titled  “The  Boudoir”  and 
is  daring  in  its  presentation  of  Venus-like  girls- 
The  second  tableau  is  called  “The  Mermaids"  and 
displays  the  Venus-like  dwellers  of  the  under-sea, 
a   beautiful  picture  in  color  lighting.  For  the 
third  and  last  tableau  a   classic  picture  was 

displayed  with  three  girls  and  one  man,  called 

"The  Judgment  of  Paris,"  into  which  was  pro- 

jected the  title  of  the  feature  picture  "The  Aniw- 
ican  Venus.”  The  stage  scene  gradually  tarteo 

away  and  the  same  scenes  were  now  shown  upon the  screen  in  natural  colors. 

Eddie  Peabody  and 

Band  Give  Punch  to 

Song  and  Step  Show 
SAN  FRANCISCO,  Mayll.— Eddie  PW' 

body  headed  the  "Novelty  Revue,"  at  the 

Granada,  which  introduced  'the  Granada 
Beauties  doing  a   modified  hula,  and  then 

a   gorgeous  tableau.  The  Synco-Symphe*.; 
nists  played  the  “Song  of  the  Vagabonds 

from  the  new  Friml  score  for  “The  Va^* 
bond  King,”  in  this  Peabody  took  up  h'^ 
violin  to  relieve  himself  of  “Carry  Me 
Back  to  Old  Virginia,” 

Next  up,  Drury  Lennington  sang  “A  Cottag 
Small  by  a   Waterfall”  and  Oscar  Young  ano Arthur  Smith  played  a   piano  duet,  after 

the  orchestra  did  “Sweet  Child”  and  "H 
tore,”  and  “Ida”  on  his  banjo,  anti  Lenninino 
and  Miss  Griffith  sang  "If  I   Were  King. showed  closed  with  a   tableau. 
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CURRENT  PRESENTATIONS 

Short  ‘in  Zululand” 
Biggest  and  Best  of 

Capitol  Stage  Shows 

A1  Short  and  the  boys  were  “In  Zulu- 
land”  last  week  and  the  ceremonies  sum  up 

as  best  of  the  Capitol’s  good  stage  shows 
since  the  leader  took  the  outfit  up  back  of 
the  foots.  As  early  as  Monday  (opening) 
night,  there  was  nothing  wrong  with  the 
show  except  a   blue  double  near  the  middle, 
which  should  have  been  and  probably  was 
eliminated.  Even  with  this  bad  spot,  the 
show  rippled  across  in  great  shape  and  if 

it*  isn’t  a   big  week  at  the  Capitol  (what 
with  this  stage  show  and  “Oh  What  a 
Nurse’’  to  get  'em)  it’ll  be  because  earth- 

quakes or  similar  disasters  intervene. 
The  show  opens  with  a   trailer  announc- 

ing Short  and  the  boys  captured  by  canni- 
bals in  North  Africa,  bringing  on  the  male 

member  of  the  aforementioned  blue  double 

as  Professor  Underdunk  to  “spiel”  a   mo- 
tion picture  showing  the  capture  of  the 

band.  The  picture  runs  less  than  a   reel, 
was  especially  staged  with  comic  savages 
and  everything,  and  is  one  laugh  after 

another.  The  "spieler”  doesn’t  get  blue 
until  later  and  the  film  gets  a   bundle  of 
laughs. 
The  screen  is  taken  away  on  a   jungle 

exterior  with  four  Zulu  gals  doing  Zulu 
things  to  muffled  music  back  of  the  drop. 
When  they  finish,  after  diminutive  Gertie 
Stewart  in  grass  skirt  has  come  on  for  a 
step,  a   male  Zulu  tells  her  about  boiling 
the  band  for  lunch,  whiles  the  drop  taken 
away  shows  a   huge  boiling  pot  realistically 
lighted.  From  this  emanate,  as  the  Zulu 

states  the  fire’s  getting  hotter  and  hotter, 
hot  jazz  by  the  band,  the  pot  finally  going 
away  to  reveal  the  band  in  full,  led  by 
Short.  All  this  is  introduction  to  the  show 

but  it’s  far  from  too  much.  It’s  great  pres- 
entation stuff. 

Short  then  announces  an  arrangement  of 

“Tannhauser”  and  it’s  kicked  off  in  fine 
style  by  the  band.  (Short’s  doing  all  his  own 
announcing  now  and  does  it  right;  he  can 
teach  the  other  stage  directors  volumes.) 

Earl  Rickard,  in  Tux  and  blackface,  then 

sang  "Rock  a   Bye  Baby  Days”  somewhat 
like  Jolson  would,  getting  an  encore.  (As 
previously  stated,  Rickard  has  a   quick 
tongue  and  knows  the  come-backs  as  a 
hold-over  in  presentation  work  should,  but 
his  proneness  to  imitate  Jolson  prevents 
him  getting  ahead  on  his  own.  He  im- 
prwses  as  having  the  stuff  they’d  go  for  if 
he’d  trot  it  out  without  whiskers.) 
Then  the  band  played  a   nifty  arrange- 

ment of  “Who,”  by  Pianist  Stocco.  Short’s 
the  sort  of  man  to  give  a   good  arranger 
hke  Stocco  a   spot  when  he  earns  it,  which 
he  did. 

Joseph  Jones,  colored,  now  sang  “Wish 
I   Had  My  Old  Girl  Back  Again,”  going 
good  and  taking  one  encore  and  two  bows. 

Gertie  Stewart,  infant  Charleston  dancer, 
came  on  here  and  could  have  stayed  all 

night.^  The  steps  this  mite  doesn’t  do 
haven’t  been  done.  They  devour  her. 

Louise  Bonnard  followed,  singing  “Let’s 
Talk  About  My  Sweetie”  just  about  well 
enough  to  get  by.  Miss  Bonnard  worked 
m   a   couple  of  Paul  Ash’s  shows  a   while 
back  and  is  somewhat  better  for  Short  but 
still  stiff  in  mannerism  for  the  songs  she 
sings.  The  male  member  of  the  blue  double 
wandered  on  before  she  finished  and  his 
mugging  helped  her  across. 

Next  was  the  dirty  act,  unannounced  as 
lo  name  and  not  worth  looking  up.  who 

did  the  sort  of  funny-but-filthy  stuff  that 
has  no  place  in  the  presentation  house  that 
intends  to  keep  the  family  trade.  They 

don’t  belong  in  the  Capitol. 
“Tamiami  Trail,”  band  number,  was 

next,  being  sung  by  one  of  the  boys  (or  a 
song  plugger)  and  getting  an  encore.  (They 
sure  play  this  number  I) 

Next  was  a   couple  of  colored  boys,  un- 
announced as  to  name  and  not  the  Ander- 

son Brothers  seen  lately  hereabouts  (al- 
though that  name  appears  in  the  ads),  who 

sang  “Lonesome  and  Sorry”  before  going 
into  fairly  hot  dances. 

The  four  gals  who  worked  at  the  open- 
ing came  back  on  to  step  for  the  finish,  as 

did  Gertie  Stewart  and  the  rest  of  the 
folks  except  the  blue  team,  who  came  on 
from  in  front  of  the  tormentor  for  a 
special  flash.  Applause  for  the  show  rocked 
the  blue-sky  effect  overhead — and  a   second 
show  Monday  night  at  that ! 

First  Half  Show 

at  Terminal  Good; 

Rennie  Tops  Bill 

Production  Manager  Roy  McMullen’s 
show  at  Aschers’  Terminal,  Chicago,  the 
first  of  last  week  was  clever  and  easy  to 
look  at.  It  worked  only  a   few  people,  but 
all  worked  well,  Orville  Rennie  easily  top- 

ping the  bill,  as  he  consistently  has  done 
in  this  and  other  Chicago  houses. 

“Romance  in  Jazz”  was  the  title  of  the 
show.  Band  was  in  tux  and  was  well  set 

on  the  stage.  “Behind  the  Clouds”  was 
the  band  opener.  Following,  Morton  Har- 

vey sang  “The  Road  to  Mandalay.”  Harvey 
is  a   barytone  with  a   good  set  of  pipes. 

For  comedy,  Benson  and  Novak  did  a 

number  built  around  the  “illustrated  song” 
feature  of  ancient  motion  picture  shows, 

using  a   piano  in  the  turn.  Some  falsetto 
singing  and  other  quiet  comedy  went  over 
well. 

Harry  Kogen  and  the  band  swung  back 
with  an  old  one  in  a   new  arrangement, 

“Maple  Leaf  Rag.”  It  was  a   good  revival. 
Myrtle  Leonard,  working  at  a   piano, 

sang  “Annie  Laurie.”  It  went  about  as 
well  as  “Annie”  usually  does. 

Orville  Rennie  was  given  a   big  reception 

when  he  stepped  on,  and  his  first  number, 

“Butterfly  Caught  in  the  Rain,”  went  big. 
In  this  a   rain  effect  thrown  on  scrim  was 
used.  Through  the  rain  Jean  Moebius, 
Abbott  dancer,  did  a   toe  butterfly  dance. 
The  whole  thing  was  quietly  beautiful  and 
took  a   roof-jarring  hand.  Rennie  returned 

with  “Suppose  I’d  Never  Met  You,”  fol- 
lowing which  he  had  difficulty  in  avoiding 

more  work. 

Kogen  and  the  band  closed  with  “Blinky 
Moon  B^y.”  A   song  plugger  spotted  with 
the  band  sang  a   chorus  of  this.  This  finale 

took  applause  that  lasted  well  into  the  pic- 
ture that  followed. 

Acts  Reported  in  This  Issue 

AaronsOQ,  Irving,  and  Commanders— /'ox,  Phil- 
adelphia. 

Abbe;  Sisters— Strand,  Omaha. 

Albert,  Don,  and  Orchestra^IoeKi**  Slate,  St. Louis. 

Alberline  Rascb  Ballet  and  Sam  KxevoS—Slantej, 
Philadelphia. 

AmlkofF,  Alexander— IFor^oW,  Son  Franeiseo. 

Ash,  Paul,  and  Band— ̂ Orienlal,  Chicago. 

Barrie,  ’Han*}'— rand  Central,  Si.  Louis. 

Bell.  Jerry— Rivols,  Neto  York. 
Benson  and  Novak— Terminal,  Chicago. 

Bernier.  Peggy— Oriontaf,  Chicago. 

Bonnard.  Louisa— Capilal,  CAieogo. 

Capital  Ballot— Capilol,  Aeto  York, 

Capps.  Kendall— “Sirand,  Note  York. 
Chadwick,  Ida  May— .Wissouri,  St.  Louis. 

Chadwick,  Ida  May   IFijeonsin,  Milwaukee. 
Charlotte— IPieconsin,  Milwaukee. 

Chicago  Theatre  Ensemble— CAieogo,  CAieogo. 
Chico— ITisconsin,  .Milwaukee. 

Clentono  and  Mcrcy~~£>oew*e  Stole,  Si.  Louis. 
Clemone  and  Marcy— IPisconsin,  Milwaukee. 

Cody  and  Trigg— IPiscoresin,  SUltcaukeo. 

Corrigan,  Lymette — .lIAambra,  Milteoukce.
 

Cowliam.  Bernard— Tower,  .Milicaukeo. 

Crawford,  Josso   Chicago,  Chicago. 

Crawford.  Mrs.  Jesse— MePiekers,  Chicago. 

Davidson,  Walter,  and  Orchestra— -.MePicken, Chicago. 

Devsa,  Vera— PIoxo,  London. 

Dixie  Banjoists— Ritioii,  Note  York, 

Eart  and  Boll — Rivoli,  Nou>  York. 

Porbstoln,  Lonls,  and  Syneopators — Roy
al.  Kansas City, 

“Four  Harmony  Kings'’- Ploso,  tendon. 
“A  Garden  Festival” — Aewmon,  Kansas  City, 

Gendron,  Henri,  and  Band — McPickorr,  
Chicago. 

Gitl,  Dolly^toow’s  Slate,  Las  /ingolos. 
Givot,  George — MePiefcorj,  Chicago. 

Glynn  and  Boberts^Rieofi,  iVew  York. 

Granada  Ballot — Granada,  San  Francis
co. 

“Groat  Momonis  from  Grand  Opera
  — Fafaea. 

Dallas. 

Green,  Haxol — McVickors,  Chicago. 

GrifTith,  Eddla  ond  Edith— Granodo
,  Snn  Francisco. 

Hareutu,  Marjorie  Capilol,  New  York,
 

Hnrvoy,  Morton— Terminal,  Chicago.
 

Kicks  Brolhcrs— Oriontaf,  Chicago. 

Hlnoe  and  Smith — Alhambra,  Miltca
ukee. 

Holt,  Vivien- Riooli,  New  York. 

Jason  ond  Harrigan — McFiefcors,  Chicago
. 

Jones,  Joscpif^-CnpiloJ,  Chicago. 

Keales.  Henri— OrienloZ,  Chicago. 

Kelly,  Nell — JFarfield,  Son  franeiseo. 

Kennedy,  Hazel — Oriental,  Chicago. 

“Kids  In  Kandyland”— Chicago,  Chicago. 

Klein,  Miriam— ^hieago,  Chicago. 

Kogen,  Harry,  and  Band — Terminol,  Chicago. 

Kraft,  Teddy— Tower,  /Hilicaukeo. 

Land^,  Cy— IPisconsin,  .Milwaukee 

Leedom  and  Stamper — loew’s  Slate,  St.  Louis. 

l/ennington,  Drury^“Granado,  Son  francisco. 

Phil- 

.conord.  Myrtle  Terminal,  Chicago. 

dchter,  Joie,  and  Bond — Strand,  .Milwaukee. 
A’l  Esther— McKickers,  Chicago, 

.yODS,  George— Strand,  New  York, 
dark  Strand  Ballet — Strand,  New  York, 
darselllc,  Morine — Oriental,  Chicago. 

illlkr,  Ken — Koyal,  Kansas  City. 

diller,  Panline — Strand,  New  York, 
doobins.  Jean— Terminol,  Chicago, 

durtangh,  Henry  Bv^Rieoli,  New  York, 
iiles,  Doris— Capitol,  New  York. 

>rienlal  Ballot — Oriental,  Chicago. 

^asiemack,  Josef,  and  Orohesira— Slonley, 
adelphia. 

»eobody.  Eddie — Granada,  San  Franc
isco. 

'erry.  Jack— Strand,  Milicaakee. 
’olerson,  Frank  Strand,  Omaha. 

»elro»n,  Olga— Ceow's  Slate,  St.  Louis.
 

Juimlan,  John^-Slrand,  New  York
, 

tennlc,  Orville — Terminal,  Chicago. 

lenoff  and  RenOva— ITar/ield,  Son  francisco. 

•Rhapsody  in  Jax«”^M£ssouri,  St.  Loui
s. Uckard.  Earl— Copifol,  CAieogo.  .   ^ 

todemich.  Gene,  and  Orchestr
a — Grand  Coniral, 

St.  Louis. 

losenberg,  PhylUs — Slrond,  Milwauk
ee, 

ihort,  Al,  and  Band— Capitol,  Ch
icago. 

itowart,  Gertie— Copifol,  Chicago,
 

ilowart,  '   Marray— Plaaa,  London. 

itlrclngor.  Frank — Warfield,  San  Francisco. 

ianklst  Ballet — IFar^eld,  Son  Francisco. 

iutlOQ,  Elmer— Strand,  Omaha. 

Perry,  Tom— Loew’s  Stale,  St. 
 Louis. 

niler  Ballet— Plaso,  London. 

Prainor  Brothers— Copifol,  New  
York. 

Pnrelly,  Arthur— Tower.  Milw
aukee. 

Jkulele  Ike — fox,  Philadelphia. 
ValsoD.  MHloo— Orientol,  Chicago. 

VllEiams  and  Taylor — PInao,  Lo
ndon. 

Volf,  Rnbe,  ond  Band— Loew  
s   State,  Los  .IngelOs. 

I'orke,  Helen — Slanle.v,  Philadelphia. 

loung  and  Smith,— Cronoda.  San
  fronoiseo. 
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George  Givot  Comes 

Up  Smiling,  Despite 
McVickers  Handicap 

This  department’s  initial  award  of  the 

metaphorical  medal  for  bravery  in  presenta- 
tion is  to  George  Givot,  the  young  man 

with  the  big  pants  who  went  into  Mc- 
Vickers last  week  after  Paul  Ash  and  his 

band  had  gone.  To  follow  the  ace  of  freak 

attractions  in  the  theatre  with  the  monu- 
mental overhead  required  a   type  of  courage 

not  often  found  in  this  or  any  business, 

but  Givot  came  up  smiling  and  got  away 

with  the  opening  bill  under  the  new  regime 

in  great  style.  Trade  opinion  is  that 

Givot’s  personality’  will  come  as  near  saving 
the  house  as  any,  though  the  odds  were 

terrific  against  anyone’s  swinging  the  job 
under  the  circumstances. 

Givot  works  as  master  of  ceremonies 

with  Henri  Gendron’s  stage  band  back  of 
him.  Gendron  is  working  hard  with  the 

band  and  no  doubt  it  will  get  better.  On 

Tuesday  night  it  was  doing  fairly  well  and 
a   lot  better  than  the  pit  outfit  that  played 

for  the  pictures.  Here’s  the  way  the  show ran : 

1.  Announcement  trailers. 
2.  Newsreel  with  orchestra  in  pit. 
3.  Mrs.  Jesse  Crawford  at  the  organ  playing 

“My  Vacation,”  an  original  explaining  absence 
from  console,  arrival  of  Jesse  Darlene  Crawford 
December  13.  and  getting  back  to  former  hold 
upon  patrons  in  fine  shape.  Big  applause  for  this, 
following  many  laughs  during  same. 

4.  Stage  opening  with  Henri  Gendron’s  band 
playing  hot  number. 

5.  Givot  entry  to  ovation,  followed  by  "Glad 
to  be  back”  lines,  etc.,  then  announcement  of  band 

by  name  and  the  next  number,  “After  I   _Say  I'm 
Sorry.”  The  orchestra  worked  out  on  this,  intro- 

ducing among  other  novelties  a   small  stage  organ 
played  at  intervals  by  the  pianist. 

6.  Jason  and  Harrigan,  girl_  harmony  singers, 

doing  “Dinah”  and  encoring  with  "I’d  Climb  the 
Highest  Mountain."  The  girls  are  all  right  but 
a   bit  delicate  as  to  voice  for  the  back  rows  and 
stiff  as  to  deportment  for  a   jaxz  show. 

7.  Covan  and  Ruffin,  colored  boys,  dancing  and 

singing  “Sweet  Child”  before  going  into  their 
really  hot  steps,  which  are  knockouts.  They  did 
two  encores  and  the  house  was  in  a   panic. 

8.  "Horses,”  played  by  band  with  a   bit  of  com- 
edy from  Givot,  then  sung  by  band. 

9.  Hazel  Green,  blues  singer  working  kidding 

style  with  Gendron.  singing  “Somebody  Loves 
Me,"  “After  I   Say  I'm  Sorry,”  and  a   Charleston 
number  of  which  the  words  didn’t  get  out  over  the 
foots.  Miss  Green  is  the  Sophie  Tucker  type, 
with  variations,  and  has  a   lot  of  steam. 

10.  Givot,  himself,  singing  “Call  ’Em  Off,”  (or 
something  like  that),  “I  Certainly  Could”  and 

ALF.  T.  WILTON 
INCORPORATED 

12th  Floor  Bryant  2027-8 

1560  BROADWAY,  NEW  YORK 
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Motion  Picture  Theatres 

Box-Office  Names 
Attractions  and 

Presentations 

Managing  Booking  Depl, 

FRED  B.  MACK 
Formerly  booker  with 

B.  F.  Keilh-Albee  Circuit 

"Peoria."  George  made  ’em  roar  and  yell,  getting 
away  finally  by  announcing  the  next  number  as 
though  it  were  his  own  but  letting  die  band 

play  it. 11.  “Sweet  Child,”  by  band. 
12.  Li'l  Esther,  four-year-old  colored  girl 

Charleston  dancer,  stepping  the  house  into  a   not. 
Givot  came  back  to  finish  with  her  and  the  show 
closed  with  the  crowd  screaming. 

The  show  ran  45  minutes  and  looked 

good.  It  wasn’t  the  old  stuff  and  it  wasn’t too  new  to  be  appreciated  by  the  old  gang. 
There  were  some  rough  spots  but  it 

shouldn’t  be  long  before  these  are  ironed 
out.  They  like  Givot  and  if  given  a   break 

he  has  a   great  chance  of  building  up  a   fol- 
lowing for  himself  as  robust  as  the  old 

master’s. Walter  Davidson’s  Concert  Players,  the 
pit  orchestra,  is  named  along  with  most  of 
the  other  acts  in  the  newspaper  billing. 

‘‘Kids  in  Kandyland” 
Great  Stage  Show  for 

Ace  Chicago  Theatre 
Gus  Edwards'  “Kids  in  Kandyland”  was 

the  big  item  of  the  Chicago  theatre  stage 

show  last  week  and  the  presentation-expert 
audience  at  that  playhouse  pronounced  it  a 

gem  with  heavy  emphasis.  It  was  run  just 
ahead  of  the  big  film  feature  on  a   bill 
otherwise  heavy  with  classic  stuff  and  they 
loved  it. 

Mr.  Edwards  knows  presentation.  More, 
he  knows  it  better  and  better  as  he  goes 

along.  "Kids  in  Kandj  land’’  is  miles  aheail 
of  his  “Garden  of  Girls,"  which  was  quite 
a   way  ahead  of  most  presentation  shows 

itself.  At  the  rate  he’s  progressing  there’s no  limit  in  sight. 

“Kids  in  Kandyland”  is  not,  as  are  too 
many  unit  shows,  a   miniature  musical 

comedy  revue.  It  is  a   thought  done  in 

stage  form — not  a   succession  of  thoughts 

telling  a   story  but  rather  a   single  idea  ex- 
panded and  dwelt  upon.  This  is  the  un- 

concealed secret  formula  for  presentation 

which  so  many  producers  refuse  to  com- 

prehend. Linked  with  Mr.  Edwards’  firm 
grasp  of  stage  values,  it  results  in  entertain- 

ment fit  for  the  best  theatre  in  the  land, 

in  other  words  the  Chicago. 
For  the  running  order  of  the  show,  see 

page  45,  Herald  issue  dated  April  17.  The 
principal  performers  are:  Adelane  Seaman, 
Ruth  Marcotte,  Bertha  Claire,  Hester 

Bailey,  Stan  Bailey  and  Joe  Brown,  Walter 
Reddick  and  Sister  Elizabeth,  Diddie  Reed, 

Irving  Kennedy,  Gus  Goodman,  William 
Liebling,  Mario  Alvarez. 

«   *   * 

For  the  first  break  to  the  stage,  Balaban 

and  Katz  put  on  their  Chicago  Theatre 
Ensemble,  two  violins,  viola,  cello,  bass 
viol,  piano  and  organ,  a   group  which  plays 
classical  concerts  at  this  house  on  Sunday 

mornings.  They  played  Liszt’s  “Liebes- 
traum,"  Herbert’s  “Punchinello,”  "Indian 
Love  Call”  from  “Rose  Marie,”  which  was 

ARTHUR  SPIZZI 
BcokiDf  the  Better  Picture  Theatres 
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Furnishing  dance  acts  jor  the  leading  Picture  Theatres 

sung  by  Miriam  Klein,  and  Kreisler’s 
“Caprice  Viennois.”  Although  mainly  heavy 

stuff,  the  crowd  went  for  it  strong. 

Jesse  Crawford’s  organ  number  was 
“Orpheus,”  Offenbach,  played  with  consum- 

mate musicianship  while  vari-colored  lights 

played  upon  a   stage-wide  organ  drop  kept 
tonal  key  with  the  music.  This  last  may 

have  been  an  experiment  in  color-sound 
unison  and  if  so  the  applause  indicated  that 

it  worked  out  handsomely. 

Harry  Barris  Does 
What  Audiences  at 

Grand  Central  Like 

ST  LOUIS,  May  11. — Harry  Barris, 
whom  Gene  Rodemich  aptly  styled  a 

“human  dynamo,”  made  a   big  hit  with 

the  patrons  of  the  Grand  Central  the- 
atre the  week  ending  April  30.  Barris 

makes  a   lot  of  noise  with  his  music, 

but  his  is  a   style  of  entertainment  that 

is  extremely  popular  just  now. 

“I  Want  My  Rib”  and  "I  Wanta  Wo- 
man” were  pounded  out  on  the  ivories 

by  Barris  with  a   sundry  assortment  of 

gestures  that  added  to  the  offering.  He 
also  obliged  with  many  encores,  and 

the  audiences  took  advantage  of  his  wil- 
lingness in  this  respect. 

Gene  Rodemich  and  his  orchestra  ac- 
companied Barris.  They  also  had  an 

excellent  program  of  their  own,  includ- 
ing selections  from  Victor  Herbert, 

"Sittin’  on  Top  of  the  World”  and  a 

medley  uf  marches  from  Sousa.  Rode- 
mich and  his  gang  got  a   big  hand  at 

every  show. 

Louis  Forbstein’s Band  Does  Minstrel 

Act  That  Goes  Well 
KANSAS  CITY.  May  11.— By_  way  of 

variation.  Louis  Forbstein  and  his  Royal 

Syncopators  attempted  a   bit  of  minstrel 
comedy  along  with  music  last  week  at  the 

Royal,  entitled  “Minstrels  of  1926.”  There 
was  no  blackface  or  dancing,  but  the  man- 

ner in  which  the  act  was  conducted 
smacked  of  a   minstrel  performance. 

The  musical  selections  ranged  from  the 
typical  minstrel  music  to  the  popular  hits 
of  today,  with  virtually  each  member  of 
the  orchestra  doing  his  bit  of  impromptu 

monologue  at  moments.  If  laughter  and 
applause  can  be  accepted  as  a   barometer, 
the  stunt  was  highly  successful. 

Ken  Miller  again  did  the  major  portion 
of  the  vocal  work  and  received  the  same 

liberal  applause  and  urging  for  encores 
that  have  featured  his  career  with  the 

Syncopators  since  Rex  Ne^vman  departed. 
The  performance  lasted  about  25  minutes 

and  played  to  a   weekly  attendance  slightly 
larger  than  the  average. 

RenofF  and  Renova, 

Nell  Kelly,  Click 

in  All-Russian  Act 
SAN  FRANCISCO,  May  11.— Nell 

Kelly  played  h'er  closing  dale  here  in  Fan- 
chon  and  Marco’s  “Rus.sian  Idea,”  in 
which  Renoff  and  Renova  also  were  fen- 

lured,  at  Loew's  Warfield,  Wall  Roesner 
and  his  orchestra  opened  the  show  with 
“Marche  Slave,”  which  was  followed  by 

Nell  Kelly  in  a   dance  turn  to  “In 

Gondola.” 

Renoff  and  Renova  followed  with  one  »! 

consistently  Rood  dance  numbers,  and  then  M/®,* 
Kelly  did  a   liuilesque  of  the  t.tmntella.  which knocked  over  a   great  liand. 

Next  on  was  Alexander  Akiinoff,  barytone,  who 

sang  "The  Song  of  the  Volga  Boatmen.”  .   IJ'*' 
tinctly  novel  was  the  next  turn,  Frank  Stircinger, 

local  newsboy  blues  singer  and  uke  and  bnrmoniC' 
player.  He  went  over  big.  Tlie  finals  was 
.snapped  up  by  the  well  routined  Russian  danc fenttiring  the  Sunkist  Ballet. 
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ORVILLE  RENNIE 
Versatile  Tenor 

The  Most  Held  Over  Artist 
yy 

Six  and  One-half  Months  with 

Chicago  “Student  Prince”  Company 
Three  and  One-half  Months  with  FRANCIS 

A.  MANGAN  at  the  CAPITOL  THEA- 

TRE, Chicago.  Reengaged  for  Three 
Weeks  with  AL  SHORT  at  the  CAPITOL. 

Eight  Weeks  in  ANDREW  KARZAS’  Thea- 
tres, Chicago. 

SOME  RECORD! 

Four  Weeks  at  the  ALHAMBRA,  Milwau- 
kee. 

Two  Weeks  with  EDDIE  WEISFELDT  at 
the  WISCONSIN,  Milwaukee,  Beginning 

June  12. NOW  IN  NINTH  WEEK  with  ROY 

McMULLEN  at  ASCHERS’  NEW  TER- MINAL, Chicago. 

STILL  WORKING! 

Broadway  Presentations 
By  J.  R.  KEEGAN 

Major  Bowes  Stages 

Coliege  Film  Prologue 
NEW  YORK,  May  11.— Major  Edward 

Bowes  and  the  Capitol  theatre  offered  a 
splendid  presentation  bill  in  conjunction 

with  the  showing  of  “Brown  of  Harvard.” 
The  audience  was  taken  back  to  college 

days  and  all  the  pep  of  college  life  was 
compressed  into  a   few  minutes  at  the 
theatre. 

“Campui  Capers,"  with  the  Capital  ballet  corps 
and  the  Trainor  Brothers  was  a   worth  while 

feature  of  the  program.  The  pretty  misses  of 
the  ballet  entered  on  a   college  c.impus.  They 
were  dressed  in  short  whites  and  running  shirts, 

the  red  "H”  of  Harvard  on  the  front  of  each 
shirt.  Going  into  a   chorus  dance  that  was  well 
arranged,  they  were  relieved  by  the  Trainor 
Brothers,  who  came  on  in  the  regalia  of  cheer 
leaders.  A   few  college  yells  were  tried  and 
then  the  boys  went  into  some  fast  steps,  at  first 

togetlier  and  then  singly,  one  trying  to  show  up 
the  other  but  both  getting  big  hands. 

After  their  dances  the  girls  joined  in  and  with 
gymnastic  exercises  showed  what  a   well  trained 
group  can  do.  From  these  e-xercises  they  formed 

into  the  "H”  and  as  the  lights  lowered  they  were 
seen  fading  as  the  picture  comes  on.  It  put  a 
big  kick  into  tlie  audience  and  they  were  ready 
for  college. 

M.iriorie  Harcum,  well  liked  at  the  Capitol, 

sang  ̂ ‘Sweet  and  Low”  and  as  usual  won  her 
audience.  Doris  Niles  followed  in  a   pleasing 
presentation  of  a   Hungarian  dance.  The  Capitol 
Orchestra  and  Pietro  Capodiferro,  first  trumpet, 

with  his  offering  of  "Pyramids,”  filled  a   bill 
that  ple.nsed. 

Dixie  Songs,  Steps 
Featured  in  Rivoli  Show 

NEW  YORK.  May  11. — Dixie  held  sway 
fit  the  Rivoli  theatre  last  week.  This  Puh- 
lix  house  brought  the  old  southland  home 
ill  a   presentation  that  had  all  the  pep  of 
Charlestcm  and  Virginia  reels. 
Under  ihc  name  of  "Southern  Memories" 

pngs  of  the  Soutli  were  presented,  lir.st  with  a 
ballroom  scene;  a   boy  and  a   girl  in  old  colonial 
dress,  while  another  lioy  reeled  off  the  old  waltzes 
with  three  belles,  Lyllian  Glynn  was  the  .girl. 
Kobert  Roberts  tlie  boy.  As  they  finished  Vivien 

H^t  as  a   Southern  mammy  came  on  ami  crooned. 
From  there  the  payees  were  taken  to  a   melon 

ptch  where  the  Dixie  Banjoists  rendered  several 
fast  moving,  old  time  airs.  The  melon  patch 
opened  and  there  was  the  Plantation  Quartette 
with  a   background  of  a   Southern  sky  and  a 
typical  negro  shack.  The  Soiitbland  passed  in 
review,  memories  of  the  South  were  sung,  and 

then,  closing,  "Minstrel  Days.”  presenting  the 
cake  walk.  Then  Tom  and  Jerry  Bell  speeding 

maniacs  on  twinkling  toes  that  made  the  audience 

hold  its  breath,  did  their  number.  Jig  Walk- 
finale  brought  this  to  a   close  and  was  well  re- 
ceived. 

Others  in  the  presentation  were  Earl  and  Bell, 
a   team  of  guitar  players  who  had  the  audience 
humming  their  tunes  and  in  a   round  of  applause 
with  "Tamiami  Trail.”  It  went  well.  Henry  B. 

Murtagh  at  the  Wurlitzer  presented  “The  Pris- 
oner’s Song,”  and  from  the  effects  in  the  thea- tre it  is  still  very  popular. 

Singing  of  Berlin’s  New 
Song  Tops  Strand  Bill 

NEW  YORK,  May  11. — Joe  Plunkett 
headed  his  presentation  program  at  the 
Mark  Strand  last  week  with  Irving  Ber- 

lin’s new  love  song,  “At  Peace  With  the 
World.”  This  was  presented  by  Pauline 
Miller  and  John  Quinlan.  The  curtain 
drew  with  these  two  in  the  center  of  the 
stage  before  a   yellow  drop.  Quinlan  sang, 
and  then  the  lights  faded, _   the  background 
was  lighted  and  Mile.  Klemova  and  M. 
Daks  were  seen  in  a   very  prettily  arranged 
waltz.  They  were  assisted  by  the  Mark 
Strand  ballet  corps.  As  the  lights  again 
faded  the  yellow  drop  came  in  and  Pauline 

^Iille^  talked  up  Berlin’s  second  verse  and 
in  the  chorus  Quinlan  joined  her.  It  was 
received  with  much  enthusiasm. 

George  Lyons,  harpist  virtuoso,  presented  jazz 

on  the  harp.  This  did  not  appeal  as  strongly-  as 
the  bill.  It  seems  the  public  still  wants  the  old 
songs  on  tJie  dignified  harp. 

Kendall  Capps,  from  the  “Greenwich  Village 
Follies,”  had  the  applause  of  the  amlicnce  m.any 
times  when  with  his  fast  stepping  he  went  from 

steps  to  capers  with  the  ease  of  a   rubber  man. 

Of  course  there  was  the  Joe  Plunkett  New 
Mark  Strand  "Frolic"  and  again  Plunkett  showed 
that  bis  fingers  were  on  the  pulse  of  the  piiblic. 

Thc  enthusiasm  with  which  the  “Frolic”  was 
received  just  brings  out  that  old  story,  Joe 
Plunkett  docs  it. 

“Garden  Festival”  is 
Too  Close  to  Opera 

Show  to  Go  Over  Big 

KANSAS  CITY,  May  11.— Had  “A 
Garden  Festival,”  Publix  protluction  staged 
by  Frank  Cambria,  come  to  the  Newman 
theatre  two  weeks  earlier  it  would  have 
been  a   decided  hit.  However,  handiaipped 

by  following  “Great  Moments  from  Grand 
Opera,”  it  must  be  admitted  that  the  act 

(lid  not  get  quite  the  response  it  was  en- 
liiled  to.  One  week  of  grand  opera  as  a 

prelude  to  a   long  feature  picture  for  Kan- 
sas City  is  all  right,  but  two  weeks  in  a 

row — 

Helen  Cahoon,  coloratura,  and  Walter 
Pontius,  tenor,  who  head  the  company  of 
artists  who  portray  characters  depicted  in 
the  Watteau  masterpiece,  are  talented  far 

beyond  the  average,  while  the  musical  num- 
bers, arranged  by  Nathaniel  W.  Finston, 

director  of  music  for  Publix,  are  splendid. 
Yurieva  and  Svoboda,  classic  dancers  from 
the  Imperial  Russian  Ballet  in  Moscow, 
also  are  big  features  in  the  presentation. 
The  costumes  and  brilliant  lighting  effects 
combine  to  make  the  act  an  eyepleasing 
affair.  It  lasts  30  minutes.  The  weekly 
attendance  at  the  Newman  was  about 
normal. 

Abbey  Sisters  Hit 
Hard  with  Patrons 

of  Strand,  Omaha 

OMAHA.  May  11.— Applause  is  the 
ordinary  thing  every  week  at  the  Strand 
theatre,  but  it  is  a   long,  long  time  since 
audiences  applauded  as  they  did  for  the 
three  Abbey  Sisters  who  graced  the  boards 

last  week.  ’   They  pleased  with  their  songs 
and  their  dances,  and  also  with  their 
charming  manners,  their  refinements  and their  beauty. 

Betty.  Eve  and  Aurelia  were  the  three,  and 
“^tusical  Moments"  was  their  act.  Dainty,  sweet- 

voiced, and  gifted  in  general,  they  entertained 
every  minute  they  were  on  the  stage,  and  when 
they  went  into  the  wings  the  amliences  were  so 
insistent  that  they  luad  to  come  back  and  sing 

some  more.  Their  encore,  "Indian  Love  Call, 
was  rendered  as  it  lias  seldom  been  given  before 
in  this  house. 

The  mounting  of  the  sisters'  act  added  a   great 
deal  to  the  presentation.  At  curtain  draw  wa« 
revealed  a   large  sunburst  with  .a  figtire  of 

"Crinoline  Days"  in  pink  in  the  center  under  a 

huge  hat.  The  one  figure  proved  to  be  three 

girls,  all  in  the  same  line  of  vision  and  so  hidden 
under  the  hat  that  they  seemed  like  one.  With 

this  setting  they  m.ide  a   bit  with  the  audience 

Lorn  the  first.  Thev  sang  old  melodies  during 

this  part  of  the  act.  Later  they  changed  to_  white 
costumes  and  sang  popiilar  songs.  One  oi 

pl.ayed  the  piano.  All  could  sing,  .md  sing  well. 

Manager  August  Herman  had  other  entertain- 

ment during  the  week.  First  of  all  the  long 

feature  film  was  "Mile.  Modiste.  Then  there 

was  Timmic  Adams  in  ‘WVlioa  Emma,  comedy 

film.  '   The  Strand  orchestra  under  Elmer  Sutton 

played  "Tolly  Robbers.”  Frank  Peterson,  tenor, sang  “Tamiami  Trail.”  accompanied  by  pictures 

and  by  Helen  Hoagland  at  the  organ,  and  in  a^i- 

tion  there  were  "Strand  Fashion  Notes,'  m   him 

form. 
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Wilton  Signs  More 

Acts;  Offices  and 
Personnel  Enlarged 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK.,  May  11.— Alf  T.  Wilton 

has  signed  Cantor  Josef  Rosenblatt,  tenor. 

The  cantor  will  open  at  the  Boston  Met 

May  24.  Miss  Juliet,  well-known  imper- 
sonator, has  been  booked  to  the  Philly  Fox 

through  Wilton,  opening  yesterday.  De 

Wolfe  Hopper  has  signified  his  intention 

of  playing  picture  time  in  a   condensation 

of  ‘‘Pirates  of  Penzance”  and  has  author- 
ized H.  S.  Kraft  of  the  Wilton  office  to 

offer  him  to  picture  houses.  Another  per- 
former -who  has  signed  exclusive  Wilton 

booking  is  C.  Sharpe  Minor,  who  will  do 

a   pretentious  organ  act. 

Wilton  has  expanded  his  office  and  per- 
sonnel considerably  in  recent  weeks.  Over 

last  week-end  Jack  Horn  of  the  Wilton 
office  %\^s  in  Chicago  conferring  with  Phil 

Tyrrell,  Chicago  booker  who  handles  Wil- 
ton acts  West  of  Cleveland. 

Kraft  and  Turelly 
Start  Second  Tower 

Week  in  Good  Order 
MILWAUKEE,  May  11.— The  second 

week  in  the  historj'  of  Saxe’s  new  Tower 
made  a   good  start  with  a   pleasing  little 

show.  Mother’s  Day  is  honored  in  the 
first  act,  simple  but  impressive,  Teddy 
KAft,  tenor  of  ability,  sits  on  a   chair  at 
the  left  stage,  in  front  of  a   black  drop. 

As  he  puts  aside  his  pipe  to  sing  “Cross 
My  Heart,  Mother,”  the  curtain  parts  in 
center  and  rising  lights  reveal  a   mother 
reading  a   letter. 
Bernard  Cowham  gives  one  of  the  roost 

imif|ue  organ  solos  this  reporter  has  ever  heard. 

It  is  hilled  as  an  organ  “lesson"  and  throughout 
the  greater  part  of  it  Cowham  stands  in  front 
of  the  console  explaining  his  instrument,  reaching 
over  with  one  band,  and  occasionally  with  one 
foot,  to  demonstrate  the  various  effects  he  talks 
about.  Eventually  he  sits  down  to  play  the 

“Stars  and  Stripes  Forever"  in  brass  band  style. 
The  success  of  his  showmanship  makes  one  doubt 
the  veracity  of  a   remark  in  his  speech  to  the 
effect  that  an  organist  uses  everything  but  his 
head  in  playing. 

Curtain  then  parts  to  show  Arthur  Turrclly  of 
harmonica  fame  standing  in  the  center  of  a 

huge  watermelon  drop  and  cutout.  Arthur  hasn't 
forgotten  a   thing  about  harmonica  playing  since 
the  last  time  he  appeared  in  Milwaukee  and  the 
Tower  audience  seems  to  like  him  as  well  as  the 
folks  at  the  Wisconsin  used  to.  After  he  has 

gotten  more  out  of  his  little  instrument  than 
Mr.  Hohner  ever  put  into  it,  he  plays  a   southern 
medley  for  a   finale.  The  act  clicks  decidedly. 

Hines  and  Smith 

Held;  Girl  Jazz 
Dancer  Featured 

MILWAUKEE,  May  11. — One  of  the 
most  elaborate  sets  ever  used  in  an  act  at 

the  Alhambra  features  the  other-than-film 
portion  of  the  program  this  week  in  the 

prologue  to  “The  Jazz  Bride,”  the  long 
feature  picture.  Hines  and  Smith,  featured 

in  last  week’s  prologue,  are  here  again 
this  week  doing  an  act  of  their  own. 

Billed  as  "two  boys  you’ll  like,"  Hines_  and 
Smith  open  the  show  in  a   simple  set,  with  a 
piano  and  a   hanjo  as  props.  Their  singing  is 
pleasing  and  their  work  on  their  instruments  is 

good. Lymeftc  Corrigan,  jazz  protagonist  from  the 
ranks  of  the  Abbott  Dancers,  comes  into  ber  own 
in  the  prologue.  Curtain  reveals  her  as  a   bride 
standing  at  the  top  of  a   stairway  built  from  left 
upstage  down  to  the  center.  At  right  opposite 
the  landing  turn  the  stairs  make  in  the  center  a 
fountain  of  water  is  playing.  Ferns  and  flowers 

create  the  real  beauty  of  the  set.  A   large  decora, 
tivc  bell  hangs  in  the  center  over  the  landing  in 

the  stairj,  A   scrim  enhances  the  effect  of  the 
whole. 

Curtain  parts  as  the  orchestra  in  the  pit  plays 
“I  Love  You  Truly,’’  changing  into  the  wedding 
march  as  Miss  Corrigan  steps  down  the  stairs. 

As  she  turns  at  the  landing  and  faces  the  audi- 
ence jazz  tune  is  struck  up.  Immediately  she 

goes  into  a   bodily  syncopation,  takes  off  her 
bridal  veil,  steps  out  of  her  skirt  and  trips  down 

the  few  remaining  stairs  in  a   jazz  dancing 
costume  of  considerable  abbreviation  as  the  senm 

parts.  She  also  sings,  "Roundabout  Way  to 
Heaven,”  then  steps  off  a   lively  jazz  dance. 

Joie  Lichter’s  Band 
Takes  Strand  Stage 

Again;  Show  Is  Good 
MILWAUICEE,  May  11.— Joie  Lichter 

and  His  Gang  are  back  on  the  Strand 

stage  this  week  after  a   two-week  vaca- 
tion in  tlie  pit.  Their  act  is  entitled 

"Hotter  Yet”  and  is  one  of  the  neatest 

shows  they  have  yet  put  on.  The  set  is 

elaborate  and  in  good  taste,  purple  and 

gold  foil  being  used  to  advantage  in  adorn- 
ing all  props.  The  bandinen  are  in  tuxedos. 

After  the  band  has  played  several  preliminary 

selections,  Phyllis  Rosenberg,  one  of  the  main- 

stays of  the  “Milwaukee  Follies”  at  the  neighbor 
ing  Wisconsin  a   short  time  ago,  comes  out  to 

put  over  two  songs,  "Don't  Be  a   Fool,  Y’ou  Fool and  "Take-’Em-to-the-Door  Blues."  both  going 
over  big.  .   „ 

The  band  then  plays  “So’s  Your  Old  Lady, 
most  everybody  in  the  gang  getting  a   chance  to 
sing  at  least  a   part  of  a   chorus.  This  song 
is  new  to  the  Strand  audience  and  it  hits. 

Jack  Perry  next  sings  “I'd  Climb  the  Highest 
Mountain."  His  vocal  efforts  are  augmented  by 
a   scenic  flashed  on  a^screen  that  appears  when 
the  curtain  back  to  the  band  parts.  The  house 

showed  its  appreciation  audibly.  Perry  responded 

with  “Say  It  Again,"  which  he  put  over  with 
equal  success. 

A   group  of  Mother  songs,  featuring  instru- 
mental solos  by  various  members  of  the  band 

came  next  and  was  followed  with  "To-night’s  My 
Night  With  Baby.”  in  which  the  boys  all  sing, 
again,  with  Perry  coming  out  for  the  finale. 

Cy  Landry,  Hoofer, 
Stops  Show;  Bill 

Is  Long  and  Spotty 
MILWAUKEE,  May  11.— The  spirit  of 

Spring  is  the  theme  of  the  presentation 

at  the  Wisconsin  this  week.  An  ice  skat- 

ing act  forms  an  integral  part  of  the  bill, 
but  is  introduced  as  a   sort  of  farewell  to 
cold  weather. 
The  overture  is  a   medley  of  Spring  songs, 

chiefly  classical.  It  is  enhanced  by  the  fact  that 
pink  roses  encircle  the  entire  pit  and  adorn  each 

of  the  musicians  stands,  while  the  director's  stand is  3   miniature  rose  bower.  In  each  bud  is  a   small 
red  bulb,  and  at  the  last  strains  of  the  music 
these  are  lit  up  with  a   highly  pleasing  and 
springlike  effect. 

A   trailer  then  announces  “Charlotte";  the  ice 

skater,  and  characterizes  her  offering  as  ‘   a 

pleasing  contrast  to  ‘In  Maytime’,"  the  latter  be- ing the  name  of  the  big  act  to  follow. 
Charlotte’s  act  opens  with  the  petite  skater 

doing  intricate  tricks  on  an  artificial  ice  floor. 
As  this  rises  she  is  joined  by  her  partner  and 

together  they  do  an  Apache  “skate.”  The  part- ner then  slides  about  by  himself  while  Charlotte 
changes  costume  for  the  solo  she  next  does. 
The  man  returns  in  pale  green  costume  and  they 
do  some  sensational  stunts.  His  green  and  her 
white  costume  blend  well  with  the  green  and  white 
ice  scene  on  the  drop.  Both  are  good  and  the 
act  clicks. 

The  "May  Frolic”  is  next  stage  number.  Ida 
May  Chadwick  opens  this  portion  of  the  program 

with  a   song  "I  Don’t  Care,"  which  she  puts  oyer 
dressed  in  ultra-flapper  costume,  and  follows  with 

a   dance.  At  the  close  of  Miss  Chadwick’s  bit 
the  rear  drop  rises  revealing  Chico,  the  synco- 

pating harpist,  sitting  on  a   platform.  This  boy 
goes  through  his  unique  jazz  routine  with  flying 
colors  and  collects  his  due  of  applause  after  each 
number. 

The  drop  then  falls  again  and  Cy  Landry,  aptly 
billed  as  “that  funny  fellow,"  does  his  stuff,  in 
front  of  the  cutout.  He  dances  with  everything 
but  his  face  and  that  is  amusingly  immobile.  His 
first  routine  stopped  the  show  and  then  for  an 
encore  he  came  out  and  stopped  it  all  over  again. 
His  offering  is  easily  the  big  hit  of  the  show. 
The  drop  then  rises  again  revealing  a   new 

set  back  of  the  cutout,  Cody  and  Trigg,  "the 
ulwlele  wizards,”  make  their  entrance  on  a 
sliding  floor  at  the  top  of  a   short  stairway,  down 
which  they  walk  a   few  steps  and  sit  down.  After 
strumming  off  two  numbers  to  good  effect  they 

sing  "Roll  ’Em  Girls"  with  even  better  results. 
Clemons  and  Marcy,  Charleston  dcsciples,  then 

come  forth,  the  man  preceding  his  partner  by 
long  enough  to  announce  that  they  will  do  two 
forms  of  the  Charleston:  exhibition  and  ballroom. 

They  do.  Next  comes  a   lesson  in  the  Charleston, 
which  is  good  enough  as  far  as  the  performers 
are  concerned  but  slows  up  the  show  considerably. 
The  effort  to  have  the  folks  out  front  wiggle 
their  feet  under  their  seats  fizzles.  Then  a 

Charleston  Wedding  was  announced.  Eight  people 
participated  in  this  event,  which  was  not  the 

snappy  finale  the  show  needed.  Cut  down  to 

one-half  its  time  it  might  half  “made"  the  show 
A   wee  girl,  the  ring  bearer  in  the  mock  cere- 

mony, was  the  big  Iiit  and  redeeming  fe.ature  of 

this  part  of  the  snow. 

Comedy,  Classical 
Music,  Steps,  Film 

Novelty  in  Big  Act 

PHILADELPHIA,  May  11.— Comedy, 
classical  music,  a   dance  number  and  a 

film  novelty  were  combined  for  the 
amusement  of  Stanley  patrons  last  week. 
Josef  Pasternack,  guest  conductor,  led  the 

Stanley  Orchestra  through  the  majestic  “Tann- 
haeuscr"  overture  by  Wagner  with  splendid 
tonal  effects  and  dynamic  shading.  The  familiar 

but  ever-beautiful  "Pilgrim  Chorus"  and  the  calm 
and  restful  finale  were  interpreted  with  a   true 

artist's  conception  of  Wagner.  The  excerpts 
from  Pasternack’s  own  composition,  the  comic 

opera  "The  Smugglers,"  were  light  and  airy. Helen  Yorkc,  coloratura  soprano,  sang  ihe 

"Shadow  Song”  from  “Dinorah.”  This  song 
was  a   splendid  vehicle  to  display  the  unusual 
range,  volume  and  sympathetic  quality  of  Miss 

Yorke’s  voice.  She  received  tremendous  applause. 
The  Albertina  Rasch  Ballet  presented  a   novel 

Russian  dance  number,  "The  Village  Theatre," 
featuring  Sam  Krevoff  as  solo  dancer.  Six  girls 
garbed  in  peasant  costumes  danced  in  an  eSec 
tive  Russian  setting,  followed  by  a   Cossack  d.ince 

by  a   member  of  the  ballet  Sam  Krevoff’s  solo dance,  in  which  he  leaped  and  danced  with  true 
Russian  fire  and  abandon,  was  enthusiastically 
received.  There  was  also  a   beautiful  folk  dance 

by  ten  of  the  girls  in  peasant  costumes  and  as  a 
finale  the  entire  troupe  pirouetted  about  the  sUge, 

forming  a   maze  of  brilliant  colors. 

A   distinct  novelty  was  the  “Phantom  of  Marion 
Talley,"  showing  the  young  opera  star  making  a 
record  while  a   reproduction  of  her  voice  was 
heard  through  a   powerful  phonograph. 

Ukulele  Ike  Is  Held; 

Irving  Aaronson  and 
Commanders  Top  Bill 

PHILADELPHIA,  May  11.— The  Fox 

Theatre  Grand  Orchestra  gave  an  inter- 

pretation of  Tschaikowsky’s  masterpiece, 
“Marche  Slav,”  to  open  the  Fox  show  the 
week  just  ended. 

Irving  Aaronson  and  his  eleven  Commanders, 
headed  the  bill  with  a   melange  of  popular  music 
and  comedy  that  seemed  to  appeal  to  every  one 

present,  judging  from  the  applause.  Their  two 

most  popular  numbers  were  “Sailor's  Sweetheart 
and  "Thanks  for  the  Buggy  Ride,"  the 
being  presented  in  an  original  manner.  The 
curtains  were  drawn  aside  showing  a   drop  fim 

a   man  and  a   girl  out  buggy  riding.  Two  of  the 
Commanders  inserted  their  heads  through  cutouts 
of  the  faces  of  the  two  and  sang  the  song  as  a 

duet  with  variations,  accompanied  by  the  orches- 
tra. This  received  a   good  hand  and  was  followed 

by  "Sailor’s  Sweetheart,”  which  was  given  an 
even  more  enthusiastic  reception.  It  was  sung 

by  one  of  the  Commanders  in  a   high  falsetto 
voice  and  was  accompanied  by  the  rest  of  the orchestra. 

All  of  these  versatile  entertainers  have  excellent 
voices  and  in  addition  to  playing  one  or  more 
instruments  creditably,  they  even  Charlestoned  m 

most  up-to-date  manner.  The  tenor  solo  '   Nola 
by  one  of  their  number  was  a   marvelous  example of  breath  control.  ,   . 

“Ukulele  Ike"  was  held  over  for  a   second  ween 

with  a   new  collection  of  songs  and  his  jaz* 
croonings  were  well  received,  especially  the  one entitled  “Spring  Is  Here.”  , ,, 

A   musical  novelty,  "Melody  in  Organland, 
was  presented  by  Kenneth  A.  Hallet. 

Arthur  Spizzi  Adds 

Eighteen  Days’  Time (Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  May  11.— An  increase  of 
two  and  one-half  weeks  in  his  picture 

house  circuit  has  brought  a   total  of  ten 
and  one-half  weeks  to  the  presentation 

bookings  handled  by  Arthur  Spizzi  in  the following  theatres: 

Hippodrome,  Marietta,  0.;  Opera  House, 
Waynesburgh,  Pa.,  Creamic,  East 

Camden,  Parkersburgh,  Va.;  Virginia,  Clilton Forge,  Va. 

The  Ingenues,  a   girl  band,  opened  at 

Biggies  Grand  in  Steubenville,  Ohio,  yes- 
terday. This  act  has  been  booked  through 

Spizzi  and  in  addition  he  announces  a 

booking  of  "A  Spanish  Fantasy”  musical 

comedy  to  open  at  the  Rex  theatre.  Wheel- 

ing, Pa.  This  was  slated  for  yesterday- 
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r~READ!  READ!  READ! THE  HICKS  BROTHERS 
Famous  Banjo  Syncopators 

Chosen  by  PAUL  ASH  for  the  Opening  Bill  of  the  New  ORIENTAL,  Chicago,  After  Playing  Five 

Weeks  in  Other  B.  &   K.  Wonder  Theatres,  Chicago.  Appearing  This  Week  and  Next  Week. 

the  REASON: — 

“Hicks  Brothers,  banjo  duo,  was  the  best  act  on  the 
bill  (MC  VICKERS  THEATRE).  They  pulled  chairs 
down  front  and  center  to  bat  out  a   couple  of  hot  num- 

bers that  hit  so  hard  they  had  to  bring  the  chairs  back 

and  do  an  encore.  They’re  young,  look  just  right  for 

presentation  work,  and  know  just  what  presentation’s 

all  about  and  requires.  The  audience  went  for  ’em.” — EXHIBITORS  HERALD. 

Direction:  Mrs.  A.  K.  Bendix 

WHAT  MORE  NEED  BE  SAID? 

701  Seventh  Ave.,  New  York  City. 

Dallas  Theatregoers 

Call  “Great  Moments” 
Best  Unit  Show  Seen 

DALLAS,  May  11.— The  Publix  presen- 
tation at  the  Palace  last  week,  devised  and 

staged  by  Frank  Cambria,  was  “Great 

Moments  From  Grand  Opera.”  This 
offering  was  considerably  more  serious 

and  dramatic  than  anything  else  that  has 

been  presented  at  the  Palace  since  _   the 
Publix  acts  were  arranged  for.  Selections 

from  three  of  the  most  popular  and  most 

liked  operas  were  rendered,  the  prayer 

scene  from  “Cavalleria  Rusticana,”  “Mise- 

rere,” from  ”11  Trovatore,”  and  the  prison 
scene  from  “Faust.”  Those  taking  the 
leading  parts  are  Freda  Weber,  Fauna 

Gressier,  Margaret  Ringo,  Leonora  Cori, 
Ceasar  Nesi,  George  Dufranne,  Arturo 

Imperato,  and  Carl  Bitterl,  assisted  by  a 

chorus  of  about  20  in  “Cavalleria  Rusti- 
cana." All  of  the  voices  are  unusually 

good,  and  scored  a   big  hit. 
The  costumes  are  entirely  in  keeping  with  the 

characters  portrayed,  lending  color  and  charm, 
and  the  settings  for  each  opera  were  correct  in 
detail,  realistic  and  colorful.  The  rapidity  with 
which  the  Publix  presentation  acts  arc  presented 
gives  snap  and  holds  interest.  The  three  ch^ges 

in  scenery  during  this  act  were  made  in  rapid  suc- 
cession, enabling  the  presentation  to  continue 

with  hardly  a   break  e-xcept  for  a   second  between 
each  number.  This  presentation  was  much  more 
difficult  to  present  from  the  point  of  scenery,  but 

was  put  over  well.  Everywhere  patrons  are  dis- 
cussing this  presentation,  acclaiming  it  the  wonder 

act  of  the  year. 

Olga  Petrova  Well 
Received  at  State 

in  Song  Cycle  Act 
ST.  LOUIS,  May  11.— Olga  Petrova, 

beautiful,  alluring  and  versatile  was  on 

the  stage  at  Loew’s  State  theatre  the 
week  ending  April  30,  offering  a   very 
pleasing  program  of  selected  songs.  In 

her  repertoire  were:  “I  Passed  By  Your 
Window,”  a   Spanish  number  in  which 
she  tised  a   sliawl  and  fan  very  effec- 

tively, a   French  flower  song,  and  last 

but  not  least,  “Carry  Me  Back  to  Old 
Virginny.”  During  her  French  play  she 
distributed  roses  to  the  audience. 

Don  Albert  and  his  orchestra  played 

"Northern  Rhapsody”  in  which  war-time 
airs  and  “Yankee  Doodle”  were  prom- 

inent. Also  “Chanson  Bohemienne”  by 
Baldi,  which  gave  Samuel  Laskowitz  an 
opportunity  to  present  some  intricate 

and  soothing  violining.  Another  _   or- 
chestral offering  was  “Rondo  Capricci- 

oso”  during  the  technicolor  film  “Won- 
derful Waters”  was  screened. 

Tom  Terry  at  the  organ  played  "In 
the  Middle  of  the  Night”  and  “Gimme  a 
Little  Kiss.” 

Charleston  Dead?  Nay 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

PHILADELPHIA.  May  11.— Joe  Dou- 

gherty, manager  of  Nixon’s  Grand  theatre, 

recently  did  tumaway  business  with  a 
Charleston  vs.  step  dancing  contest.  He 

offered  $25  in  prizes  and  had  an  overflow 
list  of  entries  for  both  styles  of  dancing. 
It  was  the  first  contest  of  its  kind  to  be 

staged  by  a   motion  picture  theatre  in  this 
territory. 

Leedom  and  Stamper 

Take  State  Patrons 

with  All-Laugh  Act 

ST.  LOUIS,  May  11.— Edna  Leedom’s smart  cracks  had  such  an  effect  on  patrons 
of  the  State  here  the  week  just  ended  that 

the  big  auditorium  rocked.  Her  line  and 

Dave  Stamper’s  quips  made  the  flappers 
howl  and  their  escorts  shriek.  She  cli- 

maxed with  “Tondeleyo,”  which  was  good 
for  more  noise. 

Jimmy  Clemons  and  Eileen  March  did  a   well 
routined  dancing  act,  stepping  the  Charleston  with 
foxtrot  variations  and  doing  a   modified  Charles- 

ton for  ballroom  use.  They  also  showed  the  cus- 
tomers the  basic  Charleston  steps  while  seated  in chairs. 

Don  Albert  and  his  orchestra,  cuing  from  the 

long  feature  picture,  "Brown  of  Harvard,”  played 
a   medley  of  college  numbers,  including  such  stuff 

as  “Alraa  Mater,”  “Boola  March,”  “Old  Mizzou,” etc. 

“Rhapsody  in  Jazz” 
Goes  Over  Well  for 

Week  in  St.  Louis 

ST.  LOUIS,  May  11. — Fantastic  back- 
grounds of  the  futuristic  type  featured  the 

stage  presentation  “Rhapsody  in  Jazz”  at the  Missouri  theatre  the  week  of  May  1. 

“Rhapsody  in  Jazz”  has  music,  dancing, 
singing  and  some  clowning. 

Ida  May  Chadwick,  who  taps  a   Charleston  and 
Charlestons  a   hula,  was  the  outstanding 

ual  of  the  troupe,  while  Mary  Raines  and  Mil- 
dred Cady,  harmony  singers,  were  also  good. 

There  was  also  a   harmonica-player  (Gus  Mulcay), 

who  is  .a  dancin’  fool,  and  a   dancer  who  does 
the  Charleston  on  stills. 

The  finale  was  excellent.  By_  changing  the 

lights  the  gay  night  club  scene  is  transformed 
into  that  of  cliff  dwellers’  houses,  and  the_  danc- 

ers change  from  hula  girls  to  Indian  ^varriors. 

Dolly  Gill  Takes 
Most  Applause  in 

Brief  State  Show 

LOS  ANGELES,  May  11.— Last  week's 

presentation  at  Loew’s  State  consisted  of 

Mile.  Dolly  Gill,  a   couple  of  Swiss  yodel- 
ers  and  Rube  Wolf  and  his  band.  The  bill 

opened  with  a   bit  of  Alpine  scenery  and  a 

man  singing  “My  S\vitzerland.”  He  was 
assisted  by  a   sweet  voiced  contralto  and 
the  number  went  over  fairly  well. 
This  was  followed  by  the  State  chorus  girls 

doing  a   dance  with  stools,  an  entertaining  num- 

ber, which  was  followed  by  two  clever  "nut dancers,  ^^r.  Santelli,  at  the  grand  piano,  gave 
a   well  rendered  solo,  which  got  a   good  hand.. 

Mile.  Gill,  late  of  the  "FoHes  Bergcre”  of  Pans, 

appeared  in  scanty  attire  singing  “Do  It  Again. 
She  later  appeared,  after  a   ch.ange  of  costume,  and 

was  accorded  a   big  hand  for  her  “Lulu”  number. 

Rube  Wolf  introduced  Charlie  Melson,  who  will 
conduct  the  orchestra  while  Rube  is  taking  bis 
vacation.  The  act  closed  with  the  orchestra 

playing  “Horses”  by  special  request.  The  ̂ chorus 
in  the  background,  dressed  from  bead  to  foot  in 
silver  costumes,  made  an  effective  finale. 

Picture  Theatres 

Make  “Hits” 
(Continued  from  page  123) 

Talking  to  the  Moon 
That's  Why  I   Love  You 

Say  It  Again Where  Did  You  Get  Those  Eyes 
I   Wonder  What’s  Become  of  Joe 
Ballet  Egyptien 
Bam-Bam-Bammy  Shore 
Always 

Then  I’ll  Be  Happy 

My  Heart  Will  Tell  You  so 
Tonight's  Mjf  Night  with  Baby 

My  Man That's  Why  I   Love  You 

The  list  includes  a   number  of  character 

songs,  but  does  not  include  the  hundreds 
of  snatches  of  melody  played  thematically 

for  the  presentation  of  pictures.  Nor  does 
it  include  music  played  for  dancing  acts. 
The  numbers  have  been  lifted  from_  less 

than  ten  reports  of  presentations  published 
in  this  issue. 

Classics  Also  Popularized 

Picture  theatre  patrons  form  the  bulk  of 

the  popular  music  buying  public,  and  hun- 
dreds of  the  classics  have  become  so  well 

known  to  this  large  public  that  they  too 

have  almost  attained  the  popular  stage  in 

the  matter  of  sales.  The  phonograph  rec- 
ords made  by  picture  theatre  orchestras 

and  jazz  bands  further  increase  the  musical 
value  of  the  film  house  music  outlet. 

Least  valuable  to  the  exploitation  of 

music  and  songs  through  the  picture  thea- 
tre is  the  song  plugger,  who  usually  has  a 

poor  voice  or  is  a   second-rate  instrumental- 
ist and  who  usually  works  cheaply  there- 

fore, drawing  a   part  of  his  earnings  from 
the  theatre  and  the  other  part  from  the 

publisher.  New  song  numbers  that  are 

good  are  frequently  so  poorly  presented  by 

pluggers  that  their  popularization  is  re- tarded rather  than  speeded. 

In  the  larger  houses  in  the  key  cities  of 

the  cotmtry  the  greatest  amount  of  music 

is  released.  Thence  its  spread  to  the  thou- 

sands of  picture  theatres  in  the  smaller 

cities,  the  towns  and  the  villages  is  rapid. 

A   few  weeks  after  a   number  is  off  Ae 

presses  the  entire  picture  public  is  famibar 
with  it  and  in  a   few  more  weeks  is  eagerly 

learning  a   new  one. 

MacLaglan  Arrives  Home 

\/ICTOR  McLAGLEN  has  returned *   from  six  weeks  in  the  broling  sun 

and  sand  storms  of  the  Arizona  desert, 

as  a   member  of  the  Famous  Players- 

Lasky  “Beau  Geste”  company,  and  is 

enjoying  the  cool  patio  of  his  Beverly 

Hills  home.  In  a   fortnight  he  is  to  be- 

gin his  portrayal  of_“Captain  Flagg  in 

the  Fox  screen  version  of  ”\Vhat  Price 

Glory.” 
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THE  THEATRE 
Q^AjVtpartmmt  of  Practical  Showmanship 

An  Article  About  That  Magnetic  Appeal 
in  Advertising  That  Brings  a   Patron  to 
Your  Show,  and  a   Word  on  Trailer  Copy 

By  DAVID  J.  LUSTIG 

Special  to 
Exploiters 

L'^RGE  and  small  motion  picture  exhibitors  time  and  again  have  prob- lems in  exploitation  to  solve. 

^   Some  misguided  folks  believe  that  to  spend  a   young  fortune  and 

make  their  friends  talk  is  exploitation.  Far  be  it  from  such.  What  laugh- 

able so-called  stunts  are  worked  by  those  who  do  not  know  the  first  rudi- 
ments of  the  art  of  Modern  Exploitation! 

The  local  revues  and  contests  are  all  right  in  -their  places,  but  the  real 

first  class  theatre  doesn’t  do  that  sort  of  thing  often  because  their  patrons 
are  satisfied  with  screen  entertainment  alone  once  they  are  in  the  theatre. 

Rank  amateurs  on  the  stage  and  giving  away  various  items  of  junk  does 

not  meet  with  the  better  class  patrons’  approval. 

Clean  Cut  Stunts  Bring  Home  the  Bacon 

When  you  book  a   certain  picture,  concentrate  on  the  title.  Many  ways 

of  selling  and  putting  across  a   picture  properly  depends  upon  how  the  the- 
atre man  goes  about  it.  Red  fire  and  fireworks  are  all  well  and  good  in 

their  place,  but  do  not  overdo  it.  Clean  cut  exploitation  with  a   real  thought 

behind  a   campaign  is  what  delivers  the  goods  and  brings  home  the  bacon. 

Stills,  well  displayed;  trailers,  either  the  kind  supplied  by  firms  dealing 

in  service  trailers  for  exhibitors  or  special,  direct  titles  written  by  a   press 

agent,  exploitation  specialist  or  by  yourself  are  valuable  aids  in  picture 
selling.  You  control  your  own  screen  and  while  other  men  cannot  sell 
their  advertising  matter,  you  can,  and,  as  has  time  and  again  been  said, 

“the  screen  is  the  greatest  advertising  medium  in  the  world.” 

Make  Material  Easy  to  Read 
But  be  sure  the  material  prepared  for  your  special  trailers  is  of  the 

proper  kind  and  written  so  it  is  easily  readable  to  your  audience.  Above 
all.  see  that  the  stuff  contains  by  suggestion  that  magnetic  appeal  that 

brings  them  back  to  see  whatever  production  you  are  featuring. 

Special  artistic  “still  boards”  should  be  built  and  painted  by  firms  making 
a   specialty  of  cutouts  and  special  items  for  display  purposes.  Nothing 

drives  a   prospective  seat-buyer  away  quicker  than  a   cheap,  home-made 
affair  put  out  in  front  of  a   theatre.  Spend  a   few  dollars.  It  will  repay  you. 

Direct  mail  exploitation  is  a   big 

asset  to  a   theatre.  Obtain  a   voting 

list  for  your  section  or  have  a   mem- 
ber of  your  staff  do  the  addressing 

neatly,  or,  better  still,  purchase  an 

addressographing  machine  which 

will  pay  for  itself  in  no  time.  The 
pieces  of  mail  sent  out  should  be 
well  balanced,  properly  written, 

neatly  printed  and  appeal  to  people 

of  average  intelligence.  Do  not  be- 
come stereotype  in  your  copy. 

Either  have  someone  who  knows 

how  to  wrjte  and  edit  copy  prepare 

the  copy  or  carefully  cull  dope  from 
the  press  sheet.  You  cannot  take 

too  much  care  in  preparing  material 

that  you  are  going  to  mail  out  to 
the  homes  of  those  you  would  like 
to  make  steady  patrons  of. 

See  “Better  Theatres” 
for  B.  &   K.  Oriental  Ad 

Special  attention  of  theatremen  is 

directed  to  a   reproduction  of  the  ad- 
vertising used  by  Balaban  &   Katz 

for  their  new  Oriental  theatre,  which 

is  published  in  the  “Better  Theatres” section  of  this  issue. 

David  Lustig  has  prepared  an  ex- 

tremely interesting  article  on  mod- 
ern exploitation  for  theatremen 

which  appears  herewith.  Mr.  Lus- 

tig is  well  able  to  offer  commend- 
able exploitation  ideas  to  showmen, 

having  had  much  experience  in  that 

particular  line  of  the  show  business. 

He  is  now  the  publicity  director  for 

Holljn,vood  Pictures  Corporation  with 
offices  in  New  York. 

This  is  the  first  of  two  articles  which 

will  appear  in  the  “Herald.”  In  the  sec- 
ond which  will  appear  in  an  early  issue 

in  this  department  Mr.  Lustig  tells  how 

to  get  out  a   throwaway  that  will  com- 
mand attention.  He  tells  how  he  used 

the  -question,  “Is  your  husband  or  sweet- 
heart faithful?”  to  stir  up  interest  in  the show  he  was  offering. 

He  tells  of  the  importance  and  the  man- 
ner that  psyschology  works  in  the  modem 

theatre  exploitation  which  is  beneficial  to 
owners  of  large  or  small  theatres. 

Liberty  theatre  front  for  “Irene,
 

First  National  film,  at  Portland. 
Ore. 
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What  Showmen 

Are  Doing  to 

Get  Business 

A   phototype  survey  oi  current 

exhibitor  business  effort,  with 

pictures  upon  the  accompany- 

ing pages. 

the  strand  uses  army  boys 

for  “BEHIND  THE  FRONT”
 

The  following  exploitation  stunt  was 

used  by  the  Strand  theatre,  Newport, 

R   I.,  for  the  exploitation  of  the  Par
a- 

mount picture,  “Behind  the  Front.”  Cal- 
lahan in  describing  the  stunt,  writes: 

Soldiers  from  Ft.  Adams  accepted  in- 

vitations to  be  guests  of  the  Strand  at 

a   matinee.  Later  the  Colonel  agreed  to 

send  a   band  along  and  it  resulted  in  a 

real  parade  through  the  town.  The 

soldiers  were  followed  up  by  a   sign 

which  said,  “We  are  on  our  way  to  the 

Strand  to  see  “Behind  the  Front.”  This was  on  Monday. 

The  navy  didn’t  want  to  be  outdone, 

so  they  sent  over  a   company  of  “gobs” 
on  Tuesday,  with  band,  and  another  and 

larger  parade  took  place.  The  front  of 
the  theatre  was  decorated  with  ships, 

pennants  and  flags.  Wednesday  was 

Artillery  Day  and  we  had  some  guns 
mounted  in  front  of  the  theatre. 

We  passed  out  envelopes  with  Camels 

inside  which  made  a   pretty  good  herald. 
We  used  regular  heralds  and  banners 

and  some  pretty  good  newspaper  copy. 
This  picture  broke  all  records  for  a 

four  day  run.  The  campaign  was  put 
on  by  Dave  Dugan,  manager  of  the 
Strand,  and  an  ex-top-kick  in  the  Reg- 

ular Army,  so  he  “ate  it  up,”  and  by 
Jack  Callahan,  Paramount  exploiteer. 

YOU’RE  FORGIVEN  THIS 
TIME  MR.  CREAMER  SO 
COME  AGAIN  SOON 

The  Theatre : 

F-xhiuitor's  Herali). 

1   have  been  very  busy  and  have  neglect- 
ed sending  in  any  exploitation  stunts  but 

here  is  my  complete  program  on  Harold 

Lloyd  in  “For  Heaven’s  Sake.” 
John  W.  Creamer,  Adv.  Dept  Burford 

Theatre,  Arkansas  City,  Kan. 

Automobiles  in  the  California 

mountains  recently  carried  signs 

on  the  rear  exploiting  “The  Sea 
Beast,*'  Warner  film. 

A   three-sheet  cut-out  mounted  on  beaverboard  and  some  farm  impl
ements 

made  an  attractive  lobby  display  for  Fox  Film’s  “Lazy
bones.”  It  was  de- 

signed and  arranged  by  G.  P.  Banniza  of  the  5th  Avenue  theatr
e.  Nash- 

ville, Tenn. 

Exhibitors  House  Organ  Exchange 

Entry  of  name  in  this  list  signifies  willingness  to  exchange
  theatre  pablicalions 

with  other  theatre  publishers  for  mutual  benefit. 

BAIR,  E.  E..  Foil*  theatre,  Curahosa  FalU, 
 O. 

BLAIR,  M.  J..  S«.  Fraocis  theatre,  
San  Fran- 

elgco.  Cal. 

BENDER,  A.  R.,  Olympia,  Cleveland,  Okla.
 

BENTLEY.  FLOYD  E.,  Kelso  Amusement
  Co- 

Kelso.  Wash. 

BROWNELL,  OSSIE,  CarthaBO  thoatr
ei,  Glovers- 

vine,  N.  Y. 

BROWNING.  HARRY.  Olympia,  Ne
w  Haven. 

Conn. 

BUBERT,  E.  H.,  Metropolitan,  Morga
ntown, 

W.  Vo. 

BURNS.  FRANTS  H.,  Orlando  Enterpr
ises,  Or- 

lando.  Fta. 

CHRISTENSEN,  C.  B.,  Twin  City, 
 Chehalls, 

Wash. 

COX,  ED.  F.,  Prineess,  Bristol.  Co
lo. 

DALEY,  THOMAS  S..  Sehine  Amu
sement  Co., 

GloversvlSle,  N.  Y. 

EVELAND,  EARLE,  Twin  City  Oper
a  House, 

MeConnelsvlUe,  O, 

FAWKS,  E.  L.,  Photo  Phone,  G
raford,  Tex. 

GARDNER,  HUGH  T..  Orpheum,  Ne
osho,  Mo. 

GAULT.  J.  C..  American,  Oakland,
  Cal. 

GILL,  R.  A.  Sirocd.  Honey  Grove,  T
ex. 

GLASER,  WILL  Jf.,  Grand,  Farlboult,
  Mian. 

HAMBURGER,  F.  M.,  Circle,  Portla
nd,  Ore. 

HARLEY,  ALONZA,  Valentine,  De
fiance,  Ohio. 

JUDD,  FORREST  E.,  Prospect,  Kansa
s  City,  Mo. 

KOBLEN,  M.,  Scout.  Oakdale.  La.
 

KRAMER,  LOUIS  P..  Lubitno
r  &   Trint  The- 

Ine.,  307  North  Miehison  Avo.,  Chi
cago,  111. 

LITTLE,  T.  L.,  Majestic,  Camden,  
S.  C. 

LUKACHIE,  A.  J.,  Hauber,  Camden,
  Ark. 

MaoLEOD,  M.,  Wolverine,  Saginaw,
  Mich. 

MASSEY,  EARL  D.,  Texas,  KUloen, 
 Tex. 

MILLER,  CARL  F.,  Miller  thea
tre,  Fremont. 

Ohio. 

MOCK,  OiRL  F.,  56lh  Street,  Philadelphia,  Pa. 

MOSS,  EDGAR  A.,  Marion  Theatre  News,  Glass 

Block,  Marion,  Ind. 

MURPHY,  HAROLD  S.,  Woodlawn,  Chicago. 

NICHOLS,  DON,  Durham  Amusement  Company, 
Durham,  N.  C. 

O'ROURKE,  JACK,  Laorel,  Laurel  Springs,  N.  J. 

OLSON,  H.  G.,  MoJesUc  theatre,  Reedsbnrg. 
WU. 

OSTENBERC,  J.  H.,  Orpheum,  Scoltebluff,  No
b. 

PAYNE.  EARLE  HALL,  Kentncky,  Lexlugio
n 

Pl^CE,  HOWARD  O..  Kunsky  Theatrical  Enl
.. 

Detroit,  Mich. 

POPE.  CLEM,  T.  &   D.,  Oakland,  Cal. 
RANDALL,  E.  H.,  Liberty,  Condon,  Ore. 

RIVERS.  EDWIN  B.,  1718  Sonlh  Main  siree
t. 

Royal  Theatre,  Los  Angeles,  Cai. 

SACHS,  S.  M..  Masonic,  CUftou  Forge,  Vo. 

SCHWIE,  F.  F.,  Duluth,  Dnlulfa,  Minn. 

SHARPE,  PHILIP  B..  Strand  Theatre  PubUshlng 

Co.,  Portland.  Me. 
SNYDER.  E.  A.,  Rlallo-Vlrglnlo,  Champaign,  III. 

SOLOMON,  H..  Strand,  McComb,  Miss. 

SORG,  J.  H.,  Jefferson,  Fort  Wayne,  Ind. 

STIEFEL,  S.,  Roxboro,  Philadelphia,  Pa. 

STILES,  J.  H.,  The  Dallst  Amusement  
Co., 

The  Dalles,  Ore. 

WALLACE,  H.  JIM,  Lincoln  Square.
  Decatur. 

111. 
WEINBERG.  I.,  Now  and  Lyrlo,  Lexington,  Va. 

WHEELER,  ED  A.,  Ohio,  Clovoland,  O. 

WHITBECK,  FRANK,  West  Coast  Theatres
,  Inc.. 

134  Leavenworth  Si.,  San  Francisco,  Cal. 

WILSON,  T.  S..  Seelye,  Abilene,  Kan. 

WOODWARD.  KENNETH  V.,  Penn-State  
Amuse- 

ment Co,,  Unlontown,  Pa. 

I   (Exhtbilor) 1 

j   (Theatre)  . 

(City)  .... 

I 
] 

State 
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SIBERIA,  SYNONYM  OF  HELL 

This  layout  was  sent  to  all  newspaper  editors  by  Fox  Film  Corporation  for 

use  as  "Siberia”  publicity. 

Gotham  Tieup  with  Russian  Tea  Room 

Brings  'Rushin'  Business  at  Colony 
NEW  YORK. — One  of  the  popular  rendezvous  in  New  York  for  several 

weeks  has  been  “The  Midnight  Sun”  Tea  Room  on  53rd  Street  and  Broad- 

way, a   shop  that  adjoins  the  Colony  theatre  where  “The  Midnight  Sun” 
has  been  pla^dng  to  capacity  audiences  since  its  opening  April  23. 

The  tea  room  is  gorgeously  appointed 

and  is  a   gaily  decorated  eating  place,  and 

has  been  patronized  by  intellectuals  of  New 

York.  It  has  been  particularly  crowded 

at  the  noon  hour  and  at  tea-time,  when 

theatre  crowds  disperse.  The  host  is  Colo- 

nel George  Kroupsky  of  the  Russian 

diplomatic  corps,  and  formerly  personal 

attorney  to  the  Russian  Czar  and  district 

attorney  of  Petrograd.  Russian  dishes 

which  have  been  prepared  under  his  super- 
vision have  elicited  praise  from  well  known 

epicureans. 

Tea  Served  Gratis 

Tea  from  a   samovar  is  served  to  the 

patrons  of  the  Colony  gratis,  during  the 
intermission. 

The  decorations  of  the  tea-room  have 

also'come  in  for  praise.  The  upper  walls 
are  painted  in  bold  Russian  futuristic 

designs,  and  Russian  carpets  hung  be- 
low. Parchment  shades,  handpainted  in 

Russian  designs  and  colors,  adorn  the 
lamps,  while  Russian  jewelry,  blouses 
and  souvenirs  which  Colonel  Kroupsky 

"The  Midnight  Sun”  Tea  Scorn 
and  Russian  Refugee  exhibit  ad- 

joining the  Colony  theatre. 

Copy  Service For  Exhibitor 
House  Organs 

House  organ  or  newspaper 

publication  rights  to  this  copy 

is  granted  exhibitors  by  the 
"Herald”  herewith. 

CHALIAPIN  AND  THE  CINEMA 

'^HE  motion  picture  theatre  is  a   splen- 
did  place  in  which  to  train  for  a   grand 

opera  appearance.  Feodor  Chaliapin, 
the  great  Metropolitan  Opera  Company 

singer,  spent  his  time  before  appearing 
in  Don  Quixote  in  Atlanta,  Georgia,  at- 

tending a   motion  picture.  His  appear- 

ance was  the  highlight  in  the  Atlanta’s 
opera  series  and  he  was  given  a   tremen- 

dous ovation. 

725  NEWSPAPERMEN  IN  FILMS 

OEVEN  HUNDRED  AND  TWENTY- 

O   FIVE  former  newspaper  men  are  en- 

gaged in  key  positions  of  motion  picture 

work. "The  active  work  of  several  of  our 

largest  producing  corporations  are  former 

reporters  and  editors,”  says  Will  Hays. 
“Many  of  the  leading  directors  learned 
about  life  and  the  portrayal  of  life  from 

their  newspaper  experience  and  the  same 

is  true  of  the  advertising  managers  and 

publicity  experts.” 

THEY  STUDY  FILMS  IN  SCHOOL 

'^HE  value  of  the  motion  picture  as  an 
adjunct  to  the  geography  lesson  ^vas 

brought  out  at  an  educational  conference 

in  London  recently.  Pictures  taken  in  Ni- 
geria were  exhibited.  Before  the  film 

lessons  the  children  were  shown  Nigerb 

on  maps.  They  knew  what  the  climate  was 

and  all  about  the  rivers  and  general  infor- 
mation of  the  country.  Then  actual  scenes 

were  pictured  and  the  country  became  real 
and  understandable. 

CHILD  HEALTH  OBSERVED 

lY/TAY  FIRST,  known  throughout  the 
country  as  Child  Health  Day,  was 

brought  conspicuously  to  the  attention  of 
the  American  public  by  the  motion  picture screens. 

Special  slides  were  prepared  by  the  mo- 
tion picture  industry  at  the  request  of  the 

Child  Health  Association  and  the  Child 

Welfare  Department  of  the  General  Feder- 
ation of  Women’s  Clubs,  and  these  were 

freely  used  in  the  theatres  throughout  the 

country.  Many  millions,  otherwise  inac- 
cessible, were  reached  in  this  manner. 

brought  with  him  from  his  native  land, 
are  sold  in  one  corner  of  the  shop. 

It  will  be  a   simple  matter  for  the  ex- 

hibitor who  plays  “The  Midnight  Sun” 
to  tie  up  with  one  of  the  food  shops  in 
his  town  in  a   like  manner.  It  might  not 

be  amiss  to  add  that  during  the  run  of 

"The  Midnight  Sun”  at  the  Colony  thea- 

tre, the  Russian  atmosphere  surround- 
ing the  theatre  and  presentation  was  to 

a   great  extent  the  cause  of  the  “rushm 
business  achieved  at  the  Colony  box- office.  It  is  a   Universal  film. 
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What  John  W.  Creamer  Is  Doing  to  Get  Business 

John  W.  Creamer  contributes  a   number  oi  suggestion  to  this 

department  which  will  be  useful  to  showmen  who  are  
seeking 

ideas  The  following  campaign  has  been  put  on  successfu
lly 

in  Arkansas  City.  Kan.,  for  the  Burford  theatre’s  s
howing  of 

“For  Heaven’s  Sake."  ... 
Newspaper  readers  started  three  weeks  in  advance. 

Teaser  slides  started  in  three  theatres,  three  weeks  in  ad- 
vance.  ,   ,   .   . 

City  covered  with  24  sheets  four  weeks  in  advance
. 

Theatre  front  put  out  two  weeks  in  advance.  (This  picture 

was  to  open  a   house  which  was  closed.) 

Small  bill  posting  spots  in  town  covered  three  weeks
  in 

of  hand  painted  materia/  in  lobby  of  Burford 

theatre  two  weeks  in  advance.   

Window  cards  tacked  all  over  business  district  two  weeks 

in  advance.  ,   .   ,   » 

Insert  frames  in  lobbies  of  our  other  /rouses  three  we
eks 

in  advance.  ... 

Merchant  delivery  wagons  posted  two  weeks  in  advance. 

Ads  in  all  surrounding  small  town  newspapers,  two  weeks 

in  advance. 

Truck  with  special  body,  posted  with  large  Lloyd  heads  on 

sides  and  rear  and  dates,  out  on  streets  two  weeks  in  advan
ce. 

Display  of  stills  in  shadow  box  in  Burford  theatre  lobby 
two  weeks  in  advance. 

Signs  on  bumpers  and  Lloyd  bead  on  rear  spare  w
heel  of 

my  Dodge  coupe  two  weeks  in  advance. 

Write  ups  and  cuts  carried  in  Burford  News,  circ
ulation  of 

S.OOO  for  two  issues  in  advance.  Entire  front  page  giv
en  over 

to  Lloyd  in  issue  of  week  previous  to  showing. 

Truck  driven  to  all  surrounding  towns,  and  to  Ne
wkirk, 

Okla..  advertising  the  first  showing  in  this  vicinity. 

Daily  display  ads  carried  in  Newkirk  newspape
r  a   week  in 

advance. 

Local  newspaper  campaign  started  with  daily  display  ads 
one  week  in  advance. 

Every  ad  and  production  mat  from  one  to  £ve  columns 
used  by  us. 

Harold  Lloyd  false  faces  given  out  to  kids  at  matinees  two 

days  in  advance.  (Kids  grabbed  these  like  ice  cream  cones.) 
Hand  painted  display  in  front  of  Strand,  (closed  during 

run  of  Lloyd  at  our  Rex). 

Street  ballyhoo  of  man  dressed  as  Lloyd  and  carrying  sign, 
used  during  run. 

Poular  song  “For  Heaven’s  Sake”  played  at  Burford,  while 
slides  of  Lloyd  were  being  run,  several  days  previous  to 
run  at  Rex. 

Special  lobby  display  put  in  Rex,  taking  advantage  of  sev- 
eral hundred  attending  a   Christian  Science  lecture  here  a 

week  previous. 
Local  editor  persuaded  to  run  box  from  press  sheet,  con- 

taining an  appreciation  of  Harold  Lloyd. 

Tie  up  with  local  daily  on  puzzle  for  kiddies  under  nine. 
Using  the  circular  labyrinth  mat  from  press  sheet.  Prizes  of 
tickets  for  the  £rst  correct  puzzles  banded  in  to  newspaper. 

Tie  up  with  local  daily  using  midget  cut  IMC.  Prizes 

given  to  flrose  who  best  filled  in  the  space  around  the  spec- 
tacles with  the  facial  features  of  Lloyd. 

Painted  traffic  signs,  reading  “Drive  Carefully  for  Heaven’s Sake"  used  in  front  of  two  of  our  houses  during  run  at  Rex. 

Display  board  in  front  of  theatre  carrying  drawings  of 
Lloyd  submitted  to  newspaper. 

Tie  up  with  local  radio  dealer,  whereby  loud  speaker  was 

used  on  front  amplifying  sounds  of  laughter  from  within. 

Seven  columns  of  free  publicity  received  from  newspapers. 

One  sheet  board  carrying  three  sheet  head  of  Lloyd  spotted 
on  turn  of  detour  road. 

Boy  on  street  carrying  small  banner,  during  run  of  picture. 

Willys-Overland 

Exploits  De  Mille 
Film  on  Broadway 
Willys-Overland,  Inc.,  and  Producers 

Distributing  Corporation  have  arranged 
an  extensive  tieup  on  Cecil  B.  De  Mille  s 

production  “The  Volga  Boatman”  which 

is  playing  at  the  Times  Square  theatre, 
Broadway,  New  York. 

The  tieup  consists  of  a   window  display 

in  the  Broadway  and  50th  Street  show 

room  of  the  Willys-Overland,  Inc.,  and 

similar  displays  throughout  the  world 

where  “The  Volga  Boatman”  is  being shotvn. 

The  Broad\vay  window  is  very  effec- 
tively dressed  with  cutout  figures  of  the 

Volga  boatman  pulling  the  boat  along  the 

famous  Volga  river  and  in  front  of  the 
display  is  an  Overland  motor  with  a   rope 
tied  to  an  Overland  new  model  sedan, 

whereby  comparing  the  rhythmic  way  in 
which  the  boatmen  pull  their  boats  with 

the  rhythmic  way  in  which  the  Overland 
motor  drives  the  car. 

The  tieup  line  for  the  display  is  “Rhyth- 
mic Man  Power — Rhythmic  Motor  Power” 

The  window  is  attracting  a   great  deal 

of  attention  and  a   very  attractive  and  un- 

usual display  has  been  the  result  of  co- 
operation between  Willys-Overland,  Inc., 

and  Producers  Distributing  Corporation. 

Welsh  Gleemen  Featured 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

■   SAN  FRANCISCO,  May  11.— While  the 
Welsh  Gleemen  were  playing  their  date  at 
the  Warfield  here  the  house  gave  them  a 

“Welsh  Night”  privilege.  They  were 
strongly  featured  and  sang  in  their  native 
tongue. 

Soldiers  from  Ft.  Adams  accepted  the  invitation  to  be  guests  at  the 
 Strand 

theatre  matinee  in  Newport,  R.  I.,  when  Paramount’s  “Beh
ind  the  Front 

showed  there.  A   band  then  headed  a   parade  through  the  town  and  a   big  s
ign 

following  read,  “We  are  on  our  way  to  the  Strand  to  see  “Behind 
 the  Front. 

v'tefmsmruoHV 

F.  B.  O.’s  novel  ballyhoo  which  drew  atte
ntion  to  “The 

Loew’s  State  theatre.  The  airplane  is  bu
ilt  on  an  automobile  chassis. 
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o   n Picture  s 

This  departmenf  contaiiBS  news,  infoimatwn  and  gossip  on  current  productions.  It  aims  to  supply a   service  which  will  assist  the  exhibitor  in  keeping  in  touch  with  developments  in  connection  with 

pictures  and  picture  personalities — and  what  these  a   re  doing  at  the  box  office.  No  prophecies  on  the 
entertainment  value  of  pictures  are  made.  Opinions  expressed  are  simply  those  of  the  author  or  of 

bis  contributors  and  the  reader  is  requested  fo  consider  them  only  as  such. — EDITOR’S  NOTE. 

REGARDING: 

’’Tramp.  Tramp.  Tramp” 
“The  Barrier” 

’’High  Steppers” 

“Glenister  of  the  Mounted” 
■’The  Loves  of  Ricardo” 

“TRAMP.  TRAMP.  TRAMP”  was  used 
as  the  opening  attraction  of  Balaban 

&   Katz’  new  Oriental  theatre.  Chicago, 
last  week  and  this.  What  a   picture 
it  is! 

The  Oriental  takes  you  back  to  Bag- 
dad— or  some  place — three  minutes  after 

you’re  inside  it.  “Tramp,  Tramp, 

Tramp”  picks  you  up  from  there  and 
brings  you  back  to  the  rip-roaring  pres- 

ent inhabited  by  Harry  Langdon.  A   se- 

date pre-opening  invitation  audience  on 
Friday  night  of  last  week  laughed  itself 

to  the  verge  of  hvsterics  upon  witness- 

ing Mr.  Langdon’s  ludicrous  difficulties. 
It  was  a   good  bet  that  if  any  come- 

dian could  go  the  long  feature  distance 

without  his  stuff  wearine"  thin  Mr.  Lang- 
don could  do  so.  He,  alone  among  the 

comedians,  seemed  compressed  in  the 

two-reel  footage.  The  good  news  is  that 
he  still  seems  that  way  in  the  greater 
length. 

It’s  not,  as  you  know,  a   war  picture, 
and  in  that  joke  title  the  comedian  gets 

one  of  his  biggest  reactions.  It’s  a   cun- 
ningly devised  jest  that  contributes  to 

the  merriment  of  the  whole. 

The  most  riotous  moments,  it  seemed 
to  this  audience,  are  the  bedroom  scene 

of  the  night  before  the  race,  the  24-sheet 

flirtation  scene  preceding  that,  the  high- 

and-dizzy  section  midway  down,  which 
is  not  overworked,  and  the  C3’clone  near 
the  end.  The  cradle  bit  at  the  end  some- 

how didn’t  get  what  it  seemed  it  should from  this  audience. 

Mr.  Langdon  is  incomparably  funny. 
Joan  Crawford  is  adequately  demure  in 

the  feminine  lead  and  the  others  hit  reg- 

ularly throughout.  It’s  a   great  comedy. *   *   ♦ 

“THE  BARRIER”  combines  startling 
production  effects  with  surprises  in 

cast  personnel.  (You  know,  of  course, 
what  a   story  it  is.)  The  ice  stuff  near 

the  finish  and._  the  acting  of  Marceline 
pay  as  the  girl  are  impressive  high- 

lights of  the  picture. 

How  they  did  the  ice  stuff  is  nobody’s 
business.  1   suppose  some  “smart"  film 
paper  or  other  will  bare  the  secrets  of 
its  manufacture,  but  none  should.  These 

are  the  secrets  of  which  the  motion  pic- 

ture’s great  power  is  made  up.  Nothing quite  like  this  has  been  done  before. 

Marcejine  Day  is  superb  as  the  half- 
breed  girl  who  believes  herself  white. 
She  has  the  one  important  feminine  role 
in  the  picture  and  makes  it  sufficient. 

Charley  Chase  seems  stepping  info 
trouble  in  both  of  these  scenes  from 

"Mama  Behave,"  which  is  a   Pathe- 
comedy  recently  released. 

Henry  Walthall  as  her  supposed  father, 
Norman  Kerry  and  Mario  Carillo  as  her 

suitors,  and  the  impersonators  of  minor 
characters  are  excellent.  Only  Lionel 
Barrymore,  in  a   major  casting,  drags 

down  the  performance  percentage.  This 
Barrymore  seems  to  be  getting  further 
and  further  away  from  the  type  of  work 
for  which  his  name  is  a   hallmark.  Al- 

most any  Jones  or  Smith  could  have 
made  him  look  bad  in  his  last  several 

trys.  In  this  picture  he’s  just  an  unnec- 
essarily unpleasant  participant. 

“The  Barrier”  is,  of  course,  a   great 

story.  It’s  too  good  a   picture  to  he  ma- 
terially damaged  by  the  misperfonnance 

of  even  a   Barrymore. 
*   if  if 

“HIGH  STEPPERS”  i<;  a   story  of  Eng- 
land after  the  war,  It’.s  another  vari- 

ant of  the  jazz-reflex  tiling  and  done  a 
little  more  calmly  but  no  more  effec- 

tively than  most  of  them.  Mary  Astor, 

Lloyd  Hughes,  Alec  Francis,  John  T. 
Murray  and  Dolores  del  Rio  give  it  con- 

siderable color  and  save  for  this  it  has 

comparatively  little  claim  upon  interest. 
The  jazz  element  is  packed  into  the 

early  footage  and  Is  done  about  as  per 

usual.  .After  that  the  thing  becomes  a 

yellow  journalism  expose  and  goes  its 
deadly  serious  way  to  a   tragic  finish. 
-As  the  scene  is  London  and  the  story  is 
British  throughout,  the  Chicago  theatre 
audience  which  viewed  it  with  this  re- 

porter didn’t  tear  up  the  seats. 
♦   *   * 

OTHER  PICTURES  seen  by  other 

members  of  the  Herald  staff  and  re- 
ported for  the  generally  informative  pur- 

poses of  these  columns  are  concerned  in 

the  following  paragraphs,  comments  per- 
taining to  each  bearing  the  signature  of 

the  writer : 

George  Beban  lias  come  fortli  with  an- 
other motion  picture  combined  with  an  act 

that  runs  an  hour  and  a   half.  It  is  called 

“The  Loves  of  Ricardo” — the  loves  being, 
let  us  explain,  a   parrot,  an  old  horse  and 
his  ward.  The  picture  is  mostly  Behan, 

and  he  just  can’t  get  away  from  waving 
his  arms  like  a   Holland  windmill,  which 

passes  for  Italian  temperament.  I   suppose. 

It  is  replete  with  sure-fire  hokum,  the 
eternal  triangle,  a   wedding  ceremony,  with 
George  left  out  in  the  cold,  a   kidnapping, 

a   rum-running  sequence,  an  automobile 
wreck,  a   fire,  and  a   spaghetti  fight. 

Lolita  Lee  plays  the  role  of  the  little 
ward,  whom  the  Italian  befriends  and 
raises  to  womanhood.  She  marries  a   poo! 

hall  shark,  and  poor  Tonj’,  or  “Ric”  loses 
his  money  to  a   real  estate  agent.  As  the 

wedding  appears  on  the  screen,  the  screen 
is  lifted,  and  Beban  and  his  company  of 
27  stage  a   real  Italian  wedding  party.  At 

its  conclusion  the  story  fades  back  upon 
the  screen  and  continues  to  the  thrilling 
auto  wreck  and  final  fade  out  with  Beban 

holding  his  ward  in  his  arms.  The  act 
runs  too  long  to  hold  the  interest,  the 
principal  weakness  being  Beban,  who  hogJ 

the  centre  of  the  stage  most  of  the  time. 
It  is  not  as  strong  a   vehicle  as  his  former success. — Ray  Muiutay. 

"Glenister  of  the  Mounted”  is  one  of  tlie 
most  interesting  and  logically  developed 
stories  of  the  Northwest  Mounted  Police 

it  has  ever  been  my  good  luck  to  witness. 
There  is  not  a   false  note  throughout  the 

five  or  six  reels,  the  titles  are  well  written, 
the  acting  is  natural  and  for  beauty  ot 

scenery  and  the  thrill  of  a   great  forest 
fire,  few  directors  have  surpassed  the  work 

of  Harry  Garson.  The  forest  fire,  par- 
ticularly. is  the  real  thing,  and  the  players 

had  no  doubles  while  working  before  the 

camera  making  this  part  of  the  picture- 

Thc  story  centers  about  three  characters, 
all  very  well  played  by  Lefty  Flynn,  Bess 

Flowers  and  Lee  Shumway.  It  tells  the 
.story  of  a   mysterious  murder,  supposed  to 

have  been  committed  by  a   boj'  who  at- 
tempts to  escape  with  his  sister  to  Montana. 

The  Canadian  police  are  put  upon  his 
trail,  catches  him  and  brings  him  back  for 
trial.  However,  further  investigation  into 
the  murder  reveals  the  fact  that  the  man 

who  would  benefit  most,  and  who  is  push- 
ing the  prosecution  of  the  young  man,  is 
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the  real  murderer,  his  motive  being  to  get 

certain  papers  and  control  a   large  timber 

tract.  The  mounted  police  sent  to  catch 

the  escaping  murderer,  falls  in  love  with 

the  girl,  but  does  not  declare  his  love, 

because  he  believes  she  is  the  wife  of  the 

■murderer.  A   white  horse  plays  an  im- 

portant role,  and  furnishes  comedy  relief. 

The  storv  was  written  by  Guy  Empy,  who 

knows  his  Canada,  and  it  is  played  in  the 

spirit  in  which  it  was  written.— Rav 
Murray, 

“Tramp,  Tramp,  Tramp”  is  one  of  the 
funniest  pictures  these  eyes  ever  have  seen, 

considering  it  is  built  on  such  a   slender 

basis  of  incident.  Much  of  the  fun  in  it 

is  fresh  and  seemingly  altogether  spon- 
taneous, having  the  same  relation  to  acting 

that  wit  has  to  speech.  The  few  less  new 

gags  are  so  well  refurbished  with  business 
that  they  too  seem  fresh. 
The  picture  concerns  a   hiking  race  from 

somewhere  East  to  California.  For  the 

greatest  part  of  the  film’s  footage  Langdon does  a   one-act.  And  how  he  does  it!  His 

pantomime  is  like  no  one’s  else  and  his 

“please  be  pleased  with  me”  grin  is  worth 
the  money. 

The  cyclone  scene  depends  less  on  vault- 
ing trees  and  flocks  of  barns  down  the 

wind  than  on  Langdon’s  work  for  its  effect. 
The  hit  in  which  he  tries  to  creep  up  on  a 
high  wind  impressed  this  reporter  as  the 
best  of  the  scene. 
A   slight  jar  came  with  the  closing  shot, 

that  of  Langdon  as  a   baby.  This  seemed 
strung  out  to  the  tiresome  point.  However, 
it  had  no  power  to  detract  from  the  fun 
that  preceded. — At.  Rarr. 

Minneapolis  Convention 
Insured  100  Per  Cent 

Los  Angeles  Attendance 
(,Contimied  from  page  24) 

field,  Morris,  Minn. ;   \V.  D.  Gowan,  Or- 
lonville,  Minn. ;   Miss  M,  E.  Chambers, 

Kerkhoven,  Minn. ;   A.  A.  Kaplan,  Minne- 
apolis; John  Filler,  Valley  City,  N.  D. ; 

C.  F.  Schnee,  Litchfield,  Minii. ;   W.  A. 

Steffes,  Minneapolis;  H.  L.  Weaver,  Edge- 
ley.  N.  D, ;   J.  B.  Shearer,  Park  Rapids, 
Minn, ;   C.  W.  Nordstrom.  Mtlnor,  N.  D. ; 
Henry  A.  Staab,  Milwaukee,  Wis. ;   L.  L. 
Bascom,  Tyler,  Minn.;  B.  Berger,  Grand 

Forks,  N.  ’D.  ;   C.  N.  Carver,  Lamberton, 
Minn. :   E.  '1'.  McCarthy,  Fergus  Falls, 
Minn.;  Joe  Schriever,  Breckenridge,  Minn.; 
B.  R,  Parsons,  Springfield,  Minn. ;   W.  E. 
Lewke,  Minneapolis;  Mr.  and  Mrs.  R.  R. 
Biechele,  Kansas  City,  Mo. ;   G.  A.  Golda, 
Heron  Lake,  Minn. ;   H.  A.  Young.  Chaska, 
Minn.;  Wm.  Ruud,  Granite  Falls,  Minn.; 

L.  Rubenstein,  Minneapolis;  E.  A.  Rovel- 
stad,  Chicago. 
A.  Engler,  Hopkins,  Minn.;  Mrs.  Geo. 

Benson,  Minneota,  Minn. ;   M.  Joffe, 
Kenyon,  Minn. ;   H.  Ferrin,  Mantorville, 
Minn.;  J.  F.  Roloff,  Welcome,  Minn.;  H. 
B,  Smoots,  Little  Falls,  Minn. ;   Chas.  E. 
Lyons,  Aitkin,  Minn.;  L.  F.  Hertzig, 
Springfield.  Minn. ;   J.  Friedman,  St.  Paul, 
Minn, ;   Fannie  L.  Watson,  Excelsior, 
Minn. ;   Anton  Gillcs,  Wahpeton,  N.  D. ; 
.!•  L.  Maitland,  St.  Paul,  Minn. ;   Otto  N. 
Raths,  St.  Paul,  Minn.;  Geo.  Mead,  New 
York  City;  M.  Torodor,  Minneapolis;  Sam 
Levinsohn,  Minneapolis;  Fred  Sherlterg, 
Black  Duck,  Minn.;  E.  R.  Schuttc,  New 
Prague,  Minn.;  Mrs.  E.  W.  Jensen,  White 
Bear  Lake.  Minn,;  T.  E.  Mortensen,  Min- 

neapolis; Mrs.  Dan  Eselin,  Minneapolis; 
M,  H.  Schroeder,  Minneapolis;  H.  J. 
Ludeke,  St,  Peter,  Minn. ;   E.  H.  McCarthy, 
Fargo,  N.  D. ;   Geo.  W.  Johnson,  Red  Wing, 
Mmn. :   Fred  E.  Toslyn,  Mantorville,  Minn, 
Jack  Miller,  Cliicago.  III.;  G.  L.  Hes-i, 

New  York  City;  E.  Hostavgr,  Rosludt, 
H, :   L,  Harrington,  St.  Taul,  Minn. ; 

Walter  Hiers  in  "Weak  But  Willing’’ 
a   Christie  production  which  is  re- 

leased by  Educational. 

Fred  Larkin.  St.  Cloud.  Minn.;  Will  J. 
Glaser,  Faribault.  Minn. ;   Paul  R.  Summers, 

Indianapolis,  Ind.;  Bob  LaPiner,  Minne- 
apolis; J.  Wm.  Houck,  Minneapolis;  G.  W. 

Kruger,  Minneapolis :   J.  Rosenfield,  Min- 
neapolis ;   Geo.  Peterson,  Minneapolis ; 

Monde  Riggs,  Minneapolis;  N.  K.  Shaw, 
St.  Paul,  klinn. ;   F.  C.  Buckley,  Superior, 

Wis. ;   Chas.  L   Murray,  Minneapolis ;   Dace 
J.  Wells,  Minneapolis ;   Wm.  Claybrook, 
Minneapolis ;   H.  G.  Thorpe,  Crosby,  Minn. ; 
Billy  Clifford.  St.  Paul,  Minn.;  Tho.  L. 

S   f   ̂ 

Scenes  from  "Early  to  Wed,’’  a   Fox  pro- 
duction with  Matt  Moore.  Zasu  Pitts 

and  Kathryn  Perry  in  the  featured 
roles. 

Hays,  Minneapolis;  Mike  Mayer,  St.  Paul, 

Minn. A.  S.  Sunberg,  St.  Paul,  Minn. ;   Hal  Daig- 
ler,  St.  Paul,  Minn.;  H.  J.  Nathan,  St.  Paul, 
Minn. ;   H.  M.  Laurance,  St.  Paul,  Minn. ; 

S.  L.  Siegelbaum,  Minneapolis ;   S.  J.  Black- 
more,  Duluth,  Minn. ;   C.  A.  Blackmore, 

Duluth,  Minn. ;   Ralph  Branton,  Minneapo- 
lis; Frank  J.  Rembusch,  Indianapolis,  Ind.; 

George  Schlesinger,  St.  Paul,  Minn.;  L.  J. 
Blumberg,  Minneapolis ;   Edmond  Ruben, 
Minneapolis ;   R.  H.  Byram,  Redwood  Falls, 
Minn.;  M.  J.  Weisfeldt,  Minneapolis;  Al 

Hixon,  Minneapolis;  H.  C.  Buchanan,  Su- 
perior, Wis.;  Eph  Rosen,  Minneapolis; 

J.  F.  Cubberley,  Minneapolis;  B.  McElli- 
gott,  Minneapolis;  A.  Huseman,  Minneapo- 

lis; G.  B.  Wiggins,  Minneapolis;  H.  B. 
Johnson,  Rush  City,  Minn.;  J.  E.  Garrison, 
Minneapolis;  Joe  H.  Ryan,  Madison,  S.  D. ; 
James  McDermott,  St.  Paul,  Minn.;  C.  C. 
Perry,  Minneapolis ;   W.  A.  Cameron,  St. 
Paul,  Minn.;  C.  F.  Hynes,  Minneapolis. 

0.  H.  Steindorff,  Amery,  Wis. ;   F.  W. 

Boll,  Stillwater,  Minn. ;   C.  Brown,  Nash- 
wauk,  Minn.;  E.  Bahrandt,  Cambridge, 
Minn.;  Fred  Lang,  Minneapolis;  Ben  Ross, 
Minneapolis;  J.  M.  Seider,  New  York  City; 
Herman  Jochims,  Luverne,  Minn. ;   E.  S. 
Noreen,  Hutchinson,  Minn.;  F.  R.  Poffer, 
Webster  City,  la.;  H.  B.  Wilcox,  Bricelyn, 
Minn. ;   J.  A.  Carlson,  Bricelyn,  Minn. ; 

A.  H.  Fischer,  Minneapolis ;   E.  M.  Erick- 
son, Sisseton,  S.  D. ;   Roy  McMinn,  Supe- 
rior, Wis.;  Mr.  and  Mrs.  Max  Kruschke, 

Princeton,  Minn. ;   R.  G.  Risch,  Appleton, 
Minn. ;   C.  L.  Bier,  Lanesboro,  klinn. ;   Jos. 
MUnar,  Spring  Valley,  Minn. ;   R.  V. 
Baasen,  Minot,  N.  D. ;   E.  L.  Dilley,  North- 
field,  Minn. :   Jay  E.  Gould,  Montevideo, 
Minn. ;   H.  kl.  Richey.  Detroit,  Mich. ;   A.  E. 
McCauley.  Glcnwood,  Minn. 

Conventionettes 

Joe  Seider  stepped  into  action  as  soon  as 
he  entered  the  convention  halt  in  debating 

the  contract  problems  with  Gabe  Hess,  and 

loe  led  the  exhibitor  discussion. 
*   ♦   ♦ 

Cora  W.  Thompson,  who  operates  the 

Opera  House  at  Dodge  Center,  Minn.,  ac- 
complished a   real  feat.  Cora  sold  her 

home  town  the  idea  of  taking  up  a   collec- 
tion to  defray  her  expenses  to  the  national 

convention. 
*   *   * 

Jack  Miller  announced  that  the  Steffes 
and  Rembusch  contingent  to  Los  Angeles 

would  be  on  the  official  special  of  the  Chi- 

cago and  Illinois  organization  on  the  Rock 
Island  road.  It  was  also  announced  there 

was  no  dispute  of  any  kind  with  any  other 

sponsors  of  special  trains. 
*   *   * 

A   number  of  Educational’s  short  fea- tures were  shown  the  exhibitors  at  11  p.  m. 

at  the  State  theatre  of  F.  &   R.  by  Ralph 

Branton,  branch  manager.  The  program 

included  “The  Vision,”  Romance  Produc- 

tion ;   “Felix  Lises  His  Head,”  a   Felix  Cat 

Comedy;  “Congress  of  Celebrities,”  from Lvman  Howe's  Hodge  Podge;  and 

Cats,”  a   Tuvenile  Comedy  with  ‘   Big  Boy. 
Eddie  Dinistettcr  was  at  the  Wurlitzer. 

*^Midnight  Sun*’  Stunt 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  Mav  11.— “The  M
id- 

night Sun,”  a   tea  room  adjoining  the 

Colony  theatre,  where  the  picture  The 

Midnight  Sun”  is  showing,  has  become 

increa'sedlv  popular  since  the  showing 

began.  During  intermissions  of  
the 

showing  tea  is  served  gratis  to  Colony 

patrons.  The  host  of  the  tea  room  is 

a   former  member  of  the  Russian  diplo- matic corps. 
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John  Barrymore  is  shown  in  a   scene 

from  “The  Sea  Beast,”  a   Warner 
Brothers  release,  said  to  be  reaping 

laurels. 

The  Sea  Beast 
Distributor:  Warner  Brothers 

Producers:  Warner  Brothers 

Length:  Undetermined 
DIRECTOR   MILLARD  WEBB 

PLAYERS 

Esther  Wiscasset....   Dolores  Costello 

Flask   .’.   

Mula     Mathilde  Comont 

Pip     Vadin  Uranoff 
Fedellah   

Daggoo     Frank  Hagney 

TYPE:  Drama  of  love  and  hate. 

THEME:  Love  and  hate  of  brothers. 

LOCALE:  Java;  aboard  a   whaling 
hip. 

TIME:  1840. 

STORY :   Two  brothers  love  the 

Dolores  Costello  and  John  Barrymore 

in  an  emotional  moment  from  “The  Sea 
Beast,”  a   Warner  Brothers  recent  re- lease. 

daughter  of  a   missionary,  but  the  girl’s affections  turn  to  the  one  named  Ahab. 
The  brothers  go  in  pursuit  of  the  white 
whale  and  Ahab  is  pushed  into  the  sea 
by  his  brother,  who  is  insane  with  jeal- 

ousy. Ahab  is  rescued  minus  one  leg 

snapped  off  by  the  white  whale.  Be- 
cause his  sweetheart’s  love  for  him  is 

but  pity,  he  returns  in  pursuit  of  the 
whale  which  has  ruined  his  life.  The 

girl,  her  father  and  Ahab’s  brother leave  Java,  but  their  vessel  is  wrecked. 

The  brother  is  picked  up  by  Ahab’s 
whaler,  and  a   fight  takes  place  between 
the  two  brothers,  in  which  the  jealous 
one  is  thrown  overboard  and  di'owned. 
Ahab,  seeing  a   ship  boy  drowning,  saves 
him,  and  both  are  dragged  aboard  the 
raft  on  which  the  girl  and  her  father 
found  safety,  Ahab  realizes  that  their 

love  is  greater  than  ever,  and  to  com- 
plete his  happiness  finds  he  has  killed 

the  white  whale. 

HIGHLIGHTS:  Brothers  love  for 

the  same  girl.  .   .   .   Hatred  of  brothers. 
.   .   .   Scene  in  which  brother  is  pushed 
into  sea  where  white  whale  is.  .   .   . 

Ahab’s  belief  that  girl’s  love  is  pity,  and 
his  leaving  Java.  .   .   .   Wreck  of  vessel 
missionary  and  his  daughter  are  on.  .   . 
Fight  between  brothers.  .   .   .   Reunion 

of  girl  and  sweetheart.  .   .   .   Death  of 
the  white  whale. 

Bachelor  Brides 
Distributor:  Pro-Dis-Co 

Producers:  William  K.  Howard  Pro- 
duction 

Length:  Undetermined 
DIRECTOR   HENRY  HATHAWAY 

PLAYERS 
Percy  Ashfield   Rod  La  Rocque 
Lady  Ashfield   Eulalie  Jensen 
Mary  Bowing   Elinor  Fair 
Henry  Bowing   George  Nichols 
Pansy   Julia  Faye 
Beamish   Lucien  Littlefield 
Maid   Sally  Rand 
Glasgow  Willie   Eddie  Gribbon 
Strang   Paul  Nicholson 
TYPE:  Romantic  drama. 
THEME;  Romantic  love;  mystery. 

LOCALE;  Scotland. 

TIME;  The  present. 

STORY :   A   father  objects  to  his 

daughter’s  marrying  an  English  peer. 
While  talking  to  the  suitor  a   woman 
appears  with  a   baby,  vowing  the  suitor 
is  father  of  her  child  by  a   secret  mar- 

riage. She  is  vouched  for  by  a   doctor, 
A   man  arrives  stating  he  is  a   detective 
from  Scotland  Yard  hired  to  guard  the 

wedding  §ifts.  The  suitor  later  finds 
him  stealing  the  gifts,  gets  in  touch 
with  the  real  detective,  and  discovers 
that  the  three  strangers  are  crooks  in 
league  with  each  other.  The  police 
capture  the  thieves  and  the  father  gives 
his  consent  to  the  marriage. 

HIGHLIGHTS :   Father’s  objection 
to  marriage.  .   .   .   Appearance  of  woman 

and  baby  and  her  avowal.  .   .   .   Arrival 
of  fake  detective.  .   .   .   Scene  in  which 

suitor  discovers  detective  stealing  gifts. 

.   .   .   Father’s  consent  to  the  marriage. 

Edward  Earle  and  Virginia  Southern  in 

“The  Greater  Glory,”  a   First  National 
release,  which  was  selected  by  the  Na- 

tional Board  of  Review  for  Exceptional 

Photoplay  list. 

The  Greater  Glory 
Distributor:  First  National 

Producer:  First  National 

Length:  Undetermined 

DIRECTOR   CURT  REHFELD 
PLAYERS 

Count  Maxim  von  Hurtig   

  CONWAY  TEARLE 
Fanny   ANNA  Q,  NILSSON 
Corinne   May  Allison 
Pauli  Birbach   Ian  Keith 
Tante  Ilde   Lucy  Beaumont 
Gustav  Schmidt   Jean  Hersholt 
Dr.  Hennan  von  Berg....Nigel  deBruiler 
Mizzi  {his  wdfe)   Bridgetta  Clark 
Prof.  Leopold  Eberhardt.John  Sainpolis 
Kaethe  (his  wife)   Marcia  Manon 
Otto  Steiner   Edward  Earle 
Liesel  (his  wife)   Virginia  Southern 

Anna  (Pauli’s  wife)   Isabel  Keith Irma  von  Berg  (the  stepmother)   

  Kathleen  Chambers Leon  Kinim   Hale  Hamilton 
Marie   Cora  Macey 
Countess  von  Hurtig   Carrie  Daumery 

Another  scene  from  “The  Greater 

Glory,”  with  Lucy  Beaumont  and  Anna 

Q.  Nilsson.  This  is  a   June  Mathis- First  National  release. 
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Theodore  von  Hurtig   Thur  Fairfax 

Scissors  grinder   Boris  Karloff 

Cross  bearer   George  Billings 
  Bess  Flowers 
  Marcelle  Corday 

types  Romantic  drama. 

THEME:  Sacrifice;  romantic  love. 

LOCALE:  Austria. 

TIME:  During  and  after  the  World 
War. 
STORY:  A   girl  unwittingly  enters  an 

escapade,  resulting  in  the  cancellation 
of  negotiations  for  her  marriage  to  a 
Count.  The  Count  has  not  concurred 

in  his  mother’s  peremptory  dissolution 
of  his  engagement.  He  meets  her  at 
the  night  club  she  is  hostess  of,  and  his 
love  triumphs  over  his  sciniples.  The 

gii-1,  due  to  his  mother’s  pleadings,  en- deavors to  make  him  fall  in  love  with 
a   South  American  heiress,  but  the 

Count  declines  to  give  her  up,  and  to- 
gether they  start  to  build  life  anew. 

HIGHLIGHTS:  Scene  in  which  girl 

attempts  to  aid  friend.  .   .   .   Dissolu- 
tion of  her  engagement.  .   .   .   Night 

Club  scenes.  .   .   .   Meeting  of  Count 

and  girl  again.  .   .   .   Girl's  attempt  to make  him  fall  in  love  with  an  heiress. 

.   .   Count’s  decision  to  marry  her. 

Heirs  Four  Hundred 
Distributor:  Fox 

Producer:  Fox 

Length:  Undetermined 

DIRECTOR....JOHN  GRIFFITH  WRAY 
PLAYERS 

Evelyn  Vance   Margaret  Livingston 
Jolm  North   Harrison  Ford 
John  Gilmore   Henry  Kolker 
Marshall  Langham   Wallace  McDonald 
Barbara  Langham   Marceline  Day 
Bill  Montgomery.   Rodney  Hildebrand 
Vivian   Amber  Norman 

TYPE:  Society  drama. 

THEME:  Retribution;  romantic  love. 
LOCALE:  An  American  city. 

TIME:  The  present. 

STORY:  An  attorney,  in  love  with 
the  sister  of  a   gambler,  pledges  to  clean 
up  the  town.  The  owner  of  a   cafe 
arranges  a   blackmail  plot  with  a   chorus 
girl  who  is  a   gold  ̂ gger.  She  marries 
the  gambler  who  owes  the  cafe  owner  a 
sum  of  money.  The  latter  is  killed  by 

the  gambler  when  he  brandishes  a   re- 
volver, but  because  of  circumstances  the 

attorney  is  accused.  The  gambler  es- 
capes but  returns  to  his  vs^e  in  a   dying 

condition  and  confesses  to  the  police  just 
before  he  dies.  The  attorney  and  his 
sweetheart  are  reunited  and  the  chorus 
girl  finds  happiness  where  she  least 
expected  it 

HIGHLIGHTS:  Arranging  of  black- 
mail plot.  .   .   ,   Marriage  of  chorus  girl 

to  wealthy  man’s  son.  .   .   .   Love  of 

attorney  for  gambler’s  sister.  .   .   .   Kill- 
ing of  cafe  owner.  .   .   .   Fight  on  trestle. 

•   .   .   Gambler’s  confession.  .   .   .   Re- 
union of  attorney  and  sweetheart. 

Why  Girls  Go  Back  Home 
Dist')'ib%itor :   Warner  Brothers 
Producers:  Warner  Brothers 

Length:  Undetermined 
DIRECTOR   JAMES  FLOOD 

,,  PLAYERS 

n^'ie  Downey   Patsy  Ruth  Killer 
j/lifford  Dudley   Clyde  Brook 
rhe  Leading  Lady   Jane  Winton 
^ally  Short   Myma  Loy 
John  Ross   George  O’Hara 
foe  Dovmey   Joseph  Dowling 

1   w 
    Brooks  Benedict 

Margaret  Livingston  and  Harrison  Ford 

are  shown  in  “Hell’s  Four  Hundred,’’  a 
current  Fox  release. 

TYPE:  Romantic  drama. 
THEME:  Romantic  love. 
LOCALE:  An  American  village;  an 

American  city. 
TIME:  The  present. 
STORY :   A   naive  village  girl  falls  in 

love  with  the  leading  man  of  a   visiting 
road  company.  She  follows  him  on  his 
train  and  is  ignored  by  him.  The  chorus 

girls  tell  a   press  agent  that  she  is  en- 
gaged to  the  leading  man.  The  latter  is 

furious,  and  pretends  it  is  only  a   pub- 
licity stunt.  The  scandal  and  publicity 

brings  fame  to  the  village  girl,  who 
is  now  eagerly  sought  by  the  leading 
man.  She  spurns  him,  and  later,  realiz- 

ing she  loves  him,  writes  a   note  of  for- 
giveness. He  follows  her  to  her  home 

town. 
HIGHLIGHTS:  Girl’s  love  for  lead- 

ing man.  .   .   .   Announcement  of  her  en- 
gagement to  him.  .   .   .   His  disregard 

for  her.  .   .   .   Her  rise  to  fame.  .   .   . 

Leading  man’s  love  for  her.  .   .   .   Her 
scorn  for  him.  .   .   .   Her  realization  of 
her  love  for  him.  .   .   .   Reunion  of  the 
two. 

The  Devil  Horse 
Distributor:  Pathe 

Producer:  Hal  Roach 

Length:  Undetermined 
DIRECTOR   FRED  JACKMAN 

PLAYERS 
Dave  Garson   Yakima  Canutt 

Marion  Morrow   Gladys  McConnell 

Prowling  Wolf.   Robert  Kortman 

Major  Morrow   Roy  Clements 
Younff  Dave   Fred  Jackman ®       Rex 

    Lady 
    The  Killer 

TYPE:  Horse  drama. 
THEME:  Horse  instinct;  romantic 

love. 
LOCALE:  Montana. 

TIME;  The  early  ’70s. 
STORY:  Some  settlers  are  massacred 

by  Indians.  The  only  two  escaping  are 

a'  little  boy  and  his  pony,  from  whom 
he  becomes  sepai*ated.  Years  later  the 

boy  becomes  an  army  scout  commpded 

by  a   Major  who  puts  too  much  faith^  in 
an  Indian  supposedly  friendly.  Hating 
the  smell  of  Indians  the  horse, _   who  had 

gained  leadership  among  the  wild  horses 
of  the  hill,  attacks  a   band  of  Indians, 

killing  them  in  his  fury.  The  Indians 
tie  the  scout  to  a   tree  in  the  path  of 

the  Devil  Horse  who,  when  he  gallops 

up  to  his  former  master  instinctively 
recalls  him.  Misinfoimed  as  to  where 

the  Indians  are  attacking  the  Major 

leaves  the  post  scarcely  guarded.  Through 

the  bravery  of  the  horse  and  boy  the 

Indians  are  defeated.  The  boy  -wins  the 

Major’s  daughter  and  the  Devil  Horse 

goes  back  to  the  hills  with  his  mate. 

Horses —   {   

HIGHLIGHTS:  Acting  of  horses. 

.   .   The  massacre.  .   .   .   Horse’s 
recognition  of  his  master.  .   .   .   Attack 
on  fort.  .   .   .   Race  of  horse  with 

ammunition.  .   .   .   Defeat  of  the  In- 
dians. .   .   .   Scene  in  which  boy  wins 

girl  and  the  horse  goes  back  to  the  bills 
with  bis  mate. 

Three  Weeks  in  Paris 
Distributor:  Warner  Brothers 

Producers:  Warner  Brothers 

Length:  Undetermined 

DIRECTOR   ROY  DEL  RUTH 
Camei'aman   David  Abel 

PLAYERS 
Oswald  Bates   Matt  Moore 
Mary  Brown   Dorothy  Devore 
Gus  Billikins   Willard  Louis 
Dolly  Winters   Helen  Lynch 
Duke  Laporte       Gayne  Whitman 
Bruce  Gordon   John  Patrick 
Alex  Darrows   Frank  Bond 
Mrs.  Brown   Nora  Cecil 
TYPE:  Farce  comedy. 

THEME:  Domestic  mix-up. 
LOCALE:  America;  Paris. 

TIME :   The  present. 

STORY:  Business  calls  a   man  from 
his  bride  to  Paris.  His  business  part- 

ner tries  to  show  him  some  life,  and  the 

groom  is  ch^lenged  to  a   duel.  His 
bride  in  America  hears  he  is  killed, 

collects  his  insurance  and  turns  herself 
into  a   rich  little  widow.^  The  groom 
returns  and  hears  she  is  considermg 

marrying  another.  To  make  sure  how 

things  stand  he  hires  himself  out  as 
chef  in  his  own  home.  A   clash  of  wits 

determines  the  outcome  of  the  story. 

HIGHLIGHTS:  Friend’s  desire  to imbue  groom  with  Parisian  life.  •   •   ,   • 

The  challenge  and  the  duel.  .   .   .   Wife  s 

belief  she  is  a   widow.  .   .   .   Grooms 

return  to  America.  .   .   .   His  disguise 

as  chef  in  wife’s  home.  .   .   .   The  out- come. 

Pathe  News  No.  38 

NINE  ENTRIES  PREPxlRE  TO
  ^LY  FOR 

FIELD  TROPHY  AND  A   PLA
CE  ON  AMERI- 

CAN TEAM  FOR  INTERNATIONAL
 

MEET  ABROAD  IN  BALLOON 

RACE. 

Pathe  News  No,  37 

SERIAL  DAREDEVIL  PERFOR
MS  ORIGINAL  FEAT 

WITH  SEVEN  PARACHUTES
  IN  RELAi 

PLUNGE  FROM  DRIFTING  
HOT-AIR 

BAT.T.OON. 

International  News  No.  36 

PRIZE  WIN'NING  MOUNTS  I
N  STRIKIW 

BITION  AT  ANIWAL  HORSE
  SHOW  IN N-EW  YORK  CITY. ¥ 

International  News  No.  37 

R'ORLD  RECORDS  ^IRE  BRO
KEN  BY  H;^RR'' 

HJ^TZ.  a   young  CALIFOR
NIAN,  io  300 

MILE  R.4CE  OPENING  NXW
  SPEED- 

WAY IN  NEW  JERSEY. 
« 

Kinograms  No.  5184 

J   000  YOUNGSTERS  IN'  PROCESSION  IN  HONOR
 

OF  NATIONAL  BOYS*  WE
EK  IN 

C4MDB1DGE. 
« 

Fox  News  No.  62 
SFAPIANE  CRASHES  INTO 

 RESIDENCE  DIS- 

TRICT AND  STICKS  IN  ROOF  OF  
HOUSE. 

CAUSING  SERIOUS  D.VMA
GE,  IN 

MIAMI,  FL.A. 

Fox  News  No.  63 

O   TE.AMS  OF  SOCIETY  WOME
N  MECT  AT 

POLO  IN  CHESTERTOWN
.  MD.,  AND 

BALTIMORE  FOUR  DEFEAT
S  EAST- 

ERN  SHORE.  5   TO  2. 
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New  Picture  Publication  Dates 
A   Week-to-Week  Summary  of  Facts  and  Figures  Pertain- 

ing TO  New  Picture  Product  Offered  the  Theatre  Booker 

Title Producer Distributor Length 

WEEK  OF  APRIL 26th 

Dcscrl  Gold Paramount 
Paramount 

S942 

Tha  Lucky  Lady Paramount P.-iraiiiounl 

5942 Somebody's  Wrong Jack  White Educational 
1000 

Shore  Sby Christie 
Educatio  nal 

2000 

Fresh  Faces Clirislis 
Edticntionnl 2000 

Neptune’s  Domain Lyman  H.  Homo Educational 1000 

Rough  and  Ready  Romeo Paths 

2/3  reel 
The  Uncovered  Wagon Hal  Roach 

Pathc 
1   real 

Baby  Clothes Hal  Roach 
Pathe 

2   reels 

The  Bar-C-Mysisry Paihe  (Serial) 

WEEK  OF  MAY  1st 

Hell  Bent  For  Heaven 
Warner 

657B 

Monov  Talks M-G-M M-G-M 6050 

The  Border  Sheriff P-D-C Associated  Exhibitors 
58U8 

The  Hidden  Way 
Harry  Webb  Prods. 

P-D-C 6600 

Flames 
Associated  Exhibitors Rayan 

soon 
Tlie  Prince  of  Pileen P-D-C Educational 2000 
The  Man  From  Oklahoma 

Harry  Webb 
Educational 

1000 

Mr.  Cinderella Goodwill  Comedies Patlic 
2/3  reel 

Felix  the  Cat  Braves  the  Briny 
Bijou  Filins 

Pathe 2   reels 
Farm  Hands Pathe 

1   reel Scared  Stiff 
Hal  Roach 

Nervous  Moments 
Crantland  Rice  Sport- 

P-D-C 6600 

Rayan  Piet.  Corp. 
5000 

Cha^i^g  Trouble Universal 
S   reels The  Still  Alarm 

Universal 
7406 

S»ell  .Affair 
Universal 

1   reel 

The  Radio  Riddle An  Adventure 
Universal 

2   reel- \   Haunted  Heireti}; 
Universal 

2   reels 

Tlie  Frame  Up 
Universal 2   reels 

The  Emergency  Man A   Mustang 
Universal 

2   reels 

The  Wilderness  Woman First  National First  .National 

7.'33 

WEEK  OF  MAY  9th 

Who*6  Boss 
Jack  While Educational 

1000 Gimme  Strength Educational 

2000 Going  Crazy 
Jack  White 

Educational 
2000 

The  Shooiin*  Fool Fables 

Patlio 2/3  reel The  Noon  Whistle 
Hal  Roach 

Pathe 

1   reel 

Mum’s  the  ̂ ’ord 

Palho 

2   reels 

Say  It  With  Rabies 

Pathc 

2   reels 

The  Ghost  of  Folly 

Pathe 
2   reels 

Fight  Night 

Pathe 2   reels Early  to  Wed 

Fox 5912 
Whispering  Canyon 

Ginsberg-Kann 
5662 

Racing  Blood 
Lumas 

5975 
The  Big  haradc F.  B.  O. 

F.  B.  O. 
2   reels 

Hands  Across  the  Border 
F.  B.  O. 

F.  B.  O. 
5367 The  Alpino  Flapper 

Timely  Films Pathe 

2/3  reel 
The  Planting  Season 

Crantland  Rice  Sport. 

Pathe 

1   reel 

Dinky  Doodle’s  Wild  We.sl 
F.  B.  O. 

1   reel The  Heavy  Parade 

F.  B.  O. 

1   reel 

The  Social  Highwaymen 

Warner 6000 Th#  Rainmaker 
Paramount 

6131 Galloping  Cowboy 
Associated  Exhibit  on 

1   6000 The  Phantom  Bullet 
Unlversol 

Help  Wanted 
Blue-Bird Universal 1   reel The  Radio  Wizard 

Universal 
2   reels 

Buster's  Mlz-Up 
Universal 2   reels Desperate  Dan 

A   Mustang 

Universal 
2   reels 

The  Set  Up Blue-Streak  Western 
Universal 

5   reels 

WEEK  OF  MAY  17th 

Glenister  of  tbe  Mounted F.  B.  O. 
F.  B.  O. 

3430 

Up  And  Wooing F.  B.  0. 
F.  B.  O. 

1968 

Where’s  My  Baby Blue-Bird  Comedy 

Unlversa! 

1   reel 

Boy  Scoot  Loyalty An  Adventure  Picture 
Universal 

2   reels 

Playing  the  Swell Stem  Bros.  Comedy 
Universal 2   reels The  Tin  Brone 

A   Mustang  Picture 
Universal 

2   reels 

Felix  the  Cat  in  a   Tale  'of  Two Killies  Bijou  Films 
Educational 

1000 

His  Private  Life 
Luplno  Lana  Comedies £<lucal&on&l 

2000 

Bear  Cals 
Jack  While 

2000 

What  A   Life 
Jack  White Educational 

1000 

From  A   to  Z   Thru  Filmdom Lyman  H.  Howe Educational 

1000 

Liquid  Dynamite 
Timely  Films 

Pathe 
2/S  reel Don  Key  (Son  of  Burro) 

Ha!  Roach Pathe 

2   reels 

WEEK- OF  MAY  24th 

The  Secret  Spring 
Paramount 

Paramount 5710 

My  Old  Dutch 
Universal 

Universal 7685 

Separated  Sweethearts Blue-Bird Universal 1   reel 
Outlaw  Love An  Adventure Universal 

2   reels The  Radio  Secret Stern  Bros. Universal 
2   reels 

Honeymooning  With  Ma 
A   Mustang 

Universal 2   reels 
Outlaw  Love Blue  Streak  Western Universal 4362 

Looking  For  Trouble Standard  Cinema F.  B.  O. 2   reels 

Black  And  Blue  Eyes 
Christie 

Educational 
2000 

Papa’s  Pest 
Felix  the  Cast Bijou  Films 

Educational 

1000 
Scoots  Through*Srolland 

Jack  While Editcaeionat 2000 
Creeps Timely  Films Pathe 

2/3  reel The  Bumper  Crop 

Uncle  Tom's  Uncle 

Hal  Roach 
Petho 

2   reels 

Mack  Sennetl Pathe 2   reels 

Muscle  Bound  Music 

Revolutions  Per  Minute 
Crantland  Rice  Sport- 

lights Palito 1   reel 

May  15,  1926 

Say  It  Again Distnbutor:  Paramount 

Producer:  Famous  Players-Lasky 
Length:  Undetermined 

DIRECTOR   GREGORY  LA  CAVA 
PLAYERS 

Bob  Howard   Richard  Dix 
The  Princess   Alyce  Mills 
The  Crown  Prince   Chester  Conidin 
“Gunner”    “Gunboat”  Smith 
Ertig    Bernard  Randall 
Tanza   Paul  Porcasi 
TYPE:  Mythical  kingdom  drama. 

THEME:  Romantic  love;  mistaken 
identity. 

LOCALE:  Mythical  kingdom  of  Spe- 

nozia. 
TIME:  During  the  World  War. 
STORY :   The  queen  of  Spenozia  tunis 

her  chateau  into  a   hospital.  The  prin- 
cess, who  is  nursing  there,  falls  in  love 

with  one  of  the  patients,  whose  face  she 
cannot  see  because  of  his  bandages. 
When  the  Armistice  comes  he  returns  to 
America,  but  after  a   year  or  two  starts 
back  to  Europe  to  find  the  nurse.  He 

is  mistaken  for  the  crown  pi'ince,  and 
not  speaking  Spenozian,  does  not  under- 

stand what  has  happened.  The  people 

discover  he  is  an  imposter  and  a   revo- 

lution occurs  despite  the  man’s  attempts 
to  admit  he  is  not  the  prince.  He  saves 
the  princess,  and  she,  realizing  he  is 
the  soldier  she  loved  in  the  hospital,  flees 
with  him  to  America. 
HIGHLIGHTS :   Hospital  scenes  in 

which  princess  falls  in  love  with  sol- 
dier. .   .   .   The  Armistice  and  conse- 
quent return  of  soldier  to  America. 

Soldier’s  return  to  Europe. 
.   .   .   Scene  in  which  they  mistake  Aim 
for  Crown  Prince.  .   .   .   The  revolu- 

tion. .   .   .   Scene  in  which  the  soldier 
and  the  princess  flee  to  America. 

The  Golden  Web 
Distributor:  Gotham 

Producer:  Lumas 

Length :   Undetermined 
DIRECTOR    WALTER  LANG 
Cameraman    Ray  June 

PLAYERS 

Roland  Deane   Huntly  Gordon 
Ruth  Rowan   Lillian  Rich 
John  Rowan   Jay  Hunt 
Dave  Sinclaii-   Boris  Karloff 

George  Sisk.   Lawford  Davidson 
Miss  Philbury   Nora  Hayden TYPE:  Romantic  drama. 
THEME;  Romantic  love. 
LOCALE:  An  American  city. 
TIME:  The  present. 

STORY:  A   man  loses  the  deed  to  a 

mine  he  has  purchased,  and  is  black- 
mailed by  the  finder*.  The  original  owner 

of  the  mine  offers  to  secure  the  deed, 
and  is  arrested  when  the  blackmailer  is 
found  dead.  His  daughter  steals  the 

deed  from  the  office  of  the  District  M- 
torney,  and  the  present  owner  of  the 
mine  marries  her  to  atone  for  her 

father’s  predicament.  The  husband  cap- 
tures the  blackmailer’s  crony,  who  con- 

fesses to  the  murder.  The  father  is 
fi*eed  and  the  girl  rescued  as  she  is 

about  to  leap  from  a   cliff  at  the  hour of  the  execution. 

HIGHLIGHTS:  Threats  of  the 
blackmailer.  .   .   .   Death  of  the  black- 

mailer. .   .   .   Arrest  of  former  owner 
of  mine.  .   .   .   His  conviction.  ■   •   • 

Scene  in  which  girl  and  man  steal  deed 
from  District  Attorney’s  office.  .   • 
Marriage  of  man  and  girl.  .   .   .   Man  s 
ruination  socially  and  £nancially  bec^se 
of  his  connection  in  case.  .   .   •   Con- 

fession of  real  murderer.  .   .   •   Free- 
ing of  convicted  man.  .   .   •   Rescue 

of  girl  as  she  attempts  to  leap  from 
cliff. 
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MVIITLE  STEDMAN  appear*  ii 

the  First  National  production 

“Don  Juan's  Three  Nights,"  oov 
in  shooting  stage. 

MONTE  BLUE  Is  starred  In  “Ro- 
veSlion”  vrhlch  is  a   Warner 

Brothers  picture  novr  beinj 
retted  by  Ernst  Lubllsch.  | 

ABOVE:  DAN  MASON  who  had 

a   great  part  in  “Forbidden  Wa- 
ters” for  release  through  Produc- 
ers Distributing  Corporation. 

George  Benoit,  clnentatographer. 

A.  S.  C.,  did  the  camera  work. 

LEFT:  PEVERELL  MARLEY, 

cameraman,  has  been  a   big  fac- 

tor in  the  production  of  such 

films  as  “Silence”  for  P.  D.  C. 

RIGHT:  FRED  THOMSON,  F. 

0,  O-  star  and  head  of  Fred 

Thomson  prodneUons,  is  now 

through  working  on  “Hand« 
Across  the  Border." 

I 
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P   C^Schram 
ALL  AROUND  FRYING  PANs  Fred  Thom- 

son— Best  Thomson  picture  to  date.  Each  one 
Fred  makes  gets  better.  Silver  King  always  good. 
Fred  makes  good,  clean  fast  action  pictures  al- 

ways. He  is  the  one  be^  bet  for  me.  Give  xis 

more  like  this.  Six  reels.— P.  C.  Schram,  Or- 

phcum*  theatre,  Kalamazoo.  Mich. — General  pat- ronage. 

-Osc*  Co-'*^ 

cto 

THAT  DEVIL  QUEMADO;  Fred 

We  played  our  first  Thomson  aver  a   month  ago. 
This  is  our  second  and  the  folks  here  turned 
out  en  masse.  There  is  scmethisg  compelling 
about  Fred  that  does  the  trick.  Silver  King  is  the 
most  beautiful  cayuse  you  ever  laid  eyes  on.  You 

can't  go  wrong  with  these  pictures  and,  once 
your  people  get  acQuainted  with  this  pair,  you 

couldn't  keep  them  away  with  a   riot  gun.  More 
power  to  you,  Fred.  Five  reels. — Pioneer  Pete, 
Pioneer  theatre,  Amasa,  Mich.— Small  town  pa- 
tronage. 

ALL  AROUND  FRYING  PAN:  FVed  Thomson 

— A   splendid  Western  picture  that  went  over  big. 
Silver  King  is  a   great  drawing  card.  Six  reels. 

— C.  S.  Watson,  Electric  theatre,  Caldwell,  Kan. 
— Community  patronage. 

THE  WILD  BULL’S  LAIR;  Fred  W.  Thom- 

eon— i-Fred  is  fipe.  Silver  can’t  be  beat.  Silver 
does  some  fine  work  and  last  reel  is  very  thrill- 

ing. Five  reels. — Robert  W.  Hines,  Hines  thea>' 
tre,  Loyalton,  S.  D. — General  patronage. 

Roy  Adams 
THE  WILD  BULL’S  LAIR:  Fred  Thomson- 

Well,  sir,  this  man  Thomson  take  this  here  bovine 
gentleman  by  the  horns  end  lays  him  jUst  like 

linoleum,  and  Silver  King  steals  the  dude's  pants 
end  we  had  more  darned  fun.  In  other  words,  a 

mighty  good  action  picture  with  Iota  of  comedy 
touches. — Roy  W.  Adams,  Pastime  theatre.  Mason, 
Mich. — General  patronaffe. 

*•4^. 

FRED  THQNUON 
PRODUCTION/ 

did  o"  ,   Q^iceh' 

Patron. 

DISTRIBUTED  BY  F.B.O.  OF  AMERICA 
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Coast  Work  Amazes  Visitors; 
Eastern  Studios  Go  Full  Blast 
Salesmen  Given 

Inside  Views 

of  Production 
By  RAY  MURRAY 

HOLLYWOOD,  May  11.  —   The 
hundreds  of  visiting  exchangemen 

from  all  over  the  world  who  attended 

the  six  or  seven  conventions  held 

here  during  the  last  two  months,  got 

a   pretty  clear  insight  into  the  art  of 

picture  making.  They  also  saw  at 

first-hand  many  of  next  season’s  pro- 
ductions and  no  doubt  were  amazed 

at  the  unusual  activities  in  general 

production  on  the  coast. 

For  production  just  now  is  going 

along  at  a   lively  clip.  Carpenters 
and  artisans  with  brick  and  plaster 

are  fast  erecting  sets,  both  inside  and 
outside  of  the  immense  studios,  and 

preparations  are  going  forward  that 
vdll  keep  directors,  cameramen  and 

actors  busy  for  many,  many  months. 
At  the  Fox  studios  for  instance  cameras 

are  grinding  on  11  productions,  while  2 
at  present  are  in  the  cutting  room  and 
4   more  in  preparation  and  ready  to  start 
almost  any  day. 

Fox  Completes  “Fig  Leaves” 
"Fig  Leaves”  is  in  the  cutting  room. 

This  is  an  original  story  by  Howard 
Hawks,  who  directed  the  picture  with 

George  O’Brien  and  Olive  Borden.  An 
elaborate  Garden  of  Eden,  designed  by 
William  Cameron  Menzies  and  Park 
French,  is  but  one  of  the  outstanding 

features  of  this  unusual  production.  "Dead 
Man’s  Gold,"  a   Lou  Seiler  production, 
presents  Tom  Mix  in  a   story  by  J.  Allan 
Dunn,  with  Eva  Novak  as  his  leading  lady. 
Dan  Clark,  as  usual,  turned  the  crank  for 
this  Fox  special. 

“Pigs,”  a   screen  version  of  John  Gol- 
den’s stage  hit,  is  under  way,  under  the 

direction  of  Irving  Cummings.  Janet  Gay- 
nor  and  Richard  Walling  are  the  principals. 
A1  A.  Cohn  prepared  the  script.  Harry 

Delf’s  play,  "The  Family  Up-stairs,”  will 
soon  emerge  from  the  Fox  studios  as  an 
entertaining  bit  of  screen  fiction.  J.  G. 
Blystone  is  directing  Virginia  Valli,  Allan 
Simpson  and  J.  Farrell  Macdonald  in  this 
former  stage  hit.  "The  Lily”  will  pre- 

sent Belle  Bennett  and  Ian  Keith  in  a 

screen  version  of  David  Belasco’s  ̂ eat 
stage  play.  Victor  Schertzinger  is  direc- 

ting, from  a   script  prepared  by  Eve  Un- 
sell. Glen  MacWilliams  is  photographing. 

That  famous  war  play,  "What  Price 
Glory”  is  fairly  well  on  its  way.  This  is 
a   film  version  of  Stallings’  opus,  being 
directed  by  Raoul  Walsh  with  Victor  Mc- 
Laglen,  Edmund  Lowe  and  Dolores  Del 

^o  in  the  principal  roles.  Barney  Mc- Gill is  the  cameraman. 

Others  that  are  in  production  as  this 
20^3  to  press  are:  “Married  Alive,”  in 
which  Emmett  Flynn  is  directing  Margaret 
Livingston  “Womanpower”  a   Harry 
•“^^timont  production,  with  Ralph  Graves 
^nd  Kathryn  Perry;  "Less  Work,  More 

(.Continued  on  page  167) 

WHAT  THE  PICTURES 

DID  TO  ME 

By  George  E.  Marshall 
Supervisor  of  Fox  Films  Comedies 

After  viewing  the  first  few  Fox films  comedies  for  1926-27  I 

am  firmly  convinced  that  motion 

picture  two-reelcrs are  emerging  from 
their  infamy.  My 
directors  and  gag 

men  are  of  one 

opinion  that  the 
comedies  are  go- 

ing from  the 
sublime  to  the 
ridiculous. 

After  screening 
Earle  Foxe  in 
“The  Swimming 

Instructor,”  the first  Van  Bibber, 

I   found  Felix 

Adler,  our  decrepid — I   mean  in- 
trepid— ride  writer  unconscious  in 

one  comer  of  the  projection  room. 
He  laughed  himself  that  way. 

Geofe«  E.  Mftnhall 

WHEN  I   told  the  staff  that  we were  going  to  make  eight  new 
animal  comedies  this  year,  Benny 

Stoloff  wanted  to  know  if  we  had 

bought  “Tiger  Rose.”  He’s  such 
a   wag. 

“1  see,”  writes  Mr.  Shapiro  of 

Kokomo,  Indiana,  “you  are  mak- 
ing a   comedy  dtl^  ‘Lafayette, 

Where  Are  We,’  I   love  riddles.” 

Ed.  Note — Souse  your  old  man. 

*   *   * 

(4ft  "D  ABES  in  the  Jungle’  should 
ij  be  a   riot,”  pens  Mr. 

O’Brien  of  Oshkosh.  “We  can  tie 

it  up  with  the  Yankees’  box  score. 
Babe’s  sure  in  the  Jungle,  all  right, 

all  right!” Ed.  Note — This  first  O.  Henrv 

will  knock  your  box-office  right 

out  of  the  jungle,  Mr.  O’Brien. 

The  only  reason  for  this  column 
is  to  give  you  a   few  laughs.  But, 
you  will  get  more  by  loolang  at  our 

pictures. 

NEXT  MONTH— 
'‘Smaller  and  Better 

Pictures*’ 

F   P-L  and  F.  N. 
Show  No  Letup 

in  Production 
By  JOHN  S.  SPARGO 

NEW  YORK,  May  11. — While  most 
of  the  commercial  studios  about  New 

York  are  showing  little  signs  of  activ- 

ity, picture  making  in  the  East  is 
going  at  full  blast  at  the  studios  of 
Paramount  and  First  National. 

There  seems  to  be  no  prospect  of 

a   letup  at  Paramount’s  Astoria  studio. 
Just  when  it  appears  that  there  is  to 

be  a   temporary  halt  in  production  a 
new  schedule  is  issued,  and  under 

present  arrangements  this  activity 
mil  continue  for  some  months,  and 

probably  permanently. 
Last  week  visitors  to  the  studio  had  an 

opportunity  of  watching  Lya  de  Putti,  an 
importation  from  the  Ufa  studios,  at  work 

on  the  D.  W.  Griffith  set  where  “The  Sor- 
rows of  Satan”  is  being  made.  Paramount 

executives  are  exceedingly  optimistic  over 
their  new  player.  She  has  beauty  and 
charm,  and  an  abandon  that  will  carry  her 

to  immediate  popularitj'.  Under  Griffith’s direction  she  is  being  given  tutelage  in 
American  methods  which  will  likely  prove 
of  inestimable  value  to  her  in  future  work. 

There  is  no  doubt  that  Griffith  is  deter- 

mined to  make  “The  Sorrows  of  Satan” 
one  of  his  greatest  productions.  He  is  in 
the  spirit  of  the  story  heart  and  soul. 
Every  scene  must  hit  100  per  cent  before 
he  passes  on  to  the  next. 

Menjou  Is  Satan 

Alolphe  Menjou  has  the  important  role 
of  Satan,  and  with  him  and  Miss  de  Putti 
in  the  cast  are  Ricardo  Cortez  and  Carol 
Dempster.  Fred  Fishbeck  is  chief  of  the 
battery  of  cameras.  The  picture  is  an 

adaptation  of  Marie  Corelli’s  story  by  John 
Russell.  Forrest  Halsey  did  the  screen 

play. Richard  Dix  is  nearing  the  end  of  "Say 
It  Again,”  following  casualties  which 
stopped  production  for  several  days.  As 
a   result  of  a   too  realistic  screen  fight 
the  star  nursed  a   broken  knuckle  for  10 
days  or  so.  No  camera  turned  during  that 

period. This  story  of  a   mythical  Balk-an  king- dom which  was  written  by  Luther  Reed 
and  Raymond  S.  Harris,  is  being  directed 

by  Gregory  Cava,  who  made  Dix’s  last 
rivo  successes,  “Womanhandled”  and  "Let’s Get  Married.”  Raymond  S.  Harris  and 
Richard  Friel  adapted  the  story. 

Featured  players  with  Dix  are  Alyce 
Mills  »ncl  Chester  Conklin  who  has  just 

been  signed  to  a   contract  by  Paramount. 

In  the  supporting  cast  are  “Gunboat” Smith,  Bernard  Randall,  Paul  Porcasi, 
William  Ricciardi  and  Ida  Watterman. 

Dix  will  complete  “Say  It  Again”  in  time to  take  a   two  weeks  rest  before  starting 

“The  Quarterback”  on  May  31.  This  will  be 

a   picture  of  college  football  life  based  on 

a   story  by  William  McGeehan,  well  known 

sports  writer.  Ray  Harris  will  do  the 
n   page  16S) 
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Five  Interesting 

Camera  Shots 

JACQUELINE  LOGAN  has  had  good  luck  and  bad  in  the  past  few  days.  She last  week  suffered  an  injury  to  her  foot  while  working  on  the  Warner  lot. 

But  the  work  she's  doing  in  “Footloose  Widows”  on  the  same  lot  bears  the  charac- 
teristics of  good  luck  coupled  with  a   lot  of  talent.  Roy  Del  Ruth  is  directing  her  in 

the  \Vamer  Brothers  picture. 

At  the  West 

Coast  Studios 

A   PLEDGE!  Lefty  Flynn,  F.B.O. 
^   star,  and  Ralph  Ceder,  director 
of  “Bill  Grimm’s  Progress”  series 
for  F.  B.  O.,  clasp  "hands  across  the 

town  pump.” 

J   BOYCE  SMITH,  JR.,  general  manager  of  Inspiration •   Pictures,  Inc.,  took  this  method  of  watching  the  pro- 

ceedings on  the  big  army  post  set  in  Richard  Barthelmess’ 
“Ranson’s  Folly.”  This  set  represented  Ft.  Crockett  and 
was  built  in  San  Fernando  Valley.  It  is  an  F.  N.  film. 

Bess  flowers,  left,  Ray  Hanford,  center,  and  Harry Garson  are  shown  working  on  a   scene  for  one  o 

Garson’s  latest  productions.  The  picture  is  “Glcnis^r  ot 
the  Mounted.”  It  will  be  released  by  Film  Booking  Uitices 

and  is  said  to  be  one  of  Lefty  Flynn’s  best  starring  vehicles. 
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Monte  BLI  E   and  Patsy  RiKh  Miller 
are  the  big  players  in  “Reveillon” which  Ernst  Lubitsch  is  now  directing  for 

Warner  Brothers.  The  film  is  one  of  the 
type  for  which  Lubitsch  is  famous. 

Alan  hale,  director,  and  Georges Benoit,  cameraman,  appear  on  a   set 

for  the  P.  D.  C.  picture,  “Forbidden  Waters. 
It  is  a   closeup  job  of  a   phonograph  record 
in  action. 

Progressives in 

Production 

no  “gel- 
ling by”  in  film 

production.  Yester- 
day’s best  is  not  good 

enough  today.  Only 

by  doing  today  a   thing 
enough  to  be 

best  to- morrow is  it  possible 

to  “get  ahead”  in  pic- 
tures. 

Picture  people  pres- 
ently numbered 

among  the  progres- 
sives whose  work  is 

“out  in  front”  of  the 
crowd  are  pictorially 
recorded  from  month 
to  month  in  this 

T   IMMIE  ADAMS  and  Mrs.  Adams  arc 

J   shown  in  preparation  for  the  beginning 
of  a   new  series  that  Jimmie  will  soon  start 
for  Educational  release  on  the  Christie  lot 
ill  Hollywood. 

Here  is  the  cutting  department  of  the F.  B.  0.  organization  in  Hollywood. 
Which  is  an  important  department  of  every 
studio  lot  where  the  thousands  of  feet  of 
film  is  broken  down  and  reassembled. 

■DALPH  CEDER,  the  director  of 
the  “Fighting  Hearts”  series,  for 

F-  B.  O.,  is  now  on  a   short  vacation 

prior  to  beginning  “Bill  Grimm’s 
Progress,"  a   series  of  12. 

fINCOLN  STEDMAN’S  favorite  c
ar 

is  naturally  the  one  “named  after him."  Young  Steelman  has  recent  y 

made  a   name  for  himself  in  the  juvenile 

roles  of  a   number  of  pictures  recent 

of  which  is  “Made  for  Love"  for  P.D.L. 

Daniel  P.  CLARK  has  been made  president  of  the  American 

Society  of  Cinematographers  at  the 

organization’s  recent  annual  election. 
Clark  is  chief  photographer  for  Mix 
in  Fox  Films. L 



The  above  still  shows  a 

scene  from  “Men  of 
Steel”  which  was  made 
for  First  National  by  Earl 
Hudson.  Milton  Sills 
heads  the  cast. 

A   Picturesque  Individual 
in  a 

Picturesque  Industry 

The  above  still  shows 

Leon  Errol,  left,  who 

stars  in  “A  Lunatic  at 

Large”  which  was  pro- 
duced by  Earl  Hudson 

for  First  National. 

He  Liked  Adventure  and 

School  Was  Tame  to  Him  at 

13  So  He  Left  School  and 

Ran  Away  from  Home  to 

Punch  Cattle — Later  He  W   as 

a   Reporter  Then  a   Publicity 
Director  Then  an  Assistant  to 

J.  D.  Williams. 

There  are  a   number  of  pic- turesque personalities  in  the 
motion  picture  industry,  which 

in  itself  is  not  so  strange,  for  there  is 
much  about  the  very  nature  of  the 

industr)'  that  is  picturesque. 

Eindoubtedly  one  of  the  most  pic- 
turesque and  promising  of  these 

figures  is  a   young  man  who,  at  the 

age  of  33  has  accomplished  the  phe- 
nomenal feat  of  producing  a   total  of 

35  feature  productions,  including  cer- 
tain outstanding  successes,  all  within 

a   period  of  36  consecutive  months  of 
tireless  energy  and  application. 

This  enterprising  personality,  who 
is  about  to  take  his  first  vacation  from 

work  in  seven  years,  is  worthy  of 
more  than  passing  note,  for  he  is  one 
of  whom  the  motion  picture  industry 

may  well  expect  much.  The  per- 
sonality referred  to  is  Earl  Hudson, 

who  during  his  association  with  First 
National  Pictures  has  forged  ahead  to 
an  enviable  position  as  a   producer. 

An  interesting  background  of  exper- 
ience is  behind  him  and  his  views.  A 

bit  of  recapitulation  seems  in  order. 
Returns  via  Box  Car  Route 

Born  in  Elgin,  111.,  he  rebelled 
against  the  confines  of  the  classroom 

By  JOHN  S.  SPARGO 

EARL  HUDSON 

and  at  the  age  of  13  left  school  while 

in  the  eighth  grade.  School  was  tame 
to  him,  and  he  liked  adventure.  He 

got  his  first  taste  of  it  with  a   job  in 
the  Elgin  Watch  Factory,  but  setting 

jewel  pins  didn’t  give  him  much  of  a 
thrill  either,  so  in  about  a   year  later 

he  ran  away  from  home — like  many 
other  boys — to  be  a   cowboy.  He 

punched  cattle  in  the  panhandle  dis- 
trict of  Texas,  worked  as  a   water  boy 

for  a   railroad  section  gang,  and  then, 
becoming  homesick  after  this  fling  at 
the  “red-blooded  life  of  a   he-man  in 

the  wide  open  spaces,”  returned  home 
via  a   boxcar  of  a   freight  train. 

Once  again  he  worked  in  the  Elgin 

Watch  Factory,  and  then — the  thrill 
that  comes  once  in  a   lifetime! — he 
became  a   reporter  on  the  Elgin  Daily 

News.  A   year  or  so  later  he  was  a 
reporter  for  the  Chicago  City  News, 
a   local  news  gathering  association.  He 

gained  considerable  experience  in 
court  and  police  work,  and  it  was 
there  that  he  had  an  opportunity  to 

see  the  seamy  side  of  life,  a   side 
which  naturally  is  of  great  value  to 
him  in  producing  pictures. 

While  working  in  Chicago  he  had 
an  opportunity  of  becoming  press 

agent  for  a   convention  of  motion  pic- 
ture exhibitors,  and  it  was  there  that 

he  got  his  first  contact  with  the  in- 
dustry. In  due  time  he  became  writer 

for  a   trade  paper.  Tlien  he  went  to 
First  National  as  publicity  man.  J- 

D.  Williams,  then  general  manager  of 

First  National,  took  him  out  of  the 

publicity  department  to  become  his  as- 
sistant, and  when  Mr.  Williams  left 

First  National,  Mr.  Hudson  remained 

in  the  same  capacity  with  Richard  A. 

Rowland  as  the  head,  going  out  to  the 

West  Coast  to  be  in  charge  of  pictures 
made  by  that  organization. 

Begins  Production  Work 

The  Hudson  slogan  that  he  drum- 
med into  his  subordinates,  is  his  be- 

lief that  anything  can  be  accomplished 

if  one  uses  his  head.  He  is  a   tradi- tion breaker. 

Mr.  Hudson  has  written  several 

motion  picture  plays,  has  had  his  hand 

in  the  editorial  supervision  of  each  of 

the  pictures  produced  since  he  came 

into  the  production  field  and  on  sev- eral occasions  has  directed  scenes 

himself.  It  was  about  three  years 

ago  that  Hudson  started  his  produc- (Conliimcd  on  page  164) 
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SCHUEFFTAN  SPIEGELVERFAHREN 

An  Odd  Sounding  Process  That  Ought  to  Mean 

More  Dollars  for  Exhibitors  and 

Better  Films  for  Patrons 

Painting,  sculpture  and  music  are arts  because  their  scope  is  unlim- 
ited. , 

The  greater  the  genius,  the  greater  the 
results. 

So,  motion  pictures  have  never  risen  t
o 

the  plane  of  the  arts. 

Though  directors,  scenarists  and  produc- 

ers have  had  the  imaginations  of  Rem- 
brandt, Rodin  or  Schubert,  the  finished 

proLct  was  hemmed  in  by  obstacles  im- 
possible of  surmounting.  That  is  the  big 

reason  for  the  remark,  “the  movies  are 

still  in  their  infancy.” 
Granted  that  strides  have  been  made, 

those  changes  are  natural.  The  same  com- 
parative advances  have  been  made  in  the 

automobile  industry.  A   few  refinements 

in  the  technique  of  the  actor,  the  camera 

and  a   greater  knowledge  on  the  part  of 
the  director  of  the  scope  of  his  vehicle, 
are  the  total  of  the  advances. 

But  as  far  as  depicting  fantasy,  the  per- 

fection of  what  we  now  term  “double"  or 
“triple”  exposures,  dual  roles  and  other 
"trick  stuff”  is  concerned,  much  remains 
to  be  learned,  t'icture  making  was  sur- 

rounded by  insuperable  fences.  If  a   sculp- 
tor has  genius,  he  strikes  a   certain  area  of 

his  marble  with  the  mallet,  and  a   line  that 
will  be  the  inspiration  of  posterity  is  the 
result.  A   painter  mixes  certain  colors, 
touches  them  to  a   canvas  and  a   master- 

piece comes  forth.  A   Mendelsohn  visual- 
izes harmonic  tone  pictures  and  we  have 

a   “Spring  Song.” 
That  has  not  been  the  case  with  cine- 

matography. The  scenario  writer  has  an 
idea  that  he  thinks  would  look  well  pic- 
turized  and  he  includes  it  in  his  script. 

Immediately  the  director,  the  art  depart- 
ment, the  technical  forces,  the  camera  shop, 

erj'  down  the  figment  of  the  scenarist's 
imagination.  “Impossible!"  ‘‘Can't  Be 
Done!”  “Too  much  trick  stuff  1'  “Mechan- 

ical impossibility  1'  .   .   .   And  another 
"just  a   picture”  is  dumped  out  on  a   dis- 

gusted world. 

A   frame  of  film  enlarged  lo  show  the 

amneing  offocss  obialnabla  by  tUo  use  of 
the  now  Schu^fflun  ppoeoM,  cer^troilod  by 
Unlvor^al. 

For  this,  nobody  is  to  blame.  It  \vas 
in  the  order  of  things.  Every  company 
labored  under  the  same  difficulties.  With 
some,  the  craft  was  developed  to  perhaps 

a   slightly  higher  degree  than  with  others. 

But  in  the  main,  the  average  motion  pic- 
ture was  just  an  average  motion  picture. 

By 

SAM  B.  JACOBSON 

not  very  far  removed  from  the  early  days. 

If  an  especially  difficult  "stunt”  was  pro- 
duced, it  was  hailed  by  all  as  another  out- 

standing triumph  for  the  movies;  which  it 
was,  but  the  isolated  examples  bespoke  the 

difficulty  and  expense  that  beset  the  nerve- 
wracked  director  and  cameraman. 
Now  that  is  changed.  The  fence  that 

surrounded  the  possibilities  of  motion  pic- 
tures has  been  razed.  All  within  the  in- 

dustry are  free  to  wander  where  their 

fancies  dictated.  No  project  is  too  vision- 
ary or  fantastic.  Imagination,  for  the  first 

time,  can  be  given  full  sway,  and  the  in- 
fant industry  is  out  of  its  swaddling 

clothes  and  is  prepared  to  take  its  place 
among  the  Arts. 
A   new  era  has  arrived.  The  dawn  ot 

CARL  LAEMMLE 

a   hitherto  unguessed  future  is  at  hand. 

The  result  of  20  years  of  labor  has  borne 

fruit  and  from  the  bustling  town  of  Bres- 

lau-on-Oder,  in  Germany,  comes  the  arch- 

prophet of  motion  pictures,  Eugene 
Schuefftan.  And  even  more  than  a   prophet 

is  this  Teutonic  genius,  for  he  has  seen  the 
fulfillment  of  his  prophecies! 

All  his  life  has  been  devoted  to  the 

Arts.  At  an  early  age  he  graduated  from 

the  Academy  of  Arts  in  his  native 

city  and  soon  thereafter  been  to  prac- 

tice his  talent.  His  reputation  now  ex- 
tends throughout  Europe  as  a   genius  at 

depicting  landscapes  and  Nature  s   scenic 

splendor  on  canvas  and  his  facile  pen  can 

race  through  the  intricacies  and  vagaries 
of  caricaturing  and  cartooning  the  heads 
of  the  great  in  but  a   fraction  of  a   minute. 

The  possibilities  of  photography  at- 
tracted him.  Thence  it  was  but  a   step  to 

cinematography.  As  he  observed  reel  after 
reel  of  motion  pictures,  the  sameness  of 
them  all  from  a   technical  standpoint  im- 

pressed itself  upon  him.  Vague  dreams 
took  shape  in  his  mind  and  he  began  to 
set  them  down  on  paper. 

His  artistic  genius  was  his  greatest  aid. 

\n  enlargement  of  a   frame  showing  the 

amazing  single  czposQre  effeet*  that  
can  be 

obtained  by  the  new  Schuefftan  process 

controlled  by  UiUversal. 

Crude  machinery  gradually  was  perfected. 

The  war  caused  an  interruption.  But  the 

period  was  a   fortunate  one  for  him  as  it 

was  a   physical  recess  begetting  solider 

problem  solutions.  After  the  armistice  suc-
 cess came.  _ 

During  one  of  the  numerous  Europpn 

visits  of  Carl  Laemmle,  president  of  Uni- 
versal Pictures  Corporation,  the  work  ot 

the  genius  Schuefftan  came  to  his  a
tten- 

tion. He  investigated.  Quiet  and  without 

ostentation,  the  movie  chief  conducted  a
 

thorough  investigation  and  soon  American 

motion  picture  circles  were  puzzled  over 

the  announcement  that  Universal  h^d  
ac- 

quired exclusive  rights  to  the  Schuefftan 

Spiegelverfahren”  process. 

Skeptics  smiled,  some  to  themselves,  o
th- 

ers to  their  associates.  Conversations  were 

heated,  discussions  arose  pro  and  con,
 

mostly  con.  The  work  of  assembling  th
e 

intricate  machinery  that  soon  arrived 
 in 

mysterious  bales  and  crates  proceed
ed 

steadily.  Some  few  added  features 
 had 

to  be  fabricated  on  the  lot. 

What  is  the  “Schuefftan"  process?  Th
e 

details  unfortunately,  cannot  be  divulg
ed 

at  this  time.  There  are  secrets  that
  are 

locked  within  the  breast  of  the  inve
ntor. 

Universal  employees  who  are  being
  in- 

structed in  the  intricacies  of  the  device 

are  pledged  to  an  inviolate  silence.  . 

In  the  main,  however,  as  its  name 
 indi- 

cates, a   maze  of  mirrors  project  bac
k- 

grounds from  an  angle  onto  the  negative 

film  in  the  camera  which  is  focused 
 on  its 

regular  objective.  In  other  words,  a  
 play- 

er acting  before  a   blpk  %vall  will  be 
 seen 

on  the  screen  portraying  his  role  m   Ve
nice, 

or  the  Alps,  or  wherever  the  action 
 ot  the 

picture  calls  for  his  presence  to  be.  ,, 

The  advantages  of  the  Schuef
ftan 

(Confmufd  on  Pa(ie  170) 
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Above  Khowa  the  atorminR  of  the 

elt)'  In  the  adventure  tale,  “Beau 

fpeate.** 

Seenee  at  the  Arltona  Camp,  where 
Ronald  Colman  and  Herbert  Brenoo 

worked  on  “Beou  Geate.” 

Ronald  Colman  lakes  a   drink  from 

one  of  the  60  water  kegs  placed  at 

convenient  points  ihronghoul  the 
camp. 

F.  P.  L.  Turns 

A   Desert  Into 

A   Hollywood 

2,000  Men  and  1,800  Livestock  Live  12 

Weeks  While  Paramount  Directors  Film 

^^Beau  Geste”  and  Achieves  Great 
Engineering  Feat 

Seene  In  the  lent  hospital  of  the 

huge  Arlsona  desert  ramp  where 

Paramount  people  mode  “Oeau 

nesle-“ PRODUCTION  on  “Beau  Geste”  has been  completed.  The  production  rep- 
resents an  achievement  which  will  be 

one  of  the  outstanding  attractions  of 

Paramount’s  15th  anniversary  group. 
Featured  in  the  picture  are  Ronald  Col- 

man, Alice  Joyce,  Noah  Beery,  Mary 
Brian,  Neil  Hamilton.  William  Powell, 
Ralph  Forbes  and  Norman  Trevor. 

An  Engineering  Feat 

It  is  practically  impossible  to  compare 
this  production  achievement  with  anything 
done  either  in  or  out  of  the  business. 

“Beau  Geste’’  represents  an  engineering 
feat.  Just  how  great  the  task  was  that 
confronted  Brenon  and  his  staff  may  be 
realized  from  the  fact  that  nearly  2,000 
men  and  1,800  head  of  livestock,  including 
horses,  mules  and  camels,  lived  for  12 
weeks  on  the  American  desert  30  miles 
from  the  nearest  base  of  supplies.  Those 
2,000  men  represented  what  is  believed  to 
be  the  largest  company  of  motion  picture 
players  ever  sent  beyond  the  borders  of 
California. 

In  building  and  maintaining  Camp  Para- 
mount, supplies  were  transported  over  the 

state  highway  to  within  three  and  a   half 
miles  of  the  camp  site.  As  the  trail  left 
the  highway  a   plank  road  a   mile  and  a 
half  long  was  constructed  through  the 
desert,  terminating  at  a   SOO-foot  dune  too 
steep  to  permit  descent  or  ascent  of  ve- 

hicles. To  overcome  this  obstacle,  a   shute 
was  built  and  material  was  shot  down  this 
to  the  valley  floor  where  it  was  reloaded 
on  sand  sleds  drawn  by  specially  con- 

structed tractors. 
Over  this  improvised  plank  roadway  and 

sand  80,000,000  pounds  of  materials  were 

transported  to  the  camp  depot.  Every  day 
shifts  of  100  men  each  labored  to  keep  the 
plank  road  clear  of  sand  drifts,  for  if  the 
transportation  of  food  supplies  were  im- 

peded, the  health  and  life  of  the  men  and 
animals  would  be  endangered. 

Boasts  Telephones 

Camp  Paramount,  standing  alone  on  the 
hot  and  barren  desert,  possessed  the  fol- 

lowing features: 
1,800  head  of  livestock,  including  25 

camels. 
350  tents,  all  floored. 
A   well  producing  50,000  gallons  of  water daily. 

A   telephone  system  connecting  headquar- 
ters, horse  corral,  property  department, 

important  sets,  hospital,  mess  halls,  ward- 
robe department,  etc. 

A   water  pipe  system  carrying  water  to 
within  a   few  feet  of  every  tent. 
A   shower  bath  for  every  20  men  in camp. 

Four  post  offices  distributed  throughout 
the  camp,  which  covered  four  and  a   half 
square  miles. 
An  electric  lighting  system. 
A   clinic  and  a   hospital  with  a   physician- 

surgeon  and  trained  nurses. 
A   recreation  tent  50  feet  wide  by  150 

feet  long  for  card  playing,  radio  concerts 
and  concerts  by  the  company  orchestra,  A 
mess  hall  80  feet  wide  by  250  feet  long 
where  motion  pictures  were  shown  nightly. 
A   clay  tennis  court  and  a   Babbington 
court.  A   16-foot  canvas  floored  boxing ring. 

Semimilitary  rules  were  observed,  with 
reville  at  5:30  every  morning.  By  8:30 
every  man  had  his  cot  in  order  and  was 

ready  to  start  across  the  dunes  on  horse- 
back. A   long  rest  period  was  taken  each 

noon  to  give  the  horses  rest  and  to  avoid 
filming  during  the  hottest  part  of  the  day. 
The  evening  meal  was  served  at  7   and  at 
10  taps  was  blown. 

It  required  17  trains  to  transport  men, 
livestock  and  supplies  from  Los  Angeles 

and  other  points  to  Yuma,  .'^riz.,  the  near- 
est railroad  approach  to  “Camp  Para- 

mount.” 

Airplanes  Used 

During  the  course  of  production  two 
airplanes  were  pressed  into  service  to 
carry  100,000  rounds  of  blank  cartridges  to 
the  camp.  As  the  supply  of  ammunition 

had  run  out  the  air  shipment  saved  a   day’s extra  shooting  and  thousands  of  dollars. 
Special  blades  six  inches  wide  and  18 

inches  long  had  to  be  designed  for  the 
caterpillar  tractors  to  pull  the  loaded  sleds 
over  the  sand.  The  iron  flanges,  made 
by  Frank  Blount,  the  studio  representative 
who  built  the  mammoth  camp,  succeeded 
where  automobile,  mule,  steam  winches 
and  ordinary  tractors  failed.  Two  of  the 
tractors  with  the  specially  designed  flanges 
pull  20  tons  up  a   steep  grade  whereas  two 
tractors  without  the  blades  could  pull  only 
one  ton  up  a   4S'degrec  hill. 

Each  day  Brenon  used  eight  horses.  Rid- 
ing four  horses  deadbeat  over  the  sand 

dunes  in  the  morning,  shepherding  the 

cowboys  who  were  playing  the  rojes  of 
Arabs,  the  afternoon  saw  the  director 
again  tirelessly  vaulting  on  and  off  his 
horses,  climbing  up  a   60-foot  camera 
form  like  a   boy  of  16,  calling  for  a   fresh 
mount  and  off  again  improving,  reproving 
and  marshalling  the  riders  into  position. 
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JESSE  L.  LASKY 

spenl  a   short  time 
in  Chicago  before 

going  to  New  York 

to  tell  the  home  of- 

fice about  the  anni- 
versary product. 

JAMES  R. 
GRAINGER  1   e   d 

the  Fox  gang  back 
from  the  conven- 
tion. 

BUCK  JONES 
tossed  the  first  ball 
at  one  of  the 

White  Sox  games 
during  his  brief 
slay  in  Chicago. 

PETE  SMITH  told 

reporters  about  the 

Metro  tieup  with 
the  fire  fighters  as- 
‘iociation. 

MAE  MURRAY 
went  West  and  she 

was  quite  enthu- 
siastic about  her 

recent  trip  to  Eu- 
rope. 

CORINNE  GRIP- 
FITH  very  kindly 

posed  for  newspa- 
per photographers 

and  resusned  her 

trip  East. 

JOSEPH  P.  KEN- 
NEDY was  cheered 

up  after  attending 
the  big  F.  B.  0. 
convention  a   n   d 

meeting  his  boys. 

JOE  BRANDT 
made  a   stop  in 

Chicago  after  mak- 
ing a   visit  to 

Hollywood  where 
he  was  busy  with 

production  affairs. 

CLAYTON  P. 
SHEEHAN  was 
with  the  foreign 

delegation  that  bad 
attended  the  Fox 
Coast  meetings. 

MABEL  NOR- MAND  was  in 

Chicago  on  her 

way  to  New  York 
to  bay  clothes  for 
some  new  piclure>. 

SAM  SAX  made 

another  of  his  fre- 

quent jumps  from Coast  to  Coast. 

JUNE  MATHIS 
met  every  delegate 

at  the  First  Na- 
tional convention 

on  her  way  home 
from  an  extended 

Eastern  visit. 

NED  DEPINET 
was  in  for  the 

Chicago  First  Na- tional convention. 

HIRAM  ABRAMS 

accompanied  Joe 

Schenck  to  Holly- 
wood after  a   visit 

in  Gotham. 

BETTY  BRON- 
SON came  in  and 

shopped  around 
the  loop  stores  on 
her  way  East. 

LOUIS  B.  MAYER 

went  to  New  York 

for  the  Metro  con- vention and  made 
several  spec  ches 
down  there. 

JOSEPH  M. 
SCHENCK  and  Sid 
Crauman  told  the 

reporters  about  the 
new  theatre  chain 

they  are  forming. 

WHERE  the 
Golden 

State 

Limited^’ MEETS  the 
^^Twentieth 

Century^  
^ 

^Thumbnail  News  About 
Studio  People  Visiting 

THE  Home  of  the  Herald 

During  the  Month. 

MADGE  BELLA- 
MY told  all  about 

her  plans  for  a tour  of  Europe. 
Her  mother  was 
with  her. 
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Exhibitors  Herald  Production 
Directory T   A   Monthly  Service  Devoted 

to  Stars,  Directors  Scenar- 
ists and  Cameramen  at 

Upon 
l   Prod Current duction. Chicago  Office:  407  So.  Dearborn  St. 

0   Hollywood  Representatives: 
Ray  Murray,  H.  E.  Nichols 

tfH  New  York  Representatives: 

Spnrgo,  J.  R.  Keegan 

Diredor Star Scenariil Cameraman 

Story 

Stage 

ASSOCIATED  STUDIOS.  3800  Mission  Road.  Capitol  2120. 

Eric  Von  Slroheltn 

L.  W.  Cboudec 
Wm.  Craft 

Noel  Smith 

Llofd  Ingraham 

All-Slar 

Creighton  Hale 
Wro.  Codr 
Ai  Wilson 

Edward  E.  Horton 

Von  Stroheim 

J.  Stewart  Woodhouse 

Adolo  Buffington 

Beatrice  Van 

James  Lynch 

J.  O.  Taylor 
Geo.  Robertson 

AI  Siegler 

“The  Wedding  March" 

“Tardy  Toillvor" 

“The  Arizona  Whirlwind" 
“The  Flying  Mail" 

“Lord  Hokum" 

Preparing 
Shooting 

Shooting 

Preparing 
Shooting 

CALIFORNIA  STtDIOS.  1424  Beachwood  Dr.  Hollywood  0162, 

At  Herman 
Ceo.  Jeske 

Trem-Carr 

J.  P.  McGowan 
Ben  Cohen 

Jack  Nelson 

J.  P.  McGowan 

Chas.  Delaney 

All-Star 

All-Slar 

AI  Hosie 
Bushman-Perrin 
Wm.  Fairbanks 

Bob  Reeves 

H.  C.  Wltwer 

Staff 
Staff 

J.  P.  McGowan 

Staff 
Staff 

J.  P.  McGowan 

St.  Elmo  Boyce 

Earl  Walker 

Bob  Cline 

Bob  Cline 

fUnUtled) 

(Untitled) 

(Untitled) 
(Untitled) 

(UnUtled) 

(Untitled) 

(Untitled) 

Preparing 

Preparing 

Preparing 

Shooting Shooting 

Preparing 

ShooUng 

CHADWICK  STUDIO. 6070  Sunset  Blvd. 
Hempstead  4111. 

Nat  Rom 

Jas.  Young 

Mary  Alden 
Alexander  Carr 
Lionel  Barrymore 

Zion  Myers 

Jas.  Young 

Wni.  O'ConneU O'Connell “April  Fool” 
“The  Bells” 

Colling 

Cutting 

CHARLES  CHAPLIN. 1416  La  Brea.  Hempstead  2141. 

Charles  Chaplin 

Josef  ron  Sternberg 

Charles  CbapUn 

Edna  Pnrvianee 

Staff 

Staff 
Totherol  Wilson 

Gheller 
“The  Circus" 
“The  Sea  GuU" 

Shooting 

Shooting 

CHRISTIE  STUDIO. 6101  Sunset  Blvd. 
Hollyw’ood  3100. 

Wm.  Watson 

Earle  Rodney 

Harold  Beaadlne 

Wm.  Watson 

Harold  Beaudfne 

Neal  Burns 

Bobby  Vernon 
Frances  Lee 

Waiter  HJers 

Duane  Thompson 

Jimmie  Adams 
Neal  Bums 

Frank  Conklin 

SIg  Uenig 

Robt.  Hall 

Frank  Conklin 

Kingsley  Benedict 

Wheeler-Sullivan 

PhiUips-Jaeqnemln 

Peierson-Gameit 

Pelerson.Breaaier 

Peterson-Breamer 

“Papa’s  Pest" 

“Till  We  Eat  Again" 

“Hltchin*  Up" 

“Chase  Yourself" 

“Mister  Wife” 

Culling 
Cutting 

Cutting 

Culling Cutting 

CECIL  B.  DEMILLE  STUDIO.  Culver  City,  Cal.  Empire 9141. 

Donald  Crisp 

Paul  Sloane 

Vera  Reynolds 

Leatrice  Joy 

Jeanle  Maepherson- Garreii  Port 

Jack  Jevna Rez  Taylor 

Garrett  Fort 

Jeanie  Maepherson- Gorrett  Fort 

Jennie  Maepherson 
Lenore  J.  Coffee 
Beulah  Marie  Dlz 

Jeanle  Maepherson* Douglas  Doly 

Peverell  Marley 

Arthur  Miller 

“Sunnyslde  Up" 

“The  Clinging  Vine" 

Culling 

Shooting William  K.  Howard 

Frank  Urson 

Ceell  B.  DeMlUe 

William  DeMlUe 

Alan  Hale 

Donald  Crisp 

Rod  LsRoeque 

Jetta  Gondal 

AU-Slar 
Leatrice  Joy 

Vara  Reynolds 
All-  Star 

Luelen  Andriot 

Nick  Nusuraga 

Peverell  Marley 

“Gigolo" 
“Her  Man  o’  War” 

“The  Deluge" 

“For  Alimony  Only" 

“Risky  BnsineM" 
“Yotsng  April" 

Shooting 
Cutting 

Preparing 

Preparing 
Preparing 

Preparing 

COLUMBIA  PICTURES.  1438  Gower  St. Hollywood  7940. 

Frank  O’Conner 
Ralph  Inca 

Frank  Sirayer 
Phil  Rosen 

All  Star 

Bert  Lytell 

Leah  Baird 

J.  Grubb  Alezander 
“The  False  Alarm" 

“The  Lone  Wolf  Returns" 

Shooting 

Preparing 

Preparing 

Preparing 
F.  B.  0.  STUDIO.  780  Gower  St.  Hollywood  7780. 

Leo  Meehan 

Chet  Wither 

David  Kirkland 

John  Bowers 
Bess  Flowers 
Pauline  Frederick 

Fred  Thomson 
Silver  King 

Leo  Meehan 

Doris  Anderson 
Wm.  E.  Wing 

Alien  Siegler 

Andre  Balatier 

Ross  Fisher 

“Laddie" 

“Her  Honor  the  Governor" 

“The  Two-Cun  Man” 

Shooting 

Shooting 

Shooting 

UNITED  STUDIOS,  Inc. 
M.  C.  LEVEE,  President 

100,000  SQUARE  FEET  OF  PROPS  GARNERED  FROM  EVERY  CORNER  OF  THE  GLOBE^ 

Let  us  supply  the  Props  for  your  next  production.  Our  Props  Dressed  “The  Sea  Hawk,”  “Stella  Dallas,”  “Irene,” 
“Sally,”  and  other  spectacles 

UmTED  STUDIOS,  INC.,  5341  MELROSE  AVE.,  HOLLYWOOD 
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Director 
Star 

 ' 
Scenarist Cameratnon 

Story 

Stage 

Harrj  GsrAOtk 
“Lefty”  Flynn Wm.  E.  Wing 

Jimmy  Diamond “Glenistsr  of  the  Mounted” 

Colling 

Shooting 

Evelyn  Brent Ewart  Adamson 
Roy  Klaffki 

“The  Jade  Cup” 
Alborta  Vaughn Lowell  Martin Phil  Tannura 

“Fighting  Hearts” 

Cnltlng 

Bob  DeLoeey 

Jaek  Nelson 

Lorry  Kent 

Tom  Tyler 
Bob  Custer 

F.  A.  E.  Pine 
John  Leezer 

“Jerry  Settles  Down” “Heart  of  a   Cowboy” 

Shooting 
Shooting 

FILMCRAFT  STUDIOS.  4506  Sunset  Blvd .   Olympia  1715 

Warren  Mlllale Gladys  Roy Abe  Coldneur B.  Myers 
“The  Devil’s  Wings” 

Shooting 

Horry  Jones 

Robert  Power 

All-Star 
Gotdesur 

Frank  Cotner 

Comedy Shooting 

FINE  ARTS  STUDIO. 4500  Sunset  Blvd. Olympia  2131. 

FIRST  NATIONAL  PROD. 
Al  Green 

Colleen  Moore 

“Delicatessen” 

Preparing 

FIRST  NATIONAL  PROD. 

Jack  Dillon 

Anna  Q.  Nilsson 
Lewis  Slone 

“Midnight  Lovers” 

Preparing 

BANNER  PROD. 

Archie  Mayo Sonya  Levine Harry  Davis “Christine  of  the  Big  Tops” 

Preparing 

H.  J.  BROWN 

Harry  J.  Brovrn 
Reed  Howes Frank  Clark Wra.  Tnere 

“The  High  Flyer” 
Preparing 

H.  J.  BROWN 

Horry  J.  Brovrn Billy  Sullivan Ralph  Murphy Wm.  Tuers 
“Stick  to  Your  Story” 

Shooting 

CHARLES  ROGERS  (H.  J. 

Brown  Snpervlslon) 

Albert  Rogell Ken  Maynard 

Dorothy  Devore 
Marlon  Jackson “Senor  Daredevil" 

Shooting 

PATHE  EXCHANGE,  INC. 

Spencer  Bennett 
Gene  Tunney 

Wolier  Miller 
Frank  Leon  Smith Snyder-Redman 

“The  Fighting  Marine" 

Shooting 

DAVID  HARTFORD  PROD. 
David  Hartford Julienne  Johnston 

Robert  Frazer 
Frances  Nordstrom Walter  Griffen 

“Dame  Chance” 

Shooting 

BILLY  WEST  PROD. 

Hughls  Fay Eihlyn  Gibson 
Staff 

Jack  Young 
“Winnie  W'inkle  the  Bread  Win- 

Shooting 

IMPERIAL  PROD. 

BurrI  Tuttle 

ner 

Clifford  Wheeler All-Star 
“Let’s  Co” Preparing 

TIFFANY  PROD. Anita  Stewart 
Jack  McKenzie 

Henry  McCarthy Shooting 
H.  P.  CRIST  PROD. All-Star 

JOHN  INCE  PROD. 

John  lace 
“Hungry  Arms" 

Preparing 

WILLIAM  FOX  STUDIO,  1400  N.  Western  Ave.  Hollywood  3000. 

Robt.  Kerr All-Star 

Virginia  ValU 

Bennison 
Eve  Unsell 

B.  Klein 

Reginald  Lyons 
“Complete  Life” 

“The  Family  Upstairs’* 

Shooting 
Shooting 

Cummings 

Allan  Simpson 
Richard  Walling Alfred  Cohn Abe  Fried 

“Pigs’* 

Shooting 

NelU 
Janet  Caynor 

Madge  Bellamy 
L.  G.  Rigby 

George  Schnelderman 

**01ack 

Shooting 

AI  Austin 

Edmund  Lowe 
Earle  Foxe 

Florence  Gilbert 
J.  W.  Rubens Geo.  Crocker 

“Swimming  Instructor” 

Shooting 

Dull Hallam  Cooley 

Gladys  McConnell  ' 
Snndrlch  &   Moran Sidney  Wagner ••Tho  Lickpenny  Lover" 

Shooting 

Hawks 
George  O'Brien Olive  Borden Hope  Loring  and Joseph  August 

“Fig  Leaves" 

Shooting 

Neal Mildred  June Louis  Llgbton B.  Hawk 

Wagner 

Glen  MaeWilllama 

Barney  McGill 

Shooting 

Ray 

Sehertzinger 
Walsh 

William  Cinders 

Mary  Brian 
BoUe  Bennett 

Dolores  Del  Rio 

Eddie  Moran 

Rex  Taylor 

Eve  UcseU 

J.  T.  O’Donohuo 

“No  ShenoaniBans" “Uly” 

“What  Price  Glory” 

Preparing 

Preparing 
Preparing 

Victor  MoLaglen 

Edmund  Lowe 
Brodley  King 

John  Stone 

Preparing Berzage All-Star 

Tom  Mix Dan  Clark “Dead  Man’s  Gold 

Cutting 

Eva  Novak 

Margaret  Livingstone 
L.  G.  Rigby 

Ernest  Palmer 
“Married  Alive" 

Shooting 

Lou  Tellegen 

All-Star 
Bradley  King 

“Reinrn  of  Peter  Grimm” 

Preparing 

Wray 

Harry  Beaumont All-Star Kenneth  Clark R.  Berquisl “Woman  Power” 

Preparing 

BUSTER  KEATON  STUDIO,  1025  Lillian  Way.  Hollpyood  281
4. 

Jennings  Haines “The  General" 

Shooting 

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER  STUDIO. Culver  City. 
Empire  9111. 

Victor  Seasirom 

King  Vidor 

King  Baggot 

Uobert  Henley 
Roht.  Z.  Leonard 

Tod  Browning 

Wm.  Nigh 

Christy  Cabanne 

union  Gish 

John  Gilbert 
Bessie  Love 

Ramon  Novarro 

Sbearer-Nagel 
Lon  Chaney 

All-Star 

Mae  Murray 

Francos  Marion 

Dorothy  Farnum 

Agnes  C.  Johns! 
Dona  Barrell 

Herbert-Segor 

Elliott  Clawson 

Henrlck  Sarlov 

Daniels 
>n  Ira  Morgan 

Percy  Hilburn 
Ben  Reynolds 

Cursled 

"Tho  Scarlet  Letter’’ 
"Bardeleys  the  Mognifieent" 
“Lover  Mary” 
“Bellamy  the  Magnificent 

“The  Waning  Sex” 
“Road  to  Mandalay" 

“The  Fire  Brigade” 

“Altars  of  Desire” 

Shooting 

Shooting 

Shooting 
Shooting 

Shooting 

Shooting Shooting 

Shooting 

Star Gon’l  Manager Diroclor 
Comeraman 

Story 

S'nge 

FRED  THOMSON  PRODUCTIONS. 780  Gower  Street.  Holly.  7780. 

Fred  Thomson 

Fred  Thomson 

Fred  Thomson 

Fred  Thomson 

Fred  Thomson 

Milton  D.  Gardner 

Milton  D.  Gardner 

Milton  D.  Gardner 

Milton  D.  Gardner 

Milton  D.  Gardner 

David  KirkUed 

David  Kirklaod 

Dovid  Kirkland 

David  Kirkland 

David  Kirkland 

Ross  Fisher  A.  S.  C. 

Ross  Fisher  A.  S.  C. 

Ross  Fisher  A.  S.  C. 
Ross  Fisher  A.  S.  C. 

Rost  Fisher  A.  S.  C. 

AU  Around  the  Frying  Pan 
The  Tough  Guy 

Hands  Across  the  Border 
TTie  Two  Gnn  Man 

The  Lone  Hand 

General  release 
First-run  telsoso 

Cutting 

Shooting 

Preparing 
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Director 
Stor 

Scenarist 
Cameraman 

Story 

Slogs 

Edmund  Goolding 

Co$mopolilon 
Maurits  Stiller 

Ray-Crnwford 

Carbo-Moreno 

Colliding 

Dorothy  Farnum 

John  Arnold 

Gaetano  Gaudio 

“Parie" 

“nie  Temptress” 

Editing 

Shooting 

METROPOLITAN  STTOIO.  1040  Las  Palmas  Ave.  Hollywood  1431. 

Alan  Hale 

Svend  Cade 

Barbara  Bedford 

Conway  Tearle 
Corinne  Griffith 
Corinne  Griffith 

Carey  Wilson 

Corey  Wilson 
Adelaide  Heilbron 

Faxon  Dean 

Harold  Weastron 

“The  Sporting  Lover” 

“Into  Her  Kingdom” 
“Ashes” 

Cutting 
Shooting 

Preparing 

MARSHALL  NEILAN. 1845  Glendale  Blvd.  Dr.  7861. 

Marshall  Neilan Blanche  Sweet 
Benjamin  Claxer David  Kesson “Dlplotisncy” 

Preparing 

PARAMOUNT  STUDIOS.  1520  Vine  Street.  Hollywood  2400. 

Artbnr  Rosson Raymond  Griffith Reginald  Morris Wm.  Marshal “Wet  Paint" 

Editing 

Herbert  Brenen Alice  Joyce 

Mary  Brian 
Ronald  Colman 

Clarence  Badger 

Noah  Beery 

Nell  Hamilton 

Ralph  Forbes 
Wm.  ColUer.  Jr. 

Paul  Schofield 
J.  Roy  Hunt “Beau  Gesle” 

Shooting 

Ernest  Torrence 

Georgia  Hale Loring  &   Llghton R.  KInley  Marlin 
“Tho  Rainmaker" 

Editing 

Alan  Dwan Noah  Beery 

Becky  Gardner 
James  Howe 

‘'Padlocked" 

Editing 

John  Waters 

Louise  Dresser 

Jaek  Holt 

Margaret  Morris C.  Edgor  Sehoenbouni “Born  to  the  West” 

Shooting 

Lueien  Hubbard 
WllUam  Wellman Florence  Vidor 

LoweU  Sherman 
Clive  Brooks 

Benjamin  Glaser Victor  Milnor “Love’s  Magie” 

Shooting 

Victor  Fleming Ernest  Torrence 

Percy  Marmont 
Clara  Bow Adelaide  Heilbron 

James  Howe 

”M  antrap” 

Shooting 

MACK  SENNETT STUDIOS.  1712  Glendale  Blvd.  Dunkirk  7957. 

Eddie  Cline 
Alice  Day 

Eddie  Quillan 

Danny  O’Shea 
Max  Davidson 

Walker-Jennings 2. Reel  Comedy 
Shooting 

Shooting 
Del  Lord 

Billy  Bevan 
Vernon  Dent 

Thelma  Parr 

Depew  Dnhols 
2>Reel  Comedy 

Lloyd  Bacon 
Barney  Hellnra 
Raymond  McKee 
Ruth  Hiatt 

Johnny  Burke 

Mary  Ann  Jackson 
Marvin  Lobaeh 

Buyce.Aiih Smith  Family  2.Reel  Comedy 

Cutting 

Andy  Clyde 

Gil  Pratt 
Cap,  the  Canine 
Ben  Turpin 

MadeUne  Hnrloek 
Fowler-Fish 

2.Reel  Comedy 

Shooting 

IhclniB  HlEl 

Knth  Taylor 
Dave  Morris 
Joe  Young 

STERN  FILM  CORPORATION.  6100  Sunset  Blvd.  Hollywood  0391. 

Cus  Meins  Jed  Dnoler  Helas  Harr?  Forbes  “The  Newlyweds  and  Their  Baby”  Shooting 
Eihlyne  Clair Sunny 

Francis  Corby  Sid  Saylor  Corby  Leonard  Smith  “Lei  George  Do  It”  Shoot  ng 

WllUam  Anthony  “The  Excuse  Maker”  Prepar  og 

Roy  Evans  “What  Happened  to  Jane”  Preparing 

UTVITED  STUDIOS. 5341  Melrose  Avenue. Hollywood 

FIRST  NATIONAL  PRODUCTIONS 

Edmund  Carewe Dolores  del  Rio 

Lloyd  Hughes 

Lois  Lceson 

J.  F.  DlUon Lewis  Stone 

Shirley  Mason 

Clara  Beronger 

At  Rogcll Ken  Maynard 

Frank  Capra Harry  Langdoa 
Langdon 
June  Mothis 

4080. 

Dob  Kurrie 

“Pal  First" Shooting 
Chesler  Lyons 

“Don  Juan’s  Three  Nights” 

Shooting 
“Senor  Dare  Devil" 

Shooting 
Eigin  Leslie “The  Yes  Man" 

Shooting 

“Sinners  in  Paradise” 

Preparing 

Director 
Star 

Can’t  Manager 
.issi.  Director 

Story 
Sioge  _ 

FRED  THOMSON  PRODUCTIONS. 780  Gower  Street.  Holly.  7780. 

David  Kirkland 

David  Kirkland 

David  Kirkland 

David  Kirkland 

David  Kirkland 

Fred  Thomson 

Fred  Thomson 

Fred  Thomson 

Fred  Thomsen 
Fred  Thomson 

Milton  D.  Gardner 

Milton  D.  Gardner 
Milton  D.  Gardner 

Milton  D.  Gardner 

Milton  D>  Cordner 

Alfred  Werker 

Alfred  Werker 

Alfred  Werker 

Alfred  Werker 

Alfred  Werker 

All  Around  the  Frying  Pan 
The  Tough  Cay 

Hands  Across  the  Border 

The  Two  Cun  Man 
The  Lone  Hand 

General  reloasa 

Firsi.run  release 

Culting 

Shooting 

Preparing 
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Director 
Star Seenorfsl Cameraman 

Story Stoge 

UNIVERSAL  STUDIO. Universal  City,  Cal. Hemp.  3131. 

William  Seller Reginald  Denny Harvey  Thew Arthur  Todd "Take  It  From  Me" 

Shooting 

John  McDermott 
Norman  Kerry John  McDermott 

Jolm  StnmaP 
"The  Love  Thier’ 

E.  A.  Dopont Mary  Philbln 
Norman  Kerry 

Daponl-Kofaner Jackson  Rose 
"Love  Me  and  the  World  Is 

Mina" 

Sheollng 

Lynn  Reynolds 
House  Peters Charles  Logna Gilbert  Worrenlon “Prisoners  of  the  Siomi" 

Edward  Sloman 
Laura  LaPIantO ChaB.  lAenyon John  Slumar “Butterflies  in  the  Rain" 

Lois  Weber 
Billie  Dove 

Francis  X.  Bnahman 
Lola  Weber Lee  Mohr “The  Star  Maker” 

Cutting 

Harry  Pollard 
All-Star A.  P.  Younger Chas.  Slumar “Uncle  Tom's  Cabin" 

Geo.  B.  Sells 
Viola  Dann 

Kenneth  Hnrlond 

James  O.  Spearing L.  Cerstart “The  Ice  Flood" 

Calling 

Melville  Brown Laura  LaPlanlo Melville  Brown Arthur  Todd “Her  Big  Night" 

Edward  Laemmle Edward  Everett  Horton Raymond  Cannon John  Slumar "The  Whole  Town’s  Talking" 

Clifford  Smith Hoot  Gibson Chas.  A.  Logue 
Edws  LindoD "The  Man  In  the  Saddle" 

Shooting 

Ceo.  Summerville Arthur  Lake Scoll  Darling Jerry  Ashe “Sweat  Sixteen" 

Willy  Wylel 
Art  Aeerd Wm.  Lester E.  LIndon "Riding  Honor" 

Lon  Collins Curly  Witsel Harrison  Jacobs Wm.  Nobles 
“Doable  TVonhle” 

Geo.  Banter Fred  Gilman 
Al  Jones 

“The  Dude  .Desperado" 

Shooting 

Ray  Taylor 
Wallace  MacDonald 

Leigh  Jacobson 
Joe  Brotherien "Great  West  That  Was" 

Jacques  Jaeeard Jack  Oauherty Wm.  Lord  Wright 
Howard  Oswald 

“The  Fire  Fighters" 

Shooting 

WARNER  BROS.  5832  Sunset  Blvd.  Hollywood  4181. 
Alan  Crofland 

Jas.  Flood 

Charlas  Reisner 

J>  Stuart  Blaeklon 

Ernst  Luhilseh 

Roy  del  Ruth 

John  Barrymore 
Dolores  Costello 
Irene  Rich 

Willard  Lonls 

Syd  Chaplin 
Doris  Hill 

All-Star 

Monte  Blue 

Palsy  Ruth  Millar 
Louise  Faxenda 

Jacqueline  Logan 

Besi  Meredylh 

Mary  O'Hara 
Relsner-Zanuck 

Marian  Constance 

Blaeklon 

Darryl  F.  Zanuck 

Byron  Haskins 

DuPar-Robinson 

Nick  Musuraea 

Mecca  ll-Shlpham 

Van  Enger-Abel 

“The  Tavern  Knight" 

“The  Doormat" 

“The  Better  Ole" 

“The  Paulonale  Quest'' 
“RevelUo  n” 

“The  Foot-Loose  Widow" 

Sheeting 

Shooting 

Shooting 

Shooting 

Shooting 

Shooting 

WOLCOTT  STUDIOS. 6050  Sunset  Blvd. Gladstone  8302. 
Lou  Carter 

Police  Dog  “Fearless" 
Clarence  A.  Loean 

McManigal 
“Sliest  Sleuth" 

Shooting 

Frank  MalUson 
Police  Dog  “Sondon" 

Earl  Johnson "Desert  Hero" 

Shooting 

New  York 
COSMOPOLITAN  STUDIO.  127th  Street  &   2nd  Avenue.  Phone  Harlem  9700. 

Robert  T.  Kane Alleen  Pringle “The  Croat  Deception" 

Shooting 

Howard  HIggin Ben  Lyon 

FIRST  NATIONAL  STUDIOS.  807  East  175th  Street.  Phone  Tremont  5100. 
Charles  Urabln Warner  Baxter 

Doris  Kenyon 

•Adele  Comandlnt “Mlsmates" 

Shooting 

Al  Santsll Dorothy  MackaiU 

Jack  Mnlhall 

“Subway  Sadie” 

Shooting 

John  Fish  Goodrich 
Charles  Van  Eager 

"Paradise” 

Preparing 

Fred  Nowmeyer Ben  Lyon-May  AeAvoy George  Folsey “The  Savage” 

Cutting 

MUion  Sills R.  G.  Kirk 
Roy  Carpenter “Men  of  Steel" 

Cutting 

Milton  Silb John  Fish  Goodrich “Puppets" 

Catling 

Al  Sanlell Dorothy  Maekalll 

Jack  Mulhall 
“The  Charleston  Kid" 

Preparing 

PARAMOUNT.  .Long  Island  (New  York).  Phone  Astoria  3500. 
D.  W.  Crtfliih 

Gregory  La  Cava 

Dlek  RoMon 

Herberl  Urenon 

Allan  Dwan 

Mai  Si.  Clair 

Erie  Kenton 

Edward  Sutherland 

Edward  Sutherland 

Gregory  La  Cava 
Mat  Si.  Gair 

Lya  de  Pulll 
Adolphe  Menjotl 
Richard  Dls 

Gloria  Swonxon 

Ronald  Colman 

Nell  Hamilton 
Alice  Joyce 

Mary  Brian 
Noah  Berry 

Thomas  Melghan 

Ford  Sterllng.Loia  V'ibon 
Bflbe  Daniels 

W.  C.  Fields 

I.ouixe  Brooks 

Richard  DIx 
W.  C.  Fields 

Adolphe  Menjon 

Bebe  Daniels 

Forest  Halsey 

Raymond  S.  Harris 
Richard  Friel 

James  A.  Creelnian 

John  Russell 
Herbert  Brenon 

Fred  Fishbeck 

Ed.  Cronjager 

George  Webber 

J.  Roy  Hunt 

Howard  Emmett  Rogers 
Pierre  Ceilings 

Forrest  Halsey  Leo  Garmes 

Luther  Reed  Alvin  Wyekofif 

Ray  Harris 

“Sorrows  of  Satan" 

Shooti  ng 

“Say  It  Again" 

Shooting 

“Fine  Manners"  Shooting 

“Beau  Geste”  Cutting 

“Tin  Cods" 
“The  Show.Off" 
•'TTie  Palm  Beach  Girl** 
“It's  The  Old  Army  Came" 

“Glorifying  the  American  Girl" 
“The  Quarterback” “So's  Your  Old  Moo" 

“The  Aee  of  Cade" 

“The  College  Flirt" 

Shooting Shooting 

Cutting 

Cutting 

Preparing 

Preparing 

Preparing 

Preparing 

Preparing 

TEC-ART  STUDIO.  332  W.  44th  St.,  N.  Y.  C.  Longacre  9350. 
Preferred 

Harley  Knoles  Frank  Mayo  Eugene  ClilTord 

Ruth  Clifford 
Tom  Terris  Arthur  Hoerl 

"Lew  Tyler's  Wives”  Shooting 

“The  Romance  of  a   Million  Preparing 

Dollars" Star Director Gsn’l  Manager 
/Isil.  Director 

Story Stags 

FRED  THOMSON  PRODUCTIONS. 780  Gower  Street.  Holly.  7780. 

Fred  Thomson 

Fred  Thomson 

Fred  Thomson 

Fred  Thomson 

Fred  Thomson 

David  Kirkland 

David  Kirkland 

David  Kirkland 
David  Kirkland 

David  Kirkland 

Milton  D.  Gardner 

Milton  D.  Gardner 
Milton  D.  Gardner 

Milton  D.  Gardner 

Milton  D.  Gardner 

Alfred  Werker 

Alfred  Werker 
Alfred  Werker 

Alfred  Werker 
Alfred  Werker 

All  Around  the  Prying  Pan 
The  Tough  Guy 

Hands  Across  the  Border 

The  Two  Cun  Man 

The  Lone  Hand 

General  release 
First-run  relesse 

Catling 

Shooting 

Preparing 
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T   At  the  Fox  Rodeo 

qrOM  MIX  and 
A   M   r   s   .   Mix  are 

seen  in  these  views 
of  the  rodeo  which 
was  held  during  the 

Fox  national  con- 
vention. 

RIGHT:  Tom  Mix with  Fox  branch 

managers  at  the  Fox 
studios. 

Above  is  a   view of  the  riders 

during  the  rodeo  at 
the  Tom  Mix  ranch 

in  Los  Angeles. 

Center  is  the  grand 

stand  during  the 
rodeo. 

<<  A   WAY  out  there  lies  Hollywood,”  says  Jimmie 

Grainger,  general  sales  manager  on  the  "What  Price 
Glory”  set  at  the  Fox  Studio.  Winfield  Sheehan,  center, 
and  Raoul  Walsh,  director,  left.  Below  are  diners  at 

Spanish  barbecue. 

Among  other  things  that  Fox  men  enjoyed  in  Holly- wood was  the  business  of  eating.  Here  they  were 

attending  a   regular  Spanish  barbecue  with  Spanish  danc- ers aboard  the  table. 
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By  Herald  Representatives  at 
the  Studio 

PuBUCATioN  Rights  Granted  Exhibitors 

Special  AasigniaeDU  'Will Be  Covered  for  Exhibitors 

Upon  Reqaest  to  Editor 
‘^he  Studio,”  Exhibitors 
Herald,  Chicago,  III. 

A   Double  News  Service  In- 
forming the  Showman  Upon 

Studio  Events  and  Enabling 
Him  to  Inform  His  Reader 
Patrons  in  Turn. 

New  YORK,  May  11.— Bebe  Daniels, due  on  the  Coast  at  this  moment  to 

begin  work  on  “The  College  Flirt”  for 
Paramount,  is  in  a   New  York  hospital  con- 

valescing from  an  injury  received  when 
she  was  thrown  from  a   horse  in  Central 

Park.  This  is  Miss  Daniels’  second  seri- 
ous accident  in  the  last  few  months.  Be- 

fore coming  East  for  “The  Palm  Beach 
Girl,”  and  during  the  production  of  "Miss 
Brewster’s  Millions,”  she  ̂ vas  thrown  from 
a   bicycle.  Although  this  injury  was  pain- 

ful, she  was  back  on  the  lot  in  a   day  or 
two. 

*   *   * 

Lya  de  Putti  is  fast  mastering  the  Eng- 
lish language.  D.  W.  Griffith  still  finds 

it  necessary,  however,  to  use  an  inter- 
preter in  directing  her  in  scenes  for  Para- 

mount’s “The  Sorrows  of  Satan.” 
*   V   v 

AI  Santell  is  at  First  National’s  New 
York  studios  directing  “Subway  Sadie,” 
with  Dorothy  Mackaill  and  Jack  Mulhall 
in  the  featured  roles.  He  started  shooting 
May  3   and  is  making  rapid  progress. 

V   ♦   ♦ 

Al  Lyons,  shop  foreman  at  the  Para- 
mount studio  at  Astoria,  of  which  Joe 

Darrell  is  chief,  George  Kipp  in  charge  of 
the  upper  stage,  and  Morris  Auback  in 
charge  of  the  lower  stage,  are  finding  life 
rather  strenuous  these  days.  So  busy  are 

they  keeping  ahead  of  the  heavy  produc- 
tion schedule  that  they  don’t  have  time  to 

stop  and  appreciate  the  beauty  of  some 
of  the  sets  for  which  ithey  are  i>artly 
responsible. 

«   *   V 

Miss  Halsey,  nurse  at  Paramount's  As- 
toria plant,  has  returned  to  her  duties  fol- 

lowing the  death  of  her  husband,  which 
was  a   shock  to  the  studio  personnel. 

♦   ♦   ♦ 

Arthur  Edeson  is  doing  the  photography 

on  “Subway  Sadie”  for  AI  Rockett’s  First 
National  unit  at  this  company’s  New  York studios, 

«   *   « 

Someone  asked  not  so  long  ago:  “Where 
do  the  extras  come  from?”  Ask  Freddie 
Graf,  studio  hairdresser,  and  Tom  Cam- 

eron, makeup  artist.  Freddie  had  a   small 

bit  in  Adolphe  Menjou’s  “A  Social  Celeb- 
rity,” and  Tom  has  been  called  upon  twice 

for  small  roles  in  Gloria  S^vanson’s  “Fine 
Manners.”  Tom  isn’t  shouting  it  to  the 
world,  but  on  one  occasion  he  was  man- 

ager of  the  flea  circus  in  the  Swanson 
opus. 

*   *   * 

_   Director  Charles  Brabin  has  First  Na- 
tional’s “Mismates”  well  on  the  road  to 

completion  at  First  National’s  New  York 
studios.  Doris  Kenyon  and  Warner  Bax- 

ter have  the  featured  roles. 
V   V   « 

D.  W.  Griffith  the  other  day  was  shoot- 

ing an  exterior  for  “The  Sorrows  of  Sa- 
tan” on  the  lot  behind  the  Paramount 

Long  Island  studio.  As  props  were  an 

oven  of  baked  potatoes.  Following  sev^ 
eral  rehearsals,  Griffith  gave  the  command, 
“Camera.”  Then  an  amazing  thing  hap- 

pened. The  potatoes  had  disappeared.  It 
took  no  Sherlock  Holmes  to  solve  the 
problem.  The  prindpals,  chilled  by  the 
cooling  spring  morning,  had  eaten  all. 

♦   ♦   ♦ 

Ray  Rockett  is  putting  the  finishing 
touches  on  the  preparations  for  starting  his 
first  production  for  First  National,  which 
will  be  the  screen  version  of  Cosmo  Ham- 

ilton’s novel,  “Paradise.”  Milton  Sills  \vill 
be  starred  and  Betty  Bronson  featured  in 
the  leading  feminine  role.  Irvin  Willat 
will  direct. 

♦   ♦   ♦ 

Dave  Cox  has  had  his  hands  full  the 
last  few  days  preparing  the  costumes  for 

Thomas  Meighan’s  new  picture,  “Tin 
Gods,”  which  went  in  production  on  May 
10.  Meighan  has  as  his  leading  woman 
in  this  picture  Renee  Adoree,  a   shining 

light  in  “The  Big  Parade,”  which  is  now 
playing  on  Broadway. 

*   *   * 

Paul  Schofield  is  writing  the  continuity 

for  Milton  Sills’  ne.xt  starring  picture, 
“Paradise,”  which  Ray  Rockett  will  place 

in  production  at  First  National’s  New 
York  studios  May  17.  This  is  from  Cosmo 
Hamilton’s  novel  of  the  same  title.  Scho- 

field recently  completed  "Sub^vay  Sadie,” 
which  Al  Santell  is  directing  for  First 
National  in  New  York.  He  also  has  re- 

cently finished  the  script  for  "The  Sheik 
of  Florida,”  which  Al  Rockett  is  to  pro- 

duce late  in  the  summer. 
♦   ♦   ♦ 

Fred  Scheld  is  acting  costume  director 

at  Paramount’s  Eastern  plant  during  -the 
absence  in  Europe  of  H.  M.  K.  Smith, 
who  at  this  time  is  in  Paris  studying  the 
newest  fashions. 

♦   ♦   ♦ 

Don’t  think  for  a   minute  (that  screen 
fights  are  not  realistic.  Richard  Dix,  who 
broke  a   knuckle  recently  in  one  of  them, 

returned  to  the  studio  to  complete  “Say 
It  Again.”  One  of  the  first  scenes  to  be 

(Continued  on  page  162) 

CILiRLBS  "CKUCK"  REISNER  (top)  direct- 

ing Syd  ChnpUti  in  "The  Bettor  
’Ole." 

Wnraer  Brother*.  Ed  Dupor  U   first  tomera 

tnoo.  Waller  Robinson  second. 

Hollywood,  May  ii.— The  work  of dismantling  the  old  Famous  Players- 
Lasky  stages  is  going  ahead  rapidly  a.nd 
soon  they  will  be  trundled  down  Vine 
street  and  over  Melrose  avenue  to  the 

United  Studios,  where  foundations  have  al- 
ready been  prepared  for  them.  The  Mike 

Levee  lot  presents  an  entirely  different  ap- 
pearance since  architects  and  carpenters 

took  hold  and  rearranged  things. 
*   ♦   ♦ 

In  the  meantime  First  National  com- 
panies are  spread  all  over  Hollywood,  som» 

working  at  the  Fairbanks  studio,  others  at 

Fine  Arts  and  another  at  dune’s  studio. 
Buildings  are  slowly  rising  on  the  First 
National  plot  at  Burbank,  however,  and 

it  won’t  be  long  before  all  the  scattered 
companies  will  be  housed  there. 

*   ♦   * 

Perhaps  the  title  had  something  to  do 

with  it,  anyway  Jacqueline  Logan  ran  a 

rusty  nail  into  her  foot  a   couple  of  days 

ago  on  the  Warner  Brothers  set  while 

working  In  “The  Footloose  Widow.”  Em- ergency treatment  of  tetanus  inoculation 

given  at  the  hospital  prevented  further 
trouble  and  she  expects  to  return  to  the 

set  after  a   week’s  absence. 
♦   *   * 

Marion  Constance  Blackton  is  seeing 

her  tenth  photoplay  now  in  production.  It 

is  "The  Passionate  Quest”  which  she 

adapted  from  E.  Phillips  Oppenhein^s 

story.  She  has  done  all  of  her  father’s 
continuities  to  the  present  time,  which  in- 

clude: “Behold  this  Woman,”  “The  Clean 
Heart,”  “Beloved  Brute,”  “The  Redeeming 

Sin,”  an  original,  “Tides  of  Passion, 

Happy  Warrior,”  “The  Gilded  High^, 

“Bride  of  the  Storm”  and  “Hell  Bent  Fer 
Heaven.”  Miss  Blackton  has  dropped  the 

pseudonym,  “Marian  Constance,  and  as- sumed her  full  name  Marion  Constance Blackton. 
»   ♦   ♦ 

Another  dog  star  is  in  our  midst,  bid- 

ding for  screen  honors.  It  is  Muro,  world 

famous  Belgian  police  sleuth,  who  recently 

served  18  months  on  the  New  York  police 

force.  Muro  is  insured  for  $10,000  and 

his  trainer  diallenges  any  dog  in  America 

to  compete  with  him  in  jumping  or  detec- tive work. 

♦   ♦   ♦ 
Tom  McNamara  who  just  completed 

“The  Clinging  Vine"  at  the  DeMille 
studios  will  remain  for  another  production. 

The  writer-director  recently  returned  from 

New  York  where  he  was  associated  with Famous  Players. 
*   ♦   * 

Although  Lincoln  Stedman  has  lost  20 

pounds  in  weight  and  is  now  being  cast  as 

a   straight  juvenile,  David  Hartford  who 

is  directing  him  in  “Dame  Chance  insists 
that  the  comedy  of  the  feature  devolve 

around  Lincoln’s  avoirdupois.  Hartford 
(Continued  on  page  162) 

L 
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Directors,  Through  Barker,  to 
Seek  Contact  with  Exhibitors 

Association  Launches  Movement  for  Recognition  in  Adver- 

tising, Lobby  Displays  and  Programs 

A   MOVEMENT  which  promises  to  have  a   far-reaching  effect  on  the motion  picture  industry,  particularly  the  exhibition  phases,  was 

launched  this  week,  in  which  the  Motion  Picture  Directors’  Associa- 

tion, through  Reginald  Barker,  its  new  president,  will  seek  greater  recogni- 
tion for  the  men  who  handle  the  megaphone. 

TT  is  the  intention  of  Barker,  through  the 

association,  which  numbers  in  its  mem- 
bership nearly  every  motion  picture  director 

of  prominence  in 
southern  Califor- 

nia, to  reach  the 
individual  exhibit- 

ors and  critics 

through  a   cam- 
paign to  acquaint 

t   h   e   showhouse 

operators  and  the 
persons  who  write 
the  reviews  with 
those  who  made 

the  pictures. 
“In  view  of  the 

fact  that  men  who 

handle  the  mega- 
phone on  the  set  Reginald  Barker 

usually  act  in  the 
capacity  of  supreme  judges  in  the  matter 
of  technique,  and  the  success  or  failure  of 
a   picture  largely  rests  with  them  and  the 
blame  or  praise  therefore,  we  feel  it  no 
more  than  just  that  the  theatregoing  public 

should  know  who  directed  the  photoplay,” stated  Barker. 

For  Use  in  Ads 

“It  is  our  plan  to  establish  relations  with 
the  individual  exhibitors  that  they  may  be 
disposed  to  give  the  proper  credits  to  the 
director  in  their  advertising  and  exploita- 

tion, as  well  as  in  their  lobby  displays, 
electric  sign  displays  and  programs. 

"Similarly,  we  believe  it  within  our  privi- 
lege to  promote  a   closer  relationship  be- 

tween the  directors  and  the  dramatic  critics 
who  review  the  productions  that  the  writers 
may  know  the  personalities,  production 
records  and  capacities  of  the  megaphone 
men  whose  pictures  are  having  first  nights. 

“Frequently  a   picture  gets  laudatory 
notices  in  the  newspapers  and  film  journals 
and  through  inadvertence  the  director,  the 
man  who  was  called  into  conference  when 
the  scenario  was  written,  who  probably 
cast  the  production,  who  was  the  supreme 
authority  every  minute  the  camera  was 
cranking,  and  who  gave  all  his  genius  to 
the  filming,  is  barely  mentioned  or  even 
not  mentioned  at  all.  We  hope  by  educa- 

tion to  prevent  such  occurrences.” 

Sheehan  Signs  Follies 

Girl  for  Fox  Pictures 

WINFIELD  R.  SHEEHAN.  Fox  gen- era! manager,  has  added  another 
Follies  beauty  to  Fox  payrolls. 

Reata  Hoyt,  latest  Broadway  acquisition, 
was  born  in  England.  She  has  been  in 
America  less  than  two  years  and  came  to 
the  West  Coast  with  flattering  credentials 
from  Irving  Berlin  and  Maurice  Anderson. 
Victor  Schertzinger  immediately  signed  her 

for  the  important  role  of  “Christiane”  in 
“The  Lily,”  screen  version  of  David  Bel- 
asco’s  legitimate  stage  success. 

In  her  initial  appearance  in  New  York, 
Miss  Hoyt  scored  a   decided  hit  with  the 
Greenwich  Village  Follies.  This  led  to  an 
offer  from  Ziegfeld.  In  the  interim  she 
won  wide  praise  for  her  interpretative 

dancing  with  Ted  Lewis.  She  came  to  the 

West  Coast  to  spend  a   brief  vacation.  In- 
stead, she  signed  a   long-term  contract. 

Miss  Hoyt  celebrated  her  18th  birthday 
last  week  and  Mr.  Schertzinger  gave  her  a 

party  on  “The  Lily”  set. 
Belle  Bennett,  playing  the  leading  femi- 

nine role  in  “The  Lily,”  regards  Miss  Ho>’t 
as  one  of  the  most  promising  "finds”  of  the 

year. 

Jacqueline  Logan 

Proves  Exception 

to  Rule  of  Types 

TACQllELINE  LOGAN  has  proved  the 
J   exception  to  the  rule  that  an  actress  to 
become  famous  must  become  associated 
with  a   certain  type  upon  the  screen.  There 
are  favorites  who  are  known  as  flappers, 
tomboys,  vamps  and  comediennes. 

Miss  Logan  has  successfully  portrayed 
virtually  all  types  possible  for  a   leading 
woman,  ranging  from  girls  of  the  South 
Sea  Islands  to  modern  social  butterflies. 

She  remains  the  “unclassified  actress” 
around  the  studios.  Various  producers  with 
with  whom  she  has  been  under  contract 

during  the  past  five  years  have  had  differ- 
ent ideas  as  to  how  her  particular  talents 

should  be  developed  but  her  popularity  in 
many  opposite  kinds  of  characterizations 
has  been  so  marked  that  no  conclusion  has 
yet  been  reached  as  to  the  type  in  which 
the  public  likes  her  best. 

At  the  present  time  the  beautiful  little 
star  is  free-lancing  for  the  first  time  in 
her  career  and  she  says  that  she  will  play 
in  only  that  type  of  role  which  suits  her 
best  but  does  not  disclose  her  choice.  How- 

ever it  is  to  be  noted  that  her  first  work 
since  leaving  Fox  Films  is  a   sprightly 

comedy  part  in  “The  Footloose  Widow,” 
the  picturization  of  Beatrice  Burton’s 
newspaper  serial  being  made  by  Warner 
Brothers  with  Roy  del  Ruth  directing  and 
in  which  she  plays  the  title  role. 

New  Is  Purchasing 

Agent  for  F.  N. 
Relative  to  a   photograph  of 

Horace  M.  New  that  was  printed 

in  the  last  issue  of  “The  Studio 
Section”  an  unfortunate  slip  some- 

where between  the  bindery  and 

the  keys  of  someone’s  typewriter 
occurred  which  deserves  correc- 

tion. Mr.  New  states  that  it  is 

“impossible  for  me  to  imagine 
where  you  got  the  information 

that  I   am  ’assistant  general  man- 
ager’ of  anything  at  all,  much  less 

the  ’Eastern  Units  of  First  Na- 
tional.’ ’’  Mr.  New  is  purchasing 

agent  of  the  .Eastern  Studio  of 
First  National. 

F.  N.  to  Make 
32  on  Coast, 

26  in  East 
McCormick  States  Hollywood 

Production  Will  Cost 

$6,400,000 

Following  the  recent  announcement of  the  greatest  production  schedule  yet 
to  be  undertaken  by  First  National,  comes 
the  news  from  John  McCormick,  general 
manager  of  West  Coast  production  for  Aat 

company,  that  two-thirds  of  production 
activities  will  take  place  on  the  West  Coast. 

Out  of  the  $10,000,000  which  First  Na- 
tional estimates  will  be  spent  in  1926  pro- 

duction, $6,400,000  will  be  spent  in  Holly- 

wood, according  to  McCormick’s  statement. 
Thirty-two  out  of  the  58  scheduled  pic- 

tures will  be  produced  here,  the  remainder 
to  be  made  in  the  First  National  New 
York  studios. 

This  increase  in  Western  production  may 

be  still  further  augmented  by  the  com- 
pletion of  the  new  First  National  Burbank 

studios  during  the  latter  part  of  July. 

These  studios  are  being  rushed  in  order  to 
take  care  of  the  increased  production 

activities.  Five  hundred  construction  work- 
ers are  busy  on  the  ground  in  day  and 

night  shifts.  Several  dressing  room  build- 
ings have  already  been  completed,  and  one 

unit,  the  Rogers-Ken  Maynard  pictures,  has 
already  begun  work  on  the  new  site. 

In  commenting  on  the  new  list  of  pro- 
ductions which  will  be  made  under  his 

supervision,  McCormick  stated  that  the 

stars  would  have  the  finest  material  avail- 
able in  which  -to  display  their  histrionic 

talents. 

Gardner  James  Signs 

with  Warner  for  Film 

Directed  by  Blackton 

WARNER  Brothers  resigned  Gardner James,  the  new  juvenile  leading  man, 

to  enact  a   featured  role  in  J.  Stuart  Black- 
ton’s  forthcoming  production  from  L. 

Phillips  Oppenheim’s  story  “The  Passionate 

Quest.”  Marion  Constance  Blackton  has 

just  completed  the  adaptation  from  Oppen- heim’s novel.  James  will  play  the  leading 

role  opposite  May  MacAvoy.  This  is  his 

seventh  screen  production  since  his  arrival on  the  coast  less  than  a   year  ago. 

Rogell  Invents  Heating 

Device  for  Studio  Folk 

T   UST  what,  do  you  think,  is  a   “cine
ma- 

J   stikette?”  ,   , 

A1  Rogell,  popular  young  director  o 
"Senor  Daredevil,”  for  Chas.  R.  Rogers 

and  First  National,  can  tell  you,  because 

it  is  his  invention.  Translated  literally- 

“An  appliance  for  preparing  ‘chow’  on  lO' 
cation.”  It  comes,  of  course,  from  cine- ma” and  “masticate” — which  is  one  of  tn^ 

best  things  film  people  do  on  location 

with  a   suggestion  of  “kitchenette.”  In  de-
 

sign it  is  like  a   fireless  cooker,  feeds  ^ 
people,  and  keeps  food  hot  15  hours. 

Rogell’s  invention  has  to  do  with  the 

heating  compartment,  which  can  be  re- 
moved from  the  larger  box  and  placed 

under  the  cameras  on  cold  mountain  loca- 

tions, keeping  the  film  warm  and  thus 
avoiding  “static.”  It  was  first  used  a| 
Lone  Pine  during  the  filming  of  thru scenes  of  the  picture,  which  stars 
Maynard  with  Dorothy  Devore. 
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‘T/ie  Spirit  of  Big 

Things  Is  in  the  Air” 

^^Production  Has  Entered 

a   Remarkable  Era” 

Lasky  Brings 

motion  picture  industry  has  en- 
tered  upon  the  most  remarkable  pro- 

duction era  in  its  history,”  said  Jesse 
L.  Lasky  last  week  upon  his  return  to  New 
York  after  having  spent  the  last  month  in 
Hollywood. 

“Never  before  in  the  history  of  this  busi- 
ness have  there  been  so  many  truly  great 

pictures  in  the  process  of  production,”  said 
Mr.  Lasky.  “The  spirit  of  big  things  is  in 
the  air.  Pictures  which  a   few  years  ago 
would  have  been  deemed  beyond  the  scope 
of  the  industry  are  now  being  made  almost 
as  a   matter  of  course.  Every  picture 
worker  in  Hollywood  seems  to  have  caught 
a   new  vision  of  the  possibilities  of  the 
screen  art  and  is  devoting  every  ounce  of 

cnerpr  toward  mjUcing  next  season’s  pro- ductions the  most  momentous  in  the  his- 
tory of  the  business. 

“For  instance,  our  own  organization  is 
now  embarked  on  a   production  schedule 
which  calls  for  no  fewer  than  15  pictures 
of  roadshow  possibilities.  The  greatest  of 

these,  ‘Old  Ironsides,’'  was  already  well 
underway  when  I   had  left  the  Coast. 

“Written  by  Laurence  Stallings  and  pre- 
pared for  the  screen  by  Walter  Woods  and 

Harry  Carr,  the  story  of  ‘Old  Ironsides’ will  do  for  the  birth  of  the  American  navy 

what  ‘The  Covered  Wagon’  did  for  the 
winning  of  the  West. 

“Another  wonderful  picture  has  just 
been  finished  in  our  studio  in  Hollywood. 

It  is  ‘Beau  Gcste’  produced  by  Herbert 
Brenon  from  the  novel  of  Percival  Chris- 

topher Wren.  In  making  it,  Mr.  Brenon 
took  a   company  of  2,000  men  out  into  the 
great  American  desert  in  Arizona,  where 
they  lived  under  tents  for  two  months. 

Actual  photography  on  this  picture  is  com- 
peted and  Mr.  Brenon  is  expected  in  New 

York  in  a   few  days  to  complete  its  edit- 
ing and  titling.  I   saw  all  of  the  picture 

before  I   left  Hollywood  and  I   think  that 
everybody  will  agree  with  me,  when  they 
see  it,  that  the  exhibitors  and  public  of 
America  owe  a   debt  of  gratitude  to  Mr. 

“T/ie  World  Will  Soon 

See  a   l^ew  Griffith” 

^^Every  Worker  in  Hollyivood 

Has  Caught  a   New  Vision 

of  the  Screen  Possibilities” 

JESSE  L.  LASKY 

Production  Message  East 

Brenon  for  the  marvelous  picture  he  has 

produced. 
“Just  as  I   was  leaving  the  Coast  prepara- 

tions had  been  completed  for  the  filming 

of  ‘The  Rough  Riders,’  a   story'  of  Theodore 
Roosevelt’s  gallant  regiment  of  the  Spanish 
American  War.  After  a   nation-wide  search 
for  a   man  who  could  play  the  role  of 
Roosevelt  as  he  was  in  1898  we  finally 
found  the  ideal  person.  We  have  received 
the  cooperation  of  veterans  of  the  Rough 

Riders  regiment  and  others  who  are  in- 
terested in  preserving  on  the  screen  the  ex- 

ploits of  these  men  who  were  assembled 
from  all  walks  of  life  by  Roosevelt  when 
war  was  declared  on  Spain.  In  no  sense  is 
this  a   biography  of  Theodore  Roosevelt; 

Componlcna  lo  poverty  and  In  their  bo
pei 

for  Uteropy  enroers  are  Goeffray  Tempe
st 

(Rleordo  Cortea)  and  Mavis  Clare  
(Carol 

Dempster)  la  D.  W.  CriSBth's  
Paramount 

pleture,  “The  Sorrows  of  
Satan.*’ 

it  is  a   thrilling  story  of  one  of  the  pages 

in  our  country’s  history  and  Roosevelt 
figures  in  it  only  insofar  as  the  action  of 
his  regiment  demands  his  presence. 
“EriA  Von  Stroheim  will  shortly  start 

on  his  first  Paramount  picture,  ‘The  Wed- 
ding March.’  Von  Stroheim  has  been 

writing  the  story  of  this  picture  for  several 
months.  It  is  a   story  of  Vienna  before, 

during  and  after  the  great  war.  He  has 

had  agents  in  Europe  for  the  last  two 

months  gathering  uniforms,  costume  and 
other  materials. 
“Another  roadshow,  which  is  about  to 

get  underway  on  the  West  Coast,  is 
‘Wings,’  which  will  be  a   thrilling  patriotic 

story  of  the  American  air  force.  The  pic- ture will  be  12  reels  long,  some  of  its 

scenes  will  be  photographed  in  Europe  and 

it  will  do  for  the  air  force  what  the  ‘Big Parade’  has  done  for  the  doughboy. 
“One  of  the  first  things  I   did  on  arriving 

in  New  York  was  to  look  at  the  scenes 

which  D.  W.  Griffith  already  has  shot  for 

his  big  picture,  ‘Sonows  of  Satan.’  The world  will  soon  see  a   new  Griffith  in  this 

production.  I   have  never  seen  on  the 
screen  such  beauty  and  stirring  drama  as 

he  has  gotten  into  this  picture  of  Mane Corelli’s  novel.  Adolphe  Menjou  plays  the 

role  of  Satan  and  the  other  principals  are 

Ricardo  Cortez,  Carol  Dempster  and  L^ 

de  Putti.  This  picture  also  will  be  ready 
in  the  fail.  . 

“One  of  the  big  tasks  in  the  immediate 

future  will  be  the  production  of  Florenz 

Ziegfeld’s  ‘Glorifying  the  American  Girl.’ Mr.  Ziegfeld  has  been  in  charge  of  the 

preparations  for  this  production  and  will 

personally  supervise  its  making  in  the  Long 
Island  studio.  The  picture  will  be  directed 

by  Edward  Sutherland  and  a   great  deal  of 
it  will  be  in  technicolor.  We  have  planned 

several  unique  situations  for  the  picture 

and  next  fall  this  production,  'Glorifying 
the  American  Girl,’  will  carry  into  every 
city  and  town  of  the  world  the  beauty  ̂ d 

romance  which  have  made  Mr.  Ziegfeld 

famous  in  his  production  of  the  Follies. 
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^^From  Underdog  to  Boss^’  Tells 

History  of  New  F   P-L  Official 
Successor  to  E,  C.  King  Only  38  Years  Old  But  His  Force- 

fulness Lends  Appearance  of  a   Pioneer 

From  underdog  to  boss!  This  is  not  a   Horatio  Alger,  Jr.,  tale  as  might be  expected.  Rather,  it  is  the  story  of  real  business  and  the  expression, 

‘"from  underdog  to  boss,”  is  John  J.  Gain's  own  description  of  his  ex- 
periences in  the  field  of  industry. 

Gain  has  just  been  promoted  to  manager  of  the  Astoria,  L.  I.  studio  of 

Paramount,  having  succeeded  E.  C.  King,  resigned.  It  is  his  duty  to  keep  the 

big  plant  functioning  under  the  supervision  of  William  Le  Baron,  associate 

producer. 

IT  IS  with  a   sense  of  pride  that  Gain tells  you  that  he  has  held  jobs  with 
only  three  companies  during  his  business 
career,  and  of  these  three  Paramount  is 
the  only  motion  picture  company  with 
which  he  has  been  associated. 

Pioneer  in  Appearance 

Gain  is  but  38  years  of  age.  Truthfully, 
he  does  not  appear  that  old,  yet  the 
forcefulness  with  which  he  handles  the 

infinite  detail  of  the  studio  gives  to  him 
the  air  of  a   seasoned  pioneer. 

After  his  graduation  from  high  school 
in  1905,  Gain  worked  with  his  father  who 
was  a   general  contractor  in  Philadelphia. 
In  1907,  his  father  died  and  he  and  his 
brothers  continued  on  with  the  business. 

Later,  the  business  was  dissolved  and 

he  joined  the  American  Taxicab  Com- 
pany, where  he  remained  for  seven  years, 

during  which  time  he  rose  from  the 
ranks  to  an  executive  capacity. 
His  next  connection  was  with  the 

American  International  Shipbuilding 

Company,  w'here  again  he  held  an  official 

position.  He  remained  with  this  con- 

cern until  September  1,  1920,  when  he 

came  to  the  L^ng  Island  studio  of  Para- 
mount for  the  purpose  of  inaugurating 

a   transportation  department. 

Becomes  King’s  Aid 
During  the  period  from  August  1921  to 

May  1922,  when  the  studio  was  closed, 
Gain  was  the  only  person  remaining  at 

the  plant.  On  its  reopening  he  was  ap- 
pointed assistant  to  King,  then  general 

manager. 

In  his  new  position  as  manager  of  the 

Long  Island  studio,  to  which  he  was 

appointed  in  March,  1926,  Gain  will  han- dle the  thousand  and  one  business  details 

of  production  on  several  of  Paramount’s biggest  attractions  for  the  new  year. 
Gain  was  born  in  May,  1888. 

Mabel  Normand  to  Start 

Work  Again  on  June  10 

M.ABEL  normand  is  in  New  York and  will  reappear  in  Culver  City  for 

the  start  of  her  next  picture  under  Hal 

Jack  Gain,  manager  of  the  Famous 

Players-Lasky  studio  at  Astoria,  L.  I. 

Roach’s  banner  June  10. 
Miss  Normand  has  signed  a   three-year 

contract  with  Hal  Roach.  F.  Richard  Jones, 

vice  president  and  director  general,  who 
directed  the  famous  comedienne  a   few 

years  ago  at  Sennett’s,  is  preparing  an  out- 
line of  production  plans  for  her  Hal  Roach 

comedy  series. 

“Raggedy  Rose”  is  the  title  so  far  ac- 
cepted on  the  one  comedy  for  the  making 

of  which  Miss  Normand  left  New  York 

for  Culver  City  March  1.  It  has  been  re- 
viewed twice  in  neighborhood  theatres 

around  Los  Angeles  and  received  with  loud 
acclaim  by  the  audience.  The  appearance 
of  the  star  herself  passing  through  the 

lobby  unexpectedly  after  the  show  was  the 
signal  for  an  ovation  at  the  first  preview, 
which  she  attended. 

Carl  Miller,  Anita  Garvin,  Max  David- 
son, Laura  LaVamie,  James  Finlayson, 

Alta  .Allen  and  many  other  players  of  note 

supported  Miss  Normand  in  “Raggedy 

Rose,”  directed  by  Richard  Wallace  in  col- 

laboration with  Stan  Laurel,  and  super- vised by  Mr.  Jones. 

^What  Price  Glory”  Goes 

Into  Production  on  Coast 

«\17HAT  PRICE  GLORY”  went  into 
VV  production  a   few  days  ago  under 

the  direction  of  Raoul  Walsh  at  Fo.x 

Films  Westwood  studio.  The  first  scene 

was  shot  in  a   Chinese  street  and  repre- 

sented the  early  love  affairs  of  Captain 

Flagg,  then  a   corporal,  and  Sergeant Quirt,  during  the  Boxer  rebellion.  . 

Edmund  Lowe  plays  Sergeant  Quijt and  Victor  McLaglen  is  Flagg. 

Haver  played  in  the  first  scenes  as  riuda 

of  China.  Also  in  the  cast  is  Dolores 
del  Rio,  who  is  cast  as  Charmaine. 

ALAN  HALE,  director,  Consernmon 

Daon  and  ProduetlOD  Mcno8*r  I*®" 

toiler  discuming  a   point  In  Flrd  Noliona “The  Sporting  Lover." 
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CHARLES  “CHUCK'*  RIESNER  and  Sya 

Chapiin  in  a   fucny  tnomcnt  during  the 

filming  of  the  “The  Better  ’Ole”  for  
Warner 

Brothers. 

Hogan  Sees  Big 

Change  in  Yankee 

Taste  for  Humor 

The  American  taste  in  humor  is  under- going a   radical  change,  according  to 

James  P.  Hogan. 

“The  blatant  and  hilarious  type  of  hu- 
mor is  gradually  being  supplanted  by  the 

subtle  variety,”  says  Hogan,  who  is  at 
present  directing  Harry  Carey  and  Charles 

R.  Rogers  production  for  Pathe  release. 

“Take  the  English  for  example.  Some 
of  their  jokes  date  back  to  their  oldest 
institutions.  A   bit  of  humor  to  them  is 

something  to  be  prized  and  handed  down 

to  posterity.  But  their  funny  streak  has 

been  of  the  kind  that  the  average  Ameri- 
can did  not  appreciate  or  understand.  It 

has  been  subtle.  Americans  are  usually 
a   little  ahead  of  other  nationalities  in  new 
ideas  both  of  humor  or  invention.  But 
we  are  beginning  to  appreciate  more  the 
English  humorists  and  to  understand  that 
the  best  jokes  are  those  not  so  obvious. 

“Applying  this  logic  to  the  screen,  we 
are  finding  that  the  best  bits  of  humor  are 
those  less  apparent.  Some  of  the  great 
foreign  born  directors  such  as  Ernest 
Lubitsch  and  Eric  Von  Stroheim  have 
shown  us  this  fact  in  a   striking  manner. 

The  old  slapstick  variety  fades  in  com- 
parison with  the  strokes  of  these  masters.” 

Hogan’s  latest  contribution  to  the  screen, 
“The  Isle  of  Retribution,”  an  F.  B.  0. 
production,  is  said  to  be  one  of  the  heaviest 
dramas  ever  filmed  but  critics  aver  that  the 
director  has  so  artfully  interspersed  the 
comedy  interludes  that  the  tragic  climaxes 
are  always  relieved  by  a   hearty  laugh. 

“So  This  Is  Paris” 
Has  been  chosen  by 

ERNST  LUBITSCH 
As  the  title  of  his  farce 

For  Warner  Brotliers 

ALFRED  A.  COHN 

Adaptation 

“THE  COHENS  AND  THE  KELLYS*’ 

(U.) 

Scenario 

“HIS  PEOPLE”  tU.) 

.\inl  now  adaptation  and  scenario 
“PIGS”  (Fox) 

Another  Kosher  Picture FRED  THOMSON  and  hln  mnlneSny,  Silver 

King,  moat  exhibitor-popular  Weatern  cow- 
boy In  F.  B.  O.  productions. 
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MONTE 
BLUE 

WHO  HAS  JUST 

SIGNED  A   NEW  CON- 
TRACT AND  WILL 

CONTINUE  TO 

APPEAR  IN  WARNER 

BROS.  PRODUCTIONS 

“   R   E   V   E   I   L   L   0   N   ” — 

ERNST  LUBITSCH  DI- 
RECTING. 

ALBERT  ROGELL 
DIRECTOR 

Chas.  R.  Rogers  Prod’s, 

for 
FIRST  NATIONAL 

Warner  Brolheni  has  BcleeJca  Alan  Cros- 

land  lo  direct  John  Barrymore  in  “The 

Tavern  Knight.” 

Myrtle  Stedman  Appears  As 

Mother  in  New  Juan^ 

Myrtle  stedman  will  again  be seen  by  screen  fans  of  the  country  as 

a   charming  young  mother  of  the  type  she 

initiated  for  the  screen  in  •‘Flaming 

Youth.” 

Again  her  delineation  of  such  a   charac- 
ter is  being  given  for  First  National,  the 

company  which  produced  “Flaming  Youth, 
which  in  turn  gave  such  an  impetus  to  the 

careers  of  Colleen  Moore  and  Ben  Lyon. 

The  present  picturization  is  “Don 
 Juan's 

Three  Nights”  with  John  Francis  Dillon 

directing,  who  also  directed  "Fla
ming 

Youth.”  The  story  is  an  adaptation  of  one 

by  Ludwig  Biro  and  lest  you  imagine
  it  to 

be  a   glamorous,  amorous  tale  of  
the  ni- 

teenth  century,  Henry  Hobart,  who  is  pro
- 

ducing it  for  First  National,  hastens  to 

advise  that  it  has  a   modern  setting.  Lewi
s 

Stone,  Shirley  Mason  and  Malcol
m  Mc- 

Gregor along  with  Miss  Stedman  are  the featured  players. 

Crosland  Interrupts  Her 

Spring  House  Cleaning 
L'STELLE  TAYLOR’S  spring  house- 

cleaning  was  interrupted  this  week 

by  a   call  from  Alan  Crosland,  the  ,^rcc' 

tor,  for  added  scenes  in  “Don  Juan  witn 

John  Barrymore.  Mr.  Barrymore,  War-
 

ner Oland  and  Mary  Astor  are  working 

in  the  new  scenes,  which  will  make  a 

slight  change  in  the  story  and  change  its 

ending.  Miss  Taylor  has  the  i^rt  ot 

"Lucretia  Borgia,”  the  medieval  Roman 
beauty  with  a   fad  for  poison. 

AL  ROGELL,  Flrei  NnUcnnl
  dlraoior,  intro- 

(lures  Ills  horse,  Snowboll, 
 to  hU  no*' 

Pierce-Arrow. 
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JAME  HOGAN  dlreeslng  a   scene  In  “The 
Isle  of  Retribution''  for  F.  B.  O. 

Lubitsch  Warner  Film  Is 

French  Farce  Adaptation 

The  French  comedy  which  Ernst Lubitsch  has  chosen  for  his  next  pic- 
ture is  now  in  production  at  the  Warner 

Brothers  studio.  Lubitsch  has  announced 

that  the  picture  will  be  a   farce,  and  from 

all  appearances  it  promises  to  be  a   fit 
successor  for  his  immensely  popular 

Warner  Brothers  production  “Lady 

Windermere’s  Fan.” 

The  story  is  an  adaptation  of  “Le 
Reveillon,”  Meilhac  and  Halvey’s  spark- 

ling French  farce.  It  is  of  the  witty  and 
humorous  kind  of  which  Lubitsch  has 

proved  his  mastership  b-  such  box  office 

hits  as  "The  Marriage  Circle,”  “Forbid- 
den Paradise”  and  “Kiss  Me  Again.”  It 

is  replete  with  those  delightful  some- 
things which  have  come  to  be  known  to 

motion  picture  audiences  the  world  over 

as  "Lubitsch  touches.” 
Monte  Blue  is  seen  again  in  the  role  of 

the  philandering  young  doctor,  while 

Patsy  Ruth  Miller  portrays  his  less  err- 
ing, but  not  wholly  unsusceptible  wife. 

Lilyan  Tashman  provides  the  counter- 
attraction,  so  disturbing  to  the  course  of 

the  couple’s  true  love  and  her  husband, 
Andre  Beranger,  in  the  role  of  an  eccen- 

tric dancer,  finds  himself  in  turn  irre- 

sistibly fascinated  by  the  doctor’s  wife. 
A   terrible  mixup  is  the  delightful  re- 

sult. The  story  sparkles  with  a   myriad 
of  witty  little  lies,  spun  in  urgency  and 
haste.  Bizarre  coincidents  lead  to  the 

funniest  complications.  It  is  like  an  in- 
timate tale  from  a   modern  Arabian 

Nights. 

The  remaining  cast  consists  of  Myrna 
Loy  and  Dan  Mason.  The  sets  are 

again  designed  by  Mr.  Harold  Grieve 

whose  work  in  “Lady  Windermere’s 
Fan”  has  evoked  favorable  comments. 
The  cinematography  and  a   great  number 
of  novel  and  unique  camera  effects  are 
attributable  to  John  Mescal.  Mr.  George 
Hippard  is  first  assistant  and  Ernest 

Laemmle  is  in  charge  of  the  script. 

Nieic  Musuraso,  A.  S.  C.  end  hla  assoolnle, 

Will  R.  Adsnti,  olneniBtographer,  who  nr« 

now  working  oa  “Tho  PoinlottBlo  Qur»l'' for  Wornera. 

VINCENT  BRYAN 

TITLES  AND 

SCENARIOS 

Gladstone  9162 

HOLLYWOOD,  GAL. 

Lincoln  Stedman 

JUVENILE  CHARACTER 
COMEDIAN 

“MADE  FOR  LOVE” 
Psai  Sloane — Pro.  DU.  Corp. 

“PERCH  OF  THE  DEVIL” 
Kins  nn«ot   UnUor««l 

“RED  HOT  TniES" 

Earlo  Kenloo — Wornor  Bro». 
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JUNE MATHIS 
ADAPTATIONS 

“BEN  HUB” “GREATER 

GLORY” 

“SALLY” 
“CLASSIFIED” 
“IRENE” 

BALBONI 
DIRECTOR ‘‘THE  FAR 

CRY” 

FIRST  NATIONAL 

RELEASE 

GEORGE  SIDNEY  doing  a   “Momovt  Oiarles* 
ton”  In  ‘‘Sweet  Daddlea>”  M.  C.  Levee  pto- 

duetlon  for  First  National. 

F.  B.  O.  Starts  ̂ ‘GovernoF’ Film  with  Lead  Filled  by 

Miss  Pauline  Frederick 

WITH  Pauline  Frederick  as  the  star, F.  B.  O.  is  entering  a   new  field  in  their 

production  of  “Her  Honor  the  Governor,” 
now  shooting  at  the  Hollywood  lot.  The 

theme  of  the  woman  in  politics,  an  hitherto 

untouched  source  of  motion  picture  ma- 

terial, provides  Miss  Frederick  with  ample 

opportunity  to  display  her  emotional  abili- ties as  well  as  bringing  something  new  to 

the  screen. 

Lincoln  Stedman  in  New 

Role  for  A.  C.  A.  Company 
T INCOLN  STEDMAN.  now  recognized 
L'  as  one  of  the  leading  juveniles  of  the 

screen,  has  been  assigned  one  of  the  big 

roles  in  “Dame  Chance,”  which  the  David 

Hartford  company  will  produce  as  one  of 
the  first  features  to  be  released  by  the 

newly  organized  American  Cinema  Asso- 
ciation. Others  comprising  the  all-star  cast 

include  Robert  Frazer,  Gertrude  Astor, 

Julanne  Johnston,  Maiy  Carr  and  other 
important  roles  yet  to  be  filled. 

“Dame  Chance"  is  a   recently  completed 

novel  by  Frances  Nordstrom,  which  is  to 

be  published  serially  in  one  of  the  leading 
magazines  and  later  in  book  form. 

Production  of  the  picture  will  start  next 

Monday  at  the  Fine  Arts  studio,  with Hartford  himself  directing. 

LIgo  Conler  appear*  In  “Seared
  Sllff.”  O" 

EdiicciloRal  eomady  wrluon  and  dSr
eeied  by 

Norman  Taurog. 
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M.vniON  CONSTANCE  BLACKTON,  scenar* 
l8t.  and  J.  STUART  BLACKTON,  dlreclor, 

al  work  upon  **The  Pasntunate  Quesit.”  b; 
E.  Phililpa  Oppenheim,  for  Warner  BroJher#. 

Bess  Flowers  Looks  for 
Eskimo  Role  in  Future 

OESS  FLOWERS,  who  apj^ars  to  be 

^   making  the  F.  B.  O.  studio  her  per- 
manent address,  says  she  is  a   “girl  without 

a   country.” 
In  her  recent  picture  with  Fred  Thom- 

son, "Hands  Across  the  Border,"  she  was 
starred  as  a   Mexican  senorita.  “Lefty" 
Flynn  immediately  picked  her  to  play  the 
feminine  lead  in  his  current  production, 

“Glenister  of  the  Mounted,"  as  a   Canadian 
girl.  And  now  Leo  Meehan,  son-in-law  of 
the  late  Gene  Stratton  Porter  and  producer 
of  the  Porter  pictures,  has  selected  her  to 

co-star  with  John  Bowers  in  “Laddie,”  in which  she  is  an  English  maiden.  Miss 

Flowers  says  she  wouldn’t  be  surprised  if 
they  cast  her  as  an  Eskimo  in  her  next 
role. 

Hale’s  Next  Assignment 
Remains  Untold  Secret 

Alan  hale  since  he  became  a   director, has  been  constantly  busy.  Since  mak- 
ing "The  Wedding  Song”  for  Cecil  B.  De- 

Mille,  which  he  next  followed  up  with 

“Braveheart,"  Hale  was  employed  by  Met- 
ropolitan Pictures  Corporation  .to  direct 

Priscilla  Dean  in  “Forbidden  Waters.”  Be- 
fore this  production  was  completed,  Small 

Asher  and  Rogers  signed  Hale  to  direct 

Conway  Tearle  in  “Good  Luck,”  adapted 
from  the  old  Drury  Lane  melodrama  of 
the  same  name. 

What  Hale’s  next  assignment  is  remains 
a   deep,  dark  secret,  sufficient  to  state  that 
when  the  announcement  is  forthcoming  it 
will  be  of  a   startling  nature. 

WALTER  LUNDIN,  A.  S.  C..  ofsd  Sam  Tay- 

lor, who  niado  “For  Heaven’*  Sake”  for 
llorolil  Lloyd  Carporailon. 

ALAN  HALE 

dikbctor 

“WEDDING  SONG”— Leatrice  Joy 

“BRAVEHEART”— Rod  LaRoque 

P.  D.  C.  Release 

billy  butts A*  ‘•BUDDy  In 

“THE  TOUGH  GUY” FRED  THOMSON 

F.  B.  O.  release 
 Phone  Gr.  667S 
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EDWARD  P.  MORAN 

Scenario  Writer — Title 

Writer — Gae  Man 

Wrote  story  and  scenario  of 

Tom  Mix’s 
“SOFT  BOILED” 

Also  the  Story  and  Scenario  of 

“DARWIN  WAS  RIGHT” 
A   SU-Reel  C9m«dy  Spaelal 

After  two  vears  with  Educational 
Pictures  as  Ga?  man  and  Title 
Writer  for  Tack  White  Mermaid 
Comedies  and  Llovd  Hamilton 
Comedies  now  back  with  Wm.  Fox 
Productions. 

Spargo’s  Studio Notes 
{Contmucd  from  page  IS3) 

shot  in  this  Paraiiiount  picture  after  his 

return  was  a — ^you  guessed  it — a   fight.  The 
result:  An  extra  minus  three  front  teeth. *   ♦   ♦ 

Louise  Shapiro,  for  the  past  year  in  the 

publicity  department  at  First  National’s New  York  studios,  has  left  the  department 

to  take  a   position  as  script  clerk  on  “Sub- 
way Sadie,”  which  A1  Santell  is  directing 

for  First  National.  Which  is  another  way 

of  saying  she  has  been  promoted. 
*   *   * 

Herbert  Brenon  returned  to  the  Elastern 

Paramount  studio  Friday  from  the  Amer- 

ican Sahara,  where  he  shot  “Beau  Geste.” 
He  didn’t  have  to  boast  a   bit  about  the 
picture,  for  all  of  his  associates  beat  him 
to  it,  for  tvord  has  seeped  through  that 

this  was  not  only  Brenon's  greatest  pro- duction but  one  of  the  biggest  and  finest 

pictures  ever  produced.  A   wonderful  ova- 
tion was  given  Brenon  on  his  first  visit 

to  the  studio,  where  he  will  make  his  next 
attraction,  the  name  of  which  has  not  yet 
been  announced. 

*   ♦   ♦ 

A1  Rockett  is  making  preparations  for 

the  start  of  "The  Charleston  Kid”  as  soon 
as  “Subway  Sadie,”  which  A1  Santell  is 
directing,  is  completed.  Santell  will  direot 
"The  Charleston  Kid”  also.  Dorothy  Mac- 

kaill  and  Jack  Mulhall,  who  have  the  fea- 
tured roles  in  "Subway  Sadie,”  will  be featured  in  the  other  one. *   «   * 

No  day  is  complete  at  Paramount's  East- ern studio  without  a   visit  from  one  of  the 

Junior  Stars.  In  fact,  their  presence  is 
more  than  a   visit.  It  means  screen  tests 
for  important  roles  in  pictures  now  being 
made  or  in  the  offing  for  the  company  s 
fifteenth  birthday  group.  Iris  Gray,  for 
instance,  has  just  been  assigned  a   rol® 

Ford  Sterling’s  initial  stellar  vehicle,  “The 
Show-off.”  Joe  Dunn,  also,  has  been  be- fore the  lens  the  last  few  days. 

Murray’s  Notes 
on  Production 

(Continued  from  page  153) 

predicts  that  a   few  years  will  find  young 

Stedman  one  of  the  most  popular  juveniles 

on  the  screen  due  to  his  originality  and  nis comedy  ability. 

♦   ♦   ♦ 

Who  says  cameramen  don’t  get  fan  mail? 

John  Arnold,  out  at  Metro-Goldwyn- 
Mayer  studios,  as  well  as  many  others  can 

prove  they  do.  Here's  one  John  got  from 
an  admirer:  “Whenever  I   see  your  name 

flashed  on  the  screen  at  the  beginning  of  a 
picture  I   look  for  the  best  that 
bizarre  photography.  I   just  saw 

Irene  and  Mary”  and  it  was  wondenui, 

that  is  photographically  speaking.  You 

seem  to  be  the  master  of  bizarre  hghtiog 

all  right.  Orvall  Schubach.  Riverside,  Cal. 
*   ♦   * 

Clarence  Brown’s  initial  picture  under 

his  M-G-M  contract  will  be  a   film  version 

of  Herman  Sudermann’s  "The  Undying 

Past.”  It  will  be  called  "The  Flesh  and 

the  Devil”  on  the  screen,  and  Brown  s   as- sistant Charles  Dorian  is  already 

ing  to  film  the  initial  scenes  upon  the
  cii- rector’s  return  from  New  York. 

♦   #   ♦ 

Little  Billy  Butts  who  won  all  sor^  o 

compliments  for  his  work  in  the  hje 
Thomson  production  “The  Tough 

again  playing  opposite  the  big  west 

star  in  "The  Two  Gun  Man." 
♦   #   • 

Marie  Prevost,  having  finished  her
 

stellar  role  in  “Up  in  Mabel's  Room,  to 

a   brief  vacation  and  then  started  worK 
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“Almost  a   Lady”  a   screen  version  of  the 

Cosmopolitan  magazine  story  “Skin  Deep, 

written  by  Frank  R.  Adams.  Jane  M
ur- 

fin  and  Anthony  Coldewey  adapte
d  the 

Alan  Crosland  has  been  busily  engaged 

for  several  days  making  re-takes  for  
“Don 

Tuan”  the  John  Barrymore  starring  vehicle 

for  Warner  Brothers.  The  new  stuff  will 

rive  the  picture  a   new  ending,  more  spec- 

tacular and  a   new  angle  according  to  Mr, 
Crosland.  * 

You  will  see  a   bit  of  vaudeville  when 

YOU  see  "The  Flame  of  the  Yukon”  on  the
 

screen.  Charles  and  Fred  Mallard,  known 

as  Mallard  brothers,  present  their  entire 

vaudeville  routine  in  a   scene  representing 

the  Midas  Saloon  which  figures  so  promi- 

nently in  the  picture.^  ̂  

Richard  Barthelmess  who  is  making 

“The  Amateur  Gentleman”  for  First  Na- 

tional. has  leased  a   home  at  Ocean  Fro^nt, 

Santa  Monica,  and  is  next  door  neighbor 

to  William  Randolph  Hcarst.  It  was  the 

Summer  home  of  Harold  Lloyd  last  year. ♦   ♦   * 

Corinne  Griffith,  having  completed  “Into 

her  Kingdom”  has  left  for  New  York  for 

a   two  weeks  shopping  tour.  Her  next  will 

be  “Ashes”  for  First  National.  E.  M. 

Asher,  general  manager,  accompanied  her 

Lloyd  Bacon  who  is  directing  “The 
Smith  Family"  at  Sennett’s.  has  a   new  re- 

cruit, Johnny  Burke,  whose  first  role  is 

that  of  a   book  agent.  With  Raymond  Mc- 

Kee, Ruth  Hiatt,  Baby  Mary  Ann  Jackson, 

Andy  Clyde,  Cap,  the  canine  and  Burke
, 

this  promises  to  be  one  of  the  best  of  the 

series.  At  least  it  looks  so  from  the  side 

Upon  the  return  of  June  Mathis,  and 
her  director-husband  Balboni,  ? 

month’s  vacation  in  Ne\v  York,  both 

plunged  into  their  productions  for  Fi^t 

National.  “Sinners  in  Paradise”  is  the 

name  of  the  first  of  a   new  series  of  pic- tures. 
♦   *   * 

Bess  Flowers  who  played  the  kidnapped 

society  girl  in  Fred  Thomson’s  picture 
“Hands  Across  the  Border”  was  chosen  by 

J.  Leo  Meehan  for  an  important  role  in 
“Laddie.” 

*   *   * 

George  Jessel,  well  known  star  of  the 

New  York  musical  stage,  has  been  signed 

by  Warner  Brothers  to  play  the  stellar  role 

in  "Private  Izzy  Murphy”  a   forthcoming special  on  their  1927  program. 
>ti  *   * 

Dick  Pine  who  wrote  two  Tom  Tyler 

originals  for  F.  B.  O.,  “Arizona  Streak 
and  “Wild  to  Go,”  has  just  completed  the 

continuity  for  George  O’Hara’s  first  starr- 

ing vehicle  under  his  new  F.  B.  0.  con- tract. 
*   *   ♦ 

Katherine  Hilliker,  Metro-Goldwyn- 

Maycr  title  writer,  recently  celebrated  her 

birthday  which  was  Sunday,  April  by 

writing  a   set  of  titles  for  a   new  M-G-M 

production.  That’s  another  way  to  cele- 
brate, isn’t  it. 

*   *   * 

Many  independent  companies  are  bidding 

for  the  services  of  Kenneth  Harlan,  far 

too  many  to  suit  Ken,  for  he  would  like  a 

few  brief  days  of  vacation  between  pic- tures if  he  can  get  it. 
if  *   * 

James  Hogan  is  working  on  the  adapta- 
tion of  an  original  story  which  he  proposes 

to  sell,  with  his  services,  to  a   large  produc- 

ing firm,  upon  the  completion  of  "Burning 
Bridges”  the  Charles  R.  Rogers  produc- 

tion, starring  Harry  Carey. 

Tr s'f'PNARIOS  AND  ADAPTATIONS "^CURRENT  PRODUCTION 

J.  Stuart  Blacklon’s 

“HELL  BENT  PER  HEAVE
N’ 

“BRIDE  OF  THE  STOR
M” 

“THE  CLEAN  HEART 

“THE  BELOVED  BRUTE” 

“THE  HAPPY  WARRIOR” “THE  GILDED  HIGHWAY 

Phone  GRANITE  451S
 

GUS 
MEINS 

Now  Directing  George  MacManus 

“NEWLY  WEDS  AND  THEIR 

BABY”  Series 

for STERN  BROS. 
tlNlVERSAL  RELEASE 
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MYRTLE  STEDMAN 

‘THE  FAR  CRY” 

Sylvano  Balboni-First  National 

“PRINCE  OF  PILSEN” 
Paul  Powell — Pro.  Die.  Corp. 

“DON  JUAN’S  THREE  NIGHTS” 
J.  E.  Dillon — First  National 

MARY  LOUISE  MILLER 

IN  “SPARROWS” 
WITH  MARY  PICKFORD 
A   UNITED  ARTISTS’  RELEASE 

Phone  OLYMPIA  3422 

P.  C.  SCHRAM,  Michigan  exhibitor,  home* 

vrard  bound  after  a   two  months'  visit  to 

Hollywood. 

Personality  of 

Earl  Hudson 
(Continued  from  fage  144) 

tion  activities  and  since  then  he  has 
turned  out  the  following  pictures : 

Among  others  he  made  on  the  West 

Coast  were  “Flaming  Youth,”  “Lilies 
of  the  Field,”  “Painted  People,”  “For 
Sale,”  “Sundown,”  “The  Perfect 

Flapper,”  “Flirting  With  Love,”  “As 
Man  Desires,”  “If  I   Marry  Again,” 

“Temporary  Husband,”  “The  Woman 

on  the  Jury,”  “Single  Wives,”  “So 
Big”  and  “The  Lost  World.” 

Then  he  came  East  with  the  units 

brought  to  New  York  and,  among 

others,  made  “I  Want  My  Man,” 
“One  Way  Street,”  “The  Necessarj' 
Evil,”  “Chickie,”  “The  Making  of 

O'Malley,”  “The  Half  Way  Girl,” 

Now  Making  “Mismates” 

He  is  now  making  “Mismates,”  fea- 
turing Doris  Kenyon,  with  Charles 

Brain  directing.  Upon  completion  of 

this  picture,  he  will  take  his  first  va- 
cation since  becoming  associated  with 

First  National.  He  will  tour  the 

Western  states  by  automobile  and 

after  that  will  jump  back  in  the  mo- 
tion picture  fray  prepared  to  under- 
take even  bigger  things  than  he  has 

heretofore  accomplished. 

Yes,  the  film  business  produces 
more  than  pictures.  It  produces  some 
extraordinary  personalities.  Earl Hudson  is  one. 

“None  Is  Self  Made” 

A   self-made  man  at  33?  No,  he 

emphatically  and  modestly  denies 
that. 

“Can  any  man  be  self-made?”  he 
asks,  and  then  answers  his  own  ques- tion thus: 

“No.  It  is  close  observation  of 
other  men — worthwhile  men — that 

contributes  ultimately  to  success.  It’s an  important  and  serious  study,  and 
I   am  convinced  that  no  man  can 

'arrive'  without  making  one.  In  my 

own  case,  it  was  the  observation  of 
six  or  eight  men  under  whom  I 
worked  in  different  capacities  that 

gave  me  greatest  encouragement  and 
inspiration.  Three  of  these  men  were 
former  city  editors  of  mine,  namely 
Colvin  Brown,  George  Clifford,  Bob 
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Hage.  One  was  William  A.  John- 
ston. Carl  Laemmle  was  another  as 

was  also  William  Barrett  Ridgely, 
who  was  comptroller  of  the  currency 
under  the  late  Colonel  Roosevelt.  And 
of  course  there  were  J.  D.  Williams 
and  Richard  A.  Rowland.  Each  one 
of  these  men  was  an  inspiration  and  a 

help  in  some  way,  and  my  experience 
with  them  was  invaluable. 

“I  believe  there  is  an  old  song 
that  runs  to  the  effect  that  if  you  have 
the  wings  of  a   sparrow  and  want  to 
soar  to  the  heights  of  the  eagle,  train 
with  the  eagles.  Their  pinions  are 

strong  and  will  carry  you  up.  Cer- 
tainly when  you  are  ready  to  hop  off 

by  yourself  you’ll  find  yourself  better 
equipped  for  the  heights. 

“No,”  he  reiterates,  “I  don’t  believe 
that  men  are  self-made.” 

Spargo  Surveys 
Production 

(Contuiucd  from  page  141) 

adaptation.  Neither  the  supporting  cast 
nor  the  director  has  been  chosen. 

“Beau  Geste”  in  Cutting 

“Beau  Geste,’’  made  by  Herbert  Brenon 
under  the  supervision  of  William  Le 
Baron,  associate  producer  at  the  Eastern 
plant,  is  now  in  the  cutting  room,  the 
negative  having  arrived  from  the  Coast  a 
little  over  a   week  ago.  This  picturization 

of  P.  C.  Wren’s  mystery  story  of  the 
French  Foreign  Legion  is  scheduled  as  one 
of  the  big  specials  on  the  fall  and  winter 
program. 

Brenon  spent  12  weeks  in  the  American 
desert  in  Arizona  with  a   cast  of  2,000, 
making  the  Sahara  scenes.  In  the  feature 
cast  are  Ronald  Colman,  Neil  Hamilton,  Ralph 
Forbes,  Alice  Joyce,  Mary  Brian,  Noah  Beery, 
Norman  Trevor  and  William  Powell.  John 

Russell  and  Brenon  did  the  adaptation  and  Paul 
Schofield  the  screen  play. 

Brenon  will  remain  in  the  East,  launchjng 
production  on  a   new  picture  in-June.  The  title 
of  this  has  not  been  announced. 

Receiving  the  final  touches  in  the  cutting  room 

are  also  “The  Palm  Beach  Girl,"  starring  Bebe 
Daniels,  and  “It’s  The  Old  Array  Game,”  star- 

ring W.  C.  Fields.  These  two  are  scheduled 
for  release  this  month.  Miss  Daniels  was  to 
have  departed  for  the  coast  a   week  ago  to  begin 

work  on  “The  College  Flirt,”  but  the  day  before 
her  departure  she  was  thrown  from  a   horse  and 
is  now  in  a   local  hospital. 

Fields  in  “So’s  Your  Old  Man” 
Field’s  second  starring  picture  for  Paramount 

will  be  “So’s  Your  Old  Man,”  which  will  go 
in  production  at  the  Eastern  Studio  on  June  7, 

under  the  direction  of  Gregory  La  Cava.  Pro- 
duction details  have  not  yet  been  announced. 

On  May  10  two  fall  and  winter  attractions 

went  into  production,  “Tin  Gods"  with  Thomas 
Meighan,  and  “The  Show-off”  with  Ford  Sterling. 
An  imposing  list  of  names  are  supporting 

Meighan,  who  is  being  directed  by  Allan  Dwan. 
Principals  in  the  cast  are  Renee  Adoree,  Eileen 
Pringle,  Norman  Trevor  and  William  Powell. 
Howard  Emmett  Rogers  adapted  this  William 
Anthony  Maguire  stage  play  to  the  screen. 

Lois  Wilson  has  returned  from  the  Coast  to 

play  the  leading  feminine  role  in  “The  Show-off.” 
^   the  cast  also  will  be  Claire  McDowell  and 
Buddy  Rogers,  one  of  the  Paramount  Junior 
Stars.  Mai  St.  Clair  will  direct  this  George 

Kelly  play  which  has  been  adapted  by  Pierre 
ColUngs. 

Another  of  the  fall  and  winter  specials,  “Glori- 
fying the  American  Girl,”  will  get  under  way 

on  May  1 7,  with  Edward  Sutlierland  at  the 
megaphone  and  Florenr  Ziegfeld  supervising. 

Louise  Brooks  is  the  only  featured  player  defi- 
nitely announced.  This  story  based  on  the  Zieg- 

feld Follies  was  written  by  James  Ashmore  Creel- 
man  and  Townsend  Martin. 

.   Adolphe  Menjou  will  have  completed  his  work 
in  "The  Sorrows  of  Satan”  in  time  to  begin  work 
on  his  next  stellar  vehicle,  “The  Ace  of  Cads, 
by  Michael  Arlen.  Mai  St,  Clair  has  again 

been  assigned  to  Meniou  as  director. 
New  York”  is  another  special  scheduled  for 
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the  Easteru  Paramount  studio,  although  no  date 

has  yet  been  set. 

F,  N.  to  Start  Three 
Three  units  will  be  at  work  at  First  National's 

New  York  studios  in  the  Bronx  by  May  17 
according  to  present  plans,  and  will  represent 
the  highest  peak  in  production  activity  yet 
reached  at  this  studio. 

The  three  pictures  will  be  “Mismatea”  which 
is  now  in  production  with  Charles  Brabin  direct- 

ing, "Subway  Sadie,"  which  is  also  now  under 
way  with  A1  Santell  directing,  and  “Paradise” 
which  is  slated  to  start  May  17  with  Irvin  Willat 

directing.  The  first  picture  is  being  made  by  an 
Earl  Hudson  unit.  The  second  by  an  A1  Rockett 

unit  and  the  third  will  be  Ray  Rockett’s  first 
production  for  First  National. 

Doris  Kenyon  and  Warner  Ba.xtcr  in  the 

featured  roles,  head  an  unusual  cast  in  “Mis- 
mates"  which  includes  Philo  McCollough,  Mae 
Allison,  Charles  Murray,  John  Kolb,  Nancy 

Kelley,  Maude  Turner  Gordon,  Cyrio  Ring  and 
Charles  Beyer. 

Dorothy  Mackaill  and  Jack  Mulhall  have  the 

featured  roles  in  “Subway  Sadie,"  which  is  an 
adaptation  of  Mildred  Cram's  story,  "Sadie  of  the 
Desert.”  Peggy  Shaw  and  Gaston  Glass  are  also 
in  the  cast  and  others  are  yet  to  be  added. 

Ray  Rockett’s  plans  for  “Paradise,"  which  is 
the  screen  version  of  Cosmo  Hamilton's  novel 
of  the  same  title,  point  to  an  unusual  picture. 
Milton  Sills  will  have  the  starring  role  with 
Betty  Bronson  featured  in  the  leading  feminine 
part.  Charles  Murray  and  Kate  Price  and  other 
very  prominent  screen  players  not  yet  announced 
will  make  up  the  cast.  Irvin  Willat  will  direct. 
Clark  Robinson  has  been  engaged  as  art  director 
for  this  production  and  Charles  VanEnger  will 
do  the  camera  work. 

In  the  cutting  room  at  the  same  studio  are 

three  pictures:  “The  Savage,"  “Men  of  Steel" 
and  "Puppets.”  Ralph  Spence  is  titling  "The 
Savage”  which  Fred  Newmeyer  directed  for  Earl 
Hudson  with  Ben  Lyon  and  May  McAvoy  in 

the  featured  roles.  “Men  of  Steel"  is  the  big 
steel  special  which  was  made  from  a   story 

written  by  Milton  Sills  and  in  which  Sills  is 
starred  with  a   great  cast  of  players  supporting 
him.  It  is  also  an  Earl  Hudson  picture,  directed 

by  George  Archainbaud.  “Puppets"  is  A1  Rock- 
ett's first  production  for  First  National  and  is 

also  a   Milton  Sills  starring  vehicle.  Gertrude 
Olmsted  is  featured  in  the  leading  feminine  role. 
This  was  also  directed  by  George  Archainbaud. 
Doit  Bartlett  is  titling  this  one. 

Kisne  Film  Nearly  Completed 

Most  important  of  the  recent  production  activi- 
ties of  the  Robert  Kane  company  at  the  Cosmo- 

politan studios,  New  York,  have  been  the  shoot- 

ing of  the  bi^  outdoor  scenes  in  “The  Great Deception"  which  is  rapidly  nearing  completion. 
For  the  first  few  weeks  the  company  under 

the  direction  of  Howard  Higgin  confined  them- 
selves to  indoor  work,  leaving  the  more  exciting 

actions  shots  until  the  last.  Then  came  the  big 

airplane  scenes  and  the  daring  automobile  exploits 
which  provide  the  dramatic  climax  of  the  story. 
All  of  these  shots  were  made  on  Long  Island  in 
the  vicinity  of  Mineola,  the  airplane  stuff  being 
handled  at  the  Curtis  flying  fleld. 

The  big  flying  sequence  shows  a   number  of 
planes  in  the  air,  two  of  them  being  sent  down 
in  flames  after  having  been  riddled  by  machine 
gun  fire.  Needless  to  say,  some  highly  expert 

flying  and  equally  expert  camera  work  was  re- 
quired to  get  the  effects  desired.  And  just  to 

make  things  harder,  it  was  necessary  to  photo- graph some  of  the  shots  at  night. 

All  of  the  principal  characters  appear  in  these 
dramatic  sequences,  including  Ben  Lyon,  Aileen 
Pringle,  Sam  Hardy,  and  Basil  Rathbone. 

Announcement  at  the  Kane  offices  was  to  the 

effect  that  final  camera  work  on  "The  Great 
Deception”  will  be  completed  not  later  than 

Saturday,  May  15.  Detailed  announcement  of 
just  what  the  Kane  company  will  do  next  in 

their  productions  schedule  for  First  National, 
calling  for  at  least  six  big  pictures  during  the next  12  months,  is  not  yet  forthcoming- 

Bachmenn  Begins  Work 

J.  G.  Bachmann  has  begun  production  at  the 
Tec-Art  Studio  on  the  Thirteen  Pictures  to  be 

released  during  1926-27  by  Famous  Attractions Corporation. 

Two  units  are  at  work— tlie  first  making  Wal- 
lace Irwin's  novel,  “LeV  Tyler’s  Wives,  the 

other  shaping  the  screen  version  of  “The  Kc- mance  of  a   Million  Dollars."  based  on  the 
popular  fiction  story  by  Elizabeth  Dejeans. 

“Lew  Tyler’s  Wives”  was  started  May  “f- 

Harley  Knoles  is  directing  a   featured  cast  that includes  Frank  Mayo,  Ruth  Clifford,  Hedda 

per,  Helen  Lee  Wortliing  and  Lew  Brice,  -the script  was  prepared  by  Eugene  Clifford. 

The  scenario  for  the  second  Preferred  release 

“The  Romance  of  a   Million  Dollars,"  has  been 
completed  by  Arthur  Hoerl  and  the  cast  *8.  now 

being  assembled.  Mr.  Bachmann  has  appoint*" 

Tom  Terriss  as  director  for  the  production  on which  camera  work  wiil  start  May  8. 

Mr.  Bachmann  looks  forward  to  stwdy  prw 
duction  activity  for  tlie  next  few  months 

to  have  a   good  portion  of  his  releasing  progran 

ready  for  exhibitor  inspection  by  the  summe  . 

JACQUELINE  LOGAN 
•THE  OUTSIDEH,”  'THANK  YOU,"  "WAGES  FOR  WIVES"  FOX  FILMS  RECENTLY  RELEASED 

SOON  TO  DE  SEEN  AS  'THE  FOOTLOOSE  WIDOW" — ROY  DEL  RUTH  FOR  WARNER  DROS. 
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Murray  Surveys 

Production 
(Conlinued  from  page  141) 

Pay”  with  Mary  Brian,  Charles  Rogers 
and  others,  just  back  from  shooting  water 

scenes  in  San  Francisco.  “The  Complete 
Life”  is  an  0.  Henry  story  being  made 
under  Robert  Kerr’s  direction;  “Lafayette  Where 
Are  We?”  being  directed  by  Max  Gold  and  .<V1- 
fred  Davis;  “The  Swimming  Instructor"  another 
Van  Bibber  story,  being  made  under  the  super- 

vision of  George  £.  Marshall;  “The  Circus  Kid" 
with  Jerry  Madden,  a   baby  star,  and  “The  Peli- 

can” which  Frank  Borzage  is  directing  from 

Bradley  King’s  script  of  the  famous  stage  play. 
“The  Return  of  Peter  Grimm”  a   film  version  of 
David  Belasco’s  success,  is  in  preparation  for 

John  Griffith  Wray’s  direction. 
Universal  Well  Along 

Universal  is  well  along  on  its  production  sched- 
ule for  1926.  Two  of  its  IS  feature  productions, 

and  four  of  its  big  specials  of  the  “super"  variety, 
are  now  in  production.  Richard  Talmadge  has 
started  work  on  a   series  of  six  to  be  produced 
for  Universal  this  Summer.  The  two  specials 

are  “Uncle  Tom’s  Cabin"  and  "Love  Me  and  the 
World  is  Mine.”  The  ice  scenes  for  “Uncle 
'Tom”  were  made  in  the  East,  after  considerable 
difficulty,  and  an  exact  duplicate  of  Harriet 

Beecher  Stowe’s  home  has  been  erected  on  the 
Universal  lot,  for  the  final  scenes.  £.  A.  Dupont, 
the  German  director,  is  well  into  his  production 
with  Mary  Phtlbin  and  Norman  Kerry  starred. 

A   notable  cast  is  in  support  in  “Love  Me  and 
the  World  is  Mine,"  a   title  which  wifi  give  the 
marquee  boys  a   headache.  The  other  two  spe- 

cials are  “Romeo  and  Juliet”  and  "Gulliver’s 
Travels,”  the  latter  to  be  filmed  with  the  new 
Schueffian  protographic  process,  described  on 
page  145  in  this  issue  of  ̂ e  Herald. 

“PaU  Firet”  Completed  for  F.  N. 
First  National  is  working  at  top  speed  on  its 

West  Coast  schedule,  although  at  considerable 
handicap  through  the  demolishing  of  the  United 
Studios,  where  it  formerly  made  all  productions. 

Edwin  Carewe  has  finished  “Pals  First"  a   play 
many  of  the  old  timers  will  remember  in  which 
Harold  Lockwood  starred  back  in  Metro  days. 

Henry  Hobart’s  company  is  just  finishing  "Don 
Juan’s  Three  Nights"  with  Lewis  Stone  and 
Shirley  Mason.  At  the  Fairbanks-Pickford  stu- 

dios Constance  Talmad^  is  making  “The 
Duchess  of  Buffalo”  for  First  National.  Sidney 
Franklin  is  directing.  Chester  Conklin,  Lawrence 
Grant,  Edward  Martindel  and  Rose  Dione  are 

in  sup;)ort.  Charles  Rogers’  first  picture  of  bis 
series  is  well  under  way.  It  is  “Senor  Dare 
Devil”  with  Ken  Maynard  starred.  A1  Rogell 
is  handling  the  megaphone. 

Another  big  First  National  production  soon  to 

attract  attention  is  “Sinners  in  Paradise"  a   June 
Mathis  opus.  “Forever  After”  is  another  that 
is  under  way.  Harry  Langdon  having  scored  a 

tremendous  success  with  nis  “Tramp,  Tramp, 

Tramp”  is  now  producing  a   domestic  farce-com- 
edy “The  Yes  Man.”  A   string  of  gagmen  and 

humorous  writers  are  holding  daily  conferences 
with  the  comedian  before  going  on  the  set. 

Before  commencing  work  on  “Delicatessen” 
Colleen  Moore  is  taking  a   brief  vacation,  having 

just  finished  “Ella  Cinders.”  “The  Wise  Guy” 
IS  another  First  National  production  in  the  cut- 

ting room,  and  “Miss  Nobody”  with  Anna  Q. 
Nilsson,  has  just  been  completed.  “Sweet  Dad- 

dies" and  "High  Steppers”  are  completed  and 
both  look  like  good  bets  it  is  said. 

Several  F.  P.  L.  Units  on  Location 
Paramount  is  in  the  throes  of  moving  to  the 

United  Studios  and  their  Vine  street  plant  is 
almost  deserted.  Florence  Vidor  is  completing 

Love’s  Magic”  and  several  other  companies  are 
juvay  on  location.  “Old  Ironsides"  which  James 
Cruze  is  directing  on  the  high  seas  of  Santa 
Catalina  Island,  has  a   fleet  of  ships  that  attracts 
attention  up  and  down  the  Coast.  Victor  Flem- 

tng  IS  directing  "Mantrap”  in  the  California  lake 
country.  Many  productions  are  in  preparation, 
however,  by  Paramount.  These  are  “The  Rough 

u- V®’”  featuring  Roosevelt,  the  cast  for 
which  is  now  being  chosen;  Marshall  Neilan’s 
Diplomacy”  and  Von  Stroheim’s  “The  Wedding 

March.”  Harold  Lloyd  is  now  working  on  his 
next  Famous  Players  comedy  and  Douglas  Mac- 
Lean  is  shooting  on  his  forthcoming  rib-tickler 
M   F.  B.  O.  “Beau  Geste”  made  in  the  desert 

of  Arizona  is  completed  and  “The  Rainmaker,” 
Born  to  the  West”  and  "Good  and  Naughty’’ 

are  being  edited. 

Lnbitsch  on  Warner  Special 
Over  on  the  Warner  lot  Charles  "Chuck”  Rics- 

per  is  well  along  with  "The  Better  ’Ole"  featur- 
ing Syd  Chaplin.  John  Barrymore’s  next  pro- 

duction to  follow  “Don  Juan”  will  be  “Manon 
Lescaut,"  made  under  the  direction  of  Alan  Cros- 
land,  work  on  which  is  progressing  rapidly  at 
the  old  Vitagraph  studio.  Ernsti  Lubitsch  is  pre- 

paring the  first  of  two  specials,  with  many 
unusual  sets  and  hundreds  of  extras  “Reveillon” 
IS  a   farce  with  Monte  Blue  in  the  leading  male role. 

^J-.  Stuart  Blackton  is  well  alonff  on  “The 
Passionate  Quest,"  adapted  by  his  talented 
daughter  Marian  Constance  Blackton  and  featur- 
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ing  an  allstar  cast.  It  is  being  photographed  by 

Musuraca  and  Adams.  "The  Footloose  Widow 
with  Louise  Fazenda,  Jacqueline  Logan  and  other 
popular  players  has  just  been  completed  under 
the  direction  of  Roy  Del  Ruth. 

M-G-M  a   Veritable  Beehive 

Metro-Goldwn  Mayer  studios  present  a   veritable 

bee-hive  of  activity  tliese  days.  “Lovely  Mary” 
under  King  Baggot's  direction  nears  completion. 
Many  players  prominent  on  the  screen  for  years 
appear  in  this.  Russell  Simpson,  Rose  Gore, 
Mary  Aldeii,  Martha  Mattox,  Sunshine  Hart, 
as  well  as  many  youngsters.  Bessie  Love  and 

William  Haines  have  the  leads.  Norma  Shearer’s 
next  will  be  "The  Waning  Sex"  which  Robert  Z. 
Leonard  is  directing.  Conrad  Nagel  is  playing 
the  male  lead. 

Lon  Chaney  is  being  starred  in  another  spe- 

cial at  the  M-G-M  lot,  “The  Ro.id  to  Mandalay.” 
Little  Lois  Moran  is  in  the  picture  as  well  as 

Henry  B.  Walthall  and  a   number  of  other  well 
known  artists.  Tod  Browning  is  directing.  King 

Vidor  Ts  making  “Bardelys  the  Magnificent"  with 
John  Gilbert,  Eleanor  Boardman  and  others.  Hunt 
•Stromberg  is  producing  a   fire  prevention  story 
“The  Fire  Brigade”  with  Charles  Ray,  Lionel 
Barrymore,  Bert  Woodruff  and  others  in  the cast. 

As  his  first  American  made  picture  Director 
Mauritz  Stiller,  the  Swedish  producer,  is  making 

“The  Temptress,”  a   Cosmopolitan  production  for 
M-G-M  which  ernploys  many  elaborate  sets  and 
a   notable  cast.  Greta  Garbo  is  starred  and  An- 

tonio Moreno,  H.  B.  Warner,  Kathleen  Key, 
Theodore  Von  Eltz  and  others  of  note  appear 
in  support. 

Pro-DisCo  Starts  Big  Ones 

These  are  busy  days  with  the  Producers  Dis- 
tributing Corporation.  Work  has  started  on 

several  big  productions  at  the  Metropolitan^  and 
DeMillc  studios.  Marie  Prevost,  who  just  finished 

in  “Up  In  Mabel’s  Room”  an  A1  Christie  special, 
is  hard  at  work  on  another  Metropolitan  produc- 

tion “Almost  a   Lady”  under  the  direction  of  E. 
Mason  Hopper.  William  K.  Howard  is  directing 

Rod  LaRoeque  in  “Gigolo”;  Joseph  Henabery  is 
making  the  country  side  rock  with  his  Russian 

revolution  stuff  in  "Meet  the  Prince,”  starring 

Joseph  Schildkraut  and  the  “Flame  of  the  Yu- 
kon” is  flaming  once  more  under  George  Mcl- 

ford’s  direction,  with  Seena  Owen  featured.  A1 

Christie  is  making  "The  Nervous  Wreck”  from 
the  stage  success  with  Harrison  Ford,  as  the 
“wreck.” 

Keaton  on  U.  A.  Filin 
Buster  Keaton  is  working  hard  on  his  initial 

United  Artists  picture  “The  General."  The  com- 
pany leaves  for  Tennessee  soon  for  locations. 

Keaton  is  directing.  Valentino  has  returned  from 

the  desert  of  Arizona  where  scenes  for  "The  Son 
of  a   Sheik”  were  filmed.  Mack  Swain  worked 
in  this  picture  for  several  weeks,  but  owing  to 
illness  voluntarily  withdrew  and  Karl  Dane  was 
substituted.  Vilma  Banky  has  the  leading  fem- 

inine role. 

Inspiration  Pictures  began  work  last  week  on 

“The  Amateur  Gentleman”  starring  Richard 

Barthelmess,  under  Sidney  Olcott’s  direction. 
This  is  for  First  National. 

hlost  of  the  independent  companies  are  get- 
ting under  way  on  fall  schedules.  Ralph  Ince 

has  been  signed  by  Columbia  Pictures  and  is 

now  directing  Bert  Lytell  in  "The  Lone  Wolf 
Returns.”  Phil  Rosen  has  also  been  signed  to 

direct  Columbia  pictures.  This  company’s  sched- ule calls  for  24. 

Half  Through  F.  B.  0.  Film 
J.  Leo  Meehan  is  half  way  through  his  next 

F.  B.  O.  production  “Laddte’’  which  numbers 
an  all  star  cast.  Fred  Thomson  is  away  on  loca- 

tion making  exteriors  for  “Two  Gun  Man”  and 
Chet  Withey  is  directing  Pauline  Frederick  in 

“Her  Honor  the  Governor.”  The  George  O’Hara 
company  will  begin  work  next  week  on  the  first 
of  his  F.  B.  0.  productions  in  which  he  is 
starred. 

Horace 

Miller 
New 
“STILL 

HOPING 
THAT  GOOD 

PICTURES  CAN 

BE  MADE 

WITHOUT 

WASTE" 

NOW  AT 

FIRST 
NATIONAL 

NEW  YORK 

REGINALD 

BARKER’S firft  produdion 
under  his  new 

contrad  with 

METRO- 
GOLDWYN- MAYER 

will  be 

<<the 

FLAMING 

FOREST” 
by  James  Oliver  Curwood 

Remember 

“THE  GREAT 

DIVIDE”? 
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GEORGE  BARNES— A5.C. 
Cin«niatOKra|>h«r 

“MLLE.  MODISTE” 
firtt  Nallonal 

RAY  RIES 
CINEMATOGRAPHER 

Now  Shooting 

“RAWHIDE” 

for ACTION  PICTURES 

ASSOCIATED  EXHIBITORS 
RELEASE 

DANIEL  B.  CLARK— A.S.C. 
ClDamalographar 

Tom  Ml*  Produetloni 

CHAS.  G.  CLARKE— A.S.C. 
PnOTOQllAl'IlBK 

"UOCKSNO  MOON” 
“WlDSl'KItlNU  SSHTII” 
“SIMON  THE  JESTBB” 

“T01»  Ol'  TIIK  WOUIJ).”  Etc. 

Camera! 
A   Department  Devoted  to  News  and  AffaitB  of 
the  American  Society  of  CinematograpberB  and  Its 

Members,  Published  as  a   “Studio  Section”  Feature. 

Cameraman  Often  Cuts  Costs 

of  Production,  Clark  States 

T 
By  FOSTER  GOSS 

HE  cinematograplier  is  in  a   keystone  post  in  the  matter  of  effecting 

economy  in  cost  of  motion  picture  production,  according  to  Daniel  B. 

Clark,  president  of  the  American  Society  of  Cinematographers. 
“   ■   .   ,   ematographer  has  been  quick  to  bring 

“^HE  cinematographer,”  Clark  states, T   “ordinarily  saves  his  salary  many  times 

during  the  course  of  the  average  produc- 
tion. This  may  appear  to  be  a   novel  asser- 
tion; nevertheless,  it  is  true. 

In  the  matter  of  illumination  alone, 

careful  regulation  by  him  as  to  how  much 

light  is  used  on  each  set,  thereby  employ- 
ing only  the  light  actually  needed  and 

avoiding  over-illumination,  is  a   means  of 

saving  hundreds  of  dollars  on  a   feature 

production. Always  Ready 

“The  company,”  Clark  continued,  “rarely 
has  to  wait  for  the  cinematographer  to  be 

ready  to  shoot.  He  is  ‘set  up,’  \yith  all  of 
his  lights  arranged  in  proper  positions,  and 

waiting  for  the  call,  ‘Camera,  when  me 
director  and  the  company  are  ready  for 

action.  If  it  were  otherwise,  it  would  mean, 

especially  on  sets  with  a   great  many  extra 

people,  the  piling  up  of  heavy  overhead, 
due  to  the  loss  of  time— for,  need  it  be 

said  that  nolUing  can  be  done  unUl  the 

camera  is  ready  to  photograph?  Ihe 

cinematographer’s  alacrity  in  such  matters 
is  the  result  of  the  maximum  efficiency  to 

which  he  has  reduced  his  work.  Certainly 

a   complete  mastery  of  his  subject  is  
re- 

quired for  him,  in  the  hurry  and  bustle 

of  the  set,  to  give  commands  as  to  where 

this  light  or  that  light  is  to  be  placed,  ail 

of  which  must  be  done  in  a   few  moment  
s 

time.  What  would  have  been  the  case  
it. 

in  the  beginning  of  the  business,  the  proce- 
dure would  have  been  established  that  a 

couple  of  hours  or  more  would  have  
been 

necessary  for  experimenting  with  
and 

checking  each  array  of  lights,  to  determine 
its  correctness? 

“And  so  it  is  in  the  run  of  cinemato-
 

graphic improvements  generally.  The  cm- 

Charles  Van  Enger 
A.  S.  C- 

Cinematographer 

“Puppets” 

First  National 

about  or  encourage  such  improvements,  so 
that  little  comers,  however  imperceptible, 
are  continually  being  cut  in  production 
costs.  A   faster  or  a   more  adaptable  lei^ 
is  immediately  adopted,  a   new  effect  in 
miniature  is  worked  out  and  so  on — and 
hundreds  of  dollars  and,  in  some  instances, 
even  thousands  of  dollars  are  saved  for 

the  producer.  Thus,  the  expertness  of  the 
cinematographer  brought  the  glass  shot 
from  the  realm  of  probability  to  the  plane 

of  fact — and  what  producer  doesn’t  realize 

the  saving  effected  by  this  form  of  econ- 
omy. 

One  Is  Saving  $40,000 

“These,”  the  A.  S.  C.  president  concluded, 
“are  but  a   few  of  the  innumerable  cases 

of  cinematographic  economies.  Some  rarely 
if  ever  come  to  executive  attention,  while 

others,  because  of  their  magnitude,  com- 
mand respect— as,  for  instance,  the  rase  m 

which  one  member  of  the  A.  S.  C.,  is  sav- 

ing, it  is  reported,  his  company  the  sum 

of  $40,000  by  having  eliminated,  in  a   big 

production  now  being  made,  the  necessity 
of  countless  night  shots— and  previously  it 

had  been  thought  that  the  nights  of  photo- 

graphing were  an  indispensible  evil  in  the 

making  of  this  particular  picture.” 

May  McAvoy  Gets  Role 

of  Dual  Complex  Now 

The  girl  with  a   dual  complex  is  being portrayed  by  May  McAvoy  in  her 

starring  role  in  “The  Passionate  Quest, 
which  Commodore  J.  Stuart  Blackton  is 

directing  for  Warner  Brothers.  This  as-
 

signment is  in  direct  contrast  to  her  d^ 

liheation  in  “Lady  Windermere  s   ban, 

which  is  scoring  throughout  the  country. 

GEORGES  BENOIT— A.S,C Qaara«loBTat>h*r 

"THE  SPEEDING  VENICE' 
P,  D,  C.  Rolooio 
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CHARLES  STUMAR— A.S.C. 
Cinamalographer 

“UNCLE  TOM'S  CABIN*’ Vnlver$at  Relaow 

PEVERELL  MARLEY 
Onain  Biographer 

“THE  VOLGA  BOATMAN” 
P.  D.  C.  ReleoM 

GEORGE  SPEAR 
Ctoemato|[repher 

HARRY  UNGDON  PRODUCTIONS 
FirtI  National  Releiue 

Musuraca 

Cine- 
matographer 

Now  Shooting 

,   “Passionate 

Quest” 
J.  Sioarl  Blaeklon 

Warner  Broa. 

Now  ihni  Iho  race  le  done  ftarry  Langdon 

is  looking  10  see  how  far  behind  the  other 

rarer*  ore  In  ‘•Tramp,  Tramp,  Tramp," 
Firi>l  Notional  release. 

Monte  Blue  Busy  ivith 

Role  in  Warner  Picture 

l\/TONTE  BLUE  is  one  of  the  busiest actors  in  the  industry  these  days, 

according  to  word  from  Warner  Broth- 
ers, announcing  that  the  star  is  being 

featured  in  one  picture  and  starred  in  an- 
other all  at  the  same  time. 

Blue  has  been  selected  a   third  time  for 

the  featured  role  in  Ernst  Lubitsch's 
last  three  productions,  the  current  one 

being  Meilhac  and  Halvey’s  French  farce “Reveillon.”  In  this  production  Blue  is 

appearing  as  a   young  physician,  with 

Patsy  Ruth  Miller  being  featured  op- 

posite him. 

Schuefftan  Process 
^Continued  on  page  14S) 

process  can  plainly  be  seen  to  those  in  the 
industry  when  attention  is  called  to  the 
fact  that  all  action  is  photographed  by 

means  of  a   single  exposure.  Now  motion 
pictures  are  enabled  to  scale  the  loftiest 

heights.  It  is  as  easy  to  photograph  ad- 
ventures on  Mars  or  beneath  the  sea  as  it 

is  in  a   simple  interior  set. 

Its  benefits  are  great.  Not  only  to  the 

producer,  who  is  now  able  to  present 

superproductions  as  a   rule  instead  of  as 
an  exception,  or  the  public  who  derives  the 
benefits  of  the  master — pictures  soon  to  be 
seen,  but  to  workers  within  the  industry 

who  are  given  promise  of  steadier  employ- 
ment to  the  actor,  who  has  the  opportunity 

of  doing  big  things  in  a   big  way,  unre- 
stricted by  hidebound  conventions  such  as 

have  heretofore  prevailed.  Up  to  now,  if 

a   thing  hadn’t  been  done  before  it  couldn’t 
be  done.  Now,  just  because  a   thing  hadn't been  done,  it  is  a   sign  that  it  can  be  done 
because  all  barriers  are  swept  way. 

The  movies  are  free !   Eugene  Schueff- 
tan, the  crusader  who  came  from  across 

the  sea,  has  unshackled  the  chains  and  the 

bromidic  phrase,  "bigger  and  Iietler 
movies’’  is  no  longer  the  by^vord  of  Holly- 

wood’s official  "wise-crackers.’’ 

DAN  CLARK,  A.  S.  C.,  who  pitoiographi 

ail  Tam  Mix  Fox  producllona,  posed  with 

hlH  daughlera. 

JACKSON  J.  ROSE,  A.  S.  C. 
CINEMATOGRAPHER 

“MIDNIGHT  SUN” 
Buehoweiekt^— OolToreBl 

"THE  OLD  SOAK"  Slomao— Uolvereal 

VALTER  LUNDIN— A.S.C. 
Cinema  I   ographer 

“FOR  HEAVEN'S  SAKE” 
Harold  Lloyd  Prod. 

JOHN ARNOLD 

— A.S.C. 

ClnemalogTapher 

“THE  BIG 

PARADE” 

M.-C.-M.  ReUeta 

RAY  JUNE 
Cinematographer 

“THE  UNKNOWN  SOLDIER” 
P,  I).  C,  Roloaro    
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THE  FILM  MART 
Sanford  Productions 

Complctv  First  Release 

The  first  release  in  the  series  of  six  pic- 
tures has  been  completed  under  the  title  of 

“Her  Sacrifice.” 

Gotham 

Feler  Makes  Debut 

Peter  the  Great,  canine  star,  is  making 

his  debut  in  ‘‘The  Sign  of  the  Claw,”  which 
has  just  been  placed  in  production. 

Columbia 

Betty  Conipson  Is  Signed 

Betty  Compson  has  signed  a   two-picture 
contract  with  Harry  Cohn,  vicepresidenl 
of  Columbia. 

Tiffany 

Ten  Exchanges  Established 

The  first  ten  of  the  nation-wide  ex- 
changes have  already  been  established. 

These  are  the  nucleus  of  a   large  national 
distributing  organization  to  handle  Tiffany 
productions  exclusively. 

Ginsberg-Kcuin 
Pictures  for  Brazil  and  Japan 

Universal  Pictures  has  bought  for  Japan 

three  of  the  1925-26  productions,  “The 
Checkered  Flag,”  “A  Desperate  Moment” 
and  "Brooding  Eyes.”  Max  Gluckman  has 
liought  for  distribution  throughout  Brazil, 

“The  Love  Gamble,”  “Wreckage,”  “The 
Taxi  Mysterj',”  “Brooding  Eyes,”  "Wan- 
<Icring  Footsteps,"  and  “The  Checkered 

Flag.” 

Cranfield  ajid  Clailce 

Dispose  of  English  Rights 

English  rights  on  the  following  pictures 

have  been  disposed  of:  “North  of  Nome.” 
an  Arrow;  “Week  End  Husbands,”  fea- 

turing Alma  Rubens;  “Hill  Folks,"  featur- 
ing Alice  Calhoun,  and  "Devil’s  Master- 

piece,” featuring  Virginia  Brown  Faire. 

Universal 

"Neivlytveds”  Series  in  Jf'ork 
Camera  work  has  been  started  on  the 

new  Stern  Brothers  Comedy  series  “The 
Newlyweds  and  Their  Baby.” 

Purchase  "Michael  Strogoff" 

Screen  rights  to  “Michael  Strogoff.”  or 
“The  Courier  of  die  Czar,”  by  Jules  Verne, 
have  been  purchased,  and  Ivan  Mosjoukine 
has  been  signed  for  the  leading  role. 

Beregi  Signs  Five  Year  Contract 

Oscar  Beregi,  European  actor,  has  been 
signd  to  a   five  year  contract. 

"Show  IForld"  Is  Completed 

“The  Show  World,”  formerly  known  as 
"The  Star  Maker,”  has  just  been  com- 

pleted under  the  direction  of  Lois  Weber, 
with  Francis  X.  Bushman  and  Billie  Dove 
featuring. 

"Man  in  the  Saddle”  is  a   Universal  cur- 
rent release  with  Hoot  Gibson  star- ring. 

"Les  ;Uj.s'era6/e.s”  Has  British  Pret  ieiv 

According  to  reports  the  recent  trade 

showing  in  England  of  “Les  Miserables,” 
the  1‘niversal-Film  de  France  production, 
was  the  most  impressive  trade  preview 
held  there, 

Pathe 

"Mum's  the  JFord”  for  Chase 

"Mum’s  the  Word”  is  a   new  Hal  Roach 
Pathe  comedy  starring  Charley  Chase,  who 

is  supported  by  Martha  Sleeper,  Anders, 
Randolph  and  Virginia  Pearson. 

"Nervous  Moments”  New  Sportlight 

"Nervous  Moments”  is  the  current  Grant- 
land  Rice  "Sportlight”  picture  for  Pathe 
release. 

Reissue  Six  Lloyd  Pictures 

Announcement  has  been  made  of  the  re- 

issue of  six  of  Harold  Lloyd’s  onc-reel 

comedies,  “Step  Lively,”  “Are  Crooks  Dis- 
honest?”, "Swat  the  Crook,”  “Ring  U.p  the 

Curtain,”  “Count  Your  Change”  and 
“Kicked  Out.” 

"Don  Key^’  Is  New  Comedy 

“Don  Key — Son  of  Burro"  is  a   new  Hal 
Roach  Star  Comedy  to  be  released  by Pathe. 

Mabel  Normand  Is  Signed 

Mabel  Normand  has  signed  a   contract 
with  Hal  Roach  for  a   series  of  two-reel 
Pathe  comedies. 

First  National 
"Senor  Dare-DeviT’  in  Production 

Filming  of  interior  scenes  has  been 
sitarted  on  “Senor  Dare-Devil,”  in  which 
Ken  Maynard  and  Dorothy  Devore  are 
featured. 

"Paradise”  Soon  Under  Way 

Ray  Rockett’s  first  production  for  First 
National,  which  \vill  be  the  screen  version 

of  Cosmo  Hamilton’s  novel,  “Paradise,” 
is  slated  to  start  any  day,  under  the  direc- 

tion of  Ir\'in  Willat. 

Ann  Rork  in  "Wild  Geese” 
Ann  Rork,  baby  member  of  the  cast  of 

“Old  Loves  and  New,”  has  been  placed  by 
her  producer-father,  Sam  Rork,  in  his 

next  picture,  “Wild  Geese.” 
"Subway  Sadie”  Is  in  Production 

"Sub^vay  Sadie,”  in  which  Dorothy 
Mackaill  and  Jack  Mulhall  will  be  featured, 
has  been  placed  in  production. 

Sign  Gardner  James 

Gardner  James,  character  juvenile,  has 

been  engaged  for  an  important  role  in  the 

next  Inspiration  Pictures  production,  "The 
Amateur  Gentleman,”  which  Sidney  Olcott 
will  direct  for  First  National 

Paramount 

I'idor  in  "Love’s  Magic” 

Florence  Vidor’s  first  starring  production 

for  Paramount  will  be  “Love’s  Magic. 
Clive  Brook  plays  the  lead  opposite  Miss 
Vidor  and  Lowell  Sherman  has  the  heavy 

role,  being  directed  by  William  Wellman. 

Added  to  "Tin  Gods”  Cast 
Aileen  Pringle  and  Norman  Trevor  have 

been  added  to  the  featured  supporting  wst 

of  Thomas  Mcighan’s  next  picture.  “Tin 
Gods,”  production  on  which  is  to  start 

early  next  month. 

Hamilton  Signs  for  "Diplomacy” 
Marshall  Neilan  has  been  signed  for  the 

leading  male  role  in  “Diplomacy  in  sup- port of  Blanche  Sweet. 

Eden  Gray  in  "Satan”  Cast 
Eden  Grav  has  been  added  to  the  rast 

of  D.  W.  Griffith’s  “The  Sorrow's  of  Sa- 

tan,” now  in  production.  Tlie  chief  ch^^^' 

acters  are  Adolphe  Menjou,  Ricardo  Cor- 
tez. Carol  Dempster,  Miss  De  Putti  and 

Ivan  Lebcdeff. 

Beaudine  to  Direct  Dix 

William  Beaudine  has  l>een  signd  to  di- 

rect Richard  Dix’s  next  picture.  The 

Quarterback." 
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Lige  Conley  is  seen  bemoaning  his  pri- 

vacy in  the  lower  scene  from  "His 
Private  Life,"  an  Educational  current 
release. 

Educational 

"Vision”  to  Make  Banner  Month 

Because  of  the  release  of  “The  Vision,” 
photographed  by  the  Technicolor  Process, 

the  first  of  a   series  of  six  Romance  Pro- 
ductions. Educational  expects  May  to  prove 

a   banner  month. 

Pro-Dis-Co 
Ford  is  Signed 
Harrison  Ford  has  been  signed  to  play 

the  title  role  of  “The  Nervous  Wreck,” 
which  A1  Christie  will  make. 

Frank  Reicher  in  “Man  O’  fVar’’ 

Frank  Reicher  has  been  si^ed  on  a   long 
term  contract  to  act  and  direct  for  Cecil 
B.  DeMille,  and  is  now  supporting  Jetta 

Goudal  in  “Her  Man  O’  War.” 

"Sunny  Side”  in  Cuiting 

"Sunny  Side  Up,”  the  first  picture  on  the 
1926-27  program  in  which  Vera  Reynolds 
will  make  her  bow  as  a   star,  is  now  in  the 
cutting  room  being  supervised  by  Director 
Donald  Crisp. 

Start  Production  of  Clinging  Vine” 

Leatrice  Joy  has  started  work  on  “The 
Clinging  Vine,”  under  the  direction  of  Paul 
Sloane  with  Tom  Moore  and  Robert  Ede- 
son  in  the  supporting  cast. 

Complete  Mojave  Desert  Scenes 
Priscilla  Dean  under  the  direction  of 

Robert  Thornby  has  completed  the  Mojave 

Desert  location  scenes  of  “The  Speeding 

Venus.” 

Warner  Brothers 

"Sea  BeasF'  Has  Berlin  Premiere . 
It  is  said  that  the  premiere  showing  in 
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Berlin  of  “The  Sea  Beast”  reaped  praise 
for  tins  production. 

Gardner  Janies  in  “Quest”  Cast 
Gardner  James  has  been  signed  to  play 

a   role  in  “The  Passionate  Quest,”  being 
directed  by  J.  Stuart  Blackton, 

Myrna  Loy  Added  to  “Reveillon”  Cast 
Mvrna  Loy  has  been  added  to  the  Ernst 

Lubi'tsch  cast  for  “Reveillon,”  in  which 
Monte  Blue  and  Patsy  Ruth  Miller  are  fea- 
tured. 

Two  for  May  Release 

“Hell  Bent  Fer  Heaven”  and  “The  So- 
cial Highwayman”  are  to  be  released  to exhibitors  this  month. 

Increase  “Footloose”  Cast 
Mack  Swain,  John  Miljan,  Jane  Winton 

and  Henry  Barrows  have  been  assigned 

important  roles  in  “Footloose  Wido\vs.” 

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer 

Sign  Beauty  Contest  JVinner 
Corliss  Palmer,  who  several  years  ago 

achieved  publicity  and  a   contract  to  play 
in  motion  pictures  by  winning  a   beauty 
prize,  has  been  signed  up. 
Three  in  Production 

“Altars  of  Desire,”  “The  Red  Mill”  and 
"The  Fire  Brigade”  have  been  put  in  pro- 
duction. 

“Frisco  Sal”  Soon  in  W ork 

“Frisco  Sal."  the  original  story  by  A1 

Cohn,  recently  purchased  by  M-G-M,  is 
shortly  to  go  into  production. 

“Mandalay”  is  Being  Shot 

Tod  Browning  has  started  filming  "Road 
to  Mandalay,"  which  he  wrote  and  is  di- 

recting himself,  in  which  Lon  Chaney  stars. 

“Flaming  Forest”  Being  Adapted 
Waldemar  Young,  scenarist,  is  writing 

the  adaptation  of  James  Curwood’s  “The 
Flaming  Forest,”  to  be  directed  by  Regi- 

nald Barker  and  produced  next  fall. 

Associated  Exhibitors 

“Earth  Woman”  Heavily  Booked 

The  Mrs.  Wallace  Reid  production,  “The 
Eiarth  Woman.”  is  said  to  Itave  been  heav- 

ily booked  as  a   feature  for  Mother’s  Day, and  to  have  met  with  success. 

Fox 

“Glory”  is  in  Production 

“WTiat  Price  Glory”  has  just  been  put 
into  production  under  the  direction  of 
Raoul  Walsh. 

Four  in  Work 

Work  has  begun  on  “The  Swimming  In- 
structor,” a   Van  Bibber;  the  first  of  the 

Animal  Comedy  series,  and  two  0.  Henp’ 
tales,  “The  Complete  Life”  and  “Babes  in 
the  Jungle,”  all  scheduled  for  release  dur- 

ing the  1926-27  season. 
In  “Gentleman”  Cast 
The  following  featured  players  have  been 

cast  for  leading  roles  in  support  of  Rich- 
ard Barthelmess  in  “The  Amateur  Gentle- 

man" which  Sidney  Olcott  is  directing: 
Dorothy  Dunbar,  who  will  play  opposite 
the  star;  Brandon  Hurst,  Nigel  Barrie, 

Sidney  de  Gray,  Gardner  James,  J.  Eld- 
wards  Davis,  Billie  Bennett,  and  Jacques 
D’Auray. 

F.  B.  O. 
Start  Work  on  Two  Productions 

Gene  Stratton  Porter's  “Laddie”  is  now 
under  way,  and  work  has  been  started  on 
“Her  Honor  the  Governor”  with  Pauline 
Frederick  in  the  title  role. 

Jensen  Replaces  Alden  in  "Laddie” 
It  was  previously  announced  that  Mary 

"Love's  Blindness,"  an  Elinor  Clyn 

production  being  directed  for  Metro- 
Goldwyn-Mayer  by  John  Frances  Dil- 

lon. Pauline  Stark,  Antonio  Moreno, 
and  Kate  Price  head  the  cast. 

.\lden  would  play  in  “Laddie.”  but  Eulalic Jensen  has  been  engaged  f(»r  the  same  part instead. 

Title  Final  “Fighting  Hearts” 
“.All’s  Swell  That  Ends  Swell”  has  been 

selected  as  the  title  of  the  final  chapter  of 

the  “Fighting  Hearts”  series. 
For  May  Release 

“Hands  .Across  the  Border,”  “-A  Poor 
Girl’s  Romance,”  “Glcnisier  of  the  Mount- 

ed.” “The  Valley  of  Bravery,”  "The  Mas- 
querade Bandit”  are  l)eing  completed  or 

have  been  completed  for  this  month’s  re- 
lease. 

“Jude  Cup”  Piears  Completion 

The  picture  under  the  tentative  title  of 
“The  Jade  Cup,”  starring  Evelyn  Brent,  is 

nearing  completion  under  the  direction  of Frank  Hall  Crane. 

United  Artists 

“Personality”  for  Gloria  Stvanson 

Gloria  Swanson’s  first  picture  under  her 
contract  to  make  two  pictures  a   year  for 

U.  .A,  will  be  called  “Personality.” 

Story  Purchased  for  Fi7ma  and  Ronald 

Samuel  Goldwyn  has  purchased  “King 
Harlequin,”  which  Henry  King  will  fili^ 
under  the  title  of  “The  Vagabond  Prince 
for  Vilma  Banky  and  Ronald  Colman. 

Hunts  Location  for  "General” 
Buster  Keaton  with  his  scenarists  and 

technical  director  has  gone  to  Chattanooga, 

Tenn.,  where  he  is  scouring  the  country- 
side for  backgrounds  for  battlefields  in  his new  Civil  War  comedy. 
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PUREDT  PERSONAL 
SALT  LAKE 

SALT  LAKE  CITY.  UTAH.— J.  T. 
Sheffield,  who  is  now  the  owner  of  the 
Denver  and  Salt  Lake  offices  of  Greater 

Features  Incorporated,  has  left  for  Den- 

ver where  he  will  establish  his  headquar- 
ters .   .   .   Sheffield,  formerly  general 

manager  of  the  Hannon  and  Sheffield  ex- 
changes, has  sold  his  interests  in  the 

North  West.  .   .   .   Jimmie  Keitz,  local 
branch  manager  for  Greater  Features,  has 
left  for  Idaho.  .   .   .   Pathe  and  Asso- 

ciated Exhibitors  exchanges  moved  into 
their  new  office  building.  The  Paramount 
of  Ogden,  managed  by  Emmet  F.  Sorg, 
has  added  Ackerman-Harris  Road  Shows 
to  the  picture  performances  on  Tuesdays 
and  Wednesdays  of  eacli  week.  .   .   . 
Dove  Bader,  sales  director  of  Advertising 
Accessories  for  Universal,  is  here  visiting 
Branch  Manager  Mathew  Aparlon  and 
Clarence  Baxter,  from  his  cross-country 

jump  to  attend  Universal’s  five  regional 
conventions,  to  discuss  accessory  problems. 
.   .   .   The  Forum  is  the  new  name  given 
to  the  Hyland,  which  has  been  taken  over 
by  George  L.  Cloivard,  formerly  local 
branch  manager  for  Mctro-Goldw’yn-May- 
er.  and  Charles  Dillard,  who  is  severing 
connections  with  the  same  office.  .   .   . 
C   M.  Stern,  formerly  sales  representative 
for  Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer,  is  taking  the 
place  of  Dillard  as  assistant  office  man- 

ager. .   .   .   Louis  Marcus,  district  man- 
ager for  Famous  Players-Lasky,  left  for 

a   six  weeks’  tour  of  all  Famous  Players 
exchanges  west  of  Detroit. 
Miller  is  said  to  be  buying  the  Real  Art 
at  American  Fork  from  F.  M.  IVhite. 

■   ■   .   D.  T.  Lane,  secretary  of  the  Inter- 
mountain  Film  Board  of  Trade,  will  attend 
a   meeting  of  the  Montana  Film  Board  of 
Trade  to  be  held  in  Butte  in  the  near  fu- 

ture. .   .   .   Exhibitor  visitors  were  Ed 
Ryan  of  the  Liberty,  Brigham  City:  Ben 

li'inselor  of  the  Liberty  at  Tremonton; 
hlick  Salvuerakis,  owner  of  the  Lyric, 
Price;  Thomas  Berta  of  the  Rialto,  Rock 
Springs,  Wyo. ;   G.  B.  Thatcher  of  the  Con- 

solidated Theatre  Company,  Logan;  John 
Rugcr,  manager  of  the  Orpheum  and 
American,  Park  City:  L.  M   Zug  of  the 

Rialto.  Jerome.  Idaho,  and  L.  .-/.  Stallings, 
operating  the  Kinema  at  Richfield. 

OTTA  WA 
OTT.AWA,  ONT. — Independent  Films. 

Ltd.,  Toronto,  of  which  Louis  Rosenfeld 

is  general  manager,  has  launched  a   reviN'al 
drive  in  Canada  for  the  famous  English 

production,  “.■Uf’s  Button,”  which  has  al- 
ready probably  played  more  houses  in 

Canada  than  any  other  Made-in-England 
production.  It  is  being  released  in  West- 

ern Canada  through  Canadian  National 
Film  Corporation,  Winnipeg,  /.  H.  Allen 
being  manager  of  that  firm.  .   .   .   Manager 
Leonard  Bishop  of  the  Regent,  co-operated 
with  local  interests  in  observance  of  Boys 

Week  and  Bicycle  Week,  in  the  presenta- 
tion of  a   two-reel  subject  “When  Dreams 

Come  True,”  a   picture  of  a   boy,  as  an 
Jtdded  attraction.  .   .   .   Harold  Bishop, 
formerly  manager  of  the  Metropolitan, 

Philadelphia 
First  Rum 

(Sf'eek  Beginning  May  1 ) 

STANLEV:  “A  Social  Celebrity,”  Para- 
mount;  Ncmb:  Stanley  Magazine;  Car* 
toon:  ‘‘Fiirni  Handi,”  Pathe;  Film 

Novelty:  “Guess  Who”  Contest;  Overlnre: 

“Dawn.”  Stanley  Symphony  Orchestra; 

Vocal  Divertissement:  “Pniting  on  the 

Rltz,"  Ritz  Brothers;  Dance  Divertlsse* 

meni:  “Daneciand”  (presented  by  George 

Choos).  Muriel  Kaye  and  Mildred  Burns 
with  Eight  Dancing  Rockets. 

FOX:  “Yellow  Fingers.”  Fox;  News:  Fox 
Theatre  Screen  Magazine;  Overturo: 

“Operatic  Memoirs”  and  Quartette  from 
•■Rigoiello.”  “Uknlele  Ike.”  Raymond 

Fagan  and  his  Syncopated  Orchestra, 

with  Mile.  Verena. 

STANTON :   “For  Heaven’s  Sake,’*  Para- 

mount; Added  Attraction:  “Grass.** 
ARCVDIA;  “Thai’s  My  Baby,’’  Paramount. 

KARLTON:  ’Borrowed  Finery.’’ 
PALACE:  “The  New  Klondike,”  Paramount. 

VICTORIA:  “ITje  Sea  Beast,”  IForner 
Brothers. 

CAPITOL:  “Too  Mnch  Money,"  First 

.Valiond;  Added  Attraction:  “Baby 
Clothes”  (Our  Gang). 

Winnipeg,  Man.,  has  been  appointed  mana- 
ger of  the  Empress,  Edmonton,  Alberta, 

and  is  succeeded  by  Haller  F.  Davis. 
.   .   .   Manager  N.  K.  Miller  of  the 
Pantages,  Toronto,  did  a   spry  bit  of 
advertising  in  connection  with  the  pres- 

entation of  "The  Cohens  and  Kellys.” 
One  of  his  display  announcements  in 

Toronto  newspaper  stated:  “There  are 
315  Cohens  and  357  Kellys  in  the 
Toronto  City  Directory,  all  of  whom 

are  waiting  to  see  ‘The  Cohens  and 
Kellys,’  the  season’s  biggest  laugh,  at 
the  Pantages.”  .   Hon.  Joseph 
Thompson,  Toronto,  speaker  of  the 
Ontario  Legislature,  was  named  as 

successor  to  the  late  Major  A.  S.  Hamil- 
ton, who  died  .^pril  20,  as  chairman  of 

the  Ontario  Board  of  Moving  Picture 
Censors.  .   .   .   The  distinguished  papal 
honor  and  title  of  Knight  Commander 
of  the  Order  of  St.  Gregory  has  been 
conferred  by  His  Holiness,  Pius  XI, 

upon  Hon.  M.  J.  O'Brien  of  Renfrew,  who 
is  owner  of  the  O'Brien,  in  recognition  of 
his  many  benefactions  to  the  church.  .   .   . 

J.  il/.  Franklin,  manager  of  B.  F   Keith's Theatre,  left  for  New  York  City. 

KANSAS  CITY 
K-^NSAS  CITY,  MO.— Razing  of  build- 

ings on  the  site  of  the  proposed  $4,000,000 

Midland  has  begun.  .   .   .   The  Opera 

House,  LaCrosse.  has  been  sold  by  M.  M. 

IFilson  to  J.  E.  Andrexvs.  .   .   .   C.  M. 

Pattee  operating  the  Pattee,  Lawrence, 

will  close  his  house  for  some  novel  im- 

provements. He  will  carr\’  out  tlie  old 

English  idea,  installing  the  more  choice 

seats  in  the  balcony,  .   .   .   Z.  T.  VanS^ckle 

has  pxirchased  the  Lucille  from  C.  L. 
Abbott.  .   .   .   Roland  Thompson,  booker 

for  Midwest  Film  Distributors,  attempted 

to  deliver  some  film  by  airplane  to  M.  G. 

Kirkman,  owner  of  the  Strand,  Hays,  but 

was  forced  to  land  in  a   wheat  field  because 

of  a   60-mile  gale.  .   .   .   Township  Hall, 
Placo.  has  been  purchased  by  James 
Coddington.  ...  A   contract  was  signed 
which  brought  a   collective  scowl  from 
exhibitors  here.  The  deal,  completed 
between  C.  E.  Mclrmis,  manager  of 
Fairmount  Park,  and  JoUy  Jones,  repre- 

senting the  Orpheum-B.  F.  Keith  cir- 
cuit, will  provide  Orpheum  acts  as  free 

attractions  at  the  park  this  summer. 
0.  P.  Caster  has  purchased  the  Riggs, 

Weatherby,  and  will  change  the  name  to 
the  Star.  .   .   .   The  Princess,  North 

Topeka,  Kans.,  has  been  purchased  by 
Eli  Urlamperl  from  £.  S.  Meyers.  .   .   . 
The  Garden,  Burlingame,  has  been  taken 
over  by  E.  V.  Turner.  .   .   .   The  Bird 
Citj*,  Bird  Gty.  is  completed,  having  been 
constructed  by  C.  £.  Trickelt.  .   .   . 

Among  the  out-of-town  exhibitors  were: 
£.  V.  Turner,  Panama  and  Garden,  Bur- 

lingame, Kas. ;   Ben  Hill,  Cit\’  Hall,  Belton, 
Mo.;  J.  G.  Allison.  Eureka,  Weston.  Mo.; 
ll'.  H.  Hardman,  Regent  and  Ro)^l,  Blue 
Rapids  and  Frankfort,  Kas.;  Ed  Peskay, 

Tivoli,  St.  Joseph,  Mo. ;   H.  Kirby,  Dear- 
born, Mo.;  H.  Kallmeyer,  Glasgow.  Mo.; 

ll'aller  IVallace,  Orpheum,  Leavenworth, 
Kas.;  J.  A.  Honsey,  Calhoun,  Kas.; 
R.  Daz'is.  Holden,  Mo.;  Glenn  Dickinson, 
Dickinson  Enterprises,  Lawrence,  Kas.; 
"Doc"  Miller,  Miller  Enterprises,  Wichita, 
Kas.;  A.  H.  Kloepper,  Byers,  Excelsior 

Springs,  Mo.;  C.  IV.  Trickett,  Bird  G^' 
Theatre,  Bird  City,_Kas. ;   £.  £.  Fracier, 
Grand,  Pittsburg.  Kas.  .   .   .   Plans  _for 
two  first  run  theatres  in  Lawrence,  Kas., 

and  Topeka,  to  be  operated  b**  Universal, 
are  virtually  completed.  .   .   George 
Cast'bear  has  purchased  the  McLough, 
McLough,  from  £.  C.  IVhitely  .   .   .   . 
The  Leeton,  Leeton,  Mo.,  has  been  taken 

over  by  J.  A.  Hottsley .   .   .   .   The  Com- 
munity, Oneida,  Kas.,  Munden,  Munden; 

Gem,  Severns;  Opera  House,  Ne>vton,  and 

Parple,  \Yichita,  have  been  closed  tempo- 
rarilv  for  improvements. 

ST  LOUIS 
ST.  LOUIS.  MO.— The  University  Pres- 

byterian Church  included  a   4-reel  motion 
picture  showing  scenes  taken  in  China,  on 
their  Sunday  evening  program.  .   .   . 

IValtcr  Aiken  has  joined  the  F.  B.  O.  sales 

organization,  succeeding  Ray  Nellemeier 

who  resigned  to  roadshow  "Damaged Goods"  for  Steve  Farrar  of  Harrisburg. 

III.  .   .   .   The  local  F.  B.  0.  office  won 

first  honors  in  the  Eleven  \\eeks  Go  and 

Get  It  sales  drive.  .   .   .   Ten  reels  of  film 

were  destroyed  when  a   short  circuit  caused 

a   fire  in  the  booth  of  the  Movie.  .   .   • 

C.  E.  Penrod,  district  manager  for  F.  B.  O. 

was  a   visitor  here.  .   .   •   Barney  Rosenthal, 

president  of  Columbia  Pictures  Corpora- 
tion, has  been  in  New  York,  and  is  ex- 

pected to  bring  I'ack  some  new  pictures. 
.   .   ,   Earl  Joetc  has  taken  over  the  Opera 

House,  Camp  Point.  Ill,,  of  which  Earl 
Redd  was  the  former  owner.  .   .   .   The 

new  Palm  opened  Ma^■  15.  .   .   .   Manager 
George  E.  McKean,  Assistant  Manager 
Joe  Feld  and  Bob  IVerth,  city  salesmen, 

attended  the  Fox  sales  meeting  here.  Out- of-towm  exhibitors  seen  along  Film  Row 
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Seal  Francisco 
First  Runs 

fif'eek  Beginning  Slay  J) 

GRANADA:  “Sea  Horsee,”  Pnramounl. 

IMPERIAL:  “Stella  Dallas”  (continued). 
I'nited  .4rli»«. 

LOEWS  WARFIELD:  “Tramp.  Tramp, 

Tramp.”  first  .VnlionnL 

ST.  FRANCIS:  “La  Boheme.”  
Mciro-CoW- 

ifjn-'/nycr. 

CALIFORNIA:  "The  Rccklesf  Lady
,”  first 

.Vationol. 

CAMEO:  “The  Border  Sheriff,”
  I'niiersol; 

••>'ortJi  Star.'*  .-Issocinced  Eahihilors. 

UNION  SQUARE:  "Romance  Road."  
.411  Star. 

GOLDEN  GATE:  “The  Unwritten  
Lax." 

Columbia  Pictures. 

during  the  past  week  included,  - 

IVattress,  Springfield,  111.;  Gus  Kcrasolas, 

Springfield,  111.;  John  Rees,  Wellsville, 

Mo.;  John  Pratt,  Fulton,  Mo.;  Tom  Reed, 

Duquoin,  111.;  Billy  Solwi,  Quincy,  111., 

Steve  Farrar.  Harrisburg,  111.;  Henry 

Immig,  Newton,  111.;  /t»»Hy  Clayton,  West 

Frankfort,  111.;  Messrs.  Price  &   Dahl- 

rcmple.  Oblong,  111.;  Paul  &   Overton, 

Winchester.  111.;  and  Frank  Russell, 
Shelbjwille,  111. 

SAN  FRANCISCO 
SAN  FRANCISCO,  CAL.— The  Lyric 

has  been  purchased  by  Charles  H.  Crocker. 

.   .   Manager  Ward  Morris  of  the  Union 

Square,  has  returned  from  a   trip  to  Fresno, 

where  he  helped  George  Sharp  entertain 
Tom  Mix.  .   .   .   Building  of  the  $2,000,000 

Capitol,  the  first  unit  of  a   $6,000,000  build- 
ing, will  start  very  soon.  .   .   .   .\nother 

Samuel  H.  Levin  theatre,  the  Harding,  has 

been  opened.  .   .   .   Motion  pictures  of  the 

Bethlehem  Steel  Company’s  plant  are 
being  shown  in  the  Pacific  Coast  cities  in 
an  effort  by  the  Bethlehem  Company  to 
acquaint  western  manufacturers,  engineers 
and  business  men  with  the  problems  of  the 
industry.  .   .   .   George  Lipschulz,  formerly 
director  of  the  W^arfield  orchestra,  and 
still  connected  with  the  W'est  Coast  chain 
of  theatres,  left  for  Paris  to  conduct  a 
ballet  festival  there  to  be  given  by  Mme. 
Fuller  with  the  aid  of  the  Cologne  Sym- 

phony Orchestra.  From  there  he  will 
return  to  the  coast  and  open  the  new  West 
Coast  TTieatre  in  Seattle.  .   .   .   IVyne  Bullock, 

the  singer,  who  has  been  expected  at 
iLews  Warfield  as  the  star  of  the  Fanchon 

and  Marco  “Idea”  to  accompany  the  screen 

of  “Tramp,  Tramp,  Tramp,”  could  not 
appear  as  he  was  suddenly  called  to  the 
Johns  Hopkins  Hospital  at  Baltimore  where 
Mrs.  Bullock  is. 

ATLANTA 
ATLANTA,  GA. — R.  B.  Williams,  Uni- 

versal sales  director,  with  offices  in  New 
York,  was  here  for  several  days.  .   .   . 
.Sam  Shepin,  auditor  for  Warner  Brothers 
home  office,  is  going  over  the  books  of  the 
local  office.  .   .   •   Tony  Sudekum  was  in 
town  visiting  on  Film  Row.  .   .   .   Lillian 
Hicks  has  taken  the  position  of  advance 

clerk  filling  the  vacancy  caused  by  the  pro- 
motion of  Mary  Owen  to  booking  clerk. 

.   .   .   Louis  Rosenbaum,  who  operates 

houses  in  Florence,  Tuscumbia  and  Shef- 
field. Ala.,  was  a   visitor  here.  .   .   .   Louise 

Carselles,  exhibitor  in  Jefferson,  Ga.,  and 
Violet  Carselles,  sister  and  exhibitor  in 
Commerce,  Ga,,  were  both  in  town.  .   .   . 
Mae  Wright,  head  of  the  Metropolitan 

theatre's  ushers,  connected  with  this  house 
for  the  past  eight  years,  is  back  at  work, 
following  an  operation  for  tonsils.  .   .   . 
£.  F.  Boyd,  of  the  Majestic,  Adele,  Ga., 
visited  the  First  National  exchange  last 

week.  .   .   .   Riley  P.  Davis,  formerly  head 

booker  for  Bromberg,  has  made  a   fine 

record  witli  the  sales  force,  his  recent  pro- 
motion following  his  marriage  to  Elma 

Dumas.  .   .   .   Joe  Klein,  of  Chesterfield 

Pictures  Corporation,  New  York,  was  in 

town  closing  contracts  with  Arthur  C. 

Bromberg  Attractions  for  a   series  of  the 

dog  star  pictures.  .   .   .   Fannye  Adele 

Hanlon,  recently  attached  to  Pathe’s  south- ern sales  force,  has  returned  from  the 

Charlotte  office  to  work  out  of  the  .Atlanta 
branch.  .   .   .   H.  C.  Farley,  Montgomery, 

Ala.,  exhibitor,  attended  the  get-together 

meeting  of  Paramount  in  .Atlanta.  .   .   . 

J.  T.  Monnicr,  active  member  of  5‘»io»  & Nonneinachcr  theatres,  of  Demopolis,  Ala., 
also  attended  the  meeting.  .   .   .   George  R. 

Allison,  manager  of  the  local  Fox  ex- 
change, has  returned  from  the  national 

sales  convention  held  at  Los  Angeles.  .   .   . 

Messrs.  Rogers  and  Shotls.  of  Auburn, 

Ala.,  will  open  their  400-seat  theatre  m 

September.  ,   .   .   L.  F.  Ribnitaki,  district 

representative;  George  Lcnehan,  district 

manager;  Tom  Little,  manager  of  the 
local  branch,  and  Bill  Lenchen.  of  the 
Charlotte  office,  made  a   party  up  who 
attended  the  Pro-Dis-Co  convention  in 
Los  -Angeles,  going  via  Chicago. 

ALBANY 
.ALB.ANY,  N.  AA— Tony  Yeiller.  mana- 

ger of  the  Mark  Strand,  attended  the 
Actors’  Equit>’  benefit  in  New  York  Gty. 
.   .   .   Practically  all  of  the  exchanges  in 
this  city  were  represented  in  Johnstown, 
when  William  Smalley  reopened  a   theatre 
which  he  recently  bought.  Louis  Cappa 
sold  the  Rialto,  Schenectady,  last  week  to 
Arthur  Dcitc,  of  Albany.  .   .   .   Yidnry 

Kate,  from  the  home  office  of  F.  B.  0.. 
was  in  town.  .   .   .   Mrs.  Harry  Heilman, 

of  the  Royal,  Avas  in  New  A'ork  City,  with 
her  daughter  just  back  from  a   trip  through 
the  West.  .   .   .   Austin  Inicrrante,  who 

opened  the  Astor  in  Troy,  a   few  weeks 

ago,  closed  the  house  last  week  and  re- turned to  Brooklyn.  .   .   .   John  Garry  is 

using  amateurs  from  around  Glens  Falls 
one  night  a   week  at  the  Empire  in  that 

7€7ies  iiorn  i /icr  wa/iy,  a 

June  Mathis-First  National  produc- tion. 

Salt  Lake  City 

First  Runs 
Beginning  .iprii  34) 

AMEIUC.VN:  ”Si»h1  Fini  National; 

"III*  Curcful."  Educational (   Vox  Now«, 

KINEMA:  “Thp  CrQfk<>rJorli,"  Praforreii; 
''Pa|>a  Be  Good,”  Pnlho;  Inlernotional 

Nex*. ORPIIEUM:  "Keei>  SmUIngr,"  4>ioeui(crf 

Exh>6<l»r«. 

PANTAGES:  "Oh!  Whiil  n   Niirno."  JParner 

Brothert. 

PVRAMOUNT  EMPRESS:  “TJir  BUnd  God. 

dost.”  PnroniounJj  "Tho  Burled  TVtat- 

ure.”  Palhci  Patho  Nows. 

VICTORY:  “Thnl't  My  Baby,"  Paramount; 
"Nobody'*  Business.”  Edueoljonal,-  Pstbe 

News. 

j-iiv   V.  a.  Ballard  lias  taken  over 
a   theatre  at  Thousand  Island  Park  for  the 

summer.  .   .   .   Julius  Hyck,  of  Tanners- 
\illc;  Vic  Warren  of  Massena,  and  F.  L. 

Asher,  of  Rliinebeck,  were  exhibitors  in 
town  last  week.  .   .   •   Harry  Weinberg, 
new  manager  for  F.  B.  O..  has  moved  his 
furniture  from  Sioux  balls,  S.  D.,  and 
taken  a   house  here   Jbe  Stone,  of 

the  .Arbor  Hill,  will  star!  the  erection  of 
his  new  theatre  next  January.  .   ,   ,   Joseph 

Saperstein  will  eliminate  all  amateur 

nights  at  Harmanus-Blccckcr  Hall  as soon  as  summer  arrives.  .   .   .   Jake  Golden, 

manager  of  the  Griswold  in  Troy,  is  very 
ill  at  a   hospital  in  Boston.  •   •   •   _   George 
Marccu.v  is  manager  of  the  Palace  in  Troy, 

and  is  running  amateur  nights  one  night 

a   w'eek.  .   .   .   Frank  Briggs,  of  the  Clin- 

ton Square,  is  supervising  the  redecorating 
of  his  theatre.  Howard  Morgan,  local 

manager  for  Educational,  was  in  Johns- 
town and  Gloversville,  during  the  week 

.   .   .   Lew  Fischer  is  now  opening  his 

theatres  at  7:30  o’clock  on  account  of  day- light saving. 

MILWAUKEE 
MlLWAliKEE,  WIS.— Horry  Haffield, 

manager  of  the  Strand,  Colonial  and  Grand 
of  Green  Bay,  has  dejjarted  on  a   visit  to 

New  York,  Boston,  Washington  and  other 

points.  .   .   .   Vernon  Des  Jairdtuc  of 
Marinette  has  been  declared  the  champion 

Charleston  dancer  in  Wisconsin  as  the 

result  of  a   state-wide  Charleston  cont«i 

conducted  by  the  Saxe  theatres  under  the 

personal  direction  of  Hoxvard  Waugh, 

district  manager.  .   .   .   Bert  Jordan  ior- 

mcrly  of  the  Majestic  at  Memphis,  Tcnn., 

has  been  appointed  as  new  manager  ol 

the  Stuart  at  AA'ausau.  .   .   .   A.  J.  Mem- 

iiiger,  manager  of  the  Saxc-Rctlaw  at 

Fond  Dll  Lac,  has  announced  the  installa- 
tion of  an  art  department  at  his  house. 

Charles  Mitiger  will  be  in  charge  of  tlic 

department  which  will  prepare  posters  ana 

other  art  work  for  use  in  exploitation  oi 

attractions  at  the  Rctlaw.  .   .   .   Plans  arc 

being  prepared  for  the  construction  oj  a 
half  million  dollar  theatre  at  Bay  View, 

one  of  a   chain  of  theatres  which  is  re- 

ported to  be  contemplated  by  the  Natimiai 

Theatres,  Inc.,  of  South  Bend,  Ind.  11}^^ 

building  housing  the  theatre  will  contain 
also  a   ballroom  on  the  second  and  thin lloors  of  the  thrcc-story  structure. 

CLEVELAND,  O.— “Tiic  Big  Parade
.” 

has  opened  at  llic  Hanna,  a   legitiina  c 
attraction  theatre,  for  an  indefinite  rin. 

at  $2.00  top.  .   .   .   George  Bilhngs,  who 

enacted  the  title  role  in  “Abraham  Lin 

coin,”  is  appearing  this  week  at  the  bia 
in  a   short  sketch  called  “Memories  ol  \ 

great  Emancipator.”  .   .   .   Jack  Sciglexon  , 
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Andre  Mattoni  who  was  brought  to  the 

U.  S.  by  Carl  Laemmie  and  Mary  Phil- 
bin.  Universal  star,  posed  for  this 

scene  from  "Romeo  and  Juliet." 

city  salesman  for  Standard  Film  Co.  Has 
been  transferred  to  Pittsburgh.  .   •   • 

Nat  Barach,  district  manager  of  Warner’s 
spent  the  week  end  at  the  local  office. 
.   .   .   Al  Wheeler,  formerly  of  Pittsburg, 
has  been  appointed  manager  of  advertising 
accessories  at  the  local  Warner  Brothers 
office.  .   .   .   Mute.  Olga  Petrova,  who  is 
well  known  in  the  movies,  appears  this 

week  at  the  Allen  in  one  of  the  presenta- 

tion acts.  .   .   .   “For  Heaven’s  Sake,” 
Harold  Lloyd's  comedy,  is  in  its  fifth  week 
at  the  Cameo,  and  “Stella  Dallas,”  is  on 
its  third  week  at  the  Stillman.  .   .   .   Mary 
Anderson,  film  star,  will  appear  in  person 
at  the  Gordon  SQuare,  Ezella,  Ridge,  Rialto 
and  Madison,  accompanied  by  her  director 
and  cameraman.  Screen  tests  will  be 
made  of  local  aspirants.  .   .   .   Frank 
Gallagher,  organist  at  the  Doan,  one  of  the 
Loew  chain,  has  trained  his  audience  to 
join  in  the  chorus  of  popular  songs  he 
plays  on  the  organ.  .   .   .   Doraee  Doreen 

McKensie,  formerly  organist  for  the  ̂ Hl- 
lion  Dollar  Grand,  Pittsburgh,  is  officiating 
in  the  same  capacity  at  the  Manhattan  of 
this  town.  .   .   .   Vaudeville  and  song 
presentations  will  be  given  at  the  following 
theatres  on  the  following  days;  Sunday 
at  the  Lyric  and  New  Broadway;  Saturday, 
at  the  Kinsman,  New  Broadway,  Detroit, 
Norval  and  West  Park.  .   .   .   Harold 
Quigley,  noted  tenor  has  been  engaged  to 
sing  at  the  Detroit  during  the  run  of  John 

Barrymore's  “The  Sea  Beast.” 

DALLAS 
DALLAS,  TEX.— It  is  reported  that 

file  independent  theatre  owners  of  the  Rio 

Grande  Valley  are  contemplating  organiz- 
ing a   single  operating  company  with  book- 
ing offices  here.  Tliey  are  continually 

facing  problems  that  could  be  eliminated 
i   f   they  were  closer  to  the  film  market, 
therefore  they  believe  an  organizaetion 
would  help  each  materially  because  a   pic- 

ture could  be  kept  in  the  Valley  about 
two  weeks  thereby  reducing  express 
charges  which  are  cutting  into  their 
prices.  .   .   .   Barclay  Morgan,  showman 

of  Henryetta,  has  purchased  the  Hippo- 
drome at  Okmulgee,  Okla.  .   .   .   Bob 

Bauer,  who  has  been  with  Pathe  for  eight 
years,  has  left  to  become  affiliated  with 
Educational.  .   .   .   Truly  B.  Wilde  man, 

formerly  special  representative  of  Pro- 
Dis-Co  has  been  appointed  branch  manager 
for  Warner  Brothers  at  Oklahoma  City. 

.   .   .   The  Princess  of  Tulsa,  formerly 
known  as  Dreamland,  will  be  operated  by 
J.  W.  Cotter.  .   .   .   H.  Knappenberger  of 
Earlsboro,  Okla.,  will  build  a   new  theatre 
in  that  city  in  the  near  future.  .   .   . 
Charles  Bowers  has  just  opened  the  new 
Sunset  at  Stonewall,  Okla.  .   .   .   The  Cozy 
at  Houston  has  been  changed  to  the  Royal. 

.   .   .   The  Empress  at  Hollis,  Okla.  has 
put  on  a   unique  advertising  scheme  for 
bringing  in  the  crowds.  He  put  on  a   one 
cent  rate,  admitting  two  persons  for  the 
price  of  one  admission  plus  one  cent. 

.   .   After  e.xtensive  alterations  on  the 
Rialto,  Little  Rock,  the  house  will  reopen 
under  the  management  of  the  Capitol.  .   .   - 
The  Queen  at  Hope,  which  has  been  owned 
and  operated  by  C.  B.  Clark,  has  been 

taken  over  by  the  Lightman  Chain  of  thea- 
tres. .   .   .   Pawhuska  Theatre  Company 

have  taken  over  the  management  of  the 

Jackson  of  that  cit>'.  ...  G.  A.  Peler.wn 
(if  Cordell,  Okla.,  opened  his  Folly  with 
quite  an  elaborate  program.  .   .   .   Phil 

fsley  has  opened  his  new  Rex  at  Mc.^les- ter.  Okla.  .   .   .   Ma.v  Brock  and  Fred 
Massey,  have  opened  their  new  theatre  at 
Lawton.  Okla.  .   .   .   The  Royal  at  Now- 

ata, Okla.,  which  has  been  closed  on  ac- 
count of  fire,  has  been  remodeled  and  will 

reopen  in  the  near  future.  ...  It  is  rum- 
ored that  S'.  R.  Morgan,  an  investment 

broker  of  Little  Rock,  is  contemplating 

building  a   new  theatre  at  Blytheville  at  a 
cost  of  $85,000.  .   .   .   J.  W.  Patty  opened 
his  new  Harrah  at  Harrah,  Okla. 

DENVER 
David  Bader,  exploitation  executive  of 

Universal,  and  chief  of  the  Poster  and  Ac- 
cessory department,  was  a   visitor  here.  .   .   . 

Albert  E.  Smith,  former  Wtagraph  e.xecu- 
tive,  spent  several  days  here  as  part  of  a 
vacation  trip.  .   Janies  S.  Honimel 
has  resigned  as  manager  of  the  local 
branch  of  Pro-Dis-Co  to  accept  a   responsi- 

ble position  with  a   company  promoting  a 
chain  of  theatres  here.  He  is  succeeded  by 

G.  Edwards,  his  assistant  manager. 

.   .   .   Ward  E.  Scott,  of  Cleveland,  man- 
ager of  Fox,  and  president  of  die  Fdni 

Board  of  Trade,  spent  two  days  here  visit- 

ing relatives  and  friends  along  Film  Row. 

.   .-1.  G.  Bdzoards,  Pro-Dis-Co  man- 
ager and  Harry  Cossity.  assistant  manager, 

attended  the  National  Convention  held  by 
Pro-Dis-Co  in  Los  Angeles.  .   .   . 

jicv  D.  Weisbaum,  manager  of  F.  B.  0.. 

was  elected  by  the  Denver  Film  Board  of 

Trade  to  succeed  James  S.  Honimel  as  ex- 

change representative  on  the  Board  of  -Ar- 
bitration. .   .   .   Dewey  Spoor,  manager 

of  the  Critcher,  Pueblo,  Colo.,  was  a 

visitor,  doing  booking  for  the  summer 

months.  .   .   .   N.  Shiren.  traveling  au- 
ditor for  Universal,  is  a   visitor  in  the  local 

branch  of  Universal  this  week.  .   .   .   J. 

A.  Ashby,  returned  from  Chicago,  where 

he  was  in  attendance  at  the  National  Con- 
vention held  for  First  National.  .   .   . 

These  scenes  are  from  the  Educational- 

Lupino  Lane  two-reel  comedy  "Fools 
Luck,"  which  has  been  released. 

Harry  Nolan,  e.xhibitor,  has  returned  after 
a   several  weeks  business  visit  in  New York. 

PHILADELPHIA 
PHILADELPHIA,  PA.— After  estab- 

lishing a   record  for  the  showing  of  a   mo- 

tion picture  here,  “The  Big  Parade’  has 
closed  at  the  Stanley  Company's  .Aldine. 

It  has  been  succeeded  by  “La  Boheme,” which  will  have  an  extended  nin.  .   .   - 

Jiiles  E.  Mastbaum.  president  of  the  Stan- 

ley Company  and  Al  Boyd,  vicepresident, 
who  have  been  taking  a   short  vacation  at 

French  Lick.  Ind.,  have  returned.  .   .   . 

Work  has  already  been  started  on  the  new 

Cameo  to  be  built  by  George  Gravenstein, 

owner  of  the  Carmen,  which  will  be  a 
2500-seat  house.  .   .   .   Dave  Starkman. 

owner  of  the  Standard  Film  Exchange,  and 

president  of  the  Colored  Players,  Inc.,  is 

going  about  Vine  Street  on  crutches,  as  a 
result  of  a   serious  aeddent  to  his  nght 

foot.  .   .   ,   Al  Fisher.  Jr.,  of  the  Mam- 
moth, who  was  recently  operated  upon  for 

appendicitis,  is  again  able  to  be  about  and 
has  resumed  his  duties  at  the  theatre. 

.   .   Abe  Sabloskv  and  John  J.  Mc- 

Guirk.  vicepresidents  of  the  Stanley  Com- 

pany, attended  the  meeting  of  First  Na- 
tional franchise  holders  at  the  Ritz  Carl- 

ton. Atlantic  City.  They  discounted  at 

once  the  nimor  that  the  Stanley  ComMny 

^vas  to  be  linked  up  with  First  NationM  in 

a   movement  for  the  nationalizationof  thea- 
tres. The  Stanley  Company  holdings  and 

its  theatres  are  not  for  sale  and  so  far  as 

is  known  now.  uall  never  be  put  on  the market. 
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LETTERS 
From  Readers 

A   forum  at  which  the  exhibitor
 

is  invited  to  express  his  opinion 

on  matters  of  current  interest.
 

Brevity  adds  forcefulness  to  any
 

statement.  Unsigned  letters  will
 

not  be  printed. 

Can  You  Beat  This? 

PORT  WASHINGTON,  WIS.— To  the 

Editor:  Everj'  day  tlie  sun  brings  some- 

thing new  to  life  and  if  any  of  the  ex-he- 
biters  can  beat  this,  just  let  us  know 

through  the  Herald. 

Some  time  during  this  past  Winter  a 

salesman  connnced  the  pastor  of  our  local 

Congregation  that  their  hall  needed  a   new 

curtain.  This  was  simple.  All  that  was 

necessary  was  to  get  the  business  men  to 

take  ads.  then  on  top  of  that  the  salesman 

gave  them  fourteen  complete  programs  to 
run.  The  first  one  ran  a   week  ago  Sunday, 

being  “The  Call  of  the  Wild.”  Number 

two  next  Sunday  will  be  “A  Woman’s 
Faith.”  Ain’t  that  grand,  to  have  outsiders 
collect  enough  to  give  a   congregation  a 
new  curtain  and  fourteen  film  programs, 

all  gratis,  to  be  run  in  a   hall  that  pays 
neither  license,  taxes  and  has  a   machine 

right  in  the  open  between  the  aisles  entirely 
against  the  code?  But  that  that  is,  is. 
That  that  is  not,  is  not.  Is  not  that,  that 
is?  It  is. 

So  if  you  have  anything  new,  let’s  have 
it.  W.  M.  Roob,  Grand  theatre,  Port  Wash- 

ington, Wis. 

Speakin’  o’  Jenkins 
WAYNE,  NEBR.— To  the  Editor:  So 

you  went  and  had  that  G.  O.  M.  Daddy 
Jenkins  hitch  up  with  the  Herald.  Lord, 
he  busted  in  here  the  other  day  with  an 

F.  J.  O’Hara,  a   smile,  a   clean  shave,  and 
a   new  suit  with  bell  bottom  pants  pressed 

(under  the  mattress  style)  and  I   thought 
he  came  direct  from  Hollywood  instead  of 

this  Bug  Eater’s  State. 
Friends,  why  do  these  old  dudes  always 

spruce  up  when  they  hit  the  old  road  leav- 
ing their  wives  behind?  And  to  think  he 

was  sporting  one  of  those  famous  Ne- 
braska Wildcats,  or  a   new  Chivie,  to  be 

exact,  and  if  I   had  a   child  that  could  not 

herd  the  Wildcat  better  than  he,  I'd  make 
a   soft  drink  bartender  out  of  him. 

Jenlcins  ripped  me  up  the  back  for  not 
sending  in  reports,  and  I   guess  he  had  the 
right;  although  I   will  make  no  promises. 

I’ll  bet  there  will  be  fireworks  now  when 
Phil  ̂ nd  and  Daddy  Jenkins  get  the  big 

guns  going. 

I   see  where  the  Jewish  Rabbi,  O’Hara, 
is  planning  on  going  to  the  next  national 
convention.  How  can  he  leave  his  wine 

bees?  Daddy  Jenkins  said  he  called  on 

him  about  Easter  time  and  O’Hara  showed 
him  his  fur  farm  and  bee  ranch.  There 

must  be  something  wrong  with  the  product 
the  wine  bees  make,  because  I   dropped  in 
on  them  late  in  the  day  and  Daddy  Jenkins 
told  me  he  went  over  to  the  rabbit  pens 
and  one  little  green  rabbit  flew  up  and 
lit  in  a   tree  and  sang  and  sang  and  sang. 

Intended  to  get  their  views  on  “The  Iron 
Horse”  vs.  “The  Covered  Wagon”  case, 
but  left  at  once  after  J.  C.  told  his  little 
Easter  story. 

More  next  time,  —   Elmer  E.  Gailey, 
Crystal  theatre,  Wayne,  Nebr. 

You  Mustnt  Believe  All  You  Read  in 

“Certain  Trade  Papers” 
ROBINSON,  ILL.— To  the  Editor: 

Concerning  "For  Heaven's  Sake,”  on 
account  of  published  reports  in  certain 

trade  papers  that  Lloyd  and  his  yes-men 

were  rushing  East  in  a   frantic  effort  to
 

get  Famous  Players  to  shelve  this  pi
c- 

ture, because  it  was  not  up  to  the  Lloyd 

standard,  I   was  very  dubious  about  the
 

merit  and  draw  it  would  have.  After 

playing  the  picture  I   will  hazard  a   gues
s 

that  the  onlv  hesitation  on  the  Lloyd 

Corporation’s  part  must  have  been  to 

allow  his  highness  John  Ragland  more 

time  to  readjust  tlie  various  guarantee 

quotas  throughout  the  country  and
' 

squeeze  more  dough  from  those  unrea- sonable ex-hi-biters.  . 

The  picture  is  slapstick,  pure  and  sim- 

ple with  gags  galore  a   la  Keystone,  but 

Oh  Boy  how  they  did  eat  it  up!  Old 

and  voung,  lowbrows  and  highbrows 

alike,'  were  tickled  to  death  with  its 

entertainment,  and  that's  what  counts. 
The  box  office,  however,  fell  down  about 

25  per  cent  short  of  “The  Freshman.” which  was  released  during  football  sea- 

son at  a   psychological  time  and  out- 

grossed  itself  because  of  its  timeliness. 

—JOE  HEWITT.  Strand  theatre,  Rob- inson, Ill- 

Miller  Opens  Lyric 

.ATKINSON,  NEB.— To  the  Editor: 

The  Miller  theatre  has  closed  for  all 

time  as  far  as  pictures  are  concerned. 

Opened  this  new  $12,000  theatre  last 
month  and  I   could  no  more  think  of 

operating  without  your  paper  than  I 
could  sail  a   ship  without  a   rudder.  As 
soon  as  I   have  time  I   will  write  you 
an  article  on  how  the  Omaha  Film 
Board  of  Trade  operates. 

Sorry  I   didn’t  give  this  order  to  Jen- 
kins when  he  was  here  a   week  or  so  ago. 

He’s  a   fine  fellow. — A.  G.  MILLER, 
Lyric  theatre,  Atkinson,  Neb. 

Why  Not  Write  It  In? 
NORTH  LOUP.  NEB.— To  the  Editor: 

We  are  pleased  to  enclose  some  reports  on 

pictures  that  we  have  run  and  we  feel 
called  upon  to  offer  a   suggestion  for  your 
consideration.  These  reports  would  be 

much  more  valuable  to  us  if  they  con- 
tained information  as  to  whether  or  not 

the  picture  contained  any  suggestive  or  un- 
desirable scenes  and  if  your  blank  provided 

a   line  for  an  answer  as  to  whether  or  not 

the  picture  did  contain  undesirable  scenes, 
the  information  would  be  highly  appre- 

ciated by  most  of  the  small  town  exhibi- tors. 

There  is  no  question  but  that  many  pic- 
tures that  enjoy  a   big  run  in  cities  should 

not  be  shown  upon  the  screens  of  small 
town  theatres.  During  the  past  two  years 

we  have  been  particularly  careful  in  the 
selection  of  our  pictures  with  the  fact  in 
mind  that  they  must  not  offend  the  most 
critical.  Our  efforts  have  brought  very 

Lvorable  results,  as  our  patronage  has  in- 
creased steadily  and  we  have  many  boost- 

ers for  our  show.  It  is  true  that  once  in 

a   while  we  get  a   picture  that  is  not  wholly 
desirable  and  this  is  due  to  the  fact  that 

we  could  not  get  a   report  on  the  picture 

as  to  whether  or  not  it  contained  any  un- 
desirable features.  However,  these  few 

instances  have  not  brought  forth  much  ad- 
verse criticism  as  our  patrons  know  that 

we  are  putting  forth  every  effort  to  get 

nothing  but  pictures  that  they  will  ap- 

prove. As  you  well  know,  most  of  the  criticism 
of  the  motion  picture  comes  from  those 
who  do  not  attend  picture  shows  at  all,  or 

only  occasionally,  and  whose  criticism  is 
based  largely  on  prejudice.  Every  regular 
attendant  who  is  a   booster  for  the  picture 
is  the  most  valuable  asset  an  exhibitor  has, 
as  we  all  know  from  experience.  Just  last 

week  a   “knocker”  made  a   remark  to  the 
effect  that  the  class  of  pictures  shown  here 
were  no  better  than  shown  in  any  small 
town  and  that  we  had  to  show  what  the 

producer  made  even  if  we  did  not  wish  to 

do  so.  He  made  this  statement  in  the  hear- 

ing of  one  of  our  patrons  who  attends  reg- 

ularly and  knows  what  we  show  and 
our  patron  at  once  took  issue  with  him 

and  proceeded  to  show  said  "critic”  that he  was  not  posted  on  the  type  of 

program  that  we  were  showing,  that  he 
was  not  informed  as  to  our  method  of 

buying  pictures,  and  that  his  whole  argu- 
ment was  based  on  prejudice  as  he  had 

not  attended  the  picture  show  more  than 
twice  in  the  last  year.  Two  or  three  of 

these  “fighting  patrons”  can  do  more  to 
combat  the  anti-picture  critics  than  a   host 
of  exhibitors  and  it  is  because  of  the 

fact  that  we  value  their  good  will  so  high- 

ly that  we  make  our  suggestion  for  syste- 
matic report  of  the  undesirable  features 

of  every  picture  reported. We  believe  it  is  an  established  fact  that 

no  exhibitor  desires  to  offend  any  patron 

by  showing  obscene  or  suggestive  pictures 
and  it  is  only  through  the  report  of  other 
exhibitors  that  he  can  get  the  proper  view- 

point with  reference  to  the  nature  of  the 
picture  and  we  know  of  no  more  effective 

and  better  method  of  getting  this  informa- 

tion than  through  the  Exhibitor's  Herald, 
We  appreciate  your  effort  to  assist  the 

exhibitor  in  buying  pictures  by  printing  the 

reports  as  you  do  and  we  trust  that  you 
will  consider  our  suggestion  and  work  out 

some  method  whereby  the  additional  de- 
sired information  may  be  obtained. — R.  W. 

Hudson,  Strand  theatre,  North  Loup, 

Nebr. 

German  Production  of 

Raw  Film  for  1925  Is 

Treble  1921-22  Figure 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK.  May  11.— The  total  Ger- 
man production  of  motion  picture  raw 

film  last  year  was  about  120  million 
meters  as  compared  with  45  to  50  million 
meters  in  1921  and  1922,  and  75  per  cent 

of  that  1925  output  was  exported,  ac- 
cording to  a   report  to  the  Department 

of  Commerce  from  Assistant  Commer- 
cial Attache  Douglas  Miller,  Berlin.  The 

value  of  last  year’s  raw  film  production 

is  said  in  Germany  to  be  about  30  mil- lion marks. 

The  official  German  trade  figures  show 

total  exports  of  negative  film  last  year 
to  have  been  56,747,300  meters,  weighing 

4,767  double  centners,  valued  at  11,253,- 

000  marks,  of  which  about  30,032,400  me- 
ters were  sent  to  the  United  States.  Ex- 

ports of  positive  film  in  1925  were  4,215,- 

200  meters,  weighing  311  double  cent- 
ners, valued  at  1,071,000  marks.  Nearly 

all  of  Germany’s  exports  of  exposed 

positive  film  go  to  neighboring  Euro- 
pean countries. 

Germany’s  exports  of  exposed  nega- 
tives in  the  same  year  were  93,000  meters 

valued  at  123,000  marks;  of  this  amount 

34.700  meters  or  more  than  one-third went  to  the  United  States. 

Imports  of  negative  film  in  tlie  same 
year  were  821,500  meters,  weighing  76 

double  centners,  valued  at  157,0()0  marks. 

Imports  of  exposed  positives  were 
1.132.700  meters,  weighing  72  double 
centners,  valued  at  466,0001  marks,  of 

which  307,600  meters  came  from  the 
United  States  and  137,800  meters  from Great  Britain. 

Publication  of  Code 

of  Ethics  Marks  7th 
*‘Topics^*  Anniversary 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK.  Mav  11.— Pathe’s  “Top- ics of  the  Day”  celebrated  its  seventh 
birthday  with  the  publication  of  its  code of  ethics,  which,  briefly,  is; 

“Service,  Quality,  Decency, 

and  Tolerance,  Neutrality.” 

Respect 
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“What  the  Picture  Did  For  Me  ” VERDICTS  ON  FILMS  IN  LANGUAGE  OF  EXHIBITOR 

Copyright,  1926 

This  is  the  original  exhibitors*  reports  department,  established  October  14,  1916. 

Beware  of  cheap,  misleading  imitations. 

*What  the  Picture  Did  for  Me**  is  the  one  genuine  source  of  exhibitor-written  box  office 

information. 

Address:  ‘What  the  Picture  Did  for  Me,**  EXHIBITORS  HERALD,  407  South  Dearborn 

Street,  Chicago,  III. 

Associated  Exhibitors 

THE  SKY  ROCKET:  Pcg^y  Hopkins  Joj’ce — 

Not  n   special  but  an  extra  good  program  picture. 

It  is  clean  and  interesting  and  will  please  those 

who  see  it.  Eight  reels.— R.  W.  Hudson,  Stran
d 

theatre.  North  Loup.  Neb.— General  patronage. 

NORTH  STAR:  Strongheart— They  tried  to 

tell  me  this  dog  was  as  good  as  Rin  Tin  Tin,  yet 

he  can’t  hold  Rin  Tin  Tin  a   light.  Very  good 

action  picture  which  I   used  on  Saturday  and  they 

seemed  to  like  it  okay  but  nothing  e.xtra.  Five 

reels.— Leaman  Marshall.  Iris  theatre.  Terrell. 

Tex. — General  patro-nage. 

THE  PINCH  HITTER:  Glenn  Hunter— A 

dandy  good  comedy  drama  on  baseball.  It  drew
 

laughs  all  tho  way  through.  Seven  reels. — A.  H
. 

Roeper.  Leeds  theatre.  Leeds,  Iowa.— Neighbor
- 

hood patronage. 

NOW  OR  NEVER:  Harold  Lloyd— The  Lloyd 

picture  went  over  like  a   house  on  fire,  run  this 

on  Sunday  picture  and  Monday  nsght  capacity 

business. — Frank  J.  Suttlcr.  Lincoln  theatre,  Mil- 
waukee, Wis. — General  patronage. 

Columbia 
THE  DANGER  SIGNAL;  Spwial  cast— 

Brother,  take  it  from  me,  step  on  it,  guarantee 

your  patrons  that  this  is  one  of  the  best  railroad 

pictures  ever  put  on  the  screen,  and  you  won’t lie.  I   had  a   hard  time  to  get  my  people  to  come 

out  before  I   ran  it.  but  it  kind  of  healed  my  sore 

spots  a   little  when  they  came  in.  Seven  reels. — 

D.  M.  Mangone,  Rex  theatre.  Newport.  Wash. — 
General  patronage. 

SEALED  LIPS;  Dorothy  Revier — Played  to 

good  business  and  pleased.  Six  reels. — F.  E.  Wil- 

liams, Orpheum  theatre,  Oelwein,  Iowa. — General 
patronage. 

FIGHTING  THE  FLAMES:  Dorothy  Devore— 

Here  is  a   cracker  jack  picture.  Has  real  action, 

pathos,  and  romance  in  it.  The  acting  of  Frankie 

Darro,  tho  boy,  was  superb.  A   picture  that  is  a 

near  special  and  will  stand  lots  of  boosting.  FTlm 

pood.— W.  A.  Doerschlng,  Strand  theatre.  Ransom, 
Kans. — Smalt  town. 

F.  B.  0. 
The  MIDNIGHT  FLYER;  Special  cast-—Ex- 

ccllent  entertainment.— R.  B.  Maxwell.  Illinois 

theatre,  Sullivan,  III. — General  pati-onage. 

THE  PRINCE  OP  PEP;  Richard  Tnlmadge— 

Good  action  picture.- R.  B.  Maxwell,  Illinois  thea- 
tre, Sullivan.  111. — General  patronage. 

THE  FIGHTING  BOOB:  Bob  Custer— This  is 

a   good  typo  of  Western  that  they  will  all  like 

because  it  deviates  from  the  regular  oourso  of 

most  Westerns.  It  is  a   good  Saturday  program 

picture  and  will  get  compliments  on  the  action 

that  Bob  puts  out  In  this  one.  Five  reels.— R.  B. 

Mitchell,  Plalnvlow  theatre,  Plalnviow,  Tex. — 
General  patronage, 

TEARING  THROUGH:  Richard  Talmadge^ 

Pretty  good  program.— L.  R.  Lodou,  Home  Town 
Tirdomc.  Isabel,  Kan. — Small  town  patronage- 

SMILING  AT  TROUBLE;  Lofty  Flynn— A 
splendid  entertainment. — Bert  Silver,  Silver 

Family  theatre,  Greenville,  Mich.— General  pat- 
ronage. 

WHEN  LOVE  GROWS  COLD:  Natacha  Ram- 

bova — A   timo  worn  plot  without  a   now  kick  ex- 
cept a   kiss  that  might  have  weli  been  omitted. 

Nataoha  may  bo  O.  K.  in  a   real  story.  Seven 

Special  to 
Contributors 

This  issue  marks  the  Third  Anni- versary of  the  “Better  Theatres” 
Section  of  this  paper.  It  contains 

the  usnal  bed-rock  basiness  informa- 

tion, special  articles,  etc.,  and  several 

special  features,  including  an  ex- 
tremely interesting  paper  on  the 

progress  of  small  lotvn  Dieatre  build- 

ing by  Harry  E.  Holquist,  “Better Theatres”  editor. 

“Better  Theatres”  in  the  past  three 

years  has  brought  to  the  theatre- 
o^vners  of  the  world  more  knowledge 

of  building,  financing,  operation  and 

equipment  than  ever  possessed  previ- 
ously. In  its  advertising  pages  no 

less  than  in  its  text,  “Better  Tliea- 
tres”  has  enabled  sbo\vmen  to  obtain 

complete  and  accurate  information 

pertaining  to  theatre  necessities  for- 
merly available  only  to  specialists  in 

theatre  building  or  outfitting.  Cou- 

pons clipped  from  “Better  Theatres” advertisements  have  brought  to  many 

exhibitors  complete  libraries  covering 

all  the  latest  improved  equipment  de- 
vices and  have  thereby  effected  great 

economy  in  buying. 

Read  “Better  Theatres”  this  month 
with  the  Third  Anniversary  thought 

in  mind.  Three  years  old  is  “three 

years  young”  indeed  in  this  case. — W.  R.  W. 

reels.— P.  G.  Estee.  S.  T.  theatre.  Parker.  S.  Dak
. 

— Small  town. 

WHEN  LOVE  GROWS  COLD;  Mrs.  Rudolph 

ValenUno— What  I   call  a   real  bum  show.  I   n
otice 

several  of  the  boys  reported  favorably  on  thi
s  one 

but  I   was  raszed  more  for  showing  this  than 
 any 

in  a   long  time.  Lost  money  and.  for  once,  I
   was 

glad  of  it.  Seven  reels.— M.  G.  Price.  Nove
lty 

theatre,  Paris.  Idaho.— General  patronage. 

THE  WYOMING  WILDCAT;  Tom  Tyler
— 

1926.  Film  good.  Tom  okay.  Parts  played  very
 

cleverly  by  Jackie  and  Tom.  Five  reels.
^.  W. 

Ryder.  Jewel  theatre,  Verndale.  Minn.
— General 

patronage. 

THUNDERING  HOOPS:  Fred  Thomson— 
Very 

good.  The  bull  fight  in  the  last  reel  was  
interest- 

ing, but  we  noUco  our  patrons  do  not  like  t
he 

Mexican  locale  ns  well  ns  the  good  old  Amer
ican 

solll  A   Yankee  girl  has  far  more  appeal  t
han 

the  Spanish  senoritn.  Thanks  (or  the  photogra
ph. 

Fred.  Wo  hung  U   where  all  tho  fans  can  
see  if. 

Five  reels. — Dinsmore  &   Son,  Majestic  theatre
, 

'Weiner,  Ark. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  CLOUD  RIDER:  A1  Wilson— No  plot., 

I   just  a   bunch  of  stunts — Royal  theatre,  Gardne
r. 

Kan. — General  patronage. 

THE  CLOUD  RIDER:  A1  Wilson- Would  ha
ve 

been  better  without  the  unnecessary  half 
 dressed 

effects  in  several  places,  but  if  you  run  
Sennett 

comedies  your  audience  is  already  used  to  all 

that  sort  of  thing.  Still,  it  detracts  from  a   fea- 

ture. The  midnight  bathing  pool  scene  had  been 

cut  from  our  copy,  for  which  we  were  thankful. 

Five  reels.— Dinsmore  &   Son,  Majestic  theatre, 

Weiner.  Ark. — Small  town  patronage. 

KEEPER  OF  THE  BEES:  Special  cast^A 

mighty  good  picture  that  will  appeal  mostly  to 
ladies.  •‘McCalls"  not  widely  read  here  so 

not  burn  them  up.  Seven  reels. — J.  E-  Draginis. 

Grand  theatre.  Yokum.  Tex.— General  patronage. 

THROUGH  THE  FLAMES:  Richard  Talmadge 

  It  will  get  by  if  your  patrons  are  not  cri
tically 

inclined  and  like  the  star.  Five  reels.— W.  J. 

Shoup,  DeLuxe  theatre,  Spearville.  Kan. — Small
 

town  patronage. 

KEEPER  OF  THE  BEES:  Special  cast— Our 

patrons  are  strong  for  clean  pictures  and  we 

wondered  what  the  comment  on  this  would  be,  as 

there  arc  some  delicate  situations  to  handle.  We
 

invited  ministers  to  see  this  and  also  asked  many 

patrons  for  their  unbiased  opinion  and  we  ha
ve 

not  yet  found  one  who  thought  it  an  undesirabl
e 

picture.  If  all  producers  would  handle  delic
ate 

situations  as  they  are  handled  here,  there  would 

soon  be  no  agitation  for  censors. — R.  W.  Hudson. 

Strand  theatre.  North  Loup,  Nebr. — General  pat
- ronage. 

KEEPER  OF  THE  BEES:  Clara  Bow— We 

were  the  victims  of  a   fast  talking  salesman  on 

this.  In  many  reports  I   have  read  of  other 

e.xhibitors  I   have  noticed  that  they  said  F.  O.  B. 

will  treat  you  right.  Well,  we  were  soaked  just 

about  three  times  the  rental.  We  paid  too  much 

for  it.  By  the  time  everything  was  over  we  didn’t net  any  more  than  an  ordinary  picture.  The 

picture  is  good,  very  good.  It  drew  them  in 

pleased  everybody  that  saw  it.  I   have  nothing 

Aminat  the  picture.  But  F.  B.  O.  will  have  to 
come  down  on  their  prices  before  we  buy  any 

more  Gold  Bonds.  Seven  reels.— A.  H.  Roeper. 

Leeds  theatre,  Leeds.  Iowa. — Neighborhood. 

DRUSILLA  WITH  A   MILLION:  Mary  Carr- 

Fine  for  those  who  enjoy  this  type  of  picture.  It 

will  please  well.— R.  W.  Hudson,  Strand  theatre. 

North  Loup.  Nebr.— General  patronage. 

DRUSILLA  WI'TH  A   MILLION:  Mary  Carr— 

This  is  the  second  booking  within  the  last  year, 

and  did  better  than  the  first  time.  Sorely  is 

great.  Can’t  see  how  any  one  can  go  wrong  on 

it.   C.  W.  Docter,  May  theatre,  Mayville.  Wis. — 
General  patronage. 

DRUSILLA  WITH  A   MILUON:  Mary  Carr
— 

We  gave  a   pre-showing  of  this  picture  t
o  43 

club  women  and  they  went  out  and  spread  
the 

news  that  it  was  a   wonderful  picture  and 
 we 

were  paid  for  the  pre-showing  through  
their  ad- 

vertising. This  picture  is  really  a   special.  It  has 

heart  touching  scenes  and  a   good  bit  of  co
medy. 

If  you  have  it  coming  be  sure  to  step  on 
 the  ad- 

vertising. It  will  back  you  up.  Seven  r^— 

W.  J.  Shoup,  DeLuxe  theatre.  Spearville.
  Kan. — 

Small  town  patronage. 

SPEED  WILD:  Lefty  Flynn — Good  Saturda
y 

night  program.  Lefty  is  good  in  th
ese  kind. 

Five  reels.- Geo.  Rauenhorst,  Crystal  the
atre, 

Fulda.  Minn.— General  patronage. 

SILK  STOCKING  SAL:  Evelyn  Brent- ^e
lyn 

Brent  stories  are  good.  She  is  a   good  
bet  in  our 

town.  Five  reels.— Geo.  Rauenhorst.  Cry
stal  thea- 

tre, Fulda.  Minn. — General  patronage. 

RIDING  THE  WIND;  Fred  Thomson
— Not  as 

good  as  "The  Bandit’s  Baby."  Too  much  chi
^ 

ing  in  plot.— Royal  theatre.  Gardn
er.  Kan.— Gen- 

eral patronage. 
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RlDtN*  THE  WIND:  Fred  Thomson— Fred 
Thomson  and  Silver  Kingr  al\va>*s  draw  and  the 

people  like  them  fine.  Six  reels.— Nicolaides 

Bros.,  American  theatre,  Scofield,  Utah. — Genei'al 
patronage. 

HIDIN’  THE  WIND:  Fred  Thomson— Just  a 

picture.  Not  even  a   good  hearty  laugh  from  the 

kid  fans.  Silver  King  looked  bored.  Six  reels.— 

N.  M.  Emmons.  Eagle  theatre.  Eagle  Riv-er,  Wis. 
— Small  town. 

RIDIN’  THE  WIND:  Fred  Thomson— We  can’t 

help  it,  Fred,  but  if  it  weren’t  for  the  sympa- 
thetic feeling  of  our  audience  for  Silver  King 

your  stuff  would  not  get  over  at  all.  Not  your 

fault,  but  it’s  the  o'unk  of  the  story  writer  and 

the  Erector.  As  time  goes  on  the  so-called  West- 

erns get  worse  and  worse.  We  don't  blame  you 
for  the  stuff  but  we  do  not  excuse  you  for  not 

insisting  that  your  people  give  you  at  least  one 

real  “honest  to  God”  Western  and  not  the  rot 

they  are  giving  you.  Six  reels. — Giaeonia  Bros., 

Crystal  theatre.  Tombstone.  Ariz. — General  pat- 
ronage. 

ALIAS  hLARY  FLYNN:  Evelyn  Brent— Fair 
program.  Six  reels.— Nicolaides  Bros.,  American 

theatre,  Scofield,  Utah. — General  patronage. 

THE  RULLIONAIRE  COWBOY:  Lefty  Flynn 

—“The  Millionaire  Cowboy”  very  good  picture  to 
poor  business,  but  not  the  fault  of  the  picture. 

Stormy  night  and  snowing.  Five  reels. — Nico- 

laides Bros.,  American  theatre.  Scofield.  Utah. — 
General  patronage. 

FOOLS  IN  THE  DARK:  Patsy  Ruth  Miller— 
Rather  slow  at  start  but  ends  up  in  regular 

serial  style.  Went  over  in  fair  shape.  Seven 
reels. — L.  R.  Ledou.  Home  Town  Airdonie.  Isabel. 

Kan. — Small  town  patronage. 

BREED  OF  THE  BORDER:  Lefty  Flynn— Good 
Friday  and  Saturday  picture.  Lefty  up  to  standard 

and  does  some  quick  work  on  the  trigger.  Action 

pictures  are  the  bread  and  butter  kind  for  the 

small  town,  at  least  we  find  it  so. — F.  J.  Lewis. 

Colome  theatre.  Colome.  S.  Dak. — General  pat- 
ronage. 

FORBIDDEN  CARGO:  Evelyn  Brent— This 

one  was  good  and  plenty  of  action.  Five  reels. — 
Nicolaides  Bros.,  American  theatre.  Scofield,  Utah. 

— General  patronage. 

THAT  DEVIL  QUEMADO:  Fred  Thomson— 
A   very  good  picture  for  your  Saturday  crowd. 

Five  reels.— E.  H.  Brechler.  Opera  House.  Fennl- 
more.  Wis. — General  patronage. 

JUDGMENT  OF  THE  STORM:  Special  cast— 
Here  is  quite  an  old  one  but  we  received  a   good 

print  and  it  played  to  good  business  and  sure 

did  satisfy,  so  why  worry.  Seven  reels. — F.  E. 

Williams,  Orpheum  theatre,  Oelwein,  Iowa. — Gen- 
eral patronage. 

NO  MAN’S  LAW:  Bob  Custei- — Same  old 
story  for  me.  F.  B.  O.  action  pictures  set  out  the 
S.  R.  O.  sign. — R.  B.  Maxwell.  Illinois  theatre. 
Sullivan.  111. 

LADY  ROBINHOOD:  Evelyn  Brent— Well 

liked  by  a   good  crowd.  Six  reels. — F.  E.  Williams, 

Orpheum  theatre,  Oelwein,  Iowa. — General  pat- ronage. 

PERILS  OF  PARIS:  Pearl  White— A   good 

program  picture  that  is  different  from  the  general 
run,  and  so  therefore  it  is  good  for  a   change. 
Pearl  White  is  good  as  ever  and  the  picture,  run 

together  with  a   good  comedy,  should  make  a   pleas- 
ing program.  Six  reels. — W.  T.  Davis  &   Son. 

Rialto  theatre.  Sharon.  Wis. — General  patronage. 

THE  TOUGH  GUY:  Fred  Thomson— Fred  and 

Silver  King  have  won  a   place  for  themselves  in 
Syracuse.  The  little  fellow  acting  in  the  picture 

was  great.  Keep  it  up.  Fred.  Such  pictures  as 
these  will  keep  the  business  going,  and  the  people 

coming.  Six  reels. — Gunther  &   Metzger.  Palace 

theatre,  Syracuse.  Neb. — Small  town. 

WHEN  A   MAN'S  A   MAN:  John  Bowers— 
From  the  way  they  poured  in.  Harold  Bell  Wright 

has  a   big  following  here.  Surprised  ourselves, 
and  a   very  pleasant  surprise  at  that.  Picture  well 

liked,  charged  regular  admission.  Seven  reels. — 
Gunther  &   Metzger,  Palace  theatre.  Syracuse. 
Neb. — Small  town. 

THE  LAST  EDITION:  Ralph  Lewis— A   real 
clean,  interesting  entertmnment  that  will  please 
all  who  come  to  see  it  but  it  will  take  a   lot  of 

effort  to  get  them  out  and  the  title  will  not.  Had 
many  fine  comments.  Clean  picture  that  will  not 
offend  the  most  sensitive  is  what  the  small  town 

needs  to  build  business. — R.  W.  Hudson,  Strand 

theatre.  North  Loup,  Neb. — General  patronage. 

PARISIAN  NIGHTS:  Special  cast — A   good 
underworld  drama  that  is  very  intere.sting  and 

will  not  offend.  Seven  reels. — R.  W.  Hud.son. 

Strand  theatre,  North  Loup,  Neb. — General  pat- ronage. 

TRAILERS  SELL  SEATS 
national  SCREEN  SERVICE 

THE 

ONLY 
TRAILER  SERVICE 

WITH 

ACTUAL 
SCENES 
FROM  THE  MEOATIVE 

Ckica^.lil.  New'S&rkCity      ,   
Ave.  i2&We9t  46"  str..  g)l]  So.Viniuac  'Am. 
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First  National 
IRENE:  Colleen  Moore — A   mighty  fine  pic- 

ture. The  best  she  has  ever  made.  Acting  won- 

derful. Support  good.  Coloiod  scenc.s  wore  very 
beautiful.  Drew  well  and  pleased  them  all.  Keep 
the  good  work  up,  Colleen.  Bight  reels.— A1 

Powell,  Highland  theatre.  Guthrie,  Okla. — Gen- 
eral patronage. 

TOO  MUCH  MONEY:  Special  cast— This  is 

one  of  the  best  program  pictures  I   have  got  from 
First  National  in  .quite  a   while.  It  has  some 

good  things  in  that  everyone  should  know.  It 

will  please. — R.  E.  Mitchell,  Plainview  theatre. 

Plainvlew,  Tex. — General  patronage. 

MEMORY  LANE:  Special  cast— A   real  good 

picture.  One  of  the  best  pictures  we  have  shown 
in  some  time,  a.s  far  as  being  entertaining  is  con- 

cerned. Pleased  about  100  per  cent.  Seven  reels. 

— Leamnn  Marshall.  Iris  theatre,  Terrell,  Tex.— 

General  patronage. 

JOANNA:  Si>ccial  cast — Good  picture  which 

failed  to  register  at  my  box  office,  so  can’t  say 
anything  about  profit,  but  the  picture  is  all  there 

and  over.  Don’t  be  afraid  if  you  got  it  bought. 
It  will  satisfy  them  if  you  get  them  in.  Eight 

reels. — R.  Duba,  Royal  theatre.  Kimball.  S.  Dak. — 
General  ]>atro!mge. 

THE  SPLENDID  ROAD:  Anna  Q.  Nilsson — 
Did  not  make  cxpen6c.s,  but  it  was  not  the  fault 

of  the  picture.  Too  much  school.  A   good  picture 

which  should  tally  anywhere.  Eight  reels. — N.  M. 

Emmons,  Engle  theatre,  Cagle  River,  Wis. — Small 
town. 

THE  SPLENDID  ROAD:  Lionel  Barrymore— 
A   good  picture  but  not  as  big  as  I   c.xpected  for 

a   Frank  Lloyd  special.  Eight  reels. — E.  H. 

Brechler.  Opera  House.  Fennimore,  Wis. — Gen- 
eral patronage. 

THE  SPLENDID  ROAD:  Anna  Q.  Nilsson— 
A   real  finished  product.  One  that  comes  mighty 

close  to  being  u   big  special  and  will  please  most 

everyone.  Has  to  do  with  the  days  of  ‘49  and 
carries  through  the  idea  of  “The  Girl  of  the 
Golden  West"  which  is  done  by  Anna  Q.  Nilsson 
in  the  best  sort  of  way.  You  and  your  patrons 

will  like  her  in  this,  her  best.  Eight  reels. — 

W.  H.  Brenner,  Cozy  theatre,  Winchester.  Ind. — General  patronage. 

INFATUATION;  Coriime  Griffith— Only  a 

fair  picture,  not  up  to  the  standard  of  Connie’s 
last  pictures.  Business  absolutely  rotten.  Pic- 

ture entirely  too  dragged  out ;   good  for  one  day 

only.  Seven  reels.- -Clarence  Wagner,  Bugg  thea- 
tre, Chicago.  III. — General  patronage. 

INFATUATION:  Corrlne  Griffith— Pleased  most 
of  those  that  came  out  but  bu-siness  very  light. 
Six  reels. — A.  G.  Witwer,  Grand  theatre.  Rainier. 
Ore. — General  patronage. 

THE  LIVE  WIRE:  Johnny  Hines— The  crowd 
behind  the  Hines  star  scries  will  have  to  got  up 

and  hustle  if  they  make  a   belter  one  than  this, 

as  I   got  plenty  of  laughs  all  the  way  through. 
Will  be  liked  by  most  movie  crowds.  Seven  reels. 

— W.  H.  Brenner,  Cozy  theatre.  Winchester.  Ind. — General  patronage. 

GRAUSTARK:  Norma  Talmadge— For  me  it 

was  a   good  drawing  card  and  seemed  to  please 
the  majority.  However  the  price  is  high.  1   paid 
about  three  times  the  price  of  a   program,  which 
was  too  much  for  me.  and  I   did  not  make  any 

money  on  it.  Seven  reels. — H.  J.  Eagan,  Amer- 
ican theatre.  Mnnitowa.  Wis. — Small  town. 

GRAUSTARK:  Norma  Talmadge — A   wonder- 
ful production  that  will  please  almost  any  first 

class  audience.  Eight  reels. — M.  J.  Babin.  Fairy- 

land theatre.  White  Castle,  La. — General  pat- 
ronage. 

CLASSMATES:  Richard  Barthelmess— Well 
liked  and  drew  the  school  trade  real  well. — Royal 
theatre,  Gardner,  Kan. — General  patronage. 

JUST  SUPPOSE:  Dick  Barthelmess— A   nice 

picture  but  not  his  best.  Seven  reels. — E.  H- 

Brechler.  Opera  House.  Fennimore,  Wis. — General patronage. 

JUST  SUPPOSE:  Richard  Barthelmess— 



CHARLES  R.  ROGERS  presents 

HARRY  CAREY 
in 

Pafliepicture 

He  bearded  the  bandits  in  their  den. 

He  made  them  think  that  he  too  was  a   gun-man 

and  a   desperado. 

Then,  when  he  threw  off  the  role  he  had  as- 

sumed and  became  the  avenger,  the  agent  of 

justice,  what  a   fight,  what  suspense! 

Sight  fast  going,  groping  in  the  darkness  which 

was  setting  in,  knowing  that  his  life  and  the 

safety  of  the  girl  depended  upon  what  he 

could  do  in  a   few  swift  seconds,  what 

could  he  do?  What  did  he  do? 

Here  is  masterly  drama,  superb 

entertainment,  an  ideal  Western! 



Dbrodiy  Phillips in 

"^Bar  C   Afysteiy' 
with  Wallace  MacDonald,  Philo  McCullough 

and  Ethel  Clayton 

PRODUCED 

CW.  PATTON 

A   RANCH  in  the  mountains,  left  by will  to  a   girl  in  a   big  city,  with 

no  Western  experience,  no  knowb 

edge  of  the  conditions  she  faced  or  of 

the  people  to  trust. 

Cattle  rustlers  running  off  her  cattle; 

persons  who  pretended  to  be  her  friends 

in  reality  plotting  to  profit  by  her  down- 

fall. 

A   crew  of  cowmen  made  up  of  ex-bandits 

and  desperados,  yet  hired  by  a   foreman 

whom  it  was  impossible  not  to  like  and 

trust. 

Stampeding  cattle,  fights  with  rustlers, 

the  clash  of  wits,  chases,  adventure, 
Romance! 

TAAOC 
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Lincoln,  Nebraska,  Mav  2nd,  1926. 
DEAR  HERALD: 

The  long  looked  for  rain  has  arrived.  Nebraska  got  a   fairly  good  soaking  last 

night  and  it  has  brought  relief  from  the  driest  and  hottest  April  that  has  been  kno>vn 

for  years.  It  has  been  so  dry  out  here  that  the  water  in  the  ponds  had  begun  to 

crack  open  and  you  can  tell  ’em  that  that  was  some  dry. 
I   had  another  argument  with  Viola  this  week.  We  ran  by  a   detour  sign  and  I 

undertook  to  turn  around  on  a   very  narrow  grade  and  Vi  backed  into  the  ditch  and 

there  we  were.  I   got  out  and  looked  the  situation  over  and  made  a   few  remarks 
and  then  I   thought  of  what  my  daughter  Marjorie  said  to  me  at  her  dinner  table 

recently  when  I   pulled  out  my  pipe  and  lit  it.  She  said:  “Dad,  you  will  have  the 

advantage  over  the  rest  of  the  boys  on  the  road,  won't  you?” "How  so”  I   inquired. 

“Well,”  she  said,  “you  won’t  have  to  get  any  farmers  to  poll  Viola  out  of  the 

ditches  and  mudholes  as  long  as  you  have  that  old  pipe  with  you.” 
Now,  what  do  you  think  of  a   girl  talking  to  her  father  like  that?  I   got  back  into 

the  car,  lit  my  pipe  and  said,  “Look  here,  Viola,  you  being  a   lady  I   am  going  to 

prove  to  you  that  I’m  a   gentleman  by  refraining  from  any  further  remarks,  so  now 

you  go  ahead  and  do  your  stuff,”  and  she  did. 
Conditions  throughout  southern  Nebraska  have  not  been  good.  The  wheal  has 

been  badly  damaged  by  the  long  dry  weather  and  the  continued  high  winds,  but  the 

rain  last  night  has  brought  relief  and  will  undoubtedly  cause  a   more  optimistic 

feeling-  I   have  struck  some  live  ones  the  past  week.  e-\hibitors  who  are  going  ahead 

and  fighting  the  game  regardless.  I   found  Mr.  .A.  Beams,  the  manager  at  Red
  Cloud, 

right  up  on  his  toes  and  going  after  business  just  like  an  old  veteran.  He 
 operates 

the  Auditorium  at  Red  Cloud,  the  Sunbeam  at  Geneva,  and  plays  Sunday  nights  at 

Grafton.  He  is  remodeling  his  house  at  Geneva  and  when  completed  it  wil
l  have  a 

very  inviting  appearance.  The  Auditorium  at  Red  Cloud  seats  abo
ut  750  and  he  in- 

formed me  that  he  played  one  picture  to  a   gross  business  of  $1300  in  a   towm  
of  less 

than  1500  people,  and  when  a   manager  can  do  that  you  can’t 
 tell  me  he  isnt  a showman.  .   .   u   -n  • 

Mr  Beck  the  manager  at  Wilber,  is  a   man  one  enjoys  meeting.  He  
wuU  impress 

you  as  a   regular  fellow  and  a   real  live  one  the  first  minute  of  eonve
rsaaon  you  have 

with  him.  He  contemplates  redecorating  his  house  and  I   judge  when
  completed  the 

town  will  be  more  proud  of  him  than  they  are  now.  and  that  will  
be  going  strong 

‘’"A^Beatrice  I   found  Blaine  Cook  deeply  engrossed  in  thought.  Blaine  is  manager 

of’ the  Gilbert  and  tlie  Gilbert  does  not  seem  to  be  quite  up  to  Blames  ideals
,  so  he 

has  commenced  the  erection  of  a   new  theatre  that  will  put  Bea
trice  on  the  map. 

Wlien  I   introduced  myself  to  Blaine  he  scratched  his  head  and  said.  
Oh  yes,  let  me 

see,  I   believe  I’ve  heard  of  you  before.”  . 

“No  doubt”  I   replied,  “mv  cell  number  was  136.  what  was  yours. 

Then  we  got  down  to  business  and  had  a   real  visit  and  he  f
inaUy  sai^  “Write  me 

up  for  two  vears  for  the  Herald.  I   couldn’t  get  alo
ng  without  it.  That  remark 

stamped  him  in  my  mind  as  a   real  showman.  He  al
so  told  me  that  he  had  signed 

contracts  for  a   new  theatre  at  Falls  City.  ...  •   ,   u   .   ..ti  u 

Digressing  somewhat,  I   would  like  to  inquire  whats  
the  matter  ivulh  that  Herald 

Onlv”  Club?  I   am  in  favor  of  that  organization  coming  to  life
  and  doing  busii^Ss 

again  at  the  old  stand  and  I   would  like  to  appear  
on  the  roster  as  charter  member 

No.  5.  Come  on,  vou  boys,  wake  up,  let’s  hear  from  you.  j   t 

I   was  going  down  the  street  in  Superior  the  other  day  and  as  I   pass
ed  a   ̂   i 

noticed  this  sign,  “Fresh  Huckelberry  Pie  Today,”  and  I   stoppe
d  short,  knocked  ̂ e 

ashes  out  of  my  pipe,  went  in  and  planted  myself
  on  a   stool  at  the 

to  the  lady,  “Viola  and  I   are  here;  come  on  with  your
  huckelberry  pie,  and  Bo>, 

you  ought  to  have  seen  me  wade  into  that  pie;  it  
would  have  ruined  your  appetite 

for  anything  else  on  earth. 

The  one  good  thing  I   love  the  best 
Is  huckelberry  pie. 

I   can  stow’  six  pieces  ’neath  my  vest 
And  never  bat  an  eye. 

I   can  eat  this  pie  six  times  a   day 
And  sometimes  nine  or  ten 

Then  sing  ta-ra-ra-boom-de-aye And  start  around  again. 

So  when  I   call,  if  you  would  wish 
To  please  this  crazy  guy. 

Just  feed  me  up  on  fried  catfish 
.And  huckelberry  pie. 

“GR.AN’PA”  JENKINS  (The  Herald  Man). 

Pretty  weak  offering.  Business  poor.  Seven
  reels. 

A.  G.  Witwer,  Grand  theatre,  Rainier,  Ore. 

WINDS  OF  CHANCE:  Special  cast— Very 

good  Northern  picture  made  an  Interesting  s
tory 

of  Alaska  gold  rush,  something  that  seems  t
o  be 

different  from  other  pictures.  On  account  of 
 its 

length,  it  keeps  the  audience  interested
  from 

start  to  finish  and  the  floating  of  the  little  boats 

with  lots  of  stuff  in  them  is  very  thrilling  the 

way  they  are  going  down  the  rough  ri
ver.  It’s 

good,  that's  all  I   can  say.  Good  any  day.  Ten 

feelg.   R.  Duba,  Royal  theatre.  Kimball,  S.  Dak. — 

General  patronage. 

WINDS  OF  CHANCE:  Anna  Q.  Nilsson— 

With  plenty  of  snow  outside  and  plenty  more  i
n 

the  picture,  this  special  did  a   very  poor  business. 

I   paid  entirely  too  much  for  the  picture  for  the 

crowds  that  came  to  see  it.  It's  an  exceptional 

picture,  worthy  of  any  house,  but  it  simply  flopped 

here.  Very  sorry  indeed.  Ten  reels.— Clarence
 

Wagner.  Bugrg  theatre,  Chicago,  III. — General 

patronage. 

WINDS  OF  CHANCE:  Ben  Lyon— A   splendid 

picture  of  the  Alaskan  gold  rush.  Pleased  most 

who  saw  it  but  was  disappointed  in  its  drawing 

power,  considering  that  it  has  been  published  in 

a   popular  magazine.  Nine  reels. — Leaman  Mar- 

shall. Iris  theatre,  Terrell.  Tex.— Genera!  pat- 
ronage. 

CLASSIFIED;  Corinne  Griffith — Now.  boys, 
here  is  a   fine  picture,  the  kind  that  will  please 

99  per  cent  of  the  audience.  Corinne  Griffith  is 

one  of  the  very  best  stars  in  the  business.  Seven 
reels. — M.  G.  Price,  Novelty  theatre.  Paris,  Idaho. 
— Genera!  patronage. 

CLASSIFIED:  Corinne  Griffith— The  best  one 
this  star  ever  made.  Good  direction  and  acting. 

Corinne  is  one  of  my  patrons'  favorites.  Appeal 
86  per  cent.  Seven  reels. — J.  E.  Draginis,  Grand 
theatre,  Yoakum.  Tex. — General  patronage. 

CLASSIFIED:  Corinne  Griffith— One  of  Corinne 

Griffith's  best  features.  An  entertainer  that 

pleased  my  crowd.  Seven  reels. — M.  J.  Babin. 
Fairyland  theatre.  White  Castle.  Ln. — General  pat- 
ronage. 

HUSBANDS  AND  LOVERS:  Lewis  Stone— A 

very  good  picture.  Old  but  well  worth  showing. 
Seven  reels. — L.  G.  Price.  Novelty  theatre,  Paris, 

Idaho. — General  patronage. 

CLOTHES  MAKE  THE  PIRATE;  Special  cast 

—Just  a   fair  program  picture,  entirely  too  drawn 

out.  It  certainly  took  a   long  time  to  get  into 
the  comedy.  Business  very  poor,  and  on  Saturday 

at  that.  If  you  don't  have  to  buy  it.  lay  off  of  it. 
Nine  reels. — Clarence  Wagner.  Bugg  theatre.  Chi- 

cago. III. — General  patronage. 

WHAT  FOOLS  MEN:  Lewis  Stone— Had  many 

good  comments  on  this.  Eight  reels? — E.  H.  Brech- 
ler.  Opera  House.  Fennimore,  Wis. — General  pat- 
ronage. 

THE  PACE  THAT  THRILLS:  Special  cast— I 
agree  with  most  of  the  reports  on  this  picture. 

Nothing  to  it.  Not  worth  playing  and  will  not 
satisfy.  Seven  reels. — E.  H.  Brechler.  Opera 

House.  Fennimore.  Wis. — General  patronage. 

RAINBOW  RILEY:  Johnnie  Hines— Hei-e  is  a 
real  picture.  Lots  of  comedy,  plenty  of  action, 

drew  well  and  pleased  them  all.  What  move  do 
you  nec-d?  Seven  reels. — A1  Powell.  Highland 

theatre,  Guthrie,  Okla. — General  patronage. 

BLUEBEARD’S  SEVEN  WIVES:  Special  cast 

Entirely  too  drawn  out.  StoiT  only  fair.  Ouv 

people  very  much  dissatisfied  with  this.  Ran  It 

against  "Three  Faces  East”  at  our  competitor’s 
place.  Did  a   fair  Sunday  business.  Eight  reels. 

— Clarence  Wagner.  Bugg  theatre,  Chicago,  III- — 
General  patronage. 

BLUEBEARD’S  SEVEN  WIVES:  Ben  Lyon— 
Would  call  this  a   pretty  good  comedy,  but  a   long 

ways  from  a   knockout.  Too  long.  Seven  reels. — 

C.  M.  Vail,  Blende  theatre,  Benton,  Wis. — Gen- 
eral patronage. 

SINGLE  WIVES;  Corinne  Griffith— We  have 

had  too  many  like  this.  Same  old  story,  wife 

falling  in  love  with  another  man.  Producers 

have  worked  this  theme  to  death.  Give  us  some- 
thing different.  Seven  reels. — C.  M.  Vail,  Blende 

theatre,  Benton,  Wis. — General  patronage. 

THE  LOST  WORLD;  Special  cast— Played  two 
days  to  fair  business ;   not  many  liked  it.  I   think 

picture  was  over  advertised.  Don't  buy  it  too 
high  and  it  will  make  you  a   little  profi.  Print  in 
good  condition.  Ten  reels. — F.  J.  Lewis,  Colome 

theatre,  Colomo,  S.  Dak. — General  patronage. 

HER  HUSBAND’S  SECRET;  SpMlal  cast— Not 
so  good. — R.  B.  Maxwell.  Illinois  theatre.  Sullivan, 
III. — Small  town. 

WE  MODERNS:  Colleen  Moore — Sorry  to  say 

not  up  to  the  standard  of  Colleen  Moore's  pic- 
tures. Of  course  I   suppose  it  was  a   vacation 

that  dear  Colleen  needed  and  therefore  not  much 

thought  for  the  picture.  I   have  alwa
>s  praised 

Ck>lleon’s  pictures  but  this  one  is  not 
 so  good. 

It’s  good  for  one  day  and  that's  all. 
 Again  I 

must  say  I   am  indeed  sorry  Colleen  w
rote  me  on 

the  Inst  report  on  her  picture  that  she  w
as  going 

to  London  to  produce  this  picture.  She
  of  course 

had  good  faith  in  it,  but  alas,  it  turned 
 out  just 

fair.  B\’en  Colleen’s  fans  deserted  her  at
  our 

bo.x  office  on  this.  How  about  a   refund?
  Seven 

reels.- Clarence  Wagner.  Bugg  theatre.  Chicag
o, 

III. — General  patronage. 

SO  BIG:  Colleen  Moore— Fair.  Nothing  like 

or  as  good  as  Sallie.— C.  W.  Tipton.  New  theatre. 

Manila,  •■^rk. — General  patronage. 

HER  SISTER  FROM  PARIS:  Constance  Tal- 

madge— A   No.  1   picture.  You  can’t  go  wrong. 
Eight  reels. — N.  M.  Emmons.  Eagle  theatre.  Eagle 

River,  Wis. — Small  town. 

PAINTED  PEOPLE;  Colleen  Moore — A.  dandy. 

Patrons  well  pleased  and  are  now  askin
g  for 

"Irene,"  which  we  are  glad  to  let  them  know  is
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comiDs  next  week.  Haven't  been  pleasins  Colleen, 
but  will  give  her  a   chanee  at  the  box  office.  Eight 

rec^s. — Gunther  &   Metxger,  Palace  theatre.  Sj-ra- 
case,  — Small  town. 

Fox 

THE  DIXIE  MERCHANT:  Special  cast— Many 

favorable  eoniments  on  this  picture.  Plot  is  not 

heavy  hut  people  looking  for  action  will  apprec- 
iate comedy  touches.  Trotting  horee  race  unique 

but  well  done,  and  interest  sustained  throughout. 

Seven  reels. — Geo.  E.  Fuller.  Play  Ho\ise  theatre. 
Fairhope.  Ala. 

RUSTLING  FOR  CUPID:  Special  cast— A   new 

type  of  Western  that  will  please  any  class.  1 

will  say  Fox  has  the  best  specials  this  year  they 

have  ever  had.  Play  date  April  24.— K.  P.  theatre. 

LaRue.  Ohio. — General  patronage. 

THUNDER  MOUNTAIN:  Madge  Bellamy— A 

good  entertaining  program  picture  for  Saturday. 

Eight  reels. — R.  Pfeiffer.  Princess  theatre.  Chil- 
ton. Wis. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  IRON  HORSE:  George  O’Brien— Fine 

picture.  Pieased  all  my  patrons.  Does  not  com-
 

pare with  •‘The  Covered  Wagon”  in  story,  cast 

or  box  office.  Played  April  3-10.— K.  P.  theatre. 

LaRue.  Ohio. — General  patronage. 

THE  IRON  HORSE:  George  O'Brien— A   won- 

derful historical  picture  of  the  making  of  the 

West.  Didn’t  do  one-fifth  the  business  of  “The 

Covered  Wagon.”  Eleven  reels.— R.  Pf^ffer, 

Pj^eess  theatre.  Chilton,  Wis. — Small  town  pat- 
ronage. 

HEARTS  AND  SPURS:  Buck  Jones — Fairly 

good-  Print  not  up  to  standard-  Presumahly  ^ 

cause  of  its  andent  age.  Five  reels. — M.  J.  Bahin. 

Fwland  theatre.  White  Castle.  La.— General
 

patronage. 

THE  DANCERS:  George  O’Brien— Just  a   fair 

picture.  Good  entertainment  for  some,  but  does 

not  appeal  to  the  majority. — M.  W.  Mattecheck, 

Liberty  theatre.  Kennewick.  Wash. — Local. 

THE  BEST  BAD  hLAS:  Tom  Mix— I   have  read 

many  reports  on  this  subject  and  cannot  under
- 

stand why  exhibitors  report  it  not  up  to  par. 

Although  there  is  considerable  ’'hokum.”  actio
n 

and  comedy  make  it  a   real  program  picture. 

Pleased  my  patrons  100  per  cent  Five  reels. — 

F.  D.  Moore.  Liberty  theatre.  Eobertsdale.  Pa. — 
Small  town. 

THE  FOOL:  Edmund  Lowe — This  picture  is 

very  good  but  not  as  great  as  Fox  would  have 

you  believe.  It  deals  with  present  day  lift  to  some 
extent  and  the  moral  is  conveyed  very  well,  but 

it  takes  too  much  film  to  tell  the  story.  Too 

draggy.  Could  have  been  cut  to  se%-en  reels  to 
TnnVp  a   lot  better  picture.  Nine  reels. — H.  R. 

Berry,  Temple  theatre.  Hartsville,  S.  C. — Small 
town  patroimge. 

ElAST  LYNNE:  Lew  Tellegen — A   real  picture 

but  too  long  for  some  reason.  Ran  this  on  Tues- 
day night  and  not  many  saw  it.  but  few  was 

there  that  never  come  on  Tuesday.  So  must  say 
that  it  was  good  Sunday  show,  would  have  had 

more  on  Sunday  because  of  good  story  and  dif- 
ferent than  lot  of  others.  Nine  reels. — R.  Duba, 

Royal  theatre,  Kimball.  S.  Dak. — General  pat- 
ronage. 

THE  GOLDEN  STRAIN:  Special  cast — Very 

good  program  picture. — R.  B.  Maxwell,  Illinois 
theatre,  Sullivan,  III. — General  patronage. 

DICK  TURPIN:  Tom  Mix — Just  one  or  two 
more  of  this  kind  and  Mix  will  go  down  in  defeat 

here,  as  bis  following  do  not  want  him  in  any 

costume  pictures.  Give  Mix  red  blooded  American 

stories  such  as  Zane  Grey's  and  Mix  is  all  okay. 
But  keep  him  out  of  mediocre  stories.  Seven 

reels. — H.  E.  Berry.  Temple  theatre,  Hartsville, 
S,  C, — Small  town  patronage. 

DICK  TURPIN:  Tom  Mix — Nothing  much  to 
this  one.  Tom  is  out  of  place  in  this  kind  of  a 

picture.  Am  getting  good  films  from  Pox  ex- 
change out  of  Memphis.  Prints  are  all  In  good 

shape, — C.  W.  Tipton,  New  theatre,  Manila,  Ark. 
— Genera]  patronage. 

THE  LUCKY  HORSESHOE;  Tom  Mix— Good 
picture  for  Mix  followers,  only  when  they  dream 

about  what  they  can  do,  it  doesn't  say  they  did  it 
smd  leaves  the  patrons  disappointed.  Mix  is  not 

BO  very  good  here  any  more.  Didn't  get  even  my 
regular  crowd,  but  Uiat  is  not  the  fault  of  the 

picture.  Good  for  small  towns.  Five  reels, — 

R.  Duba,  Royal  theatre.  Kimball,  8.  Dak, — Gen- 
eral patronage. 

THE  WHEEL:  Special  cast — Bight  reels  of 

poor  entertainment.  Don't  buy  this  at  any  price. 
— W,  H.  Brenner,  Cozy  theatre,  Winchester,  Ind. 
— General  patronage. 

RIDERS  OF  THE  PURPLE  SAGE:  Tom  Mix- 
Tom  Mix  is  sure  putting  up  iiom4  real  pictures. 

I   can  say  I   onjo>-ed  a   wonderful  business  on  this 

one.  Six  reels.— Frank  J.  Suttlcr,  Lincoln  theatre, 
Milwaukee.  Wis. — General  patronage. 

A   CONNECTICUT  YANKEE:  Special  cast— 

Flayed  to  good  buslncM  and  aiemed  to  please. 

Sold  at  a   fair  price  and  really  left  a   profit.  Seven 

reels.— F.  E.  Williams.  Orphoum  theatre,  Oelweln. 
lown. — Genornl  patronage. 

DURAND  OF  THE  BAD  LANDS:  Buck 

Jones- Buck,  you  arc  O.  K.  My  patrons  liked 

this  one  and  told  me  so.  Six  rcels.^-S.  H.  Rich. 

Rich  theatre.  Montiwlier.  Idaho. — Small  town. 

]\Ietro-GoldA\'yn-Mayer 
BEVERLY  OF  GRAUSTARK:  Marion  Davies 

  This  is  a   splendid  picture.  Story  taken  from 

the  famous  novel  that  has  been  rend  by  everyone. 

This  should  be  a   very  good  box  office  attraction 
for  you.  Our  business  was  exceptionally  good. 

Seven  reels. — James  D.  Kennedy’.  Apollo  theatre, 
Inthanapolis.  Ind. — Downtown. 

BROWN  OF  HARVARD:  Special  cast— Here 
is  another  knockout.  The  S.  R.  O.  sign  went  up 

before  the  picture  started  and  the  house  was  kept 

in  an  uproar  during  the  entire  performance. 

Film  in  fine  condition  and  boat  rac«  and  foot- 
ball scenes  up  close  and  extra  good.  Comedy 

situations  throughout.  Eight  reels. — Chas.  R. 
Smith.  Prescott  theatre.  Prescott.  Kan.— Small 
town  patronage. 

HIS  SECRETARY:  Norma  Shearer— Good  pro- 

gram offering.  Pleased  100  per  cent.  Norma 
Shearer  favorite  here  and  the  is  making  good,  if 

she  only  gets  the  story  to  work  In  she  can  put 

it  over.  Seven  reels. — H.  R.  Berry.  Temple  thea- 

tre, Hartsville,  S.  C.— Small  town  patronage. 

HIS  SECRETARY:  Norma  Shearei^A  strictly 

first-class  picture  that  ga\’e  100  per  cent  satis- 
faction. Scx-eral  told  me  as  they  went  out  that 

it  was  the  beat  they  ever  saw.  We  had  the 

largest  house  to  date  In  1926.  There  is  enough 

clean  comedy  to  make  the  picture  popular  any- 
where. Seven  reels. — H.  G.  Isbell.  Casino  Dfr 

Luxe  theatre,  Kiowa.  Colo. — General  i»atronage. 

HIS  SECRETARY:  Norma  Shearer— One  of 
the  very  best  comedy^ramas  I   have  had  on  the 
screen  for  a   fortnight.  Folks  went  crazy  about 

IL  Something  that  will  please  almost  any  audi- 
ence or  class.  Eight  reels. — M.  J.  Babin.  Fairy- 

land theatre.  White  Castle.  La.— General  pat- 
ronage. 

HIS  SECRETARY:  Special  cast— A   very  good 

aUraction.  Exceptional  comedy.  Well  acted  and 

produced.  You  must  play  this  one.  It’s  a   knock- out. Metro  has  certainly  made  good  one*  this 

year.  Hoping  they  keep  It  up.  Business  slightly 

better  than  xisual.  Seven  reels. — Clarence  Wag- 

ner, Bugg  theatre,  Chicago,  III. — General  pat- ronage. 

HIS  SECRETARY:  Norma  Shearer— Norma 
Shearer  is  98  per  cent  of  the  reason  I   signed  a 

Metro  contract.  A   clever  picture,  with  a   beauti- 
ful and  clever  star. — R.  B.  Maxwell.  Illinois  thea- 
tre. Sullivan,  III. 

HIS  SECRETARY:  Norma  Shearer— Here  U   a 

picture  that  will  please  any  audience.  Good  com- 
moiucnse  story  and  just  comedy  enough  to  keep 

the  patrons  laughing  all  through  the  show.  Book 

a   Metro  and  you  can’t  go  wrong,  boys.  Seven 
reels. — Chas.  R.  Smith.  Prescott  theatre.  Pres- 

cott,  Kan. — Small  town  patronage. 

DANCE  MADNESS:  Special  cast— An  excellent 
comedy  drama  that  pleased  ail.  Warm  spell  of 
weather  hurt  business.  Six  reels.— A.  G.  Wltwer, 

Grand  theatre.  Rainier,  Ore. — General  patronage. 

THE  AUCTION  BLOCK:  Charles  Ray— A   good 

one  day  picture,  that’s  all.  A   light  comedy,  really 
very  foolish.  Charles  Ray  was  very  good  for  a 

change.  I   hope  he  continues  to  Improve.  He  has 
sure  been  a   lemon  of  late.  Book  it.  It  has 

some  good  laughs.  Seven  reels. — Clarence  Wag- 

ner, Bugg  theatre,  Chicago,  111. — General  pat- ronage. 

MIKE ;   Sally  O’Neil— A   real  good  comedy- 
drama.  Contains  lots  of  laughs  and  n   thrilling 

finish.  A   real  picture  for  Sunday.  Did  not  draw 
well.  Seven  reels. — R.  Pfeiffer,  Princess  theatre, 

Chilton,  Wis. — Small  town  patronage. 

MIKE:  Sally  O’Neil — If  you  have  not  run 
“Mike”  be  sure  and  do  so.  You  can  not  go 

wrong  on  ‘‘Mike.”  Six  reels. — Geo.  Rauonhorat, 
Crystal  theatre,  Fulda,  Minn. — General  patronage. 

MIKE:  Sally  O’NcU — This  Is  a   fair  picture 
end  not  near  the  comedy  that  Metro  tries  to  make 

you  believe.  Go  easy  on  your  promises,  boys. 
Seven  reels. — J.  E.  Draginis,  Grand  theatre, 

Yoakum,  Tex.— General  patronage. 

MIKE:  Sally  O'Neil — Here  Is  a   real  thrilling 

comedy.  All  stars  do  very  good  work.  It's  n 
second  "Mickey,”  but  didn't  do  the  buslnoes. 

Competition.  Nothing  seems  to  go  over  very  big. 
I   have  those  pictures  clrar  on  the  new  house  but 

they  fail  to  g^-l  the  crowds.  Above  nil,  book  It : 

It’s  worth  your  while.  Seven  reels. — Clarence 

Wagner.  Bugg  theatre.  Chicago.  III. — General 

patronage. 
GO  WEST:  BusUt  Keaton — A   very  good  pic- 

ture. Did  the  beet  Monday  night  business  on  this 

picture  that  we  havo  ever  done.  Seven  reels — 
A.  K.  Roeper.  Leeds  theatre.  I-c«ds,  Iowa. — 

Neighborhood. 
GO  WEST:  Buster  Keaton — A   real  good  com- 

edy for  those  who  like  Keaton.  Seven  reels. — 
M.  G.  Price.  Novelty  theatre,  Paris,  Idaho.— 

General  patronage. 

SUN  UP:  Conrad  Nagle — A   very  good  pic- 

ture :   pleased  90  per  cent.  Played  April  20.— 
K.  P.  theatre.  LaRue.  Ohio. — General  patronage. 

SOUL.MATES:  Aileen  Pringel— Very  good 

story  with  some  good  humor  and  well  produced. 

Business  only  fair,  however.  Six  reels.— A.  G. 

Wltwer.  Grand  theatre.  Rainier.  Ore.— General 

i>atronage. 

EXCHANGE  OF  WIVES:  Special  coat— Good 

comedy  drama.  Pleased  all.  Six  rods.— M.  G. 

Price.  Novelty  theatre.  Paris.  Idaho. — General 
patronage. 

THE  TOWER  OF  LIES:  Lon  Chaney— 'The 
names  of  the  stars  help  the  picture,  otherwise  a 

flop.  We  did  fair  business.  Lon  Chaney’s  act- 

ing was  very  good  In  this  picture.  Nine  reel*. — 
Robert  Kmsier.  Penn  theatre.  Philadelphia.  Pa. — 
General  patronage. 

THE  ONLY  THING:  Special  cast— Had  fairly 

good  house.  Picture  liked  by  most  of  them.  A 
few  thought  there  was  too  much  kissing  and  not 

enough  comedy.  Photography  good.  Personalty 
I   think  it  a   gowl  small  town  picture  for  any  night 

In  the  week.  Six  reels."  H.  G.  Isbell.  Aslno 

DeLuke  theatre.  Kiowa,  Colo.— General  patronage. 

LIGHTS  OF  OLD  BROADWAY:  Marlon 

Davies— Very  good.  Se^'en  reels.— M.  G.  Price, 
Novelty  theatre.  Paris.  Idaho.— General  patronage. 

UGIITS  OF  OLD  BROADWAY:  Marlon 
Davies — Good  program  picture.  Buy  it  right,  run 

It  two  days  regular  admlaslon,  advertise  It.  get 

them  In.  It  will  please  86  per  cent.  Seven  reels. 
— H.  R,  Berry.  Temple  theatre.  HarUvllle,  S.  C. 
— Small  town  patronage. 

THE  MERRY  WIDOW:  Mae  Murray— A   great 

picture,  boys.  Buy  this  one.  advertise  It  hlg.  and 
watch  them  fall  in  line.— L.  C.  Bahmeau,  Palace 

theatre.  Chatham.  N.  Dak. — Genera!  patronage. 

THE  MERRY  WIDOW:  Mae  Murray— One  of 

the  very  best  pictures  of  the  year.  While  It  did 

not  break  any  records  at  the  box  office.  It  pleased 

all  who  taw  it.  John  Gilbert  Is  sure  fine  In  this 

one.  Ten  reels.— M.  G.  Price.  Novelty  theatre. 
Paris,  Idaho. — General  patronage. 

THE  RECOIL:  Special  cast — Personally  didn’t 

like  It  at  all :   nobody  came  to  aoe  It  ao  It  didn't matter.  After  paying  expresa  charges,  was  in 
the  "red."  Film  In  rather  poor  condition.  Seven 

reels.— G.  F.  Redlske,  Star  theatre.  Ryegale. 
Mont. — Small  town. 

PRETTY  LADIES:  Special  cast— Good  Jazzy 

comedy  drama,  not  the  b«t  picture  In  the  world 
for  small  town.  Played  to  poor  business  but  had 

many  favorable  comments.  Six  reels. — F.  D- 

Moore,  Liberty  theatre.  Robertsdalo.  Pa. — Small 
town. 

THE  WHITE  DESERT:  Clalro  Windsor— DU- 

appolnted.  Picture  not  real.  Scenery  saves  pic- 
ture from  being  just  ordinary. — M.  W.  MoU<^ 

check.  Liberty  theatre,  Kennewick,  Wash. — Small town. 

NEVER  THE  TWAIN  SHALL  MEET:  Anlln 
Stewart — Good  picture.  Stop  on  It,  boys,  and  you 

won’t  lose.  Not  a   special  but  will  please  the 

crowd.  Eight  reels.- N.  M.  Emmons,  Eagle  thea- 
tre, Eagle  River,  Wis   Small  town. 

OLD  CLOTHES:  Jacklo  Coogan— As  good  as 

any  Coogan  picture  wo  have  ovor  run.  Jackie 
draws  a   good  percentage  of  the  kids  but  the 
adults  will  not  come  out  to  see  him  here.  Six 

rfola. — M.  G.  Price,  Novelty  theatre,  Paris,  Idaho. — General  patronage. 

ZANDER  THE  GREAT:  Marlon  Dnvlcs-^usf- 

a   good  program  picture.  Eight  reels. — R.  W.  Hud- 
son, Strand  theatre,  North  Loup,  Neb. — General patronage. 

Paramount 

8EA  HORSES:  Jack  Holt— A   very  good  sc« 

picture.  Patrons  wore  pleased.  Jack  Holt  ana 
Floronco  Vidor  at  their  beat.  Business  was  fair 

on  account  of  warm  weather.  Eight  reels.- 

Robert  Koaslor,  Bonn  theatre,  Philndclphiu,  Pn.-“ General  patronage. 
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THE  BUND  GODDESS:  Special  cast— A   gr
eat 

picture.  It  has  an  abundance  of  thrills,  
comedy 

and  tense  acUng.  Cast,  well,  look  the
m  over. 

You  know  what  Ernest  Torrence  means  
to  the 

box  office,  and  Esther  Ralston  is  a   sure  star
.  She 

is  one  of  the  most  attractive  blond  beauti
es  of 

the  screen.  Jack  Holt  and  Louise  Dresser
  are 

also  exceptionally  good.  Don’t  be  afraid  o
f  this 

one.  Sight  reels. — James  D.  Kennedy.  Apollo 

theatre,  Indianapolis.  Ind.— Downtown.
 

DANCING  MOTHERS:  Special  cast — A   very 

good  drama,  very  well  produced,  fine  photography, 

very  well  acted.  The  ending  disappointed  
our 

people  very  much.  Why  do  they  make  su
ch  end- 

ings? In  all,  a   very  good  attraction.  Book  it. 

It  will  please  in  spite  of  the  ending.  Did  a   f
airly 

good  business  on  this  picture.  Bight  r
eels.— 

Clarence  Wagner,  Bugg  theatre,  Chicago,  111
. — 

General  patronage. 

behind  the  FRONT:  Special  cast — If  Beery 

and  Hatton  make  one  more  comedy  as  good  as 

this,  Harold  Lloyd  might  as  well  take  his  mi
llion 

dollars  and  retire.  Tie  up  with  the  Legion  an
d 

go  after  this  one  hard.  The  ex-service  me
n  es- 

pecially will  get  a   big  kick  out  of  it.  Six  reels.— 

H.  J.  Eagan,  American  theatre,  Manitowa,  W
is. — 

Small  town. 

BEHIND  THE  FRONT:  Special  cast — A   very 

good  comedy.  Give  us  pictures  like  this  
and 

enough  said.  Business  was  very  good.  Had  
it 

booked  for  three  days  and  tried  to  keep  it  a 

week  but  the  print  had  to  go  up  state.  Wallace 

Beerv  a   wonder.  Six  reels.' — Robert  Kessler.  Benn 

theatre.  Philadelphia,  Pa.— General  patronage. 

THAT  ROYLE  GIRL:  W.  C.  Fields— You  can 

see  the  hand  of  the  master  all  the  way  through 

in  this  picture.  I   would  call  it  a   special  of  the 

first  class.  My  patrons  were  divided.  It  did  not 

draw  against  strong  opposition,  but  no  fault  of 

picture.  The  title  is  against  it.  as  is  the  adver- 

tising. But,  boy.  the  picture  is  there  if  you  can 

appreciate  good  acting  and  directing.  Ten  reels.
 

  S.  H.  Rich,  Rich  theatre,  Montpelier,  Idaho.— 
Small  town. 

THAT  ROYLE  GIRL:  Carol  Dempster— A   good 

picture  but  price  is  too  high  to  make  anything. 

Did  not  permit  children  on  this  and  got  a 

crowd  the  first  night.  Ten^eels. — J.  E.  Draginis. 

Grand  theatre.  Yoakum,  Tex.— General  patronage. 

THE  UNTAMED  LADY:  Gloria  Swanson— One 

of  Gloria's  best,  but  somehow  people  in  our  town 

do  not  care  for  her.  Seven  reels. — Geo.  Rauen- 

horst.  Crystal  theatre,  Fulda.  Minn. — General 
patronage. 

FOR  HEAVEN’S  SAKE:  Harold  Lloyd— Very 

good  Lloyd  comedy.  Good  for  Sunday.  Six  reels. 

—Geo.  Rauenhorst,  Crystal  theatre.  Fulda,  Minn. 

— General  patronage. 

FOR  HEAVEN’S  SAKE:  Harold  Lloyd— Posi- 

tively the  weakest  one  this  star  ever  made.  My 

patrons  still  howling  about  the  60  cents.  Lloyd 

is  slipping  fast  here.  Six  reels. — J.  E.  Draginis, 

Grand  theatre,  Yoakum,  Tex.— General  patronage. 

THE  AMERICAN  VENUS:  Fay  Lanphier— 

Had  more  good  comments  on  this  picture  than 

any  other  for  a   long  time.  Efight  reels. — E.  H. 

Brechler,  Opera  House,  Fennimore,  Wis. — General 
patronage. 

WOMANHANDLED:  Richard  Dix — Played  two 

days  to  very  good  audience.  It  was  a   funny  pro- 
duction and  drew  plenty  of  laughs  from  our 

crowds.  It  did  not  draw  any  too  strong  at  the 

box  office.  Little  Miss  Ralston’s  charming  per- 

sonality helped  make  this  show  attractive.  Seven 

reels. — C.  A.  Anglemire,  Y   theatre,  Nazareth,  Pa. 
— Better  class  patronage. 

WOMANHANDLED:  Richard  Dix— A   good 

sequel  to  "Manhandled.”  However,  we  were  un- 

able to  get  the  people  out  to  this  one.  No  fault 

of  the  picture.  Seven  reels. — A.  H.  Roeper.  Leeds 

theatre,  Leeds,  Iowa. — Neighborhood  patronage. 

THE  VANISHING  AMERICAN:  Richard  Dix 

— An  excellent  production,  but  did  not  draw  as 

well  as  we  expected.  Not  the  fault  of  the  pic- 

ture, though,  as  all  who  saw  it  liked  it. — R.  W. 

Hudson,  Strand  theatre.  North  Loup,  Neb. — Gen- 
eral patronage. 

MISS  BREWSTER’S  MILLIONS:  Bebe  Dan- 

iels— A   pretty  good  comedy  drama,  but  star  is 
capable  of  doing  better.  Appeal  60  per  cent. 

Seven  reels. — J.  E.  Draginis.  Grand  theatre.  Yoa- 
kum, Tex. — General  patronage. 

THE  VANISHING  AMERICAN;  Richard  Dix 

— One  exceptional  attraction  produced  on  an  elab- 
orate scale.  With  all  its  advertising  and  6,000 

rotos  out  on  it,  I   could  not  do  any  business  to 

Warrant  me  paying  what  I   did  for  the  film.  This 

is  the  second  big  one  from  Paramount  that 

flopped.  It's  very  good :   book  it,  but  watch  your 

rental.  Ten  reels.— Clarence  Wagner.  Bugg  the- 
atre, Chicago.  III. — General  patronage. 

9he  oniy  Magazine  devo- 
ted Exclusively  to  Theatre 

Consiruedon,  Equipment 

and  Operatforij  is  pub- 
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every  fourth  issue  of 

'Exhibitors  Herald" 

THE  VANISHING  AMERICAN:  Richard  Dix 

— A   fine  story,  a   fine  east,  and  a   fine  picture, 
that  is  all  anyone  could  ask.  Good  for  the  box 

office.  Played  it  April  16-17. — K.  P.  theatre.  La 

Rue,  Ohio. — General  patronage. 

A   KING  ON  MAIN  STREET:  Adolphe  Men- 

jou. — Just  a   fair  picture. — Seven  reels. — B.  H. 
Brechler.  Opera  House,  Fennimore.  Wis. — Gen- 

eral patronage. 

MISS  BREWSTER'S  MILLIONS:  Bebe  Dan- 
iels— A   very  silly  picture  indeed.  Our  patrons 

very  much  disgusted  with  it.  A   very  faint  at- 
tempt at  comedy.  Very  poor  business,  and  I   ran 

it  on  Sunday  at  that.  Please  don't  kill  Bebe 

Daniels  in  junk  like  this.  She's  really  too  good 
for  that.  Seven  reels. — Clarence  Wagner,  Bugg 

theatre,  Chicago,  III. — General  patronage. 

MISS  BREWSTER’S  MILLIONS:  Bebe  Daniels 

—All  Bebe  Daniels’  have  been  good.  Enough  com- 

edy in  this  one.  Our  patrons  like  her  very  much. 

Seven  reels. — Geo.  Rauenhoi-st,  Crystal  theatre, 

Fulda,  Minn. — General  patronage. 

THE  ANCIENT  HIGHWAY;  Jack  Holt— Very, 

very  good.— W.  E.  Swarthout,  Palace  theatre, 

Aurora,  Ind. — General  patronage. 

THE  WANDERER:  Special  cast — A   wonder- 

ful production  from  every  standpoint,  on  an 

equal  with  "The  Ten  Commandments”  as  far  a
s 

entertainment  value  is  concerned,  but  will  not  d
o 

one-third  the  business,  as  it  is  not  sold  to  th
e 

public.  "The  Wanderer’’  can  be  compared  to 

"The  Ten  Commandments”  as  “The  Iron
  Horse’’ 

is  to  "The  Covered  Wagon."  One  is  sold  to  the 

public  while  the  other  is  equal  in  every  resp
ect, 

and  perhaps  not  get  the  money  at  the  box  
office. 

We  installed  a   new  Reproduso  pipe  organ  in
  our 

theatre,  and  our  patrons  were  high  i
n  their 

praise  for  it.  It  enables  a   small  town  theat
re  to 

give  their  patrons  that  city  atmosphe
re.  Don't 

see  how  we  ever  got  along  with  a   player  pi
ano. 

Nine  reels. — Gunther  &   Metzger.  Palace  theat
re. 

Syracuse,  Neb.— Small  town  patronage. 

THE  WANDERER:  Special  cast— Her
e  it  is. 

The  gi-and  flop  of  the  season.  I   was  aga
inst  buy- 

ing such  a   picture  for  my  house  from  th
e  very 

start,  but  they  sold  me  the  idea  to  p
ut  out  rotos 

on  this  and  it  would  do  business.  6,
000  rotos. 

newspaper  advertising,  and  yet  a   g
lorious  flop. 

A   very  good  picture  indeed,  but  
not  what  the 

picture  going  public  care  to  waste 
 their  time  on. 

I   see  Paramount  has  still  another  com
ing  without 

any  popular  stars,  made  in  Europ
e.  Perhaps  an- 

other piece  of  junk  like  all  the  rest  of
  the  for- 

dgn  pictures.  No  doubt  they  mil
  try  and  wish 

it  on  all  poor  independent  exhibitor
s  for  a   high 

rental.  God  forbid :   this  class  of  stuff  don't  go  and 

I   don’t  mean  maybe.  Nine  reels. — 
Clarence  Wag- 

ner, Bugg  theatre,  Chicago.  111.— 
General  pat- 

ronage. 

THE  WANDERER;  Special  cast— This  picture 

sure  fell  flat,  but  a   wonderful  prod
uction.  People 

do  not  care  for  Biblical  plays. 
 Ten  reels.— Geo. 

Rauenhorst,  Crystal  theatre,  
Fulda,  Minn.— Gen- 

eral patronage. 

THE  TROUBLE  WITH  WIVES
:  Florence 

Vidor — A   very  nice  comedy  drama,
  but  fell  ̂ t 

on  this  one.  Seven  reels. — Fi-ank
  J.  Suttler,  Lin- 

coln theatre.  Milwaukee,  Wis.— General 
 patronage. 

HE  PONY  EXPRESS:  Special  
cast — Picture 

a   business  poor,  owing  to  aird
ome  showing. 

reels.   L.  R.  Ledou,  Home  Town 
 Airdome, 

>el,  Kan. — General  patronage. 

HE  PONY  EXPRESS:  Special  
cast— More  in- 

ating  than  "The  Covered  Wagon’
’  but  did  not 

w   the  people  for  us.— Royal  thea
tre,  Gardner, 

1. — General  patronage. 

HE  SPLENDID  CRIME;  Bebe
  Daniels— In- 

sting crook  story.  Not  much  comedy.  S
traight 

drama.  Well  produced  and  well  acted.  Good  for 

the  kind. — Philip  Rand,  Re.x  theatre,  Salmon, 
Idaho. — General  patronage. 

OLD  HOME  WEEK:  Thomas  Meighan — Just 
a   clean,  wholesome  picture,  suitable  for  any  class 

of  theatre.  Seven  reels. — Frank  J.  Suttler,  Lin- 
coln theatre,  Milwaukee,  Wis. 

OLD  HOME  WEEK:  Thomas  Meighan — Good 

ns  any  of  Meighan's  lately.  Better  than  many. 
— Royal  theatre,  Gardner.  Kan. — General  patron- 

age. A   KISS  FOR  CINDERELLA:  Betty  Bronson 

—A  beautiful,  lavish  production.  A   whimsical 

story  wherein  a   London  “slavey”  lives  in  dreams 
of  romance  and  while  asleep  on  the  cold  doorstep 
dreams  that  she  takes  the  leading  role  in  the  fairy 

tale  Cinderella,  the  fairy  story.  However,  is 
fashioned  after  the  manner  of  her  ideas  and  is 

very  humorous.  Betty  Bronson,  Esther  Ralston 
and  Tom  Moore  make  a   happy  trio.  We  ran  a 
matinee  for  children  and  one  night  for  adults, 

just  breaking  even.  Very  glad  we  ran  it,  a.s  the 
children  adored  it. — Philip  Rand.  Rex  theatre, 

Salmon,  Idaho. — General  patronage. 

SEVEN  KEYS  TO  BALDPATE:  Douglas  Mac- 
Lean — Good  little  comedy.  Pleased  the  people. 

Something  different :   that’s  what  they  want. 
Seven  reels. — C.  M.  Vail,  Blende  theatre,  Benton, 
Wis. — General  patronage. 

SEVEN  KEYS  TO  BALDPATE:  Dougins  Mac- 

Lean — Dandy,  but  one  mistake,  the  cut-in  to  the 
book  that  was  being  written  was  too  confusing 

for  the  audience  to  get.  It  spoiled  an  otherwise 

splendid  story. — Royal  theatre.  Gardner.  Kan. — 
General  patronage. 

THE  MAN  WHO  FOUND  HIMSELF:  Thomas 

Meighan — A   picture  that  is  only  fair  in  enter- 
tainment value  and  minus  as  a   box  office  attrac- 

tion. It  should  be  bought  at  a   very  low  rental  or 

not  at  all.  I   paid  a   little  more  than  average  rental 

for  it  and  had  the  poorest  Sunday  opening  in  sev- 
eral months.  One  of  those  kind  of  pictures  dur- 

ing which,  for  no  reason  at  all,  you  find  yourself 

casting  your  eyes  about  the  theatre  with  no  inter- 
est for  the  picture.  Seven  reels. — W.  H.  Brenner, 

Cozy  theatre,  Winchester,  Ind. — General  patron- 

age. 
WILD,  WILD  SUSAN:  Bebe  Daniels — A   good 

comedy  feature  with  Miss  Daniels.  It  was  a   beU 

ter  picture  than  her  last  one.  We  had  our  first 
April  shower,  which  killed  our  chances  for  a   good 
crowd.  It  is  a   fair  good  program  picture.  Six 
reels.— C.  A.  Anglemire.  Y   theatre,  Nazareth,  Pa. 
— Better  class  patronage. 

THE  NIGHT  CLUB,  HANDS  UP,  MISS  BLUE- 

BEARD: Raymond  Griffith— We  like  this  star 

and  so  do  our  patrons.  In  the  above  pictures  he 

is  the  whole  show.— Royal  theatre,  Gardner,  Kan. 
— General  patronage. 

LOVERS  IN  QUARANTINE:  Bebe  Daniels— 

This  is  the  kind  of  a   picture  for  our  patrons; 

plenty  of  comedy  to  please  anyone.  Many  came 

back  the  second  night,  Book  it  and  boost  it,  bc^ 

cause  results  will  be  pleasing.  Six  reels. — C.  W. 

Docter,  May  theatre,  Mayville.  Wis. — General  
pat- ronage. 

EMPTY  HANDS:  Special  cast— An  excellen
t 

entertaining  picture :   the  outdoors  scenes  are  won- 

derful. Had  several  nice  comments  on  this  one; 

pleased  about  90  per  cent.  Title  has  no  d
rawing 

power.  Draw  from  country  and  smell 
 town. 

Seven  reels.— Carl  Anderka,  Cozy  theatre,  Oran
ge 

Grove,  Tex.— General  patronage. 

THE  STREET  OF  FORGOTTEN  MEN:  S
pecial 

Cast — A   very  good  program  picture.  Sev
en 

  B.  H.  Brechler,  Opera  House,  Fennimore,
  Wis. 

— General  patronage. 

STAGE  STRUCK;  Gloria  Swanso
n— We  ran 

this  two  days  to  poor  business.  I
t  is  a   fair 

Swanson  picture  and  the  parts  in  Te
chnicolor  are 

very  interesting  and  different  to  
look  at.  Our 

patrons  don’t  like  these  kind  of  s
hows.  Seven 

reels,— C.  A.  Anglemire.  Y   theatre.  NazA
reth,  Pa. 

  Better  class  patronage. 

STAGE  STRUCK:  Gloria  Swans
on— Never  have 

seen  as  badly  miscast  picture  in
  my  life.  Swan- 

son looked  80  out  of  place.  She  i
s  far  from 

suited  for  this  typo  of  picture.  She  can  onl
y  ̂ se 

and  if  the  gorgeous  gowns  are 
 left  out  she  U   a 

flop,  and  that  Is  just  what  
"Stage  Steuck  is. 

The  first  and  last  reels  are  good
  for  the  eye  so 

far  as  beauty  goes,  but  the  p
icture  as  a   ̂ ^o  e 

is  a   failure.  Seven  reels. — H.  R.
  Henry,  Temple 

>JEW  BROOMS:  Bessie  Love — 
Nice  little  com- 

)   drama.  Pleased  large  crow
d.  With  the  ex- 

)tion  of  a   little  overacting  on
  part  of  Neil 

.milton  it  was  entirely  satisfac
tory.  Six  rwls. 

Z.  M.  Vail.  Blende  theatre,  B
enton.  Wis.— Gen- 

ii patronage. 

NOT  SO  LONG  AGO;  Bett
y  Bronson— Just 
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fair.  Seven  reels. — E.  H.  Brechler,  Opera  House, 

Fennimore,  Wis. — General  patronage. 

THE  TEN  COMMANDMENTS;  Special  cast— 
A   mighty  fine  production.  The  ones  that  come 

only  once  a   year  praised  it  very  much,  the  reg- 

ulars aaid  didn’t  like  it  as  well  as  "Covered 

Wagon."  A   few  left  in  the  third  reel.  Didn’t 

do  anywhere  near  the  business  that  "Covered 
Wagon"  did.  It’s  a   wonderful  picture  and  should 

be  played  in  every  house.  Eleven  reels. — G.  F. 

Rcdiske,  Star  theatre,  Ryegate,  Mont. — Small  town 
patronage. 

TOO  MANY  KISSES;  Special  cast — Here  is  a 

dandy  picture  with  a   very  poor  title.  We  sim- 

ply can't  get  them  in  with  a   title  of  this  kind 
and  it  really  had  nothing  whatever  to  do  with 

the  picture.  Richard  Dix  and  the  other  members 
of  the  cast  do  well,  and  the  picture  itself  is  very 

good,  but  Oh,  that  title  1—S.  H.  Rich,  Rich  theatre, 
Montpelier,  Idaho. — Small  town  patronage. 

MEN  AND  WOMEN:  Richard  Dix— A   very 
good  picture  with  Dix  in  a   different  role  than  he 

usually  plays.  Pleased  100  per  cent.  Seven  reels. 

— A.  H.  Roeper,  Leeds  theatre,  Leeds,  la. — ^Neigh- 
borhood patronage. 

A   SON  OF  HIS  FATHER:  Warner  Baxter— A 

very  good  business  on  this  picture.  Best  Wednes- 

day and  Thursday  we  have  had  since  "Pony  Ex- 
press.” It  will  please  90  per  cent.  A   higher  class 

Western  with  thrills,  humor  and  pathos.  Seven 
reels. — A.  H.  Roeper,  Leeds  theatre,  Leeds,  Iowa. 

— Neighborhood  patronage. 

NEW  BROOMS:  Special  cast — Just  another 

good  program  picture. — .Frank  J.  Suttler,  Lincoln 

theatre,  Milwaukee,  Wis. — General  patronage. 

THE  COAST  OF  FOLLY:  Gloria  S^vanBon— It’s 

just  a   picture  that  the  grown-ups  will  like :   that's 
about  all  I   can  say.  Seven  reels. — Frank  J.  Sut- 

tler, Lincoln  theatre,  Milawukee,  Wis. — General 
patronage. 

BEGGAR  ON  HORSEBACK:  Special  cast— 
Say,  boys,  if  you  ever  saw  a   big  dream,  here  it 
is.  Rotten  at  that.  No  one  satisfied  whatever,  but 

they  came  to  see  something  different  than  what 
they  did  see.  Shows  like  this  hurt  me  and  now 

when  I   put  out  a   Paramoimt  poster  they’ll  go 
the  other  way.  Eight  reels. — R.  Duba.  Royal 

theatre.  Kimball,  S.  D. — General  patronage. 

THE  DRESSMAKER  FROM  PARIS;  Ernest 

Torrence — Very  good  picture  with  some  exception- 
ally good  style  show  scenes,  lots  of  laughter  and 

some  sad  places,  but  in  whole  very  good.  To  run 
a   show  like  this  makes  a   fellow  feel  better  that 
he  is  in  business.  Good  for  Sunday  or  any  day. 

Seven  reels. — R.  Duba,  Royal  theatre,  Kimball, 

S.  D. — General  patronage. 

WILD  HORSE  MESA:  Jack  Holt— A   real  good 

picture  of  Arizona  country  with  a   real  star.  Jack 

Holt.  That's  the  kind  of  pictures  people  like  to 
see  Jack  in.  Somehow  I   could  not  get  them  in 

and  therefore  did  not  make  any  money,  but  those 

who  saw  it  were  well  pleased  and  more.  too.  It’s 
real  good;  step  on  it,  because  it  is  a   Zane  Grey. 

Eight  reels. — R.  Duba,  Royal  theatre,  Kimball, 
S.  D. — General  patronage. 

FORBIDDEN  PARADISE:  Pola  Negri— Had 

rain  when  we  played  this,  so  I   don’t  know  if  the 
picture  did  not  draw  or  the  rain  prevented  the 

people  from  coming.  Personally.  I   liked  this  one ; 

good  acting  and  photographic  work.  Draw  from 

small  town.  Eight  reels. — Carl  Andcrka,  Cozy 

theatre.  Orange  Grove,  Tex. — General  patronage. 

HANDS  UP:  Raymond  Griffith — These  super- 

burlcsQues  don’t  get  over  here.  Griffith  is  good 
but  he  should  have  stories  with  at  least  a   sem- 

blance of  sense.  Seven  reels. — P.  G.  Estee,  S.  T. 

theatre,  Parker,  S.  D. — Small  town  patronage. 

HANDS  UP;  Corinne  Griffith — ^They  should 

label  this  particular  production  "Hands  Off."  and 
stick  it  way  back  in  a   corner  of  the  exchange  and 

forget  about  it.  Surely  is  terrible ;   had  more  dis- 
satisfied patrons  on  this  than  on  a   dozen  other 

poor  ones  I   have  run.  Seven  reels. — C.  W.  Docter. 

May  theatre.  Mayville,  Wis. — General  patronage. 
A   WANDERER  OF  THE  WASTELAND;  Jack 

Holt — ^The  first  all-colored  picture  we  have  ever 
seen.  Patrons  pleased  and  usual  Zane  Grey  pa- 

trons attending.  Threatening  storm  on  Saturday 

night  cut  down  the  attendance  somewhat.  Seven 

reels. — Gunther  &   Metzger,  Palace  theatre,  Syra- 
cuse, Neb. — Small  town  patronage. 

Pathe 

STOP— LOOK— LISTEN:  Larry  Semon — This 
picture  broke  all  attendance  records  for  two  days, 

but  don’t  see  why,  becaxise  many  of  his  two  reel- 
ers  contained  more  laughs  and  went  by  unnoticed. 

I   give  it  up.  Six  reels. — F.  E.  Williams,  Orpheum 
theatre,  Oelweln,  Iowa. — General  patronage. 

PERCY :   Special  cast — ^Taken  from  story,  "Des- 

ert Fiddler.”  Showed  this  to  capacity  business  In 

conjunction  with  Fiddler’s  Contest.  Would  have 
pleased  if  photography  was  halfway  good,  but  it 

wasn’t.  Six  reels. — F.  E.  Williams,  Orpheum  the- 

atre, Oelwein,  Iowa. — General  patronage. 

DYNAMITE  SMITH:  Charles  Ray — Six  reels 
of  bunk.  In  the  same  cla-ss  as  all  the  rest  of  the 

Rays  I   have  shown. — K.  P.  theatre,  LaRue,  Ohio. 
— General  patronage. 

BLACK  CYCLONE:  Rex — Drew  a   good  crowd 

and  pleased  all.  Six  reels. — ^E.  H.  Brechler,  Opera 

House,  Fennimore,  Wis. — General  patronage. 

GIRL  SHY,  A   DOG’S  LIFE:  Harold  Lloyd. 
Charley  Chaplin — We  ran  both  of  these  the  same 
night,  second  run  for  both.  They  drew  well  and 

it  is  surprising  the  number  of  people  who  will 
come  back  the  second  time.  They  are  both  extra 

good. — S.  H.  Rich,  Rich  theatre,  Montpelier,  Idaho. 
— Small  town  patronage. 

SAFETY  LAST:  Harold  Lloyd— A   fairly  good 

picture  which  did  not  get  many  laughs  from  our 
patrons.  Lloyd  is  almost  silly  at  times.  His 

pictures  will  draw  about  average  business  and 
nothing  more.  You  had  better  spend  your  efforts 
on  a   star  that  means  move  money  to  you.  Seven 
reals.— W.  T.  Davis  &   Son,  Rialto  theatre,  Sharon, 

Wis. — General  patronage. 

Principal 

THE  MINE  WITH  THE  IRON  DOOR;  Special 

cast — Very  mediocre  picture.  Ran  it  as  a   special 

at  40-20  cents  and  made  a   little  but  was  disap- 
pointed in  the  play.  It  lacked  action.  Riding  of 

the  actors  a   joke.  Dorothy  Mackaill  very  wooden. 
Robert  Frazer  as  Natachee  was  very  fine,  better 

than  Dix  in  "The  Vanishing  American.”  Harold 

Bell  Wright’s  name  drew  very  well.  Go  slowly 

on  your  promises  if  you  play  this.  Don't  pay  any 
extra  price,  either.  We  paid  too  much. — ^Philip 
Rand.  Rex  theatre,  Salmon,  Idaho. — General  pat- 
ronage. 

THE  MINE  WITH  THE  IRON  DOOR:  Special 

cast — If  we  bad  received  a   good  print  on  this  pic- 
ture I   believe  it  would  have  been  a   truly  satisfying 

offering.  But  the  print  we  got  was  the  worst  we 

ever  received  since  we  went  into  the  picture  busi- 
ness several  years  ago,  16  splices  in  one  reel,  113 

in  another  and  so  on.  Eight  reels. — W.  J.  Shoup, 

DeLuxe  theatre,  Spearvllle,  Kan. — Small  town  pat- 
ronage. 

Prod.  Dist.  Corp. 

THREE  FACES  EAST;  Special  cast— They  are 

still  talking  about  how  good  this  one  was.  Be- 
lieve it  is  about  the  best  picture  P.  D.  C.  have 

made.  Everyone  enjoyed  it.  Paper  on  it  very 

good.  Picture  will  stand  up  to  all  the  advertising 

you  want  to  put  on  it.  Ehght  reels. — Leaman  Mar- 

shall. Iris  theatre,  Terrell,  Tex. — General  pat- 
ronage. 

BRAVEHEART:  Rod  LaRoeque — Not  near  so 

good  a   picture  as  P.  D.  C.  would  have  you  be- 
lieve. Only  a   program  picture  and  pleased  about 

75  per  cent.  Seven  reels. — Leaman  Marshall,  Iris 

theatre,  Terrell,  Tex. — General  patronage. 

THE  ROAD  TO  YESTERDAY:  Vera  Reynolds 

— Not  as  good  as  expected.  Too  long  and  not  in- 
teresting. Had  a   good  house  but  not  a   one  good 

word  from  anyone.  Ten  reels. — C.  W.  Docter, 
May  theatre,  Mayville,  Wis. — General  patronage. 

FRIENDLY  ENEMIES;  Weber  and  Fields- 

Good  program  picture.  Six  reels. — R.  Pfeiffer, 
Princess  theatre,  Chilton,  Wis. — Small  town  pat- 
ronage. 

THE  CRIMSON  RUNNER:  Priscilla  Dean— 
Would  consider  this  only  a   fair  program  picture 

and  a   poor  drawing  card.  Six  reels.^ — R.  Pfeiffer, 
Princess  theatre,  Chilton,  Wis. — Small  town  pat- 
ronage. 

United  Artists 

THE  EAGLE:  Rudolph  Valentino — Another 
United  Artists  flop  at  the  box  office.  Nothing  in 

particular  wrong  with  the  picture,  but  didn’t 
seem  to  pull  them  out.  Played  another  picture 
following  night  at  half  the  rental  to  S.  R.  O. 

Something  wrong  with  the  "Eagle.”  Someone 
must  have  clipped  his  wings.  Seven  reels. — Gun- 

ther &   Metzger,  Palace  theatre,  Syracuse,  Neb.— 
Small  town  patronage. 

THE  EAGLE;  Rudolph  Valentino— A   very  well 
directed  and  acted  picture.  Wonderful  settings. 
Business  absolutely  terrible.  Poor  Valentino  is 

going  just  as  he  came,  and  that  is  fast.  It  really 

was  a   shame  to  waste  Valentino  !n  this  great  pro- 
duction. Someone  else  might  have  had  better 

drawing  power,  thus  giving  a   chance  to  do  more 
business.  Seven  reels. — Clarence  Wagner,  Bugg 

theatre.  Chicago,  III. — General  patronage. 

TUMBLEWEEDS;  William  S.  Hart — Good  story 

with  historical  foundation.  Pleased.  Seven  reels. 

— P.  G.  Estee,  S.  T.  theatre,  Parker,  S.  D. — Small 

town  patronage. 

DON  Q,:  Douglas  Fairbanks — This  is  a   mighty 

good  picture  and  pleased  our  people. — E.  \V. 
Swarthout,  Palace  theatre,  Aurora,  Ind. — General 

patronage. 

DON  Q:  Douglas  Fairbanks — One  of  Fairbanks’ 
best  offerings,  but  we  are  unable  to  make  any 

money  on  United  Artists  products.  Entirely  too 
high  for  small  town.  Same  class  of  product  can 

be  bought  from  any  other  producer  at  half  the 
rental. — Gunther  &   Metzger,  Palace  theatre,  Syra- 

cuse, Neb. — Small  town  patronage. 

TUMBLEWEEDS:  William  S.  Hart — A   good 

historical  picture  of  a   Western  land  rush.  Plenty 
of  comedy  and  action.  Kart  not  liked  by  the 

ladies,  which  kept  many  town  people  away  but 
drew  good  country  business.  As  price  Was  pretty 

high,  didn’t  make  much.  Eight  reels. — R.  Pfeif- 

fer, Princess  theatre,  Chilton,  Wis. — Small  town 

patronage. 
TUMBLEWEEDS:  William  S.  Harl— The  best 

Hart  picture  I   have  ever  seen,  but  even  at  that 
I   would  not  call  it  a   special.  The  land  rush  is 

the  only  big  thing  about  it.  At  regular  prices  it 

will  please  at  Western  fans.  Seven  reels. — M.  G. 

Price,  Novelty  theatre,  Paris,  Idaho. — General  pat- 
ronage. 

WILD  JUSTICE:  Peter  the  Great — A   very  good 

show  for  a   Saturday  night  here  in  Nazareth. 

Had  good  crowds  and  they  were  very  well  pleased 

with  it.  Brought  the  youngsters  out  in  droves. 

The  dog  is  very  well  trained.  Had  an  excellent 

print.  Some  of  the  photography  was  rather  dark 
at  spots.  Six  reels. — C.  A.  Anglemire,  Y   theatre, 
Nazareth.  Pa. — Better  class  patronage. 

DREAM  STREET;  Special  cast — Just  a   little 

too  heavy  for  small  towm.  Picture  fine.  Sub- 
titles were  particularly  striking.  The  highbrows 

said  "Amen”  to  it  and  were  pleased,  but  the  pea- 

nut brigade  crossed  their  fingers.  Six  reels. — Gia- 
coma  Bros.,  Crystal  theatre.  Tombstone.  Ariz.— 
Genera!  patronage. 

WAY  DOWN  EAST;  D.  W.  Griffith— "Waj- 
Down  East"  is  a   wonderful  picture.  We  had  some 

extra  business  and  plenty  of  comment.  If  you 

buy  this  picture  right  you  will  make  some  money. 
Eleven  reels. — Nicolaides  Bros.,  American  theatre. 

Scofield,  Utah. — General  patronage. 

HIS  MAJESTY  THE  AMERICAN:  Douglas 
Fairbanks — Drew  only  a   small  audience  and 

pleased  about  60  per  cent.  We  were  disappointed 
in  this — thought  it  a   special  and  ran  it  at  slightly 

advanced  admission,  which  was  a   mistake.  It  is  a 

good  ordinary  program  picture,  but  nothing  more. 

Eight  reels. — C.  E.  Hopkins,  Hopkins  theatre.  Cot- 

ter, Ark. — Small  town. 

THE  MOLLYCODDLE:  Douglas  Fairbanks- 
Poor.  Fair  picture  to  poor  business.  Six  reels. 
— Nicolaides  Bros.,  American  theatre,  Scofield, 
Utah. — General  patronage. 

THE  LOVE  LIGHT;  Mary  Pickford— Nothing 
to  it.  Not  a   special,  as  they  sold  to  me.  My 

patrons  were  dissatisfied.  We  played  “Deaf,  Dumb 
&   Daffy."  with  the  Spat  Family,  together  with 

the  feature.  Both  were  rotten.  Seven  reels. — 
Nicolaides  Bros.,  American  theatre.  Scofield.  Utah. — General  patronage. 

Universal 

ms  PEOPLE:  Rudolph  Schildkraut— Played  to 

capacity  and  pleased  all.  Took  a   tip  from  "Her- ald” reports  and  boosted  the  picture  hard  and 

was  well  repaid.  People  turned  out  in  droves. 

Third  largest  business  this  year.  Made  more 

money  on  this  than  "The  Freshman.”  The  fifth 
Universal  that  went  over  big  this  year.  Bight 
reels. — ^R.  Pfeiffer,  Princess  theatre,  Chilton,  Wis. 
— Small  town  patronage. 

HIS  PEOPLE:  Rudolph  Schildkraut— An  ex- 
ceptional attraction.  More  than  pleased  our  pa- 

trons on  acouunt  of  the  real  home  life  depicted. 

Business  was  very  good,  perhaps  on  account  of 
the  way  I   advertised  it.  Above  all,  you  must  book 

it.  It’s  well  worth  your  while.  Nine  reels. — 

Clarence  Wagner,  Bugg  theatre,  Chicago,  III- — General  patronage. 

WATCH  YOUR  WIFE;  Special  cast— I   showed 

this  picture  on  Pi-idoy  and  Saturday.  It’s  goo^i 
as  you  can  get,  if  you  don’t  pay  too  much  for  it. 
Step  on  it.  I   didn’t  get  out  on  it  because  I   was 
a   little  afraid  of  the  title.  Eight  reels. — D.  N. 

Mangone,  Rex  theatre,  Newport,  Wash. — General patronage. 

CHIP  OF  THE  FLYING  U;  Hoot  Gibson- 
Better  than  any  Western  Universal  has  ever  put 

out.  or  any  other  producer.  Get  on  it,  brother, 

don’t  spare  the  dollars.  It  is  s\ire  a   world  winner. 

Any  of  you  who  haven’t  it  booked,  try  and  g«t  it- 
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It’s  good  for  any  town,  but  don’t  let  the  so-called 

high  powered  salesmen  stick  you  for  it.  But  be 

fair  with  them.  That  was  my  case  until  they  gave 

me  an  adjustment.  ICight  reels. — D.  M.  Mangone, 

Rex  theatre,  Newport.  Wash. — General  patronage. 

THE  COHENS  AND  THE  KELLYS  s   Special 
  ^This  is  one  of  the  best  Universal  has  ever 

made  and  one  of  the  best  comedy  features  of  the 

year,  bar  none.  Do  not  pass  this  up.  If  you  can 

get  'it  reasonably  you  can  step  on  the  gas. 
Brothers,  it’s  a   sure  winner.  Didn’t  do  vei-y 

good  on  it,  but  the  conditions  of  my  town  are 

such  that  I   just  got  general  patronage.  Better 

than  any  other  picture.  If  the  producer  would 

cut  out  the  so-called  high  powered  salesmen  and 

give  the  exhibitor  a   fair  break  and  make  more 

like  ’’The  Cohens  and  the  Kellys"  the  theatregoer 
wouldn’t  criticize  the  picture  houses.  Eight  reels. 

  p.  M.  Mangone,  Rex  theatre,  Newport,  Wash. — 
General  patronage. 

THE  COHENS  AND  THE  KELLYS:  Special 

cast   A   100  per  cent  comedy.  It  broke  house  rec- 

ord,'; and  it  should  do  the  same  wherever  it  will 

be  played.  We  bad  to  call  the  police  department 

to  help  hold  back  the  crowds  the  last  night  of  the 

show.  People  were  saying  it  was  worth  while 

fighting  to  get  in  to  see  the  picture.  All  the  stars 

at  their  best.  A   wonderful  cast.  Business  excel- 
lent. Eight  reels. — Robert  Kessler.  Benn  theatre, 

Philadelphia,  Pa. — General  patronage. 

THE  STORM  BREAKER:  House  Peters— An 

interesting  story,  well  done.  Some  complained 

about  the  ending.  School  entertainment  opposi- 

tion. Business  very  light.  Seven  reels. — A.  G. 

Witwer,  Grand  theatre.  Rainier.  Ore. — General 

patronage. 

THE  STILL  ALARM;  Special  cast — A   melo- 
drama that  pleased.  Some  good  shots  of  older  and 

of  up-to-date  fire  apparatus.  Seven  reels.— P.  G. 

Estee.  S.  T.  theatre,  Parker,  S.  D. — Small  town 
patronage. 

COMBAT:  House  Peters— Too  much  violence, 

threatened  attack,  etc.  Might  be  0.  K.  for  Satur- 

day, but  1   played  it  Sunday  and  it  failed  to  please. 

Seven  reels.— P.  G.  Estee.  S.  T.  theatre,  Parker. 
S.  D. — Small  town. 

A   DESPERATE  GAME:  Pete  Morrison — Had 
this  picture  booked  for  two  days  run.  The  first 

nits  I   left  the  theatre  :   couldn’t  face  the  patrons. 
Did  not  open  up  on  the  second  nite,  because  the 

picture  wasn’t  worth  while  showing.  Six  reels. — 
C.  W.  Docter,  May  theatre.  Mayville,  Wis. — Gen- 

eral patronage. 

SKY  HIGH  CORRAL:  Art  Acord— This  _i8 
fairly  good  for  a   small  town.  Not  much  to  it. 

Has  a   fair  story  but  it’s  rather  weak.  Five  reels. 
— C.  W.  Docter,  May  theatre,  Mayville.  Wis. — 
General  patronage. 

DARING  DAYS:  Josis  Sedgwick— Josie,  you 

gave  us  a   good  one  in  this.  Plenty  of  action  and 
thrills.  Nice  little  picture  for  small  town,  but 

because  it’s  getting  close  to  the  end  of  school 
year  all  the  children  must  be  very  busy  studying, 
so  business  small.  Five  reels. — R.  Duba,  Royal 

theatre,  Kimball,  S.  D. — General  patronage. 

THE  HOME  MAKER:  Alice  Joyce— A   clean, 

interesting  picture  that  will  please  about  75  per 
cent.  It  will  not  pull  because  it  smacks  too  much 

of  everyday  life.  The  little  fellow  holds  up  the 

interest.  Bight  reels. — R.  V/.  Hudson,  Strand  the- 
atre, North  Loup,  Nebr. — General  patronage. 

THE  CALL  OF  COURAGE:  Art  Acord— Good 

little  picture  for  any  small  town.  That  is  ̂ e 
kind  they  like.  Real  honest  to  goodness  acting 

and  no  hokum.  Art  got  me  more  people  than 

Tom  Mix,  so  it  shows  that  he  is  not  as  good. 

Neither  made  me  money,  but  Art  got  more  peo- 

ple, so  no  use  talking  of  Mix.  Kve  reels. — R- 
Duba,  Royal  theatre,  Kimball,  S.  D. — General 
patronage. 

THE  SABDLEKAWK:  Hoot  Gibson— This 

pleased  tho  majority  of  our  western  fans.  Broke 

Saturday  night  records  with  it.  Book  it.  Six 
reels. — ^A.  H.  Roeper,  Leeds  theatre.  Leeds,  Iowa. 

— General  patronage. 

THE  CALGARY  STAMPEDE:  Hoot  Gibson— 
With  good  weather  would  have  packed  the  house, 
bat  as  we  had  a   bad  storm  did  not  do  so  big. 

Considering  the  weather,  it  was  a   wonderful  turn- 
out. A   picture  for  those  who  like  Westerns  with 

lots  of  action.  Five  reels. — R.  Pfeifler,  Princess 

theatre,  Chilton,  Wis. — Small  town  patronage. 

TRIPLE  ACTION:  Pete  Morrison— Fair.  Not 

enough  action.  Five  reels. — Nicolaides  Bros.. 

American  theatre,  Scofield,  Utah. — General  pat- ronage, 

STRAIGHT  THROUGH:  William  Desmond — 
Very  ordinary  Western  picture.  Too  slow  for 
Western  fans.  Five  reels. — W.  J.  Shoup.  DeLuxe 

theatre.  Spearville,  Kan.- Small  town  patronage. 

I’LL  SHOW  YOU  THE  TOWN:  Reginald  Den- 

ny— Pleased  e-xtra  well.  Wish  wc  had  a   Denny 

photo  for  oar  lobby.  Seven  reels. — Dinsniore  & 

Son,  Majestic  theatre.  Weiner.  Ark. — Small  town 
patronage. 

HIT  AND  RUN:  Hoot  Gibson — A   dandy  com- 

edy. Good  baseball  story.  Si.x  reels. — M.  G. 
Price,  Novelty  theatre.  Paris,  Idaho. — General  pat- 
ronage. 

FLYING  HOOFS:  Jack  Hoxie— The  best  Hoxio 
we  ever  ran.  Good  story  and  good  supporting 

cast.  Five  reels. — Dinsmore  &   Son.  Majestic  the- 

atre, Weiner,  Ark. — Small  town  patronage. 

FLYING  HOOF'S:  Jack  Hoxie — Very  good  We.st- 
orn  program  picture.  Five  short  reels. — W.  J. 
Shoup,  DeLuxe  theatre,  Spearville,  Kan. — Small 
town  patronage. 

THE  SLANDERERS:  Laura  LaPlante— Fair. 

A   good  program.  Five  reels. — Nicolaide.s  Bros.. 
American  theatre.  Scofield,  Utah. — General  pat- 
ronage. 

YOUNG  IDEAS:  Laura  LaPlante — This  is  a 

good  program  for  any  town.  Plenty  of  comments. 
Five  reels. — Nicolaides  Bros.,  American  theatre, 

Scofield,  Utah. — General  patronage. 

THE  ARIZONA  SWEEPSTAKES;  Hoot  Gibson 

— The  worst  Gibson  picture  of  the  year.  Nothing 

to  it.  No  action  ;   very  light  comedy.  No  stoi7- 

I   drew  veiT  good  business,  but  did  not  please. 
Have  not  had  a   real  good  picture  from  Hoot  in  a 

long  time.  Six  reels. — Al  Powell,  Highland  theatre. 
Guthrie,  Okla. — General  patronage. 

THE  BEAUTIFUL  CHEAT:  Laura  LaPlante 

■ — Not  so  good :   entirely  too  drawn  out.  Some  of 

the  cast  very  poor.  Of  course,  they  made  the  best 

they  could  out  of  it.  When  film  companies  run 

out  of  stories,  they  resort  to  this  kind  of  junk. 

That's  two  in  a   row,  “Bluebeard’s  Seven  Wives" 
and  this  one.  Bight  reels. — Clarence  Wagner, 

Bugg  theatre,  Chicago,  111. — General  patronage. 

A   WOMAN’S  FAITH:  Percy  Marmont — A   pic- 

ture that  didn’t  please.  It  leans  toward  the  Cath- 

olic religion,  and  in  spite  of  the  fact  that  our 

clientele  is  mostly  Catholics,  it  failed  to  please 

them.  Six  reels. — A.  H.  Roeper.  Leeds  theatre, 

Leeds.  Iowa. — Neighborhood  patronage. 

SMOULDERING  FIRES:  Pauline  Frederick 

  This  one  had  good  drawing  power,  plenty  to  S. 

R.  O.  Had  several  good  comments  on  it.  A   good 

picture  for  Sunday.  Draw  from  small  town. 

Eight  reels.— Carl  Anderka.  Cozy  theatre.  Orange 

Grove,  Tex. — General  patronage. 

THE  MEDDLER:  William  Desmond— Just  an 

average  western  picture;  nothing  to  it.  Did  no
t 

draw  for  us.  Had  a   good,  print  on  this  one. 

Appeal  about  50  per  cent.  Draw  from  small
  town 

and  farming  section.  Five  reels. — Carl  Ander
ka, 

Cozy  theatre.  Orange  Grove.  Tex. — Genera
l  pat- 

ronage. 

OH,  DOCTOR:  Reginald  Denny— Nothin
g  to 

this.  The  producer  boosts  this  as  a   great  com
edy, 

but  my  patrons  didn’t  even  smile.  The  only 
 scenes 

that  are  worth  while  is  the  "Ascot  Speedw
ay, 

good  action  there.  No  comments  on  th
is.  Draw 

from  small  town.  Eight  reels.— Carl  A
nderka, 

Cozy  theatre,  Orange  Grove,  Tex. — G
eneral  pat- 

ronage. 

THE  GOOSE  WOMAN:  Louise  Dr
esser— Ex- 

ceptionally good  picture.  Had  more  comments  on 

this  than  on  any  other  Jewel.  I   can  s
ay  its 

great.  Seven  reels. — C.  W.  Docter,  May 
 theatre, 

Mayville,  Wis. — General  patronage. 

THE  DEMON:  Jack  Hoxie — Keep  away  
from 

this ;   lost  money.  No  picture,  no  name,  no  
story, 

and  did  no  business.  Six  reels.— C.  W
.  Doctor, 

May  theatre.  Mayville.  Wis.— Gener
al  patronage. 

THE  TEASER:  Laura  LaPlante — P
layed  this 

one  day  only  to  fair  business.  Ma
ny  comments. 

Universal  pictures  are  clean.  Eig
ht  reels.  Gun- 

ther &   Metzger,  Palace  theatre,  Syracuse
,  Neb. — Small  town. 

CALIFORNIA  STRAIGHT  AHEAD:
  Reginald 

Denny — "California  Straight  Ahead”
  is  real  enter- 

tainment. This  is  the  kind  of  picture  that  he
lps 

business.  Keeps  the  blues  away 
 from  both  the 

audience  and  the  box  office.  Only  
too  bad  that  wc 

cannot  get  more  real  pictures  of  t
his  type  and  not 

so  many  long  drawn  out  failure
s.  Six  and  not 

over  seven  reels  plenty  for  any 
 picture.  Seven 

reels— H.  R.  Berry,  Temple  theatr
e,  Hartsvilie. 

S.  C.— Small  town  patronage. 

FAMILY  SECRETS:  Baby  Pegg
y— A   dandy 

picture  that  any  audience  will
  like.  Six  r«lB. i:-....,,!.  “T  s.,nlP,r.  Lincoln  theatre.  Milwaukee. 

Wis. — General  patronage. 

THE  LAW  FORBIDS:  Baby  Pe
ggy— Drew  well 

considering  the  fact  that  everybo
dy  was  tired  out 

from  a   week  of  commencemen
t  exercises,  and 

pleased  the  audience  very  much 
 indeed.  Si.x  r«l8. 

— C.  E.  Hopkins,  Hopkins  theatre
,  Cotter,  Ark. 

Small  own  patronage. 

K— THE  UNKNOWN:  Virginia  V
alli— A   very 

good  picture  that  had  everything  in  it  to  make  it 
a   hundred  per  cent.  Pleosetl  everybody.  Seven 

reels. — A,  H.  Roeper.  Leeds  theatre,  Leeds.  Iowa. 
— Neighborhood  patronage, 

THE  BURNING  TRAIL:  William  Desmond- 
Fair  Western  picture.  Desmond  has  got  to  show 
more  action  or  else  lose  out  with  the  western 

fans.  Five  reels. — G.  B.  Orno,  Cabot,  Marshfield, 

Danville,  Vt. — General  patronage. 

Vitagrapli 

THE  RANGER  OF  THE  BIG  PINES:  Special 

cast— Fair  program.  Seven  reels. — NicQlnidc.s 

Bros.,  American  theatre,  Scofield.  Utah. — General 

patronage. 
BAREE.  SON  OF  KAZAN:  Anita  Stewart— 

We  played  this  on  Sunday,  April  26,  to  n   poor 

business,  but  not  the  fault  of  the  picture.  This 
is  wonderful  outdoor  piclviro.  but  they  go  on  car 

ride  route  just  opened  to  Salt  Lake  City.  With 

this  program  we  playe<l  a   two  reeler,  tho  Inter- 

national Newsreel,  "Life's  Grente.st  Thrill-';."  Won- 
derful news,  extra  good,  also  wo  played  one  reel 

comedy  "Spies  and  Spills,"  extra  goo<l,  Vitagraph. 
Seven  reels. — Nicolaides  Bro.s.,  American  theatre, 

Scofield,  Utah. — General  patronage. 

SCHOOL  FOR  WIVES:  Conway  TearU— 
Pleased  our  people,  lots  of  good  comments,  good 

•■itory  well  played,  film  condition  good.— F.  J. 

Lewis,  Colome  theatre,  Coloine.  S.  D. — General 

patronage. 

Warner  Brothers 

BRIDE  OF  THE  STORM:  Doloro.s  Costello- 

Seven  reels  of  agony,  misery,  abuse,  etc.,  but 

very  thrilling.  How  human  beings  (oiiWide  of 

the  film  companies)  can  be  so  cruel  really  seems 

impossible.  Dolores  is  very  good,  but  not  for  tho 

box  office  as  yet.  Did  only  a   fair  business.  &ven 
i-eels. — Clarence  Wagner.  Bugg  theatre.  Chicago. 
111.— General  patronage. 

OTHER  WOMEN’S  HUSBANDS:  Special  cast 

  A   very  good  comedy  drama.  Pleased  our  pa- 

trons very  much.  It’s  a   very  clever  one  day  pic- 

ture. Plenty  of  good  clean  comedy  in  it,  Book  It: 

you  can't  go  wrong  on  it.  Business  only  fair. 

Seven  reels.— Clarence  Wagner.  Bugg  theatre.  Chi- 

cago, III.— General  patronage. 

OTHER  WOMEN'S  HUSBANDS:  Special  cast 

  A   real  nice  picture  and  has  some  of  th
e  best 

titles  I   ever  read.  A   picture  that  will  keep
  them 

laughing  and  really  entertain  our  audienc
e.  Eight 

reels.— Leaman  Marshall.  Iris  theatre.  Te
rrell, 

Tex. — General  patronage. 

THE  MAN  ON  THE  BOX:  Syd  Chapl
in- You 

get  the  laughs  in  this  one.  First  
Syd  Chaplin 

we  had  in  our  house.  Patrons  see
med  to  like 

his  acting.  Seven  reels.— Geo.  Rauenh
orst,  Crys- 

tal theatre,  Fulda,  Minn.— General  patron
age. 

LADY  WINDERMERE’S  FAN:  Iren
e 

Good  Sunday  picture.  May  McAvoy  di
d  splendid 

work  In  this  picture  and  should  have  
much 

She  didn’t  just  play  the  part,  she  li
ved  it.  Well 

directed  and  what  the  players  did  an
d  said  meant 

something.  Seven  reels.— F.  J.  Lewis.
  Colome  the- 

atre. Colome.  S.  D.— General  patronage. 

THE  CAVE  MAN:  Special  cast— A
   very  KOO<l 

comedy,  exceptionally  well  i.roducc
d.  Plenty  of 

everything  in  thi.s  picture.  Bath
ing  girls  and 

fa-shion  scenes  very  pleasing  to  the  e
ye.  For  some 

reason  it  did  no  business.  Why.  I   cannot  ̂ 11  you. 

It's  really  good  attraction.  Book  it.
  Eight 

—Clarence  Wagner.  Bugg  theatre, 
 Chicago.  III.— -neral  patronage. 

THE  CLASH  OF  THE  WOLVES: 
 Rin  Tin  Tin 

-A  knockout.  Business  poor,  but  no
t  on  account 

'   the  picture.  Advertising  matter  
on  this  pic- 

ire  is  also  good.  Warner  Bros, 
 make  some  real 

cturcs  and  hardly  ever  a   bod  one,  
but  they  have 

le  they  call  "His  Majesty  Bunke
r  Bean  that 

)u  had  better  let  them  keep.  
Seven  reels.- O. 

'.  Tipton,  New  theatre.  Manila.
  Ark.— General itronage. 

THE  SAP:  Kenneth  Harlan— A 
  very  good  jiro- 

•am  picture,  which  did  a   fairly
  good  bu-slncss. 

lenty  of  snappy  sublitles,  plen
ty  of  action,  not 

any  -tars,  but  the  ones  that  ar
e  there  do  very 

x)d  work.  Pleased  our  patrons  
very  much.  A 

)od  Saturday  or  Sunday  pictu
re.  Book  it.  Sis. 

<18.— Clarence  Wagner.  Bugg  the
atre,  Chicago, 

1. — General  patronage. 

THE  BRIDGE  OF  SIGHS:  R
alph  Lewis— This 

ns  what  our  people  called  a   ver
y  good  picture. 

hotoKiaphy,  direction  and  cn
.st 

X   reels.— Giaooma  Bros..  Crystal 
 theatre.  Tomb- 

one.  Ariz.— General  patronage. 

HOGAN’S  ALLEY:  Monte  Blue— T
his  one  will 

ease  your  people.  Don’t  be  afrai
d  of  it ;   a   rip- 

ng  good  comedy.-F.  J-  Lewis.  
Colome  theatre, 

olome.  S.  D.— General  patronage. 
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THE  NARROW  STREET?  Siiecial  cas^Pro- 
gram  picture  only. — R.  B.  Maxwell,  Illinois  the- 

atre, Sullivan,  111. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  NIGHT  CRY:  Rin  Tin  Tin— The  best  Rin 

Tin  Tin  picture  we  have  shown.  You  can't  go 
wrong  if  your  crowd  likes  Rinty. — F.  J.  Lewis, 
Colome  theatre.  Colome,  S.  D. — General  patronage. 

HIS  JAZZ  BRIDE:  Special  cast — This  is  a 

picture  with  a   good  ending  as  well  as  a   mighty 

good  moral.  Miss  Prevost  was  exceptionally  gwd  ■ 
in  her  part,  as  well  as  Matt  Moore,  and  taking 
it  as  it  is  it  is  a   very  good  program  picture  and 

will  please.  Seven  reels. — R.  E.  Mitchell,  Plain- 
view  theatre,  Plainview,  Tex. — General  patronage. 

State  Rights 
COME  ON.  COWBOYS;  Dick  Hatton — Good 

Western.  Not  a   high  class  Western  by  any  means, 

but  good  for  its  class.  If  your  patrons  like  West- 
erns this  will  get  by.  Five  reels. — W.  J.  Shoup. 

DoLuxe  theatre,  Spearville,  Kan. — Small  town 
patronage. 

DELIVERANCE:  Helen  Keller— A   very  good 
picture  that  carries  a   wonderful  lesson  for  young 

folks,  but  does  not  have  much  drawing  power.  I 
got  this  from  Universal  of  Kansas  and  film  was 

in  very  poor  shape.  Seven  reels. — W.  A.  Doer- 

schlag.  Strand  theatre.  Ransom,  Kans. — Small 
town  patronage. 

DOUBLE  FISTED:  Jack  Perrin— Played  to 

very  good  business  on  FViday-Saturday,  as  pleased. 
Five  reels. — ^F.  E.  Williams,  Orpheum  theatre, 

Oelwein,  Iowa. — General  patronage. 

NORTH  OF  NOME:  Robert  McKim — A   very 

good  Alaskan  story.  Some  beautiful  scenes.  Di- 
rector Lewis  and  Alaskan  dog  appeared  with  pic- 

ture, which  did  fairly  well  in  spite  of  very  hot 

spell  of  weather.  Six  reels. — A.  G.  Witwer,  Grand 
theatre.  Rainier,  Ore. — General  patronage. 

RIDE  'EM,  COWBOYS:  Special  cast— Tlie  chil- 

dren just  enjoyed  this  one.  'Two  reels. — Frank  J. 
Suttler.  Lincoln  theatre,  Milwaukee,  Wis. — Gen- 
eral  patronage. 

THE  SHIELD  OF  SILENCE:  Special  cast— 
Punk. — R.  B.  Maxwell,  Illinois  theatre,  Sullivan, 

111.— General  patronage. 

WESTERN  GRIT:  Lester  Cuneo — ^Very,  very 
poor  picture.  Showed  to  extra  large  audience  on 

Saturday,  but  am  sorry  I   showed  it.  Five  reels. 

— F.  E.  Williams,  Orpheum  theatre,  Oelwein,  Iowa. 
— General  patronage. 

WHO  CARES:  George  Larson — I   enjoyed  a 
good  Saturday  business  on  this  one.  A   dandy 
program  feature,  but  nothing  to  rave  about.  Five 

reels. — Frank  J.  Suttler.  Lincoln  theatre,  Milwau- 

kee, Wis. — General  patronage. 

Serials 
THE  GREEN  ARCHER:  (Pathe)  special  cast 

— A   mighty  good  serial.  Just  completed  and 

certainly  pleased  them  all. — Al  Powell,  Highland 
theatre,  Guthrie,  Okla. — General  patronage. 

PERILS  OF  THE  WILD:  (Universal)  Joe 

Bonomo — Great.  Have  run  all  but  last  chapter 
and  it  has  proved  very  interesting  and  a   drawing 

card.  Two  reels. — G.  B.  Orne,  Cabot,  Marshfield. 

Danville,  Vt. — General  patronage. 

THE  RIDDLE  RIDER:  (Universal)  William 

Desmond — We  have  played  the  third  chapter  and 
are  holding  up  good.  T%vo  reels. — Nicolaides 

Bros.,  American  theatre.  Scofield,  Utah. — General 
patronage. 

THE  RIDDLE  RIDER:  (Universal)  William 

Desmond — We  played  the  fourth  chapter.  Holding 

up  very  good.  Two  reels. — Nicolaides  Bros.,  Amer- 

ican theatre,  Scofield,  Utah. — General  patronage. 

THE  RIDDLE  RIDER:  (Universal)  William 

Desmond — We  played  the  sixth  chapter.  This  is 
very  good  serial,  holding  up  good.  Two  reels. 

— Nicolaides  Bros.,  American  theatre,  Scofield, 
Utah. — General  patronage. 

THE  RIDDLE  RIDER:  (Universal)  William 

Desmond — We  reported  on  this  serial  before,  about 
the  time  we  had  run  half  of  it,  and  our  opinion 

hasn’t  changed  a   bit.  It  may  go  in  communities 
where  they  like  serials  but  it  kept  people  away 

from  our  theatre.  Glad  it’s  over.  Two  reels. — 
W.  J.  Shoup.  DeLuxe  theatre,  Spearville,  Kan. — 
Small  town  patronage. 

THE  SCARLET  STREAK:  (Universal)  Jack 

Daugherty — On  Sixth  chapter  and  going  good. 

Everyone  seems  to  like  this  one.  'Two  reels. — J. 

B

.

 

 

Draginis,  
Grand  theatre,  

Yoakum,  
Tex. — Gen- 

eral patronage. 

THE  SCARLET  STREAK:  (Universal)  special 

cast — On  the  seventh  episode  and  they  like  it. 

'3^wo  reels. — M.  J.  Babin,  Fairyland  theatre,  White 
Castle,  La. — General  patronage. 

Short  Features 
EDUCATIONAL 

ABOUT  FACE:  A   good  comedy.  It  will  please 

all  the  Boy  Scouts.  Two  reels. — A.  H.  Roeper, 

Leeds  theatre,  Leeds,  Iowa. — General  patronage. 

BABY  BE  GOOD;  Big  Boy— When  Big  Boy 

came  on  the  set  in  the  second  reel  this  comedy 

got  good  right  off  the  bat.  He  certainly  is  a   fine 

little  chap.  Two  reels.— C.  A.  Anglemire.  Y   the- 
atre, Nazai-eth.  Pa. — General  patronage. 

BABY  BE  GOOD:  Juvenile — A   very  good  com- 
edy. Two  reels. — Robert  Kessler.  Benn  theatre. 

Philadelphia,  Pa. — General  patronage. 

BE  CAREFUL,  DEARIE:  Special  cast — A   very 

poor  one  reeler.  Hardly  a   smile,  even  from  om' 
patrons.  The  good  old  days  when  Cliff  Bowes 
and  Virginia  Vance  were  in  them  are  gone. 

They  made  a   good  team.  One  reel. — C.  A.  Angle- 

mire.  Y   theatre,  Nazareth,  Pa. — General  patron- 

age. 

BRIGHT  LIGHTS;  Bobby  Vernon — Boys,  here 
is  a   live  one  right.  This  one  brought  plenty  of 

laughs  from  the  patrons  as  well  as  myself.  Book 

it;  you  can’t  go  wrong.  Two  reels. — Carl  An- 
derka.  Cozy  theatre,  Orange  Grove,  Tex. — Gen- 

eral patronage. 

FAST  AND  FURIOUS:  Lige  Conley — Very 

good  action  comedy.  Two  reels. — A.  G.  Witwer, 
Grand  theatre.  Rainier,  Ore. — General  patronage. 

HEAD  ON:  This  Is  the  best  of  these  Cameo 

comedies  that  we  have  had  yet,  and  that  isn’t  say- 
ing much.  One  reel. — A.  H.  Roeper,  Leeds  the- 

atre, Leeds  theatre,  Leeds.  la. — General  patronage. 

HIGH  LIFE:  Special  cast — Not  much  to  this 
one.  Two  reels.— A.  H.  Roeper,  Leeds  theatre. 

Leeds,  Iowa. — General  patronage. 

MAID  IN  MOROCCO:  Lupino  Lane — A   dandy 
good  comedy  of  the  acrobatic  thrill  type.  Two 

reels. — A.  G.  Witwer,  Grand  theatre.  Rainier,  Ore. 
— General  patronage. 

MAID  IN  MOROCCO;  Lupino  Lane — ^A  very 

good  comedy  with  lots  of  action  in  it.  Two  reels. 
— ^Robert  Kessler,  Benn  theatre,  Philadelphia,  Pa. 
— General  patronage. 

A   MISFIT  SAILOR:  Billy  Dooley— This  pro- 
duced quite  a   few  hearty  laughs  from  our  crowds. 

Dooley  sure  looks  to  be  about  the  most  useless 
sort  of  a   guy  that  ever  walked,  but  his  stuff  made 

’em  laugh,  I   should  worry.  Two  reels. — C.  A. 
Anglemire,  Y   theatre,  Nazareth,  Pa. — General 
patronage. 

THE  NEW  SHERIFF:  An  old  one.  but  a   good 

one  at  that.  Two  reels. — W.  J.  Shoup,  DeLuxe 

theatre,  Spearville,  Kan. — Small  town  patronage. 

ON  THE  FARM:  Felix — All  of  these  cartoons 

of  Felix  are  good.  One  reel. — A.  H.  Roeper,  Leeds 

theatre,  Leeds,  Iowa. — General  patronage. 

ON  THE  FARM:  Felix  the  Cat — One  of  Felix’s 
best.  They  please  one  hundred  per  cent.  One 

reel. — A.  H.  Roeper,  Leeds  theatre,  Leeds,  Iowa. 
— General  patronage. 

RED  PEPPER:  Al  St.  John — Mighty  good  slap- 

stick comedy.  Two  reels. — P.  G.  Estee,  S.  T. 

theatre,  Parker,  S.  D. — General  patronage. 

SOUP  TO  NUTS;  Neal  Burns — A   good  com- 
edy for  our  house.  They  had  a   bunch  of  laugh 

makers  in  this  one.  It  was  a   genuine  rib  tickler 

for  us.  ’Two  reels. — C.  A.  Anglemire,  Y   theatre. 
Nazareth,  Pa. — General  patronage. 

STARVATION  BLUES:  Clyde  Cook— A   fair 

comedy.  Seven  reels. — Robert  Kessler,  Benn  the- 

atre, Philadelphia,  Pa. — General  patronage. 

STUPID  BUT  BRAVE:  Al  St.  John— Good 

comedy.  Two  reels. — P.  G.  Estee,  S.  T.  theatre, 
Parker,  S.  D. — General  patronage. 

FILM  BOOKING  OFFICES 

ADVENTURES  OF  MAZIE:  Alberta  Vaughn 

— Good,  and  are  well  liked  here.  Two  reels. — 

C

.

 

 

W.  Tipton,  
New  theatre,  

Manila,  
Ark. — Gen- 

eral patronage. 

ADVENTURES  OF  MAZIE;  Alberta  Vaughn 

— A   dandy  good  series  which  would  be  better  if 

Geo.  O’Hara  was  the  hero.  Two  reels. — A.  H. 
Roeper,  Leeds  theatre,  Leeds,  Iowa. — General  pat- 
ronage. 

ADVENTURES  OF  MAZIE:  Alberta  Vaughn 

— Chapter  three  and  again  good.  Seems  as  if 
these  Mazie  short  stories  will  be  just  as  good  as 

any.  Buy  them  and  give  your  patrons  different 

comedy.  They  all  like  them.  Two  reels.— R.  Duba, 
Royal  theatre,  Kimball,  S.  D. — General  patronage. 

ADVENTURES  OF  MAZIE:  Alberta  Vaughn 

— The  third  outburst  was  better  han  No.  I   and 
No.  2   of  this  set  of  adventures.  Two  reels. — 
Giacoma  Bros.,  Crystal  theatre.  Tombstone.  Ariz. 
— General  patronage. 

ADVENTURES  OF  MAZIE:  Alberta  Vaughn 

— Very  good  two  reelers.  This  one  saved  my 
feature  because  it  was  more  sensible  than  feature. 

‘‘Beggar  on  Horseback.”  That  is  the  way  Para- 

mount gets  a   man.  Well,  it’s  over  and  I   am 
glad.  'ISvo  reels. — R.  Duba.  Royal  theatre.  Kim- 

ball, S.  D. — General  patronage. 

ALL  TIED  UP:  'This  was  far  better  than 

"Salute."  Got  by  and  that’s  all. — L.  R,  Ledou, 
Home  Town  Airdome,  Isabel,  Ivan. — General  pat- 

ronage. 
BRAY  CARTOONS:  Prove  very  interesting  and 

about  as  good  a   one  reeler  as  there  is  outside  of 

the  news.  0:ie  reel. — G.  B.  Orne,  Cabot,  Marsh- 

field, Danville,  Vt. — General  patronage. 

THE  GO-GETTERS:  George  O’Hara — Played 
the  9th  chapter  and  holding  up  good.  Two  reels. 

— Nicolaides  Bros.,  American  theatre.  Scofield, 

Utah. — General  patronage. 

THE  GO-GETTERS:  George  O’Hara — Chapter 
eleven,  holding  up  good.  Two  reels. — Nicolaides 
Bros.,  American  theatre,  Scofield,  Utah. — General 

patronage. 
THE  GO-GETTERS:  George  O’Hara— Good. 

Two  reels. — 'Nicolaides  Bros.,  American  theatre, 

Scofield,  Utah. — Genera!  patronage. 

HEEBIE  JEEBIES:  Jimmie  Aubrey — Fair  com- 

edy. Two  reels. — Nicolaides  Bros.,  American  the- 

atre, Scofield.  Utah. — General  patronage. 

THE  PACEMAKERS:  Alberta  Vaughn— My 

first  one  of  the  "Pacemakers,”  and  if  the  rest  are 
as  good  I   will  be  well  pleased.  They  are  very 

clever  and  I   had  many  good  comments.  'Two  reels. 
— S.  H.  'Rich,  Rich  theatre.  Montpelier,  Idaho. — 
General  patronage. 

THE  PACEMAKERS:  George  O’Hara— 'This 
is  a   very  good  series.  Just  finished  the  last  chap- 

ter, entitled  "Miss  Me  Again.”  They  have  all 
been  excellent  entertainment.  Book  them,  by  all 

means.  Two  reels. — W.  T.  Davis  &   Son,  Rialto 

theatre,  Sharon.  Wis. — General  patronage. 

SALUTE :   Almost  a   tragedy.  Rather  poor. 

Two  reels. — L.  R.  Ledou,  Home  Town  Airdome, 

Isabel,  Kan. — Small  town  patronage. 

FOX BLOWS  AND  DYNAMITE:  Special  cast— This 

comedy  just  rocked  the  house.  Fox  comedies  are 

good,  my  patrons  enjoy  them. — Frank  J.  Suttler, 

Lincoln  theatre,  Milwaukee,  Wis. — General  pat- ronage. 

BLOWS  AND  DYNAMITE:  This  is  almost  a 

show  in  itself  without  a   long  feature.  Don't  pass 
it  up.  Two  reels. — F.  J.  Lewis,  Ck)lome  theatre. 
Cktlome,  S.  D. — General  patronage. 

A   BUSINESS  ENGAGEMENT:  Not  so  very 

many  laughs,  but  good  comedy.  Two  reels. — R. 
Duba,  Royal  theatre,  Kimball.  S.  D. — General 
patronage. 

A   CLOUDY  ROMANCE;  Special  cast— All  Fox 
comedies  are  good.  Two  reels. — R.  B.  Maxwell, 
Illinois  theatre,  Sullivan,  III. — General  patronage. 

NOBODY  WORKS  BUT  FATHER:  Special  cast 
— Boys,  here  is  one  that  starts  off  alow,  but  it 

don’t  take  long  before  it  picks  up  and  runs  your 

patrons  wild.  One  of  the  fastest  moving  comedie-* 
I   ever  saw.  The  auto  races  are  excellent.  Plenty 

of  hair  raising  stunts.  Two  reels. — Carl  An- 

derka,  Cozy  theatre.  Orange  Grove.  Tex. — Gen- eral patronage. 

THE  SKY  JUMPER :   Earle  Foxe— Not  so  good. 

Two  reels. — R.  B.  Maxwell,  Illinois  theatre,  SulM- van,  III. — General  patronage. 

SWEET  MARIE:  Van  Bibber— Good  comedy 

to  help  put  over  the  feature.  Plenty  of  laughs 
in  this  one.  They  are  all  pretty  good  from  Fox. 
Two  reels. — R.  Duba,  Royal  theatre,  Kimball,  S. D. — General  patronage. 

PATHE 

ASK  GRANDMA ;   Our  Gang— Good,  as  are  all 
Our  Gang  comedies.  Two  reels. — C.  W.  Tipton, 
New  theatre,  Manila,  Ark. — General  patronage. 

ASK  GRANDMA:  Our  Gang— Very  good.  Two 
reels.— E.  H.  Breohler,  Opera  House.  Fennimore, V/is. — General  patronage. 

BASHFUL  JIM:  A   fair  comedy.  Two  reels.— 

M.  G.  Price,  Novelty  theatre.  Paris,  Idaho. — Gen- eral patronage. 

DEAF,  DUMB,  DAFFY;  Spat  family— Nothing 
to  this.  Two  reels. — ^Nicolaides  Bros.,  American 
theatre,  Scofield,  Utah. — General  patronage. 

DOUGH  AND  DYNAMITE:  The  biggest  laugh 

that  my  patrons  have  enjoyed  for  a   long  time. 
Two  reels. — Prank  J.  Suttler,  Lincoln  theatre, 
Milwaukee,  Wis. — General  patronage. 

FAST  COMPANY:  Our  Gang— All  Gang  com- 
edies good  and  this  is  as  good  as  the  best.  Two 

reels.— C.  M.  Vail.  Blende  theatre,  Benton,  Wis. — General  patronage. 

GALLOPING  BUNGALOWS:  Very  good  action 
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comedy.  Two  reels. — A.  G.  Witwer,  Grand  theatre. 

Grand  theatre.  Rainier,  Ore. — General  patronage. 

GALLOPING  BUNGALOWS:  Just  a   two  reel 

fljler.   R.  B.  Maxwell,  Illinois  theatre.  Sullivan, 

111. — General  patronage. 

GiDDAPt  Not  much.  Two  reels. — Dinsmore 

&   Son,  Majestic  theatre,  Weiner,  Ark. — Small 

town  patronage. 

GLEN  TRYON  COMEDIES:  Tryon  comedies 

3re  among  the  beat.  Two  reels. — K.  P.  theatre, 

LaRue.  O. — General  patronage. 

GOOD  CHEER:  Our  Gang — These  Our  Gang 

are  our  100  per  cent  entertainment.  They  draw 

as  much  as  the  feature.  Never  used  one  that 

was  not  up  to  grade.  Two  reels. — M.  J.  Babin, 

Fairyland  theatre.  White  Castle.  La. — General  pat- 

ronage. 

THE  GOSK  DARN  MORTGAGE:  It’s  a   Mack 
Sennett  with  ordinary  entertainment  value.  Two 
reels.   M.  J.  Babin.  Fairyland  theatre.  White 

Castle,  La. — General  patronage. 

HARD  BOILED:  Nothing  to  rave  about.  Tnvo 

reejs,   Frank  J.  Suttler,  Lincoln  theatre,  Milwau- 

kee, Wis. 

HOLD  MV  BABY:  Hal  Roach  comedy — ^Not 

very  much  to  this  comedy.  Two  reels. — Nicolaides 

Bros.,  American  theati-e.  Scofield,  Utah. — Gen- 
era! patronage. 

THE  HUG  BUG:  Glenn  Tryon — A   good  com- 

edy, but  not  as  good  as  Tryon’s  previous  ones. 
T\vo  reels. — R.  Pfeiffer,  Princess  theatre,  Chilton, 

Wis. — Small  town  patronage. 

HURRY  DOCTOR:  A   very  funny  comedy. — 
Bert  Silver,  Silver  Family  theatre,  Greenville. 
Mich. — General  patronage. 

HURRY  DOCTOR:  Clever.  Two  reels. — R.  B. 

Maxwell,  Illinois  theatre.  Sullivan.  III. — General 
patronage. 

THE  IRON  NAG:  Fair.  Two  reels. — R.  B. 

Maxwell,  Illinois  theatre.  Sullivan,  III. — General 
patronage. 

MEET  THE  MISSUS:  Glenn  Tryon— Very  good. 
Two  reels. — Dinsmore  &   Son,  Majestic  theatre, 

Weiner,  Ark. — Small  patronage. 

MYSTERIOUS  MYSTERY:  Our  Gang— Good. 
The  aeroplane  stuff  in  the  second  reel  makes 
some  e.xciting  stuff  for  the  kids  and  amuses  the 

older  ones.  Two  reels. — Dinsmore  &   Son.  Majes- 

tic theatre,  Weiner,  Ark. — Small  town  patronage. 

NEAR  DUBLIN:  Stan  Laurel — Here  is  some- 

thing new  and  different  in  comedies,  depicting 
rural  life  in  Ireland.  Clever,  interesting  and 

many  laughable  incidents.  Stan,  ^vhy  not  take  a 

trip  around  the  world,  studio  speaking,  of  course, 
and  give  us  one  from  every  nation.  Think  they 

would  go  over  finely  if  produced  with  the  care 

that  this  was. — Philip  Rand.  Rex  theatre.  Salmon. 
Idaho. — General  patronage. 

THE  PLUMBER:  Mack  Sennett— Extra  good 

comedy.  Two  reels. — Nicolaides  Bros.,  American 

theatre,  Scofield,  Utah. — General  patronage. 

RADIO  MAD:  Special  cast — So-so.  Two  reels. 

— R.  B.  Maxwell,  Illinois  theatre,  Sullivan.  111. — 
General  patronage. 

A   RAINY  KNIGHT:  Mack  Sennett— A   good 

comedy.  Two  reels. — Robert  Kessler,  Benn  theatre, 

Philadelphia,  Pa. — General  patronage. 

SHERLOCK  SLEUTH:  Special  cast— A   goo<l 
comedy,  patrons  enjoyed  very  much,  but  picture 

was  in  bad  condition.  Two  reels. — Frank  J.  Sut- 
tler, Lincoln  theatre,  Milwaukee,  Wis. 

SHOULD  SAILORS  WORRY:  Terrible.  Two 

reels. — R.  B.  Maxwell,  Illinois  theatre,  Sullivan, 

III- — General  patronage. 

SNEEZING  BEEZERS:  A   good  comedy  with 

some  fine  northern  scenes.  Two  reels. — R.  Pfeif- 

fer. Princess  theatre,  Chilton,  Wis. — Small  town 
patronage. 

SUPER  HOOPERDINE  LIZZIES:  Our  patrons 

enjoyed  this.  Two  reels. — Dinsmore  &   Son,  Ma- 

jestic theatre,  Weiner,  Ark. — Small  town  patron- 
age. 

TELL  IT  TO  A   POLICEMAN:  Glenn  Tryon— 

A   fairly  good  comedy.  Two  reels. — A.  G.  Wit- 
wer. Grand  theatre,  Rainier,  Ore. — General  pat- 

ronage. 

WAGES  OP  TIN:  Glenn  Tryon — Good  auto 

“CUSTER’S  LAST  FIGHT” 
The  Spirit  of  the  Real  Old  W'est 

FIVE  REELS  OF  ONE  HUNDRED 
HORSE  POWER  ACTION 

comedy.  Two  reels. — Dinsmore  &   Son,  Majestic 

theatre,  Weiner,  Ark. — Small  town  patronage. 

YUKON  JAKE:  Ben  Turpin — Fair.  Two  reels. 

— R.  B.  Maxwell,  Illinois  theatre,  Sullivan,  III.— 
General  patronage. 

UNIVERSAL 

BUSTER  BE  GOOD:  Our  first  Buster  Brown 

and  I   believe  they  are  going  to  make  a   big  hit. 

Lots  of  comedy  and  that's  why  we  like  It.  Two 
reels. — Gunther  &   Metzger,  Palace  theatre,  Syra- 

cuse, Neb. — Small  town  patronage. 

BUSTER’S  BEST  UP:  A   dandy  good  comedy. 
Buster  Brown  comedies  moan  n   good  deal  to  us. 

Grownups  as  well  ns  kids  enjoy  them.  Two  reels. 

—A.  H.  Roeper,  Leeds  theatre.  Leeds,  Iowa. — 
General  patronage. 

CASE  DISMISSED:  Slim  Summerville — Nothing 

to  this  comedy.  One  reel. — W.  J.  Shoup.  DeLuxe 
theatre.  Spearville,  Kan. — Small  town  patronage. 

GRINNING  FISTS:  Fred  Humes— Two  reel 

western  of  the  poorer  kind,  but  lots  of  good  scen- 
ery and  good  action.  Just  filled  my  bill  right. 

Two  reels. — R.  Duba,  Royal  theatre,  Kimball,  S. 
D. — General  patronage. 

THE  GUMPS;  Joe  Murphy — Good  as  any,  only 
I   am  paying  too  much  for  it.  If  they  would 
charge  half  what  1   am  compelled  to  pay  it  would 

help  me  ease  up  on  my  progi-am.  Two  reels. — 
D.  M.  Mangone,  Rex  theatre,  Newport,  Wash. — 
General  patronage. 

HALF  FARE:  Arthur  Lake — Fair.  One  reel. 

— Dinsmore  &   Son,  Majestic  theatre,  Weiner,  Ark. 
—Small  town  patronage. 

HEARTS  OF  THE  WEST:  Edmund  Cobb— Good 
little  action  Western  that  pleased  Saturday  crowd 

generally.  Two  reels. — A.  G.  Witwer,  Grand  the- 

atre, Rainier,  Ore. — General  patronage. 

HER  LUCKY  LEAP:  Wanda  Wiley — No  laughs 

in  this  ono.  Two  reels. — A.  G.  Witwer.  Grand 

theatre.  Rainier,  Ore. — Genornl  patronage. 

HERO  OF  PIPECOCK:  Pee  Wee  Holmes— A 

good  comedy.  Western  foaturettc.  Two  reels. — 

A.  G.  Witwer.  Grand  theatre,  Rainier,  Ore. — 
General  patronage. 

HIS  FIRST  DEGREE:  Buddy  Messingor — Gave 
good  satisfaction.  It  is  fully  up  to  the  average. 

Two  reels. — H.  G.  Isbell,  Casino  DeLuxe  theatre, 
Kiowa.  Colo. — General  patronage. 

THE  HORSE  LAUGH:  Charles  Puffy— Hero 
is  a   real  good  one  reeler  and  sure  got  lot  of  kick. 
Charley  had  lots  of  hardships  to  go  through  before 

he  got  the  girl,  but  it  was  all  fun,  anyhow,  for 
him.  and  it  was  worth  anything  to  get  what  he 

got.  Good.  One  reel. — R.  Dubu,  Royal  theatre, 

Kimball,  S.  D. — General  patronage. 

JOHN  SMITH  AND  POCAHONTAS:  Just  a 

thousand  feet  of  film  wasted,  to  my  way  of  look- 

ing at  it.  Must  take  a   lot  of  nerve  to  ask  rental 

for  such  poor  stuff.  One  reel. — G.  F.  Rediskc, 

Star  theatre,  Ryegate,  Mont. — General  patronage. 

LIFE’S  GREATEST  THRILLS:  International 
Newsreel — Extra  good.  Two  reels.— Nicolaides 

Bros..  American  theatre,  Scofield,  Utah. — General 

patronage. 

MIN  WALKS  IN  HER  SLEEP:  Joe  Murphy- 

Very  good.  Many  thrills  and  laughs  in  this  ono. 

Two  reels. — A.  G.  Witwer,  Grand  theatre,  Rainier, 
Ore. — General  patronage. 

OK  BUSTER:  Arthur  Trimble — These  com- 
edies are  very  good  and  this  ono  is  exceptionally 

so.  Two  reels. — A.  G.  Witwer.  Grand  theatre, 

Rainier,  Ore. — General  patronage. 

CLASSIFIED 
Advertising 
Five  cents  per  word,  payable  in  advance.  Minimum  charge. 
$1.00.  Copy  and  checks  should  be  addressed  Classified  Ad 
Dept.  Exhibitors  Herald,  407  So.  Dearborn  St.,  Chicago,  111, 

POSITION  WANTED 

YOUNG  PROJECTIONIST:  Wants  job  in 

some  Micbi^n  city  of  10,000  or  more  where 
modern  equipment  is  used.  10  months  experi- 

ence. Training  for  Chicago  Union.  Can  also 
do  other  theatre  work  in  spare  time.  Write: 
Howard  Monroe,  Bangor,  Mich. 

ORGANIST:  Experienced.  Available  any 

time.  Will  go  anywhere.  References  furnished. 
Address  Box  101,  Exhiditors  Herald,  407  South 
Dearborn  Street,  Chicago,  Illinois. 

AT  LIBERTY:  Projectionist:  union;  any 

equipment  Reason  for  unemployment,  theatre 
closed.  Write  or  wire  E.  O.  Dowland,  136 

Amory  Street,  Fond  du  Lac,  Wis. 

ORGANS  FOR  SALE 
BARGAINS  in  used  Wurlitzers,  Fotoplayers, 

Cremonas,  Seeburgs,  Reproduces,  Kimballs,  Kil- 
gens,  Robert  Mortons.  Also  Grand,  player  or 
electric  pianos.  Buv,  sell  and  exchange  music 
rolls.  D’ART  RIDGE,  843  S.  Wabash  Avenue, 
Chicago,  111. 

FOR  SALE:  One  Seeburg  organ  style  in  good 

condition,  fifty  rolls  music  at  a   bargain  for  cash. 
Good  reason  for  selling.  Write  me  if  interested. 
H.  R.  Berry,  Hartsville,  S.  C. 

THEATRES  FOR  SALE 

FOR  SALE:  Lease  or  trade  for  other  theatre; 

fully  equipped;  2   Simple.xes  with  latest  mazda- 

Open  six  nights.  New  coal  mine;  college.  Popu- 
lation. 1,700.  A   sure  proposition.  Tivoli  Theatre. Knoxville,  111. 

FOR  SALE:  Only  theatre  in  radius  of  ten 

miles.  County  seat.  Equipment  used  year.  First 

cost,  S3.000.  Quick  sale,  $2000.  Other  business. 
Box  183,  Greenwood,  Ark. 

EQUIPMENT  FOR  SALE 
THREE  REBUILT  Simplex  Type  S   motor 

riven  iiiacliines  in  guaranteed  mechanical  con- 

ition.  One  rebuilt  50-30  Hcrtner  Generator;
 

ix  pairs  of  Peerless  Arc  Controls  m   A-I
  condi- 

ion,  $30  a   pair.  Also  a   big  stock  of  lobb
y  dis- 

lav  frame*:  on  hand.  EquipmMts  oBe«d  at 

bargain  prices.  Write  Illinois  TTieatre  
Equip- 

aent  Company,  12-14  East  9th  Street,  Chicag
o. 

HERE  IS  YOUR  OPPORTUNITY  to  ob- 
tain real  bargains  on  1000  brand  new  five  and 

seven  pl^  veneer  chairs  at  a   big  reduction  ot 
the  original  cost.  300  newly  upholstered  the- 

atre chairs  and  other  lots  of  upholstered  chairs 
as  well  as  1000  used  veneer  chairs  in  A-1  con- 

dition at  bargain  prices.  Write  Illinois  Theatre 
Equipment  Company,  12-14  East  9th  Street, 
Chicago,  III. 

FOR  SALE:  Coin  changer  machine,  ''Light- 
ning.” Factory  rebuilt.  Also  automatic  ticket 

selling  machine,  3   unit,  factory  rebuilt.  Bargain. 
Atlas  Moving  Picture  Co,,  S38  S.  Dearborn  St., 
Chicago,  HI. 

PEERLESS  ARC  CONTROLS.  Factory  Re- 

built, absolutely  guaranteed.  Bargain.  Hertner 
generator.  Double  SO  Amp.,  220  Volt,  3   Phase. 

Atlas  Moving  Picture  Company,  338  So.  Dear- 
born St.  Chicago,  III. 

FOR  SALE:  2   Simplex  latest  Style  Type  S 

lamphotises,  perfect  condition.  Bargain.  Atlas 

Moving  Picture  Company,  538  So.  Dearborn  St, 
Chicago,  III. 

FOR  SALE:  Approximately  270  7-ply  new 
veneer  chairs.  Also  generator,  frames  and  used 

projecting  machines:  Bargains.  Atlas  MoWng 
Picture  Company,  334  S.  Dearborn  St,  Chicago, III. 

WE  BUY  AND  SELL  used  theatre  chairs, 

all  makes  of  machines.  Generators,  Frames  and 

other  theatre  equipment  Be  sure  to  get  our 

prices  before  you  buy  or  sell.  United  Theatr
e 

Supply  Co.,  845  South  Wabash  
Avenue, 

Chicago,  111. 

WANTED:  Cash  for  two  Power’s  6A.  or  6B. 
machines.  F.  W.  Pflanz,  2419  Grand  River  Ave., 
Detroit,  Mich. 

FOR  SALE:  Practically  new  Minusa  screen 

nine  by  twelve.  Ready  to  ship.  Bargain  at  sixty 
dollars.  Star  Theatre.  Hay  Springs,  Nebr. 
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I   CHICAGO  PERSONALITIES 
'   -   By  D.  H.  •* 

EJ.  SMITH,  sales  manager  of  Associated  Exhibitors,  May  1   named. Lew  C.  Thompson  district  supervisor  of  sales  for  the  Midwest 

•   division.  The  assignment  took  effect  May  3.  Thompson  now  has 

supervision  over  both  the  Central  and  Midwest  territories. 

Dan  Lederman  who  has  had  supervision  of  the  Midwest  division  resigned 

two  weeks  ago. 

'T'HOMPSON  will  spend  much  of  his 
time  in  Chicago,  he  said,  although  he 

will  continue  to  maintain  his  headquarters 

in  Cleveland,  where  he  has  been  since  De- 
cember when  he  joined  Associated  Exhib- 

itors. Before  that  he  was  branch  mana- 
ger for  Universal  for  several  years  in  In- 

dianapolis. *   ♦   ♦ 

Now  that  Frank  Ishnutel,  one  of  the 

Her/\ld's  best  reporters,  is  back  from  an 
exhilarating  vacation  in  New  York,  copi- 

ous notes  will  be  in  vogue  once  more  on 
this  page.  *   *   * 

The  Clark  theatre  which  has  been  oper- 
ated by  Noyes  &   Horvoits,  4533  North 

Clark  street,  has  been  closed. 
*   *   * 

John  Milton  wll  open  the  Marlowe  the- 
atre, 6254  Stewart  avenue.  May  15.  It  has 

been  closed  one  and  one-half  years. ♦   ♦   * 

Madge  Bellamy  who  was  starred  in 

“Sandy”  was  in  Chicago  last  week  for  a 
part  of  a   day.  She  has  had  her  beautiful 
curls  shorn  since  last  we  saw  her.  Sorry 

we  didn’t  get  her  photo  for  you  but  our 
camera  was  out  of  the  city  attending  a 
convention.  *   *   * 

The  Paramount  Pep  Club  met  May  2   and 
elected  Bill  Hamm,  head  of  the  Chicago 
booking  department,  president  for  the  next 

12  months.  This  was  the  club’s  second 
annual  election.  Harmon  Busch  goes  out 
of  the  office. 

♦   ♦   ♦ 

The  De  Luxe  theatre  in  Hammond  has 
been  opened  by  William  Kleige  after  being 
dark  five  months  following  a   big  fire. 

*   *   * 

Out  of  town  exhibitors  who  made  the 

first  May  visit  to  Chicago  last  week  in- 
cluded Leonard  Rohrer  of  the  Dixon  thea- 

tre, Dixon,  111.  He  stopped  in  the  F.  B.  0. 
exchange  just  at  the  right  time  to  catch 
Walter  Brozvn  who  was  returning  from 
his  honeymoon. 

Sam  Morris  of  Warner  Brothers  stopped 
in  Chicago  May  7   on  his  way  home  from 
the  Los  Angeles  convention. 

*   ♦   * 

Announcements  were  received  last  week 
of  the  marriage  of  Dewitt  G.  C.  Adams, 

division  manager  of  F.  B.  0,  in  the  South- 
ern and  Midwest  territory,  to  Ruth  Schnit- 

zer  in  Pittsburgh,  May  2.  The  "Dewitt 
G.  C.  Adams"  mentioned  is  a   fancy  way  of 

saying  “Cleve  Adams.”  The  bride  is  a   sis- 
ter of  /.  0.  Schnitzer. 

*   *   * 

First  National's  exchange  in  Chicago 
last  week  announced  the  transfer  of  I.  R. 
Parnass,  salesman,  to  Milwaukee.  Jack 
Howland  has  placed  Jack  Schzvariz  in  the 
suburban  territory  and  J.  E.  Armgardt  in 
"C"  , 

Dave  D\tbin,  Educational  commander-in- 
chief in  Chicago,  returned  May  7   from 

Springfield  where  he  had  spent  the  week. 
♦   *   * 

The  Holl3^vood  theatre  at  Greenview 
and  Fullerton  in  Chicago  will  open  in  two 
weeks,  contingent  upon  the  decision  of 

striking  plasterers  to  spread  enough  plas- 
ter on  the  walls  to  permit  such  an  open- 

ing. Sam  Fleischer,  now  directing  the 
Crawford  theatre  orchestra,  will  take  up 
his  baton  at  the  Hollywood. 

*   *   * 

E.  T.  Smith  who  entered  the  Famous 

Players-Lasky  exchange  only  a   few  months 
ago  as  a   poster  boy  now  has  the  title  of 
director  of  the  statistical  department.  His 

ability  some  time  ago  brought  his  promo- 
tion to  the  booking  department  where  he 

proved  he  could  handle  a   department  of 
his  own.  The  new  department  was  estab- 

lished for  him. 
♦   ♦   * 

Jack  Ryder  who  came  to  the  Chicago 
Paramount  exchange  in  December,  1925, 
as  country  sales  manager  has  added  the 
duty  of  city  sales  manager  to  those  he 
already  had.  Bill  Washburn  is  now  show- 

Gene  Tunney  meets  the  real  Jack  Mil- 
ler, left,  on  the  visit  of  the  fighter  to 

Chicago  recently.  Tunney  is  under 
Pathe  contract. 

ing  the  boys  how  film  can  be  sold  in  the 
city  territory.  Walter  P.  Wiens  has  joined 
the  sales  staff.  H.  F.  Neill,  salesman,  has 

arrived  in  Los  Angeles  to  enter  the  pro- 
duction field.  Art  Frimel  of  the  Canadian 

territory  has  joined  the  Chicago  staff. *   ♦   ♦ 

Mrs.  Katherine  Johnston,  of  Marion, 
Ohio,  has  announced  the  engagement  of 
her  daughter,  Charlotte,  to  Aaron  J.  Jones. 
Jr.  of  Chicago.  The  wedding  will  take 
place  in  Marion,  June  16. 

«   *   * 

Hyman  Apfelbaum,  owner  of  the  New 
Albany  theatre,  3317  Montrose  Avenue, 
will  open  the  Monticello  theatre  in  August, 
he  announced  last  week. ♦   *   ♦ 

Max  Schwartz,  M-G-M  salesman,  has 
returned  from  a   two  weeks  vacation  in 
Holly^vood  (111.)  and  Milwaukee. *   ♦   ♦ 

Now  there’s  just  a   little  space  left  on 
this  page  which  we  think  is  about  enough 
room  to  say  that  Henry  Kauffman  and 
Nate  Wolf  of  the  Orpheum  circuit  should 
have  been  listed  last  week  among  the 

guests  at  the  dinner  for  Laura  La  Plante. 
The  names  were. omitted  erroneously. 

Watch  This  Space  for  Important  Releasing  Announcements 

For  1926-27 
“FEARLESS”  (\  “FEARLESS” 

The  Police  Dog  Detective 

in 

Twelve  Two-Reel 

Special  Attractions 

For  Illinois 

GREIVER  PRODUCTIONS 
831  SOUTH  WABASH  AVENUE 

CHICAGO,  ILL. 

Will  command  a   place  on 

every  program 

For  Indiana 

V   IIMTXAfSIA.  • 
INDIANA. 

218A0immerBuildin^ 
INDIANAPOOS 



Box  office  value 

When  the  picture  is  printed  on 

Eastman  Positive  Film,  good  pho- 

tography in  the  negative  means  good 

photography  on  the  screen — the  art 
of  director  and  cinematographer  is 

saved  for  your  patrons  to  enjoy. 

And  photographic  quality  has  real 

box  office  value — the  house  expects  it. 

Prints  on  Eastman  have  the  black-lettered 

identification  ^‘Eastman”  and  ‘^Kodak  in 

the  transparent  margin.  Look  for  it. 

EASTMAN  KODAK  COMPANY 

ROCHESTER,  N.  Y. 



HAL  ROACH 
presents 

CHARLEY  CHASE 
m 

a DOG  SHY 

Do  you  want  to  see,  to  show  a   perfect 

two  reel  comedy, 

^T)og  Shy”  is. 

Chase  at  his  best,  and  there  is  no 

better.  With  him  Stuart  Holmes 

Mildred  June  and  a   truly  stellar  cast. 

See  Charley  give  the  duke  a   bath;  see 

him  forced  into  situation  after  situa- 

tion each  of  which  is  a   riot  of 

laughter,  a   triumph  of  pure  comedy. 

When  you  can  get  entertainment 

like  this,  step  on  it.  Bill  it  like  a   fea- 
ture. It  is. 

P.  Richard  Jones,  Supervising  Director 

Pafhecomedy 
TRADE  ~w  MARK 



[N  TWO  SECTIONS
 SECTION  II 

or  The  Theatre Everything  Electrical  i 

Setting  the  Pace 
for  More  Light 
At  a   Lower  Cost 

“A  >^AJ0R  Equipment  bring  your  light- 

/   /k  S   problems  to  a   satisfactory  end.  
You 

I   (j  m   not  only  enjoy  better  stage  lighting 

/   values  and  dependable  service,  but  a 

lower  operating  and  maintenance  cost,  
as  well. 

You  have  heavy  duty  equipment  built  to
  outlive 

wear— equipment  that  is  sensibly  designe
d  and 

practical  to  use.  Frankly— you  have  the 
 equip- 

ment you  have  always  needed  most,  when  you 

The  new  MAJOR  Bulle- 
tin is  free.  Write  for  it 

today.  Estimates  are 

gladly  furnished.  State 
your  needs.  Not  one  bit 
of  cost. 

flE^uipment  Company 
4603-19  Fullerton  Ave.,  CHICAGO 

MAY  15.  1926 



a   rippl^^^jg  brook  its  m.usic~ 
Kelps  to  keep  tKe  atiEOSpkerc  of  i-Quian-ce,  evety  raQQ  J   of  tKe  silver  sK 
answei^^  oi  golciej^^  lOECS  %   tke  naatvelous  versatile  \\4irlitze£  Org^ 

Supremacy 
The  Wurlitzer  organization  is 
recognized  not  alone  for  a   single 
musical  masterpiece,  but  is  re- 
nowned  for  the  consistently  su- 

perior quality,  a   distinction  of 
tone  beauty  and  value  embod- 

ied in  every  Wurlitzer  instru- 
ment, whether  it  be  a   violin  or 

a   great  Unit  Organ.  Conduct- 
ing business  with  such  an  insti- 

tution saves  the  penalties  of 
experiment,  and  is  a   certain 

guarantee  of  permanent  satis- 
faction. 

ORGAN 
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HiJaban&J^izGnpcration 

»Kew 
THEATRE  MODEL 

^   Wilh  the  Subtracting  Kej^board 

The  "CHICAGO,”  a   Balaban  <&  Katz  thea- 
tre, uses  4   Brandt  Juniors  to  serve  the 

thousands  who  daily  enter  this  famous 
theatre. 

Standardize  on 

BRAimT 
Balaban  &   Katz  have  always  been  firm  believers  in 

the  policy  that  nothing  should  be  left  undone  that 
makes  for  service  and  convenience.  The  Brandt 

Automatic  Cashier  is  standard  equipment  for 
Balaban  &   Katz  theatres.  Starting  with  but  a   single 

theatre  on  Chicago’s  west  side  the  Balaban  &   Katz 
Corporation  now  owns  and  controls  hundreds  of 

theatres  and  is  na- 
tional in  scope. 

Their  phenomenal 
growth  is  but  the 
natural  result  of 
such  a   policy. 

30  Days  FREE  Trial 
Mail  This  Coupon  NOW 

/ 

Firm  Name 

Individual 
/ 

/   City 

/ 
/ 

/ 

/   Brandt 

/Automatic 

Cashier  Co.. 

Departmen
t  

A, 

Watertown
,  

Wii. 

/'  Please  place  with 

us  on  Thirty  Days 

XPree  Trial  your  Brandt 
Junior  Automatic  Cash- ,   ier.  It  is,  of  course,  under- 

/   stood  that  we  can  return  it 

/as  we  accept  the  trial  without 
obligation  or  expense. 
Please  check  whether  used  on 

the  right  or  left  hand  side  of  the 

Box  Office. 

□   Left 

..Statc- 

There  is  only  one-key -to-pr ess — -and  that’s 
the  price  of  the  ticket.  Instantly—the  correct 

change  is  delivered  to  the  patron,  right  with 
his  ticket.  No  mental  calculation  whatever 

for  the  ticket-seller— the  Brandt’s  subtracting 
keyboard  does  it — automatically — in  less  than 

a   second — error  is  impossible. 

The  Brandt  Junior  is  especially  made 

for  the  theatre  box  office.  It  gives  the 

kind  of  service  the  theatre-going  public 

appreciates — and  has  now  come  to  de- 

mand— ’Service  that  perfectly  combines 

speed  with  accuracy.  A   Brandt  will  put 

your  box  office  service  on  a   par  with  tffe 
best. 
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aie  you  paying-  the  HOT 

SOL'*  is  the  champion  Hot  Weather  Income 

Tax  Collector- — and  you  don't  have  to  make 
out  returns, 

Hg  just  collects! 

He  blisters  the  pavements  to  send  ’em  inside— -he  dares  you  to 

keep  ’em  inside. 

But  you  can  keep  ’em  inside.  Hundreds  of  theatres  are  doing 

it.  They’re  avoiding  the  Hot  Weather  Tax;  they’re  turning  Old 
Sol  into  a   business  booster. 

Arctic  Nu-Air  is  the  answer— with  up  to  40,000  cubic  feet  of 

cool  fresh  air  per  minute  rushing  into  your  theatre. 
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s   t 
»   %   I   f   / 

come  Thro ! 

Ive  gotclia 

‘   where  1 

Wantclxa 

Grr-GiT 

^WEAIHER  TAK  on  PROFITS? 
C-0“0-L!  Say,  you  never  saw  the  like  of  it.  And  does  the  Box 

Office  respond?  Ask  over  600  theatre  owners — THEY'LL  TELL 
YOU  THE  BOX  OFFICE  ANSWER. 

You  don't  have  to  pay  the  HOT  WEATHER  TAX  a   day 
longer  than  you  want  to, 

Arctic  Nu"Air  turns  hot  weather  into  an  advantage  for  you! 

We  guarantee  it  to  do  the  business  or  no  pay.  That’s  reason- able. 

You  can  put  in  Arctic  Nu-Air  on  easy  terms.  George  Bromley 

says  his  Arctic  Nu-Air  system  paid  for  itself  in  three  weeks. 

It’s  easy  to  install,  and  it  operates  with  the  touch  of  a   button. 

The  coupon,  sir!— -the  coupon! 

"This  is  the 
book  we  want 

you  to  read. 

CLIP  AND  MAIL 

Arctic  Nu-Air  Corporation,  Dept  2B 
818  State  Lake  Building, 

Chicago,  Illinois. 
Gentlemen: 

I   will  be  glad  to  know  how  I   can  avoid  paying  “The 
Hot  Weather  Tax  on  Profits"  for  my  Theatre  (seating 
            ) ;   explain  your  down  payment  and  easy 
terms. 

House 
Name    

Dimensions: 

Length   Theatre    
Width      — 

Height    
Balcony? Address 

City 

Yes  □   No  □ 
_State . 
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Packing  the  small  house'^ 

A   Iyj>ica7  of 

“Simplicity"  Dim- 
mers— aniltheboofe- 

lec  41'hich  you  will 
find  interesting  and 

profitable  reading. 

The  drawing  power  of  the  cleverly  iliunr^inated  theatre interior  can  be  quickly  read  in  box  ofBce  receipts.  The 
soft  fading  and  color  blending  of  lights  throughout  the 
auditorium  creates  an  atmosphere,  which  spells  steady  and 
increased  patronage. 

Smaller  houses  throughout  the  country  are  realizing  daily  the  tremen- 

dous profit  building  advantages  of  modern  “dimming”  as  it  is  used  in larger  theatres  today. 

C-H  “Simplicity”  Theatre  Dimmers  supply  this  modern  lighting  con- 
trol most  effectively.  Their  ease  of  operation  and  the  mechanical  and 

electrical  perfection  of  their  construction  provides  the  most  beautiful  color 

blending,  and  the  smooth,  flickerless  dimming  which  is  so  essential. 

“Simplicity”  Dimmers  may  be  installed  in  banks  of  any  size  to  handle 
any  number  of  circuits.  The  first  cost  is  not  great  and  their  unfailing 

service  in  producing  beautiful  lighting  effects  is  a   real  investment — profit- 
able to  the  small  theatre  as  to  the  large. 

“lilMmination  Control  for  the  Modem  Theatre”  is  just  completed— 
a   book  which  you  tvsl!  find  vitally  interesting,  send  for  a   copy. 

The  CUTLER-HAMMER  Mfg.  Co 
Pioneer  ’Manufacturers  of  Electric  Central  Apparatus 

1237  St.  Paul  Ave. 
MILWAUKEE,  WIS. 

CUTLER,.^  HAMMER 
‘Pe^ect  Illxirnination  Controljbr  the  Tfdodern  ^Theater 
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With  this  issue  “BETTER  THEATRES” 
completes  its  third  year  of  service  to  the 
motion  picture  industry. 

During  the  past  three  years  “BETTER 

THEATRES”  has  developed  into  the 
outstanding  and  accepted  journal  of  service 

in  matters  of  theatre  construction,  equip- 
ment and  operation. 

And  it  is  logical  that  this  should  have  taken 

place  because  “BETTER  THEATRES”  has 
been  and  remains  the  one  publication  effort 

which  is  adequately  suited  to  the  task  of 

informing  and  advising  the  theatre  owner, 

and  also  supplying  the  manufacturer  of 

products  intended  for  the  theatre  with  an 

able  and  effective  medium  of  contact  with 
his  market. 

On  this  occasion  of  the  third  anniversary  of 

“BETTER  THEATRES”  acknowledgement 

is  made  of  the  splendid  support  and  en- 

couragement which  has  been  accorded  by 
both  reader  and  advertiser. 

Martin  J.  Quigley 

PUBLISHER 
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lOO  -   YEARS  -   OF  -   YIAATUFACTIJHI-N'O-  ‘   EXPEHlEATCEL:- 

Chak  designed  by  and  buih 

Interior  showing  !oge  and 
boxes  of  Balaban  and 

Katz  new  “Uptown”  The- 
atre in  Chicago,  Illinois. 

WHEN  it  came  to  selecting  the  finest  seats 
(the  loge)  for  the  new  Chicago  “Uptown” 

Theatre,  the  management  naturally  turned  to 
Heywood-VVakefield. 

This  order  was  placed  with  us  because  architects 
and  owners  knew  our  100  years  of  experience 
would  produce  chairs  built  to  H-W  standards  of 
quality  in  exact  accordance  with  specifications 
and  with  that  element  of  patron  comfort  which 
always  distinguishes  H-W  chairs. 

The  Finest  Seats  in  the 

Finest  Section  of 

the  “Uptown” 

Heywood-Wakefield  chair  designs  embrace  seat- 
ing equipment  for  every  part  of  any  theatre, 

whether  you  cater  to  permanent  or  transient 
patronage. 

to  specifications  of  Mr.  G. 
W.  Rapp  of  Rapp  &   Rapp, 

Arohitecte  for  the  Upto^m 
Theatre  in  Chicago. 

Before  you  build,  or  re-seat  your  theatre,  write 
our  nearest  warehouse.  Without  cost  or  obliga- 

tion our  seating  experts  will  help  you  plan  for 
maximum  capacity,  durability,  beauty  and comfort. 

HEWOOD-WAKEFIELD  WAREHOUSES 

Bailimore,  Mofylamd  113  Wo«  Conwn?  Streel 

Boston  45,  Ma»s.  'S'inier  Hill 
Dagplay  floor,  !T4  Portland  Street 

DolTalo,  Now  York  Wells  cad  Corrol!  Streets 

Ckicngo,  llllnoiii  2633  Arihingion  Street 

nUplay  Floor,  439  Hallway  £*cAongo  Bidg. 

Konaas  City,  Mleiourl  1310  Weel  Eighth  Street 

Log  AngeSet,  Collfornla  091  East  Seventh  Street 

New  York,  New  York  516  West  3-llh  Street 

PhSladel;thia,  Pennsyivonla  244  South  Slh  Street 

Portland,  Oregon  148  North  Tenth  Street 

San  Frar.clBso,  California  737  Howard  Street 

St.  Louie,  Missouri  Sixth  and  O'Falloa  Streets 
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Motion  Picture  Theatre  Progress 

in  the  Smaller  Cities 

Less  that  two  years  ago, leading  theatre  architects 
in  answer  to  a   survey  on  the 

subject  expressed  as  their  be- 
lief that  the  motion  picture 

theatre  had  reached  is  maxi- 
mum size  in  the  5,(X)0  seat 

house.  Today  we  have  in 
course  of  construction  the  new 

Roxy  Theatre  in  New  York 
which  will  seat  6,200.  And, 

there  are  now  those  who  pre- 
dict that  a   cinema  palace  pal- 
ace seating  10,000  is  not  at  all 

an  improbability  of  the  future. 
Theatres  of  4,000  seats  are 

becoming  comparatively  com- 
mon when  we  consider  how 

few  houses  of  this  size  there 

were  three  years  ago.  Beauti- 
ful playhouses  of  a   capacity 

from  2,000  up  have  been 
erected  on  an  unprecedented 

scale  in  the  metropolitan  cen- 
ters in  the  past  few  years. 

Very  pronounced  and  very  re- 
markable progress  has  been 

made  in  the  construction  and 

design  of  these  theatres  cost- 
ing millions  of  dollars.  As 

places  of  public  gathering, 
they  represent  the  finest  types 

of  public  buildings  in  the  coun- 
try. Their  beauty  of  decora- 
tion, furnishings  and  lighting 

dazzled  the  public.  In  them,  has  been  incorporated  every 

element  making  for  safety  and  comfort.  We  of  this  in- 
dustry can  point  with  justifiable  pride  to  these  monuments 

to  the  youngest  of  the  arts. 
*   *   * 

However,  in  our  proximity  to  these  mighty  and  beauti- 
ful edifices  I   believe  many  of  us  have  failed  to  visualize 

the  complete  picture  of  the  remarkable  progress  that  is 

being  made  and  will  continue  to  be  made  in  theatre  con- 
struction in  smaller  towns  and  rural  communities.  In 

these  localities  motion  picture  theatre  history  is  being  made 
as  surely  as  it  is  in  the  larger  cities.  Here  lies  a   great 
field  and  a   wonderful  opportunity  for  development  and 
promotion  of  a   type  of  building  that  will  place  the  motion 

By  HARRY  E.  HOLQUIST 
Editor  “Better  Theatres" 

A   Paper  Written  Upon  Request  of  the 

Society  of  Motion  Picture  Engineers 

AND  Read  Before  the  Delegates  to  That 

Organization’s  Convention  at  Washing- 
ton, D.  C.,  May  3,  4,  5,  and  6,  1926. 

Root— Chicago 

HARRY  E.  HOLQUIST 

picture  theatre  universally  on 

a   new  high  level  both  artis- 
tically and  commercially.  The 

surface  of  possibilities  in  this 
direction  hardly  has  been 
scratched  although  the  prog- 

ress that  has  been  made  to 
date  is  highly  encouraging  and 

reveals  opportunities  which  I, 

believe  to  be  of  keenest  inter- 

est to  everyone  in  this  indus- 

try. 

The  new  theatres  in  smaller 

towns  being  erected  today  are 

in  the  majority  of  instances 

the  finest  buildings  in  their 

respective  communities.  They 
represent  investments  up  to 

several  hundred  thousand  dol- 

lars, they  are  modernly  fur- 
nished and  equipped  and  are 

built  for  the  years  to  come. 

This  latter  feature  is  signifi- 
cant. It  means  that  in  the 

countrywide  replacement  of 

earlier  theatres  which  is  tak- 

ing place,  exhibitors  appreci- ate the  fact  that  nothing  less 

than  the  most  modern  type  of 

building  will  offer  them  eco- 
n   o   m   i   c   protection  against 

growth,  not  to  mention  pos- sible competition. 
*   *   * 

A   certain  exhibitor  has ^ certain 

just  completed  a   theatre  in  a   Wisconsi
n  town  of  lO.OT 

population  next  to  the  town’s  leading  bank.^  (B
y  compart 

son  the  bank  building  looks  like  a   
shop  along 

side  a   skyscraper.)  This,  roughly  
exemplifies  the  neu 

thought  and  trend  in  theatre  construction  m   s^^*
*^*; 

Obviously  this  exhibitor  could  get 
 by  with  a   theatie 

half  as  costly  and  much  less  impressi
ve  and  modern.  He 

is  a   veteran  builder,  however,  and  kno
ws  from  experience 

that  in  erecting  a   theatre  of  the  type 
 he  has  done,  he  is 

prepared  to  care  for  that  community
  s   amusement  needs 

for  a   life  time.  Admitting  inevitable  
improvements  in  the 

future  he  is  secure  in  the  knowledge
  that  his  theatre  is 

still  so’  far  superior  to  other  structures  i
n  his  >' 

that  it  cannot  possibly  become  antiq
uated  until  the  in\est- (Conthiued  on  page  11) 
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WITH  this  issue,  “Better  Theatres”  observes  its third  anniversary.  The  first  number  of  “Better 

Theatres”  appeared  as  a   department  in  “Exhibitors  Her- 
ald” May  15th,  1923. 

Beginning  wth  the  issue  of  January  Slst,  1925,  “Better 
Theatres”  was  launched  as  Section  Two  of  each  fourth 

issue  of  the  “Herald.” 
During  the  three  years  of  its  life,  it  has  been  the  privi- 

lege of  “Better  Theatres”  to  bring  to  the  attention  of 
“Herald”  readers  and  the  industry  virtually  every  phase 

of  theatre  construction,  equipment  and  operation  in  spe- 

cial articles  published  exclusively  in  this  field. 

It  has  brought  to  theatre  owners  the  words  of  authori- 

ties on  these  matters,  discussing  in  a   constructive  and  in- 
formative manner,  problems  of  interest  to  all  types  of  ex- 

hibitors and  effecting  theatres  of  all  sizes. 

In  addition  to  this,  “Better  Theatres”  has  inaugurated 
a   number  of  service  features,  the  value  of  which  are  evi- 

denced in  the  continuous  keen  response  to  them.  It  has 

allied  itself  with  experts  in  every  department  of  theatre 
operation  whose  services  have  been  extensively  enjoyed 

by  “Herald”  readers.  In  continuing  the  work  of  promot- 
ing the  ideal  of  greater  and  finer  motion  picture  houses. 

“Better  Theatres”  pledges  itself  to  a   furtherance  of  the 
policies  of  service  and  helpfulness  which  has  made  it  such 

an  important  factor  in  the  business  conduct  of  picture 
theatres  throughout  the  country. 

*   «   * 

When  Balaban  &   Klatz  open  a   new  theatre,  it  is  fore- 

gone conclusion  that  the  latest  ideas  in  theatre  architec- 
ture and  design  will  be  revealed.  To  the  theatre  world, 

the  affair  is  a   sort  of  advance  showing  of  what  comprise* 

the  latest  in  theatre  construction  and  equipment — ^like  the 

Spring  fashion  tips  from  Paris. 

The  opening  of  the  New  Oriental  Theatre  in  Chicago 
last  week  was  no  exception.  In  the  Oriental  Balaban  & 

Katz  and  C.  W.  &   Geo.  L.  Rapp,  the  architects,  introduce 

the  last  word  in  colorful  theatre  conception.  The  Ori- 
ental is  colorful — daringly  so.  For  brilliance,  it  beggars 

description.  Yet,  even  the  most  fastidious  will  not  pro- 

nounce it  “gingerbready.”  The  Oriental  treatment  neces- 
sarily vivid,  has  been  executed  with  master  skill.  The 

result  is  a   never-ceasing  marvel  of  sculpture,  light  and 

color.  First  nighters,  prepared  to  be  impressed  with 
the  new  house,  were  awed  by  the  spectacular  whole. 

If  the  Chicago  and  Uptoxvn,  also  B.  &   K.  houses,  have 

been  pointed  to  as  the  marvels  of  playhouses,  we  believe 
they  will  be  relegated  to  second  place  with  Chicagoans 
in  this  respect.  Today  the  Oriental  stands  without  peer 
as  a   motion  picture  palace  of  wonders  and  beauty. 

#   *   * 

W   EATKER  Forcast:  Fair  and  warmer.  Rising  tem- peratures. Heat  wave  ahead. 

It  is  time  again  to  face  the  problem  of  summer  patron- 

age. Will  you  have  a   cool  and  well  ventilated  theatre? 

There  is  still  time  to  provide  for  a   comfortable  house 

before  the  hot  days  arrive.  Where  modern  equipment  is 

used  to  combat  the  competitive  forces  of  the  elements  it 

has  been  consistently  proven  that  the  much  talked  of 

summer  slump  is  a   myth. — H.  E.  Holquist. 
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Progress  in  Small  Town 
Theatre  Building  Noted 

by  Holtpiist  in  Summary 
(COXTINVlD  from  page  9) 

street  view  of  the  Niles  theatre,  Mesa,  Arizona, 

cited  as  an  example  by  Harry  E.  Holqnist  ;n  the 

accompanying  paper  on  Small  Town  Theatre 

Building  Progress  read  before  the  delegates  to  the 

Society  of  Motion  Picture  Engineers  in  convention 

at  Washington,  D.  C.,  May  3-6. 
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nient  has  long  been
 

I   believe  it  will  be  of  inter- 

est here  to  describe  briefly  a 

theatre  which  gives  a   perspec- 
tive of  the  many  improved 

features  of  the  present  day 

smaller  theatres.  This  theatre 

is  erected  in  a   city  of  30,000 

population  and  seats  1,300. 

jt  is  constructed  of  Indiana 

limestone  with  trimmings  of 

variegated  tapestry  brick  in 

buff  color.  The  architectural 

scheme  is  the  Old  Roman 

style.  The  building  is  en- 
tirely fireproof  construction, 

floors  and  stairways  being  of 
reinforced  concrete.  Its  height 

is  equivalent  to  four  stories 
which  it  will  be  recognized, 

makes  it  an  outstanding  struc- 
ture in  a   town  of  this  size. 

The  exterior  provides  for 
an  impressive  marquise  over 
the  main  entrance.  Two  small 

stores  are  provided  at  either 

side  of  the  lobby.  On  the  sec- 
ond and  third  floors  are 

offices. 

Going  into  the  theatre,  we 
find  that  it  has  an  attractive 

arched  foyer.  The  floors  are 
luxuriously  carpeted.  The 
walls  and  ceiling  of  the  foyer 

are  highly  ornamental.  The  foyer  has  a   vaulted  ceiling, 

offset  by  arches  and  leads  into  the  main  auditorium  where 

there  is  an  effective  system  of  cove  lighting  controlled  by 
switchboard  and  dimmers.  There  is  a   picturesque  dome 

recessed  in  the  auditorium  ceiling.  A   spacious  cove  stands 

out  from  this  ceiling  where  it  rests  on  heavy  ornamental 

cornice.  Soft  lights  are  everywhere  casting  shadows  and 

high  lights,  bringing  out  the  architectural  beauty  of  the  in- terior. 
*   *   * 

The  theatre  is  equipped  with  comfortable  upholstered 

[seats.  There  are  retiring  rooms  for  men  and  women, ^at- .   Eractively  furnished.  A   modern  cooling  and  ventilating 

system  keeps  the  auditorium  comfortable  under  all  con- 
ditions. Stage  facilities  have  been  provided  that  care  for 

all  types  of  attractions  from  home  talent  shows  to  the 

larger  plays.  Everything  is  neat,  clean  and  sanitary.  Look- 

ing along  the  main  street  a   large  electric  sign  emblazons 

the  theatre  name.  It  is  the  brightest  spot  in  town  and  the 

building  is  found  to  be  easily  the  most  up-to-date  struc- 
ture along  the  street. 

Such,  briefly,  is  the  tj'pe  of  theatre  being  built  in  smal- 
ler towns  and  rural  communities  in  all  sections  of  the 

country.  It  is  as  inspiring  as  any  of  our  big  metropolitan 

theatres  for  it  means  that  the  power  of  the  motion  picture 

theatre  is  extending  itself  into  all  corners  of  the  land. 
*   * 

The  motion  picture  theatre  in  the  smaller  cities  occupies 

sn  unusual  place  in, civic  life.  Let  us  consider  the  case 

of  two  towns  drawing  business  from  an  area  midway  be- 
tween. Everything  else  being  equal,  the  town  which  boasts 

the  finest  motion  picture  theatre  is  the  one  which  will  at- 
tract the  greatest  number  of  people  to  its  gates.  The 

business  effect  of  this  on  all  lines  of  local  industry  is 

readily  appreciated.  .   r   u   n 
For  this  reason  it  is  important  to  think  of  the  small 

town  and  rural  theatre  as  an  important  and  influential 

unit  of  the  community. 

Regarded  in  this  light  the  small  town  and  rural  theatre 

n 

assumes  new  proportions  of 

significance,  becoming  a   dom- 
inant structure  moulding  civic 

beauty  and  setting  a   pace  for 

the  artistic  development  of  en- 
tire communities.  Yet,  there 

is  much  to  be  done  by  leaders 

in  the  construction  and  engin- 
eering field.  J.  H.  Phillips, 

theatre  architect  of  New 

York,  in  the  Theatre  Num- ber of  the  Architectural 
Forum  savs: 

“Our  modern  domestic 
architecture  has  made  a   steady 

and  wonderful  advance  in  re- 
cent years.  Not  only  have 

housing  conditions  improved 
through  careful  study  of  the 
leading  architects  who  have 
designed  artistic  houses,  but 

also  our  public  building,  par- 
ticularly our  public  schools 

have  become  worthy  examples 
of  architecture.  It  is  most 

unfortunate  therefore,  consid- 

ering the  great  number  of  the- atres and  motion  picture 

houses  that  have  been  built  in 

recent  years,  that  architects 

liave  not  given  more  attention 

and  shown  more  creative  abil- 

ity in  the  designing  of  the 

small  rural  and  suburban  the- 
atres. Here  lies  a   great  opportunity  to  improve  public 

taste  by  designing  more  attractive  buildings,  
which  will 

attract  and  delight  the  public.  An  attractive  comfoi  
table 

motion  picture  theatre  in  a   suburban  town  is  
a   source  ot 

pride  to  the  community,  just  as  much  as  are  artistic  
homes 

and  quaint  cottages.  In  designing  the  exterior  
of  a   small 

theatre,  there  are  unlimited  opportunities  for  carrying  
out 

fantastic  ideas  and  interesting  effects.  For  instance,  
the 

suggestion  of  a   picturesque  old  English  Tavern  
or  a   re- 

fined American  Colonial  facade  with  porticoed  entrance, 

white  trim,  red  brick  and  old  fashioned  shop  fronts,  
holds 

alluring  possibilities.  The  motion  picture  theatre  
and  play- 

house may  become  a   potent  factor  in  the  architectural  
de- 

velopment of  a   community,  so  that  its  influence,  artistically 

as  well  as  morally,  cannot  be  overestimated.  
Ihe  same 

care  and  study  that  have  brought  about  ^he  
improvement 

in  the  public  schools  of  our  villages  should  
be  devoted  to 

playhouses  with  the  same  good  results.” 
Standardization  in  motion  picture  theatr

e  construction 

should  be  avoided,  so  far  as  possible,  C
onsidering  the 

problem  of  theatres  nationally,  we  cannot 
 but  be  impressed 

with  the  possibilities  for  creating  for  th
e  motion  picture 

theatre,  an  unique  position  m   its  loca
lity  that  will  reflect 

to  the  advantage  of  the  industry  as  a   w
hole.  One  of  the 

most  striking  examples  indicative  o
f  the 

development  of  motion  picture  hou
ses  of 

that  has  come  to  the  attention  of  this
  writer  is  a   750  seat 

theatre  at  Mesa,  Arizona.  Here,  quite  a
ppropriately,  a 

simple  but  emphatic  Eg>'ptian  treatm
ent  has  been  achieved 

whkh  places  this  playhouse  apart  
from  theatres  of  similar 

size  in  other  parts  of  the  country. 
 The  name  of  the  the- 

atre is  the  “Nile.”  which  is  done  in  characteris
tic  Egyptian 

inscrfption  over  the  entrance  lobby.
  The  inspiration  for 

the  architectural  treatment  is  obviou
s  when  it  is  known 

that  the  Salt  River  Valley  of  Arizona
  is  considered  a   rival 

of  the  fertile  Nile  region. 

#   *   ♦ 

The  lobby  of  this  small  theatre  is  dec
orated  in  Egytian 

scarabs  and  leads  into  a   foyer  treated 
 m   polychrome  tints 

f^Continued  on  Page  43) 
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ATTEND  tbe  OTEN3NG 

TODAY! 

_Darwg  beauty! 

ORIENTAL 
9i30  KM. 

YOU  ARE  TO  SEE 
A   GLORIOUS  SIGHT 

C«a«  CD  (lit  DpcftLfic  o(  chJ< 
Dew  loop  pUv«p<l*<*i  T9U 
er*cr  law  ■   cheeire  like  111 

Rondoi  ph  Ned^  State  Street 

H6K9  le  E   tbee&e  •   diriog  IdeD^wleb  a belDsfaac  Co  C^AEjo  che  iewded 
FetE^  a   ̂eckpoimd  ol  9qH 

lki.cDb«Icli^o.re^  vcUcta.  Here  li  ro^afice 
eglcEB  with  nodaniACiAo  nA|l^ 

su?-'SK.‘rs’sS«3rs?s  A 
uC^'bSw«,  <k«  rc«*Ur» 

ORIENTAL 

PAULASH 
lAd  kU  mernwAad  ^a<'^ 

r»« 

V^mm  r* 
JTTtM  77U  On^/SO 

Kii  nxfrryi'mnd  musical  fane 

>f*yA.^tcirviu*ggr  ans 

[Aiwk/AA 

•ruilae 

I 

BALABAN  &   KATZ  ADVERTISING  for  the  opening  of  their  new  Oriental  theatre  May  8   in  the  ‘"Chicago 

Tribune.”  Beginning  top  right  center  and  reading  clock  wise,  the  two  column  ads  overlapping  ran  from  Sun* 
day  to  Saturady,  when  the  three-column  space  in  the  center  w’as  used. 
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exhibitors  herald 

The  Motion  Picture  Theatres  and 
the  Music  Tax  Situation 

Harry  Sigmond,  General  Manager  American  Composers,  Inc., 
Tax  Free  Music  Bureau,  Discusses  Vital  Trade  Topic 

HIGHLIGHTS 

^   Little  Chance  of  Proposed  Legislation 
Coming  Up  for  Passage  by  Present  Con- 

gress. ALL  well  informed  observers 
agree  that  there  is  no  chance 

for  any  of  the  proposed  legislation 
seeking  to  amend  the  copyright 
law,  to  be  called  up  for  passage 
during  this  term  of  Congress. 
This  means  that  the  present  law 
which  made  possible  the  activities 
of  the  Music  Tax  Collecting  So- 

ciety, will  remain  unchanged  for 
quite  some  time. 

These  same  well  informed  ob- 
servers, after  studying  the  testi- 

mony submitted  at  the  committee 

hearings  on  new  copyright  legis- 
lation, are  agreed  that  the  net  re- 

sult achieved  has  been  to  make 
the  senators  and  representatives 
who  participated,  stronger  ad- 

herents to  the  cause  of  the  music 
men  than  ever  before. 

^1 

^1 

It  affords  me  no  pleasure  to  make  the 
above  statement.  I   would  much  prefer  to 
record  an  opposite  one,  if  it  accorded  with 
the  facts.  But  it  is  important  that  all  thea- 

tre owners  face  the  facts,  realize  the  full 
seriousness  of  the  situation,  and  the  direc- 

tion in  which  it  is  moving.  What  is  even 
more  important  is  for  theatre  owners  to 
know  that  they  can  never  make  any  head- 

way against  it  unless  they  start  now  sin- 
cerely to  fight  for  their  rights.  And  here  I 

want  to  sound  an  optimistic  note :   the  thea- 
tre owners  have  plenty  of  material  to  fight 

with,  provided  they  are  in  earnest  and  sin- 
cerely rally  to  the  support  of  their  leaders. 

*   *   ^ 

I   cannot  stress  this  point  of  sincerity  too 
strongly.  It  is  the  big  point  and  in  fact  the 
only  big  one  at  the  present  time. 

Recently,  the  Tax  Free  Music  Bureau 
took  the  trouble  to  read  over  all  the  news 
and  opinions  that  had  ever  been  published 
m   the  trade  journals  on  the  music  tax 
since  it  became  an  issue  nearly  ten  years 
ago,  also  the  several  volumes  of  congres- 

sional hearings  on  the  subject — what  a   mass 
of  reading! 

From  this  matter  emerged  the  following 
points: 

First:  It  was  clear  that  the  leaders  of 
theatre  sentiment  were  always  conscious 
that  the  theatre  owners  were  very  lax  in 
supporting  any  worthwhile  national  efforts 
to  combat  the  music  tax.  As  a   result,  most 
of  the  time  was  spent  in  pepping  up  the 
rank  and  file  rather  than  leading  them  for- 

ward in  accomplishing  an  effective  program. 
And  to  a   large  extent,  that  situation  is  true 
today. 

Second:  Because  lack  of  sincere  support 
made  effective  progress  impossible,  theatre 
owners  today  are  voicing  the  same  argu- 

ments against  the  music  tax  that  they  did 
years  ago — and  with  the  same  effect. 

Third :   The  Music  Tax  Collecting  So- 

Exbibitors Lax  in  Support  of  Movements 
to  Combat  Evil — Steps  Taken  to  Promote 
Morale. 

Music  Tax  Collecting  Society  Growing 

Stronger — Exhibitors’  Lack  of  Organiza- 
tion Strengthens  Body. 

Theatre  Co-operation  Unimproved  Since 
1917 — Constructive  Opposition  Needed 
— Spirit  of  Optimism  Essential. 

Exhibitors  Can  Help  Through  Support  of 
Individual  Publishers — Organists  Can 
Popularize  Tax  Free  Music. 

men— I   mean  their  actual  stand, 
not  the  published  announcements 
—has  tended  to  strengthen  the  so- 

ciety, so  that  during  the  past  year 
the  leadcr.s  in  the  music  monopoly 
were  able  to  whip  into  line  several 
prominent  music  publishers,  who 
had  during  all  these  years  been 
opposed  to  the  music  lax  on 
principle. 
Fifth:  Because  no  really  ef- 

fective opposition  to  their  monop- 
oly has  been  manifested,  the 

music  monopoly  has  become  even 
bolder  and  bolder,  and  is  now 
seeking  to  secure  an  even  firmer 

grip  on  the  music  of  this  country. 

ciety  has  been  growing  stronger  and 
stronger.  It  has  followed  a   consistent,  and 
for  their  purposes,  a   very  constructive 
policy  that  has  year  by  year  won  over  to 
their  ranks  additional  music  publishers 
until  today  there  is  only  one  powerful 
publisher — Henry  Waterson — who  does  not 
participate  in  the  taxes  collected  by  this society. 

Fourth :   That  far  from  weakening  the 
taxing  society,  the  stand  taken  by  theatre 

They  have  requested  Congress 
to  strengthen  the  copyright  law 

and  lengthen  the  period  of  copy- 
right and  they  are  insisting  that  all  com- 

posers of  music  sign  a   contract  granting 
to  this  tax  collecting  society  not  onlv  all 
public  performance  rights  to  music  they 
now  own,  but  to  all  music  they  shall  create 
during  the  next  five  years. 

Do  some  of  these  statements  sound  wild 
or  exaggerated?  Let  me  assure  you  they 
arc  all  facts,  admitted  facts,  and  that  I 
have  in  my  possession  a   copy  of  this  con- 

tract and  a   letter  over  the  sigpiature  of  the 
president  of  the  American  Society  of  Com- 

posers, Authors  and  Publishers — the  tax 
collecting  society — warning  a   tax  free 
publisher  against  making  use  of  such 
music.  Any  motion  picture  trade  journal 
that  wants  to  publish  these  interesting  docu- 

ments can  have  them  for  that  purpose. 

Do  these  facts  warrant  my  insisting  that 
the  music  monopoly  has  been  growing  by 
leaps  and  bounds,  while  theatre  action  on 
this  subject  is  no  more  effective  than  it  was 
in  1917? 

H.ARRY  SIGMOND 

General  Manager  American  Compos- 

ers, Inc.,  Tax  Free  Music  Bureau,  au- 
thor of  resume  of  trade  problem  pub- 

lished herewith. 

Do  these  facts  warrant  theatre  owners 
continuing  being  ineffective?  They  do  not, 
for  the  actual  fact  is  that  the  whip  hand 
is  really  in  possession  of  the  theatre  men, 
if  they  will  only  play  their  own  game  and 

play  it  TO  WIN. 
There  is  room  for  a   spirit  of  constructive 

optimism.  Let  us  examine  the  facts  from 
a   little  different  angle. 

What  is  the  essence  of  the  taxing  so- 
ciety’s strength?  The  simple  fact  that 

music  is  an  actual  part  of  the  entertain- 
ment furnished  the  public  in  motion  pic- 

ture theatres — plus  the  fact  that  because  of 
the  privileges  granted  under  the  present 
copyright  act,  it  has  been  possible  to  create 
a   powerful  super-monopoly  by  having  every 
copyright  owner  transfer  to  the  taxing  so- 

ciety just  one  little  bit  of  his  property — 
that  little  bit  in  which  theatres  are  most 

interested — the  right  to  publicly  perform 
tConitnued  on  page  4<) 
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New  ROYAL 
THEATRE 

at 

Bloomfield,  N.  J. 

Modern  theatre  construction  is  well  exemplified in  the  new  Royal  theatre,  Bloomfield,  N.  J.,  a 

number  of  views  of  which  are  shown  on  this 

page.  The  entrance  is  built  on  a   narrow  lot  with  a   long 

foyer  leading  to  the  spacious  auditorium  which  has  been 

artistically  executed  and  provides  every  up-to-date  com- 

fort for  patrons.  (Photos  by  Browning  Studios,  N.  Y.) 
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New  Plan  of  Building  Inspection 
to  Provide  Greater  Safety 

Private  Inspectors  to  Be  Employed  at  Owner^s  Cost — Norman 

M.  Stineman  Outlines  Disaster  Prevention  Campaign 

Theatre  owners  win  be  in- terested in  a   proposal  put  for- 
ward by  Edward  C.  Kerth,  who 

was  for  twelve  years  Commis- 
sioner of  Buildings  of  Evans- 

ville. Indiana,  in  an  address  on 

April  27  before  the  Twelfth  An- 
nual Building  Officials'  Confer- 
ence, then  holding  a   four-day 

session  in  Columbus,  Ohio.  Mr. 

Kerth  advocated  careful  engin- 
eering inspection  of  all  impor- 

tant construction  work.  This  in- 
spection is  to  be  virtually  under 

the  direction  of  the  city  building 
department,  but  at  the  expense 
of  the  owner  of  the  building. 

"The  primitive  idea  that  the 
building  inspector  is  responsible 
for  the  security  of  all  manner  of 

construction,”  said  Mr.  Kerth, 
"is  now  being  replaced  by  the 
more  logical  reasoning  that  the 
owner  is  likewise  responsible  lor 
the  structural  safety  of  the  build- 

ing which  he  erects.  Many  dis- 
tressing failures  in  recent  years, 

involving  all  types  of  construc- 
tion and  causing  needless  loss  of 

life  and  property,  have  given  im- 
petus to  a   movement  favoring  a 

reform  in  our  methods  of  build- 
ing inspection. 

"No  building  material  has  a 
monopoly  on  failures,”  said  Mr. 
Kerth.  "It  is  therefore  impor- 

tant,” he  declared,  "that  all  types  of  con- struction and  all  kinds  of  materials  should 
receive  thorough  and  consistent  inspection. 
It  was  ignorance  and  a   willingness  to  take 
a   desperate  chance  that  produced  the  fail- 

ure of  the  Vincent  Hotel  in  Benton  Har- 
bor, Mich.,  when  the  structural  frame  of 

green  concrete,  frozen  solid,  melted  under 
the  warm  sunshine,  gradually  crumbled 
and  fell,  fortunately  without  the  loss  of life. 

"Dishonesty  produced  the  Knickerbocker 
Theatre  disaster  in  our  national  capital,” 
according  to  Mr.  Kerth,  "where  100  lives 
were  lost  in  a   building  collapse  that  was 
wholly  inexcusable.  This  failure  was  due 

largely  to  the  ‘skinning’  of  the  sizes  of 
certain  parts  of  steel  trusses,  which  were 
built  of  lighter  material  than  shown  on 

the  plans  approved  by  the  District  of  Col- 
umbia building  department.  The  conse- 

quent disaster  was  exactly  what  may  be 
expected  from  false  economy.  In  this 
failure  the  building  department  of  the  Dis- 

trict could  not  be  blamed,  for  the  depart- 
ment was  not  supplied  with  a   field  in- 

spection force  adequate  to  check  up  on 
the  actual  construction. 

"Crude  and  crazy  competition  is  often 
responsible  for  slip-shod  methods  of  fab- 

rication and  field  assembly,”  Mr.  Kerth 
explained.  "It  is  a   common  practice  to 

'redesign'  structural  steel  work,  under  the 
mis-representation  that  a   saving  can  be 
effected.  In  such  cases  the  so-called  re- 

design usually  consists  of  nothing  more 
than  substitution  of  lighter  steel  members 
than  the  approved  plans  call  for. 

HIGHLIGHTS 

^   Responsibility  for  Safety  Now  Properly 
Placed  with  Owner  and  Builder  of 

Theatre. 

^   No  Single  Building  Material  Responsible 

for  Theatre  Disasters — ‘‘’Take  a   Chance” 
Spirit  Dangerous. 

^Improper  Competition  Source  of  Danger 
— Substitution  of  Materials  for  Profits 
Sake  Leads  to  Trouble. 

^   Inspection  Personnel  Inadequate  in 

Many  Cities  —   Incompetence  Permits 
Dangers  to  be  Overlooked. 

posed  to  s\ich  an  ordinance 
is  to  be  e.xpected,  lie  explained, 
from  interest.'!  or  individuals 
who  profit  from  the  lack  of 
adequate  inspection.  Even  after 
its  adoption  many  efforts 
would  be  made  to  make  the  en- 

forcement of  the  ordinance  diffi- 
cult and  to  hamper  the  building 

department.  However,  he  pre- 
dicted that  many  owners  will 

readily  see  the  economy  of  effec- tive inspection. 
Mr.  Kerth,  of  course,  had  in 

mind  the  appalling  disaster  of 

several  years  ago,  at  the  Knick- 
erbocker Theatre,  which  he  men- 

tioned specifically  in  his  address. 
As  a   matter  of  fact,  a   group  of 

engineers  who  investigated  the 
Knickerbocker  Theatre  failure 
found  21  major  violations  of 
sound  structural  practice. 

^   Proposed  Plan  Would  Put  Inspectors  in 

Pay  of  Exliibitors  and  Insure  Adequate, 

Competent  Inspection. 

^   Disasters  Costly  in  Life,  Limb  and  Pres- 

tige— No  Cost  too  Great  to  Insure  Pre- 
vention of  Accidents. 

"The  fact  that  these  conditions  prevail,” 
continued  Mr.  Kerth,  "readily  shows  that 
our  present  system  of  inspection  is  at 
fault.  In  most  cities  the  inspection  per- 

sonnel is  entirely  inadequate.  Municipal 

councils  are  reluctant  to  spend  the  tax- 
payers’ money  in  creating  what  they  re- 

gard as  unnecessary  jobs.  As  a   result  of 
diis  condition  the  larger  structures  get 

what  little  inspection  the  building  depart- 
ment is  able  to  furnish,  while  the  smaller 

buildings  get  practically  none. 

“Adequate  inspection  must  therefore  be 
at  the  expense  of  the  owner  rather  than 
at  the  expense  of  the  city.  Inspection 
emanating  from  private  sources,  under 
qualified  engineers,  would  be  constant  and 
thorough,  following  the  traditions  of  the 
best  engineering  practice.  This  method  of 
inspection  would  be  in  cooperation  wth 
the  city  building  department.  The  private 
inspector  would  be  a   representative  of  the 
owner  and  the  city  jointly,  but  bis  fee 

would  be  paid  by  the  owner.  There  can 
be  no  doubt  of  the  superiority  of  such 

inspection  over  our  present  inadequate 

system.  It  will  provide  something  that  the 
owner  often  paj's  for  and  seldom  receives, 

namely,  the  constant  attention  of  a   spe- 
cial representative  who  can  vouch  for  the 

structural  safely  of  the  building. 

“The  cost  would  not  be  prohibitive,” 

said  Mr.  Kerth.  "On  structures  costing 

around  $200,000  it  might  amount  to  as  much 

as  one  per  cent  of  the  cost  of  the  building. 

He  then  offered  a   proposed  model  city 

inspection  ordinance  designed  to  put  his 

plan  of  inspection  into  operation.  Op- 

About two  years  ago  a   moving 
picture  theatre  collapsed  during 
its  construction  in  Janesville, 

Wisconsin,  causing  the  death  of 
several  workmen.  In  the  last  is- 

sue of  the  Better  Theatres  Sec- 
tion of  the  Exhibitors  Herald, 

on  page  49,  a   news  item  described 

the  partial  collapse  of  the  Star- land  Theatre  in  Winnipeg,  during 

the  evening  performance  of  April 
1,  in  which  over  20  patrons  were 

injured,  14  of  them  seriously. 
The  three  instances  mentioned  are  by 

no  means  isolated.  One  can  readily  draw 

a   mental  picture  of  the  damage  suits  and 

almost  certain  financial  bankruptcy  that 

follow  in  the  wake  of  such  disasters.  This 

is  precisely  what  careful  engineering  in- 
spection would  prevent.  Theatre  owners 

who  contemplate  the  construction  of  new 

buildings  would  do  well  to  provide  in- 
dependent engineering  inspection  upon 

their  own  initiative,  regardless  of  \yhcthcr 

or  not  the  city  requires  it.  In  this  con- 

nection it  is  worth  noting  that  several  in- 
surance companies  who  loan  money  on 

investment  buildings  have  recently  an- 
nounced that  loans  will  not  be  negotiated 

unless  they  arc  assured  that  conipetent  in- 

spection of  construction  work  will  be  pro- 
vided. This  is  only  a   drop  in  the  bucket, 

but  it  is  a   positive  indication  of  the  trend 

of  thought  toward  greater  structural 
safety. 

Appells  Will  Build Theatre  in  York 

Announcement  has  been  mad
e  by 

Nathan  Appell  that  he  will  erec
t  a   mod- 

ern vaudeville  theatre  m   York,  ra.,
 

which  will  have  a   seating  capacity  
o 

3   000.  Work  on  the  structure  
will  start 

in  1927.  The  location  chosen  is
  the  site 

of  the  old  York  Opera  House. 
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THE  STANDARl 
Just  What  YouVi 

WE  have  created  the  Standard  Theatre.  Built  on  the  unit  plan  of  construc- tion it  immediately  lends  itself  to  the  needs  of  any  community  regardless 

of  size.  Incorporated  in  the  Standard  Theatre  are  all  the  worth  while  ideas  that 

architectural  thought  has  conceived  in  the  years  of  theatre  building. 

Many  years  of  experience  stand  back  of  the  members  and  the  staff  of  United 

Studios,  Inc.  We  are  creators  of  theatres  that  pay  because  we  know  what  the 

public  demands  and  the  theatre  needs.  This  is  a   demonstrated  fact^ — demon- 

strated daily  in  the  theatres  we  have  built  in  the  larger  cities  and  in  the  smaller 

communities  of  the  United  States. 

Because  of  our  knowledge  of  the  problems  of  the  theatre  owner — obtained 

through  personal  contact — we  know  you  will  find  in  the  Standard  Theatre  the 

solution  of  your  building  question. 

I 

Nothing  is  lacking  in  the  Standard  Theatre.  It  is  a   thing  of  beauty  imbued 

UNITED 
28  West  Laki 

Local  (ij 

FOYER LOBBY 
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ZED  THEATRE! 
^een  Waiting  for 

with  an  atmosphere  of  good  taste.  Embodied  in  it  are  the 

latest  ideas  of  modern  construction  and  it  is  designed  to 

meet  the  requirements  of  the  building  codes  of  all  states. 

And  yet  “cost”  has  been  a   paramount  factor — it  has  been  reduced  to  a   minimum! 

United  Studios,  Inc.  will  completely  construct  and  equip  the  Standard 

Theatre  for  you  and  turn  it  over  to  you  ready  for  operation.  Thus  for  the  first 

time  in  the  history  of  the  theatre  we  make  it  possible  for  you  to  hold  one  firm 

responsible  for  your  entire  project — a   vast  saving  in  time,  worry  and  money. 

Write — Wire — or  Telephone  for  complete  details  and  the 

amazingly  low  price  of  this  theatre — an  innovation  in  the  Mo- 
tion Picture  Industry!  Send  us  dimensions  and  rough  sketch 

of  your  building  lot.  We  ivill  advise  searing  capacity  of 

Standard  Theatre  adapted  to  your  site. 

STUDIOS,  Inc. 
Chicago,  III. 

Distance  Telephones — Dearborn  1774-5-6 

*   >»M»f  T—  ̂    }]  \ 

-   Bii  •   IK  V^nrirl  flTT'^Tfl 
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Prestige  in 
PERSONNEL 

THIRTY-SIX  ushers  employed  by the  Los  Angeles  Metropolitan 
theatre,  a   Publix  house,  are  shown  in 
the  picture  flung  across  the  top  of 
this  page.  Run  your  eye  along  that 
line  of  faces,  note  the  erect  bearing, 

clean  cut  appearance — then  inspect 
the  troops  on  your  own  firing  line. 

“Troops”  is  the  right  word. 

So  is  “firing  line.” 
Does  your  army  do  you  justice? 
There  is  prestige  in  personnel. 

*   *   ♦ 

Theatres  select  employees  by  vari- 
ous methods.  The  old  way  is  to  pick 

up  a   lot  of  youngsters  who  want  to  be 
identified  by  the  theatre,  capitalize 
their  interest  in  the  theatre  itself  and 

put  them  to  work.  The  new  way  is 
to  recruit  an  army. 

Publix  recruits  an  army  for  each  of 
its  theatres.  The  policy  as  of  today 
probably  represents  a   combination  of 
the  old  Famous  Players  policy  and  the 
Balaban  &   Katz  policy.  Both  were 
good.  Together  they  are  the  nearest 
thing  to  perfection  that  has  been 
evolved.  (Take  another  look  at  the 
photo.) 

Why  make  the  staff  an  army? 
People  understand  the  military  idea. 
Young  folks  get  the  military  angle 
quickly.  They  like  to  march,  drill, 
etc.  The  simplest  way  to  make  up  a 
good  theatre  staff  is  to  militarize  it. 

Almost  every  boy  wanted  to  go  to 
West  Point.  Drill  him  and  you  get 
his  interest  and  enthusiasm.  You  don’t 
get  it  by  merely  talking  courtesy,  etc., 
from  the  box  office  angle. 

*   *   * 

The  selection  of  a   staff  that  will 

make  the  proper  flash — will  constitute 
to  all  practical  purposes  a   genuine 
“part  of  the  show” — is  not  a   difficult 
matter.  Neither  is  it  a   thing  to  be 
tossed  off  or  delegated  to  the  third 
assistant  night  watchman. 

The  newspaper  ad  is  the  best  way. 
Applicants  come  in  droves  and  their 
numbers  put  the  individual  on  his 
toes.  Also  there  is  the  variety  neces- 

sary for  selection  of  the  proper  types. 
There  must  be  a   set  type  if  the  en- 

semble is  to  look  like  a   unit. 

The  Balaban  &   Katz  type  is  about 
perfect.  In  some  manner  unknown 
outside  the  B.  &   K.  recruiting  office, 

good-looking  and  intelligent  men  are 
brought  into  the  service.  Talk  to  one 

of  them — if  you  can  get  one  to  talk 

to  you — and  you’ll  find  he's  the  fellow 
mentally  that  he  looks  to  be  physically. 
You  can  imagine  that  they  train  like 
the  boys  at  Culver,  although  you  know 

they  do  not  get  back  into  street 

clothes  when  the  day's  work  is  over 
and  fade  back  into  that  vague  mob  of 
young  folks  out  there  in  the  street. 
You  discover,  also,  that  they  know  a 
lot  more  about  the  theatre  business 

than  a   good  many  of  the  people  iden- 
tified with  it  in  a   more  prominent 

capacity.  In  all  probability  there  is 

considerable  credit  due  here  to  the 

men  in  the  various  theatres  who  keep 

up  the  morale  of  the  troops  by  a   care- 
fully thought  out  system  of  pro- cedure. 

*   *   ♦ 

Sit  in  the  foyer  of  one  of  the^e 
theatres  manned  by  an  outfit  that 
looks  like  the  National  Guard  and 

you’ll  get  the  prestige  angle  of  it 
brought  home  to  you.  The  folks 
around  you,  whenever  you  go,  talk 
about  the  staff.  They  talk  about  the 

theatre  as  a   whole — that’s  one  of  the 

things  they  do  chiefly — and  the  staff 
comes  in  for  its  share.  If  the  staff 

is  bad — incompetent,  smart,  ill  as- 

sorted or  just  plain  dumb — the  thea- 
tre gets  plentifully  razzed  for  that. 

The  standard  for  theatre  service  is 

high.  A   house  manned  by  such  a 
personnel  as  serves  passengers  upon 
the  best  railroad  trains  simply 

wouldn’t  get  by.  On  the  other  hand, 
the  house  employing  an  upstanding 

body  of  young  men  who  are  good  to 
look  at  and  dependable  for  whatever 
is  wanted  gets  more  free  advertising 
than  Rolls-Royce  gets  in  pictures. 

Theatregoers  do  talk  about  the  thea- 
tres, and  what  they  say  pretty  gen- 

erally determines  their  numbers  in the  long  run. 

Out  of  this  comes  the  conclusion 
that  the  one  logical  viewpoint  from 

which  to  survey  the  house  service  pro- 
position is  the  viewpoint  of  the  box 

office.  The  correct  service  organiza- 
tion does  build  prestige.  Prestige  does 

finally  determine  the  rank  of  the theatre. 

Call  roll  and  see  what  the  boys  look like  in  a   bunch. 

Leave  Withdrawal 

Plan  Open  Until 
Convention 

No  action  will  be  taken  for 

the  time  being  on  the  proposed 

plan  of  forming  a   separate  or- 
ganization of  the  Manufacturers 

Division  of  the  Motion  Picture 

Equipment  Dealers  Association. 
At  the  suggestion  of  the  equip- 

ment dealers  the  matter  will  be 

held  in  abeyance  until  the  an- 
nual convention  of  the  associa- 

tion in  Detroit  during  July,  at 
which  time  it  will  be  one  of  the 

important  topics  of  discussion. 
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PRESENTING 

The  MEN 

Behind  the 

‘‘ROXY” 

'T'O  Sawyer  and  Lubin  goes  the 
credit  for  the  execution  of  the 

Roxy  Theatres  Corporation,  «   deal 
which  embraced  many  months  of  ne- 

gotiations and  labor.  It  was  in  1922, 
due  to  their  conviction  that  a   capacity 

house  was  needed  on  Broadway  that 

they  organized  the  Corporation  which 
is  now  bilding  the  Roxy  Theatre,  50tb, 
Slst  Streets  and  Seven^  Avenue. 

Due  to  their  confidence  in  the  show- 

manship of  S.  L.  Rothafel,  as  evi- 
denced in  his  successful  management 

of  the  Strand,  Rivoli,  Rialto  and  Cap- 
itol theatres,  Roxy  as  he  is  popularly 

known,  was  chosen  to  head  an  enter- 
prise which  when  completed  next  fall 

will  be  the  largest  theatre  in  the 
world. 

The  joint  name  Sawyer  and  Lubin 
need  little  introduction  to  the  motion 

picture  industry.  Their  association  be- 
gan in  Canada,  where  for  a   time  they 

held  the  direct  ownership  of  the  Metro 

Distributing  Franchise  for  that  terri- 

tory, operating  through  a   circuit  of 
their  theatres.  In  1917,  they  came 

to  New  York  and  became  actively  en- 

gaged in  production.  The  Olgu  Pe- trova series  for  First  National  release, 

and  a   number  of  State  Rights  produc- 

tions, notably,  “The  Warrior,”  were 
among  their  earlier  pictures.  Then 
followed  the  negotiation  of  the  Mary 

Miles  Minter  contract  with  Famous 

Players,  the  making  of  a   series  of  pro- 
ductions for  Metro  distribution, 

among  which  “Qnincy  Adams  Sawyer,” 

and  “The  Shooting  of  Don  McGrew” 
were  outstandingly  profitable^  ven- 

tures. At  the  termination  of  this  con- 

tract, they  presented  Barbara  La  Mart 
in  her  most  successful  films  released 

through  First  National.  Mr.  Sawyer 

has  devoted  himself  to  the  production 

end  of  the  Sawyer-Lubin  activities, 

while  Mr.  Lubin,  a   man  of  great  vital- 

ity and  remarkable  vision,  has  been 

the  promoter.  He  has  carved  for 

himself  a   reputation  as  one_  of  the 

ablest  organizers  in  the  motion  pic- 

ture industry,  having  at  the  same  t^e 

an  intimate  Imowledge  of  all  branches 

of  the  motion  picture  field  and  dis- 
{Continved  on  page  3S) 

WALTER  W.  AHLSCHLAGER 

WILLIAM  E.  ATKINSON 
IRWIN  S.  CHANIN 
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Theatre  Design  and  Construction 

Discussed  by  Theatre  Engineer 
A   Paper,  by  H.  Robins  Burroughs,  Read  to  

the  Society  of  Motion 

Picture  Engineers  at  their  Washington  Conv
ention 

'X'HE  problem  of  building  a   the- 
-1  atre  involves  a   multitude  of 
factors  which  are  germane  to  the 

ultimate  results.  Consequently,  it 

is  important  that  due  and  proper 

consideration  be  given  to  the  vari- 
ous factors,  and  especially  to  those 

which  are  of  the  most  importance. 
One  of  these  important  factors 

is  the  type  of  construction,  which 

involves  different  kinds  of  mate- 
rial and  their  application  to  the 

structure  as  a   whole.  Theatres  in 

general  are  constructed  in  three 

classes:  first,  fireproof  construc- 

tion; second,  semi-fireproof  con- 
struction; third,  non-fireproof 

construction.  The  latter,  of 

course,  applies  to  small  country 

towns  where  frame  buildings  pre- 

dominate. The  fireproof  construc- 

tion consists  of  reinforced  con- 
crete, structural  steel  and  masonry 

work;  semi-fireproof  construction 
consists  of  a   part  of  the  theatre 

being  constructed  of  the  first  men- tioned materials,  and  other  parts 
constructed  of  wood;  the  third 
class  of  construction  involves 

practically  all  wood.  As  to  which 

type  of  construction  should  be 

used  depends  on  two  primary  ele- 
ments: 0)  the  local  building  re- 

quirements, and  (2)  the  cost  of 
construction.  In  the  average  case 
of  fireproof  construction,  either 
reinforced  concrete  or  steel  may  be  used, 

and,  therefore,  it  is  necessary  to  determine 

which  lends  itself  most  readily  to  the  pp- 
ticular  problem  in  hand,  and  also  which 
is  the  most  economical.  The  matter  of 

economy  usually  is  the  outstanding  point, 

so  that  it  becomes  a   matter  of  investiga- 

tion on  the  part  of  the  designer  to  deter- 
mine which  kind  of  material  should  be 

used. 
*   *   ♦ 

In  general,  this  is  not  as  simple  a   mat- 
ter as  it  might  at  first  appear  to  be.  It  is 

generally  considered  that  for  heavy  loads 
where  the  stresses  are  in  comparison,  rein- 

forced concrete  is  recognized  as  being  the 
most  economical.  On  the  other  hand,  for 
light  loads  and  tensile  stresses  structural 
steel  becomes  the  most  economical.  How- 

ever, it  will  not  be  found  that  a   definite 
conclusion  can  be  reached  by  simply  apply- 

ing this  method  of  analysis.  Greater  depths 

should  be  reached  in  the  analysis  before’ 
definite  conclusions  are  arrived  at. 

In  analyzing  this  subject,  general  consid- 
eration will  not  suffice  to  give  the  desired 

results.  It  will  be  found  necessary  to  take 
into  account  each  portion  of  the  structure 
separately,  and,  as  is  generally  the  case,  it 
will  be  found  certain  parts  may  be  effi- 

ciently and  economically  made  of  rein- 
forced concrete,  while  other  parts  of  the 

same  structure  may  be  made  of  steel  with 

equal  economy,  so  that  in  firenroof  con- 
struction almost  invariably  the  combination 

of  the  two  materials  is  found  to  work  out 
as  being  the  most  satisfactory. 
One  of  the  most  important  points  of 

construction  to  be  considered  is  that  of 
foundations.  Generally  there  is  not  much 
choice  on  this  subject  so  far  as  the  kind 

HIGHLIGHTS 

q   Theatres  of  Three  Classes  witli  Res
pect 

to  Immunity  Against  Fire  Hazard. 

^   Reinforced  Concrete  and  Structural  Steel 
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tle 

Consideration  by  Builders. 
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jection Room  Important  in  Fireproofing 

Consideration. 

^   Projection  Room  at  New  Roxy  Theatre 

Placed  at  Front  of  Balcony — Vibration 

Provided  Against. 

^   Co-operation  of  Designer  ivitb  Exhibitor 

Vital  to  Complete  Success  of  Building 

Enterprise. 

of  materials  to  be  used  is  concerned.  Al- 
most invariably  it  will  be  found  that  plain 

concrete  or  reinforced  concrete  will  be  the 

most  economical,  in  one  form  or  another, 

unless  there  be  some  special  condition  in- 
volving long  spans  and  heavy  loads, _   in 

which  case  structural  steel  may  possibly 

work  out  to  the  greatest  advantage.  On 

the  other  hand,  concrete,  on  account  of  its 

workability  below  the  ground,  lends  itself 

very  well  to  this  type  of  work,  so  that  we 

may  pass  on  this  subject  with  the  decision 
in  the  majority  of  cases  invariably  in  favor 
of  concrete. 

There  are  two  general  types  of  fireproof 
construction ;   one  which  is  generally  known 
as  the  skeleton  steel  frame  type,  and  the 

other  having  self-supporting  masonry  walls. 

The  best  type  of  construction  is  to  support 
the  structure  itself  on  a   steel  or  reinforced 

concrete  frame,  with  the  masonry  walls 

self-supporting.  This  constitutes  the  usual 

fireproof  construction,  so  that  we  have  for 

this  class  of  work  a   theatre  having  foun- 

dations made  of  concrete,  plain  or  rein- 

forced, a   structural  steel  frame  support- 

ing building  and  masonry  walls  enclosing 

the  structure  and  supporting  only  them- 
selves. All  parts  of  the  structure  are  made 

of  fireproof  material  and  the  exposed 
structural  steel  is  fireproof  in  one  way  or 
another.  The  roof  and  balcony  floor  are 

also  made  of  concrete,  as  fire  resisting  ma- 
terial. The  walls  enclosing  the  theatre  are 

almost  invariably  made  of  brick,  for  the 
reason  that  concrete  does  not  lend  itself 

economically  to  this  work.  It  is  very  ex- 
ceptional that  concrete  can  be  used  eco- 

nomically, due  to  the  fact  that  these  walls 

are  usually  high  and  the  problem  of  plac- 

ing concrete  involves  an  expen- 

sive operation. A   semi-fireproof  theatre  con- 
sists of  one  that  has  the  same  type 

of  construction  as  the  fireproof 

theatre,  except  that  the  roof  and 
balcony  are  usually  made  of  wood. 
The  non-fireproof  type,  of  course, 

is  made  practically  all  of  wood, 
as  already  stated. 
From  an  operating  point  of 

view,  the  owner  or  lessee  prefers 
usually  a   fireproof  structure  for 
the  reason  that  his  patrons  are 

more  secure,  and  in  the  event  of 

a   short  circuit  or  local  fire  con- 
ditions, the  matter  becomes  one 

of  less  alarm.  While,  as  already 

mentioned,  certain  parts  of  the 

structure  may  be  made  of  non- 
fireproof  material,  the  projection 
booth  must  always  be  constructed 
of  fireproof  material  throughout, 
as  the  projection  booth  is  the  key 
to  the  operation  of  the  theatre. 

*   *   * 

The  projection  booth,  from  the 
point  of  view  of  construction  as 
well  as  operation,  is  one  of  the 

features  in  a   theatre  _   that  fre- 
quently does  not  receive  proper 

consideration.  It  can  easily  be 

seen  that  the  projection  room  of 
any  theatre  plays  a   major  part  in 
its  success  or  failure,  and  conse- 

quently it  should  receive  special 
attention  on  the  part  of  the  architect  or 

engineer  who  designs  the  theatre.  Usually 
there  is  but  one  convenient  place  to  locate 

the  projection  room,  namely,  in  the  rear 
of  the  theatre  (over  the  balcony,  if  there 

is  one)  and  sufficiently  high  so  that  the 
ray  of  light  will  clear  all  obstacles. 

In  the  new  Roxy  theatre,  New  York 

City,  for  which  the  writer  has  been  en- 

gaged as  consulting  engineer,  the  projec- 
tion room  has  been  placed  in  the  front  or 

the  balcony,  which  is  a   departure  frorn  the 

usual  practice.  This,  of  course,  is  an  ideal 
location  from  a   projection  point  of  view, 

and  ought  to  produce  as  nearly  100  per 

cent  projection  as  it  is  possible  to  obtain. 
However,  the  vibration  at  the  front  end 

of  the  balcony  will  have  to  be  provided  for, 
there  are  several  ways  of  doing_  this,  but 
the  writer  will  not  attempt  to  go  into  them at  this  time. 

The  modern  projection  room  in  a   the- 
atre of  any  considerable  size  requires  m 

addition  to  the  main  room,  a   grid  room, 

a   workshop,  and  toilet  facilities,  all  ot 

which  should  be  provided  for.  Also  proper 
means  of  exit  should  be  provided  for  the 

operators  in  case  of  fire.  Frequently  tn^ 
entrance  and  exit  to  the  projection  booth 

is  by  an  indirect  circuitous  route,  possibly 

through  the  attic  of  the  theatre  or  bv 
means  of  a   walk-way  above  the  suspende 

ceiling.  In  such  cases,  in  case  of  fire  those 

in  the  projection  room  would  be  hope- lessly caught,  with  no  means  of 

should  the  fire  happen  to  spread  to  tha portion  of  the  building. 

Another  good  location  for  the  projec- 

tion room  in  a   comparatively  small  the- 
atre is,  of  course,  above  the  balcony,  * (Continued  on  page  37) 
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EGYPTIAN  building  style  continu
es  popular  among  tbeatre-owners 

 and 

architects.  Its  especial  asset  is  its  endu
rance,  the  last  one  consi^red  y 

too  many  builders  of  costly  picture
  palaces.  Above  photo  is  from  Wa

rner 

Egyptian,  Pasadena,  Cal.  Massi
ve  construction,  expansive  surf

aces,  com- 

fortable  solidity  are  characteristics  o
f  Egyptian  architecture. 

PERIOD 

ARCHITECTURE 

— and 

Now  IPs 

Oriental 

A   LAYMAN^S  SURVEY  OF 
ARCHITECTURAL  STYLES 

“lY  7PIAT  kind  of  theatre  can 

VV  I   build  to  have  something 
different  than  the  other  fellow? 

I   want  something  new — some- 

thing that’s  never  been  done  be- 
fore.” That  is  the  theatre  man 

talking  to  the  architect. 
“Well,  there’s  not  much  that 

hasn’t  been  done.  We’ve  
had 

Egyptian,  Italian,  Spani
sh  and 

what  not.  But  perhaps  you’d
  like 

to  see  what  can  be  done  wi
th  an 

Oriental  or  Indian  idea.”  
This  is 

the  architect  in  reply.  Just  n
ow 

the  swing  is  toward  the
  Indian 

thing  and  what  it’ll  be  
after  that 

is  anybody’s  guess. 

Building  of  bigger  and
  more 

costly  theatres  has  e
stablished 

definitely  the  fact  tha
t  the  the- 

atre building  itself  must  be  a   pa
rt 

of  “the  show.”  A   merely  be
auti- 

ful, sound,  roomy,  fireproof 
 struc- 

ture no  longer  is  considered  
satis- 

factory. The  edifice  must  be  not
 

only  theatrical  but  t
heatrical  in 

the  large  sense.  It  m
ust  be  a 

spectacle.  To  make  it  
one  theatre 

owners  and  architects  
have  ran 

sacked  the  world  and  th
e  ages  for 

patterns.  .   *   t.. 

The  Indian  (meaning 
 East  In- 

dian) is  the  big  idea  of  the 
 day. 

Opening  of  the  Balaba
n  &   K^tz 

Oriental  in  the  downto
wn  district 
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as  the  most  resplendent  of  that  great  organization’s 
playhouses  undoubtedly  will  impart  impetus  to  the 

budding  popularity  of  this  style.  Although  it  is  not 
the  first  playhouse  of  this  type  to  be  erected,  it  is  said 

to  be  by  great  odds  the  outstanding  one.  Coupled  with 

the  prominence  attaching  to  all  things  bearing  the  Bala- 
ban  &   Katz  imprint,  this  fact  will  result  in  erection  of 

similar  theatres  throughout  the  country. 

It’s  interesting  to  hear  architects  discuss  the  details 
of  the  various  architectural  styles  which  have  been 

applied  to  theatre  building,  but  most  of  us  don’t  know 
what  they’re  talking  about  when  they  get  thoroughly 
into  their  subject.  For  that  reason — so  that  us  folks 

who  are  merely  show  people  and  know  what  we  like 
rather  than  why  we  like  it — photos  of  various  theatre 

types  have  been  reproduced  herewith,  together  with  a 
few  words  about  each. 

To  begin  with,  we  have  the  Egyptian,  a   style  come 
into  favor  only  a   short  while  back  and  still  going  good. 

The  picture  is  of  Warner’s  Egyptian  theatre  at  Pasa- 
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dena,  Cal. 

Popularity  of  the  Egyptian  style  is  ex- 

plained by  reverse  rather  than  direct  psy- 
chology. The  general  tenor  of  Egyptian 

building  is  toward  heavy  solidity,  mas- 

sive impression,  quite  the  reverse  of  the 

light  and  gay  things  commonly  looked 

for  in  amusement  buildings.  It  seems 

a   bit  incongruous  that  within  these  al- 

most forbidding  walls,  even  the  colora- 
tion of  which  leans  toward  stolidity  and 

strength  rather  than  lightness  and  aban- 

don, the  pranks  of  a   Langdon  or  a   Lloyd 

should  rock  an  audience  with  laughter. 

Yet  it  does.  And,  since  it  does,  the  Egyp- 

tian style  is  extremely  commonsense  from 

the  theatre  man’s  point  of  view  for  the 
reason  that  it  does  not  age.  It  is,  to  all 

practical  purposes,  ancient  in  the  begin- 
ning. It  may  be  expected  to  endure 

through  the  years  without  suffering 

eclipse  every  time  a   new  theatre  is  built 

in  the  community. 

Some  time  before  the  Eg^^ptian  style 

Street  view  of  Beverley  theatre,  Beverley 

HiOs,  Col.,  an  example  of  the  increasingly 

popular  East  Indian  style  of  architecture  for 
theatre  building.  Two  interior  views  of  the 
tliealre  are  shown  at  left  and  below. 

as  “standard”  are  French  and  Spanish. 
The.se  are  ideally  typified  in  photographs 

of  the  Chicago  and  Uptown  theatres, 

Chicago,  reproduced  herewith.  The  Chi- 
cago is  done  in  French,  the  Uptown  in 

Spanish. Lines  differentiating  the  French  and 

Spanish  are  less  sharp  than  those  previ- 
ously mentioned.  European  history  bares 

the  cause.  Frequent  shiftings  about  of 

national  relationships  led  to  alternating 

inclination  and  disinclination  to  borrow 

ideas,  one  from  the  other.  Both  races 

temperamentally  disposed  toward  rich- 
ness, ornate  decoration  and  withal  artistic 

delicacy,  there  developed  down  the  ages 

an  almost  sister-and-brother  similarity  in 
their  buildings. 

(Continued  on  page  53) 

came  to  be  considered  practical  for  the- 

atre building,  it  was  rather  common  to 
follow  the  Roman  idea.  There  was  good 

reason.  The  Roman  built  to  endure. 

For  purposes  of  visualization,  an  inte- 

rior photo  of  the  McDonald  theatre  at 

Eugene,  Ore.,  has  been  reproduced.  It 

offers  many  advantages  not  to  be  had 

from  other  styles.  The  stairway  problem 

frequently  encountered  is  simply  solved 

by  the  ramp  effect,  a   device  that  also 

gives  the  impression  of  great  sweep  and 

massive  proportion.  The  arch  so  integ- 

rally a   part  of  Roman  designing  also 

serves  the  theatre  importantly  and  rec- 

onciles practicability  with  artistic  integ- rity. 

The  Roman  type  theatre  is  staple.  It 

may  not  be  properly  included  among  the 

“fad”  classifications,  as  it  will  continue  to 

be  used  by  that  great  body  of  theatre 

builders  who  plan  for  efficiency  and  en- 
durance rather  than  sensationalism. 

Other  types  which  may  be  referred  to 
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Cinematographer 
The  spirit  that  inspired  this 

splendid  tribute  is  gratefully 

^knowledged  by  the  manu- Wcturers  of 

POWER’S PROJECTORS 

“The  projector  has  been  developed  to 

a   point  approaching  perfection.  I   can- 
not think  of  anything  that  might  be  done 

additionally,  except  perhaps  to  induce 
the  smaller  theatres  to  install  the  style 

and  quality  of  equipment  in  use  in  our 
finer  theatres. 

“The  picture  may  approach  a   master- 
piece, but  if  the  projection  fails,  the  pic- 

ture itself  can  hardly  help  failing.  The 

projectionist  with  his  projection  equip- 

ment is  largely  the  master  of  our  photo- 

graphic destinies.” 
RICHARD  BARTHELMESS. 

The  projectionist  with  his  projection  Equipment  is 

larcj©lv  the  nricister  of  our  photoqrephic  destinies 

POWERS  DIVISION 

INTERNATIONAL  PROJECTOR  CORPORATION 
90  <50L0  STREET,  NEW  YORK,  N.Y. 
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BETTER  PROJECTION 
New  Generator  for  Mirror  Arc  Is 

Announced  by  Hertner 
The  Hertner  Electric  Company, manufacturers  of  the  Trans- 

verter,  announce  the  production  of  a 

small  multiple  unit  to  be  known  as 

M.  A.  20-40,  an  eighty-five  volt  set 

for  mirror  arc  projection. 

As  the  above  designation  indi- 

cates, this  machine  is  intended  to 

carry  one  arc  at  20  amperes  or  less 

with  both  arcs  in  multiple  at  a   total 

of  double  the  amperes  during 

changeover. 

For  projection  purposes  no  source 

of  direct  current  has  been  found 

that  can  convert  alternating  current 

and  compare  with  the  motor  gener- 
ator set  in  steadiness,  reliability  and 

ease  of  operation. 
*   « 

This  unit  is  intended  for  use  in 

the  smaller  theatres  and  is  built  only 

in  the  horizontal  type  with  oil  bear- 

ings. Owing  to  the  fact  that  in  these 
houses  it  is  sometimes  difficult  to 

find  an  ideal  location  for  the  set. 

special  care  has  been  taken  to  se- 

cure quiet  operation  both  in  the 
mechanical  and  electrical  design  and 
inasmuch  as  the  difference  in  losses 

between  ball  and  oil  bearings  in 

such  a   small  unit  is  but  very  little, 

the  bearings  are  of  the  ring  oiler 

type,  contributing  to  quiet  operation. 
The  motor  is  of  the  conventional 

squirrel-cage  design  with  large 
overload  capacity,  operating  at  1,800 

R.  P.  M.  on  60  cycles.  The  gener- 

ator is  a   four  pole  unit  with  a   com- 

pound winding  so  as  to  give  a   flat 

performance  and  has  abun-dant 
commutator  capacity.  It  is  close 

coupled  to  the  motor  securing  a 

compact  two-bearing  construction. 

Accompanying  this  machine  is  the 

usual  panel  “A”  arranged  for  mul- 

tiple operation  and  fitted  through- 
out in  the  same  manner  as  the  panels 

of  the  larger  units. 

It  is  needless  to  go  into  any 

lengthy  discussion  as  to  the  merits 

of  the  reflector  arc.  It  has  been 

clearly  demonstrated  that  it  is  in 

every  way  a   desirable  source  of 
light  whether  arc  or  incandescent 
except  in  the  very  large  units  where 

the  high  intensity  arc  is  required  or 

for  amateur  performances  in  the 

home,  school  or  church  where  the 

incandescent  lamp  has  its  field. 

This  new  unit  is  the  latest  addi- 
tion to  the  large  family  of  Hertner 

sets  ranging  from  the  20-40  to  the 
200-400  in  the  multiple  type  and 

from  20-20  to  150-150  in  the  series  or 

Transverter  type  with  intermediate 
sizes  so  as  to  be  equipped  to  take 

care  of  the  exact  requirements  of 

any  theatre. 

CSaB8  of  Publix  TheoSre  Managers’  Training  School  phoiogr
oplsed  on  »hc  roof  of  Jho  plant 

James  L.  Thoroley*  Famous  Lasky  rilm  Service 

Projection  Emphasized  to  Second 

Managers  Training  Class 
"PROJECTION  continues  to  be  one  of  the 

important  features  of  the  course  in  thea- 

tre management  sponsored  by  Publix  Thea- 

tres. The  second  group  of  students  to  be 

put  through  the  managers  training  school 

has  been  devoting  much  time  to  course  in 

projection  which  has  included  visits  to  the 

plant  of  the  International  Projector  Cor- 

poration where  the  above  photograph  was 

made.  'Wliile  it  is  evident  from  a   study  of 

the  complete  courses  in  theatre  manage- 
ment that  it  is  not  the  purpose  of  the  school 

to  train  projectionists,  it  is  believed  that  
a 

capable  theatre  manager  should  supervise 

every  detail  of  theatre  operation.  This  
he 

cannot  do  unless  he  is  familiar  not  only  with 

the  technical  details  of  each  department,' 
but  also  with  its  common  daily  problems. 

Tlie  course  in  projection  aims  to  develop 

New  suujll  type  unit 

generator  w   h   i   c   h   has been  developed  by  the 

Hertner  Electric  Com- 

pany of  Cleveland  for 
mirror  arc  projection. 

in  these  future  theatre  managers  an  ap- 

preciation of  the  importance  of  projection 

and  the  part  that  it  plays  in  successful  thea- 

tre operation.  It  develops  the  realization 

that  the  projectionist  is  a   technical  expert, 

and  that  when  ideal  relationship  and  mutual 

understanding  of  each  other’s  problems 

exist  between  the  theatre  manager  and  the 

projectionist,  the  result  is  beneficial  
to 

theatre  operation.  This  ideal  relationship 

and  mutual  understanding  cannot  exist  un- 

less the  theatre  manager  is  familiar  with  the 

work  of  the  projectionist  and  can  talk  
his 

language  and  understand  his  problems  
and 

familiar  with  those  general  technical  de
- 

_iis  of  Ills  work. 

The  projection  course  started  with  
a   visit 

to  the  factory  of  the  International  Pr
ojector 

Corporation,  where  the  class  spent 
 the  en- 

tire day  of  Monday,  April  12th.  Instruc
tion 

was  given  in  the  newly  equipped  au
ditorium 

of  the  International  Projector  factory,  at
  90 

Gold  Street,  New  York  City.  P
.  A.  Mc- 

Guire, of  the  International  Projector  
Cor- 

poration, who  was  in  charge  of  arrange-
 

ments and  built  up  the  program  of  the  da
y, 

introduced  the  different  speakers  w
ho  gave 

instruction  to  the  class.  Through  
his  efforts 

slides  were  used  to  illustrate  cert
ain  of  his 

subjects  that  were  discussed.  A
t  the  open- 

ing session  Herbert  Griffin,  gener
al  sales 

tails 
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WHY  SIGH  / 
ABOUT  SUMMER 

When  You  Can  Have  Winter  ALL  SUMMER 

with  a 

“BLIZZARD 
The  Biggest  Feature  on  Your  Program 

manager  of  the  Powers  Division  of  the 
International  Projector  Corporation,  gave 

very  practical  and  very  informative  instruc- 
tion on  Powers  projectors,  explaining  the 

complete  mechanism,  the  operation  of  the 
diSereni  parts.  Open  fornm  discussions 

followed  Mr.  GrifBn’s  lectures.  Mr.  Schuize 
and  Wrede  of  the  Powers  Division  lec- 

tured on  iilnminants,  repairs  and  replace- 

ments and  general  maintenance.  A.  Kindel- 
man,  chief  supervisor,  and  J.  Soons,  general 
electrician  of  the  International  Projector 

Corporation,  then  discussed  the  Simplex 
projector  and  the  Simplex  incandescent 
lamp.  Mr.  Hall,  of  Hall  &   Connolly,  dis- 

cussed the  ‘'HC”  high  intensity  lamp  and 
this  was  followed  by  an  open  forum  dis- 

cussion. 
John  F.  Barry  is  director  of  the  Publix 

Theatres  Managers  Training  School. 

Ticket  Sales  ShoYVn  on 

Manager’s  Desk  by 
New  Device 

The  device  pictured  below  is  a   new  in- 
vention developed  by  the  Automatic  Ticket 

Register  Company,  723  Seventh  avenue, 
New  York  City,  which  is  designed  to  bring 

to  the  manager  at  his  desk  up-to-the- 

Increase  YOUR  Box-Office  Receipts 

with  a   ^^^BUZZARD  FAN^’ 
Atlantic  Coast  to  Pacific  Coast 

Canada  to  Florida It^s  Being  Done  NOW — From 

You  ought  to  be  next 

OMAHA BLIZZARD  SALES  CO. NEBRASKA 

OR Blizzard  Sales  Co. 
DaUas,  Tcx. 

EXHIBITORS  SUPPLY  COMPANY Yale  Theatre  Supply 
Kansas  City.  Mo. Des  Moines,  la. 

St.  Louis.  Mo. 
Minneapolis, 

Minn. 

Indianapolis,  Ind. 

Cleveland,  0. 
Omaha,  Neb. 
Chicago,  111. 
Milwaukee,  Wis. 

Denver,  Colo. 

S.  &   S.  PUm  Supply  Co 

PHUhurKh,  Pa. 

United  Electric  Co.,  Ltd. 
Vaaoouver.  B.  C. 

Theatre  Supply  Co. 
Seattle.  Wa»h. 

A   FEW  AVAILABLE  TERRITORIES  OPEN  FOR  REPUTABLE  DEALERS  IN 

U.  S.  A.  AND  FOREIGN  COUNTRIES 

New  box  office  recording  device  for  man- 

ager’s office  developed  by  Automatii' 
Ticket  Register  Company  of  New  York. 

minute  report  on  activity  at  the  box  office. As  each  ticket  is  sold  the  sale  is 

diately  registered  on  the  Manager’s  Office 
Recorder,  as  it  is  called.  The  recorder 

duplicates  the  record  of  the  box  office  reg- 
isters, showing  separately  the  sales  or  each 

different  priced  ticket.  Briefly,  it  gives  the 

manager  in  his  own  office  the_same  infor- mation he  would  obtain  by  going  down  to the  ticket  booth. 

The  recording  device  occupies  a   space 

8   by  10  inches  and  may  be  placed  on  the desk  or  hung  on  the  wall. 

Advantages  claimed  for  it  are  that  it 
enables  accurate  observation  of  how  fast 

tickets  are  selling  with  the  result  thaBwhen 
attendance  indicates  a   specially  popular 

program  the  show  can  be  quickly  regulated 
to  suit  conditions.  , 

According  to  the  company  the  new  de- vice has  met  with  the  hearty  approval  ot 

many  theatre  owners  who  appreciate  the convenience  it  affords. 

Kansas  City,  Mo. — Midland  Theatre 
Realty  Company,  20th  and  Walnut  Streep 
have  plans  by  Thomas  W.  Lamb,  cm 

Eightli  avenue,  New  York,  for  twelve- 
story  brick  and  concrete  theatre,  store  and 

office  building,  140  by  24  feet,  to  be  erected 

on  north  side  Main  street,  to  cost  ?1* 200,000. 

Marysville.  Calif.— West  Coast  Th^tres 

syndicate  plans  to  erect  moving  picture 
anH  P   Rtr^tS. 
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AS  USUAL 

**Tht  Super  Reflector  Arc  Lamp' 

WERE  SELECTED 
-BY  THE- 

SAENGER  THEATRES,  me.,  NEW  ORLEANS 

B UILT  into  every  Peerless  Reflector  Arc  Lamp  will  be  found  more  REAL  Quality, 
Engineering  Correctness,  Precision  Wo

rkmanship  and  Ability  to  satisfy  afte
r  pur- 

chase  than  can  be  found  in  the  combin
ed  offering  of  its  descendants. 

Peerless  Reflector  Arc  Lamps  are  
the  product  of  the  largest  organizat

ion  whose  ener- 

gies are  devoted  EXCLUSIVELY  to  the  manufacture  of  Reflector  Ar
c  Lamps 

specialization  has  led  to  a   corre
ct 

tLt  is  more  widely  used  than  th
e  ENTIRE  TOTAL  OF  ALL  O

THER  MAKES. 

Practicability  Maximum  Scree
n  Illumination  and  Actual  Perf

ormance  have  proven  the 

PeerLsTtefllit”  Condenser”  o
ptical  system  FAR  SUPERIOR  

and  .s  m   d.rect  collabo- 

ration  with  the  foremost  optical
  scientists  m   the  United  States.

 

Complete  understanding  comes
  with  investigation.  That  is 

 why  Peerless  are  invariably 

chosen  after  comparisons. 

The  Simplex  Division  of  the  I
nternational  Projector  Corp.,  

decided  on  PEERLESS  as 

their  standard  reflector  arc  lamp 
 equipment  so 

WHY  EXPERIMENT? 

Low  Spot  Temperature 

Greatest  Light  Volume 

Maximum  Economy 

No  Maintenance  Expense 

HAVE  YOU  A   COPY  OF  OU
R 

CATALOG? 

  _MF’D      

J.  E.  McAuley  Mfg.  Co. 

552-54  W.  Adams  St.,  Oiicago
,  Ul. 
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BETTER  THEATRES  SECTIO 

Hot 
Weather! 

Hot  weather  holds 

no  fears  for  this  ex- 
hibitor whose  theatre 

is  cooled  by 

TYPHOONS 

Sol  Brill’s  Inwood 
Theatre 

Dykeman  St.,  N.  Y.  C. 

Eugene  DeRosa 
Architect 

You  Can  Make 

Your  Theatre  Pay 

“This  Summer” 
TYPHOONS  offer  you  an 

economical  way  to  meet  this 

problem  and  keep  your  the- 

atre at  a   pleasant  tempera- 
ture during  the  dead  months. 

Write  for  our  Booklet  H-2 

Typhoon  Fan  Company 
345  West  39th  Street,  New  York,  N.  Y. 

^   Offices  In  Pnncip2d  Cities  — 

Skilled  ventilating  en- 

gineers are  at  your  disposal 

to  assist  you  in  every  possible 

way  to  build  up  your  summer 
business. 

SUPER-LITE  SCREENS 
A   Few  Prominent  Users 

The  Stanley  Co.  of  America  Chain  of  Theatres 

M.  E.  Comerford  Chain  of  Theatres,  Coal  Regions  of  Pennsylvania  and  New  York 
Rowland  &   Clark  Chain  of  Theatres,  Western  Pennsylvania 

Walter  Read  Chain  of  Theatres,  New  York  and  New  Jersey 

Jensen  &   Von  Herberg  Qiain  of  Theatres,  Seattle,  Wash.,  and  Northwest 
U.  S.  Government  Motion  Picture  Service 

C.  S.  WERTSNER  &   SON 
MANUFACTURERS 

211-221  N.  13th  Street  Philadelphia,  Pa. 

S.  M.  P.  E.  Observes 
10th  Birthday  at 

Washington  Meet 

The  spring  meeting  of  the  Society  of Motion  Picture  Engineers  held  at  Wash- 

ington, D.  C.,  May  3   to  6,  was  an  outstand- 
ing affair  in  more  than  one  respect.  In 

addition  to  an  unusually  fine  program  of 

papers  the  convention  marked  the  tenth 
anniversary  of  the  founding  of  the  society. 
The  program  arranged  for  the  Washington 
conclave  left  not  an  idle  moment  for  the 
many  members  and  their  wives  attending, 
Among  the  papers  preserited  at  the  various 
sessions  were  the  £ollov/ing: 

“The  PubUo  ctsd  MoUob  Pisture*,”  by  William 

A.  JoSinsioQ,  Edllop  Moiloa  Pistare  News. 
“Sosae  New  Developmects  la  ihe  ProductloD  of 

Animated  Dpowlngs,”  by  J.  A.  Nopling,  Loaslce  and 

Noplicgi  Ino.,  New  York  City,  and  J.  F.  Leventhal. 
‘^SabipesUve  Color  Motion  Piseares  on  Single 

Cooled  Flim,”  by  F.  E.  Ives. 
“The  Hondlitsg  of  Motion  Pletare  Film  Under 

Voploas  Climatio  Condltlona,”  by  R.  J.  Flahert), 

Cinemntographer,  New  York  Oiy. 
“The  HypopsansitizSng  of  Paschrcmctic  Motion 

Pictare  Film,”  by  J.  B.  Crebtreo,  Reseorch  Labora- 

tory, Eastmoc  Kodak  Company. 

“Poicters  on  The&lre  Design  and  Construction,'' 
by  H.  Robins  Buprougbs,  Arahltect,  New  York  Clt>. 

“Motion  Plslur©  Theatre  Progress  In  Smaller 

Towns  and  Rural  CommueSliee,”  by  H.  E.  HolqnUi, 

Editor,  Better  Hjeotres  section  of  “Eshlbltora 

Hcrold.” 

“The  National  Bateau  of  Standards  end  Its 

PossibSe  Technbal  Relations  to  the  Motion  Picture 

Industry,”  by  George  K.  Burgess,  Direstor  of  ths 
Bureaa  of  Stondords. 

“Report  of  Progress  in  the  Motion  Picture  In- 

dustry," by  Ctkpl  E.  Egeler,  National  Lamp  Works, 
Cleveland,  Ohio, 

“Inleraol  Developments  in  the  Motion  Piciucs 

Industry,”  by  Gov.  Carl  E.  MSUlken,  Sosreiory. 

Motion  Pieiuro  Producers  end  Distributors  of America,  Inc. 

“The  OrganUution  end  Procedure  of  the  Publlt 

Theatre  Managers*  Training  Schoool,”  by  John  F. 

Barry,  Dlreetor  of  the  School. 

“A  TVelve  Year  Trial  of  Edasational  Films,”  by 

F.  W.  Perkins,  Direetor  of  the  Motion  
Picture  Di- 

vision of  the  U.  S.  Deperimeiit  of  Agriculture. 

“Film  Mutilation,”  by  Hickman  Price.  Motion 

Piosare  Producers  and  Distributors  of  
Aaserieu, 

Inc. 
“The  Useful  Life  of  Motion  Picture  Film,  by 

F.  H.  Richardson,  Technical  Editor  of  the  
Moving Picture  World.  „ 

“Cleaning  Used  Positive  Motion  Picture  Fi
lm, 

by  Trevor  Faulkner,  Famous  Playsrs-Lasky 

“Some  Problems  of  a   ProieotlonlBt,”  by
  L.  M. 

Townsend,  profeetlon  eoginoer,  
Eastman  Theotre, 

Rochester,  N.  Y.  .   /• 

“In9uence  of  the  Projoslion  Leas 
 on  the  Lon- 

iraet  of  the  Picture,’*  by  CUfton  Tu
ttle  and  L.  A. 

Research  Laboratory,  Eastman  K
odak  L 

^°“Eaf«ot  on  Screen  Illuminatioa  of  BubMes  ̂ and 

SlHciions  in  the  Bulbs  of  Projection  
Lamps,  by 

L.  C.  Porter,  Edison  Lamp  Works,  
Harrison,  «■  J' 

•Trick  Photography,*'  by  C.  L.  Gregory,  
Dsac, 

New  York  InstSt-ate  of  Photography. 

“An  Appnrolus  for  Ilmo  Lapse
  Motion  P   ctur* 

Photography,**  by  Howard  Gr
eene,  Motion  Picture Division,  U.  S.  Dept,  of  Agriculture. 

“Lighting  by  Mnsda  Lamps  for
  Motion  Plclu 

Photogrophy,”  by  E.  W.  Beggs,  
WestSnghouse  Lamp 

Company,  Bloomfield,  N.  J.  .   ...i, 

“Painting  with  Lights,”  by
  Horry  Fischbeek. Famous  Players-Losky  Corp. 

“Scoring  a   Motion  Picture,”  by  Victor  ^“
8“^ 

mQsidal  diipooiop*  Eceimait  'rheatf©*  R
oohesW*  • 

“The  Recovery  of  Silver  From 
 Eahnusied  FI*'  8 Baths.”  by  J.  I.  Crabtree  and  J.  F.  _ 

•The  Staining  Properties  of  Motio
n  ® 

velcpors,”  by  3.  E.  Crabtree  M. 

“Syphons  end  Measuring  D
evices  for  P   o 

gpophia  Solutions,  by  K.
  C.  D.  Hickman.  Rese®”' 

Laborolory,  Eastman  Kodak  Company.  „ 

“Display  Enlargements  From  
Single  Frame ttaa  PioturoB.”  by  K.  C.  D.  Hickman.  ,„| 

The  UL  of  Motion  Pictures^  f
or  Governmen.^®; Purposes,*'  by  Raymond  S.  Pock, 

and  Commerce,  Motion  Pictur
e  Bureau, 

Canada. 

Marysville,  Calif.— Golden  State
  Theatre 

Corporation  contemplates  erecting  movi
ng 

picture  theatre.  .   _   c'.„_i,c 

Sacramento.  Calif —Leonard 

has  completed  plans  for  Alhambra  Th 
to  be  erected  at  3Ist  and  K   streets.  _ 

San  Jose.  Calif.-J.  A.  Kidwa
rd.  1/ North  First  street,  has  plans  by  H.  ; 

17  North  First  street,  for  /ourte
en-stor) 

Class  A   theatre  to  be  erected  at  Fi
rst  av 

nue  and  Santa  Clara  street,  to  
cost  9^' 500,000. 



Redwood  Frames 

All  SILVERSHEET 
Frames  are  made  of 

genuine  clear  Cali- 
fomia  Redwood,  with 

improved  tension 
device.  Maximum 

tension  efficiency  is 
assured. 

Teclmicolor  Films 
The  automobile,  the  aeroplane,  the  radio- 

all  in  the  last  decade — have  developed 
tremendously. 

The  motion  picture,  also,  has  shared  in  this 

rapid  development,  and  the  screen  the 

very  heart  of  the  picture — must  progress 
accordingly. 

The  new  Technicolor  Films,  fast  becom- 

ing more  and  more  popular,  demand  screens 

specifically  built  for  their  presentation. 

In  dll  genuine  Knobel  Built 

SILVERSHEETS— regardless 

of  their  other  specific  surface 

characteristics  ^ are  blended 

bronzes  especially  developed  to 

portray  true  color  tones  of  these 

marvelous  'Technicolor  Films. 

Our  Guarantee 

All  Knobel  Built 

to  specification 
SILVERSHEETS 

are  absolutely  guar- 

anteed togivesatis- 

factory  results.  A   fea- ture worthy  of  your 

consideration. Remembers 

to  get  a   genuine  Knobel  Bu
ilt 

screen  you  must  get  a 

SlLVERSfS 

AMERICAN  SlLVERSHEEf  C
OMPANY 

915  WASH  STREET SAINT  LOUIS,  MO. 



‘'Balaban  &   Katz-Uptown  (Chicago),  a 

$4,000,000  theatre  of  a   thousand  and  one  won- 

ders for  our  city  of  3,000,000  peopl^Four 

Million  Dollars  woven  by  Artists,  Welded  and 

moulded  by  Artisans— Blended  by  the  Brains  of 

dreamers  of  Fair  Things — To  match  the  Gleam- 

ing Splendor  of  the  new  Theatre,  Balaban  & 

Katz  Stage  Production  De- 
partment has  created  a   vivid 

and  flashing  program — The 

Edgewater  Beach  Hotel  Oriole 

Orchestra  and  the  world  pre- 

mier of  First  National  film  production,  ‘Tli 

Lady  Who  Lied’,  With  We  made  this  ne 
theatre  tremendous  in  size.  It  will  hush  yo 

awe  you,  stagger  you — An  Acre  of  Seat
s.  Tt 

mightiest  sight  within  four  walls  of  a 

America  will  burst  upon  you  when  you  st£ 

inside  our  colossal  new  theatre.”  (From  opei 

ing  announcement  in  the  Chicago  American 

The  blase  first-nighter  read  and  wondere 

went  and  saw  and — was  conquered.  SEATS  a 

the  essence  of  the  Uptown’s  peerless  magni 

cence.  Comfort  the  Soul  of  its  Hospitalitffl 

CHICAGO 
12  E.  Jackson  Blvd. 

NEW  YORKJ 

121  West  40th  Street 

Uptown  T/. 

American  S 
i 
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Seats  —   wt  Shows  —   were  the  Attract
ion 

HE  cloud  of  superlatives  used  to  d
escribe  the 

ilendor  of  the  Uptown  acknowledg
e  and  em- 

lasize  the  fact  that  good  seats  c
onstituted 

Che  mightiest  sight  within  four 
 walls  of  all 

merica.”  It  is  perfectly  clear  seats  take
  equal 

ink  with  premieres  and  stars  in  winn
ing  the 

imiration  and  holding  the  good  will
  of  the 

Lultitudes.  More  directly  to  the  point
  of 

:ating  comfort  is  this  extract  from  
an  editorial 

1   Moving  Picture  World
:  “An  exhibitor  in 

airmont,  West  Virginia,  recently  cond
ucted  a 

Ihc  Holt  Call 

prize  contest  in  connection  
with  a   local  news- 

paper asking  the  children  of  the  c
ity  to  state 

why  they  patronized  his  
theatre.  A   number  of 

surprises  were  brought  out  by
  the  hundreds  of 

letters  submitted,  and  not  the 
 least  surprising 

of  all  was  the  fact  that  a   la
rge  number  of  the 

letters  said:  the  seats  are  so  comfortable . 

Ye  gods!  And  here  there  are  ̂ 

a   lot  of  us— including  ex
hib- 

itors—who  had  come  to  the 

conclusion  that  the  questi
on 

of  seating  was  a   minor  ma
tter. 

Se/uyn  Theairc,  Chicago,  III. 

^layho
ua^ 

Company 
PHILADELPHIA 

1 2 11  -A  Chestnut  Street 

boston 
b5-D  Canal  Street 
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32 BETTER  THEATRES  SECTION  OF 

The  RET  LAW 
THEATRE,  Fon  dn 
Lae,  Wis.,  Rapp  & 
Rapp,  archilecis. 

The  alleiilion-eoin- 
pcllxng  sign  and 
canopy  arc  MILNE 
BUILT. 

The  bfigbt- 
est  signs  on 

Milwaukee's 
White  Way 

—   Saxe’s 

Wise  onsin 

and  the  Oi- 

pheum  —   are 

MILNE- 

BUILT. 

Spectacular! 
Attention-Compelling  Signs 

IN  Fon  du  Lac,  Wis.,  at  the  Retlaw  Theatre  and  all over  the  country,  representative  theatres  pull  in 
the  crowds  with  MILNE  effective  electrical  display 

signs. 
Let  us  improve  the  front  of  your  theatre  just  as 

we  have  done  for  others.  We  furnish  colored  sketches 
free  of  charge. 

None  too  large   None  too  small 

Send 
us  the 

naitre 

of  your theatre 

and  let 

us  sub- 

mit a 

colored 
sketch 

MILNE  ELECTRIC  SIGN  CO. 
189  Fifth  Street  Milwaukee,  Wis. 

MILNE 
SIGNS 

Changeable  Letter  Marquise  or  Canopies 

BECAUSE  THEY  REQUIRED  THE  BEST 

PROJECTION  POSSIBLE 

“H  C”  HIGH  INTENSITY  LAMPS 
Are  Being  Used  for  the  Premiere  Showing  of 

“THE  BIG  PARADE” 
Smaller  Theatres  Can  Afford  the  Same  Equip- 

ment and  Thereby  Attain  the  Same 

Quality  of  Projection 

We  ran  improve  your  projeelion  with  tlir^ 

“H  C”  High  Intensity  Lamp 

HALL  &   CONNOLLY,  Inc. 
129  Grand  St.  New  York  City 

H.  Maurice  Jacquet 

to  Direct  ̂ ^Roxy” Orchestra 
S.  L.  Rothafel  has  engaged  H. 

Maurice  Jacquel,  noted  French  con- 
ductor and  composer  as  conductor  of 

ihe  new  Roxy  theatre  now  being  built 
at  50th-51st  street  and  7th  avenue. 

New  York. 
M.  Jacquel  for  many  years  associat- 

ed with  Firmin  Gemier  as  musical 
collaborator  and  conductor  in  his 

“Grands  Spectacles,”  is  one  of  the 
best  known  musical  leaders  abroad 

where  his  compositions  and  arrange- 
ments arc  played  in  the  foremost 

theatres  and  symphony  orchestras.  In 
1918  he  founded  and  directed  the  con- 

certs of  the  Artistes  Associes  creat- 

ing a   new  and  vital  interest  in  modern 

music,  and  was  later  elected  to  mem- 
bership in  the  Society  of  Authors  and 

Dramatic  Composers,  the  only  man 
now  in  America  to  be  awarded  that 

honor.  Twenty-one  of  his  most  repre- 
sentative works  have  been  performed, 

and  he  has  recently  completed  a   new 

symphonic  poem  with  a   chorus  of 

children’s  voices,  “The  Mystic  Trump- 

eter,” suggested  by  Walt  Whitman’s 
immortal  poem. 
His  association  with  the  great 

Gemier  covered  a   period  of  six  years 

during  which  time  every  type  of  dra- 
matic entertainment  was  presented, 

M.  Jacquet  providing  the  musical  ac- 
companiments and  directing  the  or- 

chestra. 
M.  Jacquet  has  been  in  America 

only  a   short  time,  but  h6  established 
himself  with  American  audiences  as 

the  composer  of  “Spanish  Love,”  pro- 
duced some  seasons  ago  at  the  Maxine 

Elliott  theatre  from  the  book  by 

Avery  Hopwood  and  Mary  Roberts 
Rinehart. 

Universal  Will  Build 

Two  Theatres  in 

Omaha,  Nebr. 
Universal  Pictures  Corporation  plans 

to  erect  two  new  theatres  in  Omaha. 

The  most  important  project  of  the  two, 

is  a   2,500  seat  picture  house  to  be  erect- 
ed in  conjunction  with  a   400-room  hotel 

on  the  Redick  property  at  Fifteenth  and 

Harney  streets.  The  other  will  be  a 

smaller  theatre,  and  used  as  a   second- 
run.  In  addition  to  the  Redick  property, 

it  is  said  the  Universal  people  want  to 
takfe  over  the  Neville  block  at  Sixteenth 

and  Harney  streets,  so  that  a   Sixteenth 
street  entrance  would  be  available.  If 

they  cannot  make  a   satisfactory  deal  for 
the  Neville  block,  the  prospective 

purchaser  hopes  to  lease  that  part  of 
the  block  :   now  occupied  by  a   lunch 
counter  apd  the  entranceway  to  the 

building.  'The  plan  contemplates  a 
structure  for  the  theatre,  which  would 

cost  $2,500,000.  A   400-room  hotel  would 
be  built  around  the  theatrei  proper,  with 

stores  on  Harney  and  Fifteenth  streets. 
The  second  Universal  theatre  would  be 

a   smaller  house,  and  operated  at  re- duced admission  prices. 

Universal's  idea  of  financing  these  two 
Omaha  houses  is  said  to  be  based  on 

the  necessity  of  making  an  outlet  for 
the  corporation’s  film  products. 
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‘‘Stunts”  at  the  Organ  That  Help 
Put  the  Film  Story  Across 

By  HAROLD  J.  LYON 
Solo  Organist,  Legion  Theatre,  Marshalltown,  la. 

People  attend  the  theatre  for recreation  and  enjoyment;  they 

want  to  forget  their  daily  trou- 
bles in  life.  Suppose  the  picture 

happens  to  be  full  of  the  characters 

hardships.  Should  they  be  bored 

with  such,  it  is  then  the  prime  duty 

of  the  music  to  sparkle  a   bit,  add  the 

tinkle  of  happiness,  flash  on  a   touch 

of  wit  and  humor.  One  of  the  best 

ways  to  accomplish  this  is  to  use  a 
stunt  at  intervals,  find  a   high  spot 

and  make  the  audience  take  notice. 

Like  the  novelty  the  stunt  is  an 

abomination  to  the  musician,  but 

marvelous  to  the  box.  office  and  to  the 

box  office  we  must  play. 

The  stunt  differs. from  the  novelty 

in  that  it  has  a   place  on  the  finest 

program  and  is  no  hindrance  to  even 

the  strictest  of  musicians.  It  is  really 

only  a   bit  of  cleverness,  a   test  of 

alertness  to  follow  and  catch  and  por- 

tray a   highspot  now  and  then  and  to 

help  out  the  film  director  in  putting 
punches  across. 

*   St5  * 

The  modern  theatre  organ  is  even 

more  competent  to  produce  effects 

than  the  orchestra,  as  it  can  imitate 

such  instruments  as  the  pipe  organ 

itself,  the  caliope,  the  harmonica,  the 

harmonium,  etc.,  which  even  a   very 

large  orchestra  cannot.  Although  in 

one  respect  the  orchestra  is  at  an  ad- 
vantage. It  is  a   multiple  personality 

— any  unit  or  units  of  which  may 

be  set  apart  to  perform  imitations, 
while  the  remainder  continues  the 

pure  musical  flow.  At  the  organ  this 

can  be  accomplished  by  independent 

use  of  both  hands  and  both  feet,  care- 

ful practice  and  attention  to  partic- 
ulars, and  a   full  utilization  of  the 

manifold  resources  of  the  organ. 

You  are  probably  familiar  with  the 
kind  of  organist  who  will  stop  playing 
so  that  he  may  ring  the  bell,  bark 
the  dog,  blow  the  auto  horn,  or  put 
in  a   little  conversation  on  the  vox 
humana.  Nine  chances  out  of  ten 

he  is  usually  the  same  as  .the  one  that, 

well  he  would  say  he  was  improvis- 
ing if  asked  what  the  succession  of 

chords  were  for,  while  he  was  tum- 
ing  pages  looking  for  a   new  piece. 

Every  picture  should  have  an  in- dividual score  made  out  for  it  and 

arranged  in  its  proper  seqitences  with 
numbers  on  inside  pages  made  ready 
at  hand  with  the  use  of  clips,  and 

everything  correctly  timed  to  elimi- 
nate this  sloppy  habit  of  stalling  for 

time  with  unnecessary  and  meaning- 
less chords  while  turning  a   page  or 

waiting  for  the  next  cue. 
* 

Adopt  a   happy  medium  and  only 
use  imitations  and  effects  in  the  dra- 

matic picture  when  it  has  some  im- 
portance in  assisting  the  plot.  Please 

note  that  I   said  dramatic  picture,  for 
in  comedies,  of  course,  everything 

goes.  If  the  sound  has  a   keen  emo- tional effect  of  surprise,  fright,  or 

some  other  reaction  causing  a   tem- 
porary standstill  of  action  on  the  play- 

ers by  all  means  produce  tlie  effect 
and  pause  for  a   second  afterwards, 
otherwise  1   deem  it  better  taste  to 

have  pre-arranged  the  registration  so 
that  it  may  be  worked  in  with  the 

Adaeio      Beethoven 

Air      — 

Air  (Rinaldo)    — Handel 
Air  (Pur  Dicesti)   Loth 
Andante  (Orfeo)    ..Gluck 

Andante      Mendelssohn 
Andante    Tsehaikowsky 

Andante  Religiose   Thome 

Andantino  —   .Francs 

Andantino    Lemare 

Angela'  Serenade      ^raga 
Angelas    Massenet 
Anitra's  Dance    ..y..Gr*ep 
Aragonaise      Mas^tiet 
Ase's  Death    .-.Gneg 

Ave  Maria  .^....—..—Gounod 
Ave  Maria    Schubert 
Barcarolle      .....Offenbach 

Berceuse  (Joceljm) — Godard 
Berceuse   Sehytte 
Bridal  Chorus    ...Wagner 
Cantilene  Nuptiale   
Cavatina  —   -   

Chants  Russes        — Lalo 

Cinquantaine  ..Gabriel-Marte 
Consolation  No.  S— ..— Dwet 
Consolation      Mendelssohn 
Coronation  March  Meyerbeer 
Cradle  Song    Hauser 
Cradle  Song  —   ..lljnisky 

Cygne,  Le    Saint-Saens 
Dance  of  the  Hours 

Ponchielli 
Dead  March  (Saul)  Handel 
Dervish  Chorus   Sebek 

Erotik,  Op.  43,  No.  S 

Gneg 

Evening  Prayer  — Reintcke 
Evening  Star    Wagner 
Fanfare,  Op.  40   Ascher 

An  Ideal  Collection  for  Motion  Picture 

Organists 

STANDARD  ORGAN  PIECES 
A   collection  of  114  standard  classic,  modern,  sacred, 

operatic,  characteristic  and  march  compositions  ar- 
ranged for  pipe  organ  (3  staves)  and  highly  endorsed 

for  motion  picture  use  by  such  authorities  as  John 

Priest,  John  Hammond,  Percy  Starmes  and  many 

others.  Contains  448  pages,  sheet  music  size,  durably 

bound.  Once  on  the  organ  desk,  it  will  never  be  off  it. 

Be  sure  to  read  this  Complete  List  of  Contents 

Funeral  March    Chopin 
Gavotte  in  D     
Grand  March  (Aida)  Verdi 
March  (Tannliauser) 

Wagner 
Hallelujah  Chorus  ...Handel 
Humorcske  —   —Dvorak 

Hungarian  Dance   .Brawns 

Hymn  to  the  Sun 
R.  Korsakow 

Idyl  (Evening  Rest)  Merke[ 
Intermezzo    Mascagni 

Kol  Nidrci    Hebrew 

Largo  (Symphony)  — Dvorak 

Largo  (Xerxes)    Handel 
Larme,  Un  (A  Tear) Moussorgsky 

Lost  Chord,  The   Sullivan 

Madrigal    -   Simonetlv 
March  (Tannhauser) 

Wogncf 

Marche  Celebre    Lacliner 
Marche  Militaire   Schubert 
Marche  Nuptiale    —Ganne 

Melodic  Op-  10   Massenet 

Melody  in  F   Rubinstein 
Military  Polonaise   Chopin 

Minuet  in  G     Beethoven 
Minuet   MoMart 
Miserere    y^rdt 

Moment  Musical  Schubert 
My  Heart  (Samson) 

Nocturne,  Op.  9.  No.  2 

Chopin 
Norwegian  Dance  —   

Pilgrim  Chorus    Wagner 

Playera,  Op.  S   Granados 
  Fibich 

Festival  March  -......-Gounod 

BOUND  IN  PAPER  at  $3.00 

Send  for  free  S6-page  list  of 

Poemc      ,i  . 

Prayer      Humperdinck 

Prayer  (Octett)  -...Schubert 

    CLOTH  BOUND  at  $5.00 

Prelude  in  C   Sharp  Minor 
Rachmaninoff 

Prelude  (Lohengrin) 

Wagner 
Pres  dc  la  Mer...-   Arensky 
Prize  Song    

Quartet  (Rigolctto)..^..ycri/i 
Rameatlx,  Les  (The  Palms) 

faurf Reverie,  Op,  9   Strauss Romance      

Romance,  Op.  26....Svendsen 
Romance  Sans  Paroles 

Faure 
Russian  Patrol......Ri«t'initew Salut 'd' Amour      — Elgar 

Sarabande  -     Handel 

Scotch  Poem  MacDowell 
Serenade    Origo Serenade    

Serenade      —   ̂t:hubert 
Serenade    Widor 

Screnata          Mosekowski 

Shehcrazade    R.  Korsakow 

Sextette  (Lucia)  Donneth 

Simple  Aveu      —Thome 

Song  -   —Tschaikowsky 
Song  of  India  R.  Kors^ow Souvenir    

Spring  Song  ...Mendelssohn 

Torchlight  March   Clark 
Traumcrei    Schumann 

Triumphal  EniTy.-Holvorsen Unfinished  Symphony 

Schubert 
Vision   Rheinberger 

Voix  Celeste   Batute 

Volga  Boatmen  Song Russian 

Waltz  in  A,  Op.  39— Brahms 
War  March  — Mendelssohn 

Wedding  March  Mendelssohn 

For  Sale  at 
Ail  Music  Stores 

Whole  World”  Music  Books 

D.  APPLETON  &   COMPANY 

k 
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BETTER  THEATRES  SECTION  OF 

The  New 

brings  Mirror  Arc  projection  to  the  small  theatre. 

Mirror  Arc  Projection  delivers  the  best  light  for  all  purposes.^  To  operate
  a 

Mirror  Arc  you  must  have  direct  current  which  is  best  supplied  by  a
   motor 

generator  unit.  The  Transverter  is  the  pioneer  and  recognized  l
eader  in 

this  field.  With  it  your  performances  wll  be  of  highest  excellence. 

This  new  Transverter  carries  one  arc  at  20  amperes  or  less  with  both  arcs  in 

multiple  at  a   total  of  double  the  amperes  during  the  changeover.  Every 

pliase  of  its  design  has  been  planned  for  the  small  theatre.  In  design,  and 

principle  of  operation  it  is  identical  witJi  the  larger  Transverters  now  in 
thousands  of  the  leading  theatres  of  the  nation. 

Mirror  Arc  Projection  with  this  new  Transverter  places  your  performance  on 

a   par  with  the  leading  theatres  of  the  country. 

The  Transverter  has 

shown  its  influence  in  the 

box  offices  of  the  coun» 

try’s  most  important  the- 
atres. Now  it  is  possible 

for  your  box  office  to 
benefit. 

Send  for  our 

new  bulletins 

explaining  it. 

The  Hertnejr  Electric  Company 
Cleveland,  Ohio. 

Gentlemen: — 

Send  us  your  Bulletins  on  how  to  secure  larger  box 

office  receipts  thru  using  the  Transverter. 

Name       

Address.., 

TTeatre... 

ELECTRIC  COMPANY 

1900  W.  114th  St. Cleveland,  Ohio 

THE  ‘‘BESTEROPTICON’ 

A   Ikiglily  efficient, 
low  price  stereopti- 
con.  Screen  results  are  equal  to  stereos  sell- 

ing at  much  higher  prices. 

PRICE  $26.00,  BULB  EXTRA 

—Your  Doator  Has  Them^— 

MFC.  BY 

BEST  DEVICES  CO. 
FILM  BLDG.  CI..KVELAND,  O. 

Programs 
Heralds 

Dodgers 
IW  NATIONAL 
POSTER  Jb  PTG.  CO. 

TUB  S.  Wabash  Ava. 

CHICAGO,  ILL. 

musical  background  undisturbed.  For 

example,  in  the  picture  I   am  now 

playing,  “Steel  Preferred/’  Wally  en- 
ters the  draftsmen’s  room  at  night, 

secretly.  He  wishes  to  change  cer- 
tain furnace  blue  prints  and  by  acci- 
dent he  knocks  over  a   large  bottle  of 

ink  which  breaks  as  it  comes  in  con- 

tact with  the  floor.  A   crash  on  the 

cymbol  rather  muffled  and  then  a 

short  pause  is  appropriate  because  the 
watchman  hears  the  crash  as  he  is 

passing  on  the  outside  and  summons 
the  authorities.  Musical  instruments 

should,  of  course,  be  treated  with  a 

melody  characteristic  and  most  gen- 

erally played  as  a   separate  cue. 
Unless  the  imitation  can  be  per- 

formed smoothly  and  realistically, 

leave  it  out  and  keep  up  your  pre- 

ceding good  record.  I   recall  an  in- 
cident the  first  time  I   imitated  the 

braying  of  a   horse.  I   had  not  prac- ticed it  out  beforehand  and  alas,  one 

of  my  front  row  juveniles  said  to  his 

companion,  “Gee,  I   wonder  if  he 

thinks  that  horse’s  sick.”  Naturally 

it  ruined  my  evening  but  taught  me 

a   lesson  and  from  then  on  and  al- 

ways, if  something  new  comes  up  the 
first  time  I   am  playing  the  picture  I 

leave  it  out  until  I   have  had  an  op- 

portunity to  practice  and  master  it. *   *   * 

I   once  heard  a   player  who  was 

stunting  everything  in  the  film  from 

a   pin  drop  to  all  the  conversation. 

He  surely  was  no  master  of  the 
stunt  but  rather  his  mind  was 

stunted.  It  is  unnecessary  for  me 

to  inform  the  reader  that  the  pru- 

gram  was  spoiled  by  such  playing. 

Be  thrifty  and  don’t  overfeed  your 

audience.  (Absence  makes  the 
heart  grow  fonder.) 

Every  feature  has  a   few  places 
where  the  organist  may  really  give 

the  audience  a   little  relaxation, 

which  is  good  for  their  nerves, 

Create  your  own  giggles  and  smiles. 

After  you  have  held  them  in  a   dra- matic mood  throughout  a   scene  give 

them  an  out  and  out  giggle  at  the 

first  possible  interval  and  assure 
them  that  after  all  it  is  only  a   pic- 
ture. 

Perform  the  stunt  in  such  a   way 

that  you  will  not  impress  upon  the 
mind  that  you  are  having  a   fainting 

spell  and  it  was  merely  an  accident. 
Make  it  emphatic  or  he  may  think 

one  of  your  fingers  merely  slipped 
or  the  music  rack  fell  down  on  the 

pedals.  It  is  also  very  important 

to  get  the  registration  true  to  life- 
To  do  the  best  work  as  a   picture 

accompanist,  one  must  concentrate 
so  completely  upon  the  story  and 

thought  of  the  action  as  to  live  with 
the  actors;  this  subconsciously, 

brings  the  interpretation  of  the  mu- 
sic into  harmony  with  the  picture. {Co.ntiiitted  on  page  39) 
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The  MEN 
Behind  the 

“ROXY” 
{Continued  from  page  19) 

playing  fine  judgment  and  uncanny  fore-
 

sight in  matters  concerning  star  values, 

production  and  distribution. 

S.  J.  ROTEAFEL 
S.  L.  Rothafel,  the  originator  of  the  de 

luxe  program,  has  no  peer  in  the  presenta- 
tion of  motion  pictures  to  the  public. 

In  resigning  from  the  Capitol  theatre, 

after  five  years’  association,  during  which 
time  it  was  universally  acknowledged  that 

he  made  it  a   great  financial  success  through 

his  methods  of  organization  and  presenta- 

tion, he  announced  that  “The  Roxy  thea- 
tre opens  the  way  for  the  realization  of  my 

ambition  to  have  a   motion  picture  theatre 

of  my  own.” 
Roxy  began  his  career  as  a   small  ex- 

hibitor in  western  Pennsylvania.  The  next 

step  in  his  progress  took  place  when  he 

moved  to  the  Alhambra  in  Milwaukee 

where  his  novel  ideas  began  to  atrract 

notice.  In  1913  he  broke  into  New  York 

at  the  Regent  theatre^  7th  avenue  and  116th 

street,  and  his  v.^ork  soon  won  greater  at- 
tention. The  result  was  that  in  April,  1914, 

he  was  placed  in  charge  of  the  Strand  thea-
 

tre, when  it  opened  on  Broadway,  as  the 

initial  big-time  picture  house  of  the  film 

world.  His  presentation  methods  showed 

continual  advancement,  so  he  was  chosen 

to  manage  the  Rialto  when_  that  theatre 

opened,  and  later  the  Rivoli.  After  the
 

Capitol  had  been  running  for  about  a   year, 

Roxy  was  put  in  charge  of  the  present
a- 

tions with  the  result  that  the  big  theatre 

became  the  outstanding  money  maker  m   the 
amusement  world. 

Roxy  is  to  have  free  rein  in  the  develo
p- 

ment of  his  artistic  ideas  of  presentation 

in  the  theatre  which  will  bear  his  name. 

While  only  a   few  of  his  plans  and  inno
va- 

tions are  being  divulged,  a   radical  progress 

in  film  presentation  is  promised  when  the 

Roxy  theatre  opens  late  next  fall. 

WILLIAM  E.  ATKINSON 

In  June,  1925,  William  E.  Atkinson,  
re- 

signed his  post  as  vice-president  and  gen- 
eral manager  of  Metro-Goldwyn.  After  an 

extended  vacation,  he  joined  the  then  re- 

cently formed  Roxy  Theatres  Corporation, 

to  become  vice-president  and  general  man- 
ager of  the  new  enterprise.  .   .   i. 

Mr.  Atkinson  was  first  identified  with  the 

motion  picture  industry  in  1910  when  he
 

left  his  profession  of  electrical  er^ineer 

to  join  the  Kinemacolor  Company,  but  he 

first  become  actively  interested  in  motion 

pictures  in  1915,  when  Richard  A.  Rowland
 

formed  the  Metro  Pictures  Corporation. 

Mr.  Atkinson  is  recognized  as  a   highly 

skilled  executive  and  has  a   reputafion  for 

the  highest  integrity  and  business  efficiem^. 

A   few  weeks  after  the  formation  of  t
he 

Metro  Pictures  Corporation,  he  went  wi
th 

Metro  as  a   special  field  representati
ve. 

After  three  months  of  this  work,  he  was 

appointed  business  manager  of  the  co
rpora- 

tion, then  in  quick  succession,  he  became 

general  manager  of  distribution,  genera
l 

manager  of  the  corporation  and  the
n  vice- 

president.  He  remained  with  Metro  fr
om 

May,  1915,  to  May,  1924.  When 
 the  amal- 

gamation between  Metro  and  Goldwyn  took 

place,  he  became  vice-president  and  ge
n 

eral  manager  of  the  combined  companies
, 

and  retained  that  position  until  his  re
signa- 

tion last  June. 

WALTER  W.  AHLSCHLAGER 

Walter  W.  Ahlschlager,  the  architect  
of 

The  Actodector 
means  Better  Projection 

'^pHE  smooth,  reliable,  au- L   tomatic  power  supply 

provided  by  the  Roth  Acto- dector is  being  chosen  for 

the  newest  theatres  in  all 

parts  of  the  country. 

Better  projection  with  less 

attention  to  the  power  sup- 

ply, besides  the  economy  of 

the  Actodector,  are  features 

that  up  to  date  theatre  own- 

ers appreciate. 

Send  for  the  Roth  bulletins 

and  get  all  the  facts  on  the Actodector. 

Built  in  sizes  to  meet 

any  requirements: from  2S-25  amperes 
to  100-100  amperes 

double  rated;  SO  am- 
peres to  300  amperes 

single  rated. 

ROTH  BROTHERS  &   CO. 
1409  W.  Adams  Street,  Chicago,  111. 

The  Roth  Brotliers 

ACTODECTOR BH6-16  Gruy 

Theatre  Seating 

We  offer  you  a   complete  and  sel
ect 

line  of  theatre  seating  from  popular 

priced  veneer  chairs  to  high  grade 

upholstered  chairs.  Reseating  ha
n- 

dled without  interruption. 

Ask  for  catalogue  27. 

E.  H.  STAFFORD  MFC  CO. 

367  West  Adams  St.  Chicago,  111, 

PRINTING 
Exclusively  for 

Exhibitors 

CIRCUS  HERALDS 

PROGRAMS 

dates  -   POSTERS 

EXHIBITORS  PRINTING 
SERVICE 

711  S.  Dearborn  St. 
Chicago,  ! 

SCENIC  STUDIOS 
Scenery  and  Stage  Equipme

nt 

VELOUR  CURTAINS 

AND  CYCLORAMAS 

THE  WM.  BECK  &   SON
S  CO. 

EstabUalicU  1850 

Hlichland  corner  Do
reheiier  A»e. 

”   “   CINCINNATI,  OHIO 
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Our  Organs  Sing  Their  Own  Praises 

Those  Who  Investigate Buy 

LINK 
C.  SHARPE  MINOR  UNIT  ORGANS 

Write  for  our  Booklet 

“SIXTEEN  FACTS” 

C.  SHARPE  MINOR  ( UNIT  ORGANS 

BLNGHAMTON,  N.  Y. 

S.  O.  G. 
CONDENSERS 

combine  heat  resistance  and 

optical  qualities. 

Ya," — 12"  diameter 

SOLE  DISTRIBUTORS: 

Fish-Schurman  Corp, 
45  West  45th  Street 

New  York  City 

1050  Cahuenga  Avenue 

Hollywood,  California 

Palace  Theatre 

Gary,  Ind. 

Decorative  Motif  by 

Michael  Angelo  Studios, 

212  Superior  Street,  East, 
Chicago. 

^   Newest 

And ^UBERTY 
MUSIC  STAND 

Patented 

Standard  for 
All  Purposes 

Send  for  Our 
Booklet 

LIBERTY  MUSIC  STAND  CO. 
I960  E.  116th  St.  Cleveland,  O. 

the  new  Roxy  theatre,  is  one  of  the  fore- 
most designers  of  motion  picture  theatres 

in  the  country.  Born  in  Chicago,  he  com- 

pleted his  engineering  course  at  the  Lewis 
Institute  and  took  further  architectural  and 

engineering  courses  at  the  Armour  Insti- 
tute of  Technology,  and  the  Art  Institute 

in  that  city.  He  became  a   licensed  archi- 
tect in  1910  following  in  the  footsteps  of 

his  father,  who  in  his  time  was  a   widely 
known  architect  and  engineer  in  the  middle 

west. In  1913  he  set  up  in  business  for  himself, 

His  success  was  so  pronounced  that  in  1920 
the  business  was  incorporated  under  the 
name  of  Walter  W.  Ahlschlager,  Inc., 

specializing  in  the  design  of  theatres,  hotels 
and  apartment  houses  of  the  most  luxurious 
order.  His  rise  has  been  phenomenal  and 

his  position  as  one  of  the  most  progressive 
men  in  his  field  is  unquestioned.  He  has  as 

a   background  the  design  of  nearly  thirty 

theatres  in  the  central  west  and  elsewhere 

and  at  the  present  writing  he  has  twelve 

large  theatres  under  construction  in  addi- 
tion to  the  Roxy  theatre. 

THE  CHANINS 
The  Chanin  Brothers,  two  very  young 

men  from  Brooklyn,  are  the  head  of  the 

Chanin  Construction  Co.,  which  is  building 

the  new  Roxy  theatre.  Irwin  S.  Chanin 
avows  that  the  Roxy  theatre  will  realize 
the  dream  of  most  of  the  theatre  architects 

of  the  world. 

The  Chanins  have  built  several  of  New 

York’s  most  up-to-date  theatres.  Three 
new  houses  built  recently  have  called  forth 

econiums  from  many  noteworthy  sources. 

They  are  the  Chanin  on  46th  street,  leased 

to  the  Shuberts,  the  Biltmore  on  47th  street, 
and  the  Mansfield  just  across  the  street. 
Three  more  to  add  to  he  chain  will  be  built 

on  44th  and  45th  streets  west  of  the 

Plymouth.  These  three  with  a   15-story 
hotel  will  occupy  the  entire  tract  from  the 
Plymouth  to  Eighth  avenue. 

The  rise  of  the  Chanins  is  remarkable. 

To  do  justice  to  the  story  the  narrative 

jumps  back  to  1919. 

Irwin  S.  Chanin  studying  to  be  a   build- 
ing engineer,  living  with  his  family  at 

Bensonhurst.  He  was  then  26,  and  tired 

of  working  for  other  people.  He  built  a 

small  house  in  Bensonhurst  and  sold  it  im- 

mediately at  a   profit.  He  kept  on  and  on 

as  Bensonhurst  became  a   thriving  com- 
munity. His  brother,  Henry,  two  years  his 

junior,  joined  him  in  business.  They  moved 

to  downtown  Brooklyn  and  built  a   sky- 
scraper. Then  they  came  to  New  York 

where  they  erected  one  of  the  first  sky- 
scrapers in  the  new  fur  district. 

Motion  Picture  Course 
on  Chautauqua 

School 

A   study  of  the  motion  picture  indus- 
try is  included  in  the  course  of  the 

Chautauqua  Summer  School,  Chautau- 
qua, N.  Y.  which  opens  July  5   to  Aug- 

ust 13.  The  motion  picture  course  will 
be  conducted  by  Charles  H.  Tarbox  of 
the  Fredonia  Opera  House,  Fredonia, N.  Y. 

Mr.  Tarbox  has  been  a   theatre  man- 
ager and  film  distributor  for  eight  years. 

It  is  his  belief  that  work  of  the  kind 

undertaken  by  the  Chautauqua  school 

will  be  of  constructive  benefit  to  the  in- 

dustry as  it  will  help  eliminate  misun- derstanding and  false  impressions. 
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Burroughs  Discusses 

Theatre  Design, 
Construction 
(Continued  from  page  20) 

there  is  one,  but  outside  of  the  main  
theatre 

wall,  so  that  in  case  of  fire,  the  project
ion 

room  is  entirely  independent  of  the  
theatre 

proper.  This  construction  is  usu
ally  ob- 

tainable where  there  are  stores  and  offices 

on  the  street  front  and  the  theatre  pro
per 

is  set  back,  so  that  the  projection  
room  can 

be  placed  over  the  office  porti
on  of  the 

building,  but,  of  course,  independ
ent  of  it. 

#   ♦   * 

Too  frequently  insufficient  study  an
d  con- 

sideration is  given  to  the  projection  room. 

The  comforts  and  convenience  of  
the  oper- 

ators are  overlooked  and  the  projectio
n 

room  is  either  too  small  or  impr
operly 

located.  In  certain  instances  
the  writer 

has  known  where  the  projection
  room  has 

been  so  badly  located  that  when 
 they  came 

to  put  in  the  machines  they  
found  there 

was  interference  between  the 
 machine  and 

the  screen,  which  necessitated 
 considerable 

alteration  in  order  to  clear  
the  picture. 

This  is  due,  of  course,  to
  little  or  no 

thought  having  been  given
  to  clearance 

lines  from  the  projection  boo
th. 

From  this  it  can  readily  be
  seen  that 

the  architect  or  engineer  who
  lays  out  a 

theatre  should  give  careful  
and  thorough 

consideration  to  the  projec
tion  room— its 

location  and  layout— as  engi
neers  who  oper- 

ate the  projection  of  motion  p
ictures,  as 

well  as  lighting  effects  and  
other  points  ot 

control  which  come  under  thei
r  jurisdiction, 

are  obliged  to  remain  constantly
  on  the  job 

and  should  therefore  be  give
n  every  con- 

sideration when  laying  out  the  theatr
e. 

The  operation  of  the  theatre  
of  today  is 

primarily  under  control  fro
m  the  projec- 

tion room,  which  is,  of  coarse,  un
der  the 

direction  of  the  management,  an
d  the  oper- 

ators there  are  acting  as  engineers,  se
cond 

in  command  only  to  the  mana
ger  of  t   e 

theatre,  and  it  behooves  the  m
anagement 

of  any  theatre  to  obtain  effi
cient  and  reli- 

able men  to  handle  the  projection 
 and 

other  allied  features.  In  other  w
ords,  a 

theatre  is  actually  operated_  from 
 the  pro- 

jection room,  under  the  direction  ot 
 the 

manager. 

In  conclusion,  the  writer  _\ws
hes  to  em- 

phasize the  importance  in  building  a   thea
  re 

of  first  obtaining  the  spvices 
 of  a   com- 

petent engineer  or  architect  who  is  t
ho 

oughly  alive  to  the  requirements
  ^ot  an  up- 

to-date  theatre  from  the  operator  s   p
oint  o 

view.  The  designer  should  always 
 keep  m 

mind  the  completed  theatre  an
d  its  opera- 

tion, and  second,  to  see  that  the  bui
lding 

is  properly  constructed  and  has
  an  adequate 

factor  of  safety. 

Simon  Terr  Elected 

by  N,  Y,  Local 
Simon  Terr  has  beeri  electe

d  New 

York  business  agent  for  local  306
  ot  th 

Moving  Picture  operators.  At
  the  sarne 

meeting  Sam  Kaplan  was  elect
ed  to  the 

4th  district  convention  which  t
akes 

place  in  Cleveland  June  19.  O
thers 

chosen  to  the  convention  are: 

Dave  Engel.  Harry  Shermam  
Simon 

Terr,  Joseph  Basson,  Max  Feinb
erg, 

Harry  Levine,  Edgar  T.  Stewart,
  Rich- 

ard E.  Weis,  Jacob  S.  Winick  and  James Lefante. 

Complying 
:   Law  at  a   Profit 

Patrons  of  your  theatre  know  that  DIXIE 

Coin  Vending  Machines  provide  them,  with 

clean,  fresh,  glass-shaped,  individual  drinkin
g cups,  for  which  they  gladly  p^.  ,,  j   „ 

The  actual  profit  from  DIXIE  Com  Ve
ndors 

in  the  foyer,  lobby  and  retiring  rooms,  
m   clue 

the  theatre  owners  for  this  courtesy  o
f  sup- 

plying a   needed  convenience,  even  though  the
 

common  drinking  glass  is  prohibited  b
y  law. 

The  column  of  snowy-whitc  DIXIE  C
ups  eas- 

ily seen,  immediately  attracts  the  atten
tion  of 

the  discriminating  patron  whose  appre
ciation  of 

this  health  guarding  convenience  i
s  reflected  in 

that  greatest  of  all  assets — good  
will. 

Complete  information  upon  request.
 

Your  jobber  toill  be  glad  *o  /“
"wA  you  DixUs. 

If  he  doesn't  have  them  le
t  vs  know. 

A   /rath  cup  vlth  ov
ary  drink 

INDIVIDUAL  DRINKING  CUP  CO.,
  INC. 

Orletnal  Makera  of  iho 
 Paper  Cup 

EASTON.  PA.  
new  YORK.  N.  Y. 

With  branches  at  Philadelphia,  
Chicago, 

Baltimore,  Los  Angeles INDIVIDUAL —   — ̂    r   ^   INDIVIDUAL 

DIXIE  CUPS 

CHANNON  EQUIPMENT  AGAIN 

COMPLETE 

COUNTERWEIGHT  RIGGING 

IN  THE 

NEW  HIGHLAND  THEATRE 

79TH  AND  ASHLAND  AVE.  CHICAGO 

Installed  by 

[OMIM 
1 aiiiiMsi  i   1* 

Sa3-S33  w:  ERIE  STREET 
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This  good  screen 

is  100%  important 

— 1%  cost 
After  all  is  said  and  done,  what  is 

your  theatre  but  an  appropriate  set- 
ting for  your  screen?  What  do 

people  come  to  look  at?  Beautiful 

architecture  and  luxurious  appoint- 
ments? Only  in  passing. 

They  come  to  look  at  the  picture. 
And  for  their  satisfaction  with  the 

picture,  the  quality  of  the  screen  is 
100%  important. 

The  Screen’s  the  Thing 
Perfect  reflection  is  one  thing  that 
can  make  or  mar  the  satisfaction  of 
your  audience.  And  less  than  1% 
of  your  total  investment  will  buy  a 
^A-LITE  Screen — and  make  perfect 
reflection  an  absolute  certainty! 

That  1%  doesn’t  mean  much  to  you 
as  outlay,  but  it  means  a   lot  as  in- 

come. The  box-office  will  telll  Only 
a   DA-LITE  will  keep  its  surface 
over  a   long  period  of  time.  Only  a 
DA-LITE  will  wear  on  and  on— 
indefinitely.  Only  a   DA-LITE  will 
give  maximum  visibility  always. 

That  s   strong  talk,  and  we  know  it. 
We  don’t  ask  you  to  believe  it.  until you  test  a   DA-LITE  by  actual  com- 

parison. We’ll  gladly  send  you  sam- ples for  that  purpose ! 

Write  your  request 
today.  It  only  costs 
2c  to  make  sure. 

da-ute  screen  & 
SCENIC  COMPANY 

SCREENS 

NEW  THEATRES 

PROJECTED 

Kramer  Hills,  Calif. — H.  Claude  Wil- 
liams, of  McCabe  &   Anderson,  Los  Ange- 

les, Calif.,  plans  to  erect  theatre,  with  seat- 
ing capacity  of  1,000. 

Los  Angeles,  Calif. — William  Simpson 
Construction  Company  has  been  awarded 
contract  to  erect  Class  A   theatre  at  6120 

HollyAVOod  Boulevard  for  Hollytvood  Mu- 
sic Box,  Inc.,  to  cost  $168,000. 

Palms,  Calif. — Arland  Club  has  plans  by 
Allison  &   Allison,  Hiberman  building,  Los 
Angeles,  Calif.,  for  new  club  house  to  be 
located  at  Venice  Boulevard  and  McLaugh- 

lin avenue,  to  include  an  outdoor  theatre, 
to  cost  $120,000. 

Palo  Alto,  Calif. — Ground  has  been 
broken  for  new  theatre  at  southeast  corner 
California  avenue  and  First  street,  with 
seating  capacity  of  500,  to  cost  ̂ ,000. 
San  Diego,  Calif. — Edwards,  Wildey  & 

Dison,  Edwards  &   Wildey  building,  Los 
Angeles,  Calif.,  have  contract  for  theatre 
and  store  building  to  erected  on  C   street, 
between  Third  and  Fourth. 

San  Francisco,  Calif.— Capitol  Company 
will  soon  break  ground  for  new  theatre 
at  Market,  Hays  and  Polk  streets,  to  cost 
$2,000,000.  Lessee,  Fox  Theatre  Company, New  York. 

Fort  Pierce,  Fla.— Lewis  J.  Selznick,  345 
Madison  avenue.  New  York,  representing 
Equitable  Finance  &   Securities  Corpora- 
hon,  has  plans  by  Thomas  W.  Lamb,  644 
Eighth  avenue,  New  York,  for  two-story 
Spanish  type  theatre,  store  and  office  build- 

ing, to  be  located  at  Avenue  A   and  Fourth 
street,  to  cost  $250,000.  Theatre  will  have 
seating  capacity  of  2,000. 

St.  Petersburg,  Fla.— E.  J.  Blaine  has 
contract  for  the  new  theatre  and  store 
building  to  be  erected  at  2812  Euclid  boule- 

vard, to  cost  $20,000. 
.Rockford,  HI.— Reported  that  William  N. 
Van  Matre,  Jr.,  and  associates  have  pur- 

chased site  in  300  block  on  North  Main 
street  for  proposed  moving  picture  theatre Site  has  frontage  of  150  feet. 

Boston,  Mass.— I.  Sonnabend,  213  Han- 
over  street,  has  awarded  contract  to  M and  D.  Construction  Company,  44  School 
street,  for  erection  of  one-story  brick  and 
stone-trim  theatre,  100  by  125  feet,  to  be loMted  on  Hanover  street  to  cost  $150  000 

Fitchburg,  Mass.— E.  L.  Snider,  18  Tre- 
mont  street,  Boston,  Mass.,  plans  to  erect brick  theatre,  vnth  seating  capacity  of 

$250b(»  
street,  to  cost 

Milton  (Boston  P.  0.),  Mass.— Clapp  & Whittemore,  31  West  street,  Boston,  have contract  for  two-story  brick  theatre,  75  by 
180  feet,  to  be  located  at  Adams  street and  Granite  avenue,  for  M.  Greenspan,  333 mshington  street,  Boston,  to  cost  $150,- 

Dearborn,  Mich.— Work  has  been  re- 
sumed on  Michigan  Avenue  building  It will  be  a   four-story  structure,  containing stores  and  offices,  of  terracotta  front  and 

fireproof  construction.  The  motion  pic- 

1   ""•1  have  seating  capacity  of l,6UU  and  has  been  leased  to  Henry  S 
Koppm  for  period  of  fifteen  years  Mr 
Koppm  operates  chain  of  thirty  picture houses  m   and  around  Detroit.  Building 
has  frontage  of  150  feet  on  Michigan  ave- 

district^  •ocated  in  heart  of  the  business Laurel,  Miss. — Strand  Amusement  Com- 
pany plans  to  erect  brick  and  stone-trim 

theatre,  to  cost  $60,000.  Equipment  and furnishings  to  cost  $18,000. 

Color  Hoods 

my  sign
” 

writes  the  manager  of  the 

Star  Theatre. 

“So  you  wouldn’t 

know  it” 

“It  has  made  a   great  change 

and  my  patrons  also  admire  it 

as  much  or  more  than  I   do.” 

(Signed)  James  Martina 
March  22nd,  1926 

Reco  Color  Hoods 

Make  ordinary  white 

lamps  richly  colored 

Ileco  Color  Hoods  are  the  most  economi- cal and  successful  method  of  injcctlnp 

color  Into  signs.  They  fit  standard  sue 
lamps  and  are  easy  to  attach  or  remove 
for  cleaning.  Never  fade.  Six  rich  col- 

ors: ruby,  blue,  green,  amber,  opal, 

canary, 

^   ELECTRIC 2651  W.  Congress  St.,  Chicag<^ 
Mokecs  alio  of  Rcynoldi  Motort,  Reco 

Flaihen,  Traffic  Controlt,  Show  Window 

Flathori,  etc. 
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Provide  Parking 

Space  at  AM 
Theatres 

Here’s  a   lip  on  foresight,  to-wit: 

when  building  a   theatre,  consider 

fiuto  parking  space,  or  your  creditors 

will  get  you  if  you  don’t  watch  
out. 

The  tip  comes,  free  of  charge,  from 

Marks  Bros.  Theatres,  Inc.,  of  Chi- 

cago, where  probably  traffic  conges- 

tion is  unequalled  by  any  other  com- 
munity in  the  country. 

Investigation  of  weeks  made  by  the 

Marks  staS  was  convincing.  Figures 

revealed  monthly  thousands  lost  to 

houses  without  adequate  parking 

spaces.  Now,  each  of  die  four  Marks 

theatres  under  construction  and  the 

sites  of  other  playhouses  projected  by 

them,  is  protected  by  the  leasing  of 

vacant  property  for  parking.  The 

Granada  theatre,  which  will  he  the 

6rst  to  open,  is  on  Sheridan  road,  a 

botdevard  under  regulations  of  a 

strict  special  park  commission. 

Across  from  the  Granada  are  three 

vacant  acres.  Even  at  their  immense 

valuation,  the  lessors  forsee  a   profit 

both  to  the  theatre  and  from  the 
nominal  parking  fee. 

“Stunts”  at  the  Organ 

That  Help  Put  the 
Picture  Across 

{Continued  from  page  34) 

No  artist  ever  does  himself  justice 

until  he  is  submerged  into  sympa- 

thetic “subconcentration.” 
JC  *   * 

It  is  a   very  easy  trick  and  seems 

to  be  well  received  by  my  audiences 

to  use  the  good  music  that  I   like 

for  the  long  scenes  when  they  per- 

mit it,  and  then  for  contrast  change 

to  popular  and  jazz  for  a   period  of 

relief.  In  doing  this  one  does  not 

disturb  the  continuity  of  the  score 

nor  the  artistic  value  of  music  but 

rather  helps  an  audience.  Jazz  is 

a   necessity  in  the  theatre  and  he 

that  says  it  is  out  of  place  there  is 

absolutely  wrong  and  does  ̂   not 
know  his  business.  Every  audience 

has  a   sense  of  refinement  and  cul- 

THE  RITZ  THEATRE 
TULSA,  OKLAHOMAS,  NEW  $1,000,000  THEATRE 

OPENED  MAY  11, 1926. 

ANOTHER 

TRULY  ATMOSPHERIC  THEATRE 
Heated  and  Ventilated 

with 

REYNOLDS  EQUIPMENT 
MR.  RALPH  TALBOT  &   ASSOCIATES— OWNERS 

MR.  JOHN  EBERSON,  ARCHT. 

You  may  obtain  complete  information  on 

REYNOLDS  SYSTEM  for  your  new  theatre 

by  mailing  your  plans  to  our  ENGINEER- ING DEPT.      

B.  F.  REYNOLDS  &   co. 
118  W.  OHIO  ST.  CHICAGO,  ILL. 

REYNOLDS  MANUFACTURES,  ENGINEERS,  AND  INSTALLS  ITS  OWN  E
QUIPMENT 

SCORES  AGAIN on 

BROADWAY 

BY  BEING  SELECTED  FOR  THE  PREMIER  PR
ESENTATION 

of  CECIL  B.  DeMlLLE’S 

“THE  VOLGA  BOATMAN” 
RAVEN  SCREEN  CORPORATION 

1476  Broadway New  York  City 

ture  and  really  lik-es  good^  music. 
Let  us  return  to  the  simplicity  of 

playing  good  music  for  fairly  good 
pictures. 

Rembusch  Is  Building 
New  House  in 

ShelLyville 
Frank  ].  Rembusch,  owner  of  a   number 

of  theatres  in  Indiana  is  erecting  a   new 

theatre  in  Shelby\'ille  which  will  be  com- 
pleted this  fall.  His  latest  playhouse  will 

have  a   seating  capacity  of  1,190  and  will 
cost  $75,000.  , 

Charles  I.  Curson,  formerly  manager  of 
the  Remusch  theatre  in  Columbus,  Ind., 
and  at  present  manager  of  the  Alahambra, 
a   Rembusch  house  in  Shelbyville,  wiu 
manage  the  new  theatre. 

IFFIBO^ 
'enicStodios 
TrmN.OHIO 

Everything  for  the  Stage 
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This  is  but  one  oE 

the  man^  beauti- 
ful designs  of  Gal- 

lagher  Music 
Stands.  This  type 

is  especially 

adapted  for  Mo- 
tion Picture  The- 
atre use. 

20%  More  Music 
— no  more  cost! 

Your  orchestra  will  cost  you  no  more — and  its  music 

will  be  at  least  20%  more  effective  in  tone  and  volume 

— if  your  orchestra  pit  is  equipped  throughout  with 
the 

GALLAGHER 
Resonant  Orchestral  Base 
This  new  base  is  an  actual  sound-producing  instrument,  located  flush 
with  the  floor  beneath  each  musicians  stand.  Built  like  a   violin,  it 

catches  every  sound  wave — and  amplifies  it  20%,  at  the  same  time 
enriching  the  tone!  At  least  twenty 
per  cent  more  music  from  your 

orchestra,  at  no  more  than  the  ini- 
tial cost.  At .*   least  twenty 

;   •   per  cent  more 

I   I   satisfaction  to 
j   1   your  audience. 

'   Bigger  profits 

for  you! 

You  want  the  lull  details 

ask  ua  (or  them  today! 

Gallagher  Orchestra 
Eiquipment  Company 

3235  Southport  Ave., 

CHICAGO 

f 
Floor  of 

Orchestra  Pit 

Klieg-Lights 

in  your  theatre 

KLIEGL  BROTHERS  can  supply 

every  theatrical  lighting  requirement 

from  a   spotlight  or  color  wheel  to 

elaborate  stage  and  scenic  effects — 

they  have  specialized  in  stage  and 

theatrical  lighting  for  thirty  years. 

“New  Catalogue” 

Secure  a   copy  of  Kliegl’s  new  cata- 

logue “M”.  It  is  the  most  complete 
manual  of  Theatrical,  Decorative, 

and  Spectacular  Lighting  specialties 

ever  compiled.  Every  producer  and 

exhibitor  should  have  a   copy  handy 

for  ready  reference. 

Parliol  Liil  of  Content* 

SpollIcbU 
Kloodilsbts 
Stssc  Lsinpt 
Fooiligbt* 
Borderllsht* 
Exit  Sims 
Alilo  Lights 
Uluinon 
Floor  Potdccls 
Plugging  Boxes 
Coimcctm 

Music  Stands 

Color  Wheels 
Color  Frames 
Color  Bolls 
Color  Boxes 
Shutter*  &   Blinder* 
Scenic  ElTcois 
ItesliUnces 
Stsge  Cable 
Gelatins  Mediums 
Color  Caps 
Coloring  (or  I^ampi 
Terminal  Lugs 

KilftSL  iROS 
ilHtVCS&U.  EUCTRICSTAseLlQHTINGCO.tHC 

321  West  50th  Street 

NEW  YORK,  N   Y. 

Here*s  Our 

Big  Special  Offer 

10  PICTUROLLS 

for  $10.00 
Postpaid 

(on  standing  order) 

This  monthly  service  guarantees 

100%  MORE  MELODY  AND 

ACTION  out  of  your  88-note 
organ  than  if  played  by  hand. 

Best  and  latest  PICTURE  MUSIC 
is  recorded  monthly  for  your 
show. 

FILMUSIC  is  the  only  service  ̂  
recorded  expressly  for  pictures 
and  we  wish  to  convince  you  that 

you  cannot  afford  to  be  without 
these  ORGAN  ROLLS. 

Try  this  service  for  a   month; 

Your  money  back'  if  not  satisfied. 
Library  of  more  than  900  numbers. 

Write  for  catalogue  today 

Words  and  Music  Are 

Synchronized  in 
New  Invention 

Anew  invention  which  it  is  claimed will  revolutionize  the  motion  picture 

presentation  is  a   hew  method  whereby 
music  and  words  can  be  synchronized  with 
motion  pictures  and  will  give  the  audiences 
in  small  towns  the  benefit  enjoyed  by  the 

largest  theatres  in  the  country. 
The  process  was  worked  out  by  Warner 

Brothers  with  the  cooperation  of  the  West- 
ern Electric  Company  and  the  American 

Telephone  and  Telegraph  Company.  They 
claim  to  have  evolved  a   system  of  sychoni- 
zation  of  motion  pictures  that  have  never 
before  been  attained. 
This  invention  brings  to  audiences  in 

every  corner  of  the  world  the  music  of 
the  greatest  symphony  orchestras  and  the 
vocal  entertainment  of  the  most  popular 

stars  of  the  operatic,  vaudeville  and  theat- 
rical fields. 

The  system  is  available  to  all  motion 
picture  producers  for  synchronization  for 
the  presentation  of  any  film  that  they  pro- 

duce. Its  use  is  not  confined  by  any  means 

to  the  presentation  of  pictures. *   *   ♦ 

This  system  is  considered  by  scientists 
a   distinct  advance  not  only  in  the  motion 

picture  field  but  in  that  of  voice  communi- 
cations as  well.  Experiments  which  proved 

the  practicability  of  the  invention  have 
been  conducted  for  many  months  at  the 
studio  and  laboratories  in  Brooklyn  of 
Warner  Brothers  Pictures,  Inc.,  and  at  the 

Warner  theatre  in  Broadway.  The  inven- 
tion will  make  every  performance  in  a 

motion  picture  theatre  a   de  luxe  perform- 
ance with  full  orchestration  accompani- 
ment to  the  picture  regardless  of  the  size 

or  character  of  the  house.  A   corporation 

has  been  formed  to  record  the  synchroniza- 
tion of  music  for  motion  picture  producers 

all  over  the  world  and  to  distribute  the 
invention  among  the  theatre  owners.  The 
Board  of  Directors  of  this  corporation 
are:  Albert  Warner,  Waddill  Catchings, 

Sam  L.  Warner,  Eugene  C.  C.  Rich,  Wal- 
ter J.  Rich. 

The  officers  are :   Walter  J.  Rich,  Presi- 
dent; Albert  Warner,  Treasurer;  Sam  L. 

Warner,  First  Vice  President;  Eugene 
C.  C.  Rich,  Second  Vice-President;  Abel 
Cary  Thomas,  Secretary. *   ♦   * 

The  apparatus  by  which  combined  films 
and  sound  records  will  be  reproduced  in 

motion  picture  theatres  is  no  more  compli- 
cated from  the  standpoint  of  operation  than 

an  ordinary  motion  picture  projector.  No 
special  skill  or  technic  are  required  of  the 
operator.  If  the  film  breaks,  there  is  no 
interference  with  the  accuracy  of  syn- 

(Continued  on  page  46) 

iansley 
J 
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|<  STUDIOS Bin^heir  new  quarters 

W.  RANDOLPH 

SLIDES 
AND  FILM  > 
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*T  N   presenting  to  its  readers  the  current  series 
of  articles  covering  problems  of  theatre  man- 

agement “Better  Theatres”  strikes  at  the  core 
of  one  of  the  most  important  phases  of  success- 

ful tlieatre  operation.  Theatre  management  to- 

day is  a   specialized  undertaking  requiring  defi- 

nite and  specific  knowledge  of  a   variety  of  mat- 

ters pertaining  to  the  physical  conduct  of  a 

playhouse  as  well  as  an  understanding  of  public 

relations  and  entertainment  values.  That  big 

theatre  circuits  are  recognizing  this  fact  is 

evidenced  by  the  training  school  for  theatre 

managers  recently  inaugurated  by  Puhlix  Thea- 

tres Corporation. 

The  scope  of  the  modern  theatre  manager's 
responsibilities  will  be  appreciated  when  it  is 

known  that  some  thirty  subjects  are  covered  in 

the  Public  training  course.  Since  tlie  inaugu- 

ration of  the  Puhlix  school  the  plan  of  training 

theatre  managers  has  been  adopted  by  other 

theatres  on  a   smaller  scale.  The  growing  im- 

portance of  the  motion  picture  theatre  both  as 

a   building  and  as  a   public  institution  has  cre- 

ated a   distinctive  field  of  endeavor  in  caring  for 

the  entertainment  and  comfort  of  millions  of 

theatre  goers. 

PROBLEMS  OF 

Theatre  Management 
No.  2 — Keeping  the 

Theatre  Clean 
Manager,  Apollo  theatre,  Indicnapolis 

By  JAMES  D.  KENNEDY 

An  important  phase  of  theatre  management  and  one .   that  is  often  neglected  is  keeping  the  theatre 
 dean. 

It  is  easy  to  make  your  theatre  the  main  attraction
  in  your 

locality,  all  that  is  required  of  you  is  plenty  of  eff
ort  and 

a   lot  of  hard  v/ork.  A   lady  soiling  her  dress  on  a   dir
ty 

seat  or  a   railing  in  your  theatre,  is  something  that 
 is  hard 

for  her  to  forget  and  no  doubt  she  will  tell  her  frien
ds  and 

that  means  taking  the  revenue  from  the  box  office.^  When
 

you  lose  the  patrons’  confidence  or  their  good  w
ill  it  is 

mighty  hard  to  win  it  back,  so  look  after  the 
 theatre,  see 

that  it  is  cleaned  properly  and  thoroughly  each  night.  Kee
p 

your  theatre  up  to  the  standard,  as  nothing  detrac
ts  more 

than  a   neglected  or  a   dirty  theatre. 

Another  thing  is  the  burned  out  electric  light  lam
ps, 

these  should  be  replaced  immediately,  nothing  looks  any
- 

more careless  than  a   lot  of  burned  out  lamps^  and  people 

will  hesitate  about  patronizing  the  theatre  that  is  negl
ected. 

Your  lobby  is  your  show  window,  dress  it  accor
dingly. 

Every  theatre’s  front  is  just  as  important  as  t
he  show 

window  is  to  the  merchant.  If  he  has  an  attractive 

dow,  nine  people  out  of  every  ten  that  pass  will  st
op  and 

look,  and  likewise  it  is  the  same  with  your  front,  so  ma
ke 

your  front  attractive  as  this  is  the  show  window  
for  the 

public  and  by  your  display  you  are  going  to  sell  your 
 pro- 

gram. Make  it  cheerful  and  pleasing  to  the  eye,  as  it  re- 

flects the  personality  of  your  theatre.  In  my  opinion  there
 

is  nothing  more  attractive  than  a   hand  painted  poster. 
 I 

have  been  using  them  for  a   good  many  years  and  fin
d  that 

they  add  greatly  to  your  front.  If  this  is  imp
ossible  for 

you  to  do,  then  have  your  posters  and  photographs  in  you
r 

frames  neatly  arranged.  Great  care  and  good  judgment 

should  be  used  in  selecting  them,  for  with  a   lobby  that  is 

not  pleasing  to  the  eye  one  can  drive  away  more  peo
ple 
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Used  in  All  Comers 

of  the  Globe 

HEWES  2   ™   1 
FILM  CEMENT 

WE  ALSO  MANUFACTURE 

DISINFECTANTS  FILM  WAX 
Strong  Pine — Sanifume 

GERMICIDES 
LENS  CLEANER 

VITRO  LAMP  DIPS 
All  colors — ^waterproof 

THEATRE  PERFUMES 

Our  Products  and  Prices  Are  Right 

ASK  YOUR  DEALER 

All  Products  Manufactured  and  Guaranteed 

Hewes  and  Company 
47  Meserole  St.,  Brooklyn,  N.  Y, 

Hotchkiss  Flashers 

If  you  want  your  sign  to  have  conllauoiu  cioar 
cut  flnahing,  the  Hotchklss  flsaherl 

No  matter  nhat  eUo  your  sign,  tho  HotchkUs 
Flasher  will  give  continuous  service  with  complete 
freedom  from  brush  adjustment  or  replacement. 

Winter  or  summer  make  no  difference  with  the 
HOTCHKISS.  There  ate  no  gear  reductions  or 
holts  to  give  trouble. 
The  HOTOBICISS  Flasher  mechanism  requires 

no  oiling  whatsoever.  Inst^  it  and  pey  no  fur- 
ther attention  to  it.  except  for  the  semi-annual 

oiling  of  the  motor. 
HOTCHKISS  FLASHERS  are  silent  and  create 

DO  noise  nuisance. 

Write  MJ  for  prices. 

Cramblet  Engineering  Corp. 

286  Milwaukee  St.,  Milwaukee,  Wis. 
Also  manufacturers  of  Evoaheeters  for 

Pipe  Organ  hosting 

Those  Seats! 
Are  there  more  seats  than 

patrons  in  your  theatre? 
A   distinctive  Marquise  over 
the  front  of  your  show  will 
help  fill  those  seats.  It  will 

gain  people’s  attention,  and 
direct  it  to  your  current 
attractions.  It  will  give  your 
house  an  air  of  hospitality 
that  will  make  people  want 
to  come  in.  The  cost  of  an 

appropriate  ProBert  Mar- quise is  not  excessive. 
Write  us 

ProBert  Sheet  Metal  Co. 

MARQUISE  •   -   -   KALAMEIN  DOORS 

COVINGTON  KENTUCKY 

than  it  wiil  ever  bring  in. 
Another  department  that  is  essential  to  a 

theatre  is  the  “Lost  and  Found”  depart- 
ment and  I   have  always  found  that  this 

kind  of  service  creates  any  amount  of  good 

feeling  toward  the  theatre.  The  Captain  is 
in  charge  of  this  department  and  articles 
that  have  been  found  are  turned  over  to 
him.  He  immediately  marks  the  date  on 
a   card  when  the  article  was  found  and 

clips  the  card  to  it,  to  await  the  owner's 
identification.  Every  two  months  we  dis- 

pose of  the  articles  that  have  not  been 

called  for.  Articles  found  with  the  owner’s 
name  and  address  on  them  are  immediately 

mailed  to  them. 

The  checking  of  parcels,  grips,  or  um- 
brellas is  another  department  that  is  ap- 

preciated by  the  patron,  as  people  corning 
into  your  theatre  cannot  enjoy  the  show 
if  they  are  annoyed  by  having  idiese  articles 
in  the  seat  with  them.  We  have  a   young 

man  whose  duty  it  is  to  look  after  the 
checking  only.  As  the  patron  enters  the 
theatre  and  hands  his  ticket  to  the  door- 

man, the  attendant  approaches  him  thus, 

“May  I   check  your  grip  please?”  When 
the  patron  has  seen  the  show  and  is  ready 
to  leave  the  theatre,  he  gives  back  the 
check  that  he  received  from  the  attendant 

upon  entering  the  theatre,  and  he  received 

his  grip.  Employees  are  NEVER  per- 
mitted to  receive  tips  or  gratitudes.  When 

the  patron  offers  such,  they  say,  “No  thank 
you,  this  is  one  of  the  courtesies  offered 

you  by  the  Appollo  theatre.” Doctors  coming  into  the  theatre  leave 
their  exact  seat  location  with  the  doorman 
in  case  of  an  emergency  call. 

If  anyone  wishes  another  person  paged, 

we  run  a   slide  v/ith  the  person’s  name  or the  telephone  number  that  they  are  to  call 

printed  on  the  slide.  It  only  takes  a   second 

'   to  stop  your  show  and  ruii  this  slide,  and 
I   have  found  by  doing  this,  it  eliminates 
mistakes  and  avoids  a   lot  of  annoyance  to 

the  people  who  are  watching  the  show,  and 
besides  it  reaches  everybody  in  the  theatre at  the  same  time. 

In  conclusion  I   wish  to  say  that  the  name 

of  your  theatre  should  be  the  symbol  of the  best  that  can  be  found. 

Samuel  Tiskoff  Starts 

New  Rochester  House 
Construction  of  a   new  theatre  in 

Rochester,  N.  Y.  to  be  known  as  the 

Madison  has  been  started.  The  house, 

which  wll  cost  $275,000  will  be  under  the 

management  of  Samuel  Tiskoff  and  Aaron 
Merchey.  It  will  have  a   seating  capacity 
of  1,800. 

There  will  be  a   ballroom  on  the  third 

floor,  five  business  offices  on  the  second 

floor,  and  two  large  stores  on  the  grountj 

floor.  Frank  Frey  is  the  architect  and 

the  contractors  are  luppa  &   Battle  Com- 

pany. 
The  main  entrance  from  Genessee  Street 

will  be  through  an  elaborate  foyer,  with 

rest  and  smoking  rooms.  Architectural 
treatment  of  the  interior  of  the  theatre 

will  be  along  Colonial  lines,  with  stone walls  and  mural  decorations. 

The  auditorium  will  be  supplied 

twenty-seven  thousand  cubic  feet  of  h   ‘ 
tered  fresh  air.  Mushroom  exhausts  will 

be  set  in  floors  of  both  the  auditorium 

and  balcony,  so  there  will  be  a   complete 

change  of  air  every  eight  minutes.  There will  be  a   mezzanine  and  lodges. 

Officers  of  the  Tismer  Corporation  are 

Louis  luppa,  president:  Charles  Battle, 
vicepresident:  Aaron  Merchey,  secretary; 
Samuel  Tiskoff,  treasurer;  Joseph  luppa 
and  Joseph  Paulen,  directors. 
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Building  Progress  in 
Small  Towns,  Rural 

(Contmiied  from  page  11) 

and  embellished  with  Egyptian  heads, 

cleverly  lighted,  to  enhance  the  mystic 

atmosphere.  The  auditorium  is  executed 

in  an  Egyptian  scheme.  Along  the  walls 

are  “sheik”  canopy  decorations  which 

are  done  in  imitation  of  rare  old  tapes- 

try. These  canopies  are  supported  by 

spear  points.  Encased  in  the  fringes  of 

the  canopy  are  hidden  lights  which 

spread  a   soft  glow.  The  front  curtain 

of  the  theatre  is  a   reproduction  of  a   scene 

in  ancient  Egypt  and  the  wall  decora- 

tions are  further  emphasized  with  small 

Cleopatra  heads  placed  between  pictur- 
esque canopies. 

Many  other  instances  might  be  cited 

of  small  theatres  which  are  equally  inter- 

esting. Every  community  presents  its 

own  problem,  however,  and  in  many 
cities  the  formal  structure  is  preferable 

to  the  more  fanciful  type  of  architec- 
ture. 

In  closing,  let  me  emphasize  this: — 

The  motion  picture  has  a   firmer  hold  on 

rural  communities  and  small  towns  than 

it  has  on  the  cities.  The  small  town 

theatre  owner,  as  a   type,  is  even  more 

progressive  that  the  metropolitan  theatre 

owner.  Experience  has  proven  that  the 

smallest  community  is  able  and  willing 

to  support  a   modern  theatre.  Without 

any  organized  encouragement,  the  small 

town  theatre  owner  has  made  remarkable 

advance.  With  a   definite  plan  of  en- 

couragement from  those  able  to  provide 

it,  he  will  give  entertainment  in  modern 

and  comfortable  surroundings  to  every 

community  in  the  forty  eight  states. 

p   P.  LAUTENSLAGER,  pioneer  Chi-
 

cago  theatre  owner,  has  completed 
plans  for  construction  of  an  elaborate 

Egyptian  theatre 

on  the  city’s  north- 
west side.  The 

new  playhousie 

will  be  located  at 

North  avenue  near 

Troy  street.  It 

will  be  an  atmos- 

phere type  thea- 
tre of  the  kind 

conceived  by  John 
Eberson  and  will 

feature  the  open 

air  auditorium  ef- 

fect in  an  Egyp- 
tian setting  of 

magnificence. 

Mr.  Lautenslag- 

er  has  operated  theatres  in  Chicago  for 

many  years  and  is  at  present  owner  of  the 

Grand  theatre  at  3433  West  North  avenue. 

He  is  president  of  the  American  Amuse- 

ment Company  which  he  has  organized  in 

association,  with  S.  J.  Samelow,  160  N.  La 
Salle  street,  Chicago. 

The  new  Egyptian  theatre  which  the 

company  will  build  will  be  one  of  the 

finest  neighborhood  theatres  in  Chicago 

and  will  introduce  many  innovations  in 

design  and  construction. 

C.  P.  LnutensloBer 

No  dozkIcs  Io 

ciog.up.  — Lovror 

Operating  Cohia. 

S   c   D   <1  for  our 

butlolln  on  Tlie* 
atra  Vonsllniton. 

Torrid  Summer  months  do  not  mean  a   fall- ing off  in  business  to  the  wise  exhibitor 

who  installs  the  “CHILLBLAST”  Air  Con- 
ditioning System. 

“P^HILLBLAST”  guarantees  an  uninter- 
rupted  supply  of  cool,  washed  air — tem- 

perature and  humidity  under  control  at  afl 
times. 

Years  aj  experience  sn  the  manufacture  and 

installation  of  air  conditioning  eQuipment. 

BENTZ  ENGINEERING  CORP. 
Chicago  Office:  123  Madison  St.  Phone  Randolph  6015 

Naw  York  Newark,  N.  J. 

122  Greenwich  St.  *61  Frcllnahuyren  Ava. 
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The  Following  Theatres  Are  Equipped  with  Our  Organ  Console 
and  Orchestra  Lifts: 
Uptown  TKeatre,  Chicago 
Tivoli  TTieatre,  Chicago 

Oriental  Theatre,  Chicago 

Howard  Theatre,  Chicago 

Tower  Theatre,  Chicago 

Harding  TKeatre,  Chicago 
Belmont  Tlieatre,  Chicago 

Diversey  Theatre,  Chicago 

North  tenter  Theatre,  Chicago 

Royal  Theatre,  Joliet 

Missouri  Theatre,  St.  Louis 

St.  Louis  TTieatre,  St.  Louis 

State  Theatre,  Detroit 

Orchestra  Hall,  Detroit 

Michigan  Theatre,  Detroit 

Shea’s  Theatre,  Buffalo 

Metropolitan  TTieatre,  Boston 

Saengers  Theatre,  New  Orleans 
Eastman  Theatre,  Rochester 

Kilborn  Hall,  Rochester 

Colony  Theatre,  New  York 
Rivoli  Theatre,  New  York 

Roxy  Theatre,  New  York 
Paramount  Theatre,  New  York 

PETER  CLARK,  INC. 
S34-S36-538  West  SOUi  St. 

NEW  YORK  CITY 

The  First  Successful  Projection  Carbon 
And  Still  The  Best 

CARBONS 
For  All  Types  of 

MOTION  PICTURE  PROJECTION 

HUGO  REISINGER 
11  Broadway  New  York 

_MASTER_ 

GLASS  BEAD 
SCREEN 

Screen  of  Beauty' 
with  amazing  results 

National  Screen  Go. 
2100  Payne  Ave.,  Cleveland,  O. 

With  Glocolors 

When  your  factory  sprayed 

lamps  fade  don’t  discard  them. 
Just  clean  off  faded  color  with 
Rosco  Frost  Etch  and  recolor 
them  in  Glocolor. 

ROSCO  LABORATORIES 

129  Thir^  Place,  Brooklyn,  N.  Y. 

Try  Rosci>  Pure  Gelatine  Sheets 

THEATRES  and 

the  MUSIC  TAX 
(Continued  from  page  13) 

music.  Restated,  then,  the  power  of  the 

taxing  society  is  based  on  the  fact  that 
music  is  an  important  part  of  .the  enter- 

tainment furnished  in  20,000  motion  picture 
theatres  and  that  this  society  is  practically 

the  only  identity  in  America  who  has  the 
right  to  publicly  perform  music  and  only 
those  who  pay  taxes  to  it  can  acquire  part 
of  that  right. *   *   * 

What  is  the  essence  of  the  theatre  own- 
ers’ strength?  I   am  speaking  now  of  the 

strength  they  possess,  not  the  strength  they 
have  displayed. 

The  essence  of  that  strength  lies  in  the 

obvious  fact  that  being  “Everyman’s  place 
of  amusement”  they  cater  weekly  to  almost 
the  entire  population  of  our  land;  and  be- 

cause the  music  publishers’  real  profits come  from  sales  to  the  public,  through  the 
cooperation  of  theatres,  the  music  publisher 
is  able  to  quickly  introduce  his  wares  to  a 
national  buying  public,  in  the  best  way  such 
wares  can  be  introduced,  by  having  trained 

musicians  properly  perform  them. 
What  is  the  secret  then  of  the  taxing 

society’s  effectiveness  and  of  the  theatre’s ineffectiveness? 

The  taxing  society  has  been  following  a 

simple  straight  line  and  following  it  so  per- 
sistently that  friends  and  enemies  alike 

have  been  able  to  see  it  constantly  move 
forward.  That  straight  line  has  been  to 
perfect  their  monopoly,  to  collect  taxes 
from  constantly  larger  number  of  theatres 
and  other  places  of  public  performance; 
to  entrench,  itself  more  strongly  with  Con- 

gress and  to  create  an  ever  greater  war 
chest  for  emergencies.  In  all  of  these 
directions  they  have  made  progress.  This 

quarter  they  are  distributing  to  their  mem- 
bers 30  per  cent  more  money  than  at  any 

previous  period  in  their  history. 
♦   *   ♦ 

What  is  the  secret  of  the  theatre  owners 
ineffectiveness?  The  real  answer,  to  put  it 

in  a   nutshell,  is  that  they  have  not  taken 
the  time  to  exert  their  strength — the 

strength  that  I   described  above.  I   recog- 
nize that  the  screen  is  powerful  in  many 

ways  and  that  none  of  these  ways  should 
be  ignored  in  combating  the  menace  of  the 

Music  Monopoly;  but  the  theatres  will  con- 
tinue ineffective  against  the  Music  Tax  Col- 

lecting Society  unless  they  get  down  to  the 
business  end  of  their  side  of  this  issue, 
even  as  the  taxing  society  got  dojvn  to 
business  on  their  side  of  the  issue  almost 
ten  years  ago. 

The  real  strength  of  the  theatre  men,  "'C 
have  said,  lies  in  the  commercial  help  they 
can  be  to  the  individual  publishers  of 
music.  Note — and  it  is  tremendously  ifu- 
portant — that  you  are  not  contending  with 

any  Music  Monopoly  on  this  point — ^it  is 

the  help  your  theatre  can  render  to  indi- vidual music  publishers.  They  need  this 
help — they  go  to  considerable  trouble  and 

expense  to  secure  it.  They  want  their 
music  quickly  introduced.  They  want  your 

organist  to  play  it  with  slides  to  feature 
it  with  soloist,  to  flash  its  title  on  the 

screen,  to  play  it  up  with  trick  choruses- 

They  want  your  orchestra  leader  to  use  it 

as  an  encore  number,  to  play  it  with  varia- 
tions, to  use  it  as  an  “exit” ;   they 

your  house  manager  to  feature  it  with  a 

presentation,  to  tie  up  with  the  local  music 
stores,  etc.,  etc.  Do  you  begin  to  get  the 

point?  Quick,  effective,  thorough  co-opera- tion, to  start  the  public  buying  with  a   bang, 
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so  that  a   piece  of  music  can  carry  on  with 

I   its  own  momentum,  and  the  publisher  can 

start  working  in  your  theatre  on  a   new 

number.  ♦   ♦   * 

Is  the  publisher  getting  this  kind  of  co- 

operation, tax  or  no  tax?  He  most  em- 

phatically is. 
What  then  becomes  of  your  strength? 

What  argument  have  you  left  to  persuade  a 

music  publisher  to  remain  tax  free? 

But  you  may  answer,  I   must  play  the 

latest  music,  my  patrons  demand  it.  You 

are  right,  and  as  long  as  you  are  paying 

I   the  music  tax,  you  have  a   right  to  play  it. 

What  is  the  real  answ'cr?  The  answer 

[is  that  your  obligation  to  your  patron  is 
to  play  any  music  to  please  them,  not  in 

I   the  way  the  music  publisher  is  urging  you 

I   to  play  it,  which  merely  means  to  boost  his 

sales.  Your  patrons  expect  the  music  prop- 
erly played  but  do  not  require  the  extras. 

The  extras — the  co-operation  to  help  the 

music  publishers’  business — your  asset,  your 
strength  in  the  Tax  Fight,  should  be  re- 

served for  your  real  friends — those  pub- 

I   lishers  who  are  not  uniting  in  a   vast  mo- 
nopoly to  menace  your  investment. 

The  ludicrous  thing  about  this  whole 

business  of  the  music  tax  fight  is  that  what 

I   have  here  said  about  the  strong  position 
in  which  theatre  owners  are  entrenched, 

has  always  been  recognized  by  the  music 

publishers.  In  their  hearts  they  cannot  un- 

derstand why  you  are  not  using  this  legiti- 
mate weapon.  In  their  hearts  they  know 

that  whenever  the  theatre  owners  awake  to 

this  fact  the  amount  of  tax  money  handed 

to  any  individual  music  publisher  will  never 

compensate  him  for  the  loss  of  the  free 

co-operation  he  has  been  enjoying  from  the 
theatres  of  this  country. 

Oscar  Markiim  &   Son 

to  Build  New  House 

Oscar  Markum  &   Son  Company, 

which  owns  four  neighborhood  picture 

houses  in  Indianapolis,  will  shortly 

break  ground  for  a   new  moving  picture 

theatre  at  3432-36  North  Illinois  street, 

with  seating  capacity  of  2000,  to  cost 

approximately  $250,000.  The  site  has  a 

frontage  of  82  feet  on  Illinois  street 

and  a   depth  of  136  feet.  This  theatre, 
which  will  be  known  as  the  Ritz,  will 

be  the  third  largest  located  on  the  North 
Side  to  be  erected  within  the  past  year. 

This  will  provide  that  section  of  the 
city  with  a   trio  of  moving  picture 

houses,  comparing  favorably  in  size  and 
comfort  with  the  downtown  theatres. 

The  Ritz  will  be  constructed  of  terre- 

cotta  and  brick,  rising  two  stories  along 

Illinois  street.  Two  stores  will  be  lo- 

cated in  front  of  the  structure.  Pipe 

organ  costing  $30,000  will  be  a   feature. 
The  interior  decorations  will  be  luxuri- 

ous and  the  lighting  scheme  will  be 

something  new  in  theatre  illumination. 
There  will  be  1600  seats  in  the  main 

auditorium  and  400  in  the  balcony. 

Oscar  Markum  &   Son  Company  own 

and  operate  the  Tuxedo  Theatre,  4020 

East  New  York  street;  Dream  Theatre, 

*^351  Station  street;  Belmont  Theatre. 

Eelmont  avenue  and  Washington  street; 

Sheldon  Theatre,  1502  Roosevelt  avenue. 

The  Ritz  Theatre  will  be  under  the  man- 

agement of  Oscar  Markum  and  his  son, 

Louis  R.  Markum. 

EDWAEDS  SHEET  METAL 

MARQUEES  or  CANOPIES 
F@r  use  o?er  ectffiBces  to  theatres,  hetels,  cafes,  stare  bulSdiags,  etc,  A   work  of  ert 
and  have  the  siasslve  acs  omamestal  appearance  of  cast  iron,  at  but  a   fraetiea  of 

t!te  cost.  Flemished  complete,  easy  to  erect— Made  of  galvanized  iron  or  copper  is  any 

style  @t  size  dedied.  Sapped  la  largest  oosv^iest  eectioBS,  with  giua  packed  sep- 
arately. Oms  large  catalog  showing  complete  line  fidarqtiises  or  Canopies,  Balccsies, 

Corrdees,  Theatre  Fronts,  Signs,  Skylights,  Metal  Roofing,  Metal  Ceilings  and  Walls, 
etc,,  sent  free  on  request 

The  Edwards  Manufacturing  Co. 
409459  East  Fifth  St.  Cmcinnatit  Ohio 

The  V/orld'e  Largest  Manafacturers  of  Metal  Reefing,  Meta!  Shingles, ...  -   ...  ..  -   «   Port’" 
Metal  Spanish panish  Tile,  Metal  Ceilings,  Metal  Garaga 

Buildings,  Kollscg  Steel  Doors,  Partitions, 
Garages,  Portable 

The  Kingslsnd.  St.  Louis,  Mo.,  S900  seats. both  Supreme  Heating  and  Cooiioc 

You  Should  hvestigate  SUPREME  Heating 

PThe  Big  5   Reasons  why: Quick,  uniform  heating. 

No  danger  of  freeze-up. 
Occupies  no  aisle  space. 
Excellent  Ventilation. 

Noiseless,  Dustless,  Eco- 
nomical operation. 

Supreme  Heater  &   Ventilating  Corp. 

All  of  these  ad- 
vantages  over 

steam  at  25  to  35 

percent  lower  cost. 

Write  us  today. 

1522  Olive  St. St.  Louis,  Mo. 

Jfe  also  manufacture  complete Plants  and  Fans 
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RAISE  YOUR  CURTAIN 
with  showmanship! '/M. 

gILEN
T! 

Entirely  Noiseless! 
Vallen  Curtain  machines 

and  curtain  tracks  assure 

smooth,  even  operation.  No 
chemce  for  an  untimely  stage 
wait  that  can  ruin  an  entire 
scene. 

Vallen  Products  guarantee  sure, 

safe,  satisfactory  curtain  con- 
trol. They  are  made  by  an  or- 

ganization that  stands  back  of 

them  on  that  guarantee.  Every 

part  is  doubly  inspected  and 

every  unit  leaves  the  factory 

right!  You  will  find  every 

Vallen  installation  giving  full 

service  day  after  day — year  in 
and  year  out. 

Write,  us! 

E.  J.  Vallan  Electrical  Co. 
Akron  Ohio 

Manufacturers  of 

CURTAIN  CONTROLS for  full  details  and 
estimates.  No  cost  at  all. 

Lighting 

Serves  the  Finest 
When  the  finest  theatres  use  a   cer- 

tain product  and  leading  Architects 
find  reasons  to  specify  it — there  must 
be  a   cause.  Such  is  the  distinction 
awarded  the  ®   Major  System  of 
lighting  control.  It  is  well  worth 
your  while  to  learn  more  about  it. 

Full  dslalls  are  freo.  Aik  your 
Architoct  or  write  u«  for  facte, 
flguree  and  eetimatee.  No  coit. 
No  obilfiBtloni. 

Srank  c/Ldam 
ELECTRIC  COMPANY 

ST  LOUtS 

AUanla,  Qa. 
Bkltlmore.  Md. 
Boftoo. 

Cbleago.  IIL 
Cincinnati.  Ohio. 
DaUas,  Texas 
Dm?er,  Colo. 

District  Offices 

Detroit,  Midi. 
KanesB  City,  Mo. 

I/OS  Anseles,  Cal. 
Minneapolis.  Minn. 
Now  Orleans,  La. 

Neir  York  Cltj-.  N.Y 
1‘tiiladdptila,  P 

PHIabiirgli,  Pa. 

Portland,  Oregon 

SeatUo.  Weali. 
San  Francisco.  Cal. 

,   SL  Louie,  Missouri .Winnipeg,  Canada 
London,  Ont.,  Can. 

•   •   •   •   • 

1   ‘M!, 
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Xiic  ®   Major  Syetem  Is  pro- 
selecUve,  flexible  and  gives  greoter 
versatility  In  your  lighting  effects. 

Words  and  Music  Are 

Synchronized  in 
New  Invention 

(Continued  from  page  40) 

chronization.  The  sound  record  is  not 

controlled  by  the  film  itself. 
The  system  represents  successful  com- 

bination and  conversion  to  motion  picture 
use  of  three  major  research  developments, 
The  first  of  these  is  the  electrical  system 
of  recording.  This  method  employs  a 

high  quality  microphone  of  an  improved 
type,  electrical  amplifying  apparatus,  and  a 
record-cutting  mechanism.  Recording  may 
be  carried  on  at  considerable  distance  from 
the  source  of  sound  so  that  the  actors  may 
be  grouped  naturally  in  any  scene  in  a 
studio,  a   number  of  microphones  may  be 
suspended  out  of  the  camera  range  at  a 
distance  from  the  amplifying  and  record- 

ing apparatus  to  which  they  are  connected 

by  wire. 
*   *   # 

The  second  essential  feature  is  a   re- 
markable electrical  reproducer  which  con- 

verts the  movements  of  a   needle  in  the 
grooves  of  a   sound  record  into  electrical 
vibrations.  The  electrical  currents  from 

this  device  pass  into  an  amplifier  and  then 
operate  a   high  quality  loud  speaker  of  an 
improved  type. 

The  third  development  is  the  link  be- 
tween the  reproducer  and  the  audience  in 

a   theatre.  An  adaptation  of  the  public 
address  system  makes  it  possible  to  pick  up 
electrical  vibrations  from  the  reproducer, 
amplify  them,  and  by  means  of  properly 
located  loud  speaking  telephones  transform 
them  into  sound.  The  loudness  is  so  regu- 

lated as  to  give  the  illusion  that  the  source 
is  the  actors  whose  pictures  appear  on  the 

screen.^  In  the  case  of  musical  programs 
a   specially  constracted  loud  speaking  tele- 

phone insures  the  correct  volume  and  nat- uralness. 

The  combination  of  these  three  factors 
in  a   complete  and  effective  system  required 
the  development  of  a   mechanism  for  keep- 

ing the  film  and  sound  producing  instru- 
ment in  absolute  synchronism  both  during 

recording  and  during  reproduction.  It  was 
essential  that  the  system  be  capable  of  easy 
operation  in  a   theatre,  v/ithout  requiring 
special  skill. ♦   ♦   ♦ 

The  mechanism  for  taking  the  pictures 
with  these  markers  on  the  original  film 
and  record  could  not  be  accomplished  in 
so  simple  a   manner,  since  the  camera  had 

to_  be  left  free  to  be  moved  about  on  its 
tripod  to  change  the  angle  of  view.  In 
this  case  two  motors  are  used,  one  to  drive 
the  camera  and  one  to  drive  the  sound  re- 

cording machine. 

An  ingenious  electrical  gearing  device  has 
been  developed  whereby  the  two  machines 
can  be  started  from  rest  and  maintained 
in  synchronism  not  only  aher  they  are 

up  to  speed  but  during  the  period  while they  are  speeding  up. 

It  was  necessary  in  developing  the  system 
to  perfect  a   method  of  making  sound  rec- 

ords which  will  run  at  least  fifteen  minutes 
without  distortion  either  of  the  high  or of  the  low  notes. 

Through  the  use  of  two  reproducing  ma- 
chines alternately,  there  v/ill  be  no  inter- 

ruption to  the  accompaniment  just  as  reels 
of  film  are  changed  at  the  present  time. 

Music  Trades  Meet  in 
New  York  June  7 
The  annual  national  convention  of  the 

Music  Trades  Industries  will  be  held  at 
the  Commodore  hotel,  New  York  City starting  June  7. 
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Music  Roll  Exchange 

Now  Has  Member- 

ship of  26 
Twenty-six  theatres  now  make  up  the 

rosterroster  of  the  Music  Roll  Exchange 
conducted  by  this  department  at  the  sug- 

gestion of  readers.  The  Music  Roll  Ex- 
change has  for  its  purpose  the  exchange 

of  music  rolls  among  members  whose 
names  are  listed  following. 

Otlier  theatre  owners  desiring  to  join 

this  group  for  the  purpose  of  exchanging 
rolls  may  do  so  by  submitting  their  names 

for  listing,  together  with  name  of  instru- 
ment used. 

J.  M.  BAILEY,  Ballsy  theatre, 
Waverly,  Kansas.  (Electric 
Player.) 

DR.  J.  G.  OHLWEIN,  Royal  the- 
atre, New  Boston,  111.  (Empress 

Electric.) 

F.  G.  ROBERTS,  American  the- 
atre, Ada,  Okla.  (Wurlitzer  A 

Flute  and  Photoplaycr.) 
R.  H.  McFARLANE,  Liberty  the- 

atre, Burkbumett,  Texas.  (See- 

burg  “S.”) 
MAGNET  THEATRE,  Danville, 
Quebec,  Canada.  (Wurlitzer 
“O.") 

M.  K.  HARRIS,  Liberty  theatre, 
Franklyn,  Ky.  (Reproduce.) 

J.  J.  DISCH,  Maiestic  theatre, 

Cudahy,  Wis.  (Wurlitzer  “O.”) CHARLES  E.  BARBER,  Electric 
theatre,  Tilden,  111.  (Wurlitzer 

Style  “O.”) 
GUNTHER  &   METZGER,  Pal- 

ace theatre,  Syracuse,  Neb. 
(Gulbranssn,) 

C.  H.  MUEY,  Pastime  theatre, 

Richmond,  Ind.  (Wurlitzer  “G.”) 
R.  C.  BUXTON,  Strand  theatre, 
McCracken,  Kan.  (Cremona.) 

F.  A.  FERGUSON,  Royal  theatre. 

Fairmount,  Ind.  (Seeburg  “S.”) 
WICHITA  THEATRE,  Wichita. 
Kans.  (Reproduce.) 

JESS  LeBRUN,  Cert  theatre,  De- 
catur, Ind.  (Wurlitzer  O   Du- 

R.  SMITH,  Palace  theatre,  Hock- 

mart,  Ga.  (Seeburg  “W.”) 
RYAN  &   KUNDERT.  Empress 

theatre,  Beresford,  Okla.  (Wur- 
litzsr  Pian-Concert  Style  “K” 
and  Seeberg  “X”  player  piano.) 

CHAS.  HOLTZ,  Princess  theatre, 
Danforth,  Me.  (Sublima  Re- 

gina piano.) 
frank  HOCKING, 
pheum  theatre.  Flora, i,  JR.,  Or- 

ra.Tll.  (Re- 

;ATRE,  Olive  Hill, 
Ky.  (Electric  player,  Style  G.) 
ALTER  HOHLFELD,  EHte 

produco.) 
dixie  the 

W 

theatre,  Greenleaf,  Kan.  (Re- 
produco.) 

V.  G.  SECORD,  K.  P.  theatre,  La 
Rue,  O.  (Wurlitzer  Automatic.) 

R.  K.  LATTIN,  Strand  theatre. 
Valparaiso,  Neb.  (Culbransen 
piano.) 

majestic  THEATRE,  MadiU, 
Okla.  (Cremona  and  Harwood 
Electric.) 

A.  A.  SUSZNCKI,  Majestic  thea- 
tre, Mauston,  Wis.  (Link  Or- 

gan.) 
MRS.  E.  M.  REITZ,  Dreamland 

theatre,  Elk  Lick,  Pa. 
W.  M.  ELLIOT,  Moon  &   Star 

theatres,  Vandergraft,  Pa.  (See- 
burg Organ,  style  H   and  See- 

burg-Smith  Unified  Organ.) 

Florida  Sees  Pictures 

Under  the  Stars 
One  o£  the  most  popular  resorts  m   southern  Florida  is  the  Strand  Theatre 

at  Miami  Beach.  This  house,  which  has  only  been  opened  a   few  weeks, 

is  an  open-air  theatre  devoted  to  the  presentation  of  motion  pictures  and 
music.  It  is  the  first  of  a   string  of  theatres  to  be  built  by  the  Motion 
Picture  Corporation  of  Florida  of  which  William  A.  Cowee  is  the  president 

and  Max  Spiegel  the  vice-president.  Mr.  Spiegel  is  well-known  through- 

out the  country  as  a   showman  and  builder  of  theatres.  It  was  he  who  con- 
ceived the  idea  of  erecting  the  Strand  Theatre  at  Broadway  and  47th 

Street,  New  York  City. 

The  Strand  Theatre  at  Miami  Beach  is 
located  on  Ocean  Drive.  It  is  built  in 

Spanish  architecture  and  its  facade  re- 
minds one  of  the  ancient  Spanish  missions. 

The  interior,  which  has  a   seating  capacity 

of  1200,  is  handsomely  decorated  with  co- 
coanut  palms  and  other  shrubbery  among 
which  the  electric  fountains  play. 

Dr.  J.  Victor  Wilson,  who  for  seven  and 
a   half  years  was  director  of  publicity  at 
the  Strand  Theatre,  New  York  and  later 
managed  the  string  of  houses  for  the 

Robbins’  Enterprises  in  northern  New 
York,  is  the  managing  director.  He  also 
does  his  own  publicity  and  is  running 
true  to  form,  as  he  has  managed  to  call 

the  public’s  attention  to  his  theatre  in 
several  novel  ways.  At  regular  intervals 
he  may  be  seen  around  the  streets  of 
Miami  or  Miami  Beach  with  the  camera- 

man shooting  scenes  wherever  he  finds 
large  crowds.  People  who  like  to  see 
themselves  on  the  screen  as  well  as  their 
friends  often  tax  the  capacity  of  the 

Strand.  “Doc”  Wilson  has  also  inaugu- 
rated a   bathing  beauty  screen  contest  in 

which  he  has  made  a   tie-up  with  'the  Illus- 
trated Daily  Tab  in  which  publication  a 

front  page  story  about  the  contest  appears daily. 

The  actual  contest  will  take  place  during 
the  week  of  May  2   when  motion  pictures 
of  the  contestants  will  be  flashed  on  the 
screen  and  the  audiences  will  act  as  judges. 
A   number  of  handsome  prizes  have  been 
contributed  by  Miami  merchants.  In  the 
meantime,  the  Strand  Theatre  is  receiving 

front  page  publicity  in  the  Tab  for  five 
weeks. 
The  second  theatre  to  be  built  by  the 

Motion  Picture  Corporation  of  Florida  is 
now  under  construction.  It  will  be  located 
in  the  fashionable  Mirimar  section  at  2nd 
Avenue  and  Northeast  22nd  Street  and 
will  be  known  as  the  Mirimar  Strand 
Theatre.  This  will  be  devoted  to  motion 

picture  presentations  and  music  by  a   sym- 
phony orchestra.  “Doc.”  Wilson  will  also 

have  charge  of  this  theatre  as  well  as 
another  to  be  built  later  in  which  a   high- 
class  dramatic  stock  company  will  be  in- 
stalled. 

Prattville,  Ala. — Prattville  Theatre  Com- 

pany will  erect  brick  moving  picture  the- 
atre, 40  by  115  feet,  to  cost  $12,000.  Fur- 

nishings and  equipment  to  cost  $4,000. 
Holly^vood,  Calif.  —   Diggers  Building 

Corporation  has  acquired  99-year  lease  on 

property  at  southwest  corner  Santa  Monica 
Boulevard  and  Wilcox  avenue  for  the 
erection  of  two-story  theatre,  store  and 
office  building,  to  cost  $150,000.  Theatre 
will  have  seating  capacity  of  800. 

Ix)s  Angeles,  Calif. — Scofield  Construc- 
tion Company,  6803  Stanford  street,  has 

contract  for  new  theatre,  with  seating  ca- 

pacity of  1,000,  to  be  erected  at  Vine  and 
Hollywood  Boulevard,  for  Frank  R. 
Strong,  to  cost  $250,000. 

Los  Angeles,  Calif.— Donald  Parker  and 

J.  J.  Kenney,  of  the  Donald  Productions, 

Inc.,  of  Hollywood,  have  acquired  a   long- 
term lease  on  property  at  southeast  cor- 

ner of  48th  street  and  Western  avenue. 
A   2,000-seat  theatre  will  be  erected  on 
this  site.  The  theatre  will  cost  $2M,000 
exclusive  of  furnishings,  and  the  building 

will  include  six  stores  and  twelve  offices. 
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InJcnor  of  jhe  Balboa  theatre,  87th  and  Vermont  streets,  Los  Angeles,  which  is  one  of 
the  la^t  additions  to  the  growing  chain  of  theatres  operated  by  West  Coast  Theatres, 
Inc.  The  Balboa  was  opened  April  6.  It  has  a   seating  capacity  of  3,250. 

NEW 

Theatres 

Colorado  Springs,  Colo.— Max  H.  Kra- 
vetz,  of  Fort  Collins,  Colo.,  will  erect 
brick  and  reinforced  concrete  moving  pic- 

ture and  vaudeville  theatre,  Italian  Ren- 
naissance  style,  with  seating  capacity  of 
1,200,  to  be  located  at  1615  Central  avenue, 
to  cost  about  $110,000. 

Denver,  Colo. — Aladdin  Theatre  will  be 
erected  at  Colfax  avenue  and  Race  street, 
to  cost  $130,000. 
Washington,  D.  C.— National  Press 

Building  Corporation,  Westory  Building, 
will  erect  thirteen-story  building,  to  in- 

clude theatre,  with  seating  capacity  of 
3,500.  Theatre  leased  to  Fox  Theatre  Cor- 

poration, Tenth  avenue  and  55th  street, 
New  York. 

Atlanta,  Ga. — Capt.  Frank  S.  Ellis,  1 
Peachtree  Circle,  has  purchased  site  on 
Peachtree,  near  Tenth  street,  for  erection 
of  moving  picture  theatre,  to  cost  $75,000. 
Chicago,  111.— Balaban  &   Katz  and 

Lubliner  &   Trinz,  175  North  State  street, 
have  plans  by  C.  W.  and  George  L'.  Rapp, 
199  North  State  street,  for  three-story 
brick,  reinforced  concrete  and  terra-cotta 
trim  theatre,  store  and  apartment  building, 
1.'’0  by  175  feet,  to  be  erected  at  northeast 
corner  Lawrence  and  Lipps  streets,  to  cost 
$2,000,000. 

Chicago,  III. — Syndicate,  care  William 
N.  McChesney,  Chairman.  30  North  La 
Salle  street,  has  plans  by  B.  H.  Marshall. 
612  Sheridan  road,  for  five-story  fireproof 
theatre,  studio  and  store  building  to  be 
erected  at  southwest  corner  Michigan  ave- 

nue and  Ohio  street. 
Chicago,  111. — R.  Levine  &   Company  822 

West  70_th  street,  has  contract  for  two- 
story  brick  and  terrc-cotta  trim  theatre, 
store  and  office  building.  110  by  138  feet, 
to  be  erected  on  East  69th  street,  near 
Indiana  avenue,  for  E.  T.  Krug,  care  W. 
P.  Whitney.  822  West  Seventh  street,  to cost  $700,000, 

Burkesville,  Ky. — James  Lewis  has  pur- 

chased F.  T.  Brake  Building  and  will  con- 
vert it  into  moving  picture  theatre. 

Princeton,  Ky.— C.  L.  Cassady,  of  Mar- 
ion, will  erect  brick  and  stucco  Airdome 

Theatre,  57  by  135  feet,  adjoining  city 
hall. 

Attleboro,  Mass. — Eagles  Home  Bank 
Building  Association,  Inc.,  has  revised 
plans  by  J.  A.  Tuck,  Park  Square  Build- 

ing, Boston,  Mass.,  for  two-story  brick 
and  terra-cotta  trim  theatre,  132  by  190 
feet,  to  be  erected  on  Bank  street,  to  cost 

$75,000. 
Boston,  Mass. — Krokyn,  Brown  &   Ros- 

enstein,  220  Devonshire  street,  are  prepar- 
ing plans  for  two-story  brick  theatre,  store 

and  office  building,  90  by  200  feet,  to  be 
erected  on  Broadway,  to  cost  $300,000. 
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Philadelphia,  Pa.— H.  B.  Hutchinson  & 
Sons,  proprietors  of  City  Theatre,  plan  to 
erect  brick  theatre,  with  seating  capacitv 

of  900,  to  cost  $12,000.  ^ Rochester,  Minn, — Twin  City  Amuse- 
ment Trust,  Loeb  Arcade,  Minneapolis 

contemplates  erecting  two  or  three-story 
brick  and  tile  moving  picture  theatre 
to  cost  $250,000. 

Statesville,  N.  C. — Carolina  Theatres 

Inc.,  Farwood  avenue,  Asheville,  N.  C.' 
has  awarded  contract  to  J.  S.  Stearns' 
Monroe,  N.  C.,  for  six-story  fireproof 
theatre  and  office  building  to  be  erected 
on  site  of  Old  Statesville  Inn,  to  cost 

about  $135,000.  Theatre  will  have  seat- 

ing capacity  of  1,200. 
*New  Britain,  Conn. — Doody  Steel  Erec- 

tion Company,  86  Grafton  street,  New 
Haven,  Conn.,  has  contract  for  brick  and 
concrete  theatre,  150  by  200  feet,  with 
seating  capacity  of  2,500,  to  be  erected 
on  Main  street,  for  B.  and  I.  J.  Hoffman, 
113  Church  street,  New  Haven,  Conn.,  to 

cost  $500,000. 

1 0   Companies  Form  As 
Business  T akes  Spurt 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

ALBANY,  N.  Y.,  May  11. — There  was 
a   spurt  last  week  in  New  York  State  in 
the  number  of  motion  picture  companies 
incorporating.  All  told,  there  were  ten, 
the  largest  having  a   capitalization  of 

$150,000. 
These  companies  with  the  amount  of  capitaliza- 

tion where  such  is  given  in  the  papers  filed,  were: 

Pitt-Townly,  Inc.,  $10,000;  United  Cinema  Com- 

pany, Inc.,  $25,000;  Westbury  Theatre  Corpora- 
tion, North  Hempstead,  $125,000;  Tivole  Film 

Company,  Inc.,  $10,000;  Artlee  Pictures  Corpora- 
tion, $1,000;  Zeophone  Pictures,  Incorporated, 

$15,000,  Auburn;  Combined  Film  Laboratories, 
Inc.,  $150,000;  Sutter  Amusement  Corporation, 

Kime,  Incorporated;  Shallenberger  Pictures  Cor- 

poration. 

New  Scenic  Studio 

for  Indianapolis 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

INDIANAPOLIS,  May  11.— Queen  City 
Scenic  Studios,  a   New  York  corporation, 
has  qualified  to  do  business  in  Indiana, 
with  $1,250  of  its  capital  stock  represented 
in  Indiana.  The  agent  for  service  of 

process  is  Robert  W.  McBride.  Indianap- olis. 

Set  Roxy  Columns 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  May  11. — First  steel  col- umns fon  the  new  Roxy  theatre  were 
erected  April  .22  with  Roxy  attending  the 
ceremony.  Forty-seven  hundred  tons  of steel  will  be  used,  Roxy  says. 

E.  M.  Asher  has  engaged  Adelaide  Heil- 

bron  to  prepare  the  continuity  for  “Ashes” 
which  will  serve  as  Corinne  Griffith’s  next starring  vehicle. ♦   ♦   * 

Malcolm  Stuart  Boylan,  or  “Mike”  Boy* Ian,  as  the  Wampas  boys  call  him.  is  titling 

“The  Sporting  Lover,”  a   First  National 
production. 

*   *   ♦ 

Henry  B.  Walthall  for  the  first  time  in 

his  professional  cereer  is  “out-chaneying” 
Lon  in  disguising  his  famous  face  “in  the 
name  of  art.”  In  “The  Barrier”  he  is  clean 
shaven  in  the  youthful  prolog  sequences, 

bearded  later.  In  “The  Scarlet  Letter,” 
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer,  which  he  now  is 
making  with  Lillian  Gish,  he  plays  Dr. 

Prynne,  Hester’s  husband,  and  wears  a 

long  disguising  “muff.” 
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Advisory  Staff 
In  order  to  render  its  readers 

assistance  on  various  problems 

I   of  equipment  and  construction 
that  arise  from  time  to  time, 
Beiter  Theatres  has  obtained 

the  co-operation  of  the  individ- 
uals and  associations  listed  fol- 

lowing in  this  work. 

Through  the  co-operation  of 
this  advisory  staff  this  depart- 

ment feels  that  it  has  allied  itself 

with  sources  of  expert  knowl- 
edge on  virtually  every  phase  of 

theatre  building  and  furnishing 
and  is  able  to  offer  theatre  own- 

ers a   valuable  service  in  provid- 
ing information  and  answers  on 

a   wide  range  of  subjects  of  a 
general  nature. 

ELMER  R   BEHRNS,  Theatre 
Architect. 

ROBERT  O.  BOLLKR,  Boiler 
Brothers,  Architects. 

A.  B.  COPPOCK,  Presentation 
Producer. 

E.  B.  CHESAF,  Secretary,  Na- 
tional Association  of  Fas  Manu- 

facturers. 

N.  E.  DURAND,  Frederick  C. 
Foltz  &   Co. 

JOHN  EBEESON,  Architect. 

G.  E.  BICHENLAUB,  Architect. 

W.  S.  HAYS,  Secretary,  National 
Slate  Association  and  The  Na- 

tional Federation,  Construction 
Industries. 

F.  J.  KUSE,  Chief  Engineer,  Hol- 

I   low  Building  Tile  Association. 
CLELL  JAY,  Projectionist,  New 

Theatre,  Little  Rock,  Ark. 

SAMUEL  R.  LEWIS,  Member, 
American  Society  of  Keating 
and  Ventilating  Engineers. 

A.  C.  LI3KA,  Remodeling. 

E.  M,  LURIE,  Assistant  to  Com- 
missioner, Associated  Metal  Lath 

1   Manufacturers. 

KENRY  L.  NEWHOUSE,  Archi- 
tect. 

J.  F.  O'MALLEY,  Architect. 
GEORGE  L.  RAPP,  Architect. 

GEORGE  W.  REPP,  Service  Divi- 
sion, American  Face  Brick  Asso- 

ciation. 

HENRY  J.  SCHWEIM,  Chief 
Engineer  of  The  Gypsum  Indus- 
tries. 

R.  L.  SIMMONS,  Architect. 

HORACE  L.  SMITH,  JR.,  Thea- 
tre Engineer. 

NORMAN  M.  STINEMAN,  As- 
soc, Mem.  American  Society  of 

Civil  Engineers,  Portland  Ce- 
ment Association. 

MAX  Y.  SEATON,  Technical 
Director,  National  Kellastone 
Company. 

J.  L.  STAIR.  Chief  Engineer. 
Curtis  Lighting,  Inc. 

Check  Up! 

How  many  tick-  ̂  

ets  have  you  in 
stock? 

Do  you  have  to  count 
roils  or  figure  it  out? 

you  need  INVENTORY  NUM- 
BERED TICKETS  that  will  tell  you  at  a 

glance  exactly  how  many  you  have. 

We  will  gladly  send  you  samples  and  more 
information  about  them. 

Qlobe  Ticket  Companxj 
Specialists  in  lichels  and  Checks  Since  1873 

U2N.  SI.  Philadelphia,  Pa. 

72u-72oic)i 
HE6.US.PAT  OFF. 

WHILE  THERE  MAY  BE 

Only  One  Kind  of  Mushroom 

For  YOU  there  are  two  kinds  sold 

— “KNOWLES”,  and  the  others. 

Sometimes  the  “others”  get  mixed 

in  with  orders  for  "KNOWLES” 
— unless  you  look  for  the  trade 

mark  “Nu-Notch”,  which  is  cast 
on  each  floor  piece. 

MADE  ONLY  BY 

Knowles  Mushroom  Ventidator  Co. 

202  Franklin  Street,  New  York  City 

HELPS  AVOID  CONFUSION 

Attractive,  pleasing  to  the  eye, 

always  legible,  this  aisle  marker 
adds  to  the  refinement  of  your 

foyer,  and  is  an  ever-ready factor  in  directing  your  patrons 
to  the  aisles  to  which  they should  go. 

The  sign  illustrated  Is  illumi- 
nated by  two  2S-watt  standard 

showcase  lamps,  and  comes 

equipped  with  cord  and  socket. Send  for  our  Bulletin  Signs 
of  Class  Made  of  Glass.  It  is 
both  interesting  and  instructive. 

710-712  Washington  Boulevard,  Chicago 

(31»8)  ^ 

AISLE 

Design  No.  T108.  GI.tss  size  14x6  inches. 

Rawson  &   Evans  Co 
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Are  You  Proud? 

YOU’RE  proud  of  showing  good  pic- tures, well-projected.  So  is  the  man 
at  the  machine,  who  is  responsible  for 

clear,  well-defined  projection.  And  he 
knows  that  there’s  a   lot  of  difference 
tween  Bausch  &   Lomb  Cinephor  Lenses 
and  ordinary  lenses. 

People  come  back  over  and  over  again  to 
the  house  where  it’s  easy  and  pleasant  to 
watch  a   picture — where  Cinephor  Lenses 
make  pictures  seem  real. 

Se)id  for  the  Cinephor  booklet 

BAUSCH  &   LOMB  OPITCAL  CO. 
652  St.  Paul  St.  ROCHESTER,  N.  Y. 

The  PERFECTION 
RHEOSTAT 

The  PERFECTION  RHEO- 

STAT is  the  ultimate  perfec- 
tion of  years  of  experience  in 

budding  rheostats  for  projec- tion use. 

HOFFMANN  &   SOONS 
Contracting  Electrical  Engineers 

Moving  Picture  Theatre  Electrical 

Specialists 

522  First  Ave.,  New  York  City 

Two  views  of  the  La  Mirada  theatre,  1228 
Vine  street,  Hollywood,  Calif.,  which  was 
opened  early  this  year.  The  La  Mirada 
was  erected  by  Koliy-Mar  Theatres,  Inc., 
at  a   cost  of  S100,C00.  It  has  a   seating 

capacity  of  825. 

the  Becker  Theatre  Supply  company  of 
Buffalo.  The  booth  is  located  directly 
above  the  fireproof  motor  converter  room. 
At  the  head  of  the  balcony  stairway  is 

located  the  office  of  Manager  John  W. 

Schatt,  veteran  western  New  York  ex- 
hibitor and  former  manager  of  the  old 

Gowanda  Opera  House. 

A   modern  ventilation  system  has  been 
installed  which  permits  a   complete  change 
of  air  in  the  entire  theatre  every  five 

minutes.  The  ventilation  system  is  aug- 
mented by  three  large  ceiling  ventilators. 

The  system  also  permits  of  recirculation  of 
air  in  cold  weather  with  a   direct  intake 
of  pure  air  from  the  outside.  The  heating 
system  is  a   vapor  air  plant  operated  from 
a   central  point  located  under  the  foyer 
This  system  assures  uniform  temperature 
in  the  coldest  weather.  The  auditorium  is 
further  heated  by  wall  radiators,  sunk  so 
as  not  to  obstruct  the  passageways. 

Eastman  Book  Is  De- 
voted to  Amateur 

Filming 

In  harmony  with  the  amateur  movie 
craze  which  is  rapidly  spreading  all  over 

the  country  the  May  number  of  “Ko- 
dakery,”  the  largest  magazine  devoted 
exclusively  to  amateur  photography  in 

the^  world,  has  departed  from  its  usual 
policy  of  discussing  still  picture  making 

and  devotes  its  entire  pages  to  the  de- 
lights and  simplicity  of  amateur  cinema- tography. 

The  contents  of  this  number  will 

serve  as  an  efficient  guide  book  for  all 
who  are  contemplating  taking  up  this 

fascinating  pastime.  The  information 
contained  in  this  number  is  not  only 

interesting  and  timely,  but  through  de- 
scriptions and  many  illustrations  gives 

a   complete  idea  of  just  what  all  the  new 

Cine-Kodak  equipment  will  accomplish 

in  the  hands  of  the  inexperienced  ama- 
teur. 

i 
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Features  of  Period 

Architecture 
(Continued  from  page  23) 

To  the  casual  theatregoer  of  this  nation 

in  this  day  the  Spanish  theatre  appears  as 

"one  of  those  red  plush  places”  and  the 

French  theatre  impresses  probablj'  as  one 
not  quite  so  much  so.  Either,  however, 

is  satisfactory  to  the  payer  of  admissions, 
for  both  are  atmospherically  conducive  to 

enjoyment  of  entertainment.  Both  lean 

strongly  toward  luxury.  Both  make  it  pos- 

sible to  take  seriously  the  most  far-fetched 
scenario  and  both  afford  perfect  setting  for 
musical  entertainment  of  any  character. 
For  these  reasons,  as  well  as  for  their  sheer 

beauty  and  pliability,  Spanish  and  French 

are  uninterruptedly  popular  building  types. 

And  now,  as  mentioned  in  the  beginning, 

il’s  the  Oriental.  Last  Thursday  afternoon 
this  writer  walked  through  the  then  far 
from  completed  interior  of  the  Oriental 
theatre  in  Chicago.  Under  the  white  light 

of  day,  amplified  by  terrific  white  artificial 

illumination  provided  for  the  hundreds  of 

rushing  workmen  within,  the  theatre  looked 

like  anything  but  a   beautiful  interior.  The 

rich  paintings,  dominated  by  red  and  gold, 

looked  trashy.  The  heavily  ornamented 

furnishings  looked  expensively  cheap.  The 

organ  console,  done  in  red  and  gold,  looked 

like  an  overgrown  music  box.  Then  this 

writer  saw  the  theatre  on  Friday  night  un- 
der the  correct  illumination  and  full  of 

people.  That’s  different ! 
The  name  applies  wholly  to  the  theatre. 

It  is  Oriental!  No  other  word  describes 

it  so  well.  The  “expensive  cheapness”  was 
gone  entirely.  It  had  become  Oriental 

splendor.  The  advance  advertising  of  the 

theatre  had  termed  it  a   “jewel  casket”  and 

that’s  the  phrase  that  fits  it.  A   minute 
after  coming  in  from  modern  Madison 

street  the  world  has  turned  halfway  ’round 

and  you’re  in  the  India  you  read  about 
when  you  were  a   child. 

Similar  in  general  scheme,  but  less  elab- 

orately ornate,  is  the  Beverley  theatre,  Bev- 

erley Hills,  Cal.,  photographs  of  which  are 

reproduced  herewith.  (Photographs  of  the 

Oriental  will  be  published  in  “Better  The- 
atres” at  a   later  date.)  The  theme  of  the 

Indian  style  can  be  sensed  in  the  reproduc- 
tions. It  affords  an  exacting  setting  for 

a   theatrical  performance.  It  pleases  in 
itself  so  well  that  a   show  staged  within 

such  a   theatre  must  please  mightily  or  be 

voted  inadequate.  When  the  show  is  such 
the  effect  of  the  theatre  is  to  intensify  and 

amplify  its  satisfaction-^ving  qualities._  ̂ 

Yes,  now  it’s  the  Oriental.  What  it’ll 
be  next  is  for  the  builders  and  architects 

to  decide.  A   glance  over  building  history 
would  seem  to  indicate  that  nothing  is  left 

to  do — but  that’s  never  true.  Meanwhile, 
the  motion  picture  is  well  housed  in  its 

widely  varied  but  uniformly  splendid  tem- 
ples. 

Colors  Important  in 

Achieving  Coolness 

During  Summer 
By  JACK  SAVAGE 

Preseiitalioii  Artist,  Universal  Pictures 

Corf). 
Color  as  a   means  of  expressing  or 

communicating  one’s  feelings  or  thoughts 
with  its  known  and  unknown  phychologi- 
cal  tendencies,  plays  an  important  part 
unon  the  human  emotions.  In  itself  as 

pure  and  exquisite  a   pleasure  as  music, 
color,  with  its  power  to  attract  attention, 
to  stimulate  emotion,  to  cheer  and  ani- 
u^ate,  or  quiet  and  subdue,  can  be  made 
to  create  and  build  up  a   suitable  atmos- 

phere for  any  situation. 

Cost  a   Httie  more  than  ordi< 

nary  banners — but  worth  it 

10  ft.  long,  32  or  36  in. 

wide,  poster  paper, 

weatherproof. 

Any  size,  on  any  sub- 

ject, made  to  order, 

OR  paper  or 
muslin. 

Muslin,  25c 

per  running 
foot.  Paper, 

lOe  per  foot 
extra  o   v   e 

10  ft. 

'i'  U   L*  (’lU-HJK-'.t 

luid  .Uo.>it  KiTi- oii-nt  Foriii  of 
Ad%'crt!.si!S(-  for 
the  'I’hcntro  To- 

day —   A   SiruE- 
ITKE  WTNM5U. 

24  Hour  Service 
Positively 

THEATRICAL  POSTER  CO. 
845  So.  Wabash  Ave.,  Chicago 

Sell  Your  Program  with  ColoP 

Fill  Every  Vacant  Seat 

IMMEDIATELY n   .) 

HE  line  outside  keeps  pros- 
pective ticket  buyers  away. 

Move  them  in — keep  them 

moving.  .   .   Fill  every  scat  im- 
mediately after  it  is  vacated. 

The  Acme  Usher  Signal  System 

will  organize  your  ushers,  cap- 
tains and  doormen  into  a   fast 

working  team.  It  is  now  being 
used  by  leading  theatres,  large 

and  small,  including  The  Orien- 

tal, Chicago ;   Shea’s  Buffalo, 
Buffalo;  Rialto,  Joliet;  Up- 

town, Chicago,  and  many  oth- 
ers. Full  details,  estimates 

and  data  are  furnished  gratis. 

Write  /or  the  new 

descriptive  Bulletin. 
It  is  sent  free  of 

charge. 

ACME  ELECTRIC 
CONSTRUCTION  CO. 
407  S.  Dearborn  St.,  Chicago 

USHER  SIGNAL 
SYSTEM 

The  Acme  ts  a   Mark  Of  Finished 
Showm  an  ship* One  of  the  units  of  the  Acme  System  installed 

in  Balaban  &   Katz’s  Uptown  Theatre.  C.  W. 
and  Geo.  L.  Rapp.  Architects. 
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A   mere  outlay  of  expense  is  not  suffi- 
cient. Well  chosen  colors  and  decora- 

tions in  structural  harmony  with  the 
lines  of  the  theatre,  lighting  which  is 
soft,  cool  and  void  of  any  discordant  and 
irritating  color  combinations,  will  create 

the  desired  atmosphere.  There  are  cer- 
tain laws  passed  on  to  us  which  govern 

the  various  symbols,  combinations  and 
relationships  of  color. 

For  those  who  may  not  have  a   work- 
ing knowledge  of  color  the  following 

brief  outline  of  the  fundamental  princi- 
ples applied  to  the  theory  of  color  may 

convey  this  thought  more  clearly: 

There  are  three  primary  colors:  yel- 

of  Cetebration  Goods 

containing  one^thou- 
sand  and  one  novelty 
features  for  every  kind 
of  celebration,  party, 

patrioticdemonstratioc, 
street  fair,  carnivals,  ba- 

zaars, theatre  gifts,  fire- 
works, etc.  You  can  not 

afford  to  be  without  it. 
Write  today  for  your 
copy. 

Brazcl  Noveity  Mfft,  Co.,  ’**  Ella  St.,  Gin.  O. 

low,  red  and  blue,  which  are  the  basis  for 

all  other  color  tones  that  can  be  pro- 

duced by  mixture.  There  are  three  sec- 
ondary colors,  orange,  green  and  violet 

which  are  produced  by  mixing  equal 

parts  of  any  two  of  the  primaries  as 
follows:  yellow  and  red  produce  orange; 
yellow  and  blue,  produce  green,  red  and 

blue  produce  violet. 

♦   *   ♦ 
Complementary  colors  are  those  that 

by  their  union  will  theoretically  produce 

white  or  neutral  grey.  Thus,  the  sec- 

ondary colors  become  the  complemen- 
taries  of  the  primaries,  inasmuch  as  by 

mixing  any  secondary  with  its  opposite 
primary  we  have,  to  a   certain  extent, 
the  elements  that  go  to  make  up  all  the 

colors  of  the  spectrum.  For  instance, 
as  red  and  yellow  make  orange,  red  and 
blue  make  violet,  yellow  and  blue  make 

green,  etc.,  we  have  by  a   combination 
of  red,  yellow  and  blue  all  these  six 
colors.  Therefore,  the  complementary 

of  any  one  of  the  primary  colors  will  be 
the  secondary  color  that  contains  the 
other  two  primaries.  Green  becomes  the 
complementary  of  red;  violet  of  yellow 
and  orange  of  blue.  Complementary 

colors  are  in  the  strongest  possible  con- 
trast to  each  other.  Yet  they  have  a 

peculiar  power  to  enrich  each  other, 

when  placed  together.  As  in  the  mix- 

PRICES UNI IL  5   PM 

Balcony 

22  <t Main  Floor 

Children  Un 

554 

DER 

12  Ye K.RS  104 

Style  098  T   &   T   Changeable  Sign.  Grooved 

background,  broadcloth  covered — T   &   T 

Self-Spacing  Scll-U-Letters,  Size  overall 

12x8 — lettering  space  1054x6j4  in.  Glass 

front,  removable  back.  Mahogany  finish; 

equipped  with  hangers. 

Complete  with  100  letters 

and  figures   ^5.  50 

One  of  the  Many 

o 

GLO-LETR 

Electric  Sign  for  Interior  Directional  Use 

Write  for  Catalogue  XB 

The  Tablet  &   Ticket  Co. 

1015  W.  Adams  St.  Chicago 

ture  of  equal  parts  of  a   complementary 

pair  neutral  grey  is  produced  so  in  var- 
iated  mixtures  of  complementary  pairs 

all  the  other  hues  are  produced 
Warm  and  cold  colors:  Examples  of 

warm  colors  are  yellow,  orange,  yellow 

red,  orange  red,  etc.  A   cold  color  is  one 
in  which  the  blue  predominates.  Ex- 

amples of  cold  colors  are  blue,  violet, 

blue  green,  etc.  Warm  and  cold  colors 
produce  in  one,  the  mental  sensations  of 
warmth  and  coldness  respectively. 

«   «   * 

Blue,  because  it  is  cold,  modest  and  re- 
tiring, and  because  of  its  quietness  and 

restraint  should  be  the  dominating  fac- 

tor in  our  summer  color  schemes. 
Yellow,  a   warm  color,  should  be  used 

sparingly.  A   small  amount  of  intense 
yellow,  orange  or  red  for  relief,  such  as 
a   bowl  of  flowers,  panel  decorations,  etc., 
should  be  controlled  and  balanced  by 
large  areas  of  subdued  color  tones, 

Green,  the  combination  of  yellow  and 

blue,  shows  the  psychological  tendencies 
of  both  components.  It  is  lighter  and 
more  cheerful  than  blue  in  effect,  and 
has  more  dignity  and  repose  than  yellow. 
Green  being  restful  to  the  eyes  and 
nerves  is  a   relief  from  the  heat  of  the 

summer  sun  and  should  be  used  exten- 
sively. The  lighter  tones  in  drapes,  seat 

covers,  ceiling  decorations,  etc.,  and  the 
darker  ones  should  be  limited  to  shrubs, 
flowers,  and  the  floor.  Violet  denotes 
seriousness  and  solemnity.  It  is  not  used 
much  in  interior  decorations.  Red  the 

warmest  of  colors,  as  a   dominating  fac- 
tor in  a   color  scheme  should  be  avoided 

entirely.  It  is  symbolical  of  warmth  and 
has  a   strong  stimulating,  attractive  and 
exciting  power.  The  use  of  it  would 
prove  disastrous  on  a   hot  day. 

A/eu' 
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No  Summer  Letup! 

Times  have  changed  in  the  equipment  field, 

A   few  years  ago,  the  accessory  dealer  could  enjoy 

almost  as  long  a   vacation  in  the  warm  months  as  the 

average  school  teacher  is  given.  The  equipment  manu- 
facturer could  devote  his  time  to  experimenting  and 

shaping  things  for  the  Fall  season.  Even  the  editor  of 

the  old  fashioned  ‘'equipment  department,”  which  ran 

in  most  of  the  trade  papers,  could  figure  on  a   couple  of 

days  of  golf  a   week  and  a   few  fishing  trips. 

Yes,  times  have  changed. 

Warm  weather  now  means  new  impetus  given  to 

theatre  building  programs  running  into  tens  of  millions 
of  dollars. 

All  over  the  country,  from  the  largest  cities  to  the 

smallest  communities,  summer  means  new  theatres,  be
t- 

ter theatres,  new  equipment,  better  equipment. 

A   few  years  ago,  the  “movies”  closed  for  th
e  summer 

and  opened  late  in  September  or  early  in  October.
 

Now%  few  theatres  close.  The  “Greater  
Movie  Sea- 

son,” inaugurated  two  years  ago,  starts  the  “Fall” 
 season 

early  in  August.  The  few  theatres  that  do 
 close,  shut 

down  late  in  June  and  open  early  in  August
.  And  the 

shutdown  now  is  generally  for  redecorati
ng,  remodel- 

ing and  the  installation  of  new  and  modern  eq
uipment. 

tfiTI  ETTER  THEATRES”  is  full
y  cognizant  of  the  situation.  It 

D   will  supply  the  same  service  to  its  readers  this  
summer  that  it 

has  given  daring  the  winter 
 months.  Each  issue  will  sh

ow  the 

same  improvement.  On  the  fo
llo.ving  two  pages  appears  the 

“Information  and  Catalog  Bureau.
”  This  service  is  doubly  vduable 

to  theatre  owners  at  this  time  of
  year.  Its  service  too,  wiH  be  co

n- 

tinued right  on  through  tlie  warm  mont
hs.  Take  advantage  of  it. 
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Better  Theatres  Information 

and  Catalog  Bureau 
Many  of  the  products  listed  below  are  advertised  by  reliable  companies  in  this  issue  of  “Equipment  Index'" 

Free  Service  to  Readers 

of  “Better  Theatres” 
^“Better  Theatres”  offers  on  these  pages  an  indi- 
^   vidual  service  to  its  readers  through  this  Exhibitors 
Information  and  Catalog  Bureau.  Detailed  informa- 

tion and  catalogs  concerning  any  product  listed  on 

these  pages  will  be  sent  to  any  theatre  owner,  man- 
ager, architect  or  projectionist. 

JirFill  in  the  coupon  on  the  next  page  and  mail  it  to 
^   the  ‘^Better  Theatres”  division.  Exhibitors  Herald, 
407  S.  Dearborn  street,  Chicago. 

^Many  of  the  products  listed  by  this  Bureau  are 

advertised  in  this  issue  of  “Better  Theatres.”  See 
Advertisers  Index. 

JJTWe  are  glad  to  serve  you.  Do  not  hesitate  to  ask 
^   us  for  any  information  on  equipment  or  problems 
pertaining  to  the  efficient  operation  of  your  theatre. 

A 

1   Accounting  systems. 
2   Accoustical  installations. 

5   Adapters,  carbon. 

4   Adding,  calculating  ma- 
chines. 

6   Admission  signs. 

fi  Addressing  machines, 

7   Advertising  novelties, 
materials. 

8   Advertising  projectors. 

9   Air  conditioning  equip- 
menL 

10  Air  dome  tents. 
11  Aisle  lights. 

12  Aisle  rope. 

13  Alarm  signals. 

14  Arc  lamps,  reflecting. 
15  Architectural  service. 

16  Arc  regulators. 

17  Artiflclal  plants,  flowers. 
18  Art  titles. 

19  Automatic  curtain  con- 
trol. 

20  Automatic  projection  cut- 
outs. 

21  Automatic  sprinklers. 

B 

22  Balloons,  advertising. 
23  Banners. 

24  Baskets,  decorative. 

26  Bell-buzzer  signal  sys- 
tems. 

25  Blocks,  pulleys,  stage- 
rigging. 

27  Blowers,  hand. 

28  Booking  agencies  for  mu- 
sicians. 

29  Booking  agencies  (state 
kind). 

8

0

 

 

Boilers. 

31  Bolts,  panic. 

32  Booths,  projection. 

33  Booths,  ticket. 

34  Box,  loge  chairs. 
35  Brass  grills. 
36  Brass  rails. 

37  Brokers-Theatre  promo- 
tion. 

38  Bulletin  boards,  change- 
able. 

C 

39  Cable. 

40  Cabinets. 

41  Calcium  lights. 
42  Cameras. 
43  Canopies  for  fronts. 
44  Carbons. 

4

6

 

 

Carbon  
sharpeners. 

46  Carbon  wrenches. 
47  Carpets. 
48  Carpet  cushion. 

4

9
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cleaning  
com- 

pound. 

60  Carpet  covering, 
61  Cases,  film  shipping. 
62  Cement,  film. 
53  Chair  covers. 
64  Chairs,  wicker. 
65  Chairs,  theatre, 
56  Change  makers. 
67  Changer  overs. 
58  Color  hoods. 
59  Color  wheels. 
60  Ccndensors. 

D 

61  Bate  strips. 
62  Decorations  (state  kind). 
63  Decorators,  theatre. 
64  Dimmers. 

6

6

 

 

Disinfectants 
— perfumed. 

66  Doors,  fireproof. 
67  Draperies. 
88  Drinking  fountains. 
69  Duplicating  machines. 

E 

70  Electric  circuit  testing 
Instruments. 

71  Electric  fans. 
72  Electrical  flowers. 

73  Electric  power  generat- 
ing plants. 

74  Electric  signs. 

75  Electric  signal  and  con- 
trol systems. 

76  Emergency  lighting 

plants. 77  Exit  light  signs. 

F 

78  Film  cleaners. 
79  Film  splicing  machine. 
80  Film  tools  (state  kind). 
81  Film  waxing  machine. 

82  Fire  alarms. 
83  Fire  escapes. 
84  Fire  extinguishers. 
85  Fire  hose. 
86  Fire  hose  reels,  carts. 
87  Fire  proof  curtains. 
88  Fire  proof  doors. 
89  Fire  proofing  materials. 
90  Fixtures,  lighting. 
91  Flashlights. 

92  Flashers,  Electric  sign. 
93  Flood  lighting. 
94  Ploorlights. 
95  Floor  covering. 
96  Floor  runners. 

97  Flowers,  artificial. 
98  Footlights. 
99  Fountains,  decorative. 

100  Fountains,  drinking. 

101  Frames-poster,  lobby  dis- play. 

102  Fronts,  metal  theatre. 
103  Furnaces,  coal  burning. 
104  Furnaces,  oil  burning. 
105  Furniture,  theatre. 
106  Fuses. 

G 

107  Generators. 
108  Grilles,  brass, 
209  Gummed  labels. 

110  Gypsum  products. 

H 

111  Hardware,  stage. 
112  Heating  system,  coal. 
113  Heating  system,  oil. 

1 

114  Ink,  pencils  for  slides. 
115  Insurance,  Fire. 
116  Insurance,  Rain. 

117  Interior  decorating  serv- ice. 

118  Interior  illuminated 

signs. 

J 

119  Janitors’  supplies. 

L 
120  Labels,  film  caution. 

121  Lamps,  decorative. 
122  Lamp  dip  coloring. 

123  Lamps,  general  lighting. 
124  Lamps,  incandescent  pro- 

jection. 125  Lamps,  reflecting  arc. 
126  Lamp  shades. 
127  Lavatory  equipment,  fur- nishings. 

128  Lavatory  fixtures, 
129  Ledgers,  theatre. 
130  Lenses. 

131  Lights,  exit. 
132  Lights,  spot. 

133  Lighting  fixtures. 

134  Lighting  installatlcnB. 

126  Lighting  systems,  com- 

plete. 
136  Linoleum. 
137  Liquid  soap. 

138  Liquid  soap  containers. 
139  Lithographers. 

140  Lobby  display  frames. 
141  Lobby  gazing  balls. 
142  Lobby  furniture. 
143  Lobby  decorations. 
144  Lubricants  (state  Mnd). 
146  Luminous  numbers, 

1

4
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Luminous  
signs,  interior, 

exterior. 

M 
147  Machines,  ticket. 
148  Machines,  pop  corn. 

149  Machines,  sanitary  vend- 

ing. 

160  Make  up.  boxes,  theatri- 
cal. 161  Marble. 

162  Marquise. 
253  Mats,  leather 
164  Mats  and  runners. 

165  Mazda  projection  adapt- 

ers. 

356  Metal  lath. 
157  Metal  polish. 
158  Mirror,  shades. 
159  Motor  generators. 

160  Motion  picture  cable. 
161  Musical  instruments 

(stats  kind). 
162  Music  publishers. 
163  Music  rolls. 
164  Music  stands. 

N 
165  Napkins. 

166  Novelties,  advertising. 

167  Nursery  furnishings  and 
equipment. 
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168  Oil  burners. 

169  Orcbestral  pieces. 

170  Orchestra  pit  fittings, 
furnishings. 

171  Organs. 

172  Organ  novelty  slides. 

173  Organ  lifts. 

174  Organ  chainber  heaters. 

176  Ornamental  fountains. 

176  Ornamental  metal  work. 

177  Ornamental  metal  thea- tre fronts. 

p 

178  Paint,  screen. 

179  Paper  drinking  cups. 

180  Paper  towels. 
181  Perfumers. 

182  Photo  frames. 
183  Pianos. 

184  Picture  sets. 

1

8
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Player  
pianos. 

186  Plastic  fixtures  and  dec- 
orations. 

187  Plumbing  fixtures. 
188  Positive  film. 

189  Posters. 

190  Poster  frames. 

191  Poster  lights. 
192  Poster  paste. 
193  Portable  projectors. 
194  Pottery,  decorative. 
196  Power  generating  plants. 
195  Printing,  theatre. 
197  Programs. 
138  Program  covers. 

199  Program  signs,  illu- 
minated. 

20®  Projection  lamps. 

201  Projection  machines. 

202  Projection  machine  parts. 

203  Projection  room  equip- 
ment. 

R 

204  Radiators. 
205  Radiator  covers. 

206  Rails,  brass. 
207  Rails,  rope. 
208  Rain  insurance. 

203  Rectifiers. 

210  Reconstruction  service. 

211  Redecorating  service. 

212  Reflectors  (state  Mnd). 

213  Refumisbing  service. 

214  Regulators,  Mazda. 
215  Reels. 

216  Reel  end  signals. 

217  Reel  packing,  carrying 
cases. 

218  Resonant  orchestra  plat- 
form. 

219  Reseating  service. 
220  Rewinding  film. 
221  Rheostats 

222  Rigging,  stage. 

223  Roofing  materials. 

s 

224  Safes,  film. 

2

2

6

 

 

Scenery,  
stage. 

226  Scenic  artists'  service. 
227  Screens. 
228  Screen  paint. 
229  Seat  covers. 
230  Seat  indicators,  vacant. 
231  Seats,  theatres. 
232  Signs  (state  kind). 

233  Signs,  parking. 
234  Signals,  reel  end. 

235  Sign  flashers. 

2

3

8

 

 

Sign-cloth. 
237  Sign  lettering  service. 
238  Side  walk  machines,  corn 

poppers. 239  Slides. 

240  Slide  ink,  pencils. 
241  Slide  lanterns. 

242  Slide  making  outfits. 
243  Slide  mats. 

244  Shutters,  metal  fire. 

245  Soap  containers,  liquid, 

246  Speed  indicators. 
247  Spotlights. 

248  Stage  doors-valances,  etc. 
249  Stage  lighting  equipment. 
250  Stage  lighting  systems. 

251  Stage  rigging-blocks, 

pulleys. 252  Stage  scenery. 

2

6

3

 

 

Stair  treads. 

254  Statuary. 
255  Steel  lockers. 
256  Stereopticons. 
257  Sweeping  compounds. 
268  Switchboards. 
259  Switches,  automatic. 

T 

260  Tally  counters. 
261  Tapestries. 
262  Tax  free  music. 

263  Telephones,  inter-com- municating. 

264  Temperature  regulation 

system. 265  Terra  Cotta. 

266  Terminals. 
267  Theatre  accounting  sys- 

tems. 
268  Theatre  dimmers. 

269  Theatre  seats. 

270  Tickets. 
271  Ticket  booths. 

272  Ticket  choppers. 

273  Ticket  holders. 

274  Ticket  racks. 
275  Ticket  selling  machines. 

276  Tile. 

277  Tile  stands. 

278  Tool  cases,  operator’s 279  Towels,  paper. 

280  Towels,  cloth. 
281  Trailers. 

282  Transformers. 
283  Tripods. 

284  Turnstiles,  register 
285  Typewriters. 

u 
286  Uniforms. 

V 

287  Valances,  for  boxes. 
288  Vases,  stone. 
289  Vacuum  cleaners. 
290  Ventilating  fans. 
291  Ventilating,  cooling  sys- 

tem. 
292  VenUlating  systems, 

complete. 
293  Vending  machines,  soap, 

towels,  napkins,  etc. 
294  Vltrolite 

w 

295  Wall  burlap 

296  Wall  leather. 

297  Watchman’s  Clocks. 
298  Water  coolers. 
299  Wheels,  color 

USE  THIS  COUPON 

^'BETTER  THEATRES”  DIVISION 
Exhibitors  Herald 

407  South  Dearborn  St.,  Chicago. 

Gentlemen:  I   should  like  to  receive  reliable  information  on  the  items  listed  following: 

(Refer  to  Items  by  Number) 

Remarks: 

          .....  ..   -   .....Theatre-... —             -   —   .City. 

State       .--.---....———-.Seating  Capacity—   — ■ 



58 BETTER  THEATRES  SECTION  OF 
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Advertised  in  This 
BETTER  THEATRES  SECTION 

(If  you  desire  something  not  listed  here,  Exhibitors  Information  and  Catalog 
Bureau  on  preceding  pages  will  get  it  for  you.) 

AUTOMATIC  CURTAIN 
CONTROL 

Automatic  Devices  Co., 
17  N.  7th  St.,  Allentown,  Pa. 

E.  J.  Vallen  Elec.  Co., 
Akron,  Ohio. 

BANNERS,  HAND  PAINTED 

H.  Dryfhout, 

744  S.  Wabash  Ave.,  Chicago. 

BUSINESS  BUILDING  SERVICE 

(Local  Merchants  Tie-up) 
Alexander  Film  Co., 
Denver,  Colorado. 

CARBONS 

Hugo  Reisinger, 
11  Broadway,  N.  Y.  C. 

CHANGE  MAKERS 

Brandt  Automatic  Cashier  Co,, 
Watertown,  Wisconsin. 

CONDENSERS 

Fish  Schurman  Corp. 

45  W.  45th  St.,  N.  y.  C. 

DIMMERS 

The  Cutler-Hammer  Mfg,  Co., 
12th  St.  and  St.  Paul  Ave., 
Milwaukee,  Wisconsin. 

DRINKING  CUPS 

Individual  Drinking  Cup  Co., 
Easton,  Pa. 

ELECTRIC  FLASHERS,  COLOR 
HOODS 

Reynolds  Electric  Co., 

2651  W.  Congress  St.,  Chicago. 

EQUIPMENT,  SUPPLIES 

Monarch  Theatre  Supply  Co., 
724  S.  Wabash  Ave.,  Chicago. 

nLM  CEMENT 

Hewes  &   Company, 
47  Meserole  St.,  Brooklyn,  N.  Y. 

HEATING  &   VENTILATING 

B

.
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&
   Co., 

118  W.  Ohio,  Chicago. 

Supreme  Heater  &   Ventilating 
Co.,  1552  Olive  St.,  St.  Lotus,  Mo, 

ILLUMINATED  SIGNS — INTERIOR 
Tablet  &   Ticket  Co., 
1015  W.  Adams  St.,  Chicago. 

LAMP  COLOR 

Roscoe  Laboratories, 
129  Third  Place,  Brooklyn,  N.Y. 

LENSES 

Bausch  &   Lomb, 
Rochester,  N.  Y. 

Projection  Optics  Co., 
203  State  St.,  Rochester,  N.  Y. 

MARQUISE,  CANOPIES 
Edwards  Mfg.  Co., 
Cincinnati,  Ohio. 

ProBert  Sheet  Metal  Co., 
19  W.  8th  St.,  Covington,  Ky. 

MOTION  PICTURE  CABLE 
Rockbestos  Products  Corp., 
New  Haven,  Conn. 

MOTORS  FOR  MOTION  PICTURE 
MACHINES 

Warner  Electric  Co., 

319  N.  Church  St.,  Kalamazoo. 

MUSIC  ROLLS 
Filmusic  Company 

6701  Santa  Monica  Blvd. 

Hollywood,  Cal. 

MUSIC  STANDS 

Gallagher  Orchestra  Equip.  Co., 
3235  Southport  Ave.,  Chicago. 

Liberty  Music  Stand  Co., 
1960  E.  116th  St,,  Cleveland, 
Ohio. 

NOVELTIES,  ALL  KINDS 
Brazel  Novelty  Co., 

30  Ella  St.,  Cincinnati. 

ORGANS 

Link  Piano  Co.,  Inc., 

183  Water  St.,  Binghamton,  N.  Y. 

Rudolph  Wurlitzer  Co., 
Cincinnati,  Ohio. 

PROGRAM  COVERS 
The  Hennegan  Company, 

311  Genesee  St.,  Cincinnati,  O. 
PROJECTORS 

Enterprise  Optical  Co., 
564  W.  Randolph  St.,  Chicago. 
International  Projector  Corp. 
Nicholas  Power  Div. 

90  Gold  St.,  N.  Y.  C. 

REFLECTING  ARC  LAMPS 
Hall  &   Connolly,  Inc., 

129  Grand  Street,  N.  Y.  C. 

McAuley  Mfg.  Company, 
554  W.  Adams  St.,  Chicago. 

RHEOSTATS 

Hofmann  &   Soons, 

522  First  Ave.,  New  York,  N.  Y. 
SCREENS 

American  Silversheet  Co., 

915  Wash  St.,  St.  Louis,  Mo. 

Da-Lite  Screen  &   Scenic  Co., 
922  W.  Monros  St,,  Chicago. 

Minusa  Cine  Screen  Co., 

Morganal  Bomont,  St.  Louis,  Mo. 
National  Screen  Co., 

2100  Payne  Ave.,  Cleveland. 
Raven  Screen  Corp., 

1476  Broadway,  N.  Y.  C. 

C

.

 

 

S.  V/ertsner  
&
   Son, 

211  N.  13th  St,  Philadelphia,  Pa. 
SEATS 

American  Seating  Co., 

14  £.  Jackson,  Chicago. 

Heywood-Wakefield  Co., 
209  Washington  St.,  Boston,  Mass. 

E.  H.  Stafford  Mfg.  Co. 

367  W,  Adams  St.,  Chicago. 

SIGNS — ELECTRIC 
Milne  Elec.  Co., 

189  Fifth  St.,  Milwaukee. 
Verb  Sign  Company, 

4543  W.  Lake  Street,  Chicago. 
SIGNS,  PAPER,  MUSUN  AND 
CARDBOARD 

Theatrical  Poster  Co. 

845  S.  Wabash  Ave.,  Chicago 
SIGN  FLASHERS 

Cramblet  Eng.  Corp., 

286  Milwaukee  St.,  Milwaukee. 

SILENCE  SIGNS 
Rawson  &   Evans  Co., 

710  W.  Washington,  Chicago. 

SLIDES J.  F.  Ransley, 

54  W.  Randolph  St.,  Chicago. 

STAGE  LIGHTING  EQUIPMENT 
Frank  Adam  Elec.  Co., 
3650  Windsor  Ave.,  St.  Louis,  Mo. 

Kliegl  Brothers 
321  V/.  50th  St,  N.  Y.  C. 

Major  Equipment  Co., 
4603  Fullerton  Ave.,  Chicago. 

STAGE  RIGGING,  HARDWARE 
James  H.  Channon  Co., 
223  W.  Erie  St.,  Chicago. J.  R.  Clancy, 

Syracuse,  N.  Y. 
Peter  Clark,  Inc., 

534  W.  30th  St.,  New  York,  N.  Y. 

STAGE  SCENERY 
Wm.  Beck  &   Sons 

Highland  Ave.  at  Dorchester 
Cincinnati,  Ohio. 

TifBn  Scenic  Studios, 

Tiffin,  Ohio. 

STEREOPTICONS 

Best  Devices  Co., 

Film  Building,  Cleveland. 

THEATRE  BUILDING  SERVICE 

United  Scenic  Studios 
28  West  Lake  St.,  Chicago 

THEATRE  DECORATING  SERV. 
Michel  Angelo  Studios, 

212  E.  Superior  St,  Chicago. 

THEATRE  MUSIC 

D
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Appleton  
&   Co. 

35  W.  32nd  St.,  N.  Y.  C. 

THEATRE  PRINTING,  PROGRAMS 
Exhibitors  Printing  Service, 
711  S.  Dearborn  St,  Chicago. 

The  National  Poster  &   Printing 

Co.,  729  S.  Wabash  Ave.,  Chicago 

TICKETS 
Globe  Ticket  Co., 

122  N.  12th  St,  Philadelphia,  Pa. 
Trimount  Press,  Inc., 

113  Albany  St.,  Boston,  Mass. 

TRANSFORMERS 
Hertner  Electric  Co., 
Cleveland,  Ohio. 

Roth  Brothers  &   Co., 

1400  W., Adams  St.,  Chicago,  111. 
UNIFORMS 

Western  Uniform  Co., 

202  S.  Clark  St.,  Chicago. 

VACANT  SEAT  INDICATORS 
Acme  Elec.  Construction  Co., 
407  S.  Dearborn  St.,  Chicago. 

VENTILATING  EQUIPMENT 
Arctic  Nu-Air  Corp., 

818  State  Lake  Bldg.,  Chicago. 
Bentz  Engineering  Corp., 

123  W.  Madison  St,  Chicago 
Blizzard  Fan  Sales  Co., 

1514  Davenport  St.,  Omaha,  Neb. 

Knowles  Mushroom  Vent.  Co., 

202  Franklin  St.,  New  York,  N.  Y. 
Typhoon  Fan  Co., 
345  W.  39th  St,  N.  Y.  C. 
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Send  for  our  blue  book  on  wire 
It  is  complete 

Inlerior  of 

the  Uptown Theatre,  Chicago 

ChicafiO 

B842  Orand  Cenlral  Term.  Bids.,  New  Yofk 

ROCKBESTOS 
-the  asbestos  covered  wire 

^   beautiful  Theatre 

The  Uptown  Theatre  in  Chicago  is  the  last  word  in 

theatre  design  and  equipment.  A   great  tribute  to  the 

architects,  C.  W.  and  Geo.  L.  Rapp  and  its  owners, 
Babaian  &.  Kat2. 

Rockbestos  Motion  Picture  Cable  is  a   part  of  all  this 

it  controls  the  destinies  of  the  battery  of  projectors. 

By  long  service  Rockbestos  has  proven  itself.  It  is 

economical  because  fewer  replacements  are  necessary. 

It  is  safe  because  the  insulation  is  the  finest  made. 



THE  ENTERPRISE  OPTICAL  MFC.  CO. 
564  W.  Randolph  Street  Chicago,  111. 

Unsurpassed  Sal 

.   ISdotiograph  DeLuxe’s  Sweeping  Supremacy 
The  550,000  stops  per  day  that  an  intermittent  movement  (the  heart  of modern  theatre  projecting  room,  requires  that  a 

^te^r1a°^  constructed  with  extreme  accuracy,  and  of  the  finest  grade 

Motiograph  DeLuxe  double  bearing  and  ball  bearing  intermittent movement  is  noted  for  its  continuous  and  efficient  service. 

adjustment  locking  device  of  the  eccentric  bushing  insures  permanent 
The  star  slot  and  radius  is  ground  to  two-tenths  of  one-thousandth  of an  men. 

gears  in  the  star-and-cam  oil  chamber  housing,  balance wheel  being  connected  directly  on  cam  shaft. 
The  Motiograph  Reflector  Arc  Lamp  is  a   modern  convenience  and  light 

fMtme.“"  ^   definition.  It  is  an  added  special  Motiograph 

DeLn^rfrill  f   delighted  owners  will  tell  you  that  the  Motiograph 
ueLuxe  IS  the  finest  projector  they  ever  owned.  ®   ^ 

detailed  information,  see  the  Motiograph  distributor  in  your  terri- 



DID  YOU  MISS  OUT  LAST  YEAR  ON 

‘‘MERRY  WIDOW,”  “UNHOLY  THREE”  “MIDSHIPMAN,” 

“NEVER  THE  TWAIN”  “IBANEZ  TORRENT”  “THE  BARRIER,” 

“HIS  SECRETARY,"  “BLACKBIRD,”  “GO  WEST,”  “MIKE,” 
“BROWN  OF  HARVARD  ”   “SLAVE  OF  FASHION,”  and  the 

many,  many  more  M*G'M  hits? 

THEN  DON'T  MISS  OUT  THIS  YEAR 
Get  in  line  now  for 

METRO-GOLDWYN -MAYER’S 
PARADE  OF  HITS 

Member  Motion  Picture  Producers  and  Distributors  of  America,  Inc. — Will  H
.  Hays,  President 



Permanent 

Music  Featui-e 
a.t  3l 

MINIMUM  COST 

Robert  Morton  Organ  Co 
c4iakers  of  Pipe  Organs  Exclusively . 

cvJ  York^^  S   h   i   c   a   q   o 

1560  BrocLdL'ajay  j   845  So.  'WabasJv 
Bos  •^ngele.s  San  Francisco 
1915  So.  Vermont  St.  168  Golden  Gate 

£^£MUINe  OEAGAN  PERCUSSIONS  USED 
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the  evidence  is  IN! 
PARAMOUNT  was  first  with  its  announcement  of  1926-7  PRODUCT. 

f   f   f   -f 

Announcements  of  practically  all  the  other  producers  have  FOLLOWED. 

y   f   f   f 

You  have  studied  them  all,  LARGE  and  SMALL. 

i   y   i   y 

NOW,  MORE  THAN  EVER,  BY  EVERY  TEST  OF  SHOWMANSHIP  YOU 

KNOW  THIS  IS  TRUE: 

y   y   y   y 

No  Other  company’s  product  can  hold  a   candle  to  PARAMOUNT’S  15TH 

BIRTHDAY  GROUP  of  75  golden  box-office  hits. 

y   y   y   y 

No  other  company  offers  you  stars  like  HAROLD  LLOYD,  GLORIA  SWAN- 

SON, THOMAS  MEIGHAN,  POLA  NEGRI,  RICHARD  DIX,  BEBE  DANIELS, 

RAYMOND  GRIFFITH,  ADOLPHE  MENJOU,  DOUGLAS  MacLEAN,  BEERY 

AND  HATTON,  W.  C.  FIELDS,  GILDA  GRAY,  EDDIE  CANTOR,  ESTHER 

RALSTON,  FLORENCE  VIDOR  and  a   stock  company  of  70, 

y   y   y   y 

No  other  company  commands  a   galaxy  of  directors  like  CRUZE,  GRIFF
ITH, 

VON  STROHEIM,  ST.  CLAIR,  NEILAN,  FRANK  LLOYD,  SUTHERLA
ND, 

DWAN,  BRENON  and  a   score  of  other  fresh,  progressive  showmen. 

1   i   1   -f 

No  other  company  offers  such  smashing  big  1926-7  attractions
— all  completed 

or  in  the  making- as  Cruze’s  “OLD  IRONSIDES”,  Griffith’s  “SORROWS 

OF  SATAN”,  Brenon’s  “BEAU  GESTE”,  Ziegfeld-Sutherl
and’s  “GLORIFY- 

ING THE  AMERICAN  GIRL”,  Fleming’s  “THE  ROUGH  
RIDERS”,  Von 

Stroheim’s  “THE  WEDDING  MARCH”  and  a   procession  of  othe
rs  coming. 

y   y   y   ^ 

No  Other  company  has  met  thousands  of  exhibitors  
face  to  face,  presented 

frankly  the  merits  of  its  1926-7  product  (as  Param
ount  did  in  40  coast-to-coast 

meetings)  and  received  unanimous  and  enthusiastic  
endorsement  of  its  pictures 

and  its  square  deal  policy. 

Gentlemen,  all  the  evidence  is  in.  The  verdict 
 is  this: 

IN  1926-7,  EVEN  MORE  THAN  EVER  BEFORE 

PARAMOUNT  OUTCLASSES  THE  FIELD! 
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OFFICE  OF  THE  PUBLISHER 

EXHIBITORS  HERALD 

May  18,  1926. 

TO  THE  MOTION  PICTURE  INDUSTRY:— 

Next  week  will  mark  the  eleventh  anniversary  of  the  founding  of  “Exhibitors  Herald.” 
Throughout  these  eleven  years  this  publication  has  remained  under  its  original  ownership  and 

under  its  original  direction.  Throughout  these  eleven  years  it  has  consistently  advanced  its 

original  policies  o£  service  to  the  industry  and  loyalty  to  the  best  interests  of  the  business. 

After  these  eleven  years  of  building  certain  facts  stand  out  prominently  in  the  record  of 

the  Herald  which  have  a   vital  bearing  on  the  subject  of  trade  paper  values : 

The  Herald  is  an  institution  of  service,  dependability — and  results.  It  resorts  to  no  trick 

selling  arguments,  it  tells  no  half-way  stories  on  what  it  claims  to  be  and  what  it  claims  to  do. 

Its  record  is  open  and  plain — just  as  is  the  value  for  which  it  stands. 

The  Herald  makes  no  periodic  attempts  at  pulmotoring  its  circulation.  Instead,  it  has  con- 
scientiously, since  its  inception,  followed  a   constructive  circulation  policy,  maintaining  a   force 

of  field  representatives  who  go  into  the  theatres  and  not  only  sell  subscriptions  but  make  the 
exhibitors  members  of  the  Herald  family.  Tbis  effort  makes  every  copy  of  the  Herald  going 

into  the  field  count,  and  count  in  a   big  way. 

The  Herald  has  been  and  remains  the  leading  opponent  of  free  circulation  in  this  trade. 

Its  clean  and  productive  list  of  paid  subscribers  has  compelled  other  publications  to  go  out  and 

seek  to  obtain  readers’  consent  and  acceptance  in  the  form  of  paid  subscriptions.  Free  circu- 

lation is  the  ignominious  confession  of  a   publisher  who  can’t  get  paid  circulation,  or  a   sufficient 

volume  of  it.  It  is  uneconomic  and  wasteful,  with  tlie  advertiser  underwriting  the  publisher’s 

failure  to  be  able  to  produce  a   publication  for  which  the  reader  is  willing  to  pay  even  a   nominal 

price. 

The  Herald  has  no  free  circulation  and  is  proud  to  say  that  78.71%  of  all  the  copies  it 

prints  is  paid  for  in  advance  by  theatre  owners  alone. 

With  a   long  list  of  publications  in  tlie  East  scrambling  after  the  advertiser’s  appropriation 
— all  with  indifferent  claims  and  several  with  highly  remote  claims,  indeed — the  Herald  stands 

alone  and  supreme  in  vast  motion  picture  territory  from  Pittsburgh  west  to  the  Coast.  In  prac- 

tically every  exchange  center  there  are  territorial  magazines,  except  in  Chicago.  Yet  in  Chicago 

there  have  l5een  a   dozen  attempts  in  the  past  ten  years  but  everyone  of  them  has  been  compelled 

to  withdraw  in  the  face  of  the  complete  service  and  satisfaction  the  Herald  renders,  not  only 

across  the  country  but  also  right  here  in  Chicago, 

When  it  comes  to  trade  paper  values  at  tliis  time  in  the  motion  picture  industry,  the  case 

is  a   plain  and  open  one. 

Editorially,  the  Herald  is  a   department  store  of  service — every  phase  of  theatre  operation 

and  management  being  dealt  with  expertly  and  interestingly.  The  news  of  the  industry  is  pre- 

sented attractively  and  so  concisely  that  no  unreasonable  inroads  are  made  on  the  reader’s  time. 
And  the  news  is  news — not  publicity  bunkum. 

Examine  by  any  test  you  please  and  you  will  find  that  after  these  eleven  years  of  building  the-
 

Herald  stands  first. 

MARTIN  J.  QUIGLEY, 

Publisher. 
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Prodigious  Cast  of 
Come 'Hither  Names/ 

LILLIAN  RICH 

A   slashing 
hot  weather 
clicker  from 

FBO’sTreasiire 
House  of 
Showmanship  / 

ROBERT  FRAZER 

VICTOR  M’LAGLEN 
AND  OTHERS! 
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Comlat  the  competilion  of 
carnivals,  parks,  and 
other  out- door  amuse- 

ments with  this  ice- 
crested  melodrama  of 
jfte  Alaskan  wilderness! 

Edeson  Marshall’s  great  novel  brought  vigorously  to  the 
screen! 

A   mighty  tale  of  human  conflict  amid  vast  snowscapes 

—   lashing  blizzards  —   numbing  temperatures  —   on  land 
and  sea! 

Patterned  especially  for  warm  weather  exhibition! 

The  smashing  performance  of  F.  B.  O.’s  1925-26 
Gold  Bond  specials  is  trade  talk! 

Here’s  another  of  the  Triumphant  Twelve! 

Directed  by  James  Hogan 
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“Greatest  Trade  Journal” 

Kalamazoo,  Mick., 

May  10,  1926 

■   Mr.  Martin  J.  Quigley 

Publisher,  Exhibitors  Herald 

Chicago,  III. 

Dear  Mr.  Quigley: 

I   want  to  take  this  opportunity  to  congratulate  you  on  the  way  that  you  are 

continually  improving  “THE  HERALD”  and  want  to  say  that  I   think  you  have 
the  greatest  trade  journal  in  the  business,  barring  none. 

I   have  just  returned  from  a   three  months’  trip  in  California  and  spent  most 
of  my  time  in  and  around  Hollywood,  and  you  can  imagine  my  surprise  when 

after  being  there  a   few  days,  I   received  a   ’phone  call  from  your  representatives 
Mr.  Ray  Murray  and  Mr.  Harry  Nichols,  who  asked  me  to  call  at  their  office. 

I   called  on  them  the  next  day  and  want  to  tell  you  that  I   am  deeply  indebted  to 
these  gentlemen  and  The  Herald  in  the  way  that  they  entertained  us  and  in- 

troduced us  to  the  various  stars  and  executives  in  the  studios  of  Hollywood. 

I   talked  with  a   large  number  of  actors  and  managers  while  there  and  want 
to  say  that  I   was  knocked  for  a   goal  when  they  told  me  that  what  interested  them 

most  was  “WHAT  THE  PICTURE  DID  FOR  ME”  which  they  read  in  your 
Herald  every  week.  I   was  up  in  Milt  Gardner’s  office  (who  by  the  way  is  Gen. 
Mgr.  for  Fred  Thomson  unit)  when  I   happened  to  look  out  of  a   window  which 
overlooks  the  F.  B.  O.  studio  lot  and  to  my  surprise  saw  several  groups  of  actors 
with  The  Herald  in  their  hands,  seemingly  very  intent  on  reading  something 
in  your  journal.  I   asked  Mr.  Gardner  what  it  was  that  seemed  to  interest  the 

actors  so  much  in  your  paper  and  he  then  told  me  how  really  interested  the  actors 
are  in  reading  the  Exhibitor  reports  on  the  various  pictures.  Mr.  Gardner 
informed  me  at  that  time  that  he  files  every  report  that  Exhibitors  make  on 
the  Fred  Thomson  pictures  and  that  they  were  anxious  to  get  honest  opinions 
on  the  pictures  which  they  make,  and  he  felt  that  it  was  only  thru  your  Herald 
was  he  able  to  get  such  opinions. 

This  department  certainly  is  a   great  help  to  the  entire  industry,  it  helps  the 
Exhibitor  in  selecting  his  pictures  and  it  also  acts  as  applause  to  the  actors  and 
spup  them  on  to  make  better  pictures.  In  the  future  you  can  rest  assured  that 
I   will  send  in  as  many  reports  on  What  The  Picture  Did  for  Me  as  it  is  possible 
for  me  to  send  in  and  will  ask  you  to  send  me  some  blanks  to  be  used  for  this 
purpose. 

I   want  to  again  thank  you,  Ray  Murray  and  Harry  Nichols,  for  the  royal 
welcome  given  me  while  in  Hollywood  and  wish  you  success  and  prosperity  in 
the  years  to  come. 

Sincerely  yours, 

(Signed)  P.  C.  Schram, 

Ofierafing  ihc  New  and  Orpheum  Thea- 
tres, Kalamasoo,  and  the  Strand  and 

Family  Theatres,  Hastings,  Mich. 



METRO- GO  LDWYN-M  AYER 

IS  YOUNG  BLOOD! 

AS  surely 

THE  new  leadership 
IN  this  industry 
belongs  to 



METRO-GOLI 
From  THE  TALK  of  the  INDUSTRY  | 

EXHIBITORS  have  watched  ' 

FOR  two  amazing  years 
AND  marvelled 

AT  our  growth  and  development. 

NOW  the  handwriting  is  on  the  wall 

1926-1927  will  complete  the  story 
AND  you  must  make  a   choice 

BETWEEN  the  old  and  the  new. 

M   ETRO-Goldwyn-Mayer 

THE  triumphant  young  blood 

IN  this  industry 

sweeping  everything  before  it. 

THE  new  showmanship 

OF  MetrO'GoldwymMayer 
MUST  supplant  old  ideas 

OLD  names  and  faces. 

DON’T  you  be  the  one 
TO  be  left  behind 

BY  the  uncontrollable  developments 

OF  an  ever-changing  business 
WITH  memories  of  distant,  past  glories 
TO  console  you  when 



/ 

To  THE  TOP  of  the  INDUSTRY 

UG  new 

|METR0  Goldwyn^Mayer  things 
are  happening 

in  this  great  industry. 
fACE  the  facts  for  your  future’s  sake 
pHE  old  order  changes 

[CHIVING  place  to 

Behind  locked  doors  in 
 Qik'er 

"city,  California,  box-office  generals 
are  planning  campaigns  of  historic 

importance.  Mctro-QoIdn'yn'Maycr’s
 

Parade  of  Hits  for  ig26'i92z  is  the 

most  darmg  program  of  picture  mak' 

ing  the  industry  has  ever  tuitnessed. 



METRO-GOLDWYN- MAYER’S 

PARADE  OF  HITS 
For  1926-1927 

With  M'Q'M^s  **More  Stars  Than  There  Are  In  Heaven’ 
MARION  DAVIES 

RAMON  NOVARRO 
LON  CHANEY 
ELEANOR  BOARDMAN 
LIONEL  BARRYMORE 
RENEE  ADOREE 
CONRAD  NAGEL 
WILLIAM  HAINES 

ROY  D’ARCY 
FRANK  CURRIER 
KARL  DANE 

GEORGE  K.  ARTHUR 
LARS  HANSON 
CECIL  HOLLAND 

LILLIAN  GISH 

MAE  MURRAY 
BUSTER  KEATON 

PAULINE  STARKE 
LEW  CODY 
GRETA  GARBO 
MAE  BUSCH 
OWEN  MOORE 
CLAIRE  WINDSOR 
MARCELINE  DAY 
DOROTHY  PHILLIPS 
DOUGLAS  GILMORE 
GWEN  LEE 

ANTONIO  D’ALGY 

JOHN  GILBERT 
NORMA  SHEARER 

JACKIE  COOGAN 
CHARLES  RAY 
AILEEN  PRINGLE 

SALLY  O’NEIL 
JOAN  CRAWFORD 
CARMEL  MYERS 

GERTRUDE  OLMSTED 
DOROTHY  SEBASTIAN 
BERT  ROACH 

EDWARD  CONNELLY 
ESTELLE  CLARKE 

And  many  more 

Directed  by  M'Q'M^s  Livest' Showman 'Directors  of  All 
REX  INGRAM 
TOD  BROWNING 

JOHN  S.  ROBERTSON 
ROBERT  Z.  LEONARD 
VICTOR  SEASTROM 
REGINALD  BARKER 

EDWARD  SEDGWICK 

BENJAMIN  CHRISTIANSON 
MARCEL  DE  SANO 
ARCHIE  MAYO 
MAURITZ  STILLER 

KING  VIDOR 

JOHN  M.  STAHL 
MONTA  BELL 
SAM  TAYLOR 

JACK  CONWAY 
CHRISTY  CABANNE 
GEORGE  HILL 
KING  BAGGOT 
WILLIAM  NIGH 
ALFRED  RABOCH 

LEW  LIPTON 

FRED  NIBLO 
HOBART  HENLEY 

DIMITRI  BUCHOWETZK 
CLARENCE  BROWN 
HARRY  MILLARD 

EDMUND  GOULDING 

MAURICE  TOURNEUR 
PHIL  ROSEN 

H.  D’ABBADIE  D’ARRASi 
JESS  ROBBINS 
And  other  big  directors 

THE  TOP  OF  THE  INDUSTRY 
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‘The  Midnight  Sun^  delightful.  Go  to  the 

Colony  and  see  it.’^ N,  Y.  Herald-Tribune 

“Laura  La  Plante’s  latest  is  good  box  office. 

Has  all  the  ingredients  which  satisfy  at  the  till. Film  Daily 

“All  done  on  a   tasteful  and  elaborate  scale.  A 

rich  production.”  ,   .   . 
N.  Y.  Morning  Telegraph 

“Popular  stuff,  well  handled.  First-class  box 

office  proposition.”  ,   ,   j 
Kine  Weekly,  London,  England 

From  the  story  of  the  same  name 

by  Laurids  Bruun 

UNIVERSAL 
SUPER  PRODUCTIOR 





The  big  money  man  from  the  West! 

MIX  is  a   smashii 
WOW  in  this  one 

go  after  him  and 
will  go  after  your  BO 
OFFICE  RECORl 

WILLIAM  FOX  (presents 

HARD  BOILED 
TtMinq  with  youth  Wi

de  Open  Spaces 

HELEN  CflADWlCKrCHARLES  CONKLIN-
PHYLUS  HAVER 

TONY,  the.  wonder  horse 

Stofuby  SHANNON  FIFE
 

J.  G.BLYSTONE  ‘producti
 
ion 

foxFilin  Coijioratiaa, 
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lally-  why  not  tod^y? Eventually  EVERY  SHOWMAN  will  be  playing  Evelyn 

Brent  pictures! 

She  is  essentially  a   showman’s  star! 

She  has  a   personality,  an  appeal,  a   something  that  winds 

itself  around  the  hearts  of  her  audiences—that  makes 

friends  and  builds  patronage  for  theatres ! 

RIGHT  NOW  Evelyn  Brent  is  a   great  favorite  among 

picture  fans!  She  has  a   very  definite  following — a   very 

definite  box-office  value,  and  she’s  turning  out  a   brand 

of  pictures  that  is  continually  building  this  popularity! 

RIGHT  NOW  is  the  time  to  take  advantage  of  this  popu- 

larity! To-day  is  the  day  to  start  allowing  this  star  to  make 
money  for  you! 

impostor^ 
is  the  kind  of  picture  that  will 

 grab  a   lot  of  ?“ention!  It 

is  packed  to  the  hilt  with  
melodramatic  incident  and 

sibilities! 

Distributed  by 

RTCHT  NOW!  TODAY! 
 IS  THE  TIME  TO  GET 

SET  WITH  THIS  MONE
Y-MAKING  STAR. 

S % 
1560  Broadway 

New  York  City 
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PICTURES— NOT 
PERFORMANCI 

Great  Hawaiian  Volcano 

Once  Again  Interr 

sensational  beat  with  thi 

of  the  thrilling,  awesom 

Mauna  Loa  Hawaiiai 
Molten  lava  plunging  hissingly  into  the  sea. 

^‘FEATURING  EXCLUSIVE  Pic- 
tures on  Hawaiian  Volcano  Disaster. 

One  of  the  most  thrilling  and  sensational 
Newsreel  subjects  we  have  ever  shown, 

ranking  with  memorable  Roosevelt  res- 

cue at  sea.  Amazing  picture.’^ 
DAVID  LOEIV,  Loew  Theatres,  Inc., 

Neiv  York. 

“THE  HIGH  SPOT  IN  MOTION  Pic- 
tures this  week.  The  best  motion  picture 

of  the  year.  1   have  seen  it  four  times 
with  rapt  attention.  The  last  word  in 

drama,  realism,  suspense  and  thrill.’’ 
PALMER  SMITH, 

New  York  Evening  World. Palm  tree  grove  falling  before  the  flood  of  burning  lava. 

Every  Foot  a   Thrilling,  Gripping,  Breath-taking  Spectacle 

INTERNATIO^ 
Performance '   ‘ 

Released  through 
104  a   Year 
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APPLESAUCE! 
-NOT  HOPES! 
%saster  Exclusive  Scoop! 

pnal  Newsreel  scores  a 

exclusive  presentation 

ipectacle  of  the  great 
volcano  disaster! 

River  of  fiery  lava  fioioing  down  the  hillside. 

“WHAT  A   STUNNING  ACHIEVE- 
ment!  What  an  example  of  ingenuity, 

resourcefulness  and  personal  bravery!  A 

remarkable  effort!  I   am  certainly  proud 

to  show  it.” MAJOR  EDWARD  BOWES, 

Capitol  Theatre,  N.  Y.  City. 

“HAWAIIAN  VOLCANIC  ERUPTION 

in  the  International  Newsreel  this  week 

great!  Marvelous!” GEORGE  BRENNAN, 

Orpheimi  Theatre,  Jersey  City,  N.  J. 

4s  Usual—Without  Any  Extra  Cost  to  the  Exhibitor! 

A   tremendous  geyser  of  boiling,  molten  lava. 

KL  NEWSREEL 
Not  Promises! 
\INIVERSAL  2   Each  Week 
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ASPECIAL— 

Eleventh  Anniversary 
Annual  Studio  and 

Convention 
—NUMBER 

will  be  published  next  Week  ( dated 

May  29,  1926) 

This  number  will  be  an  outstanding 

issue,  replete  with  special  features. 

Note:  This  special  number  will  be  published 

in  Chicago  on  Wednesday,  May  26,  and 

distributed  at  the  opening  of  the  National 

Exhibitors  Convention  in  Los  Angeles  on 

June  1. 



WHEN 
THEY  PROMISE 
YOU  HITS  FOR 
NEXT  SEASON, 

ASK  them: 

WHAT  CAN  YOU 

GIVE  ME 

FIRST  NATIONAL 
IS  THE  ONLY  COMPANY 

DELIVERING 

HITS  THIS  SUMMER 



Shov»» Three 

Cotteen  Moo
re 

'■®corrf 
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heiial: 
Qjfie  independent  ̂ Im  Qxade  ̂ aper 

Mattin  J.  Quigley,  Publisher  Editor 

JJ 

Hundreds  of  Theatre  Owners  Start  Journey  to  West  Coast;  Convention  Van  Guard  Already 

Aboard  Trains;  Special  Trains  Due  to  Leave  Many  Cities  Within  Few  Days;  Record 

Attendance  Is  Already  Assured. 

Jake  Wells  Sells  15  Houses  in  Virginia  to  Keith-Albee — Bernstein  Elected  Head  of  South- 

ern California  M.  P.  T.  0. — Austria  Decrees  Kontingent  to  Go  in  Effect  in  1928 — 
Four  Paramounts  on  Broadway  in  One  Week, 

Price  Denies  Rumor  Powers  Is  Leaving  Associated — Ellbee’s  Co-op  Policy  Endorsed — 
Mayer  Delivers  Big  Banquet  Talk  at  Chicago  Regional  Meeting — Jules  Levy 
Appointed  New  York  Manager  of  First  National. 

Metro  Trackless  Train  Starts  Own  “Big  Parade”  in  Europe — Exhibitors  Back  Palmer, 
M.  P.  T.  0.  Trustee,  in  Ohio  Senatorial  Race — Texas  Executive  and  Steffes  Among 

Speakers  at  Dallas  M.  P.  T.  0.  Meet — Special  Car  for  Kansas-Missouri  to  Coast 
Planned. 

Grauman  Stages  Smart  Duplex  Premiere  for  United  Artists  Pictures;  “Sparrows”  and 

“The  Black  Pirate”  Open  Together  at  Egyptian  Theatre  in  Hollywood, 

J.  P,  Kennedy  Speaks  at  A.  M.  P,  A.  Meet,  Endorses  Advertising;  Grange  Pictures  to  Be 

Handled  by  National  Distributing  Organization;  Hoffman  Adds  Two  Exchanges  to 

Tiffany  List, 

Paul  Leni’s  Prolog  Gives  Aid  to  “Outside  the  Law”  Revival;  Effective  Use  of  Lights  by 
European  Director  and  Scenic  Artist  Lends  Weird  Atmosphere  to  Universal  Picture 

— Bluest  Blue  Sundays  Are  Asked  in  Resolution  of  Southern  Methodists, 
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Presentation  Acts    41 

The  Theatre          48 
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The  Film  Marl     66 
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Editorial 

MaitinJ^^Quigley 

THHi  time  for  observing  “Greater  Movie  Season”  for the  current  year  approaches.  Its  advent  should  be 

— and,  I   hope,  will  be — greeted  enthusiastically  by  every 
branch  of  the  industry  and  every  factor  in  the  business. 

Last  year,  the  first  time  the  effort  was  undertaken, 

there  was  some  misunderstanding  and  misapprehension 

about  the  methods  employed  and  the  objectives  sought. 

This  year  “Greater  Movie  Season”  returns  as  a   tried  and 
proven  institution;  there  is  no  longer  any  room  for 

doubt  on  the  part  of  anyone  as  to  what  the  effort  is 
intended  to  do  and  how  it  is  to  do  it. 

“Greater  Movie  Season”  may  now  be  recognized  and 
understood  to  be  an  industry-wide  effort  intended  to 

attract  favorable  attention  to  motion  pictures  at  the 

commencement  of  the  theatrical  season  and,  conse- 

quently, to  stimulate  the  business  generally,  and  par- 

ticularly theatre  attendance.  It  is  a   thoroughly  sound 

and  constructive  undertaking.  Last  year  under  the 

general  management  of  the  Hays  office  it  was  conducted 

in  an  efficient  and  effective  manner.  The  Hays  office 

is  again  in  charge  and  there  is  every  reason  to  expect 

the  same  type  of  management  and  direction. 

The  movement  while  ultimately  for  the  good  of  the 

whole  business  has  an  immediate  influence  upon  the 

theatre  and  theatre  attendance.  It  is,  therefore,  proper 

to  expect  the  lively  interest  and  co-operation  of  theatre 
owners  everywhere  in  all  matters  concerned  wth  tlie 

movement.  Regardless  of  what  practical  means  of  par- 

ticipation in  the  movement  is  employed  by  any  par- 
ticular theatre  owner,  everyone  concerned  in  the  exhibi- 

tion end  of  the  business  should  assume  an  interested 

and  cordial  attitude  toward  the  proposition. 

“Greater  Movie  Season”  is  sound  commercial  propa- 
ganda. It  is  directly  in  line  with  a   type  of  effort  which 

has  proven  of  great  benefit  in  other  industries.  Its 

good  results  for  the  motion  picture  industry  will  be 
gauged  only  by  the  type  of  management  that  is  given 
to  it  and  by  how  universally  and  enthusiastically  it  is 
participated  in  by  the  industry. 

WE  believe  that  a   recent  talk  of  Mr.  Jesse  L.  Lasky before  the  Associated  Motion  Picture  Advertisers 

of  New  York  City  might,  with  great  profit,  be  read, 
studied  and — almost — memorized  by  everyone  in  the 
picture  business. 

Mr.  Lasky,  out  of  his  wealth  of  experience  in  the 
industry,  delivered  some  warning  and  some  advice.  He 
spoke  particularly  to  the  leading  advertising  men  of 
the  business  but  what  he  said  might  well  be  consid- 

ered hy  everyone  in  the  industry. 

He  warned  against  the  personal  drivel  and  nonsense 
that  are  supplied  newspapers  and  magazines  concerning 
players.  From  his  long  and  intimate  contact  with  pro- 

duction he  is  well  able  to  appreciate  the  positive  dam- 
age  that  is  done  in  this  way.  “What  the  public  is  inter- 

ested in  today,”  he  said,  “is  not  the  star,  not  the  direc- 
tor, but  the  amount  of  real  entertainment  that  is  given 

on  the  screen.”  At  this  point  he  might  have  added 

that  the  public  also  is  not  interested  in  who  “presents,” 
but  in  the  ground  he  did  cover  he  reveals  facts  that 

the  industry  must  realize. 
These  ridiculous  and  senseless  stories  about  stars 

amount  to  no  trivial  matter.  It  must  be  remembered 

that  millions  of  people  encounter  these  stories  in  the 

newspapers  and  magazines  they  read  and  they  go  a 

long  way  toward  forming  in  the  public  mind  an  appre- 
ciation of  the  personnel  of  the  business.  And  what  an 

appreciation  of  the  people  in  the  industry  the  public 

must  gain  from  the  type  of  stuff  appearing  in  many 

newspapers  and  fan  magazines ! 

The  industry  must  outgrow  its  present  distorted 

notions  about  values — money  values  and  personality 
values.  But  this  is  difficult  in  the  face  of  the  condition 

of  auto-intoxication  that  is  the  result  of  the  type  of 
matter  that  is  printed  about  the  business  and  about  its 

personalities.  Fortunately,  dollar  publicity,  as  such,  is 

no  longer  popular  but  in  other  ways  the  comparative 
values  of  things  in  the  picture  business  are  distorted. 

Mr.  Lasky  points  out  that,  “Over-exploitation  of  a 
star  means  that  we,  as  well  as  our  star,  get  a   false  idea 

of  his  or  her  value.  We  have  to  pay  him  a   greater 

salary  than  the  box  office  tells  us  he  is  worth.  We 

have  to  put  up  with  a   great  deal  of  nonsense  that  runs 

into  money.” 
The  treatment  that  has  been  accorded  many  stars  has, 

for  all  practical  purposes,  reduced  them  to  a   state  of 

almost  imbecile  egotism.  They  have  been  encouraged 

into  the  notion  that  the  earth,  in  reality,  is  revolving 

about  them.  When  this  devastating  notion  creeps  in, 

the  star  immediately  commences  to  be  of  less  use  to  the 

public,  the  industry  and  to  himself.  Many  stars  who 

were  enjoying  the  prospect  of  a   long,  happy  and  pros- 

perous professional  life  have  been  summarily  killed 
off  hy  this  treatment. 

Mr.  Lasky  deprecates  the  trade’s  insistence  upon 
names.  He  expresses  the  belief — which  we  have  long 

concurred  in — that  the  trade’s  interest  in  names  greatly 
exceeds  the  interest  of  the  public.  The  great,  control- 

ling segment  of  popular  opinion  is  interested,  first  and 

last,  in  good  pictures.  A   comparatively  small  part  of 

the  public  may  be  personality  fanatics  but  the  greater 

part  is  more  interested  in  how  good  a   picture  is  than 
who  is  in  it. 

*   «   ■» 

During  the  past  theatrical  season  the  public  ap- pears to  have  taken  a   sharp  turn  away  from  vaude- 
ville. It  is  perhaps  too  early  to  determine  just  where 

this  movement  is  going  to  lead,  but  it  seems  a   fair 

guess  at  this  time  to  say  that  the  motion  picture  will 
mean  salvation  for  many  theatres  which  formerly  de- 

pended exclusively  upon  the  variety  form  of  entertain- 
ment for  their  appeal. 

This  situation  adds  one  more  piece  of  evidence  to 

the  industry’s  claim  that  the  motion  picture  is  the 
supreme  form  of  popular  entertainment. 
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Hundreds  of  Theatre  Owners 
Start  Journey  to  West  Coast 

Bernstein  Elected 

M.  P.  T.  O.  Head  of 

South  California 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

LOS  ANGELES,  May  IS.— Ben  Bern-
 

stein was  elected  president  of  the  M.  P. 

T   0.  of  Southern  California  at  the  annual 

elation  of  officers.  Mr.  Bernstein  succeeds 

Bill  Quinn,  who  was  instrumental  in  bring
- 

ing the  national  convention  to  Los  Angeles 

this  year. 

Glen  Harper  was  re-elected  secretary, 

and  Pearl  Merrill  treasurer.  J.  H.  Gold- 

berg. Fred  Miller,  J.  H.  Siler,  Bill  Quinn 

and  William  Sobelman  were  named  for 

other  offices. 

Rogers  Service 

with  Fox  Ended, 

Statement  Says 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  May  18. — Gustavus  A. 

Rogers  stated  today  that  he  has  dis- 
continued his  service  for  Fox  Film  Cor- 

poration. Rogers,  it  will  be  recalled, 

was  active  in  the  fight  in  1910  which  re- 
sulted in  the  issuance  of  a   decree  by  the 

federal  court  of  the  Pennsylvania  district 

which  permitted  independents  to  operate 
freely. 

He  was  general  counsel  for  the  Wil- 
liam Fox  enterprises  for  a   number  of 

years. 

Only  One  Per  Cent  of 
Pictures  Condemned  by 
Alberta  Censor  Board 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

CALGARY,  ALTA.,  May  18.— Only 
one  per  cent  of  the  motion  pictures 
examined  in  the  Province  of  Alberta  have 

been  condemned,  according  to  a   state- 

ment made  by  Hov/ard  Douglas  of  Ed- 
monton, chief  censor  for  Alberta,  at  a 

dinner  given  by  Famous-Lasky  Film 

Service,  Ltd.,  at  the  Palliser  hotel,  Cal- 
gary. 

One  of  the  chief  speakers  was  M.  A. 

Milligan  of  Toronto,  general  manager  of 

Famous  in  Canada.  Others  who  offi- 
ciated included  William  Kelly,  manager 

of  the  Calgary  branch  of  the  Famous- 
Lasky  organization,  who  presided  as 
chairman,  and  John  Hazza,  manager  of 

the  Capitol  theatre,  Calgary,  who  repre- 
sented Famous  Players  Canadian  Corp. 

Many  Alberta  exhibitors  attended. 

Morris  Places  Goodrow 

in  Southern  Branch 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEVy  YORK,  May  IS.— Sam  E.  Morris, 

general  manager  of  distribution  of  War- 
ner Brothers,  has  named  F.  Goodrow 

manager  of  Ae  New  Orleans  branih;  J. 
N.  Byrd,  manager  of  the  Oklahomd  City 
branch,  will  manage  the  Dallas  branch ; 
T.  B.  Wildman  will  manage  the  Oklahoma 
City  branch. 

Convention  Van  Guard 
Already  Aboard  Trains 

Special  Trains  Due  to  Leave  Many  Cities  Within  Few 

Days — Record  Attendance  Is  Already  Assured 
On  to  Los  Angeles! 

With  this  battle  cry,  several  hundred  motion  picture  theatre  owners  ac- 
companied by  friends  and  relatives  have  already  boarded  trains  in  various 

parts  of  the  country  bound  for  the  West  Coast  to  attend  what  promises 

to  be  the  g-reatest  convention  in  the  history  of  the  Motion  Picture  Theatre 
Owners  of  America. 

Specials  Start  Within  a   Few  Days 

While  the  convention  proper  does  not  open  until  Tuesday,  June  1.  ninety 

per  cent  of  the  visitors  from  the  East.  South  and  Central  West  are  timing 
themselves  to  reach  Los  Angeles  not  later  than  Saturday.  May  29,  and 

many  will  be  on  the  ground  several  days  before. 

One  of  the  first  of  the  big  special 

trains  for  the  Coast  to  leave  will  be  the 

New  York  special,  carrying  the  national 
executives  and  leaders  from  many  of  the 

Eastern  states.  The  last  to  depart  will 

be  the  Illinois  special  which  will  leave 

Chicago  at  noon  Wednesday,  May  26. 

Every  State  to  Be  Represented 

Assurances  have  already  reached  the 

national  headquarters  that  every  state  in 

the  Union  and  practically  every  province 

in  Canada  will  send  representatives. 

Every  theatre  owner  within  200  miles 

of  Los  Angeles  is  expected.  The  attend- 
ance from  all  parts  of  California  will  be 

nearly  100  per  cent,  it  is  declared.  Wash- 
ington and  Oregon,  the  other  two  Pacific 

States,  will  send  big  delegations. 

In  addition  to  those  going  by  trains, 
scores  from  the  West  and  Far  West  will 

drive  by  automobile.  In  a   number  of 
centers,  motor  cavalcades  have  been 

made  up  of  from  a   dozen  to  thirty  ma- chines. 

Entertainment  Plans  Complete 

•Every  little  detail  has  been  worked  out 
for  the  program  of  entertainment.  There 
will  be  few  hours,  outside  of  the  time  of 
the  business  sessions  of  the  conventions, 

Patrons  Help  Manager 

Oust  “Theatre  Pests” 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

WINNIPEG.  MAN.,  May  18.— 
Manager  Walter  Davis  of  the 
Metropolitan  theatre  has  taken  a 

determined  stand  against  “theatre 
pests"  and  has  invited  the  cooper- 

ation of  patrons  for  the  stamping 

out  of  any  apparent  nuisances.  In 

the  printed  program  of  the  Met 
he  issued  the  following  invitation: 

“What  movie  patrons  call  a   pest 
—talkers,  coughers,  gum  cbewers, 

foot  tappers,  seat  kickers,  peanut 
huskers  and  those  who  read  the 

moving  picture  titles  out  loud. 
“The  above  happens  in  the  best- 

regulated  bouses  and  any  time  you 

should  be  annoyed  please  call  the 

usher’s  attention." 
Manager  Davis  says  every  pa- 

tron now  enjoys  himself  at  the 
Metropolitan. 

that  the  delegates  and  their  friends  will 
not  find  something  planned  for  them. 

Dinners,  dances,  trips  through  studios, 
motor  tours  and  barbecues  are  on  the 

slate. 
The  reception  committee  has  extended 

its  activities  across  the  state  border  and 

the  incoming  delegations  will  find  that 
the  welcome  begins  in  New  Mexico  and. 

from  there  on,  life  will  be  just  one  "Glad 
to  see  you!"  after  another. 

Cities,  in  which  the  special  trains  have 

arranged  brief  stopovers,  have  made  spe- 
cial preparations  to  make  the  stay  of  the 

theatre  owners  a   pleasant  one. 
“Herald”  Well  Represented 

Exhibitors  Herald  has  completed  ar- 

rangements for  “covering”  the  conven- tion more  completely  than  any  similar 
event  has  been  reported  by  any  trade 

paper  in  the  history  of  the  ind,ustry. 
Edwin  S.  Clifford,  managing  editor, 

will  be  in  charge  of  the  staff  of  workers. 

Ray  Murray,  for  many  years  attached  to 
the  home  office  of  the  Herald  and  now 

West  Coast  Manager,  and  Harry  E. 

Nichols,  who  for  years  acted  as  field  rep- 
resentative for  the  Herald  and  is  now 

permanently  stationed  on  the  West 
Coast,  will  assist.  _   .   ,   , 

The  Herald  has  established  headquar- 
ters at  the  Ambassador  Hotel  and  from 

headquarters  will  supply  its  subserffiers 

with  the  Eleventh  Anniversary  and  Con- 

vention Issue  of  the  Herald,  out  next 

week. 

U*  S.  Exports  on  Rise; 

Total  Film  $700,000 
(Special  from  Deparlment  of  Commerce) 

WASHINGTON,  D.  C..  May  18— Film 

exports  during  March  showed  a   deci
ded 

advance  over  previous  months,  according
 

to  figures  issued  by  the  department  of 
 com- 

merce, showing  shipments  totaling  nearly 

20  000,000  feet,  with  a   value  of  al
most 

$700,000. 

K~M  Exhibitors  Warned 

Of  Pending  Legislation 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

KANSAS  CITY.  MO..  May  18.— 
Kan- 

sas-Missouri  exhibitors  are  being  warnea 

in  bulletin  letters  of  the  impending  det
ri- 

mental legislation,  principally  a   ffireatened 

10  per  cent  amusement  tax.  Both
  m   Kan- 

sas and  Missouri  there  is  brewing  adverse 

legislation. 
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NF.VV  .YORK.  — Charlie  Einfeld  ex- presses wonder  that  they  close  up  all 

the  other  gambling  joints  and  allow  the 

marriage  license  bureau  to  run  wide  open. 
Hal  Hall.  First  National  studio 

publicity  ace,  is  thinking  of  getting  out  a 
bulletin  that  his  name  is  Hal,  not  Harry. 

.   .   Eddie  Eschiiiaini  sped  himself  to 

Cincinnati  last  week  on  a   special  mission, 

said  mission  having  to  do  with  first  runs 

of  U.  A.  Pictures.  .   .   .   U'.  R.  Under- 
wood, president  of  the  Dallas  Film  Board 

of  Trade,  was  in  New  York  last  week  con- 
ferring with  Charlie  Pcllijohn,  Will  Hays 

et  al.  .   .   .   Jnlcs  Levy  has  resigned  from 
Ignited  .‘Xtlists  and  taken  charge  of  First 

National’s  New  York  exchange.  .   .   . 
Dave  lUeshner  postcards  from  the  Coast 
that  he  is  now  an  assistant  director  mak- 

ing pictures  for  Associated  Exhibitors  dis- tribution. .   .   .   Glen  Allvine  being  out 

of  the  city,  Walter  Ebcrhardl  did  the  pre- 

siding honors  at  last  week’s  A.  M.  P.  A. luncheon.  .   .   .   Ben  Abrams  gave  Gilda 

Gray  and  “Aloma”  the  once  over  last  Sat- 
urday night  at  the  Rialto  midnight  show- 

ing, and  then  telephoned  Cook’s  Tours about  a   South  Sea  Island  vacation  trip. 
.   .   .   Arthur  Herschman  of  Loew  public- 

ity forces  sailed  last  week  on  a   trip  which 
will  take  him  to  Paris,  Berlin  and  a   few 
other  continental  capitals.  .   .   .   Paul 

Lasarus  left  last  week  on  a   month’s  trip, 
during  which  he  will  visit  all  the  exchange 
centers  in  his  Southwest  territory.  .   .   . 
George  Harvey,  P.  D.  C.  advertising  chief, 
just  back,  says  the  West  Coast  is  all  right 
but  too  speedy  as  a   regular  diet  for  a   steady 
going  young  New  Yorker.  .   .   .   Tom  Hamlin, 
well  known  trade  paper  publisher,  was  op- 

erated on  last  week  for  intestinal  trouble 
and  is  getting  along  as  well  as  could  be 
expected.  .   .   .   Joe  Seider  and  Pete 
IVoodhull  returned  last  week  from  the  Min- 

neapolis convention  convinced  that  the 
Northwest  is  a   big  place  filled  with  regular 
fellows.  .   .   .   I.  E.  Chadwick  returned 
to  New  York  last  week  after  an  absence 
of  several  months  on  the  Coast. 
Tom  Curran  of  Rayart  Pictures  is  back  at 
the  home  office  after  a   three  months’  sales 
trip.  .   .   .   IFi7/  Hays  made  a   flying  trip 
to  Chicago  last  week  and  spent  the  week 
end  at  Anderson,  Ind.  .   .   .   Hozvard 

Diets,  back  from  Buffalo,  says  he  didn’t 
know  before  this  trip  that  Buffalo  was  so 
close  to  Canada,  and  how  did  he  learn  it? 

.   .   .   Ned  Marin  left  Thursday  for  the 
Coast  and  a   long  trip  over  his  First  Na- 

tional territory.  .   .   .   Roy  Seery,  First 
National  Chicago  manager,  was  in  New 
York  last  week  conferring  with  home  of- 

fice officials.  .   .   .   Harry  Reichenbach, 
accompanied  by  his  better  and  handsomer 
half,  sails  Saturday  for  a   two  months’  tour 
of  Europe.  .   .   .   Frank  Borsage,  now  a 
Fox  director,  who  has  been  here  looking 
over  stage  productions,  has  returned  to 
the  Coast  to  begin  work  on  "The  Pelican.” 
.   .   .   Jack  Bachmann  calls  his  new 
series  of  Preferred  Pictures  the  "Lucky  13" 
and  says  if  there  were  13  months  in  the  year 
he  would  try  to  have  each  one  released  on 
the  13th,  and  wouldn’t  care  if  a   lot  of  the 
13ihs  came  on  Fridays.  .   .   .   Jack  Cohn 
of  Columbia  Pictures  has  gone  to  the  Coast 
for  a   two  months’  trip  to  supervise  pro- duction. .   .   .   George  Gerhard  has  re- 

signed from  the  Warner  theatre  publicity 
staff  to  handle  motion  picture  news  on  the 
Morning  Telegraph. 

Johnny  Arthur  In  “Homs  Cured” 
Just  Johnny  Arthur 

Johnny  Arthur  In  “The  Tourist” 

Johnny  Arthur  In “Cleaning  Up” 

— Spargo. 
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Pathe  men  from  Chicago,  Des  Moines,  Detroit  and  Milwaukea  branches  attended  the  regional  sales  meeting  at  the  Drake 

hotel  May  8   and  9.  At  right  is  W.  A.  V.  Mack,  Midwest  sales  director,  and  in  center  is  his  assistant,  Fred  Aiken. 

Jake  Wells  Sells  15  Houses 

in  Virginia  to  Keith- Albee 
Two  Millions  in  Cash  Reported  Paid  Exhibitor,  Who  Will  Retire 

from  Business — Fourteen  Theatres  in  New  Rio  Grande 

Valley  Deal — Publix  Gets  Rialto  in  Colorado  Springs 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  May  18. — Following  closely  the  announcement  that  the 
Keith-Albee  interests  had  entered  the  motion  picture  held  through  the  purchase 
of  a   half  interest  in  Producers  Distributing  Corporation,  comes  the  further 

announcement  that  Jake  Wells  had  sold  his  fifteen  theatres  to  the  Keith-Albee Circuit  and  would  retire  from  business. 

Two  Millions  Cash  Payment  Reported 

Mr.  Wells’  equity  in  the  fifteen  theatres  is  said  to  have  been  upwards  of 
$2,000,000  and  while  nothing  official  has  been  given  out,  it  is  understood  this 
amount  was  paid  to  him  in  cash. 

Exhibitors  Meet 

Hays  to  Iron  Out 
Contract  Clauses 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK.  May.  18.— A   series  of 
conferences  now  in  rirogress  at  the 
Hays  office  is  expected  to  clear  away 
the  trouble  which  ha.s  arisen  between 

the  producers  and  distributors  organiza- 
tion and  the  M.  P.  T.  O.  A.  over  the 

action  of  a   number  of  the  distributors 

in  adding  clauses  to  the  agreed-upon 
contract. 

The  conferences,  which  began  yester- 
day morning  and  are  continuing  today, 

are  being  attended  by  President  R.  F. 

Woodhnll  of  the  M.  P.  T.  O.  .A,.;  Jo- 
seph M.  Seider,  business  manager;  Al 

Steffes  of  Minnesota  and  Charles  L. 

O’Reilly,  mentbers  of  the  advisory  com- 
mittee, Will  H.  Hays,  Gabriel  L.  Hess. 

C.  C.  Pettijohn  and  representatives  of 

ilctro  -   Goklwyn  -   Mayer,  Educational, 

United  Artists  and  Fox  Film  Corpora- 
tion. 

Gilda  Gray  in 

“Aloma  Attracts 
Midnight  Throng 
By  JOHN  S.  SPARGO 

NEW  YORK,  May  18 — Either  four 
minutes  of  Gilda  Gray,  or  8,s  minutes  of 

Paramount's  "Aloma  of  the  South  Seas," 
or  both,  proved  a   big  attraction  for  a 
midnight  audience  at  the  Rialto  theatre 

last  Saturday  night.  The  theatre  seats 
1904  and  it  is  a   safe  guess  that  not  more 
than  four  of  the  1904  invited  failed  to 

avail  themselves  (.if  the  opportunity  to 
see  the  famous  dancin.g  star  and  her 

fii'st  picture.  The  picture  is  striking  in 
beauty  of  settings.  Director  Maurice 
Tonrnier  did  a   good  job. 

Testimonial  Luncheon 

for  Mayer  in  New  Y ork 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Hcriiht) 

NEW  YORK,  May  18 — .A  testimonial 
luncheon,  which  was  attended  by  more 
than  200  exhibitors  and  many  oilier  film 

men,  was  given  at  noon  today  at  the 
Hotel  Astor  in  honor  of  Louis  B-  Mayer, 

vice-president  in  charge  of  production  of 
Metro-Gold  wyn-Maj’er. 

The  Wells  theatres  are  in  Richmond  and 

Norfolk,  Va.,  and  comprise  practically  all 
ihe  better  houses  in  the  two  cities.  In 

Richmond  he  operated  the  .Academy,  Bijou, 

Broadway,  Colonial,  Iris.  Odcon,  Lyric, 
Fifth  street.  Natitanal  and  New  Victor.  The 
Wells  houses  in  Norfolk  are  the  American, 

Strand,  Wells,  Noeva  and  the  .Academy  of 
Music. 

Rio  Grande  Organization 
Includes  14  Theatres 

Formation  of  a   temporary  organization 
to  include  the  fourteen  theatres  in  the  Rio 

Grande  Valley  in  Texas  is  one  of  the  lead- 

ing items  in  theatre  chain  and  amalgama- 
tion developments  of  the  past  week. 

Tangible  assets  already  listed  are  $2.'i0, 
OnO.  Ed  F.  Brady  of  San  Benito  is  presi- 

dent, L.  J.  Mason  of  Mc.Allen  vicepresident. 

Jack  Pickens  of  Harlingen  treasurer  and 
R.  .M.  Smith  of  Mission  is  secretary.  Each 

picture  will  play  every  town  in  the  \'alley 
before  returning  to  the  exchange,  to  re- 
{Ince  expenses. 

.At  Colorado  Springs  Publix  has  taken 

over  the  Rialto,  former  Paramount  house. 
In  San  Francisco  the  Harding  is  the 

seventh  theatre  to  come  under  thc^  Samuel 

H.  Levin  hanner.  while  .Ackerman  &   Harris 

has  acquired  the  Casino.  The  Griffith 
Brothers  of  the  Oklahoma  Specialty  Film 

Companv,  who  operate  25  theatres  in 

Oklahorna  and  Texas,  are  building  a   1,000 

seat  house  in  Panhandle,  Texas,  and  are 

reported  to  be  planning  a   new  house  in 

Pampas,  Texas. 

In  Indianapolis  Leslie  Colvin,  contractor. 

Pierre  F.  Goodrich,  attorney,  and  Julian 

J.  Kiser,  banker,  have  incorpcjrated  the 
Mimcie  Theatre  Really  Company,  to  finance 

and  build  a   $500,000  theatre  in  .Muncic, 
Ind.  The  Stanley  Company  will  have  the 

formal  opening  of  its  Earle  theatre  in  .At- 
lantic City  July  4.  Philadelnhia  interests 

are  planning  erection  of  a   $350,(100  iheatre 
and  office  building  in  Wynneficld,  a   suburb. 

.A.  H.  Blank  Theatre  Corporation  of 

Delaware,  subsidiary  corporation  formed 

by  Publix  and  .A.  H.  Blank,  has  been  char- tered with  $1()0.0()0  capital. 

Welsh  Appointed 

Ad  Manager  for 

Universal  Firm 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  May  IS— Robert  E. 

WeUh,  assistant  to  the  president  of  -As- 
sociated Exhibitors,  has  been  appointed 

by  Carl  Eaemmle  as  advertising  manager 

of  rniversat.  George  Brown  has  resigned 

to  go  with  another  company. 

With  the  Universal  company  Welsh 

will  be  w(-<rking  directly  under  P.  D. 

Cochrane,  who  has  full  charge  of  public- 

ity. exploitation  and  advertising,  and  in 

a^sociation  with  Paul  Gtiliek.  director  of 

publicity,  and  Joe  \yeil.  director  
of  ex- 

ploitation. W'clsli  will  assume  liis  duties 

Mav  24 
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William  Collier, 

Jr.,  Georgia  ELale 
and  Ernest  Tor- 

rence in  “The 

Rainmaker.” 

Four  Paramount  prodartions  are  in the  lights  this  week  on  Broadway, 

with  “Aloma  of  the  South  Seas”  in 

for  a   long  run  at  the  Rialto,  '*Wet 

Paint”  playing  the  Strand,  “The  Rain- 
maker” heading  the  Rivoli  bill,  and 

“The  Blind  Goddess”  at  Loew’s  State. 
“Aloma,”  with  its  star,  Gilda  Gray,  ap- 

pearing in  person,  opened  Saturday  at 
midnight  at  S5.50  top,  with  the  last  rows 

in  the  balcony  drawing  one-ten.  Despite 

the  late  hour  and  a   heavy  rain  during 

the  evening  a   packed  house  greeted  the 
famous  dancer. 

Seventh  avenue  at  42nd  street  was  a 

milling  mob  at  midnight.  The  crowd 

of  curious  onlookers  was  so  great  that 
ticket  holders  found  it  almost  impossible 
to  gain  entrance.  Even  the  efforts  of 
several  policemen  could  not  clear  the 

paths  for  the  stars  of  screen  and  stage, 
who  merely  mauled  about  with  the  hun- 

dreds of  others  seeking  admittance. 

“Aloma,”  the  initial  release  of  Para- 
mount’s 15th  birthday  group,  is  Miss 

Gray’s  first  screen  appearance.  She  dis- plays in  her  difficult  role  a   keen  sense  of 
the  dramatic  which  should  carry  her  far 
in  her  new  endeavors.  Audience  appeal 
is  also  found  in  the  several  sequences  in 
which  she  exhibits  the  dancing  which  has 

made  her  one  of  the  biggest  draws  in  the 
theatre  today. 

This  is  the  first  test  for  the  picture,  but 

those  of  judgment  who  have  seen  it  pre- 
dict a   wide  popularity  for  it,  pointing 

out  it  will  take  this  sensational  stage  star 
into  hundreds  of  towns  where  it  is  im- 

possible for  her  to  appear  in  person. 

An  able  cast  is  in  Miss  Gray’s  support, 
with  Percy  Marmont,  Warner  Baxter, 
William  Powell,  Harry  Morey,  Julanne 

Johnston  and  Joseph  Smiley  billed  as  the 
principals.  Maurice  Tourner  produced 

the  picture  in  Porto  Rico,  and  the  scenic 

grandeur  of  this  locale  has  been  caught 
to  an  astonishing  degree  by  Harry  Fish- 
beck,  the  chief  cameraman.  Applause 
and  exclamations  acclaimed  his  work  at 

the  pre!Tiiere. 

Miss  Gray  is  appearing  in  person  at  all 

de  luxe  performances  in  an  act,  a   “South 

Sea  Idyl,”  which  is  presented  by  Gaillard 
T.  Boag.  Prince  Lei  Lani  and  his  Royal 
Samoans  and  six  South  Sea  dancers  ere 

supporting  the  star  in  this  presentation 
specially.  Although  Miss  Gray  took  only 
one  curtain  at  the  premiere,  e   determined 
audience  applauded  her  for  several 
minutes. 

At  three  other  Broadway  houses,  Para- 

mount pictures  are  also  holding  forth 

this  week.  “Wet  Paint,”  Raymond 
Griffith  ’s  newest  contribution  to  this  sea- 

son’s group,  is  in  at  the  Strand.  Sun- 
day’s audience,  a   large  one  despite  the 

rain,  accepted  this  picture  as  Griffith’s best  to  date.  It  is  a   riot  of  laughter, 

with  new  gags  and  new  twists  to  old  ones. 

Playing  the  Rivoli  is  “The  Rainmaker,” 
with  William  Collier,  Jr.,  who  was  pres- 

ent at  the  “Aloma”  premiere,  Georgia 
Hale  and  Ernest  Torrence  in  the  featured 

roles.  This  is  an  adaptation  of  Gerald 

Beaumont’s  unusual  and  absorbing  story 

of  the  race  tracks,  “Heaven-Bent.” 
“The  Blind  Goddess”  returns  to  Broad- 

way for  its  second  showing,  having 

played  the  Rivoli  some  weeks  ago.  At 
that  lime  it  was  acclaimed  by  both  public 

and  press.  Esther  Ralston,  Jack  Holt, 
Louise  Dresser  and  Ernest  Torrence  arc 

the  featured  players.  “The  Blind  God- 
dess” is  at  Loew’s  Slate. 

In  exploiting  “Aloma”  the  entire  front 
of  the  house  has  been  given  over  to  Miss 

Gray,  a   full  length  cutout  some  20  fee! 

high  predominating  the  display.  One  of 
the  two  big  signs  carries  the  name  of  the 
star  while  the  other  uses  the  name  of  the 

theatre.  Beautiful  enlargements  of  Miss 
Gray  are  jn  the  display  boards. 

Four  Paramounts  on  Broadway  in  Week 
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Mayer  Delivers 

Big  Banquet  Talk 

Following  Meeting 
[Pictures  on  poga  40] 

Louis  B.  Mayer,  vice-president  of 

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer  in  charge  of 
production,  talked  on  the  production 

phase  of  the  industry  at  the  Chicago 
Metro  regional  meeting  May  12.  At  the 

banquet  in  the  evening  where  more  than 

100  exhibitors  joined  the  group  of  ex- 

changemen  and  officials  the  speakers  in- 
cluded Mayer,  and  William  Hale  Thomp- 

son, former  Chicago  mayor. 
Attending  the  banquet  exhibitors  mcluded  Max 

Balaban,  B   &   K,  Nathan  Asclier,  L.  A.  Rozelle, 
Ascher  Brothers,  Ben  and  Jack  Cooney,  Emil 

Stem,  L   &   T,  Lou  Kramer,  L   &   T,  Earl  John- 
son, Aaron  Jones,  Jones  Linick  &   Shafer,  ̂ Iph 

Kettering,  and  others  whose  names  are  prominent. 

DeMille  Decides 

Against  Making 

‘Deluge”  Film (Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

HOLLYWOOD.  May  18.~Cecil  De- 

Mille will  not  make  “The  Deluge’’  because 
he  has  decided  it  would  interfere  with  a 

picture  based  on  the  Biblical  flood  which 

Warner  Brothers  plans  to  produce.  The 
latter  was  registered  with  Will  Hays  office 

as  "Noah’s  Ark.’’ 

Levy  Appointed 
New  York  Head 

of  F-N  Exchange 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  May  18.— A.  W.  Smith, 
Jr.,  Eastern  sales  manager  of  First  Na- 

tional, this  week  appointed  Jules  Levy  man- 
ager of  the  New  York  exchange. 

Pommer  Reaches  Coast 

To  Produce  for  FP-L 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

HOLLYWOOD,  May  18.~Eric  Pom- 

mer, UFA  producer,  who  made  “The 
Last  Laugh”  and  “Cabinet  of  Dr.  Cali- 
gari,”  arrived  here  from  New  York  ac- 

companied by  Frank  Tuttler,  E.  Lloyd 

Sheldon,  supervisor  of  Frank  Lloyd  Pro- 
ductions, and  Lawrence  Gray,  leading 

man  for  Gloria  Swanson.  Pommer  will 

produce  in  Hollywood,  having  signed 
with  Paramount. 

Gade  to  Freelance  on 
Termination  of  U   Job 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

HOLLYWOOD,  May  18.— Svend  Gade 
will  enter  the  free  lance  field  Jul}'  6   when 
his  contract  with  Universal  expires. 

Patterson  Operated  on 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

ATLANTA,  GA.,  Mav  18.— Willard  C. 
Patterson,  manager  of  the  Metropolitan 

thea.tre,  is  convalescing  following  an  op- 
eration for  appendicitis. 

Artist  Makes  Fox  Portraits 

HOLLYWOOD,  —   Louis  Usabal,  celebrated 

|rtist,  is  now  here  making  portraits  of  30  Fox 
him  players. 

LOU  B.  REMY,  Fox  district  manager,  had  charge  of  the  Southern  district  conven- 
tion in  Memphis  May  1   and  2.  At  the  banquet  Remy  was  presented  with  a   chime 

clock.  Twenty-six  managers,  salesmen  and  bookers  attended  the  convention 
from  Dallas,  New  Orleans,  Atlanta,  Oklahoma  City  and  Memphis.Fronf  rote  (LtoR): 
Paul  Bryan,  Bert  tPilkes,  JPallacg  Bobb,  ]ai.  Greig,  J.  C.  Shannon,  Bon  Broyles,  A.  J.  Borders,  Dan 

ScoU,  Mr.  IPiliiams,  A.  U.  Klvine.  .Widflle  rote;  Fred  Groober,  ,lfr.  McMillan,  Dob  Clark,  Mr.  1/iIlor, 

Dick  Ford,  Fred  Dudenho/er,  Fred  Cullimore,  Jack  Gruben,  Erneit  Londalcho,  Felix  McConnell.  Rear 

rote;  Claude  McKean,  Benny  Dudenhefer,  Lou  Remy,  F.  K.  Johnston,  C.  R.  Allison  and  Tony  Ryan. 

Price  Denies  Rumor  Powers 

Is  Leaving  Associated 
Still  Chairman  of  Board  and  No  Change  Made  in  Personnel, 

Declares  President — Weekly  Receipts  Increased  100 
Per  Cent  Under  Administration 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  May  18. — In  order  to  set  at  rest  the  many  rumors  as  to 

P.  A.  Powers’  connection  with  Associated  Exhibitor,  Oscar  A.  Price, 
president  of  the  corporation,  last  week  issued  an  official  statement  to  the 

effect  that  reports  that  Mr.  Powers  had  severed  his  connections  with  the 

company  were  erroneous. 

No  Change  Made  in  Personnel 

According  to  Mr.  Price  no  change  has  been  made  in  the  personnel  of 
Associated  Exhibitors  and  Mr.  Powers  is  still  chairman  of  the  board  of 
directors. 

Following  is  Mr.  Price’s  statement: 
“Since  the  advent  of  the  present  ad- 

ministration, the  weekly  receipts  of  As- 
sociated Exhibitors,  Inc.,  have  increased 

approximately  100  per  cent.  We  have 
established  studios  in  Los  Angeles  in 

which  all  productions  intended  for  As- 
sociated release  will  be  made  under  our 

own  supervision. 

“The  studios  are  now  in  the  hands  of 

capable  management,  and  of  men  who 

have  been  in  charge  of  production  activ- 
ities for  many  years.  This  supervision 

will  assure  our  exhibitor  friends  of  a 

program  of  pictures  conceived  and  pro- 
duced from  a   box  office  angle. 

No  Disagreement,  Says  Price 

"The  activities  of  the  company  during 
the  last  six  months  have  placed  it  in  a 

very  enviable  position.  Completely  con- 
trolling, as  it  does,  its  production  and 

sales  organizations,  the  company  is  also 

extending  its  business  into  foreign  coun- 
tries and  within  a   short  time  we  hope  to 

cover  the  entire  globe. 

"In  view  of  reports  which  have  re- 

cently appeared,  I   may  state  that  there 
has  been  no  disagreement  or  controversy 
between  Mr.  Powers  and  any  bank  or 

bankers,  notwithstanding  any  statements 
or  rumors  to  the  contrary. 

“We  are  hopeful  that  Mr.  Powers  will 

find  it  convenient  to  continue  as  chair- 
man of  our  board  of  directors  in  view  of 

his  other  interests  which  have  called  up- 
on his  time  and  efforts,  so  that  we  may 

have  the  benefit  of  his  mature  and  ex- 

perienced judgment.” 

Ellbee’s  Co-op  Policy  Endorsed 
Entire  1926-27  Program  Sold  to  Large  Percentage  of 

Important  Distributors  as  Result  of  System 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  May  18.— Ellbce  Pic- 
tures Corporation’s  cooperative  policy 

has  been  endorsed  by  independent  ex- 
changes and  the  compariy  has  sold  a 

large  proportion  of  leading  exchanges 

its  full  product  for  1926-27  as  a   result. 

David  A.  O'Malley  and  Louis  Baum, 
treasurer  and  president  of  Ellbee,  have 

adopted  a   policy  giving  producer  and 
distributor  alike  an  opportunity  to  make 

a   fair  profit  on  all  productions  and  fol- 

lowing many  years  of  study  of  the  in- 
dependent situation  have  provided  for  a 

type  of  productions  to  satisfy  the  inde- 
pendent distributors  and  exhibitors. 

Si  Greiver,  of  Chicago,  has  booked 

“Racewild,”  an  Ellbee  Picture,  into  the 

Rialto  for  a   week’s  run,  as  an  indication 

of  the  Ellbee  product’s  quality. 
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Metro  Trackless  Train  Starts 

Own  “Big  Parade”  in  Europe 
Trip  Begins  from  London  with  Visit  to  Cambridge  University — Mayor 

Walker  Gives  Tour  Sendoff  in  New  York 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

New  YORK,  May  18. — Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer’s  Trackless  Train  is now  in  England  starting  a   comprehensive  tour  of  the  British  Isles 

and  Continental  Europe.  The  British  strike  failed  to  interfere  with 

the  plans  for  the  tour  and  now  that  the  general  strike  is  over  the  tour  is 
going  forward  as  originally  scheduled. 

'C'LABURATE  ceremonies  marked  the 
EH  departure  of  the  Train  aboard  the 
S.  S.  Minnewaska  from  New  York. 

Mayor  James  J.  AValker  inspected  the 
Train  in  front  of  the  City  Hall  and  was 
introduced  to  Renee  Adoree,  one  of  the 

stars  of  “The  Big  Parade."  At  the  Astor 
theatre,  wWere  the  King  Vidor  pro- 

duction lias  been  playing  since  Novem- 
ber, Miss  Adoree  spoke  from  the  ob- 

servation platform  while  confetti  and 
streamers  were  thrown  from  the  mar- 

quee. 

“This  is  the  greatest  advertising  stunt 
1   have  ever  seen,"  Mayor  Walker  said. 

“I  hope  it  will  be  as  successful  in  Eu- 

rope as  it  has  been  in  this  country.” 
Bowes  Heads  Delegation 

When  the  train  was  lifted  aboard  the 

Minnewaska,  Major  Edward  Bowes 
headed  a   delegation  which  included  Wil- 

liam R.  Ferguson,  exploitation  manager 
in  charge  of  the  train;  representatives  of 

Mayor  Walker,  White  Star  Line  officials, 
executives  of  the  United  States  Tire 
Company,  Standard  Oil,  Indiana  Motor 

Truck  Company  and  Postal  Telegraph 
Company. 

Ihe  Trackless  Train’s  route  through 
England,  starting  from  London  with  a 

visit  to  the  University  at  Cambridge,  is 
to  Northampton,  Birmingham,  Leicester, 
Nottingham,  Sheffield,  Leeds.  Bradford, 
Manchester,  Liverpool.  Shrewsbury. 
Worcester.  Bristol.  Bath,  Salisbury, 

Canadians  ‘‘Barred”  But 
Coolidge  Will  See  Films 

(Stteciai  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

OTTAWA.  ONT..  May  18.~-An 
unusual  incident  added  special  in- 

terest to  the  semi  annual  conven- 
tion of  the  Society  of  Motion  Pic- 
ture Engineers  at  Washington, 

D.  C.,  for  the  Canadian  represen- 
tatives at  the  meeting,  according 

to  Raymond  S.  Peck,  director  of 
the  Canadian  Government  Motion 
Picture  Studio  at  Ottawa. 

.Arrangements  had  been  made 
for  the  Engineers  to  be  received 
by  President  Calvin  Coolidge  at 
the  executive  mansion  in  Washing- 

ton but  a   few  minutes  before  the 
reception  it  was  announced  that 
foreigners"  could  not  be  received 

by  the  President  except  through 
the  presentation  of  credentials 
from  their  embassies. 

However,  Mr.  Peck  has  the  sat- 
isfaction of  knowing  that  Presi- 

dent Coolidge  is  to  see  three  of 

the  Canadian  government’s  re- 
leases at  a   private  screening  in 

the  White  House  and  preparations 
are  under  way  for  the  sending  of 
three  single-reel  films  to  Wash- 

ington for  the  “demand  perform- 

ance.” 

Southampton,  Portsmouth,  and  a   possi- 
ble side  trip  to  Brighton  before  crossing 

the  Channel  from  Southampton  to  Le 
Plavre. 

Next  To  Cities  on  Continent 

From  Le  Havre  the  Trackless  Train 

will  parade  through  Versailles,  Paris, 
and  other  cities  on  its  way  to  Belgium, 
where  it  will  visit  Brussels  and  Antwerp. 

From  Antwerp  it  will  proceed  to  Hol- 
land and  ballyhoo  through  Rotterdam, 

The  Hague  and  Amsterdam.  In  Ger- 
many, the  Trackless  will  visit  the  his- 

toric cities  of  Hanover,  Hamburg  and 

Berlin.  In  Austria,  Prague  and  Vienna 

will  be  the  cities  favored  with  a   pro- 
longed stop,  and  if  road  conditions  over 

the  Alps  to  Italy  permit  the  journey,  the 

Train  will  go  into  Italy,  and  then  turn 

North  into  France  again  through  Stras- 
bourg, Lyons,  Marseilles,  Toulouse  and 

Bordeaux. 

Numerous  other  important  cities  in 
Europe  will  also  be  exploited  by  the 
Trackless  Train,  but  the  above  outline 

will  give  the  reader  a   general  idea  of 
the  route  planned  through  England  and 
the  Continent. 

The  Trackless  Train  was  the  inspira- 

tion of  Marcus  Loew,  president  of  Met- 

ro-Goldwyn-Mayer,  Majo  r   Edward 
Bowes,  vicepresident,  Howard  Dietz,  di- 

rector of  publicity  and  advertising,  and 

William  R.  Ferguson,  manager  of  exploi- 
tation. 

U.  S,  Parents-^T cachets 

Adopt  Broad  Policy 

Exhibitor  Cooperation 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

ATLANTA,  GA.,  May  IS. — .\  broad- 
minded and  constructive  policy  of  support- 

ing the  best  productions  in  order  that  the 
demand  for  them  will  insure  the  supply 
has  been  outlined  to  members  of  the  Par- 

ents -   Teachers  Association.  Resolutions 

adopted  at  the  closing  session  of  the  Na- 
tional Congress  of  Parents  and  Teachers 

in  .Atlanta  called  for  parental  responsibil- 

ity for  the  pictures  seen  by  children  and 
urged  on  all  members  to  keep  closely  in 
touch  with  local  exhibitors. 

The  congress  recommended  to  “all  its 
members  the  expression  of  approval  or 
condemnation  of  pictures  to  the  local  ex- 

hibitor to  the  end  that  hy  such  methods  a 

strong  market  may  be  created  for  the  high- 
est type  of  films  and  thus  the  business  law 

of  supply  and  demand  may  have  its  effect 

upon  the  manufacturer  and  producer.” 
Mrs.  A.  H.  Reeve,  of  Ambler,  Pa.,  pres- 

ident of  the  National  congress  of  Parents 
and  Teachers,  was  unanimously  re-elected 
to  lead  the  organization.  Mrs.  S.  M.  N. 

Marrs,  of  Austin,  Texas,  elected  fourth 

vicepresident,  has  under  her  own  juris- 
diction the  motion  picture  department. 

Mrs.  M.  V.  Kerns  of  Philadelphia  is  the 
national  chairman  of  motion  pictures. 

Meet  Rita  McCarthy ; 

She^s  First  National 
Attraction  at  Offices 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  May  IS. — Introducing 
Miss  Rita  McCarthy,  a   First  National  at- 

traction. Miss  McCarthy  has  been  in  the 

reception  room  of 
First  National 

Pictures  corpora- 
tion since  the  com- 

pany took  posses- sion of  the  offices 

which  it  occupies 

on  Madison  ave- 

nue. Miss  McCarthy 

meets  all  comers 
before  they  reach 
the  inner  sanctum 
sanctorum,  which 
is  as  it  should  be 
in  two  respects, 

both  for  the  vis- 
itors and  for  the 

occupants  of  said 
sanctum.  No  one 

could  resist  the 

good  cheer  of  her 
hearty  “Good  Morning,"  the  best  tonic  in 
the  world  for  chasing  glooms.  And  as  far 

as  the  powers  that  be  are  concerned,  they 
value  her  optimism  as  fully  as  anyone  else 
and  also  her  tact  and  executive  ability. 

Exhibitors  Back  Palmer, 

M,  P.  T,  O.  Trustee,  In 

Ohio  Senatorial  Race 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

COLUMBUS,  OHIO.  May  18.— The 
board  of  trustees  of  the  Motion  Picture 

Theatre  Owners  of  Ohio  has  unqualifiedly 
endorsed  the  candidacy  of  Judge  H.  T. 

Palmer  of  Fairport  Harbor  for  state  sen- 

ator representing  the  24th-26th  state  sena- 
torial district,  which  embraces  Lake, 

Geauga,  Summit,  Portage  and  Ashtabula 
Countieg. 

Judge  Palmer  is  the  present  mayor  of 
Fairport  Harbor  and  is  a   member  of  the 
board  of  trustees  of  the  Motion  Picture 
Theatre  Owners  of  Ohio.  He  is  a   32nd 

degree  Mason,  a   member  of  the  Knights 
of  Pythias  and  also  one  of  the  most  active 

members  of  the  Kiwanis  Club  of  Pains- ville. 

^‘Golden  Age^^  Forecast 

for  Japan* s   Producers (Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

TOKIO,  JAPAN,  May  IS. — “golden 
age"  for  Japanese  motion  picture  produc- 

tion is  forecast  in  an  article  from  Hochi 

Shimbiin,  stating  the  Japanese  producers 

are  going  in  for  big  productions.  The 

four  largest  producers  are  Nikkatsu,  Sho- 
chiki,  Teikine  and  Toa. 

In  the  Chuo  Eiga  Sha,  where  “Oden 
Takahashi"  was  produced,  there  is  to  be 
made  a   big  picture  with  the  return  of  Ivvao 
Mori.  Nasao  Inouye,  another  well  known 

actor,  is  to  make  his  first  big  production 

soon.  It  is  also  reported  that  “Chush- 
ingura,"  “Araki  Mataemon"  and  “Dai  Nan- 

ko”  are  drawing  good  business  everywhere 
in  Japan. 

Given  Directors  Jobs 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

_   UNIVERSAL  CITY.  May  18.— Two  as- sistants have  been  made  directors,  Lou 

Collins,  and  George  Hunter,  at  the  Univer- sal lot. 
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Signing  Up 

(Lsfi  so  r5s5»0  A.  Eisdera,  rntm
aeing  edSiop  of 

Film  Dookiisg  Ofttces.  Ltd.,  of  EeiglsEt
d;  Jack  Cohn, 

iranmrep  of  Columbia  Picsupcs.  and  P
realdenH  Jos 

Brandt  of  Columbia. 

Enders  Contracts  for 

Columbia  Product  for 

Britain  and  Europe 
(Sfcdal  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK.  May^lS.— F.  A.  Enders. 

managing  director  of  I'ilm  Booking  Offices, 

Ltd.,  of  England,  has  signed  contracts  with 

Jack  Cohn  and  Joe  Brandt,  Columbia  ex- 

ecutives, by  which  Columbia’s  24  pictures 

will  be  handled  this  season  by  Film  Book- 

ing Offices,  Ltd.,  in  England  and  Ireland. 

Enders  has  also  obtained  a   similar  fran- 
chise for  H.  &   W.,  Ltd.,  lor  the  product 

on  the  Continent. 

Special  Car  for 

Kansas-Missouri 

to  Coast  Planned 
(Sfccial  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

KANSAS  CITY.  MO..  May  18.— A   spe- 

cial car  may  be  chartered  by  Missouri  and 

Kansas  exhibitors  who  arc  planning  to  at- 

tend the  M.  P.  T.  O.  A.  convention  m 
Los  Angeles.  ^ 

Exhibitors  in  the  M.  P.  T.  O.  Kansas- 

Missouri  now  are  being  ad\'ise<l  by  C.  E. 

Cook,  business  manager,  to  noufj’  the  M. 

P.  T.  O.  K-M  office  if  they  plan  to  attend 

the  national  convention.  At_  the  recent 

convention  of  the  Missouri-Kansas  body 

President  R.  R.  Biechele  was  authorized 

to  represent  the  organization  at  the  na- tional convention. 

Famous  Votes  Regular 

Quarterly  $2  Dividend 
(Special  to  Exhibitors-  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  May  18.— At  a   meeting 

held  May  10,  the  board  of  directors  of 

Famous  Player.s-Lasky  Corporation  de- 
clared the  regular  quarterly  divi<lend  of 

$2  a   share  on  the  common  stock,  paj'- 

able  July  1,  1926,  to  stockholders  of  rec- 
ord at  the  close  of  business  on  June  15. 

1926.  The  books  will  not  close. 

Exhibitor  Response  Grows 
for  Greater  Movie  Season 

Complete  Pressbook  for  Campaign  Will  Be  Issued  June  1 — 

Scope  Even  Greater  Than  Last  Year’s — Filled  With 
Suggestions  for  Theatre  Advertising  and  Tieups 

(Sf>ecial  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK.  May  18. — More  exhibitors  will  participate  actively  in 
the  Greater  IMovie  Season  of  1926  than  even  in  the  highly  successful 

campaign  of  last  year.  That  is  the  indication  from  the  scores  of  letters 

being  received  daily,  says  the  Hays  office. 

A   complete  pressbook  for  the  campaign  will  be  issued  June  1.  This 

tells  exactly  how  exhibitors  should  proceed  in  order  to  take  part.  U   i.s 

filled  with  suggestions  as  to  advertising  and  publicity,  and  contains  _a 

great  number  of  feature  stories  and  smaller  items  that  may  be  used  in 

newspapers,  programs  and  other  publications,  and  in  speeches.  It  tells 

of  invaluable  stunts  and  tieups.  It  is  of  even  greater  scope  than  last 

year’s  press  book.  Following  the  issuance  of  this,  there  will  be  addi- 
tional sheets  of  suggestions  and  advice. 

To  those  exhibitors  who  shared  in  the  success  of  the  1925  Season,  little 

need  be  said  as  to  its  possibilities  of  winning  a   patronage  that  fills  houses 

not  only  during  .August,  but  keeps  the  fans  coming  in  for  months  after- 
ward. That  was  well  established  last  year. 

Frank  W.  Buhler,  president  of  the 

Stanley  Company  of  America,  wrote  to 

Will  H.  Hays  as  follows: 

“I  am  very  glad  indeed  that  your  or- 

ganization is  again  recognizing  Greater 

Movie  Season.  •   •   •   .   Besides  being  a 

money-making  proposhion,  this  is  a   great 

builder  of  good  will.” 
Here  are  extracts  from  some  of  the 

other  letters  received: 

Los  Ang'eles,  L.  S.  Bard,  Bard  s   
the- 

atres: We  took  part  in  the  Greater 

Movie  Season  Campaign  and  will 
 be 

glad  to  do  so  again  this  season. 

Denver,  H.  E.  Huffman,  Huffman 
 En- 

terprises: I   participated  in  _   the_  activ- 

ities and  assisted  in  the  direction  ot
 

Greater  Movie  Season  in  Denver.
  We 

should  make  it  an  annual  affair. 

Washington,  D.  C..  H.  M.  Cran
dall. 

Crandall  theatres:  Exhibitors  w
ere  sat- 

isfied with  the  campaign  and  we  will  
be 

glad  to  go  forward  with  anoth
er  one  tins 

^   ̂Atlanta,  Willard  C.  Patterson:  Greater 

Movie  Season  was  a   great  success.  
Lets 

have  it  every  year.  „ 

Peoria,  Hi.,  A.  W.  Szold,  A
pex  the- 

atres: We  are  for  a   Greater  Movi
e 

Season  Campaign  and  trust  
that  we  can 

co-operate  in  an  effective  mann
er  in  1^20. 

Marion,  Ind.,  Billy  Connor
s,  Manon 

Theatre  Company:  Busine
ss  during 

Greater  Movie  Season  was  
40  per  cent 

better  than  the  year  previ
ous.  We  cer- 

tainly do  want  another  this  year. 

H.  M.  Richey,  Business  Mana
ger.  M. 

P   T.  O.  of  Michigan:  Cam
paigns  car- 

ried simultaneously  by  nearly  
300  the- 

atre owners  brought  a   remarkabl
e  pub- 

lic interest  and  increase  in  busines^
 

Monett,  Mo..  O.  W.  Willi
ams.  Rialto: 

W'c  certainlj'  will  take  part  this  year. 

Atlantic  City,  E.  J.  O’Keefe,  City 
Square:  Showed  a   substantial  increase 
in  business.  ...  All  perfectly  satis- 

fied and  will  join  again. 

Henderson,  N.  C..  S.  S.  Stevenson, 

Henderson:  Oiir  theatres  did  not  par- 

ticipate, but  it  is  our  desire  to  do  so 

this  year. 

Hamilton,  Ohio.  Fred  S.  Meyer,  Pal- 
ac's:  I   think  Greater  Movie  Season 

should  be  made  a   compulsory  event  in 

every  city  of  .'i.OOO  or  more  population. 

Oklahoma  City.  Geo.  A.  McDermit: 

No  doubt  of  the  success  of  Greater 

Movie  Season  and  its  subsequent  reac- tion at  the  box  office.  _   ^ 

Pawtucket,  R.  I.,  Harry  F.  Storm, 

Leroy:  We  took  part  and  will  coritinue 

to  take  part  in  anything  of  this  kind. 

Memphis,  G.  E.  Brown,  Loew  s   Pal
- 

ace: G.  M.  S.  proved  an  effective  busi- 

ness getter  despite  hot  weather.  We will  take  part  this  year  _ 

Dallas,  S.  Charninsky:  Capacity  audi- 

ences at  my  theatre.  It  will  be  a   yearly 

event  with  me.  Let's  go! 

Salt  Lake  City,  George  E.  Carpenter, 

Marcus  Enferprises:  You  can  count 
 us 

in  line  for  this  year’s  drive.  S
eason 

did  good. 

Spokane.  Ray  A.  Grombacher.  S
pokane 

Theatres.  Inc.:  Every  theatre  here
  took 

part.  We  believe  all  theatres^  w
ill  be 

even  more  enthusiastic  in  this 
 years 

campaign. 

Harrison,  Ark..  D.  E.  Fitton. 
 Fitton 

theatres:  Importance  of  Greate
r  Movie 

Season  did  not  soak  in  until 
 too  late, 

but  I   am  much  in  favor  of  maki
ng  this 

an  annual  event. 

fexas  Executive  and  Steffes  Amo
ng 

Speakers  at  Dallas  M.  P.  T.
  O.  Meet 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald
) 

owners,  S.  G.  Howell. 
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Grauman  Stages  Smart  Duplex 
Premiere  for  U.  A.  Films 

Prosecutor  Probes  Coast  Film  Schools — Bernstein  and  Coffin  Move  to 

Hal  Roach  Lot — Lloyd  Bacon  on  Warner  Contract 

By  RAY  MURRAY 

Hollywood,  May  is. — Sld  Grauman,  always  to  be  relied  upon for  brilliant  premieres,  staged  another  one  of  his  screenland  shows 

last  Friday  night  at  the  Egyptian  theatre,  which  drew  the  elite  of 

the  film  colony,  as  well  as  of  society  in  general.  The  occasion  was  the 

duplex-premiere  of  Mary  Pickford  in  “Sparrows”  and  Douglas  Fair- 
banks in  “The  Black  Pirate.” 

A   BRIEF  prologue  preceded  each  picture 
^   which  made  the  show  about  the  usual 
length  for  tlie  Egyptian. 

Among  ihoro  who  attended  the  opening  night 

were  Monte  Blue,  Willard  Louis.  Irene  Rich.  Piils7 

Ruth  Miller,  William  S.  Hart,  Tom  Mix,  Florence 

Vidor,  Louise  Fazenda,  Blllle  Dove,  Renee  Adoree, 

Lou  Tcilcgen,  George  O'Brien,  Tom  McNamara, 
Reginald  Denny,  Jean  Hersholt,  Erie  VonSlrohcim, 

Colleen  Moore,  Roy  Stewart,  John  McCormick, 

Harold  Lloyd,  Mildred  Davl.s.  Jobyna  Ralston. 

H.  C.  Wliwcr,  Charles  Ray.  Donald  Ogden  Stew- 

art, Charles  Chaplin,  Conslcnre  Taimadge,  Rudolph 

Valentino,  Frank  Borzage,  Marlon  Davies.  Pauline 

Starke,  Tully  Marshall,  Mareelino  Day,  William 

Beaudine,  Reginald  Barker,  Ernst  Lubitseh,  King 

Baggol,  Nnrma  Shearer,  Claire  Windsor,  Bert 

Lyiel,  Ralph  Inee.  John  Ince,  Dorothy  Farnum, 
Bessie  Love. 

June  Mathis.  Silvano  Balboni,  Fred  Thomson, 

Mary  Aldcn.  Margarita  Fisher,  Lige  Conloy,  John 

St.  Polls,  Al  Green,  J.  Boyce  Smith,  Pauline  Fred- 

erick, Richard  Barlholmess,  Harry  Lsngdon,  May 

McAvoy,  George  Sidney,  Hobart  Bosworth  and 
Francis  X.  Bushman. 

*   *   ̂  

After  completing  37  box  office  attractions 
for  William  Fox,  J.  G.  Blystone,  former 
director  of  Tom  Mix  and  other  Fox  stars, 

has  been  selected  from  a   long  dist  of  di- 

rectors to  wield  the  megaphone  for  “Tlie 

Family  Upstairs.” *   If  * 

Chadivick  in  Netv  York 

I.  E.  Chadwick  has  gone  to  New  York  to 
arrange  for  the  premieres  of  two  recently 

completed  productions,  “April  Fool”  and 
"The  Bells.”  While  in  the  East  Mr.  Chad- 
wck  will  confer  with  other  Independent 
producers,  and  upon  his  return  to  the  Coast, 
which  will  be  in  time  for  the  convention 

of  the  Motion  Picture  Theatre  Owners,  the 

Independent  situation  is  expected  to  occupy 
much  attention. 

*   *   * 

Picture  Schools  Probed 

Several  motion-picture  makeup  schools 
were  the  subject  of  investigation  when  com- 

plaints reached  the  chief  deputy  prosecutor 
last  week.  Complaints  charging  five  men 
with  conducting  makeup  bureaus  without 
licenses  were  issued  following  an  investi- 

gation regarding  the  operation  of  alleged 
film  schools.  Girls  expecting  to  break  into 
pictures  were  subjected  to  insults  and  im- 

proper attentions,  according  to  investiga- tors. 
*   *   * 

Clarence  Brown  and  Mrs.  Brown  re- 
turned Thursday  from  New  York. 

*   «   Ik 

Riesner  Completes  “Better  ’Ole” 
Charles  "Chuck”  Riesner  has  finished  di- 

recting the  Captain  Bruce  Bairnsfather’s 

comedy  drama,  "The  Better  ’Ole,”  starring Syd  Chaplin  at  Warner  Brothers.  Riesner 

will  next  direct  "Private  Izzy  Murphy.” *   * 

Isadore  Bernstein  has  left  Universal, 
where  he  was  manager  of  Westerns,  serials 
and  short  pictures,  to  work  on  the  Hal 
Roach  lot.  Bernstein  will  be  production 
chief  of  a   series  of_  eight  Western  features 
which  Hal  Roach  is  planning  to  produce, 
and  in  which  Francis  MacDonald  is  to  be 
starred. 

Kirkland  to  Make  Big  Thomson  Film 
Dave  Kirkland  who  has  directed  four 

of  the  most  successful  Fred  Thomson  pro- 

ductions has  been  signed  to  make  the  big- 
gest Thomson  picture  of  the  coming  year. 

Kirkland  will  write  the  continuity  and 

handle  the  megaphone  on  the  picture, 
which  is  scheduled  to  be  the  most  ambi- 

tious effort  of  the  famous  Western  star. 
*   ♦   * 

Al  Rogell  has  affixed  his  signature  to  a 

contract  to  direct  "Men  of  the  Night”  for 
Sterling  Pictures  Corporation. 

Patsy  Ruth  Miller  has  been  assigned  the 

feminine  lead  of  “Broken  Hearts  of  Holly- 

wood.” 

*   ♦   * 

James  P.  Hogan,  now  directing  Harry 

Carey  in  “Burning  Bridges,”  lias  returned 
with  his  company  from  location  work  on 
the  Carey  ranch. *   *   « 

Heller  in  Accident 

Wilson  Heller  narrowly  escaped  death  a 

week  ago  Sunday  when  the  steering  knuckle 
of  the  car  he  was  driving  broke.  The  car 
was  completely  demolished. 

♦   *   * 

Wilson  Speaks  to  Wampus  Boys 
Carey  Wilson  addressed  the  Wampas 

meeting  last  week  and  told  the  boys  his 
experience  in  trying  to  sell  his  first  scenario. *   *   ♦ 

Coffin  Joins  Roach 
Ray  Coffin,  director  of  publicity  for  Sam 

Gold\\yn,  has  resigned  to  become  personal 
representative  for  Hal  Roach.  H.  F.  Ar- 

nold succeeds  Coffin. 

*   *   * 

Lloyd  Bacon,  son  of  the  late  Frank 

Bacon  of  “Lightnin’  ”   fame,  has  joined 
Warner  Brothers’  directorial  staff  on  a   long term  contract.  His  first  vehicle  will  be 

“Broken  Hearts  of  Hollywood.” 

Christie  Prepares  30 
2   Reel  Comedies  and 

One  Feature  Special 
(Spci.wi  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

HOLLYWOOD,  May  18. — The  Christie 
studios  are  working  this  season  on  30  two- 
reel  comedies  to  be  distributed  through 
Educational  and  one  big  feature  special 
"The  Nervous  Wreck”  which  goes  through 

P.  D.  C.  
6   s The  feature  is  now  being  filmed  under 

the  direction  of  Scott  Sidney  and  four 
units  of  two-reeiers  are  working. 

Marceline  Day 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

HfJLLYWOOD,  May'  18. — Marceline 

Day',  actress,  has  obtained  a   temporary 
injunction  against  Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer 
restraining  that  company  from  publish- 

ing the  fact  that  she  is  under  contract 
with  them.  She  recently  became  of  age 
and  has  declared  her  contract  void. 

WELL,  last  week  was  another  busy one  for  the  Hollywood  reporter  of 

Exiiibitor’s  Herald.  Two  premieres. 

One  at  the  Forum  theatre,  on  Tuesday 

night  and  another  at  Grauman’s  Egyptian, 
Friday  night, 

*   *   * 

The  Forum  put  on  “La  Boheme”  with  a 
lot  of  trimmings,  immense  searchlights, 

cranking  cameras,  flashlights  and  whatnot. 
Fred  Niblo  was  master  of  ceremonies,  and 
he  remarked  that  the  reason  folks  saw  so 

few  of  his  pictures  was  because  he  was 

kept  busy  acting  as  master  of  ceremonies 

at  the  presentation  of  other  directors’  films. *   *   * 

At  the  conclusion  of  “La  Boheme”  Mr, 
Niblo  sent  a   pretty  message  to  Lillian  Gish, 

now  in  London,  via  air  mail  on  a   Bruns- 
wick record.  And  the  audience  added  its 

hit  by  clapping  till  its  hands  were  red. ♦   ♦   ♦ 

The  Sid  Grauman  premiere  was  a   typical 

Grauman  opening.  Lots  of  lights,  lines  of 

fans  trying  to  get  a   glimpse  of  stars  and 
others  parading  down  the  court  and  Ham 
Beall  with  his  megaphone  boys  appraising 
the  folks  too  short  to  see  everything,  of 
who's  who. 

*   *   ♦ 

Sid  can  alw'ays  be  depended  _   upon  to 
stage  something  unusual  and  his  duplex 

bill — Mary  and  Doug  on  the  same  bill- 
brought  out  everythinc'  and  they  all  stuck 
until  one  o’clock  when  the  show  was  over. *   *   * 

There  was  not  only  a   duplex  show,  but 
Sid  had  duplex  ushers,  duplex  prologues, 

duplex  introductions,  and  a   general  duplex 
time  was  had  by  all.  He  certainly  gets  the 

crowds  at  his  openings.  And  one  won- 
ders, too,  how  all  the  folks  hear  about 

them,  he’s  so  modest  in  announcing  same. 
He  never  uses  over  a   thousand  of  Tony 

Martin’s  24  sheets  and  a   like  number  of 

stands  besides  all  the  space  in  the  news- 

papers they’ll  let  him  have.  He  must  tell ’em  about  it  personally. 

*   *   * 

There’s  one  charitable  thing  Sid  ought 

to  do  though  and  that  is  furnish  neck  lina- 
ment  for  the  yokels  who  come  to  his  open- 

ing nights  and  try  to  see  all  the  celebs  who enter  the  house. 
«   *   « 

A   Saving  Race 

Mickey  Neilan  loves  Scotch  stories. 

Here’s  one  of  his  favorites:  “A  Scotch- 

man once  spilled  a   glass  of  beer  on  a   tav- 

ern floor  and  got  his  chin  full  of  splinters.” *   «   * 

Need  ‘Em 
They'll  have  to  establish  a   traffic  cop  at 

the  North  Pole  if  any  more  flyers  hope 
to  buzz  around  there. *   *   * 

Couldn’t  Blame  Them 

The  folks  on  the  Norge  cut  off  their 
radio  after  they  listened  to  six  stations 

singing  the  “Prisoner’s  Song.” *   *   ♦ 
‘Twas  Nothing  at  All 

Some  fellows  never  forget !   The  F.  B.  0. 

boys  are  still  talking  about  the  little  rain- 
fall we  had  here  while  they  were  visiting 

Hollywood. 

*   ♦   * 
Well,  we’re  all  set  for  those  M.  P.  T. 0.  A.  boys. 

— R.  M. 

Marin  in  West 

NEW  YORK. — Ned  Marin,  sales  cabinet 
member  of  First  National,  has  left  here  for  a 
trip  through  Coast  cities  and  a   visit  in  1^9 
Angeles. 
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Stories  Told 

by 

the  Camera 

Clarence  Brown,  who  is  now  under  Metro- 
Goldwyn-Mayer  contract,  having  been  signed 

a   few  weeks  ago,  broadcast  an  address  over 
WHN  in  New  York. 

Richard  Barthelmess,  upon  completing  work  on  the  First  Nationa
l  pic- 

ture, “Ranson’s  Folly,”  joined  his  friend,  Ronald  Colman  in  an  outing 

which  lasted  a   week.  The  stars  visited  Grand  Canyon  and  a   numb
er 

of  other  interesting  Colorado  places.  Both  were  between  pictur
es. 

Fox  managers  and  salesmen  of  the  Middle  W
est  met  at  the 

Drake  hotel,  Chicago,  a   few  days  ago.  Left  
to  right:  Sidney 

E.  Abel,  branch  manager  at  Minneapolis;  
Clyde  Eckhardt, 

district  manager  with  office  in  Chicago;  John  
Nolan,  branch 

manager  at  Milwaukee,  and  Edward  Go
mersall. 

At  left  with  lorgnette  in  hand  is  Mrs.  E
arl  Hu^on, 

who  is  photographed  in  this  
scene  from  First 

National’s  “Mismates,”  which  Hudson  is  pr
oducing 

in  New  York.  Right  is  Mrs.  Doroth
y  Walker.  It 

was  Mrs.  Hudson’s  first  appearance  i
n  pictures. 
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^   f   manager  of  the  De  Mille  stuJios  where  P.  D.  C.  films  are  made,  last  week 

?he  Tqafi  ?7  •   Z®’'®  /   °f  Edmund  Bums,  left,  has  been  extended  and  he 

for  d““’®Tk  Rand  w>n  appear  in  productions  at  the  De  MiUe  !ol 

exLJdS^for  a   ltg^L'J!'’"*'"  >>-  bee. 

le  extension seen  in  many  of 

exercised  and  his  contract 
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Ant  hony  CoMewcy, 

scenarist,  has  been 

signed  by  Metropoli- 
tan and  P.  D.  C.,  it 

was  announced  this 

week. 

Sunny  pSays  "Snook- 
ums”  in  “The  Newly* 

weds  and  Their  Baby,” 
Stem  Brothers  series  for 

Universal  release- 

Ai  Szekler  who  is  in  charge  of  Universal  Brazilian  ex- 

changes and  Carl  Laemmle,  president  of  Universal 

Pictures  Corporation,  photographed  on  the  lot  on  the 

occasion  of  Szekler’s  first  visit  to  the  United  States  in 

five  years. 

A   thorough  analysis  of  Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer’s  production 
methods  composed  a   big  part  of  the  talk  made  by  Louis  B. 

Mayer,  vice-president  in  charge  of  production,  at  the  Middle- 
west  and  Southern  district  convention  held  in  Chicago,  May 

12  at  the  Drake  Hotel. 

Before  embarking  on  the  new  s
erial,  “The  Great  West  That 

Was  ”   Universal  outlined  the  entire 
 chapterplay  in  miniature. 

Here  are  shown  Elsa  Benham,  leadin
g  woman,  Dir^tor  Ray 

Taylor,  and  Wallace  MacDonald
,  studying  some  of  the  re- 

plicas of  the  covered  wagons  of  the  sto
ry. 
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J.  P.  Kennedy  Speaks  at  Ampa 
Meet,  Endorses  Advertising 

Grange  Pictures  to  Be  Handled  by  National  Organization — Hoffman 
Adds  Two  Exchanges  to  Tiffany  List 

By  JOHN  S.  SPARGO 

NR-W  YORK,  May  18.— The  industiy— or  that  part  of  it  sometimes referred  to  as  "the  brains  of  the  industry”  by  A.  M.  P.  A.  speak- 
ers who  desire  to  be  complimentary — got  its  first  collective  peep 

at  Joseph  P.  Kennedy,  the  new  owner  of  F.  B.  O.  last  week. 

Mr.  Kennedy  was  the  guest  of  honor  and  chief  speaker  at  last  week’s 
session  of  the  A.  M.  P.  A.  and  judging  from  the  impression  he  created 

he  is  now  a   regular  fellow. 

After  the  session  several  of  the  mem- bers were  heard  referring  to  him  as 

"Joe”  Kennedy  which  is  a   criterion  as  to 
whether  he  has  been  accepted  as  regular 
or  not. 

Mr.  Kennedy,  on  being  introduced,  an- 
nounced that  he  was  no  speaker,  and  then 

proved  that  he  was  not  infallible  and  some 
times  makes  mistakes.  Every  member  of 

the  A.  M.  P.  A.  who  was  there — and  they 
were  most  all  present — will  testify  that  Mr. 
Kennedy  is  a   speaker. 

Recalls  "Miracle  Man” 
He  told  how  he  first  became  connected 

with  the  business  through  the  liquidation 
of  the  famous  Mayflower  company.  Its 

first  production  “The  Miracle  Man” 
proved  so  successful  that  the  company  cast 
all  discretion  to  the  winds  and  began  to 
make  pictures  at  a   cost  beyond  all  reason. 

He  was  called  in  and  promtly  brought 
about  the  firms  dissolution  before  any  loss 

was  incurred.  Mr.  Kennedy  also  men- 
tioned his  taking  over  an  option  for  the 

services  of  Fred  Stone  at  $100,000  after 
the  stage  star  has  proved  a   failure  in  the 
Paramount  fold. 

Mr.  Kennedy  believes  that  the  future 
executives  in  this  business  will  come  from 

the  advertising  departments.  He  said  that 

advertising  men  end  up  in  important  posi- 
tions in  other  industries,  and  that  it  is  no 

more  than  reasonable  to  expect  the  same 
condition  to  exist  in  a   business  where  the 

advertising  men  are  responsible  for  an  ex- 
ceptionally large  measure  of  its  success, 

“No  industry  in  the  world  operates  more 
successfully  or  has  more  able  executives 

than  the  motion  picture  business,”  said  Mr. 

Kennedy.  “The  impression  in  banking 
circles  is  that  the  big  men  of  the  motion 
picture  business  owe  their  success  to  hav- 

ing come  into  the  business  when  it  was 
swept  to  the  heights  on  a   tidal  wave  of 
prosperity.  Nothing  could  be  farther  from 

the  truth.  Schwab  is  not  a   better  organizer 
than  Sidney  R.  Kent;  Farrel  and  Grace 
and  other  commercial  geniuses  are  no  bet- 

ter than  Adolph  Zukor;  and  executives  in 

any  other  field  could  not  have  pulled  a 

more  splendid  financial  stroke  than  the 

one  recently  perfected  by  Marcus  Loew. 
These  men  would  have  made  just  as  big 

a   success  in  any  line  of  endeavor. 

“Film  Ads  Bring  Best  Results” 

“Motion  picture  advertisers  get  results 
beyond  all  proportion  to  those  gotten  by 
other  industrial  advertisers  for  money 

spent.  If  in  any  other  business  they  could 
attract  the  attention  that  film  advertisers 

do  on  th'eir  appropriations,  the  producers 
would  consider  the  feat  a   supreme  achieve- 

ment. The  United  Cigar  stores  set  aside 
sums  far  in  excess  to  those  set  aside  for 

picture  advertising,  and  yet  their  results 
are  nowhere  near  as  big  as  those  of  the 

motion  picture  advertiser. 

“Red”  Grange’s  immediate  future  in  the 
picture  business  has  been  the  cause  of 
much  speculation  ever  since  the  Arrow 

Pictures  got  into  financial  difficulties  which 
resulted  in  a   receivership.  It  now  develops 
that  the  contract  was  made  between 

Grange  and  Dr.  Shallenbe'rger  and  that  the much  discussed  document  was  not  one  of 

the  assets  of  Arrow  Pictures.  Recently 
Grange  Productions  was  incorporated  in 
the  state  of  New  York,  the  incorporators 

being  C.  C.  Pyle,  manager  of  Grange, 
Grange  himself,  and  E.  Souhami,  the  latter 
being  connected  with  the  law  office  of 

Harry  G.  Kosch.  Mr.  Kosch  has  been  at- 
torney for  Dr.  Shallenberger  for  several 

years. When  the  Grange  contract  was  signed 
it  was  generally  believed  that  the  pictures 
to  be  made  with  him  as  the  big  attraction, 
would  be  sold  on  the  state  right  market. 
But  this  is  not  to  happen.  A   deal  was 
closed  last  week  with  one  of  the  national 

distributing  companies  for  the  distribution 
of  the  first  Grange  picture. 

_No  official  announcement  of  this  national 
distribution  has  been  made,  and  likely  will 
not  until  the  production,  which  will  begin 
shortly  on  the  Coast,  is  under  way. 

*   *   * 

Silence  Blamed  by  News  Writers 

Some  day  some  Moses  will  arise  in  this 

industry  and  lead  a   lot  of  high  executives 

of  the  companies  out  of  the  Egypt  in 

which  they  are  now  floundering  along  cer- 
tain lines.  The  provocation  for  this 

prophecy  is  the  large  gobs  of  silence  with 
which  these  executives  regularly  surround 

themselves  cveiy'  time  any  big  deal  is  con- 
summated in  the  industry.  Secrecy  while 

a   deal  is  pending  is  expected  and  neces- 

sary in  all  lines  of  endeavor,  but  in  the 

motion  picture  business  it  appears  to  be 

considered  the  proper  thing  to  keep  every- 

one guessing  indefinitely,  and  lots  of 
times  these  guesses  do  harm  to  someone. 

A   case  in  point  is  the  recent  Stanley- 
Mark  Strand-Fabian  amalgamation,  or 
whatever  it  was.  Almost  everyone  in  the 

industry  knew  that  the  Rowland  &   Clark 
theatres  were  included.  Everybody  said  so 

and  every  publication  printed  it.  So  it 
must  be  true,  because  everybody  knew  it. 

That  is,  everj'body  but  the  people  who 
were  doing  the  buying  and  selling. 

Diligent  effort  failed  to  get  a   peep  out 

of  anyone  in  authority  about  the  Rowland 

&   Clark  end  of  the  deal  until  several  days 
later  when  Mr.  Clark  awoke  to  the  fact 
that  his  theatres  had  been  sold  without 

his  knowledge,  so  he  finally  issued  a   denial, 

saying  so  far  as  he  was  concerned,  it  was 

all  conversation.  If  any  authentic  infor- 
mation had  been  available  to  the  news 

writers,  it  would  have  saved  a   lot  of  bad 

guessing,  some  of  which  may  not  have 
been  beneficial  to  some  of  the  interests 

concerned. 
*   ♦   * 

Si  Seadler,  Metro's  boy  wonder,  is  out 
with  the  announcement  of  a   new  produc- 

tion. The  title  is  Silas  Frank  Seadler,  Jr, 

which  would  seem  to  indicate  that  Si’s 
preliminary  monakers  are  Silas  Frank, 

which  we  didn’t  suspect  until  we  got  the 
card  announcing  the  advent  of  the  Jr.  The 

new  production  was  given  its  preliminary 

showing  on  May  9   at  the  Fifth  Avenue 

hospital,  under  the  supervision  of  Dr.  E. 
H.  Hubner.  Mother  and  Jr.  doing  well. 

#   *   * 

You’ve  got  to  hand  it  to  Major  Bowes. 
Or  if  it  isn't  Mayor  Bowes  it  must  be 
Martha  Wilchinski,  the  demon  press  agent 

of  the  Capitol  theatre.  Here’s  the  evidence, 
direct  from  Martha’s  prolific  typewriter: 

“In  order  to  keep  unimpaired  the  efficiency  of 
the  ushers  and  house  attendants  of  the  Capitol 
theatre.  Major  Edward  Bowes  has  retained  the 

services  of  a   staff  Chiropodist,  Dr.  M.  Nachbar. 
The  courtesy  and  service  of  the  house  staff  have 

always  been  one  of  the  outstanding  features  of 
this  institution.  To  this  end  military  drills  and 

physical  exercises  are  part  of  the  daily  training 
of  the  ushers.  Inasmuch  as  their  duties  require 

the  boys  to  be  constantly  active  and  on  their 
feet,  Major  Bowes  has  engaged  Dr.  Nachbar  to 
inspect  the  staff  several  evenings  a   week  and  give 
such  attention  as  may  be  found  necessary.” *   *   * 

John  D.  M.  Priest,  organist  of  the  Col- 
ony theatre,  died  last  week  at  Columbus 

hospital. 
*   «   * 

M.  H.  Hoflfman,  of  Tiffany  Productions, 

has  been  busy  recently  adding  to  his  list 
of  Tiffany  exchanges,  which  now  number 

16,  one  in  Philadelphia  and  one  in  Wash- 
ington. These  will  be  controlled  respec- 

tively by  Ben  Amsterdam  and  Louis  Kor- 
son. 

*   *   * 

William  Slavens  McNutt,  well  known 
and  good  fiction  writer,  has  been  engaged 

to  work  on  the  story  of  “The  Quarter- 

back.” 

*   *   * 

Jules  Levy  who  probably  has  as  wide 
an  acquaintance  and  as  many  friends 
among  the  exhibitors  of  this  country  as 
any  man  in  the  business  has  been  made 

manager  of  the  New  York  exchange  of First  National. 

“EXHIBITORS  HERALD  is  the  best  on  the  market.^— C.  E. ALVIN.  Bayport  theatre,  Bayport,  Minn.  •   : 

I   get  a   lot  of  information  out  of  your  HERALD  and  use  the  exhib- 

itor s   guide,  What  the  Picture  Did  For  Me.’  as  the  main  issue  in  buying' 
a   lot  of  my  pictures.” — JULIUS  LEVY.  Lyric  thedtre.  Brady.  Texas. ^   if  » 

The  HERALD  is  the  only  trade  paper  that  comes  to  this  show 
and  It  IS  enough  for  me.  Just  keep  up  the  good  work." — C   1 WHEELER.  Paralta  theatre.  Oakwood.  Texas 
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Paul  Leni’s  Prolog  Gives  Aid 
to  “Outside  the  Law’’  Revival 

Elective  Use  of  Lights  by  European  Director  and  Scenic  Artist  Lends 

Weird  Atmosphere  to  Universal  Picture 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  May  18. — A   weird  atmosphere  through  effective  use  of 

lights  was  created  as  part  of  the  artistic  prolog  devised  by  Paul  Lcni,  Eu- 

ropean director  and  scenic  artist,  for  “Outside  the  Law,”  which  Universal 
revived  at  the  Colony  theatre. 

Leni’s  First  American  Venture 

Outstanding  phases  of  the  presentation  were  brought  into  prominence 

by  the  playing  of  lights  on  the  principals.  It  was  Leni’s  first  American 
venture  and  brought  general  commendation. 

Paul  Lent 

Bluest  Blue  Sundays 
Asked  in  Resolution 

of  Southern  Methodists 
(Sl'cctal  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

MEMPHIS,  TENN.,  May  18.— A   Na- 
tional drive  against  theatres,  newspapers 

and  even  railroads,  "that  operate  on  Sun- 

day, rushing  our  country  into  God’s  fury,” 
is  asked  in  a   resolution  presented  at  the 

Southern  Methodist  Church’s  general  con- 
ference here. 

The  first  step  would  be  to  demand  enact- 
ment by  Congress  of  blue  laws  for  Wash- 

ington, D.  C.,  if  the  drive  were  undertaken. 
The  resolution,  drafted  by  Noah  H. 
Cooper  of  Nashville,  was  introduced  by 
Rev.  H.  L.  Wade  of  the  North  Arkansas 
conference. 

The  resolution  %vas  referred  to  the  com- 
mittee on  temperance  without  discussion. 

B   &   K   Asks  Public  to 

See  ‘^Stella  Dallas^^ 
A   statement  appeared  in  the  Chicago 

daily  papers  prior  to  the  Roosevelt  thea- 

tre’s opening  of  “Stella  Dallas”  April  26 
over  the  signature  of  John  Balaban,  gen- 

eral manager  of  Balaban  &   Katz,  which  set 
a   precedent  in  B   &   K   methods.  Following 

an  assertion  regarding  the  virtue  of  the  film 

the  statement  read :   “Candidly,  this  state- 
ment is  issued  in  the  hopes  it  will  influence 

thousands  to  see  “Stella  Dallas.”  Selfishly, 
we  want  to  impress  the  multitude  with  the 

advancement  of  motion  pictures.” 

"The  Police  Sergeant’s  Story”  as  the 
prologue  was  called,  opens  with  a   dark- 

ened stage  except  at  one  side,  where  at  a 

desk,  a   police  sergeant  is  reminiscing 
with  a   reporter.  Before  the  actual 

story  gets  under  way  a   spot  is  trained 
on  a   convict.  The  officer  relates  how 

the  man  was  apprehended  for  the  mur- 
der of  a   girl  through  an  unusual  clue, 

the  impression  of  his  teeth  upon  a   sil- 
ver dollar.  To  further  illustrate  the  nar- 

rative lights  are  thrown  on  the  girl,  the 

officer  in  the  warden's  rooms  and  finally 
on  the  electric  chair,  which  is  being  pre- 

pared for  the  execution. 

This  tale  finished,  the  police  sergeant 

begins  another  one  with  Chinatown  as 

its  locale.  A   "Chinatown”  sign  appears 
and  also  an  assortment  of  Chinese. 

Against  this  background  the  Kam  Tai 
Chinese  Troupe  does  a   juggling  act, 

principally  to  create  atmosphere.  Shots 
of  Chinatown  are  thrown  on  a   thin 

screen,  the  regular  curtain  falls  and 

“Outside  the  Law”  takes  up  the  tale. 

Leni  Going  to  Universal  City 

This  presentation  elicited  much  ap- 
plause from  the  audience.  Leni  proba- 

bly will  depart  for  Universal  City. 

The  dialogue  was  written  by  Ray- 
mond Cavanaugh,  publicist  and  newspa- 

per writer.  Jack  Savage  and  Jerry_  de 
Rosa  assisted  Leni  with  the  presentation. 

One  of  the  tieups  for  the  picture  in- 
cluded the  placing  of  hundreds  of  park- 

ing signs — “Don’t  Park  Here,  Or  You’re ‘Outside  the  Law’  ’’—throughout  Greater 
New  York.  These  parking  signs  were 

placed  next  to  hydrants  in  the  most 

popular  thoroughfares  in  the  city. 

It  will  be  recalled  that  when  "Outside 
the  Law”  was  released  five  years  ago,  its 
success  was  more  than  insured  by  a 
clever  bill  board  campaign  which  was 

conceived  by  P.  D.  Cochrane,  secretary 

of  Universal.  These  bill  boards  admon- 
ished people  that  if  they  drove  their  cars 

on  Sunday,  played  cards  on  Sunday,  or 
kissed  their  wives  on  Sunday  they  were 

outside  the  law,  and  were  signed  "P.  D,” 

Mrs,  Ross  Re-Elected 
President  of  Board  of 

Indorsers  for  Indiana 
(Sf'ccial  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

INDIANAPOLIS,  IND_.,  May  18.— Mrs. 
David  Ross  of  Indianapolis  was  re-elected 
president  of  the  board  of  managers  of  the 
Indiana  Indorsers  of  Photoplays  May  11. 

Others  re-elected  are:  Mrs.  Thomas  Dem- 
merly,  first  vicepresident ;   Mrs.  James 

Sproule,  second  vicepresident:  Mrs.  Wolf 
Sussman,  third  vicepresident ;   Mrs,  Harry 

Sturgis,  recording  secretary;  Mrs.  Bloom- 
field Moore,  corresponding  secretary,  and 

Mrs.  0,  C.  Lukenbill,  treasurer. 
Mrs.  Moore  read  a   letter  from  Carl 

Laemmle  of  the  Universal  Pictures  Cor- 
poration, expressing  appreciation  of  the 

favorable  attitude  taken  by  the  indorsers 

toward  "The  Flaming  Frontier”  and  "The 
Midnight  Sun,”  which  are  to  be  shown  in 
Indiana  later  in  the  year.  It  was  an- 

nounced that  through  arrangements  made 

by  the  or^nization,  pictures  would  be 
shown  within  the  next  few  weeks  at  the 

City  Hospital  and  at  the  Marion  County 
Detention  Home.  Mrs.  O.  L.  Wade  was 

named  to  recommend  the  film  "Moana" 
being  shown  this  week  at  the  Apollo  the- 

atre, to  members  of  the  school  board. 

Harry  Wilson  III 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

HOLLYWOOD,  May  18.— Harry  Wil- 
son, First  National  press  agent,  was 

operated  on  Friday  at  Osteopathic  hos- 

pital. 

Outside  the  LatV  has  been  revived  by  Universal  and  played  to  f 

the  re-openmg.  Priscilla  Dean  and  Lon  
Chaney  are  costarrea. 
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“Flames”  Chosen  First  Gold 
Medal  Film  of  Associated 

Moomaw  Production  Originally  Scheduled  For  This  Season — Virginw 

Vain,  Eugene  O'Brien  and  Jean  Hersholt  Head  Cast 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

New  YORK,  May  18. — Lewis  H.  Moomaw’s  “Flames”  has  been chosen  by  Associated  Exhibitors  to  head  the  first  group  of  Gold 

Medal  productions  to  be  released  in  the  coming  season.  It  original- 

ly was  scheduled  to  appear  in  the  product  for  the  current  year. 

A   NUMBER  of  offers  from  distributors 

^   for  the  release  of  the  production  this 
year  have  been  turned  down,  says  the 

Associated  home  office,  although  the 
picture  was  completed  several  months 

ago. 

"Flames”  takes  its  name  from  the  for- 
est fire  which  climaxes  the  production. 

Natural  color  enhances  the  beauty  and 

dramatic  effect  of  these  scenes  and  gives 
the  ffaming  forest  a   realistic  effect.  More 

than  two  months  of  preparation  preceded 

the  filming  of  the  forest-fire  sequence 
which  in  itself  consumed  only  a   single 
day  of  shooting  time.  Weather  condi- 

tions were  ideal  on  the  day  of  filming 
and  Moomaw,  who  personally  planned 
and  directed  the  picture,  gives  as  much 

credit  for  "the  breaks”  to  the  careful 
planning. 

The  production  is  described  as  a 

thrilling  outdoor  picture  of  the  North- 
west and  was  filmed  entirely  in  Oregon, 

where  the  Moomaw  forces  have  their 
headquarters.  At  the  head  of  its  cast 

are  Virginia  Valli,  Eugene  O’Brien  and 
Jean  Hersholt.  Hersholt  has  the  role 

of  Swede  boss  of  a   lumber  camp.  Vir- 
ginia Valli  is  the  heroine  and  Eugene 

O’Brien  has  opportunity  for  the  display 
of  his  athletic  personality.  Bryant 
Washburn,  Cissie  Fitzgerald  George 
Nichols  and  Boris  Karloff  are  in  the 
supporting  cast. 

Associated  has  in  preparation  an  ex- 
tensive campaign  of  advertising  and  ex- 

ploitation. 

C.  C.  Pyle  Incorporates 

as  Grange  Productions; 
15  Firms  File  in  Week 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

ALBANY,  N.  Y.,  May  18. — Included 

among  the  incorporators  of  motion  pic- 
ture companies  in  New  York  state  last 

week  was  Charles  C.  Pyle,  of  Chicago, 
manager  of  Harold  “Red”  Grange,  the 
well-known  football  star,  who  will  short- 

ly be  featured  in  pictures.  The  company 

will  be  known  as  Grange  Productions, 

Inc.,  the  amount  of  capitalization  not 

specified  in  the  papers  filed. 

There  was  an  unusually  large  number 

of  motion  picture  companies  incorpo- 
rated in  New  York  state  last  week,  the 

number  reaching  fifteen  and  with  sf''-- 
cral  capitalized  to  the  extent  of  $100,000 
or  more. 

The  companies  were:  Serrin  Amuse- 

ment Co.,  Inc.,  $5,000;  Elton  Amuse- 
ment Co.,  Inc.,  $20,000;  Yalor  Operat- 

ing Co.,  Inc.,  $1,000;  Amp  Operating 

Company,  $1,000;  Chal  Operating  Com- 
pany, Inc.,  $1,000;  Alpine  Film  Corp., 

$50,000;  Reg  Operating  Company,  Inc., 
$1,000;  Rose  Film  Productions,  Inc., 
$250,000;  Super  Operating  Company,  Inc., 
$1,000;  Sava  Films,  Inc.,  $100,000;  T.  F. 

Operating  Company,  Inc.,  $1,000;  Wil- 
liam B.  Fricdlander  Enterprises,  Inc., 

$150,000;  Happiness  Photo  Play  House, 

Inc.,  $10,000.  and  the  Madame  Alias  Pro- 
duction Co.,  Inc.,  capitalization  not 

stated. 

William  E,  English  of 

Indianapolis^  Theatre 

Owner^  Leaves  2   Millions 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

INDIANAPOLIS,  IND.,  May  IS.— 

Many  bequests  to  public  agencies  and  in- 
dividuals are  included  in  the  will  of  Wil- 

liam E.  English,  Indianapolis  theatre  and 
hotel  owner,  and  former  state  senator  who 
died  recently.  The  total  amount  of  the 
estate  is  estimated  at  $2,000,000. 

The  funeral  of  Mr.  English,  who  owned 

the  English  Hotel  block  in  Indianapolis 
and  for  years  was  operator  of  the  English 
Opera  House,  was  attended  by  Senator 

Aj-thur  Robinson  of  Indiana  and  Postmas- 
ter General  Harry  S.  New,  both  honorary 

pallbearers,  in  addition  to  dozens  of  state 
officials.  Mr.  English  was  75  years  old. 
He  is  survived  by  his  wife  and  two 
nephews.  A   daughter,  Rosalind,  was 
killed  a   year  ago  in  an  automobile  acci- dent. 

Injunction  Bars 

Picketing  by  Union 

at  Vancouver,  B.  C. 

^^'\NCOUVER,  B.  C..  I^Iay  18.— A   verv 

important  judgment  affecting  the  local 
branches  of  the  International  Alliance  of 

Theatrical  Stage  Employes  and  Moving 

Picture  Operators  was  handed  down  in 
the  law  court  at  Vancouver.  B.  C.,  on  May 

13  when  Justice  Gregory  granted  a   per- 
petual injunction  preventing  the  members 

of  the  Vancouver  labor  unions  from  “un- 
lawfully interfering  with  the  business  of 

John  A.  Schuherg,”  the  latter  being  a   well- 
known  local  exhibitor  and  owner  of  a 

group  of  houses.  Schulierg  was  also 
awarded  $1,750  damages  for  injury  to  his 
theatre  business. 

The  action  was  the  result  of  a   picketing 

of  a   Schuherg  theatre  by  the  union  men. 

following  a   disagreement.  Schuherg  had 

reduced  the  number  of  stagehands  from 
seven  to  five,  whereupon  the  union  men 

walked  out,  Schuherg  replacing  them  with 
others.  The  defendants  then  distributed 
hand  hills  and  announced  by  parading 

motor  cars  and  “sandwich  men”  that 
Schuherg's  theatre  “w'as  unfair  to  organ- 

ized labor.” A   similar  incident  developed  recently  in 

Ottawa,  Out,  when  Manager  Harold 
\   ance  of  the  Casino  theatre  decided  on  an 

open  shop  policy.  The  Ottawa  unions  or- 

ganized “peaceful  pickets”  and  parades were  held.  Ihere  has  liecn  no  legal  action 
in  Ottawa,  however. 

Mogler  Files  Candidacy 
for  Missouri s   Senate 
(Special  to  Es'Iiibitors  Herald) 

ST.  LOUIS,  Mo.,  May  18. — Joseph 

Mogler,  owner  of  the  Mogler,  Excelle 
and  Bremen  theatres,  St.  Louis,  has  filed 

as  a   candidate  for  the  republican  nom- 
ination as  state  senator  from  the  thirty- 

fourth  district.  Joe  is  president  of  the 
St.  Louis  Motion  Picture  Exhibitors 

League,  a   vice-president  of  the  Motion 
Picture  Theatre  Owners  of  America  and 
chairmari  of  the  executive  committee  of 
the  Motion  Picture  Theatre  Owners  of 

Eastern  Missouri  and  Southern  Illinois. 

It  is  certain  that  many  blue  laws  and 
other  bills  aimed  at  the  industry  will 

be  presented  to  the  next  legislature.  Ex- 
hibitors say  it  would  be  a   ten-strike  to 

have  a   man  of  Joe’s  calibre  in  the  upper house. 
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PATHE  RUSHES  POLAR  FILMS 
Camera  Turns 

At  North  Pole 

For  First  Time 

Speeding  across  the  Arctic  from  Spitz- 

bergen  to  New  York  are  some  of  the  most 

valuable  cans  of  film  the  industry  has  ever 

laid  claim  to,  for  therein  is  recorded  the 

thrilling  and  authentic  story  of  Lt.  Com. 

Byrd’s  epochal  flight  to  the  North  Pole, 

clinching  America’s  claim  to  the  top  of  the 
world. 

This  film,  to  which  sole  ownership  rests 

with  Pathe,  which  had  the  exclusive  motion 

picture  rights  of  the  expedition,  was  rushed 
to  the  Trawler  Hobby  soon  after  Lt.  Com. 

Byrd  had  landed  at  Kings  Bay  amid  a 
scene  of  rejoicing. 

Trawler  Chartered 

The  trawler,  which  had  been  chartered 

by  Pathe  in  conjunction  with  the  New  York 

Times,  is  the  same  boat  which  Amundsen 
and  Ellsworth  used  when  returning  from 

Spitzbergen  to  Norway  after  the  flight  in 

which  they  landed  within  150  miles  of  the 

Pole  in  two  planes.  It  put  out  for  a   Nor- 

way port  while  Lt.  Com.  Byrd  and  his 

companions  were  being  welcomed  by 
Amundsen  and  Ellsworth,  who  have  also 

since  crossed  the  pole  in  their  dirigible 

Norge  in  a   flight  to  Alaska.  Connections 

were  to  be  made  at  a   Norwaj'  port  with  a 
fast  trans-Atlantic  steamer. 

The  flight  was  favored  by  sunlight  and 
the  absence  of  fog  and  the  pictures  of  the 

journey  are  expected  to  be  a   revelation 
from  a   scientific  standpoint  and  of  interest 
to  all  the  civilized  world.  This  will  be  the 

first  time  in  history  that  a   camera  has  been 
cranked  at  the  North  Pole,  and  Pathe  calls 

it  the  greatest  scoop  ever  made  by  a   mo- 
tion picture  organization. 

While  no  direct  word  has  been  received 

by  Emanuel  Cohen  of  Pathe  from  the 

two  cinematographers  of  his  staff  who 
joined  the  expedition  when  it  sailed  from 
New  York,  it  is  believed  that  a   complete 

story  of  the  flight  into  the  great  un- 
charted desert  of  white  will  be  graphically 

told  when  the  film  reaches  the  Pathe  head- 
quarters and  is  screened  for  the  first  time. 

Negotiated  by  Cohen 
Credit  for  this  master  stroke  in  news 

photography  goes  to  Editor  Cohen.  Mr. 
Cohen  carried  on  lengthy  negotiations  for 

the  sole  rights  of  filming  Lt.  Com.  Byrd  s 
dash  into  the  Northland  in  a   single  Fokker 

airplane,  the  second  attempt  ever  made  to 

circle  the  polar  regions  in  planes.  Mr. 
Cohen  took  no  chances  on  the  failure  of 

one  cameraman  to  get  the  authentic  story 

of  the  expedition,  and  sent  two  of  his  most 
expert  cinematographers  to  go  with  Byrd. 

Cameramen  Vanderveer  and  Donahue,  both 

with  a   record  of  successful  accomplish- 
ments in  news  photography  in  many  lands, 

made  the  journey  overseas. 

Byrd’s  Fokker  was  equipped  with  three 
engines.  A   reserve  airplane,  similarly 

equipped,  v'as  taken  along.  The  crews 
were  largely  composed  of  volunteers  from 
the  commissioned  and  enlisted  men  of  the 

Naval  Reserve.  The  U.  S.  Shipping  Board 

Steamship  Cantier_  was  placed  at  the  dis- 
posal of  this  expedition,  which  was  finance<l 

by  John  D.  Rockefeller,  Jr.,  Thomas  F. 
Ryan,  Edsel  Ford  and  Vincent  Astor. 

Anne  Cornwall  Signs 

for  Christie  Comedies 

After  2   Years  Absence 
Anne  Cornwall,  who  has  signed  a   con- 

tract with  A1  Christie  to  be  featured  in 
several  Christie  Comedies,  will  alternate 

her  comedy  work  with  engagements  in  the 

long  feature  productions  of  other  com- 

panies. Miss  Cornwall’s  contract  with  Christie 
is  unusual  in  that  she  will  be  available  for 

long  features  almost  as  much  as  she  has 
been  during  the  present  season,  during 
which  she  has  played  leads  in  a   number  of 
quite  prominent  pictures.  Recently  Miss 

Cornwall  has  appeared  in  two  Univei-sal 

productions.  “The  Flaming  Frontier,”  with Hoot  Gibson  and  Dustin  Farnum,  and 

“Under  Western  Skies”  opposite  Norman Kerry. 

The  little  comedy  star  has  been  under  the 
Christie  banner  before,  having  been  Bobby 

Vernon’s  leading  woman  in  “Bright  Lights,” 
produced  two  years  ago.  The  first  of  the 
Christie  Comedies  in  which  Miss  Cornwall 
is  to  be  featured  will  be  filmed  shortly  after 

the  studio  starts  its  producting  season  of 
1926-27. 
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West  Coast 

Signs  Entire 
Romance  Six 

West  Coast  Theatres,  Inc.,  has  contracted 

with  Eugene  Roth,  president  of  Romance 

Productions,  for  the  entire  output  of  Roth’s six  pictures  in  technicolor,  now  being 

written  and  directed  by  Arthur  Maude. 

The  first,  "The  Vision,”  is  booked  for  early 

release  by  Educational.  Julannc  Johnstone 

and  John  Roche  arc  the  featured  players, 

Eugene  Roth  was  for  many  years  manager 

of  the  Portola  theatre  in  San  Francisco 

and  later  he  was  instrumental  in  the  build- 

ing and  management  of  the  California  in 

Frisco.  These  new  short  features  will 

be  shown  in  San  Francisco  at  the  Warfield 

theati'e. 
Marked  Expansion  Seen 

J.  Melvin  Andrews,  production  manag
er 

of  Technicolor  Motion  Picture  Corporation
, 

says  of  “The  Vision”  that  it  represents  th
e 

last  word  in  natural  color  motion  pictur
e 

photography  and  in  his  opinion 
 is  repre- 

sentative of  a   marked  advance  in  motion 

picture  methods  that  eventually  will  re
sult 

in  75  per  cent  of  the  film  that  is  scr
eened 

being  done  in  color  instead  of  bla
ck  and 

white. 
“When  the  theatre  going  public  become 

accustomed  to  viewing  subjects  having  th
e 

beautiful  qualities  of  the  Educational 
 re- 

lease ‘The  Vision’,"  Mr.  Andrews  said, 

"and  when  thev  are  able,  as  in  the  case  of 

black  and  white,  to  take  for  granted  
the 

colorful  effect  and  not  have  it  inte
rfere 

with  their  enjoyment  of  the  continuity  
ot 

the  story  itself,  three-quarters  of 
 the  him 

productions  will  be  in  natural  colors
. 

Offered  as  Program  Leader 

“The  trouble  with  this  type  of  picture  in 

the  past  has  been  that  directors  have  
not 

been  satisfied  with  having  a   naturally  pleas- 

ing colorful  setting,  but  they  have  tried  
to 

bolster  up  the  production  by  the  u
se  ot 

too  much  unnecessary  vividness.  In  
1   he 

Vision'  Director  Arthur  Maude  has,  per- 

haps for  the  first  time,  secured  the  idea
l 

and  most  artistic  effect  wherein  color 
 is  a 

pleasing  adjunct  rather  than  the
  predomi- 

nating feature  of  the  film.” “The  Vision”  is  being  offered  to  e.x- 

hibitors  as  the  real  feature  of  a   program, 

and  Educational  says  its  exploitation  pla
ns 

are  all  made  on  this  basis.  E.  W
.  Ham- 

mons, president  of  Educational,  has  given 

instructions  to  his  advertising  and  publicity
 

staff  that  exhibitors  booking  this  two
-reel 

classic  are  to  be  supplied  with  the  
most  ex- 

tensive layout  of  aids  and  accessories  ever 

provided  for  short  features. 
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2^500  Join  Buster  Brown  Club 
1,200  March 
In  New  Haven 

As  Opening  Gun 
William  Buck  of  Olympia  Theatre 

and  Newspaper  Collaborate 

with  Universal  Exploiteer  for 

Stern  Brothers’  Comedy  Stunt 
Yoo  Hoo!  Slcinnay!  Cmon  Over! 

Twenty-five  hundred  of  us  have 
adopted  a   dog! 

That’s  the  way  the  boys  and  girls  might 
still  be  sounding  forth  at  New  Haven, 

Conn.,  where  one  of  the  most  compre- 
hensive exploitation  stunts  ever  made  on 

a   short  feature  was  put  over  by  Bob  Wood, 
Universal  exploiteer,  in  collaboration  with 
William  F.  Buck,  resident  manager  of  the 

Olympia  theatre,  and  the  New  Haven 
Union,  in  connection  with  the  showing  of 

Stern  Brothers’  Buster  Brown  Comedies. 
Twenty-five  hundred  boys  and  girls 

signed  up  for  membership  in  a   Buster 
Brown  Club,  which  not  only  is  productive 
of  many  feature  stories  in  the  newspaper 
but  is  recogniaed  by  the  civic  and  welfare 
authorities  as  well. 

Gets  Free  Feature  Page 

The  Buster  Browm  movement  has  at- 
tained such  headway  in  New  Haven  that 

in  addition  to  running  a   three  column  lay- 
out on  the  club  daily,  the  New  Haven 

Union  has  inaugurated  a   full  feature  page 

in  their  Sunday  edition  known  as  the  "Bus- 
ter Brown  Bugle,”  which  contains  stories, 

pictures  and  other  material  concerning  the 
Buster  Brown  movement  and  correspond- 

ence from  various  youngsters  who  are 
members  of  the  club. 

Wood,  Buck,  Charles  G.  Loeb,  now 
known  as  the  Buster  Brown  editor  of  the 

Union,  and  others  behind  this  campaign 

worked  out  a   very  ingenious  plan  of  put- 
ting over  the  Buster  Brown  Club  which 

\vqn  the  sympathetic  co-operation  of  the 
citizens,  officials  and  business  men  of  New 
Haven. 

As  a   result  of  Buck's  recommendation 
to  Leon  Netter,  buyer  for  the  New  Hamp- 

shire Theatre  Enterprises,  Buster  Brown 
comedies  were  booked  for  the  Olympia. 
Monte  J.  Bourjolie,  publisher  of  the  New 

Haven  Union,  was  next  approached  and 
convinced  of  the  value  of  the  Buster  Brown 

Club  idea — and  the  result — a   four  column 
smash  appeared  on  the  front  page  of  the 
Union  with  pictures. 

Based  on  Kindness  to  Animals 

The  club  idea  was  based  on  a   kindness  to 
animals  pledge,  and  coupons  to  be  filled 
out  for  membership  were  reproduced  in  the 
paper. 

Buck  arranged  to  have  club  members  as 
gu«ts  of  the  theatre  once  a   month  to  see 
a   Buster  Brown  comedy  and  other  pic- 

tures, with  a   membership  card  in  the  club 
issued  by  the  newspaper  as  a   means  of identification. 

FoHowing  the  first  announcement  fol- 
lowed with  three  column  stories  and  cou- 

pons every  day,  the  Union  staged  a   big 
Buster  Brown  Club  parade.  Twelve  hun- 

dred children  were  in  line  and  marched 
^   route  through  the  business  section 

of  New  Haven  which  led  to  the  Olympia 
rteatre,  where  they  had  their  first  Buster 
Brown  preview.  The  picture  was  "Bus- 

ters Nose  Dive,”  one  of  the  most  recent 
of  the  two  reelers  being  made  by  the  Stern 
Brothers  for  Universal  release.  The  com- 

edy received  a   royal  reception  from  the 
youngsters  in  a   jammed  theatre  and 
rocked  the  house. 

Parade  Wins  Civic  Praise 

The  paraders  were  accompanied  by  sev- 
eral fife  and  drum  corps,  and  carried  huge 

banners  advertising  the  New  Haven  Union, 

Olympia  theatre,  Buster  Brown  comedies 
and  the  club.  This  parade  won  praise  from 
New  Haven  officials  and  from  officers  of 

New  Haven  Welfare  organizations  because 
it  was  so  well  handled  and  such  a   novelty. 
The  interest  of  the  campaign  has  been 

further  increased  by  the  offer  made  by  An- 
thony Maresco,  manager  of  the  Connecticut 

Dog  and  Bird  Store,  to  donate  a   full- 
blooded  Boston  bull  pup,  named  Tige,  of 
course,  to  the  Buster  Brown  Club  member 

who  gets  in  the  most  members. 

Hymans,  Inc.,  a   New  Haven  outfitter, 
has  offered  suits  of  clothes  to  the  boy  or 

girl  member,  standing  highest  in  the  mem- 
bership campaign  now  under  way,  and  a 

special  allowance  to  all  Club  members  mak- 
ing purchases  in  their  store.  Buster  Brown 

shoes,  Buster  Brown  hosiery  and  other 
articles  are  being  offered  by  the  local  mer- 

chants. There  is  a   Buster  Brown  Boys' 
Orchestra  in  the  making  in  New  Haven. 

Boxing  bouts  are  scheduled,  under  the  aus- 
pices of  the  Buster  Brown  Club,  and  con- 

tests for  girls._  The  club  actually  has 
taken  on  a   municipal  significance. 

Movement  Still  Growing 

Morris  Joseph,  manager  of  the  Universal 
New  Haven  office,  whose  constructive 

backing  had  much  to  do  with  the  organiza- 
tion of  the  campaign,  says  it  has  done 

more  for  short  product,  in  general,  and  of 
course  the  Buster  Brown  comedies  in  par- 

ticular, than  anything  that  ever  happened 
in  that  territory. 

The  Nezv  Haven  Union  officials  can 

hardly  believe  the  extent  to  which  the 
movement  has  grown.  Their  use  of  a   seven 
column  streamer  and  layout  on  the  front 
page  the  day  of  the  parade,  and  their  sub- 

sequent inauguration  of  the  "Buster 
Brown  Bugle,”  Sunday  feature  page,  in- dicate their  confidence  in  the  value  of 
the  club  as  a   community  idea. 

Universal  now  has  plans  under  way  to 
duplicate  this  idea  in  every  other  territory. 
Through  his  work  on  this  Club,  Bob  Wood 
is  now  a   familiar  figure  to  most  New 
Haven  citizens.  He  is  known  now  as  the 
Buster  Brown  man. 

The  meeting  will  now  come  to  order! 

It’s  the  Buster  Brown  Boys  and  Girls 
Club  at  New  Haven,  Conn.,  organized  in 

connection  with  the  showing  of  the  Bus- 
ter Brown  Comedies  of  Stern  Brothers, 

released  by  Universal,  at  the  Olympia 
theatre  there.  Twelve  hundred  youngsters 

paraded  to  announce  the  organization. 

Thelma  Dell  Daniels 

Plays  Role  of  Jane 
Thelma  Dell  Daniels,  talented  dancer 

on  the  Pacific  Coast  and  winner  of 

several  beauty  contests,  has  been  re- 
cruited by  the  Stern  Brothers  to  take  the 

part  of  Jane  in  the  “What  Happened  to 
Jane"  series,  two  reel  comedies  the  Stern 

Film  Corporation  is  producing  for  Uni- 
versal release  next  season.  Miss  Daniels 

has  been  on  the  stage  since  she  was  6 

years  old,  playing  over  the  Orpheum  and 
Ackerman  and  Karris  circuits.  Earl  Mc- 

Carthy is  playing  the  juvenile  lead. 
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Model  Locomotive 

Aids  F.  B.  O.  Film 

at  Zelda,  Duluth 

A   replica  of  a   locomotive  roamed  about 

the  principal  streets  of  Duluth,  Minn.,  for 

several  days  in  the  interest  of  Film  Book- 

ing Offices’  Gold  Bond  production,  “The 

Midnight  Flyer,”  at  the  Zelda  theatre. 
Cleverly  balanced  on  an  automobile  chassis 

it  was  twice  as  long,  as  the  automobile  and 

nearly  as  long,  although  not  so  tall,  as  a 

real  locomotive. 

Gus  Carlson,  manager  of  the  Zelda,  is 

responsible  for  the  stunt.  Last  winter  Du- 
luth had  a   big  carnival  in  which  all  the 

leading  business  houses  took  part.  They 

had  a   parade  that  was  worth  going  miles 
to  see  and  the  first  prize  was  won  by  the 
Great  Northern  Railway  entry.  This  was 

a   model  locomotive  mounted  on  an  auto- 

mobile chassis  which  was  built  by  the  em- 

ployees of  the  railv/ay’s  _shops.  ̂ Carlson 
remembered  the  locomotive  and  induced 
the  railroad  company  to  allow  its  use  as 

a   ballyhoo.  He  reciprocated  by  showing  a 
Glazier  Park  scenic  of  the  railroad  on  the 

same  bill  with  “The  Midnight  Flyer.”  As 
the  locomotive  was  equipped  with  a   head- 

light it  was  as  effective  at  night  as  during 
the  day. 

Manager  Carlson  also  flooded  the  city 

with  strip  railroad  tickets  good  from 

“Anywhere  to  the  Zelda  theatre^  and  re- 
turn.” These  were  printed  as  a   tieup  with 

the  Great  Northern  railroad  apd  bore  its 

trademark,  but  the  text  clearly  indicated 

they  were  advertisements  only.  Each  cou- 
pon bore  a   separate  message.  The  first  an- 

nounced that  the  ticket  was  good  to  the 
Zelda  theatre  and  return;  was  issued  as 

an  advertisement,  account  “The  Midnight 
Flyer,”  to  Mr.  and  Mrs.  Public,  Duluth. 
The  second  coupon,  which  bore  the  rail- 

road’s imprint,  said  the  ticket  was  good 
for  two  solid  hours  of  perfect  enjoyment, 

with  the  condition  that  “the  trip  must 

start  Saturday,  March  27,  when  ‘The  Mid- 
night Flyer’  begins  its  sensational  run  at 

the  Zelda  theatre.”  The  third  was  an 
agreement  by  the  possessor  of  the  ticket  to 

see  “The  Midnight  Flyer”  at  the  theatre, 
and  the  fourth  was  a   separate  return  ticket. 
The  last  coupon  announced  that  it  was 
good  via  the  Great  Northern  anywhere  to 

the  Zelda  theatre  and  return  “under  the 

conditions  named  above,”  which  of _   course, 
made  it  invalid  for  any  transportation,  but 

mightily  valid  as  a   boost  for  the  engage- 
ment. 

Mothers’  Day  Swelled 
Bookings  for  Picture 

of  Cranfield  Sc  Clarke 
Cranfield  &   Clarke,  Inc.,  reported  large 

liookings  on  its  picture,  “The  Mother,”  for 
Mothers’  day  just  past. 
“The  Mother”  is  one  of  a   series  of  12 

two  reel  dramas  deluxe,  called  "Famous 
Paintings,”  which  were  directed  by  Arthur 
Maude.  The  story  of  the  inspiration  which 

was  responsible  for  the  painting  of  such 

famous  masterpieces  as  “The  Doctor,” 
"The  Angelus,”  “Sin”  and  "The  Mother” 
forms  the  background  of  this  series. 

Two  Salesmen  Added 

Max  Grossman,  formerly  with  Renown 
pictures,  and  Charles  McGuire,  well  known 

a   selsman  for  Metro-Goldwyn,  have 
joined  the  Red  Seal  New  York  selling 

force.  Grossman  will  cover  New  York 

City,  and  McGuire  will  visit  Long  Island 
and  upstate. 

I 

Here's  how  Billy  Dooley’s  ‘'The  Goofy  Gob,"  Educational  comedy  made  at  the 
Christie  studios,  was  given  its  due,  on  a   par  with  the  long  feature,  in  the  electric 

light  space  of  the  Forum  theatre,  Los  Angeles. 

Garfield  Sticks  Till 

He  Gets  in  “Our  Gang” 
One  way  to  get  into  Pathe’s  “Our 

Gan^’  appearing  in  Hal  Roach  cotu- 
edies  is  to  stick  around  and  be  such 

a   pest  that  finally  they  have  to  give 
one  a   job  to  save  the  executioneer  s 

fee. 
Garfield  is  the  newest  member  of 

“Our  Gang”  and  he  achieved  his  place 

in  just  this  fashion.  He  lives  in  an 
exclusive  residential  neighhorhond 

and  is  fond  of  the  “Gang’s”  playmate, 
Pal,  the  dog  actor.  To  be  exact,  if  you 
wish  to  locate  Garfield,  get  to  the 

spot  midway  between  Pal’s  ears,  turn to  the  right  and  go  two  blocks  South. 

There  lives  Garfield.  He  is  camera- 
broke  and  has  appeared  in  many 
comedies  to  the  detriment  of  PaVs 

acting.  He  can  be  picked  up,  fed  and 

fondled.  He  craves  a   life  of  luxury 

in  pictures,  at  no  matter  what  price  to 
his  immortal  soul. 

He  is  the  “worltFs  most  intelligent’ 

flea! 

Mauna  Loa  Pictures 

Play  5   Frisco  Houses 
Rushed  to  San  Francisco  in  record  time 

by  International  Newsreel  Corporation,  the 

first  motion  pictures  of  the  recent  eruption 

of  Mauna  Loa,  the  Hawaiian  volcano,  were 

shown  to  thousands  in  five  motion  picture 
theatres  in  the  Bay  region. 

Albert  Austin  Directs 

His  First  Fox  Comedy 

Albert  Austin  is  directing  his  first  Fox
 

Films  comedy,  “The  Swimming  In
struc- 

tor,” the  latest  Van  Bibber.  Earle  Foxe 

and  Florence  Gilbert  are  playing  the  leads 

with  Frank  Beal.  Lynn  Cowan,  Bardson 

Bard,  Hazel  Howell  and  Jack  Donova
n 

completing  the  cast.  “The  Swimming
  In- 

structor” is  the  seventeenth  Van  Bibber 

to  be  screened,  and  is  the  first  of  the  th
ird 

series  of  eight. 

Ko-Ko  Cards  Sought 

Max  Fleischer,  head  of  Red  Seal  
Pic- 

tures and  the  Inkwell  studio,  received  many 

requests  for  Ko-Ko  the  Oown  s   person
al 

greeting  cards  within  three  days  after  
Max 

spoke  at  and  WGBS. 

International  Film 

of  Mussolini  Sped 

by  Plane  to  Rome Looking  every  inch  a   Roman  ruler  as  he 
reviews  the  African  sheiks  and  their  desert 

riders,  Premiere  Mussolini  is  shown  in  the 
current  issue  of  International  Newsreel, 

on  his  recent  visit  to  Tripoli.  Pictures  of 

the  triumphant  visit  of  the  Italian  Premiere 
to  the  Northern  African  country  were 

made  by  Umberto  Romagnoli,  Internation- 
al Newsreel’s  staff  correspondent  at  Rome, 

who  accompanied  Mussolini  to  Tripoli. 
With  his  nose  still  bearing  scars  caused 

by  the  recent  attempt  to  assassinate  him, 
Mussolini  was  accorded  a   reception  by  the 

desert  tribes  equal  to  that  ever  given_  a 

Roman  emperor.  Mounted  upon  magnifi- 
cent Arab  steeds,  the  desert  sheiks  gave 

an  amazing  display  of  daring  horsemanship 

as  part  of  the  official  receptibn  to  the 

Duce. 

That  the  pictures  might  reach  this  coun- 
try in  record  time,  Romagnoli  flew  with 

the  negative  from  Tripoli  to  Rome,  that 

he  might  place  it  on  a   steamer  leaving  for 
New  York. 

Clarke  in  Canada 

Colonel  Clarke  and  Mr.  Brotherhood  of 

Cranfield  &   Clarke,  Inc.,  are  visiting  some 

of  their  exchanges  recently  opened  in  Can- 

ada. 

NOW  BOOKING 

4— SINGLE  REEL 
LESSONS  IN  THE 

BALLROOM 

CHARLESTON Featuring 

NED  WAYBURN 
And 

THE  FOLLIES  GIRLS 

Cranfield  &   Clarke,  Inc. 

729  Seventh  Avenue,  N.  Y.  C. 
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Who  Put  the 

19 

Why  26  For  1926-27? 
Only  26  WARNER  WINNERS  from  Warner  Bros!  From  an  organization 
second  to  none  that  is  capable  of  making  50,  60  or  70  pictures  you  will 
get  but  26!  All  the  brain- work,  stars,  and  studio  equipment  necessary  to 
produce^a- huge,  number  of  pictures  are  concentrated  on  a   small  group  of 
26!  Think  what  it  means!  No  one  picture  need  be  sacrificed  for  another; 
no  picture  will  have  to  be  rushed  to  meet  the  insatiable  demands  of  a 
rapid-fire  releasing  schedule. 
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26  Is  Your  Guarantee  of  Quality! 

Every  picture  in  the  26  a   masterpiece  of  qu
ality  construction  from  story 

up.  Compare  the  original  painting  of  a   g
reat  master  with  cheap,  high- 

speed reproductions  of  a   printing  press  —   only  time,  ability  and  study  can 

produce  a   masterpiece!  Compare  a   WARN
ER  WINNER  with  any  picture 

from  a   huge,  high-speed  production  
group  ~   no  comparison!  Book 

WARNER  WINNERS  for  26  quality,  bigger  box  office  dates  in 

1926-27! 
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M-G-M  Holds  Big  Chicago  Meet 

Louis  R.  Reid,  representing  Cosmopolitan  productions,  left, 
William  R.  Ferguson,  director  of  exploitation,  at  his  side, 

Howard  Dietz,  director  of  publicity  and  advertising  of 
New  York,  and  Pete  Smith,  Coast  publicity,  right. 

In  Buffalo  Mr.  Mayer  received  the  key  to  the  city  from  the 

acting  mayor.  The  city  accorded  him  a   great  celebration  a 

few  days  ago  when  Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer  held  a   big  regional 
sales  convention  there. 

Louis  B.  Mayer  meets  Chief  Seyferlich  of 

ment  upon  the  arrival  to  Chicago  for  tl 
the  Chicago  dre  depart* 
te  big  M-G-M  meeting. 

More  than  250  attended  the  banquet  at  the  Drake  hotel,  Chicago,  May  12.  Many  exhibitors  from  the  Middle  West  and  South 
attended.  Louis  B.  Mayer  spoke  on  the  production  methods  of  his  company,  tendering  Marcus  Loew  and  Nicholas  Schenck  a   great tribute  for  the  co-operation  they  have  given  him  in  his  efforts  at  the  studios. 
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“Herald”  Opens  Report  Service 
Herald  Ends 

Survey;  Act 
Values  Fixed 

Six  Months  Investigation  of 

Presentation  Field  Sets 

Definite  Ratings 

“What’s  the  act  done  in  the  pic- 

ture houses?” 
Showmen  have  asked  bookers  this 

question  with  increasing  persistence 

since  the  presentation  boom  began. 
Bookers  have  been  forced  to  reply, 

in  most  instances,  that  the  act  has 

no  picture  house  record  but  has 

proved  a   knockout  in  vaudeville  or 
elsewhere.  Showmen  have  used 

enough  of  them  to  know  that  rec- 
ords in  other  fields  mean  nothing  to 

the  film  theatre. 

Thclt’s  over  now.  Picture  house 
values  are  set. 

Exhibitors  Herald  has  completed  a   sur- 
vey of  the  presentation  field  determining 

definitely  the  picture  house  value  of  pre- 
sentation acts.  This  value  is  more  often 

at  variance  with  vaudeville  and  production 

ratings  than  in  accord  with  them.  This 

week  the  Herald  makes  this  rating  avail- 

able to  its  readers  by  inaugurating  a   spe- 
cial report  service  covering  all  phases  of 

the  presentation  end  of  the  show  business. 
Box  Office  Acts  Few 

Box  office  acts  are  very  few,  according 

to  indisputable  evidence  gathered  by  the 
Herald  in  its  survey.  Entertainment  acts 
are  more  plentiful,  although  there  are  far 

from  the  required  number  of  these  avail- 
able. A   big  proportion  of  the  acts  now 

playing  presentation  dates,  many  of  them 

for  big  salaries,  have  no  business  what- 
ever in  the  picture  theatre.  This  v/asteful 

condition,  at  variance  with  picture  house 
business  policy,  is  due  for  remedy. 

Until  now  exhibitors  have  been  going 

again  through  the  expensive  star-making 

process  previously  encountered  with  pic- 
ture players.  Much  money  has  been  spent 

in  boosting  stage  attractions  which  have 
had  no  chance  of  making  it  back.  Enough 
of  this  has  been  done  to  pile  up  evidence 
sufficient  to  make  further  blind  outlay  of 

funds  unnecessary. 

Agents  Also  Settling 

Acts  are  settling  into  two  definite  classes 

—those  who  do  and  those  who  don’t  belong 
in  picture  houses.  The  Herald  report 

service  opened  for  readers  this  week  sep- 
arates these  classes  very  distinctly.  Agents, 

who  likewise  have  been  settling  into  the 

Worthy  and  unworthy  classifications  at  the 

expense  of  the  theatre  men,  also  have  left 
picture  house  records  by  which  showmen 

may  be  guided. 
Another  story  in  this  issue  details  the 

manner  in  which  managers  may  avail 

themselves  of  the  Herald  report  service 

inaugurated  this  week. 

Me  Vickers  Hits  Slump 

But  Continues  Policy 

MeVickers,  Paul  Ash’s  box  office 
storm  center  for  more  than  a   year,  went 

to  pieces  as  concerns  box  office  last  week 

when  the  “Rajah  of  Jazz”  got  going  at 
the  new  B.  &   K.  Oriental.  Although 

the  slump  exceeded  expectations,  George 

Givot  is  to  stay  on  as  master  of  cere- 

monies and  Ralph  Williams’  former Rainbo  Garden  Orchestra  (popularized 

via  radio)  is  being  brought  in  to  supplant 

Henri  Gendron’s  outfit,  another  former 

cabaret  band,  which  didn’t  click.  Mc- 

Cune  Sisters,  who’ve  played  McVickers 
for  Ash,  are  among  the  additional  acts 

booked  for  the  third  week  of  Givot’s announcership. 

Presentations  to  Be 

Staged  at  Tulsa  Ritz 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

TULSA,  OKLA.,  May  18.— Stage  pres- 
entations and  motion  picture  will  be  the 

policy  of  the  beautiful  new  2,000-seat 
Ritz  theatre,  opened  here  last  Tuesday 

to  S.  R.  O.  Equipment  for  elaborate 

staging  has  been  installed  and  big  shows 

will  be  regular  features  of  the  house. 

Elaborate  orchestrations  and  organ  solos 
also  will  be  features. 

The  proscenium  arch  is  41  feet  wide 

and  the  stage  measures  66  feet  from  the 

floor  to  the  grid.  The  fl'oor  of  the  stage 
is  constructed  of  concrete  overlaid  with 

two-inch  planking  and  finished  with 
maple. 

Managers  to 

Get  Special 
Information 

Will  Supply  Telegraph,  Mail 
Service  Covering  Acts, 

Agents,  Routes 
“EXHIBITORS  HERALD” 

herewith  establishes  a   direct-to-the- 

manager  presentation  service  assur- 

ing showmen  prompt  and  complete 

reports  on  acts,  agents  and  all  mat- 
ters pertaining  to  stage  attractions. 

Telegraph  and  mail  inquiries  will  be 
given  immediate  attention,  to_  the 

end  that  the  presentation  business 

may  be  brought  quickly  to  the  mo- 
tion picture  standard  of  accuracy 

and  dependability. 

A   blank  form  is  printed  herewith  for 

the  convenience  of  showmen  making  in- 

quiries. Telegrams  should  be  addressed: 

“Presentation  Acts  Department,”  Exhib- 
itors Herald,  Giicago.  Inquiries  may 

concern- any  and  all  matters  pertaining  to 

the  stage  end  of  the  motion  picture  theatre business. 

Settling  Process  Begins 

Presentation  has  been  struggling  toward 

standardization  with  only  fair  progress. 

Advent  of  the  Publix  circuit,  more 

smoothly  functioning  as  to  physical  e
xecu- 

tion than  any  previously  organized  routing 

system,  has  expedited  matters.  Attemp
t 

is  being  made  by  reputable  acts  and  
agents 

to  conform  to  the  motion  picture  way  of 

Managers — Use  This  Blank 
“Presentation  Acts,” 

EXHIBITORS  HERALD, 

407  So.  Dearborn  St., 

Chicago,  IH. 

Gentlemen; 

Please  send  me  a   special  report  on  t
he  following; 

  (GiwT  ri'/i  flci/  ooenl  or  supply  house) 

(Signature) 

(Address)  . 
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doing  business.  The  settling  process  may 
be  said  to  have  begun. 

In  introducing  a   special  report  service 

for  the  benefit  of  its  readers,  this  depart- 
ment makes  available  the  fruits  of  its 

several  months  investigation  of  the  pre- 
sentation field.  By  this  service  it  will  be 

possible  for  sho^^^nen  to  ascertain  at  once 

the  exact  picture  house  value — not  vaude- 
\'ille  or  production  rating— of  attractions 
playing  picture  time.  Business  standing  of 
agencies  seeking  picture  house  bookings 
also  may  be  determined,  as  may  sources  of 
scenery,  costume  and  other  presentation 
equipment. 

Values  Differ 

Motion  picture  men  have  expressed  a 

desire  for  a   service  of  this  nature  to  re- 
move the  guess  element  in  booking  of  acts. 

"Names”  made  in  other  than  picture  the- 
atres are  notoriously  unreliable  for  film 

theatres.  The  special  service  inaugurated 
this  week  will  confine  itself  to  the  picture 
house  record  of  all  acts  concerned,  thus 

bringing  the  showman  an  accurate  and 
dependable  guide  for  booking  and  billing 
of  attractions. 

Who  Created 

^^andylandr 
Gus  Edwards 

Producer  Denies  Report  That 

Unit  Was  Built  By  Anyone 
But  Himself. 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  May  18.-~Gus  Ed- 

wards, countering  the  report  that 

he  was  not  alone  responsible  for 

the  conception  and  the  creation  of 

“Kids  In  Kandyiand,”  this  week  is- 
sued a   statement  in  which  he  said : 

“Johnny  Martin  was  the  only  one  to 
assist  me  on  the  production  of  this 
presentation.  He  worked  with  me  and 

helped  instruct  my  cast  in  their  dance 

routines.” 
Martin  Called  Great  Find 

Speaking  further  of  Johnny  Martin, 

Edwards  said,  “Johnny  Martin,  to  my 
mind.  Js  a   great  find  and  has  the  material 
of  which  stars  are  made.  I   consider  him 

as  great  in  possibilities  as  any  star  of 

the  day  whom  I   developed  in  the  past.” 
The  rumor  that  Edwards  is  on  the  outs 

with  Publix  is  still  in  the  wind,  but  has 

no  foundation.  Edwards  has  merely  Ll- 
filled  his  first  contract  for  three  presenta- 

tions. The  third,  "The  Gingham  Revue,” 
w’ill  be  presented  at  the  Rivoli  theatre 
the  week  of  June  6. 
Edwards  still  has  the  distinction  of 

being  the  only  independent  producer  who 
has  built  presentations  for  Publix  Thea- 
tres. 

Music  Is  Written 
to  Fit  Character 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  May  18. — In  arranging 
details  of  the  musical  score  and  pre- 

sentation of  “Stella  Dallas”  which  opened 
at  the  Capitol  Sunday,  Major  Bowes, 
David  Mendoza  and  Dr.  Axt  carried  into 

effect  their  belief  that  a   picture  score 
should  represent  the  cumulative  sym- 

phonic treatment  of  moods  and  charac- 

ters. Each  person  in  the  cast  of  the  pic- 
ture has  been  given  a   theme  that  ex- 

presses the  indivdduality  of  that  person, 
and  the  development  of  that  individual- 
ity. 

Presentation 
. 

Concerning  the  Stage  Phase 

OF  THE  FiLMSHOW  FrOM  THE 

Viewpoint  of  the  Practical 

Showman 

By  WILLIAM  K.  WEAVER 

=1 
STANDARDIZING 
PRESENTATION 

Exhibitors  are  properly  dissatisfied with  the  present  status  of  presenta- 
tion service.  It  is  not  on  a   par  with 

picture  ser\dce.  It  is  struggling  toward 
that  standard  but  much  remains  to  be  done. 

The  frenzied  swirl  of  telegrams  making, 

breaking  and  substituting  bookings  is  not 

in  key  with  the  established  business  meth- 
ods of  the  picture  theatres.  Much  of  this 

is  due  to  the  unfitness  of  acts  and  agents 

seeking  picture  money.  These  will  be 

weeded  out  in  due  course  by  natural  pro- 
cesses and  to  expedite  progress  in  this 

direction  this  department  this  week  inaug- 
urates a   special  report  service  making 

available  to  theatre  men  the  findings  of 

the  Herald  in  its  survey  of  the  presenta- 
tion field. 

The  presentation  situation  generally  is 
bad.  \\Tien  an  exhibitor  buys  a   picture 

he  knows  the  concern  with  which  he  deals 

is  qualified  to  sell  him  that  picture  and 
can  be  depended  upon  to  deliver  it.  When 
an  exhibitor  books  an  act,  in  far  too  many 

cases,  he  finds  that  the  agent  booking  it 

to  him  had  no  authority,  did  not  reckon 

his  dating  properly  or  for  some  similar 

reason  cannot  provide  the  act  as  per  agree- 
ment. Also,  there  are  trick  percentages 

and  cross-grain  fee  splits  with  which  tne 
exhibitor  is  not  in  sympathy  and  will  not 

be  bothered.  Briefly,  the  sources  of  pre- 
sentation supply  are  poorly  organized,  for 

the  most  part,  and  the  exhibitor  pays  for  it. 

This  condition  must  be  done  away  with. 

Concerns  supplying  presentation  material 

must  conform  to  established  business  pro- 
cedure. Order  and  honesty  must  prevail. 

Legitimately  functioning  concerns  must  be 

encouraged  and  the  sharks  must  be  re- 
pulsed. It  is  economy  to  get  these  things 

done  immediately. 

“NAME  ACTS”  AND 
DRAWING  POWER 

N   THE  HEADLONG  rush  toward  a 

presentation  policy  it  was  not  unnatural 
that  a   good  many  exhibitors  should  pay 

a   good  deal  too  much  money  for  “name 
acts”  recruited  from  other  fields.  Very 

few  of  these  “name  acts”  have  drawing 
power  for  the  picture  theatre.  Most  of 

them  are  getting  by  with  murder. 

It  takes  a   pretty  big  vaudeville  or  pro- 

duction “name"  to  stand  out  alongside  the 
film  names  in  the  billing  of  the  most  com- 

monplace picture  program.  A   few  of  them 
do,  but  most  of  them  might  as  well  l>e 

Joe  Blow  so  far  as  attracting  business  is 

concerned.  The  real  function  of  presenta- 
tion is  to  afford  entertainment  in  addition 

to  the  motion  picture.  Individual  acts, 
however  good  or  powerful  in  their  former 
field,  will  have  to  work  a   long  while  in 

the  picture  houses  before  their  billing 
comes  to  mean  anything  at  the  box  office. 

Legitimate  actors  who  flocked  to  pictures 

a   few  years  ago  experienced  all  this,  most 
of  them  painfully.  Their  names  did  not 
get  the  big  returns  they  were  expected  to 
get  and  their  picture  acting  proved  to  be 

(Continued  on  page  44) 

Jack  Horn*s Survey  Shows 
Future  Good 

A!f  T,  Wilton  Representative 
Tours  Mj<2die  West  and 

Finds  Business  Big 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  May  18,— After  a 

trip  through  the  Middle  West  and 

Ciucago,  Jack  Horn,  representing 

Alf.  T.  V/ilton,  announces  the  out- 

look to  be  bright  and  predicts  sur- 

prising developments  from  the 

many  managers  and  theatres  now 

under  straight  picture  policies. 

These  managers  are  getting  set  to 

use  presentation  attractions  for  the 

coming  season. 
As  an  indication  of  the  trend  of  the 

times,  not  only  are  the  theatre  owners 
making  great  efforts  for  improvement 
along  newer  and  modern  lines,  but  park 
managers  and  ballroom  owners  are  also 

creating  a   new  and  greater  market  for 
the  artist  in  presentations. 

Kraft  Announces  Bookings 

H.  S.  Kraft  of  the  Alf  T.  Wilton  office 

announces  the  booking  of  three  big  acts. 

Tom  Brown  and  his  Lucky  Eleven  ap- 

peared at  the  Stanley  theatre  in  Philadel- 
phia last  week  and  this  week  are  at 

Atlantic  City  at  the  Stanley.  Ned  Way- 

burn's  Dancing  Venuses  are  appearing  at 
the  Metropolitan,  Atlanta,  Ga.  Mr.  Way- 
burn  has  several  other  presentation  acts 
which  will  be  booked  into  motion  picture 

theatres  through  Wilton’s  office. 
Under  the  direction  of  Arthur  Hurley, 

“Mama’s  Tramps,”  produced  by  Herman 

Gantvoort,  is  now  in  rehearsal.'  “Big 
Bill”  Tilden,  tennis  star  “Little  Bill” 
Quinn,  Helen  Spring  and  Frederick  Bur- 

ton comprise  the  cast.  Opening  in  Ma- 
maroneck  on  May  20,  this  presentation  then 

goes  to  Philadelphia.  The  artists  in  this 
resentation  were  placed  by  Thomas  E. 
ackson  of  the  Wilton  office. 

Leo  Terry  to  Play 

4   Weeks  at  Joliet 
Leo  Terry,  former  solo  organist  at  the 

Capitol  theatre,  Chicago,  who  is  now  filling 
guest  organist  engagements,  is  to  open  a 

four-week  date  at  the  Rialto  Square  thea- 
tre, Joliet,  on  May  24. 

Hyman  Chaminsky  Given 
Wedding  March  Razz 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

DAIjLAS,  USsy  IS.  —   Hynisn 

Charminsky,  director  of  the  Capi- 
tol Theatre  orchestra  was  quietly 

married  at  midnight  to  Miss  Nora 

Lee  Abernathy  on  a   recent  Satur- 
day night.  Sunday  afternoon  when 

the  director  took  his  place  before 
his  orchestra,  little  knowing  that 

anyone  knew  of  the  marriage,  a 

bright  spot  was  turned  on  him  and 
his  orchestra  arose  and  began  play- 

ing the  "Lohengrin^  wedding 
march,  much  to  his  chagrin.  The 

audience  soon  caught  on  and  loud- 
ly and  vociferously  applauded. 
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CURRENT  PRESENTATIONS 
Los  Angeles  Met 

Week  Beginning  May  14 

LOS  ANGELES.  May  18.— Verne  
Buck 

finished  up  his  work  as  coi^uotor  
of  the 

Metropolitan  orchestra  last  Thursday,  
and 

returned  to  Chicago. 

As  the  opening  number  on  the  we
ek  s   program 

, he  orchestra  played  “I  Never 
 Knew,"  a   special 

arrangement  of  the  popular  s
ong  which  drew 

S   applause.  The  bandmen 
 were  dressed  m 

fed  costumes,  banked .   against  dark  ̂ een  back 

drop  with  two  pianos  m   the  fo
reground.  Becker 

and^kaight,  the  pianists,  came  in  fo
r  their  share 

sl-nst^^MorfSon.  held  over  from  last  week, 

sang  "Just  a   Cottage  Small."  the  o
rchestra  play- 

ing behind  a   black  drop.  Tht  waterfall
  illusion 

was  used  with  this  number  to  
good  effect. 

Morrison  has  a   pleasing  tenor  v
oice. 

The  Met  girls  gave  a   specialty  dan
ce,  each 

doing  a   seperate  turn,  and  won  
rounds  of  ap- 

plause. These  eight  steppers  are  w'ell  «P  o
n 

fheir  stuff.  A   Los  Angeles  newsboy  (th
e  woods 

.seem  to  be  full  of  ’em)  got  a   good  
hand  with 

iiis  "Lonesome  and  Sorry”  ballad  and  ha
d  to 

take  an  encore  and  two  bows.  An  
old  tune 

favorite,  "Maple  Leaf  Rag,”  was  the  orc
hestra  s 

next  contribution,  which  went  over  fairly
  well. 

Edith  Griffith  and  Mr.  Morrison  sang  If  I   We
re 

King”  from  "Patsy,”  with  the  Met  chorus  in 

the  background  posed  against  a   black  drop.
  An 

effective  finish  to  a   well  balanced  bill. 

Los  Angeles  State 
V/eek  Ending  May  26 

LOS  ANGELES,  May  18.— Loew’s  State 

theatre’s  latest  presentation  ran  to  female 

impersonaitors.  The  aot  was  called  ‘   Paper 
Idea”  and  consisted  of  a   bevy  of  pretty 

girls  dressed  in  gowns  of  various  hues  and 
shapes,  made  of  paper.  , 

The  act  was  headed  by  Lestra  Lament,  the
 

paper  fashion  plate,”  who  attempted  to 
 sing 

soprano  and  deep  bass.  At  the  finish  he  
doffed 

his  blonde  wig  to  prove  he  was  just  a   man 

dressed  up  in  girl's  clothes.  ,   ,,  , 
The  orchestra  was  led  by  Charles  Melson. 

Carla  King,  a   pretty  little  brunette  with
  a 

pleasing  voice,  sang  about  a   fan,  using  a   Mrge 

green  fan  to  illustrate  her  point.  She  responded 

to  a   good  hand  with  "Gimme  a   Little  Kiss, 

as.sisted  by  Melson.  Then  Melson  obliged  with 

"Oh  How  I   Miss  You  Tonight.”  _   .   ,   • 
The  Lament  fashion  plates  again  paraded  m 

an  entirely  new  set  of  costumes  and  Lestra 
attempted  to  sing  another  ditty.  The  finale  was 
the  best  part  of  the  act.  The  girls  shed  their 
paper  dresses  and  appeared  in  a   lively  jazz 
dance  number. 

Milwaukee  Tower 

Week  Beginning  May  16 
MILWAUKEE,  May  18.— The  third 

week  of  Saxe’s  new  Tower  theatre 
opened  Sunday  with  a   show  well  up  to 
the  standard  established  for  the_  house. 

Dave  Miller’s  ten  piece  pit  aggregation  opens 
the  bill  with  a   medley  of  popular  hits.  This  is 
followed  by  Ruth  Racette,  lyric  soprano,  who 

stands  attired  in  a   Japanese  costume  in  ̂    P'^' 
ture  frame  with  Japanese  art  work  as  a   back- 

ground, and  sings  "One  Fine  _   Day  from 
“Madame  B’utterfly.”  Her  work  is  in  keeping 
with  the  “class”  of  the  set  given  her. 

Bernard  Cowham  next  puts  over  an  organ  solo 

entitled  "Bernie’s  Spring  Song,”  consisting  of  a 

parody  on  "Lazy.”  With  a   real  displav  of  show- 

man.ship  he  plays  uninterestingly  until  Manager 
Stickelmaier  comes  down  the  aisle  and  tells  him 

either  to  snap  out  of  it  or  get  out.  At  his  sug- 
gestion. Bernie  starts  to  jazz  it  up,  uiUil  the  man- 

ager, apparently  satisfied,  has  gone  back  to  the 
front  of  the  house,  and  then,  the  parody  words 
again  being  flashed  on  the  screen,  drops  back 
into  his  lethargy.  The  effect  is  good. 

Nee  Wong,  "the  Chinese  minstrel.”  and  Cy 
Landry,  dope  dancer,  team  up  for  the  occasion 

of  the  big  act  on  the  bill.  The  mounting  is  a 

"Chinatown"  drop,  with  Wong  coming  out  to 

sing  American  jazz  hits.  His  oriental  manner  ot 

singing  makes  an  interesting  combination  with  the 

American  numbers  he  uses.  At  the  close  of  the 

last  song  Landry  appears  in  a   doorway  and  im- mediately wins  a   laugh  on  the  strength  0‘ 

funny  appearance  and  "immobile”  personalit
y. 

After  shooing  the  Chinaman  from  the  .stage.  Lan- 
dry sings  a   song,  gets  his  laugh  and 

then  slides  into  Iris  dance.  As  a   ‘dope  dancer 

he’s  good  and  his  comedy  is  of  the  best  variety. 

For  Chicago  aii(3  New  York 

Reports  See  Pages  46»47. 

Milwaukee  Wisconsin 
Week  Beginning  May  15 

MILWAUKEE,  May  18. — George  Lip- 
schultz,  former  local  orchestra  leader 
and  more  recently  musical  director  of 

Loew’s  Warfield,  San  Francisco,  stages 

a   triumphant  homecoming  at  the  Wis- 
consin this  week,  as  guest  conductor. 

The  coincidence  that  Lipschultz  is  re- 
membered by  Milwaukee  audiences  for 

his  novel  interpretation  of  “Kiss  Me 
Again”  as  a   violin  solo,  and  that  that 

number  is  the  theme  of  “Mile.  Modiste,” 
the  long  feature  picture,  makes  the 
occasion  an  auspicious  one. 

Widely  billed  on  the  strength  of  his  popularity 
in  other  days,  Lipschultz  draws  an  exceptionally 

friendly  audience  and  makes  the  most  of  it.  To- 

ward the  close'  of  the  classical  overture  he  picks 
up  his  violin  and  faces  the  audience  for  a   solo 
that  goes  over  big. 

Accepting  his  applause,  he  announces  that  he 

will  be  pleased  to  play  any  request  nuinber  se- 

lected from  the  recollected  repertoire  of  his  Mil- 

waukee days.  "Kiss  Me  Again”  is  demanded  from 

every  corner  of  the  large  house.  Without  appar- 

ent effort  he  holds  the  house  with  attention  nvet- 

ed  on  his  every  movement  and  has  everyone 

working  overtime  on  applause  after  he  is  through. 

Esther  Ralston,  billed  as  "a  dainty  chocolate 

drop,”  is  next  on  the  bill.  Curtain  reveals  a 

large  box  of  chocolates  painted  on  the  drop,  with 

several  loose  pieces  scattered  in  front  of  it  on  a 

cutout.  Bursting  forth  from  one  of  the  latter 
the  girl  does  a   Charleston  that  is  easy  to  watch 

and  goes  over  well. Fitch  and  Richter  next  put  the  twin  organs 
through  a   medley  of  Victor  Herbert  hits  billed 

"In  Gypsyland,”  which  goes  over  with  the  cus- 

tomary good  results. The  Cansinos  close  the  show  with  their  big  act, 

billed  as  “A  Painting  in  a   Spanish  Patio.”  Cur- 
tain reveals  a   large  picture  frame  at  the  back 

with  six  figures  in  a   Spanish  picture  painted  on 
scrim.  A   soprano  comes  out  and  sings  a   Spanish 

song  in  native  tongue,  the  while  throwing  roses 
out  into  the  audience.  At  the  close  of  her  num- 

ber a   young  Spaniard  comes  out  with  whm  in 

hand  and  none  too  courteously  sees-  her  off  the 
stage  and  then  proceeds  to  dance  with  his  whip, 
He  is  joined  by  a   second  girl  and  the  two  of 
them  do  a   dance  with  the  whip. 

Lights  behind  the  scrim  then  go  on  revealing 
four  men  and  two  girls  in  costumes  to  match 

the  picture  singing  a   Spanish  love  song.  The 
Cansinos  then  return  to  do  a   castanct  dance  that 

is  their  forte.  The  sextette  closes  with  "March- 
eta,”  toward  the  end  of  which  the  dancers  return 
for  a   few  steps. 

Dallas  Palace 
Week  Ending  May  16 

DALLAS,  May  18. — Frank  Cambria’s “Garden  Festival,”  at  the  Palace  last  week, 
was  well  received. 

The  curtain  goes  up  on  an  artist  (Watteau) 
before  a   huge  canvas,  upon  which  he  has  just 

completed  a   painting.  Wliile  he  is  looking  at 
his  work,  examining  it  for  any  change  or  beauty, 
the  characters  come  to  life  behind  the  canvas, 
which  is  shown  by  clever  lighting  effects,  and 
beautiful  dances  and  songs  follow.  The  dances 
are  clever  and  the  costumes  attractive.  The 

songs  are  presented  by  a   coloratura  soprano,  a 
tenor,  a   barytone,  and  a   quartette.  Helen  Caheon 
is  the  vigorously  applauded  coloratura  soprano. 

Aoronnon.  Irving  ond  Cemmonaers
— Fox,  Pftria- 

delphia. 

Abbot,  Muriel— Par*,  BrooJcJyn. 

Adntns,  Myda — Kifs.  ChUago. 

Ahem,  Pat   Capllot,  ChUaga. 

Alfcano,  Edward — Slrond,  Weto  yo
rk. 

"AlUe  in  Movisland”   fiivoli,  iV
osc  Yoirfc. 

Anaedlo — Kits,  Chisago. 

Aunt  Jemiimc— Fo*,  Pfti£tsde!p
«Hia. 

Barr  Twine— Rialto.  Omaha. 

Besker  and  KuigV.— ,?f«lropoii
ton.  Los  Angeles. 

Bennett,  Bert— Hivoli,  Neto  Yo
rk. 

Bennett,  CharJes— Capitol,  Chicago
. 

Blasketone.  Nan—/«.%om6ro, 
 Miltsaukee, 

Blair,  Virginia— iFnrneri,  
New  York. 

Bond,  Hasei— Fox,  Philadel
phia. 

Brewer.  Marie — Termlfso!,  CAicotto. 

Brown,  Tom  and  MinBlre
ls — SfanJey.  Philadelphia.

 

Cansinos,  Tho— 
Milwaukee. 

CaritOB.  Mary— -Pork.  Bro
oklyn. 

Ccrler,  “Red”— Copilol,  Chicag
o. 

Charles,  Milton— Ckicogo.
Ckirago. 

Chilton  and  Thomas— /f
Jkamfcra,  ,W»JUJaufcee. 

Coweed,  Ruby— RIvoJi.
  IVosc  V"'-*- 

Cowham,  Bernard — Tower
,  Milwaukee. 

Crone  Sisters — McVickers,  
Chseago. 

^Bwford,  Mrs.  lesser— Mc
Vickers,  Chicago. 

Daks.  M.— Strand,  Ne
w  York. 

Day,  Emily   Strand, 
 New  York. 

Dots,  Mary— RivoJI,  N
ew  York, 

lie  Rosa,  Jerry— Colony. 
 New Jork. 

Dieterieh,  Roy — McVicke
rs,  Chicago. 

BWe  Jubilee  SIngero—
 Copitoi.  New  York. 

Elliott  and  Dune— Capjto
},  Chicago. 

Etting  Ruth — McVickers
,  Chicago. 

Feller,  Maurice  and  
Band — Rn»,  Chifoi-o. 

Filch  and  Richter— JP
Itcontin.  Milwaukee. 

Filxpatrick,  Mildred—
 Ri*., 

Flatow  ond  Sorenson — 
Fox,  Phtladelpma. 

lorbsWlB.  and
  Syncopator^Royal. 

 bansas 

“Garden  Festival,  A”— Pa
ioco,  Dallas. 

of  Girls"— Hoienrd,  Atla
nta. 

Gendron,  Henry  and  
Band— HePirkers,  Chi

cago. 

Gilson,  Ear! — Capitol, 
 Chicago. 

Givol,  George— .McFie
kers, 

Griffith,  Edith— .Wetr
opohmn,  Io»  Angeles. 

Hanke,  Han* — Ssrond, 
 Omaha. 

Horan.  Peggy— Park,  
Srcoklyn. 

Jason  and  Harrlgan — 
Ritx,  Chicago. 

%hns,  Brooke  a
nd  Oklahomans 

Johnson,  Dorothy— Cap
ifoJ.  Chicago. 

Kates,  lack— Capitol,  C
hicago. 

—Strand,  New 

King.  Carla — Loew’s  Stale,  Los  Angeles, 
Klemovo.  Mlle.—SJrond,  New  York. 

Kocslner,  Josef — Ch  irogo,  Chicago. 

Kcgen,  Harry  and  Bond— TerminaJ,  Chicago,
 

Lamont,  Lestra— toesc’s  Slate,  Los  Angeles, 

Landry,  Cy  Totcor,  MifuNiukee. 
Lee.  Jock— Bits,  Chicago. 

Leide.  Enrico  and  Orchestra— .WolropoJ
isan,  At- 

Santa. 

Lenl,  Paul — Colony,  New  York. 

Leslye,  Goby— Pork,  Brooklyn. 

Lewis.  Eddie— Rlooli.  New  York. 

Upschultx,  George — Wisconsin,  .Mil
waukee. 

Llttau,  Joseph  and  Orchestra— Hoi
card,  Atlanta. 

Lopes,  Vincent  and  Orchestra   S
trand,  Brooklyn. 

Lowenslein,  Sidney   SlonSey,  Phil
adelphia. 

Mark  Strand  Ballet — Strand.  New  
York. 

Marsh.  Helena— Stanley,  PkJlod
olpkia. 

Marlin.  Lillian— Park.  Brookl
yn. 

Martin,  Tes—Torminat,  Chicago.
 

Maslova.  Vlaoso— Capitol,  Ne
w  York. 

“Melodies  Eternal” — Chicago,  Chicag
o. 

Melson,  Charles  and  Orche
stra — Loew's  Slate,  Los 

Angelos. 
Merritt,  Dorothy— Park,  Bro

oklyn. 

Miller,  Dave  and  Orchestra 
— Tower,  Milwaukee. 

Miller,  Ken — Royal,  Kansas 
 City. 

Miller,  Ned— Capitol,  Chicago. 

Miller.  Tom— Riroli,  Ne
w  York. 

Miller,  Woodir— Terminal,  
Chicago. 

Montgomery,  Goodie— S
trand,  New  York. 

Moraehe.  Joe  and  Rose
 — Rit*, 

Morrison.  Ernst— 'leJr
opolim". 

Martaugh.  Henry  B.-
-Riveli,  New 

O’Donnell,  Bughle— Met
ropolitan,  Atlanta. 

Ogden,  Melvin  P. — H
oward,  .-fllonta. 

Overton.  Jane— Rirol
i,  New  York. 

Peaches — Torminal,  Chica
go. 

Powers.  Stella— Riroli,
  New  York. 

Ralston.  F.slhei   rijeons.n,  tfiliraukeo.
 

Raoth.  Bayard— Capit
ol.  New 

“Rhaosodv  in  Jas*” — .
><ncman,  feoniai  Lily. 

Roemholdf  Hein*  a
nd  Orchestra — Alham

bra, 
waukue. 

Rome  and  Dunn   Cki
eogo.  Cnieogo. ••Itn.ebuds" — t/elropolican.  Atlanta. 

Savage,  Jack   Colony
,  New  York. 

Short  Al  and  Band— 
Capitol,  Chicago. 

Stuart,  Richard— Pa
rk.  Brooklyn. 

Weber.  Fred — Hicoli
.  New  York. 

Wong.  Ne« — Tower, 
 Milwaukee. 
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Vincent  Lopez  Is 
Ready  to  Begin 

Film  House  Tour 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  May  18.— William  Mor- 
ris has  effected  a   hookup  with  a   string 

of  motion  picture  theatres  extending 

from  coast  to  coast.  Over  this  string 

he  will  route  some  of  the  biggest  pres- 
entation attractions  in  the  business,  the 

initial  booking  being  Vincent  Lopez  and 
his  band. 

The  Morris-booked  Lopez  tour,  the 
initial  added  attraction  to  be  booked  in- 

to the  motion  picture  presentation  the- 
atres, involves  what  is  said  to  be  the 

largest  financial  booking  contract  ever 

executed  in  the  industry  in  this  country. 
The  famous  jazz  king,  known  throughout 
the  United  States,  is  booked  for  30  weeks 

at  a   record  salary  with  option  on  per- 
centage of  gross  receipts  during  his  en- 

gagements. 

Some  of  the  cities  included  in  Lopez’ 
tour  are  Newark,  Buffalo,  St.  Louis, 

Cleveland,  Cincinnati,  Chicago,  Minneap- 
olis, New  Orleans,  Los  Angeles  and  San 

Francisco.  So  great  has  been  the  draw- 
ing power  of  the  Lopez  unit  that  he 

was  booked  into  the  Brooklyn  Mark 
Strand  twice  within  the  past  six  weeks 

by  Managing  Director  Edward  L.  Hy- 
man. 

Reserve  Aviators 

Thank  George  Givot 
George  Givot  is  displaying  on  the  wall 

of  his  dressing  room  at  McVickers  thea- 

tre, Chicago,  a   hand-lettered  card  of  thanks 
from  the  477th  Pursuit  Squadron  of  the 

Reserve  Army  Air  Service  (Harold  Lloyd’s 
Squadron)  for  the  entertainment  provided 
by  him  for  the  airmen  at  a   meeting  in  Los 
Angeles  recently. 

Givot  was  brought  back  to  McVickers 
from  the  Los  Angeles  Met  to  follow  Paul 
Ash,  who  has  gone  into  the  Oriental. 
Givot  heads  the  McVickers  shows  as  master 
of  ceremonies. 

M.  J.  Blair  with  St,  Frcincis 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

SAN  FRANCISCO,  May  18.— M.  J. 
Blair,  one  of  the  most  prominent  theatrical 
press  representatives  in  the  San  Francisco 
Bay  district,  has  been  made  press  repre- 

sentative of  the  St.  Francis  theatre  here. 
Blair  formerly  had  been  doing  press  work 
for  the  West  Coast  Theatres  in  Oakland. 

“For  the  Information 

of  Artistes” Thomas  H.  Scott  of  Queens 

Hall,  Hexham,  England,  submits 

the  following  "Memorandum  of 
Engagement"  issued  by  the  Hip- 

podrome and  Picture  Palace, 
Ellesmere  Port.  Under  the  head- 

ing "For  the  Information  of  Ar- 
tistes" is  listed  the  following: 

l“Any  Sum  rei;uiiiiig  a   piano  the  stage 

mua:  arrange  and  provide  for  same  at 

their  own  expense,  as  it  has  to  he 

brought  from  Chester. 

2^— We  have  no  Orshaatra^— on!y  a   good 

Pianist. 
3»— As  there  is  no  Town  supply  of  elec- 

tricity, we  cannot  undertake  to  furnish 

either  lamps,  conneotions,  or  current  for 

any  fanciful  iHuminctions  of  srilstes' 
stage  material  (   and  there  are  no  Limes. 
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Verses  of  alleged  comedy  songs  or  pat- 

ter containing  

references  

to  
Fleas, Lodgers  

and  

Wives,  

Tom  

Shirt  

Tails. BIoo  
mers,  

etc.,  

must  

be  
cut  

out;  

and 
she  

words  

“Damn,”  

“Liar,”  

and “Rotten”  

must  

cot  
be  

nsed. 
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and  lastiratnenia!  acta  will  please 

refrain  from  inSisling  old  and  thread- 

bare songs  and  melodies  on  the  audi- 

ence, such  an  “Swanoo  River,”  “Annie 
Laurie,”  “Last  Rose  of  Summer,” 

“Come  Back  to  Erin,”  “Dear  Little  Sham- 

rock,” “Eileen  Alannah,”  “Killamey,” 

etc.,  etc.  Their  constant  repetition  here 

hae  been  resented  by  our  patrons. 

6   One  performance  nightly,  twice  nightly 

on  Satnrdays  and  Holidays.  No  mati- 
nees. 
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Artistes  who  must  journey  on  Saturday 

nights  

ore  

informed  

that  

there  

is  
a 

late  

train  

leaves  

Ellesmere  

Port  

at  
21:22 p.  

m.  
and  

Connah's  

Quay  

at  
12:10  

for Chester,  

with  

connections  

at  
2:07  

a.  
m. 

North  

and  

South.  

The  

Management  

can- not consent  

to  
upset  

the  

programme  

of 
the  

second  

house  

by  
allowing  

tho  

prin- cipal artistes  

to  
rush  

their  

turn  

on  
first, so  

as  
to  

catch  

any  

earlier  

train. 
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Treasury  
on  Friday  night;  but  a   por- 

tion of  

the  

salary  

will  

bo  

withheld  

lii 
after  
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Charleston  Fading  But  Game 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

ST.  LOUIS,  May  18. — The  Charleston 
craze  still  prevails  here.  During  the  w'eek 
of  May  22  the  Missouri  theatre  in  con- 

junction with  the  St.  Louis  Star  will 
stage  another  Charleston  contest  for  girls 
only.  Sixteen  girls  have  signed  up  and 
the  winner  is  slated  to  go  to  New  York 

to  enter  John  Murray  Anderson’s  “Charles- 

i?”  range  in  age  from 16  to  2o  years. 

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer’s  ‘The  Devil’s  Circus”  staged 
at  the  Rialto  Theatre,  Macon,  Ga.  The  small  jazz  unit  shown  was  featured.  ̂  

Presentation 
(Continued  from  page  42) 

unsatisfactory  in  most  cases.  Some  of 
them  stuck  it  out,  learned  the  picture  field 
and  stand  well  forward  in  it  today.  Most 
of  them  went  back  whence  they  came. 

It  is  highly  important  to  acts  going  into 
presentation  that  they  realize  at  the  begin- 

ning the  necessity  for  making  themselves 
in  the  new  field.  It  may  be  unpleasant 
tor  them  to  learn  that  their  years  in  vaude- 

ville or  production  count  for  nothing  in 
the  picture  houses,  but  it  is  economy  for them  to  learn  it  quickly  and  set  out  to 
build  up  a   new  demand  for  themselves 
Save  for  a   very  few  happily  fitted  excep- 

tions, there  are  no  ready-made  presenta- tion acts. 

REFINING 

LIMITATIONS 

j^IMITATIONS  imposed  upon  presenta- tion producers  by  the  size  of  the  big 
theatres  are  refining  in  their  influence. 
Spoken  lines  are  not  heard  more  than  a 
dozen  rows  back  in  the  big  houses  and  so 
spoken  lines  will  go  out.  It  is  in  the 
spoken  lines  that  most  of  the  unfit  stuff 
brought  in  from  vaudeville  and  production 
occurs.  The  rest  of  it  is  in  costuming  and 
dancing,  and  the  majority  of  the  big  the- 

atre audience  sits  so  far  from  the  stage 
that  even  the  worst  of  this  doesn’t  look 
so  bad.  In  these  big  auditoriums  it  is 
difficult  for  even  the  dumb  presentation 
producer  to  insult  an  audience,  although it  has  been  done. 

The  big  theatre  protects  not  only  itself 
but  its  lesser  associates.  Shows  conform 
to  big  theatre  standards.  Big  theatre standards  are  clean. 

PRESENTATION 
EXPANSIONAL 

SE  of  24-sheet  boards  to  advertise 
presentation — or  of  newspeper  space, 

distributed  matter,  etc.— is  unharmful  in 
such  cases  as  this  advertising  does  not  dis- 

place advertising  of  motion  picture  attrac- 
tions. Presentation  is  properly  expan- 

sional,  representing  a   broadening  of  the 
theatre  program.  As  such  it  is  beneficial 
and  worth  what  it  costs.  In  no  case  is 
there  justification  for  trimming  film  adver- 

tising or  program  time  to  make  room  for 
presentation. 

The  motion  picture — it  cannot  be  reiter- 
ated too  often — is  the  thing  which  the  big- 

ger public  considers  most  important.  The 
theatre  which  permits  any  consideration  to 

warp^  its  policy  out  of  line  with  that  fact 
cuts  its  box-office  throat  to  the  extent  that it  is  warped. 

Presentation  Puts 

Vaude  Takings  Down 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

PHILADELPHIA,  May  18. — Vaude- 
ville theatres  here  are  experiencing  a   se- 
vere slump  in  business,  due,  it  is  pointed 

out,  to  the  elaborate  presentations  being 
offered  by  both  the  Stanley  and  the  Fox 
theatres  in  addition  to  the  regular  pic- 

ture attractions.  The  Earle,  a   Stanley 
theatre  at  11th  and  Market  streets,  and 
Keith’s  theatre  on  Chestnut  street,  have been  hard  hit  within  the  past  few  weeks 
and  attribute  their  falling  off  in  box  of- 

fice receipts  to  the  keen  competition  that 
obtains  between  the  two  larger  picture 
houses,  which  are  constantly  augmenting their  programs. 
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Milwaukee  Alhambra 
Week  Ending  M&y  IS 

MILWAUKEE,  May  18.— Heins  Roem- 

held’s  Novelty  Revue,  syncopation  show 

Imilt  around  an  eight  piece  jazz  group  se- 

lected from  the  pit  orchestra,  holds  the 

boards  at  the  Alhambra  this  week.  With 

the  band  supplemented  by  Nan  Blackstone, 

blues  singer,  and  Chilton  and  Thomas, 

steppers,  every  number  clicks. 
Curtain  reveals  an  unusual  set,  A   eye  drop 

forms  a   triangle,  with  the  foot-lights  fo
r  the 

lontrest  arm,  and  with  the  greatest  depth 
 well 

to  the  left  of  the  stage.  Two  pianos  are  placed
 

on  the  left,  while  the  seven  musicians  are  pl
aced 

on  a   platform  tapering  to  the  right  front  _   "Sweet 
Child"  is  well  under  way  as  the  curtain  parts. 

This  is  followed  by  "Talking  to  the  Moon.” 

The  first  big  hit  of  the  bill  is  an  original 

arrangement  of  Rachmaninoff’s  “Prelude,”  which
 

reveals  Roemheld  at  his  best  as  an  arranger  and 

a   pianist.  While  he  is  playing  the  number  in 

its  original  classical  arrangement,  the  seven  syn- 
copators  across  the  stage  from  him  jazz  it  up 
at  a   furious  rate,  both  the  classical  and  the  jazz 
interpretation  getting  a   good  break  by  virtue  of 
the  contrast. 

Nan  Blackstone  is  next  introduced  by  Roem- 
held who  retires  to  the  second  piano,  while  she 

takes  her  place  at  the  first.  An  acoustical  diffi- 
culty created  by  the  triangular  shape  of  the 

stage  does  not  keep  her  from  going  over  for  a 
hand  that  is  unusual  from  the  sedate  audience. 

‘T’d  Climb  the  Highest  Mountain,”  "Pretty 
Little  Baby”  and  "Poor  Papa”  comprise  the 
repertoire  used  by  this  blues  singer,  and  she 
does  full  justice  to  each  of  them. 

Chilton  and  Thomas  are  brought  on  next  and 
from  the  moment  they  first  step  on  the  stage 
the  rest  of  the  show  is  indisputably  theirs ! 

The  girl,  of  the  charming  sweet-sixteen  variety, 

comes  on  first  and  sings  “Everybody  Stomp.” 
Her  singing  is  sweet  but  her  dancing  is  sensa- 

tional. Winning  the  hearts  of  the  house  with 
her  Ihtle  song,  she  hops  into  a   dance  routine 
that  takes  it  by  storm.  At  the  conclusion  of 
her  first  number  the  applause  continues  well 
into  the  next  number,  played  by  the  band,  until 

the  boy,  a   worthy  partner  to  the  clever  girl, 
comes  out  and  steps  off  an  equally  sensational 
jazz  dance.  After  his  bit  the  applause  is  again 
uproarious.  In  the  next  dance  the  two  work 

together.  Their  technique  is  perfect  and  their 
team-work  is  precise.  The  act  closes  with  the 
house  clamoring  for  more. 

Philadelphia  Stanley 
Week  Ending  May  15 

PHILADELPHIA,  May  18.— The  over- 
ture “Verdiana,”  arranged  by  Sidney 

Lowenstein  and  played  by  the  Stanley 
orchestra  last  week,  consisted  of  a   number 
of  selections  from  the  best  known  of 

Verdi’s  works  and  was  heartily  applauded. 
Helena  Marsh,  formerly  of  the  Metropolitan 

Opera  Company,  sang  "Out  of  the  Dusk”  and 
"Yearning”  in  a   clear,  well  rounded  soprano voice. 

Tom  Brown,  king  of  the  saxophone,  and  his 

eleven  minstrels,  gave  a   popular  and  highly  ap- 
preciated entertainment  filled  with  jazz  and 

comedy.  They  played  against  a   drop  consisting 
of  large  white  cubes  against  a   black  background 
and  Brown,  dressed  in  red  jacket  and  wide 
white  trousers,  led  the  band  and  led  the  fun. 
As  the  blackfaced  bride  he  won  enthusiastic 

applause.  His  saxophone  seems  almost  to  talk 
and  as  a   conductor  he  is  a   knockout. 

Kansas  City  Newman 
Week  Ending  May  16 

KANSAS  CITY,  May  18.— “Rhapsody 
in  Jazz”  at  the  Newman  theatre  last  week, 
was  quite  a   diversion  following  the  opera 

presentations  on  view  in  this  house  re- 
cently. The  presentation  is  snappy  from 

start  to  finish. 
Ruth  and  Grace  Stuart  start  off  the  revue  with 

a   song  and  dance  act,  while  Jud  Brady’s  Charles- 
ton Collies  show  where  that  dance  has  gone  to. 

The  "Syncopated  Shoe  Shining  Parlor,”  includ- 
ing a   string  of  eight  banjos  and  an  eccentric 

Charleston  dancer,  won  loud  applause. 

“The  Spirit  of  the  Ticker,”  included  in  the 
“Stock  Exchange”  scene,  is  a   pleasing  specialty 

by  Cecil  D’Andrea.  Gus  Mulcay  plays  the  har- 
monica, and  how!  Robert  Stickney  does  a   clever 

job  of  Qiarlestoning  on  stilts.  He  took  pro- 
longed applause. 

Omaha  Strand 

Week  Ending  May  16 

OMAHA,  May  18. — With  flawless  tech- 
nique, Hans  Kanke  delighted  music  lovers 

with  three  time-tried  selections  on  the 
piano  at  the  Strand  theatre  the  week  just 
ended.  The  Berlin  pianist,  with  a   touch 

of  a   foreign  air  and  accent,  took  his  ap- 
plause modestly.  He  announced  his  own 

selections,  first  “Rustling  Spring,”  then  the 
sextet  from  “Lucia”  and  finally  selections 
from  “Carmen”  arranged  by  himself.  The 
sextet  was  played  with  the  left  hand  only. 
Herr  Hanke  plays  seemingly  without  effort. 

Were  it  a   compliment  to  say  that  any  musician 

has  machinc-like  perfection,  this  praise  could  be 

accorded  him,  for  his  fingers  execute  the  intrica- 

cies of  any  selection  flawlessly.  However,  his 
music  is  far  from  machine-Iike. 

ARTHUR  SPIZZI 
BooJdcg  the  Better  Picture  Theatres 

NEW  YORK  OFFICE 

1560  BROADWAY 

Kansas  City  Royal 
Week  Ending  May  16 

KANSAS  CITY,  May  18.— Louis  Forb- 
stein  put  his  Royal  Syncopators  through  a 
"double  shift”  last  week,  working  both  at 
the  Newman  and  the  Royal  theatres. 
While  no  one  ever  has  disputed  the  unusual 
musical  ability  of  Forbstein  and  his 
musicians,  a   news  critic  took_  exception  to 
a   little  comedy  skit  injected  into  the  pro- 

gram, which,  it  must  be  admitted,  did  not 

possess  enough  humor  to  split  many  faces. 
But  Forbstdn,  after  doing  his  regular  turn 

at  the  Royal,  “shot  up  the  alley”  to  the  stage
 

door  of  the  Newman,  where  the  Syncopators 

ALF.  T.  WILTON 
INCORPORATED 

12ih  Floor  Bryom  2027-8 

JS60  BROADWAY,  NEW  YORK 

Notv  Booking 

Motion  Picture  Theatres 

Box-Office  Names 
Attractions  and 

Presentations 

lUanoging  Booking  Dept. 

FRED  B.  MACK 
Formerly  booker  with 

B.  F.  Kelih-Albeo  Clrcuh 

The  new  musical  sensation 

CHICCO 
The  syncopating  harpist 

Eleven  weeks  in  Skouras  houses,  St.  Louis
. 

Week  of  May  8,  Wisconsin,  Milwaukee
. 

Week  of  May  IS,  State,  Detroit.  , 

Exclusive  Management  PHIL  TYRRELL,  Wo
ods  Bldg.,  Chicago 

were  a   part  of  the  presentation  program  at  that 
theatre,  both  the  Newman  and  Royal  being 
under  Paramount  control. 

The  Syncopators'  program  this  week  again 
consisted  of  a   variation  of  musical  numbers, 
with  Ken  Miller  doing  the  vocal  end  of  the 

program,  and  doing  it  well. 

St.  Louis  Missouri 
Week  Beginning  May  IS 

ST.  LOUIS,  May  18. — “Venus  in  Green- 
wich Village,”  featuring  Fay  Lanphier, 

was  the  header  on  the  stage  of  the  Mis- 
souri theatre,  week  of  May  15. 

Dainty  and  pretty,  Miss  Lanphier  was  well 
received,  but  a   very  limber  dancer  who  used 
Benda  masks  got  the  most  attention  and  much 

applause. On  the  whole  the  show  was  pleasing,  The 

setting  is  a   story  book  artist’s  stuffio,  the  dauber 
being  decked  in  conventional  smock,  floppy  tarn, 
and  flowing  tie. 

There  arc  a   number  of  models  in  sundry 
dress  parading  while  Miss  America  is  pictured 
in  a   frame.  She  then  dances  some  ballroom 

steps.  A   harpist  and  a   cellist  play  ’’The  Swan” as  a   prelude  for  the  stage  show. 

Omaha  Rialto 
Week  Ending  May  16 

OMAHA.  May  18. — Quaint  steps  before 
three  huge  mirrors  on  the  stage,  every 
twist  and  turn  faithfully  reflected,  Avas  the 
climax  of  the  dainty  dances  of  the  Barr 
Twins  at  the  Rialto  the  week  just  ended. 
For  a   few  moments  the  illusion  held  the 

audience,  but  gradually  it  dawned  upon  the 

theatregoers  that  the  reflection  in  the  mir- 
ror was  one  of  the  team  of  twins,  mimjek- 

ing  her  sister,  reverse,  step  by  step.  The 

reflection  stepped  out  of  the  mirror  to  re- 
ceive the  generous  plaudits  of  the  house. 

Pretty  faces  and  pretty  costumes  were  strong 
features  of  the  act.  The  girls  first  c.ime  out  in 

fluffy  colored  dresses  and  picture  hats,  changing 
to  eciuaily  attr.active  Spanish  co.stumcs,  Then 
the  mirror  dance.  Their  act  was  well  received. 

At  the  piano  was  Billy  Griffith. 

“Say  It  With  Pants" 

GEORGE  GIVOT 
Played  810  Performances 

for  Balaban  &   Katz 

Stopped  811  Shows 

Brought  back  to  M   c
- 

VICKERS  THEATRE. 

Chicago,  following  PAUL 

ASH.  to  maintain  the  Box
 

Office  Record. 
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Philadelphia  Fox 

Week  Ending  May  IS 

PHILADELPHIA.  May  18.— There  ^yas 
an  elaborate  and  well  rounded  surrounding 

program  at  the  Fox  the  week  of  May  9-15. 
The  Fox  orchestra  played  popular  selections 

from  “The  Firefly”  by  Friml,  _   which  were  fol- 

lowed  by  the  famous  “Giannini”  ana  by  Hazel 

Bond,  in  a   beautiful  and  appropriate  Venetian 

setting.  Seated  in  a   gondola,  Miss  Bond  sang 

the  aria  in  a   voice  of  great  charm  and  appeal 

accompanied  by  a   tenor,  and  a   burst  of_  applause 

followed  as  the  gondola  glided  into  the  distance. 

Irving  Aaronson  and  his  Commanders,  begin- 
ning their  second  week  at  the  Fox,  received  a 

cordial  welcome  in  an  entirely  new  program  of 

songs  and  novelties.  The  opening  "Song  of  a 
Vagabond,”  was  a   melodious  number,  and  the 

quartette  “Alone  at  Last, "   with  orchestra  accom- 

paniment pleased  the  audience.  The  tenor  solo 

“Gondola”  received  much  applause,  and  Alessan- 
dro in  a   brilliant  red  cape  and  enormous  hat  to 

match  made  a   great  hit  with  his  song  '   In  My 
Gondola."  The  audience  left_  no  doubt  as  to 
itsi  appreciation  of  these  versatile  musicians,  who 
can  dance  and  sing  as  well  as  they  play,  and 

continued  to  demand  more  long  after  the  expira- 
tion of  the  time  allotted  to  the  act, 

Aunt  jemima,  "marnmy  of  Southern  blues, 
accompanied  by  two  pianists,  Leon  Flatow  and 
Art  Sorenson,  came  in  for  a   share  of  applause  in 
a   number  of  Southern  melodies.  An  original 

song  written  by  Aunt  Jemima  entitled  “It  Takes a   Better  Man  Than  You  to  Get  a   Better  Mamma 

Than  Me"  was  amusing  and  in  “Everybody 
Stomp,”  Aunt  Jemima  showed  herself  to  be  sur- 

prisingly light  on  her  feet.  The  lack  of  sweet- 
ness in  her  voice,  however,  was  not  compen- 
sated for  by  its  volume. 

Atlanta  Met 

Week  Ending  May  15 

ATL.MTTA,  May  18. — “Rosebuds,”  sec- 
ond Ned  Wayburn  production,  was  the 

srtage  presentation  at  the  Metropolitan 
theatre  last  week,  and  was  received  with 
enthusiastic  applause  similar  to  that  which 

marked  the  opening  offering,  the  week 

previous. 
From  the  opening  number  to  the  finale,  the 

revue  went  through  at  a   rapid  tempo,  and 
featured  elaborate  and  varied  costumes.  Both 

the  dancing  and  the  song  numbers  were  cleverly 
routined  and  well  presented  by  the  trio  of 

Waybum  pupils  from  Wayburn’s  New  York school. 

The  following  numbers  comprised  the  offering: 

Ballet,  "The  Corsage  Bouquet,”  by  Virginia 
Bacon,  Olive  Brady  and  Mary  Horan;  “Gimme 
a   Little  Kiss,”  musical  comedy  song  with  dance, 
by  Miss  Brady:  “What’s  the  Good  of  That, 
Huh?”  song  by  Miss  B'acon;  "I’m  Goi’n  To  Let 
the  Bumble  Bee  Be,”  song  with  eccentric  dance 
by  Miss  Horan;  "Rain,”  song  by  Misses  Bacon 
and  Brady,  and  finale,  "But  I   Do.” 

Hughse  O’Donnell,  billed  as  “four  feet  of 
cleverness,"  was  an  additional  feature  of  the 
Metropolitan  stage  offering,  and  presented  a 
song  and  dance  act  ivith  the  adeptness  of  a 
seasoned  performer. 

Enrico  Leide  an^  his  orchestra  offered  as  an 

overture  a   medley  of  musical  comedy  songs 

including,  "Vodka,”  fox-trot;  “Wander  Away 
Waltz,”  and  "Song  of  the  Flame.” 

Atlanta  Howard 

Week  Ending  May  16 

ATLANTA,  May  18. — Gus  Edwards’ 
Ptiblix  presentation  “The  Garden  of  Girls” 
(and  there  were  plenty  of  girls,  pretty  and 
talented)  was  on  the  stage  art  4ie  Howard 

theatre  the  week  just  ended,  and  met  with 
warm  receptions  from  all  audiences.  There 

were  a   number  of  young  people  featured  in 
this  presentation,  making  irt  a   characteristic 
Gus  Edwards  offering. 
The  title  number,  which  is  featured  on  the 

program,  represents  a   colorful  scene  in  which 
the  girls  arc  costumed  in  the  likeness  of  various 
flowers,  the  setting  being  a   garden.  Two  out- 

standing performers  were  a   solo  dancer  who 
showed  exceptional  adeptness  and  ability,  and  the 
other  a   young  lad  with  a   good  soprano  voice. 
Mother  Machree”  was  sung  by  the  latter  as  a 

special  number  carrying  out  the  spirit  of Mothers  Day.  His  otner  selections,  all  of  which 
were  sung  well,  were  drawn  from  old  melodies 
and  love  ballads.  They  went  well  with  the audiences. 

The  Howard  orchestra,  under  the  direction  m 
Joseph  Littau,  offered  for  its  overture  “Selections 
from  Pagliacci.”  by  Leoncavallo.  It  was  ren- acred  in  the  usual  good  style. 

As  an  organ  novelty.  Melvin  P.  Ogden  com- 
bined the  Wurlitzer  with  the  new  Orthophonic Hlectrola,  accompanying  Marion  Talley  in  the 

rendition  of  "The  Barber  of  Seville  *’ 

Chicago  Ritz 
Week  Beginning  May  IS 

Maurice  Feiler  and  his  Syncopating  Joy- 
snakers,  a   small  but  good  jazz  combination, 

look  the  stage  at  Biba-  Brothers  Ritz  last 
Saturday  and  built  a   background  for  a 
show  that  was  good  though  not  sensational. 

Drapes  parted  on  stage  in  full,  the  band  open- 
ing with  a   hot  number  well  played.  First  up 

on  the  other-than-band  section  of  the  bill  was 

Myda  Adams,  blues  singer,  who  sent  over  “Then 
You’ll  Be  Sorry”  and  “Remember,"  which  were 
good  for"  “Oh,  What  a   Man”  as  an  encore. 

Easily  topping  the  bill  was  Amedio,  accordion- 
ist. This  boy  knows  his  classics,  but  also  knows 

more  about  syncopation  that  the  bulk  of  ac- 
cordion players  know.  He  offered,  besides  a 

classic  number,  such  pop  stuff  as  "Then  I'll  Be 
Happy,”  "Sometime,”  “A  Little  Bit  Bad”  and 
“Who.”  He  had  an  encore  coming  but  was 
liesitant.  _   Finally  he  came  back  and  panicked 
them  again  with  “Sleepy  Time  Gal.”  He  could 
have  stayed  on  longer. 

Jason  and  Harrigan,  girl  harmony  singers,  dis- 

played poor  showmanship  in  their  routine,  open- 

ing with  “Dinah,”  coming  back  with  "I’d  Climb 
the  Highest  Mountain”  and  closing  with  “Talking 
to  the  Moon,”  a   number  that  is  not  adaptable 
to  the  kind  of  treatment  the  team  tried  to  give 
it.  The  finish  was  pretty  flat. 

Jack  Lee,  who  is  a   clever  mimic  and  ventrilo- 
quist, belongs  on  straight  vaude  time,  even  though 

there  isn’t  much  of  it  left.  On  sheer  ability  he went  over  for  good  returns. 

Feiler  and  his  syncopators  followed  Lee  with 

a   hot  “Strut”  number  that  was  well  applauded. 
Jos  and  Rose  Morache,  still  just  Charleston 

dancers,  closed  the  show,  getting  far  less  for 
their  steps  than  they  received  some  months  ago 
in  downtown  houses,  when  the  Charleston  was 
new.  Unless  this  team  learns  something  new 
soon,  well  .... 

Farther  up  on  the  bill  Mildred  Fitzpatrick. 
Ritz  organist,  played  a   solo  offering  titled 
“Peaceful  Valley,”  into  which  she  interpolated bits  from  the  classics  and  went  over  for  good returns. 

Chicago  Capitol 
Week  Ending  May  16 

A1  Short  and  his  boys  put  on  a   fine  show 

at  th-is  house  in  “A  Dutch  Treat,”  rthou^rh this,  like  the  show  for  the  precedinp  week, 
embodied  one  number  that  did  not  belong. 
„   Stage  opened  at  full  and  stayed  there.  “The World  Is  Waiting  for  the  Sunrise,”  bv  the  band, was  the  opener.  It  was  splendidly  played  and 
took  a   good  hand. 

Earl_  Gilson  was  announced.  He  and  the  other 
song  singles  on  the  bill  worked  from  the  orches- 

tra pit,  appearing  in  the  door  of  a   tulip-covered 
hoarding  built  around  the  pit.  “Bye,  Bye  Black- 

bird, Gilson’s  offering,  was  so-so  and  went  that 

way. 

"Red”  Carter,  next  out.  should  have  staved  in whatevCT  field  he  came  out  of  to  work  picture 
time.  His  eccentric  drunk  turn  was  very,  very 

poor.  His  falls  were  too  literal  to  be  funn'v  He closed  his  turn  covered  with  dirt  picked  up  while 
rolling  on  the  stage.  Farther  down  the  bill  he 
came  on  for  a   Spanish  burlesque  song  and  dance 
turn  that  was  a   little  better  but  still  did  not  be- 
long. 

.A]  Short  and  the  band  next  played  “Hi  Diddle Diddle,  a   good  number  that  the  house  liked, 
hirst  the  drummer  sang  a   chorus  of  it  and  then 
the  whole  unit  sang  it.  This  was  good  for  a loud  burst  of  applause. 

William  Ahern,  next  announced,  sang  “I  Wish 
I   Had  My  Old  Girl  Back  Again.”  He,  like  Gil- 

son, worked  from  the  pit.  His  number  took  fair returns. 

Green”  was  the  next  band  number. 
first  trumpet,  was  featured  in 

this.  The  whole  shoved  over  a   good  section  of 
applause. 

Elliot  and  Dunn,  obviously  vaude  talent,  will 
be  all  right  if  they  cut  the  song  lead  to  their 
turn  while  playing  picture  time,  Thej'  sat  in chairs  and  stepped  awhile,  then  stood  on  the 
chairs  and  .stepped  some  more.  Their  work  was 
not  particularly  inspired  and  was  received  ac- 
cordingly. 

Ned  Miller,  next  up,  sang  "Somebody’s  Lone- 
ly  and  took  onl^’  a   fair  hand. 

Charles  Bennett,  yet  another  singer,  followed 
Carter  s   dance  with  “Talking  to  the  Moon.”  He took  a   bigger  hand  than  any  of  the  other  singers to  this  point. 

Jack  Kates,  who  is  good  for  any  presentation 
house,  went  through  a   neat  and  difficult  routine 
of  steps  that  panicked  'em.  He  had  to  come back  and  do  more.  He  is  a   personable  boy  whose 
stepping  and  clowning  are  of  the  quiet,  hard-to- 
sell  kind,  but  he  sells  them  well. 

Billy  Bittner,  Short’s  banjoist,  sang  “What,  No Spinach?  and  then  changed  clothes  and  clowned 
a   chorus  of  it.  It  went  big. 

Dorothy  Johnson,  juvenile  singing  sax  player 
at  the  house,  sang  “Gimme  a 

Little  Kiss  and  then  played  a   brace  of  num- 
bers. Ihe  house  went  for  her.  She  and  Kates 

were  easily  the  best  extra-band,  acts  on  the  bill 
Poor  showmanship  was  displayed  by  whoever 

spotted  the  crowd  of  tenors  on  the  bill  and  made 
all  of  them  work  from  the  pit.  None  of  them 
could  swing  much  against  the  competition  of  the 
others  and  against  the  spot.  And  again,  Carter 
did  not  belong  in  this  type  shosv.  Otherwise  it 
was  good  entertainment  and  there  was  a   good 

standout  when  the  show  was  caught  Thursday evening, 

Chicago  Terminal 
Week  Ending  May  15 

Split  weeks  do  not  seem  conducive  to 
outstandingly  good  shows  in  picture 
houses,  for  the  show  at  the  Terminal  the 
last  half  of  last  week  was  not  up  to  pres- 

entation standard.  At  least  one  act  on 
the  bill  should  never  be  spotted  into  a 

picture  house. 
"Canadian  Mounted  in  Jazzland”  was 

the  title  of  the  show.  Stage  was  set  in 

full,  with  Kogen’s  bandmen  costumed  as 
moimties  and  the  drops,  one  a   cutout, 

representing  a   forest  at  night,  with  snow falling. 

The  band  opened  hot.  Following  the  first 
number  a   back  drop  went  up  and  disclosed  a 
quartette  on  the  small  elevated  stage.  This  act 
was  very  poor.  Appearances  were  all  right,  but 
the  harmonics  were  not  much.  Next  the  four 

stepped  down  front  and  did  another  number 

something  about  “It’s  Great  to  Lead  the  Band," 
It  was  that  kind  of  number. 

Peaches,  a   girl  stepper,  was  next  up.  Her 
routine  was  not  startling  and  she  went  over  only 

fairly  well. 
Next  Harry  Kogen  and  the  band  played  “Min- 

netonka.” 

A   girl  singer  whose  name  sounded  like  Marie 

Brewer  nas  next,  with  "Pretty  Little  Baby”  and 
"Oh,  What  a   Man.”  She  threw  a   section  of 
"Sweet  Man”  into  the  last  one.  The  offering 
took  a   fair  hand. 

Tex  Martin,  nothing  less  than  a   rope  thrower, 
was  next.  This  is  the  act  that  did  not  belong. 
Even  Will  Rogers  would  have  a   hard  time  getting 

by  in  picture  time.  Martin  does  not  work 
smoothly  and  excepting  for  the  speed  he  generated 
to  close  his  turn  would  not  have  taken  much  of  a hand. 

Woods  Miller,  barytone,  went  over  well  with 

“Good  Night”  and  “Somebody’s  Lonely  for 

Someone.”  He  was  announced  as  replacing  Or- 
ville Rennie,  who  was  out  of  the  show.  But  he 

has  enough  to  go  along  on  his  own  merits,  as 
has  Rennie.  He  took  a   legitimate  encore. 

An  unnamed  comic  _step  single  who  pranced 
through  the  upper  section  of  the  show  was  next 
on.  His  bell-heeled  walk-dance  stopped  the  show. 
He  was  reluctant  to  do  an  encore,  but  finally 

did.  for  great  returns. 

To  close  the  band  played  "Let’s  Talk  About 
My  Sweetie,”  the  best  band  number  of  the  eve- ning. It  was  well  applauded. 

Two  shows  a   week  is  a   hard  assignment,  and 

when  there  is  a   third  one  for  Sunday  'the  task 
becomes  harder.  Production  Manager  Roy  T«Ic- 
Mullen  is  kept  stepping  to  present  acceptable 
shows. 

Brooklyn  Park 
Week  Ending  May  16 

BROOKLYN,  May  18. — Simmons  At- 
tractions, Inc.,  recently  organized  produc- 

ers of  presentations  for  motion  picture 
theatres,  opened  its  first  production  at  the 
Park  theatre  for  the  break-in  last  week. 
The  much  heralded  Gaby  Leslve  and  her 

“Syncopated  Revelers,”  a   Jack  Mason  pro- 
duction, took  the  audience  by  storm  at  the 

opening.  A   record  crowd,  no  doubt  at- 
tracted by  the  current  wide  spread  public- 

ity camnai.cn  on  Miss  Leslye.  voiced  its 
approval  of  the  entire  proceedings. 

Offering  several  varied  numbers,  including  her 

own  interpretation  of  the  famous  “shimmy,”  Miss 
Leslye  established  herself  among  America’s  most 
versatile  dancers.  Her  oriental  dance  and  Hi- 
waiian  number  were  vital,  vivid  and  alluring. 
An  adagio  waltz,  introducing  Richard  Stuart  with 
Artsfi  Leslye,  contrasted  effectively  with  her  other 
offerings. 

Stuart  was  a   close  second  to  the  star  in  the  . 
approval  of  the  audience.  His  Charleston  was 
one  of  the  high  spots  of  the  revue.  Dorothy 
Merntt,  from  the  tips  of  her  toes,  presented 
another  version  of  the  same  dance.  Miss  Mer- 

ritt, a   petite  blonde,  also  contributing  a   song number. 

rtiai  un._  anoyner  stellar  perlormer  ol  the 
specializes  in  eccentric  comedy  dances, 

umich  are  enhanced  by  a   winning  personality. 
Muriel  Abbot,  the  baby  of  the  troupe,  is  a   mar- vel of  agihty  in  her  acrobatic  dances. 
Two  other  members  of  the  company  deserving 

ot  special  commendation  are  Mary  Carlton  and 
Horan.  In  their  numbers  they  offer  a 

unique  presentation  of  rhythmic  precision. 
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Chicago,  Chicago 
Week  Ending  May  IS 

John  Murray  Anderson’s  firs
t  genuine 

presentation,  “Melodies  Eternal, 
got  the 

aonlause  that  it  merited  at  the  C
hicago  last 

week  This  and  that  in  it  is  cr
iticized  by 

this  person  and  that,  but  it  is
  nevertheless 

a   true  picture  house  presentat
ion  and  for 

that  reason  it  got  substantial  mas
s  approba- 

tion Rome  and  Dunn,  two  men  who  
make 

a   business  o£  singing,  were  on  ah
ead  of  the 

Anderson  production  and  the  f
olks  out 

front  didn’t  want  them  to  leave. 
The  show: 

TossDh  Koestner  directiiiK  the  pit  orh
eestra  in 

'■Merrv  Wives  of  Windsor,"  with  moder
n  in-sets, 

for  a   good  hand.  Mr.  Koestner  is 
 an  able  musician 

and  the  boys  play  well  for  him. 

^   Rome  and  Dunn,  dress-suited  gentlemen 
 who 

sing  songs  so  they  stay  sung,  doing  ? 

the  While,”  ‘‘I  Thought  I   d   Die  and  
Wish  I 

Had  My  Old  Girl  Back.”  Workin
g  in  a   center 

door  fancy,  these  men  went  abo
ut  their  work 

much  as  competent  carpentep  proceed
  to  the 

building  of  a   house  and  with  the
  same  result. 

They’re  a   complete  presentation  act  
without  tnni- 

*°MTiton  Charles,  featured  organist,  in  a   snappy 

and  comic  arrangement  of  "Poor  Papa  
with 

interpolations.  A   riot. 

"Melodies  Eternal,”  John  Murray  Anderson 

oroduction  “visualizing”  the  works  of  Ha
ndel. 

Anderson  tackled  a   big  job  here  and  got  
away 

with  it  big.  Kis  setting,  costuming,  person
nel 

and  routine  are  splendid.  The  nuinber  
is  pure 

presentation  stuff,  not  the  revue  and  tabloid  typ
e 

of  thing  he  has  turned  out  heretofore,  and 
 it  he 

follows  along  this  lane  of  endeavor  hes  
on  the 

right  track  to  retrieve  prestige  lost  through
  un- 

familiarity with  picture  requirements  m   making 

his  earlier  productions.  Such  dissatisfaction  
as 

was  voiced  in  connection  with  “Melodies  Eternal
 

plainly  had  root  in  lack  of  admiration  
for  Han- 

del’s  music,  which  cannot  be  blamed  upon  Mr. 

Anderson.  The  solid  applause  at  the  close  of  th
e 

act  echoed  audience  appreciation  of  the  producer  
s 

turn  to  the  presentation  formula. 

Chicago  Me  Vickers 
Week  Ending  May  15 

Opening  of  the  Oriental  theatre
  two 

blocks  away  with  Paul  Ash  and  a   big  stage 

show  and  “Tramp,  Tramp,  Tramp’  as 
 the 

film  attraction  all  but  depopulated  Mc-
 

Vickers  last  week.  Thursday  night  the  fir
st 

floor  was  less  than  half  filled  at  6:30  an
d 

scores  of  seats  were  vacant  at  8:45. 
 Ihe 

balcony  was  untenanted.  Something  l
ike 

this  had  to  happen,  of  course,  bi^  this 

seemed  like  too  much.  At  any  rate,  Gec^ge 

Givot’s  stage  entertainers  had  an  ice  box 

to  work  in  and  it’s  to  their  credit  that  they 

got  the  applause  they  did. 

Here’s  the  run  of  the  show : 

Henri  Gendren’s  Band  opened  wit
h  an  instru- 

mental number,  George  Givot  coming  on  at
  tiie 

finish  of  it  to  announce  ‘   Talking  to  the 

as  the  band’s  second.  The  band  isn  t   m
uch  and 

goes  out  after  two  weeks  to  make  way  fo
r  Kaipn 

Williams’  outfit.  .   . 

Crane  Sisters  were  next,  singing  l
amiami 

Trail”  with  ukes,  getting  fair  returns,  and_  coming 

back  to  do  “I  Certainly  Could”  witli  
Givot  be- 

tween them  for  fun.  The  girls  have  steam,  and
 

some  ability.  They  took  a   bow  and  
Givot  did 

the  wrong  thing  in  kissing  each  at  le
ngth  and 

leisure  for  the  get-away.  .   _   .   , 
Roy  Dietrich  followed,  singing  I 

My  Old  Girl  Back  Again"  and  “P
retty  Little 

Baby,”  embroidering  the  latter  with  an  o] 

"Mighty  Lak’  a   Rose.”  Dietnch  is  
of  the 

best  tenors  in  the  show  business  and  an
  old  ctu- 

cago  favorite.  They  salvo-ed  his  return. 

Givot  here  announced  a   Henri  Oe
ndron  ar- 

rangement of  “Stomp  Off — Let  s   Go  and  the 
band  played  it.  ,   ,   , . 

Covan  and  Ruffin,  colored  dancers  h
eld  over 

from  the  week  preceding,  then  did  some  n^ew 
 steps 

and  some  old  ones  in  two  sections.  The
  hoys 

are  great  steppers,  but  the  one  that  wor
ks  on  the 

right  has  heard  something  to  that  ertec
t  suid  is 

developing  a   condescending  mannerism  th
at  cut.s 

down  the  handclapping. 

Ruth  Etting  and  Phil  Schwartz,  her 
 accom- 

panist, came  on  next,  announced  by  Uivot  witn 

a   Columbia  Record  boost.  Schwartz  is  a   demo
n 

at  the  piano  and  Miss  Etting  can  s'riR 

pretty  well.  She  did  “You  Know  I   Do.  wTi
at 

a   Man"  and  "Talk  About  My  Sweetie.,  repeat- 

ing  a   chorus  of  the  latter  in  jest  with  Givot  alt
er 

applause  manufactured  by  that  gentleman 
 with 

number  for  guffaws  and  finishing  with  things  his own  way. 

Mrs.  Jesse  Crawford  had  played  a   “song  derby” 
for  an  organ  number  earlier  on  the  bill.  It  in- 

cluded "Somebody’s  Lonesome  for  Someone,” 
"After  I   Say  I'm  Sorry,”  "Talk  About  My 
Sweetie”  and  “Lantern  of  Love,”  the  audience 
being  invited  to  applaud  for  its  favorite.  The 
stunt  is  good  for  a   full  house  and  did  fairly  well 
with  the  few  present. 

Boys  Form  O’Brien  Club 
GLENSIDE.  PA.— George  O’Brien,  the  athletic 

star  of  a   dozen  Fox  pictures  in  which  speed, 

strength  and  skill  are  the  requisites  of  the  stellar 
performer,  has  been  adopted  as  the  idol  of  _   a 

hunch  of  youngsters  of  Glcnside.  Pennsylvania. 
The  hero-worshipping  youngsters  have  formed  the 
"George  O’Brien  Club,"  the  m.iin  purpose  of 

which  is  physical  development. 

Broadway  Presentations 

By  JACK  KEEGAN 

New  York  Strand 
Week  Ending  May  16 

NEW  YORK,  May  IS. — Opening  the 

program  at  the  Mark  Strand  the  week  just 
ended  was  the  Strand  symphony  orchestra, 

and  then  Joe  Plunkett’s  New  Mark  Strand 
Frolic  came  along.  It  was  topnotch  and 
the  audience  sent  their  approval  to  the  stage 

by  hand— hands  that  applauded  much. 

Then,  celebrating  Mother’s  Day,  WTiistler’s 

famous  painting  of  “Mother”  was  presented  on 
scrim.  The  back  lights  came  on  and  the  scrim 

disappeared.  Set  in  the  same  pose  as  the  paint-
 

ing was  Emily  Day,  soprano.  As  she  presented 
Dvorak’s  "The  Songs  My  Mother  Taught  Me 

there  were  misty  eyes  and  then  a   round  of  ap-
 

plause from  an  appreciative  audience. 

"Porcelain  Statuettes”  was  the  next  number. 

As  the  screen  rose  on  this  presentation  of  colonial
 

men  and  women  on  a   revolving  pedestal  the
 

fans  again  were  thrilled.  Edward  Albano,  bary
- 

tone, sang  Schubert’s  “Seranade”  and  then,  led 

by  Mile.  Klemova  and  M.  Daks,  the  Kiddon  
and 

Mark  Strand  Ballet  Corps  went  into  an 
 old- 

fashioned  waltz  that  was  a   thing  of  beauty. 

And  more,  Brooke  Johns,  whirlwind  of 
 anima- 

tion, king  of  the  banjo,  "Follies”  sensation,  c
ame 

down  on  his  audience  in  a   typhoon  of  fast 
 step- 

ping, scintillating  jazz.  Goodie  Montgomer
y 

danced  her  way  through  the  hearts  of  the  p
atrons 

and  Brooke’s  Oklahomans  presented  a   pro^am 

of  hot  jazz  syncopation  that  kept  the  c
rowd  on 

edge.  Joe  Plunkett  gave  something
  when  he 

brought  Johns  and  his  boys  to  the  St
rand. 

New  York  Rivoli 
Week  Ending  May  16 

NEW  YORK,  May  18.— John  Murray 

Anderson  brought  “Alice  in  Movieland  
to 

the  Rivoli  this  week.  It  could  be  
called 

“Audience  in  Wonderland.”  The  presenta- 

tion of  studio  life,  junior  stars,  jazz  
or- 

chestra and  masked  appearances  of  all  the 

popular  big  stars  of  the  day  brought  
home 

to  the  audience  that  John  Murray  
Anderson 

finally  has  built  presentation  
that  is  worth- 

'^^he'  curtain  rose  with  a   typical  studio  setting. 

Alice,  played  by  Mary  Dell,  e
nters  the  set,  and  in 

Vong  glorifies  the  lure  o   t
he  silver  sheet  A 

character  dressed  and  masked  a
s 

introduces  the  stars:  Menjoii,  Lloyd, 

son  and  others.  The  song  "Movieland,
  by  Ruby 

Cowand,  is  Alice’s  number.  .   , 

Then  the  big  surprise.  The  J
unior  Stars,  the 

new  and  youthful  heroes  and 
 heroines  M 

mount’s  School,  are  introduced.  O
ne  by  one  they 

enter  the  set  and  are  introduce
d  in  a   song  num- 

ber. Then  the  dancing  instructress,  J
ane  Overton, 

puts  them  through  their  pace
s  and  they  get 

round  after  round  of  applaud. 

"The  Four  Aristocrats,”  Fred  We
ber,  Eddie 

Lewis.  Tom  Miller  and  Bert  Ben
nett,  comprise 

the  Studio  Orchestra,  and  they  sure  ca
n  «   “P; 

The  drop  for  the  introduction  o
f  the  Ptesenta 

tion  was  a   poster  curtain,  and
  Paramount  left 

few  of  its  national  advertising  media  off 
 . 

Other  features  of  the  presentat
ions  that  Kept 

the  audience  beating  their  han
ds  were  Stella 

Powers.  Australian  coloratura  soprano
,  who  .sang 

several  popular  numbers  and  wa
s  well  received. 

Then  Henry  B.  Murtagh,  the  ma
ster  of  the  \\  ur- 

litzer.  Presenting  "Famous  Wom
en,  ‘ook 

the  ladies  of  song  fame,  Rose  
of  No  Mans 

Land,”  "Joan  of  Arc,"  “Rose  of  Belg
ium  and 

"Mother’s'^  of  the  World,”  and  in  harmony  that 

had  the  audience  singing  with  him 
 brought  them 

in  review.  Murtagh  is  a   master  and
  the  hou^e 

certainly  appreciated  him. 

dserge  Givot  saved  his  own  stuff  for  the
 

finish  and  worked  up  warmth  which  might  have 

helped  the  rest  of  the  show  if  introduced  earlier. 

He  sang  "Everything’s  Gonna  Be  Alnght,  I 

Want  My  Rib”  and  "In  My  Gondola,  interMlat- 

ing  liis  “No  Bananas”  comedy  into  the  latter 

New  York  Capitol 
Week  Ending  May  16 

NEW  YORK,  Mav  18.— Major  Edward 

Bowes  brought  the  Dixie  Jubilee  Singers 

back  to  the  Capitol  again  for  the  week  
just 

ended  and  staged  a   presentation  that  
kept 

Capitol  patrons  well  pleased  all  week.  
•'^‘SO 

worth  the  money  was  the  work  of  the  
ballet 

headed  by  Vlasta  Maslova,  and  the
  solo 

dance  work  of  Doris  Niles. 

Dixie  Jubilee  Singers  were  first  on
.  and  how 

tliey  sang— the  old  revival  shout  song.  If 
 jou 

CaiVt  Come";  “Good  News.".a  spintu
aW 

Little  Banjo,”  and  "Massa  s   m   the  Cold.
  C^ld Ground.”  They  arc  numbers  all  ’Y' h^u;,  sln^rs^ 

were  splendidly  presented  by  the
  Jubilee  Singers 

presented  against  a   plantation  b
ackground,  witi 

the  carefree,  bluntness  and  sincerit
y  of  the  negroes 

of  the  old  Southland.  .   u   i 

Then  Doris  Niles,  the  little  lady  who
  has  made 

herself  a   feature  of  every  Capito  P*’OK*’a
m|  P/®' 

sented  "Balinese  Warrior  Dance. 
 She  whirled 

through  soft  lights  and  was  rew
arded  by  the 

audience  with  a   round  of  applause.^ 

Closing  the  presentations  was  .   P^^s 

Cave,”  a   fantasy  of  beauty;  twinklin
g  lights  on 

a   cave  set  that  was  a   masterpiece 
 of  stagecnaf . 

Led  by  Vlasta  Maslova,  famou
s  Russian  Bal- 

lerina, and  assisted  .by  Bayard  Rauth.  th
e  Capitol 

ballet,  some  as  pirates  and  o
thers  as  jewels, 

presented  dancing  that  xyas  ̂ '^SMCal  and  weird 

under  the  shimmering  lights.  
Vlasta  M^lova 

made  her  entrance  from  a   pir.ate  
jewel  chest  and 

in  georgeous  apparel  added  to  
the  beauty  of  the set. 

New  York  Colony 
Week  Ending  May  16 

NEW  YORK,  Mav  18.—
 Universal  has 

revived  “Outside  the  Law,” 
 shown  at  the 

Colony,  and  for  the  s
tage  presentation 

Paul  Leni,  assisted  by  
Jack  Savage  an 

lcrr\  DeRosa,  presented  
a   police  yarn. 

before  a   judge,  pleadi
ng  for  life. 

•   ?Tet^fek's«ge^"/as^nostIff
ectre^  Closing 

?"‘;Src"'.he“,c;«S.-”'Ti,,n  •.Ou..ide  .
he  I.,W 

was  presented.   

Brooklyn  Strand Week  Ending  May  16 

BROOKLYN,  May  1
8.-There  was  a   ter- 

rific jam  at  the  Brooklyn  S
trand  the  week 

lust  ended,  and  fo
r  a   good  reason 

\4LTLipe.  and 
 his  jazz  orchestra 

ri4rEit^>n'’a.  Sl'e^.-re  h%'P«5
 

SiTlU  tr  wh^XT  S   ‘   RadS listeners  have  heard 
 the  numbers  he  has 

ence  and  with  them,
  his  own  personality.

 

New  York  Warners Week  Ending  May  16 

NEW  YORK,  May
  IS.-Warncr  Brot

h- 

ers offered  two  presentati
on  acts  "^  con- 

junction with  their  picture  at  
the  \\arner 

"'’CS'L  Blair.  Charleston  winner  and 

fast  stepper,  was  next  . on  the  stage,  ^ne  B 

them  I'leiity.  and  they  liked  
it. 
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THE  THEATRE 
Q^ASDcpartment  of  Practical  Showmanship 

Tin  Cans  Tie  Up  with  Civic 
Pride  for  Box  Office  Gains 
Children  Bring  Four  Cans  Each  in  Cleanup  Week  and  Not  a 

Can  Is  Left  When  the  Show  Is  Over 

By  C.  J.  LATTA 
( Empress- TheoirCj  Shenandoah,  la.) 

Each  year  the  city  officials  set  aside  a   week  as  Cleanup  week  and  it  is 

with  a   spirit  of  co-operation  that  I   always  cap  the  climax  by  giving  a   spe- 
cial tin  can  matinee. 

First  I   book  a   picture  which  I   am  -sure  the  kiddies  will  like,  then  I   start 

advertising  my  special  tin  can  matinee  for  Saturday  morning  at  10  o’clock. 
All  children  to  be  admitted  for  four  tin  cans  each. 

I   also  offer  three  prizes  $1.50,  $1,  and 
50  cents  to  the  three  bringing  the  most 
cans.  The  only  restrictions  I   make  is 

that  they  must  not  go  outside  the  city 
limits  to  get  the  cans.  If  they  do  they 
are  no  longer  in  the  race. 

Draws  Like  Circus  Parade 

It  is  needless  to  say  that  this  stunt  is 
a   knockout.  The  kids  come  from  every 

direction  with  wagons,  carts,  wheel- 
barrows, sacks  and  in  fact  anything  they 

can  rig  up  to  haul  the  cans  down  to  the 
theatre.  This  stunt  attracts  as  much  at- 

tention as  a   circus  parade  and  if  any 
one  doubts  it  all  they  need  do  is  give  it 
a   trial. 

Besides  pleasing  the  children  you  are 
showing  civic  pride  and  the  stunt  is 

bound  to  gain  recognition  not  only  from 
the  city  officials  but  from  every  one  in 
town.  By  the  time  this  stunt  is  over 
tin  cans  are  at  a   premium  and  for  some- 

time to  come  every  one  is  talking  about 
your  theatre. 

The  enclosed  clipping  and  photograph 
will  give  you  a   better  idea  of  how  it 
went  over  for  me. 

“John  Henry  Field,  son  of  Henry 
Field,  is  a   chip  off  the  'old  block.’ 
“When  he  appeared  at  the  Empress 

theatre  at  10  o’clock  this  morning  with 
600  tin  cans  for  the  ‘tin  can’  matinee, 
arranged  by  C.  J.  Latta  as  a   clean-up 
week  feature,  he  found  that  he  was 

fourth  in  standing,  with  only  a   'comp’ 
to  the  afternoon  show  as  his  prize.  In- 

stead of  going  to  the  morning  matinee, 
with  the  rest  of  the  kids,  he  went  back 
after  more  cans.  From  alleys  and  ash 

piles,  he  brought  in  more  by  the  cart 
load.  In  the  final  rating  he  was  second. 

His  prize  was  $1.00. 

"Max  Smith  who  brought  1,118  cans 
won  first  price,  $1.50.  Kenneth  Riggle 
with  960  was  third,  getting  50  cents. 
Harold  Thompson  was  fourth  with  780. 

He  was  given  a   free  ticket  to  today’s 
regular  show. 

“More  than  500  children  attended. 
Each  brought  four  or  more  cans.  The 

large  heap  in  front  of  the  theatre  was 

photographed  by  C.  R.  Babcock  with 
the  hundreds  of  laughing  youngsters  in 
the  background.  The  rubbish  was  hauled 

away  by  the  Shenandoah  Transfer  Com- 

pany. 
“The  streets  this  morning  were  filled 

with  happy  children  carrying  old  tin 
cans,  most  of  them  sacked. 

“A  good  time  was  had  by  all." 

A   Little  Story 

About  a   Tin  Can 

On  another  page  of  this  depart- 
ment in  this  issue  is  an  account  of 

an  exploitation  stunt  in  which  Mr. 
Latta  has  made  the  commonest  of 

commodities  his  instrument  for 

drawing  people  into  his  theatre. 
The  commodity  is  tin  cans.  What 

an  idea! 

It  is  a   good  story  that  Mr.  Latta 
has  to  tell. 

Who  would  think,  in  planning  an 

exploitation  stunt,  of  commercializ- 
ing such  a   thing  as  a   tin  can?  None 

but  a   real  showman. 

There  is  another  phase  of  his 

stunt  that  marks  his  enterprise  and 

ingenuity.  It  is  in  the  fact  that  he 

registers  upon  his  community  a   re- 
minder of  the  civic  spirit  of  his 

theatre.  He  tells  the  people  in 

actions  stronger  than  words  that  he 

is  an  exponent  of  the  slogan,  “Clean 

up  the  city.” 
In  addition  he  brings  to  his  thea- 

tre a   lot  of  children  who  are  the  best 

patrons  and  the  best  boosters  any 
house  can  have. 

Ascher  Brothers  Ads 
Aid  Highland  Opening 

When  the  Highland  theatre  opened 

in  Chigaco  May  15  it  was  swamped 

with  first  nighters.  A   big  reason  for 

the  public’s  eagerness  to  see  the  first 
perfonnance  was  the  advertising  cam- 

paign which  preceded  the  opening. 

Ascher  Brothers  who  own  the 

house  had  designed  a   teaser  campaign 

which  ran  in  two  or  three  large  Chi- 
cago dailies.  Each  teaser  ad  was 

either  one  or  two  columns  wide  and 

as  high  as  five  inches.  A   common 

symbol  in  each  ad  was  a   burning  can- 

dle bearing  a   graduated  scale  indicat- 
ing the  day  of  the  month.  The  bottom 

graduation  was  “May  15.” 
Interest  was  created,  People  noted 

the  cleverness  of  the  ads  and  belived 

the  house  would  be  a   worthwhile 

place  to  see  a   show.  They  went. 

That  was ,   the  purpose  of  the  ad campaign. 
P'  a'  Empress  theatre,  Shenandoah,  la.,  who  has  shown  his 
leadership  in  enterprising  showmanship  numerous  times,  now  explains  how 
he  put  a   value  on  tin  cans  and  brought  in  the  children. 
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Modern  Exploitation 
.   ,Bv  DAVID  J.  LUSTIG— 

^his  Is  To  uT^irthday^resent 

1   KRIEGHSAUM  BROTHERS 

I   '   MI-Ui-ll  'I  r-r.irc.  W---C  •'.I-,  lli  l. 
I   .VASy  HAPPY  -HeTnilHS  01  fHF  DAY 

ll,,.  ...ir.li.rn          •V."  Tic  tire  Ipcf 
'   i<i,,.ii  te--  N.  1''-'  ■.■IV'p  N,  I''27 

The  above  invitation  is  on  the  cor- 

respondence side  of  a   plain  post- 
card mailed  out  by  Kreighbaum 

Brothers,  Rochester,  Ind.,  to  ex- 

ploit their  Char-Bell  theatre. 

“Graustark”  Prescrip- 
tions Are  Received 

by  5,000  Doctors 
Five  thousand  doctors,  attending  a 

convention  in  Dallas,  Texas,  were  the 

recipients  of  some  of  their  own  medicine, 
when  M-G-M  Exploiteer  Ray  Beal, 

assisting  Manager  Blaufox  of  Loew’s 
Melba  theatre  in  putting  over  a   cam- 

paign on  "Beverlv  of  Graustark,”  sprang 
a   joker  on  them. 

To  every  doctor  was  sent  a   prescription, 

on  a   regular  prescription  blank,  printed 
in  an  imitation  of  handwriting,  it  read: 

“Dear  Doctor:  A   good  prescription  for 
your  amusement  while  in  Dallas  is 
Loew's  Melba  Theatre.  There  you  will 
find  Marion  Davies  in  her  latest  Metro- 

Goldwyn-Mayer  photoplay,  “Beverly  of 
Graustark,”  and  five  acts  of  Loew  Vaude- 

ville. Thank  you.” 
This  excited  desirable  comment,  and 

helped  to  gain  the  enormous  business 
that  the  newly  opened  Loew  house  did 
with  this  Cosmopolitan  production  for 
M-G-M. 

Loew  House  Ties  Up 
with  Piano  Company 

CLEVELAND.— Loew’s  Park  theatre, 
under  the  management  of  A1  Friedman 
and  of  which  Mack  Malaney  is  publicity 

man,  has  arranged  a   tieup  with  the  local 
Mason  &   Hamlin  Ampico  store. 

erick  Dixon,  well  known  concert  pianist, 
will  appear  the  week  of  Mav  2   at  the 
Park  in  a   comparison  recital  with  the 

M.  &   H.  Ampico  piano.  For  this  appear- 
ance, not  only  newspaper  publicity  is 

used  by  the  piano  people,  but  they  have 
also  plastered  the  town  with  window 
cards  and  pamphlets,  besides  using  their 
mailing  list. 

An  idea  may  be  gained  of  the 
method  used  by  Ben  Knoch,  the 

manager  who  is  seen  standing  be- 
side the  poster  in  front  to  exploit 

short  features  on  his  theatre  bill. 

The  short  feature  poster  is  at  left 

and  advertises  “Buster's  Bust 
Up,”  a   Stern  Brothers  two  reeler 
released  through  Universal. 

WHEN  using  your  mailing  list  to reach  the  peoplp  now  and  then, 
mail  the  material  under  a   two  cent 

stamp,  inclosing  in  the  envelope  not  only 

a   piece  of  copy  on  a   certain  picture  but 
also  a   program  and  a   herald  such  as  is 

gotten  out  by  nearly  all  the  press  de- 
partments on  every  picture. 

Boost  your  theatre  and  keep  up  the 

boosting.  Pictures  come  and  go,  but 

your  theatre  remains.  You  take  pride 

in  your  house.  Let  the  people  know 

you  do  and  in  this  way  sell  them  the 
idea  that  your  house  is  THE  house  they 

should  patronize. 
«   «   * 

One  of  my  pet  ideas  is  the  Newsette, 
which  I   use.  The  Newsette  is  a   breezy 

chat  sheet,  containing  also  the  program 

of_the  house  it  is  prepared  for.  Seldom, 
if  ever,  does  clipped  press  stuff  fit  in  a 

weekly  of  this  type.  Heads  must  be 

properly  written  and  fit  the  articles.  To 
properly  get  out  a   Newsette,  one  must 
have  some  knowledge  of  theatricals,  the 

likes  and  dislikes  of  an  audience,  that 

which  appeals  to  all  types  of  motion 

picture  theatre  goers  and,  all  in  all,  if 

yo^  haven’t  somewhat  of  an  “editorial 
sense,”  don’t  attempt  it.  Badly  written 
headlines,  material  and  editorials  are  a 
needless  waste.  Something  different  and 

just  a   little  better  than  that  which  audi- 

ences have  always  accepted  as  the  best 

is  what  appeals  to  them  and  will  sell 

your  entertainment  to  them  far  quicker 

than  stufif  you  copy  from  elsewhere  and 

get  all  jumbled  up  before  it  appears. 

♦   ♦   * 

Small  booklets  from  time  to  time 

playing  up  your  theatre  and  the  type 
of  entertainment  you  offer  is  welcome 

to  patrons.  Special  booklets  similar  to 

ones  in  the  past  I   have  written  (unfold- 

ing various  modes  of  entertaining)  with 

the  theatre’s  advertisements,  etc.,  in 

them  will  be  taken  home  and  read  and 

re-read.  These  booklets  are  welcomed 

by  theatregoers  for  they  will  talk  about 

your  theatre  to  their  friends.  Naturally, 

there  are  exhibitors  who  rave  oyer  the 

spending  of  a   few  dollars  in  this  way, 

but  that  type  are  out  of  place  among 

showmen  even  though  they  may  own 

theatres  through  the  Goddess  Luck! 

*   ♦   * 

Exhibitors  will  find  that  the  properly 

written  short  letters  and  sales  talk  on 

entertainment  which  goes  into  the  homes 

of  families  will  gain  them  a   better  and 

more  lasting  patronage  than  the  slapping 

up  of  three  and  six  sheets  on  home  made 
frames.  Whatever  you  do,  keep  your 

house  a   theatre.  Cater  to  your  clientele. 

Study  them.  Don't  ever  underestimate 
their  intelligence. 

*   *   * 

Here’s  a   throwaway  idea  I   figured  out 
some  time  ago  and  which  I   and  others 

have  used  time  and  again.  It  will  work 
for  more  than  a   hundred  titles.  My 

printer  was  instructed  to  get  some 

“safety  paper,”  such  as  is  used  for 
checks  and  strip  railroad  tickets.  Across 

the  top  reads:  “Is  Your  Husband  or 
Sweetheart  Faithful?  This  innocent  piece 

of  specially  treated  paper  will  tell  you.” The  middle  of  the  space  (entire  piece  is 

about  four  by  six  is  used  for  display  of 

house  name,  star,  title  and  dates.  Be- 
low are  the  directions  reading  in  part: 

“Paste  this  paper  securely  on  your  mir- 
ror in  room  with  temperature  about  68 

degrees.  After  five  days,  if  the  paper 

curls,  your  husband  or  sweetheart  is 
unfaithful.  If  it  remains  flat,  you  have 

only  to  worry  about  getting  a   seat  in 
the  Blank  theatre  to  see  the  sensational 

stage  and  screen  success  So-and-So.” Don’t  laugh  at  the  idea.  Try  it.  Get 

some  printed  up  on  a   certain  picture  and 
hand  them  to  the  women  as  they  pass 

out  of  the  theatre.  You  will  find  it  will 

interest  them  and  when  they  paste  these 

on  their  mirrors  they  will  be  a   constant 

reminder  of  the  picture  you  are  to  play. 

Be  sure  you  get  them  out  a   week  in  ad- 

vance so  you  can  profit  by  the  advertis- 

ing. Be  sure  copy  is  printed  on  “safet
y’ 

paper  or  some  sort  of  paper  that  lo
oks 

to  the  uninitiated  as  if  it  had  received 

a   special  treatment. 

♦   ♦   * 

Think  of  what  will  Interest  people. 

Psychology  plays  an  important  part 
 m 

modern  theatre  exploitation,  advertising 
and  managing. 

Modern  Dances  Win  in 

Contest  of  Charleston 
and  Old  Fashioned  Step 
CLEVELAND.  —   Manager  William 

Raynor  of  Reade’s  Hippodrome  laun^ed 

a   novel  dance  contest  last  week.  T
his 

contest  endeavored  to  determine  
the 

popularity  of  old  fashioned  mus
ic  over 

jazz  or  vice  versa,  or  the  Charl
eston 

against  Ford’s  old  time  dances. 

the  champion  Charlestoner  and 
 the 

champion  old  time  dancer  had  
been 

chosen  a   contest  was  held  to  determin
e 

which  of  the  two  was  most  popular. 

The  same  manner  was  used  with  
the 

musicians.  After  the  champion  jazz 

band  was  chosen  and  the  champio
n 

fiddler  was  picked  the  audience  h
ad  to 

pick  the  winner  of  the  two.  The  mo
dern 

dances  and  music  won  over  the  old  
fash- 

ioned. 

“D. 

ON’T  laugh  at  the  idea,  try  it/’  says  Mr,  Liistig  in 

    explaining  this  stunt  to  get  patrons  in  to  see  a   show
. 

The  zvriter  is  ptiblicity  director  for  the  newly  organised  Hol
ly- 

zvood  Pictures  Corporation. 
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Copy  Service 
For  Exhibitor 

House  Organs 
House  organ  or  newspaper 
publication  rights  to  this  copy 

is  granted  exhibitors  by  the 
“Herald”  herewith. 

AWAY  FROM  THE  HOLOCAUST 

T   OW  distant  grumbling  .   .   Loud  blast 
.   A   Roar  .   .   .   Volume  of  Fire  .   .   . 

The  Fury  of  a   volcano  pouring  forth  its 
Molten  Rock  into  a   calm  and  peaceful 
sea  .   .   .   Boiling,  frothing,  foaming  .   .   . 
Natives  fleeing  with  Valuables,  Children, 

Loved  Ones  .   .   .   Panicky,  flaming  Vil- 
lages .   .   .   One  can  almost  hear  the  cries. 

*   *   * 

Outside  a   cool  Breeze  blows,  orderly 
Streets,  save  for  the  Bustle  of  Business 

going  on  ...  No  Danger  of  Volcanic 

Eruptions — only  Business  Eruptions  .   .   . 
Forget  Business.  Live  the  uneasy  Thrills 
of  Mother  Earth — Go  to  the  Theatre 

tonight. — By  N.  M. 

YOUR  COMMUNITY’S  FRIEND 

^jNE  of  the  greatest  factors  in  civic, 
^   betterment  in  our  American  com- 

munities is  the  Motion  Picture  Theatre. 

There  are  a   list  of  many  ways  that 
the  Theatre  aids  in  the  work  of  welfare 

movements.  Its  first  and  greatest  con- 
tribution, of  course,  is  that  of  making 

cheerful  the  folks  who  toil  and  are 

weary.  But  there  are  more  ways. 
The  Theatre  is  the  place  in  many 

cases  where  benefits  are  given  for 

orphans,  for  derelicts,  for  victims  of 
great  disasters,  for  soldiers,  and  for 

many  humane  societies. 

It  promotes  progressive  movements 
in  the  community. 

At  this  time  of  year  it  aids  in  the 
contests  conducted  by  the  music  division 

of  the  General  Federation  of  Women’s 
Clubs  the  National  Music  Memory  Con- 

test. School  children  by  these  contests 

learn  to  appreciate  the  classics  in  music. 
But  there  are  numerous  ways  that  the 

Theatre  helps  the  community,  so  numer- 
ous all  cannot  be  listed. 

SCREEN  HELPS  STAGE  ACTORS 

'T'HE  screen  is  helpful  to  the  actor 

who  appears  also  on  the  legitimate 

stage,  according  to  Niles  Welch,  screen 
actor  who  is  to  be  one  of  the  principal 

speakers  at  a   meeting  of  the  Indiana 
Indorsers  of  Photoplays  in  Fort  Wayne, 
Indiana. 
The  art  of  pantomime,  he  says,  once 

acquired  through  acting  before  the  cam- 
era, brings  a   self  confidence,  a   poise, 

and  expressions  to  the  stage,  which, 
when  added  to  the  voice,  make  for  the 

good  actor  of  spoken  drama. 

What  Showmen 
Are  Doing  to 

Get  Business 

A   phototype  survey  of  current 
exhibitor  business  e^ort«  with 

pictures  upon  the  accompany- 

ing pages. 

MUNSON  WILL  HAVE  MORE 

NEWS  ABOUT  CHAMP 
THEATREGOER 

The  Theatre, 

Exhibitors  Herald, 

I   want  you  to  accept  my  hearty  thanks 
and  appreciation  for  the  fine  way  in  which 

you  played  up  our  Champion  Theatre- 
Goer.  The  position  was  fine  and  will  no 
doubt  create  a   great  interest  among  the 

industry  in  general. 

Have  you  noticed  that  the  NE.A  Service 
has  released  the  pictures  of  the  Champion 

and  Runner-up.  This  is  turning  out  to 
be  an  enormously  interesting  project,  as 

the  fame  of  the  principals  will  with  the 
aid  of  tile  Herald  and  dailies,  spread  from 
coast  to  coast. 

Some  new  important  angles  which  I 
have  been  working  on  in  connection  with 
the  Champion  are  developing  and  I   think 
I   will  have  more  news  for  you  within  a few  days. 

The  CiiiciiDiati  Post,  and  numerous  im- 
portant dailies  In  this  section  have  carried 

about  eight  inches  front  page  space  on  the 

pictures  and  short  story,  and  of  course  all 
other  NEA  subscribers. 

CLARK  MUNSON. 

The  Robey  Theatres,  Spencer,  W.  Va. 

Exhibitors  House  Organ  Exchange 
Entry  of  name  in  this  list  signifies  willingness  to  exchange  theatre  publications 

with  other  theatre  publishers  for  mutual  benefit. 

BAIR,  E.  E.,  FaU«  lliaat7«,  Cajrahitga  Falla,  O. 

BLAIR,  M.  J.,  St.  FremsU  theatre,  San  Fraa- 
cImo,  Cal. 

BENDER,  A.  R.,  Olrmpia,  Cla^elaad,  Okla. 
BENTLEV,  FLOYD  E.,  Kel>»  AinusarasDt  Co., 

Kelso,  Wash. 

BROWNELL,  OSSIE,  Carthage  theatrea,  Gtovera- 
villo,  N.  Y, 

BROWNING,  HARRY,  Olrmpla,  New  Haven, 
Ceoa. 

BUBERT,  E.  H.,  Metropolltaa,  MargaatowB, 
W.  Va. 

BURNS,  FRANK  B.,  OHeodo  EatarpriMs,  Or- 
laodo,  Fla. 

CHRISTENSEN,  C.  R.,  Twin  Ciir,  ChehaUe, 
Wash. 

COX,  ED.  F.,  Prlneass,  Bristol,  Colo. 
DALEY,  THOMAS  S.,  Sshins  Amasement  Co., 

Glovarsvilie,  N.  Y. 

EVELAND,  EARLE,  Twin  Cit^  Opera  Hosse, 
MeCoDaelsvlSle,  O. 

FAWXS,  E.  L.,  Photo  Phoae,  Graford,  Tex. 

GARDNER.  HUGH  T.,  Orpheam,  Naosho,  Mo. 
GAULT.  J.  C.,  American,  Oakland,  Cal. 

GILL,  R.  A.  Strand,  Bone;  Grove,  Tea. 
GLASER,  WILL  J.,  Grand,  Forlbaall,  Mina. 
HAMBURGER,  F.  M.,  Cirele,  Poriland,  Ore. 
HARLEY,  ALONZA,  Valentine,  DeSanee,  Ohio, 

JUDD,  FORREST  E.,  Prospect,  Kansas  Git;,  Mo. 
KOBLEN,  M.,  Seonl,  Oakdale,  La. 
KRAMER,  LOUIS  P.,  Lubliner  &.  Trias  The- 

atres. 

loe.,  307  North  Mishigan  Ave.,  Chicago,  lU. 
LITTLE,  T.  L.,  Majestic,  Camden,  S.  C. 
LUKACHIE,  A.  J.,  Hauher,  Camden,  Ark. 
MasLEOD,  M.,  Wolverine,  Saginaw,  Mich. 
MASSEY,  EARL  D.,  Texas,  Killeen,  Tsx. 

MILLER,  CARL  F.,  Miller  theatre,  Fremont, 
Ohio. 

MOCK,  CARL  F.,  S6lh  Street,  Philadelphia,  Pa. 

MOSS,  EDGAR  A.,  Marlon  Theatre  News,  Glass 
Block,  Marion,  led. 

MURPHY,  HAROLD  S.,  Woodlawn,  ChSeago. 

NICHOLS,  DON,  Dnrham  Amnsemsst  Compan;, 
Dorham,  N.  C. 

O'ROURKE,  JACK,  Lanrel,  Lanrel  .Springs,  N.  J. 
OLSON,  H.  G.,  Majestis  theatre,  Reedsberg, 

Wis. 

OSTEN8ERG,  J.  H..  Orpheam,  Seoitshinff,  Neb. 

PAYNE,  EARLE  HALL,  Xenltiek;,  I^exlngloa Kr. 

PIERCE,  HOWARD  O.,  Kniiik;  Theairieal  Eat., 
Detroit,  Mieh. 

POPE,  CLEM,  T.  &   D.,  Oaklaod,  Cal. 
RANDALL,  E.  H.,  Libert;,  Condon,  Ore. 

RIVERS.  EDWIN  B.,  1718  Sontb  Main  street, 
Ro;al  Theatre,  Los  Angeles,  Cal. 

SACHS,  S.  M..  Masonis,  Clifton  Forge,  Va. 

SCHWIE,  F.  F.,  Dslnth,  Dnloth,  Minn. 

SHARPE,  PHILIP  B.,  Strand  Theatre  Publlshina 
Co.,  Portland,  Ms. 

SNYDER.  E.  A.,  RIalto-VirgInia,  Champaign,  111. 

SOLOMON,  B.,  Strand,  MeComb,  Miss. 

SORG,  J.  H.,  Jefferson,  Fort  Wa;ne,  Ind. 
STIEFEL,  S.,  Roxboro,  Philadelphia,  Pa. 
STILES,  J.  H.,  The  Dalles  Amusement  Co.. 

The  Dalles,  Ore, 

THOMPSON,  N.  T.,  Cr;s}oI  Thootre,  Fort  At- 
kinson, Wis. 

WALLACE,  O.  JIM,  Lincoln  Sqaare,  Dseater, 
111. 

WEINBERG,  I.,  New  and  L;rie,  Lexington,  Va. 
WHEELER,  ED  A.,  Ohio,  Cleveland,  O. 

WHITBECK,  FRANK,  West  Coast  Theatres,  Inc., 
134  Leavenworth  St.,  San  Franeiseo,  Cal. 

WILSON,  T.  S.,  Seelye,  Abilene,  Kan. 

WOODWARD,  KENNETH  V.,  Penn-State  Amase- 
meat  Co.,  Uniontown,  Pa. 

t   (£^ibitor)      ] 
I           1 

(   (Thealre)                    j 

!   <Ctty)                    State....     1 

I   'HC  ME  ur 

ir 

I   CRYSTAL 

MAY  PROGRAM 
FORT  ATKINSON, 

KiniAKo  nAftTHei.UK&^ 

'   D0H0Tn\ 

r   lh«y  CAlltfsl  Jmmef,  fiilur*- .   -• 
*   UfUic  hi/  lender 

fi|h(  (0  crawl  frem  the  of  the  Chetlo  into 
ot  Ihp  hcguUful  div  SijeiutiOieliet  (hU  nNl  liupir* iDg  «|rama  o1  Ihetc  glonoo*  cervciv. 

SLSll  .^DyKNiLK^'  or  MAZ1B  COM  I’D  V 
PJtSCl^  19— »c. 

N.  T.  Thompson,  manager  of  the 
Crystal  theatre,  Ft.  Atkinson, 

Wis.,  this  week  joins  the  House 

Organ  Exchange  List  and  sub- 
mits this  attractive  house  organ 

as  an  example  of  his  publication 

activities.  Get  Mr.  'Thompson  on 
your  list  and  keep  your  eye  on  his 
publication.  His  cover  for  the  24 

page  paper  advertises  a   First  Na- 
tional film. 
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JOSEPH  W.  SPRINGER 

one  or  two  school  bus  operators 

who  own  busses  or  hacks  capable  of 

hauling  some  25  or  30  persons.  By 

arranging  with  one  such  driver  in 

each  locality  I   have  furnished  free 

transportation  for  such  people  in  the 

locality  as  heretofore  had  no  trans- 
portation facility.  Two  nights  each 

week  the  busses  at  their  specified 

time  and  locations  “take  on”  their 
passengers.  Tickets  for  the  show 
are  purchased  by  each  passenger 
from  the  drivers  as  he  boards  tlie 

bus,  at  the  same  price  he  would  pay 

at  the  boxoffice.  Supposing  a   driver 
sells  25  tickets  at  30  cents  each. 

That  is  $7.50.  The  driver  takes 

half,  leaving  $3.75.  This,  for  three 

busses  is  $11.25,  twice  a   week  totals 
$22.50  which,  I   figure,  is  just  $22.50 
more  than  I   would  otherwise  take  in 

and  helps  quite  a   bit  toward  the 
week’s  expenses. 

The  plan  has  worked  so  success- 
fully that  on  one  or  two  occasions 

a   second  bus  has  had  to  be  called 

into  service  to  accommodate  the 

crowd.  By  requiring  the  purchase 

of  tickets  on  boarding  the  bus,  “free 
riders”  or  those  who  would  not  at- 

tend the  theatre  are  eliminated,  at 

the  same  time  it  hauls  show  patrons 
for  nothing. 

Under  separate  cover  I   am  send- 

ing some  photographs  which  you 

may  be  interested  in  looking  over.  I 

hope  that  other  exhibitors  will  try 

my  plan  and  find  it  as  successful  as 
I   have. 

All  aboard  for  the  Strand!  This  bus  takes  the  patrons  to  the  Elizabethtown, 

Ind.,  theatre  for  each  performance  and  then  returns  them  to  their  homes. 

Bus  Service  Adds 

$22. 50  Each  Week  to  B.  O. 

in  Town  of  300 
‘"''By  Arranging  ivith  One  Driver  in  Each  Locality  I   Have 
Furnished  Free  Transportation  for  Such  People  in  the  Local- 

ity  as  Heretofore  Had  No  Transportation  Facility — The  Plan 
Has  Worked  So  Successfully  That  on  One  or  Two  Occasions 
a   Second  Bus  Had  to  Be  Called  into  Service  to  Accommodate 

the  Crowd"^ 
By  JOSEPH  W.  SPRINGER 

Owner  of  the  Slrand  Theatre,  in  Elizabethtown,  Indiana 

I   THOUGHT  perhaps  you  might be  interested  in  hearing  of  a   plan 

I   am  using  whereby  I   transport 

rural  patrons  to  my  theatre  in  free 
motor  busses. 

To  begin  with,  I   am  a   small  town 

exhibitor  and  therefore  depend  to  a 

large  extent  upon  rural  population 

for  a   good  percent  of  my  patronage. 

As  it  happens  there  are  three  small 

towns  located  in  as  many  directions 

from  my  town,  none  large  enough 

to  support  a   theatre.  I   have  always 

advertised  quite  extensively  in  these 

villages  with  fair  results,  but  never 

the  returns  to  completely  satisfy  me. 

Finally  I   decided  to  make  a   personal 

investigation  and  determine  why  the 

attendance  was  not  greater.  Upon 

visiting  each  town  and  questioning 
a   number  of  the  inhabitants  why 

they  did  not  attend  my  theatre  more, 

90  per  cent  of  their  answers  were 

that  they  had  no  way  to  go.  At  that 
time,  or  for  some  weeks  later  I 

could  offer  no  satisfactory  solution 

for  this  difficulty.  Finally  I   hit  upon 

the  “free  bus”  plan,  the  details  of 
which  follow. 

Each  village  in  question  happens 
to  be  in  a   rural  school  district  and 

therefore  has  living  in  or  near  them 

This  is  one  of  the  posterboards 
that  stands  in  a   nearby  town  to 

announce  such  programs  as  the 

Universal  picture,  “Let  ’Er  Buck.” 
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FOX  FILM  CORPORATION’S  PICTURE,  “The  Shamrock  Handicap,”  got  away  without  the  slightest 
handicap  May  15  when  the  Highland  theatre,  a   new  Ascher  Brothers  house,  in  Chicago,  opened  following 

a   big  advertising  campaign  of  which  the  above  ads  were  an  important  factor.  Too  much  cannot  be  said 

for  the  management  which  executed  the  above  campaign  when  commenting  upon  it.  The  reasons  for 

the  unlimited  praise  the  ads  have  received  are  very  obvious  upon  examination.  The  Ascher  house  will 

show  a   great  number  of  Fox  attractions. 
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HIRAM  ABRAMS 
President,  United  Artists 

JOSEPH  M.  SCHENCK 
Chairman,  United  Artists  Board 

United  Artists  Announces 
Abrams 

A   Leader Releases Joseph  Schenck A   Showman 

In  a   large  measure  the  gen- 

eral development  of  motion  pic- 
ture distribution  is  linked  with 

she  career  of  Hiram  Abrams, 

president  of  United  Artists  Cor- 
poraiion. 

In  his  advasice  in  the  indus- 
try, Mr.  Abrams  has  repeatedly 

shown  the  way  in  neto  methods 

and  systems  of  film  marketing. 
Seven  years  ago  United  Artists 
was  formed  on  the  principle  of 

placing  each  picture  of  its  con- 
tributing star  producers  indi- 

vidually and  on  its  own  merits 

with  the  theatres.  Thai  prin- 
ciple is  a   most  conspicuous 

triumph  in  distribution  of  high 

class  motion  picture  production, 
and  Mr.  Abrams  remcins  its 

leading  exponent. 

The  distribution  system  which 
Mr.  Abrams  installed  in  that 

company's  nuschinery  tms  as 
perfect  as  the  period  and  the 

I   manner  of  film  production 
tvould  permit.  The  idea  of 
United  Artists  Corporation 
grew  with  Mr.  Abrams  when  he 

found  that,  under  the  then  avail- 
able distribution  systems,  stars 

such  as  Mary  Fickford,  Douglas 
Fairbanks  and  Charlie  Chaplin 

were  far  from  realizing  their 

full  box  office  value,  on  hun- 
dreds, even  thousands  of  poten- 

tial bookings.  A   superlative 

group  of  pictures  limited  as  to 

number,  and  logical  and  equit- 
able selling  methods,  at  a   good 

these  United  Artists  Corpora- 

tion was  founded. 

The  sixteen  big  productions  to  be  released  by  United Artists  Corporation  during  the  new  season  reflect 

the  best  efforts  of  the  industry’s  foremost  stars  and 

producers.  Without  doubt  they  comprise  the  most  im- 

pressive group  of  sixteen  pictures  ever  offered  for  release 
in  one  season. 

Mary  Pickford,  Gloria  Swanson,  Charlie  Chaplin, 

Douglas  Fairbanks,  Rudolph  Valentino,  John  Barrymore, 

Buster  Keaton.  Joseph  M.  Schenck,  Samuel  Goldwyn  and 

Morris  Gest  are  the  artists  and  producers. 

Of  the  new  producing  members,  Gloria  Swanson  will 

make  t%vo  films,  John  Barrymore  two,  Buster  Keaton  two, 

Samuel  Goldwyn  three,  and  Morris  Gest  one,  the  first 

of  his  Morris  Gest  Spectacles. 

In  addition  there  will  be  Mary  Pickford  in  “Sparrows 

and  another  picture;  Charlie  Chaplin  in  his  new  feature 

comedy,  “The  Circus”;  Douglas  Fairbanks  in  "The  Black 

Pirate”;  and  Rudolpli  Valentino  in  “Son  of  the  Sheik”  and in  another. 

Five  of  the  new  sixteen  pictures  already  have  been 

(Cmlinued  on  page  80) 

Part  of  United  Artists’  Past  Product 
IVL^RY  PICKFORD  In  ‘‘PoSly- 

nnno,”  “Sadfl,"  “The  Love  Light.” 

“Through  the  Suck  Door,*’  “LSllle 
Lord  Fnunlleroy,"  “Tcb»  of  the 

Storm  Country.’’  ‘‘RosStn,’’  “Doro- 

thy Vorison  of  Huddon  Hnll,”  "Lit- 

lie  Annie  Rooney”  and  “Sparrows. " 

CHARLJE  CHAPLIN  in  "The 

Cold  Rush,’’  and  Charlie  Chaplin’s 
dramatio  feature,  “A  Woman  of 
Paris”  with  Edna  Purvianea. 

DOUGLAS  FAIRBANKS  la  “His
 

Majesty  the  American,”  "When
  the 

Clouds  Roll  By.”  “The  Mollyood- 
dSe,”  “’Fhe  Nut.”  “'iTso  Mark  of 

Zorro,”  “The  Three  Musketeers, ” 
“Robin  Hood,”  “The  Thief  of  Bag- 

dad” and  “Don  Q,  Son  of  Zorro. 

D.  W.  GRIFFITH’S  “Broken 

Blossoms,”  ’’Way  Down  East.”  “The 

Birth  of  a   Notion,”  ’’The  Love 

Flower."  “Dream  Street,”  “Or- 

phans of  the  Storm,”  “One  Eaelt- 

ing  Night,”  “The  While  Rose,” "America,”  “Isn’t  Life  Wonderful" 

and  “‘Solly  of  the  Sawdust.” 

RUDOLPH  VALENTINO  In  "The 

Engle.” 

WILLIAM  S.  HART  In  “Tumbl
e- 

weeds.” 

SAMUEL  COLD^TN'S  “Partners 

y\gala.” 

ROLAN'D  WEST’S  “The  Bo!.’’ 

The  history  of  Joseph  M. 

Schenck,  if  placed  upon  the 

screen,  would  make  as  engross- 
ing a   picture  as  any  that  hv 

has  stood  sponsor  for  in  his 

career  as  a   producer. 

An  immigrant  to  yfmerica 
when  he  was  a   boy,  his  first 

position  here  carried  the  sahiry 

of  S4.  Today  he  is  chairman 
of  the  board  of  directors  of 
United  Artists  C«r/)orafiOrt;  he 

is  singly,  or  tvith  bis  associates, 
producer  of  the  pictures  of 

Buster  Keaton.  Rudolph  Valen- 
tino and  John  Barrymore,  as 

well  as  those  of  Norma  and 
Constance  Talmadge;  he  is 

chief  owner  of  an  amusement 
park  chain,  and  is  president  of 
the  Federal  Trust  and  Savings 

bank  in  Hollywood. 

When  the  amusement  park 

field  and  the  motion  picture 

business  proved  inviting  to  Mr. 
Schenck.  he  refused  to  enter 

them  half  way.  He  entered 
them  tvith  a   vim  and  vigor  that 
drove  him  to  the  top  of  these 

vast  activities.  F irst  associafe{£ 

tvith  Marcus  Loetv  in  the  exhi- 

bition field,  then  as  a   producer 

in  Hollytvaod,  now  as  chairman 

of  the  directorial  board  of 

United  Artists  and  as  a   pro- 

ducer of  the  films  of  many  stars. 

Joseph  M.  Schenck  stands  as 

one  of  the  greatest  financial 

geniuses  in  the  business  and  a showman  with  a   thorough 

knowledge  of  all  the  ramifica- 

tions of  his  many  interests. 
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■W.  W.  HINES 

Concrsl  SaEosnssnoger 

E.  A.  ESCHMANN 
So  PrcHldcnt 

MOXLEY  A.  BILL 

Generc!!  Sslssnianogorf  EusS^rss 
Division 

PAUL  N.  LAZARUS 

Genera!  Salesmanager,  Soulhern 

Western  Division 

CRESSON  E.  SMITH 

General  Salasmanager,  Mldwesti 
Bivisiun 

Managers District 

H.  T.  Sou!!? 

lioston,  PorSland,  Me.,  New  Havei 
Conni 

JACK  VON  TILZER 

New  York  CUy>  Buffalo,  Fhliadellphia. 

T.  Y.  HENRY 

MlaneapoSIs,  Ocnoha,  Kaasas  City,  St. Louis 

MORRIS  SAFIER 

Cleveland,  Cincinnati,  Detroit,  Indi- 
anapolis, Chisago 

KENNETH  HODKHNSON 

Los  Angelas,  San  Fransisso,  Seattle, 
Salt  Lake,  Denver 

WALTER  F.  SEYMOUR 

Pittsburgh,  Washington,  Atlanta,  Del- 

las, Charlotte 
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Broaden  Service 

For  All  Cities 

FI  anticipation  of  its  notable  increase  of high  class  releases,  United  Artists  quite 

recently  expanded  its  sales  and  exploit
ation 

facilities.  Not  only  is  an  enlargement
  of 

its  service  to  the  key  cities  involved,  but 

also  a   distinct  broadening  of  service  to 

exhibitors  in  the  smaller  communities.  The 

addition  of  product  from  Gloria  Swanson,
 

John  Barrymore,  Buster  Keaton  and  Morr
is 

Gest  to  that  of  Mary  Pickford,  Charlie 

Chaplin,  Douglas  Fairbanks,  D.  W.  Griffith
, 

Rudolph  Valentino,  Samuel  Goldwyn  and 

the  current  productions  made  for  Joseph  M. 

Schenck  by  John  W.  Considine,  Jr.,  and 

Roland  West,  forecasts  an  activity  in  book- 

ings that  requires  a   much  larger  organiza- tion than  formerly. 

Sales  Ideal  Maintained 

President  Abrams  announced  the  identical 

sales  ideal  prevailing  at  the  inception  of  the 

company  seven  years  ago — of  selling  each 

picture  separately — remains  unchanged  in 

the  wider  activities  now  beginning.  This 

announcement  was  also  emphasized  in  a 

review  of  the  company’s  strong  status  by 
Joseph  M.  Schenck. 

Abrams  continues  active  supervision  over 

the  entire  system.  At  the  head  of  the  staff 

devoting  all  energies  to  distribution  is_E.  A. 

Eschmann,  known  as  a   sales  executive  of 

the  highest  calibre,  assistant  to  the  presi- 
dent, and  W.  W.  Hines,  for  several  years 

general  sales  manager. 

For  more  intimate  contact  with  the  field. 

United  Artists  has  lately  divided  its  sales 

energies  into  three  sections — the  Southern- 
Western  with  Paul  Lazarus  general  sales 

manager:  the  Mid-Western  with  Cresson 

E.  Smith  sales  manager;  and  the  Eastern 

with  Moxley  A.  Hill  general  sales  manager. 
These  make  their  headquarters  in  New 
York  City. 

In  the  Southern-Western  division.  Ken- 
neth Hodkinson  is  district  manager  for 

Los  Angeles,  San  Francisco,  Seattle,  Salt 

Lake  City  and  Denver;  W.  F.  Seymour  is 

district  manager  for  Pittsburgh,  Washing- 
ton, Atlanta,  Dallas  and  Charlotte. 

Henry  and  Safier  in  Mid-West 

In  the  Mid-Western,  the  district  mana- 

gers are;  T.  Y.  Henry  for  Minneapolis, 

Omaha,  Kansas  City  and  St.  Louis,  and 

Morris  Safier  for  Cleveland,  Detroit,  Cin- 
cinnati, Chicago  and  Indianapolis. 

In  the  Eastern  division  H.  T.  Scully  is 

district  manager  for  Boston,  Portland,  and 

New  Haven,  and  Jack  von  Tilzer  for  Phila- 

delphia, New  York,  Buffalo  and  the  Cana- dian branches. 

Following  are  the  25  sales  managers  and 
branches  of  United  Artists  Corporation  in 

the  country  at  large:  T.  E.  Dillard,  106 

Walton  street,  Atlanta;  H.  T.  Scully,  69 
Church  street,  Boston;  Wm.  Sherry,  265 

Franklin  street,  Buffalo;  C.  C.  Wallace,  804 

S.  Wabash  avenue,  Chicago;  C.  E.  Peppiatt, 

505  V/.  4th  street,  Charlotte;  Harry_  Gold, 
503  Broadway  Film  building,  Cincinnati; 

W.  A.  Shalit,  2143  Prospect  avenue,  Cleve- 
land; J.  E.  Luckett,  308  S.  Harwood  street, 

Dallas;  J.  A.  Krum,  2044  Broadway,  Den- 
ver; H.  W.  Traver,  344  Insurance  Exchange 

building,  Detroit;  E.  W.  MacLean,  408  N. 

Illinois  street,  Indianapolis;  Guy  F.  Na- 
varre, 1706  Baltimore  avenue,  Kansas  City; 

F.  E.  Benson,  922  S.  Olive  street,  Los 

Angeles;  T.  J.  MacEvoy,  503  Loeb  Arcade 

building,  Minneapolis;  H.  M.  Masters,  134 

Meadow  street,  New  Haven;  M.  Striemer, 
729  Seventh  avenue,  New  York  City;  A. 

(Continued  on  page  58) 

Original  Four 
of 

United  Artists 

MARY  PJCKFOR0 

CHARLIE  CHAPLIN 

DOUGLAS  FAIRBANKS 

.   W.  GRIFFITH 

Sales  Ideals 
Maintained 

CEVEN  years  ago  with  Hiram  Abrams, 

these  foremost  film  personalities — Mary 

Pickford,  Charlie  Chaplin,  Douglas  Fair- 
banks, and  D.  W.  Griffith — gave  the  motion 

picture  industry  a   distinct  innovation.  They 

launched  an  independent  distributing  serv- 
ice of  their  own  and  went  at  the  market 

for  their  productions  direct.  It  was  an 

ingeniously  contrived  organization,  to 

which  they  were  to  purvey  the  best  product 

of  which  they  were  capable,  and  sell  it 

to  the  trade — each  picture  on  a   strictly 

separate  footing,  under  the  direction  of 
Hiram  Abrams,  expert  in  distribution.  The 

organizers  called  it  United  Artists  Corpora- 
tion. 

Principles  Triumphant 

The  move  grouped  four  outstanding  box 

office  names  of  the  time  apart  from  their 

former  connections.  In  the  second  place 

it  presented  them  to  the  world  allied  in  an 

undertaking  for  the  physical  handling  of 
their  own  product. 

Much  skepticism  greeted  the  innovatjon. 

But  the  distribution  principles  of  United 

Artists  Corporation’s  expert  have  today 

proved  not  only  sound,  but  triumphant. 

Hiram  Abrams  was  felicitated  in  a   in
o.st 

enthusiastic  maimer  April  2,  the  seventh 

anniversary  of  United  Artists. 

Impressive  Affiliations 

United  Artists  Corporation  now  pre-
 

sents the  impressive  affiliations  which  i
n- 

chulc  the  following:  Mary  Pickfo
rd, 

Charlie  Chaplin,  Douglas  Fairbanks.
  Gloria 

Swan.son,  Rudolph  Valentino,  Joh
n  Barry- 

more, Buster  Keaton,  Samuel  Goldwyn  
and 

Morris  Gest. 

United  Artists  Corporation  handle
s  a   care- 

fully selected,  yet  definite,  volume  of  
material. 

The  minimum  of  pictures  fro
m  members 

which  it  will  market  is  twelve  a 
  year.  On 

the  other  hand,  the  maximum
  will  be  six- 

teen. It  has  always  been  far  from
  the 

motive  of  this  organization  t
o  impose  over- 

production upon  its  market.  The  producing
 

units  are  therefore  free  from  
the  deadening 

requirements  of  quantity  p
roduction.  n 

this  environment  there  is  n
o  such  thing 

as  the  "program  product  
” 

There  is  no  program  or  bl
ock  booking 

system  of  marketing  the
ir  film.  Each 

United  Artists  picture  is  r
eceived  and  dis- 

tributed entirely  on  an  individual  b
asis. 

No  Block  Booking 

There  is  not  even  any  pooling 
 of  proceeds 

from  the  sales  of  differe
nt  pictures  m 

United  Artists.  Especiall
y  is  this  a   re- 

minder of  the  encouragement  the 
 Unitea 

.Artists  system  has  given  
and  will  continue 

to  give  an  open  market.  
Seeking  neither 

to  bind  the  exhibitor  to  p
roduct  he  may 

not  prefer  or  may  not  a
fford,  nor  to  inter- 

fere  with  his  free  choice  of
  anything  that 

is  elsewhere  on  the  market
,  this  organiza- 

tion provides  him  an  object
  lesson  m 

independence. 

Since  its  inception  Unit
ed  Artists  Cor- 

poration has  maintained  an  “op
en  door 

policy  to  all  stars  and  pro
ducers  who.  hay- 

ing attained  the  heights  by 
 sheer  merit, 

capacity  of  judgment  an
d  shovymanship, 

realize  that  the  distribution
  of  their  product 

belongs  solely  with  an  org
anization  such  as 

United  Artists. 
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RUDOLPH  VALENTSNO JOHN  BARRYMORE BUSTER  KEATON 
MORRIS  GEST 

GLORIA  SWANSON 

Producers 

for 
United  Artists 

Contributing 

Artists 

and 

Showmanship  Expanded 
■\^1TH  the  recognized  array  of  producers  making  an  out- ’   ’   standing  array  of  box  office  attractions,  United  Artists  is 
dovetailing  these  activities  with  plans  and  ideas  to  give  each 

and  every  picture  both  an  intensive  and  extensive  exploitation 

scope,  backed  up  with  selling  aids  of  high-powered  value. 

Each  of  the  sixteen  pictures  will  be  individually  advertised 

and  exploited.  Small  town  exhibitors  now  will  have  the 

opportunity  of  showing  United  Artists  releases  at  compara- 

tively early  dates.  Concentrated  drives  will  be  launched  as 

complementary  to  the  sales  drives.  United  Artists  will  put 
as  much  showmanship  into  its  ad-aids  as  its  contributing 
producers  inject  into  their  pictures. 

The  advertising  and  publicity  departments  have  been  en- 

larged. Victor  M.  Shapiro  directs  the  department  with 
Charles  E.  Moyer,  executive  of  foreign  publicity;  Fred 
Schaefer,  exploitation;  Bruce  Gallup,  advertising  and  sales 
promotion;  Warren  Nolan,  publicity. 

Gloria  Swanson  “On  Her  Own  ” LORIA  SWANSON,  active  as  a   box  office  bet  of  highest 

prestige,  issues  dramatically  into  a   career  “on  her  own” as  a   United  Artists  affiliated  star.  Her  pictures,  under  the 

United  Artists  idea,  will  be  sold  individually  and  separately, 

but  under  exceptional  auspices. 

Since  her  “Manhandled,”  Gloria  Swanson’s  rise  to  eminence 
has  been  notable.  Her  talents,  her  magnetic  personality,  her 

beauty,  her  leadership  in  feminine  styles,  her  position  profes- 
sionally and  in  popular  favor,  leave  no  room  for  doubt  that 

she  will  long  remain  one  of  the  most  sought  after  and 

glamorous  personalities  in  modern  stardom. 
At  the  head  of  her  own  producing  organization  she  will  be 

free  to  make  pictures  of  the  most  ambitious  standard,  regard- 

less of  arbitrary  production  schedules  or  limited  appropria- 
tions. She  will  exercise  her  own  choice  of  stories  from 

the  world’s  best,  and  avail  herself  of  the  ablest  directors  and 
writers.  The  best  that  money  can  afford  will  go  into  her 

new  productions  of  which  there  will  be  two  each  year  for 
United  Artists. 

Two  from  Mary  Pickford  Chaplin  in  “The  Circus” The  American  public  claimed 
Mary  Pickford  as  its  favorite 

before  it  was  even  aware  of 

her  name!  This  was  in  the 

Biograph  Company  when  Miss 

Pickford  appeared  in  picture.^ 

directed  by  D.  W.  Griffith. 

Miss  Pickford’s  long  list  of 
productions  for  United  Artists 
are  but  testimonials  to  her  un- 

disputed claims  to  name  and 

fame.  From  “Pollyanna”  to 

“Little  Annie  Rooney,”  these 
pictures  stand  as  milestones  in 

her  ever  increasing  popularity. 
She  will  have  two  in  the  com- 

ing season. 

“Sparrows,”  Miss  Pickford’s 
latest  film,  will  re%’eal  her  in 

the  greatest  of  all  her  produc- 
tions. 

Written  for  her,  “Sparrows,” 
from  the  pen  of  Winifred 
Dunn,  discloses  Miss  Pickford 

as  the  oldest  of  ten  forlorn 

youngsters  on  a   swampland 

baby  farm,  pitiful  little  human 

sparrows.  Her  tribulations  and 

little  joys  as  the  foster-mother 
of  this  brood,  and  the  unusual 
climax  in  which  she  bravos 

death  to  save  them  from  the 

reptiles  in  the  bayous,  are  ele- 
ments which  will  undoubtedly 

make  “Sparrows”  the  most  im- 
pressive of  her  recent  releases. 

William  Beaudine,  assisted 

by  Tom  McNamara  and  Carl 

Harbaugh,  directed  “Sparrows,” 
while  the  script  was  prepared 
by  C.  Gardner  Sullivan.  Miss 
Pirkford  has  another  picture  to 

follow  “Sparrows.” 

During  the  last  few  years  it 
had  become  the  favorite  indoor 

sport  of  the  intellectuals  to 

write  about  Charlie  Chaplin. 

Thomas  Burke,  author  of 

“Limehousc  Nights,”  says  that 
“he  has  that  wonderful  im- 

palpable gift  of  attraction.”  St. 
John  Irvine,  playwright,  critic 

and  poet,  says  “he  is  almost  the 
only  one  of  his  profession  who 
can  carry  his  personality 

through  the  camera.”  The  man 
in  the  street  calls  him  a 

“Wow!”,  “The  best  ever!”,  “A 

scream!”,  or  “Top  hole!”,  and 
in  French,  German,  Spanish 
and  Arabic. 

His  forthcoming  picture,  “The 

Circus,”  will  be  ready  in  the 
Fall.  This  must  not  be  con- 

fused with  “The  Clown,”  a 
subject  which  was  proposed  at 

one  time.  In  “The  Circus,”  he 
will  appear  in  his  time-honored 

make-up  with  all  the  circus,  in- 
cluding everything  from  the 

freaks  to  the  trained  fleas,  as 

background  for  his  imaginative 
talents.  Chaplin  walking  a 

tight-rope.  Chaplin  as  custo- 
dian of  the  flea  circus.  Chaplin 

among  the  freaks.  Chaplin 
with  the  animals. 

It  is  the  wistful,  elusive 

touch  that  sets  Chaplin’s  com- 
edies definitely  apart  from  the 

productions  of  other  comedians. 

Charlie  Chaplin  in  “The  Cir- 
cus” is  coming,  as  his  ne-'s* 

United  Artists  Corporation  re- 

lease. 
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Featured 

Players 

SAMUEL  GOLBU'YN 

ROLAND  WEST 

VILMA  UANKV HENRY  KSNG RONALD  COLMAN 

Fairbanks  Maintains  Pace 

Douglas  Fairbanks  maintains  his  remarkable  pace 
, through  his  ability  “to  deliver  the  goods.”

  Since  he 

started  to  make  spectacular  productions,  he  has  n
ever  slipped 

backward  nor  even  stood  still.  Progress  has 
 been  his  watch- 

word. His  first  picture,  "The  Lamb,”  introduced  to  th
e  screen 

world  a   new  type  of  performer.  And  the
  star  has  been 

introducing  new  types  of  entertainment  to  t
he  screen  world 

ever  since. 

Douglas  Fairbanks  is  the  idol  of  youth  and
  Clean, 

upstanding,  athletic,  he  never  forgets  his  positi
on  in  the  hearts 

of  his  followers.  He  is  romantic,  and  he  is  
adventurous. 

There  was  the  rapier-like  action  of  "The  Three  Musketeers.^^ 

Then  followed  “Robin  Hood."  Then  “The  Thief  of  Bagdad.^^ 

Then  "Don  Q,  Son  of  Zorro.”  And  "The  Bl
ack  Pirate. 

“The  Black  Pirate”  is  just  winding  up  a   sensational  lon
g 

run  at  the  Selwyn  theatre  in  New  York  at  a   $2  scale,  ja
mming 

them  in  for  a   foretaste  of  the  Autumn  season,  w
hen  the 

picture  gets  its  general  release.  It  adds  Technic
olor,  every 

foot  of  film  in  fine  hues. 

Barrymore  to  Produce  Two 

There  is  no  more  renowned  nor  dignified  figure  in  the 
combined  fields  of  the  modern  theatr

e  and  the  motion  pic- 

ture studio  than  John  Barrymore.  "H
amlet”  and  "The  Jest 

on  the  stage.  “Dr.  Jekyll  and  
Mr.  Hyde.”  “Beau  Brummel 

and  “The  Sea  Beast”  on  the  screen,  ser
ved  to  bring  out  his 

dramatic  ability  to  its  fullest  extent.
 

As  a   United  Artists  star  he  will  be  
presented  m   pictures  of 

the  highest  type— huge,  virile  rom
ances  that  will  set  off  his 

acting  ability  and  his  personality. 

John  Barrymore,  for  want  of  a  
 better  term,  is  called  a 

matinee  idol.  He  is  a   women’s  favori
te  in  town  and  country, 

here  and  abroad.  He  is  one  of  t
he  handsomest  actors  on 

the  screen  today.  He  combines  with 
 this  a   marked  masculinity. 

Barrymore  will  be  presented  in  p
roductions  of  pictorial  as 

well  as  dramatic  magnitude.  He  
will  make  two  productions 

each  year,  the  first  of  which  will 
 be  “The  Vagabond  Lover. 

Valentino  Makes  First Keaton  Joining  United 
Despite  a   growing  list  of  ac- 

tors of  the  Latin  type,  with 

Latin  names  usually  given  to 

ending  in  “o,”  there  is  only  one 
Rudolph  Valentino. 

“The  Four  Horsemen  of  the 

Apocalypse”  gave  this  star  his 
supreme  opportunity  to  hid  for 

fame.  Today,  the  business  de- 
tails of  his  productions  in  the 

hands  of  Joseph  M.  Schenck 

and  John  "W.  Considine,  Jr., 
Valentino  is  free  of  the  finan- 

cial and  kindred  worries  that 

might  hamper  the  free  expres- 
sion of  his  talents. 

Valentino  will  have  Uvo 
United  Artists  releases  yearly. 

“Son  of  the  Sheik”  will  be  has 

next  starring  vehicle,  an  elebo- 

ate  version  of  E.  M.  Hull’s  “Son 

of  the  Sheik.”  This  was  writ- 

ten by  Miss  Hull  as  a   sequel  to 

“The  Sheik.” 

“Son  of  the  Sheik”  was 

chosen  by  popular  trade  and 

fan  and  vote  to  follow  Valen- 

tino’s first  United  Artists  pro- 

duction, “The  Eagle.” 
Romance  and  adventure  and 

keen  dramatic  situation,  with 

the  picturesque  backgrounds  of 

the  limitless  Sahara,  go  to 

make  up  “Son  of  the  Sheik, 
under  the  artistic  direction  of 

George  Fitzmaurice.  Vilma 

Banky,  Samuel  Goldwyn’s  dis- 
covery, performs  in  the  leading 

feminine  role. 

The  door  of  United  Artists 

naturally  s^vung  wide  open 

when  Buster  Keaton  ap- 

proached. From  his  very  first 

film  appearance  in  support  of 

Roscoe  Arbuckle  in  a   two- 

reeler,  Buster  Keaton,  he  of  the 

"stone-face,”  the  “dead-pan” 
was  marked  for  stardom. 

Mr.  Schenck  presented  him 

ES  a   star  in  his  own  two-reel-
 

ers,  next  in  five-reel  feature 

comedy.  And  now,  os  his  first 

of  two  United  Artists  releases 

for  the  season  he  is  at  work 

on  an  unusually  elaborate  fea-
 

ture comedy,  “The  General, 

having  as  its  background  th
e 

Civil  war. 

Keaton  has  been  a   comedian 

since  he  was  old  enough  to 

became  famous  in  the  old  act, 

‘The  Three  Keatons,”  in  which 

his  father  used  him  as  punch- 

ing-bag  and  what-not. 

Keaton  says  of  “The  Gen-
 eral”: “It  has  long  been  my 

ambition  to  make  a   really  big 

comedy  with  a   historical  atmos
- 

phere. It  is  my  aim  to  make 

it  equally  acceptable  in  t
he 

North  and  in  the  South.  It 

will  not  be  a   burlesque.” It  has  long  been  Keatons 

ambition  to  make  a   really  huge 

comedy  production  with  an  
his- 

torical background.  “The  Gen- eral” will  be  such  a   one. 

Keaton  will  make  two  pro- 

ductions each  year  for  United Artists. 
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Successes  by  Schenck  Goldwyn  Producing  Three 
'T'HE  career  of  Joseph  M.  Schenck  as  a   producer  is  dotted 

with  the  successes  of  many  stars.  Noted  for  some  time 

as  sponsor  of  those  pictures  in  which  Norma  and  Constance 

Talmadge  and  Buster  Keaton  have  appeared,  he  has  recently 

branched  out  more  widely  in  the  field  of  production  and, 

with  his  associates,  now  directs  the  screen  destinies  of  Rudolph 

Valentino  and  John  Barrymore. 

On  three  valuable  precepts  has  Mr.  Schenck  builded  a   sound 

name  for  himself  as  a   producer.  These  are — "Be  sure  you’re 

right,  then  go  ahead,”  "The  wise  man  knows  his  own  limita- 

tions,” and  "Don’t  mistake  appreciation  for  genius.” 

“Just  because  I   can  produce  pictures,"  Mr.  Schenck  says, 

"and  the  public  and  the  critics  praise  the  work  of  the  stars, 

directors  and  casts,  I   don’t  harbor  any  illusions  that  I   could 

step  in  and  actually  make  the  feature  myself.” 
Mr.  Schenck  practices  what  he  preaches.  His  production 

organization  is  filled  witli  experts  in  every  line  of  endeavor 

connected  with  the  making  of  pictures.  His  product  for  United 

Artists,  in  which  he  is  chairman  of  the  board  of  directors, 

reflects  this  sane  and  wholesome  policy. 

TF  Samuel  Goldv/yn  had  produced  no  other  picture  than 

"Stella  Dallas,”  his  name  and  fame  as  a   producer  would 
have  been  established  sufficiently  to  place  him  among  the 

foremost  of  the  industry.  Samuel  Goldwyn  entered  the  busi- 

ness as  one  of  the  chief  executives  of  the  old  Lasky  Company. 

Then  in  the  Goldwyn  company  he  laid  the  foundation  for 

another  great  organization. 

“Stella  .Dallas,”  Samuel  Goldwyn-Henry  King  production, 
is  now  becoming  generally  released  through  United  Artists, 

though  still  enjoying  a   26  weeks  Broadway  run.  It  has  been 

nationally  and  intensively  exploited.  In  Belle  Bennett  and 

Lois  Moran,  the  picture  made  two  new  screen  personalities. 

In  Alice  Joyce,  Jean  Hersholt  and  Douglas  Fairbanks,  Jr.,  it 

brought  together  three  additional  players  whose  work  stands 

comparison  with  the  best.  Olive  Higgins  Prouty  is  its  author 

and  Frances  Marlon  is  scenarist. 

Over  2,800,000  copies  sold  is  the  record  of  “The  Winning  of 

Barbara  Worth,”  by  Harold  Bell  Wright,  which  Samuel  Gold- 
wyn will  present  as  a   Henry  King  Production,  with  Ronald 

Colman  and  Vilma  Banky,  the  scenario  being  by  Frances 

Marion.  His  third  will  be  "Beauty  and  the  Beast.” 

Service  Broadened  for 

All  Cities  in  Preparation 

for  Increased  Releases 
{Continued  from  Page  55) 

Abrose,  1508  Davenport  street,  Omaha; 

John  Hennessy,  1323  Vine  street,  Phila- 

delphia; C.  E.  Moore,  1014-1016  Forbes 
street,  Pittsburgh;  M.  G.  Garrity,  614 

Fidelity  building,  Portland;  Wm.  A. 

Barron,  3328  Olive  street,  St.  Louis; 

W.  S.  Rand,  58  E.  4th  South  street.  Salt 

Lake  City;  M.  C.  Coyne,  229  Golden 

Gate  avenue,  San  Francisco;  C.  W. 

Harden,  1913  Third  avenue,  Seattle;  J.  T. 

Cunningham,  801  Mather  building, 

Washington. 

In  Canada  distribution  of  United 

Artists  releases  is  by  United  Artists  Cor- 

poration, Ltd.  J.  W.  Berman  is  general 

salesmanager.  Salesmanagers  and  ex- 
changes are  C.  M.  Weiner,  12  Mayor 

street.  Montreal;  W.  H.  Golding,  162 

Union  street,  St.  John,  N.  B.;  J.  W.  Ber- 
man, Hermant  building,  21  Wilton 

square,  Toronto;  L.  C.  Smart,  403  Film 
Exchange  building,  Winnipeg,  with 

branches  in  Calgary  and  Vancouver. 

Gest  to  Make  Spectacles 
jY^ORRIS  GEST,  noted  stage  producer,  aims. to  duplicate 

his  record  in  the  cinema  field.  The  first  of  his  screen 

spectacles  is  to  be  “The  Darling  of  the  Gods,”  David  Belasco 
success. 

Gest  is  the  producer  of  such  outstanding  spectacles  as  “The 

Miracle,”  "Chu  Chin  Chow,”  “Mecca”  and  "Aphrodite,”  in 
New  York.  He  brought  to  the  American  stage  the  greatest 

artists  of  foreign  countries,  such  as  those  of  the  Moscow  Art 

theatre,  Baileff’s  "Chauve  Souris,”  the  late  Eleanora  Duse,  and 
Max  Reinhardt.  He  was  a   great  factor  in  inducing  Geraldine 

Farrar  to  undertake  a   screen  version  of  “Carmen,”  and  later 

cooperated  with  D.  W.  Griffith  in  the  presentation  of  "Hearts 

of  the  World”  and  with  Douglas  Fairbanks  in  the  New  York 

presentation  of  "The  Thief  of  Bagdad.” 

"The  Darling  of  the  Gods”  will  be  personally  supervised  by 
Gest,  actual  work  to  begin  next  March,  with  a   portion  of  the 

film  to  be  shot  in  Japan.  David  Belasco  will  cooperate. 

Produced  by  David  Belasco,  and  written  by  him  and  John 

Luther  Long,  "The  Darling  of  the  Gods”  was  a   sensation  of 
the  speaking  stage. 

New  Elements  in  “The  Bat” 
^EFORE  he  started  the  filming  of  "The  Bat,”  for  United Artists  Corporation  release,  Roland  West,  its  producer 

and  director,  said  that  “the  story  consists  of  the  three  in- 
gredients which  spell  the  best  entertainments  in  the  world — 

thrills,  laughs  and  a   touch  of  romance.” 

How  well  the  picture  has  demonstrated  this  in  the  leading 

theatres  is  a   matter  of  record.  If  “The  Bat”  had  never  been 

produced  on  the  stage  it  still  would  make  a   box  office  picture 

of  high  calibre.  However,  as  a   film,  the  plot  has  behind  it 

the  prestige  of  a   play  which  has  shown  to  a   gross  of  ten 
million  dollars. 

Mr.  West  was  wise  enough  to  add  new  elements  so  the 

denouement  would  not  be  forecast  even  by  those  who  had 

seen  the  play.  He  emphasized  the  comedy  in  the  film  version. 

The  cast  has  great  drawing  power,  including  Jewel  Carmen, 

Jack  Pickford,  Louise  Fazenda,  Tullio  Carminati,  Emily 

Fitzroy,  Robert  McKim,  Eddie  Gribbon,  Arthur  Houseman, 

Lee  Shumway  and  Andre  de  Beranger.  Mary  Roberts  Rine- 

hart and  Avery  Hopwood  are  authors  of  “The  Bat.” 
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This  depas^tmsnt  contains  news,  information  and  gossip  on  current  productions.  It  aims  to  supply service  which  will  assist  the  exhibitor  in  keeping  in  touch  with  developments  in  connection  with 

pictures  and  picture  personalities — and  what  these  are  doing  at  the  box  office.  No  prophecies  
on  the 

entertainment  value  of  pictures  are  made.  Opinions  expressed  are  simply  those  of  the  aut
hor  or  of 

his  contributors  and  the  reader  is  requested  to  consider  them  only  as  such. — EDITOR’S  
NOTE. 

Marion  DAYIES  is  Sllll  better  m   “Bev- erly of  Graustark  ”   Of  late  successive 

Davies  vehicles  are  bat  saccessive  occasions 

for  remarking  that  this  actress  is  “still  bet- 

ter.” What  a   far  cry  it  is  (whatever  a   far 

cry  may  be)  from  the  present  Marion  Dav
ies 

to  the  one  who  used  to  appear  in  Selznick 

ptcmres.  But  why  hark  back? 

This  Miss  Davies  is  a   splendid  actress. 

In  this  instance  she  makes  great  fun  of  a 

Balkan  Kingdom  yam,  kidding  the  story, 

the  audience,  and  it  appears  even  the  cast, 

for  reel  upon  reel  of  good  humor.  She  is 

placed  in  the  position  of  having  to  make 

the  girl-in-boy  clothes  thing  funny  yet  again 

and  she  does  it  in  spite  of  the  big  odds 

against  her.  She  gives  a   splendid  relaxation 

in  return  for  an  hour  of  time  and  the  ticket 

fee. 

Antonio  Moreno  is  the  young  man  who 

loves  her  in  the  picture  and  Creighton  Hale 

is  the  next  most  prominent  character,  shar- 

ing frontage  with  Roy  D’Arcy.  Moreno 
seems  not  to  age  at  all  as  the  years  pass. 

Nor  does  Mr.  Hale,  who  here  appears  more 

robust  and  certainly  more  capable  as  an 

actor  than  in  any  other  picture  remembered. 

Mr.  D’Arcy  is,  of  course,  a   type. 

The  picture  is,  as  stated,  a   Balkan  King- 

dom  thing.  These  are  very  unpopular  among 

exhibitors  this  season,  due  to  over  supply, 

but  the  costume  aspect  of  this  is  secondary. 

The  comedy  is  fundamental.  It  is  very 

funny. 

T   AMES  A.  FITZPATRICK’S  “Song  of 
J   Scotland”  was  included  in  the  Chicago 

theatre  program  last  week  and  accorded  the 

warm  reception  always  given  Mr.  Fitzpat- 

rick’s features  at  this  playhouse.  Mr.  Fitz- 

patrick is  a   man  of  ideas  and  the  practical 

knowledge  necessary  to  their  application. 

His  series  on  composers  preceded  the  pres- 

eniTone  at  the  Clucago  and  now  they  applaud 

when  his  same  is  flashed  upon  the  screen 

in  the  main  title — amplifying  that  applause 

an  hundredfold  when  “Finis”  indicates  the 
end  of  the  feature. 

There  is  a   great  and  growing  demand  for 

single-reel  features  and  Mr.  Fitzpatrick’s 

pictures  lit  into  any  kind  of  a   film  bill 

nicely.  I   expect  to  see  them  exhibited  in 

a   steadily  increasing  number  of  theatres. 

They  make  their  way. 

T   OUISE  DRESSER  is  a   much  finer  actress 

than  “The  Blind  Goddess”  is  a   picture. 

In  fact,  Miss  Dresser  is  one  of  those  rare 

players  whose  ability  embarrasses  those 

This  Week 

“Beverly  of  Graustark” 

“Songs  of  Scotland” 

“The  Blind  Goddess” 

“Liquid  Dynamite” 
“The  Sea  Beast” 

“Dance  Madness” 

“For  Heaven’s  Sake” 

“His  Secretary” 

“Stella  Dallas” 

“Sandy” 

whose  business  it  is  to  provide  suitable
 

vehicles.  Very  few  available  stories  contai
n 

assignments  worthy  of  her  talents. 

She  is  a   mother  in  “The  Blind  Goddess, 

a   mother  who  was  not  such  a   good  one  in
 

her  youth  but  knows  better  in  age  and  
acts 

accordingly.  The  total  aim  of  the  scenar
io 

which  goes  by  the  name  of  this  pictur
e  is 

to  load  Miss  Dresser  with  duties  adequat
e 

to  her  ability.  While  they  prove  to  
be 

hardly  that,  she  exercises  that  same  
abiltty 

to  the  end  of  making  them  seem  so. 

Victor  Fleming  is  down  as  director 
 of 

“The  Blind  Goddess”  and,  while  the  author 

provided  a   very  ancient  and  familiar
  set  of 

incidents,  it  looks  as  if  Mr.  Fleming  
were 

at  least  partially  to  blame  for  the 
 wrong 

things  in  the  picture.  He  has  E
rnest  Tor- 

rence flopping  from  scene  to  scene  wit
h 

arms  waving  like  windmills  and  n
one  of 

that  superb  balance  of  which  the  
actor  is 

master.  He  has  Jack  Holt  acting  like 
 any- 

thing  but  a   struggling  young  attorn
ey.  He 

has  Esther  Ralston  doing  none  of  the  
things 

she  is  known  for  doing  well  and  cr
ammed 

into  a   role  meant  for  almost  anyone
  else. 

He  has,  in  fact,  a   wholly  artificial
  surround- 

ing for  a   wholly  real  performance  by  
Miss 

Dresser.  Perhaps  he  realized,  as  he 
 went 

along,  that  only  she  could  save  hi
m,  and  so 

let  the  rest  of  the'  job  go  hang.  It  did
,  and 

sbe  saved  him. 

VT  OU  should  be  interested  in  knowing 

what  various  exhibitors  think  of  vari- 

ous pictures  which  they  have  seen  but  have 

not  exhibited,  as  yet,  in  their  own  theatres. 

These  pre-exhibition  exhibitor  reports  are, 

of  course,  one-man  opinions,  like  the  reports 

you  read  regularly  in  these  columns.  How- 

ever, exhibitors  should  know  more  about 

pictures  than  mere  writers,  so  their  com- ments are  given. 

L.  C.  Bahmeau,  Palace  theatre,  Chatham, 

N.  D.,  says  of  “The  Sea  Beast”:  “Screened
 

this  one  a   few  weeks  ago  and  sure  did  not 

hesitate  about  buying  same  after  seeing  it. 

I   show  it  in  two  weeks  and  urn  anxious  for 

the  time  to  come,  because  I   know  that  I   will 

please  n»y  patrons  100  per  cent.”  Report
s 

from  exhibitors  who  hove  played  the  picture 

read  much  like  Mr.  Bahmeau’s  comment  and 

Mr.  Barrymore's  sea  opus  seems  to  have 

“that  something”  in  spite  of  ray  feeling  to 
the  contrary. 

P.  E.  Morris,  Regent  theatre,  Indianolu, 

Miss.,  writes  of  “Dance  Madness  :   Saw 

this  in  Loew's  State  in  Memphis  and  it
’s  full 

of  good,  clever  entertainment.  Nothi
ng  off 

color  about  it.  A   big  crowd  got  a   lot
  of 

kick  out  of  it.  It  is  full  of  clever  touch
es, 

comedy  and  eye  appeal.  Conrad  Nage
l  gels 

away  with  the  comedy  part  in  good  sha
pe, 

despite  the  razzing  the  trade  journals 
 gave 

him  in  their  reviews.  I   am  going  to  step 

on  it  hard  when  I   play  it.” 

I   saw  only  the  last  two  or  three
  reels  of 

“Dunce  Madness”  but  that  part  of  i
t  im- 

pressed me  as  Mr.  Norris  says  the  picture
 

impressed  him.  And  I   like  that 
 phrase  of 

Mr.  Morris’— “eye  appeal.”  Eye  appea
l 

means  a   great  deal  in  pictures 
 nowadays 

and  the  term  is  a   convenient  o
ne.  There 

is  no  news,  of  course,  in  th
e  statement 

that  Mr.  Nagel’s  work  is  go
od  “despite 

the  razzing  the  trade  journals  
gave  him  in 

their  reviews.”  Reviews  arc  alway
s  wrong. 

The  following,  concerning 
 “For  Heaven’s 

Sake,”  is  signed  merely  Ameri
can  Legion 

Theatre,  Broadlands,  HI.:  
“I  saw  this  in 

Champaign  and  want  to  rep
ort  on  it  now. 

When  I   went  in  to  see  this  p
icture  I   was 

prejudiced.  I   was  almost  hop
ing  it  would 

fail.  All  of  you  small  town  ex
hibitors  know 

why  I   felt  that  way  if  you 
 have  run  any 

Lloyds  and  paid  the  outrageou
s  prices  they 

ask  for  small  theatres.  In  spite 
 of  my  stale 

of  mind  before  going  ia,  I   c
ame  out  admit- 

ting to  myself  that  it  was  anot
her  iremen- 

dous  hit  for  Lloyd.  I   consi
der  it  belter 
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Three  scenes  from  “Morganson's  Finisb"  which  is  a   Jack  London  story.  This  is  being  presented  by  Tiffany  Productions,  Inc., 
featuring  Anita  Stewart,  Mahlon  Hamilton  and  Johnnie  Walker  under  the  direction  of  Fred  Windemere. 

itian  ‘Tbe  Freshman’  for  a   small  town.  We 

will  not  run  it  unless  we  get  a   better  price 

than  we  got  on  ‘The  Freshman’  but  will 

admit  It  is  another  knockout.” 

This  price  angle  seems  to  be  more  promi- 

nent in  connection  with  Mr.  Lloyd’s  pictures 
than  any  others.  In  all  probability  it  is  the 

Lloyd  system  of  sending  box  office  checkers 

that  most  annoys  the  exhibitor,  who  inter- 

prets that  as  something  of  a   business  insult. 

Mr.  Lloyd  is  not  the  type  of  person  to  relish 

the  recent  comments  from  his  exhibitor  cus- 

tomers and  it  is  a   good  bet  that  even  now 

he  is  planning  a   substitute  system  which  will 

prove  more  satisfactory  to  all  parties.  His 
record  reads  like  that. 

James  D.  Kennedy,  Apollo  theatre,  In- 

dianapolis, saw  “His  Secretary”  while  on  a 
recent  trip  to  Los  Angeles  and  says  of  it: 

“I  think  it  is  a   knockout.  It  is  a   comedy 
and  keeps  one  laughing  all  the  time.  The 

three  principals — Norma  Shearer,  Lew  Cody 

and  Willard  Louis — do  some  very  good 

work.”  (Mr.  Kennedy’s  comment  has  been 
on  my  desk  for  a   long  time,  during  which 

“His  Secretary”  has  proved  itself  the  pic- 
ture he  believed  it  to  be.) 

If  these  pre- exhibition  exhibitor  reports 
are  interesting  to  you,  write  some  of  them 
yourself  end  send  them  in. 

O'sf  ®f  five  have  it — and  the  rest 

know  where  to  get  it”  is  the  kick  line 

on  the  end  of  an  Aesop  Fable  titled  “Liquid 

Dynamite.”  Of  late  Paul  Terry’s  been  divid- 
ing author  credit  with  various  parties  but  it’s 

evident  that  the  old  original  writes  the  gag 
lines  for  the  final  knock-over.  And  what 
wows  they  are! 

^   OW  let’s  see  what  the  rest  of  the  folks who  work  for  this  paper  have  to  say 

about  pictures  they’ve  seen.  Initials  indicate 
the  identity  of  the  various  contributors. 
Their  reports  follow: 

^‘STELLA  DALLAS" 

while  I   discover  a   picture 
which  I   decide  is  one  of  the  best  that  has 
r^ched  the  screen.  Often  times,  the  box 
office  demonstrates  that  it  may  he  good  but 
that  the  majority  of  the  people  do  not  think 

|0-  ,„The  Copperhead”  and  “Eyes  of  the boul  still  linger  with  me  and  it  is  with 
some  resentment  that  I   notice  their  ab- 

sence from  the  big  pictures  of  all  times. 
For  that  reason,  it  is  with  some  hesi- 

^   start  out  to  praise  “Stella 
Dallas  for  too  often  my  endorsement  is 
a   liability.  However,  the  opinions  of  a   half 
dozen  friends,  equally  complimentary. 

makes  me  believe  that  the  picture  is  good 

enough  to  carry  this  handicap. 

To  me,  the  picture  has  everything.  Jean 

Hersholt  gives  as  much  and  as  good  com- 

edy to  “Stella  Dallas"  as  Carl  Dane  con- 
tributes to  “The  Big  Parade."  Belle  Ben- 

nett and  Lois  Moran,  by  their  performances 

as  the  mother  and  daughter  around  whom 
the  action  centers,  should  make  their 

names  box  office  magic  for  their  future  pic- 
tures. Ronald  Coleman  and  Alice  Joyce 

give  their  usual  finished  performances,  but 
it  is  the  other  three  who  have  the  out- 

standing roles. 

The  story  is  simple.  An  uneducated, 

coarse  woman  marries  a   man  of  refine- 

ment and,  finding  herself  a   serious  handi- 
cap to  her  daughter  when  the  girl  reaches 

marriageable  age,  disappears.  She  is  a   new 

type  of  sacrificing  mother  on  the  screen, 
but  her  sacrifices  seem  more  real,  more 

tragic  and  more  sad  than  the  usual  ones 

pictured.  Women  weep.  A   few  men  do 

and  the  rest  simply  refuse  to,  as  men  are 

not  supposed  to  cry  over  anything.  Sam 

Goldwyn  can  well  be  proud  of  presenting 

the  production.  Henry  King  can  deserved- 

Kenneth  Harlan  and  Patsy  Ruth  Miller 

have  the  feature  rolis  in  "The  Fight- 
ing Edge,"  a   Warner  Brothers  pro- duction. 

ly  be  even  prouder  of  having  directed  it.— 
E.  S.  C. 

"SANDY" 
A   saucy  flapper  seems  to  hold  the  atten- 

tion of  everyone,  regardless  of  one’s  like 
or  dislike  for  her.  “Sandy”  was  an  interest- 

ing picture,  perhaps  too  sad,  still  my  sym- 
pathy did  not  overcome  my  common  sense, 

and  I   felt  that  “Sandy”  got  her  just  deserts. 
Any  girl  of  today,  foolish  enough  to  let  her 
parents  wish  her  into  a   loveless  marriage, 
does  not  command  much  sympathy.  Public 

sentiment  is  not  easily  aroused  by  un- 

graciousness and  when  “Sandy”  steals  her 
cousin’s  sweetheart,  I   found  my  dislike 
growing  more  and  more  decided. 

Madge  Bellamy  undoubtedly  did  a   mar- 

velous piece  of  work  in  portraying  “Sandy,” 
yet  I   can’t  say  that  I   enjoyed  “Sandy”  the 
least  bit.  This,  however,  is  not  due  to 

poor  acting  on  anyone’s  part,  but  rather,  it 
is  due  to  good  acting,  for  the  characters 
in  the  book  were  exactly  like  they  appeared 

on  the  screen.  “Sandy”  left  a   sort  of  de- 
pressed feeling  with  me,  a   feeling  that 

presents  itself  when  things  go  wrong. 

There  are  enough  things  in  this  old  world 
to  be  sad  over,  without  adding  to  them  a 

picture  like  this. — N.  M. 

"BEVERLY  OF  GRAUSTARK" 

In  “Beverly  of  Graustark”  Marion 
Davies  more  than  lives  up  to  past  per- 

formances. Her  impersonation  of  the 

prince  is  the  best  “male  impersonation”  I 
have  ever  seen.  The  situations  and  pre- 

dicaments which  she  meets  throughout  the 

picture  are  capably  handled  and  when  she 

appears  as  the  lovable  Marion  Davies  her- 
self at  the  end  her  triumph  is  complete. 

Antonio  Moreno  does  excellently  opposite 
Miss  Davies  and  should,  I   think,  be  seen 

with  her  again.  Roy  D’Arcy  is  the 
“villian”  and  what  a   villain  he  is!  His 

work  in  this  recalls  his  part  in  “The  Merry 
Widow"  and  after  seeing  him  in  both  there 
is  no  question  about  his  actorship. — B.  K- 

Eve  Unsell  Entertains 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

LOS  ANGELES,  May  18. — Eve  Unsell, 
scenarist,  is  to  be  hostess  to  three  members 

of  the  cast  of  “Chariot’s  Revue”  and  a 
group  of  motion  picture  celebrities  at  the 
Ambassador  Cocoanut  Grove  here  tonight. 
Beatrice  Lillie,  Gertrude  Lawrence  and 

Jess  Buchanan  are  the  “Revue”  players whom  Miss  Unsell  will  entertain. 

/.  Johnston  with  Sennett 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

HOLLYWOOD.  May  18.— Mack  Sennett 
has  a   new;  press  agent.  He  is  J.  Leroy 
Johnston,  formerly  with  the  Corinne 
Griffith  unit  of  First  National.  Edward 

Earl  Repp,  former  Philadelphia  newspaper 
man,  has  joined  Warner  Brothers  press 

staff.  ’   I 
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Scene  from  the  F.  B.  O.  current  release 

“The  Broadway  Gallant,”  in  which 
Richard  Talmadge  is  starred. 

A   Trip  to  Chinatown 
Distributor:  Fox 

Producer:  Fox 

Length:  Undetermined 

DIRECTOR   ROBERT  P.  KERR 

PLAYERS 

Alicia  Guyer   Margaret  Livingston 

Welland  Strong   Earle  Fox 

Benjamin  Strong.. ..J.  Farrell  MacDonald 
Ohtai    Anna  May  Wong 
Norman  Blood   Harry  Woods 
Rose  Blood   Marie  Astaire 

Marion  Haste   Gladys  McConnel 

Gayne  Wilder   Charles  Farrell 
Henrietta  Lott   Hazel  Howell 
Slavin    Wilson  Benge 

Tulung   George  Kuwa 
TYPE  I   Farce  comedy, 

THEME;  With  a   week  in  which  t© 
live. 

LOCALE;  San  Francisco;  Chinatown. 

TIME;  The  present. 

STORY:  A   young  man,  believing  he 

has  a   week  to  live,  ill  from  an  imaginai'y 
sickness,  visits  his  uncle.  The  uncle  is 

txying  to  prevent  his  ward  from  many- 
ing  a   Gayne  Wilder.  The  sick  young 
man  falls  in  love  with  a   widow  visiting 

the  ward,  and  interesting  incidents  occur, 

including  a   visit  through  Chinatovsm,  be- 
fore the  young  man  realizes  he  will  not 

die  as  his  butler  would  like,  but  is  to 

many  the  widow.  The  ward  elopes  with 
the  man  of  her  choice. 

HIGHLIGHTS:  Man’s  beiief  he  is 

fatally  iU.  .   .   .   Plotting  of  valet  to 

wake  him  die  before  the  fatal  day.  .   .   . 

Exciting  incidents  while  man  is  en  route 

to  San  Francisco.  .   .   •   Trip  through 

Chinatown.  .   .   .   Elopement  of  ward. 

.   .   .   Man’s  realization  he  is  to  live 
and  marry  widow. 

The  Broadway  Gallant 
Distributor:  F.  B.  0. 
Producer:  F.  B.  0. 

Length:  Undetermined 
DIRECTOR   MASON  NOEL 

PLAYERS 
Monty  Barnes   Richard  Talmadge 
Helen  Stuart   Clara  Horton 
Jake  Peasley   Joe  Harrington 
Red  Sweeney   Jack  Richardson 
Rita  Delroy   Cecil  Cameron 
Hiram  Weatherby   Ford  West 
TYPE;  Western  comedy. 
THEME;  Romantic  love. 
LOCALE;  A   Western  American  town. 
TIME;  The  present. 
STORY :   An  engaged  couple  fight  and 

part.  The  girl’s  guardian  is  told  that  if 
his  ward  marries  before  she  is  twenty- 
one  he  will  get  her  money,  which  he 
v/ants  because  he  has  already  bought 
worthless  bonds  with  this  money.  The 
man  who  sells  the  bonds  forces  the  girl 
to  marry  her  sweetheart,  neither  one 
knowing  who  it  is  they  are  marrying  as 
the  ceremony  goes  on  behind  screens. 
The  husband  is  led  to  believe  that  he 

has  married  the  crook’s  confederate. 
Exciting  things  happen  when  the  bonds 
are  discovered  valuable  and  when  the 

young  couple  realize  they  are  married 
to  each  ether. 

HIGHLIGHTS:  Fight  between  en- 

gaged couple.  .   .   .   Guardian’s  pur- chase of  worthless  bonds.  .   .   .   The 

forced  marriage.  .   .   •   Scene  in  which 

bonds  become  valuable.  .   .   .   Fight 

for  the  bonds,  .   .   •   Recovery  of 

bonds.  .   .   .   Realization  of  young 

couple  that  they  are  married. 

Gimme  Strength 
Distributor:  Educational 

Pi'oducer:  Christie  Productions 

Length:  Two  reels 
DIRECTOR   HAROLD  BEAUDINE 

PLAYERS 

Reporter   Jimmie  Adams 
The  Girl    Molly  Malone 
The  “Nuts”   Duffy, 

Kalla  Pasha,  Bill  Irving,  Eddie  Baker 
TYPE;  Farce  comedy. 
THEME;  Cub  reporting. 
LOCALE;  An  American  city. 
TIME;  The  present. 

STORY;  A   reporter  can  keep  his  job 

if  he  obtains  photographs  of  a   n^ed 

physician  and  his  criminal  patient.  The 

reporter  goes  through  numerous  exciting 
incidents  because  he  hides  his  identity 

and  is  mistaken  for  the  criminal  by  four 

insane  men  who  believe  they  are  doctors. 

The  real  physician  rescues  the  reporter 

and  offers  to  aid  him.  to  square  accounts. 

The  reporter  asks  for  the  photographs 

but  forgets  them  in  his  interest  in  a   girl 

^^SlGHL/GHTS;  Employers  offer  to 

reinstate  reporter  if  he  obtains  photo- 

graphs. .   .   .   Four  different  treat- 
ments reporter  undergoes  at  hands  of 

insane  doctors.  .   .   .   His  rescue  by 

real  physician.  ...  The  latter’s
  offer 

to  aid  him.  .   ■   .   Reporter  s   interest 

in  girl  reporter. 

Richard  Talmadge  and  Clara  Horton  in 

a   scene  from  “The  Broadway  Gallant’ which  is  an  F.  B.  O.  production. 

Fine  Manners 
DistHbutor:  Paramount 

Producer:  Paramount 

Length:  Undetermined 

DIRECTOR   RICHARD  ROSSON 
PLAYERS 

Orchid  O’Toule   Gloria  Swanson 

Buddy  O’Toule   Walter  Goss 

Brian  Vanderoon   Eugene  O’Brien 
Aunt  Agatha  Vanderoon... .Helen  Dunbar TYPE;  Romantic  melodrama. 
THEME:  Rise  in  social  position. 
LOCALE;  New  York. 
TIME:  The  present. 

STORY:  A   young  man  falls  in  love 

with  a   chorus  girl.  The  girl  goes  under 

the  tutelage  of  his  aunt  without  telling 
her  bi-othei*,  who  thinks  all  rich  young 

men  are  no  good.  After  a   while  the  man 

returns  to  his  sweetheart  but  finds  she 

has  lost  her  bouyancy  and  acquired  the 

aloofness  of  society.  He  forces  his  way 

into  her  boudoir.  Both  are  bitter,  he 

because  of  the  girl’s  coldness,  and  she 

because  she  has  failed  to  please  him.  The 

brother,  having  discovered  her  
where- 

abouts, enters  an  adjoining  room  with 

intentions  to  shoot  the  man  for  no
t 

marrying  his  sister.  He  makes
  her 

ask  the  man  if  they  are  to  be  marri
ed 

while  he  listens  for  an  affirmative 
 an- 

swer. She  forces  the  man  to  say  he 

will  marry  her  and  thus  gets  the  bro
ther 

out  of  the  room.  She  then  deno
unces 

her  lover  and  he,  astonished  at  
her  old- 

time  venom,  proposes. 

HIGHLIGHTS:  New  Years  E
ve 

scene  .   .   .   Girl’s  training  as  a   society 

bud.  .   .   .   Return  of  her  lover  and  their 

disagreement.  .   .   •   Scene  in  '^hic 

brother  forces  her  to  ask  man  
it  he 

will  marry  her.  .   .   .   Scene  in  which  she 

denounces  lover.  ...  His  second  
pro- 

posal. 
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Mary  Alden  in  a   scene  from  “The 
Earth  Woman.’'  This  is  a   Mrs.  Wal- 

lace Reid  production  released  by  Asso- 
ciated Exhibitors,  said  to  be  meeting 

with  success. 

The  Earth  Woman 
Distributor:  Associated  Exhibitors 

Producer:  Associated  Exhibitors 

Length:  Undetermined 

DIRECTOR   WALTER  LANG 
PLAYERS 

Martha  Tilden   Mary  Alden 
Sally......   Priscilla  Bonner 
Ezra  Tilden   Russell  Simpson 
Steve  Tilden   Carroll  Nye 
Joe  Tilden   Joel  Butterworth 

fi^on   John  Carr 
John  Mason   Johnny  Walker 
Mark  McWade   William  Scott 

TYPE:  Drama  of  revenge. 
THEME:  Mother  love. 

LOCALE:  The  American  West. 
TIME:  The  present. 

STORY :   A   wealthy  man  is  killed,  and 
the  Earth  Woman  confesses  to  the  mur- 

der. She  tells  a   story  of  how  her  daugh- 
ter was  led  to  believe  the  man  would 

marry  her,  and  upon  his  advice  went  to  a 
cabin  prepared  for  the  honeymoon  to  see 
how  she  liked  it.  A   halfwit  saw  her 
fleeing  from  his  vicious  advances  and  ran 
to  tell  the  mother.  The  woman  ran  to 
the  rescue  of  her  daughter,  horsewhipped 
and  shot  him  when  he  confessed  shooting her  son.  At  the  most  critical  time  the 
halfwit  boy,  dying,  arrives  and  confesses 
he  shot  the  man. 
HIGHLIGHTS :   Comedy  touches. 

.   .   .   Karth  Woman’s  confession  and 
her  story.  .   .   .   Confession  of  the  halfwit. 
.   .   .   Reunion. 

Inez  Gomez  in  “The  Isle  of  Retribu- 
tton," an  F.  B.  O.  Gold  Bond  Produc- tion. 

The  Isle  of  Retribution 
Distributor:  F.  B.  0. 
Producer:  F.  B.  0. 

Length:  Undetermined 
DIRECTOR   JAMES  HOGAN 

PLAYERS 
Bess  Gilbert   Lillian  Rich 
Ned  Cornet   Robert  Frazer 

Doomsdorf   Victor  M’Laglen Lenore  Hardenworth   Mildred  Harris 
Mrs.  Hardenworth....Kathaleen  Kirkham 
Godfrey  Cornet   David  Torrence 
Sindy   Inez  Gomez 
TYPE:  Drama  of  the  Alaskan  Wilds. 

THEME:  Tyranny;  romantic  love. 

LOCALE:  Alaska. 
TIME:  The  present. 

STORY :   A   rich  man’s  son  is  sent  by 
his  father  to  his  outlying  trading  posts 
in  the  north.  A   society  fortune  hunter 
and  her  mother  are  in  the  party,  as  is 

the  father’s  young  secretary.  The  vessel 
runs  into  an  iceberg  and  sinks.  The 
party  manage  to  reach  a   barren  island 
off  the  coast  of  Alaska.  A   refugee  from 
the  Siberean  salt-mines  lives  there  alone 
with  an  Indian  squaw,  and  enslaves  the 
castaways.  Many  are  the  fights  that 
occur  when  the  party  try  to  escape  the 

brute’s  tyranny.  During  the  most  thrill- 
ing fight,  in  which  the  young  man  and 

the  secretary  are  endeavoring  to  escape, 
the  squaw  lets  down  an  avalanche  of 
stones  on  the  tyrant,  burying  him,  and 
the  young  man  and  the  secretary  escape 
across  the  ice  to  get  help  for  the  others. 
HIGHLIGHTS :   Dissipation  of  rich 

man’s  son.  .   .   .   Automobile  accident 
and  consequent  hiring  of  girl  as  secre- 

tary. .   .   .   Arranging  of  party  to  go 
to  trading  posts.  .   .   .   Scene  in  which 

vessel  hits  iceberg.  .   .   .   Party’s 
landing  on  barren  island.  .   .   .   Their 
enslavement  by  madman.  .   .   .   Fight 
scenes.  .   .   .   Last  fight  as  they  at- 

tempt to  escape.  .   .   .   Scene  in  which 

squaw  causes  avalanche  of  stones  bury- 
ing the  madman.  .   .   .   The  escape. 

Still  Alarm 
DistHbutor :   Universal 
Producer:  Universal 

Length:  Undetermined 

DIRECTOR   EDWARD  LAEMMLE 
Cameraman   John  Stumar 

PLAYERS 

Richard  Fay   William  Russell 
Lucy  Fay   Helene  Chadwick 
Perry  Dunn   Richard  C.  Travers 
Drina  Fay   Edna  Marian 
Andy  Todd   John  T.  Murray 
Tom  Brand   Edward  Hearn 
Maisie  Rush   Erin  La  Bissoniere 
Mrs.  Maloney   Dot  Parley 

Manager  Modiste  Shop..Jacques  D’Auray 
TYPE;  Romanti'c  drama. 
THEME:  Romance  of  fire  department; 

domestic  troubles. 

LOCALE:  New  York  City. 
TIME:  The  present. 

STORY :   A   fireman  rescues  a   baby  and 
adopts  her.  Upon  returning  home  he 
discovers  his  wife  has  deserted  him  with 
a   boarder.  Years  pass  and  the  baby 
grows  up  into  a   beautiful  girl,  beloved 
by  a   young  fireman.  A   great  fire  breaks 
out  in  a   fashionable  apartment  house  to 
which  the  fire  department  goes.  The 
husband  sees  his  former  wife  and  what 

happens  is  a   startling  climax  to  the  pic- 
ture. 
HIGHLIGHTS :   Contrast  between 

horse-drawn  fire  apparatus  and  motor- 
ized apparatus.  .   .   .   Rescue  of  baby  by 

hreman  and  his  adoption.  .   .   .   Deser- 

tion of  wife.  .   .   .   Girl’s  obtaining  posi- 
modiste  shop.  .   ,   .   Fire  fighting  scene. 
.   .   .   Climax  of  the  picture. 

Edna  Marion  is  seen  in  “Still  Alarm," 
a   Universal  Jewel  current  release. 

The  Wilderness  Woman 
Distributor:  First  National 
Producer:  First  National 

Length:  Undetermined 

DIRECTOR   .............ROBERT  KANE 

PLAYERS 

Juneau  MacLean   Aileen  Pringle 
Alan  Burkett   Lowell  Sherman 
Kadiak  MacLean   Chester  Conklin 

The  “Colonel”   Henry  Vibart 
His  Confederate.   Robert  Cain 

Squaw   Harriet  Sterling 
The  “Judge”   Burr  McIntosh 
TYPE:  Society  drama. 

THEME:  Outwitting  crooks. 

LOCALE:  Alaska;  New  York  City. 
TIME:  The  present. 

STORY:  An  Alaskan  miner  stidkes  it 

rich,  sells  his  mine,  and  with  his  daugh- 
ter goes  to  New  York.  Interesting  in- 

cidents occur  because  of  the  ludicrous 
manner  in  which  they  are  dressed.  They 
fall  into  the  hands  of  two  confidence  men 
but  beat  them  af  their  own  game,  and 
the  daughter  finally  gives  the  engineer 
who  appraised  their  mine  a   chance  to 
plead  his  cause. 

HIGHLIGHTS:  Selling  of  mine. 
.   .   Arrival  in  New  York.  .   .   . 

Meeting  with  confidence  men.  .   .   . 
Discarding  of  outlandish  clothes  for 
Fifth  Avenue  fashions.  .   .   .   Plotting 
of  confidence  men.  .   .   .   Scene  in 

which  father  and  daughter  win  in  physi- 
cal combat  with  conSdence  wen.  .   .   . 

Engineers  opportunity  to  plead  his  cause 
with  the  daughter. 

Aileen  Pringle  and  Chester  Conklin  in 

“The  Wilderness  Woman,”  a   First  Na- 
tional picture  for  current  release. 
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New  Picture  Publication  Dates 
A   Week-to-Week  Summary  of  Facts  and  Figures  Pertain- 

ing TO  New  Picture  Product  Offered  the  Theatre  Booker 

Title Producer Distributor Length 

WEEK  OF  APRIL  26th 

ParomouQt 
ParamouBt 5942 

Th«  Lucky  Lady 
Paramount 

Poramounl 5942 

Somebody’s  Wrong 
Jack  White Educational 

loao Christie 
Educational 

2000 Christie 
Educational 2000 

Neotune’s  Domain 
Lymca  H.  Howe Educational 

1000 

Rough  and  Ready  Romeo 
Timely  Films 

Pathe 2/3  reel The  Uncovered  Wogoo 
Ha!  Roach 

Pathe 

1   reel 

Baby  Clothes 

Hal  Roach 
Pathe 2   reels 

The  Bar-C-Mystery 
Pathe  (Serial) 

WEEK  OF  MAY  1st 

Hell  Bent  For  Heaven Warner Warner 
6578 

M-GM M-G-M 6050 

The  Border  Sheriff P-D-C Associated  Exhibitors 5883 

Tho  Hidden  Way Harry  Webb  Prods. P-D-C 
6600 

FSamea Aesoeialed  Exhibitors Ray&rl 

5000 Hie  Prince  of  Pilseu P-D.C Eduenitonal 
20D0 

The  Men  From  Oklahoma Harry  Webb Eduealionel 
1000 

Mr.  Cinderella 

Felix  the  Cat  Braves  the  Briny 

Goodwill  Comedies 

Bijou  Films 

Pathe 

Pathe 2/3  reel 2   reels 

Farm  Hands Fables Pathe 1   reel 

Seared  Stiff Hal  Roach 

GraQlIaud  Rice  Sport- 
P-D-C 6600 

Rayart  Plct.  Corp. 
sooo 

Chasing  Trouble Blue  Streak  Western Universal S   reels 
The  SeiU  Alarm Universal Universal 

7406 

A   Swell  Affair Blue-Bird Universal 1   reel 
The  Radio  Riddle Am  Adventure Universal 2   reels 
A   Haunted  Heiress Stem  Bros. 

Universal 
2   reels 

Tho  Frame  Up A   Mustang 
Universal 2   reels 

The  Emergenoy  Man A   Mustang 
Universal 2   reels The  Wfldemess  Woman First  National First  National 

V/EEK  OF  MAY  9th 

Who's  Boss 

GiRsme  SirecBth 

Colag  Qvazj 

The  ShooJin’  Foot 
The  Noon  WhbUe 

Mum's  iho  Word 

Sc7  It  With  Bcbies 

The  Ghost  of  Foity 

Fight  Night 

Early  to  Wed 

Whispering  Ccnyon 

Racing  Blood 

The  Big  harade 
Hands  Across  the  Border 

The  Alpine  Flapper 

The  Planiicg  Season 

Dinky  Doodle's  Wild  West 
The  Heavy  Parade 

The  Social  Highwaymen 
The  Ralncnaker 

CaHoplng  Cowboy 
Tho  Phantom  Bullet 

Help  Wanted 
The  Radio  Wisard 

Buster's  Mix-Up 
Desperate  Dan 

The  Set  Up 

Jack  White 
Christie 

Jack  White Fables 

Hal  Roach 

He!  Roach 

Hal  Roach 
Mack  Senaelt 

Mack  Sennstt 
Fox 

Banner 
Gotham 
F.  D.  O. 

F.  B.  O. 

Tiroely  Films 

Cramtland  Bice  Sport- 
lights 

Bray 

Standard  Cioeitea 

Poraraonnt 

Associated  Exhibitors 
Universal 

Blne-Blrd 

An  Adventure 
Stem  Bros. 

A   Mustang 

Blue-Streak  Western 

Educational 
1000 Educational 
2003 

Educational 

2000 
Pathe 2/3  reel 
Pathe 

1   reel 

Pathe 

2   reels 

Pathe 2   reels 

Pathe 
2   reels 

Pathe 2   reels 

Fox 5912 GloBberg-Kano 5662 
Lumas 

5975 F.  B.  O. 2   reels 

F.  B.  O. 

5367 

Pathe 
2/3  reel 

Pathe 
1   reel 

F.  B.  0. 1   reel 

F.  B.  0. 1   reel 
Warner 

6000 

Paramount 

6131 

AsBOcialsd  Exhibitors 6000 

Universal 6148 
Universal 

1   reel 

Universal 2   reels 
Universal 2   reels 

Universal 2   reels 

Universal 5   reels 

WEEK  OF  MAY  17th 

GlenSster  of  the  Mounted 

Up  And  Wooing 

Whare’e  My  Baby 
Boy  Scout  Loyalty 

Ploying  tho  Swell 
The  Tin  Brone 

Felix  the  Cat  in  a   Tale  of  Two  Kittles 

His  Private  Life 
Bear  Cals 

What  A   Life 

From  A   to  Z   Thru  Filmdom 

Liquid  Dynamite 

Don  Key  (Son  of  Burra) 

F.  B.  O. 

F.  B.  O. 
Blue-Bird  Comedy 

An  Adventure  Picture 

Stem  Bros.  Comedy 

A   Mustang  Picture 

Bijou  Films 
Luplno  Lane  Comedies 

Jack  White 

Jock  White 

Lyman  H.  Howe 
Timely  Films 

Hoi  Roach 

5480 

1968 

Unlversol 1   reel 

Universal 
Universal 

Educational 

Educational 

Educational 
Educational 

1000 

Educational 1000 
Pathe 

2/3  reel 
Pathe 2   reels 

The  Secret  Spring 

My  Old  Dutch 

Separated  Sweethearts 
Outlaw  Love 

The  Radio  Secret 

Honeymooning  With  Mo 
Outlaw  Love 

Looking  For  TVouble 

Black  And  Bine  Eyes 

Papa’s  Pest 
Felix  the  Caet 

Scoots  Through  Scotland 
Creeps 

The  Bumper  Crop 

Uncle  Tom’s  Uncle 
Muscle  Bound  Mnile 

Revolutions  Per  Minute 

WEEK  OF  MAY  24th 

Paramount 

Universal 

Blue-Bird 
An  Adventure 

Stern  Bros. 

A   Mnstang 

Blue  Streak  Western 
Standard  Cinema 

Christie 

Bijou  Films 

Jack  White 
Timely  Films 

Hal  Roach 
Mack  Senneti 

Grantland  Bice  Sport- 
lights 

Paramount 
5710 

Universal 7685 
Universal 

1   rsel 
Universal 

2   reels Universal 
2   reels 

Universal 2   reels 
Universal 

4362 
F.  B.  O. 2   reels 
Educational 

2000 

KducoQioQfil 

1009 

2000 

Pathe 

2/3  reel 

2   reels 
Pathe 

2   reels 

Pathe 1   reel 

The  Sap 

Distributor:  Warner  Brothers 

Producer:  Warner  Brothers 

Length:  Undetermined 

DIRECTOR   ERLE  KENTON 
Cameraman   Ed  Dupar 

PLAYERS 

Barry  Weston   Kenneth  Harlan 
3s.net   Mary  McAlister 
Vance   Dave  Butler 
Barry’s  Mother   Eulalie  Jensen 
Janet’s  Father   John  Cossar 
Weinie  Duke   Heinie  Conklin 
TYPE:  Romantic  drama. 

THEME:  Overcoming  cowardice. 
LOCALE:  French  war  zone;  an  Amer- ican to^vn. 

TIME:  During  the  World  War. 
STORY:  A   man,  coddled  by  his 

mother,  grows  into  a   coward.  He  is 
forced  into  war  and  when  his  company 
goes  over  the  top  he  scrambles  back  to 
the  trenches  behind  twenty-two  Germans 
who  give  themselves  up.  He  returns 
home  and  is  congi'atulated  by  the  town. 
The  town  bully,  in  love  with  the  same 
girl,  realizes  he  is  still  a   coward  and  is 
especially  afraid  of  cats.  He  hurls  a 
cat  at  the  town  hero  who  is  reduced 
to  trembling  helplessness.  Almost  los- 

ing the  girl  he  loves  he  strives  to  lose 
his  cowardice,  which  he  does,  fighting 
the  town  bully  and  regaining  the  respect 
of  the  town. 
HIGHLIGHTS :   War  scenes.  .   .   . 

Scene  in  which  boy  refuses  to  go  over 
the  top.  .   .   .   His  return  to  the  trenches 

and  Ending  of  Germans.  .   .   .   His  re- 
turn home.  .   .   .   Scene  in  which  cat  is 

hurled  at  him,  .   .   .   His  determination 

to  be  a   man.  .   .   .   Fight  scene  in  drug 

store.  .   .   .   Reunion  of  him  and  the  girl 
be  loves. 

NEWSPICTUBES 
Fox  ATews  No.  64 

JACK  DEMPSEY  SETTLES  DOWN  TO  TEN  HOURS 
A   DAY  OF  STRENUOUS  TRAINING  IN 

NORTH  CUIOLINA  CAMP. 

A 

Fox  News  No.  65 

LIEUTENANT  COMMANDER  BYRD,  U.  S.  NAVY, 

DROPS  AMERICAN  FLAG  ON  NORTH  POLE. 
DEFEATING  RIVALS  IN  DASH  TO 

TOP  OF  THE  WORLD. 

* 

Kinograms  No.  5185 
033  START  IN  MARATHON  ON  A   TWELVE  MILE 

GRIND.  ALBIN  STENROSS,  OLYMPIC 

CHAMPION  WINS. 
* 

Kinograms  No.  5186 
YALE  CREW  WINS  VARSITY  RACE  IN  TWO  MILE 

CONTEST  BY  RUSH  IN  THE  LAST  QUARTER. 

International  News  No.  38 

SIDELIGHTS  ON  BRITAIN'S  GREAT  STRIKE 
SHOWING  GLIMPSES  OF  FLEET  BEING 

MOBILIZED  FOR  EMERGENCY  DlfTY. * 

International  News  No.  39 

ROTOR  SHIP  MAKES  40-DAY  TRIP  ACRO
SS 

ATLANTIC  COMPLETING  6.000  MILE 

JOURNEY  FROM  GERMAN!'. 

* 

Pathe  News  No.  39 

SARAZEN  WINS  DIXIE  HANDICAP 
 AS  THOUS- 

ANDS  PACK  GRAND  STANDS  TO 
 WATCH 

THOROUGHBREDS  TAKE  PART  IN
 

22d  RUNNING  OF  TURF  EVENT. 

Pathe  News  No.  40 

19  TO  1   SHOT  CAPTURES  R
ICH  PREAKNESS 

STAKES  AS  THOUSANDS  JAM 
 TRACKS  TO 

SEE  DISPLAY  COME  FROM 
 BEHIND 

AND  WIN  BY  A   HEAD. 
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Cecil  DeMille  Sees 
New  Stars  Arising 

Points  to  Pro-Dis-Co's  Policy  of  Educating 
and  Bringing  Forward  Young 

People  to  Stardom 

By  CECIL  B.  DE  MILLE 

Hollywood.  May  18- — We  have  reached  a new  period  of  crises  in  the  motion  picture  in- 
dustry which  will  raise  to  new  prominence  the  box 

ofhce  value  of  individual  screen  personalities. 

The  forces  of  the  old  dying  stars  are  in  a   deadlock  with 

the  new  climbing  personalities  who  will  replace  them  with- 
in the  next  few  years.  This  industry  is,  in  its  more  im- 

portant aspects,  only  a   little  over  12  years  old_.  Up  to  the 
past  two  years  the  older  stars  have  had  their  own  way. 

As  a   result  motion  picture  interest  turned  to  the  develop- 
ment of  new  effects  in  lighting;  in  setting,  in  photography, 

both  natural  and  trick.  We  will  continue  to  improve  in 

technical  lines,  Wt  I   do  not  think  we  will  see  any  great 
radical  changes  during  1926  such  as  the  opening  of  the 

Red  Sea  in  “The  Ten  Commandments,”  or  the  splendid 
chariot  race  shots  in  “Ben  Hur.” 

Many  New  Stars  Forecast 

During  1926  and  1927  you  will  see  many  new  stars  and 
featured  players.  You  will  see  the  passing  of  a   number  of 
stars  who  have  held  their  position  for  six,  eight,  ten  or 
twelve  years,  but  who  are  now  losing  their  vogue  with  the 

public. 
It  is  with  the  idea  that  1926  is  the  psychological  year  for 

the  entrance  and  development  of  strong  new  screen  per- 
sonalities that  Producers  Distributing  Corporation  has  com- 

mitted itself  to  a   policy  of  star  development — of  educating 

and  bringing  forward  young  people  who  are  on  the  upw'ard 
grade.  It  is  easy  to  see  what  this  means  to  the  exhibitor. 
Producers  Distributing  Corporation  is  offering  three  new 
stars  this  year  in  Marie  Prevost,  Jetta  Goudal  and  Vera 

Reynolds,  as  well  as  a   number  of  splendid  new  featured 
players  who  have  just  been  signed.  These  include  Harrison 
Ford,  Arnold  Gray,  Phyllis  Haver  and  Kenneth  Thomson. 

Marie  Prevost’s  worth  has  been  proven  by  her  featured 
roles  in  a   number  of  very  splendid  vehicles  directed  by 
Ernst  Lubitsch. 

Vera  Reynolds  is  a   girl  whom  I   offer  as  a   star  with  very 
particular  pride.  She  was  made  a   star  because  .in  less  than 

six  months  her  fan  mail  has  multiplied  in  number  over  six 
times,  and  now  equals  that  of  our  biggest  stars  and  is 

larger  than  nine-tenths  of  the  stars  of  other  companies. 
There  is  something  about  the  remarkable  naturalness  of 

this  girl  which  has  an  irresistible  appeal.  In  “Feet  of 

Clay”  she  displayed  an  ability  for  strong  drama  as  well  as 
delicate,  comedy.  Since  then  she  has  been  largely  seen  in 
vehicles  of  a   lighter  nature,  such  as  “The  Million  Dollar 

Handicap.”  Those  who  see  her  in  “Silence"  will  have  the 
pleasure  of  witnessing  one  of  the  greatest  dramatic  per- 

formances I   have  ever  seen  on  the  screen. 

Jetta  Goudal  captured  the  country  with  "Three  Faces 

East.”  She  is  an  unusually  colorful  personality. 
The  new  personalities  all  have  achieved  splendidly.  The 

same  applies  to  Priscilla  Dean,  Joseph 
Schildkraut,  Rudolph  Schildkraut,  Wil- 

liam Boyd,  Lilyan  Tashman,  Victor  Var- 

coni,  Robert  Edeson,  Walter  Long,  Clar- 
ence Burton,  H.  B.  Warner,  Marguerite 

De  La  Motte,  Edmund  Burns,  John  Bow- 
ers and  Lillian  Rich. 

And  in  closing,  I   must  present  to  you 
with  special  emphasis  people  such  as 
William  Boyd,  Elinor  Fair,  Julia  Faye, 
Sally  Rand,  Majel  Coleman,  Louis 

Natheaux  and  Junior  Coghlan.  Boyd’s 
advance  alone  proves  the  value  of  de- 

veloping new  personalities.  When  I   took 

him  for  “The  Road  to  Yesterday”  he was  a   comparative  unknown.  Now,  af- 

ter “Steel  Preferred,”  "The  Volga  Boat- 
man ’   and  "Eve's  Leaves,”  he  stands  as 

one  of  the  greatest  assets  to  any  com- 
pany. And  the  same  thing  applies  to 

all  of  our  other  young  people  in  varying 
degrees. 

LEATRJCE  JOY ROD  LA  ROCQUE 

MARIE  PREVOST 

JETTA  GOUDAL 

Quebec  Censors  Forget 

Themselves;  Admit  One 
U,  S,  Picture  Unmarred 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

MONTREAL,  May  IS. — An  unusual 
reference  was  made  in  an  advertisement 

of  the  Princess  theatre,  Montreal,  to  the 

Quebec  Board  of  Moving  Picture  Censors 
in  connection  with  the  announcement  of 

the  playing  of  the  Canadian  premiere  of 

“The  Big  Parade”  as  a   road  show  starting 
May  17,  with  performances  twice  daily. 
The  statement  was  made  in  a   prominent 

position  that  “The  Quebec  Censors  have 
passed  it  without  elimination,  which  insures 

an  exact  replica  of  the  Astor  theatre.  New 
York,  presentations,  with  complete  musical 

and  stage  effects.” This  is  the  first  time  on  record  that  a 

theatre  in  Montreal  has  ever  announced 

that  a   picture  will  be  shown  the  same  in 
Quebec  as  it  has  been  in  other  Provinces 
or  States.  Top  price  for  the  engagement 

is  $1.50.  Subsequently  the  feature  will  be 
booked  into  Famous  Players  circuit 
throughout  Canada,  it  is  understood. 

Stewart  at  Dallas  as 

P,  D.  C,  District  Head 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

DALLAS,  TEXAS,  May  18. — Coming 
from  Detroit,  where  he  was  branch  man- 

ager for  P.  D.  C.,  Frank  Stewart  arrived 
in  Dallas  the  other  day  to  start  on  his  new 

duties  as  district  manager  for  the  South- 
west. Mr.  Stewart  is  a   man  of  wide  ex- 

perience, having  been  connected  in  some 

capacity  with  the  industry  since  its  in- 

fancy. 
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JOSEPH  SCHILBKRAUT 

RUDOLPH 
SCHILD  KRAUT 

LILYAN  TASKMAN 

JOHN  BOWERS 

LILLUN  RICH 

ELINOR  FAIR ROBERT  EDESON 

HARRISON  FORD 
H.  B.  WARNER 

Featured  in 

Pro-Dis-Co’s Productions 

CLiVE  BROOK ROBERT  AMES 

VICTOR  VARCONI  JOBYNA  RALSTON 

EDMUND  BURNS 

KENNETH  THOMSON 

Pro-Dis-Co’s 

Specially  Featured 

Players 

WILLIAM  BOYD PHYLLIS  HAVER 

SEENA  OWTN JULIA  FAYE 

MARCUEBITE 
DE  LA  MOTTE 

JUNIOR  COGHLAN 
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Fox 

Two  New  Directors  Added 

Leslie  Selander  and  Mark  Sandrich, 

new  Fox  directors,  are  codirecting  an 
andmal  story  in  which  Frank  Coleman, 
Jerry  Madden  and  Frank  Abbott  are 
cast  with  Pal  the  dog. 

Jess  Robbins  Directing 

Jess  Robbins,  who  is  directing  his 

first  picture,  an  O.  Henry  titled  “Babes 
in  the  Jungle,”  has  chosen  Hallam 
Cooley  and  Jean  Renee  for  leading  roles. 

Austin  Directs  Van  Bibber 

"The  Swimming  Instructor,”  seven- 
teenth Van  Bibber  comedy,  is  being 

directed  by  Albert  Austin  as  his  first 
for  Fox. 

Lydia  Yeamans  Titus  Signs 

Lydia  Yeamans  Titus,  a   well  known 

stage  favorite  of  35  years  ago,  is  playing 

the  comical  little  housekeeper  in  “The 

Lily.” 
‘'Lafayette  Where  Are  We”  in  Work 
Max  Gold  and  Alfred  Davis  are  direct- 

ing "Lafayette  Where  Are  We,”  Imperial comedy. 

Pro-Dis-Co 

Two  Pictures  Begin  Soon 

“Risky  Business,”  starring  Vera  Rey- 
nolds under  Alan  Hale’s  direction,  and 

"Young  April,”  with  Rudolph  and  Jo- 
seph Schildkraut  cofeatured,  go  into  pro- 

duction soon  with  Donald  Crisp  directing 
the  latter. 

“Last  Frontier”  Starts 

Production  of  “The  Last  Frontier”  is 
underway  in  Gap  Trading  Post  in  the 
Navajo  Indian  Reservation  under  the 

direction  of  George  B.  Seitz. 

Flier  in  Dean  Picture 

First  Lieutenant  L.  P.  Arnold,  ’round- 
the-world  flier,  has  been  engaged  to 

supervise  the  airplane  sequences  in  “The 

Speeding  Venus,”  starring  Priscilla Dean. 

Two  Collaborating  on  “Corporal  Kate” 
Zelda  Sears,  musical  comedy  writer, 

and  Marion  Orth  have  been  obtained  to 

collaborate  on  the  adaptation  of  “Cor- 

poral Kate,”  in  which  Vera  Reynolds  will 
appear. 

“Clinging  Vine”  Cast  Grotvs 

Toby  Claude,  Robert  Edeson,  Louis 
Natheaux  and  Dell  Henderson  have  been 

added  to  the  cast  of  “The  Clinging 

Vine,”  in  which  Paul  Sloane  is  directing 
Leatrice  Joy. 

Associated  Exhibitors 

Buddy  Roosevelt  Starts 

Buddy  Roosevelt  has  started  work  on 

"The  Dangerous  Dub,”  first  of  six  pic- 
tures starring  him.  This  is  Lester  F. 

Scott,  Jr.’s,  second  Western  unit  to  start. 

“Eyes  of  Totem”  New  Title 

The  title  of  “The  Totem  Pole  Beggar,” 

Comedy  scene  in  “Sky  High  Corral,” 
starring  Art  Acord.  It  is  a   Universal 

Western  production 

H.  C.  Weaver  production,  has  been 

changed  to  “Eyes  of  the  Totem.” 
Wilson  Completing  First 

A1  Wilson,  aviator  film  star,  has  prac- 

tically completed  “The  Flying  Mail,”  his first  for  Associated. 

“Rawhide”  Is  Finished 

Buffalo  Bill,  Jr.,  has  just  finished 

“Rawhide,”  as  the  first  by  this  unit  of 
Lester  F.  Scott,  Jr.,  for  Associated. 

“Nutcracker*'  at  New  Theatre 

Edward  Everett  Horton’s  "The  Nut- 
cracker,” first  of  an  S.  S.  Hutchinson 

series,  was  chosen  for  the  opening  bill 
of  the  Bunny  theatre,  just  finished  at  Mt. 
Vernon,  N.  Y. 

Universal 

“Skinner”  in  New  York  Premier 

“Skinner’s  Dress  Suit,”  starring  Regi- 
nald Denny,  with  Laura  LaPlante  in  a 

featured  role,  had  its  New  York  pre- 
mier and  is  said  to  have  been  a   decided hit. 

Fazekas  Is  Under  Contract 

Imre  Fazekas,  Hungarian  author;  is 

under  contract  to  write  three  original 
photodramas. 

Letvis  in  Collegiate  Series 

George  Lewis,  juvenile  actor,  will  play 
the  featured  role  in  a   series  of  six  two- 
reel  stories  of  college  life. 

“Man  in  the  Saddle”  in  Prodzwtitm 

_   A   large  supporting  cast  has  been 

signed  to  play  in  “The  Man  in  the 
Saddle,”  Hoot  Gibson’s  latest  starring 
picture  on  which  production  has  started. 

Puffy  Starts  on  New  Series 

Charles  Puffy  has  started  work  on  a 
new  series  of  comedies  under  the  direc- 

tion of  Dick  Smith. 

F.  B.  O. 

Two  Stories  Purchased  for  Vaughn 

Two  original  stories  have  been  pur- 

chased for  Alberta  Vaughn’s  first  star- 
ring series  of  feature  pictures  for 

F.  B.  O.  The  tentative  titles  are  “Colle- 
giate” and  “War  and  Helena.” 

Dorothy  Dunbar  Is  Lent 

Dorothy  Dunbar  has  been  lent  for  the 

role  of  leading  woman  by  Richard  Bar- 

thelmess  in  “The  Amateur  Gentleman," 
upon  completion  of  which  she  will  return 

to  play  opposite  Tom  Tyler. 

“Jade  Cup”  Is  in  Cutting 

Head  Cutter  James  Wilkinson,  Di- 
rector Frank  Hall  Crane  and  Pandro  S. 

Berman  are  cutting  “The  Jade  Cup," 
Evelyn  Brent’s  latest  production. 

“Heart  of  Cowboy”  itt  Production 

“The  Heart  of  a   Cowboy,”  Bob 

Custer’s  next  picture,  is  now  in  produc- 
tion. 

Duffy  Writes  “Kitty  Kelly”  Script 
Gerry  Duffy  has  been  engaged  to  adapt 

the  stage  play,  “Kosher  Kitty  Kelly,” 
a   Gold  Bond  to  go  into  production shortly. 

Metro-Goldwyn»Mayer 
Marine  Picture  for  Cheney 

“Tell  It  to  the  Marines,”  to  be  directed 
by  George  Hill,  is  to  be  produced  with 
Lon  Chaney  starring. 

Arnold  Films  “Fire  Brigade” 
John  Arnold,  cinematographer,  has 

been  assigned  to  the  photography  of 

“The  Fire  Brigade”  being  filmed  under 
the  direction  of  William  Nigh. 

Search  for  “Flaming  ForestP  Location 

Reginald  Barker,  who  is  to  direct  Cos- 

mopolitan’s “The  Flaming  Forest,”  left 
with  Col.  T.  J.  McCoy,  Indian  expert, 

and  cameraman  Percy  Hilburn  for 

Wyoming,  Montana  and  the  Dakotas  to 
seek  locations  for  the  film. 

Complete  Titling  “The  Boob” 
Katherine  Hilliker  and  Capt.  H.  H. 

Caldwell  have  completed  titling  “The 

Boob,”  and  are  at  work  on  another M   G-M  picture. 

Sedgwick  to  Direct  “Tin  Hats” 

Edward  Sedgwick  is  soon  to  start 

work  on  his  own  original  story,  "Tin 

Hats,”  and  will  be  his  own  technical 
director,  having  been  a   former  army 
officer  himself. 

Paramount 

Four  Are  in  Production 

Four  pictures  now  in  actual  production 

are  “Love’s  Magic,”  “Mantrap,”  “Born 
to  the  West,”  and  “Old  Ironsides.’ 
Three  Are  Being  Cut 

Pictures  in  the  cutting  rooms  include 

“Good  and  Naughty,’  “Wet  Paint”  and 
“The  Rainmaker.” 

Iris  Gray  in  “Show-Off”  Cast 

Iris  Gray,  a   Junior  star,  has  been 

given  a   prominent  role  in  Ford  Sterling’s 
first  starring  picture  for  Paramount, 

"The  Show-Off,”  in  which  Lois  Wilson 
is  playing  the  leading  feminine  role. 
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/Irf  Acord  is  the  man  apparently  being 

accused  in  the  upper  picture  of  these 

scenes  from  Universal’s  “The  Scrap- 

pin’  Kid” 

Two  Added  to  “Ironsides”  Cast 

Richard  Arlen  and  Joseph  Striker 

were  added  to  the  cast  of  “Old  Iron- 
sides,” in  which  Esther  Ralston  and 

Wallace  Beery  are  featured. 

“Diplomacy”  Is  in  Production 

Marshall  Neilan  has  commenced  film- 

ing “Diplomacy,”  his  first  production  un- 
der his  new  releasing  contract. 

Warner  Brotliers 
Vera  Lewis  Is  Signed 

Vera  Lewis  has  signed  for  the  role  of 

the  wife  of  Willard  Louis  in  “The  Pas- 

sionate Quest,”  which  she  will  work  on 

immediately  upon  the  completion  of  her 

part  with  Reginald  Denny  in  “Take  It 
From  Me.” 

“Better  Ole”  Nears  Completion 

“The  Better  Ole,”  in  which  Syd  Chap- 
lin stars,  is  rapidly  nearing  completion 

and  will  be  released  in  the  near  future. 

“Reveillon”  Is  Completed 

Ernst  Lubitsch  has  completed  produc- 

tion of  "Reveillon,”  in  which  Monte  Blue 

and  Patsy  Ruth  Miller  have  the  leading roles. 

“Hell  Bent”  Wins  Commendation 

Praise  was  given  “Hell  Bent  Fer 

Heaven”  by  New  York  reviewers  at 
Warners  Theatre. 

Oresser  and  Fairbanks  in  “Broken  Hearts 

Louise  Dresser  and  Douglas  Fairbanks, 

Jr.,  have  been  signed  for  important  roles 

in  “Broken  Hearts  of  Hollywood,"  open- 

ing scenes  of  which  have  been  shot. 

First  National 

Langdon  Begins  “Yes  Man” 

Harry  Langdon  has  started  the  actu
al 

filming  of  his  next  feature  comedy  for 

F.  N.,  “The  Yes  Man,"  to  be  released 
as  one  of  the  Banner  Group. 

“Kiki”  and  “Irene”  Given  Praise 

According  to  reports  from  key-city 
exhibitors  in  all  parts  of  the  country, 

“Kiki”  starring  Norma  Talmadge  and 

“Irene”  starring  Colleen  Moore,  are  two 
record  makers,  says  First  National. 

Stone  and  Nilsson  Co-Featured 

Lewis  Stone  has  been  signed  to  por- 

tray the  featured  male  role  of  “Midnight 
Lovers”  to  be  started  shortly,  and  Anna 

Q.  Nilsson  will  play  the  featured  femi- nine lead. 

“Tramp,  Tramp,  Tramp”  Sets  Records 

Harry  Langdon’s  “Tramp,  Tramp, 
Tramp”  is  said  to  be  setting  records  in 
Western  cities. 

Nett]  Story  Purchased  for  Colleen 

“It  Could  Have  Happened,”  an  origi- 
nal story  written  by  Jerome  N.  Wilson, 

has  been  purchased  for  a   future  picture 
for  Colleen  Moore. 

Pathe 

“Don  Key”  Release  May  23 

“Don  Key,”  a   Hal  Roach  two-reel 

comedy,  tops  the  short  feature  schedule for  the  week  of  May  23. 

Finlayson  in  Star  Ranks 

Jimmie  Finlayson  has  been  elevated  to
 

stardom,  and  has  started  production 
 of 

the  first  of  three  two-reel  comedi
es 

under  Stan  Laurel’s  direction,  in  all  of 

which  he  will  occupy  the  central  rol
e. 

“Hubby's  Game”  Sent  to  Exchanges 

“Hubby’s  Quiet  Little  Game,”  a   Mack 

Sennett  production,  has  been  se
nt  to  ex- 

changes. 

Four  Companies  at  Work 

Del  Lord,  director,  has  started  
work 

on  a   new  Mack  Sennett  comedy;  Ra
y- 

mond McKee  and  Ruth  Hiatt,  the  Smith 

Family”  players,  are  now  in  the
  midst 

of  another  offering;  Ben  Turpin  is  b
usily 

engaged  in  filming  his  third  come
dy  m 

his  new  series;  the  Alice  Day  un
it  is  at 

work  on  their  latest  comedy. 

Charles  Ray’s  Charlestoning  evidently 
does  not  meet  with  the  approval  of 

the  gendarmes  in  “Paris,”  which  is  an Edmund  Goulding  production,  written 

and  directed  by  him  for  Metro-Gold- 
wyn-Mayer. 

Red  Seal 
“Lady  Love”  a   Ko-Ko  Release 

“Goodbye  My  Lady  Love”  is  the  latest 
Ko-Ko  Car-Tune  to  be  put  into  production 

by  Dave  Fleischer,  and  it  will  be  a   current 
Red  Seal  release. 

Ginsberg-Kann 

Rogell  to  Direct  “Men  of  Night” 

A1  Rogell  has  been  engaged  to  direct 

“Men  of  the  Night,”  on  which  production 

has  now  started. 

Educational 
One-Reelers  for  May 

One-reelers  for  the  month  of  May
  in- 

clude three  Felix  the  Cat  anin^ted  c
ar- 

toon comedies,  two  Cameo  Comedie
s, 

and  a   Lyman  H.  Howe’s  Hod
ge-Podge. 

Scheduled  in  June  Release 

Scheduled  in  June  releases  wil
l  be  two 

Cameo  Comedies,  a   Hamilton 
 Comedy. 

Two  Felix  the  Cat  cornedies
  a   Bobby 

Vernon  Comedy,  a   Walter 
 Hiers  Com- 

edy. a   Mermaid  Comedy,  a   Jim
mie 

Adams  Comedy  and  a   Lyman
  H.  Howe  s 

Hodge  Podge  Comedy. 

Seven  Twa-Reelers  Fill  May 

Two  reel  comedies  filling  the 

are:  “His  Private 

Strength,"  “Bear  Cats,”  “Mr  
Cinderella 

“Papa’s  Best,”  “Going  Crazy,  and 

Famous  Attractions 

Lew  Tyled’  Cast  Completed 

1   G   Bachmann  has  compl
eted  casting 

le  principal  roles  for  ̂ he  screen  version 

f   “Lew  Tyler’s  Wives.”  which 
 will  be  the 

rst  Preferred  Picture  t
o  be  released 

irough  Famous  Attractions
.  Frank  Mayo 

nd  Ruth  Clifford  will  play
  leading  roles. 

"om  Terriss  is  Signed 

Tom  Terriss  has  been  signed  to  
dij^t 

'amous  Attractions,  start  on 

lomance  of  a   Million  Dolla
rs,  to  be  pro 

luced  shortly. 

Gotham 

Choose  “Racing  Blood”  Cast 

James  Bell  Smith  is  preparing  the  co
n- 

tinuity for  “Racing  Blood,”  and  Sam  Sax 

is  busy  signing  up  people  for  t
he  cast. 

Robert  Agnew  has  already  been  signed 
 for 

the  principal  role,  and  Anne  Cornwa
ll  will 

be  co-starred  with  him. 

United  Artists 
John  Barrymore  is  Signed 

John  Barrymore  announced  that 
 definite 

arrangements  have  been  made  with  Jos
eph 

M.  Schenck  for  him  to  make  pictu
res  for 

U.  A.  for  one  year,  and  if  ev
erything 

proves  satisfactory  to  continue  
indefinitely. 

Crosland  to  Direct  Barrymore 

Alan  Crosland  ha.s  been  signed  
to  direct 

John  Barrvmore  in  “Tlic  Vagabo
nd  Lover, 

his  first  United  Artists  releas
e, 

mr  Booked  Solidly  in  Canada 

N   L,  Nathanson  of  Famo
us  Players- 

madian  Corporation  closed 
 a   ̂cal  with 

,   A.  whereby  “The  Black  Pirate.  _   Stella 

alias,"  "Sparrows,”  and  “The  B
at  have 

en  booked  in  every  key  city  
m   Canada. 

lirbanks  at  “Annie”  Berlin 
 Premier 

Mary  Pickford  and  Doug
las  Fairbanks, 

eseiit  at  the  German  prem
ier  of  Little 

nnie  Rooney,"  at  the  Capitol
.  Berlin,  were 

claimed  as  artists  and  giv
en  a   hearty  re- 

ption. 
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SALT  LAKE 
_   SALT  LAKE  CITY.  UTAH.  — The 
lOrum,  formerly  the  Hyland  of  Sugar 
House,  which  is  now  owned  by  Geo.  L. 
Cloward  and  C.  A.  Dillard,  had  its  formal 

opening  May  1st.  .   .   .   The  name  of 
Greater  Features  Incorporated  has  been 
changed  to  Columbia  Pictures  Corporation 

since  the  Salt  Lake  and  Denver  exchanges 
have  been  taken  over  by  J.  T.  Sheffield. 
.   .   .   Covimissioner  Harmon  Peery  and 

Lou  Peery  of  the  Egyptian  at  Ogden, 
Utah,  were  booking  some  new  pictures  this 

week.-.  .   .   Frank  White,  operating  the 
Real  Art  at  American  Fork,  is  visiting  this 
city  in  the  interest  of  his  house.  ...  A 

screening  was  held  at  the  Pantages  of  the 

F.  B.  O.  picture  "The  Non-Stop  Flight" 
which  will  be  shown  at  this  house  within 
the  near  future.  .   .   .   R.  D.  Boomer, 
manager  of  the  Associated  Exhibitors  ex- 

change here,  is  spending  a   few  davs  in  the 
Southern  Utah  territory.  .   .   .   The  Para- 

mount Empress,  managed  by  George  E. 
Carpenter,  entertained  two  hundred  boys  at 
the  performances  during  Bo3'S  Week. 
.   .   .   Tom  Kilfoil,  special  representative 
from  the  home  office,  who  is  here  supervis- 

ing the  construction  and  entire  fitting  up  of 
the  new  Famous  Players-Lasky  quarters  in 
the  new  building,  announces  that  they  will 
be  ready  to  move  by  the  end  of  May.  .   . 
Sam  E.  Morris,  general  manager  for  War- 

ner Brothers,  stopped  in  this  city  for  a 
few  hours  on  his  way  east.  .   .   .   The 
American  has  arranged  an  attractive  float 
which  \ras  used  in  the  parade  held  here 
during  the  convention  of  the  American 
rederation  of  Musicians.  This  float  ex- 

ploited the  Universal  production  "The 
Cohens  and  Kellys,"  which  picture  was 
shown  at  this  house.  ...  The  Kinema, 
managed  by  Ed.  C.  Mix,  is  now  being  re- 

decorated and  a   new  lighting  system  is  be- 
ing installed.  .   .   .   Hav  Hendry,  assistant 

manager  of  the  Victory,  has  left  for  Los 
Angeles  where  he  will  spend  his  vacation. 

ALBANY 
ALBANY,  N.  Y.— Jerrj'  Sullivan  of  th 

Kialto  m   Glens  Falls  used  a   road  show  an 
(hd  good  business.  .   .   .   Jerry  LaRock  o 
V\  arrensburg  is  redecorating  his  theatr 
and  installing  new  fans.  ...EM  Hat 
was  in  town  during  the  week,  after  havin 
visited  Jake  Golden,  manager  of  the  Gri' 
wold  in  Troy,  confined  at  a   Boston  hospita 
snd  reported  thett  he  wss-  holding  his  owi 
•   •   .   Jake  Rosenthal  was  one  of  th 
speakers  at  a   dinner  given  in  Troy  th 
(^her  night  by  projectionists.  .   .   Waite Roberts,  manager  of  the  Troy,  is  to  take 
camp  at  Burden  Lake  for  the  summei 
■   .   .   Harry  Rose,  has  just  been  named  a 
manager  of  the  King  in  Troy,  in  place  o John  Doocey  ...  A.  T.  Mallory  o 
eorinth  called  at  several  places  along*  Filr 

t   Lumherg,  Rae  Candc and  Nate  Robbins,  all  of  Utica,  were  i 
the  mountains  last  week  on  a   fishing  trij .   .   .   6.  /.  Cummings  has  closed  his  thea 
tre  at  Victory  Mills,  but  will  reopen  o 
September  26.  .   .   .   R.  /.  Meigs  acted  a toastmaster  when  employees  of  the  Path 
exchange  here  presented  a   traveling  bag  t 

“   

San  Francisco 
First  Runs 

(Weak  Begj.nn.ng  May 

CALIFORNIA  1   “Prlnsa  of  Pllsen,”  Pro- Dis-Co. 

ST.  FRANCIS;  “Lc  Bohe;ne'*  (ConliDued), 
MoSro’CoSdteyst'Mayer, 

LOEW’S  WARFIELD;  “Brown  of  Harverd,*' 
Metro’Galdwyn-Mayer. 

GRANADA;  “Tho  RoiBajokor,”  Mairo-Goid- 
isyn^Mayer. 

IMPERIAL:  “Stella  Dallas, “   Veiled  ArtUtt. 
UNION  SQUARE:  “All  Aroaad  The  Frying 

Pan,”  F.  8.  O, 

CAMEO:  SUM  Alarm,”  VnioariaL 
GOLDEN  GATE:  “Wateh  This  Ring,"  AU 

Star. 

George  T.  Ames,  who  has  been  transferred 
to  the  New  Haven  branch  as  manager. 
.   .   .   Harry  Bosset  of  Boston  is  a   new 
salesman  covering  the  northern  section  for 
Fox.  .   .   .   M.  J.  Hardy  has  closed  his 
theatre  in  Clayville  for  the  summer.  .   ,   . 

Moc  Streamer  and  Jules  Levy,  both  of 
New  York  and  with  United  Artists,  were 
in  Gloversville  during  the  week.  .   .   . 
Frank  Borzage,  the  director,  was  here  to 

witness  a   performance  of  "Seventh  Heaven” 
while  on  his  way  to  the  Coast.  .   .   Tom 
Thornton  of  Saugerties  made  one  of  his 

periodical  visits  to  Film  Row.  ...  Ed 
Leittin,  salesman  for  United  Artists,  was 
called  to  New  York  city  through  the  death 
of  his  sister.  .   .   .   The  staff  of  the  Metro- 

Goldwyn-Mayer  forces  has  been  augmented 
by  Lepn  Herman  from  Universal,  and  Dick 

Melvin,  _   formerly  wth  Fox.  .   .   .   Frank 
Breymaier  is  now  handling  the  Bareli  in 
Schenectady  as  a   second  run  house.  .   .   . 
John  S.  McCormick  has  just  been  made 
assistant  manager  of  the  Palace  in  Water- 

town. .   .   .   The  Olympic  in  Water- 
town,  a   Robbins  house,  is  making  a   bid  for 
Sunday  night  patronage  through  an  agu- 
mented  orchestra.  .   .   .   James  Rose  is 
now  devoting  practically  his  entire  attention 
to  the  Bijou  in  Troy. 

INDIANAPOLIS 
INDIANAPOLIS,  IND.— The  Strand 

will  be  the  name  of  the  new  theatre  being 
erected  by  South  Bend  Theatre  Corporation 
tol  owing  a   contest  to  determine  the  name 

slogan  of  the  house.  The  slogan  is  to 
be  Quality  Entertainment  at  Popular i   rices.  .   .   .   Union  motion  picture  ma- 

Salt Lake  City 
First  Runs 

(Week  Beginning  May  1} 

AMERICAN:  "Klkl,”  First  Nalionoli  Fox Nowb. 

KINEMA:  “Chip  of  the  Flying  U,*'  Unlvor- sal;  Omserg  of  sho  Dey,”  Foxt  Fox Now*. 

PANTAGES:  “Three  Weeks  In  PoHs,”  War- 

PARAMOUNt'’emPRESS:  ''The  First  Veer,” Fox;  “Mc.dome  Mystery,”  Paske;  Paths Nows. 

VICTORY:  “Deserl  Geld,”  Paramount; 
Slippery  Foot,”  Paths;  Posho  News. 

chine  operators  of  Terre  Haute  deny  that 
their  organization  either  directly  or  indi- 

rectly is  responsible  for  the  throwing  of 

evil-smelling  bombs  in  theatres  not  employ- 
ing union  operators.  .   .   .   James  D.  Ken- 

nedy, manager  of  the  Appollo,  has  an- 
nounced that  Lester  Huff,  organist,  for- 

merly at  the  Ohio,  will  return  and  take  up 
his  duties  as  organist.  .   .   .   Interest  in 

the  children’s  performance  of  "Uncle  Tom’s 
Cabin"  under  the  auspices  of  the  Indian- 

apolis Theatre  Guild,  became  so  general 

due  to  reprints  of  ne%vspaper  stories  that 
managements  of  several  motion  picture 
news  reels  sent  their  camera  men  to  shoot 

scenes  from  the  play.  .   .   .   The  marriage 
of  Lewell  H.  Stormont,  Indianapolis,  on 

the  publicity  and  exploitation  staff  of  First 
National,  to  Lillian  Hogstorm,  was  an- nounced. 

WASHINGTON 
WASHINGTON.  D.  C— Fred  E.  Hand 

tendered  his  resignation  as  resident  man- 
ager of  the  Earle.  A.  Julian  Brylswski  is 

temporarily  acting  as  house  manager  with 
Chester  Blackzvell  continuing  as  assistant 

manager.  .   .   .   The  Savoy,  now  under  the 

management  of  Ashley  Abendschein,  for- 

merly assistant  manager  of  the  Metropoli- 
tan, and  the  Appollo,  now  under  the  man- 

agement of  Stephen  L.  Eilhacher,  had  their 

formal  opening  lately  after  being  com- 
pletely redecorated  and  refurnished. 

ST.  LOUIS 
ST.  LOUIS,  MO. — Barney  Rosenthal, 

president  of  Columbia  Pictures,  back  from 

a   trip  to  New  York  is  very  enthusiastic 

about  the  season’s  product.  .   .   .   The 
Grand,  Shawneetown,  111.,  has  been  taken 
over  by  Ed.  Regan  from  George  Pankey. 
.   .   .   Publix  Theatres  is  said  to  have  pur- 

chased sites  in  Pana  and  Taylorville,  111., 

for  new  theatres.  .   .   .   Exhibitors  of  Cen- 
tral Illinois  met  at  the  Abraham  Lincoln 

Hotel,  Springfield,  to  discuss  film  bookings, 

play  dates  and  other  problems  of  interest 
to  exhibitors.  ...  W.  W.  Watts,  Spring- 
field  exhibitor,  wilt  raise  chickens  on  his 

farm_.  .   .   ,   The  Echo-Pauline  has  opened 
its  airdome.  .   .   .   Airdomes  here  are  pre- 

pared to  launch  their  season.  With  no 

Daylight  Closing  it  is  anticipated  that  the 
outdoor  shov/s  will  have  a   big  season.  .   .   • 

C.  E.  Lilly  of  the  Irma,  and  Kaiman 

Brothers  of  the  O’Fallon,  have  equipped 
their  airdomes  with  amplifiers.  .   .   • 

Loew's  State  had  the  honor  of  oresenting 

“At  Peace  With  the  World,"  Irving  Ber- 
lin’s latest  ballad,  an  its  world  premier, 

The  New  York  Strand  came  in  second. 

.   .   .   Visitors  of  the  past  week  included  A. 
C.  Mercer,  Electric,  Perryville,  Mo.,  Bob 

Clarke,  Effingham,  III,  and  Jim  Reilly,  Al- 
ton, 111.  .   .   .   Walter  Light  has  taken  over 

the  Southern  Illinois  territory  for  Fox, 

succeeding  Gerald  A.  Wagner,  who  has 
entered  the  exhibition  end  of  the  business 

with  Tommy  Tobin,  operating  theatres  in 

Mounds,  Mound  City  and  Cairo,  111.  .   •   • 

L.  W.  Brown,  formerly  local  Pro-Dis-Co 

salesman,  has  joined  Sam  Werner’s  United Film  Exchange  sales  organization. 
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“From  the  Cabby’s  Seat”  is  an  O.  Henry 

story  being  directed  by  Benjamin  Sto- 
loB  for  Fox  presentation. 

PHILADELPHIA 
PHILADELPHIA.  PA.— A.  C.  Melvin, 

who  has  been  a   member  of  the  sales  forces 

of  the  Fox  and  Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer 

Washington,  D.  C.  exchanges,  has  been  se- 
cured by  Joseph  Hebrezv,  district  manager 

for  Warner  Brothers  Vitagraph  to  cover 
part  of  the  Eastern  Pennsylvania  territory. 
.   .   .   The  Stanley  Company  of  America  is 
having  plans  prepared  for  two  houses  to  be 
built,  one  in  the  Kensington  and  one  in  the 
Frankford  district,  on  sites  that  are  now 

occupied  by  old  theatres.  .   .   .   The  Stan- 
ley Company’s  Edgemont  in  Chester  and 

the  Orpheum  here  have  been  closed  and 
will  l>e  thoroughly  renovated  during  the 
next  few  months.  .   .   .   Bob  Lynch,  local 
manager  for  Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer  was 
host  to  exhibitors  at  a   luncheon  given  in 
the  Bellevus-Stratford  Hotel  at  noon  on 
Wednesday,  May  19th.  .   .   .   John  Bethel 
has  resigned  from  Associated  Exhibitors 
sales  force  but  has  not  yet  announced  any 
new  connection.  .   .   .   Gene  and  Harry 

Marcus,  of  the  Twentieth  Century  Ex- 
change, are  receiving  the  condolences  of 

the  Philadelphia  film  fraternity  on  the 
death  of  their  mother,  Mrs.  Diana  Marcus, 

aged  82.  .   .   .   Ed  Scott,  formerly  man- 

ager of  the  Stanley  Company’s  Stanley 
at  Atlantic  City,  has  resigned  and  is  suc- 

ceeded by  Joe  Jordan,  who  has  been  resi- 
dent manager  of  the  Virginia  on  the  Board- 

walk. .   .   .   George  J.  Shaffer,  district 
manager  for  New  England,  Lew  Adelson, 
assistant  general  advertising  sales  manager, 
and  Ed  Cochrane,  special  exploiteer  of  the 
Paramount  forces,  were  in  the  city  for  a 
short  time  recently  and  were  guests  of  W. 
E.  Smith,  district  manager,  and  Percy  A. 
Bloch,  manager  of  the  Quaker  City  ex- 

change. .   .   .   Charles  Powell,  who  has 
been  affiliated  with  the  local  exchange  of 
Associated  Exhibitors  for  the  past  several 
years  in  a   sales  capacity,  has  joined  the 
•staff  of  Len  Berman  of  Columbia  Pictures. 
•   •   .   The  De  Luxe  Exchange  was  recently 
awa.rded  a   verdict  bv  the  Arbitration  Board 

against  the  Globe,  Bethlehem,  for  the  de- 
struction of  two  reels  of  the  "Plastic  Age,” 

the  film  having  been  destroyed  by  fire  in 
the  booth  of  the  theatre.  .   .   •   Joe  Pierce, 
who  has  been  local  city  salesman  for 
Bathe,  has  been  transferred  to  the  upstate 

Philadelphia 
First  Runs 

(Week  Beginning  May  8} 

STANLEY:  “Irene,’*  First  NaSionals  Nowe: 

Stcnis?  Magazine;  Overiare:  “Tannham* 

er”  and  Ezcsrpts  from  “The  Smugglers,'' 
Joseph  Posicrnack,  Cues;  Coudueior  of 

Stanley  Symphony  Orcheittra ;   Soprano 

Solo:  “Shadow  Song”  from  Blcorah, 

Helen  Yorks;  Donee  Divertissement:  “The 

Village  Theatre,''  Aihcriina  Raseh  Bal- 

let; Novelty  Attraction:  "The  Phonlom 

of  Marion  Tolley.’’ 
FOX:  “Stello  Moris,’’  tfrsiocrsol;  News;  Foz 

Theotre  Screen  Mogoiine;  Overture: 

“Marche  Slav’’  (Teshalkowsky)  ;   Musical 

Novelty:  "Melody  in  Organiend,"  Ken- 
noth  A.  Halle: ;   Irving  Aoronson  &   His 

Commanders,  “Ukolels  Ike." 

STANTON:  "For  Heaven’s  Sake."  Pam- 

mount;  Added  AttrocsSon:  “Cruss,’’  
Poro- 

mount. 

ARCADIA:  “Dancer  of  Paris.’’ 
KARLTON:  “Crown  of  Lies.’’  Poramounl. 

PALACE;  “The  Untamed  Lady,’’  Paromoant. 

VICTORIA:  “Ibanez’  Torrent,’’  Ma
tro- 

Coldwyn-Mayor. 

CAPITOL:  “Reckless  Lady,’’  First  National. 

territory  and  has  been  succeeded  by 

Alfred  Buck. 

OTTA  WA 
OTTAWA,  ONT.— Manager  Phillips  of 

Luna  Park.  Hull.  Quebec,  announced  on 

May  8   that  a   feature  of  the  summer 
 sea- 

son at  the  amusement  park,  which  is  to 

open  shortly,  will  be  a   moving  picture  thea
- 

tre, with  popular  prices  prevailing.  .   .   . 

Kenneth  Leach,  proprietor  of  several  th
ea- 

tres in  Calgary.  Alberta,  has  remodelled 

the  Strand  which  he  acquired  recently,  and 

has  closed  the  Regent  for  the  summer 

months  to  concentrate  his  attention  on  the 

former.  ...  An  exhibitor  was  recently 

fined  $i0  and  costs  in  Recorder’s  Court  
for 

allowing  overcrowding  of  his  theatr
e. 

Police  officials  declared  that  local  moving 

picture  houses  were  being  overcrowded  
all 

along  and  it  was  the  intention  of 
 the  de- 

partment to  regulate  the  patronage  at  the 

Various  houses.  .   .   .   Bob  Workman,  spe- 

cial representative  for  Metro-Goldwyn 

Mayer  Pictures  in  Canada  for  some  mo
nths 

past,  with  headquarters  in  Toronto,  
has  re- 

turned to  the  headquarters  of  Metro-Gold- 
w>’n-Maver  in  New  York  to  be  assigned  to 

important  territory  in  the  Western  S
tates. 

The  young  ladies  of  several  
ex- 

changes in  Toronto,  Ontario,  have  or- 

ganized a   softball  team  for  the  Toronto 

Women’s  Industrial  Softball  League,  the 

companies  represented  being  Famous  Pj^y"
 

ers  Canadian  Corp.,  Regal  Films,  Limi 
 ed, 

and  Famous-T^kv  Film  Service,  Limite
d. 

At  the  organization  meeting,  which  was
 

attended  by  about  25  girls.  Tommy  Daley
 

manager  of  the  Tivoli,  Toronto,  was  e   e
cted 

manager  of  the  team,  with  A.  /.  Taylo
r  as 

coach  and  H.  E.  Ash.  secretary-trea
surer. 

ATLANTA 
ATLANTA.  GA.— C.  S.  Smith,  of  

New- 

nan,  Ga.,  was  one  of  the  exhibitor
s  visitors 

here  •   F.  L.  Griffin,  exhibitor  from 

Carroliton.  Ga..  was  also  seen  on  Fil
m  Row. 

.   L.  5*.  Hollinsworth,  salesman  for  the 

local  Warner  Brothers  office,  paid  the  
local 

office  a   visit.  .   .   ■   T.  F.  Thompson  oi 

the  Palace,  Cedarto\vn,  Ga..  was  on
  hilm 

Row  .   .   C.  E.  Kessntch,  Metro-Oold- 

wyn-Mayer’s  southern  district  manager,
 

has  left  to  open  the  new  Memphis  b
ranch. 

Walter  Brandenburg,  Fort  Valley, 

Ga.  exhibitor,  is  said  to  be  planning  a   
new 

house  .   .   .   Claude  E.  Ezell,  Warner 

Brothers  southern  district  manager,  atos  m
 

lining  up  the  sales  policy  for  their  192^^/ 

product.  .   .   .   L.L.  a   recent  addi- 
tion to  the  local  Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer 

sales  force,  has  not  yet  been  assigned  h
is 

territory.  .   .   .   F.  E.  Bradley,  assistant 

bookkeeper  for  local  Metro-Goldw
yn- 

Joan  Cravfiord  and  Harry  Langdon  in 

“Tramp,  Tramp,  Tramp,”  a   First 
National  release. 

Mayer  office,  has  been  transferred  to  the 

Memphis  office  as  cashier.  .   .   .   W   F. 

Spccht.  former  Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer 

man,  has  returned  to_  this  banner  as  ad
- 

vertising representative.  .   .   •   P^ehard 

Hildreth,  personal  representative  of  J.  G- 

Bachman,  of  Famous  Attractions,  stopped 

off  on  his  way  to  the  West  Coast.  .   .   . 

Alpha  Fotvler,  manager  of  two  suburban 

houses,  the  Palace  and  the  West  End,  has 

announced  plans  for  a   new  house.  .   .   ■ 

George  R.  Allison,  hea<l  of  the  local  Fox 

exchange,  and  thrice  president  of  the  At- lanta Film  Board  of  Trade,  was  reelected 

to  this  office  at  the  recent  semiannual  meet- 

ing. .   .   .   Exhibitor  members  are:  €.  S. 

Smith,  Newnan,  Ga. ;   T.  F-  Thompson, 

Cedartown,  Ga.;  W.  L.  Brandenburg,  Fort 

Valley,  Ga,  and  0.  C.  Lam,  of  Rome,  Ga. /-/.  D.  Hearn,  district  manager  of 

Associated  Exhibitors  is  here,  coming  via 

Charlotte,  N.  C.  .   •   •   Osnald  Brooks. 
southern  division  sales  manager  of  Pathe, 

has  arrived  here  from  New  York  for  a 

conference  which  will  launch  the  new  sea- 
son in  this  territory.  He  is  the  guest  of 

Manager  W.  W.  Anderson  of  the  local  ex- change. .   .   .   W.  A.  Sanges,  nearly  three 

years  Atlanta  branch  manager  for  Artlvur 
C   Bromberg  Attractions,  has  resigned. 

DALLAS 
DALLAS,  TEX.— The  Palace,  Corsicana. 

,as  purchased  Twn  Gulf  Breeze  Fans,  to
 

ombat  the  hot  weather  slump,  noticeably 

elt  through  Texas,  to  be  installed  i
m- 

aediately.  .   .   .   R.  B.  Williams,  southern 

ales  director  for  Universal,  is  here  to  d
is- 

iiss  sales  plans  for  the  new  product.  R
. 

.   Barton  of  Stroud,  Okla,.  is  constructing 

lis  third  house  in  that  city  now.  .   .   - 

7eo  M.  Tockey  of  the  Lewis.  Mynona, 

)kla..  has  sold  his  house  to  D.  C.  Benson. 
dr  Benson  has  completely  remodeled  the 

louse.  .   .   .   Mr.  and  Mrs.  Glen  Hampton 

,f  Big  Lake,  are  proud  parents  of  twins, 

ean  and  Jane,  weighing  ten  and  seven 

lounds  respectively.  Mr.  Hampton  was 

ormerly  connected  with  the  Cr>'StaJ  at  Big 
.ake  and  the  Rialto  at  Pecos.  .   .   .   Gus 

Tocring,  theatre  instrument  distributor  m 

:)allas.  and  well  known  throughout  the 

Southwest,  was  painfully  injured  when  a 

icEvy  weight  foil  on  his  foot,  crushing  it, 

inci  necess'itating  his  using  crutches. 
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“Live  Cowards’’  is  an  Educational-Mer- 
maid Comedy  directed  by  Stephen 

Roberts.  AI  St.  John,  Otto  Fries  and 
Virginia  Vance  are  in  the  cast. 

MILWAUKEE 
_MILWAUKEE.  WIS.— M.  J.  WeisfeMt, 

district  manager  for  F.  B.  O.,  paid  a   visit 

at  the  local  exchange  long  enough  to  con- 
duct a   sales  meeting  attended  by  Sam 

Abrams,  branch  manager;  Art  Roberts, 
assistant  manager;  Art  Schmits  and  Jack 

Margolcs,  salesmen.  .   .   .   Jack  Margoles, 
formerly  with  Famous  Players-Lasky  has 
joined  the  F.  B.  O.  sales  staff  to  succeed 

Dill  Tracy,  resigned.  .   .   .   Len  Brown. 

manager  of  Fischer’s  Fond  du  Lac,  Fond 
du  Lac,  Wis.,  was  a   visitor.  .   .   .   Harrv 

Hatfield,  city  manager  for  Saxe  in  Green 

Bay,  where  he  has  charge  of  the  Strand, 
Colonial  and  Grand,  has  gone  East  for  a 
month.  .   .   .   Douglas  McEachin  has  been 

transferred  from  Saxe’s  Majestic  at  Beloit 
to  the  Tivoli  here.  Harry  Ellis  has  been 
re-installed  as  manager  of  the  Beloit  house. 
.   .   .   Leo  Behring,  manager  of  the  Pas- 

time, is  leanng  shortly  for  a   visit  to 
Europe.  .   .   .   Stanley  Broxwt,  manager  of 
Saxe’s  Strand,  Merrill  and  Modjeska  has l>een  confined  to  his  home  for  several  days 
as  a   result  of  over  work.  .   .   .   Lucas 
Kuglich,  lessee  of  the  Paris,  has  announced 
his  intention  of  going  abroad.  The  house 
has  been  sold  to  Ed  Wolf  by  Frank  Grab- 
horn,  owner.  .   .   .   Fred  Slyloiu  has  been 
promoted  from  head  usher  to  assistant 
manager  of  the  Wisconsin,  to  succeed 
James  Long,  who  has  been  transferred  to  a 
similar  post  at  Saxc*s  new  Tower.  Stylow IS  the  fourth  man  within  a   year  to  be  pro- 

moted by  House  Manager  Rollen  Walerson 
from  head  usher  to  assistant  manager,  and 
then  to  better  positions,  all  resulting  from 
thorough  training  in  the  usher  school 
A   .   of  the  Strand  at  Kenosha 

Y®‘ted  Film  Row,  as  did  Elsie  Luedtke  of 
the  Columbia,  also  of  Kenosha.  .   .   .   Mrs. 
A.  Heller  of  the  Arcade  is  enjoying European  travel  as  a   vacation  at  this  time. 

SAN  FRANCISCO 
SAN  FRANCISCO,  CAL.— Fred  Mill, 

who  was  installed  as  manager  of  the 
Visaha  upon  the  Goldwyn  Gate  Theatre  & 
Realty  Corporation  acquiring  the  house,  is 
attracting  attention  by  his  publicity  work. 
•   •   •   D^uny  Muller  has  been  made  manager 
of  Levin’s  new  Balboa.  .   .   .   The  Park 

View  was  recently  opened  by  Mark  Harri- 
son. .   .   .   Boyd  Braden  is  the  proprietor 

and  manager  of  the  new  Menlo  which  re- 
cently opened.  .   .   .   Frank  S.  Hopkins, 

newly  appointed  Pacific  Coast  HMvision 

manager  for  Associated  Exhibitors  has  ar- 
rived here.  .   .   .   Louis  R.  Greenfield  and 

A.  W.  Mather,  of  Princess  Theatre  Cor- 

poration of  Honolulu,  left  here  for  Hono- 
lulu. .   .   .   Wally  Fcchan,  who  has  just 

celebrated  his  fourth  birthday  as-  managev 
of  the  Strand  for  Beach  and  Krahn  in 

Oakland,  has  started  his  fifth  year  as  man- 
ager of  the  Chimes.  .   .   .   Milner  and 

Hilman  are  building  an  airdome  in  Victory- 
ville.  .   .   .   Frank  Dazhs,  formerly  of  the 

Cameo,  Santa  Cruz,  later  employed  at  tlie 
New  Colma,  Colma,  is  to  become  local 
manager  of  the  Turlock,  which  Steele,  the 
new  leesee,  is  remodeling  and  will  open 
soon.  .   .   .   Walter  W.  Kofeldt,  formerly 

of  Pathe,  who  resigned  to  represent  Pro- 
Dis-Co  in  Germany  and  the  Balkan  states, 
with  Mrs.  Kofeldt  arrived  in  New  Yorlj, 

having  resigned  bis  position  overseas.  .   .   . 

Frank  A^fkins.  Jr.,  of  the  Lyric,  Marys- 
ville, who  recently  underwent  an  operation 

for  apnendicitis,  is  now  back  on  the  job. 
.   .   .   W.  R.  Co.x  is  the  new  booker  at  the 

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer  branch  exchange, 
replacing  George  Glosser  who  resigned  to 

return  to  Pathe.  .   .   .   Manager  Bill  Ed- 
monds of  Progress  Features  stopped  in 

Fresno  from  Los  Angeles  on  his  way  to 

San  Francisco,  and  reported  buriness  very 

quiet  throughout  the  San  Joaquin  Valley. 

-   .   .   Horry  Carney  of  Associated  Ex- 
hibitors was  a   visitor  in  Fresno  recently. 

.   .   .   C.  M.  Van  Horn  is  a   new  salesman 

for  Pro-Dis-Co  in  the  San  Joaquin  Valley. 
.   .   .   G.  S.  Parsons,  local  manager  of 

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer  is  on  a   trip  East, 
combining  business  and  pleasure.  .   .   . 
Building  will  start  stortly  on  the  Beacg  & 
Krahan  new  $250,000  theatre.  .   .   .   R.  M. 

Bcede  of  the  Casino,  Antioch,  is  mourning 
•the  death  of  his  father,  and  his  friends  ex- 

tend their  deepest  sympathy. 

KANSAS  CITY 
KANSAS  CITY,  MO.— John  W.  Tackett, 

who  won  recognition  when  he  thwarted  the 

blue  laws  of  Kansas  by  building  a   theatre 
for  Sunday  shows  just  across  the  state  line 
in  Oklahoma,  is  planning  a   third  theatre 
for  Coffeyville,  Kas.  .   .   .   C.  E.  Mallory 
opened  a   new  theatre  at  Brewster,  Kas. 
...  A   new  theatre  in  Waldo,  Kas.  was 

opened  by  C.  A.  Kinklebinder.  .   .   .   The 
Opera  House,  Mound  City,  was  sold  by 
William  Bearst  to  his  brother,  H.  Bearsf. 

.   .   .   Harry  Kirktnan,  formerly  of  Hays, 
has  taken  over  the  Strand,  Afton,  Ckla. 
.   .   .   The  new  Baier,  Kansas  City,  will  be 

opened  'about  June  1,  according  to  L.  J. 
Lrnhart  who  is  to  be  manager.  .   .   .   The 

Alamo  has  been  purchased  by  E.  E.  Web- 
ber, who  also  owns  the  Broadmour.  .   .   . 

A   feature  series  of  locally  made  films, 

“Know  Your  Kansas  City,”  has  proved  a 
great  hit  at  the  Newman,  of  which  Bruce 

Fowler  is  manager.  .   .   .   “Around  the 

city  with  Kansas  City  composers,”  a   novel 
musical  feature  adopted  last  week  by 
Samuel  Carver,  manager  of  the  Liberty, 
won  praise  and  resulted  in  a   new  attend- 

ance record  of  the  house.  .   .   .   “It  is  a 

nice  ride,  but  a   long  walk  back,”  writes  Mr. 
Senning,  M.  A.  Tanner,  Fox  Iiooker,  pushed 
back  his  plate  at  the  regional  Fox  conven- 

tion the  other  day  with  the  remark:  “It's 

going  to  be  tough  going  back  at  the  ol’ 
Broadmour  cafe  Monday.”  Miss  Agnes 
Kemp.  Educational  cashier,  is  taking  a   va- 

cation this  week— and  next.  Ed.  S.  Wag- 
ner, P.  D.  C.  home  office  representative, 

was  a   Kansas  Gty  visitor. 

0.  H.  Bogard,  Lrmerly  with  First  Na- 
tional, has  been  added  to  the  Fox  sales 

force  and  will  cover  the  Southwest  Kansas  • 
territory.  .   .   .   Paul  dc  Outa,  formerly  of 
the  St.  Louis  territory,  will  cover  Northern 
Kansas  for  the  same  company.  .   .   .   H. 

Tom  Tyler  and  Eugenie  Gilbert  appear 

in  “Wild  to  Go,”  which  is  an  F.  B.  0. 
current  release. 

H.  Murdock  was  moved  to  the  Wichita, 

Kas.  territory,  which  recently  was  vacated 

by  Stanley  Mayer,  who  became  city  sales- 
man for  Fox.  .   .   .   Among  the  out-of- 

town  exhibitors  were:  C.  W.  Goodell,  Pas- 
time, Ottawa;  T.  D.  Block,  Dixie,  Odessa, 

Mo.;  William  Letichi,  Savoy,  St.  Joseph, 

Mo.;  E.  E.  Sprague,  Lyric,  Goodland;  C. 
A.  Finklebinder,  Waldo;  William  Bearsl, 
Mound  City;  Conrad  Gabriel,  Garden  City 

Amusement  Company,  Garden  City;  Ar- 
thur T.  Perkins,  Schnell,  Harrisonvillc, 

^lo. ;   John  Tackett,  Tackett,  Coffeyville. 

Gets  A   Fast  Camera  to 

Keep  Up  with  Fields 

Star  of  “It's  the  Old  Army  Game" which  Edward  Sutherland  is  directing  for 

Paramount,  proved  a   problem  for  Alvin 
Wyckoff,  the  chief  cameraman  assigned  to 
the  production,  until  he  hit  upon  a   plan  to 

capture  every  one  of  the  comedian’s  rapid- 
fire  gags. 

This  he  accomplished  by  means  of  a 

special  type  of  camera  equipment,  a   port- 
able gyroscopic  camera  imported  from 

France.  This  camera  is  strapped  to  the 

photographer’s  chest  and  is  electrically 

operated,  giving  the  cameraman  free  use  of 
his  hands  for  operating  the  various  appli- 

ances, such  as  the  device  for  keeping  the 
action  continually  in  focus,  dissolving 

shutters,  changing  of  speed  and  other  im- 
provements on  the  earlier  models  hereto- 

fore used  on  “The  Last  Laugh”  and  intro- 
duced into  this  country  by  Frank  Tuttle 

in  “The  Manicure  Girl"  and  “The  Untamed 

Lady.” 

This  French  camera  has  a   capacity  of 

400  feet  of  film,  can  be  set  to  operate  at 

any  desired  speed,  and  is  equipped  with  a 
footage  recorder.  By  its  use  Wyckoff  was 

able  to  obtain  an  effect  of  continuous  move- 
ment by  following  V^.  C.  Fields  about  the 

small  town  drug  store  setting  v/hich  is  the 
background  of  a   Considerable  portion  of 

the  comedy  in  “It’s  the  Old  Army  Game.” 
Every  move  In  Fields’  intricate  feats  of 

juggling,  his  tricks  with  the  laddeit  on 
tracks  along  the  display  shelves,  and  other 
stunts  for  which  he  has  earned  laughs 

throughout  the  world,  will  be  seen  on  the 

screen  through  the  use  of  this  novel  con- trivance. 
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Copyrightt  1926 

This  is  the  original  exhibitors*  reports  department^  established  October  14^  1916. 

Beware  of  cheap,  misleading  imitations. 

*What  the  Picture  Did  for  Me”  is  the  one  genuine  source  of  exhibitor-written  box  office 

information. 

Address:  ^‘What  the  Picture  Did  for  Me,”  EXHIBITORS  HERALD,  407  South 
 Dearborn 

Street,  Chkago,  III 

Associated  Exhibitors 

TWO  CAN  PLAY  5   Clara  Bow — My  hat  is  off 

to  Clara  Bow  and  she  has  dis
placed  Colleen 

Moore  as  the  favorite  flapper  ster.  
She  not  only 

does  the  cut  pouty  stuff  in  this  
but  some  real 

emotional  acting,  sheds  real  tears. 
 Story  is  in- 

Urest-holding  all  the  way  and  has  an  unexp
^ted 

turn  at  the  end  that  mahes  it  even  be
tter.  Sup- 

port is  good  all  the  way.  Ben  L.  Morris
,  Tern- 

pie  theatre.  Bellaire.  0.— General  patron
age. 

TKS  SKYROCKET;  Peggy  Joyce— D
on’t  in- 

crease your  price  on  this.  It's  just  a   good  pi
c- 

ture. Beautiful,  but  not  enough  story  to  it.  Will 

draw  well.— T.  F.  Murphy,  Shuler  theatre.  Raton
, 

N.  Mex. — General  patronage. 

A   BROADWAY  BOOB;  Glenn  Hunter— J
ust 

a   fair  program  picture  that  drew  fairly  well
.  No 

adverse  comments. — J.  B.  Weddle,  Walnut  theatre
, 

Lawrenceburg,  Ind. — General  patronage. 

THE  MIRACLE  OF  LIFE;  Special  cast— No 

good.  One  said,  “I  won’t  let  my  daughters  ever 

come  to  your  theatre  again.” — T.  P.  Murphy,  Shu- 

ler theatre.  Raton,  N.  Mex.— General  patronage. 

HIS  BUDDY’S  WIFE;  Glean  Hunter— -This 

picture  is  good  enough  for  any  house,  and  did  as 

well  for  us  as  a   Western  on  Saturday  night. — 

T.  F.  Murphy.  Shuler  theatre,  Raton.  N.  Me.\.— General  patronage. 

Chadwick 
THE  FIRE  PATROL;  Special  cast— A   dandy 

picture  of  the  fire  fighter.s  that  pleased  all.  Draw- 
ing power  fair  but  no  fault  of  the  picture.  Six 

reels. — George  Khattar,  Khattar’s  theatre,  Syd- 
ney, N.  S.,  Canada. — General  patronage. 

I   AM  THE  MAN;  Lionel  Barrymore— Box  bf- 
fice  always  shows  an  increase  when  Lionel  is  on 
deck.— R.  B.  Maxwell,  Illinois  theatre,  Sullivan, 
III. 

F.  B.  0. 

THE  TRAFFIC  COP;  Lefty  Flynn— A   cracker- 

jack  picture:  one  of  the  best  Flynn's  I   have  ever 
played.  They  seem  to  be  giving  him  better 

stories.  Business  just  fair  on  account  of  hot 

weather. — P.  C.  Schram,  Orpheum  theatre,  Kala- 
niazoo,  Mich. — General  patronage. 

TEARING  THROUGH;  Richard  Talmadge— 
This  is  good  but  old  story  on  the  narcotic  line. 

Some  very  pretty  scenes  and  good  photography : 

film  in  good  shape.  Gives  Dick  plenty  of  oppor- 
tunity to  display  his  ability  as  an  athlete  but 

in  real  life  Dick  would  be  out  of  tuck  trying  to 

get  through  a   den  like  that  with  only  athletic 

stunts  as  a   weapon,  and  can  any  one  imagine  all 

that  chasing  amongst  all  those  underworld  cut- 
throats and  no  one  with  a   grun  or  knife?  Now 

honestly,  can  anyone  imagine  that?  Five  reels.— 
Giacoma  Bros.,  Crystal  theatre.  Tombstone,  Ariz. 
— General  patronage. 

THE  RIDING  STREAK;  Bob  Custer— A   fine 
entertainment.  Star  fine.  Story  very  good.  Lots 

of  action. — Bert  Silver,  Silver  Family  theatre, 
Greenville.  Mich. — General  patronage. 

THE  RIDIN’  STREAK:  Bob  Custer— As  the 
rest  have  said,  a   good  little  Western  and  pleased, 
^in  just  at  show  time  scared  them  away  or 

would  have  had  a   full  house,  I’m  sure.  Custer 
puts  up  realistic  fights.  Good  print.  F.  B.  O. 
treats  you  right.  Five  reels.— H.  C.  Mauler, 

laberty  theatre.  Pleasanton,  Nebr. — Small  ,   town 
Patronage. 

Special  to 
Contributors 

peiL  RAND,  Robert  L.  Anderson 
and  C.  L.  Sbamer  write  tbie  week 

about  j.  C.  Jenkins,  tbeir  letters  being 

printed  in  the  “Letters  From  Readers” 

page.  Phil  Rand  challenges  Jei^ins’ 

to  compete  with  his  “Col- leen,” Robert  Anderson  invites  Jaysee 

to  a   fishing  party  and  Mr.  Shamer 

gives  us  the  lowdown  on  Viola’s  re- cent rebellion. 

On  another  page  Jenkins  continue.^ 

his  running  story  of  the  Nebraska 

trek  and  indites  another  of  his  imper- 

ishable poems.  And  by  the  way— 
Where  are  the  poets  of  yesteryear? 

*   «   * 

CONTRIBUTORS  to  this  depart- ment interested  in  presentation 

acts  will  be  interested  in  a   new  serv- 

ice oSered  by  the  “Presentation  Acts” 
department  beginning  this  week. 

*   «   * 

VARIOUS  reports  concerning  pic- tures which  the  exhibitors  report- 

ing have  not  played  in  their  own 

theatres  are  printed  this  week  in  the 

“Service  Talks  on  Pictures”  depart- 

ment. And  why  not  send  that  kind  of 

reports  to  that  department  right 

along.  True,  they’re  only  one-man
 

opinions,  but  that’s  all  they’re  
sup- 

posed to  be.  — 

BORN  TO  BATTLE:  Tom  Tyler— My  firs
t  <me 

of  this  star  and  must  say  that  it  wa
s  good. 

Rather  light  story  but  contained  g
ood  comedy 

to  overcome  that.  Being  a   new  st
ar,  "bucking 

a   church  revival,  it  only  did  fair  
at  the  box 

office.  From  the  reports,  believe  h
is  first  two 

pictures  are  better  yet.  F.  B.  O. 
 pictures  cannot 

be  beat  for  a   small  town.  Get  it:  
it  will  please. 

New  print.  Five  big  reels. — H.  
C.  Mauler.  Lib- 

erty theatre,  Pleasanton.  Nebr. — Small 
 town  pat- ronage. 

THE  TOUGH  GUY:  Fred  Tho
mson— Very 

good  picture.  Fred  and  Silver  
King  both  fine. 

It  is  the  kind  the  patrons  like.  
Thanks  for  the 

paelure,  Fred.  Have  it  up  in  th
e  center  of  the 

lobby,  and  it  is  much  admired. — L
.  M.  Jones.  Ar- 

cadia theatre.  Vandergrlft.  Pa.— Gene
ral  pat- 

ronage. 

THE  TOUGH  GUY;  Fred  Thom
son— A   very 

good  picture.  1   have  run  al
l  the  Thomson’s  to 

date  and  this  is  one  of  the  best.  K
eep  the  good 

work  up.  Fred,  as  this  is  the  ki
nd  they  like  to 

aeo  you  in.  Six  reels.— W.  L.  D
ouglas.  Strand 

theatre,  Newman  Grove.  Nebr.
— Small  town  pat- 

ronage. 

THE  TOUGH  GUY:  Fred  Thomson—
 Go^. 

Fred  and  Silver  King  are  well  li
ked  here.— E.  H- 

Vetter,  Majestic  theatre,  Hom
er,  Mich.— Small 

town  patronage. 

TKE  midnight  FLYER:  Dorothy  Devore— 

A   fine  program  show  for  a   Saturday.  The  kida 
went  wild  over  the  fights  in  this.  Some  very 

fine  railroading  scenes  in  it.  Very  clear  pho- 

tography in  this  and  we  also  had  an  excellent 

print.  Seven  reels. — C.  A.  Anglemire,  Y   theatre, 

Nazareth.  Pa. — General  patronage. 

THE  MIDNIGHT  FLYER:  Special  cast— A 

very  good  railroad  melodrama.  Seven  reels. — 
E.  H.  Vetter,  Majestic  theatre,  Homer.  Mich. — 
Small  town  patronage. 

THE  MIDNIGHT  FLYER:  Cullen  Landis— 

Tamms  being  a   railroad  town,  this  picture  fit 
in  and  it  went  over  with  a   bang.  The  characters, 

especially  those  of  the  mountaineers,  were  well 

done.  Seven  reels. — Lloyd  Oiler,  Idle  Hour  thea- 

tre, Tamms,  111. — Small  town  patronage. 

ALL  ABOUND  FRYING  PAN:  Fred  Thomson 

— In  my  opinion  this  was  the  weakest  Thomson 

picture  that  I   have  ever  seen.  Too  many  im- 
possible stunts,  such  as  when  the  sherilf  was 

handcuffed  to  the  wagon  when  the  team  ran  away. 

No  man  could  go  through  that  scene  and  come 

out  without  a   scratch  as  the  sheriff  did.  Another, 

is  the  moving  of  a   string  of  cars,  loaded  with 

cattle  without  any  effort  whatever,  as  Silver  King 

did  when  hitched  to  them.  For  an  outlaw  horse, 

Silver  King  was  too  easily  tamed.  However,  Sil- 

ver King  and  Thomson  always  draw  for  us.  Print 

good.  Five  reels.— Dewey  L.  Kisor,  Sterling  thea- 

tre, Fairmont,  Nebr. — Small  town  patronage. 

■TKE  COWBOY  MUSKETEERS:  Tom  Tyler— A 

splendid  picture.  Story  extra  good  and  sta
r  and 

cast  I   know  will  please  any  audience  tha
t  likes 

action  pictures.— Bert  Silver,  Silver  Fami
ly  thea- 

tre, Greenville.  Mich.— General  patronage. 

THE  WYOMING  WILDCAT:  Tom  Ty
ler— A 

mighty  good  Western  and  with  Franki
e  Darro  and 

the  pony.  It  went  over  good.  I   beli
eve  Tyler  is 

a   comer.— C.  S.  Watson.  Electric  thea
tre.  Cald- 

well, Kan. — General  patronage. 

RIDING  THE  WIND:  Fred  Thomson—
 As  usual 

there  is  nothing  new  to  be  said  abo
ut  a   Thomson- 

Silver  King  production.  Just  the  sam
e  old  story , 

good.  Six  reels.— E.  H.  Vetter.  Maj
estic  theatre. 

Homer.  Mich.— Small  town  patronage
. 

QUEEN  OF  DIAMONDS:  Evelyn 
 Brent — Not 

so  good.  My  patrons  do  not  care
  for  her  at  all. 

This  is  the  third  Brent  I   have  pla
yed  and  have 

lost  money  on  all  of  them.  B
usiness  pwr. 

Weather  good.— P.  C.  Schram.  Or
pheum  theatre. 

Kalamazoo,  Mich.— General  patronage
. 

THE  WALL  STREET  WHIZ: 
 Richard  Tal- 

niadge— This  is  not  up  to  Dick's 
 other  pictures. 

Not  much  excitement,  paper  very
  good :   will  go 

over  for  Saturday.  Five  reels
.— A.  O.  Lambert. 

as  A   aI  > 

onage. 

RUSILLA  WITH  A   MILUON;
  Mary  Carr— 

ery  good  picture,  but  like  "
The  Last  Editton. 

,ad  no  box  office  value.  Eig
ht  reels.— A.  J. 

rgall.  Cozy  theatre,  Fayet
te.  Iowa.— General 

onage. 

HE  LAST  EDITION:  Ralph 
 Lewis— A   very 

1   picture,  a   good  plot,  go
od  fire  scene,  the 

iting  office  wonderful.  S
even  rwls.  A.  O- 

ibert.  Opera  House  theatre.
  Monticollo.  Iowa, 

eneral  patronage. 

LAMING  WATERS:  Spec
ial  cast — A   mellow 

5drama  with  plenty  of
  action,  and  in  spite  

o 

fact  that  it  is  cheaply  made
,  pleased  all,  and 

the  shekels.  F.  B.  O.  k
now  how  to  make 

type  of  picture,  and  wh
ile  the 

n   they  get  the  money 
 consistently.  Their 

er  is  in  keeping  with  t
he  pictures,  as  aro 
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their  titles,  so  we  get  the  crowd  that  crave  mellow 

melodrama  and  everybody  is  happy.  Seven  reels. 

—William  F.  Bugie,  Palace  theatre,  Beckley.  W. 

Va. — Mining  patronage. 

A   BROADWAY  LADY:  Evelyn  Brent— A 

splendid,  entertaining  picture. — Bert  Silver,  Silver 

Family  theatre,  Greenville.  Mich. — General  pat- 
ronage. 

KEEPER  OF  THE  BEES:  Special  cast— Very 

good.  Gene  Stratton  Porter  sure  draws  at  the 

box  office.  Seven  reels. — W.  M.  Powell,  Grand 

theatre,  Williamsburg,  Ky. — General  patronage. 

IF  MARRIAGE  FAILS:  Jacqueline  I/ogan— 

Just  another  society  drama. — A.  F.  Jenkins,  Com- 

munity theatre,  David  City,  Nebr. — 'General  pat- 
ronage. 

DRUSILLA  WITH  A   MILLION:  Mary  Carr— 

"Best  show  you  ever  had,”  and  many  other  re- 
marks of  this  kind  was  expressed  as  the  people 

passed  out.  Book  it  and  boost  it.  Wish  we  had 

more  like  it.  Seven  reels. — C.  C.  Bisbee,  Colum- 

bia theatre,  Poynette,  Wis. — General  patronage. 

THAT  DEVIL  ^UEMABO:  Fred  Thomson— 
This  is  a   dandy  picture.  Played  on  a   rainy  night 
and  sure  went  over  good  for  my  theatre.  Book 

it.  Between  a   Western  and  a   drama.  Something 

different  from  the  rest.  Five  reels. — A.  J.  W. 

Koehler,  Koehler  theatre,  Uehling,  Nebr. — General 
patronage. 

SMOOTH  AS  SATIN:  Evelyn  Brent— A   fairly 
good  crook  story  that  failed  to  register  here.  Did 
not  like  it  personally.  Brent  is  a   good  actress 

no  doubt.  Six  reels. — George  Khattar,  Khattar’s 
theatre,  Sydney,  N.  S..  Canada. — General  pat- 
ronage. 

THE  AIR  HAWK:  A!  Wilson— A   dandy  thril- 
ler with  the  air  cyclone,  A1  Wilson.  Sure  made 

them  sit  up  and  take  notice.  Advertising  matter 

good.  Six  reels. — George  Khattar,  Khattar's  thea,. 
atre,  Sydney,  N.  S.,  Canada. — General  patronage. 

THE  BANDIT’S  BABY:  Fred  Thomson — A 
great  big  program  picture  that  made  a   decided 

hit  in  spite  of  storms.  One  of  Fred’s  best  pic- 
tures and  Silver  King  does  everything  but  talk. 

Oh.  boy.  what  a   box  office  wow  these  Thomsons 
are  I   The  baby  show  was  sure  there  and  the 

comedy  and  thrills  makes  this  a   knockout  attrac- 
tion. James  P.  Hogan  deserves  special  laurels 

for  his  superb  direction.  Thanks  to  Fred,  James 

and  Silver.  Six  reels. — George  Khattar,  Khattar’s 

theatre,  Sydney,  N.  S.,  Canada. — General  pat- 
ronage. 

A   MAN  OF  NERVE:  Bob  Custer— One  of  the 

poorest  I   have  ever  shown.  The  fight  scenes  are 
rotten.  Five  reels. — Pace,  Bouma  &   KcGraw, 

Princess  theatre,  Traer,  la. — Small  town  pat- 
ronage. 

THE  WHITE  SIN:  Madge  Bellamy— A   good 

picture  that  will  please  any  audience  who  under- 
stands human  nature  and  heart  appeal  stories. 

Seven  reels. — Pioneer  Pete,  Pioneer  theatre, 

Amasa,  Mich. — Small  town  patronage. 

AMERICAN  MANNERS:  Richard  Talmadge — 
Talmadge  pictures  always  have  plenty  of  action, 

but  the  only  trouble  is  that  Talmadge  wants  to 
do  all  the  acting  and  does  not  give  anyone  else 
a   chance.  Just  a   fair  program  picture.  Six 

reels. — Dewey  L.  Kisor,  Sterling  theatre,  Fair- 

mont, Nebr. — Small  town  patronage. 
JLAUGHING  AT  DANGER:  Richard  Talmadge 

— An  BCtionfuI  thriller.  Not  one  dull  moment. 

That's  the  way  we  want  them.  Talmadge  always 

pleases.  Five  reels. — George  Khattar,  Khattar’s 
theatre.  Sydney,  N.  S.,  Canada. — General  pat- ronage. 

O.  U.  WEST;  Lefty  Flynn — A   good  Western, 

full  of  comedy,  thrills  and  action.  Pleased  all 

and  drew  good.  Paper  on  this  is  great.  Five 

reels.— ‘George  Khattar,  Khattar’s  theatre,  Syd- 
ney. N.  S.,  Canada. — General  patronage. 

THE  BANDIT’S  BABY;  Fred  Thomson— Good 

for  Saturday  showing.  Five  reels. — L.  R.  Ledou, 

Home  Town  Airdome,  Isabel,  Kan. — Small  town 
patronage. 

THE  DANGEROUS  COWARD:  Fred  Thoiason 

A   nice  Western  mixed  up  with  the  boxing  ring. 

Pleased  100  per  cent,  as  do  all  Fred’s  pictures. 

Silver  King  was  good  also.  Don’t  be  afraid  of 

this  boys.  Six  reels. — George  Khattar,  Khattar’s 
theatre,  Sydney,  N.  S.,  Canada. — General  pat- 
ronage. 

BREED  OF  THE  BORDER;  Lefty  Flynn— A 

good  program  Western  with  plenty  of  action  and 
a   few  comedy  touches.  Flynn  and  his  leading 

lady,  Dorothy  Dwan.  are  good  as  is  the  support- 
ing cast.  There  are  one  or  two  titles  that  are 

not  so  good  but  aside  from  this  the  picture  is 

goo^.  Five  reels. — W.  T.  Davis  &   Son,  Rialto 

theatre,  Sharon,  Wis. — General  patronage. 

THE  MAN  FROM  RED  GULCH;  Harry  Carey 

— Wednesday  to  very  satisfactory  business,  all  that 

is  necessary  to  say  about  the  picture  is  it  is  a 

Carey.  That  is  sufficient  guarantee  of  its  quality, 

Six  reels. — ?.  W.  Quinlin,  Ideal  theatre.  Chateau- 

gay,  N.  Y. — Small  town  patronage. 
MIDNIGHT  MOLLIES  Evelyn  Brent — This  one 

not  so  good. — A.  0.  Lambert,  Opera  House  theatre, 

Monticello,  Iowa. — General  patronage.  < 
THE  NO  GUN  MAN:  Lefty  Flynn— Just  a 

good  Western  act  combined  with  a   minstrel  act, 

Six  reels. — Pioneer  Pete,  Pioneer  theatre,  Amasa, 

Mich. — Small  town  patronage. 

First  National 
IRENE;  Colleen  Moore — Drew  like  "American 

Venus."  and  all  seemed  satisfied. — T.  F.  Murphy. 

Shuler  theatre,  Raton,  N.  Mex. — General  patron- 

age. 
THE  FAR  CRY;  Blanche  Sweet — Very  good. 

Drew  a   good  crowd.  Seven  reels. — W.  M.  Powell, 

Grand  theatre,  Williamsburg,  Ky. — General  pat- 
ronage. 

JOANNA:  Dorothy  Mackaill — This  is  a   hot  one 
for  small  towns.  For  us  it  was  the  poorest  First 

National  in  the  last  40,  but  it  only  got  a   few 

kicks.  It  isn’t  so  bad  but  the  rest  have  all  been 

so  good  that  it  is  conspicuous. — T.  F.  Murphy, 

Shuyler  theatre,  Raton,  N.  Mex. — General  pat- 
ronage. 

JOANNA;  Dorothy  Mackaill — A   mighty  weak 
sister  so  far  as  our  audience  rated  it.  There 

wasn’t  a   laugh  or  a   punch  to  the  whole  film  that 
we  could  see,  and  many  said  that  they  did  not 
think  much  of  it.  I   see  that  my  friend  Bill 

Brenner  gives  First  National  the  works  so  far  as 
his  town  is  concerned,  but  we  have  rot  found 

it  so.  True,  we  have  not  played  but  half  of 

what  we  bought,  but  with  two  exceptions  we  have 
starved  to  death  on  this  contract  and  we  wilt  be 

tickled  pink  when  we  are  through  with  the  present 
bunch  from  First  National.  They  lack  story  or 

direction  or  some  vital  something  to  put  them 

over.  What  it  is  we  do  not  know,  but  they  don’t 
have  the  "drag’’  at  the  box  office  that  other  pic- 

tures seem  to  have. — A.  B.  Hancock,  Columbia 

theatre,  Columbia  City,  Ind. — General  patronage. 

THE  PACE  THAT  THRILLS:  Ben  Lyons- .\ 

nice  program  feature  that  pleased  mostly  all. 
Business  only  fair ;   no  fault  of  the  picture.  Bight 

reels. — George  Khattar.  Khattar’s  theatre,  Sydney, 
N.  S.,  Canada. — General  patronage. 

CLOTHES  MAKE  THE  PIRATE:  Special  cast 

— They  came,  they  looked,  and  they  went.  First 
National  made  two  poor  ones  this  year,  this  one 

is  both  of  them.  Aesops  Fables  saved  the  show. 

Eight  reels. — Jack  Cairns,  Brooklyn  theatre,  De- 
troit, Mich. — General  patronage. 

THE  NEW  COMMANDMENT:  Blanche  Sweet 

— This  one  pleased. — A.  Mitchell,  Dixie  theatre, 
Russellville,  Ky. — General  patronage. 

GRAUSTARK:  Norma  Talmadge — This  kind 

of  a   stoi-y  may  go  with  the  highbrows  but  not 

in  the  average  neighborhood  theatre.  Seven  reels. 
— ^W.  M.  Powell,  Grand  theatre,  Williamsburg. 
Ky. — General  patronage. 

GRAUSTARK:  Norma  Talmadge — Can  only 
say  what  others  have  said,  that  it  is  a   very  good 

picture,  a   real  special.  First  Talmadge  we've 
played  here  in  three  years. — J.  J.  Hoffman,  Plain- 

view  theatre,  Plainview,  Nebr. — General  patron- 

age. 

THE  KNOCKOUT;  Milton  Sills— A   fine  pic- 
ture with  action  every  minute.  Plenty  of  comedy 

in  between  real  thrills  of  the  logging  camps  and 

evei-ybody  left  with  a   smile.  Sills  is  a   favorite 
here.  Eight  reels. — Wm.  Martin,  Patriot  theatre, 
Patriot,  Ind. — Small  town  theatre. 

THE  KNOCKOUT;  Milton  Sills— A   whale  of  a 

program  attraction.  One  of  the  bast  lumberjack 

pictures  to  ever  come  on  the  screen.  Pleased  all- 

Many  comments.  Nine  reels. — George  Khattar, 

Khattar’s  theatre,  Sydney,  N.  S.,  Canada. — Gen- eral patronage. 

THE  SCARLET  WEST;  Special  cas^-A  great 

big  Indian  thriller  that  had  them  up  and  cheer- 
ing. Played  to  big  crowds.  Advertising  great. 

Get  behind  this  one,  boys.  Ten  reels. — George 

Khattar,  Khattar's  theatre,  Sydney,  N.  S.,  Can- ada.— General  patronage. 

THE  UNGUARDED  HOUR;  Milton  Sills— We 
were  afraid  of  this  after  reading  the  city 

views,  but  slid  it  in  without  any  ostentation  and, 

strange  to  relate,  it  pleased  76  per  cent.  Kind 
of  spicy  and  far  fetched.  Seven  reels. — 

(G.  A.  D.)  Bouma,  Rialto  theatre,  Pocahontas, la. — General  patronage. 

FRIVOLOUS  SAL:  Mae  Busch— This  is  a   h"® 

picture  and  is  put  over  by  the  natural  acting  of 
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n-Brien  Miss  B’^sch  and 
 Ban  Alexander.  Did 

ever  see  Director  Scherts
inger  make  a   “bum 

you  ever  see  ̂    never  did.  Wonderful  Western 

Sne^.  A   little  old  but  wort
h  getting.^  Eight 

  •yyn,,  Martin,  Patriot  theatre,  
Patriot,  Ind. 

—Small  town  patrona
ge. 

the  lost  WORLD!  Sp
ecial  cast— Our  ex- 

rerience  with  this  was  not 
 so  good.  Seems  to  be 

overrated,  and  although  w
e  spent  three  times  as 

much  in  advertising  w
e  found  upon  countin

g  we 

Ire  no  belter  olf  than  if 
 we  had  used  ordinary 

program  at  program  pri
ce.  Better  go  easy  on 

this  Ten  reels.— Wm.  Ma
rtin,  Patriot  theatre, 

Patriot.  Ind.-^mai!  to
wn  patronage. 

the  perfect  flappe
rs  Colleen  Moore— 

Although  not  as  good  as  so
me  of  her  pictures,  it 

isn’t  necessary  to  say  much
  about  her  stuff.  She 

,?nes  it  right  and  the  crow
d  seems  to  know  it. 

Seven  reels.— Pioneer  Pet
e,  Pioneer  theatre, 

Amesa,  Mich.— Small  tow
n  patronage. 

the  half  way  GSRLi  
Doris  Kenyon— This 

has  everything  in  it  to  make  a  
 good  picture.  S^ 

scenes  are  wonderful.  Go
od  comments.— A.  F. 

Jenkins.  Community  theatre,
  David  City.  Nebr.- 

General  patronage. 

A   TKIEF  IN  PARADISE!  
Ronald  Colman— 

One  of  the  best  program  pict
ures  ever  to  play 

our  house,  and  drew  big  crowd
s  in  spite  of  snow 

storms.  Eight  reels.-George  Khatt
ar,  Kha^r  s 

theatre.  Sydney.  N.  S..  Cana
da.— General  patron- 

age. 

HER  SISTER  FROM  PARIS  i   
Constance  Tal- 

madge— Almost  a   special.  Ver
y  clever  double 

part  by  Miss  Talmadge.  It’s  a  
 .wow,  boys,  you 

can’t  go  wrong  on  this.  We  w
ould  sure  tike  a 

photo,  Connie,  to  hang  in  our 
 lobby.— A.  U.  Jen- 

kins. Community  theatre.  David  City. 
 Nebr.— Gen- 

eral patronage. 

SALLY:  Colleen  Moore— Really  one  of  
the  best 

pictures  ever  given  to  the  screen.  
“Sally”  pleased 

100  per  cent.  Played  to  big  crowd
s.  First  and 

second  nights  big.  Word  of  mouth 
 did  ih  Col- 

leen never  made  a   better.  Here’s  hoping  she
  does. 

Ten  reels.-George  Khattar.  Khatta
r’s  theatre. 

Sydney,  N.  S.,  Canada. — General  p
atronage. 

HiS  SUPREME  MOMENT:  Ronald  
Colman— 

Everybody  liked  this  picture.  A   th
rilling  melo- 

drama with  exquisite  colored  photography.  If  yo
u 

want  something  different  for  entertainm
ent,  show 

this.  It  will  please. — A.  F.  Jenkins,  Com
munity 

theatre,  David  City.  Nebr.— General  p
atronage. 

THE  MAKING  OF  O’MALLEY :   Milton  Sills-- 

Gcod  action  picture  for  Saturday  c
rowd.  Well 

liked.— A.  F.  Jenkins,  Community  theatre, 
 David 

City,  Nebr. — General  patronage. 

THE  WOMAN  ON  THE  JURY;  Sylvia  Bre
amer 

-First  night  did  not  piay  it:  second  mgh
t  18. 

Enough  said.  Seven  reels. — A.  J.  V/
.  Koehler, 

Koehler  theatre,  Uehling,  Nebr. — Gener
al  patron- 

age. 

ONE  WAY  STREET:  Ben  Lyon— Very  good
 

for  program.  Well  liked.  Good  comme
nts.— 

A.  F.  Jenkins.  Community  theatre.  David  City.
 

Nebr. — General  patronage. 

THE  DESERT  FLOWER;  Colleen  Moore— 
One 

of  Colleen’s  best.  Not  a   draggy  moment.  We 

chose  this  ©n  our  Surprise  Night  t®  dedicate  
our 

new  Reprodaco  pipe  organ,  Colleen,  and  it  w
ent 

over  with  a   bang.  Good  entertainment.  Good 

comments.— A.  F,  Jenkins,  Community  theatre, 

David  City,  Nebr. — General  patronage. 

THE  DESERT  FLOWER:  Colleen  Moore — This
 

picture  is  very  good.  Colleen  is  our  most  popul
ar 

star.  We  ran  this  on  Friday  and  Saturday  nights 

and  did  more  business  than  we  had  for  a   month. 

— Frank  Ober,  Boynton  theatre,  Boynton,  Okia. 
General  patronage. 

THE  DESERT  FLOWER:  Colleen  Moore— A
 

nice  comedy  of  the  wide  open  spaces.  Lloyd 

Hughes  is  good.  Colleen  big.  From  now  
on  I’m 

100  per  cent  for  Colleen  Moore’s  pictur«.  Why? 

They  make  us  money  and  lots  of  it.  Eight  reels. 

—George  Khattar.  Khattar’s  theatre.  Sydney, 
N.  S.,  Canada.— General  patronage. 

CHICKIE 1   Dorothy  Mackeill- Very  good.  Good 

comments. — A.  F.  Jenkins,  Community  theatre, 

David  City,  Nebr. — General  patronage. 

ABRAHAM  LINCOLN:  George  Billings— A 

credit  to  any  theatre.  Played  to  good  crowds. 

Pleased  wonderfully.  Get  behind  this  and  clean 

up.  Ten  reels.-George  Khattar.  Khattar’s  thea- 

tre. Sydney,  N.  S..  Canada.— General  patronage. 

THE  SEA  HAWK:  Milton  Sills— A   whale  of 

a   special.  Pleased  immensely.  Drew  good.  Any 

theatre  can  be  proud  of  “The  Sea  Hawk.”  First 

National,  St.  John,  N.  B.,  exchange  is  second  to 

none  in  service.  Twelve  reels. — George  Khattar, 

Khattar’s  theatre,  Sydney,  N.  S.,  Canada. — General patronage. 

J.  C.  Jenkins — His  Colyum 
Atkinson,  Neb.,  May  1,  1926. 

Dear  HERALD: 

Take  my  advice  and  don’t  ever  undertake  to  drive  the  hilLs  in  soulheaslern 

Nebraska  when  it  is  raining.  I   drove  486  miles  over  those  clay  hills  and  Viola  was 

a   sight  when  we  got  out.  Whoever  made  the  topography  of  that  country  must  have 

had  the  mumps  on  both  sides,  for  those  bills  would  make  the  Rocky  Mountauins  look 

like  a   skating  rink. 

There  is  war  on  at  Falls  City  and  all  three  houses  are  showing  pictures  at  ten 

cents.  There  may  be  a   lot  of  fun  in  this  for  the  boys  who  are  mixed  up  in  it,  but 

there  is  certainly  no  business  about  it. 

When  L.  M.  Greene,  manager  of  the  Moon  at  Tecumseh,  played  “Below  the  Line” 

with  “Bin  Tin  Tin,”  the  wonder  dog,  he  palled  the  most  unique  stunt  I   have  yet 

heard  of.  He  advertised  free  admission  to  the  matinee  to  every  boy  who  would  bring 

a   dog  to  the  theatre  at  3   o’clock.  He  offered  a   prize  of  $1  for  the  boy  bringing  a 

dog  that  most  resembled  Rin  Tin  Tin,  $1  for  the  largest  dog,  SI  for  the  ugliest  dog, 

and  $1  for  the  smallest  dog,  providing  equal  awards  in  case  of  tie.  Promptly  at  3 

o’clock  the  boys  showed  up  with  78  dogs  at  the  front  door  of  the  Moon  and  when 

they  were  all  assembled  the  fun  started.  Every  dog  wanted  to  fight  every  other  dog 

and  the  result  was  that  the  entire  population  turned  out  to  see  what  had  struck 
 the 

town  One  kid  had  a   pup  under  his  coat  that  was  only  one  day  old  and  of
  course 

he  got  the  prize.  Needless  to  say,  Tecumseh  witnessed  the  largest  
attendance  at  a 

matinee  the  town  had  ever  known.  That  boy  Greene  is  fuller  of  stunts
  than  those 

78  dogs  were  of  fleas,  and  the  results  he  is  getting  justifies  his  effo
rts.  Greene  is  a 

showman  and  it  is  a   pleasure  to  meet  him. 

Gunther  &   Metzer  were  busy  at  their  theatre  when  I   arrived  in 
 Syracuse,  and  the 

first  thing  they  said  to  me  was  “Where’s  Viola?”  Thes
e  boys  have  formed  a   habit 

of  doing  just  the  right  thing  in  the  right  way  and  at  the  r
ight  time.  Result,  good 

business  They  have  also  formed  another  habit  that  is  comm
endable,  that  of  keeping 

their  subscription  to  the  HERALD  paid  away  up  in  ad
vance  so  they  won  t   miss  a 

copy.  I   had  the  pleasure  of  meeting  Mrs.  Metzer,  w
ho  in/oE-m«i  me  that  she  was  a 

HERALD  fan  and  always  enjoyed  reading  my  letters.
  This,  of  course,  swelled  me 

up  and  I   complimented  her  on  her  good  ta
ste. 

If  CaH  Bailey  of  the  Linwood  theatre  at  Pawnee  Ci
ty  had  a   larger  theatre  in  a 

larger  town.  New  York  would  hear  about  it.  Ca
rl  is  a   regular  fellow 

feel  right  at  home  and  glad  of  it.  Pawnee  City  wants  the  wor
ld  ip  kimw  that  prold 

Lloyd  at  one  time  made  this  burg  his  home.  I   h
aven  l   talked  with  Harold  about  it but  I   told  them  it  was  all  right  with  me.  ... 

As  a   rule,  whenever  you  run  across  a   fellow  by
  the  name  of  Jenkins  it  is  a   good 

to  keep  an  eye  on  him.  I   found  one  operating 
 the  Commumty  theatre  at  David  City 

and  when  I   arrived  and  introduced  myself  he  imm
ediately  began  to  inquire  as  to  my 

ancestry  We  discussed  genealogy  until  both
  needles  pointed  toward  Af”®®’ 

quit.  A.  F.  said,  ‘Tm  Welsh,  what  are  you?
"  and  S   replied  So  am  1,  and  wc  let 

Mrs.  Jenkins  was  the  busiest  person  around  the  theatre;
  she  sold  ̂  

the  popcorn  machine,  sold  candy  and 
 and  other  necessities  and  chatted  wth  the 

custLers  just  like  they  aU  belonged  t
o  her  family.  I 

pleasing  personality  accounted  largely  for
  the  patronage  this  theatre  enjoys. 

Before  closing,  permit  me  to  say  a   few  words  t
o  my  exhibitor  friends.  Deys^  Im 

headed  your  way.^  Some  of  these  days  I’m  g
oing  to  call  on  you  and  I   want  y®“ 

have  a   lot  of  ̂formation  stored  up  for  
me.  I   want  you  to 

httrATD  ©an  be  made  of  greater  service 
 to  the  exhibitor.  Let  me  know  m   wnat 

deficient,  and  have  your  suggestions  ready  HERALD 

---  ^reauy  by  yo- 

ImiiLg T.  "oB  to  see  her  tvhen  some  o
f  these  cheap  ears  try  to  go  arouod  her,

  she 

gets  so  nervous  and  fidgety. 

When  a   Cadillac,  Lincoln  or  Nash  trie
s  to  pass, 

Viola  will  shimmy  and  pant, 

Till  I   softly  and  firmly  press  down  
on  the  gas, 

Then  they  can’t,  my  dear  Jasper,  th
ey  can  t. 

J.  C.  JENKJNS. 

THE  SEA  HAWK:  Milton 
 Sills— Fair  picture. 

Booked  it  for  three  nights. 
 Played  it  two 

Business  punk.  Too  old.  T
welve  reels.-A.  J.  W. 

Koehler,  Koehler  theatre. 
 Uehling,  Nebr.— Gen 

eral  patronage. 

Fox 

THE  DIXIE  MERCHANT: 
 Special  cast— This 

is  a   splendid  little  show  for
  those  who  appreciate 

real  acting  and  quaint  comedy  touchy.  «   ̂ 

along  smoothly,  holds  the  
interest  and 

satisfaction  in  a   trotting  h
orse  race  which  is  well 

filmed.  A   high  class  off
ering.  Seven 

Geo.  E.  Fuller.  The  Play  H
ouse.  Fairhope.  Ala. 

Small  town  patronage. 

THE  DIXIE  MERCHANT:  
Special  cast— TOs 

was  a   pretty  good  program  
picture.  Had  a   fairly 

good  race.  But  the  smart  m
an  that  m^e  the 

o^’s  and  three’s  succeeded  in  c
oncealing  the  fact 

that  there  was  a   race  in  the
  picture.  The  people 

here  like  a   race,  but  they  d
id  not 

was  one.  consequently  b^lnoss  very 
 bad.-L^  M. 

Jones.  Arcadia  theatre.  Van
dergrift,  Pa.-General 

patronage. 

THE  FIRST  YEAR:  Mat
t  Moore — Just  an 

ordinary  program.-A.  F.  Jenkin
s,  (^mm^ity 

theatre.  David  City.  Nebr.
— General  patronage. 

MY  OWN  PAL:  Tom  Mix-
A  very  good  pro- 

gram  picture,  much  different  t
han  the  usua  t,^ 

of  Tom  Mix  Westerns.  Vir^n
ia 

little  girl  in  the  picture,  
and  Tony  steal  the  pic- 
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ture.  Business  a   little  slow  on  account  of  hot 

weather. — P.  C.  Schram,  Orphcum  theatre,  Kala- 

mazoo, Mich. — General  patronage. 

THE  FIGHTING  BUCKAROO:  Buck  Jones— 
This  Jones  not  as  good  as  usual.  Not  the  type 

of  picture  for  Jones,  according  to  my  patrons. 
Business  below  normal  on  account  of  min.  Five 

reels. — W.  L.  Douglas,  Strand  theatre,  Newman 

Grove,  Nebr. — Small  town  patronage. 

WHEN  THE  DOOR  OPENED:  JacQueline 

Logan — Very  good  Curwood  story  that  entertained. 

Good  comments. — A.  F.  Jenkins,  Community  thea- 
tre, David  City,  Nebr. — General  patronage. 

RUSTLING  FOR  CUPID:  George  O'Brien— 
This  is  the  second  Peter  B.  Kyne  story  from  Fox 

that  was  a   flivver  for  us;  even  Anita  Stewart  in 

the  cast  could  not  pull  it  through.  It  is  just  an 

ordinary  Western  with  some  badly  forced  comedy 

and  hardly  anyone  came  to  see  what  it  was  all 
about. — Ben  L.  Morris,  Temple  theatre,  Belialre, 

O. — General  patronage. 

RUSTLING  FOR  CUPID:  George  O'Brien- 
Extra  good  program  picture.  What  a   pity  we 

can’t  get  Tom  Mix  in  these  Peter  B.  Kyne  stories 

like  this  and  "The  Golden  Strain”  instead  of  such 

punk  stories  as  "The  Lucky  Horseshoe”  and  "Dick 
Turpin."  With  Tom  and  Tony  in  this  it  would 
make  a   real,  honcst-to-goodness  show. — O.  F. 

Craig.  Royal  theatre,  Newark,  Ark. — Small  town 
patronage. 

HAVOC:  George  O'Brien — A   nice  war  drama 
but  somehow  it  failed  to  register  at  the  box  of- 

fice. Nine  reels. — George  Khattar.  Khattar's  thea- 
tre, Sydney,  N.  S.,  Canada. — General  patronage. 

HAVOC:  Special  cast — Good  picture  with  some 
wonderful  acting  by  the  principal  players,  but  it 

is  too  depressing  for  the  average  small  town 

crowd.  Two  reels  too  tong.  Eight  reels. — 0.  F. 

Craig,  Royal  theatre,  Newark,  Ark. — Small  town 
patronage. 

THE  DESERT’S  PRICE;  Buck  Jones— A   pretty 
fair  Western  picture.  Plenty  of  action  and  better 
than  most  of  the  Jones  pictures.  Business  good. 

— P.  C.  Schram,  Orpheum  theatre,  Kalamazoo, 

Mich.— Genera!  patronage. 

THE  DESERT’S  PRICE;  Buck  Jones— Always 
good  and  growing  better  and  better  every  day. 

Clean  and  entertaining. — A.  F.  Jenkins,  Com- 

munity theatre,  David  City,  Neb. — General  pat- 
ronage. 

THE  FOOL:  Edmund  Lowe — This  is  one  of 

Fox’s  greatest  productions.  Invite  all  your  min- 
isters when  you  run  this.  Follows  the  book  ex- 

actly. Ten  reels. — A.  O.  Lambert.  Opera  House 
theatre,  Monticello,  Iowa. — General  patronage. 

THE  FOOL:  Edmund  Lowe — This  proved  one 
of  the  best  pictures  I   ever  played,  according  to  my 

patrons’  opinion,  and  drew  good  patronage  for 
two  days.  The  picture  is  there  if  you  can  get 

them  in  to  see  it.  Ten  reels. — Pace,  Bouma  & 

McGraw,  Princess  theatre,  Traer,  Iowa. — Small 
town  patronage. 

SHE  WOLVES:  Special  cast — Ordinary.  These 
special  pictures  do  not  go  over  in  the  small  places, 

but  this  was  an  exception  to  the  rule. — Lloyd 

Oiler,  Idle  Hour  theatre,  Tamms,  111. — Small  town 
patronage. 

SIBERIA:  Alma  Rubens — This  we  consider 

one  of  Fox’s  best  melodramas,  and  it  pleased  9B 
per  cent  of  our  patrons,  as  action  is  what  most 

patrons  want  and  this  picture  had  it.  Seven 

reels. — C.  H.  Thompson,  Opera  House,  Plattaburg, 
Mo. — Country  town  patronage. 

LIGHTNIN’;  Jay  Hunt — They  don’t  make  ’em 
any  better.  Good  comments. — A.  F.  Jenkins,  Com- 

munity theatre,  David  City,  Nebr.— General  pat- 
ronage. 

EAST  LYNNE:  Special  cast — Fair  entertain- 

ment. Story  always  good.  Gould  not  pick  a   bet- 

ter cast.  Satisfied  them  all. — Bert  Silver.  Silver 

Family  theatre,  Greenville,  Mich. — General  pat- 
ronage. 

THANK  YOU:  George  O'Brien — No  more  like 
this,  thank  you-  Slow,  draggy,  terrible.  Mo.st 

of  the  crowd  walked  out  and  some  went  to  sleep 

waiting  for  the  comedy.  Lots  of  real  good  actors 
in  it  who  did  their  best,  but  did  not  have  much 

to  do  it  with.  If  "Thank  You”  was  a   stage  suc- 
cess, let’s  leave  John  Golden  out  of  the  movies 

in  the  future. — Ben  L.  Morris,  Temple  theatre, 

Bellair,  O. — General  patronage. 

THE  IRON  HORSE:  Special  cast — This  is  one 

of  the  old  ones  but  also  one  of  the  big  ones  and 
many  of  our  patrons  considered  it  better  than 

"The  Covered  Wagon"  as  it  had  more  action  and 
many  of  the  scenes  were  very  good  and  real  to 
those  familiar  with  that  class  of  work.  Patrons 

highly  pleased.  Eleven  reels. — C.  H.  Thompson, 
Opera  House.  Plattsburg,  Mo. — Country  town  pat- 
ronage. 

THE  WHEEL;  Harrison  Ford — Saturday  night 

to  very  fair  business.  "I’he  ^Vheel"  has  every- 
thing to  recommend  it  to  the  rising  generation. 

It  teaches  a   lesson  to  all  who  are  inclined  to  gam- 

ble that  they  should  profit  by.  Pictures  of  this 

kind  are  worth  while.  Eight  reels.— P.  W.  Quin- 

lin.  Idea!  theatre,  Chateaugoy,  N.  Y. — Small  town 

patronage. 

THUNDER  MOUNTAIN:  Special  cast— Good 

program  picture.  Not  a   special  by  any  means, 

but  a   god  show  that  will  please  the  average  small 

town  crowd. — O.  F.  Craig,  Royal  theatre,  Newark, 
Ark. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  YANKEE  SENOR:  Tom  Mix— Very 
pretty  to  look  at.  Will  have  to  show  these  at  a 

ladies’  afternoon  tea  if  Tom  don’t  snap  out  of 
it  and  give  the  fans  something  they  like.  They 

are  already  losing  interest,  Tom,  for  they  never 

know  what  to  expect  any  more.  — A.  F.  Jenkins, 

Community  theatre,  David  City,  Nebr. — General 

patronage. 

THE  YANKEE  SENOR:  Tom  Mix— Good  bye. 
Tom.  A   year  ago  you  were  our  best  bet,  but 

such  pictures  as  "The  Lucky  Horseshoe."  "The 
Everlasting  Whisper,”  “The  Best  Bad  Man”  and 
this  one,  which  is  the  poorest  of  them  and  in  our 

opinion  one  of  the  jxwrest  you  have  ever  pro- 
duced, have  put  us  in  the  position  that  we  do  not 

care  if  we  ever  play  another  of  your  pictures.  If 

you  expect  to  ever  get  back  your  popularity,  we 

would  suggest  you  throw  away  those  gloves  and 
dress  suits  and  get  back  to  your  Western  togs. 

Regardless  of  clothes  you  may  wear,  you  will 

never  become  a   "ladies'  man.”  Five  reels. — P.  R. 
Matson,  The  Crystal  theatre,  Flandreau,  S.  D. — 
General  patronage. 

THE  EVERLASTING  WHISPER:  Tom  Mix- 

Good  picture,  but  "Dick  Turpin”  and  "The  Lucky 

Horseshoe,”  played  just  before  this,  killed  our 
business.  Take  Mix  out  of  Westerns  and  he  has 

absolutely  no  pulling  power  for  us. — O.  F.  Craig, 
Royal  theatre.  Newark,  Ark. — Small  town  pat- 
ronage. 

THE  LAST  OF  THE  DUANES:  Tom  Mix— A 

cracking  good  Mix  picture.  Due  to  a   dance  and 
n   revival  meeting,  our  crowd  was  pretty  slim, 

but  those  who  saw  the  picture  had  nothing  but 

good  comments  for  it.  The  scenery  in  this  pic- 
ture is  beautiful  and  there  is  enough  action  to 

please  anyone.  Also  some  thrills.  Seven  reels. — 
Ross  &   Miller.  Community  theatre.  Surprise, 

Nebr. — Country  patronage. 

DURAND  OF  THE  BAD  LANDS:  Buck  Jones 

— A   dandy  Western  with  the  always  popular  star, 

Buck  Jones.  Buck’s  fans  went  wild  over  this 

one.  Six  reels. — George  Khattar,  Khattar’s  thea- 
tre, Sydney,  N.  S.,  Canada. — General  patronage. 

THE  LUCKY  HORSESHOE:  Tom  Mix— The 

usual  Mix.  Nothing  new. — A.  F.  Jenkins.  Com- 

munity theatre,  David  City,  Nebr. — General  pat- 
ronage. 

THE  LUCKY  HORSESHOE:  Tom  Mix— A   great 

Mix  picture  that  sure  is  a   change  from  the  usual 

Westerns.  This  went  over  big  and  drew  good. — 

George  Khattar,  Khattar’s  theatre,  Sydney,  N.  S., 
Canada. — General  patronage. 

HEARTS  AND  SPURS;  Buck  Jones — A   very 

good  Western,  not  as  good  as  some  of  Buck’s. 
Seven  reels.— A.  O.  Lambert,  Opera  House  thea- 

tre, Monticello,  Iowa. — General  patronage. 

LAZY  BONES;  Buck  Jones — A   fair  picture, 

but  not  the  kind  they  want  to  see  Buck  in.  Mr. 

Fox,  please  don't  ruin  Buck  as  you  did  Mix. 
Buck  always  beats  Tom  Mix  at  the  box  office 

here.  Hope  he  sticks  to  Westerns.  Eight  reels. — 
H.  A.  Davitta,  Dixie  theatre,  Winona,  Miss. — 
General  patronage. 

DAUGHTERS  OF  THE  NIGHT;  Special  cast 

— Very  good  program  picture.  Seven  reels. — A.  O. 

Lambert,  Opera  House  theatre,  Monticello.  Iowa. 
— General  patronage. 

WINDING  STAIRS:  Special  cast — A   very  en- 

tertaining picture.— Bert  Silver,  Silver  Family 
theatre.  Greenville,  Mich.— General  patronage. 

OH  YOU  TONY;  Tom  Mix — A   real  bet  for 

the  small  town  house  and  we  were  glad  to  show 

this.  Starts  in  the  West,  swings  to  Washington 
and  then  back  to  the  West,  for  a   rapid  fire  finish. 

When  interest  sags  in  the  middle  the  comedy 

starts  and  it  is  great  stuff.  A   big  crowd  for  us. 

Seven  reels. — Win.  Martin.  Patriot  theatre, 
Patriot,  Ind. — Small  town  patronage. 

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer 
BROWN  OF  HARVARD:  William  Haines— 

We  have  had  what  we  thought  were  real  knock- 

outs in  "The  Midshipman,”  "His  Secretary”  and 
"Excuse  Mo,”  but  in  this  picture  Metro  scores  an 
absolute  wow  I   As  good  as  Navarro  was  in  "The 

Midshipman,”  Haines  outdoes  his  performance  in 

"Brown  of  Harvard.”  Jack  Pickford  has  an  ab- 

solutely perfect  role  in  “Jed  Doolittle.”  while Mary  Brian  and  Francis  X.  Bushman,  Jr.,  are 

exceptionally  good  in  the  other  important  roles. 

The  story  is  good,  and  the  picture  is  just  crammed 
with  comedy,  action,  thrills  and  pathos.  The 
crew  race  and  the  football  scenes  are  worth  going 

a   long  way  to  see.  Book  this  picture  and  then 

tell  your  patrons  and  everybody  within  20  miles 
that  you  have  the  best  picture  they  will  see  in 

many  moons.  If  you  can’t  please  them  with  this, 
just  call  the  undertaker  and  tell  him  to  hop  to 

it  (for  they  are  sure  dead  ones).  So  far  this  U 

all  my  personal  opinion,  but  from  the  reports  I 
think  I   have  been  somewhat  backward  in  giving 
this  picture  its  due.  Some  said  the  best  picture 
ever  shown  here ;   others  said  as  good  as  any  they 
had  ever  seen ;   while  still  others  reported  that 

for  real  downright  entertainment  it  had  even 

“The  Covered  Wagon,”  “The  Ten  Command- 
ments” and  "The  Sea  Hawk”  cheated.  Good  for 

Sunday.  Special?  You  bet.  You  tell  'em  brother, 
words  fail  me.  Eight  reels. — Ross  &   Miller,  Com- 

munity theatre,  Surprise,  Nebr. — Country  patron- 

age. THE  DEVIL'S  CIRCUS:  Norma  Shearer- 
You  are  the  best  in  this  picture,  although  you 

are  hard  to  beat  in  any  of  your  pictures.  Keep 

up  the  good  work,  Norma;  we  all  like  you.  Seven 

reels. — A.  O.  Lambert,  Opera  House  theatre. 

Monticello,  Iowa. — General  patronage. 

THE  BLACKBIRD:  Lon  Chaney — Not  Chaney’; 
best,  but  a   good  picture  that  drew  well  for  us. 

Chaney  well  liked  here. — H.  A.  Davitts,  Dixie  the- 

ater, Winona,  Miss. — General  patronage. 

MIKE:  Sally  O'Neil — Very  good,  has  lots  of 
good  comedy.  Satisfaction  furnished  by  Charley 

Murry  and  Ford  Sterling.  Good  for  Sunday.  Mot 

a   big  special.  Seven  reels. — A.  H.  Records,  Emp- 
ress theatre,  Deshler,  Nebr. ;   Majestic  theatre, 

Hebron,  Nebr. — General  patronage. 

THE  AUCTION  BLOCK:  Special  cast— This  is 

H   good  picture.  The  title  and  advertising  are  mis- 
leading. ConscQuently  we  lose.  There  is  a   lot 

of  comedy  all  through  the  picture.  Seven  reels.— 
W.  B.  Franke,  Strand  theatre,  LuVerne,  Iowa.— 
Small  town  patronage. 

BRIGHT  LIGHTS:  Special  cast— Yea,  Bo!  If 

you  have  a   grudge  against  your  crowd  and  want 

to  torture  them  buy  this  one.  It’s  terrible.  Six 
reels  too  many. — W.  B.  Franke,  Strand  theatre. 

Bode,  Iowa. — Small  town  patronage. 

DON’T:  Special  cast — Wanna  tel  U   that  this 
is  a   pitcher  that  wil  plees  yore  peepul  a   heep. 

Ef  u   got  it  on  yore  contrak  and  don’t  no  much 
abowt  it  talk  a   tip  frum  me  an  get  out  and  sell 

it  .strong.  It's  got  jest  as  much  comedy  per  sq. 

inch  as  Harol  Loyd  in  "Freven's  Saik.”  Heerz.a 
pitcher  U   bot  for  lil  jack  an  has  lotsa  lalfs.  When 

U   get  reddy  tu  play  this  due  a   good  job  in  tellin 

yore  fokes  abowt  it  and  ef  it  don’t  go  over  widda 
Bang!  U   can  put  me  dowm  fer  jest  an  ornery 

liar.  Seven  reels. — Pioneer  Pete,  Pioneer  theatre, 
Amasa,  Mich. — Small  town  patronage. 

DON’T:  Special  cast — Here  is  a   dandy  and  it 
is  best  suitable  for  a   Saturday  program.  In  small 

towns  will  please  all  classes. — A.  Mitchell,  Dixie 

theatre,  Russellville,  Ky. — General  patronage. 

OLD  CLOTHES;  Jackie  Coogan — Very  good 

picture :   in  fact  I   think  the  best  Jackie  has  ever 
done.  Gave  good  satisfaction.  Business  only 

fair.  Six  reels. — W.  L.  Douglas,  Strand  theatre, 

Newman  Grove,  Nebr. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  MASKED  BRIDE:  Mae  Murray— —A  very 

good  crook  picture  and  Mae  Murray  at  her  best. 

Patrons  were  surprised  to  see  Francis  X.  Bush- 
man back  to  the  screen.  Business  was  good. 

Seven  reels. — Robert  Kessler,  Benn  theatre.  Phila- 
delphia, Pa. — General  patronage. 

THE  SNOB:  Norma  Shearer — A   good  picture 

although  not  enough  action  for  the  average  small 
town  crowd.  However,  the  cast  is  e.xceptlonally 

good  and  it  will  please  most  of  them.  Seven  reels. 

— Ross  &   Miller,  Community  theatre,  Surprise. 
Nebr. — Country  patronage. 

THE  MERRY  WIDOW:  Mae  Murray— The 

majority  liked  it.  Four  people  walked  out.  Too 

long  and  draggy.  but  the  box  olfice  said  it  was 

good.  Ten  reels. — A.  F.  Jenkins,  Community 
theatre,  David  City,  Nebr. — General  patronage. 

SUN  UP:  Conrad  Nagel — Good  Southern  type 

picture.  Played  one  day.  well  liked. — A.  F.  Jen- 

kins, Community  theatre,  David  City,  Nebr.— General  patronage. 

TIME  THE  COMEDIAN:  Special  east- A   good 

novelty  program  picture. — Bert  Silver.  Silver  Fam- 
ily theatre.  Greenville,  Mich. — General  patronage. 

THE  GREAT  LOVE:  Viola  Dana— Nothing  to 

it.  Story  poor,  if  there  ever  was  one.  The  only 

redeeming  thing  about  the  picture  is  the  paper, 
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which  was  good.  These  k
ind  of  pictures  hurt. 

Rve  reels.— Willifon  F.  Bugi
e.  Palace  theatre. 

Beckley.  W.  Va.— Mining
  patronage. 

SHBELOCK.  JE.S  Buster  Keato
n— A   very  good 

.•nmedy  with  Keaton  doing  his  
best.  Six  reels. 

W   M.  Fcwcll,  Grand  theatre,  
WlSltamsburg,  Ky. 

  Genera!  patronage. 

NEVEE  tee  twain  shall  
MEET:  Anita 

Stewart   I   guess  this  picture  is  
all  right,  but  I 

couldn’t  get  interested,  and  my  
off  hand  opinion 

is  that  it  will  not  register  in  
any  small  town  to 

degree.  Seven  reels.— Pioneer 
 Pete.  Pioneer 

theatre,  Amasa.  Mick.— Small  
town  patronage. 

CIKCE,  THE  ENCHANTRESS; 
 Mae  Murray— 

A   good  enough  picture  of  it
s  kind  with  James 

Kirkwood  in  it  to  keep  it  from  b
eing  Wo  giddy. 

Murray  does  some  nice  footwo
rk  and  is  a   bear 

with  the  dice.  Seven  reels. — Pion
eer  Pete,  Pioneer 

theatre,  Amasa,  Mich.— Smali  
town  patronage. 

EXCUSE  ME;  Conrad  Nagel — An
other  knock- 

out from  Metro.  Some  said  better  t
han  "Ch^- 

ley’s  Aunt.”  Walter  Eiers  made  a
   hit  in  his 

role  Norma  just  wonderful,  as  us
ual,  and  Conrad 

Nagel  also  did  good  work.  Lots
  of  comedy  and 

thrills  all  the  way  through.  Yo
u  can  boost  this 

one  to  the  limit,  and  it  wit!  back  you  up.  No
_^a 

con  have  my  vote  in  any  kind  of 
 a   contest.  This 

picture  good  for  two  days  in  
any  man’s  town. 

Played  May  Ist.  Six  reels.— Ross
  &   Miller.  Com- 

munity theatre.  Surprise,  Nebr. — Countr
y  patron- 

age. 

CKU  CHIN  CHOW;  Special  cast— 
Advertising 

brought  in  big  crowd,  but  they  
waited  in  vain 

for  something  to  happen.  The  sho
w  lacks  punch. 

It  is  not  even  a   pageant,  though  
the  producers 

wasted  tons  of  money  on  big  sets,  crowds  of 
 p^ 

pie  and  “atmosphere.”  “After  seeing
  this,  o 

years  in  London,  3   years  in  Am
eri^”  me^s 

nothing  to  me.  Bight  reels. — Geo
.  E.  Fuller,  The 

Play  House.  Fairhopo.  Ala.— Sm
all  town  patron- 

age. 

THE  SILENT  ACCUSER;  Pete
r  the  Greatr-- 

A   very  good  dog  picture  that  pleased
  alt.  i^syed 

to  fairly  good  crowds  on  our  of
f  night.  Vi^ednas- 

day.  Six  reels.— George  Khattar
,  Khattar’s  thea- 

tre.  Sydney.  N.  S.,  Canada.— G
eneral  patronage. 

ROMOLA;  Special  cast^One  of  th
e  Quality 

Fifty-two.  I   enjoyed  looking  at  it.
  But  the  pat- 

rons evidently  figured  it  was  what  they 
 did  not 

want.  Too  long,  and  old  stuff,  c
ostumes,  etc. 

People  do  not  care  for  it  any  more
.— L.  M.  Jones. 

Arcadia  theatre.  Vandergrift,  Pa
. — General  pat- 

ronage. 

THE  WHITE  DESERT;  Conw
ay  Tearle— A 

dandy  snow  picture  with  plenty
  of  action  end 

love  touches  to  put  it  over  in  any
  house,  beven 

reels.- George  Khattar.  Khattar’s  thea
tre.  Sydney. 

N.  S.,  Canada. — General  patronage. 

Paramount 

THE  LUCKY  LADY:  Special  cast
— A   fair  pro- 

gram picture,  but  another  Balkan  kingdo
m  story. 

Will  they  never  cease?  Six  reels.—
 C.  S.  Watson. 

Electric  theatre.  Caldwell.  Kan.—
 General  pat- 

ronage. 

DANCING  MOTHERS:  Alice  Joyce 
— A   wonder- 

ful picture  for  young  and  old.  Everybo
dy  was 

well  pleased  and  did  good  business
.  Eight  reels. 

-Robert  Kessler.  Benn  theatre,  Philade
lphia,  Pa. 

— General  patronage. 

LET’S  GET  MARRIED:  Richard  Dix — A
   genu- 

ine twenty-two  carat  comedy  drama  that  
broke 

a   house  record  for  attendance ;   even  the  old  wo- 

men sigh  when  Dick  starts  his  lovemaking. 
 Step 

on  itt  Seven  reels.— Pace  (G,  A.  D.).  Bo
uma, 

Rialto  theatre,  Pocahontas,  Iowa.— G
eneral  pat- 

ronage. 

THE  GRAND  DUCHESS  AND  THE  W
AITER; 

Adolphe  Menjou— A   good  program  off
ering  that 

pleased  above  my  expectations.  Sev
en  reels. 

Pace.  Bouma  &   McGraw,  Princess  theatre
,  Traer. 

Iowa. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  UNTAMED  LADY;  Gloria  Swa
nson— A 

very  good  S\vanson  picture,  but  Gloria
  has  lost 

her  drawing  power.  I   lost  money  on  i
t.  Seven 

reels.   C.  S.  Watson.  Electric  theatre,  Cald
well, 

Kan. — General  patronage. 

FOR  HEAVEN’S  SAKE:  Harold  Lloyd— A   v
ery 

good  comedy  with  parts  of  it  on  the  o
rder  of 

“Girl  Shy.”  We  have  not  played  “The  Freshman 

yet  but  expect  to  soon,  so  can’t  make  a
ny  com- 

parison yet.  Paramount  insisted  upon  a   50c  ad-
 

mission and  I   believe  that  this  killed  our  busi- 

ness on  this  one.  Six  reels. — Pioneer  Pete,  Pioneer 

theatre.  Amasa,  Mich.— Small  town  patronage. 

FOR  HEAVEN’S  SAKE;  Harold  Lloyd — Ji^t 

an  ordinary  Lloyd  picture.  Net  as  good  as
  "Girl 

Shy”  or  “Hot  Water."  Have  never  played  “The 

Freshman”  so  can’t  compare.  A   cheaply  made 

picture  in  every  respect,  sold  at  an  enormous 

price.  Ky  theatre  at  no  time  was  filled.  I   made 

but  very  little  money.  Six  reels. — C.  S.  Watson, 

Electric  theatre.  Caldwell,  Kan. — General  pat- 
ronage. 

THE  WANDERER:  Greta  Nissen — This  is  a 

gorgeous  picture  of  its  kind,  but  to  be  a   box 
office  card  it  should  contain  a   modern  sequel 

similar  to  the  “Commandments,"  as  many 
patrons  ware  intrigued  into  believing  it  greater 

than  it  really  is  and  were  disappointed.  Entire 

cast  good  with  the  exception  of  William  Collier, 
who  was  not  capable  of  carrying  his  role  as  it 

required  a   more  virile  youth.  Eight  reels.— Pace 
(G.  A.  D.),  Bouma,  Rialto  theatre,  Pocahontas, 
Iowa. — General  patronage. 

THE  WANDERER;  Special  cast— A   great  big 

production  in  every  way,  but  did  not  draw  here. 
Satisfaction  fifty-fifty.  A   great  picture  for  a 

church,  but  they  won’t  come  to  a   theatre  to  see 
it.   Bert  Silver,  Silver  Family  theatre,  Greenville. 
Mich. — General  patronage. 

THAT  ROYLE  GIRL;  Carol  Dempster— We 

played  it  three  days  to  small  crowds  at  increased 

prices.  I   don’t  believe  that  it  is  a   good  small 
town  show.  It  is  a   very  jazzy  picture  all  through. 

We  were  oversold  on  this  one  for  our  town. 

V/atch  your  step,  brother  exhibitors.  Ten  reels. — 

C.  A.  Anglemire,  Y   theatre,  Nazareth,  Pa. — Gen- 

eral patronage. 

THE  VANISHING  AMERICAN;  Richard  Dix 

  V/e  would  class  this  with  the  “top  notchers.” 

A   picture  which  must  have  cost  a   small  fortune 

to  produce.  Wonderful  settings  and  a   good  story 

combined  with  good  acting.  Certainly  should 

please  all  classes.  Ten  reels. — P.  R.  Matson,  The 

Crystal  theatre,  Flandreau,  S.  D. — General  pat- ronage. 

THE  VANISHING  AMERICAN;  Richard  Dix 

— “The  Vanishing  American”  pleased  a   larger 

percentage  of  our  patrons  than  any  picture  we 

have  shown  in  the  last  four  years.  Hero  is  a 

picture  that  will  take  its  place  among  the  truly 

worthy  productions  of  the  past  fifteen  years. 

Zane  Grey  has  given  to  the  screen  in  “The  Van- 

ishing American"  a   bigger  and  finer  theme  and 

one  that  will  live  in  the  memory  of  our  theatre 

and  our  patrons  for  an  indefinite  time.  Flay 

your  music  to  this  picture  and  while  you  may 

not  gross  one-half  or  one-third  as  much  as  The 

Ten  Commandments"  or  "The  Covered  Wagon,” 

you  are  assured  of  an  equally  as  good  a   story. 

Your  patrons  will  stop  and  offer  excellent  com- 

ments and  congratulate  you  for  bringing  it  to 

town.  Richard  Dix’  acting  splendid.  Ten  reels. 

—Gunther  &   Metzger.  Palace  theatre.  Syracuse, 

Nebr. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  BORDER  LEGION:  Special  cast — Zane 

Grey’s  stories  are  the  cleanest  Westerns  that  can 

be  obtained.  The  only  trouble  with  this  pictu
re 

is  that  they  got  the  stars  mixed.  Fellowes  s
hould 

have  been  the  star,  as  one  of  my,  patrons  told 

me ;   Moreno  wasn’t  even  a   good  horseman.
 

Moreno  may  be  ail  right  in  his  place  but  h
e  sure 

fell  down  on  this  Western.  The  picture  does  
not 

follow  the  book.  On  account  of  too  much  h
igh 

school  competition,  I   did  not  make  anything  
on 

this.  Print  only  fair.  Seven  reels.- Dewe
y  L. 

Kisor,  Starling  theatre.  Fairmont.  Nebr.—
 Small 

town  patronage. 

TRE  ALASKAN:  Thomas  Meighan — A   go
od 

Curwood  story  of  the  great  white  spaces.  
Pleased 

big  Saturday  night  audience.  S
even  reels.— 

Gunther  &   Metzger.  Palace  theatre,  Syr
acuse, 

Nebr. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  ALASKAN:  Thomas  Meighan — A  
 real 

Northern  picture  with  good  acting  and  
a   good 

plot.  Good  print.  Seven  reels. — Dewey 
 L.  Kisor, 

Sterling  theatre,  Fairmont.  Nebr. — 
Small  town 

patronage. 

PETER  PAN:  Betty  Bronson — Cannot  sa
y  so 

much  for  this  one  except  that  it  is  a   gr^t 
 kid 

picture  and  has  some  wonderful  photograp
hy  and 

beautiful  scenes  in  it.  But  as  for  box  o
ffice  help 

it  is  nil.  No  drawing  power  whate
ver.  Print 

good.  Ten  reels. — Dewey  L.  Kisor,  Ste
rling  thea- 

tre. Fairmont.  Nebr.— Small  town  patronage
. 

WILD  HORSE  MESA;  Jack  Holt— Extr
a  good 

and  should  please  any  audience  anywhe
re. 

story,  fine  cast,  and  everything  don
e  up  m   fine 

shape.— O.  F.  Craig.  Royal  theatre,  Ne
wark.  Ark. 

— Small  town  patronage. 

ADVENTURE;  Pauline  Starke — A   g
ood  pro- 

gram picture.  A   story  of  the  South  Sea 
 Islands. 

Drew  good  on  Saturday  night  for  me.
  Print  good. 

Seven  reels. — Dewey  L.  Kisor,  Sterl
ing  theatre, 

Fairmont,  Nebr.— Small  town  patronag
e. 

THE  NIGHT  CLUB:  Raymond  Grif
fith — A   very 

good  picture.  Pleased  the  few
  that  came  and 

that  wasn’t  many.  Think  the  ve
ry  poor  title 

and  unattractive  advertising  kept 
 them  away,  as 

some  would  look  it  over  and  walk  away.  It  takes 

good  advertising  matter  to  sell  a   picture.  Did 

my  poorest  Saturday  night  business.  Will  please 

if  you  can  get  them  in.  Six  reels. — H.  C.  Mauler, 

Liberty  theatre,  Pleasanton,  Nebr. — Small  town 
patronage. 

THE  TEN  COMMANDMENTS:  Special  cast— 
Wonderful  picture.  Business  rotten  due  to  fact 
this  has  shown  in  five  towns  in  radius  of  20 

miles.  The  other  fellows  got  the  money  and  I 

got  the  prestige.  Eleven  reels. — L.  R.  Ledou. 
Home  Town  Alrdome,  Isabel,  Kan. — Small  town 
patronage. 

THE  WANDERER  OF  THE  WASTELAND: 

Special  cast — ^This  drew  the  largest  house  yet.  1 

think  Zane  Grey's  name  and  the  colors  did  the 
trick.  It  pleased  with  the  exception  that  some 

said  the  colors  hurt  their  eyes.  Did  no  extra 

advertising  but  it  sure  had  the  "pull."  Brand 
new  print,  which  helped.  Get  it,  you  small 

towns.  Can  be  bought  right.  Seven  reels. — 

H.  C.  Mauler,  Liberty  theatre,  Pleasanton,  Nebr. 
—Small  town  patronage. 

THE  AIR  MAIL:  Douglas  Fairbanks,  Jr. — As 
good  a   picture  as  ever  flashed  on  the  screen. 

Seven  reels. — W.  M.  Powell,  Grand  theatre,  Wil- 

liamsburg, Ky. — General  patronage. 

THE  CROWDED  HOUR:  Bebe  Daniels — Some 

said  they  liked  this,  and  some  said  they  didn't ; 
would  class  it  as  a   50-50.  Seven  reels. — ^A.  H. 

Records,  Empress  theatre,  Deshler,  Nebr. ;   Ma- 
jestic theatre,  Hebron,  Nebr. — General  patronage. 

FLOWER  OF  NIGHT:  Pola  Negri— Just  a 

program  picture.  This  star  too  good  an  actress 
to  cast  in  this  type  of  picture,  but  she  did  her 

best  to  make  it  entertaining.  No  special. — Bert 

Silver,  Silver  Family  theatre,  Greenville,  Mich.— 
General  patronage. 

ARE  PARENTS  PEOPLE:  Special  east— We 
found  this  to  be  a   very  good  little  picture.  Failed 

to  do  much  business,  but  the  picture  would  have 

given  satisfaction  if  the  house  had  been  full.  Six 
reels. — Paul  B.  Hoffman,  Legion  theatre.  Holy- 

rood,  Kas.— General  patronage. 

A   REGULAR  FELLOW:  Raymond  Griffith— 

A   mighty  good  comedy.  The  adults  don’t  seem 
to  warm  up  to  Griffith’s  work  as  a   comedian. 
They  don’t  seem  to  appreciate  any  feature  comedy 
unless  it  is  a   Harold  Lloyd  feature.  Our  print 

was  badly  cut  out  in  places  which  made  the 

action  very  jumpy.  Six  reels. — C.  A.  Anglemire. 
Y   theatre,  Nazareth,  Pa. — General  patronage. 

THE  STREET  OF  FORGOTTEN  MEN;  Percy 
Marmont — This  is  a   fair  picture.  Story  good, 

star  and  cast  splendid. — Bert  Silver,  Silver  Family 

theatre,  Greenville,  Mich. — General  patronage. 

NIGHT  LIFE  IN  NEW  YORK;  Special  cast— 

Contrary  to  some  reports  we  found  this  to  be  a 

mighty  good  picture.  Pleased  nearly  all  who  saw 
it.  Carries  quite  a   little  good  comedy  and  plenty 

of  action.  Nothing  out  of  the  way  in  the  print 

that  was  furnished  to  us.  Eight  reels. — Paul  B. 

Hoffman,  Legion  theatre,  Holyrood,  Kas. — General 
patronage. 

IN  THE  NAME  OF  LOVE:  Special  cost — This 

picture  was  well  received.  Has  some  good  comedy 

in  it.  will  hold  the  interest  all  the  way  through. 

The  print  was  in  excellent  condition,  as  have 

been  all  of  them  we  have  had  from  Paramount. 

Seven  reels. — Paul  B.  Hoffman,  Legion  theatre. 

Holyrood,  Kas.— General  patronage. 

THE  BEST  PEOPLE:  Special  cast — Fine  en- 

tertainment, one  of  the  best  program  pictures  we 

have  played  for  some  time.  Pleased  them  a
ll. 

Bert  Silver.  Silver  Family  theatre.  Greenville. 
Mich.— General  patronage. 

THE  DRESSMAKER  FROM  PARIS:  Special 

cast — Good  show,  was  well  liked  by  all :   would 

consider  this  86  per  cent.  Seven  reels.— A
.  H. 

Records,  Empress  theatre.  Deshler,  Nebr. 
;   Ma- 

jestic theatre.  Hebron.  Nebr.— General  patronage. 

Pro.  Dist.  Corp. 

STEEL  PREFERRED:  Vera  Reynol
ds— This 

picture  is  good  enough  for  any  theatre 
 any  day 

in  the  week  and  will  please  much  be
tter  than 

two-thirds  of  the  productions  you  w
ill  have  to 

pay  twice  as  much  for.  Seven  ree
ls.- P.  R.  Mat- 

son,  The  Crystal  theatre.  Flandreau
,  S.  D.— Gen- 

eral  patronage. 

THE  MILLION  DOLLAR  HANDICA
P:  Vera 

Reynolds— Very  good  race  horse  pic
ture.  Many 

favorable  comments.— T.  F.  Murphy,  
Shuler  thea- 

tre, Raton,  N.  Mex.— General  patronage. 

THE  MILLION  DOLLAR  HANDICAP
:  Vera 

Reynolds — This  was  sure  a   race  horse  pi
cture  and 

it  certainly  pleased  as  nearly  100  per
  cent  as  any 

program  wo  have  had  in  this  house  for  some  ̂ »e
. 

If  you  are  looking  for  a   race  horse  
picture,  book 
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this  one.  Seven  reels. — C.  H.  Thompson,  Opera 

House,  Plattsburg.  Mo. — CounU-y  town  patronage. 

WHISPERING  SMITH!  H.  B.  Warner— A   good 

Western,  that  registered  at  bo.\  office.  Seven 

reels. — William  F.  Bugie,  Palace  theatre,  Beckley. 

W.  Va. — Mining  patronage. 

WITHOUT  MEKCYs  Vera  Reynolds— We  found 

this  to  be  a   very  good  program  picture.  Would 

not  consider  it  strong  enough  to  feature.  Seven 

reels. — P.  R.  Matson,  The  Crystal  theatre,  Flan- 

dreau,  S.  D. — General  patronage. 

WITHOUT  MERCY;  Dorothy  Phillips— Tues- 

day night  to  a   light  business.  Not  the  fault  of  the 

picture,  however,  for  it  is  a   beautiful  little  pro- 
gram picture,  that  any  small  town  theatre  should 

be  proud  to  run.  Six  reels. — P.  W.  Quinlin, 
Ideal  theatre,  Chateaugay.  N.  Y. — Small  town 
patronage. 

CHARLEY'S  AUNT:  Syd  Chaplin— A   whale  of 
a   comedy  that  made  a   big  hit  and  registered  100 

per  cent.  Played  two  nights  to  very  good  busi- 

ness. Sight  reels. — George  Khattar,  Khattar’s 
theatre,  Sydney,  N.  S.,  Canada. — General  pat- 
ronage. 

THE  ROAD  TO  YESTERDAY:  Special  cast- 

While  this  may  be  a   great  picture  from  the  sales- 

man’s point  of  view,  my  contention  is  that  it  is 
the  bunk.  The  American  public  is  darn  sick 

of  costume  plays.  Ten  reels. — Jack  Cairns, 

Brooklyn  theatre,  Detroit,  Mich. — General  pat- 
ronage. 

THE  TEXAS  TRAIL:  Harry  Carey— An  ordi- 
nary Western,  not  up  to  previous  output.  Harry 

does  a   vampish  bit  a   la  Eltinge  that  tickled  the 

natives.  Five  reels. — Pace  (G.  A.  D.),  Bouma, 

Rialto  theatre,  Pocahontas,  Iowa. — General  pat- 
ronage. 

THE  TEXAS  TRAIL;  Harry  Carey— The  worst 
picture  Harry  ever  made.  A   flop  at  the  box 

office.  Five  reels.— George  Khattar,  Khattar's 
theatre,  Sydney,  N.  S.,  Canada. — General  pat- 
ronage. 

United  Artists 

LITTLE  ANNIE  ROONEY:  Mary  Pickford— 

Very  good  picture.  One  of  Mary's  best  and  went 
over  very  good.  Had  lots  of  children  to  see  this 

one,  but  didn’t  do  the  business  on  it  1   expected 
to  do.  Ten  reels. — W.  L.  Douglas,  Strand  thea* 

tre,  Newman  Grove,  Nebr. — Small  town  patronage. 

LITTLE  ANNIE  ROONEY;  Mary  Pickford— 
This  was  liked  by  all  who  saw  it;  that  was  not 

many.  We  thought  Mary  would  get  them  out, 

but  she  didn’t.  At  one  time  she  was  our  most 
popular  star  and  we  could  charge  enough  to  make 

expenses  on  her  programs,  but  not  so  any  more. 

I’m  afraid  "America’s  Sweetheart’’  will  not  be 
seen  in  our  theatre  again. — ^Frank  Ober,  Boynton 

theatre.  Boynton,  Okla. — General  patronage. 

UTTLE  ANNIE  ROONEY;  Mary  Pickford— 
The  kind  our  patrons  like  to  see  Mary  in.  Drew 

good  business  two  nights. — J.  J.  Hoffman,  Plain- 

view  theatre,  Plalnview,  Nebr. — General  patronage. 

DON  Q.;  Douglas  Fairbanks — Splendid,  Doug 
at  his  best.  Great  stunts  with  his  whips  and 

sword.  Book  it  and  boost  it  with  advance  price. 

Big  crowd ;   lots  of  strangers.  Eleven  reels. — 

C.  C.  Bisbee,  Columbia  theatre,  Poynette,  Wis. — 
General  patronage. 

TUMBLEWEEDS:  Y/illiam  S.  Hart— Here  is 

a   picture  just  as  good  as  the  "Wagon"  and  not 
half  the  rental.  William  S.  Hart  sure  came  back 

in  this  one.  Drew  extra  well. — H.  A.  Davitts, 

Dixie  theatre,  Winona,  Miss. — General  patronage. 

ORPHANS  OP  THE  STORM;  Special  cast^ 

A   great  picture  in  every  respect.  Such  pictures 

as  this  sure  help  the  picture  business.  My  ad- 

vice to  any  exhibitor  that  has  not  shown  this  pic- 
ture b   to  gat  it  soon  as  you  can  and  boost  it  to 

the  skies,  as  it  will  stand  all  the  boosting  you 

can  do.  The  Gish  sisters  are  great  and  the  whole 
cast  is  100  per  cent.  What  more  can  we  ask? 

Any  one  that  knocks  this  picture  is  a   mighty  poor 

judge  of  a   picture. — Earl  Somerville,  Opera  House, 
Raymond,  Minn. — General  patronage. 

SALLY  OP  THE  SAWDUST;  Carol  Dempster 

— This  was  a   very  good  and  entertaining  program 
and  pleased  the  old  as  well  as  the  young.  Circus 
ffays  are  the  not-to-be-forgotten  days  and  there- 

fore this  pleased.  Ten  reels. — C.  H.  Thompson, 

•Opera  House,  Plattsburg,  Mo. — Country  town  pat- ronage. 

HIS  MAJESTY  THE  AMERICAN;  Douglas 

Fairbanks — This  was  positively  silly  and  as  George 

Jean  Nathan  would  say  it  was  "piffle.”  We  can’t 
Quite  get  this  stuff.  Surely  producers,  directors 

and  actors  are  hard  pushed  these  days  for  good 

scenarios.  Eight  reels. — Giacoma  Bros.,  Crystal 

theatre.  Tombstone,  Ariz. — General  patronage. 

DREAM  STREET:  Special  cast — As  an  enter- 

tainment, this  was  just  about  a   total  loss  for 

us.  It  drew  only  just  enough  to  pay  film  rental 

and  about  20  per  cent  of  those  who  did  come 

walked  out  on  it.  It  has  altogether  too  many 

dark  and  foggy  scenes  where  you  have  to  imagine 

what  is  going  on  and  you  can’t  read  the  sub- 
titles. Nine  reels. — C.  B.  Hopkins,  The  Hopkins 

theatre.  Cotter,  Ark. — Small  town  patronage. 

Universal 

CHIP  OF  THE  FLYING  U:  Hoot  Gibson— 

Gtxid  picture  liked  by  kids  and  rural  patrons.  A 
book  that  lots  of  people  had  read  and  they  liked 

the  picture.  Seven  reels. — W.  L.  Douglas,  Strand 

theatre,  Newman  Grove,  Nebr. — Small  town  pat- 
ronage. 

SKY  HIGH  CORAL;  Art  Acord— A   nice  West- 

ern that  pleased  all.  Played  it  Amateur  Night 
to  S.  R.  O.  and  it  did  its  share  of  putting  over 

the  show.  Five  reels. — George  Khattar,  Khattar’s 
theatre,  Sydney,  N.  S.,  Canada. — General  patron- 

age. 

THE  COHENS  AND  KELLYS;  Special  cast— 
Step  on  it  and  play  it  two  days  if  you  usually 

play  features  one.  No  better  comedy  ever  made, 

and  it  gets  the  money.  Eight  reels. — ^William  F. 

Bugie.  Palace  theatre,  Beckley,  W.  Va. — Mining 

patronage. 

STELLA  MARIS;  Mary  Philbin — Sunday  night 

to  average  business.  Opinion  divided  on  this  one. 
Some  said  good,  others  said  bad.  The  acting  of 

Mary  Philbin  in  my  opinion  was  nothing  short 
of  marvelous.  I   would  call  it  above  the  average 

program  picture.  Seven  reels. — P.  W.  Quinlin, 
Ideal  theatre,  Chateaugay,  N.  Y. — Small  town 
patronage. 

THE  CALL  OF  COURAGE;  Art  Acord— Just 

ordinary  but  will  please  the  Western  fans,  and  we 
find  they  are  largely  in  the  majority.  Five  reels. 

— O.  F.  Craig,  Royal  theatre,  Newark,  Ark. — 
Small  town  patronage. 

THE  ARIZONA  SWEEPSTAKES:  Hoot  Gib- 

son— A   real  honest-to-goodness  Western  that  was 
liked  by  all  and  drew  good.  Advertising  matter 

great.  Play  it,  Boys,  and  you’re  safe.  Six  reels. 
— George  Khattar,  Khattar’s  theatre,  Sydney, 
N.  S.,  Canada. — General  patronage. 

WHERE  WAS  I?;  Reginald  Denny — Say,  Boys, 
Danny  is  getting  better.  A   real  comedy.  Better 

than  Lloyd  any  time.  Book  this  and  you  will 

never  regret  it.  Seven  reels. — A.  J.  W.  Koehler, 

Koehler  theatre,  Uehling,  Nebr. — General  pat- 
ronage. 

SIX  SH  DOTIN’  ROMANCE:  Jack  Koxle— 
This  Wratern  is  very  good.  Hoxie  is  a   favorite 

star  here  but  we  failed  to  do  the  business  on  thb 

we  should. — Frank  Ober,  Boynton  theatre.  Boyn- 
ton, Okla. — General  patronage. 

WHAT  HAPPENED  TO  JONES;  Reginald 

Denny — A   knockout.  Best  Denny  yet.  Everyone 
pleased.  Otis  Harlan  does  very  good  work.  Seven 

reels. — Pace,  Bouma  &   McGraw,  Princess  theatre, 

Traer,  Iowa. — Small  town  i>atronage. 

I’LL  SHOW  YOU  THE  TOWN;  Reginald 
Denny — Very  good  comedy  but  print  was  not  in 
good  condition,  especially  the  last  reel.  Business 

only  fair.  Eight  reels. — "W.  L.  Douglas,  Strand 
theatre,  Newman  Grove,  Nebr. — Small  town  pat- ronage. 

I’LL  SHOW  YOU  THE  TOWN;  Reginald 
Denny — Not  as  good  as  we  expected.  Fair  comedy 

feature. — A.  F.  Jenkins,  Community  theatre, 

David  City.  Nebr. — General  patronage. 

I’LL  SHOW  YOU  THE  TOWN:  Reginald 
Denny — Best  thing  we  have  had  from  Denny 

since  "Sporting  Youth.”  This  is  real  entertain- 
ment and  cannot  fail  to  please  anyone  who  goes 

to  the  theatre  for  entertainment — and  that’s  what 
moat  people  go  for. — O.  F.  Craig,  Royal  theatre, 
Newark,  Ark. — Small  town  patronage. 

SKINNERS’  DRESS  SUIT;  Reginald  Denny— 
A   very  good  comedy,  with  a   good  pull  at  the  box 

office.  Seven  reels. — A.  J.  Stezzall,  Cozy  theatre. 

Fayette,  Iowa. — General  patronage. 

SET  UP;  Art  Acord- May  the  good  Lord  have 
mercy  on  the  poor  exhibitor  who  has  this  kind 
of  stuff  and  has  to  look  at  the  people  as  they  go 

out.  Five  reels. — A.  H.  Records,  Empress  theatre, 

Deshler,  Nebr. ;   Majestic  theatre,  Hebron,  Nebr. — 
General  patronage. 

RIDIN’  THUNDER;  Jack  Hoxie — Did  not  see 
this,  but  my  critic  says  it  was  juat  a   fair  Western 

with  a   dandy  back-ground  and  scenery.  Five  reels. 

— Pioneer  Pete,  Pioneer  theatre,  Atnasa,  Mich.— 
Small  town  patronage. 

BLUE  BLAZES:  Pete  Morrison — Fair  Western 

that  went  over  good.  Pete  is  well  liked  here. 

Five  reels. — William  F,  Bugie,  Palace  theatre, 

Beckley,  W.  Va. — Mining  patronage. 
THE  STORM  BREAKER;  House  Peters— An- 

other good  program  picture,  which  drew  well  for 

us.  Seven  reels. — A.  J.  Steggall,  Cozy  theatre. 

Fayette,  Iowa. — General  patronage. 
LORRAINE  OF  THE  LIONS;  Patsy  Ruth 

Miller— I   will  say.  Patsy,  you  are  there.  Seven 

reels. — A.  O.  Lambert,  Opera  House  theatre, 

Montieelio,  Iowa. — General  patronage. 

TAMING  THE  WEST:  Hoot  Gibson — Another 

Gibson  that  pleased  all.  As  usual,  plenty  of  every- 

thing,  fights,  fun.  etc. — George  Khattar.  Khattar’s 

theatre,  Sydney,  N.  S.,  Canada. — General  patron- 

age. 
THE  DEMON:  Jack  Hoxie— This  Hoxie  drew 

the  biggest  Friday  night’s  business  in  many 
months  and  pleased  all.  A   nice  Western,  better 

than  the  average  Hoxie.  Five  reels. — George 

Khattar,  Khattar’s  theatre,  Sydney,  N.  S.,  Can- 
ada.— General  patronage. 

PEACOCK  FEATHERS;  Special  cast— Sunday 
night  to  very  fair  business.  This  is  what  I   would 
call  a   very  beautiful  production.  Uncle  Carl 
Laemmle  can  call  this  one  a   jewel  and  feel  that 

h©  has  told  the  whole  truth.  It  will  delight  you 

boys  to  run  it  on  your  screen.  Seven  reels. — 
P.  W.  Quinlin,  Ideal  theatre,  Chateaugay,  N.  Y. — 
Small  town  patronage. 

THE  MAN  IN  BLUE:  Herbert  Rawlinson — 

Good  program  picture  and  pleased  our  crowd  as 

much  as  anything  we  have  played  in  some  time. — 

O.  F.  Craig.  Royal  theatre,  Newark,  Ark. — Small 

town  patronage. 
DANGEROUS  INNOCENCE;  Laura  LaPlante 

— Did  not  draw  very  wall  but  pleased  those  who 

came.  It  is  a   pretty  good  show.  Seven  reels. — 
C.  E.  Hopkins,  The  Hopkins  theatre,  Ck)tter,  Ark. 
— Small  town  patronage. 

TEE  HUNCHBACK  OF  NOTRE  DAME:  Lon 

Chaney — The  most  talked  of  picture  an  ffie  world 

today.  Played  to  biggest  crowd  in  history  of  the 

theatre.  Audience  pleased  like  never  before. 
Drew  capacity  both  nights.  Pleased  100  per  cent, 

Give  U3  more  like  it  in  nine  or  ten  reels.  Drew 

almost  twice  as  much  as  "The  Sea  Hawk"  or 
"Charley’s  Aunt"  or  "Abraham  Lincoln."  We 

salute  you,  Carl  Laemmle.”  Twelve  reels. — George 
Khattar,  Khattar’s  theatre.  Sydney,  N.  S.,  Canada. 
—General  patronage. 

WESTERN  PLUCK;  Art  Acord — A   fairly  good 

V/estern  that  drew  only  as  the  picture  pleased 

(fair).  Played  it  Country  Store  night  to  S.  R.  0. 

Five  reels. — George  Khattar,  Khattar’s  theatre. 
Sydney,  N.  S.,  Canada. — General  patronage. 

THE  SIGN  OF  THE  CACTUS;  Jack  Hoxie— 

Fair  Western  production.  Hoxie  doesn't  pull  any- 
thing extra  for  us.  The  leading  lady  a   bit  too 

old  for  her  part.  Five  reels. — Gunther  &   Metzger, 

Palace  theatre,  Syracuse,  Nebr.— Small  town  pat- ronage. 

X— THE  UNKNOWN:  Virginia  Valli— All  that 

we  expected  from  reading  "Herald”  reports.  A 
dandy  good  picture.  However,  we  do  not  seem  to 
be  able  to  work  up  a   trade  for  Universal  Jewels, 

so  we  took  a   loss.  Eight  reels. — V/m.  Martin. 

Patriot  theatre.  Patriot,  Ind. — Small  town  pat- ronage. 

DANGEROUS  INNOCENCE;  Laura  LaPlante 

— A   good  Quiet  picture,  good  for  the  "nerves” 
after  seeing  the  wild  Western  kind.  Small  busi- 

ness for  us.  Hope  to  do  better  soon.  Seven 

reals. — Wm.  Martin,  Patriot  theatre,  Patriot,  Ind. 
—Small  town  patronage. 

RIDGEWAY  OF  MONTANA:  Jack  Hoxie— 
Not  much  to  this  picture.  As  a   Western  star  we 

can’t  do  much  with  Hoxie.  He  don’t  go  over  for 
us  at  all.  Played  to  fair  house  and  about  as 

good  a   house  as  the  picture  justified.  Five  reels. 
— Paul  B.  Hoffman,  Legion  theatre,  Hclyrood,  Kas. 
— Small  town  patronage. 

THE  CIRCUS  CYCLONE;  Art  Acord— An 
e.xtra  good  Western  with  the  horse  doing  pretty 

well.  However,  don’t  think  Acord  much  of  an 

actor,  but  picture  will  get  by  good,  although  it’s 
more  of  a   circus  picture  than  it  is  a   Western. 

The  comedy  touches  are  well  arranged.  Five  reels. 
— ^W.  T.  Davis  &   Son,  Rialto  theatre,  Sharon. Wis. — General  patronage. 

THE  CIRCUS  CYCLONE;  Art  Acord— A   nice 

program  picture  that  pleased  everyone  and  drew 
good.  Played  it  Amateur  Night  (Wednesday)  to 

S.  R.  O.  along  with  "Don’t  Pinch,”  comedy  fea- 
turing Bobby  Vernon.  Five  reels. — George  Khattar. 

Khattar's  theatre,  Sydney,  N.  S.,  Canada. — General patronage. 

LET  ’ER  BUCK:  Hoot  Gibson — If  you  have 

not  been  entirely  satisfied  with  other  Koot  Gib- 
son pictures,  try  this  ohe,  and  I   am  sure  that 

both  you  and  your  audience  will  have  a   very 
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■favoiable  reastion.  It  has
  real  snap  from  the 

f^troduetJon  to  the  final 
 fade-out.  Six  reels— 

pioneer  Pete.  Pioneer  th
eatre,  Amasa,  Mich. 

Small  town  patronage.
 

LET  ’ER  BUCK;  Hoot  Gibs
on — Here  is  a 

V/estern  that  will  go  over 
 anywhere.  Hoot  is 

Lre  fine  in  this  one.  The
  chariot  race  is  fine. 

ts  fast  taking  the  place  of  
Mix  here  since 

Mr  Fox  has  killed  him. — ^H
.  A.  Bavitts.  Dixie 

thektre.  Winona.  Miss.-Ge
neral  patronage. 

Vitagrapk 

THE  DEMON  RIDER  s   Ken  Maynard— A   whale 

of  a   humdinger  for  action,
  thrills  and  comedy. 

Ken  a   knockout,  evei-y  time.  P
lay  this  boys,  its 

sure  a   money  maker.  Six  re
els.- George  Khattar. 

Star's  theatre,  Sydney,  N.  S.
.  Canada.-General 

'^^FIGHTING  COURAGE;  Ken  Maynard— A   rapid 

fire  action  thriller  in  dynamite  
chases,  the  best 

■Western  feature  in  many  months.  
Ken  is  a 

comer.  Drew  as  good  as  Mix  
or  Jones  and  this 

is  his  first  to  play  the  Khattar.  
S^ve  r«ls. 

George  Khattar.  Khattar's  theatre,  
Sydney,  N.  S., 

Canada. — General  patronage. 

the  one  shot  RANGER;  
Fete  Morrison— 

A   fairly  good  Western.  Better
  than  the  average 

Peter  Morrison.  Somehow  or  
other  his  picture 

are  lacking  the  story  and  pu
nch  to  please  the 

movie-goers  of  today.  Five  
reels.- George  Khat- 

tar.  Khattar's  theatre,  Sydney, 
 N.  S.,  Canada. 

General  patronage. 

THE  BANGER  OF  THE  BIG  P
INES;  Kenneth 

Karlan— A   good  outdoor  picture
  that  seemed  to 

satisfy  the  majorlty.-E.  H.  V
etter.  Majestic  thea- 

tre. Homer,  Mich.— Small  town  p
atronage. 

STEELE  OF  THE  ROYAL  MO
UNTED:  Bert 

Lytell— A   good  Northwest  Mo
unted  Police  story 

that  drew  great  business.  T
he  picture  is  good 

also.  Advertising  accessories  
excellent.  Six  reels. 

—George  Khattar,  Khattar’s 
 theatre.  Sydney. 

N.  S.,  Canada. — Genera!  patron
age. 

STAMPEDE  THUNDER:  Pet
e  Morrison- A 

poor  type  of  a   Western.  These  
Pete  Morri^ns 

don’t  seem  to  please,  somehow  o
r  other,  hive 

reels.- George  Khattar.  Khattar’s  t
heatre.  Sydney. 

N   S.,  Canada. — General  patronage.
 

THE  MYSTERY  OF  LOST  RA
NCH;  Special 

cast— A   fair  picture  that  may  p
ass  on  a   double 

program.  Would  not  consider  
it  as  a   pro^am 

attraction.  Five  reels.— George  Kh
attar.  Khattar  s 

theatre,  Sydney.  N.  S..  Canada
.-General  patron- 

age. 

THE  CODE  OF  THE  WILDERN
ESS;  Alice 

Calhoun— A   very  good  Western 
 with  enough 

comedy  to  put  it  over  in  good  sha
pe.  Print  good. 

Seven  reels.- Dewey  L.  Kisor.  Ster
ling  theatre. 

Fairmont.  Nebr.- Small  town  patron
age. 

FEARBOUNDs  Special  cast — ^Fair 
 Wes^rn. 

Played  on  double  program  and  
it  pleased.  Play 

it  likewise  and  you’re  safe.  Do  no
t  depend  upon 

it  bringing  crowds  because  it  w
on’t.  Six  reels. 

George  Khattar.  Khattar’s  theatre.  
Sydney.  N.  b.. 

Canada. — General  patronage. 

Warner  Brothers 

THE  SEA  BEAST:  John  Ba
rrymore — A   mar- 

velous picture  of  the  sea  and  a   wonde
rful  cast. 

John  Barrymore  a   real  actor  in 
 this  picture.  Dol- 

ores Costello’s  aeUng  was  wonderful.  Susi^^s
 

for  the  week  very  good.  It's  bet
ter  than 

Sea  Hawk.”  Ten  reels.— Robert 
 Kessler,  Benn 

theatre,  Philadelphia.  Pa.— General
  patronage. 

THE  CAVE  MAN;  Matt  Moore
— A   dandy  pro- 

gram picture.  If  they  don’t  laugh  at  th
is,  they  re 

not  wise.  Pleased  everyone.  Seven
 

George  Khattar.  Khattar’s  theatre.  Syd
ney. 

Canada. — General  patronage. 

THE  FIGHTING  EDGE;  Pi
cture  fair  with 

enough  hokum  and  slapstick  to  
put  it  over  wi 

the  average  audience.  Wish  the
  smart  party  re- 

sponsible for  the  paper  had  made  the  pa
per  so 

thftt  it  would  have  shown  what
  the  picture  was 

about.  All  styles  of  the  paper  
showed  a   man  ana 

a   woman  looking  at  each  other.
  People  are  sic 

of  that.  Business  very  bad. — 
L.  M.  Jones.  Ar- 

cadia theatre,  Vandergrift,  Pa.— Gen
eral  patron- 

age. 

EVE’S  LOVER:  Bert  Lytell— T
his  proved  a 

•very  entertaining  regular  program
  picture.  Not 

a   kick  was  registered,  and  believe
  us.  we  nave  a 

clientele  that  gives  them  (the  pictur
es)  an 

(the  managers)  the  “raaoo”  w
hen  a   picture  does 

not  please  them.  Seven  ree
ls.— Giacoma  Bros.. 

■Crystal  theatre.  Tombstone,  Ar
ia.— General  pat- 

ronage. 

THE  LOVE  TOY:  Special  ca
st— Punk.  Noth- 

ing to  this  one.-C.  W.  Tipton,  N
ew  theatre, 

Manila,  Ark. — General  patronage. 

RED  HOT  TIRES;  Monte  Blue— Good  clean 

picture  with  plenty  of  action  and  comedy. — E.  H. 

Vetter,  Majestic  theatre,  Homer,  Mich. — Small 
town  patronage. 

BOBBED  HAIR:  Marie  Prevost— Not  as  good 

as  we  expected.  Some  good  comedy.— A.  F.  Jen- 

kins, Community  theatre,  David  City,  Nebr. — 
General  patronage. 

BOBBED  HAIR;  Marie  Prevost— A   great  pro- 

gram picture  that  pleased  everyone.  Lota  of 
comments.  Drew  big.  Played  it  Country  Store 

night  (Wednesday)  to  S.  R.  O..  along  with  a   two- 

reel  comedy,  namely  Lloyd  Hamilton  in  ‘‘Kooked.” 

Eight  reels. — George  Khattar.  Khattar’s  theatre, 
Sydney,  N.  S.,  Canada. — General  patronage. 

SATAN  IN  SABLES;  Lowell  Sherman— A   nice 

program  attraction  that  is  a   change  from  the 

average  picture.  You'll  have  to  watch  out  for 

this  one  as  it  may  not  please  in  theatres  where 

they  like  'em  hot  and  heavy. — George  Khattar, 
Khattar’s  theatre,  Sydney,  N.  S.,  Canada.-General 

patronage. 

THE  MAN  ON  THE  BOX;  Syd  Chaplin- 

Good,  but  some  said  not  as  good  as  "Charley’s 
Aunt,”  but  mighty  good  comedy. — A.  F.  Jenkins. 

Community  theatre,  David  City,  Neb. — General 

patronage. 

THE  MAN  ON  THE  BOX:  Syd  Chaplin— Very 

good  comedy.  Opinion  divided,  some  thought  bet-
 

ter than  "Charley’s  Aunt.”  while  others  said  the 

"Aunt”  WES  far  better.  Anyway,  it  brings  them 

in.   J.  J.  Hoffman,  Plainview  theatre.  Plainview, 

Nebr. — General  patronage. 

THE  AGE  OF  INNOCENCE;  Special  cast— 

Stuart  Holmes,  you  are  the  most  contemptible 
 vil- 

lain on  the  screen,  a   home  wrecker  and  the 

cause  for  many  divorces,  yet  somehow  your  p
ic- 

tures always  seem  to  please.  Therefore,  disregard- 

ing my  expert  opinion,  you  must  be  a   clever  
actor, 

which  perhaps  you  are.  Seven  reels. — Jack 
 Cairns, 

Brooklyn  theatre,  Detroit.  Mich.— General
  patron- 

age. 
THE  CLASH  OF  THE  WOLVES:  Rin  Tin  T

in 

  I   was  surprised  the  way  this  pulled  th
e  coun- 

try people.  They  went  home  pleased  and
  second 

night  was  better  than  first.  Comedy  tou
ches  help 

it  along.  Dog  sure  had  good  direction.  
Six  reels. 

—Geo.  E.  Fuller.  The  Play  House,  Fairhope,
  Ala. 

— Small  town  patronage. 

THE  CLASH  OF  THE  WOLVES:  Rin  T
in  Tin 

  Good  dog  picture.  Western  scenes
  makes  this 

a   dog  Westerner. — T.  F.  Murphy,  Shul
er  theatre. 

Raton.  N.  M.— General  patronage. 

THE  CLASH  OF  THE  WOLVES:  
Rin  Tin  Tin 

  A   splendid  entertainment.  The  
dog  a   wonder. 

Cast  fair.  Gave  100  per  cent  s
atisfaction.— Bert 

Silver,  Silver  Family  theatre.  Gre
enville.  Mich.— 

General  patronage. 

THE  BRIDGE  OF  SIGHS;  Speci
al  cast — This 

was  so  punk  I   forgot  who  the
  stars  were.  One 

thing  I   do  know,  my  people  
don’t  like  this 

of  pictures.  Seven  reels.— A. 
 K.  Records. 

press  theatre,  Deshler,  Neb.. 
 Majestic  theatre. 

Hebron,  Neb.— General  patronage.
 

THE  PLEASURE  BUYERS:  Irene  Ri
ch— Got^ 

mystery  picture,  sustaining  in
terest  to  end.  Title 

did  not  draw  what  the  pictu
re  warrants.— 1-  a- 

Murphy.  Shuler  theatre.  Ra
ton.  N.  M.— General 

patronage. 

RECOMPENSE ;   Monte  Blue— Good  picture
. 

Gave  satisfaction  at  regular  p
rogram  prices.— Bert 

Silver.  Silver  Family  theatre.
  Greenville.  Mich.— 

General  patronage. 

THE  LIMITED  MAIL:  Mo
nte  Blue— Fine. 

Good  crowd.  Everybody  well 
 pleased, 

excitement.  Good  train  wre
ck.  Pleased  lO® 

cent,- A.  F.  Jenkins,  Communi
ty  theatre.  David 

City.  Neb. — General  patronag
e. 

CONDUCTOR  1492:  Johnny 
 Hines— Played  this 

with  Harold  Lloyd's  "I  Do”  and  i
t  ̂ nde  an  exc^ 

lent  comedy  program.  A   little  but  ̂  

E.  K.  Vetter.  Majestic  th
eatre,  Homer,  Mich. 

Small  town  patronage. 

able  comments.  Some  thought  it  cciual  to  the  Bin 

Tin  Tin's. — E.  H.  Vetter.  Majestic  theatre.  Homer, 
Mich. — Small  town  patronage. 

SOULS  FOR  SABLES:  Special  cast— A   high 
class,  well  done  society  drama  with  Eugene 

O'Brien,  Claire  V/indaor.  Claire  Adams.  Worthy 
of  any  theatre  and  an  appealing  story  all  the  way. 
Elaborate  fur  display  a   big  feature  of  the  picture. 

Pleased  everyone,  and  the  management  in  par- 
ticular. as  they  sold  it  right  and  you  can  got  by 

with  it  as  well  as  any  of  the  bigger  companies 
on  the  market. — Ben  L.  Morris,  Temple  theatre. 

Bellairc,  O.— General  patronage. 

Serials 
THE  FIGHTING  RANGER:  (Universal)  special 

cast — This  serial  started  olT  good  but  has  not  held 

the  crowds  as  other  serials  have  for  us.  We  are 

on  the  last  episode  and  we  will  be  glad  when  It 

is  over.  Two  reels. — Frank  Ober,  Boynton  the- 

atre. Boynton,  Okla. — General  patronage. 

THE  GREEN  ARCHER:  (Pathe)  Allcne  Ray 

— 'First  chapter  fair.  Two  reels. — E.  H.  Vetter, 

Majestic  theatre,  Homer,  Mich. — Small  town  pat- 
ronage. 

PERILS  OF  THE  WILD;  (Universal)  Joe 

Bonomo — The  first  chapter  of  this  a   disappoint- 

ment, but  after  that  it  picks  up  and  is  great  stuff. 

We  have  played  nine  chopters  and  we  consider  it 

one  of  the  best  serials  Universal  ever  made.  It 

contains  all  the  elements  of  adventure  so  neces- 

sary to  the  making  of  a   successful  serial  and  it 

brings  ’em  back  for  more. — 0.  F.  Craig.  Royal 

theatre,  Newark,  Ark.— Small  town  patronage. 

PERILS  OF  THE  WILD:  (Universal)  Joe 

Bonomo — One  of  the  best  aerials  ever  made  by 

any  company,  bar  none.  Drawing  power  good; 

no  fall  backs.  Play  this  one,  brothers,  and  you’re 
safe.  Ten  episodes  of  animal  thrills.  Two  reels. 

—George  Khattar.  Khattar's  theatre,  Sydney.  N. 

S.,  Canada. — General  patronage. 

TEE  RIDDLE  RIDER:  (Universal)  William 

Desmond— A   serial  that  is  going  to  bring  home  the 

bacon  with  every  episode,  and  it’s  pleasing  great
. 

Two  reels. — George  Khattar.  Khattar’s  theat
re. 

Sydney,  N.  S.,  Canada.-General  patronage. 

THE  WAY  OF  A   MAN;  (Pathe)  Allene  Ray 

  One  of  the  best  serials  ever  to  play  Kha
ttar’s 

and  we've  played  mostly  all  serials  that
  were 

made  during  1926.  Two  reels.— George 
 Khattar. 

Khattar’s  theatre,  Sydney,  N.  S.,  Canada — 
General 

patronage. 

WOLVES  OP  THE  NORTH;  (Universal)
  Wil- 

liam Duncan— Just  finished  the  last  agony. 
 No 

more  serials  for  me.  Ran  the  "Ridd
le  Rider, 

which  pleased  all.  but  am  afraid  to  
try  another, 

hut  the  "Riddle  Rider"  is  good  enough 
 for  any 

house.  "Wolves  of  the  North"  is  
not  worth  the 

effort.  Thvo  reels.— A.  H.  Records.  Empres
s  th^ 

atre.  Deshler.  Neb..  Majestic  theatre
.  Hebron,  Neb. — General  patronage. 

State  Rights 

Short  Features 

THE  DANGER  SIGNAL:  Special  ca
st-^em^ 

to  please  the  majority.  
Consider  it  above  tne 

Iveraef  program  p5cture.-E
.  H.  Vetter.  Majestic 

theatre.  Homer  Mich.— Sma
ll  town  patronage. 

THE  LASH  OF  PINTO  PETE;
  Pinto  Pet^ 

Of  all  the  impossible  s
ituations.  thi«  one  tak« 

the  garters.  Punk.  A  
 few  more  of  those  kind Sid  I   am  through  with  out 

«f.m«>ne  tries  to  sell  it 
 to  you  throw  him  out. 

PiJTreels.— Jack  Cairns. 
 Brooklyn  theatre.  Detroit

. 

Mich._Genera!  patronage. 

THE  LURE  OF  THE 
 WILD;  Lightning— A 

ver?^?oodTog  pSture  
that  received  many  fav

or- 

EDUCATIONAL 

BE  CAREFUL.  DEARIE:  Jus
t  fair.  One  reel. 

  E.  H.  Vetter,  Majestic  theatre
.  Homer,  Micb. 

Small  town  patronage. 

CHEAP  SKATES:  Lige  Con
ley— One  of  the 

best  comedies  we  have  run 
 yet.— Sil- 

ver Family  theatre,  Greenville.
  Mich.— General 

patronage. 

CLEANING  UP:  Johnny  Ar
thur-pJust  so  so 

as  a   comedy.  We  did  not  get 

this  comedy.  It  is  not  up  to  the  usual  h|gh  st^d
^ 

ard  of  the  Educational  come
dies,  but  then  again 

they  can’t  always  be  knockouts,
  r^s. 

C.  A.  Anglemire,  Y   thea
tre.  Nasareth.  Pa.-Gen-

 
eral  patronage. 

CRUSHED:  Lloyd  Hamilto
n— A   laugh 

Llovd  always  pleases.  Tw
o  reels.— Geo^e  Khat- 

tar.^  Khattar’s  theatre.  Sydney
.  N.  S..  Canada. 

General  patronage. 

the  DOME  DOCTOR;  
Larry  Semon— A   good 

Semon  comedy.  Lots  of  g 

laughs  and  that’s  what  co
unts.  Two  reels.  U.  i*. 

Wson,  Electric  theatre
,  Caldwell.  Kan.— Gene

ral 

patronag
e.  

_ 

atre,  Beckley.  W.  Va.
— Mining  patronage. 

FEUX  BUSTS  INTO  .. 

As  a   change  from  the  r
egular  comedies,  these  c

 

^ns  are  good.  They 
 don't  receive  a   great 

 deal 

of  hearty  laughter  but 
 I   notice  that  our  audie

nM- 

.Lp  whlk  they  are  
beins  protected. 
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either.  One  reel.— C.  A.  Angleaiire.  
Y   theatre. 

Nazareth,  Fa.— General  patronag
e. 

FELIX  TRIFLES  WITH  T
IME;  Felix— Didn’t 

seem  to  please  our  pat
rons.  One 

Vetter.  MajesUc  theatre, 
 Homer,  Mich.— Small 

town  patronage. 

FELIX  THE  CAT:  Always
  good.  "Win  make 

the  old  and  young  happy.
  One  reel.— A.  H.  H«- 

ords  Empress  theatre.  Des
hler,  Neb..  Majestic 

theatre.  Hebron.  Neb.— G
eneral  patronage. 

THE  FIGHTING  DUDE
;  Lupino  Lane— A 

knockout  comedy  getter  that 
 made  a   PO^iUve  ros^ 

of  laughs  and  shouts.-Geo
rge  Khattor,  Khattor  e 

theatre.  Sydney.  N.  S..  
Canada.— General  patron-

 

^FRENCH  PASTRY;  Bobby  Vernon
— Only  fair 

comedy.  A   few  laughs.  Two
  reels.-^.  L.  Dow- 

las. Strand  theatre,  Newman  
Grove.  Nebr.— Small 

town  patronage. 

GOOD  SPIRITS;  Walter  
Hiers — A   whiz-bang 

laugh  getter  that  mode  t
hem  roar  with  daughter. 

SJo  r«ls.-George  Khatt
ar,  Khatter's  theatre. 

Sydney,  N.  S..  Canada.— 
General  patronage. 

live  COWARDS;  A1  St
.  John— Here  is  a 

••knockout"  comedy  good  for  any 
 house,  but  don  t 

see  why  they  feature  St.  John.  ̂    he  only  ap^s 

a   few  tiroes.— H.  A.  Davitts.
  Dixie  theatre.  VTin- 

ono.  Miss. — General  patronag
e. 

THE  MAD  RUSH:  Fair  for  
one  reel  comedy. 

  L.  Douglas,  Strand  theatre,  N
ewman  Grove, 

Neb.— Small  town  patronage. 

MAID  IN  MOROCCO;  Lupin
o  Lane— A   very 

good  comedy.  Fast  acUon  wa
s  the  watchword  and 

laughs  were  the  result.  Had 
 our  crowds  in  an 

uproar  from  start  to  finish. 
 Two  reels.— C.  A. 

Anglemire.  Y   theatre.  Nazareth.
  Pa.— General  pat- 

ronage. 

MOVIES;  Lloyd  Hamilton— Very
  poor.  Two 

reels.— Pace,  Bouma  &   MeGraw,  P
rincess  theatre. 

Traer,  la. — Small  town  patronage. 

NECK  AND  NECK;  Lige  Conley— Just  a   dan
^ 

comedy  with  plenty  of  action  and  
lots  of  laughs. 

Played  April  28th.  Two  reels.— R
oss  &   Miller. 

Community  theatre.  Surprise,  Neb. —
 Country  pat- 

ronage. 

NOBODY’S  BUSINESS;  Lloyd  Hamilt
on — ^Not 

up  to  Hamilton’s  standard,  but  a   da
rn  good 

comedy  at  that.  Two  reels.— Williarn 
 F.  Bugie, 

Palace  theatre.  Beckley,  W.  Va. — Minin
g  patron- 

age. 

ON  EDGE:  A   good  comedy. — Bert  Silver,
  Sil- 

ver Family  theatre,  Greenville,  Mich. — Ge
neral 

patronage. 

A   SALTY  SAP;  A   very  funny  comedy.— Be
rt 

Silver,  Silver  Family  theatre.  Greenville,  Mich
. 

General  patronage. 

SWEET  AND  PRETTY;  Fair  ;   single  reel  com- 

edy.— E.  H.  Vetter,  Majestic  theatre.  Homer,  Mich. 
— Small  town  patronage. 

TIME  FLIES:  Lupino  Lane— The  first  Lane 

comedy  for  us  and  pleased  veiy  good.  Two  reels. 

— Pace.  Bouma  &   McGraw,  Princess  theatre,  Traer, 
la. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  TOURIST;  Johnny  Arthur — A   nice  com- 

edy that  made  them  laugh  and  feel  happy.  Two 

reels.   George  Khattar,  Khattar’s  theatre,  Syd- 
ney, N.  S.,  Canada. — General  patronage. 

THE  VOICE  OF  THE  NIGHTINGALE:  Cer- 

tainly a   wonderful  novelty  reel.  You  are  passing 

up  something  good  if  you  don’t  \ise  this. — ^E.  H. 
Vetter.  Majestic  theatre.  Homer,  Mich. — Small 
town  patronage. 

WAITING;  Lloyd  Hamilton — A   sure  cure  for 
the  blues.  Hamilton  is  my  favorite  when  it  comes 

to  comedies.  Two  reels. — George  Khattar,  Khat- 

tar’s theatre,  Sydney,  N.  S.,  Canada. — General 
patronage. 

WATCH  YOUR  PEP;  Not  so  good.  One  reel. 

— W.  L.  Douglas,  Strand  theatre.  Newman  Grove, 
Nebr. — Small  town  patronage. 

FILM  BOOKING  OFFICES 

ADVENTURES  OF  MAZIE:  Alberta  Vaughn 

—This  was  the  fiftieth  explosion  of  these  comical 

two  reelcrs.  Light,  breezy  stuff  that  brings  whole- 

some laughs  to  young  and  old.  Two  reels. — Gia- 

coma  Bros.,  Crystal  theatre,  Tombstone,  Ariz. — 
General  patronage. 

THE  GO-GE'TTERS:  George  O'Hara— "Way  of 
a   Maid”  No.  12.  We’re  so  pleased  with  this 

series  that  we  are  going  in  for  "The  Pacemak- 

ers" with  the  same  gang.  Two  reels. — Pioneer 
Pete.  Pioneer  theatre,  Amasa,  Mich. — Small  town 
patronage. 

HEAVY  LOVE:  A   good  comedy  and  brought 

several  laughs.  Two  reels. — H.  C.  Mauler,  Lib- 

erty theatre.  Pleasanton,  Nebr. — Small  town  pat- 
ronage. 

HOLD  TIGHT ;   Alice  Ardoll — A   fairly  good 

comedy  of  a   little  different  type  than  we  have  had 

of  late.  It’s  a   Blue  Ribbon  comedy  with  Alice 

Ardell  and  Joe  Rock  doing  very  well.  Two  reels. 

  W.  T.  Davis  &   Son,  Rialto  theatre,  Sharon,  Wis. 
— General  patronage. 

HONEYMOON  FEET;  Not  much  to  it.  Failed 

to  bring  the  laughs.  Two  reels. — H.  C.  Mauler, 

Liberty  theatre,  Pleasanton,  Neb. — Small  town 
patronage. 

LITTLE  ANDY  LOONEY;  Alberta  Vaughn— 

No.  10  of  "Adventures  of  Mazie"  series  and  the 

worst  one  to  date.  Seems  like  they  are  running 

out  of  material  when  they  have  to  use  an  insane 

asylum.  Never  could  see  anything  funny  that  is 

connected  with  an  asylum.  This  didn’t  get  a 

laugh.  Two  reels. — J.  J.  Hoffman.  Plainview  the- 

atre, Plainview,  Neb. — General  patronage. 

THE  PACEMAKERS;  Geo.  O'Hara— This  one 
starts  out  well  and  we  believe  that  we  are  going 

to  like  it  as  well  as  the  “Go-Getters."  Two  reels. 
—Pioneer  Pete,  Pioneer  theatre.  Amass,  Mich. 
— Small  town  patronage. 

THE  PACEMAKERS:  George  O’Hara— No.  2. 
These  seem  to  be  going  over  good  and  some  are 

asking  for  more.  “Two  reels. — H.  C.  Mauler.  Lib- 

erty theatre,  Pleasanton,  Neb. — Small  town  pat- ronage. 

THE  PACEMAKERS;  Alberta  Vaughn— 'This 
is  the  fifth  I   have  played  and  are  going  over 

fine.  Two  reels. — A.  J.  W.  Koehler.  Koehler  the- 
atre, Uehling,  Neb.— General  patronage. 

THE  PACEMAKERS;  Alberta  Vaughn— The 
best  box  office  comedies  we  have  ever  played. 

Please  all  and  keep  building  up  my  Saturdays. 
Two  reels. — William  B.  Fugle.  Palace  theatre. 

Beckley,  W.  Va. — Mining  patronage. 

THE  PACEMAKERS;  Alberta  Vaughn— This 

series  going  over  pretty  good.  Quite  a   bit  of 

interest  created  by  high  school  students  on  ac- 
count of  athletics.  Also  some  good  comedy.  Two 

reels. — W.  L.  Douglas,  Strand  theatre,  Newman 

Grove,  Neb. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  PACEMAKERS;  Alberta  Vaughn— "Mer- 
ry Kiddo.”  "The  Pacemakers”  always  seem  to 

please.  Two  reels. — Dewey  L.  Kisor,  Sterling  the- 
tre,  Fairmont,  Neb. — Small  town  patronage. 
THE  PEACEFUL  RIOT:  Just  a   fair  comedy. 

— L.  R.  Ledou,  Home  Town  Airdome,  Isabel,  Kan. 
— Small  town  patronage. 

THREE  WISE  GOOFS;  Three  Fat  Men— These 

fellows  always  get  a   laugh.  They  are  pretty  ac- 
tive for  men  of  their  weight,  and  they  put  their 

acts  over  well. — W.  B.  Pranke,  Strand  theatre, 

LuVerne,  la. — Small  town  patronage. 

MADAME  SANS  CiN:  Alberta  Vaughn— A 
very  good  comedy.  Crowd  was  well  satisfied. 

Book  these:  they  will  help  the  week. — W.  B. 

Pranke.  Strand  theatre,  LuVerne,  la. — Small  town 
patronage. 

FOX 

ALL  ABOARD;  Good  comedy. — Bert  Silver. 

Silver  Family  theatre,  Greenville,  Mich. — General 

patronage. 

THE  AMATEUR  DETECTIVE:  Earle  Foxe — 
Just  a   fair  comedy.  Nothing  to  rave  about  and 

nothing  to  condemn.  Pleased  fairly  well.  Played 

May  6th.  Two  reels. — Ross  &   Miller,  Community 

theatre.  Surprise.  Neb. — Country  patronage. 

BIG  GAME  HUNTERS:  Van  Bibber— Fair 

comedy.  We  don't  care  much  for  these.  Two 
reels. — A.  F.  Jenkins,  Community  theatre,  David 

City,  Neb. — General  patronage. 

BLUE  BLOOD ;   A   very  good  comedy  from  Fox 

and  as  long  as  we  get  others  as  good  no  complaint. 

Two  reels. — Wm.  Martin,  Patriot  theatre,  Patriot, 
Ind. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  BRAINLESS  HORSEMAN;  This  is  the 

berries ;   run  this  and  make  ’em  laugh.  Two  reels. 
— A.  O.  Lambert,  Opera  House  theatre,  Monti- 
cello,  Iowa. — General  patronage. 

AN  ELECTRIC  ELOPEMENT;  A   very  good 

comedy,  full  of  laughs.  'Two  reels. — A.  O.  Lam- 
bert, Opera  House  theatre,  Monticello,  Iowa. — 

General  patronage. 

HEAD  OVER  HEELS;  Sunshine — Once  in  a 

while  Fox  sends  us  a   real  comedy.  This  was  a 

riot.  Two  reels. — W.  M.  Powell,  Grand  theatre, 

Williamsburg,  Xy. — General  patronage. 

LOVE  AND  LIONS:  Pox  has  some  good  come- 
dies. just  as  good  as  the  rest  of  them.  Two  reels. 

— A.  H.  Records,  Empress  theatre,  Deshler,  Neb., 
Majestic  theatre.  Hebron,  Neb. — General  patron- 

age. 
A   PARISIAN  KNIGHT :   Van  Bibber — Another 

short  subject,  that’s  all. — A.  F.  Jenkins,  Com- 
munity theatre,  David  City,  Neb. — General  pat- ronage. 

THE  SHY  JUMPER:  Earle  Foxe — Another  one 
of  the  Van  Bibber  pictures  and  no  worse  or  bet- 

ter than  the  rest,  all  are  worth  showing.  ’Two 
reels. — A.  Davitts,  Dixie  theatre,  Wiijona,  Miss. 
— General  patronage. 

STOP  LOOK,  WHISTLE;  Sunshine — Just  a 

fair  comedy.  Two  reels.— W.  M.  Powell,  Grand 

theatre,  Williamsburg,  Ky. — General  patronage. 

PATHE 
AESOP  FABLES:  They  are  all  good. — A.  F. 

Jenkins,  Community  theatre,  David  City,  Neb. — 

General  patronage. 
ARE  BLONDE  MEN  BASHFUL?  Arthur  Stone 

— This  comedy  was  not  a   comedy  here  but  a 

tragedy,  as  ws  only  heard  one  laugh.  This  is 
the  first  of  this  star  we  have  run.  We  hope  the 

next  is  better. — Frank  Ober,  Boynton  theatre, 

Boynton,  Okla. — General  patronage. 

THE  BUCCANEERS;  Our  Gang — The  Gang 
comedies  that  I   have  used  are  good  and  my  pa- 

trons seem  to  enjoy  them.  Two  reels. — E.  H. 
Vetter.  Majestic  theatre,  Homer,  Mich. — Small 

town  patronage. 
THE  CANYON  BALL  EXPRESS:  Sennett^A 

whale  of  a   laugh  grinder.  ’This  drew  many  stran- 
gers into  our  theatre.  This  comedy  was  the  rea- 

son. Play  it  and  see  for  yourself.  Two  reels. — 

George  Khattar,  Khattar’s  theatre,  Sydney,  N.  S., 
Canada. — General  patronage. 

FAST  COMPANY;  Our  Gang— A   laugh  getter 

and  sure  did  please.  Play  them  and  you’re  safe. 

Two  reels. — George  Khattar,  Khattar’s  theatre, 
Sydney.  N.  S.,  Canada. — General  patronage. 

FEET  OF  MUD;  Harry  Langdon — This  is  a 

funny  comedy,  better  than  average.  Langdon’s  a 
comedian. — Bert  Silver,  Silver  Family  theatre, 
Greenville,  Mich. — General  patronage. 

HIGH  SOCIETY:  Our  Gang — A   comedy  that 

made  them  cry  with  laughter. — George  Khattar. 

Khattar’s  theatre,  Sydney,  N.  S.,  Canada. — Gen- 
eral patronage. 

HIS  WOODEN  WEDDING:  Charley  Chase- 

Very  good. — A.  F.  Jenkins,  Community  theatre. 

David  City,  Neb. — General  patronage. 

HOT  HEELS;  A   punk  two  reel  comedy  that 

Pathe  set  in  in  place  of  a   Harry  Langdon.  If 

this  one  was  a   sample  of  their  two  reel  comedies, 

don’t  want  any  more  of  them.  Two  reels. — E. 
H.  Vetter,  Majestic  theatre,  Homer,  Mich. — Small 
town  patronage. 

THE  HUNGRY  HOUNDS;  Aesop  Fable — This 
was  below  the  average.  They  generally  are  good 

and  please  my  patrons.  This  was  a   poor  one. 

One-half  reel. — C.  S.  Watson,  Electric  theatre, 

Caldwell,  Kan. — General  patronage. 

THE  IRON  NAG;  This  is  a   scream  from  start 

to  finish.  'Two  reels.— A.  O.  Lambert,  Opera 

House  theatre,  Monticello,  Iowa. — General  pat- ronage. 

LIZZIES  OF  THE  FIELD;  Sennett — This  is 

sure  a   knockout  and  don't  you  forget  it.  As  full 
of  laughs  as  a   dog  is  of  fleas.  Best  comedy  we 

have  had  with  the  exception  of  "Up  on  the 
Farm."  Two  reels. — Ross  &   Miller,  Community 
theatre.  Surprise,  Neb. — Country  patronage. 

MEET  THE  MISSUS;  Glenn  Tryon — Most  of 

them  said  pretty  good  comedy.  Played  May  1st. 

Two  reels. — Ross  &   Miller,  Community  theatre, 

Surprise,  Neb. — Country  patronage. 

NO  FATHER  TO  GUIDE  HIM;  Charley  Chase 

— Very  good  slapstick.  Well  liked.  Two  reels. — 
A.  F.  Jenkins,  Community  theatre,  David  City, 
Neb. — General  patronage. 

PATHE  NEWS;  Always  welcome  at  our  house 

and  viewed  with  keen  interest  by  patrons.  Be- 
lieve this  to  be  particularly  true  of  small  towns 

with  regard  to  news  reels.  One  reel. — Pioneer 

Pete.  Pioneer  theatre,  Amasa,  Mich. — Small  town 
patronage. 

ROMEO  AND  JULIET:  Ban  Turpin— This 
comedy  was  well  liked  here  and  got  quite  a   few 

laughs.  Two  reels. — Prank  Ober,  Boynton  theatre. 
Boynton,  Okla. — General  patronage. 

SCARED  STIFF;  Clyde  Cook — A   good  comedy 
that  went  over  big.  Stuart  Holmes  and  Eileen 

Percy  in  this  one  and  both  are  O.  K.  Two  reels. 

— ^H.  A.  Davitts,  Dixie  theatre,  Winona,  Miss. — General  patronage. 

SHOOTING  INJUNS:  Our  Gang — A   regular 

Gang  comedy. — Bert  Silver,  Silver  Family  theatre, 
Greenville,  Mich. — General  patronage. 

SMILE,  PLEASE ;   Harry  Langdon — A   real 
good  comedy  that  will  make  them  laugh.  Even 

better  than  "Picking  Peaches.”  Played  April 
24th.  Two  reels. — Ross  &   Miller,  Coiamunity  the- 

atre, Surprise,  Neb. — Country  patronage. 

SUNDOWN  LIMITED:  Our  Gang — One  peach 

of  a   comedy.  Boost  this  to  the  skies.  "Every 
day  in  every  way,  they  are  getting  better  and 

better.” — Philip  Rand,  Rex  theatre,  Salmon,  Idaho. —General  patronage. 
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THE  UNEASY  THREE:
  Charley  Chase— A 

Eood  comedy.  1^0  reels
.-Robert  Kessler.  Benn 

theatre.  Philadelphia.  Pa.—
 General  patronage. 

your  own  back  YARD
:  Our  Gang— This 

is  a   very  good  Gang  comed
y.  Got  lots  of  laughs. 

These  comedies  are  always  g
ood  and  please  them 

all.  Thvo  reels.— C.  S.  Wats
on.  Electric  theatre. 

Caldwell.  Kan.— General  
patronage. 

UNIVERSAL 

ANDY  GUMP  IN  HOLLYWOO
D:  This  is  our 

third  Gump  and  it  was  the 
 poorest  one  of  the 

three.  Two  reels.— Pioneer  Pet
e.  Pioneer  theatre. 

Amasa.  Mich.— Small  town  pa
tronage. 

educating  BUSTER:  Buste
r  Brown— First 

one  of  Buster’s  I   have  run.  Will
  say  they  are 

0.  K.  Two  reels.— A.  O.  Lamber
t.  Opera  House 

theatre,  Monticello.  Iowa. — Gener
al  patronage. 

THE  FLIVVER  VACATION:  
Century— Fair 

comedy.— William  F.  Bugie,  Palace  theatre.  Beck- 
ley.  W.  Va. — Mining  patronage.

 

GOING  GOOD:  Wanda  Wiley — A   f
ine  comedy. 

This  girl  is  certainly  in  a   class  b
y  herself.— Bert 

Silver.  Si\ver  Family  theatre,  Gre
enville.  Mich. 

  General  patronage. 

THE  GUMPS:  Joe  Murphy— These
  comedies 

are  only  fair.  A   few  laughs  in 
 them. — H.  A. 

Davitts.  Dixie  theatre,  V/inona.  
Miss.  General 

patronage. 

A   LUCKY  LEAP:  Wanda  Wiley — G
ood  com- 

edy :   better  than  the  average.— Bert  Silver
,  Silver 

Family  theatre.  Greenville.  Mich. — G
eneral  pat- 

ronage. 

NURSERY  TROUBLES:  Fair  com
edy. — Bert 

Silver,  Silver  Family  theatre,  Greenvi
lle,  Mich.— 

on  how  to  do  the  Charleston.  One  reel. — Robert 

Kessler.  Benn  theatre.  Philadelphia,  Pa.— General 
patronage. 

I   DO;  Harold  Lloyd— A   very  good  comedy. 

Two  reels.— E.  H.  Vetter,  Majestic  theatre,  Homer, 

Mich. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  LIGHT  OF  A   ROD:  An  interesting  reel 

that  I   believe  many  of  our  patrons  enjoyed 

throughout  its  showing.  It  was  in  fine  shape  and 

well  photographed.  One  reel. — C.  A.  Anglemire
, 

Y   theatre,  Nazareth.  Pa.— General  patronage. 

SCHOOL  DAYS:  Larry  Semon — Very  good 

comedy.  Old  but  print  in  good  shape  and  it  got 

the  laughs.  Two  reels.— C.  W.  Tipton,  New  the-
 

atre, Manila.  Ark. — General  patronage. 

HAM  AND  EGGS:  Regular  Kids— Hero  is  a 

corking  good  comedy :   gets  the  laugh  all  the  way 

there.  Two  reels.- W.  A.  Doerachlag.  Strand 

theatre,  Ransom.  Kans. — General  patronage. 

HOT  SHEIKS:  Carter  DcHnven— It  made  my 

audience  laugh.  When  they  do  this  we  are  sati
s- 

fied. Two  reels.— C.  M.  Vail.  Blende  theatre. 

Benton,  Wis.— General  patronage. 

THREE  WISE  GOOFS;  1925.  Film  goo
d. 

Comedy  was  good  as  it  wa-s  somewhat  
different. 

-Okay.  Two  reels.— J.  W.  Ryder,  Jewell  theatr
e, 

Verndnle.  Minn. — General  patronage. 

TRICKS;  Special  cast — Did  a   good  busin
ess  on 

this  picture.  Two  reels. — Frank  J.  Sutt
ler.  Lin- 

coln theatre.  Milwaukee,  Wis. — General  patro
nage. 

“CUSTER’S  LAST  FIGHT” 
The  Spirit  of  tlie  Real  Old  West 

FIVE  REELS  OF  ONE  HUNDRE
D 

HORSE  POWER  ACTION 

General  patronage. 

PAINLESS  PAIN;  Wanda  Wiley
— Wanda 

seems  to  have  lots  of  "pep”  in  her  com
edies  and 

I   believe  -we'!!  get  to  liking  her  better  la
ter  on. 

Two  reels.— Gunther  &   Metzger.  Palace 
 theatre, 

Syracuse.  Neb. — Small  town  patronage. 

QUEEN  OF  ACES:  V/anda  Wiley — A
   fairly 

good  comedy  that  got  a   few  laughs 
 from  our 

patrons.  Century  comedies  as  a   rule  are  n
ot  very 

good.  Two  reels.- W.  T.  Davis  &   Son. 
 Rialto 

theatre,  Sharon,  Wis. — General  patronage. 

SPEAK  EASY:  Charles  Puffy — These
  single 

reel  Universals  are  all  good  excepting  
Art  Lake’s. 

They  are  as  terrible  as  the  others  are
  good. 

Never  again  for  us.  One  reel. — Wm.  Mart
in,  Pa- 

triot theatre.  Patriot,  Ind.— Small  town  patronage
. 

A   SPEEDY  MARRIAGE:  Wanda  
Wiley- 

Plenty  of  cop  chasing,  auto  chasing,  mo
torcycle 

chasing,  and  we  were  glad  it  was  ov
er.  Two 

reels.— Wm.  Martin,  Patriot  theatre.  Patriot, 
 Ind. 

— Small  town  patronage. 

TAXI  WAR:  Century— Fair  comedy. —
 Bert  Sil- 

ver, Silver  Family  theatre.  Greenville,  Mich
.— 

General  patronage. 

OH  BUSTER:  Arthur  Ti-imble — These  B
uster 

Brown  comedies  please.  Two  reels. — P.  G.  Es
tee. 

S.  T.  theatre,  Parker,  S.  Dak.— General  patronag
e. 

THE  PERFECT  LIE:  Neely  Edwa
rds — An 

average  comedy  that  will  get  over  with  an
y  good 

program  offering.  One  reel. — A.  G.  Witwar
,  Grand 

theatre.  Rainier,  Ore. — General  patronage. 

PLEASE  TEACHER;  Buddy  Messing
er— Good 

two-reel  comedy.— W.  J.  Shoup.  DsLuxe  t
heatre. 

Spearville,  Kan. — Smalt  town  pati-onage. 

POLITICS;  Slim  Summerville— Very  
good  one- 

reel  comedy.— W.  J.  Shoup.  DeLuxe 
 theatre, 

Spearville,  Kan.— Small  town  patronage. 

SMOKED  OUT :   Arthur  Lake— A   pleasing  one- 

reeler  of  a   boy  learning  to  smoke.  It  brings 
 back 

to  memory  the  first  experience  of  most 
 smokers 

and  also  gets  a   laugh  from  the  youngster
s  that 

had  not  tried.  One  reel. — H.  G.  Isbell.  Ca
sino 

DeLuxe  theatre.  Kiowa.  Colo.— General  patr
onage. 

TAXI  WAR:  A   fair  comedy.  Two  
reels.- 

A.  H.  Roeper,  Leeds  theatre.  Leeds.  Iow
a.— Gen- 

eral patronage. 

WON  BY  LAW:  Wanda  Wiley — Very 
 good 

comedy.  Wanda  always  puts  pep  into  the  
most 

subjects,  but  this  time  she  started  slow  an
d  after 

she  opened  her  action  she  sure  worked  fa
st,  all 

for  love  of  a   man.  Would  be  nice  if  other  g
ills 

would  taka  the  hint  from  her.  Two  
reels.  R- 

Duba,  Royal  theatre,  Kimball.  S.  Da
k.— General 

patronage. 

MISCELLANEOUS 

THE  CHARLESTON:  A   very  interes
ting  reel 

CLASSIFIED 
Advertising 

S:  wStor.  Herald,  407  So.
  Dearborn  St.,  Chicago,  111^ 

POSITIONS  WANTED  . 

IT'A  rS^PalHstor  Avenue.  Detroit, 

ich.  _ 

AT  ttRERTY'  Projectionist;  
union;  any 

rmory  Street,  Fond  du  La
c.  Wis. 

ORGANS  FOR  SALE 

BARGAINS  in  used  Wurl
itzers,  .Fotoplayers, 

hicago,  111-  ^ 

FOR  SALE;  One  Sceburg
  organ  style  in  good 

I.  R.  Berry,  Hartsville,  S.  
C. 

theatres  for  sale 
WANTED;  Either  to  .O'"- *   r 

address  Joseph  Walters
^Box  176.  Sanford.  N- 

 C. 

PROTECTOR  repairing 

n^fiSarf!"hll^  rep^a^^d  6^0
 

244  E.  Ninth  'street,  _Ch
icaEO.  lUmo.s. 

T   nins  R   FLEISCHER,  no
w  located  at  84S  S. 

.VabaVh  Avenue.  Room  612,  Expert tone  on.all  "takes  of  protoction  ̂ ^^^^^^ 

l’^'4e^anil'"hoS|  "lhop  Phone  Wa
bash  9045. 

Residence  phone  Mohaw
k  2091- 

EQUIPMENT  for  s
ale 

•gnu  ^ALE-  Two  Powers  Machine
s  6A  Stands 

s   I   Heads  D   C.  Motors  
Fine  Condition.  Ad- 

dress: Chief  projectionist.  Strand 
 Theatre,  Yor  , 

unu  SALE*  1.000  heavy  five
  and  seven  ply mmSM theatre  equmment.  Ninth  Street. 

Equipment  Company, 
 12-14  i-asi  ivinui 

Chicago,  Illinois.    

THREE  REBUILT  Simpl
ex  Type  S 

tion,  $50  a   pair.  Also  a   b-g  f   ̂ff^ed  at 

W?U;  iSfs  Theat
re  Equip- 

S   Co^pS’.  12.U 
 East  9th  Street.  Chica

go, 
111. 

for  SALE:  Cdn  ch.n^.r^  “fomSic'' 
ning."  Factory  j   g,ory  rebuilt  Bargain. 

aI'S'mCSVc.-  'C?
.  =5?  S.  D..:bo.n  S,.. 

Chicago,  III.    

PEERLESS  ARC  
CONTROLS 

built,  absototely 
 

' 220  Volt.  3   Phase. 

?.Zr'ffivinrfe. 
 b   Co'm’pany.  538  So

,  Do.a 
born  St.  Chicago.  Hi.  _ 

5S4S&SS-SS: 
Chicago,  III-    

FOR  SALE:  Approximately  270^^
^^^^ veneer,  chairs.  .^'^YSina  Atlas  Moving 

KrrCompaS.  
“34  i   D^^rbom  S

t.  Chicago. 

HI. 
 

_ 

urv  BUY  AND  SELL 
 used  theatre  chairs 

other  theatre  equipment.  Be  .   ‘<>^  ̂Theatre 

liiSy  C"  ’”8“4s'‘“’sooV
"waYr.h  A.™*, 

Chicago,  III. 
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LETTERS 
From  Readers 

A   forum  at  which  the  exhibitor 

is  invited  to  express  his  opinion 
on  matters  of  current  interest. 

Brevity  adds  forcefainess  to  any 
statement.  Unsigned  letters  will 

not  be  printed. 

Rand’s  “Colleen”  Challenges  Jenkins’ 
“Viola” 

SALMON,  IDAHO.— (To  the  Ed- 

itor): By  the  Jumped  up  Jerusalem!  We 
thought  it  was  all  settled  that  we  had 

that  old  devil.  J.  C.  Jenkins,  slated  for 
the  governorship  of  Nebraska,  after 

having  put  him  into  the  Game  Warden’s 
office  as  a   political  starter,  and  now  he 

blazes  into  print  in  the  good  old 
"‘Herald"  and  announces  that  he  is  a 
special  scout  for  said  magazine  and  that 
he  is  going  to  visit  us. 

What  do  you  know  about  that? 

Well,  politics  is  the  bunk  anyhow,  and 
the  movies  beat  it  a   mile  for  excite- 

ment any  old  day.  as  J.  C.  has  evidently 
found  out. 

/•  C.—I  have  worn  a   broad  grin  on 
my  homely  face  ever  since  I   read  your 
Srst  article,  and  it  sure  does  seem  like 
the  good  old  days  to  read  your  darned 
old  thoughts. 

But  say,  Old  Timer,  if  you  think 
’’Viola"  can  travel  some  and  is  he — 1 
for  looks,  Just  you  come  up  here  and 

cast  your  orbs  on  our  "Colleen."  No, 
don’t  do  it,  for  the  industry  needs  you, and  if  you  saw  our  Buick  Six  (chris- 

tened "Colleen"  today  to  match  your 
”F/o/a"J  you  would  fade  away  pronto. 
‘   Colleen,"  like  her  namesake,  is  the spiffiest  actorine  you  ever  beheld.  She 
is  in  fact  ne  plus  ultra,  if  you  remem- 

ber your  school  books. 

Well,  I   only  hope  J.  C.  will  blaze 
away  his  old  time  pyrotechnics  and  we 
fellows  on  the  side  lines  will  be  allowed 
to  cheer  and  also  roast  him  occasionally. 
The  "Herald"  has  surely  started  some- thing with  J,  C.  on  its  staff! 

Come  on,  you  "Viola!"— PHILIP 
RAND.  Rex  theatre,  Salmon,  Idaho. 

Send  Us  the  Fish  ( — Ed.) 
FORKS,  WASH.— To  the  Editor;  I 

ways  knew  that  the  HERALD  was  a   good 
trade  paper,  and  after  reading  W.  R.  W.’s 
article  stating  that  you  were  to  be  its  rep- 
resentative  I   said  to  myself,  “That  is  another 
improvement.”  I   thought  that  first  report of  yours  was  a   fake  get-up  until  nearly  the 
end.  but  as  soon  as  the  fish  story  showed 
up  I   knew  k   was  the  reel  stuff. 

When  you  land  here  you  will  find  the 
latch  string  out,  some  eats  and  Prince  Albert 
for  your  pipe.  I   have  no  piano  to  move  but 
will  try  to  get  one,  all  bound  ’round  with 
a   woolen,  I   mean  iron,  hoop. 

Plan  on  slopping  over  here  a   few  days. 
I   have  found  a   new  fishing  ground  where 
we  can  fill  a   canoe  in  half  a   day,  and  don’t 
bring  Galley  along,  because  he  would  fill 
the  boat  in  ten  minutes  and  thus  shorten 

the^  sport.  We  have  to  quit  when  the  canoe 

If  you  come  via  Salmon,  Idaho,  bring  PI 
Rand  along.  He  could  not  catch  a   fish  b 

'hatching  us  do  it.— ROBES 

L   ANDERSON,  Olympic  theatre,  Forlt Wash. 

Welcomes  Jenkins 

PAGE,  NEBR. — To  the  Editor*  Who 
called  ihe  other  day  but  Sand  Hill  Jenkins, 
on  his  road  to  South  Dakota  where  they 

have  no  rain.  Mighty  glad  to  see  the  boy 
once  more,  as  he  is  of  service  fame. 

Fate  took  a   hand  that  afternoon.  When 

Viola  refused  to  leave  she  gave  a   tuber- 
cular cough  stopped  and  refused  to  speak. 

Said  he,  "It’s  that  blinked  old  vacuum 

tank." 

He  cranked  and  cranked,  and  that  made 

ihe  Chevy  sore,  but  as  he  labored  a   voice 

from  some  where  meekly  ivhispered,  "May- 

be your  gas  tank’s  dry." Well,  you  know  the  rest.  So,  if  you  can 
go  out  riding  zihth  J.  C.  J.,  watch  out  for 
the  gas  tank  going  dry. 

The  boy  has  a   sign  on  his  car  which 

reads  thus:  "This  car  stops  for  railroad 
crossings,  blondes,  brunettes,  and  subscrip- 

tions to  Exhibitors  Herald." — C.  L.  Skan- 
NER,  Page,  Nebr. 

W'liy  Anderson  Doesn’t  Report 

FORKS,  V/ASH. — To  the  Editor:  I 
think  it  is  the  duty  of  every  exhibitor  that 
profits  by  W^at  The  Picture  Did  For  Me 

to  report  on  the  pictures  they  play  and,  as 

T   am  not  doing  it,  I   want  to  explain  the reason  why. 

This  is  a   small  place  of  one  hundred 

population ;   therefore,  one  show  per  week 
is  the  limit,  and  I   bought  the  Complete 
Sendee  contract  and  consequently  can  play 
nothing  but  Universal  and  the  people  are 
getting  tired  of  being  fed  on  the  same 
thing  continually. 

Half  of  the  old  regulars  have  quit  com- 
ing and  half  that  do  come  walk  out  before 

the  finish.  I   do  not  blame  them,  but  some 
of  the  pictures,  most  of  them  in  fact,  are 

pod;  yet  no  one  in  the  last  six  weeks 
has  said  a   good  word  for  any  of  them  and 
to  report  the  public  opinion  of  them  would 
not  be  a   fair  verdict  and  to  give  my  own 

pinion  would  be  a   one-man  report,  which I   never  did  approve  of. 

I   am  not  knocking  the  Complete  Service 
Cptract.  The  price  is  reasonable  (that  is 

vr^^j  I   for)  and  the  pictures  are  good. No  doubt  it  is  okay  for  larger  places  where 
two  or  three  changes  per  week  are  played, 
but  my  experience  is  that  it  is  a   mistake 
to  play  all  your  shows  for  any  one  ex- 
change.--RoBERT  L.  Anderson,  Olympic theatre,  Forks,  Wash, 

Who’ll  Make  This  Picture? 
WEINER,  ARK. — To  the  Editor:  Why 

^nt  some  producer  make  a   genuine Charleston  contest  reel  for  us  small  town 
tolks  who  cannot  get  the  real  thing’  If they  make  a   good  one  and  let  it  be  known 
It  would  undoubtedly  have  a   wide  circula- ^   Son.  Majestic  theatre. 

United  Artists  Prepares 
to  Release  Sixteen  Films 

on  N ext  Y ear^s  Schedule iCmUinued  from  page  S3) 

pheduled  for  definite  dates  early  in  the 

These  first  five  productions  and  their dates  are: 

August  29 — Samuel  Goldwyn’s  presen- 
King  Production, 

Stella  Dallas,’  with  Ronald  Colman, Belle  Bennett,  Jean  Hersholt,  Alice 
Joyce,  Douglas  Fairbanks.  Jr.,  and  Lois Moran. 

„   September  5— Rudolph  Valentino  in bon  of  the  Sheik  with  Vilma  Banky 
September  12— Douglas  Fairbanks  in 
The  Black  Pirate.” 
^September  19  —   Mary  Pickford  in bparrows. 

September  28  —   Samuel  Goldwvn’s 
presentation  of  the  Henry  King  produc- 

tion, The  Winning  of  Barbara  Worth.” 
from  the  novel  by  Harold  Bell  Wright. 

^^eduled  to  follow  these  five  is  Char- 
lie Chaplin’s  new  feature  comedy,  "The 

Circus,”  in  which  the  comedian  will  be 
seen  in  his  familiar  makeup;  although  in 

a   tent  show  atmosphere. 

Besides  Miss  Pickford’s  "Sparrows,” she  will  make  another  picture  within  the 

year. 

Gloria  Swanson’s  first  picture  for 

United  Artists  release  will  be  "Per- 
sonality.” The  star  will  make  a   second 

film  thereafter,  on  a   plan  to  make  two 

pictures  each  year. 

Charlie  Chaplin’s  new  feature  comedy, 
"The  Circus,”  will  present  the  comedian, 
derby,  mustache,  shoes  and  all,  in  the 
sawdust  rings  under  the  big  top. 

Douglas  Fairbanks,  now  vacationing 

abroad,  is  considering  material  for  his 

next  film,  but  "The  Black  Pirate,”  which 
will  be  shown  generally  at  popular  prices 

in  September,  is  his  only  announced  pro- 
duction for  this  coming  season. 

Rudolph  Valentino,  who  is  supported 

by  Vilma  Banky  in  his  forthcoming  film, 

"Son  of  the  Sheik,”  an  adaptation  from 
an  E.  M.  Hull  novel,  will  thereafter 

make  a   second  film,  probably  laid  in 

Spain. John  Barrymore,  who  announced  re- 
cently that  he  would  make  his  own  pic- 

tures for  United  Artists  release,  will  first 

appear  in  a   romantic  role  in  "The  Vaga- 
bond Lover.”  His  second  production 

will  be  an  adaptation  from  a   famous 
stage  play. 

Keaton  in  Civil  War  Comedy 

Buster  Keaton’s  first  pretentious  fea- 

ture comedy,  “The  General,”  will  be  laid 
against  a   Civil  War  background,  with 
historically  authentic  settings.  Later  the 
frozen-faced  one  will  make  another 

comedy,  upon  an  entirely  different theme. 

Samuel_  Goldwyn’s  presentation  of  the 
Henry  King  production,  “Stella  Dallas,” with  Ronald  Colman,  Belle  Bennett, 

Alice  Joyce  and  Lois  Moran,  will  be 
generally  released  in  the  fall,  having 

already  completed  six  months  of  a 
special  New  York  run. 

"The  Winning  of  Barbara  Worth,”  a 
Samuel  Goldwyn  presentation  of  a 

Henry  King  production  based  upon  the 
Harold  Bell  Wright  novel,  will  bring 

together  again  Ronald  Colman  and  Vilma 
Banky. 

The  third  of  three  Goldwyn  offering-s 

will  be  the  George  Fitzmaurice  produc- 

tion of  “Beauty  and  the  Beast,”  based 
upon_  the  Delineator  serial  by  Kathleen 
Norris,  with  Ronald  Colman  and  Vilma 
Banky  again  featured. 

Gest  to  Make  Six  in  Sdx  Years 

Morris  Gest,  latest  producer  to  affiliate 
with  United  Artists,  is  planning  the 

screen  version  of  "The  Darling  of  the 
Gods,”  the  David  Belasco  stage  success 
which  will  be  the  first  Morris  Gest  Spec- 

tacle of  six  to  be  made  in  as  many  years. 

The  announcement  of  United  Artists’ 
plans  for  the  next  year  comes  as  a   cli- 

max to  important  news  published  within 

the  past  fortnight  concerned  with  ex- 
pansion of  the  organization.  The  acqui- 

sition of  Morris  Gest  as  a   motion  picture 

producer  was  followed  by  John  Barry- 
more’s statement  from  the  Pacific  coast 

that  he  would  make  his  own  films  to  be 

released  through  United  Artists.  Then 
Gloria  Swanson  informed  the  public  she 
would  make  two  feature  pictures  a   year 
for  United  Artists  release. 

According  to  Joseph  M.  Schenck, 
chairman  of  the  board  of  directors  of 

United  Artists  Corporation,  whose  ad- 
vent brought  additions,  will  be  made 

from  time  to  time  to  the  contributing 

membership  from  among  motion  picture 
stars  and  producers  who  have  advanced 
to  the  calibre  popularly  recognized  as 
the  United  Artists  standard. 
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CHICAGO  PERSONALITIES 

By  D.  H. 

sonal  appearances  at  the  Orpheum  theatre 

in  conjunction  with  “The  Night  Cry," Warner  Brothers  film. 

Felix  MSNDELSOHN,  Metro-Goldwn-Mayer  branch  manager,  last week  announced  that  Frank  Ishmael  will  head  the  city  sales  staf
f  of  the 

Chicago  office.  The  appointment  is  effective  
at  once. 

The  new  appointee’s  task  will  be  none the  easier  for  the  fact  that  the  position 

is  newly  created,  the  exchange  having  had  a 

system  up  to  a   recent  date  by  which
 

executive  responsibilities  w^ere  vested  only 

in  the  district  and  branch  managers. 

He  is  well  equipped  for  the  task,  how- 

ever, and  has  been  regarded  by  many  ex- 
hibitors and  film  men  for  some  time  as 

“sure  to  hit  soon.” 
He  has  been  with  the  company  five  years 

and  entered  the  theatre  business  11  years 

ago.  He  first  operated  theatres  in  Syca- 
more, Pekin,  Streator  and  Le  Grand,  111. 

After  three  years  as  an  exhibitor  he  went 

to  the  World  Film  Company  where  he 

worked  with  L.  A.  Rozelle.  Later  he  went 

to  Metro  where  L.  A.  Rozell  was  branch 

manager  for  several  years. 

Frank  Borzage,  Mrs.  Borzage,  Alma 

Rubens,  her  mother  and  Truman  Talley 

were  the  Fox  Film  Corporation  people  in 

Chicago  last  week,  coming  from  New  York. 

All  except  Talley  were  in  the  same  party, 

being  on  their  way  to  the  Coast  to  film 

"The  Pelican.”  With  them  was  Jack  Pick- 

ford. 

Talley  was  in  Chicago  from  May  13  to 

May  17  for  the  purpose  of  supervising  the 

transportation  of  the  Fox  News  service  on 

the  Derby.  Pictures  of  the  race  were  made 

at  Churchill  Downs,  the  negative  brought 

to  Chicago,  the  prints  made  here  and  sent 

by  air  to  every  city  in  the  United  Stales 
that  is  on  the  various  air  routes. 

The  Educational  and  other  news  services 

were  handled  in  much  the  same  way.  I'or- 

rest  Izart,  Kinograms  news  editor,  \vas  in 

Chicago  five  days  to  supervise  the  work 

of  his  men  and  to  speed  up  the  service  as 
much  as  possible. 

Lee  Duncan  was  in  Chicago  with  Kin- 

Tin-Tin  last  week  while  they  made  per- 

L.  A.  Rozelle,  Eddie  Brichetto  and  Frank 

Ishmael  attended  the  opening  of  the  Edge- 
brook  golf  course  May  1. 

*   *   ♦ 

W.  A.  V.  Mack,  sales  director  of  the 
Middlewest,  returned  to  New  York  May  14 

after  holding  a   Pathe  meeting  in  Detroit. 
*   »   ♦ 

Earl  Johnston,  Berwyn  exhibitor  who 
now  heads  the  Johnston  Theatres,  Inc.,  a 

booking  organization  of  Cook  County,  will 

make  an  early  trip  to  the  Coast  exhibi- 
tors' convention.  According  to  his  plans  it 

is  likely  thajt  he  will  leave  May  20.  One  of 

the  big  reasons  for  the  earliness  of  his  trip 

is  that  California  is  the  old  home  of 

Johnston  who  by  the  way  is  better  iden- 

tified as  "The  Swedish  Ambassador.”  He 

wishes  to  spend  a   visit  with  several  rela- 

tives among  whom  is  his  niece,  Ena  Greg- 
ory. Miss  Gregory  has  recently  appeared 

in  a   number  of  Universal  films. 
*   ♦   ♦ 

Clyde  Eckhardf,  district  manager  of  Fox 

Film  Corporation,  left  May  16  for  Cincin- 
nati returned  May  18  and  expected  to 

leave  May  19  for  New  York  for  a   week. 

Don’t  you  ever  stop  traveling,  Clyde? 

*   *   * 

■Carl  Laemmle  arrived  in  Chicago  May 

13  as  one  of  the  transients  bound  for  the 

Derby.  In  Chicago  he  was  joined  by  Ike 

and  Sam  Van  Runkcl,  Andy  Gump  pro- 
ducers from  the  Coast.  In  Louisville  Lou 

Metzger,  Western  sales  director,  and  Leroy 

Alexander,  assistant  Western  sales  direc- 
tor, joined  the  party. 

Jack  Hozvland  will  leave  May  20  for  San 

Diego,  Cal.,  to  spend  three  weeks  
in  vaca- 

tion and  horseback  riding.  In  his  absence 
his  responsibilities  will  be  taken  up  by 

CflW  Lcserman,  Jack  believes.  At  least  he 
hopes. 

*   *   * 

First  National  boys  who  were  Derby 
witnesses  included  the  Igles,  Harry  and Flenry. 
•’  *   ♦   ♦ 

Ned  Marin,  member  of  the  sales  cabinet 

of  First  National  representing  the  Western 

territory,  has  flown  back  to  the  country 

of  the  big  wide  open  places,  having  passed 

through  Chicago  for  the  West  May  14  and 

visiting  with  R.  C.  Seery. 

♦   ♦   # 

A   couple  o’  theatres  opened  last  week. 

The  Grove  opened  May  12.  It  is  of  Span- 
ish architecture  and  makes  the  first  entirely 

of  that  type  to  be  added  to  the  Lubliner  & Trinz  chain. 

*   ♦   * 

Jack  Sampson,  F.  B.  O.  branch  manager, 

was  one  of  the  guests  at  the  Metro-Gold- 

wyn-Mayer  party  May  12,  and  now  what d’y’think  of  that? 

♦   ♦   * 

Dr  Herman  Bundcsen,  health  commis- 
sioner for  Cook  County,  gives  the  secret 

of  longevity  in  the  two  reel  picture,  How 

to  Live  a   Hundred  Years.”  which  U
ni- 

versal is  completing  on  the  Coast.  In  two 

weeks  the  filming  will  be  completed  and
 

the  picture  will  be  given  gratis  to  
exhibi- 

tors of  Illinois.  Among  the  titles  is  the 

statement  that  Carl  Laemmle  is  offering
 

this  health  guide  as  a   complirnentary  sw
v- 

ice  to  exhibitors  in  keeping  with  hts  policy 

to  aid  the  public  welfare  movement
s  in 

any  way  he  can. 
* 

S   J   Gregory  is  recovering  from
  tlie 

critical'  condition  which  followed  his  en-
 

counter with  thugs  two  weeks  ago.  But 

he  has  not  left  the  hospital  yet.  X
-ray 

examinations  are  being  made  to  deter
mine 

the  extent  of  internal  injuries. 

♦   *   * 

The  salesmen  of  Chicago,  Milwauk
ee 

and  "Double  I”  branches  attended  th
e 

convention:  also  managers  of
  those 

branches  together  with  managers 
 of  Min- 

neapolis and  Indianapolis. 
*   ♦   * 

Harry  Lorch.  Cecil  Maberry  an
d  Da« 

Roche  returned  this  week  from  th
e  Coast 

where  they  attended  the  nation
al  Fro-Uis- 

Co  convention.  A   regional  meeting
  was 

held  May  14,  15  in  Chicago. 

Watch  This  Space  for  hnportant  Re
leasing  Announcements 
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THEATRE  BETTERMENT 
A   Weekly  Extension  of  ̂ etfer'^heatref 

Publix  Magazine  Gives 

Hints  for  Fighting 
Summer  Slump 

“Now  is  the  time  to  put  forth  your 
best  efforts,”  says  the  leading  article  in 
a   recent  issue  of  "The  Close-Up,”  house 
organ  published  Publix  Theatres  Cor- 

poration in  discussing  preparations  for 
meeting  the  competition  of  hot  weather 
during  the  summer  months.  The  article 

gives  the  following  suggestions  for  im- 
proving theatres  to  make  them  more 

desirable  during  the  hot  weather  days. 

“The  competition  of  Mother  Nature 
is  much  more  difficult  to  overcome  than 

that  of  a   rival  manager.  Do  not  let  your 
advertising  lose  its  punch!  Do  not  allow 
your  service  to  become  careless!  Do 

not  allow  your  orchestra  to  become 
wilted  by  humidity!  The  supreme  test 
of  a   manager’s  ability  comes  during  this period.  He  should  be  on  his  toes  every 
minute  of  the  day  and  see  that  every 
t^nit  of  operation  is  in  perfect  working 
order,  thus  combating  the  theatre’s 
midsummer  arch  enemy,  the  sun. 

“At  this  time  of  the  year  the  theatre should  be  the  last  word  in  comfort.  The 
ventilating  system  should  operate  with 
100  per  cent  efficiency.  Cleanliness 
should  manifest  itself  in  every  corner 
of  the  theatre  and  in  the  personal  appear- of  the  entire  staff.  Uniforms 
should  convey  the  idea  of  coolness  and 
cleanliness.  Do  not  forget  the  psychol- 
pgy  of  lighting.  Avoid  warm,  glowing lights.  Blue  or  light  green  illumination 
not  only  suggests  a   drop  in  the  ther- 

mometer, but  actually  makes  one  feel 
cooler.  In  your  lobby  displays  the  use 
ot  cool  colors  will  often  draw  in  lan- 

guid passersbv.  Yellow-green,  blue- 
green  and  green  have  stood  the  test  of 
color  experts  and  have  been  proven  to convey  the  irnpression  of  coolness. 
Avoid  heavy  and  depressing  numbers  on 
your  musical  program.  Light  flowing melodies  are  more  suitable  during  the hot  wave.  Newspaper  ads  which  in  copy design  carry  a   suggestion  of 
comfort  and  ease  will  do  much  toward converting  summer  patrons.  An  effec- here  and  there  of  natural 

with  sing- 
ing birds — all  these  aid  and  abet  the 

Electric  fans  should  be  well 

Ehl  P°'?®>ess  and  working  with the  fullest  efficiency.  Do  not  exaggerate the  coolness  of  your  theatre  in  vour 
summer  advertising  campaign  'You 

a^dvertising 

that  your  theatre  is  twenty  degrees cooler  inside  if  it  is  not  a   fact.  Don’t throw  any  boomerangs. 

In  New  Headquarters 
The  American  Projection  Society,  Inc  oub- Amencan  Projectionist,  is  now 

^Ihe  only  Magazine  de^o-  J 
tedExchsively  to  Theatre  m 

Construction,  Equipment  K 

and  Operation^  is  pub-  |b' lished  as  Section  II  of  M 

every  fourth  issue  of  % 

'Exliibitors  Herald"  / 

New  Press  Building  to 

House  Large  Motion 
Picture  Theatre 

In  'addition  to  containing  the  permanent home  of  the  National  Press  Club  and 
seven  hundred  office  rooms  for  newspaper 
correspondents  and  news  associations,  the 
National  Press  Building,  a   13-story  struc- 

ture, under  construction  in  Washington, 
D.  C.,  will  house  a   3,500-seat  theatre,  the 
most  beautiful  in  the  capital  city  and  one  of 
the  largest  south  of  New  York  City. 
The  theatre,  which  has  been  leased  to 

the  Fox  Theatres  Corporation  for  35  years, 
has  been  designed  by  C.  W.  and  George 
Rapp,  Chicago  architects,  who  have 
planned  many  of  the  larger  theatres  erect- 

ed in  this  country  in  recent  years.  The 
architects  have  designed  the  project  with 
the  idea  of  making  it  one  of  the  citys 
most ,   magnificent  structures,  a   tribute  to 
the  press  and  the  people  of  Washington. 
Easterbrook  Gill,  specialist  in  theatrical 
architecture,  has  been  assigned  to  Wash- 

ington by  the  Rapp  firm  to  carrv  out  their 

plans. The  theatre  will  be  equipped  with  large 
lobbies,  promenades,  lounging  rooms, 
smoking  rooms  for  both  men  and  women, 
also  many  other  features  for  the  comfort 
of  its  patrons.  The  ticket  lobby,  the  petite 
lobbies  and  grand  lobby  will  be  in  Old 
World  marbles,  warm  in  tones  and  color 

yeinings  with  decorations  in  accord,  mak- 
ing it  homelike  and  beautiful. 

The  interior  of  the  theatre  will  be  of  a 

richness  indescribable,  with  imported  dam- 

ask drapes,  crown  furniture,  mirrors,  cry- 
stal lighting  fixtures  and  many  other 

ornate  decorations. 

Work  to  Start  Soon  on 

2,500  Seat  Theatre 
in  New  RocheOe 

Smith  Brothers,  of  Pelham,  N.  Y.,  will 
soon  break  ground  for  the  new  Loew 
Theatre  at  Center  avenue,  Main  and 
Huguenot  streets,  New  Rochelle,  N.  Y. 
The  cost  is  estimated  at  $301,000,  but  ex- 

perienced contractors  say  it  will  probably 
be  in  excess  of  $500,000. 

The  building  will  occupy  a   site  147  by 
249,  and  will  be  56  feet  high  and  house  in 
addition  a   completely  appointed  theatre, 
nine  stories  high,  eight  on  Main  street  and 
one  story  on  Huguenot.  The  structure  will 

be  of  brick  and  the  Loew’s  New  Rochelle 
Corporation  will  be  in  charge  of  the  con- 

struction work.  The  theatre  will  have  a 

seating  capacity  of  2,425,  of  which  1,983 
will  be  orchestra  seats.  The  orchestra 
floor  will  have  four  center  and  two  aisles 

with  one  spacious  cross  aisle,  and  in  addi- 

tion, will  house  a   musicians'  pit,  musicians’ 
room,  director’s  room,  electrician’s  room, 
carpenter's  room,  male  ushers’  room,  fe- 

male ushers’  room,  join4  ushers’  room, 
ladies’  cosmetic  room,  off  which  leads 

ladies’  retiring  room,  provided  with  tele- 
phone alcoves. 

There  will  be  a   men’s  retiring  room, 
smoking  and  check  rooms.  There  will  be 

two  outside  drinking  fountains.  Also  an 

inner  lobby,  a   foyer  of  marble,  an  outer 

lobby,  and  a   vestibule  finished  in  marble. 
In  one  end  of  the  spacious  orchestra  pit 

will  be  located  a   pipe  organ  of  console 

design,  and  directly  above  it  an  organ 
chamber.  The  stage  will  be  trapezoidal  in 

shape,  with  its  down  stage  dimension  64 
feet,  and  its  depth  32  feet,  allowing  ample 
space  for  motion  pictures,  vaudeville  or 
legitimate  productions. 

The  balcony  proper  will  seat  442  per- sons. 

Announces  Plans  for 

Remodeling  House 
James  Sisson,  secretary  of  the  Washing- 

ton Theatre  Company,  owner  of  the  Lyric, 
Royal  Grand  and  Indiana  theatres  at 

Marion,  Ind.,  has  stated  that  the  com- 

pany expects  to  develop  its  plans  at  once 
for  rebuilding  and  improving  the  Indiana 
theatre.  He  said  an  architect  already  was 

working  on  the  plan.  Ed  Weesner,  presi- 
dent of  the  company,  recently  returned 

from  an  extensive  tour  abroad,  and  final 
action  has  been  awaiting  his  return. 

The  tentative  plans  call  for  a   combined 
picture,  vaudeville  and  road  show  theatre. 
Mr.  Sisson  said  this  plan  would  have  been 
carried  through  much  sooner  but  for  a 

disastrous  fire  at  the  Royal  Grand  some 

months  ago,  which  necessitated  rebuilding 
that  theatre. 

He  said  the  management  of  the  rebuilt 
Indiana  theatre  would  be  under  the  control 

of  the  Marion  Theatre  Company  and  under 

the  direct  management  of  Billy  Conners. 



Box  office  value 

When  the  picture  is  printed  on 

Eastman  Positive  Film,  good  pho- 

tography in  the  negative  means  good 

photography  on  the  screen — the  art 
of  director  and  cinematographer  is 

saved  for  your  patrons  to  enjoy. 

And  photographic  quality  has  real 

box  office  value — the  house  expects  it. 

Prints  on  Eastman  have  the  black-lettered 

identification  ^^Eastman’*  and  ̂ *Kodak  in 

the  transparent  margin.  Look  for  it. 

EASTMAN  KODAK  COMPANY 

ROCHESTER,  N.  Y. 



CHARLES  R.  ROGERS  iwesents 

HARRY  CAREY 
in 

He  bearded  the  bandits  in  their  den. 

He  made  them  think  that  he  too  was  a   gun-man 

and  a   desperado. 

Then,  when  he  threw  off  the  role  he  had  as- 

sumed and  became  the  avenger,  the  agent  of 

justice,  what  a   fight,  what  suspense! 

Sight  fast  going,  groping  in  the  darkness  which 

was  setting  in,  knowing  that  his  life  and  the 

safety  of  the  girl  depended  upon  what  he 

could  do  in  a   few  swift  seconds,  what 

could  he  do?  What  did  he  do? 

Here  is  masterly  drama,  superb 

entertainment,  an  ideal  Western! 

Pafhepicture 

I 



mm 
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i   s   ̂    \ 

t/  f ' 

THE  HAPPIEST 
MAN  AT 
THE 

CONVENTION 
AND  on  every  Film  Row,  too 
THE  smiling  chap 
IS  the  wise  bird 

I   WHO  has  landed 
I   THE  Parade  of  Hits  from 

METRO-Goldwyn-Mayer. 

.   GREAT  in  ’24'’25 
GREATER  in  ’25-76 

Memb.,  Picur.  Producer,  „.d  Di.,rib„
.ors  of  America,  Inc.-Will  H.

  Hays.  Prcidco. 

KVtAlNTli  AJ[NmVl.K5iA 



KOj AN 
*   as  a/b  addedj* 
ATTRACTBON 

is  an  indispensable  attraction  in 

every  motion  picture  theatre^  The 

most  stupendous  production  is  inani- 
mate without  imtrumentation  which 

can  interpret  and  follow  the  action, 

moods  and  atmosphere  of  the  picture. 

In  the  Wurlitzer  Organ  there  are  no 
limitations  in  eflFects,  other  than  in  the 

ability  of  the  organist  to  create  them, 
and  the  possibilities  of  achievement 
are  innumerable.  The  absolute  flex- 

ibility, elasticity,  reKability  and,  above 
all,  tonal  majesty  of  the  Wurlitzcr  is 

unapproachable  in  any  other  organ. 

Recognition  of  superiority  of  the 
Wurlitzer  Organ  is  evidenced  by  the 
overwhelming  number  of  leading  thea- 

tres in  which  the  Wurlitzer  is  installed. 

Beautifully  Illustrated  Organ 

Catalog  Upon  Request 

CINCINNATI 

121  East  Fourth  St. 

SAN  FRANCISCO 

250  Stockton  St. 

NEW  YORK 

121  W.  42nd  St. 

CHICAGO 

329  S.  Wabash  Ave, 

LOS  ANGELES 

814  S.  Broadway 

WuHiliEJ? 

Pianos  are  the  highest  achieve- 
ment in  instrument  making. 

Residence  organs  are  the 

finest  ever  constructed. 

WuRuIZER 
♦   UNIT  ORGANS  ♦ 
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olume  XXXin 
NEW  YORK  CITY,  MAY  15,  1926 No.  20 

[WAS  TOLD,  last  week,  of  the  probable merger  of  two  well-known  food  products. 

The  two  businesses  will  be  purchased  out- 

,ght — for  a   princely  sum — and  operated  by ne  company. 

'The  two  products  were  selected  for  their 

irestige  with  the  public.  The  valuable  item 

^as  goodwill— trade-mark  value;  and  the 

goodwill,  as  we  well  know  it  must  have  been, 

’   as  importantly  acquired  by  advertising. 

What  we  may  not  take  into  account  is  the 

ict  that  the  advertising — a   heavy  amount  of 

has  been  steadily  sustained  over  a   con- 
iderable  period  of  years. 

Sustained  Advertising! 

In  the  picture  business  we  talk  a   good  deal 

ibout  advertising;  its  importance  is  freely 

idmitted.  But  you  hear  little  about  sustained 
idvertising. 

Mostly — we  splurge  in  advertising. 

And  while  splurges  may  gain  their  objec- 

tives of  the  moment — they  donk  build  good- 
ivill  over  the  years. 

Prestige  counts  enormously  in  the  picture 

business — because  the  value  of  a   picture  is  so 

very  much  what  you  make  the  other  fellow 
believe  it  is. 

Take  producer  prestige. 

The  exhibitor  is  greatly  swayed,  whether 

he  will  admit  it  or  not — in  fact  we  all  are 

by  the  prestige  of  a   firm  name.  Way  down 

n   his  boots  he  feels  that  he  is  secure  for  the 

leason  and  for  his  clientele  if  he  has  a   good 

Pleasure  of  such  and  such  a   program. 

Now,  what  makes  the  prestige? 

I   Quality,  of  course.  But  certainly  n
ot  pre- 

Idominating  quality  right  along,  for  we 

know  that  year  by  year  it  is  first  one  program 

and  then  another  that  leads  at  the  box-office. 

So  it  must  be  a   measure  of  sustained 

quality. 

And  the  other  measure — the  other  thing 

that  builds  bit  by  bit  this  valuable  item  called 

prestige— is  sustitined  advertising!:- 

No  question  about  it— gentlemen.  It’s  a 

highly  important,  highly  practical  matter- 
worth  your  very  best  thought.  (You  wonk 

have  to  preach  this  idea  to  the  two  men  who 

are  going  to  sell  their  food  products  for  stag- 
gering sums.) 

We  need  never  take  the  sparkle  out  of 

picture  advertising.  We  can’t  afford  to.  We 
need  not  eliminate  the  splurges;  they  serve 

their  purpose.  But  what  we  have  got  to  con- 
sider sooner  dr  later,  is  the  steady,  continuous 

building  up  of  trade-marks.  It  pays— if  it  s 
done  sensibly,  and  pays  big. 
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Gilda^&my 
MOMA  OIF  THE 

§OUTIHI  SIEA§' MAURICE  TOURNEUR  PRODUCTION 

RAYMSMIB 

AT  THE 

RIALTO NOW 

in WIIT  PAIMT 
Axrm, 

STILANB 
NOW 

ff 

ir 

with 

•TIHIE 

IBUNID  IGOIDIDIESS' with 

JACK  HOLT ,   ERNEST  TORRENCE, 
ESTHER  RALSTON, 

LOUISE  DRESSER 
VICTOR  FLEMING  PRODUCTION 

AT 

ERNEST  TORRENCE,  GEORGIA  HALE 
WILLIAM  COLLIER,  JR. 

CLARENCE  BADGER  PRODUCTION 

AT  THE 

RIVOLI MOW 

LOEW’S  STATE 

C/ 

Member  of  Motion  Picture  Producers  and  Distributors  of  America,  Inc. — Will  H.  Hays,  President 
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%^tggifbM  overSwokums 
Based  on  the  famous

 
cartoons  by  _ 

GEORGE 

McMANUS 

Vs^ith 

“SNOOKUMS” 

Lovey  his  mama 
Dovey  his  papa 

Valentino  Will  Be  Jealous  When 

He  Sees  This  Baby  Sheik! 

i 

Stern 

Brothers 
Comedies 

mi 

ti0ie^ed 

UNIVERSAL 

Q Q 

WHAT  COULD  BE 

funnier  than  a   pair  of 

newlyweds  with  their 

first-born?  And  what  a 

darling  Snookums  is.  His 

mischievous  grin  will 

make  your  every  patron 
want  to  step  up  and 

squeeze  him  to  death. 

He’s  a   riot,  that’s  all! 

H:  ̂    ̂  

EVERYBODY 

knows  these  hilarious 

newspaper  cartoons. 
Snookums  and  his  lovely 
mama  and  funny  papa, 

Lovey  and  Dovey!  How 

they  love  ’em!  And  will 

they  get  receipts?  You 
said  a   houseful! 

^   ̂    ̂  

13  of  Them 

2   Reels  Each 



Acclaimed  bf  the 
Pvess  on  Broadway! 
‘Far  better  than  i :   average  picture”! 

—   New  York  Sun 

Dynamited  dam  and  flood  are  pic- 
tured with  graphic  realism  im- 

possible -in  stage  version,” 
—New  York  Telegraph 

“   ‘Hell  Bent  for  Heaven^  is  sure-fire 

movie  stuff.** — New  York  American 

Possesses  fine  dramatic  quality  and 

stirring  suspense.** —New  York  Timee 



Fram  the  play  hy  Hatchs  Hughes,  based  upon  the  stage  presentation 

by  Marc  Klaw,  Inc.  under  the  direction  of  Alonzo  Klaw 

JOHN  HARROW 

■k 



TWELVE  GREATER  FBO  GOLD  BONDS 

AN  AMAZING  SHOWMEN^S  LINE-UP  FOR  1926-1927! 

LADDIE by 

Gene  Stratton-Porter 

The  mightiest  author 
name  draw  of  the  hour! 

Produced  by 
J.  Leo  Meehan 

THE  MAGIC 
GARDEN 
The  second  contribution 
to  the  F.  B.  O.  program 
by  Gene  Stratton- 
Porter. 

Directed  by 
J.  Leo  Meehan 

KOSHER  KITTY 
KELLY 
New  York  Comedy 

Stage  Hit!  What  a 

show  you’ll  get ! 
Viola  Dana,  Vera  Gor- 

don, Nat  Carr. 

BIGGER  THAN 

BARNUM'S Great  circus  melodrama 

with  Viola  Dana,  Ralph 

Lewis,  Geo.  O’Hara  and 
Ralph  Ince. 

HELLO  BILL 
{Glorifying  the  Elh  «/ the'  world) 

A   mighty  tie-up  propo- 

sition. An  all-embrac- 

ing box-office  sweep ! 

HER  FATHER 
SAID  NO 

De  Luxe  Comedy  Ac- 

tion Super  Feature  by 

H.  C.  WmvER 

HER  HONOR 
THE  GOYERNOR 
Every  woman  will  be 
back  of  this  one!  Star- 

ring 

Pauline  Frederick 

TARZAN 
AND  THE  GOLBEN  LION 

by 

Edgar  Rice  Burroughs 

A   novel  read  by  mil- lions ! 

BREED  OF 
THE  SEA 

by 

Peter  B.  Kyne 

A   money  name  tower- 
ing to  the  high  heavens! 

THE  CITY 

OF  SHADOWS 

A   great  big  show  from 
the  scintillating  pen  of 

Mary  Roderts  Rinehart 

FBO  Has  Knocked  the  Trade  for  a   Loop  With  Its 
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EXHIBITORS  HERALD 9 

mother 
Another  author  of 

sweeping  popularity. 
A   great  novel  by 

Kathleen  Norris 

rose  OF  THE 
TENEWIEHTS 
^   melodrama  limned 
against  New  York's  Tril- 
Hon  Dollar  Skyline! 

,   the  novsl 

Suimbiing  Herd” 
John  Moroso 

C   R   HAS  ’EM !   The 
 tip Ml  rings  across  the  nation. 

And  a   red  hot  showman’s  tip  it  is! 

Greatest  line-up  of  shows  in  F   B   O 
history. 

Great  show  ideas!  Shows  with  sell-
 

ing handles”.  Shows  fashioned  for 

EXPLOITATION  as  never  before ! 

How  they  are  booking ! 

Announcement  of  Product !   / 
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ARTHUR  J.  LAMB 

Announces 

ANN  PENNmGTON 
in 

SALLY  RUNS  WILD 
6 — 2 -Reel  Comedies 

Titled  by  Harry  Chandlee 

Direction  Joseph  Levering 

VIOLET  MERSEREAU 
in 

The  Molly  May  Series,  (Inc.) 
In  Preparation  by 

THE 

IMPERIAL  PRODUCTIONS 
CO.,  Inc. 

A   6-Reel  Special 

THE  BILL  of  SALE 
based  upon  Arthur  J.  Lamb’s  melodrama 





Announcements  will  be  made  shortly  regarding 

BEN-HUR  and  THE  BIG  PARADE 

A   BOHEME  Lillian  Gish  and  John  Gilbert,  the  stars.  Plus  Renee  Adoree 
and  Karl  Dane  of  “The  Big  Parade”;  Roy  D’Arcy  of  “The  Merry  Widow”;  Frank 

Currier  of  “Ben^Hur.”  Directed  by  King  Vidor,  director  of  “The  Big  Parade.”  Direct 
from  its  long  runs  at  $2.00  admission  at  Embassy  Theatre,  New  York,  and  other  points. 

ARE  NOSTRUM  (Our  Sea)  Rex  Ingram^s  production.  Blasco  Ibanez’ 
famous  novel.  Alice  Terry.  Antonio  Moreno.  Now  running,  $2  admission  at 

Criterion,  New  York.  Has  1001  thrills,  notably — the  sinking  submarine— the 

beauty  and  the  octopus—the  net-work  of  spies  headed  by  Europe^s  most  fascinating 

woman — the  vampire  and  the  firing  squad.  A   showman’s  attraction. 

HE  TRAIL  OF  ’98  By  Robert  W.  Service.  Directed  by  Clarence 
Brown.  Cast  includes  Karl  Dane,  Tully  Marshall,  Pauline  Starke.  This  picture 
will  stand  as  the  last  word  in  the  film  dramatization  of  the  American  rush  to 

Alaska.  A   gigantic  enterprise.  More  later  about  this  one. 

HE  MYSTERIOUS  ISLAND  By  Jules  Verne,  Directed  by 
Maurice  Tourneur.  Undersea  scenes  by  ].  E.  Williamson.  Cast  includes  Lionel 

Barrymore,  Marceline  Day.  This  is  perhaps  the  most  ambitious  film  venture  ever 

undertaken  by  any  company  since  “Ben-Hur.”  It  will  be  done  entirely  in  Techni' 
color  and  is  a   spectacular  thriller.  The  action  takes  place  on  earth,  under  seat 
inside  the  earth  and  up  in  the  air. 

AMAN  An  all-star  production  of  the  famous  play  that  has  been  running 
the  Continent  for  three  years.  By  Jose  Germain.  A   gay  Queen  of  Paris 

Biarritz.  Gowns,  luxury,  beauty  amid  the  mad  Jazz  wave  that  swept  from  America 
to  Paris. 



HE  FIRE  BRIGADE  Directed  by  William  Nigh,  Cast  include  H.  B. 
Warner,  Charles  Ray,  Tom  O’Brien,  MarcelineDay,  Bert  Woodruff;  also  Irene  Butler 

and  Joyce  Coad,  the  M'G^M  contest  winning  infants.  The  many  thousands  of 

fire  chiefs  of  the  United  States  and  Canada  and  their  departments  are  pledged  in  co- 

operation, as  well  as  the  Kiwanis,  Lions  and  other  organizations.  The  picture  is 

the  story  of  the  American  fire  hero,  just  as  “The  Big  Parade”  is  the  story  of  the 
American  soldier.  M-G-M  will  back  this  one  to  the  limit  and  it  will  be  an  epic  film. 

HE  SCARLET  LETTER  Lillian  Gish,  the  star.  Victor  Seastrom, 
the  director.  Nathaniel  Hawthorne’s  classic  novel.  Supporting  Miss  Gish  are  Lars 

Hanson,  Henry  B.  Walthall,  Karl  Dane.  “The  Scarlet  Letter”  has  been  screened 

privately  and  it  is  truly  a   big  picture,  greater  than  “The  White  Sister.”  It  is  leg
it- 

imate attraction  size. 

LD  HEIDELBERG  Ramon  Novarro  in  a   big  special  of  “Four  Horse- 
men” size.  The  famous  stage  play  will  be  made  into  one  of  the  mammoth  pro- 

ductions of  the  screen  with  Ramon  Novarro  as  the  young,  amorous  prince, 

carousing  with  his  fellow  students.  A   most  romantic  role,  with  plenty
  of  gallarit, 

dashing  action  and  a   love  story  that  is  nobody’s  business,  b
ut  will  be  everybody’s. 

NNIE  LAURIE  Lillian  Gish.  Directed  by  John  S.  Robertson. 
Author,  Josephine  Lovett.  Unquestionably  another

  mammoth  attraction,  a 

story  of  the  Highlands,  with  Lillian  Gish  in  an  ideal,  pi
quant,  yet  highly  emo- 

tional part.  And  a   title  that  is  Exploitation  itself. 

HP  COSSACKS 
 Gilbert.  From  the  drama  by  Tolst

oi.  A 

"p^nd^s  undertaking  involving  the  importin
g  to  America  of  a   celebrated  band 

of  Cossacks,  250  in  number,  at  a   cost  o
f  a   quarter  of  a   million  dollars.  e 

hoof-beats  of  the  Cossacks  will  be  heard 
 throughout  the  world  and  the  way 

M-G-M  will  get  behind  this  one  will  be  startl
ingly  profitable. 

ELL  IT  TO  THE  MARINES  Lon  Chaney  in  a   big  special, 

directed  by  George  Hill.  Plus  Wil
liam  Haines  and  Claire  Windsor.

  Author 

Richard  Shayer.  This  picture  is  prod
uced  with  the 

of  the  U.  S.  Marine  Corps.  It  is  a
n  attraction  of  “Big  Parade  size  an

d  will  be 

exploited  heavily. 



HE  MAGICIAN  Rex  Ingram.  The  novel  is  by  Somerset  Maugham 
author  of  the  story  for  *‘Rain.”  Alice  Terry  and  Paul  Wegener  in  the  cast.  Rex 

Ingram  is  completing  this  picture  now  and  it  is  a   large-scale  production  of  a   highly 

dramatic  and  powerful  nature  and  worthy  to  be  classed  with  “The  Four  Horse- 
men,”  “Scaramouche”  and  “Mare  Nostrum.”  The  title  of  this  one  is  unusual 
and  lends  itself  to  display. 

AUST  Never  has  the  screen  revealed  such  spectacular  effects  as  in  this  UFA 
Production.  The  storm  alone  will  make  it  famous.  Absolutely  100  percent  box- 

office.  This  is  Goethe’s  famous  work  which  features  Emil  Jannings  and  is  directed 

by  Europe’s  greatest—F.  W.  Murnau.  The  heroine  (whose  name  is  being  kept  a 
temporary  secret  to  further  an  exploitation  stunt)  is  a   world-famous  beauty.  This 
is  a   truly  great  picture  and  costs  a   fortune. 

WELVE  MILES  OUT  John  Gilbert,  In  William  Anthony 
McGuire’s  great  Broadway  melodramatic  success.  A   whirlwind  action  drama  of 

rich  Long  Island  Society,  with  hi-jackers  and  rum-runners,  private  wars,  gun  fights  j 
and  everything.  Every  producer  in  film  business  has  tried  to  get  this  vehicle,  but] 

M-G-M  got  it — and  for  Gilbert. 

LON  CHANEYS  Lon  Chaney,  star  of  “Unholy  Three,”  “Blackbird,"! 
“Road  to  Mandalay”  and  others  will  have  three  productions  during  the  coming 
season  with  equally  forceful  and  unusual  characterizations.  You  can  bank  on  this. 

OMANCE  Ramon  Novarro  in  the  modem  classic  by  Joseph  Conrad.  The 
story  of  a   youth  forced  to  flee  his  native  England;  is  carried  by  a   sinister,  mysterious 
crew  to  Cuba  and  becomes  the  center  of  a   hot-bed  of  intrigue  and  terror.  Out  of  this 
he  emerges  triumphant  through  the  taunts  of  a   dark-eyed  senorita  who  dared  hitn 
to  laugh  at  death.  NOTE:  THERE  WILL  BE  AN  ADDITIONAL  RAMON  NOVARRO 
STARRING  PICTURE.  Title  later. 

HE  WANING  SEX  Norma  Shearer,  the  star.  And  one  of  filni' 
dom’s  topmost  drawing  cards.  A   story  of  modern  New  York.  Miss  Shearer  plays 
the  part  of  a   beautiful  girl  who  falls  for  the  bug  of  a   woman’s  career,  a   la  “His 
Secretary.  Robert  Z.  Leonard,  director.  Authors,  Fred  and  Fanny  Hatton.  Pk^ 
Lew  Cody,  Renee  Adoree,  Sally  O’Neil.  What  a   cast! 

REE  SOULS  Norma  Shearer.  Directed  by  John  M.  Stahl.  Author, 
Adela  Rogers  St.  John,  Widely  serialized  by  the  Hearst  organization.  The  story 
of  a   girl  and  a   gambler  sweetheart,  probably  the  most  compelling  theme  that  audF 

ences  have^^seen  in  years.  The  girl’s  father  decides  to  bring  up  his  daughter  as  a free  soul,  and  the  consequences  develop  into  drama  of  a   most  unusual  kind- 
This  will  be  backed  by  a   big  campaign. 



OLLY  OF  THE  CIRCUS  Norma  Shearer.  Directed  by  Tod 
Browning.  Margaret  Mayo’s  famous  drama.  A   lovely,  beautiful  girl  of  the  circus, 
thrilling  thousands  nightly  in  daredevil  stunts,  troupes  through  a   love  story  that 
has  become  an  American  classic.  The  happy  combination  of  the  star,  the  dh 

rector  of  The  Unholy  Three”  and  the  well-known  vehicle  needs  no  heralding. 

PSTAGE  Norma  Shearer.  Directed  by  Monta  Bell.  A   dramatic  comedy 
of  vaudeville  life  written  by  Walter  De  Leon,  who  is  both  author  and  vaudeville 

performer  himself.  Norma  Shearer’s  part  is  one  of  a   team  of  hoofers  who,  in  the 
vernacular  of  tin-pan  alley  “knocks  ’em  dead  in  Keokuk.”  Rich  in  intimate,  color- 

ful scenes  of  life  on  the  small  time  stage. 

LTARS  OF  DESIRE  MaeMurray.  WithConwayTearle.  Directed 
by  Christy  Cabanne.  Maria  Thompson  Davies’  story  is  now  running  serially  in 
the  American  Weekly  which  has  eight  million  circulation,  the  largest  of  any  pub- 

lication in  the  world.  Mae  Murray  plays  a   beautiful  society  girl  whose  reputation  in 
her  home  town  is  soiled  by  a   blackguard.  At  a   great  ball  his  final  taunt  enrages 
her.  She  picks  up  a   knife,  stabs  him,  and  escapes.  Then  in  the  mountains  she  finds 
true,  passionate  love.  Few  pictures  go  to  exhibitors  with  such  advance  selling. 

UPPETS  Mae  Murray.  A   glittering  romance  of  Spain  of  “The  Merry 
Widow”  type.  Author,  Benjamin  Glazer.  Highlights:  Tom  from  the  glitter  of 
a   cafe  in  Spain,  shipped  to  an  island  of  convicts,  befriended  by  a   gambling 

soldier,  forced  into  marriage  with  a   hunch-back  murderer — then  saved  by  a   hero. 

HOW  BUSINESS  Mae  Murray.  Thyra  Samter  Winslow’s  best- 
selling book.  A   marvelous  story  of  show-girls,  their  life,  the  glitter  and  heartaches. 

A   novel  twist.  A   good  girl  gone  right.  Miss  Murray  will  be  supported  by  a   cast 

of  big  box-office  names  and  this  will  be  produced  on  an  expensive  novelty  scale. 
NOTE:  WATCH  FOR  ANNOUNCEMENT  OF  ADDITIONAL  MAE  MURRAY  PICTURE. 

HE  RED  MILL  Marion  Davies,  the  star.  This  is  the  internationally 
known  musical  comedy  success,  with  Marion  Davies  as  dare-devil  Gretchen,  daughter 

of  a   Holland  burgomaster.  The  adventures  which  follow  her  interference  with 

the  arrest  of  two  stranded  American  youths  furnish  her  with  a   role  rich  in  comedy. 

M-G-M  is  making  it  with  a   great  supporting  cast  as  a   Cosmopolitan  production. 

OLLY  PREFERRED  Marion  Davies  starred.  Guy  Bolton, 
well-known  playwright,  is  author  of  this  famous  stage  success.  Another  Cosmo- 

politan production  for  M-G-M  that  will  receive  the  great  National  promotion 

and  exploitation  made  possible  by  the  Hearst  chain  of  newspapers  and 

magazines. 



ARY  OF  VASSAR  Marion  DavieSj  tKc  star.  A.  follow^tHrough  suc- 
cess to  “Brown  of  Harvard.”  Every  girl  in  America  has  looked  with  hungry  eyes  at 

old  Vassar,  where  the  cream  of  Americans  society  beauties  spend  exciting  college 
days.  Every  year  photographs  of  the  Vassar  daisy-chain  at  graduation  is  splashed 
in  rotogravure  sections  all  over  the  world.  To  be  produced  on  the  lavish  scale 

characteristic  of  all  Cosmopolitan  productions  for  M-G-M. 

HE  FLAMING  FOREST  The  famous  novel  on  which  this 
big  Cosmopolitan  production  for  M-G-M  is  based,  is  one  of  James  Oliver  Curwood’s 
million-copy  sellers.  It  was  serialized  before  publication  and  ran  for  months  in  the 

Cosmopolitan  Magazine.  Reginald  Barker  is  to  direct  this  elaborate  photoplay, 

which  will  be  backed  to  the  limit  by  Cosmopolitan  promotion. 

E   UNDERSTANDING  HEART  By  Peter  B.  Kyne.  This 
great  fiction  masterpiece  is  now  running  in  the  Cosmopolitan  Magazine  and  will 

appear  in  novel  form  this  Fall.  You  know  the  kind  of  circulation  a   Peter  B.  Kyne 

novel  gets — millions!  Like  “Never  the  Twain  Shall  Meet” — also  by  Kyne— “The 
Understanding  Heart”  is  to  have  an  all-star  cast  and  is  to  be  produced  by  M-G-M 
on  a   spectacular  scale.  Plus  Cosmopolitan's  million-dollar  promotion. 

APTAIN  SALVATION  A   novel  by  Frederick  William  Wallace 
soon  to  be  serialized  in  the  chain  of  Hearst  papers.  Millions  v/ill  read  it  and  watch 
for  the  picture.  This  powerful  story  has  a   picturesque  locale  in  Nova  Scotia.  Its 
picturization  is  one  of  the  big  Cosmopolitan  bets  for  the  new  season  and  will  receive 
the  benefits  of  an  unprecedented  promotion  campaign  in  the  Hearst  newspapers  and 
magazines  and  elsewhere.  A   Cosmopolitan  production  for  M-G-M  on  a   lavish  scale. 

HE  WALTZ  DREAM  In  this  film  Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer  has 
another  and  merrier  “Merry  Widow.”  This  big  UFA  Production  is  a   wonderful 
combination  of  comedy  and  drama  that  makes  it  irresistibly  appealing.  This  big 
stage  hit  has  played  all  over  the  world.  Its  title  is  as  famous  as  the  title  of  “The 

Merry  Widow,”  and  the  well-known  music  by  Oscar  Straus  will  be  as  valuable  to 
“The  Waltz  Dream”  as  the  Lehar  music  was  to  “The  Merry  Widow.” 

ATTLING  BUTLER  Buster  Keaton’s  newest,  directed  by 
himself  with  Sally  O’Neil  heading  a   strong  supporting  cast.  This  M-G-M  picture 
is  based  on  the  big  stage  hit.  The  prediction  is  made  by  those  who  have  seen 

Battling  Butler”  that  in  this  picture  Keaton  delivers  the  most  important  comedy 
of  his  career  not  excepting  “The  Navigator”  and  his  other  big  ones. 

LITTLE  JOURNEY  Rachel  Ctothers’  famous  stage  play.  To 
be  directed  by  Harry  Millarde.  The  amazing  adventures  of  a   penniless  girl  on 
boarding  a   train,  including  a   sensational  train  wreck.  Dramatic  all  the  way  and 

r   1   /   nlways  sympathetic.  Slated  for  unusual  popular  acclaim,  and  to  be  oroduced  by I   y   M-G-M  with  a   strong  cast. 



fHE  BOY  FRIEND  Marceline  Day  and  John  Harron  have  the 
leads  in  this  new  Monta  Bell  production  for  M-G-M.  This  is  a   big  picturization 

of  the  John  Alexander  Kirkpatrick  stage  success  known  in  New  York  and  Chicago 

fLARNEY  Renee  Adoree,  Ralph  Graves,  Paulette  Duval  and  others. 
This  picturization  of  Donn  Byrne’s  Saturday  Evening  Post  story,  “In  Praise  of 

James  Carabine,”  is  a   knockout.  It  is  a   true  epic  of  the  prize  ring  in  the  ’80’s  in 

New  York,  when  bare  fists  were  in  vogue.  It  has  a   fine  cast  and  has  been  hand- 

somely produced  by  M-G-M.  Count  it  among  next  season’s  best. 

fHERE  YOU  ARE  Conrad  Nagel,  Edith  Roberts  and  George  Fawcett 
head  the  cast  of  this  important  M-G-M  production.  Jess  Robbins  is  the  director 

of  this  F.  Hugh  Herbert  story.  This  gives  promise  of  being  one  of  the  M-
G-M’s 

CAN  DO  IT  Max  Marcin,  famous  Broadway  playwright,  brings  his  skill 
again  to  the  screen  by  devising  one  of  the  cleverest  and  most  absorb

ing  plots  the 

M-G-M  studio  has  ever  handled.  Full  of  interest  as  well  as  comedy  and  act
ion.  It 

will  have  a   strong  cast  recruited  from  M^G-’M’s  great  star  galaxy. 

EAVEN  ON  EARTH  Renee  Adoree,  Conrad  Nagel.  Director,  Phil 
Rosen.  Author,  Harvey  Gates.  Brimming  with  action  and  c

olor.  A   wealthy  Paris 

youth  tackles  the  gypsy  life,  gets  into  the  war,  and  finds  t
hat  the^  girl  has  been  car- 

ried off  by  a   rival.  Renee  Adoree  plays  the  part  of  the  French  
girl  just  as  she  does  in 

•‘The  Big  Parade”  and  this  type  of  part  is  ideal  for  her  and  her
  rapidly  growing 

number  of  fans. 

OMEN  LOVE  DIAMONDS  Directed  by  Monta  Bell. 
Story  by  Carey  Wilson.  This  original  narrativ

e  traces  the  history  of  a   valuable 

diamond,  relating  the  strange  powers,  the 
 siiiister  spell  that  lurked  m   the 

facets  of  the  gem,  tracing  its  influence  in  th
e  lives  of  a   chorus  girl,  ̂ er  man- 

ager, her  young  sweetheart.  The  story  range
s  from  Kimberley  and  the 

mines  to  mad  party-loving  Broadway. 

RISCO  SAL  Edmund  Goulding  comes  through  with  his  story  of  Amer- 
ica's famed  Barbary  Coast,  the  apache-land  of  Ame

rica.  This  one  will  be  a   big  box- 

office  bet  for  all  types  with  a   cast  of  notabl
es  that  will  give  that  plus  value  which 

characterizes  all  Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer  Picture
s. 



iW 
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HADOW  LANE  Both  written  and  directed  by  Edmund  Goulding  and 
shortly  to  be  published  in  novel  form.  The  novel  is  certain  to  be  a   best-seller  and 

that  means  more  power  to  the  picture.  Nothing  like  it  has  ever  been  attempted  in 

the  way  of  drama  of  the  home.  It  will  be  a   revelation  to  every  family  in  the  land 

IN  HATS  Owen  Moore,  Claire  Windsor  and  Bert  Roach  are  the  three 
merry-makers  in  this  merry-go-round  of  mirth,  “Tin  Hats,”  a   post-war  comedy  riot 
of  American  doughboys  on  the  Rhine.  Edward  Sedgwick  is  both  the  author  and 

director  of  this  money-getting  laugh  wallop  about  three  Rolling  Rhine-stones. 

JflBIHE  GAY  DECEIVER  John  M,  StahPs  first  production  for  Metro- 
Goldwyn-Mayer.  Mortgage  everything  and  bet  on  it  to  win.  It  can’t  help  it,  what 

with  Lew  Cody,  Carmel  Myers,  Roy  D’Arcy,  Dorothy  Phillips  and  Marceline  Day 
in  the  cast.  Leo  Dietrichstein  cleaned  up  with  it  on  the  stage  when  he  played  it 

as  “Toto,”  the  play  by  Maurice  Hennequin  and  Felix  Dusquesnel. 

OVE’S  BLINDNESS  A   special  by  Elinor  Glyn  —   that  Wizard  of 
Romantic  Fiction.  John  Francis  Dillon  (remember  his  “Flaming  Youth”?)  has  made 
it  a   stunner.  There  are  such  box-office  names  as  Pauline  Starke,  Antonio  Moreno, 
Lilyan  Tashman  and  Sam  de  Grasse  to  put  over  this  story  with  a   background  of 

wealth,  titled  Englishmen  and  women  and  the  fast  social  set  of  England’s  advanced 
aristocracy.  A   thing  of  splendor  throughout ! 

HE  CALLAHANS  Ar^D  THE  MURPHYS  Kathleen 
Norris.  They’ll  fight  for  her  picture  just  as  they’re  fighting  for  her  books.  It  is  a 
classic  in  Irish-American,  a   narrative  full  of  humor,  of  kindly  nature  and  true-to- 
life  episodes.  Here  at  last  is  one  picture  that  can  draw  every  type  of  audience  into 

the  theatres  at  once  and  make  ’em  all  feel  glad  they  came, 

HE  TAXI  DANCER  Newspapers  all  over  the  country  will  tell  pio 
ture-goers  that  this  wonder  is  coming.  Robert  Perry  Shannon’s  story  will  be  a   cinch 
to  sell  because  it  will  first  be  serialized.  And  then  Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer  is  behind 
it  full  force.  It  is  a   story  about  a   small  town  girl  who  came  to  New  York  in  search  of 
work  and  runs  into  enough  dramatic  incidents  to  satisfy  the  demands  of  a   nation. 

HE  NIGHT SCHOOL  We  can’t  tell  you  about  this  knock-out  in 
full  as  yet,  but  as  we  go  to  press  Irving  Thalberg,  who  is  sponsoring  it  (and  you 
know  what  that  means),  urges  us  to  include  it  by  all  means  in  this  list  of  sensa- tions. 

MORE  STARS  THAN  THERE  ARE  IN  HEAVEN 
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10,000 

fr^  ^ 

Distributed  by 

1560  Broadway 

New  York,  N.  Y. 

in  a   Sea  of 

Showmen’s Acclamation 

and  his  miiacle  horsi 
Exclusive  Foreiga  DlSlrlbutors ' "-C  Export  CorporetJoa 

1560  Broadway 
New  York. SILVER 

KING 
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Swamped  is  RIGHT!  Deluged! 

Submerged!  OVERWHELMED! 

By  the  mightiest  volume  of  showmen’s 
praise — exhibitors’  reports — ever  be- 

stowed upon  a   star  in  the  history  of 

motion  pictures! 

Fred  Thomson  and  Silver  King  stand 

alone  in  the  arena  of  Western  show- 

manship!   The  greatest  CONSIS- 
TENT BOX-OFFICE  DRAW  in  the 

industry! 

And  they’ll  smash  all  records  over  the 
fence  in  1926-27! 

sends  you  another  Western  ulhisrer— 
smoking  from  the  studio 

HANDS  ACROSS  THE  BORDER 
Story  by  Frank  M>  Clifton Directed  by  David  Kirkland 
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SETTING  THE  PACE  / 

Exhibitors: — 

Be  among,  the  leaders-don ’t  be  on  the 
tail  end.  First  come-~get  all  the  cream. 

Book  the  Ellbee  1926-27  series. 

LIST  OF  PROMINENT  ELLBEE  FRANCHISE  HOLDERS 

Commonwealth  Film  Corp., 
Sam  Zierler,  Pres., 
729  Seventh  Ave., 
New  York,  N.  Y. 

Pictures-In-Motion,  Inc., 
William  Bradley, 

20  Winchester  Street, 
Boston,  Mass. 

Bond  Photoplay  Corporation, 
Bobby  North, 
Franklin  Street, 

Buffalo,  N.  Y. 

Standard  Film  Service  Co., 
Harry  Charnas, 
Film  Building. 
Cleveland,  Ohio. 

F.  §c  R.  Film  Co. 

Ralph  Branton, 
413  Loeb  Arcade  Bldg., 
Minneapolis,  Minn, 

IS 

YOUR 

EXCHANGE 
ON  THIS 
LIST? 

Foreign  Rights 
Controlled  by 

British  &   Continental 
Trading  Co. 

J.  C.  Barnstyn,  Pres. 
1540  BV/ay,  N.  Y.,  N.  Y. 

Masterpiece  Film  Attractions, Ben  Amsterdam, 
1329  Vine  Street, 
Philadelphia,  Pa. 

Mid-West  Distributing  Co., 
C.  W.  Trampe, 

145  Seventh  St., 
Milwaukee,  Wise. 

Greiver  Productions, 
Si.  Greiver, 

831  South  Wabash  Ave., Chicago,  Hi. 

Mid-West  Film  Company, 

John  Servass, 218  Wimmer  Bldg., 
Indianapolis,  Ind. 

Home  State  Film  Co., 
Jack  Adams,  Pres., 
Film  Exchange  Bldg., 
Dallas,  Texas. 

ELLBEE  SURE-FIRE  MONEY  MAKERS 
Race  Wild 

Roaring  Fires 

Pursued 

The  Lightning  Reporter 

The  Warning  Signal 

Duty’s  Reward 
The  Pay  Off 

Hazardous  Valleys 

Riding  to  Fame 
Frenzied  Flames 

Forest  Havoc 

Defend  Yourself 

Burning  Gold 

Thundering  Speed 
Fire  and  Steel 
Accused 

■   *
 

d) 

PICTURES k   corporation! 

1540  Broadway 
New  York  City 



happiest  box-office  returns  to  you 

Our  Birthday  -   Your  Celebration 

OUR  SEVENTH  YEAR.  A   year  of  notable achievements.  A   year  of  such  marked  progress 

it  brings  United  Artist  Corporation  into  iu  Eighth 

wiA  a   ̂eater  wealth  of  the  screen’s  most  popular 

stars,  a   greater  number  of  attractions— SIXTEEN— 

climax  in  quality,  leaders  in  box-office  values. 

With  such  contributing  artists  and  producers  as: 

Mary  Pickford,  Gloria  Swanson,  Charlie  Chaplin, 

Douglas  Fairbanks,  Rudolph  Valentino,  John 

Barrymore,  Buster  Keaton,  Joseph  M.  Schenck 

Samuel  Goldwyn,  Morris  Gest  and  others.  United 

Artist  Cot^tatlon  will  continue  to  fulfill  its 

mission  of  deEvering  to  you,  the  finest  product, 

picture  for  picture,  tlus  industry  offers. 

For  this  season^THE  HAPPIEST  BOXT)FFlCE 

returns  to  you --with  the  Industry’s 

OUTSTANDING  PRODUCTIONS — THE 

ind  the  sales  policy  upon  which  this  organfeation 

vas  founded,  seven  years  will  still  be  the  rule 

tnd  your  most  benefi^rial  guide. 

^Ench  picture  sold  indwiduuUy — on  its  own  merits” 

ES  .   .   4   •   -   *   w   Greater  / 

^   ̂   
Fairer  ! 

UNITE 
J4ary  Psckford 

‘Dougloj'  ̂ asrbonks Ucjeph  JM.Jchenck, 

Chairman  JSoard  or  Directorj- 

Chorlej'  Chapli. 

D.  W   Qriffiih ytirom  Qbramj, 
President 





^   <   In  \ 
addition  to  \ 

arrows  
" 

Miss  Pickford  7 
will  make 
one  otKer 

^(^l^release so^^seasoi^ 

RoloasQd  bi) 





for  next  season 

RelQasQd  hi] 

UNITED  ARTISTS  CORPORATIO
N 









Direct  from  its  capacity  run 

at  the  SelwynTheatre. 

Photography  in 

Technicolor  -   _   i 



~^u(iolph  'Valentinos 
second  bigpicture 
(for  next  season^ 

announced  later 



..  I   jrom  me  novel  try  t^.syL.n  w 

(Adapted  to  the  screen  by  Frances  Marion 

c4  GEORGE  FITZMAURICE  'Prodiidtion. 
UNITED  ARTISTS  CORPORATION 
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bresents  jkt 

its  sensational 

1   months  run 

on  Broadway 

at  advanced  ^ 
nrices 

Ronald  Colman 
Belle  Bennett 
Alice  Jovce 



Jean  Hersholt 

Lois  Moran 

Douglas  Fairbanks  Jr. 

reduction 

From  the  famous  novel 

Olive  Higgins  Prouty 

Adapted  for  the  screen 

.   Frances  Marion 

lUelQased  hy 

UNITED  ARTISTS  CORPORAT
ION 
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reseats 

I'^ro  duetto  a 

K^__Jclaphd  bsj 

FRANCES. I^MON 

1^  Jrom  tht. 

■   fia..^mous  noVtl  bij 

“S  HAROLD  BELL’"wRJC?|iT 

\LMA  BANKY 

^^KehasQd  hy 

UNITED  ARTISTS  .i^EPOKATION 





Samuel  Goldwyn 

resents 

FRANCES  MARION 

Jrotn  the  scricil 

KATHLEEN  NORRIS 

UNITED  ARTISTS  CORPORATIO
N 





MOST  STUPENDOU 



first 

'Sf>arro^5 

OIORIA  SWANSON 
Her  first 

CHAEtlE 

Circus 

DOUGLAS 

RUDOif  H   VALENTINO 

his  first 

MORRIS  GEST 

David  Beia^co^s 

ividually  on 

The  Dominant/i5^^  Season 

UNITE 
Psckford 

Dougiaj-  Fairbanks 
Jojeph  M.Jchenck. 

Chairman  Zoar^  of  Director^- 

ATION 
Charlej-  Chapisn 

D.  W.  Qriffsfh 
Jiiram  QbromJ, 

Prasic^ani 
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1926-^1927 

^iffanu  Productions, Inc. 

5^-0  BROADWAT  ^   h. hoffman.wc.i^...  NEW  Y
OR^Ki.N.'r 

EXCHANGE  BRANCHES 

WASHINGTON  O.NC.NNAT, 

SSS  .nSSJ?§US  nIw
JSeN  CLEVELAND  DETROI

T 

CANADA 

TOPOHTO  MONTREAL  SAINT  JOHN.N.B.  WINNIPEG 

diddiiional  Brmohes  being  eBiahlished 
be  mnomcedhiev 
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Universal  Short  Stufj 
And  Hears  the  Proof! 

exhibitors 

theatre  manageme
nt 

exhibitors  review
 

A-S  WEST  .a-5
T«  STREET 

new  YORK 

May  3,1926. SAreSSctures  Co
rp., 

730  Fifth  Ave.,  ■ 

New  York  City. 

Dear  Mr  ̂   agamt^|^^ 

's6§fsesrs
S“"' 

ngt  oa  top  d gest  mhsy  iroTvgiy  indicates 

oitice  attracUoiiST 

^   ̂    TWt  month's  Uidversal  supremacy 
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ay  Out  Ahead! 

Exhibitors  are  ?iere  is  an  opportunily  to 
aesl  box  office  receipts.  Here  i

s  ^ 

strenuously  Universal  product  will  make 
country  file  tad  Qia  gg(j_not  take  a   ckance.  Actual, 
money  for  them ,   V®Unol3tbilities  of  Universal 

52  Stem  Bros.  Comedies   Two  reels  each 
Consisting  ot 

13  Newlyweds  with  SNOOKUMS 
13  Let  George  Do  It 
13  What  Happened  to  Jane 
13  Excuse  Makers 

52  Bluebird  Comedies   One  reel  each 

52  Mustang  Westerns   Two  reels  each 
5   Famous  Authors  Serials   Ten  episodes  each 

12  Andy  Gump  Comedies   Two  reels  each 
12  Buster  Brown  Comedies   Two  reels  each 

104  International  News  Reels 

10  The  Collegians   Two  reels  each 
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''An  Entertainment 

Setting  a   high  standard 

and  living  up  to  it  is  history 
with  Educational  Pictures. 

Little  Ones-Big  Ones  ! 

Tremendous  strides  in  production 

excellence  noted  among  the  big  feature 

productions  are  now  being  equalled,  if 

not  surpassed,  by  the  attraction  short 

subjects.  Definite  evidence  of  this  is 

to  be  found  in  the  series  of  five  offer- 

ings shown  by  Educational  during 

the  present  week.  **** 

For  sheer  beauty  and  charm,  the 

first  of  the  new  series  called  Romance 

Productions,  photographed  by  the 

technicolor  process  and  called  “The 

Vision,”  surpasses  anything  of  its  kind 

ever  presented  on  the  screen.  **** 

With  this  assemblage  of  assorted 

short  subjects  constituting  an  enter- 
tainment bill  of  fare  de  luxe,  Educa- 

tional steps  out  in  front  and  we  are 

moved  to  congratulate  all  concerned. 

—ARTHUR  JAMES  in  MOTION 
PICTURES  TODAY. 

Member,  Motion  Picture  Producers  and 

Distributors  of  America,  Inc. 

Will  H.  Hays,  President 

EARLE  HAMMONS  and  his  or- 

ganization have  product  to  be  proud 

of.  They  are  pioneers  in  showing  the 

exhibitor  new  ways  of  making  money. 

Money  of  the  once  lowly  short  film. 

It  takes  everything  in  the  kit  today 

for  an  exhibitor  to  bring  people  into 

the  theatre.  They  must  not  overlook 

short  subjects.  They  make  or  break 

any  program.— “MAC”  in  EXHIBI- TORS DAILY  REVIEW. 
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Bill  of  Fare  de  Luxe'' 
Educational  has  always  been 

the  pioneer*  And  it  is  ‘'stepping 
out  in  front”  for  1926 -192 7 — 
farther  in  the  lead  than  ever* 

Educational  comes  forward  with 

an  interesting  schedule  of  1926-27 

product.  In  addition  to  the  series 

already  standard  through  their  ex- 

cellence, we  note  several  innovations 

that  will  be  most  welcome  in  the 

theatres.  **** 

Altogether,  a   very  imposing  list  of 

product  which  deserves  the  careful 

attention  of  the  theatre  man.— WM. 

A.  JOHNSTON  in  M.  P.  NEWS. 

Analyzing  what  Educations/ 

has  done,  you  soon  find  that  they 

have  the  habit  of  doing  sensational 

things  in  an  unsensational  way.  
**** 

Each  year  Educational  set  for 

itself  a   high  standard.  Reached  it. 

Lived  up  to  it. 

The  presence  of  Educational  in  the 

Short  Feature  field  unquestionably 

steadied  that  field,  improved  that 

field.  **** 
A   panoramic  study  shows  that 

Educational  will  release  during  the 

coming  season  80  two-reel  subjects, 

112  one-reel  subjects,  in  addition  to 

104  issues  of  Kinograms.  That  study 

commsinds  your  business  respect.  It
 

represents  over  a   third  of  a   milli
on 

feet  of  film  entertainment,  more  than 

a   good  many  of  the  leading  produc
ers 

of  full-length  pictures  will  handle
.— 

WILLIAM  J.  REILLY  in  M. 
 P. 

WORLD. 

educational 
FILM  EXCHANGES.  Inc. 

President 
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READ  THIS 
On  the  map  this  season  in 
no  small  way  *   *   gratify- 

ing to  note  the  headway  of 
this  enterprising  firm. 

fVm.  A.  Johnston,  M.  P.  News. 

With  well  organized  produc- 
tion and  a   solid  system  of 

distribution  *   *   *   set  for  a 
profit  making  year  for  their 
exhibitors. 

Bill  Reilly,  M.  P.  World. 

Columbia  Pictures  making 
splendid  progress.  All  three 
executives  know  this  busi- 

ness thoroughly. 
Fred  J .   McConnell,  Daily  Review. 

Among  the  independents  *   * 
Columbia  assays  best  uo-to- 
date. 

Lewis,  Spotlight. 

Protect  yourself — fill  half 
your  dates  with  independent 
product. 

Pete  Harrison. 

A   National  Institution 

COLUMBIA  PICTURES  CORR 
CxchcLTiffe  Cvei^ywheT^e 

STUDIO 
HOLLYWOOD-CALlFORNiA HOME  OFF5C6 

5600  BROADWAV'-NEWW^ 
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Harry  langdon  corp.  Presents 

Harry  Langdon 
zk"  Tramp  -Tramp  -Tramp" 
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PRESENTED  BY 

John 
CCORMICK 

WITH 

Lloyd 
Hughes 

rom  the  celebrated 

comedy  strip  by 
william  Counselman 

|nd  Charles  Plumb 

RED  E.  GREEN 
PRODUCTION 

other 

OfIRST 

giONAL’S i|#4ER 
mirs 



NO  ONE 

ELSE  CAN 

FACE  THE 

SUMMER 

TEST 
Summer  burnsthe  bunk  out  of  the  show- 

game.  Here’s  the  cold  truth  that  every exhibitor  has  learned.  Alone  in  all  the 
industry,  First  National  maintains  the  hit- 
a-week  pace  that  makes  profits  all  year 
’round.  No  one  else  has  pictures  that  can 
stand  the  Summer  test.  First  National’s 
Summer  hits  are  keeping  the  theatres 
open! 

NORN  Jl 
COLL  EE 
CORINNE 
RICHARD  B 
HARRY  LA 
JOHNNY 
“THE  GREAl 
FRANK  LL 
Comedy  Se 
'OLD  LOYE 
CONWAY  f 
“HIGH  STEP 
NICHAEL  A 
SWEET  DA 

SECO 
44 

IIR/T  NATIOK 



WITH  RONALD 

COLMAN 

ff 

ww 
wr 

LNADCE  “KIKI 
OORE  “   ELLA  CINDERS  ’ 
IFFIYH  '   HLLE.  NODISTE 
ifNELNESS  "   BRANSON  S   FOLLY 
IDON  '"“TRANPrTRANPrrRANP 
ES  "   'RAINBOW  RILEY" WITH  CONWAY  TEARLE  W   |   f 
HAwKiT  anif  ANNA  Q.  NILSSON  ̂ KEllilJllRi  ■ 

D'S  "THE  WISE  GUY 
litioii  "The  Wilderness  Woman MD  NEW 

Ff 

Ff 

f   F   FROM  ^THE  DESERT  HEALER”  BY 

THE  AUTHOR  OF  ̂ THE  SHEIK” 

JPk  HIT  ̂  
THE  SPORTING  LOVER" 

_j|KS  '   ̂ndLLOYD  HUGHES  Jazz  with  a   Kick  S 
lEN'S"DANCERofPARIS"o.°z;;r»\^. .■■I ^''GEORGE  SIDNEY,  CHARLIE  MURRAY,  VERA  fl  fRIATf 

m   K9  GORDON,  JACK  MULHALL,  JOBYNA  RALSTON  JR  Kl  V   I   ■ 

CHANCE f   r   ANNA  Q.  NILSSON HUNTLY  GORDON 
CHARLIE  MURRAY Racing  Thrill! 

iL  1/  THE  ONLY  COMPANY 



■orinnc 

Qonsta'^
* 

“First  National's  Hits  are  making  me  the  first  real  sum- 

mer profits  I   ever  had!" 

“If  it  hadn’t  been  for  First  National’s  Summer  Hits,  I 
would  have  had  to  close  down!" 

“The  truth  of  the  show-game  is  that  if  they’ve  got  the 
pictures  for  the  summer  they’ve  got  ’em  for  ail  the  year 
And  that  makes  First  Nationai’s  BANNER  GROUP  the 

only  product  worth  the  money  for  1926-27." 

BIG  HITS SPECIALS 



EXHIBITORS 

HERAL 
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Eleven  years  ago  the  Herald  projected  itself  into  the 

motion  picture  arena. 

Throughout  the  eleven  years  that  have  since  passed 

we  have  watched  from  tliis  editorial  desk  the  swift  rush 

of  events  in  the  industry.  It  has  been  during  these 

eleven  years  that  the  industry  has  grown  into  the  scope 
and  kind  of  a   business  that  it  is  today.  To  have  played 

a   part,  however  small,  in  the  transformation  that  has 

taken  place  is  a   source  of  no  little  gratification. 

Looking  back  over  the  record  of  these  years  it  is 

plain  to  see  that  each  succeeding  year  in  the  period  has 
found  the  industry,  in  all  of  its  ramifications,  a   step 

advanced  and  a   step  broadened.  The  progress  of  the 

motion  picture  during  this  period  has  been  sensational, 

and  this  because  the  progress  of  the  personnel  of  the 

industry,  likewise,  has  been  sensational. 

During  these  eleven  years  the  complexion  of  the 

industry  has  changed  radically.  Many  of  the  leaders 

— among  concerns  and  among  individuals — of  a   decade 
ago  have  passed  into  oblivion,  some  noisily  and  some 
quietly.  While  many  immediate  reasons  were  ascribable 

for  their  ̂ vithdrawal  from  the  forum  of  the  industry,  it 

is  a   striking  fact  that  in  the  vast  majority  of  cases  it 

was  simply  the  working  of  the  natural  force  of  the 
elimination  of  the  unfit. 

*   *   * 

Among  the  various  types  of  the  unfit  that  were abroad  in  the  industry  eleven  years  ago,  there 

was  the  petty  individual  who  accidentally  came  into 

the  business.  He  was  so  busy  with  cheap  little  schemes 

for  quick  and  easy  gain  that  he  entirely  lost  sight  of 
the  significance  and  the  ultimate  possibilities  of  the 

business.  Then,  there  was  the  allegedly  superior  person 
who  condescendingly  came  into  the  business  to  save  it 

from  itself.  Tbis  person  was  usually  still  trying  to 

find  his  way  about  in  the  business  when  the  procession 
had  entirely  passed  him  by. 

There  was  also  the  promoter  of  the  gold  brick  type 
who  felt  that  the  picture  business  was  just  made  to  his 

order.  He  was  the  man  who  could  tell  how  much  “The 

Birth  of  a   Nation”  earned,  down  to  the  last  penny — and 
give  a   different  figure  every  time  he  told  the  story.  But 
the  show-down  came  too  soon  for  this  type  of  promoter 
to  get  much  out  of  the  business. 

All  who  have  passed  away  have  not  been  of  the  unfit 

description,  of  course;  many  simply  succumbed  to  the 
fortunes  of  business,  but  it  is  quite  a   notable  fact  that 
the  motion  picture  industry  has  been  swift  and  uncom- 

promising in  ridding  itself  of  a   great  flock  of  undesir- 
ables. 

All  of  the  great  concerns  of  that  earlier  day  have 
become  greater.  Opportunity,  of  course,  was  later  found 
by  others  who  came  in  equipped  with  the  essentials  of success. 

•   *   * 

The  Herald  during  this  period  has  succeeded  in establishing  for  itself  a   definite  and  unique  place  in 
the  industry.  When  it  entered  the  field  with  publica- 

tion headquarters  in  Chicago  it  encountered  here  the 

competition  of  “Motography”  which  was  the  second 

Editorial 

by 

Maitinj  Quigley 

motion  picture  trade  paper  to  be  established  in  the 

United  States.  After  a   few  years  “Motography”  was 
purchased  and  incorporated  with  the  Herald.  Although 

several  have  been  attempted  since  no  other  motion  pic- 

ture trade  publication  has  been  successfully  established 
in  Chicago. 

The  Hf.rat.d  since  its  establishment  has  remained 

under  its  original  ownership  and  direction.  It  has  had 

the  advantage  of  an  unusual  continuity  of  manage- 
ment and  operation.  Mr.  James  Beecroft,  New  York 

manager,  has  been  in  that  position  with  the  company 

for  nearly  ten  years.  Mr.  George  Clifford,  business 

manager,  and  Mr.  Edwin  S.  Clifford,  managing  editor, 

have  been,  in  charge  of  their  respective  departments 

for  nearly  eight  years.  In  the  various  departments 
and  in  the  various  offices  there  are  many  similar  long 

records  of  service  with  the  company. 

The  Herald  introduced  into  motion  picture  trade 

journalism  a   new  and  different  type  of  publication.  It 

was  the  first  to  launch — and  has  since  led — the  fight 
against  cluttering  up  the  pages  of  the  trade  papers 

with  long,  meaningless  statements  and  articles  that  come 

under  the  heading  of  publicity.  When  the  Hesl\ld 
entered  the  field,  contemporaries  of  the  day  gave  page 

after  page  to  this  material  but  eventually  in  the  face 

of  the  Herald  policy  have  been  compelled  to  alter 
their  course  in  order  to  he  able  to  bid  for  the  interest 
and  attention  of  exhibitors. 

The  Herald  has  maintained  a   fixed  editorial  policy 

which,  under  every  circumstance  and  even  in  face  of 

threat  and  attack  by  the  most  powerful  interests  in  the 

industry,  has  not  swerved  or  faltered.  It  has  been  the 

originator  of  the  majority  of  departmental  services 

which  are  now  generally  adopted  as  routine  editorial 

features  among  the  publications  of  the  field.  It  pre- 

sented as  an  acquisition  from  “Motography”  the  depart- 
ment, “What  the  Picture  Did  For  Me”;  it  originated 

direct  service  to  exhibitors  on  newspaper,  screen  and 

program  advertising;  it  conceived  the  idea  of  pictorial 

presentation  of  the  news;  it  developed  the  plan  of  pre- 
senting as  a   second  section  to  the  regular  issue  special 

service  features,  including  “Better  Theatres,”  the  maga- 
zine of  theatre  construction,  equipment  and  operation; 

it  met  and  solved  the  long-standing  problem  of  the 

exhibitors’  distrust  and  indifference  toward  trade  paper 

reviews  by  abandoning  that  effort,  and  it  has  been  uni- 

formly characterized  by  an  aggressive  and  straight- 
from-the-shoulder  policy  which  has  assisted  in  making  it 

the  most  interesting  and  widely  read  publication  in  the 
field. 

The  Herald  has  tried  very  hard  to  build  substantially 

and  to  keep  abreast  of  the  swft-moving  pace  of  the 

industry,  so  that  the  business  of  motion  pictures  would 

have  an  organ  which  would  be  adequately  and  consist- 
ently representative  of  the  industry  itself.  The  success 

which  this  effort  has  met  with  has  been  due  primarily 

to  the  confidence  and  encouragement  which  has  been 
extended  the  Herald  throughout  the  industry. 

And  for  this  confidence  and  encouragement  we  are 

now  happy  to  have  this  opportunity  to  make  full  ac- knowledgment. 

J 
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HEADQUARTERS 
at  the  Convention  June  1   to  5 
at  the  Ambassador  hotel  will 

be  in  Room  28  on  the  Casino 

Floor,  v^here  Copies  of  the 
Eleventh  Anniversary  Issue  of 

the  HERALD  will  be  avail- 
able. 

Special  Carrying 

N.  Y.  Delegation 

Is  Met  in  Chicago 
(Special  to  the  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  May  25.— The  M.  P.  T.- 
0.  A.  Special  pulled  out  from  the  Grand 
Central  station  at  6:30  Sunday  night,  carry- 

ing about  fifty  New  York  motion  picture 

people  bound  for  the  Los  Angeles  conven- 
tion. 

Many  of  the  theatre  owners  were  accom- 
panied by  their  wives  and  families.  While 

the  business  program  will  occupy  consider- 
able of  the  stay  in  Los  Angeles,  Business 

Manager  Joseph  M.  Seider  made  known 
the  visitors  will,  be  lavishly  entertained  in 
the  film  metropolis.  The  travelers  bore 
the  appearance  of  a   lot  of  vacationists  out 
for  a   big  holiday. 

Among  those  leaving  on  the  special  were : 
A.  Hirsh,  A.  Adelman,  A.  Mayer,  Henry  Wur- 

ner,  D.  Schwartz,  Morris  Needles,  Louis  Geller, 
Oarence  C.  Cohen,  Sydney  S.  Cohen,  Joe  Walsh, 

L,  M.  Sagal,  C.  M.  Maxfield,  C.  Winkel- 
man,  Mr.  and  Mrs.  N.  Yamins,  Mrs.  Brill  and 
Miss  Brill,  Mr.  and  Mrs.  L.  F.  Blumenthal,  Mr. 
and  Mrs.  John  Manheimer,  Mr.  and  Mrs.  B. 
Sanders,  Mr.  and  Mrs.  Sam  Swartz,  Mr.  and 
Mrs.  A.  Julian  Brylawski,  E.  Bloomentlial,  A.  U. 
Hardesty,  Mrs.  and  Miss  Rosenblatt,  Mr.  and  Mrs. 
J.  M.  Seider,  E.  Thornton  Kelly,  Clinton  Weyer, 
Tom  Waller,  Mr.  and  Mrs.  J.  B.  Fox,  Mr.  and 
Mrs.  R.  F.  Woodhull,  Mr.  and  Mrs.  S.  Sonin  and 
Miss  H.  Ulman. 

The  special  train  was  met  in  Chicago  by 
representatives  of  the  Herald. 

Rumor  of  Sydney 

Presidency  Move 

Scouted  in  East 
(Special  to  the  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  May  25.— Rumors  have 
been  current  from  time  to  time  recently 

that  Sydney  S.  Cohen  would  return  from 
the  Los  Angeles  convention  again  president 
of  the  M.  P.  T.  O.  A.  And  these  in  spite 

of  Mr.  Cohen’s  emphatic  statement  that  he 
would  retire  from  active  participation  in 
the  affairs  of  exhibitor  organization. 

Among  those  having  convention  matters 
in  hand  no  credence  is  given  these  rumors. 

They  know  so  well  that  Mr.  Cohen  has 

so  firmly  made  up  his  mind  to  retire  that 
on  the  evening  of  Thursday,  June.  3,  the 
entire  convention  will  attend  a   testimonial 

dinner  to  Mr.  Cohen  to  mark  his.  retire- 
ment from  officiaJ  connection  with  the 

M.  P.  T.  O.  A. 

Internal  Strife  Gone; 
Offices  Seek  Holders 

Plenty  of  Business  Scheduled  But  No  Heated  Issue 

— To  Discuss  Hiring  ‘‘Big  Man” 
BY  EDWIN  S.  CLIFFORD 

(Managing  Editor,  Exhibitors  Herald) 

The  Motion  Picture  Theatre  Owners  of  America  are  about  to  convene 

at  Los  Angeles  in  what  should  be  the  most  constructive  session  held  by 

the  organization  since  its  birth  at  Cleveland  six  years  ago. 

There  is  not  a   cloud  on  the  horizon.  The  internal  strife,  which  has  kept 

the  association  too  busy  with  politics  to  permit  of  any  great  concerted  action 

for  years,  has  completely  disappeared.  The  important  executive  offices,  which 

for  years  have  been  fought  over,  apparently  must  seek  the  occupants  and  will 

find  plenty  of  capable  men  ready  to  serve — but  not  overly  anxious  to  do  so. 

No  Heated  Slogan  Stirs  Up  the  Ranks 

There  is  plenty  of  business  scheduled  for  consideration  but  no  heated  “issue, such  as  marked  the  conventions  at  Minneapolis,  Washington,  Chicago  and 
Milwaukee. 

The  Standard  Exhibition  Contract  will  again  be  up  for  consideration.  The 

music  tax,  censorship,  Sunday  opening,  producer-owned  theatres,  overseating, 

encouragement  of  the  independent  producer  and  distributor,  and  many  other 

questions,  which  have  been  resolved  upon  at  many  past  conventions,  must  again be  considered. 

Yet,  in  all  these,  while  there  may  not 
be  perfect  accord,  there  is  no  bitterness 
of  antagonistic  opinion,  which  threatens 
unity  of  action. 

There  will  prob- 

ably be  some  ar- 
guments  —   it 
wouldn’t  be  a 
very  wholesome 
thing  if  there 
were  not — but  all 
seem  to  think 
that  majority 

rule  is  safeguard- 
ed and  are  will- ine  to  abide  by 

majority  opinion. 

“Big  Man”  Ques- tion Arises 

The  agitation 

for  a   “big  man” from  without  the  industry  to  represent 

the  exhibitors  is  again  present  and  ffiis 

time  with  a   substantial  backing.  The 

Central  West  champions  this  cause,  and 

last  week  received  important  encourage- 

R.  F.  Woodhull  (left),  president  
of 

le  M   P.  T.  O.  A.,  whose  friends 
 are 

rging  him  to  seek  re-election  
at  the 

os  Angeles  convention.  With  h
im  is 

M.  Richey  of  Michigan. 

ment  when  Thomas  D.  Van  Osten,  busi- 
ness manager  of  the  Allied  Amusements 

of  California  and  Pacific  Coast  States, 

expressed  himself  in  favor  of  such  ac- tion. 

“The  hour  is  at  hand  to  select  a   man 

whose  name  will  lift  the  theatre  owners 

organization  to  the  place  it  should  occu- 

py in  the  amusement  world,”  declares 
Van  Osten.  "To  solve  its  own  iridus- 
trial  problems — to  parry  its  political 

snares  and  make  the  theatre  owners  or- 
ganization what  it  ought  to  be,  requires 

a   big  man.” 
Eastern  exhibitors  are  not  unanimous- 

ly in  favor  of  such  a   move,  although  it 

was  originally  championed  in  the  East. 

It  is  certain,  however,  that  they  will  not 

oppose  the  proposition  if  a   bude^e
t  is 

guaranteed  which  will  finance  such  a
 move. 

No  Candidacies  Announced 

n   past  years,  the  election  of  a   pres
l- 

t   has  been  paramount  to  almost  ev
- other  issue.  This  year,  seven  ̂ ys 

ore  the  convention  is  scheduled  to 

:n,  not  a   candidacy  has  been  
an- inced. 

i   report,  starting  in  the  East,  that 

Iney  S.  Cohen  would  throw  his  ha
t 

3   the  ring  was  met  
by  a   dignified  de- 

1   by  Mr.  Cohen.  Any  past  year,  the 

ort  would  have  swept  the  country 

•   wild  fire  and  the  opening  of  the 

[vention  at  Los  Angeles  would  ha
ve 

nd  two  or  more  factions,  Imin- 
 up 

the  election  and  forgetting  every-
 

li^ney  Cohen  will  not  be  a   candida
te. 

F   Woodhull,  president,  will  be 
 a 

ididate  for  reelection  if  his  fr
iends 

not  prevented  by  him  personal
ly 

m   presenting  his  name.  Julian  Jf^y- 

rski  of  Washington  may  be.  It
  is 

isible  that  the  Central  States
  will 

ninate  any  one  of  a   "j*;”’ 
h   U   on  V   Dossiblc — hardly  probable. 
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Los  Angeles  Greets 
Exhibitors 

Special  Committees  Meet  Delegates  in  New  Mexico 

and  Colorado — M.  P.  P.  D.  A.  Committee 

Arranged  Events 

By  RAY  MURRAY 
(Manager,  West  Coast  Office) 

■LJOLLYWOOD.  May  25.— "Welcome  M.  P.  T.  O.  A.”  That 
is  the  cheering  message  greeting  the  incoming  delegates 

to  one  of  the  greatest  theatrical  gatherings  ever  held  in  the 
history  of  California.  Every  train  now 

is  bringing  in  its  share  of  the  1,500  ex- 

pected at  the  M.  P.  T.  O.  A.’s  seventh 
annual  gathering.  Today  marks  the 

culmination  of’  many  months  of  prep- 
aration on  the  part  of  the  tireless  com- 

mittee of  the  California  division  of  the 

national  organization. 

California’s  welcome  to  the  exhib- 
itors from  every  state  in  the  Union,  ex- 

tends beyond  the  borders  of  the  Gold- 
en State,  for  special  committees  worL 

ing  in  conjunction  with  the  Chamber 
of  Commerce  are  meeting  the  delegates 
at  points  in  New  Mexico,  Colorado 
and  Utah  and  distributing  California 

fruits  and  flowers  to  invest  the  greet- 
ing with  true  California  atmosphere. 

The  convention  will  meet  daily  from  1   to  5   in  the  Siesta 

Room  of  the  Ambassador  Hotel,  commencing  June  1.  The 

sessions  will  be  held  in  the  afternoon  in  order  to  give  the  vis- 
itors and  their  families  an  opportunity 

to  see  the  country  during  their  week’s 
stay.  The  large  Ambassador  auditorium 

will  be  used  for  the  business  sessions, 
while  the  various  committees  will  meet 

in  the  hotel  proper. 

M.  P.  P.  D.  A.  Group  Named 

Plans  guaranteed  to  pack  with  enter- 
tainment every  minute  outside  of  con- 

vention hours  have  been  brought  to  per- 
fection. M.  C.  Levee,  general  business 

manager  of  First  National,  is  chairman 
of  the  committee  of  the  M.  P.  P.  D.  A. 

Ray  Murray 

Levee  is  being  as- 

which  has  prepared 
for  the  exhibitors, 

sisted  by  Irving  G.  Thalberg,  Metro- 
Goldwyn-Mayer  production  executive. 

Daily  band  concerts  will  be  given  at 
noon  on  the  lawn  of  the  Ambassador. 
A   number  of  bands  and  orchestras  have 

volunteered  their  services,  including  the 
Los  Angeles  Letter  Carriers  Band, 

Angel  City  Branch  No.  24,  N.  A.  L.  C., 

and  Carlyle  Stevenson’s  El  Patio  Ball- 
room Orchestra.  Several  others  are  ex- 

(CoHtinued  on  page  32) 

Issues  Are  Contract, 
Overseating 

Spirit  of  Contract  Nullifieds  Seider  Says  After  Hays 
Statement  of  Amicable  Settlement  with 

Advisory  Committee 

By  JOHN  S.  SPARGO 
(Netv  York  News  Editor) 

"^EW  YORK,  May  25. — The  two  big  issues  to  be  foughc ’   out  and  solved  at  the  Los  Angeles  convention  will  be  the 
Standard  Exhibitors  Contract  and  the  vital  subject  of  ovei- 

seating.  And,  judging  from  develop- 
ments of  the  past  week  the  contract 

matter  will  not  be  the  lesser  of  the 

two,  in  spite  of  the  general  feeling 

among  exhibitors  that  the  over-seating 
problem  is  one  of  the  greatest  menaces 
which  has  faced  the  theatre  owners 

since  the  beginning  of  exhibitor  organ- ization. 

Prior  to  and  during  the  Minnesota 
M.  P.  T.  O.  convention  early  this 

month,  so  much  agitation  was  caused 

by  the  addition  of  clauses  to  the  con- 

tract by  a   number  of  distributing  com- 
panies, that  Will.  H.  Hays  called  a 

meeting  of  his  advisory  committee  to 

get  the  troublesome  question  settled.  John  s.  Spargo 
This  committee  is  composed  of  Charles 

L.  O’Reilly,  E.  V.  Richards,  W.  A.  Steffes  and  R.  F.  Wood- 
hull,  and  these,  together  with  Hays,  Gabriel  Hess  and  a   num 
ber  of  representatives  of  distributing  companies,  held  a   ser  .   < 

a   round  of  events  sessions  lasting  over  a   period  
of 

days. 

Joseph  M.  Seider,  business  ma  la  :< 

the  M.  P.  T.  O.  A.  with  I   r< -• 
Woodhull,  attended  some  of  tlir 

sessions,  but  absented  himself  •’  •   u   i.i’ final  ones. 

At  the  clo'e  of  the  ser  jii-  'liu-  an 

nouncement  was  made  t’l  a   everxfh- 

had  been  .s(  tiled  amicably,  ;nd  <i  -’..te- 
ment  to  that  effect,  signed  bv  .l.e  mom- 

(Conlinucd  ou  page  3   ) 

Convention  Convulsions — By  Ray  Murray 

IF  YOU  don't  see  what  you  want ask  for  it"  (and  try  to  get  it.) *
 

 

*

 

 

*
  
 
*
 

There  are  two  thousand  varieties  of 
Sowers  on  the  Ambassador  Hotel 

grounds.  If  you  don’t  believe  us,  count 
’em. 

♦   ♦   * 

There  have  been  ■«  many  banquets  at  the  Am- 

bassador Hotel  this  year  six  61m  producing  cora- 
paiUes  held  their  conventions  here  ihls  year,  yon 
knotv  that  all  the  newspaper  boys  know  the  wait- 

ers Intimately  by  now. 

*   *   « 

And  these  same  waiters  have  listened 
to  so  many  speeches  they  know  per- 

fectly just  when  to  applaud  and  when  to 
drop  a   trayful  of  dishes. 

«   *   * 

li^RS.  AMBASSADOR  cooks  won- 
derful  chicken  though.  You’ll  en- 

joy her  caviar  sandwiches  too,  and  if 

you’re  real  hungry  try  an  avocado,  a 
nice  overripe  one  if  you  can  get  it. 

*   *   * 

Those  prelty  Japanese  girls  who  walk 
around  the  corridors  are  really  advertising 
silk  pajamas.  Get  the  name  and  address. 

for  the  movie  folk  who  have  Just  arrived 

in  this  country.  There’s  nothing  in  it, 
however,  that  says  you  have  to  eat  at  the 
same  table  with  them. 

*   ♦   ♦ 

''T^HE  darn  book  doesn’t  tell  what  to 
X   do  when  you  discover  you  have  a   lot 
of  shaving  soap  in  your  bfi  ear,  either. 

♦   ♦   ♦ 

Tuesday  night  is  always  movie  star  night  In  the 

Coeoanul  Grove  dining  room.  H*-re  for  iwo-and 

a-half  cover  charge  you  con  breathe  the  some 

atmosphere  as  Bessie  Love,  Claire  Windsor,  Den 

Lytell,  or  any  of  the  other  celebs,  who  don't  hop 
pen  to  bo  working  or  ploying  dominoes  that  night. 

*   *   * 

“Yes,  there  are  many  interesting  fans 
about  a   big  hotel,’’  says  Colonel  A-h.-m, 

who  stopped  here  last  month,  'sui  o.' 
course  a   lot  of  roomers.’’ ♦   *   ♦ 

Hollywood  has  a   pav  roll  of $1,500,000  to  meet  at  -he  variouN 
studios  every  week.  So  when  you  have 
an  off  night  and  the  old  boxoffice  re- 

ceipts don’t  total  what  they  ought  to, 
be  glad  you  don’t  have  to  meet  a   few 

of  the  producers’  bills. 
*   *   * 

The  Ambassador  hotel  issues  a   book 

on  etiquette,  printed  in  six  languages, 

«   «   * 

The  visiting  exhibitors  will  find  a   lot 
of  their  old  friends  and  former  ex- 

change managers  tf  now  officers  in  the 

production  end  V-'illiam  Jenner,  of 
Chicago  and  Boston,  is  now  general 

manager  of  ̂ he  Ha  'y  Lnngdon  unit. Look  him 

*   » 

Don’r  •   ’   iv'-  Kid  sharks  sell  you 
an’'’  I   ■■  jts  and  take  your  return 

firkr-  part  payment.  That’s  why  a 
1'  :   folks  around  here  never  returned 
1 *   *   ♦ 

Where  ihc  Losky  aiudlos  aland  on  Vine  alreel 

ii-eil  to  be  a   lemon  orchard  thirteen  years  ago. 

Vp  ’   they  mode  more  on  the  lemona  than  In  pU- 
It.',  a   when  the  crop  waa  good. 

*   *   * 

,   HESE  native  Californians  will  tell 

*■  you  everything’s  the  greatest  in  the 

world,  out  here,  but  don’t  let  ’em  fool 
you.  If  you  want  a   good  steak,  you 
got  to  go  East  of  Omaha. *   ♦   ♦ 

However,  it’s  great  country  to  bold 
c'^iventions  in.  Ask  any  Shriner  who 

vva:>  out  here  last  June,  he’ll  tell  you. *   *   « 

And  you  get  all  kinds  of  weather  in 

one  day.  However,  don’t  forget  your 
top  coat  and  put  on  your  heavies  at 
4   p.  m,,  even  though  it  does  register  90 in  the  shade  at  noon. 
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To  The  Convention: 
You  are  now  assembling  into  a   great  national  meeting  into  which  will 

come  representatives  of  every  type  of  motion  picture  theatre  interest.  Your  convention 

will  be  truly  representative  of  the  thoughts,  the  ambitions  and  the  problems  of  tlie  exhibit- 

ing branch  of  the  industry.  The  ears  of  the  industry  will  be  attuned  to  your  convention 

haO  to  find  out  just  what  you  are  going  to  do  with  this  opportunity  which  has  the  pos- 
sibilities of  being  illumined  into  the  brightest  spot  in  the  history  of  your  organization. 

Every  opportunity  of  importance  carries  with  it  a   corresponding  responsibility.  Your 

opportunity  at  this  convention  is  vast;  your  responsibility  is  proportionate. 

The  members  of  your  organization  have  journeyed  to  California  to  have  a   good  time. 

By  all  means,  let  them  have  a   good  time;  but,  still,  let  them  so  employ  the  hours  they  will 

spend  in  the  convention  hall  so  that  they  may  continue  to  have  a   good  time  when  they  get 
back  into  the  operation  of  their  theatres. 

This  convention  opens  in  an  auspicious  and  favorable  atmosphere.  Within  the  organ- 

ization there  is  a   spirit  of  good  will,  harmony  and  a   zealous  desire  to  make  the  most  of  the 

opportunity.  No  clouds  of  disaster  menace  the  horizon,  yet  many  problems  of  importance 

and  perplexity  press  for  decision  and  action.  No  millennium  is  in  sight,  yet  just  around  the 

corner  at  this  convention  lies  the  possibility  of  tremendously  advancing,  safeguarding  and 

insuring  the  business  of  exhibiting  motion  pictures. 

Do  not  let  this  possibility  be  frittered  away  in  idle  argument,  petty  maneuver  and  that 

deadliest  blight  of  all — lack  of  interest! 

Fortunately,  the  political  aspect  of  your  convention  has  been  minimized  and
  is  likely 

to  continue  so  throughout  the  meeting.  The  question  of  who  shall  be  presiden
t  is  not 

nearly  so  important  as  the  question  of  what  kind  of  support  and  co-opera
tion  the  head  of 

the  organization  will  receive  from  the  rank  and  file  of  the  members.  There  are  ma
ny  good 

men  in  the  organization,  any  one  of  v/hom  might  serve  with  distin
ction.  But  the  effective- 

ness of  the  work  of  any  president  will  be  determined  more  by  the  spirit  of  t
he  organizaUon 

than  any  possible  individual  effort  he  may  make. 

There,  in  the  production  capital  of  the  world  from  whenc
e  the  infiuence  of  the  motion 

picture  reaches  out  into  the  furthermost  regions  of  the  ear
th,  let  there  be  written  into  the 

proceedings  of  your  meeting  the  record  of  a   convention  t
hat  will  remain  during  the  years 

to  come  a   pillar  of  strength  to  theatre  owners  ever}"wher
e. 

The  industry  stands  at  attention,  awaiting  your  decisions
  and  actions  on  the  pressing 

problems  of  the  day. 

Editor  and  Publisher 

EXHIBITORS  HERALD 
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Only  One  of  “Big  Four”  Will  Be  Present 
New  York,  May  25.— The  famous  “Big  Four”  of  exh

ibitor 

organization  of  a   few  years  ago  will  be  represented 
 at  the 

Los  Angeles  convention  by  one  lone  member — Sy
dney  S. 

Cohen.  . 

Charles  L.  O’Reilly,  Sam  I   Berman  and  “Jimmy  W
alker 

the  other  members  of  the  “Big  Four”  which,  follow
ing  the 

Cleveland  convention  where  the  M.  P.  T.  O.  A.  
was  organ- 

ized, ruled  the  exhibitor  organization  with  an  iron  
hand, 

will'be  conspicious  by  their  absence. 
All  of  these,  with  the  exception  of  Mr.  Cohen,  are 

 to  all 

intents  and  purposes  out  of  national  exhibitor  
organization, 

and  at  this  convention  Mr.  Cohen  will  sing  his  s
wan  song 

insofar  as  his  activities  in  organization  affairs  i
s  concerned. 

Mr.  Cohen  is  now  chairman  of  the  Board  of  Direc
tors  and 

as  such  will  make  his  final  report  in  Los  Angeles.  He  has 

announced  positively  that  the  press  of  his  own  busir.'ess 
affairs  will  make  it  impossible  for  him  to  remain  even  as  a 

member  of  the  board. 

Charles  L.  O’Reilly  vsdll  not  be  there  for  the  reason  that 
he  is  in  the  throes  of  building  a   couple  of  new  theatres  and 

his  attention  daily  is  required  here.  Sam  Berman  has  just 
opened  another  new  theatre  and  this  and  the  others  he 
ovms  take  up  so  much  of  his  time  that  he  is  unable  to  go 

to  Los  Angeles. 

“Jimmy”  Walker,  once  the  general  counsel  of  the  M.  P. 

T.  O.  A.  and  most  militant  member  of  the  “Big  Four,”  is 
now  mayor  of  New  York,  and  says  the  affairs  of  the  tax- 

payers require  his  presence  here,  in  spite  of  the  fact  that 
his  heart  is  still  with  the  exhibitors. 

Los  Angeles  Greets 

Incoming  Exhibitors 
(Continued  from  page  30) 

pected  to  participate.  ,   ,   ,   , 

Among  the  highlights  of  sched
uled  en- 

tertainment are  the  following: 

On  June  2   the  delegates  will 
 be  enter- 

tained at  the  Los  Angeles  Breakfast 

Club.  On  June  3   a   testimoni
al  dinner 

will  be  tendered  Sydney  S.  Cohe
n,  for- 

mer president  and  now  chairman  of 
 the 

Board  of  Directors.  The  banque
t  will 

be  an  invitation  affair  and  wil
l  be  re- 

stricted to  theatre  owners.  The  Assoc-
 

iation of  Motion  Picture  Producers  also
 

will  give  a   big  country  fair  w
ith  West- 

ern stunts,  and  a   Mardi  Gras  ball
  is 

another  A.  M.  P.  A.  event,  unde
r  the 

supervision  of  Fred  Beetson,  secr
etary. 

Visits  to  Studio  Arranged 

Various  periods  have  been  set  aside 

for  visiting  the  large  studios,  where  
ex- 

hibitors will  meet  the  stars  whose  pic- 

tures they  play  and  get  an  insight  into 

picture-making.  Banquets,  trips  to  the 

beaches,  orange  groves  and  Catalina  
Is- 

land have  also  been  arranged. 

Glen  Harper’s  entertamment_  commit- 
tee consists  of  B.  N.  Berinstein,  B.  H. 

Lustig,  Fred  Miller.  J.  H.  Goldberg,  A. 

M   Bowles,  Arthur  Bernstein,  L.  L. 

Bard,  Mike  Gore  and  Art  Myers.  From
 

its  headquarters  at  the  Figueroa  theatre, 

this  committee  has  been  arranging  the 

details  of  a   lively  week  of  entertainment. 

Sam  W.  B.  Cohn,  secretary  of  the 

Wampas,  has  been  appointed  director  
of 

publicity  with  press  headquarters  m  
 the 

Ambassador  hotel. 

Ambassador  Decorated 

The  lawns  and  interior  of  the  beaut- 

iful Ambassador  hotel  have  been  elab- 

orately decorated  for  this,  “the  most  im- 
portant convention  of  theatre  owners 

ever  held  in  the  United  States.”  Large 

reproductions  of  the  seal  of  the  organ- 
ization, the  central  figure  of  which  is  the 

statue  of  liberty,  grace  every  pillar  and 

post  of  the  hotel  lawn  and  shaded  walks. 

These  will  stand  out  in  bold  relief  at 

night,  as  they  will  be  illuminated. 

Mayor  Cryer  of  Los  Angeles  and  Sec- 

retary Arnoll  of  the  Chamber  of  Com- 

merce have  enlisted  the  cooptation  of 

every  civic  and  social  organization  in 

making  the  brief  stay  of  the  natio
n’s 

motion  picture  theatre  owners  a   most 

memorable  one.  A   fleet  of  automobiles 

will  be  at  their  service,  as  this  is  one 

city  where  an  automobile  is  very  nece
s- 

sary to  get  anywhere. 

New  York,  Illinois  and  several  other 

HERALD  HEADQUARTERS 

At  ih«  M.  P.  T.  O.  A.  Caoventlon  
in  Lob 

Angeles  at  the  AmboBsador  ho«e!,  June  
1 

to  5,  will  bo  1“  Room  28  on  the  Casino 
Floor  of  the  hotel. 

large  centers  will  send  special  trains 
loaded  with  exhibitors  and  their  families. 
President  R.  F.  Woodhull,  of  Dover,  N. 

J.,  will  head  the  New  York  delegation’s special  train.  Sydney  Cohen  will  be  one 
of  the  speakers  at  the  convention. 

Contract,  Overseating 
Are  Among  Issues 

(Continued  from  page  30) 

bers  of  the  advisory  committee  and 

Hays,  was  issued. 

Scraps  of  Paper,  Says  Seider 

Closely  following  the  issuance  of  this 
statement,  Seider,  who  in  addition  to 

being  business  manager  of  the  M.  P.  T. 
O.  A.  and  president  of  the  New  Jersey 

organization,  is  also  chairman  of  the  M. 

P.  T.  O.  A.  contract  and  arbitration  com- 

mittee, declared  that  the  uniform  con- 
tract now  was  simply  a   scrap  of  paper. 

Seider  declares  that  the  contract  mat- 

ter must  be  brought  before  the  conven- 
tion in  order  that  the  exhibitors  may 

protect  themselves  in  a   situation  which 

Six  Years  Service 

SYDNEY  S.  COHEN 
President  of  the  M.  P.  T.  O.  A.  four 

years  and  chairman  of  the  Board  of 
Directors  for  two  years,  Mr.  Cohen 
will  retire  from  executive  ofhcs  at  the 

Los  Angeles  convention. 

he  likens  to  that  which  existed  before 

the  adoption  of  a   uniform  contract  after 

several  years  of  hard  work  on  the  part 

of  every  one  interested. 
Woodhull  Agrees  with  Seider 

In  this  President  Woodhull  coincides, 

even  though  he  was  one  of  the  signers 
of  the  statement  issued  from  the  Hays 
office  at  the  close  of  the  sessions  of  the 

advisory  committee.  The  Hays  state- 
ment, of  date  of  May  18,  follows: 

“A  meeting  was  held  today  at  the 
office  of  the  Motion  Picture  Producers 

and  Distributors  of  America,  Inc.,  at- 

tended by  the  representatives  of  all 

national  and  regional  distributors  of  mo- 

tion pictures  and  the  Advisory  Com- 
mittee of  exhibitors  appointed  at  the 

Union  League  Club  meeting  held  in 

February  of  this  year,  consisting  of 

Charles  L.  O’Reilly,  E.  V.  Richards,  W. 
A.  Steffes  and  R.  F.  Woodhull. 

Distributors  Methods  Considered 

“The  subject  matter  of  the  meeting 
was  a   consideration  of  the  administrative 
methods  of  the  various  distributors  for 

putting  into  effect  the  Standard  Exhibi- 
tion Contract  adopted  in  the  industry  by 

agreement  between  the  distributors  and 
the  exhibitors.  This  Standard  Contract 

being  intended  as  a   vehicle  for  the  agree- 
ment between  distributor  and  exhibitor 

for  the  exhibition  of  motion  pictures 

contemplated  the  insertion  of  special 

terms  peculiar  to  the  distribution 
method  of  each  company. 

“No  changes  have  been  made  in  the 
standard  clauses  of  the  Exhibition  Con- tract. 

“Certain  forms  of  language  having 

been  suggested  by  the  distributors  for 

the  purpose  of  carrying  out  their  partic- 
ular distribution  methods,  these  clauses 

were  discussed  with  the  Advisory  Com- 
mittee. Wherever  such  proposed  clauses 

were  construable  as  inconsistent  with 

provisions  of  the  Standard  Contract, 
they  were  either  voluntarily  or  upon 

suggestion  of  the  Advisory  Committee 
withdrawn  by  the  distributors.  In  other 

instances,  where  the  special  provisions 
were  not  in  conflict  with  the  Standard 

Exhibition  Contract,  but  were  designed 

to  express  the  particular  terms  of  the 

kinds  of  arrangements  proposed  by  dis- 

tributors, these  provisions  were  dis- 
cussed and  on  the  suggestion  of  the  Ad- 
visory Committee  were  adopted  in  such 

form  that  the  attention  of  the  exhibitor 

will  be  specifically  drawn  to  the  special terms  of  each  contract. 

“Furthermore,  there  were  accepted  by 

the  distributors  at  the  Advisory  Com- ( Continued  on  page  118) 
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At  the  M.  P.  T.  O.  A.  Convoation  la  Lob 

Angolas  at  the  Ambassador  hotel,  Jane  1 

to  5,  will  be  in  Room  28  on  the  Onslao 
Floor  of  the  hotel. 
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Official 

Business 

Program 

of 

M.  P.  T.  O.  A. 

Convention 

at 

Ambassador 

Hotel 

Los  Angeles 

June  1-5 

MONDAY,  MAY  31 

8:00  P.M. — Meeting  of  the  National  Board  of  Directors  and 
Executive  Committee. 

TUESDAY,  JUNE  1 

1:00P.  M, — Singing  of  "America,”  led  by  Jos.  Geuding.  Open- 

ing of  convention  by  Vicepresident  Joseph  W.  "Walsh. 
1:05  P.M. — Introduction  of  Glenn  Harper,  chairman  con- 

vention committee,  secretary  of  M.  P.  T.  O.  of  Southern  Cali- 
fornia. 

1:10  P.M. — Introduction  of  Mayor  Geo.  E.  Cryer,  and  his 
address  of  welcome. 

1:25  P.M. — Response  by  Eli  Whitney  Collins,  president 
M.  P.  T.  O.  of  Arkansas. 

1:35  P.M. — Addresses  by  screen  celebrities. 

1:45  P.M. — Opening  address  and  annual  report  of  National 
President  R,  F.  Woodhuil. 

2:25  P.M.— Rollcail  of  States  by  National  Secretary  George 
P.  Aarons. 

2:30P,M.— Report  of  Chairman  of  Board  of  Directors  Syd- r^ey  S.  Cohen. 

3:00  P.M. — Report  of  Chairman  of  Administrative  Commit- 
tee A.  Julian  Brylawski. 

3:15P.M.— Report  of  Business  Manager  Joseph  M.  Seider, 

Appointment  of  committees  on  credentials,  resolutions,  audit- 
ing, v/ays  and  means,  constitutional  amendments. 

WEDNESDAY,  JUNE  2 

t:05  P.  M.— Rollcail.  Report  of  credentials  committee. 
1:10  P.M. — Addresses  by  screen  celebrities. 
1:20  P.M. — Presentation  of  resolutions. 

1 :30  P.  M.— Report  of  Playdate  Bureau  by  Harry  Davis, chairman. 

2:00  P.M.   Report  of  Contract  Bureau  by  E.  Thornton 
K®lly,  chairman. 

2:15  P.M. — Report  of  Treasurer  L.  M.  Sagal. 

3:00  P.M. — Address  on  working  conditions  in  motion  pic- 
ture studios  by  Fred  Beetson. 

3:30  P.M. — Report  of  pictures  sold  but  not  delivered,  by 

Joseph  M.  Seider. 
4:00  P.  M. — Discussion, 

THURSDA.Y,  JUNE  3 

1:10  P.M. — Addresses  by  screen  celebrities. 
1:20  P.M, — Contract  committee  report  by  Joseph  M.  Seider. 
1 :35  P.  M. — Discussion. 

2:35  P.M. — Nomination  of  members  of  Board  of  Directors. 

4:00  P.  M.— Address  on  tax  free  music  by  Henry  Waterson, 

4:20  P.M. — Report  of  music  tax  committee  by  A.  Julian 

Brylawski,  chairman,  and  discussion, 

FRIDAY,  JUNE  4 

1:10  P.M. — Addresses  by  screen  celebrities. 

1:20  P.  M,— Discussion  on  overseating,  overbuilding  and  en- croachments. 

3:20  P.M.— Report  of  ways  and  means  committtee.  Discus- 
sion. 

4:30  P.  M.— Action  on  the  report  of  the  business  manager. 

4:30  P.  M.— Election  of  Board  of  Directors. 

SATURDAY,  JUNE  5 

1:10  P.M. — Addresses  by  screen  celebrities. 

1:20  P.M. — Discussion  with  producers  on  product. 

2:20  P.M. — Address  on  cooperative  insurance  by  Clinton 

Veyer. 
2:30  P.M. — Report  of  resolutions  committee. 

3:30  P.M. — Report  and  action  on  constitutional  amendments :ommittee.  ,   .   .   ^   *   ii^ 

4:00 P.M. — Announcement  of  election  of  ofhcers,  mstaiia- 

ion  and  administering  of  the  oath  of  office. 

4:30  P.M.— -Selection  of  convention  city  for  1927. 
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Seider,  in  Chicago  with 
N,  Y,  Group,  Answers 

Statement  by  Steffes 
Denial  of  a   statement  by  A1  Steffes 

that  Joseph  M.  Seider  had  repudiated 
the  advisory  committee  in  his  assertion 
that  the  results  of  the  committee’s  con- 

ference last  week  with  Hays  and  dis- 

tributors’ representatives  were  inimical 
to  exhibitors’  interests  was  made  by  the business  manager  of  the  M.  P.  T.  0.  A. 
in  Chicago  Monday  night. 
"The  clauses  the  advisory  committee 

have  conceded  are  bad  enough  but  they 

do  not  know  the  fullest  sense  of  them,’” said  Seider,  who  was  in  Chicago  with 
the  delegation  of  Eastern  exhibitors  and 
their  families  en  route  to  the  Los  An- 

geles convention. President  R.  F.  Woodhull  said  prep- 
arations for  the  convention  had  been 

premised  on  harmony  and  that  he  stood 

ready  to  conduct  the  meetings  on  the 
same  basis. 

Small  town  exhibitors  must  be  show- 

men or  the  "gangplank  will  be  pulled  in 
behind  him’’  and  the  “parade  will  pass 
them  by,”  declared  Sydney  S.  Cohen, 
four-time  president  of  the  M.  P.  T.  O.. 
who  was  also  in  the  party. 

The  New  York  M.  P.  T.  O.  A.  special 

arrived  in  Chicago  at  5   p.  m.  and  was 
to  leave  at  12;59  a.  m.  Tuesday  for  Los 

Angeles.  Following  a   dinner  in  the 

Florentine  room  of  the  Congress  hotel 

the  exhibitors  and  their  families  visited 

at  Balaban  &   Katz’s  new  Oriental  thea- 
tre, the  Uptown  and  Chicago,  and  at 

Cooney  Brothers’  Capital  as  well  as 
other  houses.  Several  also  planned  to 

attend  the  opening  of  Great  States’  new theatre  at  Joliet,  111. 

Harry  Nichols  Behind 
Camera  at  Convention 

Harry  E.  Nichols,  known  to  exhibitors 
from  Coast  to  Coast  as  H.  E.  N   of  the 

Herald,  will  be  behind  the  camera  for  the 

Herald  at  the  con- 
vention. That 

means  that  in  ad- 

dition to  the  com- 
plete and  authentic 

reports  of  every 

phase  of  the  con- vention’s activities. 
The  Herald  will 

have  for  the  bene- 
fit of  such  theatre 

owners  as  are  un- 
able to  attend  the 

Los  Angeles  gath- 

ering a   full  and 

graphic  pictorial 
account  of  the 

meeting  as  seen 

through  the  camera  by  Nichols. 

Theatre  Owners  Get 

Free  Tickets  to  Shows 
(Special  to  the  Herald) 

HOLLYWOOD,  May  25.— The  theatre- 
men  attending  the  M.  P.  T.  0.  A.  conven- 

tion next  week  will  enjoy  a   cabman's  vaca- 
tion. Fourteen  theatres  here  will  extend 

to  the  visiting  delegates  courtesy  cards  ad- 

mitting them  and  their  families  to  the  fol- 
lowing theatres  during  their  week’s  stay  in Los  Angeles: 

Metropolitan,  Alhambra,  Boulevard,  Bdmont, 
Bards  Adams  Street,  Criterion,  Figueroa.  Forum. 
Hill  Street,  Loews  State  Million  Dollar,  Pantages. Broadway  Palace  and  the  Uptown. 

Seider  Greets  Convention 
By  JOSEPH  M.  SEIDER 

(Bu'siness  Manager,  M.  P.  T.  0.  A.) 

GREETINGS: 

Through  the  courtesy  of  the  EXHIBITORS  HERALD,  I   am  delighted  to  extend 

greetings  to  you  my  fellow  theatre  owners  attending  the  Seventh  National  Conven- 

tion. Such  greetings  at  this  time  are  particularly  opportune  because  they  provide  us 

with  the  opportunity  of  calling  to 

your  attention  a   number  of  things 

which  the  rush  and  whirl  in  Los 

Angeles  on  the  first  day  might  cause 

to  be  overlooked. 

In  the  name  of  the  national  organ- 

ization, I   desire  to  emphasize  the  fact 

that  every  conventionee  should  pay 

the  strictest  attention  to  every  report 

rendered  by  your  officials,  committees 

and  individual  members  on  the  floor 

of  the  convention.  I   say  this  Because 

members  of  organizations  in  other  in- 

dustries are  inclined  to  regard  annual 

reports  as  perfxmctory  necessities  and 

countenance  them  accordingly.  Figures 

are  always  dry,  but  you  must  consider 

that  the  business  of  our  industry  is 

based  chiefly  upon  figures  that  reflect 

directly  into  our  box  offices. 

No  Delays — No  Excuses 

We  must  listen  to  the  reports  sched- 

uled to^i^made  here  with  the  strict- 

est attention.  In  order  that  our  minds 

may  be  in  the  proper  receptive  mood, 

it  is  obvious  that  we  should  all  be  in  our  seats  in  Convention  Hall  before  the  chair- 

man lifts  the  gavel  to  call  the  session  to  order.  The  meeting  will  be  called  promptly 

as  scheduled.  No  delays.  No  excuses.  The  convention  will  be  conducted  strictly 

along  military  lines. 

Y.ou  have  heard  considerable  about  the  way  in  which  you  are  going  to  be  enter- 

tained during  the  five  days’  stay  in  Los  Angeles.  There  are  luncheons  and  suppers, 
dances  and  studio  parties.  There  are  tours  into  the  most  beautiful  nooks  in  our 

country,  all  of  which  are  roofed  by  the  incomparable  radiance  of  California  skies. 

Divertissements  out  of  doors  and  indoors,  twenty-four  hours  a   day,  will  be  the 

chief  entertainment  you  will  encounter  at  the  seat  of  production.  These,  however, 

if  completely  indulged,  will  be  the  biggest  foe  to  business  accomplishment. 

Tend  to  Business  First 

Succumb  to  this  temptation  only  after  you  shall  have  devoted  the  few  hours 

scheduled  each  day  for  the  business  of  the  exhibitors  of  the  nation.  On  the  conven- 

tion floor  problems  wfll  confront  you  that  will  necessitate  the  exertion  of  every 

ounce  of  your  mental  energy. 

On  the  convention  floor  your  stamina  as  a   mental  athlete  will  determine  your 

future  status  as  a   showman  owning  your  own  show  house.  It  depends  upon  the 

number  of  mentally  athletic  stars  who  will  be  groomed  on  the  gymnasium  floor  of 

the  convention  as  to  whether  or  not  you  will  continue  to  float  the  banner  of 

Independence — the  right  to  continue  in  your  chosen  field  of  endeavor. 

Devoid  of  All  Politics 

The  lime  has  arrived  when  you  must  do  your  own  thinking.  No  longer  can  others 

think  for  you.  You  will  have  a   convention  devoid  of  si!  politics.  Conclusions  will 

not  be  brought  to  you. 

The  problems  and  the  facts  upon  which  to  base  YOUR  conclusions  will  be  presented 

to  you  and  upon  YOUR  solution  of  these  problems,  upon  your  wise  selection  of  the 

stewards  of  your  organization  for  the  ensuing  year  depends  your  future  status  in  this 

splendid  bnsiness  of  ours. 

JOSEPH  M.  SEIDER 
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AT  THE  DALLAS  CONVENTION.  The  group  on  the  right  shows  the  officers  and  some  of  the  visitors  at  the  M.  P.  T.  O.- 
Texas  convention  at  the  Baker  hotel  May  11  and  12.  In  the  picture  on  the  left  are  (standing,  L   to  R):  W.  S.  Waid  busi- ness manager,  and  Homer  Mulkey.  director :   (seated)  C.  W.  Batsell,  re-elected  vicepresident;  S.  G.  Howell,  and  Col.  H   A. 
Cole,  re-elected  president.  A.  W.  Lilly  of  Greenville  was  re-elected  secretary-treasurer. 
Cole  beads  the  Lone  Star  delegation  to  Los  Angeles,  with  authority  to  rejoin  the  M.  P.  T.  0.  A.  if  the  national  convention 
shows  It  IS  a   worsang  organization.  The  300  Texas  exhibitors  passed  resolutions  against  nontheatrical  bookings,  percent- age and  guarantee  bookings,  coercion  in  selling  excessive  accessories,  and  adding  clauses  to  the  contract.  The  convention endorsed  Greater  Movie  Season. 

Three  new  directors  are  Si  Charninsky.  Dallas;  Ross  Dorbandt,  Jacksonville,  and  A.  V.  Wade.  Gainesville'  holdover  dele- 
gates are  H.  H.  Hoke,  Taylor;  Homer  Mulkey.  Clarendon;  W.  A.  Stuckert,  Brenham;  H.  H.  Starke,  Seguin.  and  H.  B.  Rob. 

t 
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Schenck-GraumanTheatres 
Official  Details  Announced 

United  Artists  Theatre  Circuit,  Inc.,  Twenty  Million  Dollar 

Organization,  to  Have  Twenty  Pre-release  Houses  in 

as  Many  Cities — Final  Contracts  Signed 
•   (Special  to  the  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  May  25. — Official  announcement  of  the  details  of  the  long 
talked  of  Joe  Schenck-Sid  Grauman  nationwide  theatre  circuit  was  made 
Sunday  by  Joseph  M.  Schenck.  According  to  this  Mr.  Schenck,  Lee  Shubeit, 

Sid  Grauman,  Mary  Pickford  and  Doug  Fairbanks  have  organized  a   $20,000,- 
000  corporation  to  be  known  as  the  United  Artists  Theatre  Circuit,  Inc.,  which 

is  to  have  20  pre-release  motion  picture  theatres  in  as  many  cities.  The  final 
signatures  were  affixed  to  the  contracts  last  Friday. 

United  Puts  in  $1,000,000 

It  is  understood  that  United  Artists  puts  $1,000,000  into  the  theatre  circuit 
and  $4,000,000  more  working  capital  is  to  be  supplied  by  a   stock  issue  handled 
by  New  York  banking  interests. 

HERALD  HEADQU.4^RTERS 

At  thfl  M.  P.  T.  O.  A.  Convention  in  Los 

Angeles  at  the  Ambassador  hotel,  June  I 

to  S,  will  be  in  Room  28  on  the  Ca^lQU 

Floor  of  the  hotel. 

T.  O.  C.  C.  Forms 

Booking  Chain 
with  133  Owners 

(Special  to  the  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  May  25. — A   booking  com- 
bine, made  necessary  they  assert,  by  their 

inability  to  get  a   fair  break  against  the 
big  circuits,  has  been  organized  by  the 
Theatre  Owners  Chamber  of  Commerce. 

This  move  has  been  under  consideration 
for  several  months  and  culminated  at  a 
meeting  last  week  when  the  Film  Service 
Corporation  was  organized  with  the  own- 

ers of  133  theatres  subscribing  to  the  plan. 
Most  of  the  original  subscribers  are 

Owners  of  various  circuits  but  the  plan  pro- 
vides for  the  taking  in  of  individual  thea- 
tres. The  list  will  be  kept  open  for  a   short 

period  to  allow  the  owners  of  single  houses 
to  get  in,  and  it  is  confidently  expected  by 

Charles  L.  O’Reilly  and  other  sponsors  of 
the  plan  that  before  the  books  close,  some 
time  later  this  month,  the  combine  will 
have  more  than  400  days  to  offer. 
The  meeting  was  presided  over  by  Lou 

Blumenthal  and  Nathan  Burkan,  counsel 
for  the  Chamber  of  Commerce,  was  in  at- 

tendance to  look  after  the  legal  end.  While 
no  official  information  has  been  given  out 
>t  is  known  that  among  the  theatres  in  the 
combine  are  the  circuits  of  Haring  & 
Blumenthal,  Sol  Raives,  Leon  Rosenblatt, 
Suchmann  Brothers. 

Another  meeting  will  be  held  this  week 
at  which  officers  will  be  selected  and  a   man 
chosen  to  handle  the  bookings. 

^^Reformer^s  Work  Never 
/Jone” — Her  Housework 

(Special  to  the  Herald) 

ATCHISON,  KAN.,  May  25.— “A  re- 
former’s work  is  never  done — particularly 

her  housework,”  Ironically  comments  the Atchison  Globe. 

The  banking  interests  concerned  are  J.  & 
W.  Seligman  &   Co.,  who  have  associated 
Spencer,  Trask  &   Co.  and  other  bankers 
with  them  in  a   public  offering  of  $4,000,- 
000  of  7   per  cent  convertible  preferred  stock 

of  the  new  corporation,  each  share  of  pre- 
ferred stock  carrying  a   bonus  of  one  share 

of  common  stock.  The  preferred  stock  is 
cumulative  preferred  at  the  rate  of  7   per 
cent  per  annum.  Cumulaitive  dividends 
from  June  15,  1926  are  payable  quarterly 
on  September  15,  December  15,  March  15, 
and  June  15.  Application  is  to  be  made  to 
list  the  preferred  and  common  stock  on 
the  New  York  Stock  Exchange. 

Ten  Year  Contract  Included 

A   ten  year  contract  will  be  signed  be- 
tween United  Artists  Corporation  and 

United  Artists  Theatre  Circuit,  Inc., 

whereby  the  new  chain  of  pre-release 
houses  gets  preferential  right  to  pre-release 
of  the  films  of  Mary  Pickford,  Norma 

Talmadge,  Gloria  Swanson,  Douglas  Fair- 
banks, Rudolph  Valentino,  John  Barry- 

more, Buster  Keaton,  Morris  Gest,  Joseph 
M.  Schenck  and  Samuel  GoldNsyn,  whose 
players  are  Ronald  Colman  and  Vilma 
Banky.  All  of  these  artists  and  producers 

have  already  approved  the  ten  year  con- 
tract insofar  as  it  affects  their  individual 

contracts  with  United  Artists  Corporation. 

It  is  understood  that  the  twenty  theatres 
will  simultaneously  exhibit  each  picture  for 
a   continuous  run.  Every  feature  film  will 

be  ̂ ven  a   novel  presentation  and  artistic 
setting  by  Grauman,  who  has  been  pre- 

eminently successful  with  this  work.  The 
theatres  will  not  be  huge  4,000  or  5,000  seat 
affairs  but  moderate  sized  ones  seating  on 
an  average  1,800.  It  is  estimated  this  is 
the  ideal  size  to  support  the  presentation 
of  pictures  for  long  runs  in  the  great 
majority  of  cities. 

Local  capital  in  each  city  where  a   thea- 
tre is  built  will  augment  that  of  the  new 

corporation.  Yesterday  it  was  announced 
by  the  bankers  here  that  offers  had  been 
received  from  capitalists  in  various  cities 
to  build  theatres  and  lease  them  to  the 

new  circuit  upon  deposit  of  moderate  ad- 
vanced rental.  Joseph  M.  Schenck,  who  is 

chairman  of  the  board  of  United,  explained 
to  newspapermen  in  his  apartment  at  the 
Plaza  yesterday  the  meaning  of  the  term 
"pre-release.” 

"This  does  not  mean  in  any  sense  that 

we  are  building  first  run  houses,”  Mr. 
Schenck  said.  “One  of  the  ambitions  of 
the  motion  picture  industry  has  been  to 
create  a   nationwide  circuit  of  motion  pic- 

ture houses  devoted  to  pre-release  show- 

ings, and  this  is  the  first  chain.” 

t 
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New  YORK. — “Jimmy”  Walker,  with three  speeches  at  two  motion  picture 

luncheons  in  one  week,  is  the  greatest 
little  Mayor  of  New  York  the  industry 
ever  had.  .   .   .   Morrie  Ryskind  has  written 

a   poem  on  the  press  agent  and  his  health 
is  still  good.  .   .   .   Morris  Gest  has  sailed 
for  Europe  to  Christopher  Columbus  some 

beauty  for  his  first  United  Artists  produc- 
tion. .   .   .   Harry  Reichenbach  sailed  on 

the  Paris  Saturday  and  took  pulchritude 
with  him  in  the  form  of  petite  Mrs. 

Reichenbach.  .   .   .   Jivimy  Grainger  looked 
in  on  his  family  and  office  for  a   day  last 
week  and  then  hiked  out  on  the  road 

again.  Barrett  KiesUng,  deMille 
factotum,  who  came  to  New  York  to  take 

a   looksee  over  the  Keith-P.  D.  C.  get 
together,  left  Sunday  for  the  Coast.  .   .   . 

Charlie  Einfeld  refuses  to  divulge  his  golf 
score,  saying  it  is  unimportant  if  true.  .   .   . 

Sam  Palmer  rescued  Mrs.  Adolph  Zukor 

from  a   husky  cop  who  was  refusing  her 
entrance  to  the  Paramount  Building  corner 
stone  laying.  .   .   .   Arthur  Loew  arrived 

from  abroad  in  time  to  represent  his  dis- 
tinguished father  at  the  Louis  B.  Mayer 

luncheon.  .   .   .   Julius  Stern,  of  the  Stern 

Film  Corporation,  came  in  from  the  Coast 

last  week  bringing  first  prints  of  three 

comedies.  .   .   .   Eddie  Eschmann,  accord- 
ing to  rumor,  is  being  considered  to  head 

the  big  booking  combination  sprung  by  the 
T.  0.  C.  C.  .   .   .   E.  F.  Albee,  speaking  at 

the  Paramount  luncheon,  says  he  has  been 

called  a   vaudeville  man,  and  we  always 
suspected  it.  .   .   .   Pete  Smith  chaperoned 

Louis  B.  Mayer  to  Washington  imme- 
diately after  the  Mayer  luncheon.  .   .   . 

John  Flinn  has  been  the  recipient  of  many 

compliments  on  the  safe  and  sane  presenta- 

tion he  gave  “Silence”  and  “The  Prince  of 

Pilsen.”  .   .   .   Dr.  Hugo  Riesenfeld  plans 
to  sail  this  week  for  a   vacation  in  Europe, 
and  Abe  Meyer  will  represent  him  here. 
.   .   .   Nat  G.  Rothstein  will  represent  Uni- 

versal at  the  theatre  owners  convention  in 

Los  Angeles.  .   .   .   Allan  Rock  has  been 

heard  from ;   he  is  in  Los  Angeles  married 

to  a   beautiful  girl  and  happy.  .   .   . 

J.  Maxwell  Joyce,  P.  A.  of  the  Rivoli,  had 
a   hard  time  last  week  keeping  his  show 

of  this  week  a   secret.  .   .   .   Major  Bowes 

says  "Stella  Dallas”  is  a   good  show  so 
he’s  keeping  it  over  a   second  week.  .   .   . 
Peter  J.  Brady  says  if  Mayor  Walker  is 
going  to  lay  many  more  corner  stones  he 

wll  have  to  join  the  mason’s  union  and 
carry  a   card.  .   .   .   J.  Boyce  Smith.  G.  M. 
of  Inspiration  Pictures,  has  arrived  from 
the  Coast.  .   .   .   Mark  Lachman  does  not 

claim  credit  for  the  front  page  publicity 
Earl  Carroll  is  now  getting  or  the  jail 
sentence  he  may  get.  .   .   .   Rolland  Fland- 

ers, funny  man  in  Red  Seal  comedies,  who 
was  bumped  by  a   taxi,  has  recovered  and 
is  back  on  the  job.  .   .   .   Sam  Rork  and 

Naj  Dyches  left  Sunday  for  the  Coast  to 

begin  work  and  publicity  on  Rork’s  next 
picture  for  First  National.  .   .   .   Hiram 

Abrams  has  bought  a   farm  in  Maine  and 

of  course  rumor  immediately  had  it  that 
he  will  retire  and  become  a   tiller  of  the 

soil,  but  he  won’t.  .   .   .   Watt  Parker  who 
has  been  making  an  intensive  and  first 

hand  study  of  portable  radio  broadcasting, 
is  expected  to  return  to  his  office  this  week. 

SPARGO. 

Aaron  Fox  Is  Father 

NEW  YORK. — Aaron  Fox,  brother  of  William 
Fox,  announces  the  arrival  of  an  eight  and  one- 
half-pound  baby  boy,  who  has  been  named  Wil- 

liam Fox,  for  his  uncle. 

Laying  Cornerstone 
of  the  nexv  Paramount  building  in  New 

York  city.  Top  left:  Mayor  James  J. 

Walker  officiating.  Top  right:  Mrs. 

Adolph  Zukor  holding  the  gold  trowel 

which  Mayor  Walker  used  and  standing 

beside  the  huge  cake,  replica  of  the  build- 

ing, which  was  cut  at  the  luncheon  follow- 

ing the  ceremonies.  The  cake  xvas  three 

feet  high.  Will  H.  Hays,  in  bottom  pic- 

ture, is  shown  congratulating  President 

Adolph  Zukor  of  Famous  Players-Lasky. 
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Retiring  in  Ttvo  Years? 

HIRAM  ABRAMS 

Purchased  Farm^  Will 

Live  in  MainCf  Says 

Portland  N ewspaper 
(Special  to  the  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  May  25.— The  Press  Herald 

at  Portland,  Me.,  recently  printed  the  fol- 
lowing : 

“Hiram  Abrams,  one  of  the  prominent 
figures  in  the  production  end  of  the  mo- 

tion picture  industry  and  president  of 

United  Artists  Corporation,  will  retire  per- 
manently from  business  within  two  years 

and  come  to  Maine  to  live.” 
The  account  adds  that  Abrams  has  pur- 

chased a   96-acre  farm  in  Poland,  Me., 
across  the  lake  from  the  Poland  Spring 

House,  where  he  plans  to  make  his  home. 
Abrams  here  stated  he  had  purchased  the 

farm  but  to  the  question  whether  he  in- 
tended to  retire  in  two  years,  he  replied, 

“I  have  nothing  to  say.” 

Warners  Lease  Old 

Manhattan  Theatre 

for  Vitaphone  Studio 
(Special  to  the  Herald) 

new  YORK,  May  25.— S.  L.  Warner 
last  week  leased  the  Manhattan  Opera 

House  in  West  34th  street  for  the  Vita- 
phone  company,  a   subsidiary  company  of 

Warner  Brothers,  which  controls  the  Vita- 
phone,  a   new  musical  synchronizing  device 

used  with  the  presentation  of  motion  pic- 
tures. The  theatre  will  be  used  as  a   studio. 

Lehman  Named  Head 

of  New  Foreign  Unit 

of  Associate  Exhibitors 
(Special  to  the  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  May  25.— Oscar  Price, 
president,  and  E.  J.  Smith,  general  sales 

manager,  of  Associated  Exhibitors  last 
week  named  Sidney  Lehman,  head  of  the 
foreign  department  of  the  company.  The 
formation  of  the  foreign  organization  was 
announced  a   few  days  ago.  Lehman  has 
formerly  been  assistant  manager  of  the 
Universal  foreign  department. 

Paramount  Cornerstone  Laid; 
by  Walker;  Hays  Praises  FP-L 

Praiseworthy  Project  Because  Site,  Most  Desirable  in  World, 
Could  Have  Been  Used  for  Greater  Monetary  Return, 

Declares  Mayor  of  New  York  City 
(Special  to  the  Herald) 

NEAV  YORK,  May  25. — The  cornerstone  of  the  Paramount  Building — 
the  greatest  monument  conceived  to  the  motion  picture  industry — was  officially 
laid  last  week  with  appropriate  and  impressive  ceremonies.  The  cornerstone 
was  laid  by  Mayor  James  J.  Walker,  who  paid  high  tribute  to  the  industry, 
to  Famous  Players  and  its  officials. 

Site  “Most  Desirable”  in  World 

The  magnificent  building  now  being  erected,  he  said,  was  a   praiseworthy 
and  unselfish  project  for  the  reason  that,  while  the  motion  picture  was  a 

commercial  entei^rise,  from  a   realty  viewpoint,  the  site  of  the  new  building 
was  the  most  desirable  in  the  world  and  could  have  been  utilized  in  other  ways 
for  a   much  greater  monetary  return. 

Lee  J.  Eastman,  president  of  the 
Broadway  Association,  was  the  first 
speaker,  and  on  behalf  of  his  association 
welcomed  the  advent  of  the  Paramount 

company  and  their  new  building,  which 
he  said  would  make  Broadway  a   greater 
Broadway  than  it  now  is. 

Hays  Calls  Screen  Crossroads 
Will  H.  Hays  ^vas  the  principal 

speaker  of  the  ceremonies.  His  address 

proved  a   most  interesting  one.  Mayor 
Walker  had  referred  to  Broadway  being 

the  ‘Crossroads  of  the  World.”  Hays 
took  exceptions  to  this  and  stated  em- 
phati  ally  that  the  motion  picture  screen 
itself  is  the  real  crossroads  of  the  world. 

“The  Motion  picture,”  he  said,  “brings 
the  people  of  the  earth  to  know  each 

other — to  understand;  and  when  men 
understand  they  do  not  hate.  When  they 

do  not  hate  they  do  not  make  war.” 
“It  is  of  very  real  significance,”  said 

Hays,  “that  in  thirty  years  the  motion 
picture  has  taken  such  a   hold  upon  the 

hearts  of  the  people  that  here,  at  the 
Crossroads  of  the  World,  in  the  very 

center  of  New  York  City,  in  the  midst 

of  all  things,  the  most  imposing  struc- 

ture, the  finest  example  of  modern  arch- 
itecture is  to  be  a   motion  picture  theatre. 

Learned  How  Best  to  Serve 

"Thirty  years  ago,  down  Broadway  at 

34th  street,  in  Koster  and  Bial’s,  the  first 
motion  picture  was  shown  publicly.  _   It 

was  a   shuddering  image  of  a   serpentine 

Dipping  Into  News 
of  Eleven  Years 

June  26,  1915 Edwin  S.  Porter  and  W.  E. 

Waddell  held  a   private  screening 

using  their  new  stereoscopic  in- 
vention, at  the  Astor  hotel.  New 

York. 

«   *   * 

August  7,  1920 
Exhibitors  from  Western  South 

Dakota,  Northwestern  Nebraska 
and  Eastern  Wyoming  met  at 

Lead,  S.  D.,  July  26  and  formed 
the  Black  Hills  Exhibitors 

League. 
*   ♦   * 

Feb.  13,  1926 

Joseph  P.  Kennedy,  Boston  £n- 
ancier,  has  obtained  control  of 
R-C  Pictures  Corporation  and 

Film  Booking  Offices  of  America 

and  their  subsidiaries  from 

Lloyd’s  bank  and  the  Grahams  of 
London. 

dancer  who  waved  yards  of  silk,  and  it 

ago  there  had  been  but  little  advance- 
lasted  a   few  seconds.  Twenty  years 

ment.  Ten  years  ago  it  was  still  crude, 
with  the  nickelodeon,  built  in  the  old 

store  buildings,  still  predominating.  In 

the  last  decade  only  it  has  learned  how 
best  to  serve,  and  now  a   million  persons 

every  day  in  this  city  alone  attend 
motion  picture  theatres. 

“The  motion  picture  has  been  devel- 
oped by  the  people.  To  this  theatre  will 

come  some  80,000  persons  each  week — 

80,000,  and  to  see  nothing  more  substan- 
tial than  shadows — shadows  cast  upon  a 

screen.  For  a   mighty  building,  erected 

to  house  shadows,  we  will  lay  a   corner- 
stone today.  But  those  shadows  will tell  a   story. 

“The  Crossroads  of  the  World  indeed! 

Motion  pictures,  knowing  no  barrier  of 
distance  nor  barrier  of  language — motion 

pictures — The  Motion  Picture  Screen  It- 
self is  the  Real  Crossroads  of  the  World. 

Dedicated  as  PubUc  Servant 

“This  motion  picture  theatre,  and  all 

motion  picture  theatres,  are  dedicated  as 

servants  of  the  public.  We  know  that 

unless  such  service  is  properly  per- 

formed, the  public  will  rightly  turn 

away,  leave  four  walls  only  and  a   screen 
and  seats  unfilled.  Great  is  the  power  of 

the  motion  picture,  but  that  power  re- 

mains only  as  long  as  the  motion  picture 

pleases  the  public  with  service. 
“This  is  not  unhallowed  ground.  On 

this  site  Israel  Putnam  met  George 

Washington  to  plan  the  Battle  of
  Har- 

lem. That  was  a   century  and  a   half  ago. 

"Within  these  walls  millions  will  be 

entertained,  educated,  uplifted  and  mad
e 

happy.  My  best  wishes  to  th
em.  My 

best  wishes  to  you,  Mr.  Mayor,  who 
 per-^ 

sonified  not  only  this  great  city,  but  
the 

success  that  can  come  to  its  sons.  
My 

best  wishes  to  you,  Mr.  Zukor,  
and  to 

you,  Mr.  Lasky,  as  the  planter
s  of  the 

small  acorn  from  which  this  gre
at  oak 

has  grown.” 
Huge  Cake  Cut  at  Luncheon 

Immediately  after  the  ceremonie
s  an 

ihoTZ'.e  luncheon  was  given  at  the
 

otel  Astor,  at  which  addresses
  were 

ade  by  Mayor  Walker,  Adolph 
 Z«kor, 

sse  L.  Lasky  and  E.  F.  Albee. 
 A.  M. 

Dtsford  acted  as  toastmaster. 

One  of  the  features  of_  the  lunc
heon 

as  a   massive  cake  made  in  the 
 torm  ot 

facsimile  of  the  new  Paramount
  Build- 

g   This  wonderful  demonstr
ation  of 

%   art  of  a   baker  attracted  a   l
ot  of  at- 

ntion  as  it  rested  on  a   table  
in  the 

nter  of  the  Rose  room.  Later  it
  was 

t   and  the  upper  ten  or  fifteen  
stories 

;re  eaten  by  the  guests. 
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ar  »   ink 

At  dock  to  board  MiDnowoska. 

When  M-G-M’s  Trackless  Train  Sailed 

En  Battcrr  Pork  od  vrojr  to  eMp> 

Bacds  load  parade  past  M-C-M  home  o9icoa.  Lefts  All  aboard!  Lower  left  (L  to  R)  : 

Major  Edward  Bowea,  Reaeo  Adore,  Mayor  Jimmy  Walker,  Director  Cloreoee  Brown,  W.  R. 

Fergueon,  exploitation  manager. 

Passing  City  Hall. StrenmeTB  tosi 
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Blast  Destroys 

Theatre  Front; 

Find  Bomb  Clue 
(Special  to  the  Herald) 

MINNEAPOLIS,  May  25. — The  entire 

front  of  the  Main  Street  motion  picture 

theatre,  a   suburban  housfe  in  Northeast 

Minneapolis,  was  blown  out  by  a   blast, 

which  Minneapolis  police  believe  was 

caused  by  a   bomb. 

The  noise  of  the  explosion  was  heard 

a   half  mile  a\vay  and  windows  were  broken 

and  pieces  of  plaster  knocked  loose  in 

houses  for  a   block  away.  Detectives  in- 

specting the  ruins  found  a   piece  of  copper 

wire  which  had  all  the  appearances  of 

having  been  a   lead  wire  to  a   bomb.  The 
blast  came  at  midnight. 

The  theatre  was  owned  by  0.  K.  Free- 
man and  was  operated  by  him  only  one 

night  a   week.  He  had  left  for  Spooner, 

Wis.,  on  the  night  the  explosion  occurred. 
The  front  of  the  theatre  was  demolished 

and  part  of  the  roof  was  swinging  back 
and  forth,  held  by  only  a   few  boards. 

HERALD  HEADQUARTERS 

At  the  M.  P.  T.  O.  A.  Convestion  Id  Los 

Angoles  at  the  Ambaesador  hotel,  June  ^ 
to  5,  will  be  in  Room  28  on  the  Ca..tn 

Floor  of  the  hotel. 

U.  S.  Commission 

Sets  June  4   for 

FP-L  Quiz  Plea 
(Special  to  the  Herald) 

WASHINGTON,  D.  C,  May  25.— The 
Federal  Trade  Commission  has  set  June  4 
as  the  date  on  which  to  hear  arguments  on 

the  bill  of  exceptions  filed  May  4   by 

Famous  Players-Lasky  under  the  commis- 

sion’s order  reopening  the  investigation  of 
that  organization’s  activities.  The  hearing 
is  expected  to  result  in  the  issuance  by  the 
commission  of  an  order  as  to  the  action 
taken  on  the  bill. 

Mathewson  Orders  3 

Casting  Bureaus  to 

Abide  by  State  Lcav 
(Special  to  the  Herald) 

HOLLYWOOD,  May  25.  —   W.  G. 
Mathewson,  state  commissioner  of  labor, 
has  notified  three  motion  picture  casting 

offices  furnishing  extras  to  Independent 

companies  and  deducting  their  commissions 
from  each  employment  ticket,  that  they 
must  discontinue  such  practices  at  once. 
The  commission  rules  it  is  a   violation  of 

the  private  employment  agency  act.  The 
bureaus  affected  are  the  F.  K.  Service, 

Fred  Foreman  Company  and  Players 
Studio  Service.  All  are  in  Hollj^vood. 

Schools  Close  When 

Warner  Portable  Radio 

Visits  Western  Town 
(Special  to  the  Herald) 

RED  BLUFF,  CAL.,  May  25.— The 
board  of  education  ordered  the  schools 

closed  for  the  day  when  the  Warner 

Brothers  portable  radio  broadcasting  sta- 
tion 6XBR  visited  here.  The  children  were 

given  this  opportunity  to  see  how  the  radio 
operated.  One  of  the  schools  provided  an 

orchestra  which  performed  over  the  radio, 

300  Exhibitors  Gather  at 

Luncheon  in  Honor  of  Mayer 
Walker  Calls  M-G-M  Vice-President  One  of  Brainiest  and 

Squarest — Honor  Guest  Declares  Motion  Pictures  Will 
Put  Vaudeville  Out  of  Business  Soon 

(Special  to  the  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  May  25. — Probably  the  greatest  number  of  representative 
exhibitors  that  ever  gathered  together  to  do  honor  to  a   picture  producer 
attended  the  testimonial  luncheon  given  to  Louis  B.  Mayer,  Metro-Goldwyn- 
Mayer,  vice-president  in  charge  of  production,  at  the  Hotel  Astor  last  week. 
While  there  were  a   number  of  city  officials,  including  Mayor  Walker,  and 
several  company  executives  present,  the  a.ssemblage  was  essentially  a   gathering 
of  exhibitors  and  more  than  300  theatre  owners  of  New  York  and  vicinity  were 
the  guests  of  Sam.  Eckmann,  Jr.,  who  gave  the  luncheon. 

Walker  Praises  Mayer 

Dr.  A.  H.  Gianini  presided  and  introduced  Mayor  Walker,  who  had 
cancelled  another  important  engagement  in  order  to  pay  honor  to  Mr.  Mayer, 
whom,  he  said  in  a   brief  speech,  he  had  always  regarded  as  one  of  the 
brainiest  and  squarest  men  in  the  producing  end  of  the  picture  business. 

Mr.  Mayer,  when  introduced  by  Mr.  Eck- 
mann, was  greeted  with  applause  which 

lasted  several  minutes.  After  this  had  sub- 

sided Mr.  Mayer  analyzed  the  picture  busi- 
ness, past,  present  and  future,  for  the 

benefit  of,  the  exhibitors  present.  Inci- 
dentally he  paid  his  respects  to  the  socalled 

legitimate  stage,  and  the  dass  of  entertain- 
ment being  presented  there.  He  said  no 

self  respecting  motion  picture  producer 
would  attempt  to  make  a   picture  from  the 

type  of  story  now  prevalent  on  Broadway, 
and  if  one  did  he  would  have  no  place  to 

show  it,  for  the  theatre  owners  would  not 
stand  for  it. 

Sees  Doom  of  Vaudeville 

“Motion  pictures  will  put  vaudeville  out 

of  business  in  a   few  years,”  Mr.  Mayer 
said.  “The  limited  number  of  all-vaude- 

ville theatres  now  operating  cannot  sur- 
vive motion  picture  competition.  This  also 

is  partly  due  to  the  continuous  repetition 
during  past  years  in  vaudeville,  of  the 
same  personalities  in  the  same  acts.  The 

theatres  which  show  vaudeville  and  pic- 

tures at  popular  prices  will  continue  to 
have  a   large  following  but  even  this  type 

Dipping  Into  News 
of  Eleven  Years 

June  19,  1915 
The  £rst  ofBcia!  world  war  pic- 

tures are  being  shown  in  this 

country  by  Pathe,  approved  and 

censored  by  the  French  war  de- 

partment. *   *   * 

July  3.  1920 Officers  of  the  newly  organized 
Motion  Picture  Theatre  Owners 
of  America,  with  temporary 

quarters  in  the  Times  building. 
New  York,  are  preparing  to  direct 
the  membership  drive  by  which  it 

is  hoped  that  every  independent 
exhibitor  in  the  United  States  will 

be  included  before  January,  1921. 
*   *   * 

Feb.  20.  1920 

Virtual  failure  of  accomplish- 

ment in  the  move  for  federal  cen- 

sorship marked  the  Fourth  Na- 
tional Motion  Picture  Conference 

which  met  in  Chicago  February  10 

to  12  under  the  auspices  of  the 
Federal  Motion  Picture  Council 

in  America. 

of  entertainment  wdll,  in  many  cases,  give 

way  to  pictures  with  stage  presentations 

such  as  have  been  in  vogue  in  recent  years. 

“Stage  presentations  in  picture  theatres 
will  continue  to  boost  the  low  water  mark 

of  weekly  box-office  receipts.  However, 
the  feature  film  will  more  than  ever  be  the 

deciding  factor  in  establishing  high  grosses. 

For  instance,  at  the  Capitol  theatre.  Major 

Bowes  through  his  presentations  has  added 

considerably  to  the  weekly  receipts  of  that 
institution.  Yet  the  fact  remains  that  the 

business  at  that  great  theatre  fluctuates 

between  $40,000  and  $75,000  on  the  week 

depending  upon  the  drawing  power  of  the 
feature  film  he  shows.  This  is  true  of 

every  motion  picture  theatre  in  the  coun- 
try, in  proportion  to  its  seating  capacity. 

“Stage  presentations  are  therefore  great 

for  picture  theatres  from  the  standpoint 
of  establishing  institutional  prestige  and 

making  regular  patrons,  but  the  feature 

film  production  will  always  be  the  back- 
bone of  the  theatre. 

“Motion  pictures  during  the  coming 

year  will  play  the  most  important  part  in 

government  and  civic  affairs  since  the  war. 

Producing  Systems  Commended 

There  has  become  evident  a   wild  scram- 

;   to  adopt  the  so-called  Metro-Goldwjm-
 

ayer  producing  system.  However,  it 

kes  more  than  a   system  or  a   method  of 

oducing  to  make  great  pictures.  We 

lieve  we  have  cornered  the  producing 

ains  of  the  industry.  We  have  in  Irving 

lalberg,  the  greatest  mind  in  motion 
 pic- 

re  producing  today.  We  have  in 

ipf  the  most  capable  showman  in  pr^uc- 

z   circles.  To  these  I   have  added  
Hunt 

romberg,  another  youthful  produc
er  of 

nsistent  box-office  hits;  Bernie  Hj^an, 

mere  boy  and  another  coming  Thal
ber^ 

lose  first  picture  was  Brown  of  Ha
rvard, 

d   Eddie  Mannix,  well  known  
showmen 

w   being  groomed  for  produci
ng.  No 

dividual  whom  we  wished  to  r
etain  has 

er  left  M.  G.  M.  We  propo^  to  buy
 

ily  such  stage  and  book  propertie
s  as  are, 

St  exceptional  motion  pictur
e  n^tenal. 

d.  second,  of  great  popularity
.  Few  of 

e   plays  along  Broadway  toda
y  can  be 

nsidered  for  the  screen.  No  sel
f-repcct- 

?   motion  picture  producer  would
  attempt 

screen  the  type  of  story  now  
prevalent 

Times  Square,  the  success  of  (he^
 

lys  is  built  on  shifting  san
ds  that  wrU 

In  the  leeitimate  theatre  in  due
  course  r» 

ican  stage. 
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“Carthay  Opening  Hollywood’s 

Most  Brilliant” Proves  Big  Socinl  Event — Schenck  Agent  Verifies  Report  That  Cros- 

land  TV  ill  Direct  Barrymore — H.  M.  Warner  in  East 

By  RAY  MURRAY 

Hollywood,  May  25.— The  big  social  event  in  film  circles  last week  was  the  opening  of  Fred  Miller’s  Carthay  Circle  theatre 
on  the  Western  edge  of  the  city.  It  was  one  of  the  most  brilliant 

premieres  ever  held. in  Hollywood,  a   city  accustomed  to  many  of  these 
events. 

The  opening  was  a   credit  to  Fred  Miller 
and  his  staff,  and  a   tribute  to  Miller’s 

popularity.  The  new  theatre  is  located  off 

the  beaten  path,  midway  between  Los  An- 
geles and  Beverly  Hills,  but  this  fact  did 

not  lessen  the  attendance  and  thousands  of 

fans  lined  the  square  before  the  theatre  to 
watch  those  who  entered. 

Mr.  Miller  arranged  a   fitting  program 

for  the  opening  of  the  new  house,  and  used 

as  his  opening  attraction  Cecil  B.  DeMille’s 
production,  “The  Volga  Boatman,”  which 
■wTLs  acclaimed  by  all  who  attended  the 
premiere  to  be  the  finest  thing  he  has  done 

since  “The  Ten  Commandments.” 
A   beautiful  prologue  preceded  the  pic- 

ture, created  and  staged  by  Jack  Laughlin. 

Following  the  picture,  Lew  Cody,  acting  as 

master  of  ceremonies,  introduced  Mr.  De- 

Mille,  Lenore  J.  Coffee,  who  wrote  _   the 
adaptation  and  continuity,  and  the  various 
members  of  the  cast.  Victor  Varconi,  as 

the  prince,  gave  one  of  the  finest  perform- 

ances in  the  picture.  William  Boyd’s  work 
was  also  very  good,  as  was  that  of  Elinor 
Fair. 

♦   *   * 

Confirjns  Crosland  Report 

The  report  that  Alan  Crosland  was  to 

direct  John  Barrymore  in  his  first  United 

Artists’  picture  has  been  verified  by  John 
W.  Considine,  Jr.,  general  manager  for 

Joseph  M.  Schenck. 
*   *   * 

Maude  Fulton  has  been  signed  by  Gen- 

eral Manager  William  Sistrom,  of  Metro- 
politan Pictures  Corporation,  to  write  titles 

for  forthcoming  P.  D.  C.  releases. 
*   *   * 

Milton  D.  Gardner,  general  manager  of 

Fred  Thomson  productions,  is  not  going  to 

double  for  any  more  heavies  if  he  can  help 
it.  Last  \veek,  while  away  on  location,  he 
obliged  Director  Dave  Kirkland  by  sliding 
down  a   300  foot  precipice  covered  with 

snow,  a   stunt  which  the  villain  was  sup- 
posed to  do.  Aside  from  wearing  out  a 

pair  of  pants,  and  nursing  several  stone 
bruises,  Mr.  Gardner  is  none  the  worse  for 

the  experience. 
♦   *   * 

William  V.  Mong,  noted  stage  and  screen 

player,  has  been  chosen  to  portray  the  im- 
portant role  of  Pete  De  La  Cognac  in  the 

Fox  Film  version  of  “What  Price  Glory.” ♦   ♦   ♦ 

Ned  Marin,  chief  of  First  National’s sales  force  West  of  the  Mississippi,  arrived 
here  last  week. 

*   *   ♦ 

An  unannounced  parade,  led  by  Fire 

Chief  Scott  and  consisting  of  1,500  fire- 
men, took  place  the  other  day  at  Broadway 

tunnel  and  Temple  street.  The  object  of 

the  parade  was  to  get  scenes  for  the  fire 
prevention  picture  and  the  Fire  Brigade 

for  the  M-G-M  picture  William;  Nigh  is 
directing.  Charles  Ray  and  May  McAvoy 
head  the  cast  of  the  picture,  while  Dan 

Mason  plays  the  role  of  Pegleg,  one  of  the 
old  fire  chiefs. 

♦   ♦   * 

Pauline  Garon  is  being  featured  in 

“Christine  of  the  Big  Tops,"  which  Samuel 

BriiJtin  is  making  for  Banner  Productions. 
Martha  Mattox  has  a   prominent  role. 

*   *   * 

Hale  to  Direct  P.  D.  C.  Film 
Cecil  B.  DeMille  has  chosen  Alan  Hale 

to  direct  “Risky  Business.”  This  is  an 
adaptation  of  the  Saturday  Evening  Post 

story.  “Pearls  before  Cecily,”  written  by 
Charles  Brackett. 

*   *   * 

Lige  Conley  and  Gladys  McConnell  are 

playing  the  leads  in  “Steeplechase,”  which 
Lex  Neal  is  directing  for  Fox  Films  under 

the  supervision  of  George  E.  Marshall. 

♦   ♦   * 

Olive  Borden  has  been  chosen  to  play  the 

lead  in  the  Fox  film,  "The  Country 
Beyond,”  which  Irving  Cummings  is  to 
direct.  A1  Cohn  adapted  this  story  and 

wrote  the  continuity  from  Curwood’s  novel. *   *   * 

Paul  Ludwig  Stein,  noted  European 
director,  will  direct  as  his  first  American 

production,  “My  Official  Wife.”  Mr.  Stein 
received  his  early  training  as  an  actor 
under  Ernst  Lubitsch  in  Berlin. ♦   *   » 

J.  G.  Blystone  has  completed  “The  Fam- 
ily Upstairs,”  his  38th  production  for  Fox 

Films.  Virginia  ValU  and  Allen  Simpson 
have  the  leading  roles. 

♦   ♦   ♦ 

Pollard  to  Go  South 

Harry  Pollard  has  resumed  production 

of  “Uncle  Tom’s  Cabin”  at  Universal  City. 
He  will  soon  leave  for  location  somewhere 

in  the  South  where  the  plantation  scenes 
will  be  made. 

♦   ♦   * 

Harry  M.  Warner,  president  of  Warner 
Brothers,  has  gone  to  New  York  City 
where  he  will  arrange  for  the  simultaneous 

showing  in  Broadway  houses  of  three 
(.Contented  on  page  118) 

Dipping  Into  News 
of  Eleven  Years 

May  15,  1915 
Martin  L.  Costley  was  named 

president  of  the  Louisiana  Motion 
Picture  Exhibitors  Association, 

which  completed  organization  at 
New  Orleans,  April  24. 

*   *   * 

June  19,  1920 
The  measure  providing  for  cen- 

sorship by  a   Massachusetts  state 

board  has  been  vetoed  by  Gover- 
nor Coolidge. 

*   * 

Feb.  27,  1926 
Enthusiasm  over  the  obtaining 

of  a   satisfactory  Standard  Exhibi- 
tion Contract  by  the  M.  P.  T.  O. 

A.  is  already  making  itself  felt  in 
a   substantial  manner  and  a   united 

front  at  the  Los  Angeles  conven- 
tion June  1   to  S   is  expected. 

Re-Takes 

I   LIKE  to  go  to  theatre  openings,  when they  are  such  well  conducted  affairs 
as  the  one  Fred  Miller  staged  last 

week,  when  he  opened  the  new  Carthay 
Circle  theatre,  •   Hollywood.  He  didn’t 
make  you  sit  in  the  nice  plush  seats 

until  they  got  red  hot  while  some  long- 
winded  leather-lunged  orator  introduced 
eulogized  and  sung  the  praises  of  a   lot 

of  actors  you’ve  heard  eulogized  and 
praised  40  times  before  at  40  other  open- ings. 

«   >|c  * 

Fred  just  put  on  a   rousing  overture, 

played  by  that  artist  of  artists  Elinor  and 

a   prologue  that  made  everybody  sit  up 
and  take  notice,  and  then  gave  them  the 

picture  with  appropriate  music. 
♦   ♦   * 

That’s  the  way  to  open  a   new  house. 
A   lot  of  so-called  showmen  hereabouts 
could  take  lessons  from  Mr.  Miller  and 

Jack  Laughlin  doesn’t  need  to  take  a 
back  seat  for  anybody  when  it  comes 
to  staging  a   prologue. 

*   *   * 

Which  brings  us  to  the  picture  "The 
Volga  Boatman”  as  fine  a   piece  of  work 
as  DeMille  has  ever  done.  Heavy  stuff, 

it  is  true,  but^  played  by  artists  that  made 
every  line  ring  true  and  deserved  the 

rounds  of  applause  received  at  the  con- clusion. 

♦   *   ♦ 

Hope  the  visiting  delegates  of  the  M. 
P.  T.  O.  A.  take  a   peek  at  this  new 

theatre.  It  is  Spanish  in  design  typjeal 

of  early  California,  and  very  beautiful. 

It’s  worth  a   trip  to  the  Wilshire  district. *   *   ♦ 

Welcome  to  Los  Angeles,  theatremen 
of  the  U.  S.  A.!  Quite  a   few  arrived 

early  to  avoid  the  rush  and  will  be  talk- 

ing like  “native  sons”  before  the  big 

gang  get  here. *   «   * 

New  York  is  sending  thirteen  car- 
loads. They’re  not  a   bit  superstitious, 

that  gang  from  the  Empire  state,  but 

they’ve  all  got  their  fingers  crossed  and 
won’t  buy  any  real  estate  while  here. *   *   * 

You  see  a   lot  of  ’em  have  been  down 
Florida  way  and  they  imagine  all  land sharks  are  alike. 

♦   ♦   # 

AH  Wet 

I   see  where  those  North  Pole  fliers 
were  much  discouraged  when  they 
looked  out  alid  saw  all  the  water.  They 

thought  they  were  off  their  course  and 
passing  over  Florida. 

*   *   * 

Enlightening  All  Comers 

Visitor;  Who’s  the  best  actor  in Hollywood? 

Actor:  Modesty  forbids  my  answer- 
ing direct.  But  here’s  the  card  of  my 

press  agent. 

♦   ♦   * Famous  Last  Words 

"Meet  my  friend  in  the  chorus.” *   *   t 

Life  is  just  one  d   -   -   n   premiere  after 
another  for  the  searchlight  operator  in 
Hollywood. 

*   ■   ♦   * 

Scandal 

Jidja  hear  Lewis  Stone  is  in  “Collu- 
sion” with  Anna  Q.  Nilsson?  Yep,_and 

Milton  Sills  is  in  “Paradise”  with  Aileen 
Pringle. — R.  M. 

HERALD  HEADQUARTERS 

At  she  M.  P.  T.  O.  A.  Ccnventioc  la  Los 

Angelas  nt  the  Asr.hossodor  hotel,  Juno  1 

to  5,  will  ho  in  Room  28  on  tho  Casino 
Floor  of  the  hotel. 
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Film  News 

in 

Pictures 

PICTORIAL  SECTION 

of  Exhibitors  Herald 
Issue  of  May  29 

Stories  Told 

by 

the  Camera 

The  first  two  stages  of  the  new  British  National  Pictures,  Lt
d., 

studios  at  Elstree  near  London  are  rising  rapidly.  J.
  D. 

WiUiams,  manager,  states  that  the  title  of  the  firs
t  picture 

will  be  “London,”  starring  Dorothy  Gish. 

Alan  Crosland,  left,  has  chrected  John  Barrymore  in 

“Don  Juan”  and  “The  Tavern  Knight”  for  Warner 

Brothers  so  successfully  that  it  is  reported  he  will  con- 

tinue his  direction  for  him  for  some  time. 

Above;  Left  to  right  are  Hedda  
Hopper, 

Ruth  Clifford  and  Frank  Mayo 
 who  have 

important  roles  in  “Lew  
Tyler’s 

the  first  of  13  pictures  to  be  made
  by  J. 

G.  Bachmann  under  the  banner
  of  Famous 

Attractions  which  has  recent
ly  been  or- 

ganized. 

Left:  Helen  Lee  Worthing 
 is  cast  in 

Preferred  Picture. 

Right:  Comic  stunts  are  su
pplied  by  Lew 

Brice  in  the  Bachmann  pict
ure. 
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This  shows  the  left  hand  section  of  the  panorama  view  of  the  new  studios  at  Burbank,  the  other  section  of  %vhich 
the  opposite  page. appears  on 

OLLYWOOD,  May  25, •Attracting  countrywide  in- 
terest,  the  new  film  city  for  First  National  Pictures, 

Inc.,  at  Burbank  is  progressing  at  a   speed  heretofore 

considered  impossible,  it  is  said.  Thirty  large  structures, 

being  erected  on  the  70-acre  site  simultaneously  by  engi- 
neers and  builders,  under  the  supervision  of  The  Austin 

Company  of  California,  are  the  largest  ever  erected. 

Four  huge  stages,  three  dressing  rooms,  carpenter  mill, 

lumber  shed,  power  plants,  scene  dock  and  other  buildings 
are  now  well  under  construction  on  the  site  which  three 
weeks  ago  was  an  alfalfa  field.  More  than  600  men  are 

laboring  from  daylight  to  darkness  and  their  number  is  in- 
creasing daily,  accordine  to  officials. 

Fourteen  of  these  trusses,  which  are  the  largest  of  their 
kind  constructed  in  the  West,  are  required  for  each  of  the 
four  stages  now  under  construction.  These  trusses,  lami- 

nated top  and  bottom  cord,  were  especially  designed  to  sup- 
port the  heavy  loads  required  in  motion  picture  stages. 

All  buildings  are  framed  within  one  week  from  the  time 
the  plans  are  received  from  the  engineering  department. 
The  framework,  including  trusses  for  each  of  the  huge 
stages,  was  completed  in  two  days.  In  the  roofing  of  the The  Paramount  executives  recently  visited  the  new  West 

Coast  studios.  Left  to  right:  Jesse  L.  Lasky,  Frank  A. 

Garbutt,  Adolph  Zukor,  president,  and  Milton  E.  Hoffman. 

HHlIlH 
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On  Lasky  and  First  National  Sites 

The  right  hand  section  of  a   panorama  view  of  the  rising  First  National  studios  of  which  the  left  hand  section  appears  on 

the  opposite  page.  The  new  baildings  at  Burbank,  Cal.,  are  well  under  way. 

Hollywood,  May  25. — The  clicking  purr  of  motion picture  cameras  which  has  been  heard4  continuously 

on  the  Famous  Players-Lasky  studio  lot  here  since 

Jesse  L.  Lasky  and  Cecil  B.  De  Mille  pooled  their  money 
and  rented  a   barn  on  what  was  then  a   lemon  grove  to 

start  filming  ‘The  Virginian”  a   dozen  years  ago,  ended 
today. 

Even  while  Clara  Bow  and  Ernest  Torrence  were  portray- 

ing the  final  scene  of  Sinclair  Lewis’  “Mantrap,”  marking 
the  close  of  production  at  the  noted  studio,  an  army  of 

carpenters  was  tearing  down  stages,  shops  and  dressing 

rooms,  preparatory  to  the  transfer  of  operations  to  the  new 

26-acre  home  two  miles  away. 
Axes  and  crowbars  ripped  the  dressing  room  walls  on 

which  Wallace  Reid  and  other  stars  of  yesterday  hung  their 

then  meager  wardrobe  in  the  days  when  they  were  just 
starting  their  uncertain  climb  to  screen  success.  The 
wrinkled  mirrors  of  the  rooms — now  used  by  extras — before 
which  Gloria  Swanson  pencilled  her  eyebrows  and  powdered 

her  nose,  which  were  used  also  by  Mary  Pickford  when  she 

was  playing  in  the  pictures  that  made  her  America’s  sweet- 

heart, “Rebecca  of  Sunnybrook  Farm”  and  “Daddy-Long 
Legs,"  are  being  relegated  to  the  junk  heap.  New  and 

better  equipment  will  be  given  the  extras  in  the  new  Para- mount home. 

Other  players  who  rose  to  film  fame  on  the  Lasky  lot 
were  Robert  Warwick,  Marguerite  Clark,  Geraldine  Farrar, 
Marie  Doro,  Ina  Clair,  Carlyle  Blackwell,  Kathlyn  Williams, 

Cleo  Ridgely,  Louise  Huff,  Elliott  Dexter,  Theodore 
Roberts  and  Harold  Lockwood. 

Dustin  Farnum  was  the  first  star  at  the  Lasky  lot,  play- 

ing the  title  role  in  "The  Virginian.”  He  was  to  have  re- 
ceived a   fourth,  $5,000  interest,  in  the  company  for  his 

services.  He  decided  however,  that  he  would  rather  have 

(Continued  on  page  119) 

.5 

* 

,   il;'. ,   1 
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This  is  the  strikingly  beautiful  entrance  to  the  adminis
tra- 

tion building  of  the  new  Famous  Players-Lasky  studios  as 
■   sho^m  by  the  architectural  drawing. 

'![ jg} on Hd 'alq  D   i  
 

"   ' 

i   OflODUQ  SP'  a   S   BI 

Above  is  the  architect’s  drowinB  of  the  administra
tion  hnilding  (left)  and  the  dressing  room  buil

ding  of  Famous  Players- 

Lasky’s  new  West  Coast  studio
s.  
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Erich  Pommer,  German  director,  is  now  on  the  Hollywood 

lot  for  Famous  Players-Lasky  where  he  will  soon  begin  the 

supervision  of  Pola  Negri’s  next  two  pictures  and  one  for 
Emil  Jannings.  He  came  from  Europe,  April  14. 

Irvin  S.  Cobb,  the  noted  American  humorist,  who  has  writ- 
ten many  stories  about  the  negro  since  his  emancipation, 

has  signed  a   contract  with  Cecil  B.  De  Mille  to  write  “Turk- 
ish Delight,”  a   comedy. 

'   ̂*<#14  PftOMCW*^ 

Betty  Compson’s  name  was  added  to 
the  list  of  stars  under  the  Columbia 

banner  last  week.  She  will  appear 

in  two  productions. 

Barney  Rosenthsd  of  St.  Louis,  Mo.,  visited 

Joe  Brandt  and  signed  a   franchise  agree- 
ment for  Columbia  Pictures  for  the  com- 

ing season. 

Bert  Lytell  recently  signed  a   con- 
tract with  Columbia  Pictures  to  ap- 

pear in  two  productions.  The  first 
is  “The  Lone  Wolf  Returns.” 
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Frankie  Darro  does  his  stuff  i
n  Tom 

Tyler’s  next  production,  “Th
e  Mas- 

querade Bandit.”  It  was  directed  by 

Bob  Delacy  and  photographe
d  by 

Bob  Leezer  for  F.  B.  O.  (He
rald 

photo.) 

Jack  Miller’s  cigar  is  getting  famous 

as  Joe  Cannon’s.  Miller  (above). 

Illinois  and  Chicago  exhibitors’  man- 

ager, joined  the  contract  discus- 
sions at  Minneapolis.  H.  J.  Ludcke 

(left)  Ludcke,  St.  Peter,  Minn. 

“And  then  the  big  bear  ate  up  all  the
  little  bears,”  says  Ralph 

Ince,  perhaps,  reading  to  Viola  
Dana  and  Ralph  Lewis,  right- 

All  are  working  on  “Bigger  than 
 Bamum  s,  which  is  an  r. 

B.  O.  picture  Ince  is  directing. 

Creighton  Hale,  left,  and  Gertrud
e  Short,  stars  of  the 

Film  Booking  Office  producti
on,  ‘A  Poor  Girl  s   Ro- 

mance, 

Weight. 

•   Kills      

with  tlie  director  of  the  pictur
e,  F.  Harmon 

Photo  made  by  H.  E.  N.  of
  “Herald  staff. 

Corinne  Griffith  and  Sven
d  Gade. 

who  directed  “Into  Her  Kin
gdom 

and  has  been  signed  to  
direct  the 

beautiful  First  National  star
. 

.t  easy  on  location!  Left  to 
 right;  (Setting)  Dorothj^  Du

nbar. J^om 
,a  Delacy.  (Standing)  ̂ ohn  staff  recently  during  the -as  photographed  by  H-  t-  Offices. 
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Kiesling  Talks  at  “Old  Home” Week  Meet  of  A.  M.  P.  A. 
Hope  Hampton  Goes  Abroad  to  Make  Color  Films — Bill  Clarke  Joins 

Grainger — Hold  Mayer  and  Lasky  Luncheons 

By  JOHN  S.  SPARGO 

New  YORK,  May  25. — "Old  Home”  week  was  celebrated  at  the A.  M.  P.  A.  meeting,  Thursday,  May  20.  A   number  of  the  veteran 

press  agents  of  the  business  acted  as  guests  of  honor  in  place  of 

Aileen  Pringle,  scheduled  to  preside  at  the  meeting,  who  was  unable  to 
come.  Among  the  speakers  were  A1  Fineman,  James  Hood  MacFarlane, 

Barrett  Kiesling,  Frank  Wilstach,  George  Harvey,  Charles  Giegerich,  and 

Randall  White,  all  of  whom  were  introduced  by  Glenn  Allvine,  president 
of  the  A.  M.  P.  A. 

T^IESLING  spoke  on  a   topic  of  particu- 
lar  interest  to  the  members.  He  stated 

that  he  would  not  take  $50,000*  for  his 
membership  in  A.  M.  P.  A.  and  the  W.  A. 
M.  P.  A.  The  benefits  to  be  derived  from 

both  a   social  and  commercial  standpoint 
from  such  a   connection  he  claimed  were 

priceless.  Information  could  be  gotten 
from  other  studios  out  on  the  coast  with 

little  or  no  trouble  through  tlie  friendships 

he  was  thus  able  to  form  among  the  asso- 
ciated press  agentry. 

Raphael  Odierno,  well-known  baritone 
appearing  in  the  leading  picture  houses  of 
this  city,  entertained  with  some  choice 

selections  including  the  “Volga  Boatman.” 
Annie  Laurie  was  the  accompanist. 
The  next  A.  M.  P.  A.  meeting  will  be 

closed  to  outsiders.  Candidates  for  office 

for  next  season  will  be  decided  upon 
together  with  possible  revisions  in  policy 
and  administration. 

*That's  a   heap  of  money. 

Hope  Hampton  Sails 

Hope  Hampton  boarded  the  good  ship 
Leviathan  last  Saturday  bound  for  Europe 
where  in  Paris  final  arrangements  will  be 

made  for  the  production  of  “A  Marriage 
Under  Louis  the  Fifteenth.”  This  picture 
will  be  made  in  full  color,  starring  Miss 

Hampton  and  the  studio  is  now  under  con- 
struction, being  specially  equipped  for  the 

Techni-Color  process. 

The  success  of  Miss  Hampton’s  previous 
color  pictures,"  The  Marionettes”  and  the 

"McCall  Screen  Supplement  of  Fashions," 
has  led  to  Messrs.  Vandal  de  Lac  and 

Company’s  belief  that  a   Hope  Hampton 
color  film  made  in  Paris  will  meet  with 
success. 

"A  Marriage  Under  Louis  the  Fifteenth” 

V   ill  be  a   screen  adaptation  of  Dumas'  story 
of  the  same  name  and  the  title  will  be 

changed  to  another  not  yet  decided. 
*   *   * 

Clarke  Joins  Fox 

William  Clarke  has  joined  Fox  Film 

Corporation  as  a   special  representative, 
according  to  an  announcement  by  James 
R.  Grainger,  general  sales  manager.  Bill 

Clarke  has  been  in  the  film  business  a   long 
while,  formerly  working  under  Grainger 

as  a   special  representative  of  the  Cosmo- 

politan Company  when  the  dynamic  "J.  R." 

was  selling  that  organization's  output 
through  Famous  Players. 

*   * 

Hein  Seeks  Beautiful  Film  Models 

Joseph  Hein,  .Austrian  court  painter,  is 
spending  a   few  weeks  in  New  York  in 
search  of  beautiful  women  for  his  new 

work.  Mr.  Hein’s  interest  was  drawn  to 
the  beautiful  women  in  the  motion  picture 
field,  with  results  that  his  first  subjects 
were  such  famous  stars  as  Bebe  Daniels, 

Lya  De  Putti,  and  Aileen  Pringle. 
«   *   * 

Harry  Gibbs,  manager  of  the  Fox  Films 

New  Haven  exchange,  promises  to  make 

the  services  attending  the  opening  of  his 

new  exchange  next  month  one  of  the  not- 
able affairs  in  Connecticut  film  annals. 

This  live-wire  sales  manager  has  already 
secured  the  promise  of  the  New  Haven 

mayor  to  preside  at  the  ceremony.  Everj’ 
exhibitor  in  the  territory  has  been  invited 
too. 

*   *   * 

Louis  Levin,  manager  of  the  Fox  Films 
Accessories  sales  department,  has  started 

on  a   tour  of  the  Fox  exchanges  in  the 

interest  of  accessory  sales  promotion..  Mr. 
Levin  will  talk  to  the  Fox  salesman  on  the 
value  of  accessories  to  builders. 

if  *   * 

Here’s  a   letter  from  one  of  the  old  town 

regulars  which  will  be  a   tip-off  that  Allan 
Rock  is  not  dead  or  even  among  the  miss- 

ing, only  married. 
2122  Camroae  Drive. 

Hollywood,  Calif. 

Hello,  John: 

Surprised?  Yea,  Snhl  It*a  me,  alright. 
Have  a   cigar.  .   .   . 

Hope  iho  old  Indigestion  ain’t  been  aelin’ 
up  on  you.  And  I   hope  this  finds  you happy. 

Wound  up  tlto  Mooaohonrt  proposition 

a   few  months  ago,  came  out  here,  got  mar- 

ried^—yep,  to  the  same  girl,  DeSacia  Mooers 

(remember  the  knock-'em.dead  blonde?), 
got  mo  a   house  that  looks  like  a   motch.box 

stuck  on  the  side  of  a   hill  and  which, 

unless  I   get  to  working  pretty  soon,  my 

grandchildren  will  have  to  finish  paying 

Dipping  Into  News 
of  Eleven  Years 

Oct.  16,  1915 

The  government  won  the  deci- 
sion in  its  suit  against  Motion 

Picture  Patents  Company,  Genera! 
Film  Company  and  affiliated  or- 

ganizations, under  the  Sherman 
antitrust  law.  Judge  Oliver  B. 
Dickinson  in  the  U.  S.  district 
court  in  Philadelphia  rendered  the decision. 

*   *   * 

Dec.  25,  1920 

Expenditure  of  $1,000,000  in  the 
next  three  years  to  amend  the  fed- 

eral constitution  for  blue  Sundays 
is  proposed,  according  to  an- 

nouncement at  Washington  by 
Wilbur  F.  Crafts,  superintendent 
of  the  International  Reform Bureau. 

*   *   * 

Jan.  2,  1926 
Christmas  Week  box  office  re- 

ports combine  with  trade  indica- 
tion generally  to  promise  another 

big  theatre  year  in  1926. 

fort  ond  espeoi  to  settle  down  to  the  tari* 

ous,  but  not  too  sober,  business  of  being 
married. 

As  ever, ALLAN  ROCK. 

*   «   « 

There  is  no  question  but  that  this  indus- 

try is  progressing.  Time  was— and  that 
very  recently — that  no  motion  picture 
luncheon  was  complete  without  the  boom- 

ing of  one  or  more  flashes  as  the  guests 
were  seated  at  the  festive  board. 
Last  week  two  exceptionally  important 

luncheons  were  given  in  the  industry,  and 
at  neither  was  a   flashlight  picture  taken. 

These  functions  were  the  Louis  B.  Mayer 
luncheon,  and  the  one  given  by  Famous 

Players  after  the  laying  of  the  Paramount 

Building  corner  stone. 

It’s  a   great  relief  and  let  us  hope  the 
fashion  grows. 

♦ 

Warner  Puts  Bloomberg, 

Fisher  in  N,  W.  Posts 
(Special  to  the  Herald) 

MINNEAPOLIS,  May  25.— Several  im- 
portant changes  have  been  made  in  the 

management  of  the  Minneapolis  film  ex- 
changes in  the  last 

ten  days.  Tom 
Burke  has  left  the 

managership  o   f 

the  Warner  ex- 
change to  become 

the  First  National 

manager  in  Min- neapolis. L.  J. 

Bloomberg  has 

succeeded  Burke 
as  the  Warner 

manager.  A.  H. 
Fisher,  formerly 

manager  of  Metro- 
Goldwyn-Mayer  in 
Minneapolis,  has 

become  the  dis- 
trict manager  for  Warner. 

Bloomberg  for  the  past  several  years  has 

been  assistant  manager  of  the  Metro- 
Goldwyn-Mayer  Minneapolis  branch.  When 
Fisher  was  employed  as  division  manager 
for  Warner  Brothers  in  the  Midwest  his 
first  selection  in  behalf  of  the  company 

was  Bloomberg  as  manager  for  the  Min- 
neapolis branch. 

Bioscope  Sends  Out 

Emergency  Issues  to 

Trade  During  Strike 
(Special  to  the  Herald) 

LONDON,  May  25. — Bioscope,  Brit- 
ish motion  picture  trade  publication,  has 

been  issuing  a   two-page  pamphlet  in 
place  of  its  regular  edition  because  of 
the  strike  crisis. 

Leading  items  of  current  news  are 
summarized  in  bulletin  form  in  the 

pamphlet,  which.  Bioscope  announced, 
was  to  be  continued  at  intervals  until 
conditions  return  to  normal. 

The  back  page  of  the  "Emergency  Is- 
sue” carries  at  the  top  a   report  on  a 

conference  with  public  officials  by  W 

N.  Blake,  president  of  the  Cinema  Ex- 
hibitors Association,  Capt.  J.  W.  Barber 

and  W.  R.  Fuller,  general  secretary  of 

the  C._  E.  A.  The  statement  declared 
the  minister  of  mines,  speaking  on  be- 

half of  the  government,  urged  that  the 
theatres  be  kept  in  operation  during  the strike. 

Abe  Fl»her 
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Denny^s  Rolling  Home/^ 
Universal  Jewel,  Opens, 

at  Capitol  on  May  30 
(Special  to  the  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  May  25. — Reginald  Den- 

ny’s “Rolling  Home,"  Universal  Jewel  pro- 
duction, opens  at  the_  Colony  theatre  Sun- 

day, May  30,  for  an  indefinite  run.  “Out- 
side the  Law,”  which  has  played  to  capacity 

audiences  for  three  weeks,  under  the  re- 
vival by  Universal,  must  be  withdrawn  be- 

cause the  new  picture  is  scheduled  for 
showing  in  Ia.te  May. 

William  Seiter  directed  “Rolling  Home,” 
a   comedy  drama  based  on  John  Hunter 

Booth’s  stage  play.  John  McDermott  and 
Rex  Taylor  did  the  continuity.  The  cast 
includes  Marion  Nixon,  who  will  attend  the 

premiere,  Ben  Hendricks,  Jr.,  E.  J.  Rat- 
cliffe,  Margaret  Seddon,  Anton  Vaverka 
and  George  Nichols. 

Paul  Leni  is  preparing  the  prologue,  as- 
sisted by  Jack  Savage,  Jerry  DeRosa  and 

Raymond  Cavanaugh.  Dr.  Edward  Kilyeni 
is  arranging  the  musical  score. 

Hearings  Dropped  on 
IVesf  Coast  Theatres 

(Special  to  the  Herald) 

WASHINGTON,  D.  C.,  May  25.— 
Hearings  in  the  West  Coast  Theatres 
cases  have  been  discontinued  as  the  re- 

sult of  a   stipulation  filed  by  the  respond- 

ent’s counsel,  agreed  to  by  counsel  for 
the  federal  trade  commission,  in  which 

the  latter  admits  the  government’s  wit- 
nesses would  testify  regarding  "coercive” 

methods  alleged  to  have  been  pursued, 
and  the  commission  admits  the  officials 

and  agents  of  the  respondents  would  dis- 
affirm or  deny  such  testimony. 

Lichtman  Joints  U.  A.  as 

Special  Representative 
(Special  to  the  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  May  25. — A1  Lichtman 
has  joined  the  staff  of  United  Artists  as 
special  field  representative,  operating 
from  the  home  office,  Hiram  Abrams, 
president  of  United  Artists,  announced 
last  night.  Mr.  Lichtman  was  compelled 
by  ill  health  to  resign  his  last  executive 
post. 

^^False  Alarm”  First  on 
List  of  Columbia  Films 

(Special  to  the  Herald) 

LOS  ANGELES,  May  25.— Mary  Carr, 
Dorothy  Revier,  and  Ralph  Lewis  will  ap- 

pear in  the  first  picture  Harry  Cohn  will 
make  for  Columbia  distribution  this  year, 

“The  False  Alarm.”  ITie  following  film 
to  be  made  will  be  "The  Lone  Wolf  Re- 
turns.” 

F,  J,  Smith,  Agnes  Smith 

Join  “Photoplay”  Staff 
Frederick  James  Smith  and  Agnes 

Smith  have  joined  Photoplay.  Mr. 
Smith,  formerly  editor  of  Classic,  is  to 
be  managing  editor,  and  Miss  Smith, 
formerly  editor  of  Motion  Picture,  is  to 
be  associate  editor. 

Rialto  Square  Opens 
(Special  to  the  Herald) 

The  Rialto  Square  theatre,  Joliet,  111., 
opened  Monday  evening,  May  24.  The 
house,  built  by  Rubens  Bros.,  seats  2,500. 
C.  W.  &   Geo.  L.  Rapp  were  the  archi- tects. 

American  Cinema  Association 
Will  Release  24  Productions 

David  Hartford  to  Produce  for  New  Organization  —   Four  of 
Twelve  Long  Features  Already  Made — Dozen  Two-Reel 

Pictures  Will  Star  Dog  Actor 
(Special  to  the  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  May  25. — American  Cinema  Association,  newly  organized 
national  producing  and  distributing  organization,  will  release  twelve  long  fea- 

tures and.  a   series  of  twelve  two-reel  comedy-dramas  for  the  coming  season. 
Announcement  was  made  by  President  A.  J.  Moeller  from  the  home  office in  Detroit. 

Hartford  to  Produce 

David  Hartford  Productions,  of  which  David  M.  Hartford  is  president  and 
director-general,  will  do  the  producing  for  American  Cinema  Association  for the  coming  year. 

Four  of  the  twelve  long  features  have 
been  completed  and  the  first  release  will 

be  August  15.  "Then  Came  the  Woman” 
has  in  the  cast 

Frank  Mayo,  Cul- 
len Landis  and 

Mildred  Ryan. 

“Jack  of  Hearts” is  from  the  play, 

"Jack  in  the  Pul- 
pit,” with  Cullen 

Landis,  Gladys 
Hulette,  Vera 
Lewis,  Antrim 
Short,  John  T. 
Prince,  Joseph 

Bennett  and  Les- 
ter Pegg.  In  the 

cast  of  “Dame 
Chance,”  made 
from  the  Frances 
Norstrom  novel,  are  Robert  Frazer, 
Gertrude  Astor,  Julanne  Johnston.  Mary 

Carr  and  Lincoln  Stedman.  “The  Man 
in  the  Shadow,”  by  Anne  Francis,  includes 
Myrtle  Stedman,  David  Torrence,  Mary 
McAlister,  Joseph  Bennett,  Arthur  Rankin, 
Margaret  Fielding  and  John  T.  Dwyer. 

In  the  making  are  “The  Beloved  Fraud,” 
by  Frances  Nordstrom;  “Rose  of  the 
Bowery.”  from  Pearl  Doles  Bell’s  novel, 
“Little  Lady,  Inc.”  and  H.  B.  Swope’s 

Munsey  story,  “A  Fla.sh  in  the  Night.” 

The  others  to  be  produced  are  Barney 

Gilmore’s  melodrama,  “Kidnaped  in  New 

York" ;   Spoteswood  Aiken’s  "God’s  Great 
Wilderness" ;   “Your  Brother  and  Mine” ; 
“Stronger  Than  Steel”  and  “Drivin'  Mad.” The  short  features  will  be  made  in  New 
York  under  the  direction  of  William  A. 
Shilling  and  T.  Carlyle  Atkins,  from  John 

Taintor  Foote’s  stories  in  Liberty  under 
the  title  “Tnib’s  Diary.”  Shilling,  trainer 
of  Strongheart,  has  spent  a   year  training 
the  Boston  terrier  wffich  is  the  Trub  of 
the  series. 

The  complete  list  of  exchanges  follows : 
W.  W.  Kofeldt,  Pacific  Coast  Distributors,  San 

Francisco  (Branches,  Los  Angeles,  Seattle,  Port- 
land, Salt  Lake  City,  Denver,  Butte) ;   A.  C. 

Snyder,  Dependable  Pictures  Corp.,  Boston 
(Branch,  New  Haven,  Conn.);  Amsterdam  & 
Marcus,  Trio  Productions,  Inc.,  Washington,  D. 
C.T  Ben  Levine,  Oxford  Film  Exchange,  New 
York;  Tri-State  Film  Co.,  Minneapolis;  S.  B. 
Greiver,  Greiver  Productions,  Inc.,  Chicago;  John 
Servaas,  Mid-West  Film  Co.,  Indianapolis;  Wm. 
Hurlbut,  Favorite  Film  Co.,  Detroit;  Elmer 
Rhoden,  Mid-West  Film  Co.,  Kansas  City;  Gene 
Marcus,  Twentieth  Century  Film  Co.,  Philadel- 

phia; Stern  Bros.,  Independent  Film  Co.,  Omaha 
(Branch,  Des  Moines);  C.  W.  Trampe,  Mid-West 
Distributing  Co.,  Milwaukee;  Sam  Werner,  United 
Film  Exchange,  St.  Louis;  Arthur  C.  Bromberg, 
A.  C.  Bromberg  Attractions,  Atlanta  (Branches: 
Charlotte,  New  Orleans,  Oklahoma  City  and 
Dallas);  Meyer  Fischer,  Fischer  Film  Exchange, 
Cleveland  (Branch:  Cincinnati);  Supreme  Photo- 

play Corp.,  Pittsburgh,  and  R.  C.  Fox,  Freedom 
Film  Corp.,  Buffalo,  N.  Y.  (Branch  at  Albany.) 
The  association  has  offices  in  31  key 

cities. 

Twenty  Tiffany  Gems  Coming 
Sixteen  Escchanges  Established-^Consistent  Product  with  Every 

Expended  Dollar  Shozuing  on  Screen  Is  Aim,  Says  Hoffman 

(Special  to  the  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  May  25. — Twenty  Tiffany 
Gems  will  be  distributed  the  coming  season 

through  franchise  holders  who  will  operate 
under  the  name  of 
Tiffany  exchanges. 
Sixteen  exchanges 
already  have  been 

established,  includ- 
ing New  York, 

Buffalo,  Chicago, 

Indianapolis,  Bos- 
ton, New  Haven, 

P   h   i   I   a   d   el  p   h   i   a, 

Washington,  Pitts- 
burgh, Cleveland. 

Cincinnati,  Detroit, 
Toronto,  Montreal, 

St.  John  and  Win- nipeg. 

“We  a   r   e   a   p*  m.  H.  Hoffmon 
proaching  a   new 

season  with  a   three-way  idea  for  the  ex- 
hibitors which  is  simplicity  itself,  said 

M.  H.  Hoffman,  vice-president  of  Tiffany 

Productions,  Inc.  “We  speak  of  the  Tif- 
any  of  yesterday,  we  speak  of  the  Tiffany 
of  today,  and,  basing  our  whole  project 

on  performance,  we  are  proceeding  to  pro- 
duce 20  productions  with  one  promise  for 

the  Tiffany  of  tomorrow.  This  is  the 
promise  that  we  will  do  our  best. 
“Our  business  policy  is  for  a   consistent 

product  with  such  economies  as  will  avoid 

ivaste,  and  permit  every  dollar  expended 
to  show  on  the  screen.  We  are  not  going 

to  try  to  make  all  the  pictures  or  a   re- ease for  every  week.  We  are  merely  going 

ihead  with  the  program  within  our  pro- 

duction capacity.” 
The  Twenty  Tiffany  Gems  include  “That  Model 

From  Paris,”  “Flaming  Timber"  “Fools  Of  Fash- on,"  “The  Tempest,’^  "One  Hour  Of  Love, ‘Wives,”  “Sin  Cargo”  “Squads  ,   .The 

Steeplechase.”  "The  Tiger,”  “Lightning.  The 

Song  Of  Steel,”  “The  Enchanted  Island.  Huv land  Hunters,*’  “Isnowbound,  Th« 
•Voman.”  “Raging  Seas,'  Top  W   The  World, 
‘The  Squared  Ring”  and  Tale  Of  A   Vanishing 

People." 

Hoffman  leaves  this  week  for  California. 
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TELLING  A   STORY  BY  CAMERA 

Carmehta  Geraghty  is  a   newcomer  to 
the  screen  in  Pathe  comedies.  She  is 
the  daughter  of  Tom  Geraghty. scenario  editor. 

♦   *   * 

Top  center:  Ralph  C.  Faulkner  in  his 
vaudeville  act  caricatures  Ben  Tur- 

pin’s return  to  motion  pictures.  Ben 
has  already  completed  "When  a   Man’s 
a   Prince”  on  the  Mack  Sennett  lot  for Pathe. 

lED  sm  Mum 
miMMEYOUaPKOGCm 

WLIATIT  SHOULD  BE/ 

Emery  Bronte,  with  his  studio  at  Engle- 
wood Cliifs,  N.  is  making  a   series 

of  thirteen  Bronte  one-reel  featur- 
ettes  v/hich  Red  Seal  will  distribute 

the  coming  season.  Lassie  and  Jean, 

dog  actors,  appear  in  the  featurettes. 

Greene  Scripts  Ready 

Fred  V.  Greene,  Jr.,  of  Red  Seal  Pic- 
tures has  several  new  series  of  novelty  one- 

reelers  in  mind  which  are  in  script  form 
already,  and  will  be  released  immediately 
after  they  are  completed  early  this  fall. 
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Educalioncl  has  received  much  favorable  press  crideism  on  its  short  feature, 

■‘The  Vision.” 

WW  Keith-Albee'a  New  York 

Hippodroml 
S.  P.  ALSEE,  Pre.qtdent 

NONE  CAN  AFFORD  TO  MISS 

THIS  SVPER-^PROGRAM— 
ALL  CAN  AFJfORD  TO  GO! 

St>teUns  MnndK?-  Aprii  SOth 
PART  1 — SPECIAL 

/■T'HEBABARrilKEri 
'   *ltllppodrorRa  News  Reel  | •■Tom  ISnvb  Troupe  1 

*Muaiea!  Comedy  Oemtt  | 

•Leo  Po.'rf  &   Tim  O’Connoif  •   | 
1   TOTO  FaTi>rlt«  1 
1   Hlppo,ln>nio.CSowB 

•KiPBHley  at  the  Organ  j 
•Hippodrome  Dancesn  1 

First  Time  Here  o!  1 

VERA  FOKINA 
ia  ft  FOKtNK  BALLET 
Staged  by  Micbol  FokSno 

NOTE — Don’t  Miss  ‘‘Toytouin" 
PART  2^SPECIAL 

1   FISAL  CHARLE6T0N  LESSOfJ  | 

•Aesop’s  Fubies — Fnihe  News 
•Cire.MR  l*!»pr}5sejne!ifs 

1   HELEN  O'SHEA  i;"  ! 
•CeofK®  Griffin 
•Howasd's  Pop?  SpeetRclo 

!   *   ALBERTINA  RASCH  I i   CORPS  DE  BALLET  1 

•St»n  KnvftnaUKh 
1   •MicBtrel  Oatiqe  Itevae 

JOE  MORRIS  And 

WINNIE  BALDWIN 

Extraordinary%pseia(  Star 
©Ely  New  York  Appeiwane©  | 

ANNA  CASE 
Amer!fii'«  r.-tvoriin  .Soprano  1 

llA'raUAll.l-l  HVBUYUVB, 

Q'x-'i  50c  $1 Seals  1   Kitonn<;s  1 

RP»y  e — Niglit  Only — N.  Y.  A.  | 

MAY  3D— SPORT  CARNIVAL 
The  Tear’s  Slggost  Novelty  with  JACK  1 
liELANEY  —   ASLEKN  BIGOEN  — 
IIKLEN  WASNWKUiHT  —   OKBTKtlDB 
KDERLK  —   BOBBY  M’LEAN— JACK 

1   FARRELL  fiRsI  Winners  of  Every 

}   Sport, 

Theda  Bara’s  “Madame  Mystery,”  Hal 

Roach  comedy  for  Pathe,  was  head- 

lined by  the  New  York  Hippodrome, 
as  the  cut  shows. 

Rights  Fred  Morgan  in  his  column 
in  the  New  York  Evening  Graphic 

rated  Palhe’s  Our  Gang  as  an  act  at 
Keith-Albee’s  Hippodrome. 

First  “Excuse  Maker” 
of  Stern  Brothers  Is 
Given  Broadway  Tryout 

Stern  Brothers,  producers  of  two-reel 
comedies  for  Universal  release,  recently 

arranged  a   special  tryout  of  "She's  My 
Cousin,”  first  of  the  "Excuse  Maker”  series 

being  made  by  them  for  1926-27  release. 

This  series,  based  on  the  trials  and  trib- 
ulations of  a   young  Beau  Brummell,  or 

almost-married  man,  stars  Charles  King 

with  Constance  Darling,  Adrienne  Dore 

and  Ethlyne  Clair. 

The  Olympia  theatre,  a   Broadway  house 

in  uptown  New  York,  was  chosen  as  a 

representative  community  theatre  for  the 

trial.  The  comedy  was  shown  to  the  reg- 

ular audience  as  a   part  of  the  night  show. 

M.  J.  Carson,  the  theatre  manager,  report- 

ed to  Universal  that  "The  laughs  were  al- 

most continuous." 
Five  of  the  series  have  already  been  re-- 

ceived  in  the  East.  Charles  King  was  re 

cruited  from  the  Universal  lot,  where  he 

played  small  parts. 

Life  Contract  Here; 

F.  B.  0.  Baby  Canary 
Three  and  even  five-year  contracts 

are  nothing  neto  in  fiilmdom,  but  the 
F.  B.  O.  studio  has  just  sprung  a   new 

one  with  announcement  that  a   recent 

comer  to  the  lot  had  been  signed  to  a 

life  contract. 
The  new  star  is  the  son  of  poor  but 

honest  parents,  both  of  whom  luive 

appeared  in  many  F.  B.  0.  produc- 
tions, and  is  being  carefully  tended 

and  groomed  for  his  first  appearance 

by  C.  A.  Rudd  of  the  prop  depart- ment. j 

Gertrude,  his  fond  mamma,  and 

Pete,  his  daddy,  are  both  caroling 

joyously  in  the  cage. 

ins.Km&  Graphii 
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Famous  Paintings 
SERIES 

POWERFUL  DRAMAETTES  IN  2   REELS 
Full  of  Action  -   Well  Known  Cast 

Showing  Inspiration  for  The  Paintings  of 

THE  MOST  FAMOUS  MASTERPIECES 
First  Four  Now  Ready 

“The  Angelus”  -   “The  Mother”  -   “The  Doctor”  -   “Sin” 

CRANFIELD  &   CLARKE,  Inc.  of  Cou^e 
729  Seventh  Avenue,  New  York  City 

AND  THEY  CALL  IT  THE  SILENT  DRAMA!  But  it  is  at  that,  except  on  the part  of  the  audience,  says  Fox  Films,  when  this  group  of  comedies  gets  busy  in 
one  of  the  new  Animal  Comedies.  Here  they  are— Brian  Boru,  the  intellectual 
Celtic  gand^,  Pal  the  Smiling  Dog,  Purp  the  Presumptuous  Understudy,  Mike 
the  Home  Rule  Democrat  and  Prima  Donna  the  Blonde  Filly.  Italian  geese saved  Rome  and  an  Irish  gander  may  save  the  show,  says  Fox.  Pal  the  Irish 
dog,  knows  all  the  tricks  of  the  camera.  Mike  the  Jack  stands  for  human  liberty and  broad  thinking  Prima  Donna,  called  blonde  as  a   Dakota  wheatSeld.  is being  groomed  to  become  the  equine  Sandy  of  motion  pictures 

^*Story  CounciV’  Develops 
Mack  Sennetfs  Stories 

for  Four  Comedy  Types 
Mack  Sennett  has  adopted  the  policy  of 

having  all  screen  stories  written  and  de- 

veloped by  a   “story  council"  under  the supervision  of  John  A.  Waldron.  The 
various  writers  suggest  points  that  may  be 
developed  and  the  methods. 

Garrett  Graham  has  just  joined  the 

council,”  which  includes  Arthur  Rip- 
ley., Vernon  Smith,  Grover  Jones,  Phil 

Whitman,  Clarence  Hennecke,  Harry 

McCoy,  Randall  Fay,  Earle  Rodney  and 

Bob  Eddie.  Sennett  says  that  as  a   re- 

sult of  the  “story  council”  more  original 
gags,  situations  and  story  angles  have 
been  developed  in  a   short  time  than  ever 

before  in  his  long  career  as  a   producer, 

and  that  the  Sennett  organization  is  en- 

joying its  most  enthusiastic  production 
season. 

Sennett  is  now  producing  four  types 

of  comedies — the  Smith  series  of  domes- 
tic farces,  the  Sennetts  featuring  Billy 

Bevan,  Vernon  Dent  and  Thelma  Parr, 

the  Ben  Turpins  and  the  Alice  day  ro- 
mantic comedies  of  girlhood. 
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Remember 

Way 

Back  When — 

It  was  in  the  year  that  America  en- 
tered the  World  war  that  Anna  Q. 

Nilsson  and  BUI  Hart  were  in  “The 
Toll  Gate.”  Now  Miss  Nilsson  has 
been  acclaimed  as  a   featured  player. 

When  Henry  B.  Walthall  did 

his  part  in  “The  Birth  of  a 
Nation”  he  proved  himself  a 
fine  actor.  His  latest  him  is 

Metro’s  “The  Barrier.” 

Left:  Anna  Q.  Nilsson  with 
Frank  Currier,  Charles  Lane 
and  Robert  Shabble  before 

any  of  them  played  in  First 
National  roles. 

Time  honors  many 

names.  Kaihlyn  Wil- 
liams and  Edyth 

Chapman  played  in 
the  Cecil  De  Mille 

film  “The  Wliisper- 

ing  Chorus.”  De Mille  is  now  the 

great  independent 
producer  whose 
product  is  handled 

by  Producers  Dis- 
tributing Corpora- 

tion. 

Tom  Mix  who  was  a 

popular  Western 
player  in  1918  is 
more  popular  now. 
His  latest  Fox  film  is 

“No  Man’s  Gold.” 

Above  is  little  Col- 
len  Moore,  not  as 

she  appears  in  “Ella 
Cinders,”  her  recent 
work,  but  as  in 
“Hands  Up”  in  1917. 

with  her  is  Monte 
Blue.  She  is  now  a 
First  National  star. 

Theodore  Roberts 

who  was  in  “The 
Squaw  Man”  in  1916 
is  in  “The  Cat’s  Pa- 

jamas” in  1926  for 
Famous  Players- 
Lasky. 



Eleven  Years  Ago 
Stills  from  Pictures  Which  Were  Big  Productions 

When  the  “Herald’"  zvas  in  its  Infancy.  Practically 
all  of  the  stars  in  these  films  are  still  in  pictures. 
Chances  are  many  of  these  shozved  in  your  theatre. 
Remember  them? 

Douglas  Fairbanks  bad  jusl  started  working  in  pictures 

in  1916  when  he  made  “Arizona.”  A   different  Doug  it 

is  we  see  today  in  the  United  Artists  film,  “The  Black 

Pirate.”  But  in  Mary  Pickford’s  “Sparrows”  of  today 
we  find  her  in  much  the  same  role  as  she  played  in  1916 

ill  “The  Hoodlum”.  A   still  from  it,  upper  right. 

iIOTHM 
itilggS 

Back  in  1912  Lou  Teliegen  and  Sarah  Bernh
ardt  ap- 

peared in  “Theodora.”  Teliegen  is  before  the  camera
 

now  in  the  William  Fox  picture,  “Married  A
ltve. 

Raymond  Hatton,  “Emperor  of  the  Aztecs,”  was  in  “The  Woman 
God  Forgot”  in  1915.  He  is  now  a   Famous  PIuyers-Lasky  comedian, 

having  recently  done  famously  well  in  “Behind  the  Front”  a   comedy role.  In  the  foreground  is  Julia  Faye. •-  *\m 

t*s  hard  to  say  whether  you  can  buy  this  picture  
nowadays  but  it 

vas  certainly  a   good  one.  It  is  Harold  Llo
yd  and  Bebe  Daniels 

II  the  Pathe  comedy,  “Trotting  Thru  Turk
ey”— 1916. 



Marie  Prevost  appears  to  be  looking  out  of  the  window  of  Mabel's 

room.  You  see  she  was  photographed  on  the  set  of  “Up  in 
Mabel’s  Room,”  the  picture  Producers  Distributing  Corporation 
is  to  handle  for  Christie. 

Louise  Fazenda  will  play  in  a   role  dilTerciit 

from  those  she  usually  fills  in  “Footloose 
Widows.”  She  will  be  a   hairdrc.sscr  in  the 
Warner  Brothers  pieture. 

“Batter  up,”  calls  Doris  Hill, 
Warner  player.  She  appears 

with  Syd  Chaplin  in  “The  Bet- 
ter ’Ole”  completed  a   few  days 

ago. 

Mary  Louise  Miller  does  the 
Charleston.  Her  latest  uork  is 

in  “Into  Her  Kingdom,”  First 
National  picture  which  stars 
Corinne  Griffith. 

Ihe  pt-nsive  young  woman  in  the  center  photo  is  Greta  Von Kue  who  has  the  only  feminine  role  beside  that  of  Pauline 
.^*-**'  Honor  the  Governor”  which  Film  Booking Offices  IS  making.  Hyatt  Daab  ami  Chet  Williey  wrote  it. 

Peggy  Shaw  has  signed  a   contract  with  AI  Rockett 
to  play  the  second  feminine  lead  in  support  of 

Dorothy  Mackaill  in  Alfred  Santell’s  production  of 
“Subway  Sadie”  for  First  National. 
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GtTlu  Garlm  will  1)*' 

in  “Tlin  TiMiipJr«->s"  whii’l
i 

!,ouis  B.  May«T  is  lUiikiiig  in 

ihe  M*‘tro-ColfKv>n-Mjiy»r  slu- 
«Uos. 

Right:  One  of  the  best 

known  of  E<lueational-Chris- 

lie  feminine  players  is  Veru 

Steadman  who  is  busy  at 

work  in  the  studio  on  com- 

ing releases. 

.eft:  Eleanor  Boardinan, 
 Metro-Gold- 

,vyn-Mayer  player.  She  
is  lauding 

,voman  in  -Bardelys  the  Magn
ificent, 

.tarring  John  Gilbert. 

Bight:  Claire  Windsor  
is  a   featured 

player  in  the  Metro  piel
nre,  Money 

Talks.”  The  piece  was  di
rected  l)> 

Archie  Mayo.  • 



The  Northern  Lights  are  brought  South.  Charles  G.  Clarke,  A.  S.  C.,  of 

the  P.  D.  C.  company  making  “Rocking  Moon”  devised  trick  methods 
to  duplicate  the  Northern  phenomenon.  Light  reflected  from  shimmer- 

ing water  through  smoke  gave  the  effect. 

Danny  O’Shea 
who  appears 

in  Mack  Sen- 
net  comedies 

for  Palhe. 

C   a   r   m   e   I   i   ta G   e   r   a   g   h   t   y 

plays  the vamp  role  in 
“Oh  Uncle” 
one  of  Gil Pratt’s  Smith 

Family  come- dies for  Palhe. 

J.  Leo  Meehan,  Film  Booking  Offices 

director,  is  now  directing  “Laddie” 
which  was  written  by  Gene  Stratton- 
Porter. 

Bessie  Love  answers  a   fan  letter. 

She  was  photographed  on  the  Metro 
lot  where  she  has  been  working  on 

“Lovey  Mary.” 

Charlie  Chase  and  Ann  Howe,  the 

mystery  radio  girl,  are  appearing  in  a 
new  Pathe  comedy  which  has  been 



Edwin  C.  King,  general  manager  of  the  F.  B.  0.  studio  goes  over  the 

plans  for  the  future  with  E.  B.  Derr,  treasurer  of  F.  B.  0.  who  has  been 

making  a   visit  to  the  Hollywood  plant. 

Ruth  Taylor 

is  leading  wo- 
man for  Ralph 

Graves  in 

P   a   t   h   e   ’   s   “A 
Yankee  Doo- 

dle Duke.” 

Right:  Thelma 
Hill  has  just 

signed  with 
Sennetl  on  a 
new  P   a   t   h   e 

contract. 

Ruth  Hiatt  is  the  girl  on  the  left  and 

Mary  Ann  Jackson  is  the  little  girl 

who  appear  in  Mack  Sennet  comedies 

released  by  Palhe. 

Ena  Gregory  and  June  Marlowe, 

rights  hove  subniitlcd  this  pnoto
 

with  their  best  wishes.  They  are 

Universal  players. 

Patricia  Avery’s  first  role  in  mo- 

tion pictures  will  be  in  “A  Certain 

Young  Man”  for  M-G-M.  She  was
 

formerly  a   stenographer. 



piuys. 

“Unhand  the  girl,”  demands  Ed- 
mund Lowe  to  Director  R.  Wil- 

liain  Niell  on  the  Fox  lot. 

Madge  Bellamy  i.'  featurefl  in 

■'The  Black  Paradise.” 

Two  good  friends  on  the  Fox 
lot?  Barbara  LudJy  with  her 

beet  girl  friend,  Edna  Marian. 

Miss  Luddy  is  in  “A-1  Soriely,” 
Fox  comedy. 

Douglas  Gilmore  is  the  Apache 

in  Edmund  Coulding's  produc- 
tion of  "Paris,”  an  original 

story  by  himself  for  Metio- 
Goldwyu-Mayer. 

I.on  Chaney  enacts  a   role  in  which  his  art  of  makeup 

plays  a   big  part  in  “The  Road  to  Mandalay”  for 
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.  Tod  Browning  directs  the 

picture. 

Left:  Choosing  a   leading  woman  is  no  easy  task,  says 
Gene  Tunney,  gentleman  battler  who  is  a   contender 

for  the  world  championship  heavyweight  title.  He  is 
under  Pathe  contract. 

Right:  Sojin  Kamiyouma,  Oriental  actor,  who  sup- 
ports Lon  Chaney  in  his  Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer  pic- 

ture, “The  Road  to  Mandalay.” 

Norma  .Shearer  is  now  playing 

the  -star  role  in  Metro-Goldwyn- 

Muyer'.s  “The  Waning  Sex.” 

Sally  O'Neil  appears  in  the 
east. 
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^^Fll  Show  You  the  Town^^ 
A   PERSONALLY  CONDUCTED  TOUR  OF  HOLLYWOOD  By  “NATIVE  SON” 

COME  on,  boys,  climb  in  and  I’ll  show  you  the  town. You  won’t  be  able  to  pick  oranges  on  this  tour  via  printers’ 
ink  as  you  go  along;  but  there  will  be  some  compensations.  You 

won’t  have  to  dodge  any  of  these  homicidal  Los  Angeles  motor- 
ists en  route. 

Los  Angeles  is  a   good  town ;   it  ought  to  be.  It  ̂ vas  founded 

by  a   band  of  Spanish  missionaries  ’way  back  when  farming  was 

good  about  Forty-second  Street  and  Broadway.  You'll  find  a 
lot  of  Spanish  names  still  lurking  around  here  that  got  started 

by  the  early  settlers.  Perhaps  you’ll  do  as  the  Englishman  who 

went  ’ome  from  Californy  and  told  a   friend  about  the  odd  pro- 

nunciations of  names  they  have  out  here.  “Why,”  he  said,  “there’s 

a   town  spelt  ‘La  Jolla,’  and  they  pronounce  it  ‘San  Luis  Obispo.’” 

There  is  one  thing  you  can’t  help  realizing  in  this  town :   The 
motor  age  certainly  is  here.  If  they  allowed  a   person  to  get  out 

and  walk  over  the  tops  of  the  automobiles  it  would  be  possible 

to  get  somewhere.  But  motoring  downtown  in  Los  Angeles  is 

like  standing  in  parade  formation  and  waiting  for  the  parade  to 

start.  There  are  a   lot  of  automobiles  in  Los  Angeles  per  capita 

and  from  the  way  most  of  them  are  driven  you  would  think  that 

there  are  not  enough  heads  to  go  around. 

Downtown  Los  Angeles  is  just  the  sad  part  of  the  story.  Let’s 

get  that  over  with  and  go  on  to — Hollywood,  magic  and  marvelous 

Hollywood.  Hollywood  is  the  wondrous  picture  city  of  the  world. 

At  least  that’s  what  it  stands  for.  As  a   matter  of  fact,  there’s 
as  much  production  in  Los  Angeles  outside  of  Hollywood  as 

there  is  in  Hollywood.  Incidentally,  Hollywood  gets  its  name 

from  the  early  religious  settlers  of  the  country  who  named  it 

after  the  Holy  Cross.  Where  it  got  its  reputation  is  another 

story. 

*   ♦   * 

If  you  will  notice  the  street  signs  you  will  see  we  are  now 

coursing  out  Hollywood  boulevard,  north-bound.  Out  about 

Cahuenga  boulevard  we  strike  the  heart  of  the  picture  world. 

(The  name  of  the  street  probably  is  not  spelt  correctly,  which  is 

proper,  because  hardly  any  two  of  the  picture  people  pronounce 

it  the  same  way,  so  you  can  write  your  own  ticket.) 

Boy,  what  an  avenue  Hollywood  boulevard  is  for  the  uninitiated. 

Any  day  at  lunch  time  you  arc  liable  to  see  stepping  into  a   res- 
taurant from  an  automobile  Lew  Cody,  dressed  as  a   debonair 

man  of  fashion  in  evening  clothes,  arm  in  arm  with  Wally  Beery 

as  a   disreputable  sea  captain  and  Raymond  Hatton  as  Julius 

Caesar  himself.  It  is  a   bad  street  to  open  one’s  eyes  on  after  a 

bad  night,  even  if  there  are  no  pink  elephants  abroad.  And  from 

the  standpoint  of  feminine  pulchritude,  Hollywood  boulevard,  with 

the  picture  crowd  out,  has  everything  that  Paris,  Vienna  and 

Monte  Carlo  think  they  have — but  haven’t. 
The  Montmarte  Cafe,  a   few  steps  up  the  boulevard,  is  a   popular 

mecca,  particularly  on  Wednesday  and  Saturday  noontimes.  It 

is  easy  to  see  how  this  cafe  lives  from  its  picture  people  patron- 

age, but  how  the  picture  people  live  on  the  service  they  get  is 

something  else.  But  why  eat  when  there  is  so  much  to  see.  .   .   . 

I   suppose  we  really  should  at  least  drive  by  some  of  the  studios. 

Very  well,  let’s  go : 

Swinging  back  into  Sunset  boulevard,  a   parallel  thoroughfare 

on  the  west,  you  see  the  famous  Christie 

broithers’  studio  at  the  corner  of  Gower,  v/here 

the  first  pictures  produced  in  Hollywood  were 

made.  Across  the  streets  is  the  Stern  brothers’  “Home  of  Ceniur>- 

Comedies.”  In  the  doorway  we  might  catch  a   glimpse  of  Brother 
Abe,  who  needs  nothing  else  to  recommend  him  for  immortality 

in  the  picture  colony  than  to  have  been  the  author  of  the  line, 

declared  in  angry  defense  of  his  pictures  years  ago,  that  “Centuri' 

comedies  are  not  to  be  laughed  at.” 

Just  beyond  is  “Poverty  Row,”  the  home  of  the  “quickies,” 
where  they  shoot  a   feature  between  sunrise  and  sunset.  They 

know  a   lot  about  picture  making  in  this  Row.  It  is  a   training 

school  for  producer,  director  and  actor  alike.  They  have  to  use 

their  brains  in  Poverty  Row ;   the  bank  account  usually  won’t  stand 
much  leaning  on. 

*   »   * 

Still  farther  back  Sunset  boulevard,  two  corners  at  Western 

avenue  are  used  up  by  the  Fox  lot,  a   tremendous  and  complex 

picture  making  plant.  Again  farther  back  is  the  elaborate  and 

imposing  plant  of  Warner  Brothers,  which  might  be  mistaken  for 

a   municipal  building.  Huge  radio  towers  indicate  that  the  Warner 

brothers  are  up  in  the  air  also. 

Swinging  back  into  Melrose  avenue  we  meet  up  with  the  former 

United  Studios,  now  the  production  plant  of  Famous  Players. 

We  see  this  place  as  a   model  city  with  its  many  trim  buildings, 

nicely  paved  streets  and  a   great  air  of  bustle  and  much  ado.  Out 

Melrose  avenue  again  and  we  pull  up  to  the  F.  B.  0.  studio,  its 

pink  stucco  buildings,  resplendent  in  the  brilliant  California  sun- 

light. 
Now  we  strike  out  Washington  boulevard,  headed  for  Culver 

City.  A   lot  of  people  have  never  heard  of  Culver  City,  but  it's 
done  much  to  make  Hollywood,  its  jealous  neighbor  on  the  east, 
what  it  is  today. 

On  the  left,  ladies  and  gents,  is  the  Hal  Roach  factory  out 

of  which  radiate  chuckles  throughout  the  whole  world.  Giddap ! 

Next  on  the  left  is  the  former  Thomas  H.  Ince  studio,  the  execu- 

tive building  a   typical  old  Colonial  mansion  with  wonderful  lawn 

and  shrubbery  spread  out  before  it.  This  is  where  Cecil  B,  De 

Mille  now  holds  sway.  Again  on  the  left  (it’s  hard  to  keep  right 

out  here,  so  far  from  home)  is  the  Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer  studio 

in  all  its  imposing  size,  grandeur  and  what  not.  V\'e  can’t  stop  here 

because  the  Packards  and  Lincolns  of  the  carpenters  and  extras 

have  exhausted  the  parking  space  for  a   quarter  of  a   mile  in  every 

direction. 

*   *   * 

And  now  before  the  gas  runs  out  we’ll  hop  over  to  Universal 

City.  Out  over  Cahuenga  Pass  and  down  into  the  fringe  of  S
an 

Fernando  Valley,  we  run  into  the  great  Laemmle  landscape.  
Yes, 

it  looks  as  if  all  Hollywood  is  right  here,  but  it’s  only  Uni
versal 

City.  Buildings  and  buildings,  stages  and  stages,  sets  and 
 lakes, 

hills  and  valleys— all  used,  and  needed,  in  Universal  pic
tures. 

Back  a   ways  now  and  we  see  what  First  National  is 
 doing  to 

what  was  formerly  a   quiet  and  inoffensive  strip  of  
valley  land. 

Right  there,  you  see,  they  are  building  the  new
est  great  studio 

and  from  all  indications  it  will  have  everything  
in  it  but  the 

well-known  kitchen  sink. 

All  al>oard,  boys,  back  to  the  aristocratic  Wils
hire  avenue  and 

on  to  The  Ambassador. 

Y’welcome;  glad  you  enjoyed  your  ride.  C
ome  back  some 

time  and  we’ll  show  you  the  climate.  O   yes, 
 that  reminds  me 

...  I   can  show  you  a   little  lot  out  on  Pico  Imule
vard,  paved 

street,  water,  gas— Oh,  say,  wait  a   minu
te.  .   .   . 
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Cecil  B.  DeMiile’s  stiidio  at  Culver  City,  modeled  after  the 
George  Washington  home  at  Mt.  Vernon  and  referred  to  as 

“the  most  beautiful  motion  picture  plant  in  the  world.” 

Marshall  Neiian’s  studio  is  located  at  1845  Glendale  Blvd. 

“Diplomacy,”  a   Marshall  Neilan  production  for  Famous  Play- 
ers-Lasky,  with  Blanche  Sweet  starred,  is  being  made  here. 

World  Demand  for  Pictures 

Changes  Map  of  Studioland 
Idle  Studios  Galvanized  by  Rush  to  Produce  Film  for 

Expanding  Market-All  Plants  Humming  with  Activity 
Extensive  changes  have  taken  place  in  Hollywood’s  topography  during  tlie  past  year  as  a   result  of 

tEe  picture  market  expansion  and  the  consequently  greater  demand  for  product.  Studios  that  have  stood 
idle  for  many  months  are  scenes  of  unusual  activity  and  every  available  prop  and  stage  is  heing  utilized 
to  furnish  films  for  the  insatiable  screen  public. 

Work  is  plentiful  and  production  is  on  at  full  speed  in  almost  every  quarter.  The  most  prosperous 
season  in  Holl)uvood  history  is  anticipated. 

Herewith  is  given  information  concerning  the  various  studios  which  conventioneers  will  visit,  together 
with  the  names  of  the  studio  heads  in  charge  and  the  names  of  pictures  heing  made. 
Extensive  changes  have  taken  place  in  Hollywood’s  topography 

during  the  past  year.  Studios  that  stood  idle  for  many  months 
are  now  scenes  of  unusual  activity,  and  almost  every  available 
prop  and  stage  is  being  utilized  to  furnish  films  for  that  insatiable 
world  demand. 

Fine  Arts— where  D.  W.  Griffith  made  his  early  successes— is 
once  more  humming  industriously  and  new  offices,  new  stages 
and  modern  equipment  are  replacing  the  obsolete  paraphernalia. 
It  IS  loca.ted  at  the  corner  of  Sunset  and  Hollywood  boulevards 
and  consists  of  four  large  stages  well  equipped  for  independent 
producers.  Nat  Deverich  is  president  of  the  company  and  has 
charge  of  production.  Among  the  companies  shooting  this  week 
are  First  National,  making  “Delicatessen.”  with  Colleen  Moore, 
“Midnight  Lovers”  with  Anna  Q.  Nilsson  and  Lewis  Stone; 
Banner  Productions  making  “Christine  of  the  Big  Tops,”  Pathe 
Exchange  “The  Fighting  Marine”  with  Gene  Tunney;  Billy  West 
Productions.  “Izzie  and  Lizzie”  comedies,  Tiffany  Productions 
"Flaming  Timbers”  wfith  Anita  Stewart;  H.  P.  Christ  Productions 
“Hungry  Arms”  and  Harry  J.  Brown  filming  “Stick  to  Your 
Story.” In  this  immediate  vicinity  are  the  old  Vitagraph  studios  and 
the  Charles  Ray  plant.  Warner  Bros,  make  good  use  of  the 
former  plant,  while  an  occasional  company  sets  up  lights  and 
shoots  for  a   while  at  the  Ray  studio.  Outside  the  studio  stands 

the  reproduction  of  the  “Mayflower,"  the  ship  used  in  filming 
“The  Courtship  of  Miles  Standish,”  gaunt  evidence  that  a   lot  of 
money  is  frequently  spent  on  an  “artistic”  production  that  even- 
tualjy  sinks  its  o^yne^.  I   dare  say  no  one  will  make  another 
Miles  Standish”  for  many  years  to  come. *   *   * 

Fox  Films— New  administration  buildings,  immense  new  stages 
and  a   general  prettying  up  of  the  Fox  studios  on  Western  ave. 
and  Stinset  blvd.  under  Winfield  R.  Sheehan’s  regime  has  put 
new  life  into  this  big  institution.  Six  immense  stages  grace  this 
lot  and  Sol  Wurtzel  is  in  charge  as  general  manager.  “The 

Pelican,”  “What  Price  Glory,”  “The  Return  of  Peter  Grimm”  and 
“The  Country  Beyond”  are  being  filmed  there,  as  well  as  the 
short  features  that  occupy  an  important  place  on  the  Fox  program. 
Warner  Bros.— Located  at  Sunset  boulevard  and  Van  Ness  st., 

is_  another  building  that  immediately  attracts  the  eye  of  the  visitor, 
with  its  irnposing  Colonial  front  and  its  high  radio  towers.  On 

the  four  big  stages  back  of  the  office  building  many  of  the  Warner 
specials  are  produced,  although  the  old  Vitagraph  plant  is  used 

extensively  also.  Ernst  Lubitsch  is  producing  “So  This  Is  Paris,” 

James  Flood  “Broken  Hearts  of  Hollywood,”  Alan  Crosland  “The 
Tavern  Knight.”  Jack  L.  Warner  is  in  charge  of  production,  with Raymond  Schrock  as  his  chief  assistant. 

A   little  farther  up  the  street  we  come  to  the  Christie  studio 
at  Gower  and  Sunset  blvd.  where  AI  and  Charles  Christie  produce 
their  comedies  for  the  Educational  program.  A   third  immense 
stage  is  being  added  to  this  lot  where  at  present  two  companies 
are  working  on  comedies. 

Across  the  street  is  the  Stern  Brothers,  where  Century  comedies 

are  produced  for  the  Universal  program.  Two  companies  are 
working  on  this  lot,  which  is  in  charge  of  Julius  Stern. *   «   * 

Sennett  Studios — where  the  famous  Mack  Sennett  comedies 
are  produced—is  located  at  1712  Glendale  blvd.  Here  John  A. 
Waldron  is  in  charge.  Three  large  enclosed  stages  and  one  open 
stage  are  tised  for  the  four  comedy  companies  that  work  here. 
Eddie  Cline  is  making  a   war  picture  at  present  and  Alf  Goulding 

is  directing  the  “Smith  Family.” 

^^^Is,rshan  Neilan — 1845  Glendale  blvd.,  where  “Micky”  is  making 
Diplomacy,”  starring  Blanche  Sweet,  for  Paramount.  Two  enor- 

mous stages  occupy  this  lot  and  Leeds  Baxter  is  vice-president 
and  general  manager  in  charge. 

Universal  Studios — Universal  City.  Folks  who  visit  this  studio 
marvel  at  the  wide  expanse  of  Carl  Laemmle’s  real  estate  holdings 
and  attempt  to  figure  out  what  it  is  worth.  It  is  the  only  city 
m   the  world  devoted  exclusively  to  making  motion  pictures. 
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It  is  situated  four  miles  from  Hollywood  in  a   valley  sur- 

rounded by  towering  mountains.  Seven  large  stages  are  used 

for  interior  scenes,  while  every  conceivable  variety  of  "loca- 
tions” can  be  found  on  this  lot.  "Love  M,e  and  the  World 

Is  Mine,”  “Uncle  Tom’s  Cabin,”  “Butterflies  in  the  Rain,” 
“The  Man  in  the  Saddle,”  "Take  It  From  Me,”  "Taxi,  Taxi” 
are  in  course  of  production.  Henry  Henigson.  general  man- 

ager, is  in  charge. *   *   ♦ 

Associated  Studios,  3800  Mission  Road,  is  located  far  from 
the  centre  of  film  activities.  The  studio  consists  of  about 

seven  acres  of  ground  and  has  four  stages.  “The  Wedding 
March,”  Eric  Von  Stroheim’s  Paramount  production,  is  now 
being  filmed  there;  Douglas  MacLean  is  renting  space  here 

also  for  his  Paramount  production ;   "Come  on  Charley,”  with 
Edward  Everett  Horton,  a   Sam  Hutchinson  production ;   Bill 

Cody  in  "Flashing  Heels”  and  "The  Wildcat  Kid”  are  in 
course  of  production.  W.  L.  Heywood  is  studio  manager. 
Journeying  over  smooth  Preuss  Road,  which  joins  Beverly 

Hills  and  Culver  City,  we  come  to  the  Hal  Roach  comedy  lot. 
This  studio  is  on  Washington  blvd.,  about  six  miles  from 

Holly\\'Ood.  Here  “Our  Gang”  is  working,  as  well  as  Charles 
Chase  and  Glen  Tryon,  under  the  supervision  of  general 
manager  F.  Richard  Jones.  Two  immense  stages  occupy  this 
lot  and  the  studio  represents  one  of  the  most  complete  plants 
in  .'America. 

DeMilie  Studio  faces  on  Washington  blvd.  in  Culver  City. 
It  was  established  in  1916  by  the  late  Thomas  H.  Ince.  Two 
large  stages  occupy  the  lot  and  many  buildings  have  been 
added  since  Cecil  DeMilie  took  the  plant  over.  A.  G.  Volck 
has  charge  of  production,  while  William  Sistrom  is  general 

manager.  “For  Alimony  Only,”  “Young  April,”  "Fighting 
Love”  and  “Risky  Business”  are  in  production. *   * 

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer  Studios,  located  on  Washington 
blvd..  Culver  City,  between  Los  Angeles  and  the  Venice 
beaches,  is  the  largest  plant  in  the  world.  It  covers  fifty 
acres  of  ground  and  has  eighteen  large  stages.  Twelve  miles 

of  "streets”  or  exterior  sets  occupy  the  lot  also.  Thirty-four 
directors  are  actively  engaged  at  the  M-G-M  plant  at  present. 
Louis  B.  Mayer  is  vice-president  in  charge  of  production.  At 

present  "The  Flaming  Forest,”  "The  Mysterious  Island,” 
“Tell  It  to  the  Marines,”  “Tin  Hats,”  "The  Red  Mill," 
"Maman,”  "The  Temptress,”  "Altars  of  Desire”  and  “Annie 
Laurie”  are  in  production. 
The  Pickford-Fairbanks  studio  at  7100  Santa  Monica  blvd. 

is  the  home  of  the  Joseph  M.  Schenck  productions  and  United 
Artists  units.  John  W.  Considine,  Jr.,  is  general  manager. 
This  studio  has  but  one  large  stage.  It  is  proposed  to  expend 
$2,000,000  on  improvements  which  will  make  it  one  of  the 
most  complete  studios  in  Hollywood.  Constance  Talmadge 
and  Rudolph  Valentino  have  each  just  completed  pictures, 
and  these  companies  expect  to  resume  production  activiries 

soon.  Many  of  Douglas  Fairbanks’  old  sets  are  still  standing 
and  the  boats  used  in  “The  Black  Pirate”  are  a   picturesque 
sight. 

Keaton  Studios  are  at  1025  Lillian  Way,  where  the  frozen- 
faced comedian  makes  his  M-G-M  productions.  He  is  work- 

ing on  "The  General,”  a   Civil  War  play,  at  present.  Lou 
Anger  is  general  manager. 

F.  B.  0.  Studio,  780  Gower  st.,  occupies  a   valuable  piece 
of  property.  It  has  three  large  stages  and  a   very  complete 
back  lot.  While  F.  B.  O.  makes  ail  of  its  product  here,  it  is 
used  extensively  also  by  other  companies.  Larry  _   Semon 
makes  his  Pathe  comedies  and  many  other  companies  rent 

space  here.  Fred  Thomson  is  working  on  “Two  Gun  Man.” 

J.  Leo  Meehan  is  directing  "Laddie”  and  the  "Bill  Grimm’s 
Progress”  series  of  two  reelers  is  now  being  produced. 
Edwin  C.  King  is  in  charge  of  production. 
Paramount  studios,  corner  Vine  st.  and  Sunset  blvd.,  which 

has  attracted  the  visitor’s  eye  for  many  years,  is  almost 
deserted  now.  It  will  soon  pass  as  a   studio  and  be  occupied 

by  business  blocks,  as  Paramount  is  moving  to  the  United 
Studios  at  5341  Melrose  ave.,  formerly  occupied  by  First 
National  and  other  companies.  Paramount  is  completely 

rejuvenating  the  property,  which  formerly  had  six  large 

stages.  New  dressing  rooms,  office  buildings  and  more 

stages  will  occupy  this  lot  in  a   few  months.  "The  College 
Flirt”  with  Beba  Daniels  is  the  first  Paramount  picture  to 
be  made  at  the  old  United  plant. 

Richard  Barthelmess  is  occupying  the  old  Clune  studios 

on  Melrose  ave.  having  renamed  it  Tec-Art,  where  he  is 

filming  "An  Amateur  Gentleman.” ♦   ♦   ♦ 

Even  Poverty  Rov/,  that  much  maligned  neighborhood  at 

Gower,  Sunset  and  Beachwood  Drive,  has  blossomed  into  a 

prosperous  looking  business  block.  Harry  Cohn  and  Joe 
Brandt  have  rebuilt  the  old  California  studios  (one  stage) 

and  now  call  it  the  Columbia  Pictures.  Right  next  door  I.  £. 

Chadwick  has  built  a   pretty  office  building  for  his  Chadwick 

pictures  studios  (one  stage)  and  is  changing  his  old  quarters 
>n  a   business  block. 

A   section  of  the  stages  at  the  Universal  Pictures  Corporation  plant 
at  Universal  City,  the  only  duly  incorporated  city  in  the  world 
devoted  exclusively  to  the  industry  of  making  motion  pictures. 

The  Melro-Goldwyn-Mayer  studios  at  Culver  City  are  the  largest 
in  the  world.  An  area  of  50  acres  is  involved  and  there  are  18 
stages.  There  ere  25  miles  of  streets. 

Airplane  view  of  the  Charlie  Chaplin  studios,  Hollywood,  where 

that  comedian  is  making  “The  Circus”  as  his  next  production  for 

distribution  by  United  Artists  Corporation  as  a   unit  of  its  U
omi- 

Rant  Sixteen.” 
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Oh,  What  I   Know  About 
ROLL  YWOOD! 

My  first  year  in  Hollywood  lias taught  me  a   whole  lot  of  tricks 
about  the  picture  business.  Due  (redit 

of  course  must  go  to  that  great  or- 
ganization, the  WAMPAS,  a   strange 

cult,  once  described  by  “Bugs”  Baer  as 
"a  tribe  who  live  in  huts  built  by  others 

and  eat  their  young."  I've  eaten  a   great 
many  times  with  these  Wampas  but 

never  caught  them  eating  ani’thing  but 
^'oting  chicken. 
They  are  the  folk  who  do  all  the  hard 

work  around  the  studios,  writing  pieces 
about  the  bosses  and  trying  to  get  them 

into  the  papers — locally.  Once  in  a 
while  one  of  the  papers  prints  some- 

thing about  the  big  boss  that  wasn’t written  by  his  own  press  agent,  then 

there’s  'ell  to  pay. 
But  let’s  drive  around  and  see  what 

we  can  see: 

Here’s  Poverty  Row,  looking  like  a 
million  dollars  and  trying  to  live  down 

its  name.  On  Poverty  Row  a   year  ago 
a   man  with  a   big  idea  and  ten  thousand 

dollars  could  gratify  his  ambition  to  be- 
come a   great  producer  in  about  two 

months.  With  a   lot  of  elegant  station- 

ery, a   desk,  sw'ivel  chair  and  a   can  of 
film  he  could  form  a   Gigantic  Producing 
Company  that  would  look  as  solid  as 

Gibraltar  on  Broadway,  N.  Y.  Direc- 
tors, actors  and  sets  were  easily  hired 

and  in  a   remarkably  short  time  he’d  have 
a   super-production  that  promised  to 

gross  more  than  “The  Birth  of  a   Na- 
tion” and  “The  Four  Horsemen.”  Then 

he’d  try  to  sell  the  darn  film  and  would 
find  no  market.  Finally  the  office  closed 

and  another  film  was  laid  away  in  the 
storage  vaults. 

Now  all  is  changed. 

The  wise  producer  gets  his  market 
first,  then  makes  his  picture.  Of  course 
there  are,  and  always  will  be,  a   few  of 
the  other — foolish — kind. 

♦   *   » 

There  are  fewer  producers  nowadays 
following  the  honing  to  make  artistic 

pictures.  You  know  the  kind,  “Art  for 
Art’s  sake.”  Whenever  they  get  a   hunch 
like  that  they  go  down  Sunset  boulevard 

and  look  at  Charlie  Ray’s  ship  set  and 
think  of  “Miles  Standish,”  which  was  an 
artistic  thing  costing  a   million. 

But  they  do  follow  in  cycles.  Just  now 

there’s  a   great  tendency  to  make  circus 
pictures.  Don’t  know  who  started  the 
vogue,  but  the  theatres  are  going  to  get 
an  awful  run  of  sawdust  features  for  a 

while.  F.  B.  O.  has  one,  “Bigger  Than 
Barnum’s,”  Paramount  “Greatest  Show 
on  Earth,”  Universal  made  “Spangles” 
and  Banner  Productions  “Christine  of 
the  Big  Tops.”  Somebody  discovered that  by  calling  up  all  the  hotels  in  town 
and  inviting  the  guests  out  to  the  lot  to 

“see  how  movies  are  made”  they  could 

By  RAY  MURRAY 

fill  up  the  blue  seats  under  the  big  top. 
But  it  almost  ruined  the  extras  and  they 
made  an  appeal  to  Will  Hays  to  stop  it. 

♦   *   * 

A   great  theatre  building  boom  struck 
Hollywood  about  the  middle  of  last  year 
and  as  a   result  no  less  than  nine  bog 

theatres — both  legitimate  and  silent 
drama  houses— are  now  being  completed 
or  have  been.  And  these  are  no  cheap 

shooting  galleries,  either,  but  impressive, 
big  houses,  beautifully  decorated  and 
comfortably  equipped. 

The  Carthay  Centre,  on  Wilshire 
boulevard,  is  the  latest  of  these  and 

there’s  nothing  finer  in  the  whole 
U.  S.  A.  Grauman  is  building  a   Chinese 

theatre,  for  pictures  and  Grauman  pro- 
logues, and  directly  across  the  street 

is  the  beautiful  El  Capitan,  now  hous- 
ing an  expensive  English  revue.  Two 

other  large  legitimate  theatres  are  going 
in  the  center  of  Hollywood  and  new 

est  Coast  houses  are  on  almost  every 

corner,  many  of  them  competing  with 
former  West  Coast  houses  that  show  a 
decided  decrease  in  attendance.  But  the 

town’s  growing. 

There  was  a   great  influx  of  foreign 
directors  last  year,  and  on  some  of  the 
lots  it  is  well  to  take  an  interpreter 
along  if  one  wants  to  interview  some 
of  the  directors.  These  interpreters 
should  be  able  to  talk  German,  Russian, 
Swedish,  French  and  a   little  English. 
Carl  Laemmle  has  been  delving  into  the 

foreign  market  for  directorial  talent  and 
each  one  brings  with  him  four  or  five 

others  so  he’ll  have  somebody  to  talk 
to.  Mr.  Laemmle  is  experimenting  with 

new  devices  to  add  novelty  to  film  pro- 
ductions and  lessen  production  costs. 

Incidentally,  Carl  Laemmle  puts  all 

his  spare  change  into  his  chicken  ranch, 
where  he  has  the  largest  incubator  in 

the  world  and  takes  great  pride  in  fur- 
nishing fresh  eggs  to  patrons  of  the 

Universal  restaurant.  Some  day  he’ll 

calj  Warners’  bluff  and  sell  out  to  ’em  and retire  on  his  chicken  ranch. 

That  smoke  you  see  arising  from  the 

top  of  the  mountain  back  of  Hollywood 
is  not  a   volcanic  eruption.  It  is  only  the 

steam  shovels  cutting  away  a   fiat  plac‘2 
for  Mack  Sennett  to  build  his  million 

dollar  home.  Sennett  Isought  the  high- 

est peak  around  so  these  hillsiders  can’t 
throw  their  empty  tin  cans  on  his  lot. 

This  is  a   great  town  for  rumors. 

They’re  like  the  geraniums — they  grow 
like  weeds  and  spread  and  spread.  One 

little  paper  prints  nothing  else  but  ru- 
mors. and  sells  lots  of  copies.  You  hear 

a   rumor  that  a   great  director  had  a   ter- 

rible fight  with  the  boss  of  a   studio  be- 
cause the  boss  held  out  a   hundred  thou- 
sand dollars  profit  on  a   film.  But  the 

next  day  you  meet  them  riding  down  the 
boulevard  together  and  you  wonder  how 
the  rumor  started. 

♦   *   ♦ 

It  seems  every  company  suddenly  got 
the  idea  it  would  be  a   good  plan  to 

bring  its  exchange  managers  out  here 

this  year  and  show  them  how  pictures 
are  made.  No  less  than  six  conventions 

were  held  on  the  Coast  this  spring.  The 
last  big  one  was  P.  D.  C.  Personally,  I 
think  it  is  a   good  thing,  not  because  I 
know  a   lot  of  them  and  was  able  to 

renew  a   lot  of  old  acquaintances,  but 

they  now  know  where  all  the  money 
goes  to  make  a   good  picture.  They 
learn  that  it  costs  money  to  get  clever 

technicians,  big  stars,  and  experienced 
directors  to  make  box  office  attractions 

of  assured  merit.  Wouldn’t  be  surprised 
if  the  executive  offices  of  many  of  the 

large  companies  now  located  in  New 

York  would  eventually  move  to  Holly- 
wood, where  they  can  be  close  to  the 

works.  The  saving  in  long  distance  calls 
and  Western  Union  messages  every  year 

would  build  a   couple  of  studios. 

And  speaking  of  building,  an  Eastern 

architect  who  recently  visited  here  mar- 
veled at  the  rapidity  with  which  they 

erected  huge  stages,  office  buildings  and 
dressing  rooms  on  the  various  lots. 

Then  he  examined  more  closely  the  fin- 
ish of  these  same  buildings  and  found 

them  to  be  of  scantling,  wire  and  plaster, 

But  they  withstand  the  climate  and  that’s 
all  that’s  necessary. ♦   *   ♦ 

When  Winfield  R.  Sheehan  came  West 

and  took  charge  of  things  at  the  Fox 
studios  on  Western  avenue  he  put  a   lot 

of  artisans  at  work  building  new  quar- 
ters for  directors  and  writers  (they 

were  always  housed  in  little  bungalows 

before),  and  changed  the  front  of  the 
studio  entirely.  The  outside  having  been 

fixed  up,  he  is  now  erecting  new  stages, 

work  shops  and  paving  the  streets, 
where  once  you  wallowed  in  mud  in 
rainy  weather. 

A   trip  to  Culver  City  a   year  ago  was 
far  from  pleasant  because  of  the  rough 

roads,  and  many  a   broken  spring  re- 
sulted from  the  half  day’s  journey  from 

Hollywood  out  there.  Now  a   smooth, 

well  paved  road  joins  the  two  cities  and 
you  can  do  it  in  seven  minutes,  if  you 

keep  your  eye  out  for  the  speed  cops. 
Out  on  the  Metro-Goldvi/yn-Mayer  lot 

theyYe  building  a   castle.  No,  not  a   set. 

It’s  just  a   little  house  for  Marion  Davies 
to  dress  in.  She  used  to  have  one  on 

the  United  lot,  designed  by  Urban,  but 

this  one  :s  much  more  elaborate.  It’s (Contiuned  on  page  113) 
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THE  PUBLIC  WANTS: THE  PUBLIC  DOES  NOT  WANT: 

1.  Clean  stories  embodying  big  themes. 1.  Off-color  stories. 

2.  Wholesome  straight  (or  farce)  comedy. 2.  Sex  studies. 

3.  Every-day  stories  by  well  known  authors. 3.  “Art  for  Art’s  sake.” 

4.  Western  (or  other  outdoor)  drama. 4.  Fairy  stories. 

5.  Historical  (American)  drama. 5.  Period  (or  subtle)  comedy. 

6.  Action  melodrama. 6.  Brutality. 

^‘Who’s  Got  THE  Pictures?” 
Answered  for  Theatreowners 
A   Survey  of  the  Product  Announcements  on  the  Basis  of 

Box  Office  Laws  Fixed  by  ̂ ‘Exhibitors  Herald”  Service 
By  WILLIAM  R.  WEAVER 

Procloct  announcemeBts  published  and  pending  promise  approximately  750  pictures  from  which 

exhibitors  will  select  attractions  for  use  during  the  coming  year.  As  recently  as  Uvelve  months  ago  this 

oversupply  would  have  presented  a   booking  problem  of  staggering  proportions.  Today — 
thanks  to  the 

HeraltTs  establishment  of  Hxed  box  office  laws  in  its  poll  determining  the  “104  Biggest  Money-Makers
  of 

1925” — the  process  of  selection  is  a   comparatively  simple  one.  Today  it  is  necessary  for  the  exli
ibitor 

hut  to  survey  the  lists  of  available  attractions,  testing  each  by  these  laws,  to  ascertain  definitely  
the  good 

and  had  hooking  investments.  A   year’s  program  booked  on  this  basis  is  the  best  buy  th
at  can  be  made. 

The  box  office  laws  established  by  tJie  Herald's  canvass,  details  of  which  were  publ
ished  willi  the  list 

of  the  “104  Biggest  Money-Makers  of  1925”  in  the  1925  Holiday  Number,  are  broad  and  plain.
  They  are 

printed  at  the  top  of  this  page. 

These  laws  are  based  upon  exhibitor 

box  office  experience  brought  to  focus 

in  the  greatest  cooperative  enterprise 

ever  conducted  by  theatreowners — de- 
tailed in  the  December  25  issue — and 

borne  out  in  the  weekly  installments 

of  “What  the  Picture  Did  for  Me”  as 
well  as  in  the  semi-annual  issues  of 

the  Box  Office  Record.  They  change 
little  with  the  passing  of  time  and 

afford  the  industry  its  single  true 
standard  of  entertainment  and  box 
office  values. 

In  the  following  analysis  of  prom- 
ised product  these  laws  are  adhered  to 

as  basis  of  comment.  Product  groups 

are  discussed  in  alphabetical  order  by 

company  name. 

Assoemted  Exhibitors  Feature 

Western  and  Action  Pictures 

Thirty-two  of  the  80  pictures  Associated 
Exhibitors  has  announced  for  the  year  are 

groLiped  in  the  “Whiz-Bang  Action  Series.” This  series  will  include  18  Westerns  to  be 

supplied  by  Lester  E.  Scott,  Jr.,  which  will 
star  Buddy  Roosevelt,  Buffalo  Bill,  Jr.,  and 

Wally  Wales,  Western  players  who  have 

been  building  up  followings  in  featurp 
from  State  Right  sources.  Bill  Cody,  in 

Programs 

Analyzed 
Product  announced  by  the 

following  producing  and  dis- 

tributing companies  is  analy2ed 

herewith  on  the  basis  of  box 

office  laws  listed  at  the  top  of 
this  pages 

Associated  Exhibitors 

Film  Booking  Offices 
First  National  Pictures 

Fox  Film  Corporation 

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer 

Famous  Players-Lasky 
Pathe  Exchange,  Inc. 

Producers  Distributing  Corp. 

United  Artists 
Universal  Pictures  Corp. 

Warner  Brothers 

six  features  from  Action  Pictures,  and  AI 

Wilson,  in  eight  productions  from  Carlos, 
complete  the  series. 

In  offering  this  line-up  of  Western  and 
action  pictures  Associated  reacts  directly 

to  the  sentiment  expressed  by  theatre- 
owners  steadily  during  the  past  year  or 

more  in  reports  to  “What  the  Picture  Did 
For  Me.”  The  demand  for  this  type  of 

entertainment  long  ago  outstripped  the  sup- 
ply. It  is  good  business  to  expand  the 

supply  and  this  seems  to  lie  Associated's 
aini-  .   ,   1- 

The  remainder  of  Associated  s   liue-up 
is  less  definitely  described  in  the  advance 
announcement,  but  the  same  knowledge  of 
market  demands  seems  to  be  governing. 

Many  titles  are  not  yet  determined,  several 
casts  are  incomplete,  and  in  some  cases 

only  the  names  of  organizations  from 
which  the  pictures  will  come  are  given. 

Producers  participating  in  supplying  As- 
sociated with  product  are  John  Gorman, 

S.  S.  Hutchinson,  Paul  J.  Brady,  Max 

Graf,  Lewis  iMoomaw,  H.  C.  Weaver.  Les- 
ter F.  Scott,  Van  Pelt  Bros..  Abe  Carlos 

and  others.  Names  given  in  available  casts 

include  some  of  the  best  known  players  of 

past  and  present.  There  will  also  be  re- 
issues of  “Grandma's  Boy”  and  “A  Sailor 

Made  Man,"  Harold  Lloyd  successes  ex- 

pected to  duplicate  the  box  office  perform- 
ance of  previous  Lloyd  reissues. 

Associated’s  promised  80  seem  to  have 

been  designed  with  eye  to  the  ticket  wicket 

and  ear  to  the  mouth  of  the  exhibitor. 

F.  B.  O.  Continues 

Box  Office  Policy 

Film  Booking  Offices,  indicated  by  a   pro- 

portionately increasing  number  of  reports 
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in  “What  the  Picture  Did  For  Me”  to  be rating  high  in  interpretation  of  market 
needs,  continues  its  box  office  policy  with 
announcement  of  54  pictures  plainly  built 

hcket-buyers.  TweK’e  of  these  are 
Gold  Bonds,  two  of  them  from  Gene  Strat- 

ton Porter  stories  ranking  as  especially 
in  view  of  the  record  set  by 

Keeper  of  the  Bees.”  Peter  B.  Kyne Mary  Rooerts  Rinehart  and  Kathleen  Nor- 
ris are  other  substantial  author  names 

signed  to  Gold  Bond  specials  and  the  other 
seven  snow  similar  pre-production  consid- 

eration of  ticket-selling  requirements. 

It  is  in  the  line-up  of  42  stellar  vehicles, 
however,  that  F.  B.  0.  reflects  most  clearly 
an  intimate  knowledge  of  public  wants. 
There  are  four  Fred  Thomson  pictures,  per- 

haps a   _   smaller  number  than  exhibitors 
would  like,  eight  Bob  Custers  and  eight 
Tom  Tylers.  Custer  and  Tyler  have  been 
following  steadily  along  the  upward  path 
trod  by  Thomson  and  each  has  his  sub- 

stantial following.  The  six  Evelyn  Brent 
pictures  also  look  good,  her  last  two  or 
three  vehicles  getting  increasingly  warm 
comment  from  exhibitors. 

In  offering  Alberta  Vaughn  and  George 
0   six  feature  length  pictures  each, 
F.  B.  0.  acts  upon  promise  made  manifest 
m   short  features.  O’Hara  and  Miss 
yaughn  were  sensationally  popular  in  the 
"Fighting  Blood”  series  and  the  latter  has continued  to  do  well  in  subsequent  series, 
the  former  absenting  himself  from  the 
screen  for  a   considerable  period  but  reap- 

pearing unexpectedly  as  the  heavy  in  ‘‘The 
Sea  Beast”  for  Warners.  The  step  from short  features  to  long  ones  is  fraught  with 
uncertainty,  but  these  stars  are  taking  it 
under  direction  of  the  organization  which 
fostered  their  original  efforts  and  the  odds 
are  in  their  favor. 

Among  the  Gold  Bonds  “Bigger  Than 
Barnum  s   and  Her  Honor  the  Governor” 
stand  out.  The  former  is  mentioned  promi- 

nently in  West  Coast  news  items  and  the 
latter,  based  upon  a   modern  circumstance 
^   considerable  interest,  has  as  co-author 
Hj’att  Dabb,  whose  knowledge  of  box  office values  should  be  reflected  in  the  film.  Other 
Gold  Bonds  are  “Rose  of  the  Tenements,” 
by  John  Moroso,  “Kosher  Kitty  Kelly,” 
from  the  stage  play,  “Tarzan  and  the 
Golden  Lion,”  by  Edgar  Rice  Burroughs 
and  the  first  “Tarzan”  picture  in  several 
years  “Hello  Bill,”  a   B.  P.  0.  E.  subject, 

r   Said  No,"  by  the  author 

?T  “Fighting  Blood”  stories, H.  C.  Witwer. 

First  National  Plays 
‘’"The  Show  Gamo” 

Contributors  of  reports  to  “W’hat  the 
Picture  Did  For  Me"  have  been  saving with  increasing  frequency,  "First  National 
has  the  pictures.”  As  though  in  response to  this  undercurrent  of  comment.  First 
National  opens  its  announcement  of  its 
Banner  Group  with  the  statement,  “First 
National  calls  it  the  show  pame.” 

The  Banner  Group  consists  of  59  pictures, 
of  which  seven  are  specials,  the  others 
being  described  as  "52  real  pictures.”  The 
seven  specials  are  “Men  of  Steel,”  “The 
Greater  Glory,”  “September  Love,”  “Sin- 

ners in  Paradise”  and  three  others  to  be announced  later,  two  of  them  Robert  Kane 
productions.  Milton  Sills  is  in  “Men  of 
Steel  and  exhibitors  report  him  in  good 
standing  with  their  customers.  “The 
Greater  Glory’  is  a   June  Mathis  produc- tion  formerly  known  as  “The  Viennese 
Medley  and  has  Conway  Tearle  and  Anna 

Nilsson  in  the  cast.  Long  advance  pub- 
haty  should  work  also  in  its  behalf.  “Sep- 

tember Love”  is  by  Frances  Hodgson  Bur- 
net^ whose  works  are  widely  and  favorably 

read,  and  “Sinners  in  Heaven”  is  by  Clar- ence Budington  Kelland. 

It  is  the  Colleen  Moore  series  of  pic- 
tures,  included  in  the  52,  that  exhibitors 
will  give  first  attention,  according  to  the 
tenor  of  box  office  reports.  Exhibitors  have 

THE  PUBLIC  WANTS: 

1.  Clean  stories  embodying 

big  themes. 
2.  Wholesome  straight  (or 

farce)  comedy. 

3.  Every-day  stories  by  well 
known  authors. 

4.  Western  (or  other  out- 
door) drama. 

5.  Historical  (American) 
drama. 

6.  Action  melodrama. 

THE  PLTBLIC  DOES 

NOT  WANT: 

.   Off-color  stories. 

.   Sex  studies. 

“Art  for  Art’s  sake.” 

Fairy  stories. 
Period  (or  subtle) comedy. 

Brutality. 

talked  constantly  about  Miss  Moore’s  in- 
creasingly effective  work  and  her  hit  in 

‘   Irene”  is  great  promise  for  the  pictures  to follow. 

Norma  Talmadge’s  big  production,  not named  in  the  announcement,  comes  upon 
the  heels  of  “Graustark,”  which  a   good 
many  stated  was  saved  by  the  star’s  great 
ability  and  personalit}-.  It  comes  after  a considerable  stretch  between  pictures  how- 

ever, and  the  public  has  been  asking  ex- 
hibitors when  the  next  feature  by  the  big 

star  would  arrive.  Constance  Talmadge’s 
senes,  which  includes  “Silky  Ann,”  follows 
her  big  success  in  “Her  Sister  from  Paris” and  is  sure  of  a   warm  response. 

<.  .^P^nine  Griffith  in  a   series  including 
Ashes  should  do  well  if  “Ashes”  is  as 
Sood  it  should  be.  The  star’s  big  hit was  dimmed  somewhat  by 

her  Infatuation,”  which  disappointed  ex- 
hibitors as  to  public  reaction.  A   good  deal 

more  tlian  a   single  picture  success  depends 
upon  Ashes.”  (“Mile.  Modiste”  is  as  yet an  undetermined  value.) 

Richard  Barthelmess’  series  is  likewise 
depend^t  upon  its  merit  for  identical  rea- sons.  On  the  other  hand,  Harry  Langdon 
has  things  his  own  way  as  a   result  of 
i   ramp,  Tramp,  Tramp,”  and  Johnny  Hines has  a   record  of  consistently  increasing  pop- 

ularity. Both  the  latter  will  have  a   series in  the  52. 

.   Leon^  Errol  is  down  for  a   series  begin- 
ning with  “The  Lunatic  at  Large”  and  only fhe  future  can  tell  what  it  will  do.  His 

Clothes  Make  the  Pirate”  seems  to  have 
gone  big  in  the  cities  and  met  a   varied 
reception  in  the  smaller  communities,  the 
praise  from  one  quarter  being  as  strong 
w   fue  disapproval  from  another.  Dorothy Mackaill  usually  rales  as  an  asset  to  the 
pictures  she  works  in,  according  to  the  re- 
^rts,  as  do  Lewis  Stone,  Lloyd  Hughes 
Mary  Astor,  Anna  Q.  Nilsson  and  Lowell 
Sherman,  to  name  a   few  who  will  be  active 
m   the  52.  Ben  Lyon  is  still  an  uncertain 
quantity  and  Doris  Kenyon  varies  as  to  re- 

sults. Conway  Tearle  is  staple. 

First  National's  announcement  attracts special  attention  for  the  names  of  authors 
whose  works  will  be  picturized,  and  it  is 
known  to  exhibitors  that  a   good  author’s 
name  means  much.  There  are.  for  instance, 

Thomas  Burke,  Edward  Ciarke,  R.  C   Kirk 
Jeffery  Famol,  J.  Storer  Clouston,  Rupert 
Hugnes,  Frances  Hodgson  Burnett,  Ckr 
ence  Buddington  Kelland,  Edith  O'Shaugh- 
nessy,_E.  Phillips  Oppenheim,  Frederick 
and  i-anny  Hatton,  Marjorie  Chalmers Carleton,  May  Eddington,  Sir  Philip  Gibbs 
Gerald  Beaumont,  Cosmo  Hamilton  and  a 
host  of  others. 

Fox  Offers  Forty-nine 
Designed  for  Business 
Fox  Film  Corporation’s  announcement  of 

49  long  features  is  highlighted  for  the  ma- 
jority of  exhibitors  by  the  seven  Westerns 

in  which  Tom  Mix  is  scheduled  to  star 
The  exhibitor  storm  of  protest  against  that 

popular  star’s  appearance  in  other-than- Westerns  apparently  has  been  heeded 
Without  a   doubt  the  news  that  he  will  be 
in  “Dead  Man’s  Gold,”  “Silk  Hat  Cow- 

boy, “Western  Society”  and  four  others 
tagged  with  the  line  “It  takes  years  of  ex- 

perience to  make  great  Westerns”  has  been received  with  enthusiasm  by  the  great  body 
of  theatremen.  Couple  to  this  the  appear- 

ance of  Buck  Jones  in  seven  additional 
Westerns  and  you  have  14  good  reasons 
why  the  1926-27  Fox  product  looks  good from  the  box  office. 

The  remaining  35  long  features  run  heav- 
ily to  stage  successes,  in  which  some  of 

the  greatest  available  material  is  included. 

There^^  are,  for  instance,  “What  Price Glory,”  itself  almost  reason  enough  for  a 
film  concern’s  existence,  “Is  Zat  So,”  an- 

other stage  riot,  “The  City,”  by  Clyde  Fitch, a   number  of  others  and  the  several  extraor- 
dinary John  Golden  and  David  Belasco  pro- 

ductions, which  merit  special  enumeration. 
From  the  Golden  library  of  stage  plays 

comes  “Pigs,”  “Seventh  Heaven,”  “Going 
Crooked”  and  “A  Holy  Terror,”  each  with 
much  in  the  way  of  past  success  to  rec- 

ommend it.  From  David  Belasco  comes 
“The  Music  Master,”  “The  Return  of  Peter 
Grimm”  and  “The  Auctioneer,”  three  of  the 
best  known  stage  plays  in  theatre  history. 
And  then  there  are  the  storied  Charles  H. 

Hoyt  farces,  "A  Temperance  Town,”  “A 
Milk  White  Rag”  and  “A  Black  Sheep,” 
plays  that  consistently  convulsed  other  gen- 

erations, together  with  such  modern  plays 

from  various  playwrights  as  “The  Lily,” 
“Whispering  Wires,”  “Cradle  Snatchers,” 
“The  Pelican,”  “The  Monkey  Talks,”  “The 
Way  Things  Happen”  and  "The  Family 
Upstairs.”  The  1926-27  Fox  line-up  of 
stage  play  adaptations  is  one  to  test  thor- 

oughly the  theory  that  a   popular  stage  play 
makes  a   profitable  picture,  a   theory  appar- 

ently demonstrated  to  the  satisfaction  of 
the  Fox  organization  by  its  experience  with 
the  John  Golden  plays  of  the  1925-26 schedule. 

Other  Fox  productions,  each  backed  with 
seemingly  sound  reason  for  substantial  box 

office  expectation,  are  “Three  Bad  Men,” 

described  as  an  “epic  of  the  West,”  “Mar- 
ried Alive,”  from  Ralph  Straus’  novel, 

^‘Wedlock,”  from  H.  G.  Wells”  “Marriage,” Frozen  Justice,"  made  in  Alaska,  Director 
F.  W.  Murnau's  first  American-made  pic- 

ture, “Fig  Leaves,”  a   Howard  Hawks  orig- 
inal, “The  Devil’s  Master,”  from  a   maga- 
zine story  by  Gerald  Beaumont,  "One 

Increasing  Purpose,”  by  A.  S.  M.  Hutchin- 
son, “Mother  Machree,”  by  Rida  Johnson 

Young,  and  "The  Great  K   and  A   Train 
Robbery,”  described  as  “a  new  note  in 
Western  thrillers  on  the  screen.” 
Box  office  sentiment,  according  to  the  ex- 

hibitor reports,  is  strongly  in  favor  of 
Westerns  and  Fox  is  strong  in  this  quar- 

ter. The  case  of  the  stage  play  adaptation 
has  not  been  completely  decided  by  ex- 

hibitor testimony,  but  Fox  went  strong  on 
that  angle  last  year  and  is  going  stronger 
this.  As  the  report  record  stands,  stage 
play  name  and  fame  are  assets  to  a   good 
picture  but  do  not  carry  a   mediocre  one. 
Fox  seems  to  have  exercised  extreme  care 
in  selection  of  stage  originals,  probably 
with  this  consideration  in  mind. 
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Metro^GoldtAjyn^Mayer 

Stresses  Magnitude 

Metro  -   Goldwyn  -   Mayer's  “Parade  o£ 

Hits”  is  announced  in  tones  of 'great  con- 
fidence with  due  citation  of  reasons  there- 

for. Describing  itself  bluntly  as  “the  fore- 

most company  in  the  industry,”  M-G-M 
offers  substantial  evidence  in  support  of 

the  statement.  Four  two-dollar-top  runs  on 

Broadway  simultaneously — “La  Boheme,” 
“Mare  Nostrum”  “The  Big  Parade”  and 
“Ben  Kur” — stand  out  prominently,  of 
course,  among  the  52  pictures  offered. 

Of  these  four  little  need  be  said  exce^^t 

by  way  of  comparing  their  road-show  prep- 

aration with  that  of  “The  Covered  Wagon” 
and  other  box  office  giants  of  the  past.  On 

the  basis  of  that  record,  they  will  be  ac- 
cepted as  ready-made  box  office  values  by 

the  majority  of  exhibitors.  There  is  no 

shadow  of  doubt  concerning  “The  Big 
Parade”  and  “Ben  Hur,”  and  in  all  prob- 

ability the  others  will  measure  up  favor- 
ably in  comparison. 

M-G-M  arrays  its  52  in  this  order  for 
its  announcement,  order  of  course  having 
little  to  do  with  relative  importance,  and 

as  the  pictures  do  not  group  readily  it  is 
convenient  to  set  down  their  names  before 

attempting  analysis ; 

King  Vidor’s  “La  Boheme”  with  Lillian  Gish 

and  John  Gilbert — ^Jolin  Gilbert  in  “The  Cos- 
sacks”— Ramon  Novarro  in  "Old  Heidleherg” 

— Monta  Bell’s  “The  Boy  Friend” — Marion 

Davies  in  “The  Red  Mill” — Jules  Verne’s 
“The  Mysterious  Island”  in  Technicolor — 

Norma  Shearer  in  “Polly  of  the  Circus”— 
“Mare  Nostrum” — Mae  Murray  m   “Puppets 
  ."The  Big  Parade” — Robert  W.  Service  s 
“The  Trail  of  ’98,”  concerning  the  Alaskan 

gold  rush — “Tin  Hats”  with  a   cast  that  indi- 

cates war  comedy — ^James  Oliver  Cunvood’s 
“The  Flaming  Forest”— Lon  Chaney  in  Tell 
It  to  the  Marines”— “Three  Twins,”  a   stage 

hit  of  yesterday — Monta  Bell’s  “Women  Love 

Diamonds” — Ramon  Novarro  in  “Romance”— 

Marion  Davies  in  “Polly  Preferred”—  Frisco 

Sal/*  by  Edmund  Goulding — “The  Fire 

Brigade,”  exploited-in-advance  production-— 

Buster  Keaton  in  “Battling  Butler”— John  M. 

Stahl’s  “The  Gay  Deceiver" — Norma  Shearer 
in  “Free  Souls” — Mae  Murray  in  “Altars  of 
Desire” — “Blarney,”  a   prize  fight  story  by 

Donn  Byrne — Cosmopolitan’s  "Captain  Salva-^ 
xion” — Marion  Davies  in  “Naughty  Marietta 

—Lillian  Gish  in  “The  Scarlet  Letter ’—Lon 

Chaney  in  3   pictures — Norma  Shearer  in  Ihe 

Waning  Sex”— Peter  B.  Kyne’s  “The  Under- 

standing Heart” — “There  You  Are,  from  r. 
Hugh  Herbert’s  novel — Dale  Collins  Ordeal 

— Max  Marcin’s  “I  Can  Do  It’  — Ec^und 
Goulding’s  "Shadow  Lane” — Elinor  GWn  s 

“Love’s  Blindness”— UFA’S  “Faust”— UFA  s 

“The  Waltz  Dream” — “Ben  Hur’  — Lillian 

Gish  in  "Annie  Laurie”— Rex  Ingram’s  “The 

Magician” — “Heaven  on  Earth,”  a   Harvey 
Gates  original. 

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer  plainly  has  set  out 

to  make  good  its  claim  to  leadership  by 

overlooking  no  bets.  In  every  case  the 

author,  the  director  or  the  player  personnel 

apparently  has  been  chosen  on  a   basis  of 

past  success  as  attested  by  exhibitor  re- 

ports. If  “What  the  Picture  Did  For  Me 

were  suddenly  to  become  an  animate  'udi- 

vidual  and  set  out  to  make  52  successful 

pictures  the  result  would  be  much  in  con- 

formity with  the  above  line-up. 

On  the  player  side  the  company  is  well 

fixed.  It  has  the  immensely  and  generally 

popular  Norma  Shearer,  the  more  and  more 

favorably  received  Marion  Davies,  the  prac- 

tically permanent  Lon  Chaney,  the  steadily 

advancing  John  Gilbert  and  Ramon  N
o- 

varro, to  mention  a   few  of  the  players 

whose  names  have  definite  box  office  sig- 

nificance. 'These  are  surrounded  by  play- 

ers who,  for  the  most  part,  rate  well  in  the 
reports. 

P'or  sources  the  company  leans  heavily 
toward  well  known  authors,  the  single 

of  Elinor  Glyn  standing  out  as  one  which 

may  not  cheer  the  exhibitor  body  as  a 

whole.  Novels  are  plentiful  and  there  are 

originals  which  will  be  examined  with  a 

different  predisposition  on  the  of  ex- 

hibitors in  view  '   of  "The  Big  Parade. 

Directorially  the  company  also  is  strong, 

its  list  reading  somewhat  like  a   blue  book. 

The  M-G-M  anonuncement  leaves  noth- 

ing unclaimed  and  advances  an  imposing 

THE  PUBLIC  WANTS: 

1.  Clean  stories  embodying 

big  tbemes. 
2,  Wholesome  straight  (or 

farce)  comedy. 

3,  Every-day  stories  by  well 
known  authors. 

4.  Western  (or  other  out- 

door) drama. 
5,  Historical  (American) 

drama. 

6.  Action  melodrama. 

THE  PUBLIC  DOES 

NOT  WANT: 

1.  Off-color  stories. 

2.  Sex  studies. 

3.  “Art  for  Art’s  sake.” 
4.  Fairy  stories. 

5.  Period  (or  subtle) 
comedy. 

6.  Brutality. 

array  of  evidence  in  support  of  its  argu- 
ments. Weighed  on  the  basis  of  the  box 

office  rules  set  down  at  the  beginning  of 

this  survey,  it  looks  great. 

Paramount  Program  Bears 

Insignia  of  Dollar  Mark 
In  announcing  its  Fifteenth  Birthday 

Group  of  pictures  Famous  Players-Lasky 
goes  further  than  ever  before  in  its  drive 

to  serve  minute-to-minute  box  office  de- 
mands. Several  of  its  pictures  are  plainly 

devised  in  direct  and  swift  response  to  pub- 

lic desire  as  shown  by  ticket  sales.  These 

are  bulwarked  by  a   great  number  of  pic- 

tures designed  along  more  broadly  and  well 

established  lines.  As  in  the  case  of  Metro- 

Goldwyn-Maj'er,  it  is  expedient  to  list  the 

definitely  announced  attractions  in  the  or- 

der of  their  appearance  in  the  announce- 
ment before  analyzing  the  line-up: 

Gilda  Gray  in  “Aloma  of  the  South  Seas  — 

Rex  Beach’s  “Padlocked” — Gloria  Swanson  in 

“Fine  Manners” — a   Harold  Lloyd  comedy— 

Florenz  Ziegfeld’s  “Glorifying  the  American 

Girl”— Thomas  Meighan  in  "Prpspenty  and 

“Captain  Sazarac” — Sinclair  Lewis  Mantrap 
—UFA’S  “Metropolis” — Paramount  Junior 

Stars  in  “Fascinating  Youth” — Adolphe  M
en- 

iou  in  "The  Ace  of  Cads”— Sinclmr  Lew,s 
“New  York” — Adolphe  Menjou  m   The  Head 

Waiter” — James  Cruze’s  "Old  Ironsides 

Pola  Negri  in  “Confession”  and  The  
Woman 

Thou  Art” — Ziegfeld’s  “Looie  the  IJth 
 — 

Sascha's  “Moon  of  Israel’ —Behe  Daniels
  in 

“The  College  Flirt”  and  “Stranded  in  P
ans 

—Ford  Sterling  and  Louise  Brooks  
in  The 

Show  Off”— Zane  Grey’s  “The  Myste
rious 

Rider"— Wallace  Beery  in  “Casey  at  .the  Bat 

—UFA’S  “Variety”— Esther  Ralston  in  Love 

’Em  and  Leave  ’Em”— Emil  Jannings  in  Ih
e 

Thief  of  Dreams,”  American-made
— U.  v\. 

Griffith’s  “The  Sorrows  of  Satan  —Raymo
nd 

Griffith  in  “Get  Off  the  Earth  and  
Be  Yo’.ir- 

self”— “The  Rough  Riders,  base^d  on  Roos^^ 

veil — Florence  Vidor  in  “Love,  the  Magi
cian 

—Betty  Bronson  and  Ricardo  Cortez
  m   Ihe 

Cat's  Pajamas” — Richard  Dix  m   TJie  Qua
r- 

terback” and  “Paradise  for  Two  -^ncli  von 

Stroheim’s  “The  Wedding  March  —Edd
ie  Can- 

tor in  Ziegfeld’s  “Kid  Boots”— Reissue  o
f  The 

Covered  Wagon"— Douglas  MacLean  Efdie
s 

First”  and  “Let  It  Ram”— W   C.  He
lds  in 

“So’s  Your  Old  Man”  and  .The  Wild  Man 

of  Borneo”— “The  Greatest  Show  on  Ea
rth, 

based  on  Barnum— Raoul  Walsh  s 

of  the  Harem”— Ronald  Colman  m  
 Begu 

Geste”— “Love’s  Greatest  Mistake,  from  L
ib- 

erty Magazine  contest— E«her  Rals
ton  m 

“Fashions  for  \yomen"— Dorothy  Gi
sh  m 

“Nell  Gwyn” — “Hazards  of  the  Jungle, 

photograph  in  Indo^-China  
— 

Ncilan  productions — Pola  Negn  m
   Hotel  Im- 

pcrial”--Harold  Lloyd’s  second  Pr
oduction— “Rur”  directed  by  James, 

Beery  and  Raymona  Hatton  in 
 We  re  In  the 

Navy  Now.” 

The  made-to-get-the-money  attractions 
stand  out  and  claim  first  attention.  The 

Gilda  Gray  picture  has  stage  play  history 

but  the  personal  appearance  angle  looms. 

Odds  are  that  it  will  get  'em  where  it  runs 
with  the  star  and  may  do  so  elsewhere  on 

the  publicity  plus  whatever  merit  it  may 
have.  The  Ziegfeld  pictures  group  with  the 
Esther  Ralston  vehicles  in  following  upon 

the  sensational  success  of  "The  American 

Venus,”  the  style  of  which  they  undoubt- 
edly will  follow.  They  look  like  sure 

things.  The  Beery-Hatton  success  in  "Be- 
hind the  Front”  is  plainly  accountable  for 

“We’re  In  ithe  Navy  Now”  and  similar 
direct  follow-ups  are  prominent  in  the  list. 

The  Dix  pictures  look  good  on  the  basis 

of  his  steady  favor,  as  do  the  Daniels  pro- 
ductions. Both  are  on  the  upgrade  in  the 

report  columns.  Pola  Negri  is  a   somewhat 
indefinite  quantity  at  the  moment,  her 

“Woman  of  the  World”  having  gone  far 
toward  establishing  her  in  the  smaller  cities 

and  her  subsequent  pictures  therefore  stand- 

ing to  make  or  break  themselves.  Menjou’s pictures  are  warmly  welcomed  save  where 

his  comedy  is  too  subtle  for  the  residents 
and  the  same  applies  to  Raymond  Griffith, 

but  both  are  strong  in  a   majority  of  locali- 
ties. Gloria  Swanson,  like  Pola  Negri,  is 

dependent  largely  upon  the  merit  of  her 

next  picture.  Meighan  is  wholly  substan- 
tial. Lloyd’s  hold  seems  unbreakable. 

Florence  Vidor  is  universally  popular. 

W.  C.  Fields  is  a   picture-to-picture  quan- 

tity as  yet.  The  personnel  of  the  support- 
ing casts,  of  course,  is  typically  Paramount 

and  that’s  as  good  as  anybody  wants. 

Directorially,  the  company  is  in  excellent 

position.  Griffith  is  stable.  Erich  von  Stro- 

heim  is  better  since  “The  Merry  Widow” 
and  will  be  considered  an  asset  under  Para- 

mount rein.  Frank  Tuttle  has  been  going 

great  with  exhibitors  and  public,  Sam  Wood 
is  dependable,  Clarence  Badger  is  strongly 

in  favor,  Victor  Fleming’s  course  has  been 

upward,  Malcom  St.  Clair,  Herbert  Wilcox. 

E.  A.  Dupont,  William  Wellman,  Edward 

Sutherland  and  Raoul  V/alsh  rate  as  com- 

petent workmen.  Maurice  ̂ Tourneur  is  a 

dependable  veteran  and  Herbert  Brenon 
alternates  between  very  good  and  very  bad. 

A   good  many  directors  who  will  have  part 

in  the  program  are  not  named  in  the  an- 
nouncement. 

For  specials  there  are  "Old  Ironsides,” 
which  Cruze  should  make  a   sensational  win- 

ner, “The  Greatest  Show  On  Earth.”  and 
it’s  time  for  a   great  circus  picture,  and  sev- 

eral pictures  indicated  above  by  name  of  a 

participant  or  director  which  may  be  spe- 

cials. And  the  announcement  is  not  com- 

plete, which  statement  is  promise  that  a 

sensation  or  two  remains  to  be  unfolded. 

Throughout  the  line-up,  adherence  to  box 

office  rules  is  evident.  In  the  especially 

timely  productions  noted,  and  in  the  br
oad 

sweep  of  general  productions,  the  
rules  es- 

tablished by  exhibitor  reports  may  be  ap- 

plied with  gratifying  results. 
*athe  Offers  Long 
'eature  Program 

Pathe  goes  more  deeply  Into  the  long  fe
a- 

ire  branch  of  film  supply  this  season  wit
h 

program  of  outdoor  pictures  that  sha
pes 

p   nicely  with  box  office  sent
iment  ex- ressed  in  the  reports. 

Rex,  in  "The  Devil  Horse.”  is  listed
  first 

1   the  announcement  and  
exhibitor  evidence 

3   all  in  favor  of  that  ra
ting.  King  of 

Vild  Horses”  and  "Black  Cyclone,  former
 

chicles  of  the  steed,  set  records  th
at  wil 

,ot  perish.  The  demand  for  
The  Devil ic  r.np  rtf  thp  few  wholly  depena- 

mary  of  this  nature. 

Pathe  will  distribute  six  Harry  Ca
rey 

Westerns  and  a   like  number  featurin
g, Leo 

Maloney.  Both  stars  have  wide  fol
lowings, 

the  former  having  held  his  plac
e  m   the 

ranks  of  Western  players  many  
years  and 

(Continued  on  page  92) 
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Welcome  to 

Your  New 

Theatre 

LLCOME  to  your  new  thea- 
tre — The  Avalon. 

The  Avalon  is  your  theatre  in 

fact.  Your  devotion  to  good 

entertainment  brought  about 

the  building  of  this  eloquent  ar- 

chitectural tribute  to  your  good 

taste.  It  is  your  theatre. 

In  all  the  world  there  is  no 

finer  theatre  than  yours.  Its 

design  mirrors  the  experience 

and  genius  of  the  world's  great- 
est theatre  builders  down  the 

ages.  Its  decoration  inconspic- 

uously unfolds  an  epic.  The 

sinuous  strength  of  its  stone  and 

steel  flesh  and  blood  glorifies 
construction  science. 

'Within  your  theatre  you  will sit  in  review  upon  the  finest  en- 

tertainment available  to  the 

mighty,  the  moneyed  and  the 

merely  human.  The  motion 

picture  that  amuses  England’s 

King  and  China’s  Coolie^ — ^the 
music  that  enthralls  the  thou- 

sands in  New  York’s  Metropoli- 
tan Opera  House  and  those 

other  thousands  in  the  world’s 
less  austere  playplaccs — will  be 

delivered  to  you  intact  within 

the  princely  precincts  of  your 
theatre. 

In  all  the  world  no  finer  en- 

tertainment— in  no  finer  sur- 

roundings and  for  no  finer 

purpose— than  Avalon  Enter- 

tainment for  patrons  of  the 
Avalon. 

ELCOME  to  your  theatre. 

—THE  MANAGEMENT. 

ANNOUNCING: 

“Herald” 
Trailer 

Service 

JN  conformity  with  its  established 
policy  of  inaugurating  a   new  and 

original  exhibitor  service  feature  with 

each  Anniversary  Number,  the  HER- 

ALD herewith  announces  the  “Herald 

Trailer  Service”  and  publishes  two 
specimens  indicating  the  type  of  copy 

to  he  supplied  exhibitor  readers  in 

each  weekly  issue  henceforth. 

Increasing  use  of  trailers  for  screen 

announcement  purposes  has  brought 

the  supplying  of  staple  copy  for  same 

within  the  proper  province  of  the 

trade  journal.  Exhibitor  requests  for 

this  type  of  material  have  attained  a 

frequency  plainly  indicating  a   wide- 

spread need  for  copy  based  upon  spe- 
cial occasions,  holidays,  organization 

aspects  and  picture  trend.  Material 

supplied  in  the  weekly  issues  will 
conform  to  this  need. 

For  the  purposes  of  the  “Welcome” 
and  “Service”  trailer  copy  furnished 
herewith  by  way  of  a   beginning,  the 
name  of  a   fictitious  Avalon  theatre  is 
employed.  In  all  cases  substitution 

of  correct  theatre  name  will  complete 
preparation  of  copy  for  printing. 

The  Avalon 

Service 

Code 

T   HE  Avalon  Service  Code  is 

the  management’s  response  to 
your  support.  By  consistent 

approval  of  superlative  Ava- 
lon Entertainments  you  have 

shaped  development  of  a   staff 

service  functioning  so  efficiently 

as  to  escape  notice — the  su- 
preme test  of  service. 

T   HE  Avalon  Service  Code  has 
for  its  single  goal  the  perfect 

delivery  of  Avalon  Entertain- 
ment to  you.  Ushering  you 

directly  and  surely  to  the  best 

available  seat  conforming  to 

your  placement  preference  is 
but  a   detail  duty.  Fending  off 

the  eye  and  ear  intrusions  com- 

mon to  crowds,  minimizing  and 

making  pleasant  the  occasion- 

ally unpreventable  waiting-line 
period,  maintaining  impeccable 

house  cleanliness  and  order — 

these  are  a   few  of  the  multi- 

tudinous un-noted  items  com- 

prising Avalon  Service. 

T   j-W.  Avalon  Service  Code 

governs  every  act  of  every  in- 
dividual in  every  department  of 

the  theatre.  The  musical  di- 

rector who  "scores”  the  picture 
“the  projectionist  who  places 

it  flawless  upon  the  screen  be- 

fore you — the  booker  who  con- 
tracts for  the  picture  and  the 

workmen  who  perform  a   com- 

plete housecleaning"  between the  last  show  of  each  day  and 

the  first  show  of  the  next — all 
labor  with  zest  born  of  the 

knowledge  that  you  for  whom 

they  toil  appreciate  the  fruits 
of  their  effort. 

Avalon 

service. 
Service — at 

your 

—AVALON  SERVICE  STAFF 
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The  most  distinguishing feature  between  the  ten 

cent  movie  of  ten  years  ago 
and  the  fifty  cent  movie  of  to» 
day  is  NOT  that  the  ticket 
taker  now  wears  a   imifomi. — 
JOSEPH  M.  SEIBEE,  Bnsi- 
ness  Manager,  M,  P.  T.  O.  A. 

Joseph  M.  Seider 

TWELVE  years  ago — an  en- tirely insufficient  supply 

of  quality  film,  and  audiences 
uneducated  in  film  matters. 

Today — audiences  of  the  high- 
est type,  and  a   plentiful  supply 

of  steadily  improving  pictures. 

—SYDNEY  S.  COHEN,  Chair- 
man,  Board  of  Directors,  M.  P. 
T.  O.  A. 

Sydney  S.  Cohen 

Tagging  Milestones  of  Progress 

Through  Years  with  Exhibitors 
Theatre  Owners  Contrast  Conditions 
of  Their  First  Season  with  Present 

From  the  200-seat  theatre  of  a   bit  over  a   decade  ago  to  the  motion  picture  palace  of  today  seating 6,000.  From  a   nickel  admission  to  the  $2  roadshow  special  of  1926.  From  a   15  minute  show  of 

four  reels  (usually  one-reelers)  to  the  two  hours  of  14  reels  (and  most  of  them  in  one  production). 

From  an  impasse  separating  theatre  owner  and  exchange  manager  to  workable  and  steadily  increasing 

co-operation.  From  inferior  pictures  and  uneducated  audiences  to  steadOy  improving  productions  and 

audiences  of  the  highest  type.  That’s  a   hop-skip-and-jump  through  the  replies  of  exhibitors  from  Coast 

to  Coast  to  the  HERALD’S  questions  WHAT  WAS  THE  MOST  INTERESTING  CONDITION  IN  YOUR 

FIRST  YEAR  IN  THE  INDUSTRY  AS  CONTRASTED  WITH  1926?  A   few  overstepped  the  limitati
on 

of  25  words  on  the  answers.  If  there  is  any  rara  avis  still  nursing  the  misconception  that  the  industry  is
 

not  improving,  the  following — a   cross-section  of  opinion  of  exhihitordora  should  quickly  rout  that  idea. 

Let’s  Go!— F.  A,  R. 

The  length  of  the  “specials,”  as  we then  called  them,  was  never  over 

three  reels,  and  the  advertising  was 
shipped  in  the  can.  Now  today  we 

have  only  “Short  Subjects,”  com- 
edies, etc.,  of  this  length  while  even 

program  pictures  come  in  six  reels, 
and  the  exchanges  throughout  the 
world  have  their  ad  sales  departments 

which  offer  every  kind  of  advertising 

that  might  be  beneficial  in  the  proper 
presentation  of  the  pictures  of  today. 
This  marks  the  great  advance  that  the 
moving  picture  industiy  has  made. 
Equipment  has  advanced  with  it,  from 

the  old  “hand  winder”  to  motor 
drives,  lov/  intensity  arcs,  etc.  In 
fact,  there  are  so  many  contrasting 
conditions  with  then  and  now  that  it 

is  rather  impossible  to  single  out  one. 

We  have  gotten  better  and  better. — 
S.  B.  JOHNSON,  Regent, Cleveland, 
Mississippi, 

♦   ♦   ♦ 

Hassi’t  Missed  Edition 
of  HERALD  Since  Start 

T   T   IS  truly  gratifying  to  note  the  generous 
qumtity  of  fine  pictures  produced  by  U> 

dependents  during  the  past  year  as  com- 
pared with  1920-21,  the  year  /   entered  the 

tnoving  picture  business. 

I   don’t  know  of  anything  more  imporlonS 

From  Junk  Reels 

to  Quality  Films 
HEN  the  Lincoln  opened  in 
1914  many  neighborhood 

houses  ran  8   to  10  funk  reels  and 

gave  prizes  — 
poultry,  glass- w   a   T   e,  china, 
etc. — charging 
5   and  10  cents 
ad  mission. 
The  program 
consisted  of 
single  reels,  2, 

3   and  some- 
times 4   -   reel 

features.  The 

Lincoln’s  pro- 
gram was  S 

reels  of  the 

best  then  ob- 
tainable. 

Tough  sled- ding for  a   long  time  trying  to  get 
them  to  come  to  a   shorter  show 

than  they  could  see  elsewhere. 

Quantity,  not  quality,  appeared  to 
have  the  call  in  the  early  days. — 
HENRY  W.  GAUDING.  Pitts- 

burgh, Pa. 

to  the  theatre  owner  than  the  facts  stated 

above  relative  to  good  pictures  and  /   am 

very  grateful  to  be  a   reader  of  the  HERALD 

and  a   member  of“The  HERALD  Only  Club 
and  without  the  many  reports  in  the  Box 

Office  Record  I   would  not  have  been  able  to 

buy  the  cream  of  the  product  offered  by  both 
independents  and  the  three  larger  pro^icers. 

I   hare  been  a   reader  of  the  HERALD 
from  the  time  !   started  in  the  business  and 
I   don’t  think  that  !   have  missed  reading  a 
single  edition,  ll  has  been,  a   great  help  and 
guide  in  my  business  in  a   great  number  of 
tvays  and  I   want  to  congratulate  the  HER- 

ALD on  its  eleven  years  of  great  success 

and  unanimous  good  will  of  exhibitors. — 
C.  H.  BILLS,  Opera  House,  Lenora,  Kan. 

*   *   * 

‘^Took  a   Chance” 

Each  Night  Then 

OUR  first  year  (1908)  we  would  not know  what  the  program  would  be  un- 
til the  pictures  were  screened  on  the  night 

of  the  show.  We  had  no  worr>’  about  ad- 

vertising “stars”  or  “directors”  nor  was  it 

ever  necessary  to  bill  the  town  like  a   cir- 

cus to  get  them  in.  Patrons  “took  a 
chance”  every  night  and  cheerfully  waited 
for  the  second  show  when  the  seats  were 

all  taken.  We  only  had  difficulty  in  mak- 

ing the  kids  leave  after  the  first  show  to 

make  room  for  the  waiting  crowd.  Man- 

aging  a   movie  house  was  a   “cinch”  th
en 

compared  to  1926,  I’ll  tell  the  world. 

MRS.  J.  W.  MOORE,  Lyric,  St.  Charles, Mo. 

*   *   * 

Youngest — ^Oldest  on 

Bandwagon  with  HERALD 

It  has  been  eleven  years  since  my 

present  partner  (J.  E.  McCrite)  I 

started  in  the  show  business,  w^n  I 

was  but  seventeen  years  of  age.  
How- 
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The  change  in  the  attitude of  both  theatre  owners 

and  exchange  managers  toward 
one  another  is  the  most  inter* 

esting  development  since  my 

first  year  in  the  industry.  It 
used  to  be  there  was  an  almost 

impregnable  wall  between 

them  but  more  and  more  they 
have  come  to  appreciate  that 
both  have  interests  in  common 

and  are  a   part  of  the  world’s 
greatest  industry. — H.  M. 

RICHEY,  Business  Manager, 
M.  P.  T.  O.  of  Michigan. 

t J 
H.  M.  Richer 

Frank  J 

THEN:  200  seats;  admis* 

sion  price  5c;  length  of  show 
fifteen  to  thirty  minutes;  prof- 
its  on  investment  from  1,000  to 

10,000  per  cent  a   year.  NOW; 
The  successor  of  this  theatre 
has  800  seats;  admission  prices 

25  to  50c;  length  of  show  from 

iy2  to  2^  hours;  profits  on  in- 
vestment 10  to  20  per  cent  a 

year.  THEN:  Start  at  7   in 
the  evening,  running  four 
shows  an  hour;  last  show 

li;45;  close  midnight. 
(Continued  on  page  96) 

ever,  I   do  not  like  to  disclose  my  age, 
but  on  the  other  hand,  I   sometimes  like 
to  boast  that  I   am  among  the  youngest- 
oldest  exhibitors  still  active  in  the 
game. 

During  those  days,  we  operated  an 
old  hand  driven  Edison  exhibition 
model  picture  machine,  getting  our  cur- 

rent from  the  local  city  light  plant  of 
220  volts  D.  C.  at  a   Bat  rate  of  $1.00 
per  night,  and  we  would  use  a   12x^  in. 

(Continued  on  page  96) 

*   *   # 

'‘Cut-throat”  Policy 
to  Live-and-Let-Live 

during  the  “boom"  days  of  192 
and  the  most  interesting  contrast,  to  my  mind 

Rise  of  “Special”; 
Fall  of  "Program” 

U   contrast  betweer 
^   1920  (when  I   entered  this  business) and  today  is  the  decline  of  the  prograrr picture,  and  the 

rise  of  the  “spe- 
cial.” The  most 

interesting  fact  is 
that  the  greatest 
problem  then,  as 
it  is  now,  was 
the  producer  con- 

trolled chain. — H. 
A.  COLE,  of  Cole 

Bros.,  proprietors 
of  the  Grand, 
Marshall,  Texas, 
and  President  of 
the  M.  P.  T.  0.  of 
Texas. 

♦   ♦   * 

In  1926  our  cost 

H.  A.  CoJe 

for  advertising  is  greater  per  week  tha 
our  weekly  film  rental  amounted  to  pe 
month  in  1912.— FRED  S.  MEYER,  Pal ace,  Hamilton,  Ohio. 

Growth  of  HERALD  in 
Eleven  Years  Unequaled 
WE  ARE  building  a   very  elaborate  600- seat  house. 

never  seen  such  an  improvement  in  any 
publication.— H.  G.  STETTMUND.  IR., 
Odeon,  Chandler,  Okla.  (R.  J.)  Hoover 
and  Stettmund,  Proprietors. 

*   *   * 

"Terrible  Cranking” 
Is  All  History  Now 
When  we  used  to  crank  out  the  spools 

of  him  on  our  old  Edison  exhibition 
model,  I   wondered  if  there  was  any  man smart  enough 
to  hitch  up 

power  and 
save  one  that 

terrible  crank- 
ing. For  you 

know  any  man 

who  enters 

this  gigantic 

business  be- 
comes lazy  as 

far  as  person- 
al energy  is 

concerned,  ex- 

cept where  he 
can  use  his 

head.  That  j.  c.  Jenkjns 
goes  for  J.  C. 

jenkins,  too.  But  someone  had  the 

brains  and  put  the  power  on  the  ma- 
chines, also  the  lamps;  now  I   suppose 

the  operators  will  be  calling  for  a 
lounge  to  complete  the  equipment  of  the 
booth.  HOWSZAT.? 

P.  S.:  That's  a   heck  of  a   name  J.  C. has  for  that  Nebraska  Wildcat  of  his: 
he  should  have  named  it  Norma.-EL- 
MER  E.  GAILEY.  Crystal,  Wayne. Neb. 

*   *   * 

Public  Not  So  Hard  to 
Please  in  Old  Days 

Think  the  most  interesting  condi- 

tion in  my  first  year  in  the  show  busi- 
ness compared  with  now  was  the  fact 

that  the  public  was  not  near  so  hard 

to  please  then  as  now. 

P.  S.  Wish  you  would  order  the 
HERALD  sent  to  me  for  one  year. — 
CHET  E.  MILLER,  Resident  Man- 

ager, Rialto  and  America  (Midwest 
Theatres  Company),  Sterling,  Col. 

Your  Anniversary  Numbers  have  always 
been  very  much  enjoyed  by  the  entire 
Udeon  personnel  and  we  all  send  our  best 

congratulations  to  the  entire 
HERALD  staff.  One  thought  that  comes 
to  inind  IS  the  HERALD  of  seven  years 
ago  and  the  present  HERALD.  I   have 

Holds  Radios  and  Autos 
Reduced  His  Business 

pictures  for  less  money  in 
1920,  my  first  year.  Receipts  were  less, 

but  expenses  were  lower  accordingly.  The 

radio  and  automobile  have  decreased  my 

business  the  past  year. — EARLE  EVL 
LAND,  Twin  City  Opera  House,  McCon- 
nelsville,  Ohio. 

ift  «   « 

Box  Office  Reports 

In  HERALD  Invaluable 

Mr.  K.  H.  Walden  and  myself  de- 
sire to  reply  collectively  to  your  re- 

quest for  a   few  words  with  reference 

to  the  most  interesting  condition  dur- 

ing our  first  year  as  contrasted  with 
1 926;  because  we  both  feel  we  could 

name  nothing  so  pertinent  as  the 
benefit  we  derive  from  the  Box  Of- 

fice Reports  in  the  HERALD. — 
WEAKLEY  &   WALDEN,  by  C,  D. 

WEAKLEY,  Hardin  Entertainment 

Co.,  Odeon,  Hardin,  Mo.,  and  Roy- 
al, Norbome,  Mo, 

♦   *   * 

Prints  Improved; 

Audiences  Critical 

HE  most  interesting  condition  of  our 

first  year  in  business  compared  with 
1926  is  the  rapid  increase  of  better  prints 

sent  out  by  the  ex- 

changes. —   RUS- 
SELL ARMEN- TROUT,  Star, 

Barry,  III.,  and 

K.  P.,  Pittsfield, 111. 
*   *   * 

During  the  first 
year  of  our  little 

business,  our  pa- trons were  pleased 

with  the  pictures 

and  seemed  to  en- 

joy coming  to  the 
“movies.”  Now  we 

find  there  is  quite 

a   contrast  at  this time,  because  we  find  that  it  is  getting  to 

be  a   real  job,  that  is,  to  get  patrons  to  come 
out  to  see  the  photoplays,  although  we  are 

giving  them  far  better  pictures  than  we 
did  several  years  ago. — R.  H.  KINGERY, Chadwick,  111. 

*   *   ♦ 

Found  HERALD  Most 

Useful  Publication 

The  most  interesting  condition  in 

my  hist  year  was  to  hnd  a   magazine 
where  I   could  hnd  how  the  pictures 

are  liked  or  not  liked,  and  I   found 

that  EXHIBITORS  HERALD  was 

RubssU  ArmsDtroue 
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Challenges  Anyone  to 
Sit  Through  Oldtimer 

QEVEN  years  ago  when  1 
broke  into  the  picture 

game,  a   hve-reel  teature  and 
one-reel  comedy  made  a   good 
enough  program  for  anybody; 
we  could  turn  the  crowd  three 

times  ors  Saturday  night  with- 
out running  into  Sunday.  To- 
day a   program  runs  from  eight 

to  fourteen  reels.  Pictures  are 

bigger,  and  better  too — if  you 

don't  believe  it,  sit  through 
one  of  the  old-timers.  Rentals 
are  three  or  four  times  what 

they  used  to  be:  I   wish  re- 
ceipts would  rise  in  propor- 

tion.—ROY  W.  ADAMS,  Pas- 
time, Mason  and  Williamson, 

Mich. 

the  most  useful  magazine  for  me, 
and  therefore  I   am  still  a   subscriber 

and  hope  to  be  for  some  time  to 

come. — RUDOLF  DUB  A,  Royal, 
Kimball,  S.  D. 

*   *   * 

Six  Hours  Patching 
Film  in  Early  Days 
The  condition  that  interested  me 

most  in  the  first  year  in  the  business 

was  the  fact  (as  predicted  through 

the  trade  journals)  that  we  would 

have  better  films  in  the  future — phy- 
sically, morally,  educationally  and 

artistically. 

In  our  first  year  I   actually  sav/  our 

operator  work  six  solid  hours,  sort- 

ing and  patching  on  a   film,  and  even 
then  it  would  sometimes  break  three 

or  four  times. — A.  P.  SITTON,  Man- 

ager, Mus-U,  Tularosa,  N.  M. 
«   *   * 

Herald  Helps  Him 
Pick  Good  Ones 

The  most  interesting  condition  is  the  great 
number  of  good  pictures  tve  hfsve  now  to 
pick  from  that  we  did  not  have  then.  Also 
did  not  have  the  great  EXHIBITORS  HER. 
ALD  to  help  me  pick  the  good  ones  then  in 
my  files.  Could  not  run  our  theatre  without 

the  “IPhat  the  Picture  Did  For  Me.”  More 
power  to  you  in  your  wonderful  work. — 
R.  E.  COOK,  Manager,  Barnard  theatre, 
Barnard,  Mo. 

*   *   * 

Took  Out  Kitdien  Chair 
To  Get  In  License  Limit 

OU  asked  me  what  was  the  most  inter- 
esting  condition  in  my  first  year  in 

the  moving  picture  Industry.  This  dates 
back  to  1903-^my  memory  will  hardly  keep 
Up  with  the  past  years  and  the  improve- 

ments gone  forward  in  the  greatest  indus- 
try in  the  world. 

I   will  try  to  explain  to  you  how  I   oper- 
ated one  of  my  shows  at  North  California 

avenue  and  Division  street  in  Chicago.  At 
the  time  whereof  I   speak  the  alderman 
conceived  the  idea  that  the  moving  picture 
game  ^vas  an  immense  gold  mine  and 
should  be  treated  accordingly.  I   do  not 

*'®^2mber  the  exact  prices,  but  for  less than  100  seats  the  license  fee  was  practically 
n^hing  but  from  100  up  was  almost  pro- hibitive to  a   young  and  inexperienced  show- man. 

In  order  to  overcome  this  I   took  out  one 
(kitchen)  chair,  leaving  me  Of  course 
that  caused  a   howl  but  it  did  not  do  them 
any  good  as  I   was  under  the  100  limit. 
At  that  time  illustrated  songs  were  just 

coming  in  vogue.  I   had  a   tinsmith  make 
me  two  large  funnels,  one  for  the  operating room  and  one  to  come  out  on  the  level 
with  the  screen  betv/een  the  two  along  the 
wall.  I   had  a   one-inch  tin  pipe  to  serve 
as  a   conductor  for  the  operating  room  to 
me  screen.  I   would  open  my  doors,  sell 
99  tickets,  close  up,  go  up  into  the  operating 

run  the  film  which  was  usually  600 
to  750  feet.  I   would  then  shut  off  the  elec- 

tric piano,  swing  the  funnel  to  where  I 
could  reach  it,  sing  my  own  songs  and  run 
the  slides  at  the  same  time.  At  the  termi- 

nation I   would  go  do%vnstairs,  open  the 
doors,  let  the  people  out,  sell  99  tickets, 
then  go  upstairs  and  repeat. 

In  1926  I   sit  in  the  office  with  a   tele- 

phone at  hand  giving  instructions  to  any 
part  of  the  house,  and  have  a   stenogra- 

pher who,  in  case  I   want  to  go  fishing  or 
on  other  outings,  can  upon  my  return  show 
me  to  a   penny  my  profits  or  losses.  This 

goes  to  prove  the  old  legend— "Time  brings 
many  changes” — for  only  a   few  years  ago 
I   had  only  a   one-man  show,  and  today  I 
have  a   force  of  competent  employes  and  a 
house  \vith  seating  capacity  of  750. 

As  your  books  will  show,  I   have  been 
a   constant  reader  of  your  magazine  and 
expect  to  remain  so  the  balance  of  my  days. 
—FRED  L.  FREEMAN,  Grand,  Lake  City, Fla. 

Says  Weak  Pictures 
Are  Winning  Race 

HE  thing  that  was  the  most 
interesting  condition  in  my 

first  year  is  still  the  most  interest- 
ing condition, 

that  of  keep- 
ing my  pa- 
trons interest- 

ed ’n  moving 

pif’ures.  In 
spiti‘  of  the 
facr  we  have 
available  for 
the  screen 
some  of  the 

mightiest  61m 

productions 
that  have  ever 
been  shown  in 

my  theatre,  we 
are  also  get-  w.  H.  Brenner 
ting  along 
with  these  some  of  the  weakest 

pictures  that  have  ever  been  of- 
fered and  these  weak  ones  are 

tearing  down  theatre  patronage 
faster  than  the  big  ones  can  build 
the  patronage  up.  The  public  is 

demanding  good  pictures. — W.  H. 
BRENNER,  Cozy,  Winchester. 
Xnd. 

‘‘Anything  Good  Enough 

Then;  Nothing  Is  Now” T   T   is  so  long  ago  that  it  seems  like  a 
lifetime  since  my  first  year.  The_  first 

picture  that  I   ever  run  was  "The  Spoilers” and  I   want  to  say  right  here  that  I   have 
not  run  many  pictures  since  that  were  very 
much  better  than  it  was. 

During  my  first  year  I   bought  most  of 

19  Years  in  Business; 
First  Seems  a   Joke  Now 
As  it  has  been  nineteen  years  and 

five  months  since  I   commenced  bmi' 
ness  it  would  be  hard  to  say  just 
what  was  the  most  interesting  condi- 

tion in  my  first  year,  as  there  were  so 
many.  We  do  nothing  the  same,  only 
show  pictures.  The  movie  game  hm 
improved  so  much  in  every  way  that 

the  first  year  I   was  in  the  game  seems 
all  a   joke.  Jumpy  machines,  Edison; 
terrible  pictures,  in  awful  cortdhion. 
But  a   low  price  two-reel  feature.  Bison 
Western  101  Ranch,  we  thought  it 
great,  h   all  seems  like  a   dream. — 
F.  N.  HARRIS,  Amuse,  Hart,  Mich. 

my  pictures  from  the  old  Essanay  Co.  of 
Kansas  city.  Mo.  And  if  I   remember  cor- 

rectly I   paid  $5  for  a   five-reel  feature  and 
a   one-reel  comedy  and  a   one-reel  Western. 
Our  regular  price  at  that  time  was  5   and  15 
cents,  and  for  specials  we  charged  10  and  20 
cents  and  most  always  took  in  enough  to 
pay  the  film  rental.  It  was  different  in 
1925  as  there  were  a   great  many  times  we 
did  not  get  film  rental. 

Anything  was  good  enough  then  but  noth- 
ing is  good  enough  now.  I   think  that  tells 

it. — F.  J.  O’HARA,  Community,  Elgin, 
Neb. 

♦   *   * 

Says  Co-operation 
Is  Still  Lacking 

The  firit  thing  to  seem  to  mo  of  paramount  im- 
portance in  !Q1S,  tehon  I   entered  the  industry, 

teas  the  utter  lack  of  co-operation  on  the  part  of 

xcholesalers  (exchanges).  Same  thing  nou,  after 

eleven  years  as  an  exhibitor.— P.  G.  ESTEE,  S.  T. 

theatre,  Parker,  S.  D, 

*   *   * 

Says  Program  Pictures 
Don^t  Get  Business  Now 

Six  years  ago  my  patrons  were  not  as  par- 
ticular about  the  pictures  they  went  to  see 

as  they  are  now.  Program  pictures  do  not 

get  the  business  any  more. — ERNEST  VET- 
TER, Majestic,  Homer,  Mich. 

*   *   * 

Public  Discriminating; 

Asks  Certain  Types  Now 

WHEN  I   started  in  business  here in  1919,  the  people  came  for 

any  type  of  pictures.  Now  they  are 
discriminating  and  shop  for  certain 

types  of  productions,  mostly  of  the 

Western  and  comedy  kind. — L.  R. 
MOORE,  Roma,  Columbia  Grove, 

Ohio. 
*   *   * 

Cleaner  Pictures 
Best  Development 

I   would  hardly  call  conditions  now  and  ten 
years  ago  as  contrasts,  rather  developments, 

mostly  in  quality  of  product.  With  some_excej>- 
tions  we  get  cleaner,  more  wholesome  pictures. 
—CARL  JUDGE.  Iris,  Wheatland,  Wyo. 

*   *   * 

Thanks  HERALD  for 

Aiding  Him  in  Buying 

In  my  £rst  years  as  an  exhibitor 
it  was  impossible  to  get  an  idea  of 
what  I   was  buying.  Today  I   get 

everything  I   want.  Thanks  to  EX- HIBITORS HERALD  and  another 

man.  — JULIUS  W.  SCHMIDT, 

Mgr.,  Grand,  Breese,  111. 
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The  HERALD  Leads 
In  the  first  five  months  of  1926 

(22  issues)  Exhibitors  Herald  has 

a   lead  of  100  pages  of  paid  ad- 

vertising published  over  its  near- 

est competitor. 

— and  has  published  more  than 

twice  the  number  of  paid  adver- 

tising pages  carried  by  its  second 

competitor. 

— and,  week  by  week,  the  kind 

of  a   paper  the  HERALD  is  pub- 

lishing shows  why  it  leads  the 
field. 
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STUDIO 
bj;  MARTIN  J   QUIGLBY'^ 

The  motion  picture  production  situation  is  ever  an interesting  question — to  the  whole  trade  and  to  vast 
numbers  of  the  observant  public.  At  this  particular 

moment  there  are  a   great  number  of  especially  interesting 

aspects  to  the  situation. 

Since  the  industry  broke  the  shackles  of  the  General  Film 

company  era  and  commenced  reveling  in  its  new  freedom  it 

has  at  all  times  been  more  or  less  subject  to  arbitrary  dicta' 
tion  from  artists  who  were  enjoying  wide  popularity.  The 
so'Called  star  system  which  has  been  a   great  factor  in  the 

industry’s  success — and  which  is  likely  to  continue  always 
to  play  a   great  part — has  been  the  source  of  considerable 
difficulty.  While  it  is  true  that  the  personality  appeal  is 

one  of  the  greatest  assets  of  the  motion  picture,  it  is  like- 
wise true  that  various  artists  have  wielded  an  influence  con' 

siderably  out  of  line  with  their  individual  importance. 

By  virtue  of  this  influence  they  have  pursued  a   course 
which  has  resulted  in  uneconomic  operation  in  the  studio 

and  they  have  demanded  and  received  a   monetary  remunera' 
tion  of  a   plainly  exorbitant  calibre. 

The  motion  picture  has  given  the  individual  of  suitable 

personality  an  opportunity  that  is  nowhere  duplicated.  Such 

individuals  by  means  of  their  popular  appeal  assist  tremen' 
dously  in  the  prosperity  of  the  industry.  Hence,  in  all 

fairness  and  equity  they  are  entitled  to  share  in  this  pros' 

perity.  Whether  it  be  a   hundred  dollars  a   week  or  twenty' 
five  thousands  dollars  a   week,  a   motion  picture  actor  is 
entitled  to  receive  what  he  is  able  to  earn  by  the  box  office 
test. 

But  the  actor,  regardless  of  his  popularity,  is  not  the  sole 

factor  in  the  success  of  his  pictures.  There  are  other  essen' 
tial  factors  that  must  be  considered  and  must  be  permitted 
to  share  in  the  returns  in  a   consistent  manner. 

There  was  a   time  when  producing  companies  were  paying 

individual  stars  a   greater  sum  annually  than  the  companies 

were  earning,  despite  the  fact  the  companies  were  supplying 

the  capital,  the  production  facilities  and  the  machinery  for 

distribution — and  in  addition  were  assuming  the  whole  finan' 

dal  risk.  The  generally  unsettled  conditions  in  the  industry, 

together  with  a   chaotic  scrambling  after  attractions,  were 
responsible  for  this  situation. 

But  the  industry  in  its  progress  toward  more  sound  and 

stable  operation,  toward  a   more  systematic  and  efficient  plan 

of  procedure  has  arrived  at  a   point  where  the  acting  branch 

of  the  business  is  going  to  be  properly  subject  to  executive 

direction.  A   star,  regardless  of  his  magnitude,  is  no  longer 

going  to  be  able  to  break  out  and  run  wild.  Players  of 

lesser  significance  are  going  to  experience  a   similar  restrain' 

ing  influence.  Great  salaries  will  be  earned  and  paid.  But 

fabulous  and  unreasonable  salaries,  which  have  existed  in  the 

past  without  box  office  sanction,  will  shortly  be  a   thing  of 
the  past. 

This  is  simply  in  line  with  a   development  that  had  to  come 

if  the  infancy  days  of  the  industry  were  to  be  grown  out  of. 

It  will  mean  a   njore  stable  and  better  business  for  all  con' 

cerned,  including  the  actors.  And  there  are  definite  indi' 

cations  that  the  day  of  this  new  order  is  at  hand. 

After  years  of  research  and  experiment  it  is  now  be' .   coming  quite  apparent  that  the  thing  of  greatest  and 

most  unwavering  importance  in  making  pictures  is  a   “pro- 
duction  idea.”  The  archives  of  the  world’s  literature  con' 
tribute  .stories;  authors  of  the  day  writing  directly  for  the 
screen  afford  material,  and  popular  novels  and  plays  offer 

opportunities  for  adaptation.  But  the  so'called  “production 
idea”  is  the  most  important  element  of  all  in  leading  to  suc' 
cess  in  making  motion  pictures. 

Practically  nothing  that  is  written  in  a   novel  or  a   play 

may  be  put  upon  the  screen  in  its  original  form  with  any 
real  hope  of  success.  In  the  first  place,  most  stories  that  are 
not  directly  and  expertly  prepared  for  the  screen  cannot  be 
picturized  without  material  change  and  revision.  In  the 
second  place,  if  they  could  be  they  would  not  make  good 
motion  pictures. 

Looking  back  over  the  record  of  successful  motion  pictures 
it  may  be  seen  that  almost  without  e.xception  the  factor  that 
made  for  success  was  the  production  idea.  There  may  have 
been  at  hand  at  the  outset  a   novel,  a   play  or  an  original 
screen  story  that  offered  great  possibilities,  but  the  thing 
that  made  the  eventual  picture  great  was  the  production  idea 
— the  scheme  and  method  of  telling  upon  the  screen  the 

story  under  consideration. 

*   *   » 

At  one  time  in  the  history  of  the  industry  the  director was  looked  upon  as  the  individual  who  was  chiefly 

and  almost  wholly  responsible — for  either  the  success  or 

the  failure  of  a   picture.  At  this  time,  the  best  qualified 

students  of  production  are  of  the  belief  that  the  chief  factor 

may  be  the  director  or  may  be  someone  else;  in  all  cases, 

however,  it  is  the  person  who  conceives  the  production  idea 

and  sees  to  it  that  the  agreed  upon  plan  of  production  can 

be  done  and  is  done. 

The  majority  of  our  leading  directors  are  all  expert  crafts- 
men. Given  the  idea  to  be  followed,  the  story,  the  cast 

and  adequate  facilities  they  can  make  a   creditable  picture. 

But  only  a   few  of  them  are  really  originators;  only  a   few 

of  them  do  more  than  merely  translate  into  the  medium  of 

pictures  the  material  that  is  handed  to  them. 

The  director  of  the  future  must  be  more  than  a   mechan-
 

ical  workman.  It  is  assumed,  of  course,  that  any  person  un' 

dertaking  to  direct  a   motion  picture  at  this  stage  in  the  i
ndus- 

try’s development  is  competent  and  qualified  to  practice  the 

best  production  technic.  But  this  is  not  enough.  He
  must 

be  able  to  contribute  a   touch  of  the  dramatic  there,  3, 
 h‘t 

of  inspiration  here,  and  throughout  the  making  of  the  
whole 

picture  he  must  so  handle  his  situations  and  his  people
  as 

to  make  the  resultant  production  a   living  breathing  d
ocu' 

ment,  rich  in  feeling,  color  and  originality. 

One  phase  of  the  production  question  that  pre
sses  for 

attention  and  adjustment  is  the  matter  of  negativ
e  costs. 

Year  in  and  year  out  since  the  first  feature  was  
made  costs 

have  risen  to  higher  and  still  higher  levels.  Every  prac
ticable 

precaution  is  now  being  taken  among  the  leading  st
udios  to 

control  costs  by  means  of  more  careful  and  eff
icient  opera' 

(Coitiiiiiied  on  page  210) 
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EARL  J.  HUDSON 

Supervising  Production 

of 

“MEN  OF  STEEL” Milton  Sills — Doris  Kenyon 

“THE  SAVAGE” Ben  Lyon — May  McAvoy 

“MISMATES” 
Doris  Kenyon — Warner  Baxter 

“THE  CRYSTAL  CUP” In  Preparation 

FIRST  NATIONAL  PICTURES 



F 
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WELCOME  EXHIBITORS 

CHARLES  RAY 
METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER 
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IRENE:  Colleen 

itor.t,  Colleen  has  V 

There  is  not  a   i 

reels.  Good  sto  ■ . 
fashion  show  ir 
This  man  Chs 

the  leading  m   •. ' 
you  pet  th  . 
story  and  . 
— J.  E. 

General  ijir<.;i 

Veil,  brother  exhib- 
im  for  a   row  again. 

I   ....'e  in  the  whole  nine 
I'l  '   of  comedy  and  the 

’   T   .'ill  set  the  ladies  wild. 

M   -■  iy  is  sure  pood,  and  as 
iitghes  is  great.  Well,  kid. 
Make  them  give  you  the 

I-  your  next  one.  Nine  reels, 
.and  theatre,  Yoakum,  Tex.— 

Special  to 
Colleen  Moore 

5.Lt.Y-  -.ollcen  Moore — This  drew  well  for 
the  T   ii:  ,   _   March  weather  ever  exporiencod. 
'   I   •   -I,  j   is  evorythinp  the  ‘■Herald"  reports ■   •'I  r ’(  it  pleased.  Nino  reels.— Wm.  Martin, 

It  T.  theatre.  Patriot,  Ind.— Small  town  pat- fO't  t 

>ALr-y:  Colleen  Moore— A   dandy.  The  best 
•h  ;t  Co’leen  has  ever  done.  Came  as  near  pleas- 
iig  1   ,   per  cent  as  anything  I   have  ever.  used. 
Orr  a   record  crowd  for  Monday  and  Tuesday 
w   ,i  but  very  little  exploit.ntion.  The  rental  is  a 
ale  high  but  I'll  say  the  picture  was  well  worth 

what  I   paid  for  it.  Had  people  drive  twenty 
miles  to  ace  it.  something  that  rarely  occurs  ex- 

cept on  big  specials  that  I   advertise  ton  times  m 

heavy  as  I   did  "Sally."  I   want  to  say  that  as  a- 
actress  Colleen  is  (here  and  over.  She  gets  r 
vote  if  you  ever  run  .another  most  popubr  act 
contest.  Nine  jcels.— S.  G.  Ihde.  Photoplay 
Ire.  Ashli..id,  Kan.— Small  town  patronage. 

IKPiNE:  Colleen  Moore — Good  picture 

snajipy  sub-titles.  Very  elaborate  style  sho 
latter  part  of  picture.  First  National  h? 

business  calling  this  a   special,  as  it  \vi 
do  any  more  business  than  the  others 

pictures.  Miss  Moore  is  adding  to  he 

larity  with  cvei-y  picture  she  makes  ani 
she  makes  many,  many  more. — H.  G.  Sti 

Jr..  Odeon  theatre.  Chandler.  Okla. — Sm  j 
patronage 

IRENE  (F.N.) :   Colleen  Moore — 
Special  to  Colleen  Moore.  Colleen, 

this  is  by  far  the  best  you  have  ever 

done,  even  better  than  “Sally,”  but  I 

hope  your  salary  won't  go  up  in  por- 
portion  to  what  they  charged  me  for 
this  show.  Charley  Murray  and  Kate 

Price  as  the  Irish  parents  are  entitled 
to  a   lot  of  credit  for  putting  this 

over,  as  they  are  very  good.  Tiic 
fashion  show  is  a   dazzling  knockout. 

If  you  think  “The  American  Venus” 
has  a   pretty  style  show,  wait  'til  you 
see  this  one;  it  is  beautiful  beyond 

description.  Get  'be  trailer;  Nine 

reels. — H.  J.  £■*  '   Iran  ihe- 

SAI.LY:  Colleen  Moove  -Theic  is  so  much  Ip 

f.-woi-  of  this  dandy  pictwe  thni.  I   could  sing  its 

praisc-s  all  day.  First,  Iho  title.  ‘'Sally."  with 
all  the  publicity  the  nulio  has  given  her,  is 

catchy  and  nlli'.tclive.  Second,  Colleen  Moore,  o( 
which  there  is  no  nioi'e  equal,  is  Sally  herself,  and 

oh,  boyl  how  she  cats  up  the  ro
le  I   Then  there 

is  Leon  Errol,  the  original  of  the 
 stage  play 

watch  his  smoke  in  the  future  (he’
s  already  iriade 

in  |>icluros).  In  fact,  the  whole 
 cast,  including 

Sally's  dog,  fit  the  roles  to  perf
ection,  not  for- 

getting  director  Alfred  Green  a
nd  adapter  June 

Mathis  who  deserve  great  credit.
  How  did  1   doT 

Oh.  gee.  rm  ashamed  to  tell.
  Might  rniw  my 

quota,  but.  raise  or  no  raise,  a
nd  in  J'*st'ce  to 

Colleen  and  her  gang.  I   will  an
y  I   played  this 

an  extra  day  at  Increase  over  o
rdinary  prices, 

made  a   bet  with  my  belter  se
ven-eighths  of  a 

bonnet  against  a   new  straw,  a
nd  cleaned  up. 

The  song  hit  of  '‘SaHy"  was  
"Watch  for  the 

Silver  Lining.'*  and  in  the  picture
  production  It 

'ans  a   silver  lining  for  exhibitors,
  unless  I   am 

V   fooled.  A   few  more  "Sallys
"  and  Colleen 

'   would  take  the  bitter  out  of 
 cx-l-bitcr.— 

’Witt,  Strand  theatre.  Robinson,
  III.— Oen- 

•onage. 

CRN’S:  Colleen  Moore— Colleen  Moore 
I   well  for  this  theatre.  Frankly  my 

lot  consider  this  equal  to  "Sally.” 
R.  B.  Maxwell,  Illinois  theatre,  Sul- 

inall  town  patronage. 

Cullren  Moore— One  of  the  finest  pic- 

ulnycd  this  year.  My  very  first  show- 
lopulnr  star  while  we  did  not 

a   business,  cv  enjoyed  the  show 
ui  when  wc  were  shr  r   Colleen 

certainly  speaks  well  lor  the  star, 

looking  forward  to  the  nc.xt  one. 
ns  another  new  face  that  greeted 
inrt  his  comedy  antics  drew  loud 

the  audience.  100  per  cent  satis- 
:ht  reels. — J.  A.  Zimmerman,  Rex 

ira,  Minn. — General  patronage. 
IRENE:  Colleen  Moore— Real  go 

can  step  on  it  and  be  able  to  back  i,. 

style  show  feature  is  simply  beautiful  an 
to  please.  Also  a   good  lot  of  comedy  i. 

with  it.  Nine  reels. — S.  and  M.  Amuseme 

pany.  Iris  theatre,  Terrill,  Tsx. — General 
age. 

SALLY:  Colleen  Moore — A   thorough 

taining  story  of  a   foundling  who  
be. 

great  dancer,  and  Colleen  can  s
ure)  - 

pleased  but  it  did  not  draw  above  th
e 

Eight  reels.— A.  N.  Miles,  Eminenjr 

Eminence.  Ky.— Small  town  patronag 

THE  DESERT  FLOWER: 

This  is  a   most  satisfactory  ^rffraction  ̂  

charming  Colleen  again  proves  that  
she  is 

actress,  no  matter  what  the  role  inay  
be.  I 

sure  wins  friends  every  time  you  show  he^pic^ 

tures,  and  this  is  the  kind  for  small  towns^evei>» 

reels.— C.  H.  Moulton,  Bijou  theatre.  Beacjjf  
N.  D. 

— Small  town  patronage. 

IRENE:  Colleen  Moore— Well,
  brothe^xhih 

itors.  Colleen  has  knocked  th
em  for 

-here  is  not  a   dull  minute  in 

■-  Good  story,  plenty  of  J,/' 

.,on  show  In  colors  will  se
t  the 

,9  man  Charles  Murray  «s  sure  SALLY:  'Xueeny^oor^This  is  our  first  Coi- 
vhe  "jan  Mr.  y^u  theieen  Moore  Xture  and  it  was  one  of  the  finest 

you  g^s.  vour  ne-rt  one  Nine  reels. pictures  that  \   have  had  the  pleasure  of  throw, story  and  director  on  your  ne«  «   ^ex.— ing  on  the  scrfcn.  Pleased  100  per  cent.  Give 
-J.  E.  Draglnis.  Grand  theatre,  Yoakum.  mg  Eight  reels— William 

General  patronage.  Wiske,  CommKnity  theatre,  Red  Granite.  Ws. 
—■*"  Small  town  iiatronage. 

WE  MODERNS:  Colleen  Moov
e--Pleareti  all 

and  drew  us  some  extra  business.  Eight  rrel
s.      ■ 

G.  Witwer.  Grand  theatre.  Rai
nier.  Ore,— 

General  piitnnnge. 

SALLY:  Special  cast— This  did
  very  good 

for  me  on  Thanksgiving  Day  and  th
e  following 

Friday.  Colleen  popular  here.— G
.  J.  Ritter,  Re- 

gent theatre,  Bogota.  N.  J. — General  pa
tronag  . 

THE  PERFECT  FLAPPER:  Colleen  Moor
e— 

This  is  one  of  the  best.  Colleen  inre  can  sh
ow  all 

the  rest  The  people  don't  only  admiro  her}  they
 

feeJ  as  If  they  knew  her.  Her  pictures  are 
 all 

a   good  lesson.  I   think  the  girls  like  
her  here 

Special  to Colleen  Moore 

SALLY:  Colleen  Monre  —   Never 

have  to  worry  about  one  of  your  pic- 

tures, Colleen.  They  are  all  good 

ones  and  this  one  is  extra  good.  Leon 

Errol  also  does  good  work  in  this 

picture.  Book  it  ahd  boost  it.  Seven 

reels.— RAY  BOYARD,  Olympia  the- 

atre, Utica,  Kan.— Small  town  patron- 

age. 

pecial  to 

'olleen  Moore 

(RENE  IF.  N.):  Colleen  Moore— I'l*  Ivjst  picture  wc  have  had  this  year 

US  fbr.  From  a   box  office  view  it 

a   super  drawing  card  and  with 

.iruper  exploitation  will  make  you 

plenty  of  dough.  Colleen  is  “made in  this  lerritOB<  Wc  dressed  the  cut- 

out dolls,>r^ashy  costumes  of  crepe 

paper  and  used  them  in  a 
Bow  display  and  went  in  heaVy  on 

^   style  show  angle.  Thanks,  
Col- 

fn,  for  pepping  up  business.  
Nine 

V1s._PACE  &   BOUMA,  Rialto, 

\ahontas,  la.— Mixed  class. 

BENE:^rfJa(toon  Moore — Good  pic
lure  "iih 

,ppy  sub-Gtllar^^cry  elaborate  
style  show  in 

part  ofTNiure.  First  National
  has -no 

'busiVss  calling  tlHs  a   special,  ns  it
  will  not 

do  .in’^  moro  business  than  the  othe
rs  of  her 

pict.  re\  Miss  Moore  is  adding  
to  hi  r   po|.u- 

Inrily  every  picture  she  mnk
os  and  I   hope 

she  makes  many,  many  more.— K.  
0.  SloUmuud. 

Jr..  Odeon  xhentre.  Chandler.  Okla
.- iiimll  town 

patronage. 

1   IRENE:  Column  Moove-
Great.  Showmen,  here 

is  a   picture!  Fine,  good  come
dy,  not  "   J*®  ‘ 

mont  Anneals  to  all  clas
ses  and  suits  .ill  clns.  . 

Colleen  a^  her  very  best
  with  excellent  support of  Charles  Murray. 

Nine  reels.— C.  H.  Sart
orius.  Capitol  theatre. 

Hartley.  In.— General  patro
nage. 

SO  BIG:  Colleen  Moore —
 Good  business  and 

a   fine,  clean  entertaining  f
eature.  Colleen  s   a 

winner.  1   hope  she  keeps  her
  pictures 

as  Mary  Pickford.  Nino  
reels.-L.  P.  Charles. 

Grand  theatre.  Chetek.  Wis.
-Cencral  patronage. 

SALLY;  Colleen  Moore— One  of  the  fi
nest  pic- 

tures I   have  played  this  year.  My  very  first
  show- 

ing of  ‘his  popular  star  and,  while  wc
  did  not 

I   do  any  extra  business,  everyone  enjo
yed  iho  show 

I   and^'a-ikod  us  when  we  were  showing  Colleen
 

again.  This  certainly  speaks  well
  for  the  star, 

and  wo  arc  looking  forward  to  t
he  next  one. 

Leon  Errol  was  another  new  face 
 that  greeted 

our  patrons  and  his  comedy  ant
ics  drew  loud 

laughs  from  the  audience.  100
  per  cent  satis- 

faction. Eight  reols.-J.  A.  Zimmerman.  
Rex 

theatre.  Aurora.  Minn.— General  pa
tronage. 
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?I Welcome,  Mr.  and  Mrs.  Exhibitor,  to 

Los  Angeles — the  Birthplace  and  the 

Happy  Horne  of  Motion  Picture  Com- 

edy. '   ‘   \ 

^May  you  enjoy  the  sunshine  and 

good  cheer  Sennett  comedians  bring 

to  all  the  world  52  weeks  a   year. 

For  15  Years 
Exhibitors  and  Theatre  Going  Public  Have 

Recognized  the.  Fact  That  the  Name 

MACK  SENNETT 
Is  Synonymous  with 

COMEDY 
Ben  Turpin  Comedies, 

Alice  Day  Comedies, 

Johnny  Burke  Comedies, 

Billy  Bevan  and  Thelma  Pan- 

in Mack  Sennett  Comedies, 

Raymond  McKee,  Ruth  Hiatt 

and  Baby  Mary  Ann  Jackson  in 

“The  Smiths”  Series. 

“The  Standard  of  Film  Fun” y 
1 

I 
EVERY  COMEDY 

REGARDLESS  OF  LENGTH 
IS  A   FEATURE  1 
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Robert  P. 
Kerr 
Director 

“Trip  to  Chinatown” 

“Thirty  Below  Zero” 

Fox 
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EMMETT  ELYNN 

Wait  for 

Married  Alive' 

Produced  for 

William  Fox 



Yiui  Eational  Vxchxteh 
Produced  by 

CORIMI^E  GRIFFITH  PROOUCTIONS  iHC 
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R.  William  Neill 

A   u   thor-Director 

NOW  WITH  FOX  FILM  CORPORATION 

WEST  COAST  STUDIOS 
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Tramp,  Tramp,  Tramp 
Now  Playing  to  Full  Houses 

Thruout  the  Country 

HARRY  LANGDON 
Now  Making  His 

SECOND  BIG  FEATURE  COMEDY 

FOR  
^ 

FIRST  NATIONAL 
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“ABRAHAM 

LINCOLN” 

Produced  by 

AL  and  RAY  ROCKETT 

Four  First  National  Productions 

for  1926 

(Eastern  Unit) 

First  Production: 

“PARADISE,”  starring  Milton  Sills 
Betty  Bronson — Noah  Beery 

In  Preparation: 

“HEAD  OF  THE  HOUSE  OF  COMBE” 
by  Frances  Hodgson  Burnett 

(With  a   cast  that  will  knock  your  eye  out.) 

RAY  ROCKETT 

Supervising 
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WALTER  CAMP,  JR.,  President  J.  BOYCE  SMITH,  JR.,  General  Manager 

Inspiration  Pictures,  Inc* 
presents  for  September  release  in  the 

First  National  Banner  Group 

RICHARD 

B   ARTHELMESS 

“The  AMATEUR  GENTLEMAN” 
based  on  the  romantic 

novel  of  the  Regency 
Period 

SIDNEY  OLCOTT 

Production 

by  JEFFERY  FARNOL 

to  be  followed  by 
“THE  FOUR 

FEATHERS” 
by  A.  E.  r.  MASON 

J.  BOYCE  SMITH,  JR. 
General  Manager 
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JOHN  McCORMICK 
General  Manager  of  Production  First  National  West  Coast  Studios 

and  Producer  of  the  Colleen  Moore  Productions 

Announces  the  F orthcoming  Stories  for  Miss  Moore 

9   9 

JOHN  MC  CORMICK 

“Orchids  and  Ermine “Delicatessen 
(notv  in  production)

  Carey  Wilson 

“It  Could  Have  Happened” 
by  Jerome  N.  Wilson 

‘Naughty  But  Nice”-  •   -   and  others! 
by  Hetty  Spiers  and  Langford  Reed 

“Twinkletoes 

by  Thomas  Burke 

99 

of  course  they  are 
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SALLY:  Colleen  Moore — There  is  so  much  in 
favor  of  this  dandy  picture  that  1   could  sing  its 
praises  all  day.  First,  the  title,  “Sally."  with 
all  the  publicity  the  radio  has  given  her,  is 
catchy  and  attractive.  Second.  Colleen  Moore,  of 

r   which  there  is  no  more  equal,  is  Sally  herself,  and 

oh,  boyl  how  she  eats  up  the  role  I   Then  there 

is  Leon  Errol,  the  original  of  the  stage  play- 

watch  his  smoke  in  the  future  (he’s  already  made 
in  pictures).  In  fact,  the  whole  cast,  including 

Sally’s  dog.  fit  the  roles  to  perfection,  not  for> 
getting  director  Alfred  Green  and  adapter  June 

Mathis  who  deserve  -   great  credit.  How  did  I   do  T 

Oh,  gee,  I’m  ashamed  to  tell.  Might  raise  my 
quota,  but, 'raise  or  no  raise,  and  in  justice  to 
Colleen  and  her  gang,  I   will  say  I   played  this 
an  extra  day  at  increase  over  ordinary  prices, 

made  a   bet  with  my  better  seven-eighths  of  a 
bonnet  against  a   new  straw,  and  cleaned  up. 

The  song  hit'  of  “SalSy"  was  “Watch  for  the 
Silver  Lining,’’  and  in  the  picture  production  it 
means  a   silver  lining  for  exhibitors,  unless  I   am 

badly  fooled.  A   few  more  “Sallys”  and  Colleen. 
Moore  would  take  the  bitter,  out  of  ex-i-biter. 
Joe  Hewitt,  Strand  theatre,  Jlobinson. 
eral  patronage. 

Special  to 
Colleen  Moore 
IRENE  (F.N,):  Colleen 

Special  to  Colleen  Moore, 

this  is  by  far  the  best  you  bii^’ 

done,  even  better  than  “Sall^  ‘ 
hope  your  salary  won’t  go 
portion  to  what  they  char 
this  show.  Charley  Morr 
Price  as  the  Irish  Daren 
to  a   lot  of  credit 

over,  as  they  are  ver^ 
fashion  show  is  a   dazzlin 

If  you  think  “The  Ameri 
has  a   pretty  style  show,  y, 
see  this  one;  it. is  beaut 
description.  Get  the  tr: 

reels. — H.  J.  EA(JAN, 
atre,  Wautoma, 

SALLY:  Colleen  Moor^ 
the  roughest  March  weather 

The  picture  is  everything  th^ 
said,  and  it  pleased.  Nine  re« 
Patriot  theatre.  Patriot,  Ind.— ; ronage. 

IRENE:  Colleen  M 

ace  high  trump.  It’s  4bout  the 
had  from  Moore  and  the  style  show  at  \ 

^eat.  Had,  a   great  many  good  commei.  ^   - 
pecially  on  the  style  show.  Business  held  u. 
three  days  at  advanced  prices.  Nine  reels. 
Wilcox  and  Miller,  Lake  View  theatre.  Lake  Vie' 
la. — Grcneral  patronage. 

Moore — A   i   tftoro 
taining  story  of  a   foundling^  who  tCcomes 

great  dancer,  and  Colleen  can  surel  '^tmce.  It 
pleased  but  it  did  not  draw  above  the  average. 

Eight  reels. — A.  N.  Miles,  Eminence  theatre, 

Eminence,  Ky. — Small  town  patronage. 

SALLY:  Colleen  Moore — One  of  the  finest  pic- 
tures I   have  played  this  year.  My  very  first  show- 

ing of  this  popular  star  and,  while  we  did  not 
do  any  extra  business,  everyone  enjoyed  the  show 
and  asked  us  when  we  were  showing  Colleen 
again.  This  certainly  speaks  well  for  the  star, 
and  we  are  looking  forward  to  the  next  one. 
Leon  Errol  was  another  new  face  that  greeted 
our  patrons  and  his  comedy  antics  drew  loud 
laughs  from  the  audience.  100  per  cent  satis- 

faction. Eight  reels. — J.  A.  Zimmerman,  Rex 
theatre,  Aurora,  Minn.— General  patronage. 

Welcome 

M.P.T.O.A. 

ALFRED 

E. 
GREEN 

DIRECTOR 

FIRST  NAT’L 

SALLY :   Colleen  Moore— Best,  play  I   ever  ran 
It  is  absolutely  a   knockout.  The  story  is  keen  • direction  flawless :   cast  superb.  Every  foot  is  a 
laugh  or  a   heart  throb  and  Leon  Errols  ankles 
pr^uce  more  joy  than  Charley  Chaplins  feet Cnlleen  is  a   darling.  I   have  lost  my  heart  to 
her  completely.  Gosh— I   didn’t  know  any  woman hving  could  roll  her  eyes  like  that,  and  to  think 
that  I   left  California  for  Idaho’s  icy  mountains 
Guess  I’ll  go  bact  If  any  exhibitor  has  not pl^ed  this,  buy  it  today  and  boost  it  to  the 
skies. — Phillip  Rand.  Rex  theatre.  Salmon,  Idaho. — General  patronage 

SALLY:  Colleen  Moore — This  is  our  first  Col- 
lin Moore  picture  and  it  was  one  of  the  finest 

pictures  that  we  have  had  the  pleasure  of  throw- 
ing on  the  screen.  Pleased  100  per  cent.  Give 

us  more  like  “Sally.’’  Eight  reels.— William Wiske,  Community  theatre,  Red  Granite.  Wis — 

^11  iuat  as  an 

Colleen  is  there  and  over.  She  gets  my 
,^oa  ever  run  another  most  popular  actress Photoplay  thea- 

,nd,  Katf. — Small  town  patronage. 
Colleen  Moore — A   real  tonic  for  the 

women  raved  over  the  style  show, ''"'ed  the  story.  Colleen’s  best 
real  spedel.  Nine  reels.- 
raiety  jH^tre,  Fredericton, 

core — A   thoroughly  enter- 

foundling  who  becomes  a 
''jn  can  sure)''  'lance.  It 

^aw  above  the  average. Eminence  theatre, 
age. 

Picture  went  over 
were  delighted.  Fine 
how  'thety  can  find  a 

her.  It  suited  her ;   she 
Jolleen,  you  sure  have 
saM  it  was  nine  reels. 

•.  Goodjrln,  Royal  the- Tage. 

•If  the  proper  sphere 

'lin,  then  "Sally’’  is  the 
t   art,  for  here  is  high 
en  was  entrancing  and 

>oen  better  done.  This 

Nine  reels. — Clarence 

ix’ey,  Ala. — Small  town 

[core — Good  picture  with 

•y  elaborate  stylo  shuw  in 
First  National  has  no 

special,  as  it  will  not 
than  the  others  of  her 

Moori>  is  adding  to  her  popu- 

ary  picture  she  makes  and  I   hope 

many,  many  more.— H.  G.  Stettmund, 
aeon  theatre.  Chandler,  Okla.— Small  town .ronage. 

SALLY :   Colleen  Moore — If  you  want  a   knock- 
out, book  this  one.  Best  we  have  had  in  agres. 

Rental  little  high  for  us,  but  good  biz.  Nine 
reels.— Maloney  &   Wey.  Orpheum  theatre,  .St. Bernice,  Ind. — General,  patronage. 

SALLY:  Colleen  Moore— This  drew  well  for 
the  roughest  March  weather  ever  experienced. 
The  pic  are  is  everything  the  “Herald”  reports 
said,  and  It  pleased.  Nine  reels.-L.Wm.  Martin, Patriot  theatre.  Patriot,  Ind.— Small  town  pat- ronage. 

JRENE:  ColiMn  Moore— Great.  Showmen,  here 
i<  a   picture!  Fine,  good  comedy,  not  a   rfuM ment.  Appeals  to  all  classes  and  suits  all  classes Colleen  at  her  very  best  with  excellent 
of  Charles  Murray  Colored  styleThow  ̂ us  gXt Nine  reels.-C.  H.  Sartorius,  Capitol  thfat?e 

Hartley,  la. — General  patronage.  ' 
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ALBERT  RAY 
Director 

FOX  FEATURES 
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Yours  for  many  return  engagements, 

IVe  had  six  winners  in  a   row — Thank 
you!  They  tell  me  I   know  how  to  make 
pictures — that  I   take  time  to  study  the 
box  office  and  give  my  pictures  the  things 
the  box  office  needs! — Thank  you!  They 
tell  me  the  Old  Loves  and  New^^  is  a   sen- 

sational success!  Thank  you!  And  the 
new  show  Fm  going  to  work  on  now,  “The 
Blonde  Saint”  (like  the  title?),  will  be everything  my  other  successes  have  been 
and  more— thank  you! 

THEY  TELL 

SAM  E.  RORK 
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Coming 

Richard  Dix 

in  “The  Quarterback” 
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PHILO  McCullough 

m 

“MISMATES” 

An 

EARL  J.  HUDSON 

Production 

FIRST  NATIONAL  PICTURES 

Best  Wishes  of  HOWARD  HIGGIN 
DIRECTOR  OF 

Famous  Players  Lasky  Robert  Kane  First  National 

“IN  THE  NAME  OF  LOVE”  “THE  RECKLESS  LADY” 
with  Ricardo  Cortez 

and  Greta  Nissen 

Belle  Bennett,  Lois  Moran,  Ben  Lyon 

and  Lowell  Sherman 

Robert  Kzuie  First  National 

“THE  NEW  COMMANDMENT”  “THE  WILDERNESS  WOMAN” 
with  Blanche  Sweet  Aileen  Pringle,  Lowell  Sherman 

and  Ben  Lyon  and  Chester  Conklin 

Coming  Soon 

“THE  GREAT  DECEPTION” 
another  ROBERT  KANE  FIRST  NATIONAL  PICTURE 

with  Aileen  Pringle.  Ben  Lyon,  and  an  all  star  cast. 



exhibitors  herald 

Welcome  to  Los  Angeles 

M.  P.  T.  O.  A. 

Harold  Lloyd 
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MARTIN 

BROOKS 

Now  with 

Paramount 

After  June  1st 

address 

New  York  Athletic 

Club 

Travers  Island 

Pelham  Manor 

New  York 

City  Address 

Lambs  Club,  N.  Y.  C. 
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Survey  of 

Product 
(Continued  from  page  63) 

the  latter  coming  forward  rapidly  in  long 
and  short  features  during  the  past  three 
seasons. 

A   Monty  Banks  series  is  announced  but 
the  number  of  pictures  is  not  given.  Banks 
has  been  getting  g;ood  reports  on  his  long 
features  for  Associated  Exhibitors  and  the 
odds  are  in  favor  of  the  new  productions. 
The  three  Harold  Lloyd  features  to  be 

reissued,  “The  Freshman,’’  “Girl  Shy’’  and 
Hot  Water’’  are  too  well  known  to  be  dis- cussed in  this  analysis.  Each  exhibitor 

knows  how  many  times  he’s  played  each and  is  best  judge  of  their  repeat  value. 
Ihe  outdoor  aspect  of  the  program  is  not 

Its  least  promise.  The  record  has  it  that 
outdoor  stuff  is  preferred— other  virtues 
being  equal — by  the  majority. 

Pro-Dis-Co's  41  to 

Offer  Wide  Variety 
Pre-announcement  summary  of  Produc- 

ers Distributing  Corporation’s  41  features for  the  new  season  bears  a   statement  to 

f   ̂   every  effort  has  been  put forth  to  the  end  tliat  maximum  variety  will 
be  attained.  The  41  features  include  one 
specml  to  be  personally  directed  by  Cecil sfid  two  special  comedies  by 
A1  Chnstie. 

-The  schedule  includes  adaptations  from 
^   well  known  novels  and  the  names  of  the 
authors  are  impressive.  There  are,  for  in- 

stance, Jack  London,  Irvin  S.  Cobb,  Avery 
Hopwood,  Samuel  Merwin,  Peter  B.  Kyne Albert  Payson  Terhune,  Owen  Davis 
Frank  R.  Adams  and  Monte  Katterjohn,  to 
mention  only  a   few.  Jeanie  Maepherson  is 
writing  ‘The  Deluge,"  which  will  be  the 
mg  speaal  personally  directed  by  Mr.  De- Mille. 

Leatrice  Joy  will  be  starred  in  four  ve- 
hicles,  which  is  good  news  according  to  ex- 

hibitor reports,  and  a   like  number  will  be 
made  with  Rod  LaRoeque  and  Vera  Rey- 

nolds respectively.  Both  the  latter  have 
been  gaming  in  box  office  favor,  while 
Jetta  Goudal,  who  will  be  featured  in  three 
pjctures.  attained  almost  instant  fame  in 
ihree  Faces  East,"  one  of  the  most  uni- 

formly satisfactory  pictures  of  the  season 
by  exhibitor  testimony.  Marie  Prevost,  a 
box  office  dependable,  will  be  starred  in  five 
pictures,  while  Priscilla  Dean,  who  has  been 
holding  her  place  without  much  change  for 
several  months,  will  be  featured  in  three. 
Joseph  Schiidkraut  will  star  in  two. 

rx  TV-Tt  -T,  ̂    special  wnicii  Mi 
DeMille  will  personally  direct,  the  DeMill 
organization  will  produce  five  other  specials DeMille  players  and  done  ii 
the  DeMille  manner.  Metropolitan  will  adi 
seven  more  specials,  adaptations  of  .^torie 
by  established  authors  and  cast  with  signifi earn  names.  The  first  Al  Christie  featur. 
will  be  The  Nervous  Wreck,"  Owei 
Davis  stage  play,  and  the  second  has  no yet  been  selected. 

r   u   j   .iLiiiiois  oi  csia iished  standing  for  stories  is  a   point  in  f 
vor  of  the  Pro-Dis-Co  line-up.  The  sele 
tion  of  players  is  another.  Highlight! with  the  personally-directed  DeMille  sn 
cial  and  the  two  Al  Christies,  the  progra 
looks  good  in  the  meagre  outline  availabl 
ihe  sentiment  indicated  by  exhibitor  r 
ports,  incidentally,  has  been  increasing 
strong  in  favor  of  this  company’s  produ and  business  methods.  If  the  pictur, 
measure  up  to  their  sources  and  personn 
It  looks  like  a   good  year  for  Pro-Dis-Co. 

United  Artists  Puts 

Emphasis  on  Names 

:   Artists,  always  dedicated  to 
name  attractions,  offers  in  its  “Dominant 

isixteen  a   perfect  layout  for  the  booker 

whose  theatre  gets  best  results  on  name  ad- 
vertising. Analysis  of  the  layout  is  prin- 

cipally a   discussion  of  name  values,  but 
there  are  aspects  that  command  special  at- 
tention. 

Mary  Pickford’s  two  productions  include 
Sparrows,"  as  yet  an  unestablished  value 

but  the  follow-up  on  her  “Little  Annie 
Rooney,”  which  redeemed  for  the  star  all the  traditional  popularity  threatened  by  her 
intervening  costume  productions.  Like  the 
latter  picture,  “Sparrows"  presents  Miss Pickford  as  the  little  girl  exhibitors  say 
she  must  continue  to  be  to  please  the  ticket 
buyers.  It’s  ready-made  for  the  box  office. 

Douglas  Fairbanks’  "The  Black  Pirate" 
follows  his  “Don  Q”  and  a   parallel  situa- 

tion exists.  “Don  Q”  made  Fairbanks  a better  name  than  he  has  been  at  any  time 

in  the  past  and  “The  Black  Pirate”  is  beat- 
ing it,  according  to  report,  in  its  early showings. 

Charlie  Chaplin’s  “The  Circus,"  on  the other  hand,  will  have  to  be  a   good  picture. 
His  “Gold  Rush”  had  a   mottled  box  office 
career  and  it's  so  long  between  Chaplin  pic- 

tures that  the  box  office  response  isn’t  the 
thing  it  used  to  be  unless  the  picture  is substantial. 

Gloria  Swanson’s  first  of  two  pictures 
should  get  away  good  and,  if  good,  make 

the  second.  Miss  Swanson’s  record  hasn't been  unruffled  recently,  but  a   really  up- 
standing attraction  should  straighten  it  out. 

Both  exhibitors  and  public  want  to  like  her 
and  will  if  given  a   chance. 

Rudolph  Valentino  is  better  established 
since  “The  Eagle,”  but  exhibitors  confess 
themselves  unable  to  guess  close  to  what 

each  successive  vehicle  of  his  will  do.  "Son 
of  the  Sheik"  is  his  first  of  two  in  the  16 
and  the  title  should  get  them  in.  If  it’s 
good,  the  second  should  prove  a   whale,  as 
well. 

(Continued  on  page  94) 
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When  you  see  a   proposition  with  poten- 
tiality. .   .   .   Build  it  up  in  your  house. 

Have  a   few  more  weeks  each  year  you  can 
count  on.  Pick  stars  and  build  them — 

And  they’ll  build  you.  Have  some  stabil- 
ity and  permanency  to  your  business.  It 

isn’t  always  going  to  be  as  easy  as  this  last 
year.  Set  in 

FIRST  NATIONAL’S COMEDY  KING 

III  his  nest  three  pictures.  If  you  haven’t 

yet  played  ‘'The  Early  Bird”  “The  Crack- 
crjack,”  “The  Live  Wire”  and  “Rainboio 
Riley,”  all  starring 

JOHNNY  HINES 

Start  on  them  in  the  order  named.  By  the 

time  you  get  to  “The  Broivn  Derby,”  if 
you  advertise  them  right,  and  even  if  you 

don’t,  you’ll  have  another  three  weeks  a 
year  off  your  mind. 

3   MORE  WEEKS 

According  to  exhibitors,  Johnny  Hines 

has  never  made  a   poor  picture.  And  some 

of  them,  “Burn  'Em  Up  Barnes,”  “Sure 

Fire  Flint,”  “Conductor  1492,”  and  “The 

Cracker-jack”  have  been  milestones  along 
the  comedy  highway.  The  next 

JOHNNY  HINES 

picture  will  be  outstanding.  It  is  titled, 

“THE  BROWN  DERBY” 
In  my  opinion  it  is  not  only  the  best  picture 

Johnny  Hines  has  ever  made — it  will 

prove  one  of  the  outstanding  film  comedies 

of  all  time. 
C.  C.  Burr. 

First  National  Pictures 
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John  Barrymore  is  in  fine  shape  with 
the  box  office  and  public  to  begin  his  United 

Artists  endeavors  with  ‘‘The  Vagabond 
Lover.”  His  “Sea  Beast”  is  going  big  and 
he  has  no  definite  flops  to  his  record. 

Buster  Keaton's  two,  begininng  with 
“The  General,”  look  good.  He  has  a   good 
record  in  long  comedy  and  a   better  one  in 
short  features,  both  of  which  bring  them 
in  each  time  to  see  what  his  new  picture 
is  like. 

Samuel  Goldwyn’s  3   begins  with  “Stella 
Dallas”  and  everj’body  knows  what  a   riot 
that  is.  His  next  is  Henry  King’s  "The 
Winning  of  Barbara  Worth,’’  with  every- 

thing in  its  favor,  and  the  third  is  George 

Fitzmaurice’s  “Beauty  and  the  Beast.” 
Morris  Gest’s  production  of  David  Be- 

lasco’s  “The  Darling  of  the  Gods”  is,  of 
course,  an  unopened  book  until  produced 
and  put  before  the  public. 

“Sold  individually  on  merit,"  as  the  an- 
nouncement phrases  it,  the  United  Artists 

line-up  presents  an  ideal  range  for  the 
booker  of  name  attractions.  Affording  a 
splendid  source  from  which  to  draw  the  in- 

evitably much  needed  big  attractions  for 
setting  into  the  box  office  run-of-events,  it 
looms  big  on  the  1926-27  horizon. 
Universal  Lists  32 

Backed  by  Laemmle 

Universal’s  “Greater  Movie  List"  naming 
32  pictures  can  not  be  adequately  considered 

w'ithout  reference  to  Carl  Laemmle’s  praise 
of  them  and  his  assurance  that  they  wll 

be  “sold  on  a   golden  rule  basis.”  To  a 
great  many  exhibitors,  by  their  frequently 
repeated  assertions,  this  backing  of  the 

company’s  president  will  outweigh  any  mere 
physical  aspect  of  the  product  offered, 
promising  or  otherwise. 
The  32  pictures  listed  include  21  Jewels, 

7   Hoot  Gibson  Jewels,  3   Universal  Super 
Productions  and  the  first  Universal  Regi- 

nald Denny  production  for  1926-27.  'The 

Hoot  Gibson  pictures  may  be  marked  off 

immediately  as  assets,  providing  he  doesn’t do  the  unexpected  and  get  into  something 
other  than  Westerns,  for  there  is  nothing 
but  good  reading  in  the  reports  concerning 
his  productions.  The  Denny  picture,  a   pic- 
lurization  of  the  musical  comedy,  “Take  It 
From  Me,”  may  be  disposed  of  similarly. 
Everything’s  in  its  favor  from  the  start. 
The  three  Super  Productions  are  “The 

Flaming  Frontier,”  which  looks  good  with 
Hoot  Gibson  and  Dustin  Farnum  as  the 
first  two  players  named  in  the  cast  and 

Edward  Sedgwick  as  director,  “The  Mid- 
night Sun,”  with  Laura  LaPlante  and  a 

standard  cast  directed  by  Dimitri  Bucho- 

wetski,  and  Victor  Hugo’s  “Les  Miser- 
ables,”  labeled  “a  Universal  Film  De 
France  Triumph.”  A   good  deal  of  favor- 

able comment  on  “The  Midnight  Sun”  has 
marked  its  production  period.  “Les  Miser- 
ables”  has  been  done  before  with  good  re- 

sults, but  a   new  version  is  timely  and,  if 
adequate,  should  set  records. 

'The  21  Jewels  assay  somewhat  as  follows 
on  the  basis  of  box  office  report  indica- 

tions : 

“Poker  Faces,”  with  Edward  Horton  and 
Laura  LaPlante,  from  the  novel  by  Ed^r 

Horton,  good  by  two  of  the  rules  in  use — “The 
Ice  Flood,”  from  a   novel  by  Johnston  Mc- 
Cully,  with  Viola  Dana  and  Kenneth  Harlan, 

approved  by  two  rules — "The  Old  Soak,”  from 
a   stage  comedy  success,  with  a   reliable  cast, 

promising  if  done  as  straight  humor — "Span- 
gles,” Nellie  Revell’s  circus  story,  measurable 

by  none  of  the  standards  set  down — “The 
Whole  Town’s  Talking,"  from  the  Loos-Emer- 
5on  stage  play,  likely  to  get  an  opening  break 

and  a   chance  to  make  its  way  as  far  as  it’s 
qualified  to  do  so — “The  Big  Gun.’|  a   naval 
picture  from  a   magazine  story  with  unan- 

nounced cast — Laura  LaPlante’s  “A  Savage  In 
Silks”  from  Winnifred  Eaton  Reeve’s  novel 
with  nothing  against  it  and  much  in  its  favor 

— Arthur  Somers  Roche’s  “The  Mystery  Club” 
from  the  Sat-Evc-Post  story  with  a   strong  cast 

should  prove  a   winner — “The  Love  Thrill,” 
by  Byron  Morgan,  cast  unannounced,  is  an- 

other of  those  dependable  auto-racing  stories 
— 'Laura  LaPlante  in  “Brides  Will  Be  Brides,” 
newspaper  serial,  has  nothing  else  for  or 

against  it — “The  Runaway  Express,”  from  the 

Frank  Spearman  stories,  might  prove  another 

“Signal  Tower” — Norman  Kerry  in  “Too 
Many  Women”  looks  very  much  like  some- 

thing the  public’s  been  waiting  for   “Taxi 

Taxi”  is  George  Weston’s  Sat-Eve-Post  story’ 
as  yet  uncast — “The  Star  Maker”  is  a   Lois 
Weber  production  from  Dana  Burnet's  Sat- 
Eve-Post  story,  “Technic,”  with  Billie  Dove 
and  a   good  cast  as  additional  reasons  for  it 
with  none  against  it  save  possibly  the  title 

change,  which  looks  sensible — “Oh  Baby"  is an  original  by  Harley  Knolcs,  who  also  di- 
rects it,  with  Madge  Bellamy,  Creighton  Hale 

and  others,  which  might  prove  to  be  anything 

— Andrew  Soutar’s  "A  Butterfly  in  the  Rain” 

ran  in  the  Hearst  papers  and  that’s  all  the 
available  information  about  the  film — House 

Peters  looks  good  in  “Prisoners  of  the  Storm," 
by  James  Oliver  Curwood — Laura  LaPlante  in 
“The  Big  Night,”  a   magazine  story,  supported 

by  a   substantial  cast,  ought  to  hit — “Down 
the  Stretch”  is  race  horse  stuff  from  John 
Tainter  Foote’s  “Blister  Jones,”  as  yet  uncast 
— Gertrude  Atherton’s  “The  Perch  of  the 
Devil”  has  a   strong  cast  in  its  favor  and 

King  Baggot's  direction  as  the  only  visible  rea- 
son for  wondering  how  it  will  come  out   

Mary  Pliilbin  in  "Another  Woman’s  Life” 
doesn’t  tell  much  about  the  picture,  but  the 
star  is  in  the  ascendant. 

Undoubtedly  additional  information  and 
subsequent  castings  will  alter  the  complec- 
tion  of  the  Universal  line-up  materially,  the 
above  being  taken  from  an  advance 
brochure  prepared  before  production  de- 

tails could  be  definitely  settled.  It  is  cer- 
tain, however,  that  no  change  will  occur 

with  respect  to  Mr.  Laemmle’s  statements 
in  connection  with  the  pictures  nor  Mr. 

Laemmle’s  hold  upon  exhibitor  confidence, 
As  stated,  and  the  statement  is  properly  a 
matter  of  .box  office  consideration,  Mr. 

Laemmle’s  part  in  the  1926-27  Universal 
line-up  is  its  most  important  determinant. 

Warner’s  List  26  in 
^‘'Warner  Sunshine” 

Warner  Brothers  list  26  pictures  for 

1926-27  in  their  “Sunshine”  book  recently 
sent  to  exhibitors  and  advertised  in  the 
trade  press,  the  26  following  pretty  closely 

the  line  of  expectation  drawn  from  contem- 
plation of  the  1925-26  box  office  results. 

It  is  evident  that  Warner  executives 
watched  the  box  office  closely,  lending 
ready  ear  to  exhibitor  suggestion.  The 

new  product  sums  up  briefly  as  follows  un- der the  box  office  rules  used  as  the  basis 
of  this  summary : 

Monte  Blue  in  "The  Brute”  is  a   South 
American  jungle  affair  by  W.  Douglas  New- 

ton concerning  which  additional  details  arc 
not  given  and  has  especially  in  its  favor  the 

fact  that  Blue  hasn't  been  used  very  often 

recently — Irene  Rich  in  “My  Official  Wife” 
by  Richard  Henry  Savage  is  made-to-ordcr, exhibitors  enthusistically  proclaiming  Miss  Rich 
tlie  ideal  screen  wife — Dolores  Costello,  who 
seems  to  be  rocketing  into  popularity.  looHs 

good  in  George  Adc’s  “The  College  Widow,” which  has  a   ready-made  public — Rtn  Tin  Tin 

in  "Hills  of  Kentucky”  needs  no  further  com- 
ment, the  dog  running  consistently  strong — 

Willard  Louis  and  Louise  Fazenda  in  "The 
Inevitable  Millionaire”  by  E.  Phillips  Oppen- 
heim  rale  a   great  team,  whatever  the  film— 
Mary  Roberts  Rinehart’s  "What  Happened  to 
Father”  with  Patsy  Ruth  Miller  looks  like  a 
sure  thing — -What  more  natural  and  promising 

than  Dolores  Costello  in  anything  at  all  titled 
“Irish  Hearts"? — Irene  Ricn  in  Clyde  Fitch's 
“The  Climbers”  might  have  been  decided  upon 
after  a   reading  of  the  present  rules,  so  well 

does  it  qualify — Monte  Blue  in  Harold  Mc- 
Grath's “Bitter  Apples,”  a   sea  and  land  drama, 

depends  upon  the  production — No  definite  in- 

formation is  given  about  “Dearie” — Two stories  by  Arthur  Somers  Roche,  one  of  them 
at  least  featuring  Patsy  Ruth  Miller,  is  vague 

information — "What  Every  Girl  Should  Know,” 
by  John  Wagner,  cast  unannounced,  Is  illus- trated in  a   manner  to  indicate  it  will  be  like 

it  sounds  and  it  will  be  recalled  that  “Why 
Girls  Leave  Home"  made  Warners  and  ex- 

hibitors much  money — Monte  Blue  in  "Across 
the  Pacific,”  by  Charles  E.  Blancy,  illustrated 
as  one  of  those  tropic-island  affairs,  is  what 

they  make  it — Irene  Rich  looks  at  least  as  good 
in  “Don't  Tell  the  Wife”  as  her  other  vehicles 
mentioned  above — Rin  Tin  Tin  has  a   new 

locale  in  “Wliile  London  Sleeps.”  by  Darryl 

Francis  Zanuck — Lucian  Cary’s  “White  Flan- 
nels” is  a   tennis  story  and  the  first  of  such, 

so  defiant  of  analysis  in  the  absence  of  other 

information — "Matinee  Ladies,”  by  Albert  S. 
Howson  and  S.  R.  Buchman,  with  an  unan- 

nounced cast,  looks  like  sophisticated  stuff 

and  the  county-by-coimty  vote  on  such  isn't 
affirmative — Louise  Fazenda  in  “Simple  Sis" 
is  a   natural — “The  Jazz  Age”  is  a   temporary 
title  used  to  announce  a   picture  such  as  it 

describes,  the  present  status  of  which  type 
varies  geographically  but  depends  in  all  cases 

(Continued  on  page  96) 

in "^Sorrows  of 

Satan’ 

D.  W.  Griffith 

Famous  Players 

■^Mismates’ 

Earl  J.  Hudson 

First  National 
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ANTONIO  MORENO 
Extends 

HIS  GREETINGS 
to 

MEMBERS  OF  THE  M.  P.T.O.A. 

and 

BEST  WISHES  FOR  THE  CONTINUED  SU
CCESS  OF 

The  Exhibitors  Herald 
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upon  merit — Monte  Blue  in  "The  Black  Dia- 
mond Express”  reminds  you  of  “The  Limited 

hfail,”  which  reminds  you  of  pleasant  money 
— Patsy  Ruth  Miller  is  starred  in  Charles 

Klein’s  "The  Third  Degree,”  which  has  a   big 
public  waiting  for  it — An  Arthur  Somers  Roche 
mystery  drama,  untitled,  is  announced  at  this 

j,oint — Dolores  Costello  in  "A  Million  Bid," 
by  George  Cameron,  is  what  they  make  it — 
"The  Florentine  Dagger"  is  the  temporary  title 
of  something  like  that  by  Ben  Hecht,  on  whom 

the  box  office  yields  no  dope  as  yet — Rin  Tin 

Tin  is  home  again  in  "Tracked  By  the  Police," 
a   Nortbeni — Willard  Louis  and  Louise  Fa- 

zenda in  "The  Gay  Old  Bird”  will  have  to  be 
pretty  bad  to  keep  from  being  mighty  good, 
according  to  exhibitor  remarks  concerning  these 

players. 

In  the  Warner  line-up  may  be  seen  re- 
current evidence  that  the  box  office  sense 

which  has  engineered  the  company’s  prod- 
uct into  prominence  on  the  profit  picture 

lists  of  the  past  three  or  four  years  has 

functioned  efficiently  with  respect  to  the 

1926-27  output.  It  is  plain  that  paying 

pictures  have  been  studied  and  a   course 

shaped  in  accordance  with  findings.  Little 

bombast  and  a   good  deal  of  common  sense 

marks  the  announcement  describing,  in  so 

far  as  it  is  possible  to  describe  them  in 

advance,  the  26  "Warner  Winners”  skimmed 
in  the  above  summary. 

Youngest-Oldest  on 
Bandwagon  with  HERALD 

(Continued  from  page  68) 

cored  carbon  at  every  performance.  We 

would  show  four  reels  of  pictures  and 

they  were  generally  single-reelers ;   oc- 

casionally we  would  happen  to  pick  up 

a   big  feature  in  2   reels.  The  first  big 
feature  we  ran  at  an  advance  in  admis- 

sion was  “The  Campbells  Are  Coming,” 
in  four  reels  and  produced  by  the  Uni- 

versal Film  and  Manufacturing  Com- 

pany. At  this  time,  the  advertising  material 

was  furnished  us  at  no  cost,  being 

shipped  with  the  films  and  returned  to  the 

exchange  with  the  films.  The  express 

charges  were  around  25c  on  each  shipment, 
each  day. 

There  were  no  deposits,  as  was  practiced 

in  the  past  few  years,  and  we  had  a   credit 

rating,  whereas  we  paid  for  our  service  at 
the  end  of  the  month  after  same  had  been 

run. Our  admission  at  that  time  was  5   and  10 

cents. 

Before  closing,  I   might  state  that  while 

the  EXHIBITORS  HERALD  is  celebrat- 

ing its  eleventh  birthday,  I’ll  be  right  in 
the  wagon  with  you  as  we  are  of  about 

the  same  age,  having  started  in  in  March, 

1915.  I   have  forgotten  the  exact  date,  but 

it  was  along  in  the  middle  of  the  month. — 
LLOYD  OLLER.  Idle  Hour,  Tamms,  111. 

West  Coast  to  Ask 

for  Permit  to  Issue 

$1,250,000  in  Stock 
(Special  to  the  Herald) 

HOLLYWOOD.  May  25.— West  Coast 
Theatres,  Inc.,  will  ask  the  corporation 

commission  to  grant  a   permit  to  issue 

$1,250,000  of  treasury  stock  this  week. 
Adolph  Ramish,  former  stockholder  in  the 
company,  made  the  application. 

The  price  originally  agreed  upon  between 
Sol  Lesser  and  First  National,  represented 

by  Hayden  and  Stone,  for  the  sale  of 

Lesser’s  interests  in  West  Coast,  was 
lowered  $15  a   share. 

From  Wheezing  Piano 
to  De  Luxe  Orchestra 

(Continued  from  page  68) 

day;  show  about  two  hours;  lime  of  box 
office  open  about  equal  to  then,  because  of 

longer  shows;  theatres  then  had  more  ca- 

pacity  than  now,  because  a   200-seat  house 
was  equal  to  a   2,000  sent  house  now  because 

of  quick  turnover. 
THEN:  Film  service  $15  a   week,  which 

was  less  than  10  per  cent  of  the  gross  re- 

ceipts. 

NOW:  Short  subject  for  two  days  costs 

$15;  program  for  the  week  $300  to  $400, 
which  is  30  to  40  per  cent  of  the  box  office. 

THEN :   Theatre  owner  could  cancel  at 

any  lime;  pay  at  tiie  end  of  the  week  after 
service  was  used;  no  deposits;  no  worries; 

and  when  a   salesman  solicited  you  he  gen- 

erally bought  you  three  or  four  schooners 
of  beer. 

NOW:  No  cancellation:  block  booking; 

advance  deposits;  forced  play  dates;  Film 
Board  of  Trade  to  force  play  dates;  with 

the  producers  going  into  the  theatre  busi- 
ness using  millions  of  profit  made  from  all 

their  customers  to  put  their  customers  out 
of  business. 

THEN:  Small  house,  small  expense; 

piano  player  $6  a   week;  operator  $7  a 

week ;   veneered  seats  or  undertaker.s’ chairs;  dark  auditorium;  bad  air;  poor 

projection;  piano  out  of  tunc. 

NOW;  Everything  cle  luxe;  union  oper- 
ators $1  an  hour  instead  of  day;  union 

musicians,  $50  instead  of  $6;  luxurious 

chairs;  paintings;  decorations;  washed  air; 

"ice  on  the  butter,  flowers  on  the  table” ; 
light  auditorium;  perfect  projection;  every 

convenience ;   luxurious  accommodations ; 

service;  courtesy;  cleanliness-,  everything 
that  money  can  buy. 

THEN :   I   visited  Lubin's  studio  in 
Philadelphia  one  day  with  a   director  who 
was  obliged  to  make  one  picture  every  day; 

25  pictures  a   month.  The  evening  before 
he  sat  around  with  his  associates,  made  up 

a   story,  and  next  day  they  took  a   camera 

and  ground  it  out.  Sixteen  minutes  grind- 
ing of  the  camera,  together  with  titles, 

made  a   picture.  Location,  anywhere;  prop- 

erties, anything  and  everything;  super-fea- 

tures not  known,  it  was  just  "soup.” 
NOW:  Million  dollar  pictures;  million 

dollar  stars;  all  the  adjectives  in  the  dic- 

tionary and  every  poetical  fancy  that  hu- 
man mind  can  conceive;  every  elaboration 

that  can  be  imagined  made  into  a   picture. 

The  next  move  will  be  a   billion  dollar  pic- 
ture with  a   billion  dollar  star. 

A   continuous  projector  would  eliminate 

all  the  flicker  and  with  the  continuous  pro- 
jector you  could  take  the  present  film  and 

run  it  thrugh  a   machine  ten  thousand  times. 

Exhibitor  organizations  are  the  same  to- 
day, as  they  battle,  thev  clamor,  they  fight 

as  ithey  did.— FRANK  J.  REMBUSCH, 
President,  M.  P.  T.  O.  of  Indiana. 

Barthelmess  and  Cohnan 

Take  Rest  ’Tween  Films 

Richard  barthelmess  and  Ron- ald Colman,  First  National  stars,  left 

April  25  for  a   short  vacation  trip  to  the 

Grand  Canyon.  This  is  their  first  trip  to- 
gether although  they  are  friends  of  long 

standing  and  the  trip  was  possible  only  be- 
cause they  both  happened  to  be  between 

pictures.  Barthelmess  has  just  finished 

shooting  "Ranson’s  Folly,”  an  Inspiration 
picture  directed  by  Sidney  Olcott,  and  will 
commence  work  on  the  film  version  of 

Jeffery  Farnol's  “The  Amateur  Gentleman” 
upon  his  return. 

H.  H.  VAN  LOAN 
Who  has  recently  written  three  melodramas  entitled 

"The  Dixie  Flyer,”  "The  Midnight  Watch”  and  "The  Show 

Girl”  which  will  be  featured  by  RAYART  among  their 
forthcoming  season’s  releases. 
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Sidney 

Olcott*s Cinematic  Milestones — 

“THE  GREEN  GODDESS”— Geoi-ge  Arliss 

“LITTLE  OLD  NEW  YORK”— /(far, on  Davies 

“THE  HUMMING  BIRD”— Gloria  Swanson 

MONSIEUR  BEAUCARE” — Rudolph  Valentino 

“THE  ONLY  WOMAN”— Aforma  Talmadge 

“THE  CHARMER”— Po/a  Negri 

now  directing  tlxree 

features  for 

INSPIRATION  PICTURES,  Inc. 
Starring 

RICHARD  BARTHELMESS 
in 

*‘Ranson^s  Folly’^ 

“The  Amateur  Gentleman^’ 

“The  Four  Feathers^’ 
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National  Theatres  Corporation 

Owning  and  Operating  the  W'orld's 

Most  Beautiful  Theatre — 

THE  CAPITOL,  Halsted  at  79th  Street 

Also  in  Course  of  Construction  Three  Companion 

Theatres  to  the  Capitol  That  Will  Establish  a   New 

Standard  of  Comparison  in  Motion  Picture  Palaces — 

THE  PARADISE,  Washington  Blvd.  and  Crawford 
Ave. 

THE  AVALON,  79th  and  Stony  Island 

THE  VICTORY,  91st  and  Cottage  Grove 

National  Theatres  Corporation 
Also  Controlling  and  Operating 

THE  STRATFORD,  63rd  and  Halsted 

THE  JEFFERY,  71st  and  Jeffery 

THE  CHATHAM,  75th  and  Cottage  Grove 

THE  COSMO,  79th  and  Halsted 

THE  EMPRESS,  Halsted  Near  63rd 

The  Organization  That  Has  Made  Chicago  the  Theatre  Capital  of  the  world 

National  Theatres  Corporation 
1408  STRAUS  BLDG.  CHICAGO,  ILL. 
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PRESENMONACIS 
Presentation  Seeking  Bed-Rock 
Acts  Battle 

for  Time  As 

Vaude  Wanes 
Shop  Among  Agencies — Booking 

Into  Any  Spot,  At  Any  Time, 
Is  the  Plea 

Picture  Theatre  Standards 

Wielding  Healthy  Influence 
Welcomed  by  Acts,  Agents 

Stage  Show  Sources  Settling  Into  Conformity  With  Motion  Picture 

Business  Code — Unreliables  Getting  Gate — Dependables  Survive 

By  WILLIAM  R.  WEAVER 

By  AL  BARR 

Acts  are  panicky  over  the  decline 

of  vaude  and  their  inability  to  con- 

vince agents,  managers  and  produc- 
ers that  they  have  just  what  picture 

houses  want.  In  any  building 

housing  and  agency  there  are  small 

riots  every  day  as  acts  battle  one 

another  and  the  bookers  for  a   spot. 

Few  demand  anything.  For  the 

most  part  they  plead  for  work. 

Outstanding  good  acts  have  little  trouble
 

getting  time,  even  if  they  are  fresh  fr
om 

vaude  time.  But  outstanding  good  acts 

are  fewer  in  number  than  even  some  of 

the  bookers  beUeve.  The  mediocre  people 

have  more  trouble,  and  the  poor  ones  have 

most.  The  smart  bookers,  those  who  want 

to  hold  the  houses  they  have  and  add  more, 

will  not  handle  any  but  a   standard  act 

without  first  seeing  it.  And  no  agent  goes 

far  out  of  his  way  to  get  an  act  a   “look 
see”  spot. 

Comics  Worst  Off 

Worst  off  among  the  acts  are  the  comics, 

straight  and  other.  For  years  they  have 

spun  their  yarns  in  vaude  houses  and  have 

knocked  them  into  the  aisles  with  blue  stuff 

for  which  a   wise  picture  production  man- 

ager would  throw  them  into  the  street. 

Some  have  the  ability  to  refine  their  stuff 

to  fit  and  others  the  ability  to  frame  a   new 

act.  Those  who  can  do  neither  are  getting 

lean  %vith  waiting.  With  summer  here  and 

production  closed  down  they  are  in  a   bad 
way. 

Song  and  dance  acts,  good  ones,  work 

steadily  while  they  stay  in  health.  Musical 
acts  are  in  demand  also,  as  it  is  possible 

to  build  a   large  presentation  around  such 

an  act.  Novelty  acts  that  are  clean  keep 

going  and  bands  that  are  complete  presen- 
tations can  almost  always  find  work. 

Mass  Fights  for  Work 

Trailing  these,  filling  in  for  a   day  here 

and  two  there  and  laying  off  for  weeks  in 

between  are  the  “program"  acts  of  vaude  s 
heyday — the  bad  singers,  worse  steppers 

(Continued  on  page  119) 

Eleven  years  ago — at  the  time  when  “Exhibitors  Herald"  entered  the 

field  as  “The  Independent  Film  Trade  Paper" — presentation  was  a   prac- 

tically unknown  word.  “Prologues”  were  heard  about  vaguely  as  exercises 
of  some  sort  used  by  a   few  probably  super-artistic  exhibitors  preceding  the 
screening  of  a   picture.  The  majority  of  showmen  considered  these  pioneers 

as  at  least  “unusual”  and  wagged  their  heads. 

Today  the  word  presentation  is  on  everybody’s  tongue.  The  showman 
who  uses  it  finds  it  keeps  him  talking  fast  to  keep  up  with  it,  and  the 

showman  who  doesn’t  use  it  talks  with  everybody  who  knows  anything 

about  it — or  doesn’t — with  a   view  to  deciding  whether  or  not  he  should 
join  the  procession. 

“Times  have  changed,”  indeed,  and  presentation  itself  is  changing  even more  rapidly. 

Presentation  today  isn’t  what  it  was 
yesterday  and  probably  not  what  it  will  be 

tomorrow.  It  is  in  that  “infancy”  of  which 
the  motion  picture  industry  was  accused 

for  so  many  years.  It  is  in  the  telegram — 
miss  out — what’s  his  name — India  Rubber 
stage  which  must  be  negotiated  by  every 
business  that  makes  money  rapidly.  It  is 
a   wasteful  era,  naturally,  but  it  is  being 
dealt  with  summarily  and  the  end  is  in 

sight. Stage  show  sources  have  had  to  learn  a 
great  deal  quickly  in  the  past  few  months. 
Exhibitors  are  accustomed  to  ser\'ice.  They 
are  getting  it  or  making  things  unpleasant 
for  those  from  whom  it  is  not  forthcoming. 
The  dependable  agent,  like  the  dependable 

act,  is  entrenching  his  position  in  the  pic- 
ture theatre  field.  The  opposites  are  doing 

the  opposite  thing. 
Circuits  Wobbly 

As  yet  the  various  presentation  circuits 
formed  in  the  big  rush  are  a   bit  wobbly  as 
to  procedure.  The  Publix  circuit,  manned 
by  experts  and  financed  on  a   scale  which 
dazzles  performers  and  agents  coming  in 
touch  with  it,  seems  to  be  functioning  well 
mechanically  at  least,  though  the  price  of 
this  efficiency  is  high.  The  independent 
circuits  announced  every  week  or  two  have 
a   way  of  dropping  out  of  sight  rather 
quickly.  Lack  of  organization  and  faith  in 
the  general  proposition — which  may  run 
back  to  the  matter  of  production  quality — 
seems  to  be  mainly  responsible  for  this.  It 
is  early  as  yet,  however,  to  decide  whether 
or  not  roadshowing  of  presentations  is  the 
more  practical  method  of  handling  them, 
though  the  evidence  seems  to  point  that way. 

Individual  presentation  producers  em- 

ploying talent  and  producing  stage  shows 
for  single  theatres  are  doing  better  as  a 
genera!  rule.  The  producer  concerned  with 
but  a   single  house  (or  a   small  group  of 

houses)  in  a   single  city  can  shape  his  stuff 
to  conform  with  local  conditions,  events, 

preferences  and  current  bookings.  He  can 
buy  talent,  just  now  at  any  rate,  as  cheaply 
as  the  circuit,  getting  a   wide  range  of 
selection  in  doing  so. 

Agents  Learning 
Agents  are  learning  the  field  rapidly. 

The  efficiently  organized,  dependable  book- 
ing office  is  busy  with  the  demands  of  the 

new  field.  Exhibitors  are  indexing  the 
values  of  available  acts  and  know  what 
they  want,  for  which  they  are  willing  to 

and  do  pay.  This  is  a   new  order  of  busi- ness for  the  agents  and  those  who  measure 

up  to  standard— control  a   sufficient  number 
of  acts  that  are  in  demand — like  it.  They 

are  digging  in  for  the  future. 

The  other  kind  of  agents,  the  fellow  who 

bluffs  and  grafts  his  way  through  what  5 
left  of  the  vaudeville  business,  is  learning 

the  new  field  also.  His  first  and  most 

bitter  lesson  is  that  he  hap’t  anything  to 
sell  it.  The  second  lesson  is  that  a   phoney 

deal  in  tlie  picture  business  is  a   swift  and 

deadly  boomerang.  This  sort  of  fellow  is 
not  getting  on. 

Acts  Like  Pictures 

Acts  like  the  picture  business,  and  why 

not?  The  theatres  are  better,  the  money 

is  better,  and  surer,  there  is  no  graft  and 

things  are  measured  by  the  merit  rule. 

Good  acts  prefer  especially  the  latter. 

Freed  of  billing  embarrassments  based  on 

nothing  legitimate,  brought  out  on  their 
(Continued  on  page  110) 
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Premier  Attractions,  Inc. 
FOR  THE  THEATRE 

Organized  and  conducted  along  sane  and  modern  business  lines, 

with  the  basic  fact  predominant  that — 

“Quality”  Must  Go  with  “Service” 
and  to  give  the  theatre  owner  something  for  his  stage  program 
that  will  bring  his  patrons  back  for  more. 

^Premier  Attractions,  Inc. 
Just  What  You  Have  Been  Looking  For: 

Headliners—Musical  and  Dancing  Acts— Vocalists,  to  Appear  as  Singles, 
Duos,  Quartettes  or  in  Presentations— Harmony  Teams,  Vocal,  Musical 

or  Both— Sister  Teams,  Singing,  Dancing  or  Musical— “Blues”  Singers— 
Instrumentalists,  Singles,  Duos,  Trios  or  Ensembles—Novelties. 

Here  are  a   few  of  our  feature  attractions  which  are 

going  strong 
BILLIE  ADAMS 

Ball&d  Singer  Superb 

ATLANTIC  FOUR 

Incomparable  Quartette 

GEORGE  BILLINGS 

Abraham  Lincoln  Presentation 

NAN  BLACKSTONE 

"Blues'"  Singer  Par  Excellent 

CHILTON  &   THOMAS 

Last  Word  in  Dancers 

HINES  &   SMITH 

Banjo,  Piano,  Singing  Knockout 

BABY  DOROTHY  JOHNSON 
Marvel  Child  Saxophonist 

Premier  Attractions,  Inc. 
Auditorium  Building  Phone;  Wabash  2692 

JACK  KATES Dancing  Singer 

SAM  KAUFMAN 

The  Painless  Pianist 

ART  KLUTH 

Boy  Soprano 

LEONARD  &   BARNETT 
Two  Hot  Harmony  Girls 

LOOS  BROTHERS 
Harmony  Kings 

ORIOLETTES 

Eight  Piece  Girl  Band  Supreme 

WITT  &   BERG 

Banjo,  like  and  Guitar  Experts 

CHICAGO 
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Music  — 

Organ  Solos 
Valuable  i4s 
Presentation 

Modern  Unit  Instrument,  Good 

Organist,  Make  Effective  Box 
Office  Combination 

By  LEO  TERRY 
President,  Chicago  Society  of  Organists 

Leo  Terry,  nationally  prominent 

solo  organist  and  president  of  the 

Chicago  Society  of  Organists,  con- 

tributed for  the  “Herald’s”  elev- 
enth anniversary  issue  the  follow- 

ing analysis  of  the  organ  solo  as 

a   presentation  act.  Mr.  Terry  was 

with  National  Theatres  Corpora- 

tion, Chicago,  for  two  years,  dur- 

ing the  greater  part  of  which  he 

was  featured  at  that  company’s 
Capitol  theatre. 

Much  writing  has  been  done  and  many 

different  views  have  been  expressed  con- 
cerning organ  accompaniment  to  the 

motion  picture.  But  the  most  important 

thing  regarding  the  modern  theatre  unit 
organ  has  been  overlooked  or  has  been 

treated  upon  in  writing  very  seldom.  It 
is  the  purpose  of  this  expression  to 
arouse  the  interest  of  those  exhibitors 

who  have  in  their  theatres  organs  large 

enough  to  feature  but  who  are  indiffer- 
ent to  the  value  of  an  organ  and  an 

organist  as  a   feature  and  an  added  attrac- 
tion. This  expression  also  is  to  encour- 

age to  higher  aspirations  organists  who 
d.o  not  present  solos,  and  to  enlighten 
those  who  conceive  of  an  organ  or  an 

organist  as  merely  a   "fill  in,”  “a  relief”  or 
a   substitute  for  an  orchestra  while  the  mu- 

sicians rest. 

Organ  Is  Scientific  Achievement 

Few  people  lend  great  importance  to 
the  scientific  knowledge  embodied  in  the 
evolution  of  the  organ  to  its  present 

great  representative,  the  modern  unit 
organ,  since  its  departure  from  the 

"straight”  church  organ  of  years  ago. 
The  evolution  of  the  organ  commands 

just  as  important  a   place  in  scientific 
achievement  as  does  the  evolution  of 

other  things  created  to  make  this  world 
a   better  place  in  which  to  live. 

Life  is  made  up  of  many  agencies,  one 
of  v/hich  is  Music.  Music  is  the  ex- 

pression of  emotion,  as  language  is  the 

expression  of  thought.  It  cannot  be  de- 
nied that  Music,  language  and  emotion 

are  agencies  of  life,  and  what  more  fin- 
ished agency  is  there  to  portray  emo- 

tion than  the  unit  organ,  which  can 
express  joy  or  sorrow  in  the  form  of 
beautiful  music? 

Possibilities  Are  Countless 

The  modern  organ,  as  you  know,  can 

pour  out  the  exact  reproduction  individ- 
ually or  collectively  gf  the  tones  of  any 

musical  instrument  in  existence.  It  is 

not  limited  to  this  only,  but  awaits  the 
creative  touch  of  the  artist  to  make  it 
unlimited  in  its  combinations  of  tone 
colors. 

The  large  unit  organ  represents  an 

investment  to  the  exhibitor  in  compari- 
(Conisnued  on  page  111) 

Production  - 
Phi!  T5TrreIl  Is 
Framing  Two- Act 

Pbil  Tyrrell,  Chicago,  pioneer 
presentation  booker  of  the  Middle 
West,  announces  that  on  August 
Brst  he  and  Colletta  Ellsworth,  of 

the  “Jazzomania  Revue,”  will  be wed.  The  couple  has  been  en- 
gaged two  years. 

Miss  Ellsworth,  who  is  known 

to  theatregoers  throughout  the  na- 
tion, is  one  of  the  most  beautiful 

girls  on  the  American  stage  and  is 
a   Bnished  artist.  She  will  retire 
from  the  stage. 

Awan  Writes 
Small-Stage 
Presentation 

Young  Producer  Creates  Show 

for  Use  on  Small  Stage 
in  Small  House 

Ad  Awan,  young  presentation 
producer  whose  creations  are  well 
known  on  the  West  Coast  and  in 

the  Central  West,  contributes  for 

this  issue  script  for  a   presentation 

especially  designed  for  use  on  a 

stage  limited  in  size  and  equip- 
ment. 

A^van  has  had  a   varied  theatrical  ex- 

perience. For  some  years  he  was  a   juve- 
nile actor  in  repertoire  work,  and  after  be- 

coming interested  in  presentation  created, 
under  the  direction  of  Fanchon  and  Marco, 

a   number  of  shows  in  San  Francisco  mo- 

tion picture  theatres.  Later,  for  two 
years,  he  produced  at  the  Tivoli  in  San 
Francisco,  and  for  the  T.  &   D.  Circuit 

In  the  capacity  of  head  of  production 
for  Premier  Presentations  he  produced  for 
the  Seattle  Strand  and  other  Jensen  and 

Von  Kerberg  houses,  and  later  for  a   sea- 
son produced  at  the  Denver  Victory.  Fol- 

lowing this  Awan  located  in  Chicago. 
Miniature  Presentations 

Awan's  miniature  presentations  are  de- 
signed for  showing  on  a   stage  with  a   figur- 

ative depth  of  eight  feet  (minimum  of  six) 
and  width  of  20  feet.  Lighting  equipment 
should  consist  of  overhead  border  with 

three  circuits  on  separate  dimmers;  foot- 
lights ditto ;   two  double  floor  pockets  on 

separate  dimmers  and  two  single  floor 

pockets  on  separate  dimmers.  Other  light- 

ing accessories  may  be  rented.  The  equip- 
ment listed  is  not  necessary  each  week  but 

is  close  to  the  minimum  amount  of  elec- 
tical  equipment  for  good  production. 

Actual  size  of  the  opening  of  the  minia- 
ture set  averages  around  12  feet  in  width 

and  14  feet  in  height.  A   good  way  to 

mask  in  the  sets  is  to  make  a   long  border 

and  two  legs.  In  ordering  materials  be 
sure  to  order  at  least  half  more  for  extra 

fullness.  This  will  permit  of  alterations 

in  the  size  of  the  opening.  Black  sateen 
with  cotton  backing  is  best  and  cheapest 

for  masking.  The  masking  material  may 

be  used  many  times  over. 

{Ste  page  110  for  Presentation) 

-   -   Booking 

Unfit  Agents 
on  Increase, 
Ed.  M.  Morse 

Few  Bookers  in  Picture  Field 

Qualified  to  Set  Talent 
Into  Theatres 

By  EDWARD  M.  MORSE 
Artist’s  Representative 

Edward  M.  Morse,  Chicago,  art- 

ists’ representative,  contributes  the 

following  keen  analysis  of  the  pres- 
entation booking  situation,  which 

has  grown  up  since  the  decline  of 
vaudeville.  Mr.  Morse  has  been 

working  with  presentation  produc- 
tion managers  for  upward  of  ten 

years. 

‘‘We  have  an  act  that  is  a   ‘wow*  for 

the  picture  houses.  The  wife  opens  with 

a   prologue  telling  how  we  will  introduce 
an  idea — original  and  new.  Then  I   enter 

and  stop  ’em  %vith  my  nifty  nut  song,  and 
believe  me  my  pipes  are  great.  She  comes 
back  and  we  do  some  smart  patter.  Then 

comes  the  big  surprise,  when  she  does  a> 

song  in  a   barytone  voice.  That's  sure  fire.. 
Then  we  go  into  the  finale,  which  is  aj 

medley  of  Jolson’s  hits. 

“Just  What  You  Want” 
‘‘The  whole  act  is  fast — and  a   swell 

wardrobe.  Last  week  we  played  Argo  and 

were  the  only  act  on  the  bill,  just  like  the 
picture  houses.  And  we  went  bigger  than 
we  do  in  vaudeville.  So  I   know  my  act 

is  just  what  you  fellows  want  for  the 

big  picture  theatres.” There  was  a   day  when  even  an  intelli- 
gent stage  attraction  booker  would  have 

'ven  serious  consideration  to  the  possi- 
lities  of  just  such  an  act.  At  that  time^ 

not  long  past,  the  chief  stage  requirements 
of  the  cinema  theatre  were  a   tuxedo,  zj* 

evening  dress,  and  almost  any  type  of 

song,  dance  or  music.  Today  the  de  luxe 
theatre  demands  a   type  of  stage  talent 
that  is  a   harmonious  blending  of  musical 

comedy,  vaudeville,  circus  and  bits  of  re- 

vue, and  yet  disrobed  of  any  ear-marks 
of  either. 

Selection  Big  Task 

The  problem  of  securing  and  discrimin'- 
ating  among  those  few  specialties  that 

really  possess  a   high  perecentage  of  enter- 
tainment value  and  are  adaptable  for  pes- 

entation  use  under  varying  circumstances 
is  no  small  task.  For  his  particular  wants 

the  production  director  seeks  an  attraction 
booking  office. 

The  enterprising  and  successful  picture 
theatre  bookers  must  have  varied  means 

of  securing  the  best  in  talent,  recruite<f 
from  the  various  fields,  must  have  a   level 

headed  sense  of  just  what  will  be  adapable 
and  must  then  Imow  just  where  to  place 

each  specialty  to  be  certain  it  will  give 

best  results. 

Few  Are  Qualified 

The  booking  of  such  attractions  and  spe- 
cialties is  not  a   new  business.  Yet  during 

the  last  year  38  offices  have  entered  this- 
particular  field  and  probably  not  more 

than  five  are  actually  equipped  with  suffici- 
(Continued  on  page  111) 
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Waring’s 
Pennsylvanians 

the 

Greatest  Stage  Orchestra 

IN  THE  World 

Fred  Waring 
Director 

Tom  Waring 
Soloist 

VICTOR  ARTISTS 

Buescher  Instruments 
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ASCHER  BROS. 
EntKusiastically  Applaud 

Martin  J.  Quigley 
and 

Exhibitors  Herald 
On  11th  Anniversary 

While  We  have  Been  Building  a   New  Million 

Dollar  Theatre  Every  Month  in  the  Great 

City  of  Chicago  You  Have  Been  Building 

Faith  in  Our  Industry  and  Sincerity  Between 

Producers  and  Exhibitors 

CONGRATULATIONS! 

Nathan,  Max  and  Harry  Ascher 

New  Methods 
of  Procedure 
Behind  Shows 

Trade-Trained  Men  Replace  Old 

Type  Showmen — Large,  Sound 
Institutions  Result 

By  M.  H.  CUTTER 

President,  Premier  Attractions,  Inc. 

M.  H.  Cutter,  president  of  Pre- 

mier Attractions,  Inc.,  Chicago, 

contributed  the  following  study  of 

the  development  of  the  show  busi- 
ness for  the  Presentation  Acts  de- 

partment of  the  “Herald’s”  elev- 
enth anniversary  issue : 

The  all  important  question  in  the  mind 
of  every  business  man  today  should  be 

"Is  my  business  healthy?”  Definition  of 
a   healthy  business 
is  very  simple,  for 
it  is  one  that  is 

operating  at  least 
at  a   reasonable 

profit  and  is 
growing  (and  do 
not  forget  the 
growing).  If  the 
answer  to  the 

question  is  affirm- 
ative, all  endeav- 

ors naturally 
should  be  to  main- 

tain the  healthy 

condition.  If  neg- 
ative, then  tO'  as- 

certain withoujt 
delay  just  what  the  illness  is,  or  where  the 
weak  spots  are,  and  effect  a   cure  as  quickly 
as  possible. 

Facts  Are  Foundation 

All  such  matters  as  production  and  dis- 
tribution cost,  overhead,  volume  of  sales, 

efficiency  of  operation,  gross  and  net  profit, 
are  in  themselves  stereotyped  expressions, 
but  are  the  vital  arteries  along  which  the 
conduct  of  a   business  must  travel.  Web- 

ster's definition  of  business  is,  “A  commer- 
cial or  industrial  establishment  or  enter- 

prise.” Going  still  further,  business  in  the 
abstract  represents  an  intangible  yet  wholly 

potential  thing,  but  its  principle  is  incon- 
trovertible, because  it  is  founded  on  basic 

facts.  When  the  multiplication  table  was 
created,  it  was  simply  the  outcome  of  a 
basic  fact  that  "two  and  two  are  four” — 
always  have  been  and  always  will  be. 
Therefore,  if  a   business  of  any  kind,  large 
or  small,  is  not  resting  on  basic  facts, 
something  is  wrong,  and  the  final  result 
can  be  only  one  thing — failure. 
As  is  well  known,  for  many  years  the 

theatrical  business  was  looked  upon  by 
business  men  at  large  as  one  resting  not 
on  a   healthy,  but  on  a   more  or  less  unsub- 

stantial basis,  as  something  into  which 
money  was  put  on  a   gambling  basis.  True, 
certain  clever  showmen  here  and  there 
made  money,  but  more  probably  they  lost. 

Motion  Pictures  Led 
Then  along  came  motion  pictures !   At 

first  these  were  shown  in  the  old  nickel- 
odeons. Then  a   little  later  in  a   larger 

room  with  chairs  (usually  tire  kitchen  vari- 
ety), and  then  in  theatres — ^with  seating 

capacities  from  1000  to  1500,  built  to  show 
motion  pictures,  and  without  thought  for 
stage  attractions,  and  still  on  to  the  present 
magnificent  palaces.  At  first  just  pictures — 
now  everything  thinkable  in  the  way  of  a 
show.  Surely,  the  old  order  changeth. 
And  now  to  my  point.  There  has  been 

a   new  business  era  in  the  theatrical  field, 
gradually  sinking  its  foundation  here  and 

there  until  now  it  is  very  definitely  estab- 
lished that  the  theatrical  business  is  as  safe 

as  any  other;  which  is  true,  however,  with 
a   proviso,  that  it  be  kept  healthy. 

Business  Men  Enter 
The  real  reason,  to  my  way  of  thinking, 

for  this  very  apparent  sound  business  era 
is  that  business  men  went  into  things  the- 

atrical and  replaced  the  older  type  of 
showmen,  to  whom  the  rules  of  business 
did  not  appeal.  This  is  not  in  the  slightest 
a   reflection  on  the  integrity  of  these  older 
showmen.  But  they  simply  did  not  use, 

nor  would  they,  the  efficient  methods  neces- 
sary to  put  any  business  on  a   sound  basis. 

In  the  first  days  of  pictures,  when  they 
were  new  and  when  the  whole  population, 

so  to  speak,  was  flocking  to  "the  movies," 
everj'body  and  his  relatives  went  into  the 
show  business.  That  is,  many  people, 
regardless  of  the  fact  that  they  knew 
nothing  about  it,  invested  their  money  and 
opened  a   picture  show.  It  was  a   sort  of 
New  Klondike  (with  apologies  to  Tom 
Meighan).  They  merely  put  in  their  money 
and  let  nature  take  its  course,  and  it  gener- 

ally did,  with  the  result  that  countless  indi- viduals took  their  loss  and  quit. 

Many  Ills  Cured 
There  were,  however,  enough  hard 

headed  business  men  to  stick  to  the  propo- 
sition, find  out  a   lot  of  the  weak  points  and 

strengthen  them  and  to  cure  many  of  the 
ills,  so  that  today  throughout  the  land 
business  men  own  and  control  the  theatres. 
I   know  a   banker,  president  of  several 
sound  banking  institutions,  who  is  the 
owner  of  a   chain  of  theatres.  I   know  a 
doctor  who  has  risen  to  the  peak  of  his 

profession  who  heads  a   company  control- 
ling a   large  group  of  theatres.  And  so  it 

goes. 
(Continued  on  page  111) 

Billing  Too 

Big;  Act  Is 
$25,000  Flop 

Chicago,  Los  Angeles,  New  York 

Band  Shows  Go  Down  Under* 
Barrage  of  Boosts 

Twenty-four  sheet  publicity  has 

been  the  cause  of  three  costly  band- 
show  flops  in  the  last  six  months. 
The  latest  one  occurred  in  Los 

Angeles  recently.  In  each  instance 
the  bands  and  the  surrounding 
shows  were  good,  but  not  good 

enough  to  sustain  the  billing,  as  the 

picture  theatre  audiences  in  each 

spot  quickly  learned.  Pleasure  de- 

riving from  expectation  of  the  un- 
usual in  each  instance  gave  way  to 

disgust  based  on  comparison  of  the 
shows  and  the  billing. 

Broadway,  which  has  accepted  much 
as  entertainment  that  has  not  been  so 

in  fact,  gave  a   good  band  the  go-by 
after  a   few  weeks  because  it  was  told 
the  band  was  nothing  less — probably  a 

little  more — than  the  world’s  greatest.  A 
band  in  a   good  spot  in  Chicago  had  tlie 
same  experience.  One  in  Los  Angeles 
merely  added  another  to  the  total. 

Stage  Names  Duds 
In  this  section  of  Exhibitors  Herald 

it  has  been  consistently  urged  that  stage 

acts  are  not  what  motion  picture  audi- 
(Continued  on  page  119) 
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CURRENT  PRESENTATIONS 
Milwaukee  Alhambra 

Week  Beginning  May  22 

MILWAUKEE.  May  25.— One  act 

doing-  two  turns  goes  over  immensely  at 
the  Alhambra  this  week  in  a   modestly 
conceived  show  that  proves  to  be  a   wow. 
The  Atlantic  Four  easily  established 
itself  as  the  snappiest  male  quartette 
appearing  here  in  a   long  time. 

In  their  first  big  “act"  the  boys  come 
out  with  no  set  other  than  a   plain  eye 

drop  and  a   bench.  Anything  more  elab- 
orate would  be  superlative,  for  they  are 

a   presentation  in  themselves.  Their  en- 

try, one  at  a   time,  is  that  of  a   group  of 

drunk  but  orderly  marine  officers  sing- 
ing inebriate  songs  in  a   well  conceived 

medley.  This  is  followed  by  “Bam  Bam 

Bammy  Shore,"  both  going  over  with 
the  well  known  bang. 

One  of  the  boys  then  takes  the  stage 

alone  with  his  violin  and,  plays  “Moon- 

light and  Roses,”  plays  it  beautifully. 
He  is  joined  in  the  final  chorus  by  the 
other  three,  singing  off  stage.  The  next 
number  is  by  the  audience,  and  consists 
of  hearty  applause. 

For  a   finale  the  quartette  does  “Clap 
Hands,”  in  which  they  dally  with  the Charleston  with  great  success. 

In  their  second  unit  they  are  aided  by 

a   “tintype”  drop,  only  their  heads  show- 
ing. The  effect  in  itself  is  a   laugh  pro- 

voker. ^   In  this  set  they  sing  “My  Old 
Dutch,"  as  a   prologue  for  the  long  fea- ture picture  of  the  same  name,  and  again 
score  heavily. 

These  boys  are  equally  commendable 
tor  their  appearance,  voices  (individually 
and  collectively)  and  their  deportment. 

Milwaukee  Tower 
Week  Beginning  May  23 

MILWAUKEE,  May  25. — Four  units 

vie  for  honors  in  the  presentation  pro- 
gram opening  at  the  Tower  last  Sunday. 

All  go  over,  with  top  honors  disputed 

by  Smith  and  Durrell’s  song  act  and 
Bernie  Cowham’s  organ  offering. 

Dave  Miller’s  pit  orchestra  opens  the  show 
with  a   hot  overture  consisting  of  medleys  from 
current  hits,  which  was  interrupted  by  applause 
when  Miller  put  down  his  violin  and  left  the 

director’s  stand  to  join  his  two  saxophonists 
in  a   saxophone  trio  of  "Truly  I   Do.” 

Jack  Kates  was  the  second  unit.  This  boy 
sings,  dances  and  makes  eyes,  but  jumbles  them 
all  up  too  much  for  real  success.  His  songs  are 

"Wily  Don’t  You  Marry  the  Girl”  and  "Flamin’ 
Mamie,”  both  of  which  go  over  fairly  well.  His 
dance  is  a   hodge-podge.  The  entire  bit  is  exe- 

cuted in  front  of  the  main  curtain. 
Bernard  Cowham  follows  with  the  aid  of  his 

organ  and  the  audience  in  putting  over  "Kid 
Kowham  Kapering  Karelessly  on  the  Keys.” 
Starting  off  with  one  oi  his  ever»popular 
speeches.  Cowham  gets  the  audience  to  carry  his 
burden  by  singing  four  old-time  numbers.  The 
good  will  that  obviously  exists  between  this  or- 

ganist and  his  fans  is  worthy  of  comment.  A 

local  parody  of  "Let  the  Rest  of  the  World  Go 
By  rounds  out  the  cycle  and  gets  a   hand  that 
few  stage  numbers  could  attain. 

Smith  and  Durrell  close  the  show  in  a   worthy 
manner.  A   piano,  over  which  Smith  presides,  is 
the  center  of  an  attractive  stage  set.  They  start 
off  with  a   duet,  followed  by  Miss  Smith’s  pleas- 

ing rendition  of  "After  I   Say  I’m  Sorry."  They next  do  a   clever  dialogue  duet  with  a   trick  end- 
ing, which  goes  over  best,  and  close  with  "Tami- 

ami  Trail.” 

Milwaukee  Wisconsin 
Week  Beginning  May  22 

MILWAUKEE,  May  25. — After  a 
succession  of  slightlv  bad  breaks  in  cast- 

ing big  stage  shows,  Eddie  Weisfeldt 
has  this  week  succeeded  in  assembling 
a   near-perfect  array  of  talent  in  his  big 
collegiate  prologue  to  “Brown  of  Har- vard at  the  Wisconsin.  Each  of  the 
four  acts  mingled  into  this  noteworthy 
presentation  creates  the  impression  of 
having  been  groomed  for  this  particular 
purpose. 

The  non-film  portion  of  the  program  opens 
with  a   Campus  Life”  overture,  which  is  per- haps the  weakest  number  on  the  bill.  Better choice  of  airs  composing  the  medley  and  a   more 

Acts  Reported  in  This  Issue 
A*h,  Paul,  and  Band— OrienCoI,  Chicago. 
Atlantic  Four— /11/iam6rn,  Milicaukee. 

Baldwin  Piano  Four   Oriental,  Chicago. 
Barnard  and  Cary— iTMconsin,  Xfilteaukcc. 
Bernier,  Peggy — Oriental,  Chicago. 

“A  Bird  Fantasy”- CAfeago,  Chicago. 
Brown  and  Sedano^Slanley,  Philadelphia. 
Bros  Slstern  Grand  Central,  St.  Louis. 
Bud— .t/cP/cfcor»,  Chicago. 

Castillo,  Del — Rialto,  /Veto  York. 

Cowham,  Bernard— Toioor,  Milwaukee. 

Crawford,  Jess^— CAioogo,  Chicago. 
Crawford,  Mm,  Jesse — -VePiefcors,  Chicago. 
Daks,  M. — Strand,  New  York. 

Day,  Emily— Sirond,  New  York. 

Dowling,  Eddie— Stanley,  Philadelphia, 

Damont,  Adolphe  Chicago,  Chicago, 

Earle,  Boh^.Mctropolilan,  Atlanta. 

Cdouarde,  Carl,  and  Orchestra — Strand,  New  York. 
Etting,  Ruth— .WcPicAcri,  Chicago. 

Filch  and  Richter— IPiscorwin,  Milwaukee. 

Forbslein,  Louis,  and  Syneopators^Roya/,  Kansas City. 

"Fonnlain  of  Gold”— .Wisjouri,  St.  Louis. 
Cl  VO  I,  Georg^-^M  cV  ickers,  Chicago. 
Cray,  Giida— R/a/lo,  New  York, 

“Great  Moments  from  Grand  Opera"— Howard, Atlan  ta. 

'‘Grecian  Um”— Rivol/,  New  York. 
CrllRth,  Edith— .'fetropoitlan,  Los  Angeles. 

Hopper,  Edna  Wannee^toou>'s  Slate,  St.  Louis. 
Jamis  and  Fisher  Revue  Strand,  Evansville, 

Johnson.  Oorothy^ff'iseonsin,  Milwaukee. 

Juliet,  Mlss^Fo*,  Philatlelphia. 

Kales,  Jack— Totoer,  Milwaukee, 

Kaufman,  Sam^— Wisconsin,  Milwaukee. 

Kingston,  Indianapolis. 

Klemova,  MHo.^Sirand,  Now  York. 

Kluth.  Art^— Warding,  Chicago. 

Lawnhursl.  \eeStrand,  New  York, 

Leedom  and  Stamper — Fox,  Philadelphia. 

Lelde.  Enrico,  and  Orchestra^Metropolilan,  At- 
lanta. 

I>cl  LanI,  Prince — Rialto,  Now  York. 
Lenninglon,  DraPT—MeSropolitan,  Los  Angeles Lewis,  Sammy — Strand,  New  York. 

Litiau,  Joseph,  and  Orchestra — Howard,  Atlanta. 
Lovely  Ladles” — Metropolitan,  Atlanta. Marsellies,  Maurinc — Oriental,  Chicago. 

Maseagno  Ballot — Harding,  Chicago. 
“May  Day” — Granada,  San  Francisco. MeCune  Sisters — McVickers,  Chicago. 
Mendoxa,  David,  and  Orchestra — Capitol,  New  York Meuncke,  Otto— rivolt,  Chicago. 
Miller  and  Clark — Strand,  New  York. 
Miller,  Dave,  and  Orchestra — Toioer,  Milwaukee. Mitchell  Brothers — Harding,  Chicago. 
Ogdon,  Melvin  P.— Woword,  Atlanta. 

Palcy,  Ben,  and  Orchestra — Harding,  Chicago. 
Peabody,  Eddie,  and  Band — MatropoUtan,  Los  An- 

geles. Pelt,  Mnte.— iffissoisrj,  St.  Louis. 

PlUer.  Maximilian,  and  Orchestra — Rialto  New York, 

Pollock,  Muriel — ^Strand,  New  York. 

Previn,  Charles,  and  Orchestra — Missouri,  St.  Louis. 
Ray,  Huston — Liberty,  Kansas  City. 

Robyn,  Wiillam^^/apilo/,  New  York. 

Rodemlch,  Gene,  and  Orchestra— Grand  Central, 
St,  Louis, 

Slsslo  and  Blake— R/olto,  OmoAa, 

Slosser,  Milton — .Tf/ssourt,  St.  Louis, 

Smith  and  Durroll^“7’oieer,  Milwaukee, 

Spltainy,  H.  Leopold,  and  Orchestra^— Tiuoh',  Chi- cago, 

Stanley,  Ruth — Metropolitan,  Los  Angelas. 

Terry,  Tom— Loeio’s  Sfato,  St.  Louis. 
Turrlll,  Celia— CapitoJ,  New  York. 

“Venus  In  Greenwich  Village” — Newman,  Kansas 
City. 

Vemlllo,  Nitxo^— Strand,  New  York. 

Walton,  Jules  and  Josio  JPiaconsin,  Milwaukee. 

Washington,  George  Dewey— Orionfal,  Chicago, 

WiUlams,  Ralph,  and  Orchestra — McVickers,  Chi- 

er  of  the  team  of  Bernard  and  Gary 

!   prologue  act  by  singing  "I’m  a   Fresh- 

collegiate  interpretation  would  have  improved 
things  considerably. 

Little  Dorothy  Johnson  is  next  spotted  in  a 
separate  unit.  This  girl  goes  over  big  as  a 
result  both  of  her  accomplishment  and  show- 

manship and  the  set  given  her.  Curtain  reveals 
the  tot  perched  on  a   huge  chair,  large  enough 
to  be  used  as  a   throne  in  a   court  scene.  Next  to 
it  stands  a   floor  lamp  of  corresponding  propor- 

tions. After  her  initial  offering  on  the  sax,  the 
youngster  climbs  down  to  the  floor  and  sings 
"Red  Headed  Mama”  over  the  footlights.  After 
this  she  does  two  more  numbers  on  her  little 
saxophone,  each  bit  clicking  decidedly. 

Fitch  and  Richter  next  draw  the  lights  on 
themselves  at  the  organ  consoles,  and  put  over 

"College  Humor”  with  the  aid  of  clever  verses 
on  the  screen. 
A   singer 

opens  the  pi...„       
man,”  in  front  of  a   collegiate  drop  with  the 
heads  of  all  other  male  members  of  the  cast 
looking  out  over  the  shoulders  of  figures  painted 
on  the  drop.  Six  girls  in  campus  costumes  stand 
in  front  of  the  drop  kidding  with  the  boys.  At 
the  close  of  the  son^  they  swing  into  a   dance 
to  the  same  tune.  Their  dancing  is  mediocre  but 
atmospheric  enough,  giving  a   good  sendoff  to  the 
whole  act.  During  the  applause  following  their 
dance  the  stage  is  darkened  and  the  drop  is 
raised  revealing  a   college  room  set. 

Bernard  and  Gary,  two  peppy  boys  in  college 
costume,  sing  "Roundabout  Way  to  Heaven" 
and  "Tie  Me  to  Your  Apron  Strings  Again”  with good  results.  Their  harmony  and  personalities 
are  good,  and  the  second  number  is  enhanced  by a   bit  of  yodeling  by  Gary. 
Sam  Kaufman  next  makes  his  entry  as  a 

professor,  and  the  entire  cast,  all  on  stage,  re- 
tire to  chairs  and  davenports,  while  he  sits  down 

at  the  piano  to  do  his  stuff.  After  a   lot  of 
clowning  on  the  keys,  which  keeps  the  house  in 
a   conservative  uproar,  he  makes  a   "foolish” 
speech  and  then  plays  ‘^‘Tea  for  Two."  The  entire 
Msemble  joins  him  to  sing  "If  I'd  Find  You." Kaufman  is  the  big  individual  hit  on  the  bill 
and  no  preceding  or  succeeding  offering  more than  approaches  him. 

Jules  Md  Josie  Walton  next  step  forth  to  do  a 
red  hot  Charleston  that  goes  over  big.  They  are 
followed  by  the  six  ballet  rirls  who  again  dance. 
■‘•"1*^.  appearance  is  their  best  asset,  and  proves sufficient  to  put  them  over.  Everyone  finds something  to  do  for  the  finale,  in  which  the 
arop  nses  revealing  another  on  which  a   big banjo  player  with  strumming  hand  and  moving head  is  painted. 

Omaha  Rialto 
Week  Ending  May  23 

OMAHA,  May  25. — The  applause  of 
the  house  after  all,  is  the  true  criterion 
of  a   presentation  act,  and  by  this  meas- 

urement Sissle  and  Blake,  at  the  Rialto 
theatre,  were  a   big  success.  The  hand- 

clapping was  not  only  general,  but  hearty 
and  insistent.  At  the  end  of  the  enter- 

tainment, applause  continued  until  the 

c^chestra  burst  in  on  it  and  thereby  told the  audience  there  was  no  use  asking  for more. 

Sissle  and  Blake,  colored  entertainers,  recently 
came  back  from  eight  weeks  in  London,  where 
American  jazz  seems  to  have  a   permanent  abode. 
They  not  only  had  a   successful  run  in  England, 
but.  have  been  popular  in  American  tlieatres  since their  return. 

Noble  Sissle,  in  his  speaking-singing  role,  refers 
frequently  to  the  British  capital.  He  is  the  vocal- 

ist of  the  team,  although  Eubie  Blake  chimes  in 
occasionally.  Sissle  also  essays  a   dance  or  two. 
Bl^e  IS  at  the  piano,  and  how  that  boy  can  playl 
On  the  program,  also,  was  "Bits  of  Opera" 

by  Harry  Brader’s  orchestra,  with  Harry  playing the  .solos,  which  were  well  liked. 

Indianapolis  Circle W eek  ending  May  2^ 

^   INDIANAPOLIS,  May  25.— Nel! 
Kingston,  soprano,  was  featured  on  the 
stage  of  the  Circle  theatre  here  last  week. 

She  sang  the  waltz  song  from  Puccini’s 

“La  _   Boheme”  and  the  famous  “Kiss  Me 
Again,”  from  “Mile.  Modiste.”  Her  pro- 

gram tied  up  with  the  film  “Mile.  Mo- 
diste,” featured  during  the  week. 

The  Circle  orchestra,  under  the  direction  of 

BaKalcmtkoff,  played  selections  from  Herbert’s 
score  of  "Mile.  Modiste”  for  the  overture,  mak- 

ing m   all  a   very  effective  showing  and  background 
for  the  picture  itself. 
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Larry  Conley  Co. 
Growing;  Chicago 

to  Be  Home  Office 
Larry  Conley,  head  of  the  Larry  Conley 

Music  Publishing  Company,  is  expanding 
his  activities,  placing  representatives  in  the 

key  cities  of  the  country  and  preparing 
to  establish  his  home  office  in  Chicago.  St. 
Louis  is  the  home  city  now.  Mark  Morris 

is  to  be  head  of  the  Los  Angeles  office 

and  Johnny  Fink  is  professional  manager 
in  charge  of  the  Chicago  office.  A   Conley 
office  may  be  opened  in  New  York  in  the 

fall. 

Conley  has  signed  Tom  Satterfield,  who 

at  present  is  connected  with  Skouras  En- 
terprises, St.  Louis,  to  do  arrangements. 

Satterfield,  who  has  been  chief  arranger 

with  Paul  Whiteman  and  other  outstand- 
ing musical  organizations  in  the  country, 

is  one  of  the  outstanding  men  in  this  de- 
partment of  music  creation.  Harry  Harris, 

blues  singing  pianist,  also  has  been  set 
into  the  Conley  organization. 

The  house  of  Conley  has  just  published  a 

new  number,  "Wondering  Why,”  written  in 
collaboration  by  Ash  and  two  others.  Other 

Conley  releases  are  "A  Little  Bit  Bad,” 
"Cryin’  for  the  Moon,”  "Down  Virginia 
Way,”  “What  Did  I   Do  to  You?”  and 
“Night  Time  Brings  Dreams  of  You.” 
For  four  years  Conley  was  in  the  or- 

chestra end  of  the  business  in  St.  Louis, 

conducting  in  a   Skouras  house  and  at  the 

Chase  Hotel.  He  expects  to  re-engage  in 
the  orchestra  business  in  the  fall. 

Compliments  of 

LEO.  TERRY 
Solo  Organist 

Greetings  From 

Mr.  and  Mrs.  JESSE  CRAWFORD 
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Philadelphia  Stanley 
Week  Ending  May  23 

PHILADELPHIA.  May  25.— Eliza- 
beth Brown  and  Sedano,  international 

dancers,  headed  the  surrounding  bill  at 
the  Stanley.  To  the  accompaniment  of 
soft  notes  by  the  Stanley  orchestra 
Elizabeth  Brown  and  Sedano  danced. 

Their  black  costumes,  hers  with  a   touch 
of  silver,  were  conspicuous  against 

cerise  lighting  of  the  background.  Their 
grace  and  skill  made  the  dance  all  too 

short.  During  a   short  intermission  be- 
tween the  two  dances  the  orchestra 

played  while  lights  of  changing  colors 

were  thrown  on  the  background,  giving 
the  effect  of  cretonne  hangings. 

As  the  curtains  parted  for  the  second  dance, 
the  stage  seemed  flooded  with  cool,  silvery  moon- 

light. The  dancers  were  clothed  in  tights  and 
the  sheer  grace  and  beauty  of  the  human  form 
held  the  audience  spellbound,  lost  in  wonder  at 
the  skill  of  trained  muscles.  The  dancers  were 
enthusiastically  applauded. 

Eddie  Dowling,  of  “Sally,  Irene  and  Mary" 
fame,  entertained  with  a   little  song  entitled 

"Spring  Is  Here.”  He  then  gave  a   humorous 
recital  of  his  mother's  experiences  in  traveling, 
also  a   humorous  account  of  happenings  when 
he  took  his  mother  and  an  Irish  woman  to  an 

East  Side  theatre.  He  ended  by  reciting  in  a 

dramatic  manner  his  idea  of  the  "Big  Parade” 
had  it  been  a   spoken  instead  of  silent  drama. 

Los  Angeles  Met 
Week  Beginning  May  22 

LOS  ANGELES,  May  25. — The  Met 

has  a   new  attraction  in  Eddie  Peabody, 

billed  as  “a  package  of  musical  dyna- 
mite.” The  presentation  was  called 

“Banjomania.”  Peabody’s  unique  en- 
trance, with  the  orchestra  playing  "Here 

Comes  Eddie,”  had  everyone  pepped  up 
when  he  did  make  his  appearance.  He 

entered  by  sliding  dotvn  the  strings  of 
an  immense  banjo  at  the  back  of  the 

orchestra.  Under  Peabody’s  direction 
the  orchestra  next  played  “Somebody 

Stole  My  Gal,”  with  saxophones  sup- 
planted by  banjos. 

Drury  Lennin^ton,  the  Met’s  prize  tenor,  drew 
s   good  hand  with  his  ballad  “I’ll  Never  Miss 
You  Again,”  whicli  was  followed  by  Kuth  Stan- 

ley in  a   pleasing  tap  dance.  The  orchestra  next 

played  with  “My  Bundle  of  Love.”  One  of  the 
hits  of  the  bill  was  the  song  “No  Foolin’,”  sung 
by  Edith  Griffith  and  Eddie  Peabody. 

As  a   banjo  artist  few  can  compare  with  Pea- 
body. He  (played  both  classical  and  ragtime 

numbers  with  equal  dexterity.  His  “Poet  and 
Peasant”  was  a   gem,  and  he  followed  this  by 
"Who”  and  “Always.”  The  closing  number  on 
the  bill  was  "Yes  Sir,  That’s  My  Baby,”  with 
a   beautiful  back  drop  showing  four  banjos  with 
two  banjo  players  sitting  in  each.  A   banjo 
windmill  and  the  Metropolitan  girls  playing 
ukeleles  closed  the  striking  act. 

Kansas  City  Royal 
Week  ending  May  23 

KANSAS  CITY,  May  25.— Louis 
Forbstein  is  not  slow  in  sensing  public 

sentiment.  Last  week  “movie”  critics  of 

daily  newspapers  “took  a   cut"  at  the  com- 
edy staged  by  the  Royal  Syncopators  at  the 

Royal  theatre  and  Forbstein,  concluding 
that  after  all  he  had  some  of  the  best  mu- 

sicians in  town,  but  perhaps  not  the  best 
comedians,  staged  a   presentation  this  week 
entirely  lacking  of  any  attempt  at  comedy. 
Whether  the  comedy  last  week  was  good  or 

bad,  the  musical  program  this  week  went  over 

big  and  received  hearty  applause  from  large  au- 
diences. The  program,  which  lasted  about  30 

minutes,  included  everything  from  the  semi- 
classical  to  the  jazziest  of  jazz. 

Kansas  City  Newman 
Week  ending  May  23 

KANSAS  CITY,  May  23. — “Venus  in 
Greenwich  Village,”  with  Fay  Lanphier  as 
the  American  Venus,  proved  a   diversion  at 

the  Newman  theatre  this  week.  However, 

despite  Miss  Lanphier’s  beauty,  it  must  be 
admitted  that  her  dancing  is  not  of  show- 

stopping quality.  What  she  lacks  is  made 
up  for  by  the  remainder  of  the  company. 

Charles  De  Roche 
International  Motion 

Picture  Favorite  and 

Company  on  tour 
In 

‘'Lovers  a   Game”  a 
one-act  playlet. 

A   sensational  box-office 
attraction.  Mr.  de  Roche 
famous  for  his  leading 

roles  in  the  ‘Ten  Com- 
mandments,” “Shadows  of 

Paris”  and  “The  Cheat” 
with  Pola  Negri.  “Madame 
Sans  Gene”  with  Gloria 
Swanson. 

Gaby  Leslye 
A   Challenge  to  any 
dancing  act  or  individual  I 
dancing  star.  I 

“GABY  LESLYE  AND 
HER  REVELERS”  intro- 
ducing  eleven  dancers  in 
the  fastest  time  ever  seen 

on  any  stage.  Staged  by  | 
Jack  Mason.  Miss  Leslye 
in  her  sensational 
Hawaiian  and  Oriental 
dancing. 

Simmons  Attractions,  Inc. 
1476  Broadway,  New  York  City  ] 

BRYANT  2777 

TRACY  &   DUNCAN 
The  Tennessee  Ginger  Snaps 

Two  Harmony  Boys  and  One  Piano 

Held  Over  by  Popular  Demand 

TEMPLE  THEATRE 
Toledo,  Ohio 

Next  Week 

NASHVILLE,  TENN. 

Direcilon  SAM  BRAMSON  STAGE 

ATTRACTIONS 

709  Woods  Theatre  Bldg.,  Chicago 
Dearborn  926A 

ALF.  T.  WILTON 
INCORPORATED 

12th  Floor  Bryant  2027-8 

1560  BROADWAY,  NEW  YORK 

Now  Booking 

Motion  Picture  Theatres 

Box-Office  Names 
Attractions  and 

Presentations 

Stanaging  Booking  Dept. 

FRED  B.  MACK 
Formerly  booker  with 

B.  F.  XeSlh-Albee  Circuit 

Hugo  Alexander,  as  the  artist,  plays  a   role 
which  wins  approval,  while  the  “Inspirational Models,  including  Ann  Austin,  Mary  Ardath 
Bessie  Calvin,  Marie  Baudoux,  Catherine  Jane- 

way, June  Elkin  and  Ruth  Arden,  are  a   group  of 
exceedingly  clever  and  graceful  dancers. 

The  presentation,  which  is  in  four  scenes,  went 

over  well  here. 

Kansas  City  Liberty 
Week  ending  May  23 

ICANSAS  CITY,  May  25. — ICansas  Citi- 
ans  heard  concert  music  done  in  such  a 
manner  at  the  Liberty  last  week  that  they 

forgot  jazz  orchestras  temporarily  and  ap- 
plauded Huston  Ray  more  liberally  than 

they  have  applauded  a   pianist  in  many 
months. 

Mr.  Ray,  a   22-year-old  youth,  plays  concert 
music  exclusively,  but  injects  a   distinctive  ar- 

rangement in  "Turkey  In  the  Stravir.”  OUier 

numbers  include  selections  from  “Rigoletto”  and 
“Twelfth  Hungarian  Rhapsody.”  His  music  was 
a   relief  from  the  usual  syncopation  heard  in  pre- 

sentation numbers. 

Furthermore,  as  proof  that  good  music  well 

played,  will  draw  just  as  well  as  good  jazz  well 
played,  the  attendance  at  the  Liberty  was  well 
above  normal  for  tlie  week.  Mr.  Ray’s  concert 
lasts  about  25  minutes. 

Adolphe  Dumont, 
Jesse  Crawford 

Set  at  Chicago 
Adolphe  Dumont,  musical  director,  and 

Jesse  Crawford,  featured  organist,  have 

been  set  into  the  Chicago  theatre  per- 
manently following  a   period  of  rotating 

over  the  Chicago-Tivoli-Uptown  B.  &   K. 
string  in  Chicago.  The  Chicago  is  the 
oldest,  and  still  the  ace  house  of  the 

chain. 
Mr.  Dumont,  whose  symphonic  orches- 

tra is  an  outstanding  musical  unit,  is 
near  the  close  of  his  sixth  year  with 
Balaban  and  Katz. 

Wells  and  Brady  to 

Go  for  Picture  Time 
(Special  to  the  Herald) 

^   ST.  LOUIS,  May  25. — Gilbert  Wells  and 
Morence  Brady,  formerly  an  Orpheum  act, 
have  left  vaude  time  for  picture  time  and 
Avill  open  at  the  Grand  Central  here  June  5, 
booked  In  from  Chicago  by  Phil  Tyrrell. 
Vera  Amazar,  another  Tyrrell-booked  act, 
also  is  slated  to  play  a   date  at  the  Grand 
Central. 

Following  their  date  here  Wells  and 

Brady  will  play  the  Wisconsin,  ililwaukee, 
week  of  June  12,  and  later  will  play  Ace 

Berry’s  Circle,  Indianapolis,  and  B.  &   K’s Oriental,  Chicago,  with  Ash. 

Ohio,  Indianapolis, 

Using  Presentations 
(Special  to  the  Herald) 

INDIANAPOLIS,  May  25.— The  Ohio 

theatre  here  broke  into  the  stage  spe- 
cialty feature  with  a   rush  last  week.  The 

house  offered  a   complete  presentation 
bill  in  addition  to  the  regular  screen 

offering.  _   One  of  the  special  features 
was  a   twin  accordian  and  violin  program 

by  Nitti  and  Girlie,  and  the  program  was 
further  augmented  by  Maureen  Englin, 
popular  recording  artist,  who  sang  a 

group  of  songs,  both  comedy  and  charac- 
ter. 

S'PCC  |iAl«Zf  KG‘  m 
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“PUT  IT  OVER” 
Frank  Cambria 

Philadelphia  Fox 
Week  Ending  May  23 

PHILADELPHIA,  May  25.— Patrons 
of  the  Fox  theatre  last  week  were  treat- 

ed to  laughs  galore  and  there  was  not 
a   dull  moment  from  the  first  strains  of 
the  overture  till  the  curtain  fell  at  the 

end  of  "Early  to  Wed.”  The  Fox  or- 
chestra achieved  a   notable  success  in  its 

splendid  rendition  of  “Pagliacci.” In  the  surrounding  program,  Miss  Juliet,  the 

“Girl  o£  a   Hundred  Personalities,”  justified  her 
title  of  America’s  most  accomplished  imperson- 

ator in  her  humorous  mimicry  of  various  stage 
celebrities,  among  them  Julian  Eltinge,  Sophie 
Tucker,  Julia  Sanderson,  Irene  Franklin  and  last 
and  best  of  all,  Harry  Lauder.  Her  representa- 

tions of  Granddad  selecting  a   new  hat  and  then 

of  little  Bobby  being  fitted  with  one  were  ex- 
amples of  her  ability,  with  a   slight  change  of 

expression  and  of  voice,  to  effect  a   complete 
metamorphosis  of  personality.  Miss  Juliet  has 
the  gift  of  so  completely  submerging  her  own 

personality  and  injecting  herself  so  thoroughly 
into  the  character  she  is  representing  that  the 
audience  accorded  her  an  ovation.  The  act  was 
well  staged  with  musical  accompaniment,  and 
each  change  of  impersonation  was  accompanied 
by  a   change  of  lighting. 

Edna  Leedom,  ‘‘Ziegfeld’s  Glorified  Girl,”  as- 
sisted by  Dave  Stamper,  composer  of  numerous 

“Follies”  song  successes,  presented  a   breezy  act 
that  captivated  her  hearers.  Miss  Leedom  is  a 
striking  blonde,  with  a   charming  personality  and 
a   fund  of  humor.  Her  understanding  of  the 
American  working  girl  is  thorough  and  her  inter- 

Suetation  is  sympathetic,  refreshing  and  witty, ler  sketch  of  a   manicurist’s  life  and  of  the 
troubles  of  a   fashionable  dress  model  brought  a 
succession  of  laughs  and  her  take-off  of  a   woman 
jealous  of  her  husband  who  sells  lingerie  was 

clever  and  ntirth-producing.  The  mounting  con- 
sisted of  an  effective  black  velvet  back  drop  with 

metallic  festoons  and  pedestals  with  silver  vases 
filled  with  illuminated  metallic  foliage.  Miss 

Leedom’s  costumes  were  beautiful. 
A   cornet  solo,  "Salut  D'Amour.”  with  orches- 

tral accompaniment,  contpleted  the  surrounding 

Atlanta  Met 
Week  Ending  May  23 

ATLANTj-v,  May  25. — “Lovely 

Ladies”  was  the  third  offering  of  the 
Ned  Waybum  dancers  at  the  Metropoli- 

tan theatre,  the  presentation  the  week 
closing  featuring  the  Charleston  and 
meeting  with  an  enthusiastic  reception. 

Tlie  stage  program  was  supplemented 

by  the  singing  of  Bob  Earle,  "the  boy 
from  the  Windy  City. 

Song  features  gave  way  to  dance  numbers  in 
this  offering,  whicli  was  generally  appreciated. 
The  only  vocal  number  was  in  the  finale.  The 
toe  dancing  of  Virginia  Bacon  was  again  the 

most  creditable  perfonnance. 
The  numbers  included:  “Russian  Pot  Pouri,” 

the  opening  nimiber,  which  was  cleverly  done 
by  the  Misses  Bacon,  Olive  Brady  and  Mary 

Horan;  “Dance  Oriental,”  by  Miss  Brady; 
Classical  Toe  Dance,”  by  Miss  Bacon;  "Gypsy 

Dance,”  by  Miss  Horan;  “A  Lesson  in  the 
Charleston,^’  by  Miss  Bacon,  and  the  finale, 
which  combined  the  song,  “Clap  Plands,  Here 
Comes  Charley,”  and  introduced  the  Charleston 
on  toes,  by  Miss  Bacon. 

.   Bob  Earle  sang  "I  Never  Knew  How  Won- 
derful You  Were,”  and  other  numbers.  Ke  al- 

ways is  popular  with  local  audiences.  Enrico 

Leide’s  overture  was  "Song  of  Today,”  and  he 
scored  the  long  picture,  “The  Wilderness  Wo- 
man,”  with  B’erlin’s  "At  Peace  With  the 
World.”  Charleston  music  was  used  for  the 
third  of  the  series  of  Ned  Wayburn  Charleston 
reels. 

Best  Wishes  From 

ADOLPHE  DUMONT 
MUSICAL  DIRECTOR 

Balaban  &   Katz’  Chicago  Theatre,  Chicago 

MAURICE  FEILER 
AND  HIS 

SYNCOPATING  JOY  MAKERS 
Opened  Biba  Bros.  RITZ  THEATRE,  CHICAGO,  Nov.  19,  1925 

STILL  GOING  STRONG! 

A   Good  SJmw  Alivays 

I   l.KSTEB,  LTD.,  18  W.  Lake  St., 
Never  has  there  been  anything  as  el®c-  Chicago,  iii. 

trifying  to  audiences  as  sce
nes  that  < 

change  colors— right  before  the  eyes  of  j     — . 
the  people.  j         

Vio-Ligkt  gives  this  effect.  We  can  
sup- 

ply  it  in  bulk  for  you  to  apply  you
rself    

or  furnish  or  rent  ready  made  curtains,  ̂        
costumes,  and  productions.  ^ 

i. 
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Broadway  Presentations 
By  JACK  KEEGAN 

New  York  Strand 
Week  Ending  May  23 

NEW  YORK,  May  25. — Joe  Plunkett 
at  the  Mark  Strand  threw  another  of  his 
usually  good  shows  the  week  just  ended 
and  pleased  all  who  viewed  it.  It  ran 
like  this: 

1 

—

 

 
Overture,  selections  from  “The  Vagabond 

King,  
presenting  

the  Mark  
Strand  

symphony 
ordiestra  

conducted  

by  Carl  
Edouarde.  

Mr. Edouarde  
pleased  

the  audience  
with  

his  presenta- 
tion. 

2 

—

 

 
Mark  Strand  Topical  Review.  Orchestra  in 

the  
pit. 

3 

—

 

 
New  Mark  Strand  "Frolic,”  in  five  parts, 

presented  

by  Joe  
Plunkett. (a)  Emily  Day  and  the  Strand  Ensemble 

presented  ^'Indian  1/Ove  Call. Miss  Day  was seen  in  a   setting  of  primeval  forest.  Hung  in 
the  cwter  of  the  set  was  a   white  globe.  As 
Miss  Day  sang  her  number  the  ball  revolved  and 
then,  through  a   motion  picture,  scenes  of  mountain 
and  woodland  beauty  were  presented  on  the  globe, changing  from  stream  to  wood  scenes.  This 
presentation  was  unusual  and  was  liked  by  the 
audience.  The  ensemble  joined  Miss  Day  in  the 
cnortis,  siogin^  from  backstage. 

(b)  "On  The  Keys.”  Muriel  Pollock  and  Vee Lawnhurst  played  double  piano  jazz  and  changed to  popular  selections.  It  was  unique, 
(c)  ‘‘In  Dutch.”  Mile.  Klemova  and  M.  Daks assisted  by  the  Strand  ballet  corps  appeared  on 

a   stage  of  blue  and  yellow.  The  backdrop  was made  up  of  yellow  and  blue  squares.  In  the center  was  a   Dutch  windmill.  The  ballet  in  a chorus  supported  Mile.  Klemova  and  M.  Daks  in their  presentation  of  a   Dutch  wooden  shoe  dance 
/It  shape. 
(d)  'A  Cup  of  Coffee,  a   Sandwich  and  You  ” The  scene  opened  with  a   lunch  counter,  the waitress  behind  it  facing  the  audience.  Seated 

on  stools,  imh  backs  toward  the  audience,  were One  started  the 

song.  He  directed  it  to  the  waitress  and  as  he behind  the  corate? 

with  the  girl.  The  back  view  of  the  four  Sed they  nudged 
*n  the  chorus  they  turned 

audience  and  then  the  surprise.  They 
wye  four  characters^,  a   fireman,  a   tramp  with  a ®   handlebar  mustaches  and  a 
street  cleaner.  Pauline  Miller  and  Everett  Clark 

ThU  selection  by  the  quartette. Ihis  number  was  the  hit  of  the  bill  and  the audience  acclaimed  it  wildly. 
(e)  "The  Dancing  Bee.”  A   garden  scene  and 

"Tlir/If"i'''*p"i,w®  Pauline  Miller  sang tale  of  the  Bubble  Bee.”  As  she  ended  the 
dl-I?sed^  o’’®  dancing  girls  came  on, 

and  wilt,  %   ̂   Lewis  relieved  them and  with  fast  stepping  captivated  his  audience. 

beautfel*’‘l%  inside 

lovely  girls  ®   hideaway  for 

New  York  Rialto 
Week  Ending  May  23 

NEW  YORK,  May  25.— Gilda  Gray brought  the  South  Seas  to  New  York 
last  week,  when  at  the  Rialto  with  Prince 
Eei  Lam  and  his  Royal  Samoans  she 
shimmied  her  way  through  “South  Sea 
Idyl,  a   presentation  that  jammed  the house  to  the  doors  and  then  as  it 
emptied,  crammed  them  in  again.  Gilda 
has  won  her  laurels  and  there  is  no  won- 
der  the  South  Seas  allure  as  they  do. 1   he  show  ran  this  way: 

Pnntasia”  from  "Faust.”  played  by 

Sfzer?  orchestra,  directed  by  Maximilian 

lightT”^'^”*'"®  Grantland  Rice  "Sport- 

‘i’*,  Wurlitzcr,  playing  "lone, 
c   selection  was  played  on  the 

?fde  standing  at  the 

^lllTc  d   ‘   ‘i’®  song.  On  the  drop, 

were  nre^enled.  ^outh  Seas 

i — Newsreel,  with  orchestra  in  pit. 
5 — Now  the  big  feature.  A   full  stage  set  with 

Sou"th^  Samoans  and  six South  Sea  dancers.  With  a   tropical  backdrop 
^ey  presented  the  dances  of  the  Samoan  warriors^ From  the  sides  of  the  stage  the  weird  drumming 
of  the.tom-toms  was  heard.  From  this  the  troupe went  into  a   full  chorus  of  Hawaiian  song  An- other  dance  with  the  six  South  Sea  dancers  pre- 

pared the  way  for  Gilda  Gray.  ' She  entered  to  a   round  of  applause.  The  back- 
®   ®®®P®  Southern 

moon  and  spll  waters  with  low  lights,  brought 
evening  Miss  Gray  danced  and  all  the  beauty ot  the  South  Sea  dances  was  realized.  With  the house  applauding  wildly  she  concluded 

New  York  Capitol 
Week  Ending  May  23 

NEW  YORK,  May  25.  —   "Mother 
Dear”  and  “Lullaby,”  two  of  the  sweetest 
songs  ever  written,  were  the  hits  of 

Major  Edward  Bowes’  presentation  at 
the  Capitol  last  week. 

A   stage  setting  of  an  old-fashioned  cottage,  the 
twining  vines  and  the  hand  of  a   mother  were 

wrought  into  beauty.  William  Robyn  sang,  sit- 
ting on  a   porch  bench,  and  as  he  neared  the  end 

of  “Mother  Dear”  the  front  of  the  house  disap- 
peared under  purple  lights,  a   scrim  that  formed 

the  door  lighted  up  and  an  old-fashioned  mother 
was  seen  sitting  in  her  rocker,  with  the  little 
table  and  the  old  oil  lamp  with  the  colored  globe 

nearby.  “Lullaby”  was  the  song  she  sang.  It 
was  beautiful  and  Celia  Turrill  as  the  mother  put 
pathos  and  richness  into  her  voice.  It  touched 
the  audience.  The  lights  faded  and  again  Wil- 

liam Robyn,  alone  on  the  stage,  concluded  his 
song. 

David  Mendoza  conducted  the  Capitol  orchestra 

in  an  overture,  "Merry  Wives  of  Windsor,”  com- 
position and  arrangement  by  Dr.  William  Axt. 

New  York  Rivoli 
Week  Ending  May  23 

NEW  YORK,  May  25. — John  Murray 

Anderson  took  Keats’  poem,  "Ode  to  a 
Grecian  Urn,”  and  the  melodies  of  Gluck 
for  his  subject  last  week  at  the  Rivoli. 
Anderson  handled  his  subject  well.  The 
curtain  rose  on  a   setting  of  Grecian 

beauty.  A   huge  pedestal  supported  a 
Grecian  urn.  On  the  urn  were  three 

figures.  On  the  handles  were  living 
figures  of  gladiators  and  in  the  center  a 
girl  in  Grecian  garb.  The  center  of  the 
urn  was  a   panel  that  opened.  The  girl 
posed  in  this  opening.  At  the  base  were 
twelve  harpists,  their  blonde  tresses  and 

ancient  dresses  blending  with  the  selec- 
tions they  strummed. 

As  they  played  the  girl  on  the  urn  and  one  of 
the  gladiators  came  down  on  the  stage.  A   dance 
was  presented  and  received  with  much  applause. 
The  girls  at  the  harps  then  left  them  and  went 
into  an  esthetic  dance,  also  well  received.  The 
other  gladiator  descended  and  the  two  men, 
dropping  the  cloaks,  appeared  in  the  costumes 
worn  by  chariot  racers.  They  did  strong  man 
stuff  and  kept  the  audience  in  gasps  with  their 
feats.  Three  other  figures  at  the  base  of  the  urn 
were  also  brought  to  life  in  a   dance. 

St.  Louis  Missouri 
Week  Ending  May  21 

ST.  LOUIS,  May  25. — Tohn  Murray 

Anderson’s  Publix  act  “The  Fountain  of 
Gold"  was  the  stage  attraction  at  the 
Missouri  the  week  of  May  15.  It  is  built 
around  the  dream  of  Ponce  de  Leon,  who 
arrived  in  Florida  several  years  too  early 
for  the  realty  boom. 

The  backgrounds  and  lighting  effects  are  the 
best  part  of  the  attraction.  The  readings,  sing- 

ing, dancing  and  hopping  are  fair,  but  nothing 
to  get  greatly  excited  about.  It  probably  will 

please  most  audiences — that  is  if  they  don’t  expect 
too  much  for  their  money. 

Charles  Previn  offered  "Die  Fledermaus”  as  his 
overture.  Milton  Slosser  at  the  organ  played 

"Spring  Is  Here.” 
Mme.  Pelta  sang  "One  Fine  Day”  from  "Mme, 

Butterfly” _   and  gave  some  of  the  finest  moments 
of  the  entire  bill.  She  has  an  unusually  pleasing 
voice. 

Evansville  Strand 
Week  ending  May  23 

EVANSVILLS.  TND.,  May  25.— Lu- 
cille Jarvis,  Carl  Fisher  and  their  syn- 

copated revue  featuring  Jack  Howe, 

“King  of  the  kazoo,”  was  presented  on 
the  Strand  stage,  Evansville,  Ind.,  all 

week,  being  offered  as  stage  specialty 

with  the  screen  showing  of  “The  Bat.” 
The  company  offered  a   musical  act  of  high  cali- 

bre. Howe  created  somewhat  of  a   sensation 

with  his  work  with  Ash  in  the  "Windy  City,”  and 

the  other  members  of  the  company  are  eouallv 

well  known.  *   ^ 
Miss  Jarvis  and  Mr.  Fisher  are  a   fine  dancintr 

team,  doing  a   rousing  Charleston  specialty  amone 
other  numbers.  Jack  Howe  is  considered  bv 
many  the  peer  of  kazoo  players.  Joe  Kronenbere 

IS  a   violinist,  and  Jack  Stanley  and  "Fonse”  Val- 
entine are  expert  banjo  manipulators.  The  com- 

pany put  over  a   syncopated  program  that  was 
running  over  with  pep  and  variety. 

St.  Louis  Grand  Central 
V/eek  Ending  May  21 

ST.  LOUIS.  May  25. —The  Brox 

Sisters  and  Gene  Rodemlch’s  orchestra 
divided  honors  at  the  Grand  Central  the 

week  of  May  15.  And  the  bill  as  a   whole 
was  very  good. 

“Castles  In  Spain”  was  toned  up  by  a   ditty  by 
a   duet,  “Spring  Is  Here.”  It  had  some  local 
color  to  make  it  more  attractive.  Feur  chaps 
bedecked  in  flower  wreaths  and  Pullman  towels 

f   ut  on  a   burlesque  of  the  spring  dance.  It  was 

unny. 

The  music  ended  with  a   cycle  of  songs  popular 
in  the  days  of  our  grandmothers,  in  the  days 
when  pa  and  ma  were  young  and  down  to  the 

Charleston  craze.  "The  Sweetest  Story  Ever 
Told”  and  "Just  a   Song  at  Twilight”  faded  into 
"Sweet  Adeline”  and  the  family  bar,  third  rail, 
cuspidor  and  sawdust. 

The  Brox  Sistera  continued  to  please  with  their 

harmony  singing  in  this  an  added  week  to  their 
run. 

San  Francisco  Granada 
Week  ending  May  16 

SAN  FRANCISCO,  May  25.— “May 
Day,”  at  the  Granada,  had  two  big  punches, 
the  opening,  a   Maypole  dance  in  which 
Stefani  and  Imbru  did  some  wonderful 

adagio  dances,  and  "The  Foursome,”  a male  quartette  which  pleased  all. 
Jack  Partington  created  a   beautiful  effect  for 

the  opening  of  the  act  when  the  girls,  in  filmy 
blue  draperies,  formed  a   frieze  of  Greek  design 
along  the  band  stand,  while  the  adagio  was  being 
danced.  The  Maypole  was  lighted  up  for  the 
end  of  the  first  scene.  The  other  big  effect  came 
at  the  finish  of  the  presentation  when  everybody 

sang,  “Tell  Her  in  the  Springtime,”  in  which  a 
great  bed  of  pansies  opened  and  from  the  heart 
of  each  flower  a   girl  in  gorgeous  gown  appeared. 
Don  Wilkiens  had  a   warm  reception  when  he 

appeared  to  lead  the  Synco-Symphonists.  The 
Park  Sisters  did  an  imitation  of  Rosetta  and 
Vivian  Duncan  that  was  good  for  a   big  hand. 

St.  Louis  State 
Weed  Ending  May  21 

ST.  LOUIS.  May  25.— Edna  Wallace 

Ho.pper,  “the  eternal  flapper,”  played  to 
big  houses  all  week  and  to  S.  R.  O.  the 

morning  of  May  20,  the  special  perform- 
ance for  women  only.  This  feature  of 

Miss  Hopper’s  act  drew  as  well  here  as it  has  drawn  elsewhere. 

Miss  Hopper’s  act  as  presented  differed  not  at 
all  from  the  act  she  has  presented  all  over  the 
country  in  the  larger  motion  picture  theatres.  It 
consists  of  a   filmed  routine  of  exercises  and  a 
clever  and  valuable  monologue.  Her  message  to 

women  is  "Be  kind  to  yourself." 

Tom  Terry  at  the  organ  offered  a   melody-mono- 
logue number  about  his  life,  all  in  humorous  vein, 

that  went  over  well. 

Wilton  Sells  Act 

to  Stanley  Chain 
(Special  to  the  Herald) 

NEW  YORK.  May  25.— The  first  pres- 
entation act  to  be  booked  since  the  merg- 

ing of  the  Strand  and  Stanley  interests  was 

booked  by  H.  S.  Kraft  of  the  Alf  T.  Wil- 
ton office.  Cantor  Josef  Rosenblatt  at  the 

Brooklyn  Mark  Strand  for  the  week  of 

May  29. 
Continuing  his  hookings  for  the  Wilton 

office  the  cantor  will  be  heard  at  the  New 

Metropolitan,  Boston,  for  the  week  of 

June  6. 
For  many  years  a   fixture  and  big  time 

act  in  vaudeville,  Joe  Jackson,  famous 

tramp  cycling  pantomimist,  has  become  one 
of  the  legion  playing  the  picture  theatres. 
He  was  well  known  in  productions  on 
Broadway.  His  presentation  act  was 
booked  by  Alf  Wilton  and  he  is  at  the 
Fox  theatre,  Philadelphia,  this  week. 
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Booking  Representative — 
A.  H.  Blank  Enterprises 

OMAHA 
DES  MOINES 
DAVENPORT 
CEDAR  RAPIDS 
WATERLOO 
FORT  DODGE 
BURLINGTON 

Kunsky  Enterprises 
DETROIT 

Skouras  Brothers 

ST.  LOUIS 

Finkelstein-Ruben 

Enterprises 

DULUTH 
MINNEAPOLIS 
ST.  PAUL 
WINONA 
EAU  CLAIRE 
SIOUX  FALLS 

Booking  More,  Larger  Picture  Theatres 

Than  All  Other  Midwestern  Booking 
Offices  Combined 

Woods  Theatre  Building,  Chicago 

Circle  Theatre 

INDIANAPOLIS 

Palace  Theatre 
TOLEDO 

Lincoln  Square  Theatre 
DECATUR 

Virginia  Theatre 
CHAMPAIGN 

Capitol  Theatre 
Knickerbocker  Theatre 

5th  Avenue  Theatre 
NASHVILLE 

Metropolitan  Theatre 
ATLANTA 

And  Many  Others 

Chicago  McVickers 
Week  Ending  May  23 

Ralph  Williams  and  the  orchestra 

you’ve  heard  over  the  radio,  if  you  listen 
to  such  things,  came  into  McVickers 
last  week  for  what  is  advertised  as  a 

permanent  stand.  Williams  has  a   good 
band  and  save  for  a   leaning  toward  the 
blue  things  common  in  night  clubs,  etc., 
delivers  an  effective  line  of  gags  and 
announcements. 

The  folks,  who  weren’t  so  numerous 
but  did  outnumber  those  of  the  previous 

week,  liked.  Williams’  stuff  and  together 
with  George  Givot  he  seemed  to  have 
them  at  the  finish.  He  did  a   couple  of 
verbal  bows  to  Paul  Ash,  whom  he  is 

expected  to  counterbalance  in  some  de- 
gree, and  "ot  himself  well  set  for  the 

run. 

Here’s  the  show: 
Newspicture  with  orchestra  in  pit,  running  into 

derby  scene  which  faded  out  to  introduce — 

Mrs.  Jesse  Crawford  at  the  organ  playing  orig- 
inal lyrics  set  to  popular  tunes  relating  her  visit 

to  the  derby.  “Horses”  was  her  feature  num- 
ber and  she  invited  the  folks  to  sing  with  her, 

getting  everybody  happy  before  time  for  her  to 
bow  and  fade  out  as  the  film  continued  the  actual 
scene  of  the  race.  This  was  a   genuine  novelty 
and  reveals  in  the  intelligence  of  its  conception 
one  of  the  good  reasons  why  Mrs.  Crawford  so 

definitely  leads  the  feminine  division  of  solo  or- 
ganists. 

Ralph  Williams  and  band  on  the  stage,  Mr. 

Williams  opening  with  divers  remarks  pertain- 
ing to  the  occasion,  then  putting  the  boys  into 

“Sweet  Violets,”  wliich  they  and  he  did  snap- 
pily. 

Bud,  dressed  as  a   B.  &   K.  usher  and  an- 
nounced as  such  and  by  this  name,  came  on 

here  and  ripped  off  a   couple  of  fast  numbers 
on  the  accordion. 

Ralph  Williams  singing  "Rue  de  la  Paix”  with 
the  band,  the  girls  coming  on  for  a   romp.  Wil- 

liams is  big  but  nimble  and  has  a   voice  and  the 
wit  to  make  the  most  of  it.  They  liked  the 
number. 

Ruth  Etting,  announced  as  a   Chicago  girl,  etc., 

singing  "Roundabout  Way  to  Heaven,”  “I'd 
Climb  the  Highest  Mountain”  and  "Say  It 
Again.”  Williams  and  the  band  helped  her  get 

to  the  end  of  this  string,  but  she’s  no  conflagra- tion. 

Williams’  band  playing  “Good  Night,”  with trimmings. 

George  Givot,  co-starred  with  Williams  in  the 

week’s  billing,  came  on  here  to  give  them  his 

usual  treatment  with  “My  Night  With  Baby” 
(using  the  blue  lines),  “Why  Don’t  You  Marry 
the  Girl?”  and  “Sailor’s  Sweetheart.”  They 
never  get  enough  of  Givot  and  he  had  trouble 
getting  away. 
_   McCune  Sisters,  dancers  who  sing  their  way 
into  the  steps,  in  a   neat  bunch  of  terpsichore, 
for  big  response. 
Ralph  Williams  announcing  and  putting  the 

band  through  his  own  number,  "What  a   Man,” 
dolling  it  and  nailing  it  down  with  the  listeners, 
everybody  coming  on  for  the  finish  and  the  big hand. 

“Money  Talks,”  long  feature. 
"Going  Crazy,”  short  feature. 

I 

Chicago  Oriental 
Week  Ending  May  23 

“Piano  Mania’’  was  the  name  of  Paul 

Ash’s  stage  show  last  week  and  news- 
paper advertising  and  publicity  stated 

that  Mr.  Ash  would  play  the  piano.  He 

didn’t,  but  it  was  a   good  show  anyway, 

the  well  exploited  “flying  stages”  getting 
into  action  and  the  piece  as  a   whole 

eminently  satisfying  those  who  paid  to 
see  it. 

Opening:  “Moonlight  in  Mandalay”  by  the 
band,  led  by  Ash,  dolled  in  a   violet,  white  and 
black  set  that  looked  good. 

“Up  and  At  ‘Em,’’  another  number  by  the 
band,  announced  by  Ash. 

Milton  Watson  singing  "I’d  Climb  the  High- 
est Mountain”  and  encoring  with  "No  One 

Knows  But  the  Red,  Red  Rose,”  this  number 
being  “staged”  in  nifty  fashion,  chorus  doing 
this  and  that  and  finally  tossing  out  roses  prop- 

erly tagged.  A   second  encore  was  "Pretty  Lit- 
tle Baby”  and  after  a   couple  of  bad  starts  Wat- 
son sang  it  so  that  they  made  him  do  it  again. He’s  staple. 

Maurine  Marseilles  followed  and  managed  to 

keep  the  house  warm,  though  she's  about  ready 
to  play  some  dates  elsewhere.  She  opened  with 

“Roundabout  Way  to  Heaven”  and  came  back 
with  the  tattered  “Talk  About  My  Sweetie," 
doing  some  of  her  semi-dance  contortions.  Ash 
had  left  the  stage  during  the  first  number  and 
a   neat  stunt  was  worked  here  by  having  Miss 

Marseilles  page  him,  bringing  onto  the  stage 
from  everj’  quarter  red-wtgged  girls  in  dress 
suits  for  a   snappy  drill  tiling,  Ash  eventually 
coming  back. 

Peggy  Bernier  followed,  doing  what  she  usual- 
W   does  to  such  tunes  as  “Who,”  “How  It  Was 
Raining,"  which  was  done  pretty  dirtily,  and 
“Honey  Bunch.”  She  had  to  tell  ?   bum  ioke 
to  get  away. 

George  Dewey  Washington,  a   very  unusual 
colored  singer  with  a   marvelous  voice  and  e.xcep- 
tional  knowledge  of  what  to  do  with  it,  came 

on  here  and  sang  “After  I   Say  I’m  Sorrj^" 
“Smilin’  at  Trouble”  and  “Hula  Lou.”  Mr. 
Washington  stopped  the  show  on  genuine  merit. 

The  Baldwin  Piano  Four  finished  as  the  flash 
of  the  evening,  one  stage  going  up  with  the 
orchestra  while  another,  bearing  the  girls  play- 

ing four  Baldwin  grands,  slid  out  under  it  to 
be  masked  off  with  a   gray  drop.  The  girls  did 
two  numbers,  fast  ones,  and  finished  when  the 

drop  went  up  with  the  band,  the  individual  per- 
formers coming  on  for  the  finale. 

Chicago  Tivoli 
Week  Ending  May  23 

(Orchestra  Report) 

K.  Leopold  Spitalny,  musical  director 

who  opened  the  present  McVickers  and 
has  been  in  the  B.  &   K.  lineup  since 
that  firm  took  over  the  house,  presented 

one  of  his  splendid  classic-popular  over- 
tures at  the  Tivoli  the  week  just  ended 

and  won  loud  acclaim  all  week.  The 
overture  was  in  two  sections,  the  first  of 

which  was  the  "Second  Hungarian 

Rhapsody”  and  the  second  Zez  Confrey's 
“Kitten  on  the  Keys.” 

Spitalny’s  men  compose  a   group  of  able  soloists 

who  work  in  fine  unity  and  respond  to  their 

leader’s  baton  in  perfect  concert  During  the 

playing  of  the  first  number  the  mood  of  t
he  music 

was  carried  in  light  variations  on  the 

drape,  the  light  running  through  _   merry,  _   bright 

green  to  deep,  sombre  red.  This  co
mbination 

of  light,  rhythm  and  tonal  harmony  c
reates  an 

effect  that  never  fails  to  carry  the  house. 

Following  out  his  policy  of  featuring 
 his  men 

as  soloists,  Spitalny  pve  the  K'Wen 

Keys”  assignment  to  Pianist  Otto  Meunc
ke,  whose 

ability  is  second  to  that  of  no  ot
her  theatre 

musician  in  the  city.  The  orchestra
l  accompani- 

ment of  the  piano  solo  was  done  m   mute
d  brass 

and  woodwinds,  so  Umed  and  shade
d  that  the 

number  was  given  new  values  and  was  r
ai^ 

well  out  of  the  rut  of  the  "just  popul
ar.  The 

entire  offering  was  accorded  a   loud
  salvo  ot 

applause. 

Chicago  Harding 
Week  Ending  May  23 

Ben  Paley  and  his  symphonic  orches- 

tra headed  a   show  for  the  week  that 

was  good  in  the  first  two  stretches  
but 

fizzled  in  the  third,  when  the  Mascagno 
Ballet  took  the  boards. 

Paley  and  his  men  offered  a   grou
p  of  Chopin 

numbers  that  included  "Po  onatse  _Mi
litaire.  a 

“Valse"  and  a   “Nocturne.”  Ben  s   me
n  work 

well  with  him  and  seldom  (ail  t
o  win  a   good 

*^'ln *   the^  firsf 'spo^  were  the  Mitchell  Brothers, 

singing  banjoists  who  are  good  
salesmen.  Ihey 

opened  with  a   medley  of  popular 

eluded  “By  the  Light  of  the  Stars,  
Oh,  Boy, 

What  a   Girl."  "Spam"  and  a   couple  
of  others 

that  led  into  their  first  song  
(character) 

•■rniildn’t  Get  To  It.”  The  boys  sing  tn  good 

hatroo^.  Following  this  they  p^ulled  
their  chairs 

do^J^  front  and  dusted  off  another  medley,  
going 

into  the  song  “Ain’t. In  Love  No  More.^  
In 

“The  World  Is  Waiting  for  the  Sunrise  
they 

used  a   fast-snap  delivery  that  is  
effective.  Then 

they  sang  "Outside  It  Was  Rammg.’’  
closing 

with  a   raggy  rendition  of  “Save  
Your  Sorrows. The  house  gave  them  plenty.  _ 

Art  Kluth.  singing  newsie,  sent  „^one
- 

some  and  Sorry’.’  and  I   d   CUmb  the  H
ipest 

Mountain”  for  big  returns.  .   The  boy  is  a   good 

showman  and  has  a   tear  vn  his  v
oice  that  i.s 

irrestistible.  His  applause  was  
loud  and  unam- 

'“Next  and  closing,  the  ballet.  This  is  the  kind 

of  act  that  could  be  good  pictur
e  house  enter- 

tainment if  it  conained  anything  new  or  nnu
sual. 

But  the  girls  do  nothing  t^t  has 
 not  been  done 

better  before  and  often.  Their  
routine  is  slow 

and  the  house  did  not  give  the
m  much. 

Chicago  Chicago 
Week  Ending  May  23 

Last  week  the  Chicago  theatre  
adver- 

tised its  show  as  "a  perfect  program, 

listing  the  items,  arid  that  was  a 
  pretty 

good  description.  It  ran  something  
like 

this: 

Adolph*  Dumont  leading  the  pi
t  orchestra  m 

a   luperb  rendition  of  "1812, 
’’  a   number  done 

many*^ times  by  various  leaders  at  this  hous
e  but 

never  before  like  this. 

Jessc'*Cr”wford  playing  a   splendid  selection  of 
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classical  Spring  numbers  splendidly  on  the 
Grande  Organ. 

Hope  Hampton's  "Fashions  in  Color”  reel, 
comparable  to  nothing  in  kind. 

Frank  Cambria’s  stage  production,  "A  Bird 
Fantasy,”  featuring  Bemoff  and  Josephine,  danc> 
ers.  This  is  an  expansion  of  a   cat»and-canary 
idea  worked  out  by  Mr.  Cambria  for  the  Chi- 

cago B.  &   K.  houses  in  the  days  before  Publix. 
It  was  great  then  and  is  better  in  the  expanded 
version,  running  longer  but  not  too  long  and 
compressing  a   great  deal  of  entertainment  into 
the  minutes  consumed.  The  applause  was  the 
wholesome  substantial  kind  that  Mr.  Cambria’s 
productions  invariably  elicit. 

“The  Cohens  and  Kellys,”  Universal  feature 
the  good  news  about  which  is  common  talk  in 
the  trade. 

Atlanta  Howard 
Week  Ending  May  23 

ATLANTA,  May  25. — “Great  Alo- 
ments  from  Grand  Opera,”  which  was 
hailed  by  lovers  of  operatic  selections 
as  the  best  of  the  Publix  series  to  date 
and  which  was  generally  enjoyed,  was 
the  stage  presentation  at  the  Howard 
theatre  the  w'eek  closing. 

Prank  Cambria  in  staging  this  production  chose 
appealing  incidents  from  three  famous  operas, 
introducing  each  through  the  explanations  offered 
by  a   prologue  announcer.  Opening  with  the 
chorus  from  "Cavalleria  Rusticana,”  which brought  the  supporting  ensemble  into  play,  the 
interlude  turned  in  the  second  scene  to  the 
famous  duet,  the  “Miserere”  from  “II  Trova- 
tore,  which  was  the  most  popular  of  the  three 
numbers.  The  closing  offering  featured  the  well 
known  ascension  of  Marguerite  in  “Faust,” which  was  the  most  novel  of  the  three  the 
audience  seeming  to  enjoy  the  view  of  Mephisto 
and  the  accompanying  smoke  and  trap-door  ef- 
lect.  Ihe  voices  were  excellent  and  the  ren- 

ditions effective.  The  pnncipals  included  Georges 
Dufranne,  Caesar  Nesi.  Freda  Weber.  Leonora 
Con,  Margaret  Ringo  and  Arturo  Imperato. 
The  overture  by  the  Howard  orchestra,  under 

the  direction  of  Joseph  Littau  was  “Blue  Danube Waltzes,  which  was  well  rendered,  and  Melvin 
y-  Ogden  offered  an  organ  oddity,  “Horses.” 

Phil  Tyrrell  Sets 

June,  July  Shows 

for  Blank’s  Houses 
representative  for 

the  A.  H.  Blank  circuit  of  theatres  has  re- 
turned from  the  Blank  main  office  in  Des 

Moines  after  setting  shows  into  the  houses 
in  the  string  for  June  and  July. 
One  week  in  each  house  of  the  circuit 

has  been  set  aside  as  Syncopation  Week. 
The  performers  in  the  syncopation  show 
will  make  each  house  of  the  chain. 

John  Griffin  Booked 
John  Griffin,  tenor,  has  been  booked  into 

the  Minneapolis  State  for  two  weeks  be- 
^nning  May  29  by  Sam  Bramson's  Attrac- 

tions, Chicago.  The  Bramson  office  also 
has  booked  Tracy  and  Duncan  for  two 
weeks  in  Finkelstein  and  Ruben  houses  in 
Minneapolis  and  St.  Paul,  beginning 
June  26. 

Says  Conley 
of  Rodemich 

Conley,  head  of  the  music 

publishing  company  bearing  his 
name,  was  talking  about  orchestras 
featured  as  permanent  attracions 
in  motion  picture  theatres.  He 
named  a   long  list  of  them.  He 

knows  ’em  all,  and  has  had  some 
of  ’em  himself.  By  way  of  con- clusion to  an  enumeration  he  said: 

’’Gene  Rodemich’s  orchestra  at the  Grand  Central  in  St.  Louis  is 
in  my  opinion  the  most  successful 
in  carrying  out  the  stage  orches- 

tra policy  after  Paul  Ash.  The 
boys  make  real  music,  and  how  it 
is  sold!  When  all  the  rest  of  the 
show  IS  weak  Rodemich  and  the 
band  drag  them  in.” 

Theatre  Influence 

Is  Welcomed  by 

Acts  and  Agents 
(Continued  from  page  99) 

own  into  tlie  glare  of  uninfluenced  produc- 
tion, they  work  the  additional  shows  and 

take  the  additional  profits  in  training  and 
coin  of  the  realm,  then  seek  more  time  of 
the  same  type. 

Acts  prefer  to  sing  their  one  best  song 
or  do  their  best  dance  and  have  it  over 

wdth,  dispensing  with  the  building-up  ma- 
terial vaudeville  insisted  upon.  They 

discern  that  a   rating  based  upon  their  best 
effort  is  a   superior  rating.  They  see  ahead 

of  them  the  goal  they  thought  permanently 
obscured  by  the  dull  cloud  of  vaudeville 
inefficiency  and  dissension. 

Standards  Different 

Picture  theatre  standards  for  acts  are 

different.  The  audience  is  a   family  audi- 
ence, demanding  clean  material  with  merit. 

Song  and  dance  are  the  choice  merchan- 
dise. Comedy,  particularlv  the  oral  stuff, 

simply  doesn’t  belong.  The  pictures  are 
better  than  any  staged  drama  can  be — so 

sketches  are  out.  Scenic  display  is  effec- 

tive hut  it’s  got  to  be  good.  Technical “nifties”  go  big. 

The  practice  of  staging  the  pit  band,  or 
another,  for  the  stage  period  of  the  show, 
is  not  the  freak  success  a   good  many 

believe  it  to  be.  In  the  big  auditoriums 

it  is  necesary  for  the  music  to  back  up 
the  entertainment  if  it  is  to  reach  the  far 

corners. 
“Names”  In  Making 

W'hile  matters  are  progressing  rapidly 
and  a   bit  fitfully  toward  settlement  of  the 

presentation  business  upon  a   firm  basis 
exhibitors  are  not  overlooking  the  impor- 

tance of  indexing  the  acts. 

Repeat  stands  do  mean  something— a 
whole  lot — in  the  case  of  the  popular 

presentation.  The  name  of  Waring’s 
Pennsylvanians,  for  instance,  is  box  office 

magic.  There  are  a   few  others,  in  every 

case  being  acts  that  have  made  their  way 
in  presentation  by  sheer  force  of  merit. 

More  are  being  made,  of  course,  con- stantly. 

Chicago  Is  Center 

Another  aspect  of  the  presentation  busi- 
ness confusing  to  the  less  observant  is  the 

natural  centralization  of  the  “industry”  in 
Chicago,  considered  almost  an  outpost  in 
vaudeville  and  production  realms.  Chicago 

is,  in  fact,  the  birthplace  of  the  most  sub- 
stantially successful  of  all  presentation — 

the  Balaban  &   Katz  brand — and  the  site 

of  more  first-line  theatres  than  any  other 

city  in  the  world.  The  big  presentation 

boom  started  in  Chicago — the  B.  &   K. 
union  with  Famous  Players  resulting  in 

part  from  that  or^nization’s  success  in 
modern  theatre  direction — and  the  im- 

portant new  things  in  presentation  are  done 
in  Chicago  first. 

“INDIAN  LOVE  CALL” 
Miniature  Presentation 

CREATED  BY  AWAN 

The  success  of  “Rose  Marie”  was  principally 

due  to  the  melody  of  "Indian  [yove  Call.”  The 
following  is  devised  to  present  this  melody  in  a 
unique  fashion  that  is  nevertheless  simple  to  stage. 

Setting  depicts  a   tepee  with  a   river  in  the  back- 
ground and,  on  the  other  side,  distant  hills. 

Neither  river  nor  sky  has  a   touch  of  paint,  but 
are  left  white. 

The  opening  of  the  action  is  at  evening.  Or- 

chestra or  organ  can  give  a   solo  of  "Rose  Marie” 
or  can  do  a   long  introduction.  As  musical  cue 

is  given,  girl  starts  to  sing,  red  baby  spot  dims 
on  very  slowly  and  blue  foots  dim  out,  revealing 
her  through  the  scrim  part  of  the  tent.  She  sings 
the  song  straight  through  to  the  end.  During 
entire  song  the  lights  back  of  the  drop  are  chang- 

ing, giving  the  effect  of  dawn. 

GROUND  PLAN  OF  SET 

Drop  is  placed  down  in  one.  Directly  back  of 
this  the  tent  masking.  Three  poles  (B)  forming 
a   triangle  at  the  floor  converge  at  top,  marked 

(D).  Poles  are  cut  at  point  where  they  cross. 
The  two  outer  poles  are  placed  directly  beliind 
the  painted  poles  of  the  tepee  in  the  drop.  This 
triangle  must  fit  the  shape  of  the  tepee  and  must 
be  placed  firmly  against  drop  so  that  no  light 
will  filter  through  from  sides  or  front.  Heavy 
canvas  (C)  is  hung  over  the  three  poles  and  a 
baby  spot  is  hung  from  the  tops  of  the  poles. 
Behind  the  triangle  is  (A)  a   strip  light,  blue. 

which,  placed  on  two  chairs,  reflects  through  the 

drop. 

SKETCH  NUMBER  ONE 

Drop  of  bleached  light  weight  muslin  12  feet 
wide  and  14  feet  high.  This  is  masked  off,  only 
10  feet  width  and  12  feet  height  showing. 

EXPLANATION  OF  FIGURES 

A — ^Transparency  for  water  effect. 
B — Transparency  for  sky. 

C — Distant  mountains,  thoroughly  opaqued. 
D — Foreground,  thoroughly  opaqued. 

E — Scrim  inset,  stretches  from  top  of  lower 
decoration  to  upper  decoration  and  from  side  to side  of  tepee. 

Sides  of  tepee  must  be  painted  in  heavy  line 
and  tlioroughly  opaqued  so  that  the  joining  of 

scrim  and  muslin  will  not  be  seen  when  the  light's are  thrown  from  behind.  Seams  must  be  sewed 

in  the  opaqued  ground  and  horizontally,  so  that 
they  will  not  show  in  the  transparencies.  The 
transparencies  are  sized  but  not  painted. 

LIGHTING  TREATMENT 

At  opening  blue  foots  on  full,  or  blue  flood 
from  booth.  Also  blue  strip  on  full,  and  blue 
overhead.  At  voice  of  singer,  dim  blue  foots  out 
slowly  and  dim  on  red  baby  spot.  Then  very 
slowly  dim  on  to  full  green  overhead,  and  dim 
out  blue  overhead.  Then  dim  on  to  full  purple 
overhead  and  dim  out  green  overhead. 

During  the  entire  act  have  stcreopticon  water 
effect  thrown  on  water  from  back  of  the  drop. 
If  you  have  a   greater  load  in  the  green  strip 
tlian  anywhere  else,  the  overhead  lights  will 
merely  tinge  the  water  effect  to  a   slight  degree, 
giving  a   beautiful  effect.  The  transitions  in 
color  must  be  very  slow  or  the  effect  will  be  lost. 

If  timed  properly  the  purple  should  reach  its 
maximum  as  the  singer  finishes.  As  the  drummer 
n'ls  a   gong,  kill  all  lights  and  drop  curtain. 

Do  not  give  an  encore,  but  go  right  into  pic- 
ture. The  effect  will  be  lost  if  you  allow  the  au- 

dience to  see  it  again.  If  handled  properly  the 
mountains  and  the  tent  will  appear  in  silhouette, 
and  with  the  singer  seen  through  the  scrim  an uinisual  act  can  be  presented. 
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New  Methods  Rule 
Theatre  Business 

(Conlhiued  from  page  103) 

To  my  mind,  there  is  no  business  which 

requires  harder  work,  nor  a   stronger  appli- 
cation o£  real  intelligence  than  the  the- 
atrical business,  and  which  at  the  same 

time  promises  and  gives  larger  returns  to 

those  who  will  constantly  keep  in  mind  the 

basic  facts  and  add  the  other  ingredients  of 

work  and  brains.  The  theatre  man,  and 

most  of  all  the  motion  picture  showman, 

must  really  be  more  on  the  alert  in  analyz- 
ing his  affairs  more  constantly  than  his 

fellows  in  any  other  line  oS  endeavor, 

because  his  line  is  really  different  from  all 

the  rest. 

Performance  Varies 

For  instance,  if  a   man  is  erecting  a   steel, 

brick  or  stone  building  in  Dallas,  his  friend 

in  Baltimore  putting  up  a   similar  structure 

orders  all  his  material  approximately  the 

same,  with  perhaps  varying  specifications 
here  and  there.  But  an  act,  a   show  or  a 

presentation  that  was  a   riot  in  Dallas  might 

prove  a   fiop  in  Baltimore.  This  to  a   certain 

degree  is  true  of  motion  picture^.  That 

comparison  may  be  a   rather  wide  one,  and 

the  relations  may  be  minimized  by  proper 

study  and  action.  Nevertheless,  the  fact 
remains. 

Just  as  it  is  with  the  individual  who  has 

much  latent  ability  and  power  beyond  that 
which  he  is  actually  using  in  his  daily  life, 

so  it  is  with  the  average  motion  picture 

theatre.  It  is  capable  of  far  greater  devel- 
opment as  to  scope,  business  and  entailing 

net  profits  than  can,  perhaps  be  seen  or 
realized  at  the  moment  of  visualization. 

From  application  of  strict  and  substantial 
business  methods,  coupled  with  the  same 
old  hard  work  and  intelligence,  it  would 

be  a   safe  and  sure  prophecy  that  the  results 
would  be  seen  in  the  box  office  and  on  the 

right  column  of  the  ledger. 

Shows  Are  Commodities 

A   theatre  owner,  and  especially  so  the 

picture  theatre  owner,  has  something  to 

sell,  just  as  much  as  any  merchant  in  his 
city.  There  is  just  as  much  reason  for  his 

building  up,  firmly  establishing  and  keeping 

a   clientele  as  there  is  for  a   banker,  a   furni- 
ture dealer,  or  a   druggist  to  do  this.  He 

must  know  what  his  trade  wants,  just  as 

much  as  any  of  the  others.  When  he  does, 

he  can  profit  accordingly  and  place  his 
business  on  a   still  firmer  foundation. 

There  are  two  expressions  which  many 
business  men  seem  to  dwell  on,  but  they 

receive  no  response  in  my  mind :   "my  com- 
petitors’’ and  “selling  the  idea."  My  liought 

on  the  first  is  to  forget  so-called  competi- 

tors and  apply  that  same  energy  to  one’s 
own  affairs.  On  the  second,  educate  in  a 

lucid  way  and  then  actually  sell  the  com- 
modity. Too  many  of  us  are  worrying 

about  our  competitors  and  about  selling 
ideas,  when  with  the  proper  amount  of 

energy  and  thought  ono  can  actually  bring 

home  the  real  order,  whether  selling  loco- 
motives, refrigerators  or  tickets  for  a   good 

show. 

Seat  Filling  Is  Problem 

The  owner  of  a   theatre,  motion  picture 

cr  other,  knows  the  exact  number  of  seats 

in  his  house.  He  therefore  knows  approxi- 
mately how  much  he  can  take  in,  all  things 

being  equal,  on  certain  days.  He  can  also 

tell  from  his  daily  sheet  what  his  customers 
do  or  do  not  like,  either  in  the  way  of 

pictures  or  stage  attractions,  and  be  gov- 
erned accordingly.  The  big  thing  for  him 

to  do  is  to  figure  out  the  way  to  fill  the 

emptj'  seats  the  times  they  should  be  filled. 
A   great  deal,  of  course,  is  in  the  proper 

method  of  advertising,  which  is  absolutely 
necessary.  But  more  in  fact,  depends  Upon 
the  kind  of  show  he  gives  his  patrons. 

There  is  no  special  set  of  rules  for  play- 

ing the  business  game — just  a   simple  appli- 

cation of  substantial  methods,  after  a   care- 
ful review  of  basic  facts  and  a   knowledge 

of  what  a   healthy  business  is  or  should  be, 

is  acquired.  There  are  few  business  enter- 
prises that  cannot  be  made  larger  or  more 

profitable.  The  difficulty  is  the  will  so  to 

do.  The  power  to  get  down  to  real  busi- 
ness methods  is  often  absent.  But  where 

these  qualities  are  present  and  pushed  with 

vim  and  vigor,  failure  to  improve  condi- 
tions, be  they  good  or  bad  at  the  start,  is 

impossible. 

Organ  Solos  Are 
Good  Presentation 

(Continued  from  page  101) 

son,  in  many  instances,  with  the  pur- 

chase price  of  a   beautiful  home.  Why 

shouldn’t  the  exhibitor  realize  to  the 

fullest  extent  upon  this  investment  and 

consider  it  as  important  as  his  invest- 
ment in  his  theatre  building?  Exhibitors 

are  buying  larger  unit  organs  this  year 

than  ever  before.  I   know  this  to  be 

true  because  several  of  the  largest  or- 

gan factories  are  refusing  many  orders, 

are  increasing  the  capacity  of  ̂their 

plants  and  are  refusing  to  do  “rush work’’  on  the  completion  of  organs. 

Organ  Box  Office  Attraction 
Exhibitors  know  that  the  organ  has 

come  into  its  own,  has  finally  reached 

the  position  it  deserves,  and  has  become 
a   box  office  attraction.  Theatre  patrons 

demand  it  not  only  as  an  accompani- 
ment to  the  motion  pictures  but  recog- 

nize in  the  organ  facilities  for  doing  the 
unusual.  This  is  the  jazz  age  of  unusual 

happenings,  and  the  theatregoing  public 
is  educated  to  expect  the  unusual. 

The  possibilities  of  most  unit  organs 
are  unlimited  for  the  purpose  of  doing 

work  on  them  worthy  of  special  attrac- 

tion, and  one  of  the  best  media  for  at- 
tracting audiences  and  varying  the  bill 

of  motion  pictures  is  the  organ  solo, 
elevated  to  the  value  of  a   presentation 
act  of  merit. 

Receipts  Rule 
Exhibitors  measure  the  value  of  their 

entertainment  by  the  amount  of  their 

receipts.  Receipts  measure  the  value  of 
satisfaction  of  customers.  Acts,  special- 

ties and  stage  features  have  been  con- 
fined to  the  immediate  glare  of  the  foot- 

lights until  recently.  But  in  the  larger 

cities  “the  unusual"  has  become  manifest 
in  the  person  of  the  solo  organist.  The 

organ’s  unlimited  facilities  at  the  finger- 
tips of  the  organist,  coupled  with  his 

ability,  the  knowledge  of  what  to  pre- 
sent for  a   solo  f obtained  by  studying  the 

audience’s  preference),  a   pleasing  per- 
sonality together  with  the  ability  to 

“sell”  the  solo  to  the  audience,  enable 

the  organist  further  to  elevate  himself 
in  the  eyes  of  his  audience,  and  make 

the  organ  as  a   solo  feature  pay  for  it- self. 

Exhibitors  realize  also  that  exploita- 
tion and  publicity  in  connection  with  a 

meritorious  organ  solo  and  a   capable 

organist  mean  an  additional  attraction 
which  enhances  the  popularity  of  the 

organist,  promoting  the  patrons’  admira- 
tion for  him  and  an  almost  “speaking  ac- 

quaintance" which  goes  a   long  way  in 
making  theatre  patrons  feel  at  home. 

The  foremost  organists,  of  course,  em- 
ploy original  and  novel  ideas  for  their 

organ  solos,  which  feature  has  become 

as  valuable  a   part  of  the  program  as 

any  other  presentation  act.  Numerous 
ideas  for  organ  solos  have  been  used 

effectively  in  concert  work,  demonstra- 
tions of  the  organ  both  in  serious  and 

comedy  moods,  extremely  clever  original 
numbers  in  verse  set  to  original  music, 

medleys  of  songs  with  parodies  hav- 

ing a   humorous  story  or  situation,  popu- 
lar song  slides  with  or  without  special 

prologue,  interlude,  or  other  special  ar- 
rangement and  stage  tableaux.  These 

furnish  a   world  of  original  and  novel 
ideas  for  organ  solos. 

To  the  organist  who  personally  has 

the  ability  to  create,  these  are  but  step- 
ping stones  to  a   higher  firmament  in  the 

presentation  of  still  more  valuable  solos. 

I   cannot  fathom  the  result  of  the  rapid 
strides  made  by  organists  in  elevating 
their  profession  to  one  of  the  most 

praiseworthy  and  leading  features  of  the 
motion  picture  theatre.  But  I   can  an- 

alyze the  pleasure  of  the  exhibitor  who 
has  a   modern  unit  organ  and  who  re- 

alizes the  full  value  of  the  instrument 

is  being  utilized  by  his  featuring  his  or- 
ganist in  solo  work  as  an  attraction 

and  who  is  getting  good  results.  His 
organist  at  last  has  an  opportunity  to 
make  something  of  himself,  to  become 

popular  with  his  audiences,  has  a   greater 
incentive  for  work,  and  a   future  to  look 
forward  to. 

All  this  rneans  increased  efficiency, 

and  the  exhibitor  never  loses  sight  of 
the  fact  that  his  patrons  are  more 

pleased,  bring  in  more  dollars,  which  ul- 
timately build  his  newer  and  finer  the- 

atres, buy  larger  organs  which  he  fea- 
tures more  than  ever,  and  employs  more 

real  and  capable  organists  to  further  his interests. 

Unfits  Are  Increasing, 

Says  Ed.  M.  Morse 
(Conthiiicd  from  page  101) 

ent  capital,  knowledge,  resource  and  hon- 
esty to  advantageously  handle  the  ever 

increasing  demands  for  desirable  talent. 
Competition  among  booking  offices  is  keen. 

Many  are  over-zealous,  directly  causing 
the  theatres  severe  losses. 

Production  managers  and  directors  are 

possibly  in  a   large  way  responsible  for  the 
fact  that  stage  shows  are  not  always  all 

that  could  be  expected.  Too  often  a   man- 
ager secures  his  talent  from  a   booking 

source  that  is  not  entirely  trustworthy  and 

has  not  through  past  performance  proved 

itself  capable  of  distinguishing  and  de- 
termining the  true  quality  and  value  of  a 

stage  attraction.  In  such  cases  invariably 
the  state  entertainment  soon  runs  below 

par,  with  an  instantaneous  setback  at  the 
box  office. 

Discrimination  Necessary 

If  the  manager  seeking  talent  will  sup- 
port and  accept  attractions  offered  by  one 

of  those  booking  offices  that  are  cognizant 
of  the  needs  and  conditions  existing  in  the 

cinema  theatre,  the  basic  cause  of  serious 

flaws  in  productions  will  be  eliminated. 

When  one-tenth  of  the  time  that  is  spent 

by  the  attraction  buyer  in  consideration  of 
one  act  is  devoted  to  the  study  of  the 

booker,  far  less  study  of  box  office  fail- 
ures will  be  required. 

Clarence  Thompson  Signs 
(Special  to  the  Herald) 

SAN  FRANCISCO.  May  25.— Clarence 

Thompson  of  the  “Student  Prince”  com- 

pany recently  signed  a   contract  with  Fan- 
chon  and  Marco  and  will  sing  at  the  thea- 

tres in  which  they  show  presentation  acts. 
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Anniversary  cheer,  appropriately  permeating L   these  offices  on  the  occasion  of  the  Eleventh 

Anniversary  of  Exhibitors  Herald,  this  year  ex- 

tends to  “Better  Theatres”  which  likewise  passes  a 
new  milestone  in  its  career.  “Better  Theatres”  takes 
this  opportunity  to  pledge  itself  to  a   continuation 

of  the  Herald  policies  of  service  to  the  industry 
and  its  readers. 

In  completing  its  third  year  of  specialized  en- 
deavor covering  matters  of  theatre  construction, 

equipment,  operation  and  maintenance  the  staff  of 

“Better  Theatres”  desires  to  voice  its  acknowledg- 

ment of  the  unfailing  support  which  has  made  pos- 
sible the  remarkable  gro^vth  which  this  section  has 

enjoyed. 

The  first  issue  of  “Better  Theatres”  appeared  as  a section  in  Exhibitors  Herald  of  May  26,  1923.  It 
comprised  a   total  of  28  pages  and  its  advertising  col- 

umns carried  the  announcements  of  25  companies. 

The  May,  1926  number  of  “Better  Theatres,”  ap- 
pearing imder  its  own  cover,  carried  a   total  of  60 

pages.  Seventy-four  representative  manufacturers 
of  theatre  equipment  and  service  carried  advertise- 

ments in  this  issue. 

“Better  Theatres”  Passes 
Third  Milestone  a   Success 
Leading  Construction  and  Equipment  Paper  Published  as 

Section  II  of  “Herald^’  Gives  Trade  Exclusive  Service 

By  H.  E.  HOLQUIST 

Remarkable  things  have  happened  in  this  industry  during  the  past  three  years.  We’ve  been  build- 
ing theatres  for  more  than  a   decade,  hut  never  has  the  present  hurst  of  speed  nor  the  magnificence  to 

today’s  playhouses  been  approached.  The  rate  of  theatre  construction  has  Been  so  rapid  that  the  theatre 
line  of  building  has  advanced  from  a   bottom  position  to  twelfth  in  the  scale  of  total  building  operations 
for  the  nation. 

That’s  going  some.  And  the  end  isn’t 
in  sight. 

This  year  theatre  owners  are  going  to 
spend  more  money  for  theatre  building 
than  ever  before.  About  $250,000,000.  In 

1923 — the  year  in  which  the  “Better  The- 
atres” section  of  the  Herald  was  launched, 

the  building  figures  were  $99,963,800.  In 
1924  they  had  mounted  to  $118,119,168,  and 
in  1925  to  $226,782,243.  What  they  will  be 

next_  year  isn’t  even  a   difficult  guess  after considering  the  consistent  increase  which 
the  foregoing  figures  indicate. 

^   Realizing  the  tremendous  importance  of 
ffiis  building  wave,  and  the  many  problems 

it  must  involve  for  the  country’s  theatre 
owners,  Martin  J.  Quigley  foresaw  the  need 
for  a   publication  which  would  devote  itself 
intimately  and  expertly  to  this  phase  of  the 

motion  picture  industry’s  growth.  The  re- 
sult V(/as  that  in  May,  1923,  Quigley 

announced  the  first  issue  of  “Better  The- 
atres” as  a   further  Herald  service  and  en- 

terprise to  meet  the  new  conditions.  “This 
new  section,”  Mr.  Quigley  declared,  “is 
dedicated  to  the  purpose  of  fostering  and 
promoting  the  subject  of  better  theatres. 

Every  detail  of  theatre  construction,  dec- 
oration and  equipment  will  be  discussed 

in  an  interesting  and  informative  manner. 
The  word  of  experts  only  will  be  heard. 
This  monthly  section  will  be  an  authorita- 

tive guide  to  the  theatre  man,  giving  him 
exact  information  on  what  he  wants_  to 
know  about  the  material  and  mechanical 

side  of  his  business.” 

That  “Better  Theatres”  filled  a   real  need 
among  theatre  owners  and  builders  was 

apparent  from  the  very  start  in  the  en- 
thusiastic response  which  greeted  it.  It 

was  welcomed  not  only  fay  theatre  men  and 

others  of  this  industry,  but  among  archi- 
tects engaged  in  theatre  design  as  well. 

Through  “Better  Theatres”  the  many 
problems  of  theatre  construction,  equip- 

ment and  operation  were  treated  in  a   man- 
ner never  before  attempted  by  any  of  the 

old-fashioned  equipment  departments.  The 
very  first  number  went  right  to  the  heart 
of  current  business  problems  with  articles 
on  such  subjects  as  theatre^  financing  by 
the  chief  executive  of  a   nationally  known 

bond  and  mortgage  company;  an  informa- 
tive discussion  of  sanitation  in  theatres  by 

the  health  commissioner  of  a   metropolitan 
city;  an  article  on  theatre  seating  by  one 

of  the  country’s  foremost  theatre  archi- 
tects; a   story  on  the  selection  of  theatre 

sites  by  the  head  of  a   large  theatre  cir- 
.cuit;  articles  on  theatre  decoration  by  the 

art  director  of  Chicago’s  largest  playhouse ; 
photographs  and  stories  of  new  equipment 
and  devices  developed  for  theatre  use  and 
other  articles  of  informative  value. 

Since  then,  “Better  Theatres”  has  cov- 
ered every  department  of  the  theatre  from 

the  basement  to  the  roof  and  from  the  stage 

to  the  projection  room.  Every  new  devel- 
opment in  construction  and  engineering ; 

ne%v  items  of  equipment,  not  to  mention  nu- 
merous management  ideas,  have  been  pre- 

sented to  Herald  readers  through  its  col- 

umns. For  instance,  "Better  Theatres”  was 
first  to  describe  in  detail  the  new  “atmos- 

pheric” type  theatre,  which  has  gained  such 
popularity  in  the  last  two  years. 

Appreciating  the  great  opportunities  for 
theatre  development  in  smaller  towns  the 
subject  of  small  town  theatre  building 
has  always  occupied  an  important  place  in 
“Better  Theatres.”  In  this  connection  have 
been  presented  regularly  views  of  smaller 

theatres  and,  in  many  instances,  architects’ 
sketches.  The  subject  of  “standard”  the- 

atres, which  seems  to  hold  a   particular  ap- 
peal for  the  small  town  builder  has  also 

been  extensively  presented. 

Beginning  with  the  issue  of  January  31, 

1925,  “Better  Theatres”  was  published  in 
its  present  form  as  Section  Two  of  every 
fourth  issue  of  the  Herald.  As  a   separate 

paper,  “Better  Theatres"  was  made  even 
more  valuable,  inasmuch  as  it  enabled  the 
exhibitor  to  route  this  special  section  de- 

voted to  physical  problems  of  his  theatre 
to  his  entire  staff  personnel  which  would 
benefit  by  articles  on  music,  projection, 
management  and  other  relevant  subjects. 

In  connection  with  its  avowed  mission  of 

promoting  the  ideal  of  greater  and  finer 

theatres,  “Better  Theatres”  inaugurated 
several  service  features  of  outstanding  im- 

portance to  theatre  owners.  Notably  among 

these  is  the  “Exhibitors  Information  and 

Catalogue  Bureau.” 
This  service  department  of  “Better  The- 

tres”  undertakes  to  provide  expediently  for 
Herald  readers,  catalogues  and  literature 
upon  every  item  of  theatre  equipment 
through  the  simple  process  of  indicating 
the  equipment  by  a   number  on  a   coupon 

provided. 
At  the  present  time,  these  requests  com- 

ing from  theatres  of  all  sizes  and  in  all 
parts  of  the  country,  seek  this  service  on 
more  than  500  items  per  month.  More 
than  1,700  theatre  owners  have  used  the 
“Exhibitors  Information  and  Catalogue 
Bureau”  to  obtain  information  on  the  many 
items  of  equipment  in  the  past  three  years. 
Herald  readers  have  also  enjoyed  the 

benefit  of  the  knowledge  of  various  experts 
of  the  “Better  Theatres”  Advisory  Staff 
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Smooth 
Silent 

Compact 

Economical 

PERFECT  CURTAIN  MOVE- 
MENTS WITH  A.  D.  C. 

CURTAIN  CONTROLS 

The  operation  is  exceedingly  simple 

—merely  press  a   button  at  any  point  in 
your  house — at  your  booth,  organ  or 
wherever  you  desire!  Showmanship  of 
the  highest  calibre  is  assured  with 
A.  D.  C.  Curtain  Control. 

AUTOMATIC  DEVICES  CO. 
IV  N.  7th  St.,  Allentown,  Pa. 

THE  STABILARC  MOTOR 

GENERATOR— 
A   Decided  Improvement  in  the 

Theatre  Equipment  Field 

Full  particulars  on  the  new  Stabilarc 

will  be  sent  cheerfully — Write!  Used 
by  all  leading  theatres. 

SAMUELS 

QUIET DEPENDABLE 

ECONOMICAL 

bTAB 
17  N.  7th  St 

Fill 

Those  Seats! 
Are  there  more  seats  than 
patrons  in  your  theatre  ? 
A   distinctive  Marquise  over 
the  front  of  your  show  will 
help  fill  those  seats.  It  will 

gain  people's  attention,  and direct  it  to  your  current 
attractions.  It  will  give  your 
house  an  air  of  hospitality 
that  will  make  people  want 
to  come  in.  The  cost  of  an 
appropriate  ProBert  Mar- 

quise is  not  excessive. 
Write  us 

ProBert  Sheet  Metal  Co. 
MARQUISE  .   . •   XALAMEIN  DOORS 

COVINGTON KENTUCKY 

The  PERFECTION  RHEO- 

STAT is  the  ultimate  perfec- 

tion of  years  of  experience  in 

building  rheostats  for  projec- 
tion use. 

HOFFMANN  &   SOONS 
Contracting  Electrical  Engineers 

Moving  Picture  Theatre  Electrical 
Specialists 

522  First  Ave,,  New  York  City 

The  PERFECTION 
RHEOSTAT 

Scene  from  “The  Terror"  a   Universal current  release  starring  Art  Acord. 

from  time  to  time,  in  assisting  them  with 
information  on  problems  of  a   general  char- 

acter. Allied  with  “Better  Theatres’’  in such  an  advisory  capacity  are  prominent 
achitects,  engineers  and  theatre  executives. 

During  the  past  three  years  many  promi- 
nent authorities  have  contributed  articles  to 

Better  Theatres.”  Among  them  are  Nor- man M.  Stineman,  American  Society  of 
Civil  Engineers ;   John  Eberson,  theatre 
architect;  Frank  Cambria,  Balaban  &   Katz; 
H.  A.  Moore,  American  Bond  &   Mortgage 
Company;  Robert  Boiler,  theatre  architect; 
K.  L.  Simmons,  theatre  architect;  Dr.  Her- 

man Bundesen.  health  commissioner  of  Chi- 
cago ;   C.  W.  &   Geo.  L.  Rapp,  theatre  arch- 

itects; A.  L.  Powell,  Edison  Lamp  Works; 
F.  W.  Watson,  Professor  of  Physics,  Uni- 

versity of  Illinois;  G.  E.  Eichenlaub,  theatre 
^•"cbitect ;   H.  A.  R.  Dutton,  Exhibitors  Sup- 

ply Company;  Leon  H.  Lempert  &   Son, 
architects;  Henry  L.  Newhouse,  theatre 
architect ;   W.  S.  Hays,  Secretary,  National 
Federation  of  Construction  Industries ;   C. 
K.  Howell,  theatre  architect;  Colby  Harri- 
man,  presentation  authority:  Horace  L. 
Smith,  Jr.,  theatre  engineer;  Harry  Davey, 

^use  manager,  Wisconsin  theatre ;   C. Howard  Crane,  theatre  architect;  Clell  Jay,, 
projectionist ;   J.  F.  Christophel,  Director  of 
Public  Safety,  St.  Louis,  Mo.;  Claude 

gragdon,  F.  A.  I.  A.;  Albert  B.  Coppock, 
Balaban  &   Katz;  Alex  Keese,  musical  di- 

rector, Howard  theatre,  Atlanta ;   Linwood 
Curtis,  manager,  Plaza  theatre,  Worces- 

ter, Mass. ;   Iris  Vining,  organist,  Granada 
theatre,  San  Francisco;  Elmer  F.  Behrns. 
theatre  architect;  W.  M.  Potter.  National 
Lamp  Works;  Carl  W.  Maedje,  National 
Lam^p  Works;  P.  A.  McGuire,  International 
Projector  Corp. ;   E.  R.  Geib,  National  Car- 

bon Company ;   E.  F.  Ingram,  Ingram’s theatre,  Ashland.  Ala.;  Roger  M.  Hill,  U. 
S.  Army  Motion  Picture  Service ;   Harry  F. 
Storin,  manager,  Leroy  theatre.  Pawtucket, 

NV  ;   Virgil  G.  Marani,  Civil  Engineer; 

T   ■   Vatson,  Edison  Lamp  Works;  Harry L.  Wagner,  organist,  Empress  theatre.  Chi- 
cago ;   N.  E.  Durand,  theatre  specialist ; 

Preston  W.  Grounds,  Bilt  Rite  Manufac- 
Farnham,  National  Lamp 

Works;  Alfred  P.  Brown,  president,  B.  F- 
Reynolds  (^. ;   Fred  S.  Meyer,  Palace  the- atre Hamilton,  0. ;   Laurence  F.  Stuart, 
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Owners  of  America, 
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theatre  manager;  Fred  C.  Hinds,  Cresco 
theatre,  Cresco,  la.;  E.  G.  Blanke,  theatre 
architect;  Dr.  W.  H.  Glazer,  Philadelphia; 
James  D.  Kennedy,  manager,  Apollo  the- 

atre, Indianapolis;  N.  C.  Nussbaumer,  J.  H. 
Channon  Corp. ;   Harold  J.  Lyon,  organist, 
Legion  theatre,  Marshalltown,  la. ;   Harry 
Sigmond,  American  Composers,  Inc.,  and 
others. 

The  advertising  columns  of  “Better  The- 

atres” are  a   practical  encyclopedia  of  mod- 
ern equipment,  accessories  and  services  for 

the  theatre.  Among  the  representative 

firms  whose  advertisements  appear  in  “Bet- 
.   ter  Theatres’’  are  the  following: 
ACME  ELEC.  CONSTRUCTION  CO., 

407  South  Dearborn  St.,  Chicago,  111. 

FRANK  ADAM  ELEC.  CO.,  3650  Wind- 
sor Ave.,  St.  Louis,  Mo. 

ALEXANDER  FILM  CO„  3385  S.  Broad- 
way, Denver,  Colo. 

AMERICAN  SEATING  CO.,  14  E.  Jack- 
son  Blvd.,  Chicago,  III. 

AMERICAN  SILVERSHEET  CO.,  915 
Washington  St.,  St.  Louis,  Mo. 

D.  APPLETON  &   CO.,  35  West  32nd  St, 
New  York,  N.  Y. 

ARCTIC  NU-AIR  CORP.,  818  State  Lake 
Bldg.,  Chicago,  111. 

AUTOMATIC  DEVICES  CO.,  Allentown, Pa. 

BAUSCH  &   LOMB,  Rochester,  N.  Y. 
WILLIAM  BECK  &   SONS  CO.,  Highland 

Ave.  at  Dorchester,  Cincinnati,  0. 

BENTZ  ENG.  CORP.,  123  W.  Madison 
St,  Chicago,  111. 

BEST  DEVICES  CO.,  Film  Bldg.,  Cleve- 
land, O. 

BLIZZARD  FAN  SALES  CO.,  1514 
Davenport  St.,  Omaha,  Neb. 

BRANDT  AUTOMATIC  CASHIER  CO., 
Watertown,  Wis. 

Richard  Talmadge  in  his  new  F.  B.  O. 

picture  ‘"The  Better  Man."  Ena 
Gregory  is  his  leading  woman. 

BRAZEL  NOVELTY  MFG.  CO.,  1710 
Ella  St.,  Cincinnati,  0. 

J.  H.  CHANNON  CORP.,  223  W.  Erie  St.. 
Chicago,  111. 

J.  R.  CLANCY,  INC,  1010  W.  Belden 
Ave.,  Syracuse,  N.  Y. 

PETER  CLARK,  534  W.  30th  St..  New York,  N.  Y. 

P.  K.  CRAMBLET  ENG.  CORP.  286 Milwaukee  Ave.,  Milwaukee.  Wis. 
CUTLER  HAMMER  MFG.  CO..  12th  St. 

and  St  Paul  Ave.,  Milwaukee,  Wis 
DA-LITE  SCREEN  &   SCENIC  CO.,  922 W.  Monroe  St.,  Chicago,  111. 
DUPLEX  MOTION  PICTURE  INDUS- 

TRIES, Long  Island  City,  N.  Y. 
H.  DRYFHOUT,  744  S.  Wabash  Ave., Chicago,  111. 

EDISON  LAMP  WORKS,  Harrison,  New 

Jersey. EDWARDS  MFG.  CO.,  Fifth  and  Culvert 
Sts.,  Cincinnati,  Ohio. 

ENTERPRISE  OPTICAL  MFG.  CO., 
564  W.  Randolph  St.,  Chicago,  111. 

EXHIBITORS  PRTG.  SERVICE.  711  S. 
Dearbon  St,  Chicago,  III. 

FILMUSIC  COMPANY,  6701  Santa  Mon- 
ica Blvd.,  Hollywood,  Cal. 

FISH-SCHURMAN  CORP.,  45  W.  45th 
St.,  New  York,  N.  Y. 

GALLAGHER  ORCH.  EQUIP.  CO.,  3235 
Southport  Ave.,  Chicago,  111. 

GLOBE  TICKET  CO.,  122  N.  12th  Street, Philadelphia,  Pa. 

HALL  AND  CONNOLLY,  INC,  129 
Grand  Street,  New  York,  N.  Y. 

THE  HENNEGAN  CO.,  311  Genesee 
Street,  Cincinnati,  Ohio. 

HERTNER  ELEC.  CO.,  1900  W.  112th 
St.,  Cleveland,  Ohio. 

HEWES  &   COMPANY.  47  Meserole 
Street,  Brooklyn,  N.  Y. 

HEYWOOD-WAKEFIELD  CO.,  209 
Washington  Street  Boston,  Mass. 

HOFFMANN  &   SOONS,  522  First  Ave., 
New  York,  N.  Y. 

INDIVIDUAL  DRINKING  CUP  CO., 
Easton,  Pa. 

INTERNATIONAL  PROJECTOR 

NO 
SUMMER 
SLUMP 

The  GUARANTEED  Fan 

With  the  AEROPLANE-WOOD  Blade 

Food 

for 

Tliought 

Our  L4arch-Woo<i  blade  weighs  less  than 

a   pound  and  will  stand  the  load  of  a   150  pound 

‘man  without  bending  or  breaking!  Try  this 
on  a   steel  blade  and  see  what  will  happen?? 

Why  Not  Inquire  Of 
Home  Office 

BLIZZARD  SALES  CO. 
Omaha,  Nebraska 

'TAe  sign  0/ 

Recognized  Ventilation* 

or 

Your  Nearest  “BLIZZARD”  Distributor 

For  the  Best  in  VENTILATION 
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CORP..  90  Gold  St.,  New  York,  N.  Y. 
KLIEGL  BROTHERS,  321  W.  50th  Street, 
New  York,  N.  Y. 

KNOWLES  MUSHROOM  VENT.  CO., 
202  Franklin  St.,  New  York,  N.  Y. 

KOLLMORGEN  OPTICAL  CORP.,  35 
Steuben  St.,  Brooklyn,  N.  Y. 

LIBERTY  MUSIC  STAND  CO..  1960  E. 
116th  St.,  Cleveland,  Ohio. 

LINK  CO.,  INC.,  183  Water  St.,  Bing- hamton, N.  Y. 

MARR  &   COLTON  CO.,  Warsaw,  N.  Y. 
McAULEY  MFG.  CO.,  554  W.  Adams 

St.,  Chicago,  111. 

MAJOR  EQUIPMENT  CO.,  360  N.  Mich- 
igan Ave.,  Chicago,  111. 

MICHAEL  ANGELO  STUDIOS,  212 
Superior  St.,  Qiicago,  111. 

MILNE  ELEC.  SIGN  CO.,  189  Fifth  St., 
Wilwaukee,  Wis. 

MINUSA  CINE  SCREEN  CO.,  2665  Mor- 
gan St.,  St.  Louis,  Mo. 

MONARCH  THEATRE  SUPPLY  CO., 
1223  S.  Wabash  Ave.,  Chicago,  111 

ROBERT  MORTON  ORGAN  CO.  1560 
Broadway,  New  York  City. 

NATIONAL  POSTER  &   PRTG.  CO.,  729 S.  Wabash  Ave.,  Chicago,  111 
PROBERT  SHEET  METAL  CO..  21 West  8th  St.,  Covington,  Ky. 
PROJECTION  OPTICS  CO.,  203  State 

St.,  Rochester,  N.  Y. 
J.  F.  RANSLEY,  54  W.  Randolph  St,  Chi- cago, 111. 
Raven  screen  CO.,  1476  Broadway New  York,  N.  Y. 
RAWSON-EVANS  CO.,  710  W.  Wash- 

ington St,  Chicago,  III. 
HUGO  REISINGER,  11  Broadway,  New York,  N.  Y. 
B.  F.  REYNOLDS  &   CO.,  118  W.  Ohio 

St,  Chicago,  111. 
REYNOLDS  ELEC.  CO.,  2650  W   Con- 

gress St..  Chicago,  111. 

Scenes  /row  Herbert  Brenon’s  picturiza- 
tion  of  "Beau  Gest,"  a   Paramount 
production  which  has  just  been  com- 

pleted and  is  now  being  cut  and  titled. 

ROCKBESTOS  PROD.  CORP..  New 
Haven,  Conn. 

ROSCOE  LABORATORIES,  129  Third 
Place,  Brooklyn,  N.  Y. 

ROTH  BROTHERS  &   CO.,  1400  W. 
Adams  St.,  Chicago,  111. 

E.  H.  STAFFORD  MFG.  CO..  367  W. 
Adams  St.,  Chicago,  111. 

SUPREME  HEATER  &   VENTILATOR 
CO.,  1522  Olive  St,  St  Louis,  Mo. 

WHETHER  YOUR  NEW  THEATRE  IS  TO  BE 
LARGE  OR  SMALI   LET  OUR 

ENGINEERING  DEPARTMENT  PLAN  THE 
Heating  and  Ventilating with 

REYNOLDS  EQUIPMENT 
Let  your  patrons  enjoy  the  comforts  that  thousands  of  others  are  enjoying daily  in  theatres  equipped  with 

REYNOLDS  INSTALLATIONS 

B.  F.  REYNOLDS  &   co. 
118  W,  OHIO  ST. CHICAGO,  ILUNOIS 

KIDDIES  “MATINEE”  GIFTS 

100-GIFT  NOVELTY  TOYS  with  a 
5c  to  15c  retail  value— assorted  in 

a   box  for  only — $3.00 
Our  Catalog  offering  1.000  and  ONE 
kinds  of  novelties,  and  celebration  goods in  general  is  free. 
Send  for  BOTH  at  once,  and  let  us  intro- 

duce ourselves  to  your  entire  liking. 

BRAZEL  NOVELTY  MFG.  CO. 
30  Ella  St.,  Cincinnati,  O. 

TMLET  &   TICpT  CO.,  1015  W.  Adams bt.  Chicago,  HI. 
THEATRE  SUPPLY  CO.,  2100  Pavne 

Ave.,  Cleveland,  Ohio.  ^   ® 

THEATRICAL  POSTER  CO..  845 
Wabash  Ave.,  Chicago,  HI. 

TIFFIN  SCENIC  STUDIOS,  Tiffin  Ohio 
TRIMOUNT  PRESS,  INC,  113  Albany 

St.,  Boston,  Mass.  ^ 
TYPHOON  FAN  CO.,  345  W.  39th  St 

New  York,  N.  Y.  " 
UNITED  SCENIC  STUDIOS,  INC.  28 
West  Lake  St.,  Chicago,  111. 

E.  J.  VALLEN  ELEC.  CO.,  85  South 
Canal  St.,  Akron,  Ohio. 

VERB  SIGN  CO..  4543  W.  Lake  St,  Chi- 

cago, 111. WARNER  ELEC.  CO.,  319  N.  Church  St 

Kalamazoo,  Mich.  ’ 
C.  S.  WERTSNER  &   SON,  211  N.  13th 

St.,  Philadelphia,  Pa. 
WESTERN  UNIFORM  CO.,  202  S.  Clark 

St,  Chicago,  111. 
RUDOLPH  WURLITZER  CO.,  121  East 

Fourth  St.,  Cincinnati,  Ohio. 

F   itzpatrick-McElroy 
to  Erect  $500,000 
House  in  Muncie 

Construction  of  a   $500,000  theatre  in 

Muncie,  Ind.,  will  begin  within  a   week, 
according  to  Leonard  Sowar,  resident  man- 

ager for  the  Fitzpatrick-McElroy  theatres. 
The  building  will  be  built  by  the  Muncie 
Theatre  Realty  Company,  a   holding  com- 

pany which  is  financing  the  construction, 
and  the  theatre  will  be  opened  early  in 
December.  Rumors  of  the  proposed  build- 

ing have  been  current  since  the  purchase 
of  the  Star,  Strand,  Lyric  and  Columbia 
theatres  by  the  Fitzpatrick-McElroy  inter- ests last  winter. 

A   lease  of  ninety-nine  years  is  held  by 
the  theatre  realty  company.  M.  Margolis, 
an  Indianapolis  theatre  promoter,  opened 
negotiations  between  the  former  owners 
and  the  realty  company  and  it  was  agreed 
to  build  the  theatre  as  an  addition  to  the 
present  chain. 

Entrance  to  the  theatre  will  be  on  Mul- 
berry street.  The  theatre  will  have  a 

frontage  of  130  feet  and  will  extend  250 
feet  along  Adams  streets.  Exits  will  be 
on  Adams  street.  Approximately  ^5,000 
will  be  spent  on  a   ventilating  system  and 
an  organ.  Six  business  rooms  will  be  on 
the  ground  floor  on  Mulberry  street  and 
six  office  rooms  on  the  second  floor.  The 
theatre  will  seat  1,850.  The  building  will 
be  of  brick,  with  a   terra  cotta  front  and 
will  be  fireproof  throughout.  The  most 

modern  stage  equipment,  projection  ma- 
chinery and  seats,  will  be  installed. 

♦   *   » 

The  Switow  Theatrical  Company  has  se- 
cured a   site  at  the  corner  of  Vincennes 

and  First  streets,  Linton,  Ind.,  and  an- 
nounces the  proposed  construction  of  a 

modern  theatre  building.  The  company  , 
now  is  building  a   theatre  in  Washington, 
Ind.,  which  will  cost  $100,000. 

British  Exports  and 

Imports  of  Film  for 
3   Months  on  Decrease 

(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

WASHINGTON,  May  25. — British  im- 
ports and  exports  of  film  decreased  during 

the  first  three  months  of  the  year,  it  was 
announced  today  in  a   consular  report  from 
London.  The  fall  in  exports  amounted  to 
nearly  12,000,000  linear  feet.  The  fall  in 
imports  amounted  to  more  than  10,000,000 

feet. 
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Foiled 

s-s-s-s 

/«>  Curses -s-s 

Put  your  Summer  Pioflts on  Ice 
A   RE  you  thinking  about  the 

scorching  days  ahead? 

Wondering  whether  to  run  a 

half  schedule,  go  “dark,”  or  try 
to  limp  through  on  take-a-loss 
basis? 

Forget  it?  Put  your  summer 

profits  on  ice — now. 

Arctic  Nu-Air  puts  ‘"Old  Sol”  in 
the  background  by  keeping  your 
house  filled  with  cool,  refreshing 
air.  It  reaches  every  seat,  every 
corner,  with  a   breeze  as  fresh  as  a 

day  at  the  seaside. 

Arctic  Nu-Air  “brings  ’em  in” — 
off  the  hot  pavements,  out  of  the 

sweltering  buildings,  the  hotter  it 
is  the  faster  they  come. 

Seven  hundred  users  are  making 

summer  profits  the  Arctic  Nu-Air 

way.  Hundreds  of  letters  testify 
to  their  enthusiasm. 

Moderate  down  payment  secures 
installation.  Easy  payments  take 

care  of  the  balance.  “You  pay  as 

you  profit.”  Arctic  Nu-Air  is  not 
a   high  priced,  complicated  system, 

but  it  certainly  does  the  business. 

Mail  the  coupon  today. 

A.  Book  about 

Hot  Weather 

Profits — 

TODAY  is 

not  a   bit 
too  soon 

ARCTIC  NU-AIR  CORPORATION.  Dept  2 
818  State  Lake  Bldg., 

Chicago,  111. 

I’d  like  to  put  my  ‘‘Summer  Profits  on  Ice.”  Send 

your  illustrated  book  along.  My  house  seats       

House 
Dimensions: Name 

Length   - 
Width 

Theatre 

Height Address 
Balcony? 

Yes  □   No  □ 

City 

-State. 
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East  Asks  WoodhuWs  Re-Election 
Who  will  be  chosen  by  the  convention  as  the  president  of  the  Motion  Pic- 

ture Theatre  Owners  of  America  for  the  year  1926-27?  Ask  the  East  and  it 

says  R.  F.  Woodhull,  the  incumbent.  A   person  close  to  the  president  of 

the  national  exhibitors’  organization  declared  recently 

that  "Woodhull  would  accept  another  year  if  convinced 

the  organization  is  anxious  that  he  serve"  but  that 

"Pete  will  not  accept  unless  positive  it  is  for  the  best 

interests  of  the  organization." 

That  is  also  the  stand  of  a   dozen  others  who  have 

sincere  ambitions  to  become  president;  all  insist  that 

they  would  not  for  a   moment  seek  the  presidency  if 

there  was  a   possibility  of  disturbing  harmony  in  the 
organization. 

Such  is  the  situation  as  the  M.  P.  T.  0.  A.  goes  into 
convention  and  for  the  £rst  time  in  the  annals  of  the 

organization  there  is  little  or  no  hubub  over  the  elec- 
tion. R.  F.  Woodhall 

Contract,  Overseating 

Among  Session  Issues 
(Continued  from  page  32) 

mittee’s  suggestion  the  following  con- 
structive suggestions  of  the  Advisory 

Committee,  to-wit: 

1   The  establishment  of  a   one-year 
statute  of  limitations  preventing  the 

assertion  of  stale  claims  before  Boards 
of  Arbitration  and  limiting  such  claims 
to  those  which  have  arisen  within  one 
year; 

2   An  arrangement  whereby  Boards  of 
^   Arbitration  are  given  equity  power 
to  the  extent  of  restraining  anticipated 
breaches  of  contract  by  distributors  or 
other  exhibitors.” 
The  statement  was  signed  by  Charles 

L.  O’Reilly,  E.  V.  Richards,  W.  A Steffes,  R.  F.  Woodhull  and  Will  H 
Hays. 

Woodhull  “Not  Satisfied” 
That  President  Woodhull  stands  with 

Seider  on  the  contract  matter  is  evi- 
denced  by  the  following  brief  statement 
which  he  authorized  Seider  to  issue  from 
National  Headquarters: 

I   did  not  act  on  the  Advisory  Com- 
mittee as  the  President  of  the  Motion 

Picture  Theatre  Owners  of  America  but 
only  as  R.  F.  Woodhull,  an  exhibitor.  I 
am  not  satisfied  with  the  results  of  the 
conference,  but  it  was  the  best  obtainable 
under  the  circumstances.” 

Spirit  Nullified,  Says  Seider 

Seider,  who  is  probably  the  greatest 
authority  on  contracts  within  the  the- 
atre  owners  rank,  says  in  his  statement, 
which  follows,  that  the  spirit  of  the  uni- 

form contract  has  been  nullified: 
I   am,  to  say  the  least,  astonished  that 

the  distributors  were  successful  in  re- 
taining some  of  the  clauses  that  nullify 

the  spirit  of  the  Standard  form  of  con- 
tract.  We  refer  particularly  to  the  clause 
that  allows  the  distributor,  upon  finding 
that  pictures  turn  out  better  than  ex- 

pected, to  roadshow  them,  and  be  re- 
lieved from  delivering  them  to  the  con- 

tract holder.  This  clause,  no  doubt,  was 
inspired  by  an  unsuccessful  attempt  to 
big  brother’  theatre  owners  into  paying more  money  for  a   photoplay  that  they 
had  already  bought  and  contracted  for. 

“It  is  true  that  a   greater  majority  of me  clauses  added  had  been  withdrawn  The 
fact  remains,  however,  that  the  distrib- 

utors were  successful  in  retaining  the 
Particular  ones  they  really  wanted. 

The  contract  originally  agreed  upon 

was  a   fair  contract.  What  the  contract 

is  today,  I   cannot  say.  The  contract 
now  is  uniform  only  as  to  the  standard 

clauses.  The  added  clauses  are  all  dif- 
ferent. Almost  every  distributor  joined 

the  procession  in  adding  clauses;  Those 

already  not  on  the  band-wagon  joined 
just  prior  to  the  commencement  of  the 
Advisory  Committee  session.  I   do  not 

believe  there  are  two  contracts  entirely 
alike.  It  looks  very  much  as  if  Mr.  Hays 
in  all  sincerity  tried  to  bring  about  a 
uniform  contract  but  the  distributors  in- 

sisted upon  having  their  own  way. 

“Two  propositions  proposed  by  a 
member  of  the  Advisory  Committee 
benefit  the  exhibitor.  We  would  have 

preferred,  however,  that  the  original 
contract  would  have  been  given  a   fair 

trial  and,  upon  experience,  if  any 

changes  become  necessary,  to  make 
them. 

“I  shall  unbiasedly  report  the  entire 
situation  to  the  theatre  owners  at  the 

Los  Angeles  Convention  with  specific 

recommendation  so  that  the  delegates 
representing  the  members  of  the  Motion 
Picture  Theatre  Owners  of  America  will 

know  the  facts  and  have  an  opportunity 
to  take  the  necessary  steps  to  protect 
the  interests  of  those  whom  they  repre- 
sent. 

“In  the  interim,  there  is  nothing  for the  individual  theatre  owner  to  do  but 
to  refrain  from  buying  pictures  until 
after  the  convention.  If  he  must  buy 
pictures  immediately,  then  he  should 
shop  for  the  best  contract,  the  same  as 
he  does  for  the  best  product.  He  should 
also  base  the  purchase  price  on  the  pre- 

mise that  he  will  not  receive  all  the 
photoplays  that  are  sold  to  him  and  that 
he  contracts  for.  In  other  words,  he 
should  not  pay  for  cream  when  he  will 
receive  skimmed  milk.” 

LOS  ANGELES  NOTES 
{Continued  from  page  40) 

Warner  special  productions:  “Don  Juan,” 
“The  Better  'Ole',”  and  the  tliird  produc- 

tion that  hasn’t  been  announced.  This  will 
probably  be  “So  This  is  Paris!” *   ♦   ♦ 

Siegfried  Laemmle,  brother  of  Carl 
Laemmle.  president  of  Universal,  with  his 
wife  and  son,  has  left  for  Australia  after 

a   three  months’  visit  to  Universal  City. 
They  will  accompany  Mr.  Laemmle  on  his 
annual  European  tour. 

Stanley  Makes 

$1,000,000  Deal 
with  Jacob  Fox 
(Special  to  the  Herald) 

PHILADELPHIA,  May  25. — Jacob  Fox, 
owner  of  a   number  of  New  Jersey  theatres 
valued  at  $1,000,000,  a   few  days  ago  entered 
an  agreement  with  the  Stanley  Company  of 
America  whereby  the  latter  takes  control- 

ling interest  of  Fox’s  six  theatres  under the  terms  of  a   10  year  lease.  The  agree- 
ment also  provides  for  the  formation  of  a 

Fox-Stanley  corporation  of  New  Jersey 
with  Fox  getting  a   block  of  Stanley  Com- 

pany stock. The  William  Penn  theatre.  West  Phila- 
delphia, which  has  been  owned  by  Miller 

Brothers,  has  been  sold  outright  to  the 
Stanley  Company  for  $260,000.  Stanley 
Company  will  take  possession  July  1. 
MINNEAPOLIS,  May  25.— V.  D.  Olson 

has  purchased  a   five  town  theatre  circuit 
in  North  Dakota  formerly  operated  by  J.  A. 
Benz.  The  theatres  are  located  in  Driscoll, 
Moffett,  Napoleon,  Braddock  and  Kintyre. 
ROCKFORD,  ILL.,  May.  25.— W.  N. 

Van  Matre,  Orpheum  Picture  Company,  has 
completed  plans  for  a   million  dollar  picture 
house.  Ground  was  broken  last  week. 

MIAMI,  May  25. — Plans  were  completed 
last  week  between  Wolfson-Meyer  Theatre 
Enterprises,  Inc.,  and  Universal  whereby 
the  latter  acquires  50  per  cent  interest  in 
the  new  Capitol  theatre. 

DALLAS,  May  25.— The  Campbell  The- 
atres, Inc.,  operating  the  Connellee  theatre 

in  Eastland  and  the  Lamb  and  Liberty  the- 
atres in  Ranger,  purchased  the  new  theatre 

under  construction  by  the  Hodge  interests 
in  Eastland.  The  new  Strand  theatre  at 

Jonesboro,  Ark.,  will  be  started  in.  a   few 

days,  and  will  be  opened  early  in  the  Fall. 

ALBANY,  N.  Y.,  May  25. — Work  is  un- 
der way  for  a   new  motion  picture  theatre 

in  Rome,  N.  Y. 

Raise  Funds  to  Send 

Delegates  to  Meeting 

by  Charleston  Contest 
(Special  to  the  Herald) 

TORONTO,  May  25. — Massey  Music 
Hall,  held  a   crowd  of  3,000  persons  for 
the  Toronto  Charleston  championships 

which  were  staged  under  the  direct  aus- 
pices of  the  Ontario  Division  of  the 

Motion  Picture  Theatre  Owners  Asso- 
ciation for  the  purpose  of  establishing  a 

special  fund  for  the  sending  of  Ontario 
be  utilized  for  the  sending  of  Ontario 

representatives  to  the  M.  P.  T.  O.  con- 
vention in  Los  Angeles  to  bid  for  the 

1927  convention  of  the  association. 

Delegates  from  Toronto  for  the  Los  Angeles 
convention  included  J.  C.  Brady,  Madison  The- 

atre, president  of  the  Ontario  division;  H.  Alex- 
ander, Park  theatre;  J.  C.  Cohen,  Classic  theatre 

and  I^chess  theatre;  K.  Ginsler,  lola;  Sam 

Len^  Dundas  Playhouse;  Sam  Bloom,  Danforth, 
La  Plaza  and  Christie  theatres;  George  Lester, 
King  theatre,  and  Ray  Lewis,  secretary. 

Fred  Wehrenberg  Heads 
St,  Louis  Delegation; 

Ask  Booking  Combine 
(Special  to  the  Herald) 

ST.  LOUIS,  May  25. — Headed  by  Fred 
Wehrenberg  of  St.  Louis,  president  of  the 
M.  P.  T.  O.  of  Eastern  Missouri  and 

Southern  Illinois,  the  St.  Louis  district 

delegation  to  the  national  convention  de- 

parts from  Union  Station,  St.  Louis,  Sun- 
day, May  30.  The  delegates  will  urge  a 

nationwide  booking  combine. 
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Overbilling  Cause 

of  $25,000  Flop 
{Continued  from  page  103) 

ences  pay  to  see  and  that  stage  names 
mean  to  them  less  than  that.  Countless 

able  performers  have  been  victimized  by 

too-zealous  publicity  departments  since 

presentation  assumed  its  present  impor- 
tance. The  bands  referred  to  are  just 

the  outstanding  instances  of  victimiza- 
tion. 

Lack  of  co-operation  between  produc- 
tion and  publicity  heads  and  underlings 

is  the  principal  cause  of  the  trouble.  The 

secondary  cause  is  the  performers’  lack 
of  understanding  of  the  picture  theatre 
requirements  and  public.  Name  bands 

and  acts  have  been  repeatedly  disap- 

pointed with^  their  reception  in  picture 
houses,  and  just  that  often  have  disap- 

pointed those  who  paid  them. 

Until  the  billing  of  stage  shows  is 
made  consistent  with  the  value  of  the 

shows — no  matter  whether  they  be  band 
or  other  type  offerings — flops  will  con- 

tinue to  clutter  the  news  of  how  the 

shows  are  going.  Some  of  the  larger 
theatres  already  have  learned  this.  The 

others  will  learn  or  lose  money,  or  both. 

Acts  Seek  Time 
As  Vaude  Wanes 

{Continued  from  page  99) 

and  impossible  comics,  monologists,  tum- 
blers, jugglers,  animal  acts,  etc. 

Here  and  there  an  enterprising  booker 
occasionally  crashes  the  picture  house  line 
with  a   comic  single  or  a   dumb  act.  Comedy 
of  the  just  right  kind  is  not  wrong  for 
picture  time,  but  it  is  a   clever  comic  who 

learns  for  himself  what  is  just  right. 
Situation  Cloudy 

For  the  artists  the  work  situation  is  not 

good.  Lack  of  standardization  as  to  type 

and  quality  is  partly  responsible,  failure  of 

production  and  house  managers  to  determ- 
ine what  their  houses  need  is  partly  re- 

sponsible, and  for  the  rest  the  great  pic- 
ture public,  the  American  family  rules. 

Some  acts  belong:  some  do  not.  Some 

can  learn ;   some  can’t.  And  the  total  of 
available  time  for  acts  is  curtailed  as  vaude 

shuts  down  or  discontinues. 

Valyda  Succeeds  KeDy 
(Special  to  the  Herald) 

SAN  FRANCISCO.  May  25.  — Rose 
Valyda,  the  double  voiced  radio  girl,  has 

been  chosen  to  succeed  Nell  Kelly  at  Loew’s 
Warfield. 

“Monk”  Watson  in 
Strand  for  Week 

(Special  to  the  Herald) 

CUMBERLAND.  MD.,  May  25.— Donald 

“Monk”  Watson,  musician-singer-comedian, 
opened  at  the  Strand  here  yesterday,  set 

in  for  a   week.  Following  his  success  at 
the  Rialto,  Omaha,  Watson  went  into  the 
Lincoln  Square,  Decatur,  111.,  and  put  the 

house  and  the  town  more  firmly  on  the 
amusement  map  than  it  had  been  previous 
to  his  advent. 

From  the  Strand  here  Watson  is 

scheduled  to  go  into  La  Salle  Gardens, 

Detroit,  for  an  indefinite  engagement. 
Added  attractions  on  the  Strand  bill  are 

Marie  White,  step  single,  and  Mary  Jane, 

prima  donna.  All  the  acts  were  booked  by 
Phil  Tyrrell,  Chicago. 

Sissle  and  Biake 

Working  New  Find 
(Special  to  the  Herald) 

MINNEAPOLIS,  May  25. — Raymond 
Whiting,  18-year-old  negro  boy  dancer  of 
this  city,  has  just  been  taken  under  the 

multiple  wing  of  Sissle  and  Blake,  colored 

harmony  singers,  who  called  him  one  of 
the  most  skillful  dancers  of  his  age  they 

have  seen.  They  saw  his  work  when  they 
showed  at  the  State  theatre  here,  and 

they  immediately  engaged  him  for  the  rest 
of  their  tour  of  the  motion  picture  theatres. 

First  National 

Construction 
{Continued  from  page  42) 

stage  with  an  area  of  35,000  square  feet 

was  completed  in  half  a   day.  The  dress- 
ing rooms  were  framed  within  a   day. 

All  steel  trusses  for  the  carpenter  mill 

were  placed  within  four  hours. 

Famous  Players 

Construction 
{Continued  from  page  43) 

the  money  for  the  stock. 
Even  an  experienced  taxi  driver  was 

unable  to  find  the  barn  that  was  the 

studio — and  still  is  a   part  of  the  present 

one — when  Lasky  paid  it  his  first  visit 
from  New  York. 

Ethel  Wales,  now  a   character  actress, 

also  acted  then  and  in  ad.dition  was  cast- 
ing director,  bookkeeper,  general  office 

manager  and  secretary  for  De  Mille  and Lasky. 

The  business  of  moving  to  the  new 

26-acre  home  at  the  United  Studios,  sev- 
eral times  the  size  of  the  old  one,  will 

take  about  a   month’s  time. 
Even  the  settings  of  interior  scenes  of 

James  Cruze’s  romantic  historical  epic, 
“Old  Ironsides,”  are  being  constructed  at 
the  new  plant  and  when  Esther  Ralston, 
Wallace  Beery,  George  Bancroft,  Charles 

Farrell  and  Johnny  Walker  and  the 
other  players  return  temporarily  from 
Catalina  Island  they  will  work  there. 

Milton  E.  Hoffman,  executive  manager 
of  the  Paramount  West  Coast  studio,  is 

in  active  charge  of  the  moving  plans  al- 
though B.  P.  Schulberg  and  Hector 

Turnbull,  who  is  in  New  York  on  studio 
business,  also  will  be  kept  busy  during 

the  process  of  transfer. 

O/i,  What  I   Know 
About  Hollywood 

{Continued  from  page  62) 

the  first  one  to  occupy  space  on  the 

M-G-M  grounds.  Now  I   suppose  the 

other  stars  will  want  their  own  bunga- 
lows. 

And  speaking  of  M-G-M,  how  would 
you  like  to  meet  a   pay  roll  of  $75,000 

every  week  just  for  directors.  This  lot 

has  35  directors  and  that’s  what  the  total 
of  the  pay  roll  is. 

*   *   * 

The  Hal  Roach  studio  is  the  Mecca 

for  hundreds  of  visitors  and  they  all 

want  to  see  “Our  Gang”  working.  They 
are  somewhat  disillusioned  when  they 

see  Bob  McGowan’s  rascals  going 
through  their  rehearsals  more  or  less 

seriously,  because  it  all  looks  so  funny 
on  the  screen.  Here  is  one  studio  that 

has  branched  out  considerably  in  the 

past  12  months.  Roach  is  now  making 
pictures  with  big  names.  However,  the 

visiting  firemen  pass  up  the  sets  where 
Ethel  Clayton,  Lionel  Barrymore,  or 
Mabel  Normand  are  working  to  see 

“Mickey,”  “Little  Joe”  and  "Farina.” 
That  impecunious  old  gentleman  we 

just  passed  in  that  neat  but  inexpensive 
Star  car  was  once  the  owner  of  one  of 

the  largest  studios  producing  pictures  in 
America.  He  made  a   vast  fortune  when 

“the  industry  was  in  its  infancy.”  Then 
he  sank  it  into  picture  making  when  the 
art  had  advanced  beyond  what  he  was 

making  and  he  lost  it  all.  Now  he  is 

living  in  a   little  cottage  on  a   side  street 
and  his  Packard  motor  car  was  sold  for 

a   cheaper  make.  He  retains  the  same 
faithful  old  chauffeur,  however,  and 

hopes  some  day  to  come  back. 

Thus  the  picture  business  has  its  pa- 
thetic side  as  well  as  the  humorous. 

The  Studio — By  Martin  /.  Quigley 
{Continued  from  page  71) 

tion.  There  are  no  longer  grounds  for  the  accusation  that 
there  is  gross  waste  and  extravagance  in  the  studios  and 
anyone  making  such  a   charge  at  this  time  simply  does  not 
know  the  intricacies  and  difficulties  of  the  business  of  making 

motion  pictures.  Successful  pictures  can  never  be  made  on 
a   yardstick  and  time'clock  basis. 

The  only  means  for  holding  production  costs  within  rea- 
sonable limits  that  now  appears  practicable  is  for  a   further 

development  of  the  present  trend  toward  better  and  more 

stringent  organization  within  the  industry.  And  this  is 

coming  about.  One  indication  of  it,  which  has  been  noted 

above,  is  in  the  more  reasonable  regulation  of  players’  sal- aries. 
#   *   * 

The  American  studios  have  attained  a   swift  and  gruelling 

pace.  The  number  of  great  and  nearly  great  productions 

that  are  being  issued  appears  phenomenal  when  thought  is 

given  to  the  difficulties,  the  uncertainties  and  the  hazards 
of  the  business  of  making  motion  pictures.  The  public  is 

constantly  demanding  better  and  finer  pictures  and  that  de- 
mand is  being  met.  It  is  an  unfortunate  fact  that  a   really 

great  enjoyment  of  motion  pictures  is  lost  to  at  least  the 

majority  of  the  people  in  the  industry  by  being  so  close  to 

pictures  and  the  business.  Because  of  this  I   believe  that 

there  is  only  a   very  limited  realization  in  the  trade  of  the 

progress  and  betterment  that  has  taken  place  in  motion  pic- 

ture production. 
The  studio  is  the  mainspring  of  the  industry.  As  such  it 

controls  the  destinies  of  the  business. 

It  is,  therefore,  gratifying  to  the  whole  business  to  be 

able  to  see  at  this  time  evidences  of  the  unmistakably  healthy 

and  flourishing  conditions  that  exist  in  the  leading  American 
studios. 
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THE  THEATRE 
Q.AjDtpaHmmt  of  Practical  Shownumship 

You  Must  Break  Into 
the  Newspapers! 

The  best  way  to  break  into  the  newspapers  and  get  lots 
of  publicity,  says  a   well  known  New  York  politician,  is  to 
buy  a   newspaper  or  two. 

You  re  probably  saying  "So’s  your  old  man,’’  or  some  other  such 
phrase  of  the  vernacular  as  “The  guy’s  all  wet.” 

That  may  be  the  best  way  but  it's  not  the  cheapest.  Cor- 
lielius  Vanderbilt  bought  himself  a   little  newspaper.  It  had 
cost  him  a   million  and  a   half  already  at  the  last  report.  It may  be  more. 

Nevertheless  exhibitors  must  break  into  the  newspapers 
with  news  of  their  theatres  if  they  are  to  keep  the  bread and  meat  on  the  table. 

Just  before  Patrick  Henry  hurled  his  now  famous  challenge 
at  the  King  of  England,  “Give  me  liberty”  or  death,  he  had 
also  said  some  other  things  that  in  this  day  would  have 
brought  far  more  attention  to  him  than  they  did  at  that  time. 

Mr.  Henry  did  not  call  the  fifth  George  a   moron  but  he 
did  say  that  the  king  had  “degenerated  into  a   tyrant”  and 
some  other  things.  More  daring  among  American  newspapers 
today  would  have  quoted  the  great  Virginia  patriot  as  indict- 

ing the  morals  of  the  king.  But  that  was  hardly  the  case. 
The  Hanoverian  ruler  although  a   sort  of  dub  mentally  was 
very  well  liked  personally  and  highly  esteemed  for  his  morals. 

Press  Follows  the  Public 

But  American  newspapers  following  the  dictation  of  the  public 
offer  the  news  in  extremes.  Good  fortune  and  bad  fortune  is 
reported  m   the  columns  of  the  newspapers  but  seldom  if  ever indifferent  events. 

People  are  not  interested  in  the  indifferent.  Many  of  them 
see  themselves  as  surrounded  by  indifferent  affairs.  They  regard 
themselves  as  uninteresting  to  others.  They  fail  to  recognize  in their  own  sphere  that  which  is  interesting. 
Then,  rule  number  one  in  exploitation  in  newspapers  is  to 

determine  that  which  is  interesting  regarding  your  theatre.  Make 
the  most  of  it.  Let  the  world  know  about  it  in  the  best  way possible. 

You  may  regret  that  you  are  obliged  to  use  feminine  ushers 
rather  than  males  because  of  overhead  expenses.  Do  not  re- 

gret It.  Exploit  it!  You  may  be  surprised  to  find  how  many patrons  will  be  interested  in  the  fact. 

In  communities  the  theatre  being  an  important  public  institu- 
tion most  of  the  people  in  the  community  are  extraordinarily interested  in  the  doings  of  the  theatre.  It  is  a   matter  of  news 

to  them  if  Charlie  Chaplin  will  be  showed  Wednesday  night.  It IS  still  news  if  he  will  not  be  showed.  And  still  news  if  there 
will  be  no  show  Wednesday  night.  And  if  a   faithful  old  watch- 

dog that  has  been  at  the  theatre  at  nights  for  nine  years  and  a half  dies  that  becomes  news. 

Two  Big  Stories  Break 

Two  newspaper  stories  broke  a   few  years  ago  in  a   town  in 
Indiana  where  I   was  working  in  a   600  seat  theatre.  Both  would 
have  been  insignificant  perhaps  if  they  had  come  from  the  town's 
wagon  works  or  box  factory.  But  the  fact  that  the  theatre  was 
involved  aroused  interest.  People  are  more  alert  to  items  of entertainment  than  to  items  of  wagons  and  boxes. 

One  story  was  written  when  the  theatre  installed  a   now  ordinary 
washed  air  ventilating  system.  It  was  a   new  idea.  The  theatre 
was  the  first  building  in  that  town  of  35.000  to  adopt  it.  The story  ran  two  columns  and  a   half. 

The  other  story  was  a   continued  one.  The  source  was  con- 
tinued. The  management  was  asked  to  provide  a   place  for  some 

of  the  local  girls  to  have  a   party.  He  made  a   deal  with  them 
which  resulted  in  a   party  once  a   month.  Some  called  it  an  after- 
the-theatre  party,  others  a   backstage  party.  Whatever  it  was  it 
went  big. 

formed.  Family  was  the  name  of  the  house, 

pe  club  had  but  one  rule.  A   party  every  month.  The  girls brought  friends  to  the  theatre  and  stayed  for  the  party.  There 
was  plenty  of  music  and  dancing.  The  increase  in  attendance 
paid  the  management  for  the  improvement  and  extension  of  the stage.  Then  the  newspaper  stories  brought  more  business. 

He  Made  Things  Happen 

The  man  who  then  partly  owned  that  house  has  since  bought an  entire  chain  of  theatres.  If  news  was  scarce  at  his  theatre  he made  news.  He  made  things  happen. 

A   newspaperman  recently  asked  a   film  salesman  of  a   large 
company  “Why  do  you  make  so  much  money?”  The  answer  was Because  I   sold  close  to  $1,000,000  worth  of  contracts  during  the 
past  12  months.” 

If  your  commissions  were  5   per  cent  you  got  $50000  But 
you  didn’t.  Why  is  that?” 

Because  there  is  a   high  price  on  entertainment;  it  is  not  so 
hard  to  sell  a   million  dollars  worth  of  film  as  it  is  a   million 
dollars  worth  of  red  ribbon;  there  is  less  demand  for  that  value 
m   nbbon;  and  there  is  a   heavy  cost  in  production  of  this  enter- tainment. 

Few  people  are  acquainted  with  the  details  of  the  distribution 
of  film.  They  are  well  educated  regarding  production.  There  are 
many  facts  they  would  like  to  know.  Get  them  together  in  a 
story  and  give  it  to  your  local  newspaper.  The  city  editor  will be  glad  to  use  it. 

If  you  are  sufficiently  interested  in  such  an  article  already 
prepared  write  to  this  department  and  the  editor  will  probably permit  me  to  prepare  it  for  use  in  these  columns. 
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Miss  Kirby  entertcins  ehildrea  in 

her  glass  house. 

Exploitation  in  Glass  Houses 

PXPLOITATION  of  an  unusual  nature,  and planned  so  that  it  may  be  applied  to  any  pio 
iwe,  has  been  used  recently  in  several  California 
cities  in  connection  with  campaigns  on  Paramount 
attractions,  among  them  “Miss  Brewster’s  Millions” 
and  “That’s  My  Baby.” 

The  stunt  may  or  may  not  have  been  suggested 
by  the  wise  saying,  “People  who  live  in  glass houses  should  never  throw  stones.”  It  may  be said  at  least  that  the  idea  is  a   variation  of  that 

proverb. Briefiy  the  stunt  is  this:  The  show  windows  of 
a   department  store,  with  which  a   tie-up  has  been 
effected,  are  converted  into  a   two,  three  or  four- 
room  apartment.  In  this  glass  house  lives  a   girl. 
A   girl  from  Hollywood  was  the  performer  in  the California  campaigns. 

She  actually  lives  in  this  “Apartment  Unique,” as  it  is  termed.  She  eats,  sleeps,  has  visitors, 
enjoys  recreation,  such  as  golf,  and  entertains  the 
crowds  on  the  street  with  piano  music,  carried  to 
the  outside  by  amplifiers.  Each  room  of  the  apart- 

ment is  furnished  completely  with  merchandise 
from  the  store.  Twice  daily  she  appears  in  person 
at  the^  local  theatre  showing  Paramount  pictures. 

During  the  day  she  frequently  gossips  with  call- 
ers about  pictures,  stressing  the  name  Paramount, 

MIm  Kirby  tries  her  golf  with  a 
visitor. 

the  titles  of  Paramount  pictures  and  the  local 
theatre  at  which  she  is  appearing.  At  the  theatre 
she  talks  to  the  audience  about  Hollywood,  read- 

ing the  latest  news  from  the  Paramount  studios. 

In  the  campaigns  in  California  the  “Girl  in  the 
Glass  House”  is  Edna  Kirby,  who  has  appeared  in 
casts  with  Paramount  stars.  Some  idea  of  her 

daily  activities  is  given  in  the  following  program 
announcement  of  her  arrival  in  San  Francisco, 

where  the  wndows  of  Hale  Brothers’  store  were 
converted  into  a   glass  house: 

10:30  a.  m.— Miss  Kirby’s  arrival  from  Holly- 
wood at  the  Apartment  Unique. 

10:30  to  1I:0D  a.  m. — Unpacking  and  getting 
settled. 

11:00  a.  m. — Buying  the  new  Hoover  Sweeper. 
12:00  noon — Luncheon  in  the  glass  honse. 
1:30  p.m. — ^Rest  and  recreation. 
2:30  p.m. — The  art  lesson, 
3:30  p.m. — Buying  shoes  and  hosiery. 
4:30  p.m. — Preparation  for  dinner. 
6:30  p.m. — Dinner  in  the  glass  bouse. 
9:00  p.m. — Miss  Kirby  retires  for  the  night  in 

the  glass  house. 
Each  day’s  program,  of  course,  is  varied. 
A   similar-tie-up  was  effected  with  H.  C.  Cap- 

well  Company  of  Oakland.  In  this  store  a   four 
room  apartment  was  arranged  for  Miss  Kirby. 
Daily  at  3   and  9   she  appeared  at  the  American 
theatre. 

Throughout  the  day  crowds  jam  the  streets 
around  ̂ e  stores.  This  is  illustroted  in  the  pic- 

tures accompanying  this  article. 
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Six  Exploitation  Stunts  for  Six  Pictures 

the  week  the  film  was  shown,  result- 
ing in  the  sale  of  thousands  of  books. 

The  accompanying  photo  shows  the 
window  in  the  M’Crory  store. 

*   *   * 

"The  Bat”  which  United  Artists 

Now  in  the  Dutch  East  Indies  they 
do  things  up  right  when  it  comes  to 
exploitation.  Mr.  Hartmann,  owner 
of  the  Sirene  Bioscope  in  Soerabaia, 
Java,  had  three  most  extraordinary' 
geese  constructed  to  exploit  Univer- 

sal Pictures  Corporation’s  "The 
Goose  M^oman.” 

*   >(!  * 

During  the  recent  run  of  the  War- 

THE  BAT 
^   Novel  fh>m  {he  Vlayhy 
MARY  ROBERTS  RINEHART 

tf'  AVERY  HOPWOOD 

Mystery/  Comedy/  Romance/ 

/usl  Piiolished  52.00 

  EH 

Above,  the  photographs  of  Lon 
Chaney  and  Norma  Shearer,  adorn- 

ing the  windows  of  a   Longmont, 

CoL,  drug_  store,  exploited  "The Tower  of  Lies”  previous  to  its  show- 
ing at  the  Longmont  theatre.  The 

tieup  was  made  by  Metro-Goldwyn- Mayer. 

offers  in  cinema  form  was  widely 
known  as  a   stage  play.  Now  it  has 
been  put  into  the  form  of  a   novel 
and  published  by  George  H.  Doran 
Company.  The  book  sells  for  $2. 
Both  film  company  and  book  com- 

pany are  cooperating  in  obtaining 
tieups  through  the  country  with bookstores. 

ner  production,  "The  Night  Cry,” with  Rin-Tin-Tin,  Manager  Howard 
W.  Foerste  of  Warners’  State  thea- 

tre, Fifth  Avenue,  Pittsburgh, 
availed  himself  of  an  opportunity  to 
tie  up  with  five  and  ten  cent  stores, 
and  the  stunt  proved  profitable  both 
from  a   box  office  and  advertising 
standpoint.  Managers  of  Kresges, 
M’Crorys,  Woolworth  and  Kress’! jumped  at  the  chance  to  display 
copies  of  "The  Night  Cry”  and photos  of  the  dog  when  they  learned 
Rin-Tin-Tin  was  coming  to  the 
State  in  person.”  The  window  dis- 

plays were  installed  a   week  before 
the  picture  opened  and  also  during 

Watch  that  boat  rear!  It  is  the 
clever  means  used  by  G.  P.  Banniza, 
Fifth  Avenue  theatre,  Nashville, 
Tenn.,  to  exploit  a   picture.  "Lazy- 

bones” was  shown  by  Mr.  Banniza and  he  conceived  this  appropriate 
idea.  The  film  is  one  of  the  Fox 
Film  Corporation. 

A   masked  mystery  car  provided  a 
teaser  ballyhoo  for  the  Rialto  thea- 

tre, Alliance,  Neb.,  during  the  auto 
show  for  "Partners  Again— With 
Potph  and  Perlmutter,”  United Artists  film.  The  tieup  was  made 
with  the  Chrysler  agency  and  Man- 

ager J.  E.  Hughes  of  the  Rialto  re- 
ported that  the  stunt  caused  more 

comment  than  usual  stunts  and  pro- 
duced good  business. 

^   In  a   number  of  instances  automo- 
bile agencies  have  shown  a   willing- 

ness to  cooperate  with  exhibitors 
with  tieups  where  the  picture  and 
the  automobile  might  be  exploited 
with  one  ingenious  ballyhoo.  In  the 
effort  above  it  is  easy  to  see  that  no 
extravagant  measures  were  neces- 

sary. 
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An  Open  Letter  to 
Readers  and 
Contributors 
Anniversaries  are  scarce. 

Whenever  people  observe  them  it  is  customary  to  do  something 
away  from  the  ordinary.  It  is  more  ordinary  for  this  depart- 

ment to  print  letters  received  from  readers  than  to  print  a   letter from  the  department  itself. 

It  is  unusual  for  any  institution’s  eleventh  annual  observance. 
Eleven  years  in  one  theatre  perhaps  is  a   long  time.  Or  eleven 
years  in  long  pants. 

Another  cause  for  the  reverse  English  on  letter  writing  here  is 
the  hope  that  many  readers  who  do  not  contribute  will  be  im- 

pelled to  contribute.  Your  ideas  written  down  and  sent  to  the 
Herai-d  are  precious  pieces  of  manuscript.  Though  the  words 

may  be  brief  in  number  one  letter  usually  if  not  always  carries 
one  idea  at  least. 

Besides  providing  the  department  with  valuable  material  the 
great  good  that  these  letters  do  is  to  provide  other  theatre  owners 
with  suggestions  of  operating  a   theatre.  Then  each  letter  is  worth 
hard  cash  to  the  other  fellow. 

Many  a   dollar’s  worth  of  business  getting  ideas  are  crammed 
into  a   scrawled  out  handwritten  letter  of  20  words  that  comes  to 
the  Theatre  Department.  Poor  penmanship  does  not  matter.  Lack 
of  intellectual  training  is  the  bunk.  If  you  run  a   theatre  and  if 
you  make  even  a   meagre  living  that  way  you  know  plenty  about 
the  show  business. 

If  you  wrote  all  you  know  to  us  you  would  need  many  sheaves 
of  paper  on  which  to  write.  Write  down  one  idea.  It  repre- 

sents from  a   dollar  to  a   million  when  measured  in  the  good  it 
will  bring  other  exhibitors. 

If  you  can’t  write  at  all  draw  some  pictures  and  they  will  be transcribed  in  this  office. 

There  are  a   long  list  of  showmen  who  are  already  contributing 
and  whose  ideas  will  partly  compensate  you  for  your  effort. 
Among  them  are  Roy  Adams,  John  W.  Creamer,  Phil  Rand, 

Clark  Munson,  N.  T.  Thompson,  K   E.  Bair,  T.  S.  Wilson,  M.  J. 
Blair,  Fred  S.  Meyer,  Louis  Kramer,  Fred  Hinds,  David  J.  Lustig, 
H.  J.  Wallace,  Clem  Pope,  Howard  O.  Pierce,  ̂ rle  Hall  Payne, 

H.  G.  Olson,  Earl  D.  Massey,  E.  H.  Bubert,  and  Harry  Brown- 
ing. There  are  countless  others.  Maybe  you  will  note  important 

names  left  out.  No  attempt  has  been  made  to  list  all  of  them. 
But  in  the  past  two  weeks  contributions  have  been  received  from 
many  of  the  above  which  are  valuable  to  owners  of  theatres. 

Send  in  your  ideas! 
Yours  truly.  The  Theatre  Department. 

Norma  Shearer  Plays  a 
Favorite  in  Cameramen 

T_I  AS  Norma  Shearer  succumbed  to  an 

affectation?  Is  “the  perfect  grirl”  of 
the  screen  at  last  putting  on  a   “little  side" 
for  the  folks  like  most  of  the  other  girls 

do?  Most  likely  not,  but  it’s  a   fact  that 
Norma  Shearer  has  her  favorite  camera- 

man now. 

In  this  respect  she  is  just  like  Claire 
Windsor,  who  has  always  managed  to  have 

Percy  Hilburn  at  /the  crank  of  the  “box” when  she  works. 

Olcott  Says  Color  W ork 

Interferes  with  Effect 

SIDNEY  OLCOTT,  who  is  directing Richard  Barthelmess  in  “The  Amateur 
Gentleman"  for  Inspiration  Pictures,  is  of 
the  opinion  that  color  photography  in  mo- 

tion pictures  is  not  practicable  from  a 
dramatic  standpoint  because,  he  says,  it  in- 

trudes in  the  dramatic  action  of  the  story 
or  interrupts  the  persistence  of  vision  upon 
which  the  cinema  is  dependent. 

In  other  words,  it  detracts  from  what 

should  be  the  focus  of  the  spectator’s  mind. 
Any  sudden  color  appearing  on  the  screen 
immediately  has  a   tendency  to  distract  the 
attention  of  the  mind  through  the  eye, 
which  reaches  the  brain  quicker  than  any 

other  nerve.  The  basis  of  the  motion  pic- 
ture is,  after  all,  the  business  of  reaching 

the  brain  through  the  eye  and  telling  it  a 

story;  thus  any  interruption  to  this  "per- 
sistence of  vision’’  destoys  the  effect. 

Chicago  Tries 
Buster  Brown  Stunt 

Sixty-four  Chicago  theatres  have  entered  into  a   tieup  with  the Brown  Shoe  Company  of  St.  Louis.  Universal  Pictures  Corpora- 
tion plays  a   part  in  the  tieup  in  that  children  at  the  Chicago houses  will  have  an  opportunity  of  receiving  Buster  Brown  shoes 

each  Saturday  and  m   that  the  winner  of  a   city  wide  contest  will go  to  Universal  City  at  the  end  of  10  weeks. 
The  Davis  department  store  in  the  loop  has  also  entered  into 

the  tieup,  offering  accommodations  for  a   big  children’s  party  for all  entrants  in  the  contest. 

Almost  $10,000  has  been  estimated  as  the  cost  of  the  entire 
stunt.  Shoes  that  will  be  given  away  are  valued  at  $1  280  The 
Davis  store  plans  a   $3,500  party.  The  boy  and  girl  who  win  the contest  will  receive  a   $350  trip  to  the  Coast.  Trailers  of  200 
feet  of  film  shown  at  each  theatre  will  cost  approximately  $1,000. 

Part  of  the  expense  of  the  contest  will  be  shared  by  the  theatres 
which  will  pay  one  dollar  each  week  as  a   membership  fee. 
The  qualifications  of  the  winners  must  be  that  the  audience  votes 

them  most  nearly  corresponding  to  the  original  Buster  Brown and  Mary  Jane. 

Ashland  from  One 
Extreme  to  the  Other 

The  Ashland  theatre,  Kansas  City  suburban  house,  has  gone 
from  one  extreme  to  the  other.  Until  recently  the  theatre  did 
not  advertise  outside  its  own  lobby  and  the  program  consisted 
of  pictures  only  at  5   and  10  cents.  Then  the  management  adopted 
small  newspaper  advertising  and  some  vaudeville.  This  week  the 
theatre  is  carrying  extensive  newspaper  advertising,  five  acts  of 
vaudeville — and  a   liberal  story  gratis  in  daily  newspapers. 

Lanphier  Brings  Out 
Stenos  at  Newman 

In  conjunction  with  the  personal  appearance  of  Fay  Lanphier, 

“Miss  America,’’  another  effective  tieup  Nvith  the  Underwood  Type- 
writer Company  was  made  in  Kansas  City  this  week,  the  latter 

concern  using  a   three-column  by  half-page  ad  in  daily  newspapers, 

announcing  Miss  Lanphier  and  her  “personal  reception  of  stenog- 
raphers’’ at  the  Underwood  branch  office.  There  was  an  over- 
whelming percentage  of  “stenos”  at  the  Newman  this  week. 

These  costumes  were  created  by  W.  S.  Caldwell,  manager  of  Loew’s  Aldine 

theatre,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.,  and  helped  in  advertising  the  Metro  picture,  "The 
Devil’s  Circus.” 
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Exhibitors  House  Organ  Excheinge 
Entry  of  name  in  this  list  signifies  willingness  to  exchange  theatre  publications 

with  other  theatre  publishers  for  mutual  benefit. 

What  Showmen 
Are  Doing  to 
Get  Business 

A   phototype  survey  of  current 
exhibitor  business  effort,  with 

pictures  upon  the  accompany- 

ing pages. 

BAIR,  E.  E.,  Fail*  theatre,  Cujrahoga  Folia,  O. 
BLAIR,  M.  J.,  St.  Fraceia  theatre,  Son  Fran- 

elaeo.  Cal. 

BENDER,  A.  R.,  Oirmpla,  Cleretand,  Okla. 

BENTLEY,  FLOYD  E.,  Kelao  Anauaemont  Co., 
Kelao,  Wath. 

BROWNELL,  OSSIE,  Corthoge  ibeatrea,  CloTert- 
▼nie,  N.  Y. 

BROWNING,  HARRY.  Olympia,  New  Haren, Cone. 

BUBERT,  E.  Hi,  Metropolitan,  Morgantown, 
W.  Vo. 

BURNS,  FRANK  B.,  Orlando  Eoterprlaea,  Or- 
lando, Fla. 

CHRISTENSEN,  C.  R.,  Twin  Qty,  ChehaUa. 
Waah. 

COX,  ED.  F.,  Prlneeas,  Bristol,  Colo. 

DALEY,  THOMAS  S.,  Sehiee  Amaaement  Co.. 
GloversrlJle,  N.  Y. 

FAWKS,  E.  Li,  Photo  Phone,  Graford,  Tex. 

GARDNER,  HUGH  T.,  Orphetiin,  Neosho,  Mo. 

GAULT.  J.  C.,  AmerieoB,  Oakland,  Cal. 

GILL,  R.  A.  Strand,  Honey  Grove,  Tex. 

GLASER,  WILL  J.,  Grand,  Faribanlt,  Mina. 

HAMBURGER,  F.  M.,  Circle,  Portland,  Ore. 

HARLEY,  ALONZA,  Valentine,  Defiance,  Ohio. 

JUDD,  FORREST  E.,  Prospect,  Kansas  City,  Mo. 
KOBLEN,  M.,  Scant,  Oakdale,  La. 

KRAMER,  LOUIS  P.,  Lnhilner  &   Trina  The- atres. 

Ine.,  307  North  Michigan  Ave.,  Chicago,  HI. 

LITTLE,  T.  L.,  Majestic,  Camden,  S.  C. 
LUtACHIE,  A.  J.,  Hanber,  Camden,  Ark. 

MaeLEOD.  M.,  Wolverine,  Saginaw,  Mich. 
MASSEY,  EARL  D.,  Texas,  Killeen,  Tex. 

MILLER,  CARL  F.,  Miller  theatre,  Fremont, 
Ohio. 

MOCK,  CARL  F.,  56ib  Street,  Philadelphia,  Fa. 

MOSS,  EDGAR  A.,  Marion  Theatre  News,  Glass 
Bloek,  Marion,  Ind. 

MURPHY,  HAROLD  S.,  Woodlawn,  Chicago. 
NICHOLS,  DON,  Durham  Amnsement  Company, Durham,  N.  C. 

O'ROURKE,  JACK,  Lanrel,  Lanrel  Springs,  N.  J. OLSON,  H.  G.,  Majestic  theatre,  Reedsbnrg, 
Wis. 

OSTENBERG,  J.  H.,  Orphenm,  Seoitsblnff,  Neb. 
PAYNE,  EARLE  HALL,  Kentneky,  Lexington Ky. 

PIERCE.  HOWARD  O.,  Kunsky  Theatrical  Ent. Detroit,  Mich. 

POPE,  CLEM,  T.  &   D.,  Oakland,  Cal. 
RANDALL,  E.  H.,  Liberty,  Condon,  Ore. 
RIVERS.  EDWIN  B.,  1718  South  Main  street. Royal  Theatre,  Loa  Angeles,  Cai. 
SACHS,  S.  M.,  Masonic,  Clifton  Forge,  Va. 
SCuwiE,  F.  F.,  Dainth,  Dnlnth,  Minn, 
SHARPE,  PHILIP  B.,  Strand  Theatre  Publishing Co.,  Portland,  Me. 

SNYDER.  B.  A,,  Rialto-Virgiaia,  Champaign,  III. 
SOLOMON,  H.,  Strand,  McComb,  Miss. 
SORG,  J.  H.,  Jefferson,  Fort  Wayne,  Ind. 
STIEFEL,  S.,  Roxboro,  Philadelphia,  Pa. 

Dallee  Amnsement  Co., 
The  Dalles,  Ore. 

THOMPSON,  N.  T.,  Crystol  Theatre,  Fort  At- kinson, Wis. 

H.  JIM,  Lincoln  Sqttare,  Daeatnr, 

WEINBERG,  I,,  Now  and  Lyric,  Lexington,  Vo. 
WHEELER,  ED  A.,  Ohio,  Cleveland,  O. 
WHITOECK,  FRANK,  West  Coast  Theatres,  Ine.. 184  Leavenworth  St.,  San  Franelseo.  Cal. 
WILSON,  T.  S.,  Seelye,  Abilene,  Kan. 
WOODWARD,  KENNETH  V.,  Penn-State  Amn.e- 

meol  Co.,  Unlontown,  Pa. 

SEE  CALDWELL’S  PHOTOS 
APPEARING  IN  THIS  ISSUE 
The  Theatre; 

Exhibitor's  Her/\ld. 
Enclosed  find  photograph  of  advance  ex- 

ploitation on  Norma  Shearer  in  the  “Devil’s 
Circus.”  These  effective  costumes  were created  by  W.  S.  Caldwell,  manager  of 
Loew’s  Aldine  theatre,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.,  and 
helped  in  a   big  way  toward  advertising 
this  great  picture. — W.  S.  CALDWELL Pittsburgh,  Pa. 

WE  REGRET  REQUESTS 
LIKE  THIS,  MR.  EVELAND 
The  Theatre: 

Exhibitor’s  Herald. 
Will  you  please  withdraw  my  name 

from  the  House  Organ  Exchange  as  I 
have  not  been  putting  out  one  for  some 
time.  A   great  number  of  exhibitors 
ha.ve  been  sending  me  theirs,  and  I   cer- 

tainly appreciate  it.  I   may  be  able  to 
get  back  later.— EARLE  EVELAND, 
Twin  City  Opera  House,  McConnels- ville,  Ohio. 

(   
  

I   (Exhi
bitor) j   (Theatre)  . 

j   (City)  .... 
State 

I 
J 
1 

Copy  Service 
For  Elxhibitor 

House  Organs 
House  organ  op  newspaper 
publicatioD  rights  to  this  copy 
is  granted  exhibitors  by  the 
“HcrsJd”  herewith. 

AN  ANNIVERSARY  IN  FILMS 

'T'HE  motion  picture  was  30  years  old on  the  night  of  April  27. 
The  first  appearance  of  the  motion 

pictures  as  a   theatre-shown  form  of 
amusement  took  place  at  the  Koster  & 
Bial  Music  Hall  at  Broadway  and  34th 
street  on  April  27,  1896— as  an  added 
attraction  to  a   “variety”  or  vaudeville bill. 

It  showed  a   serpentine  dancer  and  a 
brief  view  of  some  waves  rolling  in  on 
Manhattan  Beach.  The  latter  were  so 
realistic  that  the  audience  in  the  first 
rows  fell  back  to  escape  a   wetting,  ac- 

cording to  old  timers.  Annabelle  Moore, a   popular  dancer  of  the  times,  was  the 

first  screen  queen,  in  that  she  performed 
the  serpentine  dance. 
The  3()th  anniversary  will  be  cele- 

brated this  eyar  by  a   Greater  Movie  Sea- 
son which  starts  in  the  fall. 

LONDON 

OHIMMERING  pavement  —   drizzling 
O   ram— skies  murky  overhead — fog English  and  dismal— lights  dim  and 
blurred— working  folk  on  the  road  to home.  London. 

*   *   * 

Sit  in  your  favorite  theatre  and  learn 
of  the  habits  of  the  other  half  of  the 
world.  Silent  Bobbies  pacing  up  and 
down  wet  London  streets,  heedless  of 
dangerous  limehouse  gangs.  Go  to  the iheatre  tonight. 

CONFIDENCE 

■pANK  notes  today  are  valuable.  In ^   another  day  they  were  called  the 
product  of  “wild  cat  banking.”  TneV were  a   gamble  in  the  time  that  Andrew 
Jackson  lived  in  the  capitol.  Men’s  con- 

fidence in  the  nation’s  reliability  has grown  staunch  in  the  principle  of  bank- 
ing. 

Confidence  breeds  stability,  worthi- 
ness. We  are  confident  that  the  small 

investment  you  make  in  our  theatre 
when  you  pay  your  admission  will 
bring  you  an  enjoyable  evening  and 
profitable  returns  on  your  money. 

THE  ADS  ARE  HELD  FOR 

FUTURE  USE  IN  THE  “HERALD” me  meatre: 

Exhibitor’s  Herald. 
Enclosed  are  some  ads  that  may  be 

of  some  benefit  to  readers.  They  are 
composed  entirely  of  press  book  mate- 

rial fixed  up  to  look  like  hand  drawn  art 
displays.  Everything  in  them  can  be  had 
m   almost  any  newspaper  office.  They  are 
m   many  cases  sawed  up  and  several  cuts 
pieced  together  to  get  the  effect  wanted. 
— F.  K.  M.  PLESSNER,  State  Theatre, Heading,  Pa. 

The  Madison  theatre,  Madison, 
Wis,,  broke  house  records  when  it 
presented  the  first  run  showing  of 

“The  Volga  Boatman,”  Producers 
Distributing  Corporation  picture. 
The  accompanying  picture  shows 
the  holdout  at  the  box  office  oa 
the  tenth  day  of  the  ran. 
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Leon  Erroll  must 

have  been  aston- 
ished at  the  size 

of  the  Grove 

theatre,  L.  &.  T. 

house,  last  week 
when  at  the 

opening  he  ap- 
peared in  person. 

Errol  is  under 

First  National 

contract,  and  will 

appear  in  “A 
Lunatic  at 

Large”  as  his 
next  picture. 

Rin  -   Tin  -   Tin, 

wonder  dog  ac- 

tor, aided  in  the 
d   e   d   i   c   a   t   ion  of 
Lubliner  & 

Trinz’  Grove 
theatre,  Chicago, 

May  12.  With 
the  Warner 
Brothers  dog 

here  are  Leon 

Errol,  left,  Ev- 
elyn Law,  danc- 

er, and  Lee  Dun- 
can, right,  owner 

of  the  dog. 

Lubliner  &   Trinz  Opens  New 
Grove  Theatre  in  Chicago 

South  Side  Theatre  Reveals 

Unusual  Style  of  Building 

ALL  the  glamour  and  romance  of  the castles  of  Spain  can  be  found  at 

Lubliner  &   Trinz’  new  million  dol- 
lar theatre,  the  Grove,  at  76th  street  and 

Cottage  Grove  avenue,  which  opened 

May  12. 

The  interior  of  the  theatre  is  an  unusual 

piece  of  architecture,  featuring  a   series  of 

niches,  each  one  housing  a   picture  or  rare 

piece  of  art.  Instead  of  the  convention- 

ally accurate  lines  of  most  theatres,  each 

side  wall  and  the  entire  foyer  and  lobby  are 

constructed  and  decorated  along  different 

lines.  No  portions  of  the  lobby  ‘'balance.” 
On  one  side  a   huge  slab  of  fine  black  mar- 

ble, luxuriously  draped,  rises  to  the  ceiling 

— on  the  other  is  a   delicate  alcove  with 
overhanging  lintel,  and  containing  a   rare 
oil  painting. 

The  stage  and  screen  are  fianked  by  two 
huge  doors  that  rise  to  the  illuminated 

dome.  With  huge  knockers  of  massive  con- 
struction, these  doors  are  careful  replicas 

of  the  mighty  portals  of  the  ancient  Span- 
ish castle  at  Salamanca. 

The  furniture  and  appointments  are  valued 

at  $50,000,  and  the  entire  theatre  is  replete 
with  rare  antiques  and  art  objects.  Many 

fine  paintings  and  vases  have  been  secured 
and  imported  Italian  sculpture  for  which 

special  places  were  made  when  the  plans 
were  dravm  have  been  received.  The  latest 

projection  machinery  with  the  new  inven- 

tions recently  patented  and  ensuring  a   mar- 
velously steady  and  clear  picture  have  been 

installed. 

Nearly  all  the  stars  of  filradom  will  be 

shown  during  the  coming  season  at  this 
theatre,  and  these  contracts  mean  that  all 
other  theatres  on  the  South  Side  and  in 

the  vicinity  of  the  Grove  vrill  be  barred 
from  showing  them.  Every  film,  featuring 
screen  stars  of  first,  second  or  third  calibre 

has  been  tied  up,  and  they  will  be  seen  on 

the  far  south  side  by  patrons  at  the  Grove 
theatre  or  not  at  all. 

Each  letter  of  the  Lubliner  and 
Trinz  Grove  theatre  measures  11 
feet. 

^^Frisco  Sal,”  Al  Cohn 

Original  Story,  Goes 

into  Production  Soon 
RISCO  SAL,”  the  original  story  by 

J-  AI  Cohn,  recently  purchased  by  the 
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer  studios,  is  shortly 
to  go  into  production  with  an  elaborate 
cast,  according  to  an  announcement  by 
Hunt  Stromberg,  as.sociate  executive  at 
the  studio,  who  is  to  produce  the  new 
story.  It  is  a   vivid  tale  of  San  Fran- 

cisco night  life  with  a   surprising  climax. 
Cohn,  the  scenarist  and  author,  is  the 

scenarist  of  ‘‘His  People,”  and  several 
other  recent  successes.  Besides  this  pro- 

duction Stromberg  is  in  charge  of  ‘‘The 
Fire  Brigade,”  the  big  fire  picture  to 

start  production  within  a   few  days,  ‘‘The 
Flaming  Forest,”  which  Reginald  Barker 
will  direct  as  a   Cosmopolitan  produc- 

tion, and  ‘‘The  Mysterious  Island,”  which Maurice  Tourneur  will  direct  in  natural 

color  photography  from  the  Jules  Verne novel. 

Hogan* s   Comedy  Method  Is 

Actors  Must  Not  Smile** 
T~\IRECTOR  James  P.  Hogan  has  pro- 

duced  some  of  the  finest  comedy 

scenes  in  his  screen  dramas  with  a   seri- 
ous troupe.  The  actors  seldom  know  it 

is  a   laugh-provoking  sequence  that  is  be- 

ing filmed.  Hogan’s  pictures  for  the  past 
two  years  have  without  exception  been 
box-office  successes  which  is  attributed 

in  a   large  degree  to  their  touches  of 

finely  wrought  humor. 

“In  real  life,  the  greatest  humorists 
are  those  who  never  even  smile  at  their 

own  jokes  or  funny  antics,"  says  Hogan. 
"Applying  this  logic  to  the  screen,  if  a 
director  can  keep  the  actors  serious  and 
unaware  of  a   humorous  situation,  then 

the  effect  is  all  the  more  ludicrous.” 

While  "The  Isle  of  Retribution,"  which 
Hogan  is  now  directing  for  F.  B.  O.,  is 

essentially  of  the  heavier  order  of  screen 

drama,  the  early  rushes  indicate  some 
subtle  comedy  relief  in  the  acting  of  two 
of  the  most  dramatic  characters. 
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(Eljlrago  Snbimp 

Sunday,  May  2,  1926  . 

COMIC  OR  SERIOUS, 

THESE  WERE  FINEST 

APRIL'S  SIX  BEST  P! 

Til Rgg  4 

[LAYS, 

Asm 

&aa*o^Mo«DC  tria. 

n4 

:t>8^  4; 

funacj* 

folMwl; 

4«UU«. 

UMUic*rt«<d mA^AKktr 

Crozvds  follow  a   leader— -and 

howl!  they  followed  '■'■Sandy" 
—   If-' Off'!!  ff'-'nte 

ECKHARDT 
Fox  Films 

At  the  trade  shows  of  “Irene,”  First  National  film,  at  the  Hippodrome,  Lon- don, England,  interpolated  in  the  screening  was  a   magnificent  array  of  living mannequins,  obtained  through  the  co-operation  of  Itylus,  modiste. 

F   &   R   Speeds  Up 
Langdon  Show 

with  Hike  Stunt 
MINNEAPOLIS. — Hikers  of  Minne- 

sota had  a   chance  to  show  their  speed 
when  Harry  Langdon’s  big  feature, 
‘Tramp,  Tramp,  Tramp,”  opened  at  the Capitol  theatre,  St.  Paul,  and  the  State 
theatre,  Minneapolis,  May  22. 

Harold  D.  Finkelstein  of  Finkel- 
stein  &   Ruben  conceived  the  idea  of  ex- 

ploiting the  picture  by  a   115-mile  hike 
from  Rochester,  Minn.,  to  St.  Paul,  with 
the  finish  timed  in  front  of  the  Capitol 
theatre,  just  before  the  premier  of  the 
picture. 

Prizes  of  $1,000  in  gold  were  hung  up 
and  the  steppers  of  Minnesota  at  once 
responded  to  the  chance  of  showing  their 
Western  wares.  Control  stations  were 
established  so  that  at  the  close  of  the 
first  day  the  hikers  wound  up  a   22- 
mile  jaunt  from  Rochester  at  Dodge 
Center,  Minn.  The  second  day  called 
mr  another  22  miles  to  Owatonna,  Minn 
On  the  third  day  the  hikers  covered  30 
miles  to  Northfield,  with  an  easy  25 fourth  day  to  Rosemont. 
ihe  fifth,  and  final  day,  called  for  but 16  miles  into  St.  Paul. 

The  St.  Paul  Daily  News  cooperated  with 

the  theatre  managers  in  giving  publicity 
to  the  stunt,  carrying  complete  details 
as  to  entries  and  plans  for  the  hike,  and 
first  page  stories  while  the  big  walk  was 
in  progress. 

Pedestrians  from  Rochester,  Red 
Wing,  Faribault  and  Northfield  entered 
the  contest.  Montgomery,  Ward  &   Co. 
of  St.  Paul  entered  two  girls.  John 
Lane,  a   65-year-old  demon  of  the  heels, carried  a   banner  advertising  the  Coli- 

seum, St.  Paul.  The  largest  number  of 
contestants  hailed  from  the  start-off Rochester. 

Charlie  Winchell,  of  the  F   &   R   press 
department,  St.  Paul,  handled  the  en- 

tries and  publicity  on  the  tramp. 

Longfelt  Wish  Fulfilled 
with  Hogan-Carey  Union 

of  James  P.  Hogan 

X   to  direct  Harry  Carey  in  “Burning 
Bridges,  which  goes  into  production 
next  week  is  the  fulfillment  of  a   long- 
cherished  mutual  wish  of  the  two  to  be 
associated  in  -a  picture. 

The  director  and  the  popular  Western 
friends  of  old  standing  and, 

when  producer  Charles  R.  Rogers  offered 
Hogan  the  job,  the  latter  postponed  by 
six  weeks  the  acceptance  of  a   long  con- 

tract with  another  company  in  order  to be  with  Carey. 

Bf  Maa  TMcak I   Aij>  pwom  M   s 

Clyde  Eckhardt,  Chicago,  tore  the 

report  of  Mae  Tinee  of  the  Chi- 

cago Tribune  from  the  paper,  re- 

produced it,  and  a   copy  was  sent 

by  Fox  Film  Corporation  to  every 
film  man  in  the  United  States. 

Beaudine  to  Stay  with 

MacLean  for  2nd  Film 
'C'OR  the  past  few  weeks,  William Beaudine  has  been  devoting  his  time 
and  energy  at  the  Douglas  MacLean 
studio  to  the  task  of  preparing  a   story 
for  the  star  with  the  infectious  smile. 

Nashville,  Tenn.,  and  the  saie  picture  at  the^Plaza;' Wa^erloo^'ll'^igh^,' was  ^SoUef 
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o   n Picture  s 

This  dep&Ttment  contains  news,  information  and  gossip  on  current  productions.  It  aims  to  supply 
service  which  will  assist  the  exhibitor  in  keeping  in  touch  with  developments  in  connection  with 

pictures  and  picture  personalities— -and  what  these  are  doing  at  the  box  office.  No  prophecies  on  the 
entertainment  value  of  pictures  are  made.  Opinions  expressed  are  simply  those  of  the  author  or  of 

his  contributors  and  the  reader  is  requested  to  consider  them  only  as  such. — EDITOR’S  NOTE. 

ETRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER’S  1926-27 

product,  captioned  “The  Parade  of 

Hits,”  is  outlined  and  described  ia  one  of 
the  most  elaborate  and  colorful  announce- 

ment brochures  ever  brought  out  in  the 

trade.  Ail  the  colors,  including  gold  and 

silver,  and  well  nigh  all  the  artifices  and 

devices  known  to  printing  and  engraving 

are  utilized  in  giving  information  shout  the 

forthcoming  product  and  the  players,  direc- 

tors, authors  and  company  executives  con- 
cerned with  its  manufacture.  Howard  Dietz, 

director  of  publicity  and  advertising  for 

M-G-M,  produced  the  book,  which  arrives 

in  a   gold  cardboard  container. 

The  pictures  outlined,  of  which  there  are 

52,  include  “The  Big  Parade,”  “Ben  Hur,” 

“Mare  Nostrum”  and  “La  Boheme,”  of 
which  considerable  is  known  at  this  time. 

The  “dope”  on  the  remaining  48  is  in  key. 
By  way  of  linking  tomorrow  with  yesterday 

and  today,  promise  with  past  performance, 

considerable  space  also  is  devoted  to  the 

1925-26  output  of  film,  box  office  records  of 
which  are  well  known. 

Mr.  Dietz  has  dealt  with  a   hig  subject  in 

a   big  way.  His  announcement  is  a   work 
of  art. 

JOHN  S.  SPARGO,  New  York  news  edi- tor of  the  Herald,  contributes  the  fol- 

lowing interesting  report: 

A   double  bill  at  S2  top  is  an  innovation 

in  “special”  showing  of  pictures  which  is 

being  given  a   try-out  at  the  Times  Square 

theatre  by  Producers  Distributing  Corpora- 

tion. And  they  are  trying  it  out  with  two 

mighty  good  pictures  of  extremely  different 

types. 

The  pictures  are  “Silence,”  a   Rupert 
Julian  production  of  the  old  and  one  time 

popular  stage  melodrama,  and  “The  Prince 

of  Pilsen,”  still  older  and  probably  more 

popular  musical  comedy.  Both  of  tliese 

productions  are  mighty  good  pictures,  and 

it  is  a   moot  question  as  to  whether  or  not 

each  or  either  could  stand  alone  as  a 

‘"special.” 

“Silence,”  the  Max  Marcin  play,  is  made 
with  H.  B.  Warner,  who  plays  the  same  role 

he  did  in  the  stage  version,  and  it  is  telling 

the  world  something  it  already  knows  to 

•   state  that  as  an  actor  in  this  particular  im- 

personation of  a   crook  character  Warner  has 

no  superiors  and  probably  no  equals.  He 

proved  that  in  the  stage  play,  and  in  “Alias 

Jimmy  Valentine”  and  he  is  proving  it  again 
in  this  picture. 

This  Week 

The  Parade  of  Hits: 

“Silence” 

“The  Prince  of  Pilsen” 

“The  Black  Pirate” 

“The  Cohens  and  Kellys” 

“The  Palm  Beach  Girl” 

“Hell’s  Four  Hundred” 

“Watch  Your  Wife” 

“Monte  Carlo” 

“The  Barrier” 

“Irene” 

“The  Devil’s  Circus” 

Vera  Reynolds  has  the  principal  feminine 

part  in  “Silence”  and  her  excellent  work  in 
the  two  characters  she  portrays  causes  her  to 

share  almost  equal  honors  with  Warner.  The 

whole  picture  is  unusually  well  cast,  others 

in  the  line-up  being  Raymond  Hatton,  Rock- 

cliffe  Fellowes,  Jack  Mulhall  and  Virginia 
Pearson. 

“The  Prince  of  Pilsen”  will  be  remem- 

bered as  one  of  the  greatest  musical  comedy 

hits  of  its  day,  in  which  John  Ransom  and 

later  Jess  Dandy  made  names  for  themselves 

which  still  live  in  stage  annals.  Hans  Wag- 

ner, the  part  played  by  Ransom  and  Dandy, 

was  placed  by  Director  Paul  Powell  in  the 

capable  hands  of  George  Sidney,  and  even 

in  comparison  with  the  originals  the  part 

does  not  suffer.  Anita  Stewart,  Allan  For- 

rest, Myrtle  Stedman,  Otis  Harlan  and  a 

number  of  other  good  names  ably  support 

Sidney  in  getting  over  the  good  comedy. 

The  only  criticism  of  the  double  bill  as 

an  evening’s  entertainment  is  its  lengtli. 

“Silence”  is  6200  feet  and  “The  Prince  of 

Pilsen”  is  6600.  Twelve  thousand  eight  hun- 

dred feet  is  a   pretty  full  diet  for  one  eve- 

ning’s consumption,  even  though  both  ends 
of  the  show  are  good  and  are  separated  by 

a   short  intermission. 

And  while  we’re  going  through  the  mail prior  to  inditing  our  own  imperishable 

remarks,  here’s  a   report  from  Joe  Hewitt, 
Strand  theatre,  Robinson,  111.,  on  a   preview 

of  “The  Black  Pirate.”  Mr.  Hewitt  writes: 

“United  Artists  gave  a   number  of  nearby 
exhibitors  a   preview  of  this  picture  and  I, 

for  one,  am  highly  enthused  over  its  possi- 

bilities. Doug  made  somewhat  of  a   come- 

back for  me  in  ‘Don  Q,’  but  I   believe  his 
wonderful  work  in  this  will  have  him  sitting 

on  top  of  the  world.  It’s  all  in  Technicolor, 
and  man  alive,  what  wonderful  scenes  I 

“Doug’s  new  trick  of  scaling  down  the 

sails  from  the  top  of  the  mast  while  hanging 

from  his  knife  is  without  question  the  great- 

est and  most  realistic  thrill  I’ve  ever  seen. 

I   am  strong  for  ‘The  Black  Pirate’  and  have 

no  fear  of  its  going  big.” 

NOW  that  the  mail  is  attended  to,  let’s talk  about  “The  Cohens  and  Kellys,” 

the  big  picture  at  the  Chicago  theatre  last 

week,  end  what  a   great  picture  it  is.  The 

glowing  reports  in  “What  the  Picture  Did 
For  Me”  were  confirmed  by  the  audible  re- 

ception accorded  those  present  at  the  big 

Balaban  &   Katz  theatre  and  the  fact  that 

there  were  enough  who  wanted  to  see  it  to 

make  a   waiting  line  at  8:45  in  a   lobby  which 

hasn’t  had  such  things  at  that  hour  on  any 

save  rush  nights  for  a   long  time. 

It’s  quite  impossible  to  name  the  players 

in  anything  like  the  order  of  their  impor- 
tance to  the  picture.  No  film  in  a   long 

while  has  had  a   cast  so  evenly  balanced. 

George  Sidney  has  most  of  the  spoken  lines, 

but  who  shall  say  whether  he  as  Cohen  or 

Charles  Murray  as  Kelly  is  the  better  or  the 

more  responsible  for  the  picture’s  great 

merit?  Nor  can  one  say  that  Vera  Gordon’s 
Mrs.  Cohen  or  Kate  Price’s  Mrs.  Kelly  is 

best  The  four  performances  are  a   unit. 

The  unit  approaches  perfection. 

The  Jewish-Irish  recipe  for  popular-inter- 

est fiction  seems  almost  infallible.  Reasons 

for  the  same  are  not  incomprehensible,  but 

are  important.  To  analyze  tliem  is  to  lead 

the  parallelist  school  of  writers  into  the 

error  of  seeking  to  concoct  another  recipe 

as  effective.  In  all  probability  there  are  no 

others. 

“The  Cohens  and  Kellys”  is  great  char- 

acter study,  great  acting,  great  theatre  and 

a   not  at  all  bad  story.  No  wonder  it’s  doing 

what  it  is  for  the  nation's  box  offices. 

IN  ‘"The  Palm  Beach  Girl”  Bebe  Daniels again  romps  through  successive  Improb- 

able events  combining  to  make,  as  sustained 

by  her  distinctive  comedy,  first  rate  enter- 
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■Scared  Stiff  is  a   two-reel  comedy  pro- 
duced by  Hal  Roach  for  Patbe  star- 

ring Clyde  Cook. 

taininent  Miss  Daniels  has  done  a   great 
deal  in  her  recently  undertaken  role  of 
beautiful-but-domh-young-thing  and  the  ex- 

hibitor reports  say  that  ticket  buyers  like her  as  such. 

“The  Palm  Beach  Girl”  comes  from  Iowa 
to  that  place  and  has  numerous  difficulties, 
most  of  them  precipitating  her  into  the 
justly  famous  Florida  waters.  There’s  an  ex- 
citing  speed  boat  race  for  the  finish  and  it’s 
quite  impossible  to  know  how  exciting  it  is 
without  seeing  it.  Incidentally,  the  airplane 
views  of  the  race  are  among  the  finest  strips of  celluloid  ever  shot. 

Lawrence  Gray  is  the  young  man  in  the 
case  and  there  are  several  others  who  count 
a   great  deal.  Floridans  may  not  like  the 
plain  subtitle  referring  to  the  boom  collapse, 
but  not  even  the  prejudiced  Northerner  can 
dislike  the  Florida  locale  pictured,  so  that’s 
a   draw.  As  straight  comedy  the  picture rates  high. 

“TT ELL'S  FOUR  HUNDRED"  has  about X   X   everything  in  it,  including  a   Tech- 
nicolor stretch  near  the  ending,  and  would 

be  a   pod  picture  in  spite  of  its  crowding 
were  it  not  for  the  dream  slant.  Exhibitor 
testimony  is  unanimous  against  dream  end- 

ings and  since  the  arrow  indicates  that  of 
late  the  tragic  conclusion  isn’t  so  heartily 
disapproved  as  formerly  it  seems  a   mistake 
to  make  any  more  dream  pictures. 
Margaret  Livingston  is  the  young  lady 

featured  in  “HeU’s  Four  Hundred”  and  she^ kept  busy.  Harrison  Ford  is  the  young  man. 
Others  in  the  picture  are  Henry  Kolker, 
Wallace  McDonald,  Marceline  Day  and 
Amber  Norman.  There’s  night  life,  a   mur- 
der,  a   trial,  reformations  and  disasters,  end- 

ing in  a   dream  showing  that  it  really  didn’t 
hapen.  The  fight  on  the  trestle  with  a 
train  approaching  is  the  highpoint  of  drama. 

^^ADE  directed  “Watch  Your 
wile  and  did  a   neat  job  of  it.  The 

picture  is  comedy  of  a   difficult  sort  and  it 

is  spun  out  evenly  and  effectively.  It  gath- 
ers persuasive  force  as  it  progresses  from 

reel  to  reel  and  finishes  strong  indeed. 
Virginia  is  better  in  this  than  any  pre- 

vious production  that  I   have  seen.  Likewise 

Pat  O'Malley.  They  are  man  and  wife,  who divorce  and  tlius  start  all  the  trouble,  ending 
it  naturally  enough  by  remarrying.  During 
the  period  of  their  separation,  valuable  com- 

plications are  represented  by  Albert  Conti 
and  Helen  Lee  Worthing.  Nat  Carr  con- 

tributes generously  throughout. 
It  s   a   story  about  a   couple  who  makes 

more  than  most  couples  make  of  the  tiny 
battles  no  couples  miss  entirely.  Sans  wife, 
after  the  divorce,  husband  employs  a   pro- 

fessional one  by  the  day,  while  wife  toys 
with  bargain-counter  nobleman.  Much  hu- 

morous incident  emanates  from  these  cir- 
cumstances and  there  are  a   few  laughs  which 

might  be  blushes  if  handled  less  delicately 
than  by  Mr.  Gade,  but  are  simple,  whole- 

some chuckles  as  done. 

Wife”  is  not,  perhaps,  exact- 
title  for  it.  Certainly  the  pic- 

to  that  effect.  It  is  a 

comedy  ^vithout  loo  weighty 

tore  is  no 

good  di 
aspects. 

kND  from  fellow  workers  in  this  great 
\   cause  we  have  the  following  comments, 

each  hearing  the  imprint  of  its  author: 

“MONTE  CARLO" 

^   Any  producer  who  makes  a   picture  like 
Monte  Carlo”  and  has  the  talent  and  the story  with  which  to  work  that  Metro- 
Goldwyn-Mayer  had  can  figure  he  has  a 

sn^p. 

Look  them  oyer:  Christy  Cabanne. director,  Carey  Wilson,  the  author,  Lew 
Cody,  mainstay  player,  Gertrude  Olmsted 
demure  miss  to  be  loved,  Roy  D’Arcy  for the  dyed  m   the  wool  Prince,  and  Karl 
Dane,  Zasu  Pitts  and  Trixie  Friganza  to 
supply  comedy  galore.  When  those  eight people  get  their  heads  together  and  decide 
mere  s   a   picture  to  be  made  there’s  going to  be  a   picture  what  is  a   picture. 
What  one  among  them  is  not  talent? What  one  does  not  belong? 

It  isn't  easy  after  seeing  the  picture  to look  back  on  it  to  test  it  for  technical 
errors  or  errors  of  production  judgment 
but  upon  trying  there  is  only  one  thing that  comes  to  mind— Gertrude  Olmsted’s 
name  was  spelled  incorrectly. 
Three  girls  in  Monte  Carlo  with  a   butter 

and  egg  man  from  Watertown,  U.  S.  A. 
Lew  Cody  caught  on  the  fire  escape  with- 

out more  complete  attire  than  vestcoat  and 

» V   „■  ,   A   couple  of  very  "phoney.” phooey  bolshevists  shooting  at  Cody while  he  pathetically  prepares  proposals  on 
a   park  bench. 

But  Cody  finally  gets  back  into  the  good will  of  his  rich  uncle,  he  gets  out  of  jail 
and  is  forgiven  by  Miss  Olmsted.  There 
tollows  a   couple  of  caresses  and  a   wedding bell  or  two.— D.  H. 

"THE  BARRIER" 

Barrier”  is  a   picture  to  be  ranked 
with  those  at  the  top  of  the  list  It  is 
teeming  with  interest  The  characters  are 
vivid  and  intelligent,  and  the  photography 
^   a   remarkable  piece  of  work.  Lionel Barrymore  enacts  his  virile,  beast-like  role 
with  admirable  skill.  Henry  B.  Walthall’s characterization  is  complete  and  artistic. 
Marceline  Day  imbues  her  portrayal  with unteigned  sincerity  and  rich  appeal.  The 
picture  contains  some  exceptionally  splendid 

"Wife  Tamers"  is  a   two-reel  Hal  Roach comedy  for  Pathe  release,  in  which Lionel  Barrymore  appears. 

ice  scenes  which  take  on  a   remarkable realism. 

The  picture  is  an  example  of  some  of  the 
more  fecund  products  in  the  cinema  field 
which  producers  should  be  influenced  by and  assiduously  strive  to  foster.— F.  K. 

"THE  DEVIL’S  CIRCUS" 

I   did  not  like  “The  Devil’s  Circus,”  but 1   cannot  say  that  I   did  not  appreciate 
Worma  Shearer’s  efforts  to  make  the  pic- ture as  much  of  a   success  as  her  former 

PJies-  She  is  a   great  actress,  but  I   do  not think  she  should  have  been  chosen  to  star m   the  above. 

The  story  itself  is  hardly  interesting 
enough,  dealing  with  the  release  of  a   crook 
from  prison  and  his  return  to  his  former 
haunts  and  associates,  hence  to  his  old-time 
habits.  His  meeting  with  Norma  and  sud- 
den  resolve  to  "go  straight”  make  you  feel and  know  that  something  is  going  to  hap- 

pen to  make  him  change  his  mind.  And  he 
does,  which  results  in  the  parting  of  ways, 
sundry  disasters  and  tragedies,  after  which 
the  lovers  are  again  united.  It’s  an  old 
story,  used  once  too  often.— B   K 

Irene”  is  a   teasing  fragment  of  story provocative  of  mirth. 
Colleen  Moore  seemingly  needs  no  sup- 

port as  she  blithely  skips  along  her  way. 
ohe  IS  not  gluttonous  but  gracefully  makes 
room  for  the  antics  of  that  incomparable 

Kate  Price  and  Charles  Murray. 
The  fashion  show  in  colors  is  a   thing  of 

beauty  and  a   thing  of  novelty.  Exhibitors 
and  press  people  alike  have  united  in  plac- a   wreath  of  laurels  on  this  production. 
Ihis  IS  but  a   few  words  of  reiteration  of 
all  that  has  been  said  in  praise  of  it.— F.  K. 

Dorothy  Dalton  Wins 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

ALBANY,  N.  Y..  May  25.— When  the 

U   of  New  York  State 
handed  down  its  decisions  at  Albany 

recentb',  one  was  that  Dorothy  Dal-  ' ton  will  be  granted  a   new  trial  in  her 
action  against  the  Hamilton  Hotel  Oper- 

ating Compani',  through  which  she  seeks to  recover  $6,000  for  the  loss  of  two 
trunks,  which  contained  jewelry  and dresses. 
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NEW  PICTURES 
i 

XILT   IZ 

“Ranson’s  Folly,”  which  is  one  of  the 
last  of  the  group  of  pictures  Richard 
Barthelmess  has  on  his  Inspiration  list, 

has  been  completed.  It  is  a   First  Na- 
tional release. 

Ranson's  Folly 
Distribution:  First  National 

Producer:  Inspiration 

Length:  Undetermined 

BIRECTOR   ...SIDNEY  OLCOTT 

PLAYERS 
Lieutenant  Ranson..Richard  Barthelmess 

Mary  Cahill   Dorothy  Kackaill 
Cahill,  the  post  trader... .Anders  Randolf 
Sergeant  Clancy   Pat  Hartigan 
Lieutenant  Crosby   Wm.  Norton  Bailey 
Lieutenant  Curtis   Brooks  Benedict 
Colonel  Bolland..Col.  C.  C.  Smith,  U.  S.  A. 
Mrs.  Bolland   Pauline  Neff 
Mrs.  Truesdale   Billie  Bennett 
Post  Adjutant   Frank  Coffyn 
Judge  Advocate   Capt.  John  S.  Peters 
Captain  Car   Taylor  Duncan 
Colonel  Patter   Jack  Fowler 

‘Pop’  Henderson   E.  W.  Borman 
Abe  Fi.sher   Bud  Pope 
Drummer    Forrest  Seabury 
Indian  Pete   Chief  Eagle  Wing 
Chief  Standing  Bear   Chief  Big  Tree 
TYPE:  Mystery  drama. 
THEME;  Romantic  love;  sacrifice. 

LOCALE;  A   fort  post. 

TIME;  Stagecoach  days. 

STORY:  A   young  army  officer,  sta- 
tioned in  a   dull  camp,  and  in  love  with 

Jobyna  Ralston,  George  Sidney,  Charlie 

Murray,  Jack  Mulhall,  Gaston  Glass  and 

Vera  Gordon  in  ‘’Sweet  Daddies,”  a 
First  National  production. 

the  daughter  of  the  post  trader,  belittles 
the  exploits  of  a   bandit  known  as  the 
Red  Eider,  betting  he  can  hold  up  the 
stagecoach  with  a   pair  of  scissors.  He 
does  so  as  a   joke,  but  the  real  bandit 
shoots  the  paymaster.  The  officer  is  ac- 

cused and  put  on  trial.  The  girl’s  father 
unites  in  giving  evidence  against  the 
officer,  and  then  suspicion  points  his  way. 
Realizing  that  his  daughter  loves  the 
officer  the  father  confesses.  A   telegram 
arrives  stating  that  the  real  Red  Rider  is 
still  at  large,  and  that  neither  of  the  two 
men  is  guilty.  The  officer  captures  the 
bandit  and  the  course  of  love  for  him  and 

the  girl  is  cleared. 

HIGHLIGHTS:  Officer's  bet  he  can 
hold  up  stagecoach  with  a   pair  of  scis- 

sors. .   .   .   The  holdup.  .   .   .   The 

killing  of  the  paymaster.  .   .   .   The  ar- 

rest of  the  officer.  .   .   .   Father's  con- 
fession to  the  killing,  .   .   .   Discovery 

that  neither  is  guilty.  .   .   .   Capture  of 
bandit,  .   .   .   Reunion  of  girl  and 
officer. 

Lupino  Lane,  sitting  on  steps,  in  a   scene 
from  “His  Private  Life,”  which  is  an 

Educational  release  for  this  month. 

His  Private  Life 
Distributor:  Educational 

Producer:  Educational 

Length:  Two  reels 

DIRECTOR   WILLIAM  GOODRICH 
PLAYERS 

Nip   Lupino  Lane 
His  Valet   George  Davis 

Virginia   Virginia  Vance 
The  Colonel   Glen  Cavender 

TYPE:  Comedy  of  army  life. 

THEME:  Tribulations  of  a   Private. 
LOCALE:  A   war  zone. 

TIME:  The  present. 

STORY :   A   wealthy  man’s  valet  leaves 
to  go  to  war.  Later  the  man  himself  is 
prevailed  upon  by  his  sweetheart  to  enter 
the  ranks.  He  finds  himself  a   private 

under'  his  former  valet.  He  gets  himself 
into  trouble  constantly,  and  is  sentenced 
to  K.  P.  for  the  rest  of  his  stay  in  the 

army.  He  gets  into  a   battle  with  a 
fellow  private  and  starts  up  a   barrage  of 

Another  scene  from  “Ranson’s  Folly,” 
an  Inspiration  picture  for  First  National 
release  starring  Richard  Barthelmess. 

pies.  He  spends  the  rest  of  the  war  in 

the  guardhouse. 
HIGHLIGHTS:  Valet  joining  army. 

.   .   .   Wealthy  man  joining  army.  .   .   . 
His  constant  getting  into  trouble. 
.   .   .   His  spending  remaining  of  war  in 

guardhouse. 

Sweet  Daddies 
Distributor:  First  National 

Producer:  First  National 

Length:  Undetermined 

DIRECTOR   ALFRED  SANTELL 
PLAYERS 

Abe  Finklebaum   George  Sidney 

Patrick  O’Brien   Charlie  Murray 

Rosie  Finklebaum   Vera  Gordon 

Miriam  Finklebaum   Jobyna  Ralston 

Jimmie  O’Brien   Jack  Mulhall 

Sam  Berkowitz   Gaston  Glass 
TYPE:  Romantic  comedy. 

THEME:  Rival  love. 
LOCALE:  An  American  city. 
TIME:  The  present. 

STORY:  The  Finklebaum’s  and  the 
O’Briens  become  friends,  and  the  daugh- 

ter and  son  sweethearts.  O’Brien  and 
Finklebaum  enter  into  partnership  to  im- 

port a   mysterious  product  from  the  Ba- hamas. A   rival  for  the  love  of  the  girl 

tips  off  the  prohibition  department,  and 

the  fathers  and  young  O’Brien  who  goes 
to  warn  them,  are  arrested.  They  are 

Charlie  Murray  and  George  Sidney  in 

another  scene  from  the  First  National 

picture  "Sweet  Daddies. 
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all  released  when  it  is  discovered  that 
they  were  importing  molasses.  Mean- 

while the  girl  had  been  planning  to 
marry  the  rival  in  order  to  release  her 
father.  He  is  cheated  out  of  his  bride 
and  disclosed  as  a   bootlegger. 

HIGHLIGHTS :   Scene  in  which 
comedian  loses  job.  .   .   .   Meeting  ol 
young  man  and  young  girl.  .   .   .   Or- 

ganization of  partnership  between 
O'Brien  and  Finklebaum.  .   .   .   Their 
arrest  as  bootleggers.  .   .   .   Their  re- 

lease. .   .   .   Discovery  that  rival  is 
bootlegger.  .   .   .   Reunion  of  girl  and 
sweetheart. 

Going  Crazy 
Distributor:  Educational 

Producer:  Jack  White  Productions 
Length:  Two  reels 

DIRECTOR   CHARLES  LAMONT 
PLAYERS 

Lige   Lige  Conley 
Estelle   Estelle  Bradley 
Lige’s  Cousins-.Anita  Gar\in,  Otto  Fries 
TYPE;  Romantic  comedy. 
TBGEME:  Romantic  love. 

LOCALE;  An  American  city. 
TIME:  The  present. 

_   STORY:  On  a   train  a   young  man  falls 
m   love  with  a   chance  acquaintance,  who 
says  she  is  a   nurse  at  a   sanitarium.  The 
man  goes  to  the  house  of  his  cousins  who 
are  plotting  to  get  his  inheritance.  Four 
doctors  examine  him  and  through  a 
series  of  accidents  it  appears  that  he  is 
crazy.  He  is  sent  to  the  sanitarium  in 
which  his  friend  is  nurse,  who  tells  him 
he  cannot  get  out  except  by  permission 
of  the  superintendent.  He  goes  to  the 
superintendent  and  finds  he  is  an  enemy 
of  ̂s.  He  grabs  the  nurse,  jumps  out 
of  tbe  wmdow,  and  lands  in  a   bus  load 
of  ministers  on  their  annual  convention. 
HIGHLIGHTS:  Meeting  of  girl  and 

man  on  train.  .   .   .   Drawing  by  man 
on  bald  head  of  fellow  passenger  in- 

curring latter’s  enmity.  .   .   .   Plot  of cousins  to  send  him  to  insane  asylum. 
.   .   .   .Scene  in  which  he  is  committed 
to  asylum.  .   .   .   Discovery  that  super- 

intendent is  an  enemy.  .   .   .   His  es- 
cape with  nurse  and  their  marriage. 

T he  Sign  of  the  Claw 
Distributor:  Gotham 

Producer:  Lumas  Productions 
Length:  Undetermined 

DIRECTOR   REEVES  EASON 
PLAYERS 

Peter  the  Great   Himself 
itebert  Conway   Edward  Hearn 
Mildred  Bryson   Ethel  Shannon 

Bryson   Joe  Bennett 
A1  Stokes   Lee  Shumway 
TYPE:  Crook  drama. 

THEME:  Romantic  love. 

LOCALE:  An  American  city. 
TIME.  The  present. 

,   STORY:  A   girl’s  brother  is  under  the influence  of  a   criminal.  The  girl  meets 
a   plain  clothes  man  and  upon  taking  the 
grl  home  the  policeman’s  dog  recognizes the  brother  as  having  been  with  crimi- 

nals. The  detective  decides  to  give  the brother  another  chance,  and  the  latter 
refuses  to  aid  his  friend  in  a   bank  rob- 

bery. The  crook  and  his  pals  abduct  the 
girl  and  go  to  rob  the  bank.  They  are 
trapped  by  an  electrically  charged  steel 
plate  in  front  of  the  safe,  but  manage  to 
tern  off  the  current.  TTiey  overpower 
the  plain  clothes  man  when  he  arrives, 
tern  on  the  current,  and  leave  him  to  a 
slow  electrocution.  The  brother  arrives 
at  the  bank  and  frees  the  man.  The  dog overtakes  the  criminal  and  the  car  over- 

Conway  Tearle,  Arthur  Rankin  and 

Ward  Crane  in  “The  Sporting  Lover,” 
a   First  National  current  release. 

turns  on  a   steep  hill.  The  man  is  killed 
but  the  dog  escapes.  The  girl  and  the 
plain  clothes  man  are  married. 
HIGHLIGHTS:  Chase  of  three  men 

by  dog  over  roofs.  .   .   .   Dog  rescuing 
child.  .   .   .   Discovery  that  brother  is 
involved  in  crimes.  .   .   .   Decision  of 
detective  to  give  him  a   second  chase. 
.   .   .   Abduction  of  girl.  .   .   .   Scene 
in  which  detective  is  overpowered  and 
left  to  slow  e/ectrocut/on.  .   .   .   His 

rescue  by  girl’s  brother.  .   .   .   Death 
of  criminal.  .   .   .   Marriage  of  girl  and 
detective. 

The  Sporting  Lover 
Distributor:  First  National 

Prodticer:  First  National 

Length:  Undetermined 

DIRECTOR   ALAN  HALE 
PLAYERS 

Capt.  Terrance  Connaughton   

_       Conway  Tearle 
Lady  Gwendolyn  Cavens   

^   Barbara  Bec^ord Capt.  Sir  Phillip  Barton   Ward  Crane 
Algernon  Cavens   Arthur  Rankin 

Paddy,  Connaughton's  man  servant   
  Charles  E.  McHugh 

Aloysius  Patrick  O’Brien,  his  son   
  ;   Jolm  Fox,  Jr. 

Nora  O’Brien   Bodil  Rosing 
Jockey   George  Ovey 

The  horses..“Good  Luck”  and  “Bad  Luck” 
TYPE:  Race-horse  drama. 

THEME:  Romance  determined  by 
horse-race. 
LOCALE:  The  War  front;  London. 
TIME:  During  the  World  War  and 

after. 

STORY:  At  the  front  a   man  stakes 
his  stable  of  horses  in  a   card  game,  and 
loses.  Both  he  and  the  winner  of  the 
stakes  fall  in  love  with  a   nurse,  sister  of 
9;  fri®nd  of  theirs.  After  the  armistice 
the  former  owner  of  the  horses  goes  to 
view  a   Derby  in  which  his  horses  are  to 
ran.  Learning  that  the  girl,  believing 
him  dead,  is  engaged  to  the  other  man, 
he  hesitates  seeing  her  because  of  his 
poverty.  They  meet,  however,  and  a   re- 

union takes  place.  She  agrees  \vith  her 
fiance  that  if  one  of  the  horses  called 
Good  Luck  wins  the  race,  she  can  arrange 
about  the  wedding,  but  if  Bad  Luck  wins 
he  reserves  the  right  to  do  so.  Bad 
Luck  wins  the  race  and  the  man  goes  to 
claim  her.  Meanwhile  the  former  serv- 

ants of  the  girl’s  sweetheart  discover 
that  the  only  recognizable  mark  on  Good 
Luck  has  been  painted  over,  and  that 
Good  Luck  has  really  won.  Tiie  girl  and 
her  sweetheart  are  then  able  to  resume 
their  romance. 
HIGHLIGHTS :   War  scenes.  .   .   . 

The  card  game  in  which  man  loses  bis 
horses.  .   .   .   Meeting  and  romance  of 
nurse  and  man.  .   .   .   Their  separation 
.   .   .   Their  reunion.  .   .   .   Arrange- 

ment that  wedding  be  determined  upon 
winning  horse.  .   .   .   The  Derby. 
Discovery  that  mark  on  winning  horse 
had  been  painted.  .   .   .   Reunion  of 
sweethearts. 

Early  to  Wed 
Distributor:  Fox 

Prodjccer:  Fox 

Length:  Undetermined 
DIRECTOR   FRANK  BORZAGE 

PLAYERS 

Tommy  Carter   Matt  Moore 
Daphne  Carter   Albert  Green 
Mrs.  Hayden   Julia  Swayne  Gordon 

TYPE:  Comedy-drama. 
THEME:  Money  bluff  of  young  couple. 

LOCALE:  An  American  city. 
TIME:  The  present. 

STORY :   A   young  couple  are  im- 
pressed with  the  wealth  of  friends  of 

theirs,  who  induce  the  young  husband  to 
ask  his  employer  for  a   raise.  He  loses 
his  position  after  having  placed  himself 
in  debt  in  hopes  of  obtaining  the  raise. 
Through  circumstances  the  couple  meet 
a   man  known  as  a   radio  king  and  his 
\vife,  who  are  impressed  with  the  un- 

assuming manners  of  the  former.  When 
creditors  take  away  most  of  their  furni- 

ture the  young  couple  receive  a   surprise 
call  from  the  radio  king  and  his  wife. 
They  are  forced  to  sleep  there  over  night 
and  many  are  the  difficulties  of  the  young 
couple  in  endeavoring  to  hide  their  lack 
of  furniture  and  food,  until  a   confession 
is  finally  made.  The  radio  king  then 
announces  he  has  a   place  in  the  ad- 

vertisement department  for  the  young 
husband. 

HIGHLIGHTS:  Scene  in  which  hus- 
band rehearses  asking  for  raise.  .   .   . 

Young  couple  renting  home  and  buying 
furniture  in  hopes  of  obtaining  raise. 
.   .   .   Scene  in  which  collector  removes 
furniture.  .   .   .   Surprise  visit  of  radio 
king  and  wife.  .   .   .   Embarrassing  sit- uations during  visit. 

Bear  Cats 
Distributor:  Educational 

Producer:  Jack  White  Productions 
Length:  Two  reels 

PLAYERS 

Big  Boy.   Himself 
His  Father   Jack  Lloyd 
His  Mother   Dorothy  Vernon 
TYPE:  Juvenile  comedy. 

THEME;  Baby  and  dog  as  chums. 
LOCALE:  An  American  town. 
TIME;  The  present. 

STORY:  A   boy  is  told  to  take  his 
baby  brother  with  him  when  he  goes  to 
play.  The  boy  attempts  to  get  rid  of  his 
brother,  who  constantly  turns  up  again. 
Unable  to  join  the  Beezer  Club  because 
his  nose  falls  an  inch  short  of  require- 

ments, the  baby  brings  another  boy  with 
a   nose  an  inch  over  length— ̂ and  passes 
in  on  the  su^lus.  He  breaks  a   window 
while  throwing  a   horseshoe  over  his 
shoulder  and  sells  his  dog  to  pay  for  it. 
Heartbroken,  he  tries  various  ways  to 
raise  money  to  buy  back  his  pet,  but  as 
the  purchaser  leaves  the  dog  for  a 
moment  it  trots  after  its  little  master 

again. HIGHLIGHT’S :   Boy’s  endeavor  to 
get  rid  of  his  brother.  .   .   .   Beezer 
Club  scene.  .   .   .   Breaking  of  window 
with  horseshoe.  .   .   .   Selling  of  dog. 
.   .   .   Endeavors  of  baby  to  raise  money 
fo  buy  it  back.  .   .   .   Reunion  of  baby and  dog. 
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New  Picture  Publication  Dates 
A   Week-to-Week  Summary  of  Facts  and  Figures  Pertain- 

ing^ New  Picture  Product  Offered  the  Theatre  Booker 

Title Producer Distributor Length 

WEEK  OF  MAY  1st 

Tbe  StiU  Alarm Universal 
A   Swell  Affair Blaa-Bird Universal 

The  Radio  Riddle Aq  AdveBtBf* 
A   Haonied  Helresc Stem  Bros. Universal 2   reels 
The  Frame  Up 

A   MastoBg Universal 

The  Emergeaey  Mob A   MasiBQg 

The  Wilderoeaa  WotnoD First  NatloDol First  National 
7533 

Wet  Point Paramomint Paramount 

RonsoD’s  Follr 
First  National First  National 

7322 

WEEK  OF  MAY  Hh 

Who’s  Boss Jock  White Educational I0G3 

Gimme  Strength Christie Educational 2000 
Going  Crasy Jack  White Edneniionol 2000 
The  Shootin'  Foot Fables Paths 

2/3  reel The  Noon  Whistle Bo!  Roaeh Pathe 1   reel 

Mam's  the  Word Hoi  Roaeh 

Pathe 

2   rests 
Sar  It  With  Bobles Hal  Roach 

Pathe 
2   reels 

The  Ghost  of  Polly Maek  Sennet! Pathe 2   reels 
Fight  Night Muek  Sennet! Pathe 2   reels 
Earif  to  Wed Fox Fox 5912 
Whispering  Canyon Banner 

Ginsberg-Kcnn 5662 
Rosing  Blood Gotham 

Lumas 
5975 

The  Big  Charade F.  B.  O. F.  B.  O. 2   reels 
Hands  Aeross  the  Border F.  B.  O. 

F.  B,  O. 5367 
The  Alpine  Flapper Timely  Films 

GrantSond  Riee  Sport- 

lights 

Pathe 2/3  reel 
The  Planting  Season 

Pathe 

1   reel Dicky  Doodle's  Wild  West K.  B,  O. 
1   reel 

The  Heavy  Parade Standard  Ciaema 
F.  B.  0. 

1   reel The  Soelol  Highwaymen 
Warner 

6000 

The  Rainmaker Paramount Paramount 

6131 GelEoping  Cowboy Assceioted  Ezhibltorc Associated  Exhibitors 6000 

The  Phantom  BniSel UniversaE 
Universal 

6148 

Help  Wonted Bine-Bird Universe! 

1   reel The  Radio  Wizard An  Adventure Universal 2   reels 

Buster's  Miz-Up 
Stem  Bros. 

Universal 2   reels 
Desperate  Don 

A   Mnstang 
Universal 

2   reeU 

The  Set  Up Blne-Streak  Westsm Universal S   reels 
Shipwrecked P-D-C P-B-C 5865 

Sweet  Daddies First  National First  Notional 6562 

WEEK  OF  MAY  17tb 

Up  And  Wooing F.  B.  O. 
F.  B.  O. 

1968 

Where's  My  Baby Bine-Bird  Comedy 
Universal 

1   r«el 

Boy  Scoot  Loyalty An  Adventure  Picture 
Universal 

2   reels 
Playing  the  Swell Stem  Bros.  Comedy 

Universal 
2   reels 

The  Tin  Brons A   Mustang  Picture Universal 
2   reeb 

Felix  the  Cat  in  a   ToU  of  Two  Kitties Bijou  Films Eduealionol 
1000 

His  Private  Life Lnpino  Lane  Comedies Edusatlonat 
2000 

Bear  Cats Jack  White Edueationo! 
2000 

What  A   Life Jack  White Educational 
1000 

From  A   to  Z   miru  Filmdora Lyman  H.  Howe Educational 
1000 

Liquid  Dynamite Timely  Films 
Pathe 2/3  reel Don  Key  (Son  of  Burro) Hal  Roaeh Pathe 

2   reeb Glenisler  of  The  Mounted 
F.  B.  O. F.  B.  O. 5480 

Morganson's  Finish 

Tiffany 
Tiffany 

7500 

WEEK  OF  MAY  24th 

The  Secret  Spring 

My  Old  Dtateh 

Paramount Paramount 5710 
Universal Universal 7685 

Separated  Sweethearts Bine-Bird Universal 1   reel 
An  Adventure Universal 

2   reeb 

The  Radio  Secret Stem  Bros. Universal 
2   reels 

Honeymooning  With  Me 
Blue  Streak  Western 

Universal 2   reeb 
Universal 4362 

Looking  For  Tronble Slondard  Cinema P.  B.  O. 2   reeb 

Black  And  Blue  Eyes Christie Edneatiena! 2000 

Papa's  Past 
FelU  the  Cat Bijon  Films 

Educational 1000 

Ssoots  Through  Scotland Jack  White 
Educational 2000 

Timely  Films Pathe 
2/3  reel The  Bumper  Crop 

Unele  Tom's  Uncle 

Ha!  Roaeh Pathe 
2   reeb 

Maek  Sennett Paths 

2   reeb 

Mnsele  Bonnd  Music Crsntland  Riee  Sport. 
Pathe 

Oghts 1   reel The  Unknown  Soldier P-D-C 

P.DC 
7979 

The  Jade  Cup F.  B.  O. F.  B.  O. 4919 

The  Optimist Blue  Bird 
Universol 

4656 F.  B.  O. F.  B.  O. 

7775 «   Ha!  Eoceh Pathe 
1   reel 

Paris 
Metro Metro 

SS80 

WEEK  OF  JUNE  6th 

The  SSg  Retreat 
He  Forgo!  to  Hemember 

Puppy  Lovetime 
Gtsrr  or  DoESare 

The  Eseape 

Prlaee 
Movie  Madneee 

Bttsier’a  Heart  Beats 
Eve's  Leaves 

Timely  Films 
Paths 

2/3  reel Hal  Roach Pathe 2   reeb 

Mack  Sennett 
Pathe 2   reeb 

Gramtland  Riee  Sport- 

9s  —Vo- 

Pathe 

1   reel 

Blue  Streak  Westerns 
Universe! 4283 

Mustangs Universal 
2   reels 

Bias  Bird Universal 1   reel 
Stem  Bros. 

Universal 
2   reeb 

Stem  Bros. 
Universal 

2   reeb 
P-D-C P-D-C 

6750 

Mantrap 

DistTibutoYi  Paramount 
Producer:  Paramount 
Length:  Undetermined 

DIKECTOR   VICTOR  FLEMING 

Alvema   
Joe  Easter.. 

PLAYERS 

  Clara  Bow 

_   ,   ,   —   Ernest  Torrence 
Ralph  Prescott   Percy  Marmont 
E.  Wesson  Woodbury   Eugene  Pallette 
Curly  Evans...   Tom  Kennedy 
Mrs.  McGavvity.   Josephine  Crowell 
Mr.  McGavvity   William  Orlamond 
TYPE:  Romantic  drama. 

THEME;  Flirtatious  girl, 

LOCALE;  Canadian  woods. 
TIME:  The  present. 

STORY;  Hating  women  a   lawyer  goes 
to  the  Canadian  woods  with  a   friend. 
They  quarrel  and  the  friend  goes  his 
way,  while  the  lawyer  goes  to  a   trading 
post  with  a   veteran  woodsman.  The  lat- 

ter’s girl  wife  flirts  with  him  and  he 
gradually  succumbs  to  an  affection  for 
her.  He  decides  to  leave  to  avoid  temp- 

tation. The  girl  follows  him  and  forces 
him  to  say  he  will  take  her  to  New  York. 
The  husband  is  summond  by  an  Indian 
guide  who  has  seen  the  couple,  and  he 
asserts  _   his  responsibility.  The  girl 
jumps  into  the  canoe  and  leaves  them 
both.  The  lawyer  returns  to  New  York 
realizing  that  after  all  women  are  in- 

teresting, and  the  girl  returns  to  her 
husband  who  realizes  he  loves  her,  but 
that  she  will  always  flirt  and  be  a   prob- 
lem. 

HIGHLIGHTS:  Lawyer's  hatred. for 
women.  .   .   .   Camping  trip  scenes. 

.   .   .   Quarrel  between  lawyer  and  friend. 

.   .   .   Their  parting.  .   .   .   Girl  wife's 
dirtation  with  lawyer.  .   .   ,   His  decision 

to  leave.  .   .   .   Scene  in  which  she  follows 

him  and  forces  him  to  say  he  will  take 
her  to  New  York.  .   .   .   Arrival  on 

scene  of  husband.  .   .   .   Girl’s  jumping 
into  canoe  and  leaving  them  both.  .   .   . 

Lawyer’s  realization  that  women  are  I'n- 
teresting.  .   .   ,   Girl's  return  to  husband. 

towSPICTURESi 
International  News  No.  40 

EARL  DEVORE  TRIUMPHS  OVER  SCORE  OF 
SPEED  DEMONS  IN  DARING  AUTOMOBILE 

CONTEST. 

International  News  No,  41 
SCHOOL  AND  COLLEGE  ATHLETES  COMPETE  IN 

TRACK  CARNIVAL.  ANDOVER  SPRINTERS 
DEFEAT  EXETER  RIVALS  IN  INTER- 

SCHOLASTIC  MEET. 

• 

Kinograms  No.  5187 
FLEET  SEES  STRUGGLE  BETWEEN  MEN  OF 

U.  S.  S.  UTAH  AND  NEW  YORK  AS  NAVY 

CREWS  RACE  FOR  THE  BAITEN'BURC 

CUP. 
Kinograms  No.  5188 

RIOT  AT  JOAN  OF  ARC  FETE  IN  PARIS  WHILE 
ORLEANS  PEACEFULLY  PAYS  HOMAGE 

TO  THE  MAID. 

Pathe  News  No.  41 
STORM  AT  DALLAS.  TEXAS  DOES  DAMAGE  OF 

$1,000,000  AS  ICE  BALLS  FALL  WITH 
BULLET  VELOCITY. 

Pathe  News  No.  42 

CANINE  STARS  VIE  IN  AMERICA’S  FIRST INTERNATIONAL  BOG  CARNIVAL  AT 
NEW  YORK  CITY. 

Fox  News  No.  66 
MISS  LILLIAN  CANNON,  A   BALTIMORE  GIRL, 

WILL  TRY  TO  SWIM  THE  ENGLISH 

CHANNEL  ACCOMPANIED  BY  HER  DOC. 

Fox  News  No.  67 

PRINCETON  EICHT-OARED  SHELL  WINS  3- 
CORNERED  RACE  ON  CHARLES  RIVER 

FROM  YALE  AND  HARVARD. 
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“UnseenStars”  Vital, SaysSistrom Pro-Dis-Cos 
Supervisors 
In  High  Rank 
By  WILLIAM  SISTROM 

General  Manager,  De  Mille  and  Metro- 
politan Studios 

'T'O  the  public  the  stars  who  actually  ap- 
pear  on  the  screen  are  at  present  the 

all-important  factors. — To  the  exhibitor  who 

makes  and  maintains  his  reputation  by  pur- 
veying good  entertainment  in  an  original 

manner,  the  unseen  stars  behind  the  screen 

have  at  least  equal,  if  not  greater,  values. 

The  star  who  sliines  in  singular  brilliancy 

before  the  eyes  of  the  public  is  sustained 

there  by  the  unnoticed  hands  of  other  stars 

in  the  professions  contributing  to  picture 

making.  And  the  box  office  success  or  fail- 

ure of  every  production  depends  in  great 

measure  upon  the  talents  of  these  “unseen 

stars.” The  intrinsic  value  of  every  production 

is,  in  its  final  box  office  analysis,  determined 

by  the  genius  and  skill  of  its  many  con- 
tributing factors.  And  exhibitors  will  find 

in  this  fact  a   new  and  unlimited  source 

of  invaluable  exploitation  material. 

Sup-ervisors  Important 

For  instance :   Under  modern  methods  of 

picture  making,  a   supervisor  has  become 

extremely  important.  The  supervisor’s 
work  starts  with  the  motion  picture  from 

its  inception  as  an  undeveloped  idea.  He 

supervises  its  writing  by  a   capable  author, 

keeps  close  watch  upon  it  as  it  is  being  di- 

rected and  finally  cuts  and  titles  the  picture 
and  makes  it  a   finished  product.  To  prop- 

erly handle  his  job,  the  supervisor  must 

have  had  long  and  intensive  training  in 
the  motion  picture  business.  He  or  she  must 

he  in  sympalJty  with  the  ever  changing  in- 
clinations of  the  public  and  likewise  be 

able  to  understand  the  problems  of  the  di- 
rector. the  actor  and  the  writer; — merging 

and  molding  all  these  elements  for  the  gen- 
eral good  of  the  picture. 

In  the  DeMille  and  Metropolitan  organiz- 
ation we  are  fortunate  in  having  an  ex- 

tremely able  group  of  supervisors.  Bert- 
ram Millhouser,  Jack  Cunningham,  Elmer 

Harris,  Will  M.  Ritchey,  C.  Gardner  Sulli- 
van and  F.  McGrew  Willis  all  have  suc- 

ceeded splendidly  during  the  last  year  and 
have  been  given  increased  responsibilities 
for  1926.  In  addition,  Beulah  Marie  Dix 
is  supervising  one  picture  and  Jeanie  Mac- 
pherson  will  likewise  give  her  talents  in  a 
supervisory  capacity  to  at  least  one  pro- 

duction this  year  in  addition  to  her  regular 
duties  as  special  writer  for  Cecil  B DeMille. 

Jeanie  Maepherson  Heads  Writers 
The  work  of  these  supervisors  durini 

the  past  years  is  the  best  sort  of  public  rec 
oi^endation  for  the  pictures  that  the’ will  supeiwise  this  year.  Certainly  it  wouli 
seetn  highly  advisable  from  a   box  offic< 
standpoint  to  herald  the  fact  that  the  super visor  of  such  past  successes  as  “Threi 
Faces  Ept,  Braveheart,”  “Red  Dice’ 

„   Rocking  Moon,”  "The  Princ< 
of  Pilsen  and  "Hell’s  Highroad”  is  thj 

Art  Directors, 

PAUL  IRIBE  CHARLES  CADWAL- 

Special  An  Director  LADER 
for  Cecil  B.  DeMille.  A^i^ociate  An  Di  rector 

Dcnigncr  for  DeMille. 

GILBERT  ADRIAN  MITCHELL  LEISEN 

Designer  \«ho  come  to  Art  Director.  Melro- 
Pro.Dls-Co.  from  Eu-  politon  studio, 

ropean  capitals. 

supervisor  of  the  production  being  shown 
current  in  any  theatre. 

Jeanie  Maepherson,  who  is  credited  with 

the  writing  of  over  thirty  box  office  suc- 
cesses, heads  our  list  of  staff  writers  which 

also  includes  Rex  Taylor,  Jack  Tevne, 
Charles  Logue,  Beulah  Marie  Dix.  Jane 
Murfin,  Harold  Shumate,  Garrett  Fort, 
Douglas  Doty,  Lenore  J.  Coffee,  Anthony 
Coldewey,  Gladys  Unger,  Marion  Orth, 
Margaretta  Tuttle  and  Zelcla  Sears.  Nego- 

tiations for  the  services  of  other  writers 
equally  prominent  are  now  in  progress. 
The  form  in  which  the  story  is  told,  the 

cleverness  of  each  situation;  the  blending 
of  the  pathetic  and  humorous  situations  in 
perfect  continuity  is  the  work  of  this  staff 
of  star  writers  and  their  names  if  properly 
used  can  be  capitalized  by  the  theatre  just 
as  the  names  of  authors  are  exploited  by 
magazines  and  newspapers. 

Dressing  the  Production 

Then  comes  the  dressing  of  each  produc- 
tion. The  settings  of  a   picture  contribute 

a   large  percentage  to  box  office  intake.  The 
pictorial  backgrounds  allure  quite  as  much 
as  the  action  and  each  is  a   distinct  and  dis- 

tinguishing reflection  of  the  individual 
artistry  of  an  art  director.  Their  names 
should  carry  as  much  weight  as  the  signa- 

tures on  the  most  lavish  of  painted  can- 
vases in  the  art  galleries. 

_   In  our  DeMille  and  Metropolitan  organ- 
ization we  have  recognized  this  in  securing 

the  services  of  such  men  as  Paul  Iribe,  spe- 
cial art  director  for  Mr.  DeMille  who  has 

Calls  Writers, 
Cameramen  of 

Best  In  Field 
just  returned  from  Paris  to  assume  re- 

sponsibility for  Mr.  DeMillc’s  next  big  pic- ture with  Mitchell  Leisen  as  his  associate. 
Max  Parker  and  Charles  Cadwallader.  art 
directors  at  the  DeMille  and  Metropolitan 
studios  respectively,  are  as  excellent  as  they 
are  efficient  in  their  calling. 
The  matter  of  costuming  has  an  appeal 

particularly  its  own.  Here  there  is  a   tre- 
mendous appeal  to  women  and  this  responsi- 

bility is  splendidly  handled  by  Adrian,  the 
famous  designer  who  came  to  us  from  his 

successes  in  “The  Music  Box  Revue"  and 
previously  notable  costuming  efforts  in 
Paris  and  other  European  style  capitals. 
Adrian  as  a   designer  is  one  of  the  most 
importarut  stars  we  have  who  is  never  seen 
on  the  screen. 

Star  Photographers  Listed 

The  most  marvelous  acting  and  the  clev- 
erest stories  can  easily  be  ruined  by  poor 

photography  and  here  we  also  need  stars 

of  the  photographic  profession.  My  ex- 
perience in  this  business  leads  me  to  a   state- 

ment of  absolute  fact  that  for  Producers 

Distributing  Corporation  we  have  the  most 

adept  group  of  cameramen  the  business  can 
offer. 

Peverell  Marley,  special  cameraman  for 
Cecil  B.  DeMille,  has  shown  his  worth  in 

"The  Volga  Boatman,”  "The  Road  to  Yes- 
terday and  the  Rupert  Julian  production, 

_   Silence.  Arthur  Miller  proved  his  worth 

in  photographing  “The  Coming  of  Amos,” He,  too,  is  one  of  the  great  artists  in  the 
business.  Lucien  Andriot  came  with  Wil- 

liam K.  Howard  from  Paramount  and  has 
splendidly  handled  the  photographic  details 
of  the  William  K.  Howard  pictures.  Nor- 
l>it  Brodine  excelled  himself  in  “Paris  at 
Midnight,”  Charles  G.  Clark  and  Joe  Shelle 
in  “Rocking  Moon”  and  other  George  Mcl- ford  productions.  Devereaux  Jennings, 
Gus  Peterson,  Alex  Phillip.  Hal  Rothen, 
Dave  Kesson,  Georges  Benoit,  Ray  June. 
James  C.  Van  Trees,  J.  Badarracco, — all 
these  clever  cameramen  and  a   number  of 
others  contributed  their  talents  to  the  192.v 
26  releases  of  Producers  Distributing  Cor- 

poration and  they  will  be  entrusted  with  the 
recording  of  our  1926-27  group  of  attrac- tions. 

The  work  of  these  stars  who  are  neve*' 
seen  is  absolutely  important  and  essential 
m   the  production  of  good  commercial  mo 
tioii  pictures. 

Executive  direction,  of  the  studio  is  always 
an  extremely  important  factor.  I   am  very fortunate  in  having  closely  associated  with 
me  Louis  Goodstadt,  assistant  genera!  man- 

ager, whose  wide  knowledge  of  the  business 
of  attracting  artists  to  the  screen  makes 
him  an  extremely  valuable  factor  in  both 
DeMille  and  Metropolitan  productions.  As 

general  manner  of  the  DeMille  and  Metro- 
politan Studios  I   am  very  proud  o£  the  un- 

seen stars  who  build  the  stories  which  our 
players  later  bring  into  life  on  the  screen. 
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Metropolitan’s 
Supervisors, 
Scenarists 

JANE  MURFIN FINIS  FOX 

F.  McGREW  WILLIS  HAROLD  SHUMATE  JACK  CUNNINGHAM  ANTHONY  COLDEWE
Y 

DeMille  Supervisors,  Scenarists 

DOUGLAS  DOTY JEANIE  MACPHERSON GARRETT  FORT ELMER  HARRIS 

LENORE  J.  COFFEE 
C. 

GARDNER  SULLIVAN BEULAH  MARIE  DIX  BERTRAM  MILLHAUSER 
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British  National,  Ltd. 

“London*’  Is  First  Gish  Picture 

J.  D.  Williams  announces  that  the  title 

for  the  first  Dorothy  Gish  picture  of  the 

series  now  being  produced  in  England  is 

to  be  “London,”  which  will  be  directed  by 
Herbert  Wilcox. 

Ginsberg-Kann 
Chas.  R.  Goetz  Buys  Product 

Charles  R.  Goetz,  president  of  Depend- 
able Film  Corporation,  has  just  signed  a 

contract  by  which  Dependable  Film  will 

distribute  the  twelve  Sterling  and  the  six 

new  Banner  productions  to  be  released 

during  the  season  of  1926-27. 

Columbia 

“False  Alarm”  Is  in  Production 

"The  False  Alarm,”  being,  directed  by 
Frank  O'Connor,  headed  by  Dorothy 
Revier,  Mary  Carr,  Ralph  Lewis,  Maurice 

Costello,  John  Harron  and  George  O’Hara, 
has  been  put  into  production. 

Gotham 

Announce  Release  Dates 

Titles  and  dates  of  some  of  the  Gotham 

productions  are  as  follows:  “The  Golden 

Web,”  August  2;  "The  Silent  Power,” 

September  6;  “King  of  die  Pack,”  October 
4;  "The  Block  Signal,"  November  1; 

“Money  to  Burn,”  December  6;  “The  Final 

Extra,”  January  3,  1927;  “Quarantined 
Rivals,”  February  7;  “Heroes  of  the 
Night,”  March  7;  “The  Woman  Who  Did 

Not  Care,”  April  4;  "Sinews  of  Steel," 

May  2;  "Mountains  of  Manhattan,”  June 
20  and  “The  Silent  Avenger,”  July  S,  1926. 

Famous  Attractions 

Hunter  and  Logan  Head  “Romance”  Cast 

Glenn  Hunter  and  Jacqueline  Logan 
have  been  chosen  to  head  the  cast  of  play- 

ers who  \yill  be  featured  in  “The  Romance 
of  a   Million  Dollars,"  which  Tom  'Terriss 
has  already  started  filming  on. 

Warner  Brothers 

“Reveillon”  Has  Tide  Changed 

“So  this  is  Paris”  is  the  new  title  of  the 
recently  completed  picture  which  was  pro- 

duced under  the  title  of  “Reveillon.” 

Meredith  Prepares  Costello  Script 

Bess  Meredyth  is  preparing  the  script 
for  the^  next  vehicle  in  which  Dolores  Cos- 

tello will  be  starred,  which  is  an  adaptation 

of  “The  Heart  of  Maryland.” 

“Honeymoon  Express”  Next  for  Production 
“The  Honeymoon  Express,”  with  Irene Rich  starring,  is  the  next  production  to  get 

underway  and  is  scheduled  to  start  any 
day  under  the  direction  of  James  Flood. 

Film  “Quests’  Sequence 

J.  Stuart  Blackton,  who  is  directing  "The 
Passionate  Quest,”  just  finished  filming  the theatre  sequence,  about  which  much  of  the 
action  of  the  picture  revolves. 

Film  Mart  Bits 

of  Eleven  Years 

Sept.  18,  1915 
Msck  Sennett  will  enlarge  the 

Keystone  studio’s  administration 
building  and  add  to  the  suite  of 

offices  in  the  scenario  department. 

*   *   « 

July  3,  1920 
Harry  Bribbon  and  Dorothy 

Orth  have  joined  Christie  to  ap- 
pear in  comedies  for  distribution 

by  Educational.  ■ 
*   *   * 

Feb.  20,  1926 

William  Beaudine  has  been 

signed  to  a   new  long  term  con- 
tract to  direct  for  Warner  Broth- 

ers. 

“Door  Mad’  Cast  Is  Selected 

Willard  Louis  and  Irene  Rich  will  have 

the  featured  roles  in  "The  Door  Mat,”  and 
will  be  supported  by  Helene  Costello,  John 

Patrick,  Jane  Winton,  Virginia  Lee 
Corbin  and  Harold  Goodwin. 

Associated  Exhibitors 

“ComeDn  Charlie”  Series  for  Horton 

Screen  rights  to  Thomas  Addison’s  short 

story  series  titled  “Come~On  Charley,” 
have  been  purchased  for  Edward  Everett 
Horton. 

“Twisted  Triggers”  for  Wally  Wales 

Wally  Wales,  western  star,  will  shortly 
commence  his  first  production  for  release 

by  Associated  Exhibitors,  which  will  be 

“Twisted  Triggers.”  Richard  Thorpe  will 
direct  this  production. 

“Eyes  of  Totem”  Nears  Completion 

“Eyes  of  the  Totem,”  H.  C.  Weaver’s 
second  production,  is  nearing  completion. 

“Raw  Country^’  Is  Weavers  Next 

H.  C.  Weaver  has  selected  “Raw 

Country”  as  his  third  production.  John 
Bowers,  Warner  Ola^d,  Frank  Campeau, 
Eddie  Hearn  and  Anne  Cornwall  have 

been  signed  to  play  the  feading  roles. 

Peggy  Makes  Appearance  with  “Skyrocket” 
Peggy  Hopkins  Joyce  signed  to  appear 

in  conjunction  with  her  photoplay  “The 
Skyrocket,”  shown  at  the  Lafayette,  Buf- falo. Fred  M.  Shafer,  manager,  reported 
that  record  business  was  being  done. 

Universal. 

“Take  It  From  Me”  Is  WelVVnder  Way 
“Take  It  From  Me,"  the  Reginald 

Denny  starring  production  which  William 
A.  Seiter  is  directing,  is  well  under  way. 

Plan  to  Make  52  One-Reel  Comedies 

A   production  schedule  for  comedies 

which  include  52  one-reel  pictures  during 
the  next  t^velve  months  has  been  adopted 

by  Universal. 
“She’s  My  Cousin"  Wins  Praise 
The  first  of  the  19^-27  Stern  Brothers 

Comedies  to  reach  the  screen,  "She’s  My 
Cousin,”  had  its  premier  in  the  Colony, N.  Y.  and  proved  a   popular  audience 

picture.  It  is  the  first  of  “The  Excuse Maker”  series. 

“Butterflies”  h   Started 

Edward  Sloman  has  started  production 

on  “Butterflies  in  the  Rain,”  in  which Laura  La  Plante  is  playing  the  featured 
feminine  role  with  James  Kirkwood 

opposite  her. 
Humes  Starts  New  One 

Freddie  Humes,  new  western  star,  has 

started  work  on  “Smiling  Sam,”  under  the 
direction  of  Willie  Wyler.  Barbara  Kent 

is  playing  opposite  him. 

United  Artists 

Select  “General”  Sites 
Buster  Keaton  and  his  technical  aides 

have  left  in  search  for  locations  for  "The 
General,”  his  first  picture  for  U.  A. 
“Stella  Dallas”  Opens  in  Paris 

'Stella  Dallas”  had  its  Paris  opening  at 
the  Max  Linder  Theatre,  and  is  said  to 
have  won  favor  there. 

“Black  Pirate”  in  Boston  Opening 

“The  Black  Pirate”  opened  a   special  run 
of  four  weeks  at  the  Tremont  Theatre. 

Boston,  as  a   pre-release  showing  before 
the  film  gets  its  regular  distribution  in 

Fall. 

Fairbanks  Meet  Mussolini 

Mary  Pickford  and  Douglas  Fairbanks 

were  given  an  audience  by  Premier  Mus- solini in  Rome. 

Paramount 

Chinese  Actor  in  “Diplomacy” 
Sojin,  Chinese  actor,  has  been  signed  to 

play  the  part  of  a   Chinese  diplomat  in 
“Diplomacy,”  which  Marshall  Neilan  is 
making. 

Collier,  Jr.,  Cast  in  “American''Girl” 
WjIHam  Collier,  Jr.,  has  been  Cast  for 

an  important  role^  in  Fiorenz  Ziegfeld's 
production,  “Glorifying  the  American 

“Say  It  Again”  h   Completed 

Richard  Dix’s  latest  starring  comedy, 
“Say  It  Again,”  was  completed  under  thq direction  of  Gregory  La  Cava.  | 

“Show-Off”  Goes  Into  Production 

Production  has  been  started  on  “The 

_Show-OfT,”  which  Mai  St.  Clair  is  direct-!' ing  and  in  which  Ford  Sterling  plays  the 
title  role. 

Exhibitors  Choose  Titles 

The  title  “The  Cat’s  Pajamas,”  featur- 
ing Betty  Bronson,  Ricardo  Cortez,  The- 

odore Roberts  and  Arlette  Morchal,  was 

changed  to  “The  Voice  With  A   Kiss,”  but 
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at  36  regional  conferences  of  exhibitors 
throughout  the  country  the  exhibitors  de- 

cided they  liked  the  title  "The  Cat’s 
Pajamas"  better  than  the  other,  so  the 
title  has  been  changed  back. 

Fox 

Completed  Filming  “The  Lily 
Victor  Schertzinger  has  just  completed 

the  screening  of  “The  Lily,"  in  which 
Belle  Bennett  plays  the  title  role. 

Madge  Bellamy  in  “M&nkey  Talks" 
Madge  Bellamy  has  been  selected  to  por- 

tray the  pretty  slack-wire  walker  in  the 

screen  adaption  of  “The  Monkey  Talks." 

“Complete  Life"  Is  Being  Filmed 
Robert  Kerr  is  now  directing  the  latest 

0.  Henry  comedy,  “The  Complete  Life,” 
in  which  Ethel  Sykes  and  Frank  Butler 
have  the  leading  roles. 

"Peter  Grimm”  Being  Screened 
Victor  Schertzinger  is  transferring  to 

the  silversheet  “The  Return  of  Peter 
Grimm.” 
Two  in  Production 

Harry  Beaumont  will  soon  complete 

“Womanpower,”  with  Kathryn  Perry  and 
Ralph  Graves  in  the  leading  roles.  “The 
White  Eagle,”  with  Buck  Jones,  is  now  in 
production. 

Metro-GoIdw3rn-Mayer 
Warner  Starts  on  First  Production 

H.  B.  Warner,  who  sipied  a   long  term 
contract  with  C.  B.  DeMille,  has  begun  his 

first  picture,  "White  Gold,"  directed  by Rupert  Julian. 

Three  May  Releases 

“The  Boob,”  “Paris”  and  “Lovey  Mary" 
are  scheduled  to  be  released  the  latter  part 
of  this  month. 

Productions  in  the  Editing 

Productions  in  the  editing  are  “Blar- 
ney,” which  was  filmed  as  “In  Praise  of 

James  Carabine,"  “There  You  Are," 
“Paris,”  and  “The  Boy  Friend.” 
Carmel  Myers  Under  New  Contract 

Following  completion  of  her  role  in 

"That  Certain  Party,”  Carmel  Myers  has 
been  placed  under  a   new  contract  by  M- 
G-M. 

Haines  in  "Marine”  Cast 
William  Haines,  following  the  success 

he  created  in  “Brown  of  Harvard,”  has 
been  assigned  the  romantic  lead  in  "Tell 
It  to  the  Marines,”  in  which  Lon  Chaney is  starred. 

“Dead  Line”  Is  Being  Shot 
“The  Dead  Line,”  with  Bob  Custer  star- 

ring is  now  being  filmed  under  the  direc- 
tion of  Jock  Nelson.  Jesse  Goldburg  is 

supervising  the  production. 

F.  B.  O. 

"Her  Honor”  Is  Finished 
Chet  Withey  has  shot  the  final  scenes 

On  “Her  Honor  the  Governor,”  starring Pauline  Frederick. 

Ceder  Starts  Third  Group  of  Series 

Ralph  Ceder,  director  of  two-reel  com- 
edy series,  is  starting  on  his  third  group, 

“Bill  Grimm’s  Progress,”  with  Jack  Luden 
and  Margaret  Morris  in  the  leading  roles. 

Three  Scheduled  for  Production 

“Breed  of  the  Sea,”  “Rose  of  the  Ten- 
ements” and  “The  Stumbling  Herd"  are 

scheduled  to  get  under  way  in  the  near 
future. 

Brent  Begins  "Flame  of  Argentine” 
Evelyn  Brent  has  just  begun  work  on 

Film  Mart  Bits 
of  Eleven  Years 

July  31,  1915 
King  oi  Universal  City!  That’s the  title  now  worn  by  Herbert 

Rawlinson,  Universal  star. 

*   *   * 

November  20,  1920 

Westart  Pictures  Corporation, 
which  started  work  six  weeks  ago 
in  Tulsa,  Okla.,  has  completed 
"Black  Gold,”  "Out  of  the  Clouds” 
and  "The  Fatal  Scar” 

*   *   * 

Jan.  23,  1926 
CranBeld  &   Clarke  has  obtained 

for  release  a   series  of*  two-reel 
pictures  dramatizing  famous  paint- ings. 

“Flame  of  the  Argentine,”  with  Eddie  Dil- 
lon at  the  directorial  megaphone. 

Prc-Dis-Co 
Hold  Double  N.  Y.  Premiere 

A   dual  New  York  premiere  was  held  at 

the  Times  Square  theatre  when  “Silence” 
was  presented  followed  by  "The  Prince  of 

Pilsen.” Giltnore  in  "Almost  a   Lady”  Cast 
Barney  Gilmore  has  been  added  to  the 

cast  of  “Almost  a   Lady,”  the  Metropolitan 
production  starring  Marie  Prevost. 

Complete  "Speeding  Venus” 
Director  Robert  Thornby  has  completed 

“The  Speeding  Venus"  in  which  Priscilla 
Dean  is  starred. 

Reynolds  Starts  "Risky  Business” 
Filming  has  started  on  Vera  Reynolds’ 

second  starring  picture,  “Risky  Business,” 
being  directed  by  Alan  Hale. 

Keitk'Albee  Book  "Boatman” 
The  first  Pro-Dis-Co  picture  to  go  over 

the  entire  Keith-Albee  Circuit  under  the 

recent  affiliation  will  be  Cecil  B.  De  Mille’s 
personally  directed  production,  “The  Volga 

Boatman.” 

Film  Marl  Bits 
of  Eleven  Years 

Nov.  20,  1915 

Patha’s  Gold  Rooster  program 

will  include  George  B.  Seitz’s 
"The  Kin^s  Game.”  Arnold  Daly 
will  produce  it 

*   *   * 

Dec.  18,  1920 

The  two-reel  Torchy  comedies 
of  Johnny  Hines  have  shown  an 
increase  of  SO  per  cent  in  bookings 
in  high  class  theatres  in  the  last 
60  days,  according  to  Educational. 

*   *   * 

Jan.  2,  1926 
Celebrities  of  the  screen  and 

executive  forces,  including  16  di- 

rectors, were  present  at  the  open- 

ing of  Metro’s  "The  Merry 
Widow”  at  Granman’s  Million 
Dollar  theatre  in  Los  Angeles. 

Educational 

Lloyd  Hamilton  Is  Signed 
Lloyd  Hamilton  has  just  signed  a   new 

three  year  contract. 

Re  sign  Jack  White 
A   new  contract  has  also  been  given  Jack 

White,  to  run  three  years,  as  director  su- 

pervisor. Christie  to  Produce  Thirty 
Christie  studios  are  preparing  to  produce 

thirty  two-reel  comedies  this  coming  year. 

Lupino  Lane  Is  Re-engaged  ' Lupino  Lane  has  been  re-engaged  for  the 
coming  year  for  another  series  of  six  Lu- 

pino Lane  Comedies. 

Listed  on  1926-27  Program 

The  one  reel  subjects  listed  for  the  soB- 
son  of  1926-27  are :   24  Cameo  Comedies,  26 

Felix  Cartoons,  12  Lyman  H.  Howe’s 
Hodge-Podge,  26  Life  Cartoon  Comedies, 12  Robert  C.  Bruce  Scenic  Novelties,  12 
Curiosities  and  104  issues  of  Kinograms, 
the  news  reel. 

Pathe 
"Fighting  Marine”  in  Production 

Gtne  Tunney  is  now  in  the  midst  of  pro- 

duction of  “The  Fighting  Marine,”  a Patheserial. 

"Atta  Boy’  for  Monte  Banks 

“Atta  Boy,”  Monte  Banks’  first  Pathe 
feature  comedy,  is  soon  to  go  under  way, 
directed  by  E.  H.  Griffith,  and  will  be  com- 

pleted in  time  for  early  fall  release. 

"Raggedy  Rose”  Normand  Comedy 

“Raggedy  Rose"  is  the  title  so  far  ac- 
cepted on  the  comedy  which  Mabel  Nor- 

mand is  to  make  for  Pathe. 

"Uncle  Tom’s  Uncle”  May  30  Release 

“Uncle  Tom’s  Uncle,”  the  latest  comedy 

of  Hal  Roach’s  Our  Gang,  is  to  be  re- leased May  30. 

First  National 

Additions  to  "Forever”  Cast 
Following  the  announcement  that  Lloyd 

Hughes  and  Mary  Astor  will  play  the  fea- 

tured roles  in  “Forever  After,"  the  first 
B.  P.  Fineman  production  for  F.  N.,  it 
is  announced  that  David  Torrence,  Eulalie 

Jensen  and  Hallam  Cooley  have  been  add- 
ed to  the  cast. 

Tom  Moore  Opposite  Griffith 

Tom  Moore  will  play  opposite  Corinne 
Griffith  in  her  coming  production  of 
"Ashes,”  which  will  be  directed  by  Richard Wallace. 

Dillon  to  Direct  "Midnight  Lovers” 

John  Francis  Dillon  will  direct  “Mid- 
night Lovers,”  for  which  Lewis  Stone  and 

Anna  Q.  Nilsson  have  been  signed  to  play 
the  featured  roles. 

Title,  Edit  and  Cut  “Brown  Derby” 
"The  Brown  Derby,”  Johnny  Hines’  lat- 

est comedy,  has  been  titled,  edited  and  cut, 
the  titles  having  been  written  by  Jack 
M’Gowan. 

"Wilderness  Woman"  Is  Praised 
“The  Wilderness  Woman,”  directed  by 

Howard  Higgin,  received  favorable  com- ment from  critics  reviewing  it  at  the 
Strand  as  a   good  comedy. 

Polish  Star  with  U 
(Special  to  the  Herald) 

UNIVERSAL  CITY,  May  25.— Edou- 
ard Raquello,  player  from  Poland,  is  now 

at  Universal  City  under  contract  to  the 
Lammie  organization. 
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Warner  Brothers’  Twenty-Six and  Nine  Roadshow  Pictures 
Twenty-Six  Winners 

“The  Brute,'"  with  Monte  Blue. * 

“My  Official  Wife,”  with  Irene  Rich. * 

“The  College  Widow.”  with  Dolores  Cos- tello. 
* 

Riu-Tin-Tin  in  “Hills  of  Kentucky.” * 

Millionaires,’  with  Louise  Fazenda  and 
Willard  Louis. 

* 

“What  Happened  to  Father,”  with  Patsv Ruth  Miller. 
* 

“Irish  Hearts,”  with  Dolores  Costello. 

“The  Climbers.”  with  Irene  Rich. * 

Bitter  Apples,”  witli  Monte  Blue. * 

“Dearie,”  with  Louise  Fazenda  and  Wil- lard Louis. 

An  Arthur  Somers  Roche  Story  with 
Patsy  Ruth  Miller. 

* 

What  Every  Girl  Should  Know,”  with 
Special  Cast. 

* 

“Across  the  Pacific,”  with  Monte  Blue. * 

“Don’t  Tell  the  Wife,”  with  Irene  Rich. * 

Rin-Tin-Tin  in  “While  London  Sleeps.” 

“White  Flannels,”  with  Special  Cast. * 

“Matinee  Ladies,”  with  Special  Cast. * 

'^Simple  Sis,”  with  Louise  Fazenda. 

“The  Heart  of  Maryland,”  with  Dolores 
Costello. 

* 

“The  Black  Diamond  Express,”  witli Monte  Blue. 

* 

"The  Third  Degree,”  with  Patsy  Ruth Miller. 

* 

“A  Million  Bid,”  with  Dolores  Costello. 
* 

“Private  Izzy  Murphy,”  with  George 
Jessel. 

* 

Rin-Tin-Tin  in  “Tracked  by  the  Police.” 

“The  Gay  Old  Bird,”  with  Louise  Fa- 
zenda and  Willard  Louis. 

An  Arthur  Somers  Roche  Mystery  Drama 
with  Special  Cast. 

Roadshow  Productions 

John  Barrymore  in  “Don  Juan.” 

John  Barrymore  in  an  adaptation  of  the 

Opera,  “Manon  Lescaut.” 

Syd  Chaplin  in  “The  Better  ’Ole.” 
* 

Syd  Chaplin  in  an  Untitled  Story. 

Syd  Chaplin  in  an  Untitled  Story. 
% 

Two  Gigantic  Ernst  Lubitsch  Produc- tions. 

* 

“Black  Ivory,”  adapted  from  the  Widely- Read  Story. 

“Noah’s  Ark,”  a   Spectacular  Production. 
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W arner  Brothers  Announces  Product 

Busiest  Season  ̂ ^tf^^Varied  Product 
Awaited  Prepared 
IF  there  is  pride  in  achievement,  no  one can  begrudge  the  four  Warner  Brothers, 

Harry  M.,  Jack,  Sam  and  Albert,  nor 

anyone  connected  with  the  Warner  organi- 

zation, for  being  justly  proud  of  each  suc- 
cessive year  of  accomplishments. 

The  past  year  has  been  an  extremely 
busy  one  in  every  department  ot  Warner 
Brothers.  It  has  been  the  busiest  of  many 

busy  years.  The  achievements  have  been 
far  greater  than  ever  before,  a   greater  and 

perfect-running  organization  has  been  per- 

fected. Gradually  during  the  3’ear  the 
dead  wood  has  all  been  eliminated  in  the 

production  and  distribution  forces.  Wher- 
ever there  was  a   weak  link,  a   new  one  was 

welded  to  the  chain,  and  the  new  one  in 

each  instance  was  the  strongest  that  could 
be  obtained. 

Warners  biiilded  on  a   substantial  foun- 
dation during  1925.  For  years  they  had 

been  laying  the  groundwork  for  their  pres- 

ent great  organization.  They  built  care- 
fully and  conservatively.  They  watched  a 

new  man  develop  in  the  technical  end  of  the 
industry  and  they  brought  him  into  the 

W'arner  fold.  They  combed  the  field  for 
the  best  directors  and  they  made  new  stars 

(Couliiiiiftl  oil  t'li'ic  MS) 

BROTHERS  has  announced 

*   ’   Twenty-six  Warner  V\'iuners  for  1926- 
27.  These  and  nine  roadshow  productions 

constitute  the  output  for  the  season.  More 

int)ncy  will  be  spent  on  the  jiroduction  of 
these  26  than  on  the  forty  of  the  past  seo- 
son.  Also,  more  money  will  be  spent  on 

ad\crlising,  publicizing  ami  exploitation. 
In  anticipation  of  this  greatest  array  of 

pictures  ever  made  by  Warners,  an  already 

strong  organization  has  been  augmented 

and  perfected. 
The  Warner  program  is  aimed  as  an 

appeal  to  every  class  of  audience. 
Nine  of  the  26  productions  are  classed 

as  dramas.  There  are  seven  melodramas 

of  the  higher  type.  Two  are  mystery 

dramas,  three  comedies,  and  one  is  a   ro- 
mantic adventure  story. 

.'Kmong  the  established  stars  are  Dolores 

I'osiello.  of  “The  Sea  Beast"  and  “Bride  of 
(Coutiiiut'J  oil  t'nnc  H4) 
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Studio 
Executives 

Left  to  right:  Jack  War- 
ner, Raymond  Schrock 

and  William  Koenig. 

Full  Facilities 

at  Studios 
'^HROUGH  the  extensive  Warner  Broth- ers  studio  properties  in  both  East  and 

West,  Jack  L.  Warner,  production  chief, 

has  been  enabled  to  turn  out  the  type  of 
screen  entertainment  that  has  been  good 
news  throughout  the  country.  The  thou- 

sands of  commendable  reports  from  ex- 

hibitors are  declared  a   tribute  to  the  pro- 

duction department’s  foresight. 
Since  the  Warners  took  over  the  Eastern 

and  Western  plants  of  the  old  Vitagraph 
company,  they  have  co-ordinated  one  of 
the  biggest  motion  pictures  studios  in  the 

world.  The  combined  working  facilities 

of  the  Warner  studio  in  Brooklyn,  and  the 
{Continued  on  page  144) 

T wo  New  Screen 

Figures 
'T'WO  new  screen  personalities,  whose 

past  experiences  augur  well  for  their 

future  success,  will  be  given  an  opportun- 

ity to  show  their  talents  in  the  imposing 

Star  and  Stock 

Group  Strong 

VyARNER  BROTHERS  has  signed 
*   •   what  is  acknowledged  as  one  of  the 

strongest  groups  of  stars  and  stock  players 
ever  offered  to  exhibitors  for  their  1926-27 
production  schedule.  Stars  among  the  most 

Pats?  Ruth  Miller 

New  Roles  for 

Warner  Find 
'T'O  satisfy  the  demand  for  Dolores  Cos- tello,  screen  find  of  the  year,  Warner 
Brothers,  discoverers  of  this  star,  announce 
she  will  appear  in 

a   series  of  pictures 

on  their  1926-27 

program.  Miss Costello,  new  and 

bright  personality 
on  the  screen,  has 

been  put  under  a 
long-term  contract 

by  Warner  Broth- ers. Her  work  in 

small  parts  even 
attracted  the  at- 

tention of  other 

producers,  and  she 
was  borrowed  by 

Famous  Players  to  Dolores  Cosiello play  the  leading 

role  in  "Mannequin.”  Her  portraval  was an  outstanding  hit. 

Louis-F azenda 

Comedy  Team 
pNCLUDED  in  the  first  group  of  War- 
*■  ner  Brothers’  26  productions  Lr  the 

Monte  Blue 

Doris  Hill Jane  Wlnton 

production  schedule  arranged  by  the  War- 
ner Brothers  for  the  1926-27  season.  They 

are  Jane  Winton,  former  Ziegfeld  Follies 
beauty  and  dancer,  and  Doris  Hill,  a   cousin 
of  Eugene  O’Neil,  the  playwright. 

Miss  Winton  has  already  appeared  in  a 
number  of  Warner  productions.  For  the 

{Continued  on  page  140) 

Rln-Tln-Tln 

popular  in  the  industry  are  included.  The 
producing  organization  for  the  past  two 
years  has  experimented  with  players  until 
only  those  who  have  established  big  repu- 

tations remain  on  the  list  of  those  under 
long  term  contracts. 
Monte  Blue  is  a   splendid  indication  of 

the  caliber  of  stars  to  be  presented  by Warner  Brothers.  This  young  actor  has 
won  his  way  into  the  hearts  of  fans 
throughout  the  world.  His  performances 

m   “The  Limited  Mail,”  and  “Hogan’s  Al- (Continued  on  page  140) 

Lcuisc 

season  of  1926-27,  will  be  a   number  of 

starring  productions  by  Willard  Louis  and 
Louis  Fazenda.  Each  starring  vehicle  for 

{Continued  on  page  144) 

I 
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Directors 

of 

Warners 

26  Winners 

J.  STUART  BLACKTON RIESNER 

WALTER  MOROSCO ALAN  CROSLAND 
RUTH 

WILLIAM  BEAUDINE 

MILLARD  WEBB JAMES  FLOOD LEWIS  MILESTONE HERMAN  HAYMAKER 

Director  List 

Impressive 
The  list  of  directors  already  signed  by 

Warner  Brothers  to  produce  the  twent>'’- 

six  pictures  planned  on  the  new  season’s 
program,  reads  like  a   roster  of  Holly- 

wood’s directorial  geniuses.  Not  only  has 
America  been  combed  for  the  best  talent 

available,  but  Harry  M.  Warner,  on  his 
recent  trip  to  Europe,  signed  Paul  Ludwig 

Stein,  called  the  greatest  director  on  that 

continent  since  Ernst  Lubitsch’s  departure for  America. 

Of  the  three  essentials  to  the  production 

of  motion  pictures,  the  director  is  the  most 

important.  Exhibitors  are  fully  cognizant 

of  this,  and  to  them  the  name  of  the  di- 
rector on  a   production  is  the  hallmark  of 

its  value.  They  realize  that  his  is  the  hand 

upon  which  the  other  two  essentials,  star 

and  story,  must  rely.  To  the  motion  pic- 
ture public,  however,  his  importance  is  not 

yet  manifest.  , 

The  directors  selected  by  Warner  Broth- 

ers and  assigned  to  produce  ̂ ^^t  year  s 

production  program,  are  among  the  pick 
of  the  profession. 

Millard  Webb,  maker  of  "The  Sea 
(Continued  on  page  142) 

Leaders  from 
Overseas 

WARNER  BROTHERS  went  to  Ger- many and  Austria  this  year  and  made 
additions  to  the  directorial  and  writing 

staffs  in  the 

person  of 

Paul  Lud- wig Stein, 
next  to 

Lubitsch  rec- 
ognized  as 
the  most 

famous  di- re c   t   o   r   in 
Europe; 

Michael 
C   o   u   r   t ice, 

noted  Vien- 
nese direc- t   o   r.  and 

Robert 
Lieberman, 
noted  writer,  LUDWIG  STEIN 
s   o   u   g   h   t   by  .   , 

almost  every  company  m   Europe  at  me 

(Continued  on  page  142) 

Series  to  Sell 
in  Group 

TN  formulating  the  sales  policy  for  the 

forthcoming  series  of  Warner  Brothers 

26  productions,  Sam  E.  Morns,  gener
al 

manager  in  charge  of  distribution,  ma
de 

known  the  series  will  be  sold  in  group  dur-
 

ing the  early  part  of  the  new  season. '’“There  are  several  reasons  for  the  pur- 

suance of  the  policy  we  have  inaugurated 

for  the  new  season’s  product,  said  Mr. 

Morris.  “Our  past  year’s  sales  and  our 

amicable  relations  with  exhibitors,  and  the 

thousands  of  highly  commendable  reports 

direct  from  the  theatre  owners  have  made 

it  possible  for  us  to  begin  the  coming  
sea- 

son somewhat  in  advance  of  previous  years. 
“The  fact  that  we  are  able  to  .offer  the 

exhibitors  26  productions  early  this  fall  in- 
dicates in  no  small  measure  what  results 

our  exhibitor  friends  have  obtained  from
 

our  1925-6  product.  Each  production  is  a
 

distinctly  individual  feature,  from  «ts
  in- 

ception to  completion,  with  an  exwllent 

story,  cast  of  popular  players,  and  ern
cient 

directorialship.  Many  of  them  could  really 

be  called  specials. 
“We  believe  that  this  first  group  will  far 

(Continued  on  page  142) 
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Warners 
Radio 

KFW  B,  radio  station  of  IT  arm^r  Brothers  at 
dio  company’s  ff'esl  Coast  studio. 

Radio  Truck  to 
Cross  U.  S. 

CTARTING  this  niomh,  Warner  Broth- 
ers IS  making  a   bit  of  good  exploitation 

news  for  exhibitors  playing  their  pictures. 
The  Warners  this  year  is  effecting  a   coun- 

trywide tieup  that  will  even  surpass  their 
famous  auto  float  that  travelled  from  Coast 
to  Coast  putting  over  their  classics  in  the 
anti-censorship  crusades  of  three  years ago. 

Countrywide  Tieup 

The  project  started  is  a   countrywide 
tieup  in  key  cities  by  means  of  a   floating 
radio  truck  which  is  traveling  from  the 
studio  in  Los  Angeles  to  the  New  York 
oflice.  broadcasting  the  Twenty-six  Warner 
Winners  on  the  waj'  over  a   period  of  sev- eral months. 

Among  other  exploitation  plans  under 
way  by  Warner  Brothers  is  a   nationwide 
exploitation  service  which  will  take  in  dis- 

tricts from  Coast  to  Coast. 

Will  Work  in  Districts 

As  rapidly  as  possible,  capable  exploitation 
men  will  be  engaged;  men  experienced  in 
newspaper  work,  theatre  management  and 
who  are  proven  showmen.  One  of  the  im- 

portant bits  of  knowledge  they  must  have 
IS  territorial  information.  They  will  not 
tell  the  exhibitors  what  to  do,  but  will  go out  and  do  it. 

The  men  will  work  in  districts  instead 
of  individual  branch  offices  and  will  be 
sent  to  the  spot  where  aid  is  especially needed. 

Doris  Hill,  Jane  Winton 
N ow  on  Warner  Roster 

(Couliiiucil  from  paijc  13S) 

past  two  years  she  has  climbed  steadily, 
playing  in  such  productions  as  “The  Love 
Toy,  Why  Girls  Go  Back  Home”  and  the 
forthcoming  John  Barrymore  special  “Don 

Juan.” 
While  Miss  Hill's  career  thus  far  has not  had  much  of  a   professional  back- 

ground, she  has  all  the  requisites  of  a 
coming  screen  luminary.  She  is  an  accom- 

plished dancer,  19  years  of  age. 

^^0  motion  picture  producing  or  distrib- ’   uting  company  in  the  United  States 
has  the  interest  of  tlie  exhibitor  more  at 
heart  than  Warner  Brothers,  nor  does  anv 
give  the  exhibitor  wider  or  more  varied 
serv'ice. 
Warner  Brothers  is  the  one  producing  or 

distributing  concern  in  the  industry  to 
maintain  its  own  radio  broadcasting  sta- 

tions. Through  these  stations,  news  of 
Warner  pictures  and  Warner  players,  as 
well  as  complete  and  varied  programs  of 
every  description  are  put  on  the  air  daily 
and  nightly  and  picked  up  by  millions  of 
hsteners-in  in  all  parts  of  the  United States. 

Among  the  features  of  these  programs 
IS  the  announcement  of  cities,  towns  and 
theatres  in  which  Warner  pictures  are  be- 

ing played.  This  broadcasting  is  not 
merely  a   theoretical  success.  It  is  an  un- 
qualified  success  for  the  company  and  the 
exhibitors  in  an  advertising  and  publicity 
way,  as  is  attested  by  the  thousands  of 
applause  cards  and  letters  that  are  received 
daily  at  the  radio  headquarters  of  Warner Brothers. 

Warners  maintain  two  of  these  radio 
broadcasting  stations,  one  at  the  West 
Coast  Studio.s  in  Hollywood  and  the  other 
at  the  Warner  theatre,  Broadway  and  52d 
street,  New  York  cit}'.  Warners  are  now 
negotiating  for  a   third  station  to  be  opened 
in  the  Middle  West,  thus  completing  the 
chain  across  the  continent,  and  connecting with  hsteners-in  in  every  city,  town  and 
hamlet  in  the  United  Stales.  This  is  an 
expensive  undertaking. 
The  first  of  the  present  two  Warner 

stations  was  opened  at  the  Hollywood studios  of  the  company  in  March  1925 
it  IS  registered  as  Station  KFWB  and  is 
operated  on  a   252  meter  wave  length.  Its 
two  imposing  150  foot  towers  rise  directly m   front  of  the  studio.  They  are  the  chief 
landmarks  of  Hollywood  and  are  illumi- nated at  night. 

The  East  Coast  station  is  known  to  hun- 
dreds ol  thousands  of  radio  fans  who 

listen  m   nightly,  as  WBPI,  which  initials 
^and  for  Warner  Brothers  Pictures,  Inc t   he  Eastern  station  has  a   wave  length  of meters  and  its  strength  at  present  is oOO  watts. 

The  Warner  theatre  station  in  New  York 
has  an  hour  s   program  each  night  between 
/   and  S   o   clock  m   addition  to  other  special hours.  A   glass  partition  permits  patrons to  view  the  broadcasting. 
The  station  has  put  many  motion  picture stars  on  the  air,  described  athletic  and 

boxing  events  from  the  spot  at  which  they take  place,  and  covers  all  the  leading affairs  around  New  York.  Music  com- 
prises a   large  part  of  the  program,  whose 

regular  features  also  include  religious hours  and  cooking  lessons,  but  all  the  time 
Warner  pictures  are  being  driven  home  to the  listeners. 

Stars  on  the  Warner  lot  at  the  West pleasure  out  of 

Station  KFWB  and  have  proved  of  inval- 

0   ^^•’■'•hors  not  only  in Ihe  Western  states,  but  in  Canada,  Hawaii, Alaska,  Samoa  and  other  points  in  the 
1   ar  East.  These  stars  at  regular  intervals 
act  as  guest  announcers,  when  also  are announced  news  of  Warner  productions and  Items  of  engagements  of  Warner 
Brothers  pictures  at  adjacent  theatres.  In 
addition  to  the  regular  programs,  through a   tieup  with  the  Illustrated  Daily  Ncios  of Los  Angeles,  news  items,  stock  reports  and events  are  broadcast 

The  maintenance  of  these  stations  and 
the  one  to  be  established  in  Chicago  rc- quires  the  services  of  a   large  organization ot  radio  experts. 

At  JT' BPl,  W'arner  Brothers’  radio  station  at the  /F ariier  theatre,  Netv  York. 

Warners  Have  Signed 
Good  Stars  and  Players 

{Continued  from  faye  138) 

leyU  have  earned  him  a   well  deserved 
niche  as  a   screen  star  of  the  first  magni- 

tude. He  will  be  seen  in  a   series  of  big 
outdoor  productions  similar  in  type  to  "The 

Limited  Mail.” Dolores  Costello  has  achieved  one  of  the 
most  astonishing  successes.  After  her  per- 

formance in  “Mannequin,"  she  was  hailed 
by  press  and  public.  On  the  release  of 
The  Sea  Beast,”  in  which  she  plays  the 

leading  role  opposite  John  Barrymore,  she 
excelled  her  previous  performance.  A   series 
of  productions  arranged  to  suit  her  ability 
and  beauty  are  now  in  preparation. 

“Lady  Windermere’s  Fan”  and  “Silken 
Shackles”  are  but  two  of  a   long  line  of successes  in  which  Irene  Rich  has  proved 
herself  as  a   consistent  and  great  actress. 
On  tlie  new  production  program  Warner 
Brothers  will  present  her  in  pictures 
adapted  from  famous  plays  and  novels. 
What  is  looked  forward  to  as  becoming 

one  of  the  funniest  and  most  popular  screen 
comedy  teams  will  be  seen  in  a   number 
of  pictures.  Louise  Fazenda  and  Willard 
Ix)uis  will  unite  their  efforts.  Special  veh- icles have  been  prepared. 

Patsy  Ruth  Miller  is  another  Warner 
star  of  undisputed  popularity.  Her  per- 

formance in  “The  Hunchback  of  Notre 
Dame  brought  iier  well  earned  fame,  and 
hers  was  an  outstanding  success  in  her 
latest  Warner  production,  “Why  Girls  Go 

Back  Home." The  Night  Cry"  establishes  its  canine star,  Rin-Tin-Tin,  as  par  excellence. 
In  addition,  a   list  of  stock  players  under 

long  term  contracts,  and  chosen  for  their 
stellar  possibilities,  has  been  signed  to  play 
important  role.s.  John  Patrick  and  Heinie Conklin  are  also  on  this  list. 

Jane  Winton,  a   comparative  newcomer 
to  the  screen,  so  impressed  Jack  Warner 
with  her  work  in  several  of  his  company’s pictures,  that  he  rewarded  her  with  a   con- tract. 

Helene  Costello,  sister  of  Dolores,  who 
played  the  leading  feminine  role  with 
Lowell  Sherman  in  “The  Love  Toy,”  is one  of  two  players  in  that  production  to 
be  signed;  the  other  being  Myrna  Loy, blonde  vamp. 

Doris  Hill,  another  talented  miss  and  a 
newcomer  to  the  screen  whose  beauty  has 

opportunity  and  a   contract  on 
the  Warner  Jot,  will  be  cast  in  special  roles in  forthcoming  pictures. 

John  Patrick  has  appeared,  in  many  of 
Warner  Brothers  successes  including  “The 
Lave  Man  and  “The  Honeymoon  Ex- press,  and  his  subtle  comedy  has  won  him 
a   unique  place.  Heinie  Conklin  has  also 
played  in  several  pictures  for  this  concern, 
including  The  Night  Cry"  and  “The  Sap." 
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Stories  from  Works 

of  17  Authors 

SFA'ENTtEN  of  the  world's  most  famous  writers of  fiction  will  be  among  the  authors  who  will 
provide  the  stories  for  the  first  26  pictures  on 

the  Warner  Brothers  1926-27  production  schedule. 
Warner  Brothers  was  among  the  first  to  bring  the 

greatest  literary  classics  to  the  silversheet.  The  undis- 
puted value  of  the  names  of  these  authors  will  add  100 

per  cent  to  the  value  of  the  pictures  adapted  from  their 
stories. 

George  Ade,  one  of  the  best  writers  of  wholesome 

comedy-drama  with  effective  human  touches,  is  one  of 
the  authors  to  be  presented  by  Warner  Brothers.  His 

contribution  will  be  "The  College  Widow,”  which  enjoyed  a   long 
and  successful  run  as  one  of  the  best  plays  produced  in  this 

country’. 
E.  Phillips  Oppenhemi,  probably  the  greatest  writer  of  mystery 

yarns  in  the  world,  offers  "Millionaires.” 
Mary  Roberts  Rhinehart,  who  won  a   niche  in  the  hall  of  literary 

fame  with  stories  of  the  great  outdoors  and  comedies,  has  her 

screen  version  of  “What  Happened  to  Father." 
"The  Divorcons”  is  another  famous  pla^'  by  the  two  eminent 

French  authors  and  playwrights,  \’ictorien  Sardou  and  Emil  de Najac. 
{Contiiiiicd  on  t'arjc  145) 

ScenurlslK:  (I,  to  ID  Uc.'s  Mpreityili.  K.  T.  Lokc.  Jr..  Pliillii  Klein. 

Recognized  Scenarists 

on  Warners  ’   Roster 

The  youth  and  established  ability  much  in  evidence  in  the scenarists  signed  by  Warner  Brothers  to  prepare  the  1926-27 

production  schedule  is  in  keeping  with  this  company's  policy 
of  new  talent,  fresh  creative  genius,  and  the  enthusiasm  of  youth 

in  ihe  production  of  its  pictures. 

Each  writer  signed  has  a   long  list  of  successful  achievements 

behind  him.  All  have,  without  exception,  been  associated  with 

the  biggest  directors  in  the  industry,  and  have  made  adaptations 

of  many  of  the  world’s  greatest  literary  classics. 
Bess  Meredyth  is  one  of  the  best  known  of  screen  writers,  ami 

va.s  responsible  for  the  adaptation  of  "Hen  Hur."  She  was  later 

engaged  to  adapt  Herman  Melville’s  famous  story  of  the  sea. 
"Moby  Dick,”  for  Warner  Brothers,  and  this_ picture,  with  John 

Barrymore  as  its  star,  and  under  the  tille  of  “The  Sea  Beast." 

has  proven  a   .success  of  the  season.  “Don  Juan,"  the  second  <)f 
the  Warners’  Barrymore  series,  is  another  splendid  production adapted  by  her.  , 

Edward* T.  Lowe,  Jr.,  who  adapted  to  the  screen  X’ictor  Hugos 

{Cont tuned  on  I'*-*’) 

(Lofl  10  rIghO  John  Wagoor,  Muutic  Fuhon
.  Dnrryl  Francis  Zunuch.  Hoberl  Hopkli Mary  O'Hara  and  F*<art  Adamson. 

ScenorlHCx : 
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Gas  SchleslBger 

Foreign  Chain 
Widespread 

(CRYSTALLIZATION  of  an  ideal  long realized  in  the  past 

year  by  Warner  Brothers  by  acquisition  of 
foreign  branch 
offices  throughout 
Europe  with  effi- 

cient and  complete 
distribution  and  in 

certain  spots  fa- 
cilities for  produc- 

tion of  motion  pic- 
tures. This  for- 

eign chain,  which 
was  taken  over 

with  the  merger 
of  the  old  Vita- 

graph  company,  is 

under  the  manage- 
ment of  G   u   s 

Schlesinger,  one  of 
the  oldest  and 

best  known  foreign  managers  in  the  in- dustry. 

Schlesinger  has  so  outlined  the  various 
foreign  offices  that  each  functions  as  a 
ffistinct  unit.  In  Paris,  for  example,  R.  A. 
Reader  has  been  appointed  general  man- 
ager  of  the  French  territory;  in  London, 
John  I   earson  has  been  made  general  man- 
ager  of  10  English  offices.  Schlesinger has  established  offices  in  Berlin,  from  which 
point  he  keeps  in  contact  with  the  rest  of Europe. 

Our  foreign  offices  are  now  a   complete 
unit  in  themselves,"  said  H.  M.  Warner 
after  a   six  weeks’  tour  of  Europe,  "and they  are  functioning  in  great  style.  For- 

eign distribution  has  grown  to  enormous 
proportions  during  the  past  few  years.” throughout  England  and  France  there 
are  many  branch  offices.  In  England, 
headi^arters  are  in  London  in  charge  of Mr.  Pearson,  with  branch  offices  in  Bir- 

mingham, Le^s,  Liverpool,  Manchester, 
Newcastle-on-Tyne,  Glasgow,  Scotland, Dublin,  Irish  Free 

btate.  Throughout  France,  with  headquar- 
t^s  in  Pans  in  charge  of  Mr.  Reader 
o^es  are  in  Bordeaux.  Lille,  Lyons,  Mar- seilles, Nancy,  Strassbourg.  Other  branches 
are  in  Brussels,  Belgium ;   Geneva,  Switzer- 

land, and  Algiers,  Egypt. 
There  isn’t  a   foreign  country  that  is  not at  present  distributing/the  Warner  Brothers product. 

Attention  to 
Accessories 

Warner  Brothers  posters  are  the  crea- 
tions of  artists  who  are  specialists  in  know- 

ing \vhat  attracts  attention.  All  are  de- 
signed  to  provide  exhibitors  with  cutouts 
W^ner  lobby  displays  halt  the  passer- the  window  cards  supplied  are  attrac- 

Warner  cuts  and  mats  are  among  the 
□est  manufactured.  Newspapers  through- out the  country  use  both. 
Warner  Brothers’  tax  free  music  cue sheets  have  an  arrangement  complete,  tune- 

If  1   Special  accessories of  all  kinds  are  prepared. 

Warner  Directors  List 
Filled  with  Geniuses 
{Continued  from  page  139) 

Joseph  M.  Schenck, 
United  Artists,  to  direct  Norma  Tal- 
madge  s   next  feature.  Webb  will  produce 
five  pictures  on  the  1926-27  Warner  Broth- 

ers program,  including  an  adaptation  of  a 

Varied  Tieups 
Ai’e  Arranged 

Warner_  Brothers’  26  Winners  for 
1926-27  will  enjoy  national  commer- 

cial, book  and  newspaper  tieups  which 
in  books  alone  will  reach  a   printed 
circulation  of  more  than  2,000,000 
copies.  The  popular  editions  pub- 

lished in  10  cent  novel  form  are  be- 

ing sold  in  the  great  “chain”  stores and  at  railway  newsstands.  The 
higher  grade  of  novels  will  be  ex- 

ploited in  large  department  stores 
and  in  bookshops. 

Leading  shoe  manufacturers,  silk 
hosiery  companies,  chewing  gum  dis- 

tributors, book  publishers,  chain 
stores  and  other  national  sales  organ- 

izations are  co-operating. 
Warner  Brothers  pictures  are  seri- 

alized in  newspapers  which  reach  mil- 
lions of  readers  every  year.  These 

stories  are  published  in  more  than 
650  cities  in  the  United  States  and 
Canada.  The  Free  Fiction  service 
for  1926-27  will  obtain  160,000  col- umns of  newspaper  space. 

f^ous  play,  “Uy  Official  Wife,”  and  two widely-read  novels,  “The  Brute,”  and  “A 
Million  Bid.”  The  other  two  are  "Irish 
Hearts’  and  “The  Third  Degree.” 

Milestone,  whose  latest  release  is 

f-^y®,Man,”  will  direct  four  pictures, 

11  Happened  to  Father,” 
ihe  College  Widow”  and  “Simple  Sis.” 
“The  Night  Cry.”  directed  by  Herman Haymaker  and  starring  Rin-Tin-Tin,  is  one ot  the  hnest  dog  pictures  yet  produced.  Mr 

^wmaker  will  be  responsible  for  “Across 

ge  Pacific.”  “Tracked  by  the  Police.”  “The Hills  of  Kentucky”  and  “The  Black  Dia- 
mond Express.” 

William  Beaudine  completed  Mary  Pick- 
fords  two  last  pictures.  His  productions 
on  the  Warner  program  will  be  “White 
hlannels  and  two  others  as  yet  untitled. 

Roy  Del  Ruth,  who  made  “Hogan’s 
sponsor  “Millionaires,”  “Don’t 

Tell  The  Wife  and  “Matinee  Ladies” Walter  Morosco  Was  graduated  by  the 
earners  from  scenario  writer  to  director. 
His  assignment  was  the  Irene  Rich  starring 
vehicle.  "Silken  Shackles.”  He  has  been 
signed  to  produce  “The  Climbers”  for  the next  season. 

"Why  Girls  Go  Back  Home,”  was  di- 
James  Flood.  “Bitter  Apples  ” 

Gay  Old  Bird.”  and What  Every  Girl  Should  ICnow”  will  be made  under  his  master  hand. 

Leaders  from  Abroad 
Join  Warner  Staffs 

{Continued  from  page  139) 

^piration  of  his  contract  with  the  Ufa Q^mpany  of  Germany.  It  was  Ernst 
Luffitsch,  whom  Herr  Stein  had  succeeded 
m   Germany,  who  called  the  attention  of 
Winers  to  this  director.  Stein  was  gradu- ated from  the  continental  theatre  to  the 
directorial  end  of  Sacha  Film  Company  in 
\   lenna.  From  there  he  went  to  Germany 
and  became  associated  with  Ufa,  making 
such  famous  foreign  successes  as  “Marty- 
num  and  “La  Trayiata.”  Michael  Courtice directed  Moon  of  Israel”  for  Sascha  Pro- 

ductions in  Austria.  This  will  be  released 
in  this  country  in  the  autumn.  Robert 
Lieberman  has  written  and  adapted  for 
Ufa  some  of  their  biggest  successes  and 
was  also  recommended  by  Ernst  Lubitsch. 
Lieberi^n  is  due  in  the  United  States  in June.  Stem  and  Courtice  are  already  here. 

Service  for 

Exhibitor 
\^ARNER  BROTHERS’  publicity  is  a »   V   perpetual  spotlight,  riveting  public  at 
tention  on  Warner  Brothers  production^ 
Ihe  volume  of 

publicity  obtained 

by  this  producing 
organization,  when 

measured  as  news- 

paper space,  to- 
taled 500,000  col- umns for  the  past 

year.  This  is  the 
result  of  a   service 
which  reaches 
3,500  newspapers. 

Twenty-three  hun- 

dred picture  edi- tors are  provided 
with  service  twice 

monthly.  A   special 

weekly  service  is 
provided  for  S(W  leading  newspapers  and 
210  papers  having  rotogravures  and  pic- 

torial sections  are  supplied  with  photos. 
A   complete  mat  service  is  sent  to  225 

papers  twice  each  month.  One  hundred 
leading  newspapers  in  leading  key  cities  of 
the  United  States  are  provided  with  a 
weekly  Sunday  illustrated  feature  service. 
The  radio  magazines  carry  articles  on  the 
Warner  Brothers  broadcasting  stations. 
Twenty-two  hundred  newspapers  are  pro- 

vided with  special  articles  through  two  of 
the  largest  news  associations. 

The  four  largest  photo  syndicates  are 
regularly  sending  out  pictures.  Serializa- 

tions of  Warner  pictures  are  published  by 
more  than  6(W  newspapers.  The  best  of  the 
Warner  stories  are  being  novelized  in  serial 
form.  Special  John  Barrymore  stories  are 
being  syndicated.  A   specially  prepared 
Woman  s   Page  covers  500  newspapers. 

Hsl  B.  Wallis 

Series  Will  Be  Sold  in 

Group y   Says  Sam  Morris 
{Continued  from  page  139) 

exceed  our  own  expectations  in  quality. 
We  feel  certain  of  our  thousands  of  ex- 

hibitor friends  who  have  made  big  money 
with  our  product.  And  we  know  that  the 
hundreds  of  others  who  were  unable  to 
secure  our  product,  due  to  previous  book- 

ings and  other  barriers,  will  welcome  our 
new  product  at  this  early  date. 

In  presenting  the  new  series  early  this 
fall,  it  will  make  it  possible  for  all  ex- 

hibitors to  fit  the  product  in  their  year’s 
schedule. 

_Our  sales  organization  can  safely  be 
finest  in  the  business. 

When  we  took  over  the  Vitagraph  com- 
pany we  acquired  an  organization  that  had 

to  be  entirely  overhauled.  This  was  in 
April  of  1925.  §ince  that  period  our  sales 
force  has  been  manned  v/Ith  the  best  avail- 

able hvewires  in  the  business.  They  have 
been  instructed  to  work  on  an  equitable 
basis  with  exhibitors.  We  want  to  live  and 

hve.  If  we  can  both  (exhibitor  and  dis- 
tributor) make  money,  then  our  mutual 

ends  have  been  met  and  our  business  re- 
lations will  of  course  be  most  cordial.  In 

any  event,  our  primary  purpose  is  to  make 
It  possible  to_  do  business  on  a   sound,  busi- 

nesslike basis,  without  endangering  the 
valuable  properties  of  the  theatre  owners. 

“Our  production  chief  is  well  ahead  of schedule.  An  imposing  list  of  box-office 
productions  has  been  lined  up.  The  season 
is  just  ahead,  and  we  are  ready  to  furnish 
the  exhibitors  throughout  the  country  the 
first  group  of  26  individually  planned  pro- 

ductions.” 
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Brcnsh  jnoBogepes  (L  so  R>  E.  Fopqishcr,  Winnipeg?  R.  W.  WUson.  Vaocoavep  j   Frank  Meyers,  Torool©;  WoSfo  Cohen,  Se.  John?  C.  R.  Osborn,  Moosroalj 

£■  L,  AlpsreoD,  St.  Louis,  and  Morgan  A.  Walsh,  Son  Francisco. 
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Willard  Louis  to  Be 

Cast  with  Fazenda 

{Continued  from  fouc  13S) 

these  artists  will  be  greater  than  its  pred- 
ecessor. A   number  of  big  stories  has 

been  obtained. 

Miss  Fazenda  is  a   graduate  of  the  Sen- 
nett  school.  Among  the  many  notable  films 

she  has  appeared  in  are  “The  Gold  Dig- 
gers,” “This  Woman,”  "Compromise,” 

"Lighthouse  by  the  Sea”  and  “Hogan’s 

Alley.” Willard  Louis  was  first  brought  to  screen 

prominence  with  his  portrayal  of  the  Prince 

of  Wales  in  “Beau  Brummel.”  He  was 
.signed  immediately  by  Jack  L.  Warner. 

He  has  given  outstanding  performances  in 

"Babbitt,”  "Kiss  Me  Again,”  "The  Man 

Without  a   Conscience,”  “The  Limited 

Mail,”  “Hogan’s  Alley,”  “The  Love  Hour,” 
•‘Three  Weeks  in  Paris,”  "Lover  of  Ca- 

mille.” "Eve’s  Lover,”  “Age  of  Innocence” 

and  “Three  Women.” 

Full  Working  Facilities 
Available  at  Studios 

(Co7il{uucd  from  fayc  138) 

two  in  Hollywood,  make  it  possible  for 

the  organization  to  produce  at  one  time  an 
unlimited  number  of  productions.  They  are 

in  a   position  to  do  complete  justice  to 

stories  calling  for  either  an  Eastern  or 
Western  locale. 

Jack  L.  Warner,  generalissimo  of  all  pro- 
ductions, supervises  every  department 

aligned  with  production,  from  the  tech- 
nical staff  to  the  laboratory,  the  directors, 

scenarists,  electricians,  etc.  His  associate 

executive  is  Raymond  Schrock,  the  man 

behind  many  big  productions  at  Universal 

City  and  elsewhere. 

Since  the  merger,  the  Warners  have  their 

own  laboratories  on  both  ends  of  the  Con- 

tinent. As  a   consequence,  they  injected  a 

new  system  in  the  handling  of  prints.  After 

a   print  has  been  in  use  for  a   certain 

length  of  time,  it  is  automatically  returned 

to  either  the  West  Coast  laboratories,  or 

the  Eastern  plant.  Those  prints  in  use 
West  of  the  Rockies  are  returned  to  the 

Coast  studios,  while  those  in  work  East 

of  the  Rockies  are  shipped  to  the  Warner 

laboratory  in  Brooklyn.  Thus,  exhibitors 

are  assured  receiving  prints  completely  in- 
spected. 

The  Hollywood  plant  boasts  a   combined 

floor  space  of  85,000  square  feet.  It  is 
possible  to  accommodate  from  12  to  IS 

companies  with  ease  and  efficiency. 

At  the  second  Warner  studio  in  Holly- 

wood, the  working  space  covers  97,525 
square  feet,  and  this  allows  room  for  three 

open-air  studios  and  four  stages  in  the 
studio  proper. 

Adjacent  to  the  Coast  studios,  are  the 

departments  supplying  the  working  mate- 
rials for  the  various  productions. 

A   striking  feature  of  the  new  Warner 

laboratory  on  the  Coast  is  that  it  is  capable 
of  handling  2,000,000  feet  of  film  every  24 hours. 

The  electrical  plant,  capable  of  turning 
night  into  day  for  a   city  of  60,000  people, 
is  up  to  the  minute  in  latest  improvements. 

At  the  Eastern  studios  in  Broklyn,  the 
Warners  have  ample  space  for  production. 
It  is  one  of  the  oldest,  yet  one  of  the  best 
equipped  studios  in  the  East. 

Exchanges 
Listed 

Warner  Brothers  exchanges  are  now  lo- 
cated in  the  following  cities:  Albany,  N. 

Y. ;   Atlanta,  Ga. ;   Boston,  Mass. ;   Buffalo, 

N.  Y. ;   Charlotte,  N.  C. ;   Chicago,  111.;  Cin- 
cinnati, Ohio;  Cleveland,  Ohio;  Dallas, 

Texas;  Denver,  Colo.;  Des  Moines,  la.; 
Detroit,  Mich.;  Indianapolis,  Ind.;  Kansas 

City,  Mo. ;   Los  Angeles,  Calif. ;   Milwaukee, 
Wis. ;   Minneapolis,  Minn.;  New  Orleans, 
La.;  New  Haven,  Conn.;  New  Jersey,  N. 

J. ;   New  York  City,  N.  Y. ;   Oklahoma  City, 
Okla. ;   Omaha,  Neb. ;   Philadelphia,  Pa. ; 

Pittsburgh,  Pa.;  Seattle,  Wash.;  St.  Louis, 
Mo.;  Washington,  D.  C. ;   Calgary,  Canada 
CS.  0.);  Montreal,  Canada;  St.  John,  N, 

B.,  Canada;  Toronto,  2,  Canada;  Vancou- 
ver, Canada;  Winnipeg,  Canada. 

Variety  of  Product  Is 
in  26  Warner  Winners 

{Continued  from  fngc  137) 

ibe  Storm;”  Irene  Rich,  whose  “Lady 
Windermere’s  Fan”  has  been  among  out- 

standing successes  of  the  season ;   Monte 
Blue:  Louise  Fazenda  and  Willard  Louis, 

comedy  purveyors;  Patsy  Ruth  Miller,  and 
Rin-Tin-Tin,  the  wonder  dog. 

Warners  have  carefully  selected  an  ar- 
ray of  directors  who  have  undisputably 

proved  to  be  among  the  leaders.  Millard 
Webb  has  been  assigned  to  direct  five  of 

the  26  Warner  winners:  James  Flood,  four; 

Herman  Raymaker,  four;  Walter  Morosco 

will  direct  Irene  Rich  in  “The  Climbers”: 
Lewis  Milestone  is  down  for  four,  and  Roy 
Del  Ruth  will  also  have  four. 

Among  the  authors  are  Clyde  Fitch, 
Charles  E.  Blaney,  E.  Phillips  Oppenheim, 

John  Wagner,  Virginia  Dale,  Harold  Mac- 
Grath,  Carolyn  Wells,  Mary  Roberts  Rine- 

hart, Arthur  Somers  Roche,  George  Ade, 

Gregory  Rogers,  E.  T.  Lowe,  Jr.,  Leroy 

W'hitney,  Darryl  Frances  Zanuck,  Ben 
Hecht,  Lucian  Cary  and  George  Cameron. 

Complete  List  Given 

The  complete  list  of  the  twenty-six  War- 
ner Winners  follows. 

Monte  Blue  in  "The  Brute,”  by  W.  Doug- 
las Newton,  directed  by  Millard  Webb.  It- 

is  the  story  of  the  sluggish  South  Ameri- 
can rivers  and  treacherous  jungles;  a   con- 
flict of  primitive  passions. 

"My  Official  Wife,”  with  Irene  Rich.  The 
story  is  by  Richard  Henry  Savage  and 
will  be  directed  by  Millard  Webb.  It  was 

adapted  from  a   famous  drama  of  a   decade 

ago. 
Dolores  Costello  in  “The  College 

Widow,”  the  stage  hit  written  by  George 
Ade.  The  direction  will  be  in  the  hands 
of  Lewis  Milestone. 

“Hills  of  Kentucky”  is  the  apt  title  for 
the  Rin-Tin-Tin  starring  vehicle  by  Leroy 

Whitney  to  be  directed  by  Herman  Ray- 
maker. 

E.  Phillips  Oppenheim's  "Millionaires”  is 
a   story  in  which  Louise  Fazenda  will  be 

starred  with  Willard  Louis.  The  picture 

will  be  directed  by  Roy  Del  Ruth.  Louis 
has  a   million  to  spend  and  Miss  Fazenda 
ably  assists  him  in  doing  it. 

"What  Happened  to  Father”  is  a   Patsy 
Ruth  Miller  starring  vehicle,  and  she  will 
have  her  greatest  role  in  this  Mary  Roberts 

Rinehart  story  in  which  this  famous  au- 
thoress glorifies  the  American  father.  It 

is  a   tale  of  the  trials  and  tribulations  of 

dear  old  Dad,  with  Lewis  Milestone  to direct. 

Another  Costello  Picture 

Another  of  the  Dolores  Costello  starring 

vehicles  will  be  "Irish  Hearts.”  It  is  de- 

scribed as  a   comedy-drama  of  modern  Ire- 
land by  Walter  Morosco,  and  Miss  Costello 

will  again  be  directed  by  Millard  Webb 
Another  of  the  Irene  Rich  starring  ve- 

hicles will  be  “The  Climbers,”  from  the  pen of  Clyde  Fitch.  It  is  a   society  drama. 
"Bitter  Apples,”  the  Monte  Blue  starring 

vehicle,  is  by  Harold  MacGrath,  who  was 

responsible  for  "The  Man  on  the  Box.”  It is  a   rich,  fast-moving  drama  with  its  scenes 
shifting  from  New  York  to  the  tropics. 
James  Flood  will  direct. 
“Heart  of  Maryland,”  David  Belasco 

play,  will  be  produced  with  Dolores  Cos- 
tello as  the  star. 

Patsy  Ruth  Miller  will  be  seen  in  an 
Arthur  Somers  Roche  story  as  yet  untitled. 

It  is  a   romantic  adventure  story. 

“What  Every  Girl  Should  Know”  will 
be  presented  with  an  all-star  cast,  and  will 
have  the  benefit  of  direction  by  James 
Flood.  John  Wagner  has  written  a   power- 

ful storj'. 
What  is  described  as  the  year’s  champion 

thriller  will  be  "Across  the  Pacific,”  a Monte  Blue  starring  vehicle  by  Charles  E. 
Blaney,  with  the  direction  in  the  hands 
of  Herman  Raymaker. 
"Don't  Tell  the  Wife”  will  give  Irene 

Rich  further  opportunity  for  the  display 
of  her  talents.  E.  T.  Lowe.  Jr.  is  the 
author  and  Roy  Del  Ruth  will  direct. 

Rin-Tin-Tin  in  London  Setting 

Rin-Tin-Tin  will  be  seen  in  that  rugged 
melodrama  of  the  Limehouse  district  of 

London,  “While  London  Sleeps.”  This  is 
a   new  setting  for  Rinty.  The  story  is  by 
Darryl  Francis  Zanuck. 

"White  Flannels”  is  an  unusual  story  of 
a   little  back-lot  urchin  who  climbs  to  the 

tennis  championship.  It  is  adapted  from 
the  Saturday  Evening  Post  story  by  Lucian 

Cary  and  will  be  directed  by  William  Beau- 
(line  with  an  all-star  cast. 

Another  all-star  cast  will  be  presented 
in  “Matinee  Ladies,”  from  the  story  by 
Albert  S.  Howson  and  S.  R.  Buchman. 

This  picture  will  be  directed  by  Roy  Del Ruth. 

Louise  Fazenda  will  have  one  of  her 

greatest  opportunities  in  "Simple  Sis,”  tem- 
porary title  for  the  Darryl  Francis  Zanuck 

story  to  be  directed  by  Lewis  Milestone. 
It  will  bring  back  good  old  Sis,  the  lovable little  tomboy. 

“Private  Izzy  Murphy,”  starring  George 
Jessel,  stage  comedian,  will  be  directed  liy 

Roy  Del  Ruth. 

“The  Black  Diamond  Express”  is  an- 
other of  the  Monte  Blue  thrillers.  The 

story  is  by  Darryl  Francis  Zanuck,  and  di- 
rection will  be  by  Herman  Raymaker. 

Charles  Klein’s  powerful  melodrama, 
“The  Third  Degree,”  will  be  the  starring 
vehicle  for  Patsy  Ruth  Miller.  She  will 
also  have  the  benefit  of  direction  by  Millard Webb. 

An  untitled  mystery  drama  by  Arthur 

Somers  Roche  will  be  among  the  big  pic- 
tures on  the  schedule. 

Dolores  Costello  will  be  seen  in  “A  Mil- 
lion Bid,”  by  George  Cameron  under  the 

direction  of  Millard  Webb.  It  is  a   drama- 
tic romance  with  a   society  background, 

with  the  girl  placed  on  the  matrimonial auction  block. 

"Dearie, ”   by  Carolyn  Wells,  is  a   melo- 
drama in  which  Louise  Fazenda  and  Wil- lard Louis  will  star. 

Rin-Tin-Tin  will  be  seen  as  the  star  in 

“Tracked  by  the  Police,”  by  Gregory  Rog- 

ers, and  again  the  wonder  dog  will  be  di- 
rected by  Herman  Raymaker. 

Last  but  not  least  on  the  Twenty-six 

Warner  Winners  is  "The  Gay  Old  Bird,” 
which  will  again  bring  together  Louise 
Fazenda  and  Willard  Louis  in  a   story  by 

Virginia  Dale,  directed  by  James  Flood. 
Louis  is  the  gay  old  bird  with  a   penchant 
for  the  cuties  of  the  chorus,  until  he  meets 

“the  peppiest  girl  in  town,”  who  proves to  be  his  own  daughter. 
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Their  Busiest  Season 
in  Production  Awaited 

(CoHthiucd  front  fagc  137) 

as  their  trained  corps  of  experts  scanned 

every  possible  source  for  new  faces. 
The  four  Warner  brothers  are  pioneers 

of  the  film  industry.  They  are  all  show- 
men. They  have  followed  the  trend  of  the 

picture  industry  from  its  inception.  They 
have  continuously  had  their  finger  on  the 

public  pulse.  That  is  why  satisfied  exhibi- 
tors have  no  hesitancy  in  booking  Warner 

pictures. 
Warners  are  announcing  Twenty-Six 

Warner  Winners  for  the  1926-27  season. 
When  they  announce  winners,  they  are 

thinking  in  terms  of  such  successes  as  “My 
Four  Years  in  Germany,”  “Why  Girls 
Leave  Home,”  “Beau  Brummcl,”  “Kiss  Me 

Again”  and  others. 
The  record  has  been  one  of  achievements 

growing  from  a   small  state-right  organiza- 
tion with  a   program  of  a   half  dozen  pic- 
tures to  an  organization  with  sales  branches 

circling  the  globe. 

Warners’  greatest  achievement  has  come 
in  the  past  year.  It  took  over  Vitagraph 
with  its  many  exchanges  in  ail  parts  of  the 
country.  And  it  whipped  those  exchanges 

into  a   perfect-running  machine  under  the 
expert  handling  of  Sam  E.  Morris,  general 
manager  of  distribution. 

Acquisition  of  Vitagraph  created  the 
necessity  for  a   more  extensive  organization 

for  Warners  doubled  their  production  pro- 

gram. The  executives  hand-picked  the  very 
liest  talent  available.  The  result  was  one 

success  after  another. 
The  current  Warner  schedule  has  been 

unanimously  acclaimed  b\'  exhiliitors.  “The 
Limited  Mail”  was  the  first  of  the  1925-6 
releases  back  on  September  5.  It  was  a 
decided  hit. 

Then  came  such  pictures  as  “Hogan’s 

Alley”  and  the  marvelous  production  of  the 
wizard  Lubitsch,  “Lady  Windermere’s 
Fan,”  starring  Irene  Rich. 

"The  Sea  Beast,”  with  John  Barrymore 
in  the  starring  role,  has  created  a   veritable 
furore. 

In  “Oh!  What  a   Nurse!”  Syd  Chaplin 
is  receiving  the  highest  possible  praise. 

Taking  them_  right  down  the  line  in  the 

order  of  their  release,  others  are  "Below 

the  Line,”  “The  Man  on  the  Box,”  "Red 
Hot  Tires,”  “The  Clash  of  the  Wolves.” 
"Hogan’s  Alley,”  “His  Jazz  Bride,  “The 
Night  Cry,’  "The  Cave  Man”  and  “Bride  of 

the  Storm." There  are  still  others  to  be  heard  from 

on  the  current  schedule.  Among  these  may 

be  mentioned  “Broken  Hearts  of  Holly- 

wood,” in  which  practically  all  the  Warner 

stars  will  appear;  “Reveillon,”  a   second 

Lubitsch  production ;   “Hell-Bent  For 
Heaven,”  "Footloose  Widows.”  "A  Hero  of 

the  Big  Snows,”  with  Rin-Tin-Tin,  and 
“The  Passionate  Quest.” 
Warners  are  now  ready  to  plunge  into 

the  production  of  their  Twenty-Six  Warner 
Winners  for  the  1926-7  season.  The  machin- 

ery is  all  set  for  Jack  L.  Warner,  produc- 
tion chief  on  the  West  Coast.  He  has  the 

assistance  of  Raymond  Schrock,  associate 
executive. 

Recognized  Scenarists 

on  Warner^s  Roster 
{Continued  from  page  141) 

“The  Hunchback  of  Notre  Dame,”  has  also 

written  many  Warner  successes;  “The 
Sap,”  “The  Fighting  Edge,”  and  several 
others. 

John  Magner  and  Philip  Klein  have  both 

earned  envious  reputations  as  writers  of 
the  best  short  stories,  and  both  are  ex- 

perienced scenarists. 

Harry  M.  Warner  went  to  Europe  and 
signed  Robert  Leiberman,  recognized  as  one 
of  the  best  writers  for  the  screen.  Herr 
Leiberman  has  been  responsible  for  many 
of  the  best  pictures  that  came  out  of  Ger- 
many. 

Maude  Fulton,  author  of  “The  Humming 
Bird,”  stage  success,  is  another  of  the 
well  known  screen  writers  signed  to  pre- 

pare the  scripts. 

Darryl  Francis  Zanuck  wrote  “Hogan's 
Alley”  and  "The  Cave  Man.” 
Edwart  Adamson  made  the  adaptation 

of  “Hero  of  the  Big  Snows,”  starring  I^n- Tin-Tin. 

Stories  from  Product 

of  17  Known  Authors 
(CoiiO'iiKcrf  from  page  141) 

Arthur  Somers  Roche  will  contribute  two 

of  his  romances;  Carolyn  Wells  and  Vir- 
ginia Dale  will  contribute  respectively, 

“Dearie”  and  "The  Gay  Old  Bird.” 

Charles  E.  Blaney’s  famous  old  melo- 
drama, “Across  the  Pacific,”  will  be  looked 

forward  to  by  book  lovers. 

Other  stories  and  plays  which  Warner 

Brothers  produce  include  "The  Third  De- 
gree,” by  Charles  Klein ;   “My  Official 

Wife.”  by  Richard  Henry  Savage;  “V)^iite 
Flannels,”  by  Lucien  Cary;  “\Vhat  Every 
Girl  Should  Know,”  by  John  Wagner; 
“Hills  of  Kentucky.”  by  Leroy  Wliitney; 

“Bitter  Apples,”  by  Harold  McGrath;  "The 

Climbers,”  by  Clyde  Fitch ;   “The  Woman 

Tamer,”  by  Stanley  Shaw;  "The  Brute,” 
bv  W.  Douglas  Newton ;   and  “A  Million 
Bid,"  by  George  Cameron. 

John  Barrymore Ernst  Lubitsch 
Syd  Chaplin 

Directing  and  Starring  in  Specials 
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Rin-Tin-Tin,  Warner  Brothers  dog  star,  has 
had  a   gay  round  of  personal  appearance, 

but  it  was  exhausting,  too.  Here  Lee  Dun- 
can, his  owner,  has  him  rigged  out  as  a 

patient  with  a   trained  nurse. 

Nine  Roadshow  Productions 

Added  to  Schedule 

Nine  of  the  biggest  pictures  of  the  season  will  be  made  by  Warner Brothers  in  addition  to  their  Twenty-Six  Warner  Winners.  They 
will  be  road  show  productions,  sold  individually  and  shown  as  $2 

attractions.  They  will  have  the  advantage  of  synchronized  music  applied 

through  the  new  device  controlled  by  Warner  Brothers  and  perfected  by 

the  Western  Electric  Company  and  the  American  Telephone  and  Telegraph 
Company.  This  device  accurately  S3mchronizes  the  musical  score  with 
the  film. 

The  nine  roadshow  attractions  will  in-, 

elude  two  in  which  John  Barrymore  will 
star,  three  in  which  Syd  Chaplin  will 
star,  two  tremendous  spectacles  directed 

by  Ernst  Lubitsch,  “Black  Ivory,”  the 
recently  published  story  of  the  days  pre- 

ceding and  during  the  Battle  of  New  Or- 

leans, and  “Noah’s  Ark,”  adapted  from 
a   European  story  purchased  by  Albert 
Warner. 

Two  Productions  Completed 

Two  of  these  big  productions  have  al- 
ready been  completed  by  Warners  and  a 

third  will  be  ready  in  the  near  future. 

It  is  the  present  plan  to  run  these  three 
simultaneouslv  in  Broadway  houses  dur- 

ing the  coming  summer.  The  two  com- 

pleted pictures  are  Barrymore's  “Don 

Juan”  and  Syd  Chaplin’s  “The  Better 
’Ole.”  The  third  production  for  sum- 

mer showing  has  not  yet  been  an- 
nounced. 

^   “Don  Juan”  has  already  been  pre- viewed by  Warner  executives  in  the 

home  office  at  1600  Broadway,  New 
York,  and  their  unanimous  opinion  was 
that  it  would  prove  an  even  greater  box- 

office  attraction  than  “The  Sea  Beast.” 
which  has  been  establishing  new  records 

both  in  America  and  abroad  Barry- 
more in  the  role  of  the  great  lover  has 

a   vehicle  that  fits  him  to  perfection  and 
it  is  said  he  has  never  been  seen  to  better 

advantage.  The  sets  for  this  production 
are !   gigantic  and  luxurious.  Beautiful 

women  also  dominate  the  production. 

Mary  Astor  Is  Leading  Woman 

Mary  Astor  is  Barrymore's  leading 
woman  in  “Don  Juan”  and  she,  like  the 
star,  is  said  to  give  a   performance  she 

has  never  equalled.  An  exceptional  sup- 
porting cast  was  carefully  selected.  It 

includes  the  following:  Willard  Louis, 
Estelle  Taylor  (Mrs.  Jack  Dempsey), 
Jane  Winton,  John  Roche,  June  Mar- 

lowe. Helene  Costello,  Myrna  Loy, 
Yvonne  Day,  Phillips  De  Lacey,  John 

George,  Helena  D'Algy,  Warner  Oland, 

Montagu  Love,  Josef  Swickard,  Phyllis 
Haver,  Lionel  Brahm,  Nigel  De  Brulier, 
Helen  Lee  Worthing,  Hedda  Hopper, 
Sheldon  Lewis  and  Emily  Fitzroy. 

Photography  on  “The  Better  ’Ole,”  the 
first  of  the  three  Syd  Chaplin  starring 
vehicles,  was  completed  two  weeks  ago 
and  the  picture  is  now  being  cut  and 
titled.  It  is  by  far  the  biggest  picture 
Chaplin  has  made  for  Warners.  In  it 

the  star  will  portray  Old  Bill,  the  univer- 
sally loved  cartoon  character  by  Bruce 

Rairnsfather.  As  an  attraction  on  the 

Frank  A.  Cassidy  is  handling  the  advance 
work  in  connection  with  Warner  Brothers’ 
portable  broadcasting  station,  6XBR,  which 
is  touring  the  country  and  broadcasting from  theatres. 

Gardner  James  appeared  in  “Hell 
Bent  fer  Heaven,”  which  J.  Stuart 
Blackton  made  for  Warner  Brothers. 

socalled  legitimate  stage  “The  Better 
’Ole”  scored  a   tremendous  success.  Di- 

rector Chuck  Riesner  is  said  to  have  re- 

tained all  of  the  humor  of  the  stage  pro- 
duction and  to  have  injected  a   brand  of 

his  own  that  will  make  the  picture  ver- 
sion even  more  attractive. 

Doris  Hill,  a   newcomer  to  the  screen, 

will  be  seen  as  Chaplin’s  leading  woman 
in  “The  Better  ’Ole.”  It  will  mark  Miss 

Hill’s  first  appearance  and  she  is  ex- 
pected to  create  much  the  same  sensa- 

tion as  did  Dolores  Costello  with  John 

Barrymore  in  “The  Sea  Beast.”  The 

supporting  cast  includes  Harold  Good- 
win, Theodore  Lorch,  Ed  Kennedy, 

Charles  Gerrard,  Tom  McGuire,  Jack 

Ackroyd,  Tom  Kennedy,  Kewpie  Mor- 
gan, Arthur  Clayton  and  others. 

The  second  of  the  John  Barrymore 
roadshow  attractions  is  reported  well 

along  in  production.  It  is  an  adaptation 

of  the  famous  opera  “Manon  Lescaut,” which  has  been  played  in  all  parts  of 

the  world  by  the  leading  artists.  The 
opera  score  will  be  synchronized  with 

the  picture.  “Manon  Lescaut,”  like 
“The  Sea  Beast”  and  “Don  Juan,”  was 
scenarized  by  Bess  Meredyth,  regarded 

among  the  very  best  scenarists  in  the  in- 

dustry. •   '■'i Dolores  Costello  will  again  -^ave  the 
role  opposite  Barrymore  in  this  adapta- 

tion from  the  opera.  It  is  said  she  will 
be  seen  to  even  better  advantage 

than  she  was  in  “The  Sea  Beast.”  The 
supporting  cast  is  an  exceptionally  good 
one,  including  Holmes  Herbert,  Sam  De 
Grasse,  Warner  Olan^  Marcelle  Corday, 

Charles  Clary,  Rose  Diene,  Bertram 

Grasby,  Noble  Johnson,  Templar  Saxe, 
Eugenie  Besserer,  Charles  Cary  and 

others.  Alan  Crosland  is  directing  "Ma- 

non Lescaut." 

Two  Coming  From  Lubitsch'  ■' Ernst  Lubitsch  only  recently  com- 

pleted .the  last  of  his  continental  corn- 

ed:^;'-. So  This  is  Paris,”  and  is  nowjde- 
votiilg  his  entire  time  to  preparations  jfor 
his  two  forthcoming  big  spectacles.  It 
is  not  yet  known  what  their  titles  will 

be,  nor  have  other  production  details 
been  divulged,  except  that  they  will  be 

tremendous  pictures  of  the  type  of  "Pas- 
sion,” which  gained  Lubitsch  world  wide 

fame  before  he  came  to  this  country. 

“Black  Ivory,”  to  which  Warner 
Brothers  purchased  the  picture  rights, 
is  one  of  the  most  sensational  novels  of 

the  past  decade. 
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Irene  Rich 

Warner  Broth- 
ers star,  as  she 

appears  in  “The H   o   n   e   y   m   oon 

Express.” 

New  Musical 

Device 
PRESENTATION  of  motion  pictures 

will  be  revolutionized  in  houses  of 

every  character  by  the  new  device  con- 
trolled by  Warner  Brothers  and  de- 
veloped and  perfected  by  the  Western 

Electric  Company  and  the  American 

Telephone  and  Telegraph  Company,  says 
the  Warner  home  office.  After  years 
of  research  a   system  has  been  perfected 

for  the  synchronization  of  motion  pic- 
tures with  reproduced  sound  having  a 

degree  of  naturalness  never  before  at- 
tained. 

This  new  synchronization  device  is  not 

a   “talking  movie.”  It  is  a   development 
for  musical  presentations  in  connection 
with  pictures  and  will  be  marketable  to 

all  companies  along  these  lines.  Through 
this  synchronization  it  will  bring  to  the 
smallest  houses  as  well  as  the  largest 

the  work  of  the  greatest  artists  in  the 

musical  world.  Its  use  will  not  be  con- 
fined to  the  presentation  of  pictures.  It 

will  be  available  in  the  educational,  com- 

Paul  Stein  and  Henry  Blanke,  new  War- 
ner Brothers  directors,  were  signed  in  Ber- 

lin by  President  H.  M.  Warner  and  ate  now 
at  the  West  Coast  studio  ready  to  start  on 

the  1926-2?  product. 

Gardner  James,  who  appeared  in  J.  Stuart  Blackton’s  “Hell  Bent  for 
Heaven”  for  Warner  Brothers,  snapped  in  the  altar  room  of  the 

Theosophists’  Society.  Seated  near  the  altar  are  Miss  Marion 

^   Constance  Blackion,  Gardner  James,  and  Commodore  Blackton.  A 

mercial  and  religious  fields  as  well  as  in 
the  amusement  field. 

Tried  With  “Sea  Beast”  Showing 

Demonstrations  of  the  instrument  have 

already  been  made  at  private  showings. 
Recently  the  synchronization  was  applied 

at  a   private  showing  of  the  second  reel 

of  “The  Sea  Beast”  and  the  result 
brought  the  wildest  enthusiasm  from  the 
selected  audience. 

Experiments  which  proved  the  prac- 

ticability of  the  invention  have  been  con- 
ducted for  many  months  at  the  studio 

and  laboratories  in  Brooklyn  of  Warner 

Brothers  Pictures,  Inc.,  and  at  the  War- 
ner theatre  in  Broadway,  New  York.  The 

invention  is  to  make  every  performance 

in  a   motion  picture  theatre  a   deluxe  per- 
formance with  full  orchestration  ac- 

companiment to  the  picture  regardless 
of  the  size  or  character  of  the  house. 

A   corporation  has  been  formed  to 
record  the  synchronization  of  music  for 

motion  picture  producers  all  over  the 
world  and  to  distribute  the  invention 

among  the  theatre  owners.  The  board 
of  directors  of  the  corporation  are  Albert 
Warner,  Waddill  Catchings,  Sam  L. 

Warner,  Eugene  C.  C.  Rich  and  Wajter 
J.  Rich.  The  officers  are  Walter  J.  Rich, 

president;  Albert  Warner,  treasurer; 
Sam  L.  Warner,  first  vicepresident; 

Eugene  C.  C.  Rich,  second  vicepresident 
and  Abel  Cary  Thomas,  secretary. 
Thomas  &   Friedman,  attorneys,  acted  as 

counsel  in  the  organization  of  the  cor- 

poration. 
Three  Developments  Combined 

Three  major  research  developments 
are  combined  in  the  new  synchronization 

system.  The  first  of  these  is  the  elec- 
trical system  of  recording.  This  method 

employs  a   high  quality  microphone  of  an 

improved  type,  electrical  amplifying  ap- 
paratus, and  a   record-cutting  mechanism. 

Recording  may  be  carried  on  at  con- siderable distance  from  the  source  of 
sound  so  that  the  actors  may  be  grouped 

naturally  in  any  scene  in  a   studio,  a   num- 
ber of  microphones  may  be  suspended 

out  of  the  camera  range  at  a   distance 

from  the  amplifying  and  recording  ap- 
paratus to  which  they  are  connected  by 

wire. 

The  second  essential  feature  is  a   re- 
markable electrical  reproducer  which 

converts  the  movements  of  a   needle  in 

the  grooves  of  a   sound  record  into  elec- 
trical vibrations.  The  electrical  currents 

from  this  device  pass  into  an  amplifier 

and  then  operate  a   high  quality  loud 
speaker  of  an  improved  type. 

The  third  development  is  the  link  be- 
tween the  reproducer  and  the  audience 

in  a   theatre.  An  adaptation  of  the  public 

address  system  makes  it  possible  to  pick 

up  electrical  vibrations  from  the  repro- 
ducer, amplify  them,  and  by  means  of 

properly  located  loud  speaking  tele- 
phones transform  them  into  sound.  The 

loudness  is  so  regulated  as  to  give  the 
illusion  that  the  sources  are  the  actors 

whose  pictures  appear  on  the  screen. 
The  combination  of  these  three  fac- 

tors m   a   complete  and  effective  system 

required  the  development  of  a   mechan- 
ism for  keeping  the  film  and  sound 

producing  instrument  in  absolute  syn- 
chronism both  during  recording  and  re- 

production. It  was  essential  that  the 
system  be  capable  of  easy  operation  iri  a 
theatre,  without  requiring  special  skill. 
To  meet  these  requirements  both  the 
film  and  the  sound  device  are  set  in  their 

respective  machines  with  a   given  marker 

in  the  proper  place  and  the  two  machines 
are  then  speeded  up  from  rest,  together, 

by  the  simple  device  of  having  them 

coupled  to  the  opposite  ends  of  the  same 
motor. 

J.  Smart  Blackton,  Warner  Brothers  direc- 

tor-producer, donated  three  cups  for  tennis 

championships  of  screen  stare  in 
 men’s 

singles,  women’s  singles  and  mixed  doubles, 
with  Warner  players  participating. 
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KANSAS  CITY 
l^^NSAS  CITY.  ,MO.— The  Gayety, 

former  burlesque  house  which  changed  its 

policy  to  feature  picture  presentation,  again 
has  amended  its  policy.  A   daily  change  of 
pictures  now  is  in  force  at  the  theatre, 
which  is  charging  10  and  15  cents  admis- 

sion. .   .   .   C.  H.  Ma  ggs.  exhibitor,  has  ac- 
cepted a   position  as  representative  of  Pro- 

Dis-Co  here.  .   .   .   Marian  ^Vf.ro«,  Universal 
actress,  and  Leatrice  Joy,  Paramount,  were 

visitors  here,  the  former  remaining  long 

enough  to  make  two  personal  appearances 

at  the  Liberty.  .   .   .   “Bill”  Warner,  First 
National  branch  manager,  returned  Lorn  a 

trip  through  the  territory  and  asserted  busi- 

ness conditions  were  good.  ...  A   good  sized 
check  was  received  by  Hugh  Ausinas,  of 
the  shipping  department  of  the  Pathe  ex- 

change, in  appreciation  of  a   new  reel  ship- 
ping hand  suggested  by  him  and  which  now 

is  used  in  all  Pathe  exchanges   lack 
Anslct  won  one  of  the  national  awards  on 

sales  arguments  for  Pathe.  .   .   .   Charles 
ktiickcrbockcr.  film  veteran  of  this  terri- 

tory, has  joined  the  Pro-Dis-Co  sales  force. 
.   .   .   Buck  Jones  honored  the  Fox  branch 
with  a   short  visit,  while  on  a   tour  of  the 
country.  .   .   .   E.  C.  Rhoden,  Midwest  Film 

Exchange  manager,  departed  on  a   tour  of 
the  key  towns,  while  A.  H.  Cole,  ad  sales 
manager  at  the  Paramount  branch,  returned 
from  a   southern  trip.  .   .   .   Among  the  out- 
of-town  exhibitors  in  this  week  were;  M.  J. 
Alcy,  Regent,  Eureka,  Kas. ;   £.  C.  Fisher 

People’s,  Pleasant  Hill,  Mo.;  J.  M.  Bailey, 
Baile3^  Waverly,  Kas.;  Mrs.  C.  H.  Barron, 
Kansas  theatre,  Wichita,  Kas. ;   F.  WUhoit, 
Orpheum,  St.  Joseph,  Mo. ;   Herb  Thatcher, 
Abeline,  Kas.;  Herb  IVelsh.  Orpheum. 
Atchison.  Kas.;  W.  E.  Tho-o.'e,  Colonial, 
Alma,  Kas. ;   J .   S.  Hearing,  People’s  theatre, 
Ossawatomie,  Kas. ;   H.  B.  Doering,  Peo- 

ple's, Garnett,  Kas.;  5.  E.  U’ilhoit,  Jef- ferson, Springfield.  Mo. 

ALBANY 
ALBANY,  N.  Y. — Dalton  Burgett,  who 

has  been  managing  the  Regent  in  Elmira, 
has  been  transferred  to  Dunkirk  where  he 
will  handle  both  of  the  houses  just  acquired 
by  the  Berinstein  boys.  .   .   .   James  Roach, 
manager  of  the  Farash  Theatres  in  Sche- 
nectadj^  has  been  named  as  chairman  of 
publicity  in  a   drive  being  made  in  that  city 
by  the  State  Medical  Association,  against 
diphtheria.  .   .   .   Caplain  Broome,  who  re- 

cently took  over  the  Grand  in  Scotia,  has 
renamed  the  house  the  Grand  Strand.  .   .   . 

Proctor's  new  theatre  in  Schenectady,  will open  late  this  fall.  .   .   .   C.  H.  Buckley, 
owner  of  theLeland  and  the  Clinton  Square, 
is  back  from  New  York  City,  where  he  spent 
a   week  as  the  guest  of  Johnny  Hines.  .   .   . 
A.  W.  Goodman,  of  the  Orpheum  in  Utiica, 
was  along  Film  Row  here  while  on  his  \vaj' 
to  New  York  City.  .   .   .   Warner  Brothers’ 
exchange  will  move  about  June  1   to  the 
new  building.  .   .   .   Donald  Bane  of  Athens 
was  here  during  the  week.  .   .   .   Harry  Seid, 
new  manager  for  Warner  Brothers,  moved 
the  wife  and  family  from  Brooklyn  last 
week.  .   .   .   Charles  M.  .Steele,  supervisor  of 

San  Framcisco 
First  Runs 

(Weeh  Beginning;  May  15) 

IIVIPEBIAL:  “SlcBta  DaUas.*"  tConUnued), 
Vnited  Artisis. 

LOEWS  WARFIELD  r   “Mile  MndiMe,"  First National, 

CALIFORNIA  :   “Wild  Oats  Lane."  Pro-Dis- 
Co. 

GRANADA:  “Wet  Paint.”  Paramount. 

ST.  FRANCIS:  “La  Bohcnic,”  (Cnnllnue:!}. 
Metro-Goldvyn-Mayor. 

CAMEO:  “Outside  the  Law,"  Vnirersal. 

UNION  SQUARE:  “One  of  the  Bravest." 
•in  Star. 

GOLDEN  CATE:  “Ladies  of  Leisure," Columbia. 

exchanges  for  First  National,  paid  a   visit 
here  and  went  over  plans  for  the  new  quar- 

ters which  the  exchange  will  shortly  occupy. 
.   .   .   Isaiah  Perkins  of  Speculator  made  his 
annual  visit  to  Film  Row.  .   .   .   Clarence 
Dopp,  owner  of  the  Electric  in  Johnstown, 
was  in  New  York  during  the  week.  .   .   . 
Al  Blofson,  eastern  district  manager  for 
Associated  Exhibitors,  was  in  town  during 
the  week.  .   .   .   Julius  Berinstein,  owner  of 
the  Palace  in  Troy,  entertained  about  250 
nuns  on  Friday  afternoon.  .   .   .   Claude 
Fredericks,  owner  of  the  Capitol  in  IPitts- 
field,  was  in  Film  Row  during  the  week. 
.   .   .   Joseph  Saperstcin  did  a   large  business 
last  week  when  he  coupled  his  picture  pro- 

gram with  a   local  minstrel  show.  .   .   . 
Charles  A.  Brady,  auditor  for  Pathe,  ar- 

rived in  town  from  Boston.  .   .   .   Harry 
Berinstein  of  Elmira  will  be  married  on 
June  30,  to  Miss  Beatrice  Weils  of  New 
York  Cit.v  and  will  spend  three  months  in Europe. 

OTTA  WA 
OTTA^^^^,  ONT.— Over  100  guests 

gathered  at  the  Isis  Palace  in  Calgary, 
.Alberta,  for  the  farewell  to  Pete  Egan, 
house  manager  of  the  Capitol,  just  prior 
to  his  departure  for  Regina,  Sask.,  where 
he  has  been  appointed  manager  of  the 
Capitol  there.  .   .   .   Saturday  morning  radio 
concerts  are  now  being  presented  in 
Toronto  by  Luigi  Romanelli  and  his  Con- 

Salt Lake  City 

First  Runs 

f   (   a'cek  Beginning  May  8 ) 

AMERICAN:  **3lluebeard*A  Seven 

Firtt  Nationals  "Bunller’a  None  Dive.” 
I/niiieraat;  Fox  New*.. 

PATHE;  Klnema;  “Outnlde  the  Ltiw." 

Vnioersal;  “Love  nnd  Klsges,"  Pathos  la- 
lernasionsl  NewH. 

ORPHEUM :   “The  White  Monkey,"  First Nasional. 

PANTAGES:  '‘The  Sap."  Warner  Brothers, 

PARAMOUNT  EMPRESS:  “The  Ron- 

mafeae,”  Paramo-ants  “H!s  High  Horse," 
Bdueationai. 

VICTORY:  “Three  Fares  East,"  Pro-Bis-Cos 
“On  Edge,"  EdueaSionalt  Pathe  News. 

cert  Orchestra  of  the  Tivoli,  through  Sta- 
tion CHIC.  The  Romanelli  band  is  also 

playing  at  the  King  Edward  Hotel. 
Toronto,  regularly  in  addition  to  the  per- 

formance engagements  at  the  Tivoli,  the 
manager  of  which  is  Thomas  Daley. 
The  eight  theatres  in  Montreal,  of  United 
Amusements,  Limited,  are  now  making  a 
speoialtyl  of  double  bills  regularly,  this 

policy  having  been  adopted  for  the' circuit by  Manager  Director  George  Nicholas.  The 
latest  releases  are  being  doubled  up  under 

this  plan.  The  theatres  comprise  the 
Strand.  Papineau,  Corona,  Rialto,  Regent, 
Mount  Royal,  Plaza  and  Belmont,  all  of 
which  are  first  class  cinemas.  ...  .A  com- 

plete new  scale  of  summer  prices  has  been 
adopted  for  the  Rialto,  Winnipeg,  Man.,  by 

Manager  J.  Anderson.  .   .   .   Manager  Tom 

Daley  of  the  Tivoli,  large  downtown 
Toronto  theatre,  has  adopted  a   special 

matinee  rale  to  meet  the  increased  compe- 
tition of  outdoor  sports  and  touring  on 

Saturdays.  For  the  warm  weather,  any 
seat  in  the  whole  theatre  from  noon  until 

5   p.  m.  on  Saturday  now  sells  for  25  cents. 
.   .   .   The  death-knell  of  the  Temple,  Ham- 

ilton, Ontario,  has  been  sounded  by  the  an- 
nouncement that  the  seats  in  the  theatre 

arc  for  sale,  the  quantity  being  950.  The 
offer  of  sale  was  made  by  the  owner,  the 

Dominion  Power  and  Transmission  Com- 

panJ^  Limited.  .   .   .   The  National,  Winni- 
peg, Manitoba,  has  had  enough  of  the 

Saturday  opening  policj',  according  to 
Manager  Triller.  The  house  has  reverte<i 

to  the  plan  of  changing  the  whole  bill  on 
Monday. 

SALT  LAKE 
SALT  LAKE  CITY.  UTAH.— Frank 

White  of  American  Fork.  Utah,  has  sold 

his  theatre  to  John  H.  Miller,  former  owner 

of  the  Ideal  at  Heber  City,  Utah.  .   .   . 
R.  L.  iriekcr,  of  the  Delta,  at  Delta,  Utah, 

was  a   visitor  along  Film  Rom.  .   .   .   R.  D. 

Boomer,  former  manager  of  the  Associated 

Exhibitors  exchange,  has  resigned  this  posi- 
tion and  is  succeeded  by  Frank  Shepherd 

.   .   .   J.  L.  Hays,  exhibitor,  was  booking 

I’nited  Artists  productions  this  week.  .   .   . 

The  United  Artists  latest  release  “The 
Bat,”  opens  at  the  Paramount  Empress 
theatre  for  a   week’s  run  beginning  May 
22nd,  according  to  J.  E.  Madsen,  assistant 

manager  of  the  local  office.  .   .   .   S.  B.  Steck, 

operating  the  Lyceum  at  Ogden.  Utah,  is 
back  from  a   trip  east.  ...  It  is  announced 

by  Assistant  Office  Manager  Miss  Scott, 
that  the  Columbia  Pictures  being  distributed 

by  the  local  exchange,  are  to  be  nationally 
advertised  in  the  Saturday  Evening  Post. 
.   .   .   Each  of  the  first  run  theatres  of  this 

cilj'  were  represented  with  attractive  floats 
in  the  parade  given  during  the  convention 
of  the  American  Federation  of  Musicians. 

.   .   .   T.  M.  Chester,  operating  the  Princess 

at  Bingham,  Utah,  was  in  this  city  attend- 

ing to  booking.  .   .   .   Warner  Brothers' "Bobbed  Hair”  has  been  booked  for  an 

early  shelving  at  the  Victory  and  a   unique 

tie-up  has  been  arranged  with  the  Master 
Barbers’  Association. 

{Continued  on  page  160) 
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This  is  J 

Beware 

information. 

Address:  ‘ 
Street,  Chicago, 

inal  exhibitors*  reports  department,  established  October  14,  1916. 
lisleading  imitations. 

Did  for  Me**  is  the  one  genuine  source  of  exhibitor-written  box  office 

the  Picture  Did  for  Me,**  EXHIBITORS  HERALD,  407  South  Dearborn 

A   FIGHT  TO  A   FINISH.  THE  NEW  CHAM- 
PION: William  Fairbanks  a   popular  star  here. 

Stories  not  very  deep  but  pictures  all  go  over 

nicely. — C.  J.  Wheeler,  Paralta  theatre,  Oakland. 

Tex. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  HANDSOME  BRUTE:  William  Fair- 

banks— Had  this  advertised  and  the  exchange  sent 
a   substitute,  one  we  had  used  before,  and  sent 

this  for  the  next  day,  but  business  was  killed. 
Smallest  Saturday  business  we  ever  had.  But 

picture  is  good.  Five  reels. — F.  E.  Williams, 

Orpheum  Theatre.  Oelwein,  Iowa. — General  pat- 
ronage. 

F.  B.  O. 
SIR  LUMBER  JACK:  Lefty  Flynn— Until 

now  Flynn  was  a   "Flop”  at  bo.x  office.  Now  he 
picks  up.  Story  was  fine.  Guess  heTI  kick  though. 

Big  rain  spoiled  my  crowd.  Five  reels. — Robert 

W.  Hines,  Hines  Theatre,  Loyalton,  So.  Dak. — 
General  patronage. 

THE  NON  STOP  FLIGHT:  Special  cast— 
Have  not  been  reporting  on  the  F.  B.  O.  pictures 

very  much  but  they  are  all  good.  This  one  and 
all  the  other  Gold  Bond  specials  we  have  run  have 

been  knockouts.  Our  people  are  strong  for 

F.  B.  O..  especially  the  specials.  We  run  the 
specials  at  a   slight  advanse  in  prices  and  they 

comc  in  to  get  their  dividends  on  the  Gold  Bonds. 

You  can’t  go  wrong  with  F.  B.  O. — Roy  V.  Wuest, 
Crossstt  Loggers  Y.  M.  C.  A..  Hamburg,  Ark. — 
Small  town  patronage. 

FLAMING  WATERS:  Malcolm  MacGregor-— 
A   good  melodrama.  Showed  to  good  business  and 

everybody  pleased.  Seven  reels. — Wm.  Wiske. 

Community  theatre.  Red  Granite,  Wis. — Small 
town  patronage. 

TEA  FOR  TOOMEY;  Alberta  Vaughn— “Ad- 
ventures of  Mazie"  No.  7.  Not  so  good  as  former- 

numbers,  but  offered  good  entertainment.  Two 

reels. — Wm.  Wiske,  Community  theatre.  Red  Gran- 
ite, Wis. — Small  town  patronage. 

WHITE  THUNDER:  Yakima  Canutt- Pretty 
good  picture,  ciuite  a   few  personal  comments  on 

Canutt.  Five  reels. — Robert  W.  Hines.  Hines 

Theatre,  I.rf)yalton,  So.  Dak. — General  patronage. 

THE  TOUGH  GUY:  Fred  Thomson — Another 
very  good  Thomson.  Much  better  than  the  last 
two  or  three.  Thomson  has  them  all  backed  off 

the  map  when  it  comes  to  Westerns.  Drew  like 

a   mustard  plaster.  Six  reels. — H.  D.  McChesney, 

Princess  theatre,  Crandon,  Wis. — General  patron- 
age. 

WHEN  LOVE  GROWS  COLD;  Mrs.  Rudolph 

Valentino— 1920.  Film  good.  Love  turned  cold 
can  be  made  warm.  It  is  solved  in  this  drama. 

Seven  reels.' — J.  W.  Ryder,  Jewel  theatre,  Vern- 
dale,  Minn. — General  patronage. 

RIDING  THE  WIND;  Fred  Thomson — Drew 
well,  as  do  all  of  his.  Honesty  makes  me  say  it 

is  the  poorest  Fred  has  given  us,  they  can't  make 
them  all  good.  Too  much  fool  stuff.  What  Thom- 

son needs  more  than  anything  is  a   goodlooking 

leading  lady.  He  picks  the  worst  in  the  busi- 

ness, but  maybe  he  doesn't  pick  'em.  I’m  mar- 
rie  too — perhaps  his  wife — oh  well,  you  know 
how  it  is.  Six  reels. — Henry  Reeve,  Star  theatre, 
Menard,  Texas. — Small  town  patronage. 

WHITE  THUNDER:  Yakima  Canutt— This 
was  a   good  one  as  this  kind  go.  Rain  kept  the 

crowd  away.  Acting  good  with  lots  of  action. 
It  takes  lots  of  action  for  one  fellow  to  whip 

ten  or  twelve  others  all  by  himself.  That  looks 

like  bum  directing  to  me.  I   don’t  believe  there 

Special  to 

Co  MUCH  is  printed  elsewhere  in 

this  issue  about  the  Eleventh  An- 

niversary of  this  publication  that  lit- 
tle need  be  added  here.  Mention  of 

anniversaries  does  suggest,  however, 

that  right  now  is  a   good  time  for  con- 
tributors to  and  readers  of  this  de- 

partment to  begin  thinking  about  the 

Tenth  Anniversary  of  “What  the  Pic- 
ture Did  For  Me,”  which  will  be  cele- 

brated October  14  of  this  year. 

This  department  will  have  pub- 
lished something  like  200,000  box  of- 

fice reports  by  the  time  it  is  ten  years 

old.  Certainly  this  is  a   record  %vorthy 
of  observation.  As  this  department 

is  fundamentally  and  inseparably 

the  property  of  you  who  not  only 
write  the  reports  but  also  guide  the 

policy,  you  are  invited  to  send  ideas 

and  suggestions  for  proper  celebra- 

tion of  the  anniversary.  Let’s  make 
it  a   fittingly  big  event. 

WM.  R.  WEAVER. 

is  a   fellow  in  the  world  that  can  lick  me  and 

four  01-  five  more  my  size.  But  that  seems  to  be 
what  they  want.  Guess  the  director  knows  that, 

too. — Roy  V.  Wuest,  Crossett  Loggers'  Y.  M.  C.  A., 
Hamburg,  Ark. — Small  town  patronage. 

A   MAN  OF  NERVE;  Bob  Custer— A   real 

western,  like  mo.st  of  Custer’s.  Pleased  about  90 

per  cent.  Mr.  Exhibitor,  you  won’t  go  wrong 
to  buy  this  one. — C.  L.  Outlaw,  Strand  theatre, 

Dothan,  Ala. — General  patronage. 

WHITE  FANG:  Special  cast— Just  got  by. 

Ordinary  program  picture. — O.  Korn,  Rialto  the- 

atre. Pecos.  Tex. — General  patronage. 

THE  WALL  STREET  WHIZ:  Richard  Tal- 
n^adge — ^We  had  a   few  good  comments  on  this 

picture.  More  of  a   story  to  this  than  others  I 
have  run.  Six  reels. — Leon  C.  Bolduc.  Bijou  the- 

atre, Conway.  N.  H. — General  patronage. 

THE  LAST  EDITION:  Ralph  Lewis— Here  is 
a   headliner.  Story,  acting,  photography,  sensation 

'n  everything  to  make  a   big  picture. — O.  Korn, 
Rialto  theatre.  Pecos.  Tex.— General  partonage. 

THE  LAST  EDITION:  Ralph  Lewis— Ralph 

is  always  good  and  if  you  want  to  see  a   gobd 

big  city  fire,  come.  Held  close  attention  of  the 

crowd.  Good  crowd.  Seven  reels. — C.  C.  Bisbee. 

Columbia  theatre,  Poynette,  Wis.— General  pat- ronage. 

THE  LAST  EDITION;  Ralph  Lewis— A   good 

story,  well  acted.  lots  of  action,  but  we  cannot 

call  it  a   special,  but  would  say  it's  a   very  good 

regular  program  picture.  Seven  reels. — Giaeoma 

Bros.,  Crystal  theatre.  Tombstone.  Ark. — General 

patronage. 

THE  CYCLONE  RIDER:  Evelyn  Brent- 

Looked  as  if  parts  of  the  film  had  been  cut  out. 

as  action  was  so  jumpy  the  story  was  hard  to  fol- 

low. Auto  race  is  the  highlight.  Hero  almost 

kilted  in  race,  gets  out  of  hospital  and  licks 

seven  men  as  easy  as  an  Airdale  licks  up  a 

cone  of  ice  cream.  Seven  reels. — P.  G.  Holmes, 

Opera  House.  Brocket,  N.  D. — Small  town  pat- ronage. 

THE  PRINCE  OF  PEP:  Richard  Talmadge— 
Very  good.  Full  of  the  usual  action  and  many 
good  laughs.  Would  rate  it  better  than  the  usual 

Talmadge.  Six  reels. — H.  D.  McChesney.  Princess 

theatre,  Crandon,  Wis. — General  patronage. 

THE  PRINCE  OF  PEP:  Richard  Talmadge — 
Talmadge  pictures  are  almost  the  same.  This  one 
is  a   little  different.  Not  much  appeal.  Five  reels. 
— Robert  W.  Hines.  Hines  theatre,  Loyalton.  So. 
Dak. — General  patronage. 

•   THAT  DEVIL  QUEMADO:  Fred  Thomson  - 
Thomson,  is  a   bet.  My  patrons  raved  about  the 

picture.  Thanks,  Fred,  for  the  autographed 

photograph.  Hung  it  in  the  lobby  and  had  u 

packed  house.  Five  reel.s. — Robert  \V.  Hines, 

Hines  theatre,  Loyalton,  So.  Dak. — General  pat- ronage. 

THE  ISLE  OF  HOPE:  Richard  Talmadge— 
Talmadge  always  takes  with  younger  element, 
but  stories  are  weak. — G.  J.  Ritter.  Regent  the- 

atre, Bogota,  N.  J. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  AIR  HAWK;  A1  Wilson— A   good  areo- 

plane  picture  with  Al  Wilson.  Lee  Steinway  and 
Virginia  Brown  Faire  all  doing  well  with  their 

parts.  This  picture  will  please  your  action  fans 

as  they  like  this  stuff.  Five  reels. — W.  T.  Davis 

&   Son.  Rialto  theatre.  Sharon.  Wis.— General  pai- 
vonage. 

First  National 
THE  DANGER  OF  PARIS:  Dorothy  Mackaill 

  Boys,  here  is  a   "red  hot  show.”  It  Is  big  in 

every  way  and  can  bo  put  over  in  a   big  way 

if  properly  exploited  and  I   am  sure  will  give
 

general  satisfaction  and  please  most  everyone. 

Some  of  the  most  daring  lighting  effects  that  have 

been  used  to  date  and  they  add  to  the  attractive- 

ness of  the  picture.  Dorothy  Mackaill  is  a   clovcr 

dancer  and  can  act  as  well.  Seven  reels.— W.  H. 

Brenner,  Cozy  theatre.  Winchester,  Ind. — General 

patronage. 

MLLE.  MODISTE:  Corinne  Griffith— Good 

light  comedy  based  on  operetta  of  same  name
, 

but  the  title  is  against  it  and  ha-s  no  drawing
 

power,  even  with  the  gorgeous  Corinne.  Th
e 

lavender  bit  in  the  gown  shop  shows  the  director 

knows  Paris.  Seven  reels.— Pace  &   Bouma, 

(GAD)  Rialto  theatre.  Pocahontas,  Iowa.— Gen
eral 

patronage. 

HER  SECOND  CHANCE:  Anna  Q.  Nilsson 

  An  above  the  average  picture.  Couldn’t  g
et 

any  dope  on  it.  so  booked  an  eight  pi
ece  orche--- 

tra  in  conjunction  to  bolster  it  up  if  necess
ary. 

Wasn’t  necessary,  as  Anna  Q.  Nilsson  has  th
e 

drawing  power.  Pleaserl  90  per  cent
.  Has  a 

dash  of  everything  in  it  and  should  go  over
  most 

any  place.  Seven  reels.— Pace  &   Bouma.
  (GAD) 

Rialto  theatre.  Pocahontas.  la. — General  patro
nage. 

KIKi:  Norma  Talmadge — I   gave  this  a   t
hree 

day  run  at  advanced  admission  price
  and  only 

played  to  average  attendance  in  spite  
of  the  fact 

that  I   did  a   tremendous  advertising  camp
aign  to 

put  it  over.  The  remarkable  thing  about
  the  run 

is  there  was  no  opposition  to  speak  of
  but  still 

the  box  office  did  not  come  up  to  exp
ectations. 

To  say  it  is  poor  entertainment  wou
ld  not  be  faii- 

to  Norma,  ns  she  is  good  in  anything  and  do
^s 

this  in  her  usual  fine  style.  Nine  re
els. — W.  H. 

Brenner,  Cozy  theatre.  Winchester.  I
nd.— General 

patronage. 

THE  FAB  CRY:  Blanche  Sweet — A
n  excel- 

lent production  that  pleased  generally.  Pul
led 

cnly  the  better  class  and  as  a   result  bo
x  office 
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receipts  were  very  poor.  Seven  reels. — A.  G. 
Witwer,  Grand  theatre,  Itainier,  Ore. — General 
patronage. 

MEMORY  LANE:  Conrad  Nagel— Very  good, 
clean  wholesome  offering.  Presented  in  connection 

with  a   baby  show,  and  did  nicely.  Everyone 

pleased.  Seven  reels. — A.  G.  Witwer,  Grand  the- 

atre. Rainier,  Ore. — General  patronage. 

THE  SCARLET  SAINT;  Special  cast— A   fair 

picture  that  will  please  the  majority  of  fans. — 
N.  M.  Emmons,  Eagle  theatre.  Eagle  River,  Wis. 

— Small  town  patronage. 

BLUEBEARD’S  SEVEN  WIVES:  Ben  Lyon 
— Only  fair,  but  good  enough  for  one  day  any- 

where. Seven  reels. — ^T.  F.  Murphy,  Shuler  the- 
atre, Raton,  N.  M. — General  patronage. 

BLUEBEARD’S  SEVEN  WIVES :   Special  cast 
—Very  amusing.  If  your  audience  enjoy  high- 

class  comedies  you  will  tichle  ’em  pink  with 
this  one.  That  movie  scene  of  Romeo  and  Juliet 
is  a   real  work  of  art.  The  title  is  a   business 

puller.  Eight  reels. — ^W.  W.  O.  Fenety,  Gaiety 

theatre,  Fredericton,  N.  B.  Canada. — General  pat- 
ronage. 

CLOTHES  MAKE  THE  PIRATE :   Special  cast 

— ^Pleased  the  majority  of  my  patrons,  so  why 

worry? — ^N.  M.  Emmons,  Eagle  theatre.  Eagle 
River,  Wis. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  SCARLET  WEST:  Special  cast^Did  not 

see  the  picture  but  my  people  tell  me  it  was 
the  finest  Western  ever  shown  here.  Ahead  of 

"The  Pony  Express”  or  “The  Covered  Wagon.” 
Nine  reels. — ^N.  M.  Emmons.  Eagle  theatre.  Eagle 

River,  Wis. — Small  town  patronage. 

WE  MODERNS:  Colleen  Moore — ^Not  as  good 

as  others  of  Colleen’s.  Didn’t  ring  the  bell  very 
hard,  somehow. — G.  J.  Ritter.  Regent  theatre, 

Bogota,  N.  J. — Small  town  patronage. 

I   WANT  MY  MAN:  Milton  Sills— A   dandy, 
picture  and  draws  well.  Will  please  anywhere. 

Print  is  in  good  condition.  Seven  reels.— C.  W. 

Tipton,  New  theatre,  Manila,  Ark. — General  pat- 
ronage. 

THE  PACE  THAT  THRILLS:  Special  cast— 

Paid  for  the  privilege  of  running  this  one.  The 

advertising  material  is  misleading  and  too  many 

kicks  after  you  get  them  in.  Eight  reels. — Wm. 

Wiske,  Community  theatre,  Red  Granite,  Wis. — 
Small  town  patronage. 

LOVE  MASTER:  Strongheart — Old  but  seemed 

to  please  in  a   small  country  town.  The  dog  is 

very  good  in  this.  Print  in  bad  shape  out  of 
Omaha. — R.  K.  Lattin.  Strand  theatre,  Val- 

paraiso, Neb. — General  patronage. 

DECLASSE:  Oorinne  Griffith — I   have  noticed 
a   number  of  conflicting  reports  and  in  most  In- 

stances this  is  only  classed  as  a   fair  picture. 

Personally,  I   say  it  is  an  extra  good  program  pic- 
ture. Pleased  86  per  cent.  Played  to  a   good 

Sunday  business,  better  than  the  average.  Ccrinne 
is  well  liked  here.  Rather  heavy  drama.  Eight 

reels. — Wm.  Wiske,  Community  theatre,  Red  Gran- 

ite, Wis. — Small  town  patronage. 

DECLASSE ;   Corinne  Griffith — Pleased  all  who 

saw  it.  Will  go  in  any  town.  Seven  reels. — 
Maloney  &   May.  Orpheum  theatre,  St.  Bernice. 
Ind. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  NEW  COMMANDMENT:  Blanche  Sweet 

— Good  picture. — G.  J.  Ritter,  Regent  theatre, 

Bogota,  N.  J. — Small  town  patronage. 

MIKE  s   Sally  O’Neil — ^I’ve  seen  lots  of  re- 
ports that  this  is  not  worth  the  money  aaked- 

meebe  sa-but  I   didn’t  have  to  buy  it  so  I   knew 
what  it  was  all  about  and  if  I   was  stuck  it  was 

my  fault-but  it’s  a   darn  good  picture.  Solid  en- 
tertainment— two  really  great  days  business — not  a 

kick  in  the  world — priced  high,  yes,  but  it  got 

the  money  here.  Presentation  did  its  share  to 

help  the  gross,  and  the  picture  was  built  for  a 
man  to  work  on,  too.  Everybody  happy.  Seven 

reels. — ^Henry  Reeve,  Star  theatre,  Menard,  Texas. 
— Small  town  patronage. 

THE  LIVE  WIRE;  Johnny  Hines — Seemed  to 

take  very  good  with  the  crowd. — G.  J.  Ritter,  Re- 
gent theatre,  Bogota,  N.  J. — Small  town  patron- 

age. 

THE  BEAUTIFUL  CITY:  Richard  Barthel- 

mess — Rather  liked  this  one.  Business  just  aver- 

age.— G.  J.  Ritter.  Regent  theatre,  Bogota,  N.  J. 
—Small  town  patronage, 

HER  SISTER  FROM  PARIS:  Constance  Tal- 

madge — Constance  Talmadge  at  her  best.  A   little 

spicy  but  comedy  takes  the  edge  off,  so  it's  a   good 
picture.  Seven  reels. — ^T.  F.  Murphy,  Shuler  the- 

atre, Raton,  N.  M. — General  patronage. 

THE  SPLENDID  ROAD:  Special  cas1^-Go^ 

picture. — G.  J.  Ritter,  Regent  theatre,  Bogota, 
N.  J. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  SPLENDID  ROAD:  Anna  Q.  Nilsson- 
Used  this  on  Sxmday  and  it  pleased  100  per  cent. 

JSA!LERSSELLSEAT5 

THE 

ONLY 
TRAILER  SERVICE 

WITH 

ACTUAL 
SCENES 
FROM  THE  3MEGA.TIVE 

diica^.lll.  New’V&rkCinr  LosAi3ieI«,C:4L 
uhAve.  l20West  inll  S».^nw»'Av» 

Only  criticism  to  make  is  that  it  could  have 

been  reduced  to  a   reel  less.  Eight  reels. — M.  J. 
Babin,  Fairyland  theatre,  White  Castle,  La.   Gen- 

eral patronage. 

NEW  TOYS;  Richard  Barthelmess — Just  an- 

other picture  end  a   pretty  dumb  one  at  that. 

Seven  reels. — J.  C.  Kennedy,  Empress  theatre. 

Arkon,  la. — Small  town  patronage. 

WHY  WOMEN  LOVE;  Blanche  Sweet — Good. 

Pleased  my  audience  and  that's  about  all  a   poor 
exhibitor  can  expect.  Seven  reels. — M.  J.  Babin, 
Fairyland  theatre,  White  Oastle,  La. — General  paU 

ronage. 
THE  ONLY  WOMAN;  Norma  Talmadge   

Drew  well,  pleased  well.  It  was  a   little  too 
much  action  for  Norma.  Water  scenes  were  ex- 

tra good.  Eight  reels. — Walt  Bradley.  Moon  the- 

atre, Neligh,  Neb. — General  patronage. 

Fox 
HELL’S  FOUR  HUNDRED :   Margaret  Living- 

ston—One  of  these  dream  pictures  that  drew 
well  first  night  and  fell  flat  second.  Personally, 

thought  it  pretty  nice.  Six  reels. — J.  S.  Walker. 
Texas  theatre.  Grand  Praire,  Tex. — Small  town 

patronage. 
THE  DIXIE  MERCHANT;  Madge  Bellamy— 

A   nice  pleasing  picture.  Six  reels. — J.  S.  Walker. 
Texas  theatre.  Grand  Prairie,  Tex. — Small  town 

patronage. 
SIBERIA:  Alma  Rubens — Seems  to  please,  but 

would  have  been  much  better  in  five  reels,  ̂ ven 

reels. — P.  E.  Williams,  Orpheum  theatre,  Oelwein, 
Iowa. — General  patronage. 

MY  OWN  PAL:  Tom  Mix — ^Here  Is  the  best 
Mix  we  have  had.  The  little  girl  almost  steals 

the  picture.  Six  reels. — J.  S.  Walker,  Texas  the- 
atre, Grand  Prairie,  Tex. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  IRON  HORSE:  George  O’Brien— Truly 
a   wonderful  picture.  Long  but  its  length  is  not 

noticed.  Corporal  Casey  is  there  with  the  comedy. 

By  all  means  play  this.  Eleven  reels. — P.  G. 

Holmes,  Opera  House.  Brocket,  N.  D. — Small  town 
patronage. 

THE  JOHNSTOWN  FLOOD:  George  O’Brien 
— No  matter  how  many  bad  ones  you  got  from 
Fox  this  year,  this  is  your  compensation,  at 

least  if  you’re  near  the  section  portrayed.  With 

“CUSTER’S  LAST  FIGHT” 
The  Spirit  of  the  Real  Old  West 

FIVE  REELS  OF  ONE  HUNDRED 

HORSE  POWER  ACTION 

Now  Selling 

State  Rights 

WESTERN  FEATURE  FILMS 
730  So.  Wabash  Ave. 

Chicago,  I!!. 

Warning!  $250  Penalty  1 
Any  exhibitor  showing  the  film  produe-  j 
tions  “JESSE  JAMES  UNDER  THE 
BLACK  FLAG”  and  “JESSE  JAMES  AS 
THE  OUTLAW"  without  the  express  j 
authority  of  E.  L.  Humphreys  will  be  held  I 
accountable  for  infringement  under  the  i 

Federal  copyright  laws.  All  bookings  for 
Minnesota  are  being  made  by  L.  H. 

Hooker.  These  are  the  only  productions 
in  which  Jesse  James,  Jr.  appears.  $25 

REWARD  will  be  given  for  the  apprehen- 
sion and  conviction  of  any  one  having  in 

his  possession  unlawfully  any  prints  of  the 
above  productions,  or  attempting  to  exhibit  ( 
same  without  authority.  ! 

B.  L,  HURiPHIlBTa, 

122  B.  St.,  N.  W.  momi,  OkJa. 
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DEAR  HERALD: 
NeligL,  Nebr.,  May  17,  1926. 

I   haven’t  much  to  write  about  this  week  because  I   haven’t  been  able  to  cover  but 
little  territory  the  past  week  on  account  of  rain  and  bad  road  conditions. 

I   found  the  boys  along  the  Northwestern  Line  from  here  to  Valentine  an  optimistic 
bunch  of  fellows  and  ail  feeling  good  end  saying  business  was  hne,  notwithstanding 

this  is  largely  a   cattle  country  and  that  industry  has  been  hard  hit  for  the  past  five 
years  or  more.  It  seems  that  the  further  north  I   work  the  more  optimistic  sentiment 
I   meet  with,  and  if  this  keeps  up  as  I   work  north  it  is  likely  by  the  time  I   reach 
South  Dakota  the  boys  ̂ vill  be  holding  midweek  celebrations  and  will  want  me  to 

go  fishing  with  them. 

If  Viola  is  as  good  bucking  snowdrifts  as  she  is  plowing  Nebraska  mud,  then 
Canada  will  hold  no  terrors  for  us  in  December,  but  I   will  have  to  train  her  to  keep 

on  the  grades.  She  seems  to  have  a   disposition  to  want  to  wander  and  shows  a   pen- 
chant for  deep  ditches. 

This  column  will  be  minus  in  the  next  issue,  for  there  is  going  to  be  a   celebration 

at  the  Jenkins  wigwam  this  week  and  “Gran’pa”  will  be  decked  out  in  paint  and 
feathers,  for  the  tribe  has  Just  returned  from  Texas  and  the  eldest  and  only  son  with 

his  wife  and  t%vo  grandchildren  will  arrive  from  Wyoming  next  Wednesday  and 

b’gosh  we’re  going  to  have  a   celebration  and  huckleberry  pie,  so  please  try  and 
forego  the  agony  of  reading  this  column  until  I   sober  up. 

So  that  the  boys  in  Eastern  South  Dakota  may  be  prepared  for  ray  coming,  I   wish 

to  state  that  I   expect  to  cross  the  “Big  Muddy”  at  Yankton  next  Monday  and  will 
slip  up  on  you  from  the  rear,  and  I   hope  you  will  have  a   lot  of  valuable  information 
for  me  and  some  suggestions  for  the  improvement  of  the  HERALD,  for  we  want  to 
make  the  HERALD  just  as  helpful  to  the  exhibitor  as  possible  and  your  suggestions 
will  be  valuable. 

In  the  May  8   issue  of  the  HERALD  I   notice  a   snapshot  of  William  H.  Jeuner  and 

his  new  car,  taken  by  Harry  Nichols,  and  if  this  picture  had  not  been  taken  on  the 

Coast  I   would  swear  that  he  had  Viola.  Well,  I   don’t  know  Mr.  Jenner  but  will  say 
this  much,  when  it  comes  to  picking  cars  he  is  some  picker. 

In  a   letter  just  received  from  Mr.  E.  S.  Clifford,  managing  editor  of  the  HERALD, 
he  advises  me  that  he  will  leave  for  Hollywood  on  the  26th  to  be  gone  a   month.  Now 

I   dislike  to  butt  into  family  affairs,  but  if  there  is  a   Mrs.  E.  S.  Clifford,  and  no  doubt 

there  is,  I   would  strongly  advise  her  to  pack  her  grip  and  go  along,  for  no  Chicago 

man  has  any  business  wandering  around  Hollywood  unaccompanied  by  someone  who 

has  a   personal  interest  in  him.  Just  see  what  happened  to  Phil  Rond  when  he  was 

out  there,  and  Phil-  is  no  tenderfoot  either. 
When  E.  S.  Clifford  gets  out  there, 

With  all  those  stars  alone, 

And  slays  out  in  the  damp  night  air. 

With  goose-grease  plastered  on  his  hair, 
He  should  have  a   chaperone. 

Of  course,  I   am  only  offering  this  as  a   suggestion,  and  I   might  mention  that  Frank
 

O’Hara,  the  Rabbi  at  Elgin,  is  planning  to  attend  that  exhibitors’  jamboree  also
,  and 

it  might  be  well  if  he  and  E.  S.  could  throw  in  together  and  protect  one  another,
 

provided  Frank  leaves  his  “wine  bees”  at  home. This  is  all  for  the  present,  thank  you! 

a   70-£t  dam  recently  filled  above  cur  town,  felt 
unsafe  in  shov^ins  this  one,  for  the  headlines 

“Hundreds  drowned  in  Barneys  theatre  while 

watchin?  Johnstown  Flood,”  kept  running  through 
our  brain,  but  w©  ran  it  and  broke  a   record  of 

2   year  standing.  Although  fillsd  with  all  known 

“hokum,”  they  ate  it  up.  and  the  flood  scenes 
are  good. — C.  R.  Mapel,  Barneys  theatre.  Point 

Marion,  Pa. — General  patronage. 

THE  JOHNSTOWN  FLOOD:  George  O'Brien 
— Kan  this  Friday  and  Saturday  to  good  business 
and  held  it  over,  and  run  it  Monday — a   record 

for  us,  big  business  again.  This  is  a   real  pic- 
ture in  every  respect.  The  story  is  convincing 

and  hers  in  the  Ohio  Valley  the  people  know 
what  floods  mean.  It  is  remarkably  well  handled 

and  the  double  exposure  scenes  of  the  flood  sweep- 
ing people  and  towns  away  are  better  than  the 

Red  Sea  scene  in  “Ten  Commandments.”  It  is 
melodramatic  and  the  movie  crowds  eat  up  this 

kind  of  stu^.  George  O'Brien  has  a   pleasing  part 
and  the  balance  of  the  cast  remarkably  hold  up 

their  parts.  Has  lots  of  comedy  relief  and  can 

be  exploited  many  special  ways. — Ben  L.  Morris. 

Temple  theatre,  Bellaire,  Ohio. — General  patronage. 

THE  EVERLASTING  WHISPER;  Tom  Mix- 

Tom  Mix,  make  your  bow  to  Buck  Jones.  He's 
got  your  throne. — C.  J.  Wheeler,  Paralta  theatre, 
Oakland,  Tex. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  FIGHTING  HEART:  George  O'Brien— 
April  16-17.  A   dandy  picture.  If  I   were  like 
George  I   would  not  be  afraid  of  any  film  peddler. 
He  sure  is  a   dandy  box  office  bet  for  me.  I 

only  hope  that  he  keeps  up  the  good  work. 
There  were  some  swell  fights  in  this  picture. 

Lots  and  lots  of  real  action.  Fox  pictures  have 

been  extra  good  this  year.  Seven  reels.— Walt 

Bradley,  Moon  theatre,  Neligh,  Neb. — General  pat- 
ronage. 

THE  STARDUST  TRAIL:  Shirley  Mason- 
Nice  little  program  picture  that  gave  satisfaction. 

Five  reels. — E.  M.  Biddle,  Strand  theatre,  PaoH, 
Ind. — Small  town  patronage. 

THUNDER  MOUNTAIN:  Madge  Bellamy— 
From  production  standpoint,  a   wonderful  picture 

well  directed,  well  acted,  beautiful  photography 

and  scenery.  Enough  comedy  to  please  and  a 

story  unfolding  to  a   dramatic  climax.  But  it 

didn’t  pull.  As  a   picture  it  is  one  in  a   thousand, 
but  as  a   money-maker,  no.  Pushed  it  as  I   al- 

ways do  Saturday  shows  but  title  and  paper  keep 

people  away.  Seven  reels. — Geo.  E.  Fuller,  Play- 

house. Foirhope,  Ala. — General  patronage, 

THUNDER  MOUNTAIN:  Special  cast— Good 
pichire  with  comedy  and  action.  Zasu  Pitts  great. 

— C.  J.  Wheeler,  Paralta  theatre,  Oakland,  Tex. 
— Small  town  patronage. 

THE  KISS  BARRIER:  Edmund  Lowe— Very 
good  little  program  picture  which  pleased.  One 

lady  patron  said  you  were  a   peach,  Edmund,  and 

my  wife  agreed  with  her,  so  I   guess  you  must  bo. 

Five  reels. — Leon  C.  Bolduc.  Bijou  theatre.  Con- 

way. N.  H. — General  patronage, 

THE  RAINBOW  TRAIL:  Tom  Mix— It  was 

O.  K.  to  poor  business.  Did  not  bring  them  out. 

Can't  find  any  reason  for  this  one  to  flop,  as  it 

was  up  to  Mix’s  average.  Six  reels. — M.  J.  Babin, 
Fairyland  theatre.  White  Castle,  La. — General 
patronage. 

THE  RAINBOW  TRAIL:  Tom  Mix— Played 
this  one  and  took  a   bad  flop.  Very  good  picture 

for  those  who  like  it.  Seven  reels. — Frank  J.  Sut- 

ter, Lincoln  theatre,  Milwaukee,  Wis. — General 
patronage. 

THE  RAINBOW  TRAIL:  Tom  Mix— This,  be- 

ing a   sequel  to  “Riders  of  the  Purple  Sage,”  a 
Zanc  Grey  stoi-y,  happens  to  start  in  where  the 

story  of  "Riders  of  the  Purple  Sage”  stops.  Run 
these  two  close  together  as  you  would  a   serial 

and  advertise  the  fact  and  you  will  do  good  busi- 

ness on  “The  Rainbow  Trail."  Neither  are  worth 
a   “hooter”  without  the  other. — Lloyd  Oiler.  Idle 
Hour  theatre,  Tamms,  111. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  TIMBER  WOLF:  Buck  Jones— Very  good 
action  story  of  West  Canada  which  should  satisfy 
the  western  fans.  Buck  very  good  and  the  girl 

especially  played  her  part  right.  Business  very 

poor  on  account  of  local  conditions.  Six  reels. — 

R.  Duba,  Royal  theatre,  Kimball,  So.  Dak. — Gen- 
eral patronage. 

THE  FIGHTING  BUCKAROO:  Buck  Jones— 

This  is  but  our  second  season  for  Jones,  but  he  is 

fast  catching  hold  and  a   few  more  like  this  and  he 

will  be  a   Box  Office  Bell  Ringer.  He  has  a   fash- 

ion that  appeals,  working  in  a   manner  that  gets 

under  all  classes  alike.  Six  reels. — C.  R.  Mapel, 

Barneys  theatre.  Point  Marion,  Pa. — General  pat- 
ronage. 

TEETH:  Tom  Mix — A   good  Mix  type  picture. 

— G.  J.  Ritter.  Regent  theatre,  Bogota.  N.  J. — 
Small  town  patronage. 

DURAND  OF  THE  BAD  LANDS:  Special  cast 

— Bad  weather  kept  the  crowds  home,  but  the  few 

who  saw  it  think  Jones  about  the  best  Western 

yet.  Good  as  Fied  Thomson  and  that's  going
 

some.— C.  J.  Wheeler,  Paralta  theatre.  Oakwood, 

Tex. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  COWBOY  AND  THE  COUNTESS:  Buck 

Jones— Am  very  glad  to  report  this  as  a   good 

story,  and  ysry  clever  work  by  Buck  Jones  and
 

his  support.  This  is  what  the  patrons  expect  of 

a   Buck  Jones  picture  and  the  thing  he  can  do. 

Am  especially  glad  to  be  able  to  report  favorably 

on  this  one  as  I   recently  had  to  roast  this  fellow 

in  a   type  of  picture  in  which  he  did  not  belong. 

  L.  M.  Jones  Arcadia  theatre,  Vandergrift,  Pa. 
— General  patronage. 

THE  YANKEE  SENOR:  Tom  Mix— Tom  Mix 

gave  US  a   touch  of  his  better  self  in  this.  Tony 

puts  out  some  good  work  with  the  wild  horse. 

Tom  dresses  a   little  too  fancy,  but  story  and 

acting  as  a   whole  better  that  the  last  few  Mi
x 

Westerns. — C.  J.  Wheeler,  Paralta  theatre.  Oak- 

wood.  Tex. — Small  town  patronage. 

EAST  SIDE  WEST  SIDE:  Special  cast— Funny, 

yes.  The  story  a   mixture  of  "Cohens  and  
Kellys” 

and  "Abie’s  Irish  Rose.”— Bert  Silver,  Silver  Fam- 

ily theatre,  Greenville,  Mich. — General  patronage. 

THANK  YOU:  Special  cast^Yes.  thank  you. 

is  about  all  this  is  worth.— C.  J.  Wheeler,  Paralta
 

theatre,  Oaksvood.  Tex.— Small  town  patronage. 

RIDERS  OP  THE  PURPLE  SAGE:  Tom  Mix 

  This  one  is  a   little  old  but  it  is  better  than 

any  of  this  star’s  new  ones.  Hope  Mr.  Fox  w
ill 

keep  him  in  Westerns  for  next  season. — 
H.  A. 

Davitts,  Dixie  theatre,  Winona,  Miss. — Gen
eral 

patronage. 

RIDERS  OF  THE  PURPLE  SAGE:  Tom  Mix 

—Wonderful  picture  but  the  Mix  fans  here  like 

anything  that  Tom  is  in.  Six  reels. — Maloney  & 

Wey.  Orpheum  theatre,  St.  Bernice,  Ind. — Small 
town  patronage. 

WAGES  FOR  WIVES:  Special  cast— A   good 

program  picture. — Bert  Silver,  Silver  Family  the- 
atre. Greenville,  Mich.— General  patronage. 

KENTUCKY  PRIDE:  Special  cast— Pulled 
them  in  on  this  one  to  capacity  house.  Fine 

picture  which  pleased  all.  J.  Farrell  McDonald, 

by  his  work  in  “The  Iron  Horse,”  was  the  draw- 
ing card  for  this  one.  Everybody  loves  horses 

and  there  are  plenty  of  them  in  "Kentucky Pride.”— F.  D.  Moore  Liberty  theatre,  Robertsdale, 
Pa. — General  patronage. 

A   CONNECTICUT  YANKEE:  Harry  Myers— 

This  reissue  is  a   scream.  Drew  well  and  satis- 

fied nearly  all.  Seven  reels. — J.  C.  Kennedy,  Em- 

press theatre.  Akron,  la.— Small  town  patronage. 

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer 

THE  DEVIL’S  CIRCUS:  Norma  Sheareiv- 

Acting  and  setting  superb.  Big  town  stuff, 

though.  Small  houses  will  not  like  the  idea  of
 

the  girl  being  soiled.  Show  it,  but  warn  the
 

childien.— C.  J.  Wheeler.  Paralta  theatre.  Oak- 

wood,  Tex.— Small  town  patronage. 

MONTE  CARLO;  Lew  Cody— Exdellent  com- 

edy, beautifully  photographed  with  a   good  cast. 

Business  just  fair.  Six  reels.— A.  G.  Witwer. 

Grand  theatre.  Rainier,  Ore.— General  patronage. 

THE  AUCTION  BLOCK :   Charles  Ray— A   pic- 

ture that  is  a   pleasure  to  show.  Very  clever 

sub-titles  that  will  keep  your  audience  in  good 

humor  and  will  help  boost  your  next  Ray  pic- 
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cure.  Seven  reels. — P.  G.  Holmes.  Opera  House. 

Brocket,  N.  D. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  AUCTION  BLOCK:  Eleanor  Boardman 

— Another  picture  with  the  title  against  it.  Some 

said  they  expected  to  see  a   slave  market  scene. 
However,  it  is  an  excellent  light  comedy  drama 

that  pleased  90  per  cent.  Seven  reels. — Pace  & 
Bouma.  (GAD),  Rialto  theatre,  Pocahontas.  Iowa. 

— General  patronage. 

THE  BARRIER:  Sj>ccial  cast — A   good  sea 
story  with  plenty  of  entertainment  all  the  way 

through.  Seven  reels. — M.  J.  Babin,  Fairyland 

theatre.  White  Castle.  La. — General  patronage. 

THE  EXQUISITE  SINNER:  Special  cast— It 
was  a   sin  to  show  this  and  charge  folks  for  it. 

Metro  shook  the  lemon  tree. — C.  J.  Wheeler.  Par- 

alta  theatre,  Oakwood,  Tex. — Small  town  patron- 

age. 

THE  BLACKBIRD:  Lon  Chaney— Good  role 
for  Chaney.  Everybody  pleased.  Business  better 

than  usual.  Seven  reels. — A.  G.  Witwer.  Grand 

theatre.  Rainier,  Ore. — General  patronage. 

THE  BLACKBIRD:  Lon  Chaney — Our  pa- 
trons like  Chaney  and  we  did  fairly  well  with 

the  weather  against  us.  Subject  is  well  produced, 

has  good  cast,  and  the  acting  is  wonderful.  Metro 
has  some  fine  product  and  sold  us  to  conform 
with  our  conditions.  This  is  unusual  in  the 

wild  scramble  for  business  today,  and  we  appreci- 

ate it.  Seven  reels. — R.  R.  Winship,  Maje.stic 
theatre,  Phillipsburg.  Kansas. — General  patronage. 

HIS  SECRETARY :   Norma  Shearer — 100  per 
cent  entertainment.  The  best  we  have  played 

in  a   long  time.  Shearer  and  Cody  almost  per- 

fect. Price  right  too.— G.  J.  Wheeler,  Paraltn 

theatre,  Oakwood,  Tex. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  SILENT  ACCUSER:  Peter  the  Great— 

Peter  the  Great,  you  had  the  whole  town  of 

Conway  talking  about  how  clever  you  are.  Great 

acting,  good  story,  good  crowd.  Everybody  went 

home  happy,  including  the  manager.  Seven  reels. 

— Leon  C.  Bolduc.  Bijou  theatre,  Conway.  N.  H. 
— General  patronage. 

DANCE  MADNESS:  Conrad  Nagel — A   mighty 
fine  picture  that  went  over  big  for  us.  Both  of 

the  above  stars  are  okay  in  this  one.  Hope  Metro 

pictures  are  as  good  next  year  as  they  were  thi.s 

one.  1   don’t  think  they  can  be  beat. — H.  A. 
Da%-itts,  Dixie  theatre.  Winona.  Miss. — General  pat- 
ronage. 

DON’T:  Sally  O'NEII^April  27-28.  mile 

you  are  talking  about  comedies.  “Don’t”  is  one. 
It  got  extra  business  for  me  on  my  poorest  nights. 

If  you  want  to  have  a   real  hearty  laugh,  just 

book  it.  Step  on  it,  and  if  the  folks  don’t  shake 

hands  with  you  on  the  way  out,  then  I’m  as 

poor  a   critic  as  some  of  the  "fan  magazines” 
employ.  Seven  reels. — Walt  Bradley.  Moon  the- 

atre, Neligh,  Neb. — General  patronage. 

THE  MIDSHIPMAN:  Ramon  Novarro— This 

did  very  good  for  me  on  Lincoln's  Birthday  and 
gave  very  good  satisfaction.  A-1. — G.  J.  Ritter, 

Regent  theatre.  Bogota,  N.  J.— Small  town  pat- 
ronage. 

THE  MASKED  BRIDE:  Mae  Murray — Very 

well  done.  Mae  Murray  is  anything  but  popular 

with  my  patrons,  but  this  picture  pleased.  Bush- 

man did  a   regular  comeback.  Appeals  to  all 

classes.  Big  improvement  on  Mae  Murray’s  be- 
havior. She  acts  like  a   human  being  in  this  one 

(all  except  the  walk).  Seven  reels.— W.  W.  O. 

Fenety.  Gaiety  theatre,  Fredericton.  N.  B.  Canada. 
— General  patronage. 

TIME,  THE  COMEDIAN:  Special  cast^A  pic- 
ture different  from  the  usual  run  of  productions. 

Pleased  small  per  cent  of  my  patrons.  Personally, 
I   liked  it  very  much.  Seven  reels. — Thelma  Cas- 

sil.  Gulf  theatre.  Goose  Creek,  Te.x. — General  pat- 
ronage, 

THE  UNHOLY  THREE;  Lon  Chaney— Opin- 
ion  50-50  on  this.  No  kicks  but  not  much  praise. 
— C.  J.  Wheeler.  Paralta  theatre,  Oakwood,  Tex- 
Small  town  patronage. 

THE  UNHOLY  THREE;  Lon  Chaney — Much 
better  than  "Tower  of  Lies.”  In  fact  I   would 
call  this  an  excellent  picture.  Had  many  favor- 

able comments,  and  it  did  a   nice  business.  Seven 
reels. — ^H.  D.  McChesney,  Princess  theatre,  Cran- 
don,  Wis. — General  patronage. 

THE  MYSTIC;  Special  ca.st — This  did  pretty 
well  for  us  for  a   single  day  run.  Not  a   bad  pic- 
lure.  just  a   program,  though.  Seven  reels, — 
Henry  Reeve,  Star  theatre,  Menard,  Texas.— Small 
town  patronage. 

THE  MERRY  WIDOW:  Mae  Murray— This 
picture  has  everything  that  it  takes  to  make  a 
good  picture,  and  believe  me  it  is  a   good  one. 
I   think  that  it  is  one  of  the  very  best.  The 
acting  of  John  Gilbert  and  Mae  Murray  is  won- 

derful, but  D'Arcy  as  the  crown  prince  is  the part  that  stands  out  the  most  in  the  picture  I 
think.  He  has  a   part  that  is  hard  to  fill,  but 
he  handles  it  extra  well.  Mac  Muiray  is  better 

Dipping  Into  News 
of  Eleven  Years 

March  6,  1915 

Universal’s  entire  West  Coast 
plant  in  a   few  days  will  have  been 

moved  from  Hollywood  to  Uni- 
versal City. 

*   *   * 

March  6,  1920 

Representatives  of  fifty  of  the 

largest  independent  him  exchanges 

are  meeting  in  Chicago  this  week 
to  form  a   cooperative  body  to 

compete  with  the  big  distributors. 
*   *   * 

March  13.  1926 
West  Coast  Theatres  through  a 

cooperative  combination  of  inde- 
pendent houses  will  expand  its 

chain  throughout  eleven  Western 
states. 

than  she  has  ever  been  in  her  part.  The  direc- 

tion in  this  picture  is  also  a   wonderful  thing.  You 
can  tell  that  it  has  been  handled  by  a   master. 

With  all  its  greatness  this  picture  did  not  draw  at 

the  box  office.  It  was  advertised  e.xtra  well.  I 

used  more  on  this  one  than  1   have  ever  used, 

but  it  flopped  just  the  same.  Then  reels. — Walt 

Bradley,  Moon  theatre,  Neligh,  Neb. — General  pat- 
tonage. 

THE  MERRY  WIDOW:  Mae  Murray— Oh 

what  a   flop  this  took  for  me.  Fine  picture  and 

all,  but  didn’t  draw  at  all  and  the  few  were 
not  at  all  satisfied.  Personally  thought  it  very 

fine.  Ten  reels. — J.  C.  Kennedy.  Empress  theatre, 
Akron.  la. — Small  town  patronage. 

A   SLAVE  OF  FASHION:  Norma  Shearer— 

April  25-26.  My  people  declared  it  a   real  good 
picture,  and  it  was  above  the  ordinary.  Norma 
Shearer  is  well  liked  hero,  and  belive  me  there 

is  a   reason  for  it.  She  is  very  clever  and  she 

sure  can  wear  the  clothes.  Seven  reels. — Walt 

Bradley.  Moon  theatre,  Neligh.  Neb. — General  pat- ronage. 

A   SLAVE  OF  FASHION:  Norma  Shearer- 

Poor  box  office  receipts  on  this  one.  Good  enough 

picture  for  the  high-brows,  but  did  not  give  satis- 

faction to  my  people. — F.  D.  Moore,  Liberty  the- 

atre, Robertsdale,  Pa. — General  patronage. 

THE  TOWER  OP  LIES.:  Lon  Chaney— A   good 
picture.  A   few  things  in  there  that  do  not  appeal 

exactly. — G.  J.  Ritter.  Regent  theatre.  Bogota, 
N.  J. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  TOWER  OF  LIES;  Lon  Chaney— Used 
this  on  a   Saturday  night  to  poor  business.  The 

poorest  Saturday  night  since  we  opened  for  busi- 
ness. Personally.  I   would  say  it  was  a   fairly 

good  picture  but  my  patrons  were  disappointed 

and  pleased  only  5')  per  cent.  Seven  reels. — 
Wm.  Wiske.  Community  theatre,  Red  Granite,  Wis. 
— Small  town  patronage. 

THE  TOWER  OF  LIES:  Lon  Chaney— Big- 
gest flop  of  the  year.  A   handful  of  people  second 

night.  Chaney  good,  as  usual,  but  not  for  the 

town.  They  don’t  care  for  tragedy,  they  want 

them  to  end,  “and  they  lived  happily  ever  after.” 
Seven  reels. — Thelma  Cassil,  Gulf  theatre,  Goo^e 
Creek,  Tex. — General  patronage. 

EXCUSE  ME:  Norma  Shearer — A   fair  comedy 
drama  with  Bert  Roach  carrying  off  most  of  the 

honors.  Six  reels. — Leon  C.  Bolduc,  Bijou  the- 

atre, Conway,  N.  H. — General  patronage. 

SUN  UP:  Conrad  Nagel — Just  an  ordinary 
Southern  mountaineer  story  saved  by  a   little  flag 

waving. — G.  J.  Ritter,  Regent  theatre,  Bogota. 
N.  J. — Small  town  patronage. 

SUN  UP:  Conrad  Nagel — Very  thin.  Starke 

and  Nagel  deserve  better.  Their  acting  good. — 

C.  J.  Wheeler,  Paralta  theatre,  Oakwood,  Tex. — 
Small  town  patronage. 

PRETTY  LADIES:  Special  cast — Dandy  little 

picture.  Didn’t  do  any  business  but  was  no  fault 
of  the  picture.  The  colored  parts  are  beautiful. 

If  you  can  get  them  in  it  will  please.  Title  hurts 

the  picture.  Six  reels. — H.  D.  McChesney,  Prin- 

cess theatre,  Crandon,  Wis. — General  patronage. 

NEVER  THE  TWAIN  SHALL  MEET;  Anita 

Stewart — This  is  a   real  good  picture.  Bad  going 

spoiled  it  at  box  oflice. — G.  J.  Ritter,  Regent 

theatre,  Bogota,  N.  J. — Small  town  patronage. 

NEVER  THE  TWAIN  SHALL  MEET:  Anita 

Stewart — Considered  a   good  picture.  Pleased  the 
majority  that  came  to  see  it.  Had  a   mission 
at  one  of  the  churches  and  of  course  the  Church 

won  out.  Eight  reels. — Wm.  Wiske,  Community 

theatre.  Rod  Granite,  Wis. — Small  town  patron- 

age. 
EXCHANGE  OF  WIVES;  Special  cast— It’s 

all  right.  A   little  risque  in  spots  for  the  smaller 

towns,  but  it  hits  so  many  families  that  its 

really  enjoyable  to  watch  them  as  they  go  out  and 

hear  the  comments.  Seven  reels. — R.  R.  Winship, 

Maje.stic  theatre,  Phillipeburg,  Kansas. — General 

patronage. 

KOMOLA:  Special  cast — One  of  the  finest 
pieces  of  cheese  1   ever  ran.  Half  of  my  patrons 

left  Iwfore  the  close  and  I   looked  for  a   small 

hole  to  hide  in.  Nine  reels. — ^N.  M.  Emmons, 

Eagle  theatre.  Eagle  River,  Wis. — Small  town 

patronage. 

ROMOLA:  Special  cast — While  some  may  rave 
over  this,  they  will  be  very  few  and  far  between. 

Per.-ionally  I   think  it  10  reels  of  film,  8   of  which 
are  agony.  No  money  getter  for  small  towns. — 

G.  J.  Ritter,  Regent  theatre,  Bogota,  N.  J. — Small 
town  partnage. 

THE  RAG  MAN:  Jackie  Coogan — As  good  as 

any  Coogan  picture  we  have  seen.  Jackie  is  pop- 

ular in  this  type  of  picture.  Six  reels. — N.  Ray 
Carmichael,  Coliseum  theatre,  Lamont,  la. — Small 
town  patronage. 

THE  RAG  MAN:  Jackie  Coogan — Gave  won- 
derful satisfaction  to  capacity  business  two  days. 

Six  reels. — F.  E.  Williams,  Orpheum  theatre,  Oel- 

weln,  Iowa. — General  patronage. 

OLD  CLOTHES:  Jackie  Coogan — Ran  May  11- 
12.  This  picture  drew  extra  business,  and  was 
a   yell  for  the  kids  from  beginning  to  the  very 

end.  The  kids  were  from  six  to  sixty  years  old. 

It  satisfied.  Therefore,  I   \vill  not  make  any  com- 

ments on  the  picture.  Seven  reels. — Walt  Brad- 

ley. Moon  theatre,  Neligh,  Neb. — General  patron- 

age. 

OLD  CLOTHES:  Jackie  Coogan — Jackie  is 

growing  up  but  can  still  pull  the  crowd,  both 

young  and  old.  Put  on  a   special  show  for  the 
kids  and  Jackie  almost  filled  the  house.  Six 

reels. — P.  G.  Holmes,  Opera  House,  Brocket,  N.  D, 
— Small  town  patronage. 

OLD  CLOTHES:  Jackie  Coogan — Very  good 
picture.  Jackie  sure  can  act,  but  what  became  of 

my  business  I   don’t  know.  I   have  i-un  all  Coo- 

gan’s  pictures,  beginning  with  “Daddy.”  and  this 
one  is  just  a   little  better  than  any  of  them  to  my 

judgment,  but  somehow  it  drew  the  smallest 
crowd,  so  I   think  that  it  does  not  make  much 

difference  what  picture  I   play,  when  they  are 

broke  they  won’t  come.  Six  reels. — R.  Duba. 
Royal  theatre.  Kimball,  So.  Dak. — General  patron- 

age. Paramount 

LET’S  GET  MARRIED:  Richard  Di.x— Oh 
mister!  This  is  a   real  comedy.  It  is  a   knock- 

out. This  DIx  feller  is  getting  to  be  the  beet 

box  office  bet  that  I   have.  This  picture  broke 

my  Sunday  and  Monday  record  by  a   long  way 

and  I   don't  think  that  I   have  run  a   picture 
that  has  so  completely  satisfied  my  patrons  be- 

fore this  year.  It  was  a   pip.  That  is,  if  you 

know  what  that  means.  Pip  means  that  I   don’t 
have  enough  words  to  express  to  you  fellows 

just  how  good  it  is.  Eight  reels. — Walt  Bradley. 
Moon  theatre.  Neligh,  Neb. — General  patronage. 

LET’S  GET  MARRIED:  Richard  Dix — The  orig- 

inal title,  ’’The  Man  from  Me.xico,”  would  prob- 
ably have  brought  in  more  dollars,  but  then  they 

would  have  expected  Dix  on  a   horse,  so  probably 

the  change  w'as  well.  A   very  pleasing  comedy 
with  Dix  allowing  Miss  Oliver  a   great  share  of 

the  laughs.  You  can’t  go  wrong  on  it. — C.  R- 
Mapel,  Barneys  theatre.  Point  Marion,  Pa. 

A   SOCIAL  CELEBRITY:  Adolphe  Menjou— 

Quite  an  entertaining  little  bit,  but  not  as  subtle 

as  “The  Grand  Duchess,”  although  it  will  prob- 
ably click  with  the  usual  goer  more  that  that 

production  due  to  this  fact. — C.  R.  Mapel.  Bar- 

neys theatre.  Point  Marion,  Pa. — General  patron- 
age. , 

A   SOCIAL  CELEBRITY :   Adolphe  Menjou — ■ 

A   picture  billed  as  "comedy”  with  a   touch  of 

"pathos.”  All  wrong,  should  be  ’’pathos”  with 
a   touch  of  "comedy.”  Picture  is  good ;   it  has  that 
human  interest  touch  that  holds  attention,  but 

if  you  are  hunting  for  “comedy,”  then  guess 
again.  Six  reels. — J.  S.  Walker,  Texas  theatre. 
Grand  Prairie,  Tex. — Small  town  patronage. 

MISS  BREWSTER’S  MILLIONS:  Bebe  Dan- 
iels—-Extra  good.  Ecbc,  you  are  getting  better 

all  the  time.  That  costs  you  a   photo.  My  address 
is  below.  Picture  drew  well.  Seven  reels. — J.  Walt 

Bradley,  Moon  theatre,  Neligh,  Neb. — General  pat- 
ronage. 
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FOIi  HEAVEN’S  SAKEs  Harold  Lloyd- 
Played  this  one  two  days  in  a   one  day  town 

and  just  managed  to  break  the  nut,  which  is  al- 

ways large  on  Lloyds.  Personally  believe  it  be- 

low the  Lloyd  standard.  Patrons’  opinion  divided 
except  that  as  a   60c  show  it  was  worth  about 

36c.  Six  reels. — C.  R.  Mapel,  Barneys  theatre, 

Point  Marion,  Pa. — General  patronage. 

FOR  HEAVEN'S  SAKE;  Harold  Lloyd— Did 
not  make  any  particular  hit  here.  Many  patrons 

said  “we’ve  seen  him  in  much  more  meritorious 

stuff  than  'For  Heaven’s  Sake’.  ’’  Are  the  writers 
running  out  of  material  or  have  the  directors 

flopped?  Six  reels. — Giacoma  Bros.,  Crystal  the- 
atre, Tombstone,  Ariz. — General  patronage. 

FOR  HEAVEN’S  SAKE:  Harold  Lloyd — The 
admission  price  demanded  on  this  one  killed  it 

cold.  Would  have  grossed  twice  as  much  with 

the  admission  five  cents  lower.  Wait  this  one 

out.  Six  reels. — ^Russell  Armentrout.  K.  P.  the- 

atre, Pittsfield,  111. — General  patronage. 

THE  SONG  AND  DANCE  MAN:  Tom  Moore 

— April  18-19.  Pleased  about  75  per  cent.  It  was 

a   little  over  my  people’s  beads.  Some  thought 
that  it  was  an  extra  good  picture  and  some 

thought  it  was  ordinary.  But  the  real  high  light 

in  the  picture  was  Bessie  Love’s  Charleston  dance. 
It  was  n   real  hot  number.  Say.  that  girl  can 
dance.  If  1   ever  have  a   harem  she  %vill  be  the 

entire  iwpulation  and  we  will  have  Charleston 

for  dinner,  supper  and  breakfast.  Eight  reels. — 

Walt  Bradley.  Moon  theatre.  Neligh,  Neb. — Gen- 
eral patronage. 

THE  SONG  AND  DANCE  MAN;  Sp«;ial  cast 

— Overpriced  by  Paramount.  We  find  the  new 
contract  too  one-sided.  Paramount  are  now  tack- 

ing splits,  advertising  and  high  prices  on  most  of 

their  product,  and  with  the  other  good  stuff 

available  we  can't  see  where  we  made  a   good 
buy.  This  subject  did  not  pay  out  but  pleased 

fairly  well.  If  you  buy  it,  watch  the  price.  Seven 

reels. — R.  R.  Winship,  Majestic  theatre,  Phillips- 

burg,  Kan. — General  patronage. 

THE  UNTAMED  WOMAN:  Gloria  Swanson 

— Good  enough  pictui-e,  but  we  can’t  get  any 
more  money  with  Miss  Swanson.  Seven  reels. — 
Clark  &   Edwards,  Palace  theatre,  Ashland.  Ohio. 

— General  patronage. 

BEHIND  THE  FRONT:  Wallace  Beery— Ex- 

cellent comedy,  drew  best  since  “The  Covered 
Wagon.’’  Ran  this  for  three  days  and  each  day 
the  box  office  showed  an  increase.  You  can  push 

this  to  the  limit.  Six  reels. — H.  D.  McChesney. 

Princess  theatre,  Crandoti,  Wis. — General  patron- 
age. 

BEHIND  THE  FRONT;  Special  cast— Great 
gloom  disperser.  Beery  walks  away  with  the 
show.  A   real  novelty.  Pleased  the  men  100  per 

cent.  Women,  just  fair.  Seven  reels. — W.  W.  O. 
Foncty,  Gaiety  theatre.  Froderlclon,  N.  B.  Canada. 

— General  patronage. 

BEHIND  THE  FRONT;  Wallace  Beery- 
Great.  I   got  more  laughs  out  of  this  picture 

than  any  I   ever  saw.  The  story  fine,  but  no 
other  two  comedians  could  have  done  it  like  this 

pair.  If  you  haven’t  bought  it.  buy  it. — Bert 
Silver,  Silver  Family  theatre,  Greenville.  Mich. — 
General  patronage. 

BEHIND  THE  FRONT;  Special  cast— When 
you  pass  out  the  comedy  honors  for  the  year, 

don't  forget  Hatton  and  Beery.  If  they  are  not 
good,  then  I   hope  that  Adolph  Zukor  pays  the  ex- 

hibitor to  run  his  pictures.  This  picture  drew 

extra  business  and  pleased  everyone  that  saw 

it.  People  laughed  until  I   thought  that  we  would 
have  to  declare  time  out  until  they  got  back  to 

normal.  I   used  safety  pins  to  replace  the  but- 
tons so  that  they  could  all  get  home.  Run  April 

11-12.  Eight  reels. — Walt  Bradley,  Moon  theatre. 

Neligh,  Neb. — General  patronage. 

A   KING  ON  MAIN  STREET;  Adolphe  Men- 

jou — One  more  like  this  from  Adolphe  and  I'll 
wire  him  my  congratulations.  Splendid  enter- 

tainment. Take  the  kids.  They  won’t  mind  the 
unhappy  ending. — C.  J.  Wheeler,  Paralta.  theatre. 
Oakwood,  Tex. — Small  town  patronage. 

BRIGHT  LIGHTS:  Charles  Ray— Personally 

1   think  this  picture  deserves  a   better  title.  Played 
mid-week  to  a   better  house  than  the  average. 

Everybody  satisfied.  Pleased  00  per  cent.  Seven 

reels. — Wm.  Wiske,  Community  theatre.  Red  Gran- 
ite. Wis. — Small  town  patronage. 

IRISH  LOCK:  Thomas  Meighan— Excellent 

picture.  Story  centering  around  an  Irish  family. 

Scenery  in  Ireland  wonderful. — N.  Ray  Carmi- 

chael. Coliseum  theatre,  Lamont,  la. — Small  town 
patronage. 

IRISH  LUCK:  Thomas  Meighan- Not  so  good. 

Tom  has  done  better  in  “The  Man  Who  Saw  
To- 

morrow,” “The  Man  Who  Found  Himself”  and 

even  "Old  Home  Week."— C.  J.  %yheeler,  Paralta 

theatre.  Oakwood.  Tex.— Small  town  patronage. 

THE  VANISHING  AMERICAN:  Richard  Dix 

— A   very  fine  production.  Should  make  you  money 
and  certainly  should  satisfy  100  per  cent.  Ten 

reels. — J.  C.  Kennedy,  Empress  theatre,  Akron, 
la. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  AMERICAN  VENUS;  Esther  Ralston— 
This  is  big  time  stuff.  One  of  the  best  in  this 

group.  A   little  bit  risque  for  this  town  but 

the  majority  thought  it  a   great  picture.  Eight 

reels. — E.  M.  Biddle,  Strand  theatre,  Paoli,  Ind. 
— Small  town  patronage. 

MANNEQUIN.  Dolores  Costello  —   Excellent. 
Did  good  business,  as  nearly  everybody  has  read 
the  story.  Very  high  class  and  is  sure  to  please, 

especially  will  it  appeal  to  the  ladies.  Seven  reels. 

— H.  D.  McChesney.  Princess  theatre,  Crandon, 
Wis. — General  patronage. 

MANNEQUIN:  Dolores  Costello — Splendid  pic- 

ture from  all  angles.  Used  it  Mother's  Day. 
Seven  reels. — P.  G.  Estee,  S.  T.  theatre,  Parker, 
S.  D. — Small  town  patronage. 

DESERT  iGOLD:  Special  cast — Much  better 

than  the  last  Grey,  “Enchanted  Hill."  A   good 
story  with  four  leading  players  who  carried  parts 
well.  There  is  a   sandstorm  scene  that  is  effective 

and  a   rock  slide  that  looks  like  real  bu^ness. 

Seemed  to  please  about  90  per  cent.  Seven  reels. 

— C.  R.  Mapel,  Barneys  theatre,  Point  Marion,  Pa. 
General  patronage. 

THE  WANDERER:  Special  cast— Great  for 
church  or  Sunday  school  purposes.  As  a 
money  maker  not  so  good.  A   modern  story 

woven  in  like  "The  Ten  Commandments," 
would  have  made  the  difference  between 

maybe  and  notbe.  Appealed  largely  to  old- 
er patrons.  Flaming  Youth  was  absent.  Nine 

reels. — W.  W.  0.  Fenety,  Gaiety  theatre,  Frederic- 
ton, N.  B.  Canada.— General  patronage. 

THE  WANDERER:  Special  cast— Collier’s 
work  was  good.  The  once-a-year  patrons  sat 
through  it  but  the  old  reliables  yawned  and 

"wandered”  out  of  there.  Nine  reels. — J.  S. 

Walker.  Texas  theatre.  Grand  Prairie.  Te.x. — 
Small  town  patronage. 

THE  WANDERER:  Special  cast — ^Ran  April 

13-14-15.  Swell  picture  but  it  was  a   little  too 

?   ?   ?   ?   I   can’t  explain  what  I   mean.  It  was  a 
picture  that  I   did  not  care  to  boost  too  highly, 
but  nevertheless  it  was  a   wonderful  picture.  Not 

the  kind  that  my  people  want.  I   think  that  it 

was  made  to  follow  "The  Ten  Commandments" 
and  that  is  all  that  I   can  say  for  it,  that  it  did 

follow.  It  was  a   flop  at  the  box  office  and  I   am 

glad  that  it  was.  Ten  reels. — Walt  Bradley,  Moon 
theatre,  Neligh,  Neb. — General  patronage. 

SON  OF  HIS  FATHER:  Special  cast-^ust 

another  good  thrilling  picture  that  typifies  a   West- 

ern story.  Seven  reels. — Frank  J.  Sutter,  Lincoln 
theatre,  Milwaukee,  Wis. — General  patronage. 

WOMANHANDLED ;   Richard  Dix — Splendid 

comedy  drama.  Seven  reels. — P.  G.  Estee,  S.  T. 
theatre,  Parker,  S.  D. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  DEVIL’S  CARGO:  Special  oast— -Story 
of  days  of  '49.  Costumes  some.  Beery  has  a   fine 
part  and  carries  it  O.  K.  Seven  reels. — Robert 

W.  Hines,  Hines  theatre,  Loyalton,  So.  Dak. — 
General  patronage. 

THE  CROWN  OF  LIES:  Pola  Negri— If  you 

can  look  ahead,  expecting  to  run  more  Negri’s, 
you  will  do  well  to  forget  this  one.  It  will  be 
money  well  spent.  After  the  fine  showing  this 

star  made  in  "A  Woman  Of  The  World,"  too. — 
C.  R.  Mapel,  Bam^s  theatre.  Point  Marion,  Pa. 
— General  patronage. 

THE  ANCIENT  HIGHWAY;  Jack  Holt— Not 
as  good  as  many  of  the  former  Curwoods.  Wa-s 

much  disappointed  in  this  one.  Nothing  special 
about  this.  Just  an  ordinary  program  for  which 

wo  paid  too  much.  Seven  reels. — ^H.  D.  MoChes- 

ney.  Princess  theatre,  Crandon,  Wis. — General  pat- ronage. 

THE  CROWDED  HOUR:  Special  cast- Very 

good.  Didn’t  think  much  of  this  before  wo  saw 
it  but  it  proved  to  be  a   dandy  picture.  Has  a 
war  story  and  the  war  scenes  are  veiy  good. 

Had  many  favorable  comments.  Seven  reels. — 
H.  D.  McChesney,  Princess  theatre.  Crandon,  Wis. 
— General  patronage. 

THE  STREET  OP  FORGOTTEN  MEN;  Percy 

Maimont — Give  us  more.  We  thrive  on  it.  Percy 

splendid. — C.  J.  Wheeler,  Paralta  theatre.  Oak- 
wood,  Tex. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  LUCKY  DEVIL.  TOO  MANY  KISSES, 

MANHATTAN:  Richard  Dix — Richard  Dix  too 

good  for  words. — C.  J.  Wheeler,  Paralta  theatre. 
Oakwood.  Tex. — Small  town  patronage. 

HE'S  A   PRINCE:  Raymond  Griffith — A   prince 
of  a   picture.  Griffith  not  so  kiddish  in  this,  and 

comedy  is  well  balanced.  Mary  Brian  lovely. — 

C.  J.  Wheeler.  Paralta  theatre,  Oakwood.  Tex.— 
Small  town  patronage. 

HE’S  A   PRINCE:  Raymond  Griffith — This  I 
consider  a   very  fine  satire,  while  not  high  class, 

exactly,  it  pleased  the  crowd. — G.  J.  Ritter,  Re- 

gent theatre,  Bogota,  N.  J. — Small  town  pat- 
ronage. 

FORTY  WINKS:  Raymond  Griffith— Good  pic- 

ture for  any  theatre,  plenty  of  laughs  and  ac- 
tion. Played  it  Sunday  to  small  crowd  but  I 

don’t  think  it  was  fault  of  the  picture.  Good, 
clean,  seven  reels  of  comedy  and  thrills.  Seven 

reel.s. — R.  Duba,  Royal  theatre.  Kimbull,  So.  Dak. 
— General  patronage. 

Directed  by  Spencer  Bennet,  
Story  by  Frank  Leon  Smith. 
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ARGENTINE  LOVEs  Bebe  Daniels— A   good 
program  picture,  not  a   special  by  any  means. 

Pleased  nearly  all  •who  came  out. — A.  Davitts, 
Dixie  theatre.  Winona,  Miss. — General  patronage. 

THE  GOLDEN  PRINCESS:  Betty  Bronson— 
Best  Betty  Bronson  to  date.  Went  over  great.  Boost 

it. — C.  J.  Wheeler,  Paralta  theatre,  Oakwod,  Tex. 
— Small  town  patronage. 

THE  GOLDEN  PRINCESS;  Betty  Bronson— 

A   very  good  picture.  Just  an  honest-to-goodness 

pictm'e  for  any  large  or  small  theatre  to  play. 
Action,  love,  romance.  Seven  reels. — Prank  J. 

Sutter,  Lincoln  theatre,  Milwaukee,  Wis. — Gen- 
eral patronage. 

SEVEN  KEYS  TO  BALDPATE:  Douglas  Mac- 

Lean — This  is  quite  a   fair  comedy.  Bad  weather 
interfered  with  box  office. — G.  J.  Ritter,  Regent 

theatre,  Bogota,  N.  J. — Small  town  patronage. 

SEVEN  KEYS  TO  BALDPATE:  Douglas  Mac- 

Lean — A   very  decided  dud  in  comparison  with  his 
previous  efforts.  Had  very  many  walkouts.  Seven 

reels. — J.  C.  Kennedy,  Empress  theatre,  Akron, 
la. — Small  town  patronage. 

NOT  SO  LONG  AGO:  Betty  Bronson — Too 

long  ago  to  please  my  crowd.  Business  fair. — 
C.  J.  Wheeler,  Paralta  theatre,  Oakwood,  Tex. — 
Small  town  patronage. 

CHANGING  HUSBANDS:  Leatrice  Joy— Good 
program  picture.  We  ran  this  on  a   Sunday  and 

had  many  favorable  reports. — H.  D.  McChcsney, 

Princess  theatre,  Crandon,  Wis. — General  patron- 
age. 

THE  BEST  PEOPLE:  Special  cast — Good  pic- 

ture which  pleased.  Seven  reels. — P.  G.  Estee, 

S.  T.  theatre,  Parker,  S.  D. — Small  town  patron- 

age. 

MADE  FOR  LOVE:  Leatrice  Joy — Very  fair 

program  picture.  Photography  good.  Six  reels. — 

Clark  &   Edwards,  Palace  theatre,  Ashland,  0. — 
General  patronage. 

STAGE  STRUCK:  Gloria  Swanson — ^Despite 

•ritics’  reports,  folks  gave  this  the  okay.  Per- 
sonally I   thought  it  slapstick,  but  worth  running. 

C.  J.  Wheeler,  Paralta  theatre,  Oakwod,  Tex. — 
Small  town  patronage. 

TOO  MANY  KISSES:  Richard  Dix— Many 

•wouldn't  come  because  they  thought  too  much 

"mush.”  Nothing  of  the  sort.  It  really  is  a 
fine  program.  Seven  reels. — Robert  W.  Hines, 

Hines  theatre,  Loyalton,  So.  Dak. — General  pat- 
ronage. 

WILD  WILD  SUSAN:  Bebe  Daniels — Good 

picture.  Paper  gets  the  attention. — C.  J.  Wheeler, 

Paralta  theatre,  Oakwood,  Tex. — Small  town  pat- 
ronage. 

LOVERS  IN  QUARANTINE;  Special  cast— 

Not  much  excitement,  but  amusing.  Bebe  good. — 
C.  J.  WTieeler,  Paralta  theatre.  Oakwood,  Tex.— 
Small  town  patronage. 

LOVERS  IN  QUARANTINE;  Bebe  Daniels- 

Well  liked  and  did  good  on  this. — G.  J.  Ritter, 

Regent  theatre,  Bogota.  N.  J. — Small  town  pat- 
ronage. 

WAGES  FOR  WIVES:  Special  cast — Fox  made 

us  pay  the  express  on  this,  too. — C.  J.  Wheeler. 

Paralta  theatre.  Oakwood,  Tex. — Small  town  pat- 
ronage. 

THE  BLIND  GODDESS:  Jack  Holt — Step  on  it. 
One  of  the  most  interesting  pictures  Paramount 

has  made  for  some  time.  Will  hold  anyone's  at- 
tention from  beginning  to  end. — Russell  Armen- 

trout,  K.  P.  theatre,  Pittsfield,  III. — General  pat- 
ronage. 

THE  PALM  BEACH  GIRL:  Bebe  Daniels- 

Made  for  laughing  purposes  only  and  makes  good 

from  every  angle.  This  picture  bought  right, 
exploited  right,  and  shown  right,  will  gladden 

your  heart  at  the  box  office.  It’s  good.  Seven 
reels. — Clark  &   Edwards,  Palace  theatre,  Ashland, 
O.— General  patronage. 

Pathe 
THE  FRESHMAN:  Harold  Lloyd — Paid  too 

much  for  this.  While  it  was  good,  and  everyone 

who  saw  it  thought  so  too,  still  I   have  used  big- 

ger and  better  ones  and  made  more  mopey  than 
this  one  for  less.  Lloyd  is  too  high  for  me  and 

I   don't  think  my  patrons  are  so  extra  crazy  for 
his  stuff.  Seven  reels. — M.  J.  Babin,  Fairyland 

theatre.  White  Castle,  Pa.— General  patronage. 

THE  WHITE  SHEEP:  Glen  Tryon— Good  clean 
picture,  suitable  for  small  towns.  Seven  reels. — 

H.  B.  Osborn,  Community  theatre,  Mt.  Hope,  Kan. 
— General  patronage. 

THE  BATTLING  ORIOLES:  Glen  Tryon— 
This  picture  made  my  crowd  laugh  good  and  loud. 

Good  entertainment  Jn  every  way  for  any  place. 
Glen,  you  are  a   real  comedian,  and  such  a 
likable  chap.  They  all  smile  when  yoa  do.  Si.x 

reels, — Leon  C.  Bolduc,  Bijou  theatre,  Conway, 
N.  H.— General  patronage. 

Dipping  Into  News 
of  Elleven  Years 

Feb.  6,  1915 
Oppressive  legislation  will  be 

attacked  at  the  convention  of 

Ohio  exhibitors  at  Columbus,  Feb- 
ruary 9   and  10,  with  efforts  cen- 

tering on  a   move  to  abolish  the 
state  censorship  law. 

♦   *   ♦ 

Franklin  K.  Lane,  secretary  of 
the  interior,  is  given  the  aid  of  | 
the  industry  in  a   screen  campaign 
to  combat  bolshevism. 

*   *   * 

March  27,  1926 
Formation  of  the  Ottawa  Thea- 

tre Managers  SrancA  of  the  Re- 
tail Merchants  Association  of 

Canada  marks  an  important  step 
for  the  bene£t  of  exhibitors  in 
Ontario. 

HOT  WATER:  Harold  Lloyd — Good.  A   com- 

edy program.  I   played  it  old  and  it  did  not  pull 

very  well. — Bert  Silver,  Silver  Family  theatre, 
Greenville,  Mich. — General  patronage. 

Prod.  Dist.  Corp. 
ROCKING  MOON :   Special  cast — Ran  this  on  a 

Sunday  and  it  made  a   fine  program ;   good  story, 
and  beautiful  scenery.  If  your  patrons  like 

Northerns  this  is  a   good  one.  Six  reels. — ^H.  D. 

McGhesney,  Princess  theatre,  Crandon,  Wis. — 
General  patronage. 

ROCKING  MOON;  Lilyan  Tashman — Drew 

quite  a   few  once-in-awhiles  to  better  than  average 

house  and  it  deserved  the  patronage.  Six  reels. — 
T.  F.  Murphy,  Shuler  theatre,  Raton,  N.  M. — 
General  patronage. 

ROCKING  MOON:  Special  cast — Was  very  in- 

teresting to  me,  but  I   did  not  hear  a   word  from 
the  patrons.  Circus  opposition,  and  did  not  have 

many  out  to  see  it.  With  the  exception  of  one 

three-sheet  the  paper  is  no  good.  And  this  poor 
advertising  is  a   mighty  drawback. — L.  M.  Jones, 

Arcadia  theatre,  Vandergrift,  Pa. — General  pat- 
ronage. 

SILENCE:  Special  cast — Orchestra  leader  says, 

“This  is  the  dirtiest  picture  I’ve  seen  in  ten  years.’’ 
— T.  F.  Murphy,  Shuler  theatre,  Raton,  N.  M. — 
General  patronage. 

THE  ROAD  TO  YESTERDAY:  Vera  Reynolds 
— The  most  over-rated  picture,  sold  as  a   special, 

which  it  is  not.  As  a   box  office  bet,  it’s  a   de- 
cided failure.  Not  one  good  report  on  it,  but 

dozens  of  kicks.  Why  will  DeMille  try  to  crowd 

something  down  the  patrons'  throats  which  they 
don’t  want?  Better  make  pictures  to  please  the 
masses  than  one  man.  Here  is  a   story  of  re- 

incarnation that  people  cannot  understand  and 

probably  don’t  care  for.  Costume  pictures  are 
still  taboo  and  not  even  the  name  DeMille  on 

the  advertising  will  save  it.  They  depend  on  the 
name  DeMille  and  sacrifice  story,  but  it  takes 

more  than  a   name  to  make  box  office  pictures  for 

a   discriminating  public. — H.  C.  Crandall,  Liberty 

theatre,  Alva,  Okla. — General  patronage. 

PRIVATE  AFFAIRS;  Special  cast — This  will 

not  make  good  entertainment  in  any  class  house. 

Reminds  you  of  some  of  the  weak  sisters  we  used 

to  get  in  this  business,  but  seldom  do  we  have 

such  as  this  handed  to  us  these  days.  The  show- 

ing of  this  picture  in  my  house  has  done  me  dam- 

age in  big  fibres.  Six  reels. — W.  H.  Brenner, 

Cozy  theatre,  Winchester,  Ind. — General  patronage. 

MADE  FOR  LOVE ;   Leatrice  Joy — Good.  Some 

of  the  producers  would  have  put  this  out  as  a 

diamond  studded  Jewel.  Six  reels.- Clark  &   Ed- 

wards, Palace  theatre,  Ashland,  Ohio. — General 

patronage. 

THE  PRAIRIE  PIRATE:  Harry  Carey— May 

not  be  bad,  but  not  worth  what  I   paid.  Good- 

bye.—L.  M.  Jones,  Arcadia  theatre,  Vandergrift, 
Pa. — General  patronage. 

THE  WEDDING  SONG;  Leatrice  Joy — Good 

picture;  very  bad  paper:  poor  business. — L.  K. 
Jones,  Arcadia  theatre,  Vandergrift,  Pa. — Gen- 

eral patronage. 

THE  SEVENTH  BANDIT:  Harry  Carey— 

Although  it  doesn’t  rank  with  a   Jones,  Mix  or 
Thomson  for  drawing,  it  is  a   nice  V/eatern  and 
head  and  shoulders  above  the  average  run  of  this 

type  show.  Six  reels.— C.  R.  Mnpel.  Barneys  the- 
atre, Point  Marion,  Pa. — General  patronage. 

THE  MAN  FROM  RED  GULCH;  Harry  Carey 
— Lots  of  walkouts  on  this  one.  Leave  it  alone 
— ^Russell  Armentrout.  K.  P.  theatre.  Pittsfield 

111 — General  patronage.  ’ 

TUMBLEWEEDS:  Wiliam  S.  Hart— Very  good 
picture  and  William  is  sure  on  the  square.  Best 
one  o£  his  pictures  I   ever  saw  and  should  make 
good  anywhere.  Exceptionally  good  for  Western 
towns  and  where  they  like  Bill  you  can  promise 
them  satisfaction  at  any  price.  Give  us  more  like 
this.  William.  I   myself  like  to  be  on  the  square 
as  you  were  with  the  girls  and  the  old  couple 
of  “Homesteaders.’’  Seven  reels. — R.  Duba.  Royal 
theatre,  Kimball,  So.  Dak. — General  patronage. 
TUMBLEWEEDS:  William  S.  Hart— This  is 

really  a   big  picture  and  many  told  us  they  liked 
it  better  than  “The  Covered  Wagon,’’  but  it 
didn’t  get  the  business,  aa  it  wasn’t  sold  to  them 
in  advance  like  “The  Wagon.”— O.  Korn.  Rialto 
theatre,  Pecos,  Tex. — Genera!  patronage. 
LITTLE  ANNIE  ROONEY;  Mary  Pickford— 

Mary  Pickford  comes  back  to  her  own  in  this 
type  of  picture.  Pleased  everyone.  Ten  reels.— 
N.  Ray  Carmichael,  Coliseum  theatre,  Lamont,  la. 
— Small  town  patronage. 

SUZANNE:  Mabel  Normand.  This  not  only 
failed  to  please  but  it  failed  to  draw.  Film  okay. 
People  expected  to  see  Mabel  in  comedy  rather  than 
heavier  stuff.  Seven  reels.— Giacoma  Bros.,  Crys- 

tal theatre.  Tombstone.  Ariz. — General  patronage. 
WILD  JUSTICE:  Special  cast — A   dandy  dog 

picture  that  pleased  everybody. — O.  Korn,  Rialto 
theatre,  Pecos,  Tex. — General  patronage. 

WILD  JUSTICE:  Peter  the  Great — Vei^y  good 
dog  picture  which  should  satisfy  any  audience 
•where  they  like  real  action  and  thrills.  Dog wonderful,  and  rest  of  the  cast  fine.  Good  for 
any  night.  Six  reels.— R.  Duba.  Royal  theatre. Kimball,  So.  Dak. — General  patronage. 

THE  EAGLE:  Rudolph  Valentino — A   mighty 
good  picture,  however,  the  biggest  thing  about 
the  picture  with  me  was  the  price  I   paid  for  it 
Seven  reels.— H.  B.  Wood.  Gem  theatre.  Calico Rock,  Ark. — >Stn&ll  town  p&tronagc. 

Universal 
THE  COHENS  AND  KELLYS:  Special  cast— 

A   knockout  from  every  angle.  You  can’t  over- 
advertise this  one.  Will  easily  stand  a   boost  in 

admission  price  and  that’s  only  half,  it  will  sat- 
isfy. If  you  have  played  "Mike,”  as  I   have, 

and  charged  extra,  play  this  one  and  square  your- 
self with  your  patrons,  and  that’s  no  joke.  Any 

tmI  of  this  is  funnier  than  all  seven  of  "Mike.” 
Eight  reels. — J.  C.  Kennedy,  Empress  theatre, Akron,  la. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  COHENS  AND  KELLYS:  Special  oast— 
This  18  a   knockout  and  the  first  and  only  picture 
that  ever  created  "town  talk.’’  Was  sold  us  at 
a   program  price,  but  we  would  have  been  will- 

ing to  accept  it  as  a   "superspecial. ’’ — 0.  Korn, Rialto  theatre,  Pecos,  Tex — General  patronage. 

THE  COHENS  AND  KELLYS;  Special  cast— 
It  s   all  they’ve  said  about  it,  a   natural  knockout. 
Sidney,  Murray  and  Vera  Gordon  just  fine :   a 
picture  that  should  go  over  in  any  town,  and  I 
see  that  it  is  doing  just  that.  Eight  reels. — 
Henry  Reeve,  Star  theatre,  Menard,  Texas.— Small 
town  patronage. 

HIS  PEOPLE:  Rudolph  Schildkraut — Can’t  find 
words  to  express  the  bigness,  greatness,  hugeness, 

of  this  epic  picture.  It’s  a   titanic  success  in 
direction,  production,  and  the  acting  is  the  most 
realistic  portrayed  on  our  screen  this  year.  No 
doubt  about  it,  Universal  has  the  pictures.  In 
oil  town,  Western  fans  raved  over  this  one,  a 

very  unusual  happening.  It  will  rank  high 

among  10  best  pictures  of  year.  One  reel. — ^Thel- 

ma Cassil,  Gulf  theatre,  Goose  Creek,  Tex. — Gen- 
eral patronage. 

THE  GOOSE  WOMAN:  Louise  Dresser^-Thts 
is  a   wonderfully  acted  picture,  but  did  not  make 

make  bare  expenses  for  me  (first  week  in  March). 
— G-  J.  Hitter,  Regent,  theatre,  Bogota.  N.  J.— Small  town  patronage. 

CHIP  OP  THE  PLYING  U;  Hoot  Gibson— 

An  above  the  average  Western  that  will  draw 

those  •who  have  read  the  bock,  and  others  will 
like  it,  too.  Good  Saturday  picture  for  the  small- 

er towns.  Seven  reels. — Pace  &   Bcuma  (GAD). 

Rialto  theatre,  Pocahontas,  Iowa. — General  pat- ronage. 

THE  CALGARY  STAMPEDE:  Hoot  Gibson- 

Good  picture.  Worth  running  in  any  theatre. 
Lots  of  action  and  plenty  of  thrills.  Well  liked 
by  those  who  saw  it.  Small  crowds  Friday  and 
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Satlirday.  Six  reeis. — R.  Duba,  Royal  theatre, 

Kimball,  So.  Bak. — General  (patronage. 

THE  CALGARY  STAMPEDE;  Hoot  Gibson- 
Good  picture,  but  not  the  big  feature  that  Uni- 

versal would  have  you  believe.  Just  a   good  West- 

ern. All  of  Gibson’s  pictures  are  alike  of  late. 
Guess  they  can’t  think  up  anything  for  him  to 
do  except  a   horse  race.  Six  reels. — H.  D.  Mc- 
Chssney,  Princess  theatre,  Crandon,  Wis. — Gen- 

eral patronage. 

FLYING  HOOFS;  Jack  Hoxie — Good  Western 

picture;  should  please  in  small  town  where  West- 
erns are  liked.  Five  reels. — B.  Wood,  Gem 

theatre.  Calico  Rock,  Ark. — General  patronage. 

SPOOK  RANCH;  Hoot  Gibson — A   fair  spooky 
Western.  The  colored  comedian  is  the  whole 

show.  Six  reels. — Leon  C.  Bolduc,  Bijou  theatre, 

Conway,  N.  M. — General  patronage. 

SPOOK  RANCH;  Hoot  Gibson — Hoot  is  always 
good.  Drew  big  crowd ;   all  pleased.  Rotten  films. 
Hold  ups  to  patch  made  the  crowd  uneasy.  Six 

reels. — C.  C.  Bisbee,  Columbia  theatre,  Poynette, 

Wis. — General  patronage. 

THE  TEASER;  Laura  LaPlante — ^Not  much 
of  a   picture  for  the  small  town,  but  will  please 

some  if  you  haven’t  a   very  critical  audience. 

Miss  LaPlante  and  Pat  O’Malley  do  very  well  and 
so  do  the  rest  of  the  cast.  Seven  reels. — W.  T. 

Davis  &   Son,  Rialto  theatre,  Sharon,  Wis. — Gen- 
eral patronage. 

WHERE  WAS  I?:  Reginald  Denny — Good  com- 
edy. Weather  was  against  me  and  I   did  not  seem 

to  be  able  to  get  the  crowds  at  ail. — G.  J.  Ritter, 

Regent  theatre,  Bogota,  N.  J. — Small  town  pat- 
ronage. 

WHAT  HAPPENED  TO  JONES:  Reginald 

Denny — Good  as  the  rest  of  Denny's.  Seven 
reels. — ^T.  P.  Murphy,  Shuler  theatre,  Raton,  N.  M. 

— General  patronage. 

LORRAINE  OF  THE  LIONS;  Patsy  Ruth 

Miller — Different  sort  of  a   story,  fairly  well  done, 

that  will  please  most  of  them. — O.  Korn,  Rialto 

theatre,  Pecos,  Tex. — General  patronage. 

DESPERATE  GAME:  Pete  Morrison— Pleased 

the  Western  fans.  A   good  average  comedy  West- 

ern, but  why  do  they  advertise  "Lightning"  the 
wonder  horse?  He  never  does  anything. — Five 

reels. — A.  G.  Witwer,  Grand  theatre.  Rainier,  Ore. 

— General  patronage. 

PEACOCK  FEATHERS:  Special  cast— This  is 
a   dandy  Jewel.  Ran  this  as  a   special.  It  gave 

R3  good  satisfaction  and  drew  just  as  much  busi- 
ness as  some  I   have  paid  three  times  the  rental 

for.  Seven  reels. — E.  M.  Biddle.  Strand  theatre, 

PaoH,  Ind. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  DEMON:  Jack  Hoxie— A   good  Western 
picture  that  pleased  generally.  Poor  business  due 

to  extremely  warm  weather  and  dull  times.  Five 
reels. — A.  G.  Witwer,  Grand  theatre,  Rainier,  Ore. 

— General  patronage. 

THE  DEMON:  Jack  Hoxie — We  have  been  in 

the  biz  for  four  years  in  this  town  and  experi- 
enced walkouts  for  the  second  time  in  our  career, 

the  other  being  “A  Kiss  for  Cinderella.’’  This 
one  is  terrible,  due  to  Hoxie’s  lack  of  acting 
equipment  and  the  fact  that  Universal  grinds 

him  out  like  so  much  sausage  coupled  with  di- 

rectorial stupidity  that  doesn’t  equal  the  days  of 
1908.  Five  reels. — Pace  Bouma  (GAD),  Rialto 

theatre,  Pocahontas,  la. — General  patronage. 

DON  DARE  DEVIL;  Jack  Hoxie — Good.  Very 

good  Western  picture.  Held  interest  throughout 

the  picture  and.  by  the  way.  the  print  was  in 
fair  condition.  Five  reels. — H.  B.  Wood.  Gem 

theatre.  Calico  Rock,  Ark. — Small  town  patron- 
age. 

BUSTIN’  THROUGH:  Jack  Hoxie— Only  a   fair 

Western  picture.  Five  reels. — Leon  C.  Bolduc. 

Bijou  theatre.  Conway,  N.  H. — General  patronage. 

THE  STORM  BREAKER:  House  Peters— This 

is  a   good  sea  picture  which  will  do  very  well 

for  a   program  feature,  with  a   good  two  reel 

comedy.  Seven  reels. — Leon  C.  Bolduc,  Bijou  the- 
atre, Conway,  N.  H. — General  patronage. 

THE  STORM  BREAKER:  House  Peters— 

While  no  one  could  possibly  knock  this  picture, 

it  is  not  a   money  getter.  “The  young  movie  going 
clement  wonts  something. — G.  J.  Ritter,  Regent 

theatre.  Bogota,  N.  J. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  CIRCUS  CYCLONE :   Art  Acord — A 

splendid  entertainment.  StoiT  good.  Star  and 

cast  fair.  Great  Saturday  picture. — Bert  Silver, 

Silver  Family  theatre.  Greenville,  Mich.— General 
patronage. 

THAT  MAN  JACK:  Bob  Custer — 1325.  Rating 

80  per  cent.  Film  good.  Played  Saturday.  T
he 

sacrifice  of  one  man  for  his  pal  and  sweetheart, 

then  accused  of  his  pal’s  murder.  Five  reels
. — 

J.  W.  Ryder.  Jewel  theatre.  Verndale,  Minn
. — 

General  patronage. 

TWO  FISTED  JONES;  Jack  Hox
ie— Don’t 

know  what  is  the  matter  with  Jack  and  his 
 com- 

pany. They  get  worse  all  the  time.  Five  reels. 

— H.  A.  Davitts,  Dixie  theatre,  Winona,  Miss. — 
General  patronage. 

TWO  FISTED  JONES:  Jack  Hoxie — A   good 
picture  that  went  over  with  the  children  oa  a 

Saturday  matinee.  Adults  enjoyed  it  very  much. 

Five  reels. — Frank  J.  Sutter,  Lincoln  theatre,  Mil- 
waukee, Wis. — General  patronage. 

SKINNER’S  DRESS  SUIT:  Reginald  Denny- 
Very  good.  Not  his  best  by  any  means,  but 

pleases  ̂   generally.  My  patrons  are  asking  if 
Denny  is  dead.  Never  saw  it  contradicted  that 

he  was  drowned.  Is  this  another  big  U   selling 

dope  like  the  "Cohens”?  It  don’t  click  with  his 
popularity  any.  Eight  reels. — W.  W.  O.  Fenty, 

Gaiety  theatre,  Fredericton,  N.  B.,  Canada. — Gen- 
eral patronage. 

SIEGE;  Virginia  Valli — Good  acting  but  per- 
sonally did  not  think  much  of  the  story.  Not  half 

as  good  as  cracked  up  to  be.  Seven  reels. — Leon- 
Leon  C.  Bolduc,  Bijou  theatre,  Conway,  N.  H. — 
patronage, 

THE  FAMILY  SECRET:  Baby  Peggy — Seemed 

to  please.' — O.  Korn,  Rialto  theatre,  Pecos,  Tex. — 
General  patronage. 

LOVE  AND  GLORY:  Madge  Bellamy — A 

French  war  drama  which  pleased.  Seven  reels. — 

Leon  C.  Bolduc,  Bijou  theatre,  Conway,  N.  H. — 
General  patronage. 

Vitagraph 

STEELE  OF  THE  ROYAL  MOUNTED:  Special 

cast — One  of  the  old  Vitagraphs  but  well  worth 
showing  if  your  people  like  action  and  Northerns. 
Beautiful  scenery  and  very  well  done.  Five  reels. 

— H.  D.  McChesney,  Princess  theatre,  Crandon, 
Wis. — General  patronage. 

SANTA  FE  PETE:  Pete  Morrison— All  that  I 

can  say  about  this  one  is  good.  Five  reels. — 
Frank  J.  Sutter,  Lincoln  theatre,  Milwaukee,  Wis. 
— General  patronage. 

Warner  Brothers 
THE  SEA  BEAST:  John  Barrymore — A   real 

special.  Not  a   kick  on  increased  admission. 

Surgery  not  objectionable.  Ten  reels. — T.  F. 

Murphy,  Shuler  theatre,  Raton,  N.  M. — General 

patronage. 

THE  CLASH  OF  THE  WOLVES:  Rin  ‘Tin  Tin 
— I   did  a   very  good  business  on  this  picture  but 

could  do  more  if  my  competition  hadn’t  had  first 
run.  Book  this  picture:  it’s  100  per  cent.  Well 
liked  by  my  patrons.  Seven  reels. — Frank  J. 
Sutter,  Lincoln  theatre,  Milwaukee,  Wis. — Gen- 

eral patronage. 

THE  MAN  ON  THE  BOX:  Syd  Chaplin- 

Better  than  "Charley’s  Aunt’’  but  did  not  draw 

as  well.  Good.  Seven  reels. — Walt  Bradley,  Moon 
theatre,  Neligh,  Neb. — General  patronage. 

-THE  FIGHTING  EDGE:  Kenneth  Harlan- 

Just  a   fair  picture,  and  failed  to  draw  for  me. 

Most  Warner  Brothers  pictures  that  I   have  run 
for  the  past  two  years  have  been  good  but  the 

iast  two  1   have  used  were  not  much,  "The  Love 

Toy”  and  "His  Majesty  Bunker  Bean."  Bight 
reels. — C.  W.  Tipton,  New  theatre,  Manilax,  Ark. 
— General  patronage, 

ROSE  OP  THE  WORLD:  Patsy  Ruth  Miller— 

A   splendid  program  story.  Good.  Cast  fair. — 
Bert  Silver,  Silver  Family  theatre,  Greenville, 
Mich. — General  patronage. 

ON  THIN  ICE:  Special  cast — Here  we  have 

a   “crook”  picture  with  a   real  story  and  there- 
fore a   real  plot.  A   cast  adequate  in  every  part. 

Good  photography  and  the  film  in  fine  shape. 
Edith  Roberts  is  capably  acceptable  in  her  part. 

Not  a   single  kick  from  any  patron  and  we  felt 

like  throwing  our  chest  out  and  yelling  "hooray,” 
because  we  get  so  few  good  pictures  nowadays. 

Seven  reels. — Glacoma  Bros.,  Crystal  theatre. 

Tombstone,  Ariz. — General  patronage. 

State  Rights 
BURNING  BARRIERS:  Lew  Cody — You  won’t 

go  wrong  on  this  one.  Enjoyed  by  young  and 

old.  Seven  reels. — Frank  J.  Sutter,  Lincoln  the- 
atre, Milwaukee,  Wis. — General  patronage. 

THE  CRACKERJACK:  Johnny  Hines — A   100 
per  cent  picture.  Good  acting.  Johnny  is  fine 

and  gave  the  business  men  very  clever  ideas  of  how 

to  advertise.  Si.x  reels. — Leon  C.  Bolduc,  Bijou 

theatre,  Conway,  N.  H. — General  patronage. 

THE  LURE  OF  THE  YUKON:  Special  cast— 

They  can’t  get  worse. — 0.  Korn,  Rialto  theatre, 
Pecos,  Tex. — General  patronage. 

THE  THOROUGHBRED;  Special  cast— Not  a 

bad  little  program  picture. — G.  J.  Ritter,  Regent 
theatre,  Bogota,  N.  J. — Small  town  patronage. 

THOSE  WHO  DARE:  Special  cast — A   good 

cast  wasted.  Failed  to  please. — O.  Korn,  Rialto 

theatre,  Pecos,  Tex. — General  patronage. 

THOSE  WHO  JUDGE:  Special  cast^Played 
with  a   serial,  but  second  day  (lopped.  Consider 

it  a   weak  production.  Six  reels. — F.  E.  Williams. 

Orpheura  theatre,  Oelwein,  Iowa. — General  pat- ronage. 

TURNED  UP:  Charles  Hutchinson — A   fair  de- 
tective story.  Five  reels. — Leon  C.  Bolduc,  Bijou 

theatre,  Conway,  N.  H. — General  patronage. 

Serials 
THE  ACE  OF  SPADES  (Universal)  Special  cast 

— You’ll  never  go  wrong  on  booking  Universal 

Whose  hand  was  this? 

So  powerful  it  could twstan  iron  rod  like 
thread;  so  furtive,  so 

quick  that  its  owner 
was  a   mystery. 

See 

SNOWED  IN 
A   Mystery  Drama  of  the  High  Sierras 

Allene  Ray Walter  Miller 

Directed  by  Spencer  Bennet.  Story 

by  Frank  Leon  Smith. 
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serials.  I   personally  think  they  beat  all  other 
makes  of  serials.  Two  reels. — Frank  J.  Sutter. 

Lincoln  theatre,  Milwaukee,  Wis. — General  pat- 
ronage. 

CASEY  OF  THE  COAST  GUARD;  (Pathe) 

George  O’Hara — Just  played  the  sixth  episode  and 
it  is  the  first  of  the  six  that  held  the  attention 

of  my  patrons  and  they  are  now  looking  forward 

to  the  next  episode.  Two  reels. — Wm.  Winske, 

Community  theatre,  Red  Granite,  Wis. — Small 
town  patronage. 

CASEY  OF  THE  COAST  GUARD  (Pathe) 

George  O’Hara— In  a   previous  report  I   stated 

after  playing  the  third  chapter  that  I   did  not 

think  much  of  this  serial.  Since  playing  Nos. 

6   and  7   1   have  noticed  that  it  is  beginning  to 

draw  better  and  appears  to  hold  the  interest. 

Personally,  if  the  other  three  episodes  hold  up,  I 

shall  be  satisfied.  Two  reels.— Wm.  Wiske.  Com- 

munity theatre.  Red  Granite.  Wis. — Small  town 
patronage. 

CASEY  OF  THE  COAST  GUARD:  (Pathe) 

George  O’  Hara— Although  there  is  no  mystery 
to  this  serial  it  succeeded  in  holding  within  80 

per  cent  of  the  "Green  Archer"  business — but  then 
“Green  Archers"  aie  not  made  every  year.  Ten 
episodes. — C.  R.  Mapel.  Barneys  theatre,  Point 
Marion.  Pa. — General  patronage. 

THE  MYSTERY  OF  BAR  C:  l   Pathe)  Special 

cast — Bar  C   starts  like  another  "Idaho.”  The 
first  ending  not  particularly  luring,  but  the 

names  in  the  cast  may  put  it  over.  Two  reels. — 
C.  R.  Mapel.  Barneys  theatre.  Point  Marion.  Pa. 
— General  patronage. 

PERILS  OF  THE  WILD:  (Universal)  Joe 

Bonomo — First  serial  I   have  run  in  seven  yeai-s. 
The  first  episode  was  good,  the  attendance  was 

average,  and  they  seemed  to  like  it.  Two  reels. — 
E.  M.  Biddle.  Strand  theatre,  Paoli,  Ind. — Small 
to%vn  patronage. 

PERILS  OF  THE  WILD:  (Universal)  Joe 

Bonomo— This  serial  held  up  fine  all  the  way 

through  and  pleased.  Many  beautiful  scenes  and 

daring  feats  throughout.  Two  reels. — A.  G.  Wit- 

wer.  Grand  theatre.  Rainier,  Ore. — General  pat- 
ronage. 

THE  SCARLET  STREAK:  (U;iiversal)  Jack 

Daugherty — All  1   can  say.  you're  all  wrong  if  you 
don't  book  Universal  serials.  Two  reels. — Frank 

J.  Sutter.  Lincoln  theatre,  Milwaukee.  Wis. — 
General  patronage. 

Short  Features 
EDUCATIONAL 

CAREFUL  PLEASE:  Lloyd  Hamilton — A   very 

good  comedy.  Two  reels. — J.  C.  Kennedy,  Empress 
theatre,  Akron,  la. — Small  to^vn  patronage. 

THE  DOME  DOCTOR:  Larry  Semon — This  is 
pure  slapstick,  but  our  crowd  liked  it,  as  they 

do  all  Semons.  We  have  run  them  all,  includ- 
ing the  old  First  National  and  Vitagraph  and 

regret  that  we  cannot  get  more.  Two  reels. — 
R.  R.  Winship.  Majestic  theatre.  Phillipsburg, 

Kansas. — General  patronage. 

EDUCATIONAL  COMEDIES:  Never  sent  us  a 

poor  one. — Clark  &   Edwards,  Palace  theatre.  Ash- 

land, O. — General  patronage. 

FEUX  FOLLOWS  SWALLOWS;  Felix  better 

liked  here  than  Aesop  Fables. — ^Thelma  Cassil, 

Gulf  theatre,  (^ose  Creek,  Tex. — General  patron- 

age. 
KEEPING  TIME:  Lloyd  Hamilton — This  com- 

edy went  over  with  quite  a   few  laughs.  You 

won’t  go  wrong  on  this  comedy.  Two  reels. — 
Frank  J.  Sutter,  Lincoln  theatre,  Milwaukee, 

Wis. — General  patronage. 

MY  SWEDIE:  Neal  Burns — Just  a   comedy 
with  the  ordinary  stuff.  Two  reels. — J.  C.  Ken- 

nedy. Empress  theatre,  Akron,  la. — Small  town 
patronage. 

THE  NEW  SHERIFF:  They  went  wild  over 

this  comedy.  Two  reels. — Frank  J.  Sutter,  Lincoln 

theatre,  Milwaukee,  Wis. — General  patronage. 

OFF  HIS  BEAT;  Walter  Hiers — A   very  funny 
comedy.— Bert  Silver,  Silver  Family  theatre,  Green- 

ville, Mich.— General  patronage. 

ONLY  A   COUNTRY  LASS:  A   good  color  nov- 

elty. Something  different.  One  reel. — A.  G.  Wit- 

wer.  Grand  theatre,  Rainier,  Ore. — General  pat- 
ronage. 

SOUP  TO  NUTS;  Bobby  Burns — A   fair  com- 
edy. Some  good  laughs  in  the  last  reel.  Two 

reels. — H.  A.  Davitts,  Dixie  theatre,  Winona.  Mis.s. 
— General  patronage. 

STEP  FAST:  Lige  Conley — Will  get  by.  Ed- 
ucational has  some  pretty  good  comedy.  When 

you  buy  a   Jack  White  production  it  is  generally 
good.  Two  reels. — A.  H.  Records,  Majestic  theatre, 
Deshler,  Neb. ;   Empress  theatre,  Hebron,  Neb.— 
General  patronage. 

TIME  FLIES:  Lupino  Lane — A   good  one  from 

Dipping  Into  News 
of  Eleven  Years 

Feb.  27,  1915 

Constitutionality  of  state  cen- 

sorship is  upheld  in  the  decision 

of  the  United  States  supreme 
court  in  the  case  of  Mutual  Films 

Company  against  the  states  of 
Ohio  and  Kansas. 

*   4:  * 

Feb.  7,  1920 
Each  Famous  Players-Lasky 

Corporation  picture  will  be  sold 

separately  with  heavy  exploitation 
as  the  result  of  a   new  policy 

adopted  at  the  Chicago  conven- 
tion. 

♦   *   * 

March  20,  1926 
North  American  Theatres  Cor- 

poration several  of  whose  officials 

are  also  in  th^  official  family  of 
Pro-Dis-Co.,  has  taken  over  the 

Jensen  &   Von  Herberg  chain  in 
the  Far  Northwest. 

Lane.  He  certainly  is  getting  there  fast.  Two 

reels. — J.  C.  Kennedy,  Empress  theatre.  Akron, 
la. — Small  town  patronage. 

FILM  BOOKING  OFFICES 

ADVENTURES  OF  MAZIE:  Alberta  Vaughn 

— This  class  of  comedy  has  always  been  a   suc- 
cess here.  Good  and  enjoyed  by  both  young  and 

old.  Two  reels. — Wm.  Wiske.  Community  thea- 

tre. Red  Granite,  Wis. — Small  town  patronage. 

ADVENTURES  OF  MAZIE:  Alberta  Vaughn 

— .A,ll  of  the  Mazies  are  good  and  so  was  No.  4. 
A   real  four  handed  cast  and  they  sure  put  their 

stuff  over  in  a   good  clean  way.  Two  reels. — 

R.  Duba.  Royal  theatre,  Kimball.  So.  Dak. — Gen- 
eral patronage. 

ADVENTURES  OF  MAZIE:  Alberta  Vaughn 

— The  fifth  section  of  these  "Adventures"  was 
amusing  but  we  believe,  so  far,  this  series  is  not 

as  laugh  provoking  as  "The  Pace  Makers."  Two 
reels. — Giacoma  Bros.,  Crystal  theatre.  Tombstone. 
Ariz. — General  patronage. 

ADVENTURES  OF  MAZIE:  Alberta  Vaughn 

— The  first  chapter  of  this  series  was  a   knock- 
out. We  are  now  on  No.  6   and,  although  2,  3. 

4,  5   were  not  nearly  so  good  as  No.  1,  they  please 

about  75  per  cent. — R.  K.  Lattin,  Strand  theatre, 
Valparaiso,  Nebr. — General  patronage. 

ALL  TIED  UP:  With  the  three  fat  men,  this 

is  just  a   fair  comedy.  Not  silly  and  not  very 

funny.  It  may  get  by.  TNvo  reels. — W.  T.  Davis 

&   Son.  Rialto  theatre,  Sharon,  Wis. — General  pat- 
ronage. 

HONEYMOON  FEET;  Three  fat  men— Only 
a   fine  comedy.  Nothing  to  brag  about. — Robert 

W.  Hines.  Hines  theatre,  Loyalton,  So.  Dak. — 
General  jmtronage. 

LITTLE  ANDY  LOONEY:  Alberta  Vaughn — 
Mazies  No.  10  and  it  is  fine.  Vaughn  is  real 

good.  Two  reels. — Robert  W.  Hines,  Hines  the- 

atre, Loyalton,  So.  Dak. — General  patronage. 

SALUTfl:  Pretty  good  comedy,  but  somehow 

the  Kaiser's  costume  did  not  make  it  natural,  as 
it  would  have  been  in  just  common  U.  S.  A.  tan. 

Just  fair,  that’s  all.  Two  reels. — R.  Duba.  Royal 
theatre,  Kimball,  So.  Dak. — General  patronage. 

SOCK  ME  TO  SLEEP:  Alberta  Vaughn — 192i5. 
Good  film.  Not  enough  of  them.  More  would 

delight  us.  Two  reels. — J.  W.  Ryder,  Jewel  the- 
atre, Verndale.  Minn. — General  patronage. 

A   TAXI  WAR:  Fair.  Two  reels. — Leon  C. 

Bolduc,  Bijou  theatre,  Conway,  N.  H. — General 

patronage. 

THREE  WISE  GOOFS:  Quite  a   few  laughs  in 

this  two  reeler. — Leon  C.  Bolduc.  Bijou  theatre, 
Conway,  N.  H. — General  patronage. 

FOX 

DANGEROUS  CURVES:  A   very  good  com- 

edy. My  patrons  enjoy  Fox  comedies  very  much. 

Two  reels. — Frank  J.  Sutter,  Lincoln  theatre, 
Milwaukee,  Wis. — General  patronage. 

THE  HEART  BREAKER:  Sid  Smith— This  one 

is  only  fair.  Lots  of  pretty  girls  in  it. — H.  A. 

Davitts.  Dixie  theatre,  Winona,  Miss. — General 
patronage. 

HELP  YOURSELF:  This  is  an  extra  good 

comedy  after  it  gets  going.  The  last  reel  is  fine. 

Two  reels. — H.  A.  Davitts.  Di.xie  theatre,  Winona 
Miss. — General  patronage. 

LOVE  AND  LYONS:  Good  comedy  about  love 
when  it  is  young,  and  what  trouble  the  lovers 
usually  have.  Two  reels. — R.  Duba,  Royal  theatre. 
Kimball,  So.  Dnk. — General  imtronage. 
MOVING  DAY :   Helen  and  Warren — William 

Fox  sure  has  tried  to  make  comedies  this  year. 
Listen  to  the  laughs  on  this  one  and  you’ll  know 
his  efforts  have  brought  results.  It's  a   howl. 
Two^  reels. — C.  R.  Mapel,  Barneys  theatre.  Point 
Marion.  Pa. — General  patronage. 

_THE  PEACE  MAKER:  Fair  comedy.— Bert 
Silver.  Silver  Family  theatre,  Greenville,  Mich.— 
General  patronage. 

RAH  RAH  HEIDELBERG:  A   real  comedy. 
Will  please  both  Mix  fans  and  the  highbrows 
Two  reels.— Geo.  E.  Fuller,  Playhouse,  Fairhopei 
Ala. — General  patronage. 

THE  REPORTER:  Earle  Foxe — Satisfying  en- 
tertainment but  not  as  funny  as  previous  releases 

in  this  series.  They  are  all  well  mounted  and 
cast  which  is  a   ininning  start  on  the  usual  com- 
edy.  T^vo  reels. — C.  R.  Mapel,  Barneys  theatre. 
Point  Marion,  Pa. — General  patronage. 
THE  REPORTER:  Earle  Foxe — Not  a   bad 

comedy,  but  the  print  was  very,  very  dark  and 

that  didn’t  help  it  any.  Two  reels. — Henry  Reeve. Star  theatre,  Menard.  Texas,— Small  town  pat^ 
ronage. 

SCTENTIFIC  HUSBANDS:  Very  funny  two 
reeler. — Leon  C.  Bolduc.  Bijou  theatre,  Conway. N.  H. — General  patronage. 

PATHE 

BACK  STAGE:  Our  Gang — As  usual,  a   very 
good  comedy.  Two  reels.— A.  G.  Witwer,  Grand 
theatre.  Rainier,  Ore. — General  patronage. 
BULL  AND  SAND:  Fifty-fifty.  Nothing  to 

brag  about.  Two  reels.— Wm.  Wi.ske,  Community 
theatre.  Red  Granite.  Wis. — Small  town  patronage. 
BURIED  TREASURE:  Our  Gang — If  this  com- 

edy didn't  entertain  any  kind  and  class,  that 
class  is  hard  to  please.  It’s  about  one  of  the 
very  best  Our  Gang  comedies  1   have  used  for 
quite  a   while  and  I   have  used  all  that  have  been 
made,  or  released,  to  date.  Two  reels. — M.  J. 
Babin,  Fairyland  theatre.  White  Castle,  La.— 
General  patronage. 

FIGHTING  FLUID:  Charley  Chase — Have  run 
fifteen  of  these  Cha.se  two  reelers,  and  have  not 
had  a   poor  one  in  the  lot.  One  reel.— B.  M.  Biddle. 
Strand  theatre.  Paoli,  Ind.— Small  town  patron- 

age. FUNN\  MOONERS;  Glen  Tryon — Satisfac- 
tory, although  not  as  astounding  as  most  of 

Pathe  Comedies.  Two  reels. — C.  R.  Mapel,  Bar- 
neys theatre,  Point  Marion.  Pa. — General  patron- 

age. 
GOOFY  AGE:  Glen  Tryon — Good  action  com- 

edy.  Film  in  bad  condition.  Two  reels.   ^A.  G. 
Witwer,  Grand  theatre.  Rainier,  Ore. — General  pat- ronage. 

GOOSELAND:  Alice  Day — Have  nothing  but 
praise  for  Pathe  Comedies  this  year,  and  this  is 
one  of  them.  Although  Miss  Day  is  starred, 
there  is  an  assortment  of  cows,  ducks  and  jack 
mules  that  steal  honors.  Some  trick  photography 
that’s  new.  Two  reels.— C.  R.  Mapel,  Barneys 
theatre.  Point  Marion,  Pa. — General  patronage. 

THE  HUG  BUG:  Glen  Tryon — Here  is  a   real 

comedy.  Laughs  and  thrills  with  as  much  story 

as  most  comedy  specials.  Two  reels. — C.  R. 

Mapel,  Barneys  theatre,  Point  Marion,  Pa. — Gen- 
eral patronage. 

THE  HUG  BUG:  Glen  Tryon — Nothing  to 

rave  over;  it’s  «   hard  job  tring  to  keep  good 
comedies  on  the  screen,  so  many  too  crazy,  es- 

pecially where  you  have  to  cater  to  a   high  class 
audience.  Two  reels. — M.  J.  Babin.  Fairyland 
theatre.  White  Castle,  La. — General  patronage. 

LITTLE  BROWN  JUG:  Aesop  Fable — Good, 

as  are  most  Fables.  We  are  getting  them  "hot” 
and  they  fill  in  good  with  long  features.  One 

leel. — R.  R.  Winship.  Majestic  theatre,  PhilHps- 
burg,  Kansas. — General  patronage. 

LIZZIES  IN  THE  FIELD:  Sennett---Not  much 

to  this  one.  Very  few  laughs  in  it.  Too  foolish. 
Two  reels.— Wm.  Wiske,  Community  theatre.  Red 
Granite,  Wis. — Small  town  patronage. 

MAMMA  BEHAVE:  Charley  Chase— All  that 

I   can  say  for  this  one,  it’s  good.  Two  reels. — 
M.  J.  Babin.  Fairyland  theatre,  White  Castle,  La. — General  patronage. 

MEET  MY  GIRL:  Ralph  Graves — One  of 

those  that’s  up  to  the  average  class.  Two  reels. — 
M.  J.  Babin,  Fairyland  theatre,  White  Castle.  La. 
— General  patronage. 

PAY  THE  CASHIER:  About  as  good  as  the 
average  single  reel.  None  of  them  are  much 
goo<l.— R.  R.  Winship,  Majestic  theatre,  Pillips- 
burg,  Kan. — General  patronage. 
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RUBBEKNECK:  Spat  Family — Consider  it  the 

iworest  Spat,  but  it  isn’t  bad  at  that.  Two  reels.   B.  Williams.  Orpheum  theatre,  Oelwein. 

Iowa. — General  patronage. 

SONGS  OF  IRELAND;  Will  be  appreciated  by 

persons  who  have  average  intelligence.  The  ruf- 
necks  will  boo  it.  One  reel. — F.  E.  Williams,  Or- 

pheum theatre,  Oelwein.  Iowa. — General  patron- 
age. 

UNIVERSAL 

AL’S  TROUBLE:  A1  Alt — About  up  to  usual 

standard  of  Century  brand.  Two  reels. — A.  G. 

Witwer,  Grand  theatre.  Rainier.  Ore. — General 

patronage. 

ANDY  TAKES  A   FLIER:  A   regular  Gump 

comedy.  Pleases  the  kids. — Bert  Silver,  Silver 

Family  theatre.  Greenville.  Mich. — General  patron- 

age. 

THE  BIG  GAME:  Mustang  Western — This  is 

a   good  short  Western  well  supplied  with  com- 
edy. Two  reels. — E.  M.  Biddle,  Strand  theatre, 

Paoli.  Ind. — Small  town  patronage. 

BUSTER  BE  GOOD:  Buster  Brown — Dog  is 
best  I   ever  saw,  and  the  little  car  with  Buster 

at  the  wheel  makes  a   different  view  to  look  at 

than  usual.  It’s  good,  that’s  all  I   can  say.  'Two 
reels. — R.  Duba.  Royal  theatre,  Kimball.  So.  Dak. 

— General  patronage. 

BUSTER’S  NOSE  DIVE:  Buster  Brown— This 
is  a   good  comedy  for  the  kids.  Went  over  good 

for  us. — ^H.  A.  Davitts,  Dixie  theatre,  Winona, 

Miss. — General  patronage. 

BUSTER’S  NOSE  DIVE:  Buster  Bi'own— 
This  is  our  first  Buster  Brown  comedy  and  every- 

body liked  it.  Buster,  you  are  a   real  clever  little 

actor  and  your  dog  is  a   wonder.  Two  reels. 

Leon  C.  Bolduc.  Bijou  theatre.  Conway,  N.  H. — 
General  patronage. 

CROWNING  THE  COUNT:  Eddie  Gordon— 
Would  class  this  as  a   very  poor  comedy  creation. 

Two  reels. — A.  G.  Witwer,  Grand  theatre.  Rainier, 

Ore. — General  patronage. 

FRESH  PAINT:  Nelly  Edwards — Fair  aver- 

age short  comedy.  One  reel. — A.  G.  Witwer, 
Grand  theatre.  Rainier,  Ore. — General  patronage. 

HELPFUL  AL:  A1  Alt— Pretty  good  slapstick. 

Two  reels. — P.  G.  Estee,  S.  T.  theatre,  Parker, 

S.  D. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  HORSE  LAUGH:  Charles  Puffy— Fairly 

good  short  comedy.  One  reel. — A.  G.  Witwer, 

Grand  theatre.  Rainier,  Ore. — General  patronage. 

HOT  DOG:  Arthur  Lake — Good  one  reeler  to 

fill  the  program.  Have  seen  Arthur  in  better 
ones  than  this  one.  One  reel. — R.  Duba.  Royal 

theatre.  Kimball,  So.  Dak. — General  patronage. 

LIFE’S  GREATEST  THRILLS:  International 

News — 'This  is  very  good.  Two  .reels. — T.  F. 
Murphy,  Shuler  theatre,  Raton.  N.  M. — General 
patronage. 

THE  MAN  WITH  A   SCAR:  Fred  Humes— A 
good  little  Western  that  pleased,  a   fair  crowd. 
Two  reels. — A.  G.  Witwer.  Grand  theatre.  Rainier, 

Ore. — General  patronage. 

OH  BUSTER;  Buster  Brown — Good  comedy; 

best  Century  we've  had  :   the  dog  gets  the  lauglis. 
Two  reels. — -Henry  Reeve.  Star  theatre.  Menard, 

Texas. — Small  town  patronage. 

ONE  WILD  NIGHT:  Neely  Edwards— An  av- 

erage one  reel  comedy.  Started  out  good. — H.  B. 

Wood,  Gem  theatre.  Calico  Rock,  Ark. — Small 
town  patronage. 

QUICK  ON  THE  DRAW:  Fred  Humes— A 
good  two  reel  Western  which  goes  very  good  with 

a   society  picture  and  will  make  a   good  program. 

1   just  started  to  use  these  with  my  comedy  fea- 
tures and  it  looks  like  I   am  giving  my  patrons 

good  variety.  ’ISvo  reels. — R.  Duba.  Royal  theatre, 
Kimball.  So.  Dak. — General  patronage. 

SLICK  ARTICLES:  A   pretty  foolish  comedy 

that  will  not  please  many  people.  TSvo  reels. — 
W.  T.  Davis  &   Son,  Rialto  theatre,  Sharon.  Wis. — 
General  patronage. 

SPEAK  FREELY:  Century— Just  an  average 

comedy.  Two  reels. — B.  M.  Biddle,  Strand  the- 
atre. Paoli,  Ind. — Small  town  patronage. 

WON  BY  LAW;  Wanda  Wiley— An  average 

Century  comedy.  Heard  a   few  giggles  and  I   think 

one  man  laughed  out.  Two  reels. — H.  B.  Wood, 

Gem  theatre.  Calico  Rock,  Ark.— General  patron- age. 

THE  WINGED  RIDER:  Ed  Cobb— An  average 

Western  that  went  over  with  the  Western  fans 

as  regular  diet.  Two  reels.— A.  G.  \Vitwer.  Grand 

theatre.  Rainier.  Ore. — General  patronage. 

MISCELLANEOUS 

CUBA  STEPS  OUT:  Very  good  interesting 

reel.  My  people  like  these.  One  reel.  Henry 

Reeve.  Star  theatre.  Menard,  Texas.— Small 
 town 

patronage. 

CLASSIFIED 
Advertising 
Five  cents  per  word,  payable  in  advance.  Minimum  charge, 

$1.00.  Copy  and  checks  should  be  addressed  Classified  Ad 

Dept.  Exhibitors  Herald,  407  So.  Dearborn  St.,  Chicago,  111. 

Theatres  for  Sale 

FOR  S.\LE:  Picture  Theatre  in  town  of  1,500. 

400  scats.  (.Ipen  seven  nights  a   week.  No  oppo- 
sition. Will  give  long  lease.  Owner  retiring. 

Star  'I'hcatre,  Dcshler,  Ohio. 

Position  IP  anted 

AT  LIBERTY:  Projectionist:  union;  any 
equipment.  Reason  for  unemployment,  theatre 
closed.  Write  or  wire  E.  O.  Dowland,  136 
Armory  Street,  Fond  du  Lac,  Wis. 

Equipment  for  Sale 

FOR  SALE:  Used  Theatre  Chairs  of  all  de- 
scriptions, immediate  sliipinents.  Largest  stock 

of  chairs  in_  the  West.  The  Theatre  Seating 
Company,  845  South  Stale  St.,  Chicago,  Illinois. 

FOR  SALE:  1,000  heavy  five  and  seven  ply 
veneer  chairs,  brand  new,  at  40  per  cent  less  than 
factory  price.  Very  good  bargains  in  used  up- 

holstered and  veneered  chairs.  Rebuilt  machines 

of  all  makes  in  guaranteed  condition,  and  other 

theatre  equipment.  Address  Illinois  'Theatre 
Equipment  Company,  12-14  East  Ninth  Street. 
Chicago,  Illinois. 

EXPERIENCED  ORGANIST:  Five  years 

concert  pianist.  Specialize  in  classical  selections. 

C.m  cue  pitches.  Also  radio  artist.  Will  go  any- 
where. Address  Bo.x  103,  Exhibitors  Herald,  407 

South  Dearborn  St..  Chicago,  Illinois. 

Organs  for  Sale 

FOR  SALE:  One  Seeburg  organ  style  in  good 

condition,  fifty  rolls  music  at  a   bargain  for  cash. 
Good  reason  for  selling.  Write  me  if  interested. 
H.  R.  Berry,  Hartsville,  S.  C. 

SEVER.\L  used  pipe  ami  pit  organs  of  stand- 
ard makes,  completely  overliauletl,  traded  on 

new  Page  organs;  priced  to  sell.  Tlie  Page  Organ 
Co.,  Lima,  Ohio. 

Banners^  Posters^  Etc. 

THREE  REBUILT  Simplex  Type  S   motor 
driven  machines  in  guaranteed  mechanical  con- 

dition. One  rebuilt  50-50  Hertner  Generator; 
six  pairs  of  Peerless  Arc  Controls  in  A-1  condi- 

tion, $50  a   pair.  Also  a   big  stock  of  lobby  dis- 

play frames  on  hand.  Equipments  offered  at 
bargain  prices.  Write  Illinois  Theatre  Equip- 

Company,  12-14  East  9th  Street.  Chicago, 

111. 

FOR  SALE:  Coin  changer  machine,  "Light- 
ning." Factory  rebuilt.  Also  automatic  ticket 

selling  machine,  3   unit,  factory  rebuilt  Bargain. 
.\tla8  Moving  Picture  Co.,  538  S.  Dearborn  St, 
Chicago,  III. 

PEERLESS  ARC  CONTROLS,  Factory  Re- 
built, absolutely  guaranteed.  Bargain.  Hertner 

generator,  Double  50  Amp.,  220  Volt,  3   Phase. 

Atlas  Moving  Picture  Company,  538  So.  Dear- 
born St,  Chicago.  111. 

W.-^NTEU:  Used  posters,  photos,  slides,  ban- 
ners and  accessories  of  all  kinds.  Must  be  in 

good  condition.  Will  allow  liberal  credit.  Theatre 
Poster  Supply  Company  and  Sign  Exchange,  327 
E.  Sixth  Street,  Cincinnati,  Ohio. 

FOR  SALE:  2   Simplex  latest  Style  Type  S 

lamphouses,  perfect  condition.  Bargain.  Atlas 
Moving  Picture  Company,  S38  So.  Dearborn  St, 
Chicago,  III. 

CLOTH  BANNERS:  $140,  3x10  feet,  3   colors, 

any  copy  np  to  15  words;  one  day  service;  sent 

anywliere;  also  Bargain  Paper  Banners.  Asso- 
ciated Advertisers,  111  W.  18th  Street,  Kansas 

Ciiy,  Itfo. 

FOR  SALE:  Approximately  270  7.ply  new 
veneer  chairs.  Also  generator,  frames  and  used 

projecting  machines;  Bargains.  Atlas  Moving 
Picture  Company,  534  S.  Dearborn  St,  Chicago, 

III. 

OLDEST  REPAIR  MAN  IN  CHICAGO: 

In  fifteen  years  I   have  repaired  6,500  machines  to 

complete  satisfaction  of  the  owners.  Relief  equip- ment furnished  gratis.  Address  Joseph  Spratler, 
12-14  E.  Ninth  Street.  Chicago,  Illinois. 

WE  BUY  AND  SELL  used  theatre  ch
airs, 

1   makes  of  machines.  Generators,  Frames  and 

her  theatre  equipment  Be  sure  to  our 

•ices  before  you  buy  or  sell.  United  Theatre 

apply  Co.,  845  South  Wabash 
 Avenue, bicago,  111. 

Equipment  W   anted 

WANTED:  General  Electric  Rectifiers  in  good 

or  had  condition  for  cash.  Preddey,  187  Golden 
Cate  .-Vvenue.  San  Pranci.seo.  Cal. 

3,500  OPERA  CHAIRS:  Brand  new 
 at  give 

vay  price.  Powers,  Motiograph  and 
 Simplex 

acliines.  compcnsarcs,  fans.  Acme.  De  V
ry,  suit- 

se  safety  projectors  Brand  new
  reproduce 

'If  Player  Orchestra  Organs  on  easy  terms,
  vve 

lip  anywhere  without  deposit.  Tell 
 us  your 

,„ts — satisfaction  guaranteed.  Western  Fe
ature 

ilms,  the  most  reliable  house  in  the  coun
try. 

0   South  Wabash  Avenue.  Chicago.  Illinois. 
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LETTERS 
From  Readers 

A   forum  at  which  the  exhibitor 

is  invited  to  express  his  opinion 
on  matters  of  current  interest. 

Brevity  adds  forcefulness  to  any 
statement.  Unsigned  letters  will 

not  be  printed. 

Likes  the  "Herald” 
OAKWOOD,  TEX.— To  the  Editor:  I 

received  the  several  blanks  you  mailed 

sometime  ago  on  "What  the  Picture  Did 
For  Me”  and  evidently  I   mislaid  them  in 
some  out-of-the-way  corner  of  the  office. 
However,  I   want  to  get  in  on  the  fun,  and 
I   am  mailing  herewith  a   copy  of  my  own 
origination  that  may  serve  the  purpose. 
The  Herald  is  the  only  trade  paper  that 

comes  to  this  show,  and  it’s  enough  for  us. 
Just  keep  up  the  good  work. 

The  advertising  ideas  presented  each  week 
are  great.  Get  lots  of  new  ideas  from 
fellow  exhibitors,  and  whenever  I   think  up 

something  nearly  original  (nothing  really 

original  these  days),  I’ll  let  them  in  on  it, too. 

Best  wishes.— C.  J.  WHEELER,  Paralta 
theatre,  Oakwood,  Tex 

A   Tip  to  the  Trade 

READING,  PA. — To  the  Editor  :   Tip 
off  your  readers  who  play  Paramount  to 

date  "Behind  the  Front”  for  a   longer  run 
than  usual.  With  "For  Heaven’s  Sake”  and 
“The  Sea  Beast”  for  opposition,  we  stood 
them  out  for  a   week  and  cracked  the  house 

record  established  only  a   few  weeks  ago 

with  "The  Vanishing  American.”  Jams  out 
to  the  street  every  night. 

Lobby  fixed  up  with  machine  guns  used 

in  the  war  by  American  troops,  etc.  Tie- 

ups  with  American  Legion  and  Veteran’s 
Foreign  Wars.  Special  music.  Unusual  or 

special  publicity  cuts  and  stories  given  us 
in  the  papers.  Special  vocalist.  War  songs 
featured.  Special  marquee  decorations. 
Whole  town  raved  about  this  picture, 

dwarfing  all  opposition — F.  K.  M.  PLESS- 
NER,  State  theatre,  Reading,  Pa. 

Rand  Reports  April  Business 

SALMON,  IDAHO. — To  the  Editor: 

Business  fell  off  in  April  due  to  local  con- 
ditions. The  following  plays  drew  in  the 

order  given : 

Extra  drawing  value  “Sally,"  “A  Thief  of 
Bagdad,”  Good  drawing  value,  "The  Iron 
Trail.”  "The  Mine  with  The  Iron  Door,” 
“Suzanna,”  “Down  on  the  Farm.”  Fair 

drawing  value,  “Stage  Struck,”  Poor  draw- 
ing value,  “Wild  Oranges,”  “Nellie.  The 

Beautiful  Cloak  Model,”  “The  Prairie 
Wife,”  and  "Married  Flirts.” 

On  one  night  showings  "A  Kiss  For  Cin- 
derella,” and  “The  Splendid  Crime”  pulled 

better  than  average. 

“Sally”  made  a   great  hit  and  the  three 
United  Artists  reissues,  “The  Iron  Trail,” 
“Suzanna”  “Down  on  the  Farm”  did  better 

than  usual  Friday-Saturday  business. — 
PHILIP  RAND,  Rex  theatre,  Salmon, 
Idaho. 

But  They  Aren’t  Guilty! 
BRADY,  TEX. — To  the  Editor:  En- 

closed find  bank  draft  for  renewal  of  my 

subscription  to  your  Herald,  sending 
which  I   must  inform  you  gives  me  great 

pleasure,  as  I   think  a   whole  lot  of  your 
paper  and  would  not  be  without  it. 

I   get  a   lot  of  information  and  news  out 

of  your  Herald  and  use  the  exhibitor’s 
gniide,  "What  the  Picture  Did  For  Me,” 
as  my  main  issue  in  booking  a   lot  of  my 
films. 

But  I   must  inform  you  that  I   wish  my 
brother  exhibitors  would  use  a   better  way 

Dipping  Into  News 
of  Eleven  Years 

July  3,  1915 The  Illinois  state  censorship 
bill  has  been  passed  by  both 

houses  of  the  legislature. 
iK  %   * 

August  7,  1920 
Earl  Hudson,  righthand  man  of 

C.  L.  Yearsley,  director  of  public-' 
ity  for  First  National  Exhibitors 
Circuit,  has  been  appointed  assist- 

ant to  J.  D.  Williams,  manager  of 

the  exhibitors  cooperative  organi- 
zation. 

*   *   * 

Feb.  6.  1926 

Shipment  of  positive  £lms  from 

America  increased  more  than  55,- 
308,000  linear  feet  in  1925  over 

1924,  while  exports  of  negatives 
grew  more  than  1,829,000  feet. 

in  giving  information  regarding  the  pic- 
tures they  use  and  what  they  did  and  what 

the  people  thought  of  them,  and  not  allow 
prejudice  or  ill  feeling  to  stand  in  their 
way;  but  give  the  true  idea  and  information 
regardless  of  who  made  the  picture  and 

whether  they  were  sore  at  an  exchange. 
By  so  doing  it  would  give  us  exhibitors  a 
better  idea  of  the  true  valuation  of  the 
subject. 

Some  of  these  days  when  I   get  a   little 
spare  time  I   will  give  you  a   good  write  up 
for  my  fellow  exhibitors  giving  them  a 

whole  lot  of  good  sound  information,  and 
in  the  meantime  I   wish  them  all  good  luck. 

— JULIUS  LEVY,  Lyric  theatre,  Brady, Tex. 

Liked  Lask^’s  Speech 

HAGERSTOWN,  MD. — To  the  Editor: 
Was  very  much  interested  in  Mr.  Laskys 
speech  as  reprinted  in  your  issue  of  May  15, 
and  wish  to  be  one  of  those  to  thank  him 

for  same.  “Debunk”  is  a   good  word  and  ap- 
plies particularly  to  the  press  sheets  sup- 
plied by  practically  all  the  producing  com- 

panies. I   get  six  to  ten  big  pages  of  press 
matter  to  use  as  a   basis  for  my  newspaper 

readers  and  articles  and  many  a   time  out  of 
all  that  stuff  it  is  impossible  to  find  four 
to  six  readers  that  are  worth  using.  On 
one  picture  we  ran  several  weeks  ago,  over 

two-lhirds  of  the  readers  were  about  the 
new  director  and  how  he  was  and  where  he 

ate  his  lunch,  etc.  And,  as  a   matter  of 

fact,  the  picture  in  question  was  very  poorly 
directed.  This  kind  of  stuff  does  not  in- 

terest the  public  nor  bring  any  business. 

Article  after  article  tells  some  entirely 
irrelevant  fact  about  very  minor  characters 

in  the  picture.  I   am  showing  next  week  a 
film  in  which  the  entire  story  revolves 

about  a   circus,  and  even  the  title  contains 

the  word  circus,  but  cannot  find  any  notices 
in  the  press  sheet  about  the  circus  or  any 
animal  in  the  circus.  I   can  find  plenty  about 

the  director  being  so  good,  and  in  this  and 

other  press  sheets  I   can  find  about  the 
daughter  of  some  character  being  in  some 
school  and  about  the  son  of  another  being 
in  a   football  game  while  his  mother  was 

taking  part  in  the  film,  but  in  neither  case 
has  the  picture  anything  to  do  with  a   school 
or  a   football  game. 

One-third  of  the  time  it  is  necessary  to 
make  up  press  notices  and  it  takes  a   lot 
of  time  that  could  be  used  in  other  ways. 

If  the  press  book  writers  would  only  con- 
sult with  a   few  exhibitors,  they  could 

easily  give  stuff  that  any  exhibitor  could 
easily  adapt  to  his  use.  The  press  sheets, 
even  with  their  present  faults,  are  a   great 

help,  but  it  seems  to  me  that  while  the  pro- 
ducers are  spending  all  that  money  on  them 

that  they  might  as  well  get  them  up  so 

that  we  can  reap  full  benefit  from  that  ex- 

pense.—ALAN  J.  BACHRACH,  Nixon’s 
Academy,  Hagerstown,  Md. 

DOTHAN,  ALA. — To  the  Editor:  Re- 
ferring  to  your  sample  copy  of  the  Her- 

ald, forwarded  to  the  Alcazar  theatre, 
Dothan,  Ala.,  I   wish  to  refer  to  the  part 

listed  as  “Letters  From  Readers.”  The  let- 
ters from  J.  W.  Lumpkin,  Cupid  theatre, 

Miles,  Texas,  and  Pioneer  Pete,  Pioneer 

theatre,  Amasa,  Mich,  are  great. 
I   want  to  suggest  that  instead  of  getting 

after  the  exchange  manager  you  get  after 

the  producers.  There’s  where  the  trouble 
is,  I   think.  The  public  at  large  don’t  want 

pictures  like  “The  Wanderer”  and  they 
don’t  want  pictures  that  it  will  take  half 
the  evening  to  see.  Get  after  the  producers 

and  let’s  have  four  and  five  reel  features. 
Make  these  pictures  of  the  very  best  stories 
obtainable.  Use  the  best  film,  get  attrac- 

tive women  as  leading  ladies,  and  a   good 

looking,  clean  cut  man  for  leading  man. 

Don’t  make  any  pictures  longer  than  five 
reels.  Make  them  in  four  reels  if  possible. 

Don't  have  any  of  the  so-called  BIG  SPE- 
CIALS that  cost  two  worlds’  full  of  money 

(Not)  to  produce.  Don’t  make  any  pic- tures of  the  underworld.  We  see  enough 
of  this  in  real  life.  Make  them  so  the 
exhibitors  can  sell  them  to  the  public  at 
10c  and  20c  admission. 

This  is  what  the  public  wants.  They 

don’t  mind  spending  10c  and  20c  or  25c  to 

see  a   picture,  and  they  don’t  mind  spending an  hour  or  an  hour  and  a   half  to  see  a 

picture,  but  when  they  have  to  pay  50c, 

40c,  35c  or  30c  to  see  a   picture  and  on  top 
of  this  have  to  spend  half  the  night  to 

see  the  picture  through,  they  don’t  like  it 
and  I   don’t  blame  them.  It  don’t  matter 
how  good  the  picture  is,  they  will  say  tJie 
exhibitor  is  robbing  the  public  and  for  this 

reason  alone  the  picture  business  is  on 
the  downward  trend,  and  pretty  soon  the 

exhibitors^  will  have  to  pay  the  public  to 
go  in  their  theatres  and  sit  long  enough 

to  see  a   picture.  They’d  have  to  pay  me 

now,  for  I’m  not  going  to  sit  two,  two  and 
one-half  or  three  hours  to  see  any  show. 

I   don’t  care  what  it  is.  Even  if  I   could 
get  in  for  >0c,  20c  or  25c. 

What  we  need  is  shorter  shows  and  pop- 
ular prices.  But  we  need  good  pictures. 

I   note  with  pleasure  what  Mr.  Pioneer  Pete 

says  about  ffie  picture  "The  Wanderer.”  I feel  the  same  way  about  this.  We  played 

the  nice  little  picture  “Don’t”  a   few  days 
before  we  had  “The  Wanderer”  and  our 
patrons  all  liked  “Don’t"  much  better  than 
“The  Wanderer.”  Now  such  pictures  as 

"The  Wanderer,”  “Sally  of  the  Sawdust,” 

"Johnstown  Flood,”  "Havoc,”  "Gold  Rush,” 
"Royle  Girl,”  “Sea  Horses,”  "The  Eagle,” 

"Song  and  Dance  Man”  and  numbers  of 

others  J   could  name  are  worth  more  than 
an  ordinary  picture  to  see.  You  can  just 

shut  your  eyes  and  take  any  of  the  pic- 
tures and  charge  50c  for  it.  They  are 

worth  no  more  than  ordinary  pictures  to  the 

public,  and  I   don’t  think  we  had  a   single 
satisfied  customer  to  see  these  pictures  on 
account  of  the  admission  we  had  to  charge 
for  them. 

We  are  forced  to  charge  either  30c,  35c, 

40c  and  50c  to  see  pictures  that  we  have  to 
pay  such  high  film  rentals  for,  hoping  that 

we  may  get  the  film  rentals  back  at  least, 

but  it’s  all  in  vain.  The  public  has  made 
up  their  minds  they  are  not  going  to  be 
robbed,  and  as  soon  as  the  exhibitors  make 
up  their  minds  they  are  not  going  to  pay 

such  high  film  rentals,  and  show  such  long 

pictures,  the  sooner  the  producers  will  come 
to  their  senses. — HATTIE  MIZELLE, 
Alcazar  theatre,  Dothan,  Ala. 

P.  S.  You  can  put  me  down  as  a   sub- 
scriber. Send  me  subscription  blank  and 

I’ll  forward  check  to  cover.  And  please 
get  after  the  producers  good  and  strong 

and  let’s  see  if  we  can’t  do  something  for 
“the  movies.” — H.  M. 
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Box  office  value 

When  the  picture  is  printed  on 

Eastman  Positive  Film,  good  pho- 

tography in  the  negative  means  good 

photography  on  the  screen — the  art 

of  director  and  cinematographer  is 

saved  for  your  patrons  to  enjoy. 

And  photographic  quality  has  real 

box  office  value— the  house  expects  it. 

Prints  on  Eastman  have  the 
 black-lettered 

identification  “Eastman”  a
nd  “Kodak  in 

the  transparent  margin.  Lo
ok  for  it. 

EASTMAN  KODAK  COMPAN
Y 

ROCHESTER,  N.  Y. 
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SAN  FRANCISCO 
SAN  FRANCISCO.  CAL.— In  a   drive 

by  the  State  Labor  Commission  to  stop 
the  employment  in  local  theatres  of  minor 

children  as  actors  and  employes,  -warranis 
were  recently  issued  for  the  arrest  of  four 

persons  whose  children,  13  to  15  years  of 
age,  sang  or  played  in  local  theatres.  .   .   . 

IV.  J.  Muyphy,  publicist  and  advertiser  for 

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer,  has  returned  to  his 
desk  here  after  doing  special  work  in  Ore- 

gon and  Washington  for  his  concern.  .   .   . 

Sales  Manager  Patridge  for  Paramount  in 

this  district  was  again  praised  by  local  ex- 
change men  for  the  manner  in  which  he 

held  his  men  and  sold  the  goods.  .   .   . 
Andy  Gump  was  a   recent  San  Francisco 

visitor  and  during  his  entertainment  at  the 
Cameo  by  Manager  Charles  L.  Theuerkanf 

he  was  visited  by  many  local  press  and 
exchange  men. 

DALLAS 
UALL.AS,  TEX. — E.  B.  Si}rlti)ig  of  Rusk, 

Tex.,  has  purchased  a   brick  building  which 
will  be  remodeled  to  house  his  Palace.  .   .   . 

The  Palace,  an  R.  &   R.  house  in  Cisco, 
Tex.,  has  been  entirely  remodeled.  .   .   . 

Messrs.  Carter  and  Garrett  of  McCamey, 
Tex.,  have  opened  a   theatre  in  that  town. 

.   .   .   The  Rialto  of  Ft.  Worth,  Tex.,  oper- 
ated by  Joe  Phillips,  was  closed  last  week 

for  improvements  and  remodeling.  .   .   . 
Bill  Norman  of  Crowell,  Tex.,  has  sold  his 
Home  theatre  to  R.  W.  Simpson  and  T.  B. 
Richmond  of  Paducah,  Tex.  .   .   .   The  Na- 

tional, San  Antonio,  Tex.,  will  be  remodeled 
and  redecorated,  at  a   cost  of  $17,000,  in  the 
near  future   J.  IV.  Clard  of  Okmulgee, 
Okla.,  has  leased  a   building  in  McAlester. 
Okla.,  for  a   theatre.  .   .   .   The  city  managers 
of  Dent  Theatres,  Inc,  were  here  for  a   con- 

vention along  with  that  of  the  M.  P.  T.  O. 

-   .   .   r.  IV.  Humphries  of  Mount  Pleasant, 
Tex.,  has  opened  a   colored  theatre  in  that 
town  recently.  .   .   .   After  some  difficulties, 
the  new  $75,000  theatre,  which  is  contem- 

plated being  built  in  Victoria,  Tex.,  by 
Rubin  Frcls  will  go  forward  soon.  .   .   . 

W'ork  will  be  started  immediately  on  the new  theatre  in  San  Beruto,  Tex.,  by  E.  F. 
Brady,  and  the  house  will  probably  be 
opened  by  September  1.  .   .   .   The  Macco  at 

Magnolia,  Ark.,  is  again  operating,  after 
being  closed  for  some  time  as  a   result  of 
c<jmplete  alterations.  ...  A   charter  has 

been  granted  to  William  M.  Smith  Theatre 

Enterprises,  Tulsa,  Okla.,  wuth  capital  stock 
of  $25,000.  .   .   .   C.  IV.  Matson  of  Rockdale, 

Tex.,  has  purchased  a   new  brick  building 
lo  house  his  Dixie. 

ST.  LOUIS 
ST.  LOUIS,  MO.^ — The  New  Palm 

opened  its  doors  for  the  first  time  at  7 

p.  m.,  Saturday,  May  15.  Evelyn  Brent  in 

"The  Impostor"  was  the  opening  film.  The new  house  is  owned  and  operated  by  Jacob 
Inger.  Leo  A.  Benero,  who  formerly  man- 

aged the  Columbia,  is  manager.  .   .   .   Book- 
sellers should  outnumber  ministers  four  to 

one  on  the  personnel  of  censorship  commit- 
tees, said  Ellis  W.  Meyers,  executive  secre- 
tary of  the  American  Booksellers  Associa- 
tion, at  the  final  session  of  the  annual  con- 

vention of  the  organization  held  at  Hotel 
Statler.  .   .   .   The  Grand  Opera  House  has 
expended  $21,000  for  improvements  to  its 
monster  cooling  system,  which  wad  in- 

stalled last  year  at  a   cost  of  $75,(X)0.  .   .   . 
Harry  Strickland,  salesman  for  United 

Artists,  held  a   special  screen  of  "The  Black 

Pirate"  at  the  Avalon,  Lawrenceville,  111., for  the  benefit  of  motion  picture  theatre 
owners  of  that  section.  .   .   .   Southern  Illi- 

nois houses  closed  in  recent  days  include : 
Rrighton-Hill.  Brighton,  111.;  Strand, 
Equality,  111.;  Freemanspur,  111.;  Logan, 

Territoritems 
McGill  University  of  Montreal, 

Quebec,  one  of  the  leading  colleges 
of  Canada,  is  to  have  a   theatre  of  its 
own  for  dramatic  and  moving  picture 

presentations  under  college  auspices. 
The  new  auditorium,  to  be  known  as  i 

the  Moyse  theatre,  is  already  under- 
way, and  will  have  a   seating  capacity 

of  600. *   «   « 

Newspapermen  continue  to  be  se- 
lected in  New  York  state  as  man- 

agers of  motion  picture  theatres.  The 
latest  to  join  the  ranks  is  Donald  L. 

Eastman  of  the  Syracuse  Post-Stan- 
dard, who  will  handle  the  Liberty  in 

Watertown.  In  Albany  there  are  two 

former  newspapermen  now  success- 
fully conducting  theatres. 

*   *   « 

It  is  reported  that  Henry  Ford  will 

spend  $100,000,000  in  the  theatre  field 
in  Southern  territory. 

*   *   * 

Exhibitors  in  Southern  Illinois 

towns  who  are  dependent  on  the 
bituminous  coal  mining  industry  for 

their  principal  means  of  support  are 

facing  a   crisis.  It  is  apparently  im- 
possible for  the  organized  fields  to 

compete  with  the  open  shop  mines  of 

Kentucky  and  West  Virginia,  and 
there  seems  to  be  no  prospect  of  any 

coal  mining  community  in  the  sec- 
tion from  Springfield  south  to  the 

Ohio  River. 
•   «   « 

Damage  estimated  at  $60,000  was 

done  to  the  Majestic,  Evansville,  Ind., 

when  fire  of  unknown  origin  burned 
the  stage  and  loft  from  basement  to 

roof.  Only  the  brick  wall  surround- 

ing the  stage  was  left  standing.  The 

hea\'y  asbestos  curtain  saved  the  audi- 
torium of  the  building. 

«   «   * 

A   project  for  exhibiting  special  mo- 
tion pictures  in  San  Francisco  schools 

in  community  theatres  Friday  after- 
noons after  school  hours  was  approved 

by  local  women.  It  is  intended  to 

have  a   committee  preview  the  various 

pictures. 

*   *   * 

M.  Milder,  manager  of  the  home 
office  of  Fox,  dropped  into  the  office 
of  the  Kansas  City  Star  and  recalled 

when,  as  manager  of  the  first  film  ex- 
change in  Kansas  City,  the  best  films 

sold  for  $5  and  Kansas  City  had  three 

motion  picture  theatres — 20  years  ago. 
«   «   « 

Plans  are  being  made  for  the  erec- 
tion of  a   temporary  theatre  in  the 

vicinity  of  the  Sesqui-Centennial 
grounds  in  Philadelphia.  The  formal 

opening  of  the  Sesqui  is  scheduled  for 
May  3Ut  and  it  is  expected  that  with- 

in a   short  period  after  that  lime  a 

motion  picture  house  built  along  tem- 

porary linp'«  will  be  in  operation. 

  - 

Joppa,  111.;  Grand,  Odin,  III,;  Star,  Omaha, 

111.;  Standard,  South  Standard.  Ill,;  Lib- 
erty, Willisville,  111.,  and  Opera  House, 

Odin,  111.  . .   .Eastern  Missouri  houses  closed 

were:  High  School  Licking,  Mo.;  Dixon, 

Dixon,  Mo. :   Rives,-  Mo.,  and  Empire, 

Moberly,  Mo.  .   .   .   Harold  B.  Dygert,  for- 

merly director  of  publicity  for  Loew’s  State 
theatre  here  and  now  with  Rowland  & 

Clark  in  Pittsburgh,  Pa.,  was  married  re- 
cently to  Ruth  Elize,  daughter  of  Mr.  and 

Mrs.  Albert  E.  Hausman  of  St.  Louis.  .   .   . 

/i.  C.  IVilson,  auditor  for  Fox  Films,  has 

gone  to  the  Memphis,  Tenn.,  branch. 
Charles  Sears,  of  Universal  Theatres  Cor- 

poration, Kansas  City,  Mo.,  passed  through 
town  this  week.  .   .   .   G.  E.  McKean,  man- 

ager here  for  Fox  Films,  visited  his  aged 
father  in  Bluffton,  Ind.  .   .   .   The  airdome  at 
Kinloch.  Mo.,  opened  on  May  15.  .   .   .   Tom 

CriY/y  plans  to  re-open  the  Midland  Air- 
dome  in  St.  Louis  County. 

DENVER 
DEN^\’ER,  COLO.  — Arthur  Schmidt, 

district  sales  manager  of  the  western  divi- 
sion of  F.  B.  O.  branch  offices,  arrived  for 

a   visit  with  X.  D.  Weisbaum,  local  branch 
manager  of  F.  B.  O.  .   .   .   Jack  Eaton  has 
leased  tite  America,  Colorado  Springs, 

Colo.,  from  Tommy  Tompkins.  .   .   .   James 
Hommcl,  former  manager  of  the  local 

branch  of  Pro-Dis  Co,  is  also  reported  to 

be  interested  in  the  deal.  .   .   .   Bishop-Cass 
Amusement  &   Booking  Company  has  sold 

its  interests  consisting  of  equipment  and 
lease  in  the  Majestic,  Pueblo,  to  Paul  H. 
Eloppcii,  former  owner  of  the  Riallo, 
Loveland,  Colo.,  and  the  America  theatre 
of  Longmont,  Colo.  Mr.  Hoppen  will 
operate  the  theatre  under  the  name  of  a 

newly  organized  company,  Mountain  Thea- 
tres, Inc,  .   .   .   K.  &   F.  Amusement  Com- 
pany, operating  a   chain  of  theatres  in  the 

Denver  territory,  has  established  offices  and 

headquarters  in  the  Guardian  Trust  Build- 
ing. Frank  Fairchild,  one  of  the  officers  of 

the  company,  is  in  charge.  .   .   .   L.  Baum, 
producer  of  L.  B.  Pictures,  was  a   visitor 
in  the  interests  of  his  product.  While  here 
he  made  business  calls  on  J.  T.  Sheffield, 

owner  and  manager  of  the  local  Columbia 

Film  Exchange,  and  E.  J.  Driickcr,  man- 
ager of  the  Deluxe  Feature  Film  Exchange. 

.   .   .   The  Greater  Feature  Film  Exchange 

of  Denver  has  changed  its  name  to  the 
Columbia  Film  Exchange.  J.  T.  Sheffield. 

owner  and  manager  of  the  exchange,  has 

distribution  rights  for  Columbia  product 
in  the  Denver  territory. 

PHILADELPHIA 
PHILADELPHIA,  PA. — Since  its  open- 

ing, "Ben-Hur,”  the  Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer 
production  which  was  booked  at  the  For- 

rest. a   legitimate  house,  has  been  playing 

to  fairly  good  business.  .   .   .   “La  Bu- 
heme,”  another  Metro-Golclwyn-Mayer  pro- 

duction, had  an  invitational  opening  at  the 

Aldine,  which  was  attended  by  prominent 

city  officials  and  other  local  dignitaries.  It 

will  be  followed  by  “Mare  Nostrum”  upon 
the  completion  of  the  present  run,  which 

depends  entirely  upon  patronage.  ...  It 
could  not  be  definitely  learned  whether  the 

Stanley  Company  or  the  owners  of  another 
large  circuit  are  to  operate  a   theatre  built 
for  temporary  purposes  in  the  vicinity  of 
the  Sesqui-Cenlennial  grounds. 

INDIANAPOLIS 
INDIANAPOLIS,  IND.— Ben  VanBors- 

sum,  operator  of  the  Crescent  and  Savoy 

at  Terre  Haute,  Ind.,  has  signed  a   con- 
tract with  the  Motion  Picture  Operators 

local  and  in  the  future  the  projection  rooms 

in  both  theatres  will  be  in  charge  of  oper- 
ators affiliated  with  the  union.  .   .   .   The 

Cosmos  at  New  Carlisle,  Ind.,  has  opened 
for  the  first  time  in  several  months.  .   .   • 

Bandits  entered  the  lobby  of  the  Grand  at 

Terre  Haute,  Ind.,  and  escaped  with  every 

bit  of  cash  in  the  office,  which  amounted 

to  about  $500.  The  robbery  occurred  short- 
ly after  9   o’clock.  One  bandit  kept  the 

cashier  covered  while  his  confederate  took 

all  the  money  from  the  till.  Miss  McFall, 

cashier,  collapsed  when  the  bandits  left  the 

theatre  entrance  and  could  give  no  accu- 
rate description  of  the  robbers. 
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CHICAGO  PERSONALITIES 
.   By  D.  H,  ■ 

Neil  AGNEW,  branch  manager  of  Famous  Players-Lasky,  Chicago, last  week  announced  the  promotion  of  H.  A.  Washburn  to  the 

position  of  city  and  country  salesmanager.  The  change  was 

effective  May  17. 

Simultaneously  Felix  Mendelsohn  announced  the  appointment  of  M. 

E.  Mazur,  formerly  of  Minneapolis,  as  country  salesmanager  of  Metro- 

GoIdv/yn-Mayer,  Chicago. 

The  Metro  change  follows  the  promotion last  week  of  Frank  Ishmacl  to  the  posi- 
tion of  city  salesmanager. 

Up  to  a   recent 

date  the  Para- 
mount salesmen 

reported  directly 

to  two  managers, 

one  in  charge  of 
the  country  and 

one  in  charge  of 

the  city  territories. 

At  the  time  of  the 

consolidation  o   f 

the  two  positions 

John  Ryder  tem- 
porarily took  over 

the  work.  Ryder 

now  goes  to  De- 
troit to  resume  his  washbum 

work  as  sales- 

manager of  that  office  for  Paramount. 

Washburn,  although  a   very  young  man. 

has  had  more  than  10  years’  sales  exper- 
ience in  the  film  industry,  haying  been  with 

Paramount  three  years  during  that  tirnc. 
He  is  well  endowed  with  executive  ability 

and  is  familiar  with  all  the  “rules  of  the 

game.” With  these  promotions  and  appointments 

Chicago  offices  have  undergone  a   number 

of  changes.  Recently  L.  J.  Miller  became 
salesmanager  at  the  Fox  Film  Corporation 
offices  under  Clyde  Eckhardt.  Miller  has 
now  been  in  that  office  about  four  weeks. 

Other  changes  are  announced  at  the 

Lasky  quarters  here.  Ed  Wall,  former  ex- 
ploitation representative  at  the  Detroit  of- 

fice, has  been  transferred  to  Chicago  in  a 

similar  capacit}'.  Bill  Danzinger  has  gone 

to  Fischer’s  Paramount  theatres  in  Madi- 
son, Wis.  D.  A.  Ross  of  Atlanta.  Ga.,  has 

been  transferred  to  the  Chicago  office. 

H.  H.  Hum,  formerly  salesman  at  Peoria, 
has  joined  the  local  staff. 

"Getting  into  the  parade"  says  W.  W. 
Heasman,  owner  of  the  Colonial  thea- 

tre, Danville,  111.,  while  Dave  Dubin. 
Educational  branch  manager,  and  Joe 

Hartman  (left)  watch  him  sign  a 

100%  contract. 

Art  Lee  Productions  last  week  closed  a 

deal  with  Midwest  Film  Company  of  Indi- 
ana and  Greiver  Productions  of  Illinois  for 

the  distribution  of  its  entire  product  in 

those  territories  for  1926-27.  The  product 
follows; 

“The  Ral,"  featuring  Moo  Marsh  and  Ivor 

NovelBo;  “Pleasare  Garden,”  featuring  Virginia 

Valli  and  Carmelita  Carrily;  “Dongeroue  Virtue.” 

featuring  Jane  Novak  and  Julian  Johnston;  ‘‘The 

Cabaret  Kid,”  featuring  George  Kackalhome;  ‘‘The 

Mountain  Eagle,"  featuring  Nita  Naldi;  ‘‘The 

Lodger."  and  "The  Deauliful  While  Devil." 

Chicago  Personalities 
News  Bits  of  11  Years 

Feb.  6,  1915 
The  Chicago  trade  is  sending 

condolences  to  Joseph  Hopp,  pres- 
ident of  Union  Film  Company  in 

the  death  of  his  daughter,  Ethel, 
who  was  killed  in  an  automobile 
accident. 

*   *   * 

March  6,  1920 

Every  motion  picture  theatre  in 
Chicago  aud  suburbs  will  be 

closed  unless  an  amicable  agree- 
ment is  reached  by  exhibitors  and 

operators. 

Frank  Ford,  who  owns  a   theatre— ;-the 
mini — in-  Sterling,  111.,  gave  away  a   little 

secret  last  week  when  he  was  in  the  Gotham 

exchange.  His  Chicago  friends  have  not 
known  it  till  now  but  the  scamp  has  been 

married  since  January.  Wad’d'yu  think  o’ 

that?  ■   ♦   ♦   * 
As  Exhibitors  Herald  observes  its  Htli 

anniversary  Joe  Spratlcr,  Chicago’s  oldest 
repair  man,  completes  work  on  his  6,500th 
machine,  he  said  last  week. ♦   *   ♦ 

All  film  row  lust  week  itujurned  the 
dentil  of  Bert  Phelps  whose  genuil 

personality  has  in  these  past  /etc  years 

ivon  for  him  n   legion  of  friends. 
He  died  May  12.  The  funeral  teas 

May  i5. In  France  Bert  teas  decorated  for 

valor  with  the  Croix  de  Guerre.  It 

was  during  the  World  War  that  he  was 

gassed,  the  effects  of  which  never  iicre overcome. 

While  he  ivas  on  the  sales  force  of 

Progress  Pictures  Corporation  with 

Frank  Zambreno  and  Tom  Mitchell  he 

became  acquainted  with  exhibitors 

throughout  the  Middle  West  who  knew 

him  and  trusted  him. *   *   * 

Walter  Brown,  F.  B.  0.  salesman,  now 

has  a   suburban  territory,  Jack  Sampson, 

branch  manager,  having  promoted  him  last 

Eddie  Brichetto,  assistant  branch  ma
n- 

ager of  Universal.  Chicago,  is  now  back  at 

his  desk  following  a   trip  into  all  the  key 

centers  this  side  of  the  Mississippi  and 

west  of  Hoosierdom. 
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THEATRE  BEHERMENT 
A   Weekly  Extension  of  ‘^etfer'^heatres' 

Ritz,  New  Atmo  sph  eric  Theatre 
Is  Opened  at  Tulsa,  Okla. 

A   SPECTACULAR  opening  Was  ac- 
corded  the  new  Ritz  theatre  at  Tulsa, 

Oklahoma  on  May  11  when  Ralph  Talbot 
presented  his  colorful  Ritz  theatre  to  a 
large  crowd.  The  Ritz  embodies  the  last 

word  in  motion  picture  theatre  design  and 
equipment,  carrying  a   distinctive  note  in 

architecture.  It  is  an  atmospheric  theatre 
executed  by  John  Eberson  and  features  the 

open  air  effect  for  which  this  architect’s 
theatres  are  justly  famous. 

A   Mediterranean  atmosphere  is  revealed 
within  the  walls  of  the  theatre  accentuated 

by  old  Italian  and  Venetian  grills,  ancient 

plaques,  Moorish  friezes,  Spanish  wrought 
iron  effects,  all  tastefully  imbued  upon  a 
style  background  mainly  Roman  and  yet 
denoting  the  impression  of  classic  Greek 
eras. 

Overhead  in  place  of  the  ceiling  is  sky 
effect  upon  which  a   moon,  stars  and  lazy 
clouds  shine  and  appear  on  a   regular 
schedule. 

Descending,  the  eye  may  gaze  on  trust- 

worthy old  Romans  whose  statues,  the 

OLD  ueAL  IrCKET riACHlNe- 
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.   _   Angeb Chicago,  are  befittingly  pedestaled,  in  an 
imposing  array  about  the  side  walls. 

From  the  mezzanine  floor,  which  super- 
cedes any  balcony,  the  effect  is  created  of 

two  walls  on  either  side  of  the  interior  of 

the  theatre,  one  practical  and  the  other  and 
innermost,  ornamental. 

The  proscesium  opening  of  the  stage  as 
viewed  from  the  orchestra,  is  41  feet. 
From  the  floor  of  the  stage  to  the  gridirons 
above  is  66  feet. 

The  entire  theatre  is  equipped  with  a   view 

toward  luxuriant  informality.  Patrons  of 
the  mezzanine  floor,  by  looking  backwards, 

may  see  below  the  foyer  of  the  theatre 

with  the  awaiting  crowds,  while  the  await- 
ing crowds  will  be  entertained  by  a   harpist 

who  plays  soft  melodies. 

Among  the  equipment  features  of  the 

new  Ritz  is  an  effective  heating  and  venti- 

lating systems  installed  by  the  B.  R.  Reyn- 

olds Company  of  Chicago.  Music  is  furn- 
ished by  a   lar^e  four  manual  Robert 

Morton  organ  and  an  orchestra. 

The  theatre  offices  are  located  on  the 

second  floor  and  convenient  and  adjacent 

to  them  are  the  projection  rooms  and  a   pri- 
vate entrance  to  the  mezzanine  floor. 

Marble  stairs  and  charming  scenic  effects 

wherever  possible  are  used  throughout  the 
house.  Retiring  rooms  for  both  men  and 
women  are  provided. 

Below  is  a   nursery  for  children  where 

toys  and  amusement  devices  will  keep  the 
little  tots  satisfied  while  parents  attend  the 
show. 

utqmatieTicket  Register  foRf l   rnew  voRK 

9he  onfy  Magazine  devo- ted Exclusively  to  Theatre 
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lished  as  Section  II  of 

every  fourth  issue  of 

"Exhibitors  Herald" 

Large  Cooling  System 

Being  Installed  in 
New  York  Rialto 

For  the  past  two  months  or  more  one 
of  the  chief  objects  of  public  curiosity  in 

the  neighborhood  of  Broadway  and  Forty- 
second  street  has  been  the  scaffolding  on 

the  42nd  Street  side  of  the  Rialto  Theatre, 

rising  from  the  sidewalk  level  to  the 

roof  of  the  building.  Illuminated  signs 

showing  Harold  Lloyd  hanging  by  his  fin- 
ger tips  just  as  he  does  from  the  roof  of 

a   Fifth  Avenue  bus  in  “For  Heaven’s 
Sake,”  and  of  Gilda  Gray  dancing  a   South 
Sea  Island  hula  hula  or  siva  siva,  just  as 

she  is  now  doing  on  the  Rialto  screen  in 

"Aloma  of  the  South  Seas,”  have  failed 

to  entirely  disguise  the  structure  of  two- 

by-fours  or  satisfy  the  curiosity  of  passers- 
by  as  to  what  may  be  going  on  up  on  the 

Rialto  roof.  At  last  the  Rialto  press  depart- 
ment has  come  to  the  rescue,  and  likewise 

to  its  own  defense  against  dally  ques- 

tioning, with  the  announcement  that  a   cool- 

ing system  has  been  installed  in  the  theatre 
and  that  the  scaffolding  is  part  of  the 

temporary  construction  necessary  to  the 

installation  by  the  Carrier  Engineering 
Corporation. 

Thus  the  Rialto  enters  the  Broadway 

battle  royal  of  the  artificially  cooled  motion 

picture  theatres.  The  system  now  being  in- 

stalled, which  will  be  in  operation  about 
the  first  of  June,  is  similar  to  that  which 

proved  so  successful  during  the  hot  days 
last  summer  at  the  Rivoli  Tlieatre  at 

Broadway  and  49th  Street.  This  system, 

reduces  not  only  the  temperature  but,  what 

is  equally  important,  the  humidity  as  well. 

In  the  Rivoli  theatre  the  humidity  is  con- 
trolled automatically,  without  hazard  to 

patrons  or  employees  through  noxious 

gases  or  other  sources,  and  the  same  con- 
ditions will  prevail  at  the  Rialto.  The 

system  operates  not  only  in  hot  weather 

but  the  year  around,  maintaining  an  atmos- 
phere of  even  temperature  and  condition. 



INTERNATIONALLY  FAMOUS 

ousands 

Released  through  Regional  Distributors  by 

LUMAS  FILM  CORPORATION 
16S0  Broadway  SAM  SAX,  President  New  York  City 

Foreign  Rights — Inter-Ocean  Film  Corp.,  ei8  IV.  42nd  St.,  N.  Y .   City 



DoiodiyFliillii^ 
in 

'’^Bar  C   Afystery* with  Wallace  MacDonald,  Philo  McCullough 

and  Ethel  Clayton 

A   RANCH  in  the  mountains,  left  by will  to  a   girl  in  a   big  city,  with 

no  Western  experience,  no  knowl- 

edge of  the  conditions  she  faced  or  of 

the  people  to  trust. 

Cattle  rustlers  running  off  her  cattle; 

persons  who  pretended  to  be  her  friends 

in  reality  plotting  to  profit  by  her  down- 
fall. 

A   crew  of  cowmen  made  up  of  ex-bandits 

and  desperados,  yet  hired  by  a   foreman 

whom  it  was  impossible  not  to  like  and 

trust. 

Stampeding  cattle,  fights  with  rustlers, 

the  clash  of  wits,  chases,  adventure, 

Romance! 



blix  ueaiin 

m'a I   'Vf »-»M I   ̂ Os To® 

UrHif-- OVI.SP'^th  a 

Member  Motion  Picture  Producers  and  Distrib
utors  of  America.  Inc.— Will  H.  Hays.  Preside

nt 

Sm9t*  t*ti**,  ii Ent4*tri  *t 

XV.  ife.  12  Tfi?  sSS'oS^.  i... 

Just  Two  of  iiilLLr»iwWw 

the  Big  Ones  .1. '   *"‘‘*«j351^w 
METRO-OOLDWYN-IVlAYEtfS 

PARADE  OF  HITS  FOR  ’26-’2? 

IB 
r '   L 

' )   JW 



f^EARi:ST, 
address  EX. 

Theatre 

Console  of  Style  49 

Permanent  ̂  

Music  Featui-e at  a 

MINIMUM  COST 

oeNUffie  deagan  percussions  used 

Robert  Morton  Org-an  Co. cAiaktrs  of  Pipe  Organs  Exclusively , 
Tork — ;   6   hi  ca  q   o 

1560  3roadvjay_^  845  So.  VJabask 
^ ^   San  Francisco 

1913  So.  Vermotib  St.  168  golden  Qate  Uvt. 
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OMPAKE/ 
^ammounts 
Big  1926“/  Specials  like  ‘*Beau  Geste,  Sor-  WITH 

rows  of  Satan/*  Flarold  Lloyd,  “The  Rough  the  long  mn  stuff  of- 

Riders,”  “The  Wedding  March,”  “Glorify-  fc'red  elsewhere  for 

ing  the  American  Girl,”  “Kid  Boots,”  “The  picture  houses  this 

Show  Off,”  and  others   

(Pammmmts 
Stars  like  Lloyd,  Gloria  Swanson,  Meighan, 

Dix,  Bebe  Daniels,  Raymond  Griffith,  Gilda 

Gray,  MacLean,  Menjou,  W.  C.  Fields,  
Pola 

Negri,  Eddie  Cantor,  Florence  Vidor,  Esther 

Ralston,  Beery  and  Hatton,  Clara  Bow  and
 

more      

WITH 

any  other  company’s roster  of  box  office 

names 

^ammaimts 
Showmen-DirectorslikeCruze,  D.W.  Griffith, 

St.  Clair,  Von  Stroheim,  Neilan,  Frank  Lloyd, 

Dwan,  Sutherland,  Brenon,  Beaudine,  Tuttle. 

La  Cava  and  Big  New  Ones  to  be  announced
 

soon     

^aramaunts 
method  of  doing  business  face-to-fac

e  as  exem- 

plified by  the  recent  40  round-table  meeti
ngs 

attended  by  over  2,000  exhibitors 
 .   .   .   . 

WITH 

the  production  brains 

operating  at  other 
studios 

WITH 
the  old,  antiquated 

system  of  buying  and 

selling  a   product 

Compare  f 

  -there  is  no  comparison/ 

Paramount  9^icturee 
THE  GREATEST  SHOWS  ON  EARTH    

Member  Motion  Picu.e  Produ
cers  »d  Di.tribu.ors  of  Amer

ica.  Inc.-WiU  H.  H.y,.  Pre
ridrnr 



^tvotH
et 

tro«v 
 t 

ga^so^ 

EXCLUtIVe  FOftClCN  DlSTRIBUTOnS, 
R*C  Export  Corporation 

1B90  Smoaowat 
Nl<»  YOAK 

J>9  AAlSOaiCHtTAA#»S.  BlAUN. 
0<«MA»»y 

iMOMT  C«AA,  2««>7  O'AAtkAV  tr.  L«NQO*«. Cmblamo 
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CHALLENGE 
to  give  exhibitors  a   group  of 

titles  that  can  com 

The  greatest  array  of  sure-fire  box-office  titles  and  produc 

THE  BRUTE 

MY  OFFICIAL  WIFE 

THE  COLLEGE  WIDOW 

HILLS  OF  KENTUCKY 

MILLIONAIRES 

WHAT  HAPPENED  TO  FATHER 

IRISH  HEARTS 

THE  CLIMBERS 

RITTER  APPLES 

DEARIE 

ARTHUR  SOMERS  ROCHE 
the  eminent  novelist— two  stories. 

Titles  to  be  announced. 

WHAT  EVERY  GIRL  SHOULD 
KNOW 
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TITLES! 
BROS. 

THE  WORLD 
productions  with  box  office 
pare  with  these! 

iions  ever  assembled  on  any  one  producing  schedule! 

ACROSS  THE  PACIFIC 

)0N’T  TELL  THE  WIFE 

VHILE  LONDON  SLEEPS 

VHITE  FLANNELS 

lATINEE  LADIES 

lIMPLE  SIS 

^   HEART  OF  MARYLAND 

THE  BLACK  DUMOND 
EXPRESS 

THE  THIRD  DEGREE 

TRACKED  BY  THE  POLICE 

THE  GAY  OLD  BIRD 

A   MILLION  BID 

PRIVATE  IZZY  MURPHY 

I 
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An FBO 
zoomiM 

Distributed  by 

EiccLusive  FoBCieN  Oistridutods. 
R-C  Export  Corporation 

1900  Oboaowat 

1560  Broadway,  New  York 
EXCHANGES  EVERYWHERE 

A   Richard  Talmadge 
Production 

Story  by 

Frank  Howard  Clark 

Directed  by  Mason  Noel 
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HIGH-FLIER. 
pUienteefPapiitirUtt 

Higher!  Higher  He  Rides! 

Astride  the  rushing  F.  B,  O.  machine! 

Daring  Lieutenant  Byrd  and  the  daunt- 
less Amundsen  may  reach  the  high  spots 

of  the  world! 

But  Dick  Talmadge  shatters  one  box- 

oflSce  record  after  another!  Flying  higher 

and  higher  as  he  careens  along  the  trail! 

A   Performance  Proposition 

If  There  Ever  Was  One! 

Bread  and  butter  to  hundreds  of  con- 

A.  Carlos 

ItICHASD 

tented  box-offices! 

A   dyed-in-the-wool  showman’s  star  in 

a   showman’s  series  of  attractions! 

BOOK  THEM  ALL! 

“THE  BROADWAY  GALLANT” 
Have  you  played  these  other  zoo

ming  Talmadge  Pictures? 

“THE  WALL  street  WmZ-:TH™CE  
OF 
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UNDER  CONTRACT  TO 

WILLIAM  FOX 

ADAPTOR  OF 

THE  DAVID  BELASCO  STAGE  PLAY 



I 

FOX  IS  KEEPING  FAITH  WITH  YOU; 
For  1925-26  We  Promised  You 

49  DRAMATIC  PRODUCTIONS 

35  SPECIALS 
7   TOM  MIX  Productions 

and 

7   BUCK  JONES  Productions 

WE  ARE  DELlVERlNQl 
Fox  has  completed  all  of  these  pictures!  43  out  of 

the  49  have  been  released!  In  addition  we  gave  you 

the  great  box-office  surprise  SANDY !   That  leaves 

6   more  real  Money-Makers  for  the  present  season 

to  be  released  on  scheduled  dates  ~   and  they’re 
honest-to -box-office  attractions! 

We  Promised  You  A   Great  Line-Up  of 

SHORT  SUBJECTS 

8   Van  Bibber 
COMEDIES 

8   O.  Henry 
COMEDIES 

26  Varieties 

8   Helen  and  Warren COMEDIES 

Imperial COMEDIES 

20 

104  Fox  News 

WE  ARE  DELIVERINQ; 

Fox  Film  Corporation  is  giving  you  what  you 

contracted  for  in  1925-26!  
THAT’S  AN 

ACHIEVEMENT  that  we  are  proud  ot! 

Fox  film  Cni-poratioiv 



Uwy  5AV  "were  CONVINCE looks  Iike«  BIG  YEAR 

OOU-E 
)U'SV

' uut 
> 

s?4^ 

//Vo. 

}!^ALTEFi NEW LONDON »wjy, COIS/N. 

WM.DABB 
5HENNAND0AH,  PA. 

^ille 

Pa 

N 

35  High-Powered  Money  Makers including 

3   BAD  MEN 

ONE  INCREASING  PURPOSE 

THE  MUSIC  MASTER 

PIGS 

FIG  LEAVES 

IS  ZAT  SOI 

THE  PELICAN 

THE  MONKEY  TALKS 

A   HOLY  TERROR 

F.  W.  MURNAU  production 

WHISPERING  WIRES 

THE  FAMILY  UPSTAIRS 

The  RETURN  of  PETER  GRIMM 

proctor  S'  MARSH!
 

muskogee,okla
. 

1% m 

II  !■■  *— w^— — — 1— M— M— IB— 

^   kWe  lead 



and  bought  ! ROV 

35  High'Powered  MoneyMakers 

including  ‘ — " 

WHAT  PRICE  GLORY 

7th  HEAVEN 

The  Story  of  MOTHER  MACHREE 

THE  AUCTIONEER 

THE  LILY 

CRADLE  SNATCHERS 

WEDLOCK 

THE  DEVIL’S  MASTER 

MARRIED  ALIVE 

WOMANPOWER 

GOING  CROOKED 

FROZEN  JUSTICE 

THE  WAY  THINGS  HAPPEN 

T.J.PEKRA5 
COLUMBU5,OHIO. 

LEWS' WACO 
O   .TEXA

S. 

others 
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The  Greatest  Achievement  in 

YOU 
get  it,  because-- 

FOX 
Complete  and  Auth 

BYRD  and  J 
FLIGHTS  to  tk 

Fox  News  leaves  nothing  to  the  imagina 

epochal  departure  from  Spitzbergen  ani 

AMUNDSEN’S  historic  and  soul-stirring 

the  world,  together  with  his  arrival  in  t* 

NOT 
PRELIMINARY 

SCENES— BUT 

ACTUAL 
AND 

VIVID 
PICTURES  OF  THE 

FLIGHTS! 

When  You  Buy  FOX  NEWS  You  Get  Ei!\ 
J 
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History of  Screen  Journalism! 

ntic  Motion  Pictures 
the 

MUNDSEN 
NORTH  POLE 

n!  It  shows  the  thrilling  scenes  of  B
YRD’S 

his  triumphant  return  from  the  Pole;  an
d 

parture  in  the  Norge  to  fly  over  the  top 
 of 

er,  Alaska,  3   days  later! 

These  are  the 

Pictures  that 

Millions  are 

Waiting  to 

SEE! 

rything  That  Happens— 
At  No  Extra  Co^ 

i 
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Who  Pays- 

Read  These,  Too 
Probleivk  of  a   Projectionist 

by  Lewis  M.  Townsend,  projection  engi- 

neer, Eastman  Theatre  and  Eastman  School 

of  Music,  University  of  Rochester. 

Is  A   ‘■’Children’s  Cry  Room”  Appre- 
CL4TED  BY  THE  PuBLIC? 

“It  has  proven  a   great  success,”  says  E.  T. 
Mathes,  manager  of  the  Avalon  Theatre, 

Bellingha-m,  Washington,  who  describes 

the  fine  “cry  room”  in  this  theatre  and 
gives  the  reaction  of  his  audiences  to  this 

service  feature. 

Scoring  a   Motion  Picture 

by  Victor  Wagner,  musical  director  of  the 

Eastman  theatre — a   paper  read  before  the 

Society  of  Motion  Picture  Engineers. 

Suggestions  for  Stimulating  Pat- 

ronage During  the  Warm  Months 

Third  article  in  the  series  “Theatre  Man- 

agement Problems”  by  James  D.  Kennedy, 

Apollo  theatre,  Indianapolis. 

Construction  Close-Ups 

The  outstanding  features  of  new  theatres 

being  constructed  in  all  parts  of  the 

country. 

Better  Theatres”  dealing  with 

construction,  operation  and  main- 

tenance of  the  theatre,  is  published 

every  fourth  week  as  Section  II,  of 

Exhibitors  Berald.  It  is  mailed 

to  all  paid  subscribers. 

If  a   patron  is  hurt  from  stepping  in  a 
floor  depression? 

If  a   patron  runs  a   splinter  into  hand 
from  seat  arm? 

If  a   patron  is  lacerated  by  a   protrud- 

ing nail? 

If  a   performer  on  stage  is  injured? 

Read — 

‘'The  Liability  of  a 

Theatre  Owner ' 
by  LEO  T.  PARKER,  Cincinnati  Attorney, 

based  on  actual  court  decisions. 

IN 

“BETTER  THEATRES” 
In  Your  Mail  Next  Week 

And  other  articles  teeming  with  interest! 

To  Keep  Step  With  Progress— Read  “Better  Theatres” 
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FOUR  SOLID  WEEKS  of  capacity  business  at  B,  S. 

Moss’  COLONY  Theatre,  Broadway,  New  York.  Every- 

where—in  BufFaio— in  Pittsburgh— in  San  Diego— m 

St.  Louis— in  Kansas  City,  Detroit,  Long  Beach,  Los 

Angeles.  Crowds,  crowds  and  more  crowds  
wherever 

it  plays.  That  is  the  amazing  record  of  this 
 smashing 

melodrama  of  the  underworld!  Now  Booking! 

Starring Supported  by 

A   TOD  BROWNING  Production 

UNIVERSAL  JEWEL 

Presented  by  CARL  LAEMMLE 



1 
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INTERNATlOr^ 
V   ^   * I   Takes  Pride  and  Pleasure  j 
I   in  Presenting  the  | 

First  Actual  Pictures 
of  the 

Historical  Flights 

AMUNDSEN 
and 

BYRD 
fo  the 

NORTH  POLE 
I   In  issues  of  International  Newsreel,  Nos.  jl 
I   43,  now  being  shown  on  the  West  Coast,  i I   and  44,  released  elsewhere.  I 

INTERNATIOIN 
2   Reels  Each  Released  Through 
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NEWSREEL 

STOP  PRESS 

NEWS! 

“International  scored  com- 

plete scoop  on  Amundsen 

polar  flight  pictures  in  Seat- 

tle. Have  already  shown  it 

to  thousands.  Not  a   ripple 

of  any  other  newsreel  show- 

ing this  great  historical 

event/* 
Robert  Bender,  Columbia  Thea

tre 

Seattle,  Washington 

These  epochal  films  are  not  merely  scenes 

preparatory  to  the  flights  but  vivid,  thrilling 
motion  pictures  showing 

WBYRD’S  DEPARTURE 

from  King’s  Bay,  Spitz- 
bergen,  for  the  Pole  and 
His  Triumphant  Return  to 
King’s  Bay. 

CIAMUNDSEN’S  DEPAR- 
ture  from  King’s  Bay  and 
His  Sensational  Arrival  at 
Teller,  Alaska. 

In  addition  there  are  remarkable  scenes  and 

incidents  of  the  flights  and  of  the  personalities
 

who  participated  in  them— a   complete,  
authen- 

tic and  thrilling  motion  picture  account  o
f 

these  two  great  historical  achievements. 

These  unrivalled  pictures  are  inclu
ded— NOW 

  in  the  regular  service  of  Internationa
l  News- 

reel. The  most  costly  and  amazing  piece 
 of 

enterprise  in  Newsreel  History. 

WITHOUT  EXTRA  COST
 

TO  THE  EXHIBITOR 

AL  NEWSREEL 
UNIVERSAL 104  a   Year 
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“One  of  the  Six  Best 

Pictures  of  the  Month!” -says  Photoplay  Magazine. 

The  fans’  own  magazine  has  blazed  the  way  for 

this  glorious  spectacle  of  the  West!  Read  the
 

review  on  the  opposite  page.  What  a   send-off! 

Just  imagine  what  the  fans  will  say  when  they 

see  it  at  your  theatre!  Truly  an  epic  film  bou
nd 

to  burn  up  the  country  with  enthusiasm 
 and 

praise!  Run  the  title  on  your  marquee  
and 

watch  the  receipts  pile  up!  It’s  a   great  pict
ure 

packed  with  showmanship — and  a   m
arvelous 

audience  gatherer.  Don’t  wait!  Book  i
t  to-day! 

an  EDWARD  SEDGWICK  PRODUC
TION 

With  an  All-Star  Cast  Including
  HOOT 

GIBSON  -   DUSTIN  FARNUM  -   KATHLEEN 

KEY  -   ANN  CORNWALL  and  thousands 

of  others 

,   A   Universal  Super-Production 
Presented  by  Carl  Laesnmle 

UNIVERSAL-WAY  OUT  AHEAD! 
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One  smash  of  action  makes  the  whole world  kin. 

F.B.O.  IWOWS  how  to  pack  action into  its  Western  shows. 
And  F.B.O.  takes  justified  pride  in 
the  amazing  PERFORMANCE  rec- 
ords  of  one  of  its  greatest  ACTION stars — Bob  Custer! 
On  the  threshold  of  new  and  greater 

Produced  by 

Independent  Pictures  Corp. 

Presented  by  Jesse  J.  Goldburg 

Directed  by  Jack  ISelson 
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boon,s  imo  the  arene  a,
ain  .ith  one  of  his  grea

test  thnll  shou. 

THE  VALLEY  OF  BRAV
ERY 
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The  HERALD  Leads 
In  the  first  five  months  of  1926 

(22  issues)  Exhibitors  Herald  has 

a   lead  of  100  pages  of  paid  ad- 

vertising published  over  its  near- 

est competitor. 

— and  has  published  more  than 
twice  the  number  of  paid  adver- 

tising pages  carried  by  its  second 
competitor. 

^and,  week  by  week,  the  kind 

of  a   paper  the  HERALD  is  pub- 

lishing shows  why  it  leads  the 
field. 



M.  C.  Levee  presents  “Sweet
 

Daddies’%  AN  ALFRED  SANTELL 

PRODUCTION,  with  GEOROE 

SIDNEY,  CHARLIE  MURRAY  and 

VERA  GORDON,  Jack  Mulhall 

and  lobyna  Ralston.  Directed  by 

Alfred  SantelL 

and  glorified  — yea,  BO! 

glor-r-rified!-by  that DAI  1   rrnFBAHAMAS  BEAUTS! 



Me  Keeping  the  theatres  open 
and  box-office  profits  rUht  u.p  tO the  winter  level 

Ptinted  in  II.  S.  A. 
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HEMAL. 
Q}ie  independent  ̂ Im  3rade  ̂ aper 

Martin  J.  Quigley,  Publislier  Editor J 

Paramouiit-B  &   K   Deal  On;  FP-L  Directors  Called  Friday;  Twenty  Mi
llions  Stock  Issue 

to  Be  Voted;  Money  to  Be  Used  for  Buying  Control  of  Balaba
n  &   Katz  and  for  Devel- 

oping Paramount  Theatres. 

Convention  Starts  Work;  L.  A.  Hospitality  Wins  All;  No  B
ig  Argument,  Say  Allied  States’ 

Leaders;  Administrative  Committee  Backs  Up  Seider  
on  Contract;  Two  Ovations 

Given  Sydney  Cohen. 

Seider  Proposes  Defiance  Be  Shown  Credit  Committ
ees;  Wants  Solid  Front  to  Stop  Pro- 

ducer Chains;  Erect  “Building  Against  Building,”  Says  B
usiness  Manager. 

Exhibitor  Unity  Best  in  History,  Woodhull  Finds;
  States  See  Wellbeing  Linked  with  U.  S. 

Body;  Adverse  Legislation,  Non-Theatricals 
 and  “Dollar  Publicity  Attacked  in 

President’s  Report;  Brylawski  Asks  Manager  C
hosen  Within  M.  P.  T.  0. 

Carry  On,  Cohen  Urges  in  “Hail  and  Farew
ell”  Speech;  Declares  Overbuilding  Danger

 

Trails  Progress;  Retiring  Chairman  Says
  Owning  of  Theatres  by  Producers  Is 

Condoned  as  Stimulating  Growth. 

What  Next— In  De  Luxe  Booklets ?-^By 
 Martin  J.  Quigley;  Convention  Convolut

ions 

— By  Ray  Murray ;   Six  Hundred  Official  Registration  
Seen. 

Radical  Changes  Made  in  Associated  Exhi
bitors  Affairs;  Resignation  ‘’^  ̂scar  Price

  Be- 

lieved Nfar;  Powers  Control  Angle  to  Be  Decid
ed  Soon;  Pathe  Handles  Sales  Exc  p 

in  Large  Cities. 

Carey’s  Indians  Stage  Medicine  Da
nce  for  Exhibitors;  Kohn 

 Golf  Memorial 

Fund  to  Honor  “Danny”;  Finish  of 
 Year  Shows  Fox  Delivered  All  Films

  Bought. 

departments 

Short  Features    

Presentation  Acts    

The  Theatre    

Service  Talks  on  Pictures   

New  Pictures    

The  Film  Mart    

What  the  Picture  Did  for  Me.. 

Classified  Advertising    

Theatre  Betterment 

New  Picture  Publication  Dates
   

FEATURES 

The  Pictorial  Section.. Hollywood,  by  Ray  Murray.     ̂ 

New  York,  by  John  S.  Spargo     ̂ 

Chicago,  by  Douglas  Hodges 
  Purely  Personal      ̂ 

Broadway    

Published  Evers  Wednesday  by
 

exhibitors  herald  company  Address:  Quigpubco 
c   CHICAGO.  U.  S.  A.,  Telephone  Harrison  924  .   Gxo*0*  Cliffoib,  AssL  Treasurer 

'S.  S«r..ar,  ,   affl.rd, 
Mastir  j.  Ousslbv,  President  .   v-  tn  the  Chicaeo  office.  Edwin  S.  aifiora,  mansKius 

All  editorial  and  business  correspondence  c   Soareo  New  York  news  editor.  .   _._j^  tg.oO  a   year.  Single 

buainei.  manager;  pVslsions.^S  0   5^-SO  Published  mLthly  JsupplmenU 

HBW  YoaK  OFFICE  “OBy  _   MoaxXY,  Manager 

SfiS  Fifth  Ave.  (Tel.  Vanderbilt  361
2-3613)  

Mcaasy, 

BaictOFT,  Manager 
JASU 



Editorial 

MaitinJ.  Quigley 

rN  these  lines  we  want  to  talk  directly  and  pointedly 

to  the  buyers  of  fiJni  on  the  subject  of  comedy  at- 
tractions. 

The  buyers  in  any  market,  in  the  long  run,  settle  the 

question  of  the  kind  of  product  they  are  going  to  receive. 

A   vast  number  of  buyers  of  film  comedies  are  settling 

the  question  of  what  kind  of  comedies  they  axe  going 

to  be  able  to  exhibit  in  the  future — and  they  are  settling 
it  in  the  worst  possible  way. 

One  of  the  worst  evils  in  the  picture  business  today 

is  the  attitude  of  many  exhibitors  toward  comedy  attrac- 
tions. This  attitude,  to  a   considerable  extent,  consists 

of  having  a   standard  or  fixed  price  for  these  films.  If 

the  exhibition  trade  wants  to  buy  comedies  on  a   footage 
basis,  I   am  quite  sure  that  the  producers  of  comedies 

will  accede  to  this  demand  and  proceed  to  make  a   type 

of  comedy  that  can  be  sold  on  this  basis.  In  fact,  if 

there  is  not  a   radical  change  in  conditions  comedy  pro- 
ducers will  have  no  choice:  they  will  have  to  readjust 

their  production  plans  or  get  out  of  business. 

In  my  personal  experience,  many  visits  to  theatres 

have  been  robbed  of  anj-thing  like  reasonable  enjoy- 
ment of  the  whole  program  because  of  that  extremely 

sad  part  of  the  program,  which  was  supposed  to  be 

funny — the  comedy.  The  type  of  comedy  bringing 
about  this  reaction  is  that  old,  worn-out  kind  of  a   pic- 

ture which  can  be  sold  on  a   footage  basis,  profitably. 
But  the  leading  comedy  makers  realize  that  unless  the 
subjects  with  which  they  are  concerned  keep  step  with 
the  procession  of  progress  and  are  able  to  compete  on 
a   quality  basis  with  feature  pictures,  then  the  comedy  is doomed  to  oblivion. 

Acting  up  m   this  realization,  they  have  set  out  to 
make  short  features  of  long  feature  quality — or  better. 
And  they  have  made  progress  in  this  direction.  The 
leading  comedy  subjects  of  this  day  show  certainly  as 
much  improvement  as  the  best  of  the  long  feature 
pictures. 

In  bringing  this  improvement  about  comedy  pro- 
ducers have  been  compelled  to  readjust  and  re-arrange 

their  entire  system  of  procedure.  They  have  been  com- 
pelled to  undergo  expenses  that  would  cause  a   frown  of 

worry  to  appear  even  on  the  brow  of  the  most  extrava- 
gant feature  producer.  They  have  done  what  was 

necessary  to  advance  the  quality  standing  of  their 
product. 

With  this  done  they  found  themselves  facing  the  fol- 
lowing situation: 

Buyers  of  film  were  confirmed  in  their  habits  of  buy- 
ing a   feature  and  a   comedy,”  any  comedy,  regardless of  where  it  was  made  or  how  it  was  made  or  who  was  in 

it,  just  as  long  as  the  label  on  the  can  said,  “Comedy.” 
They  encountered  this  lack  of  discrimination  and  selec- 

tion. They  also  found  themselves  facing  a   similar  situa- 
tion on  price.  In  many  places  they  found  a   standard 

or  fixed  price  for  comedies — below  which  the  buyer 
made  little  effort  to  go  and  above  which  he  simply 
would  not  go,  regardless  of  the  subject  under  con- sideration. 

If  this  attitude  on  the  part  of  buyers  persists  the 

leading  comedy  producers  will  have  to  admit  before 

long  that  they  have  been  on  the  wrong  track.  They 
will  have  to  admit  that  the  market  does  not  want  better 
comedies  and  is  content  to  throw  any  old  thing  on  the 

screen  that  is  labeled  “Comedy,”  despite  what  horrible 
contrast  it  may  appear  in  as  compared  with  the  feature 

picture. If  this  comes  about  it  will  be  a   sad  day  for  the  indus- 

try and  for  the  public.  It  will  mean  that  the  industry  is 

losing  its  giip  on  one  of  its  strongest  instruments  of 

popular  appeal;  it  will  mean  that  the  comedy  will  gradu- 
ally sink  into  insignificance  or  worse  as  far  as  the  public 

is  concerned. 

The  situation  is  a   serious  one,  yet  the  solution  is  as 
plain  as  are  the  indications  of  the  results  that  inevitably 
will  follow  if  the  problem  is  not  solved. 

*   *   * 

During  the  coming  season  there  will  be  a   consid- erable number  of  pictures  of  foreign  production  on 

the  American  market.  In  the  light  of  the  attitude  that 

exists  in  various  quarters  of  the  trade  toward  “foreign 

pictures”  it  is  timely  that  an  appeal  be  made  that  these 
subjects  be  given  a   fair  and  reasonable  chance  in  this 
market. 

There  is  a   prejudice  against  foreign  pictures  and  the 
reasons  for  this  condition  are  very  obvious.  A   great 

many  foreign  pictures  that  have  been  seen  here  and  have 

been  played  here  could  do  notlung  other  than  prejudice 

the  exhibitor.  But  prejudices  are  an  extremely  danger- 

ous thing  in  the  amusement  business.  It  was  not  long 

ago  that  there  was  a   distinct  prejudice  here  against  cos- 

tume pictures,  yet  it  would  be  a   considerable  shock  to- 

day to  hear  any  exhibitor  say  he  did  not  want  to  play 

“Ben  Hur”  because  it  is  a   costume  picture,  or  “The 
Black  Pirate”  for  the  same  reason. 

There  will  be  some  good  pictures  from  abroad  this 

season  and  there  may  be  some  great  ones.  At  any  rate, 

the  point  of  origin  of  a   picture  should  not  be  an  influ- 

ence, for  or  against.  The  picture  should  be  considered 

on  its  individual  merits — without  any  pre-conceived 

notions  as  to  its  advantages  or  its  shortcomings. 

Every  showman  knows  the  part  that  variety  plays  in 

entertainment.  These  pictures  that  are  coming  from 

overseas  studios,  made  away  from  the  conventionalizing 

influences  of  Hollywood  and  New  York,  are  likely  to 

registe.r  very  strongly  on  this  point  of  variety.  We 
hear  the  constant  demand  for  new  faces.  There  will  be 

new  faces  in  these  foreign  pictures,  as  well  as  new  local- 
ities and  a   new  atmosphere. 

There  need  be  no  philanthropic  motives  involved.  It 

is  simply  a   case  of  getting  for  your  screens  the  best 

entertainment  available.  To  gain  this  end  the  theatre- 

man  should  not  assume  a   prejudiced  or  a   partisan  atti-^ 

tude  toward  any  subject.  To  do  so  is  very  liable  to 
lead  to  what  will  later  be  found  to  be  a   serious  error 

of  judgment. 
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Convention  Starts  Work; 

L.  A.  Hospitality  Wins  All 

No  Big  Argument,  Say 

Allied  States’  Leaders 
Pittsburgh  Likely 

to  Get  Next  Meet 
(Special  to  the  Herald) 

LOS  ANGELES,  June  2.— 

Pittsburgh  is  considered  the 

likely  winner  of  next  year’s convention.  The  delegation 

from  Pennsylvania  has  been 

putting  in  a   strong  argument  to 
entertain  the  M.  P.  T.  O.  in 

1927.  Pittsburgh’s  invitation 

probably  will  be  accepted. 

Trips  to  Studios 

and  Stars’  Homes 

Given  Delegates 
By  RAY  MURRAY 

LOS  ANGELES,  June  2.— The  California 
division  of  the  M.  P.  T.  O.  A.  devoted  its 

lime  on  Monday  to  entertaining  the  early 

arriving  delegates  to  the  big  convention  by 

taking  them  on  sightseeing  trips  to  the 
various  studios  and  pointing  out  to  them 

the  homes  of  the  stars.  The  Whittier  State 

School  Band  tendered  a   delightful  concert 

on  the  lawn  of  the  Ambassador  Hotel,  m 

honor  of  the  visiting  delegates. 

Followdng  the  meeting  of  the  Board  of 

Directors  Monday  evening  Will_  Morrisay  s 

music  hall  revue  put  on  a   special  show  in 
the  Cocoaiuit  Grove. 

A   testimonial  dinner  is  to  be  tendered 

S5'dney  S.  Cohen,  of  the  Board  of  Directors, 
on  Thursday  evening. 

Tonight  the  Association  of  Moving  Pic- 
ture Producers  will  act  as  host  to  delegates 

and  their  wives  at  an  oldfashioned  ct^n^' 
fair,  to  be  staged  at  the  Breakfast  Club, 

in  Griffith  Park.  Fred  Beetson,  secretary 

of  the  organization,  is  arranging  the  affair, 

which  promises  many  unique  features, _   An- 
other colorful  affair  will  be  the  Mardi  Gras 

Ball  and  entertainment  in  the  Siesta  Ball 

Room  Friday  night. 

Sydney  Cohen,  President  R.  F.  Woodh
ull 

and  J.  M.  Seider,  business  manager,  arrived 

with  the  Newt  York  delegates  Saturday 

night.  The  Chicago  delegation  arrived 

^^onda\•  afternoon  via  the  Union  Pacific. 

Administrative  Committee  Backs  Seider  on  Contract 

Stand — Sydney  Cohen  Receives  T wo  Ovations 

By  EDWIN  S.  CLIFFORD 
(Managing  Editor,  Exhibitors  Herald) 

CONVENTION  HEADQUARTERS,  LOS  ANGELES,  
June  2,— The 

Seventh  Annual  Convention  of  the  Motion  Picture  Theatre
  Owners  at  Los 

Angeles  is  under  way. 

Mayor  George  Cryer  has  welcomed  the  delegate
s.  The  officers  have 

read  their  annual  reports  at  the  opening  session.  A
nd  some  six  hundred 

theatre  owners,  representing  every  state  in  the  Un
ion  and  Canada,  have 

seen  Los  Angeles.  Today  more  serious  work,  for 
 which  these  six  hundred 

have  traveled  hundreds  or  thousands  of  miles  to  parti
cipate  m.  begins  but 

up  to  this  morning  business  has  been  a   necessary  
evil  and  sightseeing  and 

entertainment  have  had  the  first  call. 

Half  from  East  of  Rockies 

Like  myself,  most  of  those  attending  the  conve
ntion  are  in  the  wonder 

city  of  the  West  for  the  first  time.  And  I   might
  add,  like  myself,  more 

than  half  of  the  delegates  from  East  of  the  Rocki
es  are  accompanied  by 

their  wives,  many  with  their  families. 

The  hospitality  of  Los  Angeles  has  com- 

Enthusiasm  High 

as  K-M  Owners 

Embark  for  West 
(Special  to  the  Herald) 

KANSAS  CITY,  June  1.— Enthusiasm
 

ran  high  here  last  week  Just  before  e
x- 

hibitors from  this  vicinity  embarked  for 
the  convention. 

Among  those  who  are  attending  the 
convention  are: 

R.  R.  Biechcle,  president  of  ̂ le  M.  P. 
 A   O. 

Kansas-Missouri  and  owner  of  the  Osag
e  the- 

atre. Kansas  City.  Kas.;  Fred 
theatre,  Kansas  City,  Kas.;  A. 

trie  theatre,  Kansas  City,  Kas.;  J?.  G.  Figg
ett. 

Gaunticr  theatre.  Kansas  City,  ̂ Kas.;  St^iley 

Chambers,  ^fillcr  Enterprises.  Wichita,
  Kas. , 

C.  M.  Pattee.  Pattee  theatre,  Lawrence
.  Ka.s.; 

M.  B.  Shanberg.  Midland  Theatre  and  P/o'J.v 

Company;  G.  L.  Miller.  Wichita,  
Kas.;  Walter 

Wallace,  Orplieiitn,  Leavenworth,  Kas. 

pletely  won  everyone.  Every  door  seems 

open.  Studios  welcome  the  theatre  owners, 

in  fact  go  to  extremes  to  make  them  feel 

they  are  welcome.  Complimentary  tickets 

to  all  of  the  motion  picture  theatres  and 

most  of  the  socalled  legitimate  houses  are 

available  for  the  asking.  Even  the  much 

heralded  Cocoanut  Grove  refused  last  night 

to  charge  the  theatre  owners  the  usual 

$2.50  cover  charge. 

Dinners,  Banquets,  Breakfasts 

The  official  program  lists  dinners,  ban
- 

quets, balls,  and  even  breakfasts,  and  the 

unofficial  program  lists  many  other  things.
 

In  fact,  Mayor  Cryer  in  his  address  to 
 the 

convention  felt  called  upon  to  say  that  in 

extending  the  key  to  this  city,  he  expect
ed 

them  to  use  it  on  the  usual  locks,  but  t
hat 

they  used  the  kev  on  some  locks 
 not 

ordinarily  regarded  as  legal,  he  woul
d  be 

pleased  to  extend  executive  clemency. 

This  then  is  the  atmosphere  into  whi
ch 

the  turbulent  ship  of  state  of  the  
motion 

picture  theatre  owners  finds  harbor 
 for  its 

seventh  annual  convention. 

Storm  tossed,  torn  by  strife,  hardene
d 

to  bitter  battles  over  this  and  that  po
int 

which  is  forgotten  within  a   few  m
onths 

and  must  have  been  trivial  in  t
he  Erst 

place,  the  association  appears 
 for  the 

Erst  time  to  be  set  for  a   con
structive 

and  harmonious  convention. 

Oh,  there  is  talk  of  strife.  An  
energetic 

Eastern  publication,  which  h
as  devoted 

twenty  years  to  the  vaudevill
e  field  and 

is  now  floundering  around  in  th
e  picture 

field,  is  publishing  the  only  da
ily  at  the 

convention.  Unfortunately,  it  i
s  not  one 

of  those  conventions  which  d
emands  a 

daily  Yesterday  morning,  
it  earned  the 

details  of  a   thriliing  battle  betwe
en  Sydney 

Cohen  and  Al  Sleffes  over  the  
seating  of 

proxies. 

Board  Meeting  Harmon
ious 

Outside  of  the  fact  that  Fighti
ng  Al  was 

only  in  the  meeting  of  th
e  board  of  direc- 

tors about  half  the  time  that  
night  and 

Toseph  Seider  is  the  man  who  protested 

against-  the  use  of  proxies,  the_  story  was 

substantially  correct.  But  it  failed  to
  add 

that  the  meeting  ended  harmoniously  a
nd 

the  intention  in  asking  the  seating  of 

proxies  was  more  to  get  a   definite  
prec- 

edent on  the  matter,  than  it  was  to  have 

their  proxies  recognized. 

Al  Steffes  is  here,  and  with  Al  h
ere  it 

is  impossible  to  predict  that  the  
convention 

wll  go  through  without  one  
good  battle 

over  something  or  other. 

But  Al  denies  that  he  has  any  seri
ous 

quarrel  with  anyone  over  anythin
g,  and 

Jack  Miller,  who  is  almost  as  
powerful 

in  the  Allied  group  as  Steffes.
  declares 

that  there  will  be  no  big  argum
ent. 

“There  undoubtedly  will  be  a   differ
ence 

of  opinion  over  something."  J
ack  told  me 

last  night.  “It  wouldn’t  be  much
  of  a   con- 

vention if  there  wasn’t,  but  I   don’t  
look 

for  any  fire  works.  The  C
entral  West 

will  have  no  candidate  for  presi
dent:  as 

far  as  I   can  see,  Woodhul!  
can  have  it 

again  without  a   struggle. 

Richey  Agrees  with  
Miller 

Richey  of  Iilichigan,  anothe
r  po"’cj 

the  Allied  group,  confirm
ed  what  Miller had  to  say. 

“If  it  looks  constructive,  I   want  to  
give 

all  of  mv  time  to  it,"  he  d
eclared.  “If  it 

doesn’t,  I’ll  spend  my  afternoons
  at  the 

studios  and  get  some  good
  out  ol  the 

Committee  Backs  Up  Sei
der 

The  Administrative  Committe
e  met  yes- 

terday and  passed  a   resolution  backi
ng  up 

Joe  Seider  on  his  stand  on
  the  Standard 

Contract.  If  you  have  foll
owed  exhibitor 

affairs  carefully,  you  will  rec
all  that  Seider 

repudiated  an  agreement  e
ntered  into  be- 

tween a   committee  of  exhibitors  a
nd  the 

Hays  organization  over  the 
 adding  of  cer- 

tain clauses  to  the  standard  co
ntract. 

Steffes,  I   believe  it  was,  mad
e  the  remark 

that  Seider  “ought  to  be  mu
zzled.  Ihe 

(roit/i'mu'rf  on  page  47) 
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Seider  Proposes  Defiance 
Be  Shown  Credit  Committees 

Wants  Solid  Front  to 
Stop  Producer  Chains 

Erect  Building  Against  Building^^  to  Give  Independ- 
ent  Outlet,  Says  Business  Manager 

(Special  to  the  Herald) 

LOS  ANGELES,  June  2. — Recommendation  that  the  M.  P.  T.  O.  A.  units notify  their  members  not  to  recognize  the  Credit  Committees  of  the  Hays 
-^organization  and  that  the  convention  authorize  the  engaging  of  counsel 

to  protect  theatre  owners’  rights,  and  an  appeal  to  foster  exhibitor  organization so  as  to  halt  encroachment  of  producer-owned  theatres  were  headliners  of  the 
report  of  Joseph  M.  Seider,  business  manager,  to  the  convention  session. 

Asks  “Building  Against  Building” 
A   properly  supported  organization  five  years  ago  would  have  forced  the 

producers  to  quit  the  exhibition  field,  Seider  declared.  The  solution  today  is 
to  erect  building  against  building”  to  give  the  independent  producer  an  outlet 
for  better  pictures  while  the  independent  producer  must  organize  to  help  the theatre  owner  finance  better  theatres,  he  said. 

National  Headquarters  have  prepared 

and  presented  arbitration  proceedings 
without  losing  a   case,  Seider  reported. 
Settlements  have  been  effected  in  cases 

previously  decided  against  the  theatre 
owner.  Difficulties  with  distributors 

have  been  cleared  away  in  a   number  of 

instances  without  going  before  the 
board. 

Big  Merger  Prevented 

National  Headquarters  were  instru- 

mental in  preventing  the  United  Artists 
and  Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer  merger,  he declared. 

Tihe  new  Official  Bulletin  was  a   large 
factor  in  prompting  affiliation  with  the 
National  Organization  of  five  states 
which  never  before  were  organized. 

States  have  been  provided  with  “fighting 
material”  by  information  in  the  Bulletin 
on  progress  in  meeting  the  music  tax 

problem,  on  the  successful  tax  fights  in 
Kentucky,  Missouri  and  Virginia,  on  the 
successful  efforts  of  President  R.  F. 
Woodhull  and  A.  Julian  Brylawski 
against  Sunday  closing  in  the  District  of 

Columbia,  on  the  passage  of  a   resolu- 
tion for  revision  of  the  Blue  Laws  in 

New  Jersey,  on  a   ruling  in  New  Jersey 
for  the  charging  of  a   power  rate  saving 
theatre  owners  of  the  state  $15  a   seat  a 
year. 

Opposes  Joining  Producers’  Body 

Seider  protested  against  any  affiliation 

with  a   producers’  organization  though he  recommended  cooperation  with  the 
makers  of  pictures.  He  announced  the 
cost  of  operating  Headquarters  for  six 
months  was  $11,880  and  that  finances 
would  not  have  been  sufficient  to  meet 
expenses  of  the  past  year,  including  oth- 

er outlays  by  officers,  had  not  the  M.  P. 
T.  O.  A.  received  $50,000  from  President 
Carl  Laemmle  of  Universal. 

Arr^gements  have  been  completed 
with  Cinema  Service  Corporation  for 
production  of  a   1,000  word  subject  to  be 
released  each  week.  The  reel,  on  rtie 
style  of  Movie  Chats,  previously  issued, 
will  serve  as  a   medium  for  presenting  to 
patrons  the  exhibitors’  problems  such  as 
free  shows,  censorship,  music  tax  and 
Sunday  closing.  Seider  also  announced 
increased  state  cooperation  in  collection 
of  dues,  particularly  from  Western 

Seider  Proposes 
New  Procedure 

Amend  the  constitution  so  that 

M.  P.  T.  O.  A.  membership  shall 

be  direct  through  affiliated  state 
units. 

Elect  ten  directors  for  three 

years,  ten  for  two  years  and  ten 
for  one  year. 

President  be  elected  by  the  dele- 
gates from  the  floor. 

Form  a   Statistical  Bureau. 

Pennsylvania,  Maryland,  New  Jersey, 

Washington,  D.  C.,  Ohio,  Connecticut 
and  Virginia. 

All  Willing  to  Serve 

“We  found  almost  everybody  sympa- 
thetic, friendly,  willing  and  eager  for  an 

opportunity  to  serve,”  Seider’s  report 

stated  in  part.  "This  service  in  your  in- 
terest enlists  itself  in  an  infinite  variety 

of  engagements.  For  example,  for  ex- 

ample only,  it  persuaded  a   would-be  com- 
petitor to  abandon  his  project  for 

building  a   rival  house  to  that  of  a   little 

New  England  woman,  and  so  preserved 

her  livelihood  to  her.  We  have  pre- 

pared and  presented  matters  that  estab- 

lished precedents  for  the  entire  country, 
such  as  the  case  of  Toms  River,  N.  J., 
where  we  had  unimpeachably  recorded 

the  point  that  Famous  Players  must  de- 

liver the  Gloria  Swanson  picture,  ‘The 

tamed  Lady’  following  ‘   Conquered,' 
which  was  not  produced. 

“We  have  answered  inquiries  in  the 
fullest  way.  Frequently  a   question  ne- 

cessitated a   30  page  brief  involving  an- 

alytical consideration  of  a   producer’s 
entire  output.  Consistently,  this  infor- 

mation was  directly  responsible  for  the 
saving  of  hundreds  of  dollars  to  a   fel- 

low exhibitor,  in  some  instances,  thou- 
sands of  dollars. 

“We  continued  the  policy  of  your 
peerless  leader,  Sydney  S.  Cohen,  in  co- 

operating with  the  United  States  postal 

authorities,  Citizens’  Training  Camp Movement  of  the  U.  S.  Army  and  other 

departments  of  our  government. 

“We  established  and  issued  semi- 
monthly the  Official  Bulletin.  This  house 

organ  has  brought  to  us  a   number  of 
members  who  at  no  time  had  ever  been 
within  our  fold.  Your  Bulletin  has  af- 

forded the  means  of  informing  our  men 
of  all  national  and  local  problems.  For 
example:  The  music  tax  situation. 

Attacks  Credit  Committees 

“The  Standard  Exhibition  Contract 
definitely  provides  that  when  a   theatre 
is  sold,  the  seller  of  the  theatre  remains 
responsible  for  the  carrying  out  of  con- 

tracts for  films.  In  spite  of  this,  the 

Hays  organization  and  their  Film  Boards 
of  Trade  have  formed  what  they  call  a 

Credit  Committee. 

“We  recommend  that  this  convention 
protest  the  existence  of  the  Credit  Com- 

mittee; that  our  state  units  notify  their 
members  not  to  recognize  the  Credit 
Committees  or  their  demands;  that  this 

convention  cause  the  Credit  Committees 
to  be  investiagted  and  that  this  conven- 

tion authorize  the  engaging  of  counsel 
to  protect  the  rights  and  property  of  our members. 

Warns  of  Encroachments 

“During  the  month  of  November,  1925, a   number  of  conferences  were  held  with 
General  Hays.  We  also  held  meetings 
with  Messrs,  j.  C.  Flinn,  S.  R.  Kent  and 
Nicholas  Schenck.  We  arrived  at  an 
understanding  on  December  2.  General 
Hays  wrote  us  a   letter  which  was  in- 

tended to  confirm  that  understanding. 
“It  was  understood  that  in  the  event 

a   theatre  owner  or  producer  became  the 

party  to  a   situation  embodied  in  the 
principles  set  forth,  upon  our  presenting 
his  case  to  General  Hays,  a   conference 
would  be  arranged  between  the  princi- 

pals. If  they  failed  to  get  together  Gen- 
eral Hays  would  forthwith  arrange  a 

submission  of  the  matter  to  arbitration, 

each  party  personally  appointing  two  ar- 
bitrators. There  has  not  as  yet  been  a 

test  of  the  sincerity  or  practicability  of this  solution. 

**That_we  may  be  able  to  spread  our 
accomplishments  upon  the  public  record 
we  must  foster  organization. 

"Five  years  ago  had  we  a   properly 
supported  organization,  the  mere  gesture 
of  strength  would  have  prevented  the 
situation  we  are  confronted  with  today. 
Then  Famous  Players  and  Loew-Metro 
did  not  own  or  control  as  many  theatres 
as  they  do  today.  Then  their  primary 
business  was  production, 

“We  must  fight  fire  with  fire.  We 
must  erect  building  against  building.  We 
also  must  build  larger  and  better  thea- 

tres. We  must  give  our  allies,  the  Inde- 
pendent producers,  an  outlet  for  bigger 

and  better  pictures.  The  Independent 
producer  must  organize  himself  so  that 
he  could  help  the  Independent  theatre 
owner  finance  the  building  of  these  new, 

larger  and^^  better  theatres,  thereby,  with- 
out the  risk  of  loss  in  operation,  they 

would  have  an  assured  outlet. 

“I  cannot  complete  this  report  with- 

opt .   expressing  my  most  sincere  appre- 
ciation to  my  two  Dollar-a-Year  men, 

Leon  Rosenblatt  and  E.  Thornton  Kelly, 
who  have  been  of  such  inestimable  help 
to  me  throughout  my  administration,  as 
well  as  to  all  the  officers,  directors  and 

state  units.” 
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Exhibitor  Unity  Best  in 

History,  Woodhull  Finds 
States  See  Wellbeing 
Linked  With  U.S.  Body 

Adverse  Legtslatiorif  Nontheatricals  and  Dollar  Pub- 

licity^* Attacked  in  Presidents  Report  to  Convention 
(Special  to  the  Herald) 

LOS  ANGELES,  June  2. — The  national  exhibitors’  organization  convened  to- day with  “the  finest  state  of  cohesive  perfection  in  the  history  of  our 
■^endeavors,”  President  R.  F.  Woodhull  announced  in  his  annual  report  to 

the  convention  session.  State  units  are  in  the  finest  condition  ever  attained 

and  are  convinced  that  their  wellbeing  is  tied  up  directly  with  greater  coopera- 
tion with  the  national  body,  the  president  told  the  delegates. 

Adverse  legislation,  nontheatricals  and  “dollar  publicity”  came  in  for  verbal 
bombardment  from  the  president.  In  the  past  year^  at  least  99  of  every  100 

proposed  laws  mimical  to  the  industry  “were  consigned  to  the  wastebasket 

where  they  properly  belong,”  and  the  exhibitors  were  congratulated  for  their 
part  in  establishing  contact  with  their  local  representatives  in  Washington  and 

state  capitals,  to  foil  the  machinations  of  “high  salaried  reformers  and  their 

misguided  followers.” 

Brylawski  Asks 

Manager  Chosen 

Within  M.P.T.O. 
(Speeiet  to  the  Herald) 

LOS  ANGELES,  June  2.— It  will  always 

be  advisable  and  necessary  to  fill  the  office 

of  business  manager  of  the  M.  P.  T.  0.  A
. 

from  within  the  industry,  A.  Julian  Bp^- 

lawskl,  chairman  of  the  administrati
ve 

committee,  declared  in  his  report  today  to 

the  convention.  No  man,  however,  gifted, 

from  without  the  industry  could  sati
sfac- 

torily hold  the  position,  said  the  chairman, 

who  -declared  the  real  credit  for  th
e  ac- 

complishments of  National  Headquarters 

goes  to  Seider. 

The  analogy  between  managerial  pos
t 

of  the  M.  P.  T.  0.  A.  and  Will  Hays  p
o- 

sition, said  Brylawski,  “is  not  conclusive 

for  the  reason  that  we  have  not  the  $7i)U,
- 

000  budget  of  the  motion  picture  di
stribu- 

tors nor  the  time  to  build  up  the  proper 

supporting  organization  without  wh
ich  Mr. 

Hays  could  not  function." 

The  chairman  expressed  appreciatmn  of 

the  work  of  Seider,  Woodhull  and  Cohe
n 

and  the  individual  members  of  the  adm
in- 

istrative committee. 

Brylawski  traced  the  history  of  the  com
- 

mittee from  the  authorization  of  appoint- 

ment of  a   business  manager  by  the  Board 

at  the  Detroit  meeting  last  August,  the 

confirmation  of  Seider  in  the  position 

October  8.  through  the  committee  s   five 
official  meetings. 

Mayor  of  Denver 

Meets  75  Theatre 

Owners  En  Route 
(Special  to  the  Herald) 

DENVER,  June  L— C.  C.  Pettijohn, 

general  counsel  for  the  Motion  Pictures 

Producers  and  Distributors  of  America 

and  Film  Boards  of  Trade  arrived  m 

Denver  Thursday  leaving  Thursday 

evening  for  Salt  Lake  City  and  thence 

to  the  national  convention  of  exhibitors 

in  Los  Angeles. 

Seventy-five  motion  picture  theatre 

owners  from  Western  Pennsylvania. 

Michigan,  Ohio,  and  Kentucky  passed 

through  Denver  Tuesday  en  route  to  me 

national  convention  in  Los  Angeles.  On 

their  arrival  the  visitors  were  met  by 

Mayor  Stapelton,  a   delegation  from  th
e 

Denver  chamber  of  commerce,  and 

Harry  E.  Huffman,  president  of  the 
M.  P.  T.  O.  of  Colorado. 

Among  the  prominent  members  of  
the 

party  were  P.  J.  Wood,  business  m
an- 

ager of  the  association  in  Ohio  who 

lives  in  Columbus:  H.  M.  Richey,  busi- 

ness manager  of  the  Michigan  associa- 

tion; T.  A.  Kinney,  theatre  owner  of 

Franklin,  Pa.;  C.  "VV.  Krebbs,  secretary 

of  the ,   Kentucky  association  and  Fred 

Herrington,  secretary  of  the  Western 

Pennsylvania  organization,  from  Pitts- burgh, Pa. 

Most  state  and  city  officials  will  take 

a   firm  stand  against  unfair  competition 
from  nontheatricals  if  theatre  owners 

will  present  their  cases  fairly  and  clear- 

ly, the  president  asserted.  He  cited  the 
case  of  Gov.  A.  Smith  of  New  York 

preventing  the  use  of  an  armory  for  pic- 
tures after  protests  had  been  registered 

by  Sydney  S.  Cohen  and  others. 

Exhibitors  were  warned  to 

guard  against  “fake  publicity"  and to  condemn  the  use  in  newspapers 

of  stories  “naming  fake  salaries, 
record  breaking  box  office  receipts 
and  so  on  which  can  often  better 

be'  described  as  lies  rather  than 

exaggerations."  Congressmen  have 

these  Statements  “shaken  in  their 

faces  by  reformers,"  Woodhull 
said. 

Obtaining  "public  respect”  is  the  great- 

est asset  of  the  theatre  owner  in  protect- 

ing him  against  overbuilding,  the  con- 
vention was  told,  and  that  public  respect 

depends  upon  his  activity  in  community 

interests.  Woodhull  demanded  that  the 

Standard  Exhibition  Contract  “must  not 

be  abused  by  destructive  clauses,  insert- 

ed by  individual  producers  and  distribu- tors." As  for  the  music  tax,  though  the 

law  at  present  is  on  the  side  of  the  Amer
- 

ican Society  of  Authors,  Composers  and 

Publishers,  National  Headquarters  have 

obtained  equitable  rates  and  reductions 

in  a   number  of  cases,  he  said. 

“Screen  bootleggers,”  building  up 

small  chains  solely  for  the  purpose  of 

selling  out  to  a   national  chain  at  a   big 

profit,  and  promoters  of  questionable 

theatre  stock  schemes  also  were  cited  as 

requiring  the  undivided  attention  
of  the 

convention. 

Will  Hays  was  commended  by 

Seider  for  his  helpful  cooperation 

in  cases  where  the  industry  has 

been  attacked  from  without.  On
 

internal  problems  Woodhull  
de- 

clared the  M.  P.  T.  0.  A.  officers 

had  "found  Mr.  Hays  ready  and 

sincere  in  his  attitude  of  coopera
- 

tion, but.  like  us.  unable  at  times 

to  regulate  the  thinking  of  ev
ery 

individual  in  his  organization. 

"There  are  many  opinions  on  both 

sides  to  please,”  the  president  declared, 
“and  my  earnest  prayer  is  that  at  some 
time,  at  some  place,  the  thinking  brains 

of  the  industry  will  gather  about  a   table 

and  proceed  along  give  and  take  lines." Woodhull  declared  the  greatest 

achievement  of  the  Milwaukee  conven- 
tion was  establishment  of  the  Play  Date 

Bureau.  “It  was  only  at  a   recent  con- 

vention,” the  speaker  said,  “that  I   heard 
one  of  its  bitterest  opponents  state  that 
it  had  saved  the  exhibitors  of  America 
thousands  and  thousands  of  dollars  in 

film  rentals."  In  connection  with  this 
Woodhull  urged  that  resolution  be 

passed  at  the  convention  thanking  Pres- 
ident Carl  Laemmle  of  Universal  for 

suggesting  the  M.  P.  T.  O.  A.  use  the 
$50,000  he  had  given  in  any  way  we 

saw  fit. 
Woodhull  also  called  the  appointment 

of  the  administrative  committee  a   con- 
structive step.  Members  the  past  year 

have  been  Chairman  A.  Julian  Bryiaw- 
ski,  Harry  Davis,  Jake  Wells,  Nathan 
Yamins  and  M.  E.  Comerford.  He  also 

said  the  appointment  of  Seider  as  busi- 

ness manager  was  a   “fine  testimonial  to 

their  good  judgment."  Woodhull  pro- posed that  the  next  Board  of  Directors 

approach  the  Theatre  Inter-insurance 
Exchange  of  Philadelphia  on  enlarge- 

ment of  its  scope  of  usefulness  to  exhib- 
itors from  Coast  to  Coast  in  the  matter 

of  fire  insurance. 

Most  Im,portant  Year 

"We  have  arrived  at  the  end  of  another 

annual  pilgrimage  to  the  shrine  of  ‘organ- 
ization’,” Mr.  Woodhull  said  in  part.  “Our 

travels  during  the  past  year  have  been  full 
to  the  brim  with  the  most  important  moves 

and  countermoves  in  the  history  of  our  in- dustry. 

“Differences  of  opinion  have  arisen, 

which  of  course  is  natural,  and  in  many 

instances  for  the  benefit  of  all,  but  it  has 

always  been  most  thrilling  to  observe  that 

when  a   common  cause  is  the  issue,  we 

passed  the  public  reviewing  stand  in  
a   solid 

procession. 
“Let  us  for  the  moment,  and  in  retro

s- 

{Continued  on  page  46) 
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Carry  On,  Cohen  Urges 
in  His  Farewell  Speech 

Declares  Overbuilding 
Danger  Trails  Progress 

Retiring  Chairman  Says  Owning  of  Theatres  by  Pro- 

ducers Is  Condoned  as  Stimulating  Growth 

(Special  to  the  Herald) 

LOS  ANGELES,  June  2. — Carry  on !   That  is  the  message  given  to  the 
exhibitors  of  America  here  by  Sydney  S.  Cohen,  chairman  of  the  Board 

of  Directors  of  the  M.  P.  T.  O.  A.,  in  his  “Hail!  and  Farewell!’’  address 
to  the  convention.  Mr.  Cohen  repeated  his  earlier  announced  decision  that 

he  is  relinquishing  all  official  positions  in  the  exhibitors  organization. 

Producer-Owned  Theatres  Condoned 

The  owning  of  theatres  by  producers,  who  control  the  industry  “and  per- 

haps rightfully  so,”  is  now  condoned  by  practically  the  entire  industr}’-,  Mr. 
Cohen  declared,  and  has  stimulated  the  building  of  larger  and  better  theatres. 

But,  the  speaker  said,  the  tendency  to  overbuilding  is’ the  danger  accompany- 
ing this  progressive  movement. 

“It  is  always  with  mixed  feelings  that 
one  nears  the  end  of  an  adventure;  in 

the  present  case,  the  termination  of  my 
chairmanship  of  the  Board  of  Directors 
of  the  Motion  Picture  Theatre  Owners 

of  America,”  Mr.  Cohen  said  in  part.  “Re- 
gret and  relief  vie  with  one  another  in 

me.  Regret,  that  so  absorbingly  inter- 
esting and  useful  a   task  has  been  fini- 

ished,  and  relief  that,  after  many  years 
of  most  strenuous  endeavor  and  sendee, 

I   can  at  last  step  back  into  the  ranks 
of  the  splendid  men  who  make  up  my 

fellow  theatre  owners,  there  to  ‘look  on' 
for  awhile,  to  encourage  constructive  ef- 

fort always,  and  let  other  willing  and 
able  hands  carry  on. 

Investments  Jeopardized  in  1920 

“When  this  organization  was  started 
in  June,  1920,  the  investments  in  my 

own  theatres,  as  well  as  those  of  thous- 

ands of  others,  were  in  jeopardy.  Con- 
fiscation and  destruction  threatened. 

Theatre  owners  at  that  time  were 

parting  with  their  theatres,  or  a   half  in- 
terest in  them,  without  receiving  any 

payment  for  them. 

“Conditions  in  the  industry  have 
changed  perceptibly  of  late.  The  pro- 

ducers are  in  control  of  the  industry,  and 
perhaps  rightfully  so,  for  in  their  branch 
they  control  the  very  lifeblood  of  the 

industry — pictures,  without  which  thea- 
tres cannot  live.  Due  to  the  abnormal 

period  of  promotion  through  which  we 

have  been  passing,  and  in  conjunction 

with  the  great  general  prosperity  exist- 
ing, it  has  been  comparatively  easy  for 

these  producers  to  raise  huge  sums  of 
money  from  the  public  with  which  to 
finance  both  their  production  activities 
and  their  acquisition  of  theatres. 

“The  owning  and  operating  of  thea- 
tres by  producers,  who  at  the  same  time 

control  the  distribution  of  the  film  in 

which  they  are  interested,  is  now  con- 

doned by  almost  the  entire  industry  as 
a   fair  and  legitimate  method  of  doing 
business. 

“The  present  tendency  is  to  have 
chains  of  theatres,  owned  and  operated 
by  these  interests,  not  only  in  certain 
parts  of  the  United  States  but  all  over 

the  world,  so  that  their  picture  product 
will  have  a   guaranteed  outlet. 

“The  Motion  Picture  Theatre  Owners 
of  America  in  1921  entered  into  a   writ- 

ten agreement  with  one  of  the  major 
producing  and  distributing  companies  in 

Highlights  of 
Cohen  Address 

“The  owning  and  operating  of 

theatres  by  producers  is  now  con- 
doned by  almost  the  entire  indus- 

try as  a   fair  and  legitimate  method 

of  doing  business.” 
“Its  (M.  P.  T.  O.  A.)  aggressive 

and  strenuous  campaign  of  defense 

during  the  past  five  years.  .   .   . 
has  been  of  inestimable  assistance 

to  theatre  owners  as  well  as  to 

producers  and  distributors.” "Co-ordination  of  purpose, 
backed  by  adequate  financing, 
might  well  be  the  goal  of  every 

theatre  owner  organization.” 
“Every  definite  obligation  in- 

curred by  the  M.  P.  T.  O.  A.  since 
its  inception  in  1920  has  been  paid 

off.” 

“There  are  three  rules  for  suc- 
cess. The  first  is:  Go  on.  The 

second  is:  Go  on.  And  the  third 

is:  Go  on.” 

which  the  controlling  interests  in  this 
organization  and  the  officials  directing 

it,  agreed  not  to  extend  and  increase 
their  theatre  expansion  unless  they  were 

unjustly  and  arbitrarily  locked  out  of 

any  territory.  This  was  the  psycho- 
logical moment  for  theatre  owners  to 

have  strengthened  and  properly  financed 
their  organization;  but  they  did  not  do 

so,  deeming  this  agreement  to  be  suf- 
ficient. 

Agreement  Abandoned 

"And  with  the  formation  of  the  Mo- 
tion Picture  Producers  &   Distributors 

of  America,  Inc.,  this  agreement  was 
abandoned  by  them.  Other  producing 

companies,  who  felt  the  need  of  meet- 

ing this  competitive  situation  in  a   sim- 
ilar fashion,  had  developed  their  organ- 

ization financially  and  otherwise  to  pro- 
tect their  business  interests,  until  at  this 

time  there  are  several  organizations  able 

to  build  and  acquire  theatres  where  they 

desire  an  outlet  for  their  business  pur- 

poses. 

“This  may  prove  to  be  a   help  to  the 
progress  and  advancement  of  the  motion 
picture  industry  in  its  entirety,  as  it  has 
stimulated  building  of  larger  and  better 

theatres  by  not  only  these  interests  but 

theatre  owners  not  affiliated  with  pro- 
duction and  distribution,  so  as  to  fore- 

stall or  at  any  rate  meet  this  competi- tion. 

“The  public  is  the  gainer  thus  in  the 
quality  of  theatres,  and  the  character 
of  entertainment;  and  this  is  rightfully 
so  as  all  values  in  this  industry  are 

predicated  on  the  public. 

"Lurking  back  of  this  evolutionary  and 
progressive  movement,  however,  is  a 

serious  menace  and  danger  which  re- 
quires consideration  of  the  highest  order 

— the  tendency  of  overbuilding,  over- 

seating adequately  seated  localities  and 
cities,  which  will  result  in  overshowing 

and  perhaps  reduction  of  admission 
prices.  If  this  condition  continues  there 

will  be  very  little  profit  for  either  ex- 
hibitor, distributor  or  producer. 

“It  is  with  a   glow  of  pardonable  pride 
that  we  can  point  to  the  comforting  fact 
that  every  definite  obligation  incurred  by 
the  M.  P.  T.  O.  A.  since  its  inception  in 

1920  has  been  paid  off.  We  are  solvent, 

and  nothing  is  so  conducive  not  alone 
to  ease  of  mind  but  also  to  the  urge  for 
constructive  effort. 

“Out  of  my  knowledge  of  exhibitor 

needs  gained  through  years  of  contact  with 
them,  may  I   repeat  the  recommendations  I 
made  on  May  21,  1923,  standing  before  you 

as  your  national  president  at  the  Chicago 

convention  in  the  Coliseum  when  I   sug- 
gested to  you  the  following: 

A   concerted  drive  by  the  combined  scrtcn,  man 
and  brain  power  of  this  industry  to  bring  into 
our  theatres  millions  of  people  who  do  not  now attend. 

The  establishment  of  a   central  service  station 
and  branches. 

Paid  organizers  to  assist  in  the  work  of  main- 
taining close  association  of  theatre  owners. 

An  Adjustment  Bureau  of  National  Headquar- 
ters Department  of  Information  where  all  sub- 
jects affecting  the  welfare  of  the  thiutro  owner 

will  be  considered. 

Elimination  of  unfair  ncnthcatrical  competition. 

Taking  up  with  the  Interstate  Commerce  Com- 
mission the  matter  of  reducing  express  rates. 

Strengthening  of  our  Public  Service  Depart- ment. 

Putting  into  effect  a   Publicity  Bureau. 

“The  M.  P.  T.  0.  A.  will  live  longer 
and  thrive  more  prosperously  if  it  places 
its  reliance  for  the  coming  days  more  on 

principles  than  on  personalities.  Principles 
persist;  personalities  pass. 

“There  are  three  rules  for  success. 
Th«  first  is:  Go  on.  The  second  is:  Go 
on.  And  the  third  is:  Go  on. 

“A  vigorous  offensive  is  required  for  de- 
fensive purposes.  Theatre  owners  not 

affiliated  with  producing  or  distributing  in- 
terests must  strengthen  their  organization 

— the  M.  P.  T.  0.  A. — and  must  carry  on 

so  that  real  business  protection  can  be  af- 
forded to  those  Independents  who,  unor- 
ganized and  alone,  without  help  would  be 

easy  prey  for  those  interests  determined 

on  ‘taking  them  over.’  This  is  an  angle 
which  cannot  be  slighted  if  individual  in- 

dependence is  to  continue.  Its  importance 
cannot  be  over-stressed. 

"The  house — the  structure  of  our  M.  P. 
T.  O.  A. — is  all  built  and  furnished  from 
cellar  to  attic.  Nat  seldom  does  it  happen 

in  putting  up  a   house  that  changes  are 
made  from  the  original  plans.  So  with  the 
M.  P.  T.  O.  A.  It  has  to  its  credit  many 

(Cantimted  on  page  47) 
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What  Next— -In  De  Luxe  Booklets? 
This  subject  of  de  luxe  booklets,  presenting  prod- 

uct annovmcements,  has  progressed  to  an  extreme 

where  it  now  becomes  a   problem  which  may  prop- 

erly be  examined  with  a   view  to  determining  where 

it  is  leading  to,  and  what  it  is  leading  to. 

The  deluxe  booklet  in  the  motion  picture  trade 

had  its  origin  in  the  desire  and  determination  of  dis- 

tributors to  impress  properly  eind  sufficiently  the  ex- 

hibitor with  the  quality  and  calibre  of  forthcoming 

product.  With  this  thought  in  mind  the  advertising 

experts  of  the  business  have  been  called  in  and  told 

— to  go  to  it. 

And  they  have  gone  to  it — in  such  a   fashion  as  to 

make  important  documentary  announcements  of 

other  industries  appear  in  the  light  of  throw-aways. 

These  advertising  experts  have,  indeed,  covered 

themselves  with  glory  in  the  task  set  before  them. 

They  were  instructed  to  get  out  booklets  that  would 

impress,  startle  and  even  awe  the  buying  units  in  the 

trade,  and  from  an  examination  of  the  printing  and 

literary  effulgence  that  has  appeared  during  the  past 

few  months  it  would  seem  that  these  buying  units 

must  have  surely  been  properly  impressed  if  they 

had  not  already  become  case-hardened  from  the  vol- 

ley of  high  calibre  shots  that  has  been  aimed  at  them. 

The  printing  craft  is  an  almost  miraculous  agency 

of  expression  and  adornment,  but  there  must  be  a 

limit.  In  face  of  what  already  has  appeared  it 

would  seem  that  for  next  season  the  simplest  and 

most  inexpensive  thing  that  could  be  done — unless 

defeat  as  to  further  embellishment  is  to  be  admitted 

—would  be  to  have  the  booklet  sheathed  in  panels 

of  gold  which  would  be  heavily  encrusted  with  pre- 

cious stones.  The  peiges  themselves  should  be  noth- 

ing less  than  canvasses  of  old  masters,  set  in  frames 

of  hand-carved  wood  and  ivory. 

Also  if  the  rate  of  progress  is  to  be  kept  up,  the 

original,  commonplace  system  of  distribution  by 

mail  or  messenger  boy  would  have  to  be  eliminated 

as  out  of  keeping  with  the  spirit  of  the  undertaking. 

A   solution  to  this  problem  might  be  found  in  the 

employment  of  a   group  of  European  Kings,  now  out 

of  work  with  respect  to  their  hereditary  practice  of 

ruling,  who  might  be  designated  to  appear  in  full 

regalia  at  the  exhibitor’s  box  office  and  present  next 

season’s  editions  of  the  de  luxe  booklets.  (And 

what  an  inadequate  word  “booklet”  is  for  these 

ornate  productions,  when  it  is  considered  that  “First 

Editions”  and  rare  literary  works  may  often  be 

purchased  at  less  cost  than  our  de  luxe  “booklets” involve.) 

However,  without  attempting  to  forecast  too  ac- 

curately the  task  that  confronts  our  advertising  ex- 

perts next  secison,  the  very  conventional  question 

might  be  Eisked,  “What’s  it  all  about?”  True,  a 

many-million  dollar  production  program,  assembling 

from  the  four  corners  of  the  world  every  possible 

factor  and  element  for  the  making  of  better  pictures, 

demands  and  is  entitled  to  adequate  euid  consistent 

presentation.  But  this  consideration  of  adequate 

and  consistent  presentation  has  been  long  since 

reached — and  over-steped. 

The  booklet,  if  it  serves  its  true  purpose  at  all, 

impresses  the  exhibitor  and  lulls  him  into  a   favorable 

buying  mood.  Well,  if  considerable  correspondence 

which  we  have  received  from  exhibitors  on  the  sub- 

ject portrays  the  real  condition,  it  is  certainly  a   fact 

that  tliese  booklets  bring  about  a   definite  emotional 

re-action  from  theatre  owners  but  the  re-action 

effected  is  certainly  not  the  kind  we  would  care  to 

encounter  if  we  were  looking  for  peaceful  discussion 

and  a   fair  chance  at  quick  sales  at  right  prices. 

Booklets  presenting  product  annoxmcement  serve 

a   good  purpose  and  should  be  continued.  They  are 

necessary  and  effective  sales  auxiliaries,  but  every- 

thing that  they  can  accomplish — at  the  same  time 

avoiding  patent  dcuigers  of  extravagance  with  the 

consequent  annoyance  and  irritation  of  the  prospec- 

tive buyers— can  be  done  when  the  projects  are  held 

within  safe  and  sane  limits. 

A   sales  representative,  and  that’s  what  the  book- 

let aims  to  be,  should  be  presentable  in  appearance, 

dignified  and  qualified  in  his  manner  and  should  be 

able  to  present  his  sales  arguments  in  the  best  pos- 

sible light. 

But  a   sales  representative,  in  approaching  an  ex- 

hibitor’s office,  need  not  come  down  the  street, 

arrayed  as  a   field  marshal,  and  marching  at  the  head 

of  a   brass  band. 

Martin  J.  Quigley. 
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Convention  Convolutions — 

By  Ray  Murray 

By  RAY  MURRAY 

10S  ANGELES,  June  2.— Well  as this  is  being  written  the  big 
-^M.P.T.O.  convention  is  in  full 

swing.  A   lot  of  the  visitors  haven’t 
got  their  land  legs  after  the  2,000- 
mile  hop  from  Chicago.  Sydney  S. 
Cohen  and  the  New  York  crowd  ar- 

rived in  their  special  train  Saturday 

night  and  the  Ambassador  Hotel 

lobby  began  to  take  on  the  appear- 
ance of  a   convention. 

*   ♦   * 

Jack  Miller  and  the  Illinois  delegation 

eighty-five  strong  blew  in  Monday  after- 
noon clean  from  Chicago. 

*   *   * 

Up  to  10  o’clock  Tuesday  night  not 
an  exhib  had  purchased  any  real  estate, 
showing  the  marvelous  stamina  of  these 

showmen,  but  the3’-  all  agree  Los  An- 

geles is  a   great  place  to  hold  a   conven- 
tion. The  Robert  Morton  headquarters 

proved  one  of  the  most  popular  spots  in 
the  hotel. 

*   *   * 

The  traiHc  cops  were  a   great  Iioip  in  getting  the 

sight-seeing  bu!ises  through  the  irafhc  and  it  lishled 
the  visitors  to  see  the  natives  start  to  climb  trees 
whenever  those  sirens  sounded. 

♦   *   * 

]\/riKE  COMERFORD  of  Scranton, 
Pa.,  is  a   prominent  figure  among 

the  delegates.  Mike  owns  so  many  thea- 

tres he’s  lost  count  of  ’em. *   *   * 

Maj'^or  Cryer  had  his  throat  spra3'’ed 
for  the  opening  address  on  Tuesday. 

♦   ♦   ♦ 

F.  B.  O.  opened  headquarters  in  Room 

470  and  every  exhib  paid  it  a   visit. 

Many  folks  thought  the  convention  was 

being  held  there.  The  registration  bu- 

reau got  under  way  as  soon  as  the  Sash- 
light  pictures  were  taken  of  the  pretty 

girls  in  attendance.  EXHIBITORS 
HERALD  Room  28  soon  became  a   pop- 

ular meeting  place  for  all  hands  from 
far  and  near. 

*   *   * 

Ray  RIES,  the  official  photographer of  the  convention,  was  kept  busy 

snapping  pictures  of  the  visitors.  Some 
of  these  exhibitors  are  awfully  fussy 

when  it  comes  to  posing  before  the 
camera. 

*   *   « 

After  seeing  some  of  the  stars'  homes  the  show* 
men  realized  why  they  have  to  pay  and  pay  and 

pay  for  films. 
*   *   * 

It  didn't  take  a   lot  of  iir^ng  to  get 
the  boys  into  the  Cocoanut  Grove  Mon- 

day night  to  see  Will  Morrisay’s  Revue. 
*   *   * 

Fearing  the  visitors  will  be  pretty  hun- 

gry by  Thursday  the  Robert  Morton  Or- 
gan Company  staged  a   breakfast  in  the 

Fiesta  Room  at  8:30. 

Six  Hundred  Official  Registration  Seen 

LOS  ANGELES,  June  2.- — More  than 
four  hundred  had  registered  for  the  con- 

vention Monday  night  and  more  were 

arriving  on  every  train.  It  was  esti- 
mated that  the  official  registration  list 

would  exceed  six  hundred.  Registrants 
included  the  following: 

Mrs.  J.  Unger,  Eastls  theatre,  Castis,  Fia.;  S. 

Vermes,  Eclair,  Cleveland;  Mrs.  F.  C.  WestklU. 

Bose,  Colfax,  Wash.;  F.  C.  and  H.  WesiklU,  Rose, 

Colfax,  Wash.;  £.  P.  While,  Strand,  Livingston. 

Mont.;  W.  S.  Wald,  secretary  M,  P.  T.  O.  of 

Texas,  Dallas;  J.  D.  Watkins,  Ridge,  Cleveland; 

C.  K.  Weyer,  Stratford,  Stratford,  Conn.;  C.  P. 

WSnkleman,  Carden,  New  Haven,  Conn.;  H.  Weis* 

ner,  Regan,  New  York. 
•   *   • 

J.  W.  Walsh,  Rialto,  Hartford,  Conn.;  W.  D. 

Wallen  and  wife.  Casino,  Jersey  City;  Pete  Wood- 

hull,  Baker,  Dover,  N.  J.;  George  B.  West,  Ari- 

cToss,  New  York;  M.  Wlnegrad,  Mafesiic,  Pitts- 

bnrgh;  Mrs.  S.  Wltman,  Rex,  Detroit;  F.  S.  Wndd- 

low  and  wife,  Virginia,  Detroit;  T.  J.  Wood  and 

wife,  ColamboB,  Ohio;  Alma  Walton,  Princess, 

Memphis;  M.  P.  Way  and  wife,  Avenue,  Dubois, 

Pa.;  W,  R.  Wheat  and  wife,  Sewiekley,  Sewlckley, 

Pa.;  D.  T.  Williams  and  wife.  Palace,  Los  An- 

geles; F.  E.  Walcott  and  wife.  Majestic,  Racine, 
Wis. 

C.  E.  Williams,  Park,  Omaha;  D.  H.  Wharton. 

Pastime,  Warren,  Ark.;  N.  Yomins  and  wife,  Rialto, 

Fall  River,  Mass.;  Mrs.  M.  Yamins,  Strand,  Fall 

River,  Mass.;  T.  W.  Young,  Francis,  Dyesburg, 

Tenn.;  E.  N.  Zazel  and  wife.  Capitol,  Olympia, 

Wash.;  P.  J.  Zehnder,  Moseus.  Dayton,  Ohio;  How- 

ard Reif,  Rialto,  Cleveland;  S.  E.  Rose.  Robert 

Morton  Company,  New  York;  L.  Robbins  and 

wife,  Amnse-Yon,  Los  Angeles. 
•   •   • 

Mr,  and  Mrs.  Charles  Ray.  Princess,  Cheyenne, 

Wyo.;  H.  M.  Richey,  Rivola,  Detroit,  Mich.;  Morris 

Roth,  Liberty,  Duquesne,  Pa,;  Dud  Rogers,  Gotham 

Productions,  New  York;  M.  Rosenbloom  and  wife, 

.Majestic,  Charleroi,  Pa.;  J.  L.  Rome,  Capitol,  Bal- 

timore; E.  Robertson  and  wife,  Crystal,  Scribner, 

Neb.;  M.  Rise  and  wife.  State,  Milwaukee;  H.  D. 

Robertson,  Grand.  Cearcy.  Ark.;  J,  E.  Ryan  and 

wife,  Liberty,  Brigham  City,  Utah;  John  Rugar 

and  wife,  American,  Park  City,  Utah;  W.  M. 

Reeves;  Highland,  Little  Rock,  Ark. 

J.  Rosenbloom.  Majestic,  Charleroi,  Pa.;  H.  T. 

Sparks,  Victory,  SaltvlUe,  Va. ;   L.  Sagel,  Poll  Cir- 
cuit, New  Hoven,  Conn.;  W.  A.  SobeSman  and 

wife.  Rampart,  Los  Angeles;  J.  Silverman,  Strand, 

Altoona,  Pa.;  J.  E.  Shagrin,  Park,  Youngstown, 

Ohio;  A.  L.  Stallings  and  wife.  Cinema,  Richfield, 

Utah:  R.  Sanders,  Marathon.  New  York;  R.  C. 

Steuve,  Orpheum,  Canton,  Ohio;  J.  Stillman  and 

wife.  Downer,  Milwaukee;  S.  Schwarts  and  wife, 

Oxford,  New  York;  Jack  Schwarts,  Holland,  New 

York. 

Mr.  and  Mrs.  J.  M.  Selder,  New  York;  C.  F. 

Stanton,  Cameo,  Los  Angeles;  J.  A.  Schwartz, 

Broadway  GlrcD!t,  Clevslsnd ;   A.  L.  Sanborn  and 

wife,  Rialto,  Elmonte,  Cal.;  S.  Sonin,  Wesiend, 

New  York;  W.  J.  Silvorfaorg,  Mercer  Square, 

Greenville,  Pa.;  J.  L.  Stern,  Omaha,  Omaha;  E.  J. 

Smtz,  Chevy  Chase,  Washington,  D.  C. ;   J.  Smith. 

Community,  Toronto. 

H.  J.  Schad  and  wife,  Arcadia,  Reading,  Pa.; 

Lewis  Stcncrle  and  wife,  Broadway,  Louisville,  Ky. ; 

M.  Swor,  Capitol,  Shreveport,  Pa.;  F.  C.  Seegert 

and  wife,  Regent,  Milwaukee;  Henry  Stnab  and 

wife,  business  manager,  Milwaukee ;   C.  L.  Stevens 

and  wife.  New  Orpheum,  Webster  City,  Iowa;  G. 

Strigley,  Cameo,  Seattle;  J.  A.  Sehwalm,  Rialto, 
Hamilton,  O.;  Oiarles  Somma  and  wife.  Bluebird, 

Richmond,  Va.;  Joe  Schwartz  and  wife,  Riviera, 
Milwaukee. 

M.  Sehreiper  and  wife,  Royal,  Wiamcr,  Neb.; 

Fred  B.  Smith,  Majestic,  Stuttgart,  Ark.;  N. 

Scbelmbcrg  and  wife.  Van  Nuys,  Van  Nuys,  Cal.; 

Mrs.  B.  A.  Tyo,  Tyo,  Wray,  Colo.;  Mrs.  B.  Tall, 

Regent,  Milwaukee,  Wis.;  V.  C.  Talbot  and  wife, 

Sun,  Broken  Bow,  Neb.;  Helen  Ulman,  Ulman  Opera 

House,  Salisbury,  Md.;  H.  H.  W.  Lustig  and  wife, 
Waldorf,  Cleveland;  J.  S.  Lustig,  Starland,  Los 

Angeles;  J.  Lilly,  Mission,  Sulphur  Springs,  Tex.;  A. 

W.  Lilly  and  wife,  Colonial,  Greenville,  Tex. •   •   • 

H.  Lichtenstein  and  wife,  Blumenfield,  Co.,  San 

Francisco;  W.  Leper,  Gateway,  Glendale.  Cal.;  B. 

H.  Lustig  and  wife,  Dreamland,  Los  Angeles ;   C. 

Lundblade  and  wife,  Vermont,  Los  Angeles  S.  E. 

Ledis,  Francisco,  San  Francisco,  Cal.;  A.  M. 

Levey  and  wife,  Muse,  Loe  Angeles;  L.  E.  Lund 

and  wife.  Pacific  Coast,  Los  Angeles;  O.  W.  Lewis, 

and  wife,  Alhambra,  Alhambra,  Cal. ;   H.  L. 

Lavietes  and  wife,  Fequot,  New  Haven,  Conn.; 

S.  Lazarus  and  wife,  Princess,  Los  Angeles;  S.  M. 

Lewinter  and  wife,  Ambridge  Amusements,  Pitts- 

burgh; H.  J.  Langraif  and  wife,  RedmSIl,  Los  An- 

geles; H.  A.  Larson,  Majestic,  Oakland,  Neb.;  L.  L. 

Lewis,  Palace,  Covington,  Tenn.;  Jack  McYay  and 

wife,  Colonial,  Los  Angeles. 
•   •   • 

R.  P.  Mathews,  Robert  Morton  Organ  Co.,  New 

York;  J.  D.  Mitchell,  Strand,  Honoygrove,  Tex.; 

Pearl  Merrill,  Meralsa,  Cowney,  Cal.;  J.  Mann- 
heimer  and  wife,  Park,  Now  York;  C.  M.  Maxfield, 

Star,  Now  Haven,  Conn.;  D.  Markowitz  and  wife, 

Rivoll,  San  Francisco:  A.  J.  Moeller  and  wife. 

Dawn,  Detroit,  Midi.;  £d.  McCurdy,  Columbia,  Bal- 
timore, Md.;  T.  Mlkolowsky,  Rex,  Masontown,  Pa.; 

Allen  Mayer,  Cohen  theatres.  New  York;  M,  W. 

Moore  and  wife.  Gem,  Snyder,  Okla. 

P.  S.  Markowitz  and  wife,  Bards,  Los  Angelos; 

G.  W.  Morgan  and  wife,  Lake,  Culhenborg,  Neb.  { 

A.  Markowitz  and  wife,  Ackerman  Circuit,  Sac 

Francisco;  M.  Needle  and  wife,  Normandie,  New 

York;  Earle  Nye,  Capitol,  Cheyenne,  Wyo.;  M.  B 

Nadler  and  wife.  Prince,  Ambridge,  Pa.;  At  Nor- 

ficet,  Pantages,  DaSlns;  J,  E.  Niebos  and  wife. 

Dawn,  Detroit;  M.  J.  O'Toole,  Regent,  Scranton, 
Pn.s  J.  O.  Breshky,  Capitol,  WhIlSng,  Ind. ;   S.  Per- 
lin  and  wife.  Strand,  Oakland,  Gal. 

O.  A.  Pearce,  Olympus,  Los  Angeles;  Laura 

Pcralra,  Meralta,  Culver  Ci  ty,  Cal, ;   Anna  May, 

Plxley,  Division,  Los  Angeles;  A.  Polakoff,  Klngs- 

wood,  Toronto;  C.  F.  Pfelsier,  Jewell,  Troy,  Ohio; 

B.  Rosenbtatt,  Empire,  New  York;  L.  Rosenblatt, 

Lyceum,  Bayonne,  N.  J.;  J.  N.  Hone  and  wife, 

exhibitor  secretary,  Seattle;  Mrs.  D.  Harlow,  Ham- 

ilton, Indianapolis;  D.  J.  Hicks,  Liberty,  Saxton, 

Pa.;  W.  Hofmistcr,  Apollo,  Baltimore,  Md. 

Bob  Harmon,  Knickerbocker  Amusement  Co., 

Columbus,  Ohio;  William  Herbst,  Circle,  Washing- 
ton, D.  C.;  Julie  B.  Heine,  Tldor,  New  Orleans; 

M.  II.  HoiFnian,  Roosevelt,  Flushiug,  L.  1. ;   D.  &   W. 
Harding,  Liberty,  Council  Bluffs,  Iowa;  Mrs.  L.  T. 
House,  Wigwam,  Colgate,  Okla.;  A.  J.  Ink  and 
wife.  Crystal,  Ligonlor,  Ind.;  Hanna  Iskovltz,  Lib- 

erty. McKee's  Rocks,  Pa.;  W.  H.  Jewell,  Sewlckley, 
Sewlckley,  Pa.;  J.  N.  Kerns,  Tyo,  Wray,  Colo.;  F. 
Klinger  and  wife.  Ambassador.  Cleveland. 

M.  Krofta,  Idle  Hour,  Milwaukee;  E.  T   Kelly 
The  Grant  Loe,  Patisado,  N.  J.;  W.  C.  Kunsma  and 
wife,  Cedar,  Cleveland;  E.  F.  Krelg,  Program,  Los 
Anplos;  M.  Kline,  Broadway,  San  Francisco;  J.  B. Kalafat  and  wife,  Ohio  Amusements,  Clevelaod; 
T.  A.  Kinney,  Park,  Franklin,  Pa.;  O.  J.  Klawiiter 
and  wife,  Gem,  Seattle;  F.  J.  Koch  and  wife, 
Llndhurst,  Rochester,  N.  Y.;  B.  W.  Kregs,  Exhibi- 

tor secretary,  Louisville,  Ky.;  p.  H.  Krouse,  Pas- 
time, Detroit;  A.  J.  Kloist  and  wife,  Oakland,  Pon- 

tiac, Mich.;  J.  E.  Kirk,  Grand,  Omaha. 

B.  Anderson,  Victory,  Carthago,  Tex.;  B.  Ash- 
ton and  wife,  Columbia,  Provo,  Utah;  ©.  J, 

Adams,  Auditorium,  Concord,  N.  H.;  A.  D.  Austin 
and  wife,  Hunts,  Inc.,  Wildwood,  N,  J.;  Harry 
Alexander,  Park,  Toronto;  R.  W.  Adams,  Pas- 

time, Mason,  Mich.;  H.  A.  Anderson  and  wife. 
Crystal,  Scribner,  Neb.;  Frank  E,  Arkush  and 
wife,  aud  F.  E.  Arkush,  Ellis  Arkush  Circuit.  Sau 
Francisco;  A.  J.  Brylawski  and  wife,  Eorfa,  Wash- 
ingion,  D.  C.;  H.  A.  Bloom.  Idlehour,  Baltimore, 
Md.|  A.  Barr,  Sunset,  New  York;  I.  K.  Brosky, 
Hippodrome^  Piiuburgb. 

•   •   * 

E.  N.  Bernstein,  Savoy,  Los  Angeles;  M.  N. 
Berkowltz,  RUz,  Cleveland;  Mrs.  S.  Brill,  Inwood, 
Now  York;  Jessie  Brown,  Wallace.  Brndenlown, 

»•  Bodeokel,  Ellon,  Bozeman,  Mont.; A-  w*  Bremcior,  Oreonfiold,  Milwaukee;  LewSfl 
Bloomenihal,  Jersey  City;  Edwin  Berih.  Pastime, 
cioil,  wis.;  Jao.  We  Bn3kt  Rampart,  Los  Aageles; 
Rose  Burdick,  Sherman,  Sherman,  Cal.;  F.  Radls- 
:on.  Lyric,  Yukon,  Pa.;  H.  W.  Bieson,  Strand, 
Dayton,  Ohio. 

S.  Bloom  and  wife.  Academy,  Toronto;  J.  C. 

Brady,  Madison,  Toronto;  Mrs.  Tom  Bail,  Beauty, 
Memphis;  C.  W.  Bowser,  Liberty,  Saxton,  Pa.i 
E.  Bloomcnthal,  Palace,  Brooklyn;  Leonora 

Brogans,  Washington,  Swissvalo,  Pa.;  L.  W.  Burns, 

Champceon,  Columbus,  O.;  M.  W.  Bloomenfold, 
Orpheus,  Son  Rafael,  Cal.;  W.  E.  Blume  and  wife, 
Grand,  Soorsy,  Ark.;  H.  A.  Colo,  Grand,  Marshall, 

TOSe 
M.  E.  Comoferd  and  H.  Cudoret,  State,  Scran- 

ton, Pa. I   David  Cohen,  Strand,  Binghamton,  N.  Y.; 
S.  I.  Charmlnsky,  Capitol,  Dallas;  Sydney  S.  Cohen, 

Empflira,  Now  York;  S*  A*  Golion,  Troraont,  Now 

York;  S.  C.  Corlz  and  wife,  Regent,  Wildwood,  N. 

Y.  I   J.  M.  Clinton  and  wife,  Apploton,  Watsonvlllo, 

Cal.;  H.  W.  Chotiner  and  wife,  Chotiner,  llns.,  Los 

Angelos:  Clou  Cross  and  wife,  Post,  Battle  ̂ eek, 

MIoh. ;   F.  X.  Corron,  Cinema,  Richfield,  Utah;  C.  A 

Caldwell.  Princess,  Aurora,  Miss.;  J.  C.  ChortJner, 

Chopiiner,  Ir.o.,  Los  Angelos;  J.  Dams,  Capitol, Seattle. 

(Continued  on  page  46) 
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Paramount— B   &   K   Deal  On; 
FP-L  Directors  Meet  Friday 

20  Million  issue  of 

Stock  Will  Be  Voted 
Paramount  Closes 

Deal  to  Purchase 

Butterfield  Chain 
(Special  to  the  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  June  1.— A   deal  has  been 

closed  and  papers  are  being  drawn  up  for 

the  purchase  of  the  Col.  W.  S.  Butterfiel
d 

chain  of  theatres,  to  be  incorporated  into 

the  Publix  circuit.  Col.  Butterfield  and 

Ed.  Beatty  are  in  New  York  in  connectio
n 

with  the  transaction. 

Butterfield’s  holdings  include  houses  in 

Lansing,  Grand  Rapids,  Flint,  Bay  City, 

Hillsdale,  Kalamazoo,  Jackson,  Port 

Huron,  Saginaw,  Traverse  City.  Battl
e 

Creek  and  other  cities  in  Michigan  and 

surrounding  territory. 

Art  Schmidt  Dies; 

Manager  for  West 

Coast  of  F.B.O. 
(Special  to  the  Herald) 

LOS  ANGELES,  June  1.— Art  Schmi
dt 

general  manager  for  the  West  Coast 
 of 

Film  Booking  _   Offices,  died  at  the  Holly- 
wood hospital 

Sunday  evening 

following  a   short 

illness  from  pneu- 
monia. 

He  was  stricken 
last  Wednesday 
and  hurried  to  the 

hospital.  It  ap- 
peared for  a   time 

that  the  illness 
was  trivial  but  he 

rapidly  became 
worse. 

Schmidt  was  not 

only  one  of  the 
most  popular  men 

in  the  Film  Book- 
A.  A.  SeJiiaidt 

Money  to  Be  Used  to  Bay  Control  of  Balaban  
S:  Katz 

and  Develop  Paramount  Chain 

(Special  to  the  Herald) 

NEW  YORK  June  1.— A   meeting  
of  directors  of  Famous  Players-Lask

y 

has  been  called  for  next  Friday  for  th
e  purpose  of  voting  a   stock  issue  ot 

$20,000,000  for  purchasing  control 
 of  the  Balaban  &   Katz  chain  of  

theatres 

Ind  to  develop  further  the  nationwid
e  system  of  Paramount  theatres  alr

eady 
in  operation.  _   ,   ^   r-  j 

Deal  Officially  Confirmed 

Rumors  of  the  purchase  of  Balaban  &
   Katz  by  Paramount,  or  more  properl

y 

speaking  by  Publix  Theatres,  h
ave  been  current  for  the  past  se

veral  weeks, 

but  it  ms  not  until  the  call  was  issued  for  this  we
eks  f 

that  anything  official  could  be
  obtained.  After  the  issuance

  of  the  caU  on 

Monday^  for  Friday’s  meeting,  th
e  official  confirmation  of  the  Bal

aban  S-  Katz 

deal  was  mven  out  by  Paramou
nt  executives. 

It  is  the^plah  to  issue  $20,000,000
  of  Famous  Players,  will  have  

direct  super- 

common  stock  which  will  be  offered  dire
ct  vision  of  the  B.  and  K.  ho^es. 

--  -   .   c   ^   .   .1--  -   *   Change  in  Policies  Unlikely 

It  is  unlikely  that  there  will  be
  any 

change  either  in  the  policies  or 
 in  the  man- 

agement personnel  of  the  B.  and  K.  hous
es. 

Owmership  would  pass  to  Famo
us  Flayers 

and  the  management  would  pass 
 to  Publix. 

This  deal  is  in  line  with  the  na
tion-wide 

expansion  program  outlined  
by  Publix  at 

its  inception. 

It  is  probable  that  the  deal  no
w  under 

consideration  does  not  provide 
 for  an  out- 

right sale  of  the  Balaban  and  Katz  p
roper- 

ties to  Famous  Players.  It  is  believ
ed  that 

Famous  Players  probably  wil
l  purchase 

only  a   half  interest  in  the  Chic
ago  houses, 

creating  a   situation  in  w
hich  Famous 

Players  and  Balaban  and  
Katz  will  be 

partners  in  these  theatres 
 and  Publix 

Theatres  corporation  will  hav
e  control  ot 

the  management. 
m   the  film  ijook-  Vhp 

ing  Offices  organization,  
but  also  on  tfie 

West  Coast.  He  was  fprjner
ly  gei^eral 

salesmanager  of  Universal  a
nd  well 

and  known  throughout  the  c
ountry'. 

Hart  Asks  City  Dads 

to  Repeal  Sunday  Law 
(Special  to  the  Herald) 

AUBURN,  IND.,  June  1
.— H.  E.  Hart, 

manager  of  two  theatres  here
,  appeare 

before  the  city  Councilmen  rece
ntly  ana 

asked  for  the  repeal  of  t
he  ordinance . 

now  in  effect  against  Sunda
y  shows  with-  = 

in  the  city. 

Frank  Harris  in  Race 

(Special  to  the  Herald) 

PITTSBURGH,  June  1.— F
rank  J-  Har- 

ris of  Pittsburgh,  an  executive
  ot  the, 

Western  Pennsylvania  and  We
st  Virginia 

M.  P.  T.  O.,  has  been  nomi
nated  as  the  re- 

publican candidate  to  succeed  his  brothe
r, 

the  late  Senator  John  P.  Hams. 

To  Open  in  San  Antone 

SAN  ANTONIO.  June  
1.— The  Aztec 

theatre  will  open  here  June 
 4. 

common  slock  which  v.h*        

bv  Kuhn,  Loeb  &   Co.  to  the  pr
esent  sto^- 

holders  of  the  company.  It  i
s  expected 

that  the  new  stock  will  be  is
sued  at  lUb 

to  pay  $10  annually  instead
  of  the  present 

20  Per  Cent  Stock  Div
idend 

The  financial  editor  of  the  Ev
ening 

after  an  interview  with  Kuhn,
  Loeb  &   Lo., 

has  the  following  to  say  of  
the  stock  issue . 

“A  stock  dividend  of  20  per  cent
  would 

be  declared  simultaneously  
with  the  an- 

nouncement of  the  $20,000,000  issue  Su
ch 

a   rumor  was  started  sharp 
 by  the  tact 

that  only  370.114  shares  
of  the  540.000 

shares  authorized  are  o^^tstanding.  A   ̂U 

per  cent  stock  dividend  wou
ld  t)nng_the 

nutstanding  almost  up  t
o  the  authorized 

limit. 
 

, 

“In  any  case,  the  approv
al  of  the  stock- 

holders will  be  necessary  for  th
e  authori- 

zation of  the  $20,000,000  issue  w
hich  would. 

under  any  eircumstances.  raise  the  ̂be^ 

of  outstanding  shares  a
bove  that  limit.  A 

stock  dividend  to  be  dis
tributed  prior  to  a 

stock  offering  would,  of 
 course,  reduce  the 

value  of  each  right,  but  on  
the  o^^^r 

would  give  the  pres
ent^  stockholder  a 

greater  number  of  rig
hts. 

Deal  Thought  Inevitable 

This  confirmation  of
  'the  fact  that  Fa- 

mous Players  intends  to  t
ake  over  the 

Balaban  and  Katz  t
heatres  comes  after 

several  weeks  of  rumo
rs  to  this  effect.  In 

fact  it  has  been  belie
ved  by  many  well 

informed  persons  that  this  ̂  

evitable  since  the 

Theatres  corporation
  with  bam  ivatz 

president. 

It  is  understood  that 
 in  event  the  pro- 

posed deal  goes  through  th
ere  will  be  no 

tactical  change  in  
the 

operation  of  the  Balaban
  and  ̂atz  thea 

tres.  Since  the  forma
tion  of  Publix  the 

B   and  K.  houses  ha
ve  been  operating 

practically  as  a   part  of  the  Fu
bhx  ̂ ai 

If  taken  over  by  Famous
  Players  they  wil 

be  placed  under  a   m
anagement  contract 

held  by  Publix.  Unde
r  this  arrangement 

the  Katz-Publix  corpo
ration,  which  is 

simply  an  operating  c
ompany  controlling 

the  functioning  of  the  
theatres  owned  by 

Bloom  Bill  Aims 

at  Total  Repeal 

of  Admission  Tax 
(Special  to  the  Herald) 

WASHINGTON,  D. 
 C.,  June  1.— 

Total  repeal  of  the  
admission  tax  is 

sought  by  Represent
ative  Bloom  ot 

New  York  in  a   bill  
he  introduced  m 

Congress  May  27.  an
d  in  support  of 

which,  he  claims,  he
  has  assurances 

from  a   number  of  m
embers  ot  the 

House  ways  and  me
ans  committee, 

which  must  consider  the 
 measure,  and  a 

large  group  in  the  Ho
use,  composed  of 

both  republicans  and  
democrats. 

Mr.  Bloom  attacks  the 
 admission  tax 

as  being  an  unfair  burd
en  upon  the  pa- 

trons of  places  of  amusement
  to  which 

it  applies,  and  declar
es  that  U   is  no 

longer  a   tax  of  10  per  cent
,  as  originally 

contemplated,  but  is  a   t
ax  running  as 

high  as  40  per  cent  in 
 the  case  of  tick- ets sold  at  $1. 
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YORK. — Charlie  Einfeld  is  telling 

’   a   new  story  about  about  two  Poles— 
the  North  and  South.  .   .   .   George  Kami 

arrived  from  Europe  Friday  and  brought 

back  so  much  business  that  Henry  Gins-' 

berg  immediately  declared  a   triple  golf  holi- 
day for  himself.  .   .   .   Sam  Jacobson  and 

Herb  Greenblatt,  heavy  and  lightweight 
Universal  film  salesmen,  came  on  from 

Pittsburgh  to  see  how  New  Yorkers  ob- 

serve  .Memorial  Day.  .   .   .   Earl  Carroll, 
the  big  bathtub  man  from  Broadwaj',  has 
been  getting  a   lot  of  first  page  space,  but 
Fur  Shaf>iro  thinks  it  may  break  him  into 
something  else  besides  the  movies.  .   . 
Mare  iMchman  is  practicing  up  on  the 

Prisoner’s  Song,  but  doesn’t  say  he  plans to  sing  it  to  Earl  Carroll.  .   .   .   Ned 
Depiuct  was  called  to  his  home  in  Erie, 
Pa.,  last  week  by  the  illness  of  his  father. 
•   .   .   R.  C.  Bromhead  of  Gaumont  Films, 
Paris,  is  in  New  York  on  a   business  trip. 
.   .   .   George  Arehaiiibaud,  First  National 
director,  has  left  for  Holli^vood,  where  he 
will  make  his  next  picture.  .   .   .   George 
Dembozc,  g.  m.  of  Robert  Kane  Produc- 

tions, has  left  on  a   trip  to  all  First  National 
exchanges.  .   .   .   Jay  Shreck,  looking  at a   picture  of  Richard  Dix,  remarked  that 
that  boy  ought  to  do  well  in  the  movies. 
•   •   -   Dr.  Hugo  Riesenfeld  sailed  last 
week  on  a   vacation  tour  which  will  take 
him  to  England,  France,  Germany  and  Aus- 

tria. .   .   .   Jerry  Beatty,  after  taking one  peep  at  his  Greater  Movie  Season 
press  book,  says  he  fell  like  young  Corne- 

u   or  some  other  newspaper 
publisher.  Ray  Johiulon’s  hoo^t- 
ers  assert  that  he  will  take  on  any  or  all comers  at  tennis  for  the  film  champion- snip.  .   .   Jesse  Lasky  and  Sidney  Kent Angeles  attending  the  iM  P 
i.  U.  A   convention  at  Los  Angeles.  . ^   with  a 

proper  remedy  and  is 
back  on  his  job  at  F.  B.  O.  .   .   .George Universal,  has  joined 

Howard  Dietz’  forces  in  the  Metro  adver- 
tising department.  .   .   .   Col.  Fred  Levy 

with  ‘V*?  York  conferring ^   Stanley  officials  on  the  sale  of  his 
chain  of  40  theatres.  ...AH  Blank 

Pnbh^"  recently  sold  ' out  to 
^at  connection  with 

j   il-  ■   Connelly,  who  re- cently closed  his  casting  office,  is  now  with 
•   •   ••  ^nd  FeZ 

iC  Angeles  until  after 
the  close  of  the  theatre  owners’  conven- 
Tp^'  ■   ■   N^orge  IVesl  is  representing Rayart  at  the  Los  Angeles  convention 
C*or/ie  Cohen  szys  he  knows  a   publicity man  to  whom  he  would  like  to  send  a   bou- 

quet of  poison  ivy  for  a   Memorial  Day  of- 
tCTing^  and  wonder  who  it  is.? 

training 

to  think  up  a   lot  of  funny  things  for  the next  Laugh  Month.  .   .   .   [j/J/  p^rZr 
director  of  advertising  and  publicity  for Warner  Brothers,  has  returned  after  a 
month  s   Western  trip.  .   .   .   Charles  Bea~ 

i   ?■  department, left  last  week  for  the  Coast  to  confer  with 
Cecil  DeMilIe  on  the  next  production  sched- 

ule. .   .   .   Boyce  Smith,  g.  m.  of  In- 
spiration Pictures,  is  here  to  testify  in  the 

perjury  trial  of  Charles  H.  Duell  in  con- Uish  contract  suit. 
— SPARGO. 

t
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fttaXSw Radical  Changes  Made  in 
Associated  Exhibitors  Co. 

Price’s  Resignation  Believed  Near;  Powers  Control  Angle 
Expected  to  Be  Settled  Soon ;   Pathe  Again  Handles 

Sales  Except  in  Large  Cities 
(Special  to  the  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  June  1. — Radical  changes  have  been  made  in  the  conduct 
of  the  affairs  of  Associated  Exhibitors  and  it  is  believed  that  before  the  end 

of  the  week  Oscar  A.  Price,  president  of  the  company,  will  have  resigned. 

Powers  Angle  to  Be  Settled 

Another  angle  which  is  expected  to  be  settled  this  week  is  whether  P.  A. 

Powers,  chairman  of  the  board  of  directors,  will  retain  control  of  the  com- 
pany, or  whether  Frank  R.  V/ilson,  president  of  the  Motion  Picture  Capital 

Corporation,  will  be  the  dominant  factor. 

British  T rade  Carried  On 

A   24-pagc  “Strike  Edition’’  of  the  film 
Renter  has  reached  the  Herald  office  and 

shows  in  its  columns  the  enterprise  and 

courage  of  the  trade  as  well  as  the  trade
 

publications  in  England  in  carrying  on  in 

the  face  of  the  odds  caused  by  the  recently 

terminated  general  walkout.  An  inserted 

page  announced  that  just  at  going  to  press 

news  came  that  the  strike  had  been  set-
 

tled. 

This,  the  second  abbreviated  edition  of 

the  film  Renter,  carried  a   survey  of  con- 

ditions showing  that  “there  is  not  a   show 
in  the  length  and  breadth  of  the  United 

Kingdom  that  is  not  carrying  on  with  a 

full  program,  and  furthermore,  in  the  great 

majority  of  cases,  doing  excellent  busi- 
ness." The  same  was  true  with  production, 

as  this  statement  evidences :   "British  Na- 
tional Pictures  also  report  that  work  on 

their  studio  is  progressing  without  the 

slightest  interference.’ 
One  evidence  of  the  efficiency  in  the 

face  of  the  trying  conditions  was  the 

complimentary  luncheon  given  last  Fri- 
day at  12:45  to  F.  A.  Enders,  managing 

director  of  F.  B.  O.,  and  Frank  Hill,  sec- 
retary of  the  K.  R.  S.,  for  obtaining  a 

full  supply  for  theatre  owners.  The 
luncheon  was  given  at  the  Trocadero. 

N.  A.  Theatres 

to  Take  J.  -   V.  H. 
Chain  This  Month 

(Special  to  the  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  June  1. — North  American 

Theatres  will  take  over  the  newly  pur- 
chased Jensen-Von  Herberg  chain  of 

houses  within  three  weeks,  it  has  been  an- 
nounced by  Frank  R-  Wilson,  president  of 

the  Motion  Picture  Capital  Corp.,  control- 
lers of  North  American.  .Approximately 

$3,000,000  will  be  turned  over  to  Jensen 

and  Von  Herberg  when  the  deal  is  closed. 

R.  B.  Wilby  and  Thomas  G.  Coleman, 
Atlanta,  have  taken  control  of  the  Tudor 

theatre  in  that  city. 

Last  week  retrenchment  orders  were  put 

into  effect  and  also  a   former  arrangement 

with  Pathe,  w'hereby  the  latter  company, 

in  addition  to  handling  the  physical  distri- 
bution, will  again  handle  the  sales. 

The  entire  advertising  and  publicity  de- 
partments of  Associated  Exhibitors  were 

done  away  with  and  this  work  has  been 
taken  over  by  the  Pathe  departments. 
The  sales  force  has  been  reduced  to  a 

skeleton,  most  of  the  men  having  been 
dismissed,  only  enough  being  retained  to 
look  after  affairs  in  the  large  cities,  which 

will  still  be  handled  by  Associated  Exhibi- 
tors, the  Pathe  exchanges  looking  after 

sales  in  the  remainder  of  the  country. 

Pathe  has  also  taken  over  the  bookkeep- 
ing and  auditing  departments. 

Miss  Mady  Christians 
Scores  Success  Abroad 

in  UFA^s  ̂ ‘Waltz  Dream^^ (Special  to  the  Herald) 

BERLIN,  June  1.— Miss  Mady  Chris- 

tians has  scored  such  a   success  in  "A 

Waltz  Dream,”  new  UFA  production, 
that  she  now  is  considered  by  many 

among  the  most  popular  motion  picture 

stars  in  Europe.  Her  work  in  this  pic- 
ture, which  has  been  shown  in  Germany, 

AiUStria,  France  and  Great  Britain,  hp 

brought  enthusiastic  commendation,  in 

which  British  trade  and  daily  papers 

join. 

“A  Waltz  Dream"  will  open  soon  in 
New  York. 

^^Outside  the  Lavf^  Stays 

in  Colony  Week  Longer; 

** Rolling  Home**  Waits 
(Special  to  the  Herald) 

NEW  YORK.  June  1. — Instead  of 
"Rolling  Home"  going  into  the  Colony 

May  30,  as  announced  by  Universal  last 

w'cek,  "Outside  the  Law”  remains  another 
week,  starting  its  fourth  week  last  Sunday. 

“Rolling  Home"  enters  the  Colony  June  6. 

Three  L,A,  First  Runs 

by  Rogers  in  Fortnight 
(Special  to  the  Herald) 

LOS  ANGELES,  June  1. — Three  Los 
.Angeles  first-runs  in  a   fortnight  is  the  rec- 

ord being  made  by  Charles  R.  Rogers, 
producer.  The  three  pictures  are  Corinne 

Griffith’s  "Mile.  Modiste’’  at  Loew’s  State; 

Harry  Carey’s  “Driftin’  Thru,"  opening  at 
the  Broadway  Palace  May  29,  and  Renaud 

Hoffman’s  "The  L^nknown  Soldier,”  start- 
ing the  same  day  at  the  Figueroa.  Rogers 

is  also  producing  for  First  National  the 
Ken  Maynard  Western  series. 

regional  sales  convention  EUJiCBEONoi  H/cffy,' d.Sf  mLage" 

Saltzman,  and  General  Wslhams. 
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WITH  RICHARD  BARTHELMESS  ON  LOCA  TION.  Left :   Barthelmess  (left)  goes  fighting  and  hunting  with  his  brother- 
in-law.  Harrison  Lobdell,  and  Pat  Hartigan  before  starting  in  "The  Amateur  Gentleman.”  First  National  release,  for  Inspira- 

tion Pictures.  On  the  right  is  shown  Sidney  Olcott  with  his  staff  directing  ’‘Ranson’s  Folly”  another  Barthelmess  picture  of 
Inspiration  for  First  National  release.  Hartigan  is  also  in  ‘‘Ranson’s  Folly,”  a   military  picture.  Walter  Camp,  Jr.,  is  presi- dent of  Inspiration  and  J.  Boyce  Smith,  Jr.,  is  general  manager. 

Carey’s  Indians  Stage  Medicine Dance  for  Exhibitors 
ISavajos  and  Coivboys  Welcome  M.  P.  T.  O.  A.  Delegates — Our  Gang 

Meets  Visitors — Independent  Producers  Are  Hosts 

By  RAY  MURRAY 

Hollywood,  June  1.~As  part  of  the  entertainment  of  the M.  P.  T.  O.  A.  delegates  in  session  at  the  Ambassador  Hotel  this 

week,  Harry  Carey’s  little  band  of  Navajo  Indians  staged  a   big Medicine  Dance  on  the  lawn  of  the  Ambassador  today. 
Navajo  Indians  and  cowboys  are  the 

same  that  are  on  the  reception  commit- 

tee which  greeted  the  New  York  delegation 
at  San  Bernardino  last  Saturday.  Hal 

Roach  is  scheduled  to  speak  on  Wednesday 
on  the  subject  of  production  problems,  and 
as  an  added  attraction  he  will  have  the 

entire  cast  of  “Our  Gang”  comedies  who 
will  meet  tlie  delegates  in  person  and  let 
them  see  what  they  look  like  off  the  screen. 

The  delegates  began  arriving  Saturday 

afternoon.  Man3’  of  the  Independent  pro- 
ducers are  acting  as  hosts  this  week  to 

the  visiting  showmen  and  their  families. 

♦   *   * 

Carey  Completes  Contract 

Harry  Carey  has  finished  his  contract 

with  Charles  R.  Rogers  and  will  embark 

on  a   free  lance  career.  Carey’s  agreement 
with  Rogers  came  to  an  end  automatically 

last  week  through  his  picture  not  being 
finished  on  schedule  time. 

♦   *   * 

Tom  Mix  is  being  sued  for  $2,200  for 
plans  for  a   new  home  which  he  never  built. 

Mix  is  alleged  to  have  employed  Harry 
Hayden  Whitely,  an  architect,  to  design  a 
residence  which  he  planned  to  erect  in 

Beverly  Hills.  The  edifice  was  to  cost 
$108,750.  On  November  1   last  year  Mix 
changed  hi%  mind  about  building  and  paid 
Whitely  $1,000  for  his  plans.  The  architect 
is  suing  for  the  balance. 

♦   *   * 

The  H.  P.  Warner  family  are  now  per- 
manent Californians.  Mrs.  Warner,  who 

was  Rita  Stanwood  on  the  stage,  arrived 
here  Thursday  from  New  York,  where  she 

completed  the  sale  of  her  Long  Island 
home. 

*   «   * 

Prevost-Harlan  on  Honeymoon 

Marie  Prevost,  popular  screen  star,  em- 
barked on  a   belated  honeymoon  with  her 

husband,  Kenneth  Harlan,  last  week.  The 
couple  plan  to  make  an  extended  trip 

through  the  East.  They  were  married  more 
than  a   year  ago,  but  work  prevented  their 
takirfg  a   wedding  trip. 

*   *   * 

].  Bojxe  Smith,  Jr.,  general  manager  of 
Inspiration  Pictures,  has  added  Jeanne 

Spencer  to  Sidney  Olcott’s  staff  as  film 

cutter  yn  Richard  Barthelmess’  current 
production,  “The  Amateur  Gentleman.” 

♦   *   * 

Lloyd  Bacon  has  begun  directing  "The 
Broken  Hearts  of  Hollywood”  for  Warner 
Brothers.  The  cast  includes  Pdtsy  Ruth 
Miller,  Louise  Dresser,  Doug.  Fairbanks, 
Jr.,  Stuart  Holmes,  and  Jerry  Miley.  John 
Barrymore,  Syd  Chaplin,  Louise  Fazenda. 
Monte  Blue,  Willard  Louis,  Irene  Rich  and 
Dolores  Costello  will  also  have  roles  in  the 

play. 
*   *   * 

Considine  and  Valentino  Sign 

John  W.  Considine,  Jr.,  president  of 
Feature  Productions,  has  just  consummated 

a   new  contract  with  Rudolph  Valentino, 

under  which  he  will  make'  three  features 
for  United  Artists,  the  first  of  which  is 

scheduled  to  go  into  production  not  later 
than  September  20. 

*   * 

Fred  Thomson  has  completed  his  first 

Stewart  Edward  White  story,  "The  Two- 
Gun  Man,”  for  F.  B.  O. 

♦   *   * 

Lefty  Flynn  has  just  completed  his  latest 

F.  B.  0.  picture,  “Mulhall’s  Great  Catch,” 
under  Harry  Garson’s  direction.  Both 
director  and  the  star  are  taking  short 
vacations. 

*   >t<  ♦ 

Another  millionaire  has  entered  films.  He 

is  Samuel  S,  Hinds  of  Pasadena  who  is 

playing  an  important  role  in  "The  Amateur 
Gentleman,”  starring  Richard  Barthelmess. 
Mr.  Hands  comes  of  an  old  English  family. 

*   «   :4c 

Carpenters  are  constructing  the  new  cast- 
ing department  and  accounting  building  on 

the  Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer  lot.  Work  is 

progressing  rapidlj'  also  on  the  Marion 
Davies’  bungalow. *   *   ♦ 

Monte  Banks  has  just  signed  a   contract 

with  Pathe  to  produce  12  feature  length 
comedies,  in  which  he  will  be  starred, 

"Attaboy”  is  the  title  of  the  first. 
*   *   * 

Paul  Gerard  Smith,  gag  man  for  Buster 
Keaton,  has  returned  from  New  Vork, 

where  he  wrote  the  book  for  “Sweet  Ade- 
line,” a   musical  score  to  be  produced  next 

fall. 
*   *   * 

A   tennis  tournament  to  decide  the 

singles  and  double  championship  in 

Filmland  was  staged  May  30,  by  Com- 

modore J.  Stuart  Blackton,  who  pre- 
sented the  winners  with  silver 

trophies.  The  finals  tvill  be  played  at 
Pulomar  Tennis  Club  June  13.  The 

first  games  were  played  on  the  courts 

adjoining  Patsy  Ruth  Miller's  home  in 
Beverly  Hills,  and  on  June  6   the 

courts  of  King  Vidor  will  be  used. 
*   *   * 

Norman  Taurog,  senior  director  for 
Educational,  is  working  on  his  first  story 
for  the  fall  schedule.  He  expects  to  begin 
shooting  in  two  weeks. 

♦   ♦   * Hill  Directs  by  Cable 

George  Hill,  director  of  “Tell  It  To  the 
Marines,”  an  M.  G.  M.  epic  of  the  U.  S. 
Marine  Corps,  is  directing  by  cable  these 

days.  Mr.  Hill  is  keeping  in  close  touch 

with  a   cameraman  in  China,  who  is  follow- 
ing the  uprisings  there  and  filming  bits  of 

action  with  the  Chinese  army,  to  be  used 
as  research  material  for  the  picture. 

«   «   « 

Victor  Varconi  has  started  .   work  in 

“White  Gold,”  the  first  picture  under  his 
long  term  contract  with  Cecil  B.  DeMille. 

♦   *   * 

Little  Billy  Butts,  juvenile  star,  left  last 
week  with  the  Buck  Jones  company  for 

Bishop,  Cal.,  where  exteriors  are  to  be  made 
for  “The  White  Eagle.” 

♦   *   ♦ 

West  Coast  Boulevard  theatre  is  this 

week  celebrating  its  first  birthday.  Two  of 

the  season's  outstanding  screen  successes, 

Harry  Langdon’s  “Tramp,  Tramp,  Tramp” 

and  Marion  Davies’  “Beverly  of  Graustark," were  chosfin  as  the  features. *   *   * 

Opens  Exchange  for  Westerns 

E.  E.  Anderson  has  opened  a   new  film 
exchange  at  1906  S.  Vermont  Avenue, 
where  he  will  handle  Western  and  other 
action  pictures. 
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Upper  left:  Louclla  Parsons  was  greeted
 

by  Charles  F.  Riesner,  Warner  
Brothers’ 

eminent  director  of  “The  Bette
r  ’Ole  ’ 

when  she  visited  the  studios:  Above:
 

Warner  executives,  directors  and  stars 

bade  farewell  to  the  crew  of  the  portable 

radio  station  6XBR  which  is  now  in  th
e 

West. 

Left:  Louis  Brock,  left,  of  the  Fir
st  Na- 

tional foreign  department,  John  C.  Jones, 

head  of  the  F.  N.  office  in  Australia,  an
d 

Colleen  Moore,  The  gentlemen  vis
ited 

Colleen  at  the  studios  recently. 

Right:  Sally  O’Neil’s  latest  wo
rk  is  in  “A 

Certain  Young  Man”  for  Metro-G
oldwyn- 

Mayer. 

fr<,»  Sydney.  Amtralia,  
»ay,. 

,d  to  c^memorate  the  'he  exterior  of 

h.i«/in,ta.ied  i„  ...  Fox
 

le  amusement  worw  ana 

Kilm  headquarters  in  Syd
ney.  Hon- 

the  new  Fox  exchange  in  Syd
ney 

world* 
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Many  who  have  seen  “Don  Juan”  say  it 
is  the  best  work  John  Barrymore  has 

done.  He  appears  in  this  scene  with 

Mary  Astor.  Warner  Brothers  will 

handle  the  picture. 

It  seems  Betty  Bronson  is  about 

to  shake  hands  with  herself. 

She’s  in  such  a   scene  in  “Para- 

dise,” First  National  picture 
starring  Milton  Sills. 

Dick  Barthelmcss  and  Lila  Lee  were  photographfid  while  out  in  the  great  open 

spaces.  Dick  is  now  at  work  on  “The  Amateur  Gentleman,”  an  Inspiration 
picture  for  First  National  release.  The  picture  is  based  on  the  romantic  novel 

of  the  Regency  period  by  Jeffery  Famol.  His  next  will  be  “The  Four  Feathers.” 

Ben  Lyon  and  hss  “bicycle  built  for  two.” 
(Remember  the  song?)  On  the  handle 

bars  is  Aileen  Pringle  who  is  featured  in 

F.N.’s  “Wilderness  Woman.” 

Left  to  right:  Lincoln  Stedman,  Robert  Frazer, 

Gertrude  Astor,  and  Julanne  Johnston  who  ap- 

pear in  “Dame  Chance,”  which  David  Hartford 
is  directing  for  American  Cinema  Association 

which  is  newly  formed. 
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Little  Janet  Gaynor  pose 

one  of  the  players  of  the  
Fox 

cast,  for  “Pigs”  in  the  photo  
be- 

low. At  top  she  is  in  a   scene 

with  Richard  Walling. 

Here  ere  “The  Sm
iths.”  Mack  Senn

ett  is 
Bessie  Love  posed

  with  a   httle 

kid  in  her  arms  wh
ich  was  bom 

at  the  Metro-G
oldwyn-Mayer 

studios.  Bessie  has
  the  featured 

role  in  “Lovey  Mar
y." 



Gertrude  Short  let#  Father  (Lew  Short)  protect  her.  In 
‘A  Poor  Girl’s  Romance”  Miss  Short  has  her  first  star- 

ring vehicle  for  Film  Booking  Offices.  She  was  formerly 

in  roles  in  the  “The  Telephone  Girl”  series. 

When  Ethel  Clayton  agreed  to  appear  in  films  again  Rich- 

ai^  Wallace,  director,  welcomed  her  back  to  the  studios.  She 
will  appear  in  a   Pathe  comedy  which  will  be  made  by  Hal 
Roach  on  the  West  Coast  within  a   few  weeks. 
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The  deal  for  the  pretty  home  s
hown  above  was  closed  when 

Alfred  Santell  and  Harry  De
pp  met,  right.  Santell  »s 

holding  the  contract  and  Depp  who 
 is  *=oth  realtor  ̂ d 

screen  comedian  is  giving  him  th
e  sal^  talk.  Santell  is 

directing  First  National’s  “
Subway  Sadie. 

i»rtde  to  haopiness  quite  so  muc
h  as  a   good  five  cent 

cigar  wis^r  says  Murray,  First  NaUonal  playe^  t
o 

Joseph  Plunkett  and  Ben  Lyon.  They  Z 

Plunkett’s  offices  backstage  w
hen  they  with  Aileen 

,he  g^est  of  ho^or  t<«.k  a   bow  **  yIa 

Wilderness  Woman”  at  the 
 Mark  Strand  theatre,  New  

York 

r,A  Alfred  E.  Green  and  their  children,  Ma
r- 

O.  .hei.  HoU^ood
  ho„..  Mr,. 

en  was  formerly  Viv
ian  Reed,  a   Selig 

^   ^   ^   ^   star.  Mr. 
National  film. 
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COLUMBIA’S  DIRECTOR-GENERAL  OF  PRODUCTION  and  four  directors  already  added.  (L  to  R)  Ralph  Ince  will 
make  “The  Lone  Wolf  Returns;”  Phil  Rosen,  “Remember Harry  Cohn  is  vicepresident  and  head  of  production’  Frank 
Stragt  will  direct  “Sweet  Rosy  O’Grady”  and  Frank  O’Connor  is  making  “The  False  Alarm.”  Ground  has  just  been  broken at  the  Columbia  studio  for  a   $S0,Q00  carpenter  shop  as  the  £rst  unit  of  expansion  plans. 

Kohn  Launches  Golf  Memorial 

Fund  to  Honor  “Danny” 
Fabian’s  Engagement  to  Miss  Polachek  Announced — AM.P.A.  Names 

Committee  to  Nominate  Candidates — Neufeld  Gets  on  the  Job 

By  JOHN  S,  SPARGO 

New  YORK,  June  1. — “Danny”  is  gone  but  not  forgotten,  especially by  that  portion  of  the  industry  which  has  taken  part  in  the  golf 
tournaments  which  have  become  a   big  feature  in  the  recreation  life 

of  New  York  film  people  every  spring  and  fall  for  the  past  several  years. 

“T")  ANNY”  -was  the  originator  of  the ^   idea  of  golf  tournaments  and  worked 
harder  than  any  other  man  to  make  them 

the  successes  which  they  became.  And  now 

they  are  going  to  perpetuate  "Danny’s” 
name  by  creating  a   permanent  memorial 
trophy  in  his  honor. 

The  trophy  idea  originated  with  Ralph  A. 
Kohn,  of  Famous  Players,  who  with 

William  A.  Johnston,  worked  with  “Danny” 
for  the  success  of  the  earlier  tournaments 
and  have  been  regulars  at  each  one  since. 
Mr.  Kohn  last  week  wrote  Mr.  Johnston 
as  follows: 

“For  the  last  few  years,  you  and  / 
have  been  among  those  who  have  en- 

joyed the  Film  Golf  Tournaments  that 
were  created  and  carried  through  by 
the  late  Joseph  Dannenberg.  h   is 
about  time  for  the  playing  of  the 
first  tournament  since  his  demise  and 

all  of  us  will  feel  his  absence  keenly. 
It  seems  that  this  is  the  proper  time 
for  us,  in  some  way,  to  create  a   per- 

manent memorial  trophy  in  his  hon- 

or, and  I   am  taking  ̂    liberty  to 
enclose  my  check,  to  your  order,  for 
$50  toward  such  a   fund,” 

Jack  Alicote,  "Danny’s”  partner,  had 
planned  to  present  a   .memorial  cup,  but  on 
learning  of  Mr.  Kohn.’s  letter,  abandoned 
this  idea  and  forwarded  a   check  for  $50 
to  Mr.  Johnston.  Similar  checks  have  also 
l)een  received  from  Dr.  A.  H.  Glannini,  of 
the  Bowery  &   East  River  National  bank, 
and  from  Richard  A.  Rowland,  of  First National. 

Immediately  upon  learning  of  the  move- 

ment for  a   “Danny”  memorial  initiated  by Mr.  Kohn  and  Mr.  Johnston,  ExHiBixojts 
Herald  sent  a   check  for  $.50  to  the  fund. 

»   *   * 

Fabian  Engagemenli-Announced 

Mr  and  Mrs.  John  Polachek  of. 601  -West 
End  Avenue,  New  York  City,  'Saturday  an- 

nounced the  engagement  of  their  daughter 
Melanie  Faith,  to  Abraham  M.  Fabian,  of 

the  Fabian  theatre  interest  in  New  Jersey. 
The  date  for  the  nuptials  has  not  been fixed. 

Miss  Polachek,  19,  is  prominent  in  Man- 

hattan’s younger  art  and  musical  circles, 
having  won  distinction  in  painting  and 
sculpture,  and  as  a   pianist.  Her  genius 
descends  from  her  father,  head  of  the  John 
Polachek  Bronze  and  Iron  Company  of 

Long  Island  Citj',  who  created  the  Fifth 
avenue  traffic  towers,  two  series  of  the 

Greenwich  Savings  Bank,  Thirty-sixth 
street  and  Broadway,  said  to  be  the  finest 
banking  room  in  the  world. 

Fabian  is  the  son  of  Mr.  and  Mrs.  Jacob 
Fabian  of  Patterson,  New  Jersey.  In  ad- 

dition to  his  theatre  interests,  he  is  a   mem- 
ber of  the  executive  committee  and  the 

board  of  directors  of  First  National  Pic- 
tures, Inc.,  as  well  as  a   member  of  the 

board  of  directors  of  Educational  Films. 
He  is  a   graduate  of  New  York  University, 
’17,  and  a   member  of  the  Pi  Lambda  Phi 
fraternity,  the  Friars,  Mountain  Ridge 
country,  Newark  Athletic  and  other  clubs. 

♦   ♦   ♦ 

Nomination  Commitee  Named 

At  the  A.  M.  P.  A.  meeting  May  27  at 

the  _   Hofbrau  Haus,  the  committee  to 
nominate  the  candidates  for  office  next 
season  was  elected.  It  is  composed  of  Paul 
Gulick,  William  Yearsley,  Tom  Wiley,  Lon 
Young,  Jerome  Beatty  and  P.  A.  Parsons. 
A   committee  has  already  been  appointed 

to  arrange  for,  an  outing  for  the  members 
of  the  very  near  future.  A   chairman  will 

be  elected  who  will  preside  over  the  amuse- 
ment body  of  which  H.  W.  Fisher,  Lon 

Young,  Julian  Solomon  and  Charles  Ein- 
feld  arc  the  component  parts. 

A   bill  providing  for  associate  membership 
to  other  than  motion  picture  advertisers 
was  vetoed.  The  associate  members  were 
not- to  have  voting  power. 

The  next  several  meetings  will  be  con- 
ducted by  Walter  F.  Eberhardt,  vicepresi- 

dent of  the  A.  M.  P.  A.  who  will  carry  on 
for  President  Glendon  Allvine.  AUvine  is 

leaving  for  Europe  in  the  interests  of 
Famous-Players. 

*   ♦   * 

You’ve  got  to  hand  it  to  Oscar  Neufeld, president  of  the  Deluxe  Film  Company,  of 
Philadelphia,  for  being  one  state  righter 
that  is*  right  on  the  job.  The  Sesqui- 
Centennial,  as  is  pretty  widely  known,  is 

the  Quaker  City’s  big  event  of  the  century, or  several  centuries  for  that  matter.  Mr. 

Neufeld  recently  sent  out  the  following 
letter  to  exhibitors  all  over  the  country: 

From  now  on  unHS  ih«  end  of  the  e*- 

pocition  we  wlSI  hsve  at  your  bidding.  free 

of  eherge,  a   speela!  serviee  department  to 

take  care  of  your  needs  and  for  your  eon- 
venlenea  if  you  visit  our  eity. 

You  may  use  our  teSephose  service. 

You  are  at  liberty  to  make  your  appoim- 

nteesis  here  or  we  wit!  make  them  for  you  at 

your  request. 
You  may  write  your  Setters  here  or  our 

stenographers  will  write  them  for  you  if  you wish. 

We  wil3  receive  and  deliver  any  mail. 

leSegrams  or  messages  of  any  kind  for  you. 

We  will  receive  oed  deliver  all  telephone 

messages  for  you  to  ony  port  of  the  city. 

You  may  have  alE  packages  sent  to  u« 

and  we  wiSl  deliver  them  anywhere  you  say 
or  hold  them  for  you. 

We  w3!l  aid  you  in  securing  accommo- 
dations. 

We  wll!  do  anything  to  make  your  visit 
to  -our  city  a   pleasant  one. 

Call  on  us,  we  want  to  be  a   convenience 

to  you. 

You  will  not  be  a   trouble  to  ns,  we 

have  engaged  a   special  clerk  for  this  pur- 

pose. 

ises:iui-~-«{neerely  yours,  5>o  Luxe  Film 

Compay.  Oscar  Neufeld,  Pres. 

Charlie  Murray  in  a   Triple  Life 

Every  once  in  a   while  some  story  breaks 
about  some  man  leading  a   double  life  and 

it’s  a   tough  job.  But  hand  it  to  Charlie 
Murray,  comedian  of  many  stages  and  many 

pictures,  to  go  this  one  better.  Charlie  has 
been  leading  a   triple  life. 

Brought  here  from  the  Coast  by  First 
National  to  do  a   comedy  part  in  one  pic- 

ture, Murray  is  found  when  he  got  here 
that  he  was  to  do  three  comedy  parts  in 
three  pictures.  Even  when  he  found  that 

the  three  pictures  would  be  in  production 

at  the  same  time,  he  didn't  bat  an  eye. 

“Lead  me  to  the  triple  life,”  said  Charlie. 

So  he  was  led.  He  first  started  in  “Mis- 
mates”  made  at  the  First  National  Bronx 
studios  under  Earl  Husdon’s  supervision, 
and  directed  by  Charlie  Brabin.  Finishing 
a   scene  in  this  he  hopped  over  to  another 

stage  and  worked  in  "Subway  Sadie,”  being 
made  by  A1  Rocket,  with  A1  Santell  direct- 

ing. Then  came  a   quick  shift  to  the  Cos- 

mopolitan studio  for  work  in  "Paradise,” which  Irwin  Willat  is  directing  for  Ray Rocket. 

“It’s  a   great  life,”  says  Murray. 
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Austria  Decrees 

Kontingent  to  Go 

in  Effect  in  1928 
(SPectal  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

VIENNA,  June  1. — An  Austrian  dec
ree 

establishing  an  import  Kontingent  
for  for- 

eign films  was  published  May  13,  to  become 

effective  Sept.  3,  for  a   two-year  pe
riod 

ending  Aug.  31,  1928,  according  to
  a   cable- 

gram received  in  the  Department  of  Com-
 

merce from  Commercial  Attache  H. 

Lawrence  Groves  at  Vienna. 

During  that  period  import  licenses  
will 

be  granted  to  film  importers  to  the  
extent 

of  at  least  20  for  each  suitable  domesti
c 

film  produced  or  purchased.  Short  f
ilms, 

cultural  and  educational  films  are  to 
 be 

exempt  from  import  restrictions 
 until 

further  notice. 

In  order  to  determine  whether  a   domes
- 

tic film  submitted  as  a   basis  for  import 

privileges  is  suitable,  as  described,  an
d 

whether  an  applicant  for  import  privileges 

is  entitled  to  such  privileges,  a   film  control
 

committee  will  be  formed,  to  be  composed 

both  of  government  representa.tives  and
  of 

representatives  of  the  Austrian  film
  in- 

dustry. 

Amundson-Byrd 

Flights  Filmed 

by  International 
(Special  to  the  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  June  1.— Three  week
s  and 

three  days  after  Amundsen  and  Byrd 
 left 

Spitzbergen  for  the  Pole  Intern
ational 

Newsreel  today  stated  that  it  s
howed 

motion  pictures  of  the  flights  to  the  p
ublic. 

During  the  time  that  Amundsen  a
nd  the 

Norge  were  “lost”  the  cameraman  at  N
ome 

flew  to  Teller  where  motion  pictures  w
ere 

then  made  of  the  arrival  of  the  Norge
  ot 

the  wild  reception  given  the  explorer
s  and 

all  other  pictures  connected  with  
the  com- 

pletion of  the  flight. 

Fox  Will  Found  Two 

Exchanges,  Portland 

and  Des  Moines,  Soon 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  June  1-— 

Grainger,  sales  manager  of  Fo
x  Film  Cor- 

poration, will  open  two  more  exchanges. 

Portland  and  Des  Moines,  within  9U
  days. 

This  will  bring  the  number  of  Fo
x  centers 

to  37. 

Two  were  opened  within  the
  last  six 

months,  Milwaukee  and  Memphis. 

Eisner  Joins  Universal 

On  Special  Service  Plan 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Mernid

) 

KANSAS  CITY,  MO..  June  l   —Ado
l^t 

Eisner,  former  president  of  
the  M.  I.  i. 

O.  Kansas  City,  the  “man  who
  injects  lite 

in  run  down  theatres,”  has  accept
ed  a   posi- 

tion with  Universal,  working  out  a   sp
ecial 

service  plan  which  he  present
ed  othcials 

at  the  home  office  recently.  He
  now  is  in 

Omaha  laying  the  foundation  
for  his  plans. 

P.  D.  C.  Branches  Expand  _ 

NEW  YORK.— Two  of  the  company  
s 

branches  have  moved  to  larger  
quarters 

W.  J.  Morgan,  sales  mpager  
of  Producers 

Distributing  Corporation  announced  
re 

cently. 

Finish  of  Year  Shows  Fox 

Delivered  All  Films  Bought 

Not  a   Single  Slip  Up  on  Execution  of  1925-26  Contrac
t  Sheehan 

Reveals  in  Announcement — ‘‘We  Have  Delivered  35 

as  We  Promised,”  Letter  to  Grainger  Says 

NEW  YORK,  June  1.— Fox  Films  delivered  e
very  picture  on  the  1925-26 

schedule  as  per  contract  and  promise  without  
a   single  exception. 

Winfield  R.  Sheehan,  vicepresident  and  general
  manager,  revealed  that 

in  an  announcement  today. 

Represents  Co-ordination  in  Departments 

According  to  Sheehan  this  represents  the  
most  perfect  co-ordination  in 

departments  from  the  scenarists’  quarters  to 
 the  exchange  centers. 

delivered  44  two-reel  comedies  which  we 

sold  them  one  year  ago  under  contract  for 

delivery  during  the  year.” 

The  “Grainger  System”  is  based  on  not 

only  expert  handling  of  film  through  the 

company's  30  or  more  exchanges  but  on 

punctuality  and  good  faith. 

In  a   letter  to  James  R.  Grainger,  general 

salesmanager,  he  said  in  part ;   We  sold 

the  theatre  owners  35  special  pictures  one 

year  ago.  By  July  1   we  will  have  
deliv- 

ered each  one  of  the  35  pictures  as  con- 

tracted and  sold,  on  time.  Jn  addition 

thereto  we  have  given  them  “Sandy,  one
 

extra  release  which  they  were  free  to  buy 
or  pass  up. 

Have  Kept  Faith 

“Therefore  we  have  kept  faith  and  de- 

livered pictures  in  accordance  with  our 
contract  and  promise. 

‘‘We  sold  them  seven  Tom  Mix  and 

Buck  Jones  pictures.  They  were  
delivered 

on  time  as  contracted. 

“We  sold  and  contracted  26  Varieties
 

subjects.  On  July  1   we  will  have 
 delivered 

each  one  sold  under  contract  on  
date  speci- 

fied and  have  kept  faith  in  accordance  w
ith 

contract  and  promises. 

‘‘We  will  deliver  104  issues  of  Fox  News 

as  contracted. 

“We  sold  under  contract  eight  Van  
Bib- 

ber comedies,  eight  0.  Henry  comedie
s, 

eight  Married  Life  series  picUir
es  20  Im- 

nerial  comedies.  We  have  delivere
d  all  ex- 

cept one  Imperial  which  will  be  ship
ped 

next  week;  and  by  June  15  we
  will  have 

Films  Must  Be 

Profitable  and 

Ethical,  Bausback 
(Special  to  the  Herald) 

NEW  YORK.  June  1.— The  two
  de- 

mands on  the  motion  picture  industry  are 

that  pictures  be  made  with  a   view  to
  the 

largest  possible  market  and  with  a
   view 

to  their  highest  possible  ethical  value,  D
r. 

Ferdinand  Bausback,  head  of  U.  F.  A., 
 de- 

clared at  a   luncheon  yesterday.  Adolph 

Zukor  tendered  him  a   luncheon  at  t
he  Ritz- 

Carlton.  Other  speakers  were  Zuko
r,  Sid- 

ney R.  Kent,  J.  Robert  Rubin  and  
Will  H. Havs. 

turn
" 

Stars  ol  a   rtumber 
(or  possibly  a   "bend.  TJt  to  right  are  Harry  Mentune  of  Weak  Sts- 
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Id  the  party  aboard  the  special  train  bound  ior  the  M.  P.  T.  0.  A.  convention  that 
passed  through  Chicago,  May  18,  were:  R.  F.  Woodbull,  president,  and  Mrs. 
WoodhulJ:  Joseph  Seider,  general  manager,  Mrs.  Seider,  their  two  sons,  Henry 
and  Daniel;  Leon  Rosenblatt.  Beatrice  Rosenblatt.  Ann  Hardesty,  Tom  Waller, 
Clinton  Weyer,  Sam  Sonin  and  Mrs.  Sonin,  Louis  Sagal,  and  Mike  O’Toole former  president. 

Exhibitor  Unity  Best  Ever  Recorded 
President  Woodhull  Tells  Convention 

(Coviinued  from  page  31) 

pect,  think  back  to  the  convention  at  Mil- 

waukee. Many  of  you  will  perhaps  be 
greatly  surprised  to  hear  me  state  that  in 

my  personal  opinion,  the  greatest  achieve- 
ment of  that  conclave  was  the  establish- 

ment of  the  play-date  bureau.  Opinions, 
adverse  and  otherwise,  have  reached  you, 
but  it  was  only  at  a   recent  convention  that 

I   heard  one  of  its  bitterest  opponents  state 
that  it  had  saved  the  exhibitors  of  Amer- 

ica thousands  and  thousands  of  dollars  in 

film  rentals.  The  slogan  of  ‘Hold  your 

play  dates’  set  up  a   sales  resistance  that 
could  not  be  overcome  by  the  most  pow- 
erful. 

Praises  Laemmle’s  Act 

“Carl  ̂ emmle,  and  his  Universal  Film 
Corporation,  paid  every  dollar  promised, 
but  this  should  hardly  be  mentioned  in  con- 

nection with  the  play-date  bureau,  because 
Mr.  Laemmle  very  graciously  and  liberally 
told  us  to  use  his  $50,000  in  any  manner 
that  we  so  desired.  It  is,  therefore,  with 

sincere  regret  that  Mr.  Laemmle’s  impor- 
tant call  to  Europe  precluded  our  giving 

him  a   testimonial  dinner  during  our  stav 
in  California. 

The  appointments  of  an  administrative 

coi^itte  of  five  by  your  National  Board 
of  Directors  was  a   most  constructive  move. 
They  have  been  of  tremendous  assistance 
to  me.  The  headquarters  filled  a   long  felt 
want,  and  in  the  engagement  of  Joseph  M. 
Seider  as  business  manager  a   man  was 
secured  whose  acWevements  during  the  year 
stand  out  as  a   fine  testimonial  to  their  good 
judgment. 

Music  Tax  Reductions  Made 

“National  Headquarters,  realizing  the  fact that  under  the  present  copyright  provision, 
law  is  upon  the  side  of  the  American 

Society  of  Authors,  Composers  and  Pub- 
lishers, has  taken  care  of  the  practical  side 

of  the  proposition  by  securing,  through  co- 
operation with  the  Society,  equitable  rates 

for  exhibitors,  and  in  many  instances  re- 
ducing contracts  which  were  entirely  out  of 

proportion  to  the  size  of  the  theatre  or 
town. 

“Many  months  were  devoted  Ijy  Mr. 

Seider  in  his  fight  for  a   standard  form  of 

contract  for  .the  purchase  of  product. 

“It  seems  that  every  year  an  epidemic 
of  adverse  legislation  appears  and  requires 
immediate  attention  if  we  are  to  protect 
our  vocation  from  attacks  by  high  salaried 
reformers  and  their  misguided  followers. 

“Encroachments,  overseating,  promotion of  theatre  stock  and  screen  .bootlegging, 
should  receive  the  undivided  attention  of 

this  convention.  In  every  section  of  the 
United  States  the  theatre  owner  is  justly 
alarmed. 

“It  is  with  qualified  delight  and  without 
mental  reservation  that  I   say  to  you  today 
that  In  the  past  five  years  the  personnel 
of  the  theatre  owner  throughout  the  coun- 

try has  arisen  in  leaps  and  bounds. 

“We  have  had  many  proposals  at  head- 
quarters for  a   co-operative  fire  insurance 

plan,  but  after  careful  thought,  have  rec- 
ommended nothing  new  for  national  ex- 

hibitor consideration.  At  the  convention 
held  at  Chicago  we  went  on  record  as  en- 

dorsing the  Theatre  Inter-insurance  Ex- 

change of  Philadelphia.  It  would  surely 
seem  to  me  that  your  next  national  Board 
of  Directors  would  do  well  to  approach 
this  concern,  having  in  mind  the  enlarge- 

ment of  its  scope  of  usefulness  to  the  the- 
atre owners  from  Coast  to  Coast. 

Cooperating  with  Hays 

“It  will  perhaps  interest  you  to  know that  we  have  been  co-operating  with  Mr. 
Will  H.  Hays,  president  of  the  Motion 
Picture  Producers  and  Distributors  of 
America,  in  connection  with  the  contract 
controversy,  legislative  affairs  and  other 
matters  of  common  interest.  We  have 
found  Mr.  Hays  ready  and  sincere  in  his 
attitude  of  co-operation,  but,  like  us,  un- 

able at  times  to  regulate  the  thinking  of 
every  individual  in  his  organization.  Where 
our  industry  has  been  attacked  from  with- 

out, his  co-operation  has  been  most  help- 
ful, and  perfect,  and  I   sincerely  commend 

him  for  the  assistance  he  has  rendered. 
Our  differences,  which  I   am  never  going 
to  concede  are  not  adjustable,  have  oc- 

curred upon  problems  from  within,  and  in 
these  I   believe  he  has  made  a   sincere  ef- 

fort," 

Six  Hundred  Official 

(.Continued  from  page  34) 
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Diiiota.  ABiambra,  New  Konsiogioa,  Po.s  L.  O 

Devis.  Virginia  
Amusentont  

Co.,  LouisvitSo  
Kv  - 

Paul  H.  Eseriy,  Slrnndl.  
Rending,  

Po.j  J.  H   Fc*  * Son,  Foi.  Riverside,  
N.  J.,  Mrs.  J.  B.  Fo,,  Beverlf 

Beverly,  
N.  J.;  G.  Fisofcer,  

Milwaukee,  
Milwnokco*^’ 

Denny  Piston.  
Lyric,  Horrleon,  

Ark.}  C.  A   Ferry’ Crown.  
Pcandonn,  

Cal.,  A.  Foreman.  
Liberty,  

Maj! don,  Ttosh.;  
F.  A.  Cranom,  

Twin  City,  Twin  Ci,y Wash.;  
C.  Vi.  Goto,  Voroca,  

Loa  Angoloas  
H 

irolsmac,  
Coionlol,  

Green  Bay,  Wis. 
F.  W .   Graham,  Grahesn,  Shelton,  Woah.j  R   j, 

Green.  Mcralta.  Los  Angeles;  Frank  Cross,  Sul 
perlor,  Cleveland;  t.  Gore.  Rodmill,  Los  Ange'es- 

J.  J.  CSSloise,  Strand,  Salt  Lake  City;  Harris  Gor'. 
don,  ̂ e^an,  Shornion,  Cal.;  T.  D.  &   M.  Cold- "“’‘S'  ^nllbrook  &   Harford,  Baltimore,  Md.;  Ben Griell  and  wife,  Amusement  Co.,  Cleveland;  K.  P 
Goodrich,  Princess,  ESkhorn,  Wla.;  L.  C.  GoldsowL 

J.  J.  Graff,  Rivoli,  Lob  Angeles;  A.  W   Gravo 
and  wife.  Atlas,  Milwaukee;  M.  Gluschkin  and 
wife,  Temple,  San  Fraceisoo;  L.  Greenfield  and  wife 
CreoafieSd,  San  Francisco;  D.  Clazer,  Orpheus,  Son 
Rafael,  Col.;  H.  E.  Horwitz  and  wife,  Olympia, 
CJevcinnd;  F.  M.  Flamburgor  and  wife,  Circle,  Port- 
land.  Ore.;  J.  J.  Harwood  and  wife.  Lexington, 
Cleveland;  O.  T.  Hustlng  and  wife,  Capitol,  M|[- 
woukce;  A.  Hurley,  Princess,  Tucumcarl,  N.  M.;  A 
liirsch,  Mosliula,  New  York,  N.  Y. 

L.  Hondo  and  wife,  Orpheunu.  Pittsburgh;  F.  J. 
Harrington,  exhibitor  scarotary,  Pittsburgh;  Albert 
Hondeh  Center  Square,  Pittsburgh;  Sam  Heffley 
Wonderland,  Cameron,  Tex.;  H.  L.  Kennedy,  Lyric 
Broken  Cow,  Neb.;  F.  E.  Knotts  and  wife,  Ameri- 

can, Park,  Utah;  L.  Siegel,  Prairie,  Chicago;  George 
H.  Hinas,  Byda,  Chicago;  A.  B.  Price,  Aurora,  Bal- limore,  Ohio. 

Wni.  H.  Whitehurst,  Whitehurst.  Baltlonore;  Jack 
Miller  and  wife.  Exhibitors  association,  Chicago; 
Halter  D.  Pacy,  Garden,  Baltimore;  J.  L.  WhiJe. 
Preston.  BaSllnioro;  A.  W.  Henderson,  Fulton,  Bal- 

timore; Jno.  P.  Cook,  Aurora,  Baltimore;  V   R 
Langdon.  The  Hub,  Chicago;  M.  J.  Booty,  Exhibi- 

tor Secretary,  Indianapolis;  V.  T.  Lynch,  Lynch, 
Chicago. 

-           X.01BVUgU  ;   r- 
S.  Kembussh  and  wife,  Rembusch  Enterprises,  In- 

dianapolis; Jno.  C.  Gordon,  Liberty,  Chicago;  J. 
Lamm  and  wife,  Elite,  Waukegan,  III.;  H.  W. 
Poole  and  wife.  Liberty,  Klammath  Falls,  Ore.; 
A.  Sapersteln  and  wife,  Garfield.  Claoegoi  Jno. 

5,  City,  N.  D.;  E.  J.  Peskau, 
Mo- 1   Jno.  Vounstakis  and  wife, 

Milo,  Chicago;  J.  Slepanek,  Lynn,  Chicago;  A.  B. 
Price,  Aurora,  Baltimore. 

Irving  W.  Mandel  and  wife,  Plalsnnoc,  Chisago. 
III.;  Mrs.  L.  E.  Steurerle,  Alamo,  Logan,  Ky. ;   W.  A. 

Slaffes,  Logan,  Minneapolis;  Morris  A.  Choynsky' Blltmore,  Chicago;  L.  E.  Sohliefiier  and  wife  Ed- 
monson, Baltimore;  J.  F,  Pastor,  Ardmore.  Chi- 

cago; F.  B.  Pickerel!,  Exhibitor  President,  Okla- 
homa City;  Albarta  Smith,  Palace,  Rookmart,  Ga.; Dorothy  V.  Strauss,  Doradel,  Copperill,  Tents. 

Mrs.  Harry  Davis,  Grand,  Pitisbargh;  B.  Cook, 
Gilbert,  Beatrice,  Nob.;  Mrs.  David  Berman,  Grand, 
Pittsburgh;  F.  E.  Samuels,  Keystone,  New  York;  D. 
L.  Suddaih.  Amuse-U,  Natchitoches,  La.;  Mildred 
Messingcr,  Avon,  Chicago;  F.  A.  Gilford  and  wife, 

psntury.  Chicago;  H.  Nystrom  and  wife,  Vermont, Los  Angeles;  S.  F.  Deutoh  and  family,  Sun,  Oeve- 
land;  Max  Wlnetraub.  Lake  Omaha;  Bon  Ber- 
naeok  and  wife,  Parthenon,  Berwyn,  III.;  Myrtle 
M.  Warren,  Palace,  ChilUoothe,  II!. 

«   •   * 
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.

 

 

Rovianek  
and  wife,  Arlington,  

Los  Angeles ; 

B.  W.  Robinson,  Seville,  Englewood,  Cal.;  Frank 
C.  Parker,  Lyrlr,  Modesto,  Cal.;  F.  C.  Martin,  Em- 
pire,  Clifton,  Ariz.;  C.  H.  MsCrosky,  Alllo,  Dermow, 
Ark.;  M.  P.  Horwitz  and  wife,  Vannuys,  Van  Nuys, 
Col.;  George  Mann  and  wife,  State,  Ukioh,  Cal.; 
H.  H.  Meyers,  Shemley,  Pittsburgh;  C.  Manny  and 
wife,  Now  Palace,  Los  Angeles;  L.  O.  Lukon.  Ca- 

sino, San  Fraoeiseo;  H.  Cone,  Mission,  Son  Frao- 

clsco;  W.  H.  Jones  end  wife.  World  Realty  Co., Omaha. 

Walter  Jensen,  Melrose,  Los  Angelos;  C.  Horwitz 

and  wife,  Riviera,  Los  Angeles;  L.  C.  Harper,  Ver- 

mont, Los  Angeles;  E.  W.  Broesbeek  and  wife. 

Liberty,  Eumclaw,  Wash.;  T.  Gehring,  Palaec,  Lo* 

Angeles;  S.  A.  Galanty,  Metropolitan,  Washington, 

D.  C.;  W.  D.  Ficher  and  wife,  Adams,  Los  An- 

geles; F.  H.  Durkee,  Durkeo  Enterprises,  Baltimore, 

Md.;  Harry  Davis,  Grand,  Pittsburgh;  M.  C.  Chorti- 
nor,  Chortlner,  Los  Angeles;  Jimmy  Boyd,  Gem, 

Blyihovillo,  Ark.;  L.  Bard,  Bard’s,  Los  Angeles; 

D

.

 

 

B.  Bo
r
m
a
n
,
 
 

Strand,  
Pittsburgh;  

A.  Ourkholtz  
end 

wife,  

M
e
r
m
a
c
,
 
 

M
o
r
m
a
c
,
 
 

Wis. R.  R.  Barbanell,  Weatcoast,  Los  Angeles;  Joe 

Appel,  Globe,  Brooklyn;  Frank  L.  Brown,  Uptown, 

Los  Angeles;  A.  Goldberg,  Goldberg  Enterprlsos, 
San  Francisco;  Vanostend  and  wife.  Exhibitor  Sec- 

retary, San  Froneisco;  H.  Silver  and  wife,  Soenic, 

Wittier,  Cal.;  J.  H.  Gwin  and  wife,  Strand,  Wittier, 

Cal.;  W.  W.  Kofeldt,  Graonfiold  Enterprises,  San 

Froneisco;  B.  BartoSston,  Aaneta,  Ambasoda,  111.; 

Frank  Wilson  and  wife,  Bonita,  Loa  Angeles;  D. 

Standfield  and  wife,  Jewel,  Puente,  Cai.;  E.  Collins 

and  wife,  Gr.'tnd,  Jocssborc,  Ark.;  L.  R.  Green- 
field and  wife,  Graenfield  Enterprises,  San  Fran- 

cisco |   G.  L.  Siller  and  wife,  Greenfield  Eniorprises, 

San  Froneiseo;  F.  K.  Elkis  and  wife,  Greenfield 
Enterprises,  San  Francisco. 
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Miller  in  Demand 

When  Exhibitors 

Entrain  for  West 
By  DOUGLAS  HODGES 

Jack  Miller,  Illinois  exhibitor  leader,  was 

one  of  the  most  sought  after  men  in  Chi- 
cago May  26  before  the  special  section 

ordered  by  the  exhibitor’s  association  left 
for  the  Coast  for  the  convention.  Exhib- 

itors began  to  arrive  from  Middlewest 

towns  early  in  the  morning  and  expected 

Jack  to  provide  plans  for  the  train,  plans 
for  the  entertainment  and  one  would  have 
borrowed  finances  with  which  to  make  the 
trip. 

On  the  trip  from  the  Middlewest  were 

about  50  passengers.  Several  faces  who 
were  absent  at  the  Milwaukee  convention 

were  among  the  crowd  who  will  visit  the 

Hollywood  studios.  Such  for  instance  was 

the  well  liked  Joe  Pastor,  owner  of  a   num- 
ber of  North  Side  houses  in  Chicago,  who 

last  year  was  too  busy  to  get  away  to  the 
Milwaukee  meeting. 

Then  of  course  on  the  train  were  mem- 

bers of  the  “Herald  Only  Club.”  Number 
142  who  comes  from  away  down  in  Rock- 
mart.  Georgia,  and  who  is  otherwise  known 
as  Mrs.  R.  B.  Smith  was  on  the  train  and 

carried  her  pass  of  protection  (her  mem- 
bership card)  with  her  as  a   means  of 

introduction  which  she  planned  to  use  to 

gain  entrance  into  the  studio. 

Dorothy  Strauss  of  Copper  Hill,  Tenn., 
whose  frequent  reports  and  letters  have 

appeared  in  the  Herald  for  several  years, 

travelled  with  Mrs.  Smith.  She  was  ac- 

companied by  little  “Bnnzie”  Strauss, 
daughter  of  Mrs.  Strauss. 

,As  it  was  midnight  when  the  train  left 
it  was  too  dark  to  recognize  all  the  faces 
but  these  few  were  noted : 

L.  SIcgcl  nod  son.  Chlcneo ;   S!d  Solig.  Chicago. 

Frank  RotisbuBch.  Mrs.  Rcmbusch.  Indianapolis; 

Losccr  Reichln,  Chicago;  A.  Scliack.  Chicago;  John 

Voutnvakis.  Chicago;  W.  A.  Steffas.  Mrs.  Sseffes. 

Minneapolis;  John  Pillar,  Mrs.  Pillar.  Minneapolis. 

Joo  Abramson  and  family,  Chicago;  John  C.  Gor- 

don, Aaron  Sr.porstein  and  family,  Chicago;  Janies 

Slepanoke,  Chicago;  W.  J.  Mueller.  Vincens  Lynch. 

Vernon  Langdon,  Julius  Lamm.  Mrs.  Lamm.  M.  A. 

Choyinski,  Mrs.  Choyinski.  Chicago;  Mrs.  Rush 

Ecelason,  Chieogo;  Mrs.  Dorothy  Barry,  Chicago: 

F.  A.  Gilford  and  Irving  Mandel.  Chicago. 

Carry  On,  Cohen  Urges 
in  His  Farewell  Speech 

(Coutmued  from  page  32) 

definite  accomplishments.  Let  me  enume- 
rate some  of  them  to  you: 

“EUmanRtion  of  all  war  taxes  against  tha 
theatre, 

“MakiiiK  many  adiisstments  for  theatre  owners 
with  distributing  companies, 

“Given  great  encouragement  to  Independent 
producers. 

“Securing  tha  refund  of  money  taken  Impr
oper- 

ly from  jsooplo  for  practically  valueles
s  motion 

picture  producing  company  stock. 

“Public  service  association  with  the  national 
government, 

“Bringing  about  better  relations  between  the 
prodtsccr-destributor  oUments, 

“The  many  contributions  of  individual  members 
in  their  particular  communities. 

"The  adoption  of  deposit  bills  in  different  state 
legislatures. 

“In  relinquishing,  as  T   am.  all  official 

positions,  I   want  to  particularly  emphasize 

the  fact  that  any  differences  which  I   may 

have  had  with  fellow  workers  were  differ- 

ences of  opinion — differences  of  policies, 

not  differences  of  the  heart.  No  Organiza- 

tion numbers  more  genuinely  splendid  fel- 

lows than  does  our  M.  P.  T.  O.  A.  I   have 

fought  for  them  and  with  them  and  I 

know.  The  contact  will  ever  he  a   pleasur- 

able memory.” 

Among  the  exhibitors  attending  the  big  meeting  in  Los  Angeles  are  some  of  the 

folks  appearing  in  the  above  photo.  For  instance,  yoifll  note  AI  Steffes,  R.  R. 
Biechele,  Pete  V/oodhuIl,  Frank  Rembusch,  H.  M.  Richey,  Joe  Seider,  Jack 
Miller,  Tbeo.  L.  Hayes  and  Henry  Staab. 

Convention  Gets  Down  to  Work ; 

Los  Angeles  Hospitality  Wins  All 
{Continued  from  page  29) 

Administrative  Committee  thought  other- 

wise. 
I'here  is  a   report  this  morning  that 

Seider  has  received  a   wire  from  one  of 

the  big  distributing  companies,  offering 
to  eliminate  all  of  the  clauses  it  bad 

added.  Seider  would  say  nothing.  If 

correct,  this  message  may  cause  a   sen- 
sation at  one  of  the  future  sessions. 

Steffes  favors  having  a   “big  man"  of business  at  the  head — you  might  say,  a 

Will  Hays  for  the  exhibitors. 

Steffes  estimates  that  this  would  mean 

a   quarter  of  a   million  dollars  would  have 
to  be  raised  by  fall  and  he  says  it  can 

be  done.  That  is  what  he  declares  he  is 

prepared  to  battle  for.  Election  of  a   pres- ident under  existing  conditions,  he  says, 
is  more  or  less  of  a   joke  because,  he  adds, 

“Cohen,  Woodhull,  Steffes  or  anyone  else 

in  the  business  can’t  get  unanimous  back- 

ing.” So  there  you  are.  The  reports  of 

the  officers  presented  at  the  first  day  of 

the  session  appear  on  other  pages.  That 

is  as  it  should  be.  They  are  to  be  read, 

well  worth  reading,  but  not  to  be  written about. 

The  outstanding  features  of  the  day 

were  the  two  receptions  given  Sydney  S. 

Cohen  by  the  convention.  When  he  
es- 

corted Pete  Woodhull  to  the  platform,  the 

crowd  went  wild.  There  is  no  queshon 

but  what  a   large  group  of  exhibitors  
dis- 

like Cohen,  but  there  is  still  a   tremendous 

group  wild  over  him.  Later,  when  C
ohen 

delivered  his  “Hail  and  Farewell”  address, 

there  was  another  big  ovation.  Sydney 

still  has  a   terrific  hold  on  the  delegates
. 

If  he  changed  his  mind  and  decided 
 to 

come  back  into  the  fight,  there  woul
d  cer- inlv  be  a   battle.  ...  i   -.u 

Blit  Cohen  tells  me  he  is  through  with 

aiding  office,  and  I   believe  him.  
The 

ERALD  at  various  times  
has  backed  Loiien 

ad  fought  Cohen,  but  there  has  
always 

ten  mutual  respect.  Cohen  has  
never 

Lven  a   representative  of  the  
Herald  a 

atement  which  he  did  not  back  up. 

It  is  interesting  undoubtedly  th
at  the 

leatre  owners  organization  is  going,  to 

wive  the  Movie  Chat  idea  and  
this  time 

le  single  reel  is  to  be  produced  
by  Lou 

acobson  of  New  York  City.  The 
 contract 

alls  for  from  40  to  60  per  cent
  of  the 

ross  to  go  to  the  theatre  ow
ners.  Ihe 

irectors  feel  that  they  have  enter
ed  into  a 

rofitable  arrangement. 

There  is  a   splendid  body  of 
 men  here. 

E   I   am  partial  to  .\dams  of  M
ichigan  and 

Brown  of  Los  Angeles  perhaps  it  is  because 

they  have  been  so  active  in  the  “Herald 
Only”  club.  But  there  are  dozens  of  good 
fellows,  substantial  men,  the  sight  of  whom 
would  renew  your  faith  in  the  future  of 

the  independent  exhibitor. 

Only  one  unfortunate  thing  has  marred 
the  convention  to  date.  Yesterday  morn- 

ing, the  exhibitors  divided  into  two  gpups. 

One  group  went  to  the  Producers  Distrib- 
uting Corporation  studios  and  the  other 

to  Metro.  The  former  was  welcomed  and 

royally  entertained.  Those  who  went  to 
Metro  were  badly  snubbed ;   for  a   time,  it 

appeared  they  would  not  get  in  at  all. 

Thalberg.  Rapf  Give  Welcome 

Irving  Thalberg  and  Harry  Rapf.  learn- 

ing of  what  happened,  hurried  to  the  con- 
vention yesterday  afternoon  to  extend  their 

personal  apologies.  They  announced  that 
the  Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer  studios  would 

be  open  to  all  exhibitors  all  week.  There 

were  rumors  later  of  a   half  dozen  em- 

ployes at  the  studios  being  discharged,  of 

Loew  telephoning  from  New  York  demand- 

ing an  explanation  and  many  other  things. 

It  appeared  to  be  a   tempest  in  a   teapot, 

however.  Some  minor  employe  slipped  up unfortunately. 

Being  here  is  a   remarkable  revelation  of 

the  prestige  of  the  Herald.  I   have  yet,  to 

meet  an  exhibitor  attending  the  convention 

who  does  not  take  the  Heilvld  and  read  it. 

The  HER^tLD  headquarters  are  exhibitor 

headquarters.  No  one  apparently  has missed  looking  in. 

Next  week,  we  will  have  the  complete 

story  of  the  convention,  to  date.  
The  con- 

vention has  been  simply  looking  into  Los 

Angeles  and  liking  it. 

Cody  Master  of 

Ceremonies  for 

T.  O.  Luncheon 
(Special  to  the  Herald) 

LOS  ANGELES.  June  1.— Lpv  Cod
y 

was  master  of  ceremonies  at  a 
  luncheon 

for  the  delegates  at  the  Amba
ssador 

hotel  Thursday  preceding  the  op
ening 

of  the  motion  picture  theatr
e  owmers 

convention  here. 

Several  hundred  delegates  were  g
uests 

at  the  Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer  
studios 

the  Tue^dav  preceding  the  l
uncheon. 
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GET  SET  FOR  BIG  “SEASON” 
Conference  Adopts  Methods 

For  Boosting  Short  Features 
Hays  Organization  to  Issue  Special  Stories — Comedians  to  Make  Per- 

sonal Appearances — Humorists  to  Write  Press  Accounts 

Short  Features  will  play  an  important  part  in  the  campaig^n  for  “Greater 

Movie  Season”  this  year.  That  was  decided  upon  at  a   conference  just 
concluded  by  a   number  of  leaders  in  the  field  of  Short  Features  with 

Jerome  Beatty,  assistant  to  President  Will  H.  Hays  of  the  M.  P.  P.  D.  A. 

and  other  representatives  of  the  Hays  organization. 

A   series  of  definite  methods  was 

formulated  for  placing  the  cause  of 

Short  Features  before  the  public  by  the 

Hays  body  in  its  campaign  material  and 

by  the  Short  Feature  companies  in  their 

own  publicity. 

Here  are  some  of  the  methods  that 

were  adopted: 

Special  stories  pointing  out  the  place 
of  Short  Features  in  the  sun  and  in  the 

"Greater  Movie  Season”  programs  will 
be  sent  out  by  the  Hays  organization  to 
the  trade  and  fan  publications  and  to  the 
newspapers. 

Producers  will  be  given  suggestions 
that  noted  comedians  of  the  screen  make 

personal  appearances  during  the  month. 

Stories  from  humorists  wall  be  ob- 

tained showing  their  reactions  to  com- 
edies, and  these  will  be  sent  to  hundreds 

of  newspapers. 

Cuts  will  be  provided  to  theatre  own- 

ers showing  the  entertainment  possibil- 
ities of  comedies,  scenics,  newsreels  and 

other  Short  Features. 

Suggestions  will  be  given  to  exhibitors 

on  how  best  to  display  matter  in  con- 
nection with  Short  Features  in  their 

theatre  lobbies. 

Companies  in  addition  will  send  to 

their  exchanges  stories,  posters  and 
other  material  for  exhibitors. 

Fred  C.  Quimby,  Short  Features  sales- 

manager  for  Fox,  was  one  of  the  lead- 

ers in  arranging  the  conference,  which 

was  presided  over  by  Jerome  Beatty  and 

included  Nat  G.  Rothstein,  special  pub- 
licity representative  for  Universal; 

Gordon  S.  White,  publicity  director  for 
Educational;  Hayatt  Daab,  director  of 
advertising  and  sales  promotions  for 

Film  Booking  Office;  George  Roberts, 

assistant  Short  Features  salesmanager 

for  Fox;  Joseph  J.  O’Neill,  assistant  to 
Hays,  and  Jack  Pegler,  special  repre- 

sentative of  the  “Greater  Movie  Season” 
campaign. 

The_  producers  and  distributors  have 
thus  signified  their  intention  of  extensive 

co-operation  in  the  cause  of  Short  Fea- 

tures during  the  "Season,”  and  are  com- 

bining forces  for  the  carrying  out  of 

that  intention.  That  puts  it  up  to  the 

exhibitor  to  do  his  share.  Without  his 

active  participation  the  efforts  of  the 

makers  and  sellers  of  pictures  will  be 
wasted.  Theatre  owners  alive  to  the 

opportunity  are  already  laying  the 

ground-work  for  their  greatest  month  in 
Short  Features. 

Fuller  Sails  June  2   lo 

Get  ̂ ^Curiosities’’  Data 
Walter  A.  Putter,  president  of  Putter 

Productions,  Inc.,  and  producer  of  “Curi- 
osities— The  Movie  Side-Show,’’  recently 

added  to  the  1926-27  releasing  schedule 
of  Educational  Film  Exchanges,  Inc., 

sails  for  Europe  June  2   on  the  S.  S. 

President  Harding  in  search  of  material 
and  novelties  for  the  series.  He  will  be 

gone  eight  weeks. 

The  New  York  office  of  Putter  Pro- 

ductions will  be  in  charge  of  William 

Rubenstein  during  Putter’s  absence abroad. 

MTTEn WHAT  TOE  n 

DAY~A
  ■ 

RED  SEAL 

FEATURET
TEWILl 

STRENGTH
EN 

PROGSM 

ANY  DAY 

AMD 
sm 

A   Lesson  in 
Fairness 

.A  lesson  to  American  news- 

reels to  present  the  news  im- 
partially in  time  of  emergency 

as  well  as  in  everyday  life  is 

presented  in  the  fearless  and 
consistent  stand  taken  by  the 

news  films  in  England  during 

the  recent  general  strike. 

The  newsreels  were  particu- 
larly careful  in  titling  pictures 

so  as  to  avoid  all  semblance  of 

partisanship,  a   policy  wel- 
comed by  the  exhibitors,  says 

a   “Strike  Edition”  of  the  Film 
Renter. 

Both  the  government  and 
the  Trades  Union  Congress, 

the  two  opposing  camps  in  the 

labor  dispute,  tried  to  obtain 

permission  from  the  Cinema 

Exhibitors  Association  head- 

quarters to  use  the  screen  to 
make  announcements.  The  C. 
E.  A.  headquarters  promptly 

and  properly  refused,  “courte- 
ously but  without  equivoca- 

tion.” 

The  same  scrupulous  care 

was  called  for  in  the  local  edi- 
tions of  the  newsreels,  and 

there  lay  probably  the  greatest 
test  of  impartiality. 

While  many  American  news- 
papers have  slipped  a   long  way 

from  the  basic  theory  of  pre- 
senting all  the  news,  meaning 

all  the  news  of  both  sides,  in 

events,  the  theory  still  is 
sound.  And  the  theory  is 

equally  applicable  to  the  news- reel. In  matters  of  national 

concern,  as  in  international 

warfare,  the  conditions  do  not 

apply.  But  in  intra-national 
issues  the  duty  is  clear.  The 
newsreel  is  not  a   propaganda 

weapon. 
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Clarke  Named  C   &   C   President; 

Two  Vicepresidents  Appointed 
RT.  CRANFIELD,  recently  appainled  managing  director  of  the  London  and  British •   Dominion  offices  of  Cranfield  &   Clarke,  has  resigned  as  president  of  C.  &   C.  e

nd  has 

been  succeeded  by  W.  F.  Clarke,  general  manager.  William
  Brotherhood  and  George  F. 

Merrell  have  been  named  vicepresidents. 

Med  Seal  Moves 

To  Larger  Office; 
Force  is  Doubled 

Doubling  of  the  office  force  of  Red  Seal 

because  of  a   fifty  per  cent  growth  of  book- 

ings in  the  last  half  year  has  caused  the 

company  to  move  to  newer  and  larger 

fiuarters  on  the  sixth  floor  at  1600  Broad- 

way New  York.  The  offices  formerly  were 

at  729  Seventh  avenue  on  the  twelfth  floor. 

The  new  national  exchange  policy  inaug- 
urated by  President  Max  Fleischer  is  a 

kctor  in  the  expansion.  While  continuing 

supervision  over  the  Inkwell  studio,  Flei- 
scher has  given  considerable  time  to  the 

executive  side  of  distribution,  with  the  aid 

of  Harry  Bernstein  and  Fred  V.  Greene, 

Red  Seal’s  New  York  exchange  will  not 
be  affected  by  the  change. 

It  was  also  announced  that  Miss  Beth 

Brown  of  the  Inkwell  studio  has  been  ap- 

pointed editor  and  titler  of  the  Reelview 

and  Searchlight  series  of  one-reel.  Miss 
Brown,  who  has  been  associated  with  the 
Fleischer  organization  for  almost  a   year, 

was  formerly  in  the  Vitagraph  scenario  de- 

partment and  on  the  Goldwyn  staff.  She 

wrote,  edited  and  titled  comedies  on  the 

Coast  and  has  also  had  published  magazine 
stories  and  books. 

Fat  Men  Series 

Budget  Goes  Up 

With  Long  Films 
Standard  Cinema  Corporation,  producer 

of  the  Standard  Fat  Men  series  of  two-reel 

comedies,  has  increased  its  production  bud- 
get 25  per  cent  for  next  year,  though  fewer 

pictures  will  be  made,  says  L.  G.  Darmour, 

vicepresident  of  the  company.  The  series 
will  be  continued  for  F.  B.  0.  release. 

Increased  cost  of  short  comedy  produc- 

tion is  due  to  a   growing  tendency  of  ex- 

hibitors to  book  short  features  on  individ- 
ual merits,  according  to  Darmour,  and  also 

because  of  enlarged  budgets  of  producers 
of  long  features. 

The  increased  budget  for  Standard  was 
announced  as  in  proportion  to  the  advance 

in  outlay  for  long  features  for  the  coming 

season.  The  short  feature  must  stand  com- 

parison with  the  long  in  details  of  settings, 

costuming  and  photographic  effects,  he  de- 
clared. Darmour  added  that  increase  in 

Iwokings  justifies  the  increase  in  produc- 

tion outlay,  citing  as  an  instance  the  com- 

pany’s experience  with  "The  Heavy  Par- 
ade,” latest  Fat  Men  release. 

Exhibitor  Reatvakening 

Gives  Short  Features 

Boost,  Says  Hammons 

Exhibitors  are  reawakening  to  a   bet- 

ter recognition  of  the  box  office  and  en- 
tertainment values  in  the  higher  type  of 

short  features  and  this  is  doing  more 

than  anything  else  toward  bringing  the 

time  when  a   producer  can  make  a   pic- 

ture in  whatever  length  the  story  justi- 
fies without  fear  that  short  length  will 

prevent  a   fair  shov/ing  in  theatres  them- 

selves and  in  the  theatres'  advertising, 

says  E.  W.  Hammons,  president  of  Eldu- cational. 

Persistent  efforts  of  the  producers  and 

distributors  of  short  features,  as  exem- 

plified by  the  Laugh  Month  campaign 

and  a   number  of  extensive  exploitation 

tieups,  have  also  been  big  factors. 

Cranfield  &   Clarke  also  announces  that 

it  has  signed  a   contract  with  the  Ontar
io 

government  for  the  exclusive  handling  of  a
 

series  of  single-reel  pictures  taken  when 

Roxy  and  His  Gang  traveled  through 
 Can- 

ada. Many  of  the  artists  appear  in  the  pro- 

ductions. The  first  of  the  series  shows 

Roxy  broadcasting  from  the  wilds. 

This  announcement  followed  a   visit  to 

Canada  by  Clarke  and  Brotherhood,  who 

surveyed  the  four  new  exchanges  there
. 

They  also  conferred  with  the  censor  
board 

of  Quebec  province. 

A   number  of  other  acquisitions  of  pic- 

tures has  been  made  by  Ctanfield  &   Clarke, 

A   contract  has  been  closed  with  James 

Montgomery  Flagg  to  make  a   ser
ies  of 

two-reel  satires.  Rights  have  been  obtained 

for  a   series  of  two-reel  Nell  Shipman  p
ic- 

tures. J.  William  Prouse  of  Buffalo  and 

Brotherhood  have  purchased  from
  Tn- 

Stone  Pictures  all  the  William  S.  
Hart 

negatives  and  are  reissuing  them  throug
h 

Cranfield  &   Clarke  exchanges  startin
g 

June  1. 
L.  Lawrence  Baren.  salesmanager.  has 

arranged  for  exhibition  of  New  Waybur
n  s 

Charleston  Reels  at  the  Metropolitan,  
At- 

lanta. the  Savannah  theatre  at  Savannah, 

and  throughout  Texas.  He  has  als
o  ap- 

pointed Mike  Thomas  salesman  m   the 
Philadelphia  office. 

Coolidge  Sees 

International’s 
Mauna  Loa  Films 

International  Newsreel’s  pictures 
 of  the 

Mauna  Loa  volcano  disaster  we
re  viewed 

by  President  Coolidge  and  his  g
uests  on  a 

voyage  on  the  Mayflower,  
presidential 

yacht,  to  Virginia.  The  print 
 of  the  38th 

issue  of  the  newsreel  was  placed  abo
ard  the 

vessel  at  the  President’s  own  request  to 
see  the  picture. 

Pictures  of  the  Roald  Amundsen  and 

Lieutenant  Byrd  expeditions  to  the  North 

Pole  were  shown  in  International  News- 
reel No.  40.  The  Norge  in  flight,  with  the 

flags  of  Norway,  the  United  States  and 

Italy  waving  from  the  dirigible,  demon- 
strated the  progress  of  polar  exploration 

and  there  were  also  intimate  scenes  of 

Amundsen,  Lincoln  Ellsworth  and  Colonel 

Nobile,  the  Italian  pilot.  There  were  also 

scenes  of  Algarsson’s  ill-fated  attempt  to 
nlace  the  British  flag  at  the  Pole. 

Internationals  pictures  of  the  Kentucky 

Derby  were  handled  in  fast  time  and 

shown  in  New  York  at  the  Capitol,  Strand, 

Rivoli.  Colony  and  Warners  theatres  the 

afternoon  of  the  day  after  the  race,  and 

also  in  Chicago,  while  they  reached  the 

screen  at  Cincinnati  the  night  of  the  race. 

.\irplanes  played  a   large  part  in  the  expe- 
ditions handling  of  the  race  pictures. 

Olsen  Circuit  and 

Cooneys  Sign  for 

Sterns^  Comedies 
The  Charles  Olsen  circuit  in  Indianapol

is 

and  Coonev  Brothers  in  Chicago  hav
e  con- 

tracted for  Stern  Film  Corporation  com- 

edies in  two  of  the  largest  deals  completed 

by  the  Stem  Brothers. 

The  Apollo,  Ohio  and  Lyric  theat
res  ot 

the  Olsen  chain  in  Indianapolis  h
ave  ob- 

tained first  run  rights  for  the  entire  output 

of  Stern  Brothers  comedies  for  th
e  com- 

ing season,  the  contract  including  the  
four 

series  of  thirteen  two-reelers,  52  pictu
res 

in  all,  now  being  made  for  distribu
tion  as 

part  of  Universal’s  "Greater  Movie  Lis
t. 

The  Cooney  contract  calls  for  the  ne
w 

Buster  Brown  comedies  and  "The  N
ewly- 

weds and  Their  Baby’’  series  to  be  shown 

in  the  Capitol.  Stratford  and  Avalon
  thea- 

tres. 

Cat  had  moretH.n  through 

George  Borgfekdt  &   Co.,  mak
ers  of  the  FeU.  the  Cat 
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“Presenting  the  Presentation” 
Edwards  Sees 

More,  Larger 
Acts  by  Fall 

New  York  Producer  Says  Many 

More  Theatres  Will  Stage 
Presentations 

f Special  to  the  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  June  1.— Gus  Ed- 
wards has  just  issued  a   statement 

in  which  he  predicts  a   great  future 

for  presentation  and  in  which  he 

points  out  the  difference  between 

this  type  show  and  vaudeville.  His 

own  plans  are  for  larger  and  more 

widely  distributed  shows  by  fall. 

“To  my  mind,”  Edwards  said,  "presen- 
tation is  really  capsule  form,  concentrat- 

ed entertainment  material  put  into  the 

smallest  space  of  time.” 

Fall  Will  See  Change 

"Tihis  is  the  rehearsal  season.  Next 
fall  will  see  presentation  in  full  swing 

and  it  will  not  be  long  before  every 

manager  of  motion  picture  theatres  will 

realize  that  it  is  going  to  mean  much  to 

him.  T-wo  of  the  biggest  show  pro- 
ducers have  approached  me  on  a 

presentation  proposition.  I   am  not  at 

liberty  to  divulge  who  they  are,  but  the 

fact  that  they  are  interested  in  presenta- 

tion shows  that  it  is  no  flash-in-the-pan 
thing. 

“A  new  field  has  been  opened,  a   big- 
ger opportunity  for  the  producer,  for 

the  dancing  instructor,  the  stage  and 
scenic  artist,  the  costumer  and  embryo 

talent  and  a   new  manner  of  offering 
their  creations. 

"Vaudeville  is  not  competing  and  can- 
not compete  with  presentation.  Vaude- 

ville cannot  afford  to  work  with  the 

stage  settings,  the  talent  and  the  scenic 

artist  the  way  the  motion  picture  theatre 
putting  on  presentation  can.  Vaudeville 
is  set  and  will  remain  set. 

"As  presentation  is  new  to  the  public, 
the  public  will  learn  and  accept  it  for 
what  it  is  and  know  that  they  can  go 
to  their  vaudeville  theatre  for  the  come- 

dian, the  acrobat  and  the  act  that  typi- 
fies vaudeville.  This  is  not  the  kind  of 

act  that  is  going  to  be  seen  in  presenta- 

tion houses.” 

Clyde  Martin  at  Romance 
( special  to  the  Herald) 

BLANDINSVILLE,  ILL.,  June  1.— 
Clyde  G.  Martin,  organist  who  is  playing 

guest  engagements  in  the  Middle  West,  is 
at  the  Romance  theatre  here  this  week. 

F,  &   R.  Preparing 

Juvenile  Unit  Act 
(Special  to  the  Herald) 

MINNEAPOLIS,  June  1. — “Under  the 
Spreading  Chestnut  Tree”  is  the  title 
chosen  for  the  new  juvenile  revue  be- 

ing worked  up  in  the  studios  of  Finkel- 
stein  &   Ruben,  Minneapolis,  under  the 
direction  of  Clement  Murphy,  production 

manager.  The  plot  of  the  piece  is  built 
up  from  the  Longfellow  poem. 

Eleven  children  will  be  included  in  the 

cast.  It  will  be  the  stage  debut  for  seven 

of  them,  but  the  producer  is  confident  that 
he  has  assembled  the  best  talent  he  has 

ever  had  for  one  of  his  juvenile  produc- 
tions, which  have  been  very  popular  with 

Minneapolis  theatregoers. 

The  revue  will  open  June  19  at  the  State 
theatre,  and  after  a   week  will  tour  40 

houses.  Special  scenery  is  being  built  for 
the  production  and  it  will  be  beautifully 
costumed. 

George  Lipschultz 
to  Sail  for  Europe 

(Special  to  the  Herald) 

MILWAUKEE,  June  1. — George  Lip- 
schultz, who  closed  his  American  activities 

for  the  season  at  the  Wisconsin  here  as 

guest  conductor  last  week,  is  sailing  shortly 

for  Europe,  where  he  will  fill  guest  con- 
ductor roles  in  Paris  and  elsewhere.  His 

schedule  calls  for  his  return  to  the  States 

in  time  to  open  the  new  Fifth  Avenue  thea- 
tre, Seattle,  being  built  for  the  North 

American  Theatre  Syndicate.  After  the  big 

opening,  planned  for  about  August  1,  Lip- 
schultz will  remain  in  charge  of  the  musi- 

cal programs  and  will  also  be  musical 
director-in-chief  for  the  entire  circuit  of 

houses  operated  by  the  syndicate. 

Acme  Bookings  Heavy 
(Special  to  the  Herald) 

NEW  YORK.  June  1.— Tohn  J.  Mc- 
Keon,  president  and  general  manager  of 
the  Acme  booking  office,  subsidary  of 

the  Stanley  office,  announces  the  follow- 
ing bookings  in  the  east  for  presentation 

acts,  for  the  week  of  May  31 — June  6. 

New  York;  Cliff  Edwards,  "Ukulele  Ike,’’ Strand  theatre. 

Brooklyn:  Brooklyn  Strand,  Cantor  Rosen- 
blatt, Dixie  Jubilee  Singers  and  Estelle  Carey. 

Newark:  Vadie  and  Gygi,  Mosque;  and  Zieg- 
field  Quartette,  Gracella  and  Theodora  and  Bruno 
and  Steinbach,  Branford. 

Paterson:  BVewn  and  Sedano  for  the  first  half 

and  Rosetta  and  Roman  for  the  second  half, 
Fabian. 

Washington,  D.  C. :   Tom  Brown,  Stanley 
Earle. 

Wilmington:  Aldine,  MacKenzie,  Deleyer  and 
Meredith. 

Philadelphia :   Al  Moore’s  orchestra,  Stanley, 
with  Karavieff  on  the  same  bill. 

Atlantic  City:  Edna  Wallace  Hopper,  Stan- 

ley. 

F,  A.  Mangan 
Raps  Flimsy 
Presentation 

London  Plaza  Production  Chief 

Scores  Cheap  Creations  of 

Shoddy  Showmen 

By  FRANCIS  A.  MANAGAN 
Presentation  Director, 

Plaza  Theatre, 
London,  Eng. 

(Excltisive  for  the  Herald) 

Presentation  as  it  concerns  the 

stages  of  the  present  magnificent 

motion  picture  theatres  has  in  a 

manner  rapidly  passed  out  of  its 

original  sphere  of  being  atmos- 

phere for  the  film  subjects  of  pro- 

grams. 
Stage  presentation  in  its  original  form 

was,  and  still  is,  an  art  in  itself,  calling 
for  the  most  delicate  treatment  and 

careful  arrange- 
ment. In  a   great 

many  of  the 

large  representa- 
tive motion  pic- 
ture theatres  this 

form  of  enhanc- 

ing the  entertain- 
ment surround- 

ing the  film  sub- jects seems  to 
have  become  an 

elongated  affair 
that  consists  of  a 
combination  of 

everything  from 
jazz  bands  to  Francs*  a.  Mongol 

tumblers,  clowns 

and  contortionists,  in  fact,  everything 

but  the  elements  which  would  seem  ap- 
propriate on  the  modern  program  of 

diversity  as  it  pertains  to  the  motion 
picture  theatre. 

Beauty  Is  Neglected 

The  art  of  synchronizing  the  color- 
blending of  lighting  effects  with  the 

rhythm  of  music,  the  logical  cuing  in  of 

the  proper  opening  and  closing  of  tab- 
leau curtains  so  that  this  is  done  artis- 

tically and  in  unison  with  music,  and  the 

selection  of  proper  vocal  and  instru- 
mental numbers  seems  to  be  in  many 

cases  entirely  lost  sight  of  in  the  en- 
deavor to  obtain  a   rather  blatant  effect 

for  a   so-called  finale,  which  in  reality  is 
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discordant  to  the  quietness  of  the 
 film 

presentation  that  is  to  follow
. 

^   Just  at  present  there  seems  to  be  a 

desire  on  the  part  of  the  large  
vaude- 

ville interests-  to  insert  a   presentation 

form  of  entertainment  into  their  pro
- 

prams.  But  there  is  no  denying  vaude-
 

ville will  wear  the  mantle  of  vaudeville 

however  this  type  of  entertainment  
is 

incorporated  into  a   program.  On  the 

other  hand,  presentation  in_  the  strict 

sense,  however  incorporated  into  a   pr
o- 

gram, will  have  the  desired  effect  on  an 

audience,  which  has  in  all  truthfulness 

come  to  the  theatre  to  witness  the  silent 

drama.  _   . 
Pioneers  Did  Great  Work 

Had  it  not  been  for  the  conservative 

and  original  methods  employed  in  the 

stage  presentations  by  the  men  vvho  are 

today  considered  the  pioneers  in  this 

art,  motion  picture  theatres  would  not 

cover  the  great  field  they  cover  today 

and  the  particular  theatres  these  men 

dominate  would  not  be  household  names 

throughout  the  length  and  the  breadth 
of  the  land. 

Had  it  not  been  for  the  artistry  em- 

ployed by  Chicago’s  largest  film  exhib- 

itors, the  mention  of  that  firm’s  name  to 

anyone  in  any  part  of  the  United  States 

would  not  mean  perfection  in  perform- 

ances as  it  does  today,  perfection  that 

has  attracted  the  attention  of  the  world’s 

largest  film  magnates  to  such  a   degree 

that  these  exhibitors  now  handle  hun- 

dreds of  theatres  in  the  United  States 

whereas  they  previously  handled  only 

their  Chicago  holdings. 

Chkago  Set  Standard 

These  men  set  the  standard  of  presen- 

tation, the  standard  of  creations  that  are 

artistic  and  in  whose  construction  and 

showing  thought  is  employed.  They 

have  not  varied  the  standard,  and  have 

attained  the  pinnacle  of  success  while 

others  have  fallen  by  the  wayside 

through  the  blind  practice  of  jumping 

from  one  policy  to  another  without  ar- 

riving at  a   definite  form  of  procedure. 

In  performing  my  duties  as  presenta- 

tion Director  of  the  Plaza  theatre,  Lon- 

don, England,  I   have  had  opportunity 

to  study  the  wants  of  English  audiences 

and  make  comparisons  between  these 

and  the  wants  of  American  audiences.  I 

have  found  the  differences  to  be  few. 

The  likes  and  the  dislikes  of  the  people 

who  attend  the  motion  picture  theatre 

here  and  in  the  United  States  are  sim- 
ilar. At  the  Plaza  we  adhere  strictly  to 

the  sense  of  presentation  as  we  believe  it 

should  be — surrounding  material  for  the 

screen  program. 

Audience  Preference  Rules 

Because  it  is  incontrovertible  that  the 

public  comes  to  the  motion  picture^  thea- 

tre primarily  to  see  pictures,  it  is  my 

intention  to  try  to  originate  and  present 

stage  creations  that  will  please  the  eye, 

the  ear  and  the  taste  of  the  critical,  al- 

ways injecting  a   vein  of  mystery  into  the 
adaptation  of  an  idea. 

Stage  presentation  in  the  picture  thea
- 

tre should  mean  originality,  artistry  and 

continuity  of  theming  combined  with 

color  harmony  and  proper  climactical 

spotting  of  song,  ballet  and  supporting 
musical  accompaniment. 

Spizzi  Books  Collegians 
(Special  to  the  Herald) 

NEW  YORK.  June  1,— The  Yale  
Col- 

legians, a   group  of  undergraduates,  have 

been  booked  by  Arthur  Spizzi  for  a   Id- 

week  tour  during  their  summer  v^a- 

tion.  They  will  open  on  June  7.  ihe 

booking  will  carry  them  from  Coast 
 to 

Coast  playing  leading  motion  pict
ure 

theatres. 

ij=|  Presentation Concerning  the  Stage  Phase 
OF  THE  FiLMSHOW  FrOM  THE 

II  Viewpoint  of  the  Practical I   Showman
 !=By  WILLIAM  R.  WEAVER  =i 

FUNEREAL 
MeVICKERS 

TV /I  eVICKERS  theatre,  Chicago,  is  more 
than  a   theatre.  It  is  a   tradition. 

Booth  and  Barrett  trod  the  boards  which 

gave  way  to  the  present  stage.  Since  their 

day  practically  everything  has  happened  to 

the  house  except  destruction  by  fire.  Its 

history  would  make  a   book  of  many  chap- 

ters, an  intensely  interesting  book  if  writ- 

ten by  Frederick  Donaghey  or  Ralph  Ket- 

tering, and  none  of  the  chapters  would  be 

more  interesting  than  the  one  concerning 

Paul  Ash’s  rise  to  fame  over  the  limp 

corpse  of  the  playhouse  and  the  heroic  
ef- 

forts of  those  brave  people  who  have  un- 

dertaken to  make  the  theatre  function  since 

Mr.  Ash’s  leavetaking. 

McVickers— the  present  building— is  said 

to  have  made  no  money  until  Mr.  As
h 

brought  his  personality  and  his  players  to 

its  stage.  He  had  been  on  the  ground  but
 

a   few  weeks  when  intensive  and  expansive
 

billing  preceding  and  attending  his  arri
val 

began  to  click  and  the  dollars  started  
roll- 

ing in  For  something  like  a   year  the  box 

office  glory  that  was  the  old  McVicke
rs 

returned.  Mr.  Ash  performed  a   practical 

miracle  for  the  playhouse,  making  dollars 

grow  where  before  was  barrenness, 

another  Lr  himself,  blowing  the  thin  bub-
 

ble of  a   trick  popularity  into  the  sound  red 

apple  of  production  merit  upon  whic
h  he 

seems  destined  to  thrive  indefinitely  at  the 

gorgeous  Oriental  two  blocks  away. 

Nomore  interesting  exhibit  than  this  is 

available  in  the  annals  of  showman^ip. 

Those  who  engineered  it  could  have  given 

Barnum  lessons.  But  it  did  hurt  McVic
k- 

ers 1   It  is  doubtful  if  any  thoroughly  mod- 

ern, safe,  respectable  and  wholly  okay  the- 
atre in  amusement  history  was  ever  so 

changed  by  a   policy  shift. 

The  street  in  front  of  the  box  office,  im- 

passable all  day  and  half  the  night  during 

the  past  year,  is  a   village  lane  since 
 open- 

ing of  the  Oriental.  Not  even  the  taxis, 

save  now  and  then  a   stray,  make  the  for- 

merly crowded  curb.  The  gay  billing  is 

ghastly,  for  the  house  still  plays  down  th
e 

motion  picture  and  plays  up  the  jazz  stage 

show,  and  one  ticket  girl  yawns  in  the 

booth  where  two  have  been  inadequate  for months. 

Within,  the  main  floor  is  perhaps  two- 

thirds  filled  for  the  first  show  on  a   Friday 

evening.  Not  a   lone  head  is  visible  over 

the  balcony  rail  from  down  front.  Yet — 

The  best  film  downtown  (“The  Rain- 
maker," Pathe  Review,  a   newsreel  and^-an 

Our  (^ang  comedy)  is  run  off  as  fhough 

the  audUorlum  were  packed.  Ralph  Wil- 
liams and  George  Givot  put  over  a   stage 

show  as  good  as  the  house  has  had  and  do 

it  as  thougfi'  mindful  of  customers  stacked 
in  eager  windrows  out  front.  Mrs.  Jesse 

Crawford  plays  a   great  organ  number,  in- 
vites the  handful  to  sing,  then  smiles  upon 

them  as  tliough  they  were  a   multitude. 

The  house  is  down — it  may  be  out — ^but  the 

show  is  on  and  it’s  a   real  show. 
It’s  a   sad  story,  for  McVickers.  It  is 

related  here  for  the  dual  reason  of  its 

essential  interest  to  showmen  and  its  bear- 

ing upon  the  subject  of  presentation  per- 
sonalities. (The  equally  interesting  story 

of  the  reasons  for  switching  Ash  to  the 

Oriental  concerns  consideration  not  par- 

alleled elsewhere  and  therefore  is  not  per- 
tinent.) Whether  the  house  can  be  brought 

up  to  a   paying  basis  before  it  has  lost  as 
much  money  as  Ash  made  for  it  is  the 
most  engaging  question  presented  by  the 
current  theatrical  situation.  The  answer 

to  this  question  is  the  answer  to  the  one 
about  the  Paul  Ash  type  of  filmshow,  for 
as  Ash  left  McVickers  so  will  he  and  his 
brethren  leave  the  Oriental  and  such  other 

theatres  as  they  may  dominate.  An  Ash 

may  go  up  or  down— ̂ by  the  nature  of  his 
calling  he  may  not  remain  stationary — but 
a   theatre  is  a   fixed  property. 

Janssen,  Whitehead  Team 
(Special  to  the  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  June  1. — Werner  Jans- 
sen, pianist  and  composer  who  wrote  the 

music  for  the  “Ritz  Revue,’’  “Lady  But- 
terfly” and  the  last  edition  of  the 

Ziegfeld  “Follies,”  will  appear  in  a   pre- 
.sentation  act  with  Ralph  Whitehead. 

Whitehead  has  appeared  in  many  Broad- 

way hits,  among  them  A1  Jolson’s  “Big 
Boy”  and  then  in  “Little  Nellie  Kelly,” 
the  international  hit. 

Alf  T.  Wilton  is  booking  the  act  and 

will  have  it  placed  in  motion  picture  pre- 
sentation theatres. 

Dallas  Palace 
Week  Ending  May  30 

DALL-AS,  June  1. — ^John  Murray  Ander- 
son’s “Venus  In  Greenwich  Village”  had  a 

fair  week  at  the  Palace,  Fay  Lanphier  be- 

ing the  top  draw. 
Miss  Lanphier’s  dancing  seemed  a   surprise  to 

the  patrons  of  the  house,  who  evidently  expected 

nothing  more  than  posing  from  a   beauty  
contest 

ivinner.  Some  of  the  stepping  got  nowhere  
and 

some  of  it  went  over  fairly  well.  For  
the  most 

part  the  payees  received  the  affair  
nuldly. 

“Say  It  Again”  Week’s  Song  Hit 

,„s  ';.as  s   S.'s=  srssz 
indicating  the  number  of  shows  in

corporating  each. 

Bound    I   
  

At  1   Bound  .....    ^   You-......-..-.- Atons  at  LosJ     ,   ,   Never  Knew  How  Wonderful 

  l 
Always      \ 

Blue  Bonnot    

The  Bridal  Veil   
....I 

  1 

Couldn't  Get  to  It   J 

Dinah    -     Five  Foot  Two   J 

Gicnnanl  Min    
‘ 

Hello,  Kenturky.  Hello 
  i 

Here  Cornea  Emalino   J 

H!  Diddle  Diddle  
 1 

Honeat  and  Truly   

Horses          

Huntoresftue    
* 

I   Certainly  Could         -J 

I'd  Climb  the  Hlshea*.  Mo
untain.! 

I   Do,  You  Know  !   Do  
 -   1 

rd  Rnther  Be  Alone  
 ^ 

You  Were    —   J 

towft        T 

I   WUh  1   Had  Mr  Old  Girl
  Back Again          \ 

JcdkaM  Bflttca    — —       

Keep  Smilin’  at  Troubl
e   1 

Kiss  He  Again   -   ^ 

Let  Mo  Spend  the 
 Journey's 

Eod  with  You   
1 

acd  Sowy     i 

Maple  Leaf  Rag   
  * 

Maannlelo    J 

Milenberg  Joye   
 — •* 

My  Dream  of  the  Dig 
 Parade..a 

Old  Mill  Stream   
I 

Oriental  Fauiaay  '   ^ 

Pretty  Little  Baby   -   1 
Roundabout  Way  to  Heaven   I 

Soy  It  Again....   —   3 
Six  Foot  of  Papa       1 

Somebody’s  Lonely  for  Some- 
one     — —   1 

Song  of  the  Volga  Boatmen   2 
So’e  Your  Old  Lady   — — — - 

Spanish  Song            1 
Take  This  Rose....   -   1 

Tell  Her  in  the  Springtime   1 

That  Certain  Party   1 

That's  Why  I   Love  You   1 

Tiger  Rag          ^ 

Valencia            * 
What  a   Man     J 

What,  No  Women  1   
—   i 

Where  Did  You  Get  Th
ose Eyes?    ;       ] 

Who!  ....:   ‘ 
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FRANCIS 
PRODUCING 

STAGE  CREATIONS 
That  Are  Instantaineous  Hits  at 

FAMOUS  PLAYERS-LASKY 

PLAZA  THEATRE 
London,  England 

What  One  of  the  Leading  London  Daily  Papers 
Had  to  Say: 

The  manner  in  which  Mangan  delves  seems  to  have  a   magical  manner  of 

into  the  mysteries  of  stage  lighting  at  turning  a   stage  unit  from  a   former 

the  Plaza  changes  the  complex  ques-  program  liability  to  a   Box  Office 

tion  of  film  presentation  for  the  Asset.  The  Plaza  bills  are  works  of 

whole  British  Film  Industry.  He  Art. — London  Daily  Mail. 
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CURRENT  PRESENTATIONS 
Philadelphia  Fox 

Week  Ending  May  30 

PHILADELPHIA,  June  1.— 
An  over- 

ture in  memory  of  Victor  Herbert,  
in- 

cluding selections  from  “The  Fortune 

Teller,”  “Princess  Pat,”  “Naughty  
Mari- 

etta,” and  "Sweet  Mystery  of  Life,”  was 

accompanied  by  an  elaborate  
stage  pre- 

sentation depicting  a   gypsy  camp  in  a 

moonlit  valley,  with  the  men  and  
women 

grouped  picturesquely  and  
naturally 

about  the  stage.  Different  members  
of 

the  company  entertained  with  
vocal  and 

violin  solos  and  a   male  chorus  rendered 

several  gypsy  songs  in  an  
effective  man- 

ner. 

James  Clemons  and  Eileen  Marcy  
gave  a   num- 

ber of  delightful  interpretations  of  the  
Charleston, 

both  exhibition  and  ballroom  v
arieties.  These 

two  adept  dancers  then  demon
strated  to  the 

audience  how  the  intricate  steps  ar
e  perfonned 

and  Clemons  finally  appeared,  alone  .a
nd  gave  an 

inebriate  Charleston.  But  it  is 
 just  possible 

that  the  theatre  going  public  is
  becoming  a 

'trifle  tired  of  the  Charleston. 

The  voices  of  the  -Eight  
Volga  Boatmen  ■ 

froin  the  Ed  Wynne  ''Grab  Bag
"  conipan^^ 

blended  beautifully  in  the  "
VoIm  Boatmens 

S.  which  was  hung  with  t
rue  Russian  pathos 

and  proved  a   treat  to  the  au
dience.  A   stage 

setting  represented  a   river  scene,  v'l
th  jlue  clouds 

above  and  moonlit  waves  be
low,  and  as  the 

song  grew  faint  the  boat  dis
appeared  down  the 

stream. 
 

.   .   ,   , 

Comedy  was  added  to  the  .bill
  by  Joe  Jackson 

in  tramp^makeup.  with  his  ridic
ulous  pantomime 

and  his  little  bicycle  that  is  alw
ays  coming  apart 

and  being  put  together  wrong
.  His  interpreta 

^n  of  the  actions  of  a   goodn
atured  but  stupid 

fellow  kept  the  audience  in  an 
 uproar. 

Philadelphia  Stanley 
Week  Ending  May  30 

PHILADELPHIA,  Jun
e  1.  — Mem- 

ories of  Victor  Herbert  character
ized  the 

entire  bill  at  the  Stanley  last 
 week,  the 

long  feature  being  Herbe
rt’s  operetta, 

“Mile.  Modiste.”  A   medley  of  Her
bert  s 

melodies  was  revived  by  the  Sta
nley  or 

chestra,  arranged  by  Sidney 
 Lowenstem, 

and  at  the  close  of  the  o
verture  a   pic- 

ture of  the  famous  composer  was
  thrown 

on  the  screen,  behind  scrim
. 

Mme.  Vera  Fokine,  world  fam
ous  dancer,  wim 

the  Fokine  ballet,  presented  t
wo  extjuis^ite  dance 

numbers  accompanied  by  the  St
anley 

Orehestra  In  the  “Swan  Dan
ce,  Mjne.  ro 

kine  charmed  her  audience  
with  her  srace  and 

skill,  while  the  ba  let  danc
ers  ® 

part  The  grace  of  her  
expressive  hands  were 

especially  noticeable  throughou
t  number,  ̂ n 

the  second  number  ten  of
  dancers  groupea 

St.  Louis  Missouri 
Week  Ending  May  28. 

ST.  LOUIS,  June  1.— A   Charleston 

contest  for  girls  was  the  main  feature  on 

the  stage  of  the  Missouri  theatre  the 

week  ending  May  28.  The  winner,  Dor- 

othy Shirley,  will  be  given  a   12-week 
contract  with  John  Murray  Anderson  s 
“Charleston  Revue.”  . 

“The  Chinese  Plate,”  a   song  episode, 

was  also  featured  and  was  well  liked. 

Julius  Fisher  and  his  one  string  fiddle 
went  over  fairly  well. 

Charles  Previn  selected  the  marc
h 

from  Wagner’s  “Tannhauser”  
as  his 

overture  number.  Milton  Slosser  
at  the 

organ  put  on  another  of  his  co
mmunity 

sings,  playing  “After  I   Say  I   
m   Sorry. 

Omaha  Rialto 
Week  Ending  May  30 

OMAHA,  June  1.— “Going 
 over  big” 

covered  the  entertainment  of  Co
gert  and 

Motto,  the  “human  jazz  band,
  at  the 

Rialto  last  week.  The  two  entertainers, 

late  of  Schubert’s  “Sweetheart  Time, 

imitate  all  kinds  of  musical  instruments 

with  their  voices  and  by  the  use  of  their 

hands.  They  were  well  received  and 

kept  the  crowd  with  them  all  through 
the  act.  ,   ,   , 

The  team  are  record  makers  ot  co
n- 

siderable note.  They  have  performed 

before  the  record  making  instruments  of
 

the  Pathe,  Okay  and  Perfect  company
. 

St.  Louis  State 
Week  Ending  May  28 

ST.  LOUIS,  June  1.— Alex  Hyde
  and 

Company  made  a   big  hit  with 
 Loew  s 

State  audiences  the  week  ending  May  28
 

with  their  novelty  musical  stag
e  act “Berlin  versus  Liszt.”  .   .   ,   .   • 

A   young  violinist,  the  pnncipal
  figure  m   the 

presentation,  after  years  of  study
  ha* 

between  the  Metropolitan  and  one  o
f  .Paul  White 

Ss  bands.  Uzz  offered  him  the  bigger
  sal^. 

Should  he  take  it?  One  girl  wa
nts  him  to  and 

another  does  not.  Then  .Liszt  
from  a   Picture 

frame  advises  him  to,  but  is,  inter
rupted  by  Ber- 

lin, also  framed.  The  violinist  deci
des  on  a   con- 

test. From  here  they  went . 

Acts  Reported  in  This  Issue 

oklyn. 

lOUt  inis 

the  second  number  ten  oi  the 
 dangers  grouped 

themselves  in  front  of  the  stag® 
 wlule  |Okine 

in  a   blue  shawl  and  spangles 

form,  gave  a   dance  .that  was  
a   marvel 

The  act  was  beautifully  stage
d  N'“®- 

kina's  dancing  seemed  to  reac
h  perfection. 

Mme.  Maria  Dormont.  fonn
erly  sof>st  wit  i 

the  N.  Y.  Philharmonic,  B
oston  ® 

symphony  orchestras,  was 

vantage  in  the  ana  from  ^^'’*.111?/,',*  Modiste  ” 

S'*.  a?d%,...e. 

Kansas  City  Newman 
Week  Ending  May  28 

KANSAS  CITY.— "The  
Foimtain  of 

Gold,”  a   dream  of  Ponce  
de  Leon,  re- 

ceived better  than  ^tver^^^ . 

week  at  the  Newman,  it
  a   typical 

Publix  presentation,  b
ut  a   little  above 

the  average
.  

, 

Special  music  and  l
yrics  rnade  the 

presentation  an  enjoy
able  30-mmuteen 

tertainment.  Johannes  Jof 

plays  the  role  of  Ponce  de  Le®"- ^ JlfP 

able  enough  in  that  P^^VK^rlil^aoolav  se^ 

ability  which  wins  
him  liberal  applause. 

Beck  Fred — Uhambra,  Milvaukee. 

Bennetl  Twins.  The— Rin
lio.  Omaha. 

Bernle.  Ben,  and  Or
chestra— Slrand  Br

 

Billings.  Georgs — ^we
onjin,  ,W»fieaufcee. 

Born  and  Hanley— .WcFs
cfcers,  Chicago. 

••Bridal  Vail,  The” — Chicago,  
Chicogo. 

Brown.  Albert— Tower.  M
ilwaukee. 

Bailer.  Ino  Milehell— 
Coew  J   Swro.  Los  ̂ ngele  . 

Capltol-Abbol  Ballet   Ca
pitol,  Chicago. 

Clifford.  Eddie— McFicfc
erj,  Chicogo. 

Clifford  and  Healy— Rio
oli.  Nmc  York. 

Cogert  and  Motto— Ri
alto,  Omaha. 

Cowham.  Bernle— To
wer.  .miwaufccS. 

Crawford, 

Crawford.  Mrs.  Jesse
— .McFicfcer*.  Chicago. 

Fisher.  Julhn^-W.^ouri.  St.
  . 

Fitch  and  B‘«hleP— 
Vi  waufcea. 

Fokine.  Mme.  Vera —
 Slonley,  Phtladelphia

. 
••Fountain  of  Gold.  Th®  “ V 

Eight  Volga  Boatman
— Fo*.  Fhilod^phia. 

••Garden  Fosllva!,  A” —
 Hotcard,  Atlanta. 

rivoi  Georgfr— VcFicftc
rj,  Chicago. 

Griffith,  Edith— Wot
ropolitan, 

Hcrschfeld.  Dorot
hy— Tower,  M.lwau

fceo. 

Hines  and  Smith— S
trand,  Omaha. 

ES’rlM  Vi  S"“Aoras-Tr'.«o-in.  Milwo
u- 

Jayne,  Mary— Strand,  Cum
berland. 

Johnson,  Dorothy— Tower,  M
iltcaukee. 

Keystone  Serenaders— Strand
,  Cumherland. 

Kovacs,  Lily  Strond,  Broofc
iyn. 

Leaf,  Maurice — Loew's  Stale,
  Los  dngeies. 

Lenlngton,  Drury— .Uetropoli
lan,  Los  Angeles. 

Lime  Trio— Ritioli,  Nev  York
. 

Lowry,  Ed. — Riooii,  iVew  Y
ork. 

Lopez,  Vincent  and  Orches
tra — Strand,  ^ew  York. 

Lou  and  Leai*— *Capiloi,  Chicag
o. 

McKee,  Margaret — IT’arners,  iVew  York. 

McLaughlin.  Kitty— Strand,  
New  York. 

Matlock,  Ruth   Warners,  New 
 York. 

Maxwell.  Margery — Alhambr
a,  Milwaukee. 

Melson.  Charlie  and  Ban
d— Coew  s   Stale,  Los  An-

 

geles. . 

Mitchell  Brothers — Chicogo,  Ch
icago. 

Ned  Waybum  Dancers — Me
tropolitan,  Atlanta, 

Park  Sisters— Metropolitan, 
 Los  dngelcs. 

Peabody,  Eddie  and  Ba
nd— .Metropolitan,  Los  

An 

Pleard  'cbinese  Syneopatore-— 
Rivoli,  New  York. 

Planer,  Louise— Capitol,  Chicago.  i   ...i, 

Previn,  Charles  and  Ore
hesira— Missouri.  St.  Lo

uis. 

Robert  Slsiero—.MeFicfccr
s,  Chicago. Rockets,  The — Rivoli,  New  York.  s.-.i., 

St  George,  Frances — L
oews  State,  Los  dngele

s. 

Short,  Al  and  Band— C
apitol,  Chicago. 

Sonny  and  Eddie — Mc
Vickers,  Chicago. 

Smdter  and  Duffin — Me
tropolitan,  Los  dngeles

. 

“Sunburnt  Jim”— Loew’s 
 State,  Los 

“Venus  in  Greenwich  V
lUago”— Poiace,  Dallas.

 Wagner,  Charlie — Capitol,  Chicogo.  i.,i__j 

wXn.  Donald  ••
Monk”-^«rand  Cumb

erland. 
u'kiio  Marie— Strand,  Cumberland.    

wflBanis!  Elph  and
  Band-McF.'ckers,  

Chicago. 

Managers — Use  This  Bla
nk 

“Presentation  Acts, 

EXHIBITORS  HERALD
, 

407  So.  Dearborn  St.,
 

Chicago,  111. 

^^plllTe^send  me  a   special  report 
 on  the  following^ 

(Signature) 
(Address)  .. 
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Milwaukee  Wisconsin 
Week  Beginning  May  30. 

MILWAUKEE,  June  1.— Three  sep- 
arate presentation  units  and  an  organ 

solo  constitute  the  other-than-film  bill 
at  the  Wisconsin  this  week.  All  three 
acts  are  of  high  calibre  and  divide  honors 
about  equally. 

George  Billings,  better  known  in  picture  house 

circles  as  the  screen’s  “foremost  impersonator  of 
Lincoln,  carries  off  the  honors  of  the  first  unit, 

which  grows  out  of  the  overture  and  then  dis- 

solves into  it  again.  Rudolph  Kopp’s  pit 
orchestra  starts  off  by  playing  “Memorial  Mem- 

ories.” consisting  of  the  tunes  most  definitely 
linked  with  the  civil  war  period. 

After  the  proper  atmosphere  has  been  created, 
curtain  parts  in  the  midst  of  the  stirring  medley 
to  reveal  a   scrim  paintingr  of  Lincoln.  Rising 

lights  reveal  Billings  standing  back  of  the  “por- 
trait” in  characteristic  Lincoln  pose.  After  the 

lade  out  curtain  closes  and  the  orchestra  con- 
tinues playing  until  the  stage  has  been  set  for 

Billing's  major  offering. 
Curtain  this  time  shows  him  in  conference 

with  his  secretary,  and  the  orchestra  is  tuned 
out  while  several  minutes  of  Lincolnian  dialogue 

ensue.  The  stage  is  dark  except  for  two  baby 
spots  playing  on  the  two  figures  and  the  desk 
at  which  the  secretary  is  seated.  Though  the 
act  has  been  shortened  to  evident  disadvantage 

of  Billings,  he  manages  to  make  a   deep  impres- 
sion on  the  house. 

"The  Golden  Bird"  is  the  second  unit.  In  this 
a   girl  plays  a   violin  accompaniment  for  the 

warbling  of  a   canarj*  in  a   cage,  or  vice  versa. 
The  set  consists  of  a   larpe  bird  nest  containing 
recently  hatched  birds  painted  on  the  backdrop. 
After  several  classical  bits,  the  girl  plays  bird 

imitations  and  with  a   great  display  of  showman- 
ship succeeds  in  getting  the  caged  bird  to  imitate 

the  violin  imitations.  The  freak  element  in  the 

act  helps  it  go  over  big. 
Edmund  Fitch  and  Arthur  Richter  run  the 

organ  through  a   series  of  old  time  melodies  in  a 

“slide”  solo  called  “Songs  Then  and  Now.” 
Starting  with  the  year  1850  they  pick  the  favor- 

ites of  various  decades  until  "Yes.  Sir,  That’s 
My  Baby,  is  rambled  off  as  a   current  favorite. 
After  that  comes  a   prediction  of  the  probable 
jazz  music  of  an  hundred  years  hence,  in  which 

the  orchestra  joins.  Everj-one  seems  to  be  play- 
ing his  own  favorite  song,  and  there  seems  to  be 

some  difference  of  opinion.  The  effect,  judging 
from  audience  reaction,  seems  highly  diverting. 

The  Imperial  Russian  Male  Chorus,  consisting 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

Novelties 

Singers 
Dancers 

PREMIER  ATTRACTIONS 
(Incorporated) 

Sp€H;ialists  in  prologue 

and  presentadems 
for  the  motion 

picture 
house 

Auditorium  Bldg. 
Chicago,  IlHnoia 

Phone  Wabash  S69!S 

ALF.  T.  WILTON 
INCORPORATED 

12«h  Floor  Bryant  2027-8 

1S60  BROADWAY,  NEW  YORK 

Now  Booking 

Motion  Picture  Theatres 

Box-Office  Names 
Attractions  and 

Presentations 

Managing  Boohing  Dept. 

FRED  B.  MACK 
Pormcriy  bookar  with 

B.  P.  Kalth-Albee  Ctreuli 

of  about  ten  good  voices,  closes  (he  presentation 
portion  of  the  program.  The  set  is  a   Volga 
river  dock  scene,  well  constructed,  with  all  lights 
low.  After  the  curtain  is  drawn  there  are  mo- 

ments of  total  silence,  after  which  soft  voices 

backstage  start  singing  the  famous  “Volga  Boat- 
men’s song."  As  the  song  increases  in  volume 

the  singers,  in  the  costumes  of  Russian  boatmen, 
slowly  come  in  tugging  at  a   large  rope,  with  the 
boat  at  the  other  end  left  to  the  imagination. 

Halfway  across  they  stop,  dispose  of  their  burden 
and  relieve  themselves  of  several  Russi.'in  .songs, 
all  of  whicli  go  over  well. 

with  the  Chicago  Civic  Opera,  takes  her  Dlar« and  sings  snatches  of  the  best  music 

in  “Rigoletto,”  after  the  orchestra  has  played  the major  part  of  its  overture,  consisting  of  an 
original  arran§;enieiit  by  Heinz  Rcemheld  of  the opera.  Working  before  a   silk  drop  on  which 
colored  lights  are  played.  Miss  Maxwell’s  beau tiful  voice  and  distinctive  artistrj'  Saturd-Tv 

evening  won  great  applause.  ' Fred  Beck  played  “Lonesome  and  Sorry”  on the  organ,  the  words  being  flashed  on  the  screen At  the  close  of  the  first  chorus,  the  orchestri 
joined  m   with  an  original  arrangement  that 
went  over  well. 

Atlanta  Howard 
Week  Ending  May  30. 

ATLANTA,  June  1. — “A  Garden  Fes- 
tival,” designed  and  staged  by  Frank 

Cambria,  was  the  presentation  at  the 
Howard  theatre  the  week  closing.  It 
was  an  artistic  Publix  production,  but 
failed  to  get  the  response  which  has  been 
drawn  from  audiences  that  have  wit- 

nessed other  offerings  by  this  organiza- 
tion. It  lacked  pep,  which  apparently 

the  public  now  demands.  The  work  of 
the  chorus,  which  was  a   minor  insertion, 
was  appreciated  most. 

The  setting  represented  a   Watteau  painting 
which  spread  almost  the  full  length  of  the  stage, 

showing  a   typical  group  of  Parisians  of  the  17th 
century.  Through  electric  light  machinations  the 
figures  were  brought  to  life  and  sang,  and  played 
musical  instruments. 

The  offering  includes  Helen  Cahoon,  colora- 
tura soprano;  Walter  Pontius,  tenor;  Herman 

Aschbaucher,  tenor;  Benjamin  Landsman,  bary- 
tone; Carl  Bitterl,  basso;  Yurieva  and  Svoboda, 

classic  dancers;  and  Tom  Campbell,  who  takes 
the  part  of  the  artist  and  is  supposed  to  imagine 
that  his  painting  comes  to  life. 

The  music  includes:  the  flute  player's  “Call 
Me  Thine  Own’’  by  J.  S.  Cox;  the  soprano’s 
“Shadow  Song”  from  the  opera  “Dinorah;”  the 
quartette’s  Schubert’s  “Serenade;”  the  ballet, 

danced  to  “Gavotte,”  by  E.  Gillett  and  "Gavotte" 
by  Francis  Joseph  Gossec,  and  the  violin  solo, 

Chopin’s  "N^octume.” Joseph  Littau  and  his  orchestra  offered  as  an 

overture,  "The  Fortune  Teller”  by  Victor  Her- 
bert, in  memoriam,  this  week  being  an  anniver- 

sary of  the  composer's  death.  Melvin  P.  Ogden 
rendered  “The  Rosary”  as  an  organ  presentation. 

Atlanta  Met 
Week  Ending  May  30. 

ATLANTA,  June  1. — The  Ned  Way- 
burn  dancers  combined  their  talents  in 

featuring  the  Charleston,  and  their  clos- 
ing presentation  at  the  Metropolitan  the- 

atre, the  week  ending,  served  as  an 
introduction  to  the  Charleston  contest 

that  the  theatre  staged  for  the  city’s 
young  steppers. 

The  chief  number  in  the  presentation  and  the 
one  which  went  over  with  a   bang,  was  offered 
by  Virginia  Bacon,  one  of  the  trio  of  Wayburn 
dancers,  who  is  an  accomplished  toe  dancer.  Her 
Charleston  was  well  worth  witnessing.  Other 
niynbers,  both  solos  and  duets,  were  presented 
with  Charleston  steps  worked  in. 

The  presentation  closed  and  the  contest  began, 
with  Miss  Bacon  coming  up  to  the  footlights  and 

explaining  and^  demonstrating  the  Charleston 
seated  in  a   chair.  Prizes  were  given  to  the  best 
dancers  selected,  by  audience  applause.  This  is 

this  theatre’s  second  contest  of  this  type,  and 
it  is  going  surprisingly  strong.  The  house  tied- 
up  with  one  of  the  local  newspapers  in  order  to 
get  additional  publicity. 

The  presentations  which  have  been  offered  by 
Miss  Bacon  and  her  sister-dancers,  Mary  Horan 
and  Olive  Brady,  have  pleased  every  audience  and 
are  considered  among  the  best  Manager  Willard 
Patterson  has  had  in  some  time. 

Enrico  _Leide  chose  for  his  overture  “Songs  of 
Today,"  in  which  he  featured  the  popular  “I 
Never  Knew  How  Wonderful  You  Were.”  He 
scored  the  presentation  and  the  contest  with 
Charleston  music. 

Milwaukee  Alhambra 
Week  Beginning  May  29. 

MILWAUKEE,  June  1, — Simplicity 
and  quality  are  blended  to  advantage  in 
the  non-film  portion  of  the  Alhambra 
program  this  week.  Only  one  act,  and 
that  incidental  to  the  overture,  holds  the 
stage.  But  that  act,  though  unelaborate, 
is  of  a   quality  seldom  seen  in  picture 
houses. 

Margery  Maxwell,  whose  name  is  identified 

Milwaukee  Tower 
Week  Beginning  May  30. 

MILWAUKEE,  June  1.  —   Dorothy 
Johnson  and  a   Memorial  Day  presenta- 

tion are  co-featured  in  the  stage  program 
opening  the  week  at  the  Tower  Sunday. 
Mi«  Johnson,  wlio  at  five  years  toots  a   better 

saxophone  than  many  who  have  spent  twice  that 
many  years  learning,  and  whose  showmanshin  is worthy  of  a   veteran,  is  given  the  first  spot  on the  bill  and  makes  much  of  it.  Opening  with  a 
song  or  two,  in  which  she  wins  the  .audience she  borrows  an  undersized  saxophone  from  the 

pit  and  plays  Dmah  ’   and  “Honest  and  Trulv  ” Both  register  heavily. 

Bernie  Cowham,  appearing  ”{11  person— not  a 
movie,  according  to  the  trailer,  plays  "Bur- 

gundy and  plays  it  well.  He  dispenses  with  the 
speech  this  time,  but  goes  over  without  it. 
The  ‘‘big  act’’  opens  with  a   red  cross  nurse 

singing  My  Dream  of  the  Big  Parade”  in iront  of  a   black  drop,  which  parts  revealing  a 
trench  scene.  Albert  Brown,  in  overseas  outfit, 
puts  aside  hts  cigaret  to  recite  in  an  imprcssvic ' 
u-ay  about  the  horrors  of  warfare.  The  singer. Miss  Kirchhoff,  then  completes  her  song  as  the curtain  again  closes. 

Dorothy  Hersehfeld  then  bursts  through  the ^   outfit  consisting  of  various  parts 
01  the  flag,  and  does  a   nondesermt  toe  oance 
to  the  tune  of  “Stars  and  Stripes  Forever.”  She 

goes  over  well,  reverence  for  the  flag  or  some- ling  playing  a   prominent  part. 

Los  Angeles  State 
Week  Ending  May  27. 

LOS  ANGELES,  June  1. — Loew’s State  had  for  its  presentation  attraction 
last  week  its  third  annual  radio  show, 
enlisting  the  services  of  talent  from  va- 

rious broadcasting  stations  in  and 
around  Los  Angeles.  The  feature  proved 
a   good  drawing  card. 

Charlie  Melson  and  his  band  helped  to  pep  up 

^e  raiho  numbers.  His  first  number.  “Here 
Comes  Emalma,”  got  a   good  hand.  Ina  Mitchell Butler  from  Station  KHj  sang  “Alone  At  Last.” 

Warner  Brothers  sta- 
tion JvFWB,  gave  her  most  popular  number,  "Say 

it  Again.”  Sunburnt  Jim,  an  elongated  colored 
gentleman,  strummed  a   ukulele  and  sang  several numbers  in  his  typical  manner.  Lslyan  May 
Challenger  from  Station  KFWB  sang  "Take  This 

Rose”  and  responded  to  an  encore  with  ‘‘I'll 
Never  Miss  You  Again.” 
The  program  concluded  with  Maurice  Leaf  of 

KNX  doing  his  radio  monologue  and  travesty 
on  bedtime  stories. 

Los  Angeles  Met 
Week  Ending  May  27. 

LOS  ANGELES,  June  1. — Frank 
Newman  offered  Eddie  Peabody  with  his 

banjo  in  “May  Days”  at  the  Metropol- itan the  week  just  ended. 

The  presentation  opened  with  a   pretty  setting 
wjth^  the  Met  girls  dressed  as  wood  nymphs 
dancing  in  a   garden  and  the  orchestra  playing 
on  a   balcony  in  the  background.  Marian  Stad- 
ler  and  Matt  Duffin  offered  a   novelty  ballet  and 
introduced  many  unique  .steps.  The  first  part 
of  the  program  concluded  with  a   Maypole  dance. 
While  a   change  in  settings  was  taking  place 

Eddie  Peabody  played  a   solo  on  his  banjo  before 
curtain.  The  Park  Sisters  were  introduced 

Topsy  and  Eva,  singing  seveml  of  the  Dun- 
can Sisters’  numbers.  The  audience  seemed  to 

like  this  and  the  girls  had  to  respond  with  sev- 
eral encores.  Edith  Griffith  and  Eddie  Peabody 

sang  "Say  It  Again,”  which  was  accorded  a 
good  hand.  Tlie  orchestra  rendered  a   very  pleas- 

ing number  called  “A  Spanish  Song." 
Peabody  next  complied  with  several  request 

numbers,  namely:  /’Who,”  "Korses,”  ‘‘MapJe 
Lccif  Rag^*  and  "Five  Foot  Two.**  Drury  Len* 
ington  and  Edith  Griffith  sang  before  a   pretty 

tjansy  bed  a   number  called  ^Tell  Her  in  the 
Springtime."  Tlic  pansy  bed  .sprang  into  life with  a   Met  girl  representing  each  flower. 
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Chicago  Oriental 
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“Down  South”  was  the  name  of  Paul 

Ash’s  third  Oriental  stage  show  and  it 

maintained  the  standard  set  by  the  first 

one.  Ash  is  spending  a   lot  more  rnoney 

on  the  Oriental  shows  than  he  did  on 

the  McVickers  efforts  and  they’re  
bet- 

ter. Also,  the  leader  has  dropped  a 

number  of  his  former  bad  stage  habits 

and,  save  for  an  unnecessarily  blue  line 

now  and  then  by  Peggy  Bernier  or  an- 

other of  his  stock  company,  nothing’s 
wrong  and  much  is  right  with  his  stuff 
since  the  switch. 

“Down  South”  ran  like  this: 

Unamsd  blackface  m   one  calling  train  
bound 

for  Dixie  and  the  Tamiami  Trail,  ban
d  back  of 

drop  playing  "Alabama  Bound,  a
s  performers 

romp  across  stage.  -   o'  -i”  „ 

Ash  and  Band  playing  Tamiami  T
ml  in 

Southern-gentleman  costumes  seated  on
  t^oloniai 

veranda  which  stood  throughout  show. 

Jason  and  Karrigan,  girl  harmony  team  dressed
 

as  Mammies  and  trundled  on  and  hence
  acroK 

stage  on  small  platform,  singing  Pretty  Little 

Baby"  and  "Dinah,”  the  first  better  than  the
 

**^sh  and  Band  playing  (and  how!)  Ash’s  n^i- 

ber,  "That’s  Why  I   Love  You.”  It’s  
the  best 

tune  to  which  Ash  has  given  his  name  
and  two 

choruses  done  by  the  two  pianos  and  
drunw 

stood  out  so  strongly  that  an  encore  was  
needed. 

Maurine  Marseilles,  contortionist  who  sings,
 

doing  "I’m  In  Love  With  You”  and  "I  d
   Rather 

Be  Alone  ’’  Miss  Marseilles  apes  the  mannerism
s 

of  Peggy  Bernier,  who  comes  on  lat
er  m   spot 

position,  and  .she^d  still  be  overdue  
at  another 

stand  if  she  didn’t.  ,   , ,   ,   .   j 

George  Dewey  Washington,  Ash  s   color
ed  hnd 

mentioned  in  last  week’s  report,  came  on
  here 

burdened  with  a   cold  and  perhaps  a   to
uch  ol 

self-esteem  to  sing  “Let  Me  Spend  the  Joum^  s 
End  With  You,”  the  poorest  number  Ash

  has 

signed,  and  "Smilin’  at  Trouble,"  a   rep
eat  from 

the  preceding  week.  .   .   ,   *t,  m   «,..c 

Peggy  Bernier  singing  and  leading  the
  chorus 

in  "Blue  Bonnet,"  a   number  she  had  no  bus
iness 

with  and  had  to  rescue^ with  a   Nviggle  
Six  Foot 

of  Papa.”  her  kind  of  stuff,  aind  "I 
Could.”  more  of  the  same,  kidding  Ash  

for  the 

last  two  and  gagging  the  bracelet 

the  front  page  of  the  morning  paper
  the  other 

da^'.  Peggy’s  rough  but  they  call  
her  cute  and 

^   Chilton  and' Thomas,  best  colored  dancing  te^i 
in  the  business,  followed  Peggy  with  two 

and  a   double  number  so  strong  that  
Ash  had  to 

beg  off  for  them  or  work  them  to  
death.  inis 

girl  and  boy  have  everything.  .   . 

Pickaninny  Dance,  a   charactenstic  thi
ng  bj  ttie 

"^^Finale,  with  everybody  on  and  an  extra  curtain. 

Chicago  Chicago 

numbers,  including  a   new  one  announced  as 
being  of  Spanish  origin  and  now  popular  in  Paris, 
"Valencia.”  He  went  over  for  his  usual  big 
returns. 

Adolphe  Dumont  and  his  orchestra  played  a 

lively  revolutionary  number,  “Masaiiielo,”  for  the overture  and  took  a   big  hand. 

Two  presentations  held  the  b
oards  at 

this  house  the  week  just  ended,  on
e  so 

much  better  than  the  other  t
hat  the 

difference  was  as  apparent  as  
a   lone 

skyscraper  on  a   prairie.  ‘
‘Memories  ot 

Over  There.”  featuring  the  
Mttcheli 

Brothers,  was  the  first;  “
The  Bridal 

Veil,”  featuring  Anna  Ludmilla,  was
  tnf 

other. 

The  “Over  There"  number  was
  set  in  a   “USOU* 

th.tt  looked  like  the  real  thing,  'ejtc 

entanglements,  blasted  trees,
  etc.,  m   stlhou^tc 

againlt  a   night  sky.  Male  cho
rus  du^ut 

sang  three  numbers  popular 
 during  the  war  and 

weri  interrupted  by  the  other  hD  cl  eU 
Mitchells  as  a   mail  runner.  

The  other  mteneu 

was  made  the  object  of  some  sn
tymg  'vjien  he 

became  downcast  oyer  the  no
n-arrual  of  » 

This  was  the  lead  into  the  banjo
  stuff  these  bo> 

do  so  well.  The  transition  
was  sniootU  ana 

logical  The  boys  played  a   med
ley  of  pop  num- 

bers sang  •'C^dn^  Get  to  It"  and  
closed  with 

Mother  n?edley.  They  could  
have  done  more  and 

the  house  would  have  liked  it. 

The  next  stage  number.  The  Bridal  y«}}-  .V' 

like  most  of  the  Anderson  unit^l
most  all  right 

The  chief  trouble. with  all  of . 

stand  not  on  tlieir  own  merits 

onto  something.  Tins  one  authentic 
doubtful  interest  of  a   study,  pro

bably  authen  c 

enough,  of  bridal  costimies .   dating  to  the 

fifteenth  century.  The  set  is  good  l
ooking,  put 

the  mass  of  white  againsd  it  gives  J''®  ‘■'
"P''®®®'®!! 

of  hospital  uniforms  apainst  a 
  drawing  room 

background.  The  clash  is  like  -   ...iniilla 

Leading  to  the  appearance  o
f  M»ss  Lucmilla 

a   girl  sings  something  about  a
   bndal  veil.  What 

she  is  singing  fevy  can  know  wh
o  bj»=k  of  the 

tenth  row  in  a   house  as  large 
 as  the  Chicago. 

Miss  Ludmilla  and  her  male  par
tner  olcver 

team  but  would  look  and  ffo  
over  better  in  a 

different  creation  than  this.  The 

stuff  without  the  saving  grace  of  .5i?y 

and  tame.  The  house  accepted  the  offerinB 
 >n^iy. 

Jesse  Crawford  at  the  organ  played  a 
  group  ot 

For  not  quitting  cold,  for  infallibly 

masking  their  knowledge  that  nobody’s 
out  there  beyond  a   few  rows  back,  for 
banging  into  their  stuff  with  all  the  steam 

in  the  world  and  by  no  word  or  sign  be- 
traying what  must  be  heartbreak,  give 

vast  credit  to  Ralph  Williams,  George 

Givot,  Mrs.  Jesse  Crawford  and  those 
associated  with  them  in  trying  to  make 

a   playhouse  out  of  the  morgue  Paul 

Ash’s  leaving  made  of  McVickers.  Were 
their  show  plain  rotten,  were  the  or- 

chestra made  up  of  dubs  and  the  hired 

acts  nobodies  from  nowhere,  these  peo- 
ple would  deserve  a   standing  vote  of 

praise  from  the  world  of  entertainers 
and  entertained.  How  much  greater  the 

vote  deserved  for  putting  on  a   bang-up 

show,  a   show  that  would  give  any  pre- 
Oriental  Ash  production  an  upstanding 

battle  in  anything  like  an  even  break. 

They  may  not  put  the  house  over — it 
was  conceded  to  be  poison  for  whoever 

followed  Ash — but  if  they  don’t  it  will 

not  be  because  they  didn’t  give  the  man- 
agement a   better  run  for  its  monej’-  than 

it  was  reasonable  to  expect  could  be 

purchased  in  the  amusement  world. 

Last  week's  show  was  a   racetrack 
thing,  running  with  a   racetrack  picture, 
and  followed  this  schedule: 

Newspicture  with  band  in  pit. 
Mrs.  Jesse  Crawford  at  the  organ  playing  a 

group  of  popular  tunes  strung  together  on  a 
bird  idea  and  inviting  the  folks  to  sing.  Playing 
infinitely  better  than  her  predecessor,  Henri 

Keates,  with  whom  the  gals  sang  and  continue 
to  sing  at  the  packed  Oriental,  she  got  naturally 
thru  response  from  the  unnaturally  thin  ranks  of 
those  present,  applause  at  the  finsih  showing 
plainly,  however,  how  well  they  like  her. 

Ralph  Williams  and  George  Givot  in  one  on 

their  way  to  the  racetrack,  Ralph  in  George’s 
famous  pants.  A   few  gags  and  into — 

Ralph  Williams  and  Band  (dressed  as  jockeys) 

playing  “Hello  Kentuckey,  Hello”  with  a   song 
plugger  shouting  a   chorus. 

“Milenberg  Joys”  by  the  band  at  a   mile  a minute.  ,   .   , 

"I  Do,  You  Know  I   Do,”  by  the  band  with  a 
Victor  record  boost  (Williams  is  too  new  to 
picture  work  to  know  these  boosts  are  out)  and 
a   chorus  by  the  song  plugger. 

Roberts  Sisters,  nice  looking  girls  who  sing 

together  and  step  a   little,  singing  "Hi  Diddle 
Diddle”  and  "What  a   Man.” 

Born  and  Hanley  (or  names  sounding  like  that) 

doing  the  St.  Charles  Brothers’  balloon  act  and 

coming  back  without  a   hand  for  “Old  Mill Stream”  with  gestures,  a   better  number. 
Eddie  Clifford  singing  “Say  It  Again, 

the  Highest  Mountain”  and  "Roundabout  Way 
to  Heaven”  in  night  club  style  but  with  so  much 
steam  as  to  get  them  more  than  over  even  so.^ 

Sonny  and  Eddie,  colored  steppers  of  niiddUn 

®*^“llello  Kentucky,  Hello”  bv  the  band,  with  a 
chorus  by  the  song  plugger  (whose  voice  must 

be  the  original  reason  they  call  them  that)  and 

steps  by  four  chorus  girls  leading  into  a   br^eak 

of  trick-horse  comedy  by  Williams  and  the  bubble throwers  mentioned  upstairs.  .   . 

George  Givot,  green  pants  this  time,  plus  tie
. 

singing  "What,  No  Women !”  for  a   wow  and 

repeating  his  old  reliable  "Certain  Party  m
r  a 

finish,  sticking  on  for  the  finale  to  Tiger  
Kag 

by  the  band.  (And  on  account  of  whose
  drag  are 

all  tlie  leaders  disinterring  this  ‘   liger  Kag thing?) 

"The  Rainmaker,"  Paramount  picture. 
Pathe  Review. 

who  doubled  in  magic,  were  responsible 
for  distinctive  roars  of  applause,  Short 

and  the  band  getting  their  invariably 
thunderous  returns  on  straight  band 
numbers.  The  show  ran; 

Short’s  first  sax,  dolled  for  a   Hindu  nugician, 
doing  better  than  average  magic  things  in  front 
of  a   Hindu  street  drop,  flanked  by  native  gals, 
with  tom-tom  and  reed  stuff  by  the  orchestra  in 

back.  Magic  isn’t  perfect  for  picture  house  use 
but  with  the  Hindu  angle  this  went  over  strong. 

The  drop  parted  to  reveal — A1  Short  and  Band  in  white  outfits  on  a   stepped 

flying  stage  which  moved  forward  as  they  played 
"Oriental  FanUsy”  in  that  practically  perfect 

way  of  theirs. 
Encore  to  this  brought  a   parting  of  the  back 

drop  to  reveal  an  Abbot  dancer  (imnamed)  
do- 

ing an  Oriental  dance  (not  the  Gilda  Gray  kind) 

that  was  interrupted  several  times  by  applause. 

Following  this — 

A1  Short  and  Band  played  "Tiger  Rag,  proper- 

ly announced  as  a   veteran,  with  sax,  trombone 

and  "Doc”  Schwartz’  trumpet  soloing  in  that 

order  to  such  good  effect  as  to  make  
a   repeat 

necessary.  ,   ,   .   , 

Capitol-Abbot  Ballet,  three  girls  on  the 
 elevated 

stage,  in  a   neat  jazz  dance  on  their  
toes,  for  an 

encore.  ,   , 

Charlie  Wagner.  Short’s  drummer,  pl
aying 

"Humoresque”  on  the  xylophone  with  10“^ 

lets,  both  as  written  and  jazz  style,
  taking  an 

encore.  (Wagner  makes  the  xylop
hone  singles 

in  vaudeville  look  pretty  bad.) 

Louise  Planer,  a   return,  singing 
 Where  Did 

You  Get  Those  Eyes?”  and  
Lonely  for  Some- 

''**A1  Short  and  Band  playing  in  Southern  negro fashion  "Jackass  Blues,”  tail's  Old 
Roy  Dieterich  singing  Wish  I   “Prettv 

Girl  B'ack”  and  his  own  arrang
ement  of  Pretty 

Little  Baby"  and  taking  the
  house  with  him 

^   R°cd^' Carter  in  "Jiggs”  makeup  singing  
■'So’s 

Vn.iT-  Old  Ladv  ”   getting  an  encore
  for  an  extra 

SZs  His  "}{ggf”  ma^keup 
 is  good  but  he  uses 

in'a  demonstration  of  wh^t  thc^ 

to  let  go  of  him.  announcement 

with  uke  and  voca
l  Simula- 

sounded  like  that)  witn  ,   number 

Short’s  first  sax  illusion  that 

this  point  and  °   Jm-ing  four  Abbot  girls 

“oT'wi  irM  go  ?„.o
  Oriootal  a.ap.  with  » 

band  number.  .   .   .<\fv  Dream  of  the  Big 

the  finish.   

Cumberland  Strand
 

Ending  May  30 

Week  Ending  May  30 

W   Short  turned  in  another  great  show 

for  the  Capitol  last  week,  calling  i
t 

"Bound  for  Bombay”  and  shapmg  it  up 

accordingly.  Incidentally,  the  Capit
ol  is 

discovered  to  have  in  use  one  of 
 those 

“flying  stage"  things,  although  nothing 

has  been  said  about  it  in  the  ads 
 and  it 

is  treated  in  the  performance  a
s  matter- 

of-course  mechanical  equipment. 

Roy  Dieterich,  tenor,  members
  of  the 

Capitol-Abbot  ballet,  and  the  first
  sax, 

CUMBERLAND.  
MD  ^ 

aid  “MoJik”  Watson
  and  the 

Serenaders,  opening  m   ^   giving 

The  show  ran  it  moving  at  good 

“Roses,”  the  opener,  >   .   „   Marie 

‘•Could  I?  I   Certainly  Could
. ^ 

White,  following  "hich  she 
 ^ 

“Maple  Leaf  R^g/’  by  d^
^and.^  using 

VouTaI?’  sung
  by  Mary  Jayne

.  She 

encored  with  "Tam
iami  Trail. 

"Scotch  Fauwsy.  ̂    Keystone  Quartette. 

theatres  to  compare 
 with  tms  ouc. beat  it. 

Allister  Wylie  in  New  Spot 

(Special  to  the  Herald
) 

ST  LOUIS,  Tune  1.— All
ister  Wylie  ami 

his  orchestra  will  be  featu
red  throughout 

the  summer  at  Skouras 
 Brothers  L>nc 

Skydome,  open-air  theat
re  to  began  its 19^  season  May  22. 
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A   New  Kind  of  Paper  for  You 

One  Sheets  Have  Space  Made  for  Announcement  of 

Presentations^  Special  Shows  or 

Other  Attractions 

Exhibitors  throughout  the  country have  responded  to  a   questionnaire  and 
have  in  majority  declared  themselves  in 

favor  of  a   change  in  paper  and  window  cards 

suggested  to  them  by  Famous  Players-Lasky executives. 

The  plan  suggested  by  Paramount  has  been 
worked  out  in  one-sheet  illustrations  some  of 

which  appear  on  this  page.  They  are  good 
evidence  of  their  own  value.  It  is  readily  sup- 

posed exhibitors  will  be  willing  to  use  them. 
The  change  according  to  the  exploitation 

department  of  Paramount  will  facilitate  the 
work  of  theatre  men  in  planning  campaigns, 
both  on  pictures  and  on  such  units  of  their 
programs  as  presentations  and  special  shows. 

An  Aid  for  “Greater  Movie  Season” 

During  “Greater  Movie  Season”  this  year 
the  idea  will  offer  a   highly  useful  manner  of 
drawing  attention  to  the  campaign. 
On  forthcoming  pictures  special  one  and 

three  sheets  and  window  cards,  in  addition  to 

the  other  paper,  will  be  prepared.  These  spe- 
cial lithos  will  be  designed  so  that  on  each  style 

will  be  left  sufficient  blank  space  to  permit 

the  exhibitor  to  advertise  adequately  all  fea- 
tures of  his  program — picture,  vaudeville  and 

presentation. 
This  blank  space  will  not  be  white,  however. 

It  will  be  tinted  in  keeping  with  the  color 
scheme  of  the  paper  so  that  the  sales  value 

and  appearance  will  not  be  impaired  if  im- 
printing is  not  desired. 

New  Style  Starts  with  “Padlocked” 
Productions  on  which  this  new  style  of 

paper  and  window  cards  will  first  appear  are : 

“Padlocked,”  “Fine  Manners.”  “Good  and 

Naughty,”  “Fascinating  Youth”  and  “The 

Lady  of  the  Harem.” 
“Theatres  everywhere,”  said  a   Paramount 

official,  “have  been  confronted  with  the  prob- 
lem of  advertising  added  attractions  on  their 

programs.  To  do  so  they  have  faced  the 
necessity  of  having  their  own  paper  prepared, 
a   process  which  is  costly  and  in  many  instances 
out  of  the  question. 

“Paramount  has  made  a   survey  of  the  sit- 
uation with  the  result  that  on  future  produc- 

tions it  will  prepare  special  styles  of  paper  and 
wdndow  cards  on  which  a   tinted  blank  space 
is  left  for  local  imprinting.  This,  we  believe, 
answers  the  demand  of  those  theatres  having 

presentation  acts,  playing  vaudeville  or  mak- 
ing two  or  three  changes  a   week  in  their  pro- 

grams. 

Benefits  Are  Manifold 

“On  the  one-sheets  the  lower  half  will  be 

in  light  background,  while  on  the  three-sheets 
the  design  will  fill  the  two  top  sheets  with  the 
lower  sheet  lithographed  in  a   light  color. 

“In  addition  to  giving  ample  space  for  local 
imprinting,  this  special  paper  permits  the  use 
of  larger  date  strips.  Its  benefits  are  manifold. 
The  exhibitor  who  has  been  confronted  with 

a   weekly  problem  in  outdoor  advertising  will 

realize  this.” 

*   ♦   * 

-“Better’n  A   Circus”  Say 

Children  After  Benefit 
“Betlci^n  a   circus,  anyhow,”  was  the  joyous  con- 

solation 2,300  boys  and  girls  who  failed  to  win 
tickets  in  the  Indianapolis  News  free  circus  party 
given  for  them  by  the  News,  May  22. 

Whistling,  waving  at  passing  automobiles,  jostling 

and  pushing  not  roughly  but  eagerly,  the  children 

were  in  gala  mood,  for  they  were  about  to  take  over  a 

whole  theatre.  The  doors  opened  at  9   a.m.  and 

ushers  feebly  attempted  to  direct  the  traffic,  but 
were  lost.  After  a   time  all  were  seated.  Whistling 

and  calling  subsided  as  the  lights  were  turned 
out  and  the  show  began. 

Hal  Roach’s  rascals  in  one  of  their  “Our  Gang 

comedies,  entitled  “Uncle  Tom's  Uncle,”  was  espe- 

cially amusing.  The  film  was  shown  by  the  cour- 
tesy of  Arnold  Pieus,  manager  of  the  Patlie  Film 

Exchange.  It  was  the  Gang’s  interpretation  of 
“Uncle  Tom’s  Cabin.” 

Through  the  courtesy  of  the  Circle  management, 
“Papa’s  Pest,”  the  current  comedy  on  the  Circle 

bill,  was  projected.  A   little  more  mature  in  these 
it  was  none  the  less  amusing  to  the  youngsters, 

for  it  dealt  with  the  troubles  of  a   henpecked -hus- 
band, whose  wife  made  him  take  care  of  the  baby. 

Miss  Dessa  Byrd,  Circle  concert  organist,  was  the 
first  on  the  program  entertaining  with  a   delightful 

little  fantasy,  “Spring  Is  Here."  A   Lyman  Howe 
Hodge-Podge  was  shown  through  the  courtesy  of 
H.  C.  Dressendorfer,  manager  of  Educational.. 
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When  30  Red  Heads  Exploited  “Sandy” 

Trucks  of  the  Star-Eagle,  Newark,  N.  J.,  which  Man- 

ager Deusem  used  for  one  week  in  advertising  Wiiliam 

Fox's  feature,  "Sandy,”  are  shown  above. 

“One  if  by  land  and  two  if  by  sea!”  Manager  Deusem 

dispatched  this  “Paul  Revere”  rider  through  the  streets 

of  Newark,  N.  J.,  to  warn  of  “The  Johnstown  Flood.” 

WHEN  “Sandy,”  the  William  Fox dramatization  of  the  popular  serial 

newspaper  novel,  came  to  the  Fox  Termi- 

nal theatre  in  Newark,  N.  J.,  Ray  J.  Deu- 
sern,  manager  of  that  house,  had  a   bagful 
of  stunts  with  which  to  exploit  it. 

The  first  step  this  enterprising  theatre 
director  did  was  to  line  up  a   newspaper  to 

give  it  special  publicity.  His  idea  of  run- 

ning a   contest  for  red-headed  girls  to  find 

three  who  were  the  prettiest  and  the  clos- 

Example  of  3   sheet  devised 
 by 

Famous  as  explained  on  preceding
 

page. 

est  counterpart  to  “Sandy,”  was  something 
novel  and  both  the  business  manager  and 

the  managing  editor  of  the  Star-Eagle  ac- 
cepted it  as  an  interesting  feature  of  their daily. 

This  red-headed  girl  contest  began  one 

week  before  the  picture  opened  at  the  Ter- 
minal and  closed  the  night  before  its  run 

with  the  selection  of  the  winners  from  the 

stage  of  the  theatre.  In  this  manner  Man- 
ager Deusem  had  the  city  talking  about 

the  feature  one  whole  week  before  its  ar- 
rival and  filled  up  his  house  on  the  final 

night  of  another  show  by  putting  on  the 

prize-winning  stunt. 

Thirty  titian-haired  beauties  filed  entry 

blanks  with  Mr.  Deusem  as  a   result  of  the 

newspaper  stories  which  made  it  clear  that 

all  girls  with  hair  of  that  hue  would  be  ad- 
mitted free  of  charge  on  the  night  when 

the  selections  were  made.  Two  newspaper 

men,  a   reporter  and  a   photographer,  and 

the  audience  acted  as  judges.  By  making 

the  applause  of  the  audience  a   factor  
in 

tleciding  the  winners,  Mr.  Deusem  again 

displayed  his  astuteness,  for  the  contestant
s 

brou.ghl  all  their  friends  with  them  to 
 ap- 

plaud for  them. 

.■\  picture  of  the  trio  of  winners  was
 

taken  and  the  Star-Eagle  printed  it  
while 

“Sandy”  w'as  show'ing.  which  was  extra 

publicity  in  addition  to_  the  contest  
yarns, 

advance  notices  and  reviews. 

Alert  for  even  more  free  publicity,  the
 

picture  of  the  wdnners  Nvas  sent
  to  tlie 

tabloid  Daily  Netes  of  New  York, 
 which 

has  a   w'ide  circulation  in  Newark,  a
nd  it 

W’as  used  w'hen  “Sandy"  w’as  still  goin
g 

strong  at  the  box  office. 

While  the  contest  w’as  running 
 the  ̂ lar- 

Eagle  deliverv  trucks,  totalling 
 14.  were 

advertising  “Sandv"  to  more  tha
n  a   million 

people  in  Newark  and  i
ts  environs. 

Through  Mr.  Deusern’s  unt
iring 

and  persuasive  arguments,  
he  was  atlow-ecl 

to  cover  the  trucks  of  the  Sl
ar-Eagle  for 

one  week  with  large  signs  giv
ing  notice  to 

evervbodv  to  follow  the  con
test  in  that 

paper  and  to  see  the  picture 
 when  it  came 

to  the  Terminal  theatre. 

Seventeen  special  wiiulow’  d
isplays  were 

tied  up  with  dow'ntown  st
ores.  Hahnc  e: 

Company,  one  of  the  ft 

stores,  not  onlv  advertised 
 “bandy  m   a 

full  window  display  in  co
nnection  with 

“Sandy"  spats,  but  also  provided 
 a   spenal 

counter  in  the  store  for  a
   demonstration 

of  the  novelty.  These  spats  were  also 

given  to  the  contestants  as  special  prizes. 
Twelve  thousand  attractive  heralds  were 

circulated  in  advance  of  the  picture.  For 

three  weeks  the  lobby  of  the  Terminal  was 

plastered  with  mysterious  “Sandy”  posters 
and  later  by  alluring  cut-out  displays.  The 

whole  campaign  w'as  accomplished  without 

any  additional  cost  as  Mr.  Deusem  did  not 
use  any  extra  paid  advertising  space. 

m 

a   paramount 

Example  of  3   sheet  devised  
by 

Famous  as  explained  on  preceding
 

page. 
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‘‘Movie  Stars”  Children’s  Game 
Makes  Good  Film  Exploitation 

“Let’s  play  ‘Movie  Stars !’  ” 

This  is  the  cry  that  is  ringing  over  Chicago,  on  the  streets  and  in  homes,  at  parties  and  places  where  boys 

and  girls  get  together.  The  game  of  “Movie  Stars”  is  old  in  principle  but  new  in  execution. 

It’s  interesting.  Gro^vn-ups  as  well  as  children  like  to  participate  and  “The  Theatre”  gives  the  fob 
lowing  details  of  how  the  game  is  played,  in  the  belief  that  many  exhibitors  will  want  to  use  the  facts 

in  their  house  organs  and  in  this  manner  introduce  this  new  and  interesting  game  in  their  community. 

The  game  of  “Movie  Stars”  is  really  the  old  game  most  commonly  called 

"Teacher.”  One  girl  or  boy  is  chosen  to  act  the  position  which  corre- 
sponds to  teacher  in  the  old  g^ame.  The  other  boys  and  girls  line  up  at  a 

^ven  distance  in  front  of  the  teacher,  the  one  at  the  extreme  left  occupy- 
ing position  number  one. 

A   soft  rubber  ball  is  bounced  by  the  teacher  to  the  boy  or  girl  in  num- 

ber one  position  and  at  the  time  the  ball  is  bounced  the  teacher  pronounces 
the  first  name  of  a   screen  favorite,  it  being  the  duty  of  the  boy  or  girl  in 
position  number  one  to  catch  the  ball  on  the  first  bounce  and  supply  the 

|ast  name  of  the  film  player.  Thus,  the  teacher  bounces  the  ball  and  calls 

“Mary”  and  the  receiver  of  the  ball  responds  with  “Pickford.” 
The  process  is  repeated  down  the  line 

among  the  participants  in  the  game. 

Failure  to  supply  a   last  name  to  the 

screen  player  called  out  by  the  teacher 

automatically  places  the  boy  or  girl  at 
the  end  of  the  line. 

After  having  received  the  ball  from 

the  teacher  and  properly  supplied  the  last 

name  the  boy  or  girl  who  has  thus 
correctly  answered  returns  the  ball  to 

the  teacher  giving  a   first  name  which 
the  teacher  must  answer  by  supplying 

the  last  name  to.  Inability  on  the  part 
of  the  teacher  to  do  so  gives  the  boy  or 

girl  who  has  “stumped”  the  teacher  that 
position. 

Fans  Have  Advantage 

The  teacher  who  knows  the  most 

screen  players  and  stars  is  at  an  advantage 

inasmuch  as  the  teacher  may  call  the  first 

name  of  a   star  or  player  several  times, 
demanding  in  each  instance  a   different 

last  name.  Thus,  after  the  names  of  the 

more  popular  stars  are  given  the  task 

of  answering  becomes  more  complex  for 

the  boy  or  girl  who  is  not  a   consistent 

picture  goer. 

Many  interesting  comments  on  the 

players  is  a   sidelight  of  the  game  which 

keeps  everybody  laughing  and  happy.  A 

surprising  feature  is  the  number  of  play- 

ers and  the  comments  on  pictures  in 

which  they  appeared  which  naturally 
accompanies  the  game. 

Children  Defeat  Adults 

While  the  game  of  “Movie  Stars”  is  a 

children’s  game  it  is  not  unusual  for  the 
entire  family  and  guests  to  participate 

in  the  game  when  the  children  once 

start  it.  Invariably,  however,  the  chil- 

dren quickly  drive  their  elders  to  shame 

with  their  ability  to  call  for  a   long  list 

of  names  and  this  fact  gives  the  game 

of  “Movie  Stars”  an  element  of  competi- 
tion that  soon  develops  it  into  a   lively 

and  interesting  affair  for  all  concerned. 
—By  H.  E.  H. 

Tom  Scott  of 
Britain  Jumps 

on  Lay  Press 
House  organ  publishers  have  recently  at- 

tracted the  attention  of  their  readers  and 

the  trade  for  their  enterprise  in  writing 

editorials  which  are  extraordinarily  valu- 
able. One  pronounced  editorial  noted  last 

week  is  carried  in  the  Tynedale  Tatler  from 

away  over  in  Great  Britain. 

Tom  Scott  is  the  writer.  He  opens  his 

editoral  comment  under  the  regular  head- 

ing “Queen’s  Hall  Flashes”  with  the  fol- 
lowing: 

I   have  recently  been  reading  quite 

a   lot  of  reports  on  pictures  in  the 

lay  press  and  I   would  like  to  warn 
all  readers  or  patrons  to  ignore  any- 

thing they  read  in  the  lay  press 

whether  good  or  bad  with  reference 
to  the  picture  market. 

I   find  that  really  first  class  pic- 

tures are  “slated”  by  writers  and 
other  mediocre  productions  that  we 

would  not  on  any  account  book  are 
lauded  to  the  skies. 

I   have  at  my  disposal  some  of  the 
finest  viewers  connected  with  the 

trade  whose  reports  we  get  almost 

daily  and  who  are  employed  to  view 
pictures  to  give  to  exhibitors  the 

very  best  information.  These  view- 

ers’ reports  are  entirely  confidential 
and  circulate  only  among  members 

of  the  Cinematograph  Association 
and  we  have  proved  that  they  arc 
entirely  dependable. 
We  have  furthermore  a   very  fine 

service  of  reports  coming  from 

America  and  my  card  is  very  well 

marked  indeed.  My  advice  to  read- 
ers is  to  rely  on  what  you  read  in 

the  “Tatler,”  which  I   think  you  will 
agree  has  not  led  you  very  much 

astray  in  the  past.  Moreover,  the 

majority  of  pictures  are  personally 
viewed  by  me  before  booking. 

Amateur  nights  are  beginning  to  take  an 

active  part  in  the  programs  of  the  motion 
picture  theatres  in  small  cities  in  Indiana. 

The  Rialto  theatre  at  Plymouth  recently 

held  such  a   night.  Among  those  who  con- 
tested with  acts  were  old  fiddlers,  drum  so- 
loists, dog  dancers,  and  jazz  orchestras. 

What  was  termed  an  "Opportunity  night” 
was  held  recently  at  the  Palace  theatre  in 

South  Bend.  First  prize  was  won  by  Ray- 
mond Doyle,  whose  piano  selection  met 

with  the  favor  of  the  audience. 

L.  T.  Alber,  a   whistler,  was  given  sec- 
ond prize  and  Bernice  MoHcnhour  received 

the  third  prize  with  artistic  dancing. 

Apple  blossoms  played  a   big  part  in  fixing  up  this  theatre  front,  says  G.  J. 
Brown,  New  Luna  theatre,  Byesville,  Ohio.  He  exploited  “Keeper  of  the 
Bees,”  F.  B.  O.  film. 
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Jack  Lewis  to 

Manage  Orpheus 
on  West  Coast 

Tack  Lewis  has  been  named  manager
  of 

the  Orpheus  theatre,  Eureka,  Cal
.,  by 

George  M.  Mann. 

He  is  an  experienced  showman,  and  
has 

many  innovations  which  he  will  pr
esent  to 

the  patrons  of  the  Orpheus,  in  ad
dition  to 

the  splendid  picture  programs  runn
ing  at 

that  house.  ,,  ,   „   „ 

Besides  being  a   well  known  trou
per 

and  theatrical  impresario.  Jack  Lewis
  is 

an  old  time  newspaperman  and  has  
worked 

on  some  of  the  best  papers  in  the  county
. 

He’s  a   Gothamite  and  worked  for  t
he 

Hearst  publications  in  New  York.
 

“R  ANSON’S 

FOLLY” 
.rsJ  Bsrlheintoss’ 

N«wai(:  Wl!(  So  On 

Sersen  Hare  Next  Weak 

George  A.  Langan,  Allen  th
eatre, 

Cleveland.  Ohio,  changes  colors 

on  his  program  each  week._  T
he 

above,  advertising  First  Natio
nal  s 

"Ranson’s  Folly,”  was  in  red. 

A   3Wk»  Core®  CrwwietA 
.0  PenMcOBA  2177 

CKARLSS  RYAK, 

AL  secKwmrs  orchestra 
JEAHCrra  OORDOH  AT  THE  ORGAN 

TROCRAM  WEEX  OF  MAY  JJ   

“JAIZOPAIION” 
A)  Irrin*  TTuredAy  >»33  !>•, 

R<S«!  f>«n>  «fiT»»»Soo  ijin<op«tion  in«a>e* 
U   not  *   iui  ralkiuiut,  roull  i 

If.  aiuppy  Mid  dupel.  1‘ Wi^  blAra  of  tnunpcl  . 
Piooo  mMiio  ood  mJAip 

pMOS.tuxc  nvoo  of  mmic.  kt 
Modjqr  of  Ka— >!>>>>«■ 
Muk  your  cokndon  pUiolY  >a 

So  TOO  wir  sof  US  pxM  BAth  Tbi£f»d*y  Niio 

Modern  Exploitation 

=By  DAVID  J.  LUSTIG= 

SUMMER! 

It  means  a   lot  and  then  again 

many  things  can  be  done  to  help 
make  folks  understand  that  with  the 

new  cooling  systems  with  which  every 
real  theatre  is  equipped  it  is  far  more 
comfortable  in  the  theatre  than  on  the 

street,  in  a   park  or  even  at  the  seashore. 

Carry  lines  in  your  program,  mail  mat- 
ter, throwaways  and  newspaper  ads  and 

readers  about  beating  the  heat  in  your 
theatre.  Sell  them  the  idea  it  can  be 
done.  And  it  can. 

Your  lobby  should  look  cool  and  in- 
viting. Everybody  tries  using  green 

dyed  lamps,  etc.  I   personally  do  not 
care  for  that  sort  of  thing.  Green  many 

times  does  not  show  up  good.  Use 

amber,  yellow,  blue  or  golderi  glow. 

Hang  lanterns  in  your  lobby  with  soft 

colored  lights  inside.  Place  greens  in 

and  around  your  house.  This  will  help 

make  things  more  inviting. 

Place  electric  fans  in  different  parts 

of  the  lobby  concealed  so  folks  entering 

either  to  go  into  the  theatre  or  to  look 

at  the  photo  or  posters  will  feel  
the 

cool  air  and  unconsciously  figure  that  it 

must  be  cool  inside.  See  that  the
  in- 

terior is  cool.  If  you  have  installed  one 

of  the  many  cooling  apparatuses  now 
 on 

Don’t  be  penny  wise  and  pound  fool- 

ish! Advertise!  Put  in  special  attrac- 
tions such  as  Bathing  Beauty  Revues 

and  other  added  attractions.  This  is 

the  time  of  year  you  need  them  most. 

Give  them  a   show.  Mr.  Theatreman,  and 

let  them  know  you  have  one  and  they 

will  come.  Perhaps  you  won’t  jam  your 

theatre  as  you  did,  during  the  season 

but  you  will  carry  on  without  loss  and 
that  is  at  least  something  worth  trying 

for,  isn’t  it? 
Decorate  your  marquee  sides,  hang 

baskets  under  the  marquee,  for  artificial 

plants  and  flowers  properly  placed  add 

to  the  attractiveness  of  your  theatre  and 

also  make  the  place  look  cool  and  in- 
viting. 

Look  around  your  theatre  now.  I
n- 

struct-your  manager  to  go  over  the  place 

and  make  it  look  a   bit  different  and  if 

he  knows  his  business  he  will  do  things. 

Take  down  the  heavy  drapes  and  replace 

them  with  cool  looking  cretonnes. 
♦   ♦   * 

Brighten  up  the  empty  spaces  and  give 

your  theatre  a   more  cool  and  invitin
g 

looking  appearance  by  the  proper  plac
- 

ing of  artificial  plants,  flowers  and  pots 
of  hanging  greens. 

Hanging  wire  flower  pots  with  plenty 

■■Give  them  a   show.  Mr.  Theatreman.  and  let  them  kn
ow  yfjtjave 

one  and  they  will  come,"  says  Mr.
  Lustig  in  this  article  on  eKpIoita-

 

Zn  f^  tklZmmer  months.  
..This  is  the  third  of  the  senes  

wrrt- ten  by  him.    

Leave  it  to  Charley  Ryan, 
 man- 

ager of  the  Irving  theatre  m 
  Uni- 

cago,  to  print  clever  
themes  on 

his  house  organ  covers. 

the  market  they  sure  do  ma
ke  it  com 

fortable. 

Cutouts  of  the  polar  regi
ons  with 

plenty  of  ice  will  help.  H
ave  your  ush- 

ers cashier,  doorman  and  mu
sicians 

looking  cool.  Avoid  all  di
scussion  as  to 

the  temperature. 

*   ♦   ♦ 

In  your  house  organ  or  progr
am  play 

up  the  fact  that  the  cooli
ng  system  in 

your  theatre  keeps  the  h
ouse  comfort 

able.  Your  press  agent  c
an  take  care 

of  that  line. 

If  your  cashier  has  any  se
nse  she  wil  . 

for  her  own  comfort,  dres
s  cool.  Install 

a   small  fan.  with  ribbo
ns  attached  m 

box  office.  The  swaying  
of  the  ribbons 

from  the  breeze  crpted  
by  the  fan  yv  11 

make  it  look  cheerful  and
  cool.  Should 

a   patron  step  up  to  th
e  box  and  say, 

“Goodness,  but  it  sure  is  
yvarm!  Have 

the  girl  answer.  “Much  
cooler  and  conv 

fortable  inside.  Our  ‘S
o-and-So  system 

of  cooling  is  wonderfii .   If  your  cash^r 

doesn’t  use  her  month  w
hen  the  time 

calls  for  it.  get  another. 
 It  lui//  jauc  you JMOJlt'V  10 
 

.   j 

Many  theatres  cut  dow
n  on  their  ad- 

vertising during  the  summer 

believe  in  continuing  to 
 advertise.  You 

need  it  more  than  ever  d
uring  the  warm 

months.  Drum  home  the
  fact  that  your 

house  IS  cool.  That  y
our  shows  are 

just  as  good  now  as  th
ey  were  during 

December  or  January.  T
hat  you  are  not 

cutting  down  on  the  qua
lity  or  quantity 

but  are  offering  the  fi
nest  money  can 

obtain.  Boom  your 

your  show  and  you  w
ill  do  better  than 

you  ever  expected. 

of  hanging  greens  Hung  in 
 appropriate 

places  under  your  marquee
  will  make 

the  front  look  interesting  du
ring  tlic 

summer  months. 

♦   ♦ 

 

*

 

 

* 

Along  the  front  and  side
s  of  your 

marquee  top  the  placing  of  gr
een  painted 

wooden  boxes  containing  ru
sskus  with 

artificial  ivy  trailing  yvill  
enhance  the 

exterior. 

Many  places  in  lobby,  f
oyer,  or  in 

and  around  the  organ  grill
,  as  well  as 

in  niches  in  walls,  properly
  made  up 

green  bushes  or  plants,  wh
ichever  strikes 

your  fancy,  are  in  order.
 

A   few  imitation  palms  m   lobb
y,  foyer, 

or  on  sides  of  your  stage  
or  platform 

will  surprise  you  and  you
r  “ 

is  almost  unbelieveable 
 the  striking 

effect  a   few  well  made  an
d  properly 

placed  plants  will  give  
and  how  it  will 

attract  attention  and  add  
to  the  beauties 

of  the  surroundings.  ,   ,   • 

Baskets  of  green  foliage  a
nd  hangings 

hung  at  proper  distance
s  apart  with  a 

light  concealed  either  in  b
asket  Proper 

or  in  a   constructed  tin  ref
lecting  holder 

underneath  will  work  w
onders  on  the 

eyes  of  your  patrons  a
s  they  enter  the 

foyer  on  the  way  to  seats
. 

Put  across  every  effor
t  to  sell  folk, 

on  the  theatre  being  man
y  degrees  cooler 

inside  and  see  that  wha
tever  promises 

you  make  them  are  kept 
 after  they  once 

get  inside.  Then  they  
will  appreciate  it 

fnd  tell  their  friends.  
Word  of  mouth 

advertising  from  patr
ons  is  sure  to 

eventually  sell  your  the
atre  for  it  rings 

sincere  as  it  is  appreciati
on  from  people 

who  have  spent  money  
and  received  full value  for  it. 
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Come  On  Shenandoah  Let’s  All  Join  Hands  And 
WHERE? 

FORWARD! 

EMPRESS  THEATRE  , 
PRESENTING 

Firel  Nalioiuil  -   Paramouiil  •   Fox 

Warner  •   Patbc  and  Educalionsl 
Ik.  PICTURES 

C.  J.  Latta,  Empress  theatre,  Shenandoah,  la.,  says  in  a   letter  this  week  that 

when  he  began  to  sort  his  copy  he  found  one  full  newspaper  page  was  not 
too  large  a   space  for  the  things  he  wanted  to  put  into  his  ad.  Examine  his 
work  here.  He  has  the  idea  of  theatre  advertising  in  a   nutshell. 

Empress  Theatre 
Southwestern  Iowa’s  Entertainment  Center  and 

Shenandoah’s  Booster  Play  House 
BOOSTING  FAYS 

too  big.  With  a   little  thought  and  the 
assistance  of  my  clipping  file  wherein  I 

keep  all  suggestions  of  a   helpful  nature  I 
soon  had  my  copy  ready. 

Enclosed  you,  will  find  my  special  page 

which  I   am  glad  to  pass  along  with  the 

thought  in  mind  that  it  may  be  helpful  to 
others. 

C.  J.  L.\tta.  Empress  theatre,  Shenan- 
doah, la. 

Chakeres  Exploited “Mike”  by  Offering 
Blankets  for  Dogs 

A   model  for  a   thorough  campaign  on 

the  Metro  -   Goldwyn  -   Mayer  comedy, 

"Mike,”  is  the  promotional  work  done 
for  that  feature  by  William  Robson, 

assisting  Manager  Louis  Chakeres,  when 

it  played  the  Majestic  theatre.  Spring- 
field,  111. 

He  arranged  for  a   distribution  of 
heralds  in  the  public  schools,  announcing 

that  every  boy  and  girl  who  dressed  as 
"Mike,"  and  brought  their  dog  to  the 

theatre  on  Saturday  morning  would  re- 
ceive a   dog  blanket,  and  a   ticket  to  see 

“Mike.”  These  dog  blankets  were  of 

cheap  cloth  and  printed  with  an  an- 
nouncement of  the  picture.  A   troop  of 

Boy  Scouts  marshalled  the  children  into 
parade  formation,  after  the  blankets  had 
been  distributed  and  arranged,  and 

marched  them  through  the  principal 

street  of  the  city.  A   banner  was  carried 

at  the  head  of  the  procession,  which 

read:  "On  Our  Way  to  See  ‘Mike’  at 

the  Majestic.” 

Copy  Service For  Exhibitor 

House  Organs 

House  organ  or  newspaper 

publication  rights  to  this  copy 

is  granted  exhibitors  by  the “Herald”  herewith. 

THE  FOURTH  OF  JULY 

IT  is  Independence  Day.  That  recalls to  us  pages  of  history  on  which  pic- 
tures are  painted  of  a   few  handfuls  of 

men  bound  together  by  the  strongest  of 
bonds — a   common  aim  and  a   common 
enemy. 

The  first  time  that  July  Four  ever 

meant  anything  more  than  some  such  a 

day  as  July  30  was  when  a   group  of 
righteous  men,  convinced  of  their  rights, 

met  in  1776  and  adopted  resolutions  jus- 

tifying the  colonists  in  renouncing  alle- 
giance to  the  King  of  England. 

It  may  be  a   popular  belief  that  July 

Four  means  the  Declaration  of  Inde- 
pendence was  signed  on  that  day,  It 

was  signed  August  2   of  the  same  year. 

But  we  observe  the  day  in  all  its  great- 
ness because  the  important  action — that 

of  adopting  tlie  resolutions — was  taken 
then. 

Bunker  Hill  was  behind  them.  Con- 
cord and  Lexington  were  behind  them, 

But  Valley  Forge  was  ahead,  Ticonder- 
oga  was  ahead  of  them;  and  Quebec  and Saratoga. 

Life  in  that  day  was  full  to  the  brim, 
if  suspense  and  suffering  be  the  stuff  that 
intensifies  living.  Fun  or  pleasure  would 

have  been  akin  to  irony.  With  a   sense 
of  appreciation  we  may  give  thought  to 
these  noble  ones  who  have  made  possible 
the  freedom  we  enjoy  in  ways  today 

they  never  knew. 

What  Showmen 

Are  Doing  to 
Get  Business 

A   phototype  survey  of  current 

exhibitor  business  effort,  with 

pictures  upon  the  accompany- 

ing pages. 

GOOLSBY  FINDS  GREAT 

FRONT  COSTS  LITTLE 

The  Theatre, 
Exhibitors  Herald  : 

Accompanying  this  letter  you  will  find  a 
photo  of  the  lobby  display  we  made  on 

"The  Lost  World”  which  is  very  inexpen- 
sive in  this  part  of  the  countr}'  or  where 

they  can  get  palms  and  moss  . 

We  used  palms  around  the  arch  with 
center  like  a   tree  with  palms  on  either  side 
of  the  upright  piece.  Around  the  ceiling 

we  used  blue  light  to  give  the  jungle  effect 

\vith  moss  strung  along  the  ceiling  on  the 
lobby.  This  made  a   very  effective  lobby 
display  and  had  been  up  three  days  when 

_rocrTTui  «otia    m   »iunu  mim 

this  photo  was  taken.  The  cost  to  us  was 

the  lighting  effect ;   we  went  out  and  got 

palms  without  cost. 
Princess  theatre,  L.  S.  Goolsby,  Manager, 

Opelousas,  La. 

PHOTOGRAPH  MENTIONED  WILL 

ALSO  BE  IN  THE  “HERALD” 
The  Theatre, 

Exhibitors  Herald: 

I   am  enclosing  a   photograph  of  our  ad- 

vertisement for  "The  Keeper  of  the  Bees” 
for  you  to  publish  and  which  might  help 
otlier  exhibitors. 

Branches  of  apple  tree  blossoms.  Sod  at 
the  base  of  branches  and  a   bee  hive  in  the 

midst.  The  arch  lights  were  dyed  a   golden 

amber  which  gave  a   beautiful  lobby  display 
at  night. 

Very  truly  yours,  G.  J.  Brown,  Luna 
Theatre,  Byesville,  O. 

AND  LATTA  MADE  GOOD 

USE  OF  H.  O.  COPY 

The  Theatre, 

Exhibitors  Herald  : 

A   few  days  ago  a   group  of  us  business 

men  decided  to  get  out  an  industrial  sec- 
tion in  the  local  paper  boosting  our  town 

and  business.  Each  was  to  take  a   whole 

page  ad. At  first  I   wondered  what  I   could  do  wth 

a   whole  page,  but  when  I   got  right  down 

to  it  I   found  that  a   whole  page  ■was  none 

.   IliaiAjrD<4«    CTl 
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elajCjidy 
r   o   n   P   i~c  t   u   res   j     u   r   e   s 

department 

Whoever  does  such  things  slipped  into the  box  adjoining  this  col
umn  of  last 

week’s  issue  a   colon  C)  fol
lowing  Howard 

Dietz’  good  Metro-Gold^v
yn-Mayer  slogan— 

The  Parade  of  Hits.  This  ma
de  it  appear  to 

the  casual  observer  that  th
e  eleven  pictures 

from  various  sources  en
umerated  under 

that  line  were  designat
ed  “hits”  by  the 

writer  of  the  box,  whereas
  the  intention  of 

the  line  (which  was  wri
tten  without  the 

colon)  was  to  direct  atten
tion  to  words  in 

this  space  referring  to  M
r.  Dietz’  elaborate 

M-G-M  announcement. 

Paul  terry's  -Morais”— tacked  to  the 
ends  of  his  and  Aesop's

  Fables— should 

be  reprinted  in  a   booklet
  with  page  oma- 

mentation  in  Mr.  Terry’s 
 distinctive  style. 

The  booklet  would  be  go
od  enough  for 

bookstore  sale-bul  what
  a   souvenir  it 

would  be  for  exhibitors  u
sing  the  Fables. 

Or  the  exhibitors’  custome
rs! 

The  “Moral"  of  a   Fable  seen  las
t  week, 

for  instance,  read  “Marry  
in  haste— repeat 

at  leisure.”  It  is  remembered
  when  the 

title  of  the  Fable  and  what  
it  was  all  about 

are  forgotten.  And  you  r
emember  others. 

Raymond  Griffith,  Helene  Costeiio 
and  their  co-workers  in  

and  about  “Wet 

Paint”  had  u   very  enjoyabl
e  lime.  Patrons 

of  the  Oriental  theatre  l
ust  week  shared 

their  good  lime  with  the
m.  It’s  a   ridiculous 

romp  having  less  to  do  w
ith  wet  paint  than 

almost  everything  else  but 
 getting  funnier 

and  funnier  as  it  progresse
s  through  its  sev- 

eral reel
s.  

, 

Mr.  Griffith’s  pictures  are  s
wift,  shrewd, 

touch-and-go  stuff  with  point.
  Nothing  in 

any  of  them  is  more  importa
nt  than  a   laugh 

—if  anything  is.  They  are
  the  most  frank 

of  all  attempts  to  be  amusing 
 and  the  wde 

world  is  divided  into  sharp 
 groups  made 

up  of  those  who  consider  
them  great  and 

terrible.  The  former  group  g
rows  and  the 

loiter  diminishes  with  each  s
uccessive  pro- 

.   duction. 

This  time  the  main  title  i
s  a   joke  on 

Shakespeare,  fading  into  the
  real  title,  which 

has  a   drngged-in  and  fleetin
g  application  in 

an  opening  setjuence  but  a   sub
tle  genei^ 

connection.  Shakespeare’s  
title,  “Much  Ado 

About  Nothing,”  does  appl
y-  The  jest  in- 

dulged is  worth  considerably  more 
 than  the 

effort  involved. 

The  action  is,  as  stated,  a   r
omp.  Gag  fob 

lows  upon  gag,  none  of  
them  ancient  or  sour 

and  still  none  as  funny 
 as  Mr.  Griffiths 

Indian  Charleston  scene  
in  “Hands  Up. 

This  Week 

Mistakes  Will  Happen 

Suggestion  to  Paul  Terry 

“Wet  Paint” 

“Money  Talks” 

“Mile.  Modiste” 

“Early  to  Wed” 

“The  Rainmaker” 

“Monkey  Business” 

“Aloma  of  the  South  Seas” 

“Oh  What  a   Nurse” 

•‘Xhe  Palm  Beach  Girl” 

Any  sequence  is  comp
lete  in  itself  which 

commends  the  picture 
 to  the  attention  of 

specialists  in  continu
ous-run  problems 

and  the  thin  tie  connect
ing  the  first  scene 

with  the  last  is  unimpo
rtant.  It’s  all  just 

a   lot  of  fast  comedy  wit
h  merely  comic  m- tentions.  , 

Helene  Costello  is  the  lead
ing  lady  and 

as  this  is  the  first  report  upo
n  the  young  lady- 

in  this  column  it  is  impor
tant  to  say  that 

an  audience  neighbor,  fem
inine,  pronounced 

her,  “Better  than  Dolore
s.”  That’s  saying 

considerable. 

((  T\/TONEY  TALKS”  is  t
he  title  and  point 

of  a   Rupert  Hughes  c
omedy  done 

ia  pictures  by  Melro
-Goldwyn-Mayer  wit

h 

Claiie  Windsor  and  O
wen  Moore.  It  s   an 

honest  attempt  at  rapi
d  humor  baffled  by 

weakness  in  directorial  h
andling,  cultmg  or 

continuity.  Hard  work  
by  the  players,  par- 

ticularly  Mr.  Moore,  
fails  to  generate  the 

required  amount  of  s
team  and  sorne  of  the 

laughs  are  delayed  be
yond  their  lime. 

The  story’s  about  a   y
oung  man,  Mr. 

Moore,  who  doesn’t  
pay  his  bills  for  the

 

good  reason  that  he  h
asn’t  any  money  but 

does  conceive  high  po
wered  ideas  for  get- 

ling  over  the  bumps. 
 Miss  Windsor  is  hi

s 

wife  in  the  story  and  does  fairly
  well.  It 

is  Mr.  Moore’s  steady  attempt  to  p
ut  life 

into  events,  however,  that  gives  
the  chronicle 

such  headway  as  it  maintains. 

Mr.  Hughes'  stories,  uniformly  go
od  read- 

ing when  he’s  in  comic  mood,  screen
  with 

spotted  results.  A   good  many  of
  his  nifties 

are  nifties  of  expression  rather  tha
n  content. 

These  go  by  the  board,  of  cour
se,  in  the 

filming,  leaving  his  sometimes 
 far  fetched 

incidents  ineffective  when  sho
rn  of  the 

graceful  verbage  with  which  he 
 invests  them 

in  his  writing.  Competent  directio
n,  coupled 

with  good  continuity  and  wi
se  cutting, 

sometimes  overcome  this  difficul
ty.  This  is 

not  one  of  the  times. 

f^ORINNE  GRIFFITH’S 
 “Mile.  Modiste” 

^   contains  the  largest  single 
 collection  of 

caplional  wise  cracks  and  
gag  lines  ever 

gatliered  together  under  one
  title.  Most  of 

them  are  good,  many  of  th
em  gems,  but 

there  are  so  alt-fired  many 
 of  them  that 

they  get  in  the  way  to
ward  the  end— and 

better  part— of  the  pictur
e.  NoUvithstand- 

ing  which,  it  is  a   very  goo
d  picture. 

Miss  Griffith  has  in  this  ve
hicle  the  very 

real  yarn  which  Victor  He
rbert  clothed  yath 

the  great  musical  score  hi
ghlighted  by  that 

be<it  of  all  his  tunes,  “Kiss
  Me  Again.”  It  is 

a   simple  story  and  a   clea
n  one.  Enacted  by 

the  eminently  qualified 
 and  suitable  Miss 

Griffith,  aided  by  Willa
rd  Louis  and  Nor- 

man Kerry,  l«  the  strains 
 of  “Kiss  Me 

Again”  and  other  Herbe
rt  compositions 

done  as  the  Chicago  the
atre  orchestra  does 

them,  the  film  affords  
practically  ideal  en- 

tertainment in  its  best  stretches.  It  is 
 marred 

only  by  the  superfluity
  of  smart  subtiUes 

and  in  all  justice  it  shou
ld  be  recorded  ffiat 

these  are  invaluable  assets 
 to  the  point  when 

they  have  e.xliausted  th
e  laugh  muscles. 

Willard  Louis  is  prominent
  in  the  picture, 

almost  as  prominent  as
  Miss  Griffith,  his 

delineation  of  the  Ameri
can  millionaire  m 

Paris  comparing  favora
bly  with  anything 

he’s  done  since  “Beau  B
rummel.”  Norman 

Kerry  is  made  to  marc
h  pretty  straightly 

through  the  sequences  but
  his  type  is  a   good 

opposite  for  the  star. 
 Incidents  are  almost 

invariably  creditable  and
  they  are  spun  out evenly. 

It  is,  of  course,  comed
y,  and  on  the  basis 

of  her  performance  in
  “Mile.  Modiste  and 

“Classified”  this  voter  v
otes  for  Miss  Grit- 

fith  to  continue  in  th
is  lype  of  materid. 

There  is  an  undersuppl
y  of  good 

featuring  first  water  
feminine  stars  and  Mi

ss 
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Griffith  clearly  possesses  the  required  quali- 
fications. 

«pARLY  TO  WED’  should  not  be  seen 
in  the  same  week  with  “Money  Talks” 

— or  the  reverse  if  you  prefer — for  the  two 

are  so  nearly  alike  in  idea,  tone  and  effect 

that  one  must  suSer  in  the  inevitable  com- 

parison. Too,  both  have  a   Moore  as  the 

principal  character,  O^ven  working  in 

“Money  Talks”  and  Matt  in  “Early  to  Wed,” 
and  if  the  two  pictures  are  seen  close  to- 

gether they  merge  in  memory. 

For  this  reason — and  consultation  of  rec- 

ords was  necessary  to  untangle  the  personnel 

of  the  two  features  for  purposes  of  this 

column — it  is  difficult  to  report  comparative- 

ly save  to  say  that  “Early  to  Wed,”  seen  the 

day  following  a   view  of  “Money  Talks,”  is 
recalled  as  inducing  a   more  favorable  re- 

action despite  this  handicap. 

Both  pictures  concern  young  people  trying 

to  get  along  without  money  and,  after  this 

and  that  adventure,  succeeding.  Both  have 

the  incident  of  the  payment-plan  furniture 

people  bigheartedly  taking  away  the  house 

goods,  both  working  it  for  considerable 
humor. 

Kathryn  Perry  and  Zasu  Pitts  are  others 

in  the  cast  of  “Early  to  Wed”  who  con- 

trihnle  importantly  to  general  results.  Miss 

Perry  looks  like  everything  desirable  in 

work  of  this  type,  and  Miss  Pitts  is  her 

wholly  sufficient  self  in  a   characteristic  role. 

“'J'HE  RAINMAKER”  h   one  of  the  best 
pictures  in  town — any  town.  Not  one 

of  the  most  spectacular,  not  one  of  the  most 

touted,  but  nevertheless  one  of  the  best  pic- 

tures. One  of  the  good  reasons  for  this  is 

the  good  story  the  picture  tells.  It  is  a 
real  story. 

Still  another  good  reason  is  Georgia  Hale, 

for  the  most  part  a   dance  hall  girl  as  in  the 

Chaplin  picture  that  brought  her  out,  who 

recalls  the  Betty  Compson  of  “Miracle  Man” 
days  in  appearance  but  does  a   better  job 
with  the  work  in  hand.  And  still  other  rea- 

sons are  Ernest  Torrence,  inevitably  a   force- 

ful factor,  and  William  Collier,  Jr.,  doing  at 
last  the  kind  of  thing  he  should  be  given  to 
do.  These  three  lead  a   balanced  cast  in 

working  out  a   story  that  hits  four-square  as 
fictional  entertainment.  It’s  more  than  a 

good  picture;  it’s  a   great  one. 

The  story  of  ‘“The  Rainmaker”  should  not 
be  unfolded  except  by  the  picture,  although 
it  withstands  advance  narration  belter  than 

the  mere  tales  which  make  up  the  bulk  of 
modern  screen  fare.  It  concerns  a   jockey, 
a   dance  hall  girl,  her  employer  and  an  epi- 

demic. It  treats  of  love  sensibly,  of  living’s 
various  important  aspects  sanely  and  of  in- 

dividuals as  individuals.  It  seems  true  all 
through. 

Miss  Hale  is  less  beautiful  and  more 

capable  than  the  majority  of  picture  women. 
This  is — or  certainly  should  be — the  era  of 
talent  Under  Paramount  rule  Miss  Hale 

has  a   great  chance  of  getting  on. 

'p'O  say  that  a   single  Our  Gang  comedy  is funnier  than  any  that  has  gone  before  it 

is  to  invite  argument,  but  “Monkey  Busi- 
ness”  is  the  best  of  the  series  to  date.  It 

has,  in  addition  to  the  great  hunch  of  kids, 

two  monkeys  that  do  unbelievable  things. 

(Nor  is  Fred  Jackman’s  name  in  the  list  of 
those  responsible  for  the  picture.)  These 

animals,  one  of  which  goes  the  full  distance 

with  the  youngsters,  are  great. 

Farina  is  tlie  featured  player  in  this  start, 

the  monkey  going  along.  Farina  has  ac- 

quired the  ability  to  mug  and  does  some 

screamingly  funny  things  in  that  department. 

The  other  kids  have  less  of  a   break  but  do 

their  stuff  in  their  infallibly  side-splitting 

style. 

“Monkey  Business”  rocked  the  slender 

crowd  which  is  typical  of  McVickers  thea- 

tre since  the  leavetakiiig  of  Paul  Ash  and 

his  stage  band,  and  to  rock  a   thin  audience 

in  an  auditorium  accustomed  to  multitudes 

is  a   job. 

OF  THE  SOUTH  SEAS”  con- 
tains some  beautiful  scenery,  a   cast  of 

players  whose  names  mean  ability,  a   veision 

of  the  stage  play  and  Gilda  Gray.  It  runs 

nine  reels  and  adheres  pretty  closely  to  the 

lines  followed  by  most  of  these  South  Sea 
things. 

Percy  Marmont  is  the  male  lead  and  does 

as  well  as  could  be  expected  with  a   role 

permiting  him  little  opportunity.  He  is 

supposed  to  be  deadened  with  drink  at  the 

outset  and  repressed  by  circumstance  there- 

after, a   casting  of  which  he  makes  the  most. 

Warner  Baxter  is  less  successful  in  his  prac- 

tically impossible  job  of  impersonating  an 

Hawaiian  male  whose  chief  occupation  is 

dumping  white  men  into  the  sharks’  favor- 
ite playground.  Others  associated  with 

these  leads  have  less  to  do  and  do  it  better. 

Miss  Gray  is  Aloma,  of  course,  and  in 

the  footage  given  over  to  her  dancing  she 

gets  by.  In  the  portions  calling  for  acting, 

for  impersonation  of  the  hot-blooded  but 

decent  “daughter  of  the  jungle  and  the  sea,” 
her  inexperience  breaks  down  the  at  no  time 

too  effective  illusion.  The  story  isn’t  strong 

enough  to  support  this  burden  and  the  pic- 

ture is  never  more  than  a   picture. 

Exhibitors  regard  the  production,  of 

course,  as  a   box  office  experiment.  On  the 

basis  of  picture  bouse  records  set  by  the 

star  in  her  dance  act,  together  with  the 

run  of  the  play  in  New  York,  the  dope  is 

interpreted  by  showmen  to  read  sure  fire 

first  night  business  at  least.  With  produc- 

tion tendency  swinging  more  and  more  to- 

ward this  policy  of  built-for-today  pictures, 

the  business  record  of  “Aloma  of  the  South 

Seas”  will  be  significant.  It  is  a   thorough 
test  of  the  principle  involved. 

OYD  CHAPLIN  is  in  the  accustomed  role 

in  “Oh  What  a   Nurse”  and  how  they 
laugh  at  that  picture.  On  his  last  several 

starts,  this  comedian  has  bested  his  brother 

laugh  for  laugh  and  foot  for  foot,  compar- 

ing any  picture  of  recent  manufacture  with 

any  other.  The  younger  Chaplin  lacks,  of 

course,  the  hurdle  which  confronts  Charley 

in  the  form  of  great  expectations,  but  from 
now  on  it  may  he  considered  a   fair  race 

to  the  tape.  The  elder  Chaplin  has  nothing 

to  his  credit  better,  on  any  basis,  than 

“Charley’s  Aunt,”  and  he  has  followed  up 

none  of  his  successes  so  quickly  and  unfal- 

teringly as  Chaplin  the  younger. 
“Oh  What  a   Nurse”  is  the  type  of  slraighi 

farce  in  which  Mr.  Chaplin  excels.  He 
dresses  as  a   woman,  of  course,  and. extracts 
from  that  ancient  expedient  a   new  supply 
of  laughs.  Almost  every  comedian  in  the 
world  has  done  this  thing  at  one  lime  or 

another,  but  Chaplin  finds  in  it  stunts  that 
the  others  missed  and  gets  everything  out 
of  them. 

Back  in  “What  the  Picture  Did  For 
Me”  an  exhibitor  offers  the  suggestion  that, 
having  convinced  the  world  of  his  ability 
at  female  impersonation,  the  star  now  do 

something  else.  It’s  a   very  good  suggestion, 
of  course,  and  Mr.  Chaplin  will  adopt  it. 

No  one  who  remembers  “A  Submarine 

Pirate”  doubts  for  a   minute  that  Chaplin 
can  do  one  thing  or  another  with  equally 
hilarious  result. 

J.^ERE  are  a   couple  of  reports  by  other members  of  the  staff  on  pictures  which 

they  have  seen,  initials  Indexing  identities 
of  each: 

"THE  PALM  BEACH  GIRL" 
It’s  been  a   long  time  since  Bebe  Daniels 

has  carried  on  like  she  does  in  “The  Palm 
Beach  Girl.”  It  may  be  back  so  far  as  the 
pictures  she  did  in  1916,  when  she  was 

working  with  Harold  Lloyd.  (See  “Trot- 

ting through  Turkey'.”)  But  in  this  picture 
she  IS  //icrt’. 

There  are  not  so  many  women  as  men 

who  can  play  comedy  pranks  in  motion 
pictures.  Mabel  Normand  can,  and  Miss 

Daniels,  but  when  the  general  run  of 

women  go  into  slapstick  in  films  the  public 
gets  an  impression  of  them  that  is  not 
beneficial  to  the  player. 

It  is  a   difficult  subject  to  explain.  Per- 
haps the  patrons  are  adverse  to  seeing  a 

woman  the  butt  of  a   joke.  C>ften  when 

she  is,  the  action  calls  on  the  sympathetic 

in  the  patrons  rather  than  the  humorous. 

Then  the  popular  heroine  and  the  favor- 
ite is  the  b^utiful  and  graceful  leading 

woman.  It  seems  the  motion  picture  pa- 

trons will  not  put  up  with  an  un-pretty heroine. 

But  Miss  Daniels  makes  herself  the  ex- 
ception to  this  first  law,  and  she  proves 

that  the  second  does  not  hold  everlasting. 

She  is  pretty  and  she  permits  herself  to  be 
the  butt  of  several  jokes.  The  laughs  in 
the  picture  are  almost  never  ceasing  and 
there  is  not  a   place  where  the  story  does 

not  hold  strict  and  diligent  attention. — D.  H. 

"MLLE.  MODISTE" 

Had  they  had  something  to  work  on,  the 

principals  of  “Mile.  Modiste,”  Corinne 
Griffith,  Norman  Kerry  and  Willard  Louis, 

might  have,  made  a   good  picture.  Giving 

them  this  assignment  seemed  much  like  giv- 

ing a   craft-proud  group  of  creating  jewel- 
ers the  task  of  straightening  rusty  nails. 

Nothing  happens,  despite  the  good  efforts 
of  this  trio  to  make  something  happen, 

Opening,  the  picture  is  Miss  (Griffith’s. 
Then  it  is  passed  to  Kerry.  Later,  it  be- 

longs to  Louis.  To  close  it  is  for  all  of 
them,  or  none  of  them. 

Interspersing  the  scenes  is  a   collection 

of  the  smartest  subtitles  read  by  this  re- 

porter in  many  months.  Each  of  the  prin- 
cipals gives  a   competent  performance,  but 

each  has  done  better — Miss  Griffkh  in 

“Classified,”  Mr.  Louis  in  "His  Secretary” 
and  Kerry  in  half  a   dozen  pictures.  In 

"Mile.  Modiste”  Miss  Griffiith’s  is  the  out- 
standing performance. — A.  B. 
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NEW  PICTURES 

Creighton  Hale  and  Gertrude  Short 

share  the  starring  honors  in  “A  Poor 
Girl’s  Romance.”  which  is  a   recently 
completed  F.  B.  O.  Gold  Bond  release. 

A   Poor  Girl's  Romance 
DistHbutor :   F.  B.  0. 
Producer:  F.  B.  0. 

Length:  Undetermined 
DIRECTOR   F.  HARMON  WEIGHT 

PLAYERS 

Wellington  Kingston   Creighton  Hale 
Anne  Smith   Gertrude  Short 

Madeline  Sheivers   Rose  Rudami 

Rebecca  Morgan   Clarissa  Selwyn 

Theodore  Chappell   Charles  Requa 

Johnny  Mahoney   Johnny  Gough 

Mrs.  Finney   Mrs.  M.  Cecil 

Tramp   Forest  Taylor 
TYPE;  Romantic  society  drama. 

THEME;  Romance  of  youth. 
LOCALE:  New  York  City. 

TIME:  The  present. 

STORY :   A   slavey  is  saved  from  hood- 
lums by  a   wealthy  man.  Wliile  watching 

the  400’s  annual  ball  from  the  outside 

Ben  Lyon  and  May  McAvoy  in  ‘‘The 
Savage,”  a   First  National  production. 

she  is  dragged  in  by  a   drunken  guest. 

Her  rescuer  sees  her,  and  to  save  em- 
barrassment introduces  her  as  a   Princess 

visiting  America  incognito.  A   girl,  an- 
gling for  the  young  man,  exposes  her. 

She  is  given  a   position  as  mannequin  in 
the  establishment  of  a   man  who  has  been 

showing  the  society  girl  attention,  but 

who  is  tiring  of  her.  Circumstances  oc- 
cur to  make  the  mannequin  appear  guilty 

when  her  employer  is  shot.  Believing 
her  Prince  Charming  to  have  killed  him 

the  girl  takes  the  blame.  The  real  cul- 
prit is  discovered  and  the  one-time  slavey 

gets  her  Prince  Charming. 

HIGHLIGHTS:  Slavey’s  rescue  by 
man.  .   .   .   Her  entrance  at  annual  ball. 

.   .   .   Her  exposal.  .   .   ,   Murder  of  her 

employer.  .   .   .   Her  confesssion.  .   .   . 

Discovery  of  real  murderer   

Slavey’s  love  reciprocated  by  Prince Charming. 

The  Big  Show 
Distributor:  Associated  Exhibitors 
Producer:  Associated  Exhibitors 

Length:  Undetermined 
DIRECTOR....GEORGE  TERWILLIGER 

PLAYERS 

Bill   John  Lowell 

Ruth  Gordon   Evangeline  Russell 

Norman  Bracket   F.  Serrano  Keating 

Marian  Kearney   Jane  Thomas 

Col.  Jim  Kearney   Col.  Joseph  Miller 
Pedro   Dan  Dix 

Fifi   Alice  Lecacheur 

Dolly   Madi  Blatherwick 

TYPE:  Citcus  drama. 

THEME:  Revenge;  love;  perfidy. 

LOCALE:  Circus  grounds. 

TIME;  The  present. 

STORY:  Bill  the  Cowboy  rescues  a 

performer  from  a   train  fire,  and  falls  in 
love  with  her.  The  latter,  to  support 

her  sister,  accepts  the  attentions  of  ^   an 

oil  millionaire,  who  turns  out  to  be  Bill’s 
brother  who  has  stolen  the  claims  to  the 

oil  wedl.  His  real  intentions  are  to  marry 

the  circus  owner’s  daughter.  Bill  offers 

to  forego  his  revenge  if  his  brother  will 

marry  tlie  performer.  The  ch'cus  owner’s 

daughter,  angered  at  Bill’s  indifference 
to  her,  announces  she  will  marry  his 

brother  at  once.  An  elephant  gets  loose, 

bursts  into  the  marriage  scene,  and 

stamps  the  life  out  of  the  perfidious 

brother  who  had  incun-ed  his  enmity. 

Bill  and  the  girl  realize  the  depth  of  their 

love  and  leave  the  circus  forever. 

HIGHLIGHTS;  Heroics  of  Bill  the
 

Cowboy.  .   .   .   His  love  for  circus  per- 

former. .   .   .   Meeting  of  brothers.  .   .   . 

Bill’s  demand  that  bis  brother  marry  the 

girl.  .   .   .   The  decision  of  the  circus 

owner’s  daughter  to  marry  the  brothe
r. 

.   .   The  elephants  revenge.  .   .   .   Unit- 

ing of  girl  and  Bill. 

Gertrude  Short  in  “A  Poor  Girl’s  Ro- 
mance” by  Laura  Jean  Libbey,  an 

F.  B.  O.  Gold  Bond  production.  . 

Papa's  Pest 
Distributor:  Educational 

Producer:  Christie  Studios 

Length:  Two  reels 
DIRECTOR   WILLIAM  WATSON 

PLAYERS 

Neal   Neal  Bums 

His  Wife   Vera  Steadman 

Detective   Hank  Mann 

TYPE;  Farce  comedy. 

THEME:  Domestic  difficulties, 

LOCALE:  An  American  city. 

TIME:  The  present. 

STORY:  Ordered  by  his  wife  to  stay 

home  and  watch  his  sister-in-law’s  baby, 
the  husband  takes  the  baby  with  him  to 

a   poker  game.  He  leaves  for  home  and 
discovers  he  has  forgotten  the  child.  A 

wild  game  of  hide-and-seek  results  as  his 

host  sends  the  baby  home  and  the  mes- 
senger, not  finding  anyone  in,  takes  the 

Ben  Lyon,  as  the  Savage,  and  Phi
lo 

McCullough  in  “The  Savage,”  a   recently
 

Completed  First  National  production. 
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STORY :   A   man  in  the  death  house  of 

a   pi'ison  refuses  to  break  his  silence  as 
to  why  he  kMled  his  partner.  He  thinks 
back  remembering  his  marriage  to  a   girl 
who  informs  him  because  of  a   technical- 

ity their  marriage  is  invalid;  of  his  de- 
cision to  remarry  her  and  go  straight;  of 

her  arrest  because  of  stolen  money  she 

received  h'ora  him;  of  his  appeal  to  a 
vixenish  woman  to  aid  him  in  freeing  his 

wife;  of  his  wife’s  marriage  to  another 
man  believing  her  husband  had  deserted 
her;  of  her  death  and  his  seeing  his 

daughter  five  years  later;  the  girl’s  foster 
father’s  revelation  as  to  her  parentage; 

of  his  partner’s  abuse  of  her  dead  mother; 
of  the  girl’s  shooting  him  and  the  pris- 

oner’s confession  to  the  lawyer,  husband 
of  his  daughter,  that  he  killed  the  man. 
His  daughter  appears  asserting  her  guilt. 
The  father  denies  her  statement.  A   fire 

starts  and  he  escapes  with  the  identifica- 
tion disc  of  another  prisoner.  The  world 

believes  him  dead,  but  his  daughter,  her 

foster  father  and  the  girl’s  husband  know better. 

HIGHLIGHTS:  Man’s  refusal  to 
break  silence.  .   .   .   Revelation  of  his 

thoughts  and  of  story  of  his  life.  .   .   . 
Girl’s  confession  and  his  denial.  .   .   . 
Fire  in  the  prison.  .   .   .   His  escape. 

The  Savage 
Distributor:  First  National 

Producer:  First  National 

Length :   Undetermined 
DIRECTOR   FRED  NEWMEYER 

PLAYERS 

Danny  Ten*y   Ben  Lyon 
Ysabel  Atwater   May  McAvoy 
Prof.  Atwater   Tom  Maguire 

Howard  Kipp    Philo  McCullough 
Managing  Editor   Sam  Hardy 
Mrs.  Atwater   Charlotte  Walker 

TYPE:  Romantic  comedy. 

THEME:  Romantic  love. 

LOCALE:  Mariposa  Islands;  New 
York. 
TIME:  The  present. 

STORY:  The  wild  animal  writing  ex- 
pert of  a   newspaper,  in  order  to  play  a 

hoax  on  a   scientific  expedition  sponsored 

by  a   rival  paper,  disguises  himself  as 
as  a   “White  Savage,”  the  prize  for  which 
the  hunters  are  seeking.  He  is  captured 

and  falls  in  love  with  the  chief  scientist’s 
daughter.  In  order  to  escape  exposal 
he  flees  from  a   ball,  given  in  honor  of  the 

girl’s  engagement  to  another  man,  to  a 
log  cabin  on  a   neighboring  estate.  The 
girl  follows  and  says  she  knows  he  is  a 
hoax,  and  he  tells  her  of  his  love  for  her. 
As  the  crowd  comes  on  in  pursuit  of  him 
the  Savage  shaves  his  beard,  falls  on  the 
floor,  and  the  girl  lets  her  hair  down  and 
disarranges  her  clothing  as  though  they 
had  been  battling  with  the  savage  who 
escaped  through  the  window. 

HIGHLIGHTS :   Journalist’s  dis- 
guise as  the  Savage.  .   .   .   His  cap- 

ture. .   .   .   His  falling  in  love  with 

scientist’s  daughter.  .   .   .   The  ball. 
.   .   .   The  escape  of  the  Savage  fol- 

lowed by  the  girl.  ,   .   .   His  confes- 
sion of  love  for  her.  .   .   .   Scene  in 

which  they  foil  pursuers  by  pretended 
battle.  .   .   .   Scene  in  which  crowd 
resumes  the  hunt. 

The  Wise  Guy 
Distributor:  First  National 

Producer:  First  National 

Length:  Undetermined 
DIRECTOR   FRANK  LLOYD 

H.  B.  Warner  and  Vera  Reynolds  in  a 

scene  from  “Silence”  which  Pro-Dis- 

Co  recently  showed  with  “The  Prince 
of  Pilsen”  at  the  Times  Square  theatre 

as  a   special  double  bill  innovation. 

child  to  a   day  nursery.  Complications 
set  in  when  the  wife  hires  detectives  to 
find  her  baby,  and  the  detectives  mistake 
her  husband  for  a   kidnaper.  The  story 
ends  with  the  safe  recovery  of  the  child, 
HIGHLIGHTS:  Scene  in  which 

husband  takes  baby  to  poker  game.  .   .   . 
His  arrival  home  without  the  baby.  .   .   . 

Baby  brought  to  Day  Nursery  by  mes- 

senger. .   .   .   Husband’s  efforts  to  ob- 
tain baby  from  Day  Nursery.  .   .   .   His 

safe  arrival  home. 

Silence 
Distributor:  Pro-Dis-Co 

Producer:  Pro-Dis-Co 

Length:  Undetermined 
DIRECTOR   RUPERT  JULIAN 

PLAYERS 

Norma  Drake   Vera  Reynolds 
Norma  Powers 

Jim  Warren—   H.  B.  Warner 

Harry  Silvers   Raymond  Hatton 
Phil  Powers   Rockcliffe  Fellowes 
Arthur  Lawrence   Jack  Mulhall 

Mollie  Burke     Virginia  Pearson 

TYPE:  Romantic  melodrama. 

THEME;  Paternal  self-sacrifice. 
LOCALE;  An  American  town. 

TIME;  The  present. 

George  Marion,  George  Cooper,  James 
Kirkwood,  Betty  Compson  and  Mary 

Carr  in  “The  Wise  Guy,”  a   First 
National  picture. 

Another  scene  from  “Silence,”  with 
Jack  Mulhall  and  Vera  Reynolds.  This 
is  a   Pro-Dis-Co  release  directed  by 

Rupert  Julian. 

PLAYERS 

Mary   Mary  Astor 

Guy  Watson   James  Kirkwood 
Hula  Kate   Betty  Compson 
Horace  Palmer   George  F.  Marion 
Ma  Palmer   Mary  Carr 
The  Bozo   George  F.  Cooper 

TYPE:  Romantic  melodrama. 

THEME;  Conversion  of  crooks. 

LOCALE:  Small  American  towns. 

TIME;  The  present. 

STORY:  The  Wise  Guy  and  his  gang 

are  a   troupe  of  a   medicine  show  dispens- 
ing drugs  and  at  the  same  time  picking 

pockets.  The  Wise  Guy  decides  to  be- 
come a   traveling  preacher  and  his  gang 

become  mission  followers,  still  maintain- 
ing their  side  trade.  The  gang  becomes 

tired  of  hypocrisy  and  refuse  to  continue, 
so.  the  Wise  Guy  fools  them  by  sajdng 

he,  too,  has  become  a   believer.  When 
Ma,  one  of  the  gang,  dies  the  Wise  Guy 

honestly  prays  and  confesses  to  his  con- 
gregation what  a   lying  life  he  has  led. 

He  and  a   girl,  also  a   gang  member,  go 

to  jail  and  wait  for  each  other. 
HIGHLIGHTS:  Wise  Guy  and 

gang  as  medicine  troupe.  .   .   .   Their 
change  to  mission  followers. 

Girl’s  enfrance  into  gang.  .   .   .   Gang  s 

decision  to  go  straight.  .   .   •   Wise 

Guy’s  confession  to  congregation.  .   ■   ■ 
Scene  in  which  girl  and  Wise  Guy  go  to 
jail  to  wait  for  each  other. 

Another  scene  from  the  First  National 

current  release  “The  Wise  Guy,” 

which  Charles  French,  James  Kirkwood 

and  Mary  Astor  are  shown. 
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Gotham 

Complete  Second  Fairbanks'  Picture 

The  negative  of  the  second  William  Fair- 

banks production,  entitled  “Through  Thick 
and  Thin”  arrived  in  New  York  from  the 
coast.  The  actual  release  is  not  set  until 

September,  but  prints  will  be  available  for 
the  exchanges  this  month. 

Ginsberg-Kann 
First  Two  Pictures  Completed 

“Men  of  the  Night,”  directed  by  Al 

Rogell,  and  “Christine  of  the  Big  Tops,” are  the  first  two  pictures  to  be  completed 
for  the  new  season,  and  will  have  their 
release  in  fall. 

Famous  Attractions 

Hattons  Are  Signed  for  Adaptations 

Frederick  and  Fanny  Hatton  have  a   con- 
tract which  provides  for  their  adaptation  as 

well  as  authorship  of  a   comedy  drama  to 

be  included  on  this  year’s  schedule.  The tentative  title  of  this  story  on  which  they 

are  now  at  work  is  “The  Worst  Woman." 
Tiffany 

‘Wilderness  Lodge”  Being  Completed 

"The  Lodge  In  the  Wilderness,”  with 
Anita  Stewart  leading  the  cast,  is  nearing 

completion  under  the  direction  of  Henry 
McCarthy. 

Asso.  Ind.  Prod. 

New  Series  Is  Started 

Robert  J.  Horner  has  started  production 

on  his  new  series  of  eight  western  thrill- 

dramas  featuring  Pawnee  Bill,  Jr.  He  has 
closed  territorial  contracts  \vith  S.  B. 

Greiver,  Chicago,  for  Northern  Illinois; 

Arthur  C.  Bromberg,  Atlanta,  for  the  entire 

eleven  southern  states,  and  John  Servaas 

of  Mid-west,  Indianapolis,  for  the  state  of Indiana. 

Warner  Brothers 

Two  Scripts  Being  Prepared 

Darryl  Francis  Zanuck  is  preparing  the 

script  for  “Across  the  Pacific,”  a   starring 
vehicle  for  Monte  Blue,  and  the  script  for 

“Private  Izzy  Murphy”  is  in  the  hands  of 
Edward  Clark  and  Graham  Baker. 

Charles  Whitaker  Is  Signed 

Charles  Whitaker  has  been  signed  to 

write  the  scenario  on  “College  Widows, 
which  will  be  another  starring  vehicle  for 
Dolores  Costello. 

Augment  “Mannon”  Cast 

Dick  Sutherland,  Stuart  Holmes,  Tom 

Santschi  and  Tom  Williams  have  been 

added  to  the  cast  of  the  second  John 

Barrymore  Road  Show  Attraction  for  War- 

ners, “Manon  Lescaut,”  which  is  already  in 

production  under  the  direction  of  Alan 
Crbsland. 

“Passionate  Quesd'  Is  Completed 

J.  Stuart  Blackton  has  completed  filming 

‘The  Passionate  Quest”  and  it  is  now  in  the 
cutting  room. 

Joan  Ciawfoid,  Douglas  Gilmore  and 

Charles  Ray  in  Metro-Goldwyn- 

Mayer’s  “Paris"  which  is  written  and 
directed  by  Edmund  Goulding. 

Stein  to  Handle  “Official  Wife 

Paul  L.  Stein,  new  Warner  director  will 

handle  the  megaphone  on  “My  Official 
Wife.”  It  will  be  used  as  a   starring  vehicle 
for  Irene  Rich. 

Educational 

Production  of  “Blue  Boy"  Well  Advanced 

Production  on  “The  Blue  Boy,  winch 

is  the  second  of  the  new  technicolor  Ro- 
mance Production  series,  is  far  advanced. 

Arthur  Maude  is  directing  this  picture  m 

, which  Philip  De  Lacey  will  be  seen  in  t
he 

'title  role. 

Prepare  for  July  Releases 

The  first  releases  from  both  the  Educa- 
tional and  the  Christie  Studios  are  expected 

to  be  shipped  to  New  York  in  July,  so  that 

tliey  will  be  readv  for  release  in  time  for 

the  earliest  weeks  of  Greater  Movie  Season. 

Dooley  Making  Six  Two-Reelers 

Billy  Dooley  is  heading  a   unit  making  a 

group  of  six  two-reel  Billy  Dooley  Com-
 

edies of  the  "Gob"  type. 

“Big  Boy”  Signed  for  Long  Term 

“Big  Boy,”  the  two-year-old  star  featur- 

ing in  Juvenile  Comedies,  has  been  signed for  a   long  term. 

Arthur  Signed  for  New  Season 

Johnny  Arthur  has  returned  from  New 
York  where  Mr.  Hammons  signed  him  up 

for  another  season  in  Tuxedo  Comedy  two- 
reel  series. 

Pathe 

“Merry  Widower"  Is  Finished 

The  Hal  Roach  comedy.  “The  Merry 
Widower,”  has  just  been  completed.  Ethel 
Clayton  has  the  leading  role  supported  by 

Tyler  Brooke. 

Complete  Filming  of  “Satan  Town" 
The  last  scene  has  been  shot  for  “Satan 

Town,”  a   forthcoming  Western  starring Harry  Carey. 

“Dog’s  Life”  Is  Revived 

“A  Dog’s  Life,”  one  of  the  Charlie  Chap- 
lin comedies,  was  recently  revived  and 

shown  at  the  Figueroa  Theatre,  Los  An- 

geles, along  with  “Fifth  Avenue,”  the  fea- tured production. 

Finlayson  Awarded  New  Contract 
Jimmie  Finlayson,  who  has  been  playing 

supporting  roles  in  Hal  Roach  Comedies, 
has  been  given  a   contract  calling  for  fea- 

tured credit. 

Four  Chosen  for  Chadwick  Comedy 
Ted  Healey,  of  vaudeville  fame,  James 

Finlayson,  comedy  star,  Burr  McIntosh  and 
Charlotte  Mineau  have  been  selwted  for 

supporting  roles  in  Helene  Chadwick’s  first picture  for  Hal  Roach,  to  be  directed  by 
Stan  Laurel. 

Pro-EMs-Co 

Schildkraut  Sr.  and  Jr.  in  “April" Rudolph  Schildkraut  will  play  the  role 

of  a   father  in  “Young  April,”  and  Joseph' 
Schildkraut,  his  real  son,  will  be  seen  as  his 

cinematic  offspring.  Production  on  this 

picture  has  already  been  started  under  the direction  of  Donald  Crisp. 

“Mfin  O’  Wad’  Is  Finished 

Camera  work  on  “Her  Man  O’War”  was completed,  and  the  film  is  now.  being  edited 

by  Director  Frank  Urson. 
“Unknoivn  Soldier"  Given  Premier 

“The  Unknown  Soldier”  had  a   nation  wide 

premier  starting  on  Decoration  Day,  for 

which  day  100  prints  were  said  to  have been  booked. 

Additions  to  “Lady"  Cast 

Jocelyn  Lee  and  Majel  Coleman  have 

been  added  to  the  cast  of  “Almost  a   L^dy, 
the  Marie  Prevost  starring  vehicle  which 

E.  Mason  Hopper  is  directing  at  the  Metro- 

politan Studios. 

“Meet  the  Prince"  Nears  Completion 

“Meet  the  Prince,”  an  adaptation  of  the 

Munsey  magazine  story,  “The  American
 

Sex,”  is  being  completed  by  Director  Joseph 

Henabery  with  Joseph  Scliildkraut  as  
star. 

Universal 

lorton  in  “Taxi!  Taxi!” 
Edward  Everett  Horton  will  play  the  fea- 

ured  role  in  "Taxi !   Taxi !".  which  will  be 

inder  the  direction  of  Melville  Brow
n. 
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“Cheyenne  Days’*  for  Hoot  Gibson 
Hoot  Gibson  wU  star  in  a   picture  called 

“Cheyenne  Days,”  to  be  directed  by  Lynn 
Re.vnolds  to  be  filmed  during  the  celebra- 

tion of  Frontier  Days. 

George  Letvis  to  Play  Feature  Role 

George  Lewis  has  been  signed  to  play 

the  featured  role  in  the  naval  drama,  “The 

Big  Gun,”  which  is  to  be  made  this  summer. 

Netc  Story  for  Denny 

Joseph  Jackson  is  writing  an  original 
story  for  Reginald  Denny,  tentatively  titled 

“Hints  to  Lovers.” 

Lois  Weber  to  Do  Pascal  Story 

Lois  Weber  will  direct  “A  Savage  in 
Silks,”  and  is  writing  own  screen  adapta- 

tion of  tlie  story  which  will  shortly  go  into 

production. 

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer 

M€icquarrie  Joins  “Temptress”  Cast 
A1  Macquarrie  has  been  added  to  the  cast 

of  the  Cosmopolitan  production  of  “The 

Temptress,”  in  which  Greta  Garbo,  H.  B. 
Warner  and  Antonio  Moreno  play  the  lead- 

ing roles. 

Farnham  and  Marion  Title  Two 

Joe  Farnham  is  to  write  the  sub-titles  for 

Lon  Chaney’s  film,  “The  Road  to  Manda- 

lay,” directed  by  Tod  Browning,  and  George 
Marion,  Jr.,  is  to  title  “Lovey  Mary,”  a 
feature  directed  by  King  Baggot. 

Windsor  Feminine  Lead  in  “Tin  Hats” 
Claire  Windsor  will  have  the  feminine 

lead  in  “Tin  Hats,”  an  original  story  by 
Edward  Sedgwick,  who  will  start  direction 
on  this  picture  shortly. 

Baggot  to  Direct  Jackie  Coogan 

King  Baggot  has  been  engaged  to  direct 

Jackie  Coogan  in  “Johnny  Get  Your  Hair 
Cut,”  written  by  Gerald  Beaumont. 

Renee  Adoree  Cast  in  “Flaming  Forest’ 
Renee  Adoree  has  been  cast  for  the  lead- 

ing feminine  role  in  “The  Flaming  For- 

est.” to  be  directed  by  Reginald  Barker. 

Associated  Elxhibitors 

Ingraham  to  Direct  Horton  Series 

Lloyd  Ingraham  has  been  engaged  by  S. 
S.  Hutchinson  to  direct  the  entire  series 
of  Edward  Everett  Horton  comedies. 

Totem  Pole  Plays  Important  Role 

The  Totem  Pole  in  Tacoma,  Washington, 

plays  a   leading  role  in  the  photoplay  “The 
Totem  Pole  Beggar.” 

F.  B.  O. 

“Kosher  Kitty'*  Is  in  Production 
Work  has  teen  commenced  on  “Kosher 

Kitty  Kelly,”  for  which  Viola  Dana,  Vera 
Gordon,  Nat  Carr,  Aggie  Herring,  Tom 
Foreman  and  Stanley  Taylor  have  been 
engaged. 

Announce  Three  June  Releases 

Three  releases  for  June  are  “The  Better 

Man,”  starring  Richard  Talmadge,  a   Fred 
Thomson  Western  drama,  “The  Two-Gun 
Man,”  and  “The  Dead  Line,”  a   Bob  Buster 
melodrama  of  the  West. 

Gruen  Adapting  “Collegiate” 

James  Gruen  has  been  engaged  to  adapt 

Alberta  Vaughn’s  first  starring  vehicle, 
“Collegiate.” 

Eason  Signed  to  Direct  Thomson 

Reeves  Eason  has  been  signed  to  direct 

Fred  Thomson  in  “The  Lone  Hand,”  on 
which  production  is  to  begin  immediately. 

Ijice  to  Direct  “Breed  of  Sea” 
Ralph  Ince  has  been  engaged  to  direct 

"Breed  of  the  Sea,"  in  which  he  will  also 

play  the  “heavy”  co.medy  role. 

Earle  Foxe  in  "The  Mad  Racer,”  an- 
other Van  Bibber  comedy  produced 

by  Fox. 

United  Artists 

Keaton  Returns  to  Film  "General” 

Buster  Keaton  has  returned  to  Holly- 
wood with  complete  plans  for  his  Civil 

War  comedy,  “The  General,"  which  will 
enter  production  soon. 

Complete  New  Valentino  Film 

The  filming  of  Rudolph  Valentino’s 
newest  film,  "Son  of  the  Sheik,”  has been  finished  under  the  direction  of 

George  Fitzmaurice. 

Australian  Signed  for  “Barbtua”  Cast 
Clyde  Cook,  Australian  comedy  actor, 

has  been  chosen  for  a   role  in  “The 

Winning  of  Barbara  Worth,”  which 
Henry  King  will  direct. 

"Eagle”  Inaugurates  New  Policy 

It  is  reported  that  Rudolph  Valen- 

tino’s “The  Eagle,”  was  released  simul- 
taneously at  three  theatres  in  Sydney^ 

Australia  by  Union  Theatres,  Ltd.,  an 

innovation  insofar  as  their  regular  pol- 

icy is  concerned. 

"Stella  Dallas”  Ends  Los  Angeles  Run 

It  is  said  that  the  six  weeks  engage- 
ment at  the  Forum  Theatre,  Los 

Angeles,  of  “Stella  Dallas,”  ended  with 
130,000  paid  admissions  in  that  time. 

Fox 

Complete  Latest  O.  Henry  Comedy 

Jess  Robbins  has  completed  directing 

the  latest  O.  Henry  comedy,  “Babes  in 

the  Jungle,”  in  which  Hallam  Cooley 
and  Jean  Renee  have  the  leading  roles. 

O’Brien  and  Gaynor  in  "Devil’s  Master” 

George  O’Brien  and  Janet  Gaynor 
have  been  selected  by  John  Ford  to  play 

the  leading  romantic  roles  in  “The 
Devil’s  Master." 

Richard  Walling  in  "Pelicmt”  Cast 
Richard  Walling  has  been  chosen  to 

fill  the  place  in  “The  Pelican,”  of  Leslie 
Fenton,  the  original  choice,  whose  serv- 

ices are  required  in  “What  Price  Glory.” 

Alec  B.  Francis  in  "Grimm”  Cast 
Alec  B.  Francis  has  been  selected  to 

portray  the  title  role  in  “The  Return 
of  Peter  Grimm,”  to  be  directed  by 
Victor  Schertzinger. 

Announce  Five  Future  Releases 

Five  pictures  for  release  between  now 
and  August,  when  the  new  year  begiqs, 

are  already  in  film.  They  are  “Rah, 

Rah  Heidelberg,”  "A  Liokpenny  Lover,’’ 
one  of  the  “Helen  and  Warren”  series, 
“The  Family  Picnic”  and  “Matrimony 

Blues." 

Paramount 

"Forlorn  River”  Is  Being  Adapted 

George  C.  Hull  is  now  adapting  “For- 
lorn River,”  a   Zane  Grey  story  in  which 

Jack  Holt  will  be  a   featured  player  un- 
der the  direction  of  John  Waters. 

Prepare  for  Filming  of  "Wings” Director  William  Wellman  has  started 

preparation  for  tlie  filming  of  "Wings.” Clara  Bow  is  the  only  member  of  the 
cast  selected  as  yet. 

"College  Flirt”  Bebe  Daniels’  Next 
Bebe  Daniels  is  soon  to  start  her  next 

comedy  which  will  be  “The  College 

Flirt.” 

Lewis  Milestone  to  Direct  Lloyd 

Lewis  Milestone  has  beeir  signed  to 

direct  Harold  Lloyd’s  next  picture  which 
is  soon  to  go  into  production.  Jobyna 
Ralston  is  to  play  opposite  Lloyd. 

Esther  Ralston  Leads  "American  Girl” 
Esther  Ralston,  selected  by  Ziegfeld 

himself,  will  play  the  leading  role  in 

Ziegfeld’s  “Glorifying  the  American  Girl," 
which  is  soon  to  be  put  in  work. 

First  National 

“Paradise”  Is  Being  Filmed 

Ray  Rockett  has  started  filming  his 
first  production  for  F.  N.,  which  is  the 

screen  version  of  “Paradise.”  Milton 
Sills  is  starred  with  Betty  Bronson  fea- 

tured in  the  leading  feminine  role. 

"Dancing  MayoP’  to  Be  Hines*  Next 

Out  of  deference  to  Famous  Players- 
Lasky  and  their  forthcoming  production 
of  “Kid  Boots”  it  is  announced  that  the 

idea  of  presenting  Johnny  Hines  in  “Kid 
Gloves”  will  be  abandoned  for  at  least 

a   year  because  of  its  similar  title.  "The 
Dancing  Mayor”  is  to  take  the  place  of 
"Kid  Gloves”  as  the  next  picture  for Hines. 

"Geese”  Changed  for  "Blonde  Saint” 

Sam  E.  Rork  has  selected  “The 

Blonde  Saint”  as  his  next  production  in- 
stead of  "Wild  Geese,”  which  he  had 

practically  settled  on. 

Finish  Filming  "Mismales” 
“Mismates,”  Doris  Kenyon’s  latest 

F.  N.  vehicle,  which  Charles  Brabin 
directed  has  just  been  completed. 

Start  Production  of  "Forever  After’” 
After  several  postponements,  produc- 

tion on  “Forever  After”  has  been started. 

Karl  Dane  Signs  Again 
(Special  to  the  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  June  1.— Karl  Dane,  who 

played  the  role  of  Slim  in  “The  Big  Pa- 
rade," has  been  signed  to  a   new  contract 

with  the  Metro-Goldwjm-Mayer  studios. 
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DES  MOINES 
DES  MOINES,  lA. — The  first  effort  to 

hold  a   Sunday  motion  picture  show  since 

the  close  of  the  Harry  O.  Anderson  evan- 

gelistic meetings  at  Chariton,  la.,  was  met 
with  a   legal  restraining  order  Saturday, 

May  23,  when  this  action  was  taken  against 

Lincoln  Theatre  Company  and  Harry  Mich- 

nick,  manager.  The  two  theatres,  Lincoln 

and  Strand,  were  closed  Sundays  duririg 

the  meetings  and  the  effort  to  open  again 
met  with  the  above  action.  Judge  E.  S. 

Wells  granted  a   temporary  injunction  re- 
straining the  manager  from  opening  the 

houses.  The  county  attorney,  T.  D.  Threl- 

geld,  asked  for  the  injunction  .wwl  the  mo- 
tion was  filed  at  11:15  Saturday  night.  A 

hearing  to  make  the  injunction  permanent 
will  be  held  later.  Both  theatres  are  owned 

by  the  A.  H.  Blank  Enterprises.  .   .   . 

Des  Moines  motion  picture  houses  co-op- 

erated with  the  Junior  Chamber  of  Com- 

merce during  Safe^.Week,  May  23-29,  by 
showing  motion  pictures  of  what  to  do 
and  what  not  to  do  on  the  streets.  A.  G. 

Slolte,  booker  for  A.  H.  Blank  Enterprises, 

took  several  hundred  feet  of  film  illustrat- 

ing how  to  properly  use  the  lane  system. 

All  the  local  houses  gave  attention  to  the 

subject  on  the  screen. 

ALBANY 
ALBANY.  N.  Y.— Michael  Bloom,  of 

Cortland,  is  the  financial  backer  of  J.  S. 

Burnham  of  Ogdensburg,  who  plans  to 
build  a   new  theatre  in  that  city.  .   .   • 
IVilliam  E.  Benton  of  Saratoga  Springs, 

owner  of  several  motion  picture  theatres, 

was  among  the  incorporators  last  week  of 

an  industrial  development  concern  in  his 

home  city.  .   .   .   James  Rose,  operating 

theatres  in  Rensselaer  and  Troy,  has  about 

decided  not  to  erect  a   new  house  in  Rens- 
selaer this  summer,  as  planned.  •   _   • 

Austin  Interrante,  who  closed  the  Astor  m 

Troy  after  a   short  run,  plans  ̂ to  return 

and  open  the  house  on  August  28.  .   .   • 

Ernest  J.  Wolfe,  manager  of  the  Bij<m  in 

Lowville,  has  resigned  and  T.  T.  Dana 

is  at  present  handling  the  house.  .   •   • 

Louis  Schine  of  Gloversville  ivas  in 

wego  and  announced  that  the  Strand  there 

would  be  closed  for  three  months  and 

would  be  remodeled  to  the  extent  that  
its 

capacity  would  be  double,  reaching  2,
dUx) 

seats.  .   .   .   The  Rialto  in  Amsterdam 

has  been  closed  until  September.  .   •   • 

B.  B.  Kelly,  who  runs  the  Strand  in  M
ill- 

brook  and  is  a   baseball  player  as  wdl,  is 

having  a   try-out  for  a   place  on  the 

field  professional  team.  .   .   .   Lows  Cappa 

has  bought  the  Delaware  from  Sam 
 Ma- 

rose.  .   .   .   Harry  Seed,  local  manager 

for  Warner  Brothers,  and  H.  C.  Bissell, 

manager  for  Universal,  were  among  tho
se 

present  at  the  opening  of  the  Olympic  in 

Utica.  .   .   .   Grossman  and  Frieder  of 

Hudson  spent  a   portion  of  last  week
  in 

town  doing  much  booking.  •   •   •   . 

and  Mrs.  A.  T.  Mallory  of  the  Star  in 

Corinth  were  along  Film  Row  last  wee
k 

for  the  first  time  in  two  or  three  months.
 

.   .   .   The  Rialto  theatre  in  Massena, 

owned  by  Frank  Knras,  was  burglariz
ed. 

MINNEAPOLIS 
MINNEAPOLIS.  MINN.— Ed  Haas  of 

the  State,  Eau  Claire,  Wis.,  writes  in  that 

a   group  of  local  entertainers  he  collected 
went  over  big  at  his  house.  .   .   .   Harry 

Nelson,  former  operator  at  the  Palace, 

Mandan,  N.  S.,  has  been  promoted  to  man- 
ager of  the  house.  .   .   .   W.  L.  Hamil- 
ton, salesman  for  Warner  Brothers,  has 

taken  over  the  Rosebud,  a   suburban  house 

in  Minneapolis.  Arthur  Zellner, 
representative  for  Mary  Pickford  and 

Douglas  Fairbanks,  visited  the  United  Ar- 
tists branch  recently.  .   .   -   Eeo  Hirsch- 

field  is  the  new  representative  of  the  Arctic 
Nu-Air  corporation  in  southern  Minnesota 
and  northern  Iowa.  .   .   .   Mrs.  M.  J. 

Comer,  formerly  with  film  exchanges  here 

and  wife  of  M.  J.  Co7ncr,  F.  B.  O.  sales- 

man in  Omaha,  died  recently  after  several 

weeks  illness.  .   .   .   Fish  Brothers,  the- 

atre owners  at  Jeffers,  Minn,,  are  reported 

planning  a   new  house.  .   .   .   The  Cozy  at 

Belle  Plaine,  Minn.,  is  having  its  name 

changed  to  the  State,  under  the  manage- 
ment of  its  new  owner,  Frank  Heitzig,  Sr. 

.   .   Eph  Rosen,  manager  of  the  local 

F.  B.  0.  exchange,  is  out  on  the  road  call- 

ing on  the  key  cities  selling  the  new  1926 

product.  .   .   .   T.  C.  Torgerson  of  Daw- 
son, Minn. ;   0.  L.  Visle  of  Slayton,  Minn., 

and  George  Miner  of  Rice  Lake,  Wis.,  were 

among  the  exhibitors  visiting  the  local  e
x- 

changes. .   .   •   S.  E.  Abel,  Fox  mamager, 

spent  about  a   week  in  the  key  cities  of 

Iowa  showing  the  new  Fox  offerings.  .   .   • 

The  Fox  exchange  reports  two  new  ad
di- 

tions to  its  staff,  Stanley  Dettlie  in  the 

contract  department,  and  Lucille  Cornack,
 

formerly  with  the  Fox  exchange  in 
 Wm- 

ninec.  as  secretary  to  Mr.  Abel.  .   •   • 

Miss  Slattery  has  been  added  to  the  lo
cal 

Warner  Brothers  staff. 

KANSAS  CITY 
KANSAS  CITY,  MO.— Willi

am  Des- 

lond,  motion  picture  star,  renew
ed  old 

■iendships  here  while  making  a   Personal 

opearance  at  the  Mainstreet.  ...
  At  the 

ime  time  Noah  Beery,  his  wnfe  a
nd  lU 

ear  old  son  were  also  visiting  here,  Ai^r. 

eery  making  a   personal  appeara
nce  at  the 

fewnan.  .   .   .   Among  the  out-of-to\TO  ex- 

ibitors  in  this  territory  were:  
6.  E.  An- 

rews.  Gem,  Olathe,  Kas.;  L.  
A.  Wagner 

'rincess,  Eureka,  Kas.;  /.  J. ̂ Newco
mb, 

fewk’s  theatre,  Burlington.  Kas.;  /
.  C. 

taplc.  Victor,  Rockport.  Mo.;  /
.  M.Hihh 

ock,  Gem,  Baldwin.  Kas.;  
Arthur  T.Per- 

ins,  Schnell  theatre.  Harnsonvi
lle.  Mo. ; 

ohn  Schicfcrecke,  Dresden  Ka
s  ;   C.  C. 

\obertson,  Fayetteville,  Ark. 
;   u/tHM  n. 

)ickbison,  Dickinson  Enterpr
ises,  Law- 

ence.  Kas.;  G.  L.  Opera  House, 

'roy.  Kas.;  3*.  A.  Davidsot^  Prin
cess, 

leodasha,  Kas.;  Ed  Peskay,
  Tootle  thea- 

re  St  Joseph,  Mo.  .   .   .   Max  Milder,  Fox 

lome  Office  representative,  
was  also  a   vis- 

tor  here   Bill  fParner  of  the  First  Na-
 

ional  branch  is  planning  a   pla
y  date  drive. 

Jack  Flannery  of  the  Met
ro-Goldwjm- 

iayer  sales  staff  has  been  pr
omoted  to  key- 

own  salesman.  .   .   .   U'.  R-  ll  alsh,  First  Na- 

tional auditor,  is  working  on  the  books  of 
the  local  branch. 

PHILADELPHIA 
PHILADELPHIA,  PA.— A   group  of 

Paramount  players,  headed  by  Lois  Wilson 
and  Ford  Sterling,  has  been  busy  in  the 

heart  of  Philadelphia  taking  scenes  for 

“The  Show-Off,”  which  was  written  with 

a   Philadelphia  locale.  .   .   .   The  Lincoln 

Way,  Gettysburg,  which  has  been  operated 

by  M.  J.  McSIierry,  has  been  taken  over 

by  P.  W.  SmetUstnith.  .   .   .   The  West- 
mont, Westmont,  N.  J.,  which  has  been 

closed  for  some  time,  has  been  taken  over 

by  M.  Gelliherter.  .   .   .   H.  Yadtesky  of 

Shenandoah  has  been  appointed  an  inspec- 

tor for  the  Pennsylvania  Board  of  Motion 

Picture  Censors.  .   .   -   John  Bethel,  who 

has  been  connected  wdth  Associated  Ex- 
hibitors in  a   sales  capacity  here,  has  been 

appointed  manager  of  the  Trio  Exchange 

in  Washington,  D.  C.  .   .   -   The  North- 
eastern, which  w’as  formerly  operated  by 

George  Gravenstein  under  a   lease,  has  been 

sold  by  Edward  Costello  to  John  Smith, 

who  also  operates  the  Liberty  at  Tacony. 

The  Douglas,  which  has  been  oper- 

ated by  Charles  P.  McLean,  has  been  sold 

by  Betmy  Borozvsky  to  A.  Margolis.  Th
e 

house  will  undergo  extensive  improvements 

during  the  summer  and  will  continue  i
ts 

picture  policy  in  the  early  fall.  .   .   - 

Stanley  Company  has  closed  the  Allegheny,
 

a   picture  and  vaudeville  house  here,  a
nd 

the  Philadelphia  and  the  Towers,  Camden, 

N   J.  .   .   .   The  Lawndale,  built  a   short 

time  ago  by  Lawndale  Amusement 
 Com- 

pany, which  has  been  operated  by  Elmer 

Prince,  has  been  sold  to  Harry  Freed,  wh
o 

has  already  taken  possession  of  it
  and 

will  continue  to  operate  under  the  
estab- lished policy. 

ST.  LOUIS 
ST.  LOUIS,  MO.— Mrs.  Frances 

 Peart, 

mer  of  the  Pert,  Gillespie,  111.,  has  t^en 

er  the  Eagle,  Livingston,  III,  the 
 White 

ty,  and  the  house  at  Worden,  III
  .   .   • 

'lil  Hyde  will  open  his  new  Arcadia
  at 

Iney,  III.  on  June  1.  
-   •   •   ' 

imp  w’ho  formerly  managed 
 the  Wash- 

cton,  Belleville.  Ill,  plans  to  
convert  the 

nion  Labor  Temple  in  E^.s\_St.  L^uis  i^ 

motion  picture  house  which  w
ill  seat 

rsons.  .   .   .   Visitors  of  the  week  m- 

.ided  Green  Luttrell  of  Jacksonville,
  Ul.. 

’0  Bernstein,  Springfield
,  III ;   Roscoe  Jar- 

'it  Carbondale,  III,  and  Henry  Imtntng. 

ewton.  III.  .   •   •   Missouri  Theatre  base- 

ill  team  opened  its  1926  seas
on  with  a 

le-sided  victory  over  the  ball  tossing 
 squad 

om  the  St.  Louis  theatre.  ;   •   • 

Ikins  of  Barrington,  III,  is  tak
ing  bids 

.r  the  construction  of  a   new  mot
ion  pic- 

re  theatre.  .   .   •   The  new  house  at 

arbondale.  III,  will  open  abou
t  August 

I,  and  will  be  operated  by  /.  IP.
  Rodgers. 

The  motion  picture  theatre  at  
West 

liion.  Ill,  was  one  of  several
  structures 

jstroyed  by  a   fire  which  wip
ed  out  a 

rge  section  of  the  main  busines
s  district. 

The  theatre  at  Donncllson.  Ill,  was 
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threatened  by  a   fire  which  ̂   destroyed  a 

lodge  hall  and  mercantile  building  on  the 

opposite  side  of  the  street.  .   .   .   The 

St.  Louis  Board  of  Public  Service  has 

authorized  Gohman-Levine  Construction 

Company  of  Chicago  to  erect  a   steel  can- 

opy in  front  of  the  new  St.  Louis-Gravois, 
which  will  soon  be  ready  for  its  grand 

opening.  .   Sol  Rose,  salesman  for 

Universal,  who  recently  underwent  an  oper- 

ation for  appendicitis,  has  resumed  his  du- 
ties. .   -   -   Friends  of  Hcrschel  Stuart, 

formerly  manager  of  the  ifissouri  here, 

have  been  pleased  to  learn  of  his  impor- 

tant new  position  as  Baltimore,  Md.,  rep- 
resentative of  Loew’s  Incorporated.  .   .   . 

"Nicky"  Goldhcmm,  manager  for  the  local 
Universal  exchange,  reports  a   widespread 
demand  for  the  Greater  Movie  list.  Among 

those  who  have  signed  up  100  per  cent 

are  the  Keiler  Circuit  in  Kentuclo',  the 
Pertle  Circuit  in  Illinois,  the  Liberty,  Mex- 

ico, Mo. :   Pana,  111.,  Hannibal,  Mo.,  and 
Collinsville,  111. 

DENVER 
DENVER,  COLO.— M.  C.  Korrell,  owner 

and  operator  of  the  Rialto  of  Cheyenne 
Wells,  Colo.,  visited  here  on  a   pleasure 
and  business  trip.  .   .   .   Arthur  Schmidt, 

district  manager  of  F.  B.  O.,  left  for  Spi 

Francisco  after  spending  several  days  visit- 
ing 5.  D.  Weishaum,  manager  of  F.  B.  O. 

.   .   .   Jim  Lynch,  president  of  Wyoming 

Theatre  Managers  Association,  and  owner 
and  operator  of  the  Laramie,  arrived  here 
on  a   business  trip.  .   .   .   Tom  Love, 

operating  the  theatres  in  Hannah  and  Mc- 

C^ath.  Wyo.,  and  Charles  Klein,  owner  of 
a   chain  of  theatres  in  the  Black  Hills  of 

South  Dakota,  were  seen  transacting  busi- 
ness with  exchanges  during  the  past  week. 

.   .   .   Eugene  Gerbase,  manager  of  Asso- 
ciated Exhibitors,  is  back  at  his  desk  after 

a   three  weeks  sales  trip  into  the  southern 

territorj'.  .   .   .   Joseph  Ashby,  local  First 
National  manager,  has  returned  after  a 
hurried  trip  to  Albuquerque,  N.  M.,  where 
he  visited  exhibitors  and  also  conferred 

with  Ned  Marin,  sales  manager,  who  was 

en  route  to  the  coast.  .   .   .   R.  J.  Gar- 

land, manager  of  Metro-GoldwjTi-Mayer, 
has  returned  from  San  Frandsco,  where 

a   regional  sales  convention  was  held  by  his 
company. 

SALT  LAKE 
SALT  LAKE  CITY.  UTAH.— The  local 

pictures  which  were  taken  of  the  one 
thousand  five  hundred  Community  Chest 
workers  was  shown  at  the  Paramount 

Empress.  Manager  George  E.  Carpenter 
donated  the  theatre  orchestra  to  play  at 

the  masque  for  the  benefit  of  this  drive  at 

the  Hotel  Utah.  .   .   .   Eddie  Diamond,  man- 

ager of  the  Pantages,  announces  that  “La 
Boheme,"  “The  Big  Parade,’’  “Mare  Nos- 

trum,” and  several  other  big  pictures 
which  Pantages  has  bought,  will  be  shown 
as  the  producing  companies  release  them. 

.   .   .   Ora  Carewe,  one  of  Salt  Lake’s  screen 
and  stage  stars,  recently  left  this  city  after 

having  paid  a   visit  to  friends  and  relatives. 
.   .   .   J.  W.  Simmons,  owner  of  the  Orpheum, 

Oakley,  Idaho,  was  on  Film  Row  this  week. 
.   .   .   Milton  Cohn  upon  returning  to  the 
United  Artists  office  after  a   six  weeks  trip 

through  Montana,  reports  the  business  out- 
look in  that  state  to  be  very  good.  .   .   . 

L.  A.  Davis,  local  manager  for  F.  B.  O., 

with  Salesman  W.  T.  Withers,  is  spending 

several  weeks  in  Montana.  .   .   .   Joe  K.  Solo- 

mon is  covering  Idaho  with  the  1926-27 

F.  B.  O.  product.  .   .   .   IV.  H.  Rankin,  War- 
ner Brothers  manager  here,  has  returned 

from  Montana.  M.  E.  Keller  is  still  in  that 

section,  while  G.  C.  Jones  is  making  south- 
ern Utah.  .   .   .   William  MacFarland,  owner 

of  the  Manti,  Manti,  ITah,  is  visiting  Film 

Territoritems 
The  motion  picture  industry  in  Phil- 

adelphia is  taking  a   keen  interest  in 

the  Sesqui-Cenieniiial  developments, 

and  many  of  the  Vine  Street  ex- 
changes have  already  elaborately 

decorated  their  buildings. 
♦   ♦   ♦ 

Manager  Walter  F.  Davis  of  the 
Metropolitan,  Winnipeg,  Manitoba, 

has  entered  into  a   continuous  co-op- 
erative feature  with  the  Winnipeg 

Tribune.  An  advertising  display  is 

used  on  the  classified  page  which  con- 
tains the  picture  of  a   motion  picture 

star  with  the  invitation  to  fill  in  the 

name  of  the  star  together  with  the 
film  feature  in  which  he  or  she  is  to 

appear.  Those  eligible  for  this  con- 
test are  ones  whose  names  have  been 

picked  at  random  from  the  City  Di- 
rectory and  appear  in  scattered  parts 

of  the  classified  section.  Manager 

Davis  uses  the  cut  of  the  star  in  the 

next  week's  attraction,  and  thereby 
secures  direct  advertising.  The  stunt 

has  helped  to  boost  both  the  theatre 
and  the  newspaper. 

*   *   * 

The  entire  session  of  the  Legis- 
lative Council  of  the  American 

Federation  of  Women’s  Clubs  in 
Denver  are  devoted  to  a   discus- 

sion of  motion  pictures,  during 

which  H.  E.  Ellison,  veteran  Den- 
ver distributor,  was  one  of  the 

speakers.  After  the  speeches  and 

program  a   five  reel  feature  picture 
was  shown  to  the  guests  with  the 

compliments  of  the  Denver  Film 
Board  of  Trade. 

*   ♦   ♦ 

The  general  agent  for  a   traction 
company  at  Portland,  Ind.,  has  come 
to  the  conclusion  that  motion  pic- 

tures serve  some  other  purposes  than 

amusement.  His  name  is  Bert  An- 

derson, and  he  has  a   son  Paul  Ander- 
son, from  whom  he  has  not  heard  for 

many  years.  Recently  he  visited  a 
picture  show  and  there  recognized  his 

son  in  the  picture' as  a   taxi  driver. 

Row  this  week,  as  is  Joe  Goss,  of  the  Or- 
pheum, Ogden,  Utah.  .   .   .   R.  L.  Wicker, 

operating  the  Delta,  Delta,  Utah,  is  here 
securing  new  product  for  his  house.  .   .   . 
Jimmie  Keifs,  local  manager  for  Columbia 

Exchanges,  announces  that  campaign  books 

for  the  coming  season’s  Columbia  produc- tions will  be  mailed  to  exhibitors  soon.  .   .   . 

Harmon  and  Lou  Perry,  exhibitors  of  Og- 

den, Utah,  were  visitors  at  the  local  ex- 
changes this  week  attending  to  bookings 

for  the  Egyptian.  .   .   .   R.  D.  Boomer  has 

resigned  from  the  position  of  branch  man- 
ager for  Associated  Exhibitors  here  and 

has  been  succeeded  by  Frank  Shepard  from 

the  home  office.  Boomer  has  been  appoint- 
ed the  Montana  representative  for  the  Fox 

exchange  in  the  place  of  H.  A.  Black  who 
was  recently  transferred  to  Seattle. 

OTTA  WA 
OTTAWA,  ONT. — Exhibitors  of  Mani- 

toba, Saskatchewan  and  Western  Ontario 

attended  the  convention  of  the  Famous- 
Lasky  Service,  Ltd.,  which  was  held  in  the 
Marlborough  Hotel,  Winnipeg,  an  all  day 

session  and  banquet  being  conducted.  .   .   . 

W.  P.  McGeachie,  manager  of  the  Algoma, 

Sault  Ste.  Marie,  Ont.,  has  launched  a 

"Buy-at-Home”  campaign,  receiving  won- 

derful support  from  local  merchants.  ,   .   . 
The  Associated  Screen  News,  a   producing 

organization  of  Montreal,  Quebec,  has  been 

incorporated!  under  the  laws  of  Canada 
with  a   Federal  charter.  .   .   .   Thomas  Bragg, 

Toronto,  comptroller  of  Famous  Players 
Canadian  Corporation,  has  returned  home 
after  a   three  weeks  rest  in  Kentucky.  .   .   . 
Provincial  inspectors  spent  some  time  here 

to  check  over  the  records  of  the  various 

theatres,  with  the  result  that  the  Francais 

and  Capital  were  closed  because  of  alleged 

discrepancies  in  the  collecting  of  the  Pro- 
vincial amusement  tax.  .   .   .   Not  oilly  has 

Loew’s  London  Theatres,  Ltd.,  pulled  itself 
from  a   deficit  to  surplus  basis,  but  there  is 

the  early  probability  of  dividends  on  the 
common  stock  of  the  company.  The  Board 

of  Directors  was  re-elected  for  another 

year  withont  change. 

SAN  FRANCISCO 
SAN  FRANCISCO,  CAL.— J.  A.  Har- 

vey, Jr.,  manager  and  owner  of  the  Cameo 
at  Santa  Cruz,  closed  his  house  for  some 
alterations  to  conform  to  a   change  of 

policy.  It  will  reopen  with  a   dramatic 

stock  company  and  short  feature  motion 

picture  program.  .   .   .   Max  Blumenfeld  has 

added  two  more  theatres  to  his  “B"  cir- 
cuit, which  are  the  Stockton  and  Strand  of 

Stockton.  Louis  Prates  has  been  employed 

to  manage  them.  .   .   .   Ward  Lascelle  of  the 
Ward  Lascelle  Productions  was  a   recent 

visitor  here.  .   .   .   Manager  Jack  Hxinter  of 
the  Wilson  of  Fresno  had  the  honor  of 

presenting  what  is  said  to  be  the  largest 
Mexican  orchestra  ever  in  the  United 

States,  the  Tepica  orchestra.  .   .   .   The  new 
theatre  in  Mountain  View  promoted  and 

built  by  Frank  Camptn  has  been  opened. 

.   .   .   Mel  Hertz,  San  Francisco  motion  pic- 
ture theatre  organist,  is  said  to  be  creating 

a   sensation  in  the  motion  picture  audiences 

by  his  novel  and  original  musical  offerings 

at  the  Royal.  .   .   .   The  cast  of  “Butterflies 
in  the  Rain”  has  chosen  San  Mateo  for 
location  to  shoot  scenes  for  the  filming  of 

that  English  novel. 

INDIANAPOLIS 
INDIANAPOLIS,  IND. —The  new 

Grand  at  Evansville,  Ind.,  closed  for  the 
summer  months.  .   .   .   Motion  picture  films 

valued  at  $150  recently  were  taken  from 
the  Universal  Film  Exchange.  .   .   .   Angelo 

Pecorelli,  native  of  Italy  and  lessee  and 

manager  of  the  Circle,  Goshen,  Ind.,  re- 
cently passed  away.  .   .   .   John  W.  Kraffl, 

formerly  an  employe  in  the  editorial  de- 
partment of  an  Indianapolis  newspaper,  has 

joined  Cecil  B.  DeMille  as  title  writer.  .   .   . 

Through  the  courtesy  of  the  management 
of  the  Alhambra  and  Strand,  Shelbyvillc, 

Ind.,  members  of  the  American  Legion 

Auxiliary  sold  poppies  at  the  doors  of  both 
theatres.  Slides  advertising  the  sale  were 
projected  at  both  of  the  houses.  .   .   .   Johnny 

Hines  appeared  personally  at  the  Circle 

along  with  his  latest  picture,  “Rainbow 
Riley.”  .   .   .   Sale  of  the  Orpheum  theatre 
block,  housing  the  theatre  by  that  name,  by 

E.  E.  Strayer  to  IV.  C.  Kobin,  has  been  an- 
nounced. A   four-year  lease  to  the  theatre 

space  is  held  by  the  Orpheum  Theatre  Cor- 

poration. 

WASHINGTON,  D.  C.— The  al  fresco 
gardens  conducted  in  conjunction  with  the 

Savoy  and  Apollo  were  recently  thrown 

open  to  the  public.  .   .   .   Crandall’s  Metro- 
politan has  blossomed  out  in  its  summer 

garb  of  cretonne  seat  covers  and  season- 
able handings,  ...  A   musical  score  for  the 

accompaniment  of  "The  Volga  Boatman, 

playing  at  the  Metropolitan  and  Ambassa- 
dor, was  assembled  by  Daniel  Breeskin, 

symphony  conductor  at  the  Metropolitan. 
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HIS  BUDDY’S  WIFE: 
 Glen  Hunter— Good 

for  small  house.  No  kicks 
 -were  heard  on  this. 

Ll..-Geo  Gartner.  Halfw
ay  theatre. 

Halfway  Mich.— General  pa
tronage. 

COUNSEL  FOR  THE  DE
FENSE;  Special 

casl^Nothlng  big.  Just  a  
 nice  program  picture. 

Seven  reels.— Geo.  Gartner
.  Halfway  theatre 

Halfway.  Mich.— General  p
atronage. 

HEARTS  AND  FISTS;  
Special  cast— Here 

is  one  that  I   enjoyed  watch
ing.  Nice  story  and 

action,  stars  good,  what  
more  can  you  want. 

Six  reels.— Ge«.  Gartner.  Hal
fway  theatre.  Half- 

way. Mich.— General  patronage. 

NEVER  SAY  DIE:  Dou
glas  MacLean— A 

dandy  comedy  with  lots  of  
thrUls  It  more  than 

pleased.  Six  reels.— E.  M. 
 Biddle.  Strand  the- 

atre.  Paoli.  Ind.— Small  town
  patronage. 

Columbia 

ONE  GLORIOUS  NIGHT
:  Elaine  Hammer- 

stein— The  majority  was  wel
l  pleased  and  several 

stopped  to  tell  me  how  mu
ch  they  had 

it._Al  C.  Werner.  Royal  thea
tre.  Reading,  Pa. 

General  patronage. 

FIGHTING  YOUTH:  Will
iam  Fairb^ks— A 

pretty  good  picture  with 
 plenty  of  actmn  and 

thrills.  No  drawing  power 
 howeven  as  the  stars 

are  unknown.  Paper  extra
  good.  Machine  work- 

ing poorly,  which  may  acount
  for  small  crowd. 

Five  reels.— Ross  &   Miller,
  Community  theatre. 

Surprise.  Neb.— Country  patro
nage. 

WHO  CARES:  Special  ca
st— Went  over  very 

well  and  seemed  to  pleas
e  the  majority.--Al  t- 

Werner.  Royal  theatre. 
 Reading.  Pa.— General 

patronage. 

F.  B.  0. 

KING  OF  THE  TURF:
  Special  e^t-This 

is  a   very  good  race  tr
ack  picture.  Good  story

. 

Sioto^Shy  O.  K.  N
ot  a   great  big  pictur

e.-- 

W.  B.  Franke.  Strand 
 theatre.  Luverne.  Iowa

. 

—Small  town  patronage. 

THF  NON  STOP  FLI
GHT:  Special  cast— 

DiL-t  see  this  picture  myself.  ̂    TtmpiL 

been  very  good,  as  
we  received  many  compli 

ments.  Six  reets.-B.  
R.  Parsons.  Grand  theatre. 

Springfield,  Minn.— 
General  patronage. 

THE  ISLE  OF  RETRIB
UTION:^  Special  cast 

—This  is  a   Gold  Bond  
worthy  of  its  name.  Th

e 

acUng  of  David 

Robert  Praaer  was  excel
lent. 

Northern  story.  Seven
  reels.-N. 

ael.  Coliseum  theatre.  
Lamom.  Iowa.— Small  

town 

patronage. 

ALL  AROUND  FRYING  
PAN:  ̂ ed  Thom- 

son-Not  much  need  of
  reporting  these  Give 

general  satisfaction  always.  '   .   roost 
tures  are  always  clean. 

critical.  Director  sli
pped  a   bit.  scene  wh

e« 

Silver  King  pulls  thre
e  or  four  wrs  ^aWe 

is  weak  as  all  Silver 
 does  is  prance  along  

tne 

ties  not’  exerting  himself  suiert  tha 
so  absorbed  they  never  noti

c^  it-  th 

Fred  adopt  the  Ches
terfield  cigaiclta  slo

gam 

Many  thanks  for  tho 
 fine  picture. 

forced  to  put  it  under  ke
y  and  lock. 

^ho  fair  BOX  have  tried
  to  purloin  it.  Six  ree

ls. 

--H.  G.  Seik,  Selk  th
eatre.  Scotia.  Neb.— Sm

all 

town  patronage. 

ALL  AROUND  FRYI
NG  PAN;  Fred  Th

om- 

i,  ..^called  Yfelarn  ,a
  ..h.ch 

Another 

Year 

This  issue  marks  the  beginning  ol the  “Herald’s”  twelfth  year,  the 

end  of  the  eleventh  being  duly 
 cele- 

brated last  week.  And  this  issue  con-
 

tain^ one  of  the  biggest  “What  
the 

Picture  Did  for  Me”  departm
ents  in 

a   long  lime.  Thai's  the  way
  to  start 

a   new  year — and  to  continu
e  it. * 

F.  H.  Sumner’s  suggestion,  on
  an- 

other page,  is  submitted  to  subscri
bers 

for  acceptance  or  the  othe
r  thing. 

Signify  acceptance  by  sending 
 in  a   list 

like  the  one  he  presents.  Sign
ify  the 

other  thing  by  not  doing  so. 
 It  s   up 

to  you.  ^ 

Frank  Sabin  suggests,  in  a  
 letter  in 

this  issue,  that  Phil  Rand  b
e  added  to 

the  “Herald”  staff  as  co-work
er  wth 

J.  C.  Jenkins.  In  another
  letter  Mr. 

Rand  challenges  Jenki
ns' 

a   contest  with  his  Coll
een  (both 

being  automobilevs)  and 
 what  a   race that  would  be!  ̂ 

Mr.  Jenkins’  weekly  letter 
 does  not 

appear  in  this  issue  for
  the  good  rea- 

son that  J.  C.  is  celebrating  th
e  home- 

coming of  his  famUy  from  a   so
journ 

in  Texas  and  that  distant  t
hunder  you 

thought  you  heard  was
  but  the  echo 

of  the  good  time  being  
had  by  all  m 

Neligh. 

Nve  find  beautiful  Silv
er  doing  hb  stuff 

lichtfully.  There  is  so
me  com^y  m   P 

u.e 

s»prs:„s.  ‘ - these  pletprte  »rtP«l  they 

“wild  West”  life,  when
  as  n   matter  ot  lact

.  » 

are  not.  In  our  box  office  we  have  a   n
ic^ 

framed  picture  of  Fred  Thomson,  
autographed, 

and  on  which  he  has  written  words 
 to  tae  effect 

that  we  are  his  most  ardent  criti
cs— Fred,  you 

are  wrong,  we  are  only  criticizing  
the  stuff  that 

is  forced  on  you.  and  we  here  
and  now  would 

like  to  see  you  and  that  beautiful  horse
.  Silv^* 

in  a   real  honest-to-goodness  Weste
rn.  Six  reels. 

— Giacoma  Bros..  Crystal  theatre.
  Tombstone. 

Ariz. — General  patronage. 

THE  SILENT  STRANGER:  
Fred  Thomson 

—A  Thomson,  which  always  p
ay  well  for  me. 

Fred  does  a   lot  of  atheletic  stunts  m
   tl^  one. 

It’s  O.  K.  in  every  respect.—
 W.  B.  Franke. 

Strand  theatre,  Luverne,  Iow
a.— Small  town  pat- 

ronage. 

THE  TOUGH  GUY:  Fred  Tbom^n— I   ̂ 

lieve  this  is  one  of  the  best  Fr
ed  has  ̂ de- 

Good  story,  plenty  of  action  ̂ d
  coro^y.  Wn 

Silver  King  rescued  the  kid,
  tae  kids  ne^y 

raised  the  roof.  There  is  something  J^be  Pi^ 

ture  which  will  please  every
one,  ^ish  Fr^ 

made  about  one  a   month.
  Six  reels.  Wm.  B. 

Tragsdorf.  Trags  theatre,  
NeiUsville.  Wis.— Small 

town  patronage. 

THE  TOUGH  GUY:  Fred  Tho^«on-Hi
s  ̂  

Elk  theatre.  Worland.  
Wyo.— General  patronage

. 

HANDS  ACROSS  BOR
DER:  Thomson 

-Here  is  another  excellent  Fred 
 Thom^n  pi^ 

ture  If  you  haven’t  th
ese  bou^t,  better  buy 

Sem,  as  these  are  s
ure  box  office  bets.  

S« 

reels.— B.  R.  Parsons.  Gr
and  theatre.  Springfield. 

Minn.— General  patronage. 

hands  ACROSS  TH
E  BORDER: 

Thomson— Another  very
  good  Thomson.  SiIvc

t 

^   r   tM7  rSd  -flo'^beTulLT  shou“^ 

Mich.— General  patronage.
 

THE  COWBOY  MUSKETEER:  To^b^ 

women  and  kids.  1   wish  Tom  ’^, !!! 

^m.  ri^aS?T.Tgs
  t=^:r-NeS:^urwi

s. —General  patronage. 

•Wis.— Small  town  patronage.
 

PARISIAN  NIGHTS:
  Elaine  Hammerstein

 

viy  program  pict
ure  sold  me  for  sp«.^

 

If  the  producers  would  au
it  making  these  ̂ callrf 

Wa«h  —General  patrona
ge. 

irwpPFR  OF  THE  BEES
:  Special  cast— 

to  thcatra.  Red  Gra
nite.  Wis.-Sn,«U  t

o.™  nat- 

ronage.  ^   ^   . 
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THE  FIGHTING  DEMON:  Richard  Tnl- 

madse — Good  action  picture  with  the  usual 

stunts.  This  boy  makes  more  friends  here  every 

time  I   show  him. — Roy  W.  Adams,  Pastime  the- 

atre. Mason,  Mich. — General  patronage. 

TEARING  THROUGH:  Dick  Talmadfre— In 
a   small  country  town  Dick  is  always  good,  and 
handsome  too.  All  the  girls  love  him.  Send 

me  a   photo,  Dick,  for  the  lobby.  You  can  pull 
off  some  stunts.  Five  reels. — Mrs.  L.  M.  Bier- 

man,  Palace  theatre,  Seadrift,  Tex. — Small  coun- 

ti-y  town  patronage. 

THE  LAST  EDITION:  Ralph  Lewis— A   great 

Saturday  or  Sunday  picture.  Can't  be  beat.  Seven 
reels.— Geo.  Gartner,  Halfway  theatre.  Halfway, 
Mich. — General  patronage. 

FLAMING  WATERS:  Special  cast— Just  fair. 

Not  much  drawing  power.  Just  a   playdate  filled 

without  gain  or  loss.  Seven  reels. — Henry  Reeve. 

Star  theatre,  Menard.  Tex. — Small  town  patron- 
age. 

THE  TEXAS  BEARCAT:  Bob  Custer— A   fast 

action  picture,  liked  by  those  who  saw  it.  but 

they  were  very  few,  for  a   lady  took  a   notion 

to  hold  a   musical  program  gratis  so  she  got 

them  and  I   had  empty  seats,  F.  B.  O.  pictures 

are  always  good,  but  I   have  to  change  around 
sometimes  to  please  this  one  or  that.  Five  reels. 

— Mrs.  L.  M.  Bierman,  Palace  theatre,  Seadrift. 
Tex.— Small  country  town  patronage. 

THE  TEXAS  BEAR  CAT;  Bob  Ouster— This 

is  a   very  good  thrilling  western.  Step  on  it  for 
a   thriller.  It  will  draw  the  farmers. — W.  B. 

Franke.  Strand  theatre,  Luverne,  Iowa. — Small 
town  patronage. 

THE  PRINCE  OF  PEP;  Richard  Talmadge 

—Dick  is  there  with  the  action  and  that  seems 
to  be  what  they  want.  Six  reels. — Geo.  Gartner, 

Halfway  theatre.  Halfway,  Mich. — General  pat- 
ronage. 

BORN  TO  BATTLE:  Tom  Tyler — Very  sat- 
isfactory. Just  what  it  purported  to  be.  a   good 

.snappy  western. — L.  M.  Jones,  Arcadia  theatre. 
Vandergrift,  Pa. — General  patronage. 

BORN  TO  BATTLE:  Tom  Tyler— Okay.  Tom 
has  fine  support  in  the  kid  and  the  dog.  Not 
a   knockout,  but  will  give  your  patrons  plenty  of 
entertainment.  Five  reels. — H.  G.  Selk.  Selk 
theatre,  Scotia,  Neb.— Small  town  patronage. 

THREE  WISE  CROOKS:  Evelyn  Brentr- 
Evelyn  Brent  pictures  are  my  idea  of  small  town 
Wednesday  night  shows.  They  always  satisfy 
and  draw.  Book  them.— W.  B.  Franke,  Strand 
theatre.  Luveme,  Iowa.— Small  town  patronage. 
YOUTH  AND  ADVENTURE:  Richard  Tal- 

madge— Everybody  seemed  to  like  this  one.  and  it 
did  a   fair  business.— AI  C.  Werner.  Royal  the- 

atre, Reading,  Pa. 

THE  BANDIT’S  BABY:  Fred  Thomson — This 
is  the  best  Thomson  yet,  as  several  of  the  boys 
have  reported. — ^Roy  W.  Adams.  Pastime  theatre. 
Mason,  Mich.— General  patronage. 

THE  BANDIT’S  BABY:  Fred  Thomson— 
Fred  Thomson  and  Silver  King  are  the  greatest 
western  actors  of  the  time.  If  you  want  to 
bnng  your  house  down  with  applause  and  make 
a   lot  of  coin,  get  this  one.— P.  Kullman,  Monarch 
theatre.  Pontebc.  Sask.  Canada.— General  patron- 
age. 

THE  BANDIT’S  BABY:  Fred  Thomson-One 
or  two  scenes  where  Fred  almost  makes  the  au- 
^ence  blush,  but  all  in  all.  a   real  sure-enough- 
honest  -   to  -   goodness^ouble-barreled-he-man-two- 
fisted-out-and-out-Westem.  F.  B.  O.  has  three 
stars,  Dick  Talmadge  is  one  and  Fred  Thomson 
IS  the  other  two.  Five  reels.— C.  J.  Wheeler, 
Paralta  theatre.  Oakwood.  Tex.— General  patron- age. 

A   COWBOY  MUSKETEER:  Tom  Tyler— A 
real  honest-to-goodness  picture,  clean  and  whole- 

some. The  boy  and  dog  are  fine  in  this.  Also 
plenty  of  comedy  to  put  it  over.  Five  reels..— 
F.  R.  Meerbachtol,  Elysian  theatre,  Elysian,  Mich. 
— General  patronage. 

IF  MARRIAGE  FAILS:  Special  cairt   Or- 
dinary program  ofToring.— 0.  Korn.  Rialto  the- 

atre, Pecos,  Tex. — General  patronage. 

DRUSILLA  WITH  A   MILLION;  Mary  Carr 
—Several  told  me  this  was  one  of  the  best  pic- tures thev  had  ever  seen.  It  undoubtedly  pleased 
the  majority,  and  it  did  very  nice  business.   Al 
C.  Werner.  Royal  theatre.  Rcafling,  Pa.— Gen- eral patronage. 

DRUSILLA  WITH  A   MILLION;  Special  cast 
—If  your  audience  likes  a   story  with  a   heart 
and  soul.  "Drusilla"  is  there,  go  as  strong  as  you 
like,  they  don’t  make  them  any  better.  If  only 10  per  cent  of  the  super  specials  were  that  good. 
— O.  Korn.  Rialto  theatre.  Pecos,  Tex.— General patronage. 

THE  ItlDlN’  STREAK:  Bob  Custer-Good 
program  picture.  Nothing  to  brag  about.  Five 

“Let's  Talk  About 

MY  Sweetie” I   see  in  the  HERALD  ihut  J.  C. 

Jenkins  is  getting  sassy  again,  calling 

me  “Fishy  Phil.”  Huh — I   dare  him 
to  come  up  here  to  Troutvillc,  Idaho, 

in  his  little  old  “Viola”  and  say  it  to 
may  face! 

Gosh — when  he  sees  our  “Colleen” 

he'll  just  nacherally  turn  so  green  tvith 

envy  lliul  he'll  look  like  the  old  map 
of  the  Emerald  Isle  where  I'm  certain 
he  originally  hailed  from. 

Let  him  come — that's  all! — PHILIP 
R.\ND,  Re.\  theatre,  Salmon,  Idaho. 

reels. — D.  M.  Mangone,  Re.x  theatre.  Newport, 
Wash. — General  patronage. 

SPEED  WILD:  Lefty  Flynn — Good  picture 

but  liked  "O.  U.  West”  better.  But  Lefty  does 

some  good  acting  in  this.  Five  reels. — Mrs.  L. 

M.  Bierman,  Palace  theatre,  Seadrift.  Tex. — Small 
country  town  patronage. 

THE  DANGEROUS  FURT:  Evelyn  Brent— 

Not  nearly  as  good  a   Evelyn  Brent’s  previous  pic- 
tures, and  the  attendance  was  off. — ^Al  C.  Werner. 

Royal  theatre,  Reading,  Fa. 

ON  THE  STROKE  OF  THREE:  Special  cast 

— Fair  program  picture,  that  did  just  a   fair 
business. — Al  C.  Werner,  Royal  theatre,  Reading, 
Pa. — General  patronage. 

QUEEN  OF  DIAMONDS:  E\'elyn  Brent- 
Brent  pictures  always  please  here.  Six  reels. — 
Geo.  Gartner.  Halfway  theatre.  Halfway,  Mich. 
— General  patronage. 

THE  TRAFFIC  COP:  Lefty  Flynn— Great 

Saturday  picture.  Lots  of  action.  Six  reels. — 
Geo.  Gartner.  Halfway  theatre.  Halfway,  Mich. 
— General  patronage. 

FLAMING  WATERS:  May  Garraan — They 
ate  it  xip.  What  more  can  you  say?  Seven  reels. 

— Geo.  Gartner,  Halfway  theatre.  Halfway.  Mich. 
— General  patronage. 

LET'S  GO  GALLAGHER;  Bob  Tyler^Nice 
little  western  for  a   Saturday  night.  Five  reels. 

— Wm.  E.  Tragsdorf,  Trags  theatre,  Neillsville, 
Wis. — Small  town  patronage. 

TRIGGER  FINGERS:  Bob  Custer — This  is  a 

very  good  picture  of  the  Western  kind,  full  of 
action  and  a   little  rough  but  pleased  most  of 

them-  I   have  a   very  small  town  and  a   good 

country  trade  to  draw  from,  but  they  like  West- 

erns generally.  This  is  my  first  Custer  picture. 

Hope  they  are  all  as  good.  Five  reels. — James  A. 
Banks,  Lyric  theatre,  Saratoga,  Wyo. — General 
patronage. 

JIMMIE’S  MILLIONS:  Richard  Talmadge — 
Dick  Talmadge  makes  a   hit  for  the  other  boys, 
Personally  I   like  him.  I   met  him  in  California 

and  he’s  a   prince  chap,  but  my  patrons  can’t 
digest  his  nervousness — he  moves  entirely  too 
fast  for  the  normal  brain  to  follow.  Pass  out  his 

work  but  don't  make  my  mistake.  Don’t  play 
him  too  often.  He’s  good.  Six  reels. — C.  J. 
Wheeler,  Paralta  theatre,  Oakwood,  Tex. — Gen- 

eral patronage. 

First  National 

THE  DANCER  OF  PARIS:  Dorothy  Mackaill 

— A   very  entertaining  picture.  A   few  scenes  are 

"hot,”  but  as  a   whole  the  picture  is  all  you  can 
expect.  Step  on  it.  It  will  bear  you  out.  This 

girl  is  sure  making  some  good  pictures  under 

the  F.  N.  banner.  Seven  reels. — Leaman  Marsh- 

all.  Iris  theatre,  Terrell,  Tex.— General  patronage. 

IRENE:  Colleen  Moore — Can't  be  beat.  Step 
on  it.  It  will  back  up  anything  you  say,  no  mat- 

ter how  strong  you  put  it.  Ideal  for  exploitation, 
even  in  a   small  town.  Eight  reels.- C.  H.  Stude- 
baker.  Elk  theatre,  Worland,  Wyo.— General  pat- ronage. 

Look  Betterand  Wear  longer 
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IRENE:  Colleen  Moore — If  you  are  one  of 
the  exhibitors  that  gets  this  one  in  your  town 

just  consider  it  a   stroke  of  good  luck  for  you' Finest  picture  entortniament  thnt  has  been  re-i 
leased  this  year.  Colleen  Moore  is  right  up  to 

what  you  may  expect  of  her,  and  that  is  q   lot 
because  she  is  and  has  been  getting  better  and 
better  with  ever>’  new  picture,  and  she  does 
not  disappoint  you  in  this.  Wonderful,  and  big 
in  every  way.  Nine  reels. — W.  H.  Brenner.  Cozy 
theatre,  Winchester,  Ind. — General  patronage. 

CLASSIFIED:  Corrine  Griffith — The  best  she 
ever  made  and  this  one  went  over  in  good  shape 
Seven  reels.- Geo.  Gartner,  Halfway  theatre 
Halfway,  Mich. — General  patronage. 

CLASSIFIED:  Corrine  Griffith — This  seemed 

to  please  the  majority  and  it  is  the  best  of  her 

pictures  that  I   have  shown.  Seven  reels.   H.  J. 
Eagan,  American  theatre,  Wautoma,  Wis. — Small 
town  patronage. 

CLASSIFIED:  Corrine  Griffith — As  fine  a 

play  as  one  could  wish  to  see.  Pleased  100  per 

cent.  Good  paper,  but  the  title  belies  the  pic- 
ture. It  should  p1CR.se  anywhere.  Seven  reels   

C.  H.  Studebaker,  Elk  theatre,  Worland,  Wyo. 
— General  patronage. 

INFATUATION:  Corrine  Griffith — Nothing  to 

but  a   high  price.  This  is  the  poorest  show  I 

ever  saw  with  Corrine  Griffith.  Go  easy  on  it  and 

you  may  get  by  for  one  day  in  a   small  town. 
Seven  reels, — Leaman  Marshall,  Iris  theatre,  Ter- 

rell, Tex. — General  patronage. 

THE  SCARLET  WEST:  Special  cast— Pie- 

ture  is  pretty  good,  not  a   big  special,  but  nothing 
to  be  afraid  of.  Nine  reels. — Geo.  Gartner,  Half- 

way theatre.  Halfway,  Mich. — General  patgon- age. 

RAINBOW  RILEY :   Johnny  Hines — Starts  off 

real  good,  but  does  not  end  up  very  well.  Not  as 

good  SIS  "Live  Wire,"  was  the  comment  made  by 
quite  a   few  of  our  patrons.  Hines  is  alright,  but 

F.  N.  are  wanting  too  much  money  for  his  pic- 

tures. Six  reels. — Leaman  Marshal,  Iris  theatre, 
Terrell,  Te.x. — General  patronage. 

RAINBOW  RILEY:  Johnny  Hines — A   mighty 

good  little  light  comedy.  Regular  Johnny  Hines 

picture,  which  of  course  means  plenty  of  fun, 

new  gags,  action,  laughs,  and  a   good  time  had 

by  all.  A   god  drawing  card  here  too.  Hines 
is  really  a   comedian  who  tries  to  work  out  new 

stuff  and  I   have  yet  to  see  a   picture  of  his  that 

didn’t  give  some  new  gags  that  make  his  pro- 
ductions a   welcome  relief  from  the  oftrepeated 

efforts  of  60  many  others.  Seven  reels. — Henry 
Reeve,  Star  theatre,  Menard,  Tex. — Small  town 

patronage. 

WINDS  OF  CHANCE:  Special  cast— Was 

disappointed  in  this  one.  The  picture  wasn’t  bad. 

but  didn’t  draw  for  us.  Its  not  a   super  special 
though.  Ten  reels. — Geo.  Gartner,  Halfway  the- 

atre, Halfway,  Mich.— General  patronage. 

THE  SPLENDID  ROAD:  Anna  Q.  Nilsson— 
This  was  a   splendid  picture  and  did  a   little 
extra  business  for  me,  although  not  as  much 

as  it  deserved.  Very  entertaining  from  all  angles. 

There  was  pathos,  comedy,  strong  drama,  and  a 
first  class  cast,  including  Lionel  Barrymore  and 

Robert  Fraser.  Eight  reels. — J.  A.  Anderson. 

Idyl  Hour  theatre,  Edison,  Alta.,  Canada. — Small 
town  patronage. 

THE  BEAUTIFUL  CITY:  Richard  Barthel- 

“CSS — ^Dorothy  Gish  and  Dick  do  their  stuff  in  this 
one.  Picture  pleased.  Seven  reels. — Geo.  Gart- 

ner, Halfway  theatre.  Halfway,  Mich. — General 
patronage. 

WE  MODERNS:  Colleen  Moore— This  was  a 

very  good  comedy  drama.  Used  it  on  a   Sunday 
to  a   fairly  good  audience  and  pleased  all.  Seven 

reels. — M.  J.  Bubin,  Fairyland  theatre,  White 
Castle,  La. — General  patronage. 

THE  HALF  WAY  GIRL;  Doris  Kenyon— A 

dandy  piul|ure  which  will  hold  their  interest 
from  beginning  to  end.  A   better  title  would  have 

helped  immensely.  Eight  reels. — Wm.  E.  Trngs- 
dorf,  Trags  theatre,  Neillsville.  Wis.— Small  town 
patronage. 

THE  HALF  WAY  GIRL:  Special  cast — This 

Is  one  of  F.  N.'s  old  pictures  but  played  it 
one  day  to  a   fair  crowd  and  got  over  very  nicely. 

A   fair  program  picture,  but  nothing  extra.  Seven 
reela. — Leaman  Marshall.  Iris  theatre,  Terrell, 
Tex. — General  patronage. 

THE  KNOCKOUT:  Milton  Sills — A   dandy 

action  picture  with  the  locale  in  the  Big  Woods 

up  in  Canada.  Very  good  shots  of  the  breaking 

of  the  log  jam.  Eight  reels. — Wm.  E.  Tragsdorf, 
Trags  theatre,  Neillsville,  Wis. — Small  town  pat- ronage. 

THE  KNOCKOUT;  Milton  Sills— Best  action 

picture  yet.  Plenty  of  comedy  between  thrills 

of  a   logging  camp.  Many  good  comments.  Mil- 
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ton  Sills  well  liked  here.  Sight  reels. — Wm. 

Wiske.  Community  theatre,  Red  Granite,  Wis. — 
Small  town  patronage. 

THE  NEW  COMMANDMENTS  Special  cast 

  Didn't  see  this  myself,  but  reports  are  good. 
Seven  reels. — Geo.  Gartner,  Halfway  theatre. 

Halfway,  Mich. — General  patronage. 

TEE  DARK  ANGEL  s   Ronald  Colman — A 

picture  you  don’t  have  to  be  afraid  of.  Just  the 
kind  you  want.  Eight  reels. — Geo.  Gartner,  Half- 

way theatre.  Halfway,  Mich. — General  patronage. 

HIGH  STEPPERS:  Lloyd  Hughes— Just  a 

poor  program  picture.  Just  plain  cheese.  Worse 

than  average  jav-z  picture.  Seven  reels. — W.  H. 

Mart,  Strand  theatre,  Grlnnell,  Iowa. — 'General 

patronage. 

THE  PERFECT  FLAPPER:  Colleen  Moore — 
This  is  surely  a   dandy  picture,  but  this  young 

star  makes  any  picture  worthwhile  in  our  es- 
timation. She  is  one  of  the  cleverest  of  the 

feminine  stars  of  the  silver  sheet.  This  picture 

should  surely  be  a   strong  lesson  to  all  Sappers 

and  is  interesting  to  all  ages.  Seven  reels. — 
J.  A.  Anderson.  Idyl  Hour  theatre.  Edson,  Alta., 

Canada. — Small  town  patronage. 

HIS  SUPREME  MOMENT:  Ronald  Colman— 

Would  consider  this  just  a   fair  program,  although 
it  is  a   little  thrilling  in  places  and  contains 

some  melodrama  with  exquisite  colored  photog- 

raphy. Seven  reels. — ^Wm.  Wiske.  Community 
theatre.  Red  Granite.  Wis. — Small  town  patron- 

age. 

THE  LOST  WORLD:  Special  cast — A   great 
picture,  of  course.  Excellent  business,  even  at 

this  late  date,  and  it  makes  me  feel  more  strongly 

than  ever  that  it  pays  to  wait  on  the  big  ones 

in  a   small  town.  Ten  reels.— Henry  Reeve.  Star 

theatre,  Menard,  Tex. — Small  town  patronage. 

GRAUSTARK:  Norma  Talmadge — Picture 

very  good,  pleased  the  majority.  Seven  reels. — 
Geo.  Gartner,  Halfway  theatre.  Halfway.  Mich. 

— General  patronage. 

GRAUSTARK :   Norma  Talmadge — A   very  good 

picture  of  its  kind  and  while  both  Norma  Tal- 

madge  and  Eugene  O’Brien  are  popular  here, 
the  picture  did  not  do  the  business  it  should. — 

A1  C.  Werner  Royal  theatre,  Reading,  Pa. — • 
General  patronage. 

THIEF  IN  PARADISE:  Ronald  Colman— We 

find  this  to  be  one  "society  fillum”  that  we  did 
not  have  a   single  complaint.  Thrills  enough 
for  a   serial.  Action  all  the  time,  and  best  of  all, 

the  wonderful  acting  of  Colman  and  Doris 

Kenyon.  This  drew  a   good  crowd.  A   good  buy 

any  time.  Eight  reels. — Wm.  Martin,  Patriot 

theatre,  Patriot,  Ind. — Small  town  patronage. 

BROKEN  LAWS:  Mrs.  Wallace  Reid— A   very 
good  picture,  which  brings  out  the  cause  of  the 

lawlessness  in  the  United  States  today.  In  the 

cast  besides  Mrs.  Reid  is  Percy  Marmont.  Ram- 
sey Wallace,  Arthur  Rankin  and  Virginia  Lee 

Corbin  and  each  one  is  perfectly  suited  to  the 

role  which  they  play.  This  is  an  excepUonal 

picture  of  better  than  program  quality.  Seven 

reels. — W.  T.  Davis  and  Son,  Rialto  theatre, 
Sharon,  Wis. — General  patronage. 

ABRAHAM  LINCOLN:  George  Billings— 

This  subject  should  be  preserved  in  the  archives 

for  all  generations  to  see.  It’s  more  than  a 

■'movie.” — Frank  E.  Savin,  Majestic  theatre. 
Eureka,  Mont. — Small  to\vn  patronage. 

GALLOPING  FISH;  Syd  Chaplin— Old  as 

the  hills,  but  a   good  comedy  just  the  same. 
Pulled  a   good  crowd  here  in  a   rain  storm.  Seven 

reels. — C.  H.  Studebaker,  Elk  theatre.  Worland, 

Wyo. — General  patronage. 

Fox 
THE  SHAMROCK  HANDICAP:  Janet  Gaynor 

— Very  pleasing.  Seven  reels. — J.  S.  Walker, 
Texas  theatre.  Grand  Prairie,  Tex.— Small  town 
patronage. 

SIBERIA :   Special  cast — A   drama  that  drew 

better  than  expected.  Built  the  second  night. 
Six  reels. — J.  S.  Walker,  Texas  theatre,  Grand 

Prairie,  Tex. — Small  town  patronage. 

SANDY:  Madge  Bellamy — An  extra  good  pic- 
ture of  its  kind.  Would  class  it  as  a   modern  jazz 

story.  Would  go  better  in  large  town.  Eight 

reels. — Stanley  L.  Hull,  Happy  Hour  theatre,  Jas- 
per. Minn. — General  patronage. 

THE  FIRST  YEAR:  Special  cast— A   delight- 
ful comedy  drama  of  married  life.  Fit  for  any 

house  any  time. — Stanley  L.  Hull,  Happy  Hour 

theatre,  Jasper,  Minn. — General  patronage. 

MY  OWN  PAL;  Tom  Mix— Tom  still  out  of 

straight  Western.  My  patrons  ask  me  when  I 

am  going  to  have  Tom  and  Tony  in  a   straight 
Western.  Busittess  off  on  Tom  one-third  over 

Suggestion 

Approved Press  of  business  has  slowed  up  my 
reports.  However,  I   seem  to  find  time 
tp  read  what  the  other  boys  say  and 
never  miss  Phil’s  enlightening  views. 
If  you  could  get  him  on  the  HERALD 
staff  along  with  Granpa  Jenkins,  the 
rest  of  the  film  papers  would  starve  to 
death.  Regards.— FRANK  SABIN, 
Majestic  theatre,  Eureka,  Mont. 

last  year.  Six  reels. — Ray  McGuire,  Peery  thea- 
tre, Darlington,  Mo. — General  patronage. 

THE  DIXIE  MERCHANT:  Special  cast — Very 
pleasing.  Six  reels.— J.  S.  Walker.  Texas  thea- 

tre, Grand  Prairie,  Tex. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  DIXIE  MERCHANT;  Madge  Bellamy — 

This  was  sold  to  me  as  a   special  Fox  production 

but  I   fail  to  see  where  there  is  anything  special. 

It  is  a   good  program  picture.  Eight  reels. — 

D.  M.  Mangone,  Rex  theatre,  Newport,  Wash. — 
General  patronage. 

THE  IRON  HORSE:  George  O’Brien — We 
played  this  three  days  to  very  small  crowds,  con- 

sidering the  good  show  it  is.  If  Wm.  Fox  would 

have  spent  some  real  dough  for  publicity,  like 

Paramount  did  for  the  "Covered  Wagon,"  he 
would  have  made  a   world  better  for  the  e.xhibitor. 

But  he  didn't.  That’s  that.  Eleven  reels. — C.  A. 

Anglemire,  “Y”  theatre,  Nazareth,  Pa. — Better 
class  patronage. 

THE  ROUGHNECK:  Special  cast — Good  pic- 

ture that  pleased  generally  and  did  a   fair  busi- 

ness.— A1  C.  Werner,  Royal  theatre,  Reading,  Pa 
— General  patronage. 

THE  GOLDEN  STRAIN:  Special  cast— If  I 

may  say  so  right  here,  “what  could  be  sweeter" 
than  Madge  Bellamy  in  the  old  style  dresses  that 

were  worn  during  the  period  of  this  interesting 

story?  Production,  while  very  good,  should  have 
a   few  cuts,  as  there  is  a   few  places  where  it  is 

over  done  for  better  class  theatres.  However,  it 

is  so  far  ahead  of  anything  that  Fox  has  turned 

out  for  quite  some  time  it  deserves  special  men- 
tion. Six  reels. — W.  H.  Brenner.  Cozy  theatre, 

Winchester,  Ind. — General  patronage. 

THE  TROUBLES  OF  A   BRIDE;  Special  cast— 

I   had  more  walkouts  on  this  picture  than  I’ve 
had  since  I’ve  been  in  business.  I   wonder  what 

next  we’re  going  to  get  from  Mr.  Fox.  I   got 

this  one  from  Winnipeg.  I'm  sure  going  to  be 

careful  of  what  I   book  after  this. — P.  Kullman, 

Monarch  theatre.  Pointeix,  Sask.,  Canada. — Gen- 
eral patronage. 

TONY  RUNS  WILD:  Tom  Mix — Mix  always 
draws  and  this  one  is  no  exception.  Will  pay 

any  e.xhibitor  to  tie  to  Mix.  Six  reels. — Jack 

Wright,  Peoples  theatre.  Port  Arthur,  Tex. — 
General  patronage. 

THE  BEST  BAD  MAN:  Tom  Mix— Fi«t  Mix 

here  in  a   long  time  and  it  sure  was  a   draw.  No 

kicks,  as  I’ve  noticed  some  knock  it,  but  on  the 
other  hand,  it  is  no  better  than  any  other  West- 

ern other  than  in  the  draw  value  of  Mix  name. 

Five  reels. — Henry  Reeve.  Star  theatre,  Menard. 
Tex. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  KISS  BARRIER:  Edmund  Lowe— This 

was  a   very  satisfactory  program  feature  that 

drew  average  Saturday  business.  Six  reels. — 

E.  M.  Biddle,  Strand  theatre,  Paoli,  Ind. — Small 
town  patronage. 

THE  LUCKY  HORSESHOE:  Tom  Mix— Poor 

Tom,  we  knew  you  when — .   Sure  enough.  Tom. 
keep  out  of  the  silks  and  cuffs  ;   you  look  like  a 

glass  of  water.  You’re  too  good  a   hombre  to 
fool  your  time  away  putting  out  pictures  for 

blind  institutes.  Be  yourself,  give  us  some  more 

"Deadwood  Coaches,"  "Purple  Sages,’’  “Rainbow 
Trails,’’  and  quit  trying  to  be  a   fashion  plate. 
Five  reels. — C.  J.  Wheeler,  Paralta  theatre,  Oak- 
wood,  Tex. — General  patronage. 

HAVOC:  George  O’Brien — A   good  picture,  but 
too  much  swearing  to  make  it  a   clean  Sunday 

picture.  If  all  the  bad  language  was  omitted  it 

would  have  made  just  50  per  cent  cleaner  pro- 
duction and  that  is  what  we  are  waiting  for.  clean 

wholesome  entertainment  with  some  thrills  thrown 

in,  and  cut  out  the  swearing,  please.  Nine  reels. 

— R.  Duba,  Royal  theatre,  Kimball.  S.  Dak. — 
General  patronage. 

THE  DESERT’S  PRICE:  Buck  Jones— A 
splendid  Western,  action  for  every  foot  of  film. 

Our  Saturday  audience  well  pleased.  Six  reels. — 

Krieghbaum  Bros.,  Char-Bell  theatre,  Rochester. 
Ind.— General  patronage. 

OH  YOU  TONY:  Tom  Mi.\— Very  good  pic- 
ture. This  type  of  Mix  pictures  made  Tom  and 

Tony.  Don’t  get  away  from  them.  We  need 
you  in  the  fast  riding,  hard  Westerns.  Six  reels. 

— Krieghbaum  Bros..  Char-Bell  theatre,  Rochester, 

Ind. — General  patronage. 

THE  SCARLET  HONEYMOON:  Shirley 

Mason — The  best  Mason  I’ve  had  in  a   long  while. 
A   very  entertaining  story  and  an  excellent  cast. 

Drew  a   good  Saturday  crowd.  Five  reels. — E.  M. 

Biddle.  Strand  theatre.  Paoli,  Ind. — Small  town 

patronage. 
LAZY  BONES:  Special  cast — This  is  one  of  the 

Pateerial 

A   somber  shape  shroude 

in  flapping  black  that’ leaped  on  her  from  a   hee  , 

miraculously  strong  arms  that 

snatched  her  into  the  air  as 

thou^  she  was  a   feather, ^^at  was  it  ? 

SNOWED  IN 
A   Mystery  Drama  of  the  High  S

ierras  •«- 

Allene  Ray  .-Walter  Miller 

Directed  by  Spencer  Bennet,  Story  by  Fran
k  Leon  Smith. 
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best  all  around  progrram  pictures  that  you  could 

ix»sibly  set.  Received  lots  of  good  compliments, 

although  the  Buck  Jones  fans  didn't  like  hint  in 
this  type  of  picture.  Still  I   think  that  he  acted 

his  part  wonderfully. — R,  E.  Mitchell,  Plainview 

theatre,  Plainview,  Tex. — General  patronage. 

FIGHTING  BUCKAROO:  Buck  Jones— A   good 

story,  but  not  the  kind  for  Buck.  Is  Pox  taking 

him  like  Mix  7   Si.x  reels. — Raj'  McGuire,  Perry 

theatre,  Darlington,  Mo. — General  patronage. 

AN  ARIZONA  ROMEO:  Buck  Jones— Just  fair 

for  a   Buck  Jones.  Six  reels. — J.  W.  Schmidt. 

Grand  theatre,  Breeve,  111. — General  patronage. 

DICK  TURPIN:  Tom  Mix— Fell  down  on  this 

picture  badly,  despite  the  fact  that  it  is  a   good 

production. — A1  C.  Werner,  Royal  theatre,  Read- 

ing, Pa. — General  patronage. 

RUSTLING  FOR  CUPID:  George  O'Brien- 
Disappointed  in  this  one.  It  surely  is  not  in  a 

class  with  some  of  O'Brien's  older  pictures. — 
L.  M.  Jones,  Arcadia  theatre,  Vandergrift,  Pa. — 
General  patronage. 

THE  YANKEE  SENOR:  Tom  Mix — Thb  is  a 

dandy  Saturday  program  picture,  and  the  Mix 
fans  will  like  him  in  this  kind  of  a   subject. 

There  is  plenty  of  action  to  suit  the  taste  of 

everybody.  Olive  Borden  is  al.so  wonderful  in  her 

part  and  you've  got  to  hand  it  to  her.  Five 
reels. — R.  E.  Mitchell,  Plainview  theatre.  Plain- 
view,  Tex. — General  patronage. 

THE  COWBOY  AND  THE  COUNTESS:  Buck 

Jones — This  is  a   dandy.  Buck  Jones  pictures 

getting  better  all  the  Ume.  Best  Western  buy  on 

the  market  today.  Six  reels. — R.  Pfeiffer.  Prin- 
cess theatre,  Chilton.  Wis. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  JOHNSTOWN  FLOOD:  Special  cast — 

Very  good  picture.  Flood  scenes  are  real  good. 
Action  is  good  and  tells  good  story-  Pleased 

about  75  per  cent.  Seven  reels. — J.  G.  Flanders, 

Majestic  theatre,  Kerens.  Te.x. — Small  town  pat- 
ronage. 

RIDERS  OF  THE  PURPLE  SAGE:  THE  RAIN- 
BOW TRAIL:  Tom  Mix— Great  for  all  classes. 

More  business  on  these  than  any  other  Mix  pic- 
tures. We  need  more  of  this  type  Western.  Six 

reels. — J.  G.  Flanders.  Majestic  theatre,  Kerens. 
Tex. — Small  town  patronage. 

DURAND  OF  THE  BAD  LANDS:  Buck  Jones 

One  of  the  best,  will  please  them  all.  Lots  of  ac- 

tion and  it  is  good.  One  of  Buck’s  b^t  yet. 
Six  reels. — J.  G.  Flanders.  Majestic  theatre. 

Kerens.  Tex. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  LAST  OF  THE  DUANES:  Tom  Mix- 

One  of  last  year’s  Mix's  and  is  a   dandy.  Wish 
we  could  say  as  much  for  his  25-26  product. 

Six  reels. — Krieghbaum  Bros.,  Char-Bell  thea- 

tre, Rochester.  Ind. — General  patronage. 

DANTE'S  INFERNO:  Special  cast — Created  a 
lot  of  talk  and  seemed  to  please  everybody,  but 

the  attendance  was  not  good  as  expected. — A1  C. 

Werner.  Royal  theatre,  Reading,  Pa.— General 
patronage. 

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer 
BROWN  OF  HARVARD:  Special  cast— A   100 

per  cent  picture.  More  entertainment  in  it  than 

Lloyd's  "Freshman."  Eight  reels. — W.  H.  Mart, 
Strand  theatre,  Grinnell,  Iowa. — General  patron- 
age. 

BROWN  OF  HARVARD;  Special  ca.st — A   very 
clever  picture  that  pleases  all  classes.  Would 

have  been  a   clean-up  during  football  season,  but 
unfortunately  I   had  a   big  carnival  against  me 

and,  of  course,  registered  poorly.  However,  it 
was  a   pleasure  to  meet  them  coming  out  and 

receive  the  many  "fine  shows,"  etc.,  etc.  The 
director.  Jack  Conway,  as  well  as  the  gag  man, 

etc.,  sure  know  their  stuff  in  putting  this  picture 

together. — Joe  Hewitt,  Strand  theatre,  Robinson, 
III. — General  patronage. 

THE  DEVIL'S  CIRCUS;  Norma  Shearer— A 
good  picture  but  failed  at  box  office.  Seven  reels. 

— R.  Pfeiffer,  Princess  theatre.  Chilton,  WIs. — 
Small  town  patronage. 

THE  BLACKBIRD:  Lon  Chaney — One  of 

Chaney’s,  so  it’s  bound  to  be  good.  Everyone 
■seemed  well  pleased.  His  dual  role  was  well 
played.  Chaney  is  truly  the  beat  character  actor 

of  his  type  in  filmdom.  Seven  reels. — Krlegh- 

bauffl  Bros.,  Char-Bell  theatre.  Rochester.  Ind. — 
General  patronage. 

THE  BARRIER:  Special  cast — Here  is  one 

that  should  please  your  fans.  Play  It.  Seven 

reels— -Geo.  Gartner,  Halfway  theatre.  Halfway, 
Mich. — General  patronage. 

THE  BARRIER:  Special  cast — Good  program 

picture.  Plenty  of  action  and  thrills.  Well  acted. 

Pleased.  Six  reels. — Krieghbaum  Bros.,  Char-Bell 

theatre,  Rochester,  Ind.— General  patronage. 

BEVERLY  OP  GRAU6TARK:  Marion  Davies 

— ^The  best  one  that  I   have  run  in  the  past 

twelve  months.  Just  don't  see  how  they  could 
make  one  any  better.  It  will  stand  all  the  pub- 

licity and  a   raise  in  admission  and  they  will 

come  out  satisfied. — A.  Mitchell,  Dixie  theatre. 
Russellville,  Ky. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  AUCTION  BLOCK:  Charles  Ray— Played 

to  a   good  Sunday  crowd  and  pleased.  Seven 

reels. — Geo.  Gartner,  Halfway  theatre.  Halfway, 
Mich. — General  patronage. 

THE  AUCTION  BLOCK:  Special  cast— Good 
picture.  Pleased  all.  The  author,  Rex  Beach, 

helped  score  at  the  box  office.  Six  reels. — Kreigh- 

baum  Bros.,  Char-Bell  theatre,  Rochc-ster,  Ind. — 
General  patronage. 

BRIGHT  LIGHTS:  Charles  Ray — Another  one 
of  the  Quality  Fifty.  Two  that  was  good  only 

for  Metro.  It  is  supposed  to  be  funny,  but  no 

laughs  in  it.  There  might  have  been  a   smile  or 

two,  but  we  were  all  too  busy  trying  to  find  out 

what  it  was  all  about  to  get  the  small  smile  con- 
cealed in  the  plot. — L.  M.  Jones,  Arcadia  theatre, 

Vandergrift,  Pa. — General  patronage. 

HIS  SECRETARY:  Norma  Shearer — Here  is 

a   very  good  picture  that  pleased  all  who  saw  it. 

Very  much  different  than  most  of  Cody’s  pictures. 
Six  reels. — B.  R.  Parsons.  Grand  theatre.  Spring- 
field,  Minn. 

HIS  SECRETARY :   Norma  Shearer — I   never 

have  seen  anything  but  good  reports  on  this  pic- 

ture and  we  weren’t  a   bit  let  down  when  we 
showed  it  here.  Mighty  good,  different  from  the 
usual  run,  and  received  high  compliments  from 

our  people.  Willard  Louis  is  good  in  this  and 

Karl  Dane,  who  made  such  a   hit  in  "The  Big 
Parade,"  has  a   small  bit  that  he  makes  stand  up. 
Seven  reels. — Henry  Reeve.  Star  theatre.  Menard. 
Tex. — Small  town  patronage. 

MIKE:  Sally  O'Neil — Even  the  habitual  fault 
finder  had  to  admit  this  was  a   good  picture.  Sally 

O'Neil  made  a   hit  with  everybody  and  Charlie 
Murray  and  Ford  Sterling  had  the  house  in  an 

uproar  with  their  antics. — Al  C.  Werner,  Royal 

theatre,  Reading,  Pa. — General  patronage. 

THE  TOWER  OF  LIES:  Lon  Chaney— Could 

not  say  just  what  was  the  matter  with  this,  but 

could  not  get  any  interest.  Guess  it  is  just  the 

turning  out  of  too  many  pictures,  just  pictures. — 
L.  M.  Jones.  Arcadia  theatre,  Vandergrift,  Pa. — 
General  patronage. 

SOUL  MATES:  Special  cast — Good  picture. 

Six  reels. — Krieghbaum  Bros.,  Char-Bell  theatre, 

Rochester.  Ind. — General  patronage. 

TIME.  THE  COMEDIAN:  Lew  Cody— Only  a 

fair  program  picture.  Ran  Buck  Jones  in  "Cow- 
boy and  Countess”  in  conjunction  with  this,  which 

helped  to  draw  enough  for  expenses.  Five  reels. 

— R.  Pfeiffer,  Princess  theatre,  Chilton,  Wis. — 
Small  town  patronage. 

THE  DIXIE  HANDICAP:  Special  cast— Good 

horse  racing  picture  and  made  a   fair  run. — Al  C. 

Werner,  Royal  theatre,  Reading.  Pa. — General 
patronage. 

THE  WAY  OF  A   GIRL:  Eleanor  Boardman — 
We  filled  the  house,  but  the  picture  seemed  very 

ordinary  to  most  of  the  people  on  account  of  the 

picture  preceding  it,  "His  Secretary,”  being  so 
far  above  the  average.  Under  ordinary  conditions 

it  will  satisfy  most  audiences,  for  it  is  really  an 

average  picture.  Six  reels. — H.  G.  Isbell.  Casino 

DeLuxe,  Kiowa,  Colo. — General  patronage. 

HE  WHO  GETS  SLAPPED;  Lon  Chaney- 

Very  good.  Many  favorable  comments.  Chaney 

does  his  usual  good  acting.  Seven  reels. — L.  N.  , 

Leek,  Club  House  theatre,  Jackson,  Wyo. — General 

patronage. 
THE  MYSTIC:  Ailecn  Pringle — Not  much  to 

this  picture.  It  is  too  bad  to  see  good  stars  like 
the  ones  in  this  one  in  such  a   poor  picture.  In 

my  opinion,  and  many  others'  also,  this  is  as 

Warning!  $250  Penalty 
Any  exhibitor  showing  the  film  produc- 

tions "JESSE  JAMIS  UNDER  THE 
BLACK  FLAG"  and  "JESSE  JAMES  AS 

THE  OUTLAW"  without  the  express 
authority  of  E.  L.  Humphreys  will  be  held 
accountable  for  infringement  under  the 

Federal  copyright  laws.  All  bookings  for 
Minnesota  are  being  made  by  L.  H. 
Hooker.  These  are  the  only  productions 
in  which  Jesse  James,  Jr.  appears.  $2S 

REWARD  will  he  given  for  the  apprehen- 
sion and  conviction  of  any  one  having  in 

his  possession  unlawfully  any  prints  of  the 
above  productions,  or  attempting  to  exhibit 
same  without  authority. 

B.  L.  HUMPHREYS, 
122  E.  St.  N.  W.  Mluml,  Okla. 

near  nothing  os  I   have  ever  run  in  a   show  house 
Exhibitors  lay  off.  Six  reels. — James  A.  Banka 
Lyric  theatre,  Saratoga,  Wyo. — General  patronage 
THE  MYSTIC;  Conway  Tearle — A   dandy  one 

that  will  go  on  Saturdays  or  any  other  days  and 
stand  up.  Would  not  call  It  n   special  but  an 

extra  good  progran:  jiicturc ;   some  action  in  it.~ 

A.  Mitchell,  Dixie  theatre,  Russellville,  Ky   

Small  town  patronage. 

EXCHANGE  OF  WIVES:  Special  cast— Good 

program  picture.  Some  good  comedy.  A   little 
overdrawn  in  8i>ot3  with  sex  appeal.  Six  reels.— 

Krieghbaum  Bros.,  Char-Bell  theatre,  Rochester. 
Ind. — General  patronage. 

GO  WEST:  Buster  Kenton — Did  good  businces 

on  this  one  Thursday  and  Friday.  Good  comedy. 

Keeps  them  laughing  all  the  time.  Patrons 

wondered  how  they  got  a   lot  of  that  picture.  It 

seems  to  please  everyone.  Seven  reels. — O.  A. 

Halstead,  Cozy  theatre,  Duchesne.  Utah. — Small 

town  patronage. 

SEVEN  CHANCES:  Buster  Keaton — A   very 

good  comedy  but  not  os  good  as  some  of  his  other 

ones.  Wound  up  real  lively  and  has  lots  of 

laughs  in  it.  Is  worth  buying.  Six  reels. — James 

A.  Banks.  Lyric  theatre.  Saratoga,  Wyo. — Gen- 
eral patronage. 

THE  MERRY  WIDOW:  Mae  Murray— Oo  la  la. 

a   real  treat.  Snappy  the  first  few  reels.  Some 

of  the  church  folks  loft  and  thus  lost  the  beauty 
of  the  ensemble.  Keeps  the  audience  on  its  toes. 

Frank  E.  Sabin,  Majestic  theatre.  Eureka,  Mont.-  - 
Small  town  patronage. 

THE  MIDSHIPMAN:  Ramon  Novarro— Amus- 

ing and  interesting,  this  did  not  take  with  my 

patrons.  Fell  down  second  night.  Novarro  disap- 

pointing.— Thelma  Cossil,  Gulf  theatre.  Goose 
Creek.  Tex. — General  patronage. 

PRETTY  LADIES:  Special  cast — We  didn't 
consider  this  much  of  a   picture.  The  only  good 

part  was  the  colored  film.  Wouldn't  come  up 

to  "Sally,  Irene  and  Mary,"  nor  "Irene.”  Six 
reels. — B.  R.  Parsons,  Grand  theatre,  Springfield. Minn. 

PRETTY  LADIES:  Tom  Moore — Good  Brad- 

way type  picture,  sophisticated  entertainment, 
well  done.  Technicolor  very  good.  No  great  stars 
to  draw  but  will  give  satisfaction  if  you  get  out 

and  work  for  it  a   bit.  Six  reels. — Henry  Reeve. 

Star  theatre,  Menard,  Tex. — Small  town  patronage. 

PRETTY  LADIES:  Special  cast — Not  a   pic- 
ture for  a   small  town.  It,  however,  is  one  of  the 

most  beautiful  pictures  I   have  run.  Six  reels. — 

Ray  Bovard,  Olympic  theatre,  Utica.  Kan. — Small 
town  patronage. 

THE  ONLY  THING:  Eleanor  Boardman — No 

good  for  a   box  office  attraction.  Too  much  hokum 

in  it.  Business  was  fair.  Seven  reels. — Robert 

Kessler.  Benn  theatre,  Philadelphia,  Pa. — General 
patranage. 

THE  WHITE  DESERT:  Special  cast — As  good 

an  outdoor  picture  as  one  would  care  to  see. 

Really  a   mighty  fine  picture,  well  handled  by  a 

good  cast.  Miss  Windsor  very  good  and  the  male 

lead  e.xcellent.  Good  scenery,  good  story,  good 

entertainnient.  Seven  reels. — Henry  Reeve,  Star 
theatre.  Menard,  Tex. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  NAVIGATOR:  Buster  Keaton — Didn't 
think  it  was  as  good  as  "Seven  Chances."  al- 

though it  was  very  good  comedy,  but  there  ha-' 
been  no  feature  comedy  that  brought  them  out 

yet  for  me,  and  neither  did  this  one.  So  just 

make  the  comedies  two  reels  and  make  a   good 

feature  with  some  sense  to  it.  and  we  all  will  be 

just  in  it.  Six  reels. — R.  Duba,  Royal  theatre. 
Kimball,  S.  Dak. — General  patronage. 

OLD  CLOTHES:  Jackie  Coogan — For  some  un- 
explainable reason  this  picture  grossed  but  about 

half  of  that  of  "The  Ragman."  Why?  I   cannot 

say.  However,  it’s  a   fact.  The  picture  was  well 
liked  and  those  who  saw  it  were  well  pleased,  but 

it  Topped  badly  during  its  run. — Al  C.  Werner, 

Royal  theatre,  Reading,  Pa. — General  patronage- 

OLD  CLOTHES:  Jackie  Coogan — -A  very  good 

picture,  well  played.  Good  photography,  and  it 
made  me  a   nice  return.  Step  on  It. — W.  B. 

Franke,  Strand  theatre,  Luverne,  Iowa. — Small 
town  patronage. 

WILDFIRE:  Ailecn  Pringle — Extra  good  race 

horse  drama.  You  can’t  go  wrong  on  running 
this  as  a   program  picture. — Philip  Rand,  Re-x 
theatre,  Salmon,  IdiUio. — General  patronage. 

THE  GREAT  DIVIDE:  Special  cast— It’s  a 
good  outdoor  picture.  Eight  reels. — J.  W.  Schmidt. 
Grand  theatre,  Breeve,  III. — General  patronage. 

BROKEN  BARRIERS:  Special  coat- Don’t 
book  this.  If  you  have,  cancel  It.  It's  a   lomon 

and  there's  about  four  hundred  feet  of  the  ending 
missing.  I   sure  got  stung  on  this  one.  I   go^ 
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this  from  the  Regal  ot  Winnipeg. — P.  Kullman, 

Monarch  theatre,  Ponteix,  Sask.,  Canada. — General 

patronage. 
ROMOLA:  Gish  siaters — No  doubt  about  It, 

this  is  a   big,  costly  picture,  but  I   never  had  so 

many  walkouts.  All  complained  of  the  length, 

the  lack  of  lightening  comedy  and  the  Fourteenth 

Century  stuff.  I   ean't  recommend  it  for  small 
town.  Twelve  reels. — Frank  E.  Sabin,  Majestic 

theatre,  Eureka,  Mont. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  BANDOLERO:  Special  cost — Different 
from  the  rest,  and  took  well.  Photography  of 

horse  and  bull  fight  the  best  we  have  ever  had. 

But  the  "Bandolero”  seemed  to  have  pretty  classy 
horses  on  those  torturous  trails  that  it  would 

have  even  worried  a   burro.  We  showed  this  pic- 
ture as  an  extra,  and  not  much  advertising,  but 

drew  a   fair  house.  Eight  reels. — H.  G.  Isbell, 

Casino  DeLuke,  Kiowa,  Colo. — General  patronage. 

THE  PRAIRIE  WIFE:  Herbert  Rawlinson — 
This  was  about  the  kind  that  suits  most  of  the 

patrons  we  get.  Very  good  acting  and  a   very 
good  story.  It  is  far  better  than  some  of  the 

higher  priced  ones  and  not  as  tiresome.  The 

trouble  with  most  of  the  Metro-Goldwyn  pictures, 

they  run  too  near  the  same  kind  of  story.  One 
once  in  awhile  is  fine,  but  not  every  week.  That 

is  too  much  of  a   good  thing.  Six  reels. — James 

A.  Banks,  Lyric  theatre.  Saratoga,  Wyo. — General 
patronage. 

BREAD:  Special  cast — Had  many  expressions 
of  satisfaction  with  this  picture  and  it  did  a   fair 

business. — Al  C.  Werner.  Royal  theatre,  Reading, 

Pa. — General  patronage. 

REVELATION:  Viola  Dana— This  is  a   fair 

picture.  It  is  better  for  a   large  town  than  small, 

but  will  go  pretty  good  anywhere.  It  is  rather 

long  and  it  is  pretty  good  action  most  of  the 

time.  Nine  reels. — James  A.  Banks,  Lyric  thea- 

tre, Saratoga,  Wyo. — General  patronage. 

REVELATION :   Special  cast — A   pretentious 

production  that  appeals  to  anybody  but  the  church 
element  and  for  this  reason  showed  up  rather 

l)Oor  at  the  box  office.— Al  C.  Werner,  Royal 

theatre.  Reading.  Pa. — General  patronage. 

SCARAMOUCHE:  Special  cast— Heavy  drama 
of  French  Revolution.  A   costume  play.  Ramon 

Novarro  is  very  fine.  Alice  Terry  and  Lewis 
Stone  also  excellent  in  their  parts.  A   wonderful 

production.  It  did  not  hold  up  to  usual  attendance 
on  the  second  night.  If  costume  pictures  pay 

you,  order  up  this ;   if  they  do  not,  leave  it  alone. 

— Philip  Rand,  Rex  theatre,  Salmon.  Idaho. — 
General  patronage. 

Paramount 

THAT'S  MY  BABY;  Douglas  MacLean— 
Little  better  than  fair.  It  stands  up  good  at 

finish.  This  boy  is  just  fair  at  the  box  office.— 

W.  H.  Mart,  Strand  theatre.  Grinnell.  Iowa,— 
General  patronage. 

THAT’S  MY  BABY:  Douglas  MacLean— 

First  rate  program  picture.  Nice  clean  enter- 

tainment but  by  no  means  a   special  production. 

Seven  reels.— Clark  &   Edvrards,  Palace  theatre, 

Ashland,  Ohio. — General  patronage. 

THE  LUCKY  LADY:  Greta  Nissen— Sher- 

wood, critic  for  "Life,"  wrote  it.  They  ought 

to  give  him  "life"  for  doing  it.  Why  all  the 

Swedes  In  pictures?  Seven  reels. — ^W.  H.  Mart. 

Strand  theatre,  Grinnell.  Iowa.— General  patron- 
age. 

THE  UNTAMED  LADY:  Gloria  Swanson-
 

United  Artists  sure  picked  a   lemon  of  a   star.
 

Seven  reels.— W.  H.  Mart.  Strand  theatre.  Grin- 

nell, Iowa. — General  patronage. 

THE  UNTAMED  LADY:  Gloria  Swanson—
 

A   fair  Swanson  picture.  This  didn’t  seem 
 to 

have  enough  life  to  it.  Lawrence  Gray  was  very 

good  in  this  one.  Business  was  good.  Eight 

reels, — Robert  Kessler,  Bonn  theatre,  Philadel- 

phia, Pa. — General  patronage. 

LET’S  GET  MARRIED:  Richard  Dix— Pic- 

ture was  mccellent  box  office  attraction.  Went 

over  big  with  all  classes.  Let's  get  more  l
ike 

this  one.  Seven  reels.-Jack  Wright,  Peoples 

theatre.  Port  Arthur,  Tex.— General  patronage. 

LET'S  GET  MARRIED:  Special  cast— Para- 

mount rang  the  bell  with  this  picture.  ̂   If  your 

patrons  like  comedy,  this  picture  has  it.  Step 

on  it  hard ;   it  will  stand  up.  Seven  reels.— C.  S. 

Watson,  Electric  theatre,  Caldwell.  Kan.— General 
patronage. 

WET  PAINT:  Raymond  Griffith— Not  so  good, 

no  story.  Would  advise  running  on  a   double 

program.  Some  laughs  but  it’s  too  light  to  sta
nd 

alone.  Six  reels.— W.  H.  Mart.  Strand  theatre. 

Grinnell.  Iowa. — General  patronage. 

HOANA:  Special  cast— An  educational  geo- 

graphical film  which  is  a   gem  of  Its  typo.  In- 

tensely interesting.  Better  than  "Nanook  of  the 

North."  Here  is  In  Samoa  the  genuine  "simple 

life,"  an  alluring  retreat  for  any  exhibitor  who 
is  looking  for  a   life  free  from  worry.  A   film 

peddler  would  have  a   hard  time  making  a   living 

there,  sure  enough,  and  to  escape  their  clutches 
I   am  sorely  tempted  to  put  in  a   winter  in  the 

South  Seas.  We  broke  even  on  this  picture,  which 

Isn’t  so  bad  considering  everything. — Philip 
Rand,  Rex  theatre,  Salmon,  Idaho. — General  pat- ronage. 

FOR  HEAVEN’S  SAKE:  Harold  Lloyd- 
Good,  but  not  his  best  by  any  means.  Did  not 
draw  as  we  expected.  We  billed  13  outside  towns 

but  could  not  get  them  in.  Did  not  lose  anything, 
in  fact  made  a   little  profit,  but  patrons  kick  on 

prices  at  25  and  60c.  Smaller  towns  cannot  have 

the  music  and  extras  that  the  city  theatres 

furnish  and  the  admission  should  be  sealed  ac- 

cordingly. Oh  yea,  we  paid  the  usual  high  price, 
with  the  usual  split,  and  the  checker  was  here 

to  keep  us  from  being  crooked.  Wish  we  could 

audit  the  producer’s  books  on  one  of  these  pic- 
tures. Cost  of  production  for  this  type  of 

picture  certainly  must  be  low  and  profits  enor- 
mous.  Six  reels.- R.  R.  Winship,  Majestic, 
Phillipsburgh.  Kan.— General  patronage. 

THE  GRAND  DUCHESS  AND  THE  WAITER: 

Adolphe  Menjou — Pleased  the  few  it  drew. — J.  S. 
Walker,  Texas  theatre.  Grand  Prairie,  Tex.   
Small  town  patronage. 

THE  NEW  KLONDYKE:  Thomas  Meighan 

— A   very  good  Meighan  picture.  It  seems  Lfla 
Lee  is  a   good  match  with  Tom.  Everybody  liked 

this  one.  Business  was  good.  Eight  reels.— Rob- 

ert Kessler.  Benn  theatre,  Philadelphia.  Pa.— 
General  patronage. 

THE  NEW  KLONDYKE;  Thomas  Meighan 

— Good  picture  but  no  pulling  power.  Customers 
like  it  if  they  get  in.  Seven  reels. — Jack  Wright, 

Peoples  theatre.  Port  Arthur.  Te.x. — General  pat- 
ronage. 

THE  WANDERER:  Special  cast — The  biggest 

piece  of  junk  it  has  ever  been  my  misfortune  to 

run.  Nine  reels.  Ray  Bovard.  Olympic  theatre, 
Utica,  Kan. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  WANDERER:  Si>ecial  cast — Here  is 

one  that  some  will  come  out  and  tell  you  how 
good  it  is.  Others  will  walk  out  on  it.  You  will 

have  a   divided  house  on  it.  I   played  it  on  a 

percentage  and  it's  well  that  I   did.  Had  I   paid 
the  price  asked  from  Paramount,  would  have 

taken  a   big  loss. — A.  Mitchell,  Dixie  theatre, 
Russellville,  Ky. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  WANDERER:  Special  cast — A   very  good 

special.  Better  than  "Ten  Commandments,”  is 

the  general  comment.  Doesn’t  draw  as  it  ought 
at  the  box  office.  Only  ordinary  business  with 

loads  of  special  advertising.  Eight  reels. — Erieg- 
baum  Bros.,  Char-Bell  theatre,  Rochester,  Ind. — 
General  patronage. 

THE  WANDERER:  Special  cast— Truly  a   big 

picture,  one  that  will  bring  out  the  highbrows. 
I   believe  it  pays  little  exhibitors  to  play  these 

kind  once  in  a   while.  It  helps  the  cause.  Nine 

reels. — A.  H.  Records,  Majestic  theatre.  Hebron. 
Neb. — General  patronage. 

THE  CROWN  OP  LIES:  Pola  Negri— This  pic- 

ture would  do'  great  in  Poland.  Unfortunately, 
we  are  not  exhibitors  in  Poland.  Six  reels. — 

Clark  &   Edwards,  Palace  theatre,  Ashland,  O. — 
General  patronage. 

THE  LUCKY  DEVIL:  Richard  Dix— Good 

program  picture.  Seven  reels. — ^Wm.  E.  Trags- 
dorf,  Trags  theatre,  Neillsville,  Wia. — Small  town 
patronage. 

THE  LUCKY  DEVIL:  Richard  Dix— Oh  boy. 
but  they  sure  did  go  wild  over  this  one.  Think 
it  is  one  of  the  best  that  we  have  had  for  a 

long  while.  Lots  of  good  comedy  in  it  and 

plenty  of  action.  The  kids  nearly  raised  the 
roof.  Had  a   good  house  and  everyone  was 

happy. — Paul  B.  Hoffman,  Legion  theatre,  Holy- 
rood,  Kan. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  VANISHING  AMERICAN:  Richard  Dix 

A   real  picture.  Not  too  long  and  will  come  as 

near  pleasing  ail  classes  as  any  picture  that  I 
have  run  lately.  Should  be  run  two  days  in 

small  towns. — A.  Mitchell,  Dude  theatre,  Rus- 

selh-ille,  Ky. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  VANISHING  AMERICAN:  lUchard  Dix 

A   very  wonderful  picture.  Heard  only  praise 

from  audience.  Ten  reels. — Kriegbaum  Bros., 
Char-Bell  theatre,  Rochester,  Ind. — General  pat- 
ronage. 

THE  VANISHING  AMERICAN:  Richard  Dix 

— A   wonderful  picture.  This  is  the  kind  of  pic- 

tures my  patrons  like.  'They  all  were  pleased, 
and  I   was  pleased  with  the  box  office  receipts. 

Ten  reels. — J.  Hollenbeck,  Liberty  theatre,  Lyn- 

den.  Wash. — Farmer  iiatronage. 

IRISH  LUCK:  Thomas  Meighan — A   splendid 

picture.  Brought  Tom  back  to  some  extent  with 
us.  He  has  been  dead  at  the  box  office  for  some 

time.  Six  reels. — Krieghbaum  Bros.,  Char-Bell 

theatre,  Rochester,  Ind. — General  patronage. 

A   KING  ON  MAIN  STREET:  Adolph  Menjou 

— Not  a   good  drawing  card  in  our  town  for  a   Sat- 
urday night.  Its  theme  and  ending  spoiled  its 

chances  of  pleasing  our  crowds.  It  is  well  acted 
and  the  cast  is  good.  We  had  a   fine  print  on 

thLs  show  for  a   change  from  Paramount.  Six 

regls. — C.  A.  Anglemire.  “Y"  theatre,  Nazareth, 
Pa. — Better  class  patronage. 

COMING  THROUGH:  Thomas  Meighan— Bet- 

ter Meighan  story  than  u^ual.  Plenty  of  ac- 

Who  is  the  supei-mind  directing  this  band 
of  desperate  men?  Is  it  the  tr  eacherous  lawyer 

of  the  girls?  The  handcuffed  prisoner?  Thell.S. 

Marshal?  The  doctor?  His  patient?  Thehouse- 
Iceeper  ?   The  clerk?  One  of  the  greatest  mystery 

stories  ever  put  on  the  screen 

SNOWED  IN 
A   Mystery  Drama  of  the  High  Sierras 

Allene  Ray o- Walter  Miller 

Directed  by  Spencer  Bennet,  Story  by  Frank  Leon 
 Sniith. 
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tion. — Roy  \V.  Adams,  Pastime  theatre.  Mason, 

Mich. — General  patronape. 

THE  STREET  OF  FORGOTTEN  MEN:  Percy 

Marmont — This  would  make  a   pood  midweek  show 
but  it  is  no  pood  for  Saturday  night.  The  acting 
and  <^rection  is  very  good,  but  do  not  think  that 

it  will  please  the  majority  of  houses,  as  story 
is  rather  slow  and  hard  to  follow.  Audiences 

as  a   rule  want  something  that  is  light,  with  fast 

action  and  comedy.  Seven  reels. — Paul  B.  Hoflf- 

mann.  Legion  theatre,  Holyrood,  Kan.  —   Smalt 
town  patronage. 

THE  STREET  OF  FORGOTTEN  MEN:  Percy 

Marmont — Good  picture.  Drew  well.  Acting  very 

good.  Patrons  well  pleased.  Seven  reels.— J. 

Hollenbeck.  Liberty  theatre,  linden.  Wash. — 
Farming  patronage. 

THE  TROUBLE  WITH  WIVES:  Special  cast 

— A   dead  picture.  Patrons  walked  out  on  this 

feature.  Farm^s  here  do  not  care  for  this  so- 
ciety stuff.  Seven  reels. — J.  Hollenbeck.  Liberty 

theatre,  Lynden.  Wash. — ^Farming  patronage. 

•A  KISS  FOR  CINDERELLA:  Betty  Bronson 

— Some  highbrows  may  say  this  is  interesting. 
However,  our  people  came  and  asked  me  if  Betty 
Bronson  was  just  born  that  way,  naturally  silly, 

or  no  other  way  out  of  it.  It  was  about  ten 

reels  too  long.  Ten  reels. — C.  J.  Wheeler,  Paral- 

ta  theatre.  Oakwood,  Tex. — General  patronage. 

A   SON  OF  HIS  FATHER:  Special  cast— An 
entertaining  Western  picture  of  the  better  type 

by  Harold  Bell  Wright.  Did  good  business.  Seven 

reels. — ^R.  Pfeiffer,  Princess  theatre.  Chilton.  Wis. 
— Small  town  patronage. 

FLOWER  OF  THE  NIGHT:  Pole  Negri— Pola 

generally  shines  in  close-ups,  makes  a   hit  here, 

but  this  picture  altogether  too  machine-made  to 
equal  her  past  performances.  Will  stand  up  fairly 

well  if  you  don't  promise  too  much. — C.  J.  Wheel- 
er, Paralta  theatre.  Oakwood,  Tex. — General  pat- 

ronage. 

TOO  MANY  KISSES:  Richard  Dix — Picture  a 

little  old,  but  the  audience  will  make  it  the  topic 
of  conversation  for  a   week.  Buy  it  right  and 

then  step  on  it  heavy.  Sure  to  please. — C.  J. 

Wheeler.  Paralta  theatre,  Oakwood.  Tex. — General 
patronage. 

TOO  MANY  KISSES:  Richard  Dix— A   very 

good  program.  Don't  know  where  the  kisses 
came  in  at,  bnt  pleased  the  show  goers.  Richard 

is  always  good.  Seven  reels. — A.  H.  Records, 

Majestic  theatre.  Hebron,  Neb. — General  patron- 
age. 

WILD  HORSE  MESA:  Jack  Holt— Best  West- 

ern from  Paramount  in  a   long  time.  Lots  of 

complications.  Advertising  good. — C.  J.  Wheeler, 

Paralta  theatre.  Oakwood.  Tex. — General  patron- 
age. 

WILD  HORSE  MESA:  Jack  Holt — Good  pic- 
ture. Good  acting.  Patrons  well  pleased.  Myself 

pleased,  as  I   made  a   little  money  on  same. — J. 

Hollenbeck.  Liberty  theatre,  Lynden,  Wash. — 
Farming  patronage. 

THE  PONY  EXPRESS:  Special  cast—The 
best  of  its  kind  that  has  ever  flashed  on  our 

screen.  Wallace  Beery  surely  is  a   robber;  he 

simply  stole  the  picture  from  the  handsome  Cor- 

tez. Cortez  works  smoothly  and  my  audience  held 

the  seats  through  all  ten  reels.  Book  it,  boost  it, 

brag  itl  Ten  reels. — C.  J.  Wheeler.  Paralta  the- 

atre, Oakwood,  Tex. — General  patronage. 

STAGE  STRUCK:  Gloria  Swanson — A   terrible 

offering.  It  has  the  weakest  story  ever  given 

to  a   screen  production.  This  certainly  helps  cut 

down  average  attendance  to  the  “movies”  and  is 
just  another  one  of  those  over  rated  ones  that 

comes  at  advanced  rental  which  should  be  sold 

for  50  per  cent  less  or  never  be  delivered  at  any 

price.  Gloria,  you  must  demand  better  stuff,  and 
here  is  one  exhibitor  that  must  know  the  next 

time  that  you  have  better  stuff,  or  you  don't 
show  on  my  screen.  Seven  reels. — W.  H.  Brenner. 

Cozy  theatre,  Winchester,  Ind. — General  patron- 
age. 

NEW  LIVES  FOR  OLD:  Betty  Compson — 
Very  good  little  picture  dealing  with  the  world 

and  plenty  of  good  comedy  to  put  it  over  nicely. 

Seven  reels. — F.  R.  Meierbachtol,  Elysian  theatre, 
Elysian,  Mich. — General  patronage. 

THE  LIGHT  OF  WESTERN  STARS:  Jack 

Holt — Jack  Holt  sure  can  play  this  role  in  these 
Westerns  and  Noah  Beery  makes  a   sure  villain 

to  my  eyes.  They  make  a   real  team  and  work 

it  right.  This  is  very  good,  but  I   am  playing  it 

late  and  I   was  not  disapiKiinted  at  all.  Play  It 

if  you  haven't  yet,  and  let  them  know.  Zane 
Grey  always  gives  the  actors  good  stuff  to  work 

on.  Seven  reels.— R.  Duba.  Royal  theatre,  Kim- 
ball. S.  Dak. — General  patronage. 

THE  COAST  OF  FOLLY:  Gloria  Swanson— 

My  petrons,  who  are  mostly  farmers,  do  not  care 

for  this.  Gowns  and  set  pictures.  Lost  money 

on  this  one.  Seven  reels. — J.  Hollenbeck,  Lib- 

erty theatre.  Lynden,  Wash. — Farmer  patronage. 

THE  COAST  OF  FOLLY:  Gloria  Swanson- 

Good  enough  picture,  but  Gloria  can’t  play  a 
countess  role.  Most  of  my  patrons  liked  her  in 

the  girl  part  and  so  did  I.  But  in  her  mother 

part  I   had  no  one  who  liked  her  in  that  role. 

So  1   think  that  her  next  picture  is  going  to 

flop  on  account  of  this  one.  Not  so  much  to  it. 

Seven  reels. — R.  Duba,  Royal  theatre,  Kimball, 
S.  Dak. — General  patronage. 

WAGES  FOR  WIVES:  Jacquelin  Logan  —   A 

good  picture  and  pleased  my  patrons.  Well 

staged  and  well  acted,  like  all  Fox  pictures.  They 
are  not  sold  to  the  public.  The  exhibitors  have 

to  do  that.  Seven  reels. — C.  S.  Watson,  Electric 

theatre,  Caldwell,  Kan. — General  patronage. 

THE  CROWDED  HOUR:  Bebe  Daniels— Good 

drama.  War  background  puts  it  over.  Better 

than  average  picture.  Drew  fairly  well.  Paper 

not  much. — Philip  Rand.  Rex  theatre,  Salmon, 

Idaho. — General  patronage. 

LOVERS  IN  QUARANTINE;  Bebe  Daniels— 
This  was  an  excellent  comedy  feature  with  Bebe 

bringing  many  a   hearty  laugh  out  of  our  audi- 
ences. We  played  it  on  a   Saturday  and  pleased 

our  crowds.  It  is  a   good  program  show.  Kx 

reels. — C.  A,  Anglemire,  “Y”  theatre,  Nazareth. 
Pa. — Better  class  patronage. 

LOVERS  IN  QUARANTINE:  Bebe  Daniela— 

A   dandy  comedy  drama  to  good  business.  Seven 

reels. — R.  Pfeiffer,  Princess  theatre.  Chilton,  Wis. 
— Small  town  patronage. 

NIGHT  LIFE  IN  NEW  YORK:  Ernest  Tor- 

rence— Pretty  good.  Too  long.  Costs  you  more 
for  e-xpress  than  you  take  in  at  the  door.  Eight 

reels. — Wm.  E.  Tragsdorf,  Trags  theatre,  Neills- 

ville,  Wis. — Small  town  patronage. 

MISS  BLUEBEARD:  Bebe  Daniels — This  did 

very  well.  Nothing  to  rave  over.  Seven  reels. — 

C.  R.  Shuttleworth,  Princess  theatre.  Waynes- 

boro. Miss. — General  patronage. 

THE  CONFIDENCE  MAN;  Thomas  Meighan 

— ^Not  much  to  this  one.  Just  fair.  Seven  reels. 

— J.  W.  Schmidt.  Grand  theatre.  Breeve,  111. — 
General  patronage. 

RUGGED  WATER:  Lois  Wilson — Would  rate 
this  as  a   good  midweek  picture.  Think  that  it 

went  over  with  the  biggest  percentage  of  those 

who  saw  it  — Paul  B.  Hoffmann.  Legion  theatre. 
Holyrood,  Kan. — Small  town  patronage. 

DANGEROUS  MONEY:  Bebe  Daniels— Good 

comedy  drama. — Roy  W.  Adams,  Pastime  theatre, 
Mason.  Mich. — General  patronage. 

THAT  ROYLE  GIRL:  Carol  Dempster— 

Carol’s  got  the  most  lovely  hose  in  the  country. 
Griffith  gave  us  a   real  melodrama  and  Mack  Sen- 

nett  should  take  a   few  hints  on  glorifying  the 

American  Venus.  Not  the  type  of  picture  for 

small  towns,  but  you  may  get  by  without  many 
bricks.  Ten  reels. — C.  J.  Wheeler,  Paralta  the- 

atre, Oakwood,  Tex. — General  patronage. 

THE  TEN  COMMANDMENTS:  Special  cast— 

Played  to  two  good  houses.  It  is  a   wonderful  pic- 
ture and  should  be  played  in  every  house.  You 

should  do  well  on  this  picture  if  you  buy  it  at 
the  right  price  for  your  hou.se.  Eleven  reels.   

O.  A.  Halstead.  Cozy  theatre.  Duchesne,  Utah.   
Small  town  patronage. 

CODE  OF  THE  WEST:  Constance  Bennett— 
A   good  picture.  The  forest  fire  in  colors  in  the 
last  reel  raises  it  a   little  above  the  ordinary  pro- 

gram Western.  Seven  reels. — Wm.  E.  Tragsdorg. 
Trags  theatre,  Neillsville,  Wis.— Small  town  pat- ronage. 

CODE  OF  THE  WEST:  Owen  Moore — You’re 
bound  to  do  a   nice  business  and  please  with 
this  one.  Zane  Grey  always  gets  a   mob  and 
never  fails  to  plea.se.  The  tramp  supplies  plenty 

“CUSTER’S  LAST  FIGHT” 
The  Spirit  of  the  Real  Old  If'est 

FIVE  REELS  OF  ONE  HUNDRED 

HORSE  POWER  ACTION 

Now  Selling 

State  Rights 

WESTERN  FEATURE  FILMS 
730  So.  Wabash  Ave. 

Chicago,  111. 

of  comedy.  Always  enjoy  watching  Owen  Mooio 
— Frank  E.  Sabin,  Majestic  theatre,  Eureka,  Mont 
— Small  town  patronage. 

WILD.  WILD  SUSAN:  Bebe  Daniels— This  h 
another  good  fast  action  comedy  that  will  oq 
over  good  any  place.  Pleased  a   good  house.— 
Paul  B.  Hoffmann,  Legion  theatre,  Holyrood,  Kan 
— Small  town  patronage. 
HANDS  UP:  Raymond  Griffith — Very  good 

feature  comedy.  Six  reels — ICrlegbaumn  Bros 
Char-Bell  theatre,  Rochester,  Ind.— General  nnt ronage. 

THE  LITTLE  FRENCH  GIRL:  Mary  Brian- 
Nice  little  picture  which  the  patrons  said  foU 
lowed  tho  book  fairly  close.  Not  much  business 
due  to  bumping  into  one  of  those  dizzy  Senior 
High  School  class  plays.  Six  reels.   Wm  E 
Tragsdorf.  Trags  theatre,  Neillsville,  Wis.— Gen^ 
eral  patronage. 

THE  RUNAWAY;  Clara  Bow — A   good  pic- 
ture. but  draggy  In  spots.  I   notice  my  patrons 

like  pictures  that  move  right  along.  Six  reels.— 
C.  S.  Watson.  Electric  theatre,  Caldwell,  Kan,— 
General  patronage. 

THE  STRANGER:  Special  ca.st — This  is  a 
very  good  picture.  Seven  reels.— J.  W.  Schmidt 
Grand  theatre,  Breeve.  111.— General  patronage. 
ZAZA:  Gloria  Swanson — This  is  good.  Seven 

reels. — J.  W.  Schmidt,  Grand  theatre.  Breeve,  III. — General  patronage. 

PETER  PAN:  Betty  Bronson — This  star  and 
this  story  are  two  of  the  prettiest  things  in  pic- tures.  Women  and  children  ate  it  up.  and  even 
the  Mix  fans  seemed  to  like  it. — Roy  W.  Adams 
Pastime  theatre.  Mason,  Mich.— General  patrom 

age. 
THE  SPANIARD:  Richard  Cortez — This  one 

flopped  the  first  night  and  buried  itself  the  see- 
ond.  Can’t  say  much  for  it.— Frank  E.  Sabin 
Majestic  theatre,  Eureka,  Mont.— Small  town  pnl^ ronage. 

Patlie 

BLACK  CT CLONE:  Rex — I   know  ino.st  of  you 
have  used  this  picture,  but  to  you  that  haven’t 
I   just  want  to  say  that  it  can’t  be  beat.  Pleased 
100  per  cent.  My  patrons  know  horses  and  love 
them  and  it  did  me  good  to  hear  them  praise 
the  wonderful  horses  in  this  picture.  Pathe  will 
sell  “Black  Cyclone"  to  you  right,  so  don’t  fail to  play  it  and  bill  it  heavy.  Six  reels.   L.  N. 
Leek,  Club  House  theatre,  Jackson,  Wyo.   Gen- 

eral patronage. 

BLACK  CYCLONE:  Rex — Better  than  “King 
of  Wild  Horses.”  Buy  it  and  boost  it.  Six  reels. 
— Ray  McGuire.  Perry  theatre.  Darlington.  Mo.— General  patronage. 

BLACK  CYCLONE:  Rex — Rex.  tho  wild  horse, 
did  some  wonderful  acting,  still  this  was  a   rejie- 
tition  of  what  we  had  on  the  screen  about  a   year 
ago.  Patrons  like  horses  and  enjoyed  it.  Some 
did  not  like  it,  for  it  was  too  much  horse.  Six 
reels. — M.  J.  Babin.  Fairyland  theatre.  White 
Castle,  La. — General  patronage. 

STOP,  LOOK  AND  USTEN:  Larry  Semon 
—1  couldn’t  give  this  much  of  a   recommend.  The 
accompanying  Spat  comedy.  "Lost  Dog,"  wjus  more 
funny.  But  the  kids  raised  the  roof  all  througli 
so  I’ll  bow  to  their  superior  sense  of  humor.  Six 
reels.— Frank  E.  Sabin.  Majestic  theatre.  Eureka. 
Mont. — Small  town  patronage. 

HOT  WATER:  Harold  Lloyd — This  Is  a   very 

good  one,  although  it  is  an  old  one.  But  it  sure 
got  the  laughs  out  of  most  of  them.  I   paid  too 
much  for  it,  but  I   just  broke  even  on  it.  These 
old  Lloyds  are  too  high  for  us  common  gruys.  We 
should  lay  off  until  they  get  down  to  our  size. 
Five  reels.— James  A.  Banks,  Lyric  theatre,  Sara- 

toga, Wyo. — General  patronage. 

GIRL  SHY:  Harold  Lloyd— This  is  a   very  good 
picture.  Plenty  of  action  and  a   real  comedy  all 

the  way  through.  Kept  my  audience  laughing  all 
the  time.  I   paid  too  much  for  it,  but  just  broke 

even  and  gave  tho  people  a   good  show.  Seven 

reels.— James  A.  Banks,  Lyric  theatre,  Saratoga, 
Wyo. — General  patronage. 

KIVALINA  OF  THE  ICELANDS:  Special  cast 

— Good  educational  picture  of  tho  living  condi- 
tions in  tho  arctic  circle.  Print  was  iioor  in 

places.  Seven  reels. — H.  B.  Osborn,  Community 
theatre,  Mount  Hope.  Kansas. — Small  town. 

Preferred 

CAPITAL  PUNISHMENT:  Special  cost— I   don’t 
know  how  to  report  on  this,  na  I   gave  Liberty 

my  best  dates,  Saturday  and  Sunday,  and  was  so 

mad  at  myself  that  I   wouldn’t  look  at  tho  picture. 
Had  some  good  comments  and  Libarty  got  the 
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cash.  Six  reels. — A.  H.  Records,  Majestic  theatre. 

Hebron,  Neb. — General  patronace. 

CAPITAL  PUNISHMENT:  Special  cast— 'rhis 
picture  did  not  take  at  all  in  our  town.  A   road 
show  outfit  camo  in  and  mode  us  charge  a   big 

price.  Had  it  booked  for  two  days  but  cancelled 

second  day.  Six  reels. — Wilcox  and  Miller,  Lake 

View  theatre.  Lake  View,  la. — General  patronage. 

Pro-Dis-Co 
THE  VOLGA  BOATMAN:  Special  cost — One  of 

the  best  pictures  we  have  ever  shown.  Every- 

body praised  it. — H.  W.  Perry,  Egyptian  theatre, 

Ogden,  Utah. — General  patronage. 

THE  DANGER  GIRL:  Priscilla  Dean — Didn't 
see  this  myself.  Business  a   little  below.  Seven 

rods. — Geo.  Gartner,  Halfway  theatre.  Halfway, 

Mich. — General  patronage. 

WILD  OATS  LANE;  Special  cast — An  extra 

fine  picture  enacted  by  good  cast  headed  by  Viola 

Dana,  whose  acting  is  wonderful.  Marshall  Neilan 
directed  this  picture,  which  accounts  to  a   great 

extent  for  tho  excellence  of  said  production. 

Seven  reels. — Stanley  L.  Hull,  Happy  Hour  theatre. 

Jasper,  Minn. — General  patronage. 

THE  MILLION  DOLLAR  HANDICAP:  Special 

cast — Play  it  and  make  'em  howl.  This  will 
please  if  no  other  will.  Six  reels. — Geo.  Gartner, 

Halfway  theatre.  Halfway,  Mich. — General  pat- 
ronage. 

THE  MILLION  DOLLAR  HANDICAP:  Vera 

Reynolds — A   real  good  picture,  with  plenty  of 
action.  It  has  the  best  horse  race  I   ever  saw  on 

the  screen.  Played  this  on  Saturday  and  pleased 

most  all  our  patrons.  Six  reels. — l/eaman  Mar- 

shall, Iris  theatre,  Terrell.  Tex. — General  patron- 

age. 
THE  MILUON  DOLLAR  HANDICAP:  V<,rn 

Reynolds — Very,  very  good  story  of  the  turf 

Vera  Reynolds  made  a   decided  hit  with  my  pe- 
trons.  Oh  yes,  that  includes  me,  too.  If  I   had 

a   Man  o'  War  she  could  be  on  my  payroll.  Sho 
is  going  to  be  a   real  box  office  attraction  in  the 

very  near  future.  This  picture  has  some  splendid 

comedy,  supplied,  of  course,  by  Tom  Wilson. 

’Nuf  sedl  Excellent  race,  can  recommend  this  as 
a   sure  Are  attraction.  Get  them  in  and  they  will 

tell  you  it’s  okay  when  they  go  out  of  your  place. 
Absolutely  clean  as  newly  laundered  linen.  Sevan 

re«)e. — H.  G.  Selk,  Selk  theatre.  Scotia,  Nab.  • 
Small  town  patronage. 

THE  ROAD  TO  YESTERDAY;  Special  cast^ 

A   good  cast,  and  a   lot  of  work  spent  on  this  pic- 

ture, but  It  didn't  draw.  No  comments  either  way. 
— Roy  W.  Adams,  Pastime  theatre,  Mason,  Mich. 
— General  patronage. 

THE  ROAD  TO  YESTERDAY:  Special  cast— 

This  baby  didn't  click  at  the  box  office.  Altogether 
too  long.  Invited  all  the  preachers,  but  they 

didn't  seem  to  enthuse  very  much  over  it.  Ran 

it  three  day.a  and  didn't  take  in  rental.  I   would 
like  to  have  'em  try  to  sell  me  another  of  these 

high-priced  sisters  on  the  strength  of  critics’  pre- 
reviews,  director’s  name,  or  any  other  poppycock 

drivel.  That’s  that,  until  some  sharp-shooter  hooks 
me  on  the  next  one.  Ten  reels. — Wm.  E.  Trags- 

dorf,  Trags  theatre,  Nelllsville,  Wis. — Small  town 
patronage. 

BEYOND  THE  BORDER:  Harry  Carey— As  a 

rule  Carey  makes  good  westerns.  Nothing  extra, 

and  nothing  poor.  Just  good  around  entertain- 
ment. Six  reels. — J.  W.  Schmidt,  Grand  theatre, 

Breeve,  III. — General  patronage. 

WHISPERING  SMITH:  Special  cast— A   dandy 

for  any  day  or  any  theatre.  Seven  reels. — Geo. 

Gartner,  Halfway  theatre.  Halfway,  Mich. — Gen- 
eral patronage. 

WHISPERING  SMITH;  Special  cast— A   dandy 

western  railroad  melodrama.  Has  action,  sus- 

pense. thrills,  scenery  and  a   good  love  story. 

Seven  reels. — Kreighbaum  Bros.,  Char-Bell  theatre, 
Rochester,  Ind. — General  patronage. 

SIMON  THE  JESTER;  Special  cast- Nice  pic- 

ture, hut  the  title  and  paper  leads  the  fans  to 

think  it's  a   comedy,  which  it  isn’t.  Some  com- 
edy. but  not  a   comedy  feature.  Seven  reels.— 

Geo.  Gartner,  Halfway  theatre.  Halfway,  Mich. — 
General  patronage. 

THREE  FACES  EAST:  Special  cast— An  ex- 

cellent picture.  Gave  fine  satisfaction. — H.  W. 

Perry,  Egyptian  theatre,  Ogden,  Utah.— General 
patronage. 

MADE  FOR  LOVE:  Leatrice  Joy— Didn’t  see 
this  one  myself,  but  reports  seem  to  indicate  0. 

K.  Seven  reels. — Geo.  Gartner,  Halfway  theatre. 

Halfway.  Mloh. — Gcnornl  patronage. 

BAD  LANDS:  Harry  Carey— A   good  western 

picture  to  good  business.  Six  reels. — R.  Pfeiffer, 

Princess  theatre,  Chilton,  Wls.— Small  town  pat- 
ronage. 

Submitted  to 

Subscribers 
I   liflve  been  a   constant  reader  of  the 

HERALD  for  the  past  three  years  and 

follow  your  various  departments  with 
interest.  However,  I   am  going  to  be 

rash  enough  to  suggest  that  you  think 
about  starting  a   page  having  as  many 
exhibitors  as  will  do  so  send  in  each 

month  the  name  of  the  picture  that 

grossed  the  largest  business  and  also 
the  smallest.  This  might  not  always 
tell  what  picture  was  the  best,  because 
of  the  largest  box  office  receipts  or  the 
poorest,  because  of  the  various  items 
that  would  count,  such  as  competition, 

weather,  etc.,  but  I   believe  such  a   de- 
partment would  be  of  value  to  ex- 

hibitors generally  in  a   check  up. 
If  this  is  of  any  value  to  you  I   will 

start  the  same  by  giving  the  past  few 

month’s  best  and  poorest  bills  at  our 
house. 

April,  1926.  best  one  day's  receipts, 
“Cowboy  and  the  Countess.”  Least 

one  day's  receipts,  “Enemies  of 

Youth.” 

March,  1926,  Best  one  day’s  receipts, 
“Everlasting  Whisper.”  Least  one 

day’s  receipts,  “Flower  of  the  Night.” 

February,  1926.  best  one  day’s  re- 
ceipts, “Dante's  Inferno.”  Least  one 

day’s  receipts,  “Speed  Mad.” 

January,  1926,  best  one  day’s  re- 
ceipts, “Durand  of  the  Bad  Lands.” 

Least  best  one  day’s  receipts,  “Go 

Getter.” 

December,  1925,  best  one  day’s  re- 
ceipts, “Calgary  Stampede.”  Least 

best  one  day’s  receipts,  “Graustark.” 

November,  1925,  best  one  day’s  re- 
ceipts, “White  Thunder.”  Least  best 

one  day’s  receipts,  “Lucky  Devil.” 

October,  1925,  best  one  day’s  re- 

ceipts, “Steele  of  llie  Royal  Monnled.” 
Least  one  day’s  receipts,  “Champion 
of  Lost  Causes.”— F.  H.  SUMNER, 
Paramount  Theatre,  Kokomo,  Indiana. 

THE  PRAIRIE  PIRATE;  Harry  Carey— A 

pretty  fair  western. — Roy  W.  Adams,  Pastime  the- 
atre. Mason.  Mich. — General  patronage. 

FIFTH  AVE.:  Si>ecial  cast — Above  average 
program  picture.  Ladies  enjoyed  it.  Seven  reels. 

— Thelma  Cassil,  Gulf  theatre.  Goose  Creek.  Tex. 
— General  patronage. 

STEEL  PREFERRED:  Special  east— Great, 

just  great.  Pleased  a   good  Sunday  business. 

Seven  reels. — Geo.  Gartner.  Halfway  theatre.  Half- 

way. Mich. — General  patronage. 

STEEL  PREFERRED:  Vera  Reynolds— They 

may  call  Producers  Distributing  Corp.  "Para- 
mount’s Dumping  Cellar."  but  only  wish  moro 

big  companies  had  dumping  cellars :   that's  where 

we  would  go  if  all  the  pictures  were  like  this.  It’s 
a   knockout.  Charlie  Murray  and  Wm.  V.  Mong 

furnish  plenty  of  comedy.  Playe<l  this  as  a   bene- 
fit show  at  advanced  admission  and  everyone 

pleased.  Good  for  any  day. — J.  J.  Hoffmann,  Plain- 
view  theatre,  Plainview,  Neb. — General  patronage. 

THE  PEOPLE  VS.  NANCY  PRESTON:  Laura 

DeLaMotte — Fairly  interesting,  if  you  can  get 

’em  in  to  see  it.  Seven  reels. — Wm.  E.  Trags- 

dorf,  Trags  theatre,  Neillsville,  Wis.— Small  town 
patronage. 

THE  PEOPLE  VS.  NANCY  PRESTON:  Special 

cast — A   rattling  good  crook  drama,  with  fine  act- 

ing and  direction.— Roy  W.  Adams,  Pastime  the- 
atre. Mason,  Mich. — Genera!  patronage. 

RECKLESS  ROMANCE;  Special  cast— We  got 

a   good  print  on  this  rather  old  subject,  and  it 

pleased  all  who  came.  Drawing  power  very  weak 

for  us.  though.  Six  reels. — Henry  Reeve,  Star 

theatre.  Menard.  Tex. — Small  town  patronage. 

MADAME  BEHAVE:  Special  cast— Not  in  the 

same  class  ns  "Charley’s  Aunt’’  and  lacks  the 

drawing  power  of  that  picture.  Nevertheless  
a 

good  comedy  drama.  Six  reels.— Stanley  L.  Hull, 

Happy  Hour  theatre,  Jasper,  Minn.— General
  pat- 

ronage. 

United  Artists 
TUMBLEWEEDS:  William  S.  Hart — This  pic- 

ture pleased  100  per  cent.  The  antipathy  toward 
Bill  Hart  has  been  forgotten  and  he  staged  a 
comeback  in  this  picture.  Story  good,  acting  well 
done.  Seven  reels. — N.  Ray  Carmichael,  Coli- 

seum theatre.  Lamoni,  la. — Small  town  patronage. 

TUMBLEWEEDS:  William  S.  Hart— Great. 

Give  us  more  like  it.  The  best  western  I   have 

ever  had  in  my  house.  United  Artists  will  let 

you  have  enough  left  to  say  you  mode  money  on 

it.  Seven  reels. — Ray  McGuire,  Perry  theatre, 
Darlington,  Mo. — General  patronage. 

TUMBLEWEEDS;  William  S.  Hart— Lay  off 

this  one.  Any  western  is  better  than  "Tumble- 
weeds."  No  plot  to  it.  Lost  money  on  it.  Eight 
reels. — D.  M.  Mangone,  Rex  theatre,  Newport, 
Wash. — General  patronage. 

THE  EAGLE:  Rudolph  Valentino— A   good  pic- 
ture of  the  kind,  but  not  much  for  the  small 

town.  Acting  very  good  but  not  the  kind  of  story 

that  pleases  the  most  of  our  patrons.  Seven  reels. 

— James  A.  Banks,  Lyric  theatre,  Saratoga,  Wyo. 
— General  patronage. 

LITTLE  ANNIE  ROONEY:  Mary  Pickford— 

This  was  a   very  good  picture,  but  I   was  stuck  for 
the  transportation  from  Dallas,  Texas,  to  White 

Castle,  to  and  from.  Cost  me  as  much  as  film 

rental.  Nine  reels. — M.  J.  Babin,  Fairyland  the- 

atre, White  Castle,  La. — General  patronage. 

THE  GOLD  RUSH:  Charles  Chaplin— They 
stuck  me  up  on  fivo  pictures.  I   have  lost  money 

on  thb  picture.  Lay  off  the  United  Artists.  They 

are  not  good  for  small  towns.  Ten  reels. — D.  M. 

Mangone,  Rex  theatre.  Newport,  Wash.— General 

patronage. 

THE  GOLD  RUSH:  Charles  Chaplin— Not  so 

good.  Was  disappointed  very  much  in  this  picture. 

Just  an  ordinary  program  picture,  I   think.  Ten 

reels. — C.  R.  Shuttleworth,  Princess  theatre, 
Waynesboro,  Miss.— General  patronage. 

DON  Q:  Douglas  Fairbanks — Very  good,  but 
proved  a   flop  at  the  box  office.  They  do  not  want 

to  see  Fairbanks  here. — J.  J.  Hoffmann,  Plainview 

theatre,  Plainview,  Neb. — General  patronage. 

DON  Q:  Douglas  Fairbanks — Everybody  praised 

it  highly,  a   most  excellent  attraction  of  the  bet- 
ter sort. — 0.  Korn,  Rialto  theatre,  Pecos,  Tex. 

— General  patronage. 

LITTLE  LORD  FAUNTLEROY:  Mary  Pick- 

ford— This  picture  was  very  satisfactory  and  Mary 

did  a   very  fine  piece  of  work  ploying  the  two 

parts.  Our  patrons  said  that  they  got  their 

money's  worth.  Ten  reels. — Giaooma  Bros.,  Crys- 
tal theatre.  Tombstone.  Ariz. — General  patronage. 

SALLY  OF  THE  SAWDUST:  Carol  Dempster 

—This  is  a   very  good  picture  and  well  acted.  It 

is  long  but  full  of  action  all  the  time,  so  it  doesn’t 
drag  any  place.  I   have  seen  some  reports  on  it 
that  said  there  were  some  vulgar  scenes  in  it. 

There  is.  rather,  but  nothing  at  all  like  some  of 
the  two  reel  comedies  we  get,  so  do  not  lay  off  of 

it  on  that  account.  Run  it ;   it’s  good.  Nine  reels. 
— James  A.  Banks.  Lyric  theatre,  Saratoga,  Wyo. 
— General  patronage. 

WILD  JUSTICE:  Peter  the  Great — Dog  is  O. 

K..  but  the  story  and  human  characters  are  weak. 
Not  in  the  same  class  with  Rin  Tin  Tin.  Six 
reels. — C.  H.  Studebaker.  Elk  theatre.  Worland. 

Wyo. — General  patronage. 

GARRISON’S  FINISH:  Special  cast — Good  race 

horse  drama  that  pulled  fairly  well.  Cast  excel- 

lent, story  good.  Action  okay.  United  Artists 
has  a   number  of  old  plays  well  worth  buying. 

Better  look  'em  up.  Seven  reels. — Philip  Rand. 

Rex  theatre,  Salmon.  Idaho. — General  patronage. 

THE  LOVE  LIGHT:  Mary  Pickford— Played 

two  days  to  very  light  business.  Did  not  need 

any  S.  R.  O.  sign  on  this.  It  is  one  of  Mary's old  ones  that  was  fair  entertainment.  It  was 

very  well  photographed  and  we’ve  received  a   very 

good  print  from  them  on  it.  Eipht  reels. — 0.  A. 

Anglemire,  Y   theatre,  Nazareth,  Pa. — Better  class 

patronage. 
POLLYANNA:  Mary  Pickford— This  will  please 

old  and  young.  I   would  call  it  very  good.  Six 

reels.   J.  W.  Schmidt.  Grand  theatre,  Breeve.  111. 
— General  patronage. 

Universal 

WATCH  YOUR  ^V1FE:  Special  cast— Rather 

sophisticated  comedy  drama,  very  well  produ^. 

It  pleased  my  people. — Roy  W.  Adams,  Pastime 

theatre.  Mason,  Mich. — General  patronage. 

THE  BEAUTIFUL  CHEAT:  Laura  LaPlante 

— Good  comedy  drama. — Roy  W.  Adam?.  Pastime 

theatre,  Mason.  Mich. — General  patronage. 

CALIFORNIA  STRAIGHT  AHEAD:  Reginald 

Denny — This  is  a   very  good  comedy  drama,  but 
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I   wouldn’t  consider  this  as  good  as  some  of  the 
other  Denny  pictures,  although  there  is  a   good 

race  in  the  picture,  which  to  my  opinion  was  too 

strung  out.  Eight  reels. — B.  R.  Parsons,  Grand 

theatre.  Springfield,  Minn. — General  patronage. 

CAUFORNIA  STRAIGHT  AHEAD:  Reginald 

Denny — A   corking  good  comedy  action  picture. 
Has  best  auto  race  ever  seen  on  our  screen.  You 

can  step  on  this  one  and  not  disappoint  any  one. 

It’s  a   dandy.  Six  reels. — Kriegbaumn  Bros., 
Char-Bell  theatre,  Rochester,  Ind. — General  pat- 
ronage. 

HIS  PEOPLE:  Rudolph  Schildkraut— One  of 
the  kind  that  comes  only  once  in  a   blue  moon. 
The  kind  that  gets  right  under  your  skin  and 

holds  you  interested  from  the  beginning  to  the 

final  fade  out.  Producers  should  wake  up  and 
make  more  interesting  clean  drama  of  home  life 

like  this,  instead  of  so  much  sex  appeal  stuff. 

Read  the  press  sheet  on  this  one  and  believe 

every  word  of  it  and  step  on  it  hard.  It  sure 

will  please.  Nine  reels. — H.  J.  Eagan,  American 
theatre,  Wautoma.  Wis. — Small  town  patronage. 

LET  ’ER  BUCK:  Hoot  Gibson — I’LL  say  let 

her  buck,  and  she  won't  "pile"  you  either,  nor 

will  you  have  to  "pull  leather."  In  fact,  you'll 

make  some  good  old  "In  God  We  Trust"  coin 
and  don’t  you  forget  it.  Push  this  to  the  limit, 
for  it  will  please  all  Western  fans  and  pull  like 

an  eighteen  mule  team. — ^Philip  Rand.  Re.x  theatre, 

Salmon.  Idaho. — General  patronage. 

OH  DOCTOR:  Reginald  Denny — After  the  ac- 
tion gets  started  it  turns  out  pretty  good.  Seven 

reels. — Wm.  E.  Tragsdorf.  Trags  theater.  Netlls- 
ville,  Wis. 

OH  DOCTOR:  Reginald  Denny — This  is  quite 
silly  and  almost  disgusting  in  parts,  and  if  it 

hadn’t  been  for  Otis  Harlan,  William  V.  Mong 
and  Tom  Ricketts  with  their  comedy  touches  this 

would  have  been  a   failure.  Seven  reels. — W.  T. 

Davis  and  Son,  Rialto  theatre,  Sharon,  Wis. — 
General  patronage. 

OH  DOCTOR:  Reginald  Denny — Should  please 

anywhere.  Doesn’t  follow  the  book,  but  that 

doesn't  spoil  the  play.  Eight  reels. — C.  H.  Stude- 
baker.  Elk  theatre,  Worland,  Wyo. — General  pat- 
ronage. 

LOVE  AND  GLORY:  Special  cast— Well  di- 

rected. wonderful  acting,  excellent  scenery,  big 

story  of  “Love  and  Glory,"  but  drawing  power, 
nothin. — O.  Eom,  Rialto  theatre,  Pecos.  Tex. — 
General  patronage. 

WESTERN  LUCK:  Special  cast — Failed  to 

register  at  the  box  office.  Story  ordinary. — O. 

Korn,  Rialto  theatre,  Pecos,  Tex. — General  pat- 
ronage. 

LORRAINE  OF  THE  LIONS:  Special  cast— 

The  novelty  of  title  and  paper  proved  a   good 

drawing  card,  yet  the  picture  is  just  a   very  or- 

dinary program  affair.  Will  not  go  over  with  any 

but  the  most  thrill  chasing  moviegoer — the  kind 

that  like  the  shoob-'em  up  Westerns.  Can't  com- 
plain on  the  business  done,  but  not  such  a   much 

of  a   picture.  Seven  reels. — Henry  Reeve,  Star 

theatre.  Menard.  Tex. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  PHANTOM  OF  THE  OPERA:  Lon 

Chaney — ^Despite  the  fact  that  this  picture  re- 

minds you  of  the  old  time  serial  thrillers,  it’s  one 
of  the  best  box  office  bets  of  the  year. — A1  C. 

Werner.  Royal  theatre,  Reading,  Pa. — General 

patronage. 

THE  PHANTOM  OF  THE  OPERA:  Lon 

Chaney — I   was  a   little  afraid  of  this,  but  it 

held  up  well,  and  drew  a   lot  of  comment. — Roy 
W.  Adams,  Pastime  theatre.  Mason,  Mich. — Gen- 

eral patronage. 

THE  CALGARY  STAMPEDE:  SpecUl  cast— 

Everybody  liked  it  and  told  us  so,  but  played 

only  to  ordinary  business,  with  extra  advertising. 

— O.  Kom,  Rialto  theatre.  Pecos,  Tex. — General 
patronage. 

THE  CALGARY  STAMPEDE:  Hoot  Gibson- 

Book  it  and  push  it  big,  boy,  it’s  a   cat.  At 
least  it  went  over  fine  for  me. — C.  R.  Shuttle- 

worth,  Princess  theatre,  Waynesboro.  Miss.- 
General  patronage. 

THE  RECKLESS  AGE:  Reginald  Denny — This 
was  a   very  good  picture.  My  audience  liked  it 
fine.  In  general,  Denny  is  always  good,  even 
though  the  picture  is  old.  Seven  reels.— James  A. 
Banks,  Lyric  theatre,  Saratoga,  Wyo. — General 
patronage. 

DANGEROUS  INNOCENCE:  Laura  LaPlante 
— A   very  good  program  type  of  pleasing  person- 

ality. Good  and  clean.  LaPlante  always  delivers 
the  goods.  Six  reels.— J.  G.  Flanders,  Majestic 
theatre,  Kerens,  Tex.— Small  town  patronage. 

THE  WHITE  OUTLAW:  Jack  Hoxle— This  is 
a   dandy.  Ran  it  as  a   special  to  good  results. 
It's  every  bit  as  good  as  the  "Bex”  horse  fea- tures. They  thought  Jt  great  here  and  told  me 
so.  The  horse  and  dog  are  almost  human.  Five 

reels.  E.  M.  Biddle,  Strand  theatre.  Pool!,  Ind. 
— Small  town  patronage. 

FIFTH  AVENUE  MODELS:  Special  cast— 

Dandy  picture.  Good  plot,  good  all  the  way 

through.  Seven  reels. — Thelma  Cassil,  Gulf  the- 

atre, Goose  Creek,  Tex. — General  patronage. 

WHERE  WAS  I?  Reginald  Denny — A   good 

comedy.  Clean  as  a   hound’s  tooth.  Universal 
has  some  good  ones  and  they  try  and  treat  you 

right  at  the  office.  Seven  reels. — A.  H.  Records, 

Majestic  theatre,  Hebron,  Neb. — General  patron- 

age. 
TAMING  THE  WEST:  Hoot  Gibson — Thought 

it  was  the  best  Hoot  Gibson  that  I   have  had. 

Played  two  nights  to  good  business.  All  patrons 
seemed  pleased.  No  walkouts.  Six  reels. — O   .A. 

Halstead,  Cozy  theatre,  Duchesne,  Utah. — Small 
town  patronage. 

TAMING  THE  WEST:  Hoot  Gibson— Hoot 

Gibson  is  mostly  always  good.  Six  reels. — Geo. 

Gartner,  Halfway  theatre.  Halfway.  Mich. — Gen- 
eral patronage. 

SKINNER’S  DRESS  SUIT:  Reginald  Denny- 
Good  light  comedy.  Average  at  box  office.  Seven 

reels.— W.  H.  Mart,  Strand  theatre,  Grinnell, 
Iowa. — General  patronage. 

SKINNER’S  DRESS  SUIT:  Reginald  Denny— 
For  a   long  time  Denny  sure  got  the  laughs  out 
of  anyone.  Now  everyone  has  sore  lips.  I   con- 

sider this  picture  one  of  the  beat  Denny  has 

made  and  I   have  run  all  of  Denny  features  since 

“Sporting  Youth.”  Get  this  one,  boys,  and  you'll 
sure  get  the  capacity  house  and  let  them  go  out 

laughing.  Eight  reels. — D.  M.  Mangonc,  Rex 

theatre,  Newport,  Wash. — General  patronage. 

THE  CALL  OF  COURAGE:  Art  Acord— A 
good  lively  Western  that  seemed  to  hit  the  spot, 

— ^Roy  W.  Adams,  Pastime  theatre.  Mason.  Mich. 
— General  patronage. 

THE  CALL  OF  COURAGE:  Art  Acord— Art 
is  a   comer ;   he  does  good  work.  This  is  good. 

Will  please  them,  too.  Horse  and  dog  unusually 

good.  Pleased  85  per  cent.  Five  reels. — J.  G. 

Flanders.  Majestic  theatre.  Kerens,  Tex. — Small 
town  patronage. 

A   DESPERATE  GAME:  Pete  Morrison— Pretty 
nice  little  Western,  but  Pete  is  a   new  star  here 

so  they  did  not  come.  But  no  fault  of  the  pic- 

ture. Five  reels. — R.  Duba,  Royal  theatre,  Kim- 

ball. S.  Dak. — General  patronage. 

THE  SADDLE  HAWK:  Hoot  Gibson— Not 

Hoot’s  best,  but  drew  pretty  good  at  that  on 
a   Saturday.  Six  reels. — Wm.  E.  Tragsdorf,  Trags 

theatre,  Neillsville,  Wis.— Small  town  patronage. 

TWO  FISTED  JONES:  Jack  Hoxie  — Good 
Western  picture.  Jack  is  always  good  and  is 

well  liked  here.  Pleased  75  per  cent. — J.  G. 

Flanders,  Majestic  theatre,  Kerens.  Tex. — Small 
town  patronage. 

SPORTING  LIFE:  Bert  Lytell— Good.  Anoth- 
er one  of  Jewels  that  was  O.  K.  Seven  reels. — 

A.  H.  Records,  Majestic  theatre,  Hebron,  Neb. — 
General  patronage. 

HIT  AND  RUN:  Hoot  Gibson— Here  is  an- 
other dandy  picture.  It  did  not  draw  for  us  as 

it  should  have,  but  it  certainly  did  please  those 

who  came.  Hoot  is  a   favorite  here  and  this 

picture  will  not  lower  him  a   bit  in  the  esti- 

mation of  the  fans.  Six  reels. — C.  E.  Hopkins, 

The  Hopkins  theatre.  Cotter,  Ark. — Small  town 
patronage. 

THE  MEASURE  OF  A   MAN:  William  Des- 

mond— ^This  show  is  only  lukewarm.  Our  au- 

dience likes  its  stuff  with  some  more  snap  and 

pep  than  this  one  has.  There  are  many  better 

ones.  Five  reels. — Wm.  Martin,  Patriot  theatre, 

Patriot,  Ind. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  SIGN  OF  THE  CACTUS:  Jack  Hoxie— 

Good  Western  program  picture.  Hoxie  is  okay 

in  this.  His  leading  lady,  however,  is  a   "dud.” 
Some  relative  of  the  director,  I   suppose.  Un- 

known girl  stars  hurt  business.  You  need  not 

be  afraid  of  this  play,  however.  Put  on  a   good 

comedy  with  it.  Five  reels  only. — Philip  Rand, 

Rex  theatre,  Salmon,  Idaho. — General  patronage. 

THE  SIGN  OF  THE  CACTUS:  Jack  Hoxie— 

Nice  little  Western  for  a   Saturday  night.  Five 

reels. — Wm.  E.  Tragsdorf,  Trags  theatre,  Neills- 
ville,  Wis. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  RED  RIDER:  LOVERS  ISLAND:  Played 

these  two  as  a   double  feature  bill  and  so  Is  hard 

to  tell  which  drew.  But  wc  had  twice  as  big  a 
crowd  as  cm  other  Mondays.  Doth  are  good. 

Five  reels. — Geo.  Gartner,  Halfway  theatre,  Half- 
way, Mich. — General  patronage. 

THE  LAW  FORBIDS:  Baby  Peggy— Groat 
stuff  for  the  kids.  The  adults  will  also  like  it. 

Six  reels. — Wm.  B.  Tragsdorf,  Trags  theatre, 
Neillsville,  Wis. — Small  town  theatre. 

WINE;  Clara  Bow — This  is  a   very  good  pic- 
ture and  a   very  good  lesson  to  the  wild  ones 

of  the  young  people  of  to«lny,  if  they  would  only 
see  it  in  the  right  way.  It  was  a   rather  rough 
one  in  placc.s  but  does  no  harm  to  run  It.  Not 
very  good  for  Sunday  but  I   ran  it  on  that  day 
not  knowing,  for  I   never  get  any  press  dope 
from  Universal.  Don't  know  if  they  have  it  or 
not,  but  won’t  send  it  to  me.  Seven  reels.   James  A.  Banks,  Lyric  theatre,  Saratoga.  Wyo!— 
General  patronage. 

FORTY  HORSE  HAWKINS:  Hoot  Gibson— 

Not  much  to  this  one.  It  is  old  and  clear  out 

of  this  star’s  line.  Although  he  does  not  draw 
gcKxl  at  all  for  us  anyhow,  we  had  a   very  good 

house  on  it,  but  it  was  on  account  of  a   little 

vaudeville  stunt,  and  that  was  a   complete  fail, 
ure,  so  wc  figured  that  the  patrons  got  beat 

out  of  the  show  altogether  that  night.  Six  reels. 

— Jamas  A.  Banks,  Lyric  theatre,  Saratoga,  Wyo. 
— General  patronage. 

RIDIN'  PRETTY:  William  Desmond— A   good 
program  feature  which  drew  well  and  satisfied.   

Five  reels. — C.  E.  Hopkins,  The  Hopkins  theatre, 

Cotter,  Ark. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  GAIETY  GIRL:  Mary  Philbln— I   can’t 
hand  this  picture  any  compliments.  It  drew  not 
at  all.  Acting  is  all  okay,  but  it  seems  to  me  that 

the  title  should  l)e  "Carl  Lnemmlo  Presents  EvU 

dencG  to  Prove  That  There  Ain’t  No  Such  Ani- 

mal as  a   Volstead  Law.”  Booze  flows  so  freely 
that  the  theatre  gets  plumb  sloppy  under  foot. 

Bight  reels. — C.  E.  Hopkins,  The  Hopkins  thea- 

tre.  Cotter.  Ark. — Small  town  patronage. 
THE  FAMILY  SECRET:  Baby  Peggy— Good 

picture  and  pleased  all.  However.  Baby  Peggy 

is  the  whole  show.  Am  wondering  if  Uncle  Carl 

is  conducting  a   secret  school  for  actors.  Had  some 

mediocre  talent,  in  my  opinion,  that  doesn’t  amount 
lo  much  if  picture  satisfies.  Six  reels. — H.  G. 

Selk,  Selk  theatre.  Scotia,  Nob. — Small  town  pat- ronage. 

Vitagraph 

THE  OPEN  SHOT  RANGER:  Pete  Morrison 

— Pete  Morrison  is  a   coming  .star.  Pleases  80 
per  cent.  Good  and  clean.  Plenty  of  action 

to  please  any  of  them.  Five  reels. — J.  G.  Flan- 

ders, Majestic  theatre,  Kerens,  Tex. — Small  town 
patronage. 

Warner  Brothers 

THE  NIGHT  CRY:  Rin  Tin  Tin— As  per  usual, 
another  hit  for  Uin  Tin  Tin.  Drew  well  and 

ple.-ised  all.  If  you  have  not  booked  this  picture, 

book  it  and  step  on  it.  Print  good.  Six  reels. — 
J.  W.  McCarley,  Isis  theatre,  Lockney,  Tex. — 
Small  town  patronage. 

THE  NIGHT  CRY:  Rin  Tin  Tin— Good  dog 

picture  with  plenty  of  novelty  and  suspen.se.— 
L.  M.  Jones,  Arcadia  theatre,  Vnndergrift,  Pa. — 
General  patronage. 

OH  WHAT  A   NURSE:  Syd  Chaplin— Very 

goo<l  comedy  but  just  almut  like  Syd's  other 
pictures.  Got  some  real  laughs,  but  very  few 

good  comments.  Is  this  feminine  impersonation 

all  he  knows  in  the  way  of  u   comedy?  Seven 

reels. — Lcaman  Mar.shnll,  Iris  theatre.  Terrell, 
Tex. — General  patronage. 

THE  SEA  BEAST:  John  Barrymore — It  is  a 
real  big  picture.  Some  wonderful  acting  and 
photography  in  it.  But  I   believe  it  would  be 
better  if  it  were  about  one  reel  shorter.  This 

picture  from  Warner  makes  things  even  up  for 

some  of  the  sorry  ones  they  have  been  shooting 

us.  Ten  reels. — I/enroan  Marshall,  Iris  theatre, 

Terrell,  Tex. — General  palruiiagc. 

THE  CAVE  MAN;  Matt  Moore — A   knockout. 
Miss  Prevoat  and  Moore  sure  strut  their  stuff  in 

this  one.  Drew  well  and  plea.scd  100  per  cent. 

Good  print.  Six  reels.— J.  W.  McCarley,  Isis 
theatre,  Lockney,  Tox. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  WIFE  WHO  WASN’T  WANTED:  Irene 
Rich — Pooj)le  here  considered  this  a   very  good 

picture  and  it  did  a   fair  business.—  Al  C.  Werner, 

Royal  theatre,  Reading,  Pa. — Genera!  patronage. 

THE  WIFE  WHO  WASN’T  WANTED:  SpcH 

cial  cast — -Very,  very  good,  but  the  title  is  awful. 

If  you  can  get  them  in  with  this  title,  the  pic-' 
ture  will  please. — J.  J.  Hoffmann,  Plninviow 
theatre,  Plainview,  Neb.— General  patronage. 

THE  MAN  ON  THE  BOX:  Syd  Chaplin- 

First  day  good :   second  day  poor.  Picture  O.  K. 

Eight  reels. — Geo.  Gartner,  Halfway  theatre. 
Halfway,  Mich. — General  patronage, 

THE  CLASH  OF  THE  WOLVES:  Rin  Tin 

Tin — The  public  seems  to  like  these  dog  stories 
better  than  anything  else.  This  one  brought 

them  out  and  pleased  them.  Seven  reels, — Geo. 

Gartner,  Halfway  theatre,  Halfway,  Mich. — Gen- 
eral patronage. 

HIS  JAZZ  BRIDE:  Marie  Provost — Good  com- 

edy that  pleased.  Fine  Sunday  business.  Per- 
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EXHIBITORS  HERALD 

.nnaily  Miss  Prevost  a   bi
t  disappointing.  Seven 

J«S.-TheIffla  Cnssi!.  Gulf 
 theatre.  Goose  Creelc. 

-pex.   General  patronage. 

HOGAN’S  ALLEY:  Specia
l  cast— A   dandy 

comedy  drama  that  drew 
 favorable  com- 

SSts.  Warners  have  built  up  our  S
unday  ̂ si- 

n^s  Seldom  fail  to  pleas
e.  Seven  rwls.-’^al- 

ma  Cassil,  Gulf  theatre,  
Goose  Creek.  Tex.-Gen- 

eral  patronage. 

THE  DARK  SWAN:  Sp
ecial  cast— An  excel- 

lent picture,  they  classed  it 
 here.  Did  a   fair 

business.— A1  C.  Werner,  Ro
yal  theatre,  Reading, 

Pa   General  patronage
. 

the  woman  HATER: 
 Special  ^ast-Fair 

program  attraction  t
hat  pleased 

did^a  fair  amount  of  busine
ss.— Al  C.  Werner. 

Royal  theatre,  Reading,  P
a.— General  patronage. 

WOW  BAXTER  BUTTED  
IN;  Special  cast— 

A   go"  comedy.  Seveo
  W.  Schmidt, 

Grand  theatre.  Breese.  l
ll.-General  patronage. 

HOW  BAXTER  BUTTED  
IN:  Special  cast^ 

While  several  thought  this 
 a   good  com^y.  the 

maiority  classed  this  a   
weak  sister.  lUther  too 

X   to  enioy.-Al  C.  
Werner,  Royal  theatre. 

Wpfldina  Pa.— General  patrona
ge. 

WHERE  THE  NORTH  BEGIN
S:  Rm  Tm  Tin 

—Good  dog  picture.  Six
  reels.— Wm.  E.  Trags- 

dorf.  Trags  theatre.  Neills
ville,  Wis.— Small  town 

patronage.  .   .   a 

THIS  WOMAN;  Irene 
 Rich— It  s   good  but 

noS  extra.  Six  reels
.-J.  W   Schmidt.  Grand 

theatre.  Breese.  111.— Ge
neral  patronage. 

PLEASURE  BUYERS:  A
   good  program  pic- 

ture but  failed  at  box  office,  ̂ ^e
n  r^ls. 

R.  Pfeiffer.  Princess  t
heatre.  Chilton.  Wis. 

Small  town  patronage. 

THE  SAP:  Kenneth  H
arlan— Good  picture, 

well  liked  here.  Warner 
 group  as  a   whole 

Jo  to  tie  to.  Six  recls
.-J.  W.  McCarley.  Isis 

theatre.  Lockney.  Tex.-Sm
all  town  patronage. 

TRACKED  IN  THE  SNO
W  COUNTRY:  Rm 

Tin  Tin— You  can’t  go  w
rong  on  this  dog.  He 

ii  there  with  a   wow.  E
very  one  likes  him  and 

they  are  still  talking  
about  him  here. 

99  per  cent.  Six  reels.-
J.  G.  Flanders.  Majestic 

t^atre.  Kerens.  Tex.-Sma
ll  town  patronage. 

TRACKED  IN  THE  SNO
W  COUNTRY:  Rm 

Tin  Tin— This  picture  we
nt  by  with  the 

of  giving  our  patrons  a
ll  they  expected,  and  th

at 

r'gSg  some.  Id  we  ootice 
 that  they  get  mose  and 

more  criUcal  as  the  duality
  of  pictures  seem  to  be 

Tping.  Only  now  and
  then  do  our  Patrons 

as^they  pass  out.  "Fine, 
 give  us  more  like  this 

one.”— Giacoma  Bros..  Crystal  t
heatre,  Tombstone, 

Aria. — General  patronage. 

State  Rights 

BIG  PAL:  Bill  Russell-Th
is  is  a   very  g<^ 

outdoor  action  pict
ure.  ^ive  ree  .-J

.  W. 

Schmidt.  Grand  thea
tre.  Breese,  lll.-Gen

eral 
patronage.  . 

BILLY  THE  KID:  Fr
anklin 

ir  .i‘-  -   rat
,?  wash. 

—General  patronage. 

•'opniti  Rct "   every  time  l   pmy 

standing  room  only,  
because 

tickets  for  the  seats 

oua  attempts  at  junior  
Covered  VV  a go^. 

the  salesman  that  brings  it  y   reels   

law  will  pardon  you  for  it.
  ̂    rwls.^ 

C.  J.  Wheeler.  Pnralt
a  theatre.  Oakwood. 

 Tex. 

General  patronage. 

va“rod“  sS  sr'stipp-"£ 

ronage.  _   .   .   ^ 

A   MAN’S  FIGHT:  B
ill 

V/estern.  Try  Columbia  out  ̂    ^ 
they  sure  treat  you  •   jj,  _General  pat- 

Sohmidt,  Grand  theatre.  
Breese.  ill. 

ronage.  ^ 

M.  tUtre.  T»rdll
,  Tec.-Gcher.l  p.

lronagd, 

PHANTOM  OF 

“xct.hge,  B»k  it  apd  hop
at 

it.  Six  reels   J.  W.  McCarley.  Isis  theatr
e. 

Lockney,  Tex. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  PHANTOM  OF  THE  FOREST:  Thunder
 

  A   very  good  picture  but  won’t  come  u
p  to 

Rin  Tin  Tin’s  pictures.  Six  reels. — 
B.  R.  Par-- 

8ons,  Grand  theatre,  Springfield,  Minn.
 — General 

patronage. 

SUPER  SPEED:  Reed  Howes— The  auto 
 race 

is  good  and  picture  entertaining  throughou
t.  Five 

reels.   Mrs.  L.  M.  Bierman,  Palace  theatre. 
 Sea- 

drift,  Tex. — Small  country  town  patronage. 

Serials 

THE  ACE  OF  SPADES:  (Universal)  Wi
lliam 

Desmond— On  the  fourth  episode.  This 
 is  hold- 

ing up  well.— Roy  W.  Adams,  Pastime  
theatre. 

Mason,  Mich.— General  patronage. 

CASEY  OF  THE  COAST  GUARD:  (Path
e) 

George  O'Hara— This  serial  started  very  well
  and 

I   thought  it  was  going  to  ecpial  
the  "Green 

Archer "   However,  it  slackened  off  in  interest
 

and  attendance  as  well.— Al  C.  Werner, 
 Royal 

theatre.  Reading,  Pa. — General  patronag
e. 

CASEY  OF  THE  COAST  GUARD:  (Path
e) 

George  O’Hara— The  play  itself  don’t  
seem  to  be 

bad.  There  is  action  and  all  tha
t,  but  some- 

how we  can’t  get  ’em  in  to  see  it,  Berness 

drops  off  at  every  chapter.  Nothi
ng  like  the 

•■Green  Archer”  was.  Two  reels.— Geo.  G^er, 

Halfway  theatre.  Halfway.  Mich.—
 General  pat- ronage. 

CASEY  OF  THE  COAST  GUARD:  (P
athe) 

George  O’Hara— Cannot  compare  ̂ th  "Green 

Archer."  I   am  losing  money  on  this  o
ne.  Two 

reels.— Ray  McGuire.  Perry  theatre, 
 Darlington, 

Mo. — General  patronage. 

THE  FAST  EXPRESS  (Universal
)  William 

Duncan— A   fifteen  chapter  serial  is  too  dar
n^ 

long.  They  simply  won't  come  th
at  many  w«ks 

to  see  the  end  of  the  fool  thi
ng.  The  dizzy 

dumbbell  who  thought  up  the  
bright  idea  of 

stretching  a   serial  into  fifteen  ep
isodes  ought  to 

be  made  to  pay  us  for  runni
ng  ern  tor  the 

last  five  weeks.  Two  reels.— 
Wm.  E.  Trags- 

dorf.  Trags  theatre,  Neillsvil
le.  Wis.— General 

patronage. 

THE  FIGHTING  RANGER:  Jack  Dau
gherty 

—In  the  eighth  episode  Jack  really
  does  a   nice 

fight.  First  I've  witnessed  in  the 
 whole  serial. 

They’ve  all  been  petting  parties  s
o  far.  Serial 

extremely  improbable  and  supporting 
 cast  play 

like  the  old  villains  in  the  5-10  
cent  crook  melo- 

dramas. Slim  Cole  does  some  lovely  ^ebro
w 

acting  as  the  villain.  Two  reels.—
 C.  J.  ̂ Vheele^. 

Paralta  theatre.  Oakwood,  Tex. —
 General  patron- 

age. 

THE  FLAME  FIGHTER:  (Rayart)  Her^
rt 

RawUnson— A   fair  serial  that  at
tracted  a   fair 

amount  of  business.— Al  C.  Werner.
  Royal  th^ 

atre,  Reading,  Pa.— General  patron
age. 

THE  GREEN  ARCHER;  (Path
e)— Best  serial 

I   have  run  in  a   year.  Did  a   ve
ry  g«d  business. 

  Al  C.  Werner,  Royal  theatre.  R
eading,  Pa. 

THE  GREEN  ARCHER:  (Pathe) 
 AUene  Ray 

—You  cannot  go  wrong  on  thi
s  one.  Held  up 

good  all  the  way  through.  T
wo  reels.— Ray  Mc- 

Guire. Perry  theatre.  Darlington.  Mo. 

PERILS  OF  THE  WILD:  (
Universal)  Joe 

Bonomc^-No.  2.  Even  better  
than  the  first  epi- 

sode. Business  better  than  opening  nigh
t.  l^Ks 

like  it’s  going  over  for  a   hit.  
Th® 

draw  the  kids.  Two  reels.— E
.  M.  Biddle,  Strand 

theatre.  Paoli.  Ind.-Small  
town  patronage. 

PERILS  OP  THE  WILD: 
 (Universal)— Best 

reports  from  patrons  of  an
y  serial  recently 

Tw  reels.— Thelma  Cassil.
  Gulf  theatre.  Goose 

Creek.  Tex.— General  patrona
ge. 

PLAY  BALL:  (Pathe)-A
  fair  seriaU  but 

nothing  extraordinary  as 
 an  attraction.  it 

holds  its  own.— Al  C.  We
rner.  Royal  theatre. 

Reading.  Pa.— General  patr
onage. 

THE  RADIO  DETECTIVE:
  (Universal)  Jack 

Daugherty-Good  start  on
  this  serial.  Star  is 

favorite  here.  Two  reels
.— Thelma  Cassil,  Gulf 

keatre.  Goose  Creek,  Tex
.— General  patronage. 

THE  RIDDLE  RIDER:  (U
niversal)  Willi^ 

Desmond-My  patrons  sti
ll  make  stump  speeches 

S   this.  ̂Personally  I   li
ke serials,  but  the  audience  is  the 

 ^ 

it.  so  humor  them  all
  you  can.  Two 

C.  J.  Wheeler.  Paralta  
theatre.  Oakwood.  Tex. 

General  patronage. 

THE  SCARLET  STREA
K;  (Universal)  Jack 

Daugherty— This  is  real
ly  a   pretty  good  serial.

 

Sen?y  of  action.  The 
 leads  are  a^ve  average

. ?   woJld  say.  Can’t  give  it  any  “   r^ls  L 

ing  card  or  money  maker
  for  us.  I^o 

Henry  Reeve.  Star  t
heatre.  Menard.  Tex.-

Small 
town  patronage. 

the  SCARLET  STRE
AK:  (Universal)  Jack

 

Daugherty— Rather  better  than  the  usual  run  of 

serials  and  is  drawing  a   fair  amount  of  business. 

— Al  C.  Werner,  Royal  theatre.  Reading,  Pa.— 
General  patronage. 

THE  SCARLET  STREAK:  (Universal)  Jack 

Daugherty — My  people  don’t  care  for  serials  and 

I   guess  I   will  quit  showing  them.  This  probably 

is  as  good  as  most  serials,  but  I   get  no  com- 
ments on  it  and  no  extra  patrons.  Many  say  they 

wish  I   would  not  show  them.  I   don’t  see  how  so 

many  other  exhibitors  are  so  successful  with  them. 

Two  reels.— H.  J.  Eagan,  American  theatre.  Wau- 
toma,  Wis.— Small  town  patronage. 

THE  SCARLET  STREAK:  (Universal)  Jack 

Daugherty — This  is  doing  better  than  the  average 

serial.  Pretty  well  produced  picture.  Two  reels. 

—Henry  Reeve.  Star  theatre.  Menard,  Tex.— SmaP  town  patronage. 

THE  WINKING  IDOL:  (Universal)  William 
Desmond— Real  good.  The  farther  it  goes  the 

better  it  gets.  Two  reels.— C,  R.  Shuttleworth. 

Princess  theatre,  Waynesboro,  Miss. — General 

patronage. 

WOLVES  OF  THE  NORTH:  (Universal)  Wil- 

liam Duncan — Not  much  to  this  serial.  Just 

helps  fill  the  program.  Two  reels. — James  A. 

Banks,  Lyric  theatre,  Saratoga,  Wyo. — General 

patronage. 
WOLVES  OF  THE  NORTH:  (Universal) 

William  Duncan — ^This  is  the  third  chapter  and 

there  is  not  much  to  this  serial.  Good  scenery, 

but  no  acting  nor  much  action.  Two  reels. — 

James  A.  Banks.  Lyric  theatre,  Saratoga.  Wyo.— 
General  patronage. 

WOLVES  OF  THE  NORTH:  (Universal)  Wil- 
liam Duncan — This  is  the  sixth  chapter  and  not 

any  better  than  it  was  to  start  with.  Will  be 

glad  when  it  is  through.  Two  reels. — James  A. 

Banks.  Lyric  theatre,  Saratoga,  Wyo.— General 

patronage. 

Short  Features 

EDUCATIONAL 

BE  CAREFUL:  Jimmie  Adams— This  comedy 

was  a   knockout  in  our  house  and  was  greeted 

with  gales  of  laughter.  It  is  a   dandy  comedy 

with  Jimmie  Adams.  Two  reels. — C.  A.  Angle- 

mire,  "Y”  theatre,  Nazareth,  Pa.— Better  class 

patronage. 

BELOW  ZERO:  Lige  Ckinley— Lige  always 

springs  a   few  new  tricks  in  his  comedies.  Went 

over  nicely.  The  kids  howled.  Two  reels. — 

C.  J.  WTieeler,  Paralta  theatre,  Ooakwood,  Tex. — 
General  patronage. 

BROKEN  CHINA;  Bobby  Vernon— Very  good 

comedy.  Educational  did  put  out  some  real  ones 

last  fall,  but  they  are  not  so  good  just  now. 

Two  reels.   Leaman  Marshall,  Iris  theatre,  Ter- 

rell, Tex. — General  patronage. 

CAREFUL  PLEASE;  Lloyd  Hamilton— About 

as  poor  a   one  as  I   ever  saw.  What  can  
they 

see  funny  in  Hamilton?  Two  reels. — JackWright
. 

Peoples  theatre.'Port  Arthur,  Tex.— General  pat
- ronage. 

DRAGON  ALLEY:  Juvenile— This  Avas  a   very 

good  comedy.  Helped  the  feature  along. 
 Tivo 

reels.— James  A.  Banks.  Lyric  theatre,  Saratoga, 

Wyo. — General  patronage. 

FARES  PLEASE:  Al  St.  John— Very  good. 

Full  of  action  and  most  everything  to  ma
ke  a 

good  comedy.  Two  reels. — James  A.  Banks
,  Lyric 

theatre,  Saratoga.  Wyo. — General  patrona
ge. 

FARES  PLEASE:  At  St.  John— An  extra 
 good 

comedy.  Had  a   number  of  patrons  
come  back 

to  see  it  second  night.  Bicycle  stunts  
real  clever. 

Two  reels.— C.  H.  Studebaker.  Elk  theat
re.  Wor- 

land,  Wyo.— General  patronage. 

A   FAT  CHANCE :   Educational  comedies  as  an 

average  are  pretty  good.  They  ple
ase  here.  Two 

reels.— Geo.  Gartner.  Halfway  theatre.
  Halfway. 

Mich.— General  patronage. 

FELIX  THE  CAT:  Felbc  and  the
  Fables  are 

right  at  the  top  in  public  opinion  of
  sh<^  sub- 

jects. Always  good.  One  reel.— C.  J.  Wh
aler. 

Paralta  theatre.  Oakwood.  Tex.
— General  patron- 

age. FELIX  THE  CAT:  They  alwa
ys  pleasegrown- 

ups  and  kids.  Two-thirds  re
el.— H.  G.  Selk.  Selk 

theatre.  Scotia.  Neb.— Small  
town  patronage. 

HER  BOY  FRIEND:  Larry  Se
moii— A   go^ 

two-reel  comedy  by  Semo
ns.  "• 

Records.  Majestic  theatre
.  Hebron.  Neb.  Gen 

eral  patronage. 

HODGE  PODGE:  Some 
 sense  and  some  non- 

sense Very  good.  Favorable  
comments.  One 

reel.— Thelma  Cassil.  Gul
f  theatre.  Goose  Creek. 

Tex.— General  patronage. 

THE  IRON  MULE:  Al  St
.  John-A  very  go^ 
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show  as  the  picture  itself.  Two  reels. — James  A. 

Baoks,  Lyric  theatre,  Saratoga,  Wyo. — General 
patronage. 

THE  LIVE  AGENT:  A1  St,  John— St.  John 

puts  out  a   fairly  good  slapstick  comedy  in  this. 

Laughs  are  regular.  Two  reels. — C.  J.  ̂ Vheele^. 
Paralta  theatre,  Oakwowod,  Tex. — General  pat- 
ronage. 

KING  COTTON:  Lloyd  Hamilton— It  takes 
Lloyd  to  get  the  laughs.  Buy  him  on  pictures 

you  know  are  going  to  unnerve  your  patrons  and 

he’ll  save  the  second  night  business.  Two  reels. 
— C.  J.  Wheeler,  Paralta  theatre,  Oakwood,  Tex. 
— General  patronage. 

MY  STARS:  Fair.  Nothing  to  talk  about. 

Two  reels.  Jack  Wright,  Peoples  theatre.  Port 

Arthur,  Tex. — General  patronage. 

ONE  NIGHT  IT  RAINED:  Pretty  good  for 

comedy.  Two  reels. — Geo.  Gartner,  Halfway  the- 

atre, Halfway,  Mich. — General  patronage. 

PLEASURE  BOUND;  Lige  Conley— As  good 
as  the  usual  rtm  of  Mermaid  comedies.  We  had 

many  a   good  laugh  drawn  out  of  our  patrons 

during  the  showing  of  this  comedy.  Two  reels. — 

C.  A.  Anglemier,  "Y”  theatre,  Nazareth,  Pa. — 
Better  class  patronage. 

QUICK  SERVICE:  Cliff  Bowes— An  ordinary 
laughmaker  of  the  Cameo  brand  with  one  or  two 

good  laughs  in  it.  One  reel. — C.  A.  Anglemire, 

“Y"  theatre,  Nazareth.  Pa. — Better  class  patron- 
age. 

RED  PEPPER:  A   pretty  good  comedy  to  fill 

in  the  program.  Plenty  of  action  most  of  the 

way  through.  Two  reels. — James  A.  Banks.  Lyric 

theatre,  Saratoga,  Wyo. — General  patronage. 

A   SALTY  SAP:  Slapstick  that  seemed  to 

please,  judging  by  applause.  Two  reels. — Thelma 

Cassil,  Gulf  theatre.  Goose  Creek,  Tex. — General 
patronage. 

SLIPPERY  FEET:  Comedy  fair,  but  not  many 

laughs.  Two  reels. — Jack  Wright,  Peoples  the- 

atre, Port  Arthur,  Tex. — General  patronage. 

STEP  FAST:  Jimmie  Burns — A   very  good 

comedy  wtih  plenty  of  mishaps  and  good  action. 

Educational  has  a   good  variety  of  comedies  and 

stars.  Two  reels. — James  A.  Banks,  Lyric  the- 

atre, Saratoga,  Wyo. — General  patronage. 

TENDERFEET:  Walter  Hiers — ^A  very  good 

comedy  but  it  will  not  go  too  strong.  A   little 

dry.  Two  reels. — James  A.  Banks,  Lyric  theatre, 

Saratoga.  Wyo. — General  patronage. 

THE  TOURIST:  Johnny  Arthur — A   fair  com- 

edy. Two  reels. — Robert  Kessler,  Benn  theatre, 

Philadelphia,  Pa. — General  patronage. 

THE  VOICE  OF  THE  NIGHTINflALE :   A 

beautiful  novelty.  If  you  have  not  played  it,  by 

all  means  get  it.  It  will  please  and  surprise 

your  patrons.  One  reel. — Wm.  Wiske.  Community 

theatre.  Red  Granite.  Wis. — Small  town  patron- 

age. 

WATCH  OUT;  Bobby  Vernon — A   very  good 

comedy.  Two  reels. — Robert  Kessler.  Benn  the- 

atre, Philadelphia,  Pa. — General  patronage. 

WEAK  KNEES:  There  is  not  much  to  these 

one-reel  comedies.  Ibis  is  the  last  one  of  them 

for  me  and  I   am  very  glad  of  it.  Better  lay  off 

if  you  want  good  comedies.  One  reel. — James  A. 

Banks,  Lyric  theatre,  Saratoga,  Wyo. — General 
patronage. 

FILM  BOOKING  OFFICES 

ADVENTURES  OF  MAZIE:  AH  of  these 

Mazies  are  good,  better  than  any  other  two- 

reelers.  I   am  glad  I   bought  them.  Two  reels. — 

R.  Duba,  Royal  theatre,  Kimball,  S.  Dak. — Gen- 
eral patronage. 

ADVENTURES  OF  MAZIE:  Alberta  Vaughn 

— We  have  just  witnessed  the  sixth  dish  of  this 
short  story  and  it  is  our  opinion  that  our  patrons 

are  enjoying  the  set  very  much.  This  series  is 

not  always  full  of  laughs,  but  each  section  is  a 

light,  easily  digested  story  with  enough  comedy 

to  hold  interest,  and  certainly  we  cannot  com- 
plain that  it  is  slapstick  or  that  it  is  not  clean. 

Alberta  Vaughn,  Albert  Cooke  and  Kit  Guard  are 

all  favorites  here.  Two  reels. — Giacoma  Bros., 

Crystal  theatre.  Tombstone,  Ariz. — General  pat- 
ronage. 

HOLD  TIGHT:  Alice  Ardell — Good  action 

comedy  with  good  titles  and  story.  Two  reels. — 

C.  H.  Studebaker,  Elk  theatre,  Worland,  Wyo. — 
General  patronage. 

THE  MERRY  KIDDO:  Alberta  Vaughn— 

"The  Pacemakers” — This  is  one  of  the  best  of 
series.  The  kids  just  roared.  I   find  these  clean 

and  wholesome  at  all  times.  Two  reels. — F.  R. 

Mcicrbacbtol,  Elysian  theatre,  Elysfan,  Mich. — 
General  patronage. 

RED  RIDING  HOOD:  Dinkey  Doodle— As 
usual  with  these  subjects,  this  was  good.  These 

little  cartoon  comedy  reels  are  fine,  especially 

with  a   long  feature.  One  reels. — W.  T.  Davis  & 

Son.  Rialto  theatre,  Sharon,  Wis. — General  pat- 
ronage. 

ROMANCE:  "Colonel  Heezaliar” — Good  car- 

toon comedy  and  an  ideal  “short”  to  run  with  a 

big  one  like  “Lost  World,”  as  we  did  here.  These 
single  reel  cartoons  hold  more  laughs  than  most 

of  the  two-rcol  comedies  they  make  nowaday.?. 

One  reel. — Henry  Reeve,  Star  theatre,  Menard, 
Tex. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  TELEPHONE  GIRL:  Alberta  Vaughn 

— All  these  subjects  prove  safe  short  reel  bets. 

They’re  good.  Two  reels. — C.  J.  Wheeler,  Paralta 
theati'e,  Oakwood,  Tex. — General  patronage. 

FOX 

CONTROL  YOURSELF:  Imperial — Good  com- 

edy. Two  reels. — Krieghbaum  Bros.,  Char-Bell 

theatre,  Rochester,  Ind. — General  patronage. 

CONTROL  YOURSELF:  I   find  that  the  Fox 

comedies  are  consistently  good.  Two  reels. — A.  H. 

Records.  Majestic  theatre.  Hebron.  Neb. — General 
patronage. 

THE  FIGHTING  TAILOR:  Imperial— Good 

comedy.  This  series  from  Fox.  based  remotely 

on  the  “Abie’s  Irish  Rose”  idea,  are  far  better 
than  most  on  the  market.  Two  reels. — Henry 

Reeve,  Star  theatre  Menard,  Tex. — Small  town 

patronage. 

FOX  NEWS:  Every  Wednesday  a   Fox  news, 

and  they  look  for  them. — M.  J.  Babin,  Fairyland 

theatre.  White  Castle,  La. — General  patronage. 
FOX  VARIETIES;  Fox  should  know  better. 

One  reel. — C.  J.  Wheeler,  Paralta  theatre.  Oak- 

wood,  Tex. — General  patronage. 

FIRED:  Van  Bibber — A   good  comedy.  Plenty 

of  comedy  and  good  situations  for  laughs.  Two 

reels. — Krieghbaum  Bros..  Char-Bell  theatre, 

Rochester.  Ind. — General  patronage. 

A   PARISIAN  KNIGHT:  Elarle  Foxe— Van 
Bibber  always  goes  over  splendidly.  This  one  a 

little  better  than  the  average.  Two  reels. — C.  J. 

Wheeler,  Paralta  theatre.  Oakwood,  Tex. — Gen- 
eral patronage. 

SHOES:  Here  is  a   good  way  to  build  up 

shoe  business.  Get  some  of  the  American  cockle- 
burs  and  throw  them  all  over  where  they  walk 

barefooted.  And  that  is  the  big  item  in  this 

good  short  feature  from  Fox.  Two  reels. — R. 

Duba,  Royal  theatre,  Kimball,  S.  Dak.— General 

patronage. 
PATHE 

AESOP'S  FABLES:  I   have  good  results  with 
these  cartoons  and  use  them  instead  of  two  reel 

comedies  most  of  the  time.  One  reel. — L.  N. 

Leek,  Club  House  theatre,  Jackson,  Wyo. — Gen- 
eral patronage. 

ALL  NIGHT  LONG:  Harry  Langdon — Boys, 

this  is  a   dandy.  The  best  I   ever  saw  this  fel- 

low put  out,  and  it’s  clean.  Two  reels. — J.  W. 
Schmidt,  Grand  theatre.  Bree.se,  III. — General 

patronage. 

BETTER  MOVIES:  Our  Gang— While  all  the 

Gang  comedies  are  good,  I   must  say  that  this 

is  considerably  weaker  than  most.  Didn’t  regis- 

ter, tried  too  hard  to  shove  over  something,  I’m 
not  sure  just  what,  that  never  seems  to  regis- 

ter. At  that,  this  report  is  not  a   knock.  No- 
body can  hit  100  per  cent  every  time.  Two 

reels. — Henry  Reeve.  Star  theatre,  Menard,  Tex. 
— Small  town  patronage. 

BURIED  TREASURE:  Our  Gang— One  of 
the  best  Gang  comedies  we  have  had  in  a   long 

while.  Two  reels. — Robert  Kessler,  Benn  theatre, 

Pkilndclphia,  Pa. — General  patronage. 

THE  CAT’S  MEOW:  This  is  O.  K.— J.  W. 

Schmidt,  Grand  theatre,  Breesc,  III. — General 
patronage. 

COMMENCEMENT  DAY:  Gang— This  is 

good.  Two  reels. — J.  W.  Schmidt,  Grand  the- 
atre, Breese,  III. — General  patronage. 

DON’T  TELL  DAD:  Ralph  Graves — A   doo- 
dle. Plenty  of  laughs.  Good  comedy  plot.  Two 

reels. — Krieghbaum  Bros,  Char-Bell  theatre, 

Rochester,  Ind. — General  patronage. 

HAYFOOT,  STRAWFOOT;  Good.  Two  reels. 

— R.  Pfeiffer,  Princess  theatre,  Chilton,  Wis. — 
Small  town  patronage. 

THE  HERO  WINS:  Fable— Good  Fable.  One 

reel. — Wm.  B.  Tragsdorf,  'Prags  theatre,  Nellls- 
ville,  Wis. — Small  town  patronage. 

HIGH  SOCIETY;  Our  Gang— A   knockout 
comedy.  These  kid  comedies  are  sought  by  our 

people.  Two  reels. — Krieghbaum  Bros.  Char- 
Bell  theatre,  Rochester,  Ind. — General  patronage. 

HIS  MAItlUAGE  WOW:  Harry  Langdon— 
Real  good  comedy.  Our  patrons  like  Harry  In 

most  all  bis  comedies.  Two  reels. — Leaaoan 

Marshall,  Iris  theatre,  Terrell,  Texas. — General 
patronage. 

HIS  MARRIAGE  WOW:  Harry  Langdon— 

Pretty  fair  comedy,  I   always  enjoy  Harry  my. 
self  and  he  is  a   distinct  personality  to  be  played 

up  strong  here.  Cannot  say  that  this  particular 

effort  is  anything  to  rave  about.  Two  reels.   

Henry  Reeve,  Star  theatre,  Menard,  Tex. — Small 
town  patronage. 

HORACE  GREELEY  JR.:  Harry  Langdon— 

Darn  good  comedy  to  run  on  a   Saturday  in  a 

small  town.  Langdon  is  sure  fine,  though  any- 

lime.  Two  reels. — Henry  Reeve,  Star  theatre, 

Menard,  Tex. — Small  town  patronage. 

JUBILO  JR.:  Our  Gang — Not  as  many 
laughs  as  other  Gang  comedies.  But  pleased. 

Two  reels. — Wm.  Wiske,  Community  theatre,  Red 

Granite,  Wis. — Small  town  patronage. 

LOOKING  FOR  SALLY:  Charley  Chase- 

Good  comedy,  better  than  the  average.  Two  reels. 

— Geo.  Gartner.  Halfway  theatre.  Halfway. 
Mich. — General  patronage. 

LOST  DOG:  Not  much  to  this  one.  T^vo 

reels. — J.  W.  Schmidt,  Grand  theatre.  Breese, 
111. — General  patronage. 

MAMMA  BEHAVE:  Charles  Chase — Was  well 

met  and  enjoyed.  Two  reels. — M.  J.  Babin, 
Fairyland  theatre,  White  Castle,  La. — Genera] 
patronage. 

MEET  THE  MISSUS:  Just  fair.  Two  reels. 

— J.  W.  Schmidt,  Grand  theatre,  Breese,  111.   
General  patronage. 

MONKEY  BUSINESS:  Our  Gang — Excellent 
comedy,  the  monkey  a   knockout.  He  is  the  star 

in  this  comedy.  Two  reels. — R.  Pfeiffer.  Princess 

theatre.  Chilton,  Wis. — Small  town  patronage. 

NATURE’S  ROUGE:  Sportlight — This  is 

worthy  of  special  mention.  One  reel  of  Sargents’ 
Summer  School  at  Peterboro,  N.  H.  depicting 

girls'  athletic  life  at  that  famou.s  camp.  It 
shows  the  girls  in  every  conceivable  athletic  con- 

test and  the  titles  are  clever.  Just  the  thing 

to  add  to  your  big  special  night.  It  pleased 

mightily.  Have  not  had  a   poor  Sportlight  yet. 

Look  'em  over  and  give  ’em  a   tryout. — Philip 
Rand,  Rex  theatre,  Salmon,  Idaho. — General  pat- 
ronage. 

OFF  HIS  TROLLEY:  Pathe  substituted  this 

one  for  “Galloping  Bungalows,"  May  22nd.  and 
it  satisfied.  IVo  reels. — Wm.  Wiske,  Commun- 

ity theatre.  Red  Granite,  Wis. — Small  town  pat- 
ronage. 

ONE  SPOOKY  NIGHT:  This  is  good.  Two 

reels. — J.  W.  Schmidt,  Grand  theatre,  Breese, 
111. — General  patronage. 

PATHE  NEWS:  Number  thirty-three  the  beat 

we  have  ever  shown.  One  reel. — Wm.  Wiske. 

Community  theatre.  Red  Granite.  Wis. — Small 
town  patronage. 

RIDER  OF  THE  PURPLE  COW:  This  is 

O.  K.  Two  reels. — J.  W.  Schmidt,  Grand  the- 

atre, Breese,  RI. — General  patronage. 

THE  SEA  SQUAWK:  Harry  Langdon— A   real 
comedy.  This  man  will  run  Harold  Lloyd  ragged 

in  feature  comedies.  Two  reels. — C.  H.  Stude- 

baker, Elk  theatre,  Worland,  Wyo. — General  pat- ronage. 

SOMEWHERE  IN  SOMEWHERE:  Charles 

Murray — Very  good.  Charles  not  as  funny  how- 
ever, as  he  is  in  his  feature  parts  in  other  plays. 

Two  reels. — C.  H.  Studebaker.  Elk  theatre,  Wor- 

land, Wyo. — General  patronage. 

SONGS  OF  SCOTLAND:  Melody  reel— Not 

as  good  as  “Songs  of  Ireland."  It  hasn't  the 
scenic  value.  One  reel. — F.  B.  Williams,  Or- 
pheum  theatre,  Oelwcin,  la. — General  patronage. 

THEN  AND  NOW:  Sportlight— Pretty  good. 

One  reel. — Wm.  E.  Tragsdorf,  Trags  theatre, 

Ncillsvilic,  Wis. — Small  town  patronage. 

TOO  MANY  MAMMAS:  Good  comedy.  Two 

reels. — Krieghbaum  Bros,  Char-Bell  theatre, 

Rochester,  Ind. — General  patronage. 

THE  WIFE  TAMER:  This  was  a   comedy 

that  took  the  audience  by  surprise,  to  see  Lionel 

Barrymore  taking  part  in  a   Mack  Sennet  comedy. 
However,  it  was  a   very  good  comedy  and  high 

class.  Let  Lionel  make  some  more  like  this. 

Two  reels. — M.  J.  Babin,  Fairylafid  theatre. 

White  Castle,  La. — General  patronage. 

UNIVERSAL 

ANDY  IN  HOLLYWOOD:  Good.  All  Gump 

comedies  pull  well  for  me.  Two  reels. — C.  R. 
Shuttloworth,  Princess  theatre,  Waynesbore, 
Miss. — General  patronage. 

BUSTER’S  SKYROCKET;  This  comedy  is 
good  for  several  laughs  caused  by  tho  clever 

dog.  Buster  and  Mary  Jane  were  second.  W« 

have  used  several  Buster  Brown's  and  all  are 
good.  Two  reels. — Wm.  Martin.  Patriot  theatre, 
Patriot,  Ind. — Small  town  patronage. 
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THE  CAT’S  WHISKERS:  Neely  Edwards — 
Would  call  this  much  better  than  the  usual  one 

reel  comedy.  One  reel. — Henry  Reeve,  Star  the- 

atre, Menrad,  Tex, — Small  town  patronage. 

COLLEGE  YELL:  Neely  Edwards — One  of 
the  kids  laughed  at  this,  but  the  other  two  cash 

customers  gave  him  a   bust  on  the  cronk,  so  I 

didn't  figure  it  was  such  a   heluva  wow.  Why 

don't  they  put  a   few  laughs  in  these  said  com- 
edies? One  reel. — Wm.  E.  Tragsdorf,  Trags 

theatre,  Neillsville,  Wia. — Small  town  patronage. 

DESPERATE  DAN:  Special  cast — Quite  a   bit 

of  "monkey  business"  in  this.  And  not  much 
force  for  us.  Not  what  we  expected.  Two  reels. 

— Wm.  Martin,  Patriot  theatre,  Patriot,  Ind. — 
Small  town  patronage. 

THE  GREEN  EYED  MONSTER:  A   pretty 

good  comedy.  One  reel. — C.  E.  Hopkins,  The 

Hopkins  theatre.  Cotter,  Ark. — Small  town  pat- 
ronage. 

GRINNING  FISTS:  Nice  little  two  reel  west- 

ern. Two  reels. — Wm.  B.  Tragsdorf,  Trags  the- 

atre, Neillsville,  Wis. — General  patronage. 

THE  GUMPS:  Joe  Murphy — Very  good,  if 

you  don't  have  to  pay  too  much  for  it.  Two 
reels. — D.  M.  Mangone,  Rex  theatre,  Newport, 
Wash. — General  patronage. 

HER  DAILY  DOZEN:  Wanda  Wiley— Better 
than  average  but  not  enough  slapstick  for  the 

children.  However,  it  is  pretty  good.  Wanda 

takes  her  part  okay. — Philip  Rand.  Rex  theatre, 

Salmon,  Idaho. — General  patronage. 

INTERNATIONAL  NEWS:  Are  always  good 

and  entertaining, — A.  H.  Records,  Majestic  the- 

atre, Hebron,  Neb. — General  patronage. 

KICKED  ABOUT:  Century — Average  slap- 

stick with  quite  a   few  laughs.  Two  reels. — 

E.  M.  Biddle,  Strand  theatre,  Paoli,  Ind. — Small 
town  patronage. 

LIGHT  CARGO:  Charles  Puffy — Charley  sure 
makes  a   good  magician  and  puts  it  over  right. 

One  reel. — R.  Duba,  Royal  theatre,  Kimball,  S. 
Dak. — General  patronage. 

LITTLE  MISS  HOLLYWOOD:  Baby  Peggy 

— Good  for  the  kids.  Two  reels. — Wm.  B.  Trags- 

dorf, Trags  theatre,  Neillsville.  Wis. — Small  town 
patronage. 

LOOKING  DOWN:  Wanda  Wiley— All  of 

Wanda's  are  good,  and  this  was  no  exception. 
Two  reels. — C.  H.  Studebakcr,  Elk  theatre,  Wor- 
land,  Wyo. — General  patronage. 

LOVE  SICK:  Beth  Darlington — Just  another 
Century  comedy.  They  are  all  alike,  not  much 

good.  Two  reels. — W.  T.  Davis  and  Son,  Rialto 

theatre,  Sharon,  Wis. — General  patronage. 

MORTGAGED  AGAIN:  Arthur  Lake— Fair 

to  middling.  One  reel. — Wm.  B.  Tragsdorf,  Trags 

theatre.  Neillsville,  Wis. — Small  town  patronage. 

PLEASURE  BENT:  Pretty  good  comedy. 

One  reel. — C.  E.  Hopkins,  The  Hopkins  theatre, 

Cotter.  Ark. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  POLO  KID:  Not  so  good.  Universal 
comedies  are  not  making  a   big  hit :   besides  the 

print  was  bad,  too.  Two  reels— Geo.  Gartner, 

Halfway  theatre.  Halfway,  Mich.— General  pat- 
ronage. 

RIDIN’  FOR  LOVE:  Jack  Mower— Pretty 

good  short  western  which  helped  to  put  the  fea- 
ture over.  Some  very  clever  work  done  in  it 

and  it  entertains  the  western  Fans.  It’s  good. 
Two  reels.— R.  Duba,  Royal  theatre,  Kimball  S. 

Dak. — General  patronage. 

THE  RUSTLIN’  KID:  Mustang  Western— A 
good  short  Western  that  is  packed  with  action. 

Two  reels. — E.  M.  Biddle,  Strand  theatre,  Paoli, 

Ind. — Small  town  patronage. 

SHOOTING  WILD:  Special  cast— We've  been 
trying  out  these  Mustang  westerns  after  serials 

proved  a   flop  here,  and  these  seem  to  give  pretty 
good  satisfaction.  Plenty  of  comedy,  in  fact  more 

than  in  most  of  the  Century  comedies.  Two 

reels. — Henry  Reeve,  Star  theatre  Menard,  Tex. 
— Small  town  patronage. 

SPEED  BOYS:  An  excellent  comedy  with 

kids  featured.  Enjoyable,  Two  reels. — C.  H. 

Studebakcr.  Elk  theatre.  Worland,  Wyo.— General 
patronage. 

UNCLE  TOM’S  GAL:  Wanda  Wiley— A   sure 

fine  burlesque  on  the  movies.  The  girl  sure  had 

a   good  time  of  it  all.  It  should  please  the  ones 

that  like  to  laugh.  Two  reels. — R.  Duba,  Royal 

theatre,  Kimball,  S.  Dak. — General  patronage. 

UNCLE  TOM’S  GAL:  Edna  Marion— A   good 

comedy.— Roy  W.  Adams,  Pastime  theatre,  Mason, 

Mich. — General  patronage. 

UNIVERSAL  MUSTANG  WESTERNS:  Have 

not  had  a   poor  one  yet.  Two  reels.- Roy 
 W. 

Adams,  Pastime  theatre,  Mason.  Mich.— 
General 

patronage. 

CLASSIFIED 
Advertising 
Five  cents  per  word,  payable  in  advance.  Minimum  charge, 
$1.00.  Copy  and  checks  should  be  addressed  Classified  Ad 
Dept.  Exhibitors  Herald,  407  So.  Dearborn  St.,  Chicago,  111. 

Position  Wanted 

H.  S.  GRADUATE:  Wants  position  with  a 
theatre.  Young.  Active.  Reliable  and  efficient. 
Understand  projection  equipment  fully.  3   years 
experience  in  theatre  work.  Best  references. 
Prefer  Michigan,  Illinois  or  Indiana.  This  is 
what  I   have  picked  for  life  work  and  wages  riot 
first  consideration.  Write  Howard  Monroe, 
Bangor,  Mich. 

Organs  for  Sale 

FOR  SALE:  1,000  heavy  five  and  seven  ply 

veneer  chairs,  brand  new,  at  40  per  cent  less  than 

factory  price.  Very  good  bargains  in  used  up- 
holstered and  veneered  chairs.  Rebuilt  machines 

of  all  makes  in  guaranteed  condition,  and  other 
theatre  equipment.  Address  Illinois  Theatre 

Equipment  Company,  12-14  East  Ninth  Street. 
Chicago,  Illinois. 

FOR  SALE:  Coin  changer  machine,  “Light- 
ning." Factory  rebuilt.  Also  automatic  ticket 

selling  machine,  3   unit,  factory  rebuilt  Bargain. 
Atlas  Moving  Picture  Co.,  538  S.  Dearborn  St, 

Chicago,  111. 

SEVERAL  used  pipe  and  pit  organs  of  stand- 
ard makes,  completely  overhauled,  traded  on 

new  Page  organs;  priced  to  sell.  The  Page  Organ 
Co.,  Lima,  Ohio. 

PEERLESS  ARC  CONTROLS.  Factory  Re- 

built, absolutely  guaranteed.  Bargain.  Hertner 

generator,  Double  SO  Amp.,  220  Volt,  3   Phase. 

Atlas  Moving  Picture  Company,  538  So.  Dear- 
born St,  Chicago,  111. 

Banners,  Posters,  Etc. 

WANTED:  Used  posters,  photos,  slides,  ban- ners and  accessories  of  all  kinds.  Must  be  in 

good  condition.  Will  allow  liberal  credit  Theatre 
Poster  Supply  Company  and  Sign  Exchange,  327 
£.  Sixth  Street,  Cincinnati,  Ohio. 

FOR  SALE:  2   Simplex  latest  Style  Type  S 

lamphousesi  perfect  condition.  Bargain.  Atlas 

Moving  Picture  Company,  538  So.  Dearborn  St, 
Chicago,  III. 

CLOTH  BANNERS:  $1.40,  3x10  feet,  3   colors, 

any  copy  up  to  IS  words;  one  day  service;  sent 

any\vhere:  also  Bargain  Paper  Banners.  Asso- 
ciated Advertisers,  111  W.  18th  Street,  Kansas 

City,  Mo. 

FOR  SALE:  Approximately  270  7-ply  new 

veneer  chairs.  Also  generator,  frames  and  used 

projecting  machines;  Bargains.  Atlas  Moving 

Picture  Company,  534  S.  Dearborn  St.  Chicago, 111. 

Projector  Repairing 
WE  BUY  AND  SELL  used  theatre  chairs, 

all  makes  of  machines.  Generators,  Frames  and
 

other  theatre  equipment  Be  sure  ̂   to  get  our 

prices  before  you  buy  or  sell.  United  Theatre
 

Supply  Co.,  845  South  Wabash  Av
enoe, 

Chicago.  III. 

OLDEST  REPAIR  MAN  IN  CHICAGO: 
In  fifteen  years  I   have  repaired  6,500  machines  to 

complete  satisfaction  of  the  owners.  Relief  equip- 
ment furnished  gratis.  Address  Joseph  Spratlcr, 

12-14  E.  Ninth  Street,  Chicago,  Illinois. 

Equipment  Wanted 

3,500  OPERA  CHAIRS:  Brand  new  at  give 

iway  price.  Powers,  Motiograph  and  Simpl« 

nachines,  compensarcs,  fans.  Acme,  De  Vry,  suit- 

•ase  safety  projectors.  Brand  new  reproducing 

Self  Player  Orchestra  Organs  on  easy  terms.  We 

ihio  anywhere  without  deposit. 

vants — satisfaction  guaranteed,  \ycstcrn  
Feature 

Films,  the  most  reliable  house  in  t
he  country, W.ihash  Avenue.  Chicago,  Illinois. 

WANTED:  General  Electric  Rectifiers  in  good 
or  bad  condition  for  cash.  Preddey,  187  Golden 
Gate  Avenue,  San  Francisco,  Cal. 

Equipment  for  Sale 

FOR  SALE:  Two  48  in.  and  two  36
  in.  ILG 

Ventilating  Fans  only  used  one  sum
mer.  Smith 

Electric  Co.,  Bloomington,  Indiana. 

FOR  SALE:  Used  Theatre  Chairs  o
f 

criptions,  immediate  shipments. 

,f  chairs  in  the  West.  The  Theatre  Sit
ing 

lompany,  845  South  State  St.  Ch
icago,  Illinois. 

FOR  SALE:  Universal  Camera  40
0  feet 

complete,  tripod,  twin  arc,  carrying  t
runks,  per- 

feci  condition.  Write  Carolina  Film  Co
.,  Fox 

476,  Asheboro,  N.  C. 
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New  Picture  Publication  Dates 
A   Week-to-Week  Summary  of  Facts  and  Figures  Pertain- 

ing TO  New  Picture  Product  Offered  the  Theatre  Booker 

Title  Producer  Distributor  Length 

WEEK  OF  MAY  9th 

Th6  ShooiiD*  Fool 
The  Noon  Whlalle 

Mom's  the  Word 
Saj  It  With  Babies 
The  Ghost  of  Follf 
Fight  Night 
Earlj  to  Wed 
Whispering  Cannon 
Racing  Blood 
The  Big  Charade 
Hands  Across  the  Border 

The  Alpine  Flapper 
The  Planting  Season 

Dinky  Doodle's  Wild  West 
The  Heavy  Parade 
The  Social  Highwaymen 
The  Rainmaker 

Galloping  Cowboy 
The  Phantom  Bullet 

Help  Wanted 
'Hie  Radio  Wiaard 

Buster's  Mis>Up 
Desperate  Dan 
The  Set  Up 

Shipwrecked 
Sweet  Daddies 

Fables 

Paths 2/3  reel Hal  Rooeh 
Pathe 1   reel 

Hal  Rooeh 

Pathe 2   reels Hal  Roaeh 
Paths 

2   reels Mock  SeuDeii 
Pathe 2   reels Mock  Sennell Pathe 

2   reels Fox 

Fox 

S912 

BaDDCF Cinsberg-Konn 

S662 Golham 
Lamas SOTS 

F.  B.  O. 
F.  B.  O. 

2   reels 

F.  B.  O. F.  B.  O. 

5367 
Timely  Films 

Grantlaud  Rica  Sport- Pathe 2/3  reel 

lights 
Pathe 

1   reel 

Bray 

F.  B.  O. 1   reel 

Staodard  Cinema 
F.  B.  O. 1   reel Warner 
Warner 

6000 

Paramount 
Paramount 

6131 Associated  Exhibitors 
Associated  Exhibitors 

6000 

Untversol 
Universal 

6148 Bine-Bird Universal 1   reel 
An  Adveniaro 

Universal 
2   reels 

Stem  Bros. Universal 2   reels 
A   Mustang 

Universal 2   rcsis Bine-Streak  Western 
Universal S   reels P-D-C 

P-D-C 

5865 

First  National First  National 
6562 

WEEK  OF  MAY  17th 

Up  And  Wooing 

^(^ere's  My  Baby 
Boy  Scoot  Loyalty 
Playing  the  Swell 
The  Tin  Brone 
Felix  the  Cat  in  a   Tale  of  Two  Kittles 
His  Private  Life 
Bear  Cats 

F.  B.  O. 

Bine-Bird  Comedy 
An  Adventnre  Picturs 
Stem  Bros.  Comedy 

A   Mostang  Picture 

Bljon  Films 
Lupino  Lone  Comedies 
Jack  White 

F.  B.  O. 

Universal 

Universal Universal 

Universal 

Educational 
Educational 
Educalionol 

1968 

1   reel 2   reels 

2   reels 
2   reels 
1000 2000 

2000 

Wbat  A   Life 
Jack  White Educational 

1000 

From  A   to  Z   Thm  Fllmdom Lyman  H.  Bows Educational 
1000 

Liquid  Uynamlte Timely  Films 
Paths 

2/3  reel Don  Key  (Son  of  Bnrro) Hal  Roaeh 

Pathe 
2   reels 

Clenisier  of  The  Monnted F.  B.  O. F.  B.  O. 5480 

A   Poor  Girl's  Romance 
F.  B.  O. 

F.  B.  O. 
6005 

Morgansoo’e  Finish 

Tiffany 
Tiffany 

7500 

WEEK  OF  MAY  24th 

The  Secret  Spring Paramount PoramouQi 5710 

My  Old  Dnieh Universal 
Universal 

7685 

Separated  Stveetbearts Bine-Bird Universal 
1   reel Ontlaw  Love An  Advenlnre Universal 

2   reels 
The  Radio  Secret Stem  Bros. Universal 

2   rests 

Honeymooning  With  Ma A   Mosleng Universal 2   rests 

OnilaK  Love Blue  Streak  Western Universal 
4362 

Looking  For  Tronble Standard  Cinema 
F.  B.  O. 

2   reels 

Black  And  Bine  Eyes Christie Educational 
2000 

Papa's  Pest 
Feiix  the  Cat Bijon  Films 

Educational 

lOOO 

Scoots  Through  Scotland Jack  White 
EdneaUonal 2000 

Creeps Timely  Films 
Paths 

2/3  reel The  Bumper  Crop Hal  Roach Pathe 
2   reels 

Uncle  Tom'e  Uncle 
Mack  Sennett Paths 2   reels 

Mnscle  Bound  Mnsle Craniland  Rice  Sport- 
Revolutions  Per  Minute 

lights 
Pathe 

1   rest The  Unknown  Soldier 
P-D-C P-D-C 

7979 

The  Jade  Cup F.  B.  O. F.  B.  O. 

4919 

The  Optimist Blue  Bird Universal 4656 

Masquerade  Bandit 
F.  B.  0. F.  B.  O. 7775 

The  Noon  Whistle Hal  Roaeh Pathe 1   reel 
Paris Metro Metro 5580 

WEEK  OF  JUNE  6tn 

The  Big  Retreat Timely  Films Paths 
2/3  reel 

He  Forgot  to  Remember Hal  Roach Pathe 

2   reels 

Puppy  Lovetime Mack  Sennett Pathe 2   reels 

Glory  or  Dollars Craniland  Rice  Sport. 
Pathe 1   reel 

light! 
The  Escape Blue  Streak  Westerns Universal 

4283 

Trapped Mustangs Universal 2   reels 

The  Crowned  Prince Blue  Bird Universal 

1   reel 

Movie  Madness Stem  Bros. Universal 2   reels 

Buster's  Heori  Bests Stem  Bros. Universal 2   reels 

The  Love  'rhief 
Jewels 

Universal 

6822 

The  Better  Man Carlos  Prod. F.  B.  0. 

•170.3 

Eve's  LearM 
P-D-C P-D-C 6750 

WffEK  OF  JUNE  14th 

Felix  the  Cal  Rings  the  ninger 
Bijou  Films 

Educallunal I   reel 

Till  W>  Eat  Again 
Bobby  Vernon 

Educational 2   reels 
Three  of  a   Kind Standard  Cinema F.  B.  O. 2   reels 
Dinkly  Doodle's  Bedtime  Stories 

Bray  Prod.  ' 

F.  B.  O. 1   reel 

Fire  Barrier 
Mustangs Universal 

2   reels 
Weaved  by  Warner 

Mustangs 
Universal 2   reels Heart*  for  Rent Blue  Bird Universal 

I   reel Twin  Sisters Stern  Bros. Universal 

2   reels Lodge  in  the  Wlldeme** 
Tiffany 

Tiffany 

7000 

Old  Loves  and  New 

Distributor:  First  National 

Producer:  Marion  Fairfax 

Length:  Undetermined 
DIRECTOR   MAURICE  TOURNEUR 

PLAYERS 
Gervas  Carew   Lewis  Stone 
Marny    Barbara  Bedford 
Lord  Clyde  Geradine   Walter  Pidgeon 
Lady  Elinor  Carew..Katherine  McDonald 
Hosein   Tully  Marshall 
TYPE:  Romantic  drama. 
THEME;  Unhappy  marriages  rear- 

ranged. 
LOCALE:  England. 
TIME:  The  present. 
STORY:  Invalided  home  from  a   war 

camp  a   man  finds  his  wife  has  deserted 
him  for  another,  leaving  their  infant  son 
dying.  He  drifts  to  Algeria,  studies 
medicine  and  lives  with  the  Arabs,  who 
call  him  the  Desert  Healer.  His  wife, 
meanwhile,  is  cast  olf  by  the  man  she 
ran  off  with,  who  marries  an  Irish  lass. 
Several  years  later  this  couple  travels 
to  Algeria,  where  the  Irish  girl  meets 
the  Desert  Healer  and  falls  in  love  with 
him.  The  Desert  Healer  rescues  her 
from  her  jealous  husband,  who  is  crushed 
by  a   Tiunting  elephant  who  has  been 
cruelly  treated  by  him.  The  Desert 
Healer  and  the  Irish  lass  find  that  Provi- 

dence has  arranged  for  them  to  find  hap- 
piness together. 

HIGHLIGHTS:  Scene  in  which 

husband  discovers  wife's  desertion. 
.   ,   .   His  living  with  Arabs  as  the 
Desert  Healer.  .   .   .   Meeting  of  the 
Deserf  Heater  and  Irish  lass.  .   .   . 
Her  rescue  from  jealous  husband  by 
Deserf  Healer.  .   .   .   Meeting  of  the 
two  at  ball.  .   .   .   Meeting  of  Desert 
Healer  and  his  former  wife,  and  her 
refusal  to  return  to  him,  believing  him 

hnancially  poor.  .   .   .   Death  by  ele- 

phant attack  of  Irish  lass’s  husband. 

NEWSPICTURES 
Patbe  News  No  43 

OIL  GUSHER  CATCHES  FIRE  AT  CILVNDLER. 
OKLA.  FOUR  THOUSAND  BARREL  FLOW 

HURNS  FOR  21  HOURS.  HURLING  GEYSEB- 
LIKE  JET  OF  SMOKE  AND  FLAME. 

* 

Pathe  A^ews  No.  44 
ARGENTINE  FLIERS  LEAVE  ON  6,100  MILE 

FLIGHT  TO  BUENOS  AIRES  SCHEDULED  TO 
BEQUIKE  SIX  DAYS. 

* 

/nfernafiona/  News  No.  42 
INTERNATIONAL  BEACH  BEAUTY  PAGEANT  IS 

HELD  AT  GALVESTON.  TEX.,  AND  MISS 
DALLAS  WINS  BEFORE  HUGE  CROWD. 

* 

International  News  No.  43 
CRACK  MIDNIGHT  EXPRESS  IN  DISASTROUS 

SMASH.  MANY  INJURED  WHEN  "OWL.”  FAST BOSTON-NEW  YORK  LIMITED.  COLLIDES IN  FOG. 

* 

Fox  News  No.  68 

GERMANY  BUILDS  TALLEST  BADIO  TOWER  IN 
WORLD.  A   SKELETON  RISING  860  FEET INTO  THE  CLOUDS. 

>l> 

Fox  News  No.  69 

ENGINEERS  RIDF,  RAPIDS  OF  COLORADO  RIVER 
WHICH  IS  THE  SITE  OF  THE  BOULDER 

CANYON  PROJECT. 
* 

Kinograms  No.  5189 
NAVY  TESTS  AMPHIBIOUS  AIR  CRAFT  WHICH 

PROVES  TO  BE  GREAT  SUCCESS  IN  TRIALS AT  STATION. 
* 

Kinograms  No.  5190 
FASHIONABLE  THRONGS  CROWD  BELMONT PARK  RACE  TRACK  AS  SPRING 

SEASON  OPENS. 
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THEATRE  BETTERMENT 
A   Weekly  Extension  of  jBetter^heatres 

Who  Is 

Responsible? 
Who  is  responsible  for  injury 

or  damages  sustained  by  patrons 

in  your  theatre? 

This  important  subject  will 

be  discussed  in  an  authoritative 

and  informative  way  by  a   legal 

expert  in  the  June  issue  of  “Bet- 
ter 'rheatres.” 

Injury  to  patrons  and  damage 

to  clothing  as  a   result  of  falling 

in  the  theatre  have  been  the 

cause  of  many  suits  which  have 

not  only  been  costly  in  money 

but  have  left  an  unsavory  stigma 

on  the  theatre  itself.  Every  ex- 

hibitor will  therefore,  be  inter- 

ested in  this  unusual  article 

which  cites  numerous  instances 

and  explains  the  theatre  o\vner  s 

responsibilities  under  a   variety 

of  conditions  covered  by  the  sit- 
uations indicated. 

woven  specially  in  mills  at  Philadelphia  for 
use  throughout  the  theatre  floors. 

Above  the  foyer  is  a   spacious  mezzanine, 

equipped  with  lounges  and  soft  carpeting. 
This  will  be  at  the  disposal  of  clubs  and 

groups  of  women,  as  well  as  for  the  pa- 

trons generally.  At  one  end  of  the  mezza- 
nine is  a   fireplace,  lighted  with  realistic 

electrical  effect. 

To  insure  the  patrons  of  the  maximum 

comfort  in  hot  weather,  a   special  cooling 

system  known  as  the  Artie  Nu-^r  has 

been  installed,  and  it  circulates  75,000  cubic 

feet  of  air  through  the  theatre  every  min- 

*^*^The  projection  room  is  located  on  the 

top  floor  and  below  are  the  offices  of  
the 

executives.  Officers  of  the  company  are; 

President  and  general  manager,  W.  tl. 

Linton,  Utica;  vicepresident,  B.  
W.  Oer- 

wig  Herkimer;  secretary,  Elmer  
A.  Bau- 

der,  Utica;  treasurer  and  assistant  
man- ager, Evans  Linton.  ...  mi  i. 

One-priced  systems  of  admissions
  will  oe 

used  In  the  afternoon  the  adu
lts  will  be 

charged  25  cents  and  children  1
5  cents;  at 

night,  adults  will  pay  40  cents 
 and  children 

25  cents  for  any  seat. 

W.  H.  Linton  Opens 

Olympic  Theatre 

at  Utica,  N.  Y. 

Doors  of  the  new  Olympic 
 theatre  at 

Lafayette  near  Washington  street, 
 Uti^. 

N   Y,  were  formally  opene
d  by  W.  H. 

Linton  on  May  18  to  a   lar^ 
 and  enthusi- 

astic audience.  The  new  Olympic 
 is  de 

dared  one  of  the  finest  
theatres  in  its 

territory. 

Feature  first  run  pictures 
 and  an  elaw- 

rate  musical  program  comb
ine  to  ̂ ake  the 

entertainment  as  fine  as  an
y  in  the  state 

Leland  Wires  has  been  sel
ected  as  director 

of  a   10-piece  orchestra,  
which  "'ll!  alter 

nate  playing  with  the  n
ew  Marr  S.  Colton 

organ. 

Scats  for  1.400  person
s  have  been  ar- 

ranged on  the  main  floor  and  t
he  roomy 

balcony.’ 

.-M-iove  the  proscenium  arch
  is  a   beauti- 

ful creation  depicting  an  alleg
orical  scene 

of  Mount  Olympus,  the  Va
lley  of  the  Gods. 

It  is  a   striking  portrayal,
  skillfully  exe 

cuted.  ^   ^   , 

Throughout  the  theatre  
the  Grecian  style 

of  architecture  has  been  em
ployed.  the 

lighting  fixtures  have  be
en  specially  manu- 

factured to  conform  to  this  style
.  Uver- 

head  in  a   glorious  setting
  is  a   dome  of  rare 

beauty,  circled  with  van
-colored  lights  and 

controlled  by  a   dimming  devi
ce. 

Genuine  Wilton  carpet
ing  has  been 

Improves  Playhouse  at 
Cost  of  $40,000 

The  Indiana  theatre  at  Terre  Haute,  o
ne 

of  the  finest  in  Indiana,  and  which
  closed 

its  season  recently,  plans  to  reopen  the  ̂t-
 

ter  part  of  August,  after  the  
theatre  has 

been  redecorated  and  recarpeted.  
The  thea- 

tre will  continue  its  policy  of  featur
e  mo- 

tion pictures  and  vaudeville,  according
  to 

Ross  Gar\er,  manager.  On  the  
closing  of 

the  Indiana,  officers  of  the  
Wabash  Thea- 

tres Corporation,  operators  of  the  In^an
a, 

Liberty  and  Hippodrome  the
atres  m   Terre 

Haute,  announced  the  opening  
of  the  riip- 

podrome  about  the  middle  of
  July  with 

high  class  motion  pictures  a
nd  stage  pre- 
sentations. ,   ^ 

The  theatre  is  to  he  red
ecorated  and 

other  improvements  made, 

stallation  of  a   large  organ.  T
he 

ments  will  cost  about  $
40,000.  The  ex- 

terior of  the  theatre  is  to  be  repai
nted  and 

equipped  with  an  electric  si^  6
0  feet  higu 

On  the  opening  of  the  H
ippodrome,  the 

corporation  will  close  the  Liberty  for
  ̂- 

decoration  and  cleaning,  
giving  the  com- 

pany three  newly  decorated  
houses  with 

which  to  open  the  next  wn
ter  season  Ross 

Garver  will  be  m   general
  command  of  the three  houses,  with  'Tp^''ibertv 

the  Hippodrome,  togethe
r  with  the  Liberty. 

which  houses  he  now  manages
. 

‘®’AuTDMATIcTttKET  REGISTER  [ORP. 
fJL  h*EW  YORPA 

MACHINe 

i^OlQ  UtAL  ilCKET  IrroOUCT^
 

9he  only  Magazine  devo- ted Exclusively  to  Theatre 

Construction,  Equipment 

and  Operatiorij  is  pub- 
lished  as  Section  II  of 

every  fourth  issue  of '   Ej^ibitors  Hereild 

Plans  $200,000  House 
in  Haverstraw,  N.  Y. 

Work  on  a   new  $200,000  theatre  f
or 

Haverstraw,  N.  Y.,  will  be  begun  a
bout 

June  10  according  to  an  announc
ement 

made  by  Louis  Osmansky,  one  of  
the  pro- 

moters of  the  enterprise.  The  theatre  will 

be  erected  on  the  site  of  the  old  
Majestic 

theatre  and  will  provide  seating  spa
ce  for about  1,200  persons.  ^ 

Mr.  Osmansky  has  been  m   Hav
erstraw 

making  arrangements  for  beginni
ng  work. 

He  stated  the  initial  work  will  b
e  done  on 

New  Main  street  where  six  stores
,  fourteen 

by  sixty  feet  each  will  be  erect
ed.  Between 

these  stores  wll  be  the  corrid
or  of  the 

theatre  which  will  be  erected  on
  the  rear 

of  the  property  near  West  Broa
d  street. 

The  building  will  be  of  bric
k  construc- 

tion and  the  auditorium  of  the  theat
re  will 

be  about  75  feet  by  140  feet.
  It  will  pro- 

vide seating  space  for  800  persons
  on  the 

ground  floor  and  400  in  the  ba
lcony.  It  is 

estimated  that  the  cost  of  the  bui
lding  wll 

be  between  $175,000  and  $200,000.  .   . 

With  work  beginning  in  June,
  it  is  ex- 

pected that  the  stores  will  be  completed
  and 

ready  for  occupancy  about  Aug
ust  1.  Mr 

Osmansky  believes  that  the  
theatre  should 

be  completed  late  in  October 
 or  early  in 

November. 

New  Ritz  Is  Equipped 

with  3   Motiographs 

\n  exceptionally  well  desig
ned  proKc- 

tion  room  is  a   feature  of 
 the  new  Ritz 

theatre  at  Tulsa,  Oklahoma
,  which  was 

recently  opened  by  Ralph  Ta
lbot 

ed  in  the  equipment  is  th
ree 

Motiograph  projectors  insta
lled  by 

derson  Theatre  Supply  Comp
any  of  Okla lioma  City. 

E.  A.  Eschmann  in  South 
(Sfecial  to  the  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  June  1   — 

assistant  to  the  president  of
  I 

Corporation,  left  late  
last  week  for  At- 

hnS  in  the  interests  of  th
e  16  P'ctures  on 

the  U.  A.  schedule  for  th
e  coming  season. 
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CHICAGO  PERSONALITIES 
■   =   By  D.  n.  ■ 

JUNE  25  is  a   day  to  mark  well  on  your  memoranda  pad.  Mark  it, mark  you,  and  mark  it  well.  June  25  is  the  day  for  the  big  festival 

for  all  the  lovers  of  the  mashie  and  the  niblick.  The  place? — 

Olympia  Field — the  stakes? — plenty 
HE  committee  which  is  already  work- 

A   intj  hard  for  the  plans  for  the  Midwest 
Film  Golf  Tournament  consists  of  L.  A 

Ullrich,  Cla>’ton  Bond,  Jack  Sampson,  Tom 
Greenwood  and  William  Burlock. 

Awards  have  been  offered  by  a   number 
of  people  and  organizations  interested  in 
the  tournament.  So  far  the  list  includes 

Martin  J.  Quigley,  Ascher  Brothers,  Lub- 
liner  &   Trinz,  Marks  Brothers,  B.  &   K. 

Midwest,  Tones  Linick  and  Schaefer,  First 

National  Exchange,  Fox  Elxchange,  and 
Pathe  Exchange.  It  is  believed  that  other 
organizations  will  volunteer  awards  within 
a   few  days. 

The  program  for  the  day’s  outing  will 
include  18  holes  .of  golf  in  the  morning 
followed  by  luncheon,  and  18  holes  in  the 

afternoon  to  be  followed  by  dinner.  After 
dinner  the  prizes  will  be  awarded.  An 

admission  fee  of  $10  will  be  charged  all 
entries  which  will  cover  green  fees  and 
locker  charge. 

Non-plaHng  guests  will  pay  a   less  charge 
undetermined  as  yet. 

More  than  200  invitations  will  be  sent 
out  within  a   week. 

*   ♦   * 

Max  Balabait  got  tired  telling  reporters 
that  he  could  make  no  statement  to  verif3' 
the  Famous-Players  and  Balaban  &   Katz 
d^l  and  left  for  Minockowa,  Wis.  He 

said  he’d  be  there  until  after  Memorial Day. 
*   *   * 

F.  C.  Aiken,  assistant  Midwest  division 

manager,  Pathe,  spent  May  Thirty  in 
LaCrosse,  Wis.,  and  w'ent  on  to  Minneap- 

olis for  the  remainder  of  the  W'eek. 
*   ♦   ♦ 

And  Clyde  Eckhordt  was  still  in  New 

York  as  W'e  went  to  press. 
*   *   * 

Chicago  had  a   few  fair  visitors  during 
the  past  week.  First  came  Bebe  Daniels 

whose  picture  we’d  like  to  have  Graflexed 
for  you  but  couldn’t  because  the  coal  smoke 
had  filled  the  air  and  made  the  lens  dingy. 

high. 

Alma  Rubens,  Fox  star,  returned  to  the 
Coast  last  week  from  New  York  to 

begin  work  on  "The  Pelican."  With 
her  were  Frank  Borzage,  director,  and 
Mrs.  Borzage. 

The  others  were  Mrs.  Edward  Dayton  and 
Helen  IVeisbcrt.  Both  arc  from  Kenosha. 

Mrs.  Dayton  came  as  the  chaperone  of 
Miss  Weisbert.  vvho  has  recently  won  a 

beauty  contest  conducted  by  Edward  Day- 
ion,  popular  Kenosha  showman.  She  will 
go  to  Universal  City  within  a   few  weeks 
where  she  will  be  given  a   screen  test 

and  a   part  in  a   Univer.sal  picture. 
♦   ♦   * 

Steve  Bennis  of  the  Lincoln  theatre, 

Lincoln,  III.,  is  back  from  Rochester,  Minn., 
where  he  accompanied  Mrs.  Bennis  and 

his  six  year  old  son.  The  boy  is  recovering 
his  health  after  quite  a   siege  resulting  from 
tonsil  trouble. 

*   *   * 

Dave  Dubin  last  week  promoted  a   couple 
of  his  best  bookers.  Saul  Drayin  has  been 

given  a   North  Side  sales  territory.  Saul 

Goldman  has  been  given  Bragin’s  place  as 

head  Educational  Ivookcr. *   ♦   ♦ 

Fivian  Moses,  director  of  publicity  and 

advertising,  for  Fox  Film  Corporation, 

stopped  off  on  his  long  jaunt  through  the 
West  and  Northwest  May  28.  He  went 

out  for  the  Los  Angeles  Fox  convention 

several  weeks  ago.  It  has  taken  since  May 
12  to  return.  He  swung  around  through 

Portland,  Vancouver,  Banff.  Lake  Louise 

and  Calgary,  visiting  exchangetnen  and  the- 
atre men  on  the  route. *   ♦   * 

Ben  Abrams  has  come  to  Chicago  to 

open  a   Cranfield  &   Clarke  c.xchange.  He 
has  not  selected  a   location  for  the  new  ex- 

change as  yet.  He  promised  that  further 
details  will  be  announced  within  a   few 

daj’S. 

*   *   * 

Jack  Cohn,  Columbia  executive,  was  in 

Chicago  two  days  recently  cn  route  to 
California.  At  the  same  time  as  his  visit 

Billie  Dove,  who  will  head  the  cast  of  "The 
Lone  Wolf  Returns,"  was  in  Chicago.  She 

shopped  a   little  and  then  went  to  Holly- 
wood. 

*   *   ♦ 

Ralph  Tippetts  recently  resigned  as 

general  manager  of  the  Louis  Laemmlc 
theatres  in  Cook  county.  Louis  Laemmlc, 
head  of  the  organization,  announced  May 

22  that  U’allcr  Johnston,  manager  and  part 
owner  of  the  Parkway  theatre,  Roseland, 
has  been  named  to  fill  the  vacancy. 

On  the  eve  of  his  vacation  Jack  Hoxoland. 

country  sales  manager  of  First  National 
in  Chicago,  became  ill.  His  place  is  being 

filled  by  Mr.  Gilliam  who  has  been  with 
the  company  several  years. 

*   *   * 

Cleve  Adams  Weds 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  June  1.— Ruth  Schnitzer. 

sister  of  J.  I.  Schnitzer,  senior  vice-presi- 
dent of  F.  B.  O.,  was  married  in  Pitts- 

burgh recently  to  Dewitt  G.  G.  (Cleve) 

Adams,  F.  B.  O.  division  manager  with 
headquarters  in  Chicago. 

FOR  1926-27 
lO  ARTLEE  PRODUCTIONS 

Stars  of  Real  BOX-OFFICE  VALUE 
THE  FIRST  FIVE  WILL  BE: 

Pleasure  Garden 

Virginia  Valli 
Carmelita  Geraghty 

Dangerous  Virtue 

Jane  Novak 
Julanne  Johnston 

For  Illinois 

GREIVER  PRODUCTIONS 
831  SOUTH  WABASH  AVENUE 

CHICAGO,  ILL. 

The  Mountain  Eagle 
Nita  Naldi 

The  Cabaret  Kid 

George  Hackathorne 

Betty  Balfour 

For  Indiana 

Mae  Marsh 

Ivor  N^OVGHo  218\^imme^uildJn^ INDlAN>\POLIS 



The  little  more 

The  feature  picture,  the  musical  accom- 

paniment, the  supplementary  attractions  on 

the  program — are  of  course  of  utmost  box 

office  importance. 

But  it’s  the  little  more  that  makes  your 
theatre  different — photographic  quality  on  the 

screen,  for  example.  When  the  picture  is 

printed  on  Eastman  Positive  Film  the  pho- 

tography of  the  negative  is  saved  for  your 

patrons  to  enjoy.  And  that’s  of  importance at  the  box  office,  too. 

Prints  on  Eastman  have  fhe  black-lettered 

identification  “Eastman”  and  “Kodak
”  in 

the  transparent  margin.  Look  for  it. 

EASTMAN  KODAK  COMPANY 

ROCHESTER,  N.  Y. 
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CHARLES  R*  ROGERS  presents 

HARRY  CAREY 
m 

The  seventh  BANDIT 
He’s  real.  He  rings  true. 

He’s  a   great  Western  star  because  he  knows.  He’s  been 
prospector,  miner,  cattleman,  rancher.  He  owns  a   big 
ranch  today  where  he  lives  the  same  sort  of  life  he  plays. 

Do  you  wonder  that  the  public  feels  the  reality  of  his 
dramas? 

‘'The  Seventh  Bandit”  has  a   new  slant.  It’s  intense,  strik- 
ingly  dramatic,  with  a   situation  you’ll  remember  for  a 
long,  long  time. 

Pafhepicture 
(?) 

TRADE MARK 



•Will  K.  Hays.  President 

Member  Motion  Picture  Produc
ers  and  Distributors  of  Americ

a.  Inc. 

Parade  of  Hits 
‘THE  MAGICIAN 

of 

Adt'tHU'i^  Ri'lJOJ'fs  on 

indieate  that  t/it’  d 

eluted  his rioiv 



Play  the  Wlnnei^y^ 

COLU^I^  Pictures 
A   NATIONAL  INSTITUTIOM 

Box-Office  Stars,  Great  Authors,  High-Class 
Production,  Smashing  Exploitation, 

Big  Profits 

24  BOX-OFFICE  BETS 
BOOK  THEM  NOW 

The  Lone  Wolf  Returns 

Sweet  Rosie  O’Grady 
The  False  Alarm 

Remember 

Pleasure  Before  Business 

The  Lightning  Express 

The  Clown 

Obey  the  Law 
Sidewalks  of  New  York 

Birds  of  Prey 

The  Price  of  Honor 

Wandering  Girls 
Poor  Girls 

The  Better  Way 

The  Girl  Who  Smiles 

The  Wreck 

Stolen  Pleasures 

The  BeUe  of  Broadway 

The  Truthful  Sex 

The  Romantic  Age 

When  the  Wife’s  Away 

Paying  the  Price For  Ladies  Only 

The  Lost  House 



A   MESSAGE 
to  SHOWMEN 
From  S.R.KENT 

Recently  at  Paramount’s  40  get-together  meet- k   ings  throughout  the  country,  we  talked  with 

three  thousand  or  more  of  you  gentlemen  face  to  face. 

We  discussed  frankly  with  you  our  mutual  prob- 
lems. 

We  presented  to  you  in  detail  the  facts  about  our 

1926-27  product — 

THE  FIFTEENTH  BIRTHDAY  GROUP 

OF  75  PARAMOUNT  PICTURES 

We  not  only  described  these  pictures  by  word  o
f 

mouth— we  showed  you  on  the  screen  the  proof 
 of 

every  statement  we  made  about  them. 

^   CONTINUED  }• 



A   MESSAGE 
to  SHOWMEN 

from  S.R.KENT  ■{  CONTINUED  } 

Your  spoken  sentiments  and  your  hundreds  of telegrams  prove  you  agree  that  our  meetings 

together  were  the  most  progressive  step  in  exhib- 
itor-distributor relations  taken  in  this  business  in 

many  years. 

And  as  one  prominent  Philadelphia  exhibitor  ex- 
pressed it  at  the  meeting  there: 

Every  new  move  in  this  business,  either  in  sell- 

ing or  producing,  is  always  made  by  Paramount. 

The  rest  are  always  two  jumps  behind.  That’s 
why  Paramount  is  the  leader  of  this  industry — 

    and  always  ̂ will  be/^    L 

Paramount’s  Birthday  Group,  described  at  these  meetings,  is 
being  booked  faster  than  any  product  ever  offered  to  you.  The 

facts  and  figures  are  on  our  books. 

Our  1926-27  pictures  strike  the  showman  instantly  as  richer  in 

new  ideas,  bigger  in  scope,  greater  in  box-office  possibilities  than 

anything  else  in  the  field. 

{   CONTINUED  } 



  — 

A   MESSAGE 

to  SHOWMEN 

/h>in  S.I\.KENT  •{  CONTINUED  } 

Nowhere  on  the  1926-27  market  are  subjects  that 

appeal  to  your  showmanship  like 
HAROLD  LLOYD 

"OLD  IRONSIDES” 

"BEAU  GESTE” 

"SORROWS  OF  SATAN” 

"THE  ROUGH  RIDERS” 

ZIEGFELD’S "GLORIFYING  THE  AMERICAN 

GIRL”  AND  "KID  BOOTS” 

'"THE  WEDDING  MARCH” 

"WE’RE  IN  THE  NAVY  NOW” 

and  a   score  of  others  from  Paramount. 

No  other  company  can  talk  about  fifteen  
years  of 

constructive  leadership  and  then  point  to 
 additions 

of  such  new,  fresh,  vigorous  blood  as 

FLORENZ  ZIEGFELD,  LAURENCE 

STALLINGS,  VON  STROHEIM, 

NEILAN,  BEAUDINE,  FRAN
K 

LLOYD,  EDDIE  CANTOR,  G
ILDA 

GRAY,  LOIS  MORAN,  THEOD
ORE 

DREISER,RICHARD  DIX,  ADO
LPHE 

MENJOU,  RAYMOND  GR
IFFITH, 

LYA  DE  PUTTI,RONALD  COLMAN, 

(to  play  "BEAU  GESTE”)  
W.  C. 

FIELDS,  ST.  CLAIR,  SUTHERLAND, 

ANITA  LOOS,  BEERY  and  HATTON 

as  a   comedy  team, ESTHER  RALSTON, 

and  FLORENCE  VIDOR  as  new  stats, 

CLARA  BOW  and  many  more. 

4   CONTINUED  }• 



A   MESSAGE 
to  SHOWMEN 
from  S.R.KENT  i   CONTINUED  } 

other  company  can  approach  the  past,  present 
or  future  record  of  Paramount,  which  is,  in  brief: 

[   1   ]   The  best  pictures  in  the  business- 

[2]  The  most  pictures  in  the  business. 

[3]  Sold  to  you  fairly  and  squarely  on  their  merits. 

[4]  Sold  to  your  public  by  a   sustained  national  adver- 

tising campaign  10  years  old  and  reaching  80,000,000 
readers  a   month. 

[5]  Delivered  exactly  as  promised,  on  release  dates. 

[6]  Backed  by  perfect  service  in  prints  and  the  best 
exhibitor  advertising  aids  in  the  business. 

This  Paramount  record  is  the  foundation  rock  upon  which  this 
industry  stands.  Good  news  travels  fast.  Already  the  word  has 
swept  from  coast  to  coast: 

IN  1926-27,  MORE  THAN  EVER  BEFORE, 
PARAMOUNT  OUTCLASSES  THE  FIELD. 
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By  Popular  Acclaim — 
“THE  HIT  OF  THE  DAY 

Lupino  Lane’s  screen  record  is  a 
remarkable  one.  In  one  season 

under  the  Educational  banner  he 

has  established  a   popularity 

second  to  none  among  the  leading 

Short  Feature  comedy  stars-— -from 
Broadway  to  the  smallest  cross- 

roads village. 

“In  point  of  mass  popularity,  the  hit  of  the 
day  is  a   Lupino  Lane  Comedy,”  said  the  New 
York  World.  “   ,   took  a   full  sized  hous^ 
at  the  4:30  showing  and  set  it  rolling  upon 

the  Balaban  and  Katz  rugs.” 

The  conservative  Times  said;  “Lupino  Lane’s 
war  comedy— a   short  subject— in  which  he 

does  everything  but  go  to  the  front,  stirred  up 

plenty  of  laughter.  Mr.  Lane  is  a   clever  come* 
dian.  ....  He  is  excruciatingly  funny  in 
some  incidents. 

If  you  haven’t  seen  “HIS  PRI- 
VATE LIFE/’  see  it  now.  You’ll 

be  just  as  enthusiastic  over  it  as 

were  the  New  York  newspaper 

critics  at  its  showing  at  the  Rivoli 
Theatre. 

“Bearing  in  mind  that  the  proof  of  the  pud' 
ding  is  in  the  eating,  it  should  be  told  thatl 

staid  old  gentlemen  and  nimble  youngsters] 

often  manifested  their  keen  delight  in  Mr. 

Lane’s  comic  conduct.” 

“Really  funny,”  declared  the  Evening  World,  | 
and  the  Daily  Netos  added  that  “the  customers  i 

laughed  uproariously.” 

“MAID  IN  MOROCCO” 

“THE  FIGEITING  DUDE” 

“Time  Flies”  “Pool’s  Luck” 

“HIS  PRIVATE  LIFE” 
And  six  new  ones  coming  for  next  season 

For  fozei^  rights  address Far  East  Film  Corporation 
729  Seventh  Avenue 

New  York,  N.  Y. 

Member,  Motion  Picture 
Producers  and  Distributors 

of  America.  Inc. 

Win  H.  Hays,  President 
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It 

Individual 

SPECIALIZATION” is  the  only  producing  plan 

BOX-OFFICE 
WINNERS ! 

26 
INDIVIDUALLY  SPECIALIZED 

WARNER 
WINNERS 

THE  BRUTE 

MY  OFHCIAL  WIFE 

THE  COLLEGE  WIDOW 

HILLS  OF  KENTUCKY 
MILLIONAIRES 

WHAT  HAPPENED  TO 
FATHER 

IRISH  HEARTS 

THE  CLIMBERS 

BITTER  APPLES 
DEARIE 

ARTHUR  SOMERS  ROCHE 
eminent  novelist— two  stories. 

Titles  to  be  announced 

WHAT  EVERY  GIRL 
SHOULD  KNOW 

ACROSS  THE  PACIFIC 

DON'T  TELL  THE  WIFE 

WHILE  LONDON  SLEEPS 

WHITE  FLANNELS 

matinee  ladies 

SIMPLE  SIS 

the  HEART  OF 
MARYLAND 

THE  BLACK  DIAMOND 
express 

THE  THIRD  DEGREE 

TRACKED  BY  THE  POLICE 

THE  GAY  OLD  BIRD 

A   MILLION  BID 

PRIVATE  IZZY  MURPHY 

The  Entire 
WARNER  Bros. 

Organization  Be- 
hind  Every  Picture! 

Every  member  of  Warner  Bros. producing  staff  is  behind  every  piC' 

ture  that  leaves  the  studio.  AU  the  brain 

power,  technical  ability,  studio  equip' 
ment  of  an  organization  numbering 

thousands  of  expert  workers  are  com 

centrated  on  eacn  individual  picture  in 

turn.  Every  individual  picture  handled 

like  a   special!  That  is  “individual 

specialization  V* 
This  means  that  Warner  Winners  are 

coming  nearer  to  box  office  perfection 

than  any  group  of  pictures  ever  p
rO' 

duced!  It  is  your  guarantee  of  bo
x- 

office  quality! 

Only  with  a   small  group  of  pictures
 

can  this  be  done.  Large  groups  of  40 

or  50  or  70  must  be  produced  to
o 

rapidly  to  be  “individually  specialized
 

— collaboration  and  attention  to  de^ 
tail  must  suffer. 

There’s  only  one  answer  to  the 

problemofproducingguaranteed
 

box-office  product— “individual 

specialization!”  And  there  is 

only  one  place  that  it  can  be
 

found— Warner  Bros. 

Productions! 
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Box-Office  Favorites 

PHENOMENAL!  Meteoric!  Such terms  describe  the  rise  of  Dolores  j 
Costello  to  stardom.  As  a   result  of  her 

work  in  ‘‘The  Sea  Beast”  and  other 
Warner  Productions,  she  has  been 

taken  close  to  the  very  heart  of  the 

American  public.  There  is  not  a   big' 
ger  box-office  drawing  card  in  motion 
pictures  today! 

The  pictures  in  which  Miss  Costello  will 

appear  during  the  coming  year  are  big  pictures 

— big  in  every  sense  of  the  word.  Stories  and 

plays  by  world  famous  authors, directorial  geni' 
us  and  the  production  standard  of  the  Warner 

Studios  will  all  combine  to  place  these  four 

pictures  at  the  top  of  the  list  of  forth-coming 

great  successes.  No  exhibitor  can  afford  to 

have  his  opposition  book  these  pictures  first! 

And  yet  they  are  included  in  the  group  ofj 

26  Warner  Winners.  They  are  typical  of  the 

quality  of  product  of  which  these  26  pictures 

are  composed.  Any  place  else  they  would  be 

“specials” — and  you  would  pay  “special”  prices 

for  them.  There  isn’t  a   group  of  pictures  of 
any  number  on  the  market  today  that  can 
compare  with  the  26  Warner  Winners  for 
1926-27. 

Outstanding  Among 

The  Screen’s  Great 
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LD 

fear^s  Greatest  Box-Office  Bets starring 

m 
Are  Included 

26  Warner  Winners 

for  1926-27] 
The  HEART  of  MARYLAND 

hy  David  Belasco 
Suspense,  sensations  and  thrills

  pack  this  great 

drama.  No  other  stage  play  ever 

popularity.  A   stirring  story  of
  the  old  South,  of  a 

girl  torn  between  love  and  loyalty  .fc 

Southern  cause.  Situation  af
ter  situation  builds 

up  until  the  spectator  is  delug
ed  by  a   tidal  wave  of 

suspense  never  before  conceive
d  by  any  dramatist. 

Directed  by  Milfard  Webb 

The  COLLEGE  WIDOW 

by  Qeorqe  Ade Dolores  Costello’s  beauty  and 
 charm  In  a   circle  of 

American  college  life.  Miss  Co
stello  has  the  oppor. 

tunity  to  dazilc  the  eye  with  
an  array  of  the  ̂ Mon  s 

smartest  gowns-you’ll  say  sh
e  doesl  Enough  mclo- 

drama  t?  sprinkle  thrills  corned^ 

romance  and  the  George  A
de,brand  of  comedy 

that  has  made  him  Amer
icas  foremost  living 

humorist. 

Directed  by  Lewis  Milestone 

A   MILLION  BID IRISH  HEARTS 

by  Qeorqe  Cameron 
Another  great  pieturc-i(.  

greatnesB  assured-^v 

the  same  rtar.director  comb
ination  that  made 

Sea  Beast^’  A   dramatic  roma
nce,  the  story  of  a 

gfrl  placed  on  the  matrim
onial  auction  block  f

or 

fale  to  the  highest  bidder.  An  
overwhelming  shi^ 

wreck  eoisode— power  for  every 
 box^omcei  A   rep^ 

Sdon  of  the  hil  which  M
is.  Co.tello  .cored  in 

“The  Sea  Beast!” 

Directed  by  Millard  Webb 

by  Walter  Morosco 
omedy  drama  that  quickens

  with  bcaruhrobs; 

lodcrn  story  of  modern  Ire
land,  but  one  that 

IBS  to  the  screen  the  romance
,  the  glory,  the 

y^Dg  appeal  that  is  Irelan
d’s  age-old  heritage. 

re  powc?  to  Miss  Costello's 
 name  a.  ̂thc  box- 

cel  Directed  by  the  man  w
ho  made  The  Sea 

ist!” 

Directed  by  Millard  Webb 



Think  What  It  Means  to  Get 

This  Great  “WINNER”  in  the  Group 

Motion  picture  audiences  the  country  over  eagerly 
anticipate  his  first  splendid  picture  production  to 
be  directed  by  Chwies  Reisner,  director  of  Syd 

Chaplin’s  greatest  successes— -one  of  the  greatest 
box-office  stories  ever  written. 



Have  you  seen  one  of  the  recent  Gumps — 

released  by  Universal?  IF  you  haven’t  you  are  missing 
a   bet.  These  FEATURE  Comedies,  backed  by  the  greatest  publicity 

smash  of  any  short  subject  on  the  market,  bar  none,  are  now  truly  subjects  of  FIRST 

run  class.  The  new  GUMPS  belong  on  your  screen — and  your  box  office  WANTS 

the  publicity  puli  of  the  NATIONWIDE  newspaper  exploitation  given  Sidney  Smith’s  cartoons. 

Samuel  Von  Ronkel  Productions 

Released  by  UNIVERSAL 

2   Reels  Each  2   Each  Month 





Good  dog  pictures  are  sure-fire.  You  know  it!  You  know  how  many  DATES 

you  will  automatically  set  aside  for  the  sure-fire  appeal  of  GOOD  dog  pictures. 

—Well,  it  took  Universal  to  pull  the  big  NEW  IDEA  of  the  yea
r— SILVER- 

STREAK,  the  surprise  dog  of  uncanny  intelligence  in  a   CO
RKING  RAPID- 

FIRE  SERIAL!  Ten  dates  when  you  can  have  that  sure-fire  appeal
  of  the  dog 

star  and  also  balance  your  programme  with  the  feature  you  w
ant.  WHAT  A 

BET!  Your  box-office  gets  *em  coming  and  going,  your  
box-office  gets  ’em 

one  and  all.  A   word  to  the  wise  exhibitor  is  sufficient! 

What’s  more — You  can  go  to  your  Universal 

exchange  NOW — and  see  EVERY  episode! 

SILENT  flyer: 
An  Adventure  Picture 

Featuring  SILVERSTREAK— King  
of  Dog  Actor, 

with  Malcolm  McGregor  and  Loui
«e  Lorraine  from 

the  story  by  George  Morgan.  Di
rected  by  William  J. 

Craft.  Produced  by  Nat  Levine  
and  Samuel  Bi«choff 

Serials  -   Out  Ahead.  !/\ 
lie  Fire  Fighters 

by  John  Moroso 

laming,  scorching  drama 

of  the  smoke-eaters. 

starring 

Wallace  MacDonald 

Whispering  Smith 

Rides 

by  Frank  H.  Spearman 

A   breath-catching  chapter 

play  of  the  railroad  West. 

starring 

Wallace  MacDonald 

The  Return  of  the 

Riddle  Rider 

By  Arthur  B.  Reeve 

and  Fred  /.  McConnell 

A   stirring  tale  of  mystery 

and  sinister  power  in  the oil  country. 

starring 

William  Desmond 

Buffalo  Bill 

A   picturization  of  the  great 

plainsman’s  own  life  story. 

WRITTEN  BY 
HIMSELF 

Starring 

Wallace  MacDonald 
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INTERNATION 
[Takes  Pride  and  Pleasure  1 

in  Presenting  the  J 

FIRST  ACTUAL  PICTURES  of  the 
HISTORIC  FLIGHTS  of 

AMUNDSEN  and 
BYRD  to  the 
NORTH  POLE 

These  epochal  films  are  not  merely 

scenes  preparatory  to  the  flights,  but 
vivid,  thrilling  motion  pictures  showing: 

Byrd’s  Departure  from  King’s  Bay,  Spitzbergen,  for  the  Pole  and  His 
^   Triumphant  Return  to  King’s  Bay. 

C[  Amundsen’s  Departure  from  King’s  Bay  and  His  Sensational  Arrival 
^   at  Teller,  Alaska. 

In  addition  there  are  remarkable  scenes  and  incidents  of 

the  flights  and  of  the  personalities  who  participated  in 

them— a   complete,  authentic  and  thrilling  motion  pic- 
ture account  of  these  two  great  historic  achievements. 

These  unrivalled  pictures  are  included — NOW — in  the 
regular  service  of  International  Newsreel.  The  most 

costly  and  amazing  piece  of  enterprise  in  Newsreel 
History. 

INTERNATIO^ 
Released  throng 2   each  week 
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NEWSREEL 
PICTURES— NOT  APPLE  SAUCE 

And  Here’s  the  Proof! 
“First  shown  on  Broadway — at  Loew’s  State  Theatre.  Most 

remarkable  news  pictures  ever  filmed.  They  demonstrate  anew 

the  superlative  enterprise  of  International  Newsreel.” 
— David  LoeWy  Loetv’s,  Inc.,  New)  1   ork  (Aty. 

“Has  exceeded  your  promises 
and  our  expectations.  Really 

wonderful  and  has  tremendous 

audience  value.” 
— Maj.  Edward  Botves,  Capitol 

Theatr^y  New  York. 

“The  fastest  service  yet.  Beats 

all  competitors  by  a   large 

margin.” — Frank  C.  Burnhams,  Senator 

Theatre,  Sacramento,  Cal. 

“Proud  to  be  first  to  show  pic- 

“Scored  complete  scoop  in 

Seattle.” 

— R.  Bender,  Columbia  Theatre, 
Seattle,  ̂ Fash. 

“You  have  left  your  competi- 

tors high  at  the  post  as  far  as 

Seattle  is  concerned.” — L.  V.  Johnson,  Liberty  Theatre, 
Seattle,  IT ash. 

“One  of  the  most  remarkable 

efforts  ever  put  forward  in  the 

motion  picture  business.” — Quinn  Martin,  Netv  York World. 

tures  of  Amundsen  polar  flight. 

Congratulations  for  unbeat- 
able record  in  getting  this  to 

screen  way  ahead  of  all  others. 

— Columbia  Theatre,  Portland. 

Ore. 

“Congratulations  on  your  won- 
derful beat  on  Amundsen  polar 

flight.  A   repetition  of  your 

great  accomplishments  at 
 all 

times.*’   O.  Turner,  Cahfornui 

Theatre,  Stockton,  Cal. 

“This  week’s  finest  picture.  No 

feature  film  can  equal  its 

thrills.”  — Eileen  Creelrnan. 

“International  comes  through 

again.  Congratulate  you  for 

great  polar  subjects.  You  have 

accomplished  outstanding  feat 

of  newsreel  history  in  face  of 

all  obstacles.  Again  we  say  it 

pays  to  judge  newsreels  solely 

by  results,  not  by  predictions.” 
— Max  Balaban. 

[ AT  NO  E
XTRA  COST  1 

TO  THE  EXHIBITOR  J 

-VL  NEWSREEL 
UNIVERSAL 104  a   year 
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imr^ 
follows  CmTOL.NY. 

With 

CLICKS 

AGAINi 

ci/eTa'”"” »und.„g  ^   CGGEO  ON" 

Astounding  Camera  Tricks 

Chicken  eggs  hatching  Tin  Lizzies 

Oysters  a-swimmmg 

Dancing  shoes 

Other  novelties 

y^sterdi 
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liTrirten  end  Directed  by 

Charley  Boieers  and  H.  L.  Midler i 
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Martin  J,  Qnigley,  Publislier  Editor 

M.  P.  T.  O.  United  Bigger  Than  Ever  by  Convention;  
Allied  States  Disbands;  Steffes 

Returns  to  Ranks;  Entire  Business  Performed  in  Two  Hou
rs. 

Eli  Whitney  Collins  of  Arkansas  Elected  President ;   Harry  Davis  New  Chairman  of  Board ; 

Seider  Renamed  Business  Manager;  Woodhull  Turns
  Down  Re-election. 

What  Happened  at  the  Convention— Photographic  
Story— Notes  from  Harmony  Sessions, 

bv  Ray  Murray — Convention  Personality  Shorts
,  by  Harry  E.  Nichids  Seider 

Report  Tells  Long  Tale  of  Substitution  of  Pi
ctures— 1927  Convention  City  Unde- cided. 

Official  Registration  at  Los  Angeles-“ Avoi
d  Red  Ink,”  Says  Seider  in  Contract  Report

 

— E.  Thornton  Kelly  Proposes  Six  Contact  P
oints  for  Exlnbitors  Committee. 

Sale  of  Balaban  &   Katz  to  Famons  Players 
 Completed;  Famous 

Issue  of  $20,000,000  Paying  $10  Ye
arly  Dividend  to  Handle  Deal,  To  l

ake  in 

Balaban  &   Katz  Stock  at  80. 

Two  Hundred  Turn  Out  for  Golf  Meet
;  Trophy  Fund  Grows;  Committee  W

ill  Be  Formed 

to  Handle  Details  of  Establishing  Mem
orial  in  Honor  of  Joe  Dannenbeig. 

“Outside  the  Law”  Breaks  All  Recor
ds  on  Revival-I.  M.  P.  A.  May  Cea

se  to  Function 

on  Lines  Planned— “Devil  Horse” 
 Premiere  Held  in  Hotel  Roosevelt

  Ballroom  in 

New  York. 
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IN  view  of  the  events  of  last  week  Los  Angeles  now becomes  a   place  of  pleasant  and  profitable  mem
ory 

to  the  members  of  the  Motion  Picture  Theatre  Ow
ners 

of  America. 

The  convention  just  concluded  has  several  aspects 

which  recommend  it  as  the  best  and  greatest  convention 

yet  held  in  the  history  of  the  organisation.  In  point 

of  attendance— considering  that  the  meeting  was  held 

on  the  West  Coast — it  was  a   sensational  success.  Its 

various  sessions  were  orderly  and  constructive,  and  with 

the  Los  Angeles  convention  now  a   matter  of  record  the 

organization  faces  the  brightest  and  most  hopeful  pros- 
pect in  its  history. 

The  election  to  the  presidency  of  a   Western  man,  Mr. 

Eli  Whitney  Collins,  of  Fort  Smith,  Arkansas,  was  a 

notable  development  and  distinctly  in  line  with  the 

spirit  of  the  convention.  In  the  selection  of  Mr.  Collins 

they  honored  a   thoroughly  worthy  man,  whose  long 

record  of  interest  and  activity  in  the  affairs  of  the  or- 

ganization has  made  him  a   fit  and  desirable  choice  for 

the  office.  And  it  should  be  noted  that  the  selection  of 

Mr.  Collins,  a   Western  man,  lifts  the  presidency  out  of 

the  maze  of  Eastern  political  manipulation,  which  has 

long  caused  many  of  the  rank  and  file  of  the  organiza- 

tion to  wonder  whether  the  association  was  for  all  of  the 

exhibitors  of  the  country  or  only  for  those  few  politi- 

cally prominent  ones  on  the  East  Coast. 

The  election  of  Mr.  Collins  will  do  much  really  to 

nationalize  and  keep  nationalized  this  association  of 

exhibitors.  It  will  create  a   new  spirit  of  interest  on  the 

part  of  hundreds  of  theatre  owners  who,  because  of  tlieir 

residence  in  the  Middle  West  or  West,  have  felt  that 

they  were  practically  on  the  outside. 

However  capable  and  dependable  any  group  or  clique 

in  an  organization  may  be,  it  is  desirable  that  a   change 

of  personnel  at  the  top  take  place  from  time  to  time. 

This  has  been  effected  in  a   sweeping  and  convincing 

manner  in  the  Motion  Picture  Theatre  Owners  of  Amer- 

ica and  good  results  are  bound  to  follow. 

*   *   * 

The  Los  Angeles  convention  was  a   vindication  and an  approval  of  the  work  of  Mr.  Joseph  M.  Seider, 

business  manager  of  the  association.  In  this  vitally  im- 

portant office  Mr.  Seider  has  made  a   good  record  in  a 

formal  sense  and,  in  addition,  he  has  accomplished  a 

great  deal  which  cannot  be  set  forth  in  any  record  hut 

which,  still,  means  much  to  the  progress  and  develop- 

ment of  such  an  organization  as  this.  Mr.  Seider  has 

the  confi^dence  of  both  the  leaders  and  the  rank  and 

file  of  his  organiaztion  and,  in  addition,  he  is  respected 

by  the  opposing  forces  in  the  industry.  In  this  position 

he  is  able  to  go  out  with  the  support  of  his  organization 

and  enter  into  negotiations  which  offer  hope  of  prac- 

ticable accomplishments. 

The  appointment  of  Mr.  Harry  Davis  as  chairman  of 

the  board  of  directors  gains  for  the  organization  in  this 

capacity  the  assistance  of  one  of  the  real  veterans  
of 

association  activity.  Mr.  Davis  has  been  long  and  inti- 

mately  identified  with  practically  all  of  the  important 

activities  of  the  organiaztion  for  many  years  and  his 

knowledge  of  the  situation  should  be  of  great  help  dur- 

ing the  coming  year. 

An  event  of  historic  importance  in  the  affairs  of  the 

exhibitors’  association  was  the  formal  passing  from  the 

forum  of  Mr.  Sydney  S.  Cohen.  Commencing  at  the 

time  of  the  Cleveland  convention  in  1921  and  continuing 

until  recent  months,  Mr.  Cohen  was  the  leading  figure 

in  exhibitor  organization  activities.  In  that  position  he 

was  the  target  of  both  generous  applause  and  attack. 

Throughout  it  all  he  maintained  to  an  extraordinary 

extent  the  support  and  goodwill  of  thousands  of  ex- 
hibitors. 

His  passing  now,  however,  is  a   logical  development 

because  political  leaders  in  any  field  are  seldom  perma- 

nent fixtures.  But  in  connection  with  his  full  and  com- 

plete retirement  from  the  affairs  of  the  organiaztion  it 

is  highly  proper  and  fit  that  due  acknowledgment  be 
made  of  his  years  of  tireless  effort  in  behalf  of  the 

organization.  On  many  occasions  we  have  stood  at  dis- 
tinct variance  with  the  policies  and  practices  which  Mr. 

Cohen  employed,  but  at  no  time  did  we  not  have  the 

fullest  respect  for  the  great  effort  which  he  expended — 

at  no  little  sacrifice  to  his  personal  affairs — for  the  bet- 
terment and  advancement  of  the  interests  of  exhibitors. 

Mr.  Cohen  now  passes  from  the  forum,  but  his  strong 

personality  and  whole-hearted  devotion  to  the  interests 

of  the  organization  will  be  respected  and  valued  as  long 

as  the  present  generation  of  theatre  owners  are  abroad. 

*   «■  * 

Mr.  W.  a.  STEFFES,  for  long  a   leading  personality in  exhibitor  organization  affairs,  occupied  a   posi- 

tion of  great  strategic  strength  at  the  Los  Angeles  con- 
vention. As  head  of  the  Allied  States  association  he 

was  a   factor  of  great  power  in  determining  what  should 

be  the  outcome  of  the  meeting  which  closed  last  week. 

It  may  now  be  happily  stated  that  throughout  the 
session  Mr.  Steffes  demonstrated  a   deepseated  loyalty 

to  the  ideals  of  organization  and  in  critical  moments 

he  exerted  his  influence  only  in  such  ways  as  would 

serve  the  best  interests  of  the  greatest  number  and  with- 

out respect  to  gaming  any  possible  advantage  for  the 

few.  His  attitude  was  responsible  in  a   large  measure 

for  enabling  the  convention  to  conclude  harmoniously 

and  thus  enabling  it  to  enter  into  its  new  year  of  work 
under  the  best  possible  auspices. 

Again  it  should  be  noted  that  the  annual  convention 

is  simply  a   time  of  rally.  The  worth  of  the  organization, 

and  its  real  reasons  for  existence,  is  proven  in  the  day- 

by-day  work  it  does  throughout  the  year.  The  asso- 
ciation now  stands  united  and  firmly  established.  It  is 

capably  manned  and  there  is  a   vast  program  of  work ahead  of  it. 

It  is  to  be  earnestly  hoped  that  with  the  opportunity 

there  is  at  hand  and,  likewise,  with  the  existence  at 

hand  of  the  necessary  facilities  with  which  to  meet  and 

conquer  this  opportunity — that  the  coming  year  will  be 

one  of  great  and  substantial  accomplishment. 

    ^ 
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M.  P.  T.  O.  A.  Gains  Strength 

in  Big  Hollywood  Meeting 

Allied  States  Disbands; 

E.  W.  Collins  President 
President-Elect 

Staff es  Returns  to  Ranks — Entire  Business  Performed 

in  Two  Hours — Harry  Davis  Is  Chairman 

By  EDWIN  S.  CLIFFORD 
(Maiiaoiiig  Editor,  Exhibitors  Herald) 

The  Motion  Picture  Theatre  Owners  of  America  
is  again  the  one 

representative  and  united  exhibitor  organization 
— bigger,  stronger 

and  more  effective  than  at  any  time  in  its  history. 

In  the  final  hour  of  the  last  session  at  the  Los  
Angeles  convention,  after 

an  entire  day  had  been  devoted  to  the  wr
angle  which  has  split  the  or- 

ganization wide  open  three  successive  years,  the  clouds  s
uddenly  liftc<l. 

Give  Full  Support  to  Officers 

Man  after  man,  around  whom  the  warring  f
actions  had  rallied,  announced 

himself  as  anxious  to  step  down  into  the 
 ranks  and  give  his  complete 

physical  and  financial  support  to  the  offi
cers  elected  by  the  convention. 

ELI  WHITNEY  COLLINS 

The  president-elect  of  the
  M.  E.  T. 

0   A.  has  been  a   respected 
 £gure  in  Na- 

tional  Organization  affairs 
 for  years, 

and  in  Arkansas  his  name
  is  idenUhed 

with  practically  all  mov
ements  benefit- 

ing local  exhibitors  since  ̂ e  
incep.wn 

of  the  Arkansas  M.  P.  T. 
 0. 

Collins  was  a   constant 
 supporter  o. 

Sydney  S,  Cohen  and  
stood  by  him  m 

the  several  schisms  in  t
he  ha^iona!  Or- 

ganization. At  the  same  time 

the  respect  and  conSaen
ce  of  the  op 

ponents  of  Cohn.  He  
was  active  in  the 

deliberations  and  acco
mphshmems  of 

the  convention  at  Milwa
ukee  last  year. 

Defeated  Admission  T
ax 

In  1924  Collins  led  a 
  campaign  In 

Arkansas  that  prevent
ed  an  imposition 

of  a   5   per  cent  tax  
on  admissions  in 

that  state.  He  was 

the  Boston  convention  
of  the 

Organization  in  that  y
ear  He  ' 

elected  president  of  th
e  Arkansas  body 

for  the  third  term  at  
the  state  con/.n 

don  October  S   anrf  6.  19
24. 

protestations  that  som
eone  else  should 

we?/  did  he  fulBll  his
  trust  that 

again  in  October  of  la
st  year,  at  the 

eleventh  semiannual  con
vention 

Arkansas  exhibitors,  he  w
as 

upon  to  accept  the  offi
ce  for  a 

term.  Again  he  insiste
d  upon  selection 

of  another  to  govern  the 

but  the  theatre  owners
  overrmed  him. 

Body  Strongest  Ever
 

Collins  says  Je  is  taki
ng 

of  the  National  Organiza
tion  when  it  is 

the  strongest  in  7" 

of  the  harmony  "achi
evements  of  ttie 

Los  Angeles  convention. 

Collins  owns  the  Gra
nd  theatre  at 

Jonesboro.  Ark. 

A1  Steffes,  upon  whose  decision  the 

harmony  of  the  convention  depended,  no
t 

only  pledged  himself  and  his  associat
es  to 

work  with  the  officers  elected  but  sent  t
he 

delegates  into  a   hilariously,  joyful  not  b
y announcing:  ,   ,   „ 

“You  can  tell  the  cock-eyed  world  that 

we  are  disbanding  the  Allied  Statp  or- 

ganization, so  that  there  will  be  only  one 

big  exhibitor  organization  in  the  
country. 

Dramatic  Scene  Enacted 

Every  exhibitor  attending  the  c
onvention 

will  probably  remember  for 
 the  rest  ot 

their  lives  the  dramatic  scene  e
nacted. 

As  Fighting  A1  strode  up  the  ai
sle,  every 

eye  was  upon  him.  Few  ha
d  any  intima- 

tion of  what  was  to  happen.  Thur
sday 

afternoon.  Steffes  had  announ
ced  that  the 

'\llied  States  would  “go  along  bu
t  many 

had  interpreted  it  to  mean  th
at  they  would 

continue  as  “passive  members.
 

A   list  of  thirty  men  
nominated  for 

the  board  of  directors  had  just
  ̂ en 

read.  The  names  of  
Steffes,  Jack  Mil- 

ler and  other  Allied  lead
ers  were  con- 

spicuous by  their  absence  from
  the  list. 

There  being  only  thirty 

thirty  places  to  fill, 
 a   motion  had  been 

made^to  make  the  electio
n  unanimous. 

“I  welcome  the  privilege  o
f  seconding 

New  Officers  of 

M.  P.  T.  0.  A. 

President— Eli  Whitney
  Col- 

lins, Arkansas. 

Vicepresident — A.  J. 
 Kleist, 

Michigan. 

Vicepresident— Mike
  Rosen- 

bloom,  Pennsylvania.   

Vicepresident  —   W   1
 1 1 1   a   m 

James,  Ohio. 

Vicepresident  —   Pea
rl  Mer- 

rill. California. 

Secretary  —   George
  P. 

Aarons,  Pennsylvania. 

Treasurer  —   L.  M.  Sag
al, 

Connecticut. 

the  motion,’’  declared  Steffes,  and  I   would 

like  the  opportunity  of  pointing  out  
that 

no  leader  of  the  Allied  States  orga
niza- 

tion is  in  this  list.  We  want  harmony  and 

we  feel  that  the  best  way  to  get  it  
is  for 

us  to  decline  to  accept  any  places  o
n  the 

board,  so  it  will  be  possible  for 
 them  to 

work  harmoniously. 

“I  have  come  to  the  conclusion  th
at 

there  has  been  too  much  Sydney  Coh
en  and 

too  much  Al  Steffes  in  this  orga
nization. 

Cohen  has  stepped  down  and  
1   have  de- 

cided to  step  out  myselt. 

Apologizes  to  Seider
 

“I  want,  too,  the  privilege  of  pub
licly 

aooloffizine  to  Joseph  Scidcr,
  whom  1 

caMe/a  H?r  on  the  fioor  of 
 this  convention 

I   want  to  make  this  rese
rvation— 1   s   lU 

think  Joe  lied,  but  I   don 
 t   believe  he  d   <l 

so  deliberately.  In  fact,  h
e  stdl  ‘nsists  Ik 

was  right  and  I   told  him  he  
lied  apm. 

"Yon  can  depend  upon  our  su
pport.  V\  c 

will  do  everything  poss
ible  to  make  the 

work  of  this  organization  
a   success  An  i 

you  can  tell  the  cock-eyed
  world  that  we 

Lc  disbanding  the  Alli
ed  States.  I   \\as 

selected  to  represent  the 

the  Hays  advisory  contra
ct  committee.  As 

the  'Mlicd  is  now  dead,  I  
 hereby  publicly 

resign  from  that  committe
e. 

There  was  a   volley  o
f  cheers,  an  or- 

ganized hip.  hip,  hooray  and  a   ^ J 

ers  attempting  to  laud 
 Steffes  and  the  otlur 

\llicd  leaders  all  at  on
e  time. 

Kleist  Says  Unity 
 Realized 

A   J   Kleist  of  Mic
higan  was  uua  y 

rcccgni.,c,l  by  thy  c
hair  h" 

boon  restored.  There 
 were  tears  in  nu- 

eves  and  almost  a   
sob  in  his  voice  as 

 he exclaimed,  "This  is  the  '“PPf  ‘ 

my  life.  1   have  h
oped  for  this  clay 

""sydn?;  r   Cohen.  H.  M-  Ric
hey  Jack 

Mmer  and  a   half  
dozen  others  followed 

u!  rapid  succession.  Cohe
n  ^Ptly  phi^ed 

the  intent  of  all  the  speeches  y   dccla
  ̂  

“From  now  on.  there  
are  no  >estcrcia)s. 

'“LuHne  busine^re’solu.ions
  and  reports 

then  deluded  the  
time  of  the  convent.on 

while  the  board  of  di
rectors  retired  to  or 

Whitney  Colto,^f
^  AAansas^to  the

  pres,- 
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What  Happened  at 

Los  Angeles 
Complete  harmony  restored  with  all  insurgent  states  re-entering 

ranks  and  pledging  full  dues. 

Allied  States  Organization  of  eleven  states  which  has  functioned 

separately  for  two  years  disbanded  and  members  pledge  loyalty  to 

National  Organization. 

Eli  Whitney  Collins  of  Arkansas,  first  Westerner  ever  so  honored 

by  Motion  Picture  Theatre  Owners,  is  elected  president. 

Sydney  S.  Cohen,  for  four  years  president  and  the  past  two  years 

head  of  the  Board  of  Directors,  who  declines  all  official  positions  and 

retires  to  ranks,  is  honored  at  tremendous  testimonial  dinner  at  Am- 

bassador Hotel  Thursday  night. 

Allied  Leaders  Become  Privates 

A1  Steffes,  Jack  Miller  and  other  allied  leaders  decline  positions  on 

Board  of  Directors  and  become  privates  in  the  ranks. 

Joseph  Seider,  business  manager,  is  backed  up  in  his  stand  on  uni- 
form contract  and  renamed  for  another  year.  Declines  proffered 

salary  of  $25,000  a   year.  Directors  insist  on  giving  Mrs.  Seider  $1,000 

as  wedding  present. 

At  Thursday’s  session,  it  appeared  the  split  in  the  exhibitor  ranks 
was  to  be  widened.  The  committee  on  credentials  in  its  report  cut 

the  vote  of  all  states  which  had  not  paid  their  dues  in  full.  Steffes, 

Richey,  Cole  and  other  leaders  of  the  so-called  “insurgent  states” 
asked  the  floor  and  told  why  their  dues  wer  not  paid,  in  rather  heated 

fashion.  They  were  answered  in  kind  by  Cohen,  O’Toole,  Mann- 
heimer  and  others.  There  was  hissing  and  catcalls  from  both  sides. 

Davis  Acts  As  Peacemaker 

With  harmony  restored — and  no  good  purpose  can  be  served  by 

detailing  the  wordy  battle — Harry  Davis  of  Pittsburgh  poured  oil  on 

the  troubled  waters  by  stating  he  could  understand  and  sympathize 

with  both  factions,  but  that  regardless  of  difference  of  opinion,  the 

organization  would  get  nowhere  unless  all  participating  paid  up 
their  dues. 

The  Allied  group  appeared  particularly  bitter  over  the  fact  that  the 

proposition  to  hire  a   “Big  Outside  Man”  had  been  permitted  to  die, 
although  they  had  pledged  themselves  generously  toward  a   sum  of 

$76,000  which  had  been  raised. 

“Let’s  put  this  organization  on  a   sound  financial  basis  and  then  get 

a   big  man,  if  we  can  find  him,”  Davis  appealed.  “Remember  that  a 

big  man  is  worthless  unless  you  have  an  organization  in  back  of  him.” 

New  Contract  Committee 

Action  of  Exhibitor  Advisory  Committee  on  added  clauses  to  Hays 

contract  repudiated  but  individual  members  of  committee  praised  for 

their  efforts.  New  committee  to  be  appointed  to  seek  modifications 

in  road  show  and  other  new  clauses  of  contract. 

Credit  committees  of  Film  Boards  of  Trade  denounced  and  national 

officers  instructed  to  fight  their  operation. 

Exhibitors  entertained  at  every  studio  of  prominence;  feasted  and 

toasted  at  many  important  functions,  and  leave  with  highest  regard 

for  Glenn  Harper  and  his  committee  and  for  the  city  of  Los  Angeles. 

New  Chairman 

HARRY  DAVIS 

Directors  and 

Committees 
Directors 

Harry  Davis,  Pennsylvania,  chair- 
man. 

R.  F.  Woodhull,  New  Jersey. 

M.  E.  Comerford,  Pennsylvania. 
Fred  DoUe,  Kentucky. 

A.  A.  Elliott,  New  York. 

E.  M.  Fay,  I^ode  Island. 
Glenn  Harper,  California. 

Jack  Harwood,  Ohio. 
L.  M.  Sagal,  Connecticut. 

John  Schwalm,  Ohio. 
Fred  Seegert,  Wisconsin. 

Joseph  M.  Seider,  New  Jersey. 
Frank  Durkee,  Maryland. 

Louis  Rome,  Maryland. 

Nathan  Yamins,  Massachuetts. 

I.  W.  Rogers,  Illinois. 
E.  P.  WWte,  Montana. 

J.  M.  Hone,  Washington. 

D.  J.  Adams,  New  Hampshire. 
B.  E:  Berinsten,  California, 
C.  E.  Williams,  Nebraska. 

Frank  Koch,  New  York. 

John  Silliman,  Wisconsin. 
Fred  Wehrenberg,  Missouri. 

Joseph  M.  Walsh,  Connecticut. 
C.  M.  Maxfield,  Florida. 

A.  Julian  Brylawski,  District  of Columbia. 

L.  B.  Wilson,  Kentucky. 

A.  Hurley,  New  Mexico. 
Fred  Pickerell,  Oklahoma. 

Administration  Committee 

Joseph  M.  Seider,  chairman ;   Har- 
ry Davis,  M.  E.  Comerford,  Jack 

Harwood  and  Nathan  Yamins. ' 

Past  Presidents’  Advisory  Com- 
mittee 

Sydney  S.  Cohen,  M.  J.  O’Toole, R.  F.  Woodhull. 
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PHOTOGRAPHIC  STORY 
of  Seventh  M.  P.  T.  O.  A.  Convention 

Illinois  seni  a   big  delegation  to  the  convention  
and  most  of  this 

group  ore  from  Chleogo  and  other  IlllnolR  cities, 
 though  several  from 

other  stales  ore  seen.  Jack  Miller  (center,  with  the  inevi
table  cigar) 

placed  a   big  part  in  the  proceedings. 

Joe  Selder  was  accompanied  by  Mrs.  Sclder  and  ihelr  two  boy
s.  Daniel 

and  Henry.  Of  course  Joe's  duties  os  business  managsr  
made  him  fore- 

go most  of  his  vacuilonlng  until  after  the  sessions. 

Left  to  right:  Glenn  Cross  of  Bottle  Creek.
  Mich.,  who  was  president  «•/  «»><• 

M   P.  T.  O.  of  Michigan,  before  the  
election  of  A.  J.  Kleist;  another  exhibi

tor 

whose  name  was  lost  in  the  rush;  J®hn  Run
dell ;   M.  E.  Comerf^i  of  Seran^ 

ton,  Pa.  I   Edwin  S.  Clifford,  managin
g  editor  of  EXHIBITORS  HERALD, 

 and 

David  Cohen  of  Binghamton,  N.  Y. 

<L  to  R)  Frank  Rcmbusch.  Indianapolis 
j   M.  J.  Doody,  M.  P. 

T.  O.  A.  secrotarys  Col.  H.  A.  Cole,  G
rand,  Mo^hall,  Tcaast 

M.  J.  O'Toole,  Regent,  Seronlon.  Pa
.t  F.  B.  Pltkerell,  Okla- 

homa M.  P.  T.  O.  presidenlt  Jack  Miller, 
 business  manager, 

Illinois  and  Chicago  t   A.  J.  Kleist,  Po
ntiac,  Mich.,  president, 

Michigan  body. 

Washington  delegation.  (L  to 
 «>  ̂ r.  add  Mrs  Klawi.ter  C^m, 

Edwards,  Winter  Garden  P“'‘^Ven?r'aB^V'‘M;.  and  Mr.  b   Srigley. .and  Mr.  Graham,  Liberty,  ^ont^d-  L   J   Schlalfer,  Universal. 

Haven,  Conn-t  G.  F,  Stanton
,  Cameo,  Los  Angeles. 

4,  .   ,   .u  hfralD  Here  are  Tom  Waller, 
 editor  of  the  OITi- 

All  readers  of  the  H^^LD.  Mer^  Rosenblatt,  arbitration  board 
cial  Bulletin  of  the  M.  P.  T.  O   A   ^   ̂    pr„,dcn.,  E.  Thornton 
chairmans  Mas  Krofta,  Milwau  j   Arthur  Bremmer.  Green- 

Kelly.  ehalrmon  of  th
e  contact  bureau  .   and  Arutu 

field  theatre.  Milwaukee. 

I.efi  to  right-  Bolbonl,  First  Na
tional  dlreelort  June  Molhls.  J*

”* 
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Al  SteiTes  of  MinneapoliH,  is  sporting  the  hot  of  Fred  Thomson,  F.  B,  O. 

Western  star.  The  others  are  (left  to  right)  Jack  Mllier,  huelneas  manager  of 

the  Oilnols  and  Chicago  organisationt  Edwin  S.  CSlfford,  managing  editor  of 

the  “EXHIBITORS  HERALD,”  and  L.  Siegel,  Prairie  theatre.  CMeago. 

B.  H.  Lustlg  (left),  DrcamEend,  Los  Angeles,  Is  being  shown 

hy  Ceorge  H.  Hines,  Lyda,  Chicago.  No.  1   license  he  received 

years  ago  front  Motion  Picture  Patent  Co. 

Pete  WoodhuU  of  Dover,  N.  J.,  retiring 

president  of  the  M.  P.  T.  O.  A.  Coitlcs 

urged  he  accept  the  post  another  year 

D.  J.  Adams  (left)  of  the  Atldi" 
tcrium,  Concord,  N.  H.,  talks  it  over 

with  Mike  OTooIe,  Scranton,  Pa., 

former  M.  P.  T.  O.  A.,  president. 

In  this  group  are  Charlie  Williams  (left),  Park,  Omaha: 

Stern  Brothers,  Independent  Film  Company:  Ben  Harding, 

Liberty,  Council  Bluffs,  la.  t   and  Max  Wintroub  of  the 

FonteneOe  Film  Company,  Omaha. 

S|f 

1   .  
 a 

liXv  1 

pIBI 

Al  Steffes  (loft)  sprung  the  big  news 

that  Allied  Stales  is  disbanding.  With 

him  is  Maurice  Choynski  of  the  Bill* 

more  theatre,  Chicago.  Al  provided 
6reworks  again. 

Texas  and  other  Southern  slates  were  well  represented.  Here  are  (left  to  right)  John  Mitchell  of 

Honey  Grove,  Texas;  Alma  Walton,  secretary  of  the  Little  Rock'Memphis  Film  Board  of  Trade;  John 

Lilly,  Sulphur  Springs,  Texas;  Jack  Lilly  of  Greenville,  Texas;  Julia  B.  Heine,  aeeretary  of  the  Film 

Board  of  Trade,  Now  Orleans;  Sam  Hefley,  Cameron,  Texas,  and  Col.  H.  A.  Cole,  president  of  the 
M.  P.  T.  O.  of  Texas. 
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A   number  of  exhibitom  combined  pleoHure  trips  for  themselves  and 

family  with  the  eonvenllon  buslnesfl.  Hero  are  Mr.  and  Mrs.  J.  B.  Fox 
of  the  Fox  theatres,  Riverside,  N.  J. 

Western  exhibitors  also  took  their  families  atonR  to  Los  Angeles  to  try  • 

tho  climate.  Mr.  and  Mrs.  Sol  E.  Levis  and  family  of  the  Francesca, 

San  Francisco,  were  there. 

Boys  on  the  ends  acted  as 

W.  S.  Whitman  of  Detroit 

the  special  escorts  to  the  beaches. 

5   Floyd  Wadlow  of  Vlrslnia  Park; 

The  exhibitors  in  this  group  are  Mrs. 

Mrs.  Wadlow,  and  (standing)  Thomas 

Kinney  of  tho  Park,  Franklin,  Pa. 

force,  OB  always 
Bloom  has  tho 

the  Kum  C. 

case  at  M.  P.  T.  O.  A.  conv
entions.  Those  folks  art.  al

l 

Piaxa,  Chrishtlo,  Majesty  and
  Academy;  J.  L.  Brafly. 

W   A.  Whitman  of  
tho  Rex  theatre,  at 

t,  Mioh.,  was  at  t
he  exhibitor 

alls  from  the  sta
le  Richey 

leading  figure 

uiian  Brylaw.ki  of 
 Washington,  D.  C.,

  was 

much  in  evidence  
as  eholrroao  ©f  ‘h

e  ad 

committee  the  past 
 year.  F5e  read 

AsvnvAnClOlls 

John  E.  Niebes  of  i!«e  Daron
.  at  De- 

troit, believed  in  combining  busines
s 

with  pleasure.  Niebes  Is  th
e  treasurer 

»f  the  Michigan  orgonixutlon. 

Si  Cfaamlnsky,  a   fam
iliar  figure 

P   T   O.  A.  activi
ties,  was  of 

present.  Ho  has  tho
  Capitol  at 

Texas. 

in  M. 
course 

DsllaS) 
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Ro;  Adams  of  the  Pastime  iheatri,  Mason, 

Mich.,  an  expert  in  the  exhihiiion  held,  is 

talking  over  developments  with  Paul  H. 

Krcusc,  Pastime,  Detroit.  Mich. 

A.  Snpeirstein  of  the  Garfield,  Chicago,  a 

veteran  !n  motion  pietore  exhibiting,  took 

his  fatnii!?  along  and  made  a   real  vacation 

of  It.  With  him  are  the  Missus  and  boys. 

Cleyelond  made  a   good  showing.  Here  aro 

iwO' from  the  Ohio' Amusement  Company. 

D.  ,M,  Gritl  and  J.  D.  KoSafat  were  among 
those  who  participated  ip  the  convention. 

New  York  sent  a   big  delegation,  as  was  expected  despite  the  tong  cross-country  trip  involved.  M.  E. 
Comerford  (left)  of  the  Slate  theatre,  Scranton,  Pa.,  Is  an  Important  figure  in  National  Organization 

affairs.  On  the  right  is  W.  M.  Cadoret,  also  of  the  Slate.  Next  to  Codoret  is  David  Cohen  of  the 
Strand  at  Binghamton.  N.  Y. 

Here  are  two  of  the  Wisconsinites,  Ed- 
win Berth  of  the  Palace  at  Kiel,  and 

Edwin  C.  Aeeola,  Bonham,  Proirie, 

Prairie  du  Sne. 
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31 Notes  from  Harmony  Session 

By  RAY  MURRAY 

ELL,  it’s  all  over.  The  brilliant  speeches,  the  reading  of  reports, 

o£  resolutions  and  the  election  of  officers. 

,   that  rare  bird  whom  so  many  presidents  have  tried 

peacefully  down  on  the  convention  Friday  and  all 

They  heard  all  about  the  music  ta.x 

again  this  year,  with  a   few  new  wrinkles 
that  have  been  added  by  the  Music 

Trust. 
* 

T   EW  CODY  thrilled  the  ladies  present 

when  he  stepped  to  the  platform  and 

introduced  a   lot  of  M-G-M  stars.  Inas- 

much as  a   lot  of  the  delegates  couldn’t 
crash  the  gate  at  the  Metro  studios  they 

got  a   look  at  them  in  the  Cocoanut 

Grove  under  more  peaceful  conditions. 

was 

A   L   STEFFES  made  a   beautiful  speech 

and  buried  the  Allied  States  or- 

ganization and  the  mourners  seemed 

pleased  with  the  job.  Jack  Miller  asked 

Joe  Seider  to  buy  a   tombstone  and  er
ect 

it  on  the  lawn  of  the  Ambassador  Hotel
 

but  up  to  a   late  hour  last  night 
 the 

order  had  not  been  placed. 
* 

hough,  A1  Steffes  had 

States  ball  on  the  one  yard 

line  and  it  looked  as  though  he  wou
ld 

it  over. 

After  the  election  of  Collins,  Frid
ay 

afternoon,  Pete  Woodhull  
introduced 

the  HERALD  and  the  Worl
d  repre- 

sentatives to  the  delegates  on  the  floor 

of  the  convention. 

On  Wednesday  afternoo
n  Joseph  M. 

Seider  read  before  the  
convention  the  re- 

port on  pictures  sold  but  n
ot  delivered. 

His  report  covered  Fox  
Film  Corporation, 

Warner  Brothers.  Metro
-Gold^^Yn-Mayer 

Producers  Distributing  
Corporation.  First 

Nauonal,  and  Famous  ^Ss 

films  named  in  the  repo
rt  and  the  points 

made  with  reference  to  e
ach  were . 

Fox  sold  “Marriage”  and  are 
 „ 

ing  to  substitute  “
Trip  to  Chinatown. 

-Marriage”  has  been  pro
duced  be”g 

<;old  in  the  1926-27  group  a
s  Wedlock.  ̂ 

Warners  sold  “The  
Inevitable  Milhonmre 

^fare  sStuting  “Other  Wom
en^s  Hu^ 

bands”.  Metro  asks 

delivering  “Mysterious  
I^and. 

CoTas  substituted  “Th
e  Danpr  Gtr 

-The  Flatne  of.  the  fZ 

“Bed  and  Board  as  releas
e  3^.  Th 

it  is  offered  with  th
e  same  title,  ihis  

y 

{Contintted  on  page
  46) 

1927  Convention 

City  Undecided 

ao  decision  was 
 reached  as 

where  the  ,1927 
 convention 

held,  although  
a   QO^en 

IS  were  ^^ceived
.  The 

will  be  decided  by  t
he 

T 
HERE  was  no  lack  of  issues

,  but 

either  the  California  climate 
 or  the 

orange  juice  the  delegate
s  had  been 

drinking,  got  in  its  deadl
y  work  and 

nothing  else  mattered  afte
r  the  election 

of  president  and  vice-presi
dent. * 

"Red”  Grange  and  Charlie  Pyle  w
ere 

introduced  to  the  e
xhibs.  and  “Red” 

proved  a   humorist  of  no 
 mean  ability. * 

The  delegates  saw  enou
gh  stars  at 

close  range  during  the  we
ek  to  last  them 

the  rest  of  their  lives. * 

The  man  with  the  song 
 books  was  a 

busy  individual,  but  nobo
dy  _   felt  like 

singing,  or  least  they 
 didn’t  sing. 

The  DeMille  stars  made  quite  an  im- 

pression on  the  visitors  at  Friday’s  ses- sion and  they  then  had  an  opportunity 

to  meet  Cecil  himself  in  person,  who 

told  them  he  owed  his  success  to  his stars. 
* 

The  Sennett  girls  were  introduced  also 

but  not  in  the  accustomed  abbreviated
 

costumes,  so  there  wasn  t   much  thr
ill 

in  that. 
* 

Saturday  the  exhibs  went  over  t
o  the 

Sennett  studios  to  see  them  again.  The
y 

also  called  at  Mickey  Neilan’s  p
retty 

work  shop  across  the  street  an
d  stayed 

and  visited  with  “Mickey.” 

Fred  Thomson  took  about  ISO
  of  the 

theatre  owners  two  miles  
out  to  sea 

Saturday  and  showed  them  
a   good  time 

fishing  for  big  game.  Nobody 
 was  asked 

to  sign  a   contract. 

wjt  Paul  made 
 a   particu- 

"   .   n-f.  (n  rlahO  Bart  Danolo.  Alhambra  thaalre. 
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Official  Registration  at  Los  Angeles 
ARIZONA 

Martin.  F.  C..  Clifton.  Empire  Theatre. 
Aldcn,  C.  J..  Globe,  Martin. 
Diamose,  J..  Tucson,  Lyric  Amusement  Co. 
Leighton,  Marlin,  Safford,  Safford. 
Costigan,  Mary,  Ftagataff.  Orpheum. 

ARKANSAS 

Blumc,  W.,  Searcy,  Grand. 
Boyd,  Jimmy,  Biightville,  Gem. 
Smith,  Fred  B..  Stutgarl.  Majestic. 
Wharton,  H.  D.,  Warren,  Pastime. 
Reever,  W.,  Little  Rock,  Highland. 
Robertson.  H.  D.,  Searcy,  Grand. 
McCrosby,  C.  H.,  Dermow.  Allie. 
Pilton,  E.,  Harrison,  Lyric. 
CfflUins,  E..  Jonesboro,  Grand. 
McRcynolds,  Bruce  &   W.,  Welvern.  Pastime. 
Cupp.  Cecil,  Arkadelphia,  Royal. 

CANADA 

Bloom,  Mrs.  S.,  Toronto.  Academy, 
Bloom,  S.,  Toronto,  Danforth. 
Brady,  J.  C.,  Toronto,  Madison. 
Alexander.  Harry,  Toronto,  Park. 
Lester.  A.,  Toronto,  King. 
Polokaif.  A..  Toronto,  Kingswood. 
Hudson,  B.,  Toronto.  Astor. 

CALIFORNIA 

Bawley,  Grace,  Indio,  Egyptian. 

Solomon.  A.  &   W’..  Oakland,  Marquis. 
Hotchkiss.  T.  C.,  Orange.  Colonial. 

Thresher,  A-  W’.,  Wasco.  Wasco. 
Artiiur,  Harry,  Los  Angeles,  Far  West. 
Griffin,  C,  C.  &   W.,  Oakland.  Golden  St. 

'hcatre. 

Gore.  Mike.  Los  Angeles.  W'.  Coast  Th.  Inc. 
Rector,  D.  &   W.,  Hawthorne,  Hawthorne, 
Fisher,  Francis,  Los  Angeles,  Adams. 
Nasser,  H.,  San  Francisco,  T.  &   D.  Jr.  Th. 
Jones,  W.  E.  &   Vf.,  Los  Angeles.  Savoy. 
Kelly,  M.  L..  Dinuba,  Strand. 
Kelly.  E.  W..  Dinuba,  Strand. 
Miller,  N.,  Los  Angeles.  La  Tcsca- 
Swickard,  J.  P.  &   W.,  El  Sereno,  Cameo. 
Laft,  J.  R,.  Davis.  Varsity. 
Swartz,  O.,  Los  Angeles,  National 

Graff,  C.  H.,  Los  Angeles,  Carlton. 
Walker.  C.  E..  Santa  Ana.  West  Coast. 
Bennett.  John  C..  Sierra  Madre.  Wisteria- 
Tally.  John  J.,  Los  Angeles,  Elite. 
Browns,  Steven,  Santa  Paula,  Mission. 
Lyons,  John  H„  Pasadena,  Figueroa. 

Simon,  Mrs.  J.  P.,'  Bakersfield,  Virginia. 
Weil,  James,  Manteca,  Lyric. 
Charles,  H.  F..  Los  Angeles,  Ooscent, 
Gore.  J.  C..  Los  Angeles,  Red  MilL 
Harrison,  C.,  Los  Angeles,  Astor. 

Sac^  Henry,  San  Francisco,  Haight. 
Pourns,  S.,  Bakersfield,  Rex. 
Simos.  A.,  Bakersfield,  Rex. 
ElHason.  J.  A..  Crystal  Beach,  Rendezvous. 
TraMis,  M.,  Los  Angeles,  Hidalgo. 
Vanderbergh,  G.  L.,  Los  Angeles,  Lake. 
Luft,  Mrs.  J.  C..  Davis,  Varsity. 
Seitcr,  Mrs.  J.  L.,  Manteca,  Lyric. 
Bernstein,  B.  N,,  Los  Angeles,  Savory. 
Balk.  John.  Los  Angeles,  Rampart. 
Burdick.  Bose.  Sherman,  Sherman. 
Blamfeld,  Max,  San  Rafael,  Orphens. 
Barbannell,  R.  R.,  Los  Angeles  W.  Coast. 
Bard,  L.,  Los  Angeles,  Bard. 
Clinton,  James  N.,  Watsonville,  Appleton. 
Chottincr,  M.  C.,  Los  Angeles,  Chattiner. 
Chottiner,  H.  W.,  Los  Angeles,  Chottiner. 
Ferry,  C.  A..  Pasadena,  Crown, 
Fischer.  W.  D..  Los  Angeles.  Adams. 

Gates,  C.  W.,  Los  Angeles,  Vernon. 
Gore,  I..  Los  Angeles.  Red  Mill. 
Garden,  Harris.  Sherman,  Sherman. 
Graff.  Joel,  Los  Angeles,  Btvoli. 
Gchring,  G.,  Los  Angeles,  Palace. 
Gluschkin,  M..  San  Francisco,  Temple. 
Hawn.  G.  C..  Los  Angeles,  Motion  Picture 

Today. 

Horowitz.  C.,  Los  Angeles.  Riveria. 

Harper,  L.  G.,  Los  Angeles,  Vermont. 
Jensen,  W.  W..  Los  Angeles,  Jensen  Melrose. 
Kane,  Henry.  San  Francisco,  Louis  Greenfield. 

Mickey  of  “Oar  Cong,”  making  eomedie* 
for  Pathe.  points  out  a   bit  of  good  Bew> 

in  the  HERALD  to  A.  F.  Battlston  of  the 

Lyric,  Yukon,  Pa. 

Joe  Solder  and  hlx  bride  shake  with  Jack 

Harwood,  Cle%'eland,  a   director  of  the  M. 

P.  T.  O.  A. 

Kline,  Maurice,  San  Francisco,  Broadway. 
Lustig,  J.  S.,  Los  Angeles,  Starland. 
Lstchestcin,  H.  N.,  San  Francisco,  Blumfield  Co- 
Loper,  3.  E.,  Glendale,  Gateway, 
Lustig,  H.  H.,  Los  Angeles,  Dreamland. 
Lundglade,  Chas.,  Loe  Angeles,  Vermont. 
Levis,  San  Francisco,  Francesca. 
Levea,  A.  M.,  Los  Angeles,  Muse. 
Land,  M.  A.,  Los  Angeles,  Pacific  Coast. 
Lewis,  O.  W.,  Alhambra,  Alhambra. 
Lazarus,  S.,  Los  Angeles,  Princess. 
Meyer,  Art,  Los  Angeles  Motion  Picture 

Bulletin. 
MeVtigh,  Jack.  Los  Angeles.  Colonial. 
Markowitz,  D.  S.,  San  Francisco.  EiveolL 
Maodsley,  D.  M.,  Los  Angeles,  National  Carbon 

Co. 
Ferlin,  S.,  Oakland,  Strand. 
Pearce,  C.  E.,  Los  Angeles,  Olympus. 
Peralta,  Laura.  Culver  City,  Peralta. 
Ptxlcy,  Anna  May,  Los  Angeles,  Division. 
Robbins,  L.,  Los  Angeles,  Amusu. 
Reardon,  A..  Los  Angeles,  R,  Morgan  Organ  Co. 
Schiller,  J.  and  A,  G.,  San  Francisco,  R.  Morgan 

Organ  Co. 
Sobelinan,  W.  A.,  Los  Angeles,  Rampart. 
Stanton,  Los  Angeles,  Cameo. 
Sanborn,  A.  L.,  El  Monte,  Rialto. 
Schiller,  W.  A.,  Los  Angeles,  R.  Morgan  Organ 

Co. 

Smith,  S.  M..  San  Francisco,  R.  Morgan  Organ 

Co. 
Ungar,  Arthur,  Los  Angeles,  Variety. 
Merrill,  Pearl,  Downey,  Paralta. 
West,  B.,  Los  Angeles,  Fine  Arts  Studio. 
Leonlmrdt,  Harry  W.,  Los  Angeles,  W.  V.  M.  A. 
Lukan,  L.  0„  San  Francisco.  Casino. 
Mann,  Mrs.  George  and  husband,  Ukiah.  State. 
Horowitz,  M,  V.,  Van  Nuys,  Van  Nuys. 
Landgraff,  H.  J.,  Los  Angeles,  Red  Mill, 1*  o.,  Los  Angeles,  Red  : 

P.  H.,  Los  Angeles,  Bard's  West 

Ackerman 

Uptown. 

Aaron  Goldberg’s, icisco,  E.  D.,  San 

Marcowitz, 

Adams. 

Hohi,  B.,  Los  Angeles,  Princess. 
Markowitz,  A.,  San  Francisco, 

Circle. 
Wall,  W.  T.,  Los  Angeles.  F.  3.  O. 
Knotts,  W.  E.,  Los  Angeles,  Film  Daily. 
Manny  K.  C.,  Los  Angeles,  New  Palace, 
Parker,  Frank  C.,  M«Sesto,  Lyric. 
Arkush,  F.  E.,  San  Francisco,  E.  J.  Arkush 

Circuit. 
Chottiner,  Jay,  Los  Angeles,  Chottiner. 
Greenfield,  L,  P.,  and  wife,  San  Francisco, 

Greenfield. 

Glazcr,  David,  San  Rafael,  Orphus. 
Schinberg,  M.  N.,  Van  Nuys,  Van  Nuys. 
Nystrim,  Los  Angeles,  Vermont. 
Rovianeak,  C.  and  W,,  Los  Angeka,  Arlington. 
Robinson,  W.  B.,  Inglewood,  Savoy. 
Reilly,  W.  J.,  I.,os  Angeles,  Moving  Picture 

World. 

Urbach,  Los  Angeles,  Moving  Picture  World. 
Mann,  G.,  Eureka,  State. 
Brown,  Frank,  Los  Angeles,  Uptown. 
Goldberg,  A.,  San  Francisco, 
Van  Ostend,  T.,  San  Francisco, 

Francisco. 

Siler,  H.  H.,  Whittier,  Senate. 
Gwin,  J,  H.,  Whittier,  Strand. 
Kofcldt,  W.  W.,  San  Francisco,  Louis  R. 

Greenfield. 

Wilson,  Frank  W.,  Los  Angeles.  Moneta, 
Standfield,  Puente,  Jewel. 
Siller,  G.  L.,  San  Francisco,  L.  R.,  Greenfield, Inc. 

Elkus,  F.  L.,  San  Francisco,  L.  R.  Greenfield, Inc. 

CHINA 

Darling,  Joseph.  Shanghai,  Internationa!  Films, 
Ltd, 

COLORADO 

Kearns,  Mrs.  J.  H„  Wray,  Tyo. 

Tyo,  Mrs.  A.  L,,  Wray,  Tyo. 
CONNECTICUT 

Maxfield,  C.  M..  New  Hartford,  Star. 
Lavletes,  M.  L.,  New  Haven,  Pequot. 

Weyer,  C.  K.,  Stratford,  Stratford. 
Winkelraan,  C.  P.,  New  Haven,  Garden. 
Walsh,  J,  W.,  Hartford,  Rialto. 
Sagal,  Louis,  New  Haven,  Poll  Theatre  Circuit. 

FLORIDA 
Brown,  Jessie  Mae,  Brayenton,  Wallace, 

Unger,  Mrs.  J.,  Eustis,  Eustls. 
Leach,  Harry  A.,  Rlsarai,  Coral  Gables. 

GEORGIA 
Smith,  Alberta,  Rockmark,  Palace. 

ILUNOIS 

Edelson,  R.,  Chicago,  Lyric. 

Barry,  Dorothy,  Chicago,  Herding. 
Abramson,  Joe,  Chicago,  Park. 
Selig,  S.  H.,  Chicago,  Kozy  &   Gem. 
Schaak,  Arnold  H.,  Chicago,  Keystone, 

Siegel,  L.,  Chicago,  Prairie. 
Hines,  Geo,  H.,  Chicago.  Lyda. 
Miller,  Jack.  Chicago.  Exh.  Assoc. 
Langdon,  V,  R.,  Chicago,  Hub. 

Lynch,  V.  T.,  Chicago,  Lynch. 
MuelUtr,  Fred,  Chicago.  Melford. 
Gordon,  John,  Chicago,  Liberty. 
Saperstein,  A„  Chicago,  Garfield. 
Vounvakis,  John,  Chicago,  Milo. 

Mandell,  Irving,  f^ieago,  Plaisance. 
Stephenke,  J.,  Chicago,  Lynn. 
Johnson,  Earl  J.,  Chicago, 

Lamb,  J.,  Waukegan,  Elih 
Hines,  G^.  H.,  Chicago,  Lyda. 

Siegel,  L.,  Chicago,  Prairie. 
Warren,  Myrtle  M.,  Chillicothe,  Palace. 
Choyneki,  Morris  A.,  Chicago,  Billmore. 
Pastor,  J.  F.,  Chicago,  Amone. 
Messenger,  Milred,  Chicago,  Avon. 
Gilford.  F.  A„  Chicago,  Century. 

Bernesk,  Ben,  Berwin,  Parthenon. 
Bartclstin,  Amkasada,  Annctta. 

INDIANA 

Harlow,  Mrs.  A.,  Indianapolis,  Hamilton. 
Inks,  A.  J.,  Ligonier,  Crystal. 

Doody,  M.,  Indianapolis,  Sec,  M.  P.  T.  O.  A. 

Rembusch,  F.  J.,  IniEanapclis,  Rembusch  Enter- 

prises. 

IOWA 

Cohen,  M.  S..  Council  Bluffs,  Strand. 
Stevens,  C.  S.,  Webster  City,  New  Orpheum. 
Harding,  B.,  Council  Bluffs,  Liberty. 

KENTUCKY 

Krebs,  G,  W.,  Louisville,  Majestic  Theatre  Co. 
Steuerle,  L.  F.,  LouisTllle,  Broadway  Theatre. 
Davis,  L.,  Louisville,  Virginia  Amusement  Co. 
Steuerle,  J.,  Logan,  Alamo. 

LOUISIANA 

Swor,  Margaret,  Shreveport,  Capital. 

Suddath,  D.  L.,  NacWtochcs,  Amusement  The- 

atre. 
Heine,  Julia  B.,  New  Orleans,    — — . MARYLAND 

Blan,  H.  A.,  Baltimore,  Idle  Hour. 
McCurdy,  E.  B.,  Baltimore,  Columbia  &   Eureka. 
Cook,  J.  P.,  Baltimore,  Aurora. 
Henderson,  A,  W.,  Baltimore,  Fulton, 
Pacey,  Walter  D.,  Baltimore,  Gordon, 
Price,  A.  B.,  Baltimore,  Aurora. 
White,  J.  L.,  Baltimore,  Preston, 
Whitehurst,  Wm.  H.,  Baltimore,  Whitehurst. 
Rome,  J.  L,,  Baltimore,  Capital. 
Durkee,  F.  H.,  Baltimore,  Durkee  Enterprises. 

Goldberg,  Moses,  Baltimore,  Walbrook  &   Hart- ford Theatre. 

Goldberg,  Thos.,  Baltimore,  Walbrook  &   Hart- ford Theatre. 

MASSACHUSETTS 

Yamins,  N..  Pall  Rivtr.  Rialto. 
Yamins,  Mrs.  N.,  Fall  River,  Strand. 
Whitney,  Geo.  A.,  Springfield,  Byjoa. 

mCHIGAN 
Adams,  R.  W..  Mason,  Pastime. 
Moeller.  A,  J.,  Detroit,  Dawn. 

Niebes,  J.  E.,  Detroit,  Dawn. 
Richey.  H.  M.,  Detroit.  Ravola. 
Wadlow,  F.  S..  Detroit,  VIrgina  &   Coloby. 
Cboss,  Glenn.  Battle  Creek,  Post 

Krause,  Paul  H.,  Dt-troit.  Pastime, Kleist,  A.  J.,  Pontiac,  Oakland.  ^   ™   ,, 

Detsman,  F.  A.,  Detroit,  Lynwood  and  LaSalle. 

MISSOURI 

Meyn,  Fred,  Kansas  City,  Pershing. 
BlecheSe,  R.  R,.  Kansas  City,  Osage. 

(Contiuiicd  on  Page  36) 

S.  W.  LavU  and  h!»  fttmlly  of  Sam  Feao- 

eiseo  were  there.  Levis  operates  the  Fran- 

resea  sbeslre. 
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‘‘Avoid  Red  Ink’* 
Seider  Says  in 

Contract  Report 
LOS  ANGELES. — Joseph  M.  Seider, 

chairman  of  contract  and  arbitration 

committee,  summarized  the  develop- 

ments within  the  industry  up  to  and  in- 
cluding the  acceptance  of  the  uniform 

contract  in  his  report  to  the  delegates 
at  the  convention  here.  He  stated  that 

although  Will  Hays  had  tried  sincerely 

to  bring  about  a   uniform  contract  the 

“distributors  insisted  upon  having  their 

own  way.” 

"Try  to  avoid  red  ink  contracts,”  he 
declared  in  closing,  because  “I  under- 

stand the  added  clauses  will  be  printed 

in  red  ink.  It  is  again  necessary  for 

you  to  carry  your  lawyer  with  you  when 

you  purchase  product.” 

Seider’s  report  began  by  recalling  the 
Milwaukee  convention  where  the  board 

of  directors  was  requested  to  obtain  a 

good,  clear,  simple  exhibition  contract. 
His  statement  in  part  follows: 

Efforts  to  negotiate  an  equitable  con- 
tract with  the  Hays  organization  were 

fruitless.  Then  ensued  a   campaign 

which  received  unusual  support  from 

the  press  in  our  industry  and  I   do  not 
hesitate  to  say  that  without  the  support 

of  the  press  in  our  industry  it  would 

not  have  been  possible  for  us  to  ulti- 
mately bring  success  to  our  cause. 

A   vehicle  for  a   test  case  presented 

itself  in  the  matter  of  the  Apollo  ex- 
change of  New  York  City  versus  the 

Wellmont  theatre,  Montclair,  N.  J.  Mr. 

Wellenbrink,  owner  of  the  theatre,  re- 
fused to  recognize  the  arbitration  board 

as  then  constituted  and  a   default  judg- 
ment was  rendered  against  him.  All  the 

distributors  he  dealt  with  demanded  a 

deposit  of  $250.  He  refused  to  be 
coerced  into  a   settlement  and  acquiesced 
in  the  demands  of  the  members  of  the 

Film  Board  of  Trade  and  gave  them  the 

deposits  that  they  demanded.  .   Finding 
that  their  methods  had  failed  an  action 

was  brought  by  the  Apollo  Exchange  in 

the  Supreme  Court.  The  New  Jersey  or- 

ganization took  the  defense  of  Wellen- 
brink. 

Articles  in  the  Christian  Science  Moni- 

tor tended  to  set  up  the  arbitration  sys- 
tem in  the  motion  picture  industry  as  a 

model  for  other  industries. 

Thornton  Kelly 

Recommends  Six 

Contact  Points 
(Special  to  the  Herald) 

LOS  ANGELES. — The  contact  bureau 
of  the  Motion  Picture  Theatre  Owners 

of  America  through  its  director,  E. 

Thornton  Kelly,  recommended  the  es- 
tablishment of  six  branch  offices  with 

six  competent  field  men  in  charge  to  be 

located  in  the  following  key  points: 

Chicago,  Louisville,  Los  Angeles,  Char- 
lotte, Seattle  and  Kansas  City.  The 

recommendation  was  made  during  the 

convention  here  last  week. 

The  offices  will  serve  as  a   direct  con- 
tact with  the  state  organizations. 

He  also  requested  that  theatreowners 

place  the  membership  card  in  a   con- 
spicuous place  in  the  ticket  office. 

Convention  Personalities 
By  HARRY  E.  NICHOLS 

WELL,  it  certainly  was  a   successful  convention  from  all  angles  and  I was  kept  busy  greeting  old  friends,  whom  I   had  met  on  the  road, 
all  week. 

»   *   * 

Clcnn  A.  Cross 

Glenn  Cross,  from  Battle 

Creek,  Mich,,  was  one  of  the  first 

of  the  delegates  to  visit  the  HER- 
ALD headquarters.  The  absence 

of  Glenn’s  old  partner,  Harvey 

Lipp,  was  keenly  felt. 

>!!  * 

H.  M.  Richey,  the  live-wire 
general  manager  of  the  Michigan 
M.P.T.O.,  kindly  posed  for  a 

photo  and  told  us  all  the  news  of 
his  home  state. 

*   *   >!c J.  C.  Brady,  of  the  Madison  theatre,  Toronto,  Canada,  breezed  in  and 

shook  hands.  J.  C.  is  one  of  the  old-timers. J>!  *   * 

Mr.  and  Mrs.  S.  Bloom,  of  the  Academy  and  Danford  theatres,  also  of 

Toronto,  renewed  acquaintances.  Met  them  when  I   first  went  on  the  road 

and  they  hadn’t  forgotten  me. 
♦   *   * 

Sol  Levis,  of  the  Francesco  theatre,  San  Francisco,  another  oldtimer  in 

the  business,  dropped  in  to 

get  a   copy  of  his  favorite 
trade  journal. 

* 

-p  A.  KINNEY,  Park I-  •   theatre,  Franklin,  Pa., 

who  came  3,800  rniles  to 

attend  the  convention  and 

see  the  sights,  had  a   warm 

word  for  the  Herald. ♦ 

Sam  Perlin.  proprietor  of 

the  Strand  theatre,  a   sur- 
burban  house  of  Oakland, 

Cal.,  and  a   darn  good  fel- 
low, called  at  Room  28. * 

Mr.  and  Mrs.  Geo.  Mann, 

State  theatre,  Ukiah,  Cal., 

up  on  the  Redwood  High- 

\vay,  dropped  in  Tue‘^.-Hy. 
George  is  one  of  the  pio- 

neers of  the  film  game,  an 

ex-distributing  executive. 

3|C 

George  H.  Hines,  Lyda 
theatre,  Chicago,  along 

with  a   half  dozen  other 

Windy  City  exhibs.,  blew 

in  the  early  part  of  the 

week.  George  had  with 

him  the  original  motion 

picture  patents  company 
contract  and  after  reading 

it  over  the  present  uni- 

form contract  didn't  look so  bad. * 

Charming  Myrtle  War- 
ren, of  Chillicothe,  III.,  was 

also  a   visitor.  Mrs.  War- 
ren runs  the  Palace  theatre, 

since  the  death  of  her  hus- 

band whom  I   had  the  pleas- 
ure of  meeting  several 

years  ago. 
♦ 

B.  Harding,  of  the  Liberty 

theatre,  Council  Bluffs,  la., 
a   brother  of  Sam  and  Dave 

Harding,  Capital  Theatre 

Enterprises,  over  in  Mis- 
souri. and  a   tamer  of  wild 

operators,  was  a   prominent 

figure  about  the  Ambassa- 
dor lobby  all  week. 

* 

DL.  S   U   D   D   A   T   H 
•   Amusement  theatre, 

Natchitoches,  La.,  was  hav- 

ing a   good  time  and  trying 

to  stretch  his  stay  in  Cali- 
fornia a   few  days. * 

A.  Schaak,  of  the  Key- stone theatre,  Chicago, 

brought  his  family  along, 

and  obligingly  posed  for 
Herald  cameraman  on  the 

lawn. 
♦ 

C.  C.  Griffith  and  wife 
of  Oakland,  Cal.  who  owns 
the  Golden  Gate  theatre, 

and  who  used  to  own  the 
Piedmont  theatre,  was 

among  those  present. * 

A.  P.  Saperstein,  and 

family  arived  a   day  late 

from  Chicago,  but  are  go- 
ing to  make  up  for  it  by 

remaining  a   week  in  Sunny 

Calif. * 

MDOODY,  former 
•   film  salesman  and 

now  secretary  of  the  M.  P. 

T.  0.  of  Indiana,  called  at 
The  Herald  room  and  got 

his  copy  of  the  Anniversary 

Issue. * 

Frank  Rembusch,  of  In- 
diana, without  whom  no 

convention  would  be  com- 

plete, was  on  hand. 
♦ 

Wild  Man  Wetsman  of 

the  Linwood  and  LaSalle 

theatres,  Detroit,  Mich., 

owing  to  the  fact  that  he 
did  not  have  his  car, 

wasn’t  pinched  for  speed- 

ing while  in  our  midst. « 

Mrs.  E.  V.  Buchanan, 

owner  of  the  Elma  theatre, 

Kansas  City  was  mixing 
around  with  her  Tennessee 
drawl. * 

G.  F.  Rediske,  of  the 
Star  theatre.  Ryegate, 

Mont.,  a   good  contributor 

to  the  Herald's  What  the 

Picture  Did  for  Me  De- 

partment, was  going  to  de- 
part for  home  Saturday, 

but  remained  over  one  day 

to  attend  Fred  Thomson's deep-sea  fishing  party.  He 
and  his  brother  both  had  a 

good  time. 
W.  Creal,  Beacon  thca 

tre,  Omaha.  NeT>r.,  was  on 
hand  looking  for  Louise 
Fazenda. * 

A.  T.  Poole,  Clamath 
Falls,  Ore.  who  owns  the 
Liberty  theatre,  called  at 

the  Herald  office  and  re- 
newed old  acquaintances. * 

Maurice  Choynski.  of 

the  Newberry  theatre,  Chi- 

cago, posed  with  his  fellow 
showman  from  the  Middle 

West  and  told  us  all  the 

dirt  of  Chicago’s  film  row. 

A   good  time  was  had  by 
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BMy 
EW  YORK. — Walter  Eherhardt  says 
Charlie  Einfeld,  dressed  for  golf  looks 

like  a   radio  photograph  printed  in  a   pick 

tabloid.  .   .   .   Marritl  Crazi.'ford  is  plan- 

ning on  making  Fred  McConnell  a   present 

of  a   geography  so  he  can  locate  Al.  Slcffcs 

“all  the  way  from  Indiana."  .   .   .   Victor 
Shapiro  has  been  taking  lessons  from  a 

professional  and  says  if  he  can't  beat  his 
own  record  of  189  he  will  lay  off  golf  until 
he  gets  his  form  back.  .   .   .   Jess  Smith 

has  bought  the  rights  for  “The  Poor  Nut" 
and  will  make  the  picture  in  the  East. 

.   .   .   Glenn  Alvine  sailed  last  week  for  a 

month’s  vacation  abroad  and  Walter  Eber- 
hardt  is  vice-presidenting  for  him  at  the 
A.  M.  P.  A.  .   .   .   Charlie  Brabin  left  last 

week  for  the  Coast  after  finishing  “Mis- 
mates"  for  Earl  Hudson.  .   .   .   Vivian 
Moses  and  Gerald  Rudolph,  cheer  leaders 
for  William  Fox,  returned  to  New  York 
last  week  after  a   long  sojourn  on  the  Coast 
and  in  other  foreign  parts.  .   ,   .   Henry 
Ginsberg  accepted  an  appointment  on  the 
grounds  committee  at  Milburn  Golf  Club 
in  the  belief  that  it  would  greatly  improve 
his  game,  and  did  it?  .   .   .   Nat  Rothstein 

left  for  the  Coast  before  the  golf  tour- 

nament and  didn’t  name  a   substitute  to  fight 
with  Bruce  Gallop  over  the  handicapping. 
.   .   .   Nick  Schenck  returned  from  the 
Coast  last  week  and  reports  that  he  left 
Eddie  Mannix  well  and  happy.  .   .   .   M. 
H.  Hoffman  of  Tiffany  Productions  has 
returned  to  the  Coast.  .   .   .   Henry  Hobart 
is  here  from  the  Coast  and  may  make  his 
next  First  National  picture  in  the  East. 
.   .   .   Jack  Bachmann  announces  the  ap- 

pointment of  Max  Cohen  as  salesmanager 
for  Preferred  Pictures.  .   .   .   Anthonv 
Maingot,  French  film  man,  arrived  last 
week  with  prints  of  a   picture  called  “The 

Lady  of  Lebanon."  ...  5.  Barrett  Mc- 
Cormick has  broken  out  as  a   big  league 

presentation  artist,  with  the  pre  stuff  for 

"The  Devil  Horse"  showing  at  the  Roose- velt. and  if  you  saw  it  you  know  it.  .   .   . 
Maurice  Revnes,  technical  director  for  Fox. 
sailed  last  week  on  a   hunt  among  the 
authors  of  the  foreign  field  for  material 
for  screening.  .   .   .   /.  Robert  Rubin,  ac- 

companied by  his  family,  sails  the  latter 
part  of  this  week  for  a   vacation  trip 
abroad.  .   .   .   Mort  Shaw  has  resigned 
from  Red  Seal  and  explains  that  it  was 
the  third  time  he  had  been  fired  from  that 
job  and  this  time  it  took.  .   .   .   Al  Fair, 
head  of  Universal’s  theatre  department] made  a   hurried  trip  to  Cleveland  last 
week.  .   .   .   Irwin  Franklin  and  Max  Fleis- 

cher have  severed  business  relations  with 

each^^  other  and  Max  is  carrying  on  with 
the  "Carrie  of  the  Chorus"  series.  .   .   . Fred  W.  Murnau,  foreign  director  under 
contract  with  Fox,  is  due  to  arrive  and  be- 

gin work  early  next  month.  ,   .   .   Emanuel 
Cohen,  editor  of  Pathe  News,  sailed  Satur- 

day for  a   long  trip  abroad  during  which 
he  will  look  over  the  company’s  news  con- 
^®ctions.  .   .   .   Eddie  Small  arrived  from 
the  Coast  Saturday  for  a   visit  to  his  New 
York  office  and  other  points  of  interest  in 
the  town  he  now  looks  on  as  an  adjunct 
to  Los  Angeles.  ...  A.  L.  Prachett  is 
here  from  Havana  and  says  he  came  almost 
but  not  quite  solely  for  the  film  golf  tour- 

nament. .   .   .   Herman  Wobber,  Coast 
manager  for  Famous,  sailed  Saturday  to 
represent  Paramount  on  the  executive 
Committee  of  Fanamet.  ... 

SPARGO. 

June  12,  1926 

MONTE  BLUE  and  Palsy  Ruth  Millar  have 

the  leading  roles  In  “So  This  Is  Paris.” directed  by  Lubilsch. 

D.AN  MASON  ploys  an  Imporionl  role 
in  “So  this  Is  Paris.”  In  iho  scene 
here  he  appears  with  Andre  Beranger. 
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Not  G.  RoihsJetn 

June  12,  1926 

Nat  Rothstein  V isits 

Chicago  on  Way  to  New 
Universal  Post  in  West 

Nat  G.  Rothstein,  for  many  years  one  of 

the  leading  personalities  in  publicity  and 

advertising,  spent  last  week-end  in  Chicago 

while  enroute  to 

California  where 

he  will  enter  pro- 
duction work  for 

Universal  Pictures 

Corporation. 
Rothstein  has 

long  been  re- 

garded as  a-  spe- 
c   i   a   1   i   s   t   in  the 

handling  of  pic- 

tures with  exploi- 

tation and  particu- 
lar showmanship 

possibilities.  Ac- 
cording to  his 

assignment  from 
Universal  he  will  . 

identify  himself  with  the  producti
on  forces 

at  Universal  City  with  a   view  to  br
inging 

to  bear  his  knowledge  and  experien
ce. 

Rothstein’s  appointment  is  in  line  w
ith 

a   marked  tendency  to  introduce  into
  pro- 

duction greater  knowledge  and  experience 

in  publicity  and  exploitation. 

Charles  Jones  Is  Made 

Advertising  Director 

of  Chadwick  Pictures 
(Special  to  the  Herald) 

NEW  YORK.  June  8.— Charl
es  Reed 

Jones,  well  known  motion  picture  p
ublicist, 

has  joined  the  Chadwick  Pictu
res  Corp. 

as  director  of  advertising  and  pu
blicity. 

Jones  will  reorganize  and  expa
nd  the  ad- 

vertising and  publicity  departments  in  prep
- 

aration for  the  coming  season’s  work. 

Chadwick  Pictures  announces  t
hat  pub- 

lication of  its  product  for  the  new  seas
on 

will  be  made  in  about  two  we
eks,  and 

promises  important  news.  
Four  or  tne 

company’s  new  pictures  are 
 reported  com- 

pleted and  in  New  York. 

Films  Silent  Envoy 

of  U.  S,  Says  Herron 

in  Hays  Bulletin 

Major  F.  S.  Herron  of 
 the  Motion  Pic- 

ture Producers  and  Distributors
  of  America 

states  in  the  current  issu
e  of  the  hum 

Boards  of  Trade  Bulletin
  that  the  motion 

picture  industry  is  Americ
a’s  silent  ambas- 

sador to  every  country  m   th
e  world. 

"America’s  customs  and  habits
  are  seen  in 

other  countries  by  way  of
  the  motion  pic- 

tures,” he  ̂ ays.  “and  the  foreign 
 people 

are  dissatisfied  until  condi
tions  there  are 

improved.” 

Bandits  Raid  Three 

Theatres,  Get  $1,075 
(Special  to  the  Herald) 

SOUTH  BEND,  IN
D.,  June  8.--Un- 

masked  bandits,  held  up 
 the  cashier  of  the 

Oliver  theatre  here  rece
ntly  and  escaped 

with  about  $350.  Anothe
r  holdup  occurred 

at  the  Star  theatre  in  M
uncie,  where  ban- 

dits obtained  about  $600. 

Robbers  entered  the  Swan  ^heatr®.  ̂  

Walnut  Ridge,  Ark.,  rece
ntly  and  stole  a 

rJi  in  whi?h  were  about  
$125  and  some 

valuable  contracts.  Later
  the  safe  was 

found  on  a   country  road
,  with  the  door 

broken  off. 

Sale  of  Balaban  6?  Katz  to 

Famous  Players  Completed 
Famous  to  Vote  Common  Stock  Issue  of  $20,000,000  Paying 

$10  Yearly  Dividend  to  Handle  Deal — To  Take  in 
Balaban  &   Katz  Stock  at  80 

(Special  to  the  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  June  8.— Purchase  of  Balaban  &  
 Katz  Corporation  by 

Famous  Players-Lasky  on  the  basis  outlined 
 in  last  week’s  isse  of  the 

HERALD  was  confirmed  by  the  latter  organizatio
n  following  a   meeting 

of  the  Board  of  Directors  June  4.  Details  of  the  fin
ancing  plan  by  which 

Famous  Players  will  take  in  the  outstanding  B.  &   K.
  stock  at  $80  per  share, 

offering  stockholders  choice  of  several  exchange
  propositions,  have  been announced.  .   .   .   ,   , 

Acquisition  of  the  Balaban  &   Katz  theatres  i
n  Chicago  is  regarded  gen- 

erally as  the  most  ambitious  step  in  the  history  of
  Famous  Players  theatre 

development.  These  theatres,  beginning  wi
th  the  opening  of  the  Central 

Park  some  8   or  9   years  ago  and  culminat
ing  with  the  opening  of  the 

Oriental  in  May  of  this  year,  have  been 
 conceded  to  be  models  of  theatre 

construction  and  management.  Posse
ssion  of 

Famous  Players  undisputed  theatre  pr
e-eminence  m   the  Middle  West  a 

position  which  they  plan  to  fortify  b
y  building  and  obtaining  additional 

Strategic  points. 

letter  from  Balaban  &   Katz  to
  its 

stockholders  explaining  the  tran
saction  con- 

tains the  statement,  “No  stockholder  
is  re- 

quired to  sell  any  of  his  holdings,  but 
 the 

undersigned  intend  to  avail  themselv^ 
 of 

the  right.”  It  is  signed  by  S
am  Katz, 

Barney  Balaban,  John  Hertz,
  Herbert  L. 

Stern,  Lawrence  F.  Stern  and 
 Hugo  Son 

nenschein.  Messrs.  Katz  and  
Balaban  are 

members  of  the  board  of  direc
tors  of  Fub- 

lix  Theatres  Corp.,  which  w
ill  assume  ai- 

rection  of  the  theatres  involved.
 

Famous  Issues  Statem
ent 

Following  the  meeting  of 
 the  board  of 

directors  June  6,  the  fol
lowing  statement 

"''■‘PlS'uie  common  stock  on  divi- 

Hend  basis  of  $10  per  
share,  the  Board  of  Di- 

rectors o?  Famous  Players-Lasky 
 Corporation  has 

ISrired  a   special  meet
ing  of  stockholders  to  b

e 

held  Tune  25^  for  the  purp
ose  of  voting  on  a 

^   ̂..1  tn  increase  the  authorized  numbe
r  of 

shares  if  common  stock, 
 without  par  value  from 

450  000  to  1.000.000  sha
res.  ,   The  dividends  will

 

’’"•Artl.e  same  time,  the  directors  declare
d  an 

Sders^o1'^re"c'ird,'’ June o"  .rs&olderl 

to  approve  the  increase  i
n  common  stock,  then the  dividend  is  to  he  paid  m   cash.  caoitali- 

“Upon  the  approval  of  the  i
ncrease  ®t.*:apital 

zatirni  by  the  stockholders
  the  corporation  vnlt 

offer  191.482  shares  of  its  common 
 stock  j*?*' 

at  $107.49  per  share  (the 
 forty-nine  cents  being 

Actresses  Strike  in 

Japan;  Get  $5  a   Month 
Del  Goodman,  Fox  manager

  for 

Japan,  with  headquarters  
m   Kobe, 

tells  this  one: 

Actresses  oi  the  Tos  njc
tion  pic- 

ture studio  in  Osaka  have  g
one 

on  strike  for  higher  wage
s. 

The  young  women  
claim  mat 

they  worked  for  the  
company  a 

whole  year  without  sa
lary  under 

the  guise  of  receiving 
 training  on 

the  condition  that  the  com
pany  put 

them  on  regulp  salari
es  when  they 

complete  their  “cours
e. 

Uow  they  have  beco
me  regular 

members  of  the  staff  an
d  they  say 

the  company  refuses  <o  p
ay 

more  than  ten  yen  ($
S)  a   month 

each. 

an  adjustment  for  tlie  accrued  dividen
d)  to  hold- 

ers  of  common  stock  at  the  rate  of  one  
new  share 

for  each  two  shares  now  held  (including  t
he  above mentioned  dividend  stock).  « 

“The  proceeds  of  the  proposed  issu
e  of  com- 

mon stock,  amounting  to  approximately  $2
0,00U.- 

000  is  to  be  used  for  the  acquisition
  or  erection 

of  theatres,  including  the  purchase  
of  a 

of  the  outstanding  stock  of  Balaban
  &   Katz  Cor- 

poration. and  the  purchase  of  other  assets,  al
l  of 

whicli  should  add  to  the  value,  impo
rtance  and 

earning  power  of  this  corporation,  and
  fortify  U 

in  its  position  of  leadership  in  the 
 industry. 

“The  corporaton  at  present  has  ou
tstanding 

80.000  shares  of  preferred  stock  (
20,000  additional 

shares  of  preferred  stock  previoii^sl
y  outstanding 

having  been  purchased  and  reti
red 

atiOTi  of  the  preferred  stock  sinki
ng  fund)  and 

375.456  shares  of  common  stock. 

“The  directors  at  this  tune  also 

regular  dividend  of  $2  per  share  
on  the  common 

stock,  payable  October  1   to  s
tockholders  of  rec- 

ord, September  IS.” Famous  Players  Expanding 

Reflecling  the  Middle  West  po
licy  of 

Famous  Players  in  the  theatre  h
eld,  the 

purchase  of  Balaban  &   Katz  is  a
ccompanied 

by  news  of  theatre  acquisitions
  and  bmlcl- 

ing  projects  in  Saginaw,  Mich.,
  and  Toledo. 

O.  Other  expansion  news  conc
erns  points 

cast  and  west,  Rapp  and  Rapp
.  Chicago 

architects,  builders  of  the  
history-making 

Balaban  &   Katz  theatres  in  
Chicago,  hav- 

ing charge  of  construction  plans  
generally. 

Effect  of  the  Balaban  &   Kal
z  purchase 

upon  the  Lubliner  Trinz  ci
rcuit  of  theatres 

in  Chicago,  the  Great  State
s  Theatres  and 

other  affiliations  of  B.  &   K., 
 has  not  been 

made  known.  In  most  of  th
ese  cases  B.  & 

K.  has  had  charge  of  booking
,  management 

or  both. 

Control  Plan  Uncert
ain 

No  statement  has  been  mad
e  with  respect 

to  the  direction  of  the  B.
  &   K.  m 

Chicago  following  consummation  oi
  ̂  

deal  While  these  houses 
 have  been  nomi- 

nally under  Publix  direction  
since 

tion^of  that  organization,  l
ocal  considera 

tions  have  had  much  to  do  
with  the  s^p- 

ng  of  policies.  While  
it  is  unlikely  to 

an  attempt  will  be  made  
to  place  the.  Chi- 

cago houses  upon  a   simple  ro
ute  « 

has  been  done  with  othe
r  Pubhx  theatres, 

Sam  Katz'  step  in  moving  his  ̂eadq
uar^rs 

to  New  York  and  taking  with  him  Jh; 

who  had  chief  part  with  him
  m   >uydmg 

up  the  original  B.  &   K
 

that  a   switch  of  directorial
  authority  to  Ae 

home  offices  is  favored
  if  found  prac 

ticable. 

Carmel  Myers  Signs 
 with  Metro 

rULVER  CITY.— Carmel  Mye
rs  has  signea 

a   new  contract  with
  Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

. 
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200  Turn  Out  for  Golf  Meet; 

Trophy  Fund  Grows 
Committee  W   ill  Be  Formed  to  Handle  Details  of  Establishing  Memorial 

in  Honor  of  Joe  Dannenberg 

(Special  to  the  Herald) 

New  YORK,  June  8.~More  than  200  film  golfers  and  near  film golfers  (the  latter  goes  both  ways:  near  film  and  near  golfers)  are 

disporting  themselves  today  in  the  Spring  Golf  Tournament  at 

Winged  Foot  Golf  Club,  Mamaroneck.  Judging  from  the  number  of  play- 
ers who  appeared  on  the  course  for  early  play,  this  promises  to  be  a   good 

year  for  golf  in  the  film  industry. 

The  proposition  advanced  b5'^  Ralph Kohn,  of  Famous,  for  a   permanent  me- 

morial trophy  in  honor  of  “Danny,”  is 
the  subject  of  much  discussion  on  the 

course  and  in  the  club  house  today,  and  the 

consensus  seems  to  be  that  the  establish- 

ment of  such  a   troph}-  is  only  a   fitting 
tribute  to  a   man  who  had  done  so  much 

for  the  game  and  who  was  so  lo\ed 

throughout  the  industry. 

Trophy  Introduction  Delayed 

Mr.  Kohn’s  original  idea  was  that  the 
memorial  trophy  should  be  introduced  at 

today’s  tournament,  but  the  time  was  so 
short  and  so  many  had  expressed  them- 

selves as  desiring  to  contribute,  it  was 

decided  to  attempt  nothing  at  this  tourna- 

ment bej'ond  making  arrangements  for  the 

trophy,  and  deciding  what  form  the  tribute 
should  take. 

The  plan  will  be  presented  formally  at 

the  dinner  tonight  and  a   permanent  com- 
mittee selected  to  handle  the  entire  mat- 

ter. It  is  likely  that  this  committee  will 
decide  that  the  memorial  be  dedicated  at 
the  Fall  tournament. 

Subscriptions  Coming  In 

Among  the  subscriptions  already  re- 
ceived, not  including  those  turned  in  at 

the  tournament  today,  are  the  following: 
Ralph  A.  Kohn,  $50;  A.  H.  Giannini,  $S0; 

Richard  A.  Rowland,  $50;  Martin  J.  Quigley, 
$50;  John  \V.  Alicoate,  $50;  Motion  Picture 
News,  $50;  Elmer  R.  Pearson,  $25;  E.  W. 
Hammons,  $25 ;   Felix  Feist,  $25 ;   Warner  Bros, 
$25;  Joseph  I.  Schnitzer,  $10;  I.  V.  i^tchey, 
$10;  Sam  Sax,  $10;  William  Massco,  $10. 

Official  Convention  Registration 
{Continued  from  page  32) 

Means,  Jay,  Kansas  City.  Murray. 
Buchanan,  Mrs,  E.  V.,  Kansas  City,  Ehun. 
Mitchell,  Mrs.  M.  S.,  Buckner.  Emerald, 
Pasimezegla,  H.  M.  E..  St.  Louis.  Del  Mar. 
Peskay.  E.  J..  St.  Joseph,  Rivoli  &   Penn. 

MONTANA 

Peskay.  E.  J..  Sf.  Joseph.  Rivoli  &   Penn. 
Crary,  Mrs.  £.  J.,  Chateau.  Royal. 
Boedocker,  F.  A.,  Bozeman,  EHem. 
White,  E.  P.,  Livingston,  Grand. 

NEBRASKA 

Anderson,  H.  A.,  Scribner,  Crystal. 
Jones.  W.  H..  Omaha.  World  Realty  Co. 
Kirk.  J.  E.,  Omaha,  Grand. 
Stem,  J.  L.,  Omaha,  Independent  Film  Co. 
Stern,  M.  L.,  Omaha,  Cook. 
Larson,  H.  A.,  Oakland,  Majestic. 
Morgan,  G.  W.,  Gothanberg,  Lake. 
Wintroub,  Max,  Omaha,  Lake. 
Shreifer,  M.  E.,  Wismer,  Royal. 
Williams.  C.  T.,  Omaha,  Park. 
Tabot,  F.  S.,  Broken  Bow,  Sun. 
Cook.  B.,  Beatrice,  Gilbert. 
Robertson,  E.  H.,  Scribner,  Crystal. 
Kennedy,  H.  F..  Broken  Bow,  Lyric. 
Borgan,  Roy,  Barstow,  Gem. 
Hollah.  A.  J..  Omaha,  Omaha. 
Crcal,  W.,  Omaha,  Beacon. 

NEW  HAMPSHIRE 

Adams,  D.  J.,  Concord,  Auditorium. 
NEW  JERSEY 

Austin,  A.  D.,  Wildwjwd.  Hunts  Theatre  Inc. 
Blumenthal,  Lrf>uis,  Jersey  City, 
Corla,  S.  C.,  Wildwood,  Regent. 
Pox.  J.  B.,  Riverside,  Fox. 
Fox.  Mrs.  J.  B.,  Beverke,  Beverlce. 
Kdky.  E.  T.,  Palisades,  Grant  Lee. 
Rosenblatt.  L..  Bayonne,  Lyceum. 
Walton.  W.  B.,  Wiadwood.  Casion. 
Woodhall,  Pete,  Dover,  Baker,  Pres.  M.  P.  T. 

0.  A. 
NEW  YORK 

Goldberg,  J.,  New  York,  Goldberg  Prod. 
Goldberg,  Bert,  New  York.  Goldberg  Prod. 
Ardell,  Franklin,  New  York,  Goldberg  Prod. 
Haas,  Andrew,  New  York,  Goldberg  Prod. 
Kramrath,  H.  M.,  Albany,  Strand. 
Dolan,  Frank  T.,  Albany,  Troy. 
Schiller,  H.  M.,  New  York,  R.  Morton  Organ 

Co. 

Lindham,  I..  New  York,  R.  Morton  Organ  Co. 
Waller,  Tom.  Ed.  Off.  Bulletin,  New  York  City, 
Weisner,  H.,  New  York  City,  Regun, 
West,  Geo.  B..  New  York  City.  Art  Class. 
Weiss,  L.,  Brooklyn,  Premier. 
Eschner,  Albert,  New  York  City,  Gotham  Prod. 
Samuels,  P.  E.,  New  York  City,  Keystone. 
Coch,  F.  J.,  Rochester,  Lindhurst. 
Appel,  Joe,  Brooklyn,  Globe. 
BrUl,  Mrs.  S.,  New  York  City,  Inwood. 
Blumenthal,  E.,  Brooklyn,  Palace. 
Cohen,  Sydney,  New  York  City,  Empire. 
Cohen,  David,  Binghamton,  Strand. 

Cohn,  Clarence.  New  York  City,  Tremont. 
Hirsch,  Arthur,  New  York  City,  Moshula. 
Hardesty,  A.  L.,  New  York  City. 
Hoffman,  M.  H.,  Flushing,  L.  L,  Roosevelt. 
Matthews,  R.  P.,  New  York  City,  R.  Morgan 

Organ  Co. 

Mayer,  Alex,  New  York  dly,  Cohen. 
Manhcimer,  J.,  New  York  City,  Park. 
Ne^lc,  M.,  New  York  City,  Normandie. 
Rcsenblatt,  B.,  New  York  City,  Empire. 
Rose,  S.  E.,  New  York  City,  R.  Morgan  Organ 

Co. 

Rogers,  Bud.  New  York  City,  Gotham  Produc- tions. 

Sanders,  R.,  New  York  City,  Marathon. 
Schwartz,  S.,  New  York  City,  Oxford. 
Schwartz,  Jack,  New  York  City,  Holland  3th 

Ave. 

Seider,  J.  M.  and  wife.  New  York  City,  Bus. 
Mgr.  M.  P.  T.  O.  A. 

Setter.  Mrs.  B„  New  York  CTiJy. 
Sonin,  S.,  New  York  City,  West  End. 

NEW  MEXICO 

Hurley,  A..  Tacumcari,  Princess. 
Murray,  L.  D.,  Hurley,  Chino. 

Higgins,  D.  N.,  Albuquerque,  Pastime. 
Bachechi,  V.  &   Mother,  Albuquerque,  Pastime. 

NORTH  DAKOTA 

McCarthy,  C.  F.,  Fargo,  Grand. 
McCarthy,  J.  J.,  Fargo,  Grand. 
Filler,  John,  Valley  City.  Filler  &   Rex. 

OHIO 
Almond,  B.  C.,  Columbus,  Princess. 
Howland,  C,  D.,  Dclmar,  Delmar. 
Perruzi,  John  A.,  Niles,  Butler. 
Binder,  H.  L.,  Xenia,  Orpheum. 
Berkowitz,  M.  W.,  Cleveland,  Rstz. 
Bierbeson,  Delaware,  Strand. 

Burns,  Lawrence,  Columbus,  Champion. 
Grill,  D.  N.,  Cleveland,  High  Amusement  Co. 
Gross,  Prank,  Cleveland,  Superior. 
Goldsoil,  L.  C..  Columbus,  Hiupadromc. 
Horwitz,  H.  E.,  Cleveland,  Olympia. 
Harwood,  J.  J.,  Cleveland,  Lexington. 
Harmon,  Bob,  Columbus,  Knickerbocker. 
Itcif,  Howard,  Cleveland,  Rialto. 
Skagrin,  J.  E.,  Youngstown,  Park. 
Stueve,  R.  C.,  Canton,  Orpheum. 
Schwartz,  J.  A.,  Cleveland,  Broadway  Circuit. 
Vermese,  S.,  Cleveland,  Eclair. 
Watkins,  J.  D.,  Cleveland,  Ridge. 
Pflster,  C.,  Troy,  Jewel. 

Schwalm,  J.,  Hamilton,  Rialto. 
Wood,  P.  J..  Columbus.  Bus.  Mgr.  M.  P.  T.  O.  A. 
Deutsch,  S.  F.,  Cleveland,  Sun. 
Lustig,  H.,  Cleveland,  Waldorf. 

OKLAHOMA 

House.  Mrs.  L.  T.,  Colgate,  Wigwam. 

PickrelL  F.  B..  Oklahoma  City,  Pres.  M.  P. 
T.  O.  A. 

Moore.  R.  S.,  Snyder,  Gem. 

OREGON 
Hamburger,  F.  M.,  Portland,  Circle. 

Potter,  Pearl,  Portland,  Sec.  M.  P.  League 
Poole,  H.  J.,  Klamath  Falls.  Liberty. 

PENNSYLVANIA 

Bawser,  C.  A.,  Saxton,  Liberty, 
Berman,  B.  T..  Pittsburgh,  Grand. 
Brcgham,  Lenore,  Swisvallc,  Washington. 

Comerford,  M.  E„  Scranton,  State. 
Cadoret,  W.  H.,  Scranton,  State. 
Davis,  Harry,  Pittsburgh,  Grand, 
Esterly.  Paul,  Redding,  Strand. 
Hendd,  Louis,  Pittsburgh,  Orpheum. 
Harrington,  Fred  J.,  Pittsburgh,  M.  P.  T.  0. 
Handel.  Albert,  Pittsburgh,  Center  Square. 
Hickie,  T..  Saxton,  Liberty. 
Iskovitz,  Hannah,  McKees  Rocks,  Liberty. 
Jewell,  W.  H.,  Scwickley. 
Kinney,  T.  A.,  Franklin,  Franklin  &   Park. 
Loewlnter,  S.  M.,  Pittsburgh,  Ambridge  Amuse 

Co. 

Mikowlowsky,  T.,  Masontown,  Rex. 
Nadlcr,  M.  B.,  Ambridge,  Prince. 
O’Toclo,  M.  J.,  Scranton,  Regent, 
Roth,  Morris,  Duquesne,  Liberty. 
Rosenbloom,  Charleroi,  Majestic. 
Silverman,  J.,  Altoona,  Strand. 
Silverbarg,  W.  J.,  GrooiiviU®,  Mercer  Square. 
Schad,  E.  J..  Redding,  Arcadia. 
Winograd,  M.,  Pittsburgh,  Majestic, 
Rosinblum,  Jeanette,  Charleroi,  Majestic. 

Way,  A.  P.,  Dubois,  Avenue. 
Wheat.  W.  R.,  Scwickley,  Sewickley. 

Young,  T.  W.,  Dyesberg,  Francis. 
Myers,  H.  H.,  Pittsburgh.  Schenlcy. 
Battiston,  J,  L.,  Yukon,  Lyric. 
Gross,  Arthur,  Duquesne,  Liberty. 
NavSer,  Mrs.  M.  D.,  Ambridge,  Prince. 
Aarons.  G.  P.,  Philadelphia,  Bluebird. 
Butler,  Mrs.  F..  Philadelphia,  Clearfield. 
Butler.  Wm..  Philadelphia.  Clearfield. 
Gerson,  M.  and  wife,  Philadelphia,  Colonial. 

Gerson,  Miss  C.,  Philadelphia,  OverbroolL 
Simeral,  H.  C.  and  family,  Altoona,  State. 
Balias.  Mrs.  T.,  Yukon,  Lyric. TENNESSEE 

Lewis,  L.  L.,  Memphis,  Amcr.,  Empire  & Beauty. 

Anderson,  B.,  Covington,  Palace. 
Henderson.  W.  B.,  Ripley.  Dixie. 

TEXAS 

Belt,  Hazel,  Fort  Worth,  Pantages. 

Darbandt,  E.  S.,  Jacksonville,  Darbandt’s. Chaminsky,  Si,  Carthage.  Victory. 

Howell,  S.  G.,  Dallas,  Capital. 

HcfScy,  Sam,  Dallas,  Motion  Picture  Journal. 
Lilly.  J.,  Cameron,  Wonderland. 

Lilly.  A.  W,,  Sulphur  Springs,  Mission  &   Baf- ford. 

Mitchell,  J.  D..  Groenvillc,  Colonial. 
Norfleet,  Hal,  Honey  Grove,  Strand. 
Waid,  W.  S.,  Dallas,  Pantagos. 

Cole.  Ho  A.,  Dailas,  M.  P.  T.  0. 

Ashton,  H.  3.,  Marshall,  Grand. 
UTAH 

Carron,  F.,  Prove,  Columbia. 

Gillette,  J.  A..  Richfield,  Kincma  Circuit. 

Stallings,  A.  L.,  Ti  
'   " 

oele.  Strand, 

alt  Lake 
Stallings,  A.  L..  Salt  Lake  City,  Klnema. 
Ryan.  J.  E.,  Richfield,  Kinems. 

Ragar,  John,  Brigham  City,  Liberty. 
Spraker,  H.  T.,  Park  City,  America. 

White,  F.  M.,  American  Fort,  Keystone. 
VIRGINIA 

Somma,  Oias.,  Saltvillc,  Victory. 

Danz,  John,  Richmond,  Bluebird  &   Brooklyn. 
WASHINGTON 

Graham.  F.  W.,  Seattle,  Capital. 
Klaywitter,  O.  J.,  Sheldon,  Graimm. 
Groesbeck,  E.  W.,  Seattle,  Gem. 

Foreman,  A.  M..  Enumclaw,  Liberty. 
Srigicy,  Geo.,  Malden,  Liberty. 
Weskil.  Mrs.  F.  C..  Seattle,  Cameo. 
Weskil,  F.  C.,  Colfax,  Rose, 
Zazcl,  Colfax,  Rose  and  Gem. 

Hone,  J.  N.,  Olympia,  Capital  and  Liberty. 

Brylawski,  A.  J..  Seattle.  Sec.  M.  P.  T.  O.  A. 
Edwards,  F.,  Seattle,  Pacific- 

Swanson,  C.  A.,  Everett,  Star  Amuse.  Co. 
Webb,  O.  T.,  Everett,  Star  Amuse.  Co. 
Barg.  H.  R.,  Tacoma,  Shell. 
Mercy,  Frederick,  Yakima,  Liberty. 
Reynolds,  E,  J.  and  wife,  Paso®.  Liberty. 
Parker,  S.  D.,  Seattle,  Pantages. 

Schlaifer,  L.  J„  Seattle,  Wintergardon. 
McKinncll,  Robh,  Tacoma,  Rose. 

WASHINGTON,  D.  C. 

Phillips,  Lawrence,  Washington,  Staunton. 
Stutz,  E.  J.,  Washington,  Earle. 

Gallanty,  S.  A.,  Washington,  Chevy  Chase. 
Graham,  F.  A..  Washington.  Metropolitan. 
Herbert,  Wm.,  Washington,  Twin  CSty. 
Accola,  Edwin  C.,  Washington,  Circle. 

WISCONSIN 
Brenmmer,  A.  W.,  Prairie  Du  Sac,  Bonham. 
Berth,  Edwin  L.,  Milwaukee,  Greenfield. 
Bcrkoltz,  A„  Kiel,  Pastime, 
Fisher,  Geo.  B.,  Mcrmac,  Mormac. 
Goldman.  H.,  Mihvaukee. 
Goodrich,  K.  P.,  Green  Bay,  Colonial. 
Grabe,  A.  W.,  Elkhorn,  Princess. 

Kusting,  O.  T.  W.  and  D..  Milwaukee,  Capital. 
Krofto.  M..  Milwaukee,  Idlehour. 

Silliman,  J.  H.  and  W.  D.,  MCwaukee,  Downer. 
Wolcott,  F.  E..  Racine.  Majestic. 
Tartc,  Mrs.  Bruce.  Milwaukee,  Regent, 
Seegert,  Fred,  Milwaukee,  Regent. 

Staab,  Henry,  Milwaukee,  Sec.  M.  P.  T.  0. 
Schwartz,  Joseph,  Milwaukee,  Revere. 

Rice,  M..  Milwaukee,  State. 

Kelliher,  D.  F.  and  W.,  Lake  Geneva,  Majestic. 
WYOMING 

Ray.  Chas.,  Cheyenne,  Capitol. 
Nye,  Earl,  Cheyenne,  Princess. 
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37 Presentation  Act 

Menace  to  Films 

Says  Jack  Warner 
(Special  to  the  Herald) 

NEW  YOKK,  June  8. — Exhibitors  hiuI 
the  trade  press  endanger  the  future  of 

films  liy  over-emphasizing  the  presentation 
aspect  of  the  modern  film-show,  according 

to  Jack  L.  War- 
n   c   r,  production 
h   e   a   <l  of  Warner 
Brothers.  Mr. 

Warner’s  state- 
ment  giving  this 
view  reads  in  part 
as  follows: 

“It  is  a   peculiar 

thing  that  the  pic- 
ture industry  al- 

most as  a   whole  is 

devoting  so  much 

attention  to  pre- 
sentations. Even 

t   h   e   trade  papers 

are  giving  their 
columns  more  and 

more  freely  to  this  phase  of  the  exhibition 

end  than  they  arc  to  a   plea  for  a   superior 

quality  of  pictures.  New  presentation  de- 
partments have  lieen  created  in  the  leading 

trade  journals  giving  pages  to  this  sub- 
ject. These  departments  undoubtedly  carry 

tremendous  weight  with  exhibitors,  who 

foresee  disaster  if  they  do  not  fall  into 
line. 

“Vaudeville  programs  are  expensive, 

more  so  than  pictures.  VN'ith  the  demand 
for  vaudeville  acts  increasing  this  expense 
is  bound  to  have  an  tipward  tendency. 

There  must  be  a   saving  to  the  exhibitor 
somewhere  and  he  will  demand  a   cut  in  his 

picture  costs.” 

Little  Rock  to  Have 

$2,000,000  Theatre; 
New  One  for  Miami 
(Special  to  the  Herald) 

LITTLE  ROCK,  ARK.,  June  8.— It  is 
reported  that  Little  Rock  is  to  have  a 

$1,000,000  house  soon.  It  is  to  be  built 

by  the  Interstate  Amusement  Conipany 
and  will  be  called  the  New  Majestic. 

The  Universal  Chain  Theatrical  Enter- 

prises has  just  acquired  a   new  house  in 

Florida.  It  is  the  Arcade  theatre  in 

Kissimee,  Fla.,  a   city  under  5, (WO.  An- 

other motion  picture  theatre  is  to  be 

added  to  Miami  list,  the  Capitol.  It 

will  be  ready  June  18.  The  cost  will 
exceed  a   half  million  dollars. 

Herman  Wohber  Goes  to 

Berlin  in  Famous  Post 
(Special  to  the  Herald) 

NEW  York.  June  8.— Herman  Wob- 

ber.  West  Coast  district  manager  of 

raramount,  has  sailed  for  Berlin,  where 

be  will  take  up  the  duties  of  a   member 

of  the  executive  board  of  Famous  Play- 

ers-Lasky  (Corporation. 

The  board  is  in  charge  of  the  coni- 

pany’s  affairs  in  Europe.  Webber  is  in 

charge  of  distribution,  Cecil  Graham  is 

in  charge  of  finance,  and  Albert  Kauf- 
man is  in  charge  of  exhibition. 

Frank  Zimmerman  Dead 
(Special  to  the  Herald) 

AURORA.  MINN..  June  8.— Frank  
Zim- 

merman, showman  of  this  city,  died  at  St. 

Mary’s  Hospital,  Duluth,  on  Memorial  Day. 

Stomach  trouble  was  assigned  as  the  cause.
 

I.  M.  P.  A.  May  Cease  to 
Function  on  Lines  Planned 

Frederick  H.  Elliott  Resigns  as  President  of  Independents’ 
Organization — I,  E.  Chadwick  Believes  Association  Will 

Live,  Though  Membership  Has  Declined 

(Special  to  the  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  June  8. — While  no  official  statement  could  be  obtained, 

it  is  genemlly  believed  here  that  the  Independent  Motion  Picture  .Associa- 
tion will  soon  cease  to  function  along  the  lines  on  which  it  was  planned. 

Frederick  H.  Elliott  Resigns 

Frederick  H.  Elliott,  who  organized  the  stalfc  rights  men  and  other  inde- 
pendents into  an  association,  resigned  last  week,  and  it  is  understood  that 

the  headquarters  of  the  association  at  1650  Broadway  will  shortly  be  dis- 
mantled. 

tivitics  dwindled  until  recently  but  five  or 
six  men  could  be  counted  on  for  any  work 

or  for  any  financial  encouragement. 

I.  E.  Chadwick,  president  of  the  associa- 
tion, who  since  its  inception  has  been  one 

of  the  most  active  in  the  affairs  of  the 

organization,  says  the  association  will  con- 
tinue, but  along  difTercnt  lines  from  those 

on  which  it  has  been  working.  He  intimated 
that  no  successor  would  be  appointed  to 

Mr.  Elliott. 

For  a   while  after  its  organization  the  as- 
sociation flourished  amid  great  enthusiasm 

on  the  part  of  the  independents,  state  right 
producers,  distributors  and  exchange  men 

joining  until  there  was  a   membership  up- 
wards of  thirty. 

Enthusiasm  Waned 

Gradually  this  enthusiasm  waned,  and 

while  the  rolls  of  the  association  still  car- 

ried a   considerable  membership,  those  ac- 

tively participating  in  the  association’s  ac- 

“Devil  Horse”  Premiere  Held  in 
Hotel  Roosevelt  Ballroom 

Hal  Roach  Feature  Shoivs  to  Invited  Audience — Harmonized  Tympani 

Battery  Featured  in  Musical  Presentation 

(Special  to  the  Herald) 

New  YORK,  June  8.— The  social  high  light  of  the  local  film  world last  week  was  the  premiere  showing  given  “The  Devil
  Horse”  in 

the  grand  ballroom  at  the  Hotel  Roosevelt  on  Tuesday  night.
  An 

invited  audience,  which  comfortably  filled  the  room,  was  in  at
tendance  and 

after  the  showing  of  the  picture  dancing  was  indulged  in  u
ntil  a   late  hour. 

'^HE  production  i.s  the  latest  starring  Federati
on  of  Women’s  Clubs  last  week 

•I  picture  of  Rex,  the  king  of  equine 

actors,  and  is  a   more  pretentious  offer
ing 

than  either  the  "King  of  Wild  Horses 

or  “Black  Cyclone,”  both  of  which  met 

pleasant  and  profitable  receptions  
at  the 

hands  of  exhibitors  and  public. 

Musical  Score  Unusual 

The  pleasure  of  last  week's  premiere 

was  greatly  enhanced  by  a 
  most  un- 

usual musical  presentation  conceived 

and  worked  out  by  S.  Barrett  
McCor- 

mick, of  Pathe,  assisted  m   the  musical 

score  by  James  C.  Bradford,  
who  di- rected. ,   , 

The  presentation  was  bill
ed  as  a 

“Eurythmic  Setting  and  Present
ation, 

featuring  for  the  first  time  a
n  Harmonic 

Tympani  Battery.”  Thi
s  Harmonic 

Tympani  Battery”  revealed 
 itselt  as  a 

battery  of  twelve  drums  so  a
ttuned  as  to 

permit  of  a   most  unusual 
 musical  ar- 

rangement of  the  score  with  tremendous 

^^The  Devil  Horse”  is  a   Hal  Roach 

production  directed  by  Fre
d  Jackman 

and  photographed  by  Flo
yd  Jackman 

and  George  Stevens.  The  
story  was 

written  by  Mr.  Roach. 

Censor  Bad  Pictures 

Says  Evanston  Woman 
(Special  to  the  Herald) 

\TLANTIC  CITY.  N.  J..  June
  S.—Mrs. 

Mfred  C.  Tvler  of  Evanston,  I
II.  who  is 

chairman  of 'the  motion  picture  co
mmittee 

said  before  the  convention  of
  the  General 

that  children's  programs  for  smaller  com- 

munities selected  by  Will  Hays’  committee 

were  harmless  but  not  construclive.  “I  be- 
lieve in  local  censorship,"  she  said.  She 

said  she  is  not  content  to  praise  good  pic- 
tures with  the  Idea  that  this  method  will 

cause  bad  pictures  to  disappear. 

Slump  Continues  as  3 

Companies  Incorporate 
(Special  to  the  Herald) 

.ALBANY,  N.  Y.,  June  8.— Last  week 

again  saw  a   decrease  in  the  number  of 

companies  incorporating  in  the  motion 

picture  business  in  New  York  state, 

when  only  three  were  listed.  The  new 

companies  arc: 

Edwin  Amusement  Company,  capi- 

talized at  $5,000;  J.  Frank  Davis  Com- 

pany and  Modern  Lyceum,  Inc.,  the  last 

two  not  specifying  the  amount  of  capi- talization. 

W.  A.  Harriman  Called 

Backer  of  Inspiration 

(Special  to  the  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  June  8.— The  si
lent 

hacker  of  Inspiration  Pictures.  Inc.,  was 

\V.  A.  Harriman  it  was  revealed  m   the
 

perjury  trial  of  Charles  W.  Du
ell  last 

week.  Duell  is  charged  with  false
  testi- 

mony uttered  in  his  court  action  las
t 

year  against  Lillian  Gish  for  br
each  of contract. 
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U’s  “Outside  the  Law”  Breaks 
All  Records  on  Revival 

Plays  to  125,000  Admissions  in  Four  Weeks  at  Colony — Press  Agentiy 

Glorified  in  Ramsaye' s   Talk  to  A.  M.  P.  A. 

By  JOHN  S.  SPARGO 

New  YORK,  June  8. — Any  time  a   film  company  can  resurrect  a six  year  old  picture,  put  it  in  on  Broadv/ay  for  a   four  weeks  run 
and  break  all  records  of  current  successes,  the  stunt  creates  a   hunch 

for  other  distributors  to  look  around  in  their  vaults  and  see  if  they  haven’t 

got  a   few  big  money  makers  laying  around. 

For  that’s  what  Universal  has  just  done  with  “Outside  the  Law,”  which 
closed  four  weeks  of  startling  figures  last  Saturday  night  at  the  Colony 
theatre. 

OUTSIDE  the  Law,”  a   Universal  Jewel, was  made  by  Tod  Browning  more  than 
six  years  ago,  with  Priscilla  Dean  supported 
by  Lon  Chaney, 
and  released  more 
than  five  years 
ago. 

The  record  of 

“Outside  the  Law” 
at  the  Colony  is 
remarkable.  Dur- 

ing its  four  weeks 
it  played  more 
than  125,000  ad- 

missions, averag- 
ing around  $20,000 

a   week,  and  equal- 
ling the  great  suc- 
cess of  “The  Co- 
hens and  the  Kel- 

lys,” Universal’s 
great  moneymaker  this  spring.  It  would 
have  had  a   longer  run  but  for  the  neces- 

sity of  giving  “Rolling  Home,”  Reginald 
Denny’s  new  picture,  a   Broadway  premiere. 

Reports  from  other  cities  in  which  Uni- 
versal has  revived  this  popular  screen 

melodrama  are  equally  as  impressive,  the 
picture  drawing  remarkable  crowds  and 
proving  one  of  the  high  spots  in  the  cur- 

rent screen  season. 

In  the  Criterion  theatre,  Los  Angeles,  it 
broke  all  house  records  for  Saturday.  In 
the  Kivol;  theatre,  St.  Louis,  it  exceeded 

the  receipts  of  “The  Cohens  and  the 

Kellys.”  In  Buffalo  it  played  to  the  big- 
gest Sunday  business  of  the  year.  In  many 

cities  it  is  almost  as  big  a   financial  success 

as  "The  Phantom  of  the  Opera.” 
Do  get  busy,  and  look  over  the  success 

of  former  days  and  see  if  you  can’t  pick 
yourself  a   winner  right  off  the  shelf. 

Press  Agentry  Glorified 

Motion  picture  agentry  was  glorified  at 
the  AMPA  meeting  last  Thursday  when 
Terry  Ramsaye,  chronicler  of  the  motion 
picture  business,  was  guest  of  honor. 

Mr.  Ramsaye  spoke  of  the  early  days 
of  the  motion  picture,  told  of  his  exper- 

iences and  some  of  the  facts  that  are  dealt 
with  at  length  in  his  history  of  the  film 

business,  “A  Million  and  One  Nights,” 
published  by  Simon  &   Shuster.  He  also 
made  mention  of  his  pet  idea  of  creating 
a   Motion  Picture  Museum  in  which  would 
be  exhibited  every  progressive  invention, 
old  and  new  films,  stills  and  devices  that 
have  come  up  since  the  inception  of  the 
industry.  This  project  should  be  impartial, 
not  favoring  any  company,  he  said,  so  that 
no  concern  could  use  it  as  a   ballyhoo. 

Mr.  Ramsaye  told  how  he  first  became 

acquainted  with  the  motion  picture  busi- 
ness in  1913.  While  working  for  the 

Chicago  Tribune,  he  was  told  to  prepare 
a   scenario  telling  how  the  paper  ran  its 
business.  He  had  to  rewrite  it  because 
his  first  version  lacked  action,  but  in  the 

second  and  accepted  version,  he  had  his 
hero  jumping  off  bridges,  escaping  from 

burning  buildings,  diving  through  ice-cov- 
ered lakes,  taking  breakneck  rides  in 

trains,  and  automobiles  and  experiencing 
other  adventures  equally  as  simple  and 

tame. 
The  evolution  of  the  motion  picture 

serial  and  the  part  played  in  its  creation 
by  the  Chicago  Tribune;  how  Mutual  got 
Charles  Chaplin  from  Essanay  when  the 
latter  company  was  at  the  height,  was  told 

by  Mr.  Ramsaye  in  an  absorbing  and  hu- morous talk. 

The  next  AMPA  meeting  will  have  as 
its  guest  of  honor  Richard  A.  Rowland, 
production  head  of  the  First  National 
forces,  who  was  elected  to  the  rank  of  the 
immortals  by  the  association  along  with 
Adolph  Zukor,  Marcus  Loew,  Joseph  M. 
Schenck,  Jesse  Lasky  and  others,  most  of 
whom  have  already  been  guests  of  honor 
of  the  organization  during  the  past  season. 

*   *   * 

Schenck  Buys  “The  Dove’* 
Joseph  M.  Schenck  has  purchased  "The 

Dove”  for  Norma  Talmadge,  the  Willard 
Mack  play  which  David  Belasco  produced 
with  Holbrook  Blinn  and  Judith  Anderson 
in  the  leading  roles.  Miss  Talmadge  will 

act  the  part  of  “Dolores  Romero”  in  the 
screen  version.  This  will  be  the  third  play 

produced  by  David  Belasco  in  which  Nor- 
ma Talmadge  will  be  seen  on  the  screen. 

“Wetona”  in  “The  Heart  of  Wetona”  was 

the  first  role,  “Kiki”  the  second.  It  is 
not  definitely  decided  when  work  will  be 

started  on  "The  Dove,”  as  Miss  Talmadge’s 
next  picture  will  be  an  original  story  by 

Hans  Karly,  entitled  “The  Sun  of  Mont- 

martre.” 

«   «   « 

Director  George  Archainbaud,  who  has 

been  in  New  York  with  First  National’s 
Eastern  units  since  last  October,  left  last 
week  for  Hollywood.  He  plans  to  take  a 
vacation  of  several  weeks  before  even 
thinking  of  working,  he  says,  for  he  has 

had  a   steady  grind  of  hard  work  for  sev- 
eral months  and  feels  that  a   fishing  trip 

right  now  will  do  him  more  than  anything 
else.  So  on  arrival  in  California  Archain- 

Fox  House  to  Have 

“Presidents  Box” 
(Special  to  the  Herald) 

WASHINGTON,  June  5.— 
Plans  for  the  3,S00-seat  theatre 
here  which  will  be  leased  to  Fox 

Theatres  Corporation  will  include 

the  President’s  Box  which  will  be 
reserved  at  all  times  for  the  Presi- 

dent of  the  United  States  and  his family. 

baud  will  pack  his  rods  and  go  back  into 

the  mountains. 
Since  coming  East  last  fall  Archainbaud 

has  directed  two  pictures  for  First  Na- 

tional, “Men  of  Steel,"  the  big  steel  special 

with  Milton  Sills  starred,  and  “Puppets,” 
A1  Rockett’s  first  production  for  First 
National.  He  spent  several  months  on  the 
special  and  immediately  on  completion  of 

it  he  plunged  right  into  “Puppets”  with no  rest. 
«   « 

Konrs  Returns  from  Europe 

That  Germany  is  a   country  really  well 
worthwhile  in  the  estimation  of  the  film 
companies  of  America  is  evidenced  by  the 
fact  that  in  Berlin  can  almost  always  be 

found  a   large  quota  of  film  men  from  this 
side,  according  to  George  Kann,  of  the 
GInsberg-Kann  Corporation,  who  returned 
last  week  after  a   two  months  trip  abroad. 

The  Hotel  Adlon,  says  Mr.  Kann,  dur- 
ing one  week  of  his  stay  there,  housed  so 

many  American  film  company  representa- 
tives that  it  was  strongly  reminiscent  cf 

the  Hunting  Room  at  the  Astor.  f^esides 
Mr.  Kann  'here  were  Eddie  Klein,  Bruce 
Johnson  of  First  National ;   Gus  Schles- 
inger  of  Warner  Brothers ;   A1  Aronson  of 
Metro-Goldwyn ;   Abe  Berman  of  United 
Artists;  P.  N.  Brlnch  of  Famous,  Edna 

Williams,  Joe  Pollock  and  Fred  Shonin- 
ger  of  F.  B.  O.  and  William  Vogel,  of 
P.  D.  C.,  with  others  on  the  way. 

♦   *   ♦ 

J.  W.  McConaughy,  for  several  years  as- 
sociated with  William  Le  Baron  at  the 

International  Studios  in  an  editorial  capa- 
city, sailed  this  week  on  the  Berengaria 

under  engagement  to  British  National 
Pictures,  Ltd.  His  first  work  will  be  the 

editing  and  titling  of  “London”  starring 
Dorothy  Gish  and  directed  by  Herbert Wilcox. 

*   *   * 

E.  Mason  Hopper,  one  of  the  featured 

directors  of  Producers  Distributing  Cor- 
poration’s pictures,  is  hurrying  on  from  the 

Coast  to  join  Walter  Futter  on  an  Europ- 
ean tour.  Mr.  Futter,  who  is  going  in 

search  of  material  for  "Curiosities,”  the 
Movie  Sideshow,  a   new  series  of  novelty 
comedies,  cancelled  his  transportation  on 
the  S.  S.  President  Harding  and  they  sail 
together  today  on  the  North  German  Lloyd 
Liner  Muenchen,  Berlin  being -first  stop. 

«   *   « 

C.  R.  Jones  Joins  Chadwick 

I.  E.  Chadwick,  president  of  Chadwick 
Pictures  Corporation,  announced  last  week 

that  Charles  Reed  Jones,  well  known  mo- 
tion picture  publicist,  has  joined  his 

company  as  director  of  advertising  and 
publicity. *   *   * 

Stanley  Sobelson,  J.  J.  Thompson  and 
Fred  Ungar,  owners  of  the  West  End 
Theatre,  Newark,  are  building  a   1,500  seat 
house  in  Elmora,  Elizabeth,  N.  J.  They 

plan  to  make  this  one  of  the  most  beau- 
tiful theatres  of  its  size  in  the  state.  They 

are  also  building  a   1,200  seat  house  in 
Bayonne  and  have  under  consideration  a site  for  another  in  Jersey  City. 

♦   *   * 

Director  Alfred  Santell  is  a   great  stu- 
dent of  names.  He  never  sees  a   group  oi 

names  on  paper  but  what  he  looks  for 
peculiar  combinations  and  oddities.  The 

other  day  during  the  filming  cf  a   spec- 
tacular night  club  scene  in  “Subway  Sa- 

die,” which  he  is  directing  for  First 
National  in  New  York,  he  found  what  he 

calls  the  prize  list  of  his  lifetime  of  in- 
vestigation. Here  are  some  of  the  list 

picked  from  the  extra  girls  on  the  set. 

Lake,  Spring,  Riveres,  Brooks,  Fish, 
Stone,  Wood,  Quail,  Hill  and  Dale. 
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Film  News PICTORIAL  SECTION 
Stories  Told 

in 

Pictures of  Exhibitors  Herald 

by 

the  Camera 

Issue  of  June  12 

Max  Cohen  has  recently  been 

appointed  by  J.  G.  Bachmann 
as  salesmanager  of  Preferred 

Pictures,  which  a   few  days  ago 

announced  13  subjects  on  its 

schedule. James  R.  Grainger,  Fox  salesmanager, 

breaks  training  after  hanging  up  a   big 

record  for  the  season.  Virginia  Valli 

tempted  him  with  whipped  cream.  Left: 

Edmund  Lowe  in  character  for  “What 

Price  Glory,”  top,  and  as  himself  below. 

Boys  will  be  boys.  They  even  out
do 

Mark  Twain’s  Huckleberry  Finn  char- 

acters in  Pathe’s  Our  Gang  comedies 

sometimes.  Johnny  Downs,  above. 

f   1876  in 
Kathleen  Key  plays  a 

“The  Flaming  Frontier, 

epic  of  the  West,  which  recenUy  
drew  to 

capacity  audiences  at  the  Colony  
theatre. 

.   Boyce  Smith,  Jr.,  left  fo
r  New  York  with  the  firs

t  rushes 

f   “The  Amateur  Gentleman
”  at  the  completion  of  some 

f   the  scenes  on  the  Coast. 
 Left  to  right:  Caryl  S. 

iardner  James,  Smith,  head
  of  Inspiration,  Sidney  Olc

ott, 

irecting  the  film,  and  He
rbert  Gnmwood.  It  is 

 a   First 

lational  release. 

joting  was  completed  las
t  week  on Dorothy  Gish’s  new  series  for  Bntish  ^H,.rbrrt 

I   Left  to  right:  Thomas  Burke,  Dorothy
  Gish,  Herbert 

Icex  on  one  of  the  sets.  
Miss  Cub’s 

company  was  "Nell  Gwyn,” 
 which  will  be  released  by 
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A.  A.  Kapian,  secretary  of  the  North- 

west exhibitors’  association,  and 
owner  of  the  New  Arion  theatre, 

Minneapolis,  wouldn’t  part  with  his 
cigar  a   minute.  (Herald  photo.) 

John  Filler,  owner  and  manager  of 

the  Filler  theatre.  Valley  City,  North 

Dakota,  was  in  on  every  session  of  the 

Northwest  convention.  (Herald 

photo.) 

One  of  the  popular  delegates  at  the 

Northwest  convention  in  Minne- 

apolis, which  preceded  the  national 

meeting  was  H.  B.  Smoots,  Little 

Falls,  Minn.,  exhibitor. 

Antonio  Moreno  will  be  in  the  featured  romantic  role  with  Greta  Garbo  and  H.  B. 

Warner  in  the  Cosmopolitan  production  “The  Temptress,”  now  being  filmed  at 
the  Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer  studios.  The  continuity  for  the  picture  was  written  by 

Dorothy  Famum  from  Blasco  Ibanez’  famous  novel.  In  a   prominent  role  is  Lionel 
Barrymore,  now  under  M-G-M  contract. 

Otto  N.  Raths,  South  St.  Faul,  Minn., 

who  was  head  of  the  old  exhibitors’ 
association  and  who  is  now  vice- 

president  of  the  Northwest  exhib- 

itors’ association.  (Herald  photo.) 
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Visiting  Philadelphia  1   Left  to  right:
 

Lee  Marcus,  Film  Booking  
Offices’ 

general  salesmaisager,  Jerome  Safron
, 

branch  manager,  host,  and  Colvin 
 W. 

Brown,  vicepresident  in  charge 
 of  dis- 

tribution. 

Gabe  Hess,  representative  of  Motion
 

Picture  Producers  and  Distributors  of 

America,  was  photographed  in 
 Minne- 

apolis by  the  “Herald"  cameraman 

who  attended  the  Northwest  
conven- 

tion. 

Minn.,  Anton  GOIes, 

Msnn.,  and  Crockett 
 Brown  of  Nash- 

wauk,  Minn.,  mixed
  business  with 

pleasure  at  the  conve
ntion  m   Mmne- 

apclis.  (Herald  photo.
) 

wh..  yo.  «po«.  
.Ke 

Coast  you  need  not  conclude  ^^VSl^^^cSional  product,  recently  acquired  more 
Christie,  which  produces  ^   Above:  A   garden  space  m   the 

property.  Below  is  a   v
iew  of  240  acres  just  a

dOeo. 

front  of  the  Christie  st
udios. 

Left  to  right:  Here
  are  C.  h-  Bier, 

Lanesboro,  Mmn.,  exhibitor
  af  ̂ 

Milner,  exhibitor  of 
 Spring  Valley, 

Minn.,  attending  th
e  Northwest  con 

vention. 
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Eve  Unsell  never  lets  up  work.  She  has  been  responsible 

for  a   number  of  screen  successes.  She  is  at  present  batting 

over  .300  for  Fox  Film  Corporation.  One  of  her  adapta- 

tions is  ‘‘The  Lily,”  now  in  production,  which  stars  Belle 
Bennett. 

Corinne  Griffith  called  the  gang  together  after  finishing 

“Into  Her  Kingdom.”  L.  to  R.:  Frank  Churchill,  Paul 
Finstein,  Winston  Williams,  Meta  Sterne,  Jack  Lloyd, 

Claude  Gillingwater,  Miss  Griffith,  G.  W.  Bemssen,  Einar 

Hanson,  George  Brandon,  Harry  Jackson,  Harold  Win- 
strom.  Photo  taken  on  First  National  set. 

“Like  father’  like  son.”  Young  Carl  Laemmle,  Jr.,  is  to  fol- 
low in  the  footsteps  of  his  dad.  He  enters  the  production 

field  in  earnest  with  the  beginning  of  work  on  “The  Col- 

legians,” which  is  written  by  him  for  Universal  Pictures 
Corporation.  It  features  George  Lewis. 
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Studio  people  were  officials  at  the  ground  christening  for
 

the  Roosevelt  hotel  to  be  built  in  Hollywood.  L.  to  R.j 

Lou  Anger,  Fred  Niblo,  Metro  director  
of  “Ben  Hur," 

Fred  Beetson,  C.  E.  Toberman,  Hobart  Bosworth
,  Con- 

stance Talmadge,  Enid  Bennett,  Mrs.  D.  J.  Grauman,  Sid
 

Grauman,  Col.  Hugh  A.  Beaton,  Jr.,  and  May
or  Cryer. 

Al  Lichtman  last  week 
 accepted  an  appointmen

t  wth 

United  Artists  Corporati
on  as  special  field 

He  will  be  located  in 
 the  home  office.  Lic

htman  has 

brought  considerable  cr
edit  to  himself  m   execu

tive  posts 

with  other  organizations
  m   the  past. 

le  “Waltz  Dream.”  which  will 
 open  presently  in  New 

appears  Mady  Christians,,  
whose  praise  in  the  pre-s 

ad  serves  as  credentials  to
,  Amencan  audienc«.  Sh

e 

opularly  acclaimed  as  
Germany’s  greatest  femi

nine 
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Exhibitors  Join  Producers  in 

FP-L  Cornerstone  Laying 
Pete  Woodhull  Performs  Official  Ceremony — Hollywood  Starts  "Little 

Motion  Picture  Theatre  Movemenf* 

By  RAY  MURRAY 

Hollywood,  June  S. — Many  exhibitors  attending  the  M.P.T.O.A. convention  here  last  week  joined  producers  in  the  dedication  of  the 

new  Famous  Players-Lasky  studio  on  Melrose  Avenue  Saturday. 
Scores  of  studio  officials  and  screen  players  watched  R.  F.  Woodhull,  retir- 

ing president  of  the  M.P.T.O.A.,  perform  the  official  act  of  applying  mortar 
to  the  cornerstone  of  the  structure. 

YDNEY  COHEN  and  others  posed 
for  a   thousand  foot  newsreel  after  tlie 

ceremony  and  inspected  the  11  stages 
now  in  course  of  construction. 

*   *   * 

Many  members  of  the  M.  P.  T.  O.  A. 
who  attended  the  convention  remained 

with  their  families  to  enjoy  a   week's  rest 
and  view  the  sights  of  California.  Afr. 
and  Mrs.  S.  Bloom  of  Toronto,  Canada, 

A.  Saperstein,  Chicago,  and  A.  Schaak 

of  Chicago  are  among  those  who  re- 
mained. 

Warner  Brothers’  “Don  Juan”  will  fol- 
low “The  Black  Pirate”  at  Grauman’s 

Egyptian. 
♦   *   ♦ 

Hollywood  nwy  soon  have  a   theatre 

in  which  all  the  best  known  old  jo 

rorife.<i  of  the  early  days  of  the  film 
industry  will  be  shoion.  The  move- 

ment is  known  as  the  "Little  Motion 

Picture  Theatre  Movement.”  The  first 
meeting  to  launch  the  project  was  held 
last  week  at  the  home  of  Gareth 
Hughes. 

The  first  production  to  be  given 

early  in  July  at  the  IVriters’  Club  will 
be  selected  by  Donald  Crisp,  one  of 
the  promoters  of  the  movement. 

Other  favorite  pictures  will  be  given 

by  members  of  the  organization  from 
time  to  time  following  that  date. 

Hugo  Ballin,  Gareth  Hughes,  Made- 
line Grandeis  and  John  St.  Palis  took 

part  in  the  first  meeting. 
*   »   * 

Arrested  on  State  Labor  Lmv  Charge 

The  State  Labor  bureau  caused  the  ar- 

rest last  week  of  Harry  Keaton  on  a 

charge  of  operating  an  employment  bu- 
reau without  a   license.  Helen  Frick,  an 

employee  of  the  Better  Business  bureau, 
alleged  that  Keaton  was  conducting  a 
school  and  employment  agency  for  mo- 

tion picture  actors.  According  to  City 
Prosecutor  Concannon,  Keaton  has  ob- 

tained more  than  $2,500  recently  from 
Mexicans  and  Italians  seeking  motion 
picture  careers. 

*   *   * 

John  Kennard  Hamilton,  publicity  man 
for  Peggy  Hopkins  Joyce,  was  married 
to  Twila  Rineheart,  film  actress  of  Glen- 

dale, Thursday  evening.  After  a   brief 
honeymoon  they  will  return  to  Los  An- 

geles, where  Hamilton  will  be  associated 
with  a   local  film  studio. 

♦   *   ♦ 

A   theatre  is  to  be  erected  at  the  corner 
of  82d.  street  and  \'ermont  avenue  for F.  L.  Brown  and  E.  H.  Masterson.  It 
will  have  a   seating  capacity  of  900,  and 
the  interior  will  be  of  Spanish  design. *   *   * 

Morgan  Leaves  F.  P.-L. 

Byron  Morgan,  sole  survivor  of  the 
famous  brigade  of  authors  signed  by 
Jesse  Lasky  in  1921,  has  left  the  com- 

pany. He  wrote  many  of  the  Wally 
Reid  successes.  He  is  now  doing  a   story 
for  Red  Grange,  who  will  start  work 

this  week  on  his  first  starring  vehicle 

under  Sam  Wood’s  direction. 
♦   ♦   * 

The  steel  framework  of  the  new  mil- 

lion dollar  Grauman’s  Chinese  theatre  at 
Hollywood  boulevard  and  Orange  drive 

is  rising  at  such  rapid  speed  that  present 
indications  point  to  the  probable  opening 
of  the  showhouse  about  Christmas  Day 
instead  of  in  January,  1927,  as  originally 
scheduled. 

♦   ♦   ♦ 

Many  film  executives  and  celebrities 

turned  out  Thursday  evening  to  the  pre- 

view of  “Her  Honor  the  Governor,”  star- 
ring Pauline  Frederick  and  directed  bv 

Chet  Withey, 
*   *   » 

Lasky  Sentiment  Moves  Barn 

For  sentimental  reasons  Jesse  L.  Lasky 
is  moving  the  old  barn  in  which  the 

original  Lasky  Company  was  housed  14 

years  ago  from  Vine  street  to  the  new 

studios  of  Paramount.  Lasky’s  office  in 
the  new  location  will  also  have  the  very 
window  frame  of  the  window  from  which 

he  used  to  gaze  placed  in  his  new  private 
office.  A   celebration  is  to  be  held  at  the 

new  studios  soon,  at  which  many  of  the 
stars  will  participate. 

*   *   ♦ 

Harry  Edwards  will  commence  direct- 

ing the  Collegian  Series,  featuring 
George  Lewis,  at  Universal  City  next 

week.  Bob  W'agner  and  Raymond  Ken- 
neth are  adapting  the  stories  which  were 

written  by  Carl  Laemmle,  fr. 

*   »   *   ■ 

Lincoln  Stedman,  who  has  played 
straight  juvenile  roles  in  his  last  three 
screen  appearances,  is  to  have  another 

juvenile  role  in  “Dame  Chance,”  a   David 
Hartford  production. 

*   *   * 

Jackie  Logan  Sails 

Jacqueline  Logan  and  her  husband, 

Bob  Gillespie,  have  sailed  for  Europe  on 

Mrs.  Myrtle  Warren  of  the  Palace  at  ChilU- 

colhe.  111.,  >»as  at  the  convention  with  her 

sister,  Mrs.  Prucier. 

a   belated  honeymoon.  Miss  Logan 
turned  down  a   contract  to  play  the  femi- 

nine lead  in  Tom  Terriss’  production 

“The  Romance  of  a   Million  Dollars.”  ’ *   *   * 

The  Douglas  MacLean  Productions 

under  the  general  management  of  Bo- 

gard  Rogers,  have  moved  their  headquar- 
ters and  production  activities  from  the 

F.  B.  O.  lot  to  Associated  Studios.  Mac- 
Lean  will  soon  start  on  his  third  Para- 

mount feature. *   * 

Columbia  Opens  Doors  to  M.  P.  T.  O.  A. 

Assisted  by  a   special  rece-ption  com- 

mittee, headed  by  Billie  Dove,  Bert  Lv- 
tell,  Ralph  Ince  and  Dorothy  Revier,  the 
Columbia  Studios,  on  Gower  street,  held 
continuous  open  house  for  members  of 

the  Motion  Pictures  Theatre  Owners  As- 
sociation all  last  week.  Jack  Cohn  of 

New  York,  treasurer  of  Columbia  Pic- 
tures, and  one  of  the  old  guard  in  the 

ranks  of  picture  men,  showed  the  vi.^- 

itors  over  the  plant  where  Ralph  Ince 

was  directing  “The  Lone  Wolf  Returns.” 
*   *   * 

For  the  first  time  in  four  years,  Wil- 

liam Russell  returned  to  the  Fox  lot  and 

started  work  last  week  in  “The  Lord's 
Referee,”  wliich  will  be  filmed  under  tlie 
direction  of  John  Ford. 

*   *   * 

The  WASPS  have  a   new  vicepresident 
in  Frances  Dillon,  who  was  elected  to 

that  office  last  Friday.  Miss  Dillon  fills 

the  vacancy  left  by  Helen  Hancock,  who 

will  wed  Leslie  Mason,  production  .su- 
pervisor of  P.  D.  C.,  about  the  middle 

of  June. *   *   * 

A1  Rogell,  who  recently  bought  a   home 
in  Genesee  street,  Hollywood,  is  adding 
other  real  estate  to  his  holdings,  having 

purchased  a   parcel  of  land  in  Lookout 
Crest.  Mr.  Rogell  will  next  direct  Ken 

Maynard  in  “The  Unknown  Cavalier." *   *   * 

Myrtle  Stedman  is  again  enacting  one 
of  her  inimitable  charming  young 

mother  roles,  heading  the  cast  of  "The 
Man  in  the  Shadow,”  a   mystery  comedy 
directed  by  David  Hartford. 

Strayer  Busy  Planning 

Direction  of  Columbia 

*‘Sweet  Rosy  O^Grady” 
Frank  Strayer,  who  will  direct  “Sweet 

Rosy  O’Grad.v”  on  Columbia’s  1926-27 
schedule,  is  already  making  plans  for  the 

making  of  this  and  other  pictures  which 
he  has  under  contract  for  Columbia. 

Strayer,  it  will  be  recalled,  made  "Steppin’ 
Out”  and  “The  Fate  of  a   Flirt.” 
“Sweet  Rosy  O’Grady"  will  be  one  of 

Columbia’s  special  productions  for  the 
coming  scaosn.  Through  a   typographical 
error  Frank  Strayer’s  name  was  given  as 
“Stragt”  in  a   caption  of  Columbia  direc- 

tors in  last  week’s  issue. 

Laemmle  in  N,  Y,,  Party 

Sails  on  Globe  Cycle 
(Special  to  the  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  June  8. — Carl  Laemmle, 
president  of  Universal,  returned  to  New 

York  last  week  prior  to  his  sailing  for Europe. 

The  round-the-world  trip  that  he  is 

sponsoring  sailed  away  on  the  second 

leg  of  its  journey  Wednesday.  The 
company  will  make  three  pictures  during 
the  coining  six  months  en  route. 
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Woodhull  Turns  Down 

Collins  Says  He  Has 

Strongest  Body  Ever 

To  Lead  As  President 
{Continued  from  Page  25) 

dcncy  was  announced,  there  was  another 
wild  and  long  demonstration. 

Collins  Supported  Cohen 

Collins  has  been  one  of  the  most  active 

and  respected  leaders  in  National  Organiza- 
tion matters  for  years.  He  consistently 

supported  Sydney  S.  Cohen  throughout  the 

various  splits  in  the  association  but  at  the 

same  time  held  the  confidence  and  friend- 

ship of  the  anti-Cohen  leaders. 

R.  F.  Woodhull,  president  of  the  as- 

sociation during  the  past  year,  undoubt- 

edly could  have  been  named  by  his 

friends  if  he  had  permitted  as  Collins 

himself  wanted  Woodhull  to  accept  an- 

other term.  Woodhull  insisted  upon 

stepping  down  into  the  ranks  in  th
e  be- 

lief that  what  was  needed  to  obtain  and 

preserve  harmony  was  an  entirely  new 

leader,  ,   ,   , 
Collins  in  accepting  office  stated  that  he 

felt  he  had  in  back  of  him  the  strongest 

organization  in  the  history  of  exhibitor 
affairs.  He  added: 

"The  word  that  complete  harmony  has 

been  restored  in  exhibitor  ranks  will  be 

unwelcome  news  to  the  forces  which  have 

profited  during  the  past  few  years  through 

our  being  divided  and  will  be  wonderfully 

welcome  news  to  the  little  exhibitors  back 

home,  who  were  unable  to  come  to  Los 

Angeles  and  have  been  waiting  anxiously  to 

hear  what  we  would  do.” 

Little  Done  First  Three  Days 

The  convention  lasted  four  days,  Tues- 

day to  Fridav.  Little  was  accomplished  the 

first  three  days,  the  first  day  was  given 

over  to  reports  and  addresses.  The  sec- 

ond day  found  the  credentials  committee 

still  debating  on  eligibility  of  delegates,  and 

was  featured  by  a   clash  between  A1  Steffes 

and  Joe  Seider  over  the  latter’s  report 
 on 

the  uniform  contract.  The  third  day  was 

taken  up  entirely  by  a   wrangle  between  t
he 

factions  over  the  report  of  the  credentials 

committee,  which  cut  the  vote  of  state
s 

which  had  not  paid  dues  down  to  a   mi
m- 

mum.  ,   , 

When  the  Friday  session  opened,  the 

delegates  were  anxious  to  finish  up  their 

business  but  it  appeared  almost  impossible 

T.  Kinney  of  «lie  Pork  and
  Franklin 

theatre*.  Franklin.  Pa.,  ha
s  hU  eye  on  the 

roDvcntion  hall  acconspll^hme
nts. 

J.  Manheimer  of  the  Park  theatre  in  New 

York  City,  took  hi*  family  along  to  Loh 

Angele*. 

that  the  many  things  scheduled  for  con- 
sideration could  be  disposed  of. 

Establishment  of  complete  harmony, 

however,  made  it  possible  to  perform  the 
entire  business  of  the  convention  in  a   pe- 

riod of  less  than  two  hours.  Officers  were 

elected  and  important  motions  and  reso- 
lutions passed  by  acclamation.  The  more 

difficult  matters  which  might  have  required 
considerable  debate  and  irivestigation  were 
referred  to  the  board  of  directors  with  full 

power  to  act. 

The  clash  at  Tuesday’s  session  between 
Steffes  and  Seider  precipitated  the  entire 
uniform  contract  controversy.  It  will  be 

recalled  that  an  Advisory  Committee  of 

.■\1  Steffes,  Charles  O’Reilly,  E.  V.  Rich- 

ards and  R.  F.  Woodhull  recently  “sat  in" 
with  the  Hays  Organization  to  consider 

the  adding  of  certain  clauses  to  the  con- tract which  distributors  insisted  upon. 

The  four  men  acted  as  individuals  but 
in  an  unofficial  wav  were  presumed  to 

represent  the  Allied  States,  the  T.  0.  C.  C.. 
the  first  run  theatres  and  the  M.  P.  T.  O. 

A.  re.spectively.  Through  the  efforts  of 

these  four  men,  many  of  the  clauses  asked 

by  the  distributors  were  prevented  from 

being  added  to  the  contract  but  a   few  were 

put  in.  Seider,  as  business  manager  for 
the  M.  P.  T.  0.  A,,  did  not  approve  of 
the  clauses  added  and  declared  they  must 

be  repudiated  by  the  exhibitors. 

Objects  to  “Road  Show”  Clause 

He  particularly  objected  to  the  "Road Show”  clause,  which  gives  the  companies 

using  it  the  right  to  lift  four  pictures 

out  of  the  groups  which  c.xhihitors  contract 

for  and  road  show  them.  The  exhibitor 

has  the  right  to  cancel  any  or  all  of  the 

four,  if  he  sees  fit.  Warner  Brothers,  it 

was  announced,  is  given  the  right  to  road 

show  one  picture,  without  permitting  the 

exhibitors  to  cancel  it. 

Seider  objected  to  the  clauses  and  de- 

clared they  must  not  be  permitted.  Steffes 

interpreted  his  objection  as  a   criticism  of 

the  committee’s  work,  and  a   hot  exchange 

of  words  occurred  on  tho  floor.  The  fir
e- 

works ended  by  the  matter  being  referred 

to  the  Board  of  Directors. 

I   requested  that  I   be  permitted  to  sit 

with  the  Board  of  Directors  when  the 
 con- 

tract was  discussed  and  the  courtesy  was 

extended  me. 

Clauses  Calmly  Discussed 

It  was  an  enlightening  experience.  As
 

the  various  clauses  were  taken  up,  the  pro
- 

ducers’ side  of  the  question  was  presented 

by  those  familiar  with  the  facts
  and  dis- 

cussed sanelv  and  without  heat. 

Many  of  the  directors,  while  feeling 
 that 

the  road  show  clause  was  dangerou
s  m 

that  it  opened  the  way  for  many  abu
ses, 

agreed  that  there  was  also  rnerit  
in  it.  It 

was  explained  that  the  distributor 
 wanted 

this  reservation  so  if  some  story,  orginal
ly 

believed  to  be  worth  only  ordinary  ex
pcndi- 

Re-election 
lure,  developed  into  tremendous  possibil- 

ity, the  distributor  would  be  free  to  spend 

large  sums  of  moncj  ,   'on  its  production 

with  the  assurance  oi  .•:tting  the  addi- 
tional money  back  througu  road  showing. 

It  was  agreed  that  these  pictures  were 

of  great  value  to  the  entire  industry.  “The 
Big  Parade"  was  cited  as  an  instance.  On 
the  other  hand,  the  exhibitors  pointed  out 

that  when  they  Ixjughl  a   block  of  fifty-two 
pictures,  they  considered  the  average  price 

and  expected  the  four  or  five  excellent 
pictures  which  would  develop  to  offset  the 
four  or  five  "lemons,’  which  always  appear 

despite  good  directors,  good  stories  and 

good  casts. 

Wants  to  Cancel  “Lemons” "If  they  give  us  the  right  to  cancel  out 
one  lemon  for  every  picture  they  lifted 

out  to  road  show,  I   would  have  no  kick," declared  Jack  Miller  of  Chicago. 

It  was  also  stated  with  little  contradic- 

tion that  "national  road  showing”  of  really 
big  pictures  was  not  objectionable.  In  fact, 
many  were  of  the  opinion  that  it  was  highly 
desirable.  The  fear  was  expressed  that 
some  distributors  might  twist  the  meaning 

of  “roadshowing"  to  apply  it  only  in  cer- 
tain localities  for  the  one  purpose  of  either 

making  an  exhibitor  pay  higher  rental  than 
contracted  for  originally  or  giving  the  film to  his  opposition,  .   ^ 

I   discussed  this  point  with  Charles  C. 

Pettijohn  of  the  Hays  Organization  and 

he  stated  that  the  intent  of  the  con- 

tract conference  had  been  "national 

roadshowing,”  not  local  roadshowing, 

and  later  repeated  the  same  assertion 

on  the  floor  of  the  convention. 

Seider  objected  to  a   clause  in  the  Pathc 

News  contract,  under  which  the  contract 

for  the  News  service  would  be  automatic- 

ally renewed  from  year  to  year,  unless 

thirty  days  notice  was  given  by  the  exhibi- tor before  the  contract  expired.  Many  of 

the  directors  dcclaretl  themselves  as  be- 

lieving the  "Perpetual  Contract”  for  News 

reels  was  a   mighty  fine  thing  for  llie  thea- tre owner. 

Defeats  Object,  Says  Seider 

Seider  also  objected  to  the  extension  of 

the  period  in  which  pictures  must  be 
 de- 

livered under  contract  from  twelve  to  si.x- 

tcen  months  in  the  case  of  bilm  Booking 

Offices.  Again,  many  of  the  director
s 

stated  they  felt  that  in  the  case  of  b.  B.  U
. 

the  e.xhibitors  would  well  affonl  to 
 en- 

courage the  company  in  this  way  this  year. 

"My  principal  objection  is  that  permitting 

these  clauses  defeats  the  object  for  wh
ich 

we  have  worked,  a   truly  uniform  contract, 

declared  Seider.  “We  want  the  same 
 con- 

{Continued  on  f^’ext  Page) 
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It  seems  that  Pete  WoodhuU  doesn’t  belong  in  this  party  a-tall,  and  Monte  Blue, 
Warner  Brothers  star,  is  saying  it  with  digits.  Monte  greeted  the  president  of 
the  M.P.T.O.A.  and  Mrs.  Woodhull  at  Los  Angeles. 

No  More  Conferences  on  Contract, 

Pettijohn  Tells  Theatre  Owners 
(Continued  from  page  45) 

tract  for  every  company  and  for  every 

exhibitor.” 
The  directors  then  passed  a   resolution 

backing  Seider  in  his  demand  that  the 
work  of  the  Advisory  Committee  be  not 

recognized  by  the  M.  P.  T.  0.  A.  and 
directing  the  president  of  the  M.  P.  T.  O. 
A.  to  appoint  a   committee  of  five  to  resume 
negotiations  with  the  Hays  Organization. 
.\t  the  same  time,  the  exhibitors  on  the 

Adviso^  Committee  were  commended  for 
their  efforts. 

No  More  Conferences,  Says  Pettijohn 

When  Charles  C.  Pettijohn  was  informed 

of  the  directors’  action,  he  obtained  the 
courtesy  of  the  convention  floor  and  an- 

nounced positively: 

‘‘There  will  be  no  further  conferences 
on  the  1926  contract.  We  cannot  print 
contracts  every  four  days.  There  will  be 
further  conferences  on  the  contract  at  the 

end  of  the  year,  however,  and  eventually, 

we  will  have  a   perfect  instrument.” 
The  reception  given  Pettijohn  on  the 

floor  of  the  convention  was  indicative 

of  new  spirit  existing  between  the  pro- 
duction, distributing  and  exhibiting  in- 
terests. He  was  cheered  when  he  ap- 

peared, given  a   respectful  hearing,  and 
applauded  when  he  concluded. 
The  M.  P.  T.  0.  A.,  however,  will  not 

cease  work  on  the  contract. 

Considering  Pettijohn’s  word  as  final  as 
far  as  the  Hays  Organization  is  concerned, 
it  intends  to  take  up  its  differences  with 
the  individual  companies. 

First  National  made  considerable  capital 
with  exhibitors  by  announcing  it  would  not 

use  the  ‘‘Roadshowing”  clause.  Famous 
Players  and  Metro  are  to  be  approached 
as  individual  companies. 

Steffes  then  took  the  floor. 

Allied  States  Goes  Along 

“Davis  has  about  convinced  me  that  we 

are  all  wet,”  he  declared.  “It  doesn’t  mat- 
ter what  you  do,  or  how  many  votes  you 

give  us,  the  Allied  States  will  not  walk  out 

of  this  convention.  We  will  go  along  with 

you.” 

In  the  concluding  minutes  of  the  final 

session,  a   resolution  was  passed  declaring 

that  the  sole  purpose  of  the  Credit  Com- 
mittees of  the  Film  Boards  of  Trade  is 

coercing  innocent  purchasers  of  theatres 
into  assuming  film  contracts  of  previous 
owners,  that  the  Credit  Committees  be  not 

recognized,  that  exhibitors  not  answer  their 
summons  or  fill  out  their  questionnaires, 
and  that  the  National  Association  hire  at- 

torneys to  fight  its  operation, 

Another  resolution,  prohibiting  units  of 
the  M.  P.  T.  0.  A.  from  affiliating  with 
the  M.  P.  P.  D.  A.  or  with  any  other 
distributor  controlled  organization,  was 
adopted  unanimously. 

It  was  decided  to  continue  the  official 

bulletin;  to  established  a   Statistical  Bureau ; 

to  support  the  New  Weekly  Screen  Maga- 
zine of  the  organization ;   to  continue  to 

oppose  censorship,  and  to  assist  in  various 
national  movements. 

Seider  Lists  Series 
of  Film  Substitutions 

(Contiimcd  from  page  31) 

release  328  is  "Paradise,”  which  was  sold 
last  year. 

Continuing  under  First  National,  the  re- 

port said : 
“Jailbirds,  Inc.,*'  release  329,  is  sold  this  year 

also  as  "Jailbirds,  .   Inc.’’ .   "Don  Juan’s  Three 
Nights"  and  "T'orevec  •After”  were  announced 
last  year  but  were  not  -sold.  This  year  these 

pictures  are  announced'  again.  “Viennese  Med- 
ley," sold  as  release' 3-04  last  year,  is  offered  this 

year  as  “The  Greater  Glory;"  "Ashes”  was  sold 
last  year  as  release- 337.  ’   This  year  “Ashes"  is 
announced  again..  , 

Reverting  to-  subsfitutions,  the  report 
said :   ,   .   ,   • 

Fox:  “The  Outsider”,  jv^s,  sold  as  "Daybreak.” 
“Yellow  Fingers”  >bas,  sold  as  “Part  Time  Wives.” 
It  was  first  changed  to'.  "StMcts  of  Sin"  and  then 

to  "Yellow  Fingers."  c“.Eprjy  to  Wed”  was  sold 
as  “Separate  Rooms."  -VEdack  Paradise"  was 
sold  as  “Dangers  of  a,  Big.Gity.”  “Black  Para- 

dise" is  a   story  vfitTt.  s'cfbiiee  -laid  in  San  Fran- 

cisco and  the  South  Seas.  “Dangers  'of"  a   Bitf 
City"  is  a   story  with  scenes  laid  in.N^w  York 

Concluding  under  Fox  the  report  stated  • 
“   ‘A  Trip  to  Chinatown’  was  covered  in  the 
preceding  analysis  where  it  was  substituted 
for  ‘Marriage.’  We  are  listing  it  again 
under  this  heading  to  emphasize  the  fact 

that  not  only  are  you  entitled  to  'Wedlot^” 
under  last  year’s  contract  price,  but  that 
i’ou  need  not  accept  ‘A  Trip  to  China- 

town.’ ”   , 
Under  the  heading  Warner  Brothers, 

subheading  substitution,  the  report  con- 
tinued ; 

"The  Man  Upstairs"  was  sold  under  some  con- 

tracts as  “The  White  Chief."  On  some  contracts 

the  same  picture,  “Tlie  Man  Upstairs,"  was  sold 
as  "The  .^gony  Column."  Those  who  bad  pur- 

chased “The  Man  Upstairs"  under  the 'title  "The 
White  Chief"  do  not  have  to  take  the  pictuic'. 
Those  who  bought  it  under  the  title  “The  Agony 
Column"  are  obligated  to  accept  it, -because. it  is 

the  same  story  as  “The  Man  Upsthirs:"-'' 
"Bride  of  the  Storm"  wa.9  sold  as  --“The -Gay 

Ones."  Besides  the  right  to  the  delivery  of  "The 
Inevitable  Millionaire”  at  last  year’s  price  the 
buyer  is  not  obligated  to  accept  "Other  Women’s 
Husbands.”  “Vengeance  of  Durand”  -was  sold 
and  "The  Footloose  Widow”  was  delivered  in- 

stead. For  "Barriers  of  Fire”  the  buyer  was 

Sven  "The  Gilded  Highway.”  "Why  Girls  Go ack  Home”  was  sold  with  Marie  Prevost.  Louise 
Fazenda.  Willard  Louis,  Clive  Brook  and  John 

De  Roche.  For  this  cast  were  substituted  Patsy 

Ruth  Miller  and  Clive  Brook.  "Hell  Bent  Fer 
Heaven”  was  sold  with  Monte  Blue,  June  Mar- 

lowe and  John  Harron.  Monte  Blue  fades  out 

of  the  picture.  "The  Jazz  Bride”  was  sold  as 
"The  Third  Degree.”  "Irish  Girl"  is  sold  as 
■   Wild  \outh.  '   "Seven  Sinners"  is  sold  as  "Won- 

derful Love.”  “Priceless  Pearl"  is  sold  as  “The 

Social  Highwayman.” 

lender  Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.  subhead- 

ing substitution,  Seider’s  report  states: 
"The  Great  Love"  was  sold  as  “The  Return 

of  a   Soldier."  In  this  relation  Metro  sold  -Mar- 

shall Neilan’s  picture  in  two  ways..  In  dqe'  con- tract the  picture  was  designated  by  title  and  in 

the  second  as  “Marshall  Ncilan  Production  1, '.2^ 
3."  Those  who  purchased  three  Marshall  Neilafl 

productions  are  entitled  to  “Mike,"  which,  -was 
withdrawn.  “Mike”  was  the  third  MarshaU 

Neilan  production.  “The  Great  Love,”  .fourth Marshall  Neilan  production,  was  substituted. 

“Dance  Madness”  was  sold  with  Aileen  Pringle 
and  Lew  Cody.  It  is  delivered  with  Conrad 

Nagel  and  Claire  Windsor.  “Beverly  of  Graus- 
tark”  was  sold  as  "Buddies.”  "The  Auction 
Block”  was  sold  with  Norma  Shearer  and  deliv- 

ered with  Eleanor  Boardman.  “The  Road  to 

Mandalay”  was  sold  as  "The  Span  of  Life.’’ 

Both  feature  Lon  Chaney.  “Don’t*’  was  sold'  as 

“The  Girl’s  Rebellion.”  ' 
Pro-Dis-Co  was  the  next  company  cov-; 

ered  in  the  report  under  substitution.  It 
stated : 

“Rocking  Moon”  was  sold  as  "The  New  Magr 

dden,”  entirely  different  story.  “The  Danger 
Girl”  has  been  substituted  for  “The  Flame  of  the 
Yukon."  "The  Champion  Lover"  was  changed  tb 

“Private  Secretary"  and  later  to  “Up  In  Mabel’s 
Room.”  “Batchelor’s  Brides”  was  sold  as  “The 

Untied  Gentlem.m.”  “The  Last  Frontier," 
“Shipwrecked, ""Open  Shop”  and  “Forbidden 
Waters”  were  sold  as  Hunt  Stromberg  specials. 
These  pictures  were  made  with  different  directors. 

"The  People  vs.  Nancy  Preston"  was  sold  as  a 
Priscilla  Dean  picture.  It  was  delivered  with 
Margaret  De  La  Motte. 

Next  in  the  list  of  companies  under  sub- 
stitutions was  Famous  Players-Lasky. 

"A  Woman  of  the  World,”  by  Carl  Van 

Vechten,  was  sold  as  “Crossroads  of  the  World.'.’ 
by  Michael  Arlen.  "The  Untamed  Woman”  wit^i 
Gloria  Swanson  must  be  delivered  in  lieu  of  "Con- 

quered,” which  was  sold  with  Gloria  Swanson 

and  not  produced.  “The  Crown  of  Lips”  was 
sold  as  “The  Peacock  Paradise,"  from  .story  by 

Monte  Katterjohn.  “Crown  of  Lies"  is  ty  Ernest Vadja. 

First  National  is  again  considered  in  the 
conclusion  of  the  report : 

“Good  Luck"  was  sold  as  a   Frank  Lloyd  pro,- 

duction  under  the  name  of  “Rose  of  Monterey.” 
It  is  delivered  as  an  E.  M.  Ascher  production: 

“Mile.  Modiste"  was  sold  without  mention  of  the 

star.  The  distributors  declared  "Mile.'  Modiste”  a 
Corinne  Griffith  release,  sold  as  one  of  “four 

Corinne.  Griffith  productions,"  and  are  attempting 
to  substitute  “Mismates,”  which  was  later  changed 
to  "The  Sporting  Lover”;  and  in  some  cases 
"High  Steppers"  is  substituted.  Buyers  are  en- 
litled  to  “Mile.  Modiste”  at  contract  price. 

U.  S.  Orders  Film  Action 

SAN  FRANCISCO — The  government  has 

ordered  drastic  action  against  theatrical  and  mo- 

tion picture  interests  connected  with  the  show- 
ing of  the  Dempsey-Firpo  championship  fight  of 

1923. 
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1925  Record  Back  of 
Greater  Movie  Season 

Box  Office  History  Best 
Reason  for  Cooperation; 
No  Experiment  This  Time 

The  guess  is  all  gone  out  of  Greater  Movie  Season.  The  box  offt-e  record 

of  1925  is  the  biggest  and  best  of  all  the  big  and  good  reasons  for  digging 

in  deep  and  starting  the  big  offensive  for  1926.  The  other  reasons  don’t matter. 

Jerome  Beatty  has  built  up  a   campaign  outline  that  weighs  a   pound  and 

reads  like  a   bank  book.  He  has  flung  into  the  territory  a   corps  of  exploita- 
tion men  to  whom  the  firing  line  is  home  sweet  home.  The  physical  side 

of  the  campaign  is  in  zero  hour  condition. 

The  film  concerns  have  announced  their  product.  Encouraged  by  sales 

records  of  1925,  they  have  held  back  nothing  in  particular.  They  have 

made  it  possible  for  exhibitors  to  show  as  fine  a   line  of  pictures  in  August 

as  he  is  able  to  show  in  most  Januarys.  The  ammunition  is  set. 

On  the  exhibitor  side,  the  spirit  of  co-operation  is  so  rampant  that  avail- 
able columns  will  not  contain  the  letters,  wires  and  word-of-mouth  assur- 

ances given  the  committee.  Everybody  who  says  anything  about  it  says 

he’ll  be  in  with  everything  he's  got — and  those  who  say  nothing  are  too 

busy  getting  the  ground  plan  laid.  It  looks  like  a   big  August — and 
why  not? 

In  1925  the  theatres  had  their  best  year  since  1920.  which  was  a   boom 

year  for  everybody.  Greater  Movie  Season  may  not  have  been  the  single 

reason  for  the  big  business  done  last  year,  but  it  was  one  of  the  big  ones. 

When  the  wide  world  is  set  talking  about  a   business — and  talking  favor- 

ably— that  business  booms. 

Big  Drive  Has  Its  Parallels 

Greater  Movie  Season  has  its  parallels  in  other  lines  of  business. 

The  fur  dealers  sold  womankind  the  bright  idea  of  wearing  furs  in  the 

summertime  and  mankind  has  been  footing  a   neat  bill  ever  since. 

Florists  got  together  a   few  years  ago  and  decided  they  needed  to  make 

money.  Now  every  other  day  is  a   holiday  of  one  kind  or  another  and  the 

only  correct  way  of  observing  it  is  by  sending  flowers  to  somebody. 

Candy  dealers  gave  the  florists’  accomplishment  a   good  looking  into  and 

it’s  getting  so  there’s  no  way  around  certain  duly  indicated  dates  without 

buying  a   box  of  candy. 

All’s  fair  in  love,  war  and  business — so  long  as  it  really  is  fair — and 

that’s  another  reason  for  hitting  the  Greater  Movie  Season  thing  head-on. 

National  Angle  Essential 

It  shouldn’t  be  overlooked,  in  considering  the  fur  dealers’  succes
s  and 

the  successes  of  their  brethren,  that  they  did  what  they  did  on 
 a   national 

basis.  It  woul4^  mean  anything  this  year  that  a   single  city
  did  a   Greater 

Movie  Season  iSfyear.  The  decay  of  the  Greater  Movie  
Week  idea  after 

its  first  time  in  each  city  shows  that.  But  it  does  mean  someth
ing  when 

the  theatregoer  reads  in  his  newspaper,  in  his  magazines,  on  th
e  screen  and 

hears  by  radio,  that  the  theatres  of  the  world  are  worki
ng  together  in 

behalf  of  the  public.  When  the  news  that  Greater  Movie  
Season  begins  in 

August  arrives  from  all  these  sources,  there's  simply  no  deny
ing  it  and  the 

single  thing  left  for  the  theatregoer  to  do  is  to  go  to 
 the  theatre. 

It  worked  in  1925.  In  1925  it  was  at  best  an  experi
ment. 

It  is  no  experiment  novy. 

It’s  a   straight  line  and  the  shortest  distance  to  money. 

Gov.  Len  Small  Hopes 
“Season”  Successful 

Gov.  Len  Small,  Springfield,  111. 

— I   heartily  endorse  such  an  ob- 
servance of  one  of  the  greatest 

features  of  our  national  life.  I 

believe  the  amazing  deve/opmenf 

of  this  art  has  brought  more  hap- 
piness and  recreation  to  our 

people  than  any  other  one  thing. 
I   trust  your  efforts  for  a   great 
celebration  may  have  the  largest 
measure  of  success. 

23  Film  Companies 

Work  with  Hays  for 
Box  Office  Profits 

Twenty-three  film  concerns  are  joined 
with  Will  H.  Hays,  Motion  Picture  Pro- 

ducers and  Distributors  of  .-\merica  head, 
in  the  big  drive  to  make  box  office  profits 
in  August — the  month  which  used  to  be 
looked  upon  as  inevitable  red  ink.  These 
concerns  are: 

Bray  Products,  Inc.,  Christie  Film  Com- 
pany, Distinctive  Pictures  Corp.,  Eastman 

Kodak  Company,  Educational  Film  Ex- 
changes, Inc.,  Famous  Players-Lasky  Corp., 

Film  Booking  Offices  of  .\merica,  Inc., 
First  National  Pictures,  Inc.,  Fox  Film 
Corporation,  D.  W.  Griffith,  Inc.,  William 
S.  Hart  Co.,  The  Inspiration  Pictures,  Inc., 
Buster  Keaton  Productions,  Inc.,  Kino- 
gram  Publishing  Corp.,  Metro-Goldwyn- 
Mayer  Dist.  Corp.,  Principal  Pictures 
Corp.,  Producers  Distributing  Corp.,  Hal  E. 
Roach  Studios,  Joseph  E.  Schenck  Pro- 

ductions, Inc.,  Talmadge  Producing  Corp., 
Universal  Pictures  Corp.,  Vitagraph,  Inc., 
Warner  Bros.  Pictures,  Inc. 

Huge  Campaign  Book 

Prepared  by  Beatty 
Gives  Vital  Details 

In  a   newspaper-size  campaign  book  run- 
ning 24  pages,  Jerome  Beatty,  director  of 

the  Greater  Movie  Season  campaign,  gives 
all  vital  details  for  the  carrying  on  locally 
of  the  national  drive.  The  campaign  book 
runs  as  follows : 

Complete  lineup  for  local  use — Duties  of 
committee — Details  of  contest — What  nota- 

bles and  newspaper  say — Quotes  by  states 
— Newspaper  ads  (S  pages) — Matter  for 
the  press — News  for  the  newspapers — 
Posters — Novelties — Banners. 

Co-operation  Given 

“Season”  By  Pothier 
Gov.  A.  J.  Pothier,  Providence, 

R.  I.  —   /   am  glad  to  endorse 

‘'Greater  Movie  Season"  and  as- 
sure you  of  the  co-operation  of 

the  citizens  of  Rhode  Island.  Good 

clean  motion  pictures  have  great 
educational  features  and  are  of 

real  public  value. 
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WITH  A   SMASHING  LINE-UP  OP Summer  Hits,  First  National  is 
giving  all  theatres,  large  and 

small,  the  pictures  they 

must  have  for  Great- 
er Profits  from  a 

truly  Greater 
Movie 
Season 
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Greater  Movie  Season 
Exploiteers  Assigned 

Movement  Lauded  By 

McMullen,  Jackson 

Gov.  Adam  McMullen,  Lincoln, 

Neb. — It  is  a   pleasure  to  endorse 
such  a   movement  because  it  will 

be  of  unquestionable  service  to 

the  public. 

Gov.  Ed.  Jackson,  Indianapolis, 

Ind. — I   hope  your  "Greater  Movie 

Season"  of  this  year  may  be  com- 
mensurate with  the  magnitude  of 

the  industry. 

Unit  Demonstration 
Alone  a   Sufficient 

Reason  for  Season 
Letters  from  exhibitors  to  the  Herald 

following  participation  in  the  1925  Greater 

Movie  Season  brought  out  the  desirability 

of  participating  in  the  drive  as  a   purely 

prestige  effort  and  aside  from  the  monetary 

profits  taken  from  such  participation.  In 

large  cities  and  remote  hamlets  it  was  ob- 

served that  the  demonstration  of  the  uni- 

fied character  of  the  picture  business  ex- 
erted a   permanent  beneficial  influence  upon 

public  relations. 

This  demonstration,  it  was  pointed  out, 

brought  home  to  many  for  the  first  time 

the  actual  magnitude  and  strength  of  the 

motion  picture  industry.  Prior  to  this  na- 
tional manifestation  of  power,  happily  a 

demonstration  of  power  for  good  with  re- 
spect to  the  entertainment  of  the  world, 

the  local  theatre  was  too  often  the  sole 

guage  of  the  industry  for  the  individual 

theatre.  If  something  went  wrong  at  the 

.theatre,  or  if  a   newspaper  printed  a   de- 
rogatory story  about  one  of  the  big  figures 

in  the  film  world,  the  industry  at  large  was 

blamed  for  the  incident  and  judged  by  it. 

With  comprehension  of  the  actual  magni- 

tude and  importance  of  the  business  re- 

flected in  the  scope  of  the  national  cam- 
paign, the  individual  sinks  back  to  his 

proper  height  in  perspective. 

•As  pointed  out  in  the  great  campaign 

book  published  for  purposes  of  the  Greater 

Movie  Season,  not  all  theatres  will  partici- 
pate in  the  campaign  but  all  will  profit 

from  it  to  greater  or  lesser  degree.  The 
tree  will  thrive  and  the  branches  will  thrive 
also. 

Richie  Offers  Aid 

In  Commemoration 

Gov.  Albert  C.  Richie,  Ann- 

apolis, Md. — I   have  just  learned 

of  the  movement  for  a   "Greater 

Movie  Season"  campaign  to  com- 
memorate the  thirtieth  anniversary 

of  the  motion  picture  industry.  It 

gives  me  great  pleasure  to  assure 

you  of  my  hearty  co-operation  and 
my  desire  to  do  what  I   can  to  aid 
and  further  it. 

Veterans  Take  Field  for 

Campaign;  Theatre  Owners 
Vote  Confidence  in  Drive 

The  organization  of  the  theatres  of  the  United  States  for  the  Greater 
Movie  Season  campaign  of  1926,  celebrating  the  thirtieth  birthday  of 
motion  pictures,  is  definitely  under  way. 
The  press  books  are  out,  ten  high-class  publicity  and  exploitation  men 

have  been  despatched  from  the  Hays  office  to  various  parts  of  the  country, 
and  enthusiastic  telegrams  and  letters  are  reaching  Will  H.  Hays  pledging 
regional  and  organization  support. 

A   typical  v/ire  is  the  following  from  the  Motion  Picture  Theatre  Owners 
of  Texas,  of  which  H.  A.  Cole  is  president; 

“This  region  is  backing  the  movement  to  a   man.” 
Word  was  received  that  intensive  I 

work  will  begin  in  Michigan  as  soon  as 

Henderson  M.  Richey  returns  from  the 

convention  in  Los  Angeles.  Every  thea- 
tre in  the  Michigan  organization,  of 

which  Mr.  Richey  is  general  manager, 
will  take  part  in  Greater  Movie  Season. 

Kansas  and  Missouri,  under  the  leader- 
ship of  President  R.  R.  Biechele,  have 

pledged  co-operation  and  endorsed  the 
season. 

E.xhibitors  everywhere  in  tlic  United 
States  will  find  available  for  them  the 

expert  services  of  the  publicity  and  e.x- 
ploitation  men  sent  out  from  the  Hay.s 
office. 

Adler  in  New  England 

The  New  England  territory  will  be 

covered  by  Bert  Adler,  who  has  exploit- 
ed many  pictures  in  that  region  and  is 

well  known  in  the  motion  picture  in- dustry. 

Jack  A.  Pegler,  who  aided  in  the  suc- 
cessful season  of  last  year  in  Atlantic 

City,  Philadelphia,  Baltimore,  Washing- 
ton and  Riclimond,  will  work  in  those 

same  cities  this  year. 

Harry  L.  Royster,  who  in  1025  aided 
the  exhibitors  in  Detroit,  Buffalo  and 

Cleveland,  this  year  lias  the  Chicago, 

Detroit,  Toledo  and  Milwaukee  terri- tory. 

Buffalo,  Cleveland,  Pittsburgh  and 
Columbus  will  bo  covered  this  season 

by  J.  F.  Gillespie,  who  last  year  was 
one  of  the  leading  workers  in  the  very 
successful  season  at  Atlantic  City. 

Paul  Gray,  who  aided  in  last  year’s Greater  Movie  Season  in  various  places 

in  the  Middle  West,  will  assist  this  year 

at  Indianapolis,  St.  Louis,  Cincinnati  and 
Louisville. 

Guimond  in  Middle  West 

Louis  F.  Guimond,  who  has  done  im- 
portant publicity  and  advertising  work 

for  several  large  producing  corporations, 

will  be  the  representative  in  Minneapo- 
lis. Des  Moines,  Omaha  and  Kansas City. 

Denver,  Salt  Lake  City,  Oklahoma 

City,  Little  Rock  and  Memphis  will  be 

the  territory  of  George  A.  McDcrmitt, 
who  was  one  of  those  in  charge  of  the 

Oklahoma  City  season  last  year,  which 
went  over  100  per  cent. 

James  F.  Lundy,  who  has  worked  with 
exhibitors  in  a   number  of  cities  in  the 

South,  will  have  for  his  territory  Atlanta, 

Richardson;  Fuller 

Commend  “Season” Gov.  Alan  T.  Fuller.  Boston. 

Mass. — The  constant  efiort  of  the 

industry  to  improve  its  pictures, 
both  from  the  standpoint  of  its 

mechanical  perfection  and  its  in- 
spirational influence,  merits  the 

commendation  of  the  public  gen- 

erally. 

Gov.  Friend  W.  Richardson. 

Sacramento.  Cal. — A   movement  of 

this  kind  to  emphasize  the  neces- 
sity of  better  motion  pictures  is 

very  laudable,  and  I   wish  you  suc- 
cess in  the  great  work  you  have 

undertaken. 

Charlotte,  N,  C..  Jacksonville,  New 

Orleans,  Houston,  San  Antonio  and 
Dallas. 

On  the  West  Coast  the  Los  Angeles, 

San  Francisco,  Portland  and  Seattle 

territory  will  be  covered  by  Charles  Ray- 
mond, who  was  an  important  factor  in 

the  success  of  the  Kan.sas  City  campaign 

last  season. 
Louis  R.  Bragcr,  who  aided  exhibitors 

in  the  great  Chicago  campaign  in  1925. 
has  New  York  City  as  hi.s  assignment 

during  tlie  present  Greater  Movie  Sea- 

son. 
To  Help  Exhibitors 

The  first  duty  of  these  exploitation  men 

is  to  help  organize  the  campaign  corn- 
mittcc  of  exhibitors  which  will  be  m 

charge  in  each  city  which  participates 

in  the  season.  Then,  under  the  direction 

of  these  committees,  tlie  representatives 

of  the  Hays  office  will  operate  in  every 

possible  way  to  help  make  the  campaign 
successful. 

They  have  all  liad  years  of  experienc
e 

in  publicizing  and  exploiting  picture
s, 

and  their  knowledge  and  cleverness 
 is 

oflered  to  the  theatre  owners  for  
what- 

ever use  mav  be  made  of  it.  The  men 

started  out  full  of  enthusiasm  for
  then- 

job.  after  a   talk  by  Mr.  Hays,  and  we
re 

confident  that  if  their  best  eftorts,  m 

conjunction  with  the  exhibitors,  co
uld 

do  it.  the  1926  Greater  Movie  Sea
son 

would  be  an  even  more  impressive  suc-
 

cess than  last  year’s  was. 
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Greater  Movie  Season 
Contest  in  Readiness 

Contest  Great  Publicity 
Stunt  for  Theatres;  Big 

Factor  in  1925  Success 
The  Grand  National  Contest  which  is  to  be  conducted  in  connection  with 

Greater  Movie  Season  this  summer  promises  to  attract  hundreds  of  thou- 
sands of  aspirants  for  the  prizes,  for  probably  no  such  array  of  awards  has 

ever  before  been  offered  to  the  general  public  for  a   test  of  mental  alertness 

and  good  memory. 

The  contest,  which  will  be  sponsored  by  a   large  number  of  newspapers 

— 42  participated  last  year  and  twice  as  many  are  expected  in  for  the  1926 

season — simply  requires  the  contestant  to  identify  twenty  motion  picture 

stars  from  photographic  episodes  selected  from  their  well-known  photo- 
plays. Then,  after  the  identifications  have  been  made,  the  contestant  writes 

a   brief  letter  on  “Why  I   Like  the  Movies.”  Equal  awards  will  be  made  in 
cases  of  tie. 

There  will  be  local  prizes  in  ever}' 

city  where  a   newspaper  takes  part  in  the 

contest,  and  the  local  winners  will  all  be 

, eligible  for  the  national  prizes.  It  is  a 

‘most  alluring  list  of  awards. 

First  Prize  Trip  Abroad 

The  first  Grand  National  Prize  is  the 

,same  as  it  was  last  year — a   trip  for  two 
'around  the  world  on  the  Red  Star  liner 

Belgenland,  the  largest  vessel  which  ever 
circumnavigated  the  globe.  This  is  a 

,132day  trip,  starting  from. New  York 

Harbor,  visiting  Cuba,  passing  through 
the  Panama  Canal  and  touching  the 

•West  Coast  cities,  then  to  Hawaii, 

Japan  and  China,  the  Philippines,  India, 
•the  Mediterranean  -and.  back  .to  New 
York.  All  expenses  are  paid. 

'   Showing  the  chance 'that  anyone  has 
to  win  this — it  wals  won  last  year  by  a 
housewife  who  lives  in  the  suburbs  of 

-Indianapolis,  Mrs.  Ruth  Griffith  Burnett, 

an  average  movieifan.i  Her  husband  ac- 
companied her  around  the  world. 

The  second  award  is'  a   trip  for  two 
^rom  any  part  of  the  United  States  to 
Philadelphia,  and  a   two  weeks  visit  to 
the  Sesqui-Centennial  with  which  the 

city  is  celebrating  the  one  hundred  and 

fiftieth  anniversary  of  American  free- 
dom. All  expenses,  of  course,  are  paid 

for  the  winner  of  this  and  the  chosen 

companion. 

A   unique  national  award  will  be  gold 

passes  for  two,  good  in  more  than  500 

motion  picture  houses  in  the  United 

States,  the  theatres  being  those  of  Uni- 

Christianson Hopes 

“Season”  Worthwhile 
Gov.  Theodore  Christianson, 

Minneapolis,  Minn.  —   In  their 

efforts  to  improve  the  motion  pic- 
ture the  producers  and  exhibitors 

should  have  the  co-operation  of  all 

public-spirited  c.i't-i'z  e   n   s.  If 

“Greater  Moyie  Season’’  will  help 
to  bring  about  bettef  pictures,  it 

will  be  distinctly  worthwhile. 

“Season”  Endorsed  By 
Gov.  Morley 

Gov.  Clarence  J.  Morley,  Denver, 

Col. — The  "Greater  Movie  Season" 
should  be  heartily  endorsed  and 

Colorado  welcomes  any  opportun- 

ity to  co-operate.  The  motion 
picture  has  become  essential  to 

public  education,  entertainment 
and  in/ormation. 

versal,  Publix  and  Warners.  This  should 

have  a   special  appeal  to  picture  fans. 

Picture  Bonuses  Given 

Then  there  are  twenty-five  Cinekodaks 
— small  motion  picture  cameras  made  by 
Eastman,  which  are  just  as  practical  and 
easy  to  operate  as  the  famous  Kodaks 
for  taking  still  photographs,  by  means 

of  which  Eastman  made  nearly  every- 

one an  amateur  photographer.  “Take 
your  own  movie”  is  the  suggestion  of- 

fered by  these  little  machines.  The  prize 
Cinekodaks  will  come  loaded  with  100 

feet  of  standard  size  film,  all  ready  to 
“shoot.” 

The  local  prizes  are  of  great  value  and 

attractiveness,  also.  For  example,  there 

will  be  sixty-four  Freshman  Masterpiece 
radio  sets  offered  as  local  prizes.  This 
is  a   handsome  instrument  of  the  console 

type,  and  is  known  as  “the  set  that  got 
Europe,”  for  during  International  Radio 
Week  last  January  a   stock  model  Fresh- 

man received  music  from  Madrid,  Spain, 

and  likewise  from  Buenos  Aires,  Argen- 
tina. 

Fifty  sets  of  Grosset  &   Dunlap  books 
— 50  books  in  each  set — will  be  local 
prizes  in  as  many  different  cities,  and 

besides  these  there  will  be  25  sets  con- 
taining 14  books  each.  Most  of  the 

Grosset  &   Dunlap  books  are  those  from 
which  motion  pictures  have  been  or  will 

be  made,  and  are  of  particular  interest 

to  picture  fans. 
In  each  city  where  newspapers  con- 

duct the  contest  there  will  be  prizes 
such  as  season  passes  to  the  theatres, 

furniture,  clothing  and  other  commodi- 
ties offered  by  local  merchants,  and  un- 

Moore  Offers  Wishes 

For  30th  Anniversary 
Gov.  A.  Harry  Moore,  Trenton, 

N.  J. — It  is  a   great  pleasure  to 
congratulate  the  motion  picture  in- 

dustry upon  its  thirtieth  anni- 
versary and  to  hope  that  your 

"Greater  Movie  Season”  celebra- 
tion will  be  of  real  value  in  rais- 

ing the  standards  of  the  motion 

picture. 

que.stionably  there  will  be  many  hun- 
dreds of  winners. 

National  Angle  Dominant 

But  the  outstanding  local  prizes  are — 

like  the  national  prizes — tours  for  the 
winner  and  a   companion  whom  he  or 

she  may  choose. 

For  example,  in  some  Eastern  city  the 

chief  local  prize  will  be  a   Mediterranean 
cruise  on  the  Royal  Mail  Steam  Packet 

Company’s  liner  "Orca.”  This  will  be 
a   70-day  tour,  touching  Madeira,  Tunis, 

Venice,  Naples  and  other  fascinating 

points. A   25-day  cruise  on  the  “Orca”  will  be 
another  local  prize — this  voyage  being 
to  the  West  Indies  and  including  visits 
to  Panama  and  Havana.  As  usual,  the 

trip  will  be  for  two  persons,  with  all  ex- 
penses paid. 

In  each  of  four  cities,  the  chief  local 

prize  will  be  a   trip  for  two  on  the  Royal 

Mail  liner  Araguaya  to  Bermuda  and  re- 
turn, with  accommodations  for  eight 

days  at  the  Belmont  Manor  and  Golf 
Club  in  Bermuda. 

The  Lehigh  Valley  railroad  will  con- 
duct several  trips  for  local  prize-winners, 

each  being  for  two  persons.  Some  trips 

will  be  to  the  Sesqui-Centennial  in 
Philadelphia,  and  others  to  Niagara Falls. 

No  contest  of  any  sort  in  the  United 

States,  it  is  safe  to  say,  has  ever  pro- 
duced such  a   prize-list  as  the  Greater 

Movie  Season  contest. 

Last  year’s  contest  proved  a   great  cir- 
culation-getter for  the  newspapers  which 

took  part  in  it,  but  this  year’s  is  bound 
to  have  far  greater  results  in  that  direc- 

tion, because  it  will  carry  a   continuous 

reader-appeal,  which  is  what  counts  most 
strongly  in  circulation  getting.  Before 

this  year’s  style  of  contest  was  finally 
decided  upon,  it  was  passed  and  ap- 

proved by  a   group  of  newspaper  experts, 
who  were  enthusiastic  about  its  value  to 

the  papers  they  represented.  The  post 
office  also  has  approved  the  contest. 

Runs  20  Days 

Each  day  for  twenty  days  the  con- 
testants will  be  asked  to  identify  a   movie 

star — man  or  woman — from  a   photo- 

graph showing  that  star  in  action  in  a 
noted  production.  There  is  no  trick  to 

it  in  any  way.  The  stars  are  all  well- 
known.  The  productions  are  all  well 
known.  The  real  movie  fan,  who  goes 
to  the  theatre  with  fair  regularity,  has 

seen  all  the  stars  and  all  the  productions 
that  will  be  used  in  the  series.  Besides, 

certain  aids  will  be  given  in  the  way  of 

hints  that  may  help  to  refresh  the 
memory  of  the  contestant. 
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HARMON  WEIGHT, 

left,  li  now  directing 

Flrat  National  produe* 
llone  on  the  West 

Consl, 

LEFTY  FLYNN,  right, 

alar  of  “Cleniater  of 

the  Moonied,**  which 
haa  been  completed  at 
the  Film  Booking 

OfHees  aiadloa.  Harry 

Caraon  directed. 

Production  haa  begun 

on  "Risky  Buslneaa*' 
which  ALAN  HALE, 

above,  la  directing  for 

Producers  Distributing 

Corporation. 

CHARLES  G. 

CLARKE’S  photo- 
graphic  work  on 

"Rocking  Moon" 

gained  for  him  en- 
viable comment. 

Clarke,  at  right. 

GERTRUDE  SHORT'S  name  becomes  more  and 
more  familiar  to  the  public.  She  has  done 

excellent  work  recently  which  is  bringing  her 

Into  great  demand  at  the  studios.  She  Is  at 

present  working  In  a   leading  part  for  Fox  In 
"The  Lily.” 
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THE  TOUGH  GUY:  Fred  Thomson— Ran  this 
picture  on  Tuesday  to  the  iargest  Tuesday  night 
business  of  the  year.  The  crowd  went  wild  over 
it.  Fred  and  Silver  King  hold  first  place  in  the 
hearts  of  our  fans  and  in  their  particular  line  of 
endeavor  they  are  entitled  to  it.  In  the  galaxy 
of  Western  stars  Fred  holds  a   position  at  the 

very  apex  and  Silver  King  is  the  master  in  his 
line.  There  is  no  more  to  ask  for  they  have 

reached  the  acme.'  All  you  little  exhibitors  take 

my  advice  end  buy  "The  Tough  Guy.”  Six  reels. 
— P.  W.  Quinlin,  Ideal  theatre,  Chateugay,  N. 
Y. — Small  town  patronage. 

youf  * ,.•3 

Xhe*t«*  ^   f   •   vot'' 

DIHRIBUTED  BY  F.B.O.  OF  AMERICA 

THE  MASK  OF  LOPEZ:  Fred  Thomson— An- 
other good  Western.  This  star  and  his  famous 

horse  are  here  to  stay.  Here’s  one  exhibitor  who 
wishes  them  both  luck.  Brother  exhibitors,  let's 
give  them  three  cheers. — Henry  McCoy.  Elite  the- 

atre. Golconda.  HI. — Small  town  patronage. 

£a- 

THE  WILD  BULL’S  LAIR:  Fred  Thomson- 
Sure,  this  ono  waa  good.  Satisfied  one  hundred per  cent  in  this  town.  Good  Western  play  and go  fine  for  small  towns.  We  play  this  picture 
on  Sunday  to  a   good  house.  Six  reels.— Nicolaides Brothers,  American  theatre.  Scofield.  Ut.— General patronage. 

ALL  AROUND  FRYING  PAN:  Fred  Thomson 
— What  more  praise  can  be  added  for  these  good 
Westerns?  I   have  run  them  all  and  every  one 
has  drawn  extra  business,  no  matter  what  the 
weather  renditions  were.  This  beautiful  and 

wonderfully  trained  horse  has  brought  people  into 

my  house  that  were  never  there  before.  That's 
tbe  kind  of  pictures-  we  small  town  men  must 
have — those  that  make  us  additional  patrons  and 

friends.  Six  reels— E.  M.  Biddle,  Strand  theatre. 

Paoli,  Jnd. — Small  town  patronage. 

Gct
'®’
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Exhibitors 

Fox  to 
Visit  Western  Sets; 

Reopen  in  East  Soon 
Studio  Work  to 

or  September 
BY  JOHN  S.  SPARGO 

New  York,  June  8. — Fox  Filins 

will  reopen  its  Eastern  Studios  in 

August  or  September,  according  to 
an  official  announcement  from  the 

New  York  office.  Winfield  R.  Shee- 

han, vicepresident  and  general  mana- 

ger of  Fox  Films,  who  has  been  su- 
pervising production  at  the  West 

Coast  Studios,  will  journey  Eastward 

in  August  to  get  things  started. 

“The  Auctioneer,”  a   1926  screen 
version  of  the  successful  David  Be- 

lasco  stage  play,  is  scheduled  to  be 

the  first  picture  to  go  into  work.  Al- 
fred E.  Green  will  direct  this  as  his 

first  picture  under  his  new  contract 

with  Fox.  George  Sidney  has  been 

selected  to  portray  the  title  role,  and 

the  juvenile  leads  will  be  played  by 

Madge  Bellamy  and  Charles  Farrell. 
Gladys  McConnell,  Janet  Gaynor  and 
J.  Farrell  MacDonald  have  been  cast 

in  supporting  roles. 

The  official  announcement  from  Fox  con- 
firms rumors  that  have  been  current  for 

several  months.  When  Raoul  Walsh  came 

East  in  April  seeking  players  for  the  screen 

version  of  ‘‘What  Price  Glory,"  it  was  ex- 
pected that  he  would  begin  work  at  the 

Eastern  studios,  dark  since  ‘‘The  Fool” 
was  made.  Later,  however,  it  developed 
that  the  big  war  picture  would  be  made 
on  the  West  Coast.  Director  Walsh  is  al- 

ready well  along  in  production,  with  Ed- 
mund Lowe,  Victor  McLaglen  and  Dolores 

Del  Rio  in  the  roles  of  Sergeant  Quirt, 
Captain  Flagg  and  Charmaine. 

When  Alma  Rubens  came  East,  followed 
by  Director  Frank  Borzage,  it  appeared 
likely  that  the  Eastern  studios  would  be 

reopened  for  "The  Pelican.”  This,  too, 
was  shifted  to  the  Hollywood  lot. 

After  "The  Auctioneer"  is  finished, 

Director  Green  is  scheduled  to  produce  "Is 
Zat  So?”  but  it  has  not  been  determined 
whether  this  will  be  made  in  the  East. 
Plans  for  the  remainder  of  the  season  have 

not  yet  been  definitely  made.  From  the 

present  outlook,  it  seems  probable  that  in- 
teriors for  "7th  Heaven,”  based  on  the 

John  Golden  play,  will  be  made  here.  The 
exterior  scenes  will  be  photographed  in 
Paris,  the  locale  of  the  original. 

Announcement  has  just  been  made  that 
Director  Allan  Dwan  will  divide  his  pro- 

duction activities  under  his  new  contract 
with  Fox  between  the  Hollytvood  lot  and 
the  Eastern  studios.  He  has  been  assigned 

to  direct  "The  My^ic  Master,"  another  of 
the  David  Belasco  plays;  "Cradle  Snatch- 

ers," the  current  Broadway  success,  and  an 
Olive  Borden  starring  vehicle.  It  is  pos- 

(CoHtinued  on  page  76) 

George  E.  Marshall 

WHAT  THE  PICTURES 
DID  TO  ME 

By  George  E.  Marshall 
(Supervisor  of  Fox  Comedies) 

The  subject  of  this  month’s  fairy 
tale  is  “Smaller  and  Better  Pic- 

tures.” 

Once  upon  a   time  there  was  an 
exhibitor  who 

thought  that  the 
feature  was  all 
that  he  needed 

to  complete  his 

program.  He neglected  to  buy 

good  comedies and  other  short 

subjects.  He’s 
now  in  the  shoe 

business.  There’s so  many  good 

girls  walking 
home  from  bad 

pictures. 
MORAL;  They  don’t  have  to  be 

big  to  be  good.  Look  at  the  rhin- 
oceros! What  did  HE  ever  do  for 

anybody. 
4s  *   * 

PIONEER  PETE  SAYS: 

I’d  rather  have  fifty  laughs  in 
two  reels  than  two  laughs  in 

fifty  reels. 

«   4s  4I 

Pete  ought  to  know.  He’s  been 
using  our  comedies  for  years. 

O   4s  4t 

R.  B.  Maxwell,  an  exhibitor  of 

Sullivan,  Illinois,  writes  to  Exhibi- 
tors Herald: 

“ALL  FOX  COMEDIES  ARE 

GOOD!” 

There’s  ONE  fellow  that  knows 

what  he’s  talking  about. 

*   *   * 

NEWS  ITEM 

“Variety”  of  May  26  claims  there 

is  an  overproduction  of  Brewsters’ Millions. 

Ed.  Note— Well,  the  PICTURE 
was  funny. 

4s  *   4s 

You  might  notice  that  we’re  not 
mentioning  any  of  our  comedians 
this  month.  Nobody  is  going  to 

accuse  US  of  being  subsidized. 

4s  *   4s 

THEATRE  DESTROYED 

The  Hokus  Pokus  Theatre  of 

Punxatawney  collapsed  during  a   per- 
formance last  night.  Investigattpn 

revealed  that  Manager  Blimp  was 

playing  “Jerry,  the  Giant”  and  “The Clown,”  a   Van  Bibber  comedy,  and 

they  brought  down  the  house. 

NEXT  MONTH 
WHY  SHORT  REELS 

GO  STRONG 

Chart  Shows 

63  Companies 
Now  Shootmg 

BY  RAY  MURRAY 

HOLLYWOOD.  June  8. — Exlubi- 
tors  from  all  over  the  United  States 

flooded  Hollywood  diirinji  tlie  past 

few  days  and  were  given  first  hand 
information  uhout  production  when 

they  were  conducted  hospitably 

through  the  Western  sets  which  are 
alive  with  activity. 

A   glance  down  the  Studio  Chart 
shows  that  there  are  63  companies 

shooting  at  present  on  the  West 
Coast.  Many  others  are  preparing, 

casting,  and  getting  ready  to  meet  fall 
schedule  demands. 

The  Associated  studios  out  on  Mis- 

sion Road  are  working  to  capacity 

with  Von  Stroheim  making  his  Para- 

mount production  “The  Wedding 
March,”  William  Craft  shooting 

“Flashing  Heels,”  starring  William 
Cody,  Douglas  MacLean  producing 

his  Paramount  comedy,  as  yet  un- 

named, and  Mason  Noel  making  “The 

Sky  Peril,”  an  A1  Wilson  stunt  pic- 
ture. WiUiam  Beaudinc  is  directing 

the  MacLean  picture  and  making 

good  progress. 
Although  production  activities  liave  prac- 

tically ceased  at  the  old  Paramount  studios 

on  Vine  street,  due  to  the  process  of  mov- 
ing to  the  United  plant  on  Melrose  avenue, 

only  a   few  of  the  players  under  contract 
arc  getting  vacations. 

Paramount  Players  Go  East 

The  railroads  are  being  kept  busy  rush- 
ing stars  and  supporting  players  East  for 

productions  that  are  being  made  in  Para- 
mount's Long  Island  plant.  Noah  Beery 

and  Mary  Brian  are  the  newest  departures. 
They  have  been  loaned  to  other  companies 
for  pictures.  Georgia  Hale  is  to  appear 

in  "The  Great  Gatsby”  and  Charles  Rog- 

ers in  support  of  W.  C.  Fields  in  "So’s 
Your  Old  Man"  have  both  gone  East.  Neil 
Hamilton  has  also  gone  to  New  York  for 

"The  Great  Gatsby."  Marshall  Neilan  is 

just  finishing  "Diplomacy"  at  his  own 
studio  for  Paramount.  The  only  Para- 

mount contract  players  working  in  the 
West  are  Wallace  Beery,  Esther  Ralston, 
George  Bancroft,  George  Rigas,  Joseph 
Striker  and  Richard  Arlen,  who  are  with 

James  Cruze’s  "Old  Ironsides”  company 
on  location  at  Catalina  Island. 

Metro  Plant  Busy 

Metro-Goldwyn-Maycr’s  immense  plant 

at  Culver  City  is  quite  busy  at  the  present 

time  with  Fred  Niblo  making  "The  Temp- 
(Conlinued  on  page  79) 
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JACQUELINE  LOGAN 

wa.4  on  the  last  lap  of 

hcF  honeymoon  when 

sho  returned  through 

here  last  week. 

MABEL  NORMAND 

must  have  come 

through  Chicago 

qulelly>  because  we 

miaaed  her  entirely. 

WHERE  the 

Golden 

State 

Limited^^ MEETS  the 
‘^Twentieth 

Century 

^Thumbnail  News  About 

Studio  People  Visiting 

THE  Home  of  the  Herald 

During  the  Month. 

SIDNEY  S.  COHEN 

came  through  Chicago 

on  his  way  to  make 

hU  farewell  address 

to  the  M.  P.  T.  O.  A. 

on  the  Coast. 

ALMA  RUBENS  who 

Is  a   100%  Coast  to 

Coast  commuter  has 

been  here  again  this 

month,  thus  keeping 

up  her  record. 

LOUIS  B.  MAYER 

concluded  lUs  Eastern 

trip  and  returned 

through  Chicago. 

PETE  SMITH  became 

very  HI  In  Chicago 

and  It  was  necessary 

to  send  a   trained  nurse 

from  here  to  the 

Coast  with  him. 

JACK  COHN  was  In 

Chicago  en  route  West 

to  start  the  new  sea- 

son’s  product  for  Co- 
lambin. 

LEATRICE  JOY  went 

to  New  York  where 

she  said  she  was  going 

to  buy  some  new 
frocks  to  wear  in 

DeMllle  pictures. 

BILLIE  DOVE 

shopped  in  Chicago 
en  rente  West.  She 

was  accompanied  part 

of  the  way  by  Jack 

Cohn. 

CORINNE  GHIFPITIl 

returned  to  her  Holly- 
wood home  after  a 

visit  in  New  York. 

JOSEPH  SEIDER  was 
with  his  bride  on  the 

way  to  tho  big  Const convention.  They 

made  the  trip  by  way 

of  Colorado. 
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By  Herald  Representatives  at 
^   Special  Assignments  Will Be  Covered  for  Exhibitors 

Upon  Request  to  Editor 

“The  Studio,”  Exhibitors 
Herald,  Chicago,  HI. 

the  Studio 
Publication  Rights  Granted  Exhibitors 

^   A   Double  News  Service  In- forming the  Sbo\mian  Upon 
Studio  Events  and  Enabling 

Him  to  Inform  His  Reader 
Patrons  in  Turn. 

New  YORK,  June  8.— The  upper' stage at  Paramount’s  Long  Island  studio 

has  the  appearance  of  Broadway  these 

days,  with  scores  of  Ziegfeld  beauties 

gracefully  passing  before  the  camera  in 

screen  tests  for  "Glorifying  the  American 

Girl,”  which  will  be  the  first  of  the  Zieg- 

feld supervised  attractions  in  Paramount’s 
fifteenth  anniversary  group.  Among  the 

beauties  who  have  brought  their  makeup 

box  to  the  studio  is  Mary  Eaton,  famous 

in  the  Follies.  Esther  Ralston  has  been 

selected  by  the  musical  comedy  impresario 

for  the  stellar  role.  Edward  Sutherland 

will  direct  the  opus. 

*   ♦   ♦ 

Philo  McCullough  who  was  brought  to 

New  York  by  Earl  Hudson  to  play  the 

heavy  in  "The  Savage”  and  who  was  re-
 

tained to  play  a   similar  role  in  "Mismates, 
has  returned  to  Hollj^vood,  having  finished 

his  work  in  "Mismates.” >K  *   * 

Jackie  Logan  left  for  the  Coast  Thurs- 

day afternoon  last  and  will  immediately 

begin  work  on  a   production.  With
  ber 

was  R.  Gillispie  her  lately  acquired 
 hus- 

band and  the  trip  to  New  York  City  was 

in  a   sense  a   honeymoon. 
* 

Ray  Rockett  is  located  at  present  at  the 

Cosmopolitan  studios,  New  York,  where  he 

is  supervising  the  filming  of  his  first  p
ro- 

duction for  First  National,  Paradise, 

with  Milton  Sills  starred,  Betty  Bronson 

featured,  and  a   supporting  cast  headed  by 

Noah  Beery,  which  includes  Charles  
ilur- 

ray,  Kate  Price,  Lloyd  Whitlock,  Claud
e 

King,  Charles  Brooke  and  others.  Ir
vm 

Willat  is  directing. 

*   ♦   ♦ 

Fred  Newmeyer  will  be  on  East  soon  to 

wield  the  megaphone  at  Paramoimt’s  
As- 

toria studio.  He  has  been  assigned  to 

Richard  Dix’s  next  attraction,  "The  Quar- 

terback,” a   football  story  by  W.  0.  Mc- 
Geehan. 

if  if  -if Charles  VanEnger  who  was  brought  to 
New  York  by  A1  Rockett  to  do  the  camera 
work  on  his  first  production  for  First 

National  “Puppets,”  is  photographing  Ray 

Rockett’s  first  production  for  the  same  or- 

ganization, which  is  "Paradise”  a   starring 
vehicle  for  Milton  Sills,  with  Betty  Bron- 

son featured  in  feminine  lead. 
if  if  * 

Diana  Kane  is  our  latest  up  and  coming 

leading  lady.  Her  work  in  "The  Brown 
Derby,”  opposite  Johnny  Hines  has  es- 

tablished her  in  her  chosen  field  and  from 
now  on  her  future  efforts  will  be  watched 

by  producers  with  great  interest.  A   sister 
of  Lois  Wilson  she  has  never  traded  on 

her  famous  relative's  name  but  on  her  own 
sheer  merit  has  worked  her  way  to  the 

front. 
if  if  if 

Arthur  Edeson  did  the  camera  work  on 

"Subway  Sadie”  the  Jack  Mulhall  feature 

picture  which  A1  Santell  has  just  com- 

pleted for  A1  Rockett’s  First  National unit.  He  will  also  do  the  camera  work 

on  “Even  Stephen"  which  is  slated  to  start shortly. 

*   t   * 

Superstition?  You  can’t  get  away  from 

it,  even  in  the  motion  picture  studio,  es- 

pecially when  those  of  the  stage  are 

around.  A   bit  of  stage  superstition  con- 
cerning the  luck  of  old  props  has  just 

been  introduced  at  Paramount  Eastern 

studio  with  the  transportation  of  an  empty 

packing  case  and  three  worn  but  stout 

grocery  boxes  from  the  New  York  work- 
shop of  Ben  Ali  Haggin  to  the  Paramount 

plant.  These  box  props  are  the  ones  on 

which  Haggin’s  stage  beauties  have  been 

accustomed  to  pose  and  have  been  ‘used 

by  the  models  in  all  their  costume  work. 

They  flatly  refused  to  take  a   chance  with 

substitutes.  Something  terrible  might  hap- 

pen. The  props  are  being  used  in  screen 

tests  for  "Glorifying  the  American  Girl.” if  if  * 

Milton  Sills,  Betty  Bronson,  Noah  Berry, 

(^Coutiniicd  on  page  73) 

HOLLYWOOD,  June  8.— Sid  Grauman upon  his  recent  visit  to  Nevv  York, 

dropped  into  a   dime  museum  on  42nd  street 

to  while  away  an  hour  before  a   dinner  ap- 

pointment. A   liallyhoo  man  was  warming 

up  to  his  subject  on  trained  fleas  when 
Grauman  entered. 

"Ladies  and  gentlemen,”  he  said,  "doubt- 

less you  wonder  where  I   get  the  fleas  to 

train.  Once  a   year  my  wife  makes  a   trip 

to  Los  Angeles  and  after  spending  a   day  at 

one  of  the  flea  infested  beaches  she  retires 

to  her  apartment,  siircads  cotton  batting 

on  the  floor  and  disrobes,  and  the  escaping 

fleas  get  entangled  in  the  batting  and  arc 

captured.”  Tlic  crowd  laughed.  A   mo- 
ment later  Grauman  drew  the  ballyhoo 

man  aside  and  introduced  liimself.  “Would 

you  mind  changing  your  spiel  a   li
ttle?’ 

asked  Sid  as  he  whispered  in  the  ballyhoo 

man’s  ear.  The  other  nodded  assent.  A 

half  hour  later  lie  was  delivering  this 

speech:  "Otic  a   year  my  wife  makes  a   trip 

to  Miami,  Florida — ” 
*   *   * 

A   reproduction  of  the  Central  Casting 

Bureau,  where  all  the  extras  employed 

by  the  large  film  companies  of 
 Holly- 

wood get  work,  will  form  a   setting  for 

several  scenes  for  Warner  Broher
s 

"Broken  Hearts  of  Hollywood.  Lloyd 

Bacon  is  directing  the  picture  and  
this 

is  the  first  time  Will  Hays'  casting 
 bu- 

reau has  been  reproduced  in  pictures. «   *   * 

Roy  Stewart  has  received  an  offer  to 

lour  the  country,  especially  (he  Balaban  & 

Katz  and  Puhlix  Theatre  circuit,  to  make 

personal  appearances  in  connection  wi
th 

the  showing  of  "Sparrows"  in  which  
he 

had  a   prominent  part. 

*   ♦   • 

Although  Lincoln  Stedman  has  r
e- 

(Conlinued  on  page  73) 

MO  BUnCe  S.ee,  ss  Dor..  Neil 
 H.miHon  .s 
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Milton  Slllfl  and  Oeitjr  Bronson  hove  the  Ivro  Im* 

poriant  roles  In  “Baradisei*’  now  being  made  In 
the  First  National  studios  br  Kaf  Boekett. 

El  Brendel  does  his  barrel  act  in  “Love  Magic," 
Paramount  picture  In  which  Jim  Collins,  the  face* 

maker,  proved  his  skill  as  an  artist. 

Scenario  Preparation  Is 

Most  Vital  Says  Rockett 
First  National’s  Youngest  Producer  Says  Big  Thing 

Is  Getting  the  Story  Ready 

By  JOHN  S.  SPARGO 

P   REPARATION  of  the  scenario  is  the  most  important  phase  of 
motion  picture  production,  according  to  Ray  Rockett,  one  of 

First  National’s  youngest  producers  whose  first  production  for 

this  company,  which  is  the  film  version  of  Cosmo  Hamilton’s  novel, 

“Paradise,"  is  now  being  filmed  at  the  Cosmopolitan  Studios, 
New  York. 

"You  hear  a   great  deal  about  camermen,  directors,  art  directors, 

stars,  comedy  constructors  on  the  set,  expert  this  and  expert  that," 

says  Rockett.  "But  to  my  way  of  thinking, 
while  all  these  things  are  vital  and  neces- 

sary, the  big  thing  in  the  making  of  pic- 
tures is  the  proper  preparation  of  the  story 

or  scenario. 

"You  hear  frequently  of  directors  who 
do  what  we  in  the  picture  business  call 

‘direct  from  the  cuff.'  That  is,  they  have  a 
partial  script  or  story  and  build  up  the 

story  as  they  go  along  with  the  filming. 
Many  of  these  men  do  turn  out  excellent 

pictures,  but  it  is  only  by  rare  good  for- 
tune that  they  do. 

You  Need  Plans  to  Build 

"Can  you  imagine  a   big  construction 
company  starting  to  erect  a   New  York  sky- 

scraper without  the  plans  to  go  by?  Im- 
agine starting  to  build  a   structure  like  the 

Woolworth  building  with  only  the  plan  for 

the  ground  floor.  Why,  it  would  be  ridicu- 
lous. 

"There  is  no  difference  between  the  con- 
struction of  a   building  and  the  construction 

of  a   motion  picture.  If  you  do  not  have 
the  script  built  up  carefully  and  completely 
you  stand  a   poor  chance  of  getting  a   com- 

plete picture  that  will  be  worth  while. 
There  cannot  be  too  much  preparation. 
Every  scene  and  sequence  of  the  story 
should  be  worked  out  thoroughly,  and 
gone  over  again  and  again  to  make  certain 
that  It  is  right  and  that  the  action  is  nat- 

(CoHtiiiued  oti  page  72) 

Collins^  Brush  Turns  a 
Yankee  Into  a   Chinaman 
Paramount  Makeup  Expert  Tells  How  He  Destroys 

Double  Chins  with  a   Single  Stroke 

By  JAMES  COLLINS 
'VT'OUR  face  is  my  canvas.  My  materials  are  grease  paint  and 
J-  powder,  lampblack,  burnt  cork,  and  various  cosmetics. 
Because  it  is  my  business  I   can  square  the  roundest  jaw  with 

a   geometrical  line  of  purple  paint. 

I   can  make  the  bluest  eyes  photograph  brown  with  a   daub  of 
red  on  the  eyelids. 

Or,  (and  this  is  a   studio  secret  which  may  cost  me  my  life) 

I   can  eliminate  that  little  bulge  that  hints  at  a   second  chin  when 

the  lovely  leading  lady  breaks  down  and  confesses  that  her  over- 
fondness  for  eau  claires  and  mashed  potatoes  with  fattening  gravy 

have  led  her  astray  from  lamb,  lettuce  and 

pineapple.  A   dash  of  lavender  chalk  and 

zip ! — away  goes  the  extra  chin — that  is, 

if  it  is  not  too  "extra.” 
But,  my  friends,  though  I   can  make  the 

fair  ones  fairer  and  the  homely  ones  im- 
possible, I   was  stumped  when  Lasky  Studio 

recently  unloaded  40  nationally  known 

vaudeville  performers  on  me  with  strict 

orders  calling  for  the  white  and  black  semi- 
clown makeup  of  the  Russian  variety 

world,  and  stricter  orders  to  keep  clear 
from  any  hint  of  the  circus  clown  effect. 

Special  Makeup  for  Clive  Brooks 

These  players  had  been  contracted  for 
from  various  vaudeville  circuits  to  appear 

in  "Love  Magic,'  starring  Florence  Vidor, 
and  in  addition  to  them  we  had  to  take 

great  pains  with  the  special  makeup  for 
Clive  Brook,  El  Brendel  and  a   number  of 
others. 

The  Vaudeville  headliners  knew  every 

trick  of  stage  makeup  but  when  it  came  to 

the  photographic  peculiarities  of  the  screen 
they  were  babes  let  loose  in  a   paintshop. 
This  is  no  reflection  on  such  eminent 
vaudeville  topliners  as  Fortunello  and 
Cirdnelli,  acrobatic  clowns  known  on  two 

continents,  nor  on'  the  marvelous  Melford 
Troupe  of  acrobats,  the  Famous  Berkoffs, 

Russian  dancers,  the  Slayman-Ali  “Blue 
Devils,"  the  Balalaika  orchestra,  and  so  on. 
We  hired  ten  makeup  men  to  work  under 

my  direction.  We  made  tests  of  the  vaude- 
(.Continued  ou  page  72) RAY  ROCKETT 
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Dircrior  Dave  Kirklund  has  ju»»  fin-
 

isheil  cutting  “The  Two  Cun  
Man.” 

Flies,  Snakes  and  Mosquitoes  Are 
the  Enemies  of  Hollywood 

Companies  in  Sierras 

By  HARRY  E.  NICHOLS 

<tne  of  iho  Know  nIiuIk  itaccl  in 

Thom«on*ii  iulrnt  T.  II.  O.  rrlru'e. 

N   location!” 

I   I   The  most  expensive  featu
re  of 

picture  making  is  embraced  in 
those  two  words.  Few  of  those  who  sit 

back  in  their  comfortable  theatre  seats  and 

enjoy  the  grandeurs  of  the  high  Sierras 

or  the  rolling  planes  of  a   Western  picture, 
realize  the  enormous  expense  involved  to 

get  those  few  hundred  feet  of  film  of  ac- tion and  beauty. 

On  location  is  where  “Old  Man  Over- 

head” gets  in  his  deadliest  work.  From  the 

moment  the  caravan  of  eight  or  ten  auto- 
mobiles of  the  average 

company  leaves  the 

studio  "Old  Overhead” 
is  riding  right  along,  and 
he  chuckles  with  glee  at 
every  blowout,  every 
stalled  motor  or  break- 

down en  route. 

Recently  while  shoot- 
ing outdoor  scenes  for 

"The  Two  Gun  Man”  a 
Fred  Thomson  produc- 

tion, that  company  chose 
a   beautiful  spot  near 
Bishop,  Cal.,  high  in  the 
Sierras,  and  while  it  is  a 
mere  356  miles  from 
Holl>^vood  the  roads 
are  none  the  best  and 
there  were  long  delays 
getting  there  due  to 
motor  troubles. 

Our  outfit  consisted  of  one  truck  carrying 

five  horses,  a   prop  truck,  touring  car  with 

trailer,  Thomson’s  personal  car  and  five 
otlier  cars  carrying  cameras  and  food  sup- 

plies, and  the  hundred  odd  things  needed 
when  you  are  far  away  from  the  studio. 
Our  objective  for  the  few  scenes  needed 

was  Convict  Lake,  6,300  feet  above  sea 

level,  with  several  peaks  13,000  feet  high. 

They  used  many  of  the  snow  peaks  about 
Convict  Lake  and  Director  Dave  Kirkland 

worked  four  days  trying  to  get  the  scenes 

needed,  using  a   telophoto  lens  and  the 
latest  design  cameras. 

In  one  scene  it  was  necessary  for  the 
“heavy”  to  slide  down  a   three  hundred 
foot  snow  embankment,  in  mortal  combat 
with  another  gentleman. 

None  of  the  regular  actors  was  willing 

to  try  the  stunt.  Whereupon  Milton  D, 

Gardner,  who  takes  charge  of  all  the  de- tails of  these  location  trips,  volunteered  to 
make  the  slide.  He  can  still  show  you  tiie 
bruises. 

These  location  trips  arc  no  easy  sailing 
for  the  cameramen  either 

and  in  several  of  Thom- son’s recent  pictures 
Ross  Fisher.  A.  S.  t .. 
has  risked  liis  life.  .\l 

Werker,  assistant  direc- tor with  the  Thomson 

company,  is  another  hard worker  and  no  location 

trip  would  be  complete without  McGonigal,  the 

prop  man,  who  is  re- sponsible for  every  stick 

of  material  used  in  mak- 

ing a   picture. It  sounds  pleasant  and 
invigorating  to  be  told 
you  are  to  take  a   long 

trip  into  the  mountains for  a   week,  but  after  a 

Lw  of  these  the  excitc- (C&nthiuefJ  on  pagt  76) Th6  emlre  company  on  locnlion 
 for  “The  Two  Cun  Mon.”  Srr 

 Frrd  In  fore 

ground  in  heavy  overeont. 

The  Fred  Thoojson  rompuny  en  route  to 

Convict  Lake,  Cal.,  for  scenes  for  “The 

Two  Cun  Man.” 

Hardships  and 
Thrills  While 

'^‘On  Location’^ 
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RIGHT:  Eddie Moran,  Fox 

scenarist,  and  Private 

Capodice,  U.  S.  Ma- 
rine Corps,  World 

War  veteran,  who 

has  a   prominent  role 
in  “What  Price 

Glory”  now  being 
produced  on  the  West 
Coast. 

TEFT:  “Get  Your 
Man!” Viola  Dana 

and  her  husband, 

Lefty  Flynn  on  the 
F.  B.  O.  lot  where 

they  are  appearing  in 

separate  productions. 
Miss  Dana  is  starring 

in  “Bigger  Than  Bar- num’s”  directed  by 

Ralph  Ince.  Flynn  is 

completing  "Glenister 

of  the  Mounted.” 

Photos  from  H.  E.  Nichols 

JIMMIE  -Adams  takes  a   Sunday  after- noon rest  on  his  front  lawn.  The 
Christie  comedian  is  now  busy  on  a   new 
picture  to  be  released  by  Educational. 

Progressive 
Personalities 

^^RTICLES  In  the  Studio 
Section  thl*  month 

carry  etatemenls  from 
more  or  lees  authoritative 

men  who  endeavor  to  ex- 

plain what  phase  of  pro- 
duction Is  more  vital  than 

another.  It  is  unsettled 

whether  good  photogro- 

phy  ia  more  important 

than,  perhaps,  good  titles. 
The  i|uestion  is  an  old 

one. 

It  remains,  however, 

that  productions  are  bel- 

ter this  year  than  last  and 

belter  last  year  than  the 

yeor  before  bceause  of  a 

constant  progress  in  per- 
sonnel. Whether  good 

photography  is  most  im- 
portont  or  not  photogra- 

phers are  today  more  elTl- 
cient  than  yesterday.  So 

with  others  of  the  pro- 
duction field  some  of 

whom  appear  on  this  page. 

Personalities  bring  the 

progress  in  pictures. 

W   INCENT  Bryan,  the  old  time  gag  man 
and  scenarist  who  has  now  turned  to 

france  lance  work  on  the  Coast. 

"D  OB”  Gillespie  and  Jacqueline  Logan,  newlyweds 
who  have  just  sailed  for  Europe.  Miss  Logan  has 

just  completed  Warner  Brothers’  “Footloose  Widows.” 
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Left  to  right: 
'   Henry  Sharp,  A. 

S.  C.,  who  is  working 

out  the  techni-color 

process  on  Lon  Cha- 
ney’s next  M.  G.  M. 

production;  Lon  Cha- 
ney as  the  star  of  the 

picture;  and  George 
Hill,  who  is  directing. 

Mary  Louise  Mil- 
ler, child  player, 

has  a   role  in  “Into 
Her  Kingdom,”  First 
National  production 

in  which  C   o   r   i   n   n   e 
Griffith  is  starred. 

The  picture  has  been 
completed. 

To  His  Exhibitor  Friends 

TTTHEL  Shannon,  star  of  "Thro
ugh  Thick 

early  release. 

Harry  Garson,  in  crib  with  mega- phone, is  directing  Lefty  Flynn  m 

“Sir  Lumberjack,”  an  F.  B.  0.  produc-
 

tion. 

ot 

that 

lain. 

Co-operation 

Directors,  p   i   a   y   e   r   8, 
phoiopraphers.  pro

- 

ducers upd  technSca!  e»- 

perls,  wrisers  and  ed
llorH 

appeor  in  this  s
eciion 

each  month  who  repres
ent 

the  industry’s  hesi
  mo* 

terSal.  Some  are  expe
ri- 

enced and  know  the  fin- 

dotaibi  of  the  busln
eM 

making  pictures.  They
 

offer  leslitnoniais  
of  serv- 

ice to  the  exhibitor  nod
 

service  So  iho  public. 

Some  ore  young  
and 

seek  the  cxperleceo 
 which 

will  Reason  the
m  and 

bring  them  too  to 
 the  lop 

of  the  ladder.  
It  matters 

not  what  the  pres
ent  posi- 

tion in  their  career.  Th
ey 

are  contributing 
 dally  to 

the  motion  pict
ure  Indus, 

try.  They  ore  ta
king  port 

in  the  greate
st  •ervire 

,   exhibitor  can 
 ob- 

Thoy  ore  seek
ing 

I. operate  with  hi
m. )OBBY  Vernon,  his  daughter  Ba

rbara, 

>   and  his  wife  on  the  lawn  befo
re  the 

hristie-Educational  comedians  
home 

'ernon  will  have  a   large  part  of  th
e  .JU 

vo-reel  comedy  features  the
  Christie 

udios  recently  announced. 
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^^Studioland^' 

T   EFT:  Reading  from  left  to  right,  Mrs.  Norman  Taurog,  P.  C.  Schram,  Kalama- 
zoo,  Mich.,  exhibitor,  and  Norman  Taurog,  senior  director  of  Educational  come- 

dies, on  the  lawn  of  Taurog’s  home.  Right:  Norman  Taurog  and  his  wife  in  a   do- 
mestic scene  in  the  kitchen  garden. 

IT  Guard,  comedy  actor  of  the 
famous  team  of  Guard  and 

Cooke,  in  a   scene  from  "Bill  Grimm’s 
Progress,”  an  F.  B.  O.  production. 
Here  Kit  finds  himself  with  a   fag 
and  without  a   match. 

Harry  Langdon,  whose  first  long  comedy  was 
'Tramp,  Tramp,  Tramp,”  is  here  shown  in  a 

scene  from  his  current  production  for  First  Na- 

tional release,  "The  Yes  Man.”  Frank  Capra  is 
directing  the  comedian  in  this  picture. 

COLLEEN  Moore,  all  dressed  up  in  her  brother  Cleve’s  cap  and shirt.  "Delicatessen"  is  the  title  of  Miss  Moore’s  current  produc- 
tion for  First  National.  A1  Green  is  directing.  The  picture  is  in  pro- 

duction at  the  Fine  Arts  studios.  It  is  tentatively  scheduled  for  release 
next  month. 
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^HARLIE  CLARKE 

^   apparently  was 

teaching  "Red"  Grange 

the  rudiments  of  cam- 

era-ology.  Charlie  is  the 

cameraman  and  Red  is 

the  star  of  the  film,  "The 

Half  Back,"  which  is  be- 
ing produced  at  the  Film 

Booking  Offices  studio 

on  the  West  Coast.  The 

scenario  is  by  Byron 

Morgan. 

OTE  the  attire  of 
Leatrice  Joy  in  the 

above  photograph.  The 

picture  was  made  when 
she  was  playing  in 
“Robes"  for  Cecil  B.  Dc 

Mille  two  years  ago. 

She.  then  as  now,  was 

photographed  with  Pcv- ercll  Marley  both  of 

whom  arc  with  Pro- Dis-Co. 

LEFT;  A   group  of '   widely  famed  pro- 
duction people.  They 

are  (L  to  R)  Balboni, 
First  National  director, 

M.  C.  Levee.  June 

Mathis,  writer,  and 

John  McCormick.  Bal- boni and  Miss  Mathis 

were  greeted  by  the 

two  production  execu- tives of  First  National 

upon  their  return  from 

an  extensive  hone  y- moon. 

William  Nigh,  left.  Dan  Mason,  right,
  is  "Peg  eg  in  the  film. 

is  Be^ Woodruff.  John  Arnold,  the  
photographer,  is  seen  standing  above. 

C 
FR.\N*K  BORZAGE  brought  Al- ma Rubens  back  from  New 

York.  Borzage  is  directing  the  pic- 

ture now  at  the  Fox  studios. 
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SOME  day  the  fashioning  of  motion  pic- ture comedies  may  be  developed  to  the 
point  where  they  can  be  cut  out  as  a 

suit  of  clothes  is  patterned.  But  that  day 
just  now  seems  far  distant,  and  in  my  own 
mind  never  will  come.  There  can  be  no  set 
formula  for  making  a   motion  pic- 

ture comedy  that  is  funny.  It  is  a 
gamble. 

Ideas  that  seem  funny  when  dis- 
cussed, frequently  turn  out  to  be 

"duds.”  Even  scenes  that  are  hil- 
arious in  the  making  fall  flat  sub- 

sequently when  your  picture  is  pre- 
viewed. Many  times  they  fail  to  get 

past  the  inspection  of  the  "rushes” 
or  the  dailies. 

The  one  best  judge  of  what  is  or 

isn’t  funny  is  the  public.  After  be- 
ing wrapped  up  in  a   picture  for  five 

or  six  months,  one  is  very  likely  to 
loose  his  perspective.  The  infalli- 

ble test,  however,  comes  when  you 
take  the  result  of  your  months  of 
labor,  and  exhibit  it  before  1500  or 
2000  persons.  The  public  does  not 

"yes”  anyone.  If  they  like  what 
you  have  to  offer  they  show  their 

appreciation  in  laughter.  If  not, 

then  you  do  not  have  to  wait  long 
for  their  verdict. 

Public  Is  Fair  Judge 

But  after  all,  the  public  is  eminently  fair. 
They  are  perhaps  the  greatest  aid  to  the 
comedian,  who  is  striving  to  turn  out  the 
best  possible  picture  he  can  make.  They 
unconsciously  give  you  tips  that  arc  invalu- 

able to  your  product.  In  our  own  case  we 
are  especially  grateful  for  decisions  that 
have  assisted  us  immeasureably  in  improv- 

ing our  pictures.  There  is  one  instance 
that  we  shall  never  forget.  Several  years 
ago  when  we  were  making  two  reel  come- 

dies, we  became  a   little  ambitious  and  pro- 
duced one  3000  feet,  or  three  full  reels,  in 

length.  It  was  called  "I  Do.”  In  the  opin- 
ion of  our  staff  we  had  an  exceptionally 

good  picture,  and  all  of  us  were  feeling 
pretty  confident  when  we  took  it  over  to 
Glendale  to  preview  it.  This  feeling  was 
dissipated  a   few  minutes  after  the  picture 
was  flashed  on  the  screen.  Instead  of 
laughing  continuously  as  we  had  expected, 
there  was  hardly  a   ripple  throughout  the first  reel. 

Hold  Post  Mortem 

For  a   time  wc  were  nonplussed.  In  the 
morning,  we  held  our  customary  post  mor- 

tem at  the  studio.  The  picture  was  dis- 
sected, cross  sectioned,  put  together  and 

then  pulled'  apart  again,  trying  to  learn what  its  ailment  was. 

Finally  we  came  upon  what  we  thought 
was  the  trouble.  The  first  reel  built  up  too 
much  to  the  succeeding  reels,  and  because 
it  was  not  funny  it  had  killed  the  comedy 
business  following.  That  at  least  was  our 

Harold  Lloyd 

Only  Formula  for 

Successful  Comedies 

Is  ̂ ^Make  ’EM  Funny” 
Previews  Have  Kept  Many  a   Pic- 

ture from  Making  a   Flop — Post 

Mortem  Held  for  ‘‘The  Freshman” 
Gave  It  One  of  Its  Funniest 

Situations 

By  Harold  Lloyd 
belief,  so  we  determined  to  throw  away 

the  entire  first  reel  with  the  exception  of 
an  introductory  25  or  SO  feet,  and  preview 

it  again.  The  result  was  startling  even  to 

us,  and  they  laughed  almost  continuously. 

Preview  Saved  the  Picture 

Not  a   picture  goes  by  that  the  public 
does  not  assist  us  in  a   similar  manner. 

When  we  previewed  "Why  Worry”  we  en- 

countered a   situation  parallelling  "I  Do,” 
and  although  we  had  gone  to  a   great  deal 

of  expense  in  producing  it,  we  threw  away 

the  entire  opening  reel.  The  result  was 

the  same  as  followed  the  similar  action 

with  “I  Do."  If  we  had  not  previewed  the 
picture,  we  never  would  have  learned  what 
ailed  it. 

We  might  refer  to  the  theatre  going  pat- 

rons as  "laugh  specialists.”  They  are  called 
into  consultation  after  our  diagnosis  has 

been  made,  but  really  before  we  recom- 

mend any  treatment.  Their  verdict  is  in- 

fallible, for  after  all  no  picture  can  be  a 

success  without  passing  the  examination  o‘f 
the  general  public. 

Wc  had  a   peculiar  experience  in  the 

previewing  of  "The  Freshman.”  In  the 

scenes  where  the  Freshman’s  tuxedo,  which 
was  only  basted,  begins  to  fall  apart,  we 

had  determined  not  to  go  so  far  as  to  tear 

the  trousers  off  the  boy  entirely.  Twice  we 

previewed  the  picture  without  resorting  to 
this.  But  each  time  we  received  the  same 

verdict.  Something  was  missing.  We  had 

led  the  people  to  expect  something  we  did 

not  give  them.  The  consequence  was  that 
we  had  to  go  back  and  make  a   scene  where 

the  trousers  were  completely  torn 
off  the  lad.  And  the  result?  This 

sequence  proved  one  of  the  biggest 

laugh  getters  we  ever  placed  on  the 
screen.  We  learned  from  this  that 

if  you  promise  anything  to  your 
followers  it  is  wise  to  give  it  to 

them,  Otherwise,  disappointment 

follows — and  your  box  office  re- 
turns reflect  it. 

In  filming  "For  Heaven’s  Sake”  we 
devoted  nearly  eight  months  to  pro- 

duction. From  the  physical  stand- 

point, it  was  our  most  difficult  opus. 
We  spent  weeks  on  sequences  we 

thought  were  going  to  be  hilari- 
ously funny.  But  we  were  sadly 

disillusioned  at  the  previews.  After 
each  trial  showing,  for  that  is  just 

what  they  are,  we  went  back  and 
added  new  material  in  places  where 

the  picture  was  weak.  We  held  six 

previews,  but  it  was  not  until  the 
last  that  we  were  satisfied. 

Don’t  Spare  the  Shears 

There  is  one  thing-  previews  have  dem- 
onstrated time  and  again.  You  cannot 

spare  the  shears  and  expect  to  have  a   good 

picture.  Footage  does  not  mean  a   thing 

unless  it  "gets  over.”  In  fact  it  is  just  the 
reverse.  Dead  sequences  always  will  kill 
everything  that  follows.  That  is  where  the 
use  of  scissors  is  most  appropriate. 

In  a   survey  of  any  list  of  comedies,  you 
are  certain  to  find  that  the  most  successful 

ones  are  those  that  are  pared  down  to  the 

very  meat,  with  the  only  dull  spots  being 

those  where  they  build  up  to  "gags”  yet 
which  are  entertaining  because  they  hold 
the  story  together. 

Tailor  made  comedies  are  only  tailor 

made  in  so  far  as  they  fit  public  taste.  You 
cannot  model  them  along  any  fashion,  and 

yet  you  cannot  follow  a   hit  and  miss  trail. 

We  do  know  this  much,  that  the  theatre- 

goer wants  something  new,  something  dif- 

ferent, always,  but  after  all  the  only  for- 
mula you  can  follow  in  producing  success- 

ful comedies  is  "Make  them  funny.” 

Bowes  Signs  Chiropodist 
NEW  YORK. — Major  Edward  Bowes  of 

Capitol  has  retained  the  services  of  a   staff  chirop- 
odist, Dr.  M.  Nachbar,  for  the  benefit  of  tht ushers  and  attendants. 

Benton  and  Kenyon  Sign 

UNIVERSAL  CITY. —   Curtis  Benton  am 
Charles  Kenyon  have  si^ed  new  contracts  witt Universal. 

Oebe  Doniel*  plays  with  Lloyd  In  (he  Paihe 

reissue,  “Swat  the  Crook." 

In  iho  above  Snub  Pollard  appears  with 

Lloyd  in  "Swat  the  Crook,"  now  being  re- 

issued by  Pathc. 
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Exhibitors  Herald  Production 
^   A   Monthly  Service  Devoted 

to  Stars,  Directors  Scenar- 
ists and  Cameramen  at 

Work  Upon  Pictures  in 
Current  Production. 

Directory 
Chicago  Office:  407  So.  Dearborn  St. 

^Hollywood  Representatives: 
Roy  Murroy,  H.  E.  Nichols 

^   New  York  Representatives: ^   John  Spargo,  J.  R.  Keegan 

Director Star Scenarist Cameraman 

Story Stag* 

ASSOCIATED  STUDIOS.  3800  Mission  Road.  Capitol  2120. 

Eric  Von  Stroheim 

Lloyd  Ingraham 
Mason  Noel 

Wm.  Craft 

Richard  Thorpe 

John  Gorman 
Wm.  Boaudino 

Zasu  Pitts 

Edward  E.  Horton 

Al  Wilson 
Wm.  Cody 

Wally  Wales 
Vola  Vale 

Douglas  MacLoan 

Von  Stroheim 

Fred  Mylon 

Adole  BufliDglon 

Frank  Ingrain 

Jooes^— Lynch 

Ray  Rlcs 
Jones— Lynch 

Jack  McKonxie 

“The  Wedding  March" 
“Como  On  Charlie" 

“The  Sky  Peril" 

“Flashing  Heels'* “Twisted  Triggers" 

"Home  Sweet  Homo" 

Shooting 

Preparing 

Shooting Shooti  ng 
Shooting 

Preparing Shooting 

CALIFORNIA  STUDIOS.  1424  Beachwood  Dr.  Hollywood  0162. 

Geo.  Joske 

Trem-Corr 

J.  P.  McGowan 
Bon  Cohen 

Jack  Nelson 

J.  P.  McGowan 
Ben  Wilson 

Bert  Bracken 

Loo  Maloney 

All-Star 
All-Star 

Al  Hoxle 

Bushman -Perrin 
Wm.  Fairbanks 

Bob  Reeves 
Bon  Wilson 

Creighton  Halo 
Loo  Maloney 

Staff 

Staff 

J.  P.  McGowan 
Staff 

Staff 

J.  P.  McGowan 
Geo.  W.  Piper 

A.  B.  Barringer 

Ford  Beebe 

Earl  Walker 

Bob  Cline 

Bob  f^ine 

Jo  Walker Jack  Young 

Hal  Mohr 

(Untitled) 

(Untitled) 

(Untitled) 

(Untitled) (Untitled) 

(Untitled) 
“The  Baited  Trop" 

“Thundering  Speed*' 
“The  Collector” 

Preporiog 
Preparing 
Shooting 
Shooting 

Preparing Shooting 

ShooUng 
Shooting 
Shooting 

CHADWICK  STUDIO. 6070  Sunset  Blvd. 
Hempstead  4111. 

Nat  Ross 

Jas.  Young 

Mary  Alden 
Alexander  Carr 

Lionel  Barrymore 

Zion  Myers 

Jas.  Young 

Wm.  O'Connell O'Connell 
"April  Fool” 

“Tlie  Bells" 

Culling 

Culling 

CHARLES  CHAPLIN. 1416  La  Brea.  Hempstead  2141. 

Charles  Chaplin 

Josef  von  Sternberg 

Charles  Chaplin 

Edna  Purvlonee Staff 

Staff 

Tolherol  Wilson 
Cheller 

"The  Circus" 

"The  Sen  Gull” 

Shooting 

Shooting 

CHRISTIE  STUDIO. 6101  Sunset  Blvd. Holly^vood  3100. 

Wm,  Watson 

Harold  Beaudlne 

Harold  Beaudine 

Scott  Sidney 

Neal  Bums 

Bobby  Vernon 
Jimmie  Adams 
Harrison  Ford 

Phyllis  Haver 

Keene  Thompson 
Sid  Hertig 

Frank  Conklin 

F.  McGrow  Willis 

PelorsoD-SutUvan 

Phillips-Jaequemin 
Potorson-Sullivon 

Phillips-Jaequemin “The  Nervous  Wreck" 

Culling 

Culling Working 

Working 

CECIL  B.  DEMILLE  STUDIO.  Culver  City,  Cal.  Empire  9141. 

Wm.  K.  Howard 

Henry  King 
Wm.  C.  DeMiUa 

Alan  Hale 

Donald  Crisp 

Rod  La  Roeque 

All-Star 
Leatriee  Joy 

Vera  Reynolds 

All-Star 

Garret  Ford 

Lenore  J.  Coffee 

Beulah  Marie  Dlx 

Moepherson-Doty 

Lucicn  Andriot 

Jas.  Diamond 
J.  PeveroU  Marley 

•‘Gigolo" 

“Winning  of  Barbara  Worth" “For  Alimony  Only” 

"Risky  Business" 
"Young  April" 

Shooting 
Preparing 

Preparing 
Shooting 
Shooting 

COLUMBIA  PICTURES.  1438  Gower  St. Holly^vood  7940 

Ralph  Inee 
Phil  Rosen 

Frank  Strayer 

Bert  Lylell J.  Grubb  Alexander 
“The  Lone  Wolf  Roluma’' 
Untitled 

Untitled 

Shooting 

Preparing 

Preparing 

F.  B.  O.  STUDIO.  780  Gower  St.  Hollywood  7780. 

James  Home 

Reeves  Eason 

Dell  Andrews 

Bob  Do  Laey 

Eddie  Dillon 

Ralph  Ceder 

Ralph  Inee 

Viola  Dana 

Tom  Forman 

Fred  Thomson 

“Silver  King'* Alberta  Vaughn 

Tom  Tyler 

Evelyn  Brent All-Star 

Ralph  loee 

Gerald  Duffy 

F.  M.  Clifton 

James  Gruen 

Wyndham  Glttene 
Doris  Anderson 

Beatrice  Van 

Ewart  Adamson 

Allan  Sleglor 

Ross  Fisher 

John  Leexer 

Phil  Tanoura 

"Kosher  Kilty  Kelly” 

“The  Lone  Hand" 

“Collegiate" 

“Out  of  the  West'* 
"Princess  Pro  Tern" 
“Bill  Grimm’s  Progress” 

"Breed  of  the  Sea" 

Shooting 

Preparing 

Shooting 

Shooting 
Shooting 
Shooting 

Preparing 

UNITED  STUDIOS,  Inc. 
M.  C.  LEVEE,  President 

100.000  SQUARE  FEET  OF  PROPS  GARNERED  
FROM  EVERY  CORNER  OF  ™E  GLOBE 

Let  us  supply  the  Props  for  your  next  production.
  Our  Props  Dressed  The  Sea  Hawk,  Stella  Dalla

s,  Irene, 

“Sally,”  and  other  spectacles 

UNITED  STUDIOS,  INC.,  5341  MELROSE  AVE.,  
HOLLYWOOD 
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Direclor 
Star 

Scenarist Cameraman 

Story 

Stage 

FILMCRAFT  STUDIOS.  4506  Sunset  Blvd.  Olympia  1715 

Warren  MiUole 

Harry  Jones 

Gladys  Roy 
Robert  Power 
All-Star 

Abe  Coldneur 

Coldneur 

B.  Myers 

Frank  Cotner 

“The  Devil's  Wings" Comedy 

Shooting 
Cutting 

FINE  ARTS  STUDIO. 4500  Sunset  Blvd. 
Olympia  2131. 

FIRST  NATIONAL  PROD. 
Al  Green Colleen  Moore Julian  Jacobson A.  S.  Koenekamp ‘‘Delicatessen*' 

Shooting 

FIRST  NATIONAL  PROD. 

Jack  Dillon 
Nilssoo-Stone 

Corey  Wilson "Midnight  Lovers" 

Shooting 

DANNER  PROD. Charles  Logue 
Harry  Davis "Unknown  TrcaburcH*’ 

Preparing 

II.  J.  BROWN 

Harry  J.  Brovin 

Reed  Howes 

J.  F.  Notteford 

\l'ni.  Tuers 

"Moran  of  the  Mounted" 

Shooting 

CHARLES  ROGERS  (H.  J. 
Brown  Supervision) 

Albert  Rogell Ken  Maynard Marion  Jackson Sol  Polito "Ride  Hint  Cowboy" 

Preparing 

PATHE  EXCHANGE,  INC. 

Spencer  Bennett 

Walter  Miller 
Gene  Tunney Frank  Leon  Smith 

Snyder-Redman 
"The  Fighting  Marine" 

Shooting 

DAVID  HARTFORD  PROD. 
David  Hartford 

Myrtle  Sledman 
David  Torrence Frances  Nordstrom Walter  Griffen "The  Man  in  the  Shadow" 

Shooting 

WEST  BROS.  PROD. 

Hugh  Fay Ethlyn  Gibson 
Staff 

Edgar  Lyons 
"Winnie  Winkle” 

Shooting 

IMPERIAL  PROD. 
Clifford  Wheeler All-Star Burrl  Tuttle “Let’s  Go" 

Preparing 

TIFFANY  PROD. 
JOHN  INCE  PROD. 

John  Ince 
LORIMER-JOHNSTON  PROD. 

Lorimer.Johnslon 

Darmund.Rawliason 

Peter  of  Hollywood 

Mrs.  Geo.  Hall 
Caroline  Frances 

Cooke Wm.  O'Connell 

"Conscience" 

"Peter  of  Hollywood" 

Preporing 

Shooting 

Shooting 

HERCULES  PROD. 
(Marco  CharieB) 

Preparing 

WILLIAM  FOX  STUDIO,  1400  N.  Western  Ave.  Hollywood  3000. 

Kerr 
Foxe  and  Gilbert Lanfield  and  Rubens Ren  Kline “The  Clown” 

Shooting 

Cnmmings Olive  Borden "The  Country  Beyond" 
Preparing 

R.  W.  Neill Tom  Mix John  Stone 
Don  Clark "Arizona  Wildcat” 

Shooting 

Orville  Dull Buck  Jones Gertrude  Orr Joseph  August 
"White  Eagle” 

Shooting 

Sehertelnger Alee  B.  Francis “Return  of  Peter  Grimm" 
Preporing 

Walsh Lowe 
•   J.  T.  O'Donohoe 

Barney  McGill "Whol  Price  Glory” 

Shooting 

McLaglen 

Del  Rio 
Borzoge Alma  Rubens 

Walter  McCroil 
Richard  Walling 

Bradley  King Ernest  Palmer "The  Pelican" 

Shooting 

BUSTER  KEATON  STUDIO,  1025  Lillian  Way.  Holly^vood  2814. 

Buster  Keaton Buster  Keaton 
Staff Dev  Jennings 

Ben  Haines 
"The  General” 

Shooting 

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER  STUDIO. Culver  City,  Ca] .   Empire  9111. 

Fred  NIblo Antonio  Moreno 
Greta  Garbo 

Dorothy  Farnum Tony  Caudio "The  Temptress" 
Shooting 

Geo.  Hill Lon  Chaney 
Wm.  Haines 

E.  Richard  Schayer Ira  Morgan "Tell  It  to  the  Marines” 

Shooting 

Ldward  Sedgwick Conrad  Nagel 
Claire  Windsor 

"Tin  Hats" Preparing 

Wm.  Goodrich Marlon  Davies 
Geo.  Siegmann 

Frances  Marion Henrik  Sarsov "The  Red  Mill" 

Shooting 

William  Nigh Charles  Ray 

Lionel  Barrymore 
May  McAvoy 
Dan  Mason 

John  Arnold 

"'I’he  hire  Brigade" 
Shooting 

Cobonne Mae  Murray 

Conway  Teorle 

Alice  D.  G.  Miller Mill  Moore "Altars  of  Desire" 
Shooting 

Monriee  Tourneur 
"MysieriouN  Island" 

Preparing 
King  Vidor John  Gilbert Dorothy  Farnum Wm.  Daniels 

"Bardelys  the  Magniiieenl* 

'   Shooting 

Star Director Gen’l  Manager Asst.  Director 

Story Stage 

FRED  THOMSON  PRODUCTIONS. 780  Gower  Street.  Holly.  7780. 

Fred  Thomson David  Kirkland Milton  D.  Gardner Alfred  Werker AllAroandtha  Frying  Pan 
General  release Fred  Thomson David  Kirkland Milton  D.  Gardner Alfred  Werker The  Tough  Guy Firsf.ntn  release 

Fred  Thomson Darid  Kirkland Milton  D.  Gardner Alfred  Werker Hands  Aeross  the  Border 

Culling 

Fred  Thomson David  Kirkland Milton  D.  Gardner Alfred  Werker The  Two  Gun  Man 

Shooting 

Fred  Thomson Reeves  Eason Milton  D.  Gardner Alfred  Werker The  Lone  Hand 

Preparing 

Fred  Thomson David  Kirkland Milton  D.  Gardner Alfred  Werker A   Regular  Scout 

Preparing 
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Director 

Slar 

Scenarist Camerotnon 

Story 

Slogo 

METROPOLITAN  STUDIO.  1040  Las  Palmas  Ave.  Hollywood  1431. 

Lewlo  MlloBtono  ood Harold  Lloyd Walter  Lunden 
Preparing 

Ted  Wilde Jobyna  Ralston Henry  Kohler 

George  U.  SciiE William  Boyd “The  Lust  Frontier” 

Shooting 

Marguerite  De  La  Motle 
J.  Farrell  Macdonald 

Jack  Hoxie 
Will  M.  Ritchey Chas.  Srhoenbaum 

Robert  Thornby PrlRclIla  Dean Harold  Shumate George  Benoit •‘West  of  OroadMay” 

Shooting 

E.  MnBon  Hopper Marie  PrcvoHt Anthony  Coldevrey Hal  Rossun •‘Almost  a   Lady’* 

Cutting 

Victor  Hoerman Marie  PrevoRt Hal  Rosson 
•‘For  Wives  Only” 

‘‘Forever  After" 

Preparing 

Harmon  Weight Mary  Astor Paul  Oaligclln Karl  Struss 

Shooting 

I).  P.  Finem:in  Produelion Lloyd  Hughes 

Richard  WalUee Corlnne  Grlililh Adelaide  Hcilbron Harold  Winstrom 

‘‘Ashes" 
Shooting 

MARSHALL  NEILAJN .   1845  Glendale  Blvd.  Dr.  7861. 

Marshall  Nellan Blanche  Sweet 

Arthur  Edmund  Carew 
Benjamin  Glazcr 

David  Kesson 
"Diploniary" 

Shooting 

PARAMOUNT  STUDIOS.  1520  Vine  Street.  HoUywood  2400. 

Arthur  Rosson 

Clarence  Badger 

John  Waters 
Wm.  Wellman 

Victor  Fleming 

James  Cruze 

Raymond  Crifiith 

Bebe  Daniels 

Jack  Holt 

Clara  Bow 
Ernest  Torrence 

Percy  Marmont 
Esther  Ralston 

Wallace  Beery 

Geo.  Bancroft 

Adelaide  Hcilbron 

Laurence  Slaltlngs 

Jas.  Howe 

Alfred  Gilks 

‘‘You’d  Be  Surprised” 

“The  College  Flirt” 
“Forlorn  River" "Wings” 

“Mantrap” 

"Old  Ironsides" 

Preparing Preparing 

Preparing 

Preparing Editing 

Shooting 

PICKFORD-FAIRBANKS  STUDIO.  7200  Santa  Monica Blvd.  Hollywood  7901. 

Constance  Talmadge 

Rudolph  Valentino 

Sidney  A.  Franklin 
Geo.  Filzmaurice 

Hans  Kraly 

Frances  Marlon 

Oliver  Marsh 

George  Barnes 

"The  Duchess  of  Buffalo” 

"Son  of  the  Sheik” 

Shooting 

Shooting 

HAL  E.  ROACH  STUDIO.  Culver  City ,   Cal.  Empire  1151. 

Stan  Laurel 

Leo  MeCarey 

Fred  Gulol 

Bob  McGowan 

Jimmie  Flnlayson 

Helene  Chadwick 

Charley  Chase 
Glenn  Tryon 
*‘Our  Gang” 

Floyd  Jackman 

Len  Powers 

Glenn  Carrier 
Art  Lloyd 

Preparing 

Preparing 

Preparing Working 

MACK  SENNETT  STUDIOS.  1712  Glendale  Blvd.  Dunkirk  7957. 

Eddie  Cline 

Gil  Pratt 

Del  Lord 

Alf  Coulding 

Johnny  Burke 
Rnih  Taylor 

Joe  Young 

Ben  Turpin 

Modeline  Hurlock 

Hilly  Bevon 

Vernon  Dent 

Thelma  Parr 

Sunny  MrKeen 
Ruth  Hiatt 

Andy  Clyde 

Walker  Jennings 

Fowler-Fish 

Depew  Unhole 

Boyce-Ash 

2-lteel  Comedy 

2.Reel  Comedy 

2.Reet  Comedy 

“Smith  Family” 

Shooting 

Shooting 

^   Shooting
 

Shooting 

STERN  FILM  CORPORATION.  6100  Sunset  Blvd.  HoUyivood  0391. 

Cue  Meins 

Francis  Corby 

Jed  Dooley 

Eihlyne  Clair 
Sunny  McKeen 
Sid  Saylor 

Meins 
Corby 

Roy  Evans 

Harry  Forbes 

Leonard  Smith 

"The  Newlyweds  and  Their  Baby”  Shooting 

“Let  George  Do  It"  Preparing 

"What  Happened  to  Jane”  Preparing 

TEC-ART  STUDIO. 5360  Melrose  Ave. Granite  4141. 

Sidney  Olcott Richard  Barihelmcss 

Dorothy  Dunbar 

Lillie 

Hoyward 

David 

Gobbeti “The  Amateur  Ccntleraaa” 

Shooting 

RICHARD  THOMAS  STUDIOS.  5823  Santa  Monica  Blvd.  Gladstone
  1101 

Louis  Casnier 
All-slur ‘‘Lost  at  Sea” 

Preparing 

Slor Cen‘1  Manager Ofreelor Camoram  an 

Slory 

5ief« 

FRED  THOMSON  PRODUCTIONS. 780  Gower  Street.  Holly.  7780. 

Fred  Thomson 

Frod  Thomson 

Frod  Thomson 

Fred  Thomson 

Fred  Thomson 

Fred  Uiamson 

Milton  D.  Gardner 

Milton  D.  Gardner 

Milton  D.  Gardner 

Milton  D.  Gardner 

Milton  D.  Gardner 

Milton  D.  Gardner 

David  Kirkland 

David  Kirkland 
David  Kirkland 

David  Kirkland 

Reeves  Eason 

David  Kirkland 

Ross  Fisher  A.  S.  C> 

Ross  Fisher  A.  S.  C. 

RoM  Fisher  A.  S.  C. 

Ross  Fisher  A.  S.  C. 

Ross  Fisher  A.  S.  C. 

Ross  Fischer  A.  S.  C. 

All  Aroond  the  Frying  Pan 
The  Tough  Coy 

Hands  Across  the  Border 
1%#  Two  Gun  Mon 

The  Lone  Hand 

A   Regular  Seoul 

General  release 
First-ma  release 

Cntilng 

Shooting 

Preparing 
Preparing 
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Director 
Star SeonarifC 

Cameraman 

Story 

UNITED  STUDIOS .   5341  Melrose  Avenue. Hollywood  4080. 
" 

Frank  Capra Harry  Langdon Langdon Elgin  Leslie “Tlio  Yes  Man" 

Edmund  Corewa Dolores  del  Rio 
Lois  Lceson Bob  Kurrle 

‘‘Pals  First" 

Cutting 

Lloyd  Hughes 

Juno  Mathis 
"Sinners  in  Paradise" 

At  Rngall "Men  of  the  Night" 

Shooting 

UNIVERSAL  STUDIO.  Universal  City,  Cal .   Hemp.  3131. 
William  Seit«r Reginald  Denny Harvey  Thew Arthur  Todd “Take  It  From  Me” 

E.  A.  Dupont 
Mary  Philbin* Dupont'Kohner Jackson  Rose 

"Love  Mo  and  the  World  Is 

Norman  Kerry 

Mine" 

Shooting 

Lynn  Raynoldit Hoot  Gibson Reynolds "The  Texas  Streak" 

Edward  Sloman Laura  La  Plante Charles  Kenyon Gilbert  Worrenlon "Buttorilies  in  the  Rain" 

James  Kirkwood 
Harry  Pollard .Ml'Slar 

A.  P.  Younger C.  Slumar "Undo  I’om’s  Cabin" 

CIKT  Smith Hutn  Gibson Charles  Logue Ed.  Lindon "Man  In  the  Saddle" 

Lois  Wrber All-star Lois  Weber “A  Savage  in  Silks" 

Geo.  Summerville Arthur  Lake Stair 
Jerry  Ashe 

"Ball  and  Chain” 

Dick  Smith Charles  PuRy Stair Otto  Hlmni "What's  the  Use” 

W.  Wyler Fred  Humes Harrison  Jacobs Al.  Jones 

“Smiling  Sam'* Roy  Taylor Wallace  McDonald Leigh  Jacobson J.  Brolherlon “Croat  West  That  Wos" 

Jacques  Jaceard Jack  Daugherty Wro.  L.  Wright H.  Oswald “Fire  Fighters" 

Cutting 

WARNER  BROS. 5841  Melrose  Ave.  Hollywood  4181. 
Webb Dolores  Costello 

Mcredyth Haskins 
“The  Heart  of  Maryland" 

Preparing 

Flood Willard  Louis 

O'Hara 

Abel "The  Door  Mat" 

Shooting 

Irene  Rich 

Bason Palsy  Ruth  Milter 
Baker 

Miller 

"Broken  Hearts  of  Hollywood" 

Relsner 
George  Jcssel Clark  &   Baker Miller “Privolo  Ixxy  Murphy" 

Preparing 

Del  Ruth Monte  Blue 
Zanuek Mescall "Across  the  PaclGc" 

Preparing 

Stein Irene  Rich Abel "‘Wy  Uihelal  Wile" 

Preparing 

Lubltseh Rlue-Miller Mescall “So  This  is  Paris  1" 

Cutting 

Crosland Barrymore 
Mcredyth Haskins "Manon  Lcscaul” 

Siiuoilng 

New  York 
COSMOPOLITAN  STUDIO.  127th  Street  &   2nd  Avenue. Phone  Harlem  9700. 

FIRST  NATIONAL 

Irvin  Willnt Milton  Sills John  Fish  Goodrich diaries  Van  Enger 
“Poradlse" 

Shouting 

Itoberi  T.  Kano 

Howard  Hlggln Ben  Lyon 

"Duke  of  Ladles" 

Shooting 

FIRST  NATIONAL  STUDIOS.  807  East  175th  Street.  Phone  Tremont  5100. 

Al  Sanlell 
Dorothy  Mackolll- 
Jack  Muihall 

Arthur  Edeson "Subway  Sadie" 

Shooting 

Charles  Brabln Warner  Baxter* 
Doris  Kenyon 

Adele  CoraandinI 
"flUsmoles” 

Culling 

George  Archalnbaud Milton  Sills John  Fish  Goodrich Charles  Van  Enger 
"Puppets” 

Fred  Newmeyer 
Ben  Lyon- 
May  McAvoy 

George  Folsay 
"The  Savage" 

Completed 

George  Archalnbaud Milton  Sills R.  C.  Kirk 
Roy  Carpenter 

"Mon  of  Steel" 

Al  Sanlell 
Dorothy  Mackaill* 
Jack  Muihall 

Arthur  Edeson "Even  Stephen" 
Preparing 

LONG  ISLAND  STUDIO.  Astoria,  L.  1. Phone  Astoria  1158. 

PARAMOUNT 

Herbert  Brenon Ronald  Colman 
John  Russell* J.  Roy  Hunt 

“Beau  Geste" 

Culling 

Nell  Hamilton 

Alice  Joyce 

Mary  Brian 
Noah  Beery 

Herbert  Brenon 

Edward  Satberland Either  Ralston Towueend  Marlin* 

"Glorifying  the 

Amcricat 

1   Girl” 

Preparing 

William  Collier,  Jr. Jamei  A.  Creelman 
Herbert  Brenon Warner  Baxter J.  Roy  Hunt "The  Great  Calsby" 

Preparing 

Gregory  La  Cava W.  C.  Fields 

"So’s  Your  Old 

Man*
’ 

Preparing 

PARAMOUNT.  Long  Island  (New  York).  Phone  Astoria  3500. 
D.  W.  Griffith 

Dick  Rosson 

Allan  Dwon 

Mai  St.  Clair 

Mai  Si.  Oalr 

Lya  de  Pultl* 
Adolphe  Menjon 

Gloria  Swanson 

Thomas  Melghan 

Ford  SierUng 

Richard  Dlx 

Adolphe  Menjou 

Forrest  Halsey  Fred  Fishbeck 

James  A.  Creelman  George  Webber 
Howard  Emmett  RogersAlvin  Wyckoff 
Paul  Dickey 

Pierre  Colllngs  Lee  Garmes 

Ray  S.  Harris  Ed.  Cronjager 
Pierre  Colllngs 

“The  Sorrows  of  Satan'* 

“Fine  Manners" 

“Tin  Cods" 

‘*The  Show-Off" 

"The  Quarterback" 

"The  Ace  of  Cads’* 

Shooting 

Shooting Shooting 

Shooting 

Preparing 

Preparing 

TEC-  ART  STUDIO. 332  W.  44th  St.,  N Y.  C.  Phone  Longacre  9350. 
PREFERRED 

Tom  Terris Alyee  Mills Arthur  Hoerl 
"The  Romance  of  a   MilUo 

Dollars’* 

"The  Worst  Woman" 

"Low  Tyler’s  Wives” 

n   Shooting 

Harley  Knoles Frank  Mayo* 
Ruth  Clifford 

Frederick  &   Fanny 
Hatton 

Eugene  Clifford 

Preparing 

Completed 

Dlraetar Star Cen’l  Manager A$$t.  Director 

Story 

Stage 

FRED  THOMSON  PRODUCTIONS. 780  Gower  Street.  Holly.  7780. 

David  Kirkland 

David  Kirkland 

David  Kirkland 

David  Kirkland 

David  Kirkland 

Fred  Thomson 

Fred  Thomson 

Fred  Thomson 

Fred  Thomson 

Fred  Thomson 

MUion  D.  Gardner 

Milton  D.  Gardner 

Milton  D.  Gardner 

Milton  D.  Gardner 

Mtlion  D.  Gardner 

Alfred  Werker 

Alfred  Werker 
Alfred  Werker 

Alfred  Werker 
Alfred  Werker 

All  Around  the  Frying  Pan 
The  Tough  Guy 

Hands  Across  the  Border 
The  Two  Cun  Man 

A   Regular  Scout 

General  release 
Flrsl-mn  release 

Culling 

Shooting 

Preparing 
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Lubitsch  Only 

34,  Recounts  10 
Years  of  Hits 

Director  of  "‘Passion”  Born 
in  Berlin^  Son  of 

Shopkeeper 

To  be  able  to  look  back  upon  an 

unbroken  record  of  ten  years  of  mak- 

ing pictures  that  the  world  acclaimed 
to  be  the  finest,  and  that  at  an  age 

when  others  just  start  out  doing 

things,  is  the  enviable  lot  of  Ernst 

Lubitsch.  Today  the  director  is  only 

34  years  old;  he  was  not  more  than  30 

when  he  came  to  America,  and  a   mere 

youth  in  his  twenties  when  he  estab- 
lished his  worldwide  reputation  as 

the  man  who  made  “Passion,  ’ 

Lubitsch  was  born  in  Berlin  in  1892,  son 

of  Simon  Lubitsch,  owner  of  an  old  estab- 

lished clothing  store.  The  father  wanted 

young  Ernst  to  go  into  the  cloak  and  
suit 

business  like  himself,  and  when  his  son  had 

graduated  from  high  school,  he  put  him  to 

work  as  a   clerk.  But  Ernst  could  not  en
- 

thuse over  the  selling  of  blouses  and  suits, 

his  heart  and  soul  belong  to  the  theatre. 

At  night  he  would  slip  away  and  go  to  the 

theatre,  sometimes  seeing  the  show  across 

the  footlights,  sometimes  from  behind  
the 

wings  when  he  got  a   one  night’s  job  a
s  an 

extra  in  a   mob  scene.  During  his  spare 

time  in  the  store  he  would  read  Shak
e- 

speare, Moliere,  Schiller.  He  would  merno- 

rize  scenes  and  act  them  out  behind  
his 

counter  to  the  great  dismay  of  the  
floor- 

walker who  was  fearful  lest  his  customers 

might  object  to  the  dramatic  salesman. 

Recognized  by  Arnold 

Finally  Lubitsch  got  so  tired  of 
 business 

that  he  went  to  see  Victor  Arnold,  on
e  of 

the  great  comedians  of  the  Germ
an  stage. 

Arnold  who  at  the  same  time  wa
s  a   splen- 

did dramatic  teacher,  immediately  reco
g- 

nized the  outstanding  histrionic  ability  ot 

young  Lubitsch  and  agreed  to
  give  him 

free  dramatic  lessons.  After  a
   years 

study,  Lubitsch  went  on  the  stagy.
 

under  the  fine  direction  of  Max 
 Reinhardt 

(Continued  on  page  70) 

ERNST  LUBITSCH  >»e!c®nto<S  Capt.  Gpoos, 

coiTimandar  of  the  German  Cruieer,  '‘Ham* 
burg,’*  the  Erst  German  man-o-wnr  t®  enter 
an  American  port  since  the  war. 

JACK  MULHALL  Is  a   subway  guard  In 

"Subway  Sadie,"  which  Al  Santell  is  di- 

recting In  New  York  for  am  Al  Rockett 

unit  for  First  National. 

Now  a   Big  Director— Onetime  a 

Prosperous  Western  Architect 
Al  Santell  Entered  Motion  Pictures  After 

Selling  His  First  Scenario  for  $35 

ONE  comes  across  all  manner  of  men  and  women  in  motion  picture studios.  Some  have  been  members  of  Europe's  most  note
d  families. 

Others  have  been  failures. 

But  it  is  rarely  that  one  finds  a   man  who  has  started  in  a   pro
fession  and 

then  deserts  it  for  the  screen  when  he  is  on  the  high  road
  to  a   brilliant 

WARNER  BROTHERS’
  dirce  or.  Ernst  Lub-

 

i.Mh,  ha*  complotad  "S
o  This  I*  and 

i*  seen  In  tJio  laboratory  c
utting  it. 

success. 

However,  that  is  the  case  with  Al 
Santell,  one  of  the  First  National’s 

youngest  directors,  who  has  given  the 

screen  such  pictures  as  “Classified,
”  “Blue- 

beard’s Seven  Wives,”  “The  Dancer  of 

Paris,”  and  is  now  filming  “Subway  Sadie’’
 

in  New  York  for  an  Al  Rockett  unit  of 

First  National. 

Decided  on  Architecture 

Santell,  although  not  yet  30,  has  a   rec- 

ord that  he  may  well  be  proud  of  in  the 

motion  picture  world  and  out.  Born  
in 

San  Francisco,  Santell  early  decided  on 

architecture  as  a   career  and  he  crossed 

the  continent  to  study  architecture  at  the 

Wilmerding  art  school  of  John  Hopkins University  at  Baltimore.  ,   ^   •   i.  j 

At  the  tender  age  of  18  he  had  finis
hed 

his  studies  there  and  was  back  in  L
os 

Angeles  serving  his  apprenticeship  in 
 the 

office  of  a   local  architect.  His  great  pro
m- 

ise as  an  architect  was  sho\vn  his  first  year 

out  of  college  when  he  won  a   Car
negie 

library  competition  for  designing 
 and 

draughtsmanship.  His  rise  from  
then  on 

was  rapid  and  he  designed  the  first  ̂ cacl
e 

store  front  ever  used  on  the  West 
 Coast, 

superintended  the  construction  of
  many 

large  industrial  plants  and  office  
buildings 

and  had  built  up  a   huge  private  
practice 

specializing  in  home  architecture. 

Sells  First  Scenario 

Santell  was  looking  around  a
ll  the  time 

and  saw  the  rapid  advance  o
f  the  motion 

picture  industry.  He  had  id
eas  and  one 

day  put  a   few  of  them  dow
n  on  paper  in 

the  form  of  a   scenario.  He  
submitted  it  to 

a   picture  concern  and  so
ld  it — tor  ̂ 03. 

This  check  erased  one  of  
the  most  prom- 

ising architects  froi^i  the  Wes
t  Coast 

building  field,  for  Santell
  decided  on  mo- 

tion pictures  for  a   future. 

He  went  with  Kalem  an
d  Gaumont  for 

a   year.  Then  he  joine
d  the  scenario  de- 

partment of  Mack  Sennett.  This 
 was  fol- 

lowed by  affiliation  with  the  American 

Film  Company  of  Santa  Barbara.  Within 
three  months  after  joining  them  he  was 

head  of  the  comedy  scenario  staff  and  was 

going  like  a   house  afire.  All  told,  Santell 

wrote  and  directed  over  275  one  and  two 

reel  comedies  during  the  laying  of  his 

foundation  for  the  direction  of  feature  pic- 

tures. With  this  groundwork  he  forged 

rapidly  to  the  front  as  soon  as  he  turned 

to  feature  length  stories.  He  made  “T
he 

Man  Who  Played  Square"  for  Fox, 
 "In- 

troduce Me.”  for  Douglas  MacLean,  ‘’Clas- 
sified,’’ “Modern  Madness,"  “The  Marriage 

Whirl,"  “Lights  Out,”  “Fools  in  the  Dark," 

“Bluebeard’s  Seven  Wives,"  “The  Dancer 

of  Paris”  and  “Sweet  Daddies’  for  rirst 

National.  Now  he  is  directing  “Subway 
Sadie”  with  Dorothy  Mackaill  and  Jack 

Mulhall  featured  and  will  follow  this  w
ith 

“Even  Stephen.”  Santell  has  the  happy 

faculty  of  putting  comedy  across  
with  a 

light,  deft  touch.  He  doesn’t  t
hrow  it  at 

you.  His  method  is  the  subtle  one.  _   He  
be- 

lieves the  audience  has  imagination  and 

should  be  given  the  chance  to  use  
it. 

Hale  Says  Camera  Is 

Cupid's  Strong  Ally 

AL\X  HALE  who  is  directing  Vera 
Reynolds  in  “Risky  Business.”  h

er  sec- 
ond starring  feature  for  DcMille,  decl

ares 

that  the  love  scene  before  the  c
amera  is 

one  of  the  most  powerful  allies  Cup
id  ever 

had.  ,   , 

Hale  himself  proposed  to,  and  lyas
  ac- 

cepted by.  Gretchen  Hartman,  Ins  leadin
g 

woman,  during  the  progress  of  a
   love  scene 

in  the  old  Biograph  two  reelcr,  ̂   the 

Cricket  on  the  Hearth.”  But  
that  s   not 

the  only  reason  for  his  bel-ef,
  for  since 

that  time,  in  many  companies  
m   which 

Hale  has  functioned  as  actor  or
  (brector. 

the  players  have  begun  roma
nces  that  cul- minated in  marriage. 
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DANIEL  MAKARENKO 
Ah  "Kin^linsr”  In 

‘‘BIGGER  THAN  BARNUM’S” 
T.  B.  O.  I^TBST  RELEASE 

"SILVER  TREASURE”— Fox 
"THE  OUTSIDER” — Fox 
"I>EVII/S  CIRCUS”— M.  G.  M. 
“THE  LADY  OF  THE  HAREM”— 

L'amous  Fluyera 
"S^VEET  DADDIES”— Firnt  Natl. 
"THE  IMl*OSTOR"— F.  B.  O. 
"SIBERIA”- Fox 
"FI^IES  OF  ARGE^TINB”— F.B.O. 

Horace 

Miller 

New 

"STILL 

HOPING 

THAT  GOOD 

PICTURES  CAN 

BE  MADE 

WITHOUT 

WASTE” NOW  AT 
FIRST 

NATIONAL 

NEW  YORK 

Word  Reaches  Coast  of 

Ida  Dow  Currier^ s   Death 

■X^ORD  has  been  received  from  New VV  York  by  Frank  Currier,  well  known 
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer  character  player,  of 
the  death  of  his  former  wife,  Ida  Dow 

Currier,  noted  actress  and  dramatic  coach, 
in  that  city. 

Mrs.  Currier,  some  years  ago  a   noted 
stage  star,  also  achieved  note  as  a   dramatic 

coach,  and  as  the  teacher  who  brought 
out  Julia  Marlowe. 

She  is  well  known  in  California,  as  for 

some  years  she  resided  in  Berkeley,  and 
aided  in  the  production  of  a   number  of 

dramatic  works  at  the  University  of  Cali- 
fornia. 

Art  Director  of 

Schenck  Company 

Win s   Promotion 

CARRYING  a   substantial  increase  in salary  that  is  said  to  make  him  the 

highest  paid  member  of  his  profession  in 

the  motion  picture  industry,  William  Cam- 
eron Menzies,  art  director  for  Joseph  M. 

Schenck  and  Feature  Productions,  re-signed 

a   long  term  contract,  according  to  an- 
nouncement made  by  John  W.  Considine, 

Jr.,  general  manager  of  the  Schenck  organ- ization. 

The  new  pact  means  that  Menzies,  whose 

genius  had  brought  him  fame  and  fortune 
while  still  in  his  twenties,  will  continue  to 

supervise  the  designing  of  art  effects  and 
settings  of  pictures  starring  Norma  and 

Constance  Talmadge,  Rudolph  Valentino 
and  others  for  a   period  of  years. 

Menzies,  whose  art  studios  are  on  the 

Fairbanks-Pickford  lot,  the  home  of  the 
Schenck  units,  has  been  art  director  of 
some  of  the  most  sucessful  productions 

during  the  past  five  years.  His  biggest 

assignments  include  Norma  Talmadge’s 
"The  Lady,”  "Graustark”  and  “Kiki” ;   Con- 

stance Talmadge's  "Her  Sister  from  Paris.” 

Sidney  Olcott  Declares 
Costume  Drama  to  Stay 

CIDNEY  OLCOTT  declares  that  the  day 

of  the  costume  motion  picture  drama 

is  here  to  stay,  all  protagonists  of  the  mod- 
ernistic school  notwithstanding. 

The  reasons  set  forth  by  Olcott,  who  is 

now  directing  Richard  Barthelmess  in  "The 

Amateur  Gentleman”  for  Inspiration  Pic- 
tures, are  summed  up  in  his  terse 

apothegm :   “The  dreamer  in  every  man 
and  woman  has  ever  clothed  their  ro- 

mances in  gay  and  colorful  livery.” 
It  is  Olcott’s  theory  that  such  stories 

as  "Ranson’s  Folly,”  which  he  recently 
completed  with  Barthelmess,  Jeffery  Far- 

nol’s  romance  of  the  Regency  Period,  "The 
Amateur  Gentleman,”  and  "The  Four 

Feathers,”  which  is  the  story  next  sched- 
uled, lose  something  in  romantic  and  the- 
atric values  when  interpreted  in  terms  of 

the  modern  day. 

Olcott  adds:  "Even  the  actor  feels  the 
influence  of  this  when  he  dons  the  uniform 

of  a   dashing  soldier,  he  unconsciously  feels 

the  role  when  he  wears  the  period  cos- 

tumes, he  finds  himself  emulating  the  man- 

ners of  that  day.” 

DANIEL  D.  CLARK,  A.  S.  C..  emneraman 
for  Tom  Mis,  Fox  xiar,  is  o   big  aid  in  the 
tueresa  of  the  Mix  production*. 

“AttaBoy” IS  WHAT  EVERY 
EXHIBITOR  AND  FAN 
WILL  WANT  TO  SAY 

TO 

MONTY  BANKS 
WHEN  HIS  RRST 
PATHE  STARRING 

VEHICLE  IN  6   REELS 

“Atta  Boy” IS  RELEASED 

MONTY  BANKS 

“Atta  Boy” 
Will  be  the  first  of  a   new  series 

of  twelve  feature  comedy 

drama  productions,  in  which 

MONTY  BANKS 
will  be  starred. 

Big,  wholesome  stories  of  hu- 
man interest,  crammed  full  of 

original  gags  and  humorous 

situations,  will  follow  one  after 
the  other. 

In  this  first  production  Monty 

Banks  assumes  a   new  and  dis- 

tinctive personality.  You  will 

like  him.  He  is  extremely 

funny,  yet — most  pathetic. 

This  is  one  picture  you  should 

not  miss  and  after  it  is  un- 

folded, you  will  want  to  slap 

him  on  the  back  and  say 

“Atta  Boy” 
All  future  Monty  Banks  Pro- ductions will  be  released 

through  the 
PATHE  EXCHANGES 
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non  DELACEY  111  directing  Tom  Tyler  pro- 

ductions for  Film  Booking  OfKees. 

/.  P.  Hogan’s  Entry  Into 
Westerns  a   Big  Success 

Director  james  p.  hogan’S  en- try into  the  field  of  Western  dramas 
seems  to  have  made  a   decided  hit.  So  well 

pleased  was  Charles  P.  Rogers  with 

Hogan’s  work  in  the  direction  of  “Burning 
Bridges,”  his  first  picture  with  Harry 
Carey,  that  he  was  immediately  signed 
to  make  another  Western. 

“The  Border  Patrol,”  the  new  Pathe  fea- 
ture, is  from  the  pen  of  Finis  Fox.  With 

Hogan  directing  a   unit  for  Pathe  and  A1 
Rogell  directing  the  Maynard  unit  for  First 

National  which  Rogers  is  also  producing 

no  expense  is  being  spared  by  the  producer 
in  selecting  the  most  competent  staffs  for 
his  Western  screen  features. 

JAMES  P.  HOGAN,  director  of  “The  I«Ie  of 

Retribution'’  vrhieh  Film  Booking  Offices 
has  tonde  on  the  Coast. 

NORMAN 
TAUROG 

SENIOR  DIRECTOR 

EDUCATIONAL 

COMEDIES 

who  has  started  on 

his  new  contract  mak- 

ing the  second  series 
of 

LLOYD 

HAMILTON 
COMEDIES 

GERTRUDE  SHORT 
Announces  that  she  has  obtained  a   release 
from  her  contract  with  F.  B.  O.  and  is  now 

Free  Lancing 

Just  completed  one  of  the  leading  roles  in 
"THE  LILY”  for  Fox 

Phone:  Oladaionc  1013 
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UGE 

CONLEY 

AT 

PRESENT 

WITH 

WM.  FOX 

COMEDIES 

VINCENT  BRYAN 

TITLES  AND 

SCENARIOS 

Gladstone  9162 

HOLLYWOOD,  CAL. 

MARY  LOUISE  MILLER 

IN  “SPARROWS” 
WITH  MARY  PICKFORD 
A   UNITED  ARTISTS’  RELEASE 

Phone  OLYMPIA  3422 

I.OU  SEILER  is  now  preparing  a   story  for 

Tom  Mix,  Fox  player,  whom  he  will  direct. 

Pathfinder  Company  to 

Enlist  New  Film  Faces 

WLNNING  beauty  or  film  contests  has been  one  of  the  shortest  cuts  to  suc- 
cess and  stardom  in  motion  pictures.  The 

winners  do  not  have  the  heartbreaking  ex- 
periences of  struggling  to  gain  admittance 

to  the  studios  and  the  officials,  but  on  the 

other  hand  are  received  with  great  consid- 
eration and  are  given  every  opportunity  to 

demonstrate  their  abilities. 

Clara  Bow,  Mary  Philbin,  Gertrude  Olm- 
sted, Mary  Astor  and  many  other  big  stars 

were  discovered  by  producers  through  the 
medium  of  film  and  beauty  contests.  Their 
road  has  not  been  as  stormy  as  the  ones 

who  have  cried  bucking  the  extra  line. 

The  officials  of  the  Pathfinder  Film  Com- 

pany believe  there  are  thousands  of  equally 
as  clever  girls,  boys,  men,  women  and 
children  throughout  the  country  who  could 

•be  developed  into  stars  if  given  the  right 
opportunity.  Hundreds  who  have  appeared 

in  college,  school  and  church  plays  in  ama- 
teur dramatics,  the  Pathfinder  officials  be- 
lieve have  the  fundamental  training  that 

might  fit  them  for  motion  pictures. 

The  Pathfinder  Film  Company  is  now 

making  an  effort  to  recruit  its  cast  through 
a   nationwide  search  of  the  undiscovered 

talent.  Men,  women  and  children  of  many 

types  are  to  be  used  in  their  productions. 
Human  interest  stories  of  American  life 

will  be  the  kind  of  pictures  that  they  will 

produce. 

Lubitsch  Recounts 

10  Years  of  Hits 
(Continued  from  page  67) 

soon  played  prominent  parts  of  dramatic  as 
well  as  comic  nature. 

After  a   short  time  Lubitsch  established 

himself  as  one  of  Berlin’s  favorite  actors. 
Right  at  this  time  the  first  wave  of  motion 

pictures  struck  the  German  capital  and  it 
was  this  new  medium  of  the  silver  screen 

that  immediately  appealed  to  the  eager 
eyes  of  Lubitsch.  On  the  screen,  he 

thought,  the  whole  world  would  be  his 
stage.  And  on  the  screen,  too,  the  true  art 

of  acting  would  reach  its  highest  perfec- 

tion, because  the  screen’s  sole  medium  was 
pantomine,  gesture,  innuendo,  and  sugges- tion. 

Thus  Lubitsch  gave  up  his  successful 
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CAN  CHUCK  RIESNER  Blm 

have  heard  him  whom  he  w 

ChapiSm  in  “The  Bsnor  
’OI 

He  is  a)  left  with  megapho 

Ysu  should 
dlreeiing  Syd 

fop  Warmers, 
in  hand. 

st&gs  career  and  became  a   screen  
actor. 

He  made  his  first  appearance  in  one
  act 

comedies  and  was  an  instant  hit.  Soon
  he 

was  starred  and  within  a   year  he  beg
an 

directing  his  own  starring  comedies. 

Is  Turning  Point 

Then  another  turning  point  came  in  
Lu- 

bitsch’s  career.  He  felt  that  he  had  reached 

the  pinnacle  of  comedy  making.  The  p
rev- 

alent type  of  society  plays,  as  they  were 

shown  on  the  German  screens  at  the  ti
me, 

did  not  interest  him.  Great  hist
orical 

dramas,  full  of  the  pomp  of  bygone  days, 

appealed  to  him.  Lubitsch  interested 
 a   pro- 

ducer friend  to  venture  into  what  was  m 

those  days  a   startling  experiment,  and 
 the 

result  was  “Passion”’  that  masterpi
ece 

which  made  Lubitsch  famous  over  n
ight. 

It  was  followed  in  quick  succession
  by 

“Gypsy  Blood,”  “Deception,”  “One  
Arabian 

Night,”  “Loves  of  Pharao,”  pictures  <5f 
such  a   worldwide  appeal  that  they 

man  motion  picture  production,  whi
ch  had 

been  retarded  so  much  on  accou
nt  of  tRe 

war,  on  the  map  and  carried  t
he  name  ot 

Lubitsch  into  every  country  of  the
  world. 

It  was  Mary  Pickford  to  wh
om  credit 

goes  for  bringing  Lubitsch  to 
 this  wuntry 

late  in  1922.  After  producin
g  Rosita 

with  her,  Warner  Brothers  
engaged  Lu- 

bitsch to  direct  what  had  been  his  fav
orite 

story  and  the  one  he  had  been 
 wanting  to 

make  for  years  “The  Marri
age  Circle. 

This  new  type  of  domestic  com
edy  became 

the  prototype  of  many  other  
comedies  of  a 

similar  nature,  and  the  new  
technique  ot 

Lubitsch  iound  so  many  adm
irers  and  fol- 

lowers among  the  profession,  that  toda
y,  a 

couple  of  years  after  the  r
elease  of  ide 

Marriage  Circle”  everybody  
speaks  not 

only  of  the  “Lubitsch  touch
,’  but  also  of 

the  “Lubitsch  school”  of  directors.  _   ihis 

production  was  followed  by 
 others  in  the 

same  vein,  outstanding  amo
ng  them  Kiss 

Me  Again”  and  “Lady  Winder
mere  s   Fan. 

Again  Lubitsch  had  reach
ed  a   pinnacle 

by  bringing  this  new  typ
e  of  sophisticated 

domestic  comedy  to  the  scre
en.  And  again 

he  had  perfected  it  to  suc
h  an  extent  that 

he  had  to  cast  about  for  som
e  new  field  m 

which  to  exercise  his  maste
r  hand. 

Lubitsch  had  never  made 
 a   farce,  ihis 

was  something  new  and  the  idea  9V-T3 

his  hand  on  this  new  type  of 
 play  intrigued 

him.  He  will  “out-farce  fa
rce,  as  he  ex- 

pressed it,  in  his  latest  production  
for  War- 

ner Brothers,  whose  working  ti
tle  was  i-e 

Reveillon,”  and  which  will 
 be  released  un- 

der the  title  “So  This  Is  Pans!  , 

Lubitsch  is  now  cutting  thi
s  picture  and 

plans  to  start  his  next  pro
duction  for  War- 

ner Brothers  some  time  m   June.  
Story  and 

other  production  details  ar
e  sti  1   shrouded 

in  mystery,  but  that  the 
 first  detailed  an- 

nouncement will  disclose  something  s   ar 

ling,  is  asserted  by  all  tho
se  who  are  m 

the  know. 

ERNST  LUBITSCH 
Has  Chosen  the  Name 

“So  This  Is  Paris  ! 
As  the  Title  of  His  Farce 

FOR  WARNER  BROTHERS 
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BILLY  B   U   T   S 
A*  "BUDDY”  in 

“THE  TOUGH  GUY” 
Hied  Thomson 

F.  B.  O.  r*Uiu«  PhoD»  Cp.  667S 

DAN  MASON 
As  “PEGLEG”  in  ihe 
M.  G.  M.  Production 

“THE  FIRE  BRIGADE” 

VICTOR  McLACLEN  is  Captain  Flagg;  in  the 
war  picture.  “What  Price  Glory,"  being  pro- 
duced  by  Fox. 

Turns  a   Yankee 

Into  a   Chinaman 
(Co/ilinucd  from  page  56) 

villions  for  three  weeks,  a   total  of  five 
reels  of  film  for  experimental  purposes, 
and— don't  laugh— the  problem  was  to make  their  faces  twice  as  white  as  snow 

and  decorate  their  checks,  chins  and  fore- 
heads with  black  spots  the  size  of  a   quarter. 

The  spots  had  to  be  put  on  with  a   sub- 
stance that  would  stick  and  permit  no 

hilation — no  highlighting  on  the  screen. 

White  grease  paint  was  out  of  the  ques- 

tion because  clown  white  wasn’t  good  and 
the  masks  used  in  part  of  the  scenes 
ruined  it.  Every  person  has  a   different 
skin.  Certain  materials  were  good  for  a 
few  and  the  faces  of  the  others  absorbed 
it.  We  tried  water  colors  and  the  results 

were  poor.  Lampblack  for  the  spots  failed 

our  purpose. 

Human  Whitewash 

Finally  we  invented  our  own  grease,  a 
whitewash  for  human  beings  instead  of 

fences,  which  we  painted  on  with  artist’s 
brushes:  made  a   specially  prepared  powder 
of  French  chalk  preparation  and  used  a 

common,  every  day  lead  pencil  to  put  on 
the  black  spots.  The  combination  worked. 

Then  we  had  to  chart  the  face  of  even' 
player  so  that  the  makeup  each  day  would 
be  the  same.  It  required  nearly  a   half 

hour  each  day,  often  three  times  daily,  to 

put  on  each  separate  makeup.  Vaudeville 
headliners  had  the  unusual  experience  of 

reporting  at  the  studio  to  be  made  up  at 

6:30  o’clock  in  the  morning.  But  when 
William  Wellman,  the  director,  said  thanks, 

that  squared  everything  and  we  were  all 
happy. 

Scenario  Vital, 

Says  Rockett (Continued  from  page  56) 

ural,  and  logical ;   that  there  is  proper  moti- 
vation or  reason  for  the  action. 

Build  for  Your  Laughs 

“Comedy  should  not  be  injected  as  one 
injects  a   serum  for  the  prevention  of  dis- 

ease. It  should  be  built  into  the  story  in  a 
reasonable  and  logical  way.  To  sit  by  on 

the  set  and  say,  'Here  is  a   good  place  to 

insert  a   gag,’  and  then  think  up  something 
of  a   slapstick  nature  to  bring  a   laugh  is 
ridmulous  to  my  way  of  thinking. 

“Build  for  tliat  laugh  in  the  construc- 
tion of  your  story.  Make  the  audience 

look  for  the  laugh  and  expect  it.  Then  give 
it  to  them.  Do  not  shoot  it  at  them  like  a 

custard  pie.  That  is  the  way  to  bring  in 

your  comedy.  To  do  this  you  must  have 

plenty  of  preparation.  You  must  have  the 
plans  of  that  picture  carefully  drawn. 

“Not  only  does  thorough  preparation 
make  for  a   better  picture.  It  helps  keep 

down  the  cost  of  production.  If  you  know 

every  set  you  are  going  to  use,  and  every 

prop  that  will  be  needed  you  can  have  all 
arranged  ahead  of  time  and  there  will  be 
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no  lost  time  for  the  actors.  If  you  do  not 

know  this  you  will  find  yourself  up  against 
trouble  all  of  the  time. 

"Preparation  is  twothirds  of  the  battle. 
Preparation  is  the  keynote  of  good  picture 
making.  It  is  the  most  vital  and  necessary 

thing  in  the  production  end  of  the  picture 

business." Rockett  has  selected  a   brilliant  cast  for 

his  first  production,  "Paradise,”  for  First 
National.  Milton  Sills  is  starred.  Betty 

Bronson  is  featured  in  the  feminine  lead. 

Noah  Berry  heads  the  supporting  cast 
which  includes  Charles  Murray,  Kate  Price, 

Lloyd  Whitlock,  Claude  King,  Charles 
Brook  and  Ashley  Cooper.  Irvin  Willat 
is  directing. 

Studio  Notes 

by  Spargo 
(Continued  from  page  55) 

Charles  Murray,  Kate  Price,  Lloyd  Whit- 
lock, Claude  King,  Charles  Brook,  and 

Ashley  Cooper  are  busy  at  the  Cosmopol- 

itan Studios,  New  York,  in  Ray  Rocketts’ 
first  production  for  First  National  which 

is  the  screen  version  of  Cosmo  Hamilton’s 

novel,  "Paradise”  which  Irvin  Willat  is  di- 
recting. 

*   *   * 

Director  Charles  Brabin  has  completed 

the  filming  of  "Mismates”  for  First  Na- tional and  has  returned  to  Hollj^vood. 
*   *   * 

Ben  Lyon  is  taking  a   week’s  rest  between 

completion  of  “The  Great  Deception,”  and 

the  beginning  of  work  on  “Duke  of  La- 

dies," which  Robert  Kane  will  produce  at 
the  Cosmopolitan  studios  in  New  York 

City.  Ben  Lyon  is  probably  one  of  the 

most  active  featured  players  on  the  screen 

having  completed  in  the  last  few  months 

the  leading  male  roles  of  “The  New  Com- 
mandment,” “Seven  Wives  of  Bluebeard, 

“The  Reckless  Lady,”  “The  Savage,”  and 

the  above  mentioned  “The  Great  Decep- 

tion.” Howard  Higgin  is  now  cutting  and 

editing  “The  Great  Deception,”  which  is 
his  third  directorial  effort  with  Ben;  and 

both  player  and  director  hope  for  more 

to  come  as  all  critics  agree  that  the  work- 

ing combination  of  Lyon  and  Higgin  is 

a   good  one. 
4c  *   # 

Dorothy  Mackaill  and  Jack  Mulhall,  fea- 

tured in  “Subway  Sadie”  which  A1  Santell 

directed  for  First  National  in  New  York, 

have  finished  their  work  and  are  resting 

preparatory  to  starting  in  the  featured  r
oles 

shortly  of  “Even  Stephen”  which  A1 
 San- 

tell will  direct  for  A1  Rockett’s  First National  unit  in  New  York. 

Studio  Notes 

by  Murray 
(Continued  from  page  55) 

cently  lost  20  pounds  in  weight  
and  is 

now  being  cast  as  a   straight  juvenile, 

nevertheless  habit  or  ability,  or  both, 

seem  to  insist  that  the  comedy  of  
the 

feature  in  which  he  plays  shall  devolve 

about  his  head.  At  the  present  
tirne 

young  Stedman  is  playing  juvenile  
in 

David  Hartfords’  production  of  Frances 

Nordstrom’s  story  “Dame  Chance  and 

Hartford  states  the  comedy  of  the  
fea- 

ture will  center  on  Stedman.  Director 

Hartford  predicts  in  a   few  years  
Lin- 

coln Stedman  will  be  one  of  the  most 

popular  juveniles  in  Hollywood,  due  
to 

his  originality  and  comedy  ability. 
♦   ♦   * 

Bob  DeLacey  is  directing  Tom  Tyler, 

F.  B.  O.  cowboy  star,  in  a   mounted  police- 

man story,  “Jerry  Settles  Down,  ’   and  giv- 

ing it  a   lot  of  novel  twists  these  Northwest 

mounted  stories  do  not  usually  have. 
♦   ♦   * 

Although  Marh-  Prevost  and  her  hus- 

ALAN  HALE 
DIRBCTOB 

“WEDDING  SONG”— Beatrice  Joy 

“BRAVEHEART”— Rod  LaRoque 

Note  Shooting 

“RISKY  BUSINESS” 
P.  D.  C.  Release 

MYRTLE  STEDMAN 

“THE  FAR  CRY” 

Sylvano  Balboni-First  National
 

“PRINCE  OF  PILSEN” Paul  Powell— Pro.  Dis.  Corp. 

“DON  JUAN’S  THREE  NIGHTS” 
J.  E.  Dillon— First  National 
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Jack  I MuIhaU  I 

Just  finisked  1 s 

“Sweet  I 

Daddies”  
| 

Now  in  New  | 

York  —   CO-  1 
featured  with  | 
Dorothy  1 
Mackaill  in  f 
“Subway  | 

Sadie”  I 
—   Both  First  I 

National  Pic-  | 

tures  directed  1 

by  Alfred  | Santell.  1 

FRANCIS  CORBY 

DIRECTOR 

Edna  Marian  Comedies 

LOU  SEILER 

Note  Directing 

TOM  MIX 
in 

DEAD  MAN’S  GOLD” 
WM.  FOX  RELEASE 

LICE  CONLEY.  Educational  comedian,  with 

hiB  director,  Stephen  Roberts,  on  location 

making  “Solid  Gold."  The  girl  with  this 
well  known  pair  it  Estelle  Bradley  who  plays 

opposite  Lige. 

band,  Kenneth  Harlan,  are  at  present 

enjoying  a   belated  honeymoon  in  New  York 
city,  she  will  find  a   new  story  all  ready  for 

her  upon  her  return  to  Hollywood.  Wil- 

liam SiSTROM,  general  manager  of  Metro- 

politan studios,  has  selected  “For  Wives 
Only”  as  Marie’s  next  vehicle.  It  is  a 

screen  version  of  the  stage  success  “The 

Critical  Year.” 

»   *   « 

Sometimes  the  stage  names  selected  by 

studio  officials  do  not  stick.  That  was  the 

case  of  Ben  Bard,  whom  William  Fox 

recently  signed  to  appear  in  “Western  So- 
ciety” with  Tom  Mix.  They  decided  to 

call  the  vaudeville  and  musical  comedy  star 

"Bardson  Bard"  but  his  fan  mail  set  up 

a   great  protest  and  now  he  is  plain  Ben Bard  again. 

«   *   « 
William  Haines,  M-G-M  player  in 

“Brown  of  Harvard”  dropped  into  a   Los 

Angeles  theatre  last  week  where  the  pic- 
ture was  on  the  screen  and  overheard 

the  following  conversation:  “Who  is 
that  fellow?”  whispered  one  lady. 

“That’s  Jack  Pickford,  Mary’s  brother. 
“Who  is  the  fellow  playing  Brovm? 

“That's  Will  Hays,  haven't  you  heard 

of  him?” 
*   *   * 

Rupert  Julian  who  is  making  “The  Yan- 
kee Clipper”  for  P.  D.  C.  is  using  two  ships 

“Bohemia”  and  “Indiana”  that  were  built 

in  1875  and  are  still  seaworthy.  They  ̂ y^ll 

cruise  around  for  a   month  off  Catalina 

Island  enacting  the  scenes  of  the  dramatic 

sea  story,  a   race  from  India  to  Londim. 

To  convince  the  press  representatives  the 

ships  are  genuine  Mr.  Julian  invited  th^rn 

to  a   dinner  in  the  “f'cas’l  at  eight  bells 
a   week  ago  and  everyone  danced 

upper  deck  of  the  old  square-rigger  Bo- hemia” until  long  after  midnight. 

*   *   * 

And  speaking  of  ships  Ralph  Ince  is  to 

make  a   sea  picture  “Breed  of  the  Sea  for 
F.  B.  O.  which  he  will  not  only  direct  but 

also  play  a   prominent  part.  It  is  an 

adapted  Peter  B.  Kyne’s  Satevepost  story 
of  brigands  and  counterband  cargoes. 

«   *   * 

Willard  Lou5«  will  be  a   “gay  old  bird 

in  the  Warner  Brothers  production  ot 

“The  Gay  Old  Bird,”  which  ought  not  be 

hard  for  “Bill.”  Louise  Fazenda  wdl  be 

co-starred  with  Louis  and  Jimmie  Flood is  to  direct. 
*   *   * 

Director  George  Hill,  of  the  M-G^f 

forces  is  getting  ready  to  go  to  sea.  He 
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is  making  “Tell  It  to  the  Marines”  and  i 

naturally  there  will  be  a   few  shots  on  the 

ocean.  He  has  engaged  several  of  Uncle 

Sam’s  battleships  and  the  Marine  barracks 
for  bits  of  action.  Lon  Chaney  is  the 

veteran  sergeant  of  the  corps  and  William 

Haines  a   new  recruit. 
*   ♦   * 

Monty  Banks  has  chosen  "Attaboy"  as 
the  title  of  his  first  picture  under  his  new 

contract  with  Pathe.  He  will  appear  as  a 

newspaper  reporter  and  the  story  is  said 

to  give  him  unusual  opportunities  for  his 

inimical  humorous  touches.  Alec  B.  Fran- 

cis, Virginia  Pearson,  Mary  Carr,  William 

Courtright  and  others  are  in  support. 
*   *   * 

There  is  nothing  left  of  the  old  Para- 

mount studios  on  Vine  street  except  a   row 

of  offices.  Workmen  have  chopped  down 

the  old  pepper  trees  that  lined  the  street 

and  the  clatter  of  typewriters  keeps  pace 

with  the  din  of  hammers  as  workmen  de- 

molish the  old  stages.  The  executive  offices 

will  move  to  the  United  lot  sometime  the 

latter  part  of  this  month. 

*   *   * 

Sixty-five  cadets  from  the  training  ship 

Hamburg,  of  the  German  navy,  were  lunch-
 

eon guests  of  Universal  studios  two  weeks 

ago.  They  were  entertained  by  Universal 

players,  visited  the  various  sets  and  watc
hed 

Reginald  Denny  in  “Take  It  From  
Me.” ♦   *   ♦ 

Director  Alan  Hale,  now  handling  the 

megaphone  on  "Risky  Business,  Vera 

Reynold’s  second  starring  vehicle  for 

DeMille,  has  solved  the  problem  of 

overcoming  the  actor’s  daily  "thre
e 

o’clock  fatigue.”  Without  fail,  whether 

in  the  studio  or  on  location,  Hale  serves 

tea  and  cakes  promptly  at  that  hour. 

Camermen,  the 'production  staff  and  all 

players  join  in  the  party  and  H^e  de- 
clares that  the  half  hour_  lost  in  this 

manner  is  more  than  repaid  in  happier 

players  and  better  work. 
♦   *   * 

Clyde  Cook  has  been  chosen  to  play  the 

role  of  “Texas  Joe"  in  "The  Winning  of 

Barbara  Worth”  which  Samuel  Goldwyn 

is  making  for  United  Artists. 
*   *   * 

Lige  Conley,  former  Eductional  Pictu
res 

comedian,  is  now  displaying  his  talents  i
n 

Fox  productions  under  the  supervision  o
f 

George  E.  Marshall. 
*   *   * 

Jerry  Madden,  three-year-old  comedi
an, 

has  been  put  under  contract  with  Fox  Fi
lms 

as  the  result  of  his  work  in  “Jerry  the
 

Giant.”  All  Jerry  asked  out  of  his  first 

weeks’  salary  was  an  elephant,  used  in  the 

picture,  which  his  mother  promptly  secured for  him. 
*   *   * 

Robert  Edeson  has  been  cast  by  Fox 

Films  to  play  the  important  part  of  F^her 

Joe  in  "The  Devil’s  Master.”  John  Ford will  direct  the  production. 

♦   ♦   * 

Harvey  Clark  has  been  signed  by  F
ox 

Films  to  play  the  part  of  Happy  Joe  
m 

"White  Eagle,”  starring  Buck  Jones. 
«   *   * 

Dorothy  Sebastian  is  playing  oppos
ite 

Tom  Mix  in  “The  Arizona  Wildcat. 
 K. 

William  Neill  is  directing. 
*   *   * 

Kathryn  Perry  and  Ralph  Graves
  have 

the  leading  romantic  roles  
in  "Woman- 

power,”  a   Fox  Films  comedy-dra
ma  di- 

rected by  Harry  Beaumont. 

«   *   « 

William  Russell  is  on  "home 
 ground” 

again.  He  is  cast  as  one  of  the 
 central 

characters  in  “The  Devil's  Master,  a  
 Fox 

Films  feature  directed  by  John  Ford. 

DIRECTOR 

Chas.  R.  Rogers  Prod’s, 

for 

FIRST  NATIONAL 

GIL  PRATT DIRECTOR 

‘‘Smith  Family” 

Spnnett  Comedies 
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JACQUELINE  LOGAN 
“THE  OUTSIDER,"  “THANK  YOU,”  "WAGES  FOR  WIVES"  FOX  FILMS  RECENTLY  RELEASED 
SOON  TO  BE  SEEN  AS  “THE  FOOTLOOSE  WIDOW"— ROY  DEL  RUTH  FOR  WARNER  BROS. 

EDWARD  P.  MORAN 

Scenario  Writer — Title 

Writer — Gag  Man 

Now  furnishing  comedy  re- 

lief on  the  Wm.  Fox  Big  War 
Picture 

“WHAT  PRICE 

GLORY” 
Directed  by 

RAOUL  WALSH 

JAMES  P.  HOGAN Director  of 

“CAPITAL  PUNISHMENT” 

“KING  OF  TOE  TURF" 

now  “ISLE  OF  RETRIBUTION” 

for  F.  B.  O. 

HONEYMOONERS  are  Kenneth  Harlan  and 
Marie  Prevoat  who  are  now  in  New  York. 
They  are  shown  here  at  home  with  their 
pets.  Miss  Provost  is  starring  In  Christie 

productions  for  Producers  Distributing  Cor- 

poration. 

“On  Location!” 

by  Nichols 
(Continued  from  page  57) 

merit  of  the  thing  wears  off. 

The  completed  picture  never  shows  the 

hardships  of  these  location  trips,  the  fight- 
ing with  mosquitoes,  snakes  and  flies,  the 

early  breakfast  in  the  cold,  the  long  chilly 
evenings  and  oftimes  days  of  waiting  for 
the  sun  to  be  just  right. 

Fox  Studio  Opens 

August  or  September 
(Continued  from  page  53) 

sible  both  “The  Music  Master”  and  “Cradle 
Snatchers”  may  be  made  in  the  East. 

F.  P.  L.  Shooting  “Pearly  Gates” 

Paramount’s  fifteenth  anniversary  group 

is  well  under  way — speaking  both  for  the 
East  and  West  Coast  studios.  The  East  at 

the  present  writing  has  the  bulk  of  produc- 
tion under  its  supervision.  The  West,  how- 
ever, will  be  hitting  on  high  as  soon  as  the 

migration  to  the  new  plant  (formerly  United 
Studios)  has  been  completed. 

In  tlie  East,  D.  W.  Griffith,  making  one  of  the 
big  pictures  for  the  new  year,  is  in  the  final 
stages  of  production.  The  last  few  days  have  been 
spent  in  filming  the  pearly  gates  .of  the  Elysian 
Fields,  with  thousands  of  lost  souls  marching  into 
the  Kingdom,  of  Heaven. 

This  sequence,  as  well  as  Hell  with  all  its  tra- 
ditional ugliness,  which  is  to  be  transferred  to 

celluloid  next,  are  the  brain  child  of  Fred  Waller, 

one  of  the  outstanding  scholars  of  trick  photogra- 
phy. With  the  assistance  of  Norman  Bel  Ceddes, 

noted  scenic  artist,  Waller  has  been  working  for 
several  weeks  on  the  miniatures  of  these  sets. 

During  last  week  Adolphe  Menjou  who  plays 
Satan  in  this  Marie  CorelH  story  was  again  at 
the  studio,  after  an  absence  of  two  weeks,  making 
trick  scenes  for  this  picture.  Description  of  these 

is  practically  impossible,  yet  one  can  imagine  the effect  which  will  result. 

"The  Sorrows  of  Satan"  is  being  made  under 
the  editorial  supervision  of  Ralph  Block,  from  an 

adaptation  by  Forrest  Halsey.  Frarjk  Walsh  is 
assisting  Griffith  in  the  direction,  while  Harry  A. 
Fischbeck  is  the  directing  genius  of  the  camera. 

Featured  in  the  cast  in  addition  to  Menjou  are 

Carol  Dempster,  Ricardo  Cortez  and  Lya  de  Putti, 
with  Ivan  Lebedeff,  >^rcia  Harris  and  Dorothy Hughes  in  the  supporting  cast. 

Starting  soon  at  the  Long  Island  studio  ot 
Paramount  is  “The  Great  Gatsby,"  an  adaptation 
of  the  novel  by  F.  Scott  Fitzgerald.  Elizabeth 
Meehan  has  made  the  adaptation,  and  Herbert 
Brenon  has  already  been  assigned  to  the  ̂ egaj 

phone,  following  bis  triumph  in  “Beau  Geste which  is  now  in  tlie  cutting  rooms. 

Featured  in  this  new  Brenon  production  will  be 
Warner  Baxter  who  has  won  wide  appeal  through 

his  work  in  “Aloma  of  the  South  Seas,"  Flo.’!*.”®* 
Vidor,  Georgia  Hale,  Neil  Hamilton,  William 

Powell,  another  outstanding  light  in  "Aloma,  and 
George  Nash.  Ray  Lissner  will  assist  Brenon,  and 

J.  Roy  Hunt  will  he  in  charge  of  the  cameras. 
The  picture  which  will  have  in  its  supportirig  cJUt 
George  Nash  will  be  made  under  the  editorial supervision  of  Julian  Johnson. 

Another  big  picture  soon  to  go  into  production 
is  Florenz  Ziegfeld's  “Glorifying  the  Amencan 
Girl”  which  will  be  the  first  of  the  Zeigfeld  at- 

tractions for  the  screen.  During  the  last  10  days 
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LLOYD  BACON'S  name  becomes  more  and 
more  (omiliar  to  followers  of  the  cinema. 

He  Is  directing  “Broken  Hearts  of  Holly, 

wood"  for  Warner  Brothers.  Yes,  he's  the 
son  of  the  famous  Frank  Bacon. 

screen  tests  have  been  made  of  many  of  the 

Zeigfeld  beauties.      . 
"Glorifying  the  American  Girl  will  go  into 

production  under  the  direction  of  Edward  Suth- 

erland, the  man  behind  the  megaphone  on  ‘‘Behind 
the  Front."  He  will  have  as  supervising  editor 
Townsend  Martin  who  with  James  A.  Creelraan 

wrote  the  original  story  for  the  attraction. 
Esther  Ralston  and  William  Collier,  Jr.,  are  the 

two  principals  thus  far  selected  for  the  cast.  Mary 

Eaton  of  Follies  fame  has  been  before  the  camera 

in  tests  the  last  few  days.  Thus  far,  however,  she 

has  not  been  announced  as  a   member  of  the  cast. 

Miss  Ralston,  by  the  way,  was  selected  for  the 

role  by  Zeigfeld  personally. 

Along  in  production  at  the  Astoria  studio  
is 

“Fine  Manners,"  starring  Gloria  Swanson  who  has 
returned  to  the  lot  following  her  stay  in  Atlantic 

City  where  she  went  to  recuperate  after  senou
s 

illness.  •   .   .   , 

Richard  Rosson,  recently  assigned  to  the  mega- 

phone, is  directing  with  Dan  Doran  assisting. 

The  latter  only  recently  was  assigned  to  the  mega-
 

phone staff.  "Fine  Manners”  is  from  an  original 

by  James  A.  Crcelman  and  Frank  Vreeland,  wi
th 

Creelman  doing  the  adaptation.  George  Webber 
is  master  of  tl»e  camera  battery. 

William  Le  Baron,  associate  producer,  is  super- 

vising the  attraction,  which  has  in  the  supporting 

cast  Eugene  O’Brien,  Walter  Goss,  Paramount 

junior  star,  Helen  Dunbar,  John  Miltern,  Ivan 
LebcdelT  and  others. 

Meighan  Making  "Tin  Gods"
 

Now  in  production  also  is  "Tin  Gods,
"  Thomas 

Meighan’s  first  picture  for  tlie  fifteenth 
 anniver- 

sary group.  This  is  an  adaptation  of  the 
 Wil- 

liam Anthony  McGuire  play.  ..  .   u   .i 

The  star  and  his  associates  expect  this  to  be
  tbe 

best  Meighan  production  to  come  from  the 
 studio. 

Those  who  have  visited  the  Meighan  sets  con
cur 

in  this  opinion.  a 

Supporting  tlie  star  are  Renee  Adorec,  Aii
ecn 

Pringle.  William  Powell,  Hale  Hamilton.  Jo
e 

King,  Robert  E.  O’Conner  and  Roy  Applegat
e. 

Allan  Dwan  is  directing  with  Lynn  Sliorw  as  hi
s 

assistant.  At  the  camera  is  Alvin  Wyckoff.  H
ow- 

ard Emmett  Rogers  and  Paul  Dickey  did  the 
adaptation.  .   .   „   ...... 

rtird  Sterling,  with  Malcolm  St.  Clair  
direct- 

ing, h.TS  been  displaying  some  high  powered  pro- 
duction since  their  return  Philadelphia, 

where  the  exteriors  for  “The  Show-(^  were 
made.  This  is  an  adaptation  of  the  Broadway 

success  by  George  Kelly,  Pulitzer  prize  winner
 

Wrth^^Sterling,  the  boy  who  made  you  chuckle 
in  "The  American  Venus"  and  other  pictures,  are 

Lois  Wilson.  Louise  Brooks,  Gregory  Kell^  Claire 

McDowell  and  C.  W.  Goodrich.  Arthur  Camp  is 

assisting  Mai  in  the  direction  of  the  opus,  
adapt- 

ed by  Pierre  Ceilings,  with  Lee  Garme.s  at  
the 

camera. 

Three  pictures,  in  addition  to  Olorifying  the 

American  Girl”  and  “The  Great  Gafsby,  are  in 

preparation  at  this  time  at  the  Paramount  Long 

Island  studio.  “So’s  Your  Old  Man.  ’   an  adapta- 

tion of  Julian  Street’s  "Mr.  Bishee’s  Princess.^ 

will  go  into  production  shortly  as  W.  C,  Field  s 

second  starring  vehicle.  Tom  Gcraghty  will 

BESS  FLOWERS 
"HANDS  ACROSS  THE  BORD

FJt" 
(Fred  Thomaon) 

“GLENISTER  OF  THE  ROY
AL  MOUNTED" (Lefty  Flynn) 

“LADDIF." 

J.  l.eo  Meehan  Prodaelioo 

CHARLES  (Chuck)  RIESNER 

Director 

“MAN  ON  THE  BOX” 
Starring  Syd  Chaplin 

Warner  Brothers  Release 
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MONTE 
BLUE 

Now  Playing  in 

“So  This  is  Paris” An 

Ernst  Lubitsch  Production 

under  his  new 

Warner  Bros.  Contract 

supervise  production,  as  he  did  on  "It’s  the  OlH 

Army  Game.” 

So  far  Alice  Joyce  and  Charles  Rogers,  Para 
mount  junior  star,  have  been  selected  for  the  cast 
Gregory  La  Cava,  who  has  contributed  to  the 
success  of  the  Richard  Dix  pictures,  will  direct 

and  as  his  assistant  lie  will  have  David  Todd’’ The  cameraman  and  the  balance  of  the  cast  are 

yet  to  be  selected. Richard  Dix  is  preparing  for  his  next  vehicle 
“The  Quarterback,”  the  theme  of  which  is  left 
to  you  to  guess.  Alyce  Mills,  feminine  lead  in 
Dix*s  "Say  It  Again,”  will  again  have  the  prin- 

cipal role  opposite  the  star.  No  director  has  yet 
been  assigned,  although  Ed  Cronjager  will  be  in 

charge  of  the  cameras. 

Dix  Preparing  ‘‘Quarlerbaok’’ 

'The  Quarterback”  is  from  an  original  story 
by  W.  O.  McGeehan.  noted  sport  writer,  with 
Ray  S.  Harris  the  adapter.  Julian  Johnson  will 

supervise  tlie  attraction. 
Adolphe  Menjou,  following  the  few  brief  scenes 

which  he  has  to  complete  for  "The  Sorrows  of 
Satan,”  will  start  work  on  “The  Ace  of  Cads,”  the 
Michael  Arlen  story,  which  Pierre  Collings  is 
now  adapting. 

With  Mai  St.  Clair  directing,  it  is  possible  that 

ihe  company  will  go  to  England  for  several scenes. 

In  the  cutting  room  at  the  Long  Island  studio, 

of  Paramount  is  “Beau  Geste,”  the  special  just 
completed  recently  by  Brenon  in  Arizona.  This 

will  be  one  of  the  company's  big  specials  for  the new  season. 

First  Notional  Making  “Subway  Sadie*’ 
Production  wheels  are  turning  rapidly  at  First 

National's  New  York  studios.  At  this  writing 
"Paradise,”  Ray  Rockett's  first  production  for 
First  National,  is  shooting,  and  Director  AI  San- 

tell  is  completing  "Subway  Sadie"  which  he  is 
filming  for  an  Al  Rockett  unit. 

Last  week  saw  the  completion  of  Earl  Hudson's 
“Mismates”  which  is  now  in  the  cutting  room. 
This  week  also  saw  the  completion  of  editing  and 

titling  of  "Puppets,”  a   Milton  Sills  starring  ve- 
hicle, and  “The  Savage,”  a   Ben  Lyon-May  Mc- 

Avoy  feature  picture.  They  are  a   matter  of  history 

now  as  far  as  the  studio  is  concerned.  “Men 
of  Steel”  is  still  in  the  cutting  room. 

Following  the  cutting,  editing  and  titling  of 

“Subway  Sadie”  Al  Santell  will  start  work  on 

another  picture  for  Al  Rockett  called  “Even 
Stephen,”  from  the  story  by  Gerald  Beaumont. 
Preparation  is  being  made  and  cameras  will  be 
grinding  before  long.  Much  of  the  action  of  this 
picture  will  be  laid  in  Coney  Island,  and  there 
should  he  a   treat  for  the  summer  crowds  when 

production  starts. 
"Subway  Sadie”  has  all  the  earmarks  of  a 

splendid  production,  according  to  those  who  have 
seen  the  rushes  and  the  filming.  It  is  a   sweet 
story  of  the  romance  of  a   New  York  working 

girl  and  a   subway  guard  and  should  please  ̂ em 
all.  There  is  a   world  of  production  highlights 
in  it.  One  big  scene  shows  a   night  club  called 

“The  Silver  Slipper.”  By  way  of  doing  things 
right  Rockett  obtained  the  entire  revue  from  New 

York's  famous  night  club,  “The  Silver  Slipper,” 
and  used  these  girls  for  the  show  in  the  picture. 

A   smart  fashion  show  is  also  among  the  high- 
lights. Dorothy  Mackaill  and  Jack  Mulhall  have 

the  featured  roles.  Charley  Murray,  Peggy  Shaw 
and  Gaston  Glass  are  the  other  principals. 

“Paradise,”  the  Ray  Rockett  picture  in  which 
Milton  Sills  is  starred  with  Betty  Bronson  fea- 

tured in  the  feminine  lead,  is  coming  along  rap- 
idly under  the  direction  of  Irvin  Willat.  Rockett 

has  assembled  a   brilliant  cast  for  this  picture. 
Sills,  Bronson,  Wallace  Beery,  Kate  Price, 
Charlie  Murr.iy,  Lloyd  Hamilton,  Claude  King 
and  Charles  Brooke  are  among  the  members. 

Elaborate  South  Sea  island  settings  have  been 
constructed  at  the  Cosmopolitan  studios.  New 

York,  where  it  is  being  filmed  and  the  picture  is 

being  made  on  a   big  scale.  Rockett  is  not  miss- 
ing a   bet  in  this  picture  and  has  even  secured 

natives  for  the  scenes  in  the  South  Seas. 

The  picture  opens  in  London  and  closes  in 
the  South  Seas  with  locale  about  equally  divided. 
"Paradise”  is  the  screen  version  of  Cosmo  Ham- 

ilton's novel  of  the  same  title.  The  scenario  was 
written  by  Paul  Schofield.  Charles  VanEngcr 

is  doing  the  photography,  Clark  Robinson  is  art 
director  and  Charles  Berner  is  assistant  to  Direc- tor Willat. 

Bachmana’R  “Tyler's  Wives"  Ready  June  15 

J.  G.  Bachmann’s  producing  forces  continue 
their  activities  in  the  East.  His  first  Preferred 

Picture  for  the  new  season  "Lew  'iS'Ier’s  Wives’' has  been  cut  and  titled  and  is  ready  for  general 
release  on  June  15.  Frank  Mayo,  Ruth  Clifford, 

Hedda  Hopper,  Helen  Lee  Worthing  are  in  the cast  which  Harley  Knolcs  directed. 

Tom  Terrlss'  company  is  in  the  third  week  of 
production  on  "The  Romance  of  a   Million  Dol- 

lars.” A   slight  delay  has  been  caused  by  retakes 
necessitated  by  the  substitution  of  Alyce  Mills 
for  Gloria  Gordon,  the  new  Preferred  star,  who 
was  injured  while  on  location  and  consequently 
withdrawn  from  the  cash  The  complete  lineup 

of  players  in  addition  to  Miss  Mills  are  Glenn 
Hunter,  Gaston  Glass,  Eva  Casanova,  Lew  Brice 
and  Jane  Jennings. 

Mr.  Bachmann’s  third  Preferred  release  to  be 
started  within  the  next  few  weeks  is  now  in 

preparation.  The  story  under  the  tentative  title 

of  "The  Worst  Woman"  is  an  original  comedy 
drama  written  and  adapted  by  Frederick  and 

Fanny  Hatton.  No  director  has  yet  been  named 

but  will  soon  be  decided  upon  as  will  the  com- 
pany of  players  to  be  featured. 
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LINCOLN  STEDMAN  nnd  hU  mother  Myrtle 

Stedman  are  both  In  pictures  now.  And 

young  Stedman  is  rapidly  becoming  well 

known.  Myrtle  is  in  on  Important  role  In 

First  National's  “Don  Juan's  Three  Nights.'* 

Chart  Shows  63 

Shooting  in  West 
(Continued  from  page  53) 

tress,”  featuring  Antonio  Moreno  and  Greta 

Garbo;  George  Hill  directing  “Tell  It  to 

the  Marines" ;   William  Goodrich,  other- 
wise known  as  Fatty  Arbuckle,  directing 

Marion  Davies  in  “The  Red  Mill" ;   William 
Nigh  making  his  fire  prevention  story, 

“The  Fire  Brigade,"  with  Charles  Ray, 

May  McAvoy,  Lionel  Barrymore,  Dan 

Mason,  Bert  Woodruff  and  others  in  the 

cast;  and  Mae  Murray  hard  at  work  under 

Christie  Cabanne’s  direction  in  “Altars  of 
Desire.”  King  Vidor  is  putting  the  

finishing 

touches  to  “Bardclys  the  Magnificent  
with  John 

•Gilbert  starred. 

Universal  Making  12 

The  Universal  lot  is  another  l^u
sy  one  at  pres- 

ent No  less  than  12  companies  are  e
ngaged  in 

making  either  feature,  len^h  prod
uctions 

features.  William  Seiter  has  s
everal  big  sets  for 

his  Denny  production,  "Take  I
t  From  Me,  which 

attract  the  visitor  to  Universal  
City. 

Harry  Pollard,  having  recov
ered  from  several 

operations  to  his  jaw,  is  back 
 at  work  on  Uncle 

Tom’s  Cabin.”  Ed  Sloman  has
  returned  from 

location  where  he  made  scenes  for
 

the  Rain,”  starring  Laura  .   La  -.u-L 

pont,  the  German  director,  is  PU«‘ng  M
^ry  P^lb  n 

through  her  paces  in  ‘   Love 

Is  Mine.”  Lynn  Reynolds  is  mba
king  The  Texas 

■Streak.  Worners  on  New  Schedule 

Warner  Rrolhers  liaving  clea
ned  up  ‘‘s 

schedule  is  starting  on  its  Hearts 

delivery.  Lloyd  Bacon  is  po
king  “Broken  Hearts 

of  Hollywood"  with  a   large  ar
id 

oast  John  Barrymore  is  app
earing  in  itie  lav- 

«n  Knight”  under  Alan  Cros
land’s  direction  and 

James  Flood  is  directing  anot
her  allstar  cast  m 

“The  Door  Mat.”  Ernst  ^ubitsch  has
  just  com; 

■Dieted  his  greatest  farce,  ‘So 
 This  Is  Pans. 

Tvhich  is  being  awaited  anxiously  by  j 

directors’  vast  following.  Mon 
 e   Blue  next 

appear  in  “Across  the  Pacific
”  under  Roy  del 

Ruth’s  direction. 

Lloyd  to  Sinrt  Anolhor 

Harold  Lloyd  is  about  to 
 start  work  on  his 

next  Paramount  productioii.  He 
 has  ̂osen  Lews 

Milestone  to  direct  and  Lloy
d  named  Ted  Wilde 

as  codirector.  Wilde  is  one  of
  the  youngest  men 

in  the  iXstry  to  be  elev
ated  to  directorship. 

He  ioined  the  Lloyd  organizat
ion  three  years  ago 

whe^  Lloyd  made^“Why  Wor
ry.”  He  formerly 

produced  many  variety  acts. 

First  National  All  Over 
 Town 

First  National’s  West  Coast 
 units  arc  working 

all  ever  town.  At  Fine  Arts 
 A1  Green  *8 

Colleen  Moore  in  “Delicates
sen  *"<1 

is  making  "Collusion”  with  .^na  Q-
 

Rogell  is  directing.  Ken  Ma
ynard 

National  production,  “Ride  Hi
m  Cowboy  at  this 

^“other'^'co^mpanies  are  working  at 
studios  and  Harry  Langdon  .‘S 

■“The  Yes  Man"  at  the  old  United  
plant,  the  last 

company  to  work  there  bef
ore  it  changes  hands 

and  becomes  Famous  Players-Lask
y. 

Seven  Shoollng  at  F.  B
.  O. 

At  the  F   B   O.  studios  seven  
companies  are 

shMting  on  current  productions. 
 James  Home  I* 

making^“Kosher  Kitty  Kelly.’  be
eves  Easton  is 

about  to  direct  Fred  Thoms
on  ^hc  Lone 

Hand”;  Dell  Andrews  is  makin
g  Collepate  . 

Bob  DcLacy  is  directing  Tom 
 Tyler  in  Out  of 

the  West,”  and  Ralph  Ceder  i
s  directing  bis  MI 

star  cast  in  “Bill  Grimm’s  Progr
ess,  the  H.  C. 

^A^^he'Me^^opolitan  studios  besides  the  Lloyd 

company.  E.  Mason  Hopper  is
  finishing  Ahnost 

a   Lady’’  with  Mane  Prevost;  George  
B.  SnU  is 

<lirecting  “The  Last  Frontier."  s
tarring  William 

HARRY 
GARSON 

Producing 

LEFTY  FLYNN 

in 

“GLENISTER 

OF  THE 

MOUNTED” 
Guy  EMPY  Story 

F.  B.  O.  Release 

RALPH  CEDER 
Director 

“ADVENTURES  OF  MAZIE" 

“FIGHTING  HEARTS” Nov  Making 

“BILL  GRIMM’S  PROGRESS” 

lias  Directed  24  Consecutive 
 Two-Keel 

Eplsodee 

Marian  Constance  Blackton 
SCENARIOS  AND  ADAP

TATIONS ®   CURRENT  PRODUCTION 

J.  Stuarl  Blocklon’s “THE  PASSIONATE 

QUEST” 

Warner  Bros.  Classic 

“HELL  BENT  FER  HEAVEN” 

“BRIDE  OF  THE  STORM" 

“BETWEEN  FRIENDS” 

“THE  CLEAN  HEART” 

“THE  BELOVEID  BRUTE  ’ 

‘THE  HAPPY  WARRIOR" 

“THE  GILDED  HIGHWAY” 

Phone  GRANITE  4515 
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JUNE MATHIS 

preparing  first  of  a 
new  series  of  First 

National  produc- 
tions. 

“The 

Masked 

Woman” 
which  will  be  di- rected by 

BALBONI 

Boyd,  and  F.  Harmon  Weight  is  directing  Corinne 

Griffith  in  “Forever  After.” Eiiuralional  Under  'Way While  Educational  studios  arc  just  getting  un- 
der way  for  the  summer  and  fall  pictures,  Christ 

tie,  Roach  and  Sennett’s  studios  are  working  full 
tilt. Four  Senneits  Working 

Four  companies  are  now  working  at  the  Mack 

Sennett  plant  on  Glendale  boulevard.  Eddie 
Cline  is  directing  a   lot  of  rookies  in  a   war 

camp  life  story  with  Johny  BSirke  starred.  Gil 
Pratt  has  Ben  Turpin  in  tow  in  his  most  pre- 

tentious comedy  since  his  return  to  the  screen, 
a   farce  dealing  with  the  supposed  kidnaping  of  a 
Persian  princess.  Alf  Goulding  back  from  his  va- 

cation in  New  York  and  Eastern  Canada  di- 

recting Raymond  McKee,  Ruth  Hiatt  and  baby 

Mary  Ann  Jackson  in  "The  Smiths”  and  Del 
Lord  is  finishing  a   beauty  parlor  farce  with  Billy 

Bevan. Vernon  Finlxhing  Christie  Film 

At  the  Christie  studios  Bobby  Vernon  is  finish- 

ing another  two  reeler  under  Harold  Bcaudine’s 
direction,  and  Jimmie  Adams  is  working  in  an- 

other fast  one  written  by  Frank  Conklin.  "The 
Nervous  Wreck”  is  nearing  completion  with 
Harrison  Ford  and  Phyllis  Haver  featured. 

DeMllle  Prepares  for  Work 

The  DeMille  studios,  enjoying  enlarged  facili- 
ties and  new  stages  are  preparing  for  a   very  ac- 

tive summer.  Donald  Crisp  is  shooting  “Young 
April"  with  an  all  star  cast,  Alan  Hale  is  direct- 

ing Vera  Reynolds  in  “Risky  Business"  and  Wil- liam K.  Howard  is  getting  marvelous  results  with 

Rod  LaRoeque  in  “Gigolo.”  Samuel  Goldwyn  is 

making  his  “Winning  of  Barbara  Worth”  at  this 
studio  also,  under  the  direction  of  Henry  King. 
The  independent  studios  are  all  very  active  at 

present  due  to  the  production  schedules  of  several 
studios  being  affected  by  moving  and  alterations on  stages. 

Columbia  Breaks  Ground 

The  Columbia  Pictures  Corporation  has  broken 

ground  for  a   carpenter  shop  which  will  cost  in 
the  neighborhood  of  $50,000,  according  to  Harry 

Cohn,  vicepresident  and  general  manager. 
One  of  the  busiest  lots  in  town  is  William 

Fox’s.  Here  about  ten  companies  are  shooting 

and  the  plant  is  working  almost  to  capacity. 

Harry  Beaumont  rs  shooting  “Woman  Power," 
Emmett  Flynn  is  making  “Married  Alive,”  A1 

Ray  is  directing  Mary  B’rian  in  “No  Shennani- 
gans,”  Robert  Kerr  is  making  “Complete  Life” 
and  Jack  Blystone  is  just  completing  "The 

Family  Upstairs.” Lou  Seiler  is  cutting  “Dead  Man’s  Gold,”  a 
Mix  production,  while  Raoul  Walsh  has  hundreds 
of  extras  fighting  the  war  all  over  again  out 

near  Westwood,  in  "What  Price  Glory.” 

Chaplin  Working  on  "Annual"^ That  perennial,  Charles  Chaplin,  is  steadily 

plugging  along  on  "The  Circus"  at  his  La  Brea 
street  studios  and  it  is  here  also  Josef  von  Stern- 

berg is  making  "The  Sea  Gull." 
Stern  Brv/thers  are  knee-deep  in  summer  pro- 

duction with  two  companies  shooting.  Gus  Mems 

is  making  "The  Newlyweds”  and  Francis  Corby 
is  directing  "Let  George  Do  Tt.” 

At  the  De  Mille  Studios  which  also  provides 

P.  D.  C.  product  “Risky  Busine.ss,”  “The  Cling- 
ing Vine”  and  "Sunny  Ducrow"  are  in  process 

of  making.  Cameram.an  Peverell  Marley  is  shoot- ing the  last  named  production. 

_   Paramount  has  several  companies  out  on  loca- 
tion fighting  battles  on  land  and  sea.  One  com- 

pany is  in  Arizona  making  "Beau  Geste"  and  more than  1,700  extras  are  camping  on  the  desert  just 

outside  of  Yuma.  James  Cruze  has  a   big  com- 
pany on  the  dancing  blue  wave.s  of  the  Pacific 

20  milce  off  Los  Angeles  harbor,  makin|'  scenes 
for  "Old  Ironsides.”  Pola  Negri  has  just  fin- 

ished "Good  and  Naughty”  with  Tom  Moore  in 
support.  Raymond  Griffith  is  making  another 

comedy  “Wet  Paint”  under  Arthur  Rosson's  di- 
rection while  Tack  Holt  is  being  starred  in  "Born 

to  the  West.'’  The  open  stage  of  Paramount 
studios  has  been  transfot-med  into  a   hospital  in- 

terior for  big  scenes  for  "The  Rainmaker"  and 
preparations  are  under  way  for  a   series  of  other 

big  productions  such  as  “The  Roughrider,”  "Man- trap"  and  "The  Wedding  March.” 
At  the  Pickford-Fairbanks  studios  Director 

George  Fitzmaurice  is  directing  "The  Son  of  a 
Sliiek”  which  is  in  its  third  week.  Sidney  Frank- 

lin will  start  soon  on  "Duchess  of  Buffalo"  on this  same  lot. 

Columbia  Pictures  announces  the  purchase  of 
several  stories  which  will  go  into  production  this 
month  at  their  Gower  street  plant.  This  company 

is  now  making  "Remember.’’ The  varioii.s  comedy  units  which  have  been 

inactive  for  several  mouths  at  Sennelt’s,  Hal 
Roach’s  and  Stern  Brothers  are  preparing  for  a 

busy  season. 

Svend  Gade  to  Direct 

Miss  Griffith  Again 

CONTRARY  to  the  prevailing  rumors that  Svend  Gade.  the  noted  Danish 

director,  who  is  directing  Corinne  Griffith 
in  "Into  Her  Kingdom”  for  E.  M.  Asher, 
will  have  to  extend  his  contract  with  Uni- 

versal which  expires  June  6,  in  order  to  go 
abroad,  he  will  direct  another  for  her. 
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PEVERELL  MARLEY 
ClD«matograph«r 

“THE  VOLGA  BOATMAN” P.  D,  C.  ReUa$0 

GEORGE  SPEAR— Cinematographer 
••TRAMP,  TRAMP,  TRAMP” FIrrt  National  Re'*®®®-..- 

NOW  FREE  LANCING 
Phone  Un.  6628 

HENRY  SHARP-asc 
CINEMATOGRAPHER 

“BLACK  PIRATE” 

United  Artists 

in  Production 

M.  TOURNEUR’S 

“MYSTERIOUS  ISLAND” 

M.  G.  M.  Release 

DANIEL  B. 
CLARK 
A.  S.  C. 

Cincmotogrnpher 

Tom  Mix 

Productions 

Camera! 
A   Department  Devoted  to  News  and  Affairs  ol 
the  American  Society  of  Cinematographers  and  Its 

Members,  Published  as  a   “Studio  Section”  Feature. 

Clarke  Explains  Economy  of 

New  Experimental  Library 
By  FOSTER  GOSS 

PHOTOGRAPHIC  departments  recently  instituted  by  the  Ainericaii Society  of  Cinematographers  will  result  in  saving  producers  thousands 

of  dollars  in  production  experimental  costs,  according  to  a   statement  of 

Daniel  B.  Clark,  president  of  the  cinematographers’  organization. 
The  A.  S.  C.,  under  the  direction  of  Clark,  is  establishing  an  experimental 

library  on  standard  cinematographic  subjects,  including  lenses,  various  types 

of  illumination,  filters,  gauze,  glass  shots,  diffusers  and  the  like. 

The  object  of  the  library  is  to  reduce,  tographers  is  working  to  cut  down  the  cost to  a   definite  and  standard  basis,  the  of  production.  Our  plans  for  the  fiscal 

workings  of  all  the  major  elements  that  year  just  started  are  t
he  most  comprehens- 

are  brought  into  play  in  the  art  of  cine-  »ve  in  the  history  of  
the  A.  S.  C.  as  will 

matography.  Clark  and  his  fellow  mem-  be  evident  as  the  
year  progresses. 

bers  of  the  A.  S.  C.  state  that  such  a     

procedure  sponsored  as  it  by  the  society 
will  be  the  means  of  eliminating  duplica- 

tion at  the  various  studios  in  photographic 

experiments  that  parallel  each  other. 

Aim  to  Cut  Waste 

“We  aim,”  Clark  declares,  “to  cut  down 
this  economic  waste  of  one  cinematogra- 

pher's going  out  and  necessarily  spending 
a   lot  of  time  and  company  money  in  ascer- 

taining certain  photographic  results,  when, 

a   couple  of  weeks  later,  a   fellow  cinema- 
tographer finds  that  it  is  his  duty  to  cover 

practically  the  same  ground. 
“What  we  are  doing  is  to  provide,  at  the 

A.  S.  C.  headquarters,  a   permanent  record 

of  cinematographic  experiments  on  stand- 
ard subjects.  If  a   certain  cinematographer 

wants  to  know  how  a   given  lens  works 

out,  it  will  be  needless  for  his  production 

company  to  go  through  the  expenditure  of 

conducting  a   second  experiment  when  the 

subject  has  been  already  covered  in  the 

library  by  a   fellow  A.  S.  C.  member. 

Subjects  Photographed  by  Experts 

"The  subjects  in  this  libary  will  be  pho- 
tographed by  the  A.  S.  C.  members  who 

are  masters  in  their  individual  lines  so 

that  the  film  will  represent  the  best  re- 
sults that  could  be  attained  any  place  in the  world.  .   ,   „   , 

“What  I   have  just  mentioned,  Clark 

continued,  “is  but  one  of  the  many  ways 

in  which  the  American  Society  of  Cinema- 

With  His  Assignment  in 
*‘The  Fire  Brigade”  Now^ 

Bradbury  Cant  Leave 

PLAYING  a   leading  role  in  one  play,  re- hearsing a   part  for  another,  and  play- 

ing a   prominent  part  in  a   motion  picture 
simultaneously  is  the  record  of  James 

Bradbury.  Jr.,  noted  stage  and  screen  actor. 

Bradbury  recently  came  to  Los  Angeles, 

ostensibly  to  play  the  part  of  the  brother 
in  "White  Collars,”  at  the  Eagan  theatre. 

During  the  last  three  weeks  of  the  run  of 

the  play  he  began  rehearsing  for  the  part 

of  the  book  agent  in  "Charm." He  had  no  more  than  started  rehearsals 

when  he  was  called  to  the  Metro-Goldwyn- 

Mayer  studios  by  Director  William  f^gh 

to  play  the  part  of  the  reporter  m  
 The 

Fire  Brigade.”  the  special  production  which 
Hunt  Stromberg  is  producing. 

An  actor  usually  measures  his  success  by 

the  amount  of  work  he  is  doing,  so  Brad
- 

bury has  concluded  that  he  is  a   success 
in  Los  Angeles,  and  is  going  to  stay. 

“The  Fire  Brigade"  has  in  its  cast: 

Charles  Ray.  May  McAvoy,  H.  B.  Warner, 

Tom  O’Brien.  Eugenie  Besserer.  Warner 

P   Richmond,  Bert  Woodruff.  Vivia  O^en, 

DeWitt  Jennings.  Dan  Mason.  Erwm
  Con- 

nelly, Joyce  Coad  and  Irene  Butler. 

CHAS.  G.  CLARKE— A.S.C. 
PHOTOGRAPHER ■•rocking  moov'  .. 

‘•WHISPERING  S>nTH” 
•‘SIMON  THE  JESTER” 

•■TOP  OF  THE  WOULD.”  Etc, 

GEORGE  BARNES— A.S.C. ClnensatoffTOplicr 

“SON  OF  A   SHEIK” imilcd  Artists 
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RAY  RIES 

CINEMATOGRAPHER 

/or 
ACTION  PICTURES 

ASSOCIATED  EXHIBITORS 

RELEASE 

V 
JOHN 

ARNOLD — A.S.C. 

ClnfliDBlograpbar 

‘   THE  BIG 

1»ARADE” ReUa$0 

WALTER  LUNDIN— A.S.C. 
Cln«malograpb«r 

“FOR  HEAVEN’S  SAKE’ 
Harotd  Lloyd  Prod, 

RAY  JUNE 
ClDcmaloBTapbar 

“THE  UNKNOWN  SOLDIER” 
P.  D,  C.  Reloaso 

JERRY  MADDEN  who  was  signed  to  a   long 

term  contract  and  who  will  be  featured  un- 

der the  name  of  “Jerr7  the  Giant”  is  a   find 
of  George  Marshall,  supervisor  of  all  Fox 

comedies.  At  left  is  Harry  Nichols  of  the 

HERALD  staff. 

D.  W.  Griffith  Pupils 

Oncef  They  Meet  Again 
at  M-G-M  Coast  Studio 

'TSD  their  mutual  delight,  Eugenia  Bes- 
-I-  serer,  famous  character  actress,  and 
Andre  De  Beranger,  director  and  actor, 

met  in  the  lunch  room  of  the  Metro-Gold- 

wyn-Mayer  studios  and  "fought"  over  the checks. 

Miss  Besserer  is  playing  the  part  of  Mrs. 

O'Neill  in  "The  Fire  Brigade,”  which  Hunt 
Stromberg  is  producing,  and  De  Beranger 

has  an  important  role  in  “Altars  of  De- 
sire,” in  which  Mae  Murray  is  starring  with 

Conway  Tearle  in  the  featured  male  lead. 

Eight  years  ago,  Miss  Besserer  was  ap- 
pearing in  practically  every  Griffith  produc- 

tion, and  De  Beranger  was  Griffith’s  as- 
sistant director.  The  two  worked  together 

in  "Scarlet  Days." 

Gang  Makes  Fleas  Film 

The  screen  “thunders”  on ! "Our  Gang,”  Hal  Roach’s  valuable 
contribution  to  famous  characters  of  the 

screen,  have  finished  their  latesC  under 

Robert  McGowan’s  direction  and  started 
work  on  a   new  comedy. 

That  latest  completed  picture  is  "Thun- 
dering Fleas!”  It  is  a   two-reel  bite  not 

to  be  scratched  off  anybody’s  list. 

DAVID  ABEL— A.S.C. 
CIN'KMATOOKArUCU 

“Footloose  fFidoivs” 

  Warner  Bros. 

Charles  Van  Enger 
A.  S.  C. 

Cinematographer 

“Puppets” 

First  National 

GEORGES  BENOIT— A.S.C. 

“THE  SPEEDINg’VeNUS” P.  D,  C.  RoleoMo 

CHARLES  STUMAR— A.S.C. 
Clnamatographer 

“UNCLE  TOM’S  CABIN  ” Vnlvor$al  Reteaso 

Nick 

Musuraca 

A.  S.  C. 

Cine- 

matographer 

Now  Shooting “Passionate 

Quest” 

J.  Sluart  Blaekloi 
Wam«r  Bros. 
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BIG  “OUR  GANG  ’   TIEUP  MADE 
Ranch  of  240 
Acres  Added 

hy  Christies 
A   ranch  of  240  acres  has  b

een  added 

to  the  Christie  Brothers’  pr
operty  m 

the  Ventura  hills  north  of
  Hollywood. 

Additional  facilities  for  the  m
aking  of 

the  product  for  next  se
ason  are  made 

possible  by  the  purchase,  
and  the  ranch 

and  buildings  already  have  b
een  put  to 

use  for  one  or  two  of  the  r
ecently  com- 

pleted pictures. 

This  new  property  is  
in  addtion  to 

the  40-acre  ranch  at  West
wood  where 

many  exterior  street  sets
  and  buildings 

have  been  erected  as  mor
e  or  less  per- 

manent studio  exteriors. 

The  studio  property  i
n  Hollywood 

will  be  retained  despite  rumors 
 th^  it 

was  to  be  sold,  says  E
ducational.  Thus 

report  started  because  
of  the  fact  that 

the  big  Famous-Players
  Lasky  studio, 

which  lies  on  adjoining  
property,  is  be- 

ing abandoned  for  busines
s  purposes 

following  the  purchase  b
y  that  company 

of  the  huge  United  Stud
ios. 

The  Christie  property,
  which  extends 

for  a   city  block  along 
 Sunset  boulevard, 

is  now  covered  with 
 practically  four 

acres  of  enclosed  stage
s,  all  the  ground 

now  being  fully  oc
cupied  with  either 

stage  buildings  or  ot
her  buildings  hous- 

ing the  many  departmen
ts  required 

production. 

Blind  Man  Requests 

Autographed  Ko-Ko  Card 

One  of  the  letters  of  commen- 
dation  which  Max  Fleischer, 

head  of  Red  Seal  Pictures  and 

the  Inkwell  Studios,  prizes  most 

is  the  simple  request  from  a 

blind  man  for  one  of  Max’s  au- 
tographed Ko^Ko  cards  after 

Max's  most  recent  New  York 

radio  talk.  The  request  reads: 

“Kindly  send  me  an  auto- 

graphed Ko-Ko  as  per  your  to- 

night's broadcasting.  I   am  blind 

but  get  a   kick  out  of  the  pictures 

from  the  description  of  my  little 

girl.  Sincerely  yours,  (Signed) 

Jack  Lockett,  125  E.  126th  St., 

N.  y.  City." 

Mabel  Normand  Starts 

Second  Short  Feature 

Mabel  Normand  has  returned  fr
om 

New  York  to  the  West  Coast  to  
start 

work  June  10  on  her  first  picture 
 since 

signing  a   three-year  contract  to  ap
pear 

in  Hal  Roach  two-reel  comedies,  d
is- 

tributed by  Pathe. 

F.  Richard  Jones,  director-general
  of 

the  Hal  Roach  studio,  screened  M
iss 

Normand’s  first  comedy  under  her  r
e- 

turn to  short  features.  “Raggedy  Rose 

had  its  first  preview  at  a   theatre  ou
tside 

Los  Angeles. 

Cranjisld  &   Clark 

Organizes  Branch 

For  New  England 

Cranfield  &   Clark
e  has  completed 

arrangements  in  Ne
w  England  by  form

- 

ing a   corporation  whic
h  goes  under  the 

title  of  Cranfield  &  
 Clarke  of  New  Eng-

 

land,  Inc.,  a   Masssa
chusetts  corporatio

n 

with  capital  of  $25,000.
 

Executive  offices  wi
ll  be  at  44  Church 

street  Boston,  wit
h  a   branch  office  

at 

134  Meadow  street,
  New  Haven.  Conn.

 

H   G.  Segal  has  b
een  appointed  pres

- 

ident. The  vicepresidents
  are  ColonU 

W   F.  Clarke  and  
William  Brotherhoo

d. 

Geo.  F.  Morrell  is  tr
easurer. 

'"KOKO 

AiWAYS AMUSES 

Articles  Vary 

From  Dolls  to 

Bathing  Suits 
One  hundred  thousand  window  

and 

store  displays  will  boost  tlie  Hal
  Roach 

“Our  Gang”  comedies,  says  Pathe,  in 

detailing  a   countrywide  tieup  of
  large 

proportions  now  getting  underw
ay.  Five 

of  the  dozen  or  more  articles
  m   the 

campaign  are  already  on  the
  market. 

The  five  articles  now  being  sol
d  by 

stores  include  a   set  of  five  
"Our  Gang 

dancing  dolls  and  there  is 
 also  a   statu- 

ette of  Farina.  The  manufacturers 
 have 

provided  a   variety  of  windo
w  display 

material  to  link  with  the  scree
n  exploits 

of  Mickey,  Mary.  Joe,  Jack
ie  and  Farina. 

Thirty  Jewelry  Noveltie
s 

Then  there  will  be  the 
 “Our  Gang 

Kiddie  Jewelry,”  a   collec
tion  of  thirty 

articles  ranging  from  brac
elets  to  vanity 

cases,  each  bearing  cut
out  or  embossed 

reproductions  of  the  “
Our  Gang  char- 

acters and  each  separately  box
ed.  The 

manufacturers  say  15,00
0  stores  will  dis- 

play these  novelties. 

Thirty  articles  of  chil
dren’s  wear  and 

home  decoration  are 
 included  m   the 

“Artamo"  needlework  good
s  feature  ot 

the  tieup.  Each  decorat
ion,  in  the  form 

of  linen  or  other  materia
l,  has  stamped 

on  it  designs  showing  
“Our  Gang,  iht 

articles  range  from  ro
mpers  and  dresses 

to  clothes  hangers  a
nd  table 

Sewing  contests  for  
children,  including 

classes  in  domestic
  science  in  the 

schools,  comprise  one
  form  of  the  e. 

ploitatiou  proposed  b
y  Pathe. 

Candy  with  Photo  C
oupons 

“Our  Gang”  candy  will  b
e  made  by 

Bishop  &   Co.  of  Los
  Angeles.  In  each 

package  is  a   coupon  
and  the  per.son  who 

XainTsix  coupons
  forwards  them  to 

the  manufacturers  fo
r  a   photo  of  the 

child  comedians. 

A   number  of  other  art
icles  arc  to  he  mat  c 

unlr  arrangcmcnls 
 already,,  com,,  e   eck 

There  will  be  “Our
  Gang  ch  ciren  s 

handkerchiefs  to  be  
sold 

in  packages,  each  ca
rrying  a   drawing. 

“Oiir  Gang”  false  faces  arc 
 now  being  dc 

signed  A   child's  umbre
lla  will  have  designs 

of  the  “Our  Gang"  gro
up,  Then  there  wi  I 

be  sweaters,  bathing 
 suits,  boys 

iflck  shirts  and  a   scho
ol  tablet  and  a   box 

of  children’s  stationery,  aU  sho
wing  pict^ 

of  “Our  Gang”  or  in  ot
her  wajs  bringing 

their  comedies  to  pub
lic  attention. 
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An  exploitation  movement  has  been  begun  by  Pathe  for  the  benefit  of  ‘   Our 

Gang”  comedies  to  say  nothing  of  the  benefit  these  dolls  will  be  to  thousands 

of  tots.  The  dolls  are  on  sale  in  many  toy  stores.  They  will  dance,  walk 

or  smile  at  the  beck  and  call  of  the  purchaser. 

Educational  Starts  Big  Tieup 

With  Felix  the  Cat  Doll  Makers 
l^DUCATIONAL  has  launched  a   nationwide  exploitation  drive  with  George  Borgfeldt 
•D'  &   Co.,  New  York  city,  makers  of  the  Felix  the  Cat  dolU.  The  first  gun  fired  was 

a   complete  wndow  display  at  Liggett's  Drag  Store,  Forty-second  street  side  of  Grand 
Central  Terminal,  New  York. 

The  tieup  brought  an  increase  of  75 

per  cent  in  sale  of  Felix  dolls,  accord- 
ing to  Murray  Fromer,  manager  of  the 

Liggett  toy  department,  and  during  the 

week's  display,  terminated  because  of  the 
exhaustion  of  stock,  also  brought  a 

heavy  business  on  other  Felix  novelties 
never  before  handled  by  the  company. 

Prompt  service  on  shipments  of  dolls 

to  exhibitors  is  assured  from  the  Borg- 
feldt concern,  which  has  more  than  300,- 

000  retail  outlets,  says  Educational.  Be- 
sides the  large  and  small  Felix  dolls, 

the  novelties  include  Felix  phone  mouth- 
pieces, buttons  with  Felix  head,  figure 

or  football  designs  and  small  Felix 
candy  containers. 

Educational  says  local  merchants  de- 
siring to  arrange  a   similar  display  should 

first  be  certain  of  a   good  supply  of  dolls 

through  their  jobber  and  the  theatre 

should  supply  them  with  Felix  the  Cat  one- 
sheet  posters.  A   number  of  original  pen 
and  ink  sketches  from  the  Pat  Sullivan 

studio  also  will  be  on  hand  at  Educa- 

tional’s exchanges.  One  suggestion  of 
Educational  is  that  showcards  call  at- 

tention to  the  fact  that  6,000  of  these 

drawings  are  required  to  make  the  pic- 
ture being  shown  at  the  theatre. 

The  Felix  dolls  are  on  sale  in  most 

Rexall  drug  stores  and  in  2,400  United 
Cigar  stores,  Educational  announces. 

Universal  Weekly  Special 
Surveys  Short  Features 

Forty  pages  of  information  on  Uni- 

versal’s short  feature  product  for  the 
coming  year  are  contained  in  the  Uni- 

versal Weekly  issue  of  May  15.  The 
material  covers  the  entire  range  of  the 

company’s  short  features,  including  the 
10  Collegians  two  reelers,  52  Stern 

Brothers  comedies,  52  Bluebirds,  52  Mus- 

tang Westerns,  12  Andy  Gumps,  12  Bus- 
ter Browns,  5   Famous  Authors  serials 

of  10  episodes  each  and  104  issues  of  In- 
ternational Newsreel. 

‘‘Menace  of  the  Alps,” 
One-Reel,  Acquired 

by  Two  Large  Chains 
Universal's  one-reel  picture,  “The  Men- 

ace of  the  Alps,”  recently  bought  from 
European  sources  and  released  in  this 

country  as  an  addition  to  the  Universal 
spring  schedule,  has  been  acquired  for 
early  showing  by  the  Stanley  Company, 
the  Dent  Circuit  in  Texas  and  others. 

From  a   considerable  amount  of  negative 

taken  in  the  Alps,  Sydney  Singerman,  head 

of  Universal’s  program  department,  cut  and 
titled  a   one-reeler  for  which  are  claimed 

thrilling  suspense,  scenic  grandeur  and  gen- 
eral interest.  It  shows  the  dangers  of 

mountain  climbing,  the  daring  risks  taken 

by  cameramen  in  shooting  mountain  pic- 
tures and  also  the  fall  of  a   mountain 

climber  into  a   chasm,  with  his  subsequent 
rescue. 

Jess  Robbins  Directs 
His  First  O.  Henry  Film 

Fox  Films  have  added  another  well 

kno\vn  director  to  the  comedy  directorial 

staff.  Jess  Robbins  has  started  work  on 
his  first  picture,  a   new  O.  Henry  captioned 

“Babes  In  The  Jungle.” 
Robbins  has  selected  Hallam  Cooley  and 

Jean  Renee  for  the  leading  roles. 

Alf  Goulding  Back 

On  Sennett’s  Lot; 
Turpin  on  Third 

Alf  Goulding,  director  of  many  Pathe- 
Mack  Scnnett  comedies,  is  busy  again 

wielding  the  megaphone  for  Sennett  fol- 

lowing a   short  absence  from  the  studio 

lot.  Goulding  has  started  work  on  his 

second  “Smith  Family”  domestic  trou- 
bles comedy,  featuring  Raymond  Mc- 
Kee and  Ruth  Hiatt,  with  Mary  Ann 

Jackson,  child  artist,  in  support. 

The  Billy  Bevan  company,  under  the 

direction  of  Del  Lord',  has  begun  camera 
activity  on  a   new  Sennett  comedy,  the 

cast  of  which  includes  in  addition  to 

Bevan,  Thelma  Parr,  Vernont  Dent  and 

others. 

Gil  Pratt  is  in  the  midst  of  produc- 
tion on  the  third  Ben  Turpin  comedy, 

in  the  wavy-eyed  comedian’s  “Return” series  under  the  Mack  Sennett  banner. 

Turpin  is  assisted  by  Madeline  Hurlock, 

Danny  O’Shea,  Marvin  Lobach,  Barney 
Helium  and  Louise  Carver. 

Comedy  films  now  in  the  cutting  and 

titling  stage  at  the  Sennett  studios  are 
a   “Smith  Family”  comedy,  a   Billy  Bevan 

comedy  and  an  Alice  Day  starring  ve- 
hicle filmed  under  the  direction  of  Eddie 

Cline,  with  Eddie  Quillan  and  Danny 

O’Shea  appearing  in  the  principal  sup- 

porting roles. 

Johnny  Burke  Starts 
His  First  for  Sennett 

Johnny  Burke  has  started  his  first 
comedy  for  Mack  Sennett  under  the 

direction  of  Eddie  Cline,  who  has  re- 
cently been  directing  both  Alice  Day 

and  Ben  Turpin  in  their  respective  star- 

ring series  for  Pathe.  The  Burke  vehicle 

is  based  upon  the  comedian’s  vaudeville 
act,  wherein,  garbed  as  a   doughboy,  he 

delivered  a   monologue  on  the  experiences 
of  a   buck  private  in  the  Great  War. 

Will  Lambert  creates  gov/ns  for  the  Hal 

Roach  stars  in  Pathe  comedies.  He 

has  designed  costumes  for  Theda 

Bara.  Mabel  Normand.  Eva  Novak. 

Vivian  Oakland.  Martha  Sleeper,  Fi^- 

ginia  Pearson,  Eileen  Percy,  Mildred Harris  and  others. 
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Talent  Pleased  with  Presentation 
“Everyones”  Lauds  Hercdd 
for  ‘‘Presentation  Acts” 

Everyones,  Australian  motion  pic- 
ture trade  journal,  had  this  to  say 

about  “Presentation  Acts”  in  its 
April  21  issue: 

“Now  that  so  many  of  the  better 
class  picture  houses  throughout 
the  United  States  have  inaugurat- 

ed a   picture-vaudeville  policy,  the 
effect  is  reflected  in  some  of  the 
£lm  weeklies  which  hitherto  have 

looked  upon  variety  as  something 
outside  their  ken. 

“Take,  for  example,  EXHIB- 
ITORS HERALD,  long  acknowl- 

edged to  be  the  leading  trade  jour- 
nal in  America.  Its  management, 

realizing  the  importance  of  dual 
entertainment,  opened  up  a   lit- 

erary department  under  the  title 

'Current  Presentations,’  in  which 
several  pages  are  devoted  to  the 
manner  in  which  feature  acts  are 
presented  and  exploited  in  the 

picture  theatres.  Within  compar- 
atively brief  time  the  amount  of 

space  allotted  to  this  section  has 
considerably  increased,  due  to  the 
necessity  for  dealing  more  com- 

prehensively with  the  great  num- 
ber of  acts  which  have  found  a 

new  source  of  revenue  in  the 
movies. 

“Now,  with  "Current  Presenta- 
tions’ one  of  the  big  features  of 

the  HERALD,  acts  playing  pic- 
ture theatres  and  those  who  pro- 
pose to  do  so  are  using  that  paper 

as  a   medium  for  advertising  their 
work.  This  revolutionary  step 
will,  no  doubt,  be  looked  upon  by 
the  regular  theatrical  mediums  as 

an  encroachment  on  their  privi- 
leges. But  time  brings  with  it 

many  changes,  and  one  of  the  most 
important,  so  far  as  the  entertain- 

ment business  is  concerned,  is  the 
great  influence  brought  to  bear  on 
motion  picture  programs  by  the 

advent  of  vaudeville  turns.’’ 

Gaby  Leslye  Revue 

Plays  to  Capacity 
(Special  to  the  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  June  8. — Gaby  Leslye  has 
proven  herself  a   box  office  attraction  when 
at  the  Mt.  Vernon  theatre  she  did  capacity 

business  with  her  “Syncopated  Revelers” 
presentation. 
Owing  to  the  many  beautiful  girls  in  the 

act  the  theatre  manager  staged  a   beauty 
contest  in  conjunction  with  his  regular  bill. 
The  contest  was  won  by  Mary  Carlton  of 
the  Leslye  company. 

Leave  Other 

Fields  for 
Film  Houses 

Cliff  Edwards  (Ukulelfe  Ike), 
Bailey  and  Barnuin  Strong 

for  New  Type  Work 
( Special  to  the  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  June  8.— Vaude- 
ville, productions,  ̂ e  concert  stage 

and  other  amusement  fields  have 

lost  much  talent  to  presentation,  and 

the  swing  is  not  yet  finished.  This 
week  Cliff  Edwards,  internationally 

famous  as  “Ukulele  Ike,”  and  Bailey 
and  Bamum,  whose  singing  and 

banjo  act  is  well  known,  made 

statements  in  which  they  expressed 

pleasure  with  presentation  in  all  its 

phases.  Edwards  said : 

“I  am  sold  on  presentation.  It  is  a   great 
thing  for  the  motion  picture  theatres  and 
I   like  it  very  much.  It  compares  very 
favorably  with  the  work  in  Broadway 
shows  and  has  advantages  one  cannot  find 
even  there.  It  gives  the  artist  an  oppor- 

tunity to  work  with  the  highest  class  or- 
chestras. The  theatre  staff  is  obliging,  and 

everything  is  done  to  make  the  artist  com- 
fortable. The  audiences  are  most  apprecia- 

tive. Everyone  knows  that  the  patrons  can 
make  the  artist  work  hard  or  feel  that  he 
is  not  appreciated.  The  presentation  house 
patrons  are  generous  and  as  a   result,  for 
myself,  it  is  a   pleasure  to  strum  away, 
do  all  I   can  to  give  them  what  they  want 
and  in  all,  really  feel  that  I   want  to  work 
for  them. 

Old  Friends  Meet 

“I  am  getting  a   chance  to  meet  many 
of  my  records  friends  and  I   appreciate  the 
feelings  they  have  toward  me.  It  is  giving 
me  a   chance  to  come  in  personal  contact 
with  them. 

“Vaudeville — well  to  be  frank,  I   can’t 
sec  it.  It  will  never  harm  presentation 
because  presentation  is  so  far  above  it 
that  it  does  not  count.  The  fact  that  all 

the  great  stars  are  turning  to  presentation 
gives  somewhat  of  an  idea  as  to  which  is 
the  best  bet.  For  my  part  they  v/ill  never 

get  me  in  a   vaudeville  house.” Edwards  is  being  held  over  for  a   second 
week  at  the  Strand,  and  his  popularity  with 
patrons  of  that  house  is  increasing. 

Bailey,  of  the  team  of  Bailey  and  Bar- 
num,  said  of  presentation : 

“It  is  great.  I   was  not  so  very  much 
sold  on  it  at  first  and  now,  after  a   week 
at  the  Rivoli  here,  I   want  to  continue  with 

it.  Broadway  productions  don't  play  to  a better  class  of  audience  than  the  people 

I   entertained  at  the  motion  picture  theatre.” 

Charles  H.  Seaman 

Opens  N.  Y.  Office; 
Books  Tilm  Houses 

(Special  to  the  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  June  8. — Charles  H.  Sea- 
man announces  that  he  has  taken  over  Na- 

tional Attractions  of  New  York  and  is 
now  booking  presentation  acts  for  motion 
picture  theatres. 

For  many  years  Seaman  ha.s  been  asso- 
ciated with  the  motion  picture  industry, 

having  for  a   time  been  a   theatre  owner  in 
Michigan.  His  entrance  into  this  new 
branch  of  motion  picture  work  brings  in  a 
man  who  is  familiar  with  tlie  workings  of 
motion  picture  houses. 

“Presentation  is  not  really  new,”  Sea- 
man stated.  “For  many  years  I   have  been 

building  up  my  picture  programs  with 
what  we  then  called  prologues.  The  pre- 

sentation field  is  unlimited  and  there  will 
soon  be  a   time  when  all  motion  picture 
theatres  will  find  it  most  profitable  to  see 

that  presentation  is  as  much  of  their  pro- 
gram as  the  pictures  they  play. 

“The  only  drawback  is  that  many  thea- 
tres have  been  built  without  stages.  This 

is  a   difficulty  theatreowners  will  overcome 
for  themselves  when  they  get  on  to  play- 

ing presentation.  The  field  is  new  but  it 
will  not  be  that  way  for  long.  It  is  every 

man’s  game.” Mr.  Seaman  has  his  offices  at  Ifi.SO  Broad- 
way and  will  shortly  announce  definite 

plans  for  presentation  bookings. 

Eddie  Peabody  Wins  i 
Popularity  in  L.  A. 

for  High-Tempo  Acts 
(Special  to  the  Herald) 

LOS  ANGELES,  June  8. — E<Idic  Pea- 
body, new  musical  leader  for  the  presenta- 

tions at  the  Metropolitan  theatre  here,  has 

captured  Los  An- 
geles in  his  own 

quiet  way.  Eddie 

came  to  Los  An- 

geles with  his  ban- 
jo, violin  and  a 

winning  smile  and 

right  from  the 
start  he  reached 
the  hearts  of  the 

Metropolitan  pa- trons with  h   i   s 

modest  manner 
and  his  ability  as 

a   musician  who 
can  "do  his  own 
stuff”  as  well  as 

lead  an  orchestra. 

His  initial  presentation,  "Banjomania, 
was  unusually  successful,  an<l  this  success 
has  continued. 

Every  one  of  Peabody’s  acts  has  been chock  full  of  action  and  he  alreatly  has  a 

big  following. 
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CURRENT  PRESENTATIONS 
New  York  Rivoli 

Week  Ending  June  5 

NEW  YORK,  June  X. — Bailey  and 
Barnum,  one  a   singer  ami  the  other  a 

banjo  duster,  were  the  top  team  at  the 

Rivoli  last  week.  Tlicy  put  snice  in  the 
program  and  the  audience  relished  it. 

The  next  best  players  were  the  Irwin  Sisters 

in  John  Murray  Anderson’s  "The  Dance  of  Joy.” 
Tlicse  Kiris  with  their  "^iir^o^  Dance”  number 
were  easily  the  hit  of  this  section  of  the  show. 
The  show  ran : 

Overture,  featuriiiK  Herbert’s  "American  Fan- 

tasy,” and  including  James  Fitz  Patrick's  "SonKs 
of  the  Northern  Sfate.s.”  Irvin  Talbot  directed. 
Bailey  and  Uaniutn,  corked  and  dressed  in  white 

bellhop  uniforms,  put  over  a   medley  of  pop  num- 
bers for  the  greatest  hand  accorded  anyone  in  the 

show. 

Henry  B.  Murtagh  at  the  organ  presenting 

"Spring  Is  Here,”  which  went  over  for  nice  re- 
tum.s. 

"The  Dance  of  Joy,"  ballet  divertissement  based 
on  music  by  Tschaikowsky  worked  against  a 

mounting  suggested  by  ballet  iiainling.s  by  Degas. 
Ivan  BankofI  as  the  dancing  master  presented 

si\  girls  in  a   group  of  ballet  numbers,  and  then 
did  a   duet  with  Beth  Cannon.  The  Irwin  Sisters, 

working  their  "principal  and  reflection”  number, 
went  over  best  in  this  section  of  the  bill,  whicii 
closed  with  an  ensemble  and  duet  Russian  wed- 

ding dance. 

New  York  Strand 

Week  Ending  June  5 

NEW  YORK,  June  8.— Joe  Plunkett 

brought  his  Strand  "Frolic”  back  this 

week  and  it  was  .splendid.  "An  Old 

Fashioned  Bouquet”  featuring  “You’re 
Just  a   Flower  from  an  Old  Bouquet” 
was  the  hit  of  the  bill.  But  the  big 
.sensation  was  Cliff  Edwards  (Ukulele 

Ike),  the  wizard  of  the  uke;  and  how  he 
hits  it!  There  was  not  a   dull  moment 

and  Ike  had  them  strumming  with  him. 
The  show: 

Acts  Reported  in  This  Issue 

Abbot  Ballet^— Cnpitof,  Chienpo. 

Abbot  Uonporh-^rfrniinal,  Chiengu. 

Albert,  Don  and  Orrhe-tra— /.ocu'.t  Stitle,  St. LouU. 

Ash.  Paul  and  Band— Or<>n(nf,  Chicago. 

Ballry  and  Barnuni^Kiro/i,  Nvtc  York. 

Barrie.  Stuart— Crantf  Central,  St.  Louii.. 

Bittner.  Billy— Capitol,  Chicago, 

Blunt,  Allen  anal  CusHie^— .tlutropolirrin,  Lo.a 

Inga-le.a. 

Burnt  T»«in.s^— 6’ronfl  Central,  St.  Louis. 
Cadets,  T>s  o^— Ca/»ilol,  Chicago. 

Cansinus.  The  Copir’s  Stale,  St.  Loiii^. 

Carter.  ••ncd”^C«pitol,  Chicago. 

Charles.  Milton— rivoli,  Chicago. 

“Chinese  Plate.  Tlie"— iVetrmon,  Kansas  City. 

Clentenls  nud  Sylvia— Uvlropolitan,  Los  in- 

gclcs. 

CdhIiiiiu,  Uernie^Toirtir,  Miliraiikeo. 

Craven.  Auriolc— Url'icAer*,  Chicago. 
Crawford,  Jesse— CAirogo,  CAirago. 

Crawford.  Mrs.  Jesse— IfcrirAvri,  CAicago. 

Crupper.  Boy— CAicago,  Chicago, 

"Diinre  of  Joy,  Tlie"^— Kf vo/i,  Now  York. 

Darrell.  Bert^— llelropolifnn,  Los  ^ingoles. 

Do  Lara.  Lenora— Lortr’.s  Stole,  Los  Angelos. 
Dieterlrh,  Roy— Ca/iflol,  Chicago. 

Dtiitionl.  -Adolphe  and  Orchestra^— CAieogo,  Chi- 

cago . 

Eduuurde.  Carl  and  Oreheslro— UnrA  Slrnnrf, 

.Veu'  VorA. 

Edwards.  ClilT  (I'kiilcle  lkc)^t/»rA  Slroritl, 
New  York. 

Elliot.  Elslc^Loeir'*  Stole,  Las  Angelos. 
English.  Pesity^l/crirAer*,  CAirago. 

Fitrli  and  Biehler^Jf  iieon»in,  1/iIirnuAee. 

Frrdrriek.  Chester  Oriental,  Chicago, 

Gillis  anti  Archie^Teroiinal.  CAica«o. 

Oivot.  George^Urriekerji,  Chicago. 

CrifTilii.  Edith— Welropolilrin,  Los  Angloes. 

Hamilton.  Frnnk^Copilol,  Chicago. 

Harris.  Jack^— Oriental,  Chicago. 

A   HIT  AT  THE 

RIVOLI  !   !   ! 

IRWIN  SISTERS 
Youngest  International 

Dancing  Stars 

Featuring  in 

JOHN  MURRAY  ANDERSON’S 

"THE  DANCE  OF  JOY" 
Management 

Wm.  Morris,  1560  Bw’ay,  N.  Y.  C. 

Hobo  Ballet   U   isron.sin.  Milwaukee. 

Jones,  Esther— Capitol,  CAlcogo. 

Jones.  Galtison — Loew's  Stale,  Los  Angeles, 
Kealcs,  Henri^Orienlol,  Chicago, 

Kinrh.  Myra — /.oeir's  Slate,  Los  Angeles. 
Kluth,  Arthur— Oriental,  Chicago. 

Kopp,  Rudolph  G.  and  Orchestra— IT’ivcon.vin, t/iltcauAee. 

Kaininermcyer.  Baby  Russell — Crontf  Central, Si.  Louis. 

Kelly.  Henry  and  Strand  Ballet — Mark  Strand, New  York. 

Kelly.  Jnek—Hcr/r/.-ers.  Chicago. 

“Kids  in  Kandyland"— t/issouri,  St.  Louis, 
Klomova  and  Duks^UorA  Strand,  N<nc  York, 

Leidc.  Enriro  and  Orchestra- .Uelrupolilon,  At- 
lanta. 

Litleau.  Joseph  and  Orchestra- //ouord,  .'Ir- 
lanta. 

Mack.  .Austin  and  Century  Sercnaticrs— Termi- 
nal, CAirogo. 

Mark  Strand  Quunetlc   Mark  Strand,  New York. 

Mayo.  Waldo  and  Orchestra— Copilol,  New 
York. 

McLaughlin  and  Slr.-ind  Ensemble — UarA  Sirond, 
New  York. 

Mealy  and  'A  elch— IF  iscon.sln,  UlltrauAce. 

Mendoza,  David  and  Orchestra^— Capilol,  New York. 

Miller  Duo— Loeie’s  Slate,  St.  Louis. 

Miller.  Ned— Orion lol,  Chicago. 

Miirlagh,  Henry  B.— -Kiroli,  .New  York. 

Nelson,  Charlie  and  Bund^Loeir's  Stale,  Los 

Angeles. 
Niles.  Dorls^CfipiloI,  ,Veir  VorA. 

Ogden,  Melvin  P.— Howard,  -ftlanta. 

Oriental  Chorus^— Oriental,  CAicogo. 

Peubudy.  Eddie  and  Band— .'/etropoliinn,  Los 
Angeles. 

Perkins.  Johnny— Orientol,  Chieaao. 

Philwin.  Harry— Grand  Cenirol,  St.  Louis. 

Planer,  Louise— Capitol,  CAicago. 

Previn,  Charles  and  Orchestra— -l/is.touri,  St. Louis. 

Raines  and  Cady— Crond  Cenirol,  St.  Louis, 

Rennie,  Orville^— Terminal,  CAicogo. 

“Rhapsody  in  Jar.z"— Howard,  dtlonla. 

Rice.  Gladys— Citpilol,  New  York. 

Rodeinich.  Gene  and  Orchestra— Grand  Central, 
Sr.  Louis. 

Rose.  Fred^— -Strand,  .UlltcaiiApe. 

Saxon  Chorus^— Terminol,  CAicogo. 

Shannon’s  Playtime  FroUc^Copilol,  CAicogo. 

Short.  A1  and  Dand^— Capitol,  Chicago. 

Sisslo  and  Blake^l/iisouri,  St.  Louis. 

Sissle  and  Blake— IF’isconsin,  .1/ilicauAee, 
SloHser.  Milton^l/iaaouri,  St.  Louis. 

Sonny  and  Eddle^.Ucf'icAers,  CAicogo. 

“Southern  Memories”^— CAicogo,  Chicago. 

Spitalny,  H.  Leopold  and  Orchestra^— Tivoli, CAicago. 

Sleover,  Franks— Loeic'*  Stale,  Los  Angeles, 
Talbot,  Irvin  and  Orchestra— Rivoli,  Now  York. 

Terry,  Tom~Loeu'’s  Stale,  St.  Louts. 

Vituk,  Albertina  and  Ballet^— Capitol,  Note  York. 

Volpl  Singer.!'  Metrop  ole  ton,  .(llanlo. 

Wlcdoeft.  Rudy^Loeic’.s  Slate,  Si.  Louis. 
Wilkins.  Charlie   IFisronsin,  Milwaukee. 

Williams,  Ralph  and  Band^— .i/cFicAers,  CAi- rngo. 

Washington,  George  Dewey— —Orlenlol,  Chicago. 

Overture.  The  Mark  Strand  symphony  orches- 

tra iiresenting  excerpts  from  "The  Mikado,”  Carl 
Edoiiarde,  conductor.  Well  received. 

The  Strand  Topical  Review,  orchestra  plavinv 

The  Mark  Strand  Frolic  with  “Ukulele  Ike." 
"Cliing,  Cliing.  Ching"  with  the  Strand  Quar- 

tette. This  number  brought  the  quartette  on 

the  stage  witli  a   large  red  Chinese  laundry  ticket 
for  a   background.  Set  in  this  ticket  were  tlie 

figures  of  Chinese  with  the  ironing  boards  and 
wash  tubs.  The  heads  were  cut  out  and  the 
quartette  inserted  their  heads  in  the  openings. 

Their  first  number  was  "So  Does  Your  Old 
Mandarin”  and  was  received  with  rounds  of  ap- 

plause. They  followed  this  with  a   Chinese  lullaby 
and  as  the  curtain  dropped  the  patrons  showed 

great  appreciation. "An  Old  Fashioned  Bouquet.”  Henry  Kelly 
entered  and  from,  the  side  of  the  stage  sang 

"You’re  Just  a   Flower  From  an  Old  Bouquet.” 
As  he  neared  the  end  of  his  number  the  curtains 

were  drawn  back  to  present  the  Strand  Ballet 
Corps.  A   revolving  pedestal  brought  to  view  a 
beautiful  bouquet.  Girls  with  paper  lace  collars 

offered  the  wrappings  for  the  flowers  and  as 

Kelly  finished  his  number  they  came  to  life  and 
presented  an  old  fashioned  dance.  They  were 

joined  by  Mile  Klcmova  and  M.  Daks.  An  old 
fashioned  waltz  was  their  number,  and  they  went 
over.  The  bouquet  received  a   big  hand  and  the 

whole  number  pleased. 
Received  with  a   big  hand,  Cliff  Edwards  started 

on  the  uke  and  made  it  talk.  His  personality  is 

winning  and  as  he  introduced  each  number  with 
comical  titles  he  brought  the  house  down  with 
laughs.  He  was  called  on  for  two  encores  and 

then  they  did  not  want  to  let  him  stop. 
Memorial  Prelude  with  Kitty  McLaughlin  and 

Mark  Strand  Ensemble,  music  by  Victor  Herbert. 
As  the  curtains  were  drawn  a   monument  was  seen 
on  the  center  of  the  stage.  On  the  front  of  it 

Miss  McLaughlin  in  white  with  a   Madonna  head- 
dress formed  the  principal  figure,  while  at  the  top 

was  a   spread  eagle  on  a   ball.  Stationed  off  to 

each  side  of  the  stage  were  soldiers.  Miss  Mc- 
Laughlin sang  and  was  joined  by  the  soldiers 

and  the  orchestra.  As  they  finished  two  Ameri- 
can flags  appeared  in  back  of  the  monument. 

Tins  prelude  was  most  appropriate  and  was  well 
received  for  its  beauty. 

New  York  Capitol 
Week  Ending  June  5 

MEW  YORK,  June  8.— Major  Edward 
Bowes  offered  ballet  dancing  and  his  two 

aces,  Gladys  Rice  and  Doris  Niles,  in  a 

pleasing  presentation  at  the  Capitol. The  show  ran: 

David  Mendoza  conducting  the  Capitol 

orchestra  in  Dr.  William  Axt's  arrange- 
ment of  “Caucasian  Sketches.”  The  num- 

bers included  were:  “Tn  the  jrounlains.” 
“Tn  the  Village”  and  "Procession  of  the -Sardar, 

The  curtains  were  drawn  to  reveal 

Gladys  Rice  on  a   high  pedestal.  Dull  green 
lii'hts  on  the  .stage  aiul  a   white  light  on 

Mi.ss  Rice.  She  sang  "Hymn  to  the  Sun’ 
from  “Lc  Coq  d’Or”  and  as  she  was  half 
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way  through  the  number  Doris  Niles  came 
on  from  the  bottom  of  the  pedestal,  pre- 

senting a   sun  dance.  The  audience  liked 
them  both. 

‘‘Rhapsody  in  Blue”  presented  by Waldo  Mayo  and  orchestra,  featuring violin  solo. 

‘‘Chopiniana”  presented  by  Albertina Vitak  and  the  Capitol  Ballet.  The  girls, 
dressed  in  ballet  costumes  of  various  colors 
with  wigs  to  match,  offered  a   series  of 
dances  that  were  pleasing. 

Chicago  Tivoli 
Week  Ending  June  6 

(Orchestra,  Organ,  Rejiort) 

"North  and  South,”  for  memorial 
week,  was  the  title  of  H.  Leopold  Spi- 

talny’s  overture  at  this  house  the  week 
just  ended.  It  was  an  original  creation 
by  Spitalny  and  contained  snatches, 
splendidly  orchestrated,  of  most  of  the 

songs  popular  in  America  during  the 

Civil  War — ‘‘Old  Black  Joe,”  “Turkey  in 
the  Straw,”  “Dixie,”  "Columbia,”  “March- 

ing Through  Georgia,”  “Yankee  Doodle,” 
“Star  Spangled  Banner.”  Each  was  given clever  treatment  and  the  whole  number 
went  over  with  a   wallop. 

Milton  Charles  had  a   good  time  at  the 

organ  and  the  audience  had  a   good  time 

with  him,  sibging  Charles’  own  composi- 
tion, “It’s  You.”  He  led  off  with  an  an- 

nouncement, gag-lined  deftly,  that  he  had 

written  the  -number  he  was  going  to  play. 
After  swinging  through  it  once  he  invited 

the  house  to  sing  it.  Mostly  because  of 
unfamiliarity  the  response  was  thin.  This 

resulted  in  an  upbraiding  for  all  present, 
and  this  resulted  in  wholehearted  response 
the  second  time  around.  Considerable  time 

was  consumed  in  putting  “It’s  You”  over, 
but  over  it  was  put. 

Chicago  Terminal 
Week  Ending  June  5 

“A  Night  In  Heidelberg”  was  the  title 
of  the  good  last  half  show  at  this  house, 

which  is  offering  better  entertainment  since 

the  installation  of  a   new  stage  band. 

Austin  Mack's  Century  Serenaders  opened  ‘the 
show  .and  led  to  the  appearance  of  .   .   . 
The  Saxon  Chorus,  12  boys  with  pood  voices 

who  were  attired  as  students  at  the  famous  uni- 
versity. Followiner  their  opener  a   blackface  comic 

team — Hal  Gillis  and  Will  Archie — came  on  for 
a   stretch  of  Rapfring  that  was  too  long  and  was 
not  new.  Followinp  them  appeared  .   .   . 

Orville  Rennie,  who  beg.an  his  song  offstage 
and  was  given  a   reception  as  soon  as  the  first 
notes  of  his  song  were  heard.  He  stepped  on 

and  led  the  chorus  through  the  “Drinking  Song” 
from  "The  Student  Prince." 

Next  up  Hal  Gillis  sang  "rm  Wild  About  Ani- 
mal Crackers.”  a   poor  new  number  lieard  in 

aiiotlu’r  house,  a   loop  house,  during  the  same 
week. 

To  "Always”  an  Abbot  dancer  did  a   neat 
semi-waltz  and  was  followed  by  another  Abbot 

girl,  who  did  a   tap  dance  to  "I’d  Climb  the  High- 
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est  Mountain.”  Then  Kennie  and  still  another 

ol  the  girls  sang  in  dtiet  “Deep  la  My  Heart." 
The  band,  which  i.s  good  but  hadn't  had  much 

of  a   break  up  to  this  point,  played  two  hot  num- 
bers that  went  over  for  a   good  hand. 

The  blackface  team  came  on  again  for  a   haunt- 
ed hou.se.  active  skeleton  skit  that  was  inter- 

minably long  and  slowed  the  show  considerably. 
The  show  was  caught  at  the  opening  performance, 
and  it  is  likely  this  bit  was  allowed  to  go  longer 
than  it  was  at  later  performances, 

Rennie,  a   girl  and  the  male  chorus  followed 

with  a   repeat  on  the  "Drinking  Song”  and  then 
went  into  "Say  It  .Again.”  which  Gillis  and 
Archie  clowned,  for  the  finale. 

Mack’s  band  is  a   small  but  capable  unit,  and 
if  more  use  is  made  of  it  the  Terminal  shows  will 

be  consider.ibly  improved.  The  unit  number-^ 
some  efficient  soloists  on  both  hot  and  slow- 
tempo-muted  stuff  and  the  piano  is  made  to  give 

up  plenty. 

Chicago  Oriental 
Week  Ending  June  6 

Why  Paul  .\sh  should  call  his  Iasi 

week’s  show  his  “Minstrels  of  1927”  is 
immaterial.  He  did,  and  the  billing  prom- 

ised a   belter  show  than  the  minstrels  he 

staged  at  Mc\’ickers  before  stepping  into 
the  Oriental,  hut  it  wasn’t  as  good.  -Ash 
should  he  showman  enough  not  to  try  to 

beat  his  own  records,  and  his  other  min- 
strels was  a   record.  This  one  was  good, 

bigger  than  the  other  an<l  more  opulent, 
but  comparison  should  not  he  invited. 

The  ads  give  the  numher  of  performers 
as  52  and  the  stage  looked  like  it,  althouch 
some  of  those  present  were  song  pluggers, 

and  the  57  varieties  of  jazz  promised  in 

the  ads  were  also  present.  The  usual  mob 

stormed  at  the  gate  and  revelled  in  what 

transpired  within.  The  show  ran: 
Oriental  chorus  in  little  or  nothing  doing  hot 

steps  well  before  dragging  on  huge  paper  hoop 
through  which  leaped,  a   la  dog-and-pony  show, 
Paul  Ash,  who  got  his  usual  hot  hand  and 

announced — 
“Fidgety  Feet”  by  the  band,  followed  by  "Hi 

Ho  the  Merrv-O.” Ned  Miller,  a   not-so-good  tenor  plugger,  sing- 

ing Ash’s  new  number,  "That's  Why  I   Love 
You,"  for  encores. 
"Honey  Bunch”  by  the  band  with  one  of  the 

eight  or  ten  pluggers  seated  in  a   row  up  back 
for  chorus  singing  giving  a   lift  for  one  chorus. 

Johnny  Perkins,  rotund  by  nature  and  more  so 

by  makeup,  introduced  with  one  of  Ash’s  I- 
knew-him-wiien  lines  to  sing  “So’s  Your  Old 
Lady,"  "My  Dream  of  the  Big  P.aradc"  and 
"Hotsy  Totsy.”  Perkins  knows  a   lot  about  de- 

mands and  delivery  and  puts  his  knowledge  to 

good  use. 
Jack  Harris,  who’s  always  shouUng  songs 

from  one  loop  .stage  or  another,  singing  "I  Do, 
You  Know  I   Do,”  and  going  into  the  funniest 
bit  staged  anywhere  recently  with  A1  Kvale  do- 

ing ventriloquist’s  dummy  on  his  lap.  This 
gagged  them  out  front  and  qualifies  as  the  best 

comic  stunt  in  anybody’s  show  these  many months.  .   . 

Arthur  Kluth,  a   boy  tenor,  singing  I   d 

Climb  the  Highest  Mountain”  and  “I’d  Rather Be  Alone”  to  more  encores  than  running  time 
would  accommodate. 

Chester  Frederick,  announced  as  from  Earl 

Carroll’s  sliow  and  with  a   bathtub  reference  by 
Ash.  doing  two  dance  numbers  so  fast  that  he 
fell  in  botli  of  them. 

George  Dewey  Washington,  colored,  singing 

"Song  of  the  Southland"  an<l  leading  into  the 
finale  with  a   back  curtain  rising  to  show  the 
girls  in  silk  overalls  doing  plantation  steps. 

Henri  A.  Keates  had  let  the  gang  sing  itself 

into  liappiness  while_  he  strummed  the  organ, 
prior  to  the  Ash  opening. 

Chicago  Capitol 
Week  Ending  June  6 

.■\I  Short  stood  ’em  up  again  last  tvcck 
for  the  Capitol  theatre,  his  world  cruise 

meshing  wilh  the  travels  of  Byrd  and 
.Amundsen  for  the  moment  and  the  goings- 

on  having  to  do  with  the  cold,  cold  North. 
But  it  as  a   hot  show  and  ran  like  this: 

Aiinounccnicnt  trailer  showing  Byrd's  hop-off, 
from  the  newspiciures,  followeij  by  mimatiire 

plane  zooming  across  stage  prior  to  opening 

showing,  band  on  full  stage  back  of  Abbot  bal- 
let in  white  oijtfits  doing  steps,  finally  dragging 

in  A1  Short  on  a   sleit  and  in  a   fur  coat,  band 

playing  ilie  old  familiar  "Winter"  during  this. Short  announced: 

Lonesome  and  Sorry"  by  band — and  they  sang 
it!— flying  stage  bringing  them  forward. 

Abbot  Ballet  revealed  on  raised  stage  at  back 

in  polar  Charleston  to  "Shiek  of  Alabam.” 
Louise  Planer  singing  "That’s  Why  T   T.ove 

You,"  which  Short  announced  as  Paul  -Ash  s 
number,  no  belter  nor  worse  that  she  sings  any 

of  them,  and  coming  back  with  "Pretty  Little 

B'aby.”  kidding  Short,  a   stimi  which  her  maii- ueriMUs  don’t  click  with. 

Billy  Bittner,  Short’s  banjo  player,  ringing 
"It>  Hard  to  Tell  the  Depth  of  the  Well  by 

the  Length  of  the  Handle  on  the  I’umji,"  not nearly  as  bad  a   number  as  the  title.  This  for 
considerable  comedy  and  an  encore. 

Red  Carter  suiging  "Siting  I>  Here." 
Abbot  Ballet,  eight  girls  doing  wonders  on  web- 

bing dropjied  just  back  of  the  tormentor  line, 
four  asceiidmg  and  four  remaining  on  the  ground. 
This  number  is  sure  fire  anywhere,  but  it  takes 
an  Abbot  Ballet  to  do  it. 

Roy  Dieterich,  announcement  of  whose  name 

was  cause  for  applause,  singing  "You  Can't  Be 
.a  Good  Little  Fellow"  as  only  he  can  sing  these 
songs,  Short  ple.aded  a   bad  cold  for  Dciterich 
to  save  him  an  encore. 

Frank  Hamilton  singing  ’‘Women,"  “You 
Tell  ’Em,  I   Stutter”  and  "Sadie  Green."  a 
hardworking  character  singer  who  goes. 

"Sam”  by  the  band  with  the  trombone  jilayer 
going  into  a   dance. 
Two  Cadets,  boys  with  fair  voices,  one  of 

which  seems  to  be  changing,  singing  "Wanna 
Go  Back  Again  Blues”  and  “Let's  Talk  About 
Mv  Sweetie,”  for  double  encores. 

Red  Carter  back  again  to  sing  ’’Collegiate’’ and  tell  gag  after  gag. 

"Shannon's  Playtime  Frolic."  man  and  two 
small  girls  whom  he  juggles,  working  with  the 
baud  for  big  apjilausc. 

Esther  Jones,  pickaninny  Charleston  cxjieit, 
dancing  as  no  one  else  quite  tiocs. 

Finale. 

Chicago  Chicago 
Week  Ending  June  6 

Paul  OscanI,  loss  talked  about  than  oiIkt 

Puhlix  producers,  huilt  a   real  pre.sciitalioti 

act  in  his  "Southern  Memories,"  the  Chi- 
cago stage  show  feature  last  week,  ami 

it  hit  accordingly. 

The  Chicago  is  the  last  of  the  tlieatrcs 

using  original  H.  &   I\.  style  of  perform- 
ance and  lest  the  thus  far  unparalleled 

recipe  for  successful  motion  pirlurv  per- 
formances he  lost  forever  the  running 

order  is  indicated  hy  the  clock  in  the  fol- 

lowing : 

9:30 — Adolphe  Dumont  directing  the  Chicago 

orchestra  in  .siijierb  rendition  of  "Caiiprieio 

It.nlieiine." 
9:42 — Roy  Cropper  singing  "Just  .a  Cottage 

Small  by  a   Walerfall”  and  going  into  "Roses 
of  Picarcly,"  etc.,  accompaiiierl  by  a   Kelly  Color 
reel  having  to  do  with  Flanders  Field-. 

9   :S0 — New.spictnrc. 

9:59 — Jesse  Crawford  in  an  orKan  ■iol..  done 
in  the  style  that  made  him  the  musical  figure 
he  is. 

10:06 — "Southern  .Mcimiric-,”  Paul  (1 -card’s 
Publjx  show,  opening  dismally  in  one  wilh  frock 
coated  men  singing  the  old  Southern  tunc-  to 
beruffled  maiden.s,  going  into  a   banjo  duo  in  a 
watermelon  set  for  a   stcj*  up,  then  into  full 
with  a   set  that  takes  all  the  lights  in  the  world 
and  throws  them  back  iniilliplied,  wherein  every- 

body gets  together  and  dances  with  a   -peed 
increasing  to  breakneck  and  leaving  the  house 

gasping.  A   riot. 
10:25— "The  Bat." 
11:45 — End — and  as  this  was  the  la-t  show 

at  night  it  i-  not  known  whether  the  ctislomary 
short  comedy  was  iiicinilcd  in  this  bill, 

Chicago  McVickers 
Week  Ending  June  6 

Ralph  Williams  and  his  liami  coniinue 

Id  qaiT\'  the  Intrtlen  of  .\Ic\*ickcrs  despite ihc  CDUlinued  had  luisiness,  hut  tlie  loa  1 
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Novelties 

Singers Dancers 

PREMIER  ATTRACTIONS 
(Iiieoriioriited) 

Specialists  in  prologues 

and  presentations 
for  the  motion 

picture 

house 

Auditorium  Bldg. 

Chicago,  Illinois 
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seemed  to  be  telling  somewhat  last  week 

— and  no  wonder!  A   perceptible  curtailing 

of  overhead  di<ln’l  help  any,  and  Art  Lin- 
ick  was  out  of  the  bill  the  night  it  was 

seen  by  this  reporter.  The  routine  fol- 
lows : 

Mrs.  Jesse  Crawford  playing  a   neat  collection 
of  the  songs  popular  during  the  big  tussle  and 
getting  half  the  audience  response  merited.  They 

do  not  sing  when  there  isn't  a   crowd,  even  for 
so  talented  an  artist  as  Mrs.  Crawford,  but  they 
do  applaud  and  they  do  like  her. 
Announcement  by  radio  loudspeaker  and  there- 

fore unintelligible,  to  darkened  house,  fading 
into  radio  setting  with  panels  upper  left  and 
right  for  fade-in  of  comedy  stuff. 

"That’s  Why  I   Love  You"  by  band  on  stage. 
Auriole  Craven,  prettier  and  more  capable 

^lan  the  run  of  presentation  singers,  singing  "I 
Do,  You  Know  1   Do"  and  "I’ve  Found  a   New 
Baby,”  She's  great. 

Jack  Kelly,  the  band's  drummer,  in  two  xylo- 
phone numbers  making  the  professional  xylo- 

phonists look  bad. 

"Roses"  by  band,  seguing  into  “My  Heart 
Will  Tell  Me  So”  sung  by  man  and  girl  faded 
in  through  a   scrim,  then  back  into  “Roses.” 
Peggy  English,  a   familiar  at  McVickers.  sing- 

ing "I  Wonder  Wliat’s  Become  of  Joe”  and 
"Just  A   Little  Bit  Bad." 
Sonney  and  Eddie,  colored  boys  held  over,  do- 

ing some  more  steps. 

"Hi  Ho  the  Mcrry-0"  played,  sung  and kidded  by  the  band. 

George  Givot  singing  “Animal  Crackers"  for 
a   wow  and  repeating  his  old  favorite  “Five  Foot 

Two.” 
Finale,  having  to  do  with  static  and  employ- 

ing a   static  machine  too  long  for  effectiveness. 

Los  Angeles  Met 
Week  Ending  June  3 

HOLLYWOOD.  June  8. — Pubix  The- 

atres offered  a   “Kitkat  Revue”  at  the 
Metropolitan  last  week  with  Eddie  Pea- 

body working'  like  a   Trojan,  as  usual. 
The  opening  number  was  a   solo,  “Are  You 

Lonesome?”  which  was  followed  by  a   pleasing 
orchestra  number,  "In  My  Gondola."  Another 
tuneful  number  by  the  orchestra  was  “Valencia." 

Edith  Griffith  and  Peabody  got  rounds  of  ap- 
plause for  their  clever  rendition  of  “I  Do,  You 

Know  I   Do.”  Eddie  abandoned  his  banjo  at 
this_  jiomt  and  played  "I’ll  Never  Miss  You 
Again  on  his  violin.  As  in  previous  weeks,  he 
next  asked  the  audience  what  numbers  they 
wished  played  and  responded  with  "Always  ” 

V.  u   l^URgy  Ride,"  “Pretty  Little Baby,  Who  and  several  others. 
The  Met  girls,  dressed  in  black  cat  costumes, ®'**cred  from  the  mouth  of  an  immense  cat  on 

the  back  drop  and  got  a   good  hand  for  their 
dance  number.  Bert  Darrell  drew  rounds  of  ap- 

plause with  his  tap  dance.  Allen  and  Gussie 
Blum  next  gave  a   unique  Apache  dance. 
Clements  and  Sylvia  proved  two  graceful  dan- cers  at  the  fintsh. 

Los  Angeles  State 
Week  Beginning  June  6 

LOS  .■\NGELES,  June  8. — Loew's 
State  bad  for  its  presentation  last  week 
an  “Aztec  Idea,”  featuring  Gattison 
.Tones,  Elsie  Elliot,  Myra  Kinch,  Frank 
Steever  and  Lenora  De  Lara. 

The  setting  was  Aztec  in  motif  as  well  as 

the  costumes  and  d.inces.  The  Fanchon  and 

Marco  chorus  appeared  in  colorful  costumes  and 
presented  a   number  of  novel  dances.  A   mystic 
circle  opened  on  a   large  wall  forming  a   stage 

setting  and  revealed  Charlie  Nelson  and  his  or- 

chestra. Nelson  sang  in  pleasing  voice  “You’re 
Lone.some  Too.”  This  was  followed  by  a   couple 
of  Aztec  dances  which  got  a   good  hand. 

Nelson  next  attempted  to  give  an  imitation  of 
Eddie  Cantor,  but  ceased  in  the  middle  of  his 
d.ance,  owing  to  trouble  with  his  leg.  Gattison 
Jones,  tap  dancer,  brought  down  the  house  with 
Ills  splendid  delivery.  A   Fanchon  and  Marco 
chorus  was  next  introduced  and  gave  a   unique 
dance  on  the  stairs  leading  up  to  the  orchestra. 
The  presentation  ended  with  Nelson  and  his 
band  playing  all  the  music  that  was  popular 
during  the  Great  War.  This  was  a   special 
Memorial  Day  feature. 

Milwaukee  Tower 
Week  Ending  June  3 

MILWAUKEE,  June  8, — ‘‘The  Pris- 
oners Song”  is  rejuvenated  in  parody 

form  with  considerable  success  by  Ber- 

nie  Cowham,  personality  organist  at  the 

Tower,  this  week.  His  success  in  put- 
ting this  thing  over  should  convince 

Cowham  that  his  audience  is  100  per 
cent  for  him. 

When  the  time  comes  for  the  organ  solo,  a 
trailer  is  flashed  in  which  the  management  ex- 

presses its  regrets  in  sincere  sounding  terms 
over  the  fact  that  Cowham  has  been  sentenced 
to  the  House  of  Correction  for  90  days  and 

won’t  be  able  to  play  any  more.  Immediately 
thereafter  Bemie  comes  across  the  stage  in 

striped  prisoner’s  suit,  accompanied  by  a   uni- 
formed  guard,  and  takes  charge  of  the  organ 
while  the  guard  hovers  over  him  with  a   wicked 
looking  weapon.  The  parody  on  the  horrible 
example  follows,  and  is  followed  by  riotous  ap- 

plause. 

Milwaukee  Strand 
Week  Beginning  June  5 

MILWAUKEE,  June  8. — Ferd  Rose, 

song  writer,  this  week  occupies  the 
Strand  stage,  deserted  since  Joie  Lichter 
and  his  band  retired  to  the  pit  for  the 
summer  months. 

Kose  works  m   iront  of  a   built  up  garden  set, 
With  ail  upright  piano  as  his  principle  property. 
He  opens  his  act  with  "Here  Comes  the  Hot 
lomale  Man,”  follows  with  "My  Pal  Jerry" his  most  recent  hit,  and  closes  with  three  con- 

ceptions, of  his  “Honest  and  Truly,”  the  first IS  a   la  tin  piano,  the  second  in  the  mode  of  a 
SIX  vear  old  girl  learning  to  play,  and  the  third 
a   clever  reproduction  of  a   reproducing  piano 
interpretation.  Rose  lacks  a   good  voice  and  real 
singing  ability,  and  his  first  two  numbers  do 
not  go  over  exceptionally  well.  But  the  com- poser IS  sufficiently  capable  on  the  key  board 
to  make  the  last  number,  with  its  three  varia- 

tions, in  none  of  which  he  attempts  to  sing,  co over  with  a   bang.  A   good  voice  in  the  act would  make  the  offering  better. 

Milwaukee  H^isconsm 
Week  Beginning  June  5 

8.— ‘‘Chuckle 

Week  IS  the  appropriate  billing  given  to 
the  entire  bill,  film  and  presentation  at  the 

“I  Do,  You  Know  I   Do,”  “My  Dream  of  the  Big 
Parade,”  Tie  for  Top  Place 

“i  Do.  Vou  Knozv  I   Do”  avd  “My  Dreams  of  the  Big  Parade:'  both  nexv  numbers tied  for  top  place  ui  the  week  s   music  list  gleaned  from  prcsenfalioii  reports  published  in 
tins  issue  of  f/u*  Hiirald.  Other  numbers  are  listed  alphabetically  xuith  figures  indicatina the  number  of  shoxvs  using  each. 

Uiia    1 

Alwa>'H        2 
Amcrlran  Fanlany        I 

Are  Vou  Lonenonir?   1 

Capprirlo  Italienne    1 

Collegiate    1 

Deep  In  My  Heart   1 

Drinking  Kong    J 

Fidgety  Feel    I 
Five  Fool  Two   1 

Here  Conien  the  Hoi  Tamale 

Man    t 

Hi  Ho  the  Merry-O     2 

lioneHl  iiD<l  Truly       1 
Honey  Bunch        1 

Ilolsy  Totny    1 

I'd  Climb  ihe  IllghcBt  Moun- 
tain           2 

I   Do,  Vou  Know  I   Do   3 

IM  Ralher  Bo  Alone       I 

I’ll  Never  Mis*  You  Again   I 
I'm  Wild  About  Animat    

Crarker*      2 

In  My  Gondola    ] 
In  the  Mountains        1 

In  the  Village       1 

Ii'h  You    I 
I've  Found  a   New  Baby   I 

I   Wonder  Wbut'a  Become  of 
Joe    I 

Just  a   Cottage  Small   1 

Juki  a   Little  Bit  Bad   I 

LoncHOme  and  Sorry   1 

My  Dream  of  the  Big  Parade. ...3 

My  Heart  Will  Tell  Me  So   I 

My  PqI  Jerry   1 
North  and  South...—.     1 

Pickaninny  Shoes    1 

Pretty  Little  Baby    2 

PrUoner’e  Song,  The   1 
ProccKslon  of  the  Sardar   1 

Hhapiiody  In  Blue       2 
Rooeg            I 

Roseg  of  Picardy   1 
Sadie  Green    1 

Say  It  Again       i 
Sheik  of  Alabam   i 

Song  of  Freedom   i 

Song  of  the  Southland   .....I 
So’»  Your  Old  Lady       1 

Spring  Is  Here     i 
Thanks  for  the  Buggy  Ride   I 

Thai’s  Why  I   Love  You   2 
Ukulele  Baby    _.i 

Valencia        i 

Wanna  Co  Back  Again  Blues....! 
Who?        1 

Winter    1 

Women                i 

You't  Can’t  Be  a   Good  Little 

Fellow        1 

You’re  Just  a   Flower  From 

An  Old  Uouquet     1 

You’re  Lonesome  Too   _...! 

You  Tell  ’Em,  t   Stutter   1 
1812    1 

Wisconsin  this  week.  The  show,  which  is 
full  of  pep  and  merriment  runs  as  follows: 

Rudolph  G.  Koppis  Wisconsin  concert  orches- 
tra plays  “Bagatuiies,”  which  might  also  have 

been  titled  the  "Evolution  of  Jazz,"  as  an  over- ture. Blake  in  their  own  presentation 

unit.  These  two  "big  timers"  are  sold  as  far as  this  house  is  concerned  even  before  their 
curtain  parts,  and  certainly  are  establishred  by the  end  of  their  act.  The  stage  set  is  neat 
and  not  too  elaborate.  Noble  Sissle  looks  after 
the  vocal  end  of  the  act  and  looks  after  it  well 
while  Eubte  Blake  presides  over  the  grand  piano 
with  equal  ability. 
They  open  with  a   song-monologue  by  Sissle 

telling  about  universal  establishment  of  jazz.  This 
IS  followed  by  "Ukulele  Baby,”  in  which  Blake uses  his  voice  as  well  as  his  piano  to  accom- 

pany Ins  vocalizing  colleague.  “Piccanniny Shoes,  in  which  Sissle  sings  to  a   pair  of  baby 
shoes  in  his  hands,  follows.  Blake  then  struts 
his  stuff  on  the  ivories.  A   song  about  Louis- 

ville closes  the  act  with  a   bang.  Applause  is 
insistent  and  deserved.  Tliese  boys  have  adapted 
themselves  to  presentation  work  as  few  musical 
comedy  names  seem  able  to. 
Edmund  Fitch  and  Arthur  Richter  then  take 

Uieir  places  at  the  organs  to  play  “Tramp. 
Tramp,  Tramp"  with  the  words  flashed  on  the screen.  It  is  a   short  and  snappy  organ  number 
and  gets  the  usual  good  hand. 

“Lillies  of  the  Field,”  following,  is  an  all- 
comedy  offering.  The  set  consists  of  a   large 
fantastic  tree  with  multi-colored  leaves  and  ap- 

propriate trimmings  at  the  back  of  the  stage. Curtain  reveals  six  men  in  tattered  white  at- 
Ure  as  the  "Hobo  Ballet.”  They  at  once  break into  a   ludicrous  burlesque  on  Spring  dances 
which  goes  over  well. 
Mealy  and  V/elch,  clever  enough  acrobatic 

duo,  follow  with  their  slapstick  routine,  which 
may  be  criticized  only  for  too  much  talking. 

They  dp  some  good  tricks  that  require  conver- sation, but  several  of  their  lines  might  be  cut  to 
good  davantage. 

Charlie  Wilkins  next  takes  the  stage,  with  a 
"■hite  high  hat  topping  his  white  hobo  costume, 
and  does  a   tap  step  dance  which  is  an  original 
as  It  IS  nonsensical  and  deservedly  goes  over  big. 
The  entire  cast  comes  out  with  very  small 

umbrellas  to  caper  about  while  a   sheet  of  “rain” 
separates  them  from  the  audience.  Thus  making 
the  finale  good  for  one  more  laugh  to  be  added to  the  many  preceding  it. 

Atlanta  Howard 

Week  Ending  June  6 

ATLANTA,  June  8. — John  Murray 

Anderson’s  “Riiapsody  in  Jazz”  is  easily 
tile  jazziest  of  these  performances  that 

has  come  to  town  and  as  the  stage  pres- 
entation at  the  Howard  theatre  the  week 

j’ust  ended  it  proved  a   noisy  success.  .As 
his  part  of  the  program,  Joseph  Littau 
conducted  his  Hov.'ard  orchestra  through 

the  pulsating  strains  of  George  Gersh- 
win's “Rhapsody  in  Blue,”  which  was handled  admirably. 

The  company  that  brought  "Rhapsody  in 
Jazz’’  to  this  city  offered  two  outstanding  scenes, 
"Banjoland"  with  the  Syncopated  Bootblacks, 

and  Gus  Mulcay's  "Harmonica  Rhapsody."  both 
of  which  went  over  big.  The  Charleston  fea- 

tured the  dancing,  which  was  good.  The  cos- 
tumes in  all  the  scenes  were  elaborate,  as  usual. 

The  girls  were  good  to  look  at. 

The  Stock  Exchange  was  the  principle  num- 
ber on  the  program,  the  gambler  being  supported 

by  girls  representing  Copper,  Oil,  Real  Estate, 
Coal,  Steel  and  Gold.  The  scene  was  cleverly 
arranged  and  gracefully  presented.  The  spirit 

of  jazz  prevailed  throughout  the  presentation  al- 
though evidence  of  Gershwin  influence  was  lack- 

ing. The  scenic  effects  were  exaggerated,  futur- istic stuff. 

Melvin  P.  Ogden  presented  a   tame  organ  solo 
accompanied  with  colored  slides. 

Kansas  City  Newman 
Week  Ending  June  4 

K.ANSAS  CITY,  June  8.— “The  Chinese 
Plate,"  an  oriental  fantasy  embodying 
beauty  and  good  music,  played  to  fair  sized 
audiences  this  week,  despite  unusually  hot 

weather  and  the  opposition  of  amusement 
park  openings. 

There  is  music  aplenty,  good  music,  but  the 
action  is  a   trifle  slow.  Ruth  Alpert  is  a   dancer 

capable  enough  for  any  show,  while  Marie  Herron 
can  sing  in  a   manner  pleasing  enough  to  satisfy 
any  taste.  Edward  Davies,  singer,  is  the  third 

member  of  the  trio  that  makes  the  presentation  a 
satisfying  thirty  minutes  of  entertainment. 

The  act  is  in  four  scenes,  all  of  which  are 
colorful  enough  and  typically  oriental,  rather  than 
the  flash  of  mangled  colors  one  frequently  sees 
as  oriental  scenes. 
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[THE  TREAT] 
^^LAjOtpartment  of  Practical  Shown 

AEl 
lanship 

LARMOUR  GETS  HELP  FROM  P.  O. 

What  Showmen 

Are  Doing  to 
Get  Business 

A   phototype  survey  of  current 
exhibitor  business  effort,  with 

pictures  upon  the  accompany* 

ing  pages. 

Van  Noy  Beauty 
Contest  Draws 

Overflow  Crowds 
Harry  Van  Noy  who  knows  good 

exploitation  when  he  sees  it  and  does 

it  when  he  knows  it  will  click  con- 
tributes the  following  account  of  a 

beauty  contest  that  he  was  responsible 
for  in  Anderson,  Ind.,  for  the  Riviera 
theatre : 

Dear  Sir: 

I   am  sending  under  separate  cover  photos 

of  our  bathing  beauty  contests.  We  picked 

out  the  factories  and  merchants  in  the  city 

who  will  support  the  girls  to  the  limit. 

There  was  the  hardest  ruin  of  the  year  on 

the  opening  night  and  not  one  inch  of 

standing  room  available.  Director  of  Act, 

Larry  Sparks.  Director  of  Music,  Wayne 
Rittenour. 

The  Fair  department  store  furnished  the 

suits.  Fadely  &   Ulmer  Shoe  Store  furnished 

the  shoes.  The  Riviera  Beauty  Shoppe  mar- 

celled the  girls’  hair.  BwJus  furnished  the 

flowers  of  the  stage.  This  program  was 

conducted  to  find  out  who  is  Anderson  s 

“Venus.”  The  judges  were  out  of  to>vn 

men.  Charley  Olsen  of  the  Lyric  theatre  in 

Indianapolis;  Mr.  Plus,  manager  of  the 

Pathe  Film  Company  of  Indianapolis;  Har- 

ry Gorman  of  the  Metro  Goldwyn  Film 

Company  of  Indianapolis;  Henry  and  Curtis
 

Burton  of  the  Burton  agency  in  Indian- 
apolis. 

Hundreds  of  people  tried  to  gam  admis- 

sion and  were  imable  to  get  in.  On  Thurs- 

day night  we  judged  the  contest  and  Miss
 

Anderson  Herald  won  first  prize.  The  ./
An- 

derson Herald  gave  her  $25  in  gold  and  we 

cro'vned  her  Miss  Anderson.  The  city  gave 

her  a   season  pass  to  the  new  swimming  pool. 

Miss  Riviera  won  second,  an  annual  P*ss  to 

the  theatre.  Miss  Fair  Store  won  thir
d 

prize.  The  Fair  store  gave  their  girl  a   new
 

gown.  Plenty  of  good  comment  all 

the  city  regarding  tlie  winners.  .   .   .   The 

winner  will  open  the  new  swimming  pool 

of  this  city. 

Riviera  Theotre,  Anderson,  Ind. 

Birthday  Stunt  Is  Better  for 
Small  Towns  Than  Large  Ones 

Exhibitor  Sends  Greetings  to  Every  Child  When  Birthdays 

Come  Around — It  Brings  in  Neiv  Faces 

By  M.  W.  LARMOUR (National  Theatre,  Graham,  Texas) 

Here  is  a   stunt  that  has  worked  wonders  for  me.  It  is  the  talk  of  the  town. 

The  greatest  proof  of  its  success  is  that  it  brings  new  faces  to  my  theatre 
and  increases  my  office  receipts. 

Gets  List  from  Census  Taker 

My  first  arrangement  was  that  of  obtaining  a   list  of  names,  addresses  and 

birthdays  of  all  the  children  in  town  between  the  ages  of  six  and  18.  That 

sounds  like  a   big  order.  It  is  not  so  difficult.  The  census  taker  was  willing 

to  supply  the  information  needed  with  very  little  trouble  on  his  part.  The 
cost  for  900  names  and  birthdays  was  only  $5. 

I   took  this  list  to  the  postmaster  and 
let  him  correct  the  addresses.  That  item 

is  an  essential.  Many  of  the  original  ad- 
dresses had  been  changed  so  that  had  I 

not  gone  to  the  postmaster  I   should  have 
sent  many  cards  that  would  not  have 
been  received. 

them  but  this  note  creates  the  most  ex- 
citement. It  is  puzzling  to  most  of  them 

how  1   can  possibly  know  what  day  of  the 

week  tliat  each  child  was  born.  It's  sim- 
ple. I   have  a   perpetual  calendar.  With 

it  it  takes  about  one  minute  to  find  out 

the  day  each  child  was  born. 

Makes  Notation 

I   copied  the  names  upon  separate 
cards  and  then  I   indexed  them  according 

to  birthdays.  I   prepared  some  cards  like 
the  sample  accompanying  this  letter.  I 
mail  a   card  each  day  to  every  child  whose 

birthday  happens  along. 

In  the  lower  left  hand  corner  of  the 
card  will  be  found  the  following  notation. 

“Born  Saturday,  May  22,  1909.” 
Of  course  the  children  and  their  par- 

ents appreciate  the  cards  and  talk  about 

NORSHORE  OPENS  JUNE  10 
The  Norshore  theatre  will  open  June  10, 

it  was  announced  last  week  by  Balaban  & 

Katz,  the  company  which  built  it,  The 
house  seats  about  3,000  and  will  show  pic- 

tures just  out  of  the  loop  houses.  It  is  on 
the  Northern  boundary  of  Chicago  and  is 

expected  to  draw  heavily  from  the  Evans- 
ton and  Rogers  Park  districts.  At  present 

the  nearest  houses  offering  stage  shows  are 

the  Riviera  and  Uptown,  both  several  miles distant. 

We  wish,  to  congratulate  you  on  this  your/T’t
h, 

birthday  and  extend  to  yott  an  Invitation 
 to  vlsfc 

the  National  Theatre  as  oiir  guest  on  any  on  da
te 

within  the  next  two  weeks. 
This  card  will  admit  you. 

Sincerely-  yourfe. 

OOjudAZAJ 

Kindly  sl^  your*  ̂ am*  here. 

NATIO^  THEATRE, 
mg^. 

M.  W.  Larmour,  National  theatre,  Graham, 
 Tex.,  never  forgets  a   birthday 

in  his  town.  Above  is  example  of  greeting  card
  he  always  uses. 
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Copy  Service 
For  Exhibitor 

House  Organs 

House  organ  or  newspaper 

pubHcation  rights  to  this  copy 

is  granted  exhibitors  by  the 
“Herald”  herewith. 

YOU  DON’T  RIDE  IN  A   PHAETON 

YOU  would  lock  queer  if  you  drove  an old  fashioned  phaeton  down  Main 
street  tomorrow  afternoon.  Phaetons 

are  as  much  out  of  style  as  bustles  and 
rats. 

The  only  reason  you  dress  and  act  ac- 
cording to  style  is  not  that  you  care 

what  your  friend.s  think  about  it.  One 
reason  you  do  tilings  in  the  latest  way 
is  because  you  want  the  advantages  of 
the  most  recent  inventions.  Today  you 
find  faster  and  better  travel  is  done  by 
motor  car. 

That  is  the  reason  this  theatre  uses 

the  latest  inventions,  the  latest  styles  in 

conducting  a   theatre  and  the  latest  thing 
in  entertainment.  The  newest  is  usually 
the  best. 

APPLES  MAKE  APPLE  PIE 

IT  takes  apples  to  make  apple  pie.  It takes  lemons  to  make  lemonade.  It 

takes  beans  to  make  bean  soup.  And  it 
takes  entertainment  to  make  a   s-how. 

If  our  theatre  was  as  unpleasant  as 

the  old  fashioned  sweat  shops  where 

everyone  in  them  was  unhappy  we’d 
have  a   diflicult  time  getting  )-ou  in.  But  in 
our  theatre  is  well  equipped  with  the 

latest  modes  of  cooling  and  cleansing 

the  atmosphere.  On  our  screen  we  Srhow 
the  best  in  screen  entertainment.  When 

we  book  our  entertainment  we  have  you 
in  mind,  knowing  as  we  do  that  you  will 
not  come  to  our  show  unless  you  may 
see  good  entertainment. 

If  you  wanted  good  apple  pie  you’d 
buy  good  apples.  We  buy  good  enter- 

tainment and  we  therefore  offer  you  a 
good  show. 

Exploitation  is  in  full  bloom  in 
America  and  this  publicity-getter 
is  in  England  now  in  the  interest 
of  Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer  abroad. 
Photo  shows  the  Trackless  Train 

“going  over.” 

Modern  Exploitation 
^   -By  DAVID  J.  LUSTIG^ 

Many  different  campaigns  have been  worked  out  by  theatre  men 

who  claim  unusual  results.  The 

first  consideration  must  be  the  size  of 

your  theatre,  size  of  city  or  town  and  the 

amount  of  money  you  are  going  to  spend. 

Newspaper  advertising  is  a   great  asset. 

The  dailies  go  right  into  the  home.  Out 

of  a   family  of  four,  three  are  sure  to 

scan  through  the  evening  paper  and  read 

the  amusement  section.  The  morning  pa- 

pers are  read  by  the  members  of  the  home 

circle  who  go  to  their  various  places  of 

business.  So  both  the  evening  and  morn- 

ing papers  are  read,  but  maybe  the  exhib- 
itor cannot  afford  to  advertise  in  more  than 

one  or  two  papers.  This  he  must  decide 
for  himself.  He  must  also  look  into  the 

matter  of  circulation,  naturally  picking  the 

paper  that  has  the  biggest  home  circulation 

to  place  his  ads. 

Plenty  of  readers  (reading  notices)  and 

cleverly  written  ads  will  get  results. 

*   *   * 

In  larger  cities  only  the  larger  theatres 
can  afford  newspaper  space.  Rates  are  too 

high  and  an  inch  ad  doesn’t  set  the  world 
afire  nor,  most  times,  cause  the  S.  R.  O. 

sign  to  be  hung  on  the  box  office. 

The  neighborhood  houses  will  profit  b}' 

of  the  regular  run  of  dance  stuff)  ;   music 

store  tieups ;   now  and  then  a   good  sized 

painted  cutout  on  top  of  the  marquee  with 

spotlights  playing  on  it;  special  trailers 
especially  written  for  certain  pictures  or 

animated  trailers  depicting  thrilling  or  dra- 

matic action;  street  ballyhoos  if  done  in 

dignified  manner;  and  travelling  trucks 
with  special  displays. 

♦   *   * 

First  of  all  when  you  have  a   big  special 

hooked,  sec  the  picture  either  in  a   big 

theatre  or  in  a   projection  room.  Study  its 

selling  points.  Figure  out  what  will  sell 

the  picture  to  your  audiences.  Studi’  the 
press  sheet.  Consult  your  musical  director 

and  if  possible  have  him  see  the  picture, 

as  in  this  manner  he  will  get  better  ideas 

as  to  what  is  what  rather  than  depending 

on  the  music  cue  sheet.  Figure  out  and 

adapt  some  of  the  stunts  in  the  press  sheet 

but  be  sure  you  adapt  the  stunts  to  your 

theatre's  requirement.  What  will  answer 

in  one  house  won’t  work  everywhere.  And 
above  all  give  the  picture  some  thought. 

You  are  paying  real  money  for  real  stuff, 

so  put  real  thought  behind  each  campaign 

no  matter  how  big  or  small  and  results 
will  be  forthcoming. 

David  J.  Lustig’s  fourth  article  of  a   series  on  good,  wholesome 
methods  of  exploiting  pictures  is  presented  here.  The  writer  who 

is  head  of  the  publicity  staff  of  Hollywood  Pictures  Corporation, 

this  week  says,  “Audiences  are  interested  in  knowing  the  names 
of  stars,  brand  name,  what  the  picture  is  about  and  who  the  direc- 

tor and  author  is.” 

billboard  and  wdndow  advertising.  One 
and  three  sheets  with  an  occasional  24 

sheet  in  the  proper  locations  always  do 
their  bit. 

♦   *   >t< 

Neat  programs  with  the  right  sort  of 

throwaway  counts,  too.  Make  the  throw- 

aways and  program  neat,  a   bit  different 

looking,  snappy  and  to  the  point.  Audi- 
ences are  interested  in  knowing  the  title, 

names  of  costars  or  star,  brand  name,  what 

the  picture  is  about  (told  in  a   few  short 

sentences)  and  many  times  who  the  author 

and  director  is.  Theatre  men  don’t  agree 
on  this  point.  Some  say  patrons  want  to 

know  only  the  title  and  name  of  the  star 
while  others  contend  that  the  name  of  the 

star  is  enough.  We  will  not  argue  the 

point. 

*   *   * 

Other  helps  in  framing  the  proper  type 

of  campaign  to  put  a   picture  over  arc: 

window  tieups  with  merchants  in  the 

neigh1)orhood  of  the  theatre;  special  show- 

ing for  press  and  city  officials;  morning 
shows  for  children  (on  Saturdays,  holidays 

or  during  vacation)  ;   telephone  conversa- 

tions; gag  lines  spread  about  the  town  or 

locality  you  are  in;  window  cards;  lobby 

displays;  neat  banners;  painted  cutouts  and 

special  shadow  box  displays.  Special  page 

tieups  with  newspaper;  contests;  prologues 

of  the  dramatic  sort  (many  audiences  tire 

“Sa?ic?y”  Contest  Gets 

243  Inches  of  Free  Ad 

Space  in  Fort  W^ortli 
It  was  a   “Sandy”  Resemblance  Contest, 

sponsored  by  the  Press  to  determine  the 

young  lady  who  most  closely  resembled 
Madge  Bellamy  in  her  characterization  of 
"Sandy.”  A   week  before  the  release  of  the 
picture  many  stories  and  photographs  of 
some  of  the  contestants  were  run  in  the 
news  column.  Further  aid  was  obtained 

from  many  local  merchants  who  willingly 

tied  up  with  the  newspaper  and  theatre 
and  offered  some  of  their  merchandise  as 

gilts  to  the  winner  of  the  contest.  It  was 
also  arranged  to  have  the  winner  appear 

upon  the  stage  of  the  theatre,  where  she 

received  a   complete  summer  outfit,  con- 
sisting of  hat,  dress,  stockings,  complctp 

set  of  lingerie,  shoes,  parasol  and  a   vanity 

case. 
Besides  the  243  inches  of  free  space  re- 

ceived, the  newspapers  co-operated  with  the 

local  merchants  who  donated  gifts  in  get- 
ing  out  a   single  page  co-operative  ad.  Each 

ad  carried  a   copy  of  “Sandy”  and  adver- 
tised the  respective  article  of  wearing  ap- 

parel. 

In  each  of  the  different  shops,  window 

displays  were  obtained.  Notices  of  the 

contest,  together  with  announcements  that 

they  were  supplying  one  or  more  of  the 

articles  that  are  to  be  worn  by  Fort  Worth’s 
“Sandy." 
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Look  These  Over — Then 
See  What  Your  Ads  Need 

Arnold  s.  rittenberg contributes  a   large  selection 

L   of  newspaper  advertisements 
which  have  been  used  for  the  Fulton 

theatre,  Jersey  City,  N.  J.  Some  of 
them  have  been  reproduced  here  for 

the  benefit,  enjoyment,  aid  or  enter- 
tainment of  other  exhibitors  inter- 

ested in  bettering  their  advertising 
methods. 

Among  the  remarks  that  are  of- 
fered in  the  following  paragraphs 

are  a   number  complimentary  in 
character.  No  ad,  however,  has  a 

better  trait  than  that  of  economy. 

Rittenberg  incidentally  is  secre- 

tary of  the  Association  of  Motion 
Picture  Advertisers. 

Analyze  this  ad  for  the  Fox  pic- ture, "Sandy,”  and  note  the  direct, 
simplicity  of  manner.  Knowing  type  as 

Today  &   Tomorrow  | 

Jersey  City 

Has  Fallen 

In  Love  With 

The  Adorable 

SANDY 
Tht  Host  Popular  Flapper  Character  Ever  C

reated- 

PrcMtBled  Ob  the  Soreen  By  a   Fine  Ca«  Includiog 

Madge  Bellamy.  Hamioa  Ford,  Leilie
  FeoHni. 

Ftaivt 

JAMES  KIRKWOOD 

i   HOPE  HAMPTON 

Tr«|«d,  Bor"*nt»  •"d  Of»m«  «•  A
n  Unu»»«1  SoM 

LOVER’S  ISLAND 

well  as  he  does  Mr.  Rittenberg  is  able 

to  print  his  original  copy  in  letters  near 

the  size  that  the  type  letters  will  be 

with  the  advantage  that  he  may  more 

accurately  judge  the  spacing  in  the  ads. 

Looking  over  the  other  of  his  ads  you 

may  note  that  he  has  made  meager  use
 

of  italic  tvpe.  Now  note  also  that  where 

he  has  used  it  in  the  accompanying  ad 

he  has  done  so  with  the  purpose  of 

gaining  a   particular  effect.  Typog
ra- 

phers state  that  italics  are  often  used 

for  emphasis  but  also  for  expressing 

such  things  as  grace,  beauty,  love  and 

charm.  Italics  are  injected  with 

thoughts  of  feminity.  And  in  this  a
d 

such  is  the  case. 

The  motif  of  this  ad  may  be  boldness. Therefore  it  is  obvious  that  the  type 

might  be  of  a   strong  forceful  char
acter. 

That  kind  of  type  has  been  fol
lowed 

throughout  with  the  exception  o
f  the 

italicized  words,  "Without  Hesitati
on. 

It  is  interesting  to  note  the  kind  of  
type 

'St 

oifrj 

STflfirs  'Toon  y, 

he  JOHNSTOWN 
FLOOD fi.’tftr.cAM  ent 

THE 

/(\>iDKS0ftY-' APRIL  ̂  

FULTON 

—       

tccftt.xTT.cnA  .tbu  fteCa Au«(t 

efAsU       

requested  here — Cheltenham  italics.  But 

on  examination  the  type  more  nearly 

resembles  Pabst  which  is  much  less 
forceful. 

In  the  following  paragraph  the  thea- 

IfULTON THEATRE; 
Without  Hesitation 

STARTS  TODAY 

ClOtCE 

JOTiliSIOWN 
FLOOD 

JANE  NOVAK  THE  SUBSTITUTE  WIFE 

tre  has  recommended  the  pictu
re  in  a 

convincing  way.  In  a   few  w
ords  is  ex- 

pressed a   thought  that  is  written  in  
an 

honest  style. 

But  tile  tvpe  and  the  words  h
ave  no 

more  to  do*  with  the  “selling” 
 of  this 

ad  than  the  pictorial  work.  Th
e  work  is 

not  extravagant  yet  it  tells  
precisely 

what  kind  of  a   picture  the  pa
tron  will 

see  and  it  does  it  in  a   brief
  startling 

way.  Such  a   scene  as  this
  one  may 

never  occur  in  the  entire  p
icture.  t 

does  not  matter  in  the  least  thougli  if 

in  tlic  picture  a   story  is  told  which  is 

symbolized  by  tiiis  scene. 

There  is  no  charted  copy  with  this ad.  It  has  not  been  necessary
  be- 

cause the  real  purpose  of  reproducti
on 

is  simply  in  the  idea  utiliz
ed.  Its  big 

virtue  is  that  it  is  iliffcrei
il.  But  of 

course  this  kind  of  ad  suits  only
  a   few 

kinds  of  pictures.  For  examp
le,  this 

form  and  style  could  hardly
  be  used 

to  advertise  the  Metro  come
dy  Go 

West.”  The  theme  here  is  dignity
,  per- 

sonality and  distinction.  There  is  n
o 

note  of  comedy  at  all. 
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TT  is  fortunate  for  exhibitors  who  ad- 

vertise  "The  Bat,"  United  Artists  re- 
lease that  the  picture  with  the  story  it 

Today  &   Tomorrow 
V-  . 

THE  WORLD’S GREATEST 
MYSTERY 

.   DRAMA 

A   Comedy 

Mystery  Drama 

by 

Mwy  Robert*  Rinehart 

and  Avery  Hopwood 

ftAr.r  vrcciA^  -tuk  n^t** riTiroawcD  cvr.n  lojvo 
10CKJ  tro^iicQUorr  Tue  W' 

HURRICANE 

has  may  have  such  a   good  name.  What 
better  way  could  there  be  to  indicate  that 
the  picture  is  mysterious  than  to  decor- 

ate your  ad  space  with  bats  flying 
around.  No  word  is  needed  to  explain 
what  the  bat  has  to  do  with  the  story. 
Create  suspense  in  your  readers  for  this 
kind  of  picture.  It  is  not  always  the 
thing  to  do.  But  in  all  mystery  plays 
you  may  as  well  start  the  mystery  with 
your  advertising  campaign. 

n   1912. 

lenna 
screamed  with  laughter  .   .   . 
hilarity  ...  the  soul  of 
Saycty  was  unleashed  .   ,   .   a 

queen  of  pleasure  .   .   of 
the  world  .   .   .   walteing  ia  a 
life  of  night  .   .   .   iridescent, 
fantastic  .   .   .   quixotically 
they  call  it 

"THE  GREATER  GLORY" 
but  their  laughter  drowned 
their  doubts  .   .   .   SEE  thi.s 
stupendous  cinema,  based  on 

Edith  O'Shaughnessy's 
great  novel, 

"The  Viennese  Medley." 

ihc  CIRCLE  THEATRE  slatting  Sunday 

and  in  1917 

ienna 
bathed  in  the  cauldron 

called  war  ...  a   war  of  right 
...  of  glory  .   .   .   gave  all  to 
save  all  ...  a 

regal  foe  .   .   .'militant  .   .   . 
pompous,'  gallant,  weak  yet 
nol^e  .   .   .   paraded  in  battle 
against  a   world  ...  for  what 
seemed  to  be 

“THE  GREATER  GLORY” a   greater  glory  of  valor 
•   .   .   and  fighting  men  .   .   .   SEE 
and  FEEL  this  mighty 
cinema  based  on 

Edith  O'Shaugnessy's  • 
great  novel.  "Viennese  Medley." A   Fint  NtUoul  Picture 

at  the  CIRCLE  THEATRE  starting  Sunday 

XSf  Indianapolis 
■f-  They  advertised  the  First  National 

picture,  "The  Greater  Glory,”  when  it  was booked  at  the  Circle  theatre,  one  of  the 

EXHIBITORS  HERALD 

city’s  greatest  houses.  The  lesson  in 
this  copy  is  the  diction  and  thoughts 
expressed  in  the  copy  as  well  as  the 
forcefulness  of  the  composition.  War! 
That  is  the  idea  put  across.  It  would 
have  been  difficult  to  express  the  thought 
better  in  the  same  amount  of  space. 

Special  Crying  Booths 
Win  Favor  of  Dailies 

CLEVELAND.— D   uring  the  showing 
of  "Stella  Dallas”  at  the  Stillman  thea- 

June  12,  1926 

tre,  special  crying  booths  were  installed on  the  mezzanine  floor  for  the  benefit  of 
those  who  wanted  a   good  cry  after  see- 

ing the  picture.  This  new  departure 
was  invented  by  Manager  Charles  Clary 
with  the  aid  of  Robert  Pank,  of  the 
Loew  theatre  publicity  department.  Not 
only  was  the  booth  supplied  to  those 
afflicted  with  a   crying  jag,  but  also  brand 
new  "hankies”  were  passed  out  by  the 
attendant.  Did  this  idea  get  free  pub- 

licity in  the  Cleveland  papers?  Heaps. 

Willmm  Beaudme  and  Mrs.  Beaudine  were  photographed  in  the  crowd  enter- 

_^S7Pt*an  theatre  for  the  opening  of  "Sparrows”  and  "The Black  Pirate,  United  Artists  films  made  by  Pickford  and  Fairbanks. 

exploitation  of  L,  S.  Goolsby’s  theatre 
front  when  he  showed  First  National’s  "The  Lost  World  ”   The  theatre  is in  Opelousas,  La. 
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Gallinagh  Head 
of  Ad  Staff 

MINNEAPOLIS. — Edwin  Gallinagh,  for 

the  last  five  years  connected  with  the  pub- 
licity department  of  Finkelstein  and  Ruben 

in  M   i   n   n   eapolis 
and  St.  Paul,  has 

just  been  appoint- 
ed director  of  ad- 

vertising and  pub- 

licity for  the  Min- 
neapolis theatres, 

under  B.  C.  Fer- 

ris, circuit  mana- 

ger. Mr.  Galli- 
nagh succeeds 

Frank  Woollen, 

who  recently  be- 
came advertising 

and  publicity  man- 
ager with  the 

P   u   b   1   i   X   Theatre 

Corporation 
in  Denver. 

Mr.  Gallinagh  started  with  F.  &   R.  m 

their  St.  Paul  office,  under  Mr.  Ferris,  who 

was  then  the  St.  Paul  publicity  manager 

for  the  organization.  He  later  handled  the 

publicity  for  the  Shubert  unit  shows.  Pre- 
vious to  this  he  had  been  engaged  with  the 

Little  Theatre  production  in  St.  Paul.  Com- 

ing to  Minneapolis  he  handled  the  publicity 

for  the  Palace  theatre,  during  its  operation 

by  Finkelstein  and  Ruben.  Later  he  handled 

publicity  for  the  State  theatre,  Minneap- 

olis, and  later  acted  as  publicity  and  pro- 

duction manager  for  the  Garrick,  Minne- 
apolis. 

In  addition  to  his  publicity  work,  Mr. 

Gallinagh  assisted  Mr.  Clement  Murphy, 

F.  &   R.  production  manager,  with  two 

of  his  juvenile  revues.  In  “School  
Days’’ 

Mr.  Gallinagh  played  the  role  of  the 

schoolmaster.  In  the  “Toonerville  Follies 

he  took  the  role  of  the  old  conductor  and 

managed  the  act  while  it  made  a   tour  of 
the  F.  &   R.  circuit. 

In  the  last  year  Mr.  Gallinagh  has 

handled  two  of  the  catchiest  publicity  stunts 

the  F.  &   R.  houses  have  known.  The  first, 

an  old  fiddlers  contest,  brought  record 

breaking  houses  at  the  Garrick  theatre,  and 

the  idea  was  so  popular  that  it  swept  the 

entire  circuit.  His  second  on  was  an  old 

dance  contest,  which  also  proved  to  be  ex- 
ceptionally popular.  I 

Mr.  Gallinagh  directed  the  childrens 

play  produced  last  winter  by  the  Junio
r 

League  of  Minneapolis.  He  collaborated
 

in  the  writing  of  the  lyrics  and  book  of 

“Oh,  Oh  Patsy"  which  was  given  by  a 

Jewish  welfare  organization  of  Minneap-
 

olis. Later  he  directed  a   play  put  on  by 

a   women’s  auxiliary  of  the  Mystic  Shrine. 

Moxley  Boosts  B.  O. 
Funds  with  Popularity 

Contest  and  Tieup 

A   popularity  contest  has  been  conduc
ted 

by  Manager  J.  T.  Moxley  of  the  Im
perial 

theatre,  Ottawa,  Ont.,  for  some  weeks  past 

as  an  attendance  booster.  The  cooper
a- 

tion of  a   considerable  number  of  local 

storekeepers  was  secured  for  the  ̂ Jtint, 

in  which  every  patron  received  
an  "Ad- 

vertising Ticket”  bearing  the  name  of  one 

of  a   score  of  these  merchants.  Th
e 

tickets  were  good  for  votes  for  any  can
- 

didate in  the  contest  if  the  patron  used 

it  along  with  the  purchase  of  $1  worth 
 of 

goods  at  the  store  mentioned  on  the  p
ar- 

ticular card.  The  receiver  of  a   card  was 

invited  to  write  the  name  of  a   favore
d 

contestant  on  the  attached  coupon  an
d 

deposit  it  at  the  Imperial  theatre. 

Remarkable  Color  Work 

A   REMARKABLY  good  piece  of  color  work  is  in  the  two  sheet  reproduced here.  The  poster  is  made  in  four  colors.  The  manufacturers  of  Spratts 

dog  biscuit,  known  to  canine  circles 
the  world  over,  have  tied  up  with  the 

European  Motion  Picture  Co.,  Ltd., 
distributors  of  Universal  product  in 
the  United  Kingdom.  In  the  United 
Kingdom  alone  there  are  over  30,000 
agents  selling  this  dog  food  and  every 
one  of  these  shops  is  displaying  this 

poster  prominently.  (The  Buster 
Brown  comedies  are  produced  by 
Stern  Brothers  for  Universal.) 

Y   oung-W  illiains 

Op  en  Theatre  in 
Weslaco,  Texas 

D.  J.  Young  and  J.  W.  Williams  will 

open  a   new  theatre  in  Weslaco,  Tex.,  June 

10  with  a   program  deserving  of  note. 
The  numbers  arranged  for  the  program 

follow:  ‘‘Religion  and  the  Screen,"  Rev. 

W.  L.  Shepherd;  “The  Theatre  as  a   Civic 

Factor,"  J.  H.  Herold,  Mayor  of  Weslaco ; 

“Rotary  and  Education,”  Edmund  P.  Wil- 

liams,'editor  of  the  Weslaco  News;  “The 

Theatre  as  an  Asset  to  Our  City,"  L.  M. 

Holland,  president  of  the  Weslaco  chamber 

of  commerce,  and  “The  Influence  of  the 

Theatre  in  Ethics  and  Education." 

r   I   I.IVI 

CELEBRITIES 
AT  HOME 

ijet6  and  fuiuiufi  dadi{  on  — 

SPRATTS 
DOC  FOODS FIBRINE 

Exhibitors  House  Organ  Exchange 

Entry  of  name  in  this  lUl  signifies 
 willingness  to  exchange  theatre  publ

ications 

with  other  theatre  publishers  for  mutu
al  benefit. 

BAIR,  E.  E.,  Fall*  thaatro,  Cuyahoga  
FaRa,  O. 

BLAIR.  M.  J.,  St.  Franeia  theat
re,  Sau  Fron- elaco.  Cal. 

BENDER,  A.  R..  Olympia,  Claveland.
  Okla. 

BENTLEY.  FLOYD  E.,  Kelao  Amu
aemeni  Co.. 

Kelso.  Wash. 

BROWNELL,  OSSIE,  Carthage  ih
eairea,  GloTers- 

vlllo,  N.  Y.  o 

BROWNING,  HARRY.  Olympia,  
New  Hatren, 

Conn. 

BUBERT,  E.  H.,  MeiropolUaD,  
Morgantown, W.  Vo.  - 

BURNS,  FRANK  H.,  Orlando  En
terprises,  Or- lando, Fla.  ^   u   ti 

CHRISTENSEN,  C.  R.,  Twin  O
iy,  Chehollt. Wash.  .   ^   , 

COX,  ED.  F.,  Prlneesa,  Orislol, 
 Colo. 

DALEY,  THOMAS  S.,  Sehine  A
musement  Co., Gloversvllle,  N.  Y.  .   • 

FAWKS,  E.  L.,  Photo  Phone, 
 Craford,  Tex. 

GARDNER,  HUGH  T.,  Orpheum,  Ne
osho,  Mo. 

GAULT.  J.  C.,  American,  Oaklan
d,  Col. 

GILL,  R.  A.  Strand,  Honey  Cro»e,  T
ex. 

GLASER,  WILL  J.,  Grand,  FaHbaul
i,  Minn. 

HAMBURGER,  F.  M.,  Circle,  Portla
nd,  Ore. 

HARLEY.  ALONZA,  Valentine,  De
fiance,  Ohio. 

JUDD,  FORREST  E.,  Prospect,  Kans
as  City,  Mo. 

KOBLEN.  M.,  Seoul,  Oakdale,  La. 

KRAMER.  LOUIS  P..  Lublloer 
 4   Trlnx  The- 

InV!,  307  North  Michigan  A^e.,  Chiea
go,  lU. 

LITTLE,  T.  L.,  Majeaiie,  Camden.  S
.  C. 

LUKACHIE,  A.  J.,  Hauber,  Camden,  A
rk. 

MoeLEOD.  M..  Wolverine,  Saginaw,  Ml
eh. 

MASSEY.  EARL  D..  Texoa,  Killeen,  
Tex. 

MILLER,  CARL  F.,  Miller  thea
tre,  Fremont, 

M(^K,  CARL  F.,  S6lb  Street,  Phi
ladelphia,  Pa. 

I 

MOSS,  EDGAR  A.,  Marlon  Tlieatre  N
ews,  Class 

Bloek,  Marlon,  Ind. 

MURPHY,  HAROLD  S.,  Woodlawn,  Chiea
go. 

NICHOLS,  DON,  Durham  Amusement  Co
mpany, 

Durham,  N.  C. 

O’ROURKE,  JACK,  Laurel,  Laurel  Springs,  N.  J. 

OLSON,  H.  C.,  Mojestle  ibsatre,  
Reedsbnrg, 

OSTENBERC,  J.  H.,  Orpheum,  Seousblu
lT.  Nob. 

PAYNE,  EARLE  HALL,  Kentucky.  
Lexington 

Ky 

PIERCE,  HOWARD  O..  Kunsky  Theat
rical  Ent., 

Detroit,  Mich. 

POPE,  CLEM,  T.  &   D.,  Oakland,  Cal. 

RANDALL,  E.  11.,  Liberty.  Condoo,  Ore. 

RIVERS.  EDWIN  B.,  1718  South  Main  
street. 

Royal  Theatre,  Los  Aoeeles,  Cal. 

SACKS,  S.  M.,  Masonic,  CIHion  Forge,
  Va. 

SCHWIE,  F.  F.,  Duluth,  Duluth,  Minn.
 

SHARPE,  PHILIP  B.,  Strand  Theatre  P
ublishing 

Co.,  Portland,  Mc. 
SNYDER.  E.  A.,  Blallo-VIrginlo,  Champai

gn,  III. 

SOLOMON,  H.,  Strand,  McComb,  
Miss. 

SORG,  J.  H.,  Jefferson,  Fort  Wayn
s,  Ind. 

STIEFEL,  S.,  Roxboro,  Phllodolphi
o,  Pa. 

STILES,  J.  H.,  The  Dalles  Am
usement  Co., 

The  Dalles,  Ore. 

THOMPSON,  N.  T.,  Crystol  Thea
tre,  Fort  At- 

kinson, Wls. 

WALLACE.  H.  JIM,  Lincoln  Sq
uare,  Deealof, 

HI-  .   .   « 

WEINBERG.  I.,  New  and  Lyrlo,  Le
xington,  Vn. 

WHEELER,  ED  A.,  Ohio,  Clevelan
d,  O. 

WHITBECK,  FRANK,  West  Coast  
Thsaires,  Ine., 

134  Leavenworth  St.,  San  Franolseo
,  Cal. 

WIL.SON,  T.  S..  Seelye.  Abilene,  Ka
n. 

WOODWARD.  KENNETH  V.,  P
eno-Siete  Amuse- 

ment  Co.,  Unlonlowo,  Pa. 

I   (Exhibitor)   
 

I   (Theatre)    

,       Slate. I   (City)    
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AL  CHRISTIE 

Appeal 
of 

Comedies 

is 
CHARLES  CHRISTIE 

Worldwide,  Declares  A1  Christie 
Popular  and 
American  as 
Cream  Sodas 

By  AL  CHRISTIE 

money  making  miracle  of  mirth  is 
not  at  all  miraculous  when  one  consid- 

ers that  the  whole  world  loves  to  laugh, 

and  the  purveyor  of  mirth  has  an  inex- 
hauslihlc  market. 

In  the  United  States  the  popularity  of 

feature  length  comedies  is  as  general  and 
as  American  as  ice  cream  soda.  And  cold 

figures  show  that  the  appeal  of  the  feature 

comedy  is  universal  because  it  goes  out  over 
all  the  world  and  makes  its  mark  in  the 

foreign  field  as  a   “money  making  miracle.*’ 

While  the  appeal  of  humor  is  universal, 

public  taste  for  mirth  is  constantly  chang- 
ing and  the  producer  of  comedy  has  to 

keep  an  ear  even  more  closely  to  the  ground 
than  the  creators  of  dramatic  offerings. 

At  present  there  is  a   tendenej'  both  in 
feature  length  pictures  and  in  short  come- 

dies to  entertain  with  light  sophisticated 

stuff.  An  audience  jireview  last  week  in 

Los  Angeles  of  “Up  in  Mabel’s  Room" 
demonstrated  the  amazing  fact  that  young- 

sters in  the  audience  were  the  quickest  of 

any  to  grasp  the  humor  of  the  sulitle  situ- 
ations and  laughed  harder  at  them  than 

they  used  to  do  at  acrobats  who  fell  into 
the  mortar  vats  and  tar  barrels. 

To  secure  adequate  material  for  our 

feature  length  productions  released  by  Pro- 
ducers Distributing  Corporation  requires 

constant  vigilance.  Every  form  of  comedy 

that  is  produced  on  the  stage  in  every 

foreign  country  as  well  as  in  America  le- 
ceives  our  immediate  attention.  In  New 

York  City  Carroll  Trowbridge  is  constantly 
on  the  alert  for  material  that  makes  its 

appearance  in  the  metropolis,  either  at  the 
Broadway  theatres  or  in  printed  form,  in 
England  and  in  the  continental  countries 

we  have  representatives  who  review  and 
advise  ns  of  every  stage  comedy  and 

everything  written  in  a   humorous  vein  that 

appears  in  printed  form  in  their  respective 
countries.  Charlie  Christie,  who  looks 

afu-r  the  business  management  of  our  vari- 

ous enterprises,  is  also  a   scout  for  mate- 
rial, and  in  his  travels  in  America  and 

abr(Md  he  is  constantly  on  the  lookout  for 

production  material. 

In  one  year  7,584  contracts  were  taken 

in  on  "Charley’s  Aunt”  in  this  country 

alone,  without  the  aid  of  producer  or  dis- 
tributor-owned theatre  chains. 

It  is  of  interest  to  note  that  when  rating 

pictures  the  “most  successful,"  "most  ar- 
tistic," “greatest  romance,”  etc.,  the  London 

U'i\'hly  Dispatch  awarded  “Charley’s 
Aunt”  the  position  of  the  most  successful 
picture  of  1925. 

To  date  41  countries  have  been  sold  on 

the  picture. 

LEADERS  OF  CHRISTIE  BROTHERS’  STAFF.  Left  to  right:  Carroll  Trowbridge,  general  representative;  Scott  Sidney,  direc- 
tor  of  ‘Charley  s   Aunt,”  “Madame  Behave,”  “Seven  Days”  and  A1  Christie’s  <'urrent  picture,  “The  Nervous  Wreck”;  F.  McGiew 
Willis,  star  scenarist  of  A1  Christie  Features;  and  Pat  Dowling,  Coastal  representative  of  the  Christie  Brothers. 
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PHYLLIS  HAVEU MARIE  PREVOST HARRISON  FORD 

Shooting 

Scenes 

■   shown  above.  On  ihe  left  is  an 

Lt  of  a   New  York  sireel  scene 

“Seven  Days.”  Scenes  are  being 

the  foreground  while  other  figures 

roof  of  the  building  on  the  street 

The  Christie  Studios  are 

interior  showing  a   large 

erected  for  A1  Christie  s 

shot  atoj)  the  building  in 

ean  be  detected  on  tiie  i 

in  the  rear. 

Seven 

Co  Pictures  Made  by  Al  Christie Scenes  from  Pro-Dis 

Syd  Chaplin  in  “Char
ley’s  Aunt' 

Madame  Behave 

Mabel’s  Room'
 

Marie  Prevost  in 

hB  ~.a 
^   jV  1 

IP  yl 

M 
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This  department  contains  news,  information  and  gossip  on  current  productions.  It  aims  to  supply service  which  will  assist  the  exhibitor  in  keeping  in  touch  with  developments  in  connection  with 

pictures  and  picture  personalities — and  what  these  are  doing  at  the  box  office.  No  prophecies  on  the 
entertainment  value  of  pictures  are  made.  Opinions  expressed  are  simply  those  of  the  author  or  of 

his  contributors  and  the  reader  is  requested  to  consider  them  only  as  such. — EDITOR’S  NOTE. 

■pjIFFERENTIATED  diet,  good  for  tbe individual  in  spring  and  in  any  other 

season,  is  good  for  pioturegoers  as  well. 

By  accident  or  design,  the  pictures  encoun- 

tered in  a   casual  round  of  Chicago's  prin- 
cipal theatres  this  week  constitute  a   meal 

of  sharply  contrasted  dishes.  Consequently, 

there  is  little  bad  news  in  these  columns 

of  this  issue.  Whether  lack  of  such  is  due 

to  the  differentiation  of  subject  matter  or 

the  pure  merit  of  each  attraction  is  proble- 

matical, and  unimportant.  At  any  rate,  if 

every  week  were  like  the  current  one  as 

concerns  picture  experiences  this  would  be 

a   different  job. 

On  the  assumption  that  the  pleasant  reac- 

tions of  the  week  were  made  so  chiefly  by 

the  lack  of  similarity  in  product  viewed,  it 

follows  Uiat  a   good  idea  for  theatremen 

would  be  to  maintain  a   corresponding 

variety  in  successive  attractions.  This  is 

attempted,  of  course,  by  all  good  sho\vmen, 

but  there  is  little  to  aid  them  in  the 

attempt.  It  is  almost  impossible,  despite 

the  great  volume  of  published  news  con- 

cerning the  available  attractions,  and  despite 

the  efforts  of  such  columns  as  these,  for  an 

individual  to  obtain  definite  knowledge 

about  the  kinds  of  pictures  on  tlie  market. 

There  is  a   great  deal  said  and  written  about 

how  good  or  bad  the  various  pictures  are, 

hut  there  is  very  little  said  or  written  about 

the  kinds  of  pictures  they  are.  For  a   good 

many  reasons,  the  practical  worth  of  this 

latter  information  greatly  exceeds  the  worth 

of  merely  personal  speculations  by  indi- 

viduals and  such  concerning  the  merit  of 

various  photoplays. 

It  will  have  been  noted  that  attempt  is 

made  in  this  column  always  to  inform 

readers  as  to  the  kind  of  picture  each  one 

is.  In  view  of  the  week’s  experience,  effort 
in  this  direction  will  be  doubled. 

»T'HERE  is  no  question,  of  course,  about 
the  kind  of  picture  “The  Bat”  is.  The 

trick  mystery  play  that  did  so  well  in  the 
stage  theatres  is  less  trick-ish  and  more 
mysterious  in  the  film  version.  Greater 

facility  for  effecting  the  required  deceptions 
is  in  part  responsible  for  this,  but  probably 

Roland  West’s  production  of  the  piece  is 
more  so.  Mr.  West  accomplishes  wonders 

with  light  effects,  at  the  same  time  retaining 
realism  and  full  speed  ahead. 

‘The  Bat”  must  be  seen,  of  course,  from 
the  first.  The  Chicago  theatre,  where  it  ran 
last  week,  advertised  that  no  one  would  be 

This  Week 

Differentiated  Subject  Matter 

“The  Bat” 

“Miss  Nobody” 

“Tlie  Reckless  Lady” 

“Yellow  Fingers” 

“Monte  Carlo” 

“Black  Paradise” 

“The  Kid” 

admitted  during  the  final  reel  of  the  picture. 

This  reporter  refused  to  view  tbe  film  save 

from  the  introductory  title,  however,  and 

that’s  the  way  to  see  it.  A   good  bet  is  that 
refusal  to  admit  patrons  at  any  time  during 

the  progress  of  the  picture  would  be  more 

satisfactory  as  to  box  office  results  than  the 

ruling  advertised  by  tlie  Chicago.  Certainly 

it  would  be  more  satisfactory  to  the  persons 

seeing  the  picture — which  by  word-of-mouth 

mechanics  probably  would  create  a   run-end 

box  office  condition  pleasing  to  everybody. 

Players  in  “The  Bat”  have  less  to  do  with 

its  success,  of  course,  than  the  story  itself 

and  the  direction,  yet  two  or  three  per- 

formances stand  out.  That  of  Emily  Fitzroy 

as  the  unperturbed  lady  who  knits  through 

it  all  is  a   splendid  bit  of  work  and  the 

most  worthwhile  thing  she  has  done  for 

pictures.  That  of  Tullio  Carminati  is 

another  fine  job.  Louise  Fazenda  is  her 

uniformly  sufficient  self  while  providing  the 

essential  comedy  touches.  Others  with 

more  and  less  than  these  to  do  do  it  well 

enough  but  not  remarkably. 

There  is  definite  demand  for  pictures  of 

this  character  but  in  all  probability  the 

success  of  this  and  such  others  as  may  follow 

is  wholly  dependent  upon  enforcement  of  a 

see-ii-from-the-first  ruling.  To  exhibit  such 

a   picture  without  such  a   ruling  is  to  deci- 

mate the  efforts  of  all  concerned  in  its 

behalf. 

TT  is  a   long  jump  from  “The  Bat”  at  the 
Chicago  to  “Miss  Nobody”  at  McVickers, 

some  three  blocks  distant,  and  “Miss 

Nobody”  is  as  different  to  the  run-of-the- 

studio  grist  as  is  “The  Bat.”  Beyond  this 
they  do  not  compare,  of  course,  any  more 

than  peanuts  compare  %vith  potatoes. 

“Miss  Nobody”  is  mainly  comedy,  differ- 

ent comedy,  with  improbable  things  done 

so  plausibly  as  to  make  them  seem  as  they 

are  only  in  retrospect.  It  features  Anna 

Q.  Nilsson  and  Walter  Pidgeon,  Miss  Nils- 

son in  boy  clothes  for  most  of  the  distance, 

recalling  that  earlier  romp  of  hers  in  similar 

attire.  Mr.  Pidgeon,  new  to  this  reporter,  is 

a   very  plain,  very  real  and  therefore  very 

desirable  type  of  leading  man.  He’s  much 

at  his  ease  in  the  rambling  events  of  “Miss 

Nobody”  and  more  casts  should  contain  his 
name. 

Arthur  Stone,  Mitchell  Lewis  and  Clyde 

Cook  compose  a   trio  of  “bums”  who  supply 
a   steady  flow  of  comedy.  Mr.  Stone  is  best 

of  the  three  but  all  are  funny  enough.  In- 

sertion of  such  a   trio  as  principals  in  a 

picture  of  this  sort  qualifies  as  new  produc- 

tion style  and  the  idea  looks  good.  Louise 

Fazenda  is  in  for  a   brief  stretch  at  the  end 
with  more  comedy. 

The  story’s  about  a   girl  who  goes  broke 
and  bums  her  way  about  the  country  in  boy 

clothes  with  a   quartette  of  road  knights, 

her  adventures  taking  her  into  jail  and, 

eventually,  happiness.  There’s  a   good  deal 
of  railroading  and  some  small  town  stuff  that clicks. 

A   very  different  kind  of  a   comedy,  de- 

pendent mainly  upon  the  work  of  the  cast 

and  the  occasional  wit  of  the  caption  writer, 

the  picture  is  a   welcome  change. 

T^HE  two  block  walk  from  McVickers  to 

the  Oriental  would  have  taken  you,  last 

week,  from  “Miss  Nobody”  to  the  extremely 

different  “The  Reckless  Lady.”  “The  Reck- 

less Lady”  is  Belle  Bennett,  whose  husband 

in  the  picture  is  James  Kirkwood,  whose 

daughter  is  Lois  Moran,  in  love  with  Ben 

Lyon,  and  whose  lover  of  other  years  and 

her  daughter’s  pursuer  of  these  is  Lowell 
Sherman.  That  almost  completely  describes 

the  picture  with  addition  of  the  information 

that  it  begins  in  England  in  1914  and 

switches  immediately  to  Monte  Carlo  at 

present. 

The  story  concerns  the  reckless  lady's  in- 
discretion with  a   certain  dilatory  nobleman, 
(Conlinued  on  page  100) 
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Lee  Shumway,  Bess  Flowers  and  Lefty 

Flynn  in  “Glenister  of  the  Mounted,'*  a 
Northwest  Mounted  Police  story,  di- 

rected by  Harry  Garson. 

Puppets 
Distributor:  First  National 

Producer:  First  National 

Length:  Undetermined 

DIRECTOR..GEORGE  ARCHAINBAUD 
PLAYERS 

Nicki   Milton  Sills 

Angela   Gertrude  Olmsted 
Bruno   Francis  McDonald 

Bosa   Mathilde  Comont 

Fi-ank   Lucien  Prival 

Sandro   William  Ricciardi 

Joe   Nick  Thompson 

TYPE:  Romantic  drama. 

THEME:  Romantic  love. 

LOCALE:  New  York  City. 

TIME:  Before  and  after  the  World 
War. 

STORY:  The  owner  of  a   puppet  thea- 

tre marries  a   girl  just  before  he  goes  to 

war.  Word  comes  back  that  he  is  dead. 

The  girl  and  a   theatre  worker  fall  in 

love.  The  owner  returns  stone  deaf,  and 

cannot  hear  his  rival  tell  his  wife  she 

must  flee  with  him.  The  pianist  tries  to 

slip  him  a   note  of  explanation,  and  a 

fight  ensues  in  which  his  hearing  returns. 

He  hears  his  friend  pleading  with  his 

wife  to  leave  him.  They  draw  lots  to 

see  who  will  stick  a   knife  in  the  other  s 

heart  and  win  the  girl.  Th®.  husband 

wins  and  is  about  to  stab  his  rival  when 

the  girl  sets  fire  to  the  theatre.  The 

husband  rescues  the  girl  and  brings  his 

rival  to  safety.  The  latter  goes  back  to 

Italy  and  the  husband  and  wife  are  happy 

again. 

HIGHLIGHTS:  The  marriage.  .   .   . 

Scene  in  which  husband  is  called  back 

to  Italy  to  fight.  .   .   .   Wife's  belief  he  is 
killed.  .   .   .   Love  between  girl  and  hus- 

band’s friend.  .   .   .   Return  of  the  hus- 
band. .   .   .   Fight  between  husband  and 

rival.  .   .   .   Husband’s  hearing  regained. 
.   .   .   Scene  in  which  lots  are  drawn  to 

knife  each  other.  .   .   .   Theatre  set  on  fire 

by  girl.  .   .   .   Her  rescue  by  husband.  .   .   . 

Rescue  of  rival  by  husband.  .   .   . 

Former’s  return  to  Italy.  .   .   .   Reunion 
of  husband  and  wife. 

Glenister  of  the  Mounted 
Distributor:  F.  B.  0. 

Producer:  F.  B.  0. 

Length :   Undetermined 

DIRECTOR   HARRY  GARSON 
PLAYERS 

Sergeant  Richard   Lefty  Flynn 
Elizabeth  Danrock   Bess  Flowers 
Jack  Danrock   Lee  Shumway 
Thorald  Danrock   Walter  James 
Rafferty   Jim  Gibson 
Sergeant  Major  Willis   Arthur  Millette 
TYPE:  Drama  of  the  North. 
THEME:  Love  and  duty. 

LOCALE:  Canada. 

TIME:  The  present. 

STORY :   A   sergeant  of  the  Royal 
Canadian  Mounted  Police,  exhausted  in 

the  snow,  is  tended  to  by  a   couple  flee- 
ing the  police.  He  is  later  sent  to  cap- 
ture them  for  the  murder  of  Brockton’s 

partner.  Numerous  incidents  occur,  such 
as  a   forest  fire,  by  which  the  couple 
could  escape  the  sergeant,  and  in  which 
the  latter  saves  them  from  death,  but 

they  are  loyal  to  each  other.  The  couple 
tell  their  story  to  the  sergeant  of  how 
they  learned  that  their  father  had  been 
killed  by  Brockton,  how  they  tried  to 
get  the  partnership  papers  from  the 
third  partaer  who  was  killed,  and  how 
they  saw  him  fall  and  believed  they 

killed  him.  The  sergeant  makes  Brock- 
ton confess  to  the  murder  and  proclaims 

his  love  for  the  girl. 

HIGHLIGHTS:  Meeting  of  the  ser- 
geant and  the  couple.  .   .   .   Assignment  of 

sergeant  to  track  them  down.  .   .   .   The 
capture.  .   .   .   The  forest  Bre.  .   .   .   Rescue 
of  couple  by  sergeant.  .   .   .   Story  of 

couple.  .   .   .   Sergeant's  discovery  of 
mirror  at  entrance  of  room.  .   .   .   Con- 

fession of  the  partner.  .   .   .   Declaration 
of  love  between  the  girl  and  the  ser- 

geant. 

Philadelphia 
First  Runs 

flF'eek  Beginning  May  22) 

STANLEY:  "Beverly  of  Grausiork.'* 
Metro-Goldu’yn.Mayeri  News,  Stanley  Maga- 

zines Overture:  "Zampn"  (Herold),  Ston- 

Icy  Symphony  Orehoitra;  Donee  Dlvertliee- 
tnent:  Elizabeth  Brown  ond  Sedonoi  Voeol 

Feature:  Eddie  Dowling  j   Scenle  :   ‘‘Endles* 

Water*. 
’’ 

FOX:  “Early  to  Wed,”  Fox;  New#:  Foi 

Theatre  Screen  Mngailoe  |   Overture:  
“Pa* 

gliaeri  (Leoncavallo).  Fo*  Theatre  Grand 

Orcheatras  Mis#  Juliet,  Impersonator  
of 

Stogo  Celobrltlc#,  Edna  I.eetlom  and  
Dave Slomper.  _   .   . 

STANTON:  “The  Bot,”  United  Arlitti. 

ALDINE:  “La  Bohenie,“  Metro-Golday
n- 

Mayer. 

ARCADIA:  “Brown  of  Harvard,  
Metro- 

Coldtryn-Mayer. 

KARLTON:  “Her  Second  Chance,  
Ftrtt 

National. 

PALACE:  "Irene,"  Firtt  Natio
nal. 

VICTORIA:  “De«eri  Cold."  P
aramount; Added:  “Seared  Stiff.”  ,   .   ,j  j 

CAPITOL:  “The  Fighting  Eagl
e.  Added: 

“Mum’e  the  Word.” 

Scene  from  "Hearts  and  Spangles,”  with 
Wanda  Hawley,  Robert  Gordon  and 
Frankie  Darrow.  This  is  a   Gotham 

production. 

Hearts  and  Spangles 
Distnbutor:  Lumas  Film  Corp. 

Producer:  Gotham  Productions 

Length:  5,700  feet 

DIRECTOR   FR.A.NK  O’CONNOR 
Author   Norman  Houston 

Adaptor   Jas.  J.  Tynan 
Cameraman   Ed.  Gehler 

PLAYERS 

Peg  Palmer   Wanda  Hawley 
Steve  Carris   Robert  Gordon 
Grace  Carris   Barbara  Tennant 
Dr.  Carris   Eric  Mayne 

Bobby   Frankie  Darrow 
Peter  Carris   Larry  Steers 

Harry  Riley   J.  P.  Lockney 
Barclay   George  Cheeseboro 
Hawkins   Charles  Force 

TYPE:  Drama  of  ciTcus  life. 

THEME:  Circus  love  and  hate. 

LOCALE:  American  towns. 

TIME:  The  present. 

STORY:  A   college  boy  is  driven  from 

home  because  of  an  escapade,  and  be- 
comes a   circus  clown.  He  falls  in  love 

with  the  bareback  rider  and  incurs  the 

ringmaster’s  enmity.  The  circus  arrives 

in  the  boy’s  home  town,  and  he  endeavors 

to  patch  things  up  with  his  family.  His 

brother’s  attitude  prevents  this  and  the 

boy  goes  back  to  the  circus.  The  ring- master lets  the  wild  animals  escape  to 

injure  the  boy.  A   doctor  is  called  and 

proves  to  be  the  boy’s  father.  They  are 
reconciled  and  it  is  learned  that  a   circus 

waif  is  the  child  of  the  brother's  wife, 

who  had  been  married  before  but  de- 
serted. The  boy  and  the  bareback  rider 

are  married  and  the  former  settles  down 
to  become  a   doctor. 

HIGHLIGHTS:  Circus  scenes.  .   .   . 

Son  sent  from  home.  .   .   .   His  joining  the 

circus  and  his  love  for  the  bareback 

rider.  .   .   .   Enmity  of  the  ringmaster 

towards  the  boy.  .   .   •   Boy’s  atternpt  to 

effect  a   reconciliation  with  his  fathe
r. 

. ,   .   Wild  animals  let  loose  by  ringmaster 

for  revenge  on  Aero.  .   .   •   Reconciliation 

betwen  boy  and  father   Marriage  of 

boy  and  bareback  rider. 
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Dorothy  Devore  in  a   scene  from  “The 
Social  Highwayman.”  This  is  a   Warner 
Brothers  production  directed  by  Wil- 

liam Beaudine. 

The  Social  Highwayman 
Distributor:  Warner  Brothers 

Producer:  Warner  Brothers 

Length:  6,107  feet 

DIRECTOR   WILLIAM  BEAUDINE 
Author   Darryl  Francis  Zanuck 
Adaptor   E.  T.  Lowe,  Jr.;  Phil  Klein 
Cameraman   John  Mescall 

PLAYERS 
Jay  Walker   John  Patrick 
Elsie  Van  Tyler.   Dorothy  Devore 
Ducket  Nelson   Montagu  Love 

The  Mayor’s  Partner   Russell  Simpson 
Old  Van  Tyler   George  Pearce 
Bobbie   L>'nn  Cowan 
Editor   James  Gordon 
Simpson   Frank  Brownlee 
Chief  of  Police   Fred  Kelsey 

Tlie  Mayor   Charles  Hill  Maile’s 
TYPE:  Comedy  drama. 
THEME:  Assumed  identities. 

LOCALE:  An  American  city. 

TIME:  The  present. 

STORY;  A   social  highwayman  has  a 
city  terrorized.  A   newspaper  demands 
action  from  officials  and  a   detective  is 

assigned  to  the  case.  A   girl,  in  search 
of  first-hand  material  for  a   novel,  joins 
the  search.  The  three  meet  and  lie  about 
their  identities  and  get  mixed  up  in  a 
series  of  adventures.  The  detective  poses 
a.s  the  highwayman,  the  latter  passes  for 
a   harmless  medicine-show  doctor,  and  the 
girl  claims  the  identity  of  a   notorious 
hold-up  woman.  The  truth  comes  out 
and  a   novel  ending  straightens  out  the 
tangled  situations. 

HIGHLIGHTS :   City  terrorized  by 
highwayman.  .   .   .   Meeting  of  highway- 

man, the  detective  and  the  girl.  .   .   . 
Their  claims  to  various  identities.  .   .   . 

Fight  on  runway  of  moving  freight 
train.  .   .   .   Straightening  of  tangled  situa- 
tions. 

The  Valley  of  Bravery 
Distributor:  F.  B.  0. 

Producer:  Independent  Pictures 
Corp. 

Length:  Undetermined 

DIRECTOR   JACK  NELSON 
PLAYERS 

Steve  Tucker   Bob  Custer 
Jim  Saunders   Tom  Bay 
Helen  Coburn   Eugenia  Gilbert 
Percy  Winthrop   William  Gillespie 
Valet   Ernie  Adams 

Joe   •_   Art  Artego 
Missouri   Nelson  MacGowell 
TYPE:  Western  melodrama. 

THEME:  Love  and  avenge. 

LOCALE:  Montana. 

TIME:  The  present. 

STORY:  A   World  War  veteran,  who 
has  adopted  a   French  waif,  and  his  pal 
go  to  the  ranch  of  a   girl  who  was  the 
nurse  of  the  former.  The  pal  and  the 
girl  go  to  her  mine  to  get  a   shipment 
of  gold  bullion.  The  waif  overhears  a 
crook,  masquerading  as  an  Eastern  so- 

ciety man,  plot  with  his  valet  and  an- 
other crook  to  waylay  the  shipment,  and 

informs  the  war  veteran.  The  latter  goes 
to  the  aid  of  the  couple.  His  pal  is 
wounded  and  the  bandits  escape  with 
the  money  and  the  girl.  He  traces  the 
bandits  and  a   fight  ensues  in  which  he  is 
knifed.  His  pal  falls  over  a   cliff,  but 
he  saves  the  girl  from  a   cabin  set  on 
fire. 

HIGHLIGHTS:  The  plot  to  obtain 

money.  ...  The  hold-up.  .   .   .   Kidnaping 
of  girl.  .   .   .   The  £ght.  .   .   .   Scene  where 
cabin  is  set  on  fire.  .   .   .   Death  of  the 
pal.  .   .   .   Rescue  of  the  girl. 

Scene  from  “The  Valley  of  Bravery,” 
an  F.  B.  O.  picture  with  Bob  Custer  in 

the  stellar  role. 

Love  Magic 
Distributor:  Paramount 

Producer:  Paramount 

Length :   Undetermined 

DIRECTOR   WILLIAM  WELLMAN 
PLAYERS 

Vera...   Florence  Vidor 
Norodin   Clive  Brook 
Eugene  Foster   Lowell  Sherman 
The  Strong  Man   Joe  Bonomo 
Olga   Irma  Komelia 
Toberchik   El  Brendel 
Dimitri   Roy  Stewart 
Manager   Sidney  Bracy 
TYPE:  Romantic  melodrama. 

THEME:  Rival  love. 

LOCALE:  New  York  City, 
TIME:  The  present. 

STORY:  The  lead  in  a   Russian  var- 
iety company  is  loved  by  her  partner  in 

the  act,  a   magician.  When  a   wealthy 
broker  saves  her  from  a   falling  girder 
she  accepts  his  attentions.  In  a   stunt 

Los  Angeles 
First  Runs 

(Week  Betiinnini;  May  16) 

CAHTHAY  CIRCLE:  "Tlie*  Volga  Boai- «iian.”  Pro-Dit-Co. 

CRITERION:  “Monoy  Talks,”  Toi. 
FORUM:  “La  Uohenie”  (second  xeek), 

Mclro-Goldtcyn-Mayer. 

CUAUMAN'S  EGYPTIAN:  “The  Black 
Pirate”;  "SparrowB.”  (''nitoil  /iriitls. 

METROPOLITAN:  “A  Social  Celebrity,” Paramounl. 

LOEWS  STATE:  “Brown  of  Harvard,” 
Metro.Golflieyn.Mayor. 

MILLION  DOLLAR:  “Kiki.”  Firit  Na- 
tional. 

Lloyd  Hughes  and  Colleen  Moore  in 

“Ella  Cinders,”  a   John  McCormick  pro- 
duction for  First  National  release  di- 

rected by  Alfred  E.  Green. 

the  magician  is  thrown  from  a   bridge  in 
a   trunk,  roped  and  manacled.  He  does 
not  reappear  and  it  is  believed  he  sought 
death  because  of  his  love  for  the  girl. 
The  girl  then  realizes  it  is  he  she  really 
loves  and  tells  the  broker.  The  latter, 
infuriated,  chases  her  through  the  thea- 

tre where  she  finds  refuge  in  the  magi- 

cian’s magic  cabinet.  In  her  place  ap- 
pears the  magician  who  pins  the  broker 

to  the  wall  with  knives  and  then  chases 
him  out.  The  girl  begs  him  never  to 
leave  her  and  he  promises. 

HIGHLIGHTS :   Magician’s  love  for 
the  girl.  .   .   .   Her  rescue  by  broker  from 
falling  girder.  .   .   .   His  avowal  of  love 
for  her.  .   .   .   Death-defying  stunt  of 
magician  in  which  be  does  not  reappear. 

Ella  Cinders 
Distnbutor:  First  National 

Producer:  First  National 

Length:  Undetermined 

DIRECTOR   ALFRED  E.  GREEN 
PLAYERS 

Ella  Cindei'.s   Colleen  Moore 
Waite  Lifter   Lloyd  Hughes 
“Ma”  Cinders   Vera  Lewis 
Lotta  Pill   Doris  Baker 

Prissy  Pill   Emily  Gerdes 
Film  Studio  Gateman   Mike  Donlin 
The  Mayor...,   Jed  Prouty 
The  Fire  Chief   Jack  Duffy 
The  Photographer   Harry  Allen 
The  Editor   D.  Arcy  Corrigan 
A1  Green,  Director   By  Himself 
TYPE:  Romantic  comedy. 

THEME;  Slavey’s  rise  to  stardom. 
LOC  A   LE :   Hollywood. 

TIME:  The  present. 

STORY;  Virtually  a   slavey  to  her 

step-sisters  and  step-mother,  Ella  wel- 
comes the  smile  of  the  ice-man,  who  is 

really  the  son  of  a   wealthy  man  and  is 
training  for  football.  A   movie  contest 
takes  place  in  the  town  and  Ella  wins 
and  is  sent  to  Hollywood.  She  arrives 
and  finds  no  position  is  open  for  her. 
After  several  exciting  incidents  she  is 
caught  in  a   fire  scene.  Believing  it  real 
she  acts  very  realistically,  an<l  the  direc- 

tor gives  her  a   contract.  Her  iceman 
friend  writes  he  is  leaving  for  Hollywood 
saying  he  is  broke.  She  writes  to  come 
on  she  will  buy  him  an  ice  wagon.  They 

meet  in  a   desert  where  the  man's  train 
stops,  and  matters  are  cleared  up. 

HIGHLIGHTS :   The  movie  contest. 

.   .   .   Girl’s  arrival  in  Hollywood.  .   .   . 
Her  interrupting  scenes.  .   .   .   The  fire 
scene.  .   .   .   Scene  in  which  she  is  given 

a   contract.  .   .   .   Meeting  of  supposed  ice- 
man and  the  girl  at  which  matters  are cleared  up. 
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New  Picture  Publication  Dates 
A   Week-to-Week  Summary  of  Facts  and  Figures  Pertain- 

ing TO  New  Picture  Product  Offered  the  Theatre  Booker 

Title Producei  Distributor  Length 

WEEK  OF  MAY  9th 

The  Heavy  Parade 

The  Social  Highwaymen 

The  Rainmaker 

Galloping  Cowboy 

The  Phantom  Bulioi 

Help  Wonted 
The  Radio  Wizard 

Butler's  Mix-Up 
Desperate  Dan 

The  Set  Up 

Shipwrecked 
Sweet  Daddies 

Standard  Cinema F.  B.  0. 
1   reel 

Warner 
Warner 

6000 

Paramount Paramount 
6131 

AaBoeiaied  Exhibitor* .Associated  Exhibitors 
6000 

Universal Universal 

6148 Blue-Bird Univsrsol 1   reel An  Adventure Universal 2   reels 
Stern  Bros. Universal 

2   reels 

A   Mustang Universal 2   reels 

Blue-Streak  Western Universal 
5   reels P-D-C 

P-D-C 5865 First  National First  National 
6562 

WEEK  OF  MAY  17th 

Up  And  Wooing F.  B.  0. 

Blue-Bird  Comedy F.  B.  O. 

Universal 

1968 

1   reel 

An  Adventure  Picture 
Universal 

Stem  Bros.  Comedy 
Universal 

A   Mustang  Picture 
Universal 

Bijou  Films Educational 
HU  Private  Life Lupluo  Lane  Comedies 

Educational 
Jack  white Educational 

Jack  White Educational 

Lyman  H.  Howe 
Educational 

Liquid  Dynamite Timely  Films 
Pathe 

2/3  reel 
Don  Key  (Son  of  Burro) Hal  Roach 

Pathe 2   reels 

Gienister  of  The  Mounted 
F.  B.  O. F.  8.  O. 5480 

F.  B.  O. 

F.  B.  O. 
6005 

Tiffany 

Tiffany 

7500 

Miss  Nobody First  National 
First  National 

603'> 
WEEK  OF  MAY  24th 

The  Secret  Spring 

My  Old  Dutch 

Separated  Sweethearts 

Outlaw  Love 

The  Radio  Seerei 

Honeymooning  With  Me 

Outlaw  Love 

Looking  For  Trouble 

Black  And  Blue  Eyes 

Papa’s  Pest 
Felix  the  Cal 

Scoots  Through  Scotland 

Creeps 

The  Bumper  Crop 

Uncle  Tom's  Uncle 
Muscle  Bound  Music 

Revolutions  Per  Minute 

The  Unknown  Soldier 

The  Jade  Cup 

The  Optimist 

Masiiuerade  Bandit 
The  Noon  Whistle 

Paris 

The  Optimist 

Ella  Cinders 

The  Big  Retreat 

He  Forgot  to  Remember 

Puppy  Lovetime 

Glory  or  Dollars 

Tlie  Escape 

Trapped 

The  Crowned  Prince 

Movie  Madness 

Buster's  Heart  Beets 
The  Love  Thief 

The  Better  Man 

Eve’s  Leeres 
Tom  Mix  in  Hard  Bulled  Fox 

Felix  the  Cot  Rings  the  Ringer 

Till  We  Enl  Again 

Three  of  o   Kind 

DInkly  Doodle's  Bedtime  Stories 
Fire  Barrier 

Weaved  by  Warner 

Hearts  for  Rent 

Twin  Sisters 

Lodge  in  the  Wilderness 

■|'he  Fighting  Burkaruo 

Hold'cr  Sheriff 

IlitrUin'  I'p 
Who’s  My  Wife 
Twelve  Smiles  Out 

The  Cal's  Whiskers 
Ice  Cold  Cocos 

The  Scrnppln’  Kid 
Wise  or  Otherwise 

Motor  Troubles 

Paramount Paramount 

5710 
Universal Universal 

7685 
Blue-Bird 

Universal 
1   reel An  Adventure Universal 

2   reels 
Stern  Bros- Universal 

2   reels A   Mustang Universal 
2   reels 

Blue  Streak  Western 
Universal 4362 

Standard  Cinema F.  B.  O. 

2   reels Christie Educational 
2000 

Bijou  Films 
Educational 

iniV' 

Jack  White 
Educational 2000 

Timely  Films 
Pathe 

2/3  reel Hat  Roach 
Pathe 2   reeli 

Mack  Sennett 
Pathe 2   reels 

Grantland  Rice  Sport- 

lights Pathe 
1   reel 

P-D-C P-D-C 7979 

F.  B.  0. F.  B.  O. 
4919 

Universal 
4656 F.  B.  O. F.  B.  O. 
7775 

Pathe 

1   reel 

Metro 

Metro 5580 llnivcrsal 101 1 

First  National First  National 

WEEK  OF  JUNE  6tti 

Timely  Films 
Hal  Roach 

Mack  Sennett 

Grantland  Rice  Sport- 

lights Blue  Streak  Westerns 
Mustangs 

Blue  Bird 

Stem  Bros. 

Stern  Bros. 

Jewels Carlos  Prod. 
P-D-C 

Fox 

Palho 2/3  reel 
Pathe 

2   reels 
2   reels 

Pathe 
1   reel 

Universal 

4283 

Universal 2   reels 1   reel 

Universal 2   reels 

Universal 
2   reels Universal 

6822 

F.  B.  O. 

4703 

P-D-C 6730 

Fox 

367914 

WEEK  OF  JUNE  14th 

Bijou  Films 
Bobby  Vernon 
Standard  Cinema 

Bray  Prod. Mustangs 
Mustangs 

Blue  Bird 
Stern  Bros. Tiffany 

Fox 

Educational 

Educotional 

F.  B.  O. 

F.  B.  O. 
Universal 

Universal 

Universal 

Universal 
Tiffany 

Fox 

WEEK  OF  JUNE  21st 

Cameo  Comedy 

Waller  Hiers 
Mermaid  Comedy 

F.  U.  O. 

Bray  Prod. 
Mack  Sonnet! 

Blue  Sircok  Western 

Blue  Bird 

Stern  Bros. 

Educational 
Educational 

Educational 

F.  ».  O. 

F.  B.  O. 

Paihe 

Universal 
Universal 
llnivcrsal 

1   reel 

2   reels 
2   reels 

1   reel 

2   reels 2   reels 

1   reel 

2   reels 
7000 S0‘>3 

1   reel 
2   reels 2   reels 

2   reels 

2   reels 

2   reels 

1   reel 

2   reels 

Tony  Runs  Wild 
Distributor:  Fox 

Producer:  Fox 

Length :   Undetermined 

DIRECTOR....THOMAS  BUCKINGHAM 

PLAYERS 
Tom  Trent   Tom  Mix 
Grace  Percival   Jacqueline  Logan 
Slade   Lawford  Davidson 
Bender   Duke  Lee 
Mrs.  Johnston   Vivian  Oakland 
Mr.  Johnston   Edward  Martindale 
Ethel  Johnston   Marion  Harlan 
Sheriff   Raymond  Wells 
Ranch  Foreman   Richard  Carter 

Auto  Stage  Driver   Arthur  Morrison 
Re<l   Lucien  Littlefield 

Deputy  Sheriff   Jack  Padjan 
TYPE;  Western  drama. 
THEME:  Love  and  courage. 
LOCALE:  Arizona. 

TIME:  The  present. 

STORY:  A   rancher  saves  a   girl  from 

being  stamped  on  by  a   wild  herd  of 
horses  which  a   band  of  renegades  are 
chasing  in  order  to  capture  Tony,  a   prize 
wild  horse.  When  it  is  discovered  that 

the  girl  would  like  the  horse  a   bitter  feud 
commences  between  the  young  man  an<l 
the  head  of  the  band  of  renegades,  who 

also  wants  the  girl.  After  several  excit- 
ing experiences  the  young  man  manages 

to  bring  the  horse  to  the  girl,  but  dis- 
covers she  only  wanted  to  see  if  he  could 

bring  it.  He  lets  the  horse  loose  and 
then  discovers  his  rivals  abducting  the 

girl.  He  saves  her  and  when  he  whistles 
t^o  Tony  to  come  to  him,  his  rivals  are 
tramped  upon  by  the  band  of  wild  horses, 
and  he  and  the  girl  decide  to  own  Tony 

in  a   mutual  pai'tnership  for  life. 

HIGHLIGHTS:  Girl’s  rescue  from 
band  of  horses.  .   .   .   Girl’s  decision 
to  intrigue  man's  interest.  .   .   .   The 
feud  for  the  ownership  of  the  horse 
between  the  man  and  his  rival.  .   .   . 

Taming  of  horse  by  young  rancher. 

NEWSPICTURESl 

Pathe  News  No.  45 

J.  H.  PHILLIPS.  RU^NIN(;  INDEP
ENDENTLY. 

CAPTl'RES  100-Y\RI)  DASH.  NEW 
 RECORDS 

ARE  SET  AS  SOUTHWESTERN  WINS
  TRACK 

MEET  AT  LAFAYETFE.  LA. 

Pathe  News  No.  46 

lOCKHART  WINS  INDIANAPOLI
S  AUTO  CLASSIC. 

••3  YEAR  f>LD  DRIVER  IN  HIS 
 FIRSl'  MAJOR 

RACE  SETS  DIZZY  PACE  FOR 
 EVENT. 

Fox  News  No.  70 

BUILDING  TIME  IN  RIRIH.VN
D  FINDS  OF 

SWAILOWS  BUSY  MAKING  NES
Ts  FROM  THE 

Ml  D   OF  SNAKE  RIVER. 

Fox  News  No.  71 

MISS  MARIVN  Tl'RPlE  OF 
 NEM  ORLEANS  AND 

MRS  DAVID  GAUT  OF  ME
MPHIS  COMPETE  IN 

“fINVL  round  of  SOUTIIKK-N  golf
 

TOURNEY. 

International  News  No.  44 

niFNCH  BALLOONISTS  HO
LD  UENNKTU  CUP 

TRAILS  AT  sr.  CLOUD.  FR
ANCE  COMPFmNC 

FOR  HONOR  OF  HKPUEsEN
TING  FRANCE 

IN  INTERNATIONAL  RACES.
 

* 

International  News  No.  45 

LA  SALLE  SOPHOMORES 
 IIUUMPII  IN 

WAR  CANOE  RACE  AT  AU
BURNDALE,  MASS.. 

BETWEEN  CLASSES. 
* 

Kinograms  No.  5191 

BLIND  -VTHLETES  TRAIN 
 FOR  TRACK  AND  FIELD. 
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her  husband’s  attitude  toward  the  event  and 
her  6ight  with  their  daughter,  her  earning 

of  a   livelihood  ot  the  gaming  table  and  the 

dilatory  nobleman's  subsequent  pursuit  of 
the  grown  daughter.  All  this,  and  the 

dramatic  consequences,  are  done  in  straight 

drama,  somewhat  sophisticated,  and  the  pic- 

ture gets  its  strength  other  than  story  from 

the  performances  of  the  players. 

Miss  Bennett  is  capital  as  the  wife;  Mr. 

Kirkwood  is  all  right  as  the  husband;  Mr. 

Sherman  is  better  than  usual  as  the  noble- 

man, which  is  built  to  his  measure;  Miss 

Moran  is  as  pretty  as  in  other  pictures  but 

shows  no  more  animation;  Ben  Lyon  is  a 

young  American  loud  of  voice  and  man- 

ner in  the  captions  but  just  Ben  Lyon  in 

the  picture. 

The  picture  is  a   very  serious  affair,  slightly 

lightened  at  times  by  the  villain’s  subtly 
burlesqued  villainy.  It  was  set  into  tlie 

Oriental  in  sharp  contrast  to  the  extremely 

light  but  lengthy  stage  show  built  around 

Paul  Ash,  which  is  the  featured  portion  of 

the  Oriental  programs,  and  gave  the  light- 

headed multitudes  who  throng  this  gorgeous 

auditorium  at  least  as  much  as  they  could 

digest.  It  is  better  suited  for  other  uses. 

/"\LIVE  Borden  in  “Yellow  Fingers”  has 
been  the  pleasant  topic  of  so  many 

letters  from  exhibitors  that  the  picture  was 

traced  to  a   neighborhood  theatre  for  the 

purpose  of  this  column.  The  reasons  for 

the  exhibitor  comments  on  Miss  Borden  are 

discovered  to  be  plenty.  She  is  fair  of  face 

and  figure,  keen  in  appreciation  of  each 

fleeting  moment’s  significance,  highly  ani- 
mated without  being  hurried  and  flashes  a 

personality  that  is  not  forgotten. 

And  “Yellow  Fingers”  is  a   miglity  good 
picture.  It  concerns  a   half-caste  Malay 

girl  (Miss  Borden)  and  the  %vhite  man 

(Ralph  Ince)  who  has  raised  her,  at  her 

dead  father’s  request,  in  the  belief  that  she 
is  all  white.  The  drama  of  the  thing  arises 
from  her  discovery  that  she  is  half-caste  and 

therefore  cannot  marry  her  guardian,  who 
has  rescued  and  become  engaged  to  a   much 
persecuted  white  girl  played  by  Claire 

Adams.  The  Malay  girl’s  projected  revenge 
and  subsequent  aversion  of  the  disasters  she 
has  launched  furnish  the  big  action  in  the 
main  portion  of  the  picture. 

Miss  Borden  is  a   moving  ball  of  fire  in 

her  impersonation  of  the  Malay  girl.  Mr. 
Ince  is  a   much  better  hero  than  his  many 
past  villainies  would  indicate  that  he  might 
be.  Miss  Adams  is  rather  pallid  as  the  white 
girl  but  qualifies.  Edward  Peil  is  in  briefly 
but  colorfully  as  a   Chinese  whose  persecu- 

tion of  the  white  girl  brings  her  to  the  island 
where  the  story  transpires. 

Yellow  Fingers”  is  far  and  away  above 
the  every-day  island  stories  so  plentiful  since 
Rain,”  “White  Cargo”  and  such  did  what 

they  did  to  the  stage.  And  it  is  unlike  both 
of  these  in  every  particular. 

O   0   many  people  have  said  so  much  about 

“Monte  Carlo,”  for  and  against  but  in 
all  cases  emphatically,  that  this  picture,  like 

“Yellow  Fingers,”  was  pursued  to  a   neigh- 
borhood theatre  for  purposes  of  inspection. 

Unlike  the  other,  it  did  not  make  quite  clear 

Service  Talks 
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the  reasons  for  things  said  about  it.  Pos- 

sibly the  theatre,  which  was  not  exactly 

ideal,  had  something  to  do  with  it.  At 

any  rate,  it  remains  a   debatable  subject  after 
observation. 

Lew  Cody  is  the  most  strongly  billed  of 

the  performers  and  he’s  seen  as  a   young 
American  whom  circumstances  lead  into  im- 

personation of  a   prince  at  the  place  named 

by  the  title.  He’s  Lew  Cody  in  the  role 

and  as  it’s  built  for  bim  that’s  okay.  But 
Ebrry  Myers  should  have  better  castings 

tlian  tlie  one  making  him  this  young  Amer- 

ican’s valet.  He  does  what  he  can  with  it 

but  the  part  isn’t  fat. 
Others  prominent  in  the  tale  are  Arthur 

Hoyt,  as  a   ridiculous  reporter  from  an  Amer- 

ican newspaper,  Gertrude  Oimstead  as  an 

American  beauty  seeking  a   prince  for  ro- 

mantic reasons,  Trixie  Friganza  contributing 

her  heavy  comedy  in  a   companion  assign- 

ment and  Zasu  Pitts  doing  likewise  in  an- 

other. These  and  the  others  performing  the 

comic  duties  imposed  by  the  story  do  well 

in  each  case,  but  there  are  so  many  of  them 

that  matters  seem  rushed  and  events 

crowded.  Nevertheless,  sections  of  the 

audience  with  which  the  picture  was  shared 

laughed  heartily,  in  and  out  of  turn,  the 

silent  sectors  telling  the  other  half — and  it 

ran  just  about  half — of  the  story. 

There’s  a   Technicolor  fashion  show  in  the 

proceedings  for  no  very  good  reason  save 

to  show  off  the  pretties,  but  it  adds  to  the 

gross.  The  story’s  nothing  that  can  be  de- 
scribed more  adequately  than  by  the  word 

comedy  and  the  setting  indicated  in  the 
name. 

OTILL  further  departure  from  the  beaten 

^   track  was  made  by  Fox  in  the  produc- 

tion of  “Black  Paradise.”  This  picture  has 

for  its  various  good  reasons  a   story  that  isn’t 
the  old  one,  a   South  Seas  setting  that  looks 

like  it  and  contains  factors  not  worn  to 

shreds  in  other  stories,  the  new  Madge  Bel- 

lamy in  one  of  those  glittering  performances 

.she  has  been  turning  out  with  such  unfail- 

ing regularity  in  recent  months.  There  are, 

in  addition,  the  good  acting  of  Edmund 

Lowe,  the  extraordinary  direction  of  William 

Neill,  and  a   volcanic  flood  at  the  finish 

which  threatens  to  overflow  the  screen  and 

engulf  the  front  rows  of  seats.  It  is  a   very 

finely  done  picture  in  every  respect. 

Miss  Bellamy  is  a   continual  surprise.  Her 

“Sandy”  brought  her  into  a   new  prominence 
and  her  performances  since  indicate  that 

she  needed  only  such  a   spotlight  as  that  pic- 

ture proved  to  be  to  establish  a   new  place 

for  her  in  picturedom.  The  present  vehicle 

gives  her  a   great  real  to  do,  difficult  stuff, 

and  she  is  way  ahead  of  the  job  when  it 
finishes. 

Black  Paradise  is  an  island  in  the  South 

Seas  ruled  by  one  of  those  vicious  males 
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which  the  fictionists  aver  have  this  section 

of  the  globe  in  their  grip.  This  one  main- 
tains autliority  over  a   considerable  popula- 
tion by  no  visible  means  save  the  venom 

in  the  single  eye  which  he  exposes  to  the 
public.  He  covets  tlie  young  lady  (Miss 
Bellamy)  who  loves  and  is  loved  by  the 

young  man  (Edmund  Lowe)  and  a   volcano 
eimpts  at  precisely  the  necessary  moment. 

There’s  a   lot  more  to  the  story,  but  this  is 
the  basic  scheme.  It  looks  familiar  in  brief 
outline  but  there  is  nothing  familiar  about 
the  manner  of  its  working  out  in  the  picture. 

■fTTITH  which  paragraph  this  chronicler “   *   rests  and  presents  the  paragraphs  of 
other  staff  members  concerning  pictures 

which  tliey  have  seen: 

“The  Kid,”  six  years  old,  was  shown 
at  Orchestra  Hall,  Chicago,  the  week 

just  ended,  and  there  this  reporter  saw 

it  for  the  first  time — and  enjoyed  every 
inch  of  it,  which  is  more  than  he  can 

say  of  any  other  picture  seen  during  the 
week.  Historical  interest  had,  of  course, 

a   part  in  the  building  of  this  interest. 
But  it  seems  odd  to  consider  six  years 

a   long  historical  period. 
Charles  Chaplin,  Edna  Purviance, 

Jackie  Coogan,  “Chuck”  Reisner — each 
of  these  principals  has  had  a   varied 

career  since  “The  Kid”  was  made. 
Among  them,  the  greatest  growth  is 

apparent  in  the  work  of  Chaplin.  But 
even  at  that  time  he  had  thoroughly 

mastered  the  work  of  creating  Ln  one 

second  and  genuine  pathos  the  next. 
Coogan  was  at  that  time  one  of  the 

most  wistful  players  the  screen  had,  and 

the  intelligence  with  which  he  worked, 

was  truly  remarkable.  Miss  Purviance 

hasn’t  a   large  part  in  the  picture,  but 
her  work  is  first  rate.  Reisner  as  the 

case-hardened  ruler  of  the  poor  neigh- 
borhood that  is  the  locale  of  the  greater 

part  of  the  picture  has  never  been  bet- 
ter. His  work  is  deft,  and  done  seriously 

for  good  comic  effect. — A.  B. 
♦   ♦   * 

Belle  Bennett  has  a   role  in  “The 
Reckless  Lady”  similar  to  her  role  in 
“Stella  Dallas.”  In  the  First  National 

picture  she  is  a   reckless  lady  while  in 
the  United  Artists  picture  she  is  nothing 
less  than  an  unfortunate  one. 

But  before  I   go  on  to  tell  what  an 

excellent  picture  “The  Reckless  Lady"  is 
I   should  by  way  of  contrast  tell  what  a 
wreck  I   was  when  I   sat  down  to  watch 
it. 

The  picture  played  the  Oriental. 
Which  place  I   had  never  visited  since 
it  has  been  completely  fitted  out  in  its 
De  Luxities  and  Grandissimo.  As  I 
reached  the  front  doors  the  rain  drove 

a   multitude  of  people  to  the  ticket  win- 
dow. Greatly  due  to  the  arrival  on  the 

scene  of  Mr.  Faust,  the  theatre’s  man- 
ager, I   was  saved  from  a   stampede.  He 

took  the  situation  in  hand  personally, 

ordering  the  crowds  to  stand  back  and 

form  an  orderly  line.  Three  or  four  of 
the  many  emotional  young  women  who 

worship  at  the  shrine  of  Ash,  their  Wiz- 
ard of  Oz,  stopped  screaming  and 

kicking  for  a   minute  while  I   squirmed 
out  of  the  mess. 

With  my  ticket  purchased  I   made  my 
way  into  the  extravagant  theatre.  My 
frame  of  mind  was  not  the  best  so  it  is 

no  wonder  if  the  decorative  vestibule 
fooled  me  for  an  instant.  After  making 

certain  I   was  not  in  the  lamp  depart- 
ment of  Marshall  Field  &   Company  I 

found  a   seat. 

The  picture  brought  me  completely 
back  to  normal.  What  more  could  I 

say  in  its  behalf? — D.  H. 
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PDREIY  PERSONAL 
ATLANTA 

ATLANTA,  GA. — Julius  Singer,  short 
products  manager  for  Universal,  visited 
here.  .   .   .   C.  S.  Smith,  of  Newnan,  Ga., 
exhibitor-member  of  the  Atlanta  Film 
Board  of  Trade  arbitration  committee,  was 
in  the  city.  .   .   .   C.  R.  Beacham,  First 
National  manager,  has  returned  from 
points  in  Alabama.  .   .   .   Beu  Y.  Cammack, 

Universal  manager,  visited  Harry  M.  Wil- 
liams, Tennessee  salesman,  in  Nashville. 

.   .   .   Earl  E.  Griggs,  Universal’s  exploita- 
tion director,  has  left  for  Jacksonville,  Fla., 

on  a   short  trip.  .   .   .   Jack  Elwcll,  Lib- 
erty Film  Distributing  Corporation  mana- 
ger, is  making  a   trip  through  Florida 

.   .   .   Ralph  Morrozv,  Pro-Dis-Co’s  assist- 
ant sales  manager,  is  in  the  city.  .   .   . 

C.  A.  Crute,  operating  the  Huntsville,  Ga., 

Lyric,  closed  the  theatre  June  7,  for  re- 
decoration. .   .   R.  B.  Williams,  Uni- 

versal’s Southern  sales  director,  arrived 
from  New  York  and  left  for  Jacksonville, 

Fla.  .   .   .   Harry  Ballance,  district  man- 
ager for  Famous  Players-Lasky,  has  been 

traveling  extensively  in  Alabama  with 
booker  Paul  S   .Wilson.  .   .   .   Willard 
Patterson,  manager  of  the  Metropolitan, 
has  staged  his  third  successful  Charleston 
dance  contest.  .   .   .   Mrs.  G.  T.  Maddix 

has  announced  the  opening  of  her  sixth  the- 
atre, which  is  at  Inverness,  Fla.  . 

Willard  C.  Patterson,  manager  of  the  Met- 
ropolitan, has  been  named  by  the  Film 

Daily  to  serve  on  the  Riesenfeld  medal 
award  committee  for  the  best  short  subject 
of  the  season. 

ALBANY 
ALBANY,  N.  Y.— L.  L.  Connors,  of 

Cambridge,  has  been  added  to  the  sales 
force  of  F   B.  O.  in  this  city,  and  Tom 

Hughes  has  been  transferred  to  the  Buffalo 

office.  .   .   .   Meyer  Paul,  of  the  Wood- 
lawn,  in  Schenectady,  is  now  running  his 
theatre  but  three  days  a   week  and  devoting 

the  greater  part  of  his  time  to  his  work  as 
a   contractor.  .   .   .   L.  M.  Sanschagrw, 

of  Saranac  Lake,  was  along  Film  Row  dur- 

ing the  week,  and  announced  a   change  in 

policy  which  will  result  in  pictures  being 

changed  daily  from  now  on.  ...£./. 

Rothstein  will  open  a   theatre  in  Inlet  on 

July  1.  .   .   .   Mrs.  A.  E.  Mtlligan,  of 

the  Broadway  in  Schuylerville,  is  now  run- 

ning three  nights  instead  of  five.  .   .   - 

Louis  Buettner,  of  Cohoes,  and  Bui 

Smalley,  of  Coopcrstown,  were  among  the 

exhibitors  along  Film  Row  during  the  week. 

Frank  Wurme,  owner  of  the  Star 

in  Salem,  is  planning  to  use  double  fea- 
tures throughout  the  summer.  .   .   .   Tom 

Thornton,  of  the  Orpheum  in  Saugerties, 

used  several  Charleston  dancers  last  week 

along  with  his  pictures.  .   .   •   Wuhatn 

Curry,  owner  of  the  Victory  m   Cambridge, 

is  up  and  around,  following  an  illness  that 

confined  him  to  his  bed.  .   •   •   James 

Roach,  manager  of  Farash  theatres  m 

Schenectady,  is  using  cut  flowers  to  beau
- 

tify the  lobbv  of  the  State  theatre.  .   .   • 

Claude  Wade,  of  North  Creek,  accom- 

panied by  his  daughter,  was  on  Film  Ro\^ 

booking  for  the  weeks  to  come.  .   .   •   Ea 

Walsh,  manager  of  the  Albany  theatre  i
n 

TERRITORITEMS 
Although  the  question  of  Sunday 

motion  picture  shows  was  once  voted 

on  in  Perr>’,  Okla.,  and  failed  to  carry, 
thirty-five  citizens  are  circulating  u 
petition  requesting  the  mayor  and 
council  to  pass  an  ordinance  prevent- 

ing the.  opening  of  all  shows  on  Sun- 
day that  charge  admission.  It  is  re- 

ported 300  have  signed  it. 
*   *   ♦ 

Valentin  Mandelstanmi,  noveii^t, 
director  and  scenarist,  arrived  in  San 
Francisco  to  lecture  before  the  Salcn 
Francaise. 

“American  producers,”  he  said,  “and 
directors  have  been  hampered  by  two 

things — censorship,  which  will  not 
permit  them  to  tell  the  truth  about 
life  in  their  pictures,  and  their  own 

conceptions  of  the  public’s  demands. 
The  first  of  these — censorship — is 
gradually  lifting.  The  second  is  an 
altogether  imaginary  and  artificial 
conception.  One  wellknown  director 
once  said  that  the  mentality  of  the 
public  is  about  12  years  old.  and  other 
directors  believe  him,  like  sheep.  Most 

of  the  American  pictures  are  too  arti- 

ficial and  lack  sincerity.” 
*   *   + 

Young  St.  Louis  Negroc:  compet- 
ed in  film  itests  conducted  by  the  re- 

cently organized  Colored  Motion 
Picture  Company  to  determine  which 
should  be  picked  for  star  parts  in 
two-reel  comedies  to  be  turned  out 

by  the  company,  which  is  headed  by 
Morris  M.  Burke,  white,  a   real  estate 
operator.  T.  J.  Ray,  formerly  of 

Hollywood,  is  director  of  the  com- 
pany, which  plans  to  make  motion 

pictures  by  Negroes  for  Negroes. 
*   *   * 

Exhibitors  in  Philadelphia  who 
have  closed  their  houses  in  summer 
will  change  their  policy  and  keep 
them  open  so  long  as  patronage, 
which  is  expected  to  be  heavy  during 
the  Sesqui-Centennial,  now  under  way, 
warrants. 

Schenectady,  which  closed  for  three  months 
this  week,  will  now  be  associated  with  the 
Strand.  .   .   .   Mrs.  Dennis  Regan,  of  the 
Star  in  Greenwich,  has  been  in  ill  health. 

In  July,  the  house  will  operate  but  two 

nights  a   week.  .   .   .   William  Benton’s Pastime  in  Granville  will  run  vaudeville  on 

Saturday  nights  throughout  the  summer. 

DALLAS 
DALLAS.  TEX.— H.  G.  McNeesc,  for- 

mer manager  of  the  Texas  M.  P.  T.  0. 
and  well  known  in  the  exhibition  field,  has 

recently  purchased  a   house  in  Kennedy, 

Tex.  .   .   .   James  White  and  J.  R.  Gotcher 

of  Lindsay,  Okla.,  have  sold  their  Dixie 

and  Favorite  theatres  respectively  to  Mor- 
ris Miller.  .   .   .   J.  E.  Adams,  Norphlei 

Ark.,  is  constructing  a   new  brick  theatre 

to  seat  about  400,  which  will  be  named  the 
Strand.  .   .   .   Thomas  Thompson,  owner  of 
the  theatre  in  Perryton,  Tex.,  was  a   vis- 

itor on  film  row.  .   .   After  the  last  show 

at  the  Swawn,  Walnut  Ridge,  Ark.,  re- 
cently, the  house  was  entered  and  a   small 

safe  was  taken.  .   .   Fred  L.  Berry  of  the 
Buffalo,  Buffalo,  Okla,.  has  secured  a   long 
time  lease  on  the  building,  and  as  a   result 
will  remodel  the  house  into  a   modern 
theatre.  ...  A   new  $18,000  theatre  seating 
1,000  people  has  just  been  opened  at  Helena, 
.\rk.  .   .   .   Frank  Jungcmann  of  Chicago, 
while  on  a   visit  to  his  brother  at  Falfur- 
rias,  Tex.,  dowm  in  the  Rio  Grande  Valley, 
liked  the  Valley  so  much  that  he  decided 
to  enter  business  there,  and  purchased  a   lot 
and  will  build  a   $10,500  concrete  theatre 
building  on  it.  .   .   Floyd  Parker,  who  owns 
theatres  in  Ralls  and  Crosbyton,  Tex.,  has 

purchased  the  Custer-Palace  at  Slaton  from 
L.  Weslerjield.  .   .   .   L.  E.  Goodman  of  the 
Dreamland,  Lancaster,  Tex.,  has  sold  his 
house  to  H.  T.  Hodge,  who  owns  theatres 
in  other  towns  in  Texas.  .   ..  The  new  Ritz 

at  Tulsa,  Okla.,  was  opened  and  the  gov- 
ernor of  Oklahoma  and  other  officials  of 

Tulsa  were  present  and  delivered  ad- 
dresses. .   .   The  new  Dixie  at  Holdenvillc, 

Okla.,  has  been  opened.  .   .   .   Griffith  Broth- 
ers have  announced  that  they  will  build  a 

new  800-seat  house  at  Stillwater,  Okla,, 
in  the  near  future  to  be  called  The  Aggie, 
.   .   .   //.  G.  Carlyle  is  enlarging  his  Hinton 

at  Hinton,  Okla.,  so  that  it  will  scat  150 
persons.  .../?.  F.  Wilbern  of  Duncan, 
Okla.,  is  building  a   third  theatre  in  that 
town,  which  will  seat  500.  .   .   .   J.  A.  Lcmkc 
of  Waco,  Tex.,  visited  Film  Row  to  arrange 
for  new  service. 

OTTA  WA 
OTTAWA,  ONT.— J.  W.  Berman.  Tor- 

onto, Canadian  salesmanager  for  United 
Artists,  has  announced  that  he  has  closed 
a   contract  with  N.  L.  Nalhanson,  managing 
director  of  Famous  Players  Canadian  Corp., 

for  the  presentation  of  “The  Black  Pirate,” 
“Stella  Dallas,”  "Sparrows”  and  “The  Bat” 
in  every  key  city  in  the  Famous  Players 
chain  from  Montreal  to  Vancouver.  . 
Vita!  Exchanges  of  Canada,  Ltd.,  of  which 
R.  J.  Romnev  of  St.  John,  N.  B.,  is  presi- 

dent, has  closed  for  the  distribution  in 

Canada  of  ten  Preferred  Pictures  to  be  re- 
leased this  year.  .   .   .   P.  C.  Taylor.  Toronto. 

Canadian  manager  for  F.  B.  0.,  has  laid 
plans  for  the  release  in  Canada  of  a   great 
array  of  F.  B.  0.  subjects  during  the  next 
12  months.  .   .   .   Exhibitors,  exchange  offi- 

cials and  guests  to  the  number  of  75  attend- ed the  convention  of  Famous-Lasky  Film 
Service,  Ltd.,  in  the  Marlborough  Hotel, 

Winnipeg,  Manitoba,  at  which  Maurice  Mil- liqan,  Canadian  general  manager,  presided. 

Two  of  the  theatres  of  Montreal, 

Quebec,  had  a   direct  tie  with  the  convo- cation of  McGill  University.  The  actual 

convocation  exercises  were  held  in  the 

Capitol  which  was  provided  for  the  occa- 
sion by  Manager  Harry  Dahn.  The 

Palace  staged  a   “College  Week”  for  the 

presentation  of  “Brown  of  Harvard, 
Manager  George  Rotsky  making  direct 

reference  to  the  McGill,  Montreal  and 

Laval  colleges  in  his  announcements.  .   . . 
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An  election  of  officers  was  recently  held  by 

the  Montreal  Theatre  Managers  Associa- 
tion at  which  a   number  of  its  veteran  offi- 

cers were  re-elected.  .   .   .   “The  Big  Parade" 
closed  its  Canadian  premiere  at  the  Mon- 

treal Princess  after  a   run  of  three  weeks 

under  the  direction  of  Manager  Abbie 
Wrighi,  and  entered  its  second  week  at  the 
Royal  Alexandria,  Toronto,  playing  as  a 
road  show  under  the  direction  of  Manager 
Solman.  .   .   .   The  Regent,  Toronto,  closed 

with  "La  Bohemc”  after  a   three  weeks’ 
presentation  by  Manager  D.  C.  Broivn.  .   .   . 

J.  M.  Franklin,  manager  of  B.  F.  Keith’s 
theatre  here,  revealed  genuine  community 
interest  when  announcement  was  made  that 

he  had  made  a   handsome  presentation  to 

the  Philharmonic  Society  of  Halifax,  N.  S., 
in  the  form  of  two  tympani  drums.  .   .   . 

The  Imperial  here  has  been  greatly  im- 
proved under  the  new  management  of 

James  T.  Moxlcy. 

PHILADELPHIA 
PHILADELPHIA,  PA.— As  the  result 

of  a   last  minute  meeting  called  by  the 
Board  of  Managers  of  the  M.  P.  T.  0.  of 

Eastern  Pennsylvania,  Southern  New  Jer- 
sey, and  Delaware,  George  P.  Aarons,  re- 

cording secretary  of  the  national  organiza- 
tion, was  sent  to  the  convention  at  Los 

Angeles  with  all  expenses  paid  hy  the  or- 
ganization. .   .   .   Ralph  irUkins,  well  known 

Jersey  exhibitor,  has  added  another  theatre 
to  his  holdings  with  the  opening  of  the  new 

Broadway  at  Pitman,  N.  J.  .   .   .   More  than 

$600  worth  of  motion  picture  film,  repre- 

senting several  reels  taken  out  of  as  manj' 
shows,  was  stolen  from  the  shelves  of  the 

De  Luxe  Exchange,  owned  and  operated  by 
Oscar  Ncufeld  and  Sam  Sticfel.  .   .   .   Rialto 
Productions,  Inc.,  has  moved  into  1314  Vine 

Street  and  occupies  exchange  quarters 
jointly  with  Morris  Broivn  of  Capitol  Film 
Exchange. .   . .   Penn  Productions  has  moved 

into  the  building  occupied  by  them  some 

years  ago  at  1331  \'ine  Street. 

SAN  FRANCISCO 
SAN  FRANCISCO,  CAL.— A   Motion 

Picture  Frolic  was  recently  held  at  the 
Scottish  Kite  Auditorium  in  which  stars 

from  Hollywood  were  present.  .   ,   .   Jack 

Kiehl.  formerly  of  llniversal  City  and  of 

the  Los  Angeles  L'niversal  Exchange,  has 
been  employed  bj'  C.  L.  Theuerkaxtf  to  be 
his  assistant  at  the  Cameo.  .   .   .   Frank  IFhif- 

beck.  press  representative  of  Loew’s  War- 
field,  recently  was  declared  a   member  of 
the  Theatrical  Press  Representatives.  .   .   . 
Geo.  C   Blnincnthal  has  been  traveling  in 
the  interest  of  Educational.  .   .   .   Charles 

Stanley  of  Crockett  was  a   recent  visitor 
here.  .   .   .   Jack  Erickson  of  F.  B.  0.  re- 

turne<l  from  a   trip  to  San  Joaquin.  .   .   .   Nor- 
man II  estzvood,  Lbiiversal  representative  in 

Shanghai.  China,  arrived  here  and  was  the 

guest  of  the  local  Universal  Exchange.  .   .   . 
The  F.  B.  0.  exchange,  in  charge  of  A. 
Broivn.  present.s  a   very  noticeable  improve- 

ment in  point  of  accommodation  and  im- 

provements. The  second  floor  has  been 

made  into  the  poster  department  and  ad- 

vertising material.  .   .   .   Jimmy  Cathro,  for- 
merly of  Pathe  and  Universal,  has  been 

assignc<l  salesmanship  territory  working 
out  of  Seattle.  .   .   .   Harry  Arthur,  Jr.,  of  the 
North  .American  Theatre  Syndicate  was  a 
caller  here  recentlj-. 

SALT  LAKE 
SALl'  LAKE  CITY,  UTAH.— L.  C. 

Pettijohn,  general  counsel  for  the  Hays  or- 
ganization, was  here  this  week  as  a   guest 

of  the  Inlermountain  Film  Board  of  Trade. 

.   .   .   One  of  the  outings  that  are  being  an- 
ticipated this  summer  by  the  Intermountain 

Film  Board  of  Trade  is  a   picnic  party,  the 

entire  personnel  of  each  exchange  being 
extended  invitations.  .   .   .   D.  L.  Suddath, 

owner  of  the  .\musu,  Natchetoches,  La., 
called  at  the  local  Universal  office  on  his 

way  to  the  convention  at  Los  Angeles.  .   .   . 

The  Pantages  of  this  city,  under  the  man- 
agement of  Eddie  Diamond,  has  dated 

“The  Non-Stop  Flight”  for  immediate 
showing.  .   .   .   S.  H.  Rich,  owner  of  the 

Rich,  Montpelier,  Idaho,  was  in  this  week 

looking  over  the  new  season’s  product  at 
the  various  exchanges.  .   .   .   Harry  Sigmond, 

general  manager  of  the  Tax  Free  Music 
Bureau,  spoke  at  the  last  meeting  of  the 

local  Theatre  Managers’  Association.  .   .   . 
H.  Bradley  Fish,  Fox  local  manager,  re- 

turns this  week  from  a   short  trip  into 
Idaho.  .   .   .   L.  L.  Savage,  Pathe  booking 

inspector,  spent  a   few  days  at  the  local 
office  this  week.  .   .   .   George  Mayne.  owner 
of  the  Preferred  Pictures  exchange  here, 

is  leaving  again  for  Idaho,  after  having  re- 
turned to  the  office  from  an  extended  trip 

in  that  territory.  ...  .9.  B.  Sfeck,  owner  of 

the  Lyceum,  Ogden,  LUah,  was  a   recent  film 
row  visitor. 

INDIANAPOLIS 
INDIANAPOLIS,  IND.— E.  M.  Saun- 

ders, general  sales  manager  for  Metro- 
Goldwyn-Mayer,  spent  two  days  visiting 

R.  J.  Garland,  manager  of  the  Metro- 

Goldwyn-Mayer  branch  here.  .   .   .   L.  J. 

Schlaifcr,  executive  of  L’niversal,  arrived here  from  the  Northwest  for  a   series  of 

conferences  with  members  of  the  local 

exchange  and  theatre  staff.  .   .   .   Johnny 
Hines  visited  here  and  appeared  personal^ 

at  the  Circle  in  presentation  with  his  pic- 

ture, “Rainbow  Riley.”  .   .   .   Two  un- 
masked bandits  held  up  and  robbed  the 

Star,  Muncie,  Ind.,  and  made  their  escape 

with  $600.  .   .   .   The  Oliver  at  South 
Bend  was  also  held  up  and  robbed  of  $350 
in  currency. 

DENVER 
DENVER,  COLO. — A   large  party  of 

film  exchange  managers  and  exhibitors  are 

spending  the  week-end  holidays  up  on  the 
Poudre  river  about  twenty-five  miles  from 

Ft.  Collins.  The  equipment  consisted  most- 
ly of  fishing  rods  and  plenty  of  bedding. 

Jap  Morgan,  of  the  Denver  Theatre  Supply 

Company,  the  sponsor  of  the  party,  prom- 
ises good  fishing  and  plenty  of  healthy 

amusement.  Among  those  who  left  for  the 

resort  were  Jack  Kriim,  Eugene  Cerbase, 

Ma.v  Schuback,  Dan  Lioberger,  Frank 

Culp,  R.  J.  Garland,  Joe  Ashby,  IV.  M. 
McFarland  and  Ed  Mohrbacher. 

ST.  LOUIS 
ST.  LOUIS,  MO. — The  theatre  at  Por- 

tageville.  Mo.,  is  under  new  management. 
.   .   .   .   Jimmy  Bradford  has  returned  to 

the  film  business  and  is  now  traveling  Ar- 
kansas and  Southeast  Missouri  for  Pro- 

DiS'Co.  .   .   .   Visitors  of  the  week  in- 
cluded Mrs.  I.  IV.  Rodgers,  Cairo,  111.; 

Los  Angeles 
First  Runs 

Beginnintf  Mny  23) 

CARTH.VY  CIRCLE:  “The  Volga  Hoa«man“ 
(scrond  week),  Pro-Dis-Co. 

CRITERION:  “Dcscri  Gold,"  Fox. 

FIGUEROA;  "Thr  Cnvo  Man"  (Hecond 

week),  K'arner  Broihers. 

FORUM:  *‘La  Uohome"  (second  week), 
Mflro-Goldwyn-nawr. 

CRAIIMAN'S  EGYPTIAN:  "The  Black 

Pirate,"  “Sparrows”  (,iecond  week),  Vni- 
led  Arlialt. 

LOEWS  STATE:  “Mile.  ModUte,”  Firu 
Niilionol. 

METROPOLITAN:  "The  Blind  Godde#.," 
Paramount. 

MILLION  DOLLAR:  “Kikl"  (second  week), 
Firtl  National, 

Tom  Reed,  Duquoin,  HI.;  Jim  Reilly,  Alton, 
111.;  John  Pratt,  Fulton,  Mo.;  Earl  Crad- 

dock, Macon,  Mo.  .   .   .   Building  Com- 
missioner Christopher  has  issued  an  order 

blocking  further  construction  of  the  Great- 
er St.  Louis  Gravois  theatre  until  certain 

alleged  unsafe  wall  construction  is  torn 
down.  ,   .   .   Reginald  Denny,  Universal 

star,  was  a   guest  here,  and  was  given  the 
keys  to  the  town.  .   .   .   Uptown  theatre 
has  been  incorporated.  .   .   .   R.  W.  Hick- 

man has  awarded  the  contract  for  his  new 

theatre  in  Greenville,  111.,  to  George  Trost. 

.   .   .   Charles  IVchks  is  having  plans  pre- 

pared for  a   new  theatre  at  Dexter,  Mo. 
.   .   .   A   Charleston  contest  was  held  at 

the  Missouri  here. 

KANSAS  CITY 
KANSAS  CITY,  MO, — More  than  100 

persons  in  a   small  suburban  theatre  of 

Joplin,  Mo.,  the  name  of  which  was  not 
revealed  in  press  dispatches,  narrowly 

escaped  with  their  lives  when  they  were 

warned  by  a   rumbling  sound  and  vacated 

the  theatre  just  before  the  roof  caved  in. 

.   .   .   Jay  Means,  owner  of  the  Oak  Park, 

Murray  and  Prospect  here,  staged  a   ban- 
quet at  the  Hotel  President  for  his  thirty 

employees  just  before  he  left  for  Califor- 
nia. .   .   .   J.  B.  Ebersoll  has  purchased 

the  Phototorium  at  Hamilton.  Mo.,  from 

J.  M.  McBraycr,  while  Earl  Jameson  has 
taken  over  the  Beaufort,  a   surburban  house. 

.   .   .   Among  the  out-of-town  exhibitors 
in  the  Kansas  City  market  this  week  were : 
T.  D.  Real,  Royal,  Grain  Valley,  Mo. ; 

“Curley”  Wilson,  Casino,  Excelsior 
Springs,  Mo, ;   Ben  Hill,  Belton,  Mo. ; 

C.  L.  MeVey,  Dreamland,  Herring- 
ton, Kan.;  Hugh  Gardner,  Orpheum,  Ne- 

osho, Mo. ;   Laivrcncc  Brenningcr,  Lawrence 
Amusement  Company,  Topeka,  Kan.;  John 

Tackett,  Tackett  theatre,  Coffeyville,  Kan.; 

“Dad”  Davidson,  Neodesha,  Kan.;  “Dad” 
Wagner,  Eureka,  Kan.;  M.  G.  Kirkham, 
Strand,  Hays,  Kan.  .   .   .   Buddy  Rogers. 
of  Olathe,  Kan.,  Paramount  star,  returned 

here  and  received  a   reception  such  as  has 

l)een  accorded  few  prodigal  sons  in  the  his- 
tory of  the  screen  industry  here.  .   . 

A   new  theatre  to  cost  about  $500,000 
will  be  erected  in  Joplin,  Mo.  .   • 

A   large  number  of  exhibitors  attended  the 

preview  of  “Paris,”  Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer 
production,  at  the  local  exchange.  .   .   . 

Cecil  Vaughan,  Paramount  salesman,  ac- 
cepted a   position  on  the  Llniversal  short 

subject  staff.  .   .   .   E.  0.  Brooks,  South- 
ern division  sales  manager  for  Pathe.  was 

a   visitor  here  conferring  with  R.  S.  Balan- 

tyne,  assistant  Southern  division  sales  man- 

ager. 

MIL  WA  UKEE 
MILWAUKEE,  WIS. — George  Levine, 

Universal’s  local  exchange  manager  and 

supervisor  of  Carl  Laemmle's  theatre  oper- 
ations in  this  territory,  has  announced  the 

transfer  of  Harry  E.  Long  from  the  man- 
aging directorship  of  the  Alhambra  to  a 

similar  post  at  the  Broadway  Strand,  De- 

troit. Long  has  been  here  since  last  De- 
cember. During  the  summer  months  Le- 

vine will  devote  more  personal  attention 

to  the  .-Mhambra,  while  Rudolph  Kiiehn, 

house  manager,  will  be  given  added  duties 

and  dignities  working  directly  under  Le- 
vine. Production  and  musical  affairs  will 

remain  in  the  hands  of  Heinz  Roemheld. 

.   .   .   Stanley  Brown,  managing  director 

of  Saxe’s  Strand,  Merrill  and  Modjeska, 
has  completely  recovered  from  his  recent 

attack  of  illness.  .   .   ,   He  has  an- 
nounced the  transfer  of  Jack  Plant  from 

house  manager  of  the  Merrill  to  manager 

of  the  Modjeska.  Elmer  Flail  will  be  tem- 
porarily in  charge  of  the  Merrill. 
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THE  FILM  MART 
Cranfield  &   Clarke 

Announce  Second  Herrick  Picture 

“Movie  Struck”  is  the  second  release  of 
the  F.  Herrick  Herrick  Productions  to  be 

released  by  Cranfield  &   Clarke.  It  is  a 

comedy-drama  in  which  Doris  Eaton  is  fea- 
tured. 

Red  Seal 

“Toot/  Toot!"  for  Ko-Ko  Fealurelte 

“Toot!  Toot”  is  the  title  for  Ko-Ko  the 

clown’s  next  cartoon  featurette  which  Dave 
Fleischer  is  directing  for  Ink>vell  Studios. 

Gotham 

^'Racing  Blood"  Is  Completed 

"Racing  Blood,”  the  twelfth  and  last  of 

the  present  season’s  series  of  productions, 
was  completed  and  is  ready  for  delivery  to 
exchanges. 

Pro-Dis-Co 

Dean  Starts  "IVest  of  Broadway" 
Priscilla  Dean  has  started  her  new  Met- 

ropolitan starring  vehicle  “West  of  Broad- 
way” under  the  direction  of  Robert 

Thornby. 

Arnold  Gray  is  Signed 

Arnold  Gray  has  been  signed  to  a   long 
term  contract  with  Metropolitan  Picturbs 

Corporation,  and  will  appear  opposite  Pris- 

cilla Dean  in  “West  of  Broadway.” 

Complete  "Meet  the  Prince” 

Filming  of  “Meet  the  Prince”  has  been 
completed,  and  the  picture  is  now  being 

edited  under  the  direction  of  Joseph  Hena- 
bery. 

Edit  and  Title  "Clinging  Vine” 
Paul  Sloane  is  busy  editing  and  titling 

the  Leatrice  Joy  picture  “The  Clinging 

Vine.” 
Brooks  and  Miller  Sign  Contracts 

Alan  Brooks  has  signed  an  extensive 

contract  to  appear  on  the  screen  in  De 

Mille  and  Metropolitan  pictures.  A   new 
contract  has  also  been  signed  by  Arthur 

Miller,  motion  picture  photographer. 

Paramount 

"Captain  Sazarac”  for  Cortez 
Ricardo  Cortez  has  been  selected  to  play 

the  title  role  in  "Captain  Sazarac,”  the 

pirate  story  soon  to  be  filmed  by  Frank 
Lloyd. 

Tom  Kennedy  is  Given  Contract 

Tom  Kennedy  has  just  been  placed  under 

a   long-term  contract.  He  has  just  com- 

pleted an  important  role  in  “ilantrap.  ’ 

"IVkeel  of  Life”  is  Purchased 

Elsie  Ferguson’s  stage  vehicle,  “The 

Wheel  of  Life,”  has  been  purchased  as  a 

screen  starring  play  for  Florence  Vidor. 

C/j«r/es  Paddock  is  Signed 

Charles  Paddock,  who  holds  37  to  40 

world’s  records  at  sprint  distances,  has  en- 

tered a   motion  picture  career,  and  has  been 

signed  to  appear  with  Bebe  Daniels  m 

“The  College  Flirt.” 

Priscilla  Dean  and  Lon  Chaney  in  "Out- 
side the  Law,”  a   Universal  picture 

which  was  recently  revived  at  the 
Colony,  N.  Y. 

Complete  Shooting  of  "London” 

Shooting  has  been  completed  on  “Lo
n- 

don,” the  first  of  Dorothy  Gish’s  new  scries for  British  National  Pictures,  Ltd. 

Warner  Brothers 

Taylor  Engaged  for  Three  Scripts 

Rex  Taylor,  scenarist,  has  been  engaged 

to  write  the  scenarios  for  three  stories,  the 

titles  of  which  have  not  been  decided  upon. 

IVagner  If'rites  "Paris”  Titles 

Bob  Wagner  has  been  signed  to  write 

the  titles  for  the  Ernst  Lubitsch  production, 

"So  This  Is  Paris,”  photography  on  which 

has  just  been  completed. 

"Broken  Hearts”  is  in  Production 

“Broken  Hearts  of  Hollywood,"  the  last 

of  the  1925-26  pictures,  has  been  put  m 

production.  Virgil  has  been  assigned  the 

filming  of  this  picture. 

Choose  "Across  the  Pacific”  Cast 

Production  will  shortly  start  on  “Across 

the  Pacific,”  in  which  Monte  Blue  will 

have  the  principal  role.  .-\t  present  the  cast 
of  characters  are  being  chosen. 

"Hell  Bent”  Receives  Commendation 

“Hell  Bent  Fer  Heaven"  has  received  the 

commendation  of  The  National  Board  of 

Review  of  motion  pictures,  which  has  se- 

lected the  production  for  the  1‘hotoplay 
Guide  as  suitable  for  general  audiences. 

Fox 

Borden  in  "Country  Bi’yand” 
Olive  Borden  has  been  selected  for  “Tiie 

Country  Beyond,”  which  will  be  directed  by 
Irving  Cummings. 

Ralph  Sipperly  is  Signed 

Ralph  Sipperly,  Broadway  coiucdiaii, 

has  been  signed  to  a   long-term  contract. 

At  present  he  is  at  work  in  “Woman- 

power.” 

"Arizona  IVildcal”  in  Production 

Tom  Mix  has  commenced  work  on  "The 
.\rizona  Wildcat,”  written  by  Adela 
Rogers  St,  Johns,  and  originally  titled 
“Western  Society.” 

Sign  Up  Jerry  Madden 

Jerry  Madden,  three  year  old  child  actor, 

has  been  signed  to  a   long-term  cmuraci 

and  is  now  appearing  in  the  .-\nimal  Com- edies. 

"Babes  in  Jungle”  is  Finished 

Jess  Robins  has  completed  {lircciiny  the 

latest  O.  Henry  cfimcdy,  “Babes  in  the 
jungle.”  Hallam  Cooley  and  Joan  Renee 

have  the  leading  roles,  with  Frederick  Sul- 
livan, Hariy  Woods,  Walter  Regan, 

Jacques  Rollins  and  Paul  Dinas  completing 
the  cast. 

Pathe 

"Alla  Boy”  Now  In  Prodnclion 

Monty  Banks  has  started  work  on  ".'\lta 
Roy.”  his  first  feature  comedy  for  I’alhe. 
In  the  cast  arc  Mary  Carr,  .Mec  Francis, 

Henry  Fellowes,  America  Chichester. 

Jimmy  Phillips,  F.rnie  Wood.  Virginia 
Pearson,  William  Cortwrighl,  Fred  Kelsey 

and  Earl  Metcalf.  The  leading  woman  has 

not  as  yet  been  selected. 

"Glory  or  Dollars”  Latest  Spordight 

“Glory  or  Dollars”  is  the  latest  Grant- 
land  Rice  Sportlight.  produced  Ity  J.  _L- 

Hawkinson,  and  contains  pictures  of  Re<l 

Grange  in  action. 

One  Reel  Lloyd  for  Jane  13 

Harold  Lloyd  returns  to  the  I’alhe  short 

subject  program  in  ’’Swat  the  Crook,
”  a 

single  reel  reissue  released  the  week  of 

june  13.  Bel)c  Daniels  and  Harry  Pollard 

support  the  star  in  this  film  produced  by the  Rolin  Film  Company. 

Engage  Frank  fl  ilson 

Frank  Wilson,  song  writer  and  auth
or  of 

scores  td  vaudeville  sketches,  has 
 been 

engaged  to  work  on  stories  for  
future  Hal 

Roach  vehicles  of  Charley  Chase,
  (.len 

Trvon,  "Our  Gang”  and  the  all-sta
r  play- 

ers', Vivien  Oakland.  Tyler  Brooke,  Jimmie 

Finlayson  and  Martha  Sleeper. 

"Melodv  Series”  IVins  Praise 

Exhiiutors  are  said  to  he  herald
ing  the 

Famous  Melody  Series,  featuring 
 Peggy 

Shaw  and  produced  by  James 
 A.  Fitzpal 

rick,  which  brings  to  the  scre
en  the  story 

and  background  of  the  folks
ongs  ol  vari- ous nations. 
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United  Artists 

“Barbara'  Cast  on  Location 

The  cast  for  “The  Winning  of  ISarbara 

W'orth"  has  set  out  for  location,  and  have 
started  shooting  on  this  jjiciure. 

“Stella  Dallas"  Completes  Long  Runs 

Samuel  Goldwyn’s  presentation  of  “Stella 
Dallas”  has  completed  two  important  first 
runs,  one  at  the  Imperial  theatre,  San  Fran- 

cisco, and  the  other  at  the  Roosevelt,  Chi- 
cago. Both  runs  lasted  four  weeks. 

“Bat"  Liked  in  Dallas 

It  is  said  that  Roland  West’s  production 
of  "The  Bat”  has  created  a   sensation  in 

Dallas,  Tex,,  and  has  broken  records  de- 
spite hoi  weather. 

F.  B.  O. 

“TwO'Gun  Man"  Being  Completed 
Fred  Thomson  is  completing  his  first 

StcNN^rt  Edward  White  story,  “The  Two- 

Gun  Man,”  under  the  direction  of  David 
Kirkland. 

Finish  “Mulhall’s  Catch” 

Lefty  Flynn  has  just  completed  his  latest 

picture,  "MulhaH’s  Great  Catch,”  under 

Harry  Garson’s  direction. 

“Argentine”  is  IT'ell  On  JFay 
Evelyn  Brent  is  well  along  in  her  latest 

picture,  “Flame  of  the  Argentine.”  Eddie 
Dillon  is  directing. 

Mann  Stars  in  Blue  Ribbon  Comedy 

Hank  Mann,  veteran  comedy  star,  has 

been  engaged  by  Standard  Cinema  Corpoi’- 

ation  to  play  the  leading  role  in  "Adorable 
Dora,”  number  eleven  in  the  series  of  Blue 
Ribbon  two-reel  comedies,  which  offer  a 
different  star  in  each  release. 

Fat  Men  Series  Nearly  Completed 

But  two  pictures  remain  to  be  produced 
for  the  series  of  13  Fat  Men  Comedies  for 

current  release  before  work  begins  on  the 

new  group  of  12  two-reelers  planned  for 
the  1926-27  program. 

Educational 

Two  With  Lloyd  This  Month 

For  this  month  there  will  be  included 

among  the  two-reelers  two  subjects  by 

Lloyd  Hamilton.  “Nothing  Matters”  and 
“Here  Comes  Charlie.” 

Frances  Lee  Signed  Again 

Frances  Lee.  who  came  to  the  Christie 

organization  last  year  from  the  Orpheum 

Circuit,  and  was  Bobby  Vernon's  leading 
lady,  has  been  signed  again  for  next  sea- 
son. 

Announce  Two-reel  Program 

The  Christie  two-reel  comedy  program 
for  Educational  for  this  season  includes 

eight  Bobby  Vernon  Comedies,  six  Billy 

Dooley  Comedies,  six  Jimmie  Adams  Com- 
edies and  ten  Christie  Comedies. 

Universal 
Ttvo  Comedies  in  Production 

"That’s  My  Baby,”  starring  Charles 
Puffy  under  the  direction  of  Dick  Smith, 

and  “Ball  and  Chain,”  starring  Arthur 
Lake  under  the  direction  of  George  Sum- 

merville, are  two  new  comedies  which  are 

in  production. 

Laemmle  Picks  “Held  by  Latv" 

"Held  By  the  Law”  has  been  chosen  by 
Edward  Laemmle  as  his  next  directorial 

vehicle  for  Universal.  The  script  is  being 
written  by  Charles  Kenyon. 

Complete  “Love"  Cast 
Announcement  is  made  of  the  complete 

cast  of  "I.x>vc  Me  and  the  World  Is  Mine.” 
Norman  Kerry  and  Mary  Philbin  are  be- 

ing co-starred.  Betty  Compson,  Henry  B. 

Walthall  and  George  Siegmann  are  fea- 
tured in  the  production.  The  balance  of 

the  cast  includes  .Mbert  Conti,  Robert  An- 
derson, Emily  Fitzroy,  Martha  Mattox, 

Cliarlcs  Scllon,  Helen  Dunbar,  Rose  Dione 

and  many  extras. 

Complete  Script  o/  “Man  Who  Laughs" 

The  script  for  "The  Man  Who  Laughs” 
has  just  been  completed  by  Charles  E. 

\^'hittakcr.  The  picture  will  be  directed 
by  E.  A.  Dupont. 

Cook  Writes  Story  for  Gi6so;i 

William  Wallace  Cook  has  written  “Nine 
Points  of  the  Law”  as  a   future  starring 
vehicle  for  Hoot  Gibson. 

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer 

Dane  in  “Mysterious  Island"  Cast 
Karl  Dane  has  been  cast  in  a   comedy 

role  of  “The  Mysterious  Island,"  which 
Maurice  Tourneur  will  direct  for  M-G-M. 
Warner  Oland  has  been  signed  to  play  the 

heavy  in  this  film. 

Purchase  “Captain  Salvation" 
"Captain  Salvation,”  the  novel  by  Fred- 

erick W.  Wallace,  has  been  purchased  for 

early  production,  and  w'ill  be  directed  in  the 
near  future  by  Reginald  Barker. 

“Waltz  Dream"  Being  Titled 

Marian  Ainslec  with  the  assistance  of 

Ruth  Cummings  is  titling  UFA’s  "The 
Waltz  Dream,”  which  M-G-M  will  release here. 

Purchase  Kyne  Stories 

Announcement  has  been  made  of  several 

stories  by  Peter  B.  Kyne  for  early  produc- 

tion. The  stories  arc  “Silver  Threads 

Amongst  the  Gold,”  “Big  Tim  Meagher." 
“Little  Casino,”  and  “A  Desert  Odyssey.” 

First  National 

Announce  “Brotvn  Derby"  Release 

The  new  Johnny  Hines  comedy,  "The 
Brown  Derby,”  is  scheduled  for  release 
July  4.  Diana  Kane  plays  opposite  the  star. 

“Butter  and  Egg  Man"  Purchased 

"The  Butter  and  Egg  Man,”  by  George 

Rod  La  Roegue  and  Marguerite  De  La 

Motte  are  featured  in  “Red  Dice"  a 
William  K.  Howard  production  re- 

leased by  Pro-Dis-Co. 

S.  Kaufman,  has  been  purchased  by  F.  N. for  filming. 

Screen  Rights  of  “Sport  of  Kings"  Obtained 
“The  Sport  of  Kings,”  a   modern  farce 

comedy  with  the  race  track  as  his  back- 

ground, has  been  purchased.  The  name  of 
the  director  has  not  been  announced. 

LETTERS 

From  Readers 
A   forum  at  which  the  exhibitor 

is  invited  to  express  his  opinion 
on  matters  of  current  interest. 

Brevity  adds  forcefulness  to  any 
statement.  Unsigned  letters  will 

not  be  printed. 

Costume  Plays  Not  Wanted 

DOTHAN,  ALA.— To  the  Editor:  I 
want  to  give  the  fellow  exhibitors  a   little 

dope  on  "Romola.”  We  played  this  pic- 
ture two  days.  No  one  liked  it.  Not  a 

single  i)erson  who  saw  it  liked  it.  It  was 

about  three  hours  long  and  a   costume  pic- 

ture at  that.  Why  doesn’t  Metro  put  Dor- 
othy and  Lillian  Gish  in  cute  pictures, 

about  four  or  five  reels?  No  one  cares  to 

see  them,  or  any  other  star,  no  matter  how 

good  they  are,  in  a   picture  like  “Romola.” What  people  want  to  see  is  pictures  like 

“Let's  Get  Married,”  with  Richard  Dix. 
Please,  producers,  give  us  something  we 
can  sell  and  make  a   dime  on.  The  public 

doesn’t  want  costume  plays,  underworld,  or 
war  pictures.  They  want  clean-cut,  snappy 

pictures. 

We  paid  $75  for  the  picture  “Romola” and  did  about  $20  worth  of  advertising  on 

same.  Took  in  $41.21  in  two  days.  That’s 
how  well  the  public  likes  this  kind  of  a 

picture.  A   lot  of  customers  came  but 
found  it  was  a   costume  play  so  went  off, 

stating,  "Well,  we  don’t  want  to  see  a   pic- 
ture like  that.”  People  who  visit  the  pic- 
ture show  much  are  not  readers,  therefore, 

they  don’t  know  by  name  that  a   picture  is 
a   costume  play,  and  two  and  a   half  to 

three  hours  long,  until  they  visit  the  thea- tre and  ask. 

Don’t  buy  this  picture  if  you  can  help 
it  unless  you  can  get  it  for  a   very  small 

sum,  as  it  won’t  get  by  with  the  public. — 
HATTIE  MIZZELLE,  Alcazar  theatre, Dothan,  Ala. 

Pictures  Are  Never  Too  Old  While 
They’re  Running 

ORDWAY,  COLO.— To  the  Editor:  En- 
closed please  find  my  check  in  payment  of 

two  years’  subscription  to  your  most  val- 
uable publication,  the  only  real  aid  to  the 

exhibitor.  I   have  been  a   subscriber  to  this 

magazine  for  many  years  and  would  as 

soon  not  receive  the  films  from  the  ex- 
change as  not  to  have  Exhibitors  Herald 

for  reference.  I   think  the  department, 

“What  the  Picture  Did  For  Me,”  a   very 
great  aid  to  us  small  town  exhibitors  in 

determining  the  value  of  the  pictures  we 
are  to  show.  Sex  pictures  and  South  Sea 
Island  pictures  I   try  to  get  away  from, 

but  Westerns  and  funnies  my  patrons  sure 

enjoy.  I   am  not  a   contributor  to  the  col- 
umn “What  the  Picture  Did  for  Me”  for 

the  reason  that  most  of  my  oictures  are 

from  six  months  to  a   year  old  before  I 

show  them.  For  instance,  last  week  I 

showed  “Mike;”  this  week  am  showing 
"For  Heavens  Sake next  week  "Little 

Annie  Rooney,”  and  the  week  following 
"Tumbleweeds.”  Wishing  you  continued 

success  in  your  publication,  I   am. — DEN- 
NIS J.  MOONEY.  Princess  theatre,  Ord- 

way,  Colo. 
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“What  the  Picture  Did  For  Me” VERDICTS  ON  FILMS  IN  LANGUAGE  OF  EXHIBITOR 
Copyright,  1926 

This  is  the  original  exhibitors^  reports  department,  established  October  14,  1916. 
Beware  of  cheap,  misleading  imitations. 

**What  the  Picture  Did  for  Me”  is  the  one  genuine  source  of  exhibitor-written  box  office information. 

Address:  **What  the  Picture  Did  for  Me, EXHIBITORS  HERALD,  407  South  Dearborn 
Street,  Chicago,  III. 

Associated  Exhibitors 
HEARTS  AND  FISTS:  Special  cast— Here’s 

a   picture  that’s  a   whiz.  Has  plenty  of  action  and 

good  heart'  appeal.  Both  stars  very  good  in  this 

picture.  Business  not  up  to  standard.  'Weather 
good. — P.  C.  Schram,  New  theatre,  Kalamazoo. 

Mich. — General  patronage. 

THE  SKY  RAIDER:  Captain  Nungcssor— 
Fine.  Now  this  is  what  pulls,  a   star,  a   title, 

a   story  and  everything.  People  want  different 

pictures  and  this  is  one.  Make  more.  Six  reels. 

— I.  T.  Brisco,  Princess  theatre,  Elwood,  Ind. — 
General  patronage. 

Columbia 
A   FATAL  MISTAKE:  William  Fairbanks— A 

good  snappy  program  picture.  A   newspaper 
story  with  a   good  thriller  in  the  last  reel.  Will 

please  80  per  cent.  Five  reels. — G.  B.  Orne, 

Willey  Mem.  Hall,  Cabot:  K.  P.  Hall,  Marsh- 
field ;   Town  Hall  in  Danville,  and  Plainfield,  Vt. 

SPEED  MAD;  William  Fairbanks — Dandy 

good  action  story  of  the  race  track.  Pal,  the 

dog.  shows  up  great.  Story  is  so  old  it  has 

whiskers,  but  Bill  and  Pal  make  up  for  the 
weakness  of  the  story.  Good  Saturday  bill.  Five 

reels. — C.  J.  Wheeler,  Paralta  theatre,  Oakwood, 

Tex. — General  patronage. 

F.  B.  O. 
THE  TRAFFIC  COP:  Lefty  Flynn — Splendid 

program  picture.  Cast  good,  story  good. — Bert 

Silver,  Silver  Family  theatre,  Greenville,  Mich. — 
General  patronage. 

THE  ISLE  OF  RETRIBUTION;  Victor  Mac- 
Laglen — Good  Northern  picture.  Not  big  but 

good  average  program.  Seven  reels. — S.  Hull, 

Happy  Hour  theatre,  Jasper.  Minn. — Small  town 

patronage. 

ALL  AROUND  FRYING  PAN:  Fred  Thom- 

son—Another  good  one.  Fred,  you  and  Silver 

keep  up  the  good  work.  We  thank  you  for  your 

picture.  It  has  been  much  admired.  Six  reels. — 

A.  N.  Miles,  Eminence  theatre,  Eminence.  Ky. — 
General  patronage. 

ALL  AROUND  FRYING  PAN;  Fred  Thom- 

son— Another  picture  made  after  dark,  leaving 

the  cash  customer  to  guess  at  the  most  of  what 

Is  happening.  The  poorest  Thomson  we  ha
ve 

shown  to  date.— T.  A.  Shea,  Palace  theatre.  Mc- 

Gehee,  Ark. — Neighborhood  patronage. 

ALL  AROUND  FRYING  PAN;  HANDS 

ACROSS  THE  BORDER:  Fred  Thomson
— Two 

of  Fred’s  best,  if  that  could  be.  Our  patrons 

rave  about  Silver  King.  Good  shows  to  
good 

business.  What  more  could  we  want?  Si
x  reels. 

—Mr.  and  Mrs.  E.  Fox.  Princess  theatre,  Obion
. 

Tenn. — Small  town  patronage. 

SPEED  WILD:  Lefty  Flynn — Good  progr
am. 

Five  reels.— Nicolaides  Bros.,  American  t
heatre. 

Scofield,  Utah.— General  patronage. 

NO  MAN’S  LAW:  Bob  Custer — One  of 
 the 

poorest  Custer  pictures  1   have  ever  run.
  Mighty 

thin,  as  one  of  my  patrons  expressed 
 it.  Five 

reels.   C.  S.  Watson.  Electric  theatre.  Cal
dwell, 

I^an. — General  patronage. 

THE  FIGHTING  BOOB:  Bob  Custe
r— A   real 

picture,  the  best  Bob  Custer  to  dat
e.  The  girls 

raved  over  this.  F.  B.  0.  Westerns  all  ̂ d 

but  "The  Fighting  Boob"  the  best  of
  all.  Five 

reels.— Mr.  and  Mrs.  E.  Fox.  Princ
ess  theatre. 

Obion,  Tenn.— Small  town  patronage.  . 

“Better  Theatres” 
Breaks  New  Ground 

**  Dexter  Theatres,”  published  as 
Section  11  of  tliis  issue,  breaks 

new  ground  with  an  article  by  Leo  T. 
Parker,  Cincinnati  attorney,  defining 

the  legal  liability  of  the  theatre  owner 
for  the  welfare,  health  and  safety  of 

patrons.  Mr.  Parker  cites  actual  cases 
in  illustration  of  his  various  points 

and  invites  inquiries  from  exhibitors 
for  answer  in  a   future  article. 

This  subject,  vital  to  theatre  owners, 
has  not  been  dealt  with  previously  in 

trade  journalism  and  affords  a   splen- 

did opportunity  to  obtain  reliable  le- 
gal information  covering  various  as- 

pects of  theatre  proprietorship. 

Other  interesting  articles  in  “Better 
Theatres”  concern  the  opening  of  the 
magnificent  new  Rialto  theatre  at 

Joliet,  III.,  a   theatre  conceded  to  be 
many  years  ahead  of  the  city  which 

it  graces,  and  similar  features. 
“Better  Theatres”  p»*rves,  as  many 

of  its  readers  point  out  in  letters  pub- 
lished in  this  issue,  a   field  not  covered 

by  any  other  publication.  In  its  ad- 
vertising pages  alone  it  supplies  trade 

information,  enabling  exhibitors  to 

materially  reduce  upkeep  expense  and 

thus  keep  free  to  take  advantage  of 

equipment  developments,  worth  many 
times  the  subscription  price.  The 

“coupon  ads”  make  it  possible  for  ex- 
hibitors to  assemble  a   complete 

library  of  available  equipment  and 
construction  material. 

Exhibitors  and  others  voice  their 

opinion  of  “Better  Theatres”  plainly 
in  letters  commenting  upon  the  Third 

Anniversary  of  the  section.  In  three 

years  the  section  has  attained  an  un- 
paralleled success. 

THE  BLOODHOUND:  Bob  Custer — Poorest 
business  but  not  the  fault  of  the  picture.  This 

one  is  good  Western  play  and  satisfied  those  who 
saw  it.  Five  reels. — Nicolaides  Bros.,  American 

theatre,  Scofield.  Utah. — General  patronage. 

THE  COWBOY  MUSKETEER:  Tom  Tylei— 
This  is  a   fine  picture  with  Tyler  and  his  pals 

doing  extra  good.  The  horse,  pony  and  Frankie 

Darro,  and  especially  the  dog,  ore  all  fine.  This 

is  by  far  the  best  “IVler  picture  we  have  played, 

but  Tom  why  don’t  you  get  a   good  looking  lead- 

ing lady  in  support  of  you?  The  one  in  ̂ this 

picture  is  terrible.  Five  reels. — W.  T.  Davis  & 
Son,  Rialto  theatre,  Sharon,  Wis. 

FLAMING  WATERS:  Mary  Carr— Saturday 

night  to  good  business.  This  is  one  of  the  G
old 

Bond  specials,  and  I   would  call  it  a   very  good 

offering.  Clean  as  the  waters  of  a   spring  brook, 

with  a   nice  sprinkling  of  comedy.  You  will  
all 

be  pleased  to  run  this  one.  Seven  reels.  P
.  W. 

Quinlin,  Ideal  theatre,  Cbatenugay.  N.  Y. — Small 
town  patronage. 

BORN  TO  BATTLE:  Tom  Tyler— Good  pic- 
ture. Tyler  is  better  every  time  he  plays.  Every 

one  likes  him  here.  Eight  reels. — Smith  &   Fry, 

Palace  theatre,  Naples,  Tex. — General  patronage. 

JIMMIE'S  MILLIONS:  Richard  Talmodgc — 
Good,  full  of  action  and  many  good  laughs.  Tal- 

madgo’s  pictures  alt  good.  Six  reels. — Mr.  and 
Mrs.  E.  Fox,  Princess  theatre,  Obion,  Tenn. — 
Small  town  patronage. 

WHITE  THUNDER:  Yakima  Canutt — Good 

program  and  fair  business.  Five  reels. — Nlco- 

iaides  Bros.,  American  theatre,  Scofield,  Utah. — 
General  patronage. 

KEEPER  OF  THE  BEES:  Special  cost— Best 

drawing  card  we  have  played.  Broke  house 

record.  Seven  reels. — Smith  &   Fry,  Palace 

theatre.  Naples,  Tex. — General  patronage. 

KEEPER  OF  THE  BEES:  Special  cast— Good 

progi-am  picture  with  excellent  box  office  value, 

but  ns  a   feature  does  not  rank  with  "Dnisilla 

With  A   Million,"  But  will  bring  people  Into 

your  house  that  no  other  picture  will. — O.  Korn, 

Rialto  theatre.  Pecos.  Tex. — General  patronage. 

KEEPER  OP  THE  BEES:  Clara  Bow— Sure 

draws  and  wilt  please  the  average  fan.  Seven 

reels. — N.  E.  Frank,  Regent  theatre,  Wyland, 
Mich. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  FIGHTING  DEMON:  Richard  Tal- 

madge — A   very  poor  picture.  As  entertainment 
we  would  pronounce  this  bunch  of  junk  just  some 
more  bunk  on  which  the  people  are  fed  up  to  n 

point  of  expressing  themselves  by  staying  away 

from  the  showhouse.  Six  reels. — Giacoma  Bros., 

Crystal  theatre,  Tombstone,  Ariz. — General  pat- ronage. 

FORBIDDEN  CARGO:  Evelyn  Brent^Wcll, 

Miss  Brent  saved  me  from  using  red  ink  again. 

Poor  business  until  I   8ho^vod  this  picture  and 

Gee,  I   was  surprised.  Fine  business,  so  you  can 
see  which  ones  are  the  most  popular.  Glad  I 

have  Miss  Brent’s  entire  output  this  year.  F.  B.  O. 

has  life  saving  stars.  Five  reels. — Robert  W. 

Hines,  Hines  theatre,  Loyalton,  S.  D.— General 

patronage. 
SMOOTH  AS  SATIN;  Evelyn  Brent— Was  very 

disappointed  in  this.  Moral  tone  is  bad,  I   think. 

Business  very  poor.  Six  reels. — A.  N.  Miles, 

Eminence  theatre.  Eminence,  Ky. — General  pat- 
ronage. 

TEARING  THROUGH:  Richard  Talmadgo— 

Fairly  good.  Not  anything  extra.  Five  reels. — 
Nicolaides  Bros.,  American  theatre,  Scofield, 
Utah. — General  patronage. 

THE  MIDNIGHT  FLYER:  Cullen  Landis— A 

very  interesting  railroad  drama.  One  of  the 

best  railroad  stories  I   have  ever  seen.  Good  for 

any  house.  Business  good. — P.  C.  Schram, 

Orphoum  theatre,  Kalamazoo,  Mich. — General patronage. 

THE  NIGHT  PATROL:  Richard  Talmadgo — 

This  picture  pleased  my  audience.  Has  the  usual 

Talmadge  stunts,  but  my  crowd  seem  to  like  his 

stuff,  so  why  worry. — P.  C.  Schram,  Orpheum 

theatre.  Kalamazoo,  Mich.— General  patronage, 

THUNDERING  HOOFS:  Fred  Thomson- 

Great,  Fred  is  going  bigger  with  us  than  
Tom 

Mix.  Keep  it  up,  Fred,  we  are  with  you.
  Five 

reels.   Maloney  and  Wey,  Orpheum  theatre,  
St, 

Bernice.  Ind. — Small  town  patronage. 

THUNDERING  HOOFS:  Fred  Thomson
— 

These  go  good  any  place  they  like  act
ion  West- 

erns.—O.  Korn,  Rialto  theatre,  Pecos,  Tex.— General  patronage. 
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THE  WILD  BULL’S  LAIR:  Fred  Thomson— 
This  is  excellent.  Fred  is  the  most  popular 

Western  star  here,  where  everybody  wears  cow- 
boy hats.  Six  reels. — Thos.  Thompson,  American 

theatre,  Perryton,  Tex. — Farming  patronage. 

THAT  DEVIL  QUEMADO:  Fred  Thomson— 

The  sheri/T  wouldn’t  leave  Fred  alone  long 

enough  so  he  could  get  married,  so  he  got  mar- 

ried on  the  go — horseback.  Fine  appeal.  Silver 

King  100  per  cent  always.  Five  reels. — Robert 

W.  Hines.  Hines  theatre,  Loyalton,  S.  D. — Genei'al 
patronage. 

First  National 
KIKI:  Norma  Talmadge — Boy,  what  a   pic- 

ture! And  how  it  did  draw!  Broke  all  house 

records  and  pleased  everybody.  Best  from  Norma 

in  a   long  time. — A.  Beams,  Auditorium  theatre. 

Red  Cloud,  Nebr.   General  patronage. 

TRAMP.  TRAMP.  TRAMP:  Hari-y  Langdon— 

Advertised  big  and  drew  a   large  crowd.  Every- 
body seemed  100  per  cent  pleased  with  Harry  and 

his  first  picture  comedy. — A,  Beams,  Auditorium 

theatre.  Red  Cloud.  Nebr. — General  patronage. 

IRENE:  Colleen  Moore — A   dandy  style  show 

but  the  picture  is  entirely  too  long,  which  kills 
it.  Had  several  complaints  that  it  was  too  long. 
It  should  have  been  made  in  six  reels  instead  of 

nine  and  cut  out  the  part  that  %vas  slow  and 

draggy. — A.  Mitchell.  Dixie  theatre,  Russellville, 

Ky. — General  patronage. 

IRENE:  Colleen  Moore — I   sure  advertised  this 

picture  and  had  plenty  of  cars  in  town,  when 
rain  came  up  and  scared  a   lot  of  people  away, 

but  enough  stayed  to  let  me  make  some  money. 

Colleen  is  sure  there.  A   100  per  cent  picture. — 
A.  Beams,  Auditorium  theatre.  Red  Cloud.  Nebr. 

— General  patronage. 

JOANNA:  Dorothy  Mackaill — Yes,  we  have 
here  another  red  hot  show ;   it  does  not  have  a 

lagging  moment.  Plenty  of  action  of  the  right 

kind  to  make  bang-up  first  class  movie  stuff. 

Dorothy,  you  are  going  good  and  1   believe  you 
will  make  a   box  office  star.  Business  held  up 

good  against  strong  opposition.  Seven  reels. — 
W.  H.  Brenner,  Cozy  theatre,  Winchester,  Ind. — 
General  patronage. 

INFATUATION:  Corinne  Griffith — Some  wise 

man  said  a   long  time  ago  that  “Love  makes  the 

“When  Good  Fellows 

Get  Together” Wish  to  report  an  enjoyable  visit 

from  Grandpa  Jenkins  and  “Viola.” 
You  will  believe  us  when  we  say  “en- 

joyable” when  you  know  that  we  sat 
up  until  1   A.  M.  chatting  with  the  gen- 

tleman. whose  entertaining  personality 

charmed  us  as  much  as  his  writings 

in  the  HERALD  these  many  years 
we  have  both  been  charter  members 

of  the  “Herald  Only”  Club. 
The  old  cuss  tried  to  get  a   rise  out 

of  our  ticket  seller  (Mrs.  Parker),  by 

inquiring  if  his  credit  was  good  until 
next  day,  but  he  was  so  taken  aback 

when  she  smilingly  assented  to  his  re- 
quest for  credit  that  he  presented  his 

card  and  two  bits  (which  we  forced 

back  upon  him  after  seeing  his  card). 

Viola  seemed  to  be  acting  fairly 

good  on  our  South  Dakota  gravel,  but 

we  didn’t  risk  a   ride,  using  instead 

our  Overland,  which  is  more  trust- 

worthy, perhaps  because  it’s  mascu- 
line. (We  call  it  Hoot.) — P.  G. 

ESTEE,  S.  T.  Theatres,  Parker,  S.  D. 

world  go  round.”  He  may  have  been  right  in 

his  time,  but  I'm  here  to  say  that  an  out  and 

out  love  story  such  as  "Infatuation”  does  not 
put  any  dollars  into  the  box  office.  Certainly 

Irving  Cummings,  who  directed  this  one,  does  not 
have  much  idea  as  to  what  makes  a   box  office 

picture.  It  is  too  bad  that  Corinne  Griffith,  after 

"Classified,”  should  appear  in  so  poor  a   picture 

as  “Infatuation”  proves  to  be.  Absolutely  zero 

as  far  as  this  town’s  audience  voted.  First  night 

]ioor,  second  night  woi'se,  and  nothing  at  all  the 

last  night  of  the  run. — A.  B.  Hancock,  Colum- 

bia theatre,  Columbia  City.  Ind.— General  pat- 
ronage. 

MEMORY  LANE:  Special  cast — Somehow  this 
misses  fire  from  entertainment  standpoint.  The 
whole  cast  works  hard  to  make  a   picture,  but 
story  terribly  weak,  and  does  not  measure  up  to 
present  day  standards  of  picture  entertainment. 
It  may  be  it  is  too  real ;   however  it  does  not 

get  by.  and  some  spots  so  weak  it  fairly  sags. 
Yes.  they  will  have  to  be  better  than  this  one! 

We  simply  cannot  cram  this  down  folks  throats. 

Eight  reels. — W.  H.  Brenner.  Cozy  theatre,  Win- 

chester, Ind. — General  patronage. 
CLASSIFIED;  Corrine  Griffith — 100  per  cent 

picture.  Drew  well  and  pleased  all. — A.  Beams. 
Auditorium  theatre.  Red  Cloud,  Neb. — General 

patronage. 

RAINBOW  RILEY:  Johnny  Hines — A   dandy 

for  your  Saturday  program  in  small  towns.  Lots 

of  pep  to  this  one :   much  better  than  “Live 
Wire.” — A.  Mitchell,  Dixie  theatre,  Russellville, 
Ky. — General  patronage. 

THE  LIVE  WIRE:  Johnny  Hines — It  is  a   good 

one  that  you  can  boost  to  the  limit.  A   dandy 

for  any  town.  Eight  reels. — E.  G.  Wean,  Fox 

theatre.  Fox  Lake,  111. — Small  town  patronage. 

GRAUSTARK:  Norma  Talmadge — A   very  fine 

production.  Norma  Talmadge  at  her  best.  Eight 

reels. — J.  C.  Reddoch,  Royal  theatre,  Quitman, 

Miss. — Small  town  patronage. 

GRAUSTARK:  Norma  Talmadge — Very  popu- 

lar story  and  Norma  together  did  a   nice  business. 
Pleased  all.  A.  Beams,  Auditorium  theatre,  Red 

Cloud.  Nebr. — General  patronage. 

GRAUSTARK;  Norma  Talmadge — First  day’s 
business  was  exceptionally  good.  Second  day 

dropped  off  one-half.  Picture  is  the  best  thing 

Norma  has  done  since  ‘‘Smiling  Through.”  I 
emphasized  the  modernizing  of  the  story  and  this 

helped,  but  it  suffered  to  a   certain  extent,  due 

to  the  fact  that  lots  of  people  thought  it  was 

a   costume  picture. — M.  W.  Larmour,  National 

theatre,  Graham,  Tex. — General  patronage. 

THE  SCARLET  WEST:  Special  cast— Very 

good  regular  picture  but  not  as  big  a   special 

as  it  was  sold  to  me.  Extra  advertising  did  not 

bring  very  big  attendance.  I   am  glad  I   have 

finished  the  big  expensive  productions  and  did 

not  get  put  out  of  business.  Made  about  half 
expenses.  Nine  reels. — R.  Duba,  Royal  theatre, 
Kimball.  S.  D. — General  patronage. 

THE  SCARLET  WEST:  Clara  Bow— A   title 

that  drew  them  in  from  everywhere  dui-ing  a 
snow.  However,  not  much  to  the  picture.  Nine 

reels. — '’’bos.  Thompson,  American  theatre,  Perry- 
ton,  Tex. — Farming  patronage. 

THE  SCARLET  SAINT:  Lloyd  Hughes— Here 
is  a   dandy  picture  for  a   week  day  run.  Good 

acting  and  action.  Seven  reels. — ^E.  G.  Wean, 

Fox  theatre.  Fox  Lake,  111. — Small  town  patron- 

age. THE  GIRL  FROM  MONTMARTRE:  Barbara  La 

Marr — A   nice  clean  cut  picture  and  many  com- 
ments on  it.  Eight  reels. — E.  G.  Wean,  Fox 

theatre,  Fox  Lake,  111. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  GIRL  PROM  MONTPAARTRE;  Barbara 

La  Marr — A   good  picture.  Pleased  generally. 

Business  better  than  usual.  Seven  reels. — A.  G. 

Witwer,  Grand  theatre,  Rainier,  Ore. — General 

patronage. 
CLOTHES  MAKE  THE  PIRATE:  Special  cast 

— Too  long.  Some  walked  out.  Pleased  50  per 

cent.  Business  about  average.  Sight  reels. — 

A.  G.  Witwer.  Grand  theatre.  Rainier,  Ore. — 
General  patronage. 

SALLY;  Colleen  Moore — Very,  very  good.  Any 

exhibitor  that  has  not  played  this  picture  is  just 

keeping  money  out  of  his  pocket,  and  keeping  a 

real  picture  from  his  patrons.. — A.  Beams,  Audi- 
torium theatre.  Red  Cloud.  Nebr. — Small  town 

patronage. 

PAINTED  PEOPLE:  Colleen  Moore— Another 

good  one  by  this  star.  Whenever  we  have  Colleen 

here  we  pack  the  house.  Women  especially  are 

crazy  about  her.  Seven  reels. — 'Thos.  Thompson, 
American  theati-e,  Perryton,  Tex. — Farming  pat- 
ronage. 

JUST  A   WOMAN:  Claire  Windsor— Thursday 

night  to  fair  business.  This  is  one  of  the  most 

beautiful  pictui-es  that  ever  graced  a   screen.  "What 
greater  praise  could  I   give  it  than  to  say  it  is  a 
jewel  of  the  first  water?  If  you  run  it,  it  will 

delight  your  patrons  and  yourself.  Seven  i-e«Is. 
— P.  W.  Quinlin,  Ideal  theatre,  Chateaugay,  N.  Y. 
— Small  town  patronage. 

THE  SEA  HAWK:  Milton  Sills— A   big  pic- 
ture well  done  but  hard  to  put  over  in  a   small 

town.  Just  barely  got  by  with  it.  TSvelve  reels. — 
G.  B.  Orns,  Willey  Mem.  Hall,  Cabot ;   K.  P.  Hall, 

Marshfield ;   Town  Kali  in  Danville,  and  Plain- 
field,  Vt. 

THE 
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THE  PACE  THAT  THRILLS:  Ben  Lyons— 

Here’s  a   picture  that  went  over  big  with  my 

audience.  Bon  is  becoming  some  sheik  with  the 

ladies.  If  he  keeps  up  the  pace  he  will  give 

Eudy  a   run  for  his  money.  Business  was  good 

on  this  picture.  Weather  fine. — P.  C.  Schram, 

New  theatre,  Kalamazoo,  Mich. — General  patron-
 

age. 

SO  BIG;  Colleen  Moore — We  played  this  some 

time  ago  and  did  it  plea.sa7  I   should  say  it  did. 

We  just  advertise  Colleen  any  night  in  the  week, 

and  that's  oil.  Good  as  "Sally.”  but  it  was 

Colleen.  Print  bad.— Maloney  &   Wey.  Orpheum 

theatre,  St.  Bernice.  Ind. — Small  town  patronage
. 

HER  SISTER'  FROM  PARIS:  Constance  Tal- 

— A   splendid  program.  This  star  and  cast 

fine.  Story  snappy,  but  not  dangerous  with  th
is 

star.  She  knows  how  to  be  funny  without  being 

vulgar.— Bert  Silver,  Silver  Family  theatre. 

Greenville,  Mich.— General  patronage. 

HER  SISTER  FROM  PARIS:  Constance  Tal- 

madge— Best  from  Connie  since  "East  is  We
st.” 

Sure  has  drawing  power  and  pleased  everybody. 

First  National  sure  have  the  pictures  and  sta
rs. — 

A.  Beams.  Auditorium  theatre.  Red  Cloud,  N
ebr. — 

Genera!  patronage. 

ABRAHAM  LINCOLN:  George  Billings— Sure 

did  a   nice  business  on  this  picture  and  everybod
y 

pleased.  They  are  still  talking  about  
it.  No 

reason  why  every  exhibitor  should  not  
run  this 

picture.  It  is  a   credit  to  any  community
. — A. 

Beams.  Auditorium  theatre,  Red  Cloud,  Neb.
 

General  patronage. 

ABRAHAM  LINCOLN:  George  Billin
gs — 

Doesn’t  draw  like  some  but  one  of  the  most
 

wonderful  pictures  ever  made.  Billing
s  makes 

this  picture  what  it  is.  Ten  reels.— T
hos.  Thomp- 

son, American  theatre,  Perryton,  Tex. — Farm
ing 

patronage. 

THE  BAD  MAN:  Holbrook  BUnn— Very  p
leas- 

ing little  picture.  First  National  sure  have
  the 

pictures,  and  their  trailer  service  is 
 one  reason 

why  I   run  so  many  of  their  pictures, 
 as  they 

sure  do  help  put  the  picture  over.
— A   Beams. 

Auditorium  theatre,  Red  Cloud,  Nebr
.  General 

patronage. 

Fox 

THE  SHAMROCK  HANDICAP:  Sp
ecial  ca.st— 

Best  Pox  picture  in  a   long  time.  Com
edy,  action, 

drama  all  well  balanced.  Good  in 
 every  way. 

Six  reels.— C.  J.  Wheeler,  Paralta  
theatre.  Oak- 

wood.  Tex. — General  patronage. 

HELL’S  FOUR  HUNDRED:  Special  _ cast— A 

good  picture:  no  special.  Name  
killed  it.  Our 

patrons  wouldn’t  co  see  it  because  o
f  the  name. 

They  were  afraid  of  it.— Hattie  M
izelle.  Alcazar 

theatre,  Dothan,  Ala.— General  pa
tronage. 

HELL’S  FOUR  HUNDRED;  Spe
cial  cast— 

This  is  a   good  entertainment.  M
ore  society  than 

Western  and  didn't  fit  so  well  wi
th  my  regular 

Saturday  night  progi-am  but  th
e  picture  is  inter- 

esting.—Chas.  Lee  Hyde.  Grand  theatre. 
 Pierre. 

S.  Dak. — General  patronage. 

MY  OWN  PAL:  Tom  Mix — No
t  as  good  as 

some  from  this  star  but  t
he  Mix  fans  won't 

notice  it  and  they  are  legion.— 
T.  A.  Shea.  Palace 

theatre,  McGchee,  Ark.— Neighb
orhood  patronage. 

THE  DIXIE  MERCHANT:  M
adge  Bellamy— 

Racing  stories  are  the  only  re
al  output  of  Fox 

and  this  one  is  a   human  heart-
interest  edition  of 

trotting  mares,  blue  grass  s
entiment  and  South- 

ern atmosphere  combined  into  a   good  prc
g^m 

offering.  Six  reels.-Pace  &   Bou
ma  (G.  A.  D.) , 

Rialto  theatre.  Pocahontas.  
Iowa.— Mixed  class 

patronage. 

THE  DIXIE  MERCHANT:  M
adge  Bellamy- 

Nice  little  picture,  one  that 
 should  please  all. 

Six  reels.— Mr.  and  Mrs.  E.  Fox.
  Princess  theatre. 

Obion.  Tenn.— Small  town  patro
nage. 

THE  FIRST  YEAR;  Special  cas
t — Fairly  good 

comedy.  Don't  promise  too  m
uch.— T.  A.  Shea. 

Palace  theatre.  McGahee.  
Ark.— Neighborhood 

patronage. 

THUNDER  MOUNTAIN:  Spec
ial  cast— A   good 

program  picture.— Bert  Silver.
  Silver  family  thea- 

tre. Greenville.  Mich.— General  pat
ronage. 

THUNDER  MOUNTAIN:  Sp
ecial  cast— Very 

good  production  which  can  
be  played  m   any 

house  and  will  build  up  some
  reputation  for  the 

silver  screen.  It  is  real  good  a
nd  is  good  enough 

for  any  day  of  the  week.  A
gain,  there  is  some 

swearing  and  the  worst  of  
it  is  that  the  girl 

says  it.  but  it  is  received  
more  as  a 

anything  else,  so  can’t  ki
ck.  Eight  reels.  R. 

Duba,  Royal  theatre,  Kim
ball.  S.  D.— Geneial 

patronage. 

THE  GILDED  BUTTERFLY
:  Alma  Rubens- 

Good  picture,  but  no  crowd
.  Six  reels.— Smith  & 

DEAR  HERALD: 
Le  Mars,  Iowa,  May  31,  1926. 

1   invaded  South  Dakota  last  Monday  before  the  authorities  pot  wise  to  it  and  I 

drove  out  of  the  slate  today  before  half  of  the  population  knew  I   had  been  there. 

If  you  think  southeastern  South  Dakota  is  not  a   beautiful  country,  you  are  entitle
d 

to  one  more  think. 

If  you  think  that  her  people  are  not  ace  high  100  per  cent,  your  gou
rd  must 

have  been  frost-bitten.  , 

If  you  think  that  she  does  not  have  excellent  gravel  highways,  you  ve  got  a   Ha
t 

tire  and  should  head  into  the  first  garage,  that’s  what  I   think  of  South  pakota. 

They  took  this  country  away  from  the  Indians  and  turned  it  over  
to  the  Exhtbitors 

and  they  have  gone  ahead  and  made  a   real  country  out  of  it. 

Fred  Dykman,  who  shapes  the  destiny  of  the  Speedway  theatre  
at  Sprnigfieh , 

would  sooner  speak  Dutch  than  Indian,  and  F.  E.  Metzgar,  of  the  Co
zy  at  Tyndall, 

don’t  give  a   conlinentol  what  he  does  talk,  but  tisey  are  both  th
ere  when  it  comes 

to  entertaining  a   Nebraskan,  as  well  as  the  public,  as  I   can  testi
fy. 

John  G.  Keller  of  the  Metropolitan  at  Tripp  has  got  a   handsh
ake  that  will  give 

you  the  rheumatism  in  both  arms. 

E   A   Bricker  of  the  Lyric  at  Mitchell  looks  like  he  did  si
xty-five  year.s  ago, 

hasn’t  changed  a   bit  that  I   could  notice.  He  told  me  that
  every  tune  he  took  a 

bath  it  made  him  a   year  younger  and  his  wife  has  it  f
igured  out  that  he  has  grown 

three  years  younger  in  the  last  fifteen;  but  he's  a   
shomnan,  don  t   forget  that. 

When  Alpena  wakes  up  in  the  morning  they  find
  W.  S.  Thompson  of  the  Dream- 

land out  posting  paper  for  his  coining  attraction.  W.  S.
  goes  strong  on  paste;  that  s 

why  his  shot-sack  is  so  well  filled  with  nickels  an
d  dimes  after  the  show;  and  ho 

gives  them  a   good  show,  too.  .   , 

Richard  Sijnoka  (try  to  pronounce  it  if  you  want
  to,  but  assume  your  own  risk, 

I   broke  my  jaw  trying  it)  of  the  Cozy  at  Wolscy
  ga^s  the  natives 

little  burg  real  entertainment  three  nights  a   week
.  He  says  he  would  play  oftemr 

but  he  wants  the  merchants  to  get  a   little  of  th
e  money,  so  tliey  can  come  to  the 

^'^I'missed  S.  A.  Goethal  of  the  Lyric  at  Huron,  as  he  had  gone  out  to 
 some  lake 

fishing.  Another  good  exhibitor  gone  wrong
-withom  me-Why  the  dickens  don  t 

these  boys  wait  for  me?  But  his  operator  
banded  me  three  shiners  and  said,  For 

heaven's  Lke,  don’t  let  our  subscription  expire  jS.  
A.  would  be  awfully  sore  ‘   ‘‘J’ 

Henry  A   Weicks  of  the  State  theatre  at  De  Smet  
is  a   newcom^  at  that  plat^ 

having  recently  sold  his  theatre  at  Elkton  an
d  acquired  the  State  at  De  Smet.  Hen^ 

^   Jntr  in  bard  luck  wlien  I   wBs  there  on  account 
 of  a   tent  show  in  oppo.>‘ition 

downhearted?  I'll  say  he  wasn’t,  he  isn't 
 bu.lt 

'^ArS  Bulow  of  the  Princess  at  Lake  Prest
on,  and  John  T.  Ba.sche  of  the  Alex- 

andn.  of  boft  co.phined  ™ 

taJne'^  ̂ ’^considerable  extent,  but  the  tvea
tber  tnan  is  making  some  very  flatteriiiB 

...e  POod  nualitjes  oybe 

:KiJ;/.:.:TKiven  a,,  day  in  the 
(Conliiiiicd  oil  next  paffc) 

Fry,  Palace  theatre.  N
aples.  Tex.-General  p

at- 
ronage. 

LIGHTNIN’;  Special  ca.st— 
A   fair  picture  of  a 

great  play.  Disappointed  
those  who  had  seen  the 

Say  and  seemed  like  cheap
  stuff.  Did  the  poorest 

Sunday’s  business  for  eig
ht  months.-Chas.  Lee 

Hyde,  Grand  theatre.  
Pierre,  S.  Dak.— Geneial

 

patronage. 

THANK  YOU;  Special  cas
t— I   thought 

fine  but  some  of  the  folks  
could  not  see  it.  Small 

cio'U  disappointed  me.  and  al  .   Sevej^ 

reels.— R.  Duba.  Royal  thea
tre,  Kimball,  S.  U. 

General  patronage. 

THANK  YOU:  Special  ca
.st — Can't  understand 

why  any  one  should  pan 
 this  picture.  Consider 

it  one  of  the  best  we  hav
e  had  this  yeai.  A 

picture  with  a   wonderful 
 moral  and  yet  very 

Human  and  entertaining.  My  pa
trons  were  l^oud 

in  their  praise  of  it.  Seve
n  reels.— N.  E.  I-ianK. 

Regent  theatre.  Wayland,  
Mich.— Small  town  pat- ronage. 

THE  IRON  HORSE;  Spe
cial  cast— 'Wonderful 

picture.  Corporal  Casey  al
most  steals  the  show, 

but  George  O’Brien  and  Madg
e  Bellamy  fine  also. 

Eight  reels.-Mr.  and  Mrs.  
E.  Fox.  Princess  thca- 

tie.  Obion.  Tenn.— Small  town
  patronage. 

KENTUCKY  PRIDE;  Special
  cast— Special  to 

Henry  B.  Walthall:  Mr.  Wa
lthall,  the  Paralta 

theatre  bows  to  your  artistic
  performance.  Tou 

alone  saved  this  dreary  ho
rse-monologue  from 

dragging  our  fair  reputation 
 for  presenting  goou 

pictures,  through  the  dust.  Giv
e  Chaplin  a   chance 

to  get  a   laugh,  and  give  you 
 a   chance  to  get  a 

tear,  or  a   little  sympathy,  
so  vital  to  human 

nature,  and  there  ia  no  eaual
.  Stay  out  of  such 

stories,  but  keep  on  making  u
s  weep.  Seven  reels. 

— C.  J.  Wheeler.  Pnralty  theatre. 
 Oakwood,  lex. 

General  patronage. 

LAZY  BONES:  Buck  Jones—
 Buck  Jonw.  the 

actor,  does  very  well  in  thi
s  one.  but  I 

the  public  prefer  Buck  Jone
s,  the  cowboy.  Seven 

reels.— N.  E.  Frank.  Regent
  theatre.  Wayland. 

Mich.— Small  town  patronage. 

LAZY  BONES:  Buck  Jones 
— A   slow,  drnggy 

picture.  My  patrons  d
on’t  like 

ness.  Eight  reels.-C.  S.
  Wateon.  Electric  thea- 

tre. Caldwell,  Kan.— General  p
atronage. 

LAZY  BONES;  Buck  J
ones— A   fairly  good 

picture  with  Buck  Jones  
doing  good  work.  Buck 

«lwav8  does  good  work. 
 Sad  ending,  however, 

leaves  one  feeling  a   little
  blue.  EigU  reels.^ 

C.  J.  Wheeler.  Paralta  
thenlre.  Oakwood,  Ttx. 

General  patronage.
  

, .   ,   , 

LAZY  BONES:  Buck  
Jones— Not  the  kind  of 

a   picture  for  Buck  Jon
es.  It  looks  like  a   lot

  of 

theatre.  Bellaire.  O.-
Genoral  patronage. 

THF  JOHNSTOWN  F
LOOD:  George  O'Bri

en— 

cZl  U^fit  two  da
ys.  We  made  the  m.

sUke 
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J.  C.  Jenkins — His  Colyum 
{Conlinued  from  preceding  page) 

hot  sun  and  wind,  so  I   nosed  Viola  up  against  the  curb  in  front  of  the  hotel,  went 

in  and  got  a   room  and  took  a   bath  and  then  stretched  out  on  the  bed  and  fell 

asleep  and  didn't  wake  up  until  tlie  show  was  on  at  the  S.  &   T.  theatre,  so  I 
dressed  and  went  do^vn  to  the  box  office  and  said  to  the  lady  who  was  tearing  olf 

tickets  by  the  yard,  “Madam,  I   would  like  awfully  well  to  see  your  show  tonight, 
but  I   am  a   little  short  and  was  wondering  if  it  would  be  all  right  if  I   paid  you  next 

Tuesday,”  and  she  laughed  a   little  and  said,  “Well,  I   suppose  so,”  so  I   slid  two  bits 
and  my  card  through  the  window  and  when  she  glanced  at  tlie  card  she  slid  down 

oif  the  stool  and  shoved  the  money  back  and  said,  “No,  you  don’t;  that  don’t  go 
here,”  then  she  ran  out  in  the  lobby  and  shouted,  “Come  here,  P.  G.,  and  see  who’s 

here.”  P.  G.  Estee  is  her  husband,  and  he  is  some  husband,  too,  take  it  from.  me. 

If  you  ever  go  to  Parker,  just  go  two  blocks  west  of  the  S.  &   T.  theatre  and  rap 

at  the  front  door  of  a   cozy  bungalow  on  the  corner  and  ask  the  lady  to  give  you  a 

cup  of  her  famous  coffee,  and  if  yon  do  not  remember  Mrs.  P.  G.  Estee  and  her  coffee 
as  long  as  you  live,  then  your  stomach  is  out  of  whack. 

The  Mrs.  had  a   delightful  lunch  for  P.  G.  and  I   after  the  show,  and  I   didn’t  get 
away  from  there  until  one  in  the  morning. 

Salem  has  become  nationally  famous,  made  so  by  her  basketball  team,  which 
team  would  have  won  the  championship  of  the  world  at  Chicago  had  not  one  of  the 

players  made  a   remark  during  the  game  that  cost  the  team  three  points,  likewise  the 

game. 
Salem  also  has  Ed  Mahan  and  the  Regale  theatre  and  she  wants  the  world  to 

know  it.  Salem  governs  all  her  actions  by  Ed.  When  Ed  goes  to  bed  Salem  goes  to 

bed.  When  Ed  gets  up  Salem  gets  up.  ̂ ^en  they  come  to  the  show  they  say,  “Good 

evening,  Ed,”  and  when  they  go  out  they  say,  “Good  night,  Ed,”  and  that’s  how 
Ed  stands  with  the  Salem  folks.  Ed  was  bom  within  a   few  miles  of  where  I   was  in 

Michigan  and  that  helps  some,  and  he  lived  a   long  time  in  Nebraska,  and  that  helps 

a   lot  more.  When  I   walked  into  Ed’s  show  shop  ̂ vith  my  portfolio  he  no  doubt 

thought  I   was  a   film  peddler  and  he  looked  up  and  said,  “Well,  what’s  on  your 
mind?”  and  I   replied,  “Not  a   thing,  my  mind  has  been  blank  ever  since  I   struck 
this  stale.”  “You  look  it,”  he  replied.  Then  I   banded  him  my  card  and  there  was 
as  big,  red  smile  spread  all  over  his  face  that  you  couldn’t  scratch  off  with  sand- 

paper, then  he  got  up,  shook  my  hand  and  inquired,  “Where’s  Viola?”  “She’s  out 

in  front,”  I   replied.  “Did  you  think  I   would  try  to  drive  her  in  here?”  “Well, 
judging  from  what  I   have  been  reading  in  the  HERALD,  you  are  liable  to  try  to 

drive  her  anywheres,”  he  replied. 

Should  you  ever  be  in  Salem  and  want  to  take  a   drink  of  water,  don't  do  it;  I’ve 
tried  it,  drink  pop.  I   asked  Ed  if  they  ever  made  any  use  of  the  water  out  there 

and  he  replied,  “Yes,  we  use  it  to  wash  cars  with  and  we  have  to  have  it  to  run  under 

bridges,  otherwise  we  wouldn’t  need  any  bridges,  and  we  also  use  it  to  make  mud- 
puddles  in  the  highways  to  slow  up  you  speeders.”  “Well,  what  do  you  do  when 

you  want  to  take  a   bath?”  I   inquired.  “We  don’t  want  to,”  he  replied.  “That’s 

what  I   thought;  you  look  it,”  Then  he  got  red  in  the  face  and  said,  “Say,  that 
sounds  like  a   personal  reflection.”  “Not  at  all,”  I   replied,  “just  a   plain  statement 
of  a   fact.” 

Mrs.  Ed  is  no  less  popular  with  the  Salem  folks  than  is  her  spouse.  She  made 

a   hit  with  me,  but  I   wouldn’t  care  for  Ed  to  know  that,  as  we  parted  good  friends. 

This  is  station  P.  D.  Q.  signing  off  at  11:45  standard  time,  will  be  “On  the  air” 
(or  in  the  hoosgow)  again  next  week. 

J.  C.  JENKINS, 

(The  Herald  Man.) 

of  booking  it  for  one  day  only.  It  will  stand 

up.  Bight  reels. — T.  A.  Shea,  Palace  theatre, 

McGehee,  Ark. — ^Neighborhood  patronage. 

A   MAN  FOUR  SQUARE:  Buck  Jones— The 
kind  of  picture  in  which  they  like  Jones.  The 

story  is  better  than  the  average  Western  drama 

and  pleased  the  crowd. — Ben  L.  Morris,  Olympic 

theatre,  Bellaire,  Ohio. — General  patronage. 

THE  FOOL:  Edmund  Lowe — People  who  had 

never  seen  a   picture  show  came  to  see  “The 

Fool.”  Had  comments  from  most  all  who  saw 
this  picture,  and  all  thought  it  good.  Ten  reels. — 

H.  B.  Wood,  Gem  theatre.  Calico  Rock,  Ark.— 
Small  town  patronage. 

DICK  TURPIN:  Tom  Mix — Nothing  to  it, 

Tom  is  losing  out  with  us,  and  if  he  makes  any 
more  like  this  one  we  know  he  will.  Seven  reels. 

— Maloney  &   Wey,  Orpheum  theatre,  St.  Bernice, 
Ind. — Small  town  patronage. 

AS  NO  MAN  HAS  LOVED:  Special  cast— A 

splendid  picture  to  extra  good  business.  Eight 

reels. — N.  E.  Frank,  Regent  theatre,  Wayland, 
Mich, — Small  town  patronage. 

WHEN  THE  DOOR  OPENED:  Jacqueline 

Logan — Good  picture  to  fair  business.  Miss  Logan 
is  one  of  my  favorite  actresses.  Seven  reels. — 

N.  E.  Frank,  Regent  theatre,  Wayland,  Mich. — 
Small  town  patronage. 

GREATER  THAN  A   CROWN:  Edmund  Lowe 

— A   good  program  pichore.  The  flappers  here 
are  strong  for  Edmund.  Twenty  years  ago  he 

would  have  been  a   "matinee  idol.”  Five  reels. — 
E.  M.  Biddle,  Strand  theatre,  Paoli,  Ind. — Small 
town  patronage. 

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer 
BROWN  OP  HARVARD:  Special  cast— A 

whale  of  a   knockout.  Pleased  everyone  here  and 

did  well  at  the  box  office.  Eight  reels. — A.  G. 

Witwer,  Grand  theatre.  Rainier,  Ore. — General 
patronage. 

BROWN  OF  HARVARD:  Special  cast — A   great 

picture,  better  than  lots  of  the  so-called  specials. 

— Bert  Silver,  Silver  Family  theatre,"  Greenville, 
Mich. — General  patronage. 

BEVERLY  OF  GRAUSTARK:  Marion  Davies 

— Very  good  picture.  Did  best  business  of  any 
show  in  last  three  or  four  months.  Eight  reels. — 
J.  C.  Caldwell,  Stanley  theatre,  Appomattox,  Va. — 
Small  town  patronage. 

June  12,  1926 

TIME,  THE  COMEDIAN:  Special  cast— A   few 
exhibitors  reported  Ted  Kosloff  spoiled  the  pic- 

ture by  trying  to  be  funny,  but  several  patrons 
told  me  his  acting  and  the  novelty  of  the  arrange- 

ment was  about  the  only  thing  that  made  it  dif- 
ferent and.  as  a   whole,  the  production  pleased 

fairly  well.  Don't  pay  more  than  minimum  for  it. Five  reels. — C.  J.  Wheeler,  Paralta  theatre.  Oak- 
wood.  Tex. — General  patronage. 
A   SLAVE  OF  FASHION:  Norma  Shearer- 

Did  not  please  my  patrons.  Might  please  some 
women  but  the  men  walk  out  on  it.  Below  the 
average  for  this  star.  Not  her  fault,  as  story  is 
very  weak.— P.  C.  Schram,  New  theatre.  Kalama- 

zoo. Mich. — General  patronage. 
THE  EXQUISITE  SINNER:  Special  cast- 

French  Gypsy  comedy  affair  that  seemed  to  please 
majority.  Business  light.  Six  reels. — A.  G.  Wit- 

wer, Grand  theatre,  Rainier,  Ore. — General  pat- 
ronage. 

THE  UNHOLY  THREE:  Lon  Chaney   Fairly 
good  program  picture,  but  people  out  on  the  street 
did  not  get  very  excited  about  it.  Pleased  most 
of  those  that  came.  Seven  reels. — O.  A.  Hal- 

stead, Cozy  theatre,  Duchesne.  Utah. — General 

patronage. 

Paramount 

THE  PALM  BEACH  GIRL:  Bebe  Daniels— 

As  good  as  they  make  ’em.  Bebe  Daniels  to  my 
mind  is  the  most  versatile  actress  before  the 

camera  we  have  today.  You  can  e.xploit  this  as 

a   high  grade  comedy  drama  and  it  will  stand  up. 

Not  a   big  picture  but  just  a   darn  good  entertain- 
ment. Personally  I   get  a   big  kick  out  of  all  her 

pictui-es.  Seven  reels. — C.  S.  Watson.  Electric 
theatre,  Caldwell,  Kan. — General  patronage. 

WET  PAINT:  Corrine  Griffith — This  is  very 

light,  in  fact  silly,  but  a   certain  class  of  people 

like  it  and,  though  I   classify  it  as  a   good  two- 

reel  comedy,  it  is  a   satisfactory  program  for  six 

reels  if  you  advertise  it  as  light  comedy.  Six 

reels  of  drunkenness. — Chas.  Lee  Hyde,  Grand 

theatre,  Pierre,  S,  Dak. — General  patronage. 

WET  PAINT:  Raymond  Griffith — Mildly  amus- 

ing. Six  reels. — Clark  &   Edwards,  Palace  thea- 
tre, Ashland,  O. — General  patronage. 

THE  BLIND  GODDESS:  Jack  Holt— One  of 

the  extra  c^od  dramatic  stories  of  the  year  in 

which  the  acting  honors  are  carried  away  by 
Louise  Dresser  and  Ernest  Torrence.  Has  lots 

of  comedy  and  pleasing  situations  in  the  first 
part  and  some  wonderful  dramatic  work  near 

the  close.  All  the  characters  are  well  drawn  and 

the  story  convincing  and  interest  holding  until  the 

last. — Ben  L.  Morris,  Temple  theatre.  Bellaire. 
Ohio. — General  patronage. 

THE  BLIND  GODDESS:  Special  cast — A   good 

ordinary  picture.  No  special.  A   flop  in  Dothan. 

Ala.  Ran  two  days  at  10c  and  36c.  Admission 

35c  the  cause  for  rotten  business.  They  are  not 

going  to  pay  85c  and  over  to  see  pictures.  Pic- 

ture too  long,  also. — ^Hattie  Mizelle,  Alcazar  thea- 
tre, Dothan,  Ala. — General  patronage. 

THE  BLIND  GODDESS:  Louise  Dresser— 

Louise  Dresser  isn't  the  star  of  this  picture,  but 
she  should  be.  A   really  high  class  drama  that 

plays  havoc  with  the  emotions  if  one  is  inclined 

toward  the  mother-love  theme.  Miss  Dresser  does 

a   splendid  character  part  that  is  a   revelation  and 

we  heard  many  comments  on  her  work.  Rest 

of  cast  O.  K.  Pleased  ninety-five  per  cent  here 

and  should  appeal  to  any  class  of  audience.  (Re- 

ported by  Gustave  A.  Dorn.)  Seven  reels. — Pace 

&   Bouma,  Rialto  theatre,  Pocaliontos,  Iowa. — 
Mixed  class  patronage. 

LET’S  GET  MARRIED:  Richard  Dix— This 

picture  is  very  nearly  a   great  comedy.  Won- 
derfully cast,  and  beautifully  played.  They  roared 

and  cheered  and  the  turnstile  clicked  okay.  Seven 

reels. — Clark  &   Edwards,  Palace  theatre,  Ash- 
land, O. — General  patronage. 

A   SOCIAL  CELEBRITY:  Adolphe  Menjou— 
This  is  a   very  nice  picture.  It  has  a   lot  of  good 

comedy  in  it,  has  a   likeable  cast,  and  has  a 

moral  running  through  that  makes  you  think 

more  of  it  than  most  comedy  dramas  of  this 

year’s  product. — Chas.  Lee  Hyde,  Grand  theatre, 
Pierre,  S.  Dak. — General  patronage. 

THAT’S  MY  BABY:  Douglas  MacLean— A 
little  better  than  the  average  MacLean  comedy. 

Very  slow  in  starting  but  wound  up  good.  Mac- 
Lean  is  a   poor  drawing  card  here,  hence  played 

to  empty  seats.  Seven  reels. — C.  S.  Watson,  Elec- 
tric theatre,  Caldwell,  Kan. — General  patronage. 

FOR  HEAVENS  SAKE;  Harold  Lloyd— A   very 

ordinary  comedy.  We  paid  too  much  rental, 

without  the  extra  percent  charged  us.  Para- 

mount compelled  us  to  charge  60  cents  admis- 
sion for  adults  and  we  lost  money.  This  picture 
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is  not  worth  a   raise  on  admission  in  any  theatre. 

Six  reels. — S.  A.  Hubbard,  Majestic  theatre,  Sa- 

binal,  Tex. — Small  town  patronage. 

FOR  HEAVEN’S  SAKE;  Harold  Lloyd— A   pro- 
gram  picture  sold  at  an  enormous  price.  His 
poorest  picture  to  date.  Watch  your  step.  Six 

reels. — C.  J.  Kremer,  Rialto  theatre,  Stanton, 
Nebr. — General  patronage. 

“Best  Way  to 

Watch  Step” After  being  quiet  for  a   considerable 
spell,  here  I   am  with  a   few  reports. 
Will  be  on  hand  more  often  now.  I 

find  that  the  “Wliat  the  PicUire  Did 

For  Me”  department  of  the  HERALD 
is  worth  a   lot  to  me,  so  want  to  con- 

tribute to  make  it  a   help  to  others. 

With  the  big  productions,  one  has  to 
watch  his  step  in  buying  nowadays, 

and  the  best  way  to  do  this  is  to  note 

what  a   picture  does  elsewhere. — W.  A. 
DOERSCHLAG,  Strand  theatre,  Ran- 

som, Kan. 

LORD  JIM:  Marmont — Not  as  bad  as  a   great 

many  exhibitors  report.  A   good  uvernge  program  ; 

sad  ending,  but  had  to  be.  Seven  reels. — S.  Hull. 

Happy  Hour  theatre,  Jasper,  Minn. — Small  town 
patronage. 

IN  THE  NAME  OF  LOVE:  Ricardo  Cortez — 

Pleasing  in  every  way.  Beery  and  Hatton  to- 
gether and  that  alone  should  save  anything. 

Cortez  very  unusual  young  man  and  Nlssen  Is 

almost  beautiful  in  this  story  of  a   snob  who 
thought  she  was  engaged  to  a   prince,  only  to  find 

him  a   garage  man.  Program  type.  Six  reels. — 

C.  J.  Wheeler,  Parnlta  theatre,  Oakwood,  Tex. — 
General  patronage. 

THE  COAST  OF  FOLLY:  Gloria  Swanson— 
Gloria  has  failed  to  make  even  a   passable  show 

out  of  this.  Seven  reels. — C.  J.  Wheeler,  Paralta 

theatre,  Oakwood.  Tex. — General  patronage. 

THE  RAINMAKER:  Special  cast — A   very  good 

picture.  Picture's  too  long.  Draggy  in  places. 

Name  wouldn’t  make  anyone  wont  to  see  it. 
Rental  charged  entirely  too  high.  Business  rot- 

ten.— Hattie  Mizelle,  Alcazar  theatre.  Dotha,  La. 
— General  patronage. 

THE  NIGHT  CLUB:  Raymond  Griffith— This 

is  a   real  good  show  and  should  please  any  audi- 
ence. Griffith  is  a   real  comedian  and,  while  an 

audience  does  not  let  out  a   big  laugh  yet  it  i.s 

humorous  enough  to  keep  ’em  chuckling.  Film 
good.  Seven  reels. — W.  A.  Doerschlag,  Strand 

theatre.  Ransom,  Kan. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  NIGHT  CLUB:  Raymond  Griffith — Wlicrc 

did  they  get  the  title?  I   might  ask  the  same 

question  about  the  story,  only  there  wasn't  any 
story.  Raymond  Griffith  generally  a   wow,  but 

he  wasn’t  even  a   grunt  in  this  absurd  affair  of 

a   guy  trying  to  devise  some  roundabout  method 
of  suicide.  Reduce  your  prices  to  five  and  ten 

cents;  then  leave  the  show  before  it's  over. — C.  J. 
Wheeler,  Paralta  theatre,  Oakwood,  Tex.— General 
patronage. 

THE  ANCIENT  HIGHWAY:  Special  cast- 

Had  quite  a   good  many  favorable  comments  on 

this.  The  "Ancient  Highway"  is  the  St,  Law- 
rence River.  Seven  reels. — A.  N.  Milos.  Eminence 

theatre.  Eminence,  Ky. — General  patronage. 

OLD  HOME  WEEK:  Thomas  Meighan— As 

usual,  this  star  does  not  register  at  the  box  office 
for  me.  Personally  I   like  his  acting  fine,  only 

that  his  pictures  take  too  long  to  get  anywhere. 
I   am  off  of  his  pictures.  Film  good.  Seven  reels. 
  W.  A.  Doerschlag,  Strand  theatre.  Ransom, 
Kan.— Small  town  patronage. 

MADAME  SANS  GENE:  Gloria  Swanson — 
Not  so  good  for  a   small  town  and  no  special  in 

quality.  Too  long  by  two  or  three  reels  and 

THE  NEW  KLONDIKE;  Thomas  Meighan— 
This  is  a   fine  picture.  Star  does  himself  some 

good  with  this  one  and  everyone  enjoys  the  show. 
Deals  with  Florida  and  had  some  people  stay 

away  because  they  thought  it  was  another  of 

these  "Northern  plays.”  So  advertise  according- 
ly.— Chas.  Lee  Hyde,  Grand  theatre,  Pierre,  S. 

Dak. — General  patronage. 

THE  DEVIL’S  CARGO:  Special  cast— A   very 
good  production  with  action  and  fine  acting  by 

Beery.  However,  this  picture  could  have  been 
condensed  to  six  reels  and  made  a   much  better 

show.  Film  good.  Eight  reels. — W.  A.  Doer- 

schlag, Strand  theatre.  Ransom,  Kan. — Small 
town  patronage. 

THE  DEVIL’S  CARGO:  Special  cast— Too  long 

for  its  value.  Story  gold  days  of  ’49.  Different 
from  most  pictures.  Eight  reels. — Robert  W. 

Hines,  Hines  theatre,  Loyalton,  S.  D. — General 
patronage. 

ADVENTURE;  Tom  Moore — Dandy  good  pic- 

ture which  I   ran  a   little  old,  but  it’s  good,  so 
nothing  to  regret.  My  territory  is  very  dry  and 

so  business  is  dead,  but  no  fault  of  the  picture. 

Seven  reels. — R.  Duba,  Royal  theatre,  Kimball. 

S.  D. — General  patronage. 

IRISH  LUCK:  Thomas  Meighan — Pretty  good 

picture  for  anybody  to  look  at  and  get  their 
entertainment  out  of  it.  Where  Tom  is  liked  it 

should  be  a   good  one  to  run  two  nights.  Good 

for  Sunday  or  any  other  day.  Seven  reels. — R. 

Duba,  Royal  theatre,  Kimball,  S.  D. — General 
patronage. 

CONTRABAND:  Special  cast— Pretty  good 

program  picture  but  I   could  not  get  but  few  in 
to  see  it.  Seemed  to  please  what  did  come. 

Seven  reels.— O.  A.  Halstead,  Cozy  theatre,  Du- 
chesne, Utah. — General  patronage. 

THE  TOP  OF  THE  WORLD:  James  Kirk- 

— Good  entertaining  picture.  Good  for  any 

day  in  the  week.  James  knows  how  to  play  a 

double  part.  Best  I   ever  saw.  He  sure  played 

both  his  parts  better  than  Meighan  did  in  "
Irish 

Luck,”  although  Tom  did  very  well.  Seven  reels. 

— R.  Duba.  Royal  theatre.  Kimball,  S.  D. 
— Gen- 

eral patronage. 

THE  WANDERER:  Special  cast— Very  good 

Bible  story.  This  was  well  received  by  ou
r  peo- 

ple. Eight  reels.— M.  H.  McDonnell,  Badger 

Opera  Hou,se.  Merrill,  Wis.— General  p
atronage. 

Wii!  be  on  hand  more  often  now.  I 

find  that  the  “Wliat  the  PicUire  Did 

For  Me”  department  of  the  HERALD 
is  worth  a   lot  to  me,  so  want  to  con- 

tribute to  make  it  a   help  to  others. 

With  the  big  productions,  one  has  to 
watch  his  step  in  buying  nowadays, 

and  the  best  way  to  do  this  is  to  note 

what  a   picture  does  elsewhere. — W.  A. 
DOERSCHLAG,  Strand  theatre,  Ran- 

som, Kan. 

good  story,  suspense  and  thrilling  action.  It 

went  over  good  here.  Ten  reels. — H.  J.  Eagan, 

American  theatre,  Wautoma,  Wis. — Small  town 
patronage. 

SEA  HORSES:  Jack  Holt^The  typhoon  in 

the  last  reel  is  the  only  redeeming  feature.  Fair 

program  offering.  The  less  money  you  pay  for 

this  one,  the  easier  you’ll  smile.  Seven  reels. — 
W.  W.  O.  Fenety,  Gaiety  theatre.  Fredericton. 
N.  B.  Canada. — General  patronage. 

THE  PONY  EXPRESS:  Ricardo  Cortez— This 

picture  went  over  big  with  Old  Time  Fiddler’s 
band.  We  packed  our  house.  Evei-yone  enjoyed 
it.  Ten  reels.— Mr.  and  Mrs.  E.  Fox,  Princess 

theatre,  Obion,  Tenn. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  PONY  EXPRESS;  Special  cast— We  ad- 
vertised this  very  heavily,  had  two  days  of  good 

weather,  so  business  was  all  we  expected.  It 

seemed  to  give  fair  satisfaction.  Nobody  raved 

about  it,  but  on  the  other  hand  nobody  kicked 

about  paying  36c  to  see  it.  Ten  reels. — A.  N. 

Miles,  Eminence  theatre.  Eminence,  Ky. — General 

patronage. 

THE  PONY  EXPRESS:  James  Cruze— Very 

good  picture.  Everything  in  this  picture  to  make 

it  satisfactory.  Should  please  all.  Ten  reels. 

M.  H.  McDonnell.  Badger  Opera  House,  Merrill, Wis. 

THE  LUCKY  DEVIL:  Richard  Dix— Good. 

Pleased  our  audience.  Very  much.  Auto  race 

fine.  Seven  reels. — Mr.  and  Mrs.  E.  Fox,  Princess 

theatre.  Obion.  Tenn. — Small  town  patronage. 

THE  WANDERER;  Special  cast— Bea
utiful 

photography  and  a   wonderful  picture  
of  its  kind, 

but  under  heavy  advertising  it  failed 
 to  draw. 

Nine  reels.— K.  K.  Allen,  American  
Legion  thea- 

tre, Broadlands.  111.— Small  town  patronage
. 

THE  AMERICAN  VENUS:  Esther
  Ralston— 

This  appeals  to  me  as  being  mighty
  good  photo- 

play entertainment,  and  has  some  drawin
g  power, 

but  believe  owing  to  being  old  r
elease  it  has 

weakened  as  a   box  office  attracion.  
However,  it  is 

a   wonderful  pictui-e  and  deserves  
to  be  given  a 

good  showing.  Seven  reels.— 
W.  H.  Brennei, 

Cozy  theatre,  Winchester,  Ind.— Ge
neral  patronage. 

THE  AMERICAN  VENUS:  He
rbert  Ralston— 

This  is  one  lovely  picture  and  o
ne  fine  box  omce 

attraction.  My  crowd  liked  it 
 a   lot.  Nothing 

much  to  the  story,  but  the  f
ine  direction  makes 

it  go  and  the  people  do  get  
interested  and  send 

their  friends  the  second  night. 
— Chas.  Lee  Hyde, 

Grand  theatre.  Pierre,  S.  Dak.-
General  patronage. 

THE  VANISHING  AMERICAN
;  Special  cast— 

A   picture  that  Paramount  ca
n  be  proud  to  have, 

and  one  any  exhibitor  can  b
e  proud  to  show.  1 

consider  it  the  best  all  round
  special  production 

available  just  now.  It  did  
not  draw  as  well  as 

it  should  have  considering  t
he  amount  of  adver 

Using  we  put  on  it.  but  i
t  certainly  gave  satis- 

factiL.  Ten  reels.-A.  N. 
 MileS,  Eminence  thea- 

tre, Eminence.  Ky.— General  patro
nage. 

THE  VANISHING  AMERIC
AN:  Richard  Dix 

-I  call  this  a   wonderful  picture. 
 Great  ̂ ry. 

The  star  splendid  and  the  
whole  cast  fine,  there 

has  been  so  many  big  out  
of  doors  picture  in  the 

past  year,  hard  to  say  
which  is  the  best,  but 

this  gave  as  good  satisfactio
n  to  my  people  m   any 

TaZ-BM  Silver,  Silver  Fanilly  theatre, 
Greenville.  Mich.— General  

patronage. 

THE  VANISHING  AMER
ICAN:  Richard  Dix 

-Here  is  one  that  will  
add  presUge  to  your 

house  and  will  make  mon
ey  if  it  is 

Your  Western  fans  will  r
ave  about  it.  There  i. 

everything  to  make  it  inte
resting,  nice  scenery,  a 

Coming 

GENE 
TUNNEY Leading 

contender 
forDemjJseys 
crown, in  a 

Pafheserial 
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many  did  not  like  it.  Two  reels. — E.  G.  Wean, 
Fox  theatre.  Fox  Lake.  111. — Small  town  patronage. 

LOVERS  IN  QUARANTINE:  Special  cast— 
Everybody  laughed.  Eveiwbody  went  home  glad 

they  came  to  see  it.  I   think  it's  the  best  Bebe 
has  had  since  "Mi.ss  Bluebeard.”  Business  only 
fair.  Six  reels. — A.  N.  Miles.  Eminence  theatre, 

Eminence,  ICy. — General  patronage. 

CODE  OF  THE  WEST:  Special  cast — The  best 

Zane  Grey  picture  to  date.  Here  is  how  we  broke 
our  Tue.sday  record  with  this  picture.  Had  Old 

Time  Fiddler's  Band.  The  music  brought  them  in 
but  the  picture  pleased  as  well  as  the  music. 

Seven  reels. — Mr.  and  Mrs.  E.  Fox,  Princess  the- 

atre, Obion,  Tenn. — Small  town  patronage. 

ARE  PARENTS  PEOPLE?  Betty  Bronson— 
This  one  was  not  so  bad  as  I   thought  it  might  be 

and  it  seemed  to  please  a   fairly  good  house. 

Seven  reels. — O.  A.  Halstead,  Cozy  theatre,  Du- 

chesne. Utah. — General  patronage. 

ARE  PARENTS  PEOPLE:  Betty  Bronson— 
Not  an  extra  good  picture.  Just  fair  appeal. 
Seven  reels. — Robert  V/.  Hines.  Hines  theatre. 

Loyalton,  S.  D. — General  patronage. 

THE  AIR  MAIL:  Warner  Baxter — An  un- 
unsual  kind  of  picture.  United  States  Mail  planes 

used.  Prints  were  new  and  that's  what  I   like. 
New  print,  not  even  punch  marks  on  this  print. 

Eight  reels. — Robert  W.  Hines,  Hines  theatre, 

Loyalton,  S.  D. — General  patronage. 

BEGGAR  ON  HORSEBACK:  Special  cast— 
If  this  is  art,  deliver  me!  A   decided  novelty  and 

a   decided  flop  in  regions  of  the  box  office.  Small 

town  man.  take  warning ;   it's  not  what  your  pa- 
trons enjoy.  Seven  reels. — C.  J.  Wheeler,  Paralta 

theatre,  Oakwood,  Tex. — General  patronage. 

TOO  MANY  KISSES:  Richard  Dix— Dix  is 

well  liked  and  I   can  get  fair  crowds  when  1 
show  Dix.  Cheap  title  siioiled  this  picture. 

Plenty  of  comedy.  Six  reels. — Robert  W.  Hines, 

Hines  theatre,  Loyalton,  S.  D. — General  patronage. 

THE  BEST  PEOPLE:  Esther  Ralston — De- 

lightful comedy.  Book  it. — E.  W.  Swarthout.  Pal- 

ace theatre,  Aurora.  Ind. — General  patronage. 

THE  WANDERER  OF  THE  WASTELAND: 

Special  cast — Probably  was  a   fairly  good  picture 
at  one  time,  but  we  only  got  part  of  each  reel  and 

couldn’t  tell  much  about  it.  If  you  get  this  out 

of  Butte,  watch  out  for  the  last  reel,  it’s  all 
patches,  1,000  mis-frames.  Tell  your  operator  to 
keep  his  hand  on  the  framing  lever.  It  ends  so 

suddenly  that  the  crowd  wonders  if  it  really  came 

to  an  end  or  the  things  just  blowed  up.  It’s  a 
crime  to  have  to  pay  money  for  such  films.  Seven 

reels. — G.  F.  Rediske,  Star  theatre,  Ryegate,  Mont. 
— Small  town  patronage. 

Patlie 
THE  FRESHMAN:  Harold  Lloyd^plendicl 

picture  from  every  angle,  but  bad  weather  crashed 

the  box  office.  Waiting  patiently  for  “For 

Heaven’s  Sake.”  Seven  reels. — C.  J.  Wheeler, 
Paralta  theatre,  Oakwood,  Tex. — General  patron- 
age. 

Pro-Dis-Co 
HELL’S  HIGHROAD:  Leatrice  Joy— Why.  oh 

why.  send  out  such  stuff?  No  one  had  a   good 

word  for  this  one.  Very  suggestive  and  no  pic- 
ture for  a   small  town.  No  plot,  and  poor  acting. 

Lay  off  this  one.  The  first  poor  one  I   have  had 

from  Producers.  Six  reels. — H.  A.  Wordward, 
Wordward  Hall,  Hill,  N.  H. — General  patronage. 

THE  PRAIRIE  PIRATE:  Harry  Carey— A 
good  Western  program  picture.  My  patrons  liked 

it.  Six  reels. — C.  S.  Watson,  Electric  theatre, 

Caldwell,  Kan. — General  patronage. 

WHISPERING  SMITH:  H.  B.  Warner— Pro- 
ducers Dist.  Co.  is  the  firm  that  has  filled  the 

niche  made  vacant  by  the  good  old  Vitagraph. 

A   super  Western  that  will  please  everybody ;   a 

hundred  per  cent  picture. — C.  C.  Dunsmoor,  Le- 

gion theatre,  Marshalltown,  Iowa. — General  pat- 
ronage. 

THREE  FACES  EAST:  Special  cast — This  was 

a   very  nice  picture,  pleased  me  personally,  but  I 

do  not  think  it  ever  had  a   first  run  in  Pittsburgh, 

and  was  not  sold  in  any  way  to  the  public.  Con- 

sequently it  was  not  worth  what  I   paid.  Business 

poor. — L.  M.  Jones,  Arcadia  theatre,  Vander- 
grift.  Pa. — General  patronage. 

THREE  FACES  EAST:  Jetta  Goudal — Another 
knockout  of  Producers  that  will  be  the  talk  of 

the  town  when  you  play  it.  95  per  cent. — C.  C. 

Dunsmoor,  Legion  theatre,  Marshalltown,  Iowa. — 
General  patronage. 

MADAM  BEHAVE:  Ju'lian  Eltinge — If  you 
want  something  to  make  them  roar,  book  this. 

It  is  a   sister  to  “Charley's  Aunt." — C.  C.  Duns- 

Remember  This 

Super-Super? 

I   have  been  a   reader  of  the  HER- 
ALD for  a   ntiniber  of  years  and  am 

really  ashamed  that  I   have  never  con- 
tributed any  reports  or  comments  to 

your  valuable  columns,  as  I   always 

enjoy  reading  the  reports  of  other 
exhibitors.  I   have  been  an  exhibitor 

for  over  15  years  in  Sutton  and  Cow- 
ansville,  Que.,  and,  in  fact,  opened  up 

the  “picture  business”  in  these  towns. 
Although  I   am  a   little  late  for  your 

Anniversary  Number,  I   am  enclosing 

a   press  sheet  on  one  of  the  big  spe- 
cials that  I   ran  in  1913,  and  as  I   re- 

member it  was  a   real  thriller. 

I   hope  to  send  some  reports  soon 

on  “What  the  Picture  Did  for  Me”  or, 

as  some  might  have  to  report,  “How 

Little  I   Did  with  the  Picture.” — 
HERB  W.  CALL,  Sutton,  Quebec, 
Canada. 

moor,  Legion  theatre,  Marshalltown,  Iowa. — Gen- 
eral patronage. 

MADAME  BEHAVE:  Julian  Eltinge— Called  it 

better  than  "Charley's  Aunt.”  Pleased  every  one 

who  liked  a   good  feature  comedy.  It's  all  they 

claim  for  it.  Advertise  it  to  the  limit ;   you  can’t 
go  wrong. — H.  A.  Wordward,  Wordward  Hall, 

Hill,  N.  H. — General  patronage. 

WITHOUT  MERCY :   Vera  Reynolds — Some 
wonderful  acting  in  this  picture.  Many  favorable 

comments.  Pleased  100  per  cent.  Seven  reels. — 

H.  A.  Wordward.  Wordward  Hall.  Hill.  N.  H.— 
General  patronage. 

SIMON.  THE  JESTER;  Eugene  O’Brien— 
Wednesday  night  to  very  light  business.  The 

picture  deserved  better  treatment  than  the  public 

gave  it.  It  is  a   very  beautiful  picture  and  well 

worthy  of  both  the  support  of  the  exhibitors  and 

the  public.  Good  print,  fair  price,  good  buy. 

“CUSTER’S  LAST  FIGHT” 
The  Spirit  of  the  Real  Old  l^est 

FIVE  REELS  OF  ONE  HUNDRED 

HORSE  POWER  ACTION 

Now  Selling 

State  Rights 

WESTERN  FEATURE  FILMS 
730  So.  Wabash  Ave. 

Chicago,  III. 

Seven  reels. — P.  W.  Quinlan,  Idea!  theatre,  Cha- 

teaugay,  N.  Y. — Small  town  patronage. 

United  Artists 
THE  BAT;  Special  cast — Not  a   small  town 

picture.  Best  of  its  kind,  but  over  the  people’s 
heads  out  in  the  sticks.  Personally  we  think  it 

the  peer  of  all  mystery  pictures  thus  far.  Nine 

reels. — Pace  &   Bouma  (G.  A.  D.),  Rialto  theatre, 

Pocahontas,  Iowa. — Mixed  class  patronage. 

FAIR  LADY ;   Special  cast — This  picture  gave 
general  satisfaction  as  a   regular  program  picture. 

Seven  reels. — Giacoma  Bros.,  Crystal  theatre. 

Tombstone,  Ariz. — General  patronage. 

THE  EAGLE:  Rudolph  Valentino — This  is  a 

fine  production.  I   can’t  see  how  any  one  can 
knock  it. — E.  W.  Swarthout,  Palace  theatre,  Au- 

rora, Ind. — General  patronage.  ' 
THE  EAGLE:  Rudolph  Valentino — Just  an  or- 

dinary picture.  Acting  good.  Picture  too  long. 

Ran  three  days ;   didn't  take  in  more  than  enough 
to  pay  half  the  film  rental  charged  us  for  same. 

If  picture  had  been  shorter,  and  the  admissions 

10c  and  25c,  business  would  have  been  good. 

Our  patrons  teil  us  what  they  want,  and  they  all 

say,  "Give  us  snappy  and  shorter  pictures,  and 

we'll  come  to  the  ‘movies.’  ” — Hattie  Mizelle, 
Alcazar  theatre,  Dothan,  Ala. — General  patron- 

age. THE  EAGLE:  Rudolph  Valentino — A   good 

picture  by  a   dead  star.  It  may  help  his  next 

picture  but  he  is  no  box  office  attraction  in  my 
theatre.  This  picture  has  a   fair  story  and  good 

direction.  He  doesn’t  hog  the  screen  as  much 
in  this  as  in  his  previous  three. — Chas.  Lee  Hyde. 

Grand  theatre,  Pierre,  S.  Dak. — General  patron- 

age. 

THE  EAGLE:  Rudolph  Valentino — A   good 
picture.  Spoiled  by  being  made  after  regular 

working  hours.  Practically  ail  night  scenes  and 

unless  your  light  is  the  best,  you  don't  know 
what  it’s  all  about. — T.  A.  Shea,  Palace  theatre, 
McGehee,  Ark. — Neighborhood  patronage. 

THE  MARK  OF  ZORRO:  Douglas  Fairbanks 

— Here  is  a   knockout,  boys.  It's  old  but  real  and 
the  print  I   got  was  good,  in  A-Number  1   shape, 
from  Minneapolis.  Buy  it  and  play  it  two  nights 

or  three,  just  according  to  the  size  of  your  town. 

This  is  the  first  of  Douglas'  pictures  I   ever  played 
and  I   lost  money,  even  though  I   bought  the  pic- 

ture reasonably,  but  all  got  their  money’s  worth 
for  10  and  25  cents.  Sight  reels. — R.  Duba, 

Royal  theatre,  Kimball,  S.  D. — General  patronage. 

Universal 
THE  COHENS  AND  THE  KELLYS;  Special 

cast — Great.  Book  It  and  holler  its  praises  from 

the  housetops,  no  matter  whether  there  are  any 

Irish  or  Jew  customei's  or  not.  Eight  reels. — 

T.  A.  Shea,  Palace  theatre,  McGehee,  Ark. — 
Neighborhood  patronage. 

THE  CXIHENS  AND  THE  KELLYS:  Special 

cast — One  of  the  most  satisfying  pictures  ever 

shown.  Bight  reels. — J.  C.  Reddoeh,  Royal  the- 
atre, Quitman,  Miss. — Small  town  patronage. 

RUSTLERS’  RANCH;  Art  Acord— Better  than 

average  Western  to  fair  business.  Five  reels. — 
A.  G.  Witwer,  Grand  theatre.  Rainier,  Ore. — 
General  patronage. 

THE  GOOSB  WOMAN.  Louise  Dresser— Far 
above  the  ordinary.  Unusual  acting,  very  clever 

direction,  good  cast,  big  story,  a   real  picture  that 

should  make  good  at  advanced  prices.  Drawing 

power  ordinary. — O.  Korn,  Rialto  theatre,  Pecos, 
Tex. — General  patronage. 

UNDER  WESTERN  SKIES:  Norman  Kerry- 

Very  good  Western  of  the  better  type.  No  shoot- 
em  up  but  a   struggle  between  the  wheat  growers 

and  big  financing  concern,  in  which  the  famous 
Pendleton  Roundup  is  worked  in  making  a   most 

dramatic  finish.  All  the  characters  are  good. — 

Ben  L.  Morris,  Temple  theatre,  Bellaire,  Ohio. — General  patronage. 

UNDER  WESTERN  SKIES;  Norman  Kerry — 
Very  good  picture  which  gives  Universal  a   better 

reputation  on  the  product.  Ran  Friday  and  Sat- 
urday to  regular  crowd  only,  but  the  picture  is 

worth  seeing  even  by  the  best  people.  Clean  but 

full  of  action  and  lots  of  good  scenery  and  plenty 

of  thrills :   that’s  what  we  want  to  keep  ’em 
coming.  It's  good.  Seven  reels. — ^R.  Duba,  Royal 
theatre,  Kimball.  S.  D. — General  patronage. 

THE  CALL  OF  COURAGE:  Art  Acord— A   fair 
Western  and  one  that  will  please  Western  fans 

only.  Not  much  to  any  of  these  Blue  Streak 
Westerns.  Very  weak.  Five  reels. — H.  J.  Eagan, 

American  theatre,  Wautoma,  Wis. — Small  town 
patronage. 
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THE  SIGN  OF  THE  CACTUS:  Jack  Hoxie— 
Very  fair  Western  story  of  a   fight  for  rights 

between  a   power  company  and  the  rangei’s.  Hoxie 
is  liked  here,  but  I   wish  he  was  given  stronger 

stories. — A.  N.  Miles,  Eminence  theatre.  Eminence, 

Ky. — General  patronage. 

THE  SIGN  OF  THE  CACTUS:  Jack  Hoxie— 
Very  mediocre  Western.  Not  worth  very  much 

on  a   program.  Five  reels. — C.  E.  Hopkins,  The 

Hopkins  theatre,  Cotter,  Ark. — Small  town  pat- 
ronage. 

DON  DAHEDEVIL;  Jack  Hoxie— A   Western 

that  is  not  up  to  the  program  standard.  Univer- 
sal pictures  have  been  very  weak  of  late.  Not 

up  to  other  companies’  product.  In  this  Hoxie 
does  fairly  well  but  his  leading  lady  is  terrible. 

Why  didn’t  he  at  least  pick  one  good  to  look  at'! 
Wouldn't  advise  anyone  to  book  this,  as  there's 
lot  better  pictures  than  this.  Five  r-eels. — W.  T. 
Davis  &   Son,  Rialto  theatre,  Sharon,  Wis, 

BUSTING  THROUGH:  Jack  Hoxie— Just  a 
regular  Western  with  a   fairly  good  ending.  If 

you  can  put  over  Westerns  it  will  pass.  Five 

reels. — B.  G.  Wean,  Fox  theatre.  Fox  Lake,  III. — 
Small  town  patronage. 

BUSTING  THROUGH:  Jack  Hoxie— This 

Western  was  different  and  Jack  sure  did  his  stuff 

right  to  catch  the  few  crooks,  and  he  sure  must 

have  a   real  punch  behind  his  fists  the  way  he 

rolled  them  over.  Good  for  small  towns.  Five 

i-eels. — R.  Duba.  Royal  theatre,  Kimball,  S.  D. — 
General  patronage. 

WHAT  HAPPENED  TO  JONES:  Reginald 

Denny— Here  is  a   real  picture,  one  that  will  please 

evei'yone  and  will  make  your  grouches  smile.  A   . 

real  mirth  provoker,  the  last  six  reels ;   first 

one  rather  slow.  Buy  it  and  boost  it  to  the 

limit.  Film  excellent.  Seven  i-eels. — W.  A. 

Doerschlag,  Strand  theatre,  Ransom,  Kan. — Small 

town  patronage. 

STRAIGHT  THROUGH:  William  Desmon
d— 

Anything  in  the  Western  line  draws  them  on 

Saturdays.  Country  patrons  pleased  with  this 

one.  Five  reels.— H.  B.  Wood,  Gem  theatre.  Cal- 

ico Rock.  Ark.— Small  town  patronage. 

CHIP  OF  THE  FLYING  U:  Hoot  Gibs
on— 

The  biggest  drawing  picture  Hoot  ever  made
. 

If  they  don't  like  this  one,  tell  them  to  go  jump 

in  the  lake.  They’re  in  the  list  of  the  money 

makers  for  May. — C.  C.  Dunsmoor,  Legion  
the- 

atre, Marshalltown,  Iowa. — General  patronage. 

TRIPLE  ACTION:  Pete  Morrison — Just  one
  of 

those  pictures.  No  comments  from  pat
rons. 

Weather  good.  Business  poor. — P.  C.  Schram
,  Or- 

pheum  theatre.  Kalamazoo,  Mich. — Gene
ral  pat- 

ronage. 

I’LL  SHOW  YOU  THE  TOWN:  Regin
ald 

Denny— One  of  the  best  comedies  that  
we  have 

played  for  ages.  Good  for  any  hou
se.  Eight 

reels.— Maloney  and  Wey,  Orpheum  the
atre,  St. 

Bernice,  Ind.— Small  town  patronage. 

THE  DESPERATE  GAME:  Pe
te  Morrison— 

A   good  picture.  Satisfied  most  
all.  Five 

  Nicolaides  Bros..  American  theatre,
  Scofield, 

Utah.— General  patronage. 

THE  TEASER:  Laura  LaPlante
 — This  proved 

to  be  100  per  cent  entertainmnt  for
  my  a<jdience. 

They  simply  ate  it  up.  Satisfac
tory  at  the  box 

office  also.  Seven  reels.— E.  M.  Bi
ddle,  Strand 

theatre.  Paoll,  Ind.— Small  town  pat
ronage. 

THE  WESTERN  WALLOP:
  Jack  Hoxie— We 

will  recommend  this  one  for  a   good
  Western  play. 

Five  reels. — Nicolaides  Bros.,  Am
erican  theatre, 

Scofield,  Utah.— General  patronage.
 

CAUFORNIA  STRAIGHT  A
HEAD:  Reginald 

Denny— Sunday  night  to  very
  satisfactory  busi- 

ness. This  is  a   great  picture,  the
  best  of  the 

Denny  pictures  so  far.  It  h
as  everything  of  en- 

tertainment value  that  could  be  crammed
  into  a 

picture.  So  if  any  of  you
  fellows  who  have 

neglected  to  book  it.  get  it 
 at  once,  it  will  get 

you  the  cash.  Eight  reels.—
 P.  W.  Quinlin.  Ideal 

theatre.  Chateaugay.  N.  Y.
-Small  town  patron- .   . , 

CALIFORNIA  STRAIGHT 
 AHEAD:  Reginald 

Denny— Print  was  all  shot  to
  pieces  but  the  pic- 

ture is  exceptionally  good.  Every
one  who  saw  it 

praised  it  highly.  It  is  a  
 speedy  comedy :   the 

auto  race  at  the  last  Is  v
ery  thrillmg.-M  W. 

Larmour.  National  theatre.
  Graham.  Tex.— Small 

town  patronage. 

CAUFORNIA  STRAIGHT
  AHEAD:  Reginald 

D»nny— Did  good  business
  and  good  picture. 

Comedy  and  good  drama.
  Good  picture  for  any 

town.— Nicolaides  Bros..  A
merican  theati-e.  Sco- 

field. Utah.— General  patronage. 

That  Makes  It 

a   F   oursoine 

I   see  in  "LeJters  irom  Readers” that  Robert  L.  Anderson  of  Forks, 

Wash.,  has  invited  Jenkins  end  me  to 

come  out  and  see  him.  Thanks, 

Brother,  for  that.  I   also  note  that 

he  says  that  I   can’t  catch  a   fish!  Huh! 
Anderson,  how  do  you  get  that  way? 
And  me  from  Troutville,  Idaho,  too! 

Gosh,  what  a   slam. 
I’ll  admit  that  I   don’t  fish  as  much 

as  I   did  when  you  could  use  “old 
crow”  for  the  bait,  but  I’ll  bet  you 
a   book  of  Irish  flies  that  I   can  keep 

up  with  you  and  Jenkins  any  ̂   old 

time,  provided  you  furnish  the  bait  of 

the  “aged  in  the  wood”  brand.  Sure, 
I’ll  come  over,  as  soon  as  Jenkins 

shows  up,  and  I’m  going  to  bring 

along  Bill  Weaver  to  act  as  referee, 

for  i   wouldn’t  trust  my  reputation 

with  you  and  Jenkins,  anyhow. — 
PHILIP  RAND,  Rex  theatre,  Salmon, 
Idaho. 

RIDIN’  PRETTY:  William  Desmond— V
ery 

good  program  but  not  enough  action
  and  most 

of  it  was  made  in  the  city.  Five  
reels.- Nico- 

laides Bros.,  American  theatre.  Scofield,  Utah
.— 

General  patronage. 

SKINNER’S  DRESS  SUIT:  Reginald  D
enny— 

Another  good  Denny  entertainment.  Thi
s  pleases 

the  crowd.  It  is  very  light  but  the  story
  is  well 

known  and  the  people  want  light  stuff.
  A   good 

supporting  cast  in  this  production
.— Chas.  Lee 

Hyde,  Grand  theatre,  Pierre,  S. 
 Dak.— General 

patronage. 

SKINNER’S  DRESS  SUIT:  Reginald 
 Denny- 

Fine.  A   wow.  Just  the  kind  people  of
  all  walks 

in  life  like.  Comedy  and  originalit
y.  Give  us 

more.  Seven  reels.— I.  T.  Brisco,  Princess
  theatre. 

Elwood,  Ind.— General  patronage. 

THE  CALGARY  STAMPEDE:  
Hoot  Gibson-- 

This  is  good  entertainment  and,  wh
ile  it  doesn  t 

class  with  the  "Pony  Express,’’
  it  is  enough 

above  the  average  Western  that  yo
u  can  afford 

to  step  on  it.— Chas.  Lee  Hyde.  
Grand  theatre. 

Pierre.  S.  Dak. — General  patronage. 

THE  OUTLAW’S  DAUGHTER:  
Josie  Sedg- 

wick—This  is  a   dandy  and  a   star  that  go
es  over 

good  in  this  community.  Fiv'e  reels. — E.  G. 

Wean,  Fox  theatre.  Fox  Lake,  III. — Small  town 
patronage. 

THE  RIDIN’  KID:  Hoot  Gibson— Good  West- 

ern play  and  good  story  and  we  did  good  busi- 

ness. Going  fine  for  small  town.  Six  reels. — 
Nicolaides  Bros.,  American  theatre,  Scofield,  Utah. 
—General  patronage. 

THE  HURRICANE  KID:  Hoot  Gibson— An- 

other dandy  picture  that  drew  well  and  pleased 
the  same.  Hoot  is  popular  here  and  this  picture 

is  up  to  his  standard.  Six  reels. — C.  E.  Hopkins, 

The  Hopkins  theatre.  Cotter,  Ark. — Small  town 

patronage, 

THE  FAST  WORKER:  Reginald  Denny— All 

the  Dennys  are  good  and  please  nearly  100  per 

cent. — 0.  Korn,  Rialto  theatre,  Pecos,  Tex. — 
General  patronage. 

THE  FAST  WORKER:  Reginald  Denny— One 
of  the  best  comedies  ever  here.  They  laughed 

all  the  time.  Denny  is  great  here.  Seven  reels. — 
Thos.  Thompson,  American  theatre,  Perryton,  Tex. — Farming  patronage. 

THE  FAMILY  SECRET:  Baby  Peggy— Drew 

fairly  well  and  pleased  the  same.  Would  grade 

it  about  76  per  cent.  Six  reels. — C.  E.  Hopkins, 

The  Hopkins  theatre.  Cotter.  Ark.— Small  town 

patronage. 

LOVE  AND  GLORY:  Charles  DeRoche— Very 
poor  picture.  Too  many  deaths  in  this  picture. 

Six  reels.— J.  C.  Caldwell,  Stanley  theatre,  Ap- 

pomattox, Va. — Small  town  patronage. 

UP  THE  LADDER:  Special  cast — Good  pro- 

gram picture.  From  the  weather  we  had  we  would 

judge  that  it  might  draw  good  in  fair  weather. 

  O.  Korn.  Rialto  theatre,  Pecos,  Tex. — General 

patronage. 

PEACOCK  FEATHERS:  Cullen  Landis— This 

is  a   very  good  show.  Has  a   lot  of  Western  stu
ff 

in  it  that  makes  it  appeal  to  cve:-yone.  The 

name  implies  society  but  it  has  everything. — 

Chas.  Lee  Hyde,  Grand  theatre,  Pierre.  Si  Dak.— 
General  patronage. 

THE  MAD  WHIRL:  May  McAvoy— This  story 

aims  to  show  up  the  folly  of  jazz  life.  Plot 

good;  acting  splendid.  Nothing  rough  in  it;  in 

fact  it  is  on  the  order  of  a   serious  domestic 

drama  with  jazz  scenes  well  handled.  Good  for 

middle  of  the  week. — Philip  Rand,  Rex  theatre, 

Salmon,  Idaho.— General  patronage. 

HEAD  WINDS:  House  Peters— A   picture  that
 

was  liked  by  majority  of  our  patrons.  No
  draw- 

ing power.  Six  reels. — H.  B.  Wood,  Gem  theatre.
 

Calico  Rock,  Ark.— Small  town  patronage. 

THE  CIRCUS  CYCLONE:  Art  Acord— A
bove 

Coming 

GENE 
TUNNEY 
ab^  figure 

in  uic  news- 
papers to  day, 

and  abi^^er 

one  to-morrow 
in  a 
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the  average  Western.  A   pretty  little  circus 

performer,  a   poor  old  clown,  a   girl-shy  cowboy 
and  a   smart  horse,  all  joined  together  and  made 

this  a   picture  my  folks  enjoyed.  Five  reels. — 

A.  N.  Miles,  Eminence  theatre.  Eminence,  Ky. — 
General  patronage. 

THE  CIRCUS  CYCLONES  Art  Acord— A 
pretty  fair  Western,  but  have  had  better.  Five 

reels. — E.  G.  Wean,  Fox  theatre.  Fox  Lake,  111. 

— Small  town  patronage. 

THE  PHANTOM  OF  THE  OPERA:  Lon 

Chaney — From  reports  in  the  “HERALD"  this  is 
evidently  considered  a   great  picture  by  most  ex- 

hibitors, but  this  is  not  the  kind  of  picture  to 

please  my  people.  Many  people  told  me  they 

were  disappointed  and  didn't  like  it.  Very  few 
told  me  they  did.  Ten  reels. — J.  C.  Reddoch, 

Royal  theatre,  Quitman,  Miss. — Small  town  pat- 
ronage. 

TRIPLE  ACTION:  Pete  Morrison — A   good 
Western  picture  of  rustlers  and  aeroplanes,  which 

hardly  fit  each  other  in  these  days,  when  you 

come  to  think  of  it.  Five  reels. — E.  G.  Wean, 

Fox  theatre.  Fox  Lake,  III. — Small  town  patron- 

age. 

Vitagrapli 
THE  LOVE  HOUR:  Louise  Fazenda — Here  is 

one  that  is  a   knockout  for  a   small  town.  Lots 

of  comedy  and  many  good  laughs  and  don't  know 
why  they  gave  it  the  name.  It  should  have  been 

"The  Laugh  House."  Eight  reels. — E.  G.  Wean, 
Fox  theatre,  Fox  Lake,  111. — Small  town  patron- 

age. 

THE  LOVE  HOUR:  Special  cast — We  have 
not  played  a   picture  for  a   long  time  as  good. 

The  people  had  much  pleasure  and  satisfaction 

out  of  this  one.  It’s  a   good  one  for  any  house. 
Seven  reels. — M.  H.  McDonnell,  Badger  Opera 
House,  Merrill,  Wis. 

STEELE  OF  THE  ROYAL  MOUNTED:  Bert 

Lytell — I   am  unable  to  report  this  picture  on 
account  of  the  fact  that  plenty  was  out  of  the 

film.  Reel  four  was  half  out.  This  print  should 

be  out  of  service  and  it  is  a   shame  when  they 

book  such  prints  and  expect  the  exhibitor  to 

make  money.  Out  of  the  Salt  Lake  City  office. 

Seems  to  be  good  outdoor  picture.  Six  reels. — 
Nicolaides  Bros.,  American  theatre,  Scofield,  Utah. 

— General  patronage. 

THE  UNKNOWN  LOVER:  Special  cast— A 

fair  picture,  if  you  get  a   good  print.  Rathed  old 

and  kind  of  snappy  the  first  two  or  three  reel? 

Balance  old  stuff.  Eight  reels. — E.  G.  Wean,  Fox 

theatre,  Fox  Lake,  III. — Small  town  patronage. 

Warner  Brothers 

THE  LITTLE  IRISH  GIRL:  Dolores  Costello- 

Good  crook  picture,  but  Miss  Costello  is  miscast 

in  this.  Seven  reels. — T.  A.  Shea,  Palace  theatre, 

McGehee,  Ark. — ^Neighborhood  patronage. 

THE  SEA  BEAST;  John  Barrymore — Fellows, 

here  is  a   real  whale  of  a   tale  and  a   picture  that 

will  please  95  per  cent.  Storm  scenes  wonderful, 

acting  great :   action  all  the  time.  Love  scenes 

heart  touching.  Sell  it  hard. — C.  C.  Dunsmoor, 

Legion  theatre,  Marshalltown.  Iowa. — General 
patronage. 

THE  SEA  BEAST:  John  Barrymore — We  con- 

sider this  one  of  the  biggest  pictures  of  the  year, 
although  we  lost  money  on  it.  For  some  reason 

it  failed  to  draw.  Two  reels. — K.  Allen 

American  Legion  theatre,  Broadlands,  III. — Small 
town  patronage. 

THE  MAN  UPSTAIRS;  Special  cast — A   good 

picture,  but  not  as  good  as  "The  Limited  Mail" 

or  "Hogan’s  Alley." — L,  M.  Jones,  Arcadia  thea- 
tre, Vandergrift,  Pa. — General  patronage. 

THE  MAN  UPSTAIRS;  Monte  Blue — Good 

picture.  Monte  Blue  has  sure  got  the  stuff. 

Pleased  90  per  cent,  also  drew  well ;   made  the  box 

office  smile.  Seven  reels. — Smith  and  Fry,  Palace 

theatre.  Naples,  Tex.— General  patronage. 

THE  MAN  ON  THE  BOX— Syd  Chaplin— This 

comedy  pleased  our  patrons  100  per  cent.  There 

wasn't  a   regular  roar  of  laughter  all  the  time, 
but  there  was  enough  to  know  they  were  enjoying 

it.  Seven  reels. — H.  K.  Allen,  American  Legion 

theatre,  Broadlands,  III. — Small  town  patronage. 

SEVEN  SINNERS:  Special  cast— A   good  en- 

tertainment.— Bert  Silver.  Silver  Family  theatre. 
Greenville,  Mich. — General  patronage. 

KISS  ME  AGAIN:  Marie  Prevost — Accepted 

by  our  patrons  as  a   good  regular  program  pic- 

ture. Seven  reels. — Giacotna  Bros.,  Crystal  thea- 

tre, Tombstone,  Ariz. — General  patronage. 

State  Rights 

BASHFUL  BUCCANEERS:  Reed  Howes— This 

is  a   fair  Western,  or  rather  a   sea  picture. — Chas. 

Lee  Hyde,  Grand  theatre,  Pierre.  S.  Dak. — Gen- 
eral patronage. 

A   DESPERATE  MOMENT;  Wanda  Hawley— 

Good.  Picture  very  thrilling  but  very  poor  direc- 
tion. Star  not  up  to  standard.  A   good  story 

spoiled  by  the  folks  who  made  it.  Six  reels. — 
I.  T.  Brisco.  Princess  theatre,  Elwood,  Ind. — Gen- 

eral patronage. 

Serials 
THE  ACE  OF  SPADES:  (Universal)  William 

Desmond — Starts  out  good  with  Desmond  getting 

into  action  right  at  the  start.  Twenty  reels. — 
G.  B.  Orne,  Willey  Memorial  Hall.  Cabot?  K.  P. 

Hall,  Marshfield  ?   Town  Hall  in  Danville,  and 
Plainfield,  Vt. 

THE  FIGHTING  RANGER;  (Univei-sal)  Jack 

Daugherty — This  is  far  from  the  best  serial  Uni- 
versal has  made  in  last  three  years.  Too  many 

impossible  scenes  occurring.  Two  reels. — J.  C. 

Caldwell,  Stanley  theatre,  Appomattox,  Va. — 
Small  town  patronage. 

THE  RADIO  DETECTIVE;  (Universal)  Jack 

Daugherty — Starts  off  with  a   bang.  Hope  it  keeps 

it  up.  Two  reels. — I.  T.  Brisco,  Princess  theatre, 

Elwood,  Ind. — General  patronage. 

THE  RIDDLE  RIDER:  (Universal)  William 

Desmond — Best  serial  I   ever  ran. — J.  C.  Caldwell, 

Stanley  theatre.  Appomattox,  Va. — Small  town 
patronage. 

THE  RIDDLE  RIDER:  (Universal)  William 

Desmond — This  is  going  great  here.  All  classes 

like  it.  Two  reels. — Thos.  Thompson,  American 

theatre,  Perryton,  Tex. — Farming  patronage. 

THE  RIDDLE  RIDER:  (Universal)  William 

Desmond — A   good  serial,  holding  up  good.  Two 

reels. — Nicolaides  Bros.,  American  theatre,  Sco- 
field, Utah. — General  patronage. 

THE  RIDDLE  RIDER:  (Universal)  William 

Desmond — We  have  played  the  ninth  chapter  last 
Thursday,  May  6,  and  holding  up  good.  Two 

reels. — ^Nicolaides  Bros.,  American  theatre,  Sco- 

field, Utah. — ^General  patronage. 

THE  RIDDLE  RIDER:  (Universal)  William 

Desmond — We  have  played  the  eleventh  chapter 
and  holding  up  good,  and  recommended  for  a 

good  serial.  Two  reels. — ^Nicolaides  Bros.,  Amer- 

ican theatre,  Scofield,  Utah. — General  patronage. 

THE  RIDDLE  RIDER;  (Universal)  William 

Desmond — Holding  up  very  good  yet.  Two  reels. 
—Nicolaides  Bros.,  American  theatre,  Scofield, 
Utah. — General  patronage. 

Short  Features 
EDUCATIONAL 

FARES.  PLEASE;  A1  St.  John~If  there  ever 
was  a   comedy,  this  is  one.  More  laughs  in  these 

two  reels  than  Chaplin  ever  got.  They  don’t 
stop  laughing,  and  their  laughing  is  contagious. 

Play  it  and  have  a   good  laugh  yourself.  Two 

reels. — C.  J.  Wheeler,  Paralta  theatre,  Oakwood, 
Tex. — General  patronage. 

FELIX  TRIPS  THROUGH  TOYLAND:  Felix 

always  goes  over  nicely  for  our  patrons.  Better 

than  the  Fables  in  that  they  are  one  reel.  Educa- 
tional exchange  from  Dallas  sure  must  be  collect- 

ing antique  film ;   I’ve  never  got  more  than  three 

pictures  that  didn’t  break  or  jump  frame  a   thou- 
sand times  since  I’ve  been  showing.  Motiographs 

don’t  tear  up  film.  One  reel. — C.  J.  Wheeler,  Par- 
alta theatre,  Oakwcod,  Tex. — General  patronage. 

GREAT  GUNS:  Neal  Burns — Good  comedy. 

Pleased  well  here.  Two  reels.' — H.  A.  Wordward, 

Wordward  Hall,  Hill.  N.  H. — General  patronage. 

HIGH  GEAR:  Bobby  Vernon — Bobby  repeats 

his  former  successes  in  this  amusing  comedy.  It's 
okay.  Two  reels. — C.  J.  Wheeler,  Paralta  theatre, 

Oakwood,  Tex. — General  patronage. 

HOOKED:  Lloyd  Hamilton — One  of  the  best 

comedies  we  have  ever  had.  The  fishing  scenes 

are  especially  funny.  Two  reels. — A.  N.  Miles. 

Eminence  theatre.  Eminence,  Ky. — General  pat- ronage. 

HOOKED:  Lloyd  Hamilton — Not  much  plot, 

but  Hamilton  sure  is  funny  and  liked  here.  Got 

many  laughs.  Two  reels. — H.  A.  Wordward, 

Wordward  Hall,  Hill,  N.  H. — General  patronage. 

LOVEMANIA:  Al  St.  John — ^Pretty  good  do- 

mestic comedy.  Two  reels. — A.  G.  Witwer,  Grand 
theatre,  Rainier,  Ore. — General  patronage. 

LOVEMANIA:  AI  St.  John — Not  as  good  as 

St.  John’s  usually  are.  Two  reels. — A.  N.  Miles, 
Eminence  theatre,  Eminence,  Ky. — Genera]  pat- ronage. 

FILM  BOOKING  OFFICES 

ADVENTURES  OP  MAZIE:  Alberta  Vaughn 

— Our  people  looked  at  the  seventh  section  of 
"Mazie's”  experiences  last  night  and  were  pleased. 
While  this  is  no  world  beater,  it  is  clean,  whole- 

some and  refreshing.  Each  little  story  complete 
in  itself.  It  appeals  to  the  tired  business  man 
and  housewife  with  its  snappy  subtitles  all  the 
same  as  “Life”  and  “Judge”  in  the  reading  world. 
Two  reels. — Giaeoma  Bros.,  Crystal  theatre,  Tomb- 

stone, Ariz. — General  patronage. 
ADVENTURES  OF  MAZIE:  Alberta  Vaughn 

— No.  1   of  this  series  is  good  and  if  balance  are 
as  good  will  have  no  kicks  to  make.  Tvo  reels. 

— W.  A.  Doerschlag,  Strand  theatre.  Ransom,  Kan. 
— Small  town  patronage. 

ADVENTURES  OF  hlAZIE:  Alberta  Vaughn 

  Somehow  they  left  Kit  Guard  out  of  this  one, 
number  7,  and  I   did  not  like  it  so  well,  and  I 

think  the  patrons  did  not  like  it  either,  so  you 

better  pu  Kit  on  the  job  to  make  “Fighting 
Hearts.”  Two  reels. — R.  Duba,  Royal  theatre, 
Kimball,  S.  D. — General  patronage. 

ADVENTURES  OF  MAZIE:  Alberta  Vaughn 

— No.  12,  good  short  feature.  All  of  these  are 

sure  worth  the  money. — Smith  and  Pry,  Palace 

theatre,  Naples,  Tex. — General  patronage. 

ADVENTURES  OF  MAZIE:  Alberta  Vaughn 

— Very  good  two  peeler  in  this  series  of  twelve 
but  they  should  leave  out  the  titling  of  chapters. 

Lots  of  people  think  when  they  see  chapter  so 

and  so  that  they  missed  out  on  something  and 

you  know  some  people  never  get  enough  for  their 
money.  If  you  give  them  free  shows  they  say, 

“Well,  it  was  not  worth  anything;  that’s  why  he 

could  play  it  free."  Two  reels. — R.  Duba,  Royal 
theatre,  Kimball,  S.  D. — General  patronage. 

ADVENTURES  OF  MAZIE:  Alberta  Vaughn 

— Very  good,  but  I   don't  give  Alberta  so  much. 
If  she  is  trying  to  make  herself  look  hideous  she 
sure  has  succeeded  In  this  series.  Cooke  and 

Guard  are  the  real  actors.  Two  reels. — ^N.  B. 

Frank,  Regent  theatre,  Wayland,  Mich. — Small 
town  patronage. 

ALL  OUT;  Good  comedy.  Kids  surely  enjoyed 

it.  Two  reels. — S.  Hull,  Happy  Hour  theatre. 

Jasper,  Minn. — Small  town  patronage. 

HOLD  TIGHT:  Joe  Rook — Good  comedy.  Two 

reels. — Nicolaides  Bros.,  American  theatre,  Sco- 

field, Utah. — General  patronage. 

LAME  BRAINS:  Rlue  Bibbon — Fair  comedy. 

Two  reels. — Nicolaides  Bros.,  American  theatre, 

Scofield,  Utah. — General  patronage. 

FOX 
CUPID  A   LA  CARTE:  Another  dignified  com- 

edy from  O'Kenry  via  Fox,  and  interesting  all 
the  way  through.  Really  a   wholesome  comedy 
that  no  audience  can  knock  and  it  is  typical  of 

what  the  movies  need  more  of  in  entertainment. 

Two  reels. — C.  J.  Wheeler,  Paralta  theatre.  Oak- 
wood.  Tex. — General  patronage. 

FOX  NEWS:  Fox  news  always  liked  by  our 

patrons. — H.  B.  Woo<l,  Gem  theatre.  Calico  Rock, 
Ark. — Small  town  patronage. 

FOX  NEWS:  Fairly  entertaining. — C.  J. 

"Wheeler,  Paralta  theatre,  Oakwood,  Tex. — General 
patronage. 

HEART  BREAKERS:  A   funny  comedy. — Bert 

Silver,  Silver  Family  theatre,  Greenville,  Mich. — 
General  patronage. 

LOVE  AND  LIONS;  Harold  Goodwin — Just 

about  the  best  comedy  that  has  been  released  in 

a   long,  long  time.  Buy  it.  Two  reels. — C.  J- 

Wheeler,  Paralta  theatre,  Oakwood,  Tex. — Gen- eral patronage. 

ONE  CLOUDY  ROMANCE:  Imperial— This 

comedy  saved  the  feature,  “Thank  You."  It's  real 
good  and  those  that  didn’t  like  the  feature  sure 

liked  the  comedy,  so  they  got  their  money’s  worth 
anyhow.  Two  reels. — R.  Duba,  Royal  theatre, 
Kimball,  S.  D. — General  patronage. 

THE  SKY  JUMPER;  Earle  Foxe— Here  is  a 
good  two  reeler  for  the  hot  summer  days.  The 
snow  scenes  make  a   fellow  shiver,  even  on  a   real 

hot  night,  end  it  is  thrilling,  full  of  action  and 

interesting  from  start  to  finish.  Two  reels. — R. 
Duba.  Royal  theatre,  Kimball,  S.  D. — General  pat- ronage. 

PATKE 

ARE  BLOND  MEN  BASHFUL?  Arthur  Stone 

— About  the  poorest  excuse  for  comedy  we’ve  ever 
played.  Gaga  and  situations  overworked.  Two 

reels. — C.  J.  "Wheeler,  Paralta  theatre,  Oakwood. Tex. — General  patronage. 

HIS  NEW  MAMA:  Harry  Langdon — Extremely 

good.  Two  reels. — A.  N.  Miles,  Eminence  theatre. 
Eminence,  Ky. — General  patronage. 

HOT  HEELS:  Punk.  The  worst  wo  have  re- 

ceived from  Pathe  for  some  time.  Two  reels. — 
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A.  G.  Witwer,  Grand  theatre.  Rainier,  Ore. — Gen- 
eral patronage. 

HOT  TIMES  IN  ICELAND  s   Good  little  com- 

edy to  use  with  a   long  feature.  Two-thirds  reel. 

— A.  G.  Witwer,  Grand  theatre.  Rainier,  Ore. — 
General  patronage. 

JUBILO,  JR.:  Our  Gang— It’s  O.  K..  like  all 
the  Gang  comedies  are.  Two  reels. — G.  F.  Rediske, 

Star  theatre,  Ryegate,  Mont. — Small  town  patron- 
age. 

MOONLIGHT  AND  NOSES:  A   very  poor  com- 

edy. Very  poor  audience  reaction.  Two  reels. — 

C.  S.  Watson,  Electric  theatre,  Caldwell,  Kan. — 
General  patronage. 

THE  RUBBERNECK:  Spat  Family— Fair  com- 

edy. Nothing  extra.  Two  reels. — Nicolaides  Bros., 

American  theatre,  Scofield,  Utah. — General  pat- 
ronage. 

THE  WINDOW  DUMMY:  Ralph  Graves— A 

very  funny  comedy. — Bert  Silver,  Silver  Family 

theatre,  Greenville.  Mich. — General  patronage. 

UNIVERSAL 

ACCIDENTS  CAN  HAPPEN;  Pretty  good  ac- 

tion comedy.  Two  reels. — A.  G.  Witwer,  Grand 

theatre,  Rainier,  Ore. — General  patronage. 

BACK  TO  NATURE:  Charles  Puffy— Another 

good  one  from  this  star.  He  goes  qamping  in  the 

mountains  and  has  some  fun.  One  reel. — A.  N. 

Miles,  Eminence  theatre.  Eminence,  Ky. — General 
patronage. 

BADLY  BROKE:  Charles  Puffy — Good  single 
reel  comedy. — A.  G.  Witwer,  Grand  theatre. 

Rainier  Ore. — General  patronage. 

A   BEDTIME  STORY:  Arthur  Lake— Another 

good  one  reeler  and  these  one  reel  come^es  make 

good  fillers  for  a   program.  One  reel. — R.  Duba, 

Royal  theatre,  Kimball,  S.  D. — General  patronage. 

THE  BIG  GAME:  Special  cast — Very  good 

comedy.  Short  Western  story.  They  liked  it. 
Two  reels. — A.  G.  Witwer.  Grand  theatre.  Rainier, 

Ore. — General  patronage. 

BUSTER’S  NOSE  DIVE:  Arthur  ’Trimble— 

They  get  better  all  he  time.  ’This  is  a   dandy  good 

comedy.  Two  reels. — A.  G.  Witwer,  Grand  the- 

atre, Rainier,  Ore.— General  patronage. 

BY  THE  SEA:  An  alleged  comedy  that  did 

not  amount  to  much.  One  reel. — C.  E.  Hopkins, 

The  Hopkins  theatre.  Cotter,  Ark.— Small  town 

patronage. 

THE  CAT’S  WHISKERS:  An  e.-ctra  good  com- 

edy revolving  around  the  fact  a   woman  has  a 

husband  named  “Tom”  and  a   cat  named  "Tom. 

She  is  going  to  kill  “Tom"  the  cat.  but  the  hus
- 

band thinks  she  is  talking  about  him.  It  is  down- 

right clever.  One  reel.- A.  N.  Miles.  Eminence 

theatre,  Eminence,  Ky. — General  patronage. 

CROWNING  THE  COUNT:  Century— Not  very 

much  to  this  comedy.  ’Two  reels.— Nicol
aides 

Bros.,  American  theatre,  Scofield,  Utah. — Ge
neral 

patronage. 

DRY  UP;  Century— A   good  comedy  with  lots 

of  laughs.  Some  original  stuff  in  this  one
.  Two 

reels.   E.  M.  Biddle,  Strand  theatre,  Paoli,  Ind. —
 

Small  town  patronage. 

EDUCATING  BUSTER:  Buster  Brown—
 Good 

comedy  for  little  folks  but  no  good  for  grown 
 ups ; 

Rotten  print  from  Sioux  Falls  spoiled  
the  whole 

comedy.  They  should  throw  prints  like  
this  away 

and  then  they  wouldn't  hurt  business  
so  much. 

Two  reels.— R.  Duba.  Royal  theatre,  Kimball.  
S.  D. 

— General  patronage. 

EIGHTEEN  CARAT:  Edna  Marian— O
nly  fmr. 

This  little  star  is  good  if  she  had  go
od  stories. 

Two  reels.— A.  N.  Miles.  Eminence  the
atre.  Emi- 

nence. Ky. — General  patronage. 

A   FIRE  RIDE:  Real  good  one  reeler.  
Bought 

several  and  hope  the  balance  are  
as  good.— W. 

A.  Doerschlag.  Strand  theatre.  Rans
om,  Kan. — 

Small  town  patronage. 

FLYING  WHEELS:  Wanda  Wiley— Pret
ty  good 

action  comedy  that  seemed  to  ple
ase  generally. 

Two  reels.— A.  G.  Witwer,  Grand  theatre
.  Rainier. 

Ore. — General  patronage. 

MISCELLANEOUS 

THE  CHARLESTON:  Very  good  nov
elty.  One 

j-eel.   C.  J.  Wheeler.  Paralta  theatre, 
 Oakwood. 

Tex. — General  patronage. 

THE  CHARLESTON  IN  SIX  LESSO
NS:  Very 

good  novelty  entertainment.  A
ction  a   little  ab- 

surd at  times.  Shows  a   girl  in  an  o
ffice  going 

to  get  a   drink  of  water  and  can
’t  resist  the  desire 

to  dance  all  the  way.  Good  ho
kum  and  should 

draw  well.  It  did  for  me. — C.  J.  Wheeler.  Paralta, 

theatre.  Oakwood.  Tex.— General  
patronage. 

THIS  WAY  OUT:  Bob  O’Coniio
i— Old  and  not 

extra.  Good  for  comedy.  Two 
 reels.— Robert  W. 

Hines.  Hine.s  theatre.  Loyalton
.  S.  D.— General 

patronage. 

CLASSIFIED 
Advertising 
Five  cents  per  word,  payable  in  advance.  Minimum  charge, 

$1.00.  Copy  and  checks  should  be  addressed  Classified  Ad 
Dept.  Exhibitors  Herald,  407  So.  Dearborn  St.,  Chicago,  111. 

Theatre  JV anted 

WANTED:  Theatre  in  Central  Illinois  or  In- 
diana town  of  4,000  or  more.  State  particulars 

in  first  letter.  Harry  A.  Fish,  Hillsboro,  Illinois. 

Position  Wanted 

AT  LIBERTY:  Young  lady  theatre  manager 

just  sold  theatre:  ten  years  experience;  reference, 
will  go  anywhere.  Box  4041,  Tampa,  Florida. 

Theatres  for  Sale 

MOVING  PICTURE  THEATRE— For  Sale:
 

Building  and  'equipment.  Town  three  thousan
d 

population.  Nearest  opposition  twenty  miles. 

Running  six  days  a   week.  Liberty  Theatre,  A
m- 

lierstburg,  Ontario. 

Organs  for  Sale 

SEVERAL  used  pipe  and  pit  orga
ns  of  stand- 

ard makes,  completely  overhauled,  trad
ed  on 

new  Page  organs;  priced  to  sell.  The  Pag
e  Organ 

Co.,  Lima,  Ohio. 

Banners^  Posters,  Etc. 

WANTED:  Used  posters,  photos
,  slides,  ban- 

ners and  accessories  of  all  kinds.  Mus
t  be  in 

good  condition.  Will  allow  liberal 
 credit  Theatre 

Poster  Supply  Company  and  Sign  Ex
change,  o2/ 

E.  Sixth  Street,  Cincinnati,  Ohio. 

CLOTH  BANNERS:  $1.40,  3x10  feet,_3  colors, 

any  copy  up  to  15  words;  one  
day  service,  sent 

anywhere;  also  Bargain  Paper 
 Banners.  Asso- 

efawd  Advertisers,  111  W.  18th 
 Street,  Kansas 

City,  Mo. 

Projector  Repairing 

OLDEST  REPAIR  MAN  
IN  CHICAGO: 

[n  fifteen  years  I   have  repaired
  j*® 

complete  satisfaction  of  the  own
ers.  Relief  equip 

nent  furnished  gratis.  Address 
 Joseph  Spratler. 

12-14  E.  Ninth  Street,  Chicago.
  Illinois. 

Equipment  Wanted 

FOR  SALE:  1,000  heavy  five  and  seven  ply 
veneer  chairs,  brand  new,  at  40  per  cent  less  than 

factory  price.  Very  good  bargains  in  used  up- 
holstered and  veneered  chairs.  Rebuilt  machines 

of  all  makes  in  guaranteed  condition,  and  other 

theatre  equipment.  Address  Illinois  Theatre 

Equipment  Company,  12-14  East  Ninth  Street, 
Chicago,  Illinois. 

WANTED-  General  Electric  Rectif
iers  in  good 

.r'baYStion  for  cash.  Preddey,
  187  Golden 

late  Avenue,  San  Francisco.  
Cal. 

Equipment  for  Sale 

FOR  SALE:  Coin  changer  machine,  “Light- 
ning." Factory  rebuilt.  Also  automatic  ticket 

selling  machine,  3   unit,  factory  rebuilt.  Bargain. 

Atlas  Moving  Picture  Co.,  538  S.  Dearborn  St., 
Chicago,  III. 

PEERLESS  ARC  CONTROLS,  Factory  Re- 

built, absolutely  guaranteed.  Bargain.  Hertner 

generator,  Double  50  Amp.,  220  Volt,  3
   Phase. 

Atlas  Moving  Picture  Company,  538  
So.  Dear- 

born  St.,  Chicago,  111. 

FOR  SALE:  2   Simplex  latest  Style  Ty^  S 

lamphouses.  perfect  condition.  
Bargain.  Adas 

Moving  Picture  Company.  538  So
.  Dearborn  St, 

Chicago,  111. 

FOR  SALE:  Approximately 
 270  7-ply  new 

veneer  chairs.  Also  generato
r,  frames  and  usrt 

projecting  machines:  Barga
ins.  Atlas  Moving 

Picture  Company,  534  S.  Dear
born  St,  Chicago. 

111. 

WE  BUY  AND  SELL 
 used  theatre  chairs, 

all  makes  of  machines.  Ge
nerators.  Frames  and 

other  theatre  equipment  Be  Theatre 

orices  before  you  buy  or
  sell.  United  Theatre 

Su^Sy  Co..  845  S
outh  Wabash  Avenue.

 
Chicago,  111. 

4   «fin  DPERA  CHAIRS:  Bra
nd  new  at  give 

away  pr?c!  Powers,  
hlotiograph  and  Simpl«

 

raebinw  compensarcs.  f
ans,  Acme,  De  Vry,  suit-

 

Tase  .safety  prtjcctors. 
 Brand  new  reproduemg

 

Self  Player  Orchestra  Or^ns
  on  oasy  erms.  W_^ 

ship  w«t""  peaW wants^satisfaction  Vn  the  country. 

rirso^  ̂ ^atsh  A"HLgo
.  Illinois. 

EOR  SALE-  Two  
48  in.  and  two  36  'O-

 

VenSratinf  Fans  
only  used  oo.  su

mmer.  Smith 

Electric  Co..  Bloo
mington,  Indiana. 

OR  SAI.E-  Used  Theatre 
 Chairs  of  all  dc- 

?any!  845  Smith  State  S
t.,  aicago.  Illinois. 

ROR  SALE-  Uni
versal  Camera  400 

 feel 

476,  Asheboro,  N.  C
. 
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CHICAGO  PERSONALITIES 
-   ••  By  D.  H.  . 

The  poorest  player  will  have  as  good  an  opportunity  to  carry  home a   golf  trophy  June  25  as  the  best.  Many  awards  will  be  made,  how 

many  it  has  not  been  determined,  but  four  were  subscribed  this  week 

to  the  list  previously  announced. 

A   MEETING  was  held  each  night  during 
^   the  past  week.  The  committee  which 
is  hard  at  work  is  devising  every  possible 

means  of  providing  a   good  time  for  the 
250  invited  guests  who  are  expected  at  the 

Olympia  Fields  Film  Golf  tournament  on 

the  last  Friday  in  June. 

The  guest  list  which  received  invitations 
June  8   included  all  film  men  on  Wabash 

Avenue  and  all  exhibitors  of  the  surround- 
ing territory.  Contestants  will  pay  a   $10 

fee  while  an  admission  of  $6.50  is  asked 

for  nonplaying  visitors. 

But  nonplayers  are  promised  lots  of  en- 
tertainment. Luncheon  and  dinner  are  two 

big  items  of  enjoyment  while  the  festivi- 
ties in  the  evening  include  the  awarding 

of  prizes.  Then  facilities  for  playing 
bridge  will  be  offered  the  women  who  do 

not  care  to  watch  the  golf  contest.  (Other 

games  for  the  nongolfing  men.) 

Additional  names  who  contribtue  this 

week  to  the  award  fund  are :   Harry  Lang- 

don,  comedian ;   Beverly  Bayne,  Film  Book- 
ing Offices,  and  Schoenstadt  &   Sons.  The 

committee  in  charge  of  the  tournament, 

headed  b}'  Chairman  L.  A.  Ullrich,  is  com- 
posed of  Clayton  Bond,  Jack  Simpson,  Wil- 

liam Burlock  and  Tom  Greenwood. 

♦   ♦   ♦ 

Exhibitors  and  film  men  tverv 

shocked  last  week  to  learn  of  the 

death  of  J.  I.  Eichenfelt,  manager  of 
the  Apollo  theatre,  546  East  47tJi 

Street,  Chicago.  Deceased  had  been 

located  at  the  Apollo  for  several 

months,  having  taken  it  following  the 
death  of  Manager  Lungdon  last  ivinter. 

*   *   * 

Hill  Sweeney,  secretary  of  the  Illinois 

exhibitors’  association,  was  in  Chicago  last week.  THAT  is  a   news  item,  we  believe, 
in  view  of  the  fact  that  the  M.  P.  T.  O.  A. 

was  in  session  in  Los  .Angeles.  Bill’s  ab- 
sence at  this  convention  marks  the  first 

convention  since  the  formation  of  the  or- 
ganization in  1920  that  he  has  not  attended, 

But  Jack  Miller,  business  manager,  found 

it  necessary  to  attend  and  as  several  im- 
portant negotiations  are  under  way  in  Chi- 

cago exhibitor  affairs  it  was  impossible  for 

both  Miller  and  Sweenej’  to  be  away  at  the 
same  time. 

Exhibitors  making  calls  at  the  headquar- 
ters at  845  South  Wabash  Avenue  were 

gratified  to  learn  that  the  oflice  was  open 

and  that  "Bill”  was  there  to  answer  their 
wants. 

*   *   ♦ 

Gene  Jl'ildcr^s  pocket  bulged  with  some- 
thing on  his  return  recently  from  Glasgow, 

Ky.,  which  we  found  upon  investigation 
was  the  Glasgoxv  Times  of  May  23.  The 

paper  carried  prominent  notice  of  the  fact 
that  Bruce  Apperson  has  installed  one  of 

Gene’s  Robert  Morton  pipe  organs  for  his 

Dixie  theatre  at  Florse  Cave,  Ky.  "Hoss 
Cave”  is  a   place  of  interest  for  two  rea- 

sons: Besides  being  the  home  of  a   lot  of 
good  Southern  people  it  is  the  place  where 

Floyd  Collins  got  his  foot  stuck  a   year  or 

more  ago.  Gene  admitted  that  although 

there  are  a   lot  of  caves  and  pitfalls  in  that 

country  Bruce  successfully  protected  him 
from  them  all. 

*   *   * 

Harvey  Day,  sales  manager  of  Kino- 
grams,  was  a   visitor  of  Dazic  Dubin,  Edu- 

cational branch  manager  in  Chicago,  last 

week. 
♦   *   * 

Joseph  Scholander  has  leased  the  Monti- 
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cello  theatre.  During  the  summer  he  will 

redecorate  it  and  add  equipment  prepara- 

tory to  the  opening  September  1,  1926. 

*   *   * 

Jack  Sampson  added  Frank  Ncilson  to 

the  sales  staff  at  Film  Booking  Offices  last 

week.  He  is  given  the  Peoria  territory. *   *   * 

Eddie  Silverman  returned  from  New 

York  June  5   after  a   ten  days’  visit  at  the 
New  York  Warner  Brothers  home  office. 

*   #   * 

M.  H.  Hoffman,  president  of  Tiffany- 
Truart,  was  in  Chicago  May  27  long 

enough  to  say  "Howdy”  to  "Mac”  Mac- 
Laughlin  and  Jerry  Abrams.  He  went  to 
Los  Angeles  immediately,  to  arrive  before 
the  close  of  the  e.xhibitors  convention.  He 

expects  to  remain  on  the  Coast  for  some 

time. 

♦   * 
IP.  Van  Gcldcr  has  returned  from  Hol- 

land where  he  helped  his  father  celebrate 
an  85th  birthday.  Van  Gelder  returned 

just  in  time  to  get  in  on  the  beginning  of 

the  Chicago  Fox  Films  "Dahby.”  Every 
salesman  has  been  assigned  to  a   fictitious 

horse  and  entered  in  a   big  sales  competi- 
tion. A.  L.  Burks,  publicity  manager,  has 

devised  a   huge  score  board  showing  the 

progress  each  jockey  has  made  at  the  end 

of  each  week.  Van  Gelder  gets  the  rider- 
less Pompey.  Pompey  has  been  prancing 

nervously  in  his  stalls  ever  since  a   week 

ago  when  Jockey  Jack  Heilman  unhorsed 

to  go  to  another  field. 
Now  partly  in  view  of  the  opening  oi  the 

race  and  partly  for  Fox  contracts  C/3'aV 

Eckhardt,  starter,  judge  and  expert  horse- 
man, has  spent  almost  a   week  in  Moline, 

111.,  with  Burks,  talking  to  exhibitors  and 

imparting  suggestions  relative  to  Fox 

product. But  to  get  back  on  the  subject,  Van 

Gelder  remembered  the  boys  at  home  with 

fine  old  fashioned  Dutch  pipes  and  one 
for  Mr.  Eckhardt.  He  says  that  while  he 

was  in  Amsterdam,  Paris,  and  Berlin  the 

Fox  representatives  of  the  respective  places 

showed  him  the  "wonderful  hospitality." 

♦   *   * 
Sam  Gorelick  was  relieved  of  a   big  bur- 

den last  week  when  Gertrude  Farbcr  was 

promoted  to  the  F.  B.  O.  booking  depart- 
ment to  assist  Marc  Koenig.  Sam  has  been 

doubling  on  the  booking  since  the  gradua- 
tion several  months  ago  of  Walter  Brozvn 

into  the  sales  staff.  Sam  will  now  have  all 

his  time  to  devote  to  the  management  of 
the  office. 

For  1926-27 
CHARLES  HUTCHISON 

In  the  Serial  Sensation  of  the  Season 

LIGHTNING  HUTCH 
Ten  Chapters  of  Thrills  and  Romance 

With  Edith  Thornton,  Sheldon  Lewis, 

Virgrinia  Pearson,  and  Eddie  Phillips 

For  Illinois 

GREIVER  PRODUCTIONS 
831  SOUTH  WABASH  AVENUE 

CHICAGO,  ILL. 

For  Indiana 

ll'iTylANA. 

INDli'^NA. 
2I8V^immcrl5uildln^ 

INDIANAPOLIS 



The  little  more 

The  feature  picture,  the  musical  accom- 

paniment, the  supplementary  attractions  on 

the  program — are  of  course  of  utmost  box 

office  importance. 

But  it’s  the  little  more  that  makes  your 

theatre  different — -photographic  quality  on  the 

screen,  for  example.  When  the  picture  is 

printed  on  Eastman  Positive  Film  the  pho- 

tography of  the  negative  is  saved  for  your 

patrons  to  enjoy.  And  that’s  of  importanc
e 

at  the  box  office,  too. 

Prints  on  Eastman  have  the  bl
ack-lettered 

identification  ^‘Eastman”  and 
 ̂ ^Kodak  m 

the  transparent  margin.  Look
  for  it. 

EASTMAN  KODAK  COMPAN
Y 

ROCHESTER,  N.  Y. 



CHARLES  R.  ROGERS  presents 

“THE  FRONTIER 

TRAIL” 

An  epic  of  the  West,  with  many  big  scenes. 

Pafh^picture 

37 
Intense  drama,  and  a   star  whom  your  audienceft 
know  and  love. 

An  army  post  in  the  days  when  the  Indians  ran 

wild;  a   troop  of  cavalry  trying  to  keep  peace,  a 

handful  of  whites  surrounded  by  throngs  of  red* 

skins;  the  colonel’s  daughter;  Harry  Carey  as 

the  daring  scout;  a   young  officer  who  would 

know  a   lot  more  about  Indians  when  he  had 

more  experience;  a   treacherous  halfbreed; 
attacks,  battles,  rescues! 



IN  TWO  SECTIONS SECTION  II 

As  Chosen  By 

Leading  Architects 

For  Leading  Theatres 

WHEN  the  @   Major  System  for  theatre lighting  control  is  specified  by  prominent 

theatre  builders  to  serve  so  many  of 

America’s  finest  theatres  we  do  not  believe  it  is 

ncidence — or  a   “happen  so.”  We  feel  grati- 

.1.—  ^   •   we  have  achieved 

and  flexibility  of  lighting  control  that  is 

Control Lighting 

a   coi fied  that  in  this  mighty  unit 
economy  «.     --  .   _ 

recognized  by  experts. 

Muy  tve  send  you  the  full  de- tails and  estimates?  IV e   will 

gladly  do  so  without  cost  or 
obligation. 

S^ank  C/idam 
ILECTRIC  COMPANY 

•T  LOUIS 

DISTRICT  OFFICES 
Detroit.  Mtcti. 
Kaqsu  City,  Mo. 
Los  Angeles,  Col. 
>Uaml,  Fla. 
MiuocDpoUs,  Minn. 
Kexf  Orlcuu.  La. 

XM  York  aiy.  N.Y. I’lillatlclphia,  Pa. 

I'lllsburgh.  Pa. 

PorUancl.  Oregon 
Seattle.  Waali. 

San  FroDdaro.  Cal. 
8L  Louis.  Missouri 
Winnipeg.  Cansrta l.onilon,  Ont.,  CaiL 

Atlanta.  Ga. 
Baltimore.  Md. 
Boston,  Mass. 
BuHalo,  N.  Y. 
Clilcsgo.  111. 

Cincinnati.  Olil 
Dallas,  Texas 
Denrcr,  Colo. 
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Wnether  your 

feature  picture 

requires  the  accompani- 

ment of  one  of  Wagner’s  dra- 
matic masterpieces  or  the 

animation  of  modern  synco- 
pation, there  is  no  instrument 

as  majestic  or  responsive  in 
effect  as  the  Wurlitzer  Unit 

Organ* 

WuRUIZER 
Grand  Pianos 

are  endowed 

with  the  same 

unapproachable tone  and  quality 

inherent  in  the 

Wurlitzer 
Unit  Organ 

CINCINNATI 
12i  East  Fourth  St. 

NEW  YORK 
120  West  42nd  St. 

'29  S.  Wabash  Ave. WUriSBer SAN  FRANC
ISCt 

1         

250  Stockiof
iat' 

LOS  ANGEL
ES 

814  S.  Broa
dway 

OMIT  ORGANS^ 
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Box  Office  View  of  Balaban  &   Kat£  Roosevelt  Theatre,  State  St,,  Chicago 

Balaban  &   Katz. 
Test  Proves 

Greater  Speed  and  Accurac^i 

Pres 
ONE^ 

Pays  Right  Change 

INSTANTLY 

CThe  iNeu» 
THEATRE  MODEL 

(T>  With  the  Subtracting  Ke/board 

"We  have  just  completed  a   20  day  survey  of 

Ke  results  obtained  by  application  of  the 

Irandt  Automatic  Cashier,  Model  85  machine, 

/ith  subtracting  keyboard,  and  are  glad  to  
re- 

lort  an  absolute  balance  was  arrived  at  during 

his  time.  One  cashier  sold  1096  tickets  in  one 

lOur  during  this  time  and  balanced  perfectly 

hat  day  as  well  as  the  preceding  and  succee
d- 

balaban  &   KATZ 

Roosevelt  Theatre, 
Chicago,  111. 

30  Days  FREE  Trial 
Brandt  Automatic  Cashier  Co

., 

D^artmcnt  A,  Watertown,  WU. 

-   -   -   -   b. 

□   Right 
Firm  Name   

Individual     

City   
□   Left 

  Slate   

MAIL  this  Coupon  NOW 

Balaban  &   Katz  cashiers  pres
s-one-key— the 

price  of  the  ticket.  Instant
ly— automatically 

  the  Brandt  delivers  the  correc
t  change  to  the 

patron.  No  mental  calcula
tions — no  mistakes. 

Standardizing  on  equipm
ent  that  insures 

quicker  and  better  service  t
o  their  patrons  is 

the  key  to  Balaban  &   Katz
  success.  But  they 

adopt  no  equipment  with
out  first  testing  it 

thoroughly.  The  Brandt  
proved  itself  to  them 

  just  as  it  will  prove  itself  to
  you. 
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BETTER  THEATRES,  pub- 

lished every  four  weeks,  sup- 

plies a   periodical  service  which 

accurately  fits  the  require- 
ments of  the  field. 

It  is  not  a   catalog — but  a   virile 

and  vibrant  force  which  keeps 

abreast  of  developments  to  the 

end  of  enabling  the  theatre 

owner  to  be  currently  informed 

about  equipment  progress. 

As  such — from  every  view- 

point— it  is  the  preeminent  me- 
dium of  service  and  results  for 

the  manufacturer  and  distrib- 

utor of  products  to  sell  in  the 

equipment  field. 
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Hatnlys’  Theater,  Clinton,  (Jkla, 

Seating  capacity 
Tet—Hamlys^  has  found  C-H  ̂ ^Simplicity” 

Dimmers  a   money-making  investment 

Small  houses  are  rapidly  realizing  the  iniportance 

of  modern  lighting  control  which  is  considered  so 
essential  to  increased  and  steady  patronage  by  the 
larger  theaters. 

The  beautiful,  fiickerless  light  changes  and  softly 

blending  color  harmonies  made  possible  by  C-H 
Simplicity  Dimmers  create  a   restful,  different, 

“atmosphere"  which  draws  and  holds  the  crowds. 

The  Hamlys’  is  one  of  many  splendid  examples 

where  C-H  “Simplicity"  Theater  Dimmers  are  prov- 

ing profitable  equipment  for  a   small  house  as  well  as 

the  large.  They  are  easily  installed  in  your  house  by 

your  local  electrical  contractor,  or  if  you  are  remodel- 

ing or  building,  your  architect  will  gladly  arrange  for 
them  in  his  plans. 

Write  for  the  book — *'Illtimtnation  Control  for 

the  Modern  Theater'*— •   if  you  'would  realize  the 

full  crowd-drawing  possibilities  of  your  own  house. 

The  CUTLER-HAMMER  Mfg.  Co. 
Pioneer  Manufacturers  of  Electric  Control  Appar

atus 

1237  St.  Paul  Avenue 

MILWAUKEE  :   WISCONSIN 

only  300! 

A   typical  Bank  of  "Simplicity’' Dimmers — and  the  booklet 
which  you  will  find  interesting 

and  profitable  reading 

fVritefor  this  new 
ana  valuable 

dimmer  booklet 

CUTLER  ^HAMMIR 
(Perfect  Illumination  Cont

rol  for  the  Modem  Theate
r 
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CLINTON  CARPET  COMPANY 
ork  CHICAGO  Lo>  i 

American  Hair  Felt  Co.r  M/'i- 

Protect  your  carpets 
with  Ozite  Cushion! 

And  double  their  life!  The  tread 
of  thousands  of  feet  as  they 

pound -pound -pound  on  your 
carpets  is  absorbed  by  this  soft 

cushion  of  “ozonized”  hair. 

18  millions  yearly  tread  upon  the 
carpets  of  the  Chicago  Theatre. 
Only  Ozite  could  preserve  them 
under  this  terrific  ordeal ! 

And  Ozite  —   so  softly  resilient 
underfoot— imparts  adelightfully 
rich  and  luxurious  feeling  to  the 
entire  theatre. 

Before  re-laying  your  carpets 
this  summer,  urite  for  the  facts. 

Carpet  Ciishioii 
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NATIONAL 
HORIZONTAL 

SUPER- HEATER 

Multi-Radiator  Type 

Scientifically  de- 
signed for  Fan 

Blast  System  of 

Heating  and  Ven- 
tilating. 

A   direct  Sred 

Heating  Unit  that 
heats  10,000  cubic 

feet  per  minute 

from  20"'  to  /20®-|- af  a   rate  of  effi^ 
ciency  that  deBes 

comparison. 

DoesirOUP^ 

Tleatin^Vlant 
Tut  On  a   Good 

c^ctJbrYou  ? 
No  show  is  really  enjoyable  to  an  audi- 

ence unless  the  audience  is  comfortable. 

Marble  columns,  paintings  by  the*  Vnas
- 

ters,  charming  music,  courteous  service,
 

and  decorations  galore  won’t  offset  
the 

disadvantages  of  a   poor  heating  and  ven- 

tilating system. 

NATIONAL  SYSTEMS 

are  helping  to  make  programs  thoroughly
 

enjoyable  for  audiences  wherever 
 such 

systems  are  installed. 

If  you  have  not  acquainted  yourself  w
ith 

the  merits  of  NATIONAL  HEATIN
G 

AND  VENTILATING  SYSTEMS,  you  com  hfatfrs 

are  overlooking  an  important  means  t
o  NATIONAL  HORIZONTAL  SUPER  HEATE

RS 

operating  efficiency  and  fuel  econo
my.  BURN  COAL,  WOOD  OR  O   L 

fioopey  &• 
.JanusefiJne. 

Archileels 

ALAMO  THEATRE  I 

3635-47  W   CHICAGO  AVE. CHICAQO  lUU. 

We  want  to  tell  you  how  others  have 
 profited  greatly  by  using 

NATIONAL  SYSTEMS.  Without  
obligating  you  m   the  least, 

our  Service  Department  will  be  g
lad  to  submit  plans  and  speci- 

fications suited  to  your  own  requirements. 

P.  H.  MAGIRL  FOUNDRY  AND  FURNACE
  WORKS 

BLOOMINGTON,  ILLINOIS 

J4''rite  for  Name  of  Rcprcscutalive
  Nearest  You 

OPPORTUNITY 
FOR  DEALERS 

We  have  some  choice 

territory  open  at  pres- 
ent and  are  prepared 

to  negotiate  with  re- 

sponsible dealers  who 
are  thoroughly  in- 

formed regarding 

combustion  problems 

of  theatres,  dance 

halls,  schools, 

churches,  factories, 

garages,  etc.  Write  us 

today  about  your- 
self. We  can  offer 

an  unusually  at- 

tractive proposi- 

tion to  those  who 

qualify. 

I*.  H.  M.Vlillll.  rOlMUlV  AND  I'l  KNACK  U   OKKS 

Itluoiiiiiifrtoii,  IlHiloss  <Df|>(.  Kll) 

Cintlcmen: 

Without  obligating  me,  send  me  complete  i
nformation 

regarding  NATIONAL  SYSTEMS.  Want 
 to  know  best 

way  U)  heat  theatre  of  -•  -     seats,  siie  of  auditorium 

    X       feet. 

I   am  OTheatre  Owner.  OConiractor 

□Architect  GDcalcr 

Name 

Street  . 

City  a»d  Stale.. 
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IQQ  *   VEARS  -   OF  •   mAATUFAC TURlAi  G   *   EXPBIIIHJAJCE^ 

ff’arner’s  Elaborate  and 

Unique  New  "Egyptian” 

Theatre  in  S«at({c,  W-'ash., 
Detigned  by  E.  A.  Afiilcr, 

Portland,  Ore.,  architect. 

Equipment  Experts  Chose  H-W  Seats 
For  New  Pacific  Coast  Theatre 

HEYWOOD-WAKEFIELD  opera  chairs  are selected,  as  a   matter  of  course,  where  theatre 

seating  must  be  comfortable,  lasting  and  in  keep- 
ing with  the  architecture  and  interior  scheme  of  the 

finest  playhouses. 

The  H-W  line  offers  a   wide  selection  in  design  and 

upholstery  to  harmonize  perfectly  with  any  decora- 
tive plan  no  matter  how  elaborate. 

1400  Heywood-Wakefield  seats 
of  this  type  were  installed  in 
the  auditorium. 

Such  advantages  influenced  B.  F.  Shearer,  Inc., 

who  equipped  the  “Egyptian, to  choose  Heywood- 
Wakefield  seats. 

H-W  seating  engineers,  backed  by  100  years  of 
seat-building  experience,  will  gladly  collaborate 
with  you,  without  charge,  in  efficiently  seating  the 
theatre  you  plan. 

HEYWOOD  WAKEFIELD  WAREHOUSES 

Datiltnore,  Marylund 

Doiion  45.  Mass. 

Digplay  Eloor,  174  Portland  Street 

OulTalo,  New  York  Welli  and  Carroll  Sireeia 

ChtrnBO.  Illinois  2653  Arihlngton  Street 

Ditplay  Floor,  439  Hailway  Exchange  Bldg. 

Kansas  City,  Missouri  1310  West  Eighth  Street 

Los  Angelos,  California  807  East  Seventh  Street 

New  York,  New  York  516  West  34th  Street 

Philadelphio,  Pennsylvania  244  South  5th  Street 

Portland,  Oregon  I-IB  North  Tenth  Street 

Son  Francisco,  California  7S7  Howard  Street 

St.  Louis,  Missouri  Sixth  and  O'Fallon  Streets 

113  West  Conway  Street 

Winter  Hill 
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A   monthly  supplement  of  Exhibitors  Heraldy  published  for  the  information  and 

guidance  of  theatre  owners  in  matters  of  theatre  construction,  operation  and 

equipment  and  to  promote  the  ideal  of  greater  and  finer  theatres. 

Editor,  Harry  E.  Holquist  Eastern  Representative  Advertising  Manager,  Charles  B.  0   Neill 
Albert  W.  Randle 

Published  by  the  Exhibitors  Herald  Co.,  407  S.  Dearborn  St..  Chicago,  HI.;  Martin  J.  Quigley,  Editor  and  Publisher;  Edwin  S.  Clifford.  Managing 

Editor;  George  Clifford,  Business  Manager.  Eastern  Office:  S65  Fifth  Ave.,  New  York  City. 

Legal  Liability  of  Theatreowner 
Summarized  in  Plain  English 
Leo.  T.  Parker,  Cincinnati  Attorney,  Cites  Judicial 

Decisions  for  Guidance  of  ̂ ^Better  Theatres  Readers 

The  manager  of  a   theatre  in  the  eyes  of  the  law, acts  for  the  owner.  For  this  reason  a   theatre  man- 

ager should  supervise  the  keeping  of  the  theatre  in 

proper  condition  so  that  patrons  may  enter  and  remain 
in  safety. 

Generally,  if  he  fails  to  do  so.  and  an  accident  happens 

due  to  his  neglect  to  keep  the  theatre  in  good  condition, 

the  owner  is  liable  for  damages  as  the  result  of  injuries 

sustained  by  patrons. 

Quite  recently  an  important  court  decision  was  render
ed 

in  which  the  owner  of  a   theatre  was  held  liable  for  da
m- 

ages because  a   patron  stepped  into  a   depression  in  the  flo
or, 

lost  his  balance  and  fell  striking  his  head  on  the  edge  of 

a   seat.  The  injured  patron  charged  that  the  manager  
was 

negligent  in  permitting  the  floor  of  the  theatre 
 to  remain 

in  unrepaired  condition.  The  opposing  counsel  attempt
ed 

to  prove  that  the  depression  in  the  floor  was  n
ot  of  suffi- 

cient depth  to  cause  injury  to  a   patron.  It  was  furt
her 

pointed  out  that  thousands  of  other  persons  had  pa
ssed 

over  the  same  floor  many  of  whom  probably  had  steppea 

into  the  same  depression  without  unusual  circ
umstances. 

But  the  court  held  the  owner  liable  as  it  is  the  duty  
of  a 

manager  to  keep  the  floor  of  the  theatre  in  good
  repair 

so  that  persons  are  unlikely  to  injure  themselves
. 

^   ̂    ̂  

In  another  case  a   theatre  patron,  while  seated  enjoying 

a   performance,  accidentally  ran  a   splinter  i
nto  his  hand 

while  using  the  arm  of  a   chair  as  a   rest.  The
  lacerated 

hand  became  infected  and  proved  serious  in  conse
quences. 

The  injured  man  sued  the  owner  of  the  theatre  
for  money 

payment  for  the  time  lost  in  attending  to  hi
s  work,  the 

amount  of  the  doctor  bills,  and  a   large  amount  of
  money 

as  payment  for  the  pain  that  he  endured. 

During  the  controversy  it  was  proved  that
  the  seat  was 

accidentally  splintered,  only  a   few  days  prev
iously,  by 

another  patron  of  the  theatre.  Even  though
  the  splintered 

seat  had  remained  unobserved  by  the  mana
ger  and  his 

assistants  for  only  a   few  days,  the  owner 
 was  held  liable 

for  the  damages.  It  is  a   manager’s  duty  to
  supei  vise  the 

cleaning  and  inspecting  of  a   theatre.  Thi
s  manager  failed 

to  carefully  do  that. 

It  is,  therefore,  apparent  that  the  mana
ger  should  not 

trust  in-esponsible  persons  to  supervise  the  c
leaning  and 

inspection  of  the  seats,  flooring  and  other  parts  of  the  the- 

^   The  inspection  should  be  made  at  regular  intervals.  Even 
though  the  unsafe  condition  of  a   theatre  is  unnoticed  

by 

the  manager  or  his  employees  for  a   few  days  and  a   patron 

is  injured,  it  is  quite  likely  that  a   court  will  
hold  the 

owner  liable  for  the  resultant  damages. 

*   *   4^ 

On  the  other  hand,  in  another  decided  case  the  c
ourt 

explicitly  pointed  out  that  a   theatre  owner 
 is  not  an  in- 

surer against  injury  to  the  patrons.  However,  it  is  a
n  es- 

tablished rule  of  the  law  that  he  is  liable  for  damages 

which  are  effected  to  patrons  as  a   result  of  
his  or  the manager’s  negligence.  .   ,   ,   .u  i 

The  manager  of  a   theatre  is  required  by  the  l
aw  to  ex- 

ercise reasonable  care  for  the  safety  of  the  patrons.  Bu
t 

if  in  some  manner  a   part  of  the  theatre  is  dama
ged  not  as 

the  result  of  the  negligence  or  carlessness  of  th
e  manager 

or  the  owner  himself,  and  a   patron  is  injure
d  as  a   conse- 

quence immediately  after  tlie  damage  to  the  thea
tre  is 

effected,  and  before  the  manager  has  a   reaso
nable  period 

of  time  in  which  to  become  aware  of  the  dan
ger,  the  the- 

atre owner  is  not  liable  for  damages. 

However  as  to  what  is  a   reasonable  period
  of  time 

which  has  elapsed  between  the  effected  dam
age  and  when 

the  patron  was  injured,  depends  considerab
ly  upon  the 

circumstances  surrounding  the  case,  and  in  many
  instances 

it  has  been  the  important  part  of  a   legal  contr
oversey. 

♦   *   * 

On  numerous  occasions  the  Courts  have  he
ld  that  the 

manager  should  insist  that  the  employees  
inspect  the  the- 

atre after  each  performance  so  that  all  of  the  pat
rons  who 

enter  may  enjoy  the  following  perform
ance  without  the likelihood  of  injury.  ,   u   ^ 

A   theatre  owner  was  held  liable  for  damages  
because  a 

patron  lacerated  his  leg  on  a   nail  which  pro
truded  from 

a   seat.  During  this  litigation  it  was  not  made
  evi^nt 

how  many  days  the  nail  had  extended  from
  the  seat.  The 

employees  of  the  theatre  testified  that  they
  had  not  ob- 

served it  on  any  of  their  inspection  tours.  However,
  the 

fact  that  the  patron  was  injured  by  a   nail  whic
h  was  pro- 

truding from  a   seat  was.  in  this  instance,  sufficien
t  to 

justify  a   decision  against  the  theatre  owner.
 

{Coulwned  on  page  11) 
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Thirty  days  from  now,  or  possibly  less,  many  thea- tres will  be  in  the  throes  of  typical  summer  hot 

weather.  Only  a   few  years  ago  this  fact  was  cause  for 
considerable  alarm.  Rather  than  face  this  situation  a 

number  of  theatres  closed  their  doors. 

Today,  however,  there  is  a   deteimined  effort  on  the 

part  of  theatreowners  not  only  to  keep  open  but  to  stay 

open  at  a   profit  during  the  summer  months.  Progressive 

exliibitors  have  so  convincingly  proven  that  it  can  be 

done  under  proper  conditions  that  even  the  most  skeptical 
are  inclined  to  believe  it. 

There  is  really  no  mystery  to  the  ability  of  thousands 

of  theatres  to  operate  profitably  during  the  hot  weather. 

It  resolves  itself  to  a   plain  case  of  comfort  for  the  patrons 
within  the  four  walls  of  the  theatre. 

Manufacturing  genius  has  provided  exhibitors  with 

every  necessary  weapon  to  counteract  the  effects  of  the 

much  talked  of  summer  slump.  The  best  proof  of  this 

fact  will  be  foimd  among  alert  theatreowners  who  have 

made  a   genuine  effort  to  make  their  theatres  comfort- 
able and  inviting  under  summer  conditions.  Much  has 

previously  been  said  on  this  subejct.  Yet,  enough  cannot 

be  said,  so  long  as  so  many  theatres  are  proving  beyond 

a   doubt  that  with  the  modern  equipment  available  today 

the  hot  weather  mouths  which  were  formerly  considered 

hopeless  can  be  turned  into  a   successful  season. 

*   *   * 

■‘The  Strand,”  said  Mr.  B   — ,   “has  undoubtedly  lost 

patronage  lately  because  of  the  uncomfortable  seats  we 

formerly  had.  But  with  these  new  seats,  the  finest  in 

town,  we  firmly  expect  to  win  back,  not  only  those  who 

have  ceased  to  come  here,  but  a   great  many  others 

besides.” The  foregoing  is  the  statement  of  a   Southern  theatre- 

owner  printed  in  his  local  newspaper.  It  is  a   frank  ad- 
mission of  a   serious  and  costly  situation.  Comfortable 

seating  is  a   box  office  asset.  Poor  seats  keep  people  away 

from  the  theatre.  Here  is  proof  beyond  question  based 

on  actual  experience. 

This  exhibitor  is  fortunate  in  discovering  the  facts  be- 
fore it  is  too  late.  Many  others  are  probably  wondering 

why  attendance  has  dropped  off.  If  you  are  one  of  these 

make  a   careful  inspection  of  the  seats  in  your  theatre. 

You  are  very  likely  to  find  the  answer  to  poor  business 
there. 

The  public  today  is  educated  to  comfort  in  seating.  In 

their  homes  they  have  comfortable,  upholstered  furni- 
ture. Automobiles  are  equipped  for  comfort  in  riding. 

Common  carriers  are  providing  better  seating  comfort. 

This  same  comfort  in  seating  is  expected  in  theatres. 

The  old  wooden  benches  are  a   thing  of  the  past.  Veneer 

chairs  are  fast  declining  in  favor  for  theatre  use.  Modern 

houses  are  installing  only  the  finest,  spring  cushioned 
seats  with  comfortable  chair  backs.  It  is  the  answer  to 

the  present  day  demand  for  solid  comfort. 
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Not  only  is  a   theatre  owner  responsible 

for  damages  received  by  a   patron  as  a   re- 
sult of  the  negligence  of  the  theatre  man- 
ager keeping  the  theatre  in  repair  but,  also 

he  is  liable  if  a   patron  is  injured  by  an  em- 
ployee while  acting  within  the  scope  of  the 

employment. 

For  example,  a   theatre  owner  was  held 

liable  for  the  injuries  sustained  by  a   pa- 
tron who  was  attacked  by  the  ticket  taker, 

because  the  patron  had  attempted  to  pass 

through  the  doors  on  a   previously  dated 

ticket.  The  court  held  that  the  door-keeper 
had  effected  the  injuries  to  the  patron 

while  acting  witlun  the  scope  of  the  em- 
ployment of  taking  tickets  and  guarding 

tthe  doorway.  The  door-keeper  is  an  agent 

of  the  theatre  owner  and,  therefore,  the 

bwner  was  responsible  as  he  is  for  other 

acts  of  employees,  who,  while  acting  within 

the  scope  of  the  employment  may  injure 

patrons.  Of  course,  it  is  understood  that 

an  owner  is  not  responsible  for  all  of  the 

'acts  of  an  employee,  particularly  those  that 

are  done  while  he  is  not  attending  to  his 

regular  duties. 

For  illustration,  a   theatre  owner  was 

sued  for  damages  by  a   patron  who  was  
in- 

jured by  a   theatre  cleaner  who  was  em-
 

ployed by  the  owner.  The  cleaner  and  pa- 

tron engaged  in  a   fist  fight  because  the 

cleaner  was  standing  between  the  stag
e 

and  the  patron,  who  objected,  
i he  the- 

atre owner  was  not  responsible  for  dam-
 

ages for  the  simple  reason  that  the  fl
oor 

cleaner  was  a   spectator  and  was  n
ot  clean- 

ing the  theatre  at  the  time  the  damages
 

were  inflicted  and,  therefore,  he  was
  not 

acting  within  the  scope  of  the  emplo
yment. 

However,  if  the  patron  had  been 
 injured 

while  the  cleaner  was  actually  clean
ing  the 

floors  the  Court  may  have  held  t
he  theatre 

owner  liable.  .   ,   .   ,   . 

There  have  been  many  cases  m
   wmch  it 

was  difficult  for  the  court  to  dec
ide  whether 

or  not  a   theatre  owner  is  liab
le  for  dam 

ages  as  a   result  of  injuries  rec
eived  by  pa- 

trons of  a   theatre.  For  illustration,
  not 

so  long  ago  a   plaster  bust,  
which  was  at- 

tached to  the  wall  of  a   theatre,  beca
me 

loosened  and  fell  upon  a   patr
on  who  was 

seated  below  it.  The  injured
  man  sued 

the  owner  for  damages,  but  on  a
ccount  of 

the  fact  that  it  \vas  impossible  
for  the  in- 

jured man  to  prove  the  manner  i
n  wluch 

the  bust  was  attached  to  the  wall
  Previous 

to  its  falling,  the  court  hel
d  that  the  the- 

atre owner  was  not  liable  for  dama
ges. 

The  important  reason  this  
case  was  de- 

cided in  the  favor  of  the  theatre  o
wner  is 

because  a   theatre  owner  may
  be  held  re- 

sponsible for  injuries  of  Patrons,  ord
i 

narily.  only  when  it  is  sho
wn  to  the  satis 

faction  of  the  court  that  the 
 owner  or  his 

employees  were  negligent
  performing 

thek  duties.  If  it  could  have 
 been  proved 

that  the  bust  was  attached  to
  the  wall  of 

the  theatre  in  a   carelps  m
anner  which 

caused  it  to  fall,  then  the  cour
t  may  have 

held  the  theatre  owner  liable
  for  the  dam- 

♦ 

In  another  very  important  cour
t  litigatmn 

a   theatre  owner  was  held  n
ot  liable  fo 

damages  as  a   result  of  injuries 
 sustained 

bv  a   patron  who  accidentally 
 feU  from  the 

nailery  to  the  first  floor  o
f  the  Aeatre. 

The  testimony  disclosed  that 
 the  injured 

man  stumbled  and  before  he  r
egained  lus 

balance,  he  fell  heavily  against
  the  rail  mg 

and  toppled  over  it.  If  the 
 steps  of  the 

gallery  had  been  covered  wit
h  torn  carpet 

which  caused  the  injured  man  to 
 trip,  there 

is  little  doubt  but  that  the  ow
ner  would 

have  been  responsible.  But  th
ere  was  no 

carpet  on  the  stairway  and.  ther
efore,  inas- 

much as  further  testimony  was  introd
uced 

to  substantiate  that  thousands  of
  persons 

previously  had  sat  in  the  gallery
  and  none 

of  them  had  tripped  on  the  steps 
 and  fallen 

Do 
You 

Know — — w   hat  a   splintered 

chair-arm  may  cost  you  in 
settlement  of  claims 

brought  by  an  injured  pa- 
tron? 
— that  the  hasty  act  of 

an  employee  may  cost  you 

more  mojiey  than  a   film 

fire? 
— that  daily  inspection 

of  the  theatre  from  back- 
wall  to  sidewalk  line  pays 

a   rich  dividend  in  preven- 
tion of  costly  accident? 

— that  you  are  responsi- 
ble for  the  health,  safety 

and  general  welfare  of  the 
patron  within  your  four 
walls? 

If 

Not — 
— turn  back  to  the  sec- 

ond page  preceding  and 

begin  reading  Leo  T.  Park- 
er’s article  on  the  legal  lia- 

bility of  the  theatre  oivner, 
written  in  plain  English  by 

a   practicing  attorney  for 

the  special  benefit  of  “Bet- 
ter Theatres”  readers. 

And — 
— ^write  to  Mr.  Parker  in 

care  of  “Better  Theatres,” 

asking  any  questions  and 

making  any  inquiries  of  a 
nature  permitting  reply  in 

a   subsequent  article. 

over  the  railing,  the  court  held  the  owner
 

was  not  liable  for  damages,  for  the  simple 

reason  the  patron  evidently  was  injured 

through  his  own  neglect  and  careless  ma
n- 

ner in  descending  the  stairway.  Theatre  pa- 

trons are  expected  to  use  reasonable  judg- 
ment to  protect  themselves  against  injury, 

and  a   theatre  owner  cannot  be  held  liab
le 

for  damages  sustained  as  a   result  of  a   p
a- 

tron’s own  negligence  and  carelessness. 

Theatre  owners  sometimes  are  liable  
tor 

damages  as  a   result  of  a   performer  f
alling 

from  a   trapeze,  or  in  some  other  ma
nner, 

from  the  stage  onto  a   spectator.  
For  ex- 

ample. in  a   case  where  a   trapeze  performer 

became  disengaged  from  a   swinging  tra
peze 

and  was  copulated  into  an  audience,
  the 

theatre  owner  was  held  liable  for  dam
ages 

as  a   result  of  the  injuries  sustained  by
  two 

patrons  on  whom  the  actor  fell.  Many
  acts 

which  are  dangerous  in  this  respect, 
 arc 

staged.  However,  the  Courts  co
nsider  it 

is  the  duty  of  a   theatre  owner  to  
provide 

safe  performances  for  his  patrons  irre- 
spective of  the  reputation  of  the  actors 

who  are  presented  on  the  stage. 
*   *   * 

In  another  controversy  a   theatre  owner 
was  held  liable  for  the  payment  of  damages 
to  a   patron  who  was  injured  when  a   ball 

was  hurled  by  centrifugal  force  into  the  au- 
dience. The  theatre  owner  attempted  to 

show  that  the  actor  was  highly  paid  and 

had  performed  the  same  act  many  times  be- 
fore without  injury  to  anyone.  But,  inas- 

much as  the  ball  was  released  because  a 

part  of  the  actors  equipment  accidently 
broke,  it  was  held  that  it  was  the  duty  of 

the  owner  of  a   theatre  to  carefully  ex- 

amine the  equipment  of  a   stage  a^inst  de- 
fects, as  patrons  rely  on  his  good  judgment 

to  provide  performances  which  lack  the  ele- 
ment of  danger  for  the  spectators.  Furth- 

ermore, the  actors  are  employed  by  a   the- 
atre owner  and  actually  are  his  agents  for 

whose  acts  he  is  liable  while  they  are  per- forming. 

As  a   result  of  past  court  decisions  it  can 
readily  be  seen  that  every  theatre  owner 
should  be  careful  to  employ  a   manager  and 

other  persons  who  are  careful  to  observe 
the  condition  of  the  theatre  daily,  so  that 

it  is  kept  in  such  condition  that  patrons 
are  unlikely  to  be  injured.  Moreover,  only 
acis  as  are  safe  should  be  engaged,  unless 

the  performers  are  made  liable  for  dam- 
ages which  they  cause.  However,  on  re- 
view of  the  herein  noted  Court  decisions  it 

is  apparent  that  a   theatre  owner  is  liable 

for  damages  to  patrons  only  where  in- 
juries actually  result  through  the  negligence 

of  the  owner  or  his  agents. 

Theatres  Preparing 

for  Warm  Weather 

by  Remodeling 
Remodeling  programs  are  beginning  to 

start  in  many  theatres  preparatory  to  put- 

ting them  in  the  best  of  condition  as  a 

means  of  keeping  up  attendance  duriirg  the 

summer  months.  A   few  of  the  theatres 

which  have  already  mapped  out  their  plans 

are  given  following: 

Fred  L.  Barry  of  the  Buffalo  theatre, 

Buffalo,  Okla.,  has  secured  a   long  time 

lease  on  the  building,  and  as  a   result  he 

will  remodel  the  house  into  a   modern  thea 

tre.  Among  other  improvements  he  will 

add  new  opera  chairs  and  will  raise  the 

floor. ♦   ♦   ♦ 

Thomas  Thompson,  owner  of  the  thea- 
tre in  Perryton,  Texas,  was  a   visitor  on 

Film  Row  recently.  Among  other  pur- 
chases he  obtained  200  new  modern  chairs 

for  his  house. *   ♦   * 

L.  H.  Haven,  who  operates  theatres  in 

Brinkley,  Marianna,  and  Forrest  City, 

Ark.,  has  recently  added  new  equipment  i
n 

his  houses. *   *   * 

J.  H.  Miller,  who  has  recently  taken  over
 the  Realart  at  American  Fork,  ^ 

purchased  new  spring  seat,  upholstere
a 

opera-  chairs  and  general  equipment  from 
the  Utah  Theatre  Supply  Company. 

♦   ♦   * 

The  Terry  Bros,  of  Wood^va^d.  Okla^ 

have  redecorated  their  Pastime  theatre  
and 

added  new  equipment,  among  which  vf
zs 

a   new  organ.    

H.  Dryfhout  Moves 

H   Dryfhout,  maker  of  hand  painte
d  ban- 

ners for  theatres,  has  moved  from  /44
 

South  Wabash  avenue,  Chicago  to 
 more 

commodious  quarters  at  736  South  
Wabash 
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New  RIALTO  SQUARE,  Joliet,  III. 

Rubens’  new  Rialto  Square  theatre,  JoHet,  III.,  has  one  of  the  largest  and  most 
impressive  lobbies  to  be  found  anywhere.  The  beautiful  auditorium  has  a   seating 

capacity  of  3,000.  Rapp  &   Rapp,  Architects. 

Exterior  of  Rialto  Square  showing 

colorful  grand  niche  in  the  main 
entrance. 

The  above  view  shows  some  of  the  details  of  the  vaulted  ceil- 

ing of  the  foyer  which  is  paneled  in  figures  cast  in  plaster 

clay  from  models  by  Gene  Romeo. 

Another  view  of  the  magnificent  lobby  of  the  Rialto 

Square  showing  large  lighting  fixture  and  a   few  of  the 
marble  pillars. 
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“Greater  Joliet  Week”  Heralds 
Million-Dollar  Rialto  Opening 

New  Playhouse  Ranks 

With  Country's  Best; 
Accommodates  3,000 

By  H.  E.  HOLQUTST 

Theatre  Opening  Made 

Civic  Event;  Business 

Men  Boost  Enterprise 
By  CHARLES  RAYMOND 

JOLIET,  Illinois,  having  a   published  population  of  38,400 today  has  what  is  unquestionably  the  finest  motion  picture 

theatre  for  a   city  of  this  size  in  the  country.  In  fact,  the  new 

Rialto  Square  theatre  erected  by  the  Rubens  boys,  Jules, 

Maurice,  Harry,  Lew  and  Claude,  is  a   playhouse  which  it 

takes  no  stretch  of  the  imagination  to  place  on  a   par  with 

any  of  the  picture  palaces  of  Chicago  or  New  York. 

First  of  all  it  cost  a   million  dollars.  In  addition,  it  has  a 

seating  capacity  of  3,000.  These  two  facts  alone  bespeak  the 

worthiness  of  the  Rialto  Square  to  be  placed  among  the 

country’s  most  auspicious  theatres.  Further,  the  Rialto  was 

designed  by  C.  W.  &   Geo.  L.  Rapp  which  makes  it  a   foregone 

conclusion  that  it  can  lack  nothing  in  beauty  of  appointment 
or  modern  comfort. 

The  building  is  an  “L”  shaped  structure,  fronting  131  feet 

on  Chicago  street  and  284  feet  on  Van  Buren.  The  theatre 

occupies  the  east  wing  but  is  entered  from  Chicago  street. 

The  commercial  section,  the  office  building,  is  of  concrete 

and  of  tile  construction  with  an  exterior  of  terra  cotta. 
*   ♦   * 

One  of  the  most  striking  features  of  the  building  is  the  &r^tid 

niche  rising  above  the  main  entrance.  The  niche  is  paneled 

in  colored  terra  cotta,  in  some  of  which  real  gold  has  been 

fused  to  bring  out  certain  color  effects,  and  is  lighted  by  five 

banks  of  colored  flood  lights,  concealed  in  coves  along  the 

Thousands  of  lights  illuminate  the  marquise  and  the  70-fo
ot 

electric  sign  over  the  entrance. 

As  one  enters  he  comes  first  to  the  ornate  ticket  lobby 

and  from  there  passes  into  the  inner  lobby  which  leads  
into 

the  foyer  grande  and  continues  into  the  theatre  proper. 

At  the  west  end  of  the  inner  lobby  is  an  arch  of  mirro
rs 

and  along  the  walls  between  marble  pilasters  are  huge  m
irrors, 

eight  feet  wide  and  20  feet  high,  three  on  each  s
ide.  The 

vaulted  ceiling,  45  feet  in  height,  is  paneled  with  figures
  cast 

in  plaster  from  clay  models  made  by  Gene  Romeo,  a   scu
lptor. 

All  of  the  figures  in  the  lobbies  and  theatre  were  made  i
n  the 

same  manner. 

The  main  lobby, 

or  foyer  grande, 
oval  in  shape,  is 
the  idea  of  Maurice 

Rubens,  general 

manager  of  the 
Balaban  and  Katz 

interests  in  Joliet. 

Huge  marble  col- 
umns reach  to  the 

dome  here,  and  in 
the  center  space 
are  two  fountains. 

Women's  writ- 
ing, rest  rooms, 

with  maid  service, 

and  men’s  smoking 
rooms  opening  off 
this  foyer  on  the 

street  and  mezza- 
nine floors,  will 

offer  to  the  public 

accommoda- 
tions  equal  to  that 

of  any  theatre  in 

the  country.  Sep- 
arate rest  rooms 

are  provided  for 
the  employes  of 
the  theatre. 

Broad  staircases 

lead  from  the 

foyer  to  the  mez- 

zanine.  ,,  Rubens’  Rialto  
Square  theatre  building,  Joliet 

{Contd.  cn  page  45) 

There  has  been  much  talk  in  the  past  about  the  big  motion picture  houses  being  an  institution  in  the  community.  That 

it  is  a   civic  unit.  Well,  perhaps  it  is  but  who  would  think 

so  judging  by  the  manner  in  which  many  theatres  are  handled,
 

particularly  openings.  I   don’t  mean  that  the  programs  of 
the  theatre  should  be  made  subordinate  to  entertainment. 

This  has  been  done  in  many  deluxe  theatres  where  over 

zealous  managers,  in  an  effort  to  court  favor  with  the  home
 

office,  make  commercial  "movies”  of  local  industries  which 

are  nothing  more  or  less  than  advertising  subjects  and  ar
e 

absolutely  lacking  in  artistic  and  entertainment  value.  T
hese 

subjects  may  appeal  to  the  one  or  two  hundred  emp
loyees 

of  the  soap  factory  depicted  but  bore  the  other  t
housands 

who  attend  the  theatre  that  week. 

The  theatre  must  be  theatrical  to  survive.  It  must  present
 

romance.  It  must  carry  the  patrons  in  the  chairs  out
  and 

beyond  themselves;  it  must  present  them  with  a   new
  vista, 

one  with  which  they  are  not  familiar.  Art,  it  is  true,
  is  a 

reproduction  of  natural  conditions,  yet  audiences 
 are  not 

happv  when  they  see  their  own  drab  lives  reflected 
 upon  ffie 

screen  of  a   theatre  where  they  go  to  be  enterta
ined.  Who 

knows  but  this  is  the  underlying  cause  of  the  s
creen  being 

accused  of  not  appealing  to  the  higher  circles
  of  life  tor 

most  pictures  in  the  past  have  unrolled  be
fore  our  eyes  the 

inner  workings  of  the  more  fortunate  in  human 
 society,  ihese 

scenes  are  familiar  to  that  class  but.  of  cour
se  unfamiliar  to 

the  more  unfortunate  group.  Thus  the  app
eal  to  them. 

But  to  get  back  to  the  civic  angle  for  the 
 theaUe  opening. 

It  was  used  most  effectively  by  Balaba
n  and  Katz  at  the 

opening  of  their  Uptown  theatre.  Thi
s  event  was  celebrated 

with  a   i>ageant  given  in  the  Central
  Uptown  section  of 

Chicago.  ■   It  was  proclaimed  the  biggest  event  of
  its  kind 

ever  staged  for  a   theatre  opening.  The
  streets  were  crowded 

for  days  and  the  merchants  who  contri
buted  to  the  celebration 

cashed  in  heavy  in  business  during  that 
 week.  Now.  since  this 

could  be  done  in  a   community  like  the
  Uptown  district  why 

couldn’t  it  be  done  in  a   city  with  a   populati
on  much  smal  er  ? 

Balaban  and  Katz  Great  States  ̂ heatres^were^  opj.n^jhe 

Theatre  in  Joliet. 

Jules  Rubens 
wanted  to  give  it 

the  same  thrust  the 

Uptown  had  been 
given.  A   meeting 
was  called  of  the 

prominent  business 
men  of  Joliet  and 

Benjamin  H.  Ser- k   0   w   i   c   h,  who 

handled  the  Up- 

town pageant  for 
Balaban  and  Katz 

and  who  is  con- 
nected with  their 

Chicago  office 

went,  along  with 
the  writer,  to  the 

meeting  in  Joliet. 

The  plans  were 
laid  out  for  the 
celebration.  It  was 
to  be  called "Greater  Joliet 

Week,  celebrating 

the  opening  of  Ru- bens Rialto 

theatre.” 

111. First  off  it  must c.  w.  &   (.eo.  L.  nain'.  umiiicw.B.  be  real
ized  that 
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Hanging  up  the  special  pennants  which  were 

an  important  feature  in  Joliet  theatre 

opening  campaign. 

many  of  the  business  men  will  think 

the  campaign  is  for  the  purpose  of 

boosting  the  receipts  of  the  theatre. 

This  is  soon  overcome  by  assuring  them 

that  the  theatre  will  be  packed  to  capac- 

ity the  first  month  it  is  open  and  that 

is  always  true.  .There  will  be  a   big 

overflow  and  these  people  are  all  pros- 
pective buyers  providing  the  merchants 

approach  them  with  the  right  sales  talks. 

And.  as  there  are  going  to  be  so  many 

extra  people  in  town  the  first  week  the 

theatre  is  open  why  not  spend  a   little 

money  and  get  more  in  and  entertain 

them  while  they  are  waiting  to  get  into 
the  theatre. 

The  first  thing  to  do  is  secure  an 
executive  who  can  handle  obstreperous 

merchants,  who  knows  something  about 
outdoor  entertainment  such  as  fireworks 

shows  and  who  can  write  and  plant  con- 
structive publicity  with  the  newspapers 

for  miles  around. 

As  regards  my  ability  to  handle 
merchants;  it  rested  entirely  with  the 

fact  that  my  proposition  was  sound. 
I   was  helping  them  as  well  as  the 

theatre  and  it  didn’t  take  much  per- 
suasion to  convince  the  progressive 

merchant  that  I   was  right.  My  exten- 
sive experience  as  an  outdoor  showman 

previous  to  entering  the  motion  picture 
branch  of  amusements,  now  stood  me 

in  good  stead.  I   have  always  been  an 

alleged  press  agent  so  that’s  how  I   got 
in  on  this  proposition.  Now  here  we 

go. First  I   appoint  committees. 

Administrative  Committee;  This  com- 
mittee passes  on  all  things  and  is  the 

last  word  in  all  matters.  It’s  chairman 
is  the  big  man  of  the  affair. 

Finance  Committee;  Headed  by  the 

treasurer  of  the  celebration,  who  is  al- 
ways appointed  by  the  local  merchants. 

Collection  Committee:  This  comprises 

the  strong  arm  men  who  go  out  and 

collect  the  necessary  money  to  carry  on 

the  campaign.  This  is  perhaps'  the  niost 
important  of  all. 

Music  Committee;  Consisting  of  the 

men  most  familiar  witli  musical  condi- 
tions in  the  city.  They  arc  to  provide 

school,  civic  and  even  professional  music 
for  the  big  week. 

Parade  Committee;  This,  should  in- 
clude automobile  men  or  ,   any  army 

officers  available.  It  may  also  include 
labor  leaders  who  are  familiar  with  the 

lineup  details  of  a   procession. 

Decorations  Committee:  This  can  in- 
clude all  the  window  decorators  as  well 

as  any  other  craft  available  who  are 
familiar  with  this  work. 

Traffic  Committee:  It  is  well  to  ap- 
point the  chief  of  police  and  any  other 

CHARLES  RAYMOND 

city  official  such  as  commissioner  of 
public  safety,  etc. 

Permit  Committee;  A   group  of  influ- 
ential men  who  can  go  to  the  city  hall  and 

secure  permission  to  indulge  in  all  the 
things  necessary  to  put  the  affair  over. 

*   *   * 

These  are  the  essential  units  to  put 

the  affair  over  but  others  can  be  ap- 

pointed as  needed.  The  more  committees 
there  are  the  less  friction  will  be  found 

among  the  contributors  because  every- 
body wants  to  do  something. 

Now  we  are  ready  for  the  mayor  to 

issue  his  official  proclamation  that  the 
week  is  sanctioned  by  him.  This  is 

published  in  the  paper  and  the  collectors 

get  to  work. 
The  publicity  is  now  prepared.  From 

here  on  I   will  outline  just  what  was 

done  in  Joliet. 
Stories  announcing  the  big  week  were 

sent  to  108  papers  covering  the  territory 

surrounding  Joliet  for  80  miles.  A   clip- 
ping bureau  showed  us  that  these  hit 

everywhere,  even  running  in  the  Chicago 

Tribune,  News  and  American. 

Reproduction  of  full  page  advertisement  in 

Joliet  papers  which  was  part  of  big  cam- 

paign in  “Greater  Joliet  Week”  for  Rialto theatre  opening. 

Before  the  theatre  was  ready  to  open  Joliet 
had  been  decked  out  in  Holiday  attire 

as  this  view  shows. 

A   full  complement  of  show  printing 

was  posted  for  fifty  miles  surrounding 
the  city  even  going  into  Aurora  and 
Elgin.  This  carried  the  following  copy: 

A   MIGHTY  EVENT 

GREATER  JOLIET  WEEK 

Pageant  of  Progress 
celebrating  the  opening  of 

Rubens 

RIALTO  THEATRE 

May  24-29 

Three  web  banners  twenty  feet  long 

have  been  hung  across  the  three  main 
streets  lettered  on  two  sides  with  the 
above  copy  used. 

*   *   * 

One  hundred  special  pennants  were 

hung  on  the  leads  running  to  the  trolly 
wires.  These  are  larger  than  a   one  sheet 
and  are  made  of  muslin  and  printed  in 

blue  and  red.  Tlhjijs  one  of  the  most 
effective  pieces  qT  outdoor  publicity 
available.  The  accompanying  illustration 

of  Mayor  Sehring  jsf  Joliet  hanging  the 

first  one  proves  its^value.  This  incident 
was  photographed  ,by  the  International Newsreel  for  thejL  release. 

*   *   * 

Ten  thousand  stickers  were  made  up 
and  went  out  on  all  mail  and  packages 
from  tlie  leading  stores. 

The  Joliet  News-Herald  issued  a   spe- 
cial section  in  the  edition  of  Sunday 

May  23rd.  This  edition  carried  the 
Greater  Joliet  Week  slogan  in  a   cut  each 
side  of  the  mast  head  on  page  one.  Most 

of  the  merchants’  ads'  that  day  also  car- 
ried the  slogan  and  a   front  page  story 

announced  the  program  for  the  week  as 

well  as  the  theatre  program.  ■ 
The  Farmers  Review,  a   weekly  with 

a   circulation  of  11,558  mailed  out  14,000 

extra  copies  at  a   very  nominal  cost  for 

white  paper  and  mailing.  These  went 
to  homes  in  seven  counties  which  were 
not  subscribers  to  the  paper.  This  paper 

gave  the  theatre  a   full  page  of  publicity 

including  pictures  of  the  artists  appear- 

ing there  and  shots  of  the'  interior. 
Stories  regarding  the  progress  of  the 

big  week  were  sent  to  the  papers  every- 

day. 

While  the  writer  was  working  on  all 

this  the  collectors  were  out  doing  their 

best  to  collect  money  and  the  members 
of  the  committees  are  reporting  back 

to  the  executive  office  their  success  in 

arranging  the  parade  and  securing  bands. 
The  most  important  thing  of  course  is to  collect  the  money. . 

Inevitably,  the  opening  day  arrives 
and  the  streets  all  day  are  crowded  with 

strangers.  The  stores  report  .excellent 
business  and  they  are  all  prepared  to 

stay  open  every  night  -   throughout  the 
entire  week.  The  downtown  section  of 

the  city  has  been  lavishly  decorated  and (Coiithincd  on  page  28) 
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SCORING  a   Motion  Picture 
By  VICTOR  WAGNER Mtisical  Director,  Eastman  i92e) 

(A  Paper  Read  Before  the  So
ciety  of  Motion  Picture  Engin

eers,  Sp  g 

Ir  lakes  years  to  accumulate  a   fund  of musical  knowledge  before  one  i
s  able 

to  symchronize  the  music  with
  the  picture. 

A   musician  who,  through  ig
norance  or 

whim,  chooses  music  which  
burlesques  a 

serious  scene,  commits  an  of
fense  ne  de- 

stroys the  science  and  art  of  musical 
 Pres- 

entation of  motion  pictures.  One  has  
to 

have  at  one’s  command  a   music
al  library 

of  a   thousand  different  num
bers  and  a 

sensitive  feeling  for  their 

so  as  to  be  able  to  classify  
the  numbers 

properly.  The  well  known  
oppatic  melo- 

dies are  not  very  useful,  as  they  f
it  only 

the  scene  for  which  they  
were  written 

and  which  scene  the  public 
 visualizes  on 

hearing  the  music. 

In  selecting  the  most  approp
riate  music, 

one  has  to  be  careful  not  t
o  anticipate  the 

development  of  character, 
 so  as  not  to 

stamp  immediately  _   the  man  with 

the  cigarette  as  a   villain  ;
   or  when 

a   particularly  beautiful
  girl  en 

ters  not  to  draw  too  has
tily  the 

third  line  of  the  triangle.  Apm
. 

if  one  sees  a   man  wal
k  into  a 

room,  wearing  a   derby 
 hat  and 

with  a   cigar  m   his_  mo
uth,  one 

does  not  play  mysterious
  music  at 

once,  because  he  may 
 not  be  a 

detective  ^ 

Not  only  is  a   know
ledge  of 

hiffh-class  music  neces
sary,  but 

also  a   knowledge  of 
 most  of  the 

popular  and  nation
al  m^^'C  of 

practically  all  the 
 civilized  and 

uncivilized  _   nations  with  th
eir 

characteristics.  i   -j  th? 

There  is  one  task  l
aid  on  th 

musical  director  who
  arranges  a 

musical  program  /‘'“'"Xch 
ment  for 

is  seldom  appreciate
d.  This  is  tn 

task  of  making  music
  supply  in  a 

measure  the  spo
ken  'vord-the 

missing  dialogue
-the  on  the 

speaking  stage,  w
here  is  not 

provided  in  actio
n  and  m   sub 

The  musical  adapter  
nas  . 

thirty,  forty  or  m
ore  scenes  instea

d  of 

series  of  three  or  ^^^Jl^gi^bered  that 
tion,  great  length  will  maintain no  scene  of  any  ^i,rouehout.  In  the 

the  same  emotional
  key  through 

spoken  play,  there  a   cpnsta^^^ 
emotional  appeal  as  

th 

scene  progress.  ‘JJ  .   .   „tg  but  into 
the  play  arranged  that  a   much 
scenes,  and  scenes  so  suggestion 
closer  sympathy  is 

may^  be  obtained,  s   musical 
possible  act  by  act.  action  and  mood 

correla?ed  emotional  tiom 

other  form  of  onion  o   mUB.c  any^^^ 

Now  I   have  ‘hat  it  on 

the. adapter  ™tion  picture  with 
pamment  supply  the  P   speaking 

In  important  Part  o   
wf  ̂   tne  sp 

stage  gets  from  dia  ogie  J   mea^^ 
while  the  PF=;XracterLuon  can  suggest 

?oLS^  mtd.
to  make  the  sp

ectator 

mentally  sympathetic. 

*   ♦   * 

It  follows  that  one  P«;PX‘''is"  eS 

him  definite  and  vivid  impressi
ons  and 

emotions  deriving  from  it;  he 
 must  him- 

self feel  the  need  of  the  music  whi
ch  he 

will  later  select  and  arrange.  
The  appro- 

priateness of  selection  of  motion  Picture 

accompaniment  depends  large
ly  on  this 

preparation.  Scenically.  the  
motion  pic- 

ture is  a   great  inspiration;  no  sp
eaking 

stage  can  in  completeness,  m 
  gorgeous 

realities  and  in  generous  deta
il  approach 

the  scenic  richness  of  the  mot
ion  picture. 

So  the  musical  director  is  a
lways  under 

the  inspiration  of  an  art  ki
ndred  to  his 

own.  And  so  adept  are  good 
 motion  pic 

ture  actors  and  actresses_  bec
oming  that 

careful  observation  of  their  
pictured  pan- 

tomime is  all  the  inspmation  needed  
for  an 

impression  that  readily  su
ggests  music 

best  suited  to  express^  it  
It  is  f^erefore 

the  study  of  the  musical  
director  of  the orchestra 

HIGHLIGHTS 

^Extensive  Musical  Lib
rary  Is  Needed  to 

Synchronise  Music  with
  Motion  Pictures 

—Operatic  Melodies  Not 
 Very  Useful. 

•I  Musical  Adapter  Confronted  wit
h  Prob- 

lem of  Thirty  or  Forty  Scen
es  as  Against 

Three  or  Four  Acts  in  S
tage  Productions. 

q   Scenically,  the  Motion  Picture  Is  a   Great 
Inspiration— Music  a

nd  Films  Are  Kin- dred Arts
,  

y, 

ffl  Nature  of  Certain  Ki
nds  of  Pictures  Pre- 

sent Difficulties -Theatre 
 Orchestras 

Recognized  as  Achievi
ng  High  Standard 

in  Distinct  Art. 

f   Scoring  a   Picture  
Is  Just  as 

as  Composing— Librar
y  Contains  15,000 

Different  Selections— O
riginate  Own  Mu- 

sic  for  Special  Needs. 

nicture  with  special  regard
  to  opportunity 

to  make  the  music  aid 

gestion  of  something  truly
  feU  and 

dated  that  counts  most  
for  the  success  ot 

^'We°speak  of  accompanying  motion  pic- 

tures with  music.  Now  the  acc
ompaniment 

of  song  the  expression  
by  means  of  music 

of  a   blkutiful  idea,  or  o
f  a   dramatic  idea, 

fs  a   province  of  art;  if 
 the  song,  or  the 

idea,  or  scene,  or  story  
has  strong  dement 

of  beauty,  the  art  of
  accompan.ment  be- 

“S“tabef^d2^nVlu^?h
‘tr  a„’^'  gives 

ment  of  a   musical  accom
paniment  for  p 

‘“"l\i"dra'’‘fre‘aremSiohl1"elemTnt  that 

maki'a  -ngenial  task  for 
 a 

musician,  and  m   major
ity  the 

ment  that  is  really  exp
ressive  of  the  appeal 

which  the  picture  make
s. 

the  detective  story  pi
cture,  tne 

story,  or  the  farce  comedy, 
 in  each  story 

the  interest  centers  in  the  pl
ot,  may be  excitement  of  emotion  in  f   [F 

picture,  but  the  emotion  
is  not  in  the  pic- 

?ure  itself.  Here  the  diflicu
lt  thing  is  not 

so  much  to  know  what  to  pl
ay  as  what  not 

to  Slay.  Music  that  strike
s  any  hearer  as 

incongruous  will  do  much  to 
 spoil  t   a   p 

mre  for  him.  Then  too  the 
 action  is  apid 

and  this  causes  the  change  m   mood  ̂  

tlie  onlooker  and  hearer  t
o  be 

too  abrupt  to  be  successf
ully  followed  in 

music  The  point  made  is
  that  it  is  awk 

ward  and  impracticable  to  ‘
"timat^ely  ac- 

cord with  the  incidents  of  such  P   ctu
r^ 

For  instance,  suppose  a   sc
ene  in  wh‘ch  t   vo 

men  are  struggling  for 
 life  m   a   cellar 

whUe  a   dance  is  going  on 

suppose  for  realism  we  sh
ould  have  a   dance 

off-stage  playing  dance 
 music 

steadily,  while  the  regul
ar  orches- 

tra plays  dramatic  music  
accoid- 

ing  in  mood  with  the  fi
ght.  Ihis 

is  an  extreme  illustration  pe
rhaps, 

but  one  which  the  motion
  picture 

adapter  will  recognize  
as  within 

his  experience. The  film  play  is  a   foim  of  j^F^ 

and  is  analagous  to  the  
ballet  in 

that  it  necessitates,  for 
 its  ade- 

quate presentation,  the  synchr
o- 

nization of  action  with  music 

Thus  in  its  right  developmen
t  we 

find  a   new  art-form  m
   music, 

the  possibilities  of  
which  are 

practically  limitless.  In  
film  play 

we  see  one  art-form  wh
ich  is  de- 

pendent upon  another--music— for  its  completion,  and  
it  is  still 

incomplete  and  imperf
ect  for 

presentation  to  the  public
  without 

its  musical  counterpart  
accom- 

panying it.  just  as  is  the  case  
m 

die  ballet,  where  dance  
and  action 

are  synchronized  with  
music  to 

ensure  a   perfect  whole. 

The  time  has  come  w
hen  the 

motion  picture  theatr
e  orchestra 

is  receiving  universal  
recognition 

as  an  organization  of  a
rtists  who  are  work- 

ing to  achieve  and  maintai
n  a   high  stand 

^"^Many  tImeTthe  question  has  been  k^'otigk
t 

<!creening  room — to  team 
 uuw 

most 

lists  the’Lst  few^words
  of  each  main  and 

Xt.=  and  indkate
s  the  begtnmn^ 

 -h 

—   i“Ssfecb‘c,a^^ 

SnfaiX'  way  feom  Ai
tP'an^  Musm 

MnMa^
S  Wt

  im- 
portant  move  is^  to  bnd  tu

e  _ 

Lited  to  the  action
  and  mood  ot  t ture,  svithout  allowing  *0  “UsicJ^^^^ 

i^rthl'anention  of  t
he  orfooker  ti^m 

(Cotitiniied  on  pag
e  £/) 
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O   EAD  these  statements  by  Arctic  Nu-Air  users 

but  let  “or  Sol”  do  the  weeping. 
Hot  Weather  Profits  are  a   matter  of  choice.  You 

can  have  them  if  you  want  them.  700  theatre 

owners  and  managers  have  said,  “Give  me  Hot 
Weather  Profits”— and  they’ve  got  ’em. 

There  s   no  chance  about  this.  If  you’re  trying 
to  buck  the  torrid,  sultry  weather  with  a   hot,  stuffy 

theatre,  you’re  in  for  an  unpleasant  battle — per- haps a   losing  one. 

Send  for  this 

interesting  illus- 

trated Book — 
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and  Weep 
Arctic  Nu-Air  will  give  you  the  greatest  hot  weather  advan- 

tage on  earth — plenty  of  cool,  sweet,  fresh,  invigorating  air. 

It  will  completely  change  the  air  in  your  house  every  three  to 

five  minutes.  It  will  put  a   cool  breeze  at  every  seat  in  the  house. 

We  guarantee  it — hundreds  of  users  have  backed  our  claims 

with  their  own  actual  experiences  with  Arctic  Nu-Air. 

Our  illustrated  book,  “Cool  Breezes  for  Hot  Weather 

Profits,”  gives  complete  information  about  this  Cooling  and  Ven- 

tilating System — prices,  terms,  letters  from  users,  everything 

you’ll  want  to  know  about  Arctic  Nu-Air. 

Put  yourself  in  the  clear  on  Hot  Weather  business.  Make 

the  scorching  pavements  your  best  business  boosters. 

Mail  this  coupon  today. 

—TOD  A   Y! 

ARCTIC  NU-AIR  CORPORATION.  Dept.  2B 
818  State  Lake  Bldg., 

Chicago,  111. 

Please  send  me  a   copy  of  your  book  “Cool  B
reezes 

for  Hot  Weather  Profits”  right  away.  My  theat
re 

seats   

House 
Dimensions: 

Length   

Width    

Height    
Balcony? 

Yes  □   No  □ 

Name 

Theatre 

Address 

City 

  State. 
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Helps  Builder 
and  Architect 

At  the  present  time  I   am  building  a   new 
theatre  to  seat  about  700  people,  in  Little* 
ton,  N.  H.,  and  I   wish  to  advise  you  of  the 

great  assistance  that  your  “Better  Theatres” 
section  has  bceen  to  me  in  plannings  with 
my  architect,  this  new  building.  I   assure 

you  that  every  theatre  owner  can  plan  bet- 
ter in  every  way  if  he  follows  the  articles 

in  the  “Better  Theatres”  sections,  and  I 
trust  that  this,  your  third  anniversary,  will 
be  the  beginning  of  a   very  successful  year. 

— J.  B.  E^mes,  Inter-State  Amusement  Co., 
Inc.,  Littleton,  N.  H. 

Results  Are 

Phenomenal 
At  this  time,  on  the  third  anniversary 

of  the  “Better  Theatres”  section  of  Ex- 
hibitors Herald,  I   am  glad  to  report  that 

results  obtained  through  advertising  in 

“Better  Theatres”  are  phenomenal.  At  one 
time  I   u'as  somewhat  skeptical  as  to  just 
what  assistance  we  were  going  to  get  from 
trade  paper  advertising.  However,  I   am 
now  glad  to  report  and  believe  that  I 
should  do  so  for  the  benefit  of  manufac- 

turers and  distributors  in  the  motion  pic- 
ture field,  that  I   have  been  amazed  at  the 

actual  results  from  our  “Better  Theatres” 
advertising 

Return  coupons  have  been  coming  back 

in  surprising  quantities  from  our  May  ad- 
vertising which  has  been  out  about  two 

weeks  and  we  have  to  date  received  over 

thirty  reports  through  this  medium,  coming 
from  the  theatre  owners  and  managers  as 

well  as  from  the  operating  man  connected 
with  the  theatre.  It  is  quite  apparent, 
therefore,  that  this  paper  is  being  studied 
by  all  who  have  an  interest  in  theatre 

equipment  and  it  is  with  pleasure  that  I 

make  this  acknowledgment  of  the  service 

which  you  are  rendering  us,  and  I   hope 
that  you  will  keep  up  the  splendid  work. — 

L.  J.  Sinnott,  The  Hertncr  Electric  Co., 
Cleveland,  Ohio. 

Eberson  Reads 

Every  Issue 
I   cannot  help  but  tell  you  at  this  time 

how  unusually  helpful  your  “Better  Thea- 
tres” section  has  been  to  me.  I   have been  aroimd  and  about  theatricals  for 

more  than  thirty  years,  and  today  I   find 
that  I   am  devoting  more  than  90  per  cent 
of  my  professional  energies  and  activi- 

ties to  theatre  designing,  A   thorough 
knowledge  of  all  requirements  in  front 
and  in  back  of  the  curtain  lines  makes 
satisfied  clients  and  produces  architec- 

tural results  which  are  appreciated. 

The  “Better  Theatres”  section  of  your publication,  in  my  estimation,  handles  a 
good  deal  of  dependable  information  of 
interest  to  exhibitors,  owners,  builders 
and  designers— more  so  than  any  other 
publication  that  I   know  of.  I   read— I 
am  quite  sure — every  issue  of  “Better 
Theatres”  from  A   to  Z.  With  best  wishes 
for  your  continued  success,  and  assuring 
you  that  I   am  anxious  to  help  you  in 
every  way  possible,  I   beg  to  remain,  with 
my  compliments  to  you  and  your  many 
readers. — John  Eberson,  theatre  archi- 

tect, Chicago,  111. 

Sales  Up  25%; 
Inquiries  50% 

It  may  interest  you  to  know  that  since 
<>f  o   space  in 

oetter  fheatres'  our  sates  have  increased 
oy  ̂ 5  per  cent  and  our  inquiries  by  at  least 
bU  Per  cent,  and  the  small  space  that  we 
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Thank 

You 

The  staff  of  “Better Theatres”  thanks  its 

readers  for  their  many 

messages  of  congratula- 
tion on  the  occasion  of  its 

Third  Anniversary  and 

pledges  continued  adher- 
ence to  the  strictly  service 

policy  so  eloquently  ap- 

proved. 

use  nionihly  has  proven  the  best  source  of 
placing  our  goods  before  the  public  and 
judging  from  the  above  it  shows  that  your 
paper  has  the  circulation,  as  our  inquiries 
have  been  from  coast  to  coast  and  the  best 
part  of  it  is,  the  readers  are  the  buyers. 
Another  great  help  to  us  is  'The  Bulletin 
of  Advance  Information'  through  which  we liave  placed  a   number  of  our  fire  shutters 
m   the  newer  theatres,  and  we  are  well 
pleased  with  the  results  of  our  advertising. 
— £.  J.  Brock,  Best  Devices  Company, Cleveland,  Ohio. 

Stands  Alone  in 

Equipment  Field 
It  is  indeed  a   pleasure  for  us  to 

write  you  at  this  time  and  offer  our 
sincerest  congratulations  on  your  Third 
Anniversary  of  the  "Better  Theatres” section  of  EXHIBITORS  HERALD. 
At  the  present  time  we  do  not  know  of 
any  other  publication  which  so  thor- 

oughly and  efficiently  covers  the  field  of 
modern  theatre  equipment.  We  are 
pleased  to  be  numbered  among  your 
friendSf  and  to  have  the  opportunity  of 
working  with  you  in  your  attempt  to 
place  before  the  present  day  theatre 
owner  correct  facts  relative  to  the 
proper  equipment  for  better  theatres. 

The  progress  that  you  have  made  in 
this  section  of  the  EXHIBITORS 
HERALD  has  been  worthy  of  a   special 
note  and  you.  personally,  are  to  be  con- 
gratulated.  Hoping  that  our  connections 
with  you  will  be  as  pleasant  in  the 
future  as  they  have  been  in  the  past,  we 

Tom  Brown,  B.  F.  Reynolds  <& 
Co..  Chicago.  111. 

And  the  Number 
Is  Still  Growing 

I   note  that  this  month  marks  the  third 

anniversary  of  the  “Better  Theatres”  sec- tion, and  I   want  to  take  the  opportunity 
of  congratulating  you  and  your  associates 
for  the  great  strides  you  have  made  in  that 
comparatively  short  length  of  time.  I   be- 

lieve that  we  were  among  your  first  adver- 

tisers in  the  “Better  Theatres”  section,  and It  would  therefore  sound  very  nice  to  say 
that  our  company  is  a   charter  member  of 
this  exclusive  club.  “Exclusive”  does  not seem  to  be  the  right  word,  however,  since 
the  list  of  your  advertisers  has  grown  to 
include  practically  every  firm  of  any  size 
and  importance  in  the  theatre  equipment 
industry.  We  join  with  all  your  other  good 
friends  in  wishing  you  a   long  existence  of 
increasing  service  to  the  industry  to  which 
your  personal  efforts  and  ability  have  con- 

tributed so  large  a   share.— Irving  Samuels 
Automatic  Devices  Co.,  Allentown,  Pa. 

Aided  in  Buying 

New  Equipment 
Your  “Better  Theatres”  section  is 

growng  to  be  a   big  aid,  and  I   wish  to 
thank  you  for  what  you  have  done  for  us 
m   reaching  various  manufacturing  com- 

panies whereby  v/e  have  purchased  ma- 
terial for  our  new  house  at  Bedford, 

Indiana.  Here  is  hoping  that  you  will 
continue  in  great  success.— R.  F.  Sche- 
rer,  Linton  Theatres  Company,  Linton, Indiana. 

B.  T ,   JV as  First 
Medium  Considered 

Please  accept  our  heartiest  congratula- 
tions on  the  occasion  of  the  Third  Anni- 

versary of  the  "Better  Theatres"  section  of the  Exhibitors  Herald.  Though  it  was 

not  jmall  at  its  start,  the  "Better  Thea- tres section  has  grown  almost  phenom- 
enally, thanks  to  the  careful  nourishment 

given  i.t  by  Mr.  O’Neill  and  Mr.  Holquist. 1   he  idea  was  right  to  start  with,  and  you 
Will  recall  that  the  writer  had  faith  in  your 
plan,  which  faith  has  proven  itself  justified, 
for  now  the  'Better  Theatres"  section  is one  of  the  most  powerful  factors  in  the 
eqmpnient  field. 

organization  of  this  company,  the 
Better  Theatres"  section  ivas  one  of  the 

first  advertising  mediums  considered.  In 
fact,  it  was  a   foregone  conclusion  that  we 
use  ample  space  in  your  publication,  and 
a   great  share  of  the  credit  for  the  rapid 
and  widespread  progress  the  Silversheet 
nas  made  mu.st  be  given  to  "Better  Thea- 

tres service  and  co-operation.  Again  con- 
gratulating you  for  the  strides  forward 

your  publication  has  taken,  and  predicting an  even  more  outstanding  success  in  the 
anniversaries  to  come,  we  are.—H.  C. 
Woods,  American  Silversheet  Companv. St.  Louts,  Mo. 

Uealer  Lauds 

** Better  Theatres** 
We  wish  to  congratulate  you  on  the  Third 

Anniyer^ry  of  “Better  Theatres”  section  of the  EXHIBITORS  HERALD.  We  wish  to 
assure  you  of  the  importance  of  all  dealers 
to  have  this  on  file  in  their  office.  Your 
persistent  efforts  are  appreciated  not  only 
by  ourselves  but  the  Association  of  Motion 
Picture  Equipment  Dealers  of  America  also, 
as  you  have  covered  so  many  important 
Items  and  given  such  liberal  space  to  our 
industry.  Wishing  you  a   continuous  and 
prosperous  year  and  assuring  you  of  our 
appreciation  of  the  publication,  we  are.   
B.  A,  Benson,  Amusement  Supply  Co.,  Chi* 
cago,  Illinois. 

Assures  Advertisers 
Maximum  Returns 

As  a   regular  advertiser  in  the  "Better 
Theatres  section  and  the  regular  issues 
of  the  EXHIBITORS  HERALD,  we 
want  to  compliment  you  upon  the  third 
anniversary  of  the  "Better  Theatres” section,  issued  under  date  of  May  IS. 
The  variety  of  the  advertisers  repre- 

sented, the  character  and  interest  of  the 
articles,  and  the  clean  press  work,  gives 
each  advertisement  100  per  cent  effec- 

tiveness and  assures  the  advertiser  a 
maximum  return  on  his  advertising  in- 
vestment.— -Philip  B.  Reister.  Rudolph Wurlitzer  Co..  Cincinnati.  Ohio. 
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Fill  Real  Need 

Says  Architect 
As  this  is  the  third  anuiversary  of  “Better 

Theatres,”  believe  the  industry  should  be 
congratulated.  Unquestionably  this  paper 
has  covered  a   field  for  which  there  was  a 

want,  and  I   believe  I   express  the  sentiment 
of  others  in  wishing  continued  success  to  the 

paper. — R.  L.  Simmons,  theatre  architect, 
Elkhart,  Indiana. 

Confidence  Is 
Fully  Justified 

Power’s  advertising  has  been  in  thirty- 
nine  issues  of  “Better  Theatres”  in  three 

years  and  I   am  glad  to  say  that  the  confi- 
dence we  had  in  Exhibitors  Herald  has 

been  fully  justified  'by  the  general  excel- 

lence of  “Better  Theatres.”  In  our  adver- 
tising we  have  published  from  time  to  time 

the  favorable  comments  coming  from  thea- 

tres equipped  with  Power’s  Projectors  and, 
as  you  know,  there  is  nothing  better  can 

be  said  about  any  product  than  the  expres- 
sions of  approval  coming  from  satisfied 

users. — P.  A.  McGuire,  International  Pro- 
jector Corp.,  New  York. 

Results  More 

Than  Gratifying- 
I   am  taking  this  occasion  on  the  third 

anniversary  of  the  “Better  Theatres”  sec- tion of  EXHIBITORS  HERALD,  to 

congratulate  you  on  the  wonderful  suc- 
cess of  your  .publication.  I   actually  think 

that  you  have  at  the  present  time  a   100 

per  cent  medium  of  interest  and  service 

to  the  industry,  and  I   can’t  tell  you 
where  you  could  increase  your  efficiency. 

Personally,  I   am  well  pleased  with  the 

service,  courtesy,  and  the  results  the 

Blizzard  Sales  Company  is  getting  from 

advertising  in  the  “Better  Theatres.”  The 
old  adage  is  that  birds  of  a   feather  flock 

together.  With  a   guaranteed  cooling 

system  like  the  Blizzard  Fan,  advertising 

in  a   paper  such  as  you  have  in  the  Better 

Theatres  section  of  EXHIBITORS 

HERALD,  the  results  are  more  than 

gratifying.  Wishing  you  all  the  success 

that  you  wish  yourself,  we  are. — ^Mayer 

H.  Monsky.  Blizzard  Sales  Company, 
Omaha,  Neb. 

Has  Saved  Him 
Time  and  Expense 

I   consider  the  “Better  Theatres"  section 

a   wonderful  help  to  exhibitors,  espedclly  to 

the  small  fellow.  It  is  like  bringing  the 

theatre  supply  house  to  your  door  and  has 

saved  me  considerable  tiino  and  expense  in 

obtaining  necessary  theatre  supplies.  I 

consider  the  Herald,  as  a   -whole,  a   xvon- 

derful  help  to  the  exhibitor,  especially  the 

Box  Office  Record.— Harold  A.  Woodward, 

Woodward  Hall,  Hill,  N.  H. 

B.  T.  Brings 
Many  Inquiries 

it  pleases  us  to  let  you  know  that  we  have 

received  many  inquiries  through  using  space 

in  the  “Better  Theatres”  section  of  EXHIB- 

ITORS HERALD.  We  have  succeeded  in 

obtaining  a   very  good  revenue  for  these 

theatres  through  our  film  publicity  service. 

We  also  want  to  thank  you  for  tlie  personal 

attention  you  have  given  inquiries  from 

theatre  o\'raers  which  were  sent  to  you 

direct.  We  wish  you  continued  success,  and 

hope  we  may  have  the  pleasure  of  extending 

our  congratulations  for  many  anniversaries 

to  come. — M.  F.  Campbell,  Alexander  Film 

Co.,  Denver,  Colorado. 

For  the  past  three years  it  has  been  a 

pleasure  for  me  to  receive 

every  issue  of  your  BET- 

TER TH^TRES,  and  on 
the  occasion  of  your  third 

anniversary  I   offer  not 

only  my  congratulations 

but  my  appreciation  for 
what  1   have  fotmd  to  be  a 

necessary  educational  fea- 

ture. In  your  pioneering 

of  such  a   publication  and 

its  attendant  success, 

many  similar  booklets 

have  appeared  in  the  trade 

paper  market,  yet  none 

offer  that  consistent  con- 

structiveness and  research 

into  tlie  newer  things  of 

the  industry  that  can  be 

found  in  BETTER  THE- 

ATREIS  month  after 

month. 

Theatre  interests  re- 

quire just  such  a   publica- 

tion as  yours  and  I   earn- 

estly hope  that  you  will 

steadily  improve  the 

worth  of  BETTER  THE- 

ATRES, so  as  to  make  us 

even  more  appreciative  of 

your  worthwhile  effort. — 

HARRY  F.  STORIN,  Le- 

roy Theatre  Co.,  Paw- 
tucket, R.  I. 

Most  Up-to~Date 
in  the  Field 

We  have  found  the  “Better  Thea
- 

tres” section  about  the  most  up-to-date 

and  practical  paper  of  its  kind.  We  cap 

truthfully  say  that  your  organization 
 is 

a   live  one  and  your  paper  a   leader  in 

its  field. — N.  C.  Nussbaumer,  J.  H.  Chan- 

non  Corp.,  Chicago,  Illinois. 

Appreciates 
B.  T.  ̂ 'Service 

I   wish  to  congratulate  you  on  this  oc- 

casion for  the  value  and  service  your 

“Better  Theatres”  has  given  in  its  three 

years  of  life  among  the  showmen.  Here
  s 

best  wishes  to  you  in  the  future  for  many 

happy  and  successful  years. — Clell  Jay,
 

Projectionist,  Little  Rock,  Ark. 

Getting  Bigger 
and  Better 

We  offer  our  heartiest  congratulations  on 

this,  the  third  birthday  of  your  “Bett
er 

Theatres”  section.  We  stale,  zvithout  hesi- 

tation, our  belief  that  the  first  issue  of 

“Better  Theatres”  heralded  a   great  step  in 

advance  among  the  trade  papers.  The 

zvriter  looks  forzvard  to  receiving  each 

issue  of  “Better  Theatres,”  and  as  for  our 

appreciation  of  it  as  an  advertising  me-
 

dium, ziV  beliez’e  our  consistent  appearance 

in  your  columns  since  our  incorporation
 

speaks  for  itself.— P.  K.  Cramblet,  Cr
am- 

blct  Eng.  Corp.,  Mihoaukee, 

Is  Medium  of 

100%  Interest 
Upon  the  occasion  of  the  third  anniver- 

sary of  "Better  Theatres”  we  wish  to  add 
our  congratulations  to  the  many  which  you 

probably  have  already  received.  We  be- 
lieve that  it  is  the  consensus  of  opinion 

that  you  have  made  “Better  Theatres”  a 
100  per  cent  medium  of  interest  and  serv- 

ice to  the  industry.  We  have  always  felt 

that  the  work  you  have  done  through  “Set- ter Theatres”  has  been  invaluable  to  the 

industry,  because  in  the  past  the  matter  of 

'■equipment  for  a   theatre  has  never  received 
the  intelligent  treatment  it  deserves.  Too 

much  equipment  in  the  past  has  been 

bought,  not  from  the  basis  of  value  and 
performance,  but  only  on  the  basis  of  price. 
To  correct  this  obviously  bad  practice,  you 

have  done  and  are  doing  a   great  work.  We 

again  add  our  best  wishes  for  your  con- 
tinues success. — G.  T.  Link,  The  Link  Com- 

pany, Inc.,  Binghamton,  N.  Y. 

Matthews  Wires 

from  Convention 
Accept  OUT  sincere  congratulations 

your  third  anniversary  “Better  Thea- tres.”— R.  P.  Matthews,  Robert  Morton 

Organ  Co. 

Helps  Improve 
Conditions 

I   take  great  pleasure  in  expressing  my 

congratulations  to  you  and  your  staff  for  the 

splendid  work  you  are  accomplishing  in  the 
industry.  I   believe  you  are  helping  to  a 

great  extent  to  belter  conditions  in  the  thea- 
tres. Here’s  hoping  your  publication  goes 

bigger  and  better  next  year.— Asel  Teeters, 
Majestic  Theatre,  Portland,  Ind. 

Follows  B.  T.  in 

operating  House 
Congratulations !   “Better  Theatres  is 

just  what  the  name  means  and  that  is 

what  we  are  striving  for  and  with  the  help 

of  “Better  Theatres,”  will  get  there.”—
 

Manuel  N.  Capelman,  Imperial  Theatre, Philadelphia,  Pa. 

Heralded  as 
Educational  Force 

In  these  three  years  of  life,  you  have 

done  nobly  by  the  exhibitor,  especially 

in  the  matter  of  educating  him  to  the 

value  of  “Better  Theatres”  than  which 

there  is  no  other  field  of  building  and 

construction  design,  where  it  was— and 

for  that  matter,  still  is— so  woefully 

needed.  Our  own  message  for  the  small 

community  standard  theatre,  first  devel- 

oped and  now  first  perfected  through 

this  office,  has  been  carried  through  your 

columns  to  nearly  every  exhibitor  m 

business — for  which  they  should  be  more 

grateful  to  you  and  as  hearty  in  joining 

with  us  in  our  congratulations  and  good 

wishes  on  this,  your  third  birthday. — 

G.  E.  Eichenlaub.  theatre  architect,  Erie, 

Pennsylvania. 

Looks  for 
Each  Issue 

It  is  with  great  pleasure  that  we  ha
ve 

this  opportunity  to  congratulate  you  o
n 

“Better  Theatres.”  It  is  with  great  in- 

terest that  we  look  forward  to  the  com- 

ing of  each  issue  of  “Better  Theatres
. 

We  feel  that  there  are  too  few  such  pub
- 

lications available  to  the  exhibitor;  we 

(Conn’juifd  on  poge  S2) 
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A   corner  of  foyer. Foyer  and  mezzanine  stairway  of  the  Avalon. J 
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FRONT  ELEVATION 

An  organization 

of  skilled  work- ers quailflod  by 

oxperienoo  to 

know  your  needs. 

Make  This  Your  Theatre! 
No  matter  where  you  are  located— if  your  city,  town  or  village  has  th

e  popula- 

tion to  support  a   motion  picture  theatre — ^THE  STANDARD  THE
ATRE,  con- 

ceived by  United  Studios  can  be  yours.  And  you  can  have  a   more 
 luxurious, 

more  inviting  and  more  complete  theatre  than  you  could  co
nstruct  under  local 

conditions — at  less  cost! 

Our  organization  is  unique  in  this  industry  in  that  we  handle  the
  job  complete 

from  the  planning  to  turning  the  completed  theatre  over  to  you  
on  opening  day. 

We  design,  erect  and  equip.  We  finance  large  projects. 

THE  STANDARD  THEATRE  is  built  on  the  unit  construction  plan — a   plan 

originating  with  the  engineering  department  of  United  
Studios.  When  you  con- 

tract for  THE  STANDARD  THEATRE  you  get  the  best  that
  architectural 

thought  has  produced  to  date— in  fact  all  of  the  best  
features  of  the  best  the- 

atres in  the  country  adapted  to  your  needs. 

UNITED  STUDIOS,  Inc. 
28  West  Lake  Street  Chicago,  III. 

L.  P.  Larsen,  Managing  Art  Director.  Telephone  D
earborn  1774-5-6 

United  Studios,  Inc. 

28  West  Lake  St.,  Chicago 

Please  send  without  obligation  to  me  complete  details  of
  your  STANDARD 

THSIATRE.  The  size  of  the  lot  I   have  in  mind  is   
    

and  the  seating  capacity  I   want  is._     
I   also  would  like  informa- 

tion on  your  financing  plan  and  your  guaranteed  “
Opening  Date." 

..STATE.. 
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POWER’S  PROJECTORS 
WITH 

POWER’S INCANDESCENT  EQUIPMENT 

POWER’S  PROJECTORS 

(3) 
fi  5© (S>d|  \ 

1.  Stereopticon  attachment. 

2.  Double  handled  speed  control  handle  operated 
from  either  side. 

3.  Governor  type  speed  control  giving  wide  range 

of  speed  uniformly  controlled  regardless  of 
fluctuations  in  line  voltage  at  motor. 

4.  Adjustable  legs  permitting  raising  and  lower- 
ing of  projector  to  meet  various  requirements. 

5.  Powerful  motor  specially  designed  for  Power’s 

projectors. 6.  Double  handle  arc  switch  with  quick  break 

safety  device  operated  from  either  side  of  pro- 

jector. 7.  Double  ended  motor  switch  —   operated  from 
either  side  of  projector. 

8.  Screw  and  hand  wheel  adjustment  for  tilting 

projector  at  any  desired  angle  up  to  28®. 
14.  16"  magazines  with  peephole  protected  by  wire 

glass. Other  Features  Not  Shown  in  Illustration 

Roller  pin  intermittent  movement  (Exclusive 
Power’s  Patent). 

Adjustable  Shutter  Bracket  assembly  (permits  ad- 
justing of  shutter  while  projector  is  working). 

Revolving  Upper  Magazine  Spindle. 

Improved  take-up  device  and  ball  bearing  spindle 
in  lower  magazine. 

Automatic  lower  loopsetter. 

New  style  front  plate  with  pilot  light  assembly. 
Film  footage  indicator. 

POWER’S  INCANDESCENT  EQUIPMENT 

9

.

 

 

Regulator  for  Incandescent  lamp.  12.  Cinephor  condensing  system — increasing  the  efhci- 

10.  Incandescent  lamphouse.  ency  of  the  Incandescent  equipment  30%. 

11.  Ammeter.  13.  Stereopticon  mount.  ■ 

Improvements  And  Refinements 
Moulded  composition  knobs  and  handles  throughout,  and  a   new  and  superior  vertical  adjustment 
on  the  lamphouse.  The  slideover  tracks  are  now  cold  rolled  steel,  accurately  finished  and 
securely  fastened  to  the  top  of  the  base  casting. 

Crystallized  lacquer  finish  replaces  plain  japan  finish — all  steel  parts  are  dull  or  polished  nickel- 
plated.  Supplied  with  nev/  mirror  and  Power’s  aspheric  condenser  mount. 

POWER’S  DIVISION 
INTERNATIONAL  PROJECTOR  CORPORATION 

'PO  Gold  Street  New  York,  N,  Y. 
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PROBLEMS  of  a   Projectionist 
By  LEWIS  M.  TOWNSEND 

Projection  Engineer,  Eastman  Theatre,  Rochester,  N.  Y. 

(A  paper  read  before  the  Society  of  Motion  Pictu
re  Engineers,  Spring  Meeting.  1926) 

The  problems  of  projectionists  are  so numerous  and  so  widely  different  in 

their  nature  that  I   have  been  very  care- 

ful to  keep  the  last  word  of  the  title  of 

this  paper  singular.  If  one  were  to  at- 

tempt to  write  on  the  rproblems  of  pro- 

jectionists in  general,  I   fear  he  should 

never  live  to  see  the  end  of  that  one  article. 

This  is  therefore  confined  to  ray  own  proib- 

lems.  These  I   shall  state  only  in  a   prac- 

tical way  with  the  hope  that  others  in  the 

Society  may  help  to  supply  either  pracUcaA 

or  technical  information  which  will  lead 

to  the  reduction  of  my  troubles  as  well  as 

thoee  of  many  other  projectionists  and 
theatre  managers.  ,   .   ,   j 
We  shall  start  with  the  receipt  of  a   brand 

new  film  for  pre-viewing.  The  majority 

of  film  received  at  present  is  waxed  with 

a   good  waxing  machine  which  places
  a 

thin  line  of  wax  over  the  perforations. 

The  wax  is  applied  in  a   molten  state.  _   No 

more  is  applied  than  is  absolutely  required. 

A   few  exdianges,  however,  persist  in  t^- 

ing  to  apply  cold  paraffin  to  the  film
.  The 

result  is  that  eight  or  ten  times  as  much 

wax  is  used  as  is  necessary.  This  gums 

up  the  sprockets  of  the  projector,  lodges 

in  the  aperture  and  makes  a   very  displeas-
 

ing grill  work  along  the  sides  of  the  pro-
 

jected picture.  Quite  often  so  much  wax 

will  spatter  on  the  lens  that  jt  is  necessary 

to  stop  in  the  middle  of  a   picture  to  c
lean 

the  lens.  Later  the  excess  wax  sprea
ds 

entirely  over  the  film  and  very  ofte
n  dis- 

colors any  toned  portion.  It  is  strange 

that  exchanges  will  continue  to  ruin  
their 

own  goods  year  year  in  this  manner. 

It  is  still  very  common  to  receive  n
ew 

film  on  reels  that  are  ready  for  the  jun
k 

heap  Quite  a   number  of  reels  are,  
in  my 

estimation,  ready  for  the  junk  heap  bef
ore 

any  film  has  ever  been  placed  
on  them. 

Exchanges  still  continue  to  use  cheap, 
 wob- 

bly or  worn  out  reels  to  mount  their  pr
ints 

costing  hundreds  or  thousands  of
  dollars. 

Less  than  a   month  ago  I   received  a
   print 

of  “The  Black  Pirate”  done  m   Technic
olor 

throughout,  with  the  usual  a
mount  o 

printed  instructions  to  the  projectio
nists  to 

use  care,  caution,  etc.,  in  handling 
 the  film 

to  prevent  scrat<ffiing.  This  print
  had  not 

been  through  a   projector  more  
than  ttvo 

or  three  times.  The  reels  were  
m   such  a 

bent  and  dilapidated  condition  that
  we  were 

forced  to  stop  the  projectors  and
  have  the 

entire  feature  rewound  on  good 
 reels  be- 

fore \V9  could  finish  the  preview.  The  l
ast 

fifty  or  one  hundred  feet  of  each  reel  was 

so  badly  scratched  at  this  early  date  in  its 

life  that  we  would  have  refused  to  use  mis 

particular  print  for  a   regular  showing  in 
the  Eastman  theatre. 

Next  we  shall  take  the  receipt  of  a   fea- 
ture or  other  film  for  showing  some  five 

or  six  weeks  after  previewing.  The  punch 

mark  nuisance  has  abated  somewhat,  but 

is  still  with  us.  We  also  have  stickers  of 

all  shapes,  sizes  and  description  placed  not 

only  by  operators  but  also  by  exchanges 
themselves.  I   believe  the  only  way  to 

eliminate  this  nuisance  and  waste  of  film 

is  for  the  producers  themselves  to  get  to- 

gether and  adopt  some  safe  and  sane 

method  of  ending  their  reels  so  there  will 

be  no  doubt  as  to  when  the  end  is  com-
 

ing. Some  producers  now  arrange  a   fade- 
out  at  the  end  of  each  reel.  This  proves 

that  it  is  possible.  Other  producers  wil- 

fully commit  the  blunder  of  ending  one 

reel  vrith  a   close-up  of  one  person  and 

starting  the  next  reel  with  a   close-up  of 

another  person.  This  is  inexcusable,  i
 

see  no  reason  why  they  should  not  send 

out  a   cue  sheet  describing  the  action  at 

the  end  of  each  reel.  It  may  be  well 

enough  for  the  deluxe  houses  to  make  their
 

own  cue  sheets,  as  we  do,  but  bear  in
 

mind  that  many,  many  theatres  do  not
 

receive  their  film  three  or  four  days  ahead 

of  showing.  Many  are  lucky  to  receive 

their  show  a   few  minutes  before  the  the
- 

atre opens.  Gioing  further,  I   can  see  no 
reason  at  present  for  making  leaders  , 

will  project  “End  of  Part  One  and  Re
el 

Two,”  etc.,  on  the  screen.  Why  not  use 

opaque  film  for  leaders  and  print  this
  in- 

formation in  such  a   way  that  it  can  be 

read  by  the  projectionist,  but  will  not 
 be 

projected.  Several  feet  of  film,  and,  what 

is  more  important,  several  feet  of  act
ion 

are  wasted  daily  by  the  cutting  off  and replacing  of 

My  problem  at  present  in  regard  to 
 film 

condition  centers  on  scratched  film,  
un- 

less film  is  absolutely  first  run,  scratches 

are  always  present  in  a   greater  or 
 less 

degree.  I   believe  that  small  reel  hubs,  mgh 

speed  rewinds  with  poor  tensioning  devic
es 

and  worn  magazine  valves  are  the  ch
ief 

cause  of  scratching.  I   think  that  the  adop 

tion  of  the  five  inch  hub  as  standard 

be  very  beneficial  to  the  majority  o
f  the- 

atres and  only  slightly  objectionable  to  a 

small  minority.  You  may  say.  What 

about  the  portable  projectors  and  
small 

theatres  that  still  use  the  small  magazines? 

I   say,  “Why  cater  to  the  minority  when 

the  vast  majority  would  receive  a   direct and  decided  benefit?”  . 

This  unnecessary  winding  and  rewind- 

ing on  small  hubbed  reels  causes  more 

scratches  than  any  other  one  thing,  hor 

a   re\vind,  we  use  two  Simplex  take
-up 

brackets  and  lower  magazines.  The  idle
r 

side  is  equipped  with  the  regular  tak
e-up 

tensioning  device.  This  is  light  and  even
. 

The  driven  side  is  geared  in  such  a   way 

that  it  takes  four  minutes  to  rewind 
 a 

two  thousand-foot  reel  of  film,  me  hub 

being  five  inches  in  diameter.  Nea
r  the 

reel  onto  which  the  film  is  wound  a   ha
rd 

rubber  guide  roller  is  mounted  on  an 
 am 

having  a   vertical  swing.  The  roller  gui
des 

the  film  evenly  on  the  reel  with  no^  slop-
 

ping sidewise.  The  swinging  arm  is 
 ar- 

ranged in  such  a   way  that  when  the  end 

of  the  film  goes  through,  or  in  case 
 of 

a   break,  the  arm  drops  on  a   radio  plun
ger 

switch  and  stops  the  motor.  A   photo  
of  it 

with  magazines  removed  is  shown
  here- 

with. See  Figure^  1   page). 

My  greatest  problem  today  is  to 
 be  able 

to  run  a   thousand-foot  weekly,  a   two
  thou- 

sand-foot comedy  and  an  eight  thousand- 

foot  feature  on  a   two  hour  schedule 
 which 

also  includes  an  eight  or  ten-minu
te  over- 

ture and  a   five  or  ten-mmutc  act  ih
is 

cannot  be  done  without  speeding.  We
  have 

found  at  the  Eastman  theatre  that  a
t  least 

the  above  amount  of  variety  is 

to  make  a   well  rounded  program.
  What do  we  do?  .   . 

Instead  of  using  eighty  feet  per  minute
  as 

a   standard  projection  speed  we  proje
ct  at 

from  ninety  to  one  hundred  feet  per^^^T
 

ute.  We  have  one  hundred  and  
twenty 

minutes  for  the  complete  show.  
Subtract 

ten  minutes  for  an  overture  and
  ten  tmn- 

utes  for  an  act  or  acts  and  we  ha
ve  left 

one  hundred  minutes  for  film.  
This  will 

allow  us  to  show  approximately  
nine  thou- 

sand feet  of  film.  .   ^   •   t,* 

We  pick  the  weekly  to  make  abou
t  eight 

hundred  feet.  We  reduce  the  come
dy  to 

about  twelve  himdred  feet  and  t
ake  out 

about  one  thousand  feet  from  the
  feature. 

Each  of  these  footages  are  approx
imate, 

bearing  in  mind  that  the  whole  s
how  must 

not  be  in  excess  of  nine  thousand  _   feet. 

How  do  we  do  it?  By  cutting.
  It  is  no 

easy  job.  *   ♦   ♦ 

This  is  the  w'ay  we  go  about  it.
  The 

Efitor,  “Better  Theatres” 

exhibitors  herald 

407  S.  Dearborn  street, 

Chicago,  Dlinow 

Sir-  Send  me  (free)  a   supply  of  your
  "Better  Theatres ^op 

Chfrts"  to  be  used  for  the  purpose  
of  improving  motion  picture 

profeetjon. Name   

Theatre   

City.   

State   
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Da’^/e^ce 
Seams 

This  seamless  screen  is  a   perfect  screen. 

There  is  nothing  to  rip  or  pull  apart.  It  is 

entirely  in  one  solid  close  woven  piece,  hav- 

ing a   reflective  surface  as  uniform  as  a   mir- 
ror from  top  to  bottom.  It  is  somewhat 

heavier — yet  it  has  the  same  flexibility  and 
reflective  characteristics  which  characterize 

all  Da-Lite  Metallic  Surface  Screens. 

The  Da-Lite  Seamless  Screen  can  be  sup- 
plied up  to  18  feet  in  height. 

Da-Lite  Seamless  Samples 
on  request 

Manufactured  by 

Da-Lite  Screen  &   Scenic  Co. 
922  Wi  Monroe  Street  Chicago,  III. 

IjEaBH 
SUPER-  Quality 

SCREENS 

u 
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managing  director,  the  musical  director  and 
myself  wtch  the  picture  through  at  the 
first  preview,  after  which  we  confer  as  to 
what  can  be  eliminated.  At  this  time  I 
estimate  just  how  much  the  film  will  be 
reduced  in  footage.  The  speed  and  run- 

ning time  are  then  decided. 
I   make  an  index  card  showing  this  in- 

formation and  file  it.  Later  when  the  pic- 
ture is  received  for  shotving,  I   have  it  run 

over  again  and  make  the  necessary  cuts. 
The  work  usually  takes  six  or  seven  hours. 

Producers  and  exchange  managers  object 

to  having  their  pictures  cut.  This  will 
be  done  as  long  as  they  continue  to  make 
features  much  in  excess  of  seven  thousand 
feet,  or  make  comedies  two  thousand  feet 
in  length  which  would  be  much  better  if 
only  one  thousand  feet  long.  Of  course, 
we  do  not  cut  a   thousand  or  two  thousand 

feet  from  some  particular  part  of  the  pic- 
ture. It  is  gone  over,  reel  by  reel,  taking 

out  only  minor  incidents,  which  do  not 
have  a   direct  bearing  on  the  story,  and 
unnecessary  detail  or  padding,  of  which 
there  is  usually  a   great  sufficiency.  Once 
the  picture  is  cut  to  required  length,  it  is 
ready  for  scoring.  We  usually  spend  the 
greater  part  of  three  days  running  the 
picture  over  and  over  for  the  musical 
director  to  get  his  music  properly  arranged. 

In  order  to  have  a   smooth  running  show, 

free  from  breaks,  it  has  been  found  neces- 
sary that  all  film  included  on  the  program 

be  inspected  by  hand.  This  is  not  done 
because  of  worn  or  defective  perforations, 
but  on  account  of  bad  laboratory  splices. 
Apparently  the  majority  of  laboratory 
splices  are  good.  Features,  however,  have 
been  received  from  the  largest  producers 
in  the  past  year  in  which  poor  cement 
had  been  used.  I   think  this  is  mainly  on 
account  of  improper  handling.  Many  do 
not  seem  to  realize  that  a   loose  cork  will 
soon  ruin  an  entire  bottle  of  cement.  On 

these  apparently  good  splices,  if  you  just 
pick  at  the  corners  of  the  jointed  parts, 
they  will  open  up  and  with  very  slight 
effort  they  separate  very  easily.  Frequently 

the  “stuff”  used  for  cement  looks  and  acts 
more  like  library  paste.  Hand  inspection  is 

the  only  remedy.  It  is  also  necessap^  to  re- 
move considerable  oil,  grease  and  dirt  from 

films  as  received,  even  if  only  five  or  six 
weeks  old.  This  is  done  by  hand.  Pads 
of  long  nap  silk  velvet  are  made,  then 
saturated  with  carbon  tetrachloride.  The 
film  is  run  through  these.  Two  men  are 
used  for  this  work.  One  cleans  the  film. 
He  keeps  the  second  man  busy  \vashing 
out  the  velvet  pads.  One  piece  will  clean 
about  fifty  feet  of  film,  then  it  must  be 
washed  out.  This  process  takes  about 

thirty  minutes  to  a   thousand-foot  reel,  or 
four  hours  to  properly  clean  an  eight  reel 
feature.  After  inspection  and  cleaning  the 
film  is  mounted  on  two  thousand-foot  for 
showing.  To  obviate  the  possibility  of  a 
man  putting  in  the  wrong  reel  or  putting 
a   reel  backwards  (without  rewinding),  we 
have  found  it  necessary  to  use  plain  white 

undeveloped  film  for  leaders  at  the  start  o*f 
each  reel  with  the  number  of  the  reel 

plainly  punched  on  the  leader,  and  to  use 
a   colored  undeveloped  leader  (I  use  amber) 
at  the  finish  of  each  reel.  This  might  seem 
an  unnecessary  precaution,  but  I   was 
forced  to  discharge  two  otherwise  good 

men  for  putting  in  reels  backwards  a   cou- 
ple of  years  ago. 

Now  let  us  say  a   few  words  in  regard 
to  organization  and  equipment.  Any  the- 

atre that  desires  to  sell  motion  pictures  to 

the  public  must  do  so  through  the  medium 
of  good  projection.  This  depends  entirely 
upon  the  organization  of  the  projection  de- 

partment and  its  equipment.  At  the  East- 
man theatre,  I   am  in  complete  charge  of 

the  projectionists  and  its  equipment.  I   and 
no  one  else  is  held  responsible  for  the  pro- 

jection. Although  we  have  the  best  equip- 
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ment  money  can  buy,  thi
s  would  soon  de- 

teriorate unless  properly  cared  tor. 

The  nroiection  department
  consists  ot 

seven  men,  including  mysel
f.  We  use  four 

projectionists,  two  at  each 
 shift,  _for  run- 

ning the  regular  show,  one  proje
ctionist  for 

screening  purposes  and  
an  artist  who  as- 

sists me  by  preparing  designs,  Jtc., 
 for 

projection  of  color  and  lig
hting  effects,  i 

am  not  required  to  do  any 
 actual  P*'0|®c- 

tion  of  film.  If  there  is  
more  work  than 

the  regular  men  can  do  prop
erly,  I   call  m 

other  men  at  overtime  rates
  for  this  extra 

work.  The  screening  man  a
nd  designer  are 

also  able  to  do  general  o
ffice  work,  take 

care  of  receiving,  daily  J‘s
bng  of  ̂ 11  .film 

on  hand  and  shipment  of  i
t.  The  projec 

tionists  who  run  die  reg
ular  show 

picked  for  their  individ
ual  ability.  We 

must  consider  that  a 

must  be  a   student  of  mecha
nics,  electricity 

and  optics  at  least,  to  say  
nothing  of  phys- 

ics, chemistry  and  many  oth
er  branches  of 

science  which  could  very_
  reasonably  be 

called  a   necessary  part  o
f  his  e<iucatmn.  If 

we  were  so  lucky  as  to 
 find  a   man  with  all 

of  these  requirements,  the  w
hole  would_  be 

spoiled  if  his  physical  
condition  were  im- 

p^red  or  his  eyesight  should  ^ 

had  I   believe  that,  if  a
   would-be  projec 

tionist  discovers  that  he
  has  "mible 

is  very  near  sighted  o
r  is  color  ̂ hnd,  he 

should  immediately  seek  
other 

because  he  will  never 
 be  successful  as  a 

projectionist  and  will  onl
y  be_a  disappoi 

ment  to  himself  and  ot
hers,  if  he  tries  to 

stick  to  it.  *   *   * 

Figure  1 

After  taking  all  of  the 
 ?bove  .mto  con- 

sideration, our  men  are  picked  m
   such  a 

way  that  one  man  is 
 good  on  a   few  o   the

 

requirements  and  anoth
er  is  good  on  some 

of  the  others,  managing  ,- 

to  cover  the  territory
.  The  wprk  is  ar 

ranged  in  such  a   way  th
at_  one  is 

able^  to  me  for  the  condi
tion  of  one  part 

of  the  equipment  a
nd  another  for  some

 

“acht  “point,  where  the  Jew goes  to  the  main  that 

Regular  week’s  run._  
During  time  that 

thf  film  has  been  i
n 

signer  has  been  wor
king  out  under  my 

S?ection  special  effec
ts  that  wull  symbolize

 

the  different  numbers  on  the  ^ 

as  weekly,  comedy  feature,  etc  f   de- scribed by  Mr.  L.  A.  Jones  
and 

q   M   P   E.  Transactions 
 No.  dl.  au 

color -and  lighting  effects  are  
r»d^ 

oufas'wen  a^^ie  speS,  f
ootage  and  time 

can  we  be  sure  that 
 one  show  after  anot

her 

■will  be  exactly  the  same
. 

It  is  essential  that 
 ̂ every  show  be  th 

same  even  to  the  ti
ming 

wbirh  cover  the  curt
ains  while  they  are 

closed  between  each
  number  on  the  pr

o- 

gram, because  these  effec
ts  are  abo  timed 

^vT  the  musical  score
  We  used  to  re  y 

on  hand  inspection 
 of  the  to  avm 

breaks  during  the  run  o
f  a   show,  ̂ t 

tave  since  changed  
to  the  os':  <>*  “ 

sible  defects  numbered
  in  such  a   ’ 

S   tL  machine  fails  
to  stop  on 

t'-ce.^Xho^t^u^rtL]^^^  film,  tho  ma 

chine  once  daily 
 to  insure  the  th

eatre 

against  breaks.  ̂  

Besides  the  nine  p
rojectors 

Eastman  theatre  an
d  Eastma^n  School  

of 

Music  roof,  there  ar
e  three  m   each  ot  o

ur 

tTo  theatres,  the  
Regent  and  the 

Piccadilly  Out  of  
the  fifteen  projectors

, 

rhVe'  arlViPPed-ith
  high  nten 

six  with  reflector  arcs
,  five  with  Mazda  an

a 

one  with  a   regular  arc.  T
here  are  the  fol 

lowing  projection  distanc
es,  fifteen  twenty- 

five,  thirty-five,  eighty,  nin
ety,  one  hundred 

and  one  hundred  and  sixty  feet.
  . . 

After  considerable  experi
ment  the  white 

cloth  screen  with  rubber 
 backing  seemed 

to  give  the  best  results,  
under  various  con- 

ditions, and  these  are 

The  high  intensity  is  used
  on  the  one  hun 

dred  and  sixty-foot  dist
ance.  The  light 

from  this  was  very  unsat
isfactory  as  to 

color  and  uniformity  of  s
creen  brightness 

until  the  relay  system  inc
reased  our  screen 

brightness  twenty-five  per
  cent  m   the  cen 

ter  of  the  screen  and  thir
ty-three  per  cent 

at  the  corners.  While  the
  light  has  much 

less  blue  in  proportion  
than  before  it  s 

still  necessary  to  use  correc
ting  filters  while 

projecting  color  films.  Wi
th  the  I^azda,  ti 

fs  also  true  that  a   clear  field
  was  not 

tained  until  the  relay  syst
em  was  adopted. 

This  particular  relay  sys
tem  uses  an  aper- 

ture lens,  which  is  capable  of
  converging 

the  light  beam  into  an  
objective  lens  ot 

small  diameter. 

The  reflector  arc,  while  i
t  gives  plenty 

of  economical  illuminati
on,  dso  delivers 

plenty  of  heat  to  the  f
ilm.  Th^is  beat  m ftself  sets  up  many 

have  only  been  encounter
ed  by  a   few  pro- 

jectionists before.  The  light  beam 
 m   th  s 

case  usually  fills  the  ob
jective  lens  to  its 

full  aperture.  This  ten
ds  to  reduce  he 

depth  of  focus.  At  t
he  same  time  the 

film  is  heated  to  such  an 
 extent  that  each 

separate  picture  buckles 
 and  bellies  tovvard 

the  light  source  (away  fro
m  the 

This  buckling  varies  with 
 the  density  of  the 

film  Thus  a   title  wth  a
   black  background 

will  buckle  most  and  a 

white  background  will 
 buckle  the  east 

These  are  the  extremes.
  In  between  there 

are  hundreds  of  different
  densities  each  ab- 

sorbing a   different  amount  of  
heat  ana 

buckling  accordingly.  If  t
he 

to  be  of  short  focus  or
  especially  large 

aperture,  the  only  way 
 to  keep  the  pro- 

i^ted  picture  in  sharp  focu
s  is  to  /efocus 

S   each  change  of  densi
ty.  .   My  only 

kno^^m  remedy  is  to  use  an 

relatively  small  apert
ure.  This-  assures 

enough  depth  of  focus  t
o  take  care  ot  the 

Sing.  In  general  it  i
s  against  my  good judgment  to  use  an  ^res- 

free  aperture  of  more  than
  F   3.  At  P 

ent  we  are  able  to  get  
all  the  ̂ ^^ammation 

required  wthout  resorting 
 to  exceptionaUy 

large  aperture  lenses  and  
taking  chances  on 

losing  sharpness  and  defini
tion  by  so  doing. 

>tc  «   « 

Looking  ahead  I   believ
e  that  in  time  the 

reflector  arc  will  be  replaced  
by  an  angle 

arc  mounted  back  of  six  
or  eight  inch 

diameter  condensers  in  conne
ction  witb  a 

relay  system  using  an  aper
ture  lens  which 

will  converge  the  light  beam
  into  a   small 

aperture  lens.  I   believe  that 
 the  same  sys- 

tem will  be  used  with  either  high 
 or  low 

intensity  carbons  as  the  con
dition  may  re- 

quire. In  connection  with  this  a   rev
olving 

shutter  located  just  back  
of  the  aperture 

(between  the  condensers  a^  m
m)  will  oi 

necessity  be  introduced.  
This  would  re- 

duce the  heat  on  the  film  by  at
  least  one- 

half.  The  shutter  would  
also  have  the 

advantage  of  being  a   sta
ndard  width  for 

all  sizes  of  objective  lense
s. 

Another  thought  is  that  with
  the  coming 

of  more  and  more  colore
d  films  the  pro-- 

jectionist  requires  informat
ion  which  will 

enable  him  to  correct  the  co
lor  of  his  light 

to  produce  the  proper  resu
lt  on  the  screen. 

Those  who  are  producing
  color  films  at 

present  should  make  a   caref
ul  study  of  the 

different  colors  of  projectio
n  light  sources 

and  furnish  the  proper  fi
lters  to  meet  the 

conditions.  Otherwise  they  
are  doing  them- 

selves and  their  product  an  inju
stice  by 

allowing  it  to  be  shown  un
der  many  differ- 

ent light  conditions,  a   number  of
  whi^ 

are  decidedly  wrong  and  g
ive  the  public 

a   false  impression  of  color  pho
tography. 

Speeds  Equipment  to House  Hit  by  Fire 

The  outlook  at  the  Gr
and  theatre.  Pitts- 

burg. Kan,,  was  anything  bu
t  Pheasant  The 

projection  room  had  j
ust 

lx\  'projection  equ  pment  destroyed.  At 
10-30  p.  m.  last  Wedn

esday  T.  K   Loie. 

manager  of  the  Cole  
Theatre  Supply  Com- L.n!r  Cilv  received  a   rush  call  for

 

new  equipment, 
 ’which trucks  of  the  Exhibitors  

_   Film  _   D^ivery 
Ind  Service  Company,  a 

^Vlock  the  next  morni
ng  at  the  theatre.  <i 

distance  of  about  175 
 miles,  and  tvas  ready

 

for  the  matinee  per
formance. 

WiU  Remodel  Theatre 

at  Cost  of  $35,000 
Improvements  to  cost  $

35  000  so^  wll 

beLcn  the  South
  TroosUheatre, 

Sn"’  n   GleeSn  tI  
Ganges  tviU  he 

f   200  will  be  among 
 the  improvements. 
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The  RET  LAW 
THEATRE,  Fon  du 

Lac,  Wis.,  Rapp  S’ 
Rapp,  architects. 

The  attention-com- 
pelling sign  and 

canopy  are  MILNE- 
BUILT. 

The  bright- 
est signs  on 

Milwaukee’s 
White  Way 

—   Saxe’s 

W   i   s   c   onsin 

and  the  Oi- 

pheum  —   are 
MILNE- 
BUILT. 

Spectacular! 

Attention- Compelling  Signs 

IN  Fon  du  Lac,  Wis.,  at  the  Retlaw  Theatre  and  all over  the  country,  representative  theatres  pull  in 
the  crowds  with  MILNE  effective  electrical  display 

signs. 
Let  us  improve  the  front  of  your  theatre  just  as 

we  have  done  for  others.  We  furnish  colored  sketches 

free  of  charge. 

None  too  large   None  too  small 

Send us  the 
name 

of  your theatre 

and  let 

us  sub- 

mit a 

colored 

sketch 

MILNE  ELECTRIC  SIGN  CO. 
189  Fifth  Street  Milwaukee,  Wis. 

MILNE 
SIGNS 

Changeable  Letter  Marquise  or  Canopies 

Better  Theatres 

Advisory  Staff 
In  order  to  render  its  readers 

assista7ice  on  various  problems 

of  equipment  and  construction 
that  arise  from  time  to  time, 
Beiter  Theatres  has  obtained 

the  co-operation  of  the  individ- 
uals and  associations  listed  fol- 

lowing in  this  work. 

Through  the  co-operation  of 
this  advisory  staff  this  depart- 

ment feels  that  it  has  allied  itself 

with  sources  of  expert  knowl- 
edge on  virtually  every  phase  of 

theatre  building  and  furnishing 

and  is  able  to  offer  theatre  own- 
ers a   valuable  service  in  provid- 
ing information  and  answers  on 

a   wide  range  of  subjects  of  a 

general  nature. 

ELMER  F.  BEHRNS,  Theatre Architect. 

ROBERT  O.  BOLLER,  Boiler 
Brothers,  Architects, 

A.  B.  COPPOCK,  Presentation 
Producer. 

E.  B.  CRESAP,  Secretary,  Na- 
tional Association  of  Fan  Manu- 

facturers. 

N.  E.  DURAND,  Frederick  C. 
Foltz  &   Co, 

JOHN  EBERSON,  Architect. 

G.  E.  EICHENLAUB,  Architect. 

W.  S.  HAYS,  Secretary,  National 
Slate  Association  and  The  Na- 

tional Federation,  Construction 
Industries. 

F.  J.  HUSE,  Chief  Engineer,  Hol- 
low Building  Tile  Association, 

CLELL  JAY,  Projectionist,  New 
Theatre,  Little  Rock,  Ark. 

SAMUEL  R.  LEWIS,  Member, 

American^  Society  of  Heating 
and  Ventilating  Engineers. 

A.  C.  LISKA,  Remodeling, 

E.  M.  LURIE,  Assistant  to  Com- 
missioner, Associated  Metal  Lath 

Manufacturers. 

HENRY  L.  NEWHOUSE,  Archi- 
tect. 

J.  F.  O’MALLEY,  Architect. 

GEORGE  L.  RAPP,  Architect. 

GEORGE  W.  REPP,  Service  Divi- 

sion, American  Face  Brick  Asso- ciation, 

HENRY  J.  SCHWEIM,  Chief 

Engineer  of  The  Gypsum  Indus- tries, 

R.  L.  SIMMONS,  Architect. 

HORACE  L.  SMITH,  JR.,  Thea- 
tre Engineer. 

NORMAN  M.  STINEMAN,  As- 
soc. Mem.  American  Society  of 

Civil  Engineers,  Portland  Ce- 
ment Association. 

MAX  Y.  SEATON,  Technical 
Director,  National  Kellastone Company. 

J.  L.  STAIR,  Chief  Engineer, 
Curtis  Lighting,  Inc. 
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27 Scoring  a 

Motion  Picture 
(Continued  from  Page  IS) 

him  to  balance  the  action  on
  the  screen 

with  the  music  in  the  orchestr
a  pit.  Ot 

especial  assistance  it  the  up-t
o-date  motion 

picture  machine  which  allows
  the  film  to 

run  in  either  direction.  If  the  m
usic  which 

has  been  selected  does  not  fit
  the  scene, 

the  film  may  be  reversed  withou
t  taking  it 

from  the  machine,  and  anoth
er  selection 

may  be  tried.  Running  the  
film  backwards 

for  this  purpose  is  great  f
un.  In  the 

normal  running  the  scene  sho
ws,  for  in- 

stance, the  beggar  knocking  on  the
  farm- 

house door.  He  is  received  by  the  hous
ewife 

whose  dinner  is  on  the  stove  re
ady  to  be 

served.  As  she  is  accustomed  
to  being  con- 

fronted with  situations  like  this,  she  pu
ts 

food  on  the  plate  and  hands  it
  to  the  tramp 

who  starts  to  eat  it.  We  re
verse  the  film. 

The  tramp  takes  a   bite  fr
om  his  mouth, 

puts  it  on  the  plate,  hands
  it  over  to  the 

housewife  and  she  puts  
it  back  on  the 

stove. 
*   *   * 

The  First  Successful  Projection  Carbon 

And  Still  The  Best 

CARBONS 
For  All  T5rpes  of 

MOTION  PICTURE  PROJECTION 

HUGO  REISINGER 

Scoring  a   good  picture
  is  just  as  fas- 

cinating as  composing.  When  a   pi
cture  is 

scored,  one  has  the  satisf
action  of  knowing 

that  he  will  have  at  le
ast  twenty-one  or- 

chestral performances  the  first  we
ek  which 

is  more  than  a   well  kn
own  composer  ot 

fame  can  even  expect.
  It  may  be  inter- 

esting to  know  that  no  music 
 is  furnished 

with  the  film.  Our  library
  consists  of  about 

15  000  different  selections  
with  separate 

parts  for  each  instrum
ent  of  our  large 

orchestra.  The  original
  orchestration  can- 

not alwavs  be  used  exactly  as
  bought  from 

the  publisher.  In  order 
 to  make  it  of  the 

proper  length  for  a   scen
e,  endings  or  mod- 

ulations are  written  which  must 
 be  tech- 

nically correct.  Many  times  wh
en  we  are 

unable  to  find  a   suitable  se
lection,  we  cover 

the  action  with  music  wh
ich  is  originated 

in  our  department  for
  this  particulai 

scene.  In  selecting  a   mu
sical  theme  tor 

a   leading  character,  the 
 principle  aim  is 

not  only  to  be  consiste
nt  with  the  atmos- 

phere or  period,  but  to  portr
ay  and  in- 

tensify characteristics  through  mu
sic.  One 

morning  last  week,  when
  we  were  screen- 

ing our  next  week’s  picture,  a   y
oung  singer 

entered  the  screening  room 
 just  as  we  had 

reached  a   touching  scene 
 of  Stella  Dallas. 

In  the  dark  silence  of  the  ro
om,  interrupted 

only  by  the  buzz  of  the  p
rojection  machine, 

the  singer  sat  down  at  the
  piano  and  sang 

a   tender  melody.  The  e
ffect  was  spontan- 

eous, as  each  of  us  realized  
what  new  in- 

tensity had  been  given  by  the  so
ng  to  the 

fine  acting  on  the  screen. 

If  You  Show  Pictures  You  Need 

The  Transverter 

Refrigerating  Plant  in 

Howard  Theatre 

The  Howard.  Atlanta. 
 Ga.,  one  of  the 

principal  theatres  here, 
 has  completed  the 

installation  of  a   $110,000  f.f 

tilation  system,  which  will  ^^*70 

oerature  of  the  house 
 approximate^  /U 

desrees  throughout  the
  hot  summer  months. 

The  instalbtion  of  ‘"i
s  modern  venU.at.cn 

system  was  started  m 
  December  and  com 

pkted  last  week. 

Transverter  for  Mirror  Arc  
Projection 

Over  2,000 

Transv  e   r   t   e   r   s 

in  daily  use. 

IT  "Transverts”  alter- 
nating current  into 

direct  current  with  four 

to  five  times  the  candle
- 

power  of  an  alternat
ing 

current  arc  of  the  same 

amperage. 

That  means — 

Less  current  cost 

Better  projection 

Easier  operation 

with  better  control 

Write  for  our  new  Liter
ature  on 

the  Transverter.  Sent  on 
 request. 

ELECTRIC  COMPANY
 

1900  W.  114th  St.  Cleveland,  Ohio 
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The  Strand  Theatre,  Milwaukee,  flashed  colored  lights  intermit- 
tently on  this  cutout  with  telling  results  at  the  box-office. 

Making  Dead  Cutouts 
Live  Salesmen! 

CUTOUTS  can  now  be  made  your  most  effective  means  of exploitation  through  the  use  of  a   specially  adapted  Hotch- 

kiss “Silent”  Flasher.  Brilliant  floods  of  color  flashing  off  and 
on  create  an  effect  which  instantly  attracts  and  holds  the  eye 

of  the  passerby. 

Motion  gives  it  the  appeal!  The  flashing  colors  compel  at- 
tention— Saxe  Theatre  Enterprises  finds  that  it  gets  results 

with  Hotchkiss  Flashers  which  cannot  be  obtained  by  the 

motionless  flood  light. 

HOTCHKISS “Silent”  Flsishers 
Border  Chetsers 

are  silent  operating,  from  the  smallest  type  to  the  largest  com- 
bination. The  mechanism  is  simple  and  rugged — has  no  wear 

and  requires  no  oiling.  Complete  wiring  specifications  are  fur- 
nished with  each  flasher. 

Let  us  tell  you  about  this  new  use  for  the  Hotchkiss 

‘‘Silent’'  Flasher,  also  its  other  uses  in  combination 
Border  Chasers,  etc.  No  obligation  on  your  part. 

Cramblet  Engineering  Corp. 
286-288  Milwaukee  St.  Milwaukee,  Wis. 

Opening  of  the  Rialto 
Theatre  Is  Made  a 

Civic  Event 
(Continued  front  page  14) 

at  noon  the  high  school  band,  which  is 
the  finest  in  the  state,  having  won  tl\e 

prize  two  years  in  succession,  marches 
to  the  theatre  and  officiates  at  the  flag 

raising  thus  dedicating  the  building  in 

a   fitting  manner. 

*   ♦   ♦ 
Comes  night,  and  the  streets  are  jam- 

med with  both  auto  and  pedestrian 
traffic.  There  has  never  been  anything 

like  it  since  the  Armistice  was  signed. 

The  theatre  orchestra  plays  “The  Star 

Spangled  Banner”  and  timed  with  it  our 
fireworks  expert  releases  a   volley  of 

mortar  bombs  in  the  air  high  above 
the  theatre.  As  darkness  comes  on  a 

750,000  candle  power  searchlight,  bor- 
rowed from  the  202  regiment  at  the 

Broadway  Armory,  Chicago,  throws  a 

beam  of  light  into  the  heavens  proclaim- 

ing to  the  countryside  for  twenty-five 
miles  around  that  the  great  theatre  is 
open. 

Three  bands  of  twenty  men  each  play 

band  concerts  in  all  sections  of  the  city 

and  with  confetti  and  other  joy  makers 

the  evening  takes  on  the  true  spirit  of 
the  carnival. 

About  the  theatre?  It  is  packed  and 
there  were  thousands  standing  outside  all 

night  waiting  to  get  in.  It  was  that  way 
the  entire  week. 

Tuesday,  Wednesday  and  Thursday 

nights  of  the  week  the  Window  decora- 
tors contest  was  held  in_  which  the 

windows  were  viewed  by  the  public  and 

voted  on  by  them.  The  votes  were 

handed  out  by  Boy  Scouts  deposited  in 

boxec  provided  for  them.  The  winner received  a   cup. 

Wednesday  night  was  the  night  of  the 
parade.  There  were  187  cars  and  floats 

in  line  with  a   trophy  presented  to  the 
finest  decorated  car  or  float.  This  was 

judged  by  the  parade  committee  who  had 
a   vantage  point  in  the  line  of  march  with 
the  big  searchlight  flashing  its  rays  on 
the  entries  as  they  passed  the  judges 
stand. *   *   * 

HOTCHKISS 
“SILENT”  FLASHERS 

Theatre  Seating 
We  offer  you  a   complete  and  select 
line  of  theatre  seating  from  popular 

priced  veneer  chairs  to  high  grade 

upholstered  chairs.  Reseating  han- 
dled without  interruption. 

Ask  for  catalogue  27. 

E.  H.  STAFFORD  MFC  CO. 

367  West  Adams  St.  Chicago,  111. 

Every  night  was  fireworks  night  and 

with  parades,  confetti,  the  big  search- 
light, stores  all  open  and  many  other 

attractions  throughout  the  week,  it  gave 

the  Rialto  a   truly  civic  touch  to  start 
off  its  new  existence. 

However  in  projecting  this  campaign 
with  a   theatre  opening  everything  done 

should  be  tied  up  with  the  theatre  di- 
rectly. The  theatre  is  the  excuse  for 

the  celebration.  It  isn’t  a   celebration 
for  the  perpetuation  of  the  thought  that 
the  town  was  neutral  on  the  question  oi 

larger  or  smaller  bustles  for  women  in 
1892.  The  theatre  is  the  reason  and 
therefore  is  entitled  to  all  the  publicity 

it  can  get.  A   theatre  such  as  the  Rialto 
in  Joliet  has  every  right  to  be  the  object 

of  the  most  extensive  community  boast- 

ing possible. 

New  B.  &   K,  House  to 

Open  June  17 Balaban  &   Katz  new  Northshore  the- 
atre, Howard  avenue  and  Clark  street, 

Chicago,  is  scheduled  to  open  June  17. 
This  latest  house  in  the  B.  &   K.  chain  is  of 

Roman  architecture,  having  a   seating  ca- 
pacity of  3,500.  The  grand  foyer  rises  to  a 

height  of  six  stories. 
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CONSTRUCTION 

CLOSE-  UPS 

“Beller  Theatres”  presents  herewith  an- 
other installment  of  this  series  of  articles 

under  the  heading  ‘‘Construction  Close- 

Ups.” 
It  has  been  our  aim  isi  these  sketches  of 

theatres  of  varying  sizes  in  all  parts  of  the 

country  to  bring  to  theatre-owners  in  con- 
cise form  the  highspots  and  outstanding 

characteristics  of  new  theatres  being  erected. 

In  'the  assembling  of  this  information  ex- 

hibitors are  given  a   bird’s-eye  view  of  mod- 
ern features  other  theatre  builders  are  in- 

corporating in  their  houses. 

Comfort  Facilities  Stressed  in 

Camden,  New  Jersey  House 

Many  novel  comfort  features  for  pa- 
trons are  being  incorporated  in  the  new 

Walt  Whitman  theatre,  Camden,  N.  J., 

which  will  be  completed  Labor  Day.  Ade- 

quate parking  space  for  a   number  of  ma- 
chines will  be  provided  in  the  rear  of  the 

theatre.  There  will  be  a   “cry  room”  for 
children.  In  the  center  of  the  lo.bby, 

which  will  be  60  feet  long  will  be  a   prome- 
nade and  waiting  room.  This  will  be 

equipped  with  reading  tables,  writing  ta- 
bles, lounging  chairs,  phone  booths  and 

other  conveniences  for  patrons  who  desire 
to  wait  for  friends.  The  theatre  is  being 

built  by  Joseph  Varbalow  who  in  addition 
to  being  an  exhibitor  is  also  assistant 
prosecutor  of  Camden  county.  The  new 
house  will  seat  1,250.  The  architecture  is 

the  Spanish  design. 

Kansas  Cily  House  Provides 

Smoking  Room,  Cry  Room 

A   special  room  for  men  who  desire  to 

smoke  during  the  performance  and  another 
special  room  for  mothers  with  young 

liabies  are  included  in  the  plans  of  the 

Modern  theatre,  1705  Troost  avenue,  Kan- 
sas City,  Mo.  Both  rooms  will  face  the 

screen  with  a   glass  partitition  enabling  a 

full  view  of  the  stage.  Boiler  Brothers 

have  designed  this  playhouse  which  will 
be  150  feet  deep  and  have  a   lobby  21  feet 

square.  A.  Baier  is  the  builder. 

Lighted  Fountain  Is  Point 
of  Attention  in  the  Lobby 

A   handsomely  carved  fountain  set  off  by 

colored  lighting  effects  has  been  ingen- 
iously worked  out  to  attract  attention  and 

lend  an  impressive  appearance  to  the  foyer 

of  the  new  Alameda  theatre  building,  Port- 
land, Ore.  The  spectacular  fountain  is  in 

keeping  with  the  brilliance  of  the  whole 

theatre  which  is  executed  in  Spanish  de- 
sign. The  Alameda  was  designed  by 

Walter  E.  Kelly  and  erected  for  David 
Seltzer  &   Sons. 

West  Coast  House  Features 

Venetian  Style  Architecture 

Venetian-Gothic  is  the  architectural 
treatment  carried  out  in  the  new  Harding 

theatre,  San  Francisco,  which  was  recently 

opened  as  a   new  link  in  the  Samuel  H. 
Levin  chain  of  theatres.  Fan-vaulted 
arches  spread  from  the  tops  of  pillars 
which  define  the  seven  niches  into  which 

each  of  the  side  walls  is  divided.  The 

Harding  has  a   scaling  capacity  of  1..^1K) 
on  main  Hour  and  balcony.  The  stage  is 

of  sufficient  size  to  accommodate  large  pro- 

ductions. The  decorative  scheme  through- 
out the  house  is  a   combination  of  blue  and 

gold. 

Inchule  Modern  Amusement  I 
Center  in  Theatre  Project  | 

.\  building  which  will  be  a   virtual  amuse- 
ment center  has  been  planned  by  the  Circle 

Theatre  Company  as  a   part  of  the  project 

which  will  house  its  new  4,000  seat  play- 

house in  Indianapolis.  Work  on  the  struc- 
ture, which  will  cost  $1,000,000  will  begin 

.•\ugust  1.  The  basement  of  the  building 
will  be  occupied  by  billiard  parlors  and 

eighteen  bowling  alleys.  On  the  roof  will 
l>e  constructed  a   ball  room  which  will  ac- 

commodate 2,01)0  dancers.  Separate  en- 
trances and  lobbies  will  be  provided  for 

the  theatre  and  ball  room,  the  latter  being 

reached  by  elevators.  Between  entrances 
the  space  will  be  devoted  to  commercial 

purposes  as  well  as  floors  between  the 
ground  floor  and  the  hall  room  floor  across 
the  front  of  the  building.  The  site  of  this 

project  measures  126  feet  frontage  on 

W'ashington  street  with  a   depth  of  195 
feet. 

(/.  A.  Theatres  Stock 

Issue  Oversubscribed 
(Sl>cciftl  to  the  Herald) 

NEW  YORK.  June  8. — Announce- 
ment was  made  in  Wall  Street  last 

Thursday  that  the  $4,000,000  of  7   per 

cent  preferred  stock  of  the  newly  formed 
United  States  Artists  Theatre  Circuit 

was  oversubscribed'  two  hours  after  its 
offering  on  Wednesday. 

‘^Blizzard  Fans Make 

Movie  Fans” 

IOur  Special  Aero-plane  Larch- 
Wood  blade  eliminate

s  all 

disturbing  noises — such  as  the 

hum,  rattle,  and  clatter 
 of 

steel-bladed
  

fans. 

See  -   Phone  -   or  Write 

BLIZZARD  SALES  CO. 
Omaha,  Nebr. 

or  Your  Nearest  ̂ ^BUzzard*^  Distributor 

Recognized 
Ventilation 

for  the 

Last  10  Years 
THE  GUARANTEED 
“BLIZZARD”  FAN 



^he  (Audience  Comfortably  S^tited  is  ̂ alf 

KivUra  Theatre,  Chicago 

Jim  Jones,  writing  for  the  Moving  Picture 

World,  can  say  things  as  a   showman  that 

might  sound  impertinent  coming  from  a   manu- 

facturer, so  we  let  Jim  say  them — “Well,  in 
this  particular  test  (Fairmont,  West  Virginia) 
there  were  more  letters  that  mentioned  com- 

fortable seats  than  there  were  communications 

boosting  the  great  pictures  the  house  had 
presented.  Think  it  over.  If 

you  don’t  honestly  think  that 
your  own  seats  are  comfortable 
enough  for  you,  yourself,  to 

spend  two  hours  in — then  how  do  you  expect 
people  to  pay  cash  for  the  privilege?  If  they  are 

beyond  hope  get  new  seats.  It  may  be  the  cheap- 
est investment  you  can  make  next  season. 

Many  times  cheaper  than  a   couple  of  bally- 
hooed  special  attractions  that  are  here  today 

and  gone  tomorrow.  Just  remember — your 
seats  are  here  today — tomorrow  and  many  to- 

morrows, and  don’t  take  it  for  granted  that  the 
big  pictures  and  special  attractions  outshadow 
in  importance  any  question  of  comfort  on  the 

part  of  a   patron.’’  Thank  you  Jim! 

American  Se 
CHICAGO 

12  E.  Jackson  Blvd. NEW  YORK 

121  W.  40ch  St. 
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buildings 

are 

Stationary 

Seating is 

dSeplaceable 

^hy  '^build  your  theatre  —   T^seat  It^ 
low  much  of  an  increase  has  there  been  in  the 

ralue  of  your  present  location  since  you  first 

cased  or  built  the  theatre?  Can  you  afford  to 

abandon  your  original  investment  and  stand 

[he  loss  on  the  increased  valuation — that 

ilways  follows  the  natural  growth  in  any 

Community  or  city?  Is  the  attendance  outgrow- 

ing the  seating  capacity?  Do  you  feel  the  need 

of  additional  seating?  Here  is  a   possible  sug- 

gested solution.  Seating  Engineering  has  made 

remarkable  headway  in  the  past  few  years. 

The  American  Seating  Company’s  engineers 
have  been  able  in  many  instances  to  increase 

the  seating  capacity  in  theatres  from  50  to 
250  seats  without  sacrifice  of  safety  or  comfort 
of  the  audience.  There  are  ways  to  effect 

economies  in  aisles  and  other  spaces  that  ac- 
complish space  savings,  and  this  increased 

seating  may  save  your  invest- ment in  a   new  building  and 

produce  sufficient  additional  in- 
cotne  to  pay  the  entire  cost  of reseating. 

ig  Company 
PHILADELPHIA  CHICAGO 

Ull-A  Ch$stn,ut  St.  65-D  Canal  St. 

Columbia  Theatre 

Baton  Rouie,  La. 
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Two  views  of  the  Madrid  theatre,  new  Kansas  City  suburban  theatre  erected  at  a   cost  of  $400,000,  which  was  recently  opened  by  West- 
port  Amusement  Company,  of  which  George  Trinastich  is  president.  The  Madrid  is  Spanish  in  design  and  decoration.  It  has  a   seat- 

ing capacity  of  1,500. 

New  $500,000  Theatre 
Is  Announced  for 

Miami,  Fla, 

Another  motion  picture  theatre  is  to 
be  added  to  Miami’s  great  white  way. 

It  is  to  be  the  new  Capitol  theatre  on 
Miami  avenue  at  Third  street,  which  will 

be  read)'  on  June  18.  The  new  house  is 
being  built  along  the  lines  of  the  famous 

Capitol  theatre  in  New  York  City  and  wll 
contain  all  the  best  features  to  be  found 

therein.  The  actual  cost  of  the  playhouse 

will  exceed  $500,000,  no  expense  being 

spared  for  the  installation  of  every  com- 
fort and  convenience  for  the  patrons. 

The  seating  capacity  will  be  for  1,500 

persons,  each  chair  being  fitted  with  an  air 
cushion,  assuring  the  maximum  comfort 
for  the  audience. 

The  Capitol's  policy  will  adhere  to  strictly 
first-run  photoplays  only  and  the  presen- 

tation of  pictures  will  be  a   revelation  in 

photographic  projection.  The  screen  is 
being  built  along  newly  perfected  lines 

which,  in  conjunction  with  the  latest  pro- 
jection equipment,  will  reduce  to  a   mini- 

mmu  any  eye  strain. 

In  following  out  the  artistic  interior  dec- 

orations, the  contract  is  in  the  hands  of 

Vollmer,  who  distinguished  himself  in  the 
decorative  effects  of  the  Capitol  in  New 

York.  Much  time  and  effort  has  been  ex- 

pended in  planning  the  entrance  to  the 
theatre,  and  the  finished  effect  will  be  a 

delight  to  the  eye.  The  entire  foyer  will 
be  done  in  beautiful  mosaic  work,  both  the 

floor  and  the  walls  blending  together  to 

form  an  artistic  color  scheme.  The  ceiling 
is  to  be  decorated  with  fitting  designs  in 

connection  with  the  giant  chandeliers,  which 

are  studded  with  hundreds  of  colored  elec- 

tee light  bulbs,  difusing  the  varicolored 
rays  in  all  directions. 

(Continued  on  page  48) 

SlLVMlEEl ' 
SATISFACTION 

A   SiLVERSHEET  will  give  you  that  satisfaction  that  goes 
with  the  knowledge  that  you  are  giving  your  patrons 
the  best  projection  obtainable.  You  will  be  using  the 
most  highly  developed  projection  screen  ever  devised, 
enhanced  by  features  found  in  no  other  screen. 

Exclusive  SiMrsheEF  Features 

Built  to  specification  by  special  processes,  in- 

suring absolute  uniformity  of  color  tone  and 
surface  texture. 

Specially  blended  bronzes  are  used  to  better 

portray  the  new  technicolor  films. 

Constructed  under  the  supervision  of,  and  per- 

sonally finished  by,  ].  Otto  Knobei,  the  world’s 
foremost  screen  finisher. 

Every  Kmobel  built  to  specification  Silvershset 

is  guaranteed  to  give  satisfactory  results. 

AMERICAN  SILVERSHEEI'  COMPANY 915-17  WASH  ST.  ...  .   SAINT  LOUIS,  MO. 
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Features  and  Advantages  of  the 
Standard  Theatres 

Gives  Detail  of  Unit  Plan  of  Construction  as  Applied 

to  Motion  Picture  Houses  of  Various  Sizes 

By  L.  P,  LARSEN 
Managing  Art  Director,  United  Studios,  Inc.,  Chicago,  III. 

TANDARDIZATION  of  thea- 

tre design  and  construction 

with  a   view  to  reducing  to  a 
minimum  all  features  of  building  and 

equipment  costs  has  for  some  time 

been  a   thing  in  which  theatre  owners 

have  indicated  a   very  emphatic  inter- 
est. 

A   number  of  years  back,  when  a 

theatre  was  just  a   building  instead 

of  the  highly  specialized  institution  it 

is  today,  theatres  of  a   standard  type 
were  not  uncommon.  These  were 

built  from  what  is  generally  referred 

to  as  ‘"stock”  plans.  It  was  as  simple 

to  obtain  such  plans  as  it  was  to  ex- 

ecute them,  due  to  the  limited  re- 

quirements of  the  theatre  of  that  time. 

The  rapid  growth  of  the  motion 

picture,  however,  and  the  resultant 
demands  for  finer  theatres  embodying 

more  beauty,  comfort  and  sanitation 

automatically  made  this  early  type  of 

theatre  out  of  the  question.  Like  the 

old  theatre,  so  did  the  old  stock  plan 

idea  become  impractical. 

*   sis  ̂  

Fundamentally  the  idea  of  stand- 

ardized theatres  has  many  possi- 
bilities and  it  is  only  natural  that 

eventually  some  one  would  solve  the 

problem  of  applying  the  idea  to  pres- 
ent day  requirements  in  theatres.  This 

we  believe  we  have  accomplished 

through  our  newly  developed  unit  plan 
of  construction,  which,  while  giving 

to  the  builder  the  advantages  of  econ- 

omy produced  by  standardization 

gives  him  a   theatre  that  is  strictly 

modern  in  every  detail  of  construc- 
tion, equipment  and  furnishings. 

The  veiy  specialized  nature  of  a 
theatre  makes  it  obvious  that  costly 

mistakes  are  not  uncommon,  particu- 
larly in  instances  v/here  the  desi^er 

or  builder  has  had  little  or  no  previous 

experience  with  theatre  requirements. 
Extensive  research  and  training  in  the 
theatre  held  has  revealed  many  of 

these  errors.  We  have  found,  for  in- 
stance, that  a   common  fault  has  been 

a   misappropriation  of  money  for  the 

different  items  entering  into  the  con- 
struction and  equipping  of  the  house. 

In  some  cases  there  has  been  a   surplus 

of  steel.  In  other  instances  skimping 

on  the  heating  and  ventilating  equip- 
ment has  jeopardized  the  house. 

Many  other  items,  our  studies  re- 
vealed, have  been  out  of  their  true 

proportion. Revelation  of  these  facts  is  one  of 

the  outstanding  things  which  caused 
us  to  evolve  plans  for  a   standard 
theatre  in  which  possibilities  such  as 

the  foregoing  are  eliminated  and  in 

which  an  exacting  knowledge  of  re- 
quirements forestalls  any  possibilities 

of  unnecessary  expense.  Under  our 

unit  plan  of  construction  for  stand- 
ard theatres  every  phase  of  the  build- 
ing and  its  equipment  is  figured  on  a 

percentage  basis  which  assures  a   bal- anced house. 

*   *   * 

Our  unit  plan  of  construction  is 

the  result  of  the  assembling  of  an  or- 
ganization of  experts  in  the  various 

departments  of  the  theatre  and  con- 
sistent effort  on  the  part  of  these  men 

has  led  to  development  of  the  unit 

plan  which  permits  building  of  a   num- 
ber of  theatres  of  varying  cost  and 

size  but  all  employing  our  unit  idea 
to  achieve  the  best  results  at  the  least 

expense. 

In  working  out  the  seating  capac- 

ity of  a   theatre  under  our  unit  plan 

we  take  the  available  space  and  con- 
sider it  in  units  of  to  20  feet 

to  each  unit.  This  permits  of  con- 
struction along  standard  lines  of  thea- 

tres of  varying  size,  units  being  added 
or  deducted  according  to  the  seating 

capacity  desired. 

After  having  determined  the  seat- 
ing capacity  further  units  are  added, 

the  stage  proper,  for  example,  being 

one  unit,  and  the  organ  loft  and  or- 
chestra pit  being  another  unit. 

Following  completion  of  the  audi- 
torium design  on  this  unit  basis,  con- 

sideration is  given  to  the  lobby  and 
front  for  which  our  imit  plan  allows 

a   choice  of  five  dift'erent  arrange- 
ments, namely,  a   strictly  theatre  front ; 

or  theatre  and  two  small  stores  on 

either  side  of  lobby;  two  stores  and 
one  floor  of  offices  or  apartments 
above  same.  Or,  there  may  be  the 
theatre  entrance  with  two  stores,  two 

floors  of  offices  or  apartments. 

* 

With  the  exception  of  the  strictly 

theatre  front  all  of  the  foregoing  ar- 
(Coiilinucd  on  l<af;e  49) 

Wade  Hamilton,  noted  theatre  organist  at  the  console  of  the  Robert  Morton  organ  ut  the 

New  Rilz  theatre,  Tulsa,  Oklalioma,  which  was  recently  opened  by  Ralph  Talbot  and associates. 
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NEW  THEATRE 

PROJECTS 
Virgina  Beach,  Va. — Elmer  R.  Laskin, 

care  Laskin-Teigel  Syndicate,  contemplates 
erecting  theatre,  store  and  office  building 

on  Seventeenth  street,  near  Atlantic  ave- 
nue, to  cost  $75,000. 

Seattle,  Wash. — James  Ferguson,  1604 
Ninth  avenue,  has  contract  for  clearing  site 

at  1514  Ninth  avenue,  for  proposed  Alas- 
kan theatre. 

Ludington,  Mich. — Contract  has  been 
awarded  for  new  fireproof  moving  picture 

theati'e  to  be  erected  on  site  of  old  Lyric 
theatre,  58  by  150  feet,  for  Fitzpatrick  Mc- 
Elroy.  Structure  has  frontage  of  58  feet 

on  James  street.  Building  is  to  be  com- 
pleted by  October  1. 

Billings,  Mont. — Eugene  O’Keefe  and  as- 
sociates, who  operate  Babcock  theatre,  plan 

to  erect  new  theatre  on  North  Broadway, 
between  Second  and  Third  avenues,  to  cost 

$120,000. 

St.  Louis,  Mo. — Charles  Vaughn  and  as- 
sociates, 7055  Nashville  street,  will  erect 

moving  picture  theatre,  with  seating  capac- 
ity of  1250,  at  1714  West  39th  street. 

NEWARK,  N.  J.— Newark  Arena  & 
Amusement  Corporation,  care  J.  W.  Frank- 

lin Company,  80  Wall  street,  New  York, 
has  plans  by  Nathan  Harris,  20  Cranford 
place,  for  brick  and  stone-trim  theatre  and 
hotel  building  to  be  erected  on  Market 
Plaza,  to  cost  $5,000,000. 

Rochester,  N.  Y. — Greater  Rochester 
Properties,  Inc.,  Lafayette  Building,  has 

plans  by  Leon  Lempert,  Mercantile  Build- 
ing, for  theatre,  store  and  office  building 

to  be  erected  at  South  Clinton  and  Court 

streets,  to  cost  $1,125,000. 

Powhatan,  O. — Farrie  &   Diab,  320  Eighth 
street,  Moundsville,  W.  Va.,  have  plans  by 
Albert  F.  Dayton,  1417  Chaplin  street. 

Wheeling,  W.  Va.,  for  one-story  brick  and 
tile  theatre,  70  by  120  feet,  to  cost  $60,000. 

Portland,  Ore. — De  Young  &   Roald, 
Spalding  Building,  have  prepared  plans  for 
concrete  theatre  and  store  building  on  site 
200  by  100  feet,  to  be  located  at  41st,  42nd 
and  Belmont  streets,  to  cost  approximately 
$150,000.  Entrance  will  be  on  Belmont 
street. 

Chambersburg,  Pa. — Chambersburg  The- 
atre Company,  care  L.  Luke,  Gring-Saylor 

Apartments,  Pottstown,  Pa.,  has  plans  by 
M.  R.  Rhoads,  518  Broad  street,  Cham- 

bersburg, Pa.,  for  two-story  brick  theatre 
and  apartment  building,  160  by  58  feet,  to 
be  erected  on  South  Main  street,  near 
Washington. 

Laurel,  Miss.  —   Strand  Amusement 
Company  plans  to  erect  brick  and  stone- 
trim  theatre  to  cost  $60,000.  Equipment 
and  furnishings  to  cost  $18,000. 

Philadelphia,  Pa. — H.  B.  Hutchinson  & 
Sons,  proprietors  of  City  theatre,  plan  to 
erect  brick  theatre,  with  seating  capacity 
of  900,  to  cost  $12,000. 

Rochester,  Minn. — Twin  City  Amuse- 
ment Trust,  Loeb  Arcade,  Minneapolis, 

contemplates  erecting  two  or  there-stocy 
brick  and  tile  moving  picture  theatre,  to 
cost  $250,000. 

Statesville,  N.  C. — Carolina  Theatres, 
Inc.,  Farwood  avenue,  Asheville,  N.  C.,has 
awarded  contract  to  J.  S.  Stearns,  Moiiroe, 
N.  C.,  for  six-story  fireproof  theatre  and 
office  building  to  be  erected  on  site  of  Old 

Statesville  Inn,  to  cost  about  $135,000.  The- 
atre will  have  seating  capacity  of  1,200. 

New  Britain,  Conn. — Doody  Steel  Erec- 
tion Company,  86  Grafton  street.  New 

Haven,  Conn.,  has  contract  for  brick  and 
concrete  theatre,  150  by  200  feet,  with  seat- 

ing capacity  of  2,500,  to  be  erected  on  \fain 
street  for  B.  and  I.  J.  Hoffman,  113 
Church  street,  New  Haven,  Conn.,  to  cost 

$500,000. 
Colorado  Springs,  Colo. — Max  H.  Krav- 

etz,  of  Fort  Collins,  Colo.,  will  erect  brick 
and  reinforced  concrete  moving  picture 
and  vaudeville  theatre,  Italian  Rennaissance 
style,  with  seating  capacity  of  1,200,  to  be 
located  at  1615  Central  avenue,  to  cost 
about  $110,000. 

Denver,  Colo. — Aladdin  theatre  will  be 
erected  at  Colfax  avenue  and  Race  street, 
to  cost  $130,000. 

Washington,  D.  C. — National  Press  Build- 
ing Corporation,  Westory  Building,  will 

erect  thirteen-story  building,  to  include 
theatre,  with  seating  capacity  of  3,500. 

Theatre  leased  to  Fox  Theatre  Corpora- 
tion, Tenth  avenue  and  55th  street.  New 

York. 

Atlanta,  Ga. — Capt.  Frank  S.  Ellis,  1 
Peachtree  Circle,  has  purchased  site  on 
Peachtree,  near  Tenth  street,  for  erection 
of  moving  picture  theatre,  to  cost  $75,000. 

Chicago,  111. — Balaban  &   Katz  and  Dub- 
liner &   Trinz,  175  North  State  street, 

have  plans  by  C.  W.  and  George  L. 

Rapp,  199  N.  State  street,  for  three- 
story  brick,  reinforced  concrete  and 
terra-cotta  trim  theatre,  store  and  apart- 

ment building,  150  by  175  feet,  to  be  erect- 
ed at  northeast  corner  Lawrence  and  Lipp 

streets,  to  cost  $2,000,000. 

Chicago,  111. — Syndicate,  care  William  N. 
McChesney,  chairman,  30  North  La  Salle 
street,  has  plans  by  B.  H.  Marshall,  612 
Sheridan  road,  for  five-story  fireproof  the- 

atre, studio  and  store  building  to  be  erect- 
ed at  southwest  comer  Michigan  avenue 

and  Ohio  street. 

Chicago,  111. — R.  Levine  &   Co.,  822  West 
70th  street,  has  contract  for  two-story 
brick,  and  terra-cotta  trim  theatre,  store 
and  office  building,  110  by  138  feet,  to  be 
erected  on  East  69th  street,  near  Indiana 

avenue,  for  E.  J.  Krug,  care  W.  P.  Whit- 
ney, 822  West  Seventh  street,  to  cost  $700,- 

The  man  who  watches  over  the  product 
of  the  Robert  Morton  Organ  Co.  Leo 
F.  Schoenstein,  superintendent  of  the 

organ  concern’s  large  plant  at  Van  Nuys, 
California. 

Services  of  Architect 

Designing  Theatre 
In  planning  a   motion  picture  theatre,  the 

services  of  a   competent  theatre  architect 
is  recommended.  Such  service  may  be 
comprehensive  or  limited  according  to  the 
nature  and  size  of  the  project.  For  ex- 

ample, an  architect  may  be  called  upon  to 
furnish  complete  plans  and  specifications 
for  a   theatre  and  the  work  of  building  a 
house  let  to  a   local  contractor.  In  such 

cases,  where  the  architect’s  supervision  is 
not  arranged  for,  the  cost  of  complete  plans 
an  specifications  is  3   per  cent  of  the  cost 
of  the  project.  On  this  basis  the  cost  of 
plans  and  specifications  for  a   $50,000  thea- 

tre, for  example,  would  be  $1,500. 
The  regular  architects  commission  as 

established  by  the  American  Institute  of 
Architects,  in  which  the  architect  renders 
full  supervision  throughout  the  construction 

period  is  6   per  cent.  The  architect’s  fee for  plans  and  specifications,  usually  results 
in  a   saving  in  various  materials  and  labor 
which  more  than  compensates  for  the  cost 
of  the  plans,  it  has  been  found.  His  plans 
further  a   safeguard  against  a   building 
which  might  prove  unsatisfactory  from 
many  angles  if  designed  by  someone  who  is 
not  familiar  with  Ae  special  requirements 
of  theatres. 

It  should  be  remembered  that  a   theatre 

is  a   highly  specialized  type  of  building. 
Even  the  architect  who  may  be  successful 

in  designing  factories,  warehouses  and  in- 
dustrial buildings  of  other  types  is  not 

equipped  to  give  an  understanding  to  thea- 
tre problems  which  may  be  expected  of  the 

architect  who  has  given  this  particular  type 
of  building  an  almost  exclusive  attention. 
The  hazard  of  trusting  the  design  of  a 
theatre  to  a   local  contractor,  therefore 

is  readily  apparent.  He  can  usually  be  re- 
lied upon  to  perform  satisfactorily  the  con- 

structional work  but  the  plans  for  the  tliea- 
tre  require  expert  understanding  if  the 

completed  job  is  to  be  successful  and 

profitable. 

New  Strand  Opened  at 
South  Bend,  Ind. 

The  Strand,  South  Bend,  Ind.,  the  new- 
est theatre  there,  has  been  opened.  Wide 

aisles  and  wide  spaces  between  the  rows 

of  comfortable  seats,  together  with  modern 
heating  and  ventilating  systems,  accomplish 
the  principle  feature,  that  of  comfort  to 
the  audience.  The  interior  and  exterior 
are  decorated  in  a   pleasing  manner.  The 
theatre  will  seat  1,000,  700  on  the  ground 
floor  and  300  in  a   balcony.  First  run 

photoplays  will  be  featured.  Side  seats 
in  the  theatre  are  set  at  an  angle  so  all 

may  have  a   good  view  of  the  screen  and 
stage. 

A   $15,000  two-manual  Kimball  unit  organ 
has  been  installed.  The  Da-Lite  screen  is 
of  the  most  modern  type.  The  front  of 
the  theatre  is  of  terra  cotta  and  the  lobby 

is  of  Tennessee  marble,  with  two  mam- 
moth crystal  chandeliers.  The  color  scheme 

in  the  interior  is  in  panels  of  a   stipplctl 

mulberry  shade  and  green  and  cream  pas- 
tel shades.  The  projection  room  has  two 

projectors  and  is  fireproof  with  automatic 
drops  to  shut  off  the  room  in  case  of  fire. 
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The  Perfection  Rheostat 
Is  Used  as  Standard  by 

LOEWS  CIRCUIT 

KEITH’S  CIRCUIT 
The  COVERED  WAGON  Road  Shows 

The  BIG  PARADE  Road  Shows 
RIALTO  THEATRE,  N.  Y. 
COHAN  THEATRE,  N.  Y. 
ASTOR  THEATRE.  N.  Y. 
EASTMAN  KODAK  CO. 
SIMPLEX  DIV.  INTL. 

PROJECTOR  CORP. 
and  Others 

HOFFMANN  &   SOONS 
Contracting  Electrical  Engineers 

moving  Picture  Theatre  Electrical  Specialists 

522  First  Ave.,  New  York  City 

New 

Designs 

Hennegan 

Program 

Covers 

Hcouiiftllly  LITHOGRAPHED 
in  Colors 

now  ready 
WRITE  FOR  SAMPLES 

ATTRACTIVE  PRICES 

The  Hennegan  Company 
CINCINNATI 

Peerless  Installations 

Scheduled  in  Many 

Chicago  Houses 
Announcement  is  made  by  the  J.  E. 

McAuley  Manufacturinpf  Company,  makers 

of  the  Peerless  reflector  arc  lamp,  that  a 

great  many  of  the  new  houses  scheduled 

to  be  opened  in  the  Chicago  territory 

within  the  next  thirty  days  are  to  be  Peer- 
less equipped. 

The  theatres  in  question  are  Lynch, 

Mueller  and  Sass’  Vogue  theatre,  having 

a   seating  capacity  of  3,000;  Lester  Norris’ 
Arcade  theatre,  having  1,200  seats,  at  St. 

Charles,  Illinois;  the  New  Embassy  of 

Marks  Bros.,  at  Fullerton  and  Crawford 

avenues,  with  2,500  seats,  and  Ascher 

Bros.’  2,500  seat  Colony  theatre,  at  S9th 
street  and  Kedzie  avenue. 

Both  J.  E.  M'cAuley  and  C.  A.  Hahn 
report  that  reflector  arc  lamps  are  now 

almost  without  exception  being  used  in  the 

largest  theatres  in  the  country,  as  installa- 
tions such  as  the  above  indicate. 

Added  to  the  foregoing  theatres  are  the 

following  Chicago  houses,  all  of  which 

have  opened  within  the  last  three  or  four 
weeks  and  were  Peerless  Reflector  Arc 

Lamp  equipped. 
*   *   * 

*   Lubllner  nnd  Trlnz's  2,000  seat  Grove  theatre, 

at  76th  and  Cottage  Grove  Avo.,  which  without  a 

doubt  is  one  of  Chicago's  most  beautiful  neigh- 

borhood theatres.  Instaltatlon  was  under  super- 

vision of  J.  Goldberg,  who  (s  botli  Bnlaban  and 

Katz  and  Lubliner  and  Trinz’s  chief  of  projec- 

tion, and  who  by  the  way,  is  to  be'  complimented 

on  his  layout  of  this  very  complete  and  well  ar- 

ranged booth.  The  equipment  consists  of  tliree 

projectors,  dissolver,  spot  lamp  and  three  Peer- 
less Lamps.  Ascher  Bros.,  3.S00  seal  Highland 

theatre  at  79th  Street  and  Ashland  Ave.,  was  also 

Peerless  equipped.  Peerless  reflector  arcs  were  also 

installed  at  the  New  Hollywood  theatre,  Fullerton 

and  Greenview,  having  1,200  seats. 

*   *   ♦ 

All  of  the  installations  mentioned  were 

handled  through  the  Chicago  Office  of  the 

Exhibitors  Supply  Company,  Simplex  and 

Peerless  distributors,  by  their  sales  en- 

gineers, Jos.  Duffy  and  L.  D.  Edwards. 
Both  the  Exhibitors  Supply  Company  and 

the  J.  E.  McAuley  Mfg.  Company  ave  well 

pleased  with  the  outlook  and  sales  cjndi- 

tions  for  the  coming  summer  months.  Mr. 

McAuley  and  Mr.  Hahn  report  ex«.ellent 

business  with  no  ’’ndications  of  a   let-up. 

Many  Theatre  Deals 
Listed  in  Oklahoma 

(Special  to  the  Herald) 

OKLAHOMA  CITY.  June  8.— Theatre 

changes  in  the  Oklahoma  territory  recently 
made  include : 

John  Keccliam  has  bought  the  State  at  Chel- sea from  C.  F.  Trickey;  H.  M.  Kirkham  of  Hays, 

Kan.,  has  purchased  the  Grand  at  Afton;  R.  A. 

Wilson,  the  Gem  at  DeWitte,  Ark.,  from  Don 
Milliken;  C.  Russom  of  Bald  Knob,  Ark.,  the 

Strand  at  Martin.  Tenn.,  from  C.  H.  Martin. 

Theatre  openings  include  the  DeLuxe  at  Garber, 

Okla.,  Charles  Morris’  Dixie  at  Holdenville. 
James  Boyd’s  new  theatre  at  Luxora,  Ark.,  and 
W.  C.  B'uchanan  will  open  a   new  theatre  for 
Negroes  at  Blytheville,  Ark. 

The  Wright  theatre  at  Gurdon,  Ark., 
burned  to  the  ground. 

Asks  Sunday  Shows 
(Special  to  the  Herald) 

SMITHFIELD,  R.  L.  June  8.— A.  Volta- 

loto  of  the  Georgiaville  Town  Hall  has 

formally  applied  for  a   license  for  Sunday 

shows.  The  Sunday  bill  permits  Sunday 
shows  in  the  cities,  not  in  towns. 

A   Good 
Sign 

Is  the  Sign  of  a 
Good  Movie 

House 
Your  sign  is  what  counts  in  getting 

or  missing  the  patronage  of  thou- 
sands in  the  course  of  a   year. 

We  know  tourists  who  deliberately 
drive  around  a   town  and  pick  the 

movie  house  with  the  best  sign.  “The 

best  sign  means  the  best  house,”  is a   rule  that  thousands  are  using. 

You  couldn’t  make  a   more  profitable investment  than  to  get 

MOTION 
and  COLOR 

IN  YOUR  SIGN 

Flashers 

are  used  by  the  leading  sign  manu- 
facturers, central  stations  and  con- 

tractors !   The  result  of  over  20  years 

of  leadership.  Have  adjustable  con- 

tacts, reinforced  brushes,  inter- 
changeable parts  and  numerous  other 

exclusive  and  patented  features. 
Prices  as  low  as  $32.00. 

Color  Hoods 

are  brighter,  more  dur- 
able, more  economical, 

more  satisfactory  in  every  way  than 

dipped  lamps.  The  color  is  blown  in  the 
glass,  and  fadeless.  Reco  Color  Hoods  are 
easy  to  attach,  easy  to  remove,  easy  to 
clean.  Choice  of  six  colors:  Ruby,  Green, 

Canary,  Amber,  Blue  and  Opal. 

Write  for  Literature 

and  information  on  the  different  t^^es  of 
flashers — how  to  secure  desired  effects- — 
how  to  care  for  flashers.  Ask  for  bulle- 

tins on  the  Reco  Color  Hoods  and  the 
Reco  Unit  Flasher. 

“Tell  the  World  with  Signs” 
—But  MAKE  the  World  LOOK  ivith 

Signs  That  Use  COLOR  and  MOTION 

2651  W.  Congress  St.  Chicago 

xllio  manufacturers  of  Traffic  Con
trols, 

Special  Timers  and  devices  for  
contacting 

toork,  and  small  molors-~l/20  to
  1/4  HP, 
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CONTINUED  SATISFACTION 
Is  the  Reason  for  the  Installation  of 

REYNOLDS SYSTEM 
or 

HEATING  and  VENTILATING 

in  the  Following  List  of  Theatres  for 

JOHN  EBERSON 
,   Architect 

1919 — Quilna  Theatre 
Lima,  Ohio 

Regent  Theatre Flint,  Mich. 
1920 — Hippodrome  Theatre Okmulgee,  Okla. 

Strand  Theatre Lansing,  Mich, 
1921 — Indiana  Theatre Terre  Haute,  Ind. 

1923 — Chatham  Theatre Chicago,  111. 

1924 — Capitol  Theatre Chicago,  111. 
1924 — Rialto  Theatre Tulsa,  Okla. 

Palace  Theatre 
Gary,  Ind. 

1926 — Avalon  Theatre Chicago,  111. 

Capitol  Theatre Grand  Island,  Neb. 
Farnam  Theatre Omaha,  Neb. 
Palace  Theatre Canton,  Ohio 
Paradise  Theatre Chicago,  111. 
Ritz  Theatre Tulsa,  Okla. 

For  years  we  have  specialized  in  designing  heating  and  ventilating  for  I 

1   theatres  of  all  types. 

B.  F.  REYNOLDS  &   co. 

1   118  W.  OH
IO  ST. 

CHICAGO,  ILL.  j 

SUPER-LITE  SCREENS 
A   Few  Prominent  Users 

The  Stanley  Co.  of  America  Chain  of  Theatres 

M.  E.  Comerford  Chain  of  Theatres,  Coal  Regions  of  Pennsylvania  and  New  York 

Rowland  &   Clark  Chain  of  Theatres,  Western  Pennsylvania 

Walter  Read  Chain  of  Theatres,  New  York  and  New  Jersey 

Jensen  &   Von  Herberg  C3iain  of  Ti^tres,  Seattle,  Wash.,  and  Northwest 

U.  S.  Government  Motion  Picture  Service 

C.  S.  WERTSNER  &   SON 
MANUFACTURERS 

211-221  N.  13th  Street  Philadelphia,  Pa. 

Illuminated  Indoor  Signs 
However  you  may  arrange  a   sign  for  the 

ladies’  rest  room,  and  no  matter  what  other  style 
you  may  use,  none  will  equal  the 

Edgegiow  as  an  artistic  illumi- 
nated enunciator.  We  can  supply 

I   any  lettering  desired. 
Sign  illustrated  is  illuminated 

with  two  25-watt  standard  show- 
case lamps,  and  comes  equipped 

as  shown. 

Get  our  Bulletin,  Signs  of  Class 

Made  of  Glass.  You’ll  find  it  in- 
teresting and  instructive. 

Design  No.  T105.  Glass  size,  18x9  in. 

Rawson  &   Evans  Co. 
710-712  Washington  Boulevard, 

Chicago  (3197) 

Sees  Theatres  as  Hub 

for  Development  of 
Better  Music 

A   new  form  of  music,  written  to  meet  a 

special  need,  is  going  to  develop  in  Amer- 
ica soon  because  of  the  motion  picture. 

This  is  the  opinion  of  Mrs.  Mina  G.  del 

Castillo,  of  Cambridge,  Mass.,  noted  mu- 
sician, wife  of  a   noted  musician,  and  mother 

of  an  equally  distinguished  musician,  who 
was  one  of  the  chief  speakers  at  the  General 

Federation  of  Women’s  Clubs  Bi-ennial  in 
Atlantic  City  last  week. 

The  screen,  with  its  flash-backs,  its  rapid 
movements,  its  restless,  shifting  scenes 
holds  within  it  tremendous  possibilities  for 

creative  compositions,  Mrs.  Castillo  be- 
lieves, and  as  rapidly  as  composers  are 

made  aware  of  these  possibilities  a   new 
form  in  music  is  to  develop. 

“Much  already  has  been  done,’’  Mrs. 
Castillo  said,  “and  many  pictures  have 

been  scored  with  original  music.  ‘The 
Miracle  Man’  was  one  such  and  practically 
all  of  the  Douglas  Fairbanks  productions 

have  splendid  musical  scorings.” 
Mrs.  Castillo  is  convinced  that  the  qual- 

ity of.  music  is  a   distinct  factor  in  the 
enjoyment  of  pictures  and  she  believes  that 

good  pictures  may  be  spoiled  to  lovers  of 

good  music  by  inappropriate  accompani- ment. 
♦   *   * 

"The  women’s  clubs  of  America,”  she 

said,  “have  a   very  definite  opportunity 

and  responsibility  for  working  on  musi- 
cal appreciation  through  the  moving 

picture  theatres  of  our  country.  They 
must  take  it  upon  themselves,  as  a   part 
of  their  work,  to  spread  the  gospel  of 

good  and  appropriate  music  in  the  the- atres. 

“Two  ways  to  do  this  suggest  them- 

selves to  me.  First,  they  should  inter- 
view their  theatre  managers^  and  tell 

them  of  their  wishes  in  this  regard. 

They  will  find  the  theatre  managers  will- 
ing to  cooperate  with  them  if  they  go 

at  him  in  the  right  way.  Second,  they 

should  encourage  the  best  mu.sicians  of 
the  community — those  with  real  musical 

ability — to  play  in  the  motion  picture 
theatres.  These  musicians  should  have 

dramatic  sense  as  well  as  musical  ability 

and  the  best  musicians,  therefore,  should 
be  available. 

“If  clubwomen  will  urge  their  friends 

who  have  such  ability  to  go  into  the  mo- 
tion picture  theatres  and  encourage  them 

to  feel,  as  they  should,  that  the  motion 
picture  music  offers  a   real  opportunity, 

they  will  have  achieved  much  for  mu- sical appreciation.  It  may  be  necessary 

to  educate  the  managers  just  as  jt  has 

been  necessary  to  educate  the  audiences 
and  the  musicians  but  this  is  a   work  to 

be  done.” 
Mrs.  Castillo  said  that  the  theatre  of- 

fering the  best  music  almost  invariably 
attracted  the  best  type  of  audience. 

«   *   » 

Dr.  Hugo  Riesenfeld  and  “Roxie” Rothafel,  and  other  musical  directors  in 

motion  picture  houses,  have  done  splen- 
did work  in  improving  musical  appre- 

ciation by  familiarizing  audiences  with 

the  best  composers  the  world,  has 

knov/n,  Mrs.  Castillo  said. 

Mrs.  Castillo’s  son,  Lloyd  Castillo,  is 

the  featured  organist  at  the  Rialto  The- 
atre in  New  York  and  Mrs.  Castillo 

herself  has  played  at  various  times  for 

motion  pictures.  She  is  one  of  the  lead- 
ing clubwomen  of  Massachusetts  and  is 

widely  known  throughout  the  country  as 
a   musician. 
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**Th^  Super  Rejector  Arc  Lamp'* 

the  Aladdin’s  Lamp”  of 
Projection 

HEERLESS  Reflector  Arc  Lamps  are  daily  per- forming veritable  miracles  through  their 

ability  to  increase  screen  illumination,  im- 
prove projection  results  and  the  truly  amazing 

savings  their  installation  afford. 

Upon  direct  comparison  the  vast  superiority  of 
Peerless  is  obvious  and  in  actual  numbers  of  lamps 
in  service,  Peerless  has  an  overwhelming  plurality; 
a   condition  that  is  the  natural  result  with  a   superior 

product. 
Peerless  Reflector  Arc  Lamps  have  leadership  and 
correctness  built  into  each  and  every  part,  their 

Massiveness,  Mechanical  Perfection,  Condenser- 

Reflector  Optical  System,  guarantee  complete  serv- 
ice satisfaction  and  assurance  that  with  your  invest- 

ment you  have  purchased  the  utmost  in  Reflector 
Arc  Lamp  Equipment. 

The  nation’s  greatest  theatres  and  theatre  circuits 
have  Standardized  on  Peerless  Reflector  Arc 

Lamps  so — 

Our  Peerless  Catajog'l will  be  gladly  mailed  I for  the  asking.  J 

J.  E.  McAuley  Mfg.  Co. 

552-54  W.  Adams  St,,  Chicago,  111. 
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There  is  no  Excuse  for  Shoddy 

or  Deficient  Pictures 

IF  your  screen  isn’t  right,  the  re- production that  comes  to  the 
tired  and  wearied  eye  is  stale,  flat 

and  unprofitable  ^   ̂    Good  repro- 
duction is  worth  any  price  you  pay. 

Install  a   Minusa  De  Luxe  Special 

y   y   It’s  the  essential  that  deter- 
mines the  final  result. 

Minusa  Cine  Screen  Co. 

Bomont  at  Morgan  ̂    >•  5^.  Louts,  Mo, 

C”
 

HIGH  INTENSITY  LAMPS 

are  being  used  by  all  the  lead- 
ing £rst  run  houses  in  New 

York.  Chicago,  and  other  key 
cities. 

Smaller  Theatres  Can  Afford  the  S’ame 
Equipment  and  Thereby  Attain  the 

Same  Quality  of  Projection 

We  can  improve  your  proleotion  with  the — 

«H  C” 

HIGH  INTENSITY  LAMP 

Hall  &   Connolly,  Inc. 
129  Grand  St.  New  York  City 

PRINTING 
Exclusively  for 

Exhibitors 

CIRCUS~HERALDS PROGRAMS 

DATES  -   POSTERS 

EXHIBITORS  PRINTING 
SERVICE 

711  S.  Dearborn  St.  Chicago,  111. 

Up-to-Date  Projection 

Department  Feature 
of  New  Rialto 

In  keeping  with  the  progressiveness 
shown  throughout  their  new  theatre,  the 
Rubens  boys  have  not  neglected  the  pro- 

jection end  of  their  new  Rialto  Square 

theatre.  This  they  have  provided  with 
modern  equipment  throughout,  which  is 

under  the  direction  of  Bert  Green,  an  ex- 
perienced projectionist,  who  is  assisted  by 

Joe  Kraft. 
The  Rialto  booth  contains  three  Motio- 

graph  projectors  with  high  intensity  lamps, 
installed  under  the  supervision  of  Walter 

Hirchfeld  of  the  Enterprise  Optical  Manu- 
facturing Company.  TTiere  are  also  two 

double  dissolvers,  G.  E.  rheostats,  enclosed 
rewind,  three  sets  of  speed  indicators,  table 

and  film  cabinets  and  other  equipment  in- 

stalled by  the  Capital  Merchandise  Com- 
pany. The  booth  measures  35  feet  long and  12  feet  deep. 

DeVry  Corporation  to 

Operate  School  of 
Visual  Education 

Visual  Education  is  now  a   definite  part 

of  the  educational  program  of  American 
schools  and  churches.  The  DeVry  Cor- 

poration, manufacturers  of  the  DeVry  mo- 
tion picture  projectors  and  cameras,  will 

conduct  the  second  session  of  the  DeVry 
Summer  School  of  Visual  Education  in 

Chicago,  for  the  benefit  of  teachers,  minis- ters and  other  welfare  workers,  for  one 

week  beginning  Monday,  August  23rd.  The 
total  cost  of  the  school  is  borne  by  the 
corporation  and  tuition  is  free. 

The  school  will  be  conducted  by  A.  P. 

Hollis,  formerly  director  of  a   college  visual 
instruction  service,  and  author  of  a   number 

of  studies  on  Visual  Education.  The  in- 
struction will  not  be  confined  to  moving 

pictures,  but  will  include  slides,  museum  ex- 
hibits, stereographs  and  all  modern  visual 

aids  used  in  school  and  church  work.  Prom- 
inent in  the  staff  of  fifteen  lecturers  will 

be  Dudley  Grant  Hays,  director  of  Visual 
Education  in  the  Chicago  public  schools 
and  recently  president  of  the  National 
Academy  of  Visual  Instruction ;   Professor 
W.  H.  Dudley,  chief  Bureau  of  Visual 
Instruction,  University  of  Wisconsin;  F.  W. 
Perkins,  head  of  Office  of  Motion  Pictures, 
U.  S.  Department  of  Agriculture,  and  Mr. 
G.  J.  Zehrung,  director  of  the  National 
Y.  M.  C.  A.  Motion  Picture  Bureau. 

In  order  to  give  individual  instruction 
in  machine  operation,  film  lessons,  etc.,  at- 

tendance will  be  limited  to  90  students. 
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Aztec  Architecture  Is 

Faithfully  Recorded 

in  Texas  Theatre 

The  new  Aztec  theatre  in  San  Antonio, 

Texas,  which  opened  last  week,  is  indeed 

a   work  of  art.  Typifying  its  name,  the 

hoxise  is  true  Aztec  architecture,  that  race 

which  is  still  much  represented  by  archi- 

tecture in  Mexico.  From  point  of  unique- 

ness and  individuality,  there  is  probably  no 

theatre  in  the  country  to  compare  with  it, 

in  that  there  is  no  theatre  expressing  the  art 

of  this  skilled  race  so  faithfully. 

The  exterior  to  a   passer-by  would  dis- 

close nothing  astounding  or  different,  but 

the  interior  uncovers  the  history  of  a   once 

proud  and  powerful  peop^,  and  that  1ns- 
tory  is  disclosed  autiientically  after  nine 

months  of  research  into  the  archives  of 

Mexico  and  the  old  Aztec  ruins.  Furni- 
ture of  the  house  is  hand  carved  and 

massive,  weighing  hundreds  of  pounds  for 

a   few  articles.  After  the  carving,  the 

furniture  has  .been  painted^  according  to 

the  kind  of  wood  in  compliance  with  the 
Aztec  custom. 

*   *   * 

The  lounging,  tea,  and  rest  rooms,  ̂  
well  as  the  promenade,  are  furnished  wth 

the  carved  furniture.  The  drapes  and  cur- 

tains are  beautiful,  carrying  out  the  Az- 

tecs’ daring  colors  and  motifs  in  suit^le 
materials,  are  gorgeous,  but  restful.  The 

colors  are  salmon,  jade,  and  black,  and  in 

the  women’s  rest  room  the  draperies  are 

beautifully  arranged  in  these  colors,  while 

the  men’s  retiring  room  is  designed  ̂ d 
furnished  in  such  a   distinctive  manner  that 

one  is  reminded  of  the  most  exclusive 

clubs.  The  color  scheme  in  this  room  is 

red  and  gold  and  gives  a   regal  appearance 
to  tlie  other  beautiful  furnishings. 

The  fireproof  asbestos  curtain  is  skill
- 

fully designed  in  beautiful  colors,  por- 

traying the  meeting  of  the  greapst  Aztec 

king,  Montezuma,  with  Cortez,  fa
med  ex- 

plorer of  Mexico,  the  event  that  marked 

the  beginning  of  the  end  of  the  
Aztec 

nation.  It  is  pronounced  authentic  m   ever
y 

detail.- 

The  main  stage  curtain  is  gold  silk  plush, 

35  feet  in  height  and  66  feet  wide. 
 A 

heavy  rope  fringe  borders  the  bo
ttom  ot 

the  curtain,  while  an  Aztec  hand  
border 

is  just  above,  with  an  Aztec  eagle  s
ix  feet 

wide  on  each  side  of  the  curtain. 

The  drapery  valance  is  of  gold  silk  p
lush 

and  black  and  red  satin,  with  gold  tass
els, 

which  design  was  obtained  from  the  canop
y 

of  the  brother  of  Montezuma. 

The  picture  setting  is  of  jade  g
reen 

satin  with  a   border  of  green  gold,  purpl
e 

velour,  and  satin.  Then  the  beaut
iful  cur- 

tain of  black  and  silver  is  studded  with 

thousands  of  glittering  jewels.  
Every- 

where there  is  an  appearanw  of  vastness, 

splendor,  and  uniqueness.  The  st
age  will 

accommodate  elaborate  performances,
  ine 

operating  equipment  is  also  the
  most  moa- 

ern  obtainable. 

COOLING 
You  can  have  them  in  your  theat

re  this  summer 

supplied  at  a   velocity  of  35  miles  
per  hour  with  the  new 

SUPREME  BLOWER— plenty  of  volume,  too,  35,000 

to  40,000  cubic  feet  per  minute. 

Order  Your  Blower  Now  at  the  New  Lo
w  Cost 

$150.  00  F.  o.  B.  ST.  LOUIS Terms— $75  on  Delivery- — 3   Notes  on 
 Balance 

Sturdily  constructed  of  oak,  mapl
e  and  metal,  6   foot  Housing, 

4   foot  wheel,  roller  bearings,  buil
t  to  last. 

DON’T  DELAY— TODAY 

SUPREME  HEATER  &   VENTILATING 
 CORPORATION 

St.  Louis,  Mo. 

If  It's  STAGE  LIGHTING 
This  book  answers  all 

 your  questions 

A   CATALOGUE  of  the  world’s  largest and  most  complete  line  of 
 theatrical 

lighting  specialties — 128-pa
ges  of  practical 

information  on  the  use  of  spotl
ights, 

..  «   •     S   € 

intormanon  on  ui^  v*-  © — <   color 

wheek,  scenic  and  stage  effec
ts,  et  cetera. 

Send  for  a   copy— it’s  fre
e  to  theatre 

owners,  managers,  and  stage 
 electnaans. 

yiOOuIigow  
‘ 

RtAGo  Lamps  Cowiectore 

Footlights  Musio  Stan
ds 

M0&  Color 
Exit  Signs  Color 

^slo  Lights  colo
r 

•   Dimmers  Color  . 

Besistanceo 

Stage  Cablo 
Qeiatlne  Mediums 
Color  Caps 
Coloring  for  Lamps 
Terminu  Lugs 

Kii  iios 
UHiven^L  Eiscraic  Staoe  Ushtin

s  Co.ikc 

321  West  50th  Street 

NEW  YOBK.N.Y 

0<s^' 

-rSSO 

BEST 

REWIND  PULLEY 

F.  &   R.  Plan  Big  Meet 

for  Theatre  Managers 

MINNEAPOLIS,  June  8.-Fi
nklstein 

&   Ruben  has  launched  plans  for  
the  great- 

est convention  of  motion  Picture 

managers  ever  conducted  m   the 
 Northwest 

on  July  13,  14  and  15  in  Minneapo
lis,  when 

the  heads  of  their  90  houses  in 
 four  states 

assemble  to  map  out  plans  f
or  future 

action. 

Takes  Place  of 

Collar  on  Reel 

Shaft 

Price  $2.50 

at  Your  Dealer 

BEST 

devices  CO. Film  Bldsr. 

Cleveland,  O. 

SCENIC  STUDIOS 

Scenery  and  Stage  Equipmen
t 

VELOUR  CURTAINS 

AND  CYCLORAMAS 

THE  WM.  BECK  &   SONS  
CO. 

Established  1S56 

HlKhlnnii  corner  Dorcheste
r  Are. 

CINCINNATI,  OHIO 
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The  Box-Office  Tells — 
/COUNTING  up  in  the  box-ofifice  tells  whether  the  man- 

agfer  is  wide-awake  to  the  important  things  that  bring 

people  back  over  and  over  again.  That’s  why  most  suc- 
^cessful  houses  are  using  Bausch  &   Lomb  Cinephor  Projec- 

tion Lenses  and  Cinephor  Condensing  Lenses. 

These  remarkable  Bausch  &   Lomb  Lenses  project 

pictures  clearly  and  bring  out  strong  contrasts 
of  black  and  white.  Pictures  sharp  to  the 
margin  are  what  the  audiences  like. 

Let  us  send  you  our  Cinephor  booklet 
— write  now. 

BAUSCH  &   LOMB 
OPTICAL  CO. 

652  St.  Paul  St., 

Rochester,  N.  Y. 

Fill 

Those  Seats! 
Are  there  more  seats  than 

patrons  in  your  theatre? 
A   distinctive  Marquise  over 

the  front  of  your  show  will 

help  fill  those  seats.  It  will 

gain  people^s  attention,  and 
direct  it  to  your  current 
attractions.  It  will  give  your 
house  an  air  of  hospitality 
that  will  make  people  want 
to  come  in.  The  cost  of  an 

appropriate  ProBert  Mar- 
quise is  not  excessive. 

Write  us 

Architectural  Metal  Products, Inc. 

Fopmerly  PpoBopt  Sheet  Metal  Company 

MARQUISE  .   .   .   KALAHEIN  DOORS 

COVINGTON  KENTUCKY 

Three  New  Names  Are 
Added  to  Music 
Roll  Exchange 

Three  more  theatre  owners  this  month 
request  that  their  names  be  added  to  the 
Music  Roll  Exchange,  bringing  the  total 
number  of  members  up  to  29.  new 
names  are  those  appearing  at  the  bottom 
of  the  list  below. 
The  Music  Roll  Exchange,  published  in 

this  column  at  the  request  of  “Better  The- 
atres” readers,  has  for  its  purpose  the  ex- change of  music  rolls  among  exhibitors 

whose  names  are  listed.  Any  exhibitor 
who  desires  to  exchange  rolls  with  other 
theatres  may  have  his  name  listed  similarly 
upon  request,  which  should  be  accompanied 
by  name  of  style  of  instrument  used  to  fa- cilitate exchange. 

J.  M.  BAILE'i,  Bullcy  theatre,  Waverly, 
Kansas.  (Electric*  Piayor.) 

DI^  J.  G.  OHLWEIN,  Royal  theatre,  Now Boston,  III.  (Empress  Electric.) 
h.  G.  ROBERTS,  American  theatre.  Ada, 
Okla.  (Wurfitrer  A   Flute  and  Photo- 
pSayer.) 

R.  H.  McFARLANE,  Liberty  theatre,  Burk* 
burnott,  Tenas.  (Seeburg  “S  ”) 

MAGNET  THEATRE,  Danville,  Quebec,  Can- 

ada.  (Wurlitier  “O.”) K’  HARRIS,  Liberty  theatre,  Franklyn, 

Ky.  (Reproduco.) 
J.  J.  DISCH,  Majestic  theatre,  Cudahy.  Wis 

(Wurlitzer  “O.’*) 
CHARLES  E.  BARBER,  Elcstrlc  theatre, 

Tildcn,  111.  (Wurlitzor  Style  “O.’’) GUNTHER  &   METZGER,  Palaae  theatre, 
Syracuse,  Neb.  (Culbransen.) 

C.  H.  MUEY,  Pastime  theatre.  Richmond, 

Ind.  (Wurlitzor  "C.”) R.  C.  BUXTON,  Strand  theatre,  McCracken, Kan.  (Cremona.) 

A.  FERClTSON,  Royal  theatre,  Fairmouni, 

Ind.  (Seeburg  “S.”) WICHITA  Theatre,  Wichita,  Kans.  (Re. 
produco.) 

JESS  I/oBRUN,  Cor!  theatre,  Decatur,  Ind. 
(Wijrlitzer  O   Duplex.) 

R.  SMITH,  Palace  theatre,  Rockmart,  Ga. 

(Seeburg  “W.”) 
RYAN  &   KUNDERT,  Empress  theatre. 

Beresford,  Okla.  (Wurlilzer  Piano  Concert 
Style  “K”  and  Seeburg  “X”  player  piano.) 

CHAS.  HOLTZ,  Princess  theatre,  Danforih, 
Me.  (Sublima  Bogina  piano.) 

FRANK  HOCKING,  JR.,  Orpheum  theatre. 
Flora,  in.  (Reproduce.) 

DIXIE  THEATRE,  Olive  Hill,  Ky.  (Electric 

player,  Style  G.) 

WALTER  HO'HLFELD,  Elite  theatre,  Green- 
leaf,  Kan.  (Reproduco.) 

V.  G.  SECORD,  K.  P.  theatre.  La  Rue,  O. 
(Wtirlitzep  Automatic.) 

R.  K.  LATTIN,  Strand  theatre,  Valparaiso, 
Neb.  (Gulbransen  piono.) 

MAJESTIC  THEATRE,  Mcdill,  Okla.  (Cre- 
mona and  Harwood  Electric.) 

A.  A.  SUSZNCKI,  MeJestSo  theatre,  Mauston, 
Wis.  (Link  Organ.) 

MRS  E.  M.  REITZ,  Dreamland  ihentro.  Elk 
Lick,  Pa. 

W.  M.  ELLIOT,  Pdoon  &   Star  theatres, 
Vandopgrift,  Pa.  (Seeburg  Organ,  style 
H   and  Sseburg-Smlth  Unified  Organ.) 

H.  W.  WHISLER,  Tokyo  theatre,  Veeders- 
burg,  Ind.  (Reproduco.) 

C.  E.  LONCACRE,  Dixie  theatre,  Dickson, 

Tonn.  fSeefearg  "W.")  I H.  H.  ROBEY,  Robey  theatre,  Spencer, 

W.  Va.  (Seeburg  “V.”) 

Business  Slumps  as  4 

New  Firms  Incorporate 
(Special  to  the  Herald) 

ALBANY,  N.  Y..  June  8. — With  only 

four  companies  incorporating  in  the  mo- 
tion picture  business  during  the  week. 

New  York  state  failed  to  maintain  its 

high  average  of  companies  entering  the 
business  week  by  week.  This  slump  has 
characterized  motion  picture  companies 
incorporating  for  the  last  several  weeks. 
The  companies  chartered  were: 

-^usement  Corporation,  capitalized  at 
$30,000;  Jodel  Theatre.s,  $500;  Civic  Repertory 
Iheatres,  Inc.,  and  Mirror  Enterprises,  Inc., 
Lake  Placid,  not  specifying  the  amount  of  capi- talization. 
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MUSIC  IN  THE 
Solo  Numbers  That  Scored  With 

Chicago  Audiences 
Harry  L.  Wagner  Gives  Details  of  Organ  Presentations 

Which  Drew  Rounds  of  Applause  from  Empress  Patrons 

By  HARRY  L.  WAGNER 
Solo  Organist,  Empress  theatre,  Chicago,  Hi 

After  a   recess  of  two  months  here  I am  again  with  some  more  chatter  on 

the  organ  and  its  use.  I   want  to  than
k 

those  who  have  written  me  commending 

my  articles,  and  since  no  one  wrote  me
  to 

tell  me  how  rotten  they  are,  I   want  to 

thank  them  too  for  sparing  my  feelings 

even  though  there  must  be  some  who  do 

not  agree  with  me  on  all  points. 

However,  don’t  forget  that  I   welcome 

adverse  criticism  as  well  as  the  compli
- 

ments because  it  is  the  thing  we  all  need 

to  broaden  our  knowledge  and  experience. 

Come  on  now  let’s  have  some  more  opin-
 

ions on  the  subject  of  the  organ,  and  make 

this  department  real  snappy. 

One  writer  was  very  appreciative  of  the 

suggestions  for  organ  solo  work.  So
  I 

shall  submit  a   few  more  at  this  time,  after 

having  let  my  audiences  place  their  
ap- 

proval upon  them. 
*   *   ♦ 

A   double  number  that  registered  heavily 

with  my  audience  was,  “What  Can^  I   Say 

After  I   Say  I’m  Sorry,”  and  “
It’s  Too 

Late  to  Be  Sorry  Now.”  I   had  a 
  man 

singer  work  with  me  for  a   verse  a
nd 

chorus  of  the  first  number,  which  segued
 

into  a   woman’s  voice  picking  up  the  verse 

of  the  latter  number.  At  the  close  of  t
he 

chorus  of  the  last  song,  the  applause  de
- 

manded an  encore  and  the  second  chorus 

was  repeated  with  the  two  singers  doing  a 

duct.  It  was  a   big  hit  for  me.  In  cas
e 

you  wish  to  use  such  a   version,  the  forme
r 

is  published  by  Leo  Feist,  and  this  
second 

by  Will  Rossiter.  Use  just  the  stra
ight 

verse  and  chorus  slides  of  each  number,
 

and  be  sure  your  segue  is  prompt  a
nd 

smooth  to  prevent  any  applause  starting  at 

the  termination  of  the  first  song. 

Another  hit  number  was  “Too  Many
 

Parties,  and  Too  Many  Pals.”  This  br
ought 

the  “scrim”  curtain  into  play,  which  I   men- 

tioned in  a   former  article.  There  is  a   reci- 

tation with  this  song  about  a   judges  ad- 

dress to  the  jury,  that  is  pitting  on  the  case 

of  a   fallen  woman  on  trial.  I   did  a   ver
se 

and  chorus  of  the  song,  and  as  the  last  s
lide 

of  the  chorus  is  being  played,  the  screen 
 is 

slowly  raised,  revealing  a   judge  on
  the 

bench  and  a   woman  prisoner  befor
e  the 

bar  Promptly  at  the  finish  of  the
  last 

word  on  the  slide  the  judge  cuts  in  
with; 

“Gentlemen  of  the  Jury — The  prisoner  be- 

fore you  is  a   social  enemy,”  etc.,  etc. 
*   ♦   * 

The  complete  recitation  is  on  all 
 the 

sheet  music  and  if  you  are  familiar
  with 

it  you  will  see  that  the  phrase  fo
llowing 

the  first  sentence  is  omitted  to  make 
 the 

speech  in  the  first  person.  Contin
ue  the 

chorus  “ad  libitum.”  using  your  Vox  Hu-
 

mana, harp,  aeolin  and  other  soft  stops.
 

At  the  finish  of  the  address  have  a   singer 

pick  up  another  chorus  with  the  organ 

while  the  characters  behind  the  scrim  hold 

position  for  the  final  close-in  at  the  finish 

of  the  last  chorus.  This  is  another  Feist 

song,  and  the  special  slide  version  includes 

slides  of  the  address  and  the  second 

chorus  is  in  the  past  tense. 

Eliminate  the  address  slides  altogether 

as  it  detracts  from  the  pathos  of  the  judge’s 

talk,  and  signal  the  operator  to  pick  up 

the  last  chorus  at  the  finish  of  the 

talk.  The  difference  in  the  tense  of  the 

second  chorus  fits  in  wonderfully  on  this 

stunt  and  as  a   whole  is  bound  to  register 

very  good  with  your  audience.  Have  your 

singer  get  all  the  emotion  possible  into 

his  chorus,  and  let  your  judge  character 

be  a   man  with  some  dramatic  ability  and 

whose  voice  is  impressive. 
if.  * 

“You  Can’t  Be  a   Good  Little  Fello\v.  and 

Still  Be  a   Good  Little  Girl,”  is 
 a   Frank 

Clark  song  of  about  the  same  
sentiments 

as  the  one  just  given.  The  rec
itation  in 

this  one  is  more  in  the  nature  of  
a   word 

of  warning  to  girls  who  are  in  
the  habit  ot 

committing  little  indiscretions,  dr
inking, 

petting,  etc.  I   had  a   singer  
m   the  uni- 

form of  a   policeman.  At  the  finish  
of  a 

verse  and  chorus  of  the  song,  t
he  screen 

raises  on  the  scrim  showing  a   muc
h  dishev- 

HARRY  L.  WAGNER 

eled  girl  half  sprawled  on  a   park  bench 
and  the  officer  standing  near  her.  He  gives 

her  a   talking  to,  relative  to  the  inevitable 

end  of  the'  path  she  is  following,  while 

the  organ  continues  in  the  same  style  and 

the  one  last  mentioned.  At  the  finish  of 

his  talk,  he  picks  up  the  second  chorus  and 

sings  it  to  her.  All  of  the  material  such 

as  slides  and  recitations  is  available  from 

the  publishers  of  these  numbers.  And  every 

town  has  competent  amateur  talent  to  put 

these  things  on  with  a   little  rehearsing, 

which  makes  the  expense  of  them  of  on 
consideration. 

If  you  are  a   male  organist  and  haven  t 

used  “Down  By  the  Winegar  Woiks,”  pub- 
lished by  Shapiro  Bernstein,  an  old  cap 

and  tough  looking  sweater  as  a   make-up 

during  your  solo  helps  to  complete  the 

atmosphere  of  the  number  and  furnishes 

your  audience  an  extra  laugh  when  the 

spot-light  is  thrown  on  you  in  the  garb 

of  a   safe-blower.  Another  hit  tune  for  me. ♦   *   * 

The  special  slide  version  of  “Gimme  
a 

Little  Kiss,  Willya,  Huh?”  published  by 

Irving  Berlin,  is  very  catchy  and  interpre
ts 

a   man’s  version  until  the  last  chorus,  and 

that  is  a   girl’s  version.  A   little  surprise 

for  your  audience  is  worked  in  this
  one 

by  just  playing  the  man’s  v
ersion  with 

the  slides,  and  as  the  woman’s  ver
sion  is 

reached,  have  a   girl  singer  “plante
d”  m   the 

audience,  close  by  the  organ  console,  co
me 

for\vard  and  ardently  sing  to  you,  “Gimm
e 

a   Little  Coat,  Willya,  Huh?”  etc.,  a
ll  the 

way  through  the  last  version,  while  
you 

must  maintain  an  attitude  of  chagrin  an
d 

embarrassment. 

If  this  demands  an  encore,  have  the 

singer  do  a   second  woman’s  version
,  or 

prepare  for  your  encore  by  omitting 
 one 

of  the  three  choruses  in  the  man’s  ve
rsion, 

and  use  this  one  for  an  encore.  This
  is 

such  an  unusual  little  song  that  is  almo
st 

sure  to  call  for  an  encore  when  used
  m this  way.  . 

An  absolute  sure  fire  hit  was  that_  mu 

sical  atrocity”  known  as  the  "P
risoner 

Song.”  Immediately  after  the  trail
er  an- 

nouncing my  solo  was  shown  I   addressed 

the  audience  personally  on  the  subje
ct  ot 

my  efforts  to  select  solos  that  woul
d  please 

them.  Making  the  talk  very  brie
f  and 

apologizing  to  them  for  what  I
   am 

to  “wish  onto  them.”  I   humbly  begged  their 

indulgence  while  I   play  the  “World
  s   Worst 

Song.”  Then  the  title  slide  is  throw
n  on 

the  screen  and  the  audience  bur
sts  into 

applause  at  the  sight  of  it.  
I   know  its 

a   terrible  song,  but  that’s  what  the
  people 

seem  to  want  right  now,  so  use  i
t  quick 

if  you  haven’t  already  done  so.  P
ublished 

by  Shapiro  Bernstein. (^Continued  o«  Pose  42) 
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xViimbers  That  Scored 

Mdth  Audiences  Are 

Told  by  Wagner 
(CatiltHued  from  page  41) 

Remick  has  a   very  good  special  version 

of  “Tamiami  Trail”  that  should  go  over 
very  good  in  any  house,  and  it  is  a   very 

popular  tune  at  this  writing. 

Then  there  is  Feist’s  "Sailor’s  Sweet- 

heart,” another  “nut”  song  which,  if  done  in 
the  dress  of  a   “gob”  at  the  organ,  makes 
an  effective  solo  stunt. 

The  “Song  Films”  have  been  rather 
passe  of  late,  but  Ager  Yellen  and  Born- 

stein  have  one  now  on  “My  Old  Gal,"  with 

the  famous  “Van  and  Schenk”  in  the  cast, 
that  is  quite  a   departure  from  tlie  regular 
run  of  film  solo  material.  It  runs  about 

eight  minutes,  and  has  an  interesting  plot 
woven  through  it,  and  when  being  played 
only,  up  until  the  song  itself  is  sung  in 
the  cabaret,  have  two  men  concealed,  sing 
along  with  you,  giving  the  impression  of 
actually  hearing  the  voices  of  this  noted 
singing  team.  This  requires  very  careful 
timing  of  the  operator  and  performers  to 
keep  both  in  perfect  harmony,  but  a   couple 
of  rehearsals  should  prepare  it  for  presen- tation. 

*   ♦   ♦ 

All  of  these  suggestions  require  a   little 
extra  work,  but  they  are  diflFerent  than  the 
average  run  of  organ  solos,  and  that  is 
what  one  must  do  nowadays,  if  they  arc 
to  accomplish  anything  worth  while.  Re- 

member, the  public  is  the  most  fickle  thing 
in  the  world  to  deal  with,  and  is  con- 
st^tly  clamoring  for  something  new  and 
different.  Give  it  to  them  and  they  will 
return  to  your  theatre  again  and  again, 
to  hear  you  “do  your  stuff.”  Don’t  forget 
to  give  them  plenty  of  community  singing, 
but  be  careful  to^  use  songs  with  which 
they  are  real  familiar,  and  let  the  newer 
ones  wait  until  they  have  become  pretty 
well  known.  If  you  arrange  your  own 
solos  of  this  type  and  write  your  own 
verses  between  the  singing  choruses,  set 
your  words  to  some  old  familiar  tune  that 
the  audience  can  hum,  when  they  are  not singing. 

Ground  Broken  for 

New  Munz  Enterprises 
House  in  Detroit 

C.  W.  Munz  Enterprises  have  broken 
ground  for  their  latest  theatre  in  Detroit, 
the  Grand  Riviera  Annex.  This  house  will 
be  of  Churrigueresque  atmospheric  design 
and  will  have  a   seating  capacity  of  2,000 
on  one  floor.  John  Aberson,  Chicago  archi- 

tect who  designed  the  Grand  Riviera  thea- 
tre for  Munz  and  his  associates,  is  the 

architect  of  the  new  house. 

^ri  addition  to  the  Grand  Riviera  the 
Munz  Enterprises  now  operate  the  Palace, 
La  Salle  Garden  and  Tuxedo  theatre  in Detroit. 

Their  latest  theatre  will  be  erected  at  a 
cost  of  $550,000. 

Joseph  Hennegan 
Dead 

Joseph  H.  Hennegan,  founder  of  the  firm 
of  Hennegan  &   Company,  Cincinnati,  and  a 
pioneer  printer,  died  at  his  residence  in 
Cincinnati  last  month. 

The 

UPTOWN 
THEATRE 

Chicago 

and^  the  following  are 
equipped  zvith  our  organ 
console  and  orchestra 

lifts: 
Tivoli  Theatre,  Chicago 

Oriental  Theatre,  Chicago 

Howard  TTieatre,  Chicago 

Tower  Theatre,  Chicago 

Harding  Theatre,  Chicago 
Belmont  Theatre,  Chicago 

Diversey  Theatre,  Chicago 

North  Center  Theatre,  Chicago 

Royal  Tlieatre,  Joliet 

Missouri  Theatre,  St.  Louis 

St.  Louis  Theatre,  St.  Louis 

Uptown  Theatre,  Chicago 

State  Theatre,  Detroit 

Orchestra  Hall,  Detroit 

Michigan  Theatre,  Detroit 

Shea's  Theatre,  Buffalo 
Metropolitan  Theatre,  Boston 

Saengers  Theatre,  New  Orleans 

Eastman  Theatre,  Rochester 

Kilhorn  Hall,  Rochester 

Colony  Theatre,  New  York 

Rivoli  Theatre,  New  York 

Roxy  Theatre,  New  York 
Paramount  Theatre,  New  York 

PETER  CLARK,  INC. 
534-536-538  West  30th  St. 

NEW  YORK  CITY 

Distributes  Light  Evenly  and  Has 

No  Fade-Out  Regardless  of  Angles 

Subdues  Glare  in  the  High  Lights 

—and  Brings  Out  the  Detail  in 
Shadows 

RAVEN  SCREEN  CORPORATION 
1476  Broadway  New  York,  N.  Y. 

KIDDIES  ‘^MATINEE’’  GIFTS 

lOO-GIFT  NOVELTY  TOYS  with  a 

5c  to  15c  retail  value — assorted  in 

a   box  for  only — $3.00 

Our  Catalog  offering  1,000  and  ONE 
kinds  of  novelties,  and  celebration  goods 
m   general  is  free. 
Send  for  BOTH  at  once,  and  let  us  intro- 

duce ourselves  to  your  entire  liking. 

BRAZEL  NOVELTY  MFC.  CO. 
30  Ella  St.,  Cincinnati,  O. 

UNIFORMS 

AbrUshers,  Door* 
men*  Footmen, 

Orchestras, 

Bands,  etc. 

smes,  fit  guaranteed. 

'es  sent  nee 

WESTERN  UNIFORM  CO. 

204  So.  Clark  Street 
ChicBso,  III. 
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Atmospheric  Theatre 
Is  a   Revelation  to 

Tulsa  Audiences 
The  half  million  dollar  Ritz  theatre, 

Tulsa,  Okla.,  opened  its  doors  to  an  awe- 
struck populace  last  month,  the  first  in 

this  state  to  behold  one  of  the  new  at- 
mospheric type  theatres.  The  grandeur 

and  magnificence  of  modern  theatre  con- 
struction as  exemplified  by  the  architec- 

tural genius  of  John  Eberson  of  Chicago 

mystified  and  delighted  those  who  were 
fortunate  enough  to  gain  admission. 

This  theatre,  erected  by  Ralph  Talbot 

and  associates,  is  the  crowning  culmina- 
tion of  many  years  of  good  showmanship, 

high  ideals  and  civic  pride.  Built  along 
the  general  plan  of  the  Capitol  theatre  in 

Chicago  and  the  more  recent  Grand-Ri- 
viera  theatre  in  Detroit,  the  Ritz  stands 
as  a   beautiful  institution  dedicated  to  the 
task  of  bringing  amusement,  recreation 
and  happiness  to  the  people  of  Oklahoma. 

*   *   * 

Its  appointments  and  entire  equipment 
are  the  very  best  that  money  can  buy.  It 
has  a   seating  capacity  of  2,000,  while  the 

stage  is  equipped  to  handle  any  production 
and  contains  some  of  the  most  gorgeous 

drops  and  effects  in  the  entire  country. 

The  orchestra  pit  accommodates  the  Ritz 

Symphony  Orchestra  of  eighteen  men ;   the 

projection  room  is  of  the  outside  ventila- 
tion type  and  contains  a   battery  of  three 

I^tiograph  machines  as  well  as  various 

spotlights  and  effect  machines;  the  usher 
and  service  system  is  on  the  military  plan ; 
the  ventilation  is  by  the  B.  F.  Reynolds 
Company  of  Chicago. 

To  attempt  to  describe  the  beauty  of  Ae 

auditorium,  lobby,  foyer,  and  mezzanine 

floor  would  be  futile,  for  words  cannot 

describe  the  artistry  with  which  Mr.  Eber- 
son has  designed  and  decorated  this,  his 

latest  theatre.  Suffice  it  to  say  that  Okla- 

homa is  now  proud  to  have  a   theatre  sec- 
ond to  none  in  beauty,  appointments  and 

management. 

One  of  the  outstanding  features  of  the 

Ritz  is  the  $45,000  orchestral  pipe  organ 

built  by  ̂ e  Robert  Morton  Organ  Com- 

pany at  Van  Nuys,  Cal.,  according  to 

specifications  furnished  by  Wade  Hamil- 
ton, Ritz  organist.  This  organ  is  one  of 

the  largest  and  finest  orchestral  pipe  organs 

in  the  entire  South.  The  console  is  of  the 

four  manual  t5T)e  and  has  270  stop  tablets. 

It  is  decorated  in  conformance  with  the 

architectural  style  of  the  theatre  and  is 

mounted  on  a   Miller  electric  elevator. 

Three  manuals  are  equipped  wih  the  sec- 

ond touch  and  many  new  features  .are  in- 
corporated herein  in  accordance  with  Mr. 

Hamilton’s  wishes.  The  organ  proper  is 
installed  on  either  side  of  the  auditorium. 

It  contains  nineteen  full  ranks  of  pipes 

and  a   full  complement  of  rnechanical  in- 

struments, including  a   special  marimba- 

phone.  a   piano,  chrysoglatt,  harp,  glocken- 
speil,  orchestra  bells,  chimes  and  every 
known  variety  of  drum. 

*   ♦   ♦ 

Mr.  Hamilton,  who  presides  at  the  Ritz 

organ,  has  been  head  organist  at  the  Ma- 

jestic theatre,  Tulsa,  Okla.,  for  the  l^t 

three  years.  During  this  time  he  has  made 

many  friends  and  has  made  his  musical 

efforts  knovm  in  a   civic  way  as  well  as  m 

a   theatrical  way.  As  director  of  the  Tulsa 

Piano  Study  Qub,  he  inaugurated  me 

Piano  Carnival  in  Tulsa,  which  has_  be- 
come an  annual  event  during  National 

Music  Week.  He  has  recently  been  elected 

sub-dean  of  the  Eastern  Oklahoma  Chap- 

ter of  the  American  Guild  of  Organists. 

(Continued  on  page  44) 

EDWARDS  SHEET  METAL 

MARQUEES  or  CANOPIES 
For  use  over  entrances  to  theatres,  hotels,  cafes,  store  buildings,  etc.  A   work  of  art 

and  they  have  the  massive  and  ornamental  appearance  of  cast  iron,  at  but  a   fraction  of 

the  cost  Furnished  complete,  easy  to  erect — Made  of  galvani2ed  iron  or  copper  m   any 

style  or  size  desired.  Shipped  in  largest  convenient  sections,  with  glass  packed  sep- 

arately. Our  large  catalog  showing  complete  line  Marquises  or  Canopies,  Balconies, 

Cornices,  Theatre  Fronts,  Signs,  Skylights,  Metal  Roofing,  Metal  Ceilings  and
  Walls, 

etc.,  sent  free  on  request 

The  Edwards  Manufacturing  Co. 
409459  East  Fifth  St.  Cincinnati,  Ohio 

The  World’s  Largest  Manufacturers  of  Metal  Roofing,  Metal  Shingles, 

Metal  Spanish  Tile,  Metal  Ceilings,  Metal  Garages,  Portable 

Buildings,  Rolling  Steel  Doors,  Partitions,  etc. 

This 
Photo 

Is  of  a   theatre  owner  who  couldn’t  see,  in  the
  screening  of 

Alexander  Short  Length  Publicity  Playlets,  
an  increase  m   his 

revenue  and  an  enhanced  interest  on  the  part
  of  his  aumence. 

A.  TRUL, 

Photographer. 

FREE  BOOKLET  TELLS  YOU! 
Mai!  the  Coupon  at  once 
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There  is  an 

Actodector  size and  model  for  every 

motion  picture  power  requirement. 

SMOOTH,  dependable  power supply  for  any  installation 
from  the  small  theatre  to  the 
largest  can  best  be  supplied  by 
the  Roth  Actodector. 

This  unit  gives  better  projec- 
tion, requires  no  attention 

from  the  projectionist,  and  be- 
sides is  remarkably  economical 

by  comparison  with  other 

methods  of  power  supply. 

The  Roth  Actodector  is  ex- 
tremely simple  in  operation.  It 

will  carry  two  arcs  during  the 

change-over  period  automati- 
cally— without  any  adjustments 

or  attention. 

Send  ioT  the  Actodector  bulle- 

tins and  get  complete  informa- 
tion. 

Roth  Brothers  &   Co. 
1409  W.  Adams  Street 

Chicago,  III. The 
Roth  Brothers 

ACTODECTOR B   H   6-12  Gray 

JUST  PRESSING  A   BUTTON- 
CONTROLS  YOUR  CURTAIN 

Used  in  the  Celebrated 

Theatres  from  Coast 
to  Coast 

A.  D.  C. 
CURTAIN  CONTROL 
SMOOTH  SILENT  COMPACT  ECONOMICAL 

Perfect  curtain  movements  of  the  finest  showman- 
ship are  executed  by  merely  preying  the  control 

buttons  located  wherever  you  desiro— at  your 
booth,  organ,  offlco— anj-where. 

AUTOMATIC  DEVICES  CO. 
17  N.  17th  St. Allentown,  Pa. 

Newest 
and 
Best 

Tliberty 
If  MUSIC  STAND II  Patentod 

Standard  for 

AU  Purposes 

""  Send  for  Our  New 

I   Booklet 

LIBERTY  MUSIC  STAND  CO. 
I960  E.  116th  St.  Cleveland,  O. 

BEYOND  COMPARISON 
but 

IT’S  COMPARISON 
that 

SELLS  IT! 
We  challenge  you  to  make  a   trial  test 

of  the 

SUPER-LITE  LENS 
against  your  present  equipment  or Results 

any 

will 

other  lenses  you  choose, 
speak  for  themselves. 

Ask  your  dealer  or  write  to 

Projection  Optics  Co. 
Rochester,  New  York 

Indianapolis  Uptown 

Ope  ns  to  Capacity 
Capacity  crowds  attended  the  formal 

opening  May  20  of  the  new  Uptown,  thea- 
tre at  Forty-second  street  and  College  ave- 

nue, Ind.ianapolis.  The  house  was  crowded 
during  the  entire  evening.  Directors  and 
officers  of  the  Circle  Theatre  Company, 
operators  of  the  new  theatre,  members  of 
the  Uptown  Business  Association,  and 

merchants  from  several  squares  around  at- 
tended the  opening  in  a   body. 

Johnny  Hines,  screen  star,  who  appeared 
personally  at  the  Circle  theatre  during  last 
week,  made  a   courtesy  call  during  the 
opening,  and  Miss  Dessa  Byrd,  Circle  thea- 

tre organist,  presided  at  the  organ  as  guest 

organist.  She  remained  there  during  the 
week.  R.  G.  Hesseldenz,  manager  of  the 

theatre,  and  his  staff,  including  Earl  Slater, 
projectionist,  and  Uoyd  Silverthorn,  also 
greeted  patrons  at  the  door  on  the  opening 

night.  Members  of  ’the  Indianapolis  Pho- 
toplay Indorsers  attended  the  first  night 

show. 

Kansas  City  Gets  New 
Suburban  House 

An  enthusiastic  first  night  audience  filled 

the  Madrid  theatre,  Kansas  City’s  newest 
suburban  motion  picture  house,  Saturday 
night.  Jack  Roth,  manager,  was  generous 
with  his  program,  and  the  audience  was 
generous  with  its  applause. 

Spanish  influence  dominates  both  the  in- 
terior and  exterior  of  the  theatre,  which 

is  located  at  Thirty-eighth  and  Main 
streets.  The  building  is  of  buff  brick  with 
terra  cotta  trimmings,  and  Spanish  blues 

and  reds  predominate  in  the  interior  deco- 
rations and  stage  furnishings. 

“The  completion  of  the  Madrid  simply 
means  another  expression  of  confidence 
that  Kansas  City  will  support  high  cl^s 

entertainment  in  the  neighborhood  dis- 

tricts,” said  Mr.  Roth.  “We  have  ample 
room  on  our  stage  for  prologues  and 
vaudeville  features,  and  we  intend  to  spare 
no  expense  in  staging  the  best  possible 

entertainment.” 

Atmospheric  Theatre 
Is  a   Revelation  to 

Tulsa  Audiences 
{Continued  from  page  43) 

He  is  also  head  of  the  Wade  Hamilton 

Studios,  in  the  J.  W.  Jenkins  Music  Build- 
ing, where  he  has  an  Estey  two  manual 

practice  organ  and  gives  instruction  in 
piano,  organ  and  harmony. 
An  innovation  instituted  by  Mr.  Ralph 

Talbot  is  the  “Discovery  Concert”  given 
every  Sunday  afternoon  in  conjunction 
with  the  regular  Ritz  entertainment.  These 
concerts  consist  of  selections  on  the  Ritz 

organ  interspersed  with  a   high  type  of 
musical  entertainment  furnished  by  eastern 

Oklahoma  artists  who  do  not  appear  be- 
fore the  public  regularly  and  in  a   profes- sional capacity. 

Two  Theatres  Open 
(Special  to  Exhibitors  Herald) 

ALBANY,  N.  Y..  June  8. — In  Utica, 
N.  Y.,  two  brand  new  motion  picture  the- 

atres opened  last  month.  John  Augello’s residential  house  opened  May  15,  while  W. 

H.  Linton’s  theatre,  in  the  business  center of  the  city,  started  later. 
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One  of  tlie  finest  supply  houses  and  sales  rooms  on  the  Pacific  Coast  is  the  home  of  the  Thea
tre  Equipment  Company,  1956  Vermont 

street  Los  Angeies,  of  which  C.  L.  Russell  is  the  head.  Mr.  Russell,  who  is  distributor  for  the
  Monograph  line  of  projectors  is  a 

wide-awake  business  man  as  he  has  proven  by  the  many  installations  he  has  made.  He  believ
es  m   keeping  his  sales  room  m   an 

up-to-date  and  strictly  orderly  fashion.  The  above  photographs  plainly  indicate  that. 

New  Rialto  Square  Is 

One  of  Country’s 
Finest  Theatres 

{Coutimicd  from  page  13) 

The  mezzanine  is  carpeted  and  elabor- 

ately decorated  and  furnished.  From  this 

floor  one  may  enter  the  balcony  of  the 
theatre. 

The  theatre  contains  approximately 

2,000  seats,  the  chairs  used  being  the 

same  comfortable  type  as  found  in_  the 

Uptown  theatre  in  Chicago.  The  aisles 

are  wide  and  the  seats  so  arranged  as 

to  provide  ample  space  between  the rows. 

*   *   * 

According  to  Oscar  Kaiser,  of  the  con- 
tracting firm,  the  Rubens  have  sacrificed 

at  least  400  seats  in  building  the  balcony 

as  it  is — with  a   long  gradual  slope  in- 
stead of  a   steep  pitch.  By  means  of 

this  construction  one  may  sit  any  place 

in  the  house  and  have  a   clear  view  of 
the  screen  free  from  distortion. 

The  orchestra  pit  can  be  lowered  and 
raised  to  a   level  with  the  stage. 

All  of  the  latest  conveniences  have 

been  installed,  including  an  automatic 

ucitonum  oi  tne  recenuy  upeueu  vnyuiiiio, 

The  Ohmpia  is  an  atmospheric  theatre  and  was  de
signed  by  John  Lberson,  i^mcago 

IS  an 

It  is  executed  in  the 

cooling  and  ventilating  system.  The  out- 
side air  is  taken  from  the  top  of  the 

building  and  shot  down  through  water 

sprays,  passed  through  a   refrigerating 

plant  and  then  carried  up  by  cork-cov- 
ered ducts  and  discharged  into  the 

theatre  from  the  ceilings.  The  air  is 

drawn  off  through  mushroom  vents  be- 
neath the  seats,  and  instead  of  being 

exhausted  out  the  top  or  side  of  the 

building,  it  will  be  discharged  through 
the  main  entrance. 

In  the  winter  time  the  outside  air  will 
be  warmed  before  it  is  sent  through  the 

house.  In  the  summer  the  temperature 

inside  the  theatre  will  be  kept  at  ap- 
proximately 68  degrees. 

Another  mechanical  feature  of  the 

Rialto  is  the  remote  control  switchboard 

by  which  all  the  lights  of  the  theatre 
are  controlled.  This  board  is  located 

on  the  stage,  in  the  wings,  and  is  con- 
nected with  magnetic  switches  located 

in  a   special  room  in  the  basement. 
Beneath  the  stage  are  rooms  for  the 

musicians,  stage  hands,  property  rooms, 

but  no  dressing  rooms.  The  dressing 
rooms  are  on  floors  above  the  stage  and 

equipped  with  all  conveniences,  includ- 
ing shower  baths.  ^ 

The  theatre  proper  is  a   decorators 

masterpiece.  Huge  mirrors  adorn  the 
east  and  west  walls,  and  in  the  top  aye 

three  domes.  These  domes  and  the  ceil- 

ing in  the  dome  of  the  foyer  grande  are 

suspended  from  the  steel  roof  beams 

and  trusses  by  thousands  of  steel 

hangers. 

Up  above  the  domes  and  through  this 

maze  of  steel  wooden  runways  have  been 

constructed.  It  is  through  vents  in  the 

domes  that  light  bulbs  are  changed. 

These  bulbs  are  all  concealed  from  view 

and  in  front  of  each  globe  is  a   sheet  of 

glass  the  same  color  as  light.  These 

glass  screens  are  used  that  the  light  may 

be  even  and  of  the  same  tone. 

The  chandeliers  in  the  lobbies  and  ̂ e 

theatre  are  suspended  on  chains  that 

are  fastened  to  winches  in  the  space  
be- 

neath the  roof,  which  explains  how  they 

are  reached  when  light  bulbs  burn  out. 

The  building  is  of  fireproof  construct
ion throughout.  , , 

The  balcony  has  been  thoroughly
 

tested.  It  rests  on  a   90-ton  steel  
girder 

and  concrete  cantilevers  carry  con
crete 

beams  of  the  balcony  proper.  In
  the 

test  made  to  determine  its  strength
  sand 

bags  were  piled  into  the  secti
on  to  olU 

pounds  per  square  foot. 
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The  Acme  Usher 
SiSDsl  System 
has  BUtloDs  de- 

signed to  meet 
the  Individual 
architectural  re- 

quirements 0   f 
your  house. 

Keep  the  Crowds 

Moving  and  the 
Dollars  Coming  in 

People  in  line  outside  your  the- atre keep  prospective  ticket  buyers 
away.  When  seats  are  vacated  inside 

your  doorman  should  know  it  imme- 
diately. The  Acme  Usher  Signal  Sys- 

tem relays  this  information  with  no 
lost  motion  at  all.  The  ushers,  chiefs 
and  door  attendants  know  of  your 

seating  facilities  at  all  times.  They 

keep  constantly  in  touch  witli  all  seat- 
ing activities  all  over  the  house.  The 

result  is  a   capable,  well  performing 

team  that  keeps  the  crowd  constantly moving. 

USHER  SIGNAL 
SYS  T   E   M 

Send  for  full  details. 

No  costs  or  obligations 

Acme  Electric  Construction 
Company 

407  S.  Dearborn  St.,  Chicago 

THE  ACME  IS  A   MARK  OF 

FINISHED  SHOWMANSHIP 

MAIL  YOUR  TRIAL  ORDER  TODAY 

i   Rainproof 

PcunSoi  Heavy  Post^F^per-Size32or36^I0fl.ja5c(3ntr^^^^  colors  and 
beautifully  Air-Brushed  -   Expert  workmanship  a   service  guar 

^   s-WEEKLY  PROGRAM  SIGNSs  CARDS  fon|oiirLob]?ii  and 
f   Boards  Siz^2'x5'-6 -3'x5'up  iP-f  ea-  or  write  for  ( 

OTHER  FT^aiCES  :> 

PAPER  BANNERS 10  W   mm\C^r^)p3r/boi 
ILLUSTRATED  MUSLIN 

PRICES  DO  NOT  INaUDE  POSTAGE . 
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J 
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-
 

|<  STUDIOS 
Bin^their  new  quarters ^   54 
W.  RANDOLPH 

SLIDES 
AND  FILM  > 

(l^ualitr 

cemegtadios 
npFm.oHio 

Everything  for  the  Stage 

June  12,  1926 

New  Rialto  Square  Is 

One  of  Country’s 
Finest  Houses 
{Continued  from  page  45) 

One  of  the  features  of  the  new  theatre 
will  be  a   lobby  organ,  for  use  in  the 
main  foyer.  The  lobby  organ  is  a   sep- 

arate unit  but  is  played  from  the  key- 
board of  the  theatre  organ. 

Eighteen  marble  columns  with  golden 
capitals  surround  the  domed  circle  in 

the  foyer  from  which  depends  the  mam- 
moth chandelier,  the  giant  of  them  all. 

It  is  20  feet  long  and  has  250  lights. 
It  is  said  to  be  the  largest  display 

fountain  type  ever  attempted,  and  the 
foyer  grande  is  one  of  the  largest  in 
America.  On  either  side  is  the  grand 

stairway,  leading  to  the  mezzanine  prom- 
enade. In  the  domed  ceiling  of  the 

rotunda  are  nine  lunettes  in  delicate  bas- 
relief,  illustrating  the  theme  of  Men- 

delssohn’s "Spring  Sone."  They  alter- 
nate with  bas  reliefs  of  the  “Goddess  of 

the  Eastern  Star.” *   *   * 

The  arch  between  the  esplanade  and 

the  _   grand  foyer  has  been  carefully 
copied  from  the  Arc  de  Triomphe,  Paris. 

It  is  supported  by  eight  marble  columns 
of  unusual  statliness,  each  column  top- 

ped with  a   golden  capital,  ornamented 
with  the  scanthus  leaf  typical  of  the 
Corinthian  order,  with  the  modification 
of  the  head  of  a   sea  horse  in  place  of 
the  volute.  On  one  side  of  the  arch  is 

a   symbolic  bas-relief,  "Labor  Fighting 

the  Evils  of  Today.”  in  the  form  of  a 

dragon.  On  the  opposite  side  is  “Man's 
Labor.”  In  the  center  above  is  a   majes- 

tic, colossal  helmeted  head  of  a   woman. 
The  terrazzo  floor  is  worked  out  in 

geometric  patterns.  Rare  marbles  of 
champagne  red  are  used,  having  been 
brought  from  Vermont. 

Directly  at  the  left  of  the  grand  foyer  is 
the  "cosmetic  room,”  a   halcyon  place,  sup- 

plied with  every  decorative  solace  for  the 
vanity  of  woman,  and  her  complexion. 

The  “Harem  Comer” 
The  gorgeous  drapings  are  of  silk.  On 

the  sounding  board  of  the  proscenium  arch 

is  shown  a   large  decoration  in  relief,  tell- 

ing “The  Story  of  Aphrodite,”  with  many 
figures. 
On  each  side  is  the  ornamental  or^n 

grille  of  hand  wrought  iron,  depicting 
vines  and  flowers  in  prismatic  colors. 

The  Barton  organ,  with  a   golden  con- 
sole, is  a   four  manual  instrument. 

The  main  stage  of  the  theatre  is  105  by 
32  feet.  This  can  be  increased  by  means 
of  a   movable  stage,  lifted  and  lowered  by 
hydraulic  jacks,  and  will  give  stage  room 
of  105  by  46  feet. 

Under  the  dome  of  the  grand  mezzanine 
are  other  domes  with  varicolored  lights. 
And  there  is  no  end  to  the  ornament  and 
beautiful  polychrome  decoration. 

Plan  1,400  Seat  House 
for  Van  Nuys,  Cal. 

A   1400  seat  motion  picture  theatre  will 
be  erected  in  Van  Nuys,  California,  by  the 
Van  Nuys  Theatre  Incorporated,  composed 
of  N.  Scheinberg,  Louie  Greenberg  and 
M.  E.  Horwitz. 

The  building  will  be  located  on  the 
southeast  corner  of  Sherman  Way  and 

Kittridge  street.  It  will  cost  in  the  neigh- 
borhood of  $150,000  exclusive  of  the  equip- 

ment which  will  be  of  the  most  modern 
obtainable.  One  of  the  features  of  the 

house  will  be  a   large  stage  which  will  per- 
mit the  giving  of  spoken  dramas.  Plans 

for  the  structure  are  now  being  com- 

pleted. 
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Theatres  May  Capitalize  Matters 

Having  Local  Significance 
Indian  Motifs  in  Fort  Armstrong  Theatre,  Rock  Island, 

III.,  Depict  Early  History  of  Town 

In  several  articles  in  tliese  columns  inter- 

esting examples  have  been  presented  of 

theatres  which  have  drawn  upon  matters 

having  a   local  significance  as  inspirations  for 

the  decorative  treatment.  Notably  among 

these  was  the  Niles  theatre,  Mesa,  Arizona. 

Now  another  very  splendid  example  of  this 

procedure  is  revealed  in  the  case  of  the  Fort 

Armstrong  theatre,  Rock  island,  Ul.  ̂ 

Concerning  this  theatre  the  Architecturai-
 

Forum  explains  that  when  the  Illinois  Art 

Committee  of  tvhich  Lorado  Taft  is  chair- 

man was  touring  the  northwest  all  those 

present  exclaimed  over  the  beauty  of  the 

design  and  coloring  of  this  house 

was  designed  by  Cervtm  &   Horn  with  W.  T.
 

Braun,  associate.  The  following  history  and 

description  of  the  theatre  is  reprinted  by 

courtesy  of  the  Architectural  Forum: 

In  1832  Lincoln,  Zachary  Taylor  and 

Jefferson  Davis  were  helping  the  state  of 

Illinois  to  drive  beyond  her  borders  the 

red  men  who  under  Black  Hawk,  chief  of 

the  Sacs,  made  their  last  stand  at  Ro
ck 

Island.  The  state  won;  Black  Hawk  was 

captured.  In  his  farewell  address  to  his
 

people,  after  detailing  the  Indians’  
side  of 

the  struggle  and  his  cause  for  action,  h
e 

said;  “Black  Hawk  has  done  nothing  of 

which  an  Indian  need  be  ashamed.”
  To- 

day the  city  of  Rock  Island  honors  
the 

memory  of  this  proud  chieftain.  _   Building^ 

and  clubs  bear  his  name.  His  trails  through 

the  woods  are  marked  that  boy  scouts  may 

follow  them,  and  the  local  museum  is  fu
ll 

of  rare  Indian  relics.  The  city,  situated 

where  the  Rock  River  enters  the  
Missis- 

sippi, breathes  Indian  lore,  looks  out  over 

Indian  country,  and  seems  to  freely  fe
el 

the  abiding  presence  of  those  Indians  
who 

so  loved  the  beauty  of  their  home  th
at, 

having  once  left,  they  returned,  vent
uring 

back  to  look  again  upon  it — and  thus
  per- 

ished! ,   . 

It  is  not,  therefore,  _   by  chance  that 

Benjamin  Horn  of  Cervin  &   Horn,  archi- 

tects, has  decorated  the  Rock  Island  
the- 

atre after  the  Indian  manner.  Named  th
e 

“Fort  Armstrong  Theatre,"  in  memory  of 

the  old  fort  from  which  the  white 
 men 

marched  against  the  Indians,  it  breathe
s  m 

every  color  and  ornament  the  sp
irit  ot 

those  first  beauty-loving  inhabitants.  
Years 

of  listening  to  Indian  lore  and  many 
 pa- 

tient hours  spent  in  museums  have  resulte
d 

in  a   theatre  unique  in  its  decorative  
scheme 

—a  most  refreshing  contribution  
to  archi- 

tectural decoration.  Color  and  design  have 

been  used  with  lavish  variation  
because 

the  Indian  motifs  were  as  varied
  as  Na- 

ture’s own,  from  which  they  were  copied; 

but  they  have  been  used  with  
restraint, 

the  combined  product  of  cultivat
ed  white 

taste  and  Indian  instinctive  r
espect  tor 

Nature’s  forms. 
*   *   * 

The  motifs  beloved  by  the  Sacs 
 and  Mus- 

quakies  were  those  with  which
  Nature  sur- 

rounded them.  The  flower  that  bloome
d 

by  the  tepee  door  became  
the  decorative 

border  for  the  ceremonial  dress,
  and  from 

it  was  copied  onto  the  walls  of
  the  theatre. 

Over  the  outer  doorway  and 
 around  the 

lobby  runs  a   frieze  patterned 
 after  the  leat 

and  butterfly  design  on  a   Musqu
akie  breech 

cloth  The  head  of  an  Indian  g
od  breaks 

the  frieze  over  the  door.  Around  its  neck 

are  suspended  a   pair  of  birds’  feet  and  an 
arrow  symbolizing  the  hunter.  A   pair  of 

wings  recalls  the  Indian  dance,  \yhich  was 

accompanied  by  the  waving  of  wings.  The 

turtle,  sacred  to  the  Indian,  is  pictured  in 

the  form  of  a   wooden  box  to  hold  sacred 

instruments.  Indian  dancing  masks,  gro- 

tesque in  form  and  vivid  in  coloring,  break 

the  frieze  on  the  side  walls.  Above  the 

frieze  runs  a   border  of  the  water  grasses 

which  grew  along  the  banks  of  the  Rock
 

River.  The  ceiling  band  was  copied  from 

an  Indian  garter.  The  lights  for  the  lobby 

are  done  in  parchment  and  bronze,  the 

parchment  painted  with  a   conventionalized 

design  of  birds  and  native  foliage. 

The  main  foyer  has  a   broad  frieze  of 

grape  leaves  interwoven  with  the  Swasti
ka. 

Lambrequins  of  Indian  red  \vith  bands  an
d 

fringe  of  Indian  blue  mark  the  openings  to
 

the  auditorium.  The  mezzanine  foyer  i
s 

ornamented  with  a   dandelion  design  from
 

an  Indian  shawl.  A   border  of  Indian  corn, 

in  clusters  of  ears,  edges  the  well  of
  the mezzanine.  ,   ,   j   -*1. 

The  stage  curtains  of  blue  bordered  tyith
 

rose  carry  the  double-headed  hawk  desi^
. 

A   series  of  strange  cotfin-like  Mus
quakie 

motifs,  composed  of  Indian  pol
es  and 

winged  hawks’  heads,  forms  the  dec
oration 

for  that  part  of  the  proscenium  a
rch  which 

is  next  to  the  curtains.  Outside  oj  that 

runs  a   wide  border  of  arrow  heads. 
 Above, 

three  Indian  chieftains  look  down  
upon  the 

house  dedicated  to  the  memory  o
f  their 

passing.  Between  them  golden  
screens  ot 

Indian  reeds  and  ears  of  ripe  corn 
 hide  the 

lighting  bulbs.  ̂    ̂    ̂  

The  organ  grille  on  the  right
  and  a   com- 

panion grille  on  the  left  of  the  stage  c
arry 

the  same  reed  and  corn  designs 
 surmounted 

by  winged  owls’  heads.  Beneath  these 

grilles  are  delicately  wrought  brackets  en- 

closing panels  drawn  and  colored  in  the 

delicate  patterns  and  soft  shades  of  old 
Indian  shawls.  Similar  shawl  designs 

form  panels  on  the  front  and  rear  walls 

and  along  the  side  wlls.  The  frieze  which 

breaks  the  side  walls  is  of  birds’  wings, 

blue  beads  and  owls’  heads.  Small  Indian 

heads  surmount  the  pilasters  — guardians 

for  their  chieftains.  The  upper  wall  panels 

carry  Indian  shields.  The  ceiling  beams  are 

pathways  for  curling  serpents,  separated 

from  one  another  by  quivers  of  arrows 

done  in  green,  gold  and  red.  The  dome  
of 

soft  cloud  coloring  is  broken  by  a   band  of 

intertwined  serpents,  red  and  white  on  the 

inner  curve,  and  blue  and  gold  on  the  outer 

curve,  the  design  adapted  well  to  
the  re- quirements. . 

The  wall  panels  and  the  backgrounds  to
r 

the  friezes  are  of  a   yellower  note  than 
 is 

consistent  with  Indian  design.  ,   This  was 

made  necessary  by  the  need  for  r
eflected 

light.  It  is  offset  by  the  multi-colored  
lights 

around  the  organ  screen  and  by  thos
e 

which  flood  down  from  the  wide  gril
les  be- 

tween the  heads  of  the  chieftains,  giving 

to  the  end  of  the  stage  a   bonfire  ligh
Ung 

effect  which  easily  evokes  the  memory 
 ot 

Indian  days.  Thus  the  ghosts  o
f  those 

days  walk  in  this  castle,  built  yea
rs  later 

to  their  memory,  and  in  their  honor
. 

♦   ♦   ♦ 

The  effect  of  the  interior  of 
 the  audi- 

torium as  a   whole  is  remarkably  bright
 

and  cheerful.  The  gay  coloring  of
  the  Indian 

designs,  against  the  yellow  ba
ckground  ot 

the  walls  and  ceiling,  makes  a   hap
py  con- 

trast. Although  the  general  scheme  of
  the 

architectural  treatment  of  the  aud
itorium  is 

much  like  that  of  any  other  mode
rn  theatre, 

a   deep  receding  arch  meeting  a 
  heavily  en- 

framed proscenium,  and  a   ceiling  showin
g 

the  typical  saucer-dome  effect, 
 the  impres- 

sion derived  from  this  theatre  is  quite  put  o
t 

the  ordinary.  It  is  certainly  inte
resting  to 

find  decoration  derived  entirely  
from  Indian 

motifs  used  throughout  the  in
terior  in  a 

most  orthodox  and  accepted 
 fashion.  In- 

dian heads  form  the  capitals  of  th
e  pilas- 

ters on  the  side  walls,  as  they  als
o  orna- 

ment three  of  the  principal  panels  m 
  the 

proscenium  arch.  So  oriental,  h
owever,  is 

the  effect  produced  by  this  c
oqsistent  ana 

complete  use  of  ornamenta
tion  derived 

from  Indian  precedent,  that  it 
 seems  prob 

able  that  all  of  the  primitive  r
aces.  Eastern 

as  well  as  Western,  derived
  their  details 

from  what  they  saw  about  the
m. 

This  is  a   view  of  the  th
eatre  front 

of  the  B.  S.  Moss  Colon
y  theatre. 

New  York,  when  
Outside  the 

Law”  was  revived  by  U
niversal 

there  a   few  weeks  ago. 

J,  Schenck  Goes  West 

on  Chain  Theatre  Deal 

(Special  to  the  Herald) 

NEW  YORK,  June  8. —
 Joseph  M. 

Schenck.  chairman  of  the  
Unit^ed  Artists 

board  of  directors  and  one 
 of  the 

ers  of  United  Artists  Theatr
e  Circuit,  Inc., 

has  gone  to  the  West 
 Coast  for  a   six- 

week  stay.  When  he  retur
ns  he  probably 

will  be  accompanied  by  Sid 

is  president  of  the  newl
y-formed  United Artists  circuit. 
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Silence! 
Your  Curtain  Control 

Majestically  the  curtain  raises  or  swings 

apart  ̂ vilh  a   slow  even  grandeur — or  with 

a   sudden  impressive  move  that  gives  atmos- 
phere to  the  scene  to  follow.  Vallen 

Equipment  is  the  answer!  And  the  cur- 

tain is  always  controlled  with  precision, 
well  timed  movements  all  in,  absolute 

silence.  You  cannot  well  do  without  this 

superior  equipment  a   day  longer — ^write  us 

at  once — learn  the  details  and  the  well  pro- 
portioned cost. 

Full  in/orfTidfidA  ond  out  complete  cotolog  is 

moiled  entirely  ttithout  charge.  Send  for  it. 

E.  J.  Vallen  Electrical  Company 
13  S.  Canal  Street  AKRON,  O. 

Manufacturers  of 

%^L£N 
REMaXE  ELECTRIE 
CURTAIN  CONTROL 

EQUIPMENT 

Make  Your  Orchestra  Sell 
More  Tickets 

Y   our  orchestra  is  a   drawing  card  and 
you  can  increase  its  box  office  power 

by  increasing  its  tone  quality  and  vol- 
ume. Theatres  all  over  the  country 

have  done  this  most  successfully  by 
installing  Gallagher  Resonant  Orches- 

tral Bases.  The  pulling  power  they 
give  on  increasing  attendance 

pays  for  this  moderate  expendi- 
ture in  a   short  while. 

More 

/O  Tone  an«l Volume 

This  is  the  actual  result 

of  the  Gallagher  Resonant 
Orchestral  Base.  Above 
is  shown  this  base  with 
Gallagher  Music  stand  in- 
stalled. 

ADD  BEAUTY  TO 
YOUR  PIT 

The  elegance  and  graceful  line  of  Gallagher  Music btands  are  known  to  all  theater  managers  who  deal  in 
quality.  They  make  your  pit  a   thing  of  beauty.  And 
not  alone  do  their  recommendations  lie  in  their  eye 
pleasing  qualities.  The  many  advantages  offered  the 
musician^s,  their  unique  lighting  that  makes  no  spilled light  to  bother  the  audience — and  many,  many  other  fea- tures are  worth  knowing  about. 

tf'tilTE  AT  OKCE  FOR  FULL  OETAILS 

The  Gallagher  Leader’s 
Stand  by  far  surpasses 
anything  in  its  line.  Write 
us  and  Icam  all  about  it. 

GALLAGHER  ORCHESTRA 
EQUIPMENT  COMPANY 

3235  Southport  Ave.,  Chicago 

New  $500,000  Theatre 
Is  Announced  for 

Miami,  Fla. 
(Continued  from  page  32) 

But  the  effort  to  make  the  theatre  a 
beautiful  place  to  see  has  not  overshad- 

owed the  equally  important  duty  of  mak- 
ing it  a   safe  place  to  visit.  The  building 

is  constructed  entirely  of  steel  and  con- 
crete, making  it  absolutely  fireproof  in 

every  detail,  and  to  cover  any  contingency 
a   particularly  large  number  of  exits  are 
available,  each  being  designated  by  a 
dimmed  red  light.  A   steel  and  asbestos 
lined  operators’  booth  completely  removes 
any  possibility  of  a   conflagration  from  the 
film  and  a   specially  treated  asbestos  stage 
curtain  assures  freedom  from  a   back  stage 
fire. 

The  theatre  is  being  erected  by  the  Wolf- 
son  Meyer  Theatre  Enterprises  and  will  be 
run  by  them  in  connection  with  their  many 
theatres  now  operating  in  Miami  and  Palm 
Beach.  Frank  D.  Rubel,  formerly  manager 
of  the  Temple  theatre,  another  Wolfson- 
Meyer  house,  has  been  appointed  as  house manager. 

*   -if  K. 

The  Universal  Chain  Theatrical  Enter- 
prises has  acquired  a   new  theatre  in  Flor- 

ida, it  was  announced  last  week  at  the 
Universal  home  office  by  Al  Fair,  general 
manager  of  the  theatre  chain  corporation. 
The  house  is  the  Arcade  theatre  in  Kis- 
simee,  Fla.,  a   city  under  5,000  population, 
about  twenty  miles  south  of  Orlando. 

The  Arcade  seats  about  500,  and  recently 
was  remodeled  and  redecorated.  It  is  the 
leading  house  in  Kissimee.  Universal 
bought  a   half-interest  in  the  theatre,  as- 

suming control  and  forming  a   theatre 
operating  corporation  with  the  former 
owner,  who  will  continue  to  manage  the 
house,  under  Universal  supervision. 

This  house  forms  an  important  addition 

to  Universal’s  rapidly  growing  circuit  of motion  picture  theatres  in  Florida.  This 
southern  chain  is  under  the  direction  of 
Dan  Michalove,  assistant  sales  director  for 
Universal. 

>!«  *   * 

It  is  reported  that  Little  Rock,  Ark.,  is 
to  have  another  $1,000,000  house  in  the  near 
future.  It  is  to  be  built  by  the  Interstate 
Amusement  Co.,  and  will  be  called  the 
New  Majestic.  The  company  already  has 
one  Majestic  theatre  in  the  citj',  which 
they  will  continue  to  operate. 

Multomah  Theatres  to 

Build  $250,000  House 
in  Portland,  Ore. 

Announcement  has  been  made  of  the 
construction  of  a   new  theatre  in  Portland, 
Oregon,  to  cost  $250,000.  The  new  house 
will  occupy  the  present  site  of  the  Echo 
theatre  at  Halthome  avenue  and  East 
Thirty-seventh  street.  The  theatre  will  be 

operated  by  Multomah  Theatres  Corpo- 
ration, which  has  taken  a   twenty-year  lease. 

According  to  the  plans  the  theatre  will 
have  a   seating  capacity  of  1,600.  There 
will  be  a   stage  35  feet.  ITie  Italian  Re- 

naissance architecture  will  be  followed. 

Work  on  the  structure  is  scheduled  to 
start  in  the  near  future,  it  being  the  plan 

to  have  the  theatre  completed  and  under 

way  by  September  15. 
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Children ’s 

^^Cry  Room’^ 
is  a 

GREAT 
SUCCESS 
Says  E.  T.  Mathes, 

Manager  of  the  Ava- 

lon theatre,  Belling- 

ham,  Washington.  A 
View  of  the  Avalon 

“Cry  Room”  Shown 
on  the  Right. 

“We  have  counted  as  many  as  seven  perfectly  good  young  mothers  in  the  cry 

room  at  one  time,  each  holding  her  child  and  enjoying  the  show,  E.  T.  Mathes. 

ILL  your  new  theatre  have  a 

children’s  “cry  room?” 
This  question  was  recently 

asked  of  an  exhibitor  who  was  going 
into  the  details  of  his  new  house.  His 

rather  emphatic  reply  was  that  there 

would  be  no  "cry  room.”  “The  pub- 
lic wouldn’t  appreciate  it  and  besides 

the  demand  would  not  warrant  the 

expense,”  was  his  summing  up  of  the matter. 

Since  it  is  a   well  known  fact  that 

many  theatres  have  provided  “ciy 
rooms”  where  mothers  may  take  their 
children  and  watch  the  show  in  a 

comfortable  chair  in  a   glass-screened 

sound-proof  room  “Better  Theatres” 
determined  to  get  the  opinion  of  an 
exhibitor  who  is  offering  this  novel 

service  to  his  mother-patrons.  One 

of  the  finest  of  these  “cry  room”  is contained  in  the  new  Avalon  theatre, 

Bellingham,  V/ashington.  E.  T. 

Mathes,  manager  of  the  Avalon,  in 

telling  us  frankly  how  he  regards  the 

“cry  room”  writes  as  follows ; 

“Referring  to  our  Ci*y  Room,  we 
can  only  say  that  it  has  proven  a   very 

great  success.  The  room  only  con- 
tains sixteen  chairs,  but  they  are  large 

and  comfortable  arm  chairs,  making 

it  easy  for  a   mother  to  hold  the  little 
one  while  watching  the  show.  We 
did  not  look  at  the  matter  entirely 

from  the  financial  point  of  view  when 
we  included  this  feature  in  our  plans, 

but  it  has  proven  a   good  investment, 
we  feel  sure.  Sometimes  there  are 

no  mothers  in  the  room,  but  then 

again,  -we  have  counted  as  many  as 

seven  perfectly  good  young  mothers 
in  the  room  at  one  time,  each  holding 

her  child  and  enjoying  the  show. 

Sometimes  the  cry  is  heard  in  the  cor- 
ridor, but  we  have  had  no  ill  reports 

from  other  parts  of  the  house.  When 

the  main  floor  is  full  we  offer  people 

seats  in  the  Cry  Room  and  they  go 

there  gladly,  so  they  provide  room 
often  for  a   limited  overflow. 

“Frequently  other  members  of  a 

family  go  into  the  main  auditorium while  the  mother  wends  her  way  to 

the  C17  Room  with  the  babe,  and  we 

feel  sure  the  whole  party  feel  kindlier 

because  mother  could  come  to  the 

show  too  and  feel  she  will  not  disturb 

the  show  if  the  child  cries. 

"Then  we  have  a   smoking  room — 

corresponding  to  the  Cry  Room,  for 

men  who  may  enjoy  the  picture  and 

smoke  at  the  same  time.  This  room 

also  only  contains  sixteen  diairs,  but 

they  are  large  and  roomy,  and  the  men 

enjoy  this  privilege  very  much.  This 
room  is  nearly  always  half  or  entirely 

filled— even  when  the  auditorium  has 

vacant  seats.” 

Features,  Advantages 
of  Standard  Houses 

{Cotiiinucd  from  page  33) 

rangements  obviously  will  produce 
additional  revenue  for  the  owner. 

Our  plan  of  standardization  is 

carried  out  into  virtually  every  de- 
partment of  the  theatre.  For  example 

we  have  developed  standard  features 

for  doors,  windows,  store  fronts  and 

the  like.  The  standard  method  of 

design  and  construction  permits  of 

these  being  brought  to  the  job  intact 

and  installed  at  a   minimum  of  labor 

and  expense.  The  various  building 

materials  used  in  the  construction 

have  been  accurately  guaged  for  the 

different  sized  standard  theatres  so 

that  there  is  no  waste  of  these  ma- 

terials and  they  also  come  to  the  job 

in  exact  quantities  needed. 

In  the  purchase  of  equipment  our 

organization  has  connections  with 

leading  manufacturers  throughout  the 

country  and  because  of  our  extensive 

buying  power  we  are  naturally  in  a 

position  to  effect  a   saving  for  the 

builder  on  practically  all  the  equip- 

ment necessary  for  successful  opera- 
tion. In  this  connection  I   might  add 

that  the  equipment  specified  in  the 

standard  theatres  is  all  of  the  highest, 

very  finest  quality  and  represents  the best  the  market  affords. 

*   *   * 

In  conclusion  I   want  to  add  em- 

phatically that  the  standard  theatre 
as  we  have  developed  it,  regardless 

of  the  size  of  the  house,  represents 

in  every  respect  the  latest  ideas  of 
modern  construction  and  design.  It 

is  a   well  known  fact  that  the  success- 
ful theatre  today  must  embody  every 

element  of  beauty,  comfort  and  con- 
venience. These  features  have  been 

kept  foremost  in  mind  in  the  planning 

of  our  standard  theatres. 
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Check  Up! 

How  many  tick- 
ets  have  you  in 
stock? 

Do  you  have  to  count 
rolls  or  figure  it  out? 

Then  you  need  INVENTORY  NUM- 
BERED TICKETS  that  will  tell  you  at  a 

glance  exactly  how  many  you  have. 

We  will  gladly  send  you  samples  and  more 
information  about  them. 

Qlobe^licket  Companij Specialists  in  Ucheis  and  Checks  Since  1873 

122  N.  I21k  St  Philadelphia,  Pa. 

lO PICTUROLLS  FOR 
Postpaid 

(on  standing  order) 

This  monthly  service  guarantees  100%  MORE  MELODY 

/iND  ACTION  out  of  your  S8-note  organ  than  if  played 
by  hand. 

Best  and  latest  PICTURE  MUSIC  is  recorded  monthly 
for  your  show. 

PILMUSIC  is  the_  only  service  recorded  expressly  for 
pictures  and  we  wish  to  convince  you  that  you  cannot 
afford  to  be  without  these  ORGAN  ROLLS. 

Try  this  seiwice  for  a   month;  Your  money  back  if  not 
satisfied.  Library  of  more  than  900  numbers. 

Write  for  catalogue  today 

$io 

DON’T  MISS  THIS  BIG  SPECIAL  OFFER 

Programs 
Horalds 

Dodgers 
THE  NATIONAL 
POSTER  ft  PTG.  CO. 

Tae  S.  WabMh  A*«. 
CHICAGO,  ILI> 

FREE  TRIAL  OFFER 

Double 
Disc 

Shutter 
No  obligation 
— Just  send  us 

make  of  ma- chines used. 
GIVES 
MORE 

LIGHT- 

LESS 

FLICKER —BETTER 

PROJBIC- 

TI  ON- 

LESS 

VIBRA- 

TION 

The  Double  Disc  Shutter  Co. 
2100  Payne  Ave.,  Film  Bldg, 

Cleveland,  Ohio 

Patented 

THEATRE 

MANAGEMENT 

PROBLEMS— no  s 

By  JAMES  D.  KENNEDY 
Manager,  Apollo  Theatre,  Indianapolis 

NOW  that  the  warm  weather  is  ap- proaching every  effort  should  be  made 
to  create  an  atmosphere  of  coolness  in  the 
theatre.  Your  theatre  can  be  decorated  in 
warm  weather  so  as  to  create  a   maximum 
of  comfort.  Attendants  should  be  garbed 
in  cool  clothing  and  it  might  be  a   good 
suggestion  to  have  the  men  in  the  ordies- 
tra  wear  palm  beach  suits. 
Green  electric  light  globes  should  replace 

all  red  ones.  Amber  or  blue  are  very  ef- 
fective. Light  summer  drapes  should  re- 

place the  heavy  velour. 
I   believe  that  all  forms  of  advertising 

should  be  kept  at  a   minimum  during  the 
hot  weather,  and  in  the  extremely  hot 
weather  features  should  not  be  heavily  ex- 

ploited as  it  is  very  costly  and  you  are  in 
the  summer  holiday  period. 

♦ 

About  your  music,  people  don’t  care  for 
cheap  music,  no  matter  how  good  the  pic- 

ture may  be.  If  your  music  does  not  come 
up  to  the  standard  the  patrons  will  go  away 
disappointed.  I   believe  in  obtaining  the 
best  orchestra  and  organist  possible. 

Here  are  a   few  things  to  remember: 

You  build  your  theatre  reputation  ac- 
cording to  the  program  that  you  offer. 

Word  of  mouth  advertising  is  the  best 
and  most  valuable. 

Courtesy  is  the  keystone  upon  which  this 
business  is  built  and  a   lack  of  it  will 
break  it. 

Come  and  I   will  analyze  a   theatre  that 
will  please  the  most  critical  person. *   *   * 

Your  front  is  attractive.  It  tells  at  a 

glance  what  you  are  offering.  When  the 
patron  approaches  the  box  office  a   neat  and 
attractive  young  lady  sells  him  his  ticket 

and  smiles  and  says  “thank  you"  (and means  it). 

A   neat  uniformed  door  attendant  takes 
his  ticket  and  returns  half  of  it  for  the 

seat  check.  As  the  patron  enters  the  thea- 
tre cheerfulness  and  comfort  greets  him. 

Your  lights  are  soft  and  mellow,  the  ven- 

A   glimpse  into  an  interesting  niche  of  the 
new  Olympia  theatre,  Miami,  recently 
opened  hy  Publix  Theatres. 
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During  a   visit  to  the  film  capiiol  last  Novem- 
ber James  D.  Kennedy  (right)  manager  of 

the  Apollo  theatre,  Indianapolis,  visited 
with  Cecil  B.  De  Mille.  Harry  Nichols 

of  the  HERALD  staff  caught  the  two  with 

his  trusty  camera.  De  Mille  is  now  mak- 

ing pictures  for  Producers  Distributing 

Corporation. 

MAJOR 

Everything  Electrical 
for  the  Theatre 

Bulletin  No.  7   gives  full 

details  on  MAJOR  Foot- 
lights, Borderliohts,  Cove 

Lights  Including  the  new 
d   I   $   aggearlng  Footlights. 
Send  fer  it.  It  is  entirely free! 

Major  Equipment  fulfills 
every  need  you  may  have 
for  correct  stage  lighting. 
You  will  find  here  every 

item  you  require  and 

every  Major  unit  is  made 
to  give  every  day  service 
that  withstands  more  than 

ordinary  abuse.  Designed 

by  a   leading  electrical 
theatre  engineer  —   they 

are  practical  in  every  de- 
tail. The  value  of  this 

equipment  is  being  proven 

daily  by  theatres,  large 
and  small,  from  coast  to 
coast. 

MAJOR  Small  Box 

Lamp  with  clamp  hang- 
ing is  shown  above. 

This  is  also  made  with 
chain  hangers.  Ask  us 

for  our  special  bulle- tins on  any  lighting 

equipment  you  need. 
There  are  no  obliga- tions. 

tilation  is  good  and  the  projection  is  clear 
and  sharp. 

Your  program  has  been  carefully  gone 

over,  the  picture  is  the  best,  your  music  is 

pleasing  and  entertaining,  your  aisles  are 

noiseless  and  your  seats  are  comfortable. 

After  being  seated  by  a   neatly  uniformed 

usher,  the  patron  can  relax  and  know  that 

he  is  going  to  enjoy  the  show  for  the  sur- 
roundings are  cheerful  and  pleasing  and 

every  employe  has  done  his  duty  -by  being 

kind  and  courteous.  Your  parron  wilMeave 

the  theatre  well  satisfied,  with  a   desire  to 
return. 

*   *   * 

When  exploiting  or  advertising  your  fea- 

ture try  and  keep  away  from  saying  "The 
Greatest”  or  "The  Finest.”  These  terms 
are  used  to  excess.  While  it  might  be  a 

good  picture,  or  you  may  have  a   good  pro- 

gram, nevertheless  your  patrons  will  not 

think  it  is  the  greatest,  and  right  there  you 

create  an  atmosphere  of  dissatisfaction. 

Be  sure  that  you  know  the  picture  before 

you  start  to  advertise  or  exploit  it.  _You 

are  selling  your  pictures  to  the  public  in 

selling  entertainment  and  you  should  know 

what  you  are  selling,  just  as  the  successful 

salesman  knows  the  product  that  he  sells. 

Read  over  your  press  sheets  carefully. 

They  wll  outline  the  story  to  you  and 

it  will  help  you  to  prepare  your  adver- 

tising campaign.  Analyze  what  the  pic- 

ture is,  a   light  comedy,  a   tragic,  a   drama 

of  the  outdoors,  or  a   mystery  picture.  Has 

it  a   distinguished  author,  or  a   popular  star, 

or  is  it  based  on  a   popular  novel?  These 

are  essentials  in  selling  your  program  to 

the  public.  First  know  your  picture,  know 

what  you  are  selling,  then  tell  your  patrons 
about  it. 

*   ♦   * 

Another  important  thing  is  the  short  fea- 

tures. Don’t  lose  sight  of  them,  as  they 

are  as  important  as  the  rest  of  your  pro- 
gram. 

An  exhibitor  should  study  his  patronage. 

Doing  so  it  will  enable  him  to  select  the 

right  kind  of  pictures  for  his  particular 

locality  as  every  theatre  has  its  own  prob- 
lems of  selling  its  pictures  and  pleasing  the 

desires  of  the  patrons  in  the  way  of  enter- 
tainment. 

F.  R.  Man  Joins  Publix 
MINNEAPOLIS.— Frank  Woollen,  for  the  last 

five  years  in  the  publicity  and  advertising  depar
t- 

ment of  Finkelstein  &   Ruben,  has  becoiM  the 

publicity  and  advertising  director  with  the  Pub
iix 

Theatre  Corporation  in  Denver. 

^^ipinent  Company 
4603-19  Fullerton  Ave. 

Chicago 

Olympic  Theatre Miami,  Fla. 

Publix  Tlieatres  Corp. 

Another  Creation  of  Michael 

Angelo  Studios,  212  Superior 

Street,  East,  Chicago. 

PRICES  UNTIL  5   PM 

Balcony  22<t 

Main  Floor  55<t 

Children  Under 

12  Years  10<t 

Style  098  T   &   T   Changeable  Si^.  G
rooved 

background,  broadcloth  covered —
 1   «   t 

Self--Spacing  Sell-U-Letters.  Size  
owall 

12x8 — lettering  space  1054xo56  m. 

front,  removable  back.  Mahogany
  finish; 

equipped  with  hangers. 

Complete  with  100  letters 

and  figures   JpO.DU 

One  of  the  Many 

GLO-LETR 

Electric  Sign  for  Interior  Directional
  Use 

Write  for  Catalogue  XB 

The  Tablet  &   Ticket  Co. 

1015  W.  Adams  Si.  Chicago 
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Those  Who  Investigate Buy 
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Congratulations  Are 
Extended  B.  T.  On 
Third  Birthday 

(.Continued  from  page  19) 

also  feel  that  more  than  90  per  cent  of 
the  exhibitors  throughout  the  country 
appreciate  the  efforts  that  your  very 
competent  staff  render  in  this  publica- 

tion. Wishing  you  greater  success  in 

your  work  of  “Better  Theatres,”  and 
thanking  you  for  this  opportunity  to  ex- 

press our  sincere  appreciation  of  “Better 
Theatres”  on  the  occasion  of  your  third 
anniversary, — Wm.  H.  Savage,  Flint 
Weekly  Theatre  Review,  Flint,  Michi- 

gan. 

JF rite  for  our  Booklet 

“SIXTEEN  FACTS” 

C.  SHARPE  MINOR' UNIT  ORGANS 

BINGHAMTON,  N.  Y. 

We  guarantee  — 
TO  SAVE  YOU  MONEY! 

B,  T.  Articles 
Aid  to  Exhibitors 

I   note  with  interest  that  the  “Better 
Theatres"  section  of  Exhibitors  Herald 
is  observing  its  Third  Anniversary,  and 
since  I   feel  that  you  have  made  such  splen- 

did progress  in  the  past  three  years,  I   take 

pleasure  in  extending  to  the  “Better  Thea- 
tres" staff  my  heartiest  congratulations  on this  occasion. 

It  has  been  my  belief  for  sotite  time  that 
“Better  Theatres"  has  been  fulfilling  a 
nmch  needed  mission  in  this  indjtstry  in 
bringing  to  the  attention  of  theatre  owners 
once  a   month  subjects  pertaining  to  the 
equipment  and  operation  of  theatres.  Yon 
are  to  be  complimented  upon  the  very  ex- 

cellent editorial  articles  which  “Better  The- 
atres" carries  each  month.  I   am  sure theatre  owners  and  the  industry  in  general 

cannot  but  profit  by  these  instructive  ar- 
ticles and  I   am  sure  the  ivork  you  are  doing 

is  playing  a   big  part  in  pramoting  the  ideal 
of  better  equipment  and  more  profitable 
theatres  for  their  oivners.  Keep  up  the 

good  ivork. As  far  as  our  advertising  of  Peerless 
reflector  arc  lamps  is  concerned  I   want  to 

say  that  we  have  at  all  times  found  “Bcticr 
Theatres"  an  excellent  and  satisfactory} 
medium  for  presenting  the  merits  of  our 
product  to  the  trade.— C.  A.  Hahn,  J.  E. 
McAuley  Manufacturing  Co.,  Chicago. 

sell  everything:  for  the  theatre  at  reduced  prices!  When  we 

say  everything,  we  mean  everything — not  only  general  equip- 

ment. supplies  and  screens  but  parts  for  all  makes  of  projection machines. 

It  has  been  proven  that  quantity  business  and  small  profits  is  the 
road  to  success  in  business.  This  is  the  policy  under  which  we 
operate.  We  do  not  expect  the  approval  of  those  dealers  whose 
chief  aim  is  to  maintain  prices. 

We  have  a   large  repair  department  equipped  with  the  most  up-to- 
date  machinery  and  manned  by  skilled  mechanics  who  turn  out 

guaranteed  work.  Our  one  day  service  feature  alone  means  a   great 
saving  to  you! 

Write  for  our  catalog  and  price  list  and  be 
convinced.  Let  ns  save  you  money  on 

your  very  next  order. 

CUT  RATE  SUPPLY  CO. 
1227  So.  Wabash  Ave.  Chicago,  111. 

Is  Leader  in 
the  Field 
We  have  just  heard  this  is  the  third 

anniversary  of  the  Better  Theatres  section 
of  the  Exhibitors  Herald.  The  Herald 

organisation  is  to  be  congratulated  on  the 

wonderful  success  they  have  made  of  this 
additional  publication.  In  a   period  of  three 
years  it  has  become  the  leading  publication 
on  theatre  construction  and  equipment  in 

the  United  States.  You  are  to  be  congratu- 
lated on  this  success.  We  did  not  want  to 

allow  the  opportunity  to  pass  of  extending 

to  you,  and  the  rest  of  the  boys  on  the 
paper,  our  congratulations  at  the  end  of 
the  third  year  and  the  beginning  of  the 

fourth  year  of  the  Better  Theatres.— 
George  E.  DeKruif,  Exhibitors  Supply  Co., 
Inc.,  Chicago,  III. 

Another  Wire 

of  Congratulation 
Congratulations  upon  the  third  anni- 

versary of  “Better  Theatres”  section  to the  EXHIBITORS  HERALD.  It  is 
very  instructive  in  the  solution  of  all 
theatre  problems.  Hoping  for  your  con- 

tinued success. — James  D.  Kennedy, 
Apollo  Theatre,  Indianapolis,  Ind. 
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Has  Grown  in 
Service,  Prestige 

It  gives  me  much  pleasure  at  this  time 
to  extend  to  the  BETTER  THEATRES  seo 

tion  of  the  Herald  my  heartiest  congratu- 

lations upon  the  occasion  of  its  Third  An- 
niversary. As  an  advertiser  on  the  back 

cover  of  your  first  issue,  I   have  had  the 

opportunity  of  tvatching  ycnur  splendid  sec- 
tion grow  in  service  and  prestige  and  I   feel 

sure  that  in  BETTER  THEATRES  you  have 

developed  a   medium  that  fills  a   real  need 
in  this  industry.  The  representation  given 

Motiograph  ^vertisng  has  been  highly 

gratifying,  and  it  is  with  particular  pleasure 
that  I   note  the  attention  you  have  given  to 

the  subject  of  projection  generally.  Wishing 

you  continued  success..  O.  F.  Spahr,  Enter- 
prise Optical  Co.,  Chicago,  III. 

Local  Business  Booms 

When  New  Theatre 

where,  and  Fritz  has  the  very  best  pictures 

that  are  made.” 

Les  Wright — “Ordinarily  when  the 
streets  are  torn  up  our  business  suffers, 

but  Saturday  night  we  had  a   big  trade, 
due  to  the  theatre  crowd.  In  fact,  we 

were  rushed  all  evening.” 

Louis  Wagner — “Business  is  always  bet- 
ter when  there  is  a   crowd  in  town,  and 

the  new  theatre  sure  brought  the  crowd.” 

J'.  Schwan— “We  were  busy,  and  had  the 

evening  been  warm  we  would  have  been 

busier  still.  It  seems  to  me  that  the  new 

theatre  is  the  first  step  toward  a   business 

expansion  from  the  railroad  to  the  high- 

way.” 

W.  Mohrman— “The  new  theatre  brought 

many  good  people  to  town.  We  
had  cus- 

tomers here  Saturday  night  who  only  came 

here  in  the  day  time  before.  When  th
e 

weather  is  warm  we  shall  be  helped  greatly 

by  the  theatre  crowds.” 

Is  Opened 

S.  O.  G. 
CONDENSERS 

combine  heat  resistance 

optical  qualities. 

— 12"  diameter 

SOLE  DISTRiSUTORS; 

Fish-Schurman  Corp. 
4S  West  45th  Street 

New  York  City 

1050  Cahuenga  Avenue 

Hollywood,  California 

Larry  Randall— "People  of  this  commu- 
nity who,  heretofore,  have  gone  to  Palo 

Alto  and  San  Jose  to  the  movies  were  at 

the  new  theatre  Saturday  night,  and  that’s 
a   good  sign.  For  seven  years  I   have  had 
my  store  next  to  the  Glen  theatre,  but 
never  before  have  I   seen  such  a   direct 

effect  upon  my  business  as  the  opening 
night  of  the  new  theatre.  My  place  ̂ vas 

filled  to  its  capacity  three  times  during 

the  evening." A.  J.  Knight — “Saturday  night  was  the 
busiest  and  best  night  we  have  had  during 

the  six  years  we  have  been  here.” 
D   &   W   Grocerteria — “What  pleased  us 

was  the  number  of  new  faces  which  the 
new  theatre  brought  to  town  Saturday 

night.” 

Campen’s  Pool  Parlors— “Busy  as  we 

could  be  all  evening.” 
The  Barrel!  Grill— “Rushed  the  whole 

evening,  and  I   think  it  is  going  to  con- 

tinue right  along." 

The  stimulating  effect  of  a   motion  picture 

theatre  on  business  in  the  town  or  its  im- 

mediate vicinity  was  clearly  edmonstrated 

at  Mount  View,  California,  where  the  Reg- 

ister-Leader, local  newspaper,  conducted  a 

survey  among  merchants  on  this  question 

following  the  theatre  opening.  _   The  mer- 
chants were  asked  what  effect,  if  any,  the 

opening  of  the  new  theatre  had  on  their 

business,  and  their  replies  are  published  in 

the  Register-Leader  as  follows: 

Powell  Bros. — “We  had  a   big  business. 
There  is  no  question  that  if  we  keep 

the  people  here  they  will  spend  their  money 

here,  and  that  will  help  us  all.” 

John  K.  Lovell— "Oh,  it  is  bound  to  be 

a   big  help  to  the  town  and  all  lines  of 

business.  There  isn’t  a   finer  theatre  any- 

DIXIE  CUPS  IN 

EVERY  KEITH  THEATRE 

In  the  equipment  of  Keith  Houses,  no
thing  is  omitted 

that  will  contribute  to  the  comfort  and  conv
enience  pt 

their  patrons.  Throughout  performa
nce  and  intermis- 

sion alike,  DIXIE  Penny  Vendors  provide
  pure-white, 

sturdy  DIXIES — one  at  a   time. 

To  drink  from  DIXIES  is  delightfu
l  and  safe.  And  your patrons  know  it.  . 

Your  jobber  will  be  glad  to  furnish  you
  Dixies. 

If  he  doesn't  have  them  let  us  know. 

Individual  linking  Cup  Co,,  Inc. 
Original  Makers  of  the  Paper  Cups 

EASTON,  PA.  new  YORK,  N.  Y. 

With  Bi4nohe*  at  PhSiatfoiptUa,  Chica
go,  Baltimore.  Lot  Angela! 

TT’m  r   W   M   INDIVIDUAL 

DIXIE  CUPS 

ROLL 
Folded  Machine 

RESERVED 
COUPON 

P   LARGEST  exclusive AMUSEMENT  TICKET 
y   PRINTERS  IN  H.B.M^iyears 

BEST  QUALITY*'^^TFilll®  lft®©SS AND  SERVICE  —   117  aubany  street  _ 

^ prove  it— ’Send  the  order 
117  ALBANY  STREET 

BOSTON,  IMASS. 
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Channon  Equipment  Again 

COMPLETE 

COUNTERWEIGHT  RIGGING 

in  the 

New  Colony  Theatre 
59th  and  Kedzie  Avenue CHICAGO 

FURNISHED  AND  INSTALLED 

by 

223-233  W.  ERIE  STREET 

THE  WARNER  PICTURE  MACHINE  MOTOR 
OF  A 

THOUSAND  SPEEDS 
Why  install  a   constant  speed  motor 
with  their  troublesome  friction  pulleys 

to  get  variable  speed  when  you  can  ̂ et 
a   variable  speed  motor  that  will  give 

you  any  speed  from  minimum  to  max- 
imum by  turning  on  or  shutting  off  the 

current  just  like  you  turn  on  gas  in  an 
automobile.  The  Warner  Motor  saves 

you  in  power  bills  as  the  speed,  power 
and  current  go  up  and  down  in  direct 
proportion.  Some  of  the  best  theatres 
in  the  country  are  taking  out  their 

old  motors  and  installing  “Warners”. 
Why  not  you? 

Warner  Electric  Co. 
KALAMAZOO,  MICH. 

Makers  of  Vontllntuig  Pans  and 
Variable  Speed  Motors  for  Tlieatres 

110  volts  Z5  to 

LOCK  SCREW 

Tlu-Tlotch REG.  U.  S.  PAT  OFF. 

UNDERSEAT  AIR  DIFFUSER 

COMFORTABLE 
VENTILATION 
Brings  Contented  Patrons 

The  KNOWLES  ''NU-NOTCH” 
1926  improved  model  mushroom 
air  diffuser  is  conceded  by  Archi- 

tects and  Engineers  to  be  the  most 
satisfactory  air  diffuser  made. 

Send  for  Booklet 

MADE  ONLY  BY 

Knowles  Mushroom  Ventilator  Go. 

202  Franklin  Street,  New  York  City 

Linton  Opens  Modern 
Theatre  in  Utica 

Seating  1,400 
Grecian  beauty  and  splendor,  augmented 

by  modern  refinements  in  theatre  design, 

are  outstanding  features  of  the  new  Olympic 

theatre,  Utica,  N.  Y.,  which  was  opened  last 
month  by  W.  H.  Linton.  The  new  theatre 

has  a   seating  capacity  of  1,400.  It  is  lux- 

uriously furnished  and  brilliant  in  its  elab- 

orate lighting  system. 

The  mezzanine  floor,  sumptuously  fur- 

nished, provides  accommodations  for  nearly 

100  more  persons.  This  will  be  a   decided 

novelty  in  Utica,  for  here  will  be  a   rest 
room  for  shoppers,  a   meeting  place  for 
clubs  and  societies. 

The  beautiful  renaissance  design  in  the 

exterior  has  been  followed  faithfully 

throughout  the  interior.  The  lobby,  with 

its  oval  contour,  unique  lighting  fixtures 

and  artistic  display  frames,  has  the  new 

basket  weave  tile,  first  of  its  kind  in  Utica. 

The  theatre  auditorium  with  its  distinc- 

tive color  scheme  of  tan  and  gold,  and  the 

magnificent  proscenium  with  its  massive 

pillars  and  distinctive  grilles,  beggars  de- 
scription. A   splendid  allegorical  painting 

of  Mt.  Olympus,  valley  of  the  gods,  sur- 
mounts the  proscenium  arch. 

T.  H.  Williams  &   Son,  architects,  drew 

up  the  plans  for  the  new  Olympic,  and  are 

largely  responsible  for  the  exceedingly  fine 

lay-out.  The  ticket  booth  is  at  the  right 
as  one  enters  and  has  the  latest  automatic 

ticket  machine.  The  foyer,  deeply  cush- 

ioned in  genuine  Wilton  carpet  made  ex- 
pressly for  the  Olympic,  opens  to  the  main 

aisles  downstairs,  and  to  the  stairways 

on  either  side  leading  to  the  mezzanine, 
and  balcony. 

The  lower  floor  seats  about  900  persons 

and  the  balcony  500.  All  seats  are  of  the 

new  cushion  springs,  giving  an  air  cushion 
effect  as  one  sinks  into  them. 

The  mezzanine  between  the  main  floor 

and  the  balcony  is  carpeted  in  heavy  Wil- 
ton of  a   distinctive  pattern.  Tt  contains 

a   spacious  lounging  room. 

.\n  Italian  maible  fireplace,  lighted  by 

a   bulb  shining  through  various  colored 

glass,  attractive  floor  lamps,  and  writing 

tables,  enhance  the  club  room  atmosphere. 

The  French  doors  leading  off  the  mezza- 
nine are  atcractively  draped  in  gold  and 

black  drapes. 

Above  the  mezzanine  are  the  private 

offices  of  the  theatre  management.  Di- 

rectly off  the  mezzanine  are  the  gentle- 

men’s and  ladies’  rest  rooms,  containing 
all  the  latest  conveniences.  Immediately 

back  of  the  mezzanine  is  the  orchestra 

leader’s  room,  where  he  keeps  his  library. 
The  balcony  is  reached  by  an  easy  flight 

of  stairs  and  is  exceptional  in  the  fact  that 
it  contains  no  boxes  and  no  cheap  seats. 

The  same  quality  chairs  are  found 
throughout  the  house. 

The  great  dome  in  the  ceiling,  erected 
at  a   cost  of  $10,000,  contains  hundreds  of 

colored  lights,  red,  blue,  green  and  white, 

all  controlled  bj'  a   special  dimming  device 
operated  from  the  booth,  allowing  a   big 

variation  in  lighting  effects.  All  the  colors 
of  the  spectrum  can  be  produced  by  these 
combinations. 

This  dome  is  featured  in  most  of  the 

luxury  type  theatres.  The  workmen  on 
the  Olympic  have  just  completed  the  big 

dome  in  Shea’s  Buffalo,  a   $4,000,000  house. 
Access  to  the  bulbs  is  had  by  means  of  a 
special  steel  runway  above  the  ceiling. 
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Plant  Capacity  and  Selling  Price 
By  LESTER  WITTE,  C.  P.  A. 

The  relationship  between  the  plant  ca- pacity of  an  enterprise  and  the  selling 

price  of  its  product  is  oftentimes  giv
en  too 

little  consideration  in  management
.  Yet 

it  is  this  relationship  that  directly  affe
cts 

sales  volume,  and  thereby  the  ultim
ate  op- 

erating results,  more  than  any  other  single 
factor. 

Plant  capacity  may  be  defined  briefly  
as 

the  number  of  units  that  can  be  produc
ed 

with  the  facilities  available  irrespectiv
e  of 

the  demand,  competitive  conditio
ns  and 

other  outside  influences.  The  effec
t  on 

selling  price  primarily  arises  bec
ause  of 

the  manufacturing  and  other  burden,  b
ut 

productive  labor  enters  into  it  a
s  well 

under  certain  conditions. 

*   *   * 

The  effect  of  overhead  can  be  de
mon- 

strated readily  with  a   simple  illustration. 

Let  it  be  assumed  that  a   plant  has  fa
cilities 

for  the  production  of  a   thousand  u
nits  of 

any  given  product  that  can  be  fol
d  for 

$100.00  each  to  yield  a   profit  of  $
10.00. 

Assume  further  that  the  burden  cost  pe
r 

unit  is  $25.00.  If  the  plant  oper
ates  at 

100  per  cent  capacity  on  which  
basis  the 

selling  price  should  be  fixed,  the  unit
  profit 

of  ten  dollars  will  be  earned.  Bu
t  if  no 

consideration  is  given  to  plant 

and  the  selling  price  is  fixed  at  $
100.00 

with  the  plant  operating  at  50  pe
r  cent 

capacity  not  only  will  there  be  
no  profit 

but  a   loss  of  $15.00  per  unit  
will  result. 

The  reason  for  this  is  that  the  
same  bur- 

den must  be  spread  over  half  the  units 
 the 

facilities  can  produce. 

A   company  situated  as  the
  one  illus- 

trated that  sets  its  selling  price  without
  re- 

gard to  its  plant’s  capacity  introduc
es  an 

unnecessary  speculative  eleme
nt  in  opera- 

tions. And  for  this  reason.  If  it  sets  t
he 

selling  price  too  high  comp
etitive  condi- 

tions will  induce  a   restricted  volume 
 and 

if  it  sets  it  too  low,  losses  will 
 ensue  even 

though  100  per  cent  capacity
  is  attained. 

It  is  not  unusual  to  find  compan
ies  oper- 

ating to  capacity  throughout  a   fiscal
  year 

showing  a   substantial  loss  at  
its  end  and 

although  the  failure  to  recogni
ze  the  rela- 

tion between  capacity  and  price  is  
not 

the  explanation  for  this  condi
tion  m   all 

cases,  it  is  in  a   great  many  of  th
em. 

*   ♦   ♦ 

It  is  of  importance  then  for  eve
ry  com- 

pany to  know  its  plant  capacity— h
ow  many 

units  can  be  produced  with
  the  facilities 

available  and  to  set  its  selling
  prices  with 

this  factor  in  mind.  Its  co
nsideration  is 

equally  as  necessary  as  t
he  material  and 

labor  cost  and  burden  if  pr
ofits  are  to  be 

earned  and  unless  this  item 
 is  an  integral 

part  of  its  cost  finding  
methods,  those 

methods  cannot  be  made 
 to  yield  their 

maximum  benefits. 

In  a   normal  market  wher
e  the  .inter- 

change of  commodities  between  
the  indus- 

tries and  into  consumption  flo
ws  evenly, 

the  high  cost  producer  
sets  the  price  at 

which  goods  are  sold  and
  the  low  cost  pro- 

ducer earns  the  additional  profit. 
 .As  <iom- 

petition  sets  in  because  
of  a   restricted  de- 

mand the  low  cost  producer,  to
  tamtam 

his  volume  reduced  prices 
 and  although  he 

operates  at  a   smaller  marg
in  of  profit,  the 

high  cost  producer  does 
 so  at  a   loss.  On 

this  basis,  in  the  normal  
market,  the  ques- 

tion of  plant  capacity  and  pri
ce  only  ap- 

peals in  its  effect  on  a   greater  pr
ofit  margin 

hut  since  markets  do  change  
from  tune  to 

time  it  should  appeal  as
  a   help  in  mmi- 

Etiitor’s  Note:  The  accompany- 

ing article  is  presented  in  these 
columns  in  the  belief  that  it  will 

be  of  interest  to  many  equip- 

ment manufacturers  and  distrib- 

utors who  are  readers  of 

“Better  Theatres.”  It  contains 

material  of  general  value  on  the 

subject  of  plant  production  effi- 
ciency and  its  relation  to  sales 

cost  and  prices.  The  facts  as 

set  forth  are  applicable  to  any 

manufacturing  business,  in  the 

opinion  of  the  author. 

mizing  losses  under  adverse  market  
con- 

ditions. 

*   *   ♦ 

Recognizing  the  effect  of  plant  capacity 

on  price,  the  question  arises  as  t
o  how 

this  capacity  can  be  determined  readil
y. 

Machinery,  labor  and  time  enter  into 
 the 

production  of  most  commodities  and  it  
is 

upon  these  that  the  computations  of  ca
pac- 

ity are  based.  The  question  is  naturally
 

divisible  into  four  parts.  These  are  t
he 

computations  necessary  in  a   business  (1) 

making  one  product  and  using  skilled  
bench 

labor  and  no  machinery,  (2)  making  one 

product,  using  skilled  bench  labor 
 and  ma- 

chinery, (3)  making  more  than  one  prod- 
uct and  using  skilled  bench  labor  and  (4) 

making  more  than  one  product,  using 
skilled  bench  labor  and  machinery. 

The  plant  capacity  or  the  number  of 

units  that  can  be  produced  with  the  facil- 

ities is  ascertained  as  a   result  of  a   pre- 
determined machine  hour  and  labor  hour 

budget.  The  application  to  any  one  of 

the  above  plant  possibilities  after  the 

budgets  are  established  is  a   simple  matter. 

The  number  of  productive  labor  hours  in 

a   period  for  one  man  is  obtained  by  mul- 

tiplying the  normal  hours  in  the  work  day 

by  the  work  days  in  the  period.  The  num- 
ber of  productive  men  employed  times  the 

man  hours  gives  the  total  productive  man 

hours  of  the  plant.  Adjustment  should  be 

made  for  seasonable  variations,  time  off 

and  other  causes  excepting  time  lost  due  to 

lack  of  business.  If  all  the  men  are  em- 

ployed turning  out  a   completed  product  as 

in  the  first  case,  the  number  of  units  one 

man  can  produce  in  an  hour  times  the  pro- ductive hours  gives  the  plant  capacity. 
♦   *   ♦ 

If,  as  in  the  second  case,  a   plant  makes 

one  product  using  both  skilled  labor  and 

machinery  two  budgets  are  necessary,  one 

for  the  machinery  and  one  for  the  labor. 

The  machine  your  budget  is  figured  the 

same  as  the  labor  hour  budget  commented 

on  above.  The  plant  capacity  is  the  num- 
ber of  units  the  machinery,  in  conjunction 

with  the  labor,  can  produce  per  hour,  times 

the  total  operating  hours  in  the  period. 

If  the  labor  performs  one  operation  and 

the  machinery  another,  the  product  being 

an  assembly  of  the  two,  care  must  be  exer- 

cised in  the  computation  to  avoid  a   dupli- 

cation. 
In  those  cases  where  more  than  one 

product  is  manufactured  the  _   problem 

though  more  complicated,  is  identical.  The 

first  essential  is  a   division  of  the  plant 

operations  either  between  the  products  or 

still  further  between  the  parts  that  go  to 

make  the  products.  The  maximum  units 

that  can  be  produced  is  figured  in  the  same 

manner  as  the  more  simple  cases  illus- trated. 

♦   ♦   * 

Setting  selling  prices  on  a   basis  of  plant 

capacity  will  assist  materially  in  maint
ain- 

ing sales  volume  and  profits,  in  any  market, 

init  more  especially  in  those  markets  af
- 

fected by  acute  competitive  conditions  in- 
duced by  a   diminished  demand. 

Lubiiner  &   Trinz’s  new  Grov
e  theatre,  76th 

street  and  Cottage  Grove  ave
nue,  Chicago, 

which  was  opened  Iasi  
month.  Note  the 

letters  in  the  hig  Grove  sign.
 

John  D.  Priest,  Noted 

Organist,  Dies 

John  D.  M.  Priest,  organist  of 
 the  Col- 

ony theatre,  New  York,  and  presiden
t-elect 

of  the  Society  of  Theatre  Organis
ts,  died 

last  month  after  an  intestinal  o
peration. 

Mr.  Priest  was  40  years  old. 

With  the  passing  of  this  sple
ndid  organ- 

ist the  theatre  loses  one  of  its  fin^t
  per- 

sonalities. Mr.  Priest  was  born  at  Oxford. 

England,  in  1886,  was  educated  and 
 ̂ eived 

his  degree  of  Bachelor  of  Ar
ts  at  Oxford. 

His  advent  to  Broadwa>^  oc
curred  about 

ten  years  ago  when  he,  jo
ined  Dr.  Hugo 

Reisenfeld  at  the  opening  o
f  the  Rialto 

theatre,  where  he  stayed  on
  for  five 

after.  He  left  that  theatre
 

B.  S.  Moss  Cameo  and  pl
ayed  there  until 

the  opening  of  the  Colony
 

1924,  when  he  was  tran
sferred  there  as 

feature  organist. 
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Better  Theatres  Information 

and  Catalog  Bureau 
Many  of  the  products  listed  below  are  advertised  by  reliable  companies  in  this  issue  of  ‘‘^Better  Theatres^’ 

Free  Serviee  to  Readers 

of  “Better  Theatres” 
^^^Better  llieatres”  offers  on  these  pages  an  indi- 
^   vidual  service  to  its  readers  through  this  Exhibitors 

Information  and  Catalog  Bureau.  Detailed  informa- 
tion and  catalogs  concerning  any  product  listed  on 

these  pages  will  be  sent  to  any  theatre  owner,  man- 
ager, architect  or  projectionist. 

^Fill  in  the  coupon  on  the  next  peige  and  mail  it  to 

^   the  “Better  Thealres^^  division,  Exhibitors  Herald, 
407  S.  Dearborn  street,  Chicago. 

^Many  of  the  products  listed  by  this  Bureau  are 

advertised  in  this  issue  of  “Better  Theatres.’*  See 
Advertisers  Index. 

^We  are  glad  to  serve  you.  Do  not  hesitate  to  ask 
^   us  for  any  information  on  equipment  or  problems 
pertaining  to  the  efficient  operation  of  your  theatre. 

A 

1   Accounting  systems. 
2   Accoustlcal  installations. 

3   Adapters,  carbon. 

4   Adding,  calculating  ma- 
chines. 

6

 

 

Admission  
signs. 

6   Addressing  machines. 
7   Adrertising  novelties, 

materials. 

8   Advertising  projectors. 

9   Air  conditioning  equip- 
ment. 

10  Air  dome  tents. 
11  Aisle  lights. 
12  Aisle  rope. 
13  Alarm  signals. 

14  Arc  lamps,  reflecting. 
15  Architectural  service. 
16  Arc  regulators. 
17  Artificial  plants,  flowers. 
18  Art  titles. 

19  Automatic  curtain  con- 
trol. 

20  Automatic  projection  cut- 
outs. 

21  Automatic  sprinklers. 

B 

22  Balloons,  advertising. 
23  Banners. 

24  Baskets,  decorative. 

25  Bell-buzzer  signal  sys- 
tems. 

26  Blocks,  pulleys,  stage- 
rigging. 

27  Blowers,  hand. 

28  Booking  agencies  for  mu- 
sicians. 

29  Booking  agencies  (state 
kind). 

8

0

 

 

Boilers. 

31  Bolts,  panic. 
32  Booths,  projection. 
33  Booths,  ticket. 
34  Box,  loge  chairs. 
35  Brass  grills. 
36  Brass  rails. 

37  Brokers-Theatre  promo- 
tion. 

38  Bulletin  boards,  change- 
able. 

c 
39  Cable. 
40  Cabinets. 

41  Calcium  lights. 
42  Cameras. 
43  Canopies  for  fronts. 
44  Carbons. 

4

6

 

 

Carbon  
sharpeners. 

46  Carbon  wrenches. 
47  Carpets. 
48  Carpet  cushion. 

49  Carpet  cleaning  com- 

pound. 50  Carpet  covering. 
51  Cases,  film  shipping. 
52  Cement,  film. 
53  Chair  covers. 
54  Chairs,  wicker. 
55  Chairs,  theatre. 
56  Change  makers. 
57  Changer  overs. 
58  Color  hoods. 
59  Color  wheels. 
60  Condensers. 

D 

61  Date  strips. 
62  Decoration  (state  kind). 
63  Decorators,  theatre. 
64  Dimmers. 
65  Disinfectants — perfumed. 
68  Doors,  fireproof. 
67  Draperies. 
68  Drinking  fountains. 
69  Duplicating  machines. 

E 

70  Electric  circuit  testing 
instruments. 

71  Electric  fans. 
72  Electrical  flowers. 

73  Electric  power  generat- 
ing plants. 74  Electric  signs. 

7

6

 

 

Electric  
signal  

and  
con- 

trol systems. 

76  Emergency  lighting 

plants. 77  Exit  light  signs. 

F 

78  Film  cleaners. 
79  Film  splicing  machine. 
80  Film  tools  (state  kind). 
81  Film  waxing  machine. 

82  Fire  alarms. 
83  Fire  escapes. 
84  Fire  extinguishers. 
85  Fire  hose. 
86  Fire  hose  reels,  carts. 
87  Fire  proof  curtains. 
88  Fire  proof  doors. 
89  Fire  proofing  materials. 
90  Fixtures,  lighting. 
91  Flashlights. 
92  Flashers,  Electric  sign. 
93  Flood  lighting. 
94  Floorlights. 
95  Floor  covering. 
96  Floor  runners. 
97  Flowers,  artificial. 
98  Footlights. 
99  Fountains,  decorative. 

100  Fountains,  drinking. 
101  Frames-poster,  lobby  dis- play. 

102  Fronts,  metal  theatre. 
103  Furnaces,  coal  burning. 
104  Furnaces,  oil  burning. 
105  Furniture,  theatre. 
106  Fuses. 

G 

107  Generators. 
108  Grilles,  brass. 
109  Gummed  labels. 
110  Gypsum  products. 

H 

111  Hardware,  stage. 
112  Heating  system,  coal. 
113  Heating  system,  oil. 

1 

114  Ink,  pencils  for  slides. 
115  Insurance,  Fire. 
116  Insurance,  Rain. 
117  Interior  decorating  serv- ice. 

118  Interior  illuminated 
signs. 

J 
119  Janitors’  supplies. 

L 
120  Labels,  film  caution. 

121  Lamps,  decorative. 
122  Lamp  dip  coloring. 
123  Lamps,  general  lighting. 
124  Lamps,  incandescent  pro- 

jection. 125  Lamps,  reflecting  arc. 

126  Lamp  shades. 
127  Lavatory  equipment,  fur- nishings. 

128  Lavatory  fixtures. 
129  Ledgers,  theatre. 
130  Lenses. 

131  Lights,  exit. 
132  Lights,  spot. 

133  Lighting  fixtures. 
134  Lighting  installations. 

135  Lighting  systems,  com- 

plete. 
136  Linoleum. 
137  Liquid  soap. 

138  Liquid  soap  containers. 
139  Lithographers. 
140  Lobby  display  frames. 
141  Lobby  gazing  balls. 
142  Lobby  furniture. 
143  Lobby  decorations. 
144  Lubricants  (state  kind). 
145  Luminous  numbers. 

1

4

8

 

 

Luminous  
signs,  interior, 

exterior. 
M 

147  Machines,  ticket. 
148  Machines,  pop  corn. 

149  Machines,  sanitary  vend- 
ing. 

150  Make  up,  boxes,  theatrl- 
151  Marbia. 
152  Marquise. 
153  Mats,  leather 
154  Mats  and  runners. 

155  Mazda  projection  adapt- 
ers. 

156  Metal  lath. 
157  Metal  polish. 
158  Mirror,  shades. 
159  Motor  generators. 
160  Motion  picture  cable. 
161  Musical  instruments '(state  kind). 

162  Music  publishers. 
163  Music  rolls. 
164  Music  stands. 

N 

185  Napkins. 
166  Novelties,  advertising. 
167  Nursery  furnishings  and 

equipment. 
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o 
168  Oil  burners. 

169  Orcliestral  pieces, 

170  Orcbestra  pit  fittings, 
furnishings. 

171  Organs. 

172  Organ  novelty  slides. 

173  Organ  lifts. 

174  Organ  chamber  heaters. 

175  Ornamental  fountains. 

176  Ornamental  metal  work. 

177  Ornamental  metal  thea- tre fronts. 

P 

178  Paint,  screen. 

179  Paper  drinking  cups. 
180  Paper  towels. 
181  Perfumers. 

182  Photo  frames. 
183  Pianos. 

184  Picture  sets. 

185  Player  pianos. 

186  Plastic  fixtures  and  dec- 
orations. 

187  Plumbing  fixtures. 
188  Positive  film. 

189  Posters. 

190  Poster  frames. 

191  Poster  lights. 
192  Poster  paste. 
183  Portable  projectors. 
194  Pottery,  decorative. 
195  Power  generating  plants. 
196  Printing,  theatre. 
197  Programs. 
198  Program  covers. 

199  Program  signs,  illu- 
minated. 

200  Projection  lamps. 

201  Projection  machines. 

202  Projection  machine  parts. 

203  Projection  room  equip- 
ment. 

R 

204  Radiators. 

205  Radiator  covers. 

206  Rails,  brass. 

207  Rails,  rope. 

208  Rain  insurance. 

209  Rectifiers. 

210  Reconstruction  service. 

211  Redecorating  service. 

212  Reflectors  (state  kind). 

213  Refurnishing  service. 

214  Regulators,  Mazda. 
215  Reels. 

216  Reel  end  signals. 

217  Reel  packing,  carrying 
cases. 

218  Resonant  orchestra  plat- 
form. 

219  Reseating  service. 

220  Rewinding  film. 

221  Rheostats 

222  Rigging,  stage. 

223  Roofing  materials. 

S 

224  Safes,  film. 
225  Scenery,  stage. 

226  Scenic  artists’  service. 
227  Screens. 
228  Screen  paint. 
229  Seat  covers. 
230  Seat  indicators,  vacant. 
231  Seats,  theatres. 
232  Signs  (state  kind). 

233  Signs,  parking. 

234  Signals,  reel  end. 

235  Sign  flashers. 

236  Sign-cloth. 
237  Sign  lettering  service. 
238  Side  walk  machines,  corn 

poppers. 239  Slides. 

240  Slide  ink,  pencils. 

241  Slide  lanterns. 

242  Slide  making  outfits. 
243  Slide  mats. 

244  Shutters,  metal  fire. 

245  Soap  containers,  liquid. 

246  Speed  indicators. 

247  Spotlights. 

248  Stage  doors-valances,  etc. 
249  Stage  lighting  equipment. 
250  Stage  lighting  systems. 

251  Stage  rigging-blocks, 

pulleys. 252  Stage  scenery. 
253  Stair  treads. 
254  Statuary. 
255  Steel  lockers. 
256  Stereopticons. 
257  Sweeping  compounds. 
258  Switchboards. 

259  Switches,  automatic. 

T 

260  Tally  counters. 
261  Tapestries. 
262  Tax  free  music. 

263  Telephones,  inter-com- municating. 

264  Temperature  regulation 

system. 265  Terra  Cotta. 
266  Terminals. 

267  Theatre  accounting  sys- tems. 

268  Theatre  dimmers. 

269  Theatre  seats. 

270  Tickets. 
271  Ticket  booths. 
272  Ticket  choppers. 

273  Ticket  holders. 
274  Ticket  racks. 

275  Ticket  selling  machines. 

276  Tile. 
277  Tile  stands. 

278  Tool  cases,  operator’s. 279  Towels,  paper. 

280  Towels,  cloth. 

281  Trailers. 

282  Transformers. 
283  Tripods. 

284  Turnstiles,  register!  . 

285  Typewriters. 

u 

286  Uniforms. 

V 

287  Valances,  for  boxes. 
288  Vases,  stone. 
289  Vacuum  cleaners. 
290  Ventilating  fans. 
291  Ventilating,  cooling  sys- tem. 

292  Ventilating  systems, 

complete. 
293  Vending  machines,  soap, 

towels,  napkins,  etc. 
294  Vitrollte 

w 

296  Wall  burlap 

296  Wall  leather. 

297  Watchman’s  Clocks. 288  Water  coolers. 
299  Wheels,  color 

USE  THIS  COUPON 

“BETTER  THEATRES”  DIVISION 
Elxhibitors  Herald 

407  South  Dearborn  St.,  Chicago. 

Gentlemen  :   I   should  like  to  receive  reliable  informat
ion  on  the  items  listed  following: 

(Refer  to  Items  by  Number) 

Remarks 

Name.- 

State.„     ^..Seating  Capacity.^.   
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AUTOMATIC  CURTAIN 
CONTROL 

Automatic  Devices  Co., 
17  N.  7th  St.,  Allentown,  Pa. 

E.  J.  Vallen  Elec,  Co., 
Akron,  Ohio. 

BANNERS,  HAND  PAINTED 
H.  Dryfhout, 
736  S.  Wabash  Ave.,  Chicago. 

BUSINESS  BUILDING  SERVICE 

(Local  Merchants  Tie-up) 
Alexander  Film  Co., 
Denver,  Colorado. 

CARBONS 

Hugo  Reisinger, 
11  Broadway,  N.  Y.  C. 

CARPET  CUSHIONING 

Clinton  Carpet  Co., 
130  N.  Wells  St.,  Chicago,  111. 

CHANGE  MAKERS 

Brandt  Automatic  Cashier  Co., 
Watertown,  Wisconsin. 

CONDENSERS 
Fish  Schurman  Corp. 
45  W.  45th  St.,  N.  Y.  C. 

DIMMERS 

The  Cutler-Hammer  Mfg.  Co., 
12th  St.  and  St.  Paul  Ave., 
Milwaukee,  Wisconsin. 

DRINKING  CUPS 

Individual  Drinking  Cup  Co., 
Easton,  Pa. 

ELECTRIC  FLASHERS,  COLOR 
HOODS 

Reynolds  Electric  Co., 
2651  W.  Congress  St.,  Chicago. 

EQUIPMENT,  SUPPLIES 
Monarch  Theatre  Supply  Co., 
724  S.  Wabash  Ave.,  Chicago. 

HEATING  &   VENTILATING 

P.  H.  MaGirl  Foundry  &   Furnace Co., 

Bloomington,  Illinois. 

B.  F.  Reynolds  &   Co., 
118  W.  Ohio,  Chicago. 

Supreme  Heater  &   Ventilating 
Co.,  1552  Olive  St.,  St.  Louie,  Mo. 

LENSES 

Bausch  &   Lomb, 
Rochester,  N.  Y. 

Projection  Optics  Co., 
203  State  St.,  Rochester,  N.  Y. 

MARQUISE,  CANOPIES 

Architectural  Metal  Prod.,  Inc., 
19  W.  8th  St.,  Covington,  Ky. 
Edwards  Mfg.  Co., 
Cincinnati,  Ohio. 

MOTION  PICTURE  CABLE 

Rockbestos  Products  Corp., 
New  Haven,  Conn. 

MOTORS  FOR  MOTION  PICTURE 
MACHINES 

Warner  Electric  Co., 
319  N.  Church  St.,  Kalamazoo. 

MUSIC  ROLLS 
Filmusic  Company 
6701  Santa  Monica  Blvd. 
Hollywood,  Cal. 

MUSIC  STANDS 
Gallagher  Orchestra  Equip.  Co., 
3235  Southport  Ave.,  Chicago. 

Liberty  Music  Stand  Co., 
1960  E.  116th  St.,  Cleveland, 
Ohio. 

NOVELTIES,  ALL  KINDS 
Brazel  Novelty  Co., 

30  Ella  St.,  Cincinnati. 

ORGANS 
The  Link  Company, 

183  Water  St.,  Binghamton,  N.  Y. 
Rudolph  Wurlitzer  Co., 
Cincinnati,  Ohio. 

PROGRAM  COVERS 
The  Hennegan  Company, 

311  Genesee  St.,  Cincinnati,  O. 

PROJECTORS 

Enterprise  Optical  Co., 
564  W.  Randolph  St.,  Chicago. 
International  Projector  Corp. 
Nicholas  Power  Div. 
90  Gold  St.,  N.  Y.  C. 

REFLECTING  ARC  LAMPS 
Hall  &   Connolly,  Inc., 

129  Grand  Street,  N.  Y.  C. 

McAuley  Mfg.  Company, 
554  W.  Adams  St.,  Chicago. 

REWINDING  EQUIPMENT 
Best  Devices  Co., 

Film  Building,  Cleveland,  Ohio 

RHEOSTATS 

Holfmann  &   Soons, 
522  First  Ave.,  New  York,  N.  Y. 

SCREENS 
American  Silversheet  Co., 
915  Wash  St.,  St.  Louis,  Mo. 
Da-Lite  Screen  &   Scenic  Co., 
922  W.  Monroe  St.,  Chicago. 
Minusa  Cine  Screen  Co., 
Morganat  Bomont,  St.  Louis,  Mo. 
Raven  Screen  Corp., 
1476  Broadway,  N.  Y.  C. 
C.  S.  Wertsner  &   Son, 
211  N.  13th  St,  Philadelphia,  Pa. 

SEATS 
American  Seating  Co., 
14  £.  Jackson,  Chicago. 

Heywood-Wakefield  Co., 
209  Washington  St,  Boston,  Mass. 
E.  H.  Stafford  Mfg.  Co. 
367  W.  Adams  St.,  Chicago, 

SHUTTERS 

Double  Disc  Shutter  Co., 
2100  Payne  Ave.,  Cleveland. 

SIGNS — ELECTRIC 
Milne  Elec.  Co., 

189  Fifth  St.,  Milwaukee. 
Verb  Sign  Company, 
4543  W.  Lake  Street,  Chicago. 

SIGNS — ILLUMINATED,  CHANGE- 
ABLE 

Tablet  &   Ticket  Co., 
1015  W.  Adams  St,  Chicago. 

SIGNS,  PAPER,  MUSLIN  AND 
CARDBOARD 

Theatrical  Poster  Co. 
845  S.  Wabash  Ave.,  Chicago 

SIGN  FLASHERS 
Cramblet  Eng.  Corp., 

286  Milwaukee  St.,  Milwaukee. 
SILENCE  SIGNS 

Rawson  &   Evans  Co., 
710  W.  Washington,  Chicago. 

SLIDES J.  F.  Ransley, 

54  W.  Randolph  St.,  Chicago. 

STAGE  UGHTING  EQUIPMENT 
Frank  Adam  Elec.  Co., 
3650  Windsor  Ave.,  St.  Louis,  Mo. 
Kliegl  Brothers 
321  W.  50th  St,  N.  Y.  C. 
Major  Equipment  Co., 
4603  Fullerton  Ave.,  Chicago. 

STAGE  RIGGING,  HARDWARE 
J.  H.  Channon  Corp., 

223  W.  Erie  St.,  Chicago. J.  R.  Clancy, 

Syracuse,  N.  Y. 
Peter  Clark,  Inc., 

534  W.  30th  St.,  New  York,  N.  Y. 

STAGE  SCENERY 
Wm.  Beck  &   Sons 

Highland  Ave.  at  Dorchester 
Cincinnati,  Ohio. 

Ti^n  Scenic  Studios, 
Tiffin,  Ohio. 

THEATRE  BUILDING  SERVICE 
United  Scenic  Studios 
28  West  Lake  St.,  Chicago 

THEATRE  DECORATING  SERV. 
Michel  Angelo  Studios, 
212  E.  Superior  St.,  Chicago. 

THEATRE  PRINTING,  PROGRAMS 
Exhibitors  Printing  Service, 
711  S.  Dearborn  St.,  Chicago. 
The  National  Poster  &   Printing 
Co.,  729  S.  Wabash  Ave.,  Chicago 

TICKETS 
Globe  Ticket  Co., 

122  N.  12th  St,  Philadelphia,  Pa. 
Trimount  Press,  Inc., 
113  Albany  St,  Boston,  Mass. 

TRANSFORIVIERS 
Hertner  Electric  Co., 
Cleveland,  Ohio. 
Roth  Brothers  &   Co., 
1409  W.  Adams  St.,  Chicago,  111. 

UNIFORMS 

Western  Uniform  Co., 

202  S.  Clark  St.,  Chicago. 

VACANT  SEAT  INDICATORS 
Acme  Elec.  Construction  Co., 
407  S.  Dearborn  St.,  Chicago. 

VENTILATING  EQUIPMENT 
Arctic  Nu-Air  Corp., 
318  State  Lake  Bldg.,  Chicago. 
Blizzard  Fan  Sales  Co., 
1514  Davenport  St.,  Omaha,  Neb. 
Knowles  Mushroom  Vent.  Co., 
202  Franklin  St,  New  York,  N.  Y. 

Typhoon  Fan  Co., 
345  W.  39th  St,  N.  Y.  C. 



ROCKBESTOS 
-the  asbestos  covered  wire 

Nothing  equals  it! 
Do  you  want  SAFETY.  CONTINUOUS  SERVI

CE 

and  DURABILITY  in  the  wire  that  carries  the  ele
c- 

tric current  to  your  projecting  machine, 

arc  and  spot  lights  and  fixtures  using 

high  wattage  lamps? iROCKBESTOSl 

1 5^ 

:   S'  : I   //(L-4Ufci'V(Ul  iWffiKvtfV, 

There  is  only  one  answer. 

ROCKBESTOS  WIRE. 

A   Hall&  Connolly, Inc.,  high  intensily  light  on  a 

Simplex  projector.  Rockbestos  motion  picture 

cable  is  used  exclusively  on  both  these  ?nachines. 

ROCKBESTOS  PRODUCTS 

CORPORAT  I   ON 

Sgn  Grind  Cenliil  Term.  Bldg.,  Niw  York NEW  HAVEN,  CONN. 224  Madlion  Tirni.  Bldg.,  Chicago 
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